
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vangelder, Maxielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:48 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 5/6/13 - 16.11.1.7 - Apparel in the Summer 

AH L: 

Please see today Is Daily Compliance Item. Let us know if you have any questions or concerns about the infon~nation provided below. 

Thank you. 

Marielh? 

Marielle A. van(:~elder 

Associate ALMetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

F~’,<: (919) 9{52--6002 
rnw~ngelder@unc edu 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Several softball Ocean State University student-athletes will be attending summer school and would like to 
continue with workouts. They asked the equipment manager for a few apparel items for their workouts. Is it 
permissible for the institution to provide these student-athletes with apparel? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/11193- Student-athlete using institutional 
athletics apparel during the summer- states that a student-athlete may use institutional athletics 
apparel (per the institution’s normal issuance and retrieval policy) during a summer vacation period. Further, 
such a policy does not have to be applicable to all students and the student-athlete may use laundry 
services for the athletics apparel. [References: 16.12.1.6 (summer use of athletics equipment). This minute 
incorporates the 05/27/92 staff minutes, item c, which has been archived.] 

Jennit~r M. CondaJcas 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance, SWA Liai~m 
BIG EAST Cont~rence 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Bnrgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Sunday, 11:41 AM 

Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bbx~swell@athletics.gatech.edtr>; JeromeRodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead <marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Aaron Aaker (aaJ~e@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerino@bc.edu); CaJrly 
Pariseau (caxly.pariseau@bc.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Wood?" 

(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Cindy Haxtmann 

(chartmann@duaa.duke.edn); Niesha Campbell(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov 

(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~-; Angel Cavanaugh(as2cz@eservices.vilginia.edu); Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edu); Bret Cowley <bcowley@fsu.edu>; Jim Curry, (jmcurry@fsn.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tom 

Timmermans (            @gmail.com);                      @live.unc.edu>; Dad Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edn); DeboraJl Foley 

(dfoley@miami.edu); Khadial Kelly(k.kelly3@miami.edu; David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Tony Hemandez (themmadez@miami.edu); 

Brett Luy(bdll 1 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick <mcsl 1 c@my.fsu.edu>; Carrie Doyle (carriedoyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson <craig anderson@ncsu.edtr>; MichelleLee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); 

~ncsu.edtr>; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dal Isa£(dmisM@syr.edu); Erlea~ Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman 

Fr~ier <hrti~azie@syr.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; Dr. Louis Marcoccia <lmarcocc@syr.edu-~; Brad CC Hostetter 

<bhostette@theacc.org>; Katie Koone <kkoone@theacc.org>; Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org>; Co@Gambler 

(cgamble@nmd.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@umd.edu); Mathew Franck (mfrmack@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.morall2@umiami.edu); 

Herman, Amy S <aj schae@email.unc.edu>; Amv Herman <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art 
Markos(am@virginia.edu); Eric BaumgaxtneKembep@irginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.edu); Heather La2c’on <hembert@~it.edw,; 

Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Viclde Sarfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@v~t.edu>; Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfu.edu) <ellebykc@wfu.edDate: Sun>; 52 -0500 

FW: November CCACA Update 

RWG Proposals Points to Consider.pdf 

All, 
The below newsletter was distributed by the AMA staff. A few items worthy of highlighting: 

1) The NCAA National Office and Eligibility Center will be closed Thursday and Friday for the Thanksgiving holiday. 

2) The final teleconference regarding the Rules Working Group is Friday,            at 2:00 p.m. Eastern time. The access information is: Number - 1-866-590-5055; 
Passcode - 6234120. A "Points to Consider" document for the proposals has been developed and is attached for your reference. 

3) The CLR waiver guidelines have been revised for cases of a transfer due to injury/illness of an immediately family member. Additional information is available in thi~ 
._s_!__o_~ on the NCAA website. A complete version of the CLR guidelines are included via the link below. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about the information in this newsletter. Thanks, 

Matt 

From, DeAnna Stephens [mailto:dstephens@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Friday 3:52 PM 
TO: Burgemelster, iVlaU, 
Subject-" November CCACA Update 

1-o vie’,^; :~n online version of this ernail, click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 5:07 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~b2: Head Coaches’ Reception mid Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

That’s great. Thanks Molly. 

From: Norton, Molly On Behalf Of Cunningham, gubba 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 5:06 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: FW: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pro 

.Just: re~dize’l t:hey were all in t:he gcc line. Here is the list: (you c~m probably just copy ~m’l paste into the "to" lin~-:~ of the em~dl you an-:~ sending): 

anson@uncaa,unc.edu; csomoanoC~uncaa.unc,edu: uncwlax@uncaa,unc.edu: breschi(a)uncaa,unc.edu; £ich b’.eSelm t’richdeselmC~uncaa.unc,edu); 

_m____e___a___d___e__r__s___@__.___u___n___c__a___a__.__u___n___c_:__e___d__u_j Derek Galvin {._d___e__r__e__[<_g_@___u___n___c__a___a__.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.); Nadia Lynch (_n_]~_r)__c___h___@__.___u___n___c__a___a_:__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__}; Sylvia Hatchell (.s---h--a---t--c---h---e-[L@------u---n--c---a--a--:--u---n--c-:--e---d---u-.); Mike Fox 

(mfox@uncaa.unc.edu); ’rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Karen Shelton (kcs@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’Melinda Joines (mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu)’; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa.unc.edu>; janmann@uncaa.unc.edu; %arab Haney (skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu)’; ’Donna Papa (djp@uncaa.unc.edu)’; spaul@uncaa.unc.edu; 

bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu; ’jsagul~@unca~E.unc edu’; ’C D Mock (cd@uncaa.unc.edu)~; ’Larry G~dlo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu)’; ’ilh:,@unc.~:_~du’; ’Rick Steinbacher 

(rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu)’; ’bubbac@unc.edu~; ’cgw~dtney@unc~a.unc.edu’; ’Montgomery, .John R (jmont@unc.edu)~; ~bmillef@unca~LurK:.edu’; 

’mballen@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Creech, Karlton W (.k___c__r__e___e__£_h____@___u___n__£:__e___d__u__)’; ’Kirschner, SLeve Andrew ( _s_ _t_ _ _e_ _v_ _ _e_ _ _k_ Lr_ _s_ _c_ _ _h_ _ _n_ _ _e_ _r_ _ _ _@_ _ _ _u_ _ _q _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . ) ’ ; ’Broome, Lissa L 

([_b___r__o___o____m____e__@__e___m___a__!_l_.___u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.)’; ! _f_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _o_ _ _r_ _a_ _@ _ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ _._ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ ; Thorp, Holden < h_ _9_ J_ _d_ _ _e_ _ _n_ _ _t_ _h_ _ _o_ _ _r_ p_ _ _ _@_ _ _ _u_ _ _n_ _£ : _ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ _ > ; ’mbnor[on@unc.edu’ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Seat: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:10 PM 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Head Coaches: 

and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorLon@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse/guest can attend. 

Tina and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cuaniagham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 7:45 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtv> 

RE: Meeting Yesterday 

Sorry. I missed yon. I had meetings over in Londermilk until 5. Look forward to reviemng the chart mad related items on Thursday. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:20 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Yesterday 

My 2p got canceled this afternoon not sure if you’re around and want to meet sooner, but I’m available any time from now until 4p. 

] put the things at the bottom of the chart [sent you that Illinois had on their calendar that we haven’t done here, Our calendar is more specific in some areas (e.g,, the 

Specific Rules Education Reminders section, primarily), so there are several of those things that don’t appear on the illinois calendar. But I’m guessing that’s just a matter of 

them not being that inclusive on their calendar, There’s nothing "big" on our calendar that isn’t on theirs, other than that it appears that the Financial Aid and Initial Eligibility 

pieces are handled more on our staff than by the compliance staff members identified on the Illinois chart. But that’s probably something better for us to discuss in person, if 

you want to do so above and beyond what we’ve already talked about in that regard. 

[ will try to figure out a way to note on the chart where I think people spend the most time... 
Also, Jam attaching time revised THFPO document. [ am going to send it to the entire Football building staff never hurts for them all to be aware! Iwill also send it to Dawn 

to distribute to the group itself. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/18/2012 9:14 AM > > > 

Thanks Amy. Maybe we can meet on Thursday morning after our 8:30? 

I see the items are grouped by topic which is helpfid. Are the items priorifized by volume/time/required? Are there any items that appear on the Illinois caJendax that are 

not on the document you sent me? If not, m-e any of the things you added to your document offthe Illinois calendar things that are new for us? Which items on your list 

are things that we’ve done here that do not appear anywhere on the Illinois calendar? 

This may become more clear when we taJk Thilrsday. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [En___aj!__tg__La_j_s__c___h_a___e__~_u_n___c__a___a_=u_n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:24 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting Yesterday 

Okay, I think I have this information complete. See attached. We can discuss when you have time. Tomorrow, I’ve got a 9 10a mtg, a s a stopping by probably around 10:15a 

for a bit, and a 2 3p meeting, Then [ will be back in office until around 4p. 

Thursday is pretty open for me after the Sport Supervisor Business Office meeting. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailrunc.edu > 9/14/2012 10:07 AM > > > 
Amy, 

I was thinking more about our conver~tion yesterday and what we might be able to do to reorganize. Can you (and aJ~y stalt’you consider appropriate) please review 

the summary of reslyonsibilities you have for the Compliance Ollice (the document you shared with me and I think we revised), our current compliance calendar, our job 

de~riptions, and the attached calendar used at Illinois and provide me a comprehensive list of what each person on the UNC compliance staffis currently doing? It 
would be best if these w~ pfi~tize~ i~ i~rm~ ~f~iiim~/tml~ ~i~d. It would also help if you will create a sepaiate iist ~aii items that ap~a~ on ~h~ attached 

~iend~ fii~ are noi ~ any ~f ~ !ist~ y~ ~reat~ fi~ e~!i ~ ~stal~l: Similarly, please indicate ~ii items ~ ~m s~tF~ !ist~ that ~ ap~ ~!i~ attac~ ~!~ndar 

u~d at ~iino~s. If you print these things out and mmk them up to create your lists, the documents you use to do that will be helpfid to me as well. I know that’s a lot, but 

the earlier I have that the sooner we can make decisions about slracture and opportunities. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:37 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Amendment Day 

Nice. 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 8:08 AM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge((~funcaa.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Cathy, 
Thanks tbr getting back to me. I’m looking tbrwasd to joining all of you tbr the conversation. I have heard good things about you and your colleagues in 

the School of Journalism and we are excited by this opportnnity to suptx~rt the academic enterprise. 

Best, 

Paul 

>>> "Packer~ Cathy" <.£lj:N__cJ__<__e__r)~_e_~!’_a_iJ_=_ujl_c_:__e__d_~!> 9/19/2012 2:48 PM >>> 

Hello Paul, 

Sorry I’ve taken a while to get back to you. First Amendment Day planning is chaotic, to say the least. However, I think your panel is going to be temfic. I 

croft tell you how much I appreciate your mllingness to participate. 

There are a few specific topics I would like you to be prepared to address, topics that people often ask me about but that I can’t answer. Does the 

NCAA have rules about student athletes’ use of ~cia] media? Do student- athletes sign away their First Amendment and privacy fights (either explicitly or 

implicitly) when they join our sports teams an&"or accept a scholarship? Could you bring with you a coW of what they sign? What is the athletic 

department’s policy on social media? What axe the team policies? Why do they have the policies they have? 

I assume this won’t be a problem. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Here’s the description of the proM, including when and where it will be: 

2 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. 

WHY CAN’T WE TWEET? THE FIRST AMENDMENT, UNC ATHLETES AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

Carroll Hall Room 33 
A representative of the UNC athletic department, a sports law expert and athletes will discuss Carolina’s athletic department and team 

social media polities, how other schools and states are addressing this issue, and whether UNC policies violate the First Amendment 

and privacy rights of UNC’s student athletes. Panelists will include UNC Assodate Athletic Director Paul Pogge and Barbara Osborne, 

an attorney and associate professor in UNC’s Department of Exerdse and Sports Sdence. Read more about Osborne here: 
http;//exss3mcx’,&l!faculty.-and-staff!associate-professors/barbara--usborne!. The panel will be moderated by , a 
Ph.D. student in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication who studies sports journalism. 

Thanks, Paul. I look forward to meeting you. 

Cathy 

Cathy Packer, Ph.D. 

W. Horace Carter Distinguished Professor 

Co-Director of the UNC Center for Media Law and Policy 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

358 Carroll Hall, Campus Box 3365 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-4077 
Email: clpacker~Ff email.unc~edu 

http:/imedialaw.unc~edu 

From: Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2012 20:08:22 -0400 

To: UNC Chapel Hill School of Journalism <clpacker@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: First Amendment 

Cathy, 

I have been asked to serve on your panel on First Amendment Day and am looking forward to joining in your discussion. Is there any additional information 

on the event you can provide’? Thanks very much for including us. I look forward to meeting you in person. 



Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:02 PM 

Kirschner. Steve <stevekirschner@unc.e&l>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.~mc.edu>; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

1~: FYI 

Uh.., 

"~ ~Nfi~nc~d bu~ii~ i~nag~ to NF~ ~N~{~ first informed Sports Agent Blog that Leak is still ve~ much involved in the affairs of NC State University 

student-athletes, and is reportedly rmming the agent process for 
The b~siii~g ~anage~ told Sports Agent Blog that he received ~nflrn!ati~fi of Leak’s continuing association with NC State players l~i ~iN~ii~i 

See anything wrong with these two sentences? All the intbrmation Darren Heitner is reporting/has reported may be tree. It may not. What is certainly tree is that he was 

once an agent (a relatively ~msuccesslhl one), he has been writing a blog for some time about his former business and tbrmer competitors, his business partner (Jason 

Belzer) is a tbnner runner who admits to ignoring universities’ agent policies to hustle players who had eligibilib, remaining, and 

and ( using as a second soume, an unnanmd agent who himself has been contacting in hopes of signing him) to, you 

know, shed some light on the questionable practices of two runners (Leak and McNair). 

Who do you think the "business manager" to cun~nt s~dent-athletes might be? Is he a swell guy who supports amateurism, the American Way, follows all rules, opens 

doors for old ladies and just happens to be a "business manager" for current student-athletes somewhere? M@e at NC State? Is it possible the "business manager" 

might be a runner (competing with Leak and McNair) for one or more agents (maybe the agent source in the sto~) for an asset (named ) they might all 

be simultaneously competing to acquire? 

After his years of worldng and observing and interacting ruth agents, rrmmers, business managers and advisors, could Heitner be blind the potential motive of his 

"sources" or is he a guy rolling to help out the "business manager" and maybe the agent source for some other reason? If I’m either of the two remained sources (Mr. 

B usiness Manager or Mr. Agent), at the ve~ least I owe Heitner a sincere ’¢thank you" tbr trying to expose and discredit my competition for . Maybe he 

deserves even more? I’m sure something could be worked out. 

I don’t know about the "story" but I do know there is no bottom to the cesspool. Good ibr the University of Memphis that they just hired the company owned by 

tteitaer and Belzer to run their agent education program tbr their athletic department. That should work out just line for somebo@. 
Kirsck I know that’s not why you sent me a cop?" of the stoly... 

From= Steve Kirschner [mailto:stevekirschner@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 20, 201.2 3:27 plVl 
To" Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kevin Best; Paul Pogge 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 8:35 PM 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

1~!:;: Compliance Question from Patti Tholp 

Thanks Eric. 

From: Eric Hoots [mailto:ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:00 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

We are not recruiting any relative of 

Eric Hoots 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:55 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Betbre I respond to Patti Thorp, can you guys please confirm that we m’e not cunenfly recrniting any relative of 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:Mschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 

Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

~hl~: [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.21 (general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16,12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official 

interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:06 PM > > > 
Am~; 

Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She intbrmed me that she "made a needlepoint Christmas ornament tbr                    because 

she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around" but then realized she should check it out with the Compliance Otfice belbre sending it. 

She said the ornament was "cute but it’s not worth anything." Is it permissible tbr her to send the item to ? Thanks. 
Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 7:55 AM 

Tom TimmermaJ~s <timmermaJls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~E: Today 

OK, thanks for letting me know. Have a sate trip and see you iVlonday 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                  7:41 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Helrnan; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Today 

Just and FYI. I am out of the office today traveling up to notre dame for the Michigan game. 

Have a great weekend! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc edu> 
To: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo~uncaa uric edu>, "Vince Ille" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Kathy Griggs" <kgriggs@uncaa unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa unc edu>, "Paul Pogge" 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, :@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Staff Meeting 
Dabe: Thu,             11:20 am 

>>> "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
All, 

~T11:20:28 911137 >>> 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Depaltment of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (,fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:01 AM 

Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

EW: Carolina Panthers 

Nice j ob 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bubba Cuunmgham [mailtu:bubbac@email.unc.edu1 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 12:02 AM 
To: Paul Pogge 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Montgomery, John R; Clint GwalU~ey 
Subject: Re: Carolina Panthers 

Yes, this looks ve~z good. 
I would like to do this. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University’ of North Carolina 

On 9/23/12 10:19 PM, "Paul Pogge" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

>Bubba, 
> 

>Here are several pages uf ducuments I thought we could use as part of 
>the welcome packet we send tu visiturs you invite to funtball games 
>The attached :file includes a cuver letter, a game day schedule (times 
>will need to be ad1 usted each game), field guidelines, and sume facts 
>abuut the UniversiW and Tar Heel sports. We can print a map tu gu 
>with each packet as well. 
> 

>What do you think about expanding this "pregame experience" to 
>eventually include strategically-chosen people fi-om throughout the 
>campus and state communities? Even if people don’t sit in yuur bux as 
>yuur personal guests fur the game, it might be beneficial tu uft’er the 
>chance tu watch pregame warm-ups to community leaders, select faculty 
>members, Board members, Chamber presidents, etc. I think it could be a 
>really effective way to build bridges with academic units of campus and 
>various community constituents across Carolina. It would be fairly- 
>easy- for me to meet a group of people in a designated location before 
>each game, bring them down to the field, then escort them back up to 
>the concourse or your box before kickoff. 
> 

>I’ll be happy to help however you’d like. Have a great trip. 
> 

>Paul 
> 

>__ 

>Paul Pogge 
>Attorney at Law 

>Cell: 
~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 3:47 PM 

Sam Panl (spaul@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: ACC Equipment contracts 

Sam, 

Please see Beth’s message below. What balls do we use for ACC regular season and post-season matches? 

Do you pretEr con~nuing the current agreement, or would you pretEr that the ContErence only negotiate contracts tbr balls that will be used in the ACC Chmnpionship? 

Does men’s tennis currently have ~parate ball agreements that specit}i which ball they will use for regular season? 

Thanks, 

Vince 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 10:57 AN 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject" ACC Equipment contracts 

Clint, Vince and Larry, 

At our ACC meetings next week, we will discuss conference equipment contracts. In the sports of tennis, softball, baseball and volleyball, the current ball contracts include 

provisions for teams to use these balls during the regular season, which typically provides better pricing for balls. 

Please check with your coaches to see if they prefer staying with this type of agreement, or if they would prefer that the Conference only negotiate contracts for balls that will 

be used in the ACC Championship and coaches choose their regular season ball, I don’t believe any of them currently have separate ball agreements that specify which ball 
they will use for regular season, but please verify that, also, 

thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 6:38 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

l~b2: Denison Data 

Thanks Matt. Looking forward to the big info dump that includes all the metrics, etc... I appreciate all your help. 

From: Terrell, Matt 
Sent" Tuesday, September 18, 2012 1:58 PM 
To" Tile, Vince 
Subject; Denison Data 
For Compliance, Student-Athlete Services ... 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 8:31 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Coach Fedora - Academic Lunches 

Ok, who do we have attending this far’? 

On Sep 24, 2012, at 7:15 PM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha~f~uncaa.uuc.e&~> wrote: 

Vince, 
We are having one of the academic luncheons this Friday at 12pm. It will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. 

WaJly 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Progranr for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Acadenric Co~mseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 @V) 

(c) 
>:~> "Ille, Vince" <i_l_!~a~_e__l__r_l!aj!_:k~__n__%_e__d_t_~- 9,/242012 6:48 PM >>> 

Wa]ly, 

Is Coach Fedora supposed to do one of the lunches with lhculty this Friday? Just checking. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 2:10 PM 

McPhee, Sarah E <shaJm@illinois.edu> 

FW: New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

Ever heaJrd of tJlis guy? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday,                 1:27 PH 

To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject; Fwd: New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

FYI 

; Tom Timmermans 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc,edu > 1:20 PM > > > 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <__b__h___o__s__t__e__t__t__e__r__@_t__b__e___a__c__c_:__o_£9> 

Date:                  11:58:19 AM EDT 

Subject: New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

All 
Please join me in congratulating and welcoming Matt Burgemeister to the ACC staff as the ,Assistant Commissioner for Compliance a]ld Governance. Matt 
comes to the ACC from the Western Athletic Conference where he held the same title for the past two years. Prior to the WAC, Matt spent four years at the 
NCAA and a year and a half as a compliance gra&mte assistant at the University of Texas. Matt received his undergraduate degree from the University of 
UtaJ1 and a graduate degree from the University of Texas. Matt will be staxting in the office full-time on Monday . As we get him set up with 
contact information for the ACC, I will pass that along. 
Thaa~tks for your patience as we’ve worked through this process. We are excited to get Matt on boaxd’. ! ! 
Brad Hostetter 
Senior ,Associate Commissioner 
Compli aaac e/Govemance/Huma~q Resources 
Atlantic Coast Cordbrence 
EmaJl: bhost ett e!:~th eacc:ocg 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 
<image003.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 13:24 PM 

Amy Hennan (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Lance Markos (markos@uucaa.unc.edu); Tom Timmennans <timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

i (    ~ ;@uucaa.unc.edu) 

EW: 

Do you guys know Christian Spears? 3 hours, huh? 

ht~p://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~~~s/pNayers/h~w~c~mpetent-are-c~mp~iance-~~icers~the~re~ab~ut-t~~find~~ut/31422 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:29 PM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@~)g.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Lunch ruth Coach Fedora on Friday 

John, 
The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Vince 

September 23, 2012 

Dear Professor, 

On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we would like to invite you to 

our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch hour of 12-1pro at the 

Kenan Football Center on the 5th floor. This will be an opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and enjoy a great hmch. Coach 

Fedora will speak to the group at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, 

September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by Wednesday at 5pm to wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or (919) 962-9893. We look forward to 

seeing you Friday[ 

Wally Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Progranr for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Acadenric Co~mseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-962-9893 @V) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:33 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@anc.edu-* 

Re: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Agree witi1 Rick. Thanks. 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 4:17 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner~tmc.edu> wrote: 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner <            @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My nmne is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highes~t 

level. We film high school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http:/A~,w.youtube.conftloopnfixtape. 

We have reached over 200 million views on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports 

o~anizations. 

I mn em~Jling you because we wanted to cover tile Tax Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D 1 Midnight 

Madness events and UNC is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team tiffs year, since we have been follomng most of the roster closely 

since they were in high school. In fact our next video is a high school highlight reel of UNC’s . If you have any ques~tions please feel free to 
contact me through e-mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

~gmaJl.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season 
preview video for Tar Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 
I 
~:y_£_e__!__a__o_p__Lo_d___u___c__t_Lo___n___s_~_£__o_q_~ 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(~.unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning,        @..yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

Bryce 

For what purpose would you be videotaping the event? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:47 PM 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbtbster@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Lunch ruth Coach Fedora on Friday 

Beverly, 

The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Villce 

September 23, 2012 

Dear Professor, 

On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we would like to 
invite you to our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch 

hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on the 5th floor. This will be an opportunity for you to converse with 
colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of 
his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, September 28th at 12prn. Please RSVP by Wednesday at 5pro to 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or (919) 962-9893. We look forward to seeing you Friday[ 

Wall?, Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Umversity of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9~93 (w) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:15 PM 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbtbster@,email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

I roll ask Wally about his method of distribution. So1~ you can’t join us on Friday. I believe some members of the FAC axe plarafing to attend. 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 9:50 PM, "Foster, Beverly B." <bbfoster~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanl~s. i’d b,-_~ interested in learning the distribution list:. Unfortunately f am teaching at that time and can’t: get away. 

Beverly B. FosLer, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall #:].008 

The University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.7460 

Phone: 919 966-4.995 

FAX: 9:1.9 843-6212 

Emaih Bey Foster@unc.edu 

From. Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:47 PM 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject-" Fwd: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

Beverly, 

The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Vince 

September 23, 2012 

Dear Professor, 
On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we 

would like to invite you to our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place 

during the traditional lunch hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on the 5a~ floor. This will be an 

opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group 

at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, 
September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by Wednesday at Spm to ~,__L!_c_h__a__@___u_!?__c__a_a__:__u_!?__c_:__e___d__t__t. or [1_9____1___9__)____9___6___2__5__9___8___9___3__. 

We look forward to seeing you Friday! 

Wall?- Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program t;ar Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College ofAlts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (VV) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, ~: 11 PM 

< @gmail.com> 

RE: DTH Interview 

He?’ 
Sor~z it took me so long to return your message I’m not able to meet with you this week and hope you understand. I arrived here approximately 2 months ago and my calendar has been 
jammed up since the day I arrived. Maybe we can arrange a time to meet next week? Thalzks 
Vince 

..... ©ri~inM kdessa~e ..... 
From: ’ I mailtc ~)~mail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, #:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: DTH Interview 

Hi Mr. Ille, my name is           ~ I’m a reporter with the Daily Tar Heel and I’m writing a sto~’ about graduation rates among UNC football players. I’ve heard that the graduation rates 
here at UNC are higher than those of other schools in our conference and was wondering if you could confirm this. There was a stu@ released earlier this week about the graduation rates of 
fuotbaH players being far lower than those of nurma] students (the stu@ however only Jk~cuses on conferences as a whole) In light of this I was hoping that I could get an interview with 
you either at some point tomorrow to talk about how UNC stands in the ACC You can reach me by emai[ or at               Thank you fur your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 12:12 AM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Draft Column 

So1ry, but I can’t open the document referenced at the bottom of this. The "<Draft 3- solo.docx>" is not a document or link I can open. 

From: Bubba Cunningham [bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 30, 2012 12:01 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Draft Column 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfmrner(&admissions.unc.edu> 

Date: September 29, 2012, 11:14:49 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac(a)email. unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Column 

Bubba, thanks. Available before and after church at , Steve 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, September 29, 2012 11:02 PI 
To: Farmer, Stephen N 
Subject: Re: Draft Column 

Thanks. Really like the idea. Overall I like it I have a few thoughts mad possibly edits, but would like to think about it a little more a provide input 

tomorrow. Thanks again. 

Bubba 

Sent from my il?hone 

On Sep 29, 2012, at 10:53 PM, "Fannel; Stephen M" < st:axmer,~)admissions.unc.edu > wrote: 

Bubba, 

I wrote the attached last night and this evening and am thinking of submitting it to the N&O. I don’t want to do so if we don’t think it’s convincing or 
if we think it would be too provocative. But I’m tired of people taking cheap shots at our kids. 

I’d welcome any and all advice. 

Steve 

<Draft 3- solo.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 8:36 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Violation 

That works as long as we always check it and preserve documentation that the penal~ was served. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, : 9:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: RE:i Violation 

I don’t know if we have the ability to do that sort of rule creation on a kid by kid basis. I will check with Lance. G~n~r~!!y, !j~ ~ ~i~ ii~dii~g p~!~yl ~p~d~b~ ~ 

Turns out this kid is going to ), so we won’t be calling him, anyway! 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >           9:06 PM > > > 

Is this information incorporated into ACS to identify, any call that would not be permissible per the penal~? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 8:57 PN 
To: Dave Arendas; Joan Holt; Mike Fox; Scott Forbes; Scott Jackson; Tyson Lusk 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Narkos; Michael Beale; Paul Pogge;            .. Tom Timmermans 
Subject; Violation 

Baseball Staff, 
The NCAA has imposed an additional penalty in this case (the accidental text message to after had to leave his high school game due to a rainout). 

None of our coaches will be able to place an outgoing call to      ntil             (2 weeks after it would otherwise be permissible). In the meantime, he can call us 

and we can answer, but as of          , when we could otherwise call him, we have to refrain from doing so for the 2 week penalty. 

Please make note of this somewhere so that you remember! Iwill put it in our Outstanding Violation chart, as well, but we need to rely on you all to make sure the penalty is 

satisfied. 

Let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~Vuncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Secondary Infractions <secondaryinfractions@ncaa~orcj> 4:11 PM > > > 

Please note that this electronic letter is the only notification you will receive from the NCAA regarding the disposition of the case. If you have an)" problems opening or 

viewing this letter, please contact me at _l]£_t!_r_Ls£_n_@__n__c2~:!?!:g or 317- 917-6013. 

Best regards, 

A. Faith .~ohr~sor~ 

En[orcernent I Secondary Irffra(:t:ions 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206 

3:1.7-917-@313 
This emaii and an~" attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this *"essage and destroy any copies. Any dissemination o~ use of 

this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Froln~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <iO:UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYl)IBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1,2012 g:49 AM 

Am?.’ Herman (aj schae@ uncaa, unc.edu) 

Please don’t concern yourself with any messages I send you today. 

All for when you get back... 
A~e we ok with all the                      "videos? Do you or Lance see these before they are posted? I just watched the one for Sutton’s Drug Sto~ that is 

on our site and thought I’d check with you. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:51 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.tmc.edu-* 

RE: Hey Vince 

Let’s shoot for Friday early afternoon. I also have Friday morning open at the moment. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 8:24 AM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Hey Vince 

Awesome information. Want to chat about the agent program on Thursday after 3 or anytime Friday afternoon? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <i[[e@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 8:19 AM > > > 
For our agent info files. Tfialflcs. 

From: Nell Stratton [mailto:nstrattonOinsidetheleague.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:15 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Hey Vince 

Hey Vince. My deepest apologies for taking so long to get this to you, but I hope you find it helpful. 

You are licensed to reproduce this document as many times as you like for parents, players, etc. 

Have an awesome weekend. 

Neil Stratton 

Special advisor, ’11 Eastham Energy College All-Star Game 

Executive Director, ’08 Hula Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

President, Inside the League 

www.insidetheleague.com 

Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1,2012 11:45 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.tmc.edu-* 

RE: Hey Vince 

Maybe. Earlier is better though. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 8:55 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: I=W: Hey Vince 

Friday at 1:307 Can you also send me the Questions and Answers form you have from Illinois? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 10/1/2012 8:50 AM > > > 

Let’s shoot for Friday early afternoon. I also have Friday morning open at the moment. 

From: Paul Pogge [Ln___a_jJtg_:_p__p___qg_g_e_.__@__u__t)_c___a__a__~_u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_]. 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 8:24-AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FVV: Hey Vince 

Awesome information, Want to chat about the agent program on Thursday after 3 or anytime Friday afternoon? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_:n_~[]]~_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 10/1/2012 8:19 AM > > > 

For our agent info files. T flanks. 

From: Neil Stratton [mailto:l ,~insidetheleaque.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:15 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Hey Vince 

Hey Vince. My deepest apologies for taking so long to get this to you, but I hope you find it helpful. 

You are licensed to reproduce this document as many times as you like for parents, players, etc. 

Have an awesome weekend. 

Nell Stratton 

Special advisor, ’11 Eastham Energy College All-Star Game 

Executive Director, ’08 Hula Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

President, Inside the League 

w__w__w__:Ln _s_L_d _e t h___e__[_e___a_lLu _e_:_£9_m 

Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:53 AM 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

EW: RSVP and Volunteer Sign Ups for Oct 6th THFPO Tailgate 

Any problem with staff" (e.g., me) volunteering? Sit at registration desk, set up, etc. Thanks. 

From: Tarheel Parents [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 11:42 AM 
Subject: RSVP and Volunteer Sign Ups for Oct 6th THI=PO Tailgate 
Hello Tar Heel Families- 

Hope everyone is dry- now!’. Great mn agains~ Idaho & great turn out for our first rainy tailgate - we sure got cozy & had a blast!! Big game this week against the 

Virginia Tech Hokies! Both reruns need "the win and their fans travel well. Thus, our boys and coaches need our support to cheer them on to victory!! So Wear Your 

White Everyone for "the White Out!! Let’s make a statement together’.! 

Oct 6th THFPO Tailgate: Click Here k~ Volunteer - It is becoming a problem no~ having enough volta-deers. We need your help k~ co~tinue making ~his st~ccessfid. 
Just I/2 hoar shifts make a BIG difference! To make it all work it t~ukes 15 vohmteers each tailgate, if you haver;t helped yet this is your chance to give back to those 

who have given their time each week to date a break. THFPO tailgate starts at 10:30a; ends at 11:30a - Bmnch Theme this week folks! C_l_i__c_k ~_[__e__ri_e N___R__SN~_{~ 

’FHFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importance of building community and an atmosphere of family for all our Football 
Parents, their fmnilies and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate everyone and maintain financial responsiNli~ we are sharing the 

process for ’walk ups’ during our tailgating events. First and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, fmnily and fiiends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompanied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. Wit1 us having to pay the caterer for the anlonnt of food 

ordered... ALL reservafions are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the coum given to the caterer t?om "the RSVPs. To ensure your spot at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. Any individual who notifies              :at              or email              (q2g_mail.com 24 

HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee vour ticket roll be sold, thus if we are unable 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible Ibr full payment. 

Any nofifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank yon in advance for your cooperation~ partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 

TtlFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 1:21 PM 

Panl Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hey Vince 

Yes. Thanks. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 1:01 PM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge({funcaa.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Want to do 8:00? 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.edu-~ 10/1/2012 11:44 AM >:~> 

Maybe. Earlier is better though. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 0i, 2012 8:55 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: Hey Vince 

Friday at 1:307 Can you also send me the Questions and Answers form you have from Illinois? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]lJe@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 8:50 AM > > > 

Let’s shoot for Friday early afternoon. I also have Friday morning open at the moment 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 0i, 2012 8:24 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Hey Vince 

Awesorne inforrnation. Want to chat about the agent program on Thursday after 3 or anytirne Friday afternoon? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 8:19 AM > > > 

For our agent intb files. Thanks. 

From: Nell Stratton [mailto: @insidetheleague.com] 
Sent= Friday, September 28, 2012 9:15 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Hey Vince 

Hey Vince. My deepest apologies for taking so long to get this to you, but I hope you find it helpful. 

You are licensed to reproduce this document as many times as you like for parents, players, etc. 

Have an awesome weekend. 

Neil Stratton 

Special advisor, ’11 Eastham Energy College All-Star Game 

Executive Director, ’08 Hula Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

President, Inside the League 

wwwJ nsidetheleague.com 

Skype: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 2:14 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hey Vince 

Send draft of document we will review? rll try to find Q&A. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 1:01 PM, "Paul Pogge" <ppo~ge({~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Want to do 8:00? 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@emal.unc.edu-~ 10/l/2012 11:44 AM >:~> 

Maybe. Earlier is better though. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 8:55 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: Hey Vince 

Friday at 1:307 Can you also send me the Questions and Answers form you have from Illinois? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]lJe@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 8:50 AM > > > 

Let’s shoot for Friday early afternoon. I also have Friday morning open at the moment. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppoggeC,@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 8:24 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Hey Vince 

Awesome information. Want to chat about the agent program on Thursday after 3 or anytime Friday afternoon? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 8:19 AM > > > 

For our agent intb tiles. Thanks. 

From: Nell Stratton [mailto:nstratton@. insidetheleague.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 9:15 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Hey Vince 

Hey Vince. My deepest apologies for taking so long to get this to you, but I hope you find it helpful. 

You are licensed to reproduce this document as many times as you like for parents, players, etc. 

Have an awesome weekend. 

Neil Stratton 

Special advisor, ’11 Eastham Energy College All-Star Game 

Executive Director, ’08 l-lula Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

President, Inside the League 

wwwJ nsidetheleague.com 

Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, k27 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Not yet. We submitted our institution’s APR data on Friday. I need to review that as we enter into the "negotiation" phase. I need the academic data to support my 

attempt to create incentives. I do expect to start having those conversations this week though. 

If there are specific letters you are being pressed for, or have questions about, please just let me know. I have reviewed the prospect summary reports you sent last 

week and the football and women’s basketball prospects for whom the letters have been requested can be sent per your discretion. Thanks Barbara. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Saturday, 10:24 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Vince, 

Nice win for the football Heels today. Too bad it wasn’t a sunny afternoon. 

Do the coaches now have an idea of their slots for this year? The "question behind the question": Is it safe to send out the requested pre-admit letters? 

Thanks for your input. Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 

11:55 AM 

Just ,sent you an emaJl. Thanks tbr checking. If they are ~nding you things without copying me, then plea~ let me know. 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:41 AM 
To: =rile, Vince 
Subject: Fw: 
Vince, 
FY1 
Should I be asking/reminding coaches to check with you? I don’t want to irritate them or become the slot cop:) 
BP 

Connected by DROID on Verizen Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
To: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>, "bj@ad.unc.edu" <bi@ad.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, 15:35:32 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: 

CD, 
Has Vince Ok’d the mid-year transfer slot? 
Barbara 

Connected by DRO!D on Verizon ~4Zire/ese 

..... Original message ..... 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Thompson, Jennifer C" <j_c__t__h___O__L_n_p__s___o___n__@admissions.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <iJLe__@__u___n_c__a___a__=__u_n__c__=_e___d___u>, Lance Markos <__m_a__[__k__o_s__@_u___n___c__a_a__:_t_Ln__c__:__e__d__u_> 

Sent: Tue, 15:28:15 GMT+00:00 
Subject: I 

Barbara, I sent you an email a few weeks back about       but have not heard back; you may never have received it. He was reviewed by you and Lance in late July or 

early August and it was determined that he needed to obtain his Associates and graduate in order to transfer to UNC since he would bea424. He is doing that now at 

Iwould like to use a transfer slot for next year on him now and bring him in next semester. Can you tell me if we can do that as long as he graduates from the 

need to tell him soon orwe will lose him ..... 

Thank you, 
CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room :I.251A 

PO Box 2:l.26 

Chapel Hill, NO 275:1.5 

(9:i.9) 962-52:J.2 

,? I 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

l~b2: ’ 

I support sending the one for dso. Thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 3:27 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 

Not yet. We submitted our institution’s APR data on Friday. I need to review that as we enter into the "negotiation" phase. I need the academic data to support my 

attempt to create incentives. I do expect k~ start having those conversations this week though. 

If there are specific letters you are being pressed for, or have questions about, please just let me know. I have reviewed the prospect summmy reports you sent last 

week and the tbotbaJl and women’s basketball prospects tbr whom the letters have been requested can be sent per your discretion. Thmlks Barbara. 

From: Polk, Barh~r~ ]n 
Sent: Saturday, 10:24 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Vince, 

Nice win for the football Heels today. Too bad it wasn’t a sunny afternoon. 

Do the coaches now have an idea of their slots for this year? The "question behind the question": :Is it safe to send out the requested pre-admit letters? 

Thanks for your input. Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:" 

Ii: 55 AM 

Jnsl sent you an email. Thanks for checking. If they are sending you things without cowing me, then please let me know. 

From: Barbara Jo Polk hm___a_]]_t__o_2_b_£__qLk__@___a__d__Ln__Ls__s_Lo__t)_s__:_u__t)_c__:_e_d_u_.]. 
Sent: Tuesday 11:41 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fw: 
Vince, 
F--YI 
Should I be asking/reminding coaches to check with you? I don’t want to irritate them or become the slot cop:) 
BP 

Connected by DROiD on Ver~zon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(~.admissions.unc.edu> 
To: C D Mock <£_d__@_u___n___c___a___a_=_U__L~__c_=e___d__t_!.>, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <._b_p___o__Lk_@_a___d__Ln__Ls___s_j__o___n_s=u___q_c__=_e___d___u_.>, "._b_j_@_a___d__:_u__[?__c__&_d___u_." < _b_ j @ _a_ _ _d_ _ =u_ _ _n_ _c_ _ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ _ > 
Sent: Tue, ~ 15:35:32 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re ..... 

CD, 
Has Vince Ok’d the mid-year transfer slot? 
Barbara 

Connected by DRO!D on VeHzon ~Tre/ees 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: C D Mock <_c___d_@._q__n___c__a___a__,__u___n__c__=#__d___u_.> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpo k@adm ss ons unc edu> 
Cc: "Thompson, Jennifer C" <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tu~ 15:28:15 GMT+00:00 
Subject: 

Barbara, I sent you an email a few weeks back abou        )ut have not heard back; you may never have received it. He was reviewed by you and Lance in late July or 

early August and it was determined that he needed to obtam his Associates and graduate in order to transfer to UNC since he would bea424. He is doing that now at 

I would like to use a transfer slot for next year on him now and bring him in next semester, Can you tell me if we can do that as long as he graduates from the 

need to tell him soon orwe will lose him ..... 

Thank you, 
C.D. Mock 



UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 6:11 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Slots 

My memory isn’t that bad yet. But try me again down the ~x3ad a littJe and you jns~t never know,.. 

Hope you gnys are doing OK over there. Want to get done. Unders~nding more abont our conversation in yonr office. Thanks. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 6:03 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Admissions Slots 

I got 20 and 5 transfers right Vince?! 

C.D. :) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_n_~_iL~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 

All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John Blanchald, Steve Fm]ner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has an?, guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held ruth each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is detemfined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opportunity 
to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportunit.5, to approach 

each of you individually. I understand )’our need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks tbr your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:09 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Jail, 

I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <ja~unann(?~uncaa.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournaJnent in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the following 

weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Other~vise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN NIANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell: 
~-ax: 910-843-4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

~> "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc~edu> 10/1/2012 5:53 PM >>> 

All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John BlanchaN, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport pmgranls. During this 

transition period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully 

managed over the years. It is my understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual 

discussion(s) are held with each head coach and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slot~ then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had 

an opportunity to talk with you about admi ssions slots for yo ur program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not 

had an oppol~nity to approach each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:18 PM 

Jan Mann <jaJ~mann@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Ok, thanks Jan. I’m in EWAC 2nd floor. Ne:~ door to Larry, Gallo. See you then. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <ja~maarm(?~uncaa.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. Where is yonr office? 

.IAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill. NC 27515 

Q~ce: 919-962-4273 v, oheels, corn 

Cell.                ax: 919-843-4062 

Facebook: U-NC Womeris Golf 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille(~emafl.unc.edu-~ 10/1/2012 9:09 PM >>> 
Jan, 

I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will fllat work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jml Mann" <iananann@~mcaa.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regmding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational 

the following weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MAN ~N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill. NC 27515 
O~ce: 919-962-4273 goheels, corn 
Cell:              7cec: 919-843-4062 

Fac’ebook: UNC Women’s" Golf 

>>> "Ille, Vince" < i!_l__e__@__e__r__n__~__U_L__u_!)__c_:__e__@:_> 10/1,/2012 5:53 PM >>> 

All Head Coaches, 

I’ve t~Jked with John Blanchard, Steve Framer, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport 

programs. During this transition period (new 3-level sys~tem, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to 

me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid- 

year or transfer students. Ins~tead, individual discussion(s) are held with each head coach and based upon priorities for your program, a 

number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If 

I’ve not had an opportunity to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. 

I apologize that I’ve not had an opportunity to approach each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your 

patience. 

Thanks lbr your help, 

Vince Ille 



FFOIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:25 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Re: Admissions Slots 

No, I don’t thi~ so. Not unless you have some kind of unprecedented request. See you then and good luck in Georgia. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:19 PM, "Jan Mann" <ja~maann(9)uucaa.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds good. Do I need to do ansehing prior to the meeting? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill. NC 27515 

Q~ce: 919-962-4273 v, oheels, corn 

Cell:              Fax: 919-843-4062 

Facebook: UT~TC Women’s Golf 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email. anc.edu-~ 10/1/2012 9:18 PM >>> 

Ok, thanks Jan. I’m in EWAC 2nd floor. Next door to Larry Gallo. See you then. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:11 PM, "Jan Mann" -@_k_m___r_t_~a!Lr_k(a2_kkn__c2~kkkn_c_:ed~ wrote: 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hilt, NC 27515 
Ojflc’e: 919-962-4273 goheels, c’om 

Cell:              Fax: 919-843-4062 

Fac’ebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> 10/1/2012 9:09 PM >>~ 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <iaaman!l¢~ancaa.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tax Heel 

Invitational the tbllowing weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Othem, ise, it would be the 

follomng week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919-962-4273 goheels, corn 

Cell:             : Fwc: 919.843mt062 

Fac’ebook: UNC Women’s Go[f 

>:~ "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)~email.unc.e&t> 10/1/2012 5:53 PM >>> 

All Head Coaches, 
I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve Farmer. Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots lbr our 

sport programs. During this transition period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy 

that JoM described to me that he has successfully managed over the yeas. It is my understanding that no spoil has any 

guaxanteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer s~ldents. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held with each head 

coach and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me aheady to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that 

agreement stands. If I’ve not had an oppormni~ to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me 

so we can anange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an oppormni~ to approach each of you indivi&lally. I 
understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 10:05 AM 

Sam Paul (spaul@nncaa.unc.edu) 

Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Volunteer Coach/Men’s Tennis 

Sam, 

Nice wins by i and yesterday in Tulsa. Good luck to both today. 

I’ve received the infomlation on :. Please send him to Amy Hemlan to complete the appropriate compliance form. When he does that, I want him to 

stop in to meet with me as well. Please ask him to set an appointment with Amy and coW me so I know when he’ll be in here. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 0:59 AM 

John Blanchard <j gb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Admissions Slots 

Did you approve this already? Please let me know. Thanks. 

From: Derek Galvin [mailto:derekg@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:57 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Beth Miller; Kevin Best 
Subject: Re: Admissions Slots 
Hello Vince, 
The following is a listing of the Admissions slots used by Gymnastics over the past three years: 

2 slots for out of state students                              (both were Academic All 
Americans this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for in state students vas an Academic All American 
this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for out of state students " " (was an incentive slot), 
In May of     we graduated 5 of 14 team members 

For the entering class signing in November , Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots, 1 in 
state prospect will be admitted competitively 

For the      .’ntering class Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots and possibly 1 in state slot 
In May of     we will graduate 5 of 13 team members 

For the     entering class Gymnastics needs 2 out of state slots and 2 in state slots 
We have made verbal offers, and have received verbal commitments from the recruits in our 
essential to the gymnastics program pursuing a position as a Top 10 program nationally. 
Thank you for your consideration, Derek 
Derek P. Galvin 
Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Cell Phone: 
Office Phone: 919 962 5213 
Facebook Page: -w---%-t-Iw--:f{Lc--e--.-b-.-~-.-~-k~-c--~-.r--D/---~-L~--c-g.~.E~-~--a--s--t-]-c--s- 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue,com 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu >            53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

ntering classes. The Admission slot requests listed above are 

I’ve talked ruth John Blanchard, Steve Faxmer, Bar[tara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 
understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) axe held with each head coach 

and based upon priorities tbr your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opportunity 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please comact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportunity to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks for )’our help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Competition Schedule Changes 

Are coaches required to submit an amended version of the original schedule that we are asked to approve? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               12:24 PM 
To: Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket Lane; 
Ellen Culler; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, I just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior to) the season 

asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those changes to me. This allows us to 

make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing. 

Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27S1S 

919.962.78S3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(a~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Competition Schedule Changes 

Can we add this as an item for discnssion at our next meeting of sport supervisors? Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Competition Schedule Changes 

No. Those approvals are done via email (first by sport supewisor and then by me) and then I send out the necessary revision in an email to the Schedule Approval listserve 
and everyone changes it on their own version. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_D~tjJ~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 12:48 PM >>> 

Are coaches required to submit an amended version of the original schedule that we are asked to approve? 

From: Amy Herman [__m_a_jJ_t__o__La_j_s__c___h_a___e__@_u_n___c__a___a_,_u_n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent; Tuesday,               12:24 PM 
To: Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket Lane; 
Ellen Culler; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
C:c: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject" Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, I just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior to) the season 

asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how cninor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those changes to me. This allows us to 

make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing. 

Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, ’:46 AM 

Montgome~, John R <imont@tmc.edtr"~ 

ILE: Softball Donations Question 

John, 
I’ll let you set parameters on who they can contact and what they can request. If you can keep me in the loop I’d appreciate that. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: John R Montaomerv [mailto:imont@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:00 AM 
To: Amy Herman 
Co: Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Lance Markos; Martina Ballen 
Subject: Re: Softball Donations Question 

- What is the budget for the reception? 

Thanks, 

John 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 q at 8:50 AM, "Amy Hennm~" -~.jschae(/~uncaaamc.edu> wrote: 

Will you be simply sending a request for donations to assist ruth these expenses? There arefft any compliance issues with this sort of fundvaising for the 

program, but I aall going to copy MaNna BaJlen, John Montgomery, and Vince Ille on this email to make sure there isn’t anything you need to be aware of 

from their end. They roll respond if they have any concerns. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

A,,"¢ ,. f i e ,~ ,~ ~,’. ,," 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae(~)tmcaa.tmc.edu 
5>~ "] 

Good morning, 
~(h)live.unc.e&~> ; 7:16 AM >>> 

We are looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception for Coach Papa following her tiaJl of Fmne induction. I wmated to check with 

you tirs’t though about any rules an4/or policies that we should be aware of betbre reaching out to people. It will mainly be myself ~nding out emaJd s and 

invites and our assistants may do a little as well. We are plmming to send an email to current parents as well as some pas"t parents and a few of our big 

supporters also. Are there any issues ruth this or policies I should be aware of before sending out an email?? 

Thanks for your help! Have a great day. 

J.D. Candidate LJNC School of Law 
M.A. Candidate Sport Administration 
UNC Softball Director of Operations 

__@!ive.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 11:15 AM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula~uncaa.unc.edn> 

RE: LOANER CAR INVOICE 

Thanks Joe. I appreciate you and your s~fi" s assistance with the documentation. 

Vince 

From: 3oe Sagula [mailto:jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 0:02 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Cc:          ; Eve Rackham 
Subject: LOANER CAR INVOICE_ 

Vince & Amy, 

Attached is a scanned pdf copy of the invoice we received from the Johnson Lexus dealership. 

I have a faxed copy as well here in my office if you need that as well, 

Page 2 section B NON SMOKER LOANER CAR IS PROVIDED AS A COURTESY 

as      vehicle was being service over the weekend of 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks 

Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

U NIVERSITY OF NORm H CARO LINA 

Carmichael Arena 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 1:19 PM 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edtr* 

ILE: glvat to meet you! 

Sounds good. My cell # is 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 i0:18 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: great to meet you! 

Confirrned. My o-’_~[I ~! is 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa Le Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 W.:)o[len Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.952.5173 

Ernaik sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:48 AM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: great to meet you! 

See you there. 

in case anything comes up. See you aL Lhe FAC rnLg next week 

"Or if you’d rather just cu[: to the chase, I can ~)ick you up in front of EWAC at noon on 9/5 and we can figure it out while we drive." 

Yes, please. I trust your driving, parking and food selection. Thanks Barbara and I look fnrward to seeing you next week. 

Vince 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 6:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: great to meet you! 
[m so sorry that you"re nnly been able Lo eat Jirnmy John’s at your desk! There are so many great food options in Chapel Hill and Carrboro~ Franklin Street has a ton 

of options, there’s a couple of places on $5 East, and several more at Meadowmont. Want to give me a few hints about what type of food you like for lunch? Or if 

you’d rather iust cut to the chase, I can pick you up in front of EWAC at noon on 9/5 and we can figure it out while we drive. 

Barbara Osborne 

Associa Le Profi?ssor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8(";(35 

Chapel Hill, NC 2’75:[9 

Phone: 919.952.5173 Email: 
._s_p__9_r_t_[aw__@.__u__n___c_:__e___d___u- 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 2:16 PM 
To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: great to meet you! 

OK, I have it on my calendar for noon. Unless you want Jimmy John’s delivered to my office, I better let you make the call on the location! I’ve not had an opportuni~ 

to learn the area yet, especially where we might wmat to grab some lunch. But if you tell me where, I’ll punch it into the Gaxmin and meet you at noon next Wednesday. 

Thanks Barbara. 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:54 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: great to meet you! 
September 5 works t:or me. Let me know when and where. 

@ 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

tJniversit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 
CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:[9.9t52~5173 

Emaik sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:18 AM 



To= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: great to meet you! 
Barbara, 
Thmlks for the message and I enjoyed meeting you Saturday evening. 

I did not recall on Saturday that I’d already seen your nmne listed as a member of the Faculbl Athletics Committee, but noted your participation yesterday when I 

reviewed the sports and topics assigned to committee members. I’m looking forward to working with you as Joy has invited Bubba and I to attend the FAC meetings. 

You are correct, my schedule is a complete mess rigN now, but our Agent and Advisor Program for our student-athletes is one of my priority items. We roll need to 

make some chmages to that program which will require collaboration mtJa (and buy-in from) some of our key coaches and stalt~ I’d be happy to meet ruth yon over 

lunch sometime m discuss your thoughts. Are you available Wednesday, September 5? Please just let me know. I’m sure we cm~ work something out. 

Thanks again for the contact and I’m looking tbrward to taJking with you more. 

Vince 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:58 AM 

To" Ille, Vince 
Subject= great to meet you! 

Hi Vince, 

Just a quick note to say (once again) that it was a pleasure to meet you and I wish you and your family all the best here at UNC. 

I don’t know if I mentioned it the other night at the soccer game, but I am also on my second term on the Faculty Athletics Committee here. My team assignments 

are M Soccer, Field Hockey and Softball. I noticed a few (maybe several?) agents at the men’s soccer game on Saturday, and Carlos and I had spoken about the 

agent problem in the past. I have a few ideas about educating the soccer players (the women might benefit as well?)- would you have time to meet to discuss? 

I’m sure your schedule is still crazy busy, but could you find time for a breakfast or lunch within the next month? 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 5:25 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

ILE: Temfis Product Testing with UNC 

Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking maybe Tim Smith and I could come out there if you are available Please just let me know. Thanks and 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 5:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Most definitely! 
I emailed Clint and Tim. 
Hope all is well 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On Aug 31, 2012, at 3:25 PM, "]lle, Vince" < I e@ema I unc edu> wrote: 

> SalI1, 

> ]s this something you want to do? Sounds like it could be a nice opportunity. Please keep me in the loop. Thanks. 
> Vince 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: clmt Gwaltney [mailto:c~waltneg(@uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 2:18 PM 
> To: Tim ’l’hompson; Sam Paul 
> Cc: Ille, Vince; Smith, Tim Dillon 
> Subject: Re: FW: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> Thanks Tim What a great opportunity for Men’s Tennis. 
> 

> Clint 
> 

>>>> On 8/31/2012 at 11 : 17 AM, m message 
> <201208311517.q7VFHCbj042942@barrierL241 nike corn>, "Thompson, Tim" 
> <Tirn.Thompson@nike.com> wrote: 
>> Sam, 

>> Hope you are well. 
>> 

>> Nike would like to work with U2X-C Men’s Tennis with our testing 
>> program in Tennis.(See Below) 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in doing this? This is a great program as the 
>> team will get new product for testing. 
>> 

>> Let me know if you would like to do this and I will COlrm~unicate with 
>> Ian Crawford to get you set up. 
>> 

>> Thanks so much 
>> 

>> 

>> Tim Thompson 
>> Nike College Sports Marketing Field Director 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Crawfor& Ian 
>> Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:56 PM 
>> To: Thompson, Tim 
>> Cc: Styner, Julie 
>> Subject: Tennis Product Testing with L,~’~’C 
>> 

>> Hello Tun, 
>> 

>> This summer the tennis group had an intern from North Carolina, 
>>                        is headed back to Chapel Hill to finish 
>> school and assist the tennis program now that his eligibility has expired 
>> The footwear development team for tennis would like to work with 
>> Nolth Carolina’s men’s tennis team. Nike akea@ maintains a 
>> footwear product testing relationship for running, baseball and men’s training 
>> If appropriate, can you assist me in extending this to tennis? If 
>> you are available for a phone conversation, I would er~ioy speaking with you regarding this opportnnity. 
>> 

>> Thank yon, 
>> Ian 
>> 



>> 

>> 1 
>> Ian Crawlbrd 
>> Analyst, Basketball ~ Tennis 
>> Nike Footwear Product Testing 
>> Direct Phone: 
>> https :i/productt estin~.nike com<https://producttestin g.nik e corn/> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 4:09 PM 

Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

RE: Thanks 

On my calendar. Thanks Rich. 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 03, 2012 8:54 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Thanks! We will come over. Do you need us to bring anything? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.qoheels.com 
www.u nc.ed u 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu > 9/3/2012 8:38 AM > > > 

Rich, 

You got it, 11:30 on Tuesday, September 212th i~] our of[~ce. Vince i; ab;olut,:_Jy welcome Lo ioin us. k~ fact f’ll be ;,:_~nding him a list o[ all the team me,-:d:ing times so 

he m~y attend multiple meetings. 

See you then. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919--956-3989 

From: Rich DeSelm [m_aj_[t___q:_rj_c___h_d___e__s___e]m@_u_n___c__a___a_,:L0__c_~__e__d__ul 
Sent: Sunday, September 02, 2012 7:17 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Christy Garth; Eric Stefanski; Jenny 3ohansen; Mike Litzinger 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Barbara: 

11:30 Sept 12 and I will check with my staff. Thanks, Barbara. 

Vince mentioned he would like to join us if you are OK with that. 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.__w’~_v___w__._g__o_b_&_e_[_%c_£4~! 
www.tlnc.ed u 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu > 9/2/2012 6:07 PM >>> 

Hi Rich, 

Can you meet either at 11:30 on the 12tt; or 9:00 on the iLjth? 

Thanks. 



Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Depu[y Director and Senior Associate Director" 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

Unbersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 11:02 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Thanks: 

Sept 12 or 13 works. We like to have meetings in the mid morning Thanks 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels,com 
www.u nc.ed u 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc.edu > 8/21/2012 8:31 PM >>> 

lhanks for your email and for your input durin{~ this afl:ernoon% meetin{s 

I arn happy to meet with you and }’our" staff. Believe iL or noL Lhou~,h, ]’rn actuafb, on vacation undl September 4.~h. Once I ~,eL back to the office, I’m "on the road .... 

t - th-~ meeting with high school counselors September 5-7. Can we get together the week of Sep .ember .lO = !e me know what dates and times work for you and we’ll 

confirm a meetings 

I look forward to talking to you in the next day or so. 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Depu[y Director and Senior Associate Director" 

OFfice of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:31 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: "Thanks 

Barbara: 

Thanks for coming to speak to us today. I would like to set up a meeting for our staff to come visit you. 

I hope you will send some options. I know the start of school is very busy for you and us. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 :[603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 275:[4 
.__w~___v___w__. q__o_b_&_e_[_%_c_£4 E! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 4:57 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Temfis Product Testing with UNC 

I think Tim can attend too 

I’ll see you on Wednesday morning Thanks Sam. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SamPaN [mailto:spaul@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 03, 2012 4:44 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Tennis Product Testing with UN-C 

I’ll see you then. Is Tim going to be able to make it ? 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On Sep 3, 2012, at 4:40 P,N{ "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s plan to meet Wednesday, September 5 at 9AM at the tennis facility. Sam, if anything comes up and we need to reschedule, please just let me know Thanks and hope you guys 
enjoyed your holiday weekend. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> [~’rom: Sam Paul [mailto:spaulCa)uncaa tmc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 6:55 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: ?ut[-8’?B’?UmU6lI:[<lbm5pcy[3Qcm9kdWNOlI:Rlc3Rpbmcgd21OaCBVTldVi ?> 
> Before noon would be better for me. I look forward to our meeting. 
> Hope you and your family enjoy ]abor day Sam 
> 

> 

> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Aug 31, 2012, at 6:12 PM, ’Ille, Vince" <ille@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Wednesday, September 5th would be a good day for me. I currently could meet any time before noon and also early- afternoon. I’m copying Tim to see if that day might work for him as 
well. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Sam Paul [mailto :spaul(d}tmcaa.unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 5:42 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: 
>> ?ut f- 8 ?B ?UmU6IFRlbm5pcyBQcm9kdVw’NOIFRlc 3Rpbmcgd210aCBVTkSA ?> 
>> What time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week. 
>> Thanks 
>> Sam 

>> Sam PaN 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Aug 31, 2012, at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thit~ing maybe Tim Smith and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know. Thanks 
and hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 
> 



~roln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 11:28 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; I ,airy Gallo <athgallo@nncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Outbound Sales Meeting 

Updated on my calendar. Thanks. 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo 
Subject: Fwd: Outbound Sales Meeting 

Vince and Larry 
Can we move our football meeting up to 7:15 arn tomorrow? I had a meeting at 9 am that needs to happen at 8 am that involves Montgomery, Pogge, Sabo, Beale and 

Creech. 

I know this works for Larry, Vince let me know if it works for you. 

Rick 

> > > Tim 5abo 9/5/2012 8:50 AM > > > 

All, 
Paul has had a conflict come up tomorrow morning. Is it possible to move our ticket sales meeting to 8:00? Sorry to be a pain. Let me know. Thanks. 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 11:44 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Vince 

OK, I’ll keep you posted. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 11:33 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Vince 

Thanks, Vince, Based on this info, it seems that my interest will be primarily in how the event will "engage players from our program". 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <i[[e@email.unc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Please see Sam’s message below and the attached documents. I have no experience to date with how we view op~ltunities like this one. There will obviously be issues 

to consider that include facilities, donors, compliance, etc. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know as soon as possible. I’ll talk more with Sam about this today jus~ to collect more information from his 

perspective. If necessaE, we can discuss at our ne~ sport managers’ meeting. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Sam Paul [__m___a_[Lto_;__s_p__au__[~u__E_c__aa__~_u__E_c_~_e___du[ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:24 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Vince 
Vince 
I would like to discuss the email below tomorrow if possible. I think it would benefit a great cause if all the proceeds directly benefit UNC’s Lineberger. 

I just want to make sure we can do this 
logistically. Thanks. 

>>> Margaret Murton <mmurton@laqardere-unlimited.com> 08/31/12 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event. I’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a tentative 

schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December 8th and would ideally host about 1000 spectators for the 

event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC 

Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss 

format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional 

details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and VII speak with you soon. 

Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

¯ 11am - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

¯ Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

¯ 1pro - Singles match between both pros 

¯ 2pro- Autograph signing 

¯ 6- 10- Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 
5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20015 
T: 202.721.9527 M: F: 202.721.7201 
~ J__a~Ar_d_~ r__e__-__u___nJ!_m_i_t__e___d_,_c___o__m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 11:45 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

Thanks 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, September 05, 2012 9:28 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook- PDF version 

It’s on the ACC website: 

http:/j4 ntranet.theacc.orq 
User Name 

Password: 

The manual is in the General Information tab, The 2012 2013 version is not up there yet. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:24 AM > > > 

I’ve probably asked this before, so sorry fbr not remembering the answer.., do we have an ACC Rules Manual of any kind? See the Big Ten’s attached. Thanks. 

From-" Big Ten - Kerry Kenny [mailto:kkenny@Ngten.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:07 AM 
To: Compliance Group 
C¢" Big Ten - .]ennifer Heppel; Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
Subject-" 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

ALL- 

Attached please find the PDF version of the 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook. Let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Kerry 

~(e~ry L~, Ker~r~y i Associate Director, Co~npfiance i ~i~ Ter~ Conferer~ce 
(}~I::ce 84?" 596. I {}I0 e£L 119i F~;x: 847 695. :: 1501 hil:e:£,/~,~,,,<, b:: ;ter: !;:!; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 3:13 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@~mc.e&~> 

I~E: Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Thmlks Tim. Does the "mnount ofdis~tribulion’’ total of $15,734 represent the amount available for San1 to distribute in FY13 or the amount he has aJready spent as of 

June 30, 2012? Just want to be clear. Thanks again for the help and running out to visit with Sam today. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 2:23 PM 
To: Paul, Sampson L; Tile, Vince 
Subject: Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Sam & Vince - 

Great seeing you guys this morning. I checked with our accountant and here’s the info we discussed: 

Total amount in men’s tennis operating endowment (as of 6/30/12) - ~278,680.35 

Amount of distribution (as of 6/30/12) - $15,734.98 

Hope this helps. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 ] F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, S eptember 5, 2012 3:40 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Is       in today? Is anyone over there today’? 

OK, no problem. But call me on my cell if you ever need anything. I subscribed to kolat.com last night and looked around the site. That’s unbelievable. 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 3:35 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Is      in today? Is anyone over there today? 

HA. Sorry Vince, didn’t mean for you to get that. I was just messing with Amy and Lance. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/5/2012 3:20 PM > > > 

Coach, 

I’m over here eveD day. Either here or somewhere on campus. My cell number is 

you waa~t. 

giuce 

Is there ,something you need? If so, plea~ give me a call M~enever 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 05, 2012 12:18 PH 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Harkos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Is      in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

; Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 7:16 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

RE: Briefing Schedule 

Earl)f, 

I see Academic Services and Student Services eventually working together as they develop their strategic plans. For tJle first briefing, presentation and afliculation of tJle 

concepts, etc., I would like for Student Services to have their own oppormni~ to review and think about this from their perspective. I would like for them to understand 
the overall plm~ and start to develop some of their own ideas/br their part of the strategic plan before we involve Harold, Arks and Sciences, etc. but if you/bel strongly 

about combiNng the groups, I am open k~ further consideration. 

VillCe 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:59 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick Steinbacher; Steve 
Kirschner 
Subject: Re: Briefing Schedule 

Matt: 

Well done! 

Just my two cents worth: 

1. Maybe S A Services and Academic Support/Services can be scheduled at the same time? 

2. Equipment room and Human Resources staff are not included unless they will all be in the Admln. Staff mtg. I also assume that the Admin. Staff includes all of the clerical. 

secretarial, adrnin, asst. staff of our Dept. 

3. Coaching Staff (Head and Assts.) ~ I assume the meeting you had a few weeks ago suffices? 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" <mterrel!@uncedu > 9/6/2012 12:29 AM > > > 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to corne in October, [ will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. I have included 

the current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is 

strongly encouraged .,, as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print, I am under the assumption that you will invite 

your staffs, and that I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.rn. Academic Services (Louderrnilk) 

Wednesday, September 12 

9:00 a,m. Marl<eting & Communications (EWAC 1st Floor) 

1:00 p.m. Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

3:00 p.m. Business Office (Loudermill<) 
Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m. Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 

Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m. Facilities (Upper Club) 

10:15 a.m. Operations (Upper Club) 

Unscheduled Groups 

Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 

Administrative Staff (TBD, Matt’s responsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 7:16 AM 

Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: Briefing Schedule 

FYI 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 7:16 AM 
To: ’Larry Gallo’ 
Subject: RE: Briefing Schedule 

I see Academic Services and Student Services eventually working together as they develop their strategic plans. For the firs~t briefing, presentation mid articulation of the 

concepts, etc., I would like for Student Services to have their own oppormni~ to review mid think about this from their perspective. I would like for them to nn&rstand 

the overall plan and start to develop some of their own ideas for their part of the fftrategic plan before we involve Harold, Arts and Sciences, etc. but if you feel strongly 

about combining the groups, I am open to filrther consideration. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto;athgallo(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:59 AN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick Steinbacher; Steve 
Kirschner 
Subject: Re: Briefing Schedule 

Matt: 

Well done! 

Just my two cents worth: 

1. Maybe S A Services and Academic Support/Services can be scheduled at the same time? 

2. Equipment room and Human Resources staff are not included unless they will all be in the Admin. Staff mtg. I also assume that the Admin. Staff includes all of the clerical, 

secretarial, admin, asst. staff of our Dept. 

3. Coaching Staff (Head and Assts.) ~ I assume time meeting you had a few weeks ago suffices? 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < mterrell@unc.edu > 9/6/2012 12:29 AM > > > 
To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. I have included 

the current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is 

strongly encouraged .,, as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print, I am under the assumption that you will invite 

your staffs, and that I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m. Academic Services (Loudermilk) 

Wednesday, September 12 

9:00 a.m. Marketing & Communications (EWAC 1st Floor) 

1:00 p.m. Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

3:00 p.m. Business Office (Loudermilk) 
Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.cn. Rams Club (RC Conf Roocn) 

Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m. Facilities (Upper Club) 

10:15 a.m. Operations (Upper Club) 

Unscheduled Groups 

Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 

Administrative Staff (TBD, Matt’s responsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 



0 919 843 6412 [ F 919 843 5777 [ M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 8:14 AM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

1~: Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

OK, thanks Tim. 

From: Smith, -tim Dillon 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:26 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Hen’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Still waiting on confirmation, but I believe it’s money he can use today (to be distributed in FY 13). Will let you know as soon as I hear. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 5, 2012, at 3:12 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. Does the "amount of distribution" total of $15J34 represent the amount available fbr Sam to distribute in FY13 or the amount he has 

already spent as of June 30, 2012? Just want to be clear. Thanks again for the help and running out to visit with Sam today. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 20:!.2 2:23 PH 
To: Paul, Sampson L; Tile, Vince 
Subject: Hen’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Sam & Vince - 

Great seeing you guys this morning. I checked with our accountant and here’s the info we discussed: 

Total amount in men’s tennis operating endowment (as of 6/30/12) - $278,680.35 

Amount of distribution (as of 6/30/12) - 515,734.98 

Hope this helps. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu ] www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

Kathy (kiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FYI-vacalion 

OK, thanks Kathy. ENoy the time off; 

From: Kathy Griggs [mailto:kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                 2:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Joyce Dalgleish; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Michael Beale; Molly Norton; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; 
Timmermans 
Subject: FYI-vacation 

I will be away Friday through Tuesday . Molly has the service permit. Check with Angie Bitting to schedule a conference room. 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 8:40 AM 

Renner, Joy J (Joy Renne@med.unc.edu) 

FW: Volleyball tiffs weekend 

When I receive things like this or hear of things like this< would you like me to share them ruth you? ’I’hazlks Joy. See you tills afternoon. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~a: Joe Sagula %i saguh~%uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 2:48:02 AM EDT 
To: <bubbac¢~enlail.unc.edu>, Beth Miller <bmille~uncaa.~mc.edu~~, Michael Beale <mbealef)mcaaamc.edu>, Tony Yonnt 
< _t!~!i~:~_~iLq_rL~lL~__u__r!_c__~_~_ta_:__u_!!_c_:__q_d___u_. > 

Subject: Volleyball tiffs weekend 

Hello Bubba, Dr. Miller, Michael and Tony, 
Our volleyball team is excited to play at HOME this weekend and ready to defend our home court - Carmichael Arena against 
some good competition. 

As is our tradition we will have two "guest coaches" join us on the bench for the 7:00 PM match on Friday evening. 
Lissa Broome, our Faculty Athletics Representative will be with us at 6:00 PM to join us in the locker room for our pre-game 
meeting and on the bench for the match; 
and Dean Harold Woodard will be out- second guest coach for the evening and Dean Woodard will also join our team for our 
pre-game meal at 3:00 PM 
I wanted to keep you up to date with our guest coach program as you may see these special UNC people from time to time 
sitting with the team. 
I have also invited John Stephens from the School of Government and Joy Renner. They plan to attend another match later 
this year. 
We anticipate having a very good turnout throughout the year of faculty and special guests on the team bench and at pre- 
game meals so they become familiar with our student-athletes and coaches. 

I know it is a busy time for all, but I would also like you to join us anytime through out the year for our pre-game meals as 
well, and tomorrow as well as we open the HOME season 2012. 
Tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 7, our team meal will be at 3:00 PM, at 4] 1 West on Franklin Strec’t. 

Dean Woodard will be there’ but Lissa Broome cannot attend that part of the day. 
If you can attend tomorrow’s meal please let me know by 11:00 AM so I can provide the restaurant an accurate number for 
seating. 

Thanks again for your- continued support, we all look forward to a great weekend. 

GO HEELS’. 
Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVEt4[SFFY OF NOtVFlt CAt~OLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 9:22 AM 

McPhee, Saacah E <shaJm@illinois.e&P 

FW: Media Guides to Prospects/Families 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:10 AM 
To: Higley, Pamela 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Bobby Hundley; 
Pogge; Rick Brewer; Rich DeSelm; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Media Guides to Prospects!Families 

; Dana Gelin; 
; Tom Timmermans 

; Kevin Best; Kathy Griggs; Snyder, Lee; Lance Markos; Matt Bowers; Paul 

Pamela, 
Bylaw 13.4.1.1.2 (pasted below) does not permit us to provide media guides free of charge to prospects, parents, schools, or coaches, even if they are available to the 

general public free of charge. As a result of this legislation change a couple of years ago, I believe our Athletics Communications Office now charges for all media guides 

requested by members of the general public. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions but there is no way for us to get printed copies of media guides to prospects or their families free of charge. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13.4.1.1.2 Athletics Publication. 
An ins~.itntion may produce a printed media guide; however, an institution shall not provide a printed media guide or arty other printed athletics publication not listed in I3ylaw j__3_=_4_~_J_J_ ~.o a 
prospective student-athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student--athlete’s educational institution or art)’ individual invo[ved m the coaching of a prospective student-. 
athlete It is not permissible to make a printed media guide or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw _1__3_~__4_&2 available free of charge to a prospective student-athlete, his or 
her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution or any individual revolved in the coaching of a prospective student-athlete, even if such publications 
are available to other members of the general public free of charge. An institution may not create a printed portfolio of information (e.g., picttues) to be used in the recruiting process An 
institution may only provide a media guide to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail attachment or hyperlink [D] (Adopted: 4/29/1 O e3(/~’ctive r’¢/7/70, Revised: 1/15/11 <~bctive 
,5’/1/11) 

>>> "Higley, Pamela" <phigley@unc.edu> 3:31 PM >>> 

Hi Amy: 

Rich and I were just talking about Media Guides and want to make sure we understand the rules on their availability to recruits/prospects and their family. 

We believe that we cannot give a Media Guide to a recruit/prospect or their family. However, if Media Guides are in our reception area and available for the public, a 

recruit/prospect or their family can take one if they choose. 

Are we correct? Don’t want to do anything that will get us in hot water:)! 

Thanks Amy. 

Pamela Holt Higley 

UNC Swimming & Diving 

919 962 5294 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 5:12 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: MBB Waiver for California 

Thanks Amy. The comments I’ve heard about this so far have focused on your final point. Is this case identical or ve~ similar to the request that was approved in 2008? 

Can you send me a coW of that appeal? If it isn’t easy to access until Monday, that’s fine. I just wanted to take a look at that fact scenario that led to the approval. 

Thanks and hope your little one is on the mend. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                 5:07 PM 
To: Plike Pope; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Lissa 13roome; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Re: P1BB Waiver for California 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday, I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i,e,, only a charter flight at ~$g0,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation, If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc,ed u 

>>> Clint Gwaltney         8:34AM >>> 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On         at 7:44 PM, in message 

<SBBEA713 7706 4DSF 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.corn >, Mike Pope 
< .[ _VJ_ Lk__o____P___o_ p___ e__@__a__Q _t_ L?__o__r_l_ ~_t_ E _a__v__e__Lc__o__ L’0_ > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On , at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <-a--t-[~g-a-~[[-~-~@--u-D~-c--a--a--~-u--r-!-c-=e--d-~-u-~<r-.-n-~-a-]~-t--~--La--t-b-g--a-[[-~--@-L-Ln---c--&-a-~-u--r-)-c--&d---u-~> > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 



> 

>>>> Amy Herman 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc,edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa,u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 5:14 PM 

Renner, Joy J (Joy Renne@med.unc.edu) 

EW: 

Thanks tbr meeting mill us today at 2. The message below includes additional information from Dr. Umble. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 3:06 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’arded message: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <umble(?~email.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock,~;email.unc.edu>, "carykolat(~gmail.com" <ca~)~kolal(~gmail.com> 

Cary, CD: 
Thanks for your call CD. 
If you need it, this is the course that Cary spoke in: 
HPM 330 
Introduction to Health Organization Leadership, Management, and Behavior 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about Cary’s presentation still. 
KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919.966.8214 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 5:16 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

That’ s great. I’ve sent this and all the other info to Joy Renner. These things are very helpful. Thanks for tbl~varding. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 3:06 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’arded message: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <umble(?~email.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock~;email.unc.edu>, "carykolat(~gmail.com" <ca~5~kolal(~gmail.com> 

Cary, CD: 
Thanks for your call CD. 
If you need it, this is the course that Cary spoke in: 
HPM 330 
Introduction to Health Organization Leadership, Management, and Behavior 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about Cary’s presentation still. 
KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919.966.8214 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 9:21 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: RE: Fwd: 

CD, 

Joy Renner finished her presentation to the Faculty Council today by sharing the email communication between Dr. Umble and Coach Kolat. She tx~inted out that this is 

an excellent example of the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 

I appreciate you tbrwarding the message mad then today, tbllowing up on shi}rt notice with Dr. Umble betbre Joy’s presentation. Thanks for your help mad have a great 

weekend. 

Vlnce 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "C D Mock" <._cc_t_(a~_9_r_Lc_a__a_:_u_!jc_:e__d__92, wrote: 

Please let us know how it goes. 

~> "Ille, Vince" <ille({~email.uncuedu> 09/07/12 4:16 PM >>> 

That’s great. I’ve sent this and all the other info to Joy Renner. These things are veu helpful. Thanks for forwarding. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, September 07, 2012 3:06 PM 
To-" Ille, Vince 
Subject," Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Umbl e, Karl E" <umble(/~email. unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock(a~)email.unc.edtD, "caJs’kolatg;gmaJl.com" <caryko]atf;gmail.com> 

Cary, CD: 
Thanks for your call CD. 

If you need it, this is the course that Cary spoke in: 
HPM 330 
Introduction to Health Organization Leadership, Management, and Behavior 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about Cary’s presentation still. 
KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

919.966.8214 (office) 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 5:18 PM 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Re: Louisville Ga~m 

Sum Joe. Vincent Gregory Ille born ! A long time ago... 

Thanks. 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 1:21 PM, "Joe Haydou" <ljaydon@uncaa.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

We’ll send out additional details of the trip tomorrow. In meantime, could you send me your full name (first, middle, last) and date of birth. Delta and the 

TSA require this information for pre- screening of all passengers on "the charter flight. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joe Haydo~l 

Director of Football Operations 
U~iversity of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2,572 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
ha} don &uncaa.unc.edu 
>x> "Ille, Vince" <i_l_!~o~_e_Lr_tj4i!_:_tLn__c_’:__e__d_t_~> 9/3/2012 3:56 PM >>> 

I plan to attend. Thanks Joe. 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 03, 2012 2:08 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Bubba Cunningham; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Louisville Game 

Mr. Gallo, Vince, and Clint, 
With the Louisville game weekend rapidly approaching, we are working to finalize our travel party for our Delta manifest and Hotel room list. Of course I have 

Bubba on the travel party list as well as Rick since he is part of the THSM group. Please let me know if you or any other administrators plan on traveling with 

the team. 

Thanks, 
Joe 

Joe Haydo~~. 
I)irec~oi ol Football Opeiadon~; 
lYniversi~y of North Carolh~a 
Phone: 919~843.2572 
Fas:: 9 [9.962.0398 
h ayd on:,~unca~ .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 8:21 AM 

Woodard, Harold <haroldwoodard@unc.edu> 

FW: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Harold, 

Can you please forward a copy of or direction to our "missed class policy" for student-athletes? Also, you mentioned Friday evening that we may have an item or two to 

discuss. I should be available this morning if you’d like me to give you a call. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Lissa L Broome [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,                 4:30 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ’; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

}-Ii Amy - 

Good job, as u:~ual. Only two suggestions: 

I) You might not want to underline words at the beginning of the appeal. Sometimes peopfe view that as "shouting" in writing and get defensive from the get 

go. 1[: you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then 1’1t go with your judgment on that. 

2) At one point you state 

Thanks and good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent" Saturday,                 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

; Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 8:23 AM 

Bubba C~mninghaan (bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edu) 

EW: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

I’ve requested a cop?" of file policy from Harold mid will forward it to you when received. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, i0:30 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t thMc I’ve ever seen it in writing, just know of it fiom approving competition schedules. It might also be 

in the Statt’ManuaJ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy" of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cu~minghmn 

Director of Athletics 

Universi~ ofNorfll Cm~olina 

On , at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we dofft want to turn anyone 

offbefore they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class 

days per semester). 

See atiached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@u~caa.tmc.edu 
>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome((-femail.unc.edu> 4:30 PM >>~ 

I-li Amy - 

Good job, as u~.;ual. Only two suggestions: 

I) You might not want to underline words at the beginning of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive from the get go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then VII go with your judgment on that. 

2) At on e poi nt you sta te tha t the "extra eveIfing of missed campus time meets institafional policy." It might be good to state what flint 

policy is is it the number of day’s missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:a]schae@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Saturday,                 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; (:lint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy @iggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

; Tom Timmermans 



All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Arny Herman 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday, Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comrnents/suggestions you have to rne, 
The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i,e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have cornments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~Lischaect~uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Clint Gwaltney         8:34AM >>> 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On         at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@and’~or]ytrave[~co[r~>, Mike Pope 

< MikePope@anthonvtravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights frorn RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 



> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available wittnin the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday fligtnt 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When [ asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated ttnat, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision mal<ing Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ._a [_s c_kLa___e_~ Ln___c a _a_:_u__r_]_c__&d___u_. < [zLa_j_[_t£~_2a_~LS__c_D__a e___@ U__D__C a a__&r_]c~e_d_y. > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602 
(312) 450-6600 tel 
(312) 450-6601 fax 
www.uniformlaws.org 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: PARTICIPANTS IN STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

FROM: 

RE: 

DALE G. HIGER, CHAIR, ULC STUDY COMMITTEE ON AMENDING 
THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND AGENTS ACT 
JOHN A. SEBERT, ULC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND 
AGENTS ACT 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 6, 2012 

Introduction 

Last January, the Uniform Law Commission ("ULC’), also known as the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,1 established a Study Committee to 
consider whether it would be beneficial to review and amend the Uniform Athlete and Agents 
Act. The current Uniform Athlete and Agents Act ("UAAA") was adopted by the ULC in 2000 
and has been adopted in forty-three states.2 

1The Uniform Law Commission (ULC), now 121 years old, provides states with non-partisa~ well-conceived 

and well-drafted legislation that brings clarity and stabilib: to critical areas of the law. ULC’s work supports the 
federal system and facilitates the movement of individuals and the business of organizations with rules that are 
consistent from state to state. 

Uniforn~ Law Commissioners nmst be lawyers, qualified to practice law. They are lawyer-legislators, attorneys in 
private practice, state and federal judges, law professors, and legislative staff attorneys, who have been appointed 
by state governments as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to research, draft 
and promote enactment of uniform state laws in areas where uniformity is desirable and practical. 

The task of the Study Conunittee is to gather infornmtion and viewpoints from a broad assemblage of interested 
persons and organizations, to evaluate the input, and to report to the Confcrence’s Executive Committee its 
recommendations as to whether drafting should be undertaken and, if so, the outlines of a desirable uniform or 
model act. 

2UAAA has been adopted in whole or in part in: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 
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In November 2011 a "Summit" on the UAAA was held in Washington, DC, under the 
auspices of the NCAA. The Summit was attended by representatives of a large range of 
organizations interested in the act and in intercollegiate athletics, including representatives from 
the ULC. Among the conclusions from the Summit was a request that the UAAA be re- 
examined for possible improvements. After the Summit, ULC commissioners prepared a 
proposal that led to the establishment of the Study Committee. 

The Study Committee has developed a tentative list of issues that it believes should be 
considered in the process of determining whether the ULC should undertake a project to draft 
amendments to the UAAA. That list is summarized later in this memorandum and more fully 
explicated in the attached "Issues Memorandum." 

The Study Committee is organizing a "stakeholders meeting" to help it further evaluate 
the desirability and feasibility of a uniform law amending and expanding upon the current 
provisions of UAAA. As always, we are particularly interested in all stakeholders’ views on the 
prospects for enactment of such a law. Following that stakeholders’ meeting, the Study 
Committee will develop a final recommendation to the ULC Scope and Program Committee 
concerning whether to move forward to form a drafting committee and, if so, the topics that 
should be included in the drafting proj ect. 

The Stakeholders Meeting will be held on Thursday, November 1, 2012, at the 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel, 480 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, D.C. The meeting will mn from 
10:00 a.m. to no later than 4:00 p.m., and a light lunch will be served. 

We would welcome your participation in this meeting and hope you or a representative of 
your organization will be able to attend in person (or participate by conference call). Please 
return the attached response form, indicating whether you or another representative of your 
organization will be able to attend in person or participate by conference call. We would 
appreciate receiviml a response from you by October 13, 2012. 

Io Subjects for Discussion among Stakeholders 

The following is a brief list of issues that the Study Committee hopes will be explored at 
the Stakeholders’ Meeting; these issues are discussed in more detail in the attached "Issues 
Memorandum", and a copy of the UAAA also is attached. 

1.     If a project to amend the UAAA were undertaken, which of the following issues should 
be considered by a drafting committee, understanding that even a preliminary assessment to 
address an issue does not mean that it ultimately would be addressed in a revised act: 

a. Should the definition of "athlete agent" in the UAAA be expanded, or should the 
scope of the act be adjusted, to cover evolving practice? 

b. Does the registration system work, or are there considerations that need to be added? 
Are there other alternatives to the existing system? 
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c. Should the act require agents to procure a surety bond prior to engaging in conduct 
governed by the act? 

d. Should agents be required to notify educational institutions prior to contacting a 
student-athlete that is enrolled? 

e. Should agents be prohibited from representing both student-athletes and coaches from 
the same institution? 

f. Are there elements that could be changed or added to the act that would clarify 
enforcement authority, or make the act more likely to be enforced by state regulators? 

g. Are there additional matters that should be considered in any potential revision to the 
act? 

2. Considering everything, do you believe that the UAAA should be amended? 

3.     Would you or your organization be willing to participate actively in a drafting project, if 
one were established? 

4.     Assuming any revised act was acceptable to your organization, would your organization 
be willing to assist the ULC in getting it enacted by state legislatures? 

Ultimately, the Study committee and the ULC are interested in your views as to whether 
there is a need for amendments to the UAAA and whether you believe that, if the amendments 
were well-crafted, there is a reasonable possibility that a substantial number of states would 
enact the legislation. 

II. Conclusion 

We hope that the Stakeholders’ Meeting will provide the Study Committee with the 
information necessary to make a recommendation concerning whether to proceed to drafting 
amendments to the UAAA. Such a recommendation would be considered by the ULC Scope 
and Program Committee and its Executive Committee in January 20113. If a drafting committee 
is appointed, we would expect it to begin work promptly and hopefully to have a draft for initial 
consideration by the ULC at its 2014 Annual Meeting and a draft for final adoption at the ULC 
2015 Annual Meeting. 

Uniform Law Commission drafting processes are open and transparent. Drafting 
Committees are comprised of ULC commissioners, a reporter (often an academic) is recruited, 

and there are one or more advisors from the American Bar Association. In addition, we seek to 
involve a wide range of entities and individuals who are interested in and have knowledge about 
the topic being considered to participate as observers in the drafting committee meetings. 
Observers are invited to attend and participate actively in all drafting committee meetings and 
receive copies of all materials that are distributed in advance of drafting committee meetings. 
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If you have any questions or wish more information about this project, please contact the 
ULC’s Executive Director John Sebert, 312-450-6603, (email: john.sebert@uniformlaws.org)or 
Dale G Higer, Study Committee Chair, at             (email:       @msn.com). 

Attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 7:42 PM 

Amy t terman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: DrmFt of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Thanks Amy. Where can I find the version of the Staff Manual from which the information was taken? It appears your attachment was revised in 2011? Checked the J 

drive and it has tJle ’07-08 Staff’Manual revised in 2007. There is an ’08-09 item that contains a link to which I cannot gain access. Should I be looking somewhere else? 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:13 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

See attached. I found a blurb on this in the Staff Manual, Scheduling section. It’s the first bullet on the 2nd page. 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >         10:30 PM > > > 
I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever seen it in writing,just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be in the 

Staff Manual? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While Isee a benefit to stressing the 2 words that [ had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off 

before they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days 

per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:" P.,~, ": }[ ~ ~," ~? ~ 9 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tlill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919,962,6002 (fax) 
a~t _s__q_h~_ Lt’_~_~ __u__r_l_ C ~! _a__:__u__r_l_ C :_~ ~ _Lu_. 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 4:30 PM > > > 

Hi Amy- 

Good iot_% as usual. Only two sugg,-:~stkms: 

1) You might: not: want to tmd~:_~rline words at t h~-_~ b~:_~gint~ing o[ the appeal. Som~-:d:imes people view that: as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive [:rom the get go. If you think i[’s necessary to get their attention, then [q[ go with your judgmen[ on that, 

2) At one point you state tha {: the "extra evening of missed cmnpus time meets inslitutional policy." It might be good to state what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,                 9:13 PM 



To-" Hike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Tile; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Draft of Appeal for IBB Waiver 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, [ particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate .413 for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must 

have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for 

comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we 
have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we 

can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there 

were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the 
subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that 

was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
91 9.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney         8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> Or         at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonvtravel.com >, Mike Pope 

< MikePopeC~a[~thor!ytravekcom > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athga!!o@uncaa.unc,edu < mailto:athga!/o@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ Iguess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 



> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 

>>>> Amy Herman 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within time permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 

> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 

> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 

> 

> Amy 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 

> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> _aj_s__c__!]_a___e_5~__u__r_!_c__a___a_:__u_D__c_~e_(_!_u__<E!_a__[LLo_2_a.ks__c_~La___e_~Ln___c__a___a_:_u__r_]__c_~_e__d___u_.> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

Amy t terman ~j schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

That’s not working for me. I can’t access the address below. Maybe it’s down right now, I don’t know. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Yes, if you go to uncaa.unc.edu, there is a link that says ’Staff Manual’. The user name is , and the password is 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_n_#_jL~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 7:41 PM > > > 

Thanks Amy. Where can I find the version of the Staff Manual from which the information was taken? It appears your attachment was revised in 2011? Checked the J 

drive and it has tJle ’07-08 Staff’Manual revised in 2007. There is an ’08-09 item that contains a link to which I cannot gain access. Should I be looking somewhere else? 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, I0:13 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

See attached. I found a blurb on this in the Staff Manual, Scheduling section. It’s the first bullet on the 2nd page. 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >         10:30 PM > > > 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever seen it in writing,just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be in the 

Staff Manual? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On , at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While Isee a benefit to stressing the 2 words that [ had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off 

before they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days 

per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:" P.,~, ": }[ ~ ~," ~? ~ 9 

Associate ,413 for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919,962,6002 (fax) 
ajLs_ £h&?_~_~ __u_ #_ ~ #__a__~__u_ #_ ~ :_~ X _Lu_. 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 4:30 PM > > > 

Hi Amy- 

Good iot_% as usual. Only two sugg,-:~stkms: 



1) You mighl: nol: want to und~-:~rline words at th~-:~ b~-:~ginning of the appeak Sometimes people view that: as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive t:rom the get go. If you think i[’s necessary to get their attention, then Iql go with your judgmen[ on that. 

2) At one point you state tha ~: the "extra evening of missed cmnpus time meets inslitutional policy." It might be good to state what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday,                 9::t3 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
(::¢: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Tile; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal, Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up, 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. [Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early [Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 S 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(~uncaa.unc.ed n 

>>> Amy Herman 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
l heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weeldy meeting date), we must 

have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for 

comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we 
have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we 

can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there 

were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the 

subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that 

was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae(a>uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney         8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On         at 7:44 PM, in message 
<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com >, Mike Pope 

< MikePope@anthonytravel,com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 



> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On , at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ Iguess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 
> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one.., 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@Lincaa.unc.edu <mailto:abchae@uncaa.unc,edu > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



FFOIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 7:23 AM 

Amy Hennan ~aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Project 

Olc fllanks Amy. The ne:a two days will be filled with admissions meetings involving coaches and Barbara Polk over at Jackson Hall. Solry the scheduling is so difficult 

right now. 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 9:04 PM, "Amy tterman" <aischae(a;uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay. Let’s shoot for right after staffmtg, whatever time that ends up being. 

Thm~s, 

PaW 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 8:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille([~email.uncuedu:, wrote: 

Ifnoflfing changes before Thursday, I have 8-9 and right alter our compliance s~taJt’meeting. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Leadership Project 

Those times don’t work for me, as my husband is traveling. How about Thursday? 

Sent them my iPhime 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 4:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

I have never heard of nor have I been told of any of this. If we meet tomorrow it has to be before 8 am or maybe after 4:15- 

4:30. I have meetings all day (most are at Jackson Hall with coaches and admissions). 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae%Nuncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September ii, 2012 1:48 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Leadership Project 

Do you know about this plan? I will add to list of things to talk to you about. You have any time tomorrow? I will be around 8:45 

and am open until the Compliance Staff Strategic Plan briefing at lp. 

Amy 

> > > Corey Holliday 9/3/2012 9:00 AM > > > 
Here’s some brief thoughts on the Leadership trip, obviously you can feel m the real details on leadership activities and community service 
Thanks again fbr your assistance 

Thursday November 29th 
Seniors Leave UNC tbr Disney 
Group Droner in Orlando for seniors 

Friday, November 30th 
AM - Disney Leadership activities 
Early PM - Community Service Activity 
PM - Group Dinner 

Saturday. December 1st 
AM - Disney Leadership activities 
PM - Seniors on own at Disney 
PM - Group Dinner 

Sunday. December 2nd 
Seniors return to Chapel Hill 

Traveling with Seniors - Cricket Lane, Corey Hol]iday 



(;ore?" Holliday 

Associate 2d.hletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football (;enter 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962~9114 (W) 

919-962~0393 ~FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday,                  4:40 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Holds 

Lance, 

What does a "hold" mean? What are the ramifications to the slafftJlat has one? Thanlcs. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

To: 
C:c: llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Holds 

; Tom Timmermans 

Please put holds on the following sports: 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

will let you know when they are clear. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 4:41 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edt~> 

RE: Leadership Project 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 9:14 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Leadership Project 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu > 9/12/2012 7:22 AM > > > 

Ok, thanks Amy. The next two days will be filled with admissions meetings involving coaches and Barbara Polk over at Jackson Hall, Sorry the scheduling is so difficult right 
now. 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 9:04 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu > wrote: 

Okay, Let’s shoot for right after staff mtg, whatever time that ends up being. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 8:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

If nothing changes before Thursday, I have 8-9 and right after our compliance staff meeting. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Leadership Project 

Those times dofft work tbr me, as my husband is traveling. How about Thursday? 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 4:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i]]_e_~2{_e___n_!_a_4_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___d___u_> wTote: 

I have never heard of nor have I been told ofaw of this. If we meet tomonow it has to be betbm 8 aall or maybe after 4:15- 
4:30. I have meetings all day (most are at Jackson Hall with coaches and admissions). 

From: Amy Herman [Ln-~-a-j!-t--9-La-j-s--c-~-h--a---e--~-u--n---c--a---a-~-u--n---c-~-e--d---u-] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 1:48 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Leadership Project 

Do you know about this plan? I will add to list of things to talk to you about. You have any time tomorrow? I will be around 8:45 and 

am open until the Compliance Staff Strategic Plan briefing at lp. 

Amy 

>>> Corey Holliday 9/3/2012 9:00 AM >> 
Here’s some brief thoughts on the Leadership trip, obviously you can feel in the real details on leadership activities and community service 
Thanks again for your assistance 

Thursday, November 29th 
Seniors Leave UNC for Disney 
Group Dinner in Orlando for seniors 

Friday November 30th 
AM -I)isney Leadership activities 
Early PM - Community Service Activity 
PM- Group Dinner 



Saturday December 1st 
AM - Disney Leadership activities 
PM- Seniors on own at Disney 
PM - Group Dinner 

Sunday December 2nd 

Seniors return to Chapel Hill 

Traveling with Seniors - Cricket Lane, (;ore?" Holliday 

Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 6:07 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Holds 

Good info. Thanks Lance. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:54 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Holds 

The business office will hold a coaching staff’s reimbursements if they haven’t gotten us eveFything we need from the prior month. We don’t hold any advances (team travel, 

OV host money) or anything for any non staff folks (prospect reimbursements, vendors, etc.) that might have to do with a particular team, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@_e__r_:n_~_jL~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 4:40 PM > > > 

Lance, 

What does a "hold" mean? What are the ramifications to the staff fllat has one? Thanlcs. 

VillCe 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 20:36 AM 
To: 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Gdggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Holds 

’; Tom Timmermans 

Please put holds on the following sports: 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

will let you know when they are clear. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 6:12 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Wrestling 

C .D =~ 

The document wasn’t attached. Let’s talk about the number of slots. I roll discuss the mid-year transfer issue with BarbaJca in more detail tomorrow af[er the meetings 

with other coaches. Thanks. 

VillCe 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Mack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Subject: Wrestling 

Vince, good meeting today. We really appreciate everyone being there. I like the new system in theory but I guess [ can’t really say until I see how it works in practice. I 

attached a document that I had prepared for Ken and Larry which I think I might already have sent you. It summarizes my points today about admissions and wrestling. 

We are bringing guys in this week and pretty much every week after through Nov 1, for official visits. The past two years John has given us 9 slots and 2 transfer slots. I’m 

hoping we can continue to count on that for the near future, Of immediate concern is two mid year transfers that Iwould like to get, Lance and Barbara have seen both and 

they are good to go if you give me time ok. 

Please advise as to how we move forward with the freshmen slot situation and pending transfers, 

Thank you, 

CD. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 6:50 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

I don’t seem to have access to any of the topics, not even compliance, nnless the site isn’t working properly. Is there any other way reliable way to gain access to this 

information? Do you have a hard coW of the 2011-12 version? Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 9:28 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook- PDF version 

It’s on the ACC websJte: 

httg://]ntranet.theacc.orq 

User Name: 

Password: 

The manual is in the General Information tab. The 2012 2013 version is not up there yet. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:24 AM > > > 

I’ve probably asked this before, so son-y fbr not remembering the answer.., do we have an ACC Rules Manual of any kind? See the Big Ten’s attached. Thanks. 

From: Big Ten - Kerry Kenny [mailto:kkenny@bigten.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:07 AM 
To= Compliance Group 
Ce= Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel; Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
Subject= 20J.2-J.3 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

ALL- 

Attached please find the PDF version of the 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook. Let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Kerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:32 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

I do use Internet Explorer! Maybe that is the problem.., in any case, thanks for forwarding the manual. I have Firefox so may have to give that a shot. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 9:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

These websites don’t seem to like you very much, do they?!? Do you use Intemet Explorer’? Gallo has had problems accessing the documents in the past using IE. I use 
Firefox and don’t have any issues. 

Regardless, it looks like they got the 2012 13 Manual loaded on the site. See attached for a PDF version. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]]]__e_~__e_ELa_j_[:_u__[]_c_~ed___u_.> 9/12/2012 6:50 PM > > > 

I don’t seem to have access to any of the topics, not even compliance, unless the site isn’t working properly. Is there any other way reliable way to gain access to this 

information? Do you have a hard coW of the 2011-12 version? Thm~s. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 9:28 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook- PDF version 

It’s on the ACC website: 

http://intranet.theacc.orq 

User Name: 

Password: 

The manual is in the General Information tab. The 2012 2013 version is not up there yet. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:24 AM > > > 

I’ve probably asked this befbre, so sorry for not remembering the answer.., do we have an ACC Rules Manual of any kind? See the Big Ten’s attached. Thanks. 

From: Big Ten - Kerry Kenny [mailto: kkenny~a)bigten.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 8:07 AM 

To: Compliance Group 
C¢: Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel; Big Ten - Chad Hawley 
Subject: 2022-23 Big Ten Handbook - PDF version 

ALL- 

Attached please find the PDF version of the 2012-13 Big Ten Handbook. Let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Kerry 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 9:54 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-* 

VW: Fundraiser 

Has this already been discussed at an Executive Stalt’meeting? Do we have a procedure or someone identified to revise our current procedure? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:36 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Fundraiser 

Another 

Bubba Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly Bossman           (i~nc.rr.com> 

Date: September 12, 2012 10:17:31 AM EDT 

To: < _b___u_b_b_ ~LC_ @ __u_! )__c=__e_d_u_> 
Subject: Fundraiser 

Hi, 
My daughter has an autoimmune disorder and we are having a fundraiser for her on September 23, 2012 in Garner, NC. She has been receiving treatments for 

this condition in Connecticut and must go every 8 weeks. This is the reason for our fundraiser. I was hoping that maybe we could get some tickets (any sport) 
donated to auction at our fundraiser. We sure know a lot of Carolina fans! This would help us so much, please let me know if it’s a possiNity. Thank you, 

Kelly Bossman 

~,rlg.rr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:25 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-* 

1@2: FundraJser 

OK, thanks. 

From: Creech, Kadton W 
Sent: Honday, September 17, 2012 9:59 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fundraiser 
We need to figure it out, but it’s probably not a topic for the whole group. 

I’m going to start with Clint to see M~at we have in place already. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:54 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Has this aJready been discussed at an Executive Sta~’meeting? Do we have a procedure or someone identified to revise our current procedure? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:36 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Fundraiser 

Another 

Bubba Cnrmingham 

Director of Athletics 

University of NortJh Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly Bossmml .......................... ~nc.rr.com > 

Date: September 12, 2012 10:17:31 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac~unc.edu> 

Subject: Fumlraiser 

Hi, 
My daughter has an autoimmune disorder and we are having a fundraiser for her on September 23, 2012 in Garner, NC. She has been receiving 

treatments for this condition in Connecticut and must go every 8 weeks. This is the reason for our fundraiser. I was hoping that maybe we could 
get some tickets (any sport) donated to auction at our fundraiser. We sure know a lot of Carolina fans! This would help us so much, please let me 
know if it’s a possiblity. Thank you, 
Kelly Bossman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 4:19 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.e&P 

RE: catching up 

Beth, 

Sorry for the inconvenience. I will attend the meeting so cma stop by your office a little before it stats. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 11:57 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: catching up 

It seems like a big game of tag between you and I! 

I am not sure if you were planning on attending our staff meeting tomorrow, esp since it is the Strategic Plan meeting. If you were, I was hoping I could steal a few minutes 

from you before hand to talk about the "report" item. 

Hope you have a great Monday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:18 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@~mc.e&~> 

Re: 

Thmlks Tim. I would like to write a note to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead ofemail) and also include one for Kent 
Taylor? 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <~tdsmith(~Sunc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

Logan - please send Vince the mailing addresses [br the guys below. As a heads up for you (Logan) - Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen Wilson and 

Len White is T. L. White on            Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard Gordon - 

Ralph Teal - 

Dwight Stone - 

Allen Wilson - " 

Tommy Watkins - 

Len White - 

Bany Gordon - 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith(a)) mc.edu 

Sent t?om my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i[l__e_~?email.unc.edu> wrote: 

’l’m~ 
cml yon please forward me the names and mailing ad&esses for the Big Hitters who traveled with us to Louisville and Kent Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:14 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: Meeting Yesterday 

Thanks Amy. Maybe we can meet on Thursday morning after our 8:30? 

I see the items are grouped by topic which is helpful. Are the items prioritized by volume/time/required? Are there any items that appear on the Illinois calendar that are 

not on the document you sent me? If not, axe any of tJle things yon added to your document off the Illinois calendar things that are new for us? Which items on your list 

are things that we’ve done here that do not appear anywhere on the Illinois calendar? 

This may become more clear when we talk Thur~tay. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 10:24 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting Yesterday 

Okay, I think I have this information complete. See attached. We can discuss when you have time, Tomorrow, I’ve got a 9 10a mtg, a s a stopping by probably around 10:15a 

for a bit, and a 2 3p meeting. Then Iwill be back in office until around 4p. 

Thursday is pretty open for me after the Sport Supervisor Business Office meeting. 
Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <jJ]__e__@__e___m___a_j_Lu__!3_c_=_e__d___u_.> 9/14/2012 10:07 AM > > > 
Am)’, 

I was thinking more about our conversation yesterday and what we might be able to do to reorganize. Can you (and any staff you consider appropriate) please review 

the summary of responsibilities you have for the Compliance Office (the document you shared with me and I think we revised), our current compliance calendar, our job 

descriptions, and the attached calendar used at Illinois and provide me a comprehensive list of what each person on the UNC compliance staffis currently doing? It 

would be best if these w~re ~ri~fiNd i~ term~ ~fv~!)N~iN~ require~. It would also help if you will create ~ ~fi~ iist ~ii ite~ thfi~ apN~r ~fi th~ attach~ 

~i~hat are i~o~ ~ ~y ~tl~ !ist~ y~)create fo~ ~ ~ii~ staff. Similarly, please indicate ~i itei~ ~fi ~ s~afF~ ii~i~ that ~ ~i apN~r ~ ~he attac!~ ~!~dar 

u~8 at Iliinois. If you print these things out and mark them up to create your lists, the documents you use to do that will be helpful to me as well. I know that’s a loL but 

the earlier I have that the sooner we can make decisions atxmt structure mad opportunities. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 5:40 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Certification Webinm 

Thanks Lance. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                : 1:38 PM 
To: Cunningham, 13ubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Martina Ballen; Paul Pogge; 

Subject: Fwd: RE: Certification Webinar 

FYI 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theaccrorg > 1:32 PM > > > 

Lm~ce 

; Tom Timmermans 

From: Lance Markos [t_n___aj!_t__o__;__n__~_a__tLk__o__s__@__u___n__c__a___a_=u___n__c_=e__c_l_u] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:58 PM 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Ce: Amy Herman 
S,,bject: Certification Webinar 

Hey Brad, 

Did you ever receive the Power Point from the certification webinar that we did with staff a few weeks back? Just want to have it in our files. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 7:28 PM 

Tony BaJdwin <towb@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

Thanks Tony. Hope you’re settling in and recovering from the move. 

From: Tony Baldwin [mailto:tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:45 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Michael Perkins 
Cc: Donna Papa 
Subject: UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

Gentleman, 

Coach Papa asked that I provide you all with a copy of our practice schedule for the fall, I attached the schedule below, Please let us know if you have any questions, 

Have a great day. 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@, unc.edu 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 7:39 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: IFC CAA Pep Rally Flyer 

Thanks Rick. I’ll follow you over there af[er the Ram’ s Club event. 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:03 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
C¢: Corey Holliday; Michael Beale 
Subject: Fwd: IFC CAA Pep Rally Flyer 

Bubba and Vince, 
In response to Coach Fedora’s challenge to the Fraternities and Sororities this spring, the Greek community has partnered with Carolina Athletic Association (Student Elected 

leadership for athletics initiatives) to host a pep rally in Frat Court this Friday night. 

They have a D J, food and vendors starting at 7:30 pm, the Marching Band and Cheerleaders will be there at 8:45 pm and Coach Fedora and 4 players will arrive and speak at 
9:00 pm. A promotional flyer is attached. 

I am going to go directly to this event from the Rams Club Scholarship dinner, Michael Beale will be on site earlier. 

lwas not sure this was going to happen until today, the Greek leaders have really stepped up to make this happen in spite of funding challenges and some other challenges. 

Wanted to make you aware. Come be the event if you can (no need to do so). 

Rick 

>>> Rick Steinbacher :8:09 AM >>> 

Greek Pep Rally Flyer is attached 

>> > @kenan flagler.unc.edu> 9:30 PM >>> 

Hey Rick, 

Thanks for the message. I’ve attached the flyer for the event. Matt, can we also add this to the Facebook page? 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
BS Business Administration I BA American History 

@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 1:02 PM 

John Blanchard <j gb@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: slots 

Cml yon please help clari~ where we are ruth men’s soccer. Coach Somoano told me today that he annually works ruth an agreement ruth you that he has 8 freshmen 

and 3 transfers each year for a total of 11 slots. Is that correct? Thanks. 

From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Men’s soccer 

Vince, 

Thanks for meeting today. Very informative and enjoyable conversation. I am sorry we were cut short. We were recruiting for based on 8 freshman slots and 3 transfer 

slots. We have 6 freshman "committed" but are currently still recruiting. Four of these freshman have actually asked us to enroll in January, I will need to confirm on both 

cases. We are also heavy recruiting for and will need to get a "number" for slots available in Call me if you have any other questions or need to discuss. Thanks 

again and see you soon. 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:08 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: slots 

Mince, 
I looked forward to the entering class of 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327 

and giving Carlos 6 slots and Joe 11 slots. John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 1:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.e&P 

RE: polk 

I will be hapw to attend. Thanks Beth. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:30 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: polk 

Barbara Polk will be coming to present at our staff meeting about admissions on Oct 16. She would like for you to attend as well. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

Ams~ 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She informed me that she "made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for because she was really 

special and we’re going to miss having her around" but then realized she should check it out with the Compliance Office before sending it. She said the ornament was 

"cute but it’s not worth an~hing." Is it permissible for her to send the item to ? Thin,ks. 

Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IN’,IC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 10:50 PM 

Amy Hennan <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

Yes, I think so based upon the item mid the description. If you agree, I’ll pass it on and cow yon. 

On at 10:02 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(2auncaa.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 
Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Student-Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausfing Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former s~udent-athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, fide, overnight lodging) on an occ~ional basis t}om an 

institulional atl~etics ~epresentative or instit~tional staffmemberg provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former strident- 

athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 (general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra-benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general role) and a 1/6/89 oNcial 
interpretation, Item No. 2-f- 1 ] 

.     /i >>> "Ille, Vince <i.!!e_~_[~e_gl_.ai!:p__n_.c_:.e._d_.l_~. 5:06 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She informed me that she "made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for                     because 

she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around" but then realized she should check it out with the Compliance Ottice before sending it. 

She said the ornament was "cute but it’s not worth an~hing." Is it permissible for her to send the item to ? Thanlcs. 

Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 12:46 PM 

Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.nnc.edu) 

FW: Complimlce Question from Patti Thorp 

Before I respond to Patti Thorp, can you guys please confirm that we are not currently recruiting rely relative of 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:02 PM 

To-" Tile, Vince 
Subject-" Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 

Amy 

(Dffidal Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to --Exhausting Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: ]. 

Interpretation: 

[:References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:06 PM > > > 
Am~; 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She in~bnned me that she "made a needlepoint Chrishnas ornament for                   because she was really 

special and we’re going to miss having her around" but then realized she should check it out with the Compliance Office before sending it. She said the ommnent was 

’°cute but it’s not worth anylJaing." Is it permissible fbr her to send the item to ? Thanks. 

Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 2012 2:30 PM 

Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu> 

Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Compliance question 

Patti, 

Thanks for the message and please forgive me for the late response. I’ve consulted ruth Amy Hermml who is our Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and 

resident expert on the application of all rules in the NCAA Manual. We agree that the item you describe in your message would be considered a "nominal benefit" as 

defined in the September 6, 2001 Official NCAA Interpretation copied below. Additionally, we’ve received confirmation that we are not currently recruiting mayone 

related to i 

If you have any questions or concerus, pleasc j ust let me know. I’m very hopeful that we roll all enjoy a more satisfying outcome "this Saturday. In light of your 

superstition, I will limit my movements in and around "the stadium! 

Thmlks for checking with us. I appreciate your help. 

Vince 

Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (’!) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

i"epresentative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 132.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16,02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:53 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Compliance question 

Hi Vince! It was great to be with you at the game on Saturday although I have taken note that we have lost both of the games in which you and I have been in the 

same box. So hopefully, since I probably will not see you this Saturday, we will have a different outcome. (As you can tell I am a superstitious freak.) 

Anyway, I made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for                     because she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around but then I 

panicked about the "gifts to parents" thing and thought I should check it out with you before sending it. It’s cute but it’s not worth anything. What do you think? Is 

that ok? 

So many thanks for your willingness to join our family and try to keep us straight! 

All best! Patti Thorp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 8:14 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.edu> 

ILE: Saturday 

Thanks Molly. Please let me know ifBubba needs my help with any of his guests at any time on Saturday. I’ll plan to stop by the AD Box and Press Box during the 

times noted below. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:52 PM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 
1::¢: ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Saturday 

Bubba is meeting Tilden Martin with the Chick-fiI-A Bowl in the AD Box at 2:45pm on Saturday. cell 

Bubba is meeting Eric Pores with the Orange Bowl in the Press Box at 3:00pm on Saturday. cell 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



LICENSE & PROGRAM AGREEMENT 

Pursuant to the definitions, terms and conditions set out on this cover page, the attached Standard Terms and 
Conditions, and the attached Schedules (collectively, the "Agreement"), Janssen and Licensee agree as of the 
Effective Date (as defined below) to enter into a license agreement for the Term (as defined in Section 2 of the 
Standard Terms and Conditions)¯ 

DEFINITIONS 

The following capitalized definitions are used in the Agreement and shall have the following meanings which are 
incorporated by reference when used in this Agreement: 

"Content" All materials created by or licensed by Janssen or derivatives thereof that 
comprise or support any Program, including without limitation any curriculum, 
workshop, module, writing, video, graphic, pictorial, computer, Internet, text, 
book, textbook, manual or audio based materials¯ 

"Effective Date" ¯ July 1, 2014. 

"Fees" ¯ See Schedule B. 

"Initial Term" Two (2) Years from the Effective Date tmtil June 30, 2016 

"Licensee" ¯ The UNC at Chapel Hill on behalf of its Department of Athletics. 

"Licensee Personnel" ¯ Licensee’s athletes, coaches, staffand administrators enrolled in a Program. 

"Janssen" Janssen Peak Performance, Inc. 

"Program" The Janssen leadership program to be provided by Janssen to the Licensee 
Personnel as identified in Schedule A. 

AGREEMENT 

In consideration of their respective rights and obligations under this Agreement and other valuable consideration, 
the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and intending to be legally bound by this 
Agreement, Janssen and Licensee have fully reviewed and agree to all of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 

20239076vl 
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Duly authorized for and on behalf of Janssen: Duly authorized for and on behalf of Licensee: 

JANSSEN PEAK PERFORMANCE, INC. THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

By: 

Printed Name: 

Position: 

Date: 

By: 
Printed Name: 
Position: 
Date: 

"Janssen Notice Address": 

Attn: Mr. Jeffrey J. Janssen 

Janssen Peak Performance, Inc. 

"Licensee’s Notice Address": 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Attn: Athletics Department 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

20239076vl 
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STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

I- GRANT OF RIGHTS 

1.1.    Subject to these Terms and Conditions, or any additional terms and conditions or terms of use 
contained in any applicable Schedule to this Agreement Janssen grants to Licensee during the Term a 
personal, non-exclusive, license for Licensee Personnel to participate in the Program and to use the 
Content solely for Licensee’s internal use. 

1.2.    The Content is subject to all copyright, trademark, intellectual property protection, confidentiality, 
and trade secret laws and provisions, and other rights of Janssen under federal, state and common law. 
Licensee acknowledges Janssen’s intellectual property and other rights in the Content and agrees to abide 
by the international and U.S. copyright, trademark and patent laws, and all other applicable laws with 
regard to the use of the Content. Licensee agrees to use all proprietary. notices provided to or directed by 
Janssen for use with the Content. 

1.3.    Licensee agrees not to sublicense, assign, transfer, pledge, offer as security, or otherwise 
encumber the Program or Content or any of the rights granted hereunder in any way. 

1.4.    Licensee shall be permitted to provide a brief, general description of the Program. Specifically 
excluded from this license to Licensee is: (a) the right for any Licensee to edit, modify, translate, 
distribute, sell or create derivative works based in whole or in part on the Content or Program, or (b) for 
Licensee or any Licensee Personnel receiving the Program or Content from the Licensee to redistribute, 
reproduce, retransmit, disseminate, sell, publish, broadcast, edit, create derivative work based on, 
translate, or circulate the information contained in a Program or Content to anyone. Licensee agrees to use 
its best efforts to use adequate security measures and to otherwise restrict the uses of Content posted on 
the lnternet by Janssen solely to Licensee Personnel and not for further distribution, and to cooperate with 
Janssen to stop any misappropriation or violation of the Agreement once identified by Licensee or 
Janssen. Notwithstanding anything to the contraD7 herein, Licensee shall have the right to use the Content 
in connection with conducting its internal business operations. The rights granted in the prior sentence 
shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

1.5.    Licensee agrees not to provide login and password information to any Content on Janssen 
websites to any persons who are not Licensee Personnel or to individuals who should not have access to 
confidential and secure information, or who utilize Content for other than its intended purposes. 

1.6. All goodwill associated with the Licensee’s use of Janssen’s IP will inure to Janssen. 

1.7.    The license granted herein shall be personal, and if Licensee shall be a corporation or academic 
institution, unless agreed in writing by Janssen, shall not extend to any subsidiaries, parent or affiliate 
corporations or affiliated academic institutions. If Licensee is a member organization, unless agreed by 
Janssen in writing, shall not extend to member entities. 

1.8.    Apart from the rights licensed under the above Sections, this Agreement does not grant to the 
Licensee any right to engage in any activity regarding the Program or Content other than those identified 
herein. 

1.9.    Licensee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to prevent unauthorized access to, or use oK 
the Content. Licensee shall promptly noti~ Janssen of any such unauthorized access or use, or of any 
infringement of the intellectual property rights therein, of which Licensee has knowledge. Licensee shall 
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provide all reasonable assistance and cooperation reasonably requested by Janssen in connection with 
Janssen’s exercising of its rights in connection with any such unauthorized access, use or infringement. 

1.10. Janssen reserves the right to restrict or terminate access to all or some Coment by Licensee if, in 

Janssen’s reasonable discretion, it determines that the Licensee is not using the Content in good faith for 

the intended purposes or othelavise not in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

H- TERM 

2.1.    This Agreement will become effective as of the Effective Date and shall, unless terminated as 
provided below, remain effective for an Initial Term as selected on the cover page of this Agreement 
subject to the early termination of the Agreement for an uncured breach. 

2.2.    After the Initial Term or any Extension Term (as defined hereinafter), if Licensee notifies Janssen 

of its election to extend the Initial Term at least ninety (90) days prior to the expiration of the Initial 
Term, this Agreement may be renewed for successive additional two (2) year terms in accordance with 
the terms and conditions of this Agreement (each an "Extension Term") and upon payment of the first 

installment of the Fees for any Extension Term. Such Fees shall be proportionally adjusted up or down 

based upon the increase or decrease in expected activity based on the Fee charged in the Initial Term (or 
previous Extension Term as the case may be). Provided, however, that Licensor may increase Fees from 

one year to the next in accordance with any increases in the CPI-U for South Region USA as published by 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Failure to noti~" Janssen prior to the foregoing deadline and/or failure to 

pay the Fee may result in Jeff Janssen or another desired facilitator not being eligible to serve as the 
primary." facilitator for the Program and another primaq7 facilitator may need to be selected by Janssen. 
The Initial Term (and any Extension Terms) is collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Term." 

IIl - FEES AND PAYMENT 

3.1.    Licensee agrees to pay Janssen the Fees in the amounts and at intervals as set forth in Schedule B. 

IV- SALES/USE TAXES 

4.1. The Fees do not reflect or include any state or local sales, use or other excise taxes of any kind. 

4.2.    All sales, use and/or other excise taxes applicable to or imposed on any Program provided by 
Janssen to Licensee shall be the sole and exclusive obligation of Licensee. Failure of Janssen to collect 
state or local sales, use or other excise taxes of any kind does not eliminate Licensee’s obligation to report 
and remit such taxes on their own accord to those bodies authorized to levy such taxes. 

V- TERMINATION 

5.1.    This Agreement may be terminated during a Term by either party immediately upon written 

notice if the other party: (i) becomes insolvent; (ii) files a petition in bankruptcy; (iii) makes an 
assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or (iv) commits any material breach under this Agreement, 

which breach is not cured within thirty (30) days following written notice to such party. 

5.2.    Neither party may terminate this Agreement after the Effective Date for any reason except as set 
forth in Section 5.1 herein. It is mutually understood that due to the nature of the Program, it would be 
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impossible to allocate a portion of the Fees to the Program at any point during the Term. It is therefore 
agreed that all Fees shall become due and payable and the Fees are non-refundable in the event of any 
termination of the Agreement, other than a termination under Section 5.1 of this Agreement. 

VI- PROGRAM 

6.1.    Janssen agrees to present the Program and Content to the Licensee Personnel pursuant to the 

dates, times and locations as set forth in Schedule A or as mutually and reasonably agreed on by the 
parties. The Licensee agrees to provide the location setup, technical equipment and items identified in 
Schedule A. Unless specifically identified and listed in Schedule A, the provision of additional services or 

content shall not be included in the Program and shall be subject to an additional fee. The Licensee agrees 
not to audio or video tape the Program without prior written agreement of Janssen. 

6.2. All Janssen expenses associated with the Program shall be included in the Fee. 

6.3    Janssen represents and warrants that Janssen and the Program will comply with all applicable 
laws, ordinances, codes, rules and regulations of federal, state, county or municipal government, as well 

as the rules and regulations or the National Collegiate Athletic Association during Janssen’s performance 
of this Agreement. 

6.4    The parties acknowledge and agree that to protect and preserve the confidentiality and trust 

between Janssen and the Licensee Personnel, Janssen will not provide consulting or services related to 
the evaluation of Licensee’s coaching or athletic personnel during the Term. 

VII - CONFIDENTIALITY 

7.1.    The paw receiving Confidential Information (hereafter defined) from the disclosing party agrees 
to maintain such Confidential Information in confidence and in a secure manner and agrees not to disclose 
such Confidential Information to any third party or use such Confidential Information except for the 
limited purpose of carD’ing out its obligations under the Agreement. "Confidential Information" shall 
mean any data or information that is proprietary, to the disclosing party and not generally known to the 
public, and which the disclosing party identifies as confidential at the time it is disclosed, whether in 
tangible or intangible form, including, but not limited to, the following: the Program; Content; inventions; 
trade secrets; know-how; Licensee Personnel names; addresses, and other specific data deemed to be 
"nonpublic personal information" under state or federal law. Confidential Information shall not include: 

(a)    information which, at the time of disclosure, was known publicly or otherwise in 
the public domain; 
(b)    information which, after disclosure, becomes known publicly, or otherwise 
becomes part of the public domain through no fault of the receiving party or its 
representatives; 
(c)    information which receiving paw can establish was in its possession prior to the 
time of disclosure; 
(d)    information which, after disclosure, is made available to receiving party in good 
faith by a third party under no obligation of confidentiality to disclosing party; or 
(e)    information which is required to be disclosed by law, provided that the receiving 

party has given the disclosing party prior written notice of such required disclosure. 
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7.2.    Janssen and Licensee understand that parties may be subject to a number of federal and/or state 

laws regarding privacy of Confidential Information. 

7.3.    Janssen and Licensee agree to maintain the confidentiality of Confidential Information, to use 

Confidential Information solely for the purpose of the Agreement as set forth therein, and in accordance 
with relevant state and federal laws and regulations. Licensee will not provide to Janssen, and Janssen 
will not accept or receive from Licensee, any "sensitive customer information" as defined in applicable 

FDIC Rules and Regulations, or any "sensitive member information" as defined in NCUA regulations, 

Part 748, Appendix B, Section III, Subsection A1, as applicable. 

7.4.    The part?" receiving Confidential Information from the disclosing party’, on behalf of itself and its 
officers, employees, agents, successors, and assigns, understands and agrees that any and all such 
information shall be held in strict confidence, using the same degree of care as the receiving party uses in 

handling its own Confidential Information, that it will not retain copies of the disclosing party’s 
Confidential Information except as needed in fulfilling the Agreement, and that it will not use such 
Confidential Information in any other manner except in the performance of the Agreement. In addition, 

the receiving party agrees to fully disclose to the disclosing party any information related to the 
unauthorized access or disclosure of the disclosing party’s Confidential Information maintained by the 
receiving party, and the disclosing party agrees to provide the receiving party with a means for reaching 

the appropriate representative of the disclosing party for such purpose. The receiving party, will take 
commercially reasonable actions to address any incident of unauthorized access, including prompt notice 

to the disclosing party of any incident of a security breach where the disclosing party’s Confidential 
Information may be compromised. 

7.5.    Each party agrees to destroy or return all Confidential Information of the other party upon request 

or upon termination of the Agreement; provided, however, that Licensee shall have the right to retain a 

copy of Content (as defined in the Agreement) for archival purposes and to comply with applicable laws, 
rules and regulations. 

7.6.    To the extent permissible under North Carolina law, the receiving party will indemnify the 

disclosing party for claims arising as a result of any willful misconduct of the receiving party in 

connection with its obligations hereunder. 

7.7    The obligations set forth in this Section 7 shall extend during the Term of the Agreement and for 

five (5) years after termination or expiration, provided that for all "trade secrets" as defined under 
applicable law, the obligations shall extend for so long as the Confidential Information remains a "trade 

secret." 

VIII- CONTENT 

8.1.    Janssen may, at its sole discretion, from time to time, modify and update the Content as such 
modifications and/or updates are deemed necessalT or desirable by Janssen and the Licensee shall (to the 
extent that particular Content is used by the Licensee) have the right to use such Content as modified or 
updated. 

8.2. 

Upon the expiration or termination of this Agreement, Licensee agrees to immediately cease all use of the 
Content, including without limitation any links, postings, publications or other applications using or 
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distributing the Content, and to destroy, unless otherwise agreed, all other sources which contain or reflect 
any Content. All of Licensee’s (and its user’s) rights regarding the Content shall end upon termination or 
expiration. Termination or expiration of this Agreement shall be without prejudice to any rights of either 
party which shall have accrued due by reason of or be subsisting at termination. Provided, however, that 
participants in seminars will be allowed to keep and use materials distributed to them indefinitely and be 
allowed to continue to use their access to Janssen’s website for the full twelve (12) month period. This 
includes seminar participant’s right to keep and use The Team Captain’s Leadership A/Ianual. 

8.3.    Janssen may, from time to time, request that Licensee remove Content from the websites or other 
channels, including, without limitation, if Janssen reasonably believes a use by Licensee or one of its 
users damages the ability" of Janssen to license the Content. Any such request for removal of Content shall 
be accompanied by a just and reasonable cause for its removal, including without limitation, claims of 
infringement by third parties. In such event, Licensee shall complete such removal on the earlier of (i) the 
first commercially practicable date on which Licensee could remove such content or (ii) fifteen (15) 
business day’s following receipt of Janssen’s request for such removal. If Licensee reasonably believes 
that the removal of any Content materially damages its value, it shall have the right to terminate the 
Agreement pursuant to Section 5.1 as its sole remedy. 

IX- DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 

9.1.    Except as expressly set forth in Section 6.3 herein, the Content and Prograln are provided "as is" 
without warranty of any kind. JANSSEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND DISCLAIMS ALL 
EXPRESS, IMPLIED AND STATUTORY WARRANTIES OF ANY K1ND TO LICENSEE AND/OR 
ANY THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF ACCURACY, TIMELINESS, 
COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

9.2.    Janssen shall not be responsible for, nor be in default under this Agreement due to the following 
"force majeure events": (i) delays or failure of performance resulting from failure of any communication 
or deliveiy methods, including, without limitation, any Intemet service provider, associated with Licensee 
and/or those to whom Licensee provides Content or Products and Services, or (ii) acts or causes beyond 
its reasonable control including, but not limited to, weather, illness, injury, travel disruptions, acts of God, 
strikes, lockouts, communications line or equipment failures, power failures, earthquakes, or other 
disasters. 

9.3.    The parties agree that the Content is licensed to the Licensee for general educational purposes and 
is neither an offer of service nor a recommendation of specific personnel actions. Licensee’s access to and 
use of the Content in no way shall be implied or construed to create any relationship between Licensee 
and Janssen or the directors, officers, employees or agents of Janssen, including without limitation, HR, 
or attorney-client relationship. 

9.4.    Janssen believes that the information in the Program and Content are accurate. The parties 
acknowledge and agree that it is not the intention of Janssen to provide specific NCAA, employment or 
legal advice for particular Licensee Personnel, but rather to provide the Licensee and Licensee Personnel 
with leadership tools and information. 

X- LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

10.1. EXCEPT FOR THE INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS SET FORTH 1N SECTION 11, 
GROSS NEGLIGENCE, OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT BOTH PARTIE’S LIABILITY UNDER THIS 
AGREEMENT FROM ANY AND ALL CAUSES SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL DAMAGES 
SUFFERED BY THE OTHER, BUT IN NO EVENT WILL THE RECOVERABLE DAMAGES IN 
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ANY ACTION EXCEED THE BALANCE OF ANY FEES RECEIVED BY JANSSEN FROM 

LICENSEE DURING THE MOST RECENT TWELVE (12) MONTH PERIOD. SUCH LIMITATION 
SHALL BE THE EXTENT OF OF A PARTY’S LIABILITY REGARDLESS OF THE FORM IN 

WHICH ANY LEGAL OR EQUITABLE ACTION MAY BE BROUGHT, AND THE FOREGOING 
SHALL CONSTITUTE A PARTY’S SOLE REMEDY. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED 

BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL EITHER PARTY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST 
PROFITS OR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES UNDER 

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, 

PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE, THE RESULTS OF USE, 

OR INABILITY TO USE ANY CONTENT OR PROGRAMS OF JANSSEN, EVEN IF JANSSEN OR 
LICENSEE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

XI - INDEMNIFICATION 

11.1. Janssen agrees to indemni~" and hold harmless Licensee from and against all claims, demands, 

liabilities, losses, damages, costs or expenses, excluding special, indirect, incidental and consequential 
claims, demands, liabilities, losses, damages, costs or expenses (each a "Claim" and, collectively, 

"Claims"), arising out of any claim against Licensee that (a) a Program or Content infringe any third 

party’s intellectual property fights, or (b) the Program or Content (excluding content provided to Janssen 

by Licensee or if such Claims arise from Licensee’s breach of the Agreement) violate intellectual 
property+ rights or constitutes plagiarism or libel. Licensee shall provide Janssen with prompt notice of 

any Claim for which it may seek indemnity hereunder, and Janssen shall have the right to assume the 
defense of such Claim, subject to Licensee’s right to participate in such defense, at Licensee’s sole cost 

and expense. Upon Janssen’s written request, Licensee shall deliver to Janssen infornmtion and 

assistance reasonably necessary for Janssen to defend any Claim, provided that Janssen shall reimburse 

Licensee for its reasonable out-of-pocket costs in providing such information and assistance. Janssen 
shall not enter into any settlement or compromise of any such indemnifiable Claims without Licensee’s 

prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Janssen shall pay all costs, 

damages, and expenses, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs awarded against 
or, if Janssen does not elect to assume defense of the Claim, incurred by Licensee in connection with or 

arising from any such Claim. 
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XII - GENERAL 

12.1. Entire Understanding. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding of the parties as to 

the subject matter set forth in it, and no other agreement, practice or promise not specifically stated herein 

shall be binding upon the parties. This Agreement camlot be changed without the express written consent 

of the parties. Without limitation of the foregoing, any request for proposal, purchase order or other 
instrument that Licensee may issue to Janssen is for Licensee’s internal purposes only and shall in no way 

modify, revise or amend the terms and conditions provided herein, unless agreed to by Janssen. No 

modification or claimed waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be valid except by written 
amendment signed by authorised representatives of the parties. 

12.2. No Agency Relationship. This Agreement does not create an agency relationship between the 

parties and does not establish a joint venture or partnership between the parties. Neither party has the 
authority to bind the other party or represent to any person that the party is an agent of the other party. 

The parties acknowledge and agree that the license relationship created by this Agreement is not intended 

to be and shall not be construed to be a franchise or business opportunity. 

12.3. Assignment. Licensee shall not assign or transfer, directly or indirectly, all or any part of its 
rights or obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent of Janssen, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. For purposes of this Agreement, an assignment or transfer 
includes any reorganization, merger, consolidation or similar business combination involving Licensee, 
including but not limited to bankruptcy, a change of control, the sale or lease of all or substantially all of 
Licensee’s assets, or any other transfer (whether by operation of law or otherwise). 

12.4. Governing Law; Jurisdiction. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 

North Carolina, without application of any conflicts of laws, provisions or policies. Any action arising out 

of or relating to this Agreement may be brought only in federal or state courts located in the State of 
North Carolina, Wake County, and the parties consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts. In any 

action or suit on this Agreement, the prevailing party. shall be entitled to recover all reasonable expenses 
thereof, including attorney’s fees and costs. 

12.5. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is found illegal or unenforceable, it will be 
enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and the legality and enforceability of the other provisions of 
this Agreement will not be affected. 

12.6. Waiver. A waiver of any provision of this Agreement by either party shall not be construed as a 
waiver of any other provision or as a waiver of any subsequent breach by either party, nor shall a waiver 
of any right under this Agreement constitute a subsequent waiver of the same right. No waiver shall be 
valid unless signed and in writing by the party so waiving. 

12.7. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall 

be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. To expedite 
the process of entering into this Agreement, the parties agree that signed transmitted copies shall be 
deemed equivalent to original documents until such time as original documents are executed and 

delivered. 

12.8. Severability. If any one or more of the provisions in this Agreement or any application of such 
provision is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect by a competent tribunal, the 
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validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions in this Agreement and all other 

applications of the remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired by such invalidity, 

illegality or unenforceability. 

12.9. Construction. Each party acknowledges that it has been represented by counsel or had the 

opportunity to seek counsel in connection with this Agreement and the matters contemplated hereby. 
Accordingly, this Agreement shall be construed as if all parties jointly prepared this Agreement, and any 

uncertainty or ambiguity shall not be interpreted against any one party. 

12.10. Notice. All notices and documents desired or required to be given to either party hereunder nmst 

be in writing and shall be deemed given on the date received, via express or certified mail return 
requested, all charges prepaid, to the other party’s respective address set forth on the cover page of the 

Agreement or to such other address as either party shall designate to the other in writing. 
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Schedule A 
"PROGRAM" 

1.     The following shall be provided by Janssen to Licensee, which collectively shall 

be defined as the "Program": 

Janssen agrees to provide Licensee with the following on an annual basis during the term of the 
agreement: 

¯ Sixteen (1_6) Leadership Development Workshops for established Captains and Veteran 

Leaders. 
¯ Ten (10) Leadership Development Workshops for Rising Stars. 
¯ Six (6) Leadership Development Workshops for UNC Athletic Teams (not to exceed four (4) 

per semester). These additional workshops or meetings are available to use for specific 
UNC sports teams as requested by UNC teams and approved by UNC Senior or 
Executive Staff members. An additional workshop or meeting includes any instance 

when Mr. Janssen needs to prepare and present a program or facilitate a meeting for a 
team or group of leaders outside of the preparation and presenting time exceeds 30 
minutes or if the workshop is scheduled on a day that is not already part of a scheduled 

on campus visit. 
¯ One-on-one coaching/consulting meetings with student-athletes and coaches while the Janssen 

program facilitator is at the Licensee’s location. 

¯ A Janssen facilitator shall be available on a year-long retainer basis for phone, Skype, and e- 
mail consulting and follow up. 

¯ Up to 150 copies of The Team Captain’s Leadership Manual for student-athletes participating 
in Rising Stars programming and the Football Leadership Council._ 

¯ Up to 160 year-long memberships to the Team Captains Network website and up to 25 year- 
long memberships for the Licensee’s designated head coaches to the Championship 

Coaches Network website. 
¯ A two-year license to use the Credible Coaching QuestionnaireTM - a 360-degree feedback 

assessment tool with coaching staff ....... ~"’;’-;"÷ .... ~..T T~.~v-~ ......... 

¯ A two-year license to use the Team Leadership Evaluation - an online 360-degree feedback 
assessment tool with student-athlete leaders - provided that Jeff Janssen is provided with 

access to and a summary- of the results. 

. 

Janssen: 

In support of the Program, Licensee agrees to provide the following at no cost to 

Adequate space as mutually agreed on by the parties at Licensee’s location for workshops and 
individual meetings. 

,, Logistics regarding the Program, including but not limited to reservation of meeting space, 
securing materials, ordering food and beverages, and clerical support. 

Access to a copier, fax, phone, LCD projector and any related office equipment requested in 
support of presentation of the Program and Content. 
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¯ Provision and payment of a parking pass for Licensee’s location that will allow for reasonable 
access to venues where the Program will be presented. 

¯ Two (2) passes and/or tickets to Licensee’s athletic contests including men’s basketball and 

footb al 1 ._._a_.t___.l__..o__..c_4t_.i_.0__~..s___._t_.0_____b__e___..d~..e_ t__e__r_..m.._i_._n_._e_.d___ .b._v___.L._i_._c_._e_.._n_._s_..e__..e:.. 

Schedule B 
FEES 

As used in the Agreement, "Fees" shall mean: 

A total payment by Licensee to Janssen of $70,462.04 per year. 
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The foregoing Fee is payable to Janssen in four (4) equal installments of $17,615.51 due on or 
before September 15, 2014, November 1, 2014, Februa~ 1, 2015, May 1, 2015, August 1, 2015, 
November 1, 2015, February 1, 2016, and May 1, 2016. 

The foregoing Fee includes all travel, transportation and lodging expenses. 

* The Fees set forth on this Schedule B does not reflect or include state or local sales, use or other excise 
taxes of any kind. All sales, use and/or other excise taxes applicable to or imposed on the Program shall 
be the sole and exclusive obligation of Licensee. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 5:24 PM 

Amy t terman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

RE: November Compliance Meeting 

Is the limit to 2 a limit imposed by the ACC? if: so, think you should represent us and take the person you think would be most appropriate. Your call though. Thanks, 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

To. Ille, Mince 
Subject: Fwd: November Compliance IVleeting 

Mince, 

See below. Not sure if you envision going to these meetings or not. Please let me know. Historically, Lance and I have attended, and Tom has filled in for me on occasion if I 

have a conflict just to get some experience. Only 2 people from each school are permitted to attend. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <aischae@email.unc.edu > 1:11 PM > > > 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Date:               1:07:55 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc,edu)" <aaker@bc.edu >, "Aimee Leturmy (aleturmy@adrnin.fsu,edu)" <aleturmy@admin.fsu.edu >, "Alex Dominato 
(_a___d__o__Ln__i_n___a__t__o__@_f__s__u__&d___u_)" <~_Ld___O__Ln__i_n___a__t__o__@_!:__s__u_~__e__d___u_.>, "Alex Eaton (._a_g_a__Lo_D_@_L_LE]__d_:_o____d__L_D" <.a___e__a___tZ4_n__@__u_[zLd__:gc_!__u_>, "Amanda Gray (~[~E_a_yj3@__c_[gr_[]__s_9__r_]:_o____d___u_)" 

<agray3@clemson.edu >, "Amy Herman (ajschae@unc.edu)" <ajschae@unc.edu >, "Amy Herman (ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu)" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Andy 

Campbell (kv__c_~t[~_p___b___2__@__c_j_o___Ln___s__o__[?:__e__d___u_)" <kv__c__a__r_:o_p__b___2_@__c_[gr_[?__s_9__r_!:_e___d__L_[>, "Angel Cavanaugh (_a__s___2__c__z_’_@_gs___e__r_2j_c___e__s_:_v_j_[:flj_r_!La_:gc_!__u_)" <_a__s__2_c__z__@__e___s_~£_v_j__c_&s_~__v_[Egj_r_)j~t:_e___d__L_[>, "Art 

Markos (am@virqinia.edu)" <am@virqinia.edu>, "Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu)" <Nocklin@vt.edu>, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv@demson.edu)" 

<cbwoody@clernson.edu>, "Brandi Guerinot (brandi.gueri[~ot@bc~edu)" <bra[~djgqerir)ot@bcedu >, "Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu)" 
<bcowley@mailer.fsu.edu >, "Brett Luy (bdlZl@my.fsu.edu)" <bd111@my.fsu.edu>, "Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu)" <mcsorlbb@vtedu>, "Carly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseau@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseau@bc.edu>, "Carrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu)" <carrie doyle@ncsu.edu>, "Cathy Jones (cmjones@admin.fsu.edu)" 

<cm~ones@admin.fsu.edu>, "Chris James (crniameO2@syr:edLD" <cm~ameO2@svr.edu>, "Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedv@acpub.duke.edu)" 

<ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu >, "Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaaduke.edu)" <chartmann@duaa.du ke.edu >, "Cody Gambler (cgambler@umdedu)" 

<._c_g_~_tELb_j_o___E@__U__Ln___d__:&_d__u__>, "Craig Anderson ( _c_ g _a_ D_ _d_ _ _e_ E _4_ _@_ [ ]_ _c_ _s_ _u_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) " < _c_ g _a_ [ ]_ _d_ _ _e_ E _4_ _@_ [ ]_ _c_ _s_ _u_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . > , "Dan Bartholomae (.d___b___a__r__Lt!_o__[_o__[ZLa___e_@~Lti!]J__e_#__c__s_=p__Lt__Lo____d___u_)" 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu)" <drnisaf@syr.edu>, "Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu)" <d.raben:[@rniami.edu>, "Dan Trump 
(._d__t_r___u_E!p__@_L_[ELd_:_e___d__L_D" <.d___tir___u_[z~_p_@__u_ELd__:gc_!__u_>, "Danie Daluisio (_d___d_~tj__u_Ls_j£4_@~Lt_[?j__e__t_Lc__s_:f_a__t__e___c_[?~__e__d___u_)" <_d__c_!_a__[_u_ALo__@_a___Lk__~_j_e___tj__c__s_:g_~_Lt__e__c__t!:_e___d__L_[>, "David Reed (.r_&_e__d__@_r_[_~j__a_E!Le__d___u_)" 

<reed@miami.edu>, "Deborah Foley (dfolev@miami.edu)" <dfoley@miami.edu>, "Eric Baumgartner (embBp@virqinia.edu)" <embBp@virqinia.edu>, "Erlease 

Wagner (_e__r_J__e__a___s__e_EL@__s_y_r_:_e___d___u_)" <.o___E[&a___s_gr_[_L@_s_y_r_2_e__d___u_.>, "Heather Robertson ([?__e_Eg___b__o___[$_@__v__t2_e__d___u_)" <[?__e_Eg___b__o___[$_@__v__t2_e__d___u_.>, "Jennifer Santiago 

(iasantiago@admin.fsu.edu)" <jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu>, "Jerome Rodgers (irodqers@athletics.gatectn.edu)" <irodqers@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry 

(jrncurry@fsu.edu)" <jmcurry@fsu.edu >, "Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfu.edu)" <ellebykc@wfu.edu >, "Lance Markos (rnarkos@uncaa.unc.edu)" 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu)" <mfranck@umd.edu>, "Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.qatech.edu)" 

<maitken@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu,edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>,                  ~email.unc.edu)" <     ~t)email,unc.edu>, 
_@__u___n__c__a___a_.u__B_C_:__e__d___u_)" 

~_U__B_C___a__a_~Ln___c_&d___u_.>, "Niesha Campbell (._n__c___a___m__p__b___e_jJ_@_d___u___a__a_:__Cj~Lk___e_.e___cJ~0" <_n___c__a___m___p___b__e__[[_@__d___u__a___a_.d___u___k__e_:__e__d___u_.>, "Randolph 
Childress (chJldrr@wflJ,edu)" <childrr@wfu.edu >, "Rob Slavis (rslavis@virgJnia,edu)" <rslavis@virginJa.edu>, "Robin Pate (robin pate@ncsu.edu)" 

<robin p__a__t__e__@__n___c__s__u__:gc_!_u__>, "Robin Queen (.r__cl_u___e__e__r_]_@__a___d_E]jZ~_:f_s__u_~__e__d___u_)" <.r___q_u___e__e__r_]_@__a__c_!E]j_r_]:_f__s__u_:__e__d___u_.>, "Rocky Mosauera (rmosaueraCob_a__Lk_!j_o___~__c__s_:p_LtLLo____d___u_)" 

< rmosquera@athletics.pitt.edu >,                        ~live.unc.edu)"         ~live.unc.edu >,                        @uncaa.u nc.edu)" 
.@__u__[?__c__a__a__~_u_D__c_:_e___d__L_[>, "Sarah Heifer (.s_b_#j_[_e__r__@__d___u___a__a_:_c_!__u__k__e__:gc_!__u_)" <_s_b_~J_f_gr__@__d___u__a___a_:__d__u___k_e__:~__d__u__>, "Stephame klhson (.s__a__@_LS_~2__c_[gr_[?__s_9__r_]:_o____d___u_)" 

<saellis@demson.edu >, "Susan Maloy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu)" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Tiffini Grimes (tqrimes@athletics.gatech.edu)" 

<tgrjrnes@athJetics:flatech:edu>, "Tim Parker ~tpar!<er@vLedu)" <tparke[@vt:edu>, "Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu~edu)" <ha[[stct@wfu:edu>, "Todd Mesibov 
(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu)" <tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu>, "Tom Timmermans              @gmail.com)"               @qmail.com>, "Tom Timmermans 

(timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu)" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tony Hernandez (thernandez@rniami.edu)" <thernandez@miami.edu >, "Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfuchs@fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@fsu.edu>, "Vicki Sarfo Kantaka (vsarfoka@vt.edu)" <vsarfoka@vt.edu>, "Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya@bcedu>, "Zac 

Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu)" <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu> 
Cc: "Brown, Shamaree" <.s___b__r__o___w___n__~.b__t__h__g_a__c__c__._9_£g>, "Hostetter, Brad" <.b__h___o___s_Lo___Lt__e__r__@_Ll:!_o____a__c___c_&r_fl>, "Haith, Tracey" <_Lb__a_j_Lh__@_t_b__e__a___c__c_:_o__Eg > 

Subject: November Compliance Meeting 

::~:~:;:: ACC 12- 

member 

seal ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Compliance Directors 
FROM: Lindsey Babcock, Assistant Commissioner/Compliance & GovemaJlce 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: ACC Compliance Meeting 

The fall meeting of the ACC Compliance Directors will be held                     in Greensboro, NC. 
The meeting will be held at the Conference Office aJad will begin at 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday and conclude no 
later than 12:00 noon on Wednesday. Lunch and dinner on Tuesday will be provided as well as breakfast 
vouchers for use at the hotel on Wednesday morning. 
The ACC will provide expenses (transportation, lodging and meals) for one tMl-time compliance staff person 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 



to attend the meeting. Attendees should pay their own expenses (including hotel) and the ACC will provide an 
expense report for reimbursements at the conclusion of the meeting. One additional full-time compliance staff 
member may attend the meetings at their institution’s expense. A block of rooms has been reserved at the 
Grandover Resort in Greensboro. Reservations may be made by comacting the hotel directly at 1-800-472- 

6301 no later than                   Ask for reservations and mention that you are with the "ACC 
Compliance Group" tbr the corporate rate of $160. 
Please make your flight reservations as soon as possible. If you require ground transportation from the 
Greensboro airport (GSO) or the Raleigh/Durham airport (RDU) please contact us for further information, 
The conference will not reimburse for a rental car from the PTI airport. 
Use the enclosed form to submit agenda items for the meeting and to identify individuals planning to attend no 
later tha~                    The final agenda will be forwarded to you prior to the meeting. If you have any 
questions or concerns please feel free to contact Tracey Haith. 
cc:    Brad Hostetter 

Shamaree Brown 
Tracey Haith 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:01 AM 

Spencer Welbxm~ <welbom@uncaa.unc.edtv> 

RE: I:~V: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awaa~d Application is posted on-line for W%ter2012/Spring/Summe12013. 

Thanks Spencer. I appreciate the help. 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:20 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

Thanks Mr. Ille. Iwill be sure to do so in the future. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College ofArts & Sciences 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 
_w___e__[ _b___o__r_L] _~__u__o__c__a__a_ :_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/14/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

Spencer, 

John Blanchavd tells me that you are our statt’person who coordinates all pos~tgraduate ~holarships and awards for the department? Can you please tbrward the 

scholarship opportunity below to your distribution liszt? Moving forward, can you also please add the sport program administrators and Tom Timmennm~ as additional 

recipients? 

Thanks for 7your help. 

Uince 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:Nb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:19 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012!Spring!Summer2013. 

VJnce, 
This has been done through the academic counselors. One of them, Spencer Welborn, coordinates all the postgraduate scholarships and awards for the department. So, 

Dicky would send it to me and I would send it to Spencer and copy Robert, Spencer would take it from there. 

I think with Bubba’s vision of sport administrators they should be involved also. Tom, too. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CBII 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <]!le@email.unc.edu > 8/13/2012 6:38 PM > > > 

John, 

How this information has been distributed in the past? From you to 811 head coaches and academic counselors with maybe a copy to Tom mid the sport administrators? 

Thought I should check with you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Bubba Cunningham Imailto:bubbac@email.unc.edul 

Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 2:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 
FYI 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Betty Reagan <._b__r__e___a_g_a___n____@____n__c___a__a__.__o__[g> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 9:09 AM 

To: gubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cc: Ellen Summers <esummers@ncaa.org> 

Subject: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/SpringiSummer2013. 

MEMORANDIUM 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 
Directors of Athletics ] of NCAA Division I Member 
FacultTy, Athletics Representatives ] Institutions. 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 

Angust 13, 2012 

FROM: Ellen Summel3 

Librarian. 

SUBJECT: 2012-13 NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Program. 

The application for file NC,A2\ Division I Degree-Completion Awards for the ranter/spring/summer 2013 is now available at www.ncaa.org. 



To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I member institution; enrolled originally in or before Janua~’ 

2008; exhausted institutional eligibili~ ~br athletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives from seven NCAA Division I member institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awards to be made to 

less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is important to stress to your students that they must fill out the application completely and provide 
supporting documents in order to be considered for this award. 

The completed application and supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office and be postmarked no later than September 21. The committee will 

make its decisions on funding by October 31. 

Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or e_su_!n__q!e_!/s~)_n_.c_’~_~:.t_?.m, or Betty Reagan at 317-917-6367 or ._b£_e_ag_’_a__ll~_lLc2~_~_:9__rg if you have questions about this award or the 

application. 

ELS:br 



Betty Reagm~ 

NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Betty Reagan 
NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Thi s emiil and any .~Lt,i.-:h~</enLs ma%, contain NC~S~, <x.nfidenLia] and pri,,~ileqc<’~ infor~</ati<~n. If ,]ou are no’t Lhe intenqicc~ re<:ipi~,nt, 

please notify the sender iKa-~@diately by return eK’ail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or lise of 

this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and mdy be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:51 AM 

Spencer Welbxm~ <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu~> 

RE: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awa, d Application is posted on-line for Wlnter2012/Spring/Summe12013. 

That’s an impressive list. Thanks for forwarding. 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: FW: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spdng/Summer2013. 
Attached you will find a list of some of our award winners from this past academic year. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College ofArts & Sciences 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 
_w___e__[ _b___q _r_L%@___u__n___c__a__a_ :_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/15/2012 10:01 AM > > > 

Thanks Spencer. I appreciate the help. 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:20 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012!Spring/Summer2013. 

Thanks Mr. Ille. Iwill be sure to do so in the future. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic" Counselor 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Academic" Support for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 
welborn ..~}uncaa.u nc.edu 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jj__e_@__e_ELa_j_[:_u__r_]_%ed___u_.> 8/14/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

Spencer, 

John Blanchard tells me that you are our staff person who coordinates all postgraduate scholarships and awards for the department? Can you please forward the 

scholarship opportuni~ below to your distribution list? Moving forward, can you also please add the sport program administrators and Tom Timmerman as additional 

recipients? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: John Blanchard [t#__a_jLta___ij_g__b__@__u__t~_£_a__a__,_u__t~_£,_e__c_l__u_l 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:19 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

Vince, 
This has been done through the academic counselors. One of them, Spencer Welborn, coordinates all the postgraduate scholarships and awards for the department. So, 

Dicky would send it to me and Iwould send it to Spencer and copy Robert. Spencer would take it from there. 

I think with Bubba’s vision of sport administrators they should be involved also. Tom, too. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 
Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@errlail.unc.edu > 8/13/2012 6:38 PM > > > 

John, 

How this information has been distributed in the past? From you to all head coaches and academic counselors with maybe a copy to Tom and the sport administrators? 

Thought I should check with you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2022 2:27 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012!Spring/Summer2013. 
FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 



University of North Carolina 

From: Betty Reagan <breagan~ncaa.or~> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 9:09 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Ellen Summers <esummers@ncaa,org> 

Subject: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

MEMORANDIUM 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 
Directors of Athletics ] of NCAA Division I Member 
Faculty Athletics Representatives ] Institutions. 
Senior Woman Administrators ] 

August 13, 2012 

FROM: Ellen Summers 
Librarian. 

SUBJECT: 2012-13 NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awmd P~ogmm. 
The application for the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards for the winter/spring/summer 2013 is now avaJlable at www.ncaa,org. 
To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I member institution; enrolled originally in or before JanuaD~ 
2008; exhausted inslitutional eligibility for afllletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an undergraduate degree. 
All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives fi’om seven NCAA Division I member institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awaacds to be made to 
less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is important to stress to your students that they must fill out the application completely and provide 
supporting documents in order to be considered for this a~,ard. 
The completed application and snpportmg documents must be mailed to me at the national ottice and be postmarked no later than September 21. The committee will 
maJce its decisions on funding by October 31. 
Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or .e__~_l_Ln_!_r__n_e__r_@~_r!_c__~_Lta_:__ojg= or Betty Reagan at 317-917-6367 or _b_r__e__a_gg_rk(a2__rLc__~_Lta_:~2!ig if you have questions about this award or the 
application. 
ELS:br 



Betty Reagm~ 

NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Betty Reagan 
NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Thi s emiil and any .~Lt,i.-:h~</enLs ma%, contain NC~S~, <x.nfidenLia] and pri,,~ileqc<’~ infor~</ati<~n. If ,]ou are no’t Lhe intenqicc~ re<:ipi~,nt, 

please notify the sender iKa-~@diately by return eK’ail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or lise of 

this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and mdy be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 7:59 PM 

@art.net> 

EW: FORMAL NOTICE: Update from Chmlcellor Thorp 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of chancellor@uric edu 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:46 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Update :from Chancellor Thorp 

Dear Carolina Trustees, Faculty and Staff’, 

This has been a year of great accomplishments and, at the same time, significant challenges 

This weekend, we will welcome nearly 4,000 outstanding first-year students whom we accepted from a record 29,000 applicants, up 24 percent over last year Our faculty brought in an 
estimated $767 million in research :funding despite a challenging federal budget picture Alumni and friends stepped up their private giving for our second best year ever With the state 
budget stabilized, the General Assembly provided :[’or modest faculty and staff raises for the first time in four years 
And we have launched a campus-wide initiative to develop our 21 st-Century Vision of the Public University. 

Against this backdrop of achievement, we disclosed in May serious breaches of academic integrity that had occurred in our Department of African and Afio-American Studies. We forced 
the retirement of Professor Julius Nyang’oro, who had earlier stepped down as department chair A former departmental manager had long ago retired l?om the University. 
They were the only people implicated in the investigation. Throughout, we have kept our Board of Trustees, UNC President Ross and the leadership of the Board of Governors inJkmned. 
We have been and are continuing to conduct our review in a deliberate and careful manner. Our Jk~cus every day remains on fixing the problems and ensuring they never happen again 

We also had four extensive reviews that examined what went wrong and recommended improvements and new safeguards. We are implementing ever?" recommendation made in these 
reports: 

* Review of Courses in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies: a departmental review that found 54 irregularly taught courses among 616 of[‘ered between summer 2007 and summer 2011; see the report at http:i/www.unc.edu/news/12/1 .pdl[ 

* Report on Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes: an examination of ways to better serve the academic needs of student-athletes following the relocation of the Academic 
Support Progranr for Student-Athletes to the Loudermilk Center for Excellence; see the report at http://www.unc.edu/news/12/3.pd£ 

* Independent Study Task Force Report: an assessment of independent study practices throughout the College of Arts and Sciences that produced recomnrendations for consistent policies 
college-wide to be irnplenrented begiuning this semester; see the report at http://www.unc.edu/news/12/2.pd£ 

* Faculty- Executive Committee Report: a f~aculty-led examination of the Universi~’s reviews of courses in the African and Afro-American Studies department and independent studies, with 
a focus on identifying issues that contributed to the academic problems and recon~nendations for next steps; see the report at http://www.unc.edu/news/12/4, pdf. 

In addition, a panel of the UNC Board of Governors began its own review last month to assess our investigative work and to determine whether the steps we have taken and proposed are 
reasonable and adequate to protect the University-’s acadenric integrity- and help prevent a similar situation from occurring again. We are cooperating fully in that effort. 

As we start the new school year, I want to share what we have done so far and the additional steps we are taking to ensure integrity. 

Former Goveruor James G. Martin agrees to lead continuing review of 
courses: 

As part of our ongoing review of academic irregularities disclosed in May in out review of crutrses in African and Afro-American Studies, we have been reviewing the extent to which 
irregularities may have occurred prior to 2007. In consultation with our Board of Trustees and UNC President Tom Ross, we have asked James G. Martin, former N.C. governor and a fom~er 
professor at Davidson College, to lead an independent review of any additional academic irregularities that may have occttrred. 
Governor Martin’s expanded review will be assisted by Virchow, Krause & Company, LLP, a national management consulting firnr with extensive experience in academic performance audit 
procedures and controls. 
Menrbers of the Board of Trustees, President Ross and I all believe that this is an important step in rebuilding the confidence that you deserve to have in out academic integrity. This review 
will begin immediately. 

Governor Martin and Virchow, Krause & Company will provide their findings to the UNC Board of Governors panel that is now- assessing the Umversity’s previous investigation We will 
then ask Virchow, Krause & Company to review the new academic performance policies, procedures and controls that we have alrea@ implemented to ensure that the)’ represent best 
practices and, if not, to make specific recommendations for improvement. We are determined to make sure that our internal controls are such that ilTegularities of the past will not recur 

Appointment of Hunter Rawlings to examine the role of athletics in the life of the University: 

In its report, the Faculty Executive Committee acknowledged the complicated relationship between academics and athletics and recommended that I appoint outside experts to provide an 
independent, comprehensive analysis of that relationship. I agree that finding the right balance is essential, and we have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future. 

I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities (AAU), to help us examine the appropriate future relationship between academics and athletics at the 
University. The AAU is the association of 61 preeminent public and private research universities. Hunter’s credentials are impressive. He is a member of the American Academy of Arts and 
Sciences. He was president of the Umversity of Iowa and Cornell University His degrees are in classics - flcom Haverfbrd and a Ph.D. from Princeton. He also brings personal experience as a 
student-athlete. While he was in college, he was the star of the men’s basketball team, and he pitched for the baseball team 

We will launch this effort after Governor Martin and Virchow, Krause & Company complete their independent review and after the Board of Governors’ panel wraps up its work. Our goal is 
to engage the entire campus community in a meaningful discussion and analysis of the role of athletics in the life of the Universi~. 

Changes in the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes: 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gil, Athletic Director Bubba Cutmingham, the Board of Trustees and I have been examining ways to strengthen the intersection of academics and 
athletics Our plans reflect excellent ideas from members of our faculty and are entirely consistent with the report issued by the 2011 Task Force on Athletics and Academics commissioned 
by President Ross That report recommended that academic affairs be "fully in controF of academic support services related to athletics 



We are implementing plans now to: 

Reorganize the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and Hire a New Leader: 
The College has, for several months, been engaged in the process of reorganizing the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes, and has launched a national search for a new 
director Steve Matson, dean of the Graduate Schunl, is chairing the search. The new director will report solely to the College of Arts and Sciences and will have the authority to manage the 
program’s budget tIarold Woodard, associate dean and director of the Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling, will ser~e as interim director of the Academic Support Program 
for Student Athletes. Co[lecuvely, these changes provide the opportunity to move J2~rward with a fi-esh perspective 

Expand Academic Advising: 
Like all students at Carolina, each student-athlete is assigned a primary academic advisor through the College’s Academic Advising Program. The College will strengthen the role of the 
advisors by adding two new positrons to monitor and oversee academic advising for student-athletes 

Coordinate and Claril}’ the Relationship between Academic Advising and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes: 
We are making it uneqmw~cally clear that the College of Arts and Sciences is in charge of Academic Advising and the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes The College will 
enhance its training and supervision of academic advisors and academic counselors to strengthen their distinct, but complementar)’, roles and responsibilities. 

Expand the Summer Bridge Program: 
The College is expanding its successful summer residential academic support program to incorporate student-athletes who may need help with their personal and academic transition from 
high schoo[ to the University. 

Strengthen Faculty Involvement in Athletics: 
We are strengthening relatiunships amung the Faculty- Advisor?, Cotnrnittee of the Academic Support Program, the Faculty- Athletics Committee and the faculty representative to the 
ACC/NC’AA. Professor Joy Renner, the new chair of the Faculty- Athletics Cotnrnittee, spent the sunm~er meeting with members of her cormnittee, the administration and Athletics 

Department to discuss how the committee can better ensure academic integrity and full integration of student-athletes into the life of the University. To meet the complex challenges 
associated with balancing academic and athletic excellence, it’s essential that faculty be visibly engaged in relevant policies and practices. 

Changes in the Department of Athletics: 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham is the right person to help us move forward. He wants our student-athletes to get a world-class education, with high academic standards. To that end, 
he and College Dean Karen Oil are working collaboratively to strengthen the connections between academics and athletics. 

Bubba recently completed a comprehensive analysis of the department and has reorganized to strengthen the department. He has hired two new staff members. 

Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille comes from the University of Illinois, where he was first an assistant athletic director for compliance and then a senior athletic director. He will 
be the liaison with academic advising and counseling for student-athletes. Bubba has made clear that these functions remain independent of athletics and are part of the College of Arts and 
Sciences. Vince will coordinate with the College. He will also supel~,’ise the compliance program and work with staff to minimize the risk of NC~AA infractions. 

Associate Director Paul Pogge was associate athletic director for strategic planning and partnerships at the University of Denver. He will assist in coordinating student-athlete eligibility, the 
NCAA’s Acadunric Progress Rankings, risk assessment and sunm~er camps. 

A wide range of irnprovunrunts in the department, the College and the 
University: 

The Department of Alicican and Afro-American Studies, all of the departments in the College of Arts and Sciences, and the Summer School all have new- policies and procedures in place to 
prevent irregularities going forward: 

* The department has entirely new leadership and governance structure, and new policies and procedures lbr independent studies 

* The new chair, Professor Eunice Sahle, has a vision for the department that will further strengthen the excellent teaching, research and selwice being done by its current faculty 

* Stronger and more consistent policies for exams, grading and course syllabi are now in place. 

* The College is implementing consistent best practices for independent study in all of its academic departments 

* The College now follows an am~ual process for reviewing all teaching assignments and enrollments in ever), academic department and curricultun 

* The Summer School has implemented new policies and monitoring tools. 

* CunnectCarolina, the University’s new centralized database, now enables stronger management of monitoring and tracking student records and grade tbrms. 

Summa~ 

I am a graduate of this great University, I have served on its faculty, and I am proud now to be the chancellor. The academic issues that we have cunfronted are unacceptable for our 
University, and we are intent on resolving them. Nothing is more important than restoring integrity to this Umversity that we all love. 

The great things we have accomplished would not be possible without your hard work and dedication to this University So thank you for all that you do for the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Office of the Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday 11:34 AM 

Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: FB Scholarships 

FYI We can discuss if necessary Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Corey Holliday [rnailto:chullidav(d)uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:31 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: RE: FB Scholarships 

gince, 

According to Tom and Jackie Copeland, Office of Financial Aid, ~.~o, o Covenant is based on his parents financial situation so receiving a scholarship this year will not effect his Covenant 
status for 2013-2014. But he must apply for the FAFSA and CSS Profile to see if he qualifies for the Covenant again. The Covenant is evaluated annually offyour the family’s financial 
situation The other individuals have been vetted by Wally for academic qualifications and are in the process of being vetted by Tom and Amy for counter status. From our records none 
should be considered initial cuunters 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc.edu;          11:15 AM>>> 
Thanks (;ore?’. I’m sure that you, Andre and Wall?’ have carefully evaluated the six beluw to detennine their status as initial counters/non-cuunters, their academic qualificatiuns, and these 
guys understand the impurtance of the academic expectatiuns On Saturday, we talked about the athletic schularship’s putential impact on           L as it relates to his ability to receive 
Cuvenant funds next year Will he be uk for        if he isn’t renewed by football? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Curey Hulliday [mailto:chollida’¢(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Munday, 10:57 AM 
Tu: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Fwd: FB Schularships 

FYI 

>>> Andre Williams ; 10:53 AM >>> 
Turn, 

Please find beluw the list of student-athletes we would like tu provide a scholarship (1 year unly). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with an?, additional itfformatiun. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development L-niversib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Departmunt of Athletics 

(o)919.962.9119 
(c; 
(1)919.962.0393 
awillliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:59 AM 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopeland@unc.edu> 

RE: FB Scholarships 

Jackie, 

Thank you for the information and the background. I appreciate the help. Hope to meet you sometime on campus or maybe at a game. 

Vince 

From: Copeland, 3acquelyn D 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:56 AM 
To: Amy Herman; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Tom llmmermans 
Subject: RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

}-Ii Vince, 

The appeals are heard by rnembers of the CommiLtee on Scholarships & Student Aid. This committee is appointed by the Chanceflor, and current rnembership can be 

found by t:oftowing this link: --h--t--t-p-;/-/---f-a---c--c---~---u---n--.--u--D-£-.--e---d---u-/--c---~---n-1--m--j--t--t--e---e--s-:-2-~---a--p---p----~-j-D--t--e---d-:-c---~---m-----m--!-t--t---e---e--s-/--s--£-h---~--[-a---r--s--h--[P---s-:-a----w---a--r---d--s-:-a---n---d-:-s--t---u---d---e--n---t-:--a-~--d-:-c---~----m----m---[-t--t--e---e-/-- 

Charles Daye, Law Professor, has chaired each appeal I have done (since 2003}. In general, if a student has a signed statement indicating they understand a 

scholarship will not be renewed I present Professor Daye with the student’s appeal and he prepares a response for the student. In general, appeals are not taken 

before the full committee if the student has documentation on file acknowledging it will be terminated. I can also recall an instance where a disciplinary contract 

was signed and the student proceeded to do rnanv of the things he agreed h~-_~ would not., and Professor Daye responch:_~d dir~-:~ctly to that requ~:_~at without calling 

parties before the full committee. The only instance where I can imagine we would take such an appeal to the furl committee is if the student were to allege he/she 

were forced to sign the statement or that it was a forged signature. 

Jackie 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:20 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Cc: Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

I will forward this on to Jackie in the Scholarship Office, as she coordinates these appeals for their office. We aren’t involved in that process. Jackie, can you respond on this? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~Vuncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <jlj__e@__e _m _a_ j_ Luj_3 _c_ = _e d_ _ _u_ . > 8/20/2012 11:17 AM > > > 

OK, that’s good. Who m’e the members (and who is the Chair) of the committee that hear appeals by student-athletes for reductions, cancellations and non-renewals? 

This isn’t something I need to know now, just whenever you can. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:a]bchae@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwith this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 



Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his/her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his/her ability to appeal the planned non renewal’? Thanks, 

Vince 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:chollkJay@uncaa,unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if [ need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919,962,0393 

awillliams@u ncaa,u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 1:32 PM 

Boo Gillette <bgille@uncaamlc.edtr> 

RE: Thank you 

Thanks Coach. It was great meeting you and I’m looking for~vard to working with softball here at UNC. Congrats on the nice event for the team, their parents and stall: 

Thanks for inviting me. Hope to see you again soon. 

From: Boo Gillette [mailto:bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 12:38 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Thank you 

Hi Mr, Ille 

I wanted to say THANK YOU for taking time out of your busy schedule to attend our Back To School Brunch. [ know it meant a lot to our staff & team. We are truly Iooldng 

forward to working with you, We have BIG goals for the 2013 season & the future of UNC Softball! Have a nice week! 

Go Heels, 

Boo :) 

Boo Gillette 
University of North Carolina 
Assistant Softball Coach 
Office: 959-962-5224 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-962-5105 
Website: www.goheels.com 
Camps & Clinics: www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 
Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UN-CCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo 

i ? ~:~?1 i.-AI~ :~i;:~ i:::A .!; i(i A~: s;J: 1:-!?.i:~’:: ~’.?1 ?1-.!.i. ~}:,:i<? i?s;~":S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGX ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 1:40 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.e&P 

l~b2: Head Coaches’ Reception mid Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Molly, 

I plan to attend. ,.., I’ll be sure to let you 

know by Wednesday morning. 

V 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Monday, August 20, 2012 12:03 PM 
To; Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, Karlton W; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince; cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu; Rick Steinbacher 
(rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu); Kirschner, Steve; Montgomery, John R 
Subject: FW: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Executive Staff: 

liust wanted to clarify that all of you are invited to the Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner at the Cunningham’s house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. 

If you have not already RSVPed, please let me know by Wednesday morning if you and your spouse!guest plan to attend the dinner on August 26. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:10 PM 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Head Coaches: 

and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse/guest can attend. 

Tina and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



El’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <.’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Tuesday,               2:40 PM 

@ive.unc.edu> 

RE: Welcome & 

Thanks        . I enjoyed meeting you Sunday and look forward to working with you and everyone associated with       here. Any time you want to talk about 

the career field, sport administration (I’m a UMass M.S.) or the legal side of things (I taught a couple of semesters of Intro to Sport Law at Illinois), just let me know. 

Yon’re probably the busiest person in town as Director of Ops, and a dual degree program grad student’. 

Vince 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PM 
To: Ne, Vince 
Subject: Welcome & 
Hi Mr. Ille, 
I just wanted to shoot you an email to sw that it was nice to meet you on Sunday at the Rookie Brunch. I have heaJrd many great things about you and I am excited that 

you have been assigned to       so that I will get the chance to work alongside you more. As a stadent in the graduate sport administration program this is my 
passion and my career aspirations. I’d love to talk with you more about your path and experiences as well as to help out with an>thing you have going on both related 

directly to       and the athletic department in general. Being a dual degree student I am most interested in the legal side of sports and compliance, so I would love 

to get more experience in that field and learn more of the ins and outs of compliance. Please let me know if there are any projects I can help with or times I can come in 

and learn more about what yon do on a daily basis both with compliance and student services. I look forward to hearing back from you. Again, it was great to meet 

you on Sunday, our staff is looking lbrward to having you as our administrator. Welcome to Chapel Hill! 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:40 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

I~E: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

Thanks Joy. I have a staff member from our office collecting the team GPA information and the nomlal practice times for each sport. I hope to have the fact sheets to 

yon by the end of the day Thursday. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:26 PM 

To: facultyathletics@sa kai. u nc.ed u 

Subject: Joy Rennet - Team Assignments 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if he!she had any, in particular 

sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number of teams for each 

committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is the list of 

teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (I have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their entire 

experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 

521.-A South Coh~mbia 5t 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~J. l, [’.e_k 

C,E!Ii 

919-9664;9SJ. Fax 
-.CONt:IDEN"IALIig NOilCE: [hb e-mi~[I messi~ge, including i~ttachments, if any, is int~_~nded onig for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

pridleged materii~i. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intend~_~d redp~ent, pl<_~ase c_eRti~ct the sender by reply e-r~ls[I and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence t<} and from this address may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Rec<}rds law and ma~/he disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state efficia~ (INCGS, eho I32)o Student educationa~ records are subject to F£RPA° 

[see attachment: "Team AssigImlent 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

Attachments: 

Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx 

! This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (ht_!p__s_-!)i~_~_¢~i:__u__~zc_:__e__d_~_p__?_r__m_J_) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:34 PM 

Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

RE: Introducing UNC Swimming & Diving StaAt" 

Ricl~ 

That’s great, fllanks for passing the information on to me. If you have an)’ suggestions, feedback, helpfid advice, etc. on any topic, please let me know. I’m t~ing to learn 

as much as I can as fast as possible to help support the student-athletes, coaches and stalt[ It was nice meeting you today. I apologize for not malting it around to see you 

and some of fl~e oilier coaches before today’s meeting. Looking forward to working with you. 

Vince 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:47 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject" Fwd: Introducing UNC Swimming & Diving Staff 

Vince: 
Thought you might want to see this_just an FYI. 
Thanks for your contributions to help us all! 
Sincerely, 
Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 
Phone: 919 966 5340 
Fax: 919 962 1603 
Cell: 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w~__~ ~_q_Q h ~__e_L% 5£~_E1 
WVe~V.IJ nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:41 PM 

Bubba C~mninghmn (bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edu) 

EW: Joy Renner - Temn Assignments 

Stun is working on collecting this. We olfly have a couple of things left. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:27 PN 

To-" Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

Terrific] Thanks for the team effort pulling all this together. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:40 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Joy. I have a staffmember from our office collecting the team GPA infomlation and the normal practice times for each sport. I hope to have the 

fact sheets to you by the end of the day Thursday. 

Mince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu] 

Sent," Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:26 PM 

To-" facultyathletics(@sa kai. u nc.edu 
Subject-" Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if he/she had any, in 

particular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number 

of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is 

the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (I have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their 

entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 

Jo?" J. Renne!’, 5/L/% P,]-(R)~ FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Direc[.or 
U!~iversib~ of Nor ~.h Carolh~a at Chapel Hiil 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hili, NC 27599--71.30 

919-.966-.51,$TDesk 
Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENilALIPf NOTICE: ]i~is ~_~-mail message, h-~cluding attad ,ments, if any, is intended only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtit¥ to whk:h it is addressed and may contah-~ 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any -.--unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi Jbited. If you are not the_¯ h-~t~_mded recipient, pie~se contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and destrog aiJ copies of the original message. 
Emai~ correspondence to and from this addre~s may be s~bject [o the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties 
b’f an a~thorized sta[ce officiM (INCGS, oh, 1L32), Student educatio~M records are subject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

Attaclmlents: 

Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx 

) / This automatic notifcation message was sent by The U~fiversib, of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill (.h___t_tt_s:{!’_s~_a_!:_u__r_!c__:_e__c_~__u__Lpg!32a_J) fi~m the FaculU Athletics 

Committee site. 

Yon can modify how you receive notifications at M5 Workspace > 1~ references. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:04 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

12,22: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Thm~s Joy. You reference the September 4 meeting in your message below. Do you plml to have Bubba, Harold mid/or I attend these meetings on a regular basis or 

only when invited? I just want to be sure that I don’t miss meetings I’m expected to attend. We really appreciate your efforts to lead the committee. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:56 AM 
To-" facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject-" Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Good morning! 

I have uploaded the committee member assignments for the focus topics for this coming year. As with the team assignments, I reviewed your preferences and 

considered other committee involvement for some of you. New members of the committee have one area of focus and returning members have two areas of 

focus. ~ have attached the document to this emai~ and posted it on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials. 

As I mentioned this summer, this does not exclude anyone from participating in reviews of a topic prior to our monthly meetings. This structure just provides us 

with assurance that someone on the committee has his!her attention focused on a particular area so nothing drops through cracks during very busy times. I ft 

recognize we all have busy academic lives and this committee work must find its way into your schedule and effort priorities. While I need everyone’s attention, 

expertise, and wisdom in each and every monthly meeting, you will find that you are not "on" for each meeting in terms of developing discussion points. The 

framework for discussions will be coming next, when I find a few minutes to work on it. 

At our first meeting, Sept 4 we will develop our discussion questions and information needs related to each topic. This will provide each committee member 

direction related to becoming the committee expert on your focused topic(s). 

As always, questions and comments are very welcome. 

Joy 
h)g J, Rer!!~er, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Proh~ssor and O[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medicine 
CB #71:30 L!NC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
32J.-A South Coiumbia 51:, 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5].47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-~95::L Fa~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq !;qessage, i!~c:h.ld[ng ati:achments, i1: a!W, is inter!dud onb/f.:)r the .-person or enti%, to which it is add!’e55ed and !;qaV cor!l:ain .,’:onfhJent[ai and/or 

privileged real:orb}i. A!w -.--unauti~o!’ized review, use, disciosure or distr[butk)n is prohibil:ed. If Vou are! not the h~tended !’ecipk~nt, please co!~tac:t the! sender by !’eply e-mail and 

dest!’oV aH copkgs of i:he original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may Be subject to the North Caroina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties By an 

authorized state official (NCGS, cho 132)o Student educstionM records are subject to F~RPAo 

[see attachment: "FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 2103.docx", size: 13491 bytes] 

At "tachinents: 

FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 2103.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:iisakai.unc.edu,’po~laJ) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 
site. 
You can moditS~ how you receive noifications at My Workspace > Pret~mnces. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 11:34 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-> 

I~B: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Joy, 

No problem on the notification end. It could be that Bubba did tell me, but that first week was a little crowded so ifI didn’t write it down, it’s long gone! I’m hapw to 

attend all of the meetings and I look forward to working ruth you and your committee. I’ll see you on September 4 if not before. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Runner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:11 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 
Serry for the confusion Vince. It is my understanding from Bubba that he wants you and Harold to attend the meetings. Yeu are on the Sakai site for the 

commit[:ee so you have aco:_~ss to all the commil:[:ee materials and information including the list o[ mmH:ings scheduh:_~d for the y~-_~ar, t[ you talk with Bubba and 

has changed his mind, h:,L m~-_~ know and t can tak~-:~ you off the r.:_~ster for Lhe (:ommiLte~-:~ this y~-:~ar. 

I have notified Larry Galfo and John B]anchardand Mar]o Ciocco thaL this year they are not expected to attend the meetings. Sorry l did not nod[:y you that we 

were expecting you_...I guess ] thought Bubba had mentioned it. Again, ] apologize [:or Lhe oversight and lack o1: fol]oW:hrough. 

If you have any problems accessing the Sakai site or have questions, let me knew. 

Welcome to FAC! 

.Joy 
Joy J. Rer!ner, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Ass,:)c[ate Pr,:)h~ssor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel t-Iili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH B,:)ndur~r!t H~II 
321-A Sou~h Co[urnbi;~ 51:. 
Chapel I-HII, NC 27599-7130 

919-956-5L47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-ni;Iq nqess;Ige, including ;itl:achments, 11: any, is inter!dud only for the .-person or entity to whk:h it is add!’essed and may cor!l:ain ,::onfhden[[al and/or 
privileged real:orb}i. Any -.--un;~uti~o!’[zed !’ev:ew, use, disclosure or d:s[r[butk)n :s pr,:)hib[l:ed. If you are not the h~[ended !’ecipk~nt, please contac[ the sender by !’eply e-ma:[ and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Entail correspondence to and from thin address may Be subject to the North Caroffna Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties By an 

authorized state efficia~ (NCGS, the :t32)o Student educationM records are sub~ect to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:04 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Thanks Joy. You retbrence the September 4 meeting in your message below. Do you plan to have Bubba, Harold and/or I artend fl]ese meedngs on a regular basis or 

only when invited? I just want to be sure that I don’t mi ss meetings I’m expected to attend¯ We really appreciate your efforts to lead the committee. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy .1 [mailto:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:56 AN 
To: .f__a__c___u_!~ _a__t__h__!_e__t_ Lc__s__@_s___a__k__a__ Lu__n___q =_e_.__d___u_ 
Subject: Joy Rennet - Committee focus topics 

Good morning! 

I have uploaded the committee member assignments for the focus topics for this coming year. As with the team assignments, I reviewed your preferences and 

considered other committee involvement for some of you. New members of the committee have one area of focus and returning members have two areas of 

focus. ~ have attached the document to this ema~~ and posted it on the Saka~ committee site under Athletics Committee Materials. 

As I mentioned this summer, this does not exclude anyone from participating in reviews of a topic prior to our monthly meetings. This structure just provides us 

with assurance that someone on the committee has his/her attention focused on a particular area so nothing drops through cracks during very busy times. I fL 

recognize we all have busy academic lives and this committee work must find its way into your schedule and effort priorities. While I need everyone’s attention, 

expertise, and wisdom in each and every monthly meeting, you will find that you are not "on" for each meeting in terms of developing discussion points. The 

framework for discussions will be coming next, when I find a few minutes to work on it. 

At our first meeting, Sept 4 we will develop our discussion questions and information needs related to each topic. This will provide each committee member 

direction related to becoming the committee expert on your focused topic(s). 

As always, questions and comments are very welcome. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Runny_% M.A., Rl(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universit¥ of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hiii 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
B21-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~ALCY NO"ICE: ]his ~_~--nqail message, [nch.Eding attachments, if any, is intended oniv for the -person or ~_mtitv to wi ,ich it i_ addressed and may coDtl)h3 confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender by reply u-.mad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to a~’~d from this address may be su#ject to the North Caroffna PuNic Records law and may be disclosed to third ~arties bV an 
authorize~ state official (NCGS, oh, ~32), Student e~ucationa~ records are subject to FERPA, 



[see attachment: "FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 2103.docx", size: 13491 b~es] 

Attachments: 

FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 2103.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_s;~’__s?_a__k__’_a_i_:_t_B__r_l__c_:_e_~t___u_%t2_~J_’_a_[) from the Facnl~ Atlfletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My WoNspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:30 PM 

Amy t terman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: Volmlteer and past lime stalt" 

Amy, 

I can’t recall, is it permissible for groups of prospects (AAU programs, high school baseball teams, high school booster groups, high school band boosters, etc.) to be 

employed to work our events? I do remember this topic once gave Ryml fits at Illinois. I believe it involved selling programs, working concessions, cleaning the s~dium... 

Thanks. 

VillCe 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:11 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; John Brunner; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject" Re: Volunteer and part time staff 

; Tom limmermans 

John, 
I don’t think we had a form for volunteer ushers/game day staff last year? Are you sure you’re not talking about something from Joyce on the HR side? 

Amy 

> > > John Brunner 8/22/2012 8:40 AM > > > 

We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 
Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 
John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

www.goheels,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 1:46 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Late Night With Roy 

Rick, 

Could the sports not involved still be able to participate in the opening ceremony? Or could they participate in a "torch ran?" 

"In addition, )’our entire team would alto be invited to be part of our ’opening ceremoW’ and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay 

and enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more exposure." 

Thanks. 

gince 

From-" Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:24 PM 

To; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Steve Kirschner 
Ce= Eric Hoots; Ken Cleary; Michael Beale; Michael Crowe; Rachel Penny 
Subject= Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

All 

Per our conversation today please see below frorn Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 
Wornen’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and I discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports, 

Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively communicate this to the sport programs not included, 

Thanks, 
Rick 

> > > Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM > > > 
Coaches, 
I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams mid I was hoping mid to get 

your approval and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team mid the women’s 
basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video boaJcd at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes mid give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I kmow volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s participation in both "the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact per~)n on your staffto help coordinate the~ events. I’ll be sure to tbllow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the [,ate Night Olympics are still in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 
and how your team might wish to be involved. Feel free to call me on my cell phone at or email me if you have any questions. Also feel free to contact 

Rachel Penny with rely questions in the marketing department at r_t_~__nj~_LLn__c_’_~_L:kLn__c_’_:_e_d___u_. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:49 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

l~g: Meetings 

No problem Barbara. I won’t be able to attend this one but have the men’s soccer meeting on my calendar. Thanks. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:45 PM 
To: Tile, Vince; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; Beth Miller 
Subject: RE: Neetings 

Vinoe, John and Beth, 

¯ I just spoke to HaNs and agreed to meet with the track stafftoday at 4:30. We’ll be meeting in Harlis’ office. Since they are all new, they are eager to 
meet and I don’t want to hinder their recruiting by asking them to wait 2-3 weeks. You are welcome to join us if your schedule permits. I apologize for 
the late notice but we just arranged this a few minutes ago. 

Barbara 

Connected by DRO/D on Verizon Wire/ess 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 22, 2012 17:13:30 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Barb, 

Your ~mderstanding regarding participants for the meetings agrees ruth mine. Attached is a coW of the sport administrators assigned by sport. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:27 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; icJb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Meetings 
lFmportance: High 

Vince and John, 

As you’ve seen, I’ve emailed the coaches about the possibility of individual team meetings. Vince.....from our last conversation, I took away that I should go ahead 

and schedule these meetings and you, John and the senior administrative liaison would join us as schedules allow. Please let me know if I misunderstood your 

intentions. Also, can you provide a list of administrative liaisons so I know who to include when confirming the meeting dates and times? 

if it’s easier to discuss this via phone, please call my cell: . Thanks for your help. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, Augus122, 2012 3:44 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

l~g: Meetings 

Sounds great. Thanlcs. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:11 PI 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Thanks, Vince. Also just scheduled men’s basketball for Sept. 4 at 4:00. I’ll send you a consolidated calendar tonight or tomorrow. 

Barbara 

Connected by DRO!D on Venlzon ~Trelees 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 22, 2012 18:49:22 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

No problem Barbara. I won’t be able to attend this one but have the men’s soccer meeting on my calendar. Thanks. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:45 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Nb@uncaa.unc.edu; Beth Miller 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Vince, John and Beth, 

¯ I just spoke to HaNs and agreed to meet with the track staff today at 4:30. We’ll be meeting in Harris’ office. Since they are all new, they are eager to 
meet and I don’t want to hinder their recruiting by asking them to wait 2-3 weeks. You are welcome to join us if your schedule permits. I apologize for 
the late notice but we just arranged this a few minutes ago. 

Barbara 

Connected by DROJD on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b_D___o_!__k_@__a__d____m__j__s__s__[_o__[)__s_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 22, 2012 17:13:30 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Meetings 

Barb, 

Your understanding regarding participants for the meetings agrees with mine. Attached is a coW of the spoilt administrators assigned by sport. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent" Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:27 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Meetings 
Tmportance: High 

Vince and John, 

As you’ve seen, i’ve emailed the coaches about the possibility of individual team meetings. Vince.....from our last conversation, I took away that I should go ahead 

and schedule these meetings and you, John and the senior administrative liaison would join us as schedules allow. Please let me know if I misunderstood your 

intentions. Also, can you provide a list of administrative liaisons so I know who to include when confirming the meeting dates and times? 

If it’s easier to discuss this via phone, please call my cell: Thanks for your help. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:43 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

RE: Tennis Fall Complimlce Meeting 

No problem. You won’t miss much mid I’ll make you a coW of whatever they distribute at that meeting. Thanks Tim. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:29 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting 

I will be at l:he meeting tordghl:, but I’m aheadv ,.~ch~-_~dule to be traw_qing .:_~n Tuesday, the 28th (day o[ the termis c.:_~mpliance m~-:~e~:ing)< Will l:hi:~ throw you off or a r~-_~ 

you ok with me rnissing it? If it will help, I can easily catch up with Amy/Lance to get anyLhing I miss. 

Sorry about the conflict, 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I I.JNC Rams CkJb 

PC) Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448I F: 9:[9.843.5:}’72" I M: 

.t___d__s___m___Lt__h____@___g__n___c_:__e__d___g_ I __w___w____w__:__r__a____m___s__cJ__u___b__.__c___o___m__. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto;aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:42 PM 
To: Smith, Tim Dillon; Sara Anundsen; Brian Kalbas; Clint Gwaltney; Andrew Parker; Vince Ille; Kathy Gdggs; Lance Markos; 
Streett;             ; Sam Paul; Tom Timmermans; Phillips, Tnpp 
Subject: Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting 

; Max Norris; Paul Pogge; Shelly 

All, 

The M and W Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Tuesday, August 28th, at 2:45p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all 

of your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Brian and Sam, I know you each might have a student athlete or two who has class until 3:15p that day. These student athletes should plan to come to the meeting 

immediately after their class. We are having a session with our Track team at 3:30p that they should plan to attend to fulfill this requirement. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a.i scha e~))uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:52 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu) 

EW: Spring 2012 Academic Report 

FYI. Hope someone has it... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:51 PH 
To: Nanchard, John G (johnblanchard@unc.edu); Broome, Lissa L (Ibroome@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: Spring 2012 Academic Report 
John and I,issa, 
I believe that Robert Mercer put together an academic report for Bubba and maybe others at the end of each semester. It included team GPA, APR data, etc. We 

have a hard copy of this for tall 2011 in a binder. Do either of you have this infomlafiolv’report in electronic or hald coW for spring 2012? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 9:12 AM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

counter shams 

Can we please discuss the issue regarding 

familiar mtla the situation. Thanks. 

Vince 

as soon as you return? Corey and Coach Fedora just called me to ask me some questions about it. I’m not 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 9:43 AM 

@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thanks I appreciate the help with this, 

From:                        . @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2022 4:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Document for ]oy Renner 

VJnce, 
Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:54 PM 

kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~b2: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

Ken, 

I like the video. I believe Joy already noted the speech/timing issue toward the end, but this should be a ve~’ effective message for the members of the FAC. Thanks 
for all of your work on this. 

Vince 

From: Ken Clear,/[mailto:mail@sf-notifications,com] 

Sent; Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: 1 Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

[ ’~:i UNOAthletics ] 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 

by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

Vince - 

Below are the download links to the video we did for the Faculty Athletic Committee (per the 

email thread from Joy Renner). It’s a long video, as we tried to include all of the information 

Joy had asked for. If there’s anything you’d like to see changed, please let me know and we 

can work on it. 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 
used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and it’s 
an easy way to send files that are too large to e-mail. 

Username: 
Password: 

Click here to view folder 

If the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 
below into your web browser: 
https:/iuncatMetics.sharefile.com/?crrld=f&id=fo303048-b525-4bbe-bc0b- 
;_3__O___5__4_2_t~__e__~£d___a__’_3_~_h:-_b__p_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 6:07 PM 

Ken Cleary <kclea~@uncaa. unc.edu> 

I~B: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

Ken, 

I watched the wmv version. Thanks and hope you enjoy your weekend as well. 

Vince 

From: Ken Cleary [mailto:kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 6:03 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

Great news. One question - did you watch the wmv or the QuickTime? I didn’t watch the wmv, mid didn’t notice on the QuickTime. 

We will get it fixed on Monday. 

Thmlks for getting back so quick. Have a great weekend. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2012, at 5:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ken, 

I like the video. I believe Joy already noted the speeck/timing issue toward the en& but this should be a veu effective message for the membels of the 

FAC. Thanks ibr all of your work on this. 

Vince 

From: Ken Clear,/[mailto:mail@sf-notifications.com] 

Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFJle 

Xll UNCAthletics ] 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 

by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

Vince - 

Below are the download links to the video we did for the Faculty Athletic Committee (per the 

email thread from Joy Rennet). It’s a long video, as we tried to include all of the information 

Joy had asked for. If there’s anything you’d like to see changed, please let me know and we 

can work on it. 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 
used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and it’s 
an easy way to send files that are too large to e-maih 

Username: 
Password: 

Click here to view folder 

If the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 
below into your web browser: 
https:!/uncathletics.sharefile.com/?cmd =f&id=fo303048-b525-4bbe-bc0b- 
3054.29e6fda3&uh =bp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Mince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 2:47 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Joy, 
I can provide you and your committee morn information about practice times as the semester unfolds. With school siarting, we will begin receiving documentation of all 
required athletic-related activities fiom eveu sport program as required by NCAA rules. If you’d like, maybe during the committee’s next meeting I can describe this 
process, what is and isn’t documented, and we can ta]k more about what additional information you and the committee members might find helpful. I’ll be happy to 
facilitate the slmzing ofintbrmation. 
Thanks for coming to our a]l- s~Tmeeting "dais moruing. I’m sorry I didn’t have an opportunity to catch you there to discuss this in more detail. 
Mince 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Sunday, August 26, 2012 3:09 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Document for Joy Renner 
Thank you - this is an excellent start. Tf time and effort allow, I would like to beef up the section on commitment - when is practice (rather than "afternoon") and how much time 
on average does the athlete have committed by the coach and how much time do most athletes stay engaged in some way with their sport per week. 

Please thank for me. With this quick turnaround you did a very nice job and I know you guys have lots of projects going on right now. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 

(~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Joy, 

Attached are the fact sheets you requested for each sport program. If you or any’ of your committee members have any’ questions or need additional information, please 

just let me know. The information was collected and recorded by_                        is a Graduate Assistant in our Compliance ONce Mlo is assigned a variety 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putting this intbnnation together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 

Mince 

From::                         ~uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:10 PM 

To: Ille, Mince 
Subject: Document for Joy Renner 

Vince, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(93.9) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:59 PM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

l~vr: Briefings 

Ams~ 
Can you please check with the compliance staff’to identify potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to me and I’ll 1~, 

to schedule with Matt. Thmlks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To= Tlle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 
Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have 

the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if i’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

Operations ._ Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Ciint 

¯ Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

¯ Rams Club ._John 

¯ Ticket Office ... John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ..~ Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course .., l(~rlton 

¯ Sport Support Staff ... Rarlton 

¯ Business Office ,_ Martina 

¯ Communications ,_ Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ,,. Rick 

¯ Compliance ... Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services ~.. Vince 

¯ Coaches ,,, TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 959-843-643.2 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5:01 PM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

1~¢: Briefings 

Harold, 
Can you please check with the ASPSA staffto identify potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the information on to me mid 

I’ll D, to schedule mtk Matt. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Tile, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 
Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have 

the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if i’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

Operations ._ Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Ciint 

¯ Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

¯ Rams Club ._John 

¯ Ticket Office ... John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ..~ Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course .., l(~rlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Rarlton 

¯ Business Office ,_ Martina 

¯ Communications ,_ Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ,,. Rick 

¯ Compliance ... Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services ~., Vince 

¯ Coaches _. TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-643.2 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 5: l I PM 

cricke@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~vr: Briefings 

Cricket, 
Can you please check with Shelley, Dana and your s~ffto identify potential dates, times mid location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the i~ffo on to me 

and I’ll W to schedule ruth Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Tile, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 
Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have 

the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if i’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

Operations ._ Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Ciint 

¯ Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

¯ Rams Club ._John 

¯ Ticket Office ... John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ..~ Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course .., l(~rlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Rarlton 

¯ Business Office ,_ Martina 

¯ Communications ,_ Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ,,. Rick 

¯ Compliance ... Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services ~., Vince 

¯ Coaches _. TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 959-843-643.2 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 9:00 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Briefings 

Cricket, 
My thought is that you and your staff might be better served by a separate meeting, but I’m open to suggestions. 

Vince 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 7:11 PM, "Cricket Lane" <cricket~?~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

VillCe, 

Do you want Academics in this meeting?? 

Thank~ 
Cricket 

>>> On 8/28/2012 at 5:10 I’M, in message < ~!.~.~.[..)~..~.!.I..)..!.~..8..7~..j}..7..2.(.!..4.L~..8~3.3..6..7..~3...~...S.,..~.~..6. J:2_1_:9!_)_£!32385 A Z ~q)_[i!iS z N 5~ M!}_S_llM:ag]_:~irLc:£d_~!:*, "Ille, Vince" 

<ille@muJl.mlc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 
Can yon please check ruth Shelley, Dram mid your staff to identify potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass 

the info on to me and I’ll try to schedule ruth Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From" Matt Terrell [mailto: mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: llle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 
Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full 

plan - giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get 

back to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to 

set up a projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger 

group, or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

¯ Operations ... Clint 

¯ Sports Medicine ... Cl[nt 

Strength & Conditioning ... Ciint 

¯ Rams Club ... John 

¯ Ticket Office .., lohn 

¯ Administrative Staff _. Karlton 

¯ Facilities ... EarRon 

¯ Finley Golf Course ,.. KarRon 

¯ Sport Support Staff ... KarRon 

Business Office ... Martina 

¯ Communications ... Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media _. flick 

¯ Compliance .., Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services _. Vince 

¯ Coaches ... TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:26 AM 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Am)" Hennml (aj schae@uucaa.uuc.edu) 

FW: Briefings 

Matt, 
Please see Amy’s request below for the Compliance Office staff; Please let me know if that works for your ,schedule. Thaulcs. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:07 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: FW: Briefings 

The most ideal time that week that I know we would all have available would be Thursday, 9/13 at our staff meeting time (l:00p). We could either use our conference room 

across the hall or go upstairs to Matt, whichever works better for him. 

If that date/time doesn’t work, let me know and I can investigate others. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/28/2012 4:59 PM > > > 

Am); 
Can you please check with the compliance staffto identi[) potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to me and I’ll ~, 

to ,schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 .t:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our Athletics 

staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed, i need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a time 

or two that i can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have the 

meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

o Operations ,,, CHnt 

o Sports Medicine ... Ciint 

* Strength & Conditioning ..~ Clint 

* Rams Club ,,, John 

~, Ticket Office ... John 

o Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

o Facilities _. Karlton 

,, Finley Golf Course ... Karl[on 

o Sport Support Staff ._ Karlton 

* Business Office _. Martina 

* Communications _. Rid~ 

Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

o Compliance _. Vgnce 

o Student-Athlete Services _. Vin~e 

,, Coaches ,,, TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club [ Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 [ M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:48 AM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.uuc.e&P 

RE: August 31 st Academic Luncheon Cmlceled 

Wal~ 

I’m curious to know why we are cancelling this. Is that something you can shine with me? I ~eceived your earlier infomlatiou regarding the academic luncheon this 

morning. I hope we didn’t have to cancel because I was slow in ~espouding to or supplementing your commtmicatiou this morning. 

Vince 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:55 AM 

To-" Stegenga, Barbara D; kjburns@ernail.unc.du; Adamson, David; Anderson, Stephen R; Bozzato, Daria; Pleasants, Robert; Brantner, Jim; ; Cornell, Jeffrey 

Blair; Garcia, David F; Verkerk, Dorothy H; Castelloes, Frederico L.; Fuentes Lima, Patrida Helena; Kable, Gregory A; Sledge, Heath R; DeSai×, Jean; Glatthaar, Joseph T; 
Williams, Kathy; Carlson, Katherine L; Taylor, Kristine; Hogan, Kelly A; Thomas, Miranda Dawn; Perry, Mark E; Sheriff, Mary Diana Lee; Mulvey, Michael .I; Neta, Ram; Kent, 
Patrick; Rector, Monica P; Reichart, Daniel E; Vernon, Richard M; Moore, Ryo; Salvaggio, Ruth; Veggian, Henry; Dellsen, Finnur; Clark, Freddie M; Marr, Tim; Green, Matthew 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Woodard, Harold; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday 
Subject-" August 31st Academic Luncheon Canceled 

Hello All, 

Unfortunately,. we will have to cancel the Academic Luncheon scheduled for this Friday, August 31st. There will be additional luncheons scheduled for this fall, kale will send out 

invitations a week to ten days before the next luncheon, We hope to see you then, Thank you for your understanding and I hope you have a great Labor Day weekend! 

Sincerely, 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 1:30 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Briefings 

Cricket, 

I left you a voicemail. Maybe we can discuss the options when you have time. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2022 10:22 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Briefings 

Vince, 

I am just concerned with how separate the Academic people are already leding. I attend ti~eir meetings but ! understand if you want them separated. Just let me 

know what you think. 

Ti~anks, 

C r icket 

> > > On 8/78/2012 at 9:00 PM, in message <B38A7619 EBB8 4113 A931 03EOEDSFDB3C@email.-~nc.edu>, "!lie, Vince" <ille@erT ail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 

My thought is that you and your staff might be better served by a separate meeting, but I’m open to suggestions. 

Vince 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 7:11 PM, "Cricket Lane" <cricket~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Do you want Academics in this meeting?? 

Thanks, 

C ric ket 

>>> On 8/28/2012 at 5:10 PM, in message < ]~.~.]~.)...~.~!.[..)..I.~..8~7.j.].3..7.~)~..4~-.~-8.3~3..67..‘.3.j...8~C.‘~6.i9].9(!.5(!3238}AZ~I~[‘.S.~NS~.!3S.~.~.41~:~L~:~.51.~ >, "Ille, 
Vince" <i!_l_.e_i~i_e._r_&m_!=.uj)._c_:.e_d__u_ > wrote: 

Cricket, 
Cml you please check with Shelley, Dana and your staff to identi~ potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below’? Please 

pass the info on to me mid I’ll try. to schedule ruth Matt. ’][’hanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PN 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full 

plan - giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please 

get back to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need 

room to set up a projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger 

group, or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance[ 

¯ Operations ... Clint 

¯ Sports Medicine ,,, Clint 

¯ Strength & Conditioning .,. Clint 

¯ Rams Club ...John 

¯ Ticket Office .,, John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ... Karltorl 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

¯ Sport Support Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Business Office ... Martina 

¯ Communications ... Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

¯ Compliance ,., Vince 

Student-Athlete Services .., Vince 

Coaches ... TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:15 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: FB l?layer Comps 

Thin,ks Lance. That makes it really eaw for us. Do you or anyone else in compliance monitor or audit this information? 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markosCo?uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:13 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Cc: Paul Pogge 
Subject: RE: FB Player Comps 

Yeah, it’s super easy. The link is: 

http://www.tickettaker.net/Main.aspx?school=haV 

We’ve got a log in with the user name of, the password is Once you get in, you pick the team (Football), the game, and click View Pass List. You can 

then Select a Format for export I usually just use Excel and it’ll download that game’s list as it stands. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/29/2012 5:06 PM > > > 

OK, thanks. I will have Paul check in with Lance. We need to understand the process as we look at developing our Agent and Advisor Program tbr our student-athletes. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 20:t2 4:49 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: FB Player Comps 

Yes. TicketTaker is the name of the system. Lance can explain the process for you, in terms of access before the game. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 29, 2012, at 4:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(E~email.uncuedu> wrote: 

How do we do player comps for football? Do we use Player Guest? Do we use a system that allows us to access before the game and search for names? 

Thanl~s, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:19 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: FB Player Comps 

OK. When you and Paul discuss this, please explain your process to him, what you check for, etc. Thanks Lance. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:17 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Amy Herman 
Subject: RE: FB Player Comps 

Yeah, I check it out every Friday during the season usually. I think last season was the first time we were able to get it during the season; everything prior was done ad hoc 

since it was primarily paper sign up until that point, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/29/2012 5:15 PM > > > 

Thanks Lance. That makes it really eas.3, tbr us. Do you or anyone else in compliance monik~r or audit this inlbnnation? 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:23 plVl 
To: Ille, Vince, Amy Herman 
Ce: Paul Pogge 
Subject: RE: FB Player Comps 

Yeah, it’s super easy, The link is: 

http:/iwww.tickettaker.net/Main.aspx?school=haV 

We’ve got a log in with the user name of,            the password is        Once you get in, you pick the team (Football), the game, and click View Pass List. You can 

then Select a Format for export I usually just use Excel and it’ll download that game’s list as it stands. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@_e__r_:n_~_jJ~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 8/29/2012 5:06 PM > > > 

OK, thanks. I will have lPaul check in with Lance. We need to underst~xld the process as we look at developing our Agent and Advisor Program for our student-athletes. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edul 

Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2022 4:49 P! 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: FB Player Comps 

Yes. TicketTaker is the nmne of the system. Lance can explain the process for you, in terms of access before the gmne. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 29, 2012, at 4:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~email.tmcnedu> wrote: 

How do we do player comps for football? Do we use Player Guest? Do we use a system that allows us to access before the game and search for names? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:21 PM 

Paul Pogge (ptx)gge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: FB Player Comps 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:19 PI 
To: ’Lance Markos’ 
Cc: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: FB Player Comps 

OK. When you and Paul discuss this, please explain your process to him, what you check for, etc. Thanks Lance. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:17 P! 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Amy Herman 

Subject: RE: FB Player Comps 

Yeah, I check it out every Friday during the season usually. I think last season was the first time we were able to get it during the season; everything prior was done ad hoc 
since it was primarily paper sign up until that point, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_:n_~_]]ALn___c_:gc_!__u_> 8/29/2012 5:15 PM > > > 

Thanks Lance. That makes it really easy- for us. Do you or anyone else in compliance monitor or audit this information? 

From: Lance Markos [__n:)_a__!Lt__o_Ltn_a_r__k_o__s_~M_n___c__a__a__=M_n___%_e__d__M1 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:13 PN 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Cc: Paul Pogge 
Subject: RE: FB Player Comps 

Yeah, it’s super easy. The link is: 

http:i/WWWrtkkettaker.net/Main,aspx?school=haV 

We’ve got a log in with the user name of the password is Once you get in, you pick the team (Football), the game, and click View Pass List. You can 

then Select a Format for export I usually just use Excel and it’ll download that game’s list as it stands. 

If you have any questions, just let rne know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/29/2012 5:06 PM > > > 

OK, thanks. I will have Paul check in with Lance. We need to understaJM the process as we look at developing our Agent and Advisor Program for our student-athletes. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:49 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: FB Player Comps 

Yes. TicketTaker is the name of the wstem. Lance can explain "the process tbr you, in terms of access betbre the game. 

Sent from my il?hone 

On Aug 29, 2012, at 4:44 PlVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How do we do player comps for football? Do we use Player Guest? Do we use a system that allows us to access before the game and search for names? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:35 PM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

RE: Briefings 

Am?’, 

The strategic plan briefing for the compliance s~tt’is set for Wednesday, September 12 from 1:00-3:00 p.m. in the Ram’s Club Conference Room. Please pass along 

to all appropriate stafl2 Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Die, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:59 PM 

To: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: FW: Briefings 

Am?’, 
Can you please check with the compliance staff’to identify potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below-’? Please pass the info on to me and I’ll tD’ 

to schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

VJnce 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrellQunc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have 

the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

¯ Operations ..~ CIint 

¯ Sports Medicine ... Clint 

Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

¯ Rams Club ..~ John 

¯ Ticket Office ... John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ... t(arlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... I(arlton 

¯ Sport Support Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Business Office ... Martina 

¯ Communications ... Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

¯ Compliance ... Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services ... Vince 

¯ Coaches ~. TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, Augusl 31,2012 8:10 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomom~o@uncaa.unc.edu.~ 

ILE: Men’s soccer admissions 

Carlos, 

I left a voicemail for you. I understand that you guys go tonight so if we need to discuss tomorrow, that works for me too 2vly cell phone number is 
you about your concerns as soon as you have time I’m in meetings from 9am-3pm today. 

I would like to talk with 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:00 PM 
To: Carlos Somoano 
Subject: Re: Men’s soccer a&nissions 

Carlos, 

Let’s talk tomorrow ifyuu have time. I’ve been counting on John Blanchard to help me with admissions issues during the transition period. I understand he’s on vacation until September 10, 
but you and I can discuss your concerns and John has been good about assisting whether he’s in the office or not 

I’ll t~ to call you befure 9 ifyuu’re available. ’]’hanks. 

Vlnce 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 8:59 PM, "Carlos Somoano" <csomoano@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> Vince 
> I am not sure who to contact about admissions But a couple of the issues that we need to deal with lk~r recruiting are: admissions slots ( transfer and freshman) and January admits. 
> 

> In Men’s soccer it has become popular lk~r the freshman to enroll a semester earl?" and we are getting many requests to do this Four of our recruits have asked for this January. I want to 
make sure we are still able to accommodate this befure we proceed. 
> 

> Also as we recruit alrea@ 12~r 2014, I am hoping to get an idea of our admissions sluts 
> 

> Please let me know if this is something you can help with or if there is someone else I need to contact. Thanks and see you soon 
> 

> Carlus Sumuanu 
> UNC Soccer 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 31,2012 12:07 PM 

Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

RE: Admissious 

Yes. I have a written request in to Barbara Polk for historical data. We cma talk before that, but it roll probably be necessa~ for the meeting to include you, me and John 

until I receive more information. John has agreed to assist in any way possible. I’ll email Nm to see if we can arrange a time. Thanks. 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 12:03 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Admissions 

Vince: 

Could we speak sometime about the admissions process and slots? 

Our recruiting efforts are impacted by this. We used to work with John 

Blanchard, as you know, and Iwas wondering if [ could get a feel for 

the landscape now. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.qoheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 31,2012 12:13 PM 

Blanchard, John G (johnblanchard@unc.edu) 

FW: Admissions 

John, 

When might you be available to meet ruth Coach DeSelm upon return? I have similar interest fiom Carlos. Do you think it would be vahrable for me to meet with Rich 

and/or Carlos myself before then? I don’t have much insight mthout even any historical data. Do you have the number of slots used by each sport for each of the past 5 

years oa~d the number of °°committee cases" in each sport for each of the past 5 years? If you do and can tbrward fills to me, or have someone else provide it, that would 

be a start. Thanks John. 

VillCe 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 12:07 PM 
To: ’Rich DeSelm’ 
Subject: RE: Admissions 

Yes. I have a written request in to Barbara Polk for historical data. We can talk before that, but it roll probably be necessa~ for the meeting to include you, me and John 

until I receive more information. John has agreed to assist in any way possible. I’ll email him to see if we can arrange a time. Thanks. 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 12:03 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Admissions 

Vince: 

Could we speak sometime about the admissions process and slots? 

Our recruiting efforts are impacted by this. We used to work with John 

Blanchard, as you know, and Iwas wondering if I could get a feel for 

the landscape now. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751_4 21_26 

Phone: 91_9 966 5340 

Fax: 91_9 962 1_603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 2751_4 

~_~_w’~__~:g_o__!]__e_ej__s_&o__r_’_O. 

www.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 3:25 PM 

Sam Paul (spaul@uncaa.unc.e&0 

EW: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Sam, 
Is this something you want to do? Sounds like it could be a nice opportuni~ Please keep me in the loop. Thanks 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwalmev@nncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Tim Thompson; Sam Paul 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Re: FW: Telmis Product Testing with UNC 

Thanks Tim. What a great opportuni~ tbr Men’s Tennis. 

(;lint 

>>> On 8/31/2012 at 11 : 17 AM, in message 

<201208311517.q7VFHCbj042942@barrierL24hnike.com>, "Thompson, Tim" 

< Tim.Thompson@nike.cum ~ wrote: 

> Sam, 

> Hope you are well. 

> 

> Nike would like to work with UNC Men’s Tennis with our testing program 

> in Tennis(See Below) 

> 

> Would you be interested in doing this? This is a great program as the 

> team will get new product fur testing. 

> 

> Let me know if you would like tu do this and I will communicate with 

> Ian Crawford to get you set up. 

> 

> Thanks so much 

> 

> 

> Tim Thompson 

> NJke College Spurks Marketing Field Director 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Crawford, Ian 

> Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:56 PM 

> To: Thompson, Tim 

> Cc: Styner, Julie 

> Subject: Tennis Product Testing with L~C 

> 

> Hello Thn, 

> 

> This surmner the tennis group had an intern from North Carolina, 

>                       i is headed back to Chapel Hill to finish school 

> and assist the tennis program now that his eligibili~" has expired. 

> The footwear development team for tennis would like to work with North 

> Carolina’s men’s tennis team. Nike alrea@ maintains a footwear 

> product testing relationship for running, baseball and men’s training. 

> If appropriate, can you assist me in extending this to tennis? If you 

> are available for a phone conversation, I would enjoy speaking with you regarding this opportuni~’. 

> 

> Thank you, 

> Ian 

> 

> 

>1 

> Ian Crawford 

> Analyst, Basketball + Tennis 

> Nike Footwear Product Testing 

> Direct Phone: (503) 671-5774 

> https://producttesting nike c om<https :/,,’producttesting.nike c om/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 4:07 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

ILE: Athlete 2008-2012 

Thm~s Barbma. I enioyed seeing you Saturday and appreciate the kindness yon showed They enjoyed their tour and everything else associated 

with their fi~t Carolina football game. 

Thanks for forwarding the admissions i~ffonnation. I hope to be able to make lime tonight or tomorrow to review it thoroughly. As always, I’m gratefifl for your 

willingness to help me, the coaches and our staff’better understaJld the process. IfI do have questions. I’ll be sure to ask. See you soon and safe travels. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, September 03, 2012 9:12 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject" Athlete 2008-2012 

Vince, 

It was great to see you on Saturday and have a chance to meet your family. I hope they enjoyed the game. Unfortunately, between Labor Day weekend and the 

heat index of @ 100, the crowd was not great. Also unfortunately, the Carolina crowd tends to come late and leave early. I hope we can change that this year!!! 

Attached are reports for the entering class of student-athletes who were admitted under the special talent policy. I apologize for the 2010 report being short on 

some information when compared to the other reports. There should be enough there though to give you an idea of how the slots were divided between teams 

over the past five years. 

I’m sure you’ll have some questions so feel free to give me a call. I’m in the office on Tuesday (966-3989) and out for work-related travel Wednesday-Friday. When 

I’m away, you can reach me on my cell al              (I’ll be "out of pocket" from 11-2, Wednesday-Friday, for meetings with high school counselors. Other than 

that, I’m available.) Please don’t hesitate to call whenever you need to. 

Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North C:3rolin:3:3~ Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject= 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 1:33 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

RE: Vince 

OK, thanlcs for forwarding Sam. See you in the morning. 

From= Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:24 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Vince 

Vince 
I would like to discuss the email below tomorrow if possible. I think it would benefit a great cause if all the proceeds directly benefit UNC’s Lineberger. 

I just want to make sure we can do this 
logistically. Thanks= 

>>> Margaret Munton <mmurton@lagardere-uNimited.com> 08/31/12 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event, l’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a tentative 

schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December 8th and would ideally host about 1000 spectators for the 

event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all proceeds from the event will benefit the 

UNC Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to 

discuss format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing the attached information, please let me know if you need any 

additional details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and I’II speak with you soon. 

Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

* 11am - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

* Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

. 1pro - Singles match between both pros 

* 2pro- Autograph signing 

. 15- 10- Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 
5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20015 
T: 202.721.9527 M: F: 202.721.7201 
~__w_:_[_aq a r d e r e -u n li mite d .co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 2:38 PM 

~tmcaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Inside Carolina Al~Jcle 

I hope to get to that by the end of the week. Thanks 

From:             [mailto       }uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 201;; 2:37 PI 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

Zachary Read from Inside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him. Just let me know what kind of time you will need and I will relay that to him. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:03 AM 

Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

FW: Joy’ Renner - FAC lbllow-ups 

Further clarification... 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy..Renner@med.unc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 

there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season!competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Renner, Joy J; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~- 
Thank you tbr this intbrmation. 

Vince and I met yesterday moming (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discussed that since ACS is administered in the Compliance Office that he would work with Amy 

Hennan in tbrmulating the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student-athletes) tbr each team. Are you OK with us going in this direction? I am hapw to proceed in may 

maimer you wish. 
Thank you and have a good day. 

Larry 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <._b___q_~L_~_3__c_@__e__r_ll~!_:kLn_c_:_e_st___u_ > 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >~> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy .1 

Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 plVl 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are the;e days..,.if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to me 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets are the most pressk~g and the ernaiIs to coaches and staff can hapfaen later in August. 
Joy ,L R~_~nner, M A,, RT(£}, FAEIRS 

Associate ~-)rof(_~ssor and Director 
Uniw~rsity of Nort# Carolh-~a at Chapel Hill 
Sci~ool of M(_~dicine 



CB #7~30 UNC-.CH gondurant Ha[[ 

32.l-.A South Columbia St, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7:[30 

Ceil 
±9-9ba-6:~.~i Fax 

-CONFIDENTiALiTY NOTICE: This e-.mail message, includk!g attachmer!ts, if any, is h~[ended only for the -persor! OF entibf to whk:h it is addressed a!~d may contain co!~ fiderfl:ial a!’~d/’or 
privileged materi;~l. Any -.--u~authorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:ribu[io~ is prohibited, ff you are n,:)[ the intended rec:ipie~t, please contact [he seceder by reply e-mail and destroy 
ail copies of the original message, 
£reai~ c~}rrespoBde~ce to an4 frore this a44ress ~nay be s~bjeet to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and n~ay be disck}sed to third par~ies by a~ 

a~thorized state official (NCGSo oh, :i{3:~}, St~e~t e~cati~nal re~rds a~’e s~bje~t to FERPA, 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Tuesday, .luly 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: .loy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August :13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 
.Ioy L Rennet, M,A,, RT(R}, FAEIRS 
Associate Professor arid D[!’ector 
University of Norti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of [Vlediciqe 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A Souti~ Co[L;mb[a St, 
Chapell-l[H NCZ7599-71gO 

9"_,’ 9-966-5147Desk 
Ceil 

9"_,’ 9-966-6951 Fax 
+ -CONF[DENTIALF]Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, includi!~g a~tachme!~ ts, if any, is iqtended only for ti~e -perso!~ or ent[ty to which it [s addressed aqd may contain coqfide!~tia[ aqd!or 

+ privile~ed material, Any --uqauthorized review: use, disclosure or distributioq is prohibited, [f you are !~ot the i!~tended recipieqt, please contact the seqder by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the or[~inal n’~essage, 
~nai~ ¢o~’~’espo~e~e to a~8 f~’o~n this a88~’ess ~ay be subject to the North Ca~’oli~a Pub~i~ Reeords law an~ ~af be ~is~lose~ t<} thir~ parties by an 
authorized state official (NCG$o ch, ~t32), $t~4ent e4~¢a~ie~al ~ecerds a~e subject to F£RPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:06 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC follow-ups 

I’m lryi~lg! ! 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:05 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thanks. And good work with using the correct email address!: ) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <i[[e@email.unc.edu > 8/7/2012 10:02 AM > > > 

FurtJler cladficalion... 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@medunc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What [ need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season!competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 

Joy 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Renner, Joy J; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~- 
Thank you for this i~ffo~rnation. 

Vince and I met yesterday morning (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discussed that since ACS is administered in the Compliance Office that he would work ruth Amy 

Hermma in formulating the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student-athletes) for each team. Are you OK with us going in this direction? I am happy to proceed in any 

mmmer you wish. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

[,any 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~2~)emaJ, l.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince llle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 



From= Renner, Joy .I 
Sent= Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= FW: .1oy Runner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to im~gine how busy you are thes~-:~ ch~ys ..,.if you have a chance to respond to a couph:, of things below, theft would be very helpful to me 

hl par~ic~Jh~r .:)riF_~F~tatiorl a~Id the ~:ac’t 5beets arF4 the most prF43sing a~Id the enlaiI3 ~o coaches and s~af[ ca~ happF4F~ later hl ,August. 
.k)y .L R~_mner, M A., RT(R}, FAEIRS 
Assodate Pr(}f~_~ssor and Director 
Uniw~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hiil 
School of M,,’~didr!e 
CB #7Z30 UNC-CH gonduranl: Hall 

321.-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Chapel I-iiil, ]’,~C 27599-71.B0 

9 ~ 9-.96~.-51.47Desk 
Ceil 

9 ~ 9-.96 ~.-I595J. Fa× 
-CONFIDE]’,~TIALIT¥ NOTICE: This e-mail message, includi!~g atl:a.,’shr~e!~s, if any, is Jr!tended only for ti~e -.perso!~ or entity to whb:sh i1: is addressed ar!d may contah~ o:)r!fide!~tial ar!d/or 
privileged n~ate!ial, Any --.-ur!aul:horized review, use, disch’)su!’e o!’ distribul:ior! is p!’oh[bited, II: you are !~o1: 1:he i!~terlded re.::ipier!l:, please contact l:he set!de!’ by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the or;girlal message, 

EmaR correspondence to and ~rom this address may be subje@ to the Rorth Carolina P~b~ic Records law a~d mag be disclosed to third parties by an 

a~tho~’i~ed ~ate official (~CGS, oh, 132), St~de~t educational ~’~co~’ds are s~b~ect to FI~RPA, 

From: Renner, .1oy .1 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= .1oy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon 1 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV!IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition!season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

~ciV J. Runner, M.A., RT(Rt, FAEIRS 
Asso.,’:h~[e Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel H[il 
Sci~ool o~ Medici!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH [~or~durant Hali 
32.l-.& South Columbia $1:. 
Chapel lqiil, NC 27599-7!30 

919-965-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-965-6951 Fa~ 

-CONF]DENT[A[JTY NOTICE: This e-.rt~aii n-ie’ssag% inciudir!g attac:hme, r!l:s, if an% is ir~[ended only for t~-!e, -persor! or ent[[y to which it is addressed a!~d niay ,::ontain ccir~ fider!l:ial at:d/or 

priviieged material. Any -.--ur~authorized review, use, disclosi;re or disl:ribi; fior~ is prohibited, ff you are r!o[ the! ir!l:ended rec:ipier~t, please contacl: [he ser~der by repiy e-mail and .,’~esl:roy 

a[J copies of l:he or[gh’~aJ n’~essage, 

Emai~ correspondence to and from this address mag be subject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law amd may be disclosed to third par~iea by a~ 

a~tborized slate official (NCGS, cl~, ~32), SteSe~t eSucational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:20 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC follow-ups 

Hi Joy, 

I believe we met briefly in Bubba’ s office on my first day here? Is there a time when we can meet to discuss the information we’ve gathered for each team and perhaps 

talk a little more about the Faculb, Athletic Committee? I see that you are out of the office this week. Currently, Wednesday and Thursday morning next week are 

possibilities for me. Thanks and I look forward to meeting ruth you. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Ille, Vince; 13ubba Cunningham 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" < J__o__y____R_gr_!D_e£@_r_L~__e__d__:_u__r_)_c__&d___u_.> 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

>:~ "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubkac(i~email.~mc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince llle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: I=W: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days._..if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to me. 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets are the most pressing and the emails to coaches and staff can happen later in August, 

Jo’¢ J, Renner, M,A,, RT(£}, FAE[RS 
Assoc[a[.e Professor and Direo:or 
University of Nor.:h Carolina a~ Chapel Hiil 
5ci~ool of Med[ci!~e 
CB #7"_.’30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hali 
32Z-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTECE: This e-raaii message, [nciudir!g attachments, i, any, is i!~/ended only for the -persor! or entity to which it is addressed a!~d ma,l contain co!~fider!tial a!~dior 
priviieged l~’~aterial, AnV ---d!~ac:Naorized review, use, disclosure or distribc:[io!~ is prohibited, If you are r!o[ Nae it!tended recipie!~L please contact [Pie se!~der by repiy e-mail arrd destroy 
ail copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssage. 
En~ai~ eerrespondence to and fren~ this address n~s~ be subjeet to the No~±lh Carolina P~blic Records la~ a~d may be disc~esed to third ps~ties by s~ 

authorized s~ate official (NCGS. oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R , FAEIRS 
Asso,::iaLe Professor and Dire(:tcir 
Un[versi[y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
S(:i~ciol ,:)~ Med[(:[!’~e 
CB #72’30 UNC-CH BonduranL Flaii 
32MA South Columbia St. 
Chapel }till, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-51,¢7[~esk 
Ceil 

919-965-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-rnaii message, [nciudir!g at[achn’~er!ts, if any, is in[ended only for the -persor! or enti[y to which i[ is addressed and may comain con[ider!tial and/or 
priv[ieged n’~atedaL Any --unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. I[ you are r!oL the it!tended recipient, please contact the sender by repiy e-marl and destroy 
ai] copies of the original message. 
En~ai~ correspondence to and fron~ this address may be subjeet to the No~±h Carolina P~b~i¢ Reco~’ds la~ a~d ~ay be disclosed to khi~’d pa~ties by a~ 
aathorized s~ate official (NCGS, clb° :~3~:)° 8tude~t educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:21 AM 

John Blalchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Plans 

Thanks John. Very helpfhl to know. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:15 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Fall Plans 

gince, 

One more quick note ...Bubba admittedly forgets that Shelley Johnson runs the leadership academy, not Cricket. Just an FYI John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> OK, thanks John. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: John Blanchard [mailto:i~b(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:03 AM 
> To: I]le, Vince 
> Cc: Lane, Cricket; Blanchard, John G 
> SubJect: Re: Fall Plans 
> 
> Vince, No. But Cricket may know ofhhn John 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

> On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:01 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Cricket and John, 
>> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past? Thanks. 
>> Vince 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Earl Suttle [maiko:earl@earlsuttle corn] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
>> To: Cunnitlgham, Bubba 
>> Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
>> 

>> Great to hear from you Bubba[ 
>> 

>> I have developed three new workshops that I am currently conducting 
>> for both the NFL and University teanrs. The program titles are: 
>> 

>> Victoly Off file Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life Team 
>> Building for Inrproved Team Performance Managing Healthy Relationships 

>> Effectively 
>> 

>> The program descriptions are attached. I am also attaching the 
>> program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 
>> 

>> I have been doing some extended training (instead of one workshop - a 

>> series of workshop over a set period of time) with a few university 
>> sports teams that you might find interesting. 
>> 

>> I look forward to discussing the Leadcrshit~ Academy with you. 
>> You can reach me on nry cell at 
>> 

>> In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website 
> ww~a, earlsuttle.com<http://www earlsuttle corn> 
>> in particular the Universi~ page that highlights some of my work 
with 
>> college sports teams. 
>> 

>> Stay well, 
>> 

>> Dr. Earl 
>> 

>> Earl L. Suttle Ph.D. 
>> Leadership Success International, LLC 
>>           ~cell) 
>> 770-992-4433 (office) 
>> 

>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Cunningham, Bubba 

> <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu<mailto:bubbac(£email.unc edu>> wrote: 
>> Earl, 
>> 

>> Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of 
> transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primapi 
focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince Ille on this email. If you can provide information for them to review, that would be great. 
>> 

>> Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 

>> Bubba 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Earl Suttle 
> [mailto:earl,@,earlsuttle. com<mailto:earl(~ earlsuttle, com>] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
>> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
>> Subject: Fall Plans 
>> 

>> Greetings Bubba, 
>> 

>> I am planning my calendar for the fall -- thought it would be a good 
>> time to check back with you. 
>> 

>> Right now, I am in my office pretty- much all this week (unusual for 
>> me), so it would be a great time to touch base. You can reach me at 

>> 

>> Or if you would like me to call you -- just email me the best number 
>> and a good time for your schedule 
>> 

>> Looking forward to speaking with you, 
>> 
>> Dr. Earl 
>> 

>> Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 
>> Leadership Success International, LLC 
>> 

>> 

>> <TEXT htm> 
>> <Victory Off The Field - TakingControl of Your Personal Life doc> 
>> <Team Building for Improved Team Performance doc> <Managing Healthy 
>> Relationships Effectively.doc> <Alcohol and Drug Education - College 
>> Sports Teams - Program doc> <Dr. Earl Suttle Bio - 2012doc> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 5:32 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shj@emaJl.anc.edu> 

IL~;: Fall Plans 

OK, thanks for the clmification and intbnnation. I’ll let you and John determine the most appropriate way to communicate with Dr. Suttle. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Fall Plans 
I don’t believe that we have met, Vince. I too look forward to that happening as well as talking to you about BCLA. We are now the Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership 
Academy~ No, to the best of my knowledge, we have not worked with Dr. Suttle. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: FW: Fall Plans 

Shelle?~ 
I’m not sure if we’ve met yet’? If not I hope to soon. Please see the messages below and the infomlation attached. Is Dr. Suttle someone we’ve worked ruth in tile 

past’? Thanks and I look forward to visiting ruth you about CLA. I’ve heard so many great things about the program. 

Vince 
From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl@earlsuttle,conq 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
Great to hear ficom you Bubba! 

I have developed three new workshops "that I am 

cunently conducting for both the NFL and Universi~ 

teanls. The program titles are: 

Victo~ Offthe Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life 

Team Building for Improved Team Perfomlance 

Managing Healthy Relationships Efl~clively 

The program descriptions are attached. I am also attaching 

the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 

I have been doing some e~ended training (instead of one 

workshop - a ~ries of workshop over a set period of time) 

with a tbw university sports teams that you might find 

interesting. 

I look tbrward to discussing fire Leadership Academy mfl~ you. 

You can reach me on my cell at 

In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website kv_2v_!~k_e__~__u_il_~_kg__t_l__e_:__c_9__n_)_ 

in pm~dcular file University page that highlights some of my 

work with college sports teams. 
Stay well, 

Dr. Earl 

Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 

Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 

770-992-4433 (office) 

On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Cunninghmn, Bubba <’qu_._b_.._~_£~.e_g_r.a_il_:_u_!!.c_:.e__d__t_B2, wrote: 

Earl, 

Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our prima~ focuses. I have copied Cricket 

Lane, John Blanchard. and Vince Ille on this email. If you can provide i~ffonnation for them to review, that would be great. 

Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincereb, 
Bubba 
From: Earl Suttle [mailto:ear[@earlsuttle~com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Fall Plans 
Greetings Bubba, 
I am planning my calendar for the fall- thought it would be 
a good time to check back with you. 
Right now, I am in my office pretty much all this week 
(unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 
base, You can reach rne at 
Or if you would like me to call you - iust email me 
the best number and a good thne for your schedule, 



Looking forward to speaking with you, 
D~. Earl 
Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 
Leadership Success International, LLC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 7:29 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

(secure mid confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear from Coach Mock or mlyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ilia, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:15 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thm~s for the infornlation and the patience as I learn the process. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, B:IO PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

CD’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. ]in addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from Va. Tech. His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a d, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Neose don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a liil"le time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:02 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check with other sCarf(assuming he has administrative assisimxlce from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is typically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshmml. Is this the student who has applied for admission here? 

Thmlks for your help and infornmtion regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard from either CD or John. Lost time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a lii-lqe surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other’ questions or hear anyi-hing of interest from riD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 6:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Ba rba ra, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after Spin. l also sent him an eraail asking him to give me a call and understand that John Blanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [__m_a_j_[Lo_L_b_p_oJ__k_@__a___d___r[_)_Ls_sj__o__n___s_:__u__n__£:ed_u] 
Sent: Monday,              11:27 AM 

Tot Mock, Conrad I) Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for . His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a    Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 



Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

(secure mid confidential) 

Thmlks Barbara. I just tried to call Coach Mock on his cell phone and wasn’t able to reach him. I did leave a message requesting he call me back and directing his 

attention to the email he’s received from you regarding the admissions issue. Sorry I’m so late in follomng up on this today. I roll let you know ifI hear 

an?4Nng. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:50 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

f have not: heard ~ word from CD or ~rom anyo~e else VII let: you know i~ t d.:_~, I ql also h?t Vo~ kn.:_~w i~iwhen w~-’_~ h~:_~r from 

"h~mks for checking. 

Barbara 

From: Ilia, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:29 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear [i~om Coach Mock or anyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8::15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn tile process. I appreciate the help. 

gince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 8::10 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from Va. Tech. His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:02 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check ruth other stall’(assuming he has administrative assistance from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if lie hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshman. Is this the student who has applied lbr admission here? 

Thalks tbr your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Z have not heard from either’ CD or John. Last time Z spoke with John Z believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. Z wonder if he is on vacation? 

~rust FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 5:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 



[ tried to call Coach Mock today, but: t:hat was a little afl:er Spin. f also sent: him an emaii asking him to giw-:~ me a call and understand t:hat John Blanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara 3o Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday,              11:27 AM 

To= Mock, Conrad D .lr; Ille, Vince, 3ohn Blanchard 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o; Thompson, 3ennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Tmpo~ance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His. _. grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a     Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this       Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

91.9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 8:39 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

(secure mid confidenlial) 

Barbara, 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s administrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere ruth some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activiU. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to ~y to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Die, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:44 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Thanks Barbara. I just tried to call Coach Mock on his cell phone and wasn’t able to reach him. I did leave a message requesting he call me back and directing his 

attention to the email he’s received from you regarding tile admissions issue. SolD" I’m so late in Ibllomng up on tiffs today. I roll let you know ifI hear 

an?4Nng. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:50 PM 
To: Die, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

~;ince, 

f have not: heard ~3 word from CD or ~rom anyo~e else Iql h:,t: you know i~ t d.:_~. I q[ also let Vo~ kn.:_~w i~iwhen w¢_~ h¢_~3r from 

"h~mks for checking, 

Barbara 

From: Ilia, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:29 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear [i-om Coach Mock or anyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Die, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn tile process. I appreciate the help. 

gince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 8:10 PM 

To: Die, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. Zn addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from Va. Tech. His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. Fir’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: Die, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check ruth other s~lt’(assuming he has administrative assistance from someone) tomon~ow morning to request his cell phone number if lie hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-atitiete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshman. Is this tile student who has applied for admission here? 

Thalks tbr your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 
To: Die, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Z have not heard from either’ CD or John. Last time Z spoke with John Z believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a lit-tie surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. Z wonder if he is on vacation? 

~rust FYI.....Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 



we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent" Monday, .6:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject; RE: (secure and confidential) 

[-~a rba ~a., 

f tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after Spin, [ also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders~:and that ,John Blanchard is out of 

Lown~ Have you had any conversation with either regarding your’ message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday,              11:27 AM 

To; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara 3o; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject" (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a    Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this      . Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

(secure mid confidential) 

Sounds great. Have all the other coaches responded to the requests you made last week? Please just let me know if there is mlything I should or can do to assist. It 

may take a while before I’m included in some of this communication. I’ve not met many of the coaches yet. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Co: jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

~;ince, 

Thanks. I wonder if is with him and that’s why we haven’t heard from him either??? 

On another note, we’re tying up loose ends for the entering class this week. t’ll let you know, as well as the specific coach, if th~-_~re are any other student athletes 

for whom we still need final transcripts. Once we have finished this process, I"II b~:_~ bacl~ in touch with thoughts about m~-:~eting with the individual coaching staffs 

You’ll probably hear from me early next week regarding that. 

Thanks, again. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:19-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: ; (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s administrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere ruth some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activity. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to ~ to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:44 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 
Thanks Barbara. I just tried to call Coach Mock on his cell phone and wasn’t able to reach him. I did leave a message requesting he call me back and directing his 

attention to the email he’s received from you regarding the admissions issue. Sony I’m ,so late in follomng up on this today. I roll let you know ifI hear 

a~hing. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:50 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 
Vince, 

I have not heard a word from CD or from anyone else. 1’11 let you know if I do, FII also let you know if!when we hear from 

Thanks for checking. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:29 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara go 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear from Coach Mock or anyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:15 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks tbr the inLbnnation and the patience as I learn the process. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Monday, 8:10 PI 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by 5kype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from Va. Tech. His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, b and F. There may have been 



extenuatin9 circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Nease don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:02 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I will check ruth other WatT(assuming he has administrative assisl~J~ce from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he has~ft responded m my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is typically done by telephone or is he expected m meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshmml. Is this the student who has applied for admission here? 

’][’hmlks for your help and infommtion regarding the procedure and next sleps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard from either CD or John. Last time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI..._Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from riD. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 6:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after Spin, I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and understand that John Blanchard is out of 

town. Haw-:~ you had anv c.:_~nveraati.:_~n with eitfu-:~r regarding vour messag~-:~ b~-:~low? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday,              :t:t: 27 AN 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
I:::c: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for i. His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a     Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this       Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Depu[y Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 2:50 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC tbllow-ups 

Yes, that will work for me too. I’ll also be in the substance abuse policy meeting. Thanks and see you then. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 11:43 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 
Next Wednesday and Thursday mornings are packed for me with faculty planning meetings for 2012-2013 academic yeaL I will be down your way on Thursday afternoon for a 
substance abuse policy meeting and after that a meeting with Paul Pogge. Would you like to meet following my meeting with Paul, I am estimating around 4:00? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Hi Joy, 

I believe we met briefly in Bubba’s office on my first day here? Is there a time when we can meet to discuss the inIi>nnation we’ve gathered for each tean~ and peflaaps 

"talk a little more about the Faculty Athletic Committee? I see that you axe out of the office this week. Currently, Wedne~tay mad Thur~ay morning next week are 

possibilities tbr me. Thanks and I look folwmd to meeting with you. 

Uince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AN 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Co: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 

Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season!competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 

Joy 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(/~email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince llle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are the’;~-’_~ days....if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to rne 



h’~ par~iCLiIar .LJriF4r~b~tior~ arid the Fac’t ~’~heets .~rF4 the most prF43sing arid the en]aiI3 ~o coaches and s~af[ ca~ happF4r~ later h~ .August. 

.IoV L Renner, M,~4~r~ RT(R}, FAKERS 

ASSOC:[ate Professor ar)d Diret:tof 

Uniw~rsii:V of N,:)rti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SchOol Oil: Medicir!e 

CB #7Z30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321.-A Souti~ Coli;mbia SL 

Chapel Hii], NC 27599-7£30 

9 ~ 9-.96e.-51.47Desk 
Ceil 

9 ~ 9-.96 e.-I59SJ. F.~× 
-CONFIDE~’~Tb~LITY NOTICE: This e-!~qail message, Mclud[!~ atl:achme!~s, if anv, is Jr!tended only for ti~e -.perso!~ or entH:y to which 11: is addressed ar!d may contain cor!fide!~tial ar!d/or 
privileged material, Any --.-i;r!aul:horized review, use, disclosure or distribul:k)r! is prohibked, If you are !~o1: 1:he i!~tended re,::ipkml:, please contact l:he ser!der by reph/,:~-mail and destroy 

all copies Ot the orig[rlal rr~essa~e, 

Email correspondence to am# ~’rom this a##ress n~ay be sabjec~c to the IN~}Ah Carolina Public Records Jaw aM may be ~ismJose~ t~ third parties by a~ 

a#thorized ~ate official (NCG$, ~ho 132)o St~de~t ed~¢atio~al reco~’es are s~b~ect te FI~RPA, 
From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th SO staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV!IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-20!3 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 
JciV J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAKIRS 
Asso,::k~e Professor and Director 
Univers[[y of North Carolina at Chapel 1-41[I 
Sci~ool o~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
32.l-.A South Columbia SI:. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.1.30 

919-955-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-955-6951 Fa~ 

-CONFIDENT[AUTY NOTICE: This e-rnaii message, mciudir!g a,’4achmer!ts, if any, is i!~[ended only for ,’-he -persor! or en,:[[y ,:o which i[ is addressed a!~d may contain co!~fider!tial a!~dior 

priviieged l~’~aterial, AnV --u!~aL4horized review, use, disclosL:re or distribL4io!~ is prohibited. I[ you are r!o[ [he it!tended recipie!~L please con[act [Pie se!~der b’v repiy e-mail and destroy 

ail copies of the original message, 

E~ai~ cerrespon#eRce ~co and fro~ this address may be s~jeet to ~che North CaroliRa P~lic Records law an# ~ay be #isc~ese# to ~chir# pa~ies by a~ 

a~thorize~ slate official (}~CGS, oh, ~3:~), SteSe~t eSecatie~al re~erds are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 4:38 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

(secure mid confidential) 

Thm~s for the update. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:32 PN 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

fiust spoke with C.D. He will ask     to ~ubnlit a written e>:planation regarding hi~ 

with us in person. C.D. witl also instruct 

impact his ability to enroll here this fall. 

I’ll keep you posted. 
garba ra 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

grades, gas~-_~d on that explanal:km, we m~;yinot ask      to rneet 

to submit his Community Standards Form. I told C.D. that      [:aifure Lo do either o[: Lhese actions could negadvdy 

I spoke with Sm’a Koenig this morning (962-5231 ). She is Coach Mock’s administrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere with some 

members of tile team" engaged in some form of team-building activi~. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 
Thanks Barbara. I just tried to call Coach Mock on his cell phone and wasn’t able to reach him. I did leave a message requesting he call me back and directing his 

attention to the email he’s received from you regaJrding the admissions issue. SolD" I’m so late in tbllomng up on this today. I roll let you know ifI hear 

anything. 
Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, : 7:50 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

f have not: heard ~ word from CD or from anyone else I’ll h:,t: you know if t do. I"ll also let you know if/when w~-_~ h~-_~r from 

Thanks for checking. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:29 PN 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear ti-om Coach Mock or anyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn file process. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 2012 8:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a writ-ten explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from Va. Tech. His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, b and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:02 PN 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 



Barbara, 

I roll check ruth other stall’(assuming he has administrative assis~tance from someone) tomon~ow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshman. Is this tile student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Honday, 7:50 PH 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Lost time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI_...Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From= Ille, Vince 

Sent= Nonday, 6:57 PN 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

[-~a rba ra, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders[and that John Nanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From= Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday,              11:27 AN 
To= Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co" Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Nissy 
Subject= (secure and confidential) 
Importance= High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a    Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University o[ North Carolina aL Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 9:07 AM 

McPhee, Saxah E <shahn@illinois.e&P 

I~,V: Team Building 

Can’t remember ifI forwarded this to you. Do we have a form or procedure? Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:50 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Team Building 

We do not have a form for them for this purpose. The coaches are told that they must receive prior approval regarding these trips from us. On this one, specifically, we are 

aware of the trip that CD is on with several members of his team everyone met at the camp site and is paying their own expenses. 

That said, I do think it would be a good form for us to create. Did you have one at lllinois? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >         8:42 AM > > > 

Do our coaches complete any kind of[bun, have any procedure, or provide any notice to the Compliance Office when they engage in off campus out-of season team 
building activities with their sludent-athletes? Again, just Wing m learn as I go... ThaJlks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara .Io 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara. 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s admimstrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere with some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activity. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to tu to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 9:08 AM 

Amy Herman ~mj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Teanl Building 

I really don’t recall, but I’ll look up in their Compliance Manual and check it out. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:50 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Team Building 

We do not have a form for them for this purpose. The coaches are told that they must receive prior approval regarding these trips from us. On this one, specifically, we are 

aware of the trip that CD is on with several members of his team everyone met at the camp site and is paying their own expenses. 

That said, I do think it would be a good form for us to create. Did you have one at lllinois? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >         8:42 AM > > > 

Do our coaches complete any kind of[bun, have any procedure, or provide any notice to the Compliance Office when they engage in off-campus out-of-sea.son team 

building activities with their student-athletes? Again, just t~ing m learn as I go... ThaJlks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara* 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s admiNstrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere with some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activity. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

RE: Permission to Contact 

OK, thanks for the info. I’ll have to talk ruth about that someday... 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:09 PI 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Permission to Contact 

Vlnce, 

See below for the bylaw we discussed this morning. We don’t have to report a violation for failing to respond to her request for "all ACC schools". But ] will follow up with 
to determine if she has what she needs/wants. If she wants permission to contact other ACC schools, we still have :L day on our 10 day timeline to either grant or 

deny. 
Thanks, 
Amy 
13.1.1.3 Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. 
An athletics staff member or other representative of the institution’s athletics interests shall not make contact with the student=athlete of another NCAA or NAIA four- 

year collegiate institution, directly or indirectly, mthout first obtaining the written permission of the first institution’s athletics director (or an athletics adminis~trator 

designated by the athletics director) to do so, regardless of who makes the initial contact. If permission is not granted, the second institution shall not encourage the 

transfer and the institution shall not provide athletically related financial assistance to the s~mdent- athlete until the stadent~ athlete has attended the second institution for one 

academic year. If permission is granted to contact the student-athlete, all applicable NCAA recruiting rules apply. If aJl institution receives a written request from a 

stadent-athlete to permit another institution to contact the student-athlete about transferring, the institution shall grant or deny the request within seven business days (see 

Bylaw 13.02.1) of receipt of the request. If the institution fails to respond to the stadent-athlete’s written request within seven business days, permission shall be granted 

by delhult and the institution shall provide wrirten permission to the student-athlete. (Revised l/10/91, 1/16/’93, 1/11/94, 4/26/01, 4/29/04 effective 8/1,/04, 4/29/10 

effective 8/1/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE,’OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:03 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

RE: Hello 

Thmflcs Jenn. I don’t want to break into what little time offyou may have before school starts. I’ll plan to give you a call sometime next week and am looking forward 

to meeting you. 

Vince 

From: Jennifer Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 09, 2022 4:28 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Hello 

Hi, Mr. Ille: 

I just wanted to let you know that I just heard your voicemail today. I have been out of the office and finally had a chance to call in and check my messages today. I would love 
to have the opportunity to talk to you at your convenience= I will be back in the office on Monday= You can also reach me on my cell phone at 

Welcome to Carolina! 

I look fowvard to speaking with you soon, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Slndent-Alhletes 

College 0fArtsand Sciences 

U niversity of N 0rib C ar01ina at C hal)el H ill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:30 PM 

Amy Herman (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

FW: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2. l. 1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Strength and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOW-UP 

From: Big Ten - Chad Hawley [mailto:CHawley@bigten.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 09, 2022 5:08 PM 
To: Compliance Group 
¢c-" Big Ten - Kerry Kenny 
Subject: Fwd: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Strength and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOW-UP 

All: 

As follow-up to the earlier emails re FB sic coaches, FYI on the below. Consequently, consider our advice amended to allow an individual to spot as described 

below without including the individual in the limit of 5 s/c coaches. Beyond that, our advice remains unchanged. 

Thanks, 

Chad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joseph D’Antonio <jdantonio@bigeast.org> 

Date: August 9, 2012 3:25:42 PM CDT 

To: "CCACA Discussion List (CCACA-talk@lists.pac.-12.org)" <CCACA--talk@lists.pac-12.org> 

Subject: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Strength and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOW-UP 

Reply-To: CCACA Discussion <_C___C___A____C__A___:_t__a_!_lS___@_!!__s__t__s_:p__a__c__:~_l__2__:_o__[g> 

Hello to All: 
Please be advised that I am writing in follow-up to yesterday’s conference call and the discussion we had surrounding bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 (see below) and the 
section of the bylaw that states that "not more than 5 weight and strength coaches are permitted to work with a football program in any capacity, including all 
workouts (required and voluntary), practices and game related activities." 
AMA has confirmed for me that "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights is considered a safety monitoring activity, as opposed to an activity in 
which the person doing the "spotting" is providing instruction. Consequently, a person that is just "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights would 
not count toward the limit of 5 weight and strength coaches that are noted in the bylaw. 
It should be noted that AMA has also confirmed that it will be the responsibility of each institution to monitor that any person who is not part of the 5 weight and 
strength coaches that are noted in the bylaw, and is "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights, is not providing direction, instruction or coaching 
to the football student-athlete. 
Best Always!! 

JOEY D. 

11.7.2.1.1 Wei~3ht or $~re~gth Coach, 

A weight (strength and conditioning) coach may conduct flexibility, warm-up and physical conditioning activities prior to any game and 
prior to or during any practice or other organized activities without being included in the limitations on number of coaches. 

~!un~a~y)i p~a~ti~e~ and ga~e ~e!ated a~ti~i~ies (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/12) 
Joseph F. D’Antonio, Jr., Esq. 
Sr. Associate Commissioner for Gov. & Compliance 
The BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
ida ntonio@bi.qeast .or.q 
Office: (401) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
Cell: 
Home: 

Fax:    (401) 273-0424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 6:53 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Teaall Building 

I just checked. Illinois does not have or utilize a standard form. Like here, there is a rules educatioWcompliance reminder sent out to all programs reminding them that 

prior approval is required. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:50 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Team Building 

We do not have a form for them for this purpose. The coaches are told that they must receive prior approval regarding these trips from us. On this one, specifically, we are 

aware of the trip that CD is on with several members of his team everyone met at the camp site and is paying their own expenses. 

That said, I do think it would be a good form for us to create. Did you have one at lllinois? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >         8:42 AM > > > 

Do our coaches complete any kind of [bnn, have any procedure, or provide any notice to the Compliance Office when they engage in off-campus out-of-season team 

building activities with their student-athletes? Again, just twing m learn as I go... ThaJlks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara. 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s admiNstrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere ruth some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activib~. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assis"t. I roll keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 10:09 AM 

pete@agentaa.com 

Contact Info 

Mr. Schatt’er, 
My current contact information is: 

Office phone: (919) 962-4631 

Cell Phone: 

Email address: ille(~unc.edu 
Thanks for the conversation yesterday. At some point, I’d like to hear your thoughts on some things we may do to modit~, the institution’s Agent and Advi sor Program 

for our student-athletes. I’ll be ~liciting t~edback fi~m various sources and would appreciate it if you would be willing k~ share your opinions m~d experience. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 1:41 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Sounds good. Thanks. 

On Aug 10, 2012, at 1:10 PM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> I finally connected witk via email and we are scheduled to have a call on Monday at 1:30. Just wanted to give you a quick update. Glad he finally got back to me. 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </OUNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN-VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)SD0> 

Friday,               5:00 PM 

~uncaa. unc.edu> 

RE: Website 

Thanks 

From: [mailto: @uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 3:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince~ Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Website 

Paul Pogge; Tom ’lqmmermans 

All, 
Just an FYI that I added a few items to the website today, specifically under the Student Athletes, Coaches & Staff, and Alumni & Boosters tabs. I uploaded the various rules ed 

documents we created for 2011 2012 and added brief descriptions for each. As Tom said, it’s fairly easy to edit and add information and it looks very clean when you view 

the page. 
Just wanted to let everyone know in case you have a little time to check out the page this weekend. 

Thanks! 

Assistant Director of Compliance!Rules Education 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 843 4738 
_@uncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 5:13 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uucaa.tmc.edu-* 

RE: 

That’s great. He’ll have access to some really good information for us. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August :tO, 20:1.2 :I.:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

I finally connected with via email and we are scheduled to have a call on Monday at 1:30. Just wanted to give you a quick update. Glad he finally got back to me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 5:06 PM 

Lany Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edt~-~ 

Re: The Ille F~anily 

The girls arrived safely last night around 5pm. Its great to have them here. I’ve thought of you, the guys on the team, and Kirk’s family often today. I hope that part of our L’2x,-C family is 
doing ok. Thanks Larry 

OnAug 12, 2012, at 7:38 AM, "Lany Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Vmce -- 
> 

> Hopeful that this email finds 
> 

> Welcome 
> 

> Take care, 
> Larry 

sat? and sound in Chapel Hill! I know it is a great feeling to have them with you and to be back together as a family 

to Carolina and Chapel Hill -- enjoy the day! 



Fl~Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 9:42 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Call with 

Ok, thanks Paul. I’m sure he’s traveling a lot now-. The iNbrmatiou will be worth waiting for. See you tomorrow 

On Aug 12, 2012, at 7:36 PM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@tmcaa unc edu> wrote: 

needed to reschedule our call and has asked me to push it back. HopefulN~ he v, ill be able to get to us this week I proposed either Thursday or Friday, as I am anxious to get this 
> 
reformation as quickly as possible. Just wanted to give you an update. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lie, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Mondw, August 13, 2012 7:20 PM 

Amy Herman <’aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Videos to Prospects 

OK, that’s what I figured. I guess football has their own video sZaff with a lot of students? I was just wondering how and when we reviewed all of their output. I agree 

with your response to Coach Robinson. I’m sure our video staff can create a more compelling piece. Incidentally, the Buffer Way?? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 7:04 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Videos to Prospects 

Yes, dating back to the old-school highlight videos, we have always told coaches that we need to review and approve in advance any videos they wish to use in the 

recruiting process. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2012, at 5:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <iJ!~fg~S4~:.’,.P{{i!.:~!~.:@.~!~ wrote: 

Is this the kind of thing you would ask to review first’? How do we request and review video that is created and used? A conversation for tomorrow 
maybe... 

From: Amy Herman Y.E!:.a.i{t.~2Dj.s..c.’.[?kg:~.~£!gk:d..~£!g.e..A~j 

Sent: Monday, August 13, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Steve Robinson 
Co: llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Videos to Prospects 

Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 

Coach Rob, 
You can certainly create "general interest" videos such as this one and send it as an attachment to an email to PSAs, boosters, alums, etc. But you can’t 

produce video material that is created specifically for recruiting, as that would be contrary to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.2. So you wouldn’t be able to create a video and 

talk directly to prospects, (e.g., "This is where you could play, live, work out, etc.") Rather, you could do a video that is formatted such that it could be of 

interest to the general public (e.g., "This is where the Tar Heels play, live, work out, etc.") and send that as an attachment. 

So it’s all about how the material is presented. As long as you can show that you’re not creating it just for recruiting (by, for example, putting it on GoHeels for 

the general public) and aren’t structuring the voiceover specifically to recruits, we can probably get you there. 

I’m guessing that this is something that our New Media staff can help with. I doubt you need this company. 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution nmy produce video or audio rnateri~d to show to, play lbr or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes only’ 

general information related to wa institution or its athletics progrwals and is not created lbr recruiting purpo~s. [D] (~)l)ted. L/]6’IO, Revised 3/29/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> Steve Robinson 8/13/2012 3:19 PM >>> 

Amy is this something legal we could use in recruiting thru emails etc. 

> > > "Joe Diange" <’S).,:!f.~!-!!)i~.i[j::!f.[[yj:!?¢~!:~i!j.k~!!~i~ii~i!:~:~i!?.!Z~> 08/13/12 9:37 AM > > > 

Dear Steve, 

I took the liberty to send you a live personal message of Head Coach Brad Stevens promoting his program at Butler U. Text emails have their 

purpose. Highlight clips are exciting but everyone has them. However, there is tremendous power of persuasion in a virtual live message 

frequently emailed directly from the staff or your players to prospects, alumni, fans, and boosters. On your PC: click on the arrow below. On your 

iPhone or tablet: click "Click here" Ix, then click the arrow 2x. For more info check my website located on the template or feel free to contact me 

anytime. Thanks, Joe 

Click here if you are un~tbte to view this image. 





FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince ~;O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU =EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 11:19 PM 

Susma Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Re: 

Please call me at Thank you. 

On Aug 13, 2012, at 9:49 PM," Susan Maloy" <sbma/~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure. What is your #? 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <~mml.m~c.edtc> 8/13/2012 8:08 PM -~>> 

Susan, 
Can you give me a call in the morning? I have a question regacdir~g continuing eligibility that I’d like to ask you. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:54 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Academic Award Winnel~ 

2011-12 Awards Winners.docx 

Rick, 

You may, have already seen the list attached. How do we promote the academic accomplishments of our student-athletes? Is this assigned to a specific 
marketing/promotions slaffmember? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welbom@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; RE: FW: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012!Spring!Summer2013. 
Attached you will find a list of some of our award winners from this past academic year. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College of Arts N Sdences 

Academic Support Jar Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599,3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

welbarn (~ uncaa.u nc,edu 



Award/Scholarship Honorees 

Academic All-American of the Year 

Capital One Academic All-America Team 

Capital One Academic All-District Team 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Winner 

NCAA Elite 89 Winner: 

NSCAA Scholar All-America 

ACC Weaver James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship 

ACC Internship 
We nominated for Internship 

ACC Scholar-Atlete of the Year 



AII-ACC Academic Teams (FallrWinter) 

AII-ACC Academic Teams (Sprin~ 

ACC Male!Female Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Mildred McCaskill Award 

John Lotz Award 



Jim Tatum Award_(Chancellor’s Award) 

Phi Beta Kappa 

John Wooden Citizenshio Cuo Nominee 

NFHCA National Academic Sauad 

EAGL All-Academic Team 

Dean’s List 

Athletic Director Scholar-Athletes 



ACC Academic Honor Roll, TBA b v ACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 11:27 AM 

@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Inside Carolina Article 

Please let me know when you’re around and I’ll W to stop in and talk with you abom the mqnest below. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: [mailto @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:25 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Inside Carolina Article 

VJnce, 
Below see the email I received from the Associate Editor of Inside Carolina. IC is an unaffiliated message board for a lot of Carolina fans and donors. They cover all men’s 

basketball and football events, and then sometimes update fans on all the Olympic sports as well. I am more than willing to work with Zach to set this up if you want to. Please 

let me know how you would like me to respond. 

Thanks! 

Deai 

My naJne is Zach Read, and I write tbr Inside Carolina Mag~ine. As we prepare the November issue, we thought it would be interesting m rtm a profile of Vince Ille for 
Tar Heels l~ns. Is "them any chance Mr. Ille is available Ibr an interview sometime between tomorrow and nexl Wedne~tay? The inten4ew would probably take about 30 
minutes, and I’d be happy to drop by the office. 

I look tbrwaJrd to hearing from you and thank you in advance for your time. 

Best regards, 

Zach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 7:42 PM 

Notion, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.e&P 

Re: Site Visit 

Ok it’s on my calendar. Thanks Molly 

OnAug 16, 2012, at 10:22 AM. "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Vmce, 
> 
> Your meeting with Mark Jackson is co~irmed tbr Friday, August 24 at 2:00pm in your office. I will tly to get a better idea of how long he’d like to meet, but if you are able, it would be great 
if you could block off2-4pm t;ar this meeting. I’ve given Mark directions to the Williamson Center. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:Mark Jackson [mailto:mwi(@usc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:40 PM 
> To: Norton, Mi~lly 
> Subject: Re: Site Visit 
> 

> Molly: 
> 

> Thank you so much. Friday, August 24 at 2:00 pm works great. Anything with the facilities would be a bonus. 
> 

> My cell is 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Mark 
> 

> 

> On Aug 15, 2012, at 10:31 ANd. Norton, Molly wrote: 
> 

>> tli Mark, 
>> 

>> Thanks for your fol]ow up emaiI. I’m sorry that I haven’t gotten back in touch with you before now 
>> 
>> Right now, ] can schedule your meeting with Vince Ille. Vince is the Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and Student Services. Vince is available to meet with you li’om 2- 
4pm on Thursday, August 23 or 2-4pm on Friday, August 24. Do either of those timeframes and dates work for you? 
>> 

>> I will be back in touch with you about a meeting with one of the Associate ADs regarding facilities and development. 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Molly 
>> 

>> 

>> Molly Norton 
>> Executive Assistant to 
>> Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 
>> The Universi~ of North Carolina 
>> P.O. Box 2126 
>> Campus Box 8500 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
>> 919-962-8200 (phone) 
>> 919-962-7490 (.fax) 
>> mbnorton@unc.edu 
>> 

>> Go Heelst 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Mark Jackson [mailto:rnwj@usc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:05 AM 
>> To: Norton, Moll?- 
>> Subject: Site Visit 
>> 

>> Molly: 
>> 

>> I think I talked you last week about a site visit L’2N-C and a possible meeting with Bubba andJor someone on his senior staftl Was wondering it this is going to work out as I am putting 
together final plans I am available anytime from Thursday afternoon thru Friday to meet My fbcus is on .A2R rates, facility improvements, and overall fundraising strategy discussion 
Really hoping this can work out 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Mark 
>> 

>> Mark Jackson 
>> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
>> ETnlv 

>> 

>> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

Amy Hennan ~aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Tweet 

If that ~pe goes to Andre, that’s good enough. Thanks for checking. 

at 12:00 PM, "Amy Hermml" <aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 
See below. I know you suggested we copy sport administrators on these, but flaere axe some instances, like below, when it’s borderline in my mind as to 

whether we need m inIbm~ the sport administrators. I believe, had he spelled out the lhll word below, that it would have been something m li)rward on, 

but M~en he ~ys what he says below, do you want to be notified? Just trying to figure out M~at you want to know atxmt and what you don’t... 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 11:57 AM >>> 

Andre’, 

FYI. 
Amy 

View Account 
Team/Squad: 

From Account: 

Status: Active Unprotected, Followers 1,104, FollowingS93, Number of Tweets 6,647 

First Pra~ti~ Wasn’t Good Enough (I Guess) So F It We Going To Turn Up Again.. 

View Messaae 
Keywords: practice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 7:48 PM 

James Spufling <jspufling@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: kenan stadium 

I’ll steer clear. Thm~s James. 

On Aug 16, 2012, at 5:27 PM, "James Spufling" <ispufling(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Everyone, I hope all of you are getting read?,’ for some Caxolina Football. 

As we get closer to the first gmne our staff’is trying to get the stadium ready and would appreciate your help in doing that, We started cleaning carpet in 

some of the areas today and are striping and waxing floors cleaning windows, hanging TV, S painting, pressure washing, making repairs and many more 

things to get ready to make help make kenan stadium a great experience tbr our fa~s. 

What I am asking is i[’you will please help us mad not visit these areas unless it is very imlyortaJat for the new few days to give the workers a chance to that. 

I thank you all very much. 
james 
James Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 
University’ of NoAh carolina 
office-919-962-7873 
fa~’~ - 919-843-3466 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 8:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@ancaa.unc.e&P 

RE: documents 

Thanks for the copy Beth. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 11:39 AM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: documents 

Here is the finalized Policy Sheet for Fall 2012 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c: 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <O IfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN V1NCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 6:18 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr- 

ILE: Reminder -- "Homework" 

UNC SP 8 16 2012 draft.docx 

Matt, 
Attached is my first swing at tile items that have my name attached to them. If you haYe any questions, please let me know. Thanks. 

Vlnce 

From" Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent-" Friday, August 17, 2012 3:04 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba; Die, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, garlton W; Terrell, Matt; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick 

Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 

Ce" frigap; Shefaali Singh (shefaalLsingh@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Shelby (Shelby_Benson@kenan-flaglenunc.edu) Benson 

Subject; Reminder --"Homework" 
With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have a productive meeting on 

Tuesday. l know each of us is very busy, but w~! ;Y~u:! ~i:~:~? ~?<~ ,’.~’?’(..i~ ((.,m’.,!e~e 1,’~ !:: i~,~:..~?’~,~:< ~:,:ii~:!~!~:~~ for us to progress fully on a project into which we have put so much time 

and effort. Your homework reminder: 

The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and 

submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at l:O0 p,m, 

we will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you ... without your additional input in 

your area of expertise, the objective will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give meaningful 

thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look forward to hearing from you by Monday at $:00 p.m. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
0 919-g43-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:44 AM 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaBney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

1@2: Reminder -- "Homework" 

UNC SP 8 16 2012 drafl.docx 

Clint, 

I just left the word out altogether. I’ve attached the draft that I sent to Matt last night. [f you open it you may find [ could have gone a little overboard in response to Matt’s instructions that 
included "imperative.. homework assignment...progress fully., owner ..carefully examine...you are the owner...give meaningful thought and action...?" 

Just In?’ thoughts on a rainy Sunday evening. Thanks. 

Vlnce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwalmey [mailto:cgwalmey(£uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 8:35 AM 
To: Terrell, Matt 
Cc: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Reminder -- "Homework" 

]Vlatt, 

Looks good to me One question, should 8 e. be "within" instead of "with"? Vince, how does it read to you since we are sharing this one? 

Thanks for all of your hard work. 

(;lint 

>>> On 8/17,’2012 at 3:03 PM, m message 
<33E78F7CCCA7444DBgF43DODBBF70EEDI ABE597D@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
> With only one more scheduled Task Force nreeting befi~re we go to the 
> Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is 
> imperative that we have a productive meeting on Tuesday. I know each 
> of us is very busy, but we must have each of you complete your 
> homework assignment for us to progress fully on a project into which 
> we have put so much tinre and efl’ort. Your homework 
> reminder: 
> 

> The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of 
> his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... 
> and submit any suggested changes to nre by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 
> 

> We will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and 
> actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you ... 
> without your additional input in your area of expertise, the obj ective 
> will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that 
> objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give 
> nreaningful thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look 
> forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 
> 

> 

> - Matt 
> 

> Matt Terrell 
> The University of North Carolina 
> The Rams Club I Director of External Operations O 919-843-(>412 i F 
> 919-843-5777 i M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:59 AM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@~mc.e&~> 

l~g: Te~mis fomlat changes... 

’I’h~ks Tim. I’ll let you know when Sam is ready to meet ruth us. 

From: Smith, -tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 20i2 10:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Tennis format changes... 

Vince - here’s a link to the story. 

htt~//straightsets~b~gs~n~times~c~m/2~12/08/17/c~ege~la~ers.~criticize~.changes~in..rules/?srnid=tw~n~timessp~rts&sei~=auto 

I look forward to getting together on all this. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

_t__d___s___m__i__t__h____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. I ._w____w__A_.__r__a___m____s__c_!__u___b_:_£_o____m__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:04 AM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@anc,e&~ 

1),22: TeImis changes 

No problem. I would hope the tennis coaches shoot this down. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:45 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Tennis changes 

Vince -looks like it hasn’t been approved yet- 

http:iiwww.nca a.com/news/tennis~men/artic~e/2~12~‘~8~19/di~tenNs~c~mrr~ttee~pr~p~ses-changes~2~14~champi~nships 

Looks like vote is set for September. Sorry for jumping the gun. 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

.t___d__s___m___Lt_b_@_~__n___c_:__e___d_MI ~_~_~_:r__a___n_!s__c__[~__b__:~__o____m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:18 AM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FB Scholarships 

OK, that’s good. Who are the members (and who is the Chair) of the committee that hear appeals by studem-athletes for re&lc/ions, cancellations and non-renewals? 

This isn’t something I need to know now, just whenever yon can. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwith this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jle@email.unc.edu > 8/20/2012 Ii:i0 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his/her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his/her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday rmailto:chollidav@uncaa.unc,edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

FYI 

> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if [ need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 

(f) 919,962,0393 

awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaaamc.edu>, 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 6:49 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Softball Assis~at coach - Tony Baldwin 

Ok, thanks. 

On Ju129, 2012, at 6:40 PM, "Beth Miller" <bmille~@,uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sonnds good. You can drive down the driveway in front of Carmichael and when you get to the parking gate, press the button and let our receptionist 

know you have a meeting ruth me. You can park in one of the two visitor spaces on the right curve. 

See you tomorrow. 

~-Beth 

>>> Vince Ille <ille(~uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29,2012 3:04 PM >>> 
Thanks Beth. I’m happy to be here and look forward to working with you and eveuone else. I’ll tly to swing by sometime before noon and am looldng 

forward to it. See you then. 

Vince 

On Ju129, 2012, at 1:38 PM, "Beth Miller <bmiller(~uncaa.unc.edu>" <bmiller(Nuncaa.unc .edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 
First of all, welcome to Carolina. I’m glad you roll be joining us. 

You can certainly come by tomorrow moming.....would love to see you. I should be around all morning. My office is in Cazmichael Arena on 

the 2nd floor. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

.~Beth 

On Ju129, 2012, at 10:21 AM, "Vince Ille <ille,@,uncaa.unc.edu:," <ille(&nncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Beth, 
Can I stop by on Monday morning sometime? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Jul 28, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <djp2~.uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard ToW Baldwin ( he goes by Tow) has accepted tour second assistant 
position. His projected start date will be September 1 st. I would like to recommend his salary be $, 
I will forwaard you both a copy of his resume. 
Thank you. 
Donna 

<IMAGE.jpg> 

<IMAGE.BMP> 

<Donna Papa.vcf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vincent Gregory <OUNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:58 PM 

Melanie Rodriguez <Melmlie@temg~ra~.,livingcompany.com> 

RE: Temporazy Housing 

Thanks Metanie. That’s no problem. 

From: Melanie Rodriguez [mailto:Melanie@temporarylivingcompany.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2022 2:04 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

}-Ii Vince, 

I wan[:ed to let you know [:hat our vendors a r~-_~ r~.E]lF)i]Ig a little! bit behind, so the ~;partment will not be ready until about 4pro teeN;y< I do apologiz~-_~ for the delay, 

please let me know if this will cause any problems for your schedule. 

Thanks, 

Melanie Rodriguez 

lempora~3, kivi ng Company 

919-881 -Z364 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 8:22 AM 
To: Melanie Rodriguez 
Subject: RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

Hi Melanie, 

OK. Thmlk you for the list and all of your help. 

Uiuce 

> > > Melanie Rodriguez < Melanie@temporaryNvinqcompany.com > ?/30/2012 8:13 AM > > > 

Hi Vince, 

The apartment will b~-_~ fully furnish~-_~d with everything on the ~;~:tached house wares listing included 

Thanks! 

Melanie Rodriguez 

Telrlpor~ry [.i’,,~ n’7> Cornl)ai~y 

919-881-2364 

From: Vince llle [g]_a__[Lt_o_zi_lLe__@__u___n__c__a___a_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 
To: Melanie Rodriguez 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Temporary Housing 

Melauie, 

I left a phone message for you yesterday so I wouldn’t forget, but I’d like to add the washer/dryer to the apartment I’m moving into tomorrow evening. Please see the 

messages below. If we need to discuss, please just give me a call on my cell phone: 

Thanks for all your help. I really appreciate it. 

Vince Ille 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:00 AM > > > 
Thanks Karlton. I’ve left her a phone message and hope to speak with her today. 

> > > "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu > 7/30/2012 6:45 AM > > > 

Thanks Vince....please make this request direct through Melanie. We will cover the cost. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 5:57 PM, Wince 1lie" <~[[_e___@__U__L~__C3La_~_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> wrote: 

Kamlton, 
I believe that in some previous email there was a ret~rence to including a washer and dwer in the apartment for $40 per month. Is that correct? If so, I 

would like to do that. If the cost fits within the department’s limit, that’s great. If it doesn’t, I would still like to add it anyway I will pay for it if neces~ry. 



Thanks fbr all of your help with the axraJagements. If you’d like me to make this request directly to Melanie Rodriguez fi~om TLC, please jus~t let me know 

and I’ll do that. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 4:51 PM 

Melanie Rodriguez <Melanie@temtx~ra~,livingcompany.com> 

RE: Tempora~ Housing 

OK, thanks Melanie. 

From= Melanie Rodriguez [mailto:Melanie@temporarylivingcompany.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2022 4:49 PM 

To= llle, Vince 
Subject= RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

Vi~Ice, 

I jus[: spoke with my re~) at Time Warn~:_~r and rescheduled l:he insl:all for Thursday a[ternoon, w~-_~ will send someone [r.:)m our office [:o m~-_~e[: [:t~e technician. If you gel: 

a call tonight from a technician I do apologize, it should have been cancelled, so you can disregard. 

Thanks! 

Melanie Rodriguez 

rempora~3, kiv~ ng Company 

919-881-2354 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:58 PM 
1"o= Melanie Rodriguez 
Subject= RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

rhanks Melanie That’s no problem. 

From: Melanie Rodriguez [mailto:Melanie@temporatylivingcompany.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2012 2:04 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

Hi Vince, 

I wanted to let you know thaL our vendors are runrfing a litde bit behind, so Lhe aparLment will not be ready until about 4pro today. I do apologize for the delay, 

please let me know if this will cause any problems for your schedule. 

Th a n ks, 

Melanie Rodriguez 

Temporary LM n~ Company 

919-&S1.23~4 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, July 30, 2012 8:22 AM 
To= Melanie Rodriguez 
Subject= RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

Hi Melanie, 
OK. Thank you for the list and all of your help. 

Vince 

> > > Melanie Rodriguez < Melanie@terr]po[ani!]W?gcorr?par?y.com > 7/30/2012 8:13 AM > > > 

Hi Vince, 

The apartrnent will be fully furnished with everything on [he attached house wares listing included. 

Thanks] 

Melanie Rodriguez 

Temporary Livi n q Company 

9 E 9. &~l ¯ 2364 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 

To: Melanie Rodriguez 



Subject: Fwd: Re: Temporary Housing 

Melgd~e, 

I left a phone message lbr you yeslerday so I wouldn’t forget, but I’d like to add the washer/dryer to the apartment I’m moving into tomonow evening. Please see the 

messages below. If we need to discuss, please just give me a call on my cell phone: 

Thanks tbr all your help. I really appreciate it. 

Vince Ille 

> > > Vince Die 7/30/2012 8:00 AM > > > 
Thanks Karlton. I’ve left her a phone message and hope to speak ruth her today. 

> > > "Creech, Karlton W" <_k__c__r__e___e__c__h__Q~Ln___c_:gc_!_u__> 7/30/2012 6:45 AM > > > 

Thanks Vince....please make this request direct through Melanie. We will cover the cost. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 5:57 PM, Wince Ille" <iJj__e_5~__U_£LC__a_~_:_u__r_]_c_~__e__d____u_.> wrote: 

Karltor~ 

I believe that in some previous email tJmre was a reference to including a washer and dryer in the apartment for $40 per month. Is that correct? If so, I 

would like to do that. Iftke cost fits within the department’s limit, tkat’s great. If it doesn’t, I would still like to add it anyway I will pay for it if necessaw. 
Thanks tbr all of your help with "the arrm~gements. If you’d like me to make this request directly to Melanie Rodriguez ti~om TLC, please jusl let me know 

and I’ll do that. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:58 PM 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy Suits@unc.edu> 

l~g: looks like that worked 

Can the sent items be forwarded too? They are missing [rom outlook. 

From: Ille, Vincent Gregory 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:38 PM 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: RE: looks like that worked 

OK, thanks Chdsty~ Any advice on the missing appointmer~ts? 

From: Christy H. Suits [mailto:Christy...Suits@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:34 PM 

To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: looks like that worked 

Looks like that work and forwarded all of the other email that was in your box. 

I’IS-OSS I:rNc Athledcs 

Vnive]~ib’ of North Car0]ina 

Chapel Hill NC :-~7515 

Christ}: suits@une.edu 

ceil 

9]9-843%296 or’flee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 6:31 PM 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy Suits@unc.edu> 

l~g: Outlook 

Still trying to recreate the calendar by looking through atl the emaifs. 

From: Christy H. Suits [mailto:Christy_Suits@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 6:28 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Outlook 

Vince, 

Sorry for the inconvenience today with email, hopefully it is all straightened out. I exported your frequent contacts and added them to your Outlook contacts, 

hopefully these are the contacts you lost when I removed the UNCAA account from your phone. I copied your sent mail from groupwise into your sent folder in 

Outlook. It looks like you had already straightened out your calendar. It also looks like the forwarding is working correctly. Please do not hesitate to let me know if 

there is anything else. 

Thanks, 

Christy 

ITS-©SS U N C Athletics 

Urfivel~iLy of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC :z75~5 

Christy suitsCwune.edu 

ct~]] 

9~9-843-5~-:9G office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 8:09 AM 

Amy t termaJ1 (aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

FW: 

Amv, 

I.et’s discuss this later today. 1 meet with John glanchard over at his place at 2~ Maybe I can catch you before then. Thanks. 

Vh~ce 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 3:04 PM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Kevin Best; Larry Fedora; Rick 

Steinbacher; Scott Trulock 
Subject: RE: 

All, 
The ACC is okay with us using the bylaw below for this situation, given the uncertainty surrounding the news that 

Therefore, we can cover his mom’s expenses if we are willing to do so out of the budget. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

might receive on this trip. 

> > > "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@ernail.unc.edu > 1:18 PM > > > 

This is all ;~-_~mantk:s and do not know if iL make; a diffi?rence but ju~.;t to clarify - does not have a potentially life Lhreatening condition. 

Thanks, Mario 

M ;~ rio Oiocc3, M [.) 

[-_;irector of Sports Medicine 

Universi[y of North Carolina 

Jan!es A. Taylor Campus Healt!l Selvk;es 

CB# 7470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Col~fiden~iali~ No~ice: This e.-mail rrlessage, k~ciudil~g any a~achmen[s, is for tile sole use or intensed recipiel~t(s) arts may contain confiden[iai al~d p[iviieges informatior~ Any Lmau[horized review, use~ 
disclosure or dist[ibu~ion is proNbited, if you are not the intensed recipient, piease contract ~he sender by [eply e- maii al~d sest[oy all copies of ~he originai message 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Cc: Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Larry Fedora; Rick 

Steinbacher; Scott Trulock 
Subject: Re: 

All, 
I have talked to Vince, and I’m afraid that "potentially life threatening condition" doesn’t get us there with the intent of the bylaw. So I am going to have to contact the ACC to 

get permission to either use this bylaw or to use SAF. [will get back to you as soon as I have an answer. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu >           12:44 PM > > > 

Yes has a potentially life threatening condition. Let me know if you need a formal letter with more description of his condition 

Thanks, Mario 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:39 PM, "Amy Herman" <~_s__c__k_La___e_@__U_£LC__a_~L_U__LLC_~&_d__u > wrote: 

From the Compliance perspective, I think we have to leave this one up to the medical staff to determine if it fits the bylaw. If our doctors are willing to provide 

something in writing stating that this is a "life threatening illness", then I am comfortable with us providing the expenses. It then becomes an administrative 

question as to whether or not we wish to do so, budgetarily. I defer to Bubba/Vince/Rick!Corey for that decision. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Scott Trulocl< 12:33 PM > > > 

To clarify, has a cardiac issue which may disqualify him from competitive sports. The purpose of this evaluation is to determine if his condition is 



potentially life threatening, Given that fact, does the situation qualify? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiafity Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is 

intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, 

including attachments 

>>> Amy Herman 12:21 PM >>> 

All, 
NCAA legislation permits us to pay for family expenses only in situations when a student athlete suffers a life threatening injury or illness (Bylaw 1&6.1.3, pasted 

below). I don’t know the details on this, but I’m doubting it would be considered life threatening? 

Also, we have asked in the past about using SAF to cover family expenses, and the ACC has always responded that it is only permissible to pay for student 

athlete expenses out of this fund, not those of family members, as the SAF is intended to directly benefit the student athletes themselves, 

With neither of these routes being an option, I don’t see a way for us to pay for the mother’s expenses, She could certainly purchase her own plane ticket to go 

with 

Thanks, 

Amy 

16.6.1,3 Life-Threatening Injury or Illness. 
The institution may pay transportation, housing and meal expenses for a student-athlete’s parents (or legal guardians) and SDouse and any other student-.athlete to be present 
m situations in which a student.-ath[ete suffers a life-threatening iNury ot illness, or in the event of a student-athlete’s death, to provide such expenses in conjunction with 
funeral arrangements IR] (Revised: I/I1/89, 4/26/12) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
._aj__s_ £ t _~! _~_~_~ _u___n__ £__a__a__~_u___n__ £~_~ __d_ ! _1 

>>> Scott Trulock          12:13 PM >>> 

We have discussed the plans with both and his mother She is adamant that if has to go to Boston, that she wants to 

travel with him for the evaluation. I told her that we would investigate that possibility. Obviously, we are in a time crunch in making travel plans as there are 

limited seats available on the some of the flight options. Please let us know as soon as possible if we are able to travel a Sports Medicine staff 

member, and his mother up to Boston for this trip. 

Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiafity Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged The information is 

intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, 

including attachments 

> > > Larry Gallo           11:24 AM > > > 

Thanks for the information, Scott. Hopeful all goes well for 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> Scott Trulock 10:48 AM >>> 

In order to clarify a medical issue, UNC Physicians have determined that needs to be evaluated by a specialist in Boston on Thursday, 

We are currently working on details to have him travel with a Sports Medicine staff member to Boston on Wednesday evening and stay in a hotel for the 

night. He would be evaluated on Thursday, and fly back to RDU that evening. We are waiting to hear back from and his family in order to make travel 

plans. 

I have copied Dr. Ciocca on this email. Please let him know if you have any questions regarding this situation. I will send an update when the travel plans have 

been finalized. Thanks 
Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiafity Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The information is 

intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this information is 

prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and hard copies of the communication, 

including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 8:22 AM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

l~g: 

Yes I arm That will work. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:21 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Are you still coming to our 9a mtg? We can discuss betbre that if you want. I will be there in 30 min. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 8:09 AM, Ille Vince <ille~email.unc.e&P~ wrote: 

Amy, 

Let’s discuss this later today. I meet with .Iohn Blanchard over at his place at 2. Maybe I can catch you before then. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:04 PM 
To= Ciocca, Mario F 
Co= Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Kevin Best; Larry 

Fedora; Rick Steinbacher; Scott Trulock 
Subject: RE: 

All, 
The ACC is okay with us using the bylaw below for this situation, given the uncertainty surrounding the news that 

Therefore, we can cover his mom’s expenses if we are willing to do so out of the budget. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

might receive on this trip. 

> > > "Ciocca, Marie F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu > 1:18 PM >>> 

This ix all semantics ~nd do not know if it makes a difference but just to ch~rify - does not have ~ potentially life threat~:_ming condition 

This condition is rare and he is seeing someone in Boston with this specific expertise. 

Thanks, Marie 

Marie Ciocca, MD 
Directo:" of Spelts Medicine 

University of North Ceroiina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Sen/ices 
CB# 7470 

Chapel HiiL NC 27599-74 Z0 

C:erffidentiali[y Notice: TMs e-mail message, including any e~acim~ents, is for tile sole use o~ intended recipient(s) and may con[ain corffidentiel and privileged information Any unauthorized 
review, use, disciosure el distribution is prohibite~ If you are not ~he intende~ ~ecipient, please con "~ct the sende~ by reply e-mail and des[rey all copies of the original messege 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:52 PM 

To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Co= Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Corey Holliday; Dan Hooker; Gunter Brewer; Joe Haydon; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Larry 

Fedora; Rick Steinbacher; Scott Trulock 
Subject: Re: 

All, 

I have talked to Vince, and I’m afraid that "potentially life threatening condition" doesn’t get us there with the intent of the bylaw. So I am going to have to 

contact the ACC to get permission to either use this bylaw or to use SAF. I will get back to you as soon as I have an answer. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Ciocca, Marie F" <ciocca@email.unc.edu >           12:44 PM > > > 

Yes has a potentially life threatening condition. Let me know if you need a formal letter with more description of his condition 

Thanks, Marie 



Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:39 PM, "Amy Herman" <_aj_s___@__a_&@urlcaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

From the Compliance perspective, I think we have to leave this one up to the medical staff to determine if it fits the bylaw. If our doctors are 

willing to provide something in writing stating that this is a "life threatening illness", then I am comfortable with us providing the expenses. It then 

becomes an administrative question as to whether or not we wish to do so, budgetarily. I defer to Bubba/Vince/Rick!Corey for that decision. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>> > Scott Trulock 12:33 PM >>> 

To clarify,         has a cardiac issue which may disqualify him from competitive sports. The purpose of this evaluation is to determine if his 

condition is potentially life threatening. Given that fact, does the situation qualify? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiafity Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The 

information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 

the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all 

electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 

>>> Amy Herman 12:21 PM >>> 

All, 

NCAA legislation permits us to pay for family expenses only in situations when a student athlete suffers a life threatening injury or illness (Bylaw 

16.6.1.3, pasted below). I don’t know the details on this, but I’m doubting it would be considered life threatening? 

Also, we have asked in the past about using SAF to cover family expenses, and the ACC has always responded that it is only permissible to pay 

for student athlete expenses out of this fund, not those of family members, as the SAF is intended to directly benefit the student athletes 

themselves, 

With neither of these routes being an option, I don’t see a way for us to pay for the mother’s expenses. She could certainly purchase her own 

plane ticket to go with 

Thanks, 
Amy 

16.6,1.3 Life-Thr~atenin9 Injury or Illness. 
The institution may pay transportation, housing and meal expenses for a student-athlete’s parents (or legal guardians) and spouse and any other student- 
athlete to he present in situations in which a student-athlete suffers a litb-ttneatening injuLY or illness, or in the event of a student-athlete’s death, to provide 
such expenses in coNunction with funeral arrangements [R1 (Revised: 1/11/89, 4/26,/12) 

2",,q~ v i [ ~.’ ,~’ i:i ~,’. ,q 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Scott Trulock          12:13 PM >>> 

We have discussed the plans with both and his mother She is adamant that if has to go to Boston, that 

she wants to travel with him for the evaluation. I told her that we would investigate that possibility. Obviously, we are in a time crunch in making 
travel plans as there are limited seats available on the some of the flight options. Please let us know as soon as possible if we are able to travel 

a Sports Medicine staff member, and his mother up to Boston for this trip. 

Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 

Confidentiality Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The 

information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 

the contents of this information is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all 

electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 

>>> LarryGallo          11:24AM >>> 

Thanks for the information, Scott. Hopeful all goes well for 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> Scott Trulock 10:48 AM >>> 

In order to clarify a medical issue, UNC Physicians have determined that qeeds to be evaluated by a specialist in Boston on 

Thursday,           We are currently working on details to have him travel with a Sports Medicine staff member to Boston on Wednesday 



eveninq and stay in a hotel for the night, He would be evaluated on Thursday, and fly back to RDU that evening. We are waiting to hear back 
from         and his family in order to make travel plans, 
I have copied Dr. Ciocca on this email. Please let him know if you have any questions regarding this situation, I will send an update when the 
travel plans have been finalized, Thanks 
Scott Trulock, MA ATC LAT 
Head Athletic Trainer for Football 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-0102 

Confidentiafity Notice 

This e-mail, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The 

information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of 

the contents of this information is prohibited If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all 

electronic and hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:09 PM 

Terrel], Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

l~g: Denison Survey 

OK, thanks Matt. 

From: Terrell, Matt 
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2012 7:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Denison Survey 

l’m to sure Vince. It’s closed, but I’II need to check if I can still get in (doubtful). The questions are in the review PDF I emailed last evening ... and each had a sliding 

scale with levels of agreement (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree). There wasn’t anything else to the survey beyond those six questions. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club - The University of North Carolina 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 1, 2012, at 6:50 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

For the survey below, is the sun/ey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible. 

From: Vince Ille [__m___a_j_[t___o_;j_[Le__~___u___n__c__a___a_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 i0:31 AM 

To-" Terrell, Matt 
Subject: Re: Denison Survey 

Thanks Matt. I appreciate all the information on the strategic planning process. And thanks for the offer to meet with me to help me catch up a bit. I’m trying 

to manage my schedule so I can set aside some time to do that. 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible. 

If you’ve already sent this to me I apologize. The incoming flow has been heavy to date. 
Thanks again and I hope to identify a few times when I might be able to meet before checking your availability. 

Vince 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < E]_t_gr__r_eJj_~_U__L~__c_&d___u_.> 7/31/2012 9:15 AM > > > 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 

203 responses from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit 

assessment, and we will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later 

date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, I cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a 

great effort ! 

P.S. _, Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these 

areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNIT EMPLOYEES RESPONSES i RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

~ I ~ I~ ~ ~ 
Operations 6 6 100.0% 

~a~!~ ~i~ I ~. ~, 
Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

:: ::: : ~:::: ~k~m~ ~ I~!~. ~. 
Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches 65 54 83.1% 

Business Office g 6 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

~i~ ~i~rs~, ~ ~ I ~ 
Facilities 30 16 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, August 1,2012 7:32 PM 

Amy t terman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu~> 

RE: Compliance Per~anel List and Listserve 

Office number is 919-962-453I. I’ll have the same cet[ number for a while 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2012 7:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Compliance Personnel List and Listserve 

What is your office phone number? And are you getting a local cell phone number? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]]j__e_~__e___n3_a_j_Lu__r_)_c_~__e__d____u_.> 8/1/2012 5:30 PM > > > 

I think you can add me, but the title listed should be Senior Associate Athletic Director (no/Compliance, etc~). Unless you aren’t comfortable with it, [ think we 

should add Paul too (under you, with no/Compliance?). I expect Paul to become very involved in the agent and advisor program at some point this year. We can 

discuss in the m.:_~rning if you’d like, Thanl~s. 

From: Amy Herman [__n_N[Lt__o_J__at_s__c__h___a__e_._@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, August 01, 2012 1:46 P! 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Compliance Personnel List and Listserve 

Vince, 
See attached. Please let me know if you want to be added to this document that is distributed to conference compliance staffs. Gallo never wanted to be on it (for fear, I think, 

that he would start getting compliance calls from other schools!), but Fm happy to include you if you would like. 

I think we should wait to add Paul until we figure out the extent to which he will be handling compliance issues? Your thoughts on that? 

This is separate from the email listserve, which I have already requested that you be added to. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

From: "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Date: August 1, 2012 12:27:02 PM EDT 

Cc: "Haith, Tracey" <thaith@theacc.org >, "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc.org > 

Subject: Compliance Personnel List and tistserve 

Hi Everyone- 

Tracey will now be taking over managing the compliance listserve and the attached compliance personnel list so please let her know if any changes 

need to be made to either list. Keep in mind that the compliance personnel list is just for full-time compliance staff, whereas interns, GAs, etc. are 

included on the listserve. 

Thanks! 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 
336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

:i:~ ACOemailsignature sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN V1NCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 4:40 PM 

Pennington, Kent <jkp@email.unc.edu-*; Suits, Christy H. <Clmsty Suits@unc.edu-* 

EW: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

My ernail is not working again. Something wrong with rny password? Can someone please help me with this? Thanks. 

From: @art. net] 
Sent; Thursday, August 02, 2012 11:36 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject= 

From:                @art.net> 
To; Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu> 
Sent; Thu, August 2, 2012 11:12:07 PM 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 4:42 PM 

Suits, Christy H. (Christy Suits@unc.edu); Pemlington, Kent <jkp@email.unc.edu> 

1),22: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

Never mind, I don’t know why but aft the emaib just showed up. There is some kind of problem though when I enter rny password to access rng eamaif in Outlook. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Pennington, Kent; Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: k-l~/: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

My ernail is not working again. Something wrong with rny password? Can someone please help me with this? Thanks. 

From: @att.netl 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 11:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

From:                @art.net> 

To: Vince Ille <!_[[_e__~_email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, August 2, 2012 11:12:07 PM 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 4:51 PM 

Suits, Christy It. (Christy Suits@unc.edu); Pemlington, Kent <jkp@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

The Iogin request [:or rny password keeps popping up. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:42 PM 

To: Suits, Christy H. (Christy_Suits@unc.edu); Pennington, Kent 

Subject: RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

Never mind, I don’t know why but aft the emails just showed up. There is some kind of problem though when I enLer rny password Lo access rny eamaif in Outlook. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Pennington, Kent; Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: FW: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

My emai[ is n.:_~t w.:_~rkmg again. ,5om~-:~thing w~ong with my password? Can ;omeon~:, i:d~:_~ase help me wi~:h ~:his? Thanks. 

From: ~__a_~=n__e_._t_] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 11:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

From:                @__a_#_:t)__e__t. > 

To: Vince Ille <illeC,~email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, August 2, 2012 11:12:07 PM 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 5:15 PM 

Suits, Christy It. <Chriffty Suits@unc.edu> 

RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

OK, thanks. 

From: Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 5:12 PM 

To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

Vince, 

Sorry you are having problems, if outlook is asking ]:or your password even when you continue to check d~e box to remember your password._ Your username 

should be ad\onyen (your onyen) and the password (your onyen password) then make sure you check the box to remember your credentials. 

Let me know if this helps. 

(::hristv 

ITS-OSS U N C At.h]eties 

University of North Catalina 

ChapeI Hi]], NC ~-:75-~5 

Christ-y? suits(~)une.edu 

cell 

9-~9-843-5296 off’ice 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:51 PM 
To: Suits, Christy H.; Pennington, Kent 
Subject: RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

The Iogin request for my password keeps popping up. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:42 PM 
To: Suits, Christy H. (_C__[)_r_Ls___bL_S___u_!~_U__L~_C__:_e__c_!_u_.); Pennington, Kent 
Subject: RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

Never mind, I don’t know why but aft the emails just showed up. There is some kind of problem though when I enLer my password Lo access rny eanlaif in Outlook. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Pennington, Kent; Suits, Christy H, 
Subject: FW: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

My email is not working again. 5om~:_d:hing wrong with my password? Can ";omeone pl~:_~ase help me wit:h t:his? Thanks. 

From:                     ¢~__a_~=n__e_._t_] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 11:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

From:                @__a___t$__&_e__t. > 
To: Vince Ille <ille(~email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, August 2, 2012 11:12:07 PM 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 7:02 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@~mc,e&P 

1),£: & getting together 

Thanks Tim. Vm looking forward to working with you as well. The "wave" has kind of rushed over me and Vm trying to catch my breath. Maybe we can meet 

sometime the week of August :{2? I think Tuesday, August 14 might work for me. Please just let me know if that works with your calendar. If so, can we set a time 

for noon? Not sure if I’ll have tim~-’_~ to ieave building fl)r lunch though. ]hanks 

V i[~c~-_! 

From; Smith, -tim Dillon 
Sent; Friday, August 03, 20:!.2 2::!.6 PN 
To: file, Vince 
Subject: & getting together 
Vince, 

Great meeting you the other day. I thought I’d reach out to see if you’d like to try and grab lunch one day in the next week or two - to get to know each other 

better and to talk a little about the            program. If lunch is a bad time, I can easily just come down to your office too. 

I’m looking forward to working with you. And again, welcome to Carolina. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

_t__d___s _mit__h__@. _ _u_ _ _n c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . I ._ww~:__r__a _m__scJ_y___b_:__com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 7:11 PM 

Blanchaxd, John G <johnblanchard@unc,edu> 

EW: 

John, 

For aU of these messages sent by Barbara, are the academic counselors copied? Are their secretaries copied? I don’t know any of these people and just want to 
make sure thaI: the coaches are receiving these from another staff member if they aren’t r~-:~ading ~:heir own emails dally. 

Thanks very much for your time yesterday. ThaL rTu-:~ant a loL Lo m*-:~ and was very help[kEI I had a productive and enlightening meeting wiLh Barbara and Steve today. 

They are fully supportive ot: you and I working on the admissions issues togeLher. Barbara Lotd nle that she would send all her communications to both ot: us. 

I hope I can follow up with you on some other things next week if you can. Again, I really appreciate it. 

Vince 

From-" Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday,              1:57 PM 
To" Breschi, Joe; ~lyers,Patrick Jacob 

Cc= Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy; 1lie, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject= 

Dear Joe and Pat, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for (The version we have is unofficial and does not include 

a final graduation date.) We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday. , his 

enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Depu[y Director" and Senior Associate Director 

OfFice of Undergraduate Adrnissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 7:15 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

& getting together 

OK, thanks Tim. Let’s touch base when you’re back in town. Thanks. 

From: Smith, -tim Dillon 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 7:13 PM 

To: Iiie, Vince 
Subject: Re:           & getting together 

I completely understand. Unfortunately, I am in Greensboro on the 14th. I am in town Monday and Friday that week and could meet most times either of those 

days (Except Monday from about 11-2). If it’s easier for you, I can also easily meet outside the "normal" hours too. 

All the best. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 7:01 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[!._e_.._@_._e_.m__..a_i_[_..u__n_._c_:._e_..d_ .u_> wrote: 

Thanl~s Tim. I’m looking forward to working with you as well. The "wave" has kind of rushed over me and I"nl trying to catch my breath. Maybe we can 

meet sometime the week o1: August 12? I think Tuesday, AugusL 14 might work for me~ Please just let me know if that works with your calendar. If so, 

can we set a time for noon? Not sure if I’lf have time Lo leave building for lunch though. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent" Friday, August 03, 2012 2:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: & getting together 

Vince, 

Great meeting you the other day. I thought l’d reach out to see if you’d like to try and grab lunch one day in the next week or two-to get to know 

each other better and to talk a little about the            program. If lunch is a bad time, I can easily just come down to your office too. 

l’m looking forward to working with you. And again, welcome to Carolina. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.rarnsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 7:54 PM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

ILE: Kids2Carolina.org 

Should we ask him to forward a list of the charitable organizations to whom he gives these and a contact person al’id number for each charity? Also, are we satisfied that all of the 
correspondence below- covers the situation where a booster gives him $, then asks him to give the tickets to a charity and/or prospect selected by the booster? In your #4 you reference 
boosters. In his response, he does not. I suppose it would have been easier if he would have just answered "I confirm" or "yes" You gave him the chance to do that.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kids2 Carolina [mailto:kids2carolina@gmail com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2012 12:18 PM 
To:Amy Herman 
Cc: Ille, Vince; La~ Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Natalie Lutz; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets li’om UNC ticket office that are available to the general public 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths. 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands of the organizations. 

Thank you, 

Co@ Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 P,N’I, Amy Hen:nan <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> CO@, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description 
> of how you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the 
> following and confirm, via response email, that evewthing I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC 
> Ticket Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within ErNC 
> Athletics or the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 
> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket 
> Office for the Group Rate of $10Xicket (which is available to any 
> entity that wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to 
> charitable organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, _’vie Fine 
> Foundation, local church youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the 
> tickets based on their own established policies of doing so. In no 
> way do Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity 
> affiliated with UNC or L~N’C’ Athletics assist in any manner in the 
> selection of the recipients of the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Departraent of Athletics is selling these tickets to 
> you in the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is 
> no longer involved in any manner in the distribution of the tickets, I 
> am conffortable that your process of providing the tickets to these 
> charitable organizations does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the 
> above information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to 
> clarify. If evelything is accurate, please confirm that via response emaih 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program’. 
> 

> Amy 
> 
> 
> 
> 

> An~y Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 



> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.9627853 (off’ice) 
> 919.962.6002 (]hx) 
> aj schae@unc aa.unc, edu 
> 

> 

>>>> 2any Henmm 8/1/2012 3:16 PM >>> 
> Hi, Cody! Could you come uver either tumurrow or Friday murnmg at 
> 10a? _’viy office is in the Ernie Williarnson Athletics Center, which is 
> the fairly new office building next to the Smith Center/Natatoritml 
> complex. My office number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. 
> You would just enter at the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> AtW 
> 

> 

> Amy Herulan 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aj schae@unc aa.unc, edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/1/2012 9:37 AM >>> 
> Hi, Amy 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 
> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 
> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 
> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look fiarward to meeting you and making sure I am following 
> compliance rules. I have been careihl and I am all too aware of the 
> bad side of not being compliant 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Cody, 
>> 

>> Per our cunversation, please expect a call and / or email tlcom Amy 
>> Herman, our Associate AD for Compliance 
>> 

>> Amy, Cody’s email is kids2carulina@gmail.com and his cell number is 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 8:16 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:          - Undergraduate Student Assistant Coach 

Who runs/manages our training table? I’m thinking o1: whoever the t:ootball staff: communicates with, Do they know that 

Thanks. 

status will change on 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              11:32 AM 
To: Amy Herman; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Gunter Brewer; Larry Fedora 
Cc: llle, Vince; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos;           Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; 
Subject: Re:           Undergraduate Student Assistant Coach 

Tom f]mmermans 

All, 

Heard back from the ACC. During pre season only, is permitted to stay in the hotel with the student athletes and receive meals at Training Table, as his Student Coach 

duties require him to be present in those locations. 

Once classes start on     however,    will not be permitted to eat at Training Table unless he pays for it (like any other student). Additionally, he can only receive 

room/board expenses when he is traveling with the team to away competitions. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman         51:30 AM >>> 

Yes,    is okay to serve in this capacity. 

I am attaching to this email the regulations that I sent out to you all earlier associated with his role. It’s my understanding that he will be paying his own way this semester, so 

he will essentially be serving as a volunteer coach for us. 

I’ve got a question out to the ACC regarding whether we can provide    with Training Table meals during preseason. I know that once the academic year starts, he will NOT 

be permitted to eat Training Table at any time (and this needs to be made clear to him) and, during the season, we will only be permitted to provide him with expenses 

(meals, housing, transportation) incurred on road trips. But I think there might be some leeway before the year starts that’s what I’m hoping! 

I’ll be in touch with that answer when [ get it, [n the meantime and Coach Fedora will need to complete the attached form and get it back to me. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc,ed u 

> > > Gunter Brewer <g_b__E_e_ky__@_u__t]__c#__a_~Ln___c_~_e___d_~[> 9:24 AM > > > 

Just to make sure we r clear, He is ok to help us coach as a student coach. We start fri let me know 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 8:29 PM 

John Blanchard <jglY~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks John. Hope you enjoy the trip. 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:22 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Vince, 

Some of the emails have assistant coaches copied, but you and I are the only others in Athletics. Academic counselors are not involved in admissions. Lance Markos does all 

the work ups, except for football (Joe Haydon) and rnen’s basketball (Jenn Townsend, who is an academic counselor). Coaches are good about email. 

V)nce, ] enjoyed our time as well. You have a big job and ] want to be helpful to you. ] am out of town seeing one of my Royals teams early next week. [ will be in the office 

Thursday and Friday, and maybe some Wednesday afternoon. I will be glad to meet at your convenience. 

Have a great weekend. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Johrb 
7:11 PM >>> 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara I. Poll< 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

For all of these messages sent by Barbara, are the acadernic counselors copied~ Are their secretaries copied? I don’t know any o[ these people and just want to make 

sure that the coaches are receiving these from another staff member if they aren’t reading their own emaifs daily. 

Thanks very nmch for your time yesterday. That meant a lot to me and was very helpful. I bad a productive and enlightening meeting with Barbara and Steve today. 

They are tiny supportive of you and I working on the admissions issues together~ Barbara told me that she would send all her communications to both of us. 

I hope I can follow up with you on some other things next week if you can. Again, I really appreciate it. 

Mince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [~a~[Lt~:~b~R~[~k~@~a~d~mj~s~s~[~n~s~:~u~n~c~=e~d~u~] 
Sent: Friday,              1:57 PM 
To: Breschi, Joe; Myers, Patrick Jacob 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject: 

Dear Joe and Pat, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for (The version we have is unofficial and does not include a 

final graduation date.) We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, his 

enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday’, 9:00 PM 

Suits, Christy H. (Christy Suits@unc.edu) 

EW: 5 Strength Coaches? 

??? This was just deliveredto my junk email. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Herman [mailto:a}schae@uncaa unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               8:54 PM 
To: Core?’ Holliday; Luis Hemandez 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Clint Gwaltney; Kathy- Gl-lggs; Larry Fedora; Lance Markos; 
Subject: 5 Strength Coaches? 

~aul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 

Lou and Corey, 

Now that August 1 st has passed and we are officially limited to 5 strength coaches working with our Football student-athletes, can you please confirm that the following 5 individuals are 
the only people (other than the head coach, 9 assistants, 4 GAs, and            that will be working with our student-athletes in their Strength and Conditioning activities? 

Thanks. If there is ANYONE else that is inw~lved in any capacity, please let me know so we can talk through their role 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University’ of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tliH, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919962.6002 (Ihx) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc, edu <m ailto :a}schae@uncaa unc. edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Friday, 9:04 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Kids2Ca, olina.org 

That’s your cat[. His response below left me urfimpr’essed with the level of his organization and attention to detail which might include knowing whether an 

organization is a 50:Lc3 or not. Many who are not, claim to be. I know that some organizations that fund AAU boys basketball programs are. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:00 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Kids2Carolina.org 

I will confirm that he intended to put boosters in #4. 

I didn’t ask for the charities’ contact information originally because Cody confirmed that he was working all with 501c3’s and I believed that taking it two steps removed from 

us selling the tickets out of our Ticket Office was far enough for us to go. But if you believe [ should get that information, [will do so. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu >         7:53 PM > > > 

Should we ask him to forward a list of the charitable organizations to whom he gives these and a contact person and number for each charity? Also, are we satisfied that all 
of the correspondence below covers the situation where a booster gives him $, then asks him to give the tickets to a charity and/or prospect selected by the booster? In your 

114 you reference boosters. In his response, he does not. I suppose it would have been easier if he would have just answered "I confirm" or "yes." You gave him the chance to 

do that... 

Original Message 
From: Kids2 Carolina ~[TLa_i_[_t__q ,t..b_g_E]__a_[Lc__9__E]] 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 

To: Amy Herman 

Cc: [lie, Vince; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Tom Timmermans 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina, 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths. 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands of the organizations. 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, PM, Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your prograrn, I am comfortable with your description 

> of how you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the 

> following and confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC 
> Ticket Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entitywithin UNC 

> Athletics or the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket 

> Office for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any 

> entity that wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to 

> charitable organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine 

> Foundation, local church youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the 

> tickets based on their own established policies of doing so. In no 

> way do Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity 

> affiliated with UNC or UNC Athletics assist in any rnanner in the 



> selection of the recipients of the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to 

> you in the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is 

> no longer involved in any manner in the distribution of the tickets, I 

> am comfortable that your process of providing the tickets to these 

> charitable organizations does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the 

> above information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to 

> clarify, if everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc,edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 3:16 PM >>> 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 

> 10a? My office is in the Ernie Williarnson Athletics Center, which is 

> the fairly new office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium 

> complex. My office number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building 

> You would just enter at the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa.unc,edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina ¯ @gmail.com: 9:37 AM >>> 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. Iam in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <Es__t__e_)_[]__b__a___c_b__e__r_~__u_D__c__a__a__~_u__r_]_c_~__e__d___u_.> wrote: 
> > Cody, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy 

> > Herman, our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 



>> Am’,/, Cody’s email is 

>> 

>> 

> > Thanks, 

>> 

> > Rick Steinbacher 

>> 

~gj:~__a_j_Lc__o_Lq and his cell number is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Saturday, 12:37 PM 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy Suits@unc.edu> 

Re: 5 Strength Coaches? 

Olc thanks C1Kis~. Let’s meet Monday morning if you have time. 

On at 10:07 AM, "Suits, Chris~ H." <Christy Suit~unc.edu> wrote: 

JUNK mail is just a filter, when you received it did you mark sender as trusted? 

I know it is difficult but you are on the university mail server outside of athletics so you will need to be diligent in checking your junk mail 
and also the groupwise spam filter at htlp:!/uncaa.unc.edu checking and allowing emails that may be being caught. 

I can meet you Monday to see if I can help smooth sine of this out for you, we can add all of the unc possible domains to your allow list 
in the groupwise spam filters and try the same for the junk filter for exchange 

Connected by DRO!D on Ve~izot~ ~l~ireiees 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <~email.unc.edu> 
To: "Suits, Christy H." <Christ~Suits@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sat,            00:59:45 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: 5 Strength Coaches? 

??? This was just deliveredto my junk email 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc edu] 
Sent: Friday,               8:54 PM 
To: Corey Holliday; Luis Hernandez 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Clint Gwaltney; Kathy Griggs; Lan7 Fedora; Lance Markos; 
Subject: 5 Strength Coaches? 

Paul Pogge; , Tom Timmermans 

Lou and Corey, 

Now that August 1st has passed and we are ofticially limited to 5 strength coaches working with our Football student-athletes, can you please confirm that the 
following 5 individuals are the only people (other than the head coach, 9 assistants, 4 GAs, and that will be working with our student-athletes in their 
Strength and Conditioning activities? 

Thanks. If there is ANYONI*; else that is inw)lved in any capacity, please let me know so we can talk through their role 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919962.6002 (lhx) 

ai schae(fr)uncaa.un c edu <m ailto:ai schaeO~uncaa unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille. Vince </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Sundw,              2:07 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Re: statement 

Thanks Steve 

On at 1:47 PM, "Steve Kirschner" <stevekirschner@tmc.edu> wrote: 

> We ust issued a statement for Bubba. Carlos is overseas and traveling. Our 
contact (Dave ScN’nidt) is still trying to reach him. We have called him and emailed him the info from the 

Columbus team. 
> 
> LarlT Ga 11o called Elmar Bolowich this morning. Elmar recruited and coached him his first three years and is now at Creighton. 

> 
> Beth is working to alTange grief counselors for the team and other studem-athetes in the next few days. does not oft’mially begin practice until Wednesday but is informally 

working out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:51 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.tmc.edu-* 

@art.net> 

P,22: Benefits 

Thanks Paul. I have that new employee orientation on Monday, August 13. Is this when they gave you the benefits info below too? I’m copying my wife, 

she’s the family finance expert, Appreciate the heads up, 

since 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:I~4 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Benefits 

VJnce, 
! tried to stop by your office but your door was closed. I’m not sure what your official date of hire was, but the university only gives you 30 days from that date to enroll in all 

of your benefits, ] was down to 8 days left and Fm guessing our official hire dates were pretty close. Here are the health and flex benefit enrollment websites they gave us at 

orientation: 

Health: unc.hrintouch.com (use your ONYEN) 

Flex: ncflexonline.org (create a new account) 

] think there is a little more time for the retirement options and you’ll get those forms at the orientation session. 

Just didn’t want you to miss the deadline. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday 5:12 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu> 

EW: (secure and confidential) 

Coach Mock, 

I haven’t had an opportunity to meet you yet. It’s my understanding that .John Nanchard is out of the office. Can you please call me about the message below? 

i’hanks, 

ViFlce 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions,unc,edu] 

Sent: Monday,              11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for . His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his      GPAisa    Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

if you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Adrnissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 5:13 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu> 

(secure mid confiden’dal) 

Sorry, best way Lo reach rne is rny cetl phone: 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 5:12 PM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: FW: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

Co~ch Mock, 

I haven’L had an opporLuniLy to meet you yet. It’s nlv understanding Lhat John Blanch~rd is out of the .:_~ffk:e. Can you pk?ase call me about the message below? 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,              11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; llle, Vince; John Blanchard 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His grades were Jess than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his      GPAis a     Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

if you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

91.9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 5:23 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.tmc.edu~> 

RE: 

ThaM<s Michael. For men’s tennis and softball, do all marketing issues go straight to the student assigned the sport or is each student supervised/supported by one 

of the fuN-time staff members? Just trying to connect the dots at this point...Thanks. 

Vh3ce 

From: Michael Beale [mailto:mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 06, 2012 5:07 PM 
To= Barnwell, Jayne Williams; Oliver, Ann K; Kidd, Alison Parsons; ckalbrig; McPherson, Dawn D; Aldridge, Diane ScoNe; Lowe, DiAnne Knox; Montross, Eric S; Evans, Sharon 

Hodge; Ellis, Ginny; Holland, .]anine W; Montgomery, John R; .]ones, Kim; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; McCauley, Donald F; Dubnansky, Marjorie M; Megaloudis, Dino; Terrell, 
Matt; Baber, Nellie C; Higley, Pamela; Walsh, Sue; Smith, -lqm Dillon; Catoe, Velvet E; Aguilar, Alain J; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince; Matson, 3anis Evelyn; 

Taylor, Latoya 3; Petschauer, Meredith A; Hays, Sally D; Brickner, Thomas E; Roberts, Terry Kermit; Waicus, Kelly M; Sparrow, Christopher A; Chad Wade; Maddox, Danny; 
Kivett, Mitchell R; Young, Randall P; David Thomas; Jonathan Guthrie; Michael Copeland; Ronnie Pendleton; William Modlin; Day, Brian C; Roberts, Logan; Creighton, Robert A; 
Kamath, Ganesh M; Stafford, Harry C; Spang, Jeffrey T; Taft, Tim; Ilsy Chappell; Lee Roberts; Nick Fulton; Adrian Beros; Angle Bitting; Andrew Calder; Council, Albert C; 
Andrew Dubs; Andrew DiBitetto; Grant, Arron 3; Amy Herman; Angie King; Adam Lucas; Anson Dorrance; Tony Tucker 11; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron 
York; Sanders, Benjamin A; Brian Bersticker; Bradley Bethel; Mark Knowles; Bob Ellis;        ; Bobby Gales; Boo Gillette; Brittany Renn; Brenda Haithcock; Brittany Holland; 
Brian Holman; Bobby Hundley; Eric Biener; Billy Lee; Brian KSubject: Marketing Office Staff Responsibilities for 20:[2-:[3 
Subject" 

As we prepare for another exciting year for Carolina Athletics [ wanted to make everyone aware of a few changes that have taken place in the Marketing Office over the 

summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pursue an exciting family business venture. We thank him for his four years of service including his leadership in many social and digital rnedia 

projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing. Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both the Marketing office and the 

Athletics Department for a number of years. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any questions you might have 

about who does what in our office and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 ON) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:33 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.tmc.edu~> 

RE: 

Got iL Thanks. 

From: Michael Beale [mailto:mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 5:33 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

VJnce, 
We are asking coaches to work directly with the students assigned to their respective sports. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/6/2012 5:22 PM > > > 

Thanks Michi~el. For men’s tennis i~nd softball, do all marketing issues go straight to the student assigned tl’u-_~ sport or is each student supervis,-:~disupported by oru-_~ 

o f t h e f u II- ~:i m e st a f [ m em bet s ? J ust ~:ryi ng t o con n ect t h e d o ts ~ ~: ~:hi s poi nt., Th a n ks, 

From: Michael Beale [mailto: mbeale@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Barnwell, Jayne Williams; Oliver, Ann K; Kidd, Alison Parsons; ckalbrig; McPherson, Dawn D; Aldridge, Diane ScoNe; Lowe, DiAnne Knox; Montross, Eric S; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge; Ellis, Ginny; Holland, Janine W; Montgomery, John R; Jones, Kim; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; McCauley, Donald F; Dubnansky, Marjorie M; Negaloudis, Dino; Terrell, 
Matt; Baber, Nellie C; Higley, Pamela; Walsh, Sue; Smith, -lqm Dillon; Catoe, Velvet E; Aguilar, Alain 3; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince; Matson, Janis Evelyn; 
Taylor, Latoya J; Petschauer, Meredith A; Mays, Sally D; Brickner, Thomas E; Roberts, Terry Kermit; Waicus, Kelly M; Sparrow, Christopher A; Chad Wade; Maddox, Danny; 
Kivett, Mitchell R; Young, Randall P; David Thomas; Jonathan Guthrie; Michael Copeland; Ronnie Pendleton; William Modlin; Day, Brian C; Roberts, Logan; Creighton, Robert A; 
Kamath, Ganesh N; Stafford, Harry C; Spang, Jeffrey 3-; Taft, Tim; 11sy Chappell; Lee Roberts; Nick Fulton; Adrian Beros; Angle Bitting; Andrew Calder; Council, Albert C; 
Andrew Dubs; Andrew DiBitetto; Grant, Arron J; Amy Herman; Angle King; Adam Lucas; Anson Dorrance; Tony Tucker IT; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron 
York; Sanders, BenJamin A; Brian Bersticker; Bradley Bethel; Mark Knowles; Bob Ellis;        ; Bobby Gales; Boo Gillette; Brittany Renn; Brenda Haithcock; Brittany Holland; 
Brian Holman; Bobby Hundley; Eric Biener; Billy Lee; Brian KSubject: Marketing Office Staff Responsibilities for 2012-13 
Subject: 

As we prepare for another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware of a few changes that have taken place in the Marketing Office over the 

summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pursue an exciting family business venture. We thank him for his four years of service including his leadership in many social and digital media 

projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing. Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both the Marketing office and the 

Athletics Department for a number of years. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any questions you might have 

about who does what in our office and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 6:57 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

(secure mid confidential) 

Barbara, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and understand that ,John Nanchard is out of 

Lown Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vi[~ce 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions,unc,edu] 

Sent: Monday,              11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his      GPAisa     Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

if you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 8:02 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

ILE:           (secure and confidenlial) 

Barbara, 

I roll check ruth other s~tt’(assuming he has adminisn’ative assis~tance from someone) tomon~ow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshman. Is this tJle student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Lost time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 6:57 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

[-~a rba ra, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders[and that John Nanchard is out of 

[own. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your’ message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              11:27 AN 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr, Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his      GPAisa     Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, 8:15 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

RE:           (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn tile process. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 8:10 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferrin9 from Va. Tech. His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. lie’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 8:02 PN 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check with other staff(assuming he has administrative assist~lce from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at Virginia Tech last year as a redshirt freshman. Is this tJle student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 7:50 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Last time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 6:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Ba rba ra, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after" Spin. I also sent him an email asking Nm to give me a call and un-terstan-t that John Bfanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara .1o Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D .1r; Ille, Vince; .1ohn Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara .lo; Thompson, .1ennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a     Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 9:41 PM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Leslie and Lissa, 

I can meet at 11:30 also. I’ll plan to see you both then. Thanks for yonr help. 

Mince 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 8:31 PM, "Strohm, Leslie Chmnbers" <~rohm(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

I have meetings until 11:30, but could meet at Bynum then, if that works for you and Lissa. 

Also, I know you called this afternoon. If you’d like to talk tonight, my home number is 

Thanks. 

Leslie 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <j_l_[e_£q2_e__!in__’_a__i!:_t_Ln_c_:_e_d__u__.> wrote: 

Leslie, 

I talked with Lissa Broome briefly this afternoon. Are you available to meet with us tomorrow morning sometime? I believe that Lissa is 

available any time after 9:30 and l’d like to meet in your building if possible. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:07 AM 

John Blalchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Plans 

OK, thanks John. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:03 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Elanchard, John O 
Sul~ject: Re: Fall Plans 

Vince, No But Cricket may know of him John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:01 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cricket and John, 
> Is this sumeune we’ve worked with in the past? Thanks 
> Vince 
> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle [mailtn:earl(£earlsuttle.cum] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa unc edu; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
> 

> Great to hear frum you Bubba[ 
> 

> I have developed three new workshups that ! am currently conducting 
> for both the NFL and L’niversi~ teams. The program titles are: 
> 

> Victu~ Offthe Field - Taking Cuntrol of Your Personal Life Team 
> Building for Improved Team Performance Managing Healthy Relationships 
> Effectively 
> 

> The prugram descriptions are attached. I am also attaching the 
> prugram descriptiun un Alcuhul and [)rug Educatiun. 
> 
> I have been doing some extended training (instead of one workshop - a 
> series of workshop over a set period of time) with a few universi~ 
> sports teams that you might find interesting. 
> 

> I look forward to discussing the Leadership Academy with you. 
> You can reach me on my cell at 
> 
> In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website 
www.earlsuttle.com<http:/iwww.earlsuttle.com> 
> in particular the UniversiW page that highlights some of my work with 
> college sports teams. 
> 

> Stay well, 
> 

> Dr. Earl 
> 

> Earl L. Suttle. PhD. 
> Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 
> 770-992-4433 (office) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Curmingham, Bubba 

<bubba c@email unc.edu<mailto:bubbac@emaihunc.edu>> wrote: 
> Earl, 
> 

> Thank you veW much for your note We’ve had quite a bit of 
transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince Ille on this emaih Kyou can provide information for 
them to review, that would be great. 
> 

> Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle 



[mailto:earl(~r) earlsuttle.com<maiko:earI(a)earlsuttle corn>] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: Fall Plans 
> 

> Greetings Bubba, 
> 

> I am planning my calendar for the fall -- thought it would be a good 
> time to check back with you. 
> 

> Right now, I am in my office pretty much all this week (urmsual for 
> me), so it would be a great time to touch base. You can reach me at 
> 

> 

> Or if you would like me to call you - just email me the best number 
> and a good time for your schedule. 
> 

> Looking fom’ard to speaking with you, 
> 

> Dr. Earl 
> 

> Earl L. Suttle, PhD. 
> Leadership Success International, LLC 
> 

> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 
> <Victo15~ Off The Field - TakingControl of Your Personal Life. doc> 
> <Team Building for Improved Team Performance.doc> <Managing Healthy 
> Relationships Effectively.doc> <Alcohol and Drug Education - College 
> Sports Teams - Program.doc> <Dr. Earl Suttle Bio - 2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <’O IJNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 3:48 PM 

Yarbrough, NathaJ~ John <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August 

Thmlks for the message Nate. I recorded my availability for the proposed 4pro meetings by using your link to the poll. 

VJnce 

From: Yarbrough, Nathan John 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:30 AM 
To" llle, Vince 
Subject: ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August 
Mr. file, 

Our next ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August before the start of the semester. We are looking at the weeks of August 6th- 10th or August 

13th- 17th at 4:00 pm. Please let me know what day works best for you to attend. I will confirm as soon as I hear from everyone. The meeting will be held 

on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 
To response I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August". 
Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http;ffdoodle.com[zTwn b63twzgwcryb 
Thank Yon, 
Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
O-919-962-9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Wednesday, 8:42 AM 

Amy Hennan (aj schae@uncaa, unc.edu) 

Team Building 

Do our coaches complete any kind of fonn, have any procedure, or provide any notice to the Compliance Office when they engage in off-cmnpus out-of-season team 

building activities with flleir student-atlfletes? Again, just t~ing to learn as I go... Thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 
Barbara, 
I spoke with Saa Koenig this morning (962-5231 ). She is Coach Mock’s administrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere with some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activi~. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked SaJra to tt7 to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 
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Important Contacts 

N Name 

Kevin 

Kenny 
Gunter 
Dan 

Keith 

Best 

B_oyd 

Brewer 

Disch 

Fedora 

Gilmore 

Football Contacts 
Title 

Director of Sports Information 
Head FB Athletic Trainer 

Co-Offensive Coordinator/Receivers 
Defensive Coordinator/Corners 
Head Football Coach 
Defensive Line Coach 

Office 

(_9__1_9) 962-8916 
(919) 962-0102 

(91___9_) 962-9135 

._._(_919) 962-9137 

(91~____962-9141 
(919) 962-9120 

Keith 
Lou 

Yuri 
Chris 
Vic 
Seth 
__L_a_._r___ry 
Luke 

Ron 

Heckendorf 
Hernandez 
]ean-Baptis__t_e 

__Kapilovic 
Koenning 
Litrell 
Porter 
Ross 
West 

__ QBs/Recruitin~ Coordinator (91=_9_J 
Head S&C Coach (919) 
Asst. Athletic Trainer (9_19) 
Co-Offensive Coordinator[Offensive Line (919) 
Assoc. Head Coach, Defense/Safeties (9___19) 
Assistant Head Coach for Offense/Tight Ends (919) 
Running Back s__Coach (9___1.9) 
Asst. Athletic Trainer (919) 
Co-D efensive_f, oordinator/Linebac___k_ ers (9.19) 

962-9116 
962-8524 

843-5391 

962-9:1.34 

962-1293 

962-9116 

962-9136 

962-2602 

962-9117 

Name 

Greg 

Brad 

Main Ellen 
Ron 
Michelle 
Dino 

Joe 
Corey 
Cricket 
Les 

Beatty 

Bethel 

Bingham 

Brewer 

Brown 

Cauteruccio 

Haydon 

Holliday 

Lane 

Myers 

Important Contacts 
Title 

Academic Counselor 
Learning Specialist 
Team Nutritio list 

Asst. Director of Player Personnel 
Director of Acatdemic Support 
Asst. for Football Operations 
Director of FB Operations 

Assoc. AD for FB Admin. 
Asst. AD for S- Development 
Associate Director for Academic Support 

Office 

(919)843-5669 

(919)962-2237 

(919)966-6548 

(919) 96>2170 
(919)962-9533 

(91.9) 962-9168 
(919) 843-2572 
(919) 962-9114 
(919) 843-2040 

(919) 962-9893 

Ce!_! 

_Cell 



Important Dates 
Date Event 

Thursday, June 19th 1st Day of Summer Session II Classes 

Friday, July 4th Holiday (NO CLASSES) 

Tuesday, July 22nd Last Day of Summer Session II 
Classes 

Wednesday, July 23rd Exam "Reading" Day 

Thursday and Friday, July 24h & 25th Exam Days 

Friday, July 25th Dorm Check-Out by 6pm 

Thursday, July 31st Invited Student-Athletes Report for 
Training Camp 

Saturday August 2na "MEET THE HEELS" 

Saturday, August 16th Move out of A!oft Hotel into fai! 
housing 

Sunday, August 17th 

Tuesday, August 19th 

Saturday, August 3 0th 

Student-Athletes who didn’t attend 
training camp report to campus 

1St Day of Fall Classes 

UNC vs, Liberty (Game 1) 



SCORES & 
Topic 

Student-Athlete Perspective 

Values/Personal Branding 

Choices/Alcoho! and Drug Education 

Honor Court/Writing Center 

Diversity!LGBTQ/Women’ s Center 

One Act/StepUp 

Major Exploration 

Media Training 

Library Resources 

Best Studying Practices 

Etiquette Presentation & Dinner 

Acaa mic Workshops 
Speaker(s3 

Student-Athlete Panel 

Cricket Lane/SWAG 

SWAG 

TBD 

Taffey Clayton & Terri Pheonix 

Kelli Raker & Bob Pleasants 

Career Services 

Scott Pryzwansky & Kevin Best 

Campus Librarians 

Dr. Jeannie Loeb 

Cricket Lane & Leslie Barnes 

Date 

Friday, June 20th 

Wednesday, June 25th 

Wednesday, June 25th 

Friday, June 27th 

Wednesday, July 2nd 

Wednesday, July 2nd 

Wednesday, July 9th 

Wednesday, July 9th 

Friday, July 11th 

Wednesday, July 16th 

Friday, July 18th 



Schedu  
Thursday, June 19th - Friday July 25h 

Monday:. 
7:00 am- 7:30 am Treatment/Breakfast 

7:45 am-9:15 am Weight Training Session (Lift) 

9:45 am- 11:15 am Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:30 am - 1:00 pm Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

1:00 pm - 1:30 pm Lunch 

1:45 pm- 4:00 pm Freshmen Study Table (Loudermilk) 

4:30 pm -. 5:30 pm Championship Workouts 

6:30 pm- 7:00 pm Dinner 

7:00 pm- 9:00 pm Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:00 pm Curfew 



Schedu  
Thursday, June 19~h - Friday July 25~ 

Tuesday: 
7:00 am- 7:30 am Treatment/Breakfast 

7:45 am-9:1.5 am Weight Training Session (Lift) 

9:45 am- 11"15 am Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:30 am - 1:00 pm Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

1:00 pm - 1:30 pm Lunch 

1:45 pm - 4:00 pm Freshmen Study Table (Loudermilk) 

4:30 pm - 5:30 pm Championship Workouts 

6:30 pm- 7:00 pm Dinner 

7:00 pm- 9:00 pm Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11 "00 pm Curfew 

,i!ii~’,iiiil,iiiii~i~i~i~iiiiiii~ii~iiiiiililiiiiiii 

..... iiiiiiiiiii ........................... iiiill ..................... iiiiii¸¸¸¸¸ ii .............. iii 



Schedule 
Thursday, June 19~ - Friday July 25~h 

Wednesdav~ 
7:00 am- 7:30 am Treatment/Breakfast 

9:45 am- 11:15 am Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:30 am - 1:00 pm Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

1:00 pm - 1:30 pm Lunch 

1:45 pm- 3:15 pm SCORES/Academic Workshops 
(Loudermilk) 

3:30 pm - 5:00 pm Summer Challenge 

6:00 pm - 7:00 pm Dinner 

7:00 pm - 9:00 pm Freshmen Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:00 pm Curfew 



Schedu  
Thursday, June 19~ - Friday July 25~ 

Thursday: 
7:00 am- 7:30 am Treatment/Breakfast 

7:45 am-9:15 am Weight Training Session (Lift) 

9:45 am-11:15 am Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11 "30 am- 1:00 pm Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

1:00 pm- 1.:30 pm Lunch 

1:45 pm - 4:00 pm Freshmen Study Table (Loudermilk) 

4:30 pm - 5:30 pm Championship Workouts 

6:30 pm- 7:00 pm Dinner 

7:00 pm- 9:00 pm Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:00 pm Curfew 

~:+>>>>>>:+>>>>>>x.:,>>>> 



Schedu  
Thursday,: June 19’~ - Friday July 25th 

Friday’, 
7:00 am- 7:30 am Treatment/Breakfast 

7:45 am- 9:15 am Weight Training Session (Run/Lift) 

9:45 am - 11:15 am Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

11:30 am - 1:00 pm Class/Study Table (Loudermilk) 

1:00 pm - 1:30 pm Lunch 

1:45 pm- 3:15 pm SCORES/Academic Workshop 
(Coudermilk) 

11:00 pm Curfew 

Saturday: 
OFF 

SundavA 
Study Table 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm 

~i!iiiiiilililiiii!!iiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiililili!!iill~ 
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UNC Athletics 

Suspended UNC players return with clean slate 

Summary: 
University of North Carolina football coach Larry Fedora said 

-- the four players suspended last week for the Liberty game -- all now 

have a clean slate. Yahoo! Sports reported last week that UNC was investigating an altercation - the 

website said it might be "hazing" - involving football players. The incident, the website reported, 

left                                   , with a concussion. 

Article Link: 
http :/!www.newsobserver.com 

See Also: 
http : / /www.chapelhillnews.co m, 

http://sports.yahoo.com/ 

NC court upholds ban of fan from UNC sports events 

Summary: 
A University of North Carolina decision to ban a local Chapel Hill man was upheld Tuesday on 

appeal. John Donnelly Jr. sued the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill after the university 

banned him from public sporting events in 2012. He alleged that the ban violated his First 

amendment rights. University officials acted after the 1970 UNC graduate reportedly made sexually 

suggestive comments to female staffers, showed up at the out-of-state hotel where the players were 

staying and harassed them. He also reportedly loudly criticized players in front of family members 

while serving as a volunteer usher at games. Donnelly is also alleged to have made harassing phone 

calls to the athletics department up to 13 times a day. 

Article Link: 
http~ / /www.char~~tte~bserver.c~m /2~ ~ 4 /~9 /~ 2 /5144 777 /nc-c~urt-uph~~ds-ban~~f-fan~ 

from.html#.VAi0MEuslgl 

See Also: 
http~//~awpr~fess~rs.typepad.c~m/~ega~ pr~fessi~n/2~~ 4/~9/the-university~~f-n~rth~car~lina~ 
did-not-violate-the-first-amendment-rights-of-a-former-student-and-rabid- fan-by-barring- 
him.html 
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An interview with UNC AD Bubba Cunningham 

Summa+: 
In part one of a two part interview, North Carolina AD Bubba Cunningham believes the direction of 

autonomy is a mistake, says full cost of attendance coverage for Tar Heels would be $I.8m, an 

amount the department doesn’t have just sitting around, guesses it gets implemented in 2016-17, 

will be a challenge to keep entire sports sponsorship portfolio. 

In part two of the interview, North Carolina AD Cunningham calls on-going academic investigation 

’fatiguing’ & hopes to have more clarity on the situation sometime this Fall, has not had any success 

in reaching former MBB stand-out McCants to discuss his issues, wants university & athletic 

department to regain some confidence 

Article Links: 
http:!/www.newsobserver.com/2014/O8/29/4106043 an-interview-with-unc-ad- 

bubba.html?sp=/99!103/119/271!1531/&rh=l 

http: ! /www.ne wsobserver.com/2014 /OS /29 / 4106 25 6 ! an-intervie w-with-unc-ad- 

bubba.html?sp=/99/103/ 

See Also: 
http ://www.charlotteobserver. com/2014/08/29/5138351/an-interview-with-unc- 

athletic.html#.VAc3 0Euslg0 

Warriors sign ]ames Michael McAdoo 

Summary: 
Former UNC Tar Heel ]ames Michael McAdoo signed a one-year contract paying the minimum with 

the Golden State Warriors. McAdoo, an undrafted free agent averaged 14.2 points and 6.8 rebounds 

as a junior at North Carolina last season before entering the 2014 NBA draft. After going undrafted, 

the 6-foot-9, 230-pounder averaged nine points, 5.4 rebounds and 1.2 blocks for the Warriors atthe 

Las Vegas summer league. 

Article Link: 
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/warriors-sign-james-michael-mcadoo-222549373.html 
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Around the NCAA 

Jameis Winston Case Said to Be Subject of Florida State Inquiry 

Summary_: 
Almost 2 years after a female student accused ]ameis Winston of sexually assaulting her in his 
apartment, Florida State UniversiW has begun a disciplinary inquiry into the case, the woman’s 
la~yer said Thursday. University officials interviewed the woman, who has since transferred to 
another universiW, last month for a little more than an hour. 

Article Link: 
http ~ / /www.nytimes.c~m / 2 ~ ~ 4 / ~9 / ~5 /sp~rts /ncaaf~~tba~~ /~ameis~winst~ n~case~said-t~~be- 

subject- of-florida-state-inquiry.html?rre f=sports 

New meal rules good for Cats’ stomachs, pockets 

Summary: 
Arizona has estimated the cost for additional meals and snacks for student-athletes at $600,000 to 
$700,000. Associate Athletic Director for Compliance Gretchen Bouton believes that the 

introduction of a brunch Monday through Friday and Sunday will be a huge benefit for the Wildcats. 

Arizona will continue to monitor the landscape to see how others are implementing new rule. 

Article Link: 
http://tucson.com/sports/basketball/article_b09c4a4f-4c3b-5807-9a37-efd4dbcc7329.html 

Minnesota facilities upgrade plan jump-started by $25 million from Land 
O’Lakes 

Summary: 
Minnesota received a $25 million commitment from Land O’Lakes. The vast majority of the money 

will be dedicated to a Center for Excellence in the new athletic village that will be named after the 

company. The gift will help move the campaign forward for the master plan, which is estimated by 

AD Teague to cost $190 million. 

Article Link: 
http://www.startTibune.com/sports!gophers/273662841.html 
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Texas student government questions AD Patterson, approves appointments 

Summary: 
During a meeting with Texas student government, AD Patterson pegged the exact value of a full 

scholarship at $69,000 annually as he continues to oppose offering student-athletes additional 

compensation. Patterson also wants to find a location close to campus for a new basketball facility 
when the Dell Medical School expansion eats up the Erwin Center. 

Article Link: 
http~//www~dai~ytexan~n~ine~c~m/2~14/~9/~2/sg~questi~ns-patters~n-appr~ves-app~~ntments 
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Legal Issues 

NCAA $60 million video image settlement could attract 100,000 claimants 

Summa+: 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association and Electronic Arts Inc. are scheduled to seek final 

court approval next May 14 of a $60 million settlement of claims that athletes’ images were wrongly 

used in video games. U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken set the fairness hearing date and said in 

court papers that more than 100,000 individuals have potential claims yesterday. On July 24, Judge 

Wilken gave preliminary approval of the settlement, which includes $40 million from game-maker 

Electronic Arts and $20 million from the NCAA. 

Article Link: 
http :/!www.claimsj ournal.com/news/national/2014/09/04/254200.htm 

Ex-Portland State player files suit, says concussion was untreated 

Summa+: 
Former Portland State football player Zach Walen has filed a $5 million lawsuit against the 

university, the NCAA, and Oregon Health Sciences University. Walen claims he was not treated 

properly for a blow to the head and concussion in September of 2012, allowing him to compete 

again before he passed the necessary tests. 

Article Link: 
http~//www~foxsp~rts.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/f~rmer-p~rt~and~state-~b-zach-wha~en~fi~es~ 
concussion-lawsuit- against-scho ol- ncaa- 0 9 0 214 

NCAA faces new suit over number, length of football scholarships 

Summary: 
Former Colorado State football player Durrell Chamorro is the latest to file a class-action lawsuit 

against the NCAA, advocates for damages incurred by football student-athletes from the since- 

abandoned multi-year scholarship rule. His attorney is trying to merge the suit with one he 

previously filed for former Gardner Webb student-athlete John Rock who challenged scholarships 

limits. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssports.com!collegefootball/writer!jon-solomon!24691100/ncaa-faces-another- 

lawsuit-over-number-length- of- football- scholarships 
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ND athletic director sits down with ]eft ]effers 

Summary: 
Notre Dame AD Jack Swarbrick provided an update on the on-going academic investigation. 

Swarbick said that situation lies in the hands of the school’s Honor Code Committee, but that the 
NCAA is fully in the loop, as well. He also discussed the massive Campus Crossroads project that will 

now start file day after file last football game this year thanks to strong fundraising progress. 

Article Link: 
http ://www.wndu.com/home/headlines/ND-athletic-director-sits- down-with-Je ff-Jeffers- 

273327781.html 

A legal titan of sports labor disputes sets his sights on the N.C.A.A. 

Summary: 
Jeffrey Kessler envisions an open market that would allow colleges to compete for the services of 

top athletes by offering enhanced scholarships, better medical care or cash- potentially lots of cash. 

Kessler feels as if he might be on to something big- and on the right side of history. During a recent 

dinner with a friend of 20 years, the discussion turned toward the NCAA and Kessler said, "One day, 

kids will say, ’You mean college players didn’t get paid at some point?’" 

Article Link: 
h ttp ~ / / www.n ytimes.c~ m / 2 ~ ~ 4 / ~8 / 2 8 / sp~ rts / jeffre y-kess~e r-e nvisi~ ns~pe n- marke t~ f~ r~ncaa- 

college-athletes.html?_r=O 

The end of amateurism is not the end of competitive college sports 

Summary: 
Last month, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors voted for "autonomy" for the Power 5, 

essentially allowing the 65 schools that earn the bulk of the football television money to give 

athletes larger scholarships and increased medical benefits without breaking away from the 

association as a whole. A day later, Judge Wilken issued the O’Bannon ruling that the NCAA can no 

longer can prevent member schools from awarding athletes cash stipends that cover the full cost of 

attendance, nor prohibit schools from placing a minimum of $5,000 a year into trust funds that can 

be accessed by football and men’s basketball players following the end of their playing eligibility. 
Amateurism acts as a wage suppressanL However, the so-called demise of amateurism may actually 

lead to greater competitive balance, allowing small programs to gain some strong recruits and 

effectively break out. 

Article Link: 
http~ / /www.theatlantic.c~m/ entertainment/ archive/ 2~14 /~8 /the~end~f~amateurism-n~t.the~ 

end-of-college-sports!37920 O! 
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Penn State notebook: NCAA rebuts report of eased PSU sanctions 

Summary: 
There has still been no decision on reducing Penn State’s NCAA penalties, contrary to reports, 

according to NCAA Chief Legal Officer Remy. Remy stated that Senator Mitchell is an independent 

monitor so there is no indication of what his updated reports will include. In addition, the NCAA 

Executive Committee would have to vote on any sanction changes. 

Article Link: 
http ://triblive. com/sports/college!pennstate/6702413- 74/ncaa-penn-state#axzz3 Bs2VukYE 

Oklahoma football: Frank Shannon’s lawyer says school ’failed’ player, 
suspension fight will continue 

Summary: 
Aletia Timmons, la~,~,yer for suspended Oklahoma football player Frank Shannon goes on the 

offensive, said that the university failed Shannon. She alleges that Shannon is being made a 

scapegoat and ’that some schools are going overboard in their Title IX sexual assault investigations’. 

Article Link: 
http ~//news~k~c~m/~k~ah~ma-f~~tbal~-frank-shann~ns-~awyer-says-sch~~~-failed-player- 

suspension-fight-will-continue /article !5 33 7 073 /?page= l 
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Social Media and Athletics 

Instagram poised for big year in college football as schools up visual content 

Summary: 
SportsBusiness Journal highlighted the growing influence of lnstagram within athletic departments. 
Clemson’s Director of New Media Jonathan Gantt said, "Instagram [is] kind of the chance to show 
some candid moments. The more that it looks like it came from an actual person who was there -- it 
was just a spontaneous moment -- the more it connects with the users who are following us." The 
social media photo-sharing app is also being looked at as a possible revenue generator- either 
directly through ads or indirectly by increasing brand awareness. 

Article Link: 
http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Daily/Issues/201�/OS/28/College-Football- 
Preview/lnstagram.aspx 

At least for now, drone views unique to University of Louisville 

Summary: 
Louisville Director of Social Media Stover talks about three drones his team utilizes to create unique 

content for fans, believes possibilities for product are endless, interestingly the Cardinals keep their 

social media hub inside their Cardinal Athletic Fund development website 

Article Link: 
http~//www.c~urier-j~urna~.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~ege/~uisvi~e/2~14/~9/~2/dr~ne-views- 

unique-louisville-athletics-least-now/14959849/ 
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Revenue Generation and Facilities 

MU hopes tailgating increases attendance 

Summa+: 
Miami Ohio AD David Sayler is confident that changes to football tailgating area will improve the 

game experience for fails. He wants lively area full of grills, music, and fun. The main lot will be 

supported with oversight to make sure that tailgated festivities do not get out of hand. Hoping to 

increase attendance and student engagement, Miami has made its new ’End Zone’ space free for 

students. 

Article Link: 
http:/!miamistudent.net/?p=15002386 

Papa John’s scores Gopher’s partnership and "Chasing Dreams Fund" for 2014- 
15 football season 

Summa+: 
Minnesota’s Gopher Sports Properties and Papa John’s have squared away a sponsorship contract 

that will see Gopher fans get a +0% off opportunity the day after a football victory. In addition, $i 

from each order will be donated to the ’Chasing Dreams Fund’ founded by football head coach Kill 

and his wife Rebecca in support of the Epilepsy Foundation. 

Article Link: 

http~//www.~ear~e~dsp~rts.c~m/2~14/08/papa~j~hn~s~sc~res~g~phers~partnership~and~the- 

chasing-dreams-fund-for- 2 01 +- 1 S-football-season! 

Jack Rabbits head indoors 

Summary: 
South Dakota State AD Sell is excited about opening the new Sanford-Jackrabbit Athletic Complex 

that will come online next month. The complex will include a 100-yard synthetic turf surface, and 

an 8-lane 300-meter track. The $32 million project will alleviate issues with scheduling practices 

during the winter and inclement weather. The facility’s grand opening is currently set for October 

11. 

Article Link: 
http://www.keloland.com!newsdetail.cfm!jackrabbits-head-indoors/?id=168867 
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Tech athletic building campaign to be $185 million initiative 

Summa+: 
Texas Tech Red Raiders announced plans for a $185 million fundraising campaign with $75 million 

already committed. Highlighted improvements that are planned include a new indoor football 

practice facility, an indoor track, and a three-story addition to ]ones AT&T Stadium. AD Hocutt said 

it is too early for an exact timeline of projects. Football head coach Kliff Kingsbury was also signed 

to a new contract though 2020, worth $22.9 million. 

Article Link: 
http://redraiders.com!sports-red-raiders- football/2 014-0 8-2 9/tech-athletic-building-campaign- 

be- 18 5 - mill ion- initiative #.VAXj hUus 1 gl 

Video: Texas A&M’s new space 

Summary: 
Populous released an impressive video of Texas A&M’s new space inside the Bright Football 

Complex. Aggie football administrators have been referring to the locker room as the highlight of 

the project. Senior Assoc. AD for External Affairs Cook said of the locker room, "You walk in those 

doors & in a way it’s like you’re walking into a club." 

Video Link: 
https:!/www.youmbe.com!watch?v=fwXFGhraIM0 # [ 

14 for 2014 - The Clemson Experience at Memorial Stadium 

Summary: 
Clemson AD Dan Radakovich is ready to open an improved Death Valley to fans on Saturday. The 
list of enhancements include Verizon’s $10 million expansion of their distributed antenna systems 

both inside the stadium, as well as within tailgating areas; new digital graphics package; and the 

launch of the new Experience app which is expected to enhance the fan experience. 

Article Link: 
http://www.clemsontigers.com/ViewArticle.dbml?ATCLID=209630767 
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UNC Athletics 

Suspended UNC players return with clean slate 

Summary: 
University of North Carolina football coach Larry Fedora said 

-- -- the four players suspended last week for the Liberty game -- all now 

have a clean slate. Yahoo! Sports reported last week that UNC was investigating an altercation - the 

website said it might be "hazing" - involving football players. The incident, the website reported, 

left                                    with a concussion. 

Article Link: 
hm~://www.newsobserver.com/ 

See Also: 
http:!/www.chapelhillnews.com! 

httD: //sDorts.vahoo.com/news J 

NC court upholds ban of fan from UNC sports events 

Summary: 
A University of North Carolina decision to ban a local Chapel Hill man was upheld Tuesday on 

appeal. John Donnelly Jr. sued the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill after the university 
banned him from public sporting events in 2012. He alleged that the ban violated his First 

amendment rights. University officials acted after the 1970 UNC graduate reportedly made sexually 

suggestive comments to female staffers, showed up at the out-of-state hotel where the players were 

staying and harassed them. He also reportedly loudly criticized players in front of family members 

while serving as a volunteer usher at games. Donnelly is also alleged to have made harassing phone 

calls to the athletics department up to 13 times a day. 

Article Link: 

http ~ / /www~char~tte~bse rver.c~m / 2 ~14 / ~9 / ~ 2 / 5144 777 /nc-c~urt-uph~ds-ban~f-fan- 

from.html#.VAiOMEusl gl 

See Also: 

http~ / /~awpr~fess~rs.typepad.c~m /~ega~ pr~fessi~n/ 2~14 / ~9 /the-university~~f.n~rth-car~~ina~ 

did-n~t~vi~~ate-the-~rst-amendment-rights~~f.a-f~rmer-student~and~rabid~fan-by~barring~ 
him.html 



An interview with UNC AD Bubba Cunningham 

Summary: 
In part one of a two part interview, North Carolina AD Bubba Cunningham believes the direction of 

autonomy is a mistake, says full cost of attendance coverage for Tar Heels would be $1.8m, an 

amount the department doesn’t have just sitting around, guesses it gets implemented in 2016-17, 

will be a challenge to keep entire sports sponsorship portfolio. 

In part two of the interview, North Carolina AD Cunningham calls on-going academic investigation 

’fatiguing’ & hopes to have more clarity on the situation sometime this Fall, has not had any success 

in reaching former MBB stand-out McCants to discuss his issues, wants university & athletic 

department to regain some confidence 

Article Links: 

http: / /www.newsobserver.com / 2014 / 08 / 29 / 410604 3 an-interview-with-unc-ad- 

bubba.html?sp=/99/lO3/l19/271/1531/&rh=l 

h ttp ://www. n ews obse rve r~com!2014108/29/410625 6/an-in te rvie w- with- u n c- ad- 
bubba.html?sp=!99/103l 

See Also: 

http: / /www.charlotteobserver.com / 2014 / OS / 29 /5138351/ an-intervie w-with-unc- 

athletic.html#.VAc30Eus lg0 

Warriors sign ]ames Michael McAdoo 

Summary: 
Former UNC Tar Heel James Michael McAdoo signed a one-year contract paying the minimum with 
the Golden State Warriors. McAdoo, an undrafted free agent averaged 14.2 points and 6.8 rebounds 
as a junior at North Carolina last season before entering the 2014 NBA draft. After going undrafted, 
the 6-foot-9, 230-pounder averaged nine points, 5.4 rebounds and 1.2 blocks for the Warriors at the 
Las Vegas summer league. 

Article Link: 
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/warriors-sign-james-michael-mcadoo-222549373.html 



Around the NCAA 

Jameis Winston Case Said to Be Subject of Florida State Inquiry 

Summary: 
Almost 2 years after a female student accused ]ameis Winston of sexually assaulting her in his 
apartment, Florida State University has begun a disciplinary inquiry into the case, the woman’s 
lawyer said Thursday. University officials interviewed the woman, who has since transferred to 
another university, last month for a little more than an hour. 

Article Link: 

http~//www.nytimes.c~m/2~4/~9/~5/sp~rts/ncaaf~tba~/jameis-winst~n-case-said-t~be~ 

subject-of-florida-state-inquiry.html?rref=sports 

New meal rules good for Cats’ stomachs, pockets 

Summary: 
Arizona has estimated the cost for additional meals and snacks for student-athletes at $600,000 to 
$700,000. Associate Athletic Director for Compliance Gretchen Bouton believes that the 

introduction of a brunch Monday through Friday and Sunday will be a huge benefit for the Wildcats. 

Arizona will continue to monitor the landscape to see how others are implementing new rule. 

Article Link: 
http: / /tucson.com/sports/basketball! article bO9c4a4f-4c3b- 5807-9a37-efd4dbcc73 29.html 

Minnesota facilities upgrade plan jump-started by $25 million from Land 
O’Lakes 

Summary: 
Minnesota received a $25 million commitment from Land O’Lakes. The vast majority of the money 

will be dedicated to a Center for Excellence in the new athletic village that will be named after the 

company. The gift will help move the campaign forward for the master plan, which is estimated by 
AD Teague to cost $190 million. 

Article Link: 

http://www.startribune.com/sports/gophers/273662841.html 



Texas student government questions AD Patterson, approves appointments 

Summary: 
During a meeting with Texas student government, AD Patterson pegged the exact value of a full 

scholarship at $69,000 annually as he continues to oppose offering student-athletes additional 

compensation. Patterson also wants to find a location close to campus for a new basketball facility 

when the Dell Medical School expansion eats up the Erwin Center. 

Article Link: 

http://www.dailytexanonline.com/2014/09/02/sg-questions-patterson-approves-appointments 



Legal Issues 

NCAA $60 million video image settlement could attract 100,000 claimants 

Summary: 
The National Collegiate Athletic Association and Electronic Arts Inc. are scheduled to seek final 
court approval next May 14 of a $60 million settlement of claims that athletes’ images were wrongly 

used in video games. U.S. District Judge Claudia Wilken set the fairness hearing date and said in 

court papers that more than 100,000 individuals have potential claims yesterday. On July 24, Judge 

Wilken gave preliminary approval of the settlement, which includes $40 million from game-maker 

Electronic Arts and $20 million from the NCAA. 

Article Link: 

http://www.claimsjournal.com/news/national/2014/09/04/254200.htm 

Ex-Portland State player files suit, says concussion was untreated 

Summary: 
Former Portland State football player Zach Walen has filed a $5 million lawsuit against the 

university, the NCAA, and Oregon Health Sciences University. Walen claims he was not treated 

properly for a blow to the head and concussion in September of 2012, allowing him to compete 
again before he passed the necessary tests. 

Article Link: 

http~//www~f~xsp~rts.c~m/c~ege-f~tba~/st~ry/f~rmer-p~rt~and-state-~b-zach-wha~en-fi~es- 

concussion-lawsuit-against-school-ncaa-090214 

NCAA faces new suit over number, length of football scholarships 

Summary: 
Former Colorado State football player Durrell Chamorro is the latest to file a class-action lawsuit 

against the NCAA, advocates for damages incurred by football student-athletes from the since- 

abandoned multi-year scholarship rule. His attorney is trying to merge the suit with one he 

previously filed for former Gardner Webb student-athlete John Rock who challenged scholarships 

limits. 

Article Link: 

http://www.cbssports.com/collegefootball/writer/jon-solomon/24691100/ncaa-faces-another- 

lawsuit-over-number-length-of-football-scholarships 



ND athletic director sits down with ]eft ]effers 

Summary: 
Notre Dame AD Jack Swarbrick provided an update on the on-going academic investigation. 

Swarbick said that situation lies in the hands of the school’s Honor Code Committee, but that the 
NCAA is fully in the loop, as well. He also discussed the massive Campus Crossroads project that will 

now start the day after the last football game this year thanks to strong fundraising progress. 

Article Link: 
http:!/www.wndu~com!home!headlines!ND-athletic- dire cto r- sits- down-with-Jeff-Jeffers- 

273327781.html 

A legal titan of sports labor disputes sets his sights on the N.C.A.A. 

Summary: 
Jeffrey Kessler envisions an open market that would allow colleges to compete for the services of 

top athletes by offering enhanced scholarships, better medical care or cash- potentially lots of cash. 

Kessler feels as if he might be on to something big- and on the right side of history. During a recent 

dinner with a friend of 20 years, the discussion turned toward the NCAA and Kessler said, "One day, 

kids will say, ’You mean college players didn’t get paid at some point?’ " 

Article Link: 
http://www~nytimes.c~m/2014/08/28/sp~rts/je~rey-kess~er-envisi~ns-~pen-market-f~r-ncaa- 

college- ath letes.htm 1? r=0 

The end of amateurism is not the end of competitive college sports 

Summary: 
Last month, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors voted for "autonomy" for the Power 5, 

essentially allowing the 65 schools that earn the bulk of the football television money to give 

athletes larger scholarships and increased medical benefits without breaking away from the 

association as a whole. A day later, Judge Wilken issued the 0’Bannon ruling that the NCAA can no 

longer can prevent member schools from awarding athletes cash stipends that cover the full cost of 

attendance, nor prohibit schools from placing a minimum of $5,000 a year into trust funds that can 

be accessed by football and men’s basketball players following the end of their playing eligibility. 
Amateurism acts as a wage suppressant. However, the so-called demise of amateurism may actually 

lead to greater competitive balance, allowing small programs to gain some strong recruits and 

effectively break out. 

Article Link: 

http ~ / /www.thea~antic~c~m / ente rtainment/ archive / 2 ~14 / ~8 /the-end-~f-amateurism-n~t-the- 

end-of-college-sports/379200/ 



Penn State notebook: NCAA rebuts report of eased PSU sanctions 

Summary: 
There has still been no decision on reducing Penn State’s NCAA penalties, contrary to reports, 

according to NCAA Chief Legal Officer Remy. Remy stated that Senator Mitchell is an independent 

monitor so there is no indication of what his updated reports will include. In addition, the NCAA 

Executive Committee would have to vote on any sanction changes. 

Article Link: 
http://trib~ive.c~m~sp~rts/c~ege/pennstate/6702413-74/ncaa~penn-state#axzz3Bs2VukYE 

Oklahoma football: Frank Shannon’s lawyer says school ’failed’ player, 
suspension fight will continue 

Summary: 
Aletia Timmons, lawyer for suspended Oklahoma football player Frank Shannon goes on the 

offensive, said that the university failed Shannon. She alleges that Shannon is being made a 

scapegoat and ’that some schools are going overboard in their Title IX sexual assault investigations’. 

Article Link: 

http://news~k.c~m/~k~ah~ma~f~tba~-frank-shann~ns-~awyer-says-sch~-fai~ed-p~ayer~ 

suspension-fight-will-continue/article/5337073/?page= 1 



Social Media and Athletics 

Instagram poised for big year in college football as schools up visual content 

Summary: 
SportsBusiness Journal highlighted the growing influence of Instagram within athletic departments. 
Clemson’s Director of New Media Jonathan Gantt said, "Instagram [is] kind of the chance to show 
some candid moments. The more that it looks like it came from an actual person who was there -- it 
was just a spontaneous moment -- the more it connects with the users who are following us." The 
social media photo-sharing app is also being looked at as a possible revenue generator- either 
directly through ads or indirectly by increasing brand awareness. 

Article Link: 
http:!/www.sportsbusinessdaily.com!Daily/Issues!2014/08/28!College-Football- 
Preview/Instagram.aspx 

At least for now, drone views unique to University of Louisville 

Summary: 
Louisville Director of Social Media Stover talks about three drones his team utilizes to create unique 
content for fans, believes possibilities for product are endless, interestingly the Cardinals keep their 
social media hub inside their Cardinal Athletic Fund development website 

Article Link: 
http~//www.c~urier-j~urnaLc~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~ege/~uisvi~e/2~14/~9/~2/dr~ne~views~ 
unique-louisville-athletics-least-now!14959849! 



Revenue Generation and Facilities 

MU hopes tailgating increases attendance 

Summary: 
Miami Ohio AD David Sayler is confident that changes to football tailgating area will improve the 

game experience for fans. He wants lively area full of grills, music, and fun. The main lot will be 

supported with oversight to make sure that tailgated festivities do not get out of hand. Hoping to 

increase attendance and student engagement, Miami has made its new ’End Zone’ space free for 

students. 

Article Link: 

http://miamistudent.net/?p=15002386 

Papa John’s scores Gopher’s partnership and "Chasing Dreams Fund" for 2014- 
15 football season 

Summary: 
Minnesota’s Gopher Sports Properties and Papa ]ohn’s have squared away a sponsorship contract 

that will see Gopher fans get a 40% off opportunity the day after a football victory. In addition, $1 

from each order will be donated to the ’Chasing Dreams Fund’ founded by football head coach Kill 

and his wife Rebecca in support of the Epilepsy Foundation. 

Article Link: 
http:!/www.learfieldsports~com!20141081papa-j ohn’s-scores-gophers-partne rship- an d- the- 

chasing-dreams-fund-for-2014-15-football-season/ 

Jack Rabbits head indoors 

Summary: 
South Dakota State AD Sell is excited about opening the new Sanford-]ackrabbit Athletic Complex 

that will come online next month. The complex will include a 100-yard synthetic turf surface, and 
an 8-lane 300-meter track. The $32 million project will alleviate issues with scheduling practices 

during the winter and inclement weather. The facility’s grand opening is currently set for October 

11. 

Article Link: 

http : / /www.keloland.com / ne wsdetail.cfm / jackrabbits-head-indoors /?id=1688 6 7 
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Tech athletic building campaign to be $185 million initiative 

Summary: 
Texas Tech Red Raiders announced plans for a $185 million fundraising campaign with $75 million 

already committed. Highlighted improvements that are planned include a new indoor football 

practice facility, an indoor track, and a three-story addition to Jones AT&T Stadium. AD Hocutt said 

it is too early for an exact timeline of projects. Football head coach Kliff Kingsbury was also signed 

to a new contract though 2020, worth $22.9 million. 

Article Link: 

http://redraiders.com/sports-red-raiders- football/2014-08-29/tech-athletic-building-campaign- 

be-185-million-initiative#.VAXihUus lgl 

Video: Texas A&M’s new space 

Summary: 
Populous released an impressive video of Texas A&M’s new space inside the Bright Football 

Complex. Aggie football administrators have been referring to the locker room as the highlight of 

the project. Senior Assoc. AD for External Affairs Cook said of the locker room, "You walk in those 

doors & in a way it’s like you’re walking into a club." 

Video Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fwXFGhraJM0#? 

14 for 2014 - The Clemson Experience at Memorial Stadium 

Summary: 
Clemson AD Dan Radakovich is ready to open an improved Death Valley to fans on Saturday. The 
list of enhancements include Verizon’s $10 million expansion of their distributed antenna systems 
both inside the stadium, as well as within tailgating areas; new digital graphics package; and the 
launch of the new Experience app which is expected to enhance the fan experience. 

Article Link: 
http://www.clemsontigers.com/ViewArticle.dbml?ATCLID =209630767 
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Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:44 AM 

UNCAA-Asst ttead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edw*; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtv* 

Markos, Lmlce M <meckos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timnlermans@unc.edt~4 Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@em~Jl.unc.edu>; 

~em~Jl.unc.edu>; Ballen, M~xtina K <mballen@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin 

S. <kbest@unc.edtr>; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu>; Brenner, John F <3ohn Bm~mer@unc.edt~>; Bunting, Mike 

<mbunting@unc.edu>; Cle~; Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edtr>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edtr>; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwalmey@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edtr~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirsclmer@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <crick@~unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 

<bethmiller@unc.edm< Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu~; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edm< Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachaiy Ryan <zacselmon@unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item 13.4.1.4.1, 13.4.1.4.1.1 - Electronic Correspondence 

Good Morning-- 

Please see today’s.; Daily Compliance item regarding the changes to electronic correspondence for ~.;port:s other than Ba~.;ketball, Cross County/Track & Field, 

Football and Swimming & Diving, 

Proposal , was adopted effective and specified that in sports other" than basketball, cross country/track and field, t:ootbatl and swimming and 

diving: 

Telephone ceils to an individual (or his or her" relatives or legal guardbns) may be made at an institution’s discretion beginning September 1 at the 

beginning of his or her junior year in high school; and 

Perrnits any form of electronic correspondence (e.g., electronic maif, h~stant Messenger, facsimiles, text messages) to be sent to a prospective student- 

athlete (or the prospective student-atMete’s parents or legal guardians) at that time. 

This wiJl be among the t:opics of discussion at our Sept:ember Rules Fducation meetings this rnont:h 

Let me know iF you have any qt~estkms or concerns. 

Thank you and have a nice weekend. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universit:y of biort:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9{52..7853 

Fax; {919) 962-5L%}2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Which of the followin9 sports is not permitted to send all forms of electronic 
correspondence to prospects prior to the prospect sionin9 an NLI, written offer 
of admission/Did or providing o finanekfl deposit to the institution? 

A. Boseb(fll 

B. 5wimminoibivin9 

b, Lacross~ 

The answer is _B. NdAA Bylaw 13.4.1.4.1 states that in cross country/track and 

field football end swimmin9 ~nd divino, electronically transmitted correspondence 
that m~y be sent to a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student- 
athlete’s parents or legal 9uardians) is limited to electronic mail and facsimiles. All 

other forms of ~[ectronica[ly transmitted correspondence (e.9., Instant 
Messenger, text messaging) are prohibited. [b] (Adopted: 4/28/05 effective 

o/ o 8/1/05, ~evised: 12/1~, 06, 4/~6/07 ~ffeetive 8/1/07, 4/15/08, 4/89/10 

effective 8/1/10, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11, 1/I8/14 effective 8/I/I4) 

NCAA Bylaw 13o4. i o4.1.1 states that in cross countryltrack end field, football 



Jennii~r M. Condaras 

Associate Coramissioner 

BIG EAST Conf~::rence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.nnc.edu> 

Monda? ;:37 AM 

UNCAA Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; 

UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-> 

M~xkos, Lance M <mmkos@email.unc.edu>; Timmemlans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>;                      ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; Ballen, Mm~ina K <mb~Jlen@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, 

Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu>; Brdnner, John F <John Brdnner@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike 

<mbunting@unc.edu>; Cle~Q’, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwalmey@unc.edn>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirsclmer@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 

<bethmiller@unc.edu;,; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@nnc.edu~; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu;,; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan <zacsehnon@unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - - 12.3.1.3- Career Counseling 

Good Morning--- 

Pleas~-_~ see today’s Daily Compliance Item regarding care~-:~r counseling services e’.<dusively tar student-athletes. 

ihis legislal:i.:_~n was adopted in Jun~-_~ 2(311 to perrnit a sl:udent-.athlete to use career counseling and internship/job pla(:em~:_~nt s~-’_~rvic~:_~s available e’.<dusively to 

student-athletes, provided the student-athlete is not placed in a posidon in which the student-athlete uses his or her athletics abifit% 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns~ 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University at: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785~, 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rr~va n g~:~l d ~?r @ u t~c. e d u 

From: Jennifer M. Condaras [mailto: 9bigeast.com] 

Sent: Monday 3:21 AM 
To: Vangelder, Nanelle A 
Subject: Daily Compliance Item- ¯ 12.3.1.3- Career Counseling 

Oce~l State University is going to have a career fair for its entire student body 
the first Wednesday in October, Because the majorily of student-athletes will be 
unable to attend this fair’ due to class, practice and/or eorapetition schedules, the 
Athletic Department is going to host a separate career fair just for student- 
athletes the following Friday. Is it permissible for an institution to host a career 

fair exclusively for student-athletes? 

Yes. NCAA gy~a~ 12.3.1.3 states that a stude~t-atMete may use career 

counseling and internship/job placement services available exclusively to student- 

athletes, provided the student-athlete is not placed in a position in which the 
student-athlete uses his or her athletics ability. (Adopted: 4/28/11) 

iNi 

Jenni[er M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Contbrence 

:..... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, MattJlew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 9:38 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

ttead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

I~E: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/15/14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 9-15-14.pdf 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, September 08, 2014 9:26 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/8/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

It is a great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 9:17 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject; Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/1/14) 

Good morning! 

I hope everyone had a great Labor Day and ready to have a great week! 

Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

o i e ~i~e @ u r~c, ed u 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject; Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/25/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

I hope everyone is having a great start to their week. Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Just a reminder that we are having our annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium at 7pm this evening! Stop by for food and fellowship with our student- 

athletes. 

I hope everyone has an outstanding week! Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session! Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August !gth. 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 



We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pm. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~e@unc.edu 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches~ UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches~ UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

oie~i[e@ur~g.ed~. 

O: 919-843-2306 
F. OlQ Q/I~ o~o-7 

( 

Go Heels] 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning] Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of ,~:~gu~t 7ti~. 20 4 n the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenije, Matfllew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 15, 2014 9:52 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

l~b2: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/15/14) 

All, 

I forgot to add an event to the schedule. Please add the following event to your schedule. 

Thank you, 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 9:38 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/15/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, September 08, 2014 9:26 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/8/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

It is a great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 9:17 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/1/14) 

Good morning! 

I hope everyone had a great Labor Day and ready to have a great week! 

Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/25/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

I hope everyone is having a great start to their week. Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 



Just a reminder that we are having our annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium at 7pm this evening! Stop by for food and fellowship with our student- 

athletes. 

I hope everyone has an outstanding week! Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~e@u~c.edu 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session! Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August 18th, 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 

We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pm. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~e@u~c.edu 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~i~!i~ 
O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~e@u~c.edu 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of A~gL.’st 1.7~h, 201.4 in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~i.~.!i.~.~.~.~:~:~ ~. 
O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monda" 10:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE 

Hi, 

I am booked solid today and close to solid tomorrow, I leave tomorrow afternoon to head out of town for the rest of the week. So, here’s my availabflky: 

4:30 Lhis a ft~-:~rnoon: I’ll be on the (:ell in my car head~:_~d to Raleigh fop an evening program 

2:30 tomorrow a[ternoon 

A couple of minutes, perhaps, added on to tomorrow’s rneeting re: PGPA 

3:30 or after tomorrow, again on the cell while Fm headed out of town 

Do any of these times work fop you? 

[ did have a brief conversation with Stew? about spring mambers. He thinks it’s an issue for the ath]etD:: working group Would you be comfortable asMng Jim, or 

whomever is appropriate, Lo add fl: to the agenda fl:~r the next meeting? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
P.arbara Polk 
I) epu ty D [rector 
0 {’~ice o{~1 ~de [gradu ate Admiss [oi:s 
lJ~lB~evsi~g o{~Novth Carolina at Chapel 1{i1~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -9 66-3 ~i 89 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Sunday, : 6:OO PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: Fwd: 

We may need to discuss tots and all of the other requests. Please let me know when you might be available. Thanks for your help. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "file, Vince" <j[[_e_._@.__u n__.c__._#_d___u_.> 

Date: at 5:58:11 PM EDT 

To: "DeSelm. Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Subject: R{ 

I’ll need to speak with Barbara. We have what appears to be an unprecedented number of requests for mid-year admissions for 

On 

Vince: 

t 4:58 AM, "DeSelm, Rich k" <richdeselm~unc.edu> wrote: 

Her academic information is on file with Lance. We are bringing her in for an Official Visit in the next few weeks. 

was an NCAA All American 

in two events and would be a potential relay contributor. 

She is looking al 

I would like to know it a January admission could be a possibility. 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swtmming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swinm~ing & Diving 
PO Box A26, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-g&5-53dO (F): 919-962-1603 
Email: ~ ! .e_ s_e__l_0_~_ @ _e_~_a_ L !: u__n_c_’: _e_c! .u_ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC J514 
}:_7_~: }:_¢~g _o_ 1~ _e__e__l~_~: ~_9___m_. 

Y2: Yf~:: ~2 .c_’: _e.(_! .u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edtc~ 

Monday, September 15, 2014 2:48 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.anc.edu> 

exit surveys 

Dear Vince, Joy and Lissa, I met tiffs morning with Barbara Osborne and Lynn Wiliford to discuss student-athlete senior e~t surveys. Lynn is willing and interested in 

housing the data in Institional Research, and Barbara has offered for the Center for Excellence in Collegiate Sports also to analyze the data and create reports for the 

FAC and the Departjnent of Athletics going forwal~l. Please let me know what you think. 

A few questions: 

Who keeps past exit survey data? Where is it currently housed? Barbara provided a summaw relyort from the old instrmnent that was used ficom 2012-13. She said 

this survey was used ti~om about 2005-06 until 2011-12. She said that either Vince or Joy or former FAC chair Steve Reznick may have these data and reports. Do 
you know? How can we get these data and get them to Lynn? 

Who on the FAC will be the point person for focus groups this year (administering and data analysis)? 

Who on the FAC will be the point person for the exit surveys this year? 

Per Barbara, the FAC has collaborated ruth the Dept of Athletics to administer focus groups, and help with the data collection of senior student-athlete exit sma~eys 

for quite some time, at least the past 10 years. 

tiave the 2013-14 data (ti~om the new Qualtfics instrument) been ana]yzed and a report written? If not, can Lynn get the data? 

Could we add PIDs to the Qualtrics instrument? 

Could we add a question re Housing on th Qualtrics instrument? 

This came up in the Working Group meeting last week when we discussed Housing: Could we add a question to the exit survey regarding housing and s~dent-athlete 

satisfaction thereof(e.g.,something like: "I lived where I wanted to live on campus,""I lived with non-atlfletes while I was at Carolina," "I would have preferred to live 
somewhere else, but my team chose where I lived", "I feel that my housing experience at UNC helped significantly ruth me athletic perfommnce," an&or "academic 

performance", and/or "personal development’; etc. 

Thanks for your help, 

Debbi 

Debbi Clarke, EdD 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Univ~sity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke~unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, Matfllew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 5:24 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

ttead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

I~E: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/15/14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 9-15-14.pdf 

Good afternoon! 

Please see updated!added events to the Student-Athlete Development schedule this week! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

o i e ~i~e @ u r~c, ed u 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 9:38 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/15/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, September 08, 2014 9:26 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/8/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

It is a great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 9:17 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/1/14) 

Good morning! 

I hope everyone had a great Labor Day and ready to have a great week! 

Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/25/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

I hope everyone is having a great start to their week. Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Just a reminder that we are having our annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium at 7pro this evening! Stop by for food and fellowship with our student- 

athletes. 

I hope everyone has an outstanding week! Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 



O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session! Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August 18th. 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 

We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pm. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 21, 2014 10:32 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/27/14) 

Good morning everyone] 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 929-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2024 2:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/27/24) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/27/24) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of Au~-s.t 1.7~h, 201/t in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps ~gmail.com> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 8:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Following Up 

Hey man, how have you been? Are you around this week? I’m in training and staying at the Carolina Inn. Would love to meet with you and a couple of athletes. 

Maybe you could take me to the stadium? 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps, J.D. 

Attorney and Counsellor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner 

District One Seat 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 17, 2013, at 3:06 t M. Ille Vmce -qllKa, unc.edu wrote. 

Thanks, it should be fun tonight! I’m looking forward to connecting and understand the bus?- schedules. Are your local elementary schools participating in 

our Academic All Stars Progrmn? 

FINAL DRAFT 

For immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications Office 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The University of North Carolina athletic department has partnered with elementary schools across the state to recognize students 

that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 

The newly created Academic All-Stars program invites participating elementary schools to select two outstanding students in each grade (total of 10- 

12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Carolina football game for their academic success. Each of the selected students will receive four 

tickets to either the Old Dominion (Nov. 23) or Duke (30) home football game where they will receive a certificate to honor their accomplishments 

and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

"This is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Athlete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous response," said UNC Athletic Director 

Bubba Cunningham. "We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and their guests on our campus at a football game. 

"This program is a great way for the athletic department and football program to give back to the elementary schools in our state by offering an 

exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics and this program is a 

perfect example of what we are trying to achieve." 

Prior to the kickoff of the 2013 season, North Carolina Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development Cricket Lane sent a letter to every 

elementary school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the North Carolina school boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementary school students have already reserved more than 2,700 tickets for the Duke game and 

more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

"1 would like to thank the University of North Carolina for this generous offer and for giving Hillsborough Elementary School students the chance to 

attend a UNC football game with their families," said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillsborough Elementary School. "Our school is focused on college 

and career readiness and this opportunity will support students and give them access to a college campus on game day. Several families at our school 

are unable to afford college football tickets, so this is an opportunity of a lifetime! Our students will love the game and the recognition. This program 

appears to be well thouaht out and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to elementary schools and recognizing students]" 

From= D. Cole Phelps                 ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, October 17, 2013 :I.:58 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject= Re: Following Up 

Good luck with the game tonight. I wish I was there. We still need to connect. I really want to bring some of the guys down.. 1 

have a few in mind..We can start a mentor program. I think it would be great. 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 8:49 AM, Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&l> wrote: 

No, we play #10 Mi’~ml cm F~PN thi~ Thursday night. Hope you are well. 

From: D. Cole Phelp                 .~_gtn_a_jJ_=_c__o__t_t)_] 
Sent= Saturday, October 12, 2013 ::[0:08 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject= Re: Following Up 

Did UNC play today? 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 



Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, Oct 3, 2013 at 10:02 AM, Ille, Vince <ille(dt)unc.edu> wrote: 
Crazy on my end as well. Monday, October 7 is full. I have availability the following Monday before 11 AM if that worlcs for you. 
From: D. Cole Phelps [mailt           ~qmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, October 03, 2013 2:10 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Re: Following Up 
My apologies. Things are crazy. What does Monday look like for you? 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mort, Sep 30, 2013 at 6:43 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(a)unc.e&t> wrote: 

Yes, I’m available around 2:30 pm. Should I call the number below? Thanks. 
From: D. Cole Phelps [maill            ~_g__n__~_a__[[:_c___o_E~_] 
Sent; Monday, September 30, 2013 1:23 AM 
To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Re: Following Up 
HOW are things? Can we talk tomorrow afternoon? 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, Sep 19, 2013 at 6:31 PM, Ille, Vince <:i!_l__e_:~i__uj)__c_:__e__d___u_> wrote: 

Ye~ we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet with reps from COKE at their Atlanta HQ all day tomolTow. Things are busy 

but good. Hope you aJce doing well and look tbrward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" i-6gmail.com> wrote: 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or are you just getting away for a few days? Have you been doing alright? I hate 

I will miss you this trip. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney mid Counselor at Law 

Washington Coun~ Commissioner Dis~trict One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

Sent fi~om my US Cellular Smartphone 

On Sep 19, 2013 5:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbunc.edtv~ wrote: 

D. Cole, 
I’m on my way to AtlaJata tonight. I would like to connect sometime though. Please let me know when you might be available in the future. 

We can catch up with a call next week also if yoffd like. I’m looking forward to meeting at some point. Thai]ks for reaching out. 

Vince 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 3:29 PM, "D. Cole Phelps ............................ ?~b~_r_lL~_~_i_!:__c_o_r_ll > wrote: 

Vince, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow, How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 



Washinoton County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <i!J__e__"~]__e__r__n_~!:__u_!)__c_:__e_£l__u_> wrote: 
Cole, 
Thanks for the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas mid look forward to meeting ruth you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4.631 

<imageOOBjpg> 

From: D. Cole Phelps [mail~           @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 203.3 3.3.:53 P! 
To: 1lie, Vince 
C:c: January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject: Following Up 
Mr. llle, 

Thanks for speaking with me this evening about the potential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athlelics, especially 

and the students fiom my community, Washington County. I am really looking forward to working with you to create a plan to 

make this happen. This partnership could be the spark our students need to see that there is much more out there than 

Washington Count’:’. The impact your student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into 

words. 

I have copied my assistant on this email to work out a time tbr us to meet within the next l~w weeks. Additionally, I have 

copied Dr. Joe Davis, Washington Count.y Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what el~ you need from 

me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

WashinTton County Commissioner 
District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come tree--if we have the courage to pursue them." 
- Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attaclmaents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient 

(s) and may contain confidential and privileged intbnnation. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and destroy 811 copies of the original 

message. 



From: Tarheel Parents ~(~vahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 9:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: Let’s Go Beat ECU!!!!! 

Attach: pa~king info.docx 

Good evening Tar Heel Parents ..... Let’s go beat ECU!!!!!! 

Kickoff is at 3:30 pm... 

Guest Player Will Call: Gate 6 
The gate is located to the north side of Dowdy-Ficklen Stadium (see image below) and opens 2 hours prior to 

kickoff. 
General public Parking is available as outlined: 
~Belk Buildh~g lot along Charles Boulevard ($20 pet" vehicle) 
.~ Gravel tots along I 4th Street ($20 per vehicle). 

Access to the lots along 14th Street witl be shut dow~ four (4) hou~ prior to Mc~-Offo 
Lots will open six hours prior to kick-o~ 

Click here to view parking map 

Also please remember that all guests should have photo ID and must be present at time of ticketing if you wish 

to sit together; as away game seating is not based on commitment or seniority, 

Go Heels! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Coleman Lewis <cscottl0@unc.edtr’- 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 10:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Recruiling Tfi ps 

VJnce~ 

I was reaching out to see about getting recruits onto the football field during pre game? I was wanting to make the experience here for those kids unforgettable. To me little 

things like this make a big difference. If there is anything I need to do just let me know. 

Thank You, 
Coleman Scott 
UNT’ Chapel Hill 
Tar Heel Wrestling 
Assistant wrestling coach 



VFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith ~ramsclub.com> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>, DaJ gleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Any update or 

Tim S~nth 

w: 919.8436448 
~ramsclub corn 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:42 AM 

Tim Smith <fim@mm~lub.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

I will be sending out an email shortly. Just got confirmation late yesterday. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tim Smith [*n, ~ramsclub com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:40 AiVl 
To: Ille, Vince; Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: 

Any update on 

Tim Smith 

w: 919843.6448 
ramsclub.collq 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:59 AM 

’Duncan Driscoll’ ~gmail.com>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edw~ 

RE: Protection against Staph 

Mr. Duncan: 

Thank you for reaching out to us --we appreciate your interest! 

It would be best to contact Mike Bunting, Assistant Athletics Director for Facility Planning and Management. 

Thank you, and take care. 

Regards, 
Larry 

Larry Gallo, Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
Respunsibility Innovation Service Excellence 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Duncan IDriscull [rnailtc       ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:53 AM 
> To: UNC Athletics Director 
> Cc: (iallo, Jr., Lawj A.; Ille, Vince 
> SubJect: Protection against Staph 
> 

> Mr Cunningham, 
> 

> I am an entrepreneur based out ufBlacksburg, VA After founding a technology 
> company called 3D-4U, I became interested in an advanced, patented, anti-microbial 
> technolugy that provides maximum protection against MRSA and the spread of other 
> bacterial infections. My new company, recently applied this surface prutectant to all 
> of Virginia Tech’s athletic facilities. I am wondering if you can connect me to the 
> right person in your Athletic Department to find out if this would be of interest to the 
> Tar Heels? 
> 

> Best regards, 
> Duncan Driscoll 
> 
> Healtbierln doorsVA, cam 
> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Duncan Driscoll @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 12:21 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larly A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Cunninghan~, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike 

<mbunling@unc.edu > 

Re: Protection against Staph 

Thal~ks, Larry. I will reach out to Make. 

Best regards, 
Duncan 

On Sep 16, 2014, at 11:59 AM, Gallo, Jr., Larry A <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mr. Duncan: 
> 

> Thank you for reaching out to us ~- we appreciate your interest[ 
> 

> It would be best to contact Mike Bunting, Assistant Athletics Director [’or Facility Planning and Management. 
> 

> Thanl~ you, and take care. 
> 

> Regards, 
> Larry 
> 

> Larpi Gallo, Jr. 
> Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Responsibility Innovation Service Excellence 
> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Dnncan Driscoll [mailt~       ~gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, September 16, 2014 11:53 AM 
>> To: L~C Athletics Director 
>> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Latrj A.; Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Protection against Staph 
>> 

>> Mr. Cunningham, 
>> 

>> I am an entrepreneur based out of Blacksbmg, VA. ARer founding a tectmology 
>> company called 3D-4U, I became interested in an advanced, patented, anti-microbial 
>> technology that provides maximum protection against MRSA and the spread of other 
>> bacterial infections. My new company, recently applied this surface protectant to all 
>> of Virginia Tech’s athletic facilities. I am wondering if you can connect me to the 
>> right person in your Athletic Department to find out if this would be of interest to the 
>> Tar Heels? 
>> 

>> Best regards, 
>> Duncan Driscoll 
>> 

>> HealthicrIndoor sVA.com 
>> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~jeflj aalssen.com 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 1:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Leadership Academy Contract 

Janssen 2014 Contract DI;UkFT 09 15 2014-1 jj accept.docx 

Vince, 

Thanks for sending the latest version and I have accepted evewthing on it So please send me a clean version when you get a chance and I will sign and get it back to you. 

We had some really good initial workshops last night with the Rising Stars and winter and spring Veteran Leaders I really like the vibe from the young ones especially. Looking forward to 
another great year and appreciate your help in working through it all. 

GOHEELS! 

JJ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc edu> 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 l:l@m 
To: "’Jeff Janssen’"     ))jefl]anssen.cnm> 
Subject: RE: FW: Leadership Academy Contract 

(;an you please review the most recent draft? I believe it incorporates the topics that we discussed on Friday. Please let me know i:[’you have any questions. Thanks for your help and I hope 
you have productive sessions on campus today 

Vlnce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailtn }ieffianssen.cnm] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 10, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: llle, Vmce 
Subject: RE: FW: Leadership Academy Contract 

glnce, 

Great - 9 am Friday works for nre if it still works for you. 

Thanks! 

JJ 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.salsc.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesda5 1:28 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&L>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Gwalmey, Clint <cgwa]tney@unc.edu> 

RE: IRB Review 

What is University Counsel’s role in evaluating the HIPAA implications and other legal considerations involved? It will be h~nportant for us to ensure necessary 

safeguards are in place to protect our student-athletes from misuse of their information~ For football, basketball, and baseball players in particular, it could be 

harrnR4 if inf.:_~rmation about: an iniury bec.:_~mes ~mblic and raises questions by ~)rofessional sc.:_~uts about ~:he individual’s abilK:y t.:_~ per[orrn. From a prad:ical 

standpoint, though, f think it may be useR~J informati.:_~n to help us m.:_~re eff~-_~ctivelv [oster a safe atmo%~here [or our stud~:_mt-atMetes 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday,      "          12:19 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: Fwd: IRB Review 

Please review and advise. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Derickson, Clmstopher P" <cderickson(/~unc.edu~> 

Date: ’,                 at 12:16:02 PM EDT 

To: "CunninghaJn, Bubba" <bubbac(/~emailamc.edu-* 

Subject: FW: IRB Review 

gubba --- 

Are you aware of this proposed study? I would think so, but just checking~ 

Chris 

Christ:o~her Derickson 

Assistant ProvosL and University Registrar’ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~:1.08 SASB North Campus Box 2:1.00 

Chap*:_~l Hill, NC 27599-2:KX? 

T -. 919- 962--82_89 

F- 919-,962-1655 

From’, 
Sent: Tuesday, ’.. ~:34 AM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: IRB Review 

Mr. Derickson, 
Please see the attached IRB application. Prior to resubmitting the application Mike Matamoros with the IRB requested that I ask you to review the application and 
ensure that student-athlete medical records are not protected under FERPA regulations. If you could confirm this, via email, that would great. I can then forward 
the email on to Mike at the IRB. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you for your time. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 2:21 PM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa tbotball@groups.unc.edu>; Tim Davis @nc.rr.com>; Walter Davis @rocketmail.com> 

~rocketmail.com); Mitch Mason,        ~ti:a.org>; Ben AlexaJlder -          t@hotmail.com>; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu>; Angell, Jones <jangell@unc.edu>; Lee Pace-       ’@gmail.com>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~; Sobba, 

Gary       ~)tarheelsports.com>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket~c)!unc.edu>; Canningham, Bubba 

<babbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu>; Edwards, Kelsey --lcedu~ards@unc.eda>; Reeves, Ronald <rdreeves@unc.eda>; 

Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty~email.unc.eda>; Brown, Michelle --~mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Dawn Berry            @ncdps.gov>; Ben 

Marsh <              ~ncdps.gov>; Tim Smith    ~)ramsclub.com>; Sobba, Gin3       @ta~rheelsports.com > 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@emafl.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry, A. <athgaflo@unc.edu> 

Clemson Gmne - Initial Travel Details 

All, 

As you may already know, we will not get a Clemson game time until Sunday. In the meantime, here are some initial team travel details as you plan ahead: 

Friday~ September 26th 

¯ 2:15 PM 

¯ 2:45 PM 

¯ 3:30 PM 

¯ 5:00 PM 

Marriott Greenville 

One Parkway East 

Greenville, SC 29615 

864-297-0300 

Saturday~ September 27th 

Schedule is TBD depending on game time 

I will send out another e-mail early next week to the travel party with more detailed information about the trip. As always, please let me know if you have any 

VIP/STAFF Bus Departs Kenan Stadium for RDU 

3 TEAM Buses Depart Kenan Stadium for RDU 

Team Charter Flight departs for Greenville-Spartanburg Airport (GSP) 

Arrive team hotel 

questions. 

i~~ ~:?~:~ ~i ~ id~:::~i ~ 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 9:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan ~zacselmon@unc.edu>; Pogge, 
Panl <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Autonomy Discussion Follow-Up 

Sharp MX-6201N@theacc.org 20140916 172847.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 9/16/14, 5:50 P~% "DiAmico, Cecelia" < @theacc.org> wrote: 

Sfhe attached is sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofl2~rd. Thanks. 
> 

>CECE] ,]A I)IAMICO 
>E×ecutlve Assistant to the Commissioner 

>              i O: 336.8548787 
@theacc org 

>theACC.com ] @theACC 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 10:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Alex Toledo @yahoo.corn>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

http:/ithnindex.usatoday.com/2014/09/15/the- 10- best-team- colors- ~a- college- football/ 

http ://fanindex.usat~da¥ c~nl/2~ ~ 4/~9/~ 5/the- ~~-best-team-c~~~rs-in-c~1~ege-f~~tba1~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 16, 2014 10:44 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience: Yael Averbuch 

UNC Athletics Staff Member: 

Check out the latest edition of the My Carolina Experience series on GoHeels.com as we feature NCAA champion, U.S. National Team player and New York Times contributor Yael 

Averbuch (UNC women’s soccer 2005-08). Please share the link on your social media platforms. 

http://tinyurl.com/m46cvjs 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 (Mail) 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 (Shipping) 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: DTH Interview 

FYI, 

The DTH has also contacted Varsity Monitor for an interview. It is their policy not to respond to PR requests so there will be no comment from them. 

Marielle A, vanGeider 

Associate Athk~l:ic Pirecl:or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rq va n g el d e r @ U t’F(:, e d u 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:16 PM 
To: VangeJder, Narielle A 
Subject: DTH Interview 

Hi Ms. VmlgeMer, 

My name is and I’m a reporter with The Daily Tar Heel. I’m writing a story 
UNC. 
Are you available for an interview sometime this week to speak with me about these policies? I am free most afternoons after 2 p.m. or mornings before 10 a.m. if there is a 
particular time that is convenient for you. 
Thank you! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, g:51 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: DTH Interview 

I sat on a panel about this topic two years ago. It was apparent that some were under the impression that the Department was telling student-athletes they 

couldn’t tweet or use social media. Once I explah~ed that (1) the NCAA initially charged us with gfailure to monitor" and (2) we use Varsity Monitor to help 

further our educa~:ional pursuits by actively working with our student.-athh?~:es, the natur~:_~ of the conversation changed dramatk:allv. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:36 AN 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: DTH Interview 

FYI, 

The DTH has also contacted Varsity Monitor for an interview. It is their policy not to respond to PR requests so there will be no comment from them. 

Marielle A, vanGekler 

Associate Athletic Dkec[or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785B 

Fax: (919) 962-5002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 
From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:16 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: DTH Interview 

Hi Ms. VaJlgelder, 

My name is md I’m a reporter with The Daily Tar Hee 
UNC. 
Are you available for an interview sometime this week to speak with me about these policies? I am free most afternoons after 2 p.m. or mornings before 10 a.m. if there is a 
particular time that is convenient for you. 
Thank you! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney~unc.edu> 

Wednesday. l 1:24 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

RE: IRB Review 

Scott and Mario are comfortable with this type of study. It does not require any of the student-athletes time. It just is a data mine on information that has previously 

been recorded. 

Hopefully this response from Scott Oliaro will cover the HIPAA question. 

Once the student-athletes who have sustained a non-contact ACL injury while participating in a sport at UNC-CH and a hedlthy matched control (those who have not 

suslained a non-contact ACL inju17) are identified and their data recolded all ident@ing information roll be removed from the data set. All individuals roll be given an 

unique identification number that is randomly generated to ensure that linking data back to a specific individual roll be impossible. The healthy matched controls roll be 

matched on sport, years of varsity experience, and age which roll be obtained from publicly available information on o_oheels.com. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday                  :t:28 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: RE: IRB Review 

What is University CounseHs role in evaluating the HIPAA implications and other legal considerations involved? It will be important for us to ensure necessary 

safeguards are in place to protect our student-athletes from misuse of their information. For football, basketball, and baseball players in particular, it could be 

harmful i[ information about an injury becomes public and raises questions by pro[essional scouts about the individual"s ability t:o perform. From a practical 

standpoint, though.. I think it may be useful information to help us rnore effec~:ively f.:)sl:er a safe al:mosph~:_~re for our student.-athh:,tes. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, :                12:19 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Puu~j=, vau~, ~wa~u,=y, Clint 
Subject: Fwd: IRB Review 

Please review and advise. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin lbm,aJrded message: 

Frora: "Derickson, Clmstopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Date:                   tt 12:16:02 PM EDT 

To: "Canninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email. unc.edtP 

Subject: FW: IRB Review, 

Bubba --. 

Are you aware of this proposed study? I would think so, but just checking. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3:[08 SASB North (:ampus Box 2:[00 

Chapel Hill., NC 27599-.21{X) 

7’- 919--962-8289 

F-. 919-962--1555. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: IRB Review 

Mr. Derickson, 
Please see the attached IRB application. Prior to resubmitting the application Mike Matamoros with the IRB requested that I ask you to review the application and 
ensure that student-athlete medical records are not protected under FERPA regulations. If you could confirm this, via ernail, that would great. I can then forward 
the email on to Mike at the IRB. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

?}gmaiLcom on behalf of 

Brian Guhde <bguhdel@student.gsu.edu> 

Wednesday, September 17, 2014 1:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Ques~tion for Research Study 

Mr. IIle, 

Hi. My name is Brian Guhde and I’m a Sports Administration graduate student at Georgia State. I’m doing a research study on college athletics and background checks. Do 
you all do general background checks on PSAs? If not, has the school ever considered doing them? 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Brian Guhde 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ L~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

S~P !7 20!2 Chalk Talk with the NCAA Eligibility Center Now Available 

The Chalk Talk presentation for September is now available’. The presentation is approximately 18 minutes in lenTth and available in mp4 Ibrmat. You 
) can click the link here or visit the Member Institution t o1~1 Resources page under the Chalk Talk section. 

A live Question and Answer session will be available Tuesday, September 25 at 4 p.m. Eastern time to allow your institution to ask the 

NCAA Eligibility" Center staff any questions pertaining to the most recent Chalk Talk presentation in a live fommt. 

Choose one of the following numbers to dial: 

* Toll-Free Number (in USA): 

* Blackberry (Toll-Free Number): 

When prompted, enter the meeting access code: 

LSDBi Ammuncement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the ammuncement page. To log into LSDBi, enter your NCAA.org id and password. 

This email was sent to: R[~@~r~c,~cJ:a 
lhis en’l~:ii was sent by: The Nmtionat Collegiate #,thlmtic .e,ssocimti~m 

700 W. WashingLon SLreeL, Indianapoiis, I,:t 46206 

’:::lick here ::~ be removed from this mailing ii!::t 

Click ~)..e.r.~ to view our privacy poiic’~,. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, February. 26, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ L~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

F~b 2~ 2013 Feedback Sought Related to RWG Proposal Nos. 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A (I) 

During its Janualy 2013 meeting, the NCAA Division I Board of Directors adopted 25 proposals developed by the NCAA Working Group on 

Collegiate Model - Rules. While the course of action established by the Rules Working Group and the rationale behind its proposals continue to enjoy 

broad-based support, the membership has provided feedback expressing concerns about three specific proposals: Proposal Nos. RWG- 11-2, 13-3 

and 13-5-A. Although the concerns have been expressed subsequent to the adoption of the proposals, the Rules Working Group is interested in fully 

understaJlding the concerns and, if appropriate, is willing to suggest modifications for the Board to consider during its May 2013 meeting. 

During the week of February 25, NCAA staff roll contact each Division I conference and request the conference’s feedback. This feedback roll be 

shared ruth the Rules Working Group during its March teleconference. In addition, three teleconferences open to all Division I ins~titutions have been 

scheduled for stalt’to provide information on the proposals recently adopted by the Board. These calls will provide an additional opportunity, for the 

membership to provide input on Proposal Nos. RWG- 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A. 

The membership calls axe scheduled tbr: 

Tuesday, Februaly 26, 2013 

¯ February 26 at 1 p.m. Eastern; 

¯ February 28 at 2 p.m. Eastern; and 

¯ March 4 at 4 p.m. Eastern. 

The membership can access the teleconferences using this dial-in number and passcode: 

Dial- In Number: Passcode: 

Each teleconference supporks up to 124 callers, and will cover the same information. The membership is encouraged to participate in the teleconference 

that best [its their schedule and, where tbasible, to call in from a single location on their respective campuses. 

Questions regarding these teleconferences should be direct to Maureen Hart at mharty(&~ncaa.org. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page 

This email w,3s seni: to: i~e@u~c,,~.d~ 

700 W. Washington Street, [ndier~apoiis, IN 4~,206 

Click here to be removed from this mailing list. 

Click b:..~.r.~ to view our privacy policy, 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA LSDBi A~mouncement Updates <newsDirect(@ncaa.org> 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Eligibility Center 

~ LSDBi Announcement~ L~date 

The following notifications have been posted on the LSDBi announcements page in the last 24 hours. 

M~ 01 2013 March 2013 Member Institution Newsletter Available 

The March 2013 Member Institution Newsletter is now available. 

LSDBi Anno~mcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email w,?s sent to: i~e@u~c,,~.d~ 

This email we.s sent by : The National Collegiate &thteti~ &~o~i~tion 

Click he:e to be removed hom @fis mailing iist. 

Click h~.[.~ to view our prlva,:y policy, 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 10:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA April 8 Approved Softball Bat List. 

FYI ..... 

Sent from my, iPad 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: NCAA Playing Rules aJld Officiating < 

Date: April 8, 2013, 8:58:00 AM EDT 

To: <    (~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: NCAA April 8 Approved Softball Bat List. 

@ncaa.org> 

-[0 view a~ online version of this email, click 12.gri~., 

~I~ NCAA 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

N~MORAND[ JM 

April 8, 2013 

TO: Head Softball Coaches, Directors of Athletics, Senior Woman Administrators, and Conference 

Commissioners and Coordinators. 

FROM: Teresa Smith, Championships and Alliances Playing Rules and Officiating. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Approved Softball Bat List. 

The April 8 NCAA Approved Softball Bat List has been posted on the NCAA Softball Central ttub at 

www.sup.arbitersports.corn and at www.NCAA.org/playingrules. Today’s list includes all additions with 

no deletions. 

The remaining plamed date for the list to be posted is July 8 (the second Monday). Additional lists will be 

posted when a manufacturer withdraws a bat model or the results of bat testing dictate assessing strikes 
against and/or removing a model. 

When reviewing the bat list, please note that a bat on the list with a strike(s) may be used in competition. 

Also, the summary of changes to the listing appears in a separate document. DEL means that model was 

deleted from the list and cannot be used. 

Coaches are reminded that they are responsible for legally equipping their team and bats used in 

competition MUST appear on the current approved bat list. They are to provide umpires with a current 

bat list; highlight and indicate the number of each model of bats their team will be using during each 

game. Bats are to be checked before every game. 

Thank you in advance for your time. Please contact Dee Abraharnson or me with questions. 

TKS:af 

Ciick h[.~.E~ to forwerd tilis mailing ,,.tdEh ’~,our personal message, 

This ernaii *~,,as sen~: to: bmiller@uncaa,un¢,edu 
This email was se:~t by: NCAA 

PO Box 6058, Indianapoiis, IN ,1620~ 

Ciick I.-ek2.e ~o be removed from ~his mailing lisL 

Click he:-e to v ew o r p-ivacy po cy 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jackie Thurnes < @ncaa.org> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 3:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Head Responsibility document 

HeadCoachResponsibility 102512(LWM).pdf 

Hi VinceF I.ast time you were in the office, you asked if there was anything tile staff had regarding head coactl control and best practices. See attactled, 

This was provided to the DI membership last fali. I hope this is helpfui, I.et me know if ,iou have any questions, Take care! 

Jackie 

This emaJl and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you axe not the intencted recipient, please notit~ the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message mad destroy aJly copies. Any dis~mination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Newman, Rachel <mewman@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 4:07 PM 

Peter Schaat~r < ~gmail.com> 

Hannah, Stephanie <shannah@ncaa.org>; Miller, Chance <cmiller@ncaa.org>; Zonder, Michael <mzonder@ncaa.org>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 2012 NCAA Letter response 9 2012 

Peter- 

Thanks for your vm. At this time, the Enforcement staff stands by the position outlined in our August 31, 2012 letter and we do not have anything additional to provide. 

Hope aH is well in CO 

Sincerely- 

Rachel Newman Baker 

Managing Director of F.nforcement 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

PO Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Phone: 317/917-6031 

Fax: 317/917-6073 

rnewman@ncaa.org 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Peter Schaff’er [rnailto: ~mail.com] 

Sent: Friday, August 31,2012 12:57 PM 

To: Newman, Rachel; Ille, Vince 

Subject: 2012 NCAA Letter response 9 2012 

If you have an?, questions about this e mail or wish to discuss it, please do not hesitate to e mail me back or call me at any time. Tharfi(s and have a wonderful day-. 
Yours Very Truly 

Peter Schaffe*, Esq. 
President/Founder 
"A life is not.important except in the impact it has on other lives " Jackie Roosevelt Robinson 

<i::i::i:: ) 
P Think Green! Before printing this e-mail please consider whether it is necessary to do so. 
AL’I’HENTIC ATHLETIX, LLC. 

Peter Schaffer 
President/Principal 

400 S.Steele Street 
Suite 47 
Denver, Colorado 80209 

@GMAIL.COM or 

Fax: 

Phone: 

@AGENTAA.COM WW~’W.AGENTAA. COM 

Note: The information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee 
for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that an?- dissemination or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify’ us imlnediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Thank you. 

Les donndes et renseignements contenus dans ce message sont personnels, confidentiels et secrets Ce message est adressd ~ l’individu ou l’entit~ dont les coordonndes figurent ci-dessus 
Si vous n’&es pas le bon destinataire, nous vous demandons de ne pas lire, copier, utiliser ou divulguer cette communication. Nous vous prions de notifier cette erreur a l’exp~diteur et 
d’effacer inm~diatement cette communication de votre systdme 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information If you are not the intended recipient, please notiBz the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. An?’ dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marcus Wilson ~ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtp 

Compliance v)sition 

Vince: 

Hope all is wee it was great meeting you in Indy a couple of weeks ago. l’m writing because I heard through Jackie that you may be looking for someone with 

interpicampus experience to fill a position in compliance. One of my former teammates at UNC, i             is currently director of compliance at USC in 

California. From everything I hear, he has done a great job at USC overseeing compliance for its football program and might be interested in your position. Anyway, 

not sure if you’ve filled the position yet, but I wanted to throw his name out there for consideration in case you haven’t. 

Go Heels! 

Marcus 

Marcus Wilson 

N CAA Associate Director of Enforcement 

317.917.6019 (o) 

(c) 
This emaJi and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged inforw:a~ion. If you are 

not the intended recipient, please notify t]-:e sender immediately by return emaJi, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this; inf)rmatl)n by a pers)n )ther than 

the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 7:49 PM 

Marcus Wilson @ncaa.org> 

ILE: Compliance position 

Marcus, 

Sorry for the late response. The volume is pretty high here. 

It was good meeting you as well and I appreciate the recommendation. We haven’t filled the position yet, it will likely be posted early next week. I’ll look for 

application i~ffo~rnation ifhe’s interested and applies. 

Hope all is well for you there in Indy. Please give my best to Jaclde. 

Vince 

From: Marcus Wilson [mailto:       ~ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:52 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Compliance position 

Vince: 

Hope all is well. It was great meeting you in Indy a couple of weeks ago. l’m writing because I heard through Jackie that you may be looking for someone with 

interpicampus experience to fill a position in compliance. One of my former teammates at UNC,              is currently director of compliance at USC in 

California. From everything I hear, he has done a great job at USC overseeing compliance for its football program and might be interested in your position. Anyway, 

not sure if you’ve filled the position yet, but I wanted to throw his name out there for consideration in case you haven’t. 

(30 Heels! 

Marcus 

Marcus Wilson 

N CAA Associate Director of Enforcement 

317.917.6019 (o) 

(c) 
This emaJi and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are 

not the intended recipient, please notify t]-:e sender immediately by return emaJi, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination (Dr use of this; inf)rmatl)n by a pers)n )ther than 

the intended recipient is unauthorizei and may ke illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vincent Grego~7 -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 12:34 PM 

Norton, Mo ly <mbnorton@emaJl.u ~c.e& > 

Re: Louisville team trip 

On my calendar now. Thanks Molly. 

On Ju126, 2012, at 9:17 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbno~lon(2~email.unc .edu > wrote: 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2022 9:06 AM 

To: ’Rick Steinbacher’ 
C¢: Corey Holliday; Vince llle 
Subject: RE: Louisville team trip 

Rick, Cote’i, and Vince, 

Let’s schedule the meeting for t:OOpm on Tuesday, July 3:1, The meeting will take place in the AD Conference Room. 

Thard~s, 

Molly 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2022 7:26 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
C:¢: Corey Holliday; Vince llle 
Subject: Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/31 at noon and 2:00 pro. I could do 1:00 - 1:45 or 3:30 on. Thanks, Rick 

On Ju125, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football. Can we schedule this meeting for some time after 11:00am on 

Tuesday, July 31? Please let me know of your availability that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Corey Holliday [__m____a_i_Lt_g_Lc___h___o_J_[Ld___a_y_@__u___n___ca___a_:__u___n___c_:ed__gj 

Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 

To: Norton, Molly 

Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trip 

Molly, 

Can you alert Bubba, thanks. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

.... Stevens, Emily L" "<emily.stevens@unc.edu> 07/24/2012 10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey] 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow-up via email, too. Holden, Patti and Thorp would like to join the 

team for the Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let me know what else you may need from the Chancellor’s office to 

confirm this. Hope the Holliday family is having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon! See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks! 

Emily L Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

e_m_!]_y:_s t e_v e n_s_@ u n c:_e_d_u. 



From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PM 
To: Stevens, Emily L 
Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 

We need help with football in the fall. Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for the game on 9/15, and we 

would need to take with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we can arrange this? 

Thanks so much] Patti 

<Headel~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 12:41 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.edu> 

Re: info 

Ok. Thank you tbr passing along the contact infolmation. 

On Ju127, 2012, at 9:40 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnoilon@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 91--><’.--[endif]--> 

Ni Vim:e, 

l)~E~id Waish c~died h:~r yot~. Ni’; <:ot~:~ct iF~formatio~ i~; b~:Aow wh~:_mew:_~r ,�,o~ have a Ires:" morro_mr ~:o return llis c~ll 

Thsr~ks, 

Motly 

From: Angie King [mailto:aking@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:38 AN 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: info 

here’s the info. 

David Walsh 

DeputyAD 

University of Richmond 

(804)289 8009 
cell# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 4:28 PM 

Donna Papa ~djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baktwin 

Thmlks Donna. I’ll look for the resume. Congratulations on the selection. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dip(~uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard ToW Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant tx~sifion. His projected start date will be 
September 1st. I would like to recommend his salary, be $ 
I will tbrward you both a copy of his resume. 
Thank you. 
Donna 

<IMAGE.jpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 4:34 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Do we subscribe to Wild~D? If so, can I have access? I will plml to taJk with Beth about the proposed salaly unless you recommend othem’ise. Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: "Vince Ille <ille$~uncaa.unc.edu>" <ille@uncaa.~mc.edu> 
Date: July 28, 2012 4:28:12 PM EDT 

To: "Donna Papa" <djp@uncaa.unc.e&t> 

Subject: Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Bald~4n 

Thanks Donna. I’ll look for the resume. Congratulations on the selection. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dip(&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assisiant position. His projected start 

date will be September I st. I would like to recommend his salary, be 

I will tbrward you bofl~ a coW of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 

<IMAGEjpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaaamc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 10:21 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Beth. 
Can I stop by on Monday morning sometime? Thanks. 
Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant tx)sition. His projected start date will be 

September 1 st. I would like to recommend his sala~ be $, 

I will forward you both a copy of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 

<IMAGE.jpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaaamc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 10:21 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Beth. 
Can I stop by on Monday morning sometime? Thanks. 
Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant tx)sition. His projected start date will be 

September 1 st. I would like to recommend his sala~ be $ 

I will forward you both a copy of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 

<IMAGE.jpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 3:05 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Re: Softball Assis~at coach - Tony Baldwin 

Thanks Beth. I’m happy to be here and look forward to working with you and eye,one else. I’ll try, to swing by sometime before noon and mn looking forward to it. 

See you then. 

Vince 

On Ju129, 2012, at 1:38 PM, "Beth Miller <bmilleff~uncaa.unc.edu>" <bmiller~uncaa.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

First of all, welcome to Casolina. I’m glad you will be joining us. 

You can certainly come by tomorrow morning.....would love to see you. I should be axound all morning. My office is in Cannichael Arena on the 2nd 

floor. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

,~Beth 

On Ju129, 2012, at 10:21 AM, "Vince Ille <ille(&~uncaa.unc.edu>" <ille(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Beth, 

Can I stop by on Monday morning sometime? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dj[g&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldmn ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His 

projected start date will be September 1st. I would like to recommend his salary, be $ 

I roll forward you both a cow of Ns resume. 

Thank you. 

Doima 

<IMAGE.jpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:51 AM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@att.net 

Forms and Orientation 

Joyce, 

Can you please send an electronic cow of the W-4 Form and NC-4 Form to my mfe ’ Her email address is: ~att.net 

IfI owe you m~y additional intbrmation, plea~ j ust let me know. Also, is there any way I cm~ reschedule my attendance at the campus orientation I’m to attend today? An 

issue has arisen that will require my attention today. Thanks lbr your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 

M elanie@tem pora rylivingco m pa ny.com 

Fwd: Re: Temporary Housing 

Melanie, 
I left a phone message for you yesterday so I wouldn’t tblget, but I’d like to aid the washer/dryer to the apartment I’m moving into tomorrow evening. Please ~e the 
messages below. If we need to discuss, please.just give me a call on my cell phone: 
Thanks tbr all your help. I really appreciate it. 
Vince Ille 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:00 AM > > > 
Thanks Karlton. I’ve left her a phone message and hope to speak with her today. 

> > > "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu > 7/30/2012 6:45 AM > > > 

Thanks Vince....please make this request direct through MelaNe. We will cover the cost. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 5:57 PM, Wince Ille" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Kaaclto~ 
I believe that in some previous email there was a reference to including a washer and dryer in the apartment lbr $40 per month. Is that conect? If so, I 
would like to do that. If the cos~t fits within the department’s limit, that’s great. If it doesn’t I would slill like to add it a~lyway I will pay for it if necessaU. 
Thanks lbr all of your help with the axra~gements. If you’d like me to make this request directly to Melanie Rodriguez from TLC, please just let me know 
and I’ll do that. 
Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:22 AM 

Melanie Rodriguez <Melanie@temporarylivingcompany.com > 

RE: Re: Temporary Housing 

tti Melmlie, 
OK. Thank you for "the list and all of your help. 

Vince 

> > > Melanie Rodriguez < Melanie@temporar,/livingcompany.com > 7/30/2012 8:13 AM > > > 

Hi Vmce, 

rh~:_~ i~partn~ent will be R~lIv furnished with everything on t:he attached house wares listing includ~:_~d. 

rhanl~s! 

Nelanie Rodriguez 

Temporary IJvinq Compi~ny 

9~9-881o23&* 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 30, 2012 8:07 AM 
To: Melanie Rodriguez 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Temporary Housing 

Melanie, 

I left a phone message for you yeslerday so I wouldn’t forget, but I’d like to add the washer/dryer to the apartment I’m moving into tomorrow evening. Please see the 
messages below. If we need to discuss, please just give me a call on my cell phone: 

Thanks for all your help. I really appreciate it. 

Vince Ille 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:00 AM > > > 
Thin,ks Karlton. I’ve left her a phone message and hope to speak with her today. 

> > > "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.ectu > 7/30/2012 6:45 AM > > > 

Thanks Vince....please make this request direct through Melanie. We will cover the cost. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 5:57 PM, "Vince Ille" <iJj__e__@__U_£LC__a_~L_u__r_]_c_~__e__d____u_.> wrote: 

Karlton, 
I believe that in some previous email there was a reference m including a washer and dryer in the apartment tbr $40 per month. Is that correct? If so, I 

would like to do that. If the cost tits within "the departme~ffs limit, that’s great. If it doesn’t, I would still like to acid it a~yway I will pay tbr it if necessary. 

Thanks tbr all of your help with "the axraJ~gemenLs. If you’d like me to make this request directly to Melanie Rodriguez ti-om TLC, please jusl let me know 

and I’ll do that. 
Mince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 3:34 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrellCcOunc.edu> 

Re: Strategic Plan 

OK, thanks Matt. ] look forward to participating. 

Vi nce 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < mterrell@unc.edu > 7/26/2012 11:05 AM > > > 

Steve & Vince D 

I write to give you a heads-up on future emails you will receive from me. Bubba wants the two of you to join our Strategic Plan Task Force from this point forward. We are entering Phase 

3 of our process (Implementation is following Assessment and Visioning!, and will spend the next month sorting through objectives, goals and action steps. Steve, I will pull you in more 

fully on the communication of this plan as we progress further. 

I will send you guys several calendar requests. If you would like, I can also schedule a time separate from the task force meeting to catch each of you up on what has gone into the 

process, the structure of whoDs working on what, and our goals moving forward. Please let me know a good time if you want to talk. 

113m glad youDII be a part of this. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:31 AM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Re: Denison Survey 

Thanks Matt. I appreciate all the information on the strategic planning process. And thanks for the offer to meet with me to help me catch up a bit. I’m trying to manage my 

schedule so [ can set aside some time to do that. 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible. If you’ve 

already sent this to me [ apologize. The incoming flow has been heavy to date. 

Thanks again and I hope to identify a few times when I might be able to meet before checking your availability. 

Vi nce 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu > 7/31/2012 9:15 AM > > > 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 203 responses 

from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey D for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit assessment, and we 

will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later date. 

The Dstandings[3 are below. Sorry to say that according to DenisonDs policies, I cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a great effort! 

P.5. D Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNIT i EMPLOYEES i RESPONSES 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

Operations 6 5 100.0% 

~At~i~ ~i~ ’. ~ ’. ~ ’. 

Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

i:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :SP ~ S: M e ~: :~!~ e:::::::::::::::::::: I::::::::::::: ~:::::::::::: :1:::::::::::: :~:::::::::::: ~ ::::~:~::: 

Coaches 65 54 83.1% 

3~ 

Business Office 8 6 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 16 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 
Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:21 PM 

Vmce Ille <il|e@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: sending emaJl from outlook account to groupmse address 

received 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille(;d)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:18 P\’1 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Fwd: sending email from outlook account to groupwise address 

>>> "Suits, Christy H." <Christ?- Suits@unc edt > 07/31/12 17:17 >>> 

Still testing - sending email from my outlook account to see if groupwise will forward.. I tweeked your forward rule 

Christ?" Suits 
ITS-aSS UNC Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel thU, NC 27515 

Christy suits@unc.edu<mai[to:Christy suits(~r)unc edu> 
cell 

919-843-5296 office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN VINCENT GREGORY ILLE (ILLE)8D0> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:38 PM 

Suits, Christy H. <Christy Suits@unc.edu> 

RE: looks like that worked 

OK, thanks Christy. Any advice on the missing appointmer~ts? 

From: Christy H. Suits [mailto:Christy_Suits@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 5:34 PM 

To. Ille, Vince 
Subject-" looks like that worked 

Looks like that work and forwarded all of the other email that was in your box. 

ITS-OSS UNC Athletics 

Ut~ivemRy of North Car0]ina 

C}mpel ]:Ii]], NC a75~5 

Christ}, suits@urm.edu 

ed] 

919-843-5:-%~6 o~’fiee 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: M~;ielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 26, 2014 9:56 AM 

Barlow, Alexis -~alexisb@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; PaJanjia~, Scott <scottp@unc.edu>; 
<        ~live.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony <antoniot@email.unc.edu-~; Edwards, Kelsey 
<kedward@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Morabito, Eric Michael <emorabi@email.unc.edu>; Reeves, Ronald 
qdreeves@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu> 

Markos, Lmlce M <mMcos@email.unc.edu>; 3!em~Jl.unc.edu>; Strassner, Rachel --~r4strass@email.unc.edu>; 
Timmemlmls, Tom <timmemmns@unc.edt~-; BaJlen, Mazrfina K <mb~Jlen@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbesl@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
--~abitting@unc.edu>; Bnmner, John F <John Bmmle@unc.e&l>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Cle~zy, KennetJ1 Eugene 
<kcleary@unc.edu~; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu;,; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~;; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

--~athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu;,; 
Kirschner, Steve --~stevekirschne@unc.edu~;; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu;,; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary, Ryan 

<z, acselmon@~mc.edu:~ 

Daily Compliance Item - 8/26/14 - 13.8.1.1 - Entertaining HS Personnel 

Good Morning--- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item regarding the entertainment of non-athletics high school/prep, school!two-year college personnel by an institutional 

departPhe~t outside of athl~:_d:ics. 

Bylaw 13.8.3. E~’,~er[~h’,ment Re,;trictiom; restricts entertainment of a high school, preparatory school or two-.year colleg~-_~ coach or any other individual r~-_~sponsible 

[:or teaching or directing an activity in which a prospective studenbathlete is involved to the provision of a maximum of two complimentary admissions (issued 

only through a pass list) to home intercollegiate athletics events. Such entertainment may not include food and refreshments, roorn expenses, or the cost of 

transportation to and from the campus or the athletics event, it is not permissible to provide complimentary admissions to any postseason competition (e.g., 

NCAA chan~pionship, conference tournament, bowl gain@ In addition, institutional coaching staff members a r~-’_~ expressly prohibited from spending funds to 

~-:mtertain t:he prospective stud~-:mt-athiete’s coach on or off the member institution’s campus. 

However, as is noted in the example below, an institutional department outside of ad~tedcs (e.g., president’s office, admissions) may host non-.athletics high 

school, preparatory school or two-year college personnel (e.g., guidance counselors, principals) in conjunction with a home athletics event and may provide such 

individuals reasonable expenses (e.g., food, refreshments, parking, room} and a nominal gift, provided the visit is not related to athletics recruiting and there is no 

recruiting involvement by athletics and athletics has not part in making arrangements for the visit, other than providing (in accordance with established policy) 

free admissiot~s to an at:Merits event. 

Provision of any tickets to a non-athl~-:d:ics department on-.campus for the purposes of hosting such an ev~?f~{ including high school, pr~-_~paratory school or two-.year 

cotlege persormel should be documented appropriately through a written requesL 

Let us know i1: you have any questions or concerns~ 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. ~an(-;ek’ler 

Associate Athletic Director 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785~, 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

m va n g~?l d ~? r @ u t~ c. e d u 



Ocean State University (OSU) admissions office has created a new campaign to 
help recruit more students from neighboring states. Part of this campaign includes 
hosting more events for guidance counselors and academic advisors throughout the 
year’. The first event for’ the fall will take place this weekend in conjunction with 
OSU’s home football game. Is it permissible for’ the admissions office to provide 
auidance counselors and academic advisors with complimentary admissions to the 
game, a pin and refreshments during the game? 

Yes. NgAA Bylaw I 3.8. I. I states that an institutional department outside the 
athletics department (e~g~ president’s office, admissions) may host nonathletics 
high school preparatory school or two-year college personnel (e.g., guidance 
counselors, principals) in conjunction with a home intercollegia*e athletics event 
and may provide such individuals reasonable expenses (e.g., food, refreshmen*s, 

parking, room) and a nominal gift, provided the visit is not related to athletics 
recruiting and there is no involvement by the institution’s athletics recruiting and 
there is no involvement by the institution’s athletics department in the 
arrangements for the visit, other than providing (in accordance with established 
policy) free admissions to an athletics event. [R] (Adopted: 3/8/12) 

GO ORCAS[ 

iNi 

Jennifer M, Condaras 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

...... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 1, 2014 12:58 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edtv~ 

Mock Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. 
<athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: Time Sensitive-NC,~k Wrestling 

I particularly dislike the concept whereby a team carries points over into what is already- an exceptional NCAA championship event. Like CD, rm not aware of any 
research or evidence that this mix of team-then individual/team combination of NCAA events will improve support o£ or interest ill collegiate wrestling. 

I don’t believe there is as much legitimate snpport t?om some of the more established programs either. For example, if you’re in the B 1 G, do you want your top guys to 

wrestle other top league opponents in a dual, an NCAA regional, the B 1G tourney, then "the NCAA tourney (assuming they dofft also meet in Midlands or some other 

event)? 

There are firings that can be done to support the success, popularity, and future of the sport. I question whether reconfigufing the current NCAA championship should 
be the focus at this time. Just my personal opinion... 

On Sep 1, 2014, at 12:37 PM, "Miller, Beth" <___b~___t__[__m__!i!_l__e__li~__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > wrote: 

C .D., 

I appreciate your insight regarding file proposal. You make great points that it would give an advantage to the top programs and file "rich get richer" 

concept.._..and not benefit programs like ours, who are trying to become one of the top programs. That is reality, not whiney. 

Thank~ 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 1, 2014, at 11:41 AM, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <c__d_!:!!oc_k[~)_u__llc_:e__d_._u_> wrote: 

I do not like the National Duals concepL I recognize the need for our sport to get pre’ective with regard to making our sport more t:an 

friendly. However, one of the problems with wrestling at the collegiate level is that the "rich" continually get richer and the "poor" 

struggle to staycompefiHve. Now I recognize that sounds whine~ and ~ di~dike sounding whiney~ but every proposal ~ have seen has 

been driven by the m@_~r wresl:ling schools, all whom have s~:rong fan bases and will no doubt b~-:me[it gr~-_~a dy from ~:his concept, The 

teams who will not ben~-_~fit fiom this are the smaller programs or less funded programs who s~:ruggle to pu~: a comp~-:d:itive team ~:ogel:her 

onanadonalstage. If you look at the top IS or 20 team finishes at NCAA it is afmost always the same teams; there is a reason for this 

and I don’t believe it’s just "coaching". 

The "rationale" for this proposal stated below makes a lot of sense. My concern is the simple reality that top recruits are going to want to 

be on b-:~ams that are consistently represen~:ed at the b-:~am duals. Where we are t.:_~day, we haw:, a shot at getting t.:_~p r~-_~cruits because 

they have the same chance as a Penn State or Minnesota kid of getting on the podium it seems to me thes~-_~ duals will give an even 

stronger advantage to top teams in the recruiting process, furthering the difficultly for smaller programs to compete. Furthermore, if 

these teams are awarded points which will be considered in the NCAA championship, schools with strong teams (aknost always a 

function of funding and support}, will dominate the NCAA championships and smaller teams will have no chance at a top tO finish. I.JNC 

plac~-’_!d 5th in [h~-’_! country my senior vear and that would not have happened under 1:hi; f.:_~rmula, A; t ;aid it ;~-_~em; to me to be another 

opportunity for tl’u:_~ rich to get richer under the guise of ~’it’s good for our sport". 

I have communicated my concern to our sport leadership that if we are not careful, wrestling is going to go the way of men’s gymnastics; 

there will be :[0-15 programs all wrestling each other. I see this as something that furthers that point. 

On a lesser note, and I have communicated this to our leadership as well, I have great concerns about the financial estimates. I am much 

mor~-_~ concern~-:~d abotR cannibalizing our existing tournament:, on~-_~ that has been e’,d:rem~-:~ly successful and the keystone of our success, I 

have seen no d{~e diligence research showing that this proposal would generate more rew-:mue and/or not reduce th~-_~ credibility of our 

existing tournament. 

C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

<imageOO:Lpng> 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 0:t, 2014 10:35 AM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Fwd: Time Sensitive-NCAA Wrestling 

CD, 

I’m interested in knowing your position on the proposal at the bottom of this string ofemaJls before I respond to Beth’s request. Can you 

please let me know? Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Millel; Beth" <._b__e__t__Lm__!i_l_!_e___r:,~L_uj!_c_:__e__@_.> 

Date: August 31, 2014 at 4:36:09 PM EDT 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Lally A." <ath~allo(a)unc edu> "Ille Vince" <ille@unc edu> ..... ,,____,____,_,_________, ........ , , __:___x_x___:___: ......... 

Subject: Fwd: Time Sensifive-NC~ Wrestling 



Vince and Larry, 

Please give me your thoughts on "the proposal below. I may be missing something, but my main concerns axe impact on the 

ACC Championship and ins~itufiona] expense for Regional Team competition. It may be difficult to expect optimum 

peflbrmances at ACC, NCAA Team m:d Individual Championship~ which meaJ:s coaches could hold wrestlers out of the 

ACC Championslfip. The institufiona] expense for Regional competition may be significant, depending on the localion, but could 

be partially off set by eliminating some regular season competition, if possible. 

I appreciate your feedback so I can include it in my response to Jane. 

’I’h~ks, 

~-Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwarded mes~ge: 

From: "Mille1; Jane (jm2y)" <j_g~v@_e__s_e!y_i_c___e_&y_i!gjl:_ia:_e___d__t!> 

Date: August 29, 2014 at 3:43:05 PM EDT 

To: Beth Miller <bmiller({~uncaa.unc.edu>, Jacki Silar <isilat~duaa.duke~edu~, Sharon McCloskey 

<smcclosk~"~vLedu~, Michelle Lee <smlee2(~)ncsu~edu% "spederson~f~athlefics~pitt.edu" 

<s pederson(r-~athlefic s.pitt.edu > 
Subject: Time Sensifive-NCAA Wrestling 

All, 
Below is a recommendation from the NCAA wrestling committee for the Cabinet to vote on September 8th. I 

have polled the coaches but also want the Administrative perspective on this. Some of the concerns by the 

Cabinet have been Equip, the impact on the ACC Championship due to the timing of the two championships and 
financials. Although the numbers here look good there is some feeling that the two events will not be sellouts as the 

current championship and therefore the revenue much lower. Others feel that the championship is not broken so 

why change. Coaches feel it roll help the grox~th of the sport. 

Please give me an administrative vote on this proposal by Friday, September 5th. 
Thanks so much for your help ruth this. 

Jmre 
Tournament Format Change. 

(1) Recommendation. That a team component be added to the championships. Teams 

of sponsoring institutions shall compete in a minimum of six Division I 

intercollegiate dual meets to be eligible for the team component. The NCAA 

champion will be determined by a combination of team points earned through the 

team component, as well as points earned by individuals during the individual 

component. Twenty-four teams will qualify for the team component. Based on 

current bylaws, seven conferences w’ould receive automatic qualifiers (AQ) for their 

top teams. The remaining 17 teams would then be selected by the Wrestling 

Committee, using similar selection criteria currently used for individuals, which will 

be calculated for team competition. Four regionals will be held on the campuses of 

the top four seeded teams. Each regional will include six teams. The 24 teams 

selected to compete in the team component will earn a minimum of five points. (See 

Attachment) The results of the team component will be tabulated and combined 

with the individual component results to crown the champion and determine the 

order of overall finish for institutions. 

(2) Effective Date. 2016 Championships. 

(3) Rationale. Teams compete during the regular season in both dual meets and 

individual tournaments, thus the national championships should incorporate both 

components to best represent a national championship team. The proposal places a 

priority on team competition and enhances the values associated with that form of 

competition; while maintaining the integrity of the current individual championship 

structure. The individual component will be unchanged. Those individuals will 

continue to earn points that will be included in their respective teams’ overall score. 

The Wrestling Championships are thriving; the team component capitalizes on the 

traditional model of competitive sports, where one institution competes against 

another institution and produces a winner. 

The proposed timeline for the 2016 Championships: 

February 6 Eligible AQ conferences must submit their designated team AQ 

February 7 At-large teams selected by the Division I Wrestling Committee. 

February 13-14 Team component regionals. Four, six-team regionals on 

campus. 

February 21 NCAA team component finals 

March 5-6 Individual conference/regional qualifying tournaments. 

March 7-9 Individual component at-large selections. 

March 17-19 NCAA individual component and overall championships 

(4) Estimated Budget Impact. $194,600. The increase in funding will apply to the team 

component final site only. The regionals will be financially independent, as the 

institutions for the competing teams will be responsible for all team expenses at the 

regional level. The regional host insititutions’shall cover all hosting expenses, and 

retain all revenues received. The projected revenue and expenses for the team 

component finals are below. 

Budget Pro Forma 

Expenses 

Per diem $15,600 

Travel $ 54,000 

Event operations $I 25,000 

Total: $194600 

Revenue. 

8,000 people x $50/ticket $400,000 



Jane Miller 

Sr. Associate Athletics Direck~riSWA 

P.O. Box 400845 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

434.982.5152 (o) 

434.243.3464 (f) 
434.243.3463 (polycom) 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu~; 

Friday, September 5, 2014 2:27 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: travel letters? 

PP for Student-Athlete Travel Letters.docx; FB-FA14travel.docx 

Michelle mid Vince, pls see below and attached from Northwestern. 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

Debbi Clake, EdD 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke~unc.edu 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Janna V Blais <j-blais@northwestern.edu> 
Subject: FW: travel letters? 
Date: September 5, 2014 at 12:30:19 PM EDT 
To: "Clarke, Deborah Y" <clarked@email.unc.edu> 

Debbi, 

Please see the ernail below from our Associate AD for Academic Services and Student Development explaining the travel letters. She also attached 

two documents. The rest of the your questions I answered in the body of your email. They are in red. 

.lanna 

From: Kristin Kane 

Sent: Friday, September 05, 2014 9:42 AM 

To: Janna V Blab 

Subject: RE: travel letters? 

Hi Janna- 

Attached is the updated policy and procedure for what we are doing with travel letters this year. Our procedure will now be two-fold: student- 

athletes will take paper travel letters to their professors at the start of the quarter, and the professors will be sent a reminder email the week of the 

travel for the students in the travel party who will be missing class for competition. I ha~e also attached a sample letter that we will use. These will 

be on Athletic Department letterhead. 

Please let me know if you need arty more inforrnation. 

Kristin 

From: .]anna V Blais 
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 11:05 AM 
To: Kristin Kane 
Subject: FW: travel letters? 

t(risl:in, 

I cart answer rnost ot: these questions but I know you have worked to change the process a bit regarding the letters that professors receive for 

excused absences. Can you outline the professor for me and I will get back to Debbi at UNC with this and the answers to the rest of her questions. 

Thanks 

Janna 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y [mailto:clarked@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 2:56 PM 

To: Janna V Blais 

Subject: travel letters? 

Dear Jamm, I hope this message finds you well. Thank you for the time you,ve taken to share academic processes related to student-athletes. 

tlere~s my latest question: We are looking at athletics travel documentation and I wonder if you could tell me what you require of your coaches when 

planning for athletic schedules. Do you have slandasd forms and/or cover letters used by each team, or do the tbrms and process vary by teaJn? What 

infornmtion do you require them to share, and again, does this vary by team? What is your deadline? Who approves the final travel schedules? Is the 

FAR or some other faculb" entib~ involved? Do you have a maximum number of student excused absences allowed for athletic competition? How do you 

communicate student-athlete travel iIffolmation to t:aculty, both in terms of general policy and specific team schedules? 

Debbi .-- we have an extensive process by which each team schedule is approved. A subcommittee of our Committee on Athletics and Recreation 

(faculty advisor,/group) reviews each one of our schedules and gives approval or asks us to make changes. We have 2 forms that we ask our coaches 

to fill out with the pertinent information on missed class time. This includes if the team travel is scheduled during the first week of class or on a 

weekend prior to final exams etc._ A group of three of us in athletics (me, our Associate AD for Academics, and our Director of Compliance) review 

each schedule to determine if the missed class time the coach has requested is appropriate for the schedule. We often make suggestions to the 

coaches in order to reduce the amount of missed class time on the form prior to bringing it to our CAR Subcommittee. I then sit with the 

subcommittee and review each schedule with them and answer all their questions. They give the final approval. The forms are then signed and sent 

back to our coaches so they know exactly what was approved. It is at this time that the schedules can be released and they can begin to book travel 

arrangements. It usually take us three meetings to get this done. We do fall teams first, the winter, then spring. And yes, the FAR is one of the 

members of the CAR subcornmittee and we do have a n~aximurn number of missed class days per quarter (this is not a University policy but rather an 

athletics department policy). Any exceptions to this must be approved by the CAR subcommittee. 

How this works at UNC: 

Please find attached the travel letter that UNC~s Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes provides for instructors who have a student- athlete 

in their class. The student-athlete is reslyonsible tbr delivering the letter to hwher instructor mad arranging for missed assignments and/or scheduling make- 

up examinations. UNC~s current excused absence mid make-up exam policy cml be found in the Un&rgmduate Bulletin: 



http:#~vw.unc.e&L/ugradbullefir~,’proceduresl .html#class a~ten~hnce 
Although the expectation is that all students go to class, to my knoYvledge there currently is no University policy determining a maMmum number of 

excused absences. But UNC Dept of Athletics~ guideline is that a student-athlete may have no more titan 7 missed class days due to in-season 

competition (and obviously there are NC~k rifles that proscribe missing class £br practice, etc.) 

Thank you again £br 5~ur help! As ever I look fol~vaM to hearing from you. 

Debbi 

Debbi Clarke, EdD 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provos~ 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, 8:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Compliance Forms lbr 

Yes, done. 

i: ’.r:.’.’::. C ih i:::’}i :;.i 

Ch~.:pc.I ii::ii, r,..iC 2;;’! ?. !:. 
i’:i-’:<::n ! : :?i!?- :2¢6;.:.-6(??(" 
~’-a×: )ii:?.-)52- 50(’2 

From: lie, Vince 
Sent: Sunday,. 11:32 AM 
To: Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: Fwd: Compliance Forms for 
Can you please help this student? Thanks. 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: ~)live.unc.edu> 

Date: at 1:04:23 PM EDT 

To: "ille(~banc.edu" <ille(/~anc.edu> 

Subject: Compliance Forms for 

I’m so solD to hassle you with this small issue but I’m in a bit of a desperate situation since my forms are due on Monday. I recently became a part of the 

and have received emails about filling out Compliance forms and Athletic Training forms. However, when I go to the 

website that requires my ONYEN, it denies me access, saying that I am not a student-athlete and that I should contact Compliance to enable my account. 

There may have been a mix-up ruth my PID so hopefully you or someone else can help me change my student status. Thank you! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, MatlJlew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, September 8, 2014 9:26 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Ilead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/8~’14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 9-8-14.pdf 

Good morning everyone! 

It is a great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Attached is a schedule of what your Student-Athlete Development is up to this week! 

Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2014 9:17 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/1/14) 

Good morning! 

I hope everyone had a great Labor Day and ready to have a great week! 

Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/25/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

I hope everyone is having a great start to their week. Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Just a reminder that we are having our annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium at 7pm this evening! Stop by for food and fellowship with our student- 

athletes. 

I hope everyone has an outstanding week! Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session] Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August 18th. 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 

We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pro. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 



Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~_~c ed u 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of i~L~g~t i7th, 2014 in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:18 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu,; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Honor System Case - 

CD, 

Is the student-athlete below on the 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

From: Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Pridgen, Aisha 
Subject: Honor System Case - 

Hi Paul, 

team? 

J.O: 06 AM 

I wanted to alert your attention to a student athlete who was named in an incident report. His name is . He is listed on the NCAA 

website, but is not listed on the         team’s website. In order to be safe, I thought I would pass his name along anyway. 

Additionally, I am currently compiling all of the name of student athletes who are currently involved in either the Honor System process or the Alcohol 

adjudication process, i plan on getting those names to you by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Thomas Hardiman 
Associate Director I Office of Student Conduct 

919.962.0759 I tphard@email.unc.edu 

http:/!studentconduct.unc.edu/ 
Privacy N~tiee: This ,~Pmail r!lessag% including atta,::hm,~mts, is for the :~)le use of the int,~mded re.:zipient(s) ar!d may .::ontain private and privileg,~d informatior!. Any unauthorized re,ik~w, use, disclosure, or 
dis[ribu~.ion is p[~hibi[ed. If you are no[ the intended recipient, please conl.act [ile ~nder by’ r~ply e-maii and des[roy all copies of: the originai message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:22 AM 

Haxdiman, Thomas Paul <tphaJcd@email.~mc.edu> 

Pfidgen, Aisha ~mpridgen@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 

<zacselmon@unc.edu> 

RE: Honor System Case - 

Tor~’h 

Can you give us some more details of this incident invoNing 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Pridgen, Aisha 
Subject: Honor System Case - 

Hi Paul, 

I wanted to alert your attention to a student athlete who was named in an incident report. His name is                              . He is listed on the NCAA 

website, but is not listed on the         team’s website. In order to be safe, I thought I would pass his name along anyway. 

Additionally, I am currently compiling all of the name of student athletes who are currently involved in either the Honor System process or the Alcohol 

adjudication process. I plan on getting those names to you by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Thomas Hardiman 
Associate Director [ Office of Student Conduct 

919.962.0759 I tphard@email.unc.edu 

http://studentconduct.unc.edu/ 
Privacy Notice: T[!is ,~-mail message, including atta.::hm,~nts, is for the :~)le usa of the illt,~r!ded re.::ig)iellt(s) ar!d may .::ontain g)rivate and g)livileg,~cl informatior!, Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or 
dis[ribu~.ion is p[ohibi[ed. I1: you are no[ the i[)tended recipient, please conl.act [i)e ~nde[ by reply e-maii and des[roy all copies of: the originai message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 9, 2014 10:33 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

US News rankings 

Top 5 Public Universities according to U.S. News and World Reports 

1. University of California 

2. UCLA 

3. Virginia 

4. Michigan 

5. North Carolina 

6. William and Mary 

7. Georgia Tech 

8. UCSan Diego 

9. UC Davis 

10. UCSanta Barbara 

Overall ranking (all U.S.colleges) 

UNC is #30 (see link below for UNC review) 

htt p://colleges.usnews.ra nkingsa ndreviews.com/best-colle~es/unc-2974 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hardiman, Thomas Paul <tphard@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:56 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Pridgen, Aisha <apridgen@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 

<zacselmon@unc.edu>; Bartholomew, KathlTn M <Katie Baztholomew@unc.edu> 

RE: Honor System Case - 

Hi Paul, 
There were actually two student athletes involved with tile incident: 

Both students received citations from the Department of Public Safety charging them with Vandalism, Larceny, and Assault~ The basic information from the report 

is that the students were throwing water balk)ons and a urine filled water boa:de. They hi~: a student wi~:h ~:he urine filh-_~d water bottle and i~: splashed over the feet 

and Iow~-_~r leg of ano~:her s~:udent. Additionally, t h~-_~ officers [ound stolen traffic signs in their roorn. 

At this dine, both students have pending cases in both the Honor System and the Housing Conduct Process. 

Thanks, 

Tom 
^^ 

Th~s Ha~ti~T~n 
Associate Director I Office of Student Conduct 

91.9,952.0759 I tp[~ard(~email.unc.edu 

http:/!studentconduct.unc.edu/ 
Privacy Notice: this e-mail message, inciudmg attachments, is for the rx’)le use of the intended reci~sient(s) and may contain ~srivate and ~srivilerjed information. An~, unauthorized review~ use, disciosure, or 
distribul.ion is o[ohibited. I1: you are not the intended recipient~ please conl.act tile ~nde[ by reply" e-maii and des[roy all copies of: the oriqinai messaqe. 

From; Pogge, Paul 
Sent; Tuesday, 10:22 Aid 

To= Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Co= Pridgen, Aisha; IIle, Vince; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject: RE: Honor System Case - 

Tom, 

Can you give us some more details of this incident involving ? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From; Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 Aid 
To; Pogge, Paul 
Co; Pridgen, Aisha 
Subject; Honor System Case - 

Hi Paul, 

I wanted to alert your attention to a student athlete who was named in an incident report. His name is                              . He is listed on the NCAA 

website, but is not listed on the         team’s website. In order to be safe, I thought I would pass his name along anyway. 

Additionally, I am currently compiling all of the name of student athletes who are currently involved in either the Honor System process or the Alcohol 

adjudication process. I plan on getting those names to you by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Thomas Hardiman 
Associate Director I Office of Student Conduct 

919.962.0759 I tphard@email.unc.edu 

http://studentconduct, unc.edu/ 
Privacy Notice: This e-mail m,~ssage, in.::ii]ding at:tachment% is ~br [}~e s~)le [i~ eg [}~e inh~’nd,~d r,~cipien[(s) and may conh~in private ar!d privileged inRxmat:ien. Any unautilerized review, use, dis.::k:,sur% or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not tile intended recipienl., please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy’ all copies o~ .’.he odginal mess.age. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:01 PM 

ttamdimaxL Thomas Paul <tphaJcd@emml.unc.edu> 

Pridgen, Aisha <apridgen@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 

<zacsehnon@unc.edu>; Bartholomew, KathlTn M <Katie Bamtholomew@unc.edu> 

RE: Honor System Case - 

Thanks ]:or Lhe response, Tom. Have they confirmed that it was actually urine in the water bottle? 

From: Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:56 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Pridgen, Aisha; 1lie, Vince; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Selmon, Zachary Ryan; Bartholomew, Kathryn M 
Subject: RE: Honor System Case - 

Hi Paul, 

There were actually two s~:udent athletes involved wi~:h the incident: 

Both students received citations from the Department of Public Safety charging them with Vandalism, l_arceny~ and Assault. The basic information [rom the report 

is that the students were throwing water baNoons and a urine filled water bottle. They hit a student with the urine filled water bottle and it splashed over the feet 

and lower leg of: another student. Additionally, the officers found stolen traffic signs in their room. 

At this time, both students have pending cases in both the Honor System and the Housing Conduct Process. 

Thanks, 

TOm 

Thon~s Hardin~ n 
Associate Director I q~i(:e of Strident Conduct 

U r~:i:~::,::~:~r:=:.it.!:~; ,::::g I’~i,::::¢{ih C.:~ r,::::iiii~’:=s~: ~:~:t. Cih~:~:i.::eii Hiiiii 
919,962,0759 I tphard@email.unc.edu 
b_~p_~ZLs__t__u___d__e___n__t_~_Q_n__d___u__~t__#__n__~:_e___d___u_Z 
Ptrlvae7 Notice: This e--mail message, including e.tl.achmenl.s, is for the sole use of the intended redpient(s) and rrla7 contain priva[e and privileo.ed information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosur% or 

distribution is srohibited. If you ace not the intended recipient, please contact the r~-~nder by repl$, e-mail and destrov all copies of the oriqinai mes.~qe. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:22 AM 
To: Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Co: Pridgen, Aisha; Ille, Vince; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
Subject: RE: Honor System Case - 

"[’om~ 

Can you give us some more details of this incident involving ? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Froml Hardiman, Thomas Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:06 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Pridgen, Aisha 
Subject: Honor System Case - 

Hi Paul, 

I wanted to alert your attention to a student athlete who was named in an incident report. His name is                               He is listed on the NCAA 

website, but is not listed on the         team’s website, in order to be safe, I thought I would pass his name along anyway. 

Additionally, I am currently compiling all of the name of student athletes who are currently involved in either the Honor System process or the Alcohol 

adjudication process. I plan on getting those names to you by the end of the week. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Thomas Hardiman 
Associate Director I Office of Student Conduct 

919.962.0759 J tphard@email.unc.edu 
h~9_;jZs__t_y_d___e_._t]Ng_n___d___u__c__t_= u___n__c__:_e_._d___u_L 
Privacy Notice: This e-mail messag.e, hlciuding attachments, is fer the sole use el: the intended recoient(s) and ma’! contain private and privileged informa.’.ion. Any unautilorized re’,,ie~, use, disclosure, or 
distribution is prohibited, [1: you are not the intended recipient, please contact tile s~nde! by r,<~ply e-mail and destroy all copies c,f the original mes:~ge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edu>; Cuwan, Joel <jgcurrasl@email.unc.edu>; White, Rick <rick.white@unc.edu>; McFarlaJad, 

Michael B <mike~ncfarlmad@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

McCracken, JeffB. <jmccrack@psafety.unc.edtc,; Stabile, Regina<regina stabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu>; Sutton, 

Anne <suttona@email.unc.edu>; Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edtc, 

FYI - request received -               (DTH) re: DPS emails (dated       ) 

FYI- public records request received from 
All emails sent or received by Chief McCracken from 

o "Football" 
o "Hazing" 
o "Aloft hotel" or "Aloft" 
o "Fedora" 
© 

© "Assault" 
Public Records Staff is looking into this request. 
Sincerely, 

Denise 

(The Daily Tar Heel) seeking (see below for full request): 

that includes any of the following terms: 

Denise Q. Allen 

Public Records Assistant 

Office of UniversiO, Counsel 

(919) 962-1219 

Denise Allen@une. edu 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:12 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: EmaiJ request- DTH 

Hi, 

I would like to request all emails during the period of August 1 to September 9 sent or received by DPS Chief JeffMcCracken regarding the following terms. : 

¯ "Football" 

¯ "Hazhlg" 

¯ "Alofthotel" "Aloft" 

¯ "Fedora" 

o 

¯ "Assault" 

The emaJls do not need to contain all of these terms, if any single one of them is mentioned in an email sent or received by McCracken, it should be included in the 

records. 
Thank yot~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 7:05 AM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraJ~@email.unc.edu-~; Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edu>; Clarke Debbi < 

Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ivy League’s crazy grade inflation in one chart 

@gmail.com>; Ille, 

Interesting s~talistics mid graph. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of Norfla Carolina 

http://www.vox.com/xpress/2014/9/10/6132411/chart- Rrade-intlation-in- the-i~5,-lea~ue- over-time 

http:/Twww.economis~t.com/uews/umted- states/21615616- not- what- it- used- be- grade- expectations 

[ "~iii ivy league grade inflation j 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting for 

Great to hear from you. I enioyed meeting you as well and was actually plannhlg to email you this mornhlg to set something up. I have copied Vhlce Ule on this 

email since he works with me on the Agent and Advisor Program and would also be good to have at the meeting, 

is a special talenl: and we are looking [orward to working with you through the proc~:_ms, Though NCAA ruh:_~s prohibit us from selecting an agent or financial 

advisor for him, we are comrnit~:ed to doing everything we can to get you NI of the inf.:_~rmati.:_~n your [amilv needs to make educa~:ed decisions ab.:_~ut futur~:_~. 

This is trufy a once-.in.-aqifedme opportunity for him and we are excited to be able to provide d~is service to you and 

Could you meet tile night of Thursday, ? 

look forward to seeing you again soon, 

Best, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:29 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Meeting for 

Hi Paul, good morning. I was glad to meet you lasl Sat before the game. Thank you for making the introduction. 

Per our conversation I’d like to see when we could sit down and talk about "the future" for     and getting some insight into things. We live in 

about 5 hours away I wanted to plan on coming down in the next few weeks on a Thurs., night before a game so I can set up some work appointments with people 

in Raleigh (I own my own business as a ). Could we work something out and perhaps taJk by phone when it’s convenient for you. 

I appreciate the time. 

thanks, have a areat day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 11:12 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

FYI: Clemson 

Clemson Soccer Player Files Hazing Lawsuit 
Posted: Sop iO. 20"~4 5:13 PM EDT 
By Jenna Troum, Reporter 

CLEMSON: S.C.- A Ctemson University student athlete flied a taw:~ui[ cfeiming hazing during her Ireshmen year left her with permanent brain damage. 
The lawsuit claims in Augus[ 20t t, upperclassmen members of the women’s soccer team blindfolded freshmen players, Ierced them into the back of a car, 
brought them to Riggs Fiefd, spun them around, and forced them to sprint °° still blindfolded 

Fhat’s when delendant Ha]ey Ellen Hunt claims she ran right into a brick wail, causing permanen~ b~ain damage. 

"This is a story’ that has to be told C]emson has to address what’s going on and Clemson has to be held accountable for what tile administrators and tile 
coaches aflowed to happen," said Hunt"s attorney, Robed~ Surnner. 

The complaint names tile coach, two assistant coaches, t 3 Clemson administrators and feaders, and 14 upperclassmen team members as defendants 

The university is not listed as a defendant in the lawsuit. 

The complaint claims not only did the coaches know about the ha,.-t.ing, they encouraged it -- even giving the upperclassmen players the keys to Riggs Field for 
the ritual oo and then tried to cover it up 

[he lawsuit, filed in Pickens Coun[y on Aug. 15, said Hunt suflered a concussion~ permanent brain damage, and injuries [o her hands and face [hat required e 
plastic surgeon. Sumner said now Hunt can’t pfay soccer or make the grades she used to. 

"She’s c~ushed. She went to Clemson to study hard and play soccer hard and she had her whole life in front of her. and now suddenfy everything’s changed," 
said Sumner. 

Otemson Universit3~ officials released the foftowing statement on tile fawsuit: 

"CIemson University s~rongly disagrees with the characterization of events in this Iawsuit, and looks forward to vigorously defending ~his case on its Iacts: rather 
than these allegations. The university will not comment fullher on this pending litigation" 

Clemson Unive~sity spokesperson John Gouch said. in the past five yea~s, the university has prosecuted 23 cases of hazing. This is the only case invofving a 
sports ~eam. 

Chuck Turner, who’s rep~esenting Coach Eddie Radwanski, Assistant Coach Siri Mutlinix and Assistant Coach Jeff Robbins in this case. said he plans to file an 
answer to this complaint in the next week or so, which will reveal mo~e about the coaches’ sides of the story. 

In the meantime, he said his clients "strongly disagree with the allegations" and he feels confident about presenting this case to a iury’ 

The lawsuit claims none of the coaches reported Hunt’s iniuries to the authorities o~ Ctemson administrators. 

It saM, after hearing about what happened from Hunt’s parents, an original investigation by university administrators conck~ded no penalties should be imposed 
on anyone. 

The lawsuit goes on to say a second investigation by the Ctemson OIfice ol Community and E~hical standards ~esulted in the ~eam goring placed on 
disciplinary probation through Dec. 31,2012 Team members were alamo required to attend a ha,.-t.ing workshop and present a PowerPoint on what they fearned 
to other athfetes. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 11:21 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head 

Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.u nc.ed u> 

longer Clemson story 

Former Clemson women’s soccer player names teammates, coaches in 
hazing lawsuit 

CLEMSON - A former Clemson women’s soccer player is suing 14 ex-teammates, three coaches and 13 administrators for their alleged 

role in a hazing incident three years ago. 

Haley Ellen Hunt, now a senior attending Clemson University, is the plaintiff in a lawsuit filed Aug. 15 with the Pickens County 

Thirteenth Judicial Circuit. 

She seeks damages for medical bills stemming from a hazing ritual that led to Hunt’s traumatic brain injury - which progressively 

worsened in the fall of 2013, according to her Charleston-based attorney. 

"She was forced to basically retire from soccer, at the request of her neurologist," Robert E. Sumner IV told The Post and Courier on 

Wednesday. "Her life’s been permanently changed, for what she’s had to go through during this whole nightmare." 

In the 36-page lawsuit, Hunt describes the night of Aug. 18, 2011, when she and other freshman players were blindfolded in their 

dormitories, forced into the trunks of automobiles and driven around campus to multiple locations. 

After a 30-minute car ride ending at the soccer complex, Hunt says she and the freshmen were ordered to commit humiliating and 

demeaning acts. They were spun around and disoriented, before being commanded to run down Riggs Field still blindfolded. 

According to the lawsuit, the older players screamed at Hunt to run faster, before she veered off the field and collided with a brick wall. 

Another player described the sound as "metal hitting metal." 

"There is no exaggeration, there is no hyperbole," Sumner said. "The complaint simply states the facts that we have uncovered, and 

the story is really as bad as it sounds on paper." 

The lawsuit alleges the Clemson women’s coaches instructed the players not to tell anybody of the event, and never informed the 

administration of Hunt’s injuries. Upon Hunt’s family contacting the administration, the lawsuit states the administration did not 

conduct a thorough investigation. 

"Clemson’s going to have to make some changes," Sumner said. "They’ve got to be held accountable for what happened, but more 

importantly, they’ve got to look prospectively and figure out what they’re going to do to make sure this never happens again." 

Head coach Eddie Radwanski, assistants Siri Mullinix and Jeff Robins, and former athletic director Terry Don Phillips are among the 30 

defendants, though Hunt is not specifically suing Clemson University. 

Clemson released the following statement Wednesday: "Clemson University strongly disagrees with the characterization of events in 

this lawsuit, and looks forward to vigorously defending this case on its facts, rather than these allegations. The university will not 

comment further on this pending litigation." 

All defendants are being sued for gross negligence and intentional infliction of emotional distress. The 14 players (all upperclassmen at 

the time) are sued for assault, battery and false imprisonment, while coaches and administrators are served with multiple counts of 

constitutional integrity. 

"More importantly, Haley and her family really want to tell her story so that other students and athletes don’t have to go through the 

same thing," Sumner said. "Hazing is such a bad thing. It doesn’t have any place at Clemson, it doesn’t have any place in society. And 

we really want to get this conversation started, so that Clemson has to address this situation head-on." 

Sumner said Hunt is undergoing rehabilitation, therapy and counseling, and must take daily medications for the foreseeable future. 



"The symptoms aren’t getting any better," Sumner said. "She really struggles with acute headaches, she has difficulty concentrating. 

Her vision has been permanently damaged. It’s very difficult for her to look at a computer or read for long periods at time." 

Following the hazing incident, Hunt redshirted that 2011 season; redshirts are uncommon in women’s soccer. However, Hunt returned 

to play in 15 games (including five starts), logging 42.2 minutes per appearance her redshirt freshman year in 2012. She only played in 

two games in the fall of 2013 before leaving the team. 

Hunt, 21, was named to the school’s Honor Roll in the fall of 2012 and spring of 2014, and made the Dean’s List in the 2013 spring and 

fall semesters. According to her soccer bio, she majors in bioengineering. 

"It’s very hard for her to focus and give her studies the kind of attention she’d like to give them," Sumner said, "because she physically 

wears out." 

The lawsuit also states Radwanski verbally abused Hunt after he took over for Hershey Strosberg, who recruited Hunt to Clemson from 

her hometown of Aiken. 

Radwanski allegedly called Hunt and told her not to come to Clemson, promising not to play her and saying she wasn’t good at soccer 

because she was from South Carolina. 

Radwanski is entering his fourth season as head coach, with a 24-30-7 record, including 5-26-2 in ACC play. The Tigers are 5-0-1 this fall, 

all in non-conference matches. 

On the team’s 2012 roster, Hunt was one of just two South Carolina natives. 





STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:45 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Career search 

Hi 

I work in Student-Athlete Development and part of what I do is Career Development for student-athletes. I’d be happy to talk with you and to help out in your job search any way I 

can. 

Want to set up some time soon to talk about just what you’re looking for and what some good avenues might be? i have a few resume thoughts, too. Let me know a good time, or 

feel free to call me at a time that’s convenient with you. My number is or email me and we’ll set up a time. 

Hope to talk with you soon! 

Best, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin * University of North Carolina 

P,!). :~oi,2~2F. CP, ai;~ i iiill NC _’!~,] "~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 11, 2014 3:27 PM 

UNCAA- ExeStaff <uncaa exestaff@groups, unc.edu>; UNCAA- Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@gro ups. unc.edu>; UNCAA- Head 

Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Oregon case another reminder APR is failing college athletics 

Oregon case another reminder APR is failing college athletics 

By ,Mike DeOourcy, The Sporting News 

You can’t say you weren’t warned. 

When the NCAA introduced its Academic Progress Rate program a decade ago, I wrote that it was an ill-considered concept that would be 

certain to contain lots of unintended consequences. Foremost among these figured to be an escalation in the number of athletes who undertook 

less demanding majors than they might have otherwise because the APR concept allowed for no noble failures. 

There are other problems, as well, including the possibifity schools will be less likely to properly discipline misbehaving athletes because of the 

potential for future damage to the affected program. 

That’s what’s been alfeged against Oregon by I.{A[fJ-I’V, which claimed the school delayed discipline against basketball players Damyean 

Dotson, Dominic Artis and Brandon Austin to avoid potential damage to the team’s APR. 

Those three players were accused of being involved in a sexuaf assault that allegedly occurred March 8, but they remained on the team until early 

May - Artis and Dot’son played in the Pac-12 and NCAA Tournaments afterward -- and atthe university well into June. 

KATU reported the basketball team’s APR score was at 918 of a possible 1000, the lowest in the Pac-12 and in the danger zone for future 

competitive sanctions. 

Oregon sent a letter to its alumni calJing the report "inaccurate" and claiming the school handJed the case appropriateJy. 

"The university took appropriate action when allegations were reported," the letter said, "and we are confident that our steps were necessary to 

ensure campus safety and integrity of criminal processes." 

As misguided as the APR concept can be, at least there is some trace of truth in its numbers. Hard as this may be to believe, it’s actually an 

improvement on the statistical mess that preceded it. 

The graduation rate standard used previously relative to athletic programs was, essentially, an out-and-out lie. Every recruited athlete who 

transferred was considered to be a non-graduate, even if he or she went on to earn a Ph.D. Athletes who transferred in from another four-year 

college or a junior college were not counted at all, even if they went on to earn Ph.Ds. 

My favorite case in this regard involved the 1992 Cincinnati Final Four team, which included five senior regulars: three JC transfers, a four-year 

transfer and a promoted walk-on. Four of them graduated on time. 

The grad rate for that class under the old standard: 0 percent. The published grad rates were pure fabulism, and that standard was used to impugn 

the reputations of numerous schools and coaches. Frankly, many in the media had no interest in whether the numbers reflected reality. Bad grad 

rates made for a great story. 

VVnat is more damaging about the APR concept is it ties competitive sanctions to academic performance. Practice time, roster size and 

postseason competition can be curtailed for deficient scores. The NCAA has bumped up the minimum acceptable standard over the years, 



attempting to evince greater concern for academic performance. 

And too many colleges, hoping to appear they are properly emphasizing the academic work of their athletes, present bonus payments to coaches 

if their teams’ scores are sufficient. The terms are written in their contracts. 

Altman reportedly gets $20,000 if his team meets an APR minimum; OU athletic director Rob Mullens gets $40,000 if the athletic program’s APR 

house is in order. 

This may be the most ghastly unintended consequence of all: That a coach or administrator gets one more huge check merely because a 

statistical benchmark -- that dearly is an imperfect measure of academic performance -- is satisfied. 

Attaching financial and competitive incentives to APR scores raises the stakes for every athlete’s academic performance; most notably that 

capable students might choose, through their own concern or someone else’s coercion, to undertake less demanding courses of study. And at- 

risk students might be too closely escorted through the entire process, or might turn to fraud out of desperation, as we’ve seen in various 

circumstances. 

VVnether or not Oregon followed the course KATU claims for the reasons it suggests, the APR obviously is responsible for producing unintended 

consequences - but not unanticipated - that are damaging to all involved. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

steve kirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,                  9:06 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos~email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~; Thompson, 

Jennil~r C ~cthomp~n@admissions.~mc.edtr~ 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Swim Dive Potential Competitive Admits’? 

ALL: 

We wish to inquire about the following swimming & diving prospects to see if they would be considered for "competitive admission": 

MEN 

Would be helpful to know if we must use a slot for him. 

WOMEN 

There will likely be other prospects we will ask about later. Thank you! 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
University of North Carolina Swilrmfing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 
Email: deselm@cmail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:39 AM 

ttams, Tracy U <tracy harri@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu-~; King, J. 

Angela <aking@unc.edu>; No~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~                            @email.unc.edu-~ 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@nnc.edtt>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F 

<John Brumle@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeede@unc.edu>; Palanjia~ Scott <scottp@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgallo@unc.edt~-; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 

<mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S <~abitting@unc.edt~-; Timmennmls, Tom <fimmellnma@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<marko@email.unc.edtr~; Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu>;                         ~email.unc.edn>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 
<lizlan@email.unc.edn>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>; Schug, Alexis-~lexis.schng@njit.edtr~; 

email.unc.edn>; Tucker, Tony <antonio@email.unc.edu>; Perry., Clara A <caperry@unc.edu;,; Suits, Christy H. 

--~chrisLy@unc.edu> 

September Coverage Calendar 

September doc 

Attached is the September administrative support staff coverage calendar. Please let 

me know of any corrections or additional approved leave that needs to be added. 

For those of you in need of administrative support during September, please plan 

accordingly. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 
P. O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Saturdas. 4:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Markos, La]lce M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Vince: 

Her academic information is on file with Lance. We are bringing her in for an Official Visit in the next few weeks. 

She is originally from was an NCAA All American, is 

and would be a potential relay contributor. 

i would like to know it a January admission could be a possibility. 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
University of North Carolina Swinwning & Diving 

PO Box 2126, C’hapel Hill, iN(-’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (( 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

n two events 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edw- 

Saturday September 13, 2014 8:46 PM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbesk~unc.edu> Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Fwd: UNC at ECU TV info 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stricldand, Michael" <          @eacc:org:~ 

Date: September 13, 2014 at 7:26:26 PM EDT 
To: Rick Steinbacher <rickstei(a)email.unc.edu>, "Mr. Lawrence ’\"Bubba’\" Cunningham" <bubbac(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Joe ttaydon <havdon,~,~unc.edu>, 

"Corey L Holliday" <c__holliday~unc.edu>, "Finn, Mike"        ’,theacc.ora>, "Yakola, Amy’         ~theacc.org>, "FraJacona, Alyssa" 

~theacc.org> 

Subject: UNC at ECU TV intb 

All: North Carolina @ East Carolina will be 3:30pro ET on ESPNU. 

Please wait for the American to announce. 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, September 13, 2014 9:11 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Best, Kevin S. <kbes~@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC at ECU TV info 

Aheady been announced this evening by espn and is on our twitter feed. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Sep 13, 2014, at 8:46 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(cb~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stfickland, Michaer’            b~theacc.org> 
Date: September 13, 2014 at 7:26:26 PM EDT 

To: Rick Steinbacher <rickstei(~email.unc.edu~, "Mr. Lawrence \"Bubba’," Cunningham" <bubbac(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Joe Haydon 

<havdon~unc.edu>, "Corey L Holliday" <chollidav~unc.edtc,, "Finn, Mike"       ~theacc.o~;~>, "Yakola, Amy" 

~bAheacc.org>, "Francona, Alys~"             leacc.org> 

Subject: UNC at ECU TV info 

All: North Carolina @ East CaJcolina will be 3:30pm ET on ESPNU. 

Please wait for the American to almounce. 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Coleman Lewis <cscottl0@unc.edt> 

Sunday, September 14, 2014 8:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Hello 

gince, 

I was just wanting to touch base and see how things were going? I was up in Baltimore at Joe Galli’s house the last couple days and he was wanting me to tell you hello. As you Joe has 
helped me out tremendously in my wrestling career and will help me even more in my coaching. I was just wanting to relay the message’. I hope all is well and look folavard to seeing you 
soon! 

Thank You, 
Coleman Scott 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Tar Heel Wrestling 
Assistant wrestling coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sunday, ;:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Thanks, Vince. H:it helps, she has the ability to help us score more points at NCAA’s and move up as a team; is also aiming to become a 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 

U~iverail~:, of Nerth Caroli~m Swimmm-; & r3ivu~-; 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w__ 5~: _w__: g._o_ h__e__e_! _s_:_c_’ 21 _r! 
www.unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, 5:58 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re:: 

I’ll need to speak with Barbara. We have what appears to be an unprecedented number of requests for mid-year admissions for Spring 

OF at 4:58 AM, "DeSelm, Rich L" <_rj._c_13_d___e_.s_e_.[m._ .@...u_ .nc_.:_e_.d__.u_.> wrote: 

Vince: 

Her academic information is on file with Lance. We are bringing her in for an Official Visit in the next few weeks. 

She is originally fron was an NCAA All American, 

two events and would be a potential relay contributor. 

She is Iooldng al                          schools. 

I would like to know if a January admission could be a possibility. 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSehl, Head Swm~ning C’oach 
University of North Carolina Swmmfing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (Q 
Email: deselm(~gmail uric edu 
Ship to 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.~oheels cora 

_w__~ 5_’..w__~.a__ .n__c_~ e c_t. _u_ 

Dlympian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott, Coleman Lewis <cscottl0@unc.edtr’- 

Monday, September 15, 2014 10:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Hello 

gince, 

Thank You, 
Coleman Scott 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Tar Heel Wrestling 
Assistant wrestlin~ coach 

> On Sep 15, 2014, at 8:18 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Coleman, 
> 

> Things are going well, thanks for the message Good to hear you had a chance to visit with Joe. We are all really foltunate that Joe is committed to wrestling in general and is supportive of 
our program in particular. I’m happy to hear that you guys have such a strong COlmection and stay in touch with each other 

Thanks again and we are veW happy you’re on our staft\ 
2 

> Vince 
> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> From: Scott, Coleman Lewis 
> Sent: Sunday, September 14, 2014 8:48 AM 
> Tu: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: tleHo 
> 

> Vince, 
> 

> I was just wanting tu tuuch base and see how things were guing? I was up in Baltimore at Joe Galli’s house the last couple days and he was wanting me to tell yuu hello. As you Joe has 
helped me out tremendously in my wrestling career and will help me even more in my cuaching. I was just wanting to relay the message! I hupe all is well and look forward to seeing yuu 
suon! 
> 

> Thank You, 
> Coleman Scott 
> UNC Chapel Hill 
> Tar Heel Vvh-estling 
> Assistant wrestling coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:18 PM 

~unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: 9/23 SAAC Meeting Reminder 

We may have the Chancellor attending this meeting. So let’s work on the agenda together. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Caacolina 

On , at 11:53 AM, @unc.edtD wrote: 

All, 

Our first Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC) meeting of the year is next Tuesday at 7:OOPM in the Blue Zone Upper Club (5th 

floor). Dinner will be provided, and the annual group photo will be taken at this meeting. 

If you have any agenda items, please send them to me by tomorrow, 5:BOPM. I will send a full agenda on Wednesday. Lastly, if you cannot make this 

meeting, please let me know so I can properly adjust food numbers. 

I look forward to seeing everyone soon. 

Go Heels! 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-962-6241 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 9/23 SAAC Meeting Reminder 

Sounds good --. thanks[ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, 12:18 PN 
To: 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 9/23 SAAC Meeting Reminder 

We may have the Chancellor attending this meeting. So let’s work on the agenda together. 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On ., at ii:53 AM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Our first Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC) meeting of the year is next Tuesday at 7:OOPM in the Blue Zone Upper Club (5th 

floor). Dinner will be provided, and the annual group photo will be taken at this meeting. 

If you have any agenda items, please send them to me by tomorrow, 5:OOPIVI. I will send a full agenda on Wednesday. Lastly, if you cannot make this 

meeting, please let me know so I can properly adjust food numbers. 

I look forward to seeing everyone soon. 

Go Heels! 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-962-6241 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 3:42 PM 

Leanne Winner < ~ncsba.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Teacher Flyer 

That’s great Want to text me at the Virginia Tech game? We’ll take you down on the field for some of it if you’d like. 
Best, 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Leanne Wimaer [mailt( %ncsba.or~] 
Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 3:38 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Sutziect: Re: Teacher Flyer 

We are happy to send it. I actually came tu game last weekend and plan tu cume to VT and NCSU. May need to pick up some extra state tickets if they will be awfilable. Academic all star 
prumu was guod. 

Leanne E. Winner 
Director of Guvernmental Relations 
N.C. Schoul Buards Assuc. 

sent frum my IPhone 

On Sep 15, 2014, at 3:27 PM, "Pugge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu<mailtu:ppog~e(~r)unc edu>> wrute: 

I, eanne, 
We are having a "Teacher Appreciation Day" for our upcoming game against Virginia Tech, su I thuught it might be nice tu have the schuuls share the :flyer below with their teachers 
Hopefully it’s a fun day fur them! Would yuu mind passing this along tu the variuus districts? 
Additiunally, please let me know ify()u’re able to join us at a game this lhfl. We’d luve to have you! 
Best, 
Paul 

<image002 jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Leanne Winne ~ncsba.org> 

Monday, September 15, 2014 3:57 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Teacher Flyer 

Would love to 

Leanne E Winner 
Director of Governmental Relations 
N.C. School Boards Assoc. 

sent from my IPhone 

> On Sep 15, 2014, at 3:41 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> That’s great. Want to text me at the Virginia Tech game? We’H take you down on the :field for some o17it if you’d like 

> Best, 

> Paul 

> 

Original Message- 

> From: Leanne Winner i            ~ncsba.or~] 

> Sent: Monday, September 15, 2014 3:38 P]VI 

> To: Pogge, Paul 

> Subject: Re: Teacher Flyer 

> 

> We are happy to send it. ] actually came to game last weekend and plan to come to VT and NCSU. May need to pick up some extra state tickets if the?" will be available. Academic all star 

promo was good. 

> 

> Leanne E. Winner 

> Director of Governmental Relations 

> N.C. School Boards Assoc. 

> 

> sent from my ]Phone 

> 

> 

> On Sep 15, 2014, at 3:27 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu<mailto:ppogge@unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> geanne, 

> We are having a "Teacher Appreciation Day" for our upcoming game against Virginia Tech, so I thought it might be nice to have the schools share the flyer below with their teachers. 

Hopefully it’s a fun day- for them! Would you mind passing this along to the various districts? 

> Additionally, please let me know if you’re able to join us at a game this fall. We’d love to have you! 

> Best, 

> Paul 

> 

> <image002.jpg> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pamsk Shane <sparrish@unc.edtr- 

Monday, September 15, 2014 4:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Shoes 

Vince, 

Patti was nice enough to offer to bring your uNts shoes to you.As I gave Nm the shoes, I was wondering about 

as a grad student, but if she is now I certainly would like to get her a pair. 

Shane 

is she in more of a full lime roll now? She wasn’t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colaianni, Ryan <t ~edelman.com> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Tar Heel tbr Life - Online Form 

Hi, Vince. 

I left you a message eadier on your celk 

I wanted I:o see if you might be abie ~:o help me on some~:hing related to Complete Carolina. t reached out to Marielie but haven’~: heard back, 

Chancellor Folt met with the Wall Street Journal las[: week and ~:hey discussed Complete Carolina as part of a "Boss Talk" tha~: wili be rut~ning on Wednesday One 

[:ollow--up question that the Wall Street Journal had was how many former student athletes have contacted UNC about re--entering the UniversiW to complete their 

degree. Do you have that number? 

Also, could you compare it to the number of former student athletes who returned to campus last year? Joel thought that number was 6 or 7, 

We are trying to get an answer back to them by :[1 am. l:his morning. 5orry for the quick turnaround, 

[et me know, 

Thanks! 

Ryan Folaiarmi 
Account Supe~isor I Edelman 

!@edelman.com 
P 202-.7 TT--B,_q45 

C 

From: Colaianni, Ryan 

Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 5:24 PM 

To: ’mvangelder@unc.edu’ 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi, Marielle, 

f hope you are well, Chancellor }:o1~: met with the Wall Street Journal last week and they discussed Conlph?te Carolina as part of a "Boss Talk" that will be funning 

on Wednesday. One follow-up questio[? that the Wall Street Journal had was how many former studet~[ athletes haw? contacted U NC about re-.entering the 

UniversiW to complete their’ degree~ Do you have that number? 

Also, could you compare it to the number of forrner student atMetes who returned to campus last year? Joel [hough[ Lhat number was 6 or 7. 

Thank you for your help! 

Ryan Colaiarmi 
Ac, c, ou[lt Supewisot I E~.’lehwan 

:~ede]man.com 
P 202-777-3845 
C 

From: Bowers, Matthew B [_m___a__![t_qL_m___a___t_t___b_o_w_e_r_s___@_u___n___c_:__e___d___u] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 20:14 2:13 PM 

To: Vangelder, MarieJle A 

¢c: Belcher, Amanda; Best, Kevin S.; Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: Re: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi, M~zielle 

The email address eompletee~Jrolina~unc.edu is now active. You are the authorized user. so from this point forward those emails should come to you at that address. 

Since the name of the program was changed at the last minute last week the emaJl address above was not in place in time for lannch last week. During the intemn 

between last Thursday and today (when the new account was activated), any forms submitted to Complete Carolina went to a temporaD; gmail address. Here’s the 

address and login tbr that account so you can access whatever’s in there: 

email address: ~gmail.com 

password: 

You should be able to log in to the gmail account atxwe and see whatever’s been sent in thus [hr. If you have any issues with it. let me know and I can tD’ to help. 

- Matt 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 

UNC Athletic Communications 

m__a___ttb_o____w__e__r__s__@_u__O__c__=__e___d___u_. 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 

GoHeels.com 

On Ju129, 2014, at 1:52 PM, Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon --- 

My apologies for copying all of you, but I have a somewhat time sensitive question and I’m not sure who i; the most appropriate point of contact. Can 

someone tell me where the Comph:_d:e Carolina online forms are going once submit[:ed by a former student-athh?te? My understat~dit~g is thai: [:~qey 

would be coming through me {Compliance) initially, but we have not received any to dale, I just heard from Football alone that at least six t:orrner 

players were directed to the online form. 

Thanks for your assistance! 

Marielle 

Marielh? A vanGekJer 

Associate Athletic Dir’ector 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:1.9) 962-6t,~2 

rq va ~’~ ~ e id e!" @ u t; c. e d u 



From-’ Belcher, Amanda [rnailto: @edelmamcom] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, July 16, 2014 5:15 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C¢-" Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject-’ RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Thanks, Marielle! And correct --the form on the landing page would be to request more hlformation, not submit an official application for 

readmission, and giw:~ you just em_~uRh info to de~:ermine his/her eligibili~:y. So it sounds like what you listed below is perfect for tha~: purpose. 

Amanda L Belcher I Edelman I 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [rnailto:rnvangeid@eqmii.u~c.cdu] 

Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 20::[4 4:56 PM 

To: Belcher, Amanda 

Cc: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Good Afternoon Amanda--- 

Thanks for the docum~:_~ntation it was helpful to see whcr~-_~ the pro.iect currently stands, t haw:~ several ,’tucstions about the informatk)n contained 

therein, but I wilt follow-up with Bubba on those. 

I have one clarifying question abouL the landing page~ I assume that the online f:orm you are working on f:or the landing page is intended to provide 

minimal information ---simply notify Athletics of the former student-athlete’s interest This is not intended to be the formal application. Is that 

correct? 

Name 

DOB 

Basic Contact Bnformation -address, telephone, emait 

Years attended UNC 
Sport 
P~D # - if the*/stiml have access to it 

Degree Program 

Once we have the information, we should be able to putl up the former student-athlete’s academic and adfletic profile and standing, That 

int:ormation will atlow both Athletics and ASPSA to review d~e interested former student-athletes prior to providing those studenbathlete with a 

formal application to return. 

Please let me know if there is any additional information I need to be aware of or if you have any questions for me. 

Thank you. 

Marielh:_~ 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athledc Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962- 785:3 
Fax: (9].9) 962.-6C<]2 
[!] 3’_ ~] ]3 ~__e_!_d __e__r_ ~ u n <, e d u 

From: Belcher, Amanda [F!ailte: $’,edelman.com] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, July 15, 2014- 8:38 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C¢; Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject-’ RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Thanks, Marielle. There are been various documents created since that one you have from mid-.lune, but not too many policy-specific changem 

Attached a r~-’_~ two docs here that: might be helpful to understanding where THFL is now: 

Process doc, which is just an updated version of the process outlined in the doc you have 

The latest messaging one-pager with an overview of the program 

Look forward to b:_~aring your thoughts on the form. 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

Amanda L Belcher [ Edelman [ 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [O!iL[!_t__o__ir_~iZ~]i]gcid@:~crnaii,unc.cdu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 6:50 PM 

To: Belcher, Amanda 

Cc: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Good Evening Amanda--- 

Thank you for the emaiL I **,viii get bad< to you shortly about basic information I need to see prior Lo any official application submitted for a former 

student-athlete to return. In the interim, do you have the most recent draft of the Tar Heels for Life policy? The last I received was from Bubba on 

6/13/2014 (see attached)~ I want to make sure 1 understand the plan as it is currently writtem 

Thank you. 

Marb:Jb 

Mariefle A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7953 

Fax: (919) 962- 6L%"2 

,m va n ~ci de~ u r,c, c d u 

From-’ Belcher, Amanda [rr, ailto:~ :~,’edelmamcom] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, July 15, 2014- 3:4-2 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co-" Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject-’ Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 
Hi Marielle - We’re working with Kevin Best and Matt Bowers (and of course Bubba and Joel) to create a landing page on GoHeels.com for Tar Heel for 

Life. As of now, THFL will launch next Thursday, so the landing page would basically give a summary of the program and include a link to an online 

form where interested student-athletes could enter information to find out more about the program and determine if they are eligible. 



In terms of the necessary fields for the form, Bubba suggested that we check with you as Compliance would be handling the initial process. Are there 

any specific fields you need included beyond general information (name, contact info, attending years, sport, major)? Happy to jump on the phone to 

discuss. 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

Amanda IL. Belcher 

Vice President 

Public Affairs 

Edelrnan I Washington, D.C. 

Office: 202-326-1724 

Mobile:: 
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For se~e cohere at~etes~ NCAA ~@~n~ ~eans a d~a~Ke to ~et pai~ 

Summary: 

The Charlotte Observer discusses O’Bannon ruling with North Carolina State player and former UNC 

player and reports supportive reactions. The article also notes that University of North Carolina will be 

more affected than other universities in the state due to having more varsity sports and a higher cost of 

attendance. 

Article Link: 

http ://www.char~~tte~bserver.c~m/2~14 /~8/16/51i ~5~7 /f~r~s~me-c~~~ege~ath~etes~a~ 

chance.html#.U Oomlaslg0 



Summary: 
Texas will be implementing new policies regarding employee-student relationships after review by the 

Board of Regents this Thursday. The issue came to late in February 2013 when an assistant coach 

admitted to an indiscretion with a student trainer. He received a reprimand letter but kept his job. The 

Board will discuss and take appropriate action involving the recommendations of a task force that was 

charged with reviewing UT’s rules involving "sexual harassment and misconduct and inappropriate 

consensual relationships." 

Article Link: 

http://~~~.mysanant~ni~.c~m/sp~rts/c~~~egesp~rts/!~ngh~rns/art!c!e/~T~regents-to-act-~n- 

relationships-policy-5692360.php 

Summary: 
Oregon’s athletic department released a statement that it previously believed that paying insurance 

premiums would have been an NCAA violation. Oregon officials are still looking into how many players 

can have their premiums paid and at what values and stated that they would like to provide relief for 

families who already purchased insurance policies prior to the 2014 season. 

Article Link: 
http ://www.nfl.com/new s/sto ry/0ap3000000378381/a rticle/o rego n-reimburs! ng-m arcus-m ariota- 

three-others-for-insurance?campaign=Twitter nfl cb 

U~x~vers~ty -~t~ecome~ ot~e of f~st to offe~° ~feg~°ee g~;~x~;~xxtee policy for ath~etes 
Summary: 
University of Maryland announced "The Maryland Way Guarantee" today. Under the program, the 

university will honor scholarships given to athletes until they graduate. The press release states the 

school will provide financial aid "for any student-athlete who leaves the institution in good academic 

standing and returns to complete his or her degree." The University of Southern California and others 

have announced plans similar to "The Maryland Way Guarantee" for athletes in revenue sports. 

Article Link: 
http://www~diamondbacko nline.com/spo rts/a rti cl e 68ab1132-27af-11e4-9439-OO1a4bcf6878.html 



Legal. [ss~es 

What is f..:~, cost of atte~da~ce for NCkA ~th~etes? 
Summary: 

USA Today writer Chris Prisbell raises questions as to measuring cost of attendance, the implications of 

Pell Grants, tax issues and ramifications of Title IX relating to who gets paid and just how much. 

Notre Da-~e AD says acade-~c sc~dai~ x~o{ a~ ~x~s{it.ut~om~l prob~e~ 
Summary: 

Notre Dame athletic director Jack Swarbrick told ESPN’s "Mike and Mike" that "no evidence" has been 

uncovered in the investigation to show that there may be deep-rooted academic misconduct. Swarbick 

expressed confidence that there it is not an institutional problem that extends beyond the students to 

faculty members or advisors. 

Article Link: 

http~//~~~.csnchicag~‘c~m/n~tre-dame/n~tre-dame-ad-says~academic-scanda~-n~t-instituti~nal~ 

See Also: 

Brian Kelly defends Notre Dame amid academic investigation 

http ~!!w ww~csn ch! cag%co m/notre :cta m e/b ria n:ke!!y - d e f e n d s - n o t r e- d a m e - a m i d - a c a d e m i c - i n v e st i ga t i o n 

Notre Da~e ~o~ds o~t ~k}~lr footba[~ players ~id ~c~de~c probe 
Summary: 

Jenkins, Notre Dame President, said "the school was alerted to the issue last month by an academic staff 

member who suspected that students were turning in homework written by others." He declined to 

comment on any further details. 

Art!c!e ment!ons UNC briefly, nothing noteworthy: "The Notre Dame probe comes amid a major 

investigation into academic fraud at anther elite academic university. The University of North Carofina in 

2012 was sanctioned by the NCAA after ... widespread academic ~raud. The investigation found problems 

with ... African and A~ro-American Studies. The school’s football program was sanctioned ... but the NCAA 

... reopened its investigation into the scandal." 

Article Link: 

http://~n~ine.Wsj.c~m/artic~es/n~tre-dame~suspends-f~ur~f~~tba~~~p~ayers~amid~academic-fraud-pr~be- 

1408137721 



Landmark lawsuit shapes NCAA and the future of student-athlete compensation 

htt~://www.bizj~urna~s~c~m/~hi!ade~h!a/b~g/guest-c~mment/2~14/~8/~andmark-~awsuit-shapes- 

n ca a -a n d -t h e-fu tu re- 

of.html?utm_source=feedburner&utm medium=feed&utm campaign=Feed%3A+industry 17+(Industry 

+Human+Reso urces) 

It’s the end of the NCAA as we know it 

btt~:llwwwJ~t~ng!~b~:~m/~[t~/2014108L16/~nd-~caa- 
know/MVQqX4Od5od 2q ReUwAwKXJ/storv.html 

A bleak view of NCAA’s future 

http ://a[t!c!es~c ouEa Dt~co rnL2014:08:16/spoEt£/hc-j a co b s- col u m n- 0817- 20140816 1 co II ege-ath/etic£: 

NCAA in state of confusion, dissolution after lawsuit, Power 5 ruling 

http ~!!www~fre~p~rn/a m~!e/20140818/SPORTS08!308180058/~a -! m p! !ca~!~ n~-! a~u !~-p~r-f! ~- 
decision 

Change is coming to college athletics 

http://www.jd news.com/opinion/ou r-opinion/cha nge-is-coming-to-college-athletics-1.360479 

Changes are on the way for university athletics 

http://~~~.statesmanj~urna~.c~m/st~ry/~pini~n/edit~ria~~/2~14/~8/18/change~~~a~-univer~ity- 

athletics/14201859/ 



New app ~ets 8ay~or £}otba~ ~s watch ~{~oang~e ~°ep~ays ~ their seats 
Summary: 
Baylor partnered with Extreme Networks and ¥inzCam to create an app that will allow fans in the new 
McLane Stadium to watch game replays and utilize other features like news about Baylor football, traffic 
and parking information, photo galleries and on-demand video clips, aggregated Twitter feeds and one- 
ciick posting to social media. Baylor is the first school to integrate at the level of many NFL organizations. 

Article Link: 

http://~~~.bizj~urna~s~c~m/da~~as/ne~s/2~14/~8/18/ne~-app-~ets-bay~~r-f~~tba~l-fans-watch- 
multi.html 

College ~e{:~ers eye prospects~ soc~a~ ~e~a 
Summary: 

College athletes are routinely being watched on social media, beginning as early as the recruiting phase. 

College coaches have recently confirmed social media influence on scholarship offer decisions. Penn 

State’s Herb Hand recently tweeted, "Dropped another prospect this AM due to his social media 

presence...Actually glad I got to see the ’real’ person before we offered him." 

Recruiting expert Jack Renkens says that players need to realize that there is more to social media than 

what they write and post- that not everyone is their friend. Everyone can be a reporter, pull their phone 

out at any minute to document something. Managing a player’s image extends beyond their own 

posting, and into managing their behavior. 

Article Link: 
http://www.a zcentra !.co m/story/news/nat! o n/2014/08/:18/:12news-co! !ege-sports-soc!al-media- 

warning/14:146:1:13/ 

Summary: 

Western Carolina issued a press release to announce its new social media sponsorship campaign. The 

campaign will feature #tbt ("throwback Thursday" highlights), Athlete of the Week promotions and 

Friday Fan Frenzy where fans submit a picture to win a free hotel stay from sponsor Best Western. 

Article Link: 

http://www.cata mou ntsports.com/gen rel/O8:19:14aai.html 



Revem~e Generat~o~ and Facilities 

Barceler~a’s massive onli~e preser~ce resper~sib~.e ~k~r $40M i~ arm~al revem~e 
Summarv: 

Barcelona "resists no social network" boasting an incredible online presence. Barcelona has more than 

72 million fans on Facebook, 12 million Twitter followers, nearly 10 million fans through Google+, 3.3 

million Instagram followers, 1.5 million on Youtube subscribers and 1.1 million fans via Sina Weibo. This 

"explosion has created a tremendous form of commercialization for the club, which has changed even 

its way of negotiating sponsorship contracts." The Barcelona New Technologies Director says that it can 

now tell sponsors that it is reaching a broader audience through its significant social media and online 

following. 

Article Link: 

http://~~~~sp~rtsbusinessdai~~~c~m/G~~ba~/lssues/2~14/~8/18/Media/Barce~~na~aspx?utm campaign 

=W!/dfire+Message+- 

+SBD+G/oba!%3A+La+Liga+club+%40FCBarcelona+generates...&utm content=po 1422879&utm mediu 

m=Social&utm source=Twitter 

Big ce~lege :[{~e{bal[ donners pay for access~ even glory 
Summary: 
University of Southern California is offering access and glory for a relatively low price tag. For $1,500, 
you can run through the tunnel with the team if you are a USC season-ticket holder, get a pre-game 
locker room tour for 51,000, or a pre-game photo with the USC Song Girls for 3750. Former USC football 
captain Petros Papadakis feels it is putting a price on something invaluable. Others in the industry feel 
the price is just too low. For S1 million you can put your name on Nick Saban’s office at Alabama, or for 

S100,000 you can purchase season field access at UCLA. 

Article Link: 
htt~://~~~~marketp!ace~~rg/t~pics/educati~n/big~c~~!ege-f~~tba~~-d~n~rs-pay-access~even-g~~ry 

The P[~lse: Texas A&M Oebu[s A~gus[ 27 
Summary: 

Texas A&M is debuting ’The Pulse: Texas A&M Football’ presented by AT&T. The show will air regionally 

on Wednesdays and Thursdays throughout the season, to engage fans in Texas A&M’s football 

experience. Clips will also be shared through social media on Saturday before kick-off. The show will go 

inside the Bright Complex, the practice fields, the game and the film room 

Article Link: 

http://www.12thman.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=27300&ATCLID=209611600 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 5:32 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStafl’<uncaa exestaN~groups.unc.edu>;lJNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniorstafl@groups.unc.edu> 

U tta~tford president on NCAA future 

A Bleak View Of NCAA’s Future 

Jeff 3acobs, Hartfbl~l Courant 

W:dter ttanison, a serious msai of letters, is not without that most Nlpo(~ant of qualities: A dry sense of humo> 

"So you want to check in wN~ the wrong side of history," the UltlvelsRy of Hartford president sakt M~ter pickklg up the phone the other day. 

Through the years, ttai~ison has been, among his high-profile positions, chah~nan of the NCAAexecutive coirmfittee and chairman of the NC.,K,\ committee on academic 

perfbrmailce. He knows the ironer workings of college athletics’ ruling body. tie also is a ram1 ~x~t given to theatrics. 

So whe~l Ha~:rison looks at federal Judge Claudia Wilken’s ruling i~1 the Ed O’Bamlon case a~ld the NCAA Division11 board of directors’ approval to give the Power 5 

conferences more auto~lomy a~ld says, "I think the lai~dscape is going to be totally difl-~re~lt in a f~w yeas:s" ... take that not from a man looki~lg to grab headlines, but 

rather as one of consktered thoughL 

Since Wilken ruled on Aug. 8 that the NCAA cai~’t stop players from selling the rights to dle[r likenesses, essentially trashing the warped NCAA version of amateurism, 

there has been plenty of slicing said dicing of her 99°page verdicL 

ANaough the rainificatio~ls of WiH<en’s ruli~lg ce~Xainly could be sweeping, the practicM applications for now are n~’UTOW. FBS fnotball players aild Division I men’s 

b~tsketball players can get at le~tst $5,000 a yeai" fbr their likenesses placed in a trust fund by the school to be paid after they leave college. 

’Tin not surprised generally by d~e ruling," H~’uTiso~ said. "Like most people involved in intercollegiate athletics, I was a little positively surprised by her putti~g i~ a 

reasonable floor. It made common sense." 

Wilken’s ruling, however, leaves precedence fnr uther eases, notably one led by Jeffrey Kessler tl~at stands to chm~ge all tl~e rules. Kessler, a wildly successful labor 

lawyer, filed a~ antit~,ast claim against the NCAA and the Power 5 conferences. He argues that college spo*~s acts as a cartel ai~d that no cap scholarship, cost of 

attendai~ce~ etc. is legal h~ a free mai’ket. 

"College students shoukt play college athletics. I realize tha’s more and more a minoriU view a~d more ai~d more antiquated; nevertheless, that is my view," ttarrison 

said. "As somebody Mm believes thaL the Kessler case is by far the most threatenh~g." 

Hai¢ison links Kessler’s c:~e directly tu tl~e Northwestern R~utbafll teain’s union case. In bacMng the union bid, Peter Sm~g (}In’, regional director of ~he National Labor 

Relations Boas’d, ruled that the principal relationship between college athlete and m~ive*sity is g* an employee. 

"I reject that premise," Itanison sad& "But if fl~at is, indeed, the premise~ a case like Kessler’s is a slain du,tk. :~d what that would do is create a new professional 

league for college players .... I don’t find that a very encouragk~g future. The Kessler case, in my view, desm)ys college sports. 

"h~ examining it. I thought the release f’orm tl~at the NCAA required student-athletes to si~ was a pretty shaky point on which to base [the O’Bam~on] defense. For 

those athletes who bring back major returns to their m~iversity, to be denied any remm whatsoever tbr their likeness seemed like a pretty weak defense. But fbr 

institutions like mine, we don’t bring h~ any money b~sed on that. Exactly how an umbrella group will survive this seems pretb, murky. Perhaps by stages, but it looks to 

me we’re headed to one group that’s a professional league and the rest of us would do sometbiug else." 

A full college scholarship is an evtraordinapi gifl~ Yet ~he NC~%~, ai~d its powerful schools made the system stird~ with billions of television dollars. Palaces disguised as 

stadiums and arenas, multhnilliou dollar coaching deals and ~othi~g tk~r the atbletes tbat made it possible? Greed has brought tbem this deserving and tmpleasant dish. Yet 

as the NCAA unravels, there also should be an element of being earefifi of ~x, hat we wish for among fl~e agents of change, 

We have to see how hundreds of schools not mining tbe TV gold ate l’am. How will this affect Title IX? ~lhe O’Bannon derision only covers fbotball and men’s 

basketball scholarship athletes. Breaama Stewart, more famous thai~ a~V UConn 1imtball player, gets no cut oftl3e pie. 

"’II~e Power 5 conferences have very large liabilities, the lavx, snits present a tntal pnte~tial change tn their business model, and autonomy is esseutially a ~.ay they iblt 

they could be in a better positk~ to ~.N~staud the mnst drastic suits," Harrison said. "From thai point, the [NCAA] steering committee delivered tbr them." 

A total of 75 schools would be needed tn override the Povx, er 5 autonomy and force the NCAA to reconsider the move. 

"7here’s a lot of tmlmppiness at my level," Ilan’ison said~ "Phil Hanlon, president of Damnoutk on a co~’erence call said, ’So how does this help us?’ That’s one reaction. 

The other is;, this isn’t ~.hat we en’,,iskmed college spor~s to be like. 

"A m~mber of Power 5 presidents I M, ow also have told me that [an ove*ride1 would camse them to jmnp ship, either move to their own division or leave ~he NC:~\ 

altogether." 

Faced with that possibility, few expect the smaller schools to risk losing the big boys. 

Money from the NC:U\ men’s baskelball tournament provides about 85 percent of the NCAA revenue. [The fi)otball TV deal is struck independently of the NC:U\.] 



’Tve never read the contract betwee~ Ttm~er a11d CBS and fl~e NC_~%% buI I’m rather certaii1 there’s an exit clause that gives fl~ose ~etworLs fl~e light to get out if fl~e 

major structure of the NC,~’\ changes~" Harrison s:fid~ "The women’s basketball championship is tbnded by the men’s basketball championship. So is Divisio~ III fiekt 

hockey~ Every NCAA champio~ship is~ If the Power 5 leave fl~e NCAA and signs its own contract tbr a basketball toummnent, that leaves the rest of~Es i~ a whole 

difl~reilt picture. 

"I realize there’s a lot of anxiety in Comrectic~lt, but no matter wh* happeus~ I think ! TCoun ~,ilI be OK in fl~e end. I dou’t have g~e road map, but I’m certain giveu their 

success i*~ men’s as~d womeffs basketball, especially meffs, they’re goiilg to be a~l altraclive cmldktae ibr some major corfference. It will happen." 

If it ever came down to it, tta~rison predicts a basketball tournament would be do*~e ii1 similar thshioi1 to the *~ew tbotball playoti2 A defined nmnber of schools would 

compete ~, ith fl~eir own ne~a, ork contract. UCoEm ~a, ould be m, Har~lbrd wonldn’t, but \~,hat about Big East schools? Where would tha~ liue be &a\~,n? Nobody kno~,s, 

What Hm~ison does know is that we should be looMng at 5)ur issues~ 

*NCAA reorganization. 

¢Ihe Northwestern tmioniza*ion ease, which goes ~lext to the fi~ll NLRB in Washi~,gton. 

"Under President [Barackj Obama, that organization is; pretty much packed wifl~ nnion sympathizers," Harrison said, "They will back the regional director. The NCA A 

will then appeal to the Supreme Court and Mao knows what happens?" 

,The NCA A appeal office O’Ba~mon decision. 

’"ll~a~ goes to one office most libera~ appeals courts in g~e country and fl~ey’II likely support i1," Harrison said, ?hat ease also conId land befbre the Supreme Co~m, 

*The Kessler c;~e. 

"Undo~btedly, the most threate,~h~g a~d sweeping," ttarrison safid~ "It basically wo~ld tra~sR~nn college sporL~ into an employment relatio~ship~ I~’that happe*~s, 

evewthing we D~ow about how college sporls are organized gets ehaa~ged. 

"I’m not optimistic. LooL I really doff* disagree with lhe premise lha* over lhe last ll)- 15 years, *hose of us who have bee*~ in ehas’ge of the NC~M~,, myself included in a 

minor role, have put ourselves in this posilion. I’m j~tst sayk, g I don’t thk, qk the outcome is a positive one. There’s nothk, g wrong wilh professio,ml models. I just &)fit lhi*N 

it suit* co]lege all’clerics." 

ttan’ison threw in a 4A. 

".,\* what spot does Congress decide to get involved?" Hmrison sai(t. "When I chaired the executive committee, we asked our omside co*msel to explore an allti-tmst 

exemption [like major [eag-t~e baseball]~ They came back and recommended we nut seek one~ They weren’t certain the NC:~\ coukt get it as~d also, o*~ce you ask, you 

opeu i~ up to all kinds of regnlatory possibilities. Having ]os~ the O’Bannon eaae~ I fl~ink it becomes even more problematic, Bnt pnt yourself in position of a senator from 

Alabama [wifl~ Bama and .’\tNum t\~otball]. He might see a real desire get something ]ike flint." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, August 20, 2014 11:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Dennis Dodd. SAF, A&M, and They Want What They Want ’Til They Get It 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of Norfia Carolina 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: John Currie <icurrie(a)kstatesports.com> 
Date: August 18, 2014 at 7:32:45 AM EDT 

To: Scott & Anne Stricklin <ss~tricldin(~athletics.msstate.edu>, Greg Byme - 2~yahoo.com>, Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@unc.edu>, 
Whir Babcock <wbabcock(&vt.edu>, Chris Del Conte <~telconte~tcu.edu>, Ross Bjork ~ b)vahoo.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Dennis Dodd, SAF, A&I~L and They Want What They Want ’Til They Get It 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Hocutt. Kirby" <kirby.hocutt(a)ttu.edw~ 

Date: August 17, 2014 at 6:44:40 PM CDT 

To: Joe Cafftiglione <icas~tiglione~)ou.edu>, Shedtlon Zenger <s910z565(~ku.edu>, John Currie <icurrie@kstatesports.com>, Mike 

Holder <mike.holder~okstate.edu>, Steve Patterson <SWP(~)utexas.edu>, Chris Plonsky <chris.plons~’~athletics.utexas.edu>, 

Christopher Del Conte <c.delconte~?tcu.edu>, Oliver Luck <oliver.luck(~maJl.wvu.edu>, Jamie Pollard <ibp(dbiastate.edu>, Ian McCaw 

<Jan mccaw~bavlor.edu>, Bob BoMsby <bbowlsbY~Bigl2SIx~rts.com>, Tim Weiser <tweiser~Bigl2Sports.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Dennis Dodd, SAF, A&M, and They Want \Vhat They- Want ’Til They Get It 

Just sharing an interesting exchange. 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Shannon, Brian" <BRIAN.SHANNON(&~ttu.edu> 

Date: August 17, 2014 at 6:07:49 PM CDT 

To: "Hocutt, Kirby" < kirbv.hocutt@ttu.edu>, "Nellis, Duane" <duane.nellis~ttu.edu>, "Brashear, Jennifer" 

<iennifer.brashem,@.tm.edu>, "Maxfin, Felicia" <i~licia.maxtm,@tm.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Dennis Dodd, SAF, A&M, and They Want What They Want ’Til They Get It 

Below is avely interesting exchange between Dennis Dodd and Jo Potuto re use ofSAF fimds, institutional discretion, etc. I 

sugges~t you scroll to the bottom and read Dennis’s question first and then circle back to Jo’s lengthy reply. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jo Potuto <ipotutol@unl.edu> 

Date: August 17, 2014 at 12:38:19 PM CDT 

To: Ha~’ey Perlman <hperlmanl~unl.edu>, Shawn Eichorst <seichorstC~huskers.com>, "jim delany 

~bigten.org)" <      !~bigten.org> 
Cc: "Shannon, Brian" <BRIAN.SHANNON(~ttu.edu>, david clough <David.Clough(~colorado.edu> 

Subject: Dennis Dodd, SAF, A&M, and They Want What They Want ’Til They Get It 

From: Jo Potuto 

Sent: Sunday, August 17, 2014 12:37 PM 

To: Dennis Dodd 

Subject: SAF and A&M 

Dennis. I understand the outrage, but my response is more measured. Probably because I am tired of 

trying to regulate good behavior at the cost of too much bureaucracy and too much silly line-drawing. 



And probably also because I don’t see that this involves all that much money in the SAF, although I could 
be wrong. The perfect is enemy to the good. You either don’t want a lot of regulation, and live with bad 
choices, or you regulate to try to stop bad choices, and risk silly distinctions among cases. You either 
think football and men’s basketball players are entitled to a bigger piece of the pie, and find a way to get 
money to them, or you worry about what lesser resourced schools will have to do and the recruiting 
excesses that may come. You either want football and MBB student-athletes to graduate, and find ways 
to help this happen, or you worry about how some schools might manipulate to their advantage. You 
can’t have perfect. You have to decide what poison you are willing to drink. The Student Assistance Fund 
provides supplemental assistance to student-athletes. It is not primarily directed at student-athletes 
from disadvantaged backgrounds. {There once were two funds and one of them was specifically so 
designated to help those with disadvantaged backgrounds; both funds were merged; it might have been 
at the time of the White settlement). Schools are free to use the funds so long as they fit within the 
general parameters {educational and student-athlete well-being, writ large). Of course it would be nice if 
schools used the funds to assist student-athletes with genuine need that would not be met in other 
ways. (And most schools do.) Of course it would be nice if schools did not blow a significant portion of 
the fund to help one student-athlete. (And most schools don’t). [Some schools use the fund to provide 
laptops to all their student-athletes. Others cover for all student-athletes campus expenses such as 
parking fees. Nebraska takes the total amount of money in the fund and divides most of it among the 
number of student-athletes - head count, equivalency, walk-ons after one semester. The money is 
allocated among them. Each student-athlete then can draw on his/her allocation for expenditures within 
the scope of the SAF {those with Pell-level need get twice as much in their allocation than those without). 
Nebraska also holds some fund money back to cover some extraordinary and unanticipated expenses as 
they arise.] If the SAF were need-based only, then many of the football and men’s basketball student- 
athletes whose competition generates the money for these funds would be left out. Forgive me if I am 
wrong, but I don’t recall that you are an outlier among journalists and other commentators who have 
been beating the drums to get more money to football and MBB student-athletes. As I understand the 
argument, they make the money for the schools and they should get a bigger piece of the pie. Isn’t what 
Texas A&M did an example of getting money to the student-athletes who generate revenues? I don’t 
recall anyone arguing that these student-athletes should get their pie piece only if they have financial 
need. After all, the money in the SAF comes from the NCAA MBB Tournament. And of course the reason 
in the A&M case is retention of an elite athlete who otherwise would go pro, and the downstream 
recruiting advantages. I see that. If and when we go to full COA, ALL football and mbb student-athletes 
will get full COA, even those with rich parents who have multimillion dollar pro prospects. And some 
student-athletes with need may find no scholarships allocated to their sports, or the elimination of their 
sports. If we end up paying $5000/year into a trust for football and MBB student-athletes, ditto. {And at 

least some of those with need in other sports will not participate.) So too with schools paying insurance 
premiums for student-athletes, or covering all medical expenses. These will not be paid only to student- 
athletes with need and, according to Judge Wilken, COA and the $5000/year cannot be distributed that 

way. Every initiative to help student-athletes is met with two claims (1) lesser resourced schools cannot 
afford it; and {2) it will be manipulated by schools to be a recruiting advantage. You are focused on the 
second objection. Schools have been saying forever that there will be recruiting excesses if more money 
is available for student-athletes. You - and we -- are clearly right. This is a consequence, at least at the 
margin, of providing more benefits. The NCAA has tried to manage this by creating more and more 
regulations. Another constant refrain: too much regulation. So, you either have more regulation or you 
let schools make their own decisions, and recognize some will make bad ones (and hope that journalists 
will "out" them when they do). It is certainly reasonable to restrict the assistance fund to student- 
athletes with need. It also is reasonable to limit the amount any one student-athlete can get. But it also 
is reasonable to leave use of the fund to the schools. Do I get your point here? Absolutely. Do I worry 
that schools will gravitate to the lowest common denominator and all do what one school does. 
Certainly. And yes, I think we could try to regulate to prevent a use to protect against future earnings. 
This seems a discrete and focused enough issue that it could be tackeld. {Having insurance companies 
give free premiums just introduces the recruiting wars through boosters.) But, as devil’s advocate here, 
isn’t keeping student-athletes in school to finish their degrees an important academic goal? Especially 
football and MBB players with low graduation rates, even if a school is reaping a competitive advantage 
out of it? Anyway, whatever might be the "right" way to administer the SAF, and whatever the intent of 
the SAF, the SAF currently is not set up formally to limit certain items to those with need. So long as the 
use of the SAF fits within the parameters of the SAF, there is nothing in the reulation that sets a money 
test to see if a student-athlete could fund the item in some other way. NOTE also. There is only so much 
money in the SAF. If using it as Texas A&M did gives the school a recruiting advantage, this is a zero sum 
game. Depending on the cost of the premiums, they cannot do this with all SAs and at all times. 

Now, to your specific questions. 1. Women in sports with pro prospects can make the same claim to 
funds in the SAF that the football or MBB does. If they claim that male SAs are getting funds and they are 
not, it might well trigger Title IX issues. If their premiums cost less, well, that is what the market 
dictates. And this is a very tiny part of how market differences may end up driving student-athlete 
differential treatment. 2. Who in legislative services gave the green light? There are staff who handle 
interps. I believe the VP who oversees legislative services is Kevin Lennon. There is a legislative review 
and interps comm. The NCAA website lists the members. The LRIC reports, ultimately, to the DI 
Legislative Council. 3. My own view, by the way. I do not want NCAA legislative services to rewrite 
bylaws to suit what they think is the best policy answer, even if their rewrite is something with which I 
agree. 



Long answer. I match in length what you display in passion. Jo 

From: Dennis Dodd < @cbsinteractive.com> 

Sent: Sunday, August 17, 2014 8:48 AM 

To: Jo Potuto 

Subject: dennis dodd 

Are you as outraged as me that Oregon is now covering Mariota’s insurance premium,;’ Mariota’s family 

is fairly weli off. He travels free on the airlines to and from Hawaii because his dad works for Hawaii 

Airlines or one of those. 

-[his is clearly not the intent of this Student Assistance Fund. Texas A&M found a loophole and FSU and 

Oregon followed suit, These players are being subsidized because of their value as present and future 

football piayers, isn’t there another way to pay these premiums? Can’t famiiies take out loans? Can’t 

insurance companies offer free premiums to be paid at a later date? 

Certainly the idea of the fund wasn’t to keep superstars happy. This isn’t even insurance guarding 

against career-ending injuries~ It’s for a loss of value in the draft. Isn’t that sort of a back-end reward 

similar to Wilken’s deferred compensation, the one we all agree -- including the NCAA -- aiters the 

coiiegiate modei? 

This just sticks in my craw. I don’t know how to approach it but I’d sure as hell love to know what person 

in legisiative services or what committee made the call. We at ieast deserve that. Accountability. 

It sure as hell becomes a recruiting tool at FSU, Oregon and TAMU. Plus, if I’m a women’s basketball, 
basebail, volieyball or whatever, I’m all over this I know the money wouid be much less but I’m sure as 
heil guarding myself against loss of value in the draft. Again, much iess money involved but why shouid 
pay ANYTHING for a premium? 

I don’t know if this is worth the time and effort -- I mentioned it in the DGB column-- but it just grates 

me. The NCAA wili argue student-athiete weifare but, again, not nearly the spirit or intent of the rule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 21, 2014 10:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: unc sacscoc report and an information request 

Just FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Moon>, Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 7, 2014 at 4:33 PM 

To: Joel Curran <joel.curran@unc:edu>, "White, Richard Johnston" <r!ck.white@unc:edu>, Mike McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" 

<.t_#__n__y#. moore@unc.edu>, "Pickeral, Robbi" <._r__o___b___b_j_._p_ickeral@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <._b__y__b___b__a___c____@____e___m____a_i!_:__u___q_c__.__e___d__y.>, "Kirschner, Steve" 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Matt (THB. Bowers" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: unc sacscoc report and an information request 

FYI 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Uniw-:!rsity of North (:;~rolin;~ ;~t Chapel HiIl 
(9:19) ~:)62- 85_% 
From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Thursday, August 07, 2014 4:29 PN 

To: ’Kane, Dan’ 
Subject; RE: unc sacscoc report and an information request 

Dan: 

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges (SACSCOC) correspondence you cited is referenced on our Carolina 

Commitment website, _h_ _ _t_ _t_ pff_ /_ ca rolinacommitmen t.u nc.ed u!_L_e_ports-resou rces/sou t h ern-associa rio n-of-col I e.Ke..s:.a...n...d..:~.~..c...h..9...~..Ls.~..c...~...m....r.~.!.~.~.sj..~...n.~..r..e...v.!..e...w..:.~.2~, That’s 

where we have regularly posted updates since the website launched in April 2014. The correspondence speaks for itself. The University is fully accredited 

and in good standing with SACSCOC. The University has continued to work closely with SACSCOC to ensure they have all the information needed to 

evaluate our compliance with accreditation principles, requirements and standards. UNC-Chapel Hill’s next lO-year cycle for demonstrating compliance 

with core requirements and comprehensive standards for reaccreditation is in 2016. 

You can find UNC-Chapel Hill’s current SACSCOC accreditation status and background here: 

http://www.sacscoc.orgidetails.asp?instid=52640 {Institution Details) 

http://www.sacscoc.org/gendisc/B2640.pdf {Recent Actions Taken ...) 

According to the public information available from the Office of Human Resources, as a temporary, part- 

time employee. The department listing was Athletics Academic Counselor. Her initial hourly rate was That temporary employment ended on 

with an hourly rate of     On                  Vls. Huffstetler was rehired in the same position at the same pay rate. That appointment 

ended on.. .           . when her hourly rate was 

On your requests for documents and email correspondence, we have forwarded those to our Public Records Office for follow up separately. 

Regarding your 5th request, we cannot comment on details related to Mr. Wainstein’s independent inquiry until he releases his report. As for the SBI, the 

University cooperated fully with that investigation and provided unrestricted access to any information requested. 

I hope this helps. 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto:q    @newsobserver.com] 
Sent; Thursday, August 07, 2014 11:34 AM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject; Re: unc sacscoc report and an information request 

Yes. 

On Thu, Aug 7, 2014 at l 0:55 AM, Moon, Karen B <..k_aA:e_._nj..n_£R!!@._Ull_C_:_e_.d_ _t.p wrote: 

Hey. Confirrning I got this. Are you on deadline for today? 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Uniw-:!rsity of North (:;~rolin;~ ;~t Chapel [-{ill 
(919) 962-8595 

From-" Kane, Dan [mailto:c    @newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 07, 2014 10:30 AM 

To" Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: un¢ sacscoc report and an information request 

Kamn, 

A couple related questions on the SACSCOC: 

1 .) I’m not aware of any announcement about this. Is there a rea~)n why? 

2.) When is UNC’s next regular review from SACSCOC? l think it’s the 10 year review. 



Talk to you later, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Wed, Aug 6, 2014 at 7:49 PM, Moon, Karen B <kmen moon(~.anc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 6, 2014, at 5:11 PM, "Kane, Dan" <~ .,({fnewsobserver.com> wrote: 

Thanks. Tomorrow is fine. Not writing today. 

On Wed, Aug 6, 2014 at 5:04 PM, Moon, Karen B <karen moon,@~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan: I am out of the office this afternoon and will be back in tonch when I can. 

Karen 

........ OriginaJ message ........ 

From: "Kane, Dan" 

Date:08/06/2014 4:34 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Moon, Karen B" 

Subject: nnc sacscoc report and an information request 

Karen, 

I noticed on this link that there has been some new communication ruth SACSCOC, and it shows that the commission is not asking for another 
moNtofing report. 

Does the universi~ have any comment on this decision? 

Second, I am requesling the following regarding a 

1 .) when she worked at the tmiversity, what was her title and responsibilities. If there is a docmnent or documents that speak to this please provide them. 
2.) all emaJl correspondence sent and received involving hec including home emails sent to the university that relate to her won as a tutor. This would 

include any emaJls sent and received after she stopped working for the university on up to today. 

3.) any athletes’ draft or completed telm papers and other written assignments that she worked on as a tutor. 

4.) aaay records or correspondence pertaining to why she no longer works for the university. I have not come across any information showing that she 
was a universi~ employee, mad if that is true, that would mean she is not covered under the state’s personnel law-, which would make this information 

public record. 

5.) any information regarding ]             that was shared with the SBI or Kenneth Wainstein. 

I am aware that some of this information might involve s~dent names. I anticipate that information would be redacted in order to satisfy my request. 
If you have any queslions, t~el free to contact me. 

I hope you are eNoying the summer, 

5-;~,d" \:.r" r<:r 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 22, 2014 8:27 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Call 

Bubba, 

Coach Fedora does not want to do 2 Power 5s three years in a row (’:[5: SoCar, Illinois ’:16: Illinois ’17: Cal, Notre Dame), 

I will let ESPN and the Chick-fil-a folks know that Georgia in ’16 does not work for us. I will also continue to work on more buy game options for ’:1.6, UConn still 

want; to do a hom~-:~ and horne, but that would put us at 6 homes garnes in 2016. ["ll keep working on options [or you to n-:~view. 

Vince and I will al’;o work on Syracuse in Yankee stadium in 2018. 

Rid( 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 7:53 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Call 
Yes on Syracuse. 

Ask Larry about Georgia before we explore it 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W~! ~:.d~:a’e anlt In%~i~e rl-~in~ih Ai:hk!i:i~:5 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <r_! .c_ ls_ . . _@_ . _u_ . .n_ c_ :_ e_ _d_ . .u_ . > 
Bate: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 at 11:11 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Vince IIle <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Call 

gubba, 

I have asked Dave Brown at ESPN to help us identify options for games in 2016. He is working on sending us a list of teams looking for guarantee games in 20:16. He 

also mentioned that the Chick-fil-a folks wart to talk to us about playing Georgia in Atlanta to open the 20:[6 season. Obviously, this was not on our list and we 

akeady have a pow,-_~r .5 tearn that year (@ illinois) but this could allow us to get t.:_~ 6/5/1 with a big neu[:ral payday. 

Are you OK if I call Gary t.:_~ find out what: time of financial struc~:ure they would propose? 

Also, Vince and I Lalked to John and Mark last night about potentially working with the ACC and Syracuse to move our 2018 game aL Syracuse Lo Yankees stadiu~TL 

YOu OK if Vince arid ] explore thaL with the ACC and Syracuse? 

Thanks 

Rick 

From: Gary Stokan [mailto:, @cfabowl,com] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 19, 2014 11:05 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Call 

Hi Rick, 
Hope all is well and you are ready for the football season to start. Dave Brown asked me to give you a call. 

I did not have your cell so I left a message at your office. 

Can you please call me on my cell at             )r office at 404-586-8501. 

Thanks Rick and please pass on my best to Bubba, Larry and Roy. 

Take care, 

Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 22, 2014 3:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~T: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 

From: Seth Reeves [mailto:sreeves@learfield.com] 
Sent" Friday, August 22, 2014 3:19 PM 
To" Pogge, Paul; Beale, Michael 
Cc-" Sabo, Tim; Sobba, Gary; Steinbacher, Rick; Woodward, Laura 
Subject-" RE: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 

Paul --- 

W,-_~ w,-_~re ~;ble to leverage the Ac~demk: AIbSl:ars opportunity with ,-_~ar:h of these sponsors as a part of ~ larger, more compreh,:_ms;ive 5;ponsorship of UNC Athletics. 

In each case, however, we were able to generate approximately ~Sk o1: incremental revenue with these sponsorships. 

Thanks, 

Seth 

Seth Reeves 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919419-8100 exL 2076 (Phone) 

From: Pogge, Paul [__m____a_!]__t_9_:’_p_p_g_gKe____@___u___n__£:__e_d_u_] 

Sent: Friday, August 22, 2014 11:36 AM 

To: Beale, Michael 

Cc: Seth Reeves; Sabo, Tim; Gary Sobba; Steinbacher, Rick; Woodward, Laura 

Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 

Thanks to all for your work on this. I think we can really get some miles out of the bumper sticker. Out of curiosi~, how much were the sponsorships of the program? 

Thank~ 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2014, at 11:25 AM, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu> wrote: 

Seth, 
Thank you for the update. I spoke with Burt last week about providing us ruth McDonald’s coupons to distribute at our autograph/photo areas in Tar 

Heel Town. This roll enable the sponsors to reach not only the Academic All-Stars but all Carolina fans in Tax Heel Town. Both sponsor loges ale on the 
certificates that went out in the mail last week and roll be included in the video board recognition during the game. 

As for’the slicker/magnet idea I love it. We discus~d internally the idea of creating a magnet to send to all Academic All-Stars at the completion of 

tbotball ~ason with a ticket ottbr specific to them for a women’s b&sketball game. If we can get funding from McDonald’s and Crnmley Roberts 

Attorneys at Law that would be fantastic. We can work on the design on our end and get you a quote shortly. 

Michael 

From: Seth Reeves [mailto:sreevesCct)learfield,com] 
Sent-" Friday, August 22, 2014 11::[2 AN 
To: Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Sobba, Gary 
C¢-" Steinbacher, Rick; Woodward, Laura 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 
/\H 
Thanks l’or your help wkh this. Yes. McDouald’s and Crnmley Roberts Altorneys at 1 ,aw are the two spousors we’ ve included iu Academic All-Sta~s d~is 

season. 

Our obligation to them is ~ inc]ude recognize them as sF ~n~rs m a[J messaging sarroandi~N the r~mgranr fllis sea~n, as mentioned below. In ~ddition, wc 

did inc]ude the opportunity i?~r a table Nsl%y opp~rmnib, t~ distr~buk~ pre--applo~ ed giveaways ~br the Academic ?d]-.Stars m~d thei~ fi~railies on game 

days, 
Also. w~: menfioaed to/:~?tla sponsors the oppormnJb’ to create a co-branded bumper slicker,’c~r mr~gnet tot them to g[~e mx, ay oa game: days to all of the 

Aca&:mic N]-Stars in r~Ik:ndance and tb~3, Nought that was a great idea. Is that something }ou may be able to bdp with re: tb~: design? Once we hm~e 

that, we will work with d}e sponsors to get the funding to pa} for these. Does thal still make: sease? 

lhm~ks again lot all of your he]g, 

Setl~ 
Se[h Reeves 
Tar Heel Sports P~operties 
919419-8100 exl, 2076 (Phoebe} 

From: Sabo, Tim [Ln_~i!_NL_k_s_’_&~2_(a2__e_Ln_~i!_:E_n_c_:_e_d_u_] 

Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 3:10 PM 

To: Beale, Michael; Pogge, Prod; GaD~ Sobba 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Woodward, Laura; Seth Reeves 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 

They are both scheduled lo be on any communications moving lbIward. 

Fr~n: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2014 3:05 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul; Sobba, Gary 

Cc: Sabo, Tim; Steinbachec Rick; Woodward, Laura; sree~!es~tarheelsports.com 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 



Paul, 
McDonald’s and Crumley Roberts Attorneys at Law are the two current sponsors of the Academic All-Star program. I will detbr to Seth on what their 

level of involvement is. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The Universi~ of North Carolina 
Emie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-962-5193 (W) 

michaelbeale(i~ unc .edu 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, August 21, 2024 2:49 PM 
To: Sobba, Gary 

C¢: Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick; Woodward, Laura 
Subject: Academic All-Stars Sponsors 

Gary, 

Cma you give us the names and levels of sponsors of the Academic All- Stars Program so we can include those in our messaging? 

Thank~ 

Paul 

<image001dpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Saturday, Angust 23, 2014 9:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr- 

Re: Tennis Streaming Video 

Thanks Vince. Let me know what you hear. See you soon. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 23, 2014, at 3:46 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ii!!~@~jr~9.:¢~d:~{> wrote: 

Tim. 

I’ll check with Sam to see if he’s ready. Don’t know if this will make Tom feel any better about the timing of this project, but an extra 2 months of 

investigating best options probably sm~ed us around $15-20k and we will end up with a better final product. I’m grateful to those who were involved. 

Also, you are correct that no future modification of the courts or renovation will have any impact on the functionaJityiinveslment in the live slreaming. 

I cant explain ~ ’by the deal for 

Tom’s frustration. 

has taken this long other than the explanations from others that have been shared with us. I’m sure we both share 

Thanks tbr all your help Tim. Hope you and your lhmily axe enjoying the weekend! 

Vince 

On Aug 23, 2014, at 2:55 PM, "Tim Smith" <tim~b;ran~sclt3b.corn> wrote: 

Vince, 

Let me know what yon hear from Sam on this. Hopefully, it’s what he wants to do. My concern - and I’ve expressed this to yon and Sam 

betbre - is that if we redo the courts (surlhce or design) or something bigger as part of a master plum renovation that we’re not using this 

money wisely. I got the impression from you that that should not be a concern and whatever we do, it should be able to be reused if we did 

anything in the near tenn. So hopethlly, that’s correct. 

In temls of financiaJ help, I think Tom is still ready to help, but I know he’s been fi-dstmted with how slowly things have moved with 

He stepped up in May with support and it sounds like best case, we’re looking at September. He understands we’re a state school and 
knows the system can move slowly, but 5 months is a long time. 

Like I sam though, let me know what you hear from San1 and the guys and I’ll be happy to go to ask for the funds. 

Hope you’re having a good weekend. 

Tin1 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 20, 2014, at 11:36 AM, "Ille, Vince <ille:~ut~( ed~ wrote: 

FYI. Are we ready to move tbrward with this project? 
<imageOO4.jpg> 
vi3~ce II[e 
’:.:.:-:aie: .’:.:....ec}::b: .::k:?~:::~::c.: ~)iv:, ;~.?: 
{h :. h: .:’,’:" ’::k y- :: .i N :-.4 "kh :~::~s ::.ii::’::~ 

We Educate and lasl~f~fe 2’I~rot~I~ At[cleric5 

From: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:25 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Paul, Sampson L 
Subject: FW: Tennis Streaming Video 



~-{ere is [~qe t[~[ormation [hat we have received so far 

Tom 

<imageOOl.png>Tom Livers 

Director of IT UNC Athletics 

Email: Tom I.ivers~unc.edu 

Phone: (919)962-7620 

Website: ~)/.~)/})/.: ~ o ~?:.’-4.~:4.!~I :[~ o r)3 

From: Dave Rotman [~2~.!!j.~21~9~1.~)~!.~.~:~.~).~:9j.lT?~7]3~.~.f~!3!tef~:.~.4.~c~21T.~.] 

Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 3:25 PM 

To: Grimsley, Richie; Bunting, Mike 

Cc: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom 

Subject: Tennis Streaming Video 

Gentlemen, 

I have revised the estimate based upon conversations with Ken Cleary and Tom Livers. The estimate is now based upon 

moving the video cameras to the fence line near the building rather than the far end of the courts. It also eliminates the 

rack hut, as we do not believe it is necessary at this point. I believe we should be within the budget target of ~;200k total at 

this point. Let me know if we should be planning to proceed with engineering when you have reviewed. 

Regards, 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

(919) 835-9988 tel 

(919) 821-1474 fax 

--~Estimate081414.pdf, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 25, 2014 8:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Tickets 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 7:10 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Edward s, Kelsey 
Subject: FW: Tickets 

Are we guod to distribute his 16 tickets (8 cumplimentary) and 4 parking passes? 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Dick Baddou (~mail cum] 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 6:50 AM 
To: Sabo, Tim 
Sutzject: Tickets 

SurW to be a buther but I am leaving town tomorrow afternoon and I need tu get these tickets and parking distributed before then ( wun’t return until next Monday ). Any chance I can get 
in?’ stuff tuday? 

Dick Baddour 

Sent frum mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, Matfllew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/25/14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 8-25-14.pdf 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

I hope everyone is having a great start to their week. Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Just a reminder that we are having our annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium at 7pm this evening! Stop by for food and fellowship with our student- 

athletes. 

I hope everyone has an outstanding week! Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session! Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August 18th. 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 

We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pm. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~_l nc ed u 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 



Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weeldy schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of AuZus.: 17~h, 201~1 in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

Go Heels] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaii.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 25, 2014 9:49 AM 

Jeff Schemmel <jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ilie, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Selmon, Zachary Ryan 
<zacselmon@unc.edu> 

Re: [cfaa-elite-clips] Costs of ’autonomy’ may delay Dean Dome upgrade 

Great 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We I-id~<.~i:,~! ;~ld Ir~spii~! Ihro~gh 2,’hle’i<~ 

From: Jeff Schemmel <jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com> 

Date: Monday, August 25, 2014 at 9:33 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [cfaa-elite-clips] Costs of ’autonomy’ may delay Dean Dome upgrade 

Planning on Virginia Tech game on the 4th of October. Work for you? I’d probably bring my brother, who lives in Raleigh. 

Jeff 

Jeff Schemmel, Esq. 

President 

College Sports Solutions 

3101 Towercreek Parkway, Suite 175 

Atlanta, GA 30339 

770.485.2690 IOI 

JschemmelC~collegesportssolutions.com 

Confidentiality Statement 

This electronic message contains information from College Sports Solutions, 

LLC, and may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to 

be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If you are not the 

intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or 

use of the contents of this message is prohibited. 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, August 24, 2014 at 2:41 PM 

To: Jeff Schemmel <jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com> 

Subject: Re: [cfaa-elite-clips] Costs of ’autonomy’ may delay Dean Dome upgrade 

Great would love to have you. 

Let me know what game works for your schedule. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2014, at 8:59 AM, "Jeff Schemmel’1 <jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com> wrote: 

I may sneak up for a game_Jet’s catch up. 

Jeff 

Jeff Schemmel, Esq. 

President 

College Sports Solutions 

3101 Towercreek Parkway, Suite 175 

Atlanta, GA 30339 

770.485.2690 (O) 

Jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com 

Confidentiality Statement 

This electronic message contains information from College Sports Solutions, 

LLC, and may be confidential or privileged. The information is intended to 

be for the use of the individual or entity named above. Zf you are not the 

intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or 

use of the contents of this message is prohibited. 



From: CFAA-Elite-Clips <cfaa-elite-clips~googlegroups.com> 

Reply-To: <cfaa-elit e-clips+owners@googlegrou ps.com > 

Date: Saturday, August 23, 2014 at 1:15 PM 

To: <cfaa-elit e-dips@googlegroups.com> 

Subject: [cfaa-elite-clips] Costs of ’autonomy’ may delay Dean Dome upgrade 

Costs of ’autonomy’ may delay Dean Dome upgrade 
WRALSportsFan.com 
23 August 2014 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- The University of North Carolina’s basketball venue, the Dean E. Smith Center, may be overdue for 
an upgrade, but don’t look for work to start anytime soon, WRALSportsFan columnist Caulton Tudor told Joe Ovies Friday 
on 99.9 FM The Fan. 
"When North Carolina Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham says a renovation is on the back burner, he means it is on the 
back burner and will stay there, along with a number of other major building projects nationwide," Tudor said. 
Schools will first want to find out how their recently granted "autonomy" from the NCAA will impact the bottom line. If UNC 
and others add to the cost of recruiting and retaining star athletes - to pay for things like the complete cost of attendance 
and long-term insurance coverage - that’s fewer dollars in the pot to build, Tudor pointed out. 
Cost concerns aside, any change to the Dean Dome would again raise the question of whether the 28-year-old building 
should be expanded, improved or simply replaced. 
"If they build, they would have to leave campus, which traditionalists will fight," Tudor added. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "CFAA-Elite-Clips" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to cfaa-elite-clips+unsubscribe~goo4qle4qroups.com. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 11:57 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Greek life 

Hi 

I spoke with l                jufft now;         going to leach om to Debra at DPS and hopefillly get some discussion going on the bus idea. 

and I are meeting with chapter presidents tomorrow evening. After we get some feedback from the Greeks we will decide if the transportation 

will be eflbctive and if it roll, how to get it offthe ground in time for gmne 2 or 3. I’ll keep you both updated! 

Thank~ 



FlrOln; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:08 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Greek life 

Great’. Thanks for all you’re doing 
Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 11:57 AM .~gmail.com> wrote: 

>Hi, 
> 

> I spoke with ; just now; ~ going to reach out to Debra at DPS and hopefully get some discussion going on the bus idea and I are 

meeting with chapter presidents tomorrow evening. After we get some feedback from the Greeks we will decide if the transportation will be effective and if it will, how to get it off’the ground 

in time for game 2 or 3 I’ll keep you both updated! 
> 
> Thanks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 25, 2014 2:26 PM 

Gunter Brewe: @aol.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Ma~elle A <mvangeld@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: ? 

I have been informed that he does not represent players Therefore, it would be permissible to provide him with tickets. 
Thanks, 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gunter Brewer [mailto:~ :@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 2:25 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: ? 

Same as fedora got no idea. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Aug 25, 2014, at 2:23 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Who is he? Does he represent players or just coaches? 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Gunter Brewer [mailto: ~aol.com] 

> Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 2:24 PM 

> To: Pogge, Paul 

> SubJect: Re: ? 

> 

> Ok what about my personal agent? 

> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 

> 

> 

> 

>> On Aug 25, 2014, at 11:35 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Gurlt el, 

>> Neither one of us can give him tickets. For purposes of our policies, financial advisors are treated the same way as agents who work with athletes. Even though he specifically does not 

work with athletes, his firm does. Therefore, we cannot provide him with complimentary invento~, including tickets. 

>> Thanks for your understanding, 

>> Paul 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Gunter Brewer [mailt,            ~aol.com] 

>> Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 11:16 AM 

>> To: Pogge, Paul 

>> Subject: Re: ’.’ 

>> 

>> I can’t or u can’t 

>> 

>> Sent from ray iPhone 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> On Aug 25, 2014, at 9:49 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@tmc.edu> wrote: 

>>> 

>>> Gunter, 

>>> Unfortunately, I cannot provide any complimentary tickets to hint due to his relationship with a financial advising company. I apologize for the inconvenience but hope you tmderstand. 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> Paul 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Gunter Brewer [mailto ~aol com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 8:40 AM 
>>> To: Pogge, Paul 
>>> Subject: ? 
>>> 

>>> Can u give my ole teammate and close friend Wilson Hoyle tickets to game. Let me know please Gunter 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>> 

>>> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc,edu~ 

Tuesday, August 26, 2014 2:22 PM 

% #, o (YNCAA-Everyone uncaa- everyone,~=roups.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Football Fan Guide 

With the start of the Carolina Football season upon us I want to provide everyone with a link to our Game Day Fan Guide: 

http:i!catalog.e-Ngitaleditions.com/ii 369274 

From Tar Heel Express routes and downtown/campus parking maps to concessions menu options this guide will provide our fans with everything they need to 

know about game day in Chapel Hill. Please feel free to use this information as you see fit and pass it along to anyone you know coming to Kenan Stadium this fall. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

929-962-5193 (W) 

mlcnaeIDeale~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday 9:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: Carolina Football Fan Guide 

~yaho o .com> 

To:THFPO 

FROM: Michael Beale, Assistant Athletic Director 
With the start of the Carolina Football season upon us I want to provide everyone with a link to our Game Day Fan Guide: 
http:/!catalog.e-digitaleditio ns.co m/i/369274 
From Tar Heel Express routes and downtown!campus parking maps to concessions menu options this guide will provide our fans with everything 
they need to know about game day in Chapel Hill. Please feel free to use this information as you see fit and pass it along to anyone you know 
coming to Kenan Stadium this fall. 
Thanks and Go Heels! 
Michael 
Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
The University of North Carolina 
Ernie Williarnson Athletics Center 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-962-5193 (W) 

michaelbealeCb, unc.edu 



From: andrewAoerrin@unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: 

L 9:50 AM 

FAC: Message ti~om a student-athlete in my class 

From: Andrew Perrin 

Dear FAC colleagues, 

I ~eceived the following from a student-athlete in my class mid thought you’d all like to see it: 

Hi Prefessor P~yyi~r 

Hy name is <deleted> and T’m in your soci class on Tues@ay/TPu~sdays at 9:30. T’ve been meaning to come up to you at tlle en 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel ttill Messages t?om the "Faculty Athletics Committee" site. To reply to this message click this link k~ 

access Messages for this site: Faculty Athletics Committee. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:48 PM 

Howard, Megan <howardmd@psafety.unc.edu> 

Mosher. Jelt~rv S <jmosher@p~t~ty.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE:          Moped Presentation 

Thanks very much for this update, Megan. 

We appreciate all you’re doing. 

Paul 

From: Howard, Megan 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:44 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Mosher, Jeffery S 
Subject: Moped Presentation 

Paul, 

There was a miscommunication with the         team about the time of the program, Sgt. Mosher showed up a 3:00 PM and the three        who were going 

through the program showed up at 3:35 PM. We had scheduled for 3:00 PM and I missed the email on saying he couldn’t get the meeting room until 3:30 PM. During 

Sgt. Mosher’s brief interaction with the three who have mopeds we found that that he was not requiring the entire team to go through the program. Sgt. Mosher is 

on his way now over to the Bowels Room to set up early for the presentation for I will reach back out to coach Conrad about trying to 

reschedule the whole team. 

Thanks 

Megan 

Sift. IVlegan Howard 

Community Services 

UNC Department of Public Safety 

CB#1600 

285 Manning Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919.966.3230 

Fax: 919.962.2659 

Email: howardmd@unc.edu 



FlrOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 7:29 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

FW: They Said What? Patficia Rossi’s Etiquette Training For Athletes 

Patricia Rossi- OneSheet- Young-Athletes.pdf 

From: Patricia Rossi             @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 27, 2014 9:41 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: They Said What? Patricia Rossi’s Etiquette Training For Athletes 

Dear Bubba Cunn ngham, 

College athletes represent themselves, their team, their school, and their sport. Their actions are always in the spotlight, and not just their shots, passes, home runs and hits. Anything 

from media interviews to shared tweets are under the public eye. Patricia Rossi’s etiquette presentations are customized for each college or university, and will show how athletes can 

take control and effectively manage their reputation whether they’re on the field or online. 

"Ever}’ Pro organization should have their team take Patricia Rossfs Athletic Etiquette intelligence training before ever setting foot on your field. "- Terry Cousin, Director of Player 

Engagement, Tampa Bay Buccaneers 

"Patricia Rossi paves the road for athletes to transform from being student leaders to leading in fife, helping them successfully navigate business events, community functions, and daily 

rea! world interactions." - Jodie Heinicka, Assistant Athletic Director, University of South Florida. 

Let Patrc a desigln a course for your athletes in Spring 2015. Call 727-457-0070. www.PatriciaRossi.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, August 28, 2014 1 h l0 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Fri 8/29 9:30AM mtg with Bubba 

to discuss ruth Bubba August 2014.doc 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 
Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 1:23 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fri 8/29 9:30AM mtg with Bubba 

D eblJi <;]~rke, Pdb 
Office of the E.’~ecutive Vice Ohanceilor al±d Provost 
University of NortL Cal olina, Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edw~ 

Fwd: violation 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: (~gmail.com> 

Date: at 12:18:14 PM EDT 

To: <mvangel der(c~unc.edu> 
Subject:            violation 

Ms. Van Gelder: 

I understand vely good chance athlete is ineligible toldng benefits before time at 

pursning violations charges or notify, ncaa. 

; more than hapw to release her without 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethiniller@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 31, 2014 4:36 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~’athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Time Sensitive-NCAA Wrestling 

Vince and Larry,, 

Please give me your thoughts on the proposal below. I may be missing something, but my main concerns are impact on the ACC Championship and institutional 

expense for Regional Team competition. It may be difficult to expect optimum performances at ACC, NCAA Team mid Individual Championships, which means 

coaches could hold wrestlers out of the ACC Championship. The institutional expense for Regional competition may, be sigmficant, depending on the location, but could 

be partially off set by eliminating some regular season competition, if possible. 

I appreciate your feedback so I can include it in my response to Jane. 

Thank~ 

~-Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Miller, Jmle (jm2y)" <im2y@eservices.virginia.edu> 
Date: August 29, 2014 at 3:43:05 PM EDT 
To: Beth Miller <bmille(a~uncaa.unc.edtr% Jacki Silar <jsilar@duaa.duke.edtr% Sharon McCloskey <smcclosk@vt.edu>, Michelle Lee 
<smlee2(a)ncsu.e&t>, "spederson~bathletics.pitt.edu" <spederson(~athletics.pirt.edu> 
Subject: Time Sensitive-NCAA Wrestling 

Below is a recommendation from the NCAA wrestling committee for the Cabinet to vote on September 8th. I have polled the coaches bm also want the 
Administrative pempective on this. Some of the concerns by the Cabinet have been EquiD’, the impact on the ACC Championship due to the timing of the 
two championships mad financials. Although the numbers here look good there is some feeling that the two events will not be sellouts as the current 
championship and therefore the revenue much lower. Others feel that the championship is not broken so why change. Coaches feel it will help the grovx~J1 
of the sport. 

Please give me an administrative vote on this proposal by Friday, September 5th. 

Thalfl~s so much for your help with this. 

Jane 

Tournament Format Change. 

(1) Recommendation. That a team component be added to the championships. Teams 

of sponsoring institutions shall compete in a minimum of six Division I 

intercollegiate dual meets to be eligible for the team component. The NCAA 

champion will be determined by a combination of team points earned through the 

team component, as well as points earned by individuals during the individual 

component. Twenty-four teams will qualify for the team component. Based on 

current bylaws, seven conferences would receive automatic qualifiers (AQ) for their 

top teams. The remaining 17 teams would then be selected by the Wrestling 

Committee, using similar selection criteria currently used for individuals, which will 

be calculated for team competition. Four regienals will be held on the campuses of 

the top four seeded teams. Each regional will include six teams. The 24 teams 

selected to compete in the team component will earn a minimum of five points. (Bee 

Attachment) The results of the team component will be tabulated and combined 

with the individual component results to crown the champion and determine the 

order of overall finish for institutions 

(2) Effective Date 2016 Championships. 

(3) Rationale Teams compete during the regular season in both dual meets and 

individual tournaments, thus the national championships should incorporate both 

components to best represent a national championship team. The proposal places a 

priority on team competition and enhances the values associated with that form of 

competition; while maintaining the integrity of the current individual championship 

structure The individual component will be unchanged Those individuals will 

continue to earn points that will be included in their respective teams’ overall score. 

The Wrestling Championships are thriving; the team component capitalizes on the 

traditional model of competitive sports, where one institution competes against 

another institution and produces a winner. 

The proposed timeline for the 2016 Championships: 

February 6 Eligible AQ conferences must submit their designated team AQ. 

February 7 At-large teams selected by the Division I Wrestling Committee. 



February 13-14 Team component regionals. Four, six-team regionals on 

campus. 

February 21 NCAA team component finals. 

March 5-6 Individual conference/regional qualifying tournaments. 

March 7-9 Individual component at-large selections. 

March 17-19 NCAA individual component and overall championships. 

(4) Estimated Budget Impact $194,600 The increase in funding will apply to the team 

component final site only. The regionals will be financially independent, as the 

institutions for the competing teams will be responsible for all team expenses at the 

regional level. The regional host insititutions’shall cover all hosting expenses, and 

retain all revenues received. The projected revenue and expenses for the team 

component finals are below. 

Budget Pro Forma. 

Expenses. 

Per diem $15,600 

Travel $ 54,000 

Event operations $125,000 

Total: $194,600 

Revenue. 

8,000 people x $50/ticket $400,000 

Jane Miller 
Sr. Associate Athletics Director/SWA 

P.O. Box 400845 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

434.982.5152 (o) 

(c) 
434.243.3464 (f) 
434.243.3463 (polycom) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

Carter Mario corn> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 8:58 AM, "Carter IVlario" 
> 

> 

> Good rnoming Bubba, 
> I’m sending a few more names of concerned and successful UN( 

corn> wrote: 

; who would willing to speak with you. 

> Thank you for your consideration. 
> Carter Mario 
> Sent from my iPad 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, MaOJlew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 2, 2014 9:17 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Ilead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (9/H4) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 9-1-14.pdf 

Good morning! 

I hope everyone had a great Labor Day and ready to have a great week! 

Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 25, 2014 9:02 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/25/14) 

Good morning Tar Heels! 

I hope everyone is having a great start to their week. Attached is the Student-Athlete Development weekly schedule for this week. 

Just a reminder that we are having our annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium at 7pro this evening! Stop by for food and fellowship with our student- 

athletes. 

I hope everyone has an outstanding week! Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~e@u~c.edu 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session! Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August 18th. 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 

We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pro. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

~e@u~c.edu 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone] 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 



Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels] 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent; Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject; Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning] Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of "~,u~i~si: :l ;;ti~ ~t0:14 in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 3, 2014 11:36 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

September 10 panel on OIBannon case 

O’Bannon Flyer.pdf 

See the attached flyer regarding a panel to discuss the ’lEd O’Bannon vs NCAA" case that includes Associate AD Paul Pogge, ESPN’s Jay Bilas and UNC Sports Administration law 

professor Barbara Osborne 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noll~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 3, 2014 11:51 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Joy Renner - ? FAC meeting schedule 

[ wanted to make sure that you all have the correct September date for the FAC rneethlg on your calendars. The meeting is Septernber 16th at 3:30pro. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 11:37 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: 3oy Renner - ? FAC meeting schedule 

Yes---I may have sent you Sept 9~h. I had some notes mixed up that the Chancellor couldn’t come on the 16~h but could the 9~h. Turns out it is the opposite. 

JOyJ. Rer!ner~ M.A., R](R), FAEIRS 
Associate Pro[essor ar!d Dh’ec[or 
University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill NC ’>7~99 ’~" "~" ~. 2,. _ -, J..~k~ 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi[AMTY NOTICE: ]his (_~--mail message, includh-~g attachments, if an% is inter~ded only for the -person or (_mtity to whk;h [t is addressed and may cor~tain confidentiai and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Any -----unauti?orized review, use, disciosure or distribution i5 prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.mai[ and 
destroy all copkff5 of the-~ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Er~ail correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~#lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :t32}, Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 11:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .I 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - ? FAC meeting schedule 
Just to clarify, the correct September meeting date and time is Tuesday, September 16 at 3:30pro ? 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, September 03, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Joy Renner - ? FAC meeting schedule 

I posted the wrong time for the Sept FAC meeting -can Bubba come on the 16th? 
Joy J, Rennet, M.A, £r(Ri FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #71130 UNOCH Bondurant Hail 

q 521-e, South Coiurnbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 2,.>_. ~- :L_,0 

_.1. 9~6 al l,Ee_k 
Celi 

91.9-956-5951 Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IALIiY NOTICE: [his e-mall message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materiai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you al¯e not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#o~de~ce to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law a~d mar be disclosed to third parties by an 
a~thodzed state official (INCGS, the $32)o Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

No,lain, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu-~ 

FW: seeking assistance - public records request (, dated 

Acknowledgment (Public Records Requeste~ ............ ).msg 

FYI I emaited the responsive records to Anne Sutton and Regina Stabile today. Just wanted to let you atl know if this comes up at the next Core Group meeting. 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:08 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: seeking assistance - public records request q dated I 
Dear Molly- 

Our office has received a public records request (see attached for full request) - please see summary below specific to Bubba: 

Just emails sent using email account bubb;~.cu~i~;~if~;~m@~.m~:,edu during the period 

We are seeking your assistmlce with gathering the responsive documents...please call Regina (843-1830) to discuss before proceeding... 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton 
Public Record Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 
Su1~onazd cmaii ,~me,cd~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 AM 

~gmml.com> 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edtv~ 

Acknowledgment (public Records Requested 

Dear Ms. 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to publicrecords@unc.edu on A copy of your message is included below for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The Universit’~ Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http://pNicies.unc.eduipolicies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise (2. Allen 

Public Records’ Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

(919) 962-1219 

Denise_Allen@une. edu 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: Public Records 

Subject: football records - 

Hi, 

11:14 PM 

@gmail.com] 

I would like to request emails sent by the ibllowing accounts during the entire month of August. 

larry.fedora@u nc.edu 
kbest@unc.edu 

bubba.cunNngham@unc.edu 
_~live.unc.edu 

E6gh-Nh-~-@-i3-fi-eggT~-fi-Ci~ d u 

I have a question about UNC’s public records policy regarding emails of employees. Are employees the ones to turn in their emmls to your oltice or does someone else 

do it? If employees turn in their own emails, what is to stop them t?om deleting emails? Just curious. Thank you lbr your help with this and all my other records reques~ts. 
I really appreciate it! 

Thank~;o 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@uuc.e&~; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, 

Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Media Repofi 

Media Report .docx; Media Report pdf 

Hi all, 

Please see the attached media report for 

Kind regards, 

As last time, there are two formats attached for your convenience. Have a great rest of your day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, September S, 2014 3:32 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Georgia Tech’s NCAA probation extended 

Georgia Tech’s probation extended 

ATLANTA -.- GeorGia Tech athletic dkector Mike Bobinski said FrNlay he hopes the schooFs ex~ended NCAA probation announced this week is "the last time we 

GO down this road," 

Georgia Tech had its NCAA probation extended two years, to June 13, 2017, after coaches were found to have made hundreds of impermissible calls and 

texts to recruits in 2011 and 2012, The NCAA on Thursday announced iLs ruling that GeorGia Tech "failed to monitor iLs sports programs," 

In 2011, GeorGia Tech was forced to vacate its 2009 Atlantic Coast Conference football championship and placed on probation for four years due to NCAA 

rules violations, 

The NCAA said coaches made at least 478 imperrnissibie calls and sen~ at least 299 impermissible tex~ messages to a total o[ 140 prospects, 

The NCAA said there were violations in nine programs in 20II and 20!.2, most in the men’s and women’s basketball and football programs, 

In a letter to GeorGia [ech president Bud Peterson obtained by The Associated Press in an open records request, Greg Sankey, the chief hearing officer on the 

NCAA’s committee on infractions, said sel[.-imposed sanctions SUGGested by U~e school were accepted but riot sufficient, 

"In considering appropriate penalties, the panel reviewed and adopted the institution’s self-imposed penalties and corrective measures~ however, the panel 

was troubled by the fact that this is the institution’s second major infractions case in the past three years and that the case involved both intentional 

violations and individuals’ conscious decisions not to report identified violations," Sankey said in the .~uly 23 letter, 

The NCAA decision made public on Thursday noted there were impermissible phone calls made by men’s basketball coaches only three days after GeorGia 

Tech appeared before U~e NCAA committee [or major violations in its [oo~ball and men’s basketball program in April 2011. 

Brian GreGory was named the new basketball coach on March 28, 201:~. He replaced Paul Hewitt, who was fired on March 12, 2011, 

"What transpired in 2011-12 and the ’ failure to monitor’ finding are not things that sit well with me or with any of us here at GeorGia Tech," Bobinski said in a 

statement ~o The Associated Press on Friday. 

"This is not a label we intend to wear beyond the point of our extended probation period, We are pleased the NCAA accepted our self-imposed sanctions and 

corrective measures, but our clear intentions are that this is the last time we GO down this road as an Institute." 

Bobinski was named athletic director in 2013. 

In 201.1, the NCAA ruled GeorGia Tech must pay a $:~00,000 fine and return its 2009 ACC championship trophy as punishment for allowing an ineligible player, 

receiver Dernaryius Thomas, ~o compete. The school was Given recruiting restrictions and placed on probation [or [our years. 

Georgia Tech’s appeal was denied in 2012, when the I’~CAA rioted the school "was cited [or preferential ~reatmen~ violations, a lack of cooperation during U~e 

investigation and a failure to meet the conditions and obligations of membership." 

The NCAA said Thomas, now a s~ar with the Denver Broncos, shoukl have been declared ineligible aRer he accepted Gifts from a former player who was 

working for an agent, 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

ii.i::ii:.i.i::i<i:i.::!::iii:iiiiiii::i: : ii.ii:.ii:::::.i.iiiii:i:::i:i:.: ::: :!:;:ii!Pi.:i:<::!i: :¸ ii!i:::i::eiiii:ii:iii:<.:ii! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:04 PM 

To: file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Compliance Forms for 

Hello! 

I’m so sorry to hassle you with this small issue but I’m in a bit of a desperate situation since my forms are due on Monday. I recently became a part of the 

and have received emails about filling out Compliance forms and Athletic Training forms. However, when I go to the 

website that requires my ONYEN, it denies me access, saying that I am not a student-athlete and that I should contact Compliance to enable my account. 

There may have been a mix-up with my PID so hopefully you or someone else can help me change my student status. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spurling, James <j spufling@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 8, 2014 12:02 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

~und system Kenan stadium Tuesday sept 9th 

Everyone, We need to do some electrical repairs in Kenan stadium on sept 9th at 10.00 am .. With this we need to run the sound 

system at game day level to put load on the system to test voltage that its using.. 

This all is a part of the new antenna system that a problem showed up on Saturday and we project they may need to up the 

electrical source to system to keep from overloading our circuits. 

If anyone sees a conflict from 10.00 Am until approx. 10 30. For sound system to be on please contact me asap. 

Thank James 
_]ames Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Culmingham < (r?~_mail.com> 

Monday, September 8, 2014 12:06 PM 

Pogge Paul <paul.pogge(~gmafl com~; Ille, Vmce .flle~i@unc.edu~, Sehnon, Zacha~ RyaJ1 <zac~lmon@unc.edu~" 

Should College Athletes Be Paid? i Santa Clara I ~aw 

~//law.scu. edu/sports-law/should-colle~e-ath~ 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universit?~ of Nolth Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelden M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday’, August 8, 2014 10:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Clms Rich request ibr Finley Fields 

FYI in case this issue ix raised at an Executive Staff meeting. 

There is some difficulty understandin8 the facility use policy revisions -- specificallV the NCAA compliance issues with the previous policy. 

From an NCAA standpoint, I asked Richie to [urther define UNC Group Rate, Most facility use policies have defined raLes [or UNC affiliated groups and Non-UNC 

affiliated groups Affiliatkm in this case should mean an ins~:itu~:ionailv sponsored ew:mt as opposed to an ew:_mt associated with an institutional employee. The 

only exception here was if we wanted to offer a discounted rate to ALL institutional employees instead of just assistant coaches and others with ties to varsity 

programs., 

Our coaches and staff are permitted to work with local sports clubs (subiect to NCAA parameters). However, their association with such clubs ix similar to a 

camp/clinic owned and operated by a staff member inasn~uch as they are prNa~:e business ventures. 

While ~:he Bylaw this falls under is fairly broad -preclusion against the provision of pre-college expenses to a prospective studet~L-athh:_d:e -there are sew-_~ral 

NCAA Staff Interpretations which address the issue rnore directly. 

Specifically, there is a Staff k~terpretation from September 23, 1992 which states that a Local Sports Club that includes prospects may rent office space in a member 

institution’s facility, _p__r_2_v__!_d__?:_,_d____t__h_£ )__o___c_£L_s_ _p_~2 Lt_._s__£!!)_b_j:s__ __q.!l £_r_ge_d_____t_!)_?:_ _s £_n_1 e_[ a__t£__o__t___h___e_E._s____v_~_~2 ~!~!___b_£_£!!_a__r_~ ?:__d____f_9___r___t_h_e_~:~£_o/_t !1 £_ f &c!!j_t)L. 

In addition, a Staff Interpretation from .June :15, 1!-)88 reviewed a situation in which a Iota] sports dub, invoN’ing an institution’s coach, requested to utilize the 

wei8ht room [acilities at the h~sLii:uLion, would noL preclude prospective sl:udent.-aLhleLes who are members of the club [rom ul:ilizing the member inst:ii:ution’s 

[acilifies., provided the club rents such fa(:ili~:ies a~: ~:he normal rate and such facility usage is related to legitimate club activities (e.8., condi~:ioning activities). 

The rate cannot be lowered t:or an assistant coach working for a local sports club simply to assist them in supplementing their salary. 

Please let me know if you think my logic if off: base here. 

Thanks. 

MvG 

Marielle A, vanGeider 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

m va n 8 el d e r @ u t~ c. e d u 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 10:40 AM 
To: Grimsley, Richie; Vange[der, Marielle A; Bunting, Mike 
Subject; RE: Chris Rich request for Finley Fields 

RicMe and Mike, 

Thanks for the heads up on this ....... you’re right, it ;s a major change and increase. Mike, f know you discussed tMs last year, but can you bring it up at our 

Executive Staff meeting, so everyone can have the finalized rates [or faciiity use. Also, have you discussed tt~e specific rate increases vdd~ individual i~ead 

coaches ....... if not, woaid you iike to do that at a coaches’ meeting? 

Coaching youth teams is a way for volunteer or asst. coaches to earn additionai income, so this change will have an impact. I fully understand the wear on 

the fields and don’t know how many requests you get from oar coaches, but did you consider separate rates for our current voh.mteeriasst, coactles, as 

compared to former coactlesiathietes or other unaffiiiates? Vm also concerned about all the foiks who are unaffiliated and just pop out on Finley fields for 

no [ee.._.is there a way to secure the Facility so d)at only our teams and paying customers have access? 

Thanks for your work on d)is.._it isn’t an easy issue. 

~Beth 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Seat; Friday, August 08, 2014 10:18 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Nariel[e A 
Ce: Grimsley, Richie 
Subject: Chris Rich request for Finley Fields 

I wanted to give you a heads up that we have received a Facility Use Request t?om Chris Rich tbr his youth soccer team to use Finley Fields. In the past, we have been 

charging groups, within various sports, the UNC group rate of $1 per participant per day for Facility Use. It has been determined that these groups are not actually 

attiliated with UNC, just affiliated with a UNC staffmember and should, theretbre, be charged the Non-UNC rate ($150 per session). This will be a significant fee 

increase in most cases m I am unsure how the requesting groups will respond. This may or may not be brought to your artention by CMos, but I wanted you to be 

awaxe just in case. Feel tree to contact me for aw additional infolmation or with any questions. Thank you. 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst. Director for Facili~ Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 10, 2014 2:02 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

NY Times: 99-Page Ruling in O1Bannon Case Is Missing Something: Clarity 

99-Page Ruling in O’Bannon Case Is Missing Something: Clal 
By BEN STILA_US& STE¥~E EDER and ~IARC TILA_Cg 

The federal judge who on Friday declared that the .)~!~.~3~.‘5~i.]F~..~!‘~I~:!iJ‘:~.g.~?.~:?.~.~2‘~.t!:~.~‘:~...!:!~!]~?~..?‘:~:~?!:~L~¢.~%~.{k!d~1.~2~k.~}B:~a~j:.!.~:~:~. left no uncertainty 
ruling about her views of the organization’s arguments. She Nuntly dismissed them. 

The judge, Claudia Wilken, left the college sports world with an3<hing but 
clarity, however, with one seeming 3" critics portion of her ~ a 
suggestion that universities might pay athletes via a "trust fund that the 
athletes would gain access to once their college playing careers we.re 
complete, and that the N.::{~,2.,.&,. could put a cap on how much the 
institutions could offer each player. 

[n what was long regarded as a landmark case for college sports -- a 
challenge to current rules that prohibit athletes from earning money from 
the use of their names and images in video games and television 
broadcasts -- Wilken gave NoC.A.A. officials hope that any required changes 
might not be the death knell "that seemed imminent. 

"it shows that no matter who is determining the future of college sports, 
nobody wants to see it blown up immediately’ said Dennis Corddl, a tbrmer 
Im~Ter for the N.F.L. Players Association. "She said these football and 
basketball players aren’t amateurs, but we’re going to appease evewone 
with a $5,o0o cap." 

By Saturday, university leaders and conforenee commissioners were trying 
to sort through the ramifications of the ruling. 

"All of us will be looking at this new world," said Mark Becker, Georgia 
Skate’s president. "We need to look at our budgets veW carefully. What are 
we going to be able to do, and how are we going to be able to do it?" 

Wilken issued an injum:;tion Friday invalidating NoC.A.A. rules that prohibit 
top-level tbotball and Division I men’s basketball pla}~rs from being 
compensated for their names and images in television broadcasts and video 
games. The move came a day after the .*J.g~,.&:/:~,..giC.~’K~}:~g:!..{’~.~}:~.!i%~:~X.b~..:;.!!!~L 
{i~e richest conferences in college sports to set some of their own rules, a 
signal of the drastic changes coming to college sports. 

Though the derision sets a new standard in college athleti(:s .... one in whid~ 
athletes can now share in the profits of a billion-dollar industW -- Wilken 
tempered the blow to "the N.C.A.A. 

On Saturday afternoon, the N.C.A.A. convened the latest in a regular series 
of conference calls for all 32 conferences with in-house and outside la’,%zers. 

t>,ich Ensor, eommissioner of the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conferenee, who 
participated in the call, said, °° Everybody’s looking for guidance on how the 
injunc~ion’s going to work, in terms of the prohibition on the capping 
scholarships below the cost of attendance arid whatever these trust timds 
are going to look like if they move forward." 

Ensor added that the N.C.A.A would seek fi~rther clarification. 

"They’re working on answers," he said. ~They don’t have any. I thirtk they’ll 
be interacting generally with the court "to try to get some elarifications over 
the next week or so." 

So far, the N.C.AoA, which is likely to appeal the ruling, has not had a lot of 
answers for its members, as the organization seeks further clarification. 

Most are particularly interested in understanding how the suggested trust 
funds might work -- and what kind of cap would be in place. 

"I’m a bit skeptical of the N.C.A.A. being allowed to impose a cap of any 
kind," said l~m~ogi } lures, the president of the College Athletes Players 
Association, which has supported a unionization effort in cdlege sports. "It 



specifically seems to allow the N.C,A.A, to act as a cartel and cap delk~rred 
compensation°" 

Corddl, the tbrmer la~%~r for the N.F.L. players union, said: °°it essentially 
gave "the N.C.A.A. a salaW cap, where in the professional league you would 
have to collectively bargain for that. I don’t see any justification for the 
$5~OOO." 

Even Michael t tausfdd, the lead la~.%~er for Ed ()’Bamron, a former U.C.L.A. 
basketball player’ who filed the suit in 2009 after seeing himself ir~ a video 
game, conceded that the cap could be seen as a victory for the N.C.A.A. But 
he argued that the number would look higher if the new rules were applied 
"to all Division i athletes, as some believe they will be. 

"if you multiply that by the number of athletes this applies to, you are 
talking about several hundreds of millions of dollars per year," t {ausfdd 
said. "Ill has opened the door, so this is not the end of it." 

t tausfeld said that the ruling might sound as if it applied only to players in 
football and men’s basketball but that he believed the practical application 
was likeJy to be much broader, 

"The big five eonl’erences have always said they can’t discriminate with 
their athletes," t tausfeld said. "They are going to have to give to all of their 
athletes in both of those sports, and all of their other sports, so it is gender 
neutral." 

Wilken also rejected one reme@ proposed by the plaintif£s: allowing 
athletes to negotiate deals with third parties, like sneaker companies. By 
contrast, she said, limited compensation from the use of their names and 
likenesses would not substantially undermine the N.C,A.A,’s core goals, 

The members of the big conferences, which account for the bulk of the 
revenue irt college athletics, have laid out their plans for providing additional 
benefits to athletes, artd they have said that athletes in all sports will get 
enhancements, once they are approved. 

"Financial aid is part of the Title IX framework," said Gerald Gurney, the 
president of the Drake Group, which pushes fbr educational improvements 
in college athletics. "They must apply the cost of attendance to all athletes -- 
or look for more lawsuits." 

As a result, Gurney, an assistant professor and a former athletics executive 
at Okbhoma, said one ramification ofWi] ken’s decision, if it holds up, w~Js 
that the value of scholarships for all athletes was li kely to grow to cover the 
cost of attendance, so "all athletes will receive a raise for their labors," 

Hara,ey Per[man, the chancellor at Nebraska and a former chairman of the 
Division i board, said it did not seem praclieal, in the confines of the laws, to 
put in place measures that benefit some athletes and not others. 

"i don’t see how x,~v could do this for tbotball and men’s basketball and not 

do it for women under Title IX," he said. 

When the ruling in the O’Bannon ease was released Friday, a group of 

influential N.C.A.A. leaders, the I)i~4sion I infractions committee, was 
meetir~g in Colorado Springs. The ruling received a mixed reac~.ion, said 
Michael Adams, the former Georgia president, who is a mere bet of the 

committee. 

"This whole thing raises as many questions as it solves," Adams said. 

The debate, Adams said, could be headed {br a new venue: Washington. 

"I think you’ll hear more calls for an antitrust exemption," he said. "I think 
you’ll see Congress take another hard look at all of this." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef~anssen.com> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2014 8:46 AM 

Camasati, Jeffrey Allan <camarati@emml.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@mac.edu> 

UNC pictures in books 

Jeff, 

Just wanted to touch base with you about the picture request we made 
earlier this summer in June In my continued work with the Baddour 
Carolina Leadership Academy over the past 10 years, !,~’~’C Media 
Relations has always been veW accommodating and gracious in 
providing me with pictures to use in my books tlcee of charge It has 
been an informal, win/win agreement that I was able to include 
pictures of past UNC athletes and coaches in the books free of charge 
as a benefit to me because of my work with the Academy - and provided 
positive exposure to UNC Athletics 

Julie made the request on my behalf in June and we received the irffo 
from Kevin to contact you about now possibly needing to pay for them 
Julie contacted you in July about the pictures and provided you with 
the info we were looking for and asked about the new pricing 
structure We did not hear back from you so I opted not to use any 
new pictures 

Since l had been sent pictures from UNC Media Relations in the past 
and had permission to use those free of charge, I inserted a picture 
of         ~ (whose mother gave her blessing to include the picture) 
that had been used in a previous book, one of                that 
had been used in a previous book, and one of Anson Dorrance that had 
been used in a prewous book Since all of these had been sent to us 
by UNC Media Relations and we had permission to use them, I included 
them in the current book. Similarly, we also have pictures of 
athletes and coaches in the book from other schools we work with on a 
regular basis that were sent to us free of charge 

I apologize for any misunderstanding here but based on the past 
understanding and permission to use pictures over the last 10 years 
and using approved pictures that ilad already been sent to us by UNC 
Media Relations, we used those older pictures instead of waiting on 
any" new pictures. 

Given the current situation, let me know- how best we should proceed. 
The book is already being printed now so I would like to continue 
using the pictures in the book as has been allowed in the past. 
However, I can remove them from future printings of the book if this 
what you and UNC Athletics would prefer. 

Let me know yo~tr thoughts and I look forward to your reply" and 
resolving this matter... 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

.... Original Message ..... 
From: "Camarati, JeIti-ey Allan" 
<camarati@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 12:08pm 
To: 
"j domina@j effj anssen cam" <j domina@ effj anssen.com> 
Subject: Re: Pics 
for Championship Culture book 

Julie, 
I think there may, have been 
some miscommunication over here and I apologize for that. Do you 
have the photos he used in the book? Is it possible you can send 
them to me? 
JefI?ey 

OnAug 10, 2014, at 9:38 AM, 
j domina@ ef~ anssen.com wrote: 

> Hey Jeflicey, 
> 



> 

> I :figured you 
weren’t interested since I didn’t hear back, so the book is currently 
being printed Jeff included some older UNC pictures which he had 
been given access to by the department several years ago. Thanks! 
Elope all is well, julie 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
"Camarati, Jeffiey Allan" <camarati@elnail.unc.edu> 
> Sent: Friday, 
August 8, 2014 5:12pm 
> To: "jdomina@efijansscn.com" 
<jdomina@ effj anssen.com> 
> Subject: Re: Pics for Championship 
Culture book 
> 

> Mie, 
> I am assuming you received everything you 
needed for this project. Knot, please let me know! 
> Jeffrey- 
> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Jul 20, 2014, at 7:11 PM, jdomina@jcftjanssen.com 
wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Jefi?cy - Just wanted to see if you had any prices 
for pic usage’.’ Jeff is hoping to finish up the book mid week this 
week for printing. Thatks so much! Julie 
>> 
>> ..... Original 
Message ..... 
>> From: "Camarati, Jefi?ey Allan" 

<camarati@email unc edu> 
>> Sent: Monday, July 14, 2014 l:12pm 
>> To: 
"<j domina@ effj anssen.com>" <j domina@ eftianssen, corn> 
>> Cc: "Best, 
Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu> 
>> Subject: Re: Pics for Championship 
Culture book 
>> 

>> Julie, 
>> Are there any images in particular Jeff 
is looking to use? For example, something from the 2013 women’s 
lacrosse championship game? Is he OK using just former 
student-athletes? 
>> Do you have a print run number? Are these 
images to be used inside, inside/back covers, front cover? Are the 
images going to be in black & white or color? 
>> Usage will most 
likely be for one edition, non-digital, U.S, English only if that 
works. 
>> Jeft?ey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Jul 14, 2014, at 1:03 PN{ 
<jdomina@ eli5 anssen com> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hey Jeffrey, 
>>> 

>>> 

(;an you send me pricing details on your usage :tee if Jeff Janssen 
were to incorporate a few of your pics from field hockey, women’s hx 
and women’s soccer into a new book? Thanks t Julie 
>>> 

>>> 

..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: "Best, Kevm S." 
<kbest@ un c edu> 
>>> Sent: ]Vlonday, June 30, 2014 10:46am 
>>> To: 
"j dornina@ effj anssen, c om" <j dornina@ ef[’j anssen, c om> 
>>> Cc: 
"Camarati, Jeffrey Allan" <camarati@email.unc.edu>, "Bowers, Matthew 
B" <mattbowers@unc.edu>, "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>, 
"Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin@tmc. edu> 
>>> Subject: FW: Pics for 
Championship Culture book 
>>> 

>>> Julie, 
>>> I have discussed this 



request with some members of our staff" and with the SIDs and both 
Duke and NC State. Is this a for-profit project/book or an internal 
project for the various universities? If it is a for-profit project, 
then a usage fee for Jeffrey Camarati’s wofl~ would need to be 
applied You and Jeff Janssen can work directly with Jeffrey 
Camarati on the details Let me know if you have any questions. 
>>> 

>>> Kevln 

>>> 

>>> Kcvin Best 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina 
>>> 

Assistant Athletic Director for Communications 
>>> 919-%2-8916 
(office) * (cell) 
>>> kbest@unc, edu 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Flom: 
<Bowers>, Matthew- B 
<mattbowers@unc. edu<mailto:mattbov:ers(d}unc, edu>> 
>>> Date: Thursday, 
Jm:e 26, 2014 at 7:21 A_’v: 
>>> To: "Camarati, Jeffrey Allan" 
<camarati@email.unc.edu<mailto:camarati(~eraail.tmc.edu>>, Kevin Best 
<kbest@unc.edu<mailto:kbest~unc.edu>> 
>>> Subject: Fwd: Pics for 
Championship Culture book 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Begin forwarded message: 
>>> 

>>> From: 
<jdomina@ effj anssen com<mailto :j domina@jefflanssen.com>> 
>>> Date: 

June 26, 2014 at 7:04:50 AMEDT 
>>> To:" Gelin, Dana E" 
<dgelin@unc.edu<mailto:dgelin@unc edu>>, 

<mattbowers@unc. edu<mailto:mattbowers@unc, edu>>, "Lohse, Dave Clark" 
<davelohse@unc edu<mailto:davelohse@unc edu>> 
>>> Subject: RE: Pics 
for Championship Culture book 
>>> 

>>> Morning guys, 
>>> 

>>> Just 
wanted to check in and see if this was doable or if I should reroute 
to the coaches or anyone else for permission? Appreciate it’. 
julie 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: 
j domina @efi~lanssen com<mailto:j domina(~iefi] anssen.com> 
>>> Sent: 
Wednesday, June 11, 2014 6:58am 
>>> To: "Gelm, Dana E" 
<dgelin@unc.edu<mailto:d~elinO~unc.edu>>, 

mattbowers@unc.edu<mailto:mattbowers(a)unc.edu>, "Lohse, Dave Cla~k" 
<davelohse@unc.edu<mai lto:davelohse(~unc.edu>> 
>>> Subject: Pics for 
Championship Culture book 
>>3> 

>>> Good morning Dana, Matt and 
:)ave, 
>>> 

>>> Jeff Janssen is working on a Championship Culture book 
this summer and is hoping for a couple of high res images of field 
hockey, women’s soccer and women’s lacrosse as opt:ons to include m 
the book He says "Specifically, I am looking for team huddle, 
championship, celebration type pictures. Ones with a coach or athlete 
talking to a team or small group would be great too" 
>>3> 

>>> If you 
have a chance this week or next, would you mind sending me a few? 
Thanks so much! Julie 
>>3> 

> 

> 

> 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches 
http ://www.i anssensportsleadership.c om 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-7"21 -TEAM 



Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:/’/www.sal sc or~ 



From: DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 3:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw- 

Subject: FW:, 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Up.iverail:~, of North (_;~roli~ S’,vimmmg & Divu’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2125 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From= Markos, Lance M 
Sent= Monday, 12:25 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject= RE: 
Yhi~t’s th¢_~ 5A’[" ~cor :~ he’d need to ~ot go [:o c,:_~mmittee with Admissiow; ba~ed ,:_~F~ his core GPA [-le’s a Io~g way off from [:hat target, 

From= DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent= Monday, .12:24 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

What does: 

Will need a 1,210 to become Group 2 

Mean? 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swi~dng Coach 
U~’.ivers[[.y of ",lorth ([ aro]x~a Swirnmi~’.g & D~vmg 

O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-~126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: 9-!.’:?!.’:[..% ~_~ g !~2 ~ i [,~!::2c,.: ~ ;--:~ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
’~Z.~.3~z:g.P.~.!:,2,}.!~:~9.Fr.J. 

From= Markos, Lance M 
Sent= Monday, 12:01 PM 
To: Workman, Aaron 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE 

See attached for where 

La n c e 

From= Workman, Aaron 
Sent= Sunday, t 1:53 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject:, 

Aaron Workman 

Assistant Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming and Diving 

cell- 

office-919-966-1900 

fa x-919-962-1603 

"curren[ly s[:and; with Admissior~sk,, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 18, 2014 5:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P 

FW: Tar Heel tbr Life - Online Form 

FYI 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiW of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9:!9) 962--7853 

Fax: {9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From-" Colaianni, Ryan [mailto: . @edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 5:24 PM 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi, Msrielle. 

I hope you are well. Chancellor Folt met with the Wall Street Journal last week and they discussed Complete Carolina as part of a "Boss Tall<" that will be running 

on Wednesday, One follow-up question that the Wall Street Journal had was how many former student athletes have contacted UNC about re-entering the 

Uniw:,rsitv to complete their degree. Do you haw:, 1:hat number? 

Also, could you compare i~: to the number of former student athletes who returned to campus last year? Joel thought that number was 6 or 7. 

Thank you for your help! 

Ryan ~"elaiallni 
Account Supervisor I Edelman 

............................. _&~___e__d___e_ Ln!a__r_L__c__o___n3 
P 202-.? 77--3845 
C 

From: Bowers, Matthew B [mailto:ma[tbowers@unc.eduj 

Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 20:14 2::13 PM 

To: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Cc: Belcher, Amanda; Best, Kevin S.; Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: Re: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi, Maxielle 

The email address completecarolina?a)mlc.edu is now active. You are the authorized user, so from this point forward those emails should come to you at "that address. 

Since the naJne of the program was changed at the last minute last week, "the email address above was not in place in time tbr launch last week. During the interim 

between last Tlmrsday and today (when the new account was activated), any forms submitted to Complete Caroli~m went to a tempormy, gmail address. Here’s the 

address and login for that account so you can access whatever’s in there: 

email addre~ ~fl_m__ajLq__o__~ 

password: 

You should be able to log in to the gmail account above and see whatever’s been sent in thus far. If you have a:ny issues with it, let me know and I can tly to help. 

- Matt 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director 

UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 

(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 

GoHeels.com 

On Ju129, 2014, at 1:52 PM, VaJ~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld?a)emaJl.mlc.edu-* wrote: 

Good Afternoon .... 

My apologies for copying all of you, but I have a somewhat time sensitive question and I’m not sure who is the most appropriate point of contact. Can 

someone tell me where the Complete Carolina online forms are going once submitted by a former student-athlete? My understanding is that they 

would be coming through rne (Compliance) initially, but we have not receiw-:~d any to date. I just heard from ~r:ooR~all alone ~:hat at least former 

players were directed to the online form 

Thanks for your assistance! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associal:e Athle~:ic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962--7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvsngeider@unc,edu 

From-" Belcher, Amanda [psail’~o: @edelman,com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 16, 2014 5:15 PM 
To-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co-" Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject-" RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Thanl~s, Marielle! And correct -the [orm on the landing page would be to request more informal:ion, not subrnit an official application [or 

readmission, and give you just enough info to deLerrnine his/her eHgibiliW. So it sounds Hke what you listed below is perfect for thsL purpose. 

Amanda L Belcher I Edelman " 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [~_?/£[!_t_£i_r}i_*£~]i?~eid@er~aii,unc,eduj 



Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 4:56 PM 

To: Belcher, Amanda 

Cc: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Good Afternoon Amanda --. 

]hanks h:~r tfu:_~ documer~tation. It was helpful to see where Lhe projecL curren[ly sLands, I have several quesLioF~s abou[ Lhe in[ormatior~ conLained 

therein, but I will follow-up with Bubba on those. 

I have one clarifying question about the landing page. I assume that the online form you are working on for the landing page is in[ended to provide 

minimal information --.simply notify Athletics of the former student-atMete~s interest. This is not intended to be the formal application. Is that 

correct? 

IName 

DOB 

Basic Contact Bnformation -address, telephone, ema{I 

Years attended UNC 
Sport 

IPI{) # - if they s~:ill have access to it 

Degree Program 

Once we have the information, we should be able to pull up the former student-athlete’s academic and athletic profile and standing. That 

information witl allow bo[h Athletics and ASPSA to review the interested t:ormer student--adfletes prior to providing [hose s[udent-.athlete with a 

formal application to return. 

Please let me know if there is any additional information I need to be aware of or if you have any questions for me. 

Thanl~ you. 

M a ri~-’_~lle 

Mariefle A~ vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phon~:_~: (9:[9) 9(-~2--7853 

Fax: (919) 962- 61_~}2 

From-" Belcher, Amanda [p’,ailto:, @edelmamcem] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 15, 2014 8:38 PM 
To-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co-" Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Thanks, Marielle. There are been various documents created since that one you have from mid-June, but not too many policv-specific changes. 

At:tach~-:~d are t:wo docs here that rnight be helpful to unch-:~rstanding wfu-:~re THR. is now: 

Process doc, which is just an updated version of the process outlined in the doc you have 

The latest messaging one-pager with an overview of the program 

l_ool~ [orward to hearing vour thoughts on ~:he form, 

]hanks~ 

Amanda 

Amanda L Belcher I Edelman I 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [[!~_~!_[t_!?_~Lp:ic_L~_.[!g~!_~i_~eL~3_~]]!:_Lj_~_7_:__:e’_,_!9_] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 6:50 PM 

To: Belcher, Amanda 

Cc: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Good Evening Amanda --. 
Thank you for Lhe emait. I will get back to you shortly about basic information I need to see prior to any official application submiLted for a former 

student-athlete to returm In the interim, do you have the most recent draft of the Tar Heels for Life policy? The last I received was from Bubba on 

6/:13/20:].4. (see attached). 1 want to make sure I understand the plan as it is currently written. 

Thank you. 

M a rielh-_~ 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 967_.-6g412 
mvam~eider ~)unc,edu 

From: Belcher, Amanda [~T!ailte: ~’,edelman,com] 
Sent," Tuesday, July 15, 2014- 3:4-2 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C¢; Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 
Hi Marielle - We’re working with Kevin Best and Matt Bowers (and of course Bubba and Joel) to create a landing page on GoHeels.com for Tar Heel for 

Life. As of now, THFL will launch next Thursday, so the landing page would basically give a summary of the program and include a link to an online 

form where interested student-athletes could enter information to find out more about the program and determine if they are eligible. 

In terms of the necessary fields for the form, Bubba suggested that we check with you as Compliance would be handling the initial process. Are there 

any specific fields you need included beyond general information (name, contact info, attending years, sport, major)? Happy to jump on the phone to 

discuss. 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

Amanda L. Belcher 

Vice President 

Public Affairs 



Edelman ] Washington, D.C. 

Office: 202.-526-1724 

Mobile: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 18, 2014 11:22 PM 

VmlgeMer, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tax Heel for Life - Online Form 

Go ahead and respond if you have not yet. Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

On Aug 18, 2014, at 5:24 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld~rtbemaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic DirecLor 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5t,~2 

mvangelder@unc,edu 

I=mm: Colaianni, Ryan [mailto:Ryan.Colaianni@edelman.com] 
Sent-" Monday, August 18, 20:t4 5:24 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi, Marietle, 

I hope you are well (:hancellor Folt met with the Wall Street Journal last week and they discussed Comp]ete Carolina as part of a "8oss Talk" that will 

be running on Wednesday, One follow-.up quesLion that the Wall Street J.:)urnal had was how many former student athF:d:es have contacted U NC 

aboul: re-entering ~:he University to complete their degree. Do you have that number? 

Also, could you compare it to the number of former student athle[es who returned [o campus last year? Joel thought that number was 6 or 7, 

Thank you ]:or your help! 

R~ian Cola[anni 
,~¢¢o~$rtt 5u~.~el~’isor f Edeh~an 

t2)__e___d__e__ L _m___a___n_=_c___o___m__ 
P 202-T77-384.5 

From; Bowers, Matthew B [mailto:mattbowers@unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, July 29, 2014 2:13 PM 

Te: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Cc: Belcher, Amanda; Best, Kevin S.; Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject; Re: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi, Mafielle 

The email address completecarolina@unc.edu is now active. You are the authorized user, so t?om fills tx~int tbrward those emails should come m you at 

that address. 

Since the name of the program was changed at the last minute last week, the email address above was not in place in time for launch last week. During the 

interim between last Thursday and today (Mien the new account was activated), ~:ny forms submitted to Complete CaJrolina went to a temporaxy, gm~Jl 

address. Here’s the address and login for that account so you can access whatever’s in there: 

email address L@~__m____a__[!:__c___o____m___ 

password _ 

You should be able to log in to the gmail account above and see whatever’s been sent in thus far. If you have any issues with it, let me know and I can tO’ 

to help. 

- Matt 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director 

UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 

(919) 962-7259 - office 

-mobile 

GoHeels.com 

On Ju129, 2014, at 1:52 PM, Vangelder, Marielle A <g!~’A_r_lg_e__l__d__@__ejLn_Ai[&Ln__c_’_:_e__d_t_tS, wrote: 

Good Afternoon--- 

My apologies for copying all of you, but I have a somewhat time sensitive question and I’m not sure who is the most appropriate point of 

contact. Can someone tell me where the Complete Carolina online forms are going once submitted by a former student-athlete? My 

u nd ersta nding is tha t: th ey would be coming th rough m e (Corn plia n c ~-_~) initially, but: we have n or: received a nv t:o dat~-L I just: h ea r d from 

Football alone that at least form~:_~r players were direc:~:ed to the online [orm. 

Thanks for your assistance! 

Marielle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 



Univer~ity of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Belcher, Amanda [p~ailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 5:15 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co: Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

M ari~-JJe A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 962--7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 962-6002 

mvan~eMerC~unc.edu 

From: Belcher, Amanda [!nailte: 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 3:42 PM 

:@edeiman,,’:on:] 

Thanks, Marielle! And o:)rrect- ~:he form on ~:he landing page would be ~:o request more information, not submit: an official application 

for readmission, and give you just enough info to determine his/her eligibility. 5o it sounds like what you listed below is perfect for that 

purpose. 
Amanda L BeNcher I Edelman I 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [n’,ailto:rnvan~eld@emaiLur, c,edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, July :[6, 20:[4 4:56 PM 

To: Belcher, Amanda 
Cc: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Good Afternoon Arnanda --- 

Thanks for the documentation. It was helpful to see where the project currently stands~ I have several questions about the information 

contained therein, but I will follow-up with Bubba on those. 

I have oru-:~ clarifying quest:ion about th~-_~ hmding pag~-:~, [ assume ~:hat the .:)nline f.:)rm y.:)u are working on f.:)r the landing page is intended 

t.:) pr.:)vide minimal information -simply notify Athh-:@::s .:)f the former studentl-athh-:d:e’s in~:erest. This is no~: intended to be t h~-_~ formal 

application~ Is that correct? 

Name 

DOB 

Basic Conkact information -address, ke~ephone, email 

Years attended UINC 

Sport 

PBD# - if they sti]~ have access to it 

Degree Program 

Once we have the information, we should be able to pull up the former student-athlete’s academic and athletic profile and standing. 

That information will allow both Athletics and A5PSA to review th~-_~ inter~-_~sted former student.-athh?~:es prior to providing those student-- 

atbl~-:d:e with a formal applicatkm to return. 

Please let me know if there is any addidonaf information I need to De aware ot:or if you have any questions for" me. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielh-_~ A vanGelder 

Associat~-_~ AthJetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 962-6t,~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Belcher, Amanda [p~ailto:~ ~edein:an.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 15, 2014 8:38 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co: Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Thanks, Mariefle. There are been various documents created since that one you have from mid-June, but not too many policy--specit:ic 

changes~ Attached are two docs here that might be helpful to understanding where THFL is now: 

Process dec, which is just an updated version of the process outlined in the dec you have 

The latest messaging one-pager with an overview of the program 

Look forward to hearing your thoughts on the form. 

Th a n ks, 

Amanda 

Amanda L. Belcher I Edelman I 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [m,~ilto:mvangeld@emaii.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July :[5, 20:[4 6:50 PM 

To: Belcher, Amanda 
Cc: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Good Evening Amanda --- 

Thank y.:)u for" the email, I will ge~: back to y.:)u shortly about basic inf.:)rmati.:)n I need to se~-_~ prior to any offk:ial applk:atkm submitted for 

a former student--a~:hJete to r~-_d:urn. In the interim, do you have t fu-_~ meal recent draft: or ~:he Tar Ele~-_~ls for Life policy? The Iast I n-:~ceived 

was from Bubba on 6/13/20:[4 (see attached). I want to make sure I understand the plan as it is currendy written. 



To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc" Colaianni, Ryan 
Subject: Tar Heel for Life - Online Form 

Hi Mafielle - We’re worldng with Kevin Best and Matt Bowers (and of course Bubba and Joel) to create a landing page on Goi4eels~com 

for Tar Heel for Life. As of now, THFL will launch next Thursday, so the landing page would basically give a summary of the program and 

include a link to an online form where interested student-athletes could enter information to find out more about the program and 

determine if they are eligible. 

In terms of the necessary fields for the form, Bubba suggested that we check with you as Compliance would be handling the initial 

process. Are there any specific fields you need included beyond general information (name, contact info, attending years, sport, major)? 

Happy to jump on the phone to discuss. 

Thanks, 

Amanda 

Amanda L. Belcher 

Vice Pres[denL 

Public Affairs 
Edelrrlan I Washington, D.C. 

Office: 202-326-1724 

Mobile: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, MattJlew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 9:54 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 8-17-14.pdf 

Good morning everyone! 

The time is here and classes are back in session! Shelley Johnson and the rest of the Student-Athlete Development staff got the programming year started off on 

the right foot with the Leadership Lab: Day 2 of the Incubator, yesterday August 18th. 

Please see the attachment for the remainder of the week of all that Student-Athlete Development has planned. 

We have our Annual Welcome Back Picnic at Boshamer Stadium starting at 7pm. Stop by for food and fellowship with our student-athletes. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good morning everyone! 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of A~g~..’s.~ 1.7~h, 201/t in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 11:12 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I:W: Call 

Bubba, 

I have asked Dave Brown at ESPN to help us identify options for games in 2016. He is working on sendhlg us a list of teams looking for guarantee games in 20:[6. He 

also mentioned that the Chick-fiFa folks want to talk to us about playing Georgia in Atlanta to open the 20:[6 season. Obviously, this was not on our list and we 

already have a pow,-:~r B team that year (@ fllinois) but this could allow us to get to B/B/1 with a big neu[:ral pa,¢da,¢. 

Are you OK if I call Gary to find out what: time of financial struc~:ure they would propose? 

Also, Vince and I Lalked to John and Mark last night about potentially working with the ACC and Syracuse to move our 2018 game aL Syracuse Lo Yankees stadiu~TL 

YOu OK if Vince and ] explore that with the ACC and Syracuse? 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From" Gary Stokan [mailto @cfabowl,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 19, 2014 11:05 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Call 

Hi Rick, 

Hope all is well and you are ready for the football season to start. Dave Brown asked me to give you a call. 

I did not have your cell so I left a message at your office. 

Can you please call me on my cell at             or office at 404-586-8501. 

Thanks Rick and please pass on my best to Bubba, Larry and Roy. 

Take care, 

Gary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen < ~}          corn> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Hey Vince, 

Thanks for the note and I appreciate your mllingness to work through this. It is probably best to talk through these things rather than risk a misunderstanding via email. 

But I will outline my thoughts here initially so you have a heads up on my perspective before we chat via phone in the next day or so. 

Given the timing of the first workshops next week and the significant changes Shelley has proposed from what we have done over the first 10 years, I am 
concerned about getting this settled in the next week - so let’s" make this a top priority so it does not impact the SAs. 

I noticed in Shelley’s version there are several significant dilt~rences and other issues outside of"how the workshops were counted" that are included in her proposal 

that weren’t included in the versions we have been using - so I wanted to make sure these were noted and my concerns registered. 

- counting progrmnming on two sepaxate days as one a single progrmn 

- not having me attend field trips, panelists, and outside speakers 

- changed licenses from 2 to 1 year 

- 50 more books 

- 50 memberships to our coaches website 

- removed the clause that I administer the Credible Coaching Questioramire 

- removed the parking pass or payment 
- removed 2 tickets to tbotball and men’s basketball games 

Further, the proposed changes are also different than how I have counted and priced the programs and workshops over the past 10 years. So if these proposed 

changes move forward, I also need to update my approach to the contract. 

The fees for programming have been largely based on my fee levels from 10 years ago when the Academy first staxted. So ifI were to start from scratch and re-price 

the whole contract based on my current fee levels that I charge other schools, cost of living increases, and the total amount of services, time, and resources Shelley has 

listed, etc., UNC would actually being paying a significantly higher tee for "less" progrmnming than what I am currently chaJrging. Thafs not what want - nor, I believe, 

you want. 

As I think you kilow, my focus is certainly not to take advantage ofUNC. I simply want to protect and be compensated for the resources provided, the time 

investment I put in - which has crept up over the years with additional programs - as well as the overall value UNC receives from this nationally-respected 
programming. 

I would rather not re-price things to current t~e levels but I also need to advocate for myself and nay time if Shelley is going to sugges~t we now significantly change the 

way things have been structured and counted over the first 10 years. 

As you recognize, ifI commit a specific date to UNC, even if the meeting is only for a short time period, that date is then offlimits for all other schools that could be 

paying me significantly more. So the many days that I commit to UNC have value and need to be accounted for. IfI am not "needed" for the field trips or panel 

discussions, then I need b have these programs scheduled on the same days (Anson and Carla scheduled for Rising Stars the same late Januau date as bringing in an 
outside speaker for the Veteran Leaders) so that I can then have the full date available. 

Let’s talk soon so we can get this figured out! 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Hi Jeff; 

I hope you’ve enjoyed the summer and can’t believe we are staNng school already tomorrow. 

Like you, I ve~ much want to finalize our agreement. As we discussed, the only open issues seem to be related to how we account for the 

workshops/seminars. Details related to this are incorporated into Schedule A. I’ve asked Shelley to provide me a sta~ing point from her point of view. 

I’ve attached a copy of a &all Schedule A t~om Shelley. 

It might be helpful if you could review the draft then let me know when you and I can set a time to meet or discuss this by phone. Thanks Jeffand as 
always, I appreciate your assistance and our relationship. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: JeffJanssen [maJlto; @ com] 

Sent: Monday, August 18, 2014 8:53 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Contract 

Hey’ Vince, 

Just wanted to check on the status of the contract and updates. We plan to start the Academy next Tnesday with the Fall VLs so I would like to have this 

wrapped up by, then. 

I’ll be at the soccer match tonight so I may see yon there... 

Thanks! 

Jell" 

>Thanks Jelll I understand and would like to finalize this as well. 

>I’m wondering if Schedule A needs more specificiU considering the 

>issues we discussed this past spring. Do you have any thoughts or 

>suggefftions there? 
> 

>Hope you are well and have enjoyed the summer. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Mes~ge ..... 

>From: JeffJanssen [maJlto:. (~ com] 
>Sent: Tuesday, July 29, 2014 9:00 AM 

>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: Leadership Academy Contract 
> 

>Hey Vince, 
> 

>Just wanted to follow up with you to finalize the contract. Shelley 

>mentioned that there axe 150 SAs (our highest ever) registered for 

>Rising Stars so we will need to increase the number of Captain’s 

>Manuals tbr them. Football also used 14 Captain’s Manuals for their 

>Leadership Group too. Let me know if you would like me to tbrwaxd you a 

>contract with these numbers. 
> 

>I would like to get tlfis finalized ASAP as the firs~t workshop is 

>scheduled in a month. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>-- 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

>Janssen Sports I,eadership Center 

>1-888-721 -TEAM 
> 

>Team up with s~udent-athlete leaders from across the country to make a 

>difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 

>(SALSC) hrtp://www.salsc.olg 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a dittbrence around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
/ (SALSC) http:i, w’ww.salsc.org 

Content-Type: applicatio~l/wld.operecmlformats- officedocument.wordproce ssingml.document; 

name "DRAFT Schedule SJ2014.08.docx" 
Content-Description: DRAFT Schedule SJ 2014.08.docx 

Content-Distx)sition: attachment; filename "DRAFT Schedule SJ2014.08.docx"; 

size 16551; creafion-date "Mon, 18 Aug 2014 18:46:07 GMT"; 



modification-date "Mo~l, 18 Aug 2014 18:55:51 GMT" 

Attachment converted: Mac HD:DRAFT Schedule SJ 2014.08.docx ( / ) (007A2A47) 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders ti~om across the count~ to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http://www.salsc.ovg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 2:37 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Coach Development Opportunity 

HMWSC Brochure Final 2014.pdf; TOPICS FOR COACH DEVELOPMENT.doc 

From: Helen Williams [              L@live.com] 
Sent" Tuesday, August 19, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: ’            @villanova.edu 
Subject-" Coach Development Opportunity 

Good Morning, 

Professional development fbr coaehes can be 1he difference between a successfid ~lhletie dep~rlment an(] one lhat is simply medioere. I Italy believe that improved coaehing 

will result in a better quali~ of experience for your studenuathletes. Fm reaching out to you because I would love to work with your coaches and help theln be more effective 

with their players, effectively manage an(] balance t:heir personal/proFessional lira, and enhance lheir overall perfbm~ance. 

For 26 },ears I have had the privilege of working in coaching and administration at unique institutions at the Division I, II, and III levels. I was Head Coach at Merrm~ack 

College and also coached at Wake Forest, South Florida, Western Michigan, US Naval Academy, and P~ineeton. _Most recently I worked in athletic administration at MIT and 

as an Athletic Administration Fellow at Harvard University. 

In my seminars I share my extensive intercollegiate experience with flank and honest communication on how to manage universal issues with student athletes, administration, 

an(] external constituents. My lopics inelude managing up down across, developing your leadership style, eonneetmg wili~ the community, e~reer devdopn~ent, and more. 

Additionally, my book ~’Coach Like A Mother; A Guide For The 21~t CentuU Sports Coach" is a leadership and management resource ~br coaches of all sports. 

Thank you for taking the time to read my email. Attached you will find testm~onials about my work and what I can offer your programs. Help },our coaches bye a stellar 

2014 15 season. Currently I ~rn scheduling workshops for this f~ll. Please feel Dee to contact me and take advantage of my remaining ~vailabiliU and/or to purchase my book 

ff)r your coaehes at: a discount: ff)r $15. I ean be reached by emai] or by phone at 

Enjoy your remaining d~ys of this summer. 

Sincerely, 

Helen M. Williams 

H]N&V Sports Consulting 

x~’.tm~wsportseonsulting.com 

@coachlikamother 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday,               4:10 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu-~; Vangelder, Marielle A 

<mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Media Report 

Media Report 

AlL 

Please see the attached media report for today, . Have a great day’. 

Kind regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday 7:26 PM 

Player Guest Update - New System In Place This Season 

Correspondence to THFPO from Tom Timmermans - UNC Compliance Office 

I--lello 
My name is Tom Timmermans and work in the compliance office at UNC. I am writing to update you in regard to your son requesting his player guest 
tickets for home ga rues. 
This season your son will be using a program called ACS [o assign guest to specific games. 7his is a two-step process. Step 1 : The player submits [he 
guest name to the compliance office for approval Step 2: Once approval has been provided, the player will need to assign the guest to a game. Players 
are able to sLIbmit names to Compliance for approval until 9:30 AM the day before the game and [hey have until 10:00 AM the day before [he game to assign 

guests to a game~ For example, the first game this season against Libelty is on Saturday The deadline to submit names to Compliance for 

approval is 9:30 AM ot The cut off for the players to assign guests is Friday, at 10 AM. 

Your son has already been instructed on how to use ACS and assign guest to games. My hope is that with this e.-mail, you both undergand the deadline of 
I 0 AM the day before the game and the responsibility of your son to make sure that his guest have been assigned. If come game day, a guest is not on the 
player guest list, that guest will have to purchase a ticket at cost. 
In addition, at every home game, there will be a compliance staff member at the player guest will call window to help you. We are looking forc,~ard to seeing 
all of you at the games. 
Go Heels! 
7HFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 19, 2014 11:08 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: William WithelspoorL St. Louis Rams 

Cricket, 
Who is this person? Agems, advisors, and oilier professional representatives may only have contact with student-athletes and affiliated individuals through our Agent 

and Advisor Program. No contact may take place during the season. If this is an agent, they cannot do it. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Sent fix~m my iPhone 

On Aug 19, 2014, at 11:01 PM, "Lane, Cricket" <5:i;i.~2kt42~j.r~.~2:c.~!?d?~ wrote: 

Paul, 

How do you want to handle? 

Thanlcs 

Cricket 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Holliday, Corey L" <c!E?~!b!B2"!~[?d~39.~d.!4.> 

Date: August 19, 2014 at 9:12:17 PM EDT 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <!~.!?c.st!.q[L!4r#~:c.,;!~4?~ 

Ce: Lane, Cricket --~ t&~,,?,i un~.od~ , Brewer, Ronald <brewer33:%e:~r~aiiunc.ed~> 
Subject: Re: ~Villiam ~Vitherspoon, St. Louis Rams 

Paul Pogge or Vince handle all agent/advisor contacts for the football program. 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Aug 19, 2014, at 8:57 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <k..!?es.((~!Lc.:£~!.~!> wrote: 

Cricket, 

I will let Corey handle any agent issues, and I’m happy to generate publicity if this meet and greet at UNC Hospitals occurs 

with Will Witherspoon and our players. I’ve copied Ron Brewer on this as well. 

Kevin 

From: <Lane>, Cricket <c.~.!@.et3~{}4!?.c:e.d.~!> 

Date: Friday, August 15, 2014 at 12:45 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kbe:-;t@ur~c edu> 

Cc: "Holliday, Corey L" <~:~!~2!j.!~!.~!.}:@.W.V~:.e.ct~!> 

Subject: William Witherspoon, St. Louis Rams 

Kevin, 

I received u~ call from l isd Coi~en who is rep for )[’.,[k!]!:2.’......![Li(.’.22.’).~u.~2... be will be visiting tile UIqC Hospitals 

d,d would like to mee~ some of ~he linebu~ckers at ~he hospitu~l on Tuesday, September :6th dround S2:3Opm and /’ave 

lunch wit~ some ofthe coac’~es at Tobacco Road. Yes, t~ere will be media coverage she wc)uld like to) do a release soon. I 

will defer to you since rm sure there is protocol now with the agent/advisor program. 

Thu~nks, 

Cricket 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Carter @mail.cfcc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 20, 2014 8:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Anto Repair 

Dear Mr. life: 

We woutd tike to move forward with repair of our car but have not heard from you yet regarding your insurance carrier. Please forward 

that information via emai[ or tetephone so we can get the repairs accomptished in a timety manner. 

Thank you, 

Tony Carter, SET 
Project Manager 
Institutional Services 
Cape Fear Community College 
411 North Front Street 
Wilmington, NC 28401 

Office: (910-362-7740) 
Cell: . 

@mail.cfcc.edu 

i.X.i CFCC LogoOneColor Lo-Res 

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Cmolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state 

official. (NCGS.Ch. 132) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 20, 2014 5:02 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

UNC’s plans to renovate or replace Smith Center ’on the back burner’ 

UNC’s plans to renovate or replace Smith Center ’on the back burner’ 

BY ANDRE3NCARTER 

CHAPEL HILL -- North Carolina still has in~erest in renovating ~he Smith Center o9 building a new arena ~o replace it, but those plans "have been pretty much on ~he back 

burner for 12 months," UNC athletic director Babba Cunningham said in an inter’Jew earlier this week. 

Cunningham has publicly expressed a desire ~o renovate the Smith Center, which opened in 1986, and add premiurn featares - like luxur! suites - tha~ could gener~te more 

revenue. The ancertainty d the college sports landscape, though, as well as budget concerns have decreased the likelihood that UNC develops a formal plan for the Smith 

Center, or its replacement, any time soon. 

"We. don’t know about the long term implications of the O’Bannon ruling," Cunningham said. "We don’t know where the aatonomy group is going to take the governance 

structure. So I think new’s the time to be pretty cautious in what we’re going to do next." 

The NCAA Division I Board of Directors recently approved autonomy for the so-called "Power 5" conferences --. the ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, Pac-12 and SEC --- and that will 

allow those leagues to create some of their own tales. It’s likely the Power 5 will soon approve of a full cost d attendance stipend, which at UNC could add a $1.8 million 

annual expense to the athletic department budget, Cunningham said. 

A~ UNC, renovations to ~he Smith Center woald likely cost ~ens of millions ol dollars, and a new arena could cost handreds oI millions. It’s anclear how any project woald be 

funded, bat Cunningham said any plan to renovate or build a new arena would likely be tied to a yet-to-be-formalized broader unive~i~,4,vide fundraising campaign. 

Another qaes~ion, aside from ~he Iunding, is whether UNC would prefer to renovate or’ baild a new arena. The Smith Center opened in 1986 at a cost $34 million. At ~he ~irne it 

was considered state of the art, but it opened before things like la×ary suites and premium seating areas became common. 

’It’s like remodeling your house," Cunningham said. "Yoa can enhance it. There’s plenty of things yoa can do. Some will argae a need ~o enhance it a lot, others wiII say you 

don’t need to change it--it’s terrific. And other people wiII say, boy, if you’re going to invest this significant amount of money you should probably bite the bullet and really 

build new." 

When UNC played at Michigan State last December, Cunningham toured Michigan State’s Breslin Center and Michigan’s Crisler Arena, where in 2012 the university began 

work on a $52 million renovation that has since been completed. Michigan State last month annoanced plans to renovate the Breslin Center at a projected cost of $28 million. 

UNC within the past year has also sent personnel to Louisville to tour the KFC Yum! Center, which is home to Loaisville basketball. A downtown arena with a seating 

capacity of more than 22,000, the Yum! Center opened in 2010 at a cost of aboat $240 million. 

"Michigan did an incredible retro fit of Crisler Arena," Cunningham said. "(They) didn’t add a lot of premium space that had a view of the couil. Had quite a bit of space that 

didn’t have a view oI the coart but then your sea~s, obviously, were coart side .... Louisville’s at the o~her extreme. 

"Louisville’s a $300 million pro facility. Which was built with state money. So I imagine there’s somewhere in between that weald fit oar comfort." 

UNC has had preliminarily discussions with at least two architectural firms, including 380 Architecture in Kansas City. That firm was behind the construction of the Miami 

Heat’s American Airlines Arena, and the Sprint Center in Kansas City, where UNC played ill the NCAA toarnament in 2013. 

Potential renovations to the Smith Center, or the prospect of a new arena, appea~ to be a long ways from becoming reality, though. And as much as Cunningham would 

prefer the Smith Center to have premiam features that would drive revenue, he said "~hat’s not something that’s critical." 

"Plus, as we operate in the state system and in the aniversity, we have to take a look at our debt limits as an institution," he said. "And so iust because we say, hey, let’s do 

this, doesn’t mean we can do it." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 





From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Cc: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

I am free most afternoons. Would next Tuesday or Thursday around 2 be a good time? Or perhaps Wednesday around 3? If not, please let me know of a 

better time! 

Best, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

To 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Thanks,      We"d love to tall< with you. Can you send some dates and times in the next t:ew weeks that work ]:or you? 

Looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:17 pivl 

To: Pogcje, Paul 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. I’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



Fl’oln" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 5:17 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Time 

Rossi, 

Could you do sometime next Friday7 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, .5:06 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting -Ome 

Paul, 

I am free most afternoons. Would next Tuesday or Thursday around 2 be a good time? Or perhaps Wednesday around 3? If not, please let me know of a 

better time! 

Best, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@)unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Thanks, We’d love to talk with you. Can you send some dates and times in the next few weeks that work for you? 

Looking forward to iL 

Paul 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday~ 12:17 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. I’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 5:21 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Greek 

That’s great! The focus should definitely be on tbotball attendance generation. Thal~ks for all you’re doing! 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 2~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:3~ PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Greek 

Just finished up with      . Great guy He’s behind the idea of bus transportation and asked me to look into bus prices since 
3 ust need more information on logistics. 

is bus?’. He said he does have the budget :for it, we 

I’ll also attend their president chapter meeting for all 56 Greek groups next Tuesday to speak with them and try to get them behind the idea. 

As far as attendance points for other sports- he would rather not waste his time and resources on something that’s been tried before and has overlapping initiatives alrea@ in place 

Looks like we may be able to at least get the attendance initiative offthe ground quickly though 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 5:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Policy Meeting Packet 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._Ip_L__E_.A_S_E____C_I:_[_.C_!<:__H__E_.R_E. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

IDownloadAttachment PolicyMeeting Packet 37841.pdf] 
Frank: 

i ) ) o Please find attached the various Universib t olicies that will be discussed at the Student-Athlete t olicy Meetings in Calmichael Arena on 
and . If you have an5, questions regarding a specific policy, please contact your head coach or the appropriate Universib’ office. 

Thanks, 

~email.unc.edu 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: ~gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:44 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu> 

Ce: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Greek 

Thanks, hapw to be here.       wasn’t able to attend the meeting but asked me to talk inquire alxmt the other sports as well; he did shut down the idea immediately 

but at least this way I can relay that I inquired on her behalf. He is ve~7 interes~ted in the football initiative though. If we can get the chapters behind on Tuesday I think 

can get the idea offthe ground in time for the second game. The first one is not a good testing ground because the sororities axe already tailgating in Lot 2 and 

the fiaternilies are off-campus for "dr)"’ recruimlent. 

On Wed,            at 5:20 PM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s great! The focus should definitely be on :      attendance generation. Thanks for all you’re doing! 

..... Origins] Message ..... 

From ~ [maJlto: "(~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Greek 

Just finished up with      . Great guy. He’s behind the idea of bus transtx~rtafion and asked me to look into bus prices since 

the budget tbr it, we just need more information on logistics. 

is busy. He ~id he does have 

I’ll also attend their president chapter meeting for all 56 Greek groups next Tuesday to speak with them and ~ to get them behind the idea. 

As far as attendance points for other sports- he would rather not waste his time and resources on something thafs been lried before and has overlapping initiatives 
already in place. 

Looks like we may be able to at least get the attendance initiative offthe ground quickly though. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:25 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

Of course! I’m free anytime after 12; is there a particular time that works best for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

To: 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Could you do sometime next Friday? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent; Wednesday 5:06 PNI 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: lille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting ]]me 

Paul, 

I am free most afternoons. Would next Tuesday or Thursday around 2 be a good time? Or perhaps Wednesday around 3? If not, please let me know of a 

better time! 

Best, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Thanks,     . We’d love to talk wiLh you. Car~ you send some dates and times in the next few weeks thaL work for you? 

Looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, ~ 12:17 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. i’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:49 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Time 

Vir~ce, 

What works for you? 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:25 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

Of course! I’m free anytime after 12; is there a particular time that works best for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, _ 5:17 PM 

To 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Could you do sometime next Friday? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From, 
Sent; Wednesday, " ...... ], 5:06 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: lille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting ~me 

Paul, 

I am free most afternoons. Would next Tuesday or Thursday around 2 be a good time? Or perhaps Wednesday around 3? If not, please let me know of a 

better time! 

Best, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@qnc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, .1:09 PM 

To J 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Thanks,      We’d love to talk wiLh you. Can you send some dates and times in the next few weeks thaL work for you? 

Looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From, / 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:17 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject" Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. I’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Time 

Let’s do 3:00 next Friday, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday," 6:25 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

C¢: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

Of course! rm free anytime after 12; is there a particular time that works best for you? 

Thanks, 

in Vince’s office on the second floor of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center~ We look forward to seeing you then, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

To 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Could you do sometime next Friday? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:06 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

C¢: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting ~me 

Paul, 

I am free most afternoons. Would next Tuesday or Thursday around 2 be a good time? Or perhaps Wednesday around 3? If not, please let me know of a 

better time! 

Best, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

To: 

Cc: llle, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Thanks,      W’e’d love to talk wiLh you. Can you send some dates and times in the next few weeks thaL work for you? 

Looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, _ 12:17 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. I’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 21, 2014 8:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Today 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Eric Steinbacher <        ~me.com> 

Date: August 21,2014 7:23:14 AM EDT 

To: Kel sey Edwards <kedwards@unc.edu> 

Ce: Paul Pogge <ppo~e(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Today 

Kelsey, thmlks for your time yesterday. 

After I meet ruth Paul this morning I would like to gather and distribute as nmch approved inventory as possible relative to marketing and sponsors. 

Is there a time (about an hour) you and I can work together in the vault today between 1 pm and 3:45? 

Thank~ 

Rick 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday 10:32 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

That would be wonderful. I am looking forward to meeting you both. 

Thanks, 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:32 PM 

To: 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Let’s do 3:00 next Friday, August 29 in Vince’s office on the second floor of the Ernie Witliamson Athletic Center. We took forward Lo seeing you then, 

Paul 

From:         "       " 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:25 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

C¢: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

Of course! I’m free anytime after 12; is there a particular time that works best for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Pogge, Paul <_p_p___o__gge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

To: 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Could you do sometime next Friday? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From; 
Sent: Wednesday, " .5:06 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

Paul, 

I am free most afternoons. Would next Tuesday or Thursday around 2 be a good time? Or perhaps Wednesday around 3? If not, please let me know of a 

better time! 

Best, 

I 

From: Pogge, Paul <p!?__o_gg_e____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Tuesday,, 1:09 PM 

To’. 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Meeting Time 

ihank~.~      We’d love to talk wil:h ~/ou, Can you se]~d sorne date~.~ and tirnes in the he’,d: few week~.~ that: work for you? 

Looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From; 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:17 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. I’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:15 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emml.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpaJladino@unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, 

Jason M <sisneros@email.tmc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mv~mgeld@email.unc.edu>; 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; [YNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestafl@groups.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<davelohse@unc.edu> 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edt~-; Brenner, John F <John Brunne@unc.edt~-; Stewart, Robert House <rhsteu,ar@emaJl.unc.edt~>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

Fetzer Scoreboard Update 

Good afternoon, 

Johnny Heath and Tom Livers have been working hard to fix the Fetzer Field Scoreboard after it was struck by lightning Monday night. 

Currently, the main panel with the graphics is working, but the time of day panel and the game clock panel are not working. We have a separate game clock that is 

on the roof of the press box that the officials, teams and table staff will be able to see and use. At this time, we plan on using that clock for our game clock until the 

other panel is restored. Our PA announcers for each game will give regular updates to the crowd on the time remaining in the half. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth lancaster 

Associate Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 929.843.9209 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lmlcaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,. 12:48 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <mlson@emml.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpaJlladino@unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, 

Jason M <sisneros@email.tmc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; [YNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestafl@groups.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<davelohse@unc.edu> 

Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edt~-; Brenner, John F <John Brunne@unc.edt~-; Stewart, Robert House <rhsteu,ar@emaJl.unc.edt~>; 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Fetzer Scoreboard Update 

All, 

I just spoke with Johnny Heath and all parts of the scoreboard are back up and running. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 

From: Lancaster, Elizabeth 
Sent-" Thursday,              12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sisneros, Jason H; Sander, Thomas J; Vangelder, Marielle A; Cunningham, Bubba; UNCAA-ExeStaff; Lohse, 
Dave Clark 

Co: Culler, Ellen B (eculler@unc.edu); Brunner, John F; Stewart, Robert House; 
Subject-" Fetzer Scoreboard Update 

Good afternoon, 

Johnny Heath and Tom Livers have been working hard to fix the Fetzer Field Scoreboard after it was struck by lightning Monday night. 

Currently, the main panel with the graphics is working, but the time of day panel and the game clock panel are not working. We have a separate game clock that is 

on the roof of the press box that the officials, teams and table staff will be able to see and use. At this time, we plan on using that clock for our game clock until the 

other panel is restored. Our PA announcers for each game will give regular updates to the crowd on the time remaining in the half. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Associate Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.9209 

Cell: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Thursday,, 12:57 PM 

Selmon, Zachary Ryan vzacselmon@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Chalfin, Peter Lawrence 

<chaltin@emal.tmc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SPA Training 1-3pro 

FYI I will be downstairs in the board room for SPA training from 1 until 3 today for SPA training. I have my phone if anyone needs me. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Palladino, George W 

<bpalladino@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sisneros, Jason M <sisneros@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 

ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>; 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Fetzer Scoreboard Update 

Great--thanks+ 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Lancaster>, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,               at 12:47 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu>, "Palladino, George W" <lopalladino@unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Sisneros, Jason M" 

<sisneros@email.unc.edu>, "Sander, Thomas J" <p___a___c___m___a___n__~__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <._m____v__a___n__geld @email.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Executive Team Listserv <!~ncaa e~estaff~)gEo~ps~!jc~ed~>, "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Culler, Ellen B" <eculler@unc.edu>, "Brunner, John F" <John Brunner@)unc.edu>, "Stewart, Robert House" <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc+edu> 

Subject: RE: Fetzer Scoreboard Update 

All, 

[just: spok+:_~ with Johnny Heath and all part:s of t:he scoreboard are back up and running, 

Thanks, 

Efizabeth 

From: Lancaster, Elizabeth 
Senti Thursday,              12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sisneros, Jason M; Sander, Thomas J; Vangelder, Marielle A; Cunningham, Bubba; UNCAA-ExeStaff; Lohse, 
Dave Clark 
Co: Culler, Ellen B (ecu!!er@unc,edu); Brunner, John F; Stewart, Robert House; 
Subject: Fetzer Scoreboard Update 

Good afternoon, 

Johnny Heath and Tom Livers have been working hard to fix the Fetzer Field Scoreboard after it was struck by lightning Monday night. 

Currently, the main panel with the graphics is working, but the time of day panel and the game clock panel are not working. We have a separate game clock that is 

on the roof of the press box that the officials, teams and table staff will be able to see and use. At this time, we plan on using that clock for our game clock until 

the other panel is restored. Our PA announcers for each game will give regular updates to the crowd on the time remaining in the half. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

Associate Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843,9209 

Cell: 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@filse .netT- 

Friday, 12:13 PM 

@att.neV>; Ille, Vince ~cille@unc.edu> 

coaches bringing religion to the sport 

See ~www,cincinnati.co ~/s P°~f-cincin nat~c-f°°t ba II- rpX~Ler-va I ued-v°l u nta r~ 

Was top headline in The Cincinnati Enquirer. 



From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 

Subject: Ticket reminder 

8:37PM 

?}yahoo.com> 

Dear Tar Heel Football Parents, 

Just a reminder and update information in regards to purchasing extra game tickets for the upcoming season. 
Reminder: If you would like to purchase additional tickets for any game, please contact the ticket office directly and 
state that you are the parent of a student-athlete and they will work to accommodate your request. Ticket office 
contact number: (919) 962-2296. The cost for additional tickets are as follows (per ticket): 
Liberty $35 
San Diego ST $35 
ECU $65 
Clemson $50 
Va Tech $60 
ND $85 
Ga Tech $50 
UVA $50 
Miami $55 
Pitt $50 
Duke $60 
NC State $60 
Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 
Thanks, 
Ron Brewer 
Assistant Director of Player Personnel 
Carolina Football 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 5:18 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

O’Bannon, NCAA await judge’s ruling 

L:’. Le,~ter ~’¢h~so~ i ~: !::.~:: "i ::: ::: i 2: ,-:i 

For 15 days o[ trial [esUmony and in hundreds of pages of legal briefs, Ed O’Bannon and his lawyers have tiptoed ever so genUy in their discussions of what 

would happen if they were victorious in their battle with the FICAA. 

]f federal Judge Claudia Wilken in Oakland rules in their favor, they say, it would "allow players and 

former players to profit modestly off their own names, images and likenesses [Nit.]." A victory in court 

would result in a "modest equal payment to players" or a trust fund that would be paid when their 

eligibility ends. 

Looking at the same possibilities, the NCAA and its lawyers see disaster. Using the terms of current TV 

contracts and calculations from worM-class economists, they say that a football player in the SEC would 

collect $325,000 over five years and a basketball player in the Pat-12 could collect $1.2 million in a typical 

career, 

One of the NCAA’s most h;qpressive witnesses, Neal Pilson, the former president of CBS Spm¢s, testified 

that "if we paid the players substantial sums, all will be lost." Other NCAA witnesses predicted that 

schools would leave the FBS and would abandon Division ! basketball before they would pay their 

players. NCAA president [Vlark Emmert was serious when he said that a win for the players would 

mean "there would be no more national championships." 

Within the next several days, Judge Wilken will decide whether the nation’s antitrust laws require the 

NCAA to eliminate its ban on cash payments to football players and men’s basketball players for use of 

their ,r!lL in merchandise and in television broadcasts, 

:: :i ir: ~vq~. 

Xi CI::::.;:I;:: ’,:::, ii<,-:::: 

~’:;:i~,~:;:,;’;:,;’i,:¸ :~:;’::,;:::~,L;;. ,~,;E:.;;’,;:,;’;¸ 

U.$, District Court )u~e Cmaudia Wi]ken will de~:ide 

~he O’Barmo;":uNC~ trial, 

What will her derision be7 

The judge has heard detailed testh;qony about billions of dollars h~ television contracts for football and men’s basketball. Witnesses explained to her that 

[here is no cap on coaches’ salaries and that Duke men’s basketball coach Mike Krzyzewski is paid $9 million per season. Others tom her that pay For players 

is capped at zero. She was incredulous when she realized that coaches are paid for apparel and shoe contracts and that South Carolina football coach Steve 

Spurner, for example, collects between $600,000 and $750,000 from Under Armour each season. Among the hundreds of exhibits used in the trial, she has a 

list of $5 billion in palatial athletic facilities that ]/CAA member schools have built in the past five years, including a $37 million dorm at Ohio State that one critic 

said could "qualify as a Four Seasons hotel." 

]t is hard to imagine that Judge Wilken, in her decision, is going to leave intercollegiate sports in the same condition as they were when O’Bannon and his 

lawyers riled the lawsuit in 2009. 

]f she rules that college athletes must be paid for use of their Nil. in merchandise and for their {)lay in televised games, it would the single most transforming 

event in college sports in decades. The ruling would come in the form of an injunction, a court order that would bar the NCAA from prohibiting payments to 

college athletes. But [t is important to add that the injunction that she may soon issue is a step in a process that could go on for years. [f the players prevail, 

the ]/CAA will request a "stay" on the injunction, a procedure that would delay the effect of the court order until the NCAA can complete an appeal of her 

ruling to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, a process that will take at least two years. After the higher court rules, the losing side may wish to apply 

For review in the U.S. Supreme Court, another lengthy process. 

I[ Judge Wilken rules [hat [he NCAA will be allowed to continue its ban on athletes’ profiting from the NIL, the players and their attorneys have vowed to seek 

to reverse the ruling in the same protracted appeals process. 

While the losing side pursues what appears to be an inevitable and Ume-.consuming appeal, other potentially transforming events will continue to develop. As 

Jim Delany, the commissioner of the Big Ten and one of the most respected leaders in intercollegiate athletics, told ESPI’,Lcom, "We would continue to pursue 

reform and restructuring of the NCAA, we would de[end our principles in other litigation, and we would be watching the Congress for its actions." 

The reform effort includes an attempt by the Big Five conferences to obtah-~ greater autonomy from the :’tCAA and the power to estabiish their own rules. The 

litigation includes another antitrust case known as the Kessler case now pending before Judge Wilken that seeks salaries for players. )"he Congressional 

action includes bills pending in both the House of Representatives and the Senate that seek reform of the I’,ICAA on player welfare, due process in rules 

enforcement, and compensation for players. 

In addition to [[~e developments Delany listed, [[~e NLRB is expected to decide whether Nott’nwestern football players are employees of [[~e utHversity who are 

entitled to form their own union. 

Delany’s narrative is likely to start when Wilken issues her clecision. Based on a review of the tesUmony and many of the more important exhibRs presented 

at the O’Bannon trial, it appears probable that Wilken ~vill tell the NCAA that it must allow athletes to use their NIL for their personal profit, ]t is less likely that 

she will give the players what they want on live television broadcasts of their games, but it is well within the realm or possibility."[f there is an injunction," 

Delany said, "a stay will give us time to do what we need to do and to change the narrative from litigation and compensation to the collegiate model and 

acade mien." 

The players, led by attorney Michael Hausfeld and their star expert witness, Stanford economist Roger Noll, managed to satisfy the challenging requirements 

of America’s antitrust laws. The lav,,s and the patois ol antitrust iitigatioq can b,~! chail,~!r~!~in!~, but the purpose of antitrust laws is [o protect the Fights of 

consumers and businesses to a free and open market where they can buy or sell things at fail" prices. 

If an enterprise like the NCAA uses its total control of the market to set prices at levels that gouge others in the market, then the victims of the confiscatory 

prices can use antitrust litigation to set things right. 

Although the NCAA fought the players on all issues, large and small, the organization also managed to make it easier for the players to [)rove theh" case. To 



qualify for relief under antitrust taws, the players must prove a series of things that can be difficult. Their task was simplified by the NCAA’s most impoEtant 

witness, NYU economist Daniel Rubinfeld, who stated in his authoritatNe textbook, "l~Hcroeconomics," that "The NCAA restricts competition in a number of 

ways. To reduce bargaining power by student athletes, the I’,ICAA creates and enforces rules regarding eligibility and terms of compensation." 

]"he economist’s statement in his textbook may not have been game, set and match for O’Bannon and his lawyers, but it gave them a commanding lead in the 

couEtroo133 contest. All that remained for the players to [)rove was that the ban on pay for athletes injured thai33 in the market for college sports and related 

merchandise and that there was a less restrictive alternative that would work for both the I’~CAA and the players. 

In the world of NIL, the players met those requirements with ease. O’Bannon tokl Judge Wilken how he discovered himsel[ in an Electronic Arts game while 

watching a friend’s son play Xbox. Like O’Bannon in his days at UCLA, the avatar in the EA game was 6-foot-9, 230 pounds, bald, wore No. 31, was left- 

handed, and had a dark complexion. Two other former college stars, WR Tyrone Prothro o[ Alabama and LB Chase Garnham of Vanderbilt, offered similar 

testimony about their avatars in video games. 

Moving to the next link in the antitrust chain of evidence, the players were unanimous in their testimony that they had received no compensation For use of 

their likenesses in the games. The clincher came when the players offered testimony from Joel I.inzner, a top executive at EA, who stated that if the NCAA had 

permitted the players to use their names in the games, EA would have continued to make them and to sell them in a market that woukl have produced sales 

of two million games and a profit of $80 million.~tCAA attorneys, incredibly, contested the use of the players’ identities in the EA games. The faces of the 

avatars were identical, generic cartoon images, but arguing about the avatars was a futile effort, particularly with the unique characteristics of Prothro, who is 

5-8, 173, dark-skinned, and wore No. 4. [n her cross-examination of Garnham, NCAA attorney Carolyn Luedtke tried to compare Garnham’s avatar with 

another white linebacker in an attempt to deflect Garnham’s claim that he was part of the game, but Garnham immediately recognized and named the other 

player, a Stanford linebacker named Shane Skov. 

With the players’ proo[ that the NCAA was a monopoly that used its market power to destroy their opportunities to pro[it from their NIL, the burden shifted to 

the [tCAA to try to show that its ban on pay for athletes was excused because it accomplished other laudable goals. With testimony from I5 witnesses, who 

included NCAA president iVlark Emmert, a Nobel Prize-winning economist, r_onference officials, and r_ollege presidents and athletic directors, the NCAA tried to 

show that its ideal of amateurism was alive and well despite the huge commercialization of football and men’s basketball, ]he [tCAA also tried to show that 

the ban on pay somehow produced balance among competing teams and that it integrated the athletes into the university community and allowed them to 

achieve the goals and values of higher education. 

To prove the value of amateurism, the NCAA offered a highly sophisticated Internet poll that showed that a vast majority of Americans would be less 

interested in college sports if the athletes were paid. The players responded by showing that TV audiences increased significantly in broadcasts of Ohio State 

and Texas AS~.td football games after OSU players were caught accepting payment in the [orm or tattoos and Johnny Manziel was accused o[ selling 

autographs. 

]"he players also suggested that the NCAA’s amateurism was more of a brand than an ideal. In an embarrassing moment for the NCAA and its attempt to 

present its ideal of amateurism, Stanford athletic director Bernard }’~luh- was confronted with photos of Stanford athletes offered for sale on the school’s 

website and admitted that he must immediately report the offer to the university compliance officer. 

In another demonstration of the remarkable depth of the research by the players’ legal team, O’Bannon attorney Bill Isaacson surprised Emmert in cross- 

examination by flashing up on the courtroom screens an offer of a Jameis Winston trading card for $29.95, Clearly uncomfortable with the commercialization of 

the sport’s top player, Emmert still managed to disagree with [saacson’s assertion that "amateur defines the participant and not the enterprise," 

Noll, the player’s star economist, ridiculed the itCAA’s claim that its restriction on pay enhanced competitive balance. Explaining that there are more peer- 

reviewed articles on competitive balance than any other issue in sports economics, Noll assented that the restriction on pay actually reduces competitive 

balance by preventing less successful teams from using pay as an incentive in recruiting and by allowing successful teams to continue to draw blue-chip 

recruits to their winning teams. He produced an elaborate chart of recruiting victories and defeats that showed that star players tended to go where other 

stars preceded them. ]he Kentucky basketball program, for example, snared four of the top 20 recruits in 2011 and four of the top 40 in 2012. 

The NCAA’s best chance to show a justification for its restraints on athlete pay seems to be in its assertion that payments would isolate the players from the 

campus community. Responding to questions from Judge Wilken, even Noll admitted that the integration of athletes into the academic life of the school was a 

possible justifir_ation. 

But, despite [toll’s reluctant support, it may be a tough sell for the NCAA. In another impressive flourish in his cross-examination of Emmert, attorney Isaacson 

used a memo from a former NCAA executive, Waliy Renfro, that said, "The notion that athletes are students is the great hypocrisy of intercollegiate sports." 

Emmert had already labeled Renfro as a "provocateur," but Renfro’s statement remains the closest thing to a smoking gun that .~udge Wilken saw during the 

trial. 

The three athletes who testified agreed that theh primary roles at their schools were as athletes and not as students. "I was an athlete masquerading as a 

student/’ O’Bannon testified. Prothro and Garnham agreed with virtually identical statements that they were "athletes first, students second," 

With solid evidence on every element of the NIL claim, it would be a complete surprise if Judge Wilken somehow rules against the players on payment for their 

NIL. In addition to the evidence of a violation of antitrust laws, Judge Wilken iq’]ay look at the issue as one of elemental fairness. Garnham summed it up nicely 

when he said, "I brought value to Vanderbilt, and Vanderbilt brought value to me. The difference is that they could capitalize on it, and I could not." 

Wilken remained inscrutable in her questions, her remarks and her demeanor during the trial, but she asked at least three witnesses, including Emmert, 

about the possibility of establishing a trust fund to pay players for use of their NiL after the players graduated, 

Emmert told the judge that the deferred payments were unacceptable, stating that "It is still pay whether it is paid today or tomorrow." 

If Judge Wilken issues the injunction for the players, she could include in her order a provision that would require the NCAA to adopt the trust fund idea or 

she could leave it open to the conferences and the schools to make their own decisions on the issue. The [tCAA would, of course, appeal her injunction either 

way. 

Although attorney Hausfeld initially sought only ~tIl. compensation in the lawsuit, a year ago he added a dah~q for payment to players for live television 

broadcasts and rebroadcasts. As Hausfeld and his team analyzed thousands of pages of NCAA materials, they realized that television revenue could be 

another, and considerably larger, source of compensation for players. 

]hey also noticed that NCAA officials were worried about the possibility of a claim for FV money. Christine Plonsky, a top official in the ]’exas athletic 

department who is active on NCAA committees, said in an email about the filing of the O’Bannon lawsuit, "If student-athletes can sue for [Nil.i, then what’s to 

prevent all players From suing us to get a piece oF every broadcast rights fee since dearly we use their names and images in those telecasts." 

But, despite Plonsky’s concerns, the NCAA appears to have the winning argument on television revenue. Neal Pilson, the NCAA’s most persuasive witness, 

explained to Judge Wilken early in the trial that in 40 years of negotiating TV rights contracts in team sports, he had never heard anyone mention anything 

about the rights of players to a share of the income produced by the broadcast. 

In negotiating more than $15 billion in contracts for the NFL, the Olympics and the NCAA, Pilson said he had "never viewed the NIt.s of the participants as an 

issue." It the players had rights, he said, "there would be language and statements of value in the contracts." 



As the NCAA lawyers stated ponderously in one of their briefs, "No state statute or judidal decision h~ any jurisdiction has ever recognized that it wotgd be 

unlaw[ul to show a pa[[icipanL in a live team sportirKI evenL in the broadcasL of that event without his permission," Translation: College players have no righLs 

to sell to a network broadcasting their games, 

The best the players could do in reply to the NCAA’s assertion that they have no rights was to offer another veteran broadcast negotiator, Edwin Desser, who 

asserted that the players’ rights were included "either explicitly or implicitly" and that they were a [)art of the "holistic value" of the contract with the TV 

broadcaster. 

I[ will take more than an "impliciI" mention of a "holistic" value to persuade Judge Wilken tha[ the players have [he righI to collect on their NIL in live 

broadcasts of their games, 

:~f she rules for the players on the use of their NIL in video games and merchandise, and for the NCAA on television broadcasts, then both sides will do exactly 

what they have always said they will do: They will appeal her decision, And we will see the players continue to tiptoe around their demands for 

compensation, and the NCAA issuin(i its warnings tha~ paying players woLdd be the end of college sports= 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:09 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

NCAA concussion deal: What to know 

NCAA concussion deal: What to know 
:~ i2 C’<d’i:C,i.i::!i,i!!i:: <: i2 I!ii:H’:~:I:£DH iiii~i!!d i’:& :~:~ iii]: :ili.i!!i~ :iilC i:41!<:~ i i2 :i:~i:i.ili!i::" ii:~ iiliii ::’:~: ::’H!i:i!il i"i::’:~: <:iiFi <:i ii ::’i::!!!d" ii!!ii!!iil i~i!!x:!i, 

With the setti,~!ment Tu,~!sday of a 2011 ciass-action lawsdit, the NCAA agreed to provide $70 million to pay for medical testing of thousands of college aUgetes 

to determine whether they suffered brain injuries while playing contact sports, The settlement also establishes a concussion treatment protocol for all NCAA 

schools, The terms of the settlement and its timing raise legal questions: 

Q: The payment for medical [esUng and a protocol ~or concussion treatment appears 1o be a realisUc approach Lo a serious problem, although the settlement 

terms aie raising some concernsamong player-advocates, What prompted the NCAA to make this offer7 

A: Facing a barrage o[ criticism [rom the U.S. Congress, numerous lawsuits across the nation and labor activism among athletes, the NCAA has begun to make 

changes and reforms it previously would have delayed or rejected. This settlement is ol’Je of them. 

instead of its typical procedure of fighting the athletes and their lawyers in court for the next two or three years, the NCAA and its insurance companies 

entered into settlement discussion a year ago, Recognizing the growing awareness of concussion-caused brain trauma as a result of the NFL concussion 

crisis, the itCAA agreed to terms in this settlement that are a significant first step toward a new approach to concussions. ]he settlement recognizes the 

rights of former athletes and allows the NCAA leadership to say, in response to criticism, that it is concerned about the health and welfare of "student- 

athletes." 

Q: What does the settlement do for college aUgetes? 

A: The settlement will provide medical evaluation and testing for any former college player who requests it. if the testing shows a significant problem, the 

athlete will be able to use the test results to make a claim for monetary damages against the NCAA and the school where the athlete played. It includes 

athletes who played football, hockey, soccer, basketball, wrestling, field hockey al’Jd lacrosse. Each athlete’s claim would be evaluated individually in the form 

of an insurance settlement or a trial. 

Q; How does this settlement compare with the settlement offer the NFL has made to its former players? 

A; The NCAA settlement provides only medical testing as a basis for a future claim for damages, The NFL settlement offers damage awards for a list of 

aiknents that result From concussions. The awards are based on the diagnosis, the player’s age and the number of 9ames played. The seLUement includes a 

chart that allows any NFL player to ascertain his award, The college players are not limited to a list of specific ailments, and there is no schedule of payments. 

Court papers indicate that more I million college students have played contact sports, although it is unknown how many suffered head injuries, [here are at 

least 20,000 men who have retired from the NFL, and 5,000 have filed claims over concussions and long-term brain injuries, Both settlements are open- 

ended, wRh no cap on the compensation U]at will be paid. 

Q," is the NCAA setUement final? Will the players []ave a chance to consider it and to voice any objections or criucisms? 

A: No, the settlement is not final, The attorneys for the players and the NCAA are asking U,S. District Court Judge John Lee in Chicago for preliminary approval 

of the settlement. Before U~e judge can approve the settlement, he will conduc[ a "[airness hearing." Any players with questions, criticisms or objecUons will 

be able to voice them at the fairness hearing. With the chance to make a claim for damages after the medical testing provided in the settlement, it is unlikely 

many players will object to the terms of the setUement. 

Q: What does the settlement tell us about the NCAA and its willingness to consider reforms and changes? 

A; The settlement proposal shows that the NCAA, under President Mark £mmert and Chief Legal Officer Donald Remy, is willing to acknowledge the rights of 

athletes and to offer things that previous NCAA leaders woukl have found unthinkaHe. But it also shows that the NCAA is willing [o go only so far. The 

organization (with help froFn its insurance companies) is willing to pay for concussion testing, but it requires players to sue for any damages. Separately, it 

remains steadfast in its refusal to consider payments [or performance or for use oF athletes’ names, images and likenesses. The NCAA is willing to pay for 

concussion testing, but it refused -- at least publicly -- even to consider settling with Ed O’Bannon and his group of players seeking payment for use of their 

names and [or television broadcasts of their games. A decision on the O’Bannon case is expected soon. 

Q: What if a player had concussions in college and then in the NF[.? Can he collect from both? 

A: Only a tiny fraction of college football players moves on to the NFL. But those who suffer head injuries at both levels could collect from both. Although there 

is no established procedure for these players in the seLUement proposals, the likely outcome would be to proraLe an award based on [[~e injuries at L[]e 

college level and the later injuries at the ]/FL level, ][t would be a bit complicated, but it is the kind of issue that can be negotiated. 

Q: in the NFL seLUement, [he attorneys for the players are asking ~or $112,5 million in fees, a requesL thai has prompted outrage among some players and 

their attorneys, What are the lawyers requesting in the NCAA settlement? 

A: [he lawyers for the players are requesting $15 million in fees. )"he NCAA has promised that it will not object to the fees, an agreement known as a "clear 

sailh~g" clause. Judge Lee will make the decision, but he is likely to conclude that the $15 million fee is reasonable in a settlement that is worth $70 million. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 
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Requesting Supervisor; Donna J. Papa Head Softball Coach 

REASON FOR REQUEST; 

Salary/Hourly Rate Increase Reclassification New Emp!oyee/Position 

Supplementa~ Payment Lump Sum Payment 

Name of Current/Previous/New Employee: 

× 

CHECKALLTHAT APPLY: SPA EPA x 

Permanent x Temporary (Non-Student) 

Position Number (SPA): ............... 

Current Classifical:io n/Title; 

Requested Classificatiom/Title (New Position): 

Student Assistant 

Associate Head Softball Coach 

Current Salary: Recommended Salary:~ 

increase Percentage: ........ Account Number: 

JUSTIFICATION FOR RE~U. EST (Describe the job related reasons fOr rth!~ t~UeSt): 

New Hire. Has come from two pro~ratns( Texas A & M and Michigan) that have reached the highest level in our soo rt: 

the Womens College World Series. Additionally ~ was a head coach and started a Dt Program at Syracuse, Very 

.e_xperienced: in o_ur game and has beenin charge at man~!s major cotle~ so,bail ~ro~amsin the country. 

Print Name of Requesting Supervisor Sisnattzr.e of I~eqg.e~ting Supervisor 

Vince Ille DATE: 

Print Name of Executive Staff Member Signature of Executive Staff Member 

Athletics Business Office Approval: 

Martina Ballen, Senior Associate Athletic Director & CFO 
Director of Athletics Approval; 

Lawrence R. Cunningham or Designee 

DATE: 

TO BE COMPLETED BY ATHLETICS HR OFFICE: 

Date Received in Ath-HR Office Approved to Process DATE: 
Director~Athletics MR Services 

Ath Hff-Salary increase Request 08/12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday-, August 2, 2014 8:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: NAn Inquiry 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of MoNa Carolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Moon, Karen B" <karen moou@unc.edu> 
Date: August 1, 2014 at 2:30:11 PM EDT 
To: 

"Brow~ Michelle" <._n_)__b___a__?~!=3__@__e__Lr_lj4j_[:__q_r!_c_:_e___@- >, "Pickeral, Robbi" <.Co__b___~?_i_:p_j__c___k__e_!?_~_l_@__u!Lc_:__e__d___t!> 

Cc: "Curran, Joel" <jg_c_’__u_!j:_a__ll@_e___n_)__@_:__u!Lc_:__e__d___u_.>, "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <_b___u___b__b___a__c_?~_e_nr_a_i_l_:__u__ll_c_:__e__d___t!>, "Kirschner, Steve" <._s_t__e_y_e__k_i__rls_c_!l!N!/@__u!Lc_:__e__d___t!>, 

"McFaxland, Michael B" <mike mcthrland~uuc.edu>, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tauva moore@mc.edu> 

Subject: RE: NAn Inquiry 

Thanks for letting us know, Michelle. 
garen Moon 

Director; UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(91_c}) 962-.8595 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Friday, August 01, 20:!-4 2:02 PM 

To-" Moon, Karen B; Pickeral, Robbi 
Subject: FW: N&O Inquiry 

Hello, 

t w~nted to pass along what gradley sent to me. He st:ares theft he already wrote 1:hi; to Dan Kane. 

Regards, 

Michelle 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Friday, August 01, 20:!.4 :[:3J. PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Co: Maxwell, Scott 
Subject: N&O Inquiry 

FYk Dan Kane asked me some questions about academic support. Here is what I wrote to him: 

Academic advisors and counselors do not need permission 1o recommend classes {hat are available 1o all students at {he university, as were {he anomalous 
AFRI/AFAM classes. In fact, as I point out in one of my recent blog entries, there were more anomalous classes that enrolled only non-athletes (26} than there 
were that enrolled only athletes (21). Furthermore, the anomalous classes were not just small classes that woukt have been unknown to many students and 

administrators. Between 2001 and 2012, there were 15 anomalous classes with an enrollment of at least 60, and of those 15, three had enrollments over I00. 
M{erestingly, the percentage of a{Metes in those 15 classes was only 38% (500 total athletes), and in those 15 classes alone, there were 826 non-athle{e 
enrollments. The counselors could see the enrolhnents in the electronic advising system, and so they knew the classes were large and enrolled many non- 

athletes, which gave the counselors more reason to believe the classes were known and accepted by the university. Are we to believe Arts & Sciences 
adminis{rators had no clue about those 15 classes with six{y ot more students enrolled? Are we to believe that among those 826 non-athlete enrollments spread 
across the 15 classes, not a single non-athlete made remarks in the class evaluations indicating the class never met? Are we {o believe none of {he Arts & 
Sciences administrators read those evaluations? In other words, are we to believe that a "paper class system" was able to function in secret with 15 classes 
that enrolled 60 or more students and were comprised of 62% non-athletes? 
I have no hard evidence that any of the Ar{s & Sciences administrators knew, bu{ I find the notion that {hey didn’t to be quite incredulous. In fact, this point may 
be the only one on which Willingham and I agree. Consider this section from a recent CNN article: 

"In the building, almost eve~:one would have talked about it," she said, refening to working in athletics. "And 
outside of the athletic department, some other people that were involved in advising certainly knew about the 
paper class system." 
Also consider her statemen{ in the "Outside the Lines" segment, when she specifically said the Dean of Advising would have known. 
If nothing else, the academic counselors believed the Airs & Sciences administrators knew, which was one more reason why they believed Nyang’oro was within 
his rights to conduct the classes as he had been doing for years before the academic counselors arrived. 
Again, when the academic counselors occasionally recommended the "paper classes," the counselors were recommending classes available to the entire 
s{udent body and in which a significant number from the non-athlete s{udent body enrolled. Furthermore, the low number of foo{ball players who majored in AFRI 
or AFAM in any given year demonstrates that the counselors were not "steering" football players to the AFRI/AFAM maior. Some of the football players chose 
AFRI or AFAM at the recommendation of the counselors, based on the individual player’s interests and strengths and often after the player had tried other 
majors first. The fact that MeAdoo only enrolled in four ol the "paper classes" out of approximately 30 total classes Iurther suggests that {he counselors were 
not persistently "steering" non-AFRI/AFAM majors to the classes, either. 
Quite simply, the numbers don’t support the hypothesis that this was an athletics scandal. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel [ Readhlg mid Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Cmnpus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         l F (919) 962-8247 

brad]eyA)ethel’(~unc.edu 





rl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lmlgley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 1:23 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

I]le, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

B -3 r b,3 ra, 

said that mailing it back was fine, she understands there is a chance it won’t get there and accepts the risk. That’s a very isice gesture. 

Yes, due to the timing, we will return the slot. 

Josh 

From= Polk, Barbara .lo 
Seat= Tuesday, August 05, 2054 9:45 AM 
To: Langley, Raymond .loshua; Thompson, Jennifer C; Narkos, Lance M 
Cc= Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Josh, 

Thanks for letting us know. Vrn sorry that she changed her mind but understand that to the US is ,3 long way from home. 

Since we have not yet processed her application, we can return her application fee to her. The only concern ix that she paid in cash and we are hesitant to send 

cash back through the mail Would you like to ph::k up the fee and reLurn it to her? rrn not sure that we have any other way to get it back in her hands. This is oru:_~ of 

Lhe reasons w~-_~ usually r~-_~fuse Lo ,3ccepL payment in cash. 

Let us know wh,3t you think abouL returning the fee. Otherwise, is it s,3fe to assume that at this 1,3Le date you will be returning this fast slot to Vk~ce? 

H,3ng in there. 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Ur..dergradnate Adm{ssiop.s 
University of North (:aro]ina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Sent: Tuesday, August OB, 2014 9:35 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; M,jrkos, Lance M 

Subject: 

Hello All, 

I want to thank each of you for your help with Brooke. I appreciate all that you have done. 

Unfortunately last night,       called me and backed out of coming to UNC. It appears that the worry of being homesick and the pressure from the 

Athletics Federation to stay home all came to a head yesterday and she decided to change her mind. 

I am sorry that I wasted everyone’s time during one of the busiest periods of the year. Thank you again for your work with me. 

Josh Langley 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach (Multis, Pole Vault, Javelin, Hammer) 

Meet Director 

919-357-5542 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,. 9:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille(~unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: 

Vince, 

Appeats a chatlge of heart?[ ? See below from Josh in track as was a no, now a yes. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper BoMes Drive 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Langley, Raymond Joshua" <ilaaNley~unc.edu> 

Date:              at 6:45:46 PM EDT 

To: "Stmssner Rschel" <r4strassrd, email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Baxbara aJ~d Jennit~r in admissions. 

told us no Monday night mad then chatlged her mind this afternoon. Barbara and I talked about 4:00 today atld she told me evelything would go 

through, I am waiting on       o send me the batik letter atld the parent letter of suppolnt. I told her I needed both by the end of the day tomorrow, but 

I would prefer it by noon tomorrow. 

Do I need to do at1ASA worksheet? 

Josh 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:32 PM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Josh, 

Generally, the aid agreement is signed for confirmation, especMly if its 

Were you working ruth someone specific in admission~ office’? 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel ttill 

EWAC Building 

450 Sldpper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethica] and moral program in the country is better than being contbrence champs." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 



Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: 

5:39PM 

Will be admitted, 1 yr deal. 

I tlaought I understood the financial letter had to be in place before they would finalize the admission? Could be w~ong. 

What do you need from me, 

Thanks 

Josh 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L ~:joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014 8:16 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu-~; Gallo, Jr., Laxry A. ~zathgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <<ille@unc.edu>; Timmemlans, Tom 

<timmennans@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A -qnvaJlgeld@email.unc.edu>; Maskos, Lance M <marko@emaJl.unc.e&P; Livers, Tom 

<livers@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Gwa]tney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edw~; Culler, 

Ellen B <ecullel@unc.edt~>; Sehnon, Zachaxy Ryan <zacselmon@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <John Bru~mer@nnc.edt~>; Beale, Michael 

~qnichaelbeale@unc.edu>; Palanjian, Scott < scottp@unc.edt~>; Bealow, Alexis <alexisb@unc.edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth 

<lizlan@emaJl.unc.edu>; Steweal, Robert House <rhstewar@emaJl.unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <a3dng@unc.edtc,; Bitting, Angelyn S 

~-abitting@nnc.edt~- ~emaJl.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edt~-; Tucker~ Tony 

<antonio@email.unc.edu> 

Dutton, Kathy B. ~:Kathy Dutton@unc.edn>; Hams, Tracy U ~:tracy harris@unc.edtr~ 

FYI for Today 

FYI, the Athletics-HR Services team will be away from the office today (Wednesday, August 6th) for system training. 

We will have limited access to email and voicemail, but will check messages as we are able. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: ({~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, August 6, 2014 5:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: SATURDAY SCRIMMAGE 8/9/14 - and - UNC Football Media Day Images are Online’. 

REMINDER!!! - 
The upcoming scrimmage Saturday (8/9/14) is open to parents. The scrimmage is scheduled from 
8:25-10:40am and will be held at the football practice fields. We look forward to seeing you there if 
you are able to make it. 
-Ron 
Ron Brewer - Assistant Director of Player Personnel - Carolina Football 

Office: 919-962-2170 / 
Twitter: @rbrew9 

PZus 
Note from THFPO - Your UNC Football Hedia Day Images are Oniine.~ See Link Below, 

~iI bright .... Event Photography’ 

Hello 2014 Tar Heel, 
Your UNC Football Media Day Images are now availaNe to 
view and purchase,,, 

~ ironeD,photo 

Simply CUCK ON THE UNK ABOVE to view your photos 
from 2014 UNC Media Day and to p~ace your order, ~f this ~ink 
does not work, you may access your picture by visiting 
www.backprint.com/jvestalphoto, selecting your TEAM a~d 
entering your player’s LAST NAME. The PASSWORD for the 
event is ’"pigskin"’, 
We hope that you have a safe and successfu~ season! 

The a Vesga~ Photo Team 

P,S, Be sure to ~et your friends and family members know 
that pictures are availaNe by forwarding along this emNi or 
~si~g our ’Se~d Photo to a Friend° feature, 



~i brightroom Event Photography 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014 6:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Work Team: Next Steps 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2024 12:36 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael; Young, Marissa Veronica; Freeman, Jason S; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Brunner, John F; Field, Jaci; : Ballen, Martina K; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Work Team: Next Steps 

Team CR - 

It looks like we have a critical mass for the meeting proposed on Wednesday, August 13 (11:OOam-12:lSpm}. See attendance response to date below. Mike has 

reserved the Business Office Conference Room for our use. 

The topics for discussion will be next steps for the following recommendations: RISE Awards, Formal Onboarding Process, and a Standing Committee for Care & 

Recognition. It is our hope to further flesh out what the recommendations will entail. A bit of food for thought... 

RiSE Awards: What is the criteria for the awards? How often will they be awarded? Who nominates? What will the nomination process entail? How can we make 

the process as user-friendly as possible? How will the winners be recognized? 

Onboarding: I am not going to pose any questions in order here to drive discussion at the meeting. I will have plenty of resources and thoughts to share on this 

front, so we won’t be lacking for talking points. 

Standing Committee: What is the committee’s purpose? How many people should serve? Who will serve? Will there be holdovers from the work team? How will 

we solicit new members? What will the sub-committees be? Who will head those? 

Shelley 

Attendance: 

YES - Mike, Joyce (tentative), Jaci (call-in). Martina, Paul Pogge 

NO - Lohse, Jason 

?? - Marissa, John 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:01 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael; Young, Marissa Veronica; Lohse, Dave Clark; ’jfreeman@unc.edu’; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Brunner, John F; Field, Jaci; 
Subject: WorkTeam: Next Steps 

Team CR - 

Rick’s email from yesterday identified that the following department-wide recommendations pertaining to Care & Recognition be adopted as quick wins: RISE 

Awards, Communicate AD’s Schedule & Priorities, Standing Committee for Care & Recognition, and Formal Onboarding Process. 

He also specified that the implementation and adoption process would involve Executive Team Members (Liaisons and functional heads) being assigned to work 

directly with the Champions (Work Teams) in order to finalize each plan for the department-wide initiatives. 

Given this, would it be possible for Team CR or at least those interested in continuing to serve on the Standing Committee to convene - with the purpose being to 

finalize our plans for the RISE Awards, AD’s Schedule, Standing Committee, and Onboarding? Would Wednesday, August 13 (11:OOam-J.2:15pm} be an option? 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014 10:05 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratt@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 

<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; John Montgomery <john@ramsclub.com> 

Re: Fueling Station Proposal 

Does this meet the health regulations you described the other clay? 

Is this concept appropriate from a compliance standpoint? 

Can we get assistance from the Ram’s CJub? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Bingham>, Mary Bingham <bh~ghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, August 6, 2014 at 4:10 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" < . .b_ y_ _b_ .b_ .a_ _c_ @_ _e_ . .m_ _.a_i_L..u__n_.c__:._e_d_y.> 

Cc: "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwa!tney@gn£~edu>, Rachel Stratton <rkstratt@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fueling Station Proposal 

Hi Bul313a, 
Please see attached proposal ]:or the fueling stadon, It is written for the 5250,000 that we had originally talked about but I know football may need a percentage of 

that money to fund their lunch now that we are not feeding lunch down in I.oudermi[k so I understand if a percentage needs to be taken out for the football hJnch, 

[ look forward to hearing frorn you, 

Thank you, 

Mary Ellen 

Mary Ellen Bingham IvIs~ RDt CSSD 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

BinghamM@email.unc.edu 

I-i~(eb( i;k < htt p://www.facebook.com/WeFuelTheH eels.-- 
Twil:I ~’r <htt P:iit witter.corn/WeFuelTheHeels> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bingham, Ma~’ Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014 10:17 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emafl.unc.edu> 

Gwal’mey, CEnt <cgwaltney@unc.edu-d Str’a~m, Rachel K <rkstratt@email.unc.edu-d Vangelder, Marielle A <mva~geld@email.unc.e&~; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; John Montgomeu --john@mmsclub.com> 

Re: Fueling Station Proposal 

Thank you for your response. 

Rocky. top already has health inspections over there bm I will talk to Dean about it more tomorrow. 

I will detbr to Marielle and Vince regarding compliance but to my knowledge fills all completely permissible. Mosl of it was even permissible under flae previous 

bylaws- ti-uit, nuts bagels, etc. This is Mint many other schools are doing- enhancing flaeir fueling stations to all student athletes. We currently oNy have ~mething like 

this tbr football. 

There is also no carpet in front of the bar that we are talking about so perhaps less of a concern regarding the wear and tear on the space? 

Thmlks for your assistance, evelTone! 
Map,/Ellen 

On Aug 6, 2014, at 10:05 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@enmil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does this meet flae health regulations you described the oflaer day? 

Is this concept appropriate from a compliance standpoint? 

Can we get assistance from the Ram’s Club? 

Bubba Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 

University. ofNortJl Cm~olina 

From: <Nngham>, Mary Bingham <._b_j__n_g_h_a___n_!m_@_. __e___m__a_j_[:__u___nc__:ed___u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, August 6, 2014 at 4:10 PM 

To; "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaii.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>, Rachel Stratton <rkstratt@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fueling Station Proposal 

Hi Bubba, 

Please see a[tached proposal for [he fueling sta[ion. I[ is wri[ten for the ~250,000 that we had originally talked about but I know football may need a 

percentage of that money to fund their lunch now that we are not feeding lunch down in Loudermilk so I understand if a percentage needs to be 

taket’F out for the [r_~r_fl:bal[ km(:h. 

t look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you, 

Mary Ellen 

MaW Ellen Bingham MSr RD, CSSD 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Binghaml@emaiLunc.edu 

~-a : tb xi;:: <http://www.facebook.com[WeFuelTheHeels> 

°~ v~’i~te!’-" htt p://twitter,com/WeFuelThe Heels> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential end privileged information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 6, 2014 10:48 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FYI release from ITA 

Vince: 

Not sure if you had seen this. I got it in release form today from the ITA. Changes to scoring systems for dual matches next year (link below). 

Have a great weekend. 

http://wwwJtatennis.c~m/Assets/ita assets/pdf/Ru~es/2~14+~TA+Divisi~n+~+Dua~+Meet+F~rmat+FAQ.pdf 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 (Mail) 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 (Shipping) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 7, 2014 9:03 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@emaJl.unc.edu>; Culmingham, Bubba <bub "bac@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-~; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstrar¢~,email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; John Montgomew 

<jolm@rmnsclub.com> 

RE: Fueling Station Proposal 

Can you please forward me the proposal that was originally attached Lo Lhe email? 

Thank you. 

Marie[le 

Marielle A, van(-;ek’ler 

Associate Athletic Direct:or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Sent: Wednesday, August 06, 2014 10:17 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Gwaltney, Clint; Stratton, Rachel K; Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince; John Montgomery 
Subject: Re: Fueling Station Proposal 

Thank you for your response. 

Rocky top already has health inspections over there but I will talk to Dean about it more tomorrow. 

I will defer to Marielle and Vince regarding compliance but to my knowledge this all completely permissible. Most of it was even permissible under the previous 

bylaws- fruit, nuts bagels, etc. This is what many other schools are doing- enhancing their fueling stations to all student athletes. We currently only have 

something like this for football. 

There is also no carpet in front of the bar that we are talking about so perhaps less of a concern regarding the wear and tear on the space? 

Thanks for your assistance, everyone! 

Mary Ellen 

On Aug 6, 2014, at 10:05 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Does this meet the health regulations you described the other day? 

Is this concept appropriate from a compliance standpoint? 

Can we get assistance from the Ram’s Club? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We Ed~:al:e aqd Ii~s!:~ire "I’hro;@~ Athiel:i<s 

From: <Bingham>, Mary Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, August 6, 2014 at 4:10 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gwaltney, Clint" <_c_g__w____a_!_t___n___e_y___@___u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.>, Rachel Stratton <[l_£_s__t__r__a__t__t___@___e____m___a__[[:__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: Fueling Station Proposal 

Hi Bubba, 

Please see attached proposal for the fueling station. It is written for the $250,000 that we had originally talked about but I know football may need a 

percentage of that mon~-:W t:o fund th~-Ar lunch now that we are not feeding lunch down in kouch-:~rmilk so I understand if a percentage ne~-:~ds to b~-_~ 

taken out for the football lunch. 

I took forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you, 

Mary Ellen 

Mary Ellen Bingham MSr RDr CSSD 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~_L[!_g £ La__E lt&L~___e_E l_a_Lh__u_£ LC_’_:__e_D__u__ 
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Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 7, 2014 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Se~: ~ note below. Would you like her to pr’epare this for Joy again? 

Thanks. 

MvG 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associat~:_~ Athletic Director 

Ut~iversity Of North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9} 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, August 07, 2014 9:07 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Document for 3oy Renner 

Do y~u kmow if this is something Vmce needs me to do again? It randomly just popped in my head. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 8:04 AN 
To 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

This is something [hat made for Vince to provide to Joy Renner and [he Faculty Athletics Comm~ Do you stitl have the file? If so, can we please update it and 

provide it to him again’? 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associat,-:~ Athletic Director 

University o1: North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9} 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, VJnce 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Marielle, 

smated the attached document for Joy Renner and the Faculty’ Athletics Committee last year. It proved to be very’ helpful. Can you please arrange for 
the fo~ra to be updated and returned to me? Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, ~ 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 (3___o_y___R__e___n__n___e__r_@~)_e_.__d_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_) 

Co:                    @uncaa~unc,edu) 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Joy, 

Attached are the fuct sheets you requested for each sport program. If you or any of your committee members have any questions or need additional information, please 

just let me know. The information was collected and recorded                                             in our Compliance ONce Mlo is assigned a variety 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putting this infbnnation together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 



Vince 

From            ..         _ ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Renner 

Vlnce, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything eJse! 

Thanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:15 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Record 347 Represent Carolina on ACC Academic Honor Roll 

For the second gear in a row, the number of UNC student-athletes named to the ACC Academic Honor Roll has established a school record. This gear’s 

total of 347 tops last year’s then-record total of 329. Here’s the story on GoHeels: http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 

DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209605716 

And on theACC.com: http:iiwww.theacc.comi#!/news-detail/ACC-Announces-Honor-RolI-For- -Academic-Year 08-07-14 k73bk7 

RECORD NUMBER OF TAR HEELS NAMED TO ACC ACADEMIC HONOR ROLL 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - A record number of UNC student-athletes have been named to the ; Atlantic Coast Conference Academic Honor Roll, 

announced on Thursday by the league. A total of 347 Tar Heels, up from last year’s record 329, were named to the list. 

"All of us in the Academic Support Program and the Department of Athletics are proud of the UNC student-athletes who have earned this honor," said 

Michelle Brown, Director of the Academic Support Program. "They do an outstanding job of balancing their responsibilities and excelling in both athletics 

and academics. I’m very pleased that we’ve had a record number of student-athletes honored the past two years - it’s our goal to keep increasing the 

number of Tar Heel student-athletes who are recognized." 

The Honor Roll is comprised of student-athletes who participated in a varsity-level sport and registered a grade point average of 3.0 or better for the full 

academic year. The conference recognized a record 3,967 student-athletes for their hard work in the classroom during the 2013-14 academic year. 

Duke led all schools with an ACC-record 494 student-athletes recognized, eclipsing its own mark of 474 set last year. Boston College followed with 402 

honorees, and Notre Dame saw 397 student-athletes achieve Honor Roll status following its first year of ACC membership. 

North Carolina saw 347 student-athletes recognized, followed by Virginia with 305, Virginia Tech with 232, NC State with 230, Syracuse with 229, 

Maryland with 224, Pitt with 213, Florida State with 202, Clemson with 198, Wake Forest with 183, Georgia Tech with 159 and Miami with 152. 

Four Tar Heels are among the 32 conference student-athletes honored for the fifth time in their careers. Those honored a fifth time were 

Additionally, two Tar Heels were among the nine ACC Freshmen of the Year honored. They are 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spurling, James <j spufling@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 7, 2014 4:34 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr"~ 

s~tolen property 

Folks, The Chapel Hill police dept has arrested some people for breaking into some homes here in town.. While doing a search they 

recovered a lot of jewelry. One of the items that the people had was a ladies CAR CARE BOWL WATCH. 

If any of you or family members are missing this please contact the chapel hill Police Dept. They are trying to link this to several 

home burglaries. 

Thanks James 
.]ames Spurling 
Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 
office-919-962-7873 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 10, 2014 2:11 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

McCann analysis on O’Bannon case 

Legal analysis of O’Bannon case from Michael McCann, sports law expert 

http://www.s~.com/c~~~ege~basketbail/2~14/~8/~9/ed-~bannon~ncaa~c~audia-wi~ken-a ppeal-name-image-likeness-rights 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeds.com 



From: @gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Monday,. 8:01 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Compliance intern 

Dear Vince, 

This is            , at1 incoming intern, we met briefly during my visit in June Paul tells me I will be reporting to you. I just wanted to touch base to let you know that rm finishing up my 
move and will be in on Thursday of this week. I’m looking forward to working with you and helping out this year. See you soon! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, Matfllew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday, August 11, 2014 10:31 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

l~g: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 8-17-14.pdf 

Good morning everyone! 

Just wanted to send out another reminder of the weekly schedule for Student-Athlete Development. It is crazy how fast the summer has gone by. The start to the 

fall semester is right around the corner and we are ready for a great year! See the attachment and share with anyone that you think will be interested or needs to 

be aware of the events. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: RE: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of A~g~-st 1.7~h, 201.4 in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all] 

Thank you and Go Heels] 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 11, 2014 2:09 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels featured three times on ESPN’s Big Monday 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

MONDAY, AUGUST 11, 2014 

TAR HEELS FEATURED THREE TIMES ON ESPN’S BIG MONDAYS 

CHAPEL ttlLL - The University of North Carolina men’s basketball team will be featured three times this coming season on ESPN’s Big Monday telecasts as part of the 

Atlantic Coast Conf~rence’s eight-game weekly package. 

The eight ACC games begin on Jan. 5 and on consecutive Mondays between Jan. 19 and March 2. (B{q Monday will take a one-week hiatus as ESPN debuts the inaugural 
College Football National Championship Game on January 12.) 

Carolina’s three Big Monday games are all home games against Notre Dame on January 5, Syracuse on January 26 and Virginia on February 2. 

Each B{q Mondaygame presented by gerizon involving an ACC team is set for a 7 p.m. start and will be televised nationally by ESPN or ESPN2. 

This marks the second consecutive year the ACC has been featured as part of ESPN’s Big Monday package. Every game on the Big Monday schedule this season will 
include at least one team ranked in the ESPN.com preseason Top 25 poll, including No. 2 Duke, No. 6 UNC, No. 7 Virginia, No. 8 Louisville and No. 21 Syracuse. 

The complete 2014-15 ACC basketball schedule, with dates, starting times and television broadcast inlbrmation, will be released later this month. 

Tile ACC Big Monday lineup includes: 

January 5 - Notre Dame at North Carolina (ESPN or ESPN2), 7 p.m. 
January 19 - Pitt at Duke (ESPN), 7 p.m. 
January 26 - Syracuse at North Carolina (ESPN), 7 p.m. 
February 2 - Virginia at North Carolina (ESPN), 7 p.m. 
February 9 - Duke at Florida State (ESPN), 7 p.m. 
February 16 - Pitt at Virginia (ESPN), 7 p.m. 
February 23 - Louisville at Georgia Tech (ESPN), 7 p.m. 
March 2 - Virginia at Syracuse (ESPN), 7 p.m. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 11, 2014 3:30 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Carolina GameDay Event - Wednesday, August 13th at 6:30 pin 

Executive Team - 

It was great to see everyone today. Per our discussion below is the "run of show" for the Carolina GameDay Roll Out Event on 8/13 at 6:30 pm. Please keep to 

yourself and let me know of any questions. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, August 08, 2014 11:53 AN 
To: Fedora, H. Larry; Culler, Ellen B; Steinbacher, Rick; Lane, Cricket; ’Ken Hack’; Cunningham, Bubba (bubbac@email.unc.edu) 
C¢: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Norton, Molly; Anderson, Nelinda; Johnson, Bill Carl ( @disney.corn); Cleary, Kenneth Eugene (kcleary@unc.edu); 
Warner, Stacey Harris 
Subject: Carolina GameDay Event - Wednesday, August 13th at 6:30 pm 

Coach, Ellen, Cricket, Bubba, and Ken - 

Thank you for agreeing to be part of our Carolina GameDay Event program on Wednesday evening, August 13th at Carmichael Arena beginning at 6:30 pro. 

This event is for several hundred people that we rely on to deliver outstanding GameDay customer service throughout the year. Our goal is to inspire them, make 

them feel a part of Carolina Athletics, and provide them the same type of exceptional service on Wednesday that we count on them to provide to our many fans 

and guests at hundreds of events throughout the year. 

Parking will be held for you behind Carmichael Arena for easy access to the venue. We are encouraging each speaker to wear slacks and a Carolina Blue polo 

coaching shirt or similar (Coach Fedora, understand you will be in practice gear which is great). 

The main moderator of the session will be BC Johnson with the Disney Institute. Each of you will be part of the program to make this event even more unique to 

Carolina. 

The overall "run of show" is below along with what we would like each of you to talk about. Certainly we want your comments to be authentic as your own, so the 

below is meant to be a guide. If you have any questions or want to discuss further please let me know. 

We will be having a "sound check" at Carmichael Arena at 4:00 pm on Wednesday. Please come to Carmichael between 4:30 pm and 5:00 pm to rehearse with BC 

and myself (Coach Fedora, we understand that this does not work for you). 

8/13/14 - Carolina GameDa¥ "Run of Show" 
45 Minutes Before the Session Begins 

Doors Open 

¯ Roy Williams and other head coaches, Executive and Senior team members greet attendees as they arrive 

¯ Pep Band playing as folks enter, Cheerleaders and Mascot on hand to greet and for photos 

¯ Hot Dog Photo Booth and Carolina Press Drop backdrop available for pictures for attendees 

¯ Chick-fiI-A and drinks available for all attendees in concessions stands 

¯ Video board will play loop of "Happy", "SpaceJam" and All Sports Highlight videos 

0:00 - 0:15 

Intro and Welcome 

Cheerleaders / Pep Band / Mascot to "kick off" the event 
1 

o Purpose of event 

o Everyone in attendance is part of the Carolina GameDag team 

o How we want them and our guests to feel on GameDag 

o Carolina GameDay Logo & Hats 
1 Ri~k St~i~ba~h~ - iNTRODU~ilON - i Y~ mi~Ut~ 

o Why we have partnered with Disney 

c Introduce BCJohnson 

0:15 - 0:45 

Quality Service and Common Purpose 

Provide context to how to think about quality service, discuss what is a common purpose, Athletic Department official introduces the UNC common 

purpose (Interactive group activities will take place to drive home the learning) 

o "We educate and inspire through athletics" 

o Enhance the educational experience for all students 

o Leadership, Character and life lessons 

o Carolina GameDag binds the campus community together, and provides wonderful venues for education and inspiration 

0:45 - 1:10 

Service Standards 

Athletic Department official introduces and discusses the standards in an interview format. Participants will take part in an interactive activity to 

understand how they apply the standards. 

u b b C u~i~ E R V I EWEDb C J a h nsa h 

o RISE - what does each value mean to Carolina Athletics 

[] Responsibility - do what is right 

[] Innovation - find a better way 

[] Service - put others first 

[] Excellence - work hard, play smart, win together 

1:10 - 1:20 

Excellence 

Discuss Excellence. We will role play a bad show example and the team executive will "Coach" the employee to do better. 

1:20 - 1:30 



Excellence 

Review the Desired Behaviors. Participants will discuss how they can model the desired behaviors. 

1:30 - 1:40 

Guest Service Recovery 

Review the HEARD Service Recovery model 

1:40 - 1:45 

Recognition Program 

1:45 - 1:55 

Why am "1" Important? 

Summarize why each individual has an important role to play 

1:55 -2:00 

Close 

o Thank participants for coming to tonight’s event 

o Talk about the importance of teamwork in the success of a football team 

o Explain why you use the phrase "The Success of the Team Depends on ME" with your team as often as you do (Creed, Team Meetings, Pre 

Game Locker Room Pep Talks) 

o Describe what Kenan Stadium feels like at its very best (NC State in ’12, Miami in ’13), your vision for having that experience 7 times each 

fall, and how important each and every one in attendance is to making that vision a reality 

Exit 

® 

o 

Video board will play loop of "Happy", "SpaceJam" and All Sports Highlight videos 

Ben and Jerry’s for all attendees as the leave 

Have a great weekend, thank you again for doing this, and GO HEELS] 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 11, 2014 11:28 PM 

Ballen, MaJdJna K <mballen@unc.edu-~ 

Vangelder, Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Fwd: SLRPC 

Have we tried to make analysis? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: Matt Terrell <    @ramsclub.com> 
Date: August 8, 2014 at 6:51:08 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Cunninghmn < bubbac~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: SLRPC 

Hi Bubba. I have begun drafting agenda notes for a meeting of the Strategic & Long-Range Planning Committee (as we discussed last week). The 

overwhehning majority of our discussion roll focus upon the financial burdens that are coming our way. 

I am gathering data that will show some of what is coming. Has anyone on your staffbeen researching the impact of cost of attendance or the meal 

changes? Is that something I can get my hands on for our meeting (FYI ... not yet scheduled)? 

I hope to get the initial meeting on the schedule shortly after our first football game. Thanks in advance for any info you can provide. Hope you have an 

enjoyable weekend. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director 

The Rams Club 
The University of North Carolina 

t~raJnsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, Marfina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2014 12:02 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; VaJlgelder. Marielle A <mvaJ~geld@emml.unc.edtv~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: SLRf~ 

We have just begun working on the impact of cos~t of attendance and meal changes. I roll work with Marielle and Vince on specifics. 

Marfina 

Sent ti~m~ my iPad 

On Aug 11, 2014, at 11:28 PM, "Cunningham, Bubbd’ <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu > wrote: 

Have we tried to make analysis? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University- of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Terrell <    @ramsclub.com> 
Date: August 8, 2014 at 6:51:08 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: SLRPC 

Hi Bubba. I have begun drafting agenda notes for a meeting of the Strategic & Long-Range Planning Committee (as we discussed last 
week). The ovelwhelming majority of our discussion will focus upon the financial burdens that ale coming our way. 

I am gathering data that will show some of what is coming. Has awone on your staff’been researching the impact of cost of attendance or the 
meal changes? Is that something I can get my hands on for our meeting (FYI ... not yet scheduled)? 

I hope to get the initial meefing on the schedule shortly after our first tbotba]l game. Thanks in advance tbr a~y in[b you can provide. Hope 
you have an enjoyable weekend. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director 

The Rams Club 

The UniversiW of North Carolina 

! (~ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2014 8:29 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Myron Rolle 

From: M Rolle            :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 11, 2014 3:08 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Myron Rolle 

Good afternoon, 

I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to write this message to explore the opportunity of Myron possibly speaking at your Institution. Below is a video of Myron 
speaking before Congress. 

C-SPAN Link: 

Myron was the #1 high school football prospect in the country in 2006, while he also maintained a 4.0 GPA. He was honored with 83 scholarship offers. He chose to attend 
Florida State University. Myron played three years at FSU and was named an All-American in his junior season among other awards. He graduated in two and a half years 
from FSU’s Pre-Med Program. He was awarded a Rhodes Scholarship in 2008 and selected Oxford over the NFL. He was drafted the following year after Oxford into the NFL. 
He is the third person ever to play in the NFL and also be named a Rhodes Scholar. He is currently attending Medical School at FSU. 

Myron, 27, is a Rhodes Scholar, former NFL player, Chairman/Founder of his own philanthropy, College Trustee, current medical student with aspirations to be a 
neurosurgeon and depicted on a national commemorative stamp in his family’s native land of The Bahamas. 

He has spoken at President Clinton’s Global Initiative, President Clinton’s Library and School of Public Service, Oxford University, Notre Dame University, University of 
Southern California, Virginia Tech University, University of Georgia, Nike, WaI-Mart and many more on topics ranging from leadership, education, the balance of academics 
and athletics, becoming the total person, health and wellness to under-served empowerment and political equality. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 
McKinley Rolle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 12, 2014 8:56 AM 

Ballen, Marina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Cramingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: SLI~C 

Thank you. Please let me know what assisLance we can provkte. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6092 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 12, 2014 12:02 AN 
To; Cunningham, Bubba 
Ce: Ballen, Nartina K; Vangelder, Narielle A; IIle, Vince 
Subject: Re: SLRPC 

We have j us1 begun working on the impact of cost of attendance and meal changes. I will work with Marielle mid Vince on specifics. 

MaNna 

Sent lmln my iPad 

On Aug 11, 2014, at 11:28 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <’r?._u_ .b_b_.’_a_cfa~e_ff_l?~_l_:._uj!c_:_e_.d_ _~!> wrote: 

Have we tried to make analysis? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversW of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Matt Terrell <    ~ramsclub,com> 
Date: August 8, 2014 at 6:51:08 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Curminglmm <bubbac(/~email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: SLRPC 

Hi Bubba. I have begun drafting agenda notes for a meeting of the Strategic & Long-Range Planning Committee (as we discussed last 

week). The overwhelming majorib~ of our discussion roll focus upon the financial bnrdens that am coming our way. 

I am gathering data that roll show some of what is coming. Has anyone on your staff been researching the impact of cost of attendance or the 

meal changes? Is that something I can get my hands on for our meeting (FYI ... not yet scheduled)? 

I hope to get the initial meeting on the schedule shortly after our first football game. Thanks in advance for any info yon can provide. Hope 
you have an enjoyable weekend. 

- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
Associate Executive Director 
The Rams Club 
The University of North Carolina 

~ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:24 PM 

Vangelder, Ma~elle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plyogge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 

Media Report tocx 

All, 

Sorry tbr the long hiatus, but attached is today’s media retx~rt, ttave a good one! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject- 

Attach: 

Carol Pope < PopeC@ hutchcc.edu > 

Wednesday 6:56 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

tracking form for 

.pdf 

Carol Pope 

HCC Athletic Dept 
Hutchinson Community College 

Hutchinson, KS 67501 

popec@hutchcc.edu 



Student-Athlete Eligibility Transfer 
Tracking Form 

Please complete the following information regarding a recent transfer student- 
. athlete from your college and send back to that NJCAA Member CoMege, 

. _ Athlelic#Oireclor 
, . College Name 

. AtOmic DWector ~ - NJOAA Membe~ College Name 

____" has expressed an interest in participating in athleiics or has transferred to our 
Student.Athlete Name 

" ’ ~ " ~ program. College ood ouldli,eto mpeteinour 
NJCAA Member College ~ Spot(s) 

In order to certify the student-athlete’s eligibility status under NJCAA bylawS, we ask your assistance in responding to the 
following questions. 

J. Dateslterms the student-athlete attended your institution: 

2. Did the student-athlete transfer from anolher institution to your institution? 

Yes No__ Not to my knowledge =~ 

If"Yes’, please list ell institution(s): 

3. Did the student-athlete receive athletically related financial assistance from your institutior) during his!her years of 

attendance? 

Yes No 

4. Has the student-athlete ever been granted a medical hardship while at your institution or any previous institution? 

, 

7. 

Yes~ N0~ Not to my knowledge ~ if"Yes", please include the season: 

Did the student-athlete participate during the regular season in intercollegiate athletics at your institution beyond 
participation in limiled pre-season tryouts? (Please select one.) 

Yes: Prac~ced only__ Yes: Practiced and participated in.regular season games 

No: Did not practice or participate ~      No: Red-shirted ~ 0h/hick year? ~) 

Did the student-athlete participate on a club team at your college? Yes         No 

How many seasons of eligibility has this student-athlete utilized a.nd in what sports at your college? Please include 
any club participation. 

Sport:                                        Number of seasons: 

Sport: Number of seasons: 

Sport: Number of seasons: 

Print Name of Person Completing Form Title of Person’Completing Form 

Signature of Person Completing Form Date 

* Do not send this form to the NJCAA National Office. This form is not a mandatory form for member colleges to utilize, 
however if used it should be included with eligibility audits.. This form may be sent to any college in any athletic organization: 
NCAA, NNA, NJCAA, CCLC, etc. This form will help.NJCAA member colleges in answering more questior~s regarding this 

student-athlete’s eligibiliS/prior to transferring. * 

3o2 

i 

@ 

I 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday 7:37 AM 

Fall Welcome Reception - Saturday 

@yahoo.com> 

Hello Tar Heel Parent’s, 
Pl~-’_~ase ,.~ee below inf.:_~rmation regarding the At~qletic ’vV~-:~lcon’~e R~-:~ception: 
WHAT: UNC Department of Athletics Fall     Welcome Reception 
WHERE: Leudermilk Center for Exceftence - Upper Club (5th floor) - Located on the Bfue Zone end of Kenan Stadium 
Leudermilk Center for Exceftence 
Kenan Stadium 
344 Ridge Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
WHEN:                 4pro 
We will have light refreshments and there will be a short presentation tafking about the resources that we provide for our student- 
athletes here at UNC. 
UNC Athletics has also provided a link with the information: 
http:/iwww.celebrations.com, 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangdder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 4:50 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~W: Complete Carolina 

See below for a former SA interested in returning to complete his degree. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North C~rolim~ 

Phone: (9:].9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From. UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com [mailto:UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 10:47 PH 

To: UNCAA_tarh=u,,v, ,,,=.~w 

$,,bject. Complete Carolina 

-Complete C molina- 

Complete Carolina provides re-achldssion to Carolina for program eligible fomler student-attfletes who wish to retm]L to Chapel Hill to complete their degrees To request nlore infommtion about the program, 

please complete and submit the foml below 

*Required lqelds 

Name: 

Date of Birth: 

M ailing Address: 

Telephone Nmnber: 

Email Address: 

@yahoo corn 

Years You Attended UNC: 

Sport: 

PID # (if available): 

Degree Pt-ogram: 

Industrial Relations and Jonrnalism 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangdder. Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:51 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~W: Complete Carolina 

See below for a former SA interested in returning to complete his degree. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (9:].9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork,com [mailto:UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:34 PM 
To: U NCAA_ta r heelforlife.svc 
S,,bject: Complete Carolina 
-Complete C m-olina- 
Complete Carolina provides re-a&ldssion to Carolina for program eligible fomler student-sttfletes who wish to retinal to Chapel Hill to complete their degrees To request more infomlation about the program, 
please complete and submit the foml below 
*Required lqelds 

Name: 

Date of Birth: 

M ailing Address: 

Telephone Nmnber: 

Email Address: 

(tbhotmml.com 

Years You Attended UNC: 

Sport: 

PID # (if available): 

Degree Pt-ogram: 

exercise and sport science 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edtr-- 

Friday, August 15, 2014 9:42 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

Turns out gubba probably won’t be available this afternoon. I didn’t realize he was movhlg his son, 

Are you available to meet with Bubba at 9:00am on Monday, August :18? 

From; Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Sent-" Thursday, August :1.4, 20:[4 4-:46 PM 
To" Norton, Holly; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

I am available. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsitv of North C~rolin~ 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.~3002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, August :[4, 20:[4 3:49 PM 
To" Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

Marielle and Vince, 

Do you all have any availability to meet with Bubba tomorrow afternoon? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

into his dorm today when I emailed you all yesterday. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edu~-- 

Friday, August 15, 2014 9:44 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

Thank you both for your quick responses~ 9:00am on Monday is confirmed~ 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:44 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

I am avaih~ble at that time. 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6LX)2 

._m___~_~_~Ld__~r_®__u__~S:_~__d__U 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, August 15, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 
rums out gubba probaMy won’t kx-:~ avaib~ble this afternoon. I didn’t realize he was moving his son, 

Are you available to meet with Bubba at 9:00am on Monday, August 18? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 4:46 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

faro available, 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962- 6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, August 14, 2014 3:49 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Re: Football Scholarship Issue (Take 3!) 

Marielle and Vince, 

Do you all have any availability to meet with Bubba tomorrow afternoon? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

. _m_. _b_ .n_q E t_9_.n__ .@_____y n__c_:_e_.d__v. 

into hi’; dorrn today when I ernailed you all yesterday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:31 PM 

UNCAA Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edw% 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStafl’<uncaa seniorstafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Welcome Back Picnic 

WELCOME BACKPICNIC Flyer.pdf 

All - 

It’s that time of year for our annual Welcome Back Picnic, next Monday,, 

details. 

Hope to see you there! 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Cell: 

from 7-9PM at Boshamer Stadium. Please see the attached flyer for more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Vince: 

Could we speak about one of our prospects who is currently evaluated as a Level 17 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
University of North Carolina Swin~ning & Diving 

PO Box 2126, C’hapel Hill, NO’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Carter <’1 @mail.cfcc.edu~ 

Monday, August 18, 2014 2:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Auto Accident 

Mr. Ilte, 

Since I have a moment I am sending you my emai[ address in the event you wish to correspond via emai[. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Tony Carter, SET 
Project Manager 

Institutional Services 
Cape Fear Community College 
411 North Front Street 
Wilmington, NC 28401 

Office: (910-362-7740) 
Cell: i 

.~mail.cfcc.edu 

i.X.i CFCC LogoOneColor Lo-Res 

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Cmolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state 

official. (NCGS.Ch. 132) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1: l 0 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Time 

Thanks,     . We’d love to tall< with you. Can you send some dates and times in the next t:ew weeks that work for you? 

Looking forward to it, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:17 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Meeting Time 

Hi Paul, 

I hope your summer went well. I am back in Chapel Hill and would love to set up a time to come by the AD office to talk, as you previously mentioned. Is 

there a specific time this week or the next that would work for you? I am free everyday after noon, so just let me know whatever works best for you. l’m 

looking forward to meeting you, and thanks again! 



~l’-!J~:l~ ~ ,t_~:~I,~.~RS:I~"I~¸ CO12NS~ 

June 30, 2014 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News & Observer 

dkane@newsobserver.com 

SENT VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Kane: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated May 21, 2014, in which you wrote seeking University data. 
Specifically, you wrote: 

"Do you have a breakdown of student athletes on campus by race that I can access? [ know, for 
example, that the university’s sports teams have a combined number of roughly 800 athletes, is there a 
report that shows how many are white, black, Hispanic etc? And does it also list that information by 
sport?" 

The information that follows and the enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina 
Public Records Act. The data being provided in the enclosed record was extracted from existing University records subject 
to disclosure. 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
~olicies,unc,edu~ublic.records/. 

Sincerely, 

Zach J. Orth, J.D. 
Public Records Specialist 

ZJOidqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Self-identified Race Demographic information for Student Athletes 2012-13 

i Baseball 33 

i Basketball (Men) 5 

i Basketball (Women) 1 
iCross Country {Men) 18 

iCross Country (Women) 12 

Fencing (Men) 30 

Fencing (Women) 16 

Field Hockey (Women) 20 

Football 45 

,Golf (Men) 11 

iGolf (Women) 7 
Gymnastics (Women) 9 

indoor Track {Men) 31 

indoor Track (Women) 18 

i Lacrosse (Men) 43 

i Lacrosse (Women) 34 

iOutdoor Track (Men) 29 

iOutdoor Track (Women) 18 

Rowing (Women) 63 

Soccer {Men) 21 

Soccer (Women) 24 

Softball 20 

,Swimming (Men) 

Swimming (Women) 

iTennis (Men) 

iTennis (Women) 

Volleyball (Women) 

iWrestling (Men) 

33 

30 

11 

6 

11 

26 

0 

10 

12 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

69 

0 

0 

0 

14 

12 

1 

0 

14 

12 

6 

6 

3 

3 

1 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

3 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

1 

4 

2 

1 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 

0 
1 

0 
1 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

0        0        0        0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 2 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 

0 1 1 0 

0 0 2 4 

0 3 4 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 1 
0 0 2 0 

0 0 1 0 
0 2 0 1 

0 0 2 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 2 0 1 

0 1 1 0 

0 0 1 2 

0 0 2 2 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1 

0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 3:14 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Latest from Loudermilk, July 16 

Hi all, 
For those who are not already familiar with it, [ want to introduce you to a feature called Latest from Loudermilk. On a periodic basis (generally every two weeks during the school 

year and once a month during the summer), I gather a summary of stories highlighting academic successes and news, Carolina Outreach activities, Leadership Academy news, and 

other student-athlete happenings from outside of the athletic realm. The summary is emailed to senior and executive staff, the Faculty Athletics Committee, and various other 

people on campus. We also have archived it on GoHeels. 

Starting with this edition, I’m going to send each one out as an "everyone" email, so all of you will have this info, if it’s of interest. Most of it has already been posted on 

GoHeels.com, but we believe that the summary format may be helpful for some. Each summary also will be posted on GoHeels: 

Lit!p://www.go!~qels:co!Y~ViewArticle.dbmF?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCL.ID=20957g107 
And the archives are posted here: 

.h..t..t.p..L/../.xv...w....w..:~.~...h.e...eJ.s.:..c.~..&L/..vJ..e...w...~...r.tJLc.Le.:.g..~!~.#.~- ~_~ ~ _ L~z:_~_~ #_Q~_~Z £ ~!_~z:~_Q#_~ #_& A Z 
The full summary (which covers news since the previous summary, in early June) is pasted in below. If you have any questions or feedback, please feel free to let me know. 

Best, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 

Dg~iin@(in( ,edu ~ ~ 19-?~2<~08/} 

P.O. iiox 2i2¢~, CLi(I~ (~i ilili, i4C, 27315 

The Latest from Loudermilk 
Following is a brief overview of the latest news, events and successes from Student-Athlete Services, housed in the Loudermilk Center for 

Excellence. 

Thanks for reading and have a great week! 

Best, 

Dana 

ACADEMIC HONORS 

A total of 35 UNC student-athletes were named to the AI1-ACC Academic teamsfiw spring sports, The teams take into account both academic and athletic 

achievement. 

UNC were named to the 2014 All-ACC Academic 
._h__t__t_p_;j_/_k~g_c_t~_e___e__l__s_:~__o___n_L!ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=SSS0&ATCLID=-209539664 

were named to the All-ACC Academic Team for for the third time and for the second. 

!Lt..t~L/.~.~.~...h...e..e..~%..c..~.L.n./ViewArtic~e’dbm~SPSID=931111&S~ID=~9~8&DE¢ LANG=C&SITE=UNC&ATCLID=209535496&DE¢ OEM ID=3350 

were named to the All-ACc Academic Team. was honored for 

the third time and for the second. 

http:i/www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=33S0&ATCLID:::209527262 

Five Tar Heels were named to the AII-ACC Academic Team for men’s lacrosse, were honored for the third time, 

for the second and freshman for the first. 

http:iiw~arw.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209529862 

Four Tar Heels earned spots on the All-ACC Academic Team. was honored for the third year in a row. 

were honored for the first time. 

!Lt..t.~.~./~.~.~-..g~-h..~e-e..~%~c..~1.n..~ViewArtic~e~dbm~S~S~D~931111&S~D=1~9~8&D~¢ LANG=C&SITE=UNC&ATCLID=20952937S&DE¢ OEM ID=3350 

were named to the All-ACC Academic Team for               honor was her second, and she also earned 

AII-ACC honors in 

http:i/www’g°heels’c°m/ViewArtide’dbml?DB 
OEM ID=3350&ATCLID:::209536415 

! were named to the All-ACE Academic Team. It was the second honor for both 

http:iiw~arw.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID:3350&ATCLID=209532964 
capped an outstanding         season with All-ACE Academic honors: 

http:/iwww.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbm17SPSID=931111&SPID=lS9008&DB ]_,ANG=C&SITE=UNC&ATCLID=209532098&DB OEM ID=3350 
who earned All-America honors in singles and doubles, was named to the AiI-ACC Academic Team. 

http:iiw,ww.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?SPSID=931:1:11 &SPID=I S9008&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&ATCLID=209S 29983&DB OEM ID=3350 
Six men and five women from UNC were named to the AiI-ACC Academic Team. Men honored were 

Women were 
!Xt__t_E_-/j_~v__.go_{Le_e__l__s_~_c__g_Ln__/View~M’ticle.dbml?DE¢ OEM ID=33S0&ATCLID=209538163 

Named Academic All-America 
on the UNC           team, earned Academic All-America honors, recognizing outstanding athletic and academic 

performance. She was named to the     Capital One Academic All-America Division I Women’s At-Large 
http:/iwww.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?SPSID=670:192&SPID=l 11098&DB LANG=C&SITE= UNC&DB_OEM_ID=33 S0&ATCLID= 209518768 

Holmred by Exercise and Sport Science Department 
graduate and four-year       letterwinner, has been honored as the recipient of the     Scholar Athlete Award by 

the UNC Department of Exercise and Sport Science. 

http://www.goheels.con~iViewArticle.dbn~lTSPSID:::670J~92&SPID=:l:l:lO98&DB LANG=C&SITE:::UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209523968 
Honored by 

Two Tar Heels,                             have been named All-America Scholars by the 
http:iiw,ww.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID:33S0&ATCLID=209537988 

Honors gNC Duo 
The                                   has announced its     Scholar-Athlete Award winners. Two players from the University of North Carolina 

have been honored with these awards - sophomore 



http:ii~zw, goheels.com/ViewArticle,dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209574997 

The UNC                                          were named Scholar" All-America teams for the spring     semester. The Team Scholar All-America 
Award is presented to college and university swimming and dMng teams who have achieved a team grade point average of 3.0 or higher for the semester 
http:/i~vw.goheels,com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID:=3350&ATCLID=209574723 
CAROLINA OUTREACH 

Honored with                  Service Award 
The Intercollegiatc Coaches Association has named as one of three winners of the 

Community Awareness Award. 

http:/i~vw.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?SPSID=:670192&SPID:::l 11098&DB LANG::C&SITE:=UNC&DB OEM lD=:3350&ATCLID:::209517860 
STUDENT-ATHLETE SUMMER HAPPENINGS 
Tar Heel Travels 
Check out the latest on Tar Heels’ summer travels 
http:iiwww.goheels,comiViewAr~de.dbml?DB OEM ID=33S0&ATCLID=209503303 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris ~ducax@unc.ed~>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Transfer 

Her dad -LEst called me and they’ll be getting in touch with her academic counselor at          She has already completed 9 hours this summer up at 

md will send that transcript up right away to see if that satisfies the requirements. Will keep you posted. 

[a nee 

From; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent-" Monday 3:30 PM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
Co= Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Transfer 

Got iL Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 1:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducal Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

No idea, Know she is abh:_~ to go back to the school but ;he’s going to haw:_~ to reach out: to her acad~-:mlic counselor up tfu:_~re to find out t:he specific;, She may haw? 

finished up a couple o[: her summer school classes at this point which may rernedy the deficiency buL I have no idea. Chris is in touch with the dad and can keep us 

posted.,, 

[a n~: e 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent-" Monday, 
To-" Markos, Lance M 
Co= Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject" RE: Transfer 

Lance, 

Thanks, 

3:27 PM 

We have asked her for a written explanation regarding her grades but we have not yet received that. We will need that directly from her before she can enroll, 

ew-:m i[ her eligibiiil:v is rest:ored 

Do we have any id~:_~a of t:he timing for her summer work to be reported to the NCAA and how quicldy th~-:W might act .:)n it? 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday .3:24 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducat, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

B a rba ra, 

She witl rnost likely end up being NCAA eligible pending Surnmer School. Chris has an email in to the Dad so that they can circle in with to find out what 

they need to do. 

[a nee 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 3:22 PM 
To" Markos, Lance M 
Cc-" Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer 

Hi, I_a n C~:-L, 

Thanks for the update. 

Chris._..We need to tall< about this one, She was admitted with a recornmendation. If she is no longer NCAA eligible, we rnay revoke her’ offer of admission. Please 

and they ";aid sh~-’_~ would not b~-’_~ NCAA eligible h:dk)wing her ;pring semester. 

give rne a call when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Barba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday [:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

Barbara, 

Just got word back [rorn on 

Bird ---can you follow up with      ~nd        ’She should call her’ academic advisor up a[          to find out what her deficiencies are [hat would keep her 

from being eligible for the fall semester. My be[ is that she is shor[ a couple o1: credit hours and can just [ransfer in the courses she is taking this summer at CC in 

order to remedy it, upon completion of the courses. I know she is able to return to as a student; apparently she’s deficient somewhere for N(:AA 

purposes and, with a 2.4 GPA, I’m guessing it has to do with credit hours~ 

From; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday ¯ 4:03 PM 



To" IVlarkos, Lance M 
Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her spring 

Thanks! 

Barbara 

Depu~-[)i~-ectc~" 
0ffic~ of U]~de~’g~’aduate Admi~io~t,s 
[J]~iv~’sity of No~’th (]a]’oli]~a at Chapel }{ill 
Pho~le: 919-9t,6-3989 

semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:36 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris ~duca:r@unc.edu;~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Traalsfer 

Thanks, 
[~arbara Polk 
Dep~d¥ ])irec]or 
0 fl~(:e of Ui!dergrad~tate Admissiors 
University of North Caro]il!a at Chapel Hill 
Phon(~’: 919-.966-.3989 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

H~-’_!r dad ikE’;t called fTH:_! a[?d they’ll be getting in tOLE(:h with her acach:_~Pnic counselor at She has aheadv complet~:_~d 9 hours this summer up at 

and wilt send that transcript up right away to see if that satisfies the requirements. Will keep you posted~ 

La n C e 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 

Senti Monday, 3:30 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Co: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer 

C-:ot it Thanks. 

B a r ba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday 3:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Co: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

No idea. Know she i5; abh:_~ to go back to the school but she’s going to haw:_~ to reach ouL to her acach:_~n’fic counselor up tfu-_~re to find out t:he specifics. She rnay haw:, 

finished up a couple o[ her summer school classes at this poir~t which may remedy the defici~:_mcy bu~:l have no idea. Chris is in touch with the dad and can keep us 

posted... 

[a 13ce 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, 3:27 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject; RE: Transfer 

Lance, 

Thanks. 

We have asked her for a writLen explanation regarding her grades but we have not yet received thaL We wilt need d~at directfy from her before she can enrofl, 

even if her eligibility is restored. 

Do we have any idea of the timing for her summer work to be reported to the NCAA and how quickly the,,, might act on it? 

[-} a r ba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, }:24 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

Barbara, 

Sh~-_~ will most likely end up being NCAA eligibh:_~ p~-_mding Summ~:_~r School C:hris has an email in to the Dad so ~:hat they can circle in wi~:h to find out what 

they need to do, 

La n c e 

From. Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, 3:22 PM 

To: IVlarkos, Lance r,] 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Thanks; for the update. 

Chris, ,. We need to talk about this one. She was admitted with a n:_~cornm~:_mdation If she is no k)ng~-_~r NCAA eligibh?, we rnay n:_woke her offl:_~r of admission, Please 

give me a call when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday 2:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 



Ba rb~ ~a 

Just got word back from on and they said she would [3~2[: be NCAA eligible following her spring semester. 

Bird --- can you follow up with.      and       ;? She should call her academic advisor up at          Lo find out what her deficiencies are that would keep her 

fi-om being eligible for the fall semester. My bet ix that she is short a couple of credit hours and can just transfer in the courses she is taking this summer at CC in 

order to remedy it, upon completion of the cour’~:_r~, I know ~he is able t:o return to a~.~ a student; apparently ~.d~e’s defich:~nt ~omewh~:_~re for NCAA 

purposes and, with a 2.4 GPA, I’m guessing it has to do with credit hours. 

La n ¢ e 

From: Polk, Barbara 30 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 PM 
To: Markos, Lance m 
C:c: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her spring 

Thanks! 

Barbara 
}~avbara Poll,: 
Depu ty D [rector 
0 ~’fi c e. of 1 h~de rgradu ate Admiss ions 
U~liversi~~ o{’No[’th Carol[ra at Chapel Hill 
P ]] o~] e: 919 -966-3 q 89 

semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 4:19 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Big 12 commissioner’s comments re: NCAA 

Bob Bowlsby sees bleak landscape 

DALLAS -- Big 12 commissioner Bob Bowlsby says "cheath~g pays" h~ the NCAA these days and doesn’t foresee things getting much better in the future, 

During his annual state-of-.the-leag}ue address from Big 12 media (Jays Honday, Bowlsby slammed the NCAA, noLably L[]e enforcemenL wing of college sports’ 

governing body. 

"[:nforcel~qent is broken," he said. "The infractions committee hasn’t had a hearing in almost a year, and I think it’s not an understatement to say cheating 

pays presently= [f you seek to conspire to certainly bend the rules, you ca[] do it successfully and probably not get caught in most occasions." 

Bowlsby added that he didn’t think cheating was necessarily rampant in college sports. But he painted a [)leak outlook for the future NCAA. 

"We certainly are operating in a strange environment in that we have lawsuits," he said, "plus we have the [O’gannon v. NCAA] lawsuit. I think all of that h~ 

the end will cause programs to be eliminated. ] think you’ll see men’s Olympic sports go away as a resuR of the new funding challenges that are coming down 

the pipe. I think there may be tension among and between sports on campus and institutions that have different resources, lt’s realty unknown what the 

outcomes will be." 

Bowlsby, however, came to the defense of the collegiate model, which has come under critidsm. He argued agah~st the unionization of college athletes, 

noting that in his opinion, "student-athletes are not employees." He also said it wouldn’t be fair to pay football players but not female student-athletes. 

"It is hard to justify paying student.-aUdetes in ~ootball and men’s basketball and not recognizing the significant effort that swimmers and wrestlers and 

lacrosse players and track athletes all put in," he said. "Football and basketball players don’t work any harder than anybody else; they just happen to have 

the blessing of an adoring public who is willing to pay for the tickets and willing to buy the products on television treat come with the high visibility. 

"We have both a legal obligation and a moral obligation to do for female student-athletes and male Olympic sports athletes just exactly what we do for 

[ootball and basketball student-athletes= I don’t think it’s even debatableJ’ 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

FoN Mike <mfox@unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu"~ 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Forbes, Scott <stbrbes@unc.edu~; Gaines, Bryant Anthony <bagaines@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

Mike, 

Thanks. We will go back and update every student’s record to indicate the appropriate level using their final high school GPA, updated core and best test scores. 

It’s great to hear that this is Iookh~g good for your guys. 

Let m~-_~ know what works for you and Scott and we’ll try to grab lunch one of these days, 

Thank~.b again, for pas~.&~g this along. 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 
Depul}~ l)ireclor 
O f~ice of Ui:dergraduate Adm[ssio]~s 
University of North Q~rolil!;~ at Chapel HIll 
t:’honc’: 919-966-.3989 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:15 AM 

To: Poll<, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 

Cc: Jackson, Scott C; Forbes, Scott; Gaines, Bryant Anthony 

Subject: FW: 

All, 

According to this we did not have a Level ! in this recruiting class now. 

Wanted to let you know so you can let all the appropriate people know. 

mike 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:25 AM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: 

See the final for 

Also includec who of[:iciaUy ended up as a Level 2 with his improved test scores plus 8 semester grades. 

And is attached as well; he’s a Level 2 as well though the NCAA never went back to update the weighted courses ill his first three years of HS, so his 

GPA is a little k)wer than where it officially should be but h~/s a Level 2 nonetheless and ~-_~ligibie. 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Monda% 8:44 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Lance, 

Did you ever receive his final grades and, if so, can you do an updated eval on him? 

He is no longer a level two but still shows such. 

Thanks for checking. 

Any other updated evals would be appreciated. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mwslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

F~T: 

FYI from M, Tennis. Have they discuss this with you? They h~,ve ~,sked for an offer letter from compliance, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate ALhletic Director 

Universil:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5002 

mvangelder@unc,edu 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <markos!T~email.unc~edu> 

Date: at 2:56:53 PM EDT 

To: "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass!T~emaiLunc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 

As of rigN now, I don’t see may issues. We’re still working on getting a t~w more transt~r hours evaluated but worst case he takes 

a couple of courses in the fall to get there. Haven’t sent a tracer yet - he’s still waiting to decide from what I’ve heard - but he 

seems like a strong student. 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

2:55 PM 

Lance 

MTE would like to oiler a letter todW confirming athletic aid for nmlti-years will be a~-arded if             is admitted to UNC and 
meets PTD. Aid for Januaxy             and then fall     but eligibilib’ w-ould be exhausted and just completing degree.( 

mentioned fllere may be some extra work needed for his hours to transfer.). Do you foresee any academic or admittance issues? Or 

anything on his transtbr tracer iMicating he won’t be eligible lbr aid beyond five years? 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University. of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Sldpper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Vangelder, Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtr> 

Fwd: 

Vince, 

Are you ok from an admissions point on 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Dimctor 

University of North Caacolina-Chapel thll 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

? (See below) MTE does have room in their limits for him to be on aid Janua~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Markos. Lance M" <markos(~email.tmc.edtr-- 

Date: at 2:56:53 PM EDT 

To: "Stmssner, Rachel" <r4stras~b~email.unc.edw~ 
Subject: RE: 

As of right now, I don’t see any issues. We’re still working on getting a few more transfer hours evaluated but worfft case he takes a couple of courses in 
the fall to get them. Haven’t sent a tracer yet - he’s still waiting to &cide from what I’ve hemal - but he seems like a strong student. 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

2:55 PM 

Lance, 

MTE would like to offer a letter today coniinning athletic aid for multi-years will be awarded if is admitted to UNC and meets PTD. Aid for 

January.             and then fall     but eligibility would be exhausted and just completing degree. ( ~_ mentioned there may be some extra work 

needed for his hours to transfer.). Do you foresee any academic or admittance issues? Or anything on his transfer tracer indicating he won’t be eligible or 

aid beyond five years? 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
University of Nortk Carolina-Chapel Hill 
EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeuije, Matfllew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

UNCAA ExeStafl’<uncaa exestaff~ rou s unc edu> UNCAA-Head Coac ~es ~uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> UNCAA-Asst -, ¯ ~ _ ¯ ,jg p,. .    , - , , 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu> 

Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Weekly Ca|endar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 8-17-14.pdf 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning] Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of Aug(-s.~ 1.7~h, 201.4 in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all] 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 2:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Complete Casolina Letters 

Complete Carolina CLF BC Former SA v2.docx; Complete Carolina Comms BC Current SA v2.docx; 

Complete Carolina Comms BC Coaches v2.docx; Complete Carolina Messaging v2.doc 

From: Colaianni, Ryan [mailto:Ryan.Colaianni@edelman.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 :t:55 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Ce: Kirschner, Steve; Norton, Molly; Curran, Joel; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: Complete Carolina Letters 

Hi, Bubba. 

Thank you for your time earlier. Attached are three letters we have put together for your office to distribute to coaches, former student athletes and current 

student athletes announcing the Complete Carolina program. Feel free to edit as you see fit. 

I am also including revised messaging. 

In addition, we felt that the following people would appreciate a heads up from you before the program is announced tomorrow: Lissa groome, Michelle Brown, 

Joy Rennet and Steve Farmer. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Ryan Colaianni 
Account Supervisor J Edelman 
r ~_~d e hTla n.coITl 

P 202-777-3845 
C 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 7:50 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutlon@unc.edu> 

Re: Paperwork for new hire 

Donn& 

Iunderstand, and Ifall approvals are receivedbythen, wewill be abletomake the effective date byAugu~ 1~. 

Joyce 

Semfi’om my l~,’~ot, ½~t~[es,~4(~ LTFDROD 

"Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu> wrote: 

Joyce 
I would like her start date to be by aug 1. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Ju123, 2014, at 12:42 PM, "Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> She should have the loan company contact me 
> when we have all approvals 
> It may be next week before all approvals are received 
> 

> Joyce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Papa, Donna J 
> Sent: Wednesday, Itfly 23, 2014 11:52 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Subject: Paperwork for new hire 
> 
> Vince and Joyce 
> I appreciate all you have done this :far to help with my hire ofMJ Fimbach. 

Again I appreciate all nfyour assistance 
> Donna 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Complete Carolina Letters 

Complete_Carolina CLF BC Former_SAv2.docx; Complete_Carolina_Comms BC Current_SAv2.docx; 

Complete_Carolina_Comms BC Coaches v2.docx; Complete_Carolina_Messaging v2.doc 

FYI 

These are going out tomorrow. 

Any issues? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Colaianni>, Ryan Colaianni <Rvar~ Colaia~ni@edelrl~amcorn> 

Date: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 at 1:54 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <b):Ll;.[!?~c.!~a.e!.y.~.#~!.[:u]3c.:e.(!):!> 

Cc: "Kirschner Steve" <stevekirschrie.,@unc.edu> Molly Norton <mbrio~toq~u[~c.edu> "Curran Joel" < ~cu.,’ra[~.’~em;:!ii.unc.edu>, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" 

Subject: Complete Carolina Letters 

Hi, Bubba. 

Thank you for your time earlier. Attached are three letters we have put together for your office to distribute to coaches, former student athletes and current 

student athletes announcing the Complete Carolina program. Feel free to edit as you see fit. 

I am also including revised messaging. 

In addition, we felt that the following people would appreciate a heads up from you before the program is announced tomorrow: Lissa Broome, Michelle Brown, 

Joy Renner and Steve Farmer. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Ryan Colaianni 
Account Supervisor I Edelman 

[.Y.~ ~!: &(2 [ #.[~ ~![] J.@. #~. #.1.[’£.~ ~?.ff~ 9!"£. 
P 202-777-3845 
C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 1:40 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience: Meghan Lyons 

U NC Athletics Staff: 

Thursday’s edition of My Carolina Experience features field hockey alumna Meghan Lyons. During her career at Carolina Lyons was one of the leaders of the Richard A. Baddour 

Leadership Academy. She has gone on to a pursue a career with Google. Thanks again to             for her efforts on this series. 

Please feel free to share Meghan’s story on your personal and business social media platforms. The link is: 

http:Mtinyurl.com/puxndey 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 24, 2014 10:30 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uucaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Complete Cm’olina strengthens commitment to fonner student-athletes1 unde~raduate education 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
THURSDAY, JULY 24, 2014 

Complete Carolina strengthens commitment to former 

student-athletes’ undergraduate education 

University enhances, formalizes degree-completion program with greater financial and academic support for former student-athletes 
seeking to complete their degrees, at any time 

CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill today announced the launch of an enhanced degree-completion program that 
honors former student-athletes’ scholarships for life. This program - Complete Carolina - provides financial support for degree completion, as 
well as academic advising and career counseling, to former student-athletes who return to complete their degrees at any time. 
For years, the University has welcomed returning student-athletes pursuing their diplomas, and many have returned and graduated. Complete 
Carolina enhances and formalizes this commitment to former student-athletes, and the University is dedicating significant new resources to help 
them take the next step in their academic careers. The goal is to encourage all student-athletes to graduate, and with this new program, 
Carolina will make the process much more accessible. 
"When we invite students to come to UNC-Chapel Hill to participate in our athletics program, we are promising them, above all, the opportunity 
to receive a superior education. That promise should have no expiration date," said Chancellor Carol L. Folt. "1 see Complete Carolina as being 
fundamental to our mission and our commitment to provide the very best education to all Carolina students. I look forward to expanding this 
program - particularly by enhancing academic advising and career counseling for all our students - in the future." 
For former student-athletes who withdrew from the University in good academic standing, Complete Carolina will provide financial support 
commensurate to their scholarship, including tuition, fees, room, board and books. Returning students will also be placed in an enhanced 
advising program to provide comprehensive academic advising and career planning before, during and after their return to Carolina. 
Individualized plans for former student-athletes will also be developed to maximize each student’s success on campus, similar to the recently 
implemented MAP (My Academic Plan) program for current student-athletes. 

"Many student-athletes have spoken to me about how their Carolina degrees have enabled them to reach their personal 

ambitions. Complete Carolina creates a pathway for stud,ent-athletes who left before graduatingto find their way back to 
Carolina and complete their degree. It builds on Carolina s commitment - from recruiting through degree completion - to 
ensure all student-athletes at UNC-Chapel Hill have the opportunity to pursue an exceptional education," said Director of 
Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 
Complete Carolina is part of an ongoing, campus-wide effort to bolster support for student-athletes. This is also part of a broader initiative being 
developed to enhance advising and support for degree completion and career counseling for all students at Carolina. 
Former student-athletes interested in returning to UNC-Chapel Hill to complete their undergraduate degrees can learn more at 
www.GoHeels.com. 
Scholarship costs for Complete Carolina are funded by UNC’s Department of Athletics. Campus offices providing program support include: 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions, Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, Student Affairs, College of Arbs and Sciences Academic 
Advising Program, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes and Student-Athlete Development. 
Program details: 

<!--[if !supportI,ists]-->. < !-[endif]->Program participation is available to scholarship student-athletes who withdrew from the University in 
good academic standing and meet program requirements. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. < !-[endif]->Financial support will be provided commensurate to a student’s athletics aid during initial enrollment as 
a student-athlete, including tuition, fees, room, board and books. 

<!--[if!supportI,ists]-->. <!-[endif]->Applications will be accepted beginning Sept. 1,2014. 
Department of Athletics contact: Steve Kirschner, (919)962-7258, stevekirschner@unc.edu 

News Services contact: Karen Moon, (919) 962-8595, karen moon@unc.edu 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

steve kirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, 5:10 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaJT <uncaa exe stalt@gmups.unc.edu-~ 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu>; 

Out of the office tomorrow 

@live.mac.e&P; @email.~mc.edu;~ 

Executive Team, 

i will be out of the office tomorrow {Friday, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

(.’~> I-lee~s ! 

¯ If you need to reach me tomorrow, please call my cell phone¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, July 27, 2014 1:45 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc,edu> 

Follow-up on Softball hire 

Hope you received my email with the final codes Thank you all for trying to speed this process along 

Am I correct in that all is complete on lvlal~- Jo Firnbach except the salary, scale sign off? 

Please letme know if there is anything else I need to do on my end to help expedite this process. ’~ 

I will be showing her around Monday morning(as she is passing through NC from vacation). If it is at all possible to get this finalized tomorrow then she will be available if any additional 

paperwork needs to be completed. 

I look forward to hearing from you tomorruw 

Thank you fi~r all you do 

Donna J. Papa 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 27, 2014 10:55 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience:, 

Dear UNC Athletics Staff Member: 

Our Monday entry in the ongoing GoHeels.com series aptly named "My Carolina Experience" features              . a current member of the U NC 

posting these articles to GoHeels.com every Monday and Thursday. This coming Thursday we will be featuring Damion Grant, a member of Carolina’s : 

title-winning team. 

Please feel free to share ’s story on your personal and business Social Media platforms. The link is as follows: 

http://tinyurl.com/pjbjwkc 

IF you feel you have a good candidate for one of these stories, please feel free to email 

@live.unc.edu 

Have a great week. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 (Mail) 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 (Shipping) 

919-641-4128 (Phone) 

. We will be 

with some background information and contact details. Her email address is: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 28, 2014 9:58 AM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-up on Softball hire 

Donna, 

Yes, we received your list of final codes. Thanks for sending those. 
We do not have all final approvals from campus yet, and theretbre 
we caunot communicate an effective date or salary ilfformation to 
anyone until all approvals have been issued. Once we can do so, 
we will contact you to communicate the effective date and to make 
an appointment for her to meet with in our offices to begin the 
on-boarding process. 

’]?hanks, 
Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Sunday, July 27, 2014 1:45 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Cc: IHe, Vince; Dutton, Kathy B 
Subject: Follow-up on Softball hire 

Hope you received my email with the final codes. Thank you all for trying to speed this process akmg. 

Am I correct in that all is complete on MaW Jo Firnbach except the salary scale sign off’? 

Please let me know if there is anything else I need to do on my end to help expedite this process. 

I will be showing her around Monday morning(as she is passing through NC from vacation) If it is at all possible to get this finalized tomorrow then she will be available if any additional 
paperwork needs to be completed. 

I look forward to hearing from you tomorrow. 

Thank you for all you do. 

Donna J. Papa 

Sent from my ]Phone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lmlgley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, Jennitbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis James 

<meaders@unc.edu> 

Requesting Slot 

Vince, 

Women’s Track and Field is requesting a slot for ( ,) for Fall : enrollment, is a transfer from . I have requested the 

application from admissions and will be visiting UNC on Thursday-Saturday of this week and will fill out any necessary information at that time. 

This is our last remaining slot. 

Josh Langley 

University of North Caroling 

Assistant Track and Field Coach (Multis, Pole Vault, Javelin, Hammer) 

Meet Director 

919-357-5542 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

Langley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu->; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompam@admissions.unc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

RE:                Requesting Slot 

Hi, Josh, 

Thank you for your message. We’re worMng to see how might submit the application shlce it is no longer available electronically. Either .IT or I will send 

instructions once we identified the best way to move forward. 

Do you haw:, any transcripts (high school or college) we can r~-:wiew in the mean~:im~-_~? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
Barbara Folk 
Depub~ l)irec~or 
0 flice of Ui!dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Q~ro]im~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Sent: Monday, 12:23 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Meaders, Harlis James 

Subject: - Requesting Slot 

Mince, 

Women’s Track and Field is requesting a slot for               (:          I for Fall    . enrollment,       is a transfer from            . I have requested the 

application from admissions and will be visiting UNC on Thursday-Saturday of this week and will fill out any necessary information at that time. 

This is our last remaining slot. 

Josh Langley 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach (Multis, Pole Vault, Javelin, Hammer) 

Meet Director 

919-357-5542 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 28, 2014 8:01 PM 

UNCAA- Exe StaJt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Meet the tteels 

All - 

Enjoyed our time together today! As I mentioned today, Meet the Heels is this Saturday at 4 pm. Details are at the link below. Great, family friendly event if you 

can make it] 

Rick 

.h---t-t--p-~/-/--W---~-w---~-~--h---e---e--[s--~-c---~--n--~viewArtic~e.dbmF?SPS~D=667864&SP~D=i2962&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209541667 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

r_s_.t_e_!n__b_~ c__h__.e_ r_. _@__u_. _n_c__a_.a__:. _u_ 0_c_:_e_. _d_ .u_ 
mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:31 AM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr~ 

Strassner, Rachel <r4slrass@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

IFW: ASAs 

Hi Joe--- 

Thank you. Obviously the ASA’s couldn’t be signed until Friday, but we are prepared to issue them on our end. 

Have you provided academic evaluations to Vince for these seven PgA’s (with the understanding that several may not yet have a test score)? I asked I.ance if he 

had don~:_~ the evah.Ea[:ions and he indicated that you would l:ypically do these [or Football. Is tha~: accurate? 

Before Rachel can rel~-:~ase the ASA’s to Fool:ball, I beliew:" Vince needs to review and approw:_~ midyear enrollees from an Admissiow; persp~:_~ctiw:" similar to ~:hose 

prospects who would sign a National Letter of b~tent. Please tel me know since [his is obviously a time sensitive issue. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

UniversK:y of Nor[:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 i0:12 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Strassner, Rachel 
Co: 111e, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: ASAs 

Marielle/Rachel/Lance, 

We discussed the ASAs in staff meeting this morning. 

The coaches would like to send out the following ASAs today. These guys are committed and have all of their information on file: 

I. 

2. 

3. 
The Coaches would like to send ASAs to the following guys once we get all information on file {they are committed to us): 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Joe Haydon 
Director of F(>o0.)a]l Operations 

Urdversit} ot" North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8 ~P.,.2572 

ha~/don@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydom Joe <haydon@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:32 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Strassner, Rachel <r4slrass@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: ASAs 

Thanks Marielte. 

I have not provided the work-ups to Vince yet. I’ll e-mail them over to tim hi the next couple of minutes. 

Joe 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:31 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 

Cc: Strassner, Rachel; [lie, Vince 
Subject: FW: ASAs 
Importance: High 

Hi .Joe - 

Thank you. Obviously the ASA’s couldn’t be sign*:_~d until Friday, but we are prepared t:o i;sue them on our end. 

Have you provided academic evaluations to Vince for these seven PSA’s (with the understanding that several may not yet have a test score)?’ I asked Lance if he 

had done the evabations and he indicated that you would typically do these for’ Football. Is that accurate? 

Before Rachel can release the ASA’s to Football, I believe Vince needs to review and approve midyear enrollees from an Admissions perspective similar to those 

prospects who would sign a Nal:ional Letb:_~r of intent Please le~: m~-_~ know since ~:his is obviously a time sensitive issu~-L 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 5002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:12 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Strassner, Rachel 
Co: Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: ASAs 

Marielle!Rachel!Lance, 

We discussed the ASAs in staff meeting this morning. 

The coaches would like to send out the following ASAs today. These guys are committed and have all of their information on file: 

i. 

2. 

3. 

The Coaches would like to send ASAs to the following guys once we get all information on file (they are committed to us): 

:i. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Jae Haydon 
Director of Food)all Operations 

UniversiW ot’ North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:37 AM 

Thomp~n, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.~mc.edu~% Langley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 2014 Financial Certificate.pdf 

Josh, 

Please give me a call about this student. I have some concerns about her admission. My direct Ih~e is 919-966-3989. 

Thanks. 

[’3 a r ba r~i 
BarL’am Polk 
DepulN l)~eck~r 
0 ffice of lMder~;~ad uate Admi~;~;kms 
Ugt]V(:F~;]Ly ofNort[~ (h~o]~tu~ at (]ha;0el Hill 
Phone: 9 U)-.96 (J-.39 ?~9 

From: Thompson, Jennifer C 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:27 AM 

To: Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: 2014_Fina ncial_Certificate.pd f 

Hello Josh, 

Please paste the below link in your web browser and print the Financial Certificate for      ~ to complete. She will also have to provide an official parent 

letter of support and official Bank Statement. If you have any additional questions please call me. 

Thanks in Advance, 

Jennifer 

https://admissions,unc.edu/filesi2014/02!2014 Financial Certificate.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, MaOJlew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:26 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Ilead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst 

tlead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups, unc.edu> 

I~E: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Weeldy Calendar of UNC Student-Athlete Development 8-17-14.pdf 

Good afternoon everyone, 

It was brought to my attention that there was a mistake in the Student-Athlete Development Weekly Calendar that I sent out last week. It is completely my fault 

(rookie mistake). Attached is the updated version. Thank you and sorry for any inconvenience. 

Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 

From: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA_Academics 

Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development (8/17/14) 

Hello Everyone, 

Good morning! Please see the upcoming weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development for the week of ,~,u~;~i:,., .l ~;’ti~ ~’"~.,.,.l~:~ in the attachment and share with 

anyone that you think will be interested or needs to be aware of the events. Looking forward to working with you all! 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

o i e ~i~e @ u r~c, ed u 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 4:17 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Perkins, Michael <mperkms@unc.edu>; BaJlen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu-~; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dut~on@unc.edu> 

RE: New hire form for Softball coach 

Donna, 

We are in the process of finalizing the hiring request for campus approval. 
We will noti~ you as soon as the approval has been received. 

Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Papa, I)onna J 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 3:17 PM 
To: IHe, Vince; Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Cc: Perkins, Machael; BaHen, ]’,/lartina K; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: New hire form for So:[].ball coach 

All, 
Thank you I realize this is the athletic dept internal J2)rln and approval. Is the last piece now the University approval and is that already in process? 
Donna 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I]le, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:39 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Perkins, Michael; Ba]len, Martina K; Papa, Donna J; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: Re: New hire 12)rm for Softball coach 

Yes, per Donna’s earlier request of ~ salary and 5 endowment. 

On Jul 30, 2014, at ] 0:47 AM, "DaIgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> wrote: 

> ’]7he 12)rln did not stay attached on the reply so here it is. 
> 
> Joyce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:44 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Perkins, Michael; Ballen, Martina K; Papa, Donna J 
> Subject: RE: New hire form for Softball coach 
> 

> gince, 

> 

> Do you approve of this salary for Dotma’s new hire? 
> We need your approval so the Business Office can approve it. 
> Please "Reply all" to this email with your answer. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Joyce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 5:24 PM 
> To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Subject: FW: New hire form for Softball coach 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Domina, Julie 
> Sent: Wednesday, A@ 23, 2014 9:37 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Papa, Dolma J 
> Subject: New hire form Ibr Softball coach 
> 
> Morning Vince, 
> 

> Coach Papa faxed this to me at Carmichael, but I work at golf on 
> Wednesday mornings so I had a coworker scan it to me Please let us 
> know if this suffices. Thank you! Adie Domina <20140723092929253.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 30, 2014 6:35 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edtr> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~W: Complete Carolina 

FYI .-- Vm sorting through the initial inquiries for Connect Carolina. This t:ormer        SA does appear to be in a situation where he only needs g credits to finish 

his degree. He also appears to have lost a retention point in his last semester in the APR cohort and thus we would receive a delayed graduation point if he returns 

to earn his degree, 

Marielle A, vanGeider 

Associate Athk~l:ic Pirect:or 

Liniversity ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

m va n g~:~l d ~?r @ U nc. e d u 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:24 PM 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: Re: Complete Carolina 

Thank you Marielle for your response, 

I only have one class left to take to get my degree and it needs to be online because I travel a lot for work. So, I saw online that you were offering morn, board, etc. I 

won’t need any of that stuff to complete my degree! rm a inexpensive candidate! 

Thank yo~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 
) . < > at 5:53 t M, "Vangelder, Marielle A :_r__nz__a_4)_g__eJ__@c~_e___n_!_@_:__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ wrote: 

Good Evening Mr.      --- 

Thank you for your interest in the Complete Carolina program, 

We are in the process of reviewing the initial requests for additional information and expect to be in touch with you in the next several weeks, 

Thank you and Go He~-’As! 

Marielh:_~ 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (95J.9) 962.-6{;~72 

mvange!der~unc.edu 

We ~2ducate and Inspire Through AtNetics 

-Complete Carolina- 

Complete Carolina provides re-achaission to Carolina for program eligible fonner student-atbletes who wish to relmal to Chapel Hill to complete their degrees. To request more infomlation 

about the program, please complete and submit tile form below-. 

*Required Fields 

Natne: 

Date of Birth: 

Mailing Address: 

Telephone Number: 

Email Address: 

Oh g]llail colrl 

Years You Attended UNC: 

Sport: 

PID # (if available): 

Degree Program: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 10:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: New hire tbnn tbr So/tbaJ, l coach 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 8:48 AM 

To: Perkins, Michael 
Co: Papa, Donna J; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: New hire form for Softball coach 

Thanks, I~,]i ke~ 

Donna.. all we need now is the final approval from campus. 

Hope[:ufly we can get that d~rough today. 

Joyce 

From: Perkins, Michael 

Sent: Thursday, July 31,2014 8:03 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce k 

Cc: Papa, Donna J 

Subject: Fwd: New hire form for Softball coach 

Joyce, 

Please see attached [~om Martina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ballen, Martina K" <mk~llen(~)unc.edu> 

Date: July 30, 2014 at 11:30:39 PIVI EDT 

To: "Perkins. Michael" <mperkins(&amc~edu~ 

Subject: Re: New Mre form for Softball coach 

Mike, 

This is okay to approve. 

Martina 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Ju130, 2014, at 1:42 PM, "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins!7J?unc.edu> wrote: 

Martina, 

If you approve this, I think we will be all set. The SaJary that Tony has was the referenced, the additional is coming out of the 

endowment. This is a pretty time sensitive issue, and I think Joyce was going to use Vince’s email as approval. Are you ok ruth this as well? 

Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:39 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Perkins, Michael; Ballen, Martina K; Papa, Dogma J; Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: Re: New hire form for Softball coach 

Yes, per Donna’s earlier request of $ salary and $ : endowment. 

On Ju130, 2014, at 10:47 AM, "Dalgleish, Joyce L" <j~?.v_c_’__e_d_~__u_!)__c_:__e_d__t!> wrote: 

The form did not stay attached on the reply so here it is. 

Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 10:44 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Cc: Perkins, Michael; Ballen, Martina K; Papa, Donna J 

Subject: RE: New hire form for Softball coach 

Vince, 

Do you approve offl~is salary/br Donna’s new hire? 

We need your approval so the Business Office cm~ approve it. 



Plea~ "Reply all" to this email with your answer. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 5:24 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: FW: New hire form for Softball coach 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Domina~ Julie 

Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2014 9:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Cc: Papa~ Donna J 

Subject: New hire form for Softball coach 

Morning Vince, 

Coach Papa faxed this to me at Caxmichael, but I work at golf on 

Wednesday mornings so I had a coworker scan it to me. Please let us know if this suffices. Thank you! Julie Domina 

<20140723092929253.pdt~, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bingham, Ma~’ Ellen <biughamm@email.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 4:32 PM 

< #, o [YNCAA-Everyone uncaa- everyone,~=roups.unc.edtr~ 

Snellma~, Sydney qsnellmsl@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Welcome to Sydney Snellman 

Good afternoon everyone, 

The Sports Nutrition staff is excited to welcome Sydney Snellman to UNC. Sydney will be working with us full time, in a contract position for the 2014-2015 school 

year, funded by Gatorade and the Ram’s Club. 

Sydney is a Registered Dietitian who holds a BS in Nutrition and Dietetics from Auburn University. She completed her dietetic internship at Vanderbilt University 

Medical Center in Nashville, TN. While at Auburn, she provided volunteer support to Scott Sehnert, Sports Dietitian for Auburn Athletics to help prepare cooking 

demonstrations; develop meal plans for athletes; produce presentations on nutrition-focused topics; and conduct body composition testing. She also tutored 

student-athletes in various subjects, including Human Anatomy and Basic Nutrition. Her interest in sports nutrition fostered into a long-term career goal of 

becoming a civilian military dietitian working with Special Forces. Sydney is a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND), Sports Cardiovascular, and 

Wellness Nutrition (SCAN) dietetics practice group, and the Collegiate & Professional Sports Dietitians Association (CPSDA). 

Go Heels! 

-Mary Ellen 

Mary Ellen Bingham MS1 RD, CSSD 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cell 
BinghamM@email.unc.edu 

~-ai:ebi;( k ~,http://www.facebook.com/WeFue]TheHee]s> 
Twi If:,.!!’ ,’http://twitter.com/WeFuelTheHeels> 
C;enfideistiaiity Notice: This e-mail message, inclLIding ally attscilments, is for the soie use of inteisded recipient(s) aisd may contain confidential and privileged inforraetiois ,a,n’{ unauthorized review, use. 
disclesure or distribuLiol~ is prohibite8 If you are net Lhe il~tended recipienL, pleese eol~tacL tile sender L~y repiy e-.mai] and destroy aii copies of Lhe original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 31, 2014 5:04 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edw% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Hire 

Donna, 

I will give Kevin the okay .you just cannot put a start date in the release. 
9 or 9:30 will be great al’id we’ll make a plan Yes, you can tell the players 
that she is official, and her start date on campus is being negotiated. 
Look forward to taking with you in the morning 

JOyce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Papa, I)onna J 
Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 4:53 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: RE: Hire 

Joyce, 
I already gave a press release to Kevin to write up so it is rea@. He said I need MJ to sign off on it, have her send it back to me and then to you. I have meetings starting at 10 am So be%re 
that would be ideal 9am ok or 9:30 
I need for her to be able to call players/recruits sooner than later etc. 
I can tell the players since she is official correct 
Donna 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Da]gleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 4:48 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: Hire 

Donna, 

We have received approval to extend the official offer to Mar?" Jo Fimbach. 
Please be aware that she is required to meet with me her first day of work in order to meet federal Homeland Security guidelines. 

My question for you: is she already performing duties for L~N’C’.’ I think that it best we discuss her start date via phone conversation so that we can try to accormnodate the needs of the 
program, but also be in compliance with University and Federal guidelines. Unfottnnately, we cannot make her appointment effective August 1st, but we see if there is a possibility to make it 
effective some 
time next week. Otherwise, it will have to be August 1 lth. Do you have some time tomorrow that 
you can call so we can discuss? 

As for issuing a press release, we can discuss that also. You can probably do so in the next day or so, and I will noti£¥ your SID when it is okay to issue the release. However, if the release 
is sooner than the start date, you just will have to omit the start date in the press release. 
Please let me know times that are good for you tomorrow so I can make myself available. 

I do have several meetings tomnnow morning beginning at 10:00 a.m. and going until approximately 1:30. 
Congratulations on your new hire, and we’ll work to get her on-board as soon as possible. 

As for her mortgage information, I am already in contact with the moltgage company. 
If you have questions, contact me or Kathy Dutton. 

Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Thursday, July 31, 20144:08 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: RE: Hire 

Joyce, 

I would like to announce her ASAP to quell the nel~’es of my players and recruits. 
I would like to say August 1 even though she can’t be here yet ; 

needs a letter as soon as we can and before the 12th (Cindy Mease) to conl)rm her employment with the following inIb: 
1 )Background Check 
2)Position 
3) Salal7 

4) Start Date 
So I dont want to be a problem for her with regards to the timing of this. 
Realistically, in terms of physically being in the office, she closes on the 12th of August and could be in here by the 1 lth. She will be arriving on the 9th but that is a Saturday. 
I would not want to wait til then to announce. If they can be two separate dates that would be ideal 
Also, can she do anything via docusign? 
Thanks 
Donna 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 3:38 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Cc: Dutton, Kathy B. 
Sulziect: RE: Hire 

"¢~qaen would you like for her effective date to be, once we receive approval? Remember, she will need to meet with me her first day of work. 



Joyce 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 3:27 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Re: Hire 

She was here on Monday visiting but has left for texas as she was closing on her house there and moving today She will be in Georgia by the weekend. 
Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Jul 31, 2014, at 3:12 P_’vi, "Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I will be glad to. I am hoping to hear soon. 
> My question to you: is she in town? 
> I will need to meet with her on her first day of work, and she will 
> need to bring original documentation as follows: 
> 1. Passport 
> OR 
> 2. Driver’s License AND Social Securib" Card. 
> OR 
> 3. Driver’s License AND Birth Certificate 4. Voided check for her 
> direct deposit authorization. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Joyce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Papa, Donna J 
> Sent: Thursday, July 31, 2014 3:08 PM 
> To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
> Subject: Hire 
> 

> If you can text me when it happens that would be great 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Friday, August l, 2014 12:25 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: - WMG 

Thanks. signed a professional contract this week. 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On Jul 17, 2014, at 1:26 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvan~eld~c-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Good Evening Carlos - 

Thank you for your time this morning. Without spealdng with (and/or his parents) and having a copy of the agreement would like to sign (or 

may have already signed) with Mr. Motzkin/WMG, it is difficult to advise on the potential NCAA implications. However, I can provide you with some 

general information relative to the NCAA regulations applicable to prospective and current student-athletes and their relationship with an "advisor". 

A prospective student-athlete is permitted to have an advisor, provided the advisor does not market the prospect in any way to a club or teams. A 

prospect and their parents are permitted to receive advice from an advisor, lawyer or other individual concerning a proposed professional sports 

contract, provided the advisor does not represent the prospect directly in negotiations for the contract. In this regard, it is permissible for an advisor 

to discuss with the merits of a proposed contract with the prospect and/or his parents and to provide suggestions about the type of offer they should 

consider. However, in order to maintain the prospect’s collegiate eligibility, the advisor may not serve as a link between the prospect and/or his 

parents and a professional sports team. If the advisor has direct contact with a professional team regarding the prospect, whether independently or 

per the prospect’s (or his parents) request or direction, the advisor shall be considered an agent and he will have jeopardized his eligibility. 

For example, an advisor may not be present during the discussions of a contract offer with a professional team or have any direct contact (including, 

but not limited to, in person, by telephone, text message, social media, email or mail) with the professional sports team on the prospect’s behalf. In 

addition, an advisor will be considered an agent if they contact teams on the prospect’s behalf to arrange private workouts or tryouts. 

In order to maintain collegiate eligibility the prospect and his parents will be required to pay the advisor at his normal rate for such services and 

not receive such services at a free or reduced rate without jeopardizing his eligibility, regardless of whether the advisor does not typically charge 

clients for such services. In addition, an individual will be ineligible if he enters into a verbal or written agreement with the advisor for representation 

in future professional sports negotiations that are to take place after he has completed his or her eligibility in that sport. 

As always, an individual shall be ineligible for participation in an intercollegiate sport if he ever has agreed (orally or in writing) to be represented by 

an agent for the purpose of marketing his or her athletics ability or reputation in that sport. Further, an agency contract not specifically limited in 

writing to a sport or particular sports shall be deemed applicable to all sports, and the individual shall be ineligible to participate in any sport. Lastly, 

an individual will be ineligible if he (or his relatives or friends) accepts transportation or other benefits from any person who represents any 

individual in the marketing of his or her athletics ability or an agent even if the agent has indicated that he has no interest in representing the 

student-athlete in the marketing of his athletics ability or reputation and does not represent individuals in the student-athlete’s sport. The receipt of 

such expenses constitutes compensation based on athletics skill and is an extra benefit not available to the student body in general. Examples of 

material benefits include money, transportation, dinner, clothes, cell phones, jewelry, etc. However, benefits may also include, but are not limited 

to, activities such as tryout arrangements with a professional team and coordinating tryout schedules. 

It’s my understanding that    has verbally committed to U NC for Fall 2015, but has not yet signed a NLI inasmuch as the next signing period in Men’s 

Soccer is not until February 2015. In order to properly review his specific situation, we would need to receive a copy of the contract or agreement he 

will or has signed to retain the services of an advisor. If he does retain Mr. Motzkin orWMG asan advisor-either currently or in the future- will 

need to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA Eligibility Center when completing his Amateurism Certification documents. In 

addition to NCAA rules, if and when    does enroll at UNC, his direct communication with agents and advisors will become governed by our Agent 

Policy and the laws of the State of North Carolina. 

In the interim, please advise Paul or myself of any additional questions or concerns that either you or the family may have about the applicable 

NCAA rules and regulations. If you are able to locate the copy of an agreement Mr. Motzkin attempted to use in the past, please end that to our 

attention. It may provide us with some insight as to the terms and provisions he typically includes when serving as an advisor to prospective or 

current student-athletes. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvange[der@unc.edu 



From: Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, August l, 2014 4:50 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: Update 

FYI, 

I called to check on the increase request for and was just informed that due to heavy review of this request on campus, 

it was not sent to BOG review session for July. It will be reviewed at the next BOG review session on 09/11/2014. They do not meet in 

August. 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dean Ogan <dean@roc~tophospitaliF.com> 

Saturday, August 2, 2014 8:44 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwal’mey@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangel&~emaJl.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary 
Ellen <binghmnm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Training table 

Bubba, thank you for the response. 

We certainly can handle payment either way, it just depends on what we deem important to achieve. I certainly have some risk with a pay as you go system being 5 or 5(10 people could 
show up each day, so I have to prepare for 500 Honestly, in?’ concern is whether or nor a salad bar is something the students will go our of their way for. Additionally, does a salad bar 
saris1}’ the goals of the nutrition team? I have had limited exposure here, but it seems like the athletes all have very different nutrition objectives the?" are trying to achieve at each meal I 
would be happy to talk with Mar?, Ellen about this to see what her thoughts are, and how this can work. 

The $9 price is flexible based totally on what the components of the salad bar are The protein choices could be Chicken, Steak, Salmon and Shrimp We also can offer carb based salads, fruit 
and yogurt. This was essentially the plan for the salad bar we were going to offer for training table, but with more emphasis on the protein. 

I am happy to do whatever is requested, and within a timeline that works best for everyone. I’ll be prepared :[’or next steps whenever they may be 

Thank you, 

Dean 

Dean M. Ogan 
Owner 
R ocky Top tlospitality 

cell 

> On Aug 2, 2014, at 7:39 ~\~i, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Thanks Dean, you are correct in a perfect world, with appropriate funding a meal provided for all students, stafl; coaches etc. would be great, but that isn’t feasible at this time My primary 

objecuves are to provide as many healthy options to students within the NCAA guidelines and allow the students flexibility to spend their board money as they deem appropriate. I you you 

understand the issues and I think your thoughts here are outstanding and I believe we can work to that end. I also appreciate tour willingness to work with us in this time if transition, as this 

legislation only took effect yesterday and no one in the country really- knows what the paranreters are or will be as we nrove forward. 

> So for this semester are you saying it would be $9 per person for a salad bar? 

> If so would that be a pay as you go system or would it be a card swipe system so we can track who is eating’.’ 

> 

> 

> Bubba Cunningham 

> Director of Athletics 

> University of North Carolina 

> 

> 

>> On Aug 1, 2014, at 4:00 PM, "Dean Ogan" <dean@rockTtophospitality.com> wrote: 

>> 

>> Bubba, 
>> 

>> I thought it nright be helpful to put sonre thoughts down on paper regarding training table. If you have a few minutes to read this over I would appreciate it. 

>> 

>> Thank you, 

>> 

>> Dean 

>> 

>> Dean M. Ogan 

>> Owner 

>> Rocky Top Hospitality 

>> 

>> <Letter to Bubba Cunningham.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Steinbacher @me.com~ 

Saturday, August 2, 2014 1:19 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edw~ 

Meet The Heels 

@TarHeelFootball: Due to threat of rain, Meet the Heels has been moved to the concourse club in the Blue Zone. Autographs at 4 pm today. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <lim@raJnsclub.com> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 11:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; DaJgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Tripp Phillips 

Joyce & Vince - 

Just wanted to check back in to see if we found out the results of the Board meeting as it related to ’ 

Thank you both for your efforts. 

Tm~ 

Tim Srmth 
m: 
w: 919.8436448 

e: tim@ramsclub corn 

Sent from my iPhone 

salary adjustment. I’ve been asked about it and I’d like to give an update. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 1:26 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Update 

Joyce, 

Thanks for letting me know. Obviously, this is disappointing news. I appreciate your efforts thus far. 

Vince / Bubba - I will look to both of you for your thoughts moving forward. 

ThaJ~ks. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 919.843.6448 

e: d m(i~r,~n-~,~:h i b.con: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 4, 2014, at 11:24 AM, "Dalgleish, Jo ce L <i~2;~:~!.~.~!2~:~!.~ wrote: 

Tim, 

Fhis is the informalrion f s~-:mt to Vince on Friday. 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Friday, August 01, 2014 4:50 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Update 

FYI, 

I called to check on the increase request for , and was just informed that due to heavy review of this request on campus, 

it was not sent to BOG review session for July. It will be reviewed at the next BOG review session on 09/11/2014. They do not meet in 

August. 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: < 

Sent: Monday, 9:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Subject: Re: Congrats in Toronto 

’,om> 

Vince. 

So great to hem from you and glade all is well.     support here is great. What a great gw with so much knowledge,        is totally peaking and ve~’ much in 
control. I haven’t seen him play that well ever and both he and all of us believe he can beat     tomorrow. We appreciate you all looking into a flexible supportive fall 
schedule and totaJly know if any one can make it happen it’s all of you at UNC.         has been wearing Carolina blue with all my buddies, family and offcourse my 
self also carries his Caacolina bag on court at match time. 
As tbr. , I’ve not heard a thing so any help would be much appreciated as her "time is coming fast but I’m not sure what to do or ask for as we have sent emails 
with no replies so now I guess we will s~art looking elsewhere tbr her thture opportunib,. 

As always thanks tbr the great support system UNC brings to us and let’s go and Heels! 

See you in the fall......Cheers 

On at 8:07 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
I appears ] is enjoying himself and plwing great in Toronto’. I talked with Sam tonight and he said that has won a couple of matches 
decisively and is veW confident. That’s always great to hear. 
When talking with Sam, one of the things we di~ussed was course options lbr this tidl. I understand that it will be veU important to build as 
much flexibility as we can into        ’s ti~ll academic schedule m he can "take full advantage of tennis opportunities that come his way. Since he has only 
been enrolled here one semester, I’m coatident we can do this. As I’m sure you know, we have had many women’s soccer athletes over the years who 
have represented their comltry’s teams in national competitions that axe held during the school year all over the world. ’][’his is a really" tbr elite level 
student-athletes and we’ve been truly fortunate to have more than our share wearing the Carolina blue! 
Also, were you ever able to connect with Coach Sagula regarding ? Please know that I’m happy to help if and whenever you believe it is 
appropriate. 
I hope you and your family are enjoying the summer. Karen and my girls are healthy and happy. We are all veU proud of        and look forward to 
tracking his match with . My best to you and yours’. 
Vince 
Vi*~¢e IRe 

{’::::iv} ’:::,{:.:: 4 :!:. :: :{ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 4, 2014 9:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; "dm@ramsclub.com 

FW: Concern on increase request 

F¥1 

From: Brody, Matt 
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 9:27 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L; Ragland, Vanessa; Moore, 3essica L 
Cc: Dutton, Kathy B.; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Concern on increase request 
Joyce, 
These are reasonable questions. I will assure you have the benefit of an explanation tomorrow. I will ask Vanessa to investigate and get us an update. 
Regards, 
Matt 

Matthew S. Brody 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 
Office of Human Resources 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
email: matt brody(~unc.edu 
web: http://hr.unc.edu 
Tel: 919.962-2897 
Fax: 919.962.8677 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, August 04, 2014 9:02 PM 
To: Brody, Matt; Ragland, Vanessa; Moore, Jessica L 
Co: Dutton, Kathy B.; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Concern on increase request 

Matt, Jessica and Vanessa, 
In June we submitted a saJa~ increase request for one of our assistant tennis coaches ( , ) that required BOG approval, and my understanding was 

that it would go to the BOG on July, wlfich is what had been communicated to our sport administrator and head coach. I provided additional information around the 
first of July. 

On Friday I called to check on the status because we had not received any notification on the request. I was ilffonned that it did not go to the July BOG, and will go in 
September. 

I am concerned that we had no commtmication, nor explanation as to why it was delayed and we now must wait over a month going forward due to the meeting 

schedule. 

I completely understand the difficulties evelyone is facing with the brutal guidelines we are under. However. we stand a real chance of losing a coach who helped 

guide our program to a top ten finish and is a vital part of our program. He is paid well below market of comparable programs. We requested an increase with the 

unders~nding it would be reviewed at the July meeting. 

I am concerned we may lose the coach, and extremely fi-ustrated we received no notice and no explanation of the delay. Can you please provide reasons for the 

delay, and if this is approved, the projected ettbctive date. I must be able to expla~,n thus to the head coach, my supervisor, the sport administrator and the Athletic 

Director. 

Thaldcs, 

Joyce Dalgleish 

Sem f!~om my I/c.rizo~ 14%ele.~.s 4G Z)"t: I)ROID 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 9:41 AM 

I.angley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu>; Thompson, JennifEr C ~cthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<maskos@email. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi, Josh, 

Thanks for letting us know. I’m sorry that she changed her mind but understand that to the US ix a long way from home. 

Since we have not yet processed her application, we can return her application fee to her. The only concern is that she paid in cash and we are hesitant to send 

cash back l:hrough the mail, Would you lille to picl~ up ~:he h-’_~e and return it to her? I’m not sure that we have a~ly oth~-_!r way to gel it bacl~ i~l her hands This is one o[ 

the reasons we usually refus~-_~ to accept payment in cash. 

Let us know what you think about returning Lhe fee, Otherwise, is it safe to assume that at Lhis late date you wilt be reLurning this last slot Lo Vince? 

Hang in there, 

Barbara 
Barbara ~olk 
Depu~-Dh’ectc~r 
Office of Ur.de~Nraduate Admissions 
University of North (]aro]h’.a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2014 9:35 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: 

Hello All, 

I want to thank each of you for your help with      .. I appreciate all that you have done. 

Unfortunately last night,       called me and backed out of coming to UNC. It appears that the worry of being homesick and the pressure from the 

Athletics Federation to stay home all came to a head yesterday and she decided to change her mind. 

I am sorry that I wasted everyone’s time during one of the busiest periods of the year. Thank you again for your work with me. 

Josh Langley 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach (Multis, Pole Vault, Javelin, Hammer) 

Meet Director 

919-357-5542 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc,edu> 
Tuesday, August 5, 2014 1:33 PM 

Jenije, Matthew Ochuko <ojenije@email.tmc.edtp; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtp; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edtp; 
@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Development Advisol7 Board 

Greetings, 

During our summer retreat, Student Athlete Development found that it would be beneficial ~or us to I-’ave input from several areas of the Athletic department as 

we plan for the upcoming semesters. 

I am writing today to extend you an o%r of being on our newly created Advisory board. Student Athlete Development Advisory Board’s goal is to oversee, 

provide feedback and ideas about programming. Topic areas %r discussion will be personal development, career development, community outreach, leadership 

development and SAAC. 

You will be an important asset to our team by providirg ideas and advice which will allow us to enharce the student athlete expenerce. 

The time commitment would be minimal, consisting of two meetings per semester (one at the beginning and one at the end). 

Please let rne know if you’d like to be a part of our tearn. I’m very rT/uch looking f,qrward to hearing frorr you. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 5, 2014 5:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Work Team: Next Steps 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2014 4:57 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ballen, Martina K 
Subject; FW: WorkTeam: Next Steps 

Martina and Paul - any chance that the two of you would be able to join us for the meeting below? Mike is checking to see if the Conference Room in the Business 

Office would be available. We will only need to discuss the following recommendations: RISE Awards, Standing Committee for Care & Recognition, and Formal 

Onboarding Process. We can discuss Onboarding first, and then Paul can take his leave when we switch to the remaining topics. 

From-" Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, July 30, 2014 1:02 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael; Young, Marissa Veronica; Lohse, Dave Clark; ’jfreeman@unc.edu’; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Brunner, John F; Field, Jaci; 
Subject; WorkTeam: Next Steps 

Team CR - 

Rick’s email from yesterday identified that the following department-wide recommendations pertaining to Care & Recognition be adopted as quick wins: RISE 

Awards, Communicate AD’s Schedule & Priorities, Standing Committee for Care & Recognition, and Formal Onboarding Process. 

He also specified that the implementation and adoption process would involve Executive Team Members (Liaisons and functional heads) being assigned to work 

directly with the Champions (Work Teams) in order to finalize each plan for the department-wide initiatives. 

Given this, would it be possible for Team CR or at least those interested in continuing to serve on the Standing Committee to convene - with the purpose being to 

finalize our plans for the RISE Awards, AD’s Schedule, Standing Committee, and Onboarding? Would Wednesday, August 13 (11:00arn-12:15pm} be an option? 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <i[le@unc.edu>; Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu> 

Incoming diver 

Rich, 

I spoke with     and he’s working on his statement= I’ll ask him to send                          " (I’m sure this may take more than one day). He told me 
he realized his transcripts from his online schooling were never attached. Not really sure what he was talking about so [ asked him to send everything he has 
along with his statement. I asked him to send it to you and myself and when [ received it I would call you. 

Thanks 
Abel 

From: <Polk>, Barbara Jo <!?.i?.9.[k@.ad!Z,.!~:~.9.Os:.£!3c=ft.d~!.> 

Date: Thursday            at 12:49 PM 

To: "DeSelm, Rich L" <richde~;elm@ur~c:.edu> 

Cc: "llle, Vince" <!!!.:’-4@.~!!3:~:~a.d.£>, "Sanchez, Abel" <a.!?~a!.2~4.@.e~3?.~~!.[:.~ffZ~.:e~!9.>, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <!?1%’~!.[<.:~,~!A~).[~3!.s..s.!c’~9.s=WLt~:.e[,:!.£> 

Subject: RE: Incoming swimmer 

Ric~-b 

Thanks for this information. 

Abel._.Along with his personal statement, please asl~ to include a note or some documentation 

academic performance through the end of his senior year Aiso, we’ll need to get his final transcript direcdy frorn his high school, The versi.:_~n we haw:_~ is dated 

7/1/14 so t’11 be very interested to see how his "final, final" transcript differs from what we have. t’11 also need an understanding of why it is different. 

Thanks to both of you. 

Barbara 
Bm’];ara Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 fl~ce of {h:,dergraduate Adm{ssio]’.s 
University of North Carolh:,a at {:hape] Hill 
Phone: 919-9~{,-3989 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday 12:43 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: file, Vince; 5anchez, Abel 

Subject: RE: Incoming swimmer 

Barbara: 

Abel spoke to last night. A few things of note: 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]--> ~ad 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]--> ;ays he has an updated, revised and "better" final transcript to provide 

[ asked Abel to haw:_~ provide us with a statement (IOD.AY) via e-marl and to get the final--final transcript to us/you AhAP. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;P,~vu’]’s[ty ,’:,J! :"]drlla Ca],q, hr!a Swimmir, g & [::hvJP, g 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 @’): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: d,;s,;lr~l~ t~a{i uil..: e&; 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles [)r, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels com 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:20 PH 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: ]lie, Vince; Polk Barbara .lo 
Subject: Incoming swimmer 

Hi, Rich, 

I hope you’re having a good summer. 

Please give me a call as soon as you can regarding one of your incoming students. We received his final transcript and he is now a level 1 candidate due to senior 

year grades. (Final high school GPA is below 2.5) We are considering two options and I would like to discuss them with you before making a final decision. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

PS: If you need to call during the evening, my cell number is! 
flar];ara Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 fl~ce of {h:,dergradnate Adm[ssio]’.s 
University of North Carohr.,a at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.cdn> 

Thursday, 2:09 PM 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdesehn@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jenniibr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Incoming diver 

Abel, 

Thank you for covering all of this with 

On his application he indicated he had taken courses from . It appears he took a couple of math courses there during his 

sophomore and junior ,/ears. According to the transcript we received from th~-:mL he was noL enrolk_~d in course work through them this y~-_~ar. That also maLches the 

information he provided on his appJicat[on. 

We will wail to receive his information before rnaking a decision on his future with UNC. If the two courses he tool( with             are his only on-.line courses, 

the’,, may not help in this situation. They will not impact his final, official high school GPA. Again, though, we’ll wait to see what additional information we receive 

in the next couple of days. 

Thanks, again, 

B a r ba ra 
t~:~ara Polk 
[lep~ ty I) [rectu:~ 
OflR:e oil h’,dergrach~a~e Ad:*niss[ot!~; 
Univevsili: o[ NorIh Carolh’,a at Chat?el 11111 
Phone: 91 q-q56-3989 

From: Sanchez, Abel 

Sent: Thursday, 1:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; DeSelm, Rich L 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Sanchez, Abel 

Subject: Incoming diver 

Rich, 
I spoke with     and he’s working on his statement. I’ll ask him to send                           (I’m sure this may take more than one day). He told me 
he realized his transcripts from his online schooling were never attached. Not really sure what he was talking about so I asked him to send everything he has 
along with Ms statement. I asked him to send it to you and myself and when I received it I would call you. 
Thanks 
Abel 

From: <Polk>, Barbara Jo <!?.i?.q[k!~.a..d!~?,.[~s!.9.r~S:.M!!c:ed.~!.> 

Date: Thursday,            at ::[2:49 PM 

To: "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdes~elm@uqc.edu> 

Co: "llle, Vince" <ifie(~3unc.edu> "Sanchez Abel" <abel2s(~3em~qil.unc,edu> "Polk Barbara Jo" <!?#g?!.[@~!iV:!.r33!.s.s!g?9.s:5).r.!t~=e~J..u> 

Subject: RE: Incoming swimmer 

Rich, 

Thanks for this information. 

Abel....AIong with his personal stat~-:m~ent, please a;k to include a not~-_~ or sorne docum~:_~]ltation 

academic performance through the end ot: his senior year. Also, we’fl need to get his final transcript direcdy from his high school. The version we have is dated 

7/1/14. so I’lt be very interested to see how his "final, final" transcript differs from what we have. I’lt also need an unders[anding of why it is different. 

Thanks to both of you. 

Barbara 
Bar];ara Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of {~r.,dergraduate Admissio]’.s 
University of North (:arohna at Chapel Ilill 

o c c c , :~Qoc ~ hon.,. 1 ~-~6t:-~ .,; 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Thursday,. 12:43 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Sanchez, Abel 

Subject: RE: Incoming swimmer 

Barbara: 

Abel spoke to last night. A few things of note: 

I) had 

2) says he has an updated, revised and "better" final transcript to provide 

I asked Abet to have ~rovide us with a statemen[ (TODAY) via e-rnail and to get [he finaM:inal transcript to us/you ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

mversi[y of l’qorlt~ Caro]ip.a Swimmi~g & DJ,,&~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emafl: gi!}ii!}]2(!;~/~.gy&V~;:j£V!SL 9.gii~. 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Wednesday,. ~ 5:20 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
~: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Incoming swimmer 

Hi, Rich, 

I hope you’re having a good summer. 



Please give me a call as soon as you can regarding one of your incoming students. We received his final transcript and he is now a level 1 candidate due to senior 

year grades. (Final high school GPA is below 2.5) We are considering two options and I would like to discuss them with you before making a final decision. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

PS: If you need to call during the evening, my cell number is 

Of J~c~: oil i3,,de r~’ad~a[e gd~Ll~ssiot!~ 
[JllJV~2~’~J~y Of No~’[h (~l’oJi]l~ at Chapel [{~]] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelden Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 6:30 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: StaJl’ManuaJ 

FYL 

If you have any interest in viewing this document and Beth did not reach out to you about the revision, the log-in h~formation she provided is incorrect. There is no 

"www" in the web address -just uncaa.unc.edu. Also, 

The manual its~-_~lf does not appear to hav~:_~ been updated since 2012 and some of the sections she r~-:~ferences below may not have b~-:~en chang~:_~d since prior to that 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19} 962--7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 6002 

mvangelder@ut~c.edu 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:26 PM 
Te: Vangelder, Nanelle A 
Subject: Staff Manual 

Marielle, 

Below are the links to sections of the staff manual pertaining to your unit and all appendices. Please let Stacey Warner know if you have any revisions to these 

sections, as well as relevant appendices. 

If you would like for someone else in your unit to review and revise, please pass this along to them. 

To access the staff manuah 

Go to www.uncaa.unc.edu 

Click on Staff Manual 

If you prefer a word document that you can update, let Stacey know and she will send you what you need. 

Please submit any revisions to Stacey by August 15th. 

Thanks! 

~Beth 

Grant-in-Aid-http;iistaffmanual.athletics.unc.edu]XlV Grant in Aid.~df 

Eligibility - http:!!staffmanual.athletics.unc.eduiXV...Eligibility.pdf 

Recruiting- http:/istaffmanual.athletics.unc.edu/XVl Recruiting.pdf 

Additional Information - http:i!staffmanual.athletics.unc.edu/XXVlll Additional Inforrnation.pdf 

Dining (Section B)- h...t..t.p.:.~..[..s..t..a..f..f...m....a..n...u...a.]~.a..t..h.j..e..tj.c...s.:..u..n...c~.e...d...u..[xV~.!LD[~!.9~Rdf 

Appendices- h...t..t.~.g../.s..t..a.~f..[.m..~a..~n..~u..~a.]:~a...t.~h..~e...tj~b~u~d~/~d~hi~.[ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 8:42 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Sta£f Maamal 

Thanks, Marielle. We have been adding multiple new policies and revising those in great need of revision. We still have a ways to go and will continue to work on 

these over the course of the next },ear. We’re making progress... 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2014 6:30 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Staff Manual 

FYl. 

If you have any interest in viewing this document and Beth did not reach out to you about the revision, the log-in information she provided is incorrect. There is no 

"www" in the web address---just uncamunc.edu. &Iso, 

The manual i~:self does not appear to have be,:_m updated since zu1z and ";ome ot tru-_~ sectlons s~e ret,-:~rences beb:_~w may not have been changed since prior to that. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Adfletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7gs3 

Fa’.<: (919) 962--6(~:32 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:26 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Staff Manual 

Marielle, 

Below are the links to sections of the staff manual pertaining to your unit and all appendices. Please let Stacey Warner know if you have any revisions to these 

sections, as well as relevant appendices. 

If you would like for someone else in your unit to review and revise, please pass this along to them. 

To access the staff manuak 

Go to www.uncaa.unc.edu 

Click on Staff Manual 

If you prefer a word document that you can update, let Stacey know and she will send you what you need. 

Please submit any revisions to Stacey by August :15th. 

Thanks! 

~Beth 

Grant-in-Aid ~.-h--t--t-p-.jj---s--t--a---f-t.--m----a---n---u--a--~.--a--t---h-!--e--t-!-c---s-:--u---n--c--.--e---d---u-/-X~ Grant in Aid.p__d__f_ 

Eligibility - http:i!staffmanual.athletics.unc.edu!XV...Eligibility.pdf 

Recruiting- http:!!staffmanual.athletics.unc.edu!XVl Recruiting.pdf 

Additional Information - http:/istaffmanual.athle0cs.unc.eduiXXVlll Additional Information.pdf 

Dining (Section B) - httpj/staffmanual:ath!et!cs:unc.edu/XV!I! Dining.pdf 

Appendices- .h..t..t..P~j.Ls..t.~a...f.f....m...a.~.n.~.u.~.a.~[~.a.~t...h.~[.e..t..Lc.2~ nc :~e~d~g Lap p eE d~! c~e~s~ h~t m ]. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 11, 2014 2:01 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

Player Kept Diary of Charleston Coach’s Behavior 

Former Player Kept Diary of Charleston Coach’s Behavior 

AthleticBusiness.cOmcontent. has partnered with LexisNexis to bring you this 

Cepyrig,~t 2014 The Pest and Courier 

A# Rights Reserved 

Post & Courier (Charleston, SC) 

Bar[ Benton and his College of Charleston teammates began to notice a pattern of behavior from Deug Wejcik in the earliest days of his tenure as the Cougars 

head basketball coach, 

So Benton decided to star[ making a list of all of Wojcik’s verbal abuse and outbursts. He kept tile diary for tile entire 2012-13 season, his last year at tile 

College. 

"[ just felt like it was something I had to do," Benton said in a telephone interview from Atlanta. "[ felt like someone needed to document what was going on." 

A College ef Charleston investigation exposed dozens of examples of Wejcik lashing out at players with obscenities, personal attacks and physical threats. The 

50-page roper[ was complied with input from 12 players, 10 of them anonymous. 

Wojcik was placed on a one-month suspension without pay, or more than $33,000, in August and ordered to undergo mandatory counseling. Tile college also 

has established a zero tolerance policy for future behavior. 

Benton recalled that Woicik initially Masted him and other players during a preseason team meeting in tile fall of 2012. 

He said Wojcik told him in front of the team, "Don’t act like a (expletive) lawyer when you’re on this team. You might can read faster than me, but I’ve got that 

street (expletive). You’re not (expletive) smarter than me." 

Benton, who is now in law school at Georgia State University, said he was shocked at tile time and couldn’t understand why tile coach had made his attack so 

personal. 

It \wasn’t tile first time Benton had been on the receiving end of one of Wojcik’s verbal tirade in the shor[ time the coach had been on tile job. 

Benton, a walk-on basketball player for the Cougars from 2009-13, had played for three seasons under the easygoing Bobby Cremins. He had loved the game 

and his time with the basketball team. He was crushed when Cremins decided to retire following the 2012 season, but said he had an open mind about Wojcik 

when the school hired him. 

"Everyone loved coach Cremins," Benton said. "He was going to be a tough act to follow, but I think eyeD’one gave .P~ojcik) the benefit of the doubt at first." 

The honeymoon didn’t last long, he said. 

’q can take a coach yelling at me and being demanding and tough," Benton said. "But he crossed the line. He made it personal on levels that he shouldn’t have. 

It wasn’t just basketball. He talked about parents and players girlfriends." 

As the season went on, Benton’s list of transgressions became longer and longer. He said all the players were aware of the list he was keeping, and as the 

verbal abuse began to mount, teammates would give him more examples. 

"Coach would go off on someone and they’d come up to me after practice and say, ’Put that one on the list,’" Benton said. "All the guys knew what [ was doing." 

All of the players interviewed during the investigation said Benton’s list was accurate. 

"At one point or another every player was a target for one of Wojcik’s rants," but Benton, forward Matt Sundberg and forward Trent Weideman seemed to take 

the brunt of his wrath. 

When the season was ever, Benton, Sundberg and Weideman had exit interviews with College of Charleston Athletic Director Joe Hull. All three gave accounts 

of the verbal abuse under Woicik. Benton and Sundberg were seniors and scheduled to graduate. Weideman, one of tile team’s top post players, had decided 

to transfer to Georgia Southern. 

Benton said HuH was shocked to learn of his treatment under Wojcik and told the walk-on that he would take it up with the coach during his end-of-the-year 

evaluation. 

’q think (HUH) was pretty upset and surprised by the whole thing," Benton said. ’H think he genuinely felt bad about what had happened to us and the \way coach 

Wojcik had treated us." 

But Benton wasn’t optimistic that much would come out of the exit inte~Mews he had with HLdl. The Cougars had gone 24-11 in Wojcik s first season and made it 

to the finals of the Southern Conference Tournament. They d also earned a bid to College Basketball Invitational Tournament. 

"1 knew they were not going to fire him. How could they after they won 24 games?" Benton said. ’H guess what I was hoping for was that someone would talk to 

him and that the administration knew there was a problem." 

According to the report, Hull discussed the issue with then-college president George Benson. Benson instructed Hull to talk with Woicik about the issue. In the 

report, Hull said Wejcik understood that he needed to change his demeanor toward the players. 



"Fro sure coach Wojcik just thought it was three disgruntled players," Benton said. "I’m sure he felt like he hadn’t done anything wrong, that he hadn’t stepped 

over the line." 

The Cougars plummeted to a 14-18 record in Wojcik’s second season, followed by the report and its further accusations. On June 30, Hull met with players and 

indicated that he wanted to fire Wojcik, mukiple sources told The Poet and Courier But Benson overruled Hull and the school handed out the suspension and 

other penalties. 

Wojcik has three years left on a contract that pays him just more than $400,000 annually. 

July 10, 2014 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 8:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Meet the Heels Email 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Monday, July 14, 2014 8:27 AM 
To: Sabo, Tim 
Co: Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Meet the Heels Email 
I would suggest having "the intern 

Michael 

Michael BeaJe 
AssisIant AD / Mmketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 

i who is heading up external comnmulcations come up with a revised message based on the press release tbr us to approve. 

"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Let me know the final copy and we’ll get it out asap. Thanks~ 

Tim 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, July 14, 2014 8:17 AM 

To: Beale, Michael 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Sabo, Tim 

Subject: Re: Meet the Heels Email 

I think we should tailor it to be a nice invitation for this group. We can keep the messaging consistent within the body of the email, but I think it should be a welcoming 

message directed specifically to them. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jul 14, 2014, at 7:30 AM, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

Below is the Meet the Heels release that is up on GoHeels.com. In an ettbVt to keep all of our messaging the same I would suggest using this for the 

Academic All-Staxs emaJl. 

Michael 

2014 Meet the Heels 

The 2014 University, of No(th Carolina football team will host "Meet The Heels" Saturday, August 2, at Kenan Stadium from 4-6 p.m. Gates will open at 
3 p.m. 

Defensive players and specialists roll sign from 4-5 p.m. and ofi~nsive players will sign fi~om 5-6 p.m. Head coach Larry Fedora will be available for 

autographs from 4-6 p.m. 

Fans should enter Gates 2, 5, 6 or either of the Blue Zone gates in the east end zone. The football team roll be conducting its annual photo day from 2:30- 

4 p.m. and some areas of the sIadium will be restricted access until Meet The Heels begins at 4 p.m. 

A Casolina Kids Zone will be located in the east end of Kenan Stadium with inflatable gmnes and other activities for kids of all ages and will remain open 

until 6 p.m. 

Free Carolina football schedule cards and posters will be available while supplies last. 

Concession stands and res~troom facilities on the north and south sides will be open. 

Publtic palking is available for $5 per car in the RamsHead Deck and the new Bell Tower Deck, and for free in the Claige, Cardinal and Jackson paxldng 

decks offManning Drive. 

The UNC Kids Club will hold its annual Idckoffevent at 3 p.m. in the Blue Zone Concourse Club. For more information on joining the UNC Kids Club, 

go to GoHeels.com. 

In case of inclement weather, stay ttmed to GoHeels.com for updated information. 

Michael Beale 

Assis~nt AD / Marketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 

"Steinbacher, f~,ick’’ <rick(~unc.e&B> wrote: 

Michael 

Paul had a good idea about sending Meet the Heels info to every email we have for Academic All Stars. Can you get Tim a graphic / write up of Meet the 

Heels and Tim said he could send out the email. 

Thanks! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

,’ < ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday-, July 14, 2014 12:04 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@mm.edu> 

NCAA Coaches Certification Exam 

Coach Papa: 
An email w~ sent’/his morning reminding all those who have not yet taken tills year’s Coaches Exam Please be aware "/hat the following Softball coaches and non- 
coaching staffmembers still need to take the 2014-15 NC,~_A Coaches Certification Exam: StLzalme Tadlock (entail was not on file). The 2013-14 certification exam 
expires on July 31, 2014. z~ny comltable coach will need to complete this year’s exam by that date before it is pemlissible to recruit off:campus. If tile above 
iadividuals are no longer on sm,q’, please let compliance kn¢~w as sooa as possible. 
Please let me know if you have aW quesdoas. 

Thank~ 

~i~ii!:i::ii’iiii:i i:!i<iii<i::::: [!: i:;i:;ii3i)iiii~iii 

iii::ii:~:i:~i i~<:~: :t !!i; i 9 i: iiii~,~i 3..,~i 7 3 ii,i~ 

ii!:’~:i~,~: ( 9 ii !!i;) <)(Q. (:i()() ii!; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 5:09 PM 

Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu> 

Evrayd, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Blog Post 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhune 

On Jul 14, 2014, at 2:47 PM, "Keadey, Stephen" <sckead ey @emaih uric. edu<ma ilto:sckeadev@email uric. edu>> wrote: 

Rick and Vince, 

I send this public blog post in the unlikely event you haven’t seen it already today. 

http://coac hin~themind.b]ogspot, corn/2014/07/my -e×perience-a s-unc-student-athIete, html 

Best, 

Steve Keadey 
Associate Umversity Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
110 Bynum Hall 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Campus Box 9105 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-9105 
Direct ]hal: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Monday, July 14, 2014 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: My experience as an athlete at UNC 

Thanks Vince 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Ju114, 2014, at 1:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: UNC Athletics Director 
> Sent: Monday, July 14, 2014 3:32 PM 
> To:            b~gmail corn 
> Cc: Ille, Vince; Krause, Paul 
> Subject: FW: My experience as an athlete at UNC 
> 

> Bob, 
> 

> Thanks so much for your note and thoughts regarding the University of North Carolina, our coaches, and our student-athletes Your thoughts are velT helpful and your recollections of 
what occurred while you were a student are much appreciated. 
> 

> Thanks again. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> Fromi Bob cher@ [ o i~gmail~com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 09, 2014 12:58 PM 
> To: UNC Athletics Director 
> Subject: My experience as an athlete at UNC 
> 
> Mr. Cunningham, 
> I apologize for randomly emailing you and clogging up your inbox, but I :felt compelled to write something after seeing the story on OTL dealing with and Coach Williams It took 
me some ume to get around to writing something and organizing my thoughts and then the NCAA returned so I added to it. I have attached the document I have sent this to a few others 
and I felt like I needed to send it to you as well. Please use it as you wish ify()u would like 
> 

> Thank you for your time, 
> 

> Bob ChelTy (UNC 2003, UNC-SOD 2008) 
> <UNCathleticexperience.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 15, 2014 1:17 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Tech Upgrades Boost Sports Concessions Operations 

Tech Upgrades Boost Sports Concessions Operations 
Improving the fan experience. 

Such has been the motive of nearly every major decision in sports venues as of late -- premium seating and club areas, improved Wi-Fi connectivity, 

increasingly eye-catching LED video displays -- it’s all about creating an atmosphere that tops the comfort and convenience of watching a game at home in a 

way that no fan can resist. 

With that focus in mind, many venue operators are turning their attention to concessions operations. Over the past few years, concessions offerings have 

evolved to be more tantalizing to fans, from gourmet food items to signature concoctions that are a memorable gameday experience in and of themselves. New, 

the problem is getting those food items into consumers’ hands in the most efficient way possible. 

Just as venues are battling to get fans out of their seats at home, they are also struggling to get them out of their seats at the game. "Fans have spent all this 

money and time getting to the game, getting into the game, getting to their seats," says Eric Hill, cofounder and COO of SportSnax, an Ocean Springs, Miss.- 

based mobile concessions software provider. "The last thing they want to do is get up and go stand in line for food." 

A LINE WITHOUT A LINE 

SportSnax is just one of a growing list of mobile sofa, are services capitalizing not just on the demand to improve convenience, but to improve the entire 

concessions operation. The company launched a pilot program during the 2013 baseball season at Mississippi State University’s Dudy Noble Field, expanding 

last fall to serve Humphrey Coliseum and landing contracts with several venues at tile University of Alabama. Using the app -- branded as DawgSnax for MSU 

venues and TideSnax at Alabama -- fans peruse a menu and select the items they want, enter their credit card information and a seat number, then sit back 

and enjoy the game while concessions workers prepare and deliver their food. 

RELATED: Buccaneers to Pour $7M into Concessions Infrastructure 

"Venues are essentially opening another line without opening another line," says Hill. "V~len times are slow or staff is underutilized, this gives them an option to 

use that staff with a line that doesn’t exist. And when lines are very long, that’s when the sofb.~’are gets most used." 

The format is one of the many iterations of mobile ordering available. When Stanford University’s athletic department began improving technology at its 

stadium a few years ago, administrators looked at several options before selecting Austin, Tex.°based Bypass Mobile. "We went and looked at one of their 

stadiums in Texas and were so impressed with tile way it worked," says deputy director of athletics Ray Purpur. "You download the app, pick what you want and 

order it. You get a text back when the order is ready, and then you go up to the concessions stand through a special line and pick Lip your food." 

Though some versions still require fans to leave their seats to pick up an order, they spend no time veaiting in line, and an exclusive pickup lane is one way to 

make fans feel like they’re getting special treatment. Concessions operators can also push out exc&Jsive combos, discounts or other promotions to mobile app 

users. 

Alabama used the app to create a unique solution to a problem at one of the school’s venues. "Their baseball field has an outfield area with no seats, no 

concessions, just a big berm that people could bring their chairs and watch the game," explains Hill. "People had been complaining that there was no food 

service out there. They experimented with different things, like bringing food carts out. One of the services they now offer is delivery to that area from the app. 

Anything from the full main menu can be ordered and delivered to a table set up in that area. That was really successful. They didn’t have to invest in any 

infrastructure, except the folding table." 

CHARGING AHEAD 

Whether it’s their intention or not, most venue operators find that investing in mobile concessions technology provides a natural progression toward other 

improvements. For instance, with all the buzz over high-tech stadiums as of late, it comes as somewhat of a shock to learn that many concessions venues don’t 

accept credit or debit cards. Stanford’s new stadium opened in 2006, but it was five years before concessions stands were able to process credit cards. "Two 

years ago it was cash-only," says Purpur. "It’s trickier than people think -- there are security issues, and ensuring you have enough Wi-Fi capability." 

RELATED: VV~-Fi Service Now a Mush-Have S~adium Amenity 

But once a venue goes through the steps of accepting credit card transactions for mobile orders, installing the same functionality in their concessions stands is 

almost a given. There is some v¢ork involved, and some risk, but tile payout is worth it, says Bypass Mobile cofounder and president Brandon Lloyd. "If we walk 

into a venue that’s operating all-cash concessions, the first thing we’re going to do is make sure they can accept credit cards in the greatest number of 

locations. That’s going to immediately increase their sales." 

Launched in 2010, Bypass has since evolved into a comprehensive commerce and point-of-sale software and service provider for sports and entertainment 

venues, currently serving mere than 85 venues across the country. Says Lloyd, "Think of fan self-service ordering as one of 40 to 50 features of the system as 

a whole --from food and beverage concessions point of sale to retail to parking to in-seat said!ice to hawkers walking up and down tile aisles/’ 

That system starts to grow when a venue’s menu and inventory are digitized, opening the door to track any number of statistics. SportSnax allows operators to 

track things like most-popular products, average order size, peak order times and average wait time. 

"In the student section, we know they’re going to buy certain things," says Purpur of Stanford’s experiences. "We can take things off tile menu if they don’t sell, 

or add things that only sell in co,lain spots, like offering coffee on the shadier side of the stadium where it’s cooler." 

As part of the improvements at Stanford, digital menu boards were installed for tile concessions stands, giving concessions operators even more control over 

their offerings. "We can adjust prices, change or highlight menu items," says Purpur. "Say toward the end of the game we have a lot of hot dogs left, we could 

lower the price. Or if we run out of something, we can take it offthe menu board right away." 



Moreover, the same technology that gives operators more control over the items on the menu has the potential to prevent surpluses and shortages from 

happening in the first place. "What we’re doing now that is most game-changing is we’re taking all of the data that happens inside of a concessions business 

and filtering it to find the most-relevant info for the operators," says Lloyd. "ReaFtime inventory alerts project when theyql run out an item so they can get that 

info to the warehouse and move products. This is happening across all industries -- using data in an intelligent fashion." 

The reaFtime tracking of concessions sales also allows concessions operators to spot problems and deal with them quickly, before the impact on revenue 

becomes significant. "Let’s say the game has started," says Lloyd. "It’s sold out. You have two of your POS tablets net producing any revenue. Why is that? 

There’s so much going on during the game that it’s very easy to get distracted and miss those things otherwise." 

MENU SEU=CT1ONS 

So what does it take to get started on a concessions operations upgrade? It depends on hew much you want to bite off. "Some organizations might be focused 

exclusively on in-seat service," says Lloyd. " ’Hew de I take a server into the bowl where the guests are sitting, take an order and efficiently run that feed back 

to that person?’ Or they’ll come to us and say, ’For ever~vhere we sell food and beverage, we need you to recommend a solution.’ Then there are those 

venues even further down the line that are looking to use the data that their system already produces to improve the guest experience." 

Though a full concessions technology overhaul is a bit more complicated, adding a mobile ordering son, ice or improving point-ofmsale technology is not 

necessarily time-consuming or cost-intensive. \,M~ile a major focus of many larger sports venues is to upgrade Wi-Fi and cellular networks to support 

thousands ef smartphone users simultaneously, such an investment is not a necessary prerequisite for improving concessions technology, says 

Lloyd. "Connectivity in these environments matters, but there’s plenty of connectivity in these venues to accomplish core commerce objectives." 

As for hardware costs, they will vary depending on what a venue wants to accomplist~. "It can be as little as a couple tt~ousand dollars if all you want to do is be 

able to accept credit cards," says Lloyd. 

To use an app like SportSnax, a concessions stand only needs to have a PC or Internet-connected device to receive orders. All credit card transactions occur 

offsite, or "in the cloud," depositing directly into the concessions operator’s existing account. "When we struck the deal with Alabama, we went onsite, pitched in 

December and had the pilot program running by January," says Hill. "The bottleneck tends te be getting the right people involved." 

The "right people" depend on the venue. MSU and Alabama contract out their concessions operations to Aramark and Centerplate, respectively, while 

Stanford’s concessions are operated by its campus dining services. "The arrangement is between our company, the concessions manager if there is one, the 

athletic department, and in some cases, a marketing group," says Hill. "The buy-in from all parties is essential." 

REFINED TAST~=S 

While there is no doubt that investing in improved concessions technology will be a boon for any venue, don’t expect such technology to result in an instant 

payoff. "Think of mobile commerce as being two-pronged," explains Lloyd. "The first part is someone typically behind the counter taking a guest order moving 

out and becoming mobile -- the t~awker carrying a handhold that can ring up a sale using a credit card That’s growing at an incredibly fast rate. It’s being 

driven by consumers who want to use their card to make that purchase but don’t want to get up to do so. 

"The other piece of the business is fan self-service," t~e continues. "That could be a kiosk, or a fan using a mobile device. That’s growing at a slower rate, but I 

think that as we see ticketing moving to mobile, and you can use the same credit card to purchase a ticket in that transaction, you’ll see an acceleration." 

Hill says fan adoption of the SportSnax apps is about what they expect of any new technology -- starting small before taking off. "We have been pleased to see 

repeat customers -- 20 to 30 percent of users order every game that they’re in attendance," he says, noting that adoption in the two basketball arenas the app 

serves may have been further impacted by low overall game attendance~ "Attendance greatly drives use of the apps. Once the stadium gets over 80 percent, 

that’s when adoption takes off. 

"If you look at the banking industry, 20 years ago people would have said there’s no way you’d do banking over the phone, it’s too insecure," adds Hill. "But 

everything is moving in that direction, it only makes sense that concessions will, as welU’ 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

fq I ql qn~ -77 ~R office 

:ell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 15, 2014 8:21 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Texas chancellor: No beer sales at DKR in 2014 

Texas chanceUmot: No beer saUes at DKR in 20i4 

Texas athletic director Steve Patterson always said selling alcohol at some events in the spring was something of a test. Athletic department officials get beer 

sales approved for one wemen’s and one men’s basketbalJ game at tile tail end of the regular season, Beer sales were also approved mktway through tile 

baseball season. 

However, beer sales were net approved at the concession stands Ier the spdng football game inside Royal-Memorial Stadium. It was widely assumed that beer 

sales would be approved for the fall, though. Cigarroa left no doubt that won’t be the ease, 

Cigan-ea mentioned the limited alcohol sales at two basketball games, and "there were no adverse incidents and all, But before we expand this to the football 

stadium, J wanted to make sure that we had more data and that we weren’t rushed into it so much So we elected to postpone that action this year and revisit it 

this year." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9191 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: < ~hotmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:21 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: Sailing at UNC 

HiMr. I11e, 

I’m a student at U~’~’C and going to be a sophomore. This ?’ear I was thinking of bringing down a laser sailboat, but I wasn’t sure where to keep it. I was hoping that it might be possible to 
leave it at the Universi~ Lake off campus Since I won’t be bringing a car down, I wanted to keep it close by so i could actually get to it when I wanted to sail. I have no idea who to talk to 
about this, and I was worried that there might be some compliance issue involved, so I thought you might be able to give me some guidance Any information would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank so much, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Sailing at UNC 

I got the same email. He’s not a student-athlete so I don’t believe it’s a compliance problem. Not sure what direction to pint him - maybe Rowing. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
LTniversi~z of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Vangelder, Marieile A 

Sul~ject: FW: Sailing at UNC 

8:42 AM 

Compliance issue? Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto:~ 
Sent: Wednesday: 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Sailing at UNC 

1:21 AM 

h)hotmail.co:n] 

Hi Mr Ille, 

I’m a student at UNC and going to be a sophomore This year I was thinking of bringing down a laser sailboat, but I wasn’t sure where to keep it. I was hoping that it :night be possible to 
leave it at the Umversity Lake off campus. Since I won’t be bringing a car down, I wanted to keep it close by so i could actually get to it when I wanted to sail I have no idea who to talk to 
about this, and I was worried that there might be some compliance issue involved, so I thought you :night be able to give me some guidance. Any information would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 9:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Credential request tbr 2014 season (photo) 

FYI, We denied the request last year since there wax no legitimate business purpose since the editor couldn’t confirm that a story about     or UNC would 

actually be run ill the paper at any point. It seems as though the credential request is more credible this season, but thought it was notable that Inside Carolina was 

on the list o[ companies for whom he woukt work. 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate Athletic Director" 

University of North Carolina 

Phone:tacda "~ ~,~ 

Fa’,<: (919) 962-6(}02 

rnvangelder@ur~c.edu 

From; Best, Kevin S. 
Sent." Tuesday, July :[5, 20:[4 9:38 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Credential request for 20:[4 season (photo) 

Revisiting the              ’ request for a credential.... To jog your memory,        is      father and is a professional photographer. I’ve had 

credential requests for him to work for Charleston Daily Mail (below), Inside Carolina, College Football Matrix, and RSN Spolts. I can send you those emaJls 

as well if that helps. Please let me know if there are any issues with giving a credential to shoot our home games. 

Thanks. 

Kevin 

From: Chuck McGill < .@gmail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, July 2, 2014 at 12:48 PM 

TO: Kevin Best <kbest@_u_nc:edu_> 
Subject: Credential request for 2014 season (photo) 

Mr. Best: 

I wanted to reach out to you about the possibility of securing photo credentials for I 

about this possibility. 

¯ for this coming season. From what I understand, he’s already reached out to you 

We think it’d add a lot to our print and online coverage to guarantee we’d have access to photographers of.           , an in-state kid who generates a great deal of local 

interest because of his success here and at UNC. Obviously there are various factors that would dictate how often and to what degree we’d use the photos s success, space 

in the print edition, etc.), but we do believe we’d get a lot of mileage out of the photos. 

I’m not sure what you need from me for this request, but please let me know. My information is below. 

Thanks for your help, 

Chuck McGill 

Sports Editor 

Charleston Daily Mail 

:[001 Virginia Street East 

Charleston, WV 25301 

(cell) 

304-348-7949 (office, direct) 

304-348-4847 (fax) 

Twitter: @chuckmcgill 

Website: ._w__~v___w__:__c__h__a__[Le__s__t_9__n__d___a_!]~ m a i I. c o m / d m / s p o r t s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 9:31 AIvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.e&P 

I~T: WTVD Inqui~ 

How should I respond to this question? 
thanks 

STE~,’E KIRSCHNER 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
Senior Associate AD. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

On 7/16/14, 9:29 AM, "Rowles, Derek" < ~@abc.com> wrote: 

>Good morning Steve. 

> 

>I see Karen Moon is out of ol!fice so I thought I’d reach out to you I 

>think I know the answer, but I wanted to check and see if Mr. McCants 

>(Rashad) has responded yet to the letter sent in June seeking an 

>interview about his comments/allegations on ESPN 

> 

>Thanks.. Have a good day 

> 

>Derek Rowles 

>t:.xecutive Producer I ABC11 

>*Sent :[’ram my iPhone* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 9:44 AIvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: WTVD Inquiry 

Thanks! 

STEVE KIRSCHN~R 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

On 7/16/14, 9:43 AM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Perhaps consult with Bubba and Joel Neither Mr McCants nor anyone 
>claiming to represent him has responded in aW way tu me directly, 
>MarieHe vanGelder, ur the cumpliance uf[’lce regarding the June 6, 2014 
>letter I sent to Mr. McCants ur the text messages I sent to him June 8, 
>2(/14 and June 11, 2014 Thanks Steve. 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Kirschner, Steve 
>Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 9:31 AM 
>Tu: ]lle, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
>Subject: FW: WTVD Inquiry 
> 

>Huw shuuld ] respund tu this questiun? 
>thanks 
> 

>ST}:VE KIR S(I IN}{[). 
>Un lversity of North Carulina 
>Senior Assuciate A.D. for Communicatiuns 
> 

>(919) 962-7258 uJTice 
zell 

>stevekirschner@unc. edu 
>GoHeels.com 
> 

> 

>"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 7/16/14, 9:29 AM, "Rowles, Derek" <Derek.Rowles@abc.coru> wrote: 
> 

>>Good morning Steve.. 
>> 

>>I see Karen Moon is out of office so I thought I’d reach out to you. I 
>>think I know the answer, but I wanted to check and see if Mr. McCants 
>>(Rashad) has responded yet to the letter sent in June seeking an 
>>interview about his comments/allegatiuns on ESPN. 
>> 

>>Thati, zs.. Have a good day. 
>> 

>>Derek Rowles 
>>Executive Producer ] ABC11 
>>*Sent from my iPhone* 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rich, Chris <chris~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday 10:18 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tlanscript Reviews- Men’s Soccer 

Thanks, Lance. 

Chris Rich 
Assistant Coach 

UNC Men’s Soccer 
www. q _ _o_ _ _h_ _ _e_ _ _e_ [ _s_ :_ _c_ _ _o_ _m_ _ 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

To," Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Rich, Chris 
Cc," Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara 3o; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject-" Transcript Reviews - Men’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Carlos Somoano/Grant Porter/Chris Rich 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DAT E: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

- Group 2 

- Group :1- needs a 970 on the SAT to become Group 2 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Jenn Townsend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangeldm: Mazielle A <mvaiageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 1 h l0 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~¢: Car Dealers and Local Business Letter 

Do you want me to hold off: in making this request from Clint? 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phot)e: (919) 962- 7853 
Fax: (919) 962--6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 11:08 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Car Dealers and Local Business Letter 

Marielle: 

I was searching Ibr a different entail, bat found tNs one I sent to Clint last year around tiffs time. Just wanted to get on top of the Cat Dealer and Local Business 

Letters. 

In the past, we’ve esse~Nally used lhe same general list, and received an ut-damd Car DeNer list tiom Clint. There is then a b;~sic ]ettec wtffch I believe you saw 

upwards ofa coupJe hundred times in annmd report you had to put k~gether [br the NCAA. I lhen just mail merge and stut~[’Nl the envdoi~s ;and ~nd them out[ 

Anyfl-dng dJftbrent you wa.nt to do this year? Or to 1~ sure I do? 

<ii~ ,mi[¸~} i:im~::,~:. :~.:<d~::ii:!uii~i: 

i> i i,~ <~::: { 9 ii 9 } iiu:k!i~. ,:i ;:i!i~ S 

i:<#~:~.;: :i !:> ii 91 ~!::i<~2:..4i)i)2: 

%email.unc.eda 

From: 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: Car Dealer List 

Clint: 

I am working on putting together the Local Business Letter and Car Dealer Letter. Lance mentioned you have the updated list of car dealers and their addresses. 

Could you send that over to me whenever you get a chance? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 11:28 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Car Dealers and Local Business Letter 

Can we touch base at the end of next week? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014- 11:10 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Car Dealers and Local Business Letter 

Do you want me to hold off in making thi,.~ request from Clmt? 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate AUfletic Director 

UniversiW of NorU~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6(~32 
rnvangelder@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014- 11:08 AM 

To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Car Dealers and Local Business Letter 

.,M~Jielle: 

I was searching tbr a different email, but lbund this one I sent to Clint last yoga around t[~s time. Just wanted to get on top of the Car Dealer and Local Business 

Letters. 

In the past, we’ve essentially used the stone general list. and received an uNated Car Dealer list ftxJm Clint. Them is then a b~ic lettea which I believe you saw 

upwards of a couple hundred times in mmual mpol~ 5,ou had to put together ~br the NC~%’\. I then just mail merge mid stuff all the envelopes and send them out[ 

An?~hing different you want to do this year’? Or to be sum I do? 

i. t::iii ~. ,~.~ i~:,iiiii:.¸ ~ ~]: ]>.:i, ~i i ii ~ ~:..::i ~::~ :i :i :i i: ::~ 

<."~ q?iiiiiiili:i~iiiiiC<!~ ?!~2;SliS~ili:,:ii:i 

iii:~.~:<: (9 ii 5)) ’~):::i:i!i. :::i()():i!i 

?;email.m~c.e&~ 

From: 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: Car Dealer List 

Clint: 

I am working on putting together the Local Business Letter and Car Dealer Letter. Lance mentioned you have the updated list of car dealers and their addresses. 

Could you send that over to me whenever you get a chance? 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 2:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Kir~hner, Steve <stevekir~hne@unc.edw~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: WTVD Inqui~ 

Thanks. He has not responded. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 

> On Jul 16, 2014, at 9:43 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Perhaps consult with Bubba and Joel. Neither Mr McCants nor awone claiming to represent him has responded in any way to me directly, Marielie vanGelder, or the compliance office 
regarding the June 6, 2014 letter I sent to Mr. McCants or the text messages I sent to him June 8, 2014 and June 11,2014. Thanks Steve 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kirschner, Steve 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 16, 2014 9:31 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce; Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: FW: WTVD Inquipj 
> 

> How should I respond to this question? 
> thanks 
> 

> S~[I~VE KIRSCt ]NER 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Senior Associate A.D [’or Communications 
> 

> (919) 962-7258 office 
>             cell 
> stevekirschner@unc, edu 
> Gotteels corn 
> 

> 

> "We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>> On 7/16/14, 9:29 ~A~4, "Rowles, Derek" <Derek.Rowles@abc.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Good morning Steve.. 
>> 

>> I see Karen Moon is out of office so I thought I’d reach out to you. I 
>> think I know the answer, but I wanted to check and see if Mr. McCants 
>> (Rashad) has responded yet to the letter sent in June seeking an 
>> intcl~’iew about his comments/allegations on ESPN. 
>> 

>> Thanks.. Have a good day-. 
>> 

>> Derek Rowles 
>> Executive Producer ] ABC11 
>> *Sent from ray iPhone* 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 16, 2014 8:35 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

5troman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience: 

Dear UNC Athletics Staff Member: 

Our GoHeels.com contuining series My Carolina Experience features in our Thursday morning article which is now live on the 

website. 

Articles about former and current Tar Heel athletes will be featured every Monday morning and Thursday morning during the remainder of the summer. 

Please feel free to share 

http://tinyurl.com/pabb5mm 

Sincerely, 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

story with your personal and business related social media accounts at the following link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, L 9:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr> 

VaJ~gelder, Maxielle A <mva~geld@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: W lacrosse trmasfer, 

Vince, 

Women’s lacrosse has a transfer fiaey would like to put on 25% athletic aid. Currently WLA does not have room in GIA limits, but ifa SA takes care of her FAFSA 

then she cma relinquish GIA for UNC$. (The Feds requested additional info from the SA as her application changed.). More info in the email thread below. 

But, from an academic and admission standpoint (appears already admitted) are you OK for me to proceed, provided other SA relinquishes GIA? 

Rachel Strassner 

AssisIant Director 

University, of North Cmolina-Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper BoMes Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: "Strassner, Rachel" <r4sqtrass(gbemail.unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:40:09 PM EDT 
To: "Timmemmns~ Tom" <timmermam(gbunc.edu> 

Cc: "LED’, Jennifer S" <iennv.levy~unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos(~email.unc.edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" <pbames(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: W lacrosse transfer, 

Jenny,. 

Betbre we issue a~ ASA, we need      to submit her documentation to fire aid ottice. As of July 16, fire aid report from OSSA has her tile as 

incomplete s~ill. Could you please remind her again? As you kilow, should qualiff tbr enough UNC$ to relinquish her Athletic Aid, which would 

then free up money tbr 

Rachel Strassner 

Assisiant Director 

University- of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

On, at 9:10 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmelman~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Jenny, 

Since she is,                                           i. She is not eligible to sign a NLI. Fo~         we can only do a scholarship 

agreement. Do you wa~t to do a multi year scholarship tbr the below amounks? Or j ust a one year renewal. 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:07 PM, "Levy, Jennifer S" <jenny.lms:~,~:unc.edu> wrote: 



Tom, 

has been accepted as ~ for this fall, 

I need to get an NLI mid scholarship agreement sent to her. I will not be back in office until August. What is best way to do 
this? 

I have included a picture of her info- and Lance has a student athlete prospect form on her. 

Her equiva]encies are the tbllowing: 

2014-15.25% of full towards tuition 

2015-16.20% of full towards tuition 

2016-17.20% of full towards tuition 

Thanks, 

Jelm¥ 

<photo.JPG> 

<ATT00001 .c> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rich, Chris <chris~@unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:17 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@emaJl.unc.edu-% Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-% Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tlanscript Reviews- Men’s Soccer 

Thanks, Lance. 

Chris Rich 
Assistant Coach 

UNC Men’s Soccer 
www. q__o___h___e___e_Ls_:__c___o____m__ 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 4:38 PM 
To," Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Rich, Chris 
Cc," Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara 3o; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject-" Transcript Reviews - Men’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Carlos Somoano/Grant Porter/Chris Rich 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DAT E: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

- Group 3 

Group 3 

Imm 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Jenn Townsend 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 1:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com) 

.h---t-t--~--~/-/---W---W----W---:-n---f-!:-c---~----m--/--n--e-w---s--/--s--t--~--r--y-/--~---a--p-2---~---~---~---~--~---~---3---6--5---7---8---~-/--a--[t!-c!e~cha-n~es~-c2m!-n~t~-f-eed-ba-ck~s-ystem~f~r~-c2!!-e-g-e~-n-d-e[-c!a-ssm-e-n?-ca-n1~a-!~n=Twitter nfl cb 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 18, 2014 1:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Bubba Today 

Looks like we have good timing for our meeting. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

g,’hone: (9!9) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 9~i2-gCX)2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From= Norton, Holly 
Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 1:27 PN 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Bubba Today 

FYI 

From: Colaianni, Ryan [!~!~.{!~.~L~!~.~.~!~.{~?.!?i’.’.41g~!.e..!{~?~?.:~L~E!] 

Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 1:24 PH 

To: Norton, Holly 
Subject: RE: Bubba Today 

{:-:r~-’_~t:. ~tea’;~:_~ have him use the following di~l-.in information: 

866-.571-875I 

Code: 202-777-.3845 

Thanks, Molly! 

R?an Colaiarmi 
A~.~.ount Supervisor I E~.~elman 
LYA E:~.9.[#.[~ Et’]/.@.#g.#.I.tT£~ f).4~ RtT! 
P 202-777-3845 
C 

From: Norton, Molly [~!?k!!.!-~::r);~2E~2~;~9.r!~.!4£~:;::~!!~d 

Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 1:23 PM 

To: Colaianni, Ryan 

Subject: RE: Bubba Today 

Hi Ryan, 

3:OOpm today will work for Bubba. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: CNaianni, Ryan [~elman.com] 

Sent: Friday, July 18, 2014 1:21 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Bubba Today 

Hi, Molly. 

I hope you are enjoying your Friday. Does Bubba have any time between 3 and 4 to jump on the phone with Joel to discuss Tar Heel for Life? 

Let me know. 

Thanks! 

Ryan Colaianni 
Account Supervisor I Edelman 
r an~i @ede.lmar~com 
P 202-777-3845 
C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 1:37 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience: 

U NC Athletics Staff: 

Thanks again to            for her contributions to the continuing My Carolina Experience stories on GoHeels.com. 

Our Monday feature is on former Tar Heel , now pursuing a career in the U.S. Armed Forces. We will have another feature on Thursday of this 

week 

To share Monday’s feature on your personal and business social media platforms the link follows: 

http://tinyurl.com/pba4ja r 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 



Fix)Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J ~djp@unc.edtc> 

Monday, July 21, 2014 9:24 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce I, <joyced@unc.edt~’~ 

Joyce 
as paperwork will be left with Angie king down at f?ont desk. I will have her have courier deliver 

Thanks 
Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:38 AM 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; DeSehn, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~ 

RE:            l’ranscripts 

Hi, Abet, 

Steve and I have reviewed s transcripts and we’ve determined that he is OK for admission without committee consideration, For MAP, purposes, and that 

would be the only reason he would potentially be a I.evel 1, he appears to be on the 2,5 fence, This is taking his on-line courses into consideration. We also 

consider~:_~d               ,, So, bottom line.., he’s good to go 

Thanks for your patience, b:_d: rne know if you haw:, any additional (tu~-:~stioes, 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 
Degul}~ ])ireclor 
O f~ice of Ui:dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Q~rolil!;~ at Chapel HIll 
t:’hon~.’: 91%.966-.3989 

From: Sanchez, Abel 

Sent: Monday, :04 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: Re: Transcripts 

Barbara, 
Thank you 

Abel 

From: <Polk>, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            at 4:51 PM 

To: "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:: Transcripts 

Hi, Abet, 

It’s not quite resolved yet, Since he has not been approved for committee consideration as a level :1., I’m trying to see if he qualifies with both transcripts to be a 

level 2. I also want to , We’ll get this resolved ASAP but it may be a day or two, 

I’ll k~:_!ep you posted, 

B a r ba ra 

Bm’bara Polk 
[)ep~ ty I) [recto~ 

Office oil ir, deENrach~a~e Admiss[ot!~; 
UnivevsilN o[ Norlh Carolhaa at Chagel Hill 
Phone: 91 ~-~56-3989 

From: Sanchez, Abel 

Sent: Monday 3:36 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: FW: Transcripts 

Barbara, 
I have more information frorr , mother. Can you please tell me where he stands? Were we able to get Cs statement into the committee? 
Thank you 
Abel 

From: < I < .tom> 

Date: Monday, at 2:55 PM 

To: "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s~email.unc.edu> 

Subject:            Transcripts 

Hi Abel - I wanted to provide a little more background regarding transcripts and the confusion that they may have been caused. 

For a number of reasons, we made the decision to pull from n his freshman year to take 3 Math classes (Algebra 2, Geometry, Pre-Calc) and 

Chemistry through                   had a designated teacher meet with him one-on-one for 4.5 hours a week per class. We were very happy with this approach 

- it was very rigorous and ensured that he fully understood the material. Although             sends transcripts to                 does not add them to their 

documentation to provide a combined GPA for colleges. We sent two transcripts to UNC during the application process. 

At the end of Jr. year, his combined GPA was just under 2.9. This is reflected on the NCAA Clearinghouse site as both transcripts were provided to them. For 

his senior year, decided to take all of his courses at therefore no additional transcripts were necessary to be provided by ; mid- 

year transcripts were sent by        to UNC.     actually made honor roll in the quarter 

As indicated in his letter, things went a bit downhill , and did what he could to keep his grades afloat. Even with the decline, his combined 

GPA is still above a 2.7. My guess is that UNC received only th~ final transcript which showed a GPA of just under 2.5 and does not take into consideration 

~pt. Please let me know if there is anything else I can provide you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monda5 11:42 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email u ~c.e& >; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu% DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Re:            Transcripts 

Thank you for this information and how you have communicated with us. 

Abel: please communicate with and his family. Thanks! 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On, . ) , at 11:38 AM, Pc lk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@adm ssio is u lc edu> wrote 

Hi Abel, 

Steve and I have reviewed transcripts and we’w? determined that he is OK for admission wH:hout commH:tee consideration. For MAR purposes, 

and that would be the only reason he wouh~ nol:entialJy be a Lew_q 2, he appears to be on the 17_.5 fence. This is taking hi; on-line c.:)urses into 

consideration. We also,                         So, bottom line....he’s good to go. 

Thanks for your’ patience. Let rne know if you have any additional questions. 

Barbara 
Barbara Po~k 
Deputy [)[rector 
()ffice of Undergraduate AdmJssioas 
U]’Aversity of North Carolina at (:hape! Hill 
Pl’.o]le: qlQ-Qf16-398q 

From: Sanchez, Abel 

Sent: Monday, 9:04 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: Re: Transcripts 

Barbara, 
Thank you 

Abel 

From: <Polk>, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu> 

Date: Monday,           ¯ at 4:51 PM 

To: "Sanchez, Abel" <a__b_.e_L2_s__@._e__n_La_[!._.u__n__c__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Subject: RE: Transcripts 

Hi Abel, 

It’s not quite resolved yet. Since he has not been approved for committee consideration a; a Level 1, I’m trying to see if he qualifie; with both 

transcripts to be a Lew?l 2. [ also want to We’il get t:his res.:)[ved ASAP but it may be a day or two. 

FII keep you posted. 

Barbara 
Bartlara Polk 
Deputy I)[rector 
O{]i{:e of Undergradl)ate Ad]ilissk)as 
H~[vers[ty of North Carolina at C]]ape[ tli[] 
Pho~{:.: 9I 9-966-391~9 

From: Sanchez, Abel 

Sent: Monday, .3:36 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: FW: Transcripts 

Barbara, 
I have more information from mother. Can you please tell me where he stands? Were we able to get statement into the committee? 
Thank you 
Abel 

From: < I .corn> 

Date: Monday, at 2:55 PM 

To: "Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s@email.unc.edu> 

Subject:            Transcripts 

Hi Abel - I wanted to provide a little more background regarding transcripts and the confusion that they may have been caused. 

For a number of reasons, we made the decision to pull from I in his freshman year to take 3 Math classes (Algebra 2, Geometry, Pre-Calc) 

and Chemistry through     "             had a designated teacher meet with him one-on-one for 4.5 hours a week per class. We were very happy 

with this approach -it was very rigorous and ensured that he fully understood the material. Although             sends transcripts to 

does not add them to their documentation to provide a combined GPA for colleges. We sent two transcripts to UNC during the application 

process. 

At the end of Jr. year, his combined GPA was just under 2.9. This is reflected on the NCAA Clearinghouse site as both transcripts were provided 

to them. For his senior year,     decided to take all of his courses at         therefore no additional transcripts were necessary to be provided by 

;. s mid-year transcripts were sent by :o U NC ~ctually made honor roll in the quarter ...... 

As indicated in his letter, things went a bit downhill ~ and did what he could to keep his grades afloat. Even with the decline, 

his combined GPA is still above a 2.7. My guess is that UNC received only the final transcript which showed a GPA of just under 2.5 and does 

not take into consideration his            transcript. Please let me know if there is anything else I can provide you. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:22 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <duca:r@unc.edu~~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Trmmfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Thanks for the update~ 

Chris.._.We need to tall< about this one, She was admitted with a recommendation. If she is no longer NCAA eligible we may revoke her offer of admission. Please 

give me a call when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

B a rb.~ ra, 

Just got word back t:rom on ~nd they said she would [!ctt be NCAA eligible following her’ spring semester. 

Bird --can you foUow up with      and       ? She should call her academic advisor up at          to find out what her deficiencies are that would keep her 

from being eligible for the fall semester. My bet is that she is short a couple of credit hours and can just transfer in the courses she is taking this summer at CC in 

order to remedy i~:, upon cornph:,tion of the courses, t I~now she i~ at)le to return to as a student apparently she’s deficient somewhere [or NCAA 

purposes and, with a 2.4 GPA, I’m guessing it has to do with credit hours. 

La n C e 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 Pl’4 
To: larkos, Lance IV] 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her sprin~ 

Thanks! 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 
Depul}~ l)h’ec~or 
O f~ice of Ui,.dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Q~ro]il!~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:24 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chns <ducam@unc.edtr% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Trmmfer 

Ba r ba ra, 

She wiU most likely end up being NCAA eligible pending Summer School. Chris has an email in to the Dad so that they can circle in with to find out what 

they need to do, 

Latlce 

From: Polk, Barh=r~ l~ 
Senti Monday 3:22 PH 
To; Harkos, Lance M 
Co; Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Thanks for the update. 

Chris.__We need to talk about this one. She was admitted with a recommendatiom If she is no longer NCAA eligible, we may revoke her offer of admission. Please 

give me a call when you get a chance< 

Thanks, 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monda~ 2:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

[~a rba f.~ 

Just go[ word back from ?n and they said she would f:?~2[: be NCAA eUgibte foNowing her spring semester. 

Bird --- can you follow up with      and       ? She should call her academic advisor up at          to find out what her deficiencies are that would keep her 

from being eligible for the fall semester. My bet is that she is short a couple of credit hours and can just transfer in the courses she is taking this summer st CC in 

order to rernedy it, upon c.:_~nlpletion of the cour;~-:rL I know ;he is able to return t.:_~ a~.; a student; apparently ~.;he’s deficient ;omewh~-:~re for NCAA 

purposes and, with a 2.4 GPA, I’m guessing it has to do with credit hours. 

La n c e 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Senti Thursday, 4:03 PH 
To= Markos, Lance ! 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her spring 

Thanks! 

Barbara 
;!arbar,~ Polk 
Depu ty D lrector 
0 {’~ice o[ 1 ~de ~gradu ate Admiss lo i,.s 
l,Jllis~el’si[g o[’No[’th Caroll~a at Chapel Hill 
P ]] o~] e: 919 -966-3 ~i 89 

semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris ~duca:r@unc.edu~>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Trmmfer 

La tlC@, 

Thanks. 

We have asked her for a written explanation regarding her grades but we have not yet received that. We will need that directly from her before she can enroll, 

ew-:m it her eligibilil:V is rest:ored 

Do we have any idea of t:he timing for her summer work to be reported to the NCAAand how quicldy they might act on itP 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 3:24 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

B a rb8 ra, 

She witl most likely end up being NCAA eligible pending Summer School. Chris has an email in to the Dad so that they can circle in with to find out what 

they need to do. 

La nee 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: IVlonday, 3:22 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer 

Hi, I_a n C~:-L, 

Thanks for the update. 

Chris._..We need to tall< about this one, She was admitted with a recommendation. If she is no longer NCAA eligible, we may revoke her’ offer of admission. Please 

give me a call when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Barba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

Barbara, 

Just got word back [torn on ~nd they said she would not be NCAA eligible h:~lk)wing her spring semester. 

Bird ---can you follow up with      and       ;? She should call her academic advisor up aL Wisconsin to find out what her deficiencies are Lhat would keep her 

from being eligible for the fah semester, My be[ is that she is shor[ a couple o1: credit hours and can just [ransfer in the courses she is taking this summer at CC in 

order to remedy it, upon completion of the courses. I know she is able to return to as a student: apparently she’s deficient somewhere for NCAA 

purposes and, with a 2,4 GPA, I’m guessing it has to do with credit hours 

[a nee 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 PN 

To: Markos, Lance IVl 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her spring 

Thanks! 

Barbara 
BarL’ara Y’olk 
De[~ub" ]}i~ec1£w 
0 ffice of lX!derg~ad uate Admissior, s 
tJgtiV(:T~;ity of North (:~o]h!~ at: Chapel HIll 
Phogte: 919-.96G-.3989 

semester? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu~~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Transfer 

No idea. Know she is able to go back to the school but she’s going to have to reach out to her academic counselor up there to find out the specifics. She may have 

finished up a couple of her summer school classes at this point which may remedy the deficiency but I have no idea. Chris is in touch with the dad and can keep us 

posted.,, 

[a n ~." e 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Ce; Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Transfer 

lance, 

Thanks, 

3:27 PM 

We haw:_~ asl~ed her for a written e’,<planation regarding her grades but we have not yet received that. We will need that directly from her be[ore she can enroll, 

ew-:m i~ her eligibilil:V is res~:ored 

Do we have any idea of Lhe timing for her summer work to be reported to the NCAAand how quickly they might act on it? 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 3:24 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

Barbara, 

She witl rnost likely end up being NCAA eligible pending Surnmer School. Chris has an email in to the Dad so that they can circle in wid to find out what 

they need to do. 

[a nee 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent-" Monday, 3:22 PM 
To; Markos, Lance N 
¢c" Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject" RE: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 
Thanks for the update. 

Chris.._.We need to tall< about this one. She was admitted with a recommendation. If she is no longer NCAA eligible, we may revoke her offer of admission. Please 

and they said she would not be NCAA eligible h:dk)wing her spring semester. 

give me a call when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Bar ba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

B a rba ra, 

Just got word back [rom ’ )n 

Bird ---can you folfow up with      and       ? She should call her academic advisor up a[ Wisconsin to find out what her deficiencies are [hat would keep her 

from being eligible for the fall semester. My bet is that she ix short a couple of credit hours and can just transfer in the courses she is taking this summer at CC in 

order to remedy i~:, upon cornpletiot~ of the courses. I I~now she is able to return to as a student apparently she’s deficient somewhere h:~r NCAA 

purposes and, with a 2,4 GPA, I’m guessing it has to do with credit hours 

La n C e 

From; Polk, Barbara ]o 
Sent" Thursday 4:03 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
C¢; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her spring 

Thanks] 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 
Doped}~ l}irec~or 
0 f~ice of Ui,.dergrad~tate Admissions 
University of North Q~ro]il!~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

semester? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:30 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Transfer 

Got iL Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday 3:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

No idea. Know she is able to go back to the school but she’s going to have to reach ouL to her academic counselor up there to find out Lf~e specifics. She may have 

finished up a couple of her summer school classes at this point which may remedy the deficiency but I have no idea. Chris is in touch with the dad and can keep us 

posted._ 

[a nee 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc; Ducar, Chris; llle, Vince 
Subject; RE: Transfer 

[ance~ 

Thanks. 

3:27 PM 

W~-_~ haw:_~ asl~ed her for a written e’,<planation regarding her grades but we have not y~-_d: rec~:_dved Lhat. We will ne~:_~d that directly from her be[or~:_~ sh~-_~ can enroll, 

ew-_~n i~ her eligibility is resLored 

Do we have any idea of Lbe timing for her summer work to be reported to the NCAAand bow quickly they might act on it.> 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday 3:24 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

Barbara, 

She witl most likely end up being NCAA eligible pending Summer School. Chris has an email in to the Dad so that they can circle in with :o find out what 

they need to do. 

[a nee 

From; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent; Monday, 3:22 PM 
To= Markos, Lance N 
Cc" Ducar, Chris; Ille, Vince 
Subject; RE: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 
Thanks for the update. 

Chris.._.We need to tall< about this one. She was admitted with a recommendation. If she is no longer NCAA eligible, we may revoke her offer of admission. Please 

and they ;aid sh~-_~ would not b~-_~ NCAA eligible h:Hk)wing her ;pring semester. 

give me a call when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Bar ba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 2:20 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Transfer 

B a rba ra, 

.Just got word back [rom on 

Bird ---can you follow up with      ~nd         ~he should call her academic advisor up aL          ~o find out what her deficiencies are {hat would keep her 

from being eligible for the fall semester. My bet is that she is short a couple of credit hours and can just transfer in the courses she is taking this summer at CC in 

order to remedy it, upon completion of the courses. I know she is able to return to as a student; apparently she’s deficient somewhere for NCAA 

purposes and, with a 2,4 GPA, I’nl guessing it has to do with credit hours 

[a nee 

From; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 PM 
To= Markos, Lance M 
Cc= Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Transfer 

Hi, Lance, 

Do you know if the w. soccer transfer player is still NCAA eligible following her spring     semester? 

Thanks! 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Monday-, July 21, 2014 4:22 PM 

(YNCAA- ExeStaff <uncaa exestatt(~groups.unc.edu>; ’ 

Janine Holland (ja~ine@ramsclub.com); 

Executive Team Meeting Monday, July 28th 

Rizzo Conference Center.jpg 

~gmail.com’ 

~email.unc.edu-~; ~live.unc.edu> 

Executive Team, 

Hope everyone had a great weekend! 

The meeting scheduled for Monday, July 28th will take place at the Rizzo Center in Magnolia Ballroom A&B of Loudermilk Hall. Breakfast will be available 

beginning at 8:00am and the meeting will start at 8:30am. Lunch will be at 12:00 noon at the DuBose House. The meeting will conclude around 5:00pro. 

The address for the Rizzo Center is 150 DuBose Home Lane, Chapel Hill, NC 27517 and I’ve attached a map of the Rizzo Center campus for your reference. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, July 22, 2014 12:38 PM 

In/brmation Clarification and Updates 

~yahoo.com> 

Message From Ron Brewer for THFPO 

Good Evening Everyone! 

I wanted to send a follow up to the information you received, Unfortunately, we are unable to pay for the housing extension for our 

walk-on student-athletes, MV apologies for not stating that in clarkv to the THFPQ. If you have any questions about this option please 

feel free to contact me. 

Some quick tidbits from questions that have con’>:~ up: 

Traininq camp scrimmaqe dates have been currently set for August 9th (8:25-I 0:40a) and August 16t~ (9:05ol 1:30a). Please 
send me an email if you will be in attendance any of these dates prior to amving, 

Tickets --- For home games, travel squad {walk--on or scholarship) receive 4 tickets and non-travel squad receive 2 tickets, Away 

games, there is only a travel squad who will receive 4 tickets, I]: you would like to purchase additional tickets for any game, please 

contact the ticket office directly and state that you are the parent of a student-athlete and they will work to accommodate your 

request, Ticket office: (9:!.9) 962-2296 

{Sidenote: Players are permitted to share tickets with each other if they are not using tickets for a particular game) 

and THFPO 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi via Droplx~x <no-mply@dropboxmail.com> 

Monday, 7:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu> 

Debbi Clarke wants to share "Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group Shared Files 060214" with you 

Debbi invited you to a Dropbox shared folder calfed "Studer~t- 

Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group Shaled Files 06021,:I" and 

left you this message: 

Jon Boxilt, Ch<~gr of th~ f:ocut{y 

JW, chdb Brown, Assi.~trsnt Provost & Director of ASPSA 

Bruce Cairns, incoming Chair of ~he FocutO/ (~f[ective,/7 /~ /’~0 ~/~;..,.: ,. ,. -o/ 

Lqyn~ Mos!ey, Chair of the Cbmmittee on 5}Jec&Jl 7b&rT~ 

.!oy Rennet; Chair of the F~’cutgy Adffedc.~ Commitgee 

From: DebN Ctorke 

O/fM.~ of d~e Executive. Vio’.~ Chancellor and Provost on behag of the 

Student-Athlete Academic hv.t&dve t4,brking Group 

Dc~te: 

R#: RequesZ for Review & Feedback 

l am wr[t[ng to t:equ~styour hdp in gathering feedback f!’om the 

members of your resp’ectiv~ committees on the wot’k o[ the Student.- 

A~h[ete Academic lnfdot[ve Working Group. This memorandum 

exploins who ~,’~’~ {2re, wheat we’ve, beer7 doind], and w,~y it~ so important 

that vv~ hear t}~m .you. 

7he Student-Adff~te Accgdemfl: In;,.dotgve Working Group w~s orgoniz~d 

by Provost Y~m D~on ond Ath&dc Director Bubbo Cunninghom in 

Augus* 2023. The membe,:s at~.~: 

¯ Annc, Agbe-Davies, Asds*cmt Professor, Anthropology 

¯ Lgsso Bmome, Distinguished Professor; School o~Lat,< Foculty 

Athletics Representatk/e 

¯ ,~ichel!e Brown, Assist~n~ Provost, Ac~demic Support t:~rogn~m tBr 

Student-Athletes 

¯ Debbi CIark< O[#ce of the f:xecudve V~,ce CT~oncetb)r and ProvosZ 

¯ Bubb~2 Cunnit~ghdrn, DM:-’ctor of At,~te.tics 

¯ Jim De~n, Execu~gve. Vio2 Chdt~o:~tbr and Provost 

¯ Steve For’met; V~ce Provost, Ent~tlmet~t and UndeQgroduote 

AdmL~sions 

¯ V[nce It[e, S~rffor Assoc[~7~e Athletic Director 

¯ J#~~ Johnson, Distinguished Professor; Kenon.-ftogter Business School 

¯ Ancly Peff&, Pm[essor, Sodiol.ogy 



We meet about every three weeks and our meetings ar~: posted b~ 

accordance to the North <brotirm Open ?4eefing k;!,~< 

We plan to meet throughout the summer: 

° tqond@, 

[qq, io Thursdqy, 

¯ [hursdqy, 

¯ Tuesday, 

¯ Thursday, 

!,’30-3:00pro (105 South Btdg) 

- - !@00-II:30am (105 Soug’i ~{d(;O 

3:00-4:.~0pm dO5 South Bt@) 

?.-4:30pm (105 South Bid g) 

.kOO-.4:3Opm dL05 South Btdg) 

77m Working Group’s objective ts to devdop a r~.gorous and transparent 

set of processes to promote academic success [Or student--athtetes 

during their entire e,x:_;efieno~ c~t UNC-Chapd HitL 

7o thb end, we seek to: 

¯ Document and understand smdent-ath{ete academk processes 

¯ Assess these grocesses 

¯ Make necessaO, changes 

¯ Promote Zmnsparenqy in g’~e commun~caZion of these processes 

¯ Restore confidence in these processes 

We have fbcused our efforts and discussions on 22 academic processes 
r#.ated to studm~t--athtetes: 

GO Guiding Principtes ~ot~?ase see betow) io0 Recruitment 

2.0 Admissions 

3,0 Ftriaridia[ A~a’ 

4,0 Orientation/Summer Bridge 

i O £nrottnmnt,44dvising 

6.0 Registration 

Z 0 Academic Support for Smdent-Athtetes 8, 0 l:bcu{ty Retati.ons ~.~ 

(20veFRaRCe 

9,0 C{ass Checking &’ Att~mdanceiff ravet 

20,0 Resoumes fi:~r Student-Athtetes with Di.sabitities 

II.0 Et(gibiti(y ,~ Comptiance/(Retentton ,~ Probation/(Ft~RPA 8z 

documentation 
~.2..0 Academic Progress Rate/Cba(:h Involvement 

L~,O Extemat Cbrnmunications 

14.0 Budgeting 

15.0 Facility Use and Programming 

26,0 Housb~g and Residentiat Education 

17,0 Honor Court 

~ & O Student Ath&’t~.~ Development 

~20.92pporting _£tudent-Athtetes Who No Longer Wit! Participate in 

theb S~oo~ 

.70,0 Federa{ Graduation Rate Progress 

21,0 Fo!tow-ug Tracking Alter Graduation 

22,0 Goat S’etttng 

[,t%~Guiding Princip!es of the Student-Athtete Acc~demic Initiative 

Workim3 Group 

¯ UNC is committed to providing a r~.gorous and nmaningfut education 

~o eve<y 

student. UNC also is committed to suppoMing and encouraging 

students so that they participate fbi.!y tn the ttfe o[ the campus, prepare 

themsetves weft fbr {ife afmr co{teg¢ and devetop thetr poten~ia{ to ~he 

greatest extent possibte. 



° At! students shoutd be pem#,tted and encouraged to take fur! 

advantage of the rich menu ot: educc.4bna{ oppote, un;,.t;,.es at UNC and 

to put~ue educational experiences appropriate to thew ~.nter~sts, 

ambitions, and cop~bifities. 

¯ Everyone of, D.red admission to UNC must have demonstrated d~e 

co, pacify to furry benefit frorn a UNC education cmd e,~ir,~ a UNC degreeo 

Eveo/ c~ndidote must be evotuated ngoroast$4 individuai!~,, and 

domprehensive(f4 

¯ Academic b~tegfi~); Ls b~viotabte, it is newer aco~ptd~bW. ;for at!y person 

or unit to compromise, or ~tfow to be comprombe4 the mte_qrity o[ the 

edua~,on, research, and setvbe n-~bs[ons of d~e univetsi~]y. 

¯ Respect for students - lot their achievements and potentiat, and 

above oft ,for their humani(y--- atso is ~nvk~tobte. 

¯ The po!bies and processes governb~g student--athtetes’ acaderr#,c lives 

at UNC shoutd be #,q(y tranqt~arent and documented. 

The t4ionRbtg Group has vetted DRAFT d.:~cumet~ts retated to Processes 

1.0 -. 10.0. We woutd tire ~o share ~hese dodurrlen~s and seek [~:edback 

/ram the fotbwb~g groups: 

¯ f:ocutty Ex’ecutive Committee -. Bruce Cal.ms, Chair of d~e Faculty 

¯ R~cu{t),, AU~teZic CornmitZee .- Joy Rennet Cbmn}ittee Cha{r 

Committee Chair 

¯ Com, m~,ttee on Spedat Tatent- tsb, na ,’~qost@; Comm, ittee CT~air 

¯ ASPSA - tqkhetle Brown, Dit~.ctor 

t have dr~ated [flis Dropbox fbtder and uptoaded two doduments for 

your tY~,v[evv" 

1+ Process docun~ent DRAF7; whkh intrudes Processes 1.0 .- 10.0. 

Z Report cross.-reference document DRAF7] which [nctudes a complete 

tist 

of recommendations ;~om nine reports rekqted to UNC athfefics and 

academics between              E_~ch t~eco~,mendation has been 

mapped to a speci, fic process ~LO .- I0.C,.{). The doo.~ment a~so provides 

fl~e Working (.Doupts response to ead~ n~con~mendation. 

Ptease _qive attention to the content of these documents, the [ormatting 

and tqyout wdt be addressed later: 

kq]ln terms of {eedback, I am asking each designee to gather comments, 

.rTuest,;ons, edits, eta from his/’her cornm~,~tee and share i~ with me in a 

sumrnat}, documento I am aware fl~at man.Y ,fo!ks go in dii~tmnt 

directions during the summer months, and heanng from each met~,ber 

of your group rrt~;5~ be a chaibnge. But if possbte, i would ibe to get 

your gmup!s ~?edback ,by Yu!.y ist. PDmbers of the VVorkfng Group an~ 

avaitabte and woutd be happy to discuss any questions, cono’.m’~s and 

con~ments that yOU may have. 

7he Worki.ng Group witI discuss the feedback provWed by your groups 

and make necessatTy changes to the processes and documentation 

ther~o[i Our end goat ~,s to make ~he processes avaitabte fbr attvone to 

see vic~ the t~.cent!y pubtbhed O2ro!;,.na Commitment web site (h~tpwT’ 



77~onk.you Iota;our investment in our guiding pnncipfes, and ,for.your 

rev~.ew of thes~ prc",cess~s. We are deepiy gr~te[bf for your heip. ff )!ot~ 

have cir[y question.~ of sugg’esfions, ptease tet me know I ve<y much 

!ook tT~rwcird to wot’tdng with you. 

Dr. £)ebbi Ctorke 

u.e CT~ncet,~or ~nd Provost Unb~rsiO! of blotch OflTce of the ,~):ecut’v~ ’~’ 

CaroSn~, Chapel l-Ti{l 919-.962-.2198 o~}~ice 

d~.~b,bi.dark~@uncedu 
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UNC Wrestling Newsletter 
June 4, 2014 

Team Update 

UNC Wrestling Alumni and Friends, 

Haven’t reaf]y communicated with you in a while and much has happened. As most of 

you a~e p~obably ~ware, Ca~y Kol~t has felt UNC and has taken the Head Conch position 

a~ Campbell University righ~ down the roed~ f was disappointed to lose Caiy but excited for 

him as Campbetl is a great fit for Cary and tsis family. We expect to work together on 

same joint team events and workouts. 

T~evor Chinn will accomp~ny Cary to Campbell Beth Trevor and Cary have been ~ huge 

par~ al ~he pesitive changes ~hat have ~aken place on eur teem in ~he pas~ Iew years and 

they will both be greatly missed. 



/ks announced recently en GeHeets~cem, Olympian medefist and NG%0-~ Champion 

rill be added to tile staff, will continue in tile roll of 

recruiting coordinator and tdft take ever much of ~he training and wrestling room 

responsibilities, will work specificalfy with the lighter weights for obvious reasons, 

but wilt also be ~,v~Fv..~u ~n managing and running practices for tile UNC team and 

Regional Training Center, 

Kyle Kiss will move inte the rote of either Directer ef Operations or Vokmteer Coach. Kyle 

is a UNC alumni and also works part4ime for TTI Group - Milwaukee Tool. 

t also wanted to make you aware d some ether recent developments which we are very 

excited about: 

Depending on ~he source, our recruiting class this }-all was ranked anywhere kern 

10th in the countl~ to 15th ~ are very anxious to get this group of young men on 

campus.fn addition te their obvious talents c,n the met, ~hese guys ere serious 

student athletes and we believe they will represent UNC ’t*%~restling in a class 

manner both on and off the matt will provide details and a prefi[e ef each new 

freshman as we get closer to tile Fall, 

We had a team GPA this past semester of 3,0f 1 ,I believe this is the Isighest GFSA 

we have ever had. 

We took 18 guys up to University Nationals in Akron, Ohio last week te 

CO mpete t 

. all came within one match el ptacingJ~,@ny of tile ether guys got 

sense good e×perience, 

We ere gearing up for summer camps, Mc, s~ el the teem is staying in Chapel Hill for the 

summer tlaining through the Regional Training Center and using our strength and 

conditioning resources 

I lealfy just waisted to touch base with you and make sure you were aware of the changes, 

F~fease feel free to call or email me if you have any questions or eommen~s. We’re going 

to be very young again this year but with the upper weights we brought in we expect to 

have a better dual meet team. t hope you are able to come by and see us compete. 

Enjoy your summer! 

C,D, Meek 

Ram Tough Wednesdays- 

If you haven’t been following our short video segments called "Ram Tough Wednesdays", links to all 

videos are available below (most current listed first): 

14 ~S 12 11 ~0 c] 8 7.~:; ~ ~ S ........................ : ..... :.. :: ::. :.. ~. ~. 

Ram Tough Monthly - 

Our Ram Tough Monthly videos explore what it means to be Ram Tough on and offthe mat: 

C}om~)e{il::(~!; ][Or~lr;Ulrlii~t, Se!vi~4e Deoemb~!r [-~fa~4iioe 

~:.-’?,.&.-r!.&~!sJ.n.~ f.-’.’2[i..-r!.[~J.9.[].;’.’.’),.~ LJt.t[[]g. 

Alumni Update 



Carolina Wrestling Club Donations - 

Check out this year’s gear for tax deductible 

donations to our Carolina Wrestling Club, Inc. 

You can still make a contribution online at: 

Camp Update 

Sincerely, 

CD Mock 

Head Coach 

O: 919-962-5212 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 12:42 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

ESPN summary column on O’Bannon trial to date 

The NCAA []as been around so long, has so much cash, has so many friends in high places, has shaped the public mind so effectively about its need to exist, 

that it’s hard to imagine it won’t always exist. Then an unexpected moment of blinding clarity comes along that shakes the very foundation of that notion, and 

suggests the end is not just near - that the end, actually, is here. 

That moment presented itself last Thursday in t[]e Oakland courtroom of U.S. District Court Judge Claudia Wilken, as she listened [o tesUmony in what has 

become known as the Ed O’Bannon case. On the stand to her lower left was Neal Pilson, witness for the NCAA, a former CBS television executive who was 

there to say that without amateurism, many fans would turn away from college sports. 

Skeptical, the lawyer for the plaintiffs read Pilson a quote from the writings of the late Paul "Bear" Bryant, in which the legendary University of Alabama coach 
observed in retirement, "~ used to go along with the idea that football players on scholarship were student athletes, which is what the NCAA calls [hem, 

meaning student first and athlete second. We were kidding ourselves, trying to make it more palatable to the academicians. We don’t have to say that, and 

we shouldn’t. At the level we play, the boy is really an athlete first and a student second." 

That was a win for the plaintiffs, just getting that in the court record. P~ut then it got better. 

Much better. 

The lawyer, Bill Isaacson, asked Pilson if he thought such an opinion has an impact on the affection that Crimson Tide fans have for their team, and more 

broadly, television ratings for games. 

Pilson bristled, responding, "We’re talking about the strongest possible school in terms of pro football. I read what Bear says, but [ -- I think, frankly, the 

UniversRy of Alabama football advocates follow their team win or lose, paying them or not." 

You read that right. The court transcript did not get it wrong. Pilson called Bama a pro team. 

A couple of us reporters looked at each other to confirm what we thought we had just heard, before tweeting. For me, confirmation came in the form of the 

mass shifting of posteriors in courtroom seats after the verboten word fell from Pilson’s expert mouth, an audible mash-up of doomsday nerves at the NCAA 

table of lawyers and restrained glee on the plaintiffs’ side. 

Pilson’s choice of word could have been chalked up as inadvertent -.- except it seemed the right one based on the testimony provided to Wilken. She heard 

from former Alabama receiver Tyrone Prothro about the NFI.-quality workout areas and locker room/resort spa that serve the team’s players. She saw the 

video game avatar that was created based on Prothro’s physical and other characteristics. She learned that schools at t[~e center of the college sports 

entertainment industry, like Alabama, derive more revenue than many sports franchises that declare themselves professional. That even former NCAA 

president Myles Brand tacitly abandoned ship in 2006, saying in his annual speech, "Amateur defines the participants, not t[]e enterprise." 

The idea might fly with member universities. It’s hard to see how it flies under antitrust law. 

]he current NCAA chief, ]’,lark Emmet% is due to testify on Thursday. Here’s what he needs to know, as we enter the second haft of a trial that has long 

threatened to reshape college sports: ~t’s game over for the NCAA. Or at least game over in the way that one does not expect Chattanooga to make up a 

four-touchdown deficit to Alabama at halftime, in Tuscaloosa. 

"They’re stuck," one former NCAA insider who []as been following [[~e trial told me. "They’re stuck in U~e arguments of U~e academic worM, which differ from 

that of the real world." 

)"he NCAA sta~¢ed strong, with a flea flicker. Lawyer Glenn Pomerantz cleverly led O’Bannon, the former star UCLA basketball player, down a logic pathway 

that he later regretted, prompting him to declare that players in the Little [.eague World Series deserve to be paid because their games, too, are televised. 

Energized, the NCAA revisited the slippery slope with several subsequent witnesses, expressing horror at the idea of colleges offering high school prospects 

compensation packages that might include a deferred slice of revenues derived from the use of theh- names, images and likenesses on television and other 

licensed products. 

But Wilken showed no interest in the isstle. And why woukl she? The activities of youth and high school sports are not central to the allegation before her: 

)"hat the NCAA is breaking federal law by restraining competition in the marketplace. As sports fans, we like competition. And so do the nation’s laws, which 

prefer open markets under the notion that society U~rives, and problems are best solved, when goods and services move most freely from buyer to seller. 

Restrict that flow with burdensome controls on the seller side, and you end up with an inch-thick NCAA rulebook of Byzantine proportions, endless so-called 

scandals such as Ohio State’s tattoo-gate, and the raft of antitrust lawsuits now descending on cartel headquarters. 

Even the NCAA’s hired-gun outside economist, Daniel Rubinfeld, has called the [tCAA a cartel. Plaintiffs’ lawyers showed Wilken a textbook where he wrote as 

much. Rubinfeld will try to dance out of that when he takes the stand next week, but arguing otherwise would place him in contrast with just about every 

other economist who has analyzed the NCAA, an association of member universities that acts in a collective manner to regulate competition. Further, there’s 

no dispute -- even on the NCAA side --- that the cartel fixes prices, another test under antitrust law. Its rules set the maximum allowed payment to athletes, 

above the value of any scholarships they receive, at $0. 

Except ... when the NCAA wants to carve out an exception, usually 1o serve its needs. The latest deviaUon came on the opening day of the trial, when the 

[tCAA announced that it agreed to pay $20 million to settle a separate-but-related lawsuit tied specifically to use of player names, images and likenesses in 

an EA Sports video game that has since been cancelled. Current players who are due a cut from the settlement will not be in violation of the NCAA’s 

amateurism rules, NCAA chief lawyer Donald Remy told reporters later that day. Amateurism, whose definition has constantly evolved throughout NCAA history 

and has no basis in t[~e law, is a very squishy concept -- rooted in idealism, perhaps, but now little more than a tool to control player costs. 

In February at a pre-trial hearing, Wilken warned the NCAA, "I don’t think ’amateurism’ is going to be a useful word here." Still, NCAA lawyers have introduced 

that word dozens of times during trial questioning, as if saying it over and over makes it a legitimate defense. It reminds me of tt~e tactic treat the University of 

Washington and its supporters used back in 1.992, when another Seattle Times reporter and [ investigated the reigning national champions and found the 



quarterback had taken a $50,000 loan in violation of NCAA rules. Washington’s response was to essentially repeat the mantra, Don James Ls the cleanest 

coach in college football .Spod.s I!/ustrated said so! The NCAA itself rejected U~at notion, banning the Huskies from bowls for two years and TV appearances for 

one year, 

The NCAA should know better than to pin its future on dubious catchphrases. [he doubling down on the usual talking points, and the sentimental invoking of 

friendly ghosts such as }ohn Wooden, feels i~qore like a PR strategy than a legal strategy. Or perhaps their lawyers are ah-eady thinking appeal and have 

given up on Wilken, who seems disinclined to accept at face value the NCAA’s claim that it needs a free pass from the courts to draw up its rules in order to 

integrate athletics into the educational mission of schools. She’s asked for proof. 

Much of the testimony that the I’~CAA will put forth in the final half of the trial will try to establish as much. ]he organization controls the witness list, which 

beyond Emmert includes a college president (University of South Carolina president Harry Pastides, who testified Wednesday) and a conference commissioner 

(]big Ten’s ]im Delany). But testimony is not the same thing as proof. Statistics showing that athletes make more money than athletes after college are helpful, 

but not causal, And there’s a high bar to get over. Prothro and O’Bannon, like forl~qer NoEthwestern quarterback Kain Colter before them in the National [.abor 

Relations ]board case in Chicago, established that athletes put much more time into their sports, 40-plus hours a week, than their academics, They saw 

themselves as athletes first, students second, steered into majors or classes that didn’t conflict with team requirements. 

To Remy, Prothro and O’Bannon offer evidence of the value of college sports. ’"Tyrone Prothro provides an example of an individual who otherwise would not 

have access to an education ir not for the UniversRy of Alabama," he told reporters after a court session. But did the NCAA’s restraint on players receiving 

compensation for their names, images and likenesses need to be in place in order for that to happen? Would Alabama not offer that athletic scholarship if it 

also could offer something more, as well? These are the questions that matter to a judge weighing an antitrust claim. 

Another question before Wilken: Does the restraint need to be in place for the product of college sports to succeed in the consumer marketplace? Rubinfeld 

will say yes, as did Pilson. But Pilson simply killed the ~CAA on this point, saying fans at Alabama and many other schools don’t care about whether athletes 

are paid, He thought that payments at some level might affect enthusiasm for the college football and basketball product, that $5,000 was OK but $1 million 

was not, but it was all opinion. He offered no data 1o support his point of view. 

[.ater in the trial, the NCAA will present results from a consumer survey suggesting that some fans will turn off from the game if players are paid. It could earn 

points with the judge there. ]but plaintiffs’ economist Dan Rascher has already established that what fans say they will do, and what they end up doing, are 

two different things. Fans resisted free agency in baseball, but the sport has grown since, certainly as an industry. Sal~qe story with tennis when it moved to 

the Open era, and the Olympics when it opened up to pro[essionals. 

While the NCAA has ample cash to right this and other antitrust suits .--. in part because they’ve restricted that loot from reaching players -.- its lawyers have 

been dealt a poor hand. So the cards they’re playing are sentiment and technicality, the five of diamonds and four of clubs in an antitrust argument, One of 

their key arguments is that players have no name, image and likeness rights in the first place, that there’s nothing for the schools and NCAA to transfer to 

broadcasters when they sign these billion-dollar deals, Further, they claim that they aren’t actually selling games to broadcasters, but access to a stadium, 

empty or otherwise. Got it. 

These notions defy common sense and do not square with the reality of those familiar with the organization’s business dealings. "I don’t recall ever getting 

into a conversaUon about stadium access," the former ]‘{CAA insider told me. "The reality is these are competiUons that are ticketed, with special access 

functions. The media agreements were to record those events." 

The NCAA has objected strenuously to tile inclusion of live broadcasts into a lawsuit that started ~ive years ago with O’Bannon’s claims related to video 

games, But in today’s media, the platforms are symbiotic. EA’s "[tCAA Football" was seen by the NCAA as a tool to connect with kids and drive them into the 

live broadcast. Fans then ~lip on the TV and see studio hosts dernonstraUng plays with virtual players, also in service of game promoUon, arid with sponsors 

attached, 

EA and the IMG-owned Collegiate Licensing Company, which handled the licensing for the NCAA, settled their side of the video games claim in ]’,lay for $40 

million after epqails emerged showing the lengths they went to in order to exploit specific player likenesses in avatars. Wednesday, EA executive Joel Unzner 

tesU~ied that he wanted to and was willing to pay players rot such use, but was prohibited by NCAA rules. It’s another bad turn for the ~ICAA, as his 

statement shows that there is a market for players’ licensing rights, another factor that matters under antitrust law. 

EmmerL has a lot of ground to make Lip for the ]/CAA. But he’s like Dennis Rodman coming off the bench, potentially just as much a liability as an asset. One of 

the reasons the ]’~CAA says it needs the restraint on players is that it allegedly promotes competitive balance, that by denying them a share of media 

revenues, talent is more likely to go to programs with lesser resources. But Emmert has a long record of saying just the opposite. Expect the plaintiffs to 

present quotes frol~q Epqmert such as, "When you look at a student who’s beh~g recruited by heavily funded institutions, those kids are rarely asking, ’Do I go 

here, or do I go to an institution that has less money?’ if students have the opportunity to go to that dominant athletic program, they’re going to go," And: "] 

don’t think any of the Butler kids were recruited by, you know, Kansas." 

He’s right. Statistics presented by Rascher show that an overwhelming number of four- and five-star recruits already go to the power conferences. 

Wilken, annoyed as she has been about some of the techniques used by NCAA lawyers in theh° questioning of witnesses, has been careful not to tip her hand 

as to which way she i~qay rule, She, an audience of one, could still rule in favor of the NCAA when her written decision is issued, most likely no earlier than 

August= But the ]’{CAA’s inability to support its position with factual data spells trouble for the governing body and will continue to do so as the appeals 

process plays out, 

Along the way, over the first half of the trial, we’ve also gotten a sense of how an injunction against the I~[CAA might play out, IVHchae[ Hausfeld, read lawyer 

for the plaintiffs, describes a college sports industry in which the conferences, not the I’,JCAA, have the power to determine the compensation levels of 

athletes. Unlike the NCAA, none of the conferences have market power, meaning more than half of the total college sports market, So each can set its rules 

without worrying about violating federal antitrust laws. The SEC, for instance, could decide among its members to share, say, 32 percent of all media and 

licensing revenues with the aUfletes; the Big Ten, meanwhile, could provide 25 percent but guarantee all scholarships through grad school or add oU~er 

benefits that make sense to its i~qembers. 

As long as the conferences don’t get in a room together and agree to fix prices in the way the NCAA currently does, they’re golden. They’re competing, as 

required under federal law. 

This scenario challenges the model that is being pursued by the power five conferences, which are pushing for more autonomy within the NCAA structure to 

make decisions. Whatever U~ey end up voting on in August may end up getting revised if Wilken rules against [t~e NCAA and the model treat Hausfek] submits 

as legal takes hold, 

:~n the end, what’s unlikely to hold is the notion that Alabama football is an exercise in amateurism. 

Indeed, maybe we’re already moving orL I~ost interesting about Pilson’s oral gaffe on the stand was that no one --- not the judge or even the NCAA’s lawyers - 

- tried to correct his testimony. They let it go, saying nothing, perhaps not wanting to draw any more attention to it, Or because any further pursuit of that 

correction might lead down a path that demonstrates Bama has more in common with the Dallas Cowboys than the Chattanooga Mocs. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 



University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~;ielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:33 PM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edw~; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtv~ 

Ballen, Martina K <mbedlen@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc.edu>; Brenner, John F <Jolm Bmnnev~!unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Cleea% Kenneth Eugene 
<kcle~xy@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu-; Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu>; G~,~1tney, Clint 
<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Kirschner Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; 
Lane, Cricket <cricket~unc.edu~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edn>; Perldns, Michael ~mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc.edtr~; Robinson, Kevin T ~krob@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim ~tsabo@email.unc.edu>; M~xkos, Lance M 

<markos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu:~; ~em~Jl.unc.edu>; Strassner, Rachel 

<r4stmss@email.unc.edu> 

Summer Daily Compliaaace Item - 13.02.12, 13.02.12.1 - Outside Te~]ns 

Good Afternoon - 

Plea;~-_~ see today;~.; Daily Compliance item regarding incoming ;tudent.-athlet:es and their participal:ior~ on a Summer t.eague team with current student-athlete; 

As the example below outlines, with t:he legislative chang~-_~ to th~-_~ d~-_~fi~ition o~ a prospect:i~e st:uder~l:-athlet~-:k, once an individual officially registers, enrolls and 

attends classes during our summe~ term prior to his or he~ initial full-.time enroltme~t, they become a stude~t-athlete for purposes ot: d~e compedtio~ o~ an 

outside team legislation. If they are e~rolfed in Summe~ school they will count against the respective limitations pe~ outside team set for your sporL 

Sports which have outside team limitations include: 

Football- 5 

Field Hock*-:W -5 

Lacrosse-- 5 

Softbatl .-- 4 

Baseball---4 

Basketball---2 

Soccer - 5 

Volh-:wball .- 2 

[,’lease let us know if you have any quesLions or concerns. 

Thank you~ 

Marielle 

Marielle A, ~a~%;ek’ter 

Associate Athletic Direct:or 

Unive~’sity ot: North Ca~olina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5002 

mvangelder@tmc.edu 



Bounce Pass is an incoming basketball student-athlete at Ocean 
SLate University (OSU). Bounce signed a National Letter of Intent 
and has enrolled in summer school to get a jump start on his 
academic requirements. While enrolled in summer school, Bounce will 
participate in skill instruction activities with the coaches and will play on 
a local outside team in August before the fall semester begins. 
Chest Pass is also an incoming basketball student-athlete at OSU. 
Chest signed a National Letter of Intent but is not enrolling in summer 
school or participating in skill instruction activities with the coaches. 
Chest lives in the locale of the institution and will play on the same 
outside team as Bounce. 
Dribble, a current OSU student-athlete, will also play on the same 
outside team. 
Which of the following is true ? 
A. Dribble counts against OSU’s limit of 2 for outside teams 
B. Bounce will count against OSU’s limit of 2 for outside teams 
C. Chest will count against OSU’s limit of 2 for outside teams 
D. Both A and B 
The answer is D_. Bylaw 13.O2.12- A prospective student-athlete is 
a student who has started classes for the ninth grade. In addition, a 
student who has not started classes for the ninth grade becomes a 
prospective student-athlete if the institution provides such an 
individual (or the individual’s relatives or friends) any financial 
assistance or other benefits that the institution does not provide to 
prospective students generally. An individual remains a prospective 
student-athlete until one of the following occurs (whichever is earlier): 
(a) The individual officially registers and enrolls in a minimum full-time 
program of studies and attends classes in any term of a four-year 
collegiate institution’s regular academic year (excluding summer); 
(b) The individual participates in a regular squad practice or 
competition at a four-year collegiate institution that occurs before the 
beginning of any term; (Revised: 1/11/89, 1/10/90, 1/19/13 
effective 8/1/13) 
(c) The individual officially registers and enrolls and attends 
classes during the certifying institution’s summer term prior 
to his or her initial full-time enrollment at the certifying 
institution; or (Adopted: 4/28/05, Revised: 1/17/09, 1/19/13 
effective 8/1/13) 
(d) The individual reports to an institutional orientation session that is 
open to all incoming students within 14 calendar days prior to the 
opening day of classes of a regular year term. (Adopted: 1/19/13 
effective 8/1/13) 
Chest does not count against OSU’s limit because prospective 
student-athletes who sign a National Letter of Intent or the 
institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid or after the 
institution has received his or her financial deposit in response to its 
offer of admission, shall no longer be subject to the restrictions of 
Bylaw 13.1 and related contact provisions. The individual remains a 
prospective student-athlete for purposes of applying the remaining 
provisions of Bylaw 13 and other bylaws. 
Bylaw 13.02.12.1- After an individual has signed a National Letter 
of Intent or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial 
aid or after the institution has received his or her financial deposit in 
response to its offer of admission, the individual shall no longer be 
subject to the restrictions of Bylaw 13.1. The individual remains a 
prospective student-athlete for purposes of applying the remaininc! 
provisions of Bylaw 13 and other bylaws. 

Want to follow the Ocean State Orcas on Twitter? You can find 
them at @OrcasOSU 
Receive the Daily Compliance Item via Twitter each day by 
following @JumpForward and @DCI_Daily 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 28, 2014 9:05 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: College football players paid to work camps -- problem in the making? 

I agree. We need to get a good understanding of our current requirements. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Brown>, "mbrown3@email.unc.edu" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, June 28, 2014 at 8:49 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: College football players paid to work camps -- problem in the making? 

Bubba, 

We should also watch the time commitment for the incoming who are working and taking classes. 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: June 27, 2014 at 10:54:59 PM EDT 

To: UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa....compliance@~roups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-Football <uncaa football@~roups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-ExeStaff 

<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc~edu>,UNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc~edu> 

Subject: College football players paid to work camps - problem in the making? 

College football 
in the making? 
June 27, 2014 12:01 pm ETCBSSports.com 

players paid to work camps -- problem 

More college football: J~ Sok~m~~ I "-’-3~,"~ ~i~-; ,’i?,,o~’/I L~t~.:-~ ~~-~w~.; 

This summer, for the first time, active college football players can receive payment to work their schools’ summer camps, thanks to 

newly enacted NCAA legislation. 

The NCAA is allowing schools to pay current student-athletes a figure consistent with the going rate for guest coaches, which 

fluctuates but can command close to $20 per hour depending on the school. 

The players are employed to do the things summer camp coaches do: they might be teaching the game to 10-year-olds, organizing 

drills for high schoolers or even coaching a 7-on-7 workout. 

Seems like an innocuous concept. The schools gain some highly skilled labor, the players get some spending money and a valuable 

experience working with youngsters. 

But as with anything in the modern era of college athletics, the practice is fraught with potential complications, and some schools are 

working overtime trying to manage and navigate those landmines. 

Among them: 

- Some schools are concerned the summer jobs will be used as a recruiting enticement. Many one- or two-day camps equate to 10- 

hour work days for players. A sample of schools shows pay can range from $11 to $19 hourly, so in the neighborhood of $200 per day 

before taxes. 

It is this fear that prompted the SEC to put forward "SEC Legislative Proposal 5," brought forth at the league’s spring meetings in May, 

as obtained by CBSSports.com’s Jon Solomon. 



The document outlined the possibility that "recruiting conversations with prospective student-athletes will now involve discussions 

about the amount of money that will be provided during summer camps after commitment." 

-- V~lo’s actually paying the student-athletes? 

Several Pac-12 coaches already are hearing whispers of schools plotting sponsorship deals for $300 to $500,000 to entice recruits. 

Most summer camps have sponsors, another practice permissible by the NCAA, and the notion of sponsors directly funding payments 

to student-athletes is worrisome to many. 

Georgia AD Greg McGarity, one of the central figures behind the SEC proposal, wonders: "Who’s to say boosters couldn’t provide 

some of those expenses" in the new system? 

"School A could guarantee $1,000 to a player to work a camp where school B can’t," McGarity said. "It would be difficult to regulate." 

With that in mind, the SEC has asked its member schools to submit data from this month’s camp work to the league. 

- Who’s defining the rate of pay? 

The NCAA rule states schools can pay players "commensurate with the going rate for camp or clinic counselors of like teaching ability 

and camp or clinic experience." That concept is open to interpretation, and loosely defined. Schools could decide to pay 

each ’teacher,’ say, $5,000 or $10,000. There’s no rule against setting your own rates, though in the early stages of the rule’s 

existence, no evidence of widespread abuse has emerged. 

The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act protect player camp records, according to responses from several schools to 

CBSSports.com public records requests, but a handful of schools provided CBSSports.com number ranges for camp pay, and details 

of what services the counselors were asked to provide. 

Defending national champ Florida State paid all players the same rate of $100 for a full day or $340 for a three-day camp, which 

works outto about $11.33 an hour based on 10-hour days. 

A handful of players worked two, three-day camps for a total of $680. If a coach had to miss a session due to class or workout 

schedule conflicts, the school deducted $33 from camp pay. 

Seminoles players worked long hours on camp days. The first session began at 9:10 a.m. and went to 9 p.m., with a long lunch break 

in between. 

FSU players held Q&As with young players or even coached 7-on-7 teams. 

"Being the first year, a lot of guys didn’t realize what it was like," said Florida State director of football operations Mark 

Robinson. "They came and watched and didn’t realize how much fun it would be." 

(Heisman winner Jameis Winston was not one of the FSU players who worked the camps). 

Colorado paid $19 per hour - the maximum for the university’s hourly employees - to 40 players, totaling $6,802 during its busy June 

1-4 camp sessions. No CU player made more than $308.75 total for duties that included the running of position workouts, coaching 

drills, 

shagging balls and clerical work (charting kicks, timing drills, etc). 

Georgia paid about a dozen upperclassmen in the range of $40 to $150 total, or anywhere from $10 to $15 an hour, McGarity said. 

Arizona State has had 11 total camp sessions and players were welcome to work them as their schedules allowed. Arizona State 

used players for instructional camps, padded camps for youth and 7-on-7 passing clinics. Quarterback Taylor Kelly, who enters his 

third year as the ASU starter, worked with the quarterbacks and was one of 20-25 Sun Devils who worked 2-3 of the camps at the $15- 

an-hour rate. 

ASU coach Todd Graham does not see the trend as a way to capitalize, arguing that camp money is mostly about rewarding veteran 

players. 

"I’m not concerned about it," Graham said. "1 think it has to be anything that’s not out of the ordinary or it’s not going to fly - like I don’t 

think you can go pay somebody $10,000 to work a camp." 

Graham also cites the benefits for the young campers. 

"A 9-year-old quarterback is a lot more excited to be coached by Taylor Kelly than by us," Graham said. 

Marquee players aren’t exactly lining up to work. Baylor quarterback Bryce Petty, Wisconsin running back Melvin Gordon and Auburn 

running back Corey Grant say they have not worked camps, either because they didn’t know about them, weren’t directly asked to work 

or didn’t file paperwork in time (yes, they must file W-2s). 

Some players are simply too busy to commit full days to camp work. 

"Guys are involved with summer school, lifting, running - the availability is not nearly as much as you’d think it’d be," said Tim Cassidy, 



Arizona State’s assistant athletic director for football. 

Whatever the current realities, anyone with knowledge of high-level college football’s history of loophole-finding and rule-skirting knows 

it’s just a matter of time until someone, somewhere attempts to take advantage of a well-meaning rule. 

Schools already have issues with the potential "shuttle-service" abuses - paying high school ’guest’ coaches to travel far distances to 

campus while bringing top players along for the ride - and now the mechanics of summer camps also include current players receiving 

paychecks of a largelly unregulated size. 

Some coaches have equated the camp rule to that of unlimited meals, which recently allowed schools to feed players all they want. 

That’s a good thing on the surface, but like cash for working camps, it’s another new, potential dark path in the decades-long arms 

race in college football. Feeding players, and paying them for camp work, costs money. Schools with more money can allocate more, 

and schools with less money could feel compelled to find any way possible to keep up. Better food, better camp pay ... better recruits, 

better players, better program? 

Will the NCAA eventually set guidelines on hourly rates that avoid potential recruiting pitfalls? Or should it? Without strong definition on 

players working camps, "you’re on your own" with in-house compliance and organization, Robinson said. 

If done right, however, camp pay is considered a player benefit at a time when player rights are magnified in litigation over name and 

likeness. 

Pay-for-coaching could work if "there’s a consistent way to manage it," McGarity says. 

"1 think it’s a really positive thing you can get players that are presently with you and give them an opportunity to be a role model for 

those kids," Graham said. "It’s neat to interact and coach them. It’s neat to watch players coach." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 29, 2014 4:39 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-d Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ochuko Jenije <ochuko-jenije@utulsa.edu> 

RE: Article about Cal tbotball players in New York Times 

B ~iba, 

i’,bsoiureiy!!!! v°,ie are workrg ~’,,,iti~ :rst footba ~t deft adletes r~cw. 

I k arks, 

Cr cl,::e~ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Sunday, June 29, 2014 10:08 AM 

To: IIle, Vince; Ochuko Jenije; Lane, Cricket 

Subject: Fwd: Article about Cal football players in New York Times 

We need to find a way to connect with our students early to avoid these issues later. 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "!lick~@col!egeathleticsc!ipsxom" <nick:~col!egeathleticsc!ips.com> 

Subject: Article about CM football players in New York Times 

[cid:C5C697E5- DC93-4D4D-B5FF-0332ABA2AC90] 

To ~lected Clips subscribers: 

Greetings t~om Clips. Hope you are well. 

Below is an O’Bannon v. NCAA-related article about former Cal football players. This rail in today’s New York Times. 

Have a good weekend. 

Nick hffante 

Clips Editor 

[cid:DBF78F8F-220F-4DC6- 8704-950FFF5A868C] 

After the Game, Reality Sinks In for a Lineman 

By Ben Strauss, New York Times, 6-28-14 

ht~p://www .nyti mes.com/2014/06/29/slx~ds,’ ncaaiix~tball/a fter- fl~e- game- reali(y- sinks- in- liar- a- lincmmn.html? 
emc=edit tnt 20140628&nlid=32329727&tntemai10=-v& r=0 

BEI~,.ELEY, Calif. Kendrick Payne picked up a passenger in his silver Nissan Altima one afternoon last week in downtown OaHand, across the 

street fiom file federal courthouse. Payne, a former defensive lineman at the University of California, wore an old Bears workout shirt wifll his No. 96 

printed on the back. His N.F.L. dreams all but gone, he works as a driver for Lyft, a ride- shaxing company. 

Payne looked out the window at the courthouse. 

"So that’s where the trial’s happening," he said. 

He looked down at his shirt. 

"Still representing," he said. "I gave up blood, sweat and tears tbr these clothes, but I’m rooting ti)r the players now." 

Payne, 24, graduated from California in December 2012 and watched the Ed O’Bannon case unfold from just a few miles away. O’Bamion, a folmer 

U.C.L.A. basketball star, and a number of other fomler college athletes sued the N.C.A.A. for not allowing them to be paid for their names and images. 



The three-week bench "trial ended Friday, and a decision, which could significantly reshape college sports is expected this summer. 

[cid:FOEEA7ED- 8E5A-43F3- 8ED5- DCDCD233633B] 

An unequivocal supporter of the case, Payne recalled a college career that was exhilarating and frust~ating in equal measure. He played in a sold-out 
stadium on national television, but he also watched his universi~ spend millions of dollms on coaches’ salaries and stadium improvements Mille some 

teammates struggled to make ends meet. 

"Football players, we’re definitely blessed," he said. "I had an mnazing experience at Cal. But why does that mean I can’t want more? Why can’t I want 

what’s fair?" 

Payne is 6 feet 2 inches and 275 pounds, with the look and demeanor of a teddy bear. As he strolled past California Memorial Stadium last week, he 

greeted current players with handshakes ~md hugs. He also could not help maxveling at the more than $300 million spent to renovate "the stadium a t~w 

years ago. He remembered the campus protests and sit-ins against the spending. He used to walk to practice past a group of demonstrators who took up 

residence in a grove of trees to try. to save them from the construction. 

"lt was like I saw them, but I couldn’t really think about it," he said. ’°I had to think about football." 

Looking through the tu~mel that leads into the stadium, he pointed toward the 20-yard line, the line of scrimmage when he took his first snap during a 
game. Then, as he passed a window that looks into a new weight room, he shuddered. 

"There’s so much good," he said. "Being on the field were some of the greatest moments, but the new weight room people could take pictures of you 

through the windows. You felt like an animal in a cage." 

Payne is not the only fonner college football player watching the O’Bannon case in the area. His fonner teammate Bill Tyndall is a plaJntiffin a separate 

antitrust suit that seeks to make high school recruits flee agents. Ben Lynch, an offensive lineman for Calitbmia in the 1990s, has been in "the courtroom for 

several days during the trial. 

Contilme reading the main stor~Continue reading the main storyContilme reading the main stoly" 

’"][’he more removed from playing you are, the more you look back and shake your head at what you gave the school mid what the school gave you~" 

Lynch sai& noting that California had the lowest graduation rote among Football Bowl Subdivision teams, according to N.C.A.A. data released in 

October. "I laugh when I think that I used to go from a business class, where all we talked about was free-market economics, straight to football practice, 

where it’s the exact opposite." 

He added, "I think there will be a change as a result of this trial, and that’s the most satisfying thing to me." 

That change, though, brings with it uncertai~W. 

"Mos~t players wa~t to see things change," said John TyndaJl, Bill’s brother aJ~d another lbnner Califomia tbotball player. "But my l}elings axe mixed. I 
don’t know how athletic departments will be affected. I don’t want college tbotball to turn into the N.F.L." 

Payne remains closer to his ahna mater. He still works out at California’s facilities, hoping tbr one more chrome to play in the Canadian Football League or 
the N.F.L., where both lfis grandfather mid uncle played for the Oakland Raiders. 

Payne, who lives only a short drive from the stadium, grew up outside Houston, the son of a truck driver and a high school cotmselor. He was lured to 
California when he learned it was one of the count~"s top-rated public universities for academics. He visited campus, saw photographs of Marlin Luther 
King Jr. speaking there, and decided to attend. By his junior season, he was a starter. 

But he was troubled by some things, too. When he first arrived, Payne said, his meal plan did not cover summer workouts, so there were times when he 
went hungry. One of his roommate~ a fellow teammate, sent his entire cost-of-living stipend home to support his thmily, he said. Pwne heard about the 
National College P1wers Association and talked with his teammates about how players could have a slronger voice, though he did not pursue it thrther. 

After he graduated with a degree in social welfare, Payne had unsuccessful ~outs with the San Frmmisco 49ers and the Houston Texans. He spent the 

ne~’a yem battling depression mid working odd jobs: digging drainage systems, cutting grass, selling watermelons back in Texas. 

Now, he drives for Lyft and is completing an apprenticeship at a local Pilates studio. He hopes to take the GMAT or the G.R.E. 

"I didn’t have a rdsumd when I left school," Payne said. "Maybe that’s on me, but I wasn’t prepared for real life." 

Payne later picked up another passenger near campus. When his new guest said he was thinking about becoming a ][,~4t driver. Payne’s thce brightened. 

"Let me reIbr you, so I can get a bonus," Payne said. "An~lking tbr a little extra cash." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 12:08 PM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraJa@email.unc.edu>; McFarlmad, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu-~; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@uuc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu>; Public Records <publiclecords@unc.edu> 

FYI - Response sent to (N&O) - re breakdown of student athlete by race (dated 5,,’21/2014) 

Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 5.21.2014) .msg 

FYI - Public records response sent to Dan Kane at The News & Observer regarding his request seeking "a breakdown of student athletes on campus by race" dated 

5/21/2014 (See attached response of what was provided and copy of initial FYI below for specifics of what was requested) ... 

...this request is fully processed and closed-out... 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Public Records’ Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

(919) 962-1219 

Denise_Allen@unc. edu 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 10:49 AM 

To: Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach; Public Records 

Subject: FYI- request received from N&O re: breakdown of student athlete by race (dated 5/21/2014) 

FYI public records request received ti’om Dan Kmle at The New & Observer seeking (see below for tMI request): 

breakdown of student athletes on ca:mpus by race 

o Is there a report that shows how many axe white, black, Hispmaic etc.? 

o Does this report also list that infonnation by sport? 

Public Records Staffis looking into this reqoest. 

Sincerely. 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records’ Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The Univel~ity ofNorffi Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynom Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 8:54 AM 

To: dka ne (~ newsobserver.com 

Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Kirschner, Steve; Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 5.21.2014) 

Dear Mr. Kane, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Stephen Farmer and Steve Kirschner yesterday. A copy of your message is included below 

for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:/ipo!ic!es_u n c. e du! pol!cies/pub!ic-reco r d @ 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bymma Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(a~unc.edu 

From: <Kane>, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 at 4:22 PM 

To: "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: information request 

Steve and Steve, 
Do you have a breakdown of student athletes on campus by race that I can access? 

I know, for example, that the university’s sports teams have a combined number of roughly 800 athletes. Is there a report that shows how many are white, black, Hispanic etc? And 

does it also list that information by sport? 



I hope you both are doing well, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 9:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Update for Cabinet 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of Norfia Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Krause, Paul" <pkrause(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: July 3, 2014 at 1:22:31 PM AKDT 

To: "Willdnson, Patti" <pattiw~)unc.edu>, "Claytolk Taffye Benson" <taff~’e(~unc.edu>, "Crisp, Winston B" <wbcrisp~email.unc.edu>, "Cunninghm11, 

Bubba" <bubbac(&~email.unc.edu>, "Curra~ Joel" <igcurrma(&~email.unc.edu>, "Dean, Jr., James W." <James Deml@unc.edu>, "Dibbert, Douglas 

Steven" <ddibbe~?email.unc.edu>, "Entwisle, Bmbara" <entwisle(dbunc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" <sihmler~)admissions.unc.edu >, "Gil, Karen M" 

<kgil~emaJl.unc.edtc,, "Kielt, Chris" <chris Idelt~unc.edtc,, "Roper. William L" <mlliam mpe(~med.unc.edu>, "Fajack, Matt" <mfaiack,r~tmc.edu~, 

"Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <stl~ohm~email.unc.edu>, "WasNngtolL Felicia A." <felicia.washington(~unc.edu>, "Willis, Jelmifer Henera" 

<ienwillis~unc.edu>, "Currml, Joel" <igcurmn(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Update for Cabinet 

Carol wanted to alert you to a news story happening now: Orange County District Attorney Jim Woodall has dismissed the charge against Julius 

Nyang’oro. His decision was made in part due to his cooperation ruth Ken WaJmstein’s investigation. As a condition of the dismissal, Nymag’oro will need 

to provide continued cooperation ruth Wainstein. Carol mad Tom Ross prepared the tbllowing sIatement that we will relea~ utxm request: 

Just as we supported District Attorney Woodall’s decision to seek an indictment in this case, we accept his decision to now drop the criminal charge 

against Julius Nyang’oro. This decision was Mr. Woodall’s alone. We remain grateful for Mr. Woodall’s cooperation with the ongoing independent 

investigation of academic ilregularities at UNC-Chapel Hill being camed out by Ken Wains~tein and his firm. In paxticulm; we appreciate his sharing 

directly with Mr. Wainstein information acquired by his office during the SBI’s criminal investigation and helping to Facilitate Dr. Ny~ng’oro’s full 

cooperation. In keeping ruth the independent nature of Mr. Wainstein’s investigation, the University has not been pray to information shared with him by 

Dr. Nyang’oro. 

Have a safe, refreshing holiday weekend, 

Paul 

Paul Krause 

Senior Advisor to the Chancellor on Strate~- and Planning ] ()i’~’~c ~d" tbc Cbat}cdi<~r 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
103 South Building CB 9100 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p’a.u],J.~r.~&c.@~n.c,c..d~ .~) :, i9 ,’d -’..i.?i i~;:~. 

All electronic ttmil messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records Law and ttmy be disclosed to third parties. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 9:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: F~-;temal Communications Meeting Tomorrow 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 9:27 AM 
To: UNCAA-Communications; UNCAA-Sports Marketing; UNCAA-New Media; Matt Terrell (matt@ramsclub.com); Nick Fulton (nick@ramsclub.com); Sabo, Tim; Sobba, Gary; 
Seth Reeves, @learfield.com); Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; Pogge, Paul 
C¢: Danielle Olcott; I ~topofthehill.com 
Subject: External Communications Meeting Tomorrow 
All 

Our agenda for tomorrow’s meeting is below. We will start at 10 aan at the Great Room at Top of the Hill. Please allow- plenty of time to park. Best parking option is 

the pay lot behind Spanlcy’s, sor~ there are no free closer options, but the meeting location and lunch roll make up for it! 

I’ll have my laptop set up on the AV screen so anyone needing to show anything to the group tomorrow, please either email it to me tonight or tomorrow, or bring it to 

the meeting on a flash drive. For the introductions, please come prepared to share 1) where you are from, 2) how long you’ve been at Carolina, and 3) the highlight 

(either having already happened, or what you are most looking forward to) about your summer and / or something most of the group does not kilow about yourself. 

After introdactions there are 4 main parts of the agenda, 1 ) each unit’s priorities, 2) a joint discussion about priority alignment, 3) a "blue sky" diseussion about 

mes~ging, 4) a list of"nuts and bolts" topics (we will most likely not get to all of these). 

If you have any questions in advance of tomorrow’s meeting, please let me know. 

Thank~ 
Rick 

External Communications MeetinR 

Tuesday, July 8th 

10:00 am until 4:00 pmish (including lunch) 

Top of the Hill Cheat Room 

Attendees: 

Athletic Communications (Full Staff" approx. 11 people) 

Marketing (Full StaB" approx. 5 people) 

New Media (Full Staff approx. 10 people) 

The Rams Club (Matt, Nick, maybe Kim 3 people) 

Ticket Ottice (Tim 1 person) 

Tar Heel Sports Properties (Gray & Seth 2 people) 

Rick Steinbacher 

Ellen Culler 

Paul Pogge 

Approx. total: 35 people 

Agenda: 

Introductions & Goals for the day 

Individual Unit Overview (10 15 mimltes each unit) 
Priorities 

Sta)ting overview 

Accomplishments 13-14 

Ambitions / Challenges in 14-15 

Unit & Priori~" Alignment Brainstorm 

Lunch 

Blue Sky Discussion - Facilitated by Ken Clearv 
AUDIENCE - Who are we talking to (externally)? 

o Who m’e our core audiences? 
c~ Do we need to differentiate between them? 
o Do we speakto them individually currently? 
~ Are we ignoring an audience? 

MEDIUM - How are we communicating with our audience? 
o Are we commuuicating effectively enough within the department (on content issues)? 
o Our Digital Eflbrts 

. Develop a reading list who does digital best? What can we steal? 
[] Social media how are we doing? What are we doing right and wrong? 

Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, others 
[] GoIIeels content are we doing the right things? Enough things? 
[] What’s next? 
[] Do we need more dedicated digital resources? 

o In galne elements what are we doing that’s good? What’s bad? 
MESSAGE - What are we saying? 

o Are we a public relations agency only? Are we a news source? 
~ Do we owe it to our audiences to address negative news? 
o Whose responsibility is it? (posters, videos, etc) 

[] Best strategy for communication with coaches? 

Nuts and Bolts Items (can be addressed separately if easier) 



* Culture and Customer Service Work Teams 
, Branding 
, Revenue Trends 
* Special Events All (Athletic Communications topic) 
*~ StatCrew stats integration with video boaxds New Media and Athletic Communications 
* Audio-only events on GoHeels.com coordination axed conmltmication New Media and THSP 
, Baseball broadcast equipment New- Media and THSP 
, Digital & Print Promotional Materials (NewsFlash, Posters, Schedule Cards, Football Fax1 Guide) 
* GaxneDay Twitter Accounts 
* Video Board Elements in Carmichael & Boshamer 

Fellowship Back Bar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 11:06 AM 

StabiJe, Regina <regina stabiJe@unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: WTVD INQUIRY - RASHAD MCCANTS 

Regina 

I do not have a copy of this letter and it sounds like a records request so I am forwarding to you and copying Vince. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Rowles>, Derek < ~Jabc.com> 

Date: Monday, July 7, 2014 at 11:04 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Subject: WTVD INQUIRY- RASHAD MCCANTS 

Good morning Steve... This may not be your direct department, but I thought I’d ask. I see a letter went out to Rashad McCants (i.e. his ESPN/Sirius interviews) .. 

from Associate AD Vincent Ille. Can I get a copy of that letter? 

Derek Rowles 
Executive Producer 

office: 919,687.2489 
mobile: 
._d___e__r___e_~_=_r__o____wJ_e___s__@__a___b__c__,__c__o__m 

ABC1 I-WTVD 
411 Liberty Street 
Durham, NC 27701 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 7, 2014 11:47 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

RE: ~q’VD 1NQUIRY - RASHAD MCCANTS 

Thanks Steve! 

Vhlce -- please send us a copy of the letter (signed copy if available), 

"hanks, 

Regina 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 11:06 AM 

To: Stabile, Regina 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: WTVD INQUIRY- RASHAD MCCANTS 

Regina 

I do not have a copy of this letter and it sounds like a records request so I am forwarding to you and copying Vince. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

ceil 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

.... :i:::::: :i i: :::,i i<:i: :: :: :i ::::, i i::: : i:: ::,i:i: i i: i:i::: :i :i:::,: :::: !::,: :,:: i i i::: 

From: <Rowles>, Derek < ;@abc.com> 

Date: Monday, July 7, 2014 at 11:04 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <st_ .e_ _v_ . .e_ k_ [ r s_ £ _h_ _ .n_ .e_ _r_ . . _@_ . _u_ . .n_ c_ :_ @_ _ .u_ . > 

Subject: WTVD INQUIRY- RASHAD MCCANTS 

Good morning Steve... This may not be your direct department, but I thought I’d ask. I see a letter went out to Rashad McCants (i.e. his ESPN!Sirius interviews) .. 

from Associate AD Vincent Ille. Can I get a copy of that letter? 

Derek Rowles 
Executive Producer 

office: 919,687.2489 
mobile: 
._d___e__Le__k__~r__o____w_!e___s_@__a___b__c__,__q_o__m 

ABCl 1-\,’V’rN~D 
411 Libedy Street 
Durham. NC 27701 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu;, 

Monday, July 7, 2014 3:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <iIle@unc.edu:~ 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

RE: WTVD INQUIRY - RASHAD MCCANTS 

Letter to McCants 06 06 2014.pdf 

Mince --- 

Attached is the letter Steve passed on to us --i[: d~ere are addidonaf letter’s please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Regina 

From: Stabile, Regina 

Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 11:47 AM 

To: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: WTVD INQUIRY - RASHAD MCCANTS 

Thanks Steve! 

Vi~ce --- please send us a copy of the letter (signed copy if available). 

Thanks 

Regina 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 11:06 AM 

To: Stabile, Regina 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: WTVD INQUIRY- RASHAD MCCANTS 

Regina 

I do not have a copy of this letter and it sounds like a records request so I am forwarding to you and copying Vince. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
:: ::i:/:ii F. <lib:: i: i :h :i: :i ::::: 1 i:’::! ::? ii:’i ? "i’i::i:’i ? :i :ii: :::: :ii: i::::: :x? i i i:i::" 

From: <Rowles>, Derek < @abc.com> 

Date: Monday, July 7, 2014 at 11:04 AM 

To: "Ki rsch n er, Steve" < _s_t__e_ .v_ e_ls_j__r s__c_ .h_ n__e_r_ @__t j_n_. _c_:. _e_ .d_ u_ > 

Subject: WTVD INQUIRY- RASHAD MCCANTS 

Good morning Steve... This may not be your direct department, but I thought I’d ask. I see a letter went out to Rashad McCants (i.e. his ESPN!Sirius interviews) .. 

from Associate AD Vincent IIle. Can I get a copy of that letter? 

Derek Row{es 
Executive Producer 

office: 919.687.2489 
mobile: 

derek.rowles@abc.com 

ABC11 -~%q’VD 

41I Libe[ty Stree~ 

Dudlam, NC 27701 



DEPARTMENT OF &THLBTICS 

ERNIE WILLIAM$ON ATHLETIC CI~NTEI~ 

PoO, BOX 21~6 

450 SKIPPER ~OWL~S DR. t°DeJl~¢ry) 

¯ CHAPEL HILL, NC 27515 

T 919.962.6ooo 

P 919.962,6ooz 

www.tarheelblue.com 

June 6, 2014 

Mr. Rashad McCants 

Mr. McCants: 

I learned today of public statements you have made that indicate your knowledge of potential 

NCAA rule violations involving the University of North Carolina. I would like to meet with you at 

your earliest convenience to discuss this in greater detail. 

Please let me know when you can be available. You can reach me via email at itle@unc.edu or 

by calling my office at (919) 962-4631. If for anv reason you have any difficultv reaching me, 

please fee] free to call my cell phone at             . I hope to hear from you soon. 

Thank you, 

Vincent file 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CO: Lawrence Cunningham 

Marielle vanGelder 



Address information 
Ship to: 
Mr. Rashad McCants 

Shipment Receipt 

Ship from: 
Vince Ills 
UNC Department of 

Athletics 
EWAC - 2nd Floor 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr 
Chapel Hill, NC 
27514 
US 
9199626000 

Shipment Information: 
Tracking no.: 770223954110 
Ship date: 06/06/2014 
Estimated shipping charges: 33.46 

Package Information 
Pricing option: FedEx Standard Rate 
Sel.cice type: Priority Overnight 
Package type: FedEx Envelope 
Number of packages: 1 
Total weight: 1 LBS 
Declared Value: 0.00 USD 
Special Services: Saturday delivei2c,Adult signature 

required,Residential Delivery 
Pickltp/Drop-off: Use an already scheduled pickup at my location 

Billing Information: 
Bill transportation to: 310383880 Ath Direct-880 
Your reference: 
P.O. no,: 
Invoice no.: 
Department no.: 

[ 

i Thank you for shipping oni[ne with FedEx ShipManager at fedex,com,    i 
i 

Please Note 
Fed F.:~ wilt not ha responsible far any claim ia excess of $10g par package, whathe~ the, result of Ios~, damsels, d~lay, non-delivery, mlsdetive~, er ra~s~n~rmation, unless you declare ~ higher value, pay en adtfigensl charge, document 

your actual toss and ~le a tin’rely claim. Limitations found In the san’eat FadE× Service Guide ap p~,. Your right lo racers/from FadE× for any Ioss~ irteludlng le+trinaI¢ veltls orthe peek*.ge, toss of sales, income int s,’est, profd, stternsy’s fees, 
e.~ sis, arid o L-h o r ~nrms of damage* whether direct, incidental, oons~quantML ~t special I~ tlmited 1o the greete¢ of $’~OO or the, a~horized declared wlue. Recavory cannot e,~xcead actual documented loss. Maximum f~r items of extras rai~aq,, 

v~tus is $500, e..g., Jewel*y, p*’ee.ioua metals, negatialc, le Instruments and other items listed in our Stories Guide. Written cTaims must I:e filed within strict time fimits; Consult the applicabM Ft~d~x Sea,’ice Guide for ¢’et[aTIs. 
The estimated shipping charge may be different than the actual cha.’ges for your shipment. Differences may occur based on acquit weight, d~m~nsiorts, sad other feelers. Consufi the appitcabl~ FeclE:× Se~,e G~l~e o~" the FadF~x Hate 

Sheets for details On how shipping charges a*’e calculated. 



file, Vince 

From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A 

Monday, June 09, 2014 10:15 AM 

Ille, Vince 
Fwd: FedEx Shipment 7?0223954110 Delivered 

Follow Up Flag: Follow up 

Flag Status: Completed 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <trackingupdates@fedex.com> 
Date: June 9, 20!4 at 10:13:31 AM EDT 
To" <mvmlgetde@unc.edu> 
Subject: FedEx Shipment 770223954110 Delivered 
Reply-To: <trackingmail@fedex,com> 

fedex,com I Ship I Track I Manage 

Your package has 
delivered 

i Tracking # 770223954110 

i 
i 

i 
i 

I Learn I OfficelPrint Services 

been 

Ship (P/U) date: 
Friday, 616/14 

Vince Ille 

UNC Department of 

Athletics 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27514 

US 

Delivery date: 
Monday, 6/9/14 
!0:07 AM 

Delivered     McCants 

Shipment Facts 
Our records indicate that the following 

package has been delivered. 

Tracking number:    770223954110 

Status: Delivered: 

06/09/2014 10:07 

AM Signed for 

By: 

Door Tag number: DTI03544061235 

Signed for by: 

) 



Delivery location: DURHAM, NC 

Delivered to: Residence 

Service type: FedEx Priority 

Overnight 

Packaging type: FedEx Envelope 

Number of pieces: 1 

Weight: 0.50 lb. 

Special Adult Signature 

handfingtServices: Required 

Residential 

Delivery 

For Saturday 

Delivery 

l~3 Please do not respond to this message. This emai] was sent from an unattended 
mailbox. This report was generated at approximately 9:13 AM CDT on 06i0gi2014. 

To learn more about FedE× Express, please go to fede,~.com. 

Alf weights are estimated. 

To track lhe latest status of your shipment, click on the tracking number above, or go 
to fedex,cem. 
This tracking update flas been sent to you by FedEx at your request. FedEx does not 
validate the authen[icity of the requester and does not validate, g uarantee o r warrant 
the authenticity of the requesl, the requestor’s message, or the accuracy of this 
tracking update. For tracking results and terms of use, go to fedex,com. 

Thank you for your business. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday. July 8, 2014 10:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Quick conflict ofinteresl question 

FYI. I have asked Steve to provide me with the name of the individual from Admissions so that we can directly ensure she does not move forward with her plan below 

and also provide education on extla benefits/pleferential treatment. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: "Keadey, Stephen" <scl,ead~:v:,~,~;ema’~l.~mc edu> 

Date: July 6, 2014 at 10:31:32 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <!.~i~;~!~?.:g:~!5~;~:e.~!~.!2~!!~i:ed:~> 

Subject: FV¢: Quick conflict of interest question 

M~rielle, 

I hope all is well with you. Joy B ryde from the Ulfiversity’s Conflicts of Interest office will follow up with this person, but it occurs to me that you might 

) if yon need have an interest in this message, as well. I’m out of the office this weeL but please don’t hesitate to call my mobile number ( 

me for ml~dng. 
Best regards, 

Steve Keadey 

From: Legge, Allison 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2014 11:09 PM 

To: Cofresi, Roberto 
Subject: Quick conflict of interest question 

Hello Roberto, 

I hope you’re doing well. I received an unusual request from an employee in Undergraduate Admissions so i’m turning to you for advice. 

The employee would like to be a volunteer who solicits donations (food and money) for financially disadvantaged Carolina athletes. 

Eventually, she would like to start a non-profit company that does this. Given that she works at Carolina, would either of these present a 

conflict of interest? 

Thanks very much for sharing your thoughts with me, 

Allison 
Allison ].egge 

Senior A~sodate Director 
for Enroiiment and Undergraduate Adr’nission5 
The Un[vers[%, of Norl:#~ Caroiir!a at Chapel I-4[ll 
.lac:kson Hall, Campus Box 2200 
Chapel 1-4ili, NC 27599 

~aOad missions.u nc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 11:17 AM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-ExeSta~’<uncaa exestafl@groups.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Assistance Nee&d re: Tom MaJer UNC Class of 75’. 

I have not heard of any requests from Mr. MacDonald, but by cow of this email I roll ask our stalt’if anyone else has. Additionally, I would be hapw to talk to him 

about how we can improve our services to students. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

B ubba CunninghaJn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Jul 8, 2014, at 8:11 AM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <sF~!):~.~,~32y!.~{g.!:.~:!!.~!i.~(!~:!.> wrote: 

Hi gubba, 

Our Office received a call from Mr. Jim MacDonald, an attorney representing Mr. Tom Maier a UNC class of 75 football player. The message he left is 

set out below. 

Ha’; anyone from Athletics talked with Mr. Mac[)onald aIr~-:~ady? tf noL would you like someon~-_~ from Athletics to re~:urn hi’; call or would you prefer 

tha~: our office g~-:d: back to him? 

Thanks, 

Leslie 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Crawford, Patricia C; Parker, David M; Stabile, Regina; Skurky, Neera Makwana; Simmons, Kara E; Tricomi, William T; Keadey, 
Stephen; Faubert, Judy Culhane; Schaefer, Rebecca McLaughlin 
Subject: Assistance Needed re: Tom Maier UNC Class of 75! 
Importance: High 

Good morning all - 

I received a call from Mr. Jim MacDonald, an attorney in Wilmington (former UNC alumnae). He is representing Mr. Tom Maier, UNC class of 75 former 

Football player (and church member of Jim MacDonald). Jim informed me that in the past, Tom has shared this information with the "Chancellor’s 

office and others" hoping for to hear back from someone and never did. His story is as follows: 

Jim informed me that Tom has been wrestling with issues concerning the Football scandals and ongoing accusations and issues at UNC. He explained, 

"Tom is now more aware and convinced that the difficulties and injuries he now has, he attributes to football. He is not looking to cause trouble, he 

wants to be constructive for the University, and make Carolina aware of what’s going on." He then explained, "Tom received a 4 year football 

scholarship. Since he was not a gifted student, he faced academic challenges and needed assistance and tutoring. 

During his ist year, the players used him for scrimmage practice, where he received many hits and blows to the head. Later, he was diagnose with 

damage to his frontal lobe and is now on disability." Jim further explained, "Tom is ’VERY FRUSTRATED’ and upset with what he sees happening with 

the University and wants to share what he feels could be the problem Athletics today." He ended by explaining to me, "We are both strong advocates 

of UNC and we want Carolina to Succeed and reestablish its reputation. That’s why we want to speak with someone in the Counsels office and make 

them aware. I am hoping that someone gets back to me very soon about this matter." 

He can be reached at              e-mail ~.![!?.~?!~).[!?~.c%!p.9.L~!.d!.~.,.5:~![:[!?:R,~41;. 

Who would be able to follow-up? Please advise. 

Thanks, 

Denise 

Denise (2. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~a)une.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 5:20 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@~mc.edtr% Jenije, Matfllew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Phone numbers 

He?’ there, 

I am sure you won’t need to reach me but if you do you can call or text my cell ( 

Adios, 
Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eisen, Jefli-ey M. [mailto:JEisen@umo edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 5:37 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Phone numbers 

) and below are the hotels with phones numbers 

Time difference is 6 hours ahead (5pm m NC 1 lpm in Spain) Cricket’s phone will accept calls, 

Hotel phone numbers below-; dial country code, +34, before the phone number 

7/9 Depalt 

7/10-12, Madrid 

Roommate 

7/13, Cordoba 

Hotel Maestre, 957-472410 

7/14, Seville 

Pension Cordoba, 954-227498 

7/15, Cadiz 

Hotel Argantonio, 956-211-(y40 

7/16, Ronda 

Hotel San Gabriel, 952-190-392 

7/17, Grenada 

Casa Murisca, 958-221-100 

7/18, Madrid 

Oran tlotel Velazque7. 915-752-800 

; mine will not 

7/19 return 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: M~xielle A <mw~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 7:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brewer, Ronald" <brewer33@email.unc.edu> 

Date: July 8, 2014 at 6:03:40 PM EDT 

To: t tolhda?, Cor% L --chollldavla+unc.edu~ 
Cc: "Vangelder, Ma~elle A" <mvan~eld(~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: I~%V: Josh Gordo~tiPJ Hah’ston 

FYI sent this out to the team today 

On Tuesday, July 8, 2014 8:04 AM, Ronald Brewer <alerts@teamworksapp.com> wrote: 

http:i/www, cbsspo rts. co m/nflie ye -on -fo otba II/24 (310021 ire po rt- -d ri vi n g- -ca r-at-ti m e -of-d wi 

Tough but have to think about the decisions we make, As a student-athfete any association with ’Fats’ would not be smart. 

.-Brew 

~!~v.: q~;asfio:zs o: c:.:.:d 3S3~: t:::" C":? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 9:03 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Strohm, I ,eslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-ExeSta~’<uncaa exes~talt@groups.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Assistance N eeded re: Tom MaJer UNC Class of 75 ! 

I have not heard of any requests from Mr. MacDonald. 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 11:17 AM 

To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 

Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: Re: Assistance Needed re: Tom Maier UNC Class of 75! 

I have not heard of any requests from Mr. MacDonald, but by copy of this email I will ask our staff if anyone else has. Additionally, I would be happy to talk to him 

about how we can improve our services to students. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Jul 8, 2014, at 8:11 AM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <sb’ohrn@emaii u~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi gubba, 

Our Offic~:_~ rec~-:~ived a call from Mr. Jim Macl.h.onakJ, an a~:torn~:_~y ~’epreset~tmg Mr. Torn Maier, a LiNC cla;s of 75 f.:_~o~:ball play~:_~r. The message he left is 

set out below. 

Has anyone t:rorn Athletics talked with Mr. MacDonald already? H: noL would you like someone from Athletics to re[urn his call or would you pret:er 

that our office get back to him? 

"]" h a t~ k’L 

From: Allen, DeNse Q, 

Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Crawford, Patricia C; Parker, David IVl; Stabile, Regina; Skurky, Neera Makwana; Simmons, Kara E; Tricomi, William T; Keadey, 
Stephen; Faubert, Judy Culhane; Schaefer, Rebecca McLaughlin 
Subject: Assistance Needed re: Tom Maier UNC Class of 75! 
Importance: High 

Good morning all - 

I received a call from Mr. Jim MacDonald, an attorney in Wilmington (former UNC alumnae). He is representing Mr. Tom Maier, UNC class of 75 former 

Football player (and church member of Jim MacDonald). Jim informed me that in the past, Tom has shared this information with the "Chancellor’s 

office and others" hoping for to hear back from someone and never did. His story is as follows: 

Jim informed me that Tom has been wrestling with issues concerning the Football scandals and ongoing accusations and issues at UNC. He explained, 

"Tom is now more aware and convinced that the difficulties and injuries he now has, he attributes to football. He is not looking to cause trouble, he 

wants to be constructive for the University, and make Carolina aware of what’s going on." He then explained, "Tom received a 4 year football 

scholarship. Since he was not a gifted student, he faced academic challenges and needed assistance and tutoring. 

During his ist year, the players used him for scrimmage practice, where he received many hits and blows to the head. Later, he was diagnose with 

damage to his frontal lobe and is now on disability." Jim further explained, "Tom is ’VERY FRUSTRATED’ and upset with what he sees happening with 

the University and wants to share what he feels could be the problem Athletics today." He ended by explaining to me, "We are both strong advocates 

of UNC and we want Carolina to Succeed and reestablish its reputation. That’s why we want to speak with someone in the Counsels office and make 

them aware. I am hoDinR that someone gets back to me very soon about this matter." 

He can be reached a~             , e-mail ~.!!:{?.~!@.!-~:~.cdS~}~.~.!.~!.~5~:t!!:!:{?:!!e~:. 

Who would be able to follow-up? Please advise. 

Thanks, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynmn Hall Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

..n...e...n..!.s..~_A!!.~.n..@ ~.~..n...c.,.~..d.~.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney@unc.edtr; 

Tuesday, July 8, 2014 11:23 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestat][@)groups.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edtc, 

Re: Assistance Nee&d re: Tom MaJer UNC Class of 75’. 

I have not communicated ruth any of the aforementioned panes. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

On Jul 8, 2014, at 11:16 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <~Lq!2!?.~9~j.~!3?.~i~:.~!~i:e~!~> wTote: 

I have not heaxd of rely requests from Mr. MacDonald, but by cop?" of this email I will ask our staff if anyone else has. Additionally, I would be hapw to 

talk to him about how we can improve our services to students. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Bubba Curmingham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On Jul 8, 2014, at 8:11 AM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <}!~E%}?::/2:~.!}?:-:.’)~i!:~!~?:-5.~!!? wrote: 

Hi Bubba, 

Our Office r~-:~c~:_~ived a (:aIl from Mr. Jim MacD.:_~nald, an attorney representing Mr. ].:_~m Maier, a UNC (:lass of 7,5 football player, The 

message he left is set out below 

Has anyone from AUfletics talked with Mr~ MacDonald already? If not, would you like someone from Athletics to return his calf or would 

you preI:er thaL our office get back to him? 

Th a n ks, 

Leslie 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Crawford, PatrJcia C; Parker, David M; Stabile, Regina; Skurky, Neera Mal~vana; Simmons, Kara E; Tricomi, William 
T; Keadey, Stephen; Faubert, Judy Culhane; Schaefer, Rebecca McLaughlin 
Subject: Assistance Needed re: Tom MaTer UNC Class of 75! 
Importance: High 

Good morning all - 

I received a call from Mr. Jim MacDonald, an attorney in Wilmington (former UNC alumnae). He is representing Mr. Tom Maier, UNC class 

of 75 former Football player (and church member of Jim MacDonald). Jim informed me that in the past, Tom has shared this information 

with the "Chancellor’s office and others" hoping for to hear back from someone and never did. His story is as follows: 

Jim informed me that Tom has been wrestling with issues concerning the Football scandals and ongoing accusations and issues at UNC. 

He explained, "Tom is now more aware and convinced that the difficulties and injuries he now has, he attributes to football. He is not 

looking to cause trouble, he wants to be constructive for the University, and make Carolina aware of what’s going on." He then 

explained, "Tom received a 4 year football scholarship. Since he was not a gifted student, he faced academic challenges and needed 

assistance and tutoring. 

During his ::[st year, the players used him for scrimmage practice, where he received many hits and blows to the head. Later, he was 
diagnose with damage to his frontal lobe and is now on disability." Jim further explained, "Tom is ’VERY FRUSTRATED’ and upset with 

what he sees happening with the University and wants to share what he feels could be the problem Athletics today." He ended by 

explaining to me, "We are both strong advocates of UNC and we want Carolina to Succeed and reestablish its reputation. That’s why we 

want to speak with someone in the Counsels office and make them aware. I am hoping that someone gets back to me very soon about 

this matter." 

He can be reached at , e-mail Jir.m.~ff~)ma(:d(m~EMlawfirr.~:,nei: 
Who would be able tO follow-up? Please advise. 

Thanks, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

ReceptionL~t and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Montgome~7 <john@mmsclub.com~ 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 7:11 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; IJNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestafl~a)groups.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Maria F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edtP, 

Re: Assistance Needed re: Tom M~Jer UNC Class of 75’. 

I have not heard of any requests. 

Thanks. 

John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 8, 2014, at 11:16 AM, "Cumfinghmn, Bubba" <!~@!?.~c~2~.td;f~.~i~:~).?~2~!)j.> wrote: 

I have not he~xd of rely requests from Mr. MacDonald, but by cop?" of this email I will ask our staffif a~yone else has. Additionally, I would be hapw to 
talk to him about how we can improve our services to students. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of NortJh Carolina 

On Jul 8, 2014, at 8:11 AM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <~g!%i’:::~@c.ri’::~!!:)jy::E.:~’.J..!47 wrote: 

Hi Bubba, 

Our Office received a call from Mr..lira MacDonald, an attorney representing Mr. Tom Maier, a UNC class of 75 football player. The 

mes;age he le[t is set out below. 

Elas anyone from At:Metic; talked with Mr. MacDor~aId already? If n.:_~t would you like someone from Athletics to return his call or wo~]ld 

you pre[:er thaL our office get back to him? 

Thanks, 

I.eslie 

From= Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent; Tuesday, July 08, 2014 10:48 AM 
To" Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Crawford, Patricia C; Parker, David M; Stabile, Regina; Skurky, Neera Makwana; Simmons, Kara E; Tricomi, William 
T; Keadey, Stephen; Faubert, Judy Culhane; Schaefer, Rebecca McLaughlin 
Subject: Assistance Needed re: Tom Naier UNC Class of 75! 
Importance: High 

Good morning all - 

I received a call from Mr. Jim MacDonald, an attorney in Wilmington (former UNC alumnae). He is representing Mr. Tom Maier, UNC class 

of 75 former Football player (and church member of Jim MacDonald). Jim informed me that in the past, Tom has shared this information 

with the "Chancellor’s office and others" hoping for to hear back from someone and never did. His story is as follows: 

Jim informed me that Tom has been wrestling with issues concerning the Football scandals and ongoing accusations and issues at UNC. 

He explained, "Tom is now more aware and convinced that the difficulties and injuries he now has, he attributes to football. He is not 

looking to cause trouble, he wants to be constructive for the University, and make Carolina aware of what’s going on." He then 

explained, "Tom received a 4 year football scholarship. Since he was not a gifted student, he faced academic challenges and needed 

assistance and tutoring. 

During his ist year, the players used him for scrimmage practice, where he received many hits and blows to the head. Later, he was 

diagnose with damage to his frontal lobe and is now on disability." Jim further explained, "Tom is ’VERY FRUSTRATED’ and upset with 

what he sees happening with the University and wants to share what he feels could be the problem Athletics today." He ended by 

explaining to me, "We are both strong advocates of UNC and we want Carolina to Succeed and reestablish its reputation. That’s why we 

want to speak with someone in the Counsels office and make them aware. I am hoping that someone gets back to me very soon about 

this matter." 

He can be reached at , e-mail ............ .~.! .:[tfit. 
Who would be able to follow-up? Please advise. 

Thanks, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Publie Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hail, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

!~.Ms.~_A!!.~@~m.~,.~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jim@iwbmarkeling.com 

Wednesday, 5:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-~ 

Milwaukee Pro-Am 

UNC Compliance Office - 

My name is Jim Ganzer and I am the event director for the Milwaukee Summer Pro-Am. I have received a registration request for 
our Pro-Am, and am in need of an approval letter allowing him to participate. 

Please advise. 

Thank you in advance - Jim 

Jim Ganzer 

IWB Marketing, LLC. 

E- mail: Jim@IWBMarketinq.com 
Phone: 

to play in 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

jim@iwbmarkefing.com 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Maxkos, Lance M <marko@emml.unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Mafielle A <mva~geld@email.unc.edu> 

Re: , Mihvaukee l?ro-Am 

Jin~ 

Thanks for your email. I have copied Mafielle vanGelder on this emaJl, since she is probably best to handle that. 

Thanks, 

Paul Pogge 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:14 PM, "j im¢bj wbmarketing .com" <iim@iwbmaskefing .com> wrote: 

UNC Compliance Office - 

My name is Jim Ganzer and I am the event director for the Milwaukee Summer Pro-Am. 1 have received a registration request for 
to play in our Pro-Am, and am in need of an approval letter allowing him to participate. 

Please advise. 

Thank you in advance - Jim 

Jim Ganzer 
IWB Marketing, LLC. 
E- mail: 3im@IWBHarketinq.com 
Phone: - - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 5:17 PM 

Frederick, Brad <bradficed@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangdd@email.unc.edu% Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~V: , Mihvaukee Pro-2an 

Brad, 

What’s coach thhlking on Summer Leagues this year? Has touched based with you all’? .Just let us know and we can proceed accordingly, Thanks!! 

[~ nee 

From: jim@iwbmarketing.com [mailto:jim@iwbmarketing.com] 

Sent: Wednesday.            ~: 15 P! 
To: 1lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Markos, Lance M 
Subject:         Nilwaukee Pro-Am 
UNC Compliance Office - 
Hy name is Jim Ganzer and I am the event director for the Milwaukee Summer Pro-Am. I have received a registration request for 
our Pro-Am, and am in need of an approval letter allowing him to participate. 
Please advise. 
Thank you in advance - Jim 

Jim Ganzer 

IWB Marketing, LLC. 

E- mail: Jim@IWBMarketing.com 
Phone: 

to play in 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 5:20 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <btx)lk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Incoming swimmer 

Hi, Rich, 

I hope you’re having a good summer. 

Please give me a call as soon as you can regarding one of your incoming students. We received his final transcript and he is now a level 1 candidate due to senior 

year grades. (Final high school GPA is below 2.5) We are considering two options and I would like to discuss them with you before making a final decision. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

P5: If you need to call during the evening, my cell number is 
~]ar~;ara Polk 
Deputy l)irec~or 
0f~ce of {~r.,dergradnate Adm{ssio]’.s 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Ilill 
Phone: 919-966-39.~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 10:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <btx~lk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvm~geld@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <s[hnne@admissions.tmc.edu:~ 

RE: Quick conflict ofinteresE question 

Vince, 

Thanks. I roll follow up on our end and talk ruth our employee to put a halt to this idea. Please call me though because there is another element I need to discuss with 

you. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" 

Date:07/09/2014 9:43 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" 
Subject: Fwd: Quick conflict of interest question 

Begin lbm,aJrded message: 

Fr~n: "Vangelder, Masielle A" <r!~SL~!)24~!d.~!.L~!~:~).~!~:~t~)? 
Date: July 8, 2014, 10:39:24 AM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille,2;;:~nc.eda> 
Subject: Fwd: Quick conflict of interest question 

FYI. I have asked Steve to provide me with the naJne of the individual [~om Admissions so that we cm~ directly ensure she does not move forward with 

her plan below m~d also provide education on extra benefik,¢pret~renlial treatment. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Keadey, Stephen" <Sf,.k~,2{~dc2G.:i2E~;~:i[~)j~:f~i,2t~)j.> 

Date: July 6, 2014 at 10:31:32 PM EDT 

To: "Va~gelder, Masielle A" <[!2,..a!24c.!d.~.ai[~j[~y?.:~d~j.> 
Subject: F~: Quick conflict of interest question 

Mafielle, 

I hope all is well with you. Joy B~’de from the University’s Conflicts of Interest office will follow up with this person, but it occurs to me that 

you might have an interest in this message, as well. I’m out of the office this week, but please don’t hesitate to call my mobile number 

, if you need me tbr an~hing. 

Best regards, 

Steve Keadey 

From: Legge, Allison 
Sent: Tuesday, July 01, 2014 11:09 PM 

To: Cofresi, Roberto 
Subject: Quick conflict of interest question 

Hello Roberto, 

I hope you’re doing well. I received an unusual request from an employee in Undergraduate Admissions so l’m turning to 

you for advice. The employee would like to be a volunteer who solicits donations (food and money) for financially 

disadvantaged Carolina athletes. Eventually, she would like to start a non-profit company that does this. Given that she 

works at Carolina, would either of these present a conflict of interest? 

Thanks very much for sharing your thoughts with me, 

Allison 
Ailison Le~ge 
Senior Associa~.e D[rec[or 
for Enroilmen,’_ and Ur!de!’gradua[e Admissions 
l-he Ur!ive!’si,’_,i of Nor:Y! r2arol[na a[ Chapel Hi[i 
Jackson Hail, Campus Box 2200 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, July 9, 2014 10:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Phone numbers 

Where did we go wrong’? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 9, 2014, at 6:35 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket(~unc.edu> 
Date: July 8, 2014, 5:19:43 PM EDT 

To: "Johnson, Shelley’ H" <shellio~unc.edu>, "Jenije, Matthew Ochuko" <oieniie~ema]l.unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Phone numbers 

Hey there, 

I am sure you won’t need to reach me but if you do you can call or text my cell ( 

nHmbeIN. 

) and below are the hotels with phones 

Adios, 

Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Eisen, Jeffrey M. [mailto:JEisen~umo.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 07, 2014 5:37 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Phone numbers 

Time dittbrence is 6 hours ahead (5pm in NC 11 pm in Spain) Cricket’s phone will accept calls, 

Hotel phone numbers below; dial country code, ~ 34, before the phone number 

7/9. Depa(t 

7/10-12, Madrid 

Roomnmte Alicia, 913-896-095 

7/13, Cordoba 

Hotel Maestre, 957-472-410 

7/14, Seville 

Pension Cordoba. 954-227-498 

7/15, Cadiz 

Hotel Argantonio, 956-211-640 

7/16, Ronda 

Hotel San Gabriel, 952-190-392 

7/17, Grenada 

Casa Morisca, 958-221 - 100 

7/18, Madrid 
Gran Hotel Vel~quez, 915 - 752- 800 

7/19 return 

mine will not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            12:43 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; SaJlchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Incoming swimmer 

Barbara?: 

¯ ~bel spoke to ast night. "~ few things of note: 

:1.) had 

2 say’; he ha~.; an updab:_~d, revi’;~:_~d ~m’t "better" Iinal tran;cdpt: t:o provid~:_~ 

f asked Abel t:o hav~ provide us with a statement (TODAY) via e-.mail and to g~-_d: the finabfinal t:ran;cdpt: to us/you ASAP. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Up.Jveraib of North C~roli~ Swimmip.g & Divu’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 5:20 P! 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Ce: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject; Incoming swimmer 

Hi, Rich, 

I hope you’re having a good summer. 

Please give me a call as soon as you can regarding one of your incoming students. We received his final transcript and he is now a level 1 candidate due to senior 

year grades. (Final high school GPA is below 2.5) We are considering two options and I would like to discuss them with you before making a final decision. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

PS: If you need to call during the evening, my cell number is 
~{arbara I~olk 
Depu~-[~h’ectc~r 
Office of Ur.dergraduate Admissioas 
!3niversity of North Carolh’.a at Chapel }1il] 
P]~.op.e: 919-%t,6-39~~9 



Fli"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:49 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sa~chez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Incoming swimmer 

Rich, 

Thanks for this information. 

AbeL_Along with his personal statement, please ask to include a note or some documentation from 

academic performance through the end of his senior year Aiso, we’ll n~-:u?d to get his final transcript direcd,/frorn his high school. The version we haw:_~ is dated 

7/1/14 so t’11 be very int~-:~rested to s~-_~e how his "final, final" transcript di~fi?rs from what we have. t’11 also ne~-_~d an underst:anding of why it is different, 

Thanks to both of you. 

Barbara 
Bar];ara Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 fl~ce of {ir.,dergradnate Adm{ssiop.s 
University of North (:arohna at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Thursday, 12:43 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Sanchez, Abel 

Subject: RE: Incoming swimmer 

Barbara: 

Abel spoke to ast night. A few things of note: 

1) had 

2) says he has an updated, revised and "better" final transcript to provide 

[ asked Abel to haw:_~ provide us with a statement: (TODAY) via e-mail and to get t:he final--final transcript to us/you ASAP, 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;mvu’]s[ty c:,f ?.]0r111 Ca]c, hr!a Swimmir, g & P:hvJP, g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrrl~ t~a{i uric e&; 
Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles [)r, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara 30 
Sent: Wednesday,. 5:20 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
C¢; Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Incoming swimmer 

Hi, Rich, 

I hope you’re having a good summer. 

Please give me a call as soon as you can regarding one of your incoming students. We received his final transcript and he is now a level :1 candidate due to senior 

year grades. (Final high school GPA is below 2.5) We are considering two options and I would like to discuss them with you before making a final decision. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

PS: If you need to call during the evening, my cell number is 
flari;ara Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 fl~ce of {ir.,dergradnate Adm{ssiop.s 
University of North (:arohna at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 10, 2014 2:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.tmc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Conversation 

Anson and Chris, 

I hope you are both well and enjoying the summer. 

I just left a voice mail message for you on your office line. Since I don’t know if you are in!out of town, I thought an email might also be a good idea. I need to 

speak to one of you regarding one of your incoming players. Please give me a call at the office 919-966-3989 or on my cell when you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, Jnly 14, 2014 4:48 PM 

Evraxd, Richard <FxrardR@bsk.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Blog Post 

Rick and Vince, 

I send tiffs public blog post in the unlikely event you hm~en’t seen it already tothy. 

http://coachi n~tllemiud.blotzspot.com/2014/07/my- experience- as- uuc- student- atlflete.html 

Best, 
Steve Keadey 

Associate University Counsel 

The University of Norfll Carolina at Chapel ttill 

110 Bynum Hall 

222 East Cameron Avenue 

Campus Box 9105 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 9105 

Direct Dial: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Mazielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 2:40 PM 

Sutton, Anne <surton@email.unc.edu-> 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw> 

RE: phone question 

Good Aftertloon Antle .... 

All of the numbers you provided below are University issued. 

Please Jet me know if you need any additional hlformation. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 1:19 PM 
To: Vangelder, Mafielle A 
l:::c: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: RE: phone question 

Hi Marielle--- 

Thank you so much for getting this informatkm back to us. [ do have a f,-_~w more r~amesinumbers for you, to del:ermin,:_~ if th*-_~V are University issued phones: 

Rich DeSelm, 

Christy Garth 

Matt Bowers 

Doug Halverson 

Richie Grimsley 

Michael Perkins 

f hope this is all of them. Thank you again for your assistance! 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 2:00 PM 

To: Sutton, Anne 

Cc: Stabile, Regina; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: phone question 

Good Afternoon Anne--- 

It is my understanding that tile majority of Athletics Dept. employees are issued a phone through the institution. We have approximately 250 wireless numbers 

associated with our department. However, as you note, there are several who opt to utilize a personal phone. 

Andre’ Williams is no longer employed by the Depar~:men~: o[ Athle~:ics and tfu:_~re[or~:_~ his number no kruger app~-:~ars in our Verizon account. I cannot verify whed~er 

or no[ it is a University issued number. 

According to our Verizon accoun[ the other cell phones numbers below are all University issued with the exception ot: Paul Pogge. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGekter 

Associate Athletic Dkec[or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785~, 

Fax: {919) 962- 5002 

m va (t ~el d e r @ U n C. e d ~] 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent" Wednesday, June 11, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Vangelder, Mafielle A 
C¢: Stabile, Regina 
S,,bject: phone question 

Hi Marielle, 

Regina has asked me to reach out to you regarding a topic previously discussed with Amy Herman regarding the Athletics Department cell phones -to confirm that 

most of the Athletics Department employees are issued a cell phone for work purposes (rather than using a personal cell phone purchased by the employee). 

The reason we ask is because cell phone numbers for phones issued by, or for which the employee receives reimbursement from a University department, are 

disclosed in public records, while an employee’s personal cell phone number (paid for by the employee without reimbursement from the University) would only 

become subject to disclosure if the employee makes the cell phone number publicly available (e.g., on the University website, such as the directory, or otherwise 

discloses it to the public in University records, such as listing it in standard contact information in official correspondence via email or letters). 

If the Department of Athletics is still issuing cell phones, we need help determining if the following numbers are for issued phones: 

Steve Rubin ( 

Torn Timmermans. 

Joe Sagula ( 

Paul Pogge - we believe this phone is personal, but just need to confirm) 

Martina Ballen ( 



Steve Kirschner, 

Andre’ Williams 

Thank you very much with your assistance! 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Public Records Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Atlfletics Director <bubba.cu~mingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 4:49 PM 

kbradfor@nd.edu 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~W: Hello From South Bend 

Judge perspective football UNC.docx 

Kevin, 

Thanks so much for your note. We have an outstanding Student-Athlete Development group that works with various speakers and companies to assist our students 

in making better decisions. I will forward your email and attachment to them for their consideration. Hope that we have the opportunity to work together as it 

looks like you have a great program. 

Thanks for all you do. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

gubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Kevin Bradford [kbradfor@nd.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 12%1 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Hello From South Bend 

Hello Bubba, 

Bubba, I have something to introduce to you that I know is effective. It is a program that I have assisted in developing with a couple of local judges and law 
enforcement officers. This program is simply about helping student athletes and universities understand how to navigate distractions that can lead to police involvement 

and how to deal with situations where law enforcement has to get involved. 

This progrmn is targeted towards schools ruth high value brands that have a lot to lose with student athlete legal issues. So I have developed a list of colleges and 

universities where I have friends who can benefit from a progrmn like this¯ 

Attached is an overview of what we are proposing to universities. It’s difficult to ascertain from what I am forwarding you but our speakers are ve~ dynamic and 

engaging speakers. Our presenter, acttmljudges, provide these amazing and engaging scenarios that serve as exmnples that most students find themselves. We show 

how things can go wrong quickly and what the con~quences are. Amongst the interesting examples are we Skype in an offender, we do a Breathalyzer tbr a coach 

after two alcoholic beverages, and we involve the head of the local police tbrce for their views and provide validi~ to our tx~sifions on how student athletes are viewed 

in their communities. All of this, combines to provide an incredible 2 hour presentation. 

We do research in order to provide the most effective presentation for your school¯ This is not a generic program¯ The program is tailored to each school tbr ma2;imum 

efl’ectiveness. As such the school must provide access to coaches (not necessarily the head coach or top assistants) and athletic administration for information about 

team and the local environment. This access to coaches can actually be in the form of a short telephone call¯ This access is necessary to gather infommtion to 

understand the specific needs of the university. In our research we investigate: 

o A way to integrate the current climate of the school’s legal issues (generally) .... Not directed towards one student. 

o Current culture of the school as it pertains to partying and drinking 

o Value of university brand so that we communicate the impact of infractions better 

o Research of relevant law in the state most applicable to players 

I would enjoy the oppol~nity to work with the University of North Carolina to present this to your football team. The cost is very reasonable and it is a great value. I 

do have a student endorsement or tw’o that I can provide but even that does not do the value of the program any justice. It is outstanding. 

Please see the attachment for a better overview of the program. 

Ve~ best regards, 

Kevin 
Kevin Bradford, PhD 
Associate Professional Specialist, 
Marketing Mendoza College of Business 
MCOB 388 
Univel~ity of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN- 46556 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 13, 2014 10:26 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 

Re: interesting Inside Casolina post 

Can we at least try to find out who it is? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Jun 13, 2014, at 8:53 AM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

It was a post on a message thread on Inside Carolina. No idea who it is from. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

’:i::i::i : :.: ::.:.::i i::i: i : i::i :.i:: :i:i :.i::: i ii ::::: i if: :i:i: i :.::: ::.:::: .... 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, June 12, 2014 at 6:28 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: interesting Inside Carolina post 

Where did this come and can we get it more widely used? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Jun 12, 2014, at 4:20 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

wrote: 

So what if other players took AFAM independent studies? We know they did. Sean May said in an interview some time back that he chose to 
major in AFAM over Communications because AFAM offered more independent study options and that worked well with his schedule.., pretty 
much the same thing Glennon said about online classes. 

I graduated in 2005 and took 3 AFAM independent studies at UNC. I’m not an athlete, I was just looking for some easy classes and knew that you 
could go see Debbie and she’d get you in one. None of me or my friends had any suspicion that the independent studies had anything to do with 
athletes. If anything, we just assumed Nyangoro somehow benefited from having more students involved in AFAM and the independent studies 
were a way to attract students. He was the one who you would turn the papers into. I never saw though, and actually for some reason always 

assumed he was of Asian decent. 

You got out of it what you put into it. If the assignment was to read Malcolm X’s autobiography and then watch the movie and write a 10-page 
paper comparing them.., well you could actually read the book and actually watch the movie and put some time and thought into it, oryou could 
just wing it. Same with the Nelson Mandela assignment, or the one to write about the contributions of African Americans to a particular 
professional field (you get to pick). As I recall, my Nelson Mandela paper was credited as a lecture course on "Politics in Sub-Saharan Africa". 

I would say that the independent studies took about as much time as a typical on-line class.., you could just cram it all into 2 nights of writing a 
paper if you really wanted to. No different than not going to SOC 10 all semester, studying for 2 nights and taking the final. 

As long as everyone did their work, I don’t see an issue here. The independent studies were approved University classes and anyone was free to 
take them. 

STEVE KiRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Important 

GIA Reduction or Cancellation Foml.pdf 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Saturday, 4:37 PM 
To:             ~gmail.com’ 
Subject: FW: Important 

[ had sent this to the wrong email 

Coach P 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 9:04 AM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: RE: Important 

Thanks Donna 

CotHd you get to sign [he attached. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 AM 

To: Tirnmermans, Torn 

Subject: FW: important 

TOm 

FYI 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:20 PM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: Important 

Hello Coach P, 

Much regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince ~<ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Scholarship IMb 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:27 AM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: Scholarship Info 

Hello Coach P, 

You sere me a emaJl awhile back about signing a document to release me t?om nay scholarship but I havefft recieved it and was j ust checking in to make sure I haven’t 

raised anything. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Scholarship Documents 

Fnom: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:50 PM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: Scholarship Documents 

Good altemoon, 

If you could send my release as well if that is not the ~me documentation. 

Sincerely, 



From: Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:50 PM 

To: llle, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Subject: FW: Release 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent" Saturday, 5:14 plVl 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: Release 
Good afternoon, 

There has been a~ academic opportunity ott~red to me close to home involving athletics which would help out nay faintly and I financially a great deal. But there is a 

release form that is required from you tbr me to con’dnue my education and have some of the cost paid tbr through m~ atheltic program. I would be greafful ifI could get 
this inLbrmation th~n~ you. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Scholarship Documents 

From-" 

Sent: Saturday, 7:08 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: Re: Scholarship Documents 
I got it 

~gmail.com] 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Papa, Donna J" 
Date 5:09 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: 

Subject: Re: Scholarship Documents 

I sent you the Ibnn. Pls let me know if you don’t get it. 

Coach P 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:04 PM, Z~gmail~com> wrote: 

Good afienloon, 
If you could send my release as well if that is not the .same documentation. 

Sincerely, 

Bel?~ f~n ,, ;pi}t 2;po}~s.Jn)< Gala×y BN 5 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Scholarship Documents 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 7:14 plVl 
To: Papa, Donna -I 
Subject: Re: Scholarship Documents 
A release ~om athle’dcs. 

_~gmail.com] 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Papa, Donna J" 

Date: 5:10 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: 

Subject: Re: Scholarship Documents 

The documentation i have sent basically ~ys that you are giving up your scholarship. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:49 PM, @g_Lr_12_a_i_l_:_c_’~2g_lS, wrote: 

Good afternoon, 
If you could send my release as well if that is not the same documentation. 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 17, 2014 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Re: Spring Admit 

Could we meet and talk about this? 

Coach Jan Mmm 

IfNC Women’s Golf 

i aannarm((~unc .edu 

Cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 16, 2014, at 2:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~uac.edu> wrote: 

You and I haven’t had that many conversations about admissions slots fbr women’s golf. My record has you requesting 2 slots each year. That’s what I 

promised to set aside for your program. It appears that you axe asking for an e:dra slot for 2015? 

i ::i: ~i :~:ii ::i:~i: 2 "~ :!:: :i: ii 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 2:49 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Spring Admit 
I would need one [or th :~ :,g ~mg of ,:0:1 .~ ,mJ two for the fall of 20:1.4. 

(..\>~a el? ! :,’. ,:~ ~’C.: :!~ ~z,’,~ 

i i\ C %,:,m(~r;’, ~, :;~l ~" 

~ i.’t:l i 

"117- "~.2.-:1.27 ~ C!l:f ic~ 

Goheels.com 

From: ]lie, Vince 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 2:49 PM 

To: Mann, Jan M. 
Subject: RE: Spring Admit 

We can make that work. One this year and three next. 

i22~])2~ij:-:~d22L22:’~i:2L 

<imageOOT.jpg> 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 2:47 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Spring Admit 

That is no~ good! That wouki limit me to one admit in the fall of 20151! 

17.7<l i 

!) 1~).!)~,2.,,I 2} 3 ()li i<:<. 

Goheels.com 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 2:35 PM 

To: Mann, Jan M. 
Subject: RE: Spring Admit 

The slots are allocated by calendar year for ~me reason. If your new team member first enrolls Jmmaw 2015, then she counts against your 2015 total 

(Spring ’ 15 and Fall ’ 15 combined). 

i22~])2~ij:-:~d22L22:,~i:2L 

<imageOOT.jpg> 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 I:59 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Spring Admit 

I was ~mder the impression that my two slots were 1:o~ the 2014-15 school year. Is ~hat no~ cor~’ec~? 



(~)heel s .corn 

From: Ille, VJnce 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 8:43 API 

To: Mann, Jan M. 
Subject: RE: Spring Admit 

I’m ok with spring admit if it is ok with Baxbam Polk. Please note that a spring admit will count forward to your slot total for 2015, not backward for your 

2014 total. Thanks. 

vin~:e Hie 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

<imageOO7.jpg> 

From: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Wednesday, June ii, 2014 9:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Kretchmar, Jen; Wigger, Leah Marie 
Subject: Spring Admit 

Vince, 

Thanks, 

Jan 

(~)heel s .corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul < ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 1:55 AM 

Joe Frier~n <joseph fiJersoniii@ml.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

University of Michigan athletes steered to professor ] MLive.com 

www.mlive.con~/wolverines/academics/s~tofiesqndex.ssf~2OO8iO3iathletes steered to pro£html?mobf~_edi~fa]se 

Download the official Twitter app here 

Sam Patti 



Sunday 

1 

8 

22 

29 

2 

Monday 

9 
Kathy G.-in late 

16 
]oyce-2-5 campus mtg 
3-5 Scroggs Reception 
Mr. Gallo-Omaha 

23 
]oyce-10:00-1:00 (mtg) 
Angie K.-in 8:30-ish 

30 
Gallo. 

@ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 18, 2014 2:36 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

FYI: Penn State seeks athletic director 

"You need someone who is good not only at reading the landscape, but someone who is an innovator and leader," Barron told the Centre Daily 

Times. "That’s what Penn State should have, and this is what I have in mind." 

The search committee appointed by Barton will work with Collegiate Sports Associates, an executive search and consulting firm based in North Carolina~ 

Barton said the group will develop a list of candidates and help with the vetting process. He likened the search process to Penn State’s recent hiring of James 

Franklin as its head football coach. 

"Every AD out there should bleed the colors of the university," Barton said. "This will be an incredibly substantial search, as it would be for any of the top 

coaching positions." 

The position is part of the president’s council and the hire will be expected to be a visible leader, he said. 

"That means someone who is expected to be involved not just in the handling of issues in the area of athletics, but who also will participate in the discussions 

of the major issues facing the university," Barton said. "This has to be someone who knows what they’re doing with athletics, but who is part of the larger 

team and can \~’ork with other individuals as they intersect with athletics." 

Barron said he expects a high level of interest in the job and a strong pool of candidates. 

He and his team will look for someone who can: maintain and enhance the financial standing of the athletics department; play a role in fundraising and 

marketing of the university generally and athletics specifically; handle litigation-related issues that arise; ensure students are successful in the classroom and 

on the field; handle compliance issues; lead contract negotiations with coaches; and lead a depa~lment that wins with integrity. 

"It really is quite a substantial job and portfolio," Barron said 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9!9) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

"5 Thursday, June 19, 2014 ::. 0 AM 

Ille, Vi ~ce < lle@mlc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu> 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene¯ ~ <kcleazv(~unc.edu>~, I Jvers, Tom <livers@unc.edu>, Dm, d Rotman <rotman@rotmanarchitectt re corn> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Utxtate on Temlis Streaming 

I wanted to follow up to see if there was a final determination on whether to include the few additional security cameras in this project? If not, do we have approval to 

proceed based on David’s design (and refine it if needed) and Ken’s equipment lis~? 

Richie C~imsley 

Asst. Director for Facilily PlmmJng and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Frora: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, June 01, 2014 10:17 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike 
Co: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Grimsley, Richie; Livers, Tom; David Rotman; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Paul and I can discuss. I don’t think it should since that is not within the scope of the donor’s interest. 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 10:12 AM, "Bunting, Mike" <mbun[ t;;z;N-n," ,,du> wrote’ 

Vince, it is your cN[ on whether or noL to include any security component in the pricing but it doesn’t look like to budgeL wilt support it. 

Ken, thanks [:or all your work on this. Now, get out of the counLry and have fun! 
"~:rike [3 undng 

tice~; 

From: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 

Sent= Sunday, June 01, 2014 10:08 AM 
"re: Grimsley, Richie 

C¢: Bunting, Mike; Livers, Tom; Clear,/, Kenneth Eugene; David Rotman; 1lie, Vince 

Subject= Re: Update on Tennis Streaming 

This just includes 12 streaming cameras connected to the network. 

Sorry - should have included you on the Friday email. 

Couple of thoughts: 

Should the security parts be included in the pricing for the donor? Or is that something that should be priced separately? 

I don’t think we have a final design in place as much as pricing guidelines for the donor. It wouldn’t be a big deal to modify along the way. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 9:04 AM, "Grimsley, Richie" <r~le,’@uru:.edu> wrote: 

David/Ken, 

Does this planning and equipment budget include having the few additional interior cameras for security to tie in with the same system? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

919-452-9472 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 7:31 AM, "Bunting, Mike" <[?).):5).[?.!-![?.g.~’;,?tr!~)[~.:9.~!.!4.> wrote: 

FYI. 
Mike "[3unti~g 

b::e]i) 

<imagd?~)? ,,’i f:- 

From: Clear,/, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 5:41 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Livers, Tom 
Ce: Bunting, Mike; ~;!?.t!!}kt}J;?.~.b9.:~t}N!:~2:’.-J:~’i~::’.-:~g!~.¢:’.-Rt}:~ 
Subject: FW: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Tom/Vince - 

Please see the attached drawings and scope from Dave Rotman. Here’s a breakdown of where we are: 

Infrastructure - 564,560 

Video items - 532,000 (no fudge factor included) 



Climate controlled rack -Tom, please provide (Dave can you confirm this isn’t in your number?) 

Fiber Terminations - $2,000 

If our max donation is ~lOOk, we are there. If we need to value engineer the project to keep it at that number, we can try to 

find places to take it out. If we’re looking for a more true all-in cost I would also include a 10% contingency on the video side 

as well, which would add 53200 to the above costs. If we feel this is enough information for Coach Paul to provide to the 

donor, let’s roll. 

One additional wrench, I am out of the country from Sunday morning until 6/14 and won’t have much ability to work on this. 

If the above is enough to proceed with conversations, please don’t wait for me. If we need to sharpen the pencil on this 

more, I’m happy to jump on it when I return. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

From: Dave Rotman [~7!~!!~.~9~!!~.~]~;~.!~!~!)~!!~!T..!~!~.~.c..~!!~!~.:!~!)~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 20:L4 2:55 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Mike!Ken, 

See attached for further information on the Tennis Streaming project. I have included a preliminary cable routing site plan, 

a scope definition and a preliminary cost estimate. It looks like we are close, depending on if there are large costs for 

network infrastructure that neither Ken nor I can identify at this time. 

Let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. 

Regards, 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

(919) 835-9988 tel 

(919) 821-1474 fax 

cell 

<a100052714.pdf> 

<Estimate052714.pdf~ 

<Tennis Video Streaming Infrastructure Scope.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 1% 2014 8:48 AM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgfimsley@ unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; B~mting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu> 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edu>; I Jvers, Tom <liver@unc.edu>; David Rotman <rotmand@rotmanaxchitecture.com> 

RE: Utxlate on Tennis Streaming 

If the budget permits it, I certainly think it would be a good idea. If not let’s address it sorneLime soon. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Thursday, June 19, 2014 7:50 AM 
To: Tile, Vince; Bunting, Mike 
Cc: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Livers, Tom; David Rotman; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Update on Tennis Streaming 

I wanted to follow up to see if there was a final determination on whether to include the few additional securi~ cameras in this project? If not, do we have approval to 

proceed based on David’s design (and refine it if needed) and Ken’s equipment lis~? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planmng and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, June 01, 2014 i0:17 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike 
Cc: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Grimsley, Richie; Livers, Tom; David Rotman; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Update on Tennis Streaming 
Paul and I can discuss. I don’t think it should since that is not within the scope of the donor’s interest. 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 10:12 AM, "Bunting, Mike" <n~bu,~tit;~@un<.edu> wrote: 

Vince, it is your call on whether or not: to inck~de any security com~xment in the pricing but it doesn’t look like to budget: will rapport it, 

~(en, thanks t:or all your work on this. Now, get out of the counLry and have fun! 
Mike [3 ut~tmg 

(ce}h 

i ~,~m .:~ J’.’!} i %:i [ 

From: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Sunday, June 01, 2014 10:08 AM 
To: Grimsley, Richie 
I:::c: Bunting, Mike; Livers, Tom; Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; David Rotman; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Update on Tennis Streaming 

This just includes 12 streaming cameras connected to the network. 

Sorry - should have included you on the Friday email. 

Couple of thoughts: 

Should the security parts be included in the pricing for the donor? Or is that something that should be priced separately? 

I don’t think we have a final design in place as much as pricing guidelines for the donor. It wouldn’t be a big deal to modify along the way. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun i, 2014, at 9:04 AM, "Grimsley, Richie" <r~£~,ur~.: edu> wrote: 

David!Ken, 

Does this planning and equipment budget include having the few additional interior cameras for security to tie in with the same system? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

,:::%9..[!~ b:,L ~!.!:..~:~.~.<~..,R.R.~.~.~!. 
Cha}!e Hi . NC 27:%~ 7 ...................... : ........... :...:..:..:. 

FYI. 
Mike Etmting 
[L\<" ,4 :’.!~ ~,.!.." cs 

:t] ~][! ~i2 iJ2] ;,:, ~!~ ~P21-1,: 2’.-’.:R 

-:i~aa~:{)0] ,,.’if:- 
From: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 5:41 PM 



To: Ille, Vince; Livers, Tom 
C¢: Bunting, Mike; .~!?.t!!)~?.!)!~?.~.!~!):~!:~!~!:~!~!!~.:!~!):~ 
Subject: h-M/: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Tom/Vince - 

Please see the attached drawings and scope from Dave Rotman. Here’s a breakdown of where we are: 

Infrastructure - ~64,560 

Video items - ~32,000 (no fudge factor included) 

Climate controlled rack -Tom, please provide (Dave can you confirm this isn’t in your number?) 

Fiber Terminations - ~2,000 

If our max donation is $lOOk, we are there. If we need to value engineer the project to keep it at that number, we can try to 

find places to take it out. If we’re looking for a more true all-in cost I would also include a 10% contingency on the video side 

as well, which would add $3200 to the above costs. If we feel this is enough information for Coach Paul to provide to the 

donor, let’s roll. 

One additional wrench, I am out of the country from Sunday morning until 6/14 and won’t have much ability to work on this. 

If the above is enough to proceed with conversations, please don’t wait for me. If we need to sharpen the pencil on this 

more, I’m happy to jump on it when I return. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

From: Dave Rotman [.n~ail~:RotmanD@rotmai~architectu~e.~.:om] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:55 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Mike!Ken, 

See attached for further information on the Tennis Streaming project. I have included a preliminary cable routing site plan, 

a scope definition and a preliminary cost estimate. It looks like we are close, depending on if there are large costs for 

network infrastructure that neither Ken nor I can identify at this time. 

Let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. 

Regards, 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

(919) 835-9988 tel 

(919) 821-1474 fax 

cell 

<a100052714.pdf> 

<Estimate052714.pdf~ 

<Tennis Video Streaming Infrastructure Scope.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martin, John <JMartin@nascar.com> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 9:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Automatic reply: Hello 

I will be out of the office until Tuesday June 24th and will have limited access to e-mail. If you need Immediate assistance please call me on my cell phone at Thal~ks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenije, Mattkew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,, June 19, 2014 10:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <crick@~unc.edu> 

SCORES 2014: Smnmer Football Progra~lming 

2014 SCORES Manual.pdf 

See attachment.. 

Ochuko Jenije 

Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 

O: 919-843-2306 

F: 919-843-2327 

C: 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jackson Rand < ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, June 19, 2014 4:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

N~T Mutual Meeting (w/Jackson Rand) 

Good Afternoon Mr. rile, 

I hope you are doing well and your week is going well. I wanted to send you a quick email tbllowing a recent conversation with Michael Beale He mentioned that you’re a great person in 
the area and thought we might find value in connecting. Feel free to reach out to him should you have any questions about our team. 

We specialize in working with successful professionals as a strategic Financial Planning paltner, helping them save toward targeted goals while managing tax implications both now, and in 
the future Mr. Beale mentioned that you probably have all of this covered and have a financial adviser (most of our clients have one or even multiple financial advisers), but we’ve heard 
great things about you professionally and would like to find a mutually convenient time to connect 

My colleague and I are in town most days throughout the week and wanted to find time for a brief introduction whenever it works with your schedule. We’ll be happy to meet in your office 
or speak over the phone. 

If you’re open to connecting, I’ll send you available times we’ll be in your area over the next few weeks, and if not, that’s fine too. Just let me know and we won’t reach back out to you. 

We lnnk forward to meeting you. 

Best, 

Jackson Rand 
Financial Representative 

240 Leigh Farm Rd. Suite 400, Durham, NC 27707 
B.S. Business Administration 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Email: ~yahoo.com 
Cell: i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc¯edu~ 

Thursday, 6:43 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC-Chapel Hill - Dean of Students Committee 

Barbara, one of my athletes received this email today. What do you need from him? This is a scaay email; his parents were rely upset¯ Did we do something wrong’? 

CD 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: 
~ " .... 

Date: at 5:49:16 PM EDT 

To: Conrad D Jr Mock ~y:F~j~..:.~k:;ALg~.£..ey.!k:, 

Subject: Fwd: UNC-Olapel Hill - Dean of Students Committee 

Sere from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Hammfll Ohvm ~)b,an~m~llg~a,~m~ss~ ~ns,unc,edu-~ 

Date: at 9:35:44 AM EDT 

To: ............... ~( }j p:: e.: ~!.~c: ~.d..~ > 

Subject: UNC-C£apel Hill - Dean of Students Committee 

Dear 

Thank you for enrolling at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Our Dean of Students Committee has been made aware that you started your high school career at i but transferred to 

in , after you submitted your application. You were required to notify us 

that you transferred schools, but our records do not indicate that you did so. Please respond to this ernail with information about why 

you transferred schools and why you failed to notify us. If necessary, the committee may want to schedule a meeting to speak with you 

over the phone. 

Please respond to this email by Tuesday, 

Sincerely, 

Olivia Hammill I Admissions Representative 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of UndergTaduate Admissions 

Jackson Hall, Campus Box 2200 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2200 

phone: 919.962.6266 

fax: 919.962.3045 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, June 20, 2014 11:05 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Richard J. Evmrd <revraxd@bsk.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - BOG WaJnslein update 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On Jun 20, 2014, at 11:04 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner(tbmed.m]c.edu> wrote: 

I attended the BOG meeting this morning to listen to the Wainstein update. I have posted a link below for you to see his remarks. There were no 

questions from the Board. ~ thought he did a nice job of laying out the key areas they are investigating and the #s of what has been inv~v~ 

interview participants and over a million emails and documents. 

Let me know if you have any questions or comments. I have not met with anyone on the team yet. 

Joy 

http://www~cad~a~ader~com/news/news-re~ease/cadWa~ader-partner-kenneth-l-Wainstein-briefs-board-of-governors-of-university-of-north- 

caroUina?fullscreen=yes 
Joy]. Renner~ M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
/2~sst)c[iltt~ Professor and Director 
U!~iversity of North Caroli!~a at Chapel Hiil 
S(:hool of Medk:ine 
Cg #7130 LINC-CH gondL:rant Hall 

321-A SOU:?! Columbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9 {56-51,:WDesk 
Cull 

919-9~6-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDEN ]IALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message including attachments, if an~’, is intended orfly tot the -person or e!~tib/to which :t is addressed and ma~/con,:ain 
conl:ide!~ [ial at!d/or privileged material, Any --ur!adthorized revie~ use, disclosdre or distribution is pro?fib[ted, If you are not the intended recipient, piease contact [Pie 
sender by reply" e-mail and destroy all copies of [Pie original message, 
Emai~ correspondence to a~d from this aggre.~..s may be subject to the No~th ¢aro~b~a Public Reco~ldS law a11~4 ~’~ay be 4iscloseg to third parties 

by an authorized state official (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc> 

Sent: Friday, 7:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <mazko~b~email.unc.edu> 

Date:             at 12:00:58 PM EDT 

To: "Papa, Donna J" <djp(o)unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

And we just got the transfer request from Shocker. At least the we’re not the only ones who don’t like this decision... 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Thursday’, 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

9:32 PM 

Talked to             tonight. She had called me. They were disappointed that       made this decision. They wanted her to have a Carolina 

education. They are coat’used by her decision making. She was very nice in our conversation. I do thi~ they may appeal. I could be wrong but.. If they 

do, they do. I feel like I am being fair in my decision. 

Coach P 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:20 AM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

See attached - send       the release allowing her to talk to other schools. Tell her that this doesn’t give her the opportunity to play right 
away but to simply speak to other ,schools about transferring. 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Papa. Donna J 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Markos, Lance M 

Subject: 

7:I6AM 

What is my next step with 

Dogma 

Do you send her the release letter. Do i need to tell her something. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 7:31 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fwd: 

Their stoW mid her sto~ has changed so many times. I am fine if they appeal. They are acting as if she is a victim. 

Ridiculous. 

Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: ~iohnston.kl2nc.us> 

Date: at 11:29:55 AM EDT 
To: Donna J Papa <dip(~unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Please reconsider 
Colleges are hesitant to take a for a lot of different 

reasons, hn scared that is going to miss out academically due 

to this clause that you have stipulated. I thought       had almost 

given up...but once she found that a school would work ruth courses 

that she wanted to take she knew there would be a chm~ce tbr her to 

as well and earn a way through her athelic talent. 

I know other students have left tbe program and were not red shirred. 

Once again please reconsider or we will have no option but to appeal. 

I would like to think that Carolina looked out for a Smdenfs 

academic best interest just as much as an atheletic interest as well. 

would be considering a school that is not in Carolina’s conference. 

The change will benefit academically as well as a better fit 

for our family.., does not deserve not to compete for a whole 

year just because of circumstances out of her control. 

Please reconsider for the sake of a better student academically and 

giving      a chance to continue playing means the world...she has 

certainly been a great team player and displayed respect at all times. 

Thank you tbr your time. 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Release 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <markoar~bemail.zmc.edtr~ 

Date: at 6:51:52 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Ma~elle A" <mwmgeld(@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ce: ?<)email. unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Release 

Talked to Donna this morning mad we axe going to give her a blanket release. Probably going to deny the OTTE though so she’d only get aid and practice. 

She told Donna that she didn’t wmlt to even play anymore so she’s not too pleased that she’s now asking for PTC. 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 6:27 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvm~geldf~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Have we replied to 

M arb_Jle A. w~nGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9t9) 962-7853 

~:a>:: (919) 962-6{~}2 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

r~-_~ques[:? t just want to ~-_~nsure we’re l:rackk~g or1 the sevet~ business daV requiremet~t 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:14 PM 
To: Papa, Donna ] 
Subject: Release 
Good afternoon, 
There has been m~ academic opportunity offered to me clo~ m home involving athletics which would help out my family and I 

financb]ly a great deal. But thele is a release tbnn that is required from you for me to continue my education and have some of 

the cost paid for through ml atheltic program. I would be greatthl ifI could get this information from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cramingham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 3:27 PM 

kbradfor@nd.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~W: Hello From South Bend 

Judges on Athletes UNC student endorsement.docx 

Kevin, 

Thanks for your follow up note. Vince Ille from our office is certainly interested in attending one of the presentations to hear it firsthand should that opportunity 

arise. If you have any future events scheduled, please let us know. We will try to attend. 

Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From= Kevin Bradford [kbradfor@nd.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 16, 2014 2:12 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject= RE: Hello From South Bend 

Thanks Bubba, 

Good to hear from you. 

A couple of things 1 did not make known is that we actually gave this talk to ND football and it went very well. It was very creative and informative. The players had 

not had that message d~:_~liw:,red in the way K: was and by actual judges, offenders, and police officers. It truJy got the student athletes’ attention and they d~-:~finit~:_~ly 

got th~-_~ message. 

I am attaching one letter of feedback from a football player from ND that attended this presentation. I hope this helps with our desire to work with the University 

ot: North Carolina on this. 

By the way, everyone on this end doing well. We are happy and healthy. 

Thanks again gubba, 

Kevin 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:bubba.cunningham@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, June :13, 20:14 4:49 PM 

To: Kevin Bradford 

Cc: Lane, Cricket; file, Vince 

Subject: FW: Hello From South Bend 

Kevin, 

Thanks so much for your note. We have an outstanding Student-Athlete Development group that works with various speakers and companies to assist our students 

in making better decisions. I will forward ~our email and attachment to them for their consideration. Hope that we have the opportunity to work together as it 

looks like you have a great program. 

Thanks for all you do. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From= Kevin Bradford [kbradfor@nd.edu] 
Sent= Friday, June 06, 2014 12:51 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject= Hello From South Bend 

Hello Bubba, 

This is Kevin Bradford from Notre Dame. 

Bubba, I have something to introduce to you that I know is effective. It is a program that I have assisted in developing with a couple of local judges and law 

entbrcement olt]cers. This program is simply about helping student athletes and universities anders~J~d how to navigate distractions that can lead to police involvement 

and how to deal with situations where law enforcement has to get involved. 

This progrmn is targeted tou.ards schools with high value brands that have a lot to lose with student athlete legal issues. So I have developed a list of colleges and 

universities where I have friends Mlo can benefit from a program like this. 

Attached is an overview of what we are proposing to universities. It’s difficult to ascertain from what I aln forwarding you but our speakers axe very. dynalnic and 

engaging speakers. Our presenter, actual judges, provide these anmzing and engaging scenarios that serve as examples that most students find themselves. We show 

how things can go wrong quickly and what the consequences are. Amongst the interesting examples are we Slcype in an offender, we do a Breathalvzer for a coach 

after two alcoholic beverages, and we involve the head of the local police force for their views and provide validity to our positions on how student athletes are viewed 

in their communities. All of this, combines to provide an incredible 2 hour presentation. 



We do research in order to provide the most eltective presentation for your school. This is not a generic program. The program is tailored to each school tbr ma~-;imum 
effectiveness. As such the ~hool must provide access to coaches (not necessarily the head coach or top assistants) and athletic administration for infonnation about 

team mad the local environment. This access to coaches can actually be in the tbnn of a short telephone call. This access is necessary to gather intbrmation to 

understand the specific needs of the uNversity. In our research we investigate: 

o A way to integrate the current climate of the school’s legal issues (generally) .... Not directed towards one student. 

o Current culture of the school as it pertains to pmW ing and dmfldng 

o Value of university brand so that we communicate the impact of infractions better 

o Research of relevant law in the state most applicable to players 

I would enjoy- the oppo~lunity- to work with the University- of North Carolina to present this to your foot[all team. The cost is very reasonable and it is a great value. I 

do have a student endorsement or two that I can provide but even that does not do the value of the program rely justice. It is outstanding. 

Please see the attachment for a better overview of the program. 

Very’ best regards, 

Kevin 
Kevin Bradford, PhD 
Associate Professional Specialist, 
Marketing Mendoza College of Business 
MCOB 388 
University of Notre Dame 
Notre Dame, IN" 46556 
574. 631.5057 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Wednesday, June 25, 2014 9:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Streaming at Tennis 

Thanks. 

Timothy D. Smith 

D it ecto r o f Ca p il:~fl {::a m p~ig n s I U N C ~¢i~ m s {::1 u b 

P.O. Box 2446, Chi~f)el Hill, NC 27515 
O: 919.84g,6~#18 I M:             I F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc,edu] 
Senti Tuesday, June 24, 2014 8:32 PM 
Tol Tim Smith 
Subject-" Fwd: Streaming at Tennis 

FYI, thanks. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Date: June 24, 2014 at 9:02:25 AM EDT 

To: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Co: "Bunting, Mike" <mbuntin~unc.edu> 

Subject: Streaming at Tennis 

A group of us met at Cone Kenfield yesterday and had a good meeting to talk through the design mid pricing for providing streaming capabilities at Cone 

Kenfield’s six indoor and six outdoor courts. Ken Cleary and David Rotman are now going to take a couple days to finalize their cost estimates. We 

should have a final proposal by the end of the week or early next week that we will share. Let me know if there is anything else you need in the meantime. 
Thaa~k you. 

Richie (Nmsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919-452-9472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:24 PM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

info@carolinavolleyball.com; @hotmail.com; info@nncsoccercmnp.com; Norton, Molly 

<mbnorton@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lan3~ A. <athgallo@unc.edu:>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:>; Kirsclmer, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.eda>; 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu>; Steinbachel; Rick <rick@unc.edu>; 
johnnyb@uncaa.un.edu; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchell@unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <~tjp@anc.edu>; Ducat, Chris <duca@unc.edu>; 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian J <bk~]bas@unc.edu>; Sagula, Joseph A 

-~ sagul~uuc.edu> 

Community Service P~ject 

Good afternoon, 
My name is and in addition to being a at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for the upcoming year, I am also the 

which helps uninsured women afford mammograms. Due to my increased awareness of 

the importance of health, as well as my affiliation with UNC, I am coming to you with an idea that not only advocates health, but that also allows 

UNC to join my organization in saving the lives of hundreds of women who without access to mammograms, may die as a result of late breast 

cancer detection. 

I have designed a program that will allow the student-athletes at Carolina an opportunity to get involved in the community, bringing some 

positive media coverage to our athletic department. "Train Like a Tar Heel" is designed to be a program aimed at high school students interested 

in pursuing college athletics. The volunteer student-athletes will act as coaches for these three day mini-camps, in which these "coaches" will put 

their high-school camp participants through a series of modified drills that teach students not only what it’s like to be a college athlete, but also 

give students a taste of what it means to "Train Like a Tar Heel". In order to participate, students will be required to pay a fee of $150 per person, 

which will cover the cost of the 3-day mini camp. The proceeds received from this program would be split between the athletic department and 

Tough Girls. Although this is only an overview of this exciting community service program, I would love to set up a meeting to sit down and talk 

with you in person regarding the logistics. I am certain that with the help of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Athletic Department, 

"Train Like a Tar Heel" can and will be a positive step towards increasing the involvement of our student athletes in the community, while also 

preventing the number of untimely deaths due to late breast cancer detection. 

Sincerel~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Trever Wright <tkwrigh2@uncg.edtr~ 

Thursday, 11:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, f,mace M <maxkos@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~; 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

jody.smith@uncg.edu; ghobin3@uncg.edu 

= Transfer Tracer 

- UNCG Transfer Tracer.pdf 

AlL 
UNCG is requesting you to complete the attached tmnsi~r tracer tbr 

please let us know if we have permission k~ contact 

Thank~ 

Trever 

From: Trever Wriqht [mailto:tkwriqh2@unca.edul 
Sent: Thursday,            4:46 PM 
To: !!!__e_f~__u_0__c__a__a__:_u__0__c_:_e_~!_u_j __rAa__tLk__o__s_@__q__n__c__a___a_=q__n__c_=e__d___q 
Cc: ]ody.smith@uncg.edu; glrobin3(.~uncg.edu 
Subject: - Transfer Tracer 
Mr. Markos, 

Attached is a transfer tracer for 

Thank~ 

Tlvver 

at your earlies~t convenience. If you cannot fill out the complete tracer at this time 

Please complete it at your earliest convenience. 

Trever Wright 

Director ~f C~mpliance 

Spartan Athletics 

Cell: 

F~x: 336- 334-.406a .............................. 



Office of Athletics Compliance 

To: Lance Markos - Director of Compliance - University of North Carolina Date: 

Student: 
i i Sport 

The student listed above has expressed interest in trmasferring to UNCG to participate in athletics. We ask for your assistance in responding 
to the following questions. 

Does UNCG have permission to contact the above mentioned student? 
DYes D No 

When and where did full-time matriculation occur for this student? ................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Instituti on Month/Year 

i 

3. Dates tiffs student attended your institution: From                                        to 
Montk/Year                               Month/Year 

4. ttow many academic terms did tile student attend your institution as a full-time student? 

5. Was the student-athlete a qualifier or non-qualifier? 

6. Has "the student previously transferred from another two-year or four-yeax institution to your institution? 
If yes, what other institutions did he/she attend? 

lnstilution: Dates: 

7. Isthe student in good academic standing (i.e. 6 hour rule, 18 hour role)? De~No 

8. Would the student have been eligible for competition if he/she had remained at your institution? Des~No 
If no, please explain: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

9. Was the student-athlete recruited by your institution? Des~]No 

10. Did this student-athlete sign a National Letter of Intent? De:~No 
If yes, did the S-A fiflfill his/’her obligation to your institution? [-7 Yes D No 
NOTE: Please attach copy of release if necessar),. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Do you have any objections to the student being granted an exception to the transfer residency requirement 
7, per NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10? :\ OrE: not applicable for Basketball and Baseball student-athletes. 

Has the student~ s sport been dropped at your institution? 

Type of School NCAADivision: D DII DIII [~AIA DOther 

Did this student practice aa~dior compete in athletics while enrolled at your institution? Des ~]No 

If yes, please complete the area below by indicating each year the student-athlete practiced add/or competed in any sport: 

Year Sport Practiced Competed Athletic Aid 
Year Sport Practiced Competed Athletic Aid 
Year Sport Practiced Competed Athletic _/kid 
Year Sport Practiced Competed Athletic Aid 

Name of person completing this Ibrm Title 

Signature Date 

Thank you for your assistance. Should you 
have any questions please contact me at 336- 
256-0055 or email at jody.smith@uncg.edu. 

Jody Smith 
Associate ADiCompliance 
UNCG Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jenije, Matthew Ochuko <ojenije@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:06 PM 

~email. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

1~: UNC Relw For Life 

Good afternoon! 
Quick question for you guys. Some of the studen-~thletes would like to have to UNC Athletic Department participate in the yearly "Relay for Life". This event 
usually takes place in April. 
I am just wondering if there is anything from a compliance standpoint that needs to be done before we get things rolling with planning, team building, fundraising 
and putting Carolina Athletics in with this organization. 
Below is an email that one of our student-athletes has written and wanted to run by compliance before she sends it out to the coaches. Also, immediately below is 
a link to last year’s Relay for Life. 
http:!!main.acsevents.org/site!TR!RelayForLife!RFLCY14SA?pg=entry&fr_id=60123 
Let me know what you think and what the next step should be. 
Thank you! 
Ochuko Jenije 
Assistant Director of Student Athlete Development 
ojenije@unc,edu 
O: 919-843-2306 
F: 919-843-2327 
C: 
Go Heels! 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:19 PM 
To: Jenije, Matthew Ochuko 
Subject: UNC Relay For Life 

Hello Carolina Coaches, 

I hope this emaJl finds you in the midst of a relaxing summer filled with good training! My name is           and I’m currently a rising          on the 

teanl. Along with my teammate,            , I an1 working to organize a team of athetes to participate in UNC’s Relay for Life. Our goal is to give our 

fellow student athletes a better optx~rtanity to participate in this canlpus wide outreach event, while at the same time developing a greater sense of community between 

athletics and the rest of the student body. As we look to get the athletic department on bored, we are also looking for a snmll group of student athletes to help lead our 

Relay for Life team. This group roll be involved in planning, organizing, and fuudraising for the event. They will also act as a representative to their athletic team in o~der 

to better involve the entire athletic communi~. Ideally, this group will consist of one representative from each athletic team. We are asking that you, the coaches, help us 

put together this group of student athlete representatives. You know your athletes better than anyone, and so we ask that you give us a few names of recommendations. 
We are looking lbr student athletes who are not only interested in becoming more invovled, but who are good leaders "that we can genuinely rely on’. Many reruns 

already have repre~ntatives involved in Carolina Outreach, mad although we will be working with Carolina Outreach, we are looking [br ~me new thces to get 
involved. We greatly appreciate your help and look [brward to your responses! 

Sincereb; 

(a)live.mac.edu) 

@livenunc.edu) 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chalfin, Peter Lawrence -~chalfin@email.unc .edu~ 

Thursday, 2:51 PM 

Harris, Tracy U <tracy harri@unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edw~; GwaJtney, Clin’t 

<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edtv~; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Brenner, John F 

<John Bmnner@unc.edu>; Palaniian, Scott <scottp@unc.edu>; Grigg~ Kathy <kgriggs@unc.e&P; King, J. Angela <aking@unc.edu>; 
Norton, Molly -~mbno(ton@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edt~>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edt~>; Vangeldel; Marielle A < mwalgek~c)!email.unc.edu>; Timmerma~s, Tom <limmerma~!unc.edu>; M~xkos, Lance M 

~qnarkos@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu>; Suits, Christy. H. -~christy@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edt~,; Tuckel; Tony <antonio@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L <jplumble@email.unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu;~; Steinberg, Jason <jsteinberg@unc.edu>; Mombito, Eric Michael <emorabi@enmil.unc.edu~ 

Bullpen Farewell 

As most of you know, tod~y is Jord~F~ Plumble~-:!s I~s~: da~., l’~ere at Carolin~. If ~,ou are ~round, fe~-_~l free ~:o stop in to say goodb~,e, We have som~-_~ sru~cks ~t~,’t a 

little bit of cookie-_! cake h-_!ft! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 27, 2014 9:22 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels 14th in final Learfield Directors’ Cup standings 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FRIDAY, IUNE 27, 2014 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner ( stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

TAR HEELS 14TH IN FINAL LEARFIELD DIRECTORS’ CUP STANDINGS 

CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina finished 14th in the 2013-14 Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup final standings, one of five Atlantic 

Coast Conference schools to place in the top 15. No other conference placed as many schools that high in the annual standings that measure 

each school’s performance in NCAA post-season competition. 

Carolina compiled 976 points. Stanford scored 1,482 points to claim top honors for the 20th consecutive year. Florida, Notre Dame, Virginia, 

Penn State, Texas, UCLA, Southern California, Duke and Texas A&M round out the top 10. Kentucky, Florida State and Michigan preceded 

Carolina in the second 10. 

The Tar Heels were within 88 points of Southern California, which finished eighth, which is where UNC finished in each of the last two seasons. 

Less than 250 points separated UNC from second-place Florida, while the Tar Heels scored 300 points ahead of the next highest finishing ACC 

school (Maryland, in 32nd place). 

The ACC placed two schools in the top five, three in the top 10 and five in the top 15. No other conference had more than one school in the top 

five. The Pac 12 also had three in the top 10. 

Head coach Brian Kalbas’s women’s tennis team led all Tar Heel squads this year with a second-place finish that scored 90 points. They were 

one of seven teams that finished in the top 10 in NCAA play. Field hockey finished third (83 points), women’s soccer, women’s basketball, 

women’s lacrosse and men’s tennis were fifth (70 to 73 points) and men’s lacrosse was ninth (25 points). 

Six other sports placed in the top 20 including men’s soccer, men’s cross country and men’s basketball (17th), men’s and women’s fencing 

(combined 19th) and women’s swimming and diving (19th). 

Nine additional UNC sports also registered points, including wrestling (25th place) football (26th), baseball (33rd), volleyball (33rd), men’s 

swimming and dMng (38th), women’s golf (40th), men’s indoor track and field (45th), men’s outdoor track and field (55th) and women’s outdoor 

track and field (59th). 

ACC finishes included Notre Dame (3rd), Virginia (4th), Duke (9th), Florida State (12th), UNC (14th), Maryland (32nd), Virginia Tech (37th), NC State 

(41st), Syracuse (53rd), Clemson (60th), Miami (64th), Boston College (65th), Wake Forest (70th), Pittsburgh (85th) and Georgia Tech (89th). 

The Tar Heels have finished in the top 20 in all 21 seasons the award has been contested. Carolina is the only school other than Stanford to 

finish first; the Tar Heels won the inaugural trophy in 1994. 

University of North Carolina’s Directors’ Cup finishes by year 
2014- 14th 

2013 - 8th 

2012 - 8th 

2011 - 6th 

2010 - 7th 

2009 - 2nd 

2008 - 14th 

2007 - 3rd 

2006 - 4th 

2005 - 9th 

2004 - 7th 

2003 - 8th 

2002 - 4th 

2001 - 15th 

2000 - 5th 

1999 - 17th 

1998 - 2nd 

1997 - 2nd 

1996 - 6th 

1995 - 2nd 

1994 - 1st 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marsh, Patrick <pmarsh@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 27, 2014 10:42 AM 

% #, c~ [YNCAA-Everyone uncaa- everyone,~=roups.unc.edtr~ 

A Fond Farewell 

To my fellow Tar Heels, 

As many of you may know, my wife,    and I are moving to ; and today is my last day at Carolina. Before I leave I wanted to let everyone know how 

grateful I am to be a Tar Heel. 

When I came to Carolina 11 years ago I had no idea how profoundly this university would change my life. From my years as a student-athlete to my time as an 

employee, I have been blessed to have been coached, taught, guided, mentored, and befriended by some of the greatest people in the world. I am forever 

grateful to each and every person in this department. Not only have you made the past 11 years the greatest time of my life, but you have helped shape me into 

the person I am today. I urge you all to continue to provide our student-athletes the best collegiate experience in the world and know that you make a difference. 

If there is anything I can ever do for you, please do not hesitate to ask. I look forward to continuing to support the Heels from and getting back to Chapel Hi 

as much as possible. 

My new email is ._@_.__g_mail.com and my cell phone is. 

Always a Tar Heel, 

Patrick 

Patrick Marsh 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

Carmichael Arena 

(919)962-7874 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 28, 2014 4:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.e&P 

Fwd: Access to Smith Center 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bitting, Angelyn S" <~!?~!~:i~.’:.~!3~c:f4~!4> 

Date: June 28, 2014 at 4:40:00 PM EDT 

2 ~z.......2...~ ...... To:" (4~n~a~l,c ~n~ ¯ !(~5)~!}?:.’~!.:,~2!.~> 
¯ ~ .......... 

L.L.LL~,,2 ........... ~......> ........................................................................................................... Ce: "Gwaltney, Chnt ~c~wal~e,q~:~.unc.e.~ , "ftoots Eric M" <eho~s~a::emai],~c.edu> "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mva~aeld;~ema~i,unc,edt~> 
Subject: Access to Smith Center 

Good afternoon Mike - 

Due to a violation of Smith Center access policy, you and Quentin Thomas have been temporarily disabled from the hand scan access to the facility. All 

skill development training should cease immediately. 

I will be happy to discuss this with you next week. Please call me Monday to set up a time. 

Thank you. 

Angle Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

919-962-7777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 30, 2014 11:26 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <orlk@email.unc.edu>; Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

FYI - Response sent to Scott Scroggins - re coach salaries (dated 6.24.2014) 

Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 6.24.2014) .msg 

FYI - Public records response sent to Scott Scroggins regarding his request seeking "salaries of the head coaches for women’s basketball and baseball" dated 

6/24/2014 (See attached response of what was provided and copy of initial FYI below for specifics of what was requested) ... 

...this request is fully processed and closed-out... 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

(919) 962-1219 

Denise_Allen@unc. edu 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2014 12:23 PM 

To: Kirschner, Steve; file, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach; Public Records 

Subject: FYI - request received from Scott Scroggins re: coach salaries & records ready 

FYI public records request received fi’om Scott Scroggius seekiug: 

Salaries of the head coaches for women’s basketball mid baseball 

Please see table below to ensure the information is accurate. Vince/Pael!Steve please let us know when you have completed your review. 

Name Title ~ Salary 

Sylvia Hatchell Head Women’s Basketball Coach ] 

Mike Fox Head Baseball Coach / 
Thin,ks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton 

Public Record Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

suttona(aJemail.unc, edu 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, June 25, 2014 9:05 AM 

To: scrogse@tigermail.auburn.edu 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 6.24.2014) 

Dear Mr. Scroggins, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Martina Ballen yesterday. A copy of your message is included below for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http://policies.unc.edu!policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records’ Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolhm at Chapel Hill 

110 Bymma Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(a~unc.edu 

From: Scott Scroggins [mailto:scrogse.@tiqermail.auburn.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, June 24, 2014 11:48 AM 

To" Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: Tnformation Request 

Martina, 

My name is Scott Scroggins. I am assisting on a prqiect that The College of William and Mary is doing, and I need your help collecting 
some data regarding the Universib~ of North Carolina. I need the annual salaries of the head coaches for women’s basketball and 
baseball. 
I greatly appreciate your help, and I look fonvard to hearing from you soon. 
Thanks, 
Scott 



C.~MPU:S BOX 9’~-~5 

2,33 E&ST C:AMEb~ON AV~SNUE 

Ct-tgF~!~.. 3:ULt.~ NC 2’7.";99 9~I)5 

"l 9 ~9.96a,:~ a:(9 

F 9 9 843 6 7 

June 30, 2014 

Scott Scroggins 
scrogse@tigermail.auburn.edu 

SENT VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Scroggins: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated June 24, 2014, in which you wrote seeking University data. 
Specifically, you wrote: 

"1 am assisting on a project that The College of William and Mary is doing, and I need your help collecting some data 
regarding the University of North Carolina. I need the annual salaries of the head coaches for women’s basketball and 
baseball." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. 

Name 

Sylvia Hatchell 

Mike Fox 

Title Salary 
Head Women’s Basketball Coach 

Head Baseball Coach $ 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
http :llpolicies.unc.edu!po!ic!eslpublic-recordsl. 

Sincerely, 

........ ~. S ..... i { 
........ / / 
.......... ;2~.,.,.4"=’=’=o:’:o::::~’~;~i!~!;,..~-,4 

Zach J. Orth, J.D. 
Public Records Specialist 

ZJO/dqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr-- 

Monday, 4:43 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaJT <uncaa exe stalt@gmups.unc.edu-~ 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu>; 

Out of the office 

~email. unc.edu>; ~live.tmc.edtr> 

Executive Team, 

i will be out of the office beginning tomorrow and will be back in the office around mid-morning on Wednesday, 

while I am away. 

Hope everyone has a great Independence Day] 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba CunNngham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 

I will be monitoring emails as best I can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no-reply@bondschoeneckking.com 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 1:40 PM 

[lle, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr~ 
Invitation to join UNC - 2014 NCAA Investigation (650933) Vanlt 

You have been invited to join UNC - 2014 NCAA Investigation (650933) Vault 
Please click here o1 copy this link (                                      ~ into your browser and log in with the tbllowing infomlalion: 

Please use your current username and password to log in, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 2, 2014 11:49 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience: Malcolm Stewart 

Dear UNC Athletics Staff Member: 

I’d like to invite you to read the latest installment in the "My Carolina Experience" series we are featuring this summer on GoHeels.com. Many thanks to Malcolm Stewart, UNC 

Football 1999-2002, for authoring our latest feature. 

The link to the complete article is below: 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209537343 

Happy Independence Day to all and enjoy your weekend. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 (Mail) 

300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 (Shipping) 

(Phone) 



LICENSE & PROGRAM AGREEMENT 

Pursuant to the definitions, terms and conditions set out on this cover page, the attached Standard Terms and 
Conditions, and the attached Schedules (collectively, the "Agreement"), Janssen and Licensee agree as of the 
Effective Date (as defined below) to enter into a license agreement for the Term (as defined in Section 2 of the 
Standard Terms and Conditions)¯ 

DEFINITIONS 

The following capitalized definitions are used in the Agreement and shall have the following meanings which are 
incorporated by reference when used in this Agreement: 

"Content" All materials created by or licensed by Janssen or derivatives thereof that 
comprise or support any Program, including without limitation any curriculum, 
workshop, module, writing, video, graphic, pictorial, computer, Internet, text, 
book, textbook, manual or audio based materials¯ 

"Effective Date" July 1, 20132__0__1__4_. 

"Fees" See Schedule B. 

"Initial Term" One Z_I_~y___o___(._2__-l-) Year._s_ from the Effective Date until June 30, 20142016 

"Licensee" 

"Licensee Personnel" 

The UNC at Chapel Hill on behalf of its Department of Athletics. 
Licensee’s athletes, coaches, staff and administrators enrolled in a Program. 

"Janssen" Janssen Peak Performance, Inc. 

"Program" The Janssen leadership program to be provided by Janssen to the Licensee 
Personnel as identified in Schedule A. 

AGREEMENT 

In consideration of their respective rights and obligations under this Agreement and other valuable consideration, 
the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, and intending to be legally bound by this 
Agreement, Janssen and Licensee have fully reviewed and agree to all of the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement¯ 

[SIGNATURE PAGE FOLLOWS] 
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Duly authorized for and on behalf of Janssen: Duly authorized for and on behalf of Licensee: 

JANSSEN PEAK PERFORMANCE, INC. THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

By: 

Printed Name: 

Position: 

Date: 

By: 
Printed Name: 
Position: 
Date: 

"Janssen Notice Address": 

Attn: Mr. Jeffrey J. Janssen 

Janssen Peak Performance, Inc. 

6841 Piershill Lane 

Cary, NC 27519 

"Licensee’s Notice Address": 

UNC at Chapel Hill 

Attn: Athletics Department 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
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STANDARD TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

I- GRANT OF RIGHTS 

1.1.    Subject to these Terms and Conditions, or any additional terms and conditions or terms of use 
contained in any applicable Schedule to this Agreement Janssen grants to Licensee during the Term a 
personal, non-exclusive, license for Licensee Personnel to participate in the Program and to use the 
Content solely for Licensee’s internal use. 

1.2.    The Content is subject to all copyright, trademark, intellectual property protection, confidentiality, 
and trade secret laws and provisions, and other rights of Janssen under federal, state and common law. 
Licensee acknowledges Janssen’s intellectual property and other rights in the Content and agrees to abide 
by the international and U.S. copyright, trademark and patent laws, and all other applicable laws with 
regard to the use of the Content. Licensee agrees to use all proprietary notices provided to or directed by 
Janssen for use with the Content. 

1.3.    Licensee agrees not to sublicense, assign, transfer, pledge, offer as security, or otherwise 
encumber the Program or Content or any of the rights granted hereunder in any way. 

1.4.    Licensee shall be permitted to provide a brief, general description of the Program. Specifically 
excluded from this license to Licensee is: (a) the right for any Licensee to edit, modi~, translate, 
distribute, sell or create derivative works based in whole or in part on the Content or Program, or (by for 
Licensee or any Licensee Personnel receiving the Program or Content from the Licensee to redistribute, 
reproduce, retransmit, disseminate, sell, publish, broadcast, edit, create derivative work based on, 
translate, or circulate the information contained in a Program or Content to anyone. Licensee agrees to use 
its best efforts to use adequate security measures and to otherwise restrict the uses of Content posted on 
the lntemet by Janssen solely to Licensee Personnel and not for further distribution, and to cooperate with 
Janssen to stop any misappropriation or violation of the Agreement once identified by Licensee or 
Janssen. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Licensee shall have the right to use the Content 
in connection with conducting its internal business operations. The rights granted in the prior sentence 
shall survive the termination of this Agreement. 

1.5.    Licensee agrees not to provide login and password information to any Content on Janssen 
websites to any persons who are not Licensee Personnel or to individuals who should not have access to 
confidential and secure information, or who Licensee has reason to believe would utilize Content for 
other than its intended purposes. 

1.6.    All goodwill associated with the Licensee’s use of Janssen’s IP will inure to Janssen.(Section 
Intentionally Left Blank) 

1.7.    The license granted herein shall be personal, and if Licensee shall be a corporation or academic 
institution, unless agreed in writing by Janssen, shall not extend to any subsidiaries, parent or affiliate 
corporations or affiliated academic institutions. If Licensee is a member organization, unless agreed by 
Janssen in writing, shall not extend to member entities. 

1.8.    Apart from the rights licensed under the above Sections, this Agreement does not grant to the 
Licensee any right to engage in any activity regarding the Program or Content other than those identified 
herein. 

1.9.    Licensee shall use commercially reasonable efforts to prevent unauthorized access to, or use of, 
the Content. Licensee shall promptly notify Janssen of any such unauthorized access or use, or of any 
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infringement of the intellectual property rights therein, of which Licensee has knowledge. Licensee shall 
provide all reasonable assistance and cooperation reasonably requested by Janssen in connection with 
Janssen’s exercising of its rights in connection with any such unauthorized access, use or infringement. 

1.10. Janssen reserves the right to restrict or terminate access to all or some Content by Licensee iE in 
Janssen’s reasonable discretion, it determines that the Licensee is not using the Content in good faith for 
the intended purposes or otherwise not in accordance with the terms of this Agreement. 

II- TERM 

2.1.    This Agreement will become effective as of the Effective Date and shall, unless terminated as 
provided below, remain effective for an Initial Term as selected on the cover page of this Agreement 
subject to the early termination of the Agreelnent for an uncured breach. 

2.2.    After the Initial Term or any Extension Term (as defined hereinafter), if Licensee notifies Janssen 
of its election to extend the Initial Term at least ninety (90) days prior to the expiration of the Initial 
Term, this Agreement may be renewed for successive additional twoone (24-) yea rr terms in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement (each an "Extension Term") and upon payment of the 
first installment of the Fees for any Extension Term. Such Fees shall be proportionally adjusted up or 
down based upon the increase or decrease in expected activity, based on the Fee charged in the Initial 
Term (or previous Extension Term as the case may be). Provided, however, that Licensor may increase 
Fees from one year to the next in accordance with any increases in the CPI-U for South Region USA as 
published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Failure to notify Janssen prior to the foregoing deadline 
and/or failure to pay the Fee may result in Jeff Janssen or another desired facilitator not being eligible to 
serve as the primary facilitator for the Program and another primary facilitator may need to be selected by 
Janssen. The Initial Term (and any Extension Terms) is collectively referred to hereinafter as the "Term." 

III - FEES AND PAYMENT 

3.1.    Licensee agrees to pay Janssen the Fees in the amounts and at intervals as set forth in Schedule B. 

IV- SALES/USE TAXES 

4.1. The Fees do not reflect or include any state or local sales, use or other excise taxes of any kind. 

4.2.    All sales, use and/or other excise taxes applicable to or imposed on any Program provided by 
Janssen to Licensee shall be the sole and exclusive obligation of Licensee. Failure of Janssen to collect 
state or local sales, use or other excise taxes of any kind does not eliminate Licensee’s obligation to report 
and remit such taxes on their own accord to those bodies authorized to levy such taxes. 

V- TERMINATION 

5.1.    This Agreement may be terminated during a Term by either party immediately upon written 
notice if the other party: (i) becomes insolvent; (ii) files a petition in bankruptcy; (iii) makes an 
assignment for the benefit of its creditors; or (iv) commits any material breach under this Agreement, 
which breach is not cured within thirty (30) days following written notice to such party. 
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5.2. Neither party" may terminate this Agreement after the Effective Date for any reason except as set 

forth in Section 5.1 herein. It is mutually understood that due to the nature of the Program, it would be 

impossible to allocate a portion of the Fees to the Program at any point during the Term. It is therefore 
agreed that all Fees shall become due and payable and the Fees are non-refundable in the event of any 

termination of the Agreement, other than a termination under Section 5.1 of this Agreement. 

VI - PROGRAM 

6.1.    Janssen agrees to present the Program and Content to the Licensee Personnel pursuant to the 

dates, times and locations as set forth in Schedule A or as mutually and reasonably agreed on by the 

parties. The Licensee agrees to provide the location setup, technical equipment and items identified in 

Schedule A. Unless specifically identified and listed in Schedule A, the provision of additional services or 

content shall not be included in the Program and shall be subject to an additional fee. The Licensee agrees 

not to audio or video tape the Program without prior written agreement of Janssen. 

6.2. All Janssen expenses associated with the Program shall be included in the Fee. 

6.3    Janssen represents and warrants that Janssen and the Program will comply with all applicable 
laws, ordinances, codes, roles and regulations of federal, state, county or nmnicipal government, as well 

as the roles and regulations or the National Collegiate Athletic Association during Janssen’s performance 
of this Agreement. 

6.4    The parties acknowledge and agree that to protect and preserve the confidentiality and trust 
between Janssen and the Licensee Personnel, Janssen will not provide consulting or services related to 
the evaluation of Licensee’s coaching or athletic personnel during the Term. 

VII - CONFIDENTIALITY 

7.1.    The party receiving Confidential Information (hereafter defined) from the disclosing party agrees 

to maintain such Confidential hlformation in confidence and in a secure manner and agrees not to disclose 
such Confidential Information to any third party or use such Confidential Information except for the 
limited purpose of carrying out its obligations under the Agreement. "Confidential Information" shall 

mean any data or information that is proprietaD to the disclosing party and not generally known to the 
public, and which the disclosing party identifies as confidential at the time it is disclosed, whether in 
tangible or intangible form, including, but not limited to, the following: the Program; Content; inventions; 

trade secrets; know-how; Licensee Personnel names; addresses, and other specific data deemed to be 
"nonpublic personal information" under state or federal law. Confidential Information shall not include: 

(a)    information which, at the time of disclosure, was known publicly or otherwise in 
the public domain; 

(b)    information which, after disclosure, becomes known publicly, or 
otherwise becomes part of the public domain through no fault of the receiving party or its 
representatives; 

(c)    information which receiving party can establish was in its possession prior 

to the time of disclosure; 
(d)    information which, after disclosure, is made available to receiving party 

in good faith by a third party under no obligation of confidentiality to disclosing party; or 

(f)    information which is required to be disclosed by law, provided that the receiving 

party has given the di sclosing party prior written notice of such required disclosure. 
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7.2.    Janssen and Licensee understand that parties may be subject to a number of federal and/or state 
laws regarding privacy of Confidential Information. 

7.3.    Janssen and Licensee agree to maintain the confidentiality of Confidential Information, to use 
Confidential Information solely for the purpose of the Agreement as set forth therein, and in accordance 
with relevant state and federal laws and regulations. Licensee will not provide to Janssen, and Janssen 

will not accept or receive from Licensee, any "sensitive customer information" as defined in applicable 
FDIC Rules and Regulations, or any "sensitive member information" as defined in NCUA regulations, 

Part 748, Appendix B, Section III, Subsection A1, as applicable. 

7.4.    The paw receiving Confidential Information from the disclosing party, on behalf of itself and its 
officers, employees, agents, successors, and assigns, understands and agrees that any and all such 

information shall be held in strict confidence, using the same degree of care as the receiving party uses in 
handling its own Confidential Information, that it will not retain copies of the disclosing party’s 
Confidential Information except as needed in fulfilling the Agreement, and that it will not use such 

Confidential Information in any other manner except in the performance of the Agreement. In addition, 
the receiving party agrees to fully disclose to the disclosing party any information related to the 
unauthorized access or disclosure of the disclosing party’s Confidential Information maintained by the 

receiving party, and the disclosing party agrees to provide the receiving party with a means for reaching 
the appropriate representative of the disclosing party for such purpose. The receiving party will take 
commercially reasonable actions to address any incident of unauthorized access, including prompt notice 

to the disclosing party of any incident of a security’ breach where the disclosing party’s Confidential 
Information may be compromised. 

7.5.    Each party agrees to destroy or return all Confidential Information of the other party upon request 
or upon termination of the Agreement; provided, however, that Licensee shall have the right to retain a 

copy of Content (as defined in the Agreement) for archival purposes and to comply with applicable laws, 
rules and regulations. 

7.6.    To the extent permissible under North Carolina law, the receiving party will indemnif3~ the 

disclosing party" for claims arising as a result of any willful misconduct of the receiving party in 
connection with its obligations hereunder. 

7.7    The obligations set forth in this Section 7 shall extend during the Term of the Agreement and for 

five (5) years after termination or expiration, provided that for all "trade secrets" as defined under 
applicable law, the obligations shall e~end for so long as the Confidential Information remains a "trade 

secret." 

VllI- CONTENT 

8.1.    Janssen may, at its sole discretion, from time to time, modify and update the Content as such 
modifications and/or updates are deemed necessary or desirable by Janssen and the Licensee shall (to the 
extent that particular Content is used by the Licensee) have the right to use such Content as modified or 
updated. 

8.2. 
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Upon the expiration or termination of this Agreement, Licensee agrees to immediately cease all use of the 

Content, including without limitation any links, postings, publications or other applications using 

or distributing the Content, and to destroy, unless otherwise agreed, all other sources which 

contain or reflect any Content. All of Licensee’s (and its user’s) rights regarding the Content shall 

end upon termination or expiration. Termination or expiration of this Agreement shall be withont 

prejudice to any rights of either part)" which shall have accrued due by reason of or be subsisting 

at termination. Provided, however, that participants in seminars will be allowed to keep and use 

materials distributed to them indefinitely and be allowed to continue to use their access to 

Janssen’s website for the full twelve (12) month period. This includes seminar participant’s right 

to keep and use The Team Captain’s Leadet~hip Manual, use for twelve (12) months from time 

of seminar the Team Captains Network Website and/or Championship Coaches Network Website 

(as the case may be), and be able to use the Credible Coaching Questionnaire and Team 

Leadership Evaluation for the full twelve (12) months after attendance at a seminar during the 

twelve (12) months period of the contract. 

8.3.    Janssen may, from time to time, request that Licensee remove Content from the websites or other 
channels, including, without limitation, if Janssen reasonably believes a use by Licensee or one of its 
users damages the ability of Janssen to license the Content. Any such request for removal of Content shall 
be accompanied by a just and reasonable cause for its removal, including without limitation, claims of 
infringement by third parties. In such event, Licensee shall complete such removal on the earlier of (i) the 
first commercially practicable date on which Licensee could remove such content or (ii) fifteen (15) 
business days following receipt of Janssen’s request for such removal. If Licensee reasonably believes 
that the removal of any Content materially damages its value, it shall have the right to terminate the 
Agreement pursuant to Section 5.1 as its sole remedy. 

IX- DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES 

9.1.    Except as expressly set forth in Section 6.3 herein, the Content and Program are provided "as is" 
without warranty of any kind. JANSSEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND DISCLAIMS ALL 
EXPRESS, IMPLIED AND STATUTORY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND TO LICENSEE AND/OR 
ANY THIRD PARTY, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF ACCUtL4CY, TIMELINESS, 
COMPLETENESS, MERCHANTABIMTY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

9.2.    Janssen shall not be responsible for, nor be in default under this Agreement due to the following 
"force maj eure events": (i) delays or failure of performance resulting from failure of any comnmnication 
or delivery methods, including, without limitation, any Internet service provider, associated with Licensee 
and/or those to whom Licensee provides Content or Products and Services, or (ii) acts or causes beyond 
its reasonable control including, but not limited to, weather, illness, injury, travel disruptions, acts of God, 
strikes, lockouts, communications line or equipment failures, power failures, earthquakes, or other 
disasters. 

9.3.    The parties agree that the Content is licensed to the Licensee for general educational purposes and 
is neither an offer of sen, ice nor a recommendation of specific personnel actions. Licensee’s access to and 
use of the Content in no way shall be implied or construed to create any relationship between Licensee 
and Janssen or the directors, officers, employees or agents of Janssen, including without limitation, HK 
or attorney-client relationship. 

9.4.    Janssen believes that the information in the Program and Content are accurate. The parties 
acknowledge and agree that it is not the retention of Janssen to provide specific NCAA, employment or 
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legal advice for particular Licensee Personnel, but rather to provide the Licensee and Licensee Personnel 

with leadership tools and information. 

X- LIMITATION OF LIABILITY 

10.1. EXCEPT FOR THE INDEMNIFICATION OBLIGATIONS SET FORTH IN SECTION 11, 

GROSS NEGLIGENCE, OR WILLFUL MISCONDUCT BOTH PARTIE’S LIABILITY UNDER THIS 
AGREEMENT FROM ANY AND ALL CAUSES SHALL BE LIMITED TO ACTUAL DAMAGES 

SUFFERED BY THE OTHEK BUT IN NO EVENT WILL THE RECOVERABLE DAMAGES IN 
ANY ACTION EXCEED THE BALANCE OF ANY FEES RECEIVED BY JANSSEN FROM 

LICENSEE DURING THE MOST RECENT TWELVE (12) MONTH PERIOD. SUCH LIMITATION 
SHALL BE THE EXTENT OF OF A PARTY’S LIABIMTY REGARDLESS OF THE FORM IN 

WHICH ANY LEGAL OR EQUITABLE ACTION MAY BE BROUGHT, AND THE FOREGOING 
SHALL CONSTITUTE A PARTY’S SOLE REMEDY. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED 

BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL EITHER PARTY BE RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST 

PROFITS OR SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES UNDER 
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, 

PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE, THE RESULTS OF USE, 

OR INABILITY TO USE ANY CONTENT OR PROGRAMS OF JANSSEN, EVEN IF JANSSEN OR 
LICENSEE HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

XI - INDEMNIFICATION 

11.1. Janssen agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Licensee from and against all claims, demands, 
liabilities, losses, damages, costs or expenses, excluding special, indirect, incidental and consequential 
claims, demands, liabilities, losses, damages, costs or expenses (each a "Claim" and, collectively, 
"Claims"), arising out of any claim against Licensee that (a) a Program or Content infringe any third 
party’s intellectual property rights, or (b) the Program or Content (excluding content provided to Janssen 
by Licensee or if such Claims arise from Licensee’s breach of the Agreement) violate intellectual 
property rights or constitntes plagiarism or libel. Licensee shall provide Janssen with prompt notice of 
any Claim for which it may seek indemnity hereunder, and Janssen shall have the right to assume the 
defense of such Claim, subject to Licensee’s right to participate in such defense, at Licensee’s sole cost 
and expense. Upon Janssen’s written request, Licensee shall deliver to Janssen information and 
assistance reasonably necessary for Janssen to defend any Claim, provided that Janssen shall reimburse 
Licensee for its reasonable out-of-pocket costs in providing such information and assistance. Janssen 
shall not enter into any settlement or compromise of any such indemnifiable Claims without Licensee’s 
prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Janssen shall pay all costs, 
damages, and expenses, including, but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs awarded against 
or, if Janssen does not elect to assume defense of the Claim, incurred by Licensee in colmection with or 
arising from any such Claim. 

11.2 To the extent permitted by the North Carolina Tort Claims Act, Licensee shall defend, 
indemnify and hold Janssen harmless against any expense, judgement or loss arising out of this 
agreement as a direct result of Licensee’s negligence or willful misconduct. 

XII - GENERAL 
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12.1. Entire Understanding. This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding of the parties as to 

the subject matter set forth in it, and no other agreement, practice or promise not specifically stated herein 

shall be binding upon the parties. This Agreement cannot be changed without the express written consent 

of the parties. Without limitation of the foregoing, any request for proposal, purchase order or other 
instrument that Licensee may issue to Janssen is for Licensee’s internal purposes only and shall in no way 

modi~, revise or amend the terms and conditions provided herein, unless agreed to by Janssen. No 
modification or claimed waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be valid except by written 

amendment signed by authofised representatives of the parties. 

12.2. No Agency Relationship. This Agreement does not create an agency relationship between the 
parties and does not establish a joint venture or partnership between the parties. Neither party has the 

authori~ to bind the other party, or represent to any person that the party is an agent of the other party’. 

The parties acknowledge and agree that the license relationship created by this Agreement is not intended 
to be and shall not be construed to be a franchise or business opportunity. 

12.3. Assignment. Licensee shall not assign or transfer, directly or indirectly, all or any part of its 

rights or obligations under this Agreement without the prior written consent of Janssen, which consent 
shall not be unreasonably withheld or delayed. For purposes of this Agreement, an assignment or transfer 

includes any reorganization, merger, consolidation or similar business combination involving Licensee, 

including but not limited to bankruptcy, a change of control, the sale or lease of all or substantially all of 
Licensee’s assets, or any other transfer (whether by operation of law or otherwise). 

12.4. Governing Law; Jurisdiction. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of 
North Carolina, without application of any conflicts of laws, provisions or policies. Any action arising out 

of or relating to this Agreement may be brought only in federal or state courts located in the State of 
North Carolina, Wake County, and the parties consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts. In any 

action or suit on this Agreement, the prevailing party shall be entitled to recover all reasonable expenses 
thereof, including attorney’s fees and costs. 

12.5. Severability. If any provision of this Agreement is found illegal or unenforceable, it will be 
enforced to the maximum extent permissible, and the legality and enforceability of the other provisions of 
this Agreement will not be affected. 

12.6. Waiver. A waiver of any provision of this Agreement by either party shall not be construed as a 
waiver of any other provision or as a waiver of any subsequent breach by either party, nor shall a waiver 
of any fight under this Agreement constitute a subsequent waiver of the same right. No waiver shall be 
valid unless signed and in writing by the part?’ so waiving. 

12.7. Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which shall 
be deemed an original, but all of which together shall constitute one and the same instrument. To expedite 
the process of entering into this Agreement, the parties agree that signed transmitted copies shall be 
deemed equivalent to original documents until such time as original documents are executed and 
delivered. 

12.8. Severability. If any one or more of the provisions in this Agreement or any application of such 
provision is held to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect by a competent tribunal, the 
validity, legality and enforceability of the remaining provisions in this Agreement and all other 
applications of the remaining provisions shall not in any way be affected or impaired by such invalidity, 
illegality or unenforceability. 

12.9. Construction. Each party acknowledges that it has been represented by counsel or had the 

opportunity to seek counsel in connection with this Agreement and the matters contemplated hereby. 
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Accordingly, this Agreement shall be construed as if all parties jointly prepared this Agreement, and any 

uncertainty or ambiguity shall not be interpreted against any one party. 

12.10. Notice. All notices and documents desired or required to be given to either party hereunder must 

be in writing and shall be deemed given on the date received, via express or certified mail return 
requested, all charges prepaid, to the other party’s respective address set forth on the cover page of the 
Agreement or to such other address as either party shall designate to the other in writing. 
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Schedule A 
"PROGRAM" 

1.     The following shall be provided by Janssen to Licensee, which collectively shall 
be defined as the "Program": 

Janssen agrees to provide Licensee with six (6) seminar dates each comprising one eight (8) hour 

day pursuant to a mutually agreed on schedule during the twelve (112) month period following the 
Effective Date. 

During the seminar Janssen will provide the following: 

¯ Sixteen (16) Leadership Development Workshops for established Captains and Veteran 

Leaders. 
¯ Ten (1 0) Leadership Development Workshops for Rising Stars. 
° Six (6) Leadership Development Workshops for UNC Athletic Teams (not to exceed four (4) 

per semester). 
¯ One-on-one coaching/consulting meetings with student-athletes and coaches while the Janssen 

program facilitator is at the Licensee’s location. 

° A Janssen facilitator shall be available on a year-long retainer basis for phone, Skype, and e- 
mail consulting and follow up. 

¯ 100 copies of 7he Team Captain’s Leader,s’hip Manual. 
¯ Up to 160 year-long memberships to the Team Captains Network website. 
¯ One Two year license to use the Credible Coaching QuestionnaireTM - a 360-degree feedback 

assessment tool with coaching staff. 

¯ TwoOne year license to use the Team Leadership Evaluation - an online 360-degree feedback 

assessment tool with student-athlete leaders. 
The items I am deleting were part of a generic list of items in our other contracts with schools. 

These specific resources were not a part of the UNC contract last year. Similarly, the three bullet 
points listing four workshops are generic ones and are already accounted for in the 16 Veteran 
Leaders workshops and the 10 Rising Stars workshops - thus, I deleted them. 

. 

Janssen: 

In support of the Program, Licensee agrees to provide the following at no cost to 

¯ Adequate space as mutually agreed on by the parties at Licensee’s location for workshops and 
individual meetings. 

¯ Logistics regarding the Program, including but not limited to reservation of meeting space, 
securing materials, ordering food and beverages, and clerical support. 
Access to a copier, fax, phone, LCD projector and any related office equipment requested in 
support of presentation of the Program and Content. 
Provision and payment of a parking pass for Licensee’s location that will allow for reasonable 
access to venues where the Program will be presented. 
Two (2) passes and/or tickets to Licensee’s athletic contests. 

20239076vl 
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Schedule B 
FEES 

As used in the Agreement, "Fees" shall mean: 

[ A total payment by Licensee to Janssen of seventy thousand dollars ($:74)138,000370.48) during 
the Initial Term. 

The foregoing Fee is payable to Janssen in eightf-ot~r- (_84) equal installments of $17,296.31 due 
on or before August 1, 20!:32014, November 1, 2014_;~, February 1, 2015_4, and June 1, 2015_4. 

August 1, 2015, November 1, 20115, February 1~ 2016~ June 1, 2016. 

The foregoing Fee includes all travel, transportation and lodging expenses. 

* The Fees set forth on this Schedule B for the does not reflect or include state or local sales, use or other 
excise taxes of any kind. All sales, use mid/or other excise taxes applicable to or imposed on the Program 
shall be the sole and exclusive obligation of Licensee. 

20239076vl 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:21 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4stmss@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince ffiille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School Intb 

UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 3.doc 

Debbi Clmke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor aid Provost 

Univ.’sit,; &North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke(~unc.edu 

On May 13, 2014, at 10:17 AM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strasst~email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

By chance do you have the entire document? Figured could give that to them as well to see if any other changes, now that we are actually in summer 

school as of today! 

:’ +"ffi’d?Y <.is N:)~?h C.:;~’<,i::~m ? C)’::~:I.):~ I }-i is: 

i.WJ<? g:..~ild IqI. 
¯ .K;t: 5k::~:?p:.~ g<:wi:. 5 D~ ".:.:::. 

Ch.~i~:?<! i i-{::::l, NC ?75i2 

; h <?~’; ~:": 919- ’::’:::;;:: - 5000 

i .: :..: 9:19- 9r.;2. r.;002 

;77?< ih:fi?::’si :::’ ih:O’:;i :::?:’?d .,??::>:’.’:;/::?:’.3g~ .::?:?:: ,:’3 :;.??< ~>3,.ffi~:>" ,’; .{.,::’i ~7:" .!h.’:;: :: b~7.:;?:]?’ .: ~...:,.]<:’~ .~?:’3.::::’ ::’.:?:::~.,??::?’:.. ; 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 

Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:17 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: Summer School Info 

ok. thaJcs again for your help! 

DebbJ C]arke 
Office of the Executive Vice Charlcelloz al±d Piovo~’t 
University of North Carolir_a. Chapel Hill 

debbi clax ke @urlc.e du 
On May 13, 2014, at 10:16 AM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass(a)email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Debbi, 

From: Clarke, Deborah Y 

Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:03 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Summer School Info 

Rachel, Thank you for the clarification. 
Here’s how I amended the book scholarship section (see paragraphs 2 and 3 in red) 
3.7.5 Drop forms 
ASPSA Academic Counselors must sign a student athlete?s drop form before they can drop a class so that the student is aware of how 
the change may impact their progression toward degree as well as UNC and NCAA eligibility. The student athlete leaves the drop form 
with ASPSA, ASPSA bundles the forms and delivers them to the Registrar, who drop the courses from the students? schedules. ASPSA 
tracks drops in their database, as well. 
(),)aches con[its? ~amn;~ r sc:}?o.)[ [~ ql=~ s~ts~ f.)F s~tz[d~ fti at]l[e[.~;s rec.~dvmg a.q’~ p.)Fii.)[i .3[ ~][h]E!tics ~ii(] ;3[id the ()o.~sp]ia.qc.~; ~illfiftciil{ Aid 
Officer send~ this infonm:t%~ along to ASPSA A{aden:ic Cotm~elo~.. ~ia ~’mail. K a ~rmdent athletic who r~’ce-ves archly’tics aid drops or 
wiI~hd~aws r~om a[:y c]a~sie:O during the :~,fa,_,m{’sI~er, 5~:.unfl:er ["es~Jot~ [ or [l, ASPCA :m~st ~otir:~’ tl~e < o:~:piir~:ce P-m:nd~:i ,~\id Ofric{’r 
immediately 1>) eEiSi]i~ [[Le s~tideat a[}:]ete?:; aid is a,:]jl~:;ted ac,:ord{ngl; and ~c. av.)id a~y i](.:~eEi:Ja] .:omp]ian,:e vh)ia:Jons. 
Also, K a sl:ud~n[ ~ihh te i~ oft a book sc:}?olarship artd drops ;~ c:,)t?rs~ . hei.-~[ie [~ r~sp,)nsib[e f.)v relur;tiap t]]~ it b.)ok~sl ~J.ifR.-’i.tJ.Z [’) tJ]q~? 
Sgud.~;lxt 51or.~;s. [f dxe book ;s not [.%tllt[i~!d, [he .-~[ad~.q] at]l[k~i.~; will be ch~r~,~ d [he fl=[] co.-~[ .)[ 1}].~; [)o.)[i in accordal>::e ~tith U]qC 
5~tude~ts Stores l~ef!Jnd policy (htt~s://itsapps.unc.edujUNCStoreFtonti:isp/Textbook/~.efundsSummer~isp). A~ P:-’A Academi< C o!m,.e]or~ 
CC.r[ir~L1A[ii, a~ ~[ii5 {r:io~amdoli to ~[u,:]~ rtt athlete:-, 3[Ld it iS JrtC[U,J~ d iJ3 :-~adclit ;~th]ete:-? Stw~Llyti3i (]iaJ3[ [rt 7%i,:] ;~g~eemertt that Otcy ~iga 
via AC< (:J~e Compli:lace Ofii.:~ uses ,!-(:5; f.)~ e]igibi]it:; a~d ,:oml)l{;~[ice t~ackhig). 
NOTES: 

Student athletes return their own books to UNC Student Stores. 

Student athletes must adhere to I_]NC Student Stores official refund policy 

(httl) s:iiitsapps.ur,_c.ed’aiuNCStoreFrontijsp/TextbookiRefundsSummer.jsp) . 

Student athletes who do not return a book will be billed by the University Cashier no later than the last day of 



final exams during the semester when the book was purchased, The charge will be reversed if the student can 
prove that the book has been returned. UNC Student Stores will work with the Compliance Office and ASPSA on 
reporting and reconciling to verify charges before they are made by the Cashier. 

ASPSA sends a list of student athletes? dropped classes to UNC Student Stores and Student Stores reconciles 

the list to determine which books have been returned. 

ASPSA and Compliance have requested that each semester UNC Student Stores send them a list of student 

athlete books purchased, inchding student PID, so that ASPSA and Compliance can cross reference and 
reconcile this list. UNC Student Stores has implemented this request. 

Regarding this last bullet (also in red), have you had a chance to discuss this with Marielle and/or Vince? Does the current 
ASA wording cover UNC’s ability to recoup money for tuition, room/board and books if they’ve misrepresented their intent 
to stay at Carolina? Who decides? 
Thanks again, 
Debbi 

Debbi Clarke 
Office of the Executive Vice Chance]ior and Pruvos% 
Universit,1 of Nortl~ Carolina, ChaI~el Hill 

On May 5, 2014, at 5:40 PM, "Strassner, Rachel" <~4strass/a;!emaiLm~c.edu> 
wrote: 

As coaches confirm summer school requests ~or student-athletes receiving any portion a~ athletic aid, the information will be 

emailed to you. Please be reminded i~ a student-athlete who is receiving athletic aid drops or withdrawals ~rom any class(es) 

during the Maymester, Summer Session I or II, it is imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the student- 

athlete?s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential violations. 

Also, if a student-athletes is an a book scholarship and drops the course, he/she is responsible for returning the book(s) 

directl~ to Student Stores. If the book is nat returned, the student-athlete wifi be charged the full cost of the book in 

accordance with UNC Students Stores Refund policy, 

(https:/’/itsapps.unc.edu/’UNCStoreFront/jsp/’Textbook/’RefundsSummer.jsp). Please continue to communicate this 

information to each student-athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In-Aid agreement they have or will sign, 

through their ACS portal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 4:15 PM 

Sutton, Anne <surton@email.unc.edu-> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: seeking assislance - N&O request re: student athlete race breakdown 

Good Afternoon Antle .... 

Is there a particular academic year being requested? The reports you reference below are filed on an annual basis and are always delayed by one academic year 

(i,e, the 2013-2014 report will be filed in August 20:1141)~ 

Pl~?ase I~?[: me know 3rid I will provide:_! you with aFly respo~lsi~/e docufl"l~?F~[:s w~? h3v~:_!, 

Thank you 

Mariefle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent-" Thursday, May 22, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: seeking assistance - N&O request re: student athlete race breakdown 

Ili Marielle, 

I’m reaching out to see if you can send us a copy of the annual Sport Sponsorshq) & Demographic report (submitted to the NCAA). Steve mentioned you thought this 

report has the S-A race breakdown that the below N&O request is seeking. 

’Ihanks very much! 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Thursday, May 22, 2014 8:54 AM 

To: dkane@newsobserver.com 

Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Kirschner, Steve; Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested 5.21.2014) 

Dear Mr. Kane, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Stephen Farmer and Steve Kirschner yesterday. A copy of your message is included below 

for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:/ipolicies.unc.edu!policiesipublio-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Itift 

110 Bymma Haft, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 
.D_e~!j s_e A 11 e n _((~__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_ 

From: <Kane> Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 



Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 at 4:22 PM 

To: "Farmer, Stephen M" <.s_f__a_.r_m._e__r_~_.a_d__r:o_!s__s_[p_.n_ s__.u__n_.c__._.e__du > "Kirschner, Steve" <_s._te_x.e__k_i _r._sc__h_.n__e_r_._@___._u_ .n_c_:e__d_.u_.> 

Subject: information request 

Steve and Steve, 

Do you have a breakdown of student athletes on campus by race that I can access? 

I know, for example, that the university’s sports teams have a combined number of roughly go0 athletes. Is there a report that shows how many are white, black, Hispanic etc? And 

does it also list that information by sport? 

I hope you both are doing well, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 4:12 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle ffimbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: hiring outside tutors 

FYI 

Debbi Clarke, EdD 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor mid Provost 
Univ~a’sity &North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke(~unc.edu 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke <~ 
Subject: hiring outside tutors 
Date: May 28, 2014 at 4:11:35 PM EDT 

To: Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

~clmail.com> 

Hi Vince, Per our brief conversation yesterday, here’s a draft of what we discussed in the Working Group meeting on Friday re hiring outside tutors. 
Please let me know if this makes sense and captures what you were t~’ing to communicate to me. Thmaks! 
Debbi 

7.5.3 Tutors hired outside of ASPSA 
Student-athletes receiving outside tutoring has decrea~d aJ~d is very rare, thanks to expmaded tutoring ~ssions offered to more student-athletes. Studeut- 
athletes may hire their own tutor outside of ASPSA; however, this requires the student-athlete to lbrfeit their oplyortunity Ix) utilke ASPSA "tutorial 
services tbr that same course. Student-athletes who wish to hire their own tutors must sign a "Private Tutor Intbmmtion" tbnn that dialogs how much 
they axe pwing them. The tutor must also sign the foml. Tlfis folm is initiated mid required by ASPSA, the Complimme Office also receives a copy in 
case an audit is necessary’. ’][’he full 4- hour tutoring training is not rrequired for outside tutors~ however, they are required to receive and read the ASPSA 
Tutor Manual prior to tutoring a UNC s~dent-athlete. 
NOTES: 
If a student-athlete hires an outside tutor: 

¯ Student-athletes may pay for an outside tutor. 

Student-athletes must be infm~med and reminded of the policy regarding hiring an outside tutor (see above). Conipliance of tiffs policy 

depends solely on the student’s self disclosure. 

¯ Outside tutors are not required to complete ASPSA’s four-hour tutor traiulnR, however, they are required to receive and read the 

ASPSA Tutor Manual prior to tutoring any student-athletes. 

¯ If demand suffices for a particular tutor, he/she should be hired as an ASPSA Tutor and complete ASPSA’s four-hour tutor training. 

If there is an unmet need tbr tutoring and a coach offers to pay from his/her budget, these requests will be considered on a one-off basis 

and ~Jth the following provisions: 

¯ Coaches should not hire an outside tutor for a student-athlete. A student-athlete nmst pay for an outside tutor. 

¯ ~Mthough it’s not preferred, if a coach wishes to prmJde fmuling to ASPSA for additional tutoring, pre-approval from the following 

entities are required: 

1. ASPSA 

2. Compliance 

3. Sport Admiuistrator 

4. Department of Athletics Business Office 

If there’s an umnet need tbr tutoring, ASPSA will consider requests fi’om coaches on an one-off basis, in which case an additional 

tutor would need to complete the filll/four-hour ASPSA tutor training. If the need for exceptions becomes frequent, Athletics would 

consider increasing the tutoring budget to expand tutoring to more student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 1:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: queslion 

is making some progress with coaches, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

A;sociate Al:hk?tic Director 

Universi[:y of Nor[:h Carolina 

f,’hone: (9!9) 952--7853 

Fax: {919) 9~i2-6£X)2 

mvanfielder@unc~edu 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 1:26 plVl 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: question 
Yes; he saw me at the test yesterday and said we can once d~ey sign or pay a deposit. Thanks! 

g%¥.,                ix awesome, Very w ~g, steady, helpful. 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
I.?t~Jvetsib,, o:[ :Nol ~[) Carolina S’,x,’[n’lt[lit~g & Di’,,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn~!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~:~_~_~:~ ~_)__h__e__e_ L_%~_~ m 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 1:21 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: question 

Hi Rich. Did Lance respond to your question? I wasn"t copied on a response so I wanted to verify. Tharfl<s, 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 9{?2--7853 

Fax: (919) 9(-;2- (’;002 

._m___~_B_~Ld__~£_®__u__~S:__e___d__U 
From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 8:42 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: question 

Lance: 

Are there restrictions on whether our parent group can contact the parents of incoming freshmen yet? 

I seem to recall this may have been an issue. 

If not, is it ok if we provide parent leaders of the team with contact info of incoming? 

And, can they then send them info about the team and events, t shirts, hotels, etc? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilr~fing Coach 
University of 1xYol-t]l Carolina Swilrmfing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C):! 
Ernail: desehn(~!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Friday, May 30, 2014 8:54 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 4ille@unc.edtr~; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Myer~ Leslie 

<lesmyers@email xmc.edu>; Bailey, Tilt~ny <tmbaJley@emoJl.unc.edu> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <~lames Dean@unc.edu> 

process 10.0 & accommodations 

Dear Tiff’any, Bubba, Vince, Michellc and Les, Per our conversation last week regarding Process 10.0 Resources for Student-Athletes with Disabilities, I have ~evised 

two portions of the document. Please see DRAFT below & let me lalow your thoughls. If you would like to get together to discuss this further, I would be happy to 

set something up. 

Many thanks, 

Debbi 

NOTE: One issue for student-athletes seeking accommodations is time nianagement. For example, even if extended time is given on an exam, many 

student-athletes do not avail themselves of this service. Some student-athletes use practice lime and/or temn-related time commitments as an excuse, 

but team-related activities never take precedence over a student’s efforts to be tested for a disability and/or to seek accommodations. If a student- 

athlete makes this excuse to an ARS staff member or other administrator, the administrator should contact the student’s ASPSA Academic Counselor 

immediately. 

NOTE: Sonie changes to the assessment process that could bring about quicker delivery of accommodations are: 

¯ The evaluamr can immediately submit a brief initial findings report, the student-athlete can submit it to ARS with their impact statement to 

receive provisional accommodations more quickly. ARS will make a final decision on accommodations after they receive the full report. 

, Student-atlfletes may miss practice to go to their appointments and meet with ARS. The student-aflllete’s practice schedule should never be a 

hindrance to moving the assignment of accommodations along more quickly. Some student-atlfletes use practice time and/or team-related time 

commitments as an excuse to miss these appointments, but temn-related activities never take precedence over a student’s efforts to be tested 

for a disability and/or to seek accommodations, ff a student-athlete makes this excuse to an ARS staff member or other administrator, the 

administrator should contact the student’s ASPSA Academic Counselor immediately. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cleao~, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc¯edu;> 

Sunday, June 1, 2014 10:08 AM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@nnc.edu> 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edtP; Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu-~; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleao~@unc.edtP; David Rotman 

<romla~d@mtmmlalchitecture.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~~ 

Re: Utxlate on Tennis Stremning 

This just includes 12 streaming cameras connected to the network¯ 

Sony - should have included you on the Friday email. 

Couple of thoughts: 

Should the security parts be included in the pricing tbr the donor? Or is that something that should be priced separately? 

I don’t think we have a final design in place as much &s pricing guidelines for the donor. It wouldn’t be a big deal to modit) along the way. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 1, 2014, at 9:04 AM, "Grimsley, Pdchie" <~;ar~ri~5~e?:’[~’242!92(.J.~j> wrote: 

DavkFKen~ 

Does this planning and equipment budget include having the few additional interior cameras for security to fie in with the same wslem? 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

2:~:~..~!~!~:~..~:~!~.:~:~.~:~.~.~.~. 

919-452-9472 

On Jun 1,2014, at 7:31 AM, "Bunting, Mike --n~bu~l~a~,2.~nc,eda wrote¯ 

Fvt. 

?vhke Bunt ing 

(ceil) 

From: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene 

Sent: Friday, May 30, 2014 5:41 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Livers, Tom 
Co: Bunting, Mike; ~otmanD,%~’rotmanarchitectL~re,com 
Subject: FW: Update on Tennis Streaming 

TomiVince - 

Please see the attached drawings and scope from Dave Rotman. Here’s a breakdown of where we are: 

Infrastructure - ~64,560 

Video items - $32,000 (no fudge factor included) 

Climate controlled rack -Tom, please provide (Dave can you confirm this isn’t in your number?) 

Fiber Terminations - ~;2,000 

If our max donation is SlOOk, we are there. If we need to value engineer the project to keep it at that number, we can try to find places to 

take it out. If we’re looking for a more true all-in cost I would also include a 10% contingency on the video side as well, which would add 

~;3200 to the above costs. If we feel this is enough information for Coach Paul to provide to the donor, let’s roll. 

One additional wrench, I am out of the country from Sunday morning until 6/14 and won’t have much ability to work on this. If the above 

is enough to proceed with conversations, please don’t wait for me. If we need to sharpen the pencil on this more, I’m happy to jump on 

it when I return. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

From: Dave Rotman [[[}~]!!~£;.~.#~!Z!#Z!~.,’.,’]~.{.£:.:.{g?A~?AEg!?.[~.~g~#[#.:g£~{g?] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 27, 2014 2:55 PM 

To: Bunting, Mike; Clean/, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Mike/Ken, 

See attached for further information on the Tennis Streaming project. I have included a preliminary cable routing site plan, a scope 

definition and a preliminary cost estimate. It looks like we are close, depending on if there are large costs for network infrastructure that 

neither Ken nor I can identify at this time. 

Let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. 

Regards, 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

(919) 835-9988 tel 



(919) 821-1474 fax 
cell 

<a100052714.pdf~ 

<Estimate052714,pdf> 

<Tennis Video Streaming Inl]castructure Scope.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 2, 2014 2:10 PM 

Field, Jaci <ifiel&~unc.edu-~; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

RE: Camp Fomls mid Info for 3rd l?arty Camps (Montross, Zeller, K. Smith) 

Jaci, 

Thanks very much for your great work with all of our camps, We all really appreciate everything you’re dohlg, 

With the Release and Affirmation of Compliance, let’s have the parent/guardian sign that form if the camper is under the age of I8, 

Thanks again, 

Paul 

From: Field, Jad 
Sent" Monday, June 02, 2014 2:03 PM 
To" Bitting, Angelyn S 
Co: llle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: Camp Forms and Info for 3rd Party Camps (Montross, Zeller, K. Smith) 

Angle, thanks for getting back to me so quickly. Here are the things I need. I am happy to follow-up with each camp or you can do this. Either way, I will just need 

some verification that these things are complete prior to the start of each camp. 

1) The new Camp Manual. 

2) They should each fill out and returned the Facility Use Form. A contract should be issued upon completion. 

3) They should each complete the Certification of Background Checks form and return it to me. If they do not have overnight campers, they can indicate that. 

Camps that do have residential campers will need to fill out the rest. 

4) Each residential camp will need to be registered with the Minors Program on campus. I can assist with that or I can send you the link. 

5) Residential camps will be required to have each of their staff, volunteer and paid, pass an approved background check prior to the start of camp. Letter of 

instruction is attached. 

6) I will need a hard or electronic copy of the fully executed Release Form and Affirmation of Compliance form from each participant prior to the start of 

camp. 

Please contact me directly and!or have the directors contact me if there are any questions. 

Thanks so much 

Jaci 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 2, 2014 4:04 PM 

I1]e, Vince <i]le@unc.edu> 

Update Inlb 

VJnce, 

Just spoke with HR on campus regardin~ and they felt the same as I did in that 

we should request all of it at once. It won’t receive final approval until July for an effective 

date in July, so we are only missing one month. They felt that is the best way to pursue 

this one since there is only one month left I the fiscal year. 

Let me know how to proceed and if Bubba is in support of this and I will get the ball rolling. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bailey, Tiffany <tmbailey@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 12:16 PM 

Debbi Clarke .~@gmail.com>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, 

Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James_Dean@unc.edu>; Shuford, Bettina C. <bcshufor@email.unc.edu>; Bloor, Simon John 

<bloor@email.unc.edu> 

Re: process 10.0 & accommodations 

Hello all, 

I do have feedback on the draft below and will get you my comments as soon as I am able to draft them. 

Please know that practice time and team-related time commitments are not generally used as excuses on behalf of the student athletes we have worked with in the past. They 

have shared a pressure to be at all training and practices and I do not believe they know (or are being told) it is an option to miss without being penalized. 

In these circumstances, our staff will refer the student back to the ASPSA Academic Counselor so the counselor can intervene on their behalf with coaches or other staff. We can 
contact the ASPSA Academic Counselor as well, but only with signed consent of the student, in most cases, we do have a release form on hand. 

I’d be happy to meet and discuss this further if people think it would be helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Tiffany 

From: Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, May 30, 2014 8:53 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>, "Myers, Leslie" 

<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>, Tiffany Bailey <tmbailey~email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Dean, Jr., James W." <James Dean@unc.edu> 

Subject: process 10.0 & accommodations 

Dear Tiffany, Bubba, Vince, Michelle and Les, Per our conversation last week regarding Process 10.0 Resources for Student-Athletes with Disabilities, I have revised two portions of 

the document. Please see DRAFT below & let me know your thoughts. If you would like to get together to discuss this further, I would be happy to set something up. 

Many thanks, 

Debbi 

NOTE: One issue for student-athletes seeking accommodations is time management. For example, even if extended time is given on an exam, many student-athletes do 

not avail themselves of this service. Some student-athletes use practice time and/or team=related time commitments as an excuse, but team-related activities never take 

precedence over a student’s efforts to be tested for a disability and/or to seek accommodations. If a student-athlete makes this excuse to an ARS staff member or other 

administrator, the administrator should contact the student’s ASPSA Academic Counselor immediately. 

NOTE: Some changes to the assessment process that could bring about quicker delivery of accommodations are: 

¯ The evaluator can immediately submit a brief initial findings report, the student-athlete can submit it to ARS with their impact statement to receive provisional 
accommodations more quickly. ARS will make a final decision on accommodations after they receive the full report. 

Student-athletes may miss practice to go to their appointments and meet with ARS. The student-athlete’s practice schedule should never be a hindrance to 
moving the assignment of accommodations along more quickly. Some student-athletes use practice time and/or team-related time commitments as an excuse to 

miss these appointments, but team-related activities never take precedence over a student’s efforts to be tested for a disability and/or to seek accommodations. 

If a student-athlete makes this excuse to an ARS staff member or other administrator, the administrator should contact the student’s ASPSA Academic Counselor 
immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 2:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Summer update 

Vince, 

¯ ~ q th--, When you get back would you #ease let me know if we have addit:ional committee ca~.;e~.; to r,-:wiew for t:he nleeting on Wedne:day Jun-:~ :1.1 : If po;sible, t woukt 

like to post those documents by end of the day on Monday. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
Barbara Polk 
Deputy Director 
Ofl~ce of Ur.,dergradttate Admissiop.s 
University of Nortt~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2014 2:09 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: Automatic reply: Summer update 

I plan to be away from my office June 3-6. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glenn Wong ~isenbe~g.umass.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 12:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:* 

Hello 

Hi Vince, 

It is great to see that you are working at UNC. Sean Ford has told me that you are doing well in Chapel Hill. 

I will be at UNC on June 8 and 9 for the Sports Management Institute. If you are in town and have some time, I would love to say hello and see how you are 

doing. Please let me know if you are in town and have any availability (June 8 th in the afternoon or evening is probably better for me). 

Best, Glenn 

Glenn M. Wong 

Professor and Attorney 

Mark H. McCormack Sport Management Department 

Isenberg School of Management 

University of Massachusetts 

121 Presidents Drive 

Amherst, MA. 01003 

E m a i l: ~.!:s..e...[?.~?..e...[g.~! J. m.a :,}...s.:..e..d .~. 

Phone: 

Fax: 

Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 

You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 

Network: <ht~uthor=1465663> 



From: Josh Whitman ~gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, June 4, 2014 12:46 PM 

To: Josh Whitman ~gmail.com> 

Subject: News 

Friends, 

Earlier today, it was announced that I have accepted the position of Director of Athletics at Washington Universi~ in St. Louis. As many of you may know, WUSTL is 

one of the fines~t universities in the world. Fewer of you probably know that they also field arguably the county’s most successfill Division III athletic program. I 

consider it to be the model institution in temls of demonstrating that academic prowess and athletic achievement do not need to be mutually exclusive. I mn ve~ 

humbled to have the opportuniW to join such a remarkable institution. 

For me, this move is the culmination of a long period of self-reflection and introspection. More important to me than the label a progran~ carries (e.g., D-I, D-II, D-III) 

is the quality of the opportunity and how well the institution and its athletic culture align with my values. At Washington University, they embrace the idea of operating an 

athletic program that tbels and looks and competes like tho~ in Division I, but with the humility’, balance, and perspective that are hallmarks of Division III. It is a mdy 

exceptional place, and I could not be more excited for the oppol~nity to be their next leader. 

I will remain at UW-L through the end of June. I hope to travel in July, and I will start at Wash U in ealty August. 

You can read the full sto~y here: http:/ibearsports.wus~tl.edu/general/2013- 14iWhitman-AD. 

I hope you are 811 well, and I look forward to talking with you soon. St. Louis is a little more accessible than La Crosse. It would be great to see you! 

Josh 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 4. 2014 8:32 PM 

Jolmson, Bill Carl ~disney.com> 

UNCAA-Work Temns <uncaa worktemns@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-F~xeStatt’<uncaa exestalI@groups.unc.edu-= 

RE: Work Team Session 

BC, 
Thank you so much for your kind note. I have copied the work teams and the executive team and completely agree with you, The work teams are dok~g fantastic 

work that wN do great things for Carolh~a. 

Rick 

From: Johnson, Bill Carl [mailto ~disney.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, June 04-, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Work Team Session 
Hi Rick, 
During the flight home yesterday I had a chance to reflect on the session with the work teams, l just want you to know how impressed I am with the diligence, commitment, and 
output of each of the teams. The direction a nd ideas got me excited for the future of U NC athletics. It is truly a pleasure to be your partner during this journey. If you wish, please 

send my thoughts along to the teams. Once again, they are doing some fantastic work. 

BC 

Bill Carl "BC" lob.risen 

Engagement Manager 

Disney Institute 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 10:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Work Temn Session 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <fick(tb~unc.edu> 

Date: June 4, 2014 8:32:10 PM EDT 

To: "Johnson, Bill Carl"                i~disney.com> 
Cc: UNCAA-Work Teams <uncaa workteams(a)~roups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-F~-;eStmt’<uncaa exestatt~tb.~roups.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Work Team Session 

Thank you so much for your khld note, I have copied the work teams and the executive team and completely agree with you. The work teams are 

doing fantastic work that will do great things for Carolina. 

From: Johnson, Bill Carl [m~ 
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2014 10:31 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Work Team Session 

@disney,corn] 

Hi Rick, 

During the flight home yesterday I had a chance to reflect on the session with the work teams. I just want you to know how impressed I am with the diligence, 

commitment, and output of each of the teams. The direction and ideas got me excited for the future of UNC athletics. It is truly a pleasure to be your partner during 

this journey. If you wish, please send my thoughts along to the teams. Once again, they are doing some fantastic work. 

BC 

Bill Carl ’qJC" Johnson 

Engagement Manager 

Disney h~stitute 

@Disnev.Com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Glenn Wong ~isenbe~g.umass.edu-- 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 12:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Hello 

HI Vince, 

Thanks for your email. I have too much travel, and I gave you the wrong dates, sorry. 

I will be at U2qC on Jnne 16 and 17, with Monday, June 16th in the afternoon and evening being better. 

Glenn 

Glenn M. Wong 
Professor and Attorney 
Mark H. McConnack Sport Management 
Department 
Isenberg School of Management 
University of Massachusetts 
121 Presidents Drive 
Amherst, MA 01003 

~isenberg.umass.edu 

Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 
You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
Network: <http://ssmcom/author 1465663> 

From: <111e>, Vin c e <i lle@nnc, edu<mai[to:il le~nnc, edu>> 
Date: Thursda’¢, June 5, 2014 12:31 PM 
77o:, (&)isenber~.umass edu>> 
Subject: Re: Hello 

Hi Glenn, 

Thanks for the message. It would be great to see you if we can coordinate schedules. 

I return to Chapel Hill Saturday night Sunday evening or Monday can work Jk~r me. I could meet you for dinner Sunday if you don’t already have plans. Just let me know if that fits your 
schedule. My mobile number is              and it is the best way to reach me by phone or text 

I look forward to visiting with you, 

Vince 

On Jun 4, 2014, at 9:38 AM, "(3 lenn Wong" <gwong@isenberg.umass. edu<m ailto:gwon g(a)isenberg.urnass.edu>> wrote: 

Hi Vmce, 

It is great to see that you are working at UNC Sean Ford has told me that you are doing well in Chapel Hill 

I will be at UNC on Jtme 8 and 9 for the Sports Management Institute. If you are in town and have some time, I would love to say hello and see how you are doing. Please let me know- if 
you are in town and have any availability (Jtme 8 th in the afternoon or evening is probably- better for me). 

Best, Glenn 

Glenn M. Wong 
Professor and Attorney 
Mark H. McCormack Sport Management Department 
Isenberg School of Management 
University of Massachusetts 
121 Presidents Drive 
Amherst, MA. 01003 

~isenberg.umass.edu<mailto :gwong(d?isenberg.umass. edu> 

Twitter: @WongSportsLaw 
You can access my papers on the Social Science Research 
Network: <httl):i/ssrn.colrdauthor 1465663> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mike Desimone @coachesaid.com> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 3:03 Plvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Leadership Event at tlae AAU Eastern Grand National Wrestling ToumaJnent 

East Grand Nationals Info Sheet.PDF 

Vince, 

Thank yon so much for your time today on the phone. We are very. excited to potentially have the North Carolina Athletic organization as part of this event. 

l have attached the flyer t?om the event and we would Dike to confirm your attendee for the leadership event on July 3rd. 

We will get some more intbmmtion and will have a repre~ntative on the gromad to thcilitate tire event and your representative if we are able to get that confirmed. 

Thank you again and I look tbm,ard to communicating with you ne:a week. 

Sincerely, 

Coaches Aid 

Leading the Way 

Michael DeSimone 

National Director of Operations 



AAU Eastern Grand ationals 
Greensboro Coliseum Special Events Center 

1921 West Lee Street; Greensboro, NC 27403 

July 3 - 5, 2014 

The AAU Grand Nationals Wrestling 

Tournament is the longest running 

Wrestling Tournament in the Nation. 

3 styles of Wrestling in one Tournament 

Greco Roman - Thursday: July 3, 2014 

Freestyle - Friday: July 4, 2014 

Folk Style - Saturday: July 5, 2014 

Registration fee include all three styles 

First Weigh-in on Wednesday July 2, 2014 

(You must weigh-in day before you wrestle) 

Awards: Top 6 places receive medals 

Special Award: Triple Crown Award 

You can only claim this award by taking first place 

in the Greco Roman, Freestyle, and Folkstyle events. 

REGISTRATION FEE: $50.00 

REGISTRATION CUTOFF: Midnight 7/1/2014 

REGISTRATION LIMIT: 1200 

REGISTRATION AT: www.trackwrestling.com 
-This event is licensed by the Amateur Athletic Union of the US Inc 

-All participants must have a current AAU membership 

-AAU membership may not be included as part of the entry fee to the event 

-AAU Youth athletic membership must be obtained before the competition begins 

except where event operator has a laptop available with an internet connection. 

Be prepared: Adult and Non Athlete Memberships are no longer instant and 

cannot be applied for at event. Please allow 10 days for membership to be 

processed. 

-Participants are encouraged to visit AAU ’web site www aausports.org to obtain 

their membership. 

ALL WRESTLERS AHD COACHES MUST HA VE CURRENT AAU 
CARDS. WRESTLER MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF AGE. 

Spectator Fee: ~;10 per day or ~;25 for 3 day pass 

Children 5 & under free 

Coach Pass: $40 (register on-line) 

Division 
Birth Year 

Tot 
200g/after 

35 

4O 

45 

5O 

55 

Hwt* 
(75 Max) 

Bantam 
2007/2006 

40 

45 

50 
55 
60 

65 

7O 

75 

80 

9O 
Hwt* 

(125 Max) 

Division is determined by year of birth. 
Midget 

2005/2004 

50 

55 

60 

65 

7O 

75 

80 

85 

90 

95 

103 

112 

120 

130 

Hwt* 
(175 Max) 

*’1995 Elite - Still in High School / must provide proof 

Novice 
2003/2002 

60 

65 
70 
75 
80 

85 
90 
95 
100 
105 
112 
120 
130 
140 

Hwt* 
(205 Max) 

Schoolboy 
2001/2000 

7O 

75 

80 

85 
90 

95 
100 
105 
110 

115 

120 

125 

130 

140 

150 

160 

180 

Hwt* 
(260 Max) 

Cadet 

1999/1998 

84 

91 

98 

106 

113 

120 

126 

132 

138 

145 

152 

160 

170 

182 

195 

220 

285 

Elite 
1997/1996/1995"* 

98 

106 

113 

120 

126 

132 

138 

145 

152 

160 

170 

182 

195 

220 

285 

For more tournament information please contact David N. Smith at 

f~=~gmail.com or 

Senior 
1995/1985 

125 

133 

141 

149 

157 

165 

174 

185 

197 

Hwt 

Masters 

1984/before 

125 

133 

141 

149 

157 

165 

174 

185 

197 

215 

Hwt 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 3:09 PM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Bes% Kevin S. <kbesl@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 

<abitting@anc.edu>; Brenner, John F <JohnBrunne~unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edw~; Clea~; Kenneth Eugene 

<kclea~@unc.edtv~; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athg~Jlo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~>; Johnsolk Shelley H < shelljo@unc.edu>; 

Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket ~cricket@unc.edu>; Miller Beth <bethmillev~!unc.edu>; Perldns, Michael 
<mperkins@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; 

Steinbaehel; Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle ~qnbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@email.unc.edt~> 

Summer Daily Compliance Item 6,’5/14 - Institutional Performance Program 

(~ood A[[err~o.:_3F) - 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item regarding the NCAA Institutional Pert:ormance Program (IPP). 

The IPP is scheduled to begin in Fall 20:14 i:or all Division ] members~ The goal of the IPP is to provide institutions wiLf~ useful data to assist in analyzing the athleLics 

department and its commitment to the student-athlete experience as well as assisting institutions in the support of the student-athlete. The NCAA will provide 

data in the areas of academics, fiscal, inclusion and student-athlete experience, The IPP is designed to identify areas of strength and areas in which an institution 

should consider improving when rnaking decisions regarding the direction of i~:s a~:hletics depar~:menL 

A; we begin to learn mor~:_~ about IPP and the reporting requirements on-campus, we will continue to share ~:hern with you, 

Let tm know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you, 

Marielle 

IV]arielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate A~:hletic Director 

UniversiW of NorU~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-60,32 
rnvangelder@unc,edu 

From; Jennifer M. Condaras [mailto:jcondaras@bigeastcom] 
Sent-" Thursday, .]une 05, 2014 I0:31 AM 
To-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Summer Daily Compliance Item 6/5/:[4- Institutional Performance Program 

Ocean State University (OSU) will be participating in the new 
Institutional Performance Program (IPP) this fall. 
Which of the following is true? 
A. The data that OSU is required to submit this fall has already been 
submitted through other means (e.g., academic data through APP) 
B. OSU will have to submit all new information this fall. 
C. OSU will have to re-submit information already received by the 
NCAA through other means 
D. None of the above 
The answer is A. The first phase of information has already been 
collected by the NCAA through other means such as APP data 
collection, financial dashboards and gender equity surveys. 
For more information on IPP, go to http://www.ncaa.orq/institutional- 
performance-progra m-division-i 

Want to follow the Ocean State Orcas on Twitter? You can find 
them at @OrcasOSU 
Receive the Daily Compliance Item via Twitter each day by 
following @JumpForward and @DCI_Daily 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 

BIG EAST Cont~rence 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: UnolticiaJ visits 

FYI. 

Fortunately I was able to have the conversation and re-review of the campus map with the ACC staff. They agree that PART of Franklin street can be considered on- 

campus. I"ll revi~-_~w with Football, 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fa’.<: (919) 9{’~2--6():32 

rnw~ngelder@unc edu 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 9:18 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C¢: Tudryn, Jason; Holliday, Corey L, Pommerening, Rory 
Subject: RE: Unofficial visits 
Good Morning Marielle, 

Just following up on eating lunch with unofficial visits on Franklin Street. t-.oath Fedora was at a function with 8ubba last night and Bubba told him that we are fine 

to eat with prospects on Franklin Street since that is in the footprint of the University grounds. We have a couple of prospects coming in this weekend and so we 

are ~:rying to g~-:d: a final o:_~nfirmation 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Date: June 3, 2014 at 5:21:00 PM EDT 

To: "Tudryn, Jason" <jasontud@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Unofficial visits 

Not quite yet, Sit tight on that until f can get final confirrnation from the ACC Staff, The ACF and I talked through our campus map after discussing the 

issue with you guys and I believe we’re close, 

What is the earliest you would have an unofl:icial visit that you’d like to take over there? 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associa~:e Athle~:ic Dir~:_~ctor 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Tudryn, Jason 
Sent-" Tuesday, June 03, 2014- 5:20 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
$,,bjeet-" Unofficial visits 
Hey Madelle, 

Just to follow up, we’re having some kids in over the next couple of weeks, just wanted clarity. It’s OK for me to take them to Top of the Hill? 

Obviously on their dime. 

Thanks! 

Jason Tudryn 

Director of High School Relations 

University of North Carolina Football 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

jasontud@unc.edu 

Office:919-962-2169 

Twitter:@tudrynjason 

Facebook: Jason Tudryn 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 10:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Unofficial visik~ 

Will do. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

P’hone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6LX32 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: Re: Unofficial visits 

Please review with Bubba too. Thanks. 

On Jun 6, 2014, at 6:27 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. 

Fortunately I was able to have the conversation and re-review of the campus map with the ACC staff. They agree that PART of Franklin street can be 

considered on-campus, t’11 review with Fo.:_~l:ball. 

Mariefle A. vanGNder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962- (-?I_~)2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 9:18 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Tudryn, Jason; Holliday, Corey L, Pommerening, Rory 
Subject: RE: Unofficial visits 

Good Morning Marielle, 

Just following up on eating lunch with unofficial visits on Franklin Street~ Coach Fedora was at a function with Bubba last night and 8ubba told him 

that we are fine [:o eat with prospects on Franklin Street: since that is in the footprint of the University grounds. We have a couple o[ prospects 

coming in this weekend and so we are trying to get a final confirmation. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Date: June 3, 2014 at 5:21:00 PM EDT 

To: "Tudryn, Jason" <jasontud@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Unofficial visits 

Not quite yet. Sit tight on that until I can get final confirmation from the ACC Staff:. The ACC and I talked through our campus rnap after 

discussing the issue with you guys and I believe we’re close. 

What is the earliest you would have an unofficial visit that you’d like to take over there? 

Marielle A~ vanGelder 

Associate AthJeti(: Director 

University of North (:arolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Tudryn, Jason 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2014 5:20 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Unofficial visits 
Hey Marielle, 

Just to follow up, we’re having some kids in over the next couple of weeks, just wanted clarity. It’s OK for me to take them to Top of the 

Hill? Obviously on their dime. 

Thanks! 

Jason Tudryn 

Director of High School Relations 

University of North Carolina Football 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

jasontud@unc.edu 

Office:919-962-2169 



Twitter:@tudrynjason 

Facebook: Jason Tudryn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 4:24 PM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Insmance Questions 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Best, Kevin S." <kbes~unc.edu> 

Date: June 6, 2014 at 4:18:03 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangel&~email.unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., [,arty A." <athgalloSb, unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Insurance Questions 

FYI. Gives you an idea of the direction of his stoW. 

From: Rand Getlin.          ~gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, June 6, 2014 at 2:27 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Insurance Questions 

Awesome. Thanks veU much, Kevin. FYI, you’re the first and only university I’ve found that actually assisted an athlete with their premium. Certainly 
commendable. 

On Fri, Jun 6, 2014 at 10:21 AM, BesL Kevin S. <kbest(gbunc.edu > wrote: 

Rand, 
The information you requested is below in red. Hope this helps. 

Kevin 

1) How many players from your football and/or basketball teams have obtained "Loss of Value (LOV)" and/or "Permanent Total Disability 

(PTD)" insurance in the past five years? 

- a total of 21 student-athletes in the last five years obtained PrD insurance 

2) How many of them were given financial assistance through the "Student Assistance Fund {SAF)" to pay for the premiums on that 

insurance during that time frame? 

- one 

3) How much money out of the SAF was used to pay for LOV premiums? For PTD premiums? 

- approximately $6500 

4) Can you please provide the documentation you give your athletes to proactively inform them that funds from the SAF can be used to pay 

for PTD and LOV premiums. 

- We provide them with the ACC SAF guidelines. [ believe you have that or can obtain that from the ACC, 

From: Rand Getlin            ~gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, June 2, 2014 at i:i0 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Insurance Questions 

Hi Kevin, 

My name is Rand Getlin and I’m a reporter for Yahoo Sports. I’m writing with a few questions on athlete insurance. As I’m working on a bit of a deadline, I’d 
greatly appreciate it if you could get back to me as soon as reasonably possible. 

1) How many players from your football and/or basketball teams have obtained "Loss of Value (LOV)" and/or "Permanent Total Disability (PTD)" insurance in 
the past five years? 

2) How many of them were given financial assistance through the "Student Assistance Fund (SAF)" to pay for the premiums on that insurance during that 
time frame? 

3) How much money out of the SAF was used to pay for LOV premiums? For PTD premiums? 

4) Can you please provide the documentation you give your athletes to proactively inform them that funds from the SAF can be used to pay for PTD and LOV 
premiums. 

Thank you very much for the time and consideration here. I look forward to hearing from you. 

All the best, 

- Rand 



v~.randgetlin.com 

"i’~.\.iti~ (~,,Rand Gellin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 7, 2014 7:03 AM 

Valgelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@emal.uuc.edu> 

Cuunmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Insurance Questions 

Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Cm’olina 

On Jun 6, 2014, at 4:23 PM, "Vangelder, Maxielle A" <mva~geld~)emal.mac.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@uuc.edu> 

Date: June 6, 2014 at 4:18:03 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder. Maxielle A" <mvangeld,@email.unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo(~uuc.edu> 
Subject: F~7: Insurance Questions 

FYI. (Jives you m~ idea of the direction of his aory. 

From: Rand Getlin <         @gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, June 6, 2014 at 2:27 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Insurance Questions 

Awesome. Thalks vew much, Kevin. FYI, you’re the first and only m~iversity I’ve tbund that actually assisted an athlete with their premium. 

Certainly commendable. 

On Fri, Jun 6, 2014 at 10:21 AM, Best, Kevin S. <kbes@)unc.edu> wrote: 

Rand, 
The information you requested is below in red. Hope this helps. 

Kevin 

1) How many players from your football and/or basketball teams have obtained "Loss of Value (LOV)" and!or "Permanent Total 

Disability (PTD)" insurance in the past five years? 

- a total of 21 student-athletes in the last five years obtained PID insurance 

2) How many of them were given financial assistance through the "Student Assistance Fund (SAF)" to pay for the premiums on 

that insurance during that time frame? 

- one 

3) How much money out of the SAFwas used to pay for LOV premiums? For PTD premiums? 

- approximately $6500 

4) Can you please provide the documentation you give your athletes to proactively inform them that funds from the SAF can be 

used to pay for PTD and LOV premiums. 

- We provide them with the ACC SAF guidelines, [ believe you have that or can obtain that from the ACC, 

From: Rand Getlin <randgetlin@gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, June 2, 2014 at 1:10 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Insurance Questions 

Hi Kevin, 

My name is Rand Getlin and I’m a reporter for Yahoo Sports. I’m writing with a few questions on athlete insurance. As I’m working on a bit of a 
deadline, I’d greatly appreciate it if you could get back to me as soon as reasonably possible. 

1) How many players from your football and/or basketball teams have obtained "Loss of Value (LOV)" and/or "Permanent Total Disability (PTD)" 
insurance in the past five years? 

2) How many of them were given financial assistance through the "Student Assistance Fund (SAF)" to pay for the premiums on that insurance 
during that time frame? 

3) How much money out of the SAF was used to pay for LOV premiums? For PTD premiums? 



4) Can you please provide the documentation you give your athletes to proactively inform them that funds from the SAF can be used to pay for 
PTD and LOV premiums. 

Thank you very much for the time and consideration here. I look forward to hearing from you. 

All the best, 

- Rand 

www.randgetlin.com 

",,"..,~ii~:i: @Rand Getlin 

www.rand,qetlin.com 

"[’:,’~itleL @Rand Getlin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mwslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: NOT ENROLLING AT UNC 

FYI re: PSA’s not enrolling. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "TimmermaJl~ Tom" <timmennans(a)unc.edu> 

Date:            ;t 9:56:25 AM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@emml.unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos~b~email.unc.edu>, "Slrassner. Rachel" 

<r4strass(a) email, unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: NOT ENROLLING AT UNC 

FYI 

Sere from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Fox, Mike" <mli~x@unc.edu> 
Date            at 9:14:34 AM EDT 

To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy~b~email.unc.edu>, ~emaJl.unc.edu>, "Timmermm~ Tom" 

<timmem~a~s(a)unc.edw~, "Rucinski, Terri Jo" <tirucinski(~unc.edw~, "Wiley, Steven" <steven mlev(a)unc.edu>, "Gatz, Grego~"’ 

< ggg(~bunc .edu> 
Subject: NOT ENROLLING AT UNC 

For your information: 

To take offSS aid, SS housing, SS em~ollment, fall GIA, physicals/medical academics, etc. 

Will let you know if mole. 

We roll continue to ~ecmit for this fall. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 9, 2014 8:06 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille(~unc.edu> 

RE: 

Bubba, 

Vince and I have discussed this and decided, after conferring with OHR, that instead of submit~ng two separate requests, 

within a month of each other, we think it’s better to submit one for the entire amount. It will have to go through the entire approval 

pro(:es~.b and will g,-:d: the entire amount approved in one requ,-:~;t. It won’t be effectiw:~ until ~.;ometime 

in k~ly because o[ the rneetingiap~)roval schedules. 

We are going to do the same ]:or 

Joyce 

From: Cunmngham, Bubba 

Sent: Sunday, June 08, 2014 11:00 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Re: 

Will we make June 1st. 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Dalgleish>, Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@unc.edu> 

Bate: Friday, May 30, 2014 at 3:53 PM 

To: Tim Smith <tim@ramsclub.com> Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> "Ballen, Martina K" 

<mballen@unc.edu> 

Co: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RI 

Tirh, 

We will not be able to nlake this effective iVlay sl~ as we have not had sufficient time 

to prepare the documentation to ;ubmit to campus for a May fit r~-_~quested e[fl:_~ctiw:, date. 

It witl be requested t:or a June 1st date. Vince and I wilt be discussing the logistics of the 

requesL and the best scenario to pursue. Since the salary request t:orm is not complete, 

I will do that for you once we determine tile scenario we will pursue, and send obtain 

all tile signatures required. 

If you hav~-_~ questions, ~llease let rne or Mince know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Tim Smith [ma!!to[t!m~ramsc!ub.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 11:08 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Ille, Vince; Ballen, Martina K; Ballen, Martina K; Dalgleish, Joyce k 

Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: 

HI everyone. I know we’re all busy and I hope this note finds you doing well. I just wanted to check in and see where things stood with regards to and 

the help our donor would like to provide. The additional funds are in place here and Martina agreed to bill us annually to help. So financially, we should be all set. 

Do any of you need me to do anything else? 

Vince & Joyce -are we good to go for May? 

And lastly, I need to provide our donor with an update of the plan, so once it’s know, please let me and I’ll relay it to him 

Thank you all for the help on this. I think it’s great we’re able to help a guy that’s doing a great job for us and it’s even better that the cost has been removed! 

Best, 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Director of Capital Campaigns I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I               I F: 919.843.5777 

.tj._m.__ .@._r_.a_ ..m__.s__c_].Y..b_:.c_q_m_. I www.ramsclub.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday ¯ 10:37 AM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <s~armer@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Committee on Wednesday 

Dear Layna, 

I will post information at the end of the day, We only have 1 case and it is a "revisit" of a case the committee deferred earlier this year. 

Vince may be late joining us, Is it possible for Debbie to meet with us from ;1.0-$:].:$5 and then have that one case presented at I;[:I57 That would allow Vince to be 

with us for the cas~-’_~ discussion 

Thanks for letting me know what you think. 

Barbara 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 9, 2014 10:55 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Committee on Wednesday 

I’ll ask Debbie if we can flip it around (that should be ok), although I don’t think that we need 75 mins for her (we were thinking 45 for her part). Could we do 10- 

10:45 for Debbie? Or ifvince can’t be there until 11:15, we could start the meeting at 10:30 rather than 10 (although that assumes that 15 mins is enough for the revisit. 

You’ll know better than I on that). 

On Jun 9, 2014, at 10:37 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear [ayrla, 

I will 0ost iF~formation at the:, ~:md of the ct~,/We oNv have 1 case arid it is a "revisit" of i~ cas¢_~ the:" committ¢_~:" d~:,ferr~:,d ~:,arli~:,r this y~:,ar 

Vince m~y be late joining us. Is it possible for Debbie to meet with us from 10-1I:15 and then have that one c~se presented at 1I:157 That would allow 

Virtue to be with us for the case discussion. 

Thanks for letting me know what you think. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 11:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

1~: Committee on Wedne~ay 

Vince, 

What do you think about the timing options for the meeting? 

[’3 a r ba ra 
BaH;am Polk 
Deg?~lN ])~eckw 
0 ffice of Ut!derg~ad uate Admi~;~;kms 
Ugt]V(:F~;]Ly of North (h~o]h!~ at (:ha];~e] 1~[11 
Phone: 919-.96G-.39k~9 

From: Mosley, Layna 

Sent: Monday, June 09, 20:14:10:55 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Committee on Wednesday 

I’ll ask Debbie if we can flip it around (that should be ok), although I don’t think that we need 75 mins for her (we were thinking 45 for her peal). Could we do 10- 

10:45 for Debbie? Or ifvince can’t be thele until 11:15, we could start the meeting at 10:30 rather theal 10 (although that assumes that 15 mins is enough for the revisit. 

You’ll know better than I on that). 

On Jnn 9, 2014, at 10:37 AM, "Polk. Barbara Jo" <bpolk(&admissious.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Layna, 

t will post information aL Lhe end of the day. We only haw-:~ 3. case and it is a "r~-_~visi[:" of a case the committee deferred earlier this year. 

Vince may be fate joining us. is it possible for Debbie to meet with us from 10--1I:15 and then have that one case presented at lI:lS? That would allow 

Vince to be with us [:or the case discussion, 

Thanks for letting me know what you think. 

Barbara 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 11:49 AM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu"~ 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Committee on Wednesday 

Layna, 

I think weql be OK with the origh~al schedule. Vince is going to take a pass on the meeth~g so he can attend his 

Sorry for the confusion. 

garbera 

From: Mosley, Layna 

Sent: Monday, June 09, 20:14 10:55 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Committee on Wednesday 

I’ll ask Debbie if we can flip it around (that should be ok), although I don’t think that we need 75 mins for her (we were thinldng 45 for her part). Could we do 10- 

10:45 for Debbie? Or ifvince can’t be there until 11:15, we could start the meeting at 10:30 rather than 10 (although that assumes that 15 mins is enough for the revisit. 

You’ll know better than I on that). 

On Jun 9, 2014, at 10:37 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk((-~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear [ayna, 

[ will post inforn~ation at the end o[: the day. We only have Lt case and it is a "revisit" of a case the committee de[:erred earlier this year. 

Vince may be [ate joining us. is it possible for Debbie to meet with us from :10-1I:15 and then have that one case presented at 1I:157 That would allow 

Vince to be with us for the case discussion. 

Thanks for letting me know what you think~ 
garba ra 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 11:51 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaamer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Committee on Wednesday 

Ok, that sounds good. Debbie is plmaning to hang om in 

discussing the case. 

"rom 10am anyway (this was always her plan), so we can text her/invite her in once we are done with 

On Jun 9, 2014, at 11:48 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

[.syria, 

I l:hink weHI be OK with the original schedule, Vince is going to tak¢_~ a pass on tfu-:~ meeting so he can attet~d his 
Sorry for the confusion, 
Barbara 

From: Mosley, Layna 
Sent: Monday, June 09, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Committee on Wednesday 
I’ll ask Debbie if we can flip it asound (that should be ok), although I don’t think that we need 75 rains for her (we were thinking 45 lbr her part). Could 

we do 10-10:45 tbr Debbie? Or ifvince can’t be there until 11:15, we could start the meeting at 10:30 rather thm~ 10 (aJthough that assumes that 15 rains 

is enough tbr the revisit. You’ll know better than I on that). 

On Jun 9, 2014, at 10:37 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <:_[)l?~)!_]_~_[~)_[a__d___r_~_l_j_s{~_i_Q!!s:__u_!?__c_.:__e__d___t_~- wrote: 

Dear Layna, 

I will post information at the end of the day. We only have $ case and it is a "revisit" of a case the committee deferred earlier this year. 

Vince may be late joining us. Is it possible for Debbie to meet with us from I0-:1.1::1.5 and then have that one case presented at :[ l::[B? 

That would allow Vinc¢_~ to b¢_~ with us for [:he case discussi.:_~n. 

rhanks for k_d:ting m¢_~ kr~ow what you thin]c 

Barbara 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu7 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 11:39 AM 

Gallo, Jr., l,arry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Cunnmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Wrestling 

Larry, I wanted to let you know I met with              ast week as part of our campaign to meet "regularly". We actually met on the day everything broke out 

..made for interesting discussion. Not sure exactly what’tn supposed to be doing at these meetings but we have definitely built a 

relationship and I find her to be very knowledgeable and understanding. 

If you or anyone in admin, has any specific suggestions about what I should be trying to accomplish other than just building a bridge with her I would be 

a ppreciative. 

Thanks, 

C.D. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A-~mvaslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,. 8:32 AM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edtv~ 

F~T: 

Another one not enrolling in 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Direct.:_~r 

Universil:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

?hone: (9:19) 962--78S3 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From= Fox, Mike 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

To: Rucinski, Terri Jo; Maloy, Susan B; Puryear, Tyler; Arendas, Dave; Strassner, Rachel; Miller, Beth; Timmermans, Tom; Gatz, Gregory 

Subject: 

Please remove him from all lists! 
Along with 
Yes, that would be 
Mike 



From: Fox, Mike <mfo\@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, 8:3 8 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~~ 

Subject: ba~ball 

Vince, 
To keep you updated. So far lost The admissions office is aware: 

We are now a~er another transfer (will need a slot if it works out- visit, commit, turn down draft!) and 
we also have a young man who was 

R. Barbara and Steve know his name and details 
We are going to watch him pitch this weekend. He is a great student but waitlisted here and will attend 
If accepted. 
So currently we have for fall- and was admitted at Level 2 status 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 10:07 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary 

<gsobba@tarheelsports.com>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: phone question 

Folks, 

I would like the business office to conduct an audit of all department phones and tablets. 

This should include all trade and paid items. I would like to verify the names and numbers associated with each one. 

If we need to engage interns or externs to assist us that would be fine. 

Martina--please take the lead on this, but involve the compliance office as well. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From, Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Wednesday, June 11, 2014 2:00 PM 

To-" Sutton, Anne 
Co" Stabile, Regina; 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: phone question 

Good Afternoon Anne--- 

It is my understanding that the majority of Athletics Dept. employees are issued a phone through the institution. We have appro×imately 250 wireless numbers 

associated with our department. However, as you note, there are several who opt to utilize a personal phone. 

Andre’ Williams is no longer employed by the Depart:merit o[ AtMe~:ics and therefore his mm~ber no longer appears in our Verizon account, t canno~: verify 

wheth~-_~r or not it is a Universi~:y issued number. 

According to our Verizon accoun[ the other cell phones numbers below are all University issued with the exception o[: Paul Pogge. 

Please le[ me know if you need any additional in[:ormation. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A, vanGekJer 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

m V~ ;t ~el d e r ,~ U P.C. e d U 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent; Wednesday, June 11, 2014 1:38 PM 
To-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Co" Stabile, Regina 
Subject: phone question 

Hi Marielle, 

Regina has asked me to reach out to you regarding a topic previously discussed with Amy Herman regarding the Athletics Department cell phones -to confirm that 

most of the Athletics Department employees are issued a cell phone for work purposes (rather than using a personal cell phone purchased by the employee). 

The reason we ask is because cell phone numbers for phones issued by, or for which the employee receives reimbursement from a University department, are 

disclosed in public records, while an employee’s personal cell phone number (paid for by the employee without reimbursement from the University) would only 

become subject to disclosure if the employee makes the cell phone number publicly available (e.g., on the University website, such as the directory, or otherwise 

discloses it to the public in University records, such as listing it in standard contact information in official correspondence via email or letters). 

If the Department of Athletics is still issuing cell phones, we need help determining if the following numbers are for issued phones: 

Steve Rubin 

Tom Timmermans 

Joe Sagula 

Paul Pogge ( 

Martina Ballen 

Steve Kirschner I 

Andre’ Williams 

Thank you very much with your assistance! 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

we believe this phone is personal, but just need to confirm) 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Public Records Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 





B,B, Abbott 
Owner/Professional Agent 

5136 W. San Jose St. 
Tampa, Florida 33520 
Phone 813,902.9511 Fax 813.902.0900 
8ell 
Ema]l bbabbott@ietsperlsmanagement.com 

Lawrence Cunningham 
North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275!5-2126 

June 9,2014 

Dear Lawrence, 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §t32-t., I am requesting 
an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records including any and all 
documents that detail all sources of income for the head coach and assistant 
coaches for your baseball program, including but not limited to employment 
contract(s), documents/payments from any booster program(s), 
documents/payments from television or radio partners, paymentsldocuments 
from any apparel or equipment companies, membership documents for any clubs 
or private groups, documentslpayments from any university run or outside 
baseball summer camps, any documents that summarize annual payments 
(1099 or W2s), and any and all other outside/third party compensation of any 
kind whatsoever that would be considered taxable income to said coaches. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please send an 
invoice to me for the fees, and what the fees are for. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as 
possible." if you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this 
request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or 
the ability to inspect the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal 
procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

B.B. Abbott 

,~orporate Headquarters: 

5136 W. San Jose Street 
Tampa, Florida 33629 



B,B, Abbott 
Owner/Professional Agent 

5136 W. San Jose St. 
Tampa, Florida 33520 
Phone 813,902.9511 Fax 813.902.0900 
8ell 
Ema]l bbabbott@ietsperlsmanagement.com 

Lawrence Cunningham 
North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275!5-2126 

June 9,2014 

Dear Lawrence, 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §t32-t., I am requesting 
an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of public records including any and all 
documents that detail all sources of income for the head coach and assistant 
coaches for your baseball program, including but not limited to employment 
contract(s), documents/payments from any booster program(s), 
documents/payments from television or radio partners, paymentsldocuments 
from any apparel or equipment companies, membership documents for any clubs 
or private groups, documentslpayments from any university run or outside 
baseball summer camps, any documents that summarize annual payments 
(1099 or W2s), and any and all other outside/third party compensation of any 
kind whatsoever that would be considered taxable income to said coaches. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please send an 
invoice to me for the fees, and what the fees are for. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as 
possible." if you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this 
request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or 
the ability to inspect the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel 
justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal 
procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

B.B. Abbott 

,~orporate Headquarters: 

5136 W. San Jose Street 
Tampa, Florida 33629 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 6:32 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-~ 

Cunninghmn, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu-~; Pickeral, Robbi <a~bbi.pickeral@unc.edu>; Curra~, Joel ~jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edtc, 

Re: interesting Inside Carolina post 

Who is this person mid is there a way to get this more rudely read if it’s legitimate? 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Jun 12, 2014, at 4:20 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekilschiler({bunc.edu> wrote: 

wrote: 

So what if other players took AFAM independent studies? We know they did.         said in an interview some time back that he chose to major in AFAM 
over Communications because AFAM offered more independent study options and that worked well with his schedule._ pretty much the same thing 
said about online classes. 

I graduated in 2005 and took 3 AFAM independent studies at UNC. I’m not an athlete, I was just looking for some easy classes and knew that you could go see 
Debbie and she’d get you in one. None of me or my friends had any suspicion that the independent studies had anything to do with athletes. If anything, we just 
assumed Nyangoro somehow benefited from having more students involved in AFAM and the independent studies were a way to attract students. He was the 
one who you would turn the papers into. I never saw though, and actually for some reason always assumed he was of Asian decent. 

You got out of it what you put into it. If the assignment was to read Malcolm X’s autobiography and then watch the movie and write a 10-page paper comparing 
them.., well you could actually read the book and actually watch the movie and put some time and thought into it, or you could just wing it. Same with the 

Nelson Mandela assignment, or the one to write about the contributions of African Americans to a particular professional field (you get to pick). As I recall, my 
Nelson Mandela paper was credited as a lecture course on "Politics in Sub-Saharan Africa". 

I would say that the independent studies took about as much time as a typical on-line class.., you could just cram it all into 2 nights of writing a paper if you 
really wanted to. No different than not going to SOC 10 all semester, studying for 2 nights and taking the final. 

As long as everyone did their work, I don’t see an issue here. The independent studies were approved University classes and anyone was free to take them. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner(~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, June 13, 2014 10:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: McCants 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Hunter Morin ~      ~b,~emroi.com> 

Date: June 13, 2014 at 6:26:50 PM EDT 

To: Cunninghmn Bubba <bubbac~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: McCanls 

Hunter 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: Mickey <              ?b, vahoo.com> 

Date: June 12, 2014 at 1:30:41 PM EDT 

To: Hunter Morin < @gemmi.com> 
Subject: McCants 

Hunter 

Someone needs to send this to ESPN and the N&O. Don’t let this idiot continue to bash UNC, the program and Roy 

IC Interview wit Rashad MCCants 5 years after lea~g UNC 

Q: What axe your feelings today about Roy Williams? 

A: Roy Williams, to me, is a person who really helped me change [mv] perception when he got 

there; he gave me a fresh start. He actually gave me a lot of confidence my sophomore year; I 

averaged 20 ppg that season .... Coach just told me to be aggressive, and he had confidence in 

my ability to take over games, and to help my teammates. He put my scoring ability out as a 

strength, and a pow-erful strength, for me. rll always honor Coach Williams for that, and the fact 
that he told me to my face, ’I’m here this year, and we’re going to make the tourn~unent. We’re 

probably not going to go all the way, but next year, we’re going to win it all.’ And that’s what we 

did. 

Q: Are you close to Williams; do you s~till speak to him regularly? 

A: Of course. Eve~ time rm in towel we sit down, talking 45 minutes to an hour, just catching 

up. My phone number is constantly changing, so he’s always chasing my number down. 

Q: Does it bother you that there’s a perception out there that you had a dill]cult relationship with 

him at Carolina? 

A: That’s totally been taken the wrong way. Any- player that’s supposed to be a leader and is not 

doing his job, there’s going to be a co~Nict, and that was my conflict. I didn’t know ifI was 

supposed to be a leader. And coach told me that ’you’ve got to lead by example ? you’ve got to 
do this, you’ve got to do that.’ And I wasn’t doing that. But once we had that conversation, it was 

pretty, much eaay from there. 

6/12 8:10 AM I IP: Logged 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 8:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; ~gmaJl.com> 

My Carolina F~xpefience: - University ofNortJh Caxolina Tar tteels Ot°licia] Athletic Site 

This is more indicative of the Carolina Way and Carolina Experience than what Jolm Shelton Reed describes 

http://w~-.goheels.col~’ViewArticledbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID 209521096 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Important 

From-" Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, 4:27 PM 
To: 
Co: Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Young, Marissa Veronica; Suzanne Tadlock 
Subject: Re: Important 

I appreciate you letting me know this however i do expect a phone call. 

’I’h~cs 

Coach P 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:20 PM, (~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Coach P, 

Much regards, 



FI, oIR: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.cdu> 

Sunday,             12:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <i1|e@unc.edu> 

FW: Important 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent-" Monday, 8:59 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu) 
Subject: t=W: Important 
i’Om 

F¥1 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 7:20 PM 

To: Papa, Donna J 

Subject; Important 

Hello Coach P, 

Much regards, 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: UNC’s Best Team 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, 11:03 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: UNC’s Best Team 

That was ve~ well written. I wish you the best going lbrward. 

Coach P 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:49 AM, 

Hello Team, 

~i_lj y__e__:_l_Ln__c_’_:_e_d__~! > wrote: 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 12:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: UNC’s Best Team 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Papa, Domaa J 
Sent: Monday, 7:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: UNC’s Best Team 

Great 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 7:08 PM, ~[ive.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Yes I’ll send it in the mail tomorrow 
> 

> 

> 

> From Papa, D ..... J idjp@unc edu] 

> Sent: Mimday, 5:47 PM 
> To: 
> SubJect: RE: UNC’s Best Team 
> 

> 

> If you have received the Toughness book, can you please send it back to me at : 
> Coach Papa 
> Carolina Sol~ball 
> Anderson Stadium 
> 912 Raleigh Rd 
> Chapel Hi1% NC 27515 
> 

> I am also sending you something that you have to sign for the scholarship office, relinquishing your scholarship. I will send that under a different email. 
> Have a nice evening 
> Coach P 
> 

> From: 
> Sent: Monday,              10:50 AM 

z > Cc: Papa, Donna J; "~ oung, Marissa Veronica; Baldwin, Richard Anthony 
> Subject: UNC’s Best Team 
> 

> 

> Hello Team, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 
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UN C Athletics 

{o review UNC records 

Summary: 
A state judge will review UNC-Chapel Hill records showing athlete enrollments by sport in fraudulent 

classes to determine if that is information the public should have. 

The News & Observer filed suit for the records in January after UNC denied numerous requests for the 

information. State Superior Court Judge Bryan Collins of Wake County on Friday denied UNC’s request to 

dismiss the suit, and agreed with a request by The N&O to review the records in private to determine if 

any athletes could be identified in them, as UNC officials maintain. 

It’s unclear how soon the judge could decide whether the records should be made public. 

The N&O is not seeking the names or other identifying information about the athletes in the classes 

other than what sport they participated in. 

Article Link: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/O2/3829592/judge-to-review-unc- 

enrollment.html?sp=/99/102/110/112/973/ 

Summary: 
Some readers, understandably, are fatigued by this story. Why, two years later, are we still writing about 

this? Because three basic questions remain: 

1. How did the no-show classes get started? 

2. Who knew about the no-show classes? 
3. What did they do when they knew about the classes? 

For much of the last two years, UNC showed little interest in answering these questions. The most 

extensive investigation into the wrongdoing was led by former Gov. Jim Martin. He and auditors did well 

in documenting the academic fraud back to 1997. But they barely attempted to answer the questions of 

how the classes got started and who knew. 

Now UNC is attempting to answer these questions. It has hired Kenneth Wainstein, a former federal 

prosecutor, to get to the bottom of the academic fraud. 

UNC also has created a website to report on its findings and reforms. That’s another step in the right 
direction, although carolinacommitment.unc.edu could use fewer vague euphemisms and more straight 
talk. 
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Article Links: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/O5/O2/3829142/drescher-why-were-still- 

covering.html?sp=/99/102/llO/l17/215/ 

Tar Heel BIoR Response: http://www.tarheelblog.com/2014/5/3/5676966/john-drescher-wants-you-to- 

know-the-n-o-is-still-on-the-case 

Bradley Bethe~ vs ~ohn Drescher (Twitter) 

Summary: 
UNC Learning Specialist Bradley Bethel and the Raleigh News & Observer’s Executive Editor John 

Drescher crossed rhetorical swords yesterday on Twitter, with Bethel reacting to the N&O editorial piece 

"Why We’re Sti|[ Covering the Scandal at UNC" and Drescher responding to some of Bethel’s 

challenges. 

Article Link: 
http://mindingthec~ach.b~~gsp~t.c~m/2~~4/~5/brad~ey-bethe~-vs-j~hn-drescher-twitter.htm~?m=~ 
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Pack Pr de Forum 

On TNT this weekend: 
Barkley: How many games? 

Smith: OKC in i game. 

Barkley: You must have been taking those fraudulent classes with the UNC students. 

Smith: I wish I was taking those classes when I was there. 

8radJeV Bethel @ BethelLearning=5h 
@=dpslawl Wainstein now has Crowder’s testimony, and I eagerly await his report. 
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Areu  d the NCAA 

Summary: 
It is time for Congress to step up to the plate, take control of the money and public policy issues in 

college sports, and set up an independent agency to regulate college sports with a commissioner at the 

helm to protect the "best interests of college sports." It would operate as any other independent 

agency, with the president appointing a commissioner who would be approved by the Senate. 

The current system at the major revenue programs does not work for anyone but the moneyed 

interests, and it certainly does not serve the public’s interest in supporting higher education, which is 

vital to our national security and world competitiveness. Higher education exists primarily because the 

public funds it at more than $350 billion a year, combining federal and state support. The public has a 

right to expect that it gets a return on its investment, and right now, the entire higher educational 

system is essentially unaudited from a learning perspective -- yet we know, when we look at the 

graduation gaps cited above, there are huge chunks of the system that simply aren’t producing, and that 

is unacceptable. 

Article Link: 
http : / /www.sp~rtsbusinessdai~y.c~m / J~urna~/~ssues/ 2~14 /~5 /~5 / ~pi ni~n/Richard~J~hns~n.aspx 

Summary: 
Big Ten & Big East announce presser for this morning, expected to make public details for new Gavitt 

Tipoff Games that will start in the 2015-16 MBB season & feature eight match-ups, games will be played 

the first week of the season, deal expected to run through 2020. 

Article Link: 

http~//sp~rts.~maha~c~m/2~14/~5/~4/rep~rts~big-east~and~big-ten-t~-ann~unce~basktba~~-series~ 
monday/#.U2eREvldX_F 

Summary: 
Deadspin’s Schwarz reviews ESPN piece late last week that dug into the finances of some ’Big 5’ 

departments, argues that student-athlete scholarship costs that are reported by institutions aren’t real 

figures, points to overall aim of limiting profits without losing leverage on campus. 

Article Link: 
http://regressing.deadspin.c~m/h~w-ath~etic-departments-and-the-media-fudge-the-c~st-157~827~27 
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Summary: 
Chronicle of Higher Education piece calls for more representation for male African-American student- 

athletes within NCAA decision-making processes as they make up for over 50% of participation in FB & 

MBB, yet only average 2.8% of all degree-seeking students on campuses around the nation, academic 

preparedness questioned. 

Article Link: 
http://chronicle.com/article/Emancipate-the-Black-College/146273/ 

Summary: 
NFL Hall of Famer Brown sounds off on student-athlete situation around the nation, on 
the NCAA specifically, "Total exploitation. The kind of money they make, the kind of life they live, it’s 

embarrassing." Suggests scrapping the current system & starting fresh. 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/nf~/eye-~n~f~~tba~~/2455~~29/jim-br~wn-ca~~s-ncaa-reprehensib~e- 

exploitative-em barrassing 

HCAA releases pe~a].t:i.es A:}r Seaw()~[°.A[h]e[ks’ wo~e:~fs baske(ba~ pr<}ZraK~ 

Summary: 
The NCAA released its findings Friday from a year-and-a-half investigation of the University of Alaska 

Anchorage’s self-reported violations associated with the women’s basketball program. 

The NCAA Committee on Infractions has issued the following penalties as a result of actions taken by 

former women’s basketball head coach, Tim Moser, and former volunteer coach, Elisha Harris, in 2011- 
2012. 

¯ Public reprimand and censure. 

¯ Two years of probation from May 2, 2014 through May 1, 2016 (originally suggested by UAA). 

¯ A $5,000 fine. 
¯ A vacation of results for the women’s basketball program from the 2011-12 regular season and 

conference tournaments in which a student-athlete participated while ineligible. The public report 

contains further details. 
¯ A reduction of 0.74 scholarships from the allowable maximum of 10.0 scholarships during the 2015-16 

academic year. 

¯ An external audit of UAA’s athletics program will be conducted (self-imposed.) 
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Article Links: 
http://www.then~rthern~ight.~rg/2~~ 4/~5/~2/ncaa-re~eases-pena~ties~f~r-seaw~~f~ath~etics-w~mens- 

basketball-program/ 

http://www.ncaa.~rg/ab~ut/res~urces/media-center/press~re~eases/f~rmer~a~aska~anch~rage~c~ach~ 

provides-benefits-acts 

http://www.c~~~rad~an.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/csu/basketba~~/2~~ 4/~~/~2/csu~assistant~sancti~ned~ 

ncaa-violations-uaa/8633695/ 

Summary: 
The current fundraising efforts on behalf of San Jose State University football player Jared Leafare in 

compliance with National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and regulations for student- 

athletes impacted by unforeseen extraordinary circumstances. 

A linebacker preparing for his junior season with the Spartans, the 20 year old Leaf was diagnosed with 

second-degree burns following his escape from his off-campus apartment that caught on fire 

Wednesday evening, April 23. 

Article Link: 
http://www.sjsuspartans.com/sports/m-footbl/spec-rel/O5Oll4aae.html 

~s~i~:~ wr~st~r go~s ~:o th~ ~:~at ~k~r his :~:e~g:~{~s ~e~i~:~i~ 

Summary: 
The pre-med student believes shaving the beard would compromise his faith. He is Muslim. 

Even though NCAA rules clearly state that all competing wrestlers must be cleanshaven, the 17-year-old 

junior said he never considered getting rid of his facial hair. 

"My religion says you’re supposed to keep a beard," said McBryde of Buffalo. 

His refusal to shave, though, cost him nearly a full season of competition. 

Article Link: 
http://www.buffalonews.com/sports/university-at-buffalo/m uslim-wrestler-goes-to-the-mat-for-his- 

religious-beliefs-20140504 
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Lega~ Issues and R~sk Management 

Summary: 
Lawyers for plaintiff & former Nebraska FB student-athlete Keller agree with NCAA motion to delay 

proceedings of O’Bannon trial, claim they are best equipped to continue battling on grounds of name & 

likeness litigation that they don’t want impacted by a favorable ruling in the O’Bannon situation, while 

linked with O’Bannon the Keller angle is technically a separate proceeding. 

Article Links: 
http : / /www.usat~day.c~m /st~ry / sp~rts/ c~~~ege/ 2~14 /~5 /~ 3 / ed-~bann~n-tria~-ncaa-de~ay /865 7 2 71/ 

h tt p ://coil egeb as ketballtalk, n b cs p o rts. co m/2014/05/03/plaintiffs-i n-sa m-kell e r-I a ws u it-s u p p o rt-n ca a s- 

request-to-delay-ed-obannon-lawsuit/ 

Ast~x)s~ [":[.rk~.s 5:~°hxgs [:~n iq~.e perspe<~:i ve~ backgr~:}~ nd to i ni ~:~:~ analysis 

Summary: 
Houston Astros trying to stay ahead of the curve in Major League Baseball by hiring Firkus to oversee 

data & trends behind player injuries & advise on treatment & rehabilitation methods, Firkus’ 

background is in crunching investment banking & health care numbers, believes efficiencies can be 

identified. 

Article Link: 

http://www.h~ust~nchr~nic~e.c~m/sp~rts/astr~s/artic~e/Astr~s~Firkus-brings-unique~perspective~ 

5452793.php 

Summary: 
The U.S. House Education and the Workforce Committee will meet next week to discuss "union efforts 
to organize student athletes." 

The hearing, called "Big Labor on College Campuses: Examining the Consequences of Unionizing Student 

Athletes," will take place on May 8. The National Labor Relations Board ruled in March to allow 

Northwestern student athletes to vote on the possibility of unionization. 

Article Link: 

http://tracking.si.com/2014/O5/O2/congress-hearing-northwestern-union-ruling/ 
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Reve~ue Generation and FadlWes 

Summary: 
Report out of Oklahoma has Sooners ready to invest $350m to $400 on upgrades to Gaylord Family- 

Oklahoma Memorial Stadium, plans would bowl-in south end zone, upgrade current suites & add new 

ones, new field-length press box & more, work could commence as soon as the 2014 season is complete 

& has full approval. 

Article Link: 
http://www.news9.c~m/st~ry/25426132/exc~usive-~u-set-t~-ann~unce-f~~tba~~-stadium-expansi~n 

Fa~ily sectio-~x d~’ives K~State ir~xp~’ove~ents 

Summary: 
Kansas State AD Currie reviews main rationale for latest expansion project at Bill Snyder Family Stadium, 

points to importance of increasing family section that includes 1,800 general admission seats that are 

close to the field & sold as a four-seat package, "It’s become one of the real hallmarks of of K- 

State football...the grassroots experience we have kind of become known for." 

Article Link: 
http://www.sp~rtsbusinessdai~y.c~m/J~urna~/~ssues/2~14/~5/~5/Faci~ities/Kansas-State.aspx 

I8 Athletics To B-~.~ild New Volleyball A~xd % ~°estling A~°ena 

Summary: 
Indiana AD Glass announces plan to build new VB & Wrestling arena that should help both programs be 

more competitive within the Big Ten, monies will come from capital campaign that was launched with 

S40m gift for renovations to Assembly Hall. 

Article Link: 
http://indiana publicmedia.org/news/iu-athletics-build-volleyball-wrestling-arena-66570/ 

Setoxx Hail At~letics Breaks Donation Aecord 

Summary: 
Seton Hall’s Pirate Blue fundraising arm sets school record for Donor Matching Day, received 

contributions from all 50 states in 24-hour period that tipped a $50k anonymous gift, brought in $193k 

from nearly 450 individual contributors. 
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Article Link: 
http://thea~ternativepress.c~m/artic~es/set~n-ha~l-ath~etics-breaks-d~nati~n-record 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 11:51 PM 

Debbi Clarke                 ~gmail.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.~mc.edtr>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Call on Friday, 

I’m in no rush to explore a 5th year option as outlined by Pmfl. 
Th e 6th year one time transfer is a rare instance but a discussion of transfer admissions regardless of year is an issue we should discuss. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2014, at 1:36 PM, "Debbi Clarke" g~gmail.com> wrote: 

This issue/topic is centrdl to the 5th year internship idea that Paul Ffiga brought up in the FAt meeting today. Do you want to discuss in the May 23 
Working Group meeting? 
Do you gws have a sense of where this might go, is a 2nd bachelors degree something that may happen in the UNC system? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <..b....u.~.b....b....a...c..@..e....m....a..!.[....u.~.n....c..:..e....d...u..> 
Subject: Re: Call on Friday 
Date: April 4, 2014 10:58:20 PM EDT 
To: Debbi Clarke,                ~g_!~_a_!!_:_c__o_._m._> 

No rash but these items are impollalt at some point in the process. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 7:57 PM, "Debbi Clarke" kbgmail.com> wrote: 

Bubba, Thank you. I can put the one-time trmlstbr exception policy/6th yr provosal on the agenda and we can discuss at 

Tuesday’s Working Group mtg. Or we can discuss on May 1 at our next mtg. Whatever you prefer. 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

mobile 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 5:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~emad.utm.edu> wrote: 

Thank you tbr the summaries. 
I an cowing Debbi Clarke on this email so "that we may add this to the agenda for academic working group. 
These decisions or recommendations from the conference level need to be considered canlpus wide beyond the 
athletic department. 

Bubba 

Seut from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:27 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afteruoon 

The only follow-up I would add is relative to the transfer issue. 

There is clearly frustration with the current NCA~\ process as it relates to the inconsistency with 

waivers of the one-time tralsfer exception. This proposal seems like an attempt to address those 

frustrations. However, I’m not sure that adding a sixth year of eligibility is the appropriate solution. 

As Lissa noted below, on our campus, we do not have anywhere to put a student-athlete 
academically in their sigh year unless there are graduate school caliber students. We already struggle 

with sludent-athletes in their fifth year because we do not permit student-athletes to pursue a second 

baccalaureate degree. In addition, this seems like a depaflure from the goal of graduating student- 

athletes in 4 or 4.5 years. It seems that this could lead to manipulation of a stadent-athletes academic 



progression to delay graduation especially with those student-athletes who may be able to use a 

sea~n of eligibility in their 6th academic year of enrollment, but are not strong enough students for a 

graduate program. 

While Men’s Basketball is supportive of the concept, how often do we student-athletes who 

compete at our level stay long enough to utilize a fourth or fifth (not to mention sixth) season of 

competition? I believe they support the legislation because they perceive the waiver process to be 

unfair. 

IfI heac any additional insight from the Athletics Compliance community I will certainly share it with 

the group. Please let me kmow if you have any additional questions. 

Thank you. 

Marielle A. vanGel&r 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mwmgelder(tb anc.edu 

From: Hiller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 12:16 PH 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Subject= RE: Call on Friday 

Lissa and Bubba, 

The ACC conference call today was relatively short and painless. Eveuone stayed with their 
previous votes except for the following: 

2013-31-A and 2013-31-B Notre Dame from abstain to oppose and Pitt from abstain to 

support 

A vote was taken on the recommendation fiom the Leadership Council Transfer Subcommittee. The 
vote was 4-7-4. I abstained, but if you would like to change the vote, just contact Brad or Matt at 
the ACC prior to April 16....the Leadership Council meets April 16-17. 

The Football Recruiting Subcommittee’s proposal to provide up 1,~ two additional complimenta~ 
admissions to a prospective s~tudent-athlete was supported unanimously. 

Maxielle was also on the call and mw want to give further insight. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 8:00 AN 
To: Hiller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject= Call on Friday 

Hi Bubba and Beth I will not be on the call on Friday. I am in Charlotte for programs sponsored 

by the Center for Banldng and Finance at which I need to be present. 

Here’s an update on our legislative positions, although I understand that you might hear something on 

the call that moves you to change our thinking and our vote. 

2013-17 Support 



2013-19 Opposc unless it is modified to permit fihn study and meetings during this time period. We 

already take too much of a student-athlete’s time and this isj ust being inefficient and will result in 
more time away from other activities. 

2013-20 We support although many other institutions oppose. Based on our review of other 
schools’ drug policies this summer, this seems a little strange since most of them did not have as 
severe a first-strike penalty. 

2013-31-A and 2013-31B We oppose both of them. There is a significant budget impact here 

that no one has tried to quanti~. A would be less expensive than B, but we should not fall into the 

trap of having it sound like we support A just because it is less problematic than B. Is there 
evidence/data about a big problem in this area? Is there a better way to address any problem that 

has been identified than these proposals? 

Rowing Proposal re ACC Championship Support. Additional expense out of our rowing budget 

this year, but the Cont}rence will build this into its budget fbr next year. 

Leadership Council Transfer Subcommittee 

I believe Ma~elle told me that football, men’s and women’s basketbeJl like this, primarily because 
they think the current transfer rules are being unevenly applied to permit some students to play right 
away. After discussing this with Marielle, I think there are significant concerns with moving forwarvl 
with this: 

<!-- [if !supportI,ists]-->.     <!-- [endil] -->What might the GSR and APR implications be (fbr the 

~hool from which the student is transt~rring) 

<!--[if !supportI,ists]-->. <!--[endil]-->We don’t allow second undergraduate degrees at 
th UNC, so is a 6 year of undergraduate study even an option here. 

<!-- [if !supportLists]-->.     <’.--[endifl-->Is there a different way to solve the current problem 
which I take to be inconsistent results in allowing some but not others to play immediately? Can the 
waiver process be fixed? 

<!-- [if !supportLists]-->.     <’.-- [endif] -->Or, could this somehow be tied to academics to allow 
the student to plW immediately with a way of not penaJizing the school the student left? 

In the graduate student case, some grad programs are only one year so having the student in a two- 

year grad program and playing "the second year, may not make sense. 

Sorry I won’t be able to join you on the call. Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law- 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://x~avw.law.tmc.edu!centers/bm~dng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssn~.com/atuhor$8720 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 12:36 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

John Infante on NCAA restructuring 

NCAA restructuring 

preferable 

hits point where split is 

in rite summer of 20i 0, college athletics; looked to be 

on the brink of enormous change. The fllenq~ac-10 

wa:~ poised lo add six Big 12 schools ((-o[r>rade, 

Okiallonla, Okiahonla State, Texa:< Texa:~ A&M, and 

Texas Tech) to form a Pac--] 6, the first so- 

called "super-conference/’ But the Big 12 was saved 

by a combination of giving more to everyone (’FV 

networks not reducing payout to tile smaller 
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confecence, equal cevenue .~harJng) and even inure to a few (granting in.~ titution.-{ third-tier rigllt.~, the creatioll of tile ].onghorn bTetwerk). The general con.~ensu.~ 

wa.~; that college ~thletic.-~ w~s saved. 

But the collapse cd’ the Pac--16 plan usher ~(] [n a prolonged period of [nsiab[]iiy, ]c>nger and more volal[]e than the uncertainly which nocrna]iy ~.dst.; [n college 

athletics. Unable to gel Texas, Texas A&M, Texas Te 111, Oklah )ms, and Oklahoma.~:l~ +~:, the Par--11 ~eHied on IJtah to gel lo 12. Thai trivgered_ a ~eries ef 

moves, mosl of w]-t[ch were out of desperation or fear if any motivation was clear. 

MOREIHFANTE: O’Bannon-NCAA I Milch McGarv Early signing period 

Had the original Pac-i 6 conle to fruition, that omelette wo~d have req~iced .~;ome broken egg.-~. The Big 12 weLfid be gone while Iowa State. Kall.~;a.% Kansas 

State, and Bayloc may have .-~tc~zgg]ecl to find a horc.,e. But the Big 12 wa.~ alway.~ a nlarriage of convenience and had tho.~ e school.~; been foceecl to accept a home 

[1I ;a "mid-rfi;ajof conference," tho.~;e conference.-; wmfid likely be .~ tcongec than they ace tod;ay. 

m~,r ., .,.: ~arae drama is now playing out with DJvi~i)n I as a whole. I,a~t summer a split o[ [)ivision T +, . . v ..... 4- " ¯ }n~u a n{ ~, utgan,~.at}on, new ".7C7\A division, oc additional 

stih(]JvJsJ(]n lo(]]¢.e(] [nevRahle. Bog ovec the [asl year, the )JCAA has rt~oved a~ fasl as the ;’qCAA (_’at] move to ce~iructure Division i [rt c>rder lo keep the power 

conferences in the big tenL Once again, it appears crisis nas been averted and this time the i’~Cdk& itself might even get a bit of credit. 

But the restructuring process is breaking down as it iurches toward a conclusion in August. 2{othing makes that more apparent than Nicole Auerbach’s interview 

with Bi~ Ten commissioner Jim Delanv for USA Today. The article is a revealing look at what Delany wants to get eL]t of the ce.~ trnctnrb’.,g proees.~ and where the 

power cenfecence.~ mid ]’qC3AA may go next once it is complete. 

in Delany’s vision of college athletics, ihe "big toni" o[ r)iViS]on i exi~t~ for one purpose and one purpose only: to operate the r)iViS]on i Men’~ Baskeibal] 

Champhtn~hip, ;"qoi only would r)iViSion i not haw> the same nJies, hol Delany does n)i wen want the ]q(IAA or other .omecence~ revolved in lhe haste 

administration ef those rules: 

"The last thing is, in implementing these rules, if we get the autonomy, if we get them passed, we want to have the authority to interpret them and to waive 

them and to enforce. We don’t want to turn it over to _NCJD’~. staff. We all have profebsionai people in our offices who are more than prepared, more sufficiently 

experienced to intecpret the.~e rules, and to waive then] if neces.-;acy. We don’t want to tnrn that over" to someone eh-;e. Thro~z~qh intecpretation, yet] can gut the 

intent of a cule. Somerinles, common ..;en.-;e req~dce.-; that rite ruie not be app]ied. We want to be able to control that." 

Auerhac[l follows up wii[l anoih(?r queslh)]? where D(?ial?y mak(?s it clear he is iaiking ahoul at process w[l(?re con[erence cOrtLr]liance ~[af[ handle lhe 

[nterpretaJon of roles, make decision~ on wa[w)cs, and [)roe ~Sa Vic>]at[ons. 

it would be the height of naivet4 to not see ’tile end game here. The l’qC?~’\ performs three major functions for its members: it operates tournaments, regulateb 

members, and absorbs public criticism. L~y moving to an autonomy system where five conferences riot only draft but administer their own r~Z,’es, Delany is 

s~&qgest[ng tile NCAA cease ilerfurrc.,ing the latter two of those tasks, at least fur a sub.-~et of rules. Conferences; also ah’eady know how to t’~.~’., toucnaments (oc 

could simply poach the ~’~CAA’..; best peoille), .~o the only reason to keeil the NCAA around and Divi.-;ion I intact is the value of March Madne..;s. 



That is not enough to keep Division I together for even the medilun term. The Division i men’s basketball tournament might be an $800 million/year property. Bur 

the five power conferences only see about $200 million of that, some of it with significant strings attached. A lighter, leaner organization might be able to produce 

the same di~,tribufions for power conference mernberb on a tournament generating as little as a third of the revenue of March Madness. 

You only have to t’ead between a couple of line.-; to .-;ee tbat Delany is; even fl~dicatJng whet~ a split will happen. Multiple times, Delany mentions a tin:,e frame of five 

to sevet~ years to get Division I restructut’ed, reforn:, it to the liking of tile i)ower cotffet’et~ce~, and let out~ide reform effot’t~ like the wave of iaw.-~uit.-~ play out. 

That is also, perhaps net coineidentally, the aver’age tinle beiween gow~rnanee refot’ms in T)ivisiou I owner the last 20 year’s or se. Wiib pleuty of pt’adiee at 

perfernliug the NCAA’~ core Junctions, public criticism dying down after a tumultueus period, ability to reshar~e Divlsiou i exhausted and p~teutialiy needing major 

changes to pay fer ibe result o[ lawsuits and uuiouizati~n ef[~rts, leaving the ){CAA barely seenls lii,:e a choice. 

To avoid repeating the mistakes of the Pac-16’s brief rise and collapse, the rest of Division i shottld ask whether it is better to put off a split, maybe not even to 

the end of this decade, or to rip the bandage off now and start adjusting to life without the power conferences. The big difference between the F’ac-i~ and the 

aHtonomy deb;~te is th;~t whb tbe Pae-i6, four" players held ;~l] the cards: The P;~c-]0, Big 112, Fox, and EF, P]<. This time evewone in Divisbt~ i has a chance to 

decide wbefi~er tbe ~hort term p;~[n mi.~ht mean a better outcome it~ the long run. 

Johu Infante, who writes for the Bylaw Blog, is a Sport]rig News contributor, Fc~llow In[ante on Twitter’: @John Infante and @bylawblop;. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 9:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Tickets for this Weekend! 

No. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 8, 2014, at 9:15 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Can our coaches give their tickets to high school coaches? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sabo, Tim" <_t~ .~_?2;~i_ej_n_.ta_il: .u__r_Lc_=_ecJ_U> 

Date: May 8, 2014 at 5:55:00 PM EDT 

To: "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul(~anc edu>, "KaJbas, Brian J" <bkalbas~unc.eda>, " "    " ~" 7 ,~ > ..... Lew, Jennifer S >lennv:levy@unc.edn 

Co: "GwaJtney, Clint" <cgwaltney~unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry. A? <ath?_allo(d~utlc.edu>, "Culler, Ellen B" <eculler~unc.edu>, "Brunner, 

John F" <John Bru~mer~unc~edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickT-~unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge,@,unc.edu>, "Vangelder, Maxielle A" <mvan?_eld(&,email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FV¢: Tickets for this ~Veekend! 

Please se~-_~ the enlail below [rom Larry regarding tickets h:~r postseason competition that w~-_~ host on campus, t’ve attached two versions 

o1: a pass-fist that your student-athletes can use to sign up this weekend, one with the 4 ticket option and one with the 6 ticket option~ 

Please distribute whichever you prefer based on the information below. Let me know if you have any questions and good kick with 

weekend. 

Tim S~bo I/kssis’:ant A[hie[k: Director li(:ke[ O}:_}er~tion~; ] (919) 962 229~’; (p) 

University of Nortl" Caroiina I p. O Box 3000 I Cl’apel Hiil, NC 27515 

<image002.jpg> 

<image003.jpg> 

<imageOO4.jpg> 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 11:33 AM 

To: ’Teryn Brill’; Shelton, Karen C; Cathro, Guy; Fulton, Grant; Capper, Rory Edward Adam; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros %         ~gma!i:com)           @gmai!.com);           ~rnsn.corn’ 

Cc: Gwaltney, Clint; Touloupas, Mary Alyson; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Qliaro, Scott M; 

Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Dressier, Carly; Sabo, Tim; Timmermans, Tom; Steinberg, Jason; Miller, Beth 

Subject: Tickets for this Weekend! 

Importance: High 

.~: 

’lhe following is the NCAA Post-Season Tournament Ticket Policy for competition hosted at and by ("e.g., home games") the Unive~ity of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The ticket allotment is per game ~- 

A. Coaches/Director of Operations/Other Staff Members Associated With the Team ,-, these people can use their tickets for anyone 

they wish EXCEPT for prospects and!or any present stt~dent-atlfletes from any team at Carolina, 

*Head Coach ~ up to 12 tickets 

*Assistant Coaches -~ up to 6 tickets each 

*Volunteer Coach ~- up to 2 tickets ONLY per NCAA Rules (and these tickets can only be in the sport VO£MNTEER coaches -~ FH!) 

*Director of Operations ~- up to 4 tickets 

* Other Team StaFf as determined by the sports administrator ~- up to 2 tickets each 

B. Student-Athletes (and undergraduate assistant coaches per NCAA Guidelines) 

*UP TO 4 TICKETS PER STUDENT-ATHLETE 

*AVAILABLE TO ALL STUDENT-ATHLETES ON THE CURRENT TEAM’S SQUAD LIST EVEN IF A STUDENT- 

ATHLETE "IS NOT DRESSING FOR THE CONTEST" 

*TICKETS ARE ONLY FOR USE BY AN IMMEDIATE FAMILY MEMBER 

*A STUDENT-ATHLETE MAY NOT USE/RECEIVE ANY UNUSED TICKET(S) FROM A FELLOW STUDENT-ATHLETE 

NO EXCIIANGES! 

(Note: Ir a sport program chooses to allow its student-athletes to l~ave access to the max~num of up to 6 eomplhnentaQ’ tickets 

(per NCAA rides), the sport hudge~: will he responsible rot payii~g for the 5tt~ and 6t~ ticket) 

Thank you for your attention mad cooperation -~ any questions, please contact me. 

All the best this weekend aud GO HEELS ! 

Larry 



<image001.png> 

Larr3, Ga~:~, Jro 
Execrative Asa~ciak: [)h~:ctor of Athletics 

U~fivers[~7¢ of North Caa~lma ~t Chapel t511 

<NCAA Student-Athlete Guest List (4).doc> 

<NCAA Student-Athlete Guest List (6).doc> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 10:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: John hffante on NCAA restructuring 

Yes. Remind me when he get the job hired. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On May 8, 2014, at 12:56 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)unc.edu-~ wrote: 

When we hire the new Associate AD position, will that person become responsible for determining the contenl, audience aJld timing of departmental 
commmfications including items such as the one below’? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirsclmer, Steve" <stevekirschner(~unc.edn> 
Date: May 8, 2014 at 12:35:39 PM EDT 

To: UNCAA-ExeStalt’<uncaa exestaff~2~groups.unc.edu;,, UNCAA-Senior Staff<uncaa seniorstaff~2~groups.unc.edn> 
Subject: 3olin lnfante on NCAA restructuring 

NCAA restructuring hits point 

split is preferable 
where 

in the surnmer of 2010, college athletics looked to be on the brink of enormous change. The then-i;ac-10 was poised to add six Big 12 

school.,; (Colorado, Oklahoma. Oklahoma State, Texas, Texas A&M, and Texas Tech) to form a Par-16, the fir.,;t so-called "snpec- 

conferenceY But the Big 12 was saved by a corc.,binatJon of giving more to everyone (TV network.-; not red~c[ng payout to the smaller 

conference, eqnal revenue sharing) and even more to a few (granting institution.~ fla[rd-tJer rights, the creation of the Longhorn )~etwurk). 

The geuc?ra[ consensu~ was 12hat college athlelhzs was saved. 

Bul the collapse of lhe Pac--] ~t plan usheced in a prolonged perio!l of instability, longec and more volatile lhan lhe uncerlainty whhzh 

norlnali? exists in coilege athletics. Unable to get Texas, Texas A&M, Texas Tech, Oklaho:,na, arid Oklahoma State, the Pac-li settled 

on Utah to get to 12. That triggered a series of moves, most of which were out of desperation or fear if any motivation was ciear. 

blORE INFANTE: O’Bannon@{CAA [ blitch McGarv [ Early siKninv period 

Had the original Par-16 come to fruition, that omelette wonld have reqnired .~ome broken eggs. The Big i 2 wo~d be gone while Iowa 

Stale, Kansas, Kansas Siale, and Baylor may haw~ struggled to [iud at home. E’;ut ibe Big ] 2 was always a marriage of couwmience and 

[lad those so[loots been forced to accept a home in a "rnJd--major conference," those conferences would likely be si2onger than they 

arc2 today. 

The same drama is now playing out with Division i as a whole. Last s~unlner a split of Division I into a new organization, new 2qC’b’\ 

division, or additional subdivi~,ion looked inevitable. Bm over the ia~,t year, the )~C?~a has moved as fast as the 2qC?~’~. can move to 

restructure Division i in ordur to keep the power conferences in the big tent. Once again, it appear.-; cri.-;L~ ha.-; been ;averted and this 

time the NCAA itself might even get a bit of credit. 

But the restructuring i)co(:es~ ]s breaking down as it ]urc[]e~ toward a (:on(:]usion in A~.~gust. bTothing makes that rnor~ appareril than 

Nicole Auecbach’s interview w-ith B ~ Ten comnl ss one ¯ J m De a ay for USA Today. The ar~, ~ [e ~s a, e ~ ~:~d,n~. look at what Delany ,,varil>.~ 

to get OPt O[ the reM;rtlcl;tlring process and where the power con[erc2ncc2s and ]’TC/\J’~ rnay go nex t once J t i~ con]plete. 

In ,Delany’s vision of college athletics, the "big tent" of Division 1 exists for orie purpose and one purpose only: to operate the Division I 

Men’s Basketball Championship. l’qot oni? would Division i not have the same l"~o]es, but Delany does not even want the )IC/h’\ or other 

conference<,; involved in the basic adraini,-{tvatJon of tho,-{e rn]es: 



"The last thing is, in hnplementing these rules, if we get the autonomy, if we get d]erc, passed, we want to have the autbority to 

interr~ret ihem ail(] te ~;aive ther[i arid to etlforee. ~[e don’t ~;an[ te [urn it over to N(}AA staff. V~?e all have professional people in our 

of[ices Whrl are more that] prepared, r[iore ~uff[c[etit]y exper[eneed to Jriterpret these rules, and to waive them it neces ~ary. V/e (]rlrt’l; 

\vant to tllrt] ihat over [rl so[yK~()ne else, Th[’ough interpretation, you can gul; the intent of a rule. S()rilet[Y[les, corilriler[ s(~[lse re(iL]Jre~ 

that the rule not be applied. We want to be able to conFol that." 

Auerbach follows up wifil aaofiler question where Delany slake.-; it clear he J~ talking about a process where conference eoalplhanee 

staff halldle tile interpretation of rules, slake deci.-;JOllS on waivers;, gild proces~ vJolatiolls. 

It would be the height o[ naive/6 to not see file end game here. The NCAA per[orms three nmjor [unetions [or iis rnerabers: it operates 
tournau)ents, regulates glernber~, arK] abso[’bs public critJcisgL By rneving to an au[onoray sys[e[yl where five corife[’erice% riot only draft 

bl1[ ad~linisier iheir owri [’ule%. Deiany i:~ :~t]Kgesting 1[]e ]UCAA cease performhlg 1tie latter two of 1glebe ia~k£ at least [rlr a subsel of 

tales. Conferences also already know how to run tou_rnaments (or could simply poach the }~C/LA’s best people), so the only reason to 

keel) [he }~C/dk arouud and Division i intact is the value of March Madness. 

That is not enough to keep Div£sJon i together for even the medhm) term. The Division I men’s basketball tournament might be all $800 
million/year property. But tbe five pov,,er conferences only ~see about $200 million of that some of Jt with ~sJf<n[f[eant strings attached. A 
lif<hteL leaner organization might be able to produce the same di~stdbutions for power conference n)erc, ber~s on a touraarneat generating 
a{ little a:{ a fi£rd of file revenue of [garch Madness. 

You ou]y haw~ 1o read heiween a couple of line{ to {ee that Delany is (wen iud[cat[ng when a split will happen. Mulliph~ times, Delany 

mentions a time frame of five to seven years to get Division i restrucbm~ed, reform it to the liking of the power conferences, and let 

outside reform efforts like the wave of lawsuits play out. That is also, perhaps not coincidentaily, the average time between governance 

reforms in Division i over the last 20 years or so. With plenty of practice at performing the NCJ~\’s core fmlctions, public criticism dying 

down after a turc, ultuous period, ability to re.shape Division I exhausted ~nd potentially needing major change~ to pay for the result of 

]awst£ts and unioaiz~rion efforts, leaving tbe NCAA hardy seem.s like ~ cbok’e. 

To avoM repeating file mi:{tal,:e:{ of file Pae--16’s brief rise and eollap:<h file resl of Divisiou I should ask whefiler it is better to ptlt rlf[ a 

~plit, maybe not even to the cud of [h[~ deeade, or to rip the bandage oft now and ~/art adjusting Ix) ]i[e wiihrlu/ 1[]e power coufereuces. 

The big difference between d~[e Pac--16 and d~[e autoriomy debate is ihat wiih the Pat--it6, four players held all the cards: The Pac--10. Big 

i2. Fox, and EZPN, This time everyone in Division I has a chance [o decide whether rile short term pain might mean a better outcome in 

the lol~g run. 

John Infante. who writes for tbe Bylaw Blo£, i~ a Sporting News contributor. Follow Infante on Twitter: @John Infante and 

@bylawblog. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

Universib’ of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 otfice 
sell 

stevekirschner~b~unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Temple, Abbey <abbeyjoy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 9, 2014 5:23 PM 

UNC Softball: UNC Eliminated From ACC Play In Season-Ending Loss To FSU 

UNC Athletic Communications 

FOR RELEASE: Sunday, May 9, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 724-541-0290) 

UNC Softball: UNC Eliminated From ACC Play- In Season-Ending Loss To FSU 
North Carolina finishes the season with a 24-25 mark #1 their first losing season since 1997. 

COLLEGE PARK, Md. - North Carolina’s 2014 season came to a close Friday as the Tar Heels were eliminated from the ACC Softball Tounmmem by top seed 

Florida State. The Seminoles roll advance Saturday’s ACC championship game after de{~ating UNC 9-1 in live innings in Friday’s ~mi{insJ gmne at the UniversiF of 
Malylmad. 

"It’s definitely disappointing losing today," head coachI).{?.n~!~L:[:..!.)~t?~ said. "I thought we came out in the first ilming and did some great things./)~t~i!].{LlyJa~:e.e!! got on, 

was an agressive base runner mid then scored for us, which was a great way to start the game. We had other opportunities in the game, but we weren’t able to 

execute. I’m proud of our seniors. We fought in this tournament and certainly wanted to win it, but we need to do a better job of executing in situations when we have 

opportunities to score. Hopefully we learn from this for the future and learn what it takes to be a championship team." 

After claiming a solid 8-4 victou over NC State in the quarteltinals Thursday, UNC looked to be just as sharp at the start of Friday’s game as Aquilla Mateeu started 
things offwith a bunt single to third. She advanced to ~cond on a ,sacrifice bunt by Amy Nece, then moved to third on a passed ball be{bre scoring as Kristen Brow~, 

reached first on a fielder’s choice. That run would ending up being Carolina’s only score of the game as FSU’s ACC Pitcher of the Year Lacy WaJdrop would 

surrender just two more hits to clo~ down the Tar tteels in "the next tbur innings. 

FSU evened it up in the bottom half of the first as Tifi:ani Brown drew a walk, advanced to second on a ground out by Maddie O’Brien and then scored on a double to 
left by Kelly Hensley. 

The Seminoles broke open the game in the second though as Celeste Gomez and Court, my Senas each belted two-run homers to put FSU on top with a 5-1 score. 

After a qniet third and fourth for both teams, FSU tacked on another four runs in the fiftJ1. Victoria East reached base on a fielder’s choice and then scored as Bailey 
Schinella doubled and advanced to third on the play. Gomez followed with an RBI single to center, which knocked Schinella in for the second run. After Bella D’Errico 
came in to run for Gomez, she advanced to second as Alex Kossoffreached on a throwing error. Ellie Cooper came in to pinch hit and singled through the right side, 
advancing to second on the throw as D’Errico scored. Tiflhni Brown’s RBI single to left drove in Kossoff fi)r the final rtm as the Noles wrapped up the 9-1 win with 
the eight-run rule to advmace to Saturday’s championship. 

[~o!i Spingola (18-15) was dealt the loss in her final appearaJlce for Carolina, pitching the firs~t 1.2 innings while giving up Ibur hits, five runs with one strikeout. Kendra 

!ikirJS~.~ worked 2.2 ilmings in the cimle, giving up three runs and four hits with two strikeouts, mid !.~a~.m.rL!2}.a2t.{e!~ entered ibr the final flame, surrendering the last run to 
FSU. 

North Carolina finishes the 2014 season with a 24-25 overall record, recording its first season below .500 since 1997. The Tax Heels were 14-11 in regulax-season 
ACC plW. 

A bbey Temple 

U2,1C Athletic Communicalions 

o: 919-962-1160 ] c: 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 11, 2014 8:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: One-Sided Probe Into the UNC Crisis 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "David P. McKnight" < @yahoo.corn> 

Reply-To: "David P. McKnight <~ @yahoo.com> 

Date: Sunday, May 11, 2014 at 7:59 AM 

To: Joff Coe.       ~nc.rr.com>, Bill Whitmore <            ~mail.com>, Bill Cleaver <        ~nc.rr.com>, David and Mary Spencer 

@nc.rr.com>, Doug Swaim < 9earthlink.net>, "Guillory, Ferrel" <ferrelg@email.unc.edu>, "Lauterer, Jock G" 

<jock@email.unc.edu>, "Abernathy, Penelope Muse" <pennyma@email.unc.edu>, AI Clark <aclark@reflector.com>, Jeff Gravley <jgravley@wral.com>, Paul 

Cameron <pcameron@wbtv.com>, George Michaels <              @yahoo.corn>, Ed King<              @gmail.com>, David King 

@gmail.com>, Bill Erwin, ~rocketmail.com>, Jack Le Sueur, @earthlink.net>, Bill Yaeger. @aol.com>, Pete 

McKnight < ~comcast.net>, Wib Gulley <wgulley@triangletransit.org>, Pare George. @mindspring.com>, David Austin 

~mindspring.com>, Bill Pope < @earthlink.net>, Michele Dubow < ~earthlink.net>, Karen Zaman 

.%mail.corn>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, gnichol <gnichol@email.unc.edu>, Marie Vanderbeck < ~aol.com> 

Subject: One-Sided Probe Into the UNC Crisis 

On Sunday, May 11,2014 7:44 AM, David P. McKnight < gi~,va hoo.com> wrote: 

A One-Sided Probe into the UNC Crisis 
With News Media Implications as Well 

McClatchy Wrong to Exclude Yahoo Users 
From Posting Comments in N.C. Newspapers 

McKnight’s Editorial Essays 
Sunday, May 11,2014 

DURHAM, N.C.--The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is being taken advantage of by its own board of trustees and 
two daily McClatchy newspapers in Raleigh and Charlotte which require Facebook membership for posting comments online. 

A souped-up federal-level investigation of academic and athletic issues at UNC-Chapel Hill seems to be the order of the day 
as determined by the UNC Board of Trustees, and two influential McClatchy newspapers--The News & Observer and The 
Charlotte Observer--are giving California the upper hand against North Carolina by preventing users of Yahoo and other tech 
service providers to participate in online journalism discussions about the investigation itself. 

McClatchy’s two N.C. newspapers shift all the tech advantages from the South to California by limiting online news and 
editorial discussions to subscribers of Facebook, which has a different set of rules for citizen online correspondence than 
most other information technology carriers. 

The result is that the impending investigation by a lead attorney with the most extraordinary federal prosecutorial credentials 
will be so overwhelming in legal clout that those who wish to examine the actual state political circumstances which helped get 
UNC into trouble in the first place will have little chance of bringing other points of view to the ultimate judgments rendered in 
this unhappy academic situation in Chapel Hill. 

Many North Carolina colleges and universities have been subjected to extraordinary out-of-state political pressure to push our 
state away from its traditional progressive yet conservative moorings, and this opportunistic national political pressure has 
complicated life for member UNC institutions in many areas of endeavor from academics and athletics to business and politics. 

Well-training and thoroughly experienced legal and investigative experts could have been invited to join the UNC examination 
proceedings, but unfortunately, it looks now as if it will a one-sided, California-weighted prosecutorial process serving to level 
the historic high academic reputation of the University of North Carolina and the UNC system for the benefit of competing out- 
of-state interest groups from California and the West to New York and the Northeast. 

Why the UNC Board of Trustees did not simply place the highest priority on the fair and independent-minded search for the 



truth in this difficult situation is not easy to comprehend. 

--DAVID P. McKNIGHT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 12, 2014 11:34 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Re: draft for Wednesday 

Cant we amend our release to give men’s tennis the credit these deserve? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 12, 2014 at 11:09 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: draft for Wednesday 

Bubba 
would you pleasetake alookatthisdraff releaseforWednesday? Thanks 

lusuallycompare how ourteams do againstthe nationalaverages, butthe NCAA has not provided thatyet...hopefullythey willlatertoday 

Thanks 

DRAFT 
Wednesday, May 14, 2014 
Need to add how UNC numbers compare to national averages_.the NCL*\ has not released that info yet 
The University of North Carolina had 18 sports with a four-year Academic Progress Rate of 980 or higher according to figures released today by 
the NCAA. The 18 sports include six programs who scored a perfect 1000 and another half dozen that scored 990 or higher. 
The NCAA tracks classroom performance of student-athletes through the APR. The score measures eligibility and retention each semester at 
every NCAA institution. The APRs released on Wednesday are four-year averages that reflect scores from the 2009-10, 2010-11, 2011-12 and 
2012-13 academic years. 
The six programs with multi-year 1000s are women’s fencing, women’s golf’, gymnastics, rowing, women’s temfis and volleyball. Men’s cross 
country, women’s cross country, women’s lacrosse, men’s swimming and diving, women’s swimming and diving and men’s tennis averaged at 
least 990 for the most recent four-year period. UNC’s overall average for all sports for the past four years was 979. 
Thirteen sports scored 1000 and 22 scored 975 or better for the 2012-13 academic year. Carolina’s overall average for that year was 981. The 
13 sports with a 1000 in 2012-13 include women’s basketball, men’s cross country, women’s cross country, women’s fencing, field hockey, 
women’s golf, gymnastics, rowing, softball, women’s swimming and diving, men’s tennis, women’s tennis and volleyball. 
"The academic environment at UNC is exceptional and I am proud to say that the young men and women who represent it athletically continue to 
succeed in the classroom," says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. "Any score short of a perfect 1000 either in a single year or over a 
four-year period gives us room for improvement. However, more than 60 percent of our programs have a four-year score of 980 or better, 
which is outstanding. 
"Some of our teams can do better and are working diligently at improving their scores," adds Cunningham. "Michelle Brown and Academic 
Support for Student-Athletes staff have worked this year with each head coach and sport to construct improvement plans specifically for each 
respective program. We know we must pay particular attention to those sports that across the nation have trended toward lower scores, 
especially the ones where there are professional opportunities that tend to impact APR scores. Sports that have professional opportunities and 
those that have fewer people on the roster are a challenge because their APRs can fluctuate easily based on the results of just a few people. But 
overall we are pleased with the majority of the scores and congratulate the students and coaches for their commitment to academic 
achievement." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 7:23 AM 

Bakaly, Charles <q @edelman.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Greetings 

Yes--good idea. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Bakaly>, Charles Bakaly @edelman.com> 

Reply-To: Charles Bakaly <! ~edelman.com> 

Date: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 at 7:11 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Greetings 

See you soon. Should I try to reach out to Vince while here? 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 05/13/2014 7:06 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Bakaly, Charles" <! @edelman.com> 

Subject: Re: Greetings 

Sorry to miss you. I am at ACC meetings until Thursday afternoon. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W~! [,’.i~.~ca b:’ anlt Ii~spiri:" -[h~(i~.~’l f~.i:tll~!i:ic!; 

From: <Bakaly>, Charles Bakalv < ~edelman.com> 

Reply-To: Charles Bakaly <_{ ~edelman.com> 

Date: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 at 12:48 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject; Greetings 

I understand I won’t see you Tuesday at a meeting with the Chancellor and team. When do you return? I leave Wednesday - hope to see you next trip if miss you this time. 

Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:03 AM 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu-~ 

Va]~gelder, Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School Intb 

Rachel, Thank you for the clarification. 

Here’s how I amended the book scholarship section (see paragraphs 2 and 3 in red) 

37.5 Drop foI~ns 

ASPSA Academic Counseloi~ nlust sign a student-athlete’s drop foim before they can drop a class so that tile student is aware of how tile change may impact their progression toward degree as well as UNC 

and NCAA eligibility The student-athlete leaves tile drop foJai1 with ASPSA, ASPSA bundles the foi~ns and delivers them to tile Registrar, who drop the courses fronl the slaldents’ schedules. ASPSA tracks 

drops in their database, as well. 

NOTES: 

Student-athletes return their own books to UNC Student Stores. 

Student-athletes must adhere to UNC Student Stores official refund policy (htt-ps://it~apps.unc.edu/UNCStoreFront/i~p/rextbool~’RefundsSummer..i~p). 

Student-athletes who do not return a book will be billed by the University Cashier no later than the last day of final exams during the semester when the bookwas purchased. The 

charge will be reversed if the student can prove that the book has been returned. UNC Student Stores will workwith the Compliance Office and ASPSA on reporting and reconciling to 

verify charges before they are made by the Cashier. 

ASPSA sends a list of student-athletes’ dropped classes to UNC Student Stores and Student Stores reconciles the list to determine which boo~ have been returned. 

ASPSA and Compliance have requested that each semester UNC Student Stores send them a list of student-athlete books purchased, including student PID, so that ASPSA and 

Compliance can cross reference and reconcile this list. UNC Student Stores has implemented this request. 

Regarding this last bullet (also in red), have you had a chance to discuss this with Marielle and/or Vince? Does the current ASA wording cover 
U NC’s ability to recoup money for tuition, room/board and books if they’ve misrepresented their intent to stay at Carolina? Who decides? 

Thanks again, 
Debbi 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor mid Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke(~unc.ed~ 

On May 5, 2014, at 5:40 PM, "Strassnen Rachel" <r4strass(~emaJl.unc.edu> 

wR3te: 

As coaches confirm summer schoo! requests for student-athletes receiving any portion of athletic aid, the information will be emai/ed to you. Please be 

reminded ira student-athlete who is receiving athletic aid drops or withdrawals from any class(es) during the Maymester, Summer Session I or !l, it is 

imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the student-athlete’s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential violations. 

Also, if a student-athletes is on a book scholarship and drops the course, he!she is responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student Stores. If the 

book is not returned, the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC Students Stores Refund policy, 

(htt s: itsao s.unc.edu UNCStoreFront s Textbook Re undsSumrner. s . Please continue to communicate this information to each student- 

athlete. It has also been included in their Summer Grant-In-Aid agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, [0:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 0:12 AM 
To: I Lane, Cricket; 
, ~@gmail.conl 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 
Importance: High 

Hello all, 

Congratulation to             for graduating yesterday! 

@tulane.edu); 

Please let us know your interest and availability for the proposed dates. 

Shelley 

Communications & Marketing 

)epartment Newsletter, Latest from Loudermilk, Website 

Twitter, Message Boards, Flyers 

- Facebook, YouTube, #1nTheirOwnWords 

- Email, Shirts, Graduation Gifts, Graduation Materials 

Tomorrow begins our Mini Retreat (somewhat scattered) "week" for the Leadership Academy! The topic for this meeting will be the Coaches Programming for next 

year. The theme is our department mission statement: we educate and inspire through athletics. Please (!) RSVP to the dates below as well as (2) provide your 

lunch order for Chipotle for tomorrow via Google Sheet. We will handle the rest of the lunch orders at tomorrow’s meeting. Again, we will meet in the Upper Club 

(1-3pm) in the nook on the right-hand side. 

Shelley 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, 12:2J. PM 
To: I ; Lane, Cricket (cricket(.Ounc.edu); I ~tuNane.edu); 

~unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

Sorry to have to reschedule again. Disney Work Team meetings fouled this up. Also, we would like to switch the time interval as well (1-3pm). We will start with 

lunch. Here are the latest dates: 

Tuesday, - Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Thursday, - Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Friday Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Tuesday, -The Leadership Lab!Shelley (Lunch: Med Dell) 

Thursday, J -CREED Mentors!Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Saturday, ,:39 AM 
To: Lane, Cricket (cricket@unc.edu); @tulane.edu); Skinner, 
Zoe Marie; Gelin, Da.d c ~_uu~_u_(~_~__u__u_~:__e__d___u3 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Mini-Retreat (Planning) 

Hello all, 

A few adjustments to the initially proposed schedule for the Mini-Retreat: 

Wednesday, - Coaches!Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Thursda~ - Carolina CREED!Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Friday, Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Tuesday, -The Leadership Lab/Shelley (Lunch: Med Dell) 

Wednesday. -CREED Mentors/Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

Again, please let us know your interest and availability. 

Shelley 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 4:29 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket (cricket@unc.edu); ~tulane.edu); Skinner, 
Zoe lane 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Mini-Treat (Planning) 

Hello all, 

We are looking to conduct a mini-retreat for the Leadership Academy the week of . We would meet for a few hours (lOam-lpm) in the morning to discuss a 

particular level of programming -in the Upper Club of Loudermilk. That way, you have a bit of time in the morning to get squared away and then join us for 

discussion and lunch. Below is a tentative outline of what we would be addressing, who would be the lead for that meeting, and most importantly, what will be for 

lunch. 

Monday, - Carolina CREED/Cricket (Lunch: Fosters) 

Tuesday, - Coaches/Shelley (Lunch: Chipotle) 

Wednesday, -Communications & Marketing/All (Lunch: Sandwich) 

Thursday, -CREED Mentors!Cricket (Lunch: Mellow Mushroom) 

Friday, ~ - L~AP Year! (Lunch: Med Dell) 

You have been invited because you have played a significant part in the Leadership Academy in the past year and/or we hope that you will do so next year. Either 

way, this is a fantastic opportunity to bring all the pieces together which make the Leadership Academy run and talk big picture. As we know, it takes a village to 

make the Leadership Academy go. You are the village. Does that make us the Village People?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Erica Jensen 

Tuesday, 

~ia.ua.edu; 
~sports.uga.edu: 

@umn.edu; 

~!tcu.edu; 

’Jody Sykes’ 

"@uoregon.edu> 

[ 1:43 AM 

@csufi-esno.edu; jl ~)mail.sdsu.edu; i ~sjsu.ed ~miami.edu; 

l@boisestate.edl ~nd.edu;, ~umich.edu; ~ath.msu.edu; 

1@huskers.corn; ~unr.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@unc eda-~; ~okstate.edu; 

@athletics.tamu.edl :@usu.edu ~)gators.ufl.edn 

~uoregon.edu> @uoregon.edff 

PTC blanket ] .doc 

Good morning, 

Please see attached Permission to Contact for 

Thank you, 

Erica Jensen 

Compliance Intern 

University of Oregon Athletics 

@uoregon.edu 

541-346-5439 

for the sport ol 



O 
,..oOM~ L}ANGE 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Division I Bylaw- 13.1.1.3, the University of Oregon grants your 
coaching staff permission to speak with           _         has expressed an interest in 
pursuing opportunities at other institutions in the sport of 

Jake can be contacted via phone at 

If you need additional information on Jake’s participation and eligibility, please feel free to 
contact me via phone at 541.346.5452 or via e-mail at     ~uoregon.edu. 

Sincerely, 

g:i~r A~e~A be "o ssociate thleticDirector 
Chief Compliance Officer 

Len Casanova Athletic Center ¯ 2727 Leo Harris Parkway ¯ Eugene, Oregon 97401-8833 ¯ 541-346-4481 Fax 541-346-5o31 

An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution committed to cultural diversity and the Americans with Disabilities Act 

UNIVERSITY OF OREGON DEPARTMENT OF INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May’ 13, 2014 5:05 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Detroit Event 

Detroit Bowl Invitation.PDF 

Any inteFest in this? 

From: Rick Chryst [mailt( ~trottlaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 13, 2014 4:40 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Detroit Event 

Paul, 

Greetings from the Great Lakes! Trusting all is well, and appreciate the chance to connect -- I didn’t want to trouble Lawrence down in Amelia Island, and know what a buW time it is for 
everybody. 

As maybe you know, one of the prqjects our :firm is involved with is the new bowl game at Ford Field ’];he Lions asked us today to do a little last-minute recruiting for an event they are 
hosting next week for both the Big Ten and ACC. I told them I’d be happy to stalk a couple of good friends...hence the e-malt 

Not sure if anyone on either the football-side, or in vottr office, can free up for next Tuesday/Wednesday? I know it will be a first-class deal, and the Lions pick up all expenses once people 
get to Detroit. Especially with hought it was worth a shot. Think right now there are about 4-5 schools from both Big Ten and ACC COlrm~itted, so just trying to 
move that a little bit more. 

REGARDLESS, let’s make sure WE get caught up again soon...and thanks for any good thinking on this one! 

Rick 

Rick Cl~yst 
Senior Vice President/Of Counsel 
Dietz Trott Sports & Entertainment 
24651 Detroit Road 
Westlake, OH 44145 
rcl’u’y st,~ tr ottlaw, corn 



The Detroit Lions invite you and a guest to meet the team 

DATE: 

EVENTS: 

HOTEL: 

RSVP: 

MAY 20tu and MAY 21st 

MAY 20th - TASTE OF THE LIONS AT FORD FIELD 

5:30 PM- 9:30 PM 

Join Calvin Johnson, Matthew Sta~ord, Reggie Bush and the 2014 Detroit Lions team, coaches and 

alumni at the 2nd annual Taste of the Lions. This unique strolling food and wine event will benefit 

Eastern Market and their community outreach programming, 

Sip wine and sample delicious food from metro Detroit’s finest restaurants, Meet and Greet, rub 

shoulders and get autographs with your favorite Lions players, coaches & alumni, bid on one-of-a- 

kind auction items, enjoy five music, and take home a commemorative gift. 

Visit the link below for more details and photos of the event. 

http:!/www.detroittions.comitickets/tasteoffhelions.html 

MAY 2Ist" DETROIT LIONS OTA’s AT ALLEN PARK TRAINING FACILITY 

9:00 AM - BREAKFAST AT TRAINING FACILITY 
10:15 AM -12:00 PM WATCH CLOSED DETROIT LIONS PRACTICE 

MAY 21’t- OPTIONAL GOLF ROUND ATTPC DEARBORN 

1:00 PM TEE TIME 
http://t pcmichiga nRc.co rn/ 

Detroit Marriott Renaissance Center 

Brad Mjchaels ~detroitlions.com by May 5t". 

The Detroit lions will provide all hotel accommodations, ground transportation, meals, and golf. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Chryst <rcho~s@trotflaw.com> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 10:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Detroit Event 

gince, 

Great hearing flcom you Love what you are trying to get done, and know how good/important you are for Bubba 

Let’s get caught up soon. 

All the best, Rick 

Rick Chryst 
Senior Vice President/Of Counsel 
Dietz Trott Sports & Entertainment 
24651 Detroit Road 
Westlake, OH 44145 
rchryst@trottlaw, corn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(~ uric edu] 
Sent: Tue 5/13/2014 8:02 PM 
To: Rick Chryst 
Subject: Re: Detroit F.vent 

Rick, 
Thanks for inviting UNC representation. Paul will distinguish himself on any course. Hope you guys have fun and I look forward to seeing you again sometime soon. 
Vmce 

On May 13, 2014, at 7:10 P]VI. "Rick Chryst" <rchryst@trotflaw.com<mailto:rchpist(a)trottlaw.com>> wrote: 

AWESOME WE’M, BE READYtt 

Rick Chryst 
Senior Vice President/Of Counsel 
Dietz Trott Sports & Entertainment 
24651 Detroit Road 
Westlake, OH 44145 
rchrvst(~trott[aw.com <mailto :rchryst(~trottlaw.com> 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbacl&emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tue 5/13/2014 7:08 PM 
To: Rick Ctnyst 
Cc: Cunnmgham, Bubba; Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Detroit Event 

Thanks and thoughts below-. 

Bubba Ctmningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On iVfay 13, 2014, at 7:00 PM, "Rick Chryst" <rchryst@tr~tt~aw.c~m<mai~t~:rchryst(~‘tr~tt~aw.c~m><mai~t~:rchr~st~tr~tt~aw.c~m>> ~’lote: 

PALZ YOU SHOULD GO. 

Rick Chryst 
Senior Vice President/Of Counsel 
Dietz Trott Sports & Entertainment 
24651 Detroit Road 
Westlake, OH 44145 

~trottlaw.com<mailt~ @trottlaw.com~ ~trottlaw.com> 

Outstanding response by the Director. 

Limited sub-committee tee times still available at Oakland, with the appropriate references 

(Actually, seriously, Dietz taking a couple groups out! ) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Curmingham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tue 5/13/2014 6:51 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Rick Cl~zst 



Sutziect: Re: Detroit Event 

Yes this sounds like a very good event. We should be represented. Vince 
l will leave it to your judgment as whom shall attend. Given the positive agent program we have Paul maybe appropriate. While I understand this is a first class event it is surprising we are 
not offered Oakland Hills. Nonetheless, we should attend 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On May 13, 2014, at 5:04 P_’v£ "Pogge, Paul" <pp~gge@unc.edu<mai~t~:pp~gge(~unc.edu><mai~t~:pp~gge(~unc.edu><mailt~:pp~gge(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

Any interest in this? 

From: Rick Chryst [mail        ~trottlaw.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2014 4:40 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Detroit Event 

Paul, 

Greetings from the Great Lakes! Trusting all is well, and appreciate the chance to connect -- I didn’t want to trouble Lawrence down in Amelia Island, and know what a busy- time it is for 
everjbo@. 

As maybe you know, one of the projects our firm is involved with is the new bowl game at Ford Field. The Liuns asked us today to do a little last-minute recruiting for an event they are 
hosting next week for both the Big Ten and ACC. I told thera I’d be happy to stalk a couple of good friends...hence the e-mail! 

Not sure if anyone on either the football-side, or in your office, can free up for next Tuesday/Wednesday? I know it will be a first-class deal, and the Lions pick up all expenses once people 
get to Detroit. Especially- with Eric getting drafted here, thunght it was worth a shot. Think right now there are about 4-5 schools from both Big Ten and ACC connnitted, so just trying to 
move that a little bit more. 

REGARDLESS, let’s make sure ~ArE get caught up again soon...and thanks for any good thinking on this one! 

Rick 

Rick Chryst 

Senior Vice President/Of Counsel 

Dietz Trott Sports & Entertainment 

24651 Detroit Road 

Westl~ke, OH 44145 

}trottlaw.cun~<mailt @tr ott law. c un~>~-’mailt~ 

216.7024777 

<Detroit Bowl Invitation.PDF> 

}trottlaw.com><mailt( ~trottlaw corn> 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bakaly, Charles <             ~edelman.com> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 7:18 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Today 

Does breakfast still work. Am in back comer of restaurant at Carolina Inn. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 10:42 AM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
RE: Joy - too quick on the send 

Hi Joy, 

As of right now, all of those dates look fine for Bubba except for two: 

Tuesday, December 9 (Bubba will likely be out of town) 

Thursday, January 15 (Bubba will likely be! out of town and I woukt guess Lissa would b~-_~ OLd: of town too - N(:AA conw:,nLion) 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Medley, Anna Rose; Norton, Molly 
Subject: .Io,/- too quick on the send 
Time - 3:30- 5:30 

Sept 9 

Oct 14 

Nov 11 

Dec 9 

Jan 15 

Feb 10 

Mar3 

Apt 14 

May 5 

Thanks 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R}, FAE~RS 
Associate Professor a!xt [’£recl:or 
Un[w!!’sil:y of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medi.::[ne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bcindura!~ Hail 
32i-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’4OT~CE: This e.-ma[I message, ir!clud[ng al:t;~chments, if ar!y, is inte!~ded onh/for 1:he -person o!’ entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and r~ay t:o!’~t;}JR c:onfidenth}i and/o!’ 

privileged mateHai. Ar!y .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [rll:ended rec[p[en[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sender by re, pjy e-.maH and 

destroy all copies Of the or[g:rlal message. 

Ernail correspondence te and from this address may be s~bjeet ~:o the Nerth Carolina P~blic Recerds ~a~ a~d may De disclosed ~:o third par~:ies by an 

authorized state official (NCGS. oh, :t32). Stude~t educational reeords are subject te FERIPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non.m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 11:44 AM 

I.ane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Student-Athlete Experience Survey 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 11:44 AM 
To: Cunningham, Eubba 
Subject: Undeliverable: Student-Athlete Experience Survey 

£;ellvel7 has ialleO to mese recipients or groups: 

~@emaihunc.edu) <mall        ’~)email.unc.edu> 
’]?he e-mail address you entered couldn’t be Jf~und Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the message If’the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Diagnostic information for administrators: 

Generating server: ITS-MSXHT7F.ad unc.edu 

~)email.unc. edu 
#550 5.1.1 R£SOLV[ffR ADR.ReclpNotFound; not found ## 

Original message headers: 

R eceived: from mxip 1 i.isis un c edu (152.2.0.74) by ITS -MSXH T 7F. ad.unc, edu 
(1522.79 192) with Microsoft SMTP Server (T].S) id 143.174.1 ; Wed, 14 Mi~y 
2014 11:43:48 -0400 
X-RemoteIP: 192.41.90.171 
X-Group: O\riffRRIDELIST 
X-Policy: $BYPASSSBRS 
X-MID: 1160348600 
X-SBRS: 5.6 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Filter ed: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 
Am cEACKO c 1 PAK V qmGdsb 2Jhb~/Gg 6 C NgUJg Q O DPQ O p P5 FvHg GHNAQ C I YEZDgEB A QEB C As JCRQ o g ikGFQ s dAQ E E C5. ~kGCg s DChsZAg JdE4hB D Ta@ Q F 3 g 14BB YFnEJk2hV~ ~rMRAg S 
X-IPAS-Result: 
Am cEACKO c 1 PAK V qmGdsb 2Jhb~/Gg 6 C NgUJg Q O DPQ O p P5 FvHg GHNAQ C I YEZDgEB A QEB C As JCRQ o g ikGFQ s dAQ E E C5. ~kGCg s DChsZAg JdE4hB D Ta@ Q F 3 g 14BB YFnEJk2hV~ ~rMRAg S 
X-IronPort-AV: E Sophos;i "4.97,1053,1389762000"; 

d "scan’208" ;a "1160348600" 
Received: from smtp101 .qemailselYer.com (HELO smtp 101 .utl .qprod.net) 
([ 192.41.90.171]) by rnxip 1 i.isis.unc.edu wiffl ESMTP; 14 May 2014 11:43:47 
-0400 
Received: from mailer 1.ut 1.qprod.net (qlbl.ut 1.qprod.net [ 10.200.110.1 ]) by 
smtp101.ut 1.qprod.net (Postfix) with ESMTP id 0A20112173A for 
<eifhei@email.unc.edu>; Wed, 14May 2014 09:43:47 -0600 (MDT) 
DKIM-Signature: v 1; a rsa-sha256; c relaxed/simple; d qemailserver.com; 

s qualtrics;t 1400082227; 
bh YO1Azj G7iRLb YJdXH7aQF9keHSfQ+kra0zcxDXuD5WYxc ; 
h Date:From:Reply-To:To: Subj ect :List-Unsubscribe; 
b W3 dTGnQ1/a ShiNV92DRwFO IOAdZLp6raITIdpTMGtnOitDIZQyJV3wItS JOgzY5N9+ 

B1WSAZKWhDktF+OqEwaD1LMiwtfhbbpOylC’,mP.LJpZdnXwvuwKBoAFGTsuiAdcIgDN 
i 1 bDzbMgLkFtWQRN~yn0IwhCPVOMP J:q ekg 1 prO 

Date: Wed, 14 May 2014 09:43:47 -0600 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email unc edu> 
Sender: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email unc edu> 
ReNv-To: Bubba Cumain~ham <cricket@unc.edu> 
To                       ~emaihunc.edu> 
Message-ID: <804687101.1276272 1400082227043. JavaMaihdev@mailer 1.ut 1 .qprod.net> 
Subject: Student-Athlete Experience Survey 
MIME-Version: h0 
Content-Type: multipart/mixed; 

bounda~z "---- Part 1276270 11910124961400082227030" 
X-QUMID: URbf339Ei3ma5iUnz-EMD 4MaNmewsKtKUS5D-MLRPbrvkTf6YwulX1TD-SV 9nLAquJjzclthm5-SS 0elX,l, zrArg39DzBX 

List-Unsubscribe: <mailto:abuse@qemailserver.com> 
Return-Path: bubbac@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 2:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

1~’: Fonns 

FYI 

From: Savasta-Kennedy, Maria S 
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2014 2:29 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Forms 

Hi Paul, 

As I suspected, this simply means that students externing with you cannot be certified under the NC Student Practice Rule. Only students certified under that rule 

can stand up in court for a qualifying (read ’fow income~’) client, sign documents as a representative of that client or give advice to that client. Because students 

externing with U NC Athletics do none of these things we do not require that your Carolina law externs receive certification. If certification with U NC Athletics was 

desirable, the sit~-_~ sup~-_~rvisor would have to be a member of ~:he North Carolina Bar. The person who ~:elephoned you - Dotti -was calling from the NC S~:ate Bar 

(not Campbell Law ScHool) and was explaining the fact that you are not eligible to serve as the supervising attorney for a student seeking certification under the 

NC Student Practice Rule. 

I hope this helps! Give me a call if you want to speak further about this. 

Best, 

Maria 

Maria Savast;~-Kennedy 
Clinical Professor of Law 
Direc~o!’, F.x~err!si~[p P!’ogr;~m 
UNC 5ci~o..’)i of Law 
Chapei Hill, NC 
(919) ~43 9~OS 
Faculty Profile 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, May :[4, 2014 2:14 PM 
To: Savasta-Kennedy, Maria S 
Subject: Forms 

Maria, 

Here are the forms from the student at Campbell. The woman who called me is named Dotti and her phone number is 

As I told Dotti, I have been licensed in Colorado since 2009 (attorney number 41446) and remain in good standing there, but have never had any intention of taking 

the North Carolina bar since I go through University Counsel and work closely with them on legal matters. 

Please let me know it: there is anything else I need to do. Thanks for clarifying this, 

Paul 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday ):08 AM 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@anc.ed~; Miller. Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <crickeV~,unc.edtp; UNC Athletics 

Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@anc.ed~ 

ILE: OUTSTANDING JOB’.!! 

Hariis, 

Thank you for forwarding this, It’s great news, Congratulations to all who supported 

with your support [! 

B a r ba ra 

Dep~ty I} [rector 
Oflk:e oil ir, deEgrach~a~e Admissiot!~; 
[h~ivevsilN o{ Nor@ Carolhaa at Chapel Hill 
Pho~)e: 91 q-q66-39,~9 

From: Meaders, Harlis James 

Sent: Thursday, 8:26 AM 

To: Miller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; UNC Athletics Director; Pogge, Paul; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ilia, Vince 

Subject: Fwd: OUTSTANDING JOB!!! 

Just a little good news to sta(t your day. 

along the way, She did it but it would have been much more difficult 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nicole Hudson <rihud~?n(~)em,dl.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:19:41 AM EDT 

T o: ]! e__m_ ~i_l_3_K~_q: 9_ ~_ u_ > 

Subject: OUTSTANDING JOB!!! 

Reply-To: Nicole Hudson <nhudson(¢:~email.unc.edu> 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Congratulations on being one of the Team members to have over a 3.0 GPA tbr the Spring Semester!! Your hard work 
o/ both in the classroom and on the is why we are well on the way to becoming the Better Blue! Being a numbers per~n, I did the math and 57.6 ,o of 

our team had above a 3.0. That’s called a majority and mdy demonstrating that we believe in the Student portion of the term Student-Athlete. 

The story of the nicknanle Tar Heel is that when it canle to fighting in the wax (Both Revolutionary. and Civil) the regiments from the State of North 

Carolina held their ground when other soldiers fell back and ran. The fought like they had Tax on their Heels. Well, not all wars are fought with guns and 

bullets. With all of the negative pless, both local and national, that was generated this school year on the qualifications and performances of UNC Student- 
Athletes, it would have been easy to hang your head, hide, and be embarrassed to be associated with UNC Athletics, but instead you demonstrated what 

being a Tar Heel is all about. You held your ground in the classroom and fought to the last paper, project and exam. Couple that with the performances in 

our various arenas of competitions and simply put, you have been a Tar Heel Wmrior. 

But here’s the thing, j ust like the original Tar Heel~ the stow of your tx~sitive performance may not get the ,same recognition or air time as the negative. 

Negative news sells that’s just the way our media works. Just know that we know and most imlamantly YOU KNOW. Enjoy your summer and return 

rested, rested and ready for a great 

Very. Special Thanks to Kym air and all of the help that he provided this yea. He did amazing things for us this year all the while balancing his own health 

issues. Please understand this doesn’t happen evelywhere. 

Once again, Congrats and Thanks for Being the Better Blue! 

The Coaching Stall" 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Thursday 10:44 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Meaders, Haslis Jmnes <nreacter@unc.edtr~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 
<bpolk(c))admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@emaJl.unc.edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc.edu>; 

RubirL Stephen Aaron <rubins@email.unc.edu>; Lmlgle55 Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu>; Hudson, Nicole 

<coach.lmddy@unc.edu>; Reckart, Angela <coachreck@unc.edu>;                      ~live.unc.edu>; 

3)gmail.com; ))aol.com 

RE: OUTSTANDING JOB!!! 

DicL (r ~1~, i~a,<, yo~ r~sed tDe "bat" %r c)’~r stt,deq!: &qietes ac~dur’" :aiiy (A ~ietter BI~% OIJ!: ~C! 1~ e ~:,5 t~-e "~- L,!~]?y: ~@~!i~/’, !,~’ a!:C)! iS[) 1) ~Jer5 ?Q" it i lat, i:)~!,~’"~ W( F~]e"~L, 

seeing y©tJr te:’rl-i r©©t Ig ~.t1 d ger?tJlrit?i}?’ <.~,tF hg kJ! t?aC[ otle~ does r,y heart good iha~k yo,J co:’c ~i~lg staff, 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Thursday, 10:33 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
C¢: Headers, Harlis James; Hiller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; Cunningham, Bubba; Pogge, Paul; Polk, Barbara Jo; Tile, Vince; Orr, Kym N; VanAIstyne, Hark; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; 
Langley, Raymond Joshua; Hudson, Nicole; Reckart, Angela; 
Subject: Re: OUTSTANDING JOB!!! 
ThaJ~k you to all of you who have so admirably worked on behalf of the~ students and many others as well. I cannot thank you enough. It’s an honor to work with 

yOU. 

Bubba Culminghmn 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

L at 10:18 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo(&amc.edu> wrote: 

This is absolutely awesome news, and thmlk you for sharing it with us, Harlis. 
~[here is no question that "A BETTER BI ME" is occurring both in the classroom and on the 
Thank you all for continuing to make us "Proud to be a Tar Heel!" 
Take care, and all the best to our student-athletes and coaches tomorrow and Saturday in Raleigh and Atlanta -~ GO HEELS ! 
Be well, 
Larry 
P.S. Coach Hudson ..... a ~eat email! 

<imageOOl.png> LAF]~’~’ (’~aH(~ ~ro 

l;xocutive Ass*:~ciatc Director of Ath]edcs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel t till 

From: Meaders, Harlis James 
Sent: Thursday, 8:26 AM 
To-" Miller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; UNC Athletics Director; Pogge, Paul; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Polk, Barbara Jo; llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: OUTSTANDTNG JOB!!! 

Just a little good news to start your day. 

) Sent from my il~ hone 

Begin forwaJrded message: 

From: Nicole Hudson <rdmdson~email.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:19:41 AM EDT 

To:, ~)~em ail.unc.edu> 
Subject: OUTSTANDING JOB!!! 

Reply-To: Nicole ttudson <nhudson(a)~email.uuc.edu-~ 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ..%_.E_.A_S.E___.C_I=[_.C__K___H_.E_.R__E.. 

Congratulations on being one of the l’eam members to have over a 3.0 GPA for the Spring Semester’.! 

Your hard work both in the classroom and on the is why we are well on the way to becoming the Better Blue! Being a numbers 

persolL I did the math mad 57.6% of our team had above a 3.0. That’s called a majori~ and truly demonstrating that we believe in the 

Student portion of the term Student-Athlete. 

The sloU of the nickname Tar Heel is that when it came to fighting in the war (Both Revolutionary, mad Civil) the regiments from the State of 
North Carolina held their ground when other soldiers tell back and tan. The tbught like they had Tar on their Heels. Well, not all wars are 
fought with guns and bullets. With all of the negative press, both local and national, that was generated this school year on the qualifications 
and pertbrmances of[INC Student-Athletes, it would have been easy to hang your head, hide, and be embarrassed to be associated with 
UNC Athletics, but inslead you demonstrated wtmt being a Tea Heel is all about. You held your ground in the classroom and fought to the 
last paper~ project and exam. Couple that with the perforum~ces in our various arenas of competitions m~d simply put, you have been a ’Far 



Heel Warrior. 

But here’s the thing, just like the original Tax Heels, the sto~ of your positive pertbrmance may not get the stone recognition or air time as 

the negative. Negative news sells that’s just the way our media works. Just know that we know and most importantly YOU KNOW. Enjoy 

your summer and return rested, rested and ready for a great 

Very Special Thanks to Kym On and all of the help that he provided this year. He did amazing things for us this year all the while balmlcing 

his own health issues. Please understand this doesn’t happen everywhere. 

Once again~ Congrats and Thanks for Being the Better Blue! 

The Coaching StaB" 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 ll:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu>; Vangelder, Mayielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Financial Aid Model -- next steps 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Jill Bodensteiner <ibodenst,~nd.edtr> 
Date: May 15, 2014 at 10:55:50 AM EDT 

To: Jack Swarbrick < John.B.Swarbrick.l(~)nd.edu>, Bubba Cunninghmn < bubbac(~email.unc.edu>, Brad Hostetter < bhostetter(~theacc.org> 

Cc: Thomas Nevala < Thomas.J.Nevala. 1 (~nd.edu:>, Melissa Conboy <Melissa.L.Conboy. l(~nd.edu>, Tricia Bellia <pbellia(gbnd.edu> 

Subject: RE: Fhimidal _Md .Model -- next steps 

Agree with your points below, and feel pretty stl~ongly that the subject matter expert meeting should be in pelion. Brad, I am hapw to assist in any way to 

get that moving. Should we start by having each AD designate a point person(s), with whom we can communicate regarding the canlpns template and 

data collection/review? 

Jill Bodensteiner Sr. Associate Athletics Directori University of Notre Dame 

ONce 574.631.6721 iCell             ]Fax 574.631.9961 

Athletics Compliance Office] und.com ] 574.631.9647 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jack Su,arbrick 

Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 9:13 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham; Brad Hostetter 

Cc: Jill Bodensteiner; Thomas Nevala; Melissa Conboy; Tricia Bellia 

Subject: Financial Aid Model -- next steps 

Knowing that our presentation materials will become public once they are distributed, I would like to have an opportunity to review it one more time with 

an eye toward potentially adding some language that might reduce the chances of misinterpretation and address (or try to address) the concerns raised by 

one person in our meeting. I will do that, slmace it ruth Bubba, and after he reviews it, the presentation will be ready for distribution to "the schools. 

I think we need a cover note that both puts the presentation in context and discusses next ffteps. That note should come from the ACC office. I suggest 

that it also identify the members for the s~affs at the two institutions who have worked to develop the proposals, inviting the schools to use those staff" 

members as resources. Brad, I assume you will take the lead on drafting this note. If yon don’t mind, I would ask that you share a draft with Bubba and 

me. 

I am uncertain how best to schedule the subsequent meeting anmng the subject matter experts, but urge only that in doing it the Conference ONce work 

to maintain the momentum that was developed at tiffs meeting and not allow ourselves to get run over by the "blunt inslmment" proposals that are gaining 

momantum nalionally. 

Bubba, I apologize that I do not have emails addresses lbr your staff; but assume that you rll share this note with them. 

Thoughts? 

Jbs 

Jack Swarbrick 

VR Director of Athletics 
Univm~ity of Notre Dame 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~Aelle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May’ 15, 2014 11:15 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FYI from Harlis. All student-athletes are advised by Compliance never to make schedule changes without talking with their academic counselor. 

If accurate, I’m concerned that no one was aware that he made a schedule change. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of Nolth Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mwmgelder@unc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Meaders, tIarlis James 
Sent: Thursday, May 15, 2014 10:32 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Orr, Kvm N; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Hudson, Nicole 
Subject: 

Good morning, 

I would like request a waiver for          to compete during the post season     altered his spring schedule without letting our academic advisor or coaches know. As a result of the 
changes he was only enrolled in 4 degree applicable hours of which he passed three He did not know that the changes jeopardized his eligibility We were unaware until his final grades 
posted 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: ~unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:56 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: SA Experience S urvey 

VJnce, 

When would you like to send a reminder e-mail about the SA Experience Survey? Currently, there are 15 responses, and 94 individuals have at least opened the 

survey (60%). 

Let me know! 

Graduate Assistant 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.e&P 

Bounce House Invoice 

Vince and Clint, 

got a bounce house for his NCAA match v South Carolina. Did he check with you all about getting it paid out of post season or will this be paid from his budget? 

Thanks, 
Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919,962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney~unc.edtr’- 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 9:55 AM 

StreetL Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@ unc.edu-~ 

Re: Bounce House Invoice 

His budget. Thanks. 

On May 21, 2014, at 9:54 AM, "Streett, Shelly" <si~reen({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince and Clint, 

got a bounce house for his NCAA match v South Carolina. Did he check with you all about getting it paid out of post season or will this be paid 

from his budget? 

Thanks, 
Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 21, 2014 4:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: infonnafion request 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsitv oF North Ci~rolirH~ 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962- 78~3 

Fax: (919) 962--C~002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent; Wednesday, May 21, 2014 4:25 PN 
To; Vangelder, MarielM A; Miller, Beth 
Subject: FW: information request 
Mafielle and Beth 

Do we have this in an NCAA report? 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

st:evekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeek.com 

:/1:4 iilhlh.i.::.i: :i? .11:’i:1 i:i:i;b: :i i :::: :: ::.:F.:.:II: ::::iii:hlFi:::::: !"" 

From: <Kane>, Dan ~._n_ .e_ws_._o_ .b_ s_ . _e_ r_ x .e_ _r.._c_._o_ .m__.> 

Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2014 at 4:22 PM 

To: "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: information request 

Steve and Steve, 
Do you have a breakdown of student athletes on campus by race that I can access? 

I know, for example, that the university’s sports teams have a combined number of roughly 800 athletes. Is there a report that shows how many are white, black, Hispanic etc? And 

does it also list that information by sport? 

I hope you both are doing well, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 10:57 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu% Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

SAAC’s Possible Role on SAC 

Bubba, 

Just wanted to g~ve you a heads up one of the student athletes assisting the Academic Working Group is exploring ti~e possibility of SAAC 
(Student Athlete Advisor},’ Committee) having representation or] the Student Advisory Committee to the Chancellor. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:08 AM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu-*; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: SAAC’s Possible Role on SAC 

Sounds like a good idea 

Joy J. RenneF, M.A, Rr(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~-~ctoF 

Uniw_~rsitv of NoFth Caroiina at Chapel Hili 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 

321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 .~]. l, L’.e_k 

.’_’eli 

919 -9 t:, 6-.’-) 95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IAUiY NOi]CE: [hb e-n-~;~[I messi~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, is int~_mded onig for the --peFson or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privileged nqateri;~i. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proiqbited. If you aFe not the intend~_~d recipient, please conti~ct the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may’ be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thodzed state officia~ {INCGN, eho I32}o Student edueationa~ records are sub:iect to FERPAo 

From: Lane, Cricket 

Sent: Thursday, 10:57 AM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Co: Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 

Subject: SAAC’s Possible Role on SAC 

Bubba, 

Just wanted to give you a heads up one of the student athletes assisting the Academic Working Group is exploring the possibility of SA/\C 

(Student Athlete Advisory Comrnittee) having representation on the Student Advisory Committee to the Chancellor. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Thursday,             11:09 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

RE: SAAC’s Possible Role on SAC 

Thanks, Cricket. ~nd I talked with him for a long time on Monday about ways for the student-.ath[ete voice to be hearct on our various athletics- 

related committees. He expressed then a strong desire to have a student-athlete presence through the student government structure. I mentioned that 

had a role in student government, but ~aid that ~Jas no longer playing . go, I’m not surprised that he is pursuing this and hope he 

gets some positive %edba~:k for ~’~is e[{orts. 

Lis’;a 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Thursday, 10:57 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
C¢: Tile, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: SAAC’s Possible Role on SAC 

Bubba, 

Just wanted to give you a heads up one of the student athletes asslstlng the Academic Working Group is exp oring tile possibiiity of SAAC 

(Student Athlete/\dvisory Committee) having representatic, n on the Student Advisory Committee to tke Chancellor. 

1 hanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 6:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: 

I thought we said we were comtbflable provided he was renting the field for little kids LAD( and nothing basiness related? 

Ifuot I approved it ,so Richie likely went with it. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(tb unc.e&~> 

Date: May 22, 2014 at 6:33:02 PM EDT 

To: "(himsley, Richie" <rgrimsley@unc.edu>, "Vangelder. Marielle A" <mwmgeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Richie, 

On this one occasion, I am ok with making an e×ception simply because he is the and the team includes non-prospect 

ag,-_~d individu~31s. Going forward, howew:,r, we should not book ~ny st~ch es~ent for stay agent., agency, or similar person or entity. 

Thanks for your diligence. 

Paul 

From; Grimsley, Richie 
Seat; Thursday, Nay 22, 2014 6:04 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: 

just replied to me that his 10-11 year old practice was not affiliated with his job at W&sserman. 

Richie Gfimsley 

Asst. Dilector for Facilib~ Plamfing and Management 

UNC Athlefics 

._2___2___0__!!L~£e_.~:___(_~9_!L_c_’_9__~:_r_~_E~__d_ 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 27, 2014 lh06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr- 

Re: financial md.docx 

Thmlks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of Norfia Carolina 

On May 27, 2014, at 11:00 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Looks like a good smut. I believe our content experts are Marielle and the other person she believes will be best, considering the next steps (e.g. Rachel, 
Jaclde Copelaud, etc.). Thanks. 

On May 27, 2014, at 10:51 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <.b_._u_.l?_~Ac_2;~i.e_!n__a_i_l_:._q_r!c_:_e_.£J~> wrote: 

Please give me your thoughts. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded mes~ge: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <._b_!lRg__e__t_t__e___rf@_t_!l_e__&£_c_:£!/g> 

Date: May 27, 2014 at 9:55:56 AM EDT 

To: "Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick. l@nd.edu)" <swarbrick. 1 @!ld:edu >, "Lawrence \"Bubba\" Culmingham (bubbac~!uuc~du)" 

<bubbac~unc.edu> 

Ce: "Swofibrd, John" <iswofford~i~,)theacc.or~> 
Subject: thanncinl aid.docx 

Jack and Bubba 
Attached is a dra~ memo to go om to the schools asking them to identify their two contacts for the campus financial aid review. I 
can bump the date back to June 2 to give folks a full week. Jack, Jill may have mentioned that she and I "talked and felt like this 
was the appropriate level of detail for this stage. However, please let me know if the two of you w-ould like any chaJages before I 
send to the schools. I’d like to get this out in the ne~ couple days, if possible. Thmlks to both. 
BRAD HOSTETTKR 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

©: 336369.4640 IC 
b ho sterner (c~ t he a cc~o Eq 

l:he P CC corri ¯ ~ ~heA O C 

<image001 :iPg> 

<financial aid.docx> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <~tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 11:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu-~; 
Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Cunninghaa11, Bubba <bubbac@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~, 

Men’s Xssis~nt 

HI everyone. I know we’re all busy and I hope this note finds you doing well. I just wanted to check in and see where things stood with regards tc            ; and 

the help our donor would like to provide. The additional funds are in place here and Martina agreed to bill us annually to help. So financially, we snoum oe a. set. 

Do any of you need me to do anything else? 

Vince & Joyce -are we good to go for May? 

And lastly, I need to provide our donor with an update of the plan, so once it’s know, please let me and I’ll relay it to him 

Thank you all for the help on this. I think it’s great we’re able to help a guy that’s doing a great job for us and it’s even better that the cost has been removed! 

Best, 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Director of Capital Campaigns ] UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I M:            I F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclt,b.com I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

hiring outside tnk~rs 

Hi Vince, Per our brief conversation yesterday, here’s a draft of what we discussed in the Working Group meeting on Friday re hiring outside tutors. Please let me 
know if this makes sense and captures what you were trying to communicate to me. Thanks! 

Debbi 

7.5.3 Tutors hired outside of ASPSA 

Student-athletes receiving outside tutoring has decreased mid is very rare, thanks to expanded tutoring sessions offered to mole student-athletes. Studeut-athletes may 

hire their own tutor outside of ASPSA; however, this requires the student-athlete to tbrt~it their optx~rtunity to utilize ASPSA tutorial services for that same course. 

Student-athletes who wish to hire their own tutors must sign a "Private Tutor Intbrmation" fonn that di~loses how much they are paying them. The tutor must also sign 

the form. This tbrm is initiated and required by ASPSA, the Complimace Office al~ receives a coW in case m~ audit is necessary. The full 4-hour tutoring traJ~ning is not 

required for outside tutors, however, they are required to receive and read the ASPSA Tutor Manual prior to tutoring a UNC strident- athlete. 

NOTES: 

If a student-athlete hires an outside tutor: 

¯ Student-atldetes may pay for an outside tutor. 

Student-athletes must be informed and reminded of the policy regarding hiring an outside tutor (see above). Compliance of tiffs policy depends 

solely on the student’s self disclosure. 

Outside tutors are not required to complete ASPSA’s four-hour tutor training, however, they are required to receive and read the ASPSA Tutor 

Manual prior to tutoring any student-athletes. 

If demand suffices for a particular tutor, he/she should be hired as an ASPSA Tutor and complete ASPSA’s four-hour tutor training. 

If there is an unmet need for tutoring and a coach offers to pay from his/her budget, these requests will be considered on a one-off basis and with the 

following provisions: 

¯ Coaches should not hire an outside tutor for a student-athlete. A student-athlete nmst pay for an outside tutor. 

¯ _Mthough it’s not preferred, if a coach wishes to provide funding to ASPSA for additional tutoring, pre-approval from the following entities are 

required: 

1. ASPSA 

2. Compliance 

3. Spm~ Administrator 

4. Department of Athletics Business Office 

If there’s an unmet need for tutoring, ASPSA will consider requests from coaches on an one-off basis, in which case an additional tutor would 

need to complete the full/four-hour ASPSA tutor training. If the need for exceptions becomes frequent, Athletics would consider increasing the 
tutoring budget to expand tutoring to more student-athletes. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 12:05 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaIT <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Performance Evaluation Forms 

Executive Team, 

Matt Terrell and i have updated the performance evaluation forms as much as we could for tomorrow. Mr. Gallo will be bringing copies of each sp6r{orm 

to the meeting tomorrow. The APR, FGR, GSR, conference finishes, national finishes, and director’s cup points have all been updated. Most of the "program 

information" in the top left should also be filled in, although team GPA data has not been added yet. The budget information in the top right has NOT been 

updated. Please look this information over carefully for your sport(s) to confirm it matches your records, as I didn’t have time to double check everything today, l 

will be out of the office for the next two weeks so Matt will most likely be the one to handle any updates that need to be made. Please let me know if you have 

any questions. Thanks! 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethiniller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 6:59 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; Terrell Matt <mat@ramsclub.com> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe stM~@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Re: Performance Evaluation Forms 

and Matt, 

Thank you so much for putting together this information. I know it was a lot of updating in a short amount oftime.....great work. 

Much appreciated! 

Take care, 
~-Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 29, 2014, at 12:05 AM, " ~2__e__r_l!_~__U_!:__UlLC_:_e_~t___u_> wrote: 

Executive Team, 

Matt Terrell and I have updated the performance evaluation forms as much as we could for tomorrow. Mr. Gallo will be bringing copies of each 

sport’s form to the meeting tomorrow. The APR, FGR, GSR, conference finishes, national finishes, and director’s cup points have all been updated. 

Most of the "program information" in the top left should also be filled in, although team GPA data has not been added yet. The budget information in 

the top right has NOT been updated. Please look this information over carefully for your sport(s) to confirm it matches your records, as I didn’t have 

time to double check everything today. I will be out of the office for the next two weeks so Matt will most likely be the one to handle any updates 

that need to be made. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Friday, May 30, 2014 8:53 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvmageld@email.tmc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Communications meeling 

Michelle and Marielle, 

Are you able to attend this meeting with Edelman on Wednesday, .June 4 from 5:30-- 8:00pro? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Colaianni, Ryan [mailto: _~edelman.com] 
Sent; Thursday, May 29, 2024 2:17 PM 
To-" Norton, Molly 
Subject-" RE: Communications meeting 
Hi, Molly. 

Thank you again for helping set up the meeting last week with Bubba. 

I just I~-_!ft you a voice:_! mail regarding a working session next Wednesday, June 4 from 5:71) -8 p.m. in gubba’s office ~:o discuss Tar 1-1eel for Life. gubba had dit~t~er 

with a colleague of rhine, Charles Bakafv. earlier this week where this meeting was discussed, gubba recommended including Vince, Marielle and Michetle Brown 

next Wednesda5                              plus members from my team would also attend. This would be a working dinner to further work out the details 

on Tar Heel for Life. I would be happy to help with logistics on ordering dinner for the group. 

Then on Thursday, the plan would be presented to Joel Curran, Steve r:armer and Winston Crisp. Does Bubba have availability from 3::-;0- -q:30 on Thursday for that? 

If not, is there a better time that works? 

Feel free to give me a call at to discuss fur~:her or t am avaiB~ble on email as well, 

Th an ks so m uch ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cleao~, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edtc, 

Friday, May 30, 2014 5:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Livers, Tom <liver@unc.edu> 

Bunting, Mike <mbnnting@unc.edtr~; R()tma~D@rotmanaxchitecture.com 

1~: Update on Tennis Streaming 

a100052714.pdf; Estimate052714.pdf; Tennis Video Streaming Infrastructure Scope.docx 

Tom/Vince - 

Please see the attached drawings and scope from Dave Rotman. Here’s a breakdown of where we are: 

Infrastructure - $64,560 

Video items - $32,000 (no fudge factor included) 

Climate controlled rack -Tom, please provide (Dave can you confirm this isn’t in your number?) 

Fiber Terminations - $2,000 

if our max donation is $100k, we are there, if we need to value engineer the project to keep it at that number, we can try to find places to take it out. If we’re 

looking for a more true all-in cost I would also include a 10% contingency on the video side as well, which would add $3200 to the above costs. If we feel this is 

enough information for Coach Paul to provide to the donor, let’s roll. 

One additional wrench, I am out of the country from Sunday morning until 6/14 and won’t have much ability to work on this. If the above is enough to proceed with 

conversations, please don’t wait for me. If we need to sharpen the pencil on this more, i’m happy to jump on it when I return. 

Thanks - 

Ken 

From: Dave Rotman [mailto:RotmanD@rotmanarchitecture.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 27, 2014 2:55 PM 

To: Bunting, Nike; Clear,/, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: Update on Tennis Streaming 

Mike/Ken, 

See attached for further information on the Tennis Streaming project. I have included a preliminary cable routing site plan, a scope definition and a preliminary 

cost estimate. It looks like we are close, depending on if there are large costs for network infrastructure that neither Ken nor I can identify at this time. 

Let me know your thoughts when you have a moment. 

Regards, 

David Rotman, AIA 

Rotman Architecture, PA 

512 Saint Mary’s Street 

Suite 105 

Raleigh, NC 27605 

(919) 835-9988 tel 

(919) 821-1474 fax 

cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Baib, tIill t tousing 

I hope 

concerns, please do not hesitate to contact rne directly. 

Sincerely, 

Property Manager I Baity Hill at Mason Farm 

(ii.~ 4L~.S!?:; i ~.;}~::}x;i .’,’.~;~1. ).:.; 275?:~-SSt~!:i 

()frick’: (9:9) 843.8845i F~Y<: (!~:~!~) g43.884.~; 

From: Woodard, Cynthia A 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 9:09 AM 

To: Boswell, Monica 
Subject: FW: Baity Hill Housing 

Assistant Property Manager Baity till] at Mason Farm 

C)~ .:7550o C’~ P,,i’" }if~l, NC ;":’;z4-55~0 

O~’~?cc: (010) 0~;2-g~<iiI fax: (gV)) 8,~-;~.884(i- 

Emaii: svnthiawfa~email.unc.edu ~/faeebook.eom~ 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:25 PN 
To: Woodard, Cynthia A 
Subject: Bait,/Hill Housing 
Cynthia, 

Hello! 

As you know, we currently have a student-athlete, staying at Baity Hill. Additionally, another stude#~athlete, , has applied for Baity Hill 

housing. With both individuals being student-athletes, we are required to ensure NCAA rules are abided by. Therefore, would you be able to assist me in 

answering the questions below, as I was unable to find the answers on the Baity Hill housing website? 

1) in addition to the application for housing, what other documents are required? 

2) How is a determination made if the individual qualifies for family housing? 

3) What is the frequency (e.g., once a week, once a month) a dependent must be staying/living in Baity Hill? 

4) Once the individual resides in Baity Hill, how does Baity Hill you confirm the dependent(s) are also residing there? 

We require ali of o:~r .:-esi~1er:t~. to provide proof their student status, with ~ither an accept.~:?ce iett~...- or their t:gcon,ing cl.~ss sched~Ue. W~ r~q:~i..’-e a copy 

of their One Ca~d o~ other iO, we verify their PIO, we require a birth certific:~te for their chUd, or :n.~rri:~ge certificate whc:~ neccss:~ry. 

2) How is a determination made if the individual qualifies for family housing? 

~;~’/{!! use [f~e do::ur!%?qts listed ir~ qlv f;revii)us re!;13i)!~se l:i) quaiif~ e;:~gh ur~dei’~r;:~dii~>rad s[u(iei~i: F()f h():~s:i~ ~,,’,~i!, r~?,%~ir,~? Ih;:~l: ai~ ui~i’;,~?r!i~!ad hav,~? a ~,f)()us,~? or 

quaiil:i~d dPpendePt to iiv~ at ~’ait;;. Ali gP_’~d 2.b.:dents; arP wPicome as singl~~ studPr~2- o~ may be accom~.~anied bv a family, Hov, evP~ they arP Po~ allowP~ to 

roommate. 

3) What is the frequency (e.g., once a week, once a month) a dependent must be staying!living in gaity Hill? 

Stt:d~:nts :n~st be the prin?ary c:~stodiai parent. A single studc:?t :hast ret:~i:? fu:l custody for the pt:rpos~: of our :case and is defined as :~:gal and physical 

CU!,i:odsi of P,~)y (]e!)~?~)d~:!nl: (?~iiP;rey~ {or y~o less i:hay~ 20 days [’,er qii)~)I?~ ex(:iudiy~}]( holid;:ws i)r [)ur!,uay~t to ;:~ 5~:!!)P,f~tion ()r c()k~ft or(]er. 

4) Once the individual resides in Baity Hill, how does Baity Hill you confirm the dependent(s) are also residing there? 

O~_~r lea~e allow::, us to r~ue.,.’,t ~ocumen~atior~ sPtU~ fortt" tt’P perU~ent fact~; co~cP~r~i~g ~he Ler, sPe~s hou~;~q’old <’ornpor, ifion aP~ IJr~iver~ib; ~tatur, u:)o~ 

~equest ;~r:d ailov,,,s t:s to pe~iodic;~ll,/r~:q:;e>,t :;pd.~t~:s of st:oh i:~formation. 

5) if an individual’s dependent(s) is removed from gaity Hill housing (separation, spouse relocates, custody) how long may the individual reside in Baity Hill? 

tf an individtEal’s eligibility sLatus changes, [h,-:!y rqust notify us irnm~:_:diately and submit a 30 hOUr>:: t.:) vacate-::. If we request information [:o substantiate 

their eligibility and they Jail to comply or cam)or provide proof, they will rec:eiw-:~ a n.:)tice to vacaLe [torn us, 

this answers your questions, [,’lease feel free Lo share this information with Mr,       as wetl as Mr. Should you have additional questions or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:18 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdesehn@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B 

<mlitzing@email.unc.edu>; GaSh, Chrisly Lynn <cgazth@nnc.edw,; Workman, Aaron <aworkman@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Pollc Barbara Jo 

<5polk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: MSW/WSW 

Dear Rich and Lance, 

Finally had a bit ot: tkne to work on tt~e GPA. I recomputed all of his grades in all of his courses. He dears the 2.5 GPA t:or MAR purposes, but only with help frorn his 

non-core courses. As soon as we get his official scores, and assuming nothing une×pected pops up, we can move forward with his admission. 

Thanks for the background information. 

B a r ba ra 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 9:58 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: Re: MSW!WSW 

Sounds good - thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 9:54 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b__p__9_Lk____@____a___d___m___[_s__s_)_9__n___s_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

LaDce~ 

Thanks! Once we get all the official pieces, we’ll be able to figure it all out. 

Barbara 
I~arbara J. Po]k 
D ept~ty [)[rector 
Office of Undergradt~ate AdmJss[oas 
Up.ix;ersity of North Carolina at Chafe! }’.:J~l 
Pl’.o]’.e: qlg-9{,6-3;)gq 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 9:48 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: Re: MSW/WSW 

Barbara, 

transferred from his first HS after his third year; that is the school with the 2.38 GPA. He then went to a different HS and repeated :11th grade 

and is wrapping up his 12th grade year now. Not sure his second HS computes a GPA or how that would combine with the GPA from his first HS. His 

GPA at the first school won’t be changing but he’ll have two more years worth of grades. 

He’ll also be fine from the NCAA’s end for what that’s worth. 

Lance 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Rich, 

Please see comments below and let rne know it: you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 

Sent: Saturday,             10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSWiWSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW/WSW weekly email: 

MEN 

- see previous email.._is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to 

settle this early next week. 

I need to see his official high school t:ran;cript: to deterrnine if he can be admitted with a slot rhe only GPA that is reflected on 

his unofficial transcript is a 2.38. That is probably for his junior year’ only but since it is the only GPA that is shown, I don’t have 

anything else official to use. With a 2.38 GPA, he would be MAR deficient, automatically putting hirn in Group :1. My guess is that 

his official documents will show a higher GPA but until we have it in hand, we can’t use it. 

-he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

It appears he has m_~t yet submitted an applicatiom Do you know ot:herwise? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear 

from him. Is it no longer possible for him to come to UNC? 

The deadline for accepting a place on the waiting list for first-year candidates was April :17~-h. Students were told that when they 

received t:heir wait:ing list o~fer. At t:his point, unless you choose to slot: him, it is too late for him to be considered from the 

waiting list:. 



WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

Thanks for letting us know~ We can remove her frorn the list once we clear May 1 and she does not officially respond to her offer. 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

It appears she has not yet submitted an application~ Do you know otherwise? 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
Umversity of North Caro]ina Swimming & Drdng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hi]l, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
F~nail: deselm@emai[.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g ohe el s. c om 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:57 PM 

DeSelm, Rich I, <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Lilzinger, Michael B <mlilzing@email.unc.edu>; Gaarth, Christy Lynn 
< cgartk@unc.edu>; Workman, Aaron <aworkman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MSW/WSW 

Rich, 

You can tell him that once we receive his official test scores from the testing center we will move forward with his admission. 

Hope this helps. 

Bar ba ra 
Earl;am Folk 
DepalN ])i~eekw 
0 ff[ee of lh!derg~ad uate Adm[~;~;iop, s 
tJgtiV(:Tsity of North (h~o]it!~ at (]hape] Hill 
Phone: 9~ 9-.966-.39 Fi9 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Markos, Lance M 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: RE: MSW/WSW 

Barbara: 

Thanks for looking at this. I dropped off a FED EXP from his school at your office today. The front desk told me they would give it to you. What may I tell Robert? 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swil~ning Coach 
U]’.ivers[L’,~ of "lorth (1 ar(~]ma Swir[lmi]’.g & D~vJ]’.g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm (~email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skippcr Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:18 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron; Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: RE: MSW!WSW 

[>:_~ar Rich and Lance, 

Finally had a bit o[: time to work on d~e GPA. [ recomputed all of his grades in all o1: his courses. He clears the 2.5 GPA [:or MAP, purposes, but only with help from his 

non-core courses. As soon as we get his official scores, and assuming nodding une×pected pops up, we can move forward with his admission. 

Thanks for the background information. 

Barbara 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent= Monday, 9:58 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; IIle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject= Re: MSW/WSW 

Sounds good - thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:54 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b__p_9_Lk____@____a___d___m___[_s__s_j_9__n___s_:__u_n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Lance, 

Thanks! Once we get all the official pieces, we’ll be able to figure it all out. 

Barbara 
I~arbara L Poll{ 
]) ept~ty Director 
Office oft]ndergradt~ate AdmJsslor.,s 
Ur.iversity of NorN Carolina at (:hal;e! l{Jll 
Pho]’.e: qlg-9{,6-3;)gq 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 9:48 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: Re: MSW/WSW 

Barbara, 

Douglas transferred from his first HS after his third year; that is the school with the 2.38 GPA. He then went to a different HS and repeated l:lth grade 

and is wrapping up his 12th grade year now. Not sure his second HS computes a GPA or how that would combine with the GPA from his first H5. His 

GPA at the first school won’t be changing but he’ll have two more years worth of grades. 

He’ll also be fine from the NCAA’s end for what that’s worth. 

Lance 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 



Hi, Rich, 

Pl~-_~ase :.~-_~e comments below and let me know if yO~.E ~’~ave any questioF’~:& 

Thanks~ 

Barbara 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Saturday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSWiWSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW/WSW weekly emaih 

MEN 

- see previous email.._is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to 

settle this early next week. 

I n~-_~ed to ~-_~e hH official high :.:chool ~:ran~crip~: to deterrnine if he can be admitted with a slot rhe only GPA that is reflected on 

his unofficial transcript is a 2<38< That is probably for his junior year only but sinc~-_~ it is the only GPA that is shown, f don’t haw? 

anyd~ing else official to use. With a 2.38 GPA, he would be MAR deficient, automatically putting hirn in Group 1. My guess is that 

his of:ficial docurnents will show a higher GPA but until we have it in hand, we can’t use it. 

-he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

It appears he has not yet submitted an application. Do you know otherwise? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear 

from him. Is it no longer possible for him to come to UNC? 

The deadline for accepting a place on the waiting list for first-year candidates was April :].7~h. Students were told that when they 

received their waiting list offer. At this point, unless you choose to slot him, it is too late for him to be considered from the 

waiting lisL 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

Thanks t:or tetting us know. We can remove her from d~e list once we dear May :1 and she does not ofticially respond to her offer. 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

It appears she has not yet submitted an application. Do you know otherwise? 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSe[m, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & ]Diving 
PO Box 2 ] 26, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-9(-~’%53d0 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
EmaiL deselm(~)email unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bow[es Dr, Chape] Hi]l, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www t]nc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Galli <joe.galli@tli.com.hk> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 2:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <iIle@unc.edw~ 

Fw: UNC Wrestling 

Vince - fyi - many AkJms are being encouraged to email Bubba, 

Y~qis ~-’_~m,~il is an example, 

JusL [0 keep you informed, 

Joe 

From: Carter Mario [mailto:CMario@cartermado.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 02:12 PM 
To: Joe Galli 
Subject: FW: UNC Wrestling 

t:yi 

From: Joseph Silvestro [mailto:joseph.silvestro@cyberbondl.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: Carter Mario 
Co: Robert Koll 
Subject: FW: UNC Wrestling 

Carter, 

Great seeing you yesterday. It was great getting a chance to see your offices and meet Cindy! What an impressive business you have built] 

I am glad we had the chance to talk about the program. I just sent this letter to Bubba. 

Joe 

...... Forwarded Message 

From: Joseph Silvestro <joseph.silvestro@cyberbond:[.com> 

Date: Thu, 01 May 2014 12:30:43 -0500 

To: <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Conversation: UNC Wrestling 

Subject: UNC Wrestling 

DearBubba, 

My name is Joe Silvestro and I am a 1987 graduate of UNC where I was a student/athlete participating in wrestling. I am also co-founder of Cyberbond LLC and the 

Director of Wrestling Operations for Marmion Academy in Illinois. In the past 7 years we have built Marmion Academy’s wrestling program to be a Top 25 team in 

the country. 

Two years ago, at our reunion, I told Cary Kolat I would be part of a solution not part of a problem. I told him I wanted to help the UNC young men succeed. I even 

have one of my wrestlers coming to UNC next year where he will be a freshman and hopefully be an integral part of the program. 

Now with Cary gone I feel the need to write to you that we need change in the leadership of the wrestling program. CD Mock has been given 11 years to succeed in 

his position and he has failed. He has failed to build camaraderie amongst alumni. Quite frankly he has alienated almost everyone. He has failed to keep wrestlers 

out of trouble off the mat. He has had multiple wrestlers quit the team. Lastly, his wrestlers have not performed to the level they are capable of. 

I have listened to CD blame multiple people, including myself, for his lack of success. His paranoia and lack of interpersonal communication skills do not help his 

success. Please consider making a change. Please consider bringing UNC back to national level of national prominence that the program expects. 

A change in leadership, will bring alumni support you can be proud of, and the student athletes will benefit from the change. 

Thank you for all you do for the university and the student/athletes. I appreciate you taking the time to read my letter. 

All the Best, 

Joe Silvestro 87’ 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:15 AM 

VaJlgelder, Mariele A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ile, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Panl <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kir~hner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

RE: seeking assis~tance - requests re 

FY1 - Ha~:old Gutmann (The Hmald-Snn) request - re S-A .msg; FYI - WCHL request seeking S-A emaJs related to 

.msg 

Hi Marielk- 

Per my voice message, I am hoping for your help fimiLed to relaying whether there are any records (emaits or letters) from other schools requesting the option to 

contact                  ---for reference, see my message below to Vince, Paul and Steve on Monday and attached copies of the requests. 

Steve confirmed that no such records were publicly released by Athletics, but suggested that I reach out to you to learn whether any such records actually exist, 

?hanks! 

Regina 

From: Stabile, Regina 

Sent: Monday, 2:56 PM 

To: Vince Ille ( @att.net); Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve 

Subject: seeking assistance - requests re 

Hi Vince, Paul and Steve - 

I wanted to touch-base about these two new requests specific to player (seeking letters or emails to Athletics requesting the option to 

contact her)... 

If there are any letters/emails, I do not believe that Athletics has released any such records to the public as part of media disclosures or otherwise but wanted to 

confirm. FYI - I believe these are education records not subject to disclosure under the Public Records Act, so there is no need to provide us with copies, if there 

are any such records. 

Thanks! 

Regina 

550 ~.:~F~um J~fi, Camp!g: .Sea 9505 
222 ~.:~::t C~mei~>*~ Avenue 

Cha’t>g,; ~qA~ No;t!~ C:,.,>~;~e, 2:’59~-9f05 

Dic~ct L:;~e f.) rg-S43. 53:~(.s 

~:aosi~,~;e 9 !9.842-11f7 
E~e(~.:.,.:i~ ?,?e.i~: ~,’,.c, ed!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne -~0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN ANNE MARIA SUTTON (SUTTONA)C55> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:59 AM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurraJ~@email xmc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edK% Moon, Karen B <karenmoon@unc.edu>; 
Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <ortk@email.unc.edu> 

FYI - Harold Gutmann (The Herald-Sun) request - m S-A 

FYI - ttarold Outmalm (The tierald-Sun) is requesting the following (see full request below): 

All letters from other schools to UNC seeking permission to contact S-A 
Public records is looking into this request. 
Thm~s, 
Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Cazolhaa at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 4:50 PM 

To: Harold M. Gutmann 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.24.2014) 

Dear Mr. Gutmann, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Regina Stabile this afternoon. A copy of your message is included below for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:/ipolicies.unc.edu/policiesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise 0.. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Mlen@unc.edu 

From: Harold M. Gutmann [mailto:HGutmann@heraldsun.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 2:11 PM 

To: Stabile, Regina 

Subject: Public records request 

Regina, 

I’m doing a story on a women’s player who is transferring from UNC. My understanding is that other schools need to send a written 

letter to UNC before they can contact about transferring to their school (I believe this is called a "permission to contact letter" but I’m not positive). 

I’m requesting all such letters from other schools to UNC seeking permission to contact 

I can be reached at or hgutmann@heraldsun.com. 

Sincerely, 

Harold 

Harold Gutmann 

Staff Writer, UNC athletics 

The Herald-Sun 

2828 Pickett Road 

Durham, N.C. 

(cell) 

www.heraldsun.com 

From: Kirschner, Steve [stevekirschner@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 1:09 PM 

To: Harold M. Gutmann 

Subject: Re: permission to contact letters 

Regina Stabile 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 



Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

On 4/24/14, 1:04 PM, "Harold M. Gutmann" <HGutmann@heraldsun.com> wrote: 

>Hi Steve, 
> 

>I’m doing a follow-up on . My understanding is that other 

>schools need to send a written letter to UNC before they can contact 

>         about transferring to their school (I believe this is called 

>a "permission to contact letter" but I’m not positive). 

>Are these letters public records? And if so, who should I file my 

>public records request with? 

> 

>Thanks, 

>Harold 

> 

> 

>Harold Gutmann 

>Staff Writer, UNC athletics 

>The Herald-Sun 

>2828 Pickett Road 

>Durham, N.C. 

>            (cell) 

>www.heraldsun.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sutton, Anne -#O IJNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN ANNE MARIA SUTTON (SUTTONA)C55> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 11:34 AM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurraJ~@email xmc.edu>; McFarlm~d, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edK>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; 
Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@m~c.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <s~tevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <ortk@email.unc.edu> 

FYI - WCHL request seeking S-A emails related to 

14-04-22records request- ,pdf 

FYI Ram Northaza (WCtIL FM Radio) is seeking the following (full request attached): 

Emails sent to ITNC Athletics office requesting the option to contact S-A 
Public records is looking into this request. 
Thin,ks, 
.Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records Paralegal 

Office of Universiry- Counsel 

The University &North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 10:47 AM 

To: rnortham@wchl.com 

Cc: UNC News; Moon, Karen B; Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.22.2014) 

Dear Mr. Northam, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to news@unc.edu and Karen Moon yesterday. A copy of your message is attached for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!!policies.unc.eduipolicies/public-records!. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Ulfivel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen (a~unc.edu 

From: Moon, Karen B 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 10:25 AM 

To: Northam, Ran (RNortham@wchl.com); UNC News 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: FW: Records Request - UNC Athletics 

By cc on {:hi~ ernail, t am forwarding your reqLu-:~.d: to our public records .:_~ffice. t am also providing a link i:o our public records policy: 

.h...t..t.p.jj..p.~..!!~c.J~e...s.:-u.-n.~c....~e..~d..~u../.p.~9J~Lc.~Le.~s..[.p..u...b..!!~c..~9~Z 
Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Uniw-:!rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(9:t9) ~.-X’~2- g~,_% 

From: NorI:ham, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wch].com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:14 PN 
To: UNC News 
C¢: Noon, Karen B 
Subject: Records Request - UNC Athletics 

Hi Karen, 

Please see the attached records request. 

If you need any additional information from me, please let me know. 

Would you please confirm that you got this email when you receive it. 

Than k you, 
Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 



97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

.F_. _a_~_e_!? o__o_.k_ 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders] 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community: OurLocal DeaLcom 
Have a ~ews tip? 
See t~affic o~ accidents o~ the road? 

Calt the WCHL ~ewsroom at ~19@$7-8353 or e-mait us at £_e _w__#_@..w___~.;_!)_!~£~__~). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 11:44 AM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraJa@email xmc.edu>; McFarlmad, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edw~; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edt~-; Orth, Zach <ort21@email.unc.edu> 

FYI - Response sent to (WCHL) - re request seeking S-A emails related to (request dated 4/22/2014) 

14-04-22records request- .pdf; Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated ) .msg 

FYI - Public Records Response sent to Ran Northam at WCHL FM Radio, regarding his request seeking "emails sent to UNC Athletics office requesting the option to 

contact S-A                  , dated 4/22/2014 (See attached response of what was provided and copy of FYI below for specifics of what was requested) ... 

...this request is fully processed and closed-out... 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Ailen(#)unc.edu 

From: Sutton, Anne 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 11:34 AM 

To: Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 

Subject: FYI - WCHL request seeking S-A emails related to 

FYI Ran Northmn (WCHL FM Radio) is seeking the follo~,ing (lhll request attached): 

Emails sent to UNC Athletics office requesting the option to contact S-A 

Public records is looking into this request. 

’Iha~lks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Record~ Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 10:47 AM 

To: rnortharn @wchl.com 

Cc: UNC News; Moon, Karen B; Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.22.2014) 

Dear Mr. Northam, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to news@unc.edu and Karen Moon yesterday. A copy of your message is attached for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

h..t..t.p..;~.p...~.1~.t~..s.:.u.~..c..:~rj.~j..p..~..~}..~.!.~.s.Lp..m~.1~r.~.c...~.r.~L. 
Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hail, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Ailen(#)un c.edu 

From: Moon, Karen B 

Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 10:25 AM 

To: Northam, Ran (._R___N_o_r__th_a_m_____@__w___£_h__[_._c_o___m__); UNC News 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: FW: Records Request - UNC Athletics 



[-~y cc on this em~il, I arn forw~rding you~ request Lo our public records office. I am also providing a link to our public reco~d,.; policV: 

~..t..t#..~#...~J.~.~.e..~:£..n£..e..d..~Z~...~..~LCJ..e..s.~#...u...bJ.~:.r...e..c...~..r...d..s./ 
Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at (:h~pel Hill 

(919) 9C,2--8595 

From-" Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl,com] 
Sent," Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:14 PN 
To: UNC News 
C¢; Noon, Karen B 
Subject, Records Request - UNC Athletics 

Hi Karen, 

Please see the attached records request. 

If you need any additional information from me, please let me know. 

Would you please confirm that you got this email when you receive it. 

Than k you, 
Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrbor~)’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Ea___c:~ b__o_o_k 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Doily Deols for the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community: _O____u_£__L__o__c___a_]__D___e___a_!_:_c___o___m__. 
Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 

Catl the WCHL newsroorn at 919~$7--8353 or e-mail us at !!_e_.___w_$@wchl.¢om 



222 EA~:,’|" CAMEgO’N AV~!NUE 
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May 2, 2014 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 
97.9-FM WCHL 
88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 967-8363 
rnortham@wchl.com 

SENT VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Northam: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated April 22, 2014, in which you wrote seeking copies of University records. 
Specifically, your correspondence read: 

"1 am writing to request emails sent to the UNC Athletics office requesting the option to contact women’s 
player              " 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. The type 
of records you have requested are not public records. The University’s Policies and Procedures Under the Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (the University’s FERPA policy) is available on-line at 
http :llpolicy.sites.unc.edu/files12013/O51FE RP A.pdf). 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
httpj/policies.unc.eduipo!!c!es/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 11:56 AM 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu>; Kir~hner, Steve ~tevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: seeking assistauce - requests re 

Hi Regina - 

Yes, such records do exist. Typically, a school wishing to contact a student-athlete at another institution will email the original inslitution to request permission to do so. 

In          case, she was provided a blanket release in hard copy allowing her to contact any institution she was interested in speaking with directly. The provision of 

such a release has limited the number of schools who have reached out to us directly. 

I hope this helps¯ Plea~ let me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you. 

Masielle 

¯ 
" 3 " " On May 2, 2014, at 11.14 AM, Stal: de, Regina <a:~Jua s~g:~ile,~&mc,edu> wrote: 

Hi Marielle- 

Per my voice message, I am hoping for your help limited to relaying whether there are any records (emaifs or letters) frorn other schools requesting 

the option to contact .... for reference, see my message below to Vince, Paul and Steve on Monday and attached copies of the 

requests, 

Stew:, confirmed that no such records were puMicly released by Athletics, but suggested that i reach out to you to learn whether any such records 

actually exisL 

Thanks! 

Regina 

From: Stabile, Regina 

Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:56 PM 

To: Vince Ille (       ~.~.t~.:!?.et); Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve 

Subject: seeking assistance - requests re 

Hi Vince, Paul and Steve - 

I wanted to touch-base about these two new requests specific to player (seeking letters or emails to Athletics requesting 

the option to contact her)... 

If there are any letters!emails, I do not believe that Athletics has released any such records to the public as part of media disclosures or otherwise but 

wanted to confirm. FYI - I believe these are education records not subject to disclosure under the Public Records Act, so there is no need to provide 

<mime- attachment> 

<mime- attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sutton, Anne <suttona@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May2, 2014 4:50 PM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraaa@email.unc.edu>; McFarlmad, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu->; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edt~-; Orth, Zach <ort~@email.unc.edu> 

FYI - Carter (N&O) 2 requests seeldng info re Smith Center lenovafions/new athletic arena 

0501 unc- snaith- center- renovations.pdf; Re Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 5.1.2014).msg 

FYI Andrew Carter (N&O) has requested the following (see fn’st attacl~nem for full request): 

_Amy correspondence during 11/1/2013 mad 5/1/2014, between the university mad amy m’chitectural finn related to the potential Smith Center 

renovations aJld/or related to the potential construction of a new athletic arena 

Please note: This request is related to a previous request seeking communication records b/t UNC and 360 Architecture from 4/11/14-5/1/14. There is a third request (see 

second attachment) that is specifically asking for docs associated with 360 mad CSL. 

Public Records Staff is looking into this request... 

Tha~nks, 

Anne 

From: Public Records 

gent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 12:42 PM 

To: Carter, Andrew 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 5.1.2014) 

Dear Mr. Carter, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Regina Stabile this morning. A copy of your message is attached for reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise ~ Affen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of ITniversity Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise~unc.edu 

From: Carter, Andrew [rnmlto:~E~:~wte~@new:-;ob:-;erver com] 

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 11:00 AM 

To: Stabile, Regina 

Subject: records request 

HI, Regina, 

Please see the attached records request. Thanks so much. 

_= 

Andrew Carter 

Reporter 

The Raleigh News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 

c: 

@_andrewcarter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Carter <acarter@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 12:47 PM 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Re: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 5.1.2014) 

Thanks, Denise. The other firm is CSL out of DaJlas. I can amend the request if you need me to, but I’m looking tbr docs associated with 360 and CSL. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 1, 2014, at 12:41 PM, Public Records <publicrecords(i2anc ed~ wrote: 

Dear Mr. Carter, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to Regina Stabile this morning. A copy of your message is attached for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q: Allen 

Receptionist andPu61ic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

From: Carter, Andrew [~).~L[!~’?.2?.c.?~3.Rr.~.~.~:{:2s)~)s:~2.[.f4~2:L~?.~3j 

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 11:00 AM 

To: Stabile, Regina 

Subject: records request 

Hi, Regina, 

Please see the attached records request. Thanks so much. 

Andrew Carter 

Reporter 

The Raleigh News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 

c: 

@_andrewcarter 

<0501 unc- smith- center- renovations.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 6:56 AM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Leadership Academy: Coaches Program {2014-15) 

Have you vetted these presenters and discussed the topics with Cricket? 

Do you want to? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Lane>, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 at 7:30 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu> 

Cc: Vince file <!]_[e__.@._y__n_.c__._.e_d__u_.> 

Subject: FW: Leadership Academy: Coaches Program (2014-15) 

Bubba, 

The theme for the Leadership Academy: Coaches Program (2014-15) will be: We EDUCATE and INSPIRE through athletics. Below is our tentative plan: 

September - Educate: 

October - Educate: 

November - Educate: 

January - Inspire: 

February -Inspire: 

March - Inspire: 

Educate Options 

Bubba, Matt Terrell-Strategic Plan 

Sir Ken Robinson -Changing EducaLion Paradigms [Info Doodle] 

Meg Jay -TED Talk, Why 30 Is Not the New 20 [book] 

Tim Elmore - Poet/Gardner 

Inspire Options 

Len Sweet, Enchantment Learning 

Joshua Metcalf Train to be CLUTCH 

Organization/Individual [Special Olympics, Miracle League, Match for Kim, Wounded Warriors] 

We are bringing in Joshua Metcalf Jan Mann suggested him) and thought he might be an appropriate speaker for our January All-Staff Meeting (see his bio below). 

Our dates are January 12th-13th, 2015. Please check out his website and let us know what you think. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

A former Division I soccer player from Vanderbilt University who graduated with a degree in communications, Medcalf went on to study under one of the top sport 

psychologists in the country at Duke University, while playing out his last year of eligibility. 

He took the life changing principles and techniques he learned to start the Dream Sports Academy, a non-profit training program for at-risk athletes in one of the 

toughest housing projects in the heart of south central Los Angeles. 

From that experience he realized these principles and techniques were applicable across all areas of life and after conversations with business men and women, 

actors, and other people from a wide variety of fields, he recognized that there was a need for performance enhancement principles in many different 

occupations. 

That realization and the need to provide support for his Dream Sports Academy led him to establish the Train To Be Clutch Program, teaching his life changing 

principles to athletes, business men and women, actors and universities all over the world. 

He has created some of the first mental training apps in the world for soccer, basketball and golf His soccer and basketball apps are available on the Apple 

Network. He also has a generic training app, "ReFresh my Heart," that is helpful to anyone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer~admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Quick Call? 

Dear Vince: 

I’m working on a project and am wondering if you would have 5 minutes for quick conversation this weekend or early Monday. 

If this weekend, please call me at home at 

If Monday, please call me at the office at 919-966-3992. 

I’m sorry for the trouble but will be grateful for your help. 

Steve 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~;ielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:16 AM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa tbotbaJl@groups.unc.edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 
Timmermaus, Tom --~timmermaus@unc.edt~>; Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edt~>; Steinbacher, Rick ~rick@unc.edt~>; Cuuningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

NFL Draft Parties - REMINDER 

All: 

Please see the link below to an article which has previously Deen posted on ESPN.corn regarding a warning from the NCAA to underclassmen attending draft 

parties of former student-athletes/tem’nmates. 

http:/!sports.espn.go,com!nflidraft201]!newsistorv?id=6335925 

As a ren~inder, a curr~-:mt ,.;tudent--at:hlete’s attendance at a draft day party may result in violations of NCAA legish~tion if the c~.urent student-.athlet~-:~ d.:_~es not pay 

for the benefit:s or servic~-:~s h~-_~ r~-:~ceives in the course of attending such part:ies, if any of our former ~tudent.-athlet:es are ha~ing draft: parties and mr:end to invit~-_~ 

friends and former teammates, who are current studenbathletes, to attend the party and any expenses were financed by an agent or certified contract advisor’, 

receipt of such expenses constitutes an impermissible benefit from an agent. Further, even if all of the benefits received by a current studen~AMete associated 

with attendance at the draft party cm~ne directly from a friend and former teammate, there may still be a violation involving impermissible preferential treatment. 

The issue of a cure-:mr student.-atMet:e receipting benefits flom a former st:udent-.athlet~-:~ was reviewed by th~-_~ former NCAA Division I 

Academk:s/[:li~fibilitviConlpliance Cabin~-:d: Subcomn~ittee on Legislative Revi~-:~wilnterpret:ations (t.RIS) in 2001. At that time, the ;ubcommitt~-:~e dir~-:~ct~-:~d the staff 

that the standard ]:o~ reviewing cases involving benefits p~ovided to a current student--athlete from a t:orrne~ teammate should be whether the type of benefit 

provided is consistent with what was provided when the donor and recipient of the benefit were college teammates~ This analysis is still used when determining 

whether a student-athlete received impermissible benefits from a former teammate. 

I will send a similar reminder to all Football student-atMetes via the ACS email system. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Tha]~k you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19) 9{-~2..7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 11:37 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plyogge@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.e&P; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Media Report 5.5.14 

Media Report 5.5.14.docx 

All, 

Please see today’s report attached. 

Best, 



FlrOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coleman Scott @gmail.com> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 9:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtL> 

Thank You 

Mr. llle, 

Thank you for this great opportunity to become part of an amazing universi~. I am ready to start working with the team and other coaches. We have a lot of work to 

do, but with the support of the coaches and the athletic department I know we can build a successful team. I can’t wait to get to Chapel Hill a~ld begin this journey. 

T hank you, 

Coleman Scott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 12:35 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

FW: DRAFT: Please Welcome Ochuko Jenije 

Ochuko Jenije.jpg 

This is excellent way to welcome new staff members and I like that their is a bio. 

We need to make this the standard. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Lane>, Cricket <£r_!.c__k_.e_t_@_u_._nc__._e_d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, May 6, 2014 at 12:26 PM 

To: Department of Athletics Listserv <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Cc: ’            @gmail.corn" <            @gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: DRAFT: Please Welcome Ochuko Jenije 

I am h.~p]:~y Lo ann.:_3urlc~:’, ~ m_:,w m~:_~mb~:_~r l:o l:h(_:, T.~r Heel [amily - -, 

Ochuko Jenije (oh - CHOO - coe JEN - uh -jay) joins the Student-Athlete Development staff as an Assistant Director effective May 5, 2014. He will assist in 

administering the five services areas of Student-Athlete Development but will be the primary contact for Carolina Outreach and the Student-Athlete Advisory 

Council (SAAC). 

Ochuko holds a BS in Sport Management from Florida State University in Tallahassee FL where he played football. He received an MS in Higher Education with an 

emphasis in General Administration from FSU as well. 

Prior to coming to UNC, Ochuko served as an Intern, Assistant and then Coordinator of Student Services at FSU. 

Ochuko interned in Sports Information at FSU as well and spent time in Marketing at Oral Roberts University in Tulsa OK and the University of Tulsa. 

His office (Room 2108) is located in the Student-Athlete Development office suite in Loudermilk and hi~ phone mmlber i~.~ 919- is 843-2306. Please stop by to 

welcome him to UNC. 

Check out his full bio HERE. 

Ericl,:et 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: PROOF: 0506-103212 :UNC Academic All-Stars 

From-’ Pogge, Paul 

Sent-’ Tuesday, 7:27 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc-" Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject-’ RE: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

Let’s just clarify they are Olympic sport athletes, The autographs are one of the main tMngs that get the families excited to come (as evidenced by the lines before 

the games last year), so I think it is ~-:~s;~:_~rd:h~l thai: we pron~ote [:~qat conq)otlent, 

From-’ Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent-’ Tuesday, 7:04 PM 
To; Pogge, Paul 

¢c; Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject-’ RE: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

If we say autographs we have to deliver on thaL Football players witl not be an option pre game. 

As soon as we say autographs, they will assume football players and we are setting them up for disappointment. I do not think we should promote autographs. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent-’ Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

To" Steinbacher, Rick 
Co,, Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject-’ Re: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

I do think it’s important to mention photograph and autograph optx)rtunities and agree that it is equally important that we deliver on those betbre "the game. That is a 

central piece of the experience. 

The feedback regarding twelve total students is good. Perhaps we should j ust say it is "customarily two per grade for grades k-6." 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 2:36 PM, "Steinbacher. Rick" <.Li__c_k_@__q_rLc_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

I’m fine either way on 12 total or 2 per grade. 

We are pfarming pre game events only, nothing post game. Perhaps we should be less det:initive for now and say ’~Before the game, Academic All 

Stars wiU have the opportunity to enioy special game day events as part of Tar Heel Town right next to Kenan Stadium." 

Rick 

From-’ Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, .2:33 PM 
To" Pogge, Paul; Beale,’Michael; Steinbacher, Rick 

Subject-’ FW: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

This is good feedback from and . Thoughts? 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:28 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Subject: RE: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

I think this looks good. I see it says they can select 12 students. Does it have to be 2 per grade? Or is it just any 12? If it does, you would probably want 

to specify that. Also, not every school is K-5 so 2 per grade wouldn’t always come out to 12. But if it’s simply every school can pick any 12, then you are 

fine. 

The only other thing I noticed is it says, "Before the game, Academic All Stars will have a number of photograph and autograph opportunities..." This is 

fine as long as we are sure we can do that before the game. I just don’t want to see us change the plans to doing that after the game and then have 

people bring this printed out and complain that we gave them false information. But as long as we are certain we will do that pre-game, then this is 

good to go out. 

From-’ Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:54 PM 
To: 
Subject-’ FW: PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

See below for an e~am#e of what will go to ~-:~ach principal. Let me know if you have any fe~-_~dbac:k or concerns. Thanks 

Tim 

Jason Steinberg 

Associate Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

800.722.4335 

~_s__t_~ j_r_~_b_gr_~ ¢3~ Ln___c_=_e___d_~[ 
"iiii ii[: ii[:]i]i i[i;ii :Ji~]i ]i:i j: ~::i iil, ]i i~iiil;ii,;ii ii:i ]ii: ’it ii]i[]i]i ;iii:iiiiii;]iiii ;ik]i iiil ii.li: ii;il ,irl ;" 

From-’ UNC Academic All-Stars [mailto:academicallstars@unc.edul 
Sent-’ Tuesday, 1:32 PM 
To-" Steinberg, Jason 

Subject-’ PROOF: 0506-103212 : UNC Academic All-Stars 

Use this Ih]k to view a web version of the emsil 

% 



~FB14-AAS1:KU14 

~FB14-AASI:WN61 

~FB14-AASl:GZ24 

~FB14-AAS1:RN48 

~FB14-AAS1:SK89 

~FB14-AASl:DK91 

~FB14-AAS1:OO93 

~FB14-AAS1:TA33 

~FB14-AAS1:KB45 

~FB14-AAS1:SY17 

~FB14-AAS1:ZM87 

~FB14-AAS1:IY81 

% 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS. find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets@unc edu. 

u_s e__th_!s__U n_k to_m_o_d !t~_~g uZ_p_r_ofLLe _g r_~_gn~L~b~_~ 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.eduv 

Wednesday,            9:39 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~- 

W~estJing 

Barbara, please issue our last slot to 

CD 

Sent from my iPhone 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 12:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Joy - [bllow- up on fl~e oNine exit surveys 

HI Vince! 

Were you able to capture data for our spring graduates with the online exit survey and the interviews with the sports administrators? 

Will the data be ready for analysis this month? 

Thanks 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
Associate Profe55or a!~d [)[rector 
Unive!’sil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel Hill 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gor~dura!~ Hail 

32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; ,.>-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r].~ al:[;~chments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~t;}JR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Ar!~, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended recip[en[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by re’ply e-mall and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the original message. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s~tate official (NCGN, oh, J.32), Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 5:02 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

AP story on high school proficiency rates 

http:!!bigstory.a p.org!a rticle!nations-report-ca rd-12th-graders-show-no-growth?) 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul < ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 8:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Apr 

gince, 

Mens tennis Apr for the last foul- years is 1000 It has not been documented 
correctly. 
Thank you, 
Sam Paul 

Sam Paul 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 9:04 AM 

Patti, Santp~n L <spaul@unc.edtv~; hjudge@scsu.edu; gwutemlis@gwu.edu; jgoffi@maillx~x.sc.edu 

Parker, Andrew F <drewp@email.unc.edu>; athmjw@gwu.edu; Ille, Vince ~<ille@unc.edu>; Matthew Dolge ( 

gcabe@socon.org 

Administxative Meeting 

@gmail.com); 

Good morning, Coaches: 

As we did not hear any objections, the Administrative Meeting (formerly the Coaches Meeting) for the Men’s First and Second Rounds will held at 6:00 pm in the 

indoor facility at the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. Our NCAA Rep, Geoff Cabe, has ASSURED me that the meeting will last no longer than 30 minutes (...I’m thinking 

20 minutes...thinking? HOPING!t]). 

Safe travels to one and all -the Gamecocks are already on site. Don’t forget to hydrate]t! 

Thanks, 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Temple, Abbey <abbeyjoy@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:07 AM 

UNC Softball: Three Tax Heels Earn All-ACC Honors 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Thursday, 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 724-541-0290) 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com) - Th~ All-Atlantic Coast Conference Softball Teams and individual awards were announced today by the conference 

office, as voted on by the league’s 11 head coaches. 

Carolina’s 

in 

was named to th~ earning conference honors fbr the second time in her career after being named to the Second Team 

md ~ were both named to the. 

Florida State’s Maddie O’Brien was named the ACC Player of the Year, while the Seminoles’ Lacey Waldrop and Lonni Alameda were named Pitcher of the Year 

and Coach of the Year, respectively. Notre Dame’s Karley Wester was tabbed the ACC Freshman of the Year. 

O’Brien, a junior from Palm Harbor, Florida, finished the regular season second in the league in batting m~erage (.440) and topped the charts in slugging percentage 

(.953), on-base percentage (.556), home runs (20) and RBI (74). O’Brien becomes the sixth Florida State student-athlete to win the award, joining Toni Gutierrez 

(1992), Cindy Lawton (1995), Shamalene Wilson (1996), Leslie Malerich (2001) and Jessica van der Linden (2003, 2004). 

Waldrop, who became the second student-athlete from Florida State to win the league’s top softball pitcher award, held opponents to a.171 batting mTerage and 

posted an ERA of 0.86 in 204.1 innings of work. The junior fi~m Chester, Virginia, registered a NCAA-high 31 wins during the regular ~ason. 

N otre Dame’s We ster, a native of Huntington Beach, California, led the ACC in batting average (.461 ) and was third in the league with an on-base percentage 

of .525. In addition, Wester drove home 28 runs during the regular season and topped the league’s charts in stolen bases with 25. 

Alameda earned ACC Coach of the Year honors for the second consecutive season after leading the Seminoles to the top spot in the ACC regular season standings. 

Florida State enters postseason play with a 47-6 record, 24-3 against conference opponents and is ranked No. 4 in the most recent USA Today/NFCA poll. 

Ten schools were represented on the 2014 AI1-ACC Teams, led by Florida State and Notre Dame with five representatives apiece. North Carolina, Virginia Tech and 

Syracuse had three, while Boslon College, Geo~ia Tech, NC State, and Pitt each had two. Ma~land rounded out the field with one representative. 

IndMdual Award Winners 

Player of the Year - Maddie O’Brien, Florida State 

Pitcher of the Year -Lacey Waldrop, Florida State 

Freshman of the Year- Karley Wester, Notre Dame 

Coach of the Year- Lonni Alameda, Florida State 

All-A CC First Team 

Lacey Waldrop Jr. 

Maddie O’Brien Jr. 

Karley Wester Fr. 

Micaela Alizmendi So. 

Conrtney Senas Sr. 

P Florida State 

S S Florida State 

OF Notre Dame 

1B Notre Dame 

OF Florida State 

Emily Weiman Jr. 

[,aura Winter Sr. 

Sydney O’ttara Fr. 

Maddie Lionberger So. 

A ll-A CC Second Team 

Ashley Thomas Sr. 

Jessica Bnnonghs Fr. 

Emilee Koemer Jr. 

Renada Davis Jr. 

Candice Beards Sr. 

P NC State 

P Notre Dame 

P Syracuse 

2B Georgia Tech 

S S Georgia Tech 

P Florida State 

OF Notre Dame 

SS NC State 

l B Maryland 

Lauren Gasldll Jr. S S Virginia Tech 

Tory Speer Sr. C Boston College 



Carly Thea 

AII-ACC Third Team 
Jasmine Watson 
Victoria East 
Cassidy Whidden 
Shirley Daniels 
Tori Nirschl 
Kylie McGoldrick 
Nicole D’Argento 
Megan Cooley 
Briana Hamilton 
Katey Smith 

Abbey Temple 

UNC Athle*.~c Communicatior~s 

o: 919-962-1160i c: 

GoHeels.com 

Jr. OF Pitt 

Sr. 1 B Syracuse 
So. 1B Florida State 
Jr. C Notre Dame 
Sr. OF Syracuse 
So. OF Pitt 
Jr. 2B Virginia Tech 
Sr. P Boston College 
So. OF Boston College 
St. 3B Florida State 
So. C Virginia Tech 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 10:37 PM 

Montgomery John (Rams) <john@rmnsclub.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Northwestern Football -- Season Tickets Now on Sale 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Fred McCoy <        ~)ec.rr.com> 

Date: May 8, 2014 at 4:42:15 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Cunniughaln <._b___u__b_b__’_a_=£@__q_r_Lc_:__e__d___t!>, Michael Jacobs <!2n__!c__h~_~__e__!=_~s_~2_u_jlc__:_e_d__9_.> 

Subject: Northwestern Football - Season Tickets Now on Sale 

Per our short disc~tssion._ so much fun. -.-. Fred 

From: Fred McCoy [mailto: ~ec.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 3:51 PM 
To: ’cat-tix~northwestern,edu’ 
Subject: RE: Season Tickets Now on Sale 
Y.:_~u’r~:_~ kidding, right? D:_d: the ut~ion buy [:h~ tickler’;, -- Fr~-’_~d 

From: Northwestern Football [mailto:cat-tix@northwestern.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 1:23 PM 
To:        ~ec.rr.com 
Subject: Season Tickets Now on Sale 

Use this link to view a web version of this message 

’.~,~ I~.~,: ~.~.~ ~.~.~ ~ ~.~.~    II ~ I~.~ II ~,~ II ~ I ~ 

Please do not reply to this e-mail. Questions or comments may be sent to: caL-tix$)northwestern.edu 

Modify your email preferences or unsubscribe 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirsclmmr, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 9, 2014 12:27 AM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@emad.unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes~unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Paul, Sampson L 

< spaul@unc.edu>; Rennin: Joy J ~<!oX Renner@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Apr 

I can adjust the release and also include in next week’s release 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

University ofNortfi Caarolina 

On May 8, 2014, at 10:42 I?M, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a)emad.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. 

Bubba Cumfingham 

Director of Athletics 

University- of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> 

Date: May 8, 2014 at 11:30:58 AM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Apr 

"Leading the ACC’s 15 current member institutions receiving APR publtic recognition awards for 2012-13 were Notre Dame with 15, Duke 

with 14, Boston College with 12, North Caarolina with six, Miami and Virginia with five each, and Georgia Tech with four." 

Should have been 7 (not 6) for UNC in the ACC press release you [brwarded to everyone yesterday. Unfortunately, the data we submitted 

was not correct. But we are two ahead of the next best public institution. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2014 10:05 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Vangel&r, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Apr 

His assertion is correct. I nmde a mistake in 11-12’s data submission. I have aheady contacted the NCAA and know what to do this fall to 

make up for it in the Coaches APR profile but he unfortunately missed tim recognition yesterday. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2014 9:55 AM 

To: Vangelder. Marielle A; Blanton, Brent S 

Subject: FW: Apr 

If Coach Paul’s assertion below is accurate, can we please take all necessary- steps to make the necessa~ corrections? Thmlks for your 
help. 

Mince 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stun Paul [madto:samlmultenni~&yahoo.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 8:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Apr 

Vince, 

Mens tennis Apr for the last four years is 1000. It has not been documented correctly. 

Thank you, 



Sam Paul 

Sam Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~ 

Friday, ¯ 9:03 AM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edu> 

Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 

We can remove from list 

Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

> On May 9 2014, at 5:00 AM, "noreply@unc edu" <noreply@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> <2014 Fall Soccer-M pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:19 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: 

Done.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Friday, 2014 9:03 AM 
To: ITS-noreply 
Cc: Porter, Grant; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

We can remove li’om list 

Thanks 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

> Or i, at 5:00 AM, "noreply@unc.edu" <noreply@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> " Fall Soccer-M.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:34 AM 

ttaydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Temp Position 

Vince is the Executive Staff member to sign t:or Football. 

Also, who is this that you are referring to? 

And; will he be a grad assistant in Football? 

Joyce 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent: Friday, i0:30 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: Temp Position 

Thanks Joyce~ He will not be enrolled in school over the summer. As for Executive Staff Member signature, who typically does this. Is that a Rick signature or is 

Corey able to sign for this.> 

,Joe 

From= Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent= Friday. 10:24 AM 
To: Haydon, 3oe 
Subject: RE: Temp Position 

.Joe, 

Thanks for le~ng me know about this. We 

need the original forrn with all signatt~res before 

we can proceed with the hiring process ]:or this temp. 

Wili he be enrolled in school over the summer? 

.Joyce 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent: Friday, , , 10:12 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Temp Position 

Hi Joyce, 

Attached is the form for a temp employee d~at we’d tike to hire for about g months, lt is one of the.            Grad Students that wili begin his schooi stipend in 

late August but we’diikeforhimtostartasatempinthebeginningot:June. Please let me know if l need to change anything on this sheet. 

Thanks, 

Jee Haydon 
Director of Footba][ ()peratio~s 

Uiliversitv of North Carolhaa 

Phone: 919.843,2572 

.1)___a_zdon@ unc. e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydork Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Friday, i : 10:38 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Temp Position 

Thanks. It’s next school year. 

.Joe 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Friday, 10:34 AM 
To: Haydon, 3oe 
Ce: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Temp Position 

Vince is the Executive Sta[:f rnember to sign for Football. 

Also, who is Lt~is that VOtE are referring to? 

And, will he be a grad assistant in Football? 

Joyce 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent: Friday, i0:30 AM 

To; Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: Temp Position 

Thanks Joyce~ He will not be enrolled in school over the summer. As [:or Executive Staff Member signature, who typically does this. Is that a Rick signature or is 

Corey able to sign for this? 

Joe 

From: Dalgleish, _loyce L 
Sent: Friday, 10:24 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Subject: RE: Temp Position 

Joe, 
Thanks for letting me know about this. We 

need the original form with all signatures before 

we can proceed with the hiring process for this temp. 

Wit[ he be enrolled in school over the surnmer? 

Joyce 

From: Haydon, Joe 

Sent: Friday, ¯ 10:12 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: Temp Position 

Hi Joyce, 

Attached is the [orm [or a temp employee that: we’d like to hire for about 3 months, it is one of the Sport Admin Grad Students that will begin his school stipend in 

isle August but we’d Like for him {o start as a temp in the beginning of June. Please let me know i]:l need to change anything on this sheet. 

Thanks, 

Joe Hevdon 
Director of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.843.2572 

haydon~a!unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 9, 2014 12:58 PM 

hjudge@scsu.edu Greg Munoz @gmail.com>; a’d~miw(d~wu.edu Paul, Sampson I, <spaul@unc.edu> 

gcabe@socon.org; Matthew Dolge <mdolge64@gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Coaches Meeting 

All - we are attempting to move the coaches meeting from 6:00 pm to 4:30 pm. North Carolina, South Carolina, our NCAA Rep & head Referee are a-go Our rep does not anticipate the 
meeting lasting longer than 15 minutes so we are hopeful this will not disrupt practices by pulling Vou away from your team BRIEFL Y. The meeting may be delayed a couple of minutes if the 

women’s match has not yet concluded. Please confirm receipt of this email. 

Look forward to seeing you[I!’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



@ 2m4 TENNIS 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, HOS’f 

University of Georgia 
Dan Magill Tennis Complex May 15.26 

MEN- Chapel Hill, NC 
(N. Carolina, S. Carolina, George Washington, S. Carolina State) 

Hotel: Hotel Indigo (7D/D, 2 King) 
Ashley Colglazier    ashleycolglazier@indigoathens.com 
Julia Oppenheimer juliaoppenheimer@indigoathens.com 
706-546-0430 hotel 

Submit Rooming List to Hotel by Monday, 5 PM 

Match Time: Friday, 4 PM TBD 

Practice Time: Wednesday, 9:30 AM 
Wednesday, 2:00 PM 
Thursday, 3:30 PM 
Friday, 2:30 PM 

Rec Sports Complex TBD 
Dan Magill Site TBD 
Rec Sports Complex TBD 
Rec Sports Complex TBD 

Coaches Mtg: Wednesday, 5:30 PM Butts-Mehre Team Meeting Room 

Banquet: Wednesday, 7:15 PM Classic Center 

Host Family: Joe & Lisa Frierson ’.Cell 

Notes: 

¯ Tournament Director: Matt Brachowski m attb@sports, uga. edu 

Please park in the Parking Deck adjacent to the tennis courts and check in at the 
Women’s Clubhouse when you arrive for your first practice. At this time, you will 
receive your team credentials, welcome packet, etc. 

¯ For additional tournament information, please refer to the participant manual at: 

http :iiwww.ncaa.orgisi tesidefaultifilesiParticipant%20Manual%20Georgia%202014.pdf 



@ 2m4 TENNIS 
UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA, HOS’f 

University of Georgia 
Dan Magill Tennis Complex May 15.26 

WOMEN- Chapel Hill, NC 
(North Carolina, Tennessee, Georgia State, VCU) 

Hotel: Hotel Indigo (7D/D, 2 King) 
Ashley Colglazier    ashleycolglazier@indigoathens.com 
Julia Oppenheimer juliaoppenheimer@indigoathens.com 
706-546-0430 hotel 

Submit Rooming List to Hotel by Monday, 5 PM 

Match Time: Thursday, 9 AM TBD 

Practice Time: Tuesday, 10 AM 
Tuesday, 3 PM 
Wednesday, 8 AM 
Wednesday, 12:30 PM 
Thursday, 7:30 AM 

Dan Magill Site TBD 
Rec Sports Complex TBD 
Dan Magill Site TBD 
Rec Sports Complex TBD 
Dan Magill Site TBD 

Coaches Mtg: Wednesday, 5:30 PM Butts-Mehre Team Meeting Room 

Banquet: Wednesday, 7:15 PM Classic Center 

Host Family: Joe & Lisa Frierson Cell 

Notes: 

Tournament Director: Matt Brachowski m attb@sports, uga. edu 

Please park in the Parking Deck adjacent to the tennis courts and check in at the 
Women’s Clubhouse when you arrive for your first practice. At this time, you will 
receive your team credentials, welcome packet, etc. 

¯ For additional tournament information, please refer to the participant manual at: 

http://www_ncaa:org/sites/default/files/Participant%20Manual%20Georgia%202014_pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:07 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mtbx@unc.edu-~; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Mike, 

Thanks for your voice mail message. I’ve admitted and his decision should release later today. 

We will hold on     mtil June, when his final transcript is received. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Barbara 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bakaly, Charles @edelman.com> 

Tuesday, May 13, 2014 7:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Greetings 

Hi Vince, I’m here today and tomorrow for meetings. I understand Bubba is out but I wanted to try to catch up with you. Think I may have some time later today or in 

the morning. Are you a breald’ast eater - Carolina Inn tomorrow? 



North Carolina Schedule 

I 
Wednesday, 6pm Carson Newman (Exhibition) Chapel Hill, NC 

Tuesday, 6pm Wingate University (Exhibition) Chapel Hill, NC 

Friday, 

Monday, 

Sunday, 

Thursday, 

Sunday, 

Thursday, 

Friday, 

Saturday, 

Wednesday, 

S i rday, 
:M~ndoy, 

Wednesday, 

S turday, 

:thursday, 
SO~ay~ 

Thursdcly,i 
Sunday,~: 

Th ursday, 

Thursday, 

Sunday, 

Th ursday, 

Monday, 

Thursday, 

Sunday, 

Th ursday, 

Sunday, 

Th ursday, 

Sunday, 

4:30pm Air Force Academy Chapel Hill, NC 

9pro Univ. of Tennessee (ESPN2) Chapel Hill, NC 

:2~m: pST at UCLA : Lo~ Angeles,:::::::::::::::::::::::::: : CA 

......... 6p~ .... Coastal Carolina University ;: ............. ChapelHi!!, NC 

CANCUN TOURNAMENT (1 Day missed) 
::::::::::::::::: 

2:30pm CST vs. Arkansas State University .... 

Noon CST 

2:30pm CST 

..... +:+:+:+:+:~ 

~: ~iiiiiiiiiii! 
+:+:+: 

ji ": iiiiiiiiiiiii 

6pm 

Ipm 

6:30pm 

vs. Arizona State University 

vs. University of Illinois 

::::::::::::::: 

ACC/BIg Ten vs. Univ. ofNebraska 

CharlestO~ Southern U~versity 
University o~ NPw Orleans 

7pm UniversityofSo~ii~Ca~!ina 

2pm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii}iii~amesMadisonUnive~ity 

iiiiiiiiiiiiii: U~!!~rsityofMaryland(ESPNU) 
::::::: 

~iiiiiiiiiiiiii N. Ca~#naStateUniversity(ESPN3) 

:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~:::::::::F!or!dai~ia~university(RsN) 

Boston College 

Wake Forest University (~ Day missed) 

Syracuse University (RSN) 

University of Miami (RSN) 

Georgia Tech (~ Day missed) 

~ ~i~si~ ~ .... 
.................................. :::~::~pm ........................... :::::Un:i~r~:of:P~tts~urgh .... 

3pm 

@m 
lpm 

@m 
ipm 

7pm 

7pm 

2pm 
7pm 

7pm 

6:30pm 
2pm 
7pm 
Ipm 

Cancun, MX ...... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 
...... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~ 

ChapelHill, NC ::;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;; .... 

::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Myrtle B:~h~i~:SC 

~h~peiHilllNC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :::~ii[iiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[ii[iiii~ 
ch.p"-m"~,NCiiiiiiiiii~ .... 

Tollahassee, FL .... ~ii[[iiiiiiiiii[[i;i~ 
ChapeIHill, NC .... i!!!;;iiiiiiiiii[[[iii? 
ChestnutHill, MA:iiiii;iii[iiiiiiiiiiii;iii~; .... 

Winston- Sa !~m,i[i i~ ...... 
ChapetH.I, iii~C 
Chape~iiH~l!, NC 

Durham~i:iN~iiiiiiiiii~ 
@ape! Hill/ NC 

N. Carolina State University (ES~2): ~#lei#h, NC 
University of Virginia (RSN) (2 Day:::~issed)Chorlottesville, VA 

Virginia Tech                      Chapel Hill, NC 

University of Notre Dame (ESPN3) (2 Day missed)South Bend, IN 

Duke University (ESPN)             Chapel Hill, NC 

Wednesda~ 

-Sunda~ 

TBD ACC Tournament (2 Days missed) Greensboro, NC 

Sunda~ -Tuesday, NCAA Chape! Hill, NC 

Sunday, -Tuesday,. NCAA (3 days mi.ssed) Stanford, CA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 12:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Joy - Open Forum events next week 

That there is a lot of pressure (time) on these students outside the classroom that makes it difficult for them to succeed academically, When pressure is on, then 

there is pressure put somewhere else to help them succeed which may or may not be in the best interest of the student and!or the University. 

it was a helpfl~l and productiv~:_~ ~-:mlail and not accusatory or argumentatiw:,. He iust wanted us to ke~:_~p up the work we are doing and acknowledge that it is work 

that: neech:_~d to be done to iRsure a heaRhy environment. Such as, If the students didn’t ne~:_~d the iRdependent studi~:_~s courses so much b~:_~cause they "fit" in their 

heavy schedules better, then perhaps the situation would not have beer so large. He wants us to Rot look at just what happened iR AFAM as an isolated incident 

but more a symptom ot: perhaps bigger issues we car all address together. 

JoyJ. Renner~ M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

University of North Caroiina at Ci?apel Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #7"1.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-966-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-966-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, [nch.idh-~g attachments, if an~,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ origqnal m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Em~il correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~Nic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NCGS, ch, :t32), Student educationa~ records are ~biect to FERPA, 

I=rom: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 2014 11:54 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba; Brown, Plichelle 
Subject: Re: Joy - Open Forum events next week 

Who was the faculty member? Can you share his email with us if you believe it may represent the observations of others? Thanks for organizing these forums. 

On Apr 18, 2014, at 11:38 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have attached our plan for the two open forum events happening next week. You are welcome to join us for both, one or none as your schedule 

permits. We will collect the ideas, suggestions, concerns of the groups and fold them into our retreat discussions and planning for next year. 

I have already received an email from a faculty member who cannot come but wanted to voice his observations and opinions. I actually think his 

thoughts will be what we may hear from many of the faculty so it was a good one to receive today to help in preparation for next week. 

I hope you all have a lovely weekend and don’t read any emails from me. 

Joy 

Joy J Rennet, M.A., R[~R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sclqooi of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-.CH gondurant Hall 

32 i-.g Souti~ Columbia St. 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 J.47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
--CONF~DENTIALIlh~ NOTICE: [l~,i_ e-mail m(_~ssag(_% including attaci~m(_mts, if any, is intended only for th(_¯ -person or entity to wi~ich it is address(_~d and may contal n 
confidential and/or privdeged material. Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proiqbited, if you are not tile intend(_~d recipient, piease contact the 
sender by reply (_~-maii and destroy ail copies of th(_¯ original message. 
Emai[ correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 

by an authorized slk~te official (NCGN, oh, !32), Student educational reeor~ls are subje@ to FERPA, 

<Open Forums Outline April 2014.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:14 AM 

~optonline.net> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Potential Tour of Wreslling Facilities? 

, it was a pleasure meedng you both along with Kevin fast week. please go t~ww:__u___n__c____w___r__e_s__t_[Ln_g_:_c___o____m__ and complete a questionnaire so we 

have you on our radar and also so you are get~ng updates frequently. Check out the videos, you might [ike them. Please send meacopyofvourjunioryear 

transcript when this semester is over. We will keep in touch periodically via email over the summer. Let’s plan on bringing you down for an official visit next Fail 

after school sLarts, 

Feel free to call or email m~-_~ anVtim~:_~ i[ you have questions Look [orward to seeing ~,,o~ again in th~:_~ r:all 

Regards, 

C.D. Mock 

Go Heels! 

From: ~optonline.net] 
Sent: friday, 1U:Rt:I AlVl 

TO: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Re: Potential Tour of Wrestling Facilities? 

Will do thank you just eating brealdhst will be there between 1130 and 1200 

Thmlk You 

On at 9:34 AM, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock(~)unc~edu> wrote: 

. Carmichael is locked up, [ forgot this was Good Friday. If VOU get this just call my cell when you arrive at Carmichae[ Arena and I’1[ come let you 
in. 

Cc~ach Mock 

From: .~optonline.net] 
Sent: i uesaay, ~:e~ H~I 
To: llle, Vince 
Co: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Re: Potential Tour of Wrestling Facilities? 

Hey Coach, 

Friday at noon would be just fine. Vince thanks again. 

On at 4:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&amc.edu> wrote: 

Please see Coach Mack’s question below. Can you plea~ let him know when might be a good time for you and l 

Friday? I’in looking forward to seeing you guys this weekend. Safe travels. 

Vince 

V~nce Ilte 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Sent: Tuesday, ¢:09 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Potential Tour of Wrestling Facilities? 

Ask them to let me know what’s good for them. We have a few guys in at noon. 

to tour and visit on 

Sent from my iPhone 

On it 2:56 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)unc.edu~’~ wrote: 

CD, 
Is there a good time foi to stop by to visit and tour the wrestling facilities this Friday’? If so, I can 

relay that to the family and copy you so you guys can comnmnicate directly if necessary. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:14 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-> 

CurraJ~, Joel <igcurmn@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: draft response lbr Kane 

Vely good. 

Bubba 

Sere th)m my iPhone 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 6:55 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Draft for approval 

Dan: 

Carolina is flflly committed to complying with all NCAA rules. Regarding the article in the Chronicle of Higher Education, I would 

suggest that you speak to someone on the NCAA committee that is looking at potential changes in future legislation. 

STEVE KIRSCttNER 
University of NortJh Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:15 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu> 

revised with Vince input 

Revised 

Dan 

Carolina is fully committed to complying with all NCAA rules and academic integrity. Regarding the article in the Chronicle of Higher Education, I 

would suggest that you speak to someone on the NCAA committee that is looking at potential changes in future legislation, 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeds.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:22 PM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

this one 

(Bubba is good with this one...are you? If so, I will send to Kane) 

Dan 

Carolina is fully committed to both academic integrity and complying with all NCAA rules. Regarding the article in the Chronicle of Higher 
Education, I would suggest that you speak to someone on the NCAA committee that is looking at potential changes in future legislation. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edtp 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Illinois Nike Contact 

Thanks. 

Michael Beale 

Universib~ of North Carolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael, 

MeaV Kaufmann would be the person to call first. Thanks. 

Vince 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 5:58 PM, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale(?~unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Illinois just recently completed the Nike GIG process and i wanted to speak with someone up there about budgeting for the unveil/announcement of 

their new marks, etc. Who would you recommend me reaching out to on their staff to have an initial conversation? 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 
(c) 

michaelbeale@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joy Renner@med.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:12 PM 

Joy - Congratulations and Thanks! 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: Joy Renner 

Congratulations to Beverly and John Stephens on your election! Also, from English will be joining us. 1    was the forum participant today who 

commented on students in his freshman writing courses. 

Thanks to John for moderating, Paul tbr taking notes, and Andy tbr his time keeping and comments and to Deb and Bev and Lissa for your parlJcipation on the panel 

and commenks in our first thrum. I look tbrward to tomorrow morning’s li~rum as I know you do as well. 

I am so proud of the professionalism and intellectual approach and commitment on this Committee. 

Joy 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC- Chapel Hill Messages from the "Faculty Athletics Committee" site. To reply to this message click fills link to 

access Messages for this site: Faculty Athletics Committee. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Project Manager - Assistant to the AD 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Kathy DeBoer <kathy.deboer@avca.org> 

Date: April 23, 2014 at 9:18:25 PM EDT 

T o: "Cunninghaan, Bubba" <b__.u._b_.b__.~.@_e_F!ail._:U._!!c__:.e_d__t_.v3~ 

Subject: RE: Project Manager - Assistant to the AD 

gubba, 
Thanks for the prompt response, You won’t regret it, 
Kathy 

Kathh?en J. DeBoer, Executive Director 

American Volfeybat[ Coaches Association 

2365 Harrodsburg Rd. Suite 325A Le×ington, KY 40504 

Ph. 859/226-4315 (Main); 859/219-3554. (Direct) 

Fax. 859/226-4338 

D.mail, kathy.deboer@avca.org 

The 2014 AVCA Spring Conference App is now available! Download it [or free and st:av com~ecl:ed with what’s happening in Chicago, May 1.-.3! Visit: 

your app store and search AVCASC:I& To access the app t:rom your desktop, please visit -h--t--t-p-;/~1---2--x-,--1---4--8--:--m---.--a---t-t---e---q-d--Lf-y-:-£-~----m--. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:20 PM! 
To: Kathy DeBoer 
Subject: Re: Project Mtanager - Assistant to the AD 

Thanks for the recommendation we are going to meet as a committee tomorrow and map out our next steps. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 23, 20::[4, at 6:34 PM, "Kathy DeBoer" <kathy.deboer@avca.org> wrote: 

}3 a b b a 

Kathy DeBoer 

Kath[een J. DeBoer, Executive Director 

American Volleyball Coaches Association 

2365 Harrodsburg Rd. Suite ~25A Lexington, KY40504 

Ph. 859/226-4315 (Main); 859/219-3554 (Direct) 

Fa>: 859/226-4338 

E--mail. _k___a__t__h__yz__d___e___b___o___e_E__@___a___v__c__a__:_9__r_g 

The 2014 AVCA Spring Conference App is now available! Download it for free and stay connected with what’s happening in Chicago, May 

:1.-3! Visit your app store and search AVCASC14. To access the app from your desktop, please visit http:!!:[2x:[48.m.attendify.com. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 20:[3 :[0:3:[ PM 
To: Kathy DeBoer 
Co: Amy Perko 
Subject: Re: Coaches Perspectives on DI Restructuring 

Kathy, 

Thanks so much for the email and information. I have long shared many of your ideas and hoped others would embrace them as well. In 

our most recent ACC meetings I raised many of these issues to our joint committee through our discussion of the Rawlings Report. While 

I did not get a lot of feedback some did agree and most were silent, but at least the concepts were heard. 

We will continue the dialogue. I am encouraged by the broad interest and willingness of folks to be a part of the next convention. I hope 



it will be productive. 

Thanks again. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Oct 5, 2013, at 5:06 PM, "Kathy DeBoer" <kathy.deboer@avca.org> wrote: 

Bubba, 

I’m ED of the volleyball coaches association. I reached out to Amy Perko about some of the recommendations in the 

Rawlings Report and also shared some work we are doing on behalf of coaches. Amy suggested I send you a couple of pieces 

we prepared for consideration by ED’s of coaches associations regarding the DI restructuring. 

The first is a set of micro-level suggestions to more fully engage coaches in NCAA governance and has some ideas 

about using established associations to deliver coaching education; 

The second is a more macro-focused piece arguing for a reconsideration of the sports sponsorship quotas. 

The third is a spreadsheet listing the annual budget, # of sports, and median expenditure per sport of the ’super 

division’ programs. 

The first piece is stimulating conversation; the second is getting mostly guffaws; and the third is unintentionally inciting 

panic among the mid-majors. 

I know you are working on several fronts to provide leadership in this process. If you see anyway these ideas can be helpful, 

please feel free to share them and/or let me know how we can assist you. 

Best, 

Kathy DeBoer 

Kathleen J. DeBoer, Executive Director 

American Volleyball Coaches Association 

2365 Harrodsburg Rd. Suite 325A Lexington, KY 40504 

Ph. 859/226-4315 (Main); 859/219-3554 (Direct) 

Fax. 859/226-4338 

E-mail. kathy.deboer @avca.org 

Download the 2013 AVCA Convention App for the most up-to-date education schedule and exhibitor listingJ Apple and 

Android users, search for "AVCA 2013" in your app store. Blackberry users, point your browser to http:iiapp.core- 

apps.comiavca2013. For more information on the 2013 AVCA Annual Convention, please visit www.avca.org!seattle13. 

<image001.png> 

<NCAA DI & Coaches Associations 9(13).docx> 

<Proposal to Increase Sports Sponsorship Minimum DI SuperDivision 9(13).docx> 

<SuperDivisionNumberSportsMedianExpenses 9(13).xlsx> 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 11:19 AM 

Ille, Vince < lle@unc.edu> 

Shared site 

Vince, 
Were you able to get into our shared site? I have something I want to share with you and I thought I might post it there if you can access it. 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Barbara 
}~t’b~m~ I. Polk 
I)ep~ ty I) irect~ 
Oflice oil ir, deEgrad~a[e Ad~nissiot!~ 
[h~iversilN o[ NoE’[h Carolhaa at Chattel Hill 
P]lo~le: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu; 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 4:36 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Script Lettering 

Coach Papa, 

We had a conference call with the Nike GIG folks this afternoon to discuss the creative I showed you a few weeks ago. They had several questions related 

specifically to the script lettering (Carolina & Tar Heels). Your answers to these will heJp guide them in creating the next round of images for us to look at. Please 

get me your feedback as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Michael 
¯ Do you prefer a traditional script (think Yankees), or a more non-traditional script (think Diamondbacks)? 
¯ What specific team script styles do you like and dislike in M LB? Is there one that you strongly identify with? 
¯ Does Carolina Softball want to project a heritage look or a more progressive look? 
Michael geale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
rnichaelbeale@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 11:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Script Lettering 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 11:07 PN 

To: Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Script Lettering 
Orioles, Chicag.:_~ whit¢_~ so~ are a couple l:hat are pretty good. [ don"t see the Yank¢_~es one in script. I am more l:raditional. Do not like th¢_~ Diam.:_~nd backs let~:ering 

for sure. 

Coach Papa 

From: BeaM, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, April 24, 2014 4:36 PM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 

Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: Script Lettering 

Coach Papa, 

We had a conference call with the Nike GIG folks this afternoon to discuss the creative I showed you a few weeks ago. They had several questions related 

specifically to the script lettering (Carolina & Tar Heels). Your answers to these will help guide them in creating the next round of images for us to look at. Please 

get me your feedback as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Michael 
¯ Do you prefer a traditional script (think Yankees), or a more non-traditional script (think Diamondbacks)? 
¯ What specific team script styles do you like and dislike in M LB? Is there one that you strongly identify with? 
° Does Carolina Softball want to project a heritage look or a more progressive look? 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 



From: Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 7:50 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Meeting 

Vince, 

I have an unexpected situation to deal with this morning 

Martina 

Sent from my iPhone 

¯ Unfortunately, I will not be able to make the meeting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Leadership Academy: Workshop Co~mt (2013-14) 

Workshop Count.docx; Workshop Count - Copy.docx 

Vince - per your request, below is a draft explaining our workshop count. Just a thought, would it be more beneficial to see a detailed delineation of Jeff’s count 

first or to share ours with him first? I have attached our official count ("Workshop Count") as well as our best guess as to his ("Workshop Count - Copy"). 

Also, can we bump up the number of books included in the contract to 150. That number is meant to cover the number of participants in Rising Stars, and that 

number have averaged at least 125 and is closer to 150 this year. We have had to purchase additional books from Jeff in recent years. It seems a bit ridiculous given 

the size of our contract with him. The contract also includes 160 subscriptions to the Team Captains Network website. I would think that one of those subscriptions 

would go to the Director of the Leadership Academy - or better yet be comped. 

J eff, 

Attached is our count of the 2013-14 Workshops for the RichardA. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy. By our count, you administered 9 (out of 10) Rising Star 

Workshops, 16 (out of 16) Veteran Leader Workshops, and 2 (out of 6) Leadership Development Workshops for U NC Teams. 

Our count takes into consideration the following factors. (1) If a guest speaker is brought in (per the participants request), we did not count that towards your 

workshop total since we actually conducted the workshops ourselves. (2) When there is not a critical mass of Veteran Leaders eligible or interested in receiving 

follow-up feedback, we appropriately shift the topic of that workshop to something relevant to the entire group. If this is the case, then we did not count the 

Re360 meeting after the regularly scheduled workshop towards your workshop total since these is only a handful of student-athletes and Shelley ends up meeting 

with the others who were unable to stay later. (3) We did not count the March Coaches Workshop towards the total because you asked to work with the Coaches. 

We were being amenable to your request. (4) We do not believe that the 360/LDP Series of Workshops should count as two workshops since they are in fact one 

workshop which you choose to conduct separately (360 Return = 15 minutes; LDP = 45 minutes). Generously, we have counted them separately on the count 

though. 

Moreover, we would appreciate the courtesy of notifying us of when you believe a workshop is being counted towards the 6 Leadership Development Workshops 

for UNC Teams. You only notified us of the others after the fact. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 12:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Hua, Rong DanDan <rhua@email.unc.edu-~ 

SA Experience Survey Update 

Vince, 

Just returned from the Odom Institute - they only had a few recommendations for the survey. If you’d like to give me a call or come over to Loudermilk today we 

can explain them to you. 

Thanks, 

Student-Athlete Development 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919-843-2306 

Cell: 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 12:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

I hope the meeting went well this morning. Nothing serious at home Sometimes 

Martina 

gets anxious and just needs help with coping and calming down He’s good now. 

Martma K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

OK, thanks [’or letting me know. IIope eye.thing is ok 

Vlnce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 7:50 AM 
To: llie, Vmce 
Subject: Meeting 

glnce, 

I have an unexpected situation to deal with this morning regarding my older son. UnJ2)rmnately, I will not be able to make the meeting 

Martina 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu.;, 

Friday, 3:25 PM 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu>; Harris, Tracy U <tracyhams@unc.edu>; DaJgleish, Joyce I, <joyced@unc.edu-~; Pogge, 

Panl <ptx)gge@unc.edu>; Gwaliney, Glint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; 

Bnmner, John F ~’John Brunne@unc.edu>;                    @unc.edu,;; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu>; (higgs, 

Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu>; King, J. Angela ~Mdng@unc.edu;>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edl~,; GaJlo, Jr., LaiTy, A. 

<athgallo@nnc.edu;>;                        ~@emofil.nnc.edu;>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, M~mielle A 

<mvangeld@email.unc.edl~,; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Livers, Tom 

<livers@unc.edu>; Suits, Christy H. <clms~’@unc.edu;>; Perry, Clara A <capens~@unc.edt~-; Nelson, Willie Calvin 

<wcnelson@unc.edn>;                              @email.unc.edu>;                              @email.unc.edn>; 
7(}email.tmc.edu>; Tucker, Tony <antonio@email.tmc.edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L ~jplumble@email.unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu.;,; Steinberg, Jason <js<teinberg@unc.edu>; Mombito, Eric Michael <emorabi@email.nnc.edu~ 

EWAC Second Floor Breakfast on Thursday, at 8:30am 

As you all know, this Wednesday was Administrative Professionals Day. Unfortunately, 

I was not able to be here to celebrate and acknowledge the wonderful team of professionals 

that make this area such an amazing place to work! I would like to sincerely thank 

each one of you for the incredible work you do. 

Since I was not able to be here to celebrate the official day, I would like to do so on Thursday, , with a catered breakfast from Breadmen’s 

beginning at 8:30 a.m. in the EWAC 2nd floor "Bullpen" (formerly known as Room 216). 

I hope you will be able to join in this special time, and I look forward to seeing you there. Because of all your great efforts, today and every day is always a 

great day to be a Tar Heel! 

Bubba 

Bubba Culmingham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: Joe Galli <joe.galli@t/i.com.hk> 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 3:34 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: ContidentiaJ 

Vince - could you please call me on my cell: 

I spoke to Bubba several times today on L’fX-C wrestling and I wanted to touch base with you. 

Thank you’. 

Joe Galli (UNC Class of 1980) 

CONFIDENTIALITY. This e-mail and any- attachments are confidential and may also be privileged. Kyou are not the named recipient, please notify the sender immediately and do not 
disclose the contents to another person, use it for any- purpose, or store or copy the infbrmation in an?- medium. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:34 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtv~ 

Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@~mc.edtr% Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.anc.edu-*; Ga~J1, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu-~; 

Workmml, Aaron <aworkman@email.unc.edu~ 

MSWiWSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW/WSW weekly email: 

MEN 
-see previous email._.is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to settle this early next week. 

- he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear from him. Is it no longer 

possible for him to come to UNC? 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

Thank you. 
Rich BeSeh’n, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 ([¢): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc e(]u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 12:38 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu>; VaJ~gelder, Ma~elle A <mvmlgeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ballen, Mmljna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

You can enter a search for the 2014 NCAA Revenue Distribution Plan. The language regarding the option for tim distribution is on page 10, second paragraph. 

Marlina 

Sere ti~m~ my iPad 

On Apr 27, 2014, at 6:51 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.tmcnedu> wrote: 

Vince-Mm’ielle--Are you awaJre of this NCAA revenue distribution plml? 

MaNna- -where did you find this? 

Bubba Cunningha~l 

Director of AtNetics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@~mc.edw~ 
Date: April 16, 2014 at 5:49:39 PM EDT 

To: "Cumfingham, Bubba" <._b_ _u_~?._b~!c_~!e__r_n_giJ_:_g_n_._c_:.e_d__u> 

Subject: RE: <no subject> 

Bubba, 

Attached is a breakdown of the Sports Sponsorship and GIA distribution, It’s interesting to note that we getting approximately S500,000 

less than we would if we elect:ed to receiw:_~ the broad based distribution directly from the NCAA, According the NCAA Rnvenue 

Distribution Plan, unanimous approval and authorization of each institution wR:hin a conference is r~-:~quired for Kinds to be sent to the 

conference off:ice rather than to individual instiLutions. 

The student assisLance fund is harder to figure in terms of how the distribution is cafculaLed. However, the amount that is calculated is 

not divided equally by the conference. We get whatever is determined for our institution. 

Martina 

<image001 .jpg> 

Martma K, Ba]lcu 

SeuJor Assodate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The llrdversi~- of North CarolJua at Chapel tiff] 

PO Box 212o ChapelHJH, N{] 275~5 

Of[ice (919) 962-2715. 

(:el~ 

Fax (~:~19) 962-.0125 

"We g&~cale and l~,~pire ThroN~h Athteti~x" 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2024- 11:32 AM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 

$-bject: <no subject> 

Marina, 

I would like to get very familiar with the revenue distributed by the NCAA to the conferences and who it flows to us. 

Bball units 

SAOF 
GIAs 

Sport sponsorship 

Do you know this or have the details? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We ~ducat~, and i~spir~, ~reug~ AtMetics 

<NCAA Revenue Distribution - SS-GIA.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:22 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richde~lm@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

GaJlo, Jr., Lan-y A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.unc.edu-~; GmlJl, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.ed~; 
Workman, Aaron <aworkman@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Babara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: MSW/WSW 

HI, Rich, 

Please see comments below and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

[-) a r ba ra 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 

Sent: Saturday,             10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSW/WSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW!WSW weekly emaih 

MEN 

-see previous email._.is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to settle this early next week. 

I need to see his official high school transcript to determine it: he can be admitted with a slot. The only GPA that is reflected on his unofficial transcript is a 

2.38,. That is probably for his junior year only but since it is the only (SPA that is shown, I don’t have anything else official to use. With a 2.38 GPA, he would 

be MAR deficient, automatically putting him in Group 1. My guess is that his official documents will show a higher GPA but until we have it in hand, we 

can’t use it. 

- he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

it appears he has not: yet submitted an application Do you know oth~-_~rwise? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear from him. Is it no longer 

possible for him to come to UNC? 

The deadline For accepting a place on t:he waiting list fl)r first-.y~-_~ar candidat~-_~s was Aprii 2[7tt~, Student; wer~-_~ told that when they receiw:,d their waiting list: 

offl-:~r. At this point, unh-:~ss you choose to slot him, it: is too late for him to be considered from the waiting list. 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

Thanks for le~ng us know. We can remove her from the list once we clear May :l and she does not officially respond to her offer. 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

It appears sh~-_~ has not y~-_d: submit[:ed an application. Do you know otherwise? 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hall, NC 27514-21 ~5 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 ((7): 
Emai]: deselm,@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:30 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu"~ 

Ga]lo, Jr., Lan-y A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.unc.edu-~; Ga~Jl, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu-~; 

Workman, Aaron <:aworkman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: MSW/WSW 

Thanks, Barbara. We appreciate this [:eedback. Back to you,.. 

--- I will contact him immediately to see what he has done regarding the transcript, 

received via email an athletic GIA offer from me, so we are waiting to hear from her 

The oth~-:~rs will all probably self-det~-:~rmine by th~-Ar act:ions, but I will keep you itfforrned 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;mvu’]s[[y c:,f :’.]0rl}l Ca],q, lma Swimming & [-:hvjng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Mlonday, 9:22 PMI 
To: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; IVlarkos, Lance M 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Mlichael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: MtSW!WSW 

Hi, Rich, 

Please see comments below and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

[~ a r ba ra 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 

Sent: Saturday,             10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; llle, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSW!W 

In response to Friday’s MSW!WSW weekly emaih 

MEN 

-see previous emaih.is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to settle this early next week. 

I need to see his official high school transcript to determine it: he can be admitted with a slot. The only GPA that is reflected on his unofficial transcript is a 

2.38. That is probably for his junior year only buL since iL is the only GPA that is shown, ] don’t have anything else official to use. With a 2.38 GPA, he wouM 

be MAR deficient, automatically putting him in Group 1. My guess is that his official documents will show a higher GPA but until we have it in hand, we 

can’t use it. 

- he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

It appears he has not: yet submitted an application Do you know oth~-:~rwise? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear from him. Is it no longer 

possible for him to come to UNC? 

The deadline lot accepting a place on t:he waiting list fl)r first-.y~-:~ar candidat~-:~s was April :[7th, Student-; wer~-:~ told that when they receiw:,d their waiting list: 

ofh-:~r. At this point, unh-:~ss you choose to slot him, it: is too k~te for him to be considered from the waiting list. 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

Thanks for leans us know. We can remove her from the list once we clear May :l and she does not officially respond to her offer. 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

[1: appears sfu-_~ has not y~-_d: submit[:ed an application. Do you know otherwise? 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
U12iversity of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emaihunc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:48 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdeselm@~mc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. -~thgaJlo@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B 
<mlitzing@email.unc.edt~; Ga~th, Clms~ Lynn <cgm~h@unc.edtP,; Workman, Aaron ~-~aworl~nan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MSWiWSW 

Barbara, 

transferred from his first HS after his third year; that is the school with the 2.38 GPA. He then went to a different HS and repeated 1 lth grade and is wrapping 
up his 12th grade year now. Not sure his second }IS compotes a GPA or how that would combine with the GPA ti~om his tirst ItS. His GPA at the first school won’t 

be changing but he’ll have two more years worth of grades. 

tte’ll also be fine from the NCAA’s end for what flint’s worth. 

Lmlce 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk~@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Rich, 

Pfease see comments below and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Barbara 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 

Sent: Saturday,             10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; llle, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSW/WSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW/WSW weekly email: 

MEN 

-see previous email....is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to settle this early 

next week. 

I need to see his official high school transcript to determine if: he can be admitted with a slot. The only GPA that is reflected on his unofficial 

transcript is a 2.38,. That is probably for his junior year only but since it is the only GPA d~at is shown, I don’t have anything else official to use. 

With a 2.38 GPA, he would be MAR deficient, automatically putting him in Group I. My guess is that his official documents will show a higher 

GPA but until we have it in band, we can’t use it. 

- he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

It appears he has not yet submit[:ed an application, Do you km)w otherwis¢_~? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear from him. Is 

it no longer possible for him to come to UNC? 

The deadline for accepting a plac¢_~ on th¢_~ waiting list: for first>year candidates was April _1_7th, Stud¢_!Flts w~?re told that when they received their 

waiting list offer At this point, unless you choose to slot him, it is too late for him t:o be consid¢_~red from the waiting list, 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

Thanks for le~ng us know, We can remove her from the list once we clear May 1 and she does not officially respond to her offer, 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

t[: appears she has m_~t yet submi[I¢_!d a~ ai:@ica[Jon. Do you I~now ot:herwise? 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swnnming Coach 
University of Nolth Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5344) (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emal[: deselro@email unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowies Dr, Chapel tliH, NC 27514 
www. goheels c om 
www lInc edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:54 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edtr>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B 

<mlitzing@email.unc.edtP~; Gaxth, Clwis~ Lynn < cgmnth@unc.edw,; Workman, Aaron ~-~aworlanan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: M /W 

Lance, 

Thanks! Once we get all the offidal pieces, weql be able to figure it all out. 

Barbara 
~arbara !. Polk 
Depu~-Dh’ecter 
Office of Ur, de~Nraduate Admissions 
University of North (:arolh’,a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,o~le: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 9:48 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: Re: MSW/WSW 

Barbara, 

transferred from his first HS after his third year; that is the school with the 2.38 GPA. He then went to a different HS and repeated l:lth grade and is 

wrapping up his 12th grade year now. Not sure his second HS computes a GPA or how that would combine with the GPA from his first HS. His GPA at the first school 

won’t be changing but he’ll have two more years worth of grades. 

He’ll also be fine from the NCAA’s end for what that’s worth. 

Lance 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@adrnissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

HL Rich, 
Please ~;ee comment:s below and F:d: me know if you have any quest:ions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 

Sent: Saturday,             10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSWiWSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW/WSW weekly email: 

MEN 

-see previous emaiL..is he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to settle this early 

next week. 

I need to see his official high school t:ranscript to det:ermine if he can b~-:~ adf~dtt~-:!d with a sloL The only GPA t:hat is reflect:ed on his un.:_~fficial 

transcript is a 2,38, That is probably ]:or hisjurfior year only but since it is the only GPA that is shown, I don’t have anything else official to use. 

Wid~ a 2.38 GPA, he would be MAR deficienL automatically putting him in Group I. My guess is that his official documents wilt show a higher 

GPA but until we have it in hand, we can’t use it. 

- he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

It: appears he has not yet subf~dtted an application. Do you know otherwise? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear from him. Is 

it no longer possible for him to come to UNC? 

The deadline for accepting a place on the waiting list for first-year candidates was April :].7th. Students were told that when they received their 

waiting list offer. At this point, unless you choose to slot him, it is too late for him to be considered from the waiting list. 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

Thanks for letLing us know. We can remove her t:rom the list once we clear May 1 and she does not officially respond to her offer. 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

It appears she has not yet submitted an application. Do you know otherwise? 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSe]m, tlead Swimming Coach 
tSniversl~ of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (~t:): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: dese]m@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel }{ill, NC 27514 
www.gohee]s.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:58 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

DeSehn, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edtv~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B 
<mlitzing@email.unc.edtD; Gash, Clms~ Lynn < cgmlh@unc.edtD; Workman, Aaron <aworlanan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: MSWiWSW 

Sounds good - thanks!! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 9:54 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpx~lk~;admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lance, 

Thanks! Once we get all the official pieces, we’ll be able to figur¢_~ it all out, 

Barbara 

":S avl:lara ~, Polk 
D (.’pl.t [y 11 [r(.’CtO f 
O{]~{:e o[’Un{te[’grad~)ate A{hu~ssioz~s 
H]~ivc[’silN of North Carolina at C]]ape[ ti~[] 
Phone: 9 I9-966-2,9 {~9 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 9:48 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: DeSelm, Rich L; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: Re: MSW!WSW 

Barbara, 

transferred from his first HS after his third year; that is the school with the 2.38 GPA. He then went to a different HS and repeated 11th grade 

and is wrapping up his 12th grade year now. Not sure his second HS computes a GPA or how that would combine with the GPA from his first HS. His 

GPA at the first school won’t be changing but he’ll have two more years worth of grades. 

He’ll also be fine from the NCAA’s end for what that’s worth. 

Lance 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:21 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <b##Nk(~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Rich, 

Please see comments below and let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 

Sent: Saturday,             10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; file, Vince; Markos, Lance M 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Subject: MSW!WSW 

In response to Friday’s MSW!WSW weekly emaih 

MEN 

- see previous email._Js he admissible with a slot? We are likely going to utilize a slot on him if so. Hope to 

settle this early next week. 

I need to see his official high school transcript to determine if he can be admitted with a sfoL The only GPA that is reflected on 

his unofficial transcript is a 2.38. That is probably for his junior year only but since it is the only GPA that is shown, I don’t have 

anything else official to use, With a 2.38 GPA, he would be MAR deficient, automatically putting him in Group 1. My guess is t:hat 

his official documents will show a high¢_~r GPA but until we have it in hand, we can’t us¢_~ it 

-he visited last weekend and we are still nurturing this prospect. He would be a TRANSFER. 

It appears he has not yet submitted an application. Do you know od~erwise? 

-see his application status is "cancelled". Is his wait list offer time sensitive? We are still waiting to hear 

from him. Is it no longer possible for him to come to UNC? 

Th¢_~ d¢_~adlh~e for acc¢_~pting a place on the waiLir~g list for first--year candMates wa; April 17th. Students were told that when they 

received their waidng list often At this point, unless you choose to slot him, it is too late for him to be considered from the 

waiting list, 

WOMEN 

has verbally told us she will attend ECU 

[hanks for letting us Imow We can r¢_m]ove her from the list: once we clear May 1 and she does not o[ficiallv respond t:o her oiler. 

-we are still working on her and need some time. 

It appears she has not yet submit’~ed an application. Do you know otherwise? 

Thank you. 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swirnming Coach 
Univcrsity of North Carolina Swimming & DMng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn(~)em all u nc. edu 
Ship to: 400 Skippcr Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



www.g.oheels.com 
www un c.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 2:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Fwd: May 9-11, 2014 Kolat Freestyle Training CaJnp, Carolina Wrestling Cmnps 

Why are we still sending these? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Cary Kolat <1       ~gmail.com> 

Date: April 29, 2014 at 12:29:42 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: May 9-11, 2014 Kolat Frees~le Training Camp, Carolina Wrestling Camps 

Reply-To: Ca~ Kolat <       @gmail.com> 

Freestyle Training Camp 

May 9-11 Freestyle 
Training Camp 
Training camp is geared for the 

international styles of wrestling to help 

athletes prepare for the coming 

summer freestyle events. Camp is not 

recommended for novice 

freestyle wrestlers but those who have experience in Freestyle wrestling. This is a 

training camp with two sessions per day with the first session covering technique 

and the second session combative drilling!live wrestling. 

This camp is for mature athletes serious about improving themselves. Between 

sessions wrestlers are free to walk around campus, go up town for lunch, or stay in 

the wrestling room. We do not supervise them outside of the wrestling room any 

parent sending an athlete should consider if that athlete is mature enough to 

handle himself in this environment. Any athlete below 8th grade should contact the 
office before registering 919-962-5212 or email        :(~..clmail.com. 

ii=~diC,~ili!<::ii ii=ViiO=ii~’~ili!iii~ iiil)C~’ii2iiii~iiiiS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

FYi 

PoJo Hairston signs with an agent 

P.J. Hairston signed with an agent on Tuesday in preparation for the 2014 NBA Draft on June 26. 

Hairston signed with Miami-based Upside Media Group and certified NBPA agent Juan Morrow. 

Hairston, a Dudley alumnus and former UNC shooting guard, announced the news on his Instagram account Tuesday. He posted a picture with 

Morrow and UMG president and chief financial officer Jason Montgomery. 

"1 just want to thank everyone that still supports me through the miscues of my career," Hairston wrote on his Instagram account. "1 can’t wait for 

my dreams to come to reality and the only person that I can thank everyday for this opportunity is the man upstairs[ #blessed 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:27 PM 

~ya]~.oo.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <~athgallo@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Team 2 

Thanks for your thoughts. 

Bubba 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On. , at 7:55 PM, " 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I would like to also mention that since     has transferred he is achieving academic success. The coaches at    care for him as a 
person and stay on top of him. This is something that CD Mock had said he would do and failed,     loved being part of the UNC 

Team, and itwas a big failure for himself to have to leave. CD Mock was NOT a good mentor and should be replaced. 
Please feel free to contact me by email or cell. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:03 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edtr~; Fanner, Stephen M <sFanne@admissions.unc.edtr’~; Brown, 

Michelle <mbro wn3 @emaJl. unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu:> 

Re: reviewing 1.0 Recruiting - Pls Use Tlfis Version 

Dear Bubba, Vince, Steve and Michelle, I’ve made some updates to the 1.0 Recruiting document since I sent it to you a conple of weeks ago. I’ve also uploaded this 

updated draft to the "Student Initiative" Dropbox folder. 

Please use tiffs version and share with me your changes, comments, clarifications, etc. Again, please use "track changes" in Word. 

Could you get back to me on this by Friday May 16? 

Many thanks, 

Debbi 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor mid Provost 

University of North C~rolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke(g~unc.ed~ 

On Apr 20, 2014, at 5:35 PM, Debbi Clarke <debbi clarke~nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bubba, Vince, Steve and Michelle, During our last Working Group meeting we discussed sharing the processes that our group 
has covered thus far with: 
1. Faculty Executive Council FEC 
2. Faculty Athletic Committee FAC 
3. ASPSA Advisory Board 
4. Student Athlete Advisory Committee SAAC 

Our timeline for getting these processes (1.0 Recruiting - 10.0 Resources for Student-Athletes with Disabilities) to these groups for 
review is mid-May. Could you look at the attached 1.0 Recruiting process document and please share with me your edits, 
clarifications, suggestions, etc. It would help for you to select "track changes" on the document and send back to me with your changes. 
Many thanks, 
Debbi 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor mid Provost 

University of Noith Carolina, Chapel Hill 

debbi clarke(~unc edu 

<UNC Student Athlete Academic Processes - 1 .doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne <suttona@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 4:13 PM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraJ~@email xmc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edw>; Moon, Karen B <karenmoon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edtr~-; Orth, Zach <orfla@email.unc.edu> 

FYI - Ben Cohen (The Wall Street Journal) reques~t re: NCAA financial report 

FYI Ben Cohen with ’lhe Wall Street Journal has requested the following (see below for full request): 

athletic deparlJnent’s 2013 NCAA membership financial report (aka the "agreed upon procedures") 
Public records is looking into this request. 

rhBnks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records’ Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The UniveBity of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 1:52 PM 

To: Cohen, Ben 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.30.2014) 

Dear Mr. Cohen, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to publicrecords@unc.edu this afternoon. A copy of your message is included below for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

.h...t..t.p..../J.p..~.J~cJ~e...s.:u. n.~c....~e..~d..~u../#~J~Lc.~!~L~!~:~9~. 
Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen@unc.edu 

From: Cohen, Ben [mailto:Ben.Cohen@wsj.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:19 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: 4-30 Open Records Request 

I’m a reporter from The Wall Street Journal, and I’m writing today to request an electronic copy of the following under the state’s open record law: 

The athletic department’s 2013 NCAA membership financial report (aka the "agreed upon procedures") required by the NCAA every October. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me anytime at this email or the numbers below. Since this request is in the public interest, I also request a 

fee waiver, if possible. 

Thanks for your help! 

All best, 

Ben 

Ben Cohen 

The Wall Street Journal 

212-416-3420 (o) 

(c) 

ben.cohen @wsj.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne <suttona@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 4:33 PM 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edu-~; CurraJ1, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc edu>; 

Moon, Karen B <karen noon@u ~c edtr~; Moore, Tanya Topo ka <tanya moore@unc.e& >; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~ 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edt~-; Orth, Zach <ort21@email.unc.edu> 

FYI - Ben Cohen (The Wall Street Journal) requesting s~dent attendance info at FB games for last 5 years 

FYI Ben Cohen (The Wall Street Journal) is seeking the following (see full request below): 

Number of student-ticket scmls, or the school’s other way" of measuring student attendance numbers, at eve~’ home football game for the last five yem’s 
Public records is looking into this request... 
Thaa~s, 
Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The University ofNorfla Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:08 PM 

To: Cohen, Ben 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.30.2014) 

Dear Mr. Cohen, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to p_ u_b_!_Lc___r__e__c_o___rd__s__@__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_, this afternoon. A copy of your message is included below for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!ipolicies.unc.edu!policiesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q: Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolhia at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~#unc.edu 

From: Cohen, Ben [mailto:Ben.CohenQwsj:com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:21 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: 4-30 Request 

I’m a reporter from The Wall Street Journal, and I’m writing again today to request an electronic copy of the following under the state’s open record law: 

Number of student-ticket scans, or the school’s other way of measuring student attendance numbers, at every home football game for the last five years. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me anytime at this email or the numbers below. Since this request is in the public interest, I also request a 

fee waiver, if possible. 

Thanks for your help! 

All best, 

Ben 

Ben Cohen 

The Wall Street Journal 

212-416-3420 (o) 

(c) 

ben.cohen @wsj.com 



From: DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:03 PM 

To: @hotmail.com>; 

Subject: RE: - Transcript Follow Up 

@verizon.net) 

As mentioned, I took the FED EXP Suffield Academy sent to my home today to Admissions at I:].AM today. My contact there says that once they receive your official 

l:est scores from the t~-_~sting center we will move forward with your admission. I supp.:_~s~-_~ this is good news. 

Have you had your official test scor~:_~s sent fron’~ the t~-_~sting ag~-_~ncy to UNC Adn~issions? PJeas~-_~ let us know all you can about this, 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 

U~’.Jverail~, of xrerth Carolina Swimmi~’.-; & r3ivu,.-; 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hall, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.colrl 
www.unc.edu 

From:             [mailto:           @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 :~l::t0 A! 
To: DeSe[m, Rich L 
Subject: - Transcript Follow Up 

Coach DeSelm, 

I just confirmed the physical copy of my transcripts arrived at UNC around 7:45 this morning. In case anyone was mislead the GPA shown on my Athletic 

Resume is only my GPA, I left long before we were informed of our numerical grade point average. It is my mission 

to stay on honor roll all four of my years at UNC. Hopefully my 30 ACT score (27 Composite} is proof of my academic ability. I promise I won’t let you down, 

in or out of the water, if accepted to UNC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edtr% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~: ms’,: transcript 

Guys, am I missing something here? How am I gohlg to plan what 1 ]lave in scholarship money for remaining slots if I can’t get a financial aid commkment on my 

current team until the summer? I have guys that might, or might not qualify for Covenant. If they doff/, I have to cover their expenses. I can’t recruit with that 

mon~:-W unl~l I know what they qualify ~or. Am [ nuts here? 

C, D. 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:29 AM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Fwd: tax transcript 
G.D. 
I just wanted to email you most recent email I received from Jackie last night. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Copeland, Jacquelyn D <iackie copeland@unc.edu> 
To: .@__a_g_[=c£t_n__> 
Seni: Wed, 7:40 pm 
Subject: tax transcript 

I received the fax of      transcript. His to-do list has been updated. Aid for returning students is processed during the summer, as we are prioritizing awards for new 
students who have to commit to the University in May. 

Thanks, 
Jackie 



Froin~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@uuc.edu~ 

Thursday,            lO:O0 AM 

Copelmad, Jacqudyn D <jackiecopelm~d@unc.edu> 

Timmennm~s, Tom <timmermans@unc.e&L>; I1]e, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

wresting 

Welcome back, we missed you! 

Jackie, I need to get at least a good estimate on the guys below. Mrs. 
just sent me the email you sent telling her you would not know until Summer. In 

order for me to finish recruiting this year for next Fall, I have to know how much scholarship money I have and I can’t know that until I am fairly certain these guys 

are getting significant aid. If they ddiaget aid, I have to give them scholarship or they have to leave UNC. I fully realize you can’t do that until everything is in on 

their part. 

Thanks for your help, 

C.D. Mock 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sutton, Anne <snttona@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 10:19 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Posse, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu-~ 

FYI - records ready - Ben Cohen re: NCAA financial report 

2014.04.30 Cohen PREP.pdf 

FYI the attached records have been prepared for Ben Cohen (’Ihe Wall Street Journal) the attached document consists of The Revenue and ~’xpense schedule of" 
the Agreed-Upon Procedures report for FY2013. 
Please note: these records’ have been previously provided 
Vince/Paul/Steve please let us know- when you have completed your review-. 
Thaa~ks, 
Anne 

From: Sutton, Anne 
Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 4:13 PM 
To: Curran, Joel; McFadand, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Posse, Paul 
Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
Subject: FYI - Ben Cohen (The Wall Street Journal) request re: NCAA financial report 
FYI Ben Cohen with ’lhe Wall Street Journal has requested the following (see below for full request): 

athletic deparhnent’s 2013 NCAA membership financial report (aJ~a the "agreed upon procedures") 
Public records is looking into this request. 

Thanks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records’ Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The Univel~ity of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Public Records 

Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 1:52 PM 

To: Cohen, Ben 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested dated 4.30.2014) 

Dear Mr. Cohen, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records sent to publicrecords@unc.edu this afternoon. A copy of your message is included below for 

reference. 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

b.t..t.p..../Zp..~..!!~c.1gs.:u.nc...~u../p~.1Lc!~s../p..u..~!!~9~.~Z. 
Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(a~unc.edu 

From: Cohen, Ben [mailto:Ben.Cohen@wsj.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 12:19 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: 4-30 Open Records Request 

I’m a reporter from The Wall Street Journal, and I’m writing today to request an electronic copy of the following under the state’s open record law: 

The athletic department’s 2013 NCAA membership financial report (aka the "agreed upon procedures"} required by the NCAA every October. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me anytime at this email or the numbers below. Since this request is in the public interest, I also request a 

fee waiver, if possible. 

Thanks for your help! 

All best, 

Ben 

Ben Cohen 

The Wall Street Journal 

212-416-3420 (o) 

(c) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Permission to Contact 

- UNC.doc 

Vince, 

Attached is permission to contact for 

Thanks, 

a member of our Men’s team. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



May i, 2014 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

Dear Vince: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Providence College officially grants your 
institution permission to contact for , a member of our Men’s 
program. 

If you have any questions or concerns or would like further information regarding 
eligibility status, please contact me directly at               or 

Sincerely, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Copeland, Jacquelyu D ~ackiecopeland@uuc.edtc, 

Thursday, 11:28 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edtr~ 

Timmermm~s, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: wrestling 

We are missing information from               account, his morn was contacted and knows what to submit. 

and      recently completed their files, but we are exclusively processing aid for blooming students through the end of this week. Once we pass the 

new student admissions deadline we will open our focus to include returning students~ They are "in line~’ to be part of that first group. If our coordinator doesn’t 

get to this by the end of the week K: wilJ definitely begin early next w,-_~ek. New students can requ,:_~st an ,-_~×t,:_~nsion until Monday so we are pushing through the 

paperwork submitt~:_~d a~: ~:t~e end of Aprii to get as many awards out to th.:_~s~:_~ students as we can. 

If the items for       are in next week he will fall into the same "line" to be processed. 

and     , I will definitely know about before late summer but it could be beyond the end of Spring semester, depending on how quickly our 

coordinator can get their paperwork processed. 

Best~ 

Jc 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Thursday, 10:00 AM 

To: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Co: Timmermans, Tom; IIle, Vince 

Subject: wrestling 

Welcome back, we missed you! 

Jackie, I need to get at least a good estimate on the guys below. Mrs. just sent me the email you sent telling her you would not know until Summer. 

order for me to finish recruiting this year for next Fall, I have to know how much scholarship money [ have and I can’t know that until I am fairly certain these guys 

are getting significant aid. If they ddiaget aid, I have to give them scholarship or they have to leave UNC. I fully realize you can’t do that until everything is in on 

their part. 

Thanks for your help, 

C.D. Mock 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu7 

Thursday, 11:57 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermm~s@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

17W: wrestling 

Just forwarding this to you so you can see the problem. Some of this is certainly the result of foU<s not getting their hlfo. in but much of that is tax does that were 

not due until April 15. Never had this problem before; not sure why it’s an issue now. So, I had a recruit in last weekend who is also being recruited by Neb. and 

Penn .r_;tat~-:~; we an-:~ top three. I carft make him an offer un~:il well a [t~-_~r the end of Spring semes~:er 

This is nuts! 

From: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
Sent: Thursday, :[1:28 AM 
To: Nock, Conrad D Jr 
C¢: Timmermans, Tom, Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: wrestling 

We are missing information from account, his morn was contacted and knows what to submit. 

and recently completed their files, but we are exclusively processing aid for incoming students through the end of this week. Once we pass the 

n~-_~w student admissions ch:_~adline we will open our focus to includ~:_~ r~-:d:urning students They are ~fn line’; I:o be part of that first group. I[ our coordinator doesrft 

get to this by the end of the week il: will definitely begin early next w~-’_~ek. New students can requ~:_~st an ~-’_~xt~:_~nskm until Monday so we are pushing through the 

paperwork submitted at the end of April to get as many awards out to those students as we can. 

If the items for       are in next week he will fall into the same "line" to be processed. 

and ’    , I wiU definitely know about before late summer but it could be beyond the end of Spring semester, depending on how quickly our 

coordinator can get their paperwork processed. 

Best, 

JC 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Thursday, 10:00 AM 

Te: Copeland, Jacquelyn D 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince 

Subject: wrestling 

Welcome back, we missed you! 

Jackie, I need to get at least a good estimate on the guys below, just sent me the email you sent telling her you would not know until Summer. In 

order for me to finish recruiting this year for next Fall, I have to know how much scholarship money I have and I can’t know that until I am fairly certain these guys 

are getting significant aid. If they ddl~get aid, I have to give them scholarship or they have to leave UNC. I fully realize you can’t do that until everything is in on 

their part. 

Thanks for your help, 

C.D. Mock 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 2:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd:               - WikJpedia, the tiee encyclopedia 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <fick(cb~unc.edu> 
Date: May 1, 2014 at 1:57:03 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject:                 - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 

http://en.m, wildpedia.org/mld/ 

Sere from my iPhoue 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 9:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.ed~> 

F~T: 

Good morning, Vince, 

Would you please give me a call on my cell when you have a minute~ I’d like to discuss my response to Mike’s email with you before I actually respond. 

Thanks, 

[~ i~ r ba ra 
}~aNI~ara Polk 
Dep~ty I} [recto~ 

Office oil ir, deENrach~a~e Admiss[ot!~; 
UnivevsilN o[ Novbh Carolh,,a at (]hapel }{ill 
Phone: 919-966-39,~9 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Thursday, May 01, 2014 9:42 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: 

Barbara, 

Anyway we can go ahead and admit this kid? He cannot register for CTOPS, summer school, etc. as you know. 

He is making all A’s and will be fine but we will not get his final grades for a while. 

We are holding a CTOPS spot for him, laptop, etc. 

I know he is technically a Level 1 right now but can you go ahead and admit him contingent? He wants to get all of this done now and be ready. 

Waiting until June is really going to put him behind and he will have to scramble. 

Mike 



Karen Moon 
Director of News Services 
University of North Carolina 
210 Pittsboro St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Dear Karen, 

I am writing to request emails sent to the UNC Athletics office requesting 
the option to contact women’s         player 

Please deliver these records via email at your earliest availability. 

If you need any additional information, my contact information is listed 
below. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 
97.9 FM-WCHL 

97,9 FM WCHL - Chapelboroocom 
919-967-8363 I 919-240-6029 
news@wchl.com 

88 Vilcom Center Dr. 
Suite 130 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



Karen Moon 
Director of News Services 
University of North Carolina 
210 Pittsboro St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 

Dear Karen, 

I am writing to request emails sent to the UNC Athletics office requesting 
the option to contact women’s         player 

Please deliver these records via email at your earliest availability. 

If you need any additional information, my contact information is listed 
below. 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 
97.9 FM-WCHL 

97,9 FM WCHL - Chapelboroocom 
919-967-8363 I 919-240-6029 
news@wchl.com 

88 Vilcom Center Dr. 
Suite 130 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 11:02 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ilIe@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen 
B <karen_moon@unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu>; Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeraI@unc.edu>; Best, 

Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

FW: Real Sports - UNC 

From: Swofford, Chad [maHto:cswofford¢@raycomsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 1:55 PM 
To: Tario, Ben 
Subject: Real Sports - UNC 

Ben, 

F¥1. This is a request for footage. I have not approved it yet. Wanted to make sure the conference was aware (I assume UNC 

is aware) and get feedback before approving. 

iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iil i iiiiii ii 

Chad 5wofford 

S+nior Director, New Medi~ ~nd Business D+v+/opme.nt 

R~ycom Sports & The ACC Digit~i Ne.twork 

(:704) 378-44Z~ -. qffic¢ 

- mobi:¢ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne <suttona@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 11:27 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Or:h, Zach <orth@email.unc.e&P 

I~NV: FYI - Randall Ken (WRAL) request seeking parking citations for license plate NC NDUETYM 

Please see below for request from Randall Kerr at WRAI, re license plate NC NDUETYM... 

From: OFth, Zach 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 4:34 PM 
To: Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya TopNka 
Co: Stabile, Regina; Sutton, Anne 
Subject: FYI - Randall Kerr (WRAL) request seeking parking citations for license plate NC NDUETYM 
FYI - Randall Kerr with WRAL has requested the following (see below for the full request): 

All parking citations since January 2011 issued to a vehicle with the NC plate NDUETYM 
Please note: Mr. Kerr previously submitted a request for citations issued to a vehicle with the NC plate NDUETYME. However, Mr. Kerr has resubmitted his request, 
and clarified that his previous submission was due to a typographical error. 
Public records is looking into this request. 
Sincerely, 
Zach 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 4:14 PM 
To: ’Kerr, Randall’ 
Cc: Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 4.1.2014) 

Dear Mr. Kerr, 

Thank you for your clarification regarding the request you recently submitted. We acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your 

message below sent to Zach Orth this afternoon via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The Umversity’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:i!poiicies.u nc.ed u/policies/public-.records!. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

CDenise ~ Allen 

N eceptionist ana¢~u6[ic C&ecords Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Unive~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hail, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen@unc.edu 

From: Kerr, Randall [mailto:rkerr@wral.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 3:36 PM 

To: Orth, Zach 
Subject: RE: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.27.2014) 

My apologies. 

I )~st re-checked my records and had written down the wrong license plate~ 

Vm looking for tickets since January 2011 written to a vehicle with NC Plate NDUETYM (no E on the end). 

Ran&d1 Kerr 

Senior Producer, WRAL Investigates 

Ot]]ce: (9191) 821-.8742 

From: Orth, Zach [mailto:orth@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:42 PM 

To: Kerr, Randall 
Cc: Sutton, Anne Maria; Allen, Denise Q.; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: RE: Acknowledgment (PuNic Records Request Dated 2.272014) 

Dear Mr. Kerr, 

Thank you for your inquiry. Please see th~:_~ ate:ached correspond~:_mc~:_~ from Denise Allen sen~: ~:o rkerr@wral.com on W~-_~dnesday, March _5, 20:1.4, at 1:1.:39 AM 

providing you with a letter frorn me and the documents you requested. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach d. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall [ CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. [ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 8438894 (direct) I (919) 843.1617 (fax) 

From: Kerr, Randall [__m___a_j_[_t__q;_Ek__e__r__r__,r~__w__Ea_L_c_9___m_] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:22 PM 

Tot Sutton, Anne Maria 
Co: Public Records 
Subject: RE: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.27.2014) 

Anne, 



Just checking on the status of this request. Two weeks seems like ample time to pull this information. 

R~m&d] Ke*~ 

Senio~ P~)dueer WRAL Investigates 

Cell               Ottice: (9191) 821-.8742 
rken(@~Lr.la_!:._c_£_r..n_ ~,r j__n_!t_%s_t_i&~_t!_e__sL@__~y_g¢!:__c!?__nj_ 

From-’ Sutton, Anne Maria [mailto:suttona@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Thursday, February 27, 2014 4:07 PM 
Te,, Kerr, Randall 
¢c-" Public Records 
Subject-’ Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.27.2014) 

Dear Mr. Kerr, 

I write to acMmwledge receipt of your request for punic records (included in your message below sent to Kamen Moon today, February 28, 2014 via email). 

We ame looking into it and will be back in touch it’we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

.l)__tt__p_-__/_/Eo__! j~.~j.e.b~.u.~.c.:~.e..d...u.~.~2.~..~j£i..e.~:p...u..b..~j£-..r..e.~£.~..r..d.~./. ¯ 
Sincerel> 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Reeords’ Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The UniveBity ofNortk Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:40 PM 
To= ’Kerr, Randall’ 
Cc,, Public Records 
Subject-’ RE: WRAL Request 

RandaN: by cc on this email, I am forwarding your request to our public records office. I am also providing a link to our public records policy: 

~t.~t.p.~;~p.~J~.e.~s....~..c.~:.?..d.~Zp..~.J!~J~e...s.~p.~u~bJ~.-z~.c..~..~A~ 
Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of Nort:h Carolina at Ch~pel Hill 

(919) 9~:,2--8595 

From-’ Kerr, Randall [mailto:rkerr@wral.com] 
Sent" Thursday, February 27, 2014 3:05 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: WRAL Request 

Karen, 

WRAL-TV requests information on all campus parking tickets received by a vehicle with NC license plate NDUETYME since 2011. 

The information should include date of ticket, location where vehicle was ticketed and when the ticket was paid. 

P, mlda]l Kerr 

Senior Producer, WI~L Investigates 

~ffice: (919) 821-8742 

rkerr~wraLcom or invesdgates@wral.com 



Full Transfer Release 

Date: 
To: Director of Athletics or an Athletics Administrator designated by the Director of Athletics 

Universi~~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
From: Vera Chistova, Director of Compliance 

is interested in transferring to VCU and wishes to participate in our program. 

Per NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, do you release this person to be contacted by VCU athletics department? YES rl NOf’I 

If yes, could you please provide the following information? 

1. Dates attended your institution: 

Full-time semesters: Part-time semesters: 

2. Did the student graduate from your institution’? 

If yes, was his/her athletically related financial aid renewed for the following academic year? 

2. Has the student previously transferred from any other institution? 

Yes I"1 No 0 

Yes t’l No t’l 

Yes I"1 No D 

Four-Year: Two-Year: 

3. Was the student recruited by your institution? 

4. Consistent with NCAA Bylaw 14.3, the student was a Qualifier r’l 

5. Did the student practice or compete in intercollegiate athletics. 
Partial Qualifier r’l 

Yes [7 No t"l 

Nonqualifier I"1 

Yes t"l No [7 

Sport Academic Year 

Practiced r’l Competed r’l Hardship f’l Athletic Aid f’l 

Practiced r’l Competed r’l Hardship f’! Athletic Aid D 

Practiced D Competed D Hardship f’l Athletic Aid D 

Practiced f’l Competed f’l Hardship f’l Athletic Aid D 

6. Did the student sign a National Letter of Intent? Yes r’l No f’l 

If yes, did the student thlfill the obligations of the NEll? Yes I"1 No I"1 

7. Is the student in good academic standing? Yes f’l No D 

8. Does the student meet the NCAA’s satisfactory progress requirements? Yes ffl No [’l 

9. Has the student completed six-semester hours of academic credit during the preceding term? Yes f’l No I"1 

10. Would the student have been eligible for competition had he/she remained at your institution? Yes f’l No I"1 

11. Per Bylaw 14.5, is the student under a disciplina~~ suspension from your institution? Yes I"1 No I"1 

12. Do you have any objection to the student being granted an exception to the transfer residence 

requirement? Yes ffl No [’l 

Name (please print): Title: 

Signature: Date: 

We appreciate your assistance in this matter¯ Please FAX this form to (804) 827-6215. Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney~unc.edtr; 

Monday 2:29 PM 

Kalbas, Brim~ J <bkalbas@unc.edtr~; Beros, Adrian <Beros-Adrima@aramaxk.com> 

Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Panl, Smnpson L qspaul@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; 

Caihrella, Matthew <Cafarella-Matthew@arammk.com>; Whitman, Jason <Whitman- Jason@aramark.com> 

RE: Temlis Sunday 

Thanks Adrian. Greatly appreciated! ’. 

(;lint 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kalbas, Brian J 
Sent: Monday, 2:12 PM 
To: Beros, Adrian 
Cc: Gwaltney, Clint; Culler, Ellen B; Paul, Sampson L; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Cafarella, Matthew; Whitman, Jason 
Sublect: Re: Tennis Sunday 

Adrian 

Thanks so much. ’]"he same place as last year between cts 34, near the woods between the bleachers. Do you know what time it would be delivered? Because we can have someone help to 
point out where it can be placed. ’]"hanks 

Sent l?om my iPhone 

On at 11:58 AM. "Beros, Adrian" <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com> wrote: 

> Clint, 
> 

> Will not be a problem Due to all the events we have going on this weekend, we will have to deliver the grill this Thursday An?’ specific area at the tennis center we should deliver it to? 
Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Adrian Beros ] Aramark i General Manager ] Higher Education ] URIC Concessions 
> 36 Lenoir Hall C’k3 1505 Chapel Hill, iX-C 27599 
> P: 919.962.1396 M F: 919.843.6788 
> 

> (c) 2014 Aramark. All rights reserved. This coramunication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee as directed by Aramark and may contain proprietary-, confidential 
and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying, disclosure, dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please noti~ the sender inm~ediately by return e-mail, delete this con~nunication and destroy all copies. 
> PLEASE PRINT RESPONSIBLY 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gwaltncy, Clint [mailto:cgwaltney(d~,,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 10:46 AM 
> To: Beros, Adrian 
> Cc: Culler, Ellen B; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim 
> Subject: Tennis Sunday 
> 

> Adrian, 
> 

> You were so gracious last year to provide a grill out at Cone Kemfield Teunis Center for Senior Day. This year, conveniently, it is Senior Day for both the Men and Women on the same 
day, Sunday. Would you be willing to have the grill delivered out there prior to Sunday? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Clint 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re Spring Game - EVENT ITINERARY 

Not this year. Twing to spend more one on one time 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:14 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

> OK, Thanks. Just checking to see if we scheduled a speaker like we did last year with Rod Graves. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Pogge, Paul 
> Sent: Monday 11:43 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Spring Game - EVENT ITLNERARY 
> 

> Meetings are scheduled with the parents of current participants in the program. 
> 

> Sent licom my iPhone 
> 
> On at 9:24 AM. "I]le, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Do we have any agent-related programming planned for the spring game? Thanks. 
>> 

>> Vince I]le 
>> Senior Associate Athletics Director 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> (919) 962-4631 
>> ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille(fr)unc.edu> 
>> 

>> [http ://b] o~s. dni c om/subtlesparkyifiles/ ~UNC-L o~ o i P~] 
>> 

>> We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 
>> 
>> From: ttolliday, Core.’/L 
>> Sent: Monday,               9:01 AM 
>> To: I]le, Vince; Stembacher, Rick 
>> SubJect: FW: Spring (i ame - EVI~N’]7 rIINF, RAI~.Y 
>> 
>> fyi 
>> 

>> From: Haydon, Joe 
>> Sent: Monday, 8:59 AM 
>> To: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Core.’/L 
>> Subject Spring (i ame - EVEN’]7 rIINERARY 
>> 

>> Corey and Andre’ 
>> 

>> Attached is an updated list of events for Saturday-. Anything that we need to change/update? 
>> 

>> Joe 
>> 

>> < SNiag Game - EVENT ITINERARY.docx> <image003.jpg> 

will also be in town and I will be in about six hours of meetings with him and parents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:30 AM 

Hams, Tracy U <tracy hams@unc.edu-*; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu>; (kiggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> Bitting, Angelyn S <abitling@unc.edu>; King, J. Angela 

<aking@anc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangeldel; Malielle A 
<mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu;>; Markos, Lance M <maa&os@email.unc.edu>; Timmemlans, Tom <timmemlans@mm.e&>; Beale, Michael 
<nfichaelbeale@nnc.edu>; Steinbachm; Rick <fick@unc.edn>; Cullel; Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Brummr, John F 
--~Jo!ml Brunner@unc.edu>; Livers, Tom qivers@unc.edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu>; Gwalme> Clint 
<cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-- 

Coverage Calendar 

doc 

All, 

Attached is the Administrative Coverage Calendar for your 

leisurely reading] Please let me know of any corrections or approved 

changes. 

Those of you who may need administrative assistance please plan 

accordingly! 

Also, for those who may need a friendly reminder....please refer to 

on the calendar. © 

Tl~anks, 

Joyce 



Sunday Monday 

6 

13 

20 

27 

7 

14 

Tuesday 

1 

I" i :::::: .3-~ 

28 

.,::!!!                    ill::.. 

Wednesday 

9 
~,,~ <.-,~lv.. vac 

7’Fa cy--~’;-’c 

3 Tracy-vac 

P~OF~ DAY[ 

30 

Thursday 

3 

10 
}~s,loil}i. va c 

Friday 

4 

11 
A i’~8 e I(,..w:~ c 
kbFy4w ]a t~" 

25 
K a [hy Eli,.. vac 

Saturday 

5 

12 

19 

26 

www.Printable Calendars.com. www.FreePrintable.net 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cary Kolat @gmail.com> 

Tuesday~ 4:55 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu:~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Potential ’Four of Wrestling Facilities? 

Friday this week? Jus~ checking follomng week I roll be in Vegas for the world team trials. 

Ca~ 

On Tuesday,             Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> wrote: 

Absolutely’. Just let me know details mad I or Cary would be happy to show them around. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" < ille(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

CD, 

is the on our team. Her father 

a great guy and theirs is an exceptional family.       ] s sot        wrestles. Both roll be in town next Friday to watch 

UNC as a potential destination foi        Would any of the guys on your staffbe around Friday to give 

facilities over there? If so, I believe that would mema a lot to their timfily. Thanks lbr considering, 

Vince 

Vince Hie 

":. ;::~::: ":;:’i5 :: ~;::: iI?: ii:::.i:,i;::::::. 

<image003.jp~> 

. HeDs 

play and to check out 

a quick tour of your 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/’7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at KOLAT.COM 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

Car?., Kolat ~gmail.com> 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Potential ’Four of Wrestling Facilities? 

You might have to skip Vegas Cary.... :) 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Or at 4:55 PM, "Ca~ Kolat" ~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Friday tiffs week? Just checking follomng week I will be in Vegas for’the world temn "trials. 

Ca13: 

On Tuesday,             Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmockC~unc.edu> wrote: 

Absolutely! Jus’t let me know &tails mad I or Caxy would be happy to show them around. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

CD, 

at 2:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

is the on our ter t;athel 

He’s a great guy and theirs is an exceptional family. Both will be in town next Friday to watch 

play and to check out UNC as a potential destination for Would any of the guys on your s~aff be around Friday to give 

quick tour of your lhcilities over there? If so, I believe that would mean a lot to their lhmily. Thanks for considering, 

Vince 

Vi~(:e Ille 

<image003jpg> 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at KOLAT.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 11:14 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B 

<mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen_moon@unc.edu>; Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya 
Topolka <tanya_moore@ unc.ed u> 

CNN: UNC fake class scandal and NCAA’s response wind their way to Washington 

UNC fake class scandal and NCAA’s 
response wind their way to Washington 
~?y Sara Ganim. (?N~ 
updatec~ !!: ~2 "%,~ L-L~F, Tu,e ~\~.~il 3 .:0 ~4 

STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

A co;lgressman questions the 

NCAA’s decision not to sanction 

UNC in fake cbss scandal 

A student-athlete group files 

complaints with tl~e Department 

of Education over =’paper 

ciasses" 

UNC has sought new 
investigation since exposure oF 
low literacy among athletes 

(CNN) -- A U.S. congressman is questioning whether the NCAA 

failed to hold the University of North Carolina accountable during a 

2012 academic fraud investigation and is demanding answers from 

NCAA brass. 

If he doesn’t get them, he’ll call for congressional hearings and 

subpoena NCAA President Mark Emmert, Rep. Tony Cardenas told 

CNN. 

The California Democrat is referring to a probe in which the 

National Collegiate Athletic Association investigated U NC’s system 

of "paper classes" -- independent studies requiring little work and 

no attendance. Athletes were able to get easy "A"s without actually 

going to class. 

The NCAA declined to sanction the university, saying the scandal 

was academic in nature, not athletic. 

×; 

However, whistle-blower Mary Willingham has said that 

paper classes were openly discussed as a way to keep 

athletes eligible to play, and former football player 

Michael McAdoo said he was forced into majoring in 

African-American studies, the department at the heart of 

the paper-classes scandal. 

"1 think it’s important to know if they are looking the other 

way," Cardenas said. ’1 think it’s very suspicious." 

CNN analysis: Some college athletes play like adults, 

read like 5th-graders 

Cardenas’ call for an explanation could have implications 

for the NCAA, as it’s involved in three court cases aiming 

to dissolve the long-standing amateur model and give 

players more rights -- and possibly salaries. 

Meanwhile, the Student-Athletes Human Rights Project 

has filed a complaint with the U .S. Department of 

Education over UNC’s paper classes. The student- 

athlete advocacy group, based in Durham, North 

Carolina, alleges the classes violated Title IX because 

the number of male students taking them was 

disproportionate, and Title Vl because too many black 

students took them. 

As more critics are emerging and speaking publicly 

about the way the NCAA handled the UNC case, the 

NCAA is standing by its assertion that athletes are paid 

with an education, are students first and should not receive salaries. 

Critics say that model is flawed because many athletes do not get 

an education. 

"Kids who are walking out of these schools cannot read. They are 

getting degrees that are worthless," said Tom McMillen, a former 

congressman and basketball player who now serves as secretary 



for the University System of Maryland Board of Regents, speaking 

on the issue of NCAA reform last week at the nonprofit Aspen 

Institute. "l think the chink in the armor of the NCAA is that they say 

you’re going to get an education." 

In a Monday phone interview with CNN, McMillen stated his opinion 

succinctly: "If these kids aren’t getting an education, the whole 

thing’s a sham." 

Emmett Gill, a former NCAA adviser and current head of the 

Student-Athletes Human Rights Project, raised the same point in a 

letter to Emmert asking for a renewed investigation at UNC. 

READ: UNC will investigate claims over athletes’ reading ability 

Gill said he believes the NCAA and UNC are ignoring the alleged 

academic fraud to protect the amateur model. If the NCAA were to 

admit that athletes are not getting an education, it would be 

devastating to the organization, Gill said. 

Two former college athletic officials-turned-reform advocates -- 

Gerald Gurney at the University of Oklahoma and David Ridpath at 

the University of Ohio -- also recently began reviewing academic 

fraud cases for which the NCAA handed down punishments, 

comparing them to UNC. They believe the data will demonstrate 

that the NCAA is ignoring the problem. 

"They do pick and choose," Ridpath said. "The NCAA is abdicating 

their responsibility, and there is a clear and convincing case of 

academic fraud the NCAA is overlooking." 

But the NCAA’s investigation is over despite recent revelations from 

McAdoo and Willingham’s public statements. 

When reached for comment, the NCAA said its "rules only govern 

academic fraud as it relates to athletics departments and student- 

athletes. Any broader issue is not under the NCAA’s purview." 

In 2012, the NCAA did go to Chapel Hill to investigate. It was 

alleged that about a dozen players had dealings with agents -- a 

big NCAA violation. Then, information surfaced suggesting one of 

the most prestigious public universities in the country had been 

passing athletes through classes that they never had to attend. 

There was talk that the allegations could deliver a devastating blow 

to the institution, perhaps even going back to its 2005 and 2009 

basketball championships. 

But that didn’t happen. 

While the football team had to vacate wins and forgo scholarships 

because of the agent scandal, little came of the academic fraud 

probe. The NCAA came to town, punished a few players and left, 

finding no evidence of institutional fraud. 

Willingham was never contacted or interviewed, and UNC was left to 

police itself. 

The school instituted more than 180 reforms to make sure paper 

classes did not continue. But no one asked why: Why did UNC need 

to create these easy-A classes? Who came up with the idea? Who 

knew about it? 

McAdoo was one of the players caught up in the scandal. 

A defensive end recruit with numerous Division I coaches trying to 

woo him, McAdoo chose North Carolina, net just to play ball, but 

because he wanted to major in criminal justice. He wanted an 

education, he said. 

"When the coaches and academic staff came to my house all the 

way in Tennessee, you know they wasn’t even talking football. They 



was talking academics," McAdoo said. "So they were saying, ’You 

know what? We can’t promise your son that he’s going to go to the 

NFL, but one thing that we can promise him is that he will get a 

college degree.’ " 

They didn’t make good on that promise, he said. 

On his second day of school, athletic advising handed him a 

schedule and told him what classes he’d be taking. None of them 

was related to criminal justice. Instead, there was an African- 

American studies class, something McAdoo says he had no interest 

in. 

He felt "lied to," he said. 

When the academic fraud scandal broke, the NCAA said one of 

McAdoo’s tutors had done too much work for him. 

"The university knew what was going on and they knew I was taking 

paper classes and they kind of swept it under the rug," he said. 

He was declared academically ineligible, and right before his senior 

season, he says he felt forced to leave Carolina. And after a short 

stint with the Baltimore Ravens, he went to the Canadian Football 

League, where he’s now playing. 

McAdoo and his attorney, former North Carolina Supreme Court 

Justice Bob Orr, say they feel like the NCAA picked on McAdoo 

while ignoring the larger institutional problem. 

"The individual players were singled out," Orr said. "Literally thrown 

under the bus, in my opinion, by the way the enforcement process 

works, and I think the university hoped and the NCAA was compliant 

with the sense of ’OK, we’ve punished the players. Let’s move on.’" 

UNC has long insisted that the paper classes were solely the idea 

of one man -- now-indicted professor Julius Nyang’oro, who was 

head of the African-American studies department. 

Two internal reviews commissioned by the university found there 

was no evidence that counselors or anyone in the athletics 

department knew about the abuse. 

UNC’s athletic reform Chairwoman Joy Rennet told CNN that she 

believes the students found the easy classes by word of mouth and 

that UNC officials were stunned as to why Nyang’oro would offer 

paper classes. 

McAdoo says that’s not true, and Willingham told CNN that paper 

classes were openly discussed within the athletics department as a 

way to keep athletes eligible. 

"In the building, almost everyone would have talked about it," she 

said, referring to working in athletics. "And outside of the athletic 

department, some other people that were involved in advising 

certainly knew about the paper class system." 

Willingham, who has studied athlete literacy for years and has 

personally worked with the athletes who were part of her study, 

previously told CNN for an exclusive story that there are athletes at 

UNC who are reading at elementary school levels. 

Some of the athletes who were pushed into paper classes were put 

there because they weren’t reading at high enough levels to 

succeed in legitimate courses at North Carolina, she said. 

There are athletes -- including some who played on the 2009 

championship basketball team -- who took as many as 12 paper 

classes, Willingham said, adding that it’s telling that one key 

indicator of graduation rates dropped significantly once the paper 

classes were uncovered and brought to an end. 



"They were used for students who were in the NCAA tournament. 

They were used for students who were going to world competition, 

like soccer players. They were used for the Olympics," Willingham 

said of the paper classes. "They were used for summer classes for 

students who were playing baseball on the coast. They were used 

for students who were having eligibility issues." 

UNC officials have attacked Willingham’s credibility and disavowed 

her research, saying of her research suggesting some athletes 

read at elementary school levels: "We do not believe that claim and 

find it patently unfair to the many student-athletes who have worked 

hard in the classroom and on the court and represented our 

university with distinction." 

But since she spoke to CNN, UNC has commissioned yet another 

investigation of the paper classes scandal. This time, Ken 

Wainstein, a former Homeland Security adviser to President 

George W. Bush, is doing the review. 

He has already spoken to Willingham and Debbie Crowder, 

Nyang’oro’s secretary, and has talked to Crowder about the other 

people in athletics who were aware of paper classes, according to 

Crowder’s attorney. 

While Nyang’oro faces a criminal fraud charge, the district attorney 

announced earlier this year that Crowder will not be charged, and 

unless more information is revealed, the active investigation is over. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :i?i:i~:i:¸ if! :iiii.i~::..iiiii:ii!: .iiii:.ii:::ii iiiii::!i i::ii:il :ii! iiii:il :::::::iiiiiiii: :if: i iii:ii:!i!.i:i:::::i :: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschuer, Steve <slevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 2:13 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaN~groups.unc.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniors~tafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Northwestem’s QB takes stand against unionization 

NU’s Siernian takes stand against unionization 

9 

NmChwestern coach Pat Fitzgerald calls starting qualCerback Trevor Siemian "our leader ... it’s his football team." 

Siemian oil Wednesday used that platform to explain why he will vote no to unionizing on April 25. 

"We filed for employee cards (Jan. 28), but thai doesn’t mean a union is the right avenue," he said. "Especially at Northwestern, whert~. most guys on 

the team agree we have been treated very, veW well. I’m treated here far better than I deserve." 

Sieman said he faults himself for not gathering more information before joining with the vast majority of teammates to sign union cards after a 

presentation in Evanston by former quarterback Kain Colter and Ramogi Huma, founder of College Athletes Players Associa|.ion (CAPA). 

CAPA emerged victorious in a hearing that concluded with the regional director of the N ational Labor Relations Board declaring that N U football 

players are employees with the right unionize. Northwestern is appealing the decision. 

Erect-one seems to agree that CAPA’s main goals - improving medical care, increasing player stipends, allowing more freedom to transfer - are 

worthy. 

"This all began with the best of intentions," Siemian said. 

But the fifth-year signal-caller said that those with concerns should have taken them to Fitzgerald and!or N U atNetie director Jim Phillips. 

"To say, ’I don’t trust you enough to address this,’ I don’t think that is the way to go," Siemian saido 

Fitzgerald on Saturday w~ieed his opposition to unionization. He has not elaborated on his stance other than to say it’s in his players’ "best interests" 

and that Northwestern already has "gre:.at protocols in place," to affect change. 

In a March 31 email sent to NU players and obtained by the Tribune, Cdter listed the goals as: guaranteed medical pr~)tection; medical protection 

that e:dends after our eligibility ends; policies to help prevent traumatic brain injuries; graduate school funding regardless of ted-shirt status; training 

table food & structure; and money from the Student Opportuniby Fund. 

Coker also put in caps: "PL&YERS DESPEPd\TELY NEED AND DESERVE A \;C, ICE." 

Last season Colter and Siemian shared the quarterback duties, but Siemian is 1A and 1B this season. 

"From the day we got back in January, there is no doubt that this is Trevor Siemian’s football team," Fitzgerald said. "From the standpoint of trust, 

he has earned it because he has great care and concern and love for his teammates." 

NU’s spring slate concludes Saturday with a m a.m. practice at Ryan Field that is open to the public. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Paul, Sampson L ~spaul@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edtr~; Gales, Bobby H. <bgales@unc.edu>; 

Kalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Parker, Andrew F <drewp@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

BaJlen, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edtc,; Bunting, Mike --~mbunting@unc.edt~-; C~imsle~; Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Tennis court repairs 

As you all know there are some concerns about the deteriorating condition of most of the outdoor courts at Cone-Kenfield. Earlier today several of us (Sam, Bobby, 

Ellen, Andrew and Brian for some of the courts) had a chance to inspect all of the outdoor courts. After our meeting I had a chance to speak to Vince and Martina 

individually by phone and relay to them our findings but I thought it would be a good idea to summarize where I believe things stand. 

All of the stadium courts (i - 6) are currently playable but Court 5 has a significant crack that could make that court unplayable if the crack continues to 

spread and widen 

Of the 6 practice courts (7 - 12) two are currently unplayable due to cracking and surface delamination. Sam has gotten an estimate of ~;3000 - ~;5000 to 

repair the two courts. 

The new court surface that was installed in November is flaking off on at least 2 different practice courts creating an unsafe condition. Sam has contacted 

the vendor to repair these areas under warranty. 

It was generally agreed that we could host post-season tennis with the use of only 4 practice courts but that this would not be ideal operationally and 

would certainly be somewhat of a "black eye" for our facility. 

In my phone conversation with Martina we talked about possible funding sources for the ~3000 - ~;5000 needed to make repairs to the two practice courts. 

Martina, please correct me if l’m wrong, but you are currently unable to commit any funds to those repairs. There is a possibility that funding for the repairs 

can be identified in upcoming budget meetings but there is no guarantee at this time. 

Everyone, please feel free to add to or correct anything I may have gotten wrong! 

One final note - Richie Grimsley and I met with Dwight Johnson from Americourt yesterday to have Dwight assess the condition of all of the outdoor courts and 

give us a recommendation for long-term fixes. I will send a follow up email in the next few days that summarizes Dwight’s findings. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

UNCAthletics 

mbunting@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen/3 <eculler@unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 10, 2014 8:37 AM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Gales, Bobby H. 

<bgales@unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edtr~; Parker, Andrew F 

<drewp@email.unc.edu> 

BaJlen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

RE: Tennis court repairs 

All, 

I, of course, have to defer to the experts regarding "playability" - I must confess; however, I was shocked at just how unplayable the aforementioned 

courts are. To put all this into context relative to the urgency: our women’s team is currently ranked #3 in the country - our men’s team is #8 in the 

country - in other words, we will host both genders May 7-11, with a total of six visiting teams with eight team practices and six total matches. 

There is no doubt that I cannot adequately appreciate the department’s financial woes; nonetheless, I am curious if there might not be some funds that 

may become available from possibly not hosting other post-season events (e.g. softball)? I’m sure this can be easily dismissed, but having nothinq to do 

with my secondary role with women’s tennis, I’m terribly anxious, as is the entire department, for our student-athletes to have the best possible 

experience competing at home in the post-season. I’d write a personal check if I could. 

The NCAA Cham pionships and Alliances unit has great confidence in us that we will provide a positive and equitable student-athlete experience 

whenever we host. I share that confidence that, once again, we can and will make this work. However, the "black eye" that our programs and the 

department could suffer in the tennis world could be significant. Martina, I don’t mean to put any extra or undue pressure on you - you must constantly 

find yourself in an impossible position. 

On the flip side, I’d like to thank Mike and Bobby for the time and care they took during the walk-through yesterday. I know that when we host, we will 

put our best foot forward...together[ 

Appreciate your time this morning, 

Ellen 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent; Wednesday, Apri 09, 2014 9:55 PH 
To" Ille, Vince; Paul, Sampson L; Culler, Ellen B; Gales, Bobby H.; Kalbas, Brian J; Gwaltney, Clint; Parker, Andrew F 
Co; Ballen, Hartina K; Bunting, Mike; Grimsley, Richie 
Subject-" Tennis court repairs 

As you all know there are some concerns about the deteriorating condition of most of the outdoor courts at Cone-Kenfield. Earlier today several of us (Sam, Bobby, 

Ellen, Andrew and Brian for some of the courts) had a chance to inspect all of the outdoor courts. After our meeting I had a chance to speak to Vince and Martina 

individually by phone and relay to them our findings but I thought it would be a good idea to summarize where I believe things stand. 

All of the stadium courts (1 - 6) are currently playable but Court 5 has a significant crack that could make that court unplayable if the crack continues to 

spread and widen 

Of the 6 practice courts (7 - 12) two are currently unplayable due to cracking and surface delamination. Sam has gotten an estimate of $3000 - $5000 to 

repair the two courts. 

The new court surface that was installed in November is flaking off on at least 2 different practice courts creating an unsafe condition. Sam has contacted 

the vendor to repair these areas under warranty. 

It was generally agreed that we could host post-season tennis with the use of only 4 practice courts but that this would not be ideal operationally and 

would certainly be somewhat of a "black eye" for our facility. 

In my phone conversation with Martina we talked about possible funding sources for the $3000 - $5000 needed to make repairs to the two practice courts. 

Martina, please correct me if I’m wrong, but you are currently unable to commit any funds to those repairs. There is a possibility that funding for the repairs 

can be identified in upcoming budget meetings but there is no guarantee at this time. 

Everyone, please feel free to add to or correct anything I may have gotten wrong! 

One final note - Richie Grimsley and I met with Dwight Johnson from Americourt yesterday to have Dwight assess the condition of all of the outdoor courts and 

give us a recommendation for long-term fixes. I will send a follow up email in the next few days that summarizes Dwight’s findings. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

UNCAthletics 

mbunting@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edtr’- 

Thursday,, 7:14 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce I, <joyced@uuc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; 

Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu>; Ille, 

Joyce, Larry, Pete, and Vince, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

I hope that I will be in the office at!by lO:OOam. Please call or text me if you need to reach me before then. 



From: @unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:30 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Statt’meeting tbllow- up 

VJnce, 
Could we meet to discuss more of what we talked about in our staff meeting on sharing the student-athlete development story? I have had some ideas and have 

talked to Cricket and she encouraged me to reach out to you. 

Please let me know if there is a time that fits your schedule next week. 

Thanks, 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Friday, April ] 1, 2014 10:35 AM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

]:W: Thmlk you] I met with Cricket Lmle yesterday 

Thanks, Cricket! 
From," @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 
Sent-" Friday, April 11, 2024 9:14 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject" Thank you I [ met with Cricket Lane yesterday 
Hello Molly, 
Thank you very much for all you did to connect me with Cricket, It was a pleasure to meet her, plus she took me on a 
tour of the facilities. 
While on the tour, I met two of the students                               . They both made quite an impression! As Z 
mentioned to Cricket, all of you are very fortunate to be able to contribute to their success. [ very much would like to do 
so as well. 
My best regards to Bubba Cunningham. And my sincere thanks to you once again. 

Best regards, 

Charlotte Purvis 

Perfect Balance 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile 

Office (919) 908 7131 

?__~_____~____v__:_p___c_’ !i _f_~__c__t__b__ ~_]_ ~_ _n_ _ _c_ _e_’_ _n_ _ _c_ : K Rt_ !! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, April 11, 2014 1:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Update 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of NoNa Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "King, Steven Timoflay" <stkin~(a)email.m~c.edu> 

Date: April 11, 2014 at 12:20:24 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Update 

They have decided not to pursue the GA story ruth UNC right now and will be doing a national research study to see if this is the situation at other 

uNversities. So this seems to have died down for now but I am sure it roll come up again. 

Thank~ 

Steven 

Steven King 

Assistant Professor of Interactive Media 

\;~’eb: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domino, Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 2:28 PM 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu-~; Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <idomina@email.unc.edu>; Duff}, Kathy B. <kdulEj@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu-< Greene, Michael <~reenemt,@email.unc.edu>; 

!!live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu>                                 ~live.unc.edt~-; Oliaro, Scott M 
<oliaro({bemaJl.nnc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <~tiv(c?unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; 

,~live.unc.edt ~gmail.com; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstmtt@email.unc.edu>; Temple, Abbey 

~-abbeyjoy@emaJl.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Softball GA Tech itinera~ 

Georgia Tech Hotel Rm List.docx; Itinerary for GA Tech docx 



Georgia Tech 

Melia Hotel Atlanta 

Room 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

l0 

Staff 
ll 

12 

13 

14 

15 

Name Name 

Donna Papa-Head Coach 
Tony Baldwin 

Marissa Young 

Bus Driver 

Arrival: Friday          10:0PM 

Departure: Sunday, i - " 10:30AM 

Contact Information: 

Donna Papa 



FridaY~ApA ri111: 

12pro 

1pro 

2:15pm 

3:45pm 

TBA 

10:15pm 

11pro 

Hotel 

Group = weight room 

Group = weight room 

Practice & Ram activity for Tech 

Depart from Anderson Stadium on bus 

Dinner on the way 

Arrive Georgia Tech 

In Room/Lights out 

Melia Hotel Atlanta 

590 W. Peachtree NE 

Atlanta, Ga 30308 

404-877-9000 

Saturdav, April I2: 

9am 

10am 

10:30am 

11:10am 

1pro 

Breakfast 

Make snack bag 

Depart for Newborn Stadium 

Warm ups 

<:iii~.:~m~~e i. w~;: :@s ’ii"e<:h~ ,,, W >~Hii.:;: T:~>:::i}~ 

*30 minute game break* 

3pro 

TBA 

TBA 

10pro 



Sunday, Apr I3: 

9am 

10:30am 

11:10am 

1pro 

TBA 

4pro 

10:30pro 

Breakfast 

Pack up bus/head to stadium 

Warm ups 

6a~"~~e vs "ii"ecJi"~ ~ 5~::~s~il; ~::be bees 

Shower/Box Lunch 

Depart for Chapel Hill 

Arrive at Anderson Stadium 

Monday, Apr I4: 

OFF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 8:26 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy’ Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A qmTangeld@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Joy - FW: Legislative Update from Senator Richard Burr 

Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJrolina 

See below our Senator’s comments related to student athletes and unions 

JoyJ~ Rennec M.A., R-r(R), FAEIRS 

Associate P!’ofessor and Director 

Univers[tv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Schooi ot: Medicine 
C}3 #7130 UNC-CH gondu!’an~ Hall 

321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIL~ENTIALrl’f NOTICE: -[his e-mail messa~e, including attachmenLs, i[ any is intended o!~1g for the -person or entity to which iL is addressed and mag contain 
con[ident[al a!~dior privileged material. AnV ---u!~auLhorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proi~ibiLed. If you are not [Lie intended redpient, please contact the 
sender b~, reply e-maii and destr%, ail copies of the original message. 
Emai~ eorrespo~de~ce te and from thin address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Recerds ~a~ a~d may he disc~o,sed to third pa~±ies 

b~" an authorized state afficiM (NICGS, oh, 132), Student educatianal reeards are subject to FERPA, 

From: Senator Richard Burr [!~a)!tR;[]£!~?.C~L!.’,u.!Z@..e..!:Le..ds,:Le..!:~a~e.d~92!] 
Sent: Friday, April ll, 2014 3:11 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Legislative Update from Senator Richard Burr 

This week, I joined Chuck Todd on The Daily Rundown to 
discuss the obstacles facing our nation’s veterans. 

To watch, click the video above or visit my v~?.~tu.!?.e..[qa.~..:}.. 

Last evening, Senator Alexander and I took to the floor to warn 
that the unionization of college athletes, as permitted by a 
recent National Labor Relations Board regional decision, would 
destroy college sports and harm the entire American system of 
higher education. 

I am a former scholarship football player for Wake Forest 

E-mail: 

[ ] 
E-mail: 

[ ] 
E-mail: 

[ ] 

% 
E°mail Updates 

Yes, please periodically 
send me e-mail updates.* 

] 
*By subscribing to my 

e-mail updates, you are 

authorizing me to send regular 

e-mail updates from my office 

to your e-mail account. 



University. College sports is a lot about the experience. I carry 
around memories of the summer practices that lasted from sun    I ii~i I 

up to sun down and the memory every football player has of 
that dead grass in summer practice in hot weather. College 
sports builds character. It builds integrity. It builds drive. It 
builds resilience. It’s not the only thing in life that does it, but to 
me, for many young men and women, it is an effective way for 
them to become leaders. 

Although the idea of unionizing might sound good to a very 
small number of student-athletes considering doing so, it is 
important we think of the 99% of student-athletes who never 
reach the professional levels of their respective sports and will 
come to value the education they received while competing for 
their colleges or universities. The value of that education - 
more than any temporary benefit they might receive while 
collectively bargaining - will bring a lifetime of higher earnings 
in their profession but also a respect for the life lessons they 
received while playing sports for their schools. I hope the 
NLRB’s regional office’s decision does not threaten that for 

these students. 

To watch our full exchange, click< he.~e. 

Sincerely, 

l x 

Richard Burr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 10:26 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>, Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you I I met with Cricket Lane yesterday 

Thanks for meeting with her. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Norton>, Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, April 11, 2014 at 10:34 AM 

To: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 

Cc: Vince file <ille@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Thank you I I met with Cricket Lane yesterday 

Thanks, Cricket[ 

From: ~_qma!l.com] On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 
Sent-" Friday, April 11, 2014 9:14 AM 
To: Norton, Holly 
Subject: Thank you I I met with Cricket Lane yesterday 

Hello Molly, 
Thank you very much for all you did to connect me with Cricket. It was a pleasure to meet her, plus she took me on a 
tour of the facilities. 

While on the tour, I met two of the students                                They both made quite an impression! As I 

mentioned to Cricket, all of you are very fortunate to be able to contribute to their success. I very much would like to 

do so as well. 

My best regards to Bubba Cunningham. And my sincere thanks to you once again. 

Best regards, 

Charlotte Purvis 

Per£cct Balance 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Duzham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile 

Office (919)" 908 7131 

_~__v3___v3_y__:p_ e r fc c tb al an c e nc ¯ c on ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:28 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Relme@med.~mc.edu-~; Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; Polk, BaJcbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~; 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.~mc.edw~;      @gmaJl.com; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Taylor. Todd <twtaylo@email.unc.edw~; 

Wissick, Brent Stewart <bswissic@email.unc.edu> 

1@2: Shared Site 

Colleagues, the best way to do this will be to post your thoughts under the Team Discussion tab. 

If you click on that tab, you’ll see a discussion labeled Candidate Discussion. Please feel free to post comments and/or votes there. 

Steve 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.e&~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

1~¢: Wrestling 

Just want you guys to know what we’re going through here with this financial aid office. The right hand doesWt know what the left hand is doing. It should not 

matter that Jackie Copeland is away for a few weeks --.shouldn’t they be automated in this day and age? Am I the only coach waiting on this stuff before I can offer 

someone scholarship money? 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:16 PM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Re: Wrestling 
Coach Mock. 
Please see below letter to Jackie. Since letter, both tax transcripts have been sent to UNC to Jackie’s attention. I requested Jackie email me when it is received, but have not 
gotten confirmation email to date. We are curious as well. 

Hi Jackie, 

I have spoken to you over the years regarding my children’s financial aid at UNC. My son 
university and as I was told last year by Coach Mock I should reach out to you regarding ’ 

He is also a wrestler for the team at the 
each year. 

I recently sent you the requested Verification form and W2’s. I just want to be sure you have received them. Also, to date I am unable to have copy of tax transcript forwarded 
as it states it is not available for a few weeks after filed. If needed I can send you a copy. 

If you could get back to me to confirm you have gotten what you need I would appreciate it. I realize this is a very busy time of year for you. 

Thank you, 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 
To: @y__a___h__o___o__&o____m_ >; 

Sent: Tue, 10:42 am 
Subject: FW: Wrestling 

~_a o Lc_o_m > 

stand. 

, see below.            Please get this done ASAP so we can determine where you 

We are running out of money and need this done i~’~’ediately please. 

Coach Mock 

..... Original Hessage ..... 

F~om: BarNes, P~ecious 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:07 ~ 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Cepe]and, Jaoque]yEz D 

Subject: RE: WzestliEig 

Hello Coach Mock, 

Below are the items we need from the students in order to generate an award for 

the following students: 

Parent’s Tax Return Transcript and Student’s Tax ReLurn Transcript 

(have requested the documents since 

-CSS Profile, VerJEication Werksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript 

and Student’s Tax Return Transcript (have requested the documents since 

¯ Has the student b~’en admJ LLed? D) net: see any Jata eri the stuJent. 

Verification Worksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript and 

SLudent’s Tax ReLurn TranscrJpL (requested the documents as of               JL does 

look as if based upon the information we have received from the FAFSA!CSS 

Profile, the SA will be Covenant). 

Until we receiw} the following it/ems, I amunable to definitely con[irm :if the 

student will be eligible to receive a Carolina Covenant financial aid award. I 

hope this information helps. 

Yours at Carolina, 

Precious Barnes 

Client Services, Office of Scholarships & Student Aid The UniversiLy of Nerth 

Carolina at Chapel Hill 



..... Original He s sag~’- .... 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Honday, ¯ 5:17 PH 

To: Timmerl~ans, Tom 

Cc: Hock, Conrad D Jr; Barnes, Precious 

Subject: Re: Wrestling 

Precious, i am in a bind as I am recruitiL~g and I don’t kL~ow what Z have left in 

scholarship money until i confirm covenant and other aid for existing guys. 

And, Jackie is out of town... 

Can you help cLe with guys below: 

Than~6 you, 

C.D. Hock 

Wrestling 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 4:41 PH, "Timmermans, Tom" <tiK~e’mans@unc.eRu> w~ote: 

> 

> CD, 

> 

> Precious Barnes works with Jackie and has been able to help us out a lot on 

the past. I have cc’ed her on the email. 

> 

> Tom 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Moc~6, Conrad D Jr 

> Sent: Monday,                          4:39 PM 

> To: Timmermans, Tom 

> Subject: Wrestling 

> 

> Tom, dackie is R~% c.nt.ii April 22! Re.~ily bad timin<~. I’m tryil:g Lo 

recruit and I don’t know my money situation until I confirm who is covenant and 

who isnVt. 

> 

> Is there another contact in financial aid? 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> CD 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Wrestling 

CD, 

Our financial aid office is pretty good at what they do. If documentation is send to the general address it gets opened, scanned and tagged to the specific student 

profile, fn this case since it: was send to Jackie specifically, it rnakes ;ense that Precious w.:_~uld want the ok from Jackie before going thr.:_~ugh her ~ersonal mail. 

fn addition, this i’; one of the busie;t time of t:he year for the financial aid office, ;ince t:hey are packaging all incoming and returning students at UNC. Theref.:_~re for 

P’recious to be so on the ball with responding to you and packaging the specific requested students as information comes in has to be appreciated. 

Tom 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

To: Timrnerrnans, Tom 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: Wrestling 

Just want you guys to know what we’re going through here with this financial aid office~ The right hand doesn% know what the left: hand is doing. It should not 

matter that Jackie Copetand is away for a few weeks --.shouldn’t they be autornated in this day and age? Am I the only coach waiting on this stuff before I can ofl:er 

someone scholarship money? 

From: ~__a _o_Lc___o_E]] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:16 PM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Re: Wrestling 
Coach Mock. 
Please see below letter to Jackie. Since letter, both tax transcripts have been sent to UNC to Jackie’s attention. I requested Jackie emai] me when it is received, but have not 
gotten confirmation email to date. We are curious as well. 

Hi dackie, 

I have spoken to you over the years regarding my children’s financial aid at UNC. 
university and as I was told last year by Coach Mock I should reach out to you regarding 

He is also a wrestler for the team at the 
each year. 

I recently sent you the requested Verification form and W2’s. I just want to be sure you have received them. Also, to date I am unable to have copy of tax transcript forwarded 
as it states it is not available for a few weeks after filed. If needed I can send you a copy. 

If you could get back to me to confirm you have gotten what you need I would appreciate it. I realize this is a very busy time of year for you. 

Thank you, 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 
To: @.y_’_a_ ~__o__Q_=_c_’_o__t_n_. >; 

Sent: Tue, 10:42 am 
Subject: FW: Wrestling 

~#__o__Lc__9_EP 

stand. 

see below.            Please get this done ASAP so we can determine where you 

We are running out of money and need this done i~’~’ediately please. 

Coach Mock 

..... O~:iginal Message ..... 

F~om: BarNes, P~ec~ous 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:07 ~ 

TO: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Cepeland, Jaoque]yri D 

Subject: RE: Wrestling 

Hel l o C)aoh Heck, 

Below are the items we need from the students in order to generate an award for 

the following students: 

Pa£entYs Tax Retu£n Transcript and StudentVs Tax Return Transcript 

(have requested the documents since 

-CSS Profile, VerJ~icat:[on Werksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript 

and StudentYs Tax Retu£n Transcript (have requested the documents since 

- Has the student been admitted? Do not see any data on the student. 

Verification Worksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript and 

SLudentVs Tax ReLurn TranscrJpL (requested the documents as of             ; JL does 



look as if based upon the iL~formation we have received from the FAFSAiCSS 

Profile, the SA will be Covenant). 

Until we receive the foliow~ng i%ems, I am unable to definitely confirm if the 

student will be eligible to receive a Carolina Covenant financial aid award. I 

hope this information helps. 

Yours at CaroliL~a, 

Precious Barnes 

Client Services, Office of S sholarships & Student Aid The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill 

..... Original He s sag~’- .... 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Hon@ay,                          5:17 PH 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Barnes, Precious 

Subject: Re: Wrestling 

Precious, i am in a bind as I am recruitiL~g and I don’t kL~ow what K have left in 

scholarship money until i confirm covenant and other aid for existing guys. 

And, Jackie is out of town... 

Can you help me with guys below: 

Than~6 you, 

C.D. Hock 

Wrestling 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 4:41 PH, ~Timmermans, Tom~ <tiK~e’mans@unc.eRu> w~ote: 

> 

> CD, 

> 

> Precious Barnes works with Jackie and has been able to help us out a lot on 

the past. I have cc’ed her on the email. 

> 

> Tom 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Moc~6, Conrad D Jr 

> Sent: Honday,                          4:39 PH 

> To: Tkmrle’rmaE~s, Tom 

> Subject: Wrestling 

> 

> Tom, dackie is R~% c.nLii April 22! Re~ily k:ad timin<~. I’m tryil:g Lo 

recruit and I don’t know my money situation until I confirm who is covenant and 

who isnVt~ 

> 

> Is there another contact in financial aid? 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> CD 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:14 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.e&p 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Wrestling 

Ok, food enough. That’s why I wrote you ...... 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:37 PM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Cc: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Wrestling 

CD, 

Our financial aid office is pretty good at what they do. If documentation is send to the general address it gets opened, scanned and tagged to the specific student 

profile. In thi~.; case since it: was ~.;end to Jackie specifically, it rnakes ;~-_m~.;e that Precious w.:_~uld want the ok from Jackie before going through her ~ersonal rnail. 

In actdition, this i’; on~-’_~ of the busi~-’_r;t time of t:he year for th~-’_~ financial ai’t offk:e, since t:hey are packagmg all incoming and returning ~.;tudents at UNC. Theref.:_~re for 

Precious to be so on the ball with responding to you and packaging the specific requested students as information comes in has to be appreciated. 

Tom 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: Wrestling 

Just want you guys to know what we’re going through here with this financial aid office~ The right hand doesn’t know whaL the left hand is doing. It should not 

matter that Jackie Copetand is away for a few weeks --.shouldn’t they be autornated in this day and age? Am I the only coach waiting on this stu[f before I can offer 

someone scholarship money? 

From: ~__a__9_Lc__9_E) ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:3.6 PM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject: Re: Wrestling 
Coach Mock. 
Please see below letter to Jackie. Since letter, both tax transcripts have been sent to UNC to Jackie’s attention. I requested Jackie email me when it is received, but have not 
gotten confirmation email to date. We are curious as well. 

Hi Jackie, 

I have spoken to you over the years regarding my children’s financial aid at UNC. 
university and as I was told last year by Coach Mock I should reach out to you regarding 

He is also a wrestler for the team at the 
each year. 

I recently sent you the requested Verification form and W2’s. I just want to be sure you have received them. Also, to date I am unable to have copy of tax transcript forwarded 
as it states it is not available for a few weeks after filed. If needed I can send you a copy. 

If you could get back to me to confirm you have gotten what you need I would appreciate it. I realize this is a very busy time of year for you. 

Thank you, 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 
To: @y_’_a_ [ Lo___o__&o__ Ln_ >; 

Sent: Tue, 10:42 am 
Subject: FW: Wrestling 

N#_p__Lc__9_EP 

stand. 

see below.            Please get this done ASAP so we can determine where you 

We are running out of money and need this done i~’~’ediately please. 

Coach Mock 

..... O~ :iginal Message ..... 

From: Ba£nes, Precious 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:0’7 ~ 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Timmermans, Tom 

CO: Cepeland, Jaoque]yri D 

Subject: RE: Wrestling 

He] ] o C)aoh He(;k, 

Below are the items we need from the students in order to generate an award for 

the following students: 

Pa~entYs Tax Return Transcript and StudentVs Tax Return Transcript 

(have requested the documents since 

-CSS Profile, VerJ~]cat:[on Werksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript 

and StudentYs Tax Return Transcript (have requested the documents since 



- Has the stu@ent ~een admitted? Do not see any data on the student. 

Verification Worksheet, Parent’s Tax Return Transcript and 

Student’s Tax Return Transcript (requested the documents as of             ; it does 

look as if base@ upon the information we have received from the FAFSA/CSS 

Profile, the SA will be Covenant). 

Until we receive the following items, I am unable to definitely confirm if the 

student will be eligible to receive a Carolina Covenant financial aid award. I 

hope this infoNrlation helps. 

Yours at Carolina, 

Precious Barnes 

Client Services, Office of Scholarships & Student Ai@ The University of North 

Carolina at CPapel Hill 

..... O~iginal Hessage ..... 

Frnm: Hock, CoL~rad D Jr 

Sent: Monday, ¯ 5:11 PH 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Barnes, Precious 

Subject: Re: Wrestling 

Precious, T am in a ~ind as I am recruiting and I don~t know what I have left in 

scholarship money until i confirlki covenant and other aid for existing guys. 

And, Jackie is out of town... 

Can you help me with guys below: 

Thank you, 

C.D. Hock 

Wrestling 

Sent fr~Kl my iPhone 

> On at 4:41 PM, "Timme~mans, Tom" <tiK~elmans@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> CD, 

> 

> Precious Barnes works with Jackie and has been a~le to help us out a lot on 

the past~ I have cc~ed her on the e~’ail. 

> 

> Tom 

> 

Original Hessage ..... 

> From: Hock, Conrad D Jr 

> Sent: Honday,                          4:39 PH 

> To: Timmer~’ans, Tom 

> Subject: Wrestling 

> 

> TO"~’, Jackie is out until April 22! Really bad timing. I’m t~ying to 

recruit and I don’t know my money situation until I confiNrl who is covenant and 

who isnYt. 

> 

> Is there another contact in financial aid? 

> 

> Thanks, 

> 

> CD 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: FAC request -- absences 

After confirming with Lance, we are not in possession of any declarations relative to 
that accounts for missed class time approval from the sport a&ninistrator. 

The d ates of competition, however, were reviewed to ensure they meet NCAA Bylaw- 17 requirements. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of Nolth Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc edu 

Lance has explained that the "ACC does those", although I am not sure how 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:46 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: FAC request -- absences 

Do we have anything :for ? Please let me know. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mosley, Layna 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:50 AM 
To: llle, Vmce 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sut~iect: Re: FAC request -- absences 

IIi Vmce, 

I just wanted to follow up to see how the collection of this information was going We would like to have something to present at/post [’or the retreat in early May. THanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 
Dept. nf Political Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosIey@unc.edu 

On Mar 26, 2014, at 1:21 PM, "IHe, Vince" <ilIe@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’m happy to help and will coordinate the collection of documentation for you. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Front: Mosley, Layna 
> Sent: Wednesday-, March 26, 2014 11:35 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: FAC request - absences 
> 

> Hi Vince, 
> 

> Joy has asked Deb and I to, as part of the "academics" topic area, pull together information on excused absences related to athletic competition or travel to competition, sorted by teanr. I 
believe that this is the same information that Glynis Cowell conrpiled for FAC last year (and that FAC discussed at its May 2013 meeting). 
> 

> I believe that, last year, you sent Glynis copies of the forms used to approve missed classes (although perhaps one could also figure this out from the schedules for each sport). If you 
could do this again for 2013-2014 (or direct rue to sonre other source that does this), we’d really appreciate it. We realize that, in some cases, not every nrember of a team participates (e.g. post 
season competition in individually-oriented sports), but we’d like to get a good overall picture of class nrisses (and how this varies, perhaps, between *IWF and TR classes). 
> 

> Thanks very- much, 
> 

> Layna and Deb 
> 

> 

> Layna Mosley 
> Dept of Political Science 
> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
> mosley@unc, edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <~bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: FAC request -- absences 

V~lce. 

The schedule was approved with class days they plan to miss and they will submit their Annual Report with actual days missed. I don’t have the Annual Report, yet, but can ask Greg 
to get me their actual days missed, if you need it now-. 

Thanks, 
--Beth 

Sent Ii-om my iPad 

> On Apr 15, 2014, at 4:44 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Beth, 
> 

> Do you have any records related to our planning t;ar, reporting or otherwise documenting the missed class time for 
those records to me so I can share with FAC per their request. Thanks. 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:16 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: RE: FAC request -- absences 
> 

> After confirming with Lance, we are not in possession of any declarations relative to 
how that accounts ]2~r missed class time approval from the sport administrator. 
> 

> The dates of competition, however, were reviewed to ensure the?" meet NCAA Bylaw 17 requirements 
> 

> Marielle A. vanGelder 
> Associate Athletic Director 
> University of North Carolina 
> Phone: (919) 962-7853 
> Fax: (919) 962-6002 
> mvangelder@unc edu 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: IHe, Vmce 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:46 PM 
> To: Vangelder, Marie]le A 
> Subject: FW: FAC request -- absences 
> 
> Do we have anything for ~ Please let me know. Thanks. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Mosley, Layna 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:50 .A~I 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Re: FAC request -- absences 
> 

> Hi Vmce, 
> 

student-athletes? If so, can you please forward 

]Lance has explained that the "ACC does those", although I am not sure 

> I just wanted to follow up to see how the collection of this information was going. We would like to have something to present at/post for the retreat in early May. THanks, 
> 

> Layna 
> 

> Layna Mosley 
> Dept. of Political Science 
> Univcrsi~" of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>> On Mar 26, 2014, at 1:21 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> I’m happy to help and will coordinate the collection of documentation for you. 
>> 
>> ..... Original 2vlessage ..... 
>> From: Mosley, Layna 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:35 AM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: FAC request -- absences 
>> 

>> Hi Vince, 
>> 

>> Joy has asked Deb and I to, as part of the "academics" topic area, pull together information on excused absences related to athletic competition or travel to competition, sorted by team. I 



believe that this is the same iN2mnation that Glynis Cowell compiled for FAC last year (and that FAC discussed at its May 2013 meeting). 
>> 

>> I believe that, last year, you sent Glynis copies of the J2mns used to approve missed classes (although perhaps one could also figure this out from the schedules lk~r each sport) If you 
could do this again for 2013-2014 (or direct me to some other source that does this), we’d really appreciate it. We realize that, m some cases, not ever?" member of a team participates (eg. post 
season competition in individually-oriented sports), but we’d like to get a good overall picture of class misses (and how this varies, perhaps, between MWF and TR classes). 
>> 

>> Thanks very much, 
>> 

>> Layna and Deb 
>> 

>> 

>> Layna Mosley 
>> Dept. of Political Science 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>> rnosley@unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: FAC request -- absences 

I’ll be back in the office tomorrow- afternoon and will get the information then 

--Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Apr 15, 2014, at 7:07 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@nnc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Yes, the schedule with planned missed class days and a list of actual days missed would be helpful I’m sure the FAC members would appreciate the assistance Thanks Beth 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Miller, Beth 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 7:04 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: FAC request -- absences 
> 

> grace, 
> The      schedule was approved with class days they plan to miss al’id they will submit their Annual Repolt with actual days missed. I don’t have the Annual Report, yet, but can ask 
Greg to get me their actual days missed, if you need it now. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> --~B eth 
> 

> Sent :from my iPad 
> 

>> On Apr 15, 2014, at 4:44 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Beth, 
>> 

>> Do you have any records related to our planning for, reporting or otherwise documenting the missed class time f’or women’s basketball student-athletes? If so, can you please forward 
those records to me so I can share with FAC per their request. Thanks. 
>> 

>> VJilce 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
>> Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:16 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: RE: FAC request -- absences 
>> 

>> After confirming with Lance, we are not in possession of any declarations relative to 
how that accounts Jk~r missed class time approval from the sport administrator. 
>> 

>> The dates of competition, however, were reviewed to ensure they meet NCAA Bylaw 17 requirements. 
>> 

>> Marielle A. vanGeldcr 
>> Associate Athletic Director 
>> Univcrsity of North Carolina 

>> Phone: (919) 962-7853 
>> Fax: (919) 962-6,)02 
>> mvangelder@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Ille, Vince 
>> Scnt: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 2:46 PM 
>> To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
>> Subject: FW: FAC request -- absences 
>> 

>> Do we have anything for ~ Please let me know. Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Mosley, Layna 
>> Sent: Tuesday, @ril 15, 2014 11:50 AM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
>> Subject: Re: FAC request -- absences 
>> 

>> Hi Vince, 
>> 

>> I just wanted to follow up to see how the collection of this 
>> information was going. We would like to have something to present 
>> at/post for the retreat in early May THanks, 
>> 

>> Layna 
>> 

>> Layna Mosley 
>> Dept of Political Science 
>> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

Lance has explained that the "ACC does those", although I am not sure 



>> mos]ey@unc edu 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> On Mar 26, 2014, at ] :21 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 
>>> 

>>> I’m happy to he]p and will coordinate the collection of documentation :for you. 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>>> From: Moslcy, Layna 

>>> Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:35 AM 

>>> To: Ille, Vince 

>>> Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 

>>> Subject: FAC request -- absences 
>>> 

>>> Hi Vince, 
>>> 

>>> Joy has asked Deb and I to, as palt of the "academics" topic area, pull together information on excused absences related to athletic competition or travel to competition, sorted by team. 

I believe that this is the same information that Olynis Cowell compiled for FAC last year (and that FAC discussed at its May 2013 meeting). 
>>> 

>>> I believe that, last year, you sent Olynis copies of the forms used to approve missed classes (although perhaps one could also figure this out from the schedules for each sport). If you 

could do this again for 2013-2014 (or direct rue to some other source that does this), we’d really appreciate it. We realize that, in some cases, not every member of a team participates (e.g. post 

season competition in individually-oriented sports), but we’d like to get a good overall picture of class misses (and how this varies, perhaps, between _’vWVF and TR classes). 
>>> 

>>> Thanks vet5, much, 

>>> 

>>> Layna and Deb 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Layna Mosley 

>>> Dept. of Political Science 

>>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 

>>> 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu:~ 

VaJ~gelder, Ma, ielle A <mva~geld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Approved Competition Schedules 

Thal~ks Vince’. 

Hi Layna After we receive the other two spolts, please let me know when you can chat My last class is Thursday, April 24. 

d 

DeborahL Stroman, PhD. CLU 
Engage. Explore Empower. 

919843.0336 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTK;E: This e-mail message, including attachments, if aw, is intended only for the -person or entiW to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all 
copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:14 PM 
To: Mosley, Layna 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L; Vangelder, Marielle A 
SubJect: FW: Approved Competition Schedules 

Layna, 

The documents attached are what we provided FAC last year I’m still waiting to receive information for                                but did not want to cause you or Debbie any 
uunecessatT delay- by waiting for those two sports. I will forward information regarding those two sports when I receive it. Hope this is helpful to you. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mosley, Layna 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:50 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Stronran, Deborah L 
Subject: Re: FAC request -- absences 

Hi Vince, 

I just wanted to follow up to see how the collection of this information was going. We would like to have sonrething to present at/post for the retreat in early- May. THanks, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 
Dept. of Political Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, April 11, 2014 5:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: RE: Approved Competition Schedules 

See attached for what Lance has compiled. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of Nolth Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday-, April 09, 2014 7:14 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Approved Competition Schedules 

I still need this. Can you give me a status update? Thanks 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 6:09 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sut~iect: RE: Approved Competition Schedules 

Has Lance collected these yet? I need to respond to the FAC. Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I11e, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 5:25 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Approved Competition Schedules 

Did Lance collect the documents we discussed late yesterday-? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 9:51 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ernaiI.unc.edu>; Vangelder, MarieIIe A <rnvangeld@ernail.unc.edu>; file, Vince <iIle@unc.edu>; 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <rnbrown3@ernail.unc.edu> 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@ernail.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

Who will have the data for each release and when will that person be able to get it to me? 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <_b_ .u_b__ba__c__@._e__m__a_!J._y_O_c_:_e_._d_ .u_> 

Date: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 at 9:48 PM 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <nwangeld@emaiMmc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Curran, Joel" <jgcurran@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

Let’s make sure we are ready with our release before these dates. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Jones, Holly" <hjones@ncaa.org> 

Date: April 1S, 2014 at 3:$7:06 PM EDT 

To: Undisclosed recipients:; 

Subject: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate Public Announcement 

MEMORANDUM 

April 15, 2014 

TO: Chancellors/Presidents ] 
Directors of Athletics ] 

Faculty Athletics Representatives ] 

Senior Woman Administrators ] 
Senior Compliance Administrators ] 

Conference Commissioners ] 

ofNCAA Dix~ision I Institutions 

Collegiate Commissioners Association Compliance Administrators. 

FROM: Stacey Osbum 

Director of Public and Media Relations. 
Birth T. Nguyen 

Associate Director of Academic and Membership Attidrs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate PuNic Announcements. 

The NCAA national office roll issue the lbllowing punic releases regarding the NCAA Division I Academic Pertbnnance Program (APP): 

<!-[if !supportLists]->l.      <!-[endil]->Wednesday, May 7. Recognition of top performing teams academically those teams with NCAA 

Division I Academic Progress Rates (APR) in the top 10 percent within their sport. This release will include a searchable database allowing 

member institutions, media and public to conduct searches by various criteria (e.g., by sport, conference, institution). 

2. Wednesday, May 14. The punic version of the APR, postseason ineligibility and penalty reports and aggregate clam for all NCAA Division I 
institutions at 2:30 p.m. Eastern time. The NCAA will distribute and post a press release online with links to the APR data and penalty reports 

and will host a national telephonic press conference at 2:30 p.m. Eastern time that day. 

Similar to prior years, copies of the public APR data, postseason ineligibility and penalty reports, along with aggregate data, will be available to 

institutions and conferences at least 24 hours prior to the public announcement. In the interim, institutions and conference offices will continue to have 

access to their institutional APR data and penalt.h~ reports through the password-protected APP Data Collection Portal and through Legislative Services 

Database for the Internet. 

As you prepare tbr the national announcement of APR and APP penalties, the NCAA public and media relations staffis available to respond to your 

questions and to provide support for questions you may receive t?om the media. Please contact or direct such inquiries to: 
Stacey Osbnrn, public and media relations 



317/917-6129 

sosbum~;ncaa.o~g 

In addition, please do not hesitate to contact the following staff’member if you have any questions regarding the APP data or penalty reports and the 

}lead Coaches APR Portfolio: 

A:me Rohlman, academic mid membership affairs 

317/917-6748 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation in this matter and for your role in suppoNng and implementing the NCAA’s academic refoml efforts. 
BTN:I~j 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient 

is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 5:51 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

F~T: 

Barb;ra: 

FYI. When you have a chance to offer me any feedback I can provide him._,thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swimming Coach 
U~’.ivcr.,;[[y .~I! "10rth (1 ar.~]ma Swirnmi~’.g & D~vJ~’.g 

PO Box 2126, C’hapel Hill, NO’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: 

Hey Coach, 

Just to let you kmow I still have been checking connect Carolina but my slams still appears as wait listed. 



From: @unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: F~xit Survey Question 

Vince, 

Currently working on the exit survey and I had a few suggestions for the following questions: 

12. Please rate the following aspects of the study facilities at the Loudermilk Center (Excellent/Good/Fair/Poor/Very Poor} 

Hours of operation (availability) 

Software, computers and other technologies to meet your academic needs 

Overall working environment (e.g., lighting, furniture, spaciousness, etc.) 

Knowledgeable and supportive staff >> Should we include (e,g, study hall monitors, front desk receptionist), Fm assuming you’re not referring to the acadett~ic 

counselors? 

16. How beneficial would you say the following programs have been for your personally? 

Tar Heel Life Sldlls seminars/workshops >> I checked with Cricket and we have never coifed it "Tar Heel Life Ski#s’~ so we were wondering if we could eliminate "Tar 

HeeU and just col/it "Life Skills seminars!workshops"? 

I am getting close to finishing the survey -will send you a preview version of it this afternoon. 

Thanks! 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Class days misses 

Schedule DAYS MISSED.doc 

Vince, 

Attached is the schedule with class days missed by each game. As you can see, they missed 7 class days for regular season. We do not have a schedule with projected 
class days missed for since the ACC/TV determines the specific days of their conference games. 

If you need anything else, just let me know. 

Thanks, 
---Beth 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

~email.unc.edu>; Lane Cricket <cricket@unc.edu-~ 

UNC Student-Athlete Experience Survey 

All - 

Here is a rough draft of the SA experience survey. The questions are grouped together by the variable, but I am still trying to figure out how to have the 

block!variable name (i.e. Academic Experiences, Compliance, etc.) show up on the actual survey. 

https://unc.azl.qualtrics.com/SEi?SID=SV 9n LAquJizclthrn5&Preview=Survey&BrandlD=unc 
The following questions have display logic, which means you will not see the comment box unless you choose a specific answer. These question numbers are from 

the original hard copy of the survey. 

#8 - optional comment box appears for any answer 

#9 - optional comment box appears for any answer 

#13 - "Please describe the Honor Code violation(s)" appears for answer "Yes" 

#21 - "why or why not" appears for both "Yes" and "no" 

#23 - "Please explain each occurrence" appears for answer "Yes" 

#24 - "Please describe the violation(s)" appears for answer "Yes" 

#25 - "Please describe the problem(s) you experienced" appears for answer "Yes" 

#48 - "Did you receive a full athletic scholarship at any time from U NC" appears for answer "Yes" 

#50 - "why or why not" appears for both "Yes" and "no" 

If this doesn’t make sense, let me know and I can show you in person. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:46 PM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; McFarla~d, Michael B 

<mikemcfaxlmad@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.ectu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu->; 

Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu> 

l:W: UNC Background hfformation 

ParldngTicketBackground.docx 

I also shared the attached background inforrnation wiLh Aaron Beard. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(~:)Vh 9 ~:._’.-~:~.595 

From: Axon, Rachel [mailto:raxon@usatoday.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:42 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: RE: UNC Background Information 

Karen, 

thanks so much [or this. will take a look, 

Ta ke ~:a re~ 

Rachel 

RacheiAx0nl Sp0rtspr0jec~srep0rteri USA TODAYSp0rtsMedia Group 

PO.B0x140942i Gaine,~,,ille, FL32614 
Cell:           I Phone: 352.234.3303 

%,itter: @ RachelAx0n 

From: Moon, Karen B [mailto:karen moon._@__u__tkc__#_c!_u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:40 PM 
To: Axon, Rachel 
Subject: UNC Background Information 
Rachek I am following up on public records Vou should have received from the Universit~/s public records office. I have attached some background information 

tha~: might be helpful 

~[a r e r~ 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Re: Class days misses 

THanks! 

Layna Mosley 
Dept. of Political Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
mosley@unc.edu 

On at 3:45 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrobe: 

> Information [’or fi’om Beth Miller is attached. ’]?hanks. 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Miller, Beth 
> Sent: Wednesday, ¯             3:44 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Class days misses 
> 

> gglce, 

> 

> Attached is the ’ 
projected class days missed for 
> 

> If you need anything else, just let me l~ow. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~-~B eth 
> 

> 

> 

> < Schedule DAYS MISSED.doc> 

schedule with class days missed by each game As you can see, they missed 7 class days for regular season We do not have a schedule with 
since the ACCiTV determines the specific days o17 their conference games. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 2:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Southall update 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: daren lucas < ~yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: daren lucas < @yahoo.corn> 

Date: Thursday, April 17, 2014 at 2:29 PM 

To: James Dean <james dean@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fw: Southall update 

In a prior email, I had forwarded the original email from David Ridpath/Richard Southall to the South Carolina President 
and Provost with links to the IRB statement and Independent Review response. I implored them to address Southall 
and to review the College Sport Research Institute conference and Drake Group award to Jay Smith and panel speech 
by Mary Willingham. 

I sent this second email this morning and got the following response. 

..... Forwarded Message .... 

From: "PASTIDES, HARRIS" <PASTIDES@mailbox.sc.edu> 
To: daren lucas <          @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 2:17 PM 
Subject: RE: Southall update 

Thank you for your email. 
This, of course, represents a serious matter. I have asked the VP Research, Provost, and General Counsel to review the information you have presented 
and to address the matter, as appropriate. 
Harris Pastides 
pastides~.sc.ed u 

From: daren lucas [._m____a_j!_t__o_i         @,y___a__[]__o__o__~_c___o___m_] 

Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 11:58 AM 

To: pastides@sc.edu; amiridis@sc.edu 
Subject: {SpamScore:ssss}Southall update 

Pres. Pastides and Provost Amiridis, 
I write with a follow up to my prior email. 
Today, the Faculty Athletics Committee at UNC released the following statement in regards to the release of protected 
student information by Mary Willingham. 
http://faccoun.unc.edu/2014/04/faculty-athletics-corn mittee-statement-on-student-pdvacy/? 
utm source=twitterfeed&utm medium=twitter .................................................................................................................................... 

Ms. Willingham is slated to appear at the College Sport Research Institute as a panelist. 
http://csriconference.org/home/speakers/ 
It is my understanding that UNC is going to release the Willingham/Southall/Smith IRB applications and suspension 
letter in the coming days. 
I implore you to investigate and take the necessary actions to prevent the CSRI and the Drake Group from continuing to 
provide these individuals with a platform. Your campus deserves better. 
Thank you. 
Daren Lucas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 18, 2014 11:38 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - Open Forum events next week 

Open Forums Outline April 2014.doc:,: 

I have attached our plan for the two open forum events happening next week. You are welcome to join us for both, one or none as your schedule permits. We will 

collect the ideas, suggestions, concerns of the groups and fold them into our retreat discussions and planning for next year. 

I have already received an email from a faculty member who cannot come but wanted to voice his observations and opinions. I actually think his thoughts will be 

what we may hear from many of the faculty so it was a good one to receive today to help in preparation for next week. 

I hope you all have a lovely weekend and don’t read any emails from me. 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Un[w_~rsit~, of North Caroiina at C~apel H[Ii 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~.26 .-~i l, L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENTiALiTY NOi~CE: [his e-n-~ail message, including attachments, if any, is int~_mded oni~, for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged materiai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±H Carolina Public Records law a~cl may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 
authorized state officia~ (INCGS, Cho I32)o Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

smfamler@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 21, 2014 5:40 PM 

Final Version? 

To: Broome, Lissa (lbroome); Brown, Michelle (mbrown3); Derickson, Christopher (derickso); Faxmer, Stephen (smfanner); Hirth, Garrett (gmh); Ille, Vincent (ille); 

Kretchmal; Jennifer (kretchj); Mosle55 Maria (lmosley); Polk, Barbara (bjpolk); Renner, Joy (jrelmel); Willifold, Lynn (lewillif) 

From: Stephen Famler 

Dear Colleagues: 

Thank you tbr the patience and wisdom you’ve demonstrated as we’ve worked together to develop a new template tbr reporting. 

I’ve posted a draft on the Sakai site of the Working Group, dated today, that reflects where we stand. If you should have any final thoughts, please t~el free to call me 

at home this evening t            ) or at the once tomonow (919-966-3992). 

Whatever we settle on roll need to be included in the annual report of the Advisor,:" Committee on Undergraduate Admissions, which is due to Faculty Council by the 

end of the day tomorrow, if at all possible. 

Thank you again and hope you axe well. 

Steve 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Working Group" site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages 

tbr this site: Workm~ Group. 



EFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:19 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Lane, Cricket <crickel@unc.edu>; 

SA Experience Survey 

~email.unc.edu> 

Vince, 
Here is an updated survey with intro headings. We are very close to finishing the survey, but need to know more information on what you plan on looking at with 

the results to make sure we have the correct variables!coding in place. Is there a time you could come over this week to meet with DanDan and I to go over the 
coding with you? This is a lot easier to explain in person looking at O.ualtrics on the computer. 

S~ ?SIb=SV 9nLA_~-]LUJ_lzclthmS&Preview=Surve)/-&BrandlD=unc- l.~rics.com 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:33 AM 

BaJlen, MaNna K <mbaJlen@unc.e&P; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, 

Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu-~; GwaJtney, Clint <cgwal~mey@uuc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@uuc.edu>; Kir~hner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R 
<jmont~!unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbno(ton@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Steinbachel; Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

~lamsclub.com) 

Visit from NCAA Interns 

Gines Jenkins Itinem~    .pdf 

Executive team, 

We have two NCAA interns (Chris Gines & Trey Jenkins) visiting campus this Thursday for a professional development trip. Their itinerary is attached. 

Unfortunately, Bubba is no longer able to meet with them from 12:00-12:30, so I wanted to check and see if any of your are available to meet with them during that 

time. If 12:00-12:30 doesn’t work, anything after 4:00 can work as well, as we can push back their meeting with Grant. Please let me know. Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



UNC Athletics 
Chris Gines & Trey Jenkins NCAA Professional Development Visit 

Thursday 

Itinerary 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

12:00- 12:30pm 
EWAC 233 

Lunch 
12:30- 1:45pm 

Franklin Street 

UNC Athletics Facilities Tour 
John Brunner, Director of Athletic Operations 

2:00- 3:15pm 
Start at EWAC 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 

3:30 - 4:00pm 
EWAC 227 

The Rams Club 
4:05-4:30pm 

EWAC 3rd floor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director <bnbba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:17 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

FW: Scheduling reques~t 

From-" 

Sent" Tuesday, April22, 2014 12::t9 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject; Scheduling request 

~yahoo.com] 

Director CunninghaJn, 

Good a£temoon I hope you axe doing well. I’m Eric Bamard and I am a consultant with On the Brink Consulting LLC. We specialize in developing top-notch 

leadership skills within organizations. Our customized approach in delivering leadership training and consultative ~rvices have led our clients to have the leading-edge in 

order to build the best teams and the best products in their respective industries. In tact, we’ve helped develop skills for the NFL Player’s Association to deal with 

helping players and teams be better equipped to handle issues pertaJning towards preventing hazing, coping ruth financial stmggles~ and transitioning back into civilian 

life. 

Now, we are a veteran owned organization and would like to meet with yon about working with the Universi~ of North Carolina to develop skills to help it’s studem 
athletes with various issues. Both myself and Anthony Brinkley, our founder and CEO, come from the great state of North Carolina. 
We’d only like to take a few brief minutes of your time to show you our product and see if the Universities Athletic department would be interested. 

Hope to hear from you soon, please contact me: 
phone, ..... , ....... 
Email (~:yahoo.com 

Thank you, Go Heels! 

Eric 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 4:43 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Sta]t" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

What’s Better for Your Rdsumd Captain of the Debate Team or Playing College Sports? Players - Blogs - The Chronicle of Higher 

Education 

Congrats to for the research publication. 

http :i/chronicle colrdblogs/playersiwhats-better-for-your-resume-c aptain-of-the-debate-team-or-playing-college-sports/34777 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 4:48 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStalt’<uncaa exestatr@groups.unc.edu> 

RE: What’s Better Ibr Your R6sumd Captain of the Debate Team or Playing College Sporis? Players - Blogs - The Chronicle of Higher 
Education 

Great stuff -- CONGRATS! 

I had the privilege of attending presentation/thesis defense and he did a terrific job. 

Make sure you read the comments at the end of the article (link supplied). There are some priceless comments made by people who thilzk they know it all -- isn’t that the way it always is?! ?! ? 

Well done, 

Larry Gallo, Jr 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Responsibili~z Innovation Service Excellence 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 4:43 PM 
> To: UNC2~%ExeStaff 
> Sut~iect: What’s Better J2~r Your R6sum6 Captain of the Debate Team or Playing 
> College Sports? Players - Blogs - The Chronicle of Higher Education 
> 

> Congrats to J2~r the research publication 
> 

> 

> http://chr~nic~e.com/b~s/p~avers/whats-better-f~r-y~ur-resume-captain-~fthe-debate- 
> team-or-playing-college-sports/34777 
> 

> 

> Bubba 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Illinois Nike Contact 

Vince, 

Illinois just recently completed the Nike GIG process and I wanted to speak with someone up there about budgeting for the unveil!announcement of their new 

marks, etc. Who would you recommend me reaching out to on their staff to have an initial conversation? 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
n)_[c__h_.~! .b_ e__a_[~ @__u_.n__c__._e__d_. _u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 6:55 PM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

draft response for Kane 

Draft for approval 

Dan: 

Carolina is fully committed to complying with all NCAA rules. Regarding the article in the Chronicle of Higher Education, 1 would suggest that you 

speak to someone on the NCAA committee that is looking at potential changes in future legislation. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:00 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: Eric Church connection 

Grea~ 

yes I’ll be on campus tomorrow I have to leave cmnpus at 11:30 to be at a 12 o’clock appointment. 

What time do you think you will be available. 

B ubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On ., at 5:43 PM, ’ > wrote: 

Bubba, 

I hope this email finds you well, and probably the easiest way to connect with you. My son, , and I will be on campus tomorrow at 10:30 to meet 

with Coach Mock. I was hoping that you would have a few minutes to talk with us afterwards. UNC is currently at the top of his list of colleges for the 

, and we would like to learn as much about the school as possible. 

Please let me know if you will have any time for us tomorrow. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 1:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Will do 

Jo~i J. Rer!ner, M.A., R](P,), EAE~R5 

Assodate Professor ar!d Dh’ector 

tJniversib¢ of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ Ci~ane] klqi 

School of Medidne 

CB fl7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t HaU 

B21-A SQuib Coiumbia St, 

Chapel Rill, NC 27599-7130 

919-956-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-956-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENr~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if ling, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may coati, in confidentii~i and/or 
privileged mi~teriai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized ~ate ~fficia~ (NICGS, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are s~b~eet to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 1:28 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: Re: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Ok, can you track changes in the document you send back to me? I’ll contact you regarding time on Sunday. Not currently sure what times I’ll be available for a call. 

Thanks. 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 11:11 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@rned.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks-t will work on some wording and send back to you 

Do you want to set a time on Sunday to be sure we can connect? 

Joy J. Rennet, MA,, RI(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and DJFector 

Uniw!rsity of North Carol[ni~ at Chapel Riil 

School of Medicim_¯ 

CB t471.30 U~’~C-CH Bondu!’ant Hall 

32~-A Souti~ Coh.lmbia 5L 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599.-71.30 

9 !9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 
Cell 

9 !9-.9615-.5951 Fax 
-CONFE[)ENTIALIT’¢ NOTICE: This e-mail message, including al:taciwnents, if any, is inl:ended o!qy for the -person or er!l:il:y 1:o wi~ich i[ is addressed and may contain 
confider!tial a!~d/or privqeged mateN;~l. Any -.--u!~ai;thoNzed review, use, disclosi;re or d[sl:r[but[on is proi~ibited. If you are not ~he intended redpient, please ,;:ontact the 
sender by reply e-maii and destroy all copies of the original message. 
Emai~ correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aw and may be disclosed to third par[ies 
by a~ authorized state efficiM (NCGS, cb, $32), Student educatienM records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 10:50 AM 
To: Renner, 3oy J 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

I am certain this is the most current draft. We did spend time discussing it and I’m not sure why we did not decide to chmlge some of tile wording on each 

question. My notes Ibr scction one indicate our agreement to move previous questions #1 and if2 ti~om beginning to end of the section. We also moved 

previous questions #7 and #8 from the end of the section to the beginning. We chmlged the wording of those two questions. We deleted all of the sub- 

questions farm the previous #6 to the current #6. I’m happy to discuss more. Sunday will be most likely opportunity tbr me. Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 10:03 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
,Are you sure this is the latesL version .-- we made changes to the hrst set of questions. These were the ones that were weighing heavy on the negative 

side of wording that we spent the most time rewording. 
Jog J. Runner, M.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 
Assoda~e Professor and Direc[or 
University of Nor [.h Carolina a[. Chapel I-fiil 
School of Medicine 
C~ #7130 UNC-CH ~ondL:rant Hall 
321-A South Columbia St, 
Chapel Hili, NC 27599--7130 

919-.966-.51,$TDesk 
Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENiIALIPf NOTICE: li?is ~_~-mail message, h-~cludlng attad ,ments, if any, is intended only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtlt¥ to whk:h it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. ~,ny ---unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi,ibited. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, piei~se contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and destroy aiJ copies of the or[ginaJ r~essage, 

Emai~ correspondence to and from this addre~s may be s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to tbh’d ~a~ties 

by an a~thorized sta[ce officiM (INCGS, ch, 132), Student educationM records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 



Sent’- Thursday, March 13, 2014 8:19 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Joy, 

The attached document is the most current draft of the Student-Athlete Experience Survey. I’ve attempted to incorporate aJ] of the changes that you and I 

discussed the last time we met. It is still a drawl, but may be acceptable to the extent it can be shared with others for another review and a final (hopefully) 

round of feedback. 

Once final edits are proposed and accepted, I would like to make those edits and then discuss the next steps and who will be involved in those steps. 

Thanks ve15~ much for your assis~nce and patience. 

Uince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 8:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;* 

RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

UNC Student Athlete Experience Survey Draft5 03 17 2014.docx 

Sorry .-- thought I sent it ---redated it today to keep drafi:s clear. I did’~t really change much. I am available until 8:40 then heading to Loudermi[k for an interview. 

Then back here until I:[:40 when I go over for the admissions reporting meeting (think you will be there too) then I have class 2:4.5 to 5:15. Otherwise should be in 

my office digging out from under the work pile. 

If we talk ~:his rnorning th~-:m rnaybe I could get this posted ~:o FAC Sakai site this morning so they have some tirne ~:o bok it over before our Wedru:_~sday meeting. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Joy L Renner, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsi%, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medich-~e 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South L’oiur~bia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 .~J. l, L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-9664;951 Fax 
-.CONEIDEN"IAUTY NOilCE: [hb e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged materiai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proiqbited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies {if the original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INerth Carolina PuMic Records law and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

a~thodzed state officia~ {INCGS, Cho 132)o Student educationa~ records are sub:iect to FERPA° 

From= llle, Vince 
Sent= Monday, March 17, 2014 8:01 AM 
To= Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Joy, 

Can you send me your draft this morning? If so, I’ll try to give you a call between mee~ngs or this evening. I’m open nn~l 8:45 this morning then again after 5. Thanks. 

Vince 

From= Renner, Joy .1 
Sent= Friday, March 14, 2014 1:35 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Will do 
JOyJ. Renner, M.A., Rq(P,), FAEff~S 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~I-A ~ou[h Co,umha St. 
Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7130 

910-956-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9~6-16951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~TY NOTICE: lhis ~_~--mad message, [nch.idh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to whk:h it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.mad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the Noah Caroffna P~#lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state efficiM (NC6S, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Friday, March 14, 2014 1:28 PM 
To= Renner, Joy .1 
Subject= Re: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Ok, can you track changes in the document you send back to me? I’ll contact you regarding time on Sunday. Not currently sure what times I’ll be available for a call. 

Thanks. 

On Mar 14, 2014, at 11:11 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@rned.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks - t will work on som~:_~ wording and send back 1:.:) you 

Do you want to sol a LitTle on Sunday Lo be sure we can connect? 

Joy .L Rennet, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Uniw!rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hiil 

Schoo[ of Medicim_¯ 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

32~-A Souti~ Columbia SL 

Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

9 !9-.96fi-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 !9-.96fi-.5951 Fax 

-CONFE;ENTIAI.IT’¢ NOTICE: T?fis e-mail message, including al:taciwnents, it any, is inl:ended o!~ly for the -person or er!l:il:y 1:o wi~ich it is addressed and rnay contain 

con~id,.’er!l:h~l a!~d/or privqeged mal:eN;~l. Any -.--u!~authoNzed revkew, use, disclosure or disl:r[bufion is proidbited. If you are not the intended recipient, please ,::ontact the 



sender by reply e-niaii and desl:roy all copies of l:he original message, 

Emai~ eorrespo~aemce t~ and from this a##ress may be s~abject to the N~rth Carolina P~ab~i¢ Records ~a~ am# may be #isdose# to thir# par~ies 
by a, a~tbori~ea state offi¢ia~ (NGGS. cb. :t32). St#aent ea#cationa~ records are s#b%ct to FERPA. 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March :[4, 20:[4 :[0:50 AM 
To: Renner, .toy .1 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
I am certain this is the most current draft. We did spend time di scussing it and I’m not sure why we did not decide to change some of the wording on each 

question. My notes Ibr ~ction one indicate our agreement to move previous questions #1 and #2 ti-om beginning to end of the section. We also moved 

previous questions #7 and #8 from the end of the section to the beginning. We changed the wording of those two questions. We deleted all of the sub- 

questions farm the previous #6 to the current #6. I’m happy 1,~ discuss more. Sunday will be most likely opportunity tbr me. Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, March :[4, 20:[4 :[0:03 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Are you sure this is the latesL version .-- we made changes to the t:irst set of questions. These were the ones that were weighing heavy on the negative 
side ot: wording that we spent the most time rewording. 
Joy ,L Renner, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Uniw!rsity of North Carolb~i~ at Chapel Riil 

School of Medicim_¯ 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32~I-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--7130 

919-.966-.51,$YDesk 

Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 

-CONFIDENiIALI[’g NO"ICE: ]i?i5 ~_~-mail message, including attachments, if an% i5 intended onh/for the -p~_~rson or ~_~ntit¥ to which it is addressed and may contain 

confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any -.-unauthorized revl~_~w, use disdosi;re or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, piei~se contact the 

sender by reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the original message. 

Emai~ correspot~dence to a~d from this addre.c~s may be s~bject to the Noah Caro~b~a P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties 
by an a~tborized sta~:e efficiM (INCGS. oh. 132). Strident ed~gatier~M records are s~b~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, March :[3, 20:[4 8::[9 AM 
To: Renner, .toy .1 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Joy, 

The attached document is the most current draft of the Student-Athlete Experience Survey. I’ve attempted to incorporate all of the changes that you and I 

discussed the last time we met. It is still a dratt, but may be acceptable to the extent it can be shared with others for another review and a final (hopefully) 

round of feedback. 

Once final edits are proposed and accepted, I would like to make those edits and then discuss the next steps and who will be involved in those steps. 

Thanks veD, much for your assistance and patience. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 2:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Looks good --I will post for FAC to review. We will talk about it Wednesday night and then it should be ready to go to Cricket on Thursday or Friday. 

Here is what I have in my notes was the process that was decided in the FAC last year: 

Each exiting studenl: athlete would be contacted with an appointment to comph?te ~:he online survey 

Upon cem~letion of the survey, ~:he s~:udent atMe~:e will meet with his/her s~x~rts administrator (set of questions prepared for the administrator to ask and record 

responses) 

Data from online survey .-- analyzed by InstiLutional research and made available to Athletics, FAC, and the Chancellor 

Data from sports administrator interviews complied (by whom - not decided yet) and provided to Athletics, FAC; and the Chancellor 

T~qat iS il: for PQ~:_! today. 

h)y J, Rer!ner, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Proh~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

So:heel of Medic:the 

CB #7.130 UNC-CH Bondurar!l: Hall 

~2I-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919@56-51,1.7Desk 
Cell 

919@56-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail !’r, essage~ [ncludhag attachments H: any, is inter!deal oniy for the -person or entity [o which [t is addressed and !’r, ay car!rain conf[den[iai and/or 
privileged material, Any --unau J~orized review, use, disciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohiNted, I, "~OLI are no~ the ha[ended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-rr~aq and 
destroy all copies of the origh~al raessa~e. 
Email corresl~ondence to anti from tibia aclclress may be subject to t}~e NoP~h Caro~b~a Public Records law and may be di.~losed to t}~ird pa~ties by an 

authorized Aate officiM (NCGN, oh, 132), Student educationM recoras are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 1:50 PM 
To: Renner, .loy J 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Joy, 

I believe this has all of the changes we discussed this morning. I’ll touch base with Cricket and/or Shelley about logistics between now and the time we receive 

feedback. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 8:09 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Sorry - l:hough~: I sent i~:- redated it today to kee~) drafts dear. f did’r~ really change much. I am available until 8:40 then heading ~:o L.:_~udermilk for an interview. 

Then bad( here until 11:40 when I go over for the admissions reporting meeting (think you will be there too) then I have class 2:45 Lo 5:15. Otherwise should be in 

my office digging out from under the work pile. 

If we talk this morning then maybe I could get this posted to FAC Sakai site this rnorning so the,{ have sorne time to look it over before our Wednesday meeting. 

Thanks, 

J ey 
Joy J. Renr!er, M,A., RTR, F :kE RS 
,",ssot:iate Professor a!~d [)[re,::l:or 
Un[versil:y O~ North Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medk:;ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bonduran[ Hail 
321-A South Co umbia St. 
Chapei Hql, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NO[~CE: This emaaH message, ir!clud[n&~ attachments, if ar!y~ [s intended only for the -person or entiW to wi~[ch [t is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged ma[er[ai. Ar!y ---unauthorized review, dse, disclosure or distribution [s proi~ibi[ed. If you are not [Pie intended recipient, please cot!tact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy" all conies of the or[&~[nal message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject te the North Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disclosed to third I~arties by an 

authorize~ state official (NCGS, oh. :~32). Student e~ucational records are subject to FERIPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 8:01 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Joy, 

Can yeu send me your draIt "this morning? If so, I’ll t~ "to give yeu a call between meetings or this evening. I’m open until 8:45 this morning then again after 5. Thin,ks. 

Viuce 

From: Renner, .1oy .1 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 1:35 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

WiU do 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



School of Medicine 

CO. ~7130 tJNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 

321.-A 5ou~h Coiurnbia St, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.130 

91.9-956-51.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-6951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTg NOTICE: This e-maq message, i~cluding attachments, it: a!~y, is inter!deal onb/for the .-person or entity to which it is addressed and maV cor!l:ain .::or~fhden[[ai and/or 
prk41eged material. Any --unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ev,,, use, disciosure or d[s[ribution [s prohibited. If you are not the ha[ended recipient, please con[acE [he sender b,i !’eplV em’~aq and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Entail eerrespe~de~ee to and from thi~ address may be subject to the North Carolina Publie Records law a~d may be disclosed to third parties b~ an 

aetbodmed state effi¢iM !NCGS, eho I32)o Student edueatienM recer~ls a~le sub~emt to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 1:28 PN 
To: Renner, 3oy 3 
Subject: Re: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Ok, can you track changes in the document you send back to me? I’ll contact you regarding time on Sunday. Not currently sure what times I’ll be available for a call. 

Thanks. 

On 
Mar 14, 2014, at 11:11 AM, "Rennet, Joy J" <.J___o2t" Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks--I wilt work on some wording and send back to you~ 

Do you want to set a time on Sunday to be sure we can connect? 

JovJ, Renne!’, M.A,, RI-(R)~ FAEIRS 

Assoda[e Professor and Direc[o!’ 

University of NorLh Carolina aL Chapel I-Hil 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32Z-A Soubh Columbia St, 

Chapel }4i11, NC 27599-7130 

919-.966-.5 ~i ,:;7 Des k 
Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENrlAI_IP~ NOTICE: li~is ~_~-rnail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contah-~ 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any -.--unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, piease contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and destrog ai[ copies of the ol’igina[ r~essage, 

Emai[ correspondence b a~d from this addre~ may he s~bjeet to the North Caro~b~a P~blie Reeerds law and may be disdese4 to third parties 

by an a~thorize~ state effi¢ia~ (NCGS, eh, 132)o Stu~e~t e~ueatie~a~ recer4s are sub~e~t to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, Harch 14, 2014 10:50 AN 
To: Renner, 3oy 3 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

I am certain this is the most current draft. We did spend time discussing it and I’in not sure why we did not decide to change some of the wording on each 

question. My notes for section one indicate our agreement to move previous questions # 1 and #2 fiom beginning to end of the section. We also moved 
"7 r 

previous questions #, and #8 from the end of the section to the beginning. % e changed the wording offl~ose two questions. We deleted all of the sub- 

questions from the previous #6 to the current #6. I’m happy to discuss more. Sunday will be most likely opportunity for me. Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Friday, Narch 14, 2014 10:03 AM 

To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Are you sure this is the latest version --- we made changes to the first set of questions. These were the ones that were weighing heavy on the negative 

side of wording that we spent the most time rewording. 
Joy J. Renne!’~ M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
/’-~ssoc[ate Professor and Direc~o!’ 
Ur’,iversitv of North Car,.’)l[r~a a~ Chapel Hill 
Scho,,’)E of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-.Cl’! gorldurant lqall 

32 ~.-.A South Colurnbia SI:, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7!30 

91.9-gS6-5Z47Desk 

Cell 
919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l-i~[s e-malE l~’~essage, h~ClL:ding a[tachments, ff any, [s intended or!IV [or [Pie -person or enti[V 1o which [t is addressed and maV contain 
confide!~ [ia[ at!d/or privileged ma[erial. Any --L:r!authorized review~ use, disclosure o!’ dish’[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the [n~ended recipient, piease con[ac~ [he 
sender b,i !’eplV e-mail and des[ro,i all copies of [he or[~ina[ ~’~essage. 
Emai~ correspondenee to a~l from this a~!~lre~s may he subject to the North Caro~b~a Publie Re¢o~s law and may be diselose~! to third parties 

by an authorize~ state official (NCGS, oh, 132}, Stu~e~t e~ueatioeal re�orBs are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 8:19 AM 
To: Renner, .loy J 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Joy, 

The attached document is the most current draft of the Student-Athlete Experience Survey. I’ve attempted to incorporate all of the changes that you and I 

discussed the last time we met. It is still a draft, but may be acceptable to the extent it can be shared with others for another review and a final (hopefully) 

round of feedbacL 

Once final edits are proposed and accepted, I would like to make those edits and then discuss the next steps and who ell be involved in those steps. 

Thanks ve~ much for your assistance and patience. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethiniller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 9:43 AM 

Cunningham, B ubba <bubbac@email. unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., [,an)., A. <~athgallo@unc.edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle A 

<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; John (Rams) Montgomery <iohil@r’amsclub.com> 

ILg: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Temn 

Bubba, 

i like this idea and think it could be beneficial for our teams to occasionally do this.,,.,could help build relationships and enhance fundraising, Someone from the 

Rams Club staff could [acilit~t:e ~md h~ve an inter~?sted I.:_~cal a~m~s Club member co.:_~rdim~t:e ObviousJy, i1: would dep~?nd on the b:_~cal~-_~ and 1:earn schedule to 

ch:_d:ermine fe~sibility. You could mention the com>:~pt ~t our coache’srneeting ~md get fi?edback fiom the? coach~-:~s. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:51 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Vangelder, MarJelle A; Ille, VJnce; John (Rams) Montgomery 
Subject: Fwd: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Team 

This may be something we should consider. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ND Club of Eastern NC <nde&stnc(~Mumniund.edu> 

Date: March 19, 2014 at 10:01:14 AM EDT 

To: "bubbac(~)Uncuedu" <bubbac(F~unc.edu~ 
Subject: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Team 

Reply-To: <ndeas~nc@a h mmi.nd.ed u-* 

Women’s Tennis Match + Dinner 

The ND Women’s Tennis Team will be in town the weekend of March 21 for their match against UNC on Sunday, March 23rd at noon. 

Come join the team for dinner on Saturday, March 22nd at 6:00 PM at The Cheesecake Factory at Southpoint Mall in Durham. If you plma to attend, 

please RSVP to Pat Spencer at 
.@__[?__e_!_l_s£__qt_!b__n__e__t- 

by March 21. 

NNNN 

~ ~:; ~;~i~ ~ ~ ~:Y:ov~ i:-P~:~ LI~ ~~:;~’~ :y~ili:~ ii~ click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclnb.com~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 10:09 AM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtv~ 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vaaagelder, Ma~ielle A 

<mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:> 

Re: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Teaall 

I like itaswell. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 20, 2014, at 9:42 AM, "Miller, Beth" <bethmille(d;unc.edu> wrote: 

8ubba, 

I like t:bis idea and think il: coqld be ben~-:~ficial for our t:eams l:o occasionally do t:bis....could help build relationships and enhance ftmdraising. 

Someone ifore the Rams Club staff co~fd facilitate and have an inLerested local Rarns Chub member coordinate. Obvio~sly, it would depend on the 

locale and team schedule to deter’mine feasibifity. You could mendon the concept at our coachdsrneeting and get feedback from the coaches. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, March :!-9, 2014 9:51 PM 
Te; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince; John (Rams) Montgomery 
$,,bject: Fwd: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Team 

This may be something we should consider. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ND Club of Eastern NC <._n__d___e_~_t!_N~2aLujLn_nj_:_r!~j:__e__d_t_p 

Date: March 19, 2014 at 10:01:14 AM EDT 

To: "_b__::__b___b_~_c_~!__u_:_,__c:_:_e_d__u_ "-~ _b_ _u_ _ _b_ _ _b_ _~:_ _c_ ~ _ _u_ ! :: _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _ _u> 
Subject: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Team 
Reply-To: <ndeas~tnc,@~ahmmi.u& edu > 

View this email in a web page 

Women’s Temfis Match + Dinner 

The ND Women’s Tennis Team will be in town the weekend of March 21 fbr their match against UNC on Sunday, March 23rd at noon. 

Come join "the team for dinner on Saturday, March 22nd at 6:00 PM at The Cheesecake Factory at Southpoim Mall in Dudmm. If you plan 

to attend, please RSVP to Pat Spencer at           ,~)~bellsoulh.net by March 21. 

~ v~:~ ~i~,i; ~ ~:~ r~Y::::.,,,~ i:~:~; i~~; ~-~~:~’~; ~T~ili~;~ ii~,~ CliCk here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brenner, John F -<lolm Brunner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:17 PM 

Joma@chapelhillsportsweaac.com; Lancaster, Elizabeth <l~lan@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Robert [louse <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>; 

Plunkett, Maxy Rob --~malwrobp@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Maxio F < ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Ginny Ellis (ginny@ramsclub.com); Marshall, 

Sydney <sydney@ramsclub.com>; Chacos, Brian <chacos@ramsclub.com>;        @gmail.com; Turner Walston 
< @gmail.com>; Smah Seely <      @gmail.com>;              ~gmaJl.com;          ~hotmail.com; 

.a!live.unc.edu>; La2gron Reid <lreid@mclaurinparldng.com>; Creighton, Robert A <alex creighton@med.unc.edu>; Tatum, Bj 

<bjtatum@psafety.unc.edu>; Burke, Donald Roger Jr <burkej@psafeU.unc.edu>; Confer, Richard T <rconfe@psafeU.unc.edu>; 

Matthew Mauzy <mauzy@sors.us>; Spencer Lindgren (slindgren@sors.us); Hawldns, Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafe~.unc.edtc,; 

Grimsley, Richie <vgrimsley@unc.edu--; Rucinsld, Tern Jo <ljmcinski@unc.edu>; beros-adrian@aramark.com; Bitting, Angelyn S 

-~abitting@unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <aking@unc.edtr--; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gaines, B~Tant Anthony 

<bagaJnes@email.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker (bfima@ramsclub.com); Miller. Befla <bethmille@tmc.edu>; Cunnmgham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgfiggs@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint ~cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave 

<arendas@tmc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Labar. Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@m’amark.com); Hundley, Bobby 

<hundley@emml.unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edtr>; Angell, Jones <jangell@unc.edu>; Holt, .!oan M <jhol@unc.edu>; 

Steinberg, Jason <jsteinberg@unc.edu>; WhitmmL Jason (Whitman-Jason@armnark.com); Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleaxy@unc.edu>; 

Duffy, Kathy B. <kduff?,@unc.edu>; Lang, Kyle <klang@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 

<michaelbeale@unc.edu;>; Cmrick, Casey L <ccamck@email.unc.edu>; No(ton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Crowe, Michael 

<mcrowe@unc.edu:>; Fo-< Mike <mfox@unc.edu>; Mecsh, Patrick <pmarsh@email.unc.edu:>; Forbes, Scott <sforbes(gbunc.edu>; 

Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Palanjian, Scott <scottp@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Plumblee, Jordan L 
<jplumble@emaiLunc.edu>; Morabito, Eric Michael <emorabi@emaiLunc.edu>; Coggins, Hurley <hjcoggin@email.unc.edt>; 

AlisonPurdee (alisonpurdee@rock3~tophospitaliU.com); Parks, William G <wgparks@psa£ety.unc.edu>; ’ 

@live.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edtr>; Maackos, 

Lance M qnarkos@email.unc.e&P; Strassner, Rachel <r4fftrass~email.unc.edtr>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>; 

~gmail.com); Rigosbee, Larry L <lriggsbe@psMbty.unc.edu>; Bokhoven, Willem <willem@ram~lub.com>; Chacos, Brian 

<chacos~ram~lub.com>; ~hotmail.com; Marshall, Sydney <sydney@mmsclub.com>; 
< ~live.unc.edtt>; @live.unc.edu>; (k-iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <aldng@unc.edt~,; 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Field, Jaci <jfield@unc.edu>; Cmrick, Case,-,: L <ccmrick@email.unc.edu>; Riggsbee, Larry. L 

<lrigg sbe@psafety.mm.edu> 

Baseball vs. Georgia Tech Game change - Double Header on Saturday 

Good afternoon, 
As you may already be aware, due to inclement weather forecasted for Sunday, we are rescheduling Sunday’s game for Saturday afternoon at 

2:00 p.m. Saturday’s originally scheduled game is still set to begin at 6:00 p.m. 

To clarif~¢: 
The ticket for the game originally scheduled for Sunday (Game 3 of the series) will be valid for the first game of Saturday’s double header - 

scheduled to begin at 2:00 p.m.. 

The ticket for the game originally scheduled for Saturday (Game 2 of the series) will be valid for the second game of Saturday’s double header - 

scheduled to begin at 6:00 p.m.. 

We plan to clear the stadium in between games. 

Thanks in advance for all your efforts to accommodate this change as well as all your efforts for all of our many Tar Heel Events this weekend. 

GO HEELS! 

Thanks 

John 

John Brunner 
Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

P.O. BOX 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

www.goheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtD 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edtv> 

RE: t~f: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at ~reening of"Schooled" in October 

Vh~ce and Cricket, 

Charlotte Purvis has followed up with me about a meeth~g. If there is anytNng I should pass onto her, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Mofly 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 i0:03 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: FW: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Molly, 

I will con’tact Ms. Purvis at some point in the near future to schedule a meeting. We are literally flooded ruth individuals and organizations oltbring to provide their 

services (tbr a fee) m our student-athletes. We roll continue m do our best to ~)rt through all of the salesmanship to t~ to identig.., individuals m~d orgaJl~adons who 

offer the best and most efl~cdve services while being mindfid of our budget limitalions. 

Thanks for the message and please lmow that we will take care of this. 

Vince 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:56 AM 

To: 111e, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: FW: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Vince and Cricket, 

When you have a moment can you reach out to Charlotte to coordinate a meeting date and time? II: you’d like for me to assist in scheduling the meeting, please 

let me know. 

Thank you both for your help with this! 

Molly 

From: perfectbalancepsg@qmail.com [mailto:peffectbalancepsg@gmail.coml On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Molly, your advice please, Do I contact Vince and Cricket or will they contact me? 
Thank you kindly. 

Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte PuP& 

Perfect Balance 

Organize Your Life ~ Balance Your Success 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile 

Office (919) 908 7131 

www.p e r:E~ ctb a]ancenc.c om 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 12:25 PM, Charlotte Purvis <charlotte,@~peffectk’alanceuc.com> wTote: 
Hello Molly, 
I really appreciate your prompt and helpful reply. I look Forward to meeting Vince and Cricket -- and you as well. 
Thank you. 

Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte PuP, is 

Perfect Balance 

Organize Your LiLe ’~ Balanee Your Suceess 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile 

Omee .(_{£!22_2!L8_::2!_-?__!. 
.T__~____~__y:_p___c_’L£_~_~_t__LP__~_]_~£~_~£:£_~_Z1 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 11:27 AM, No(ton, Molly <_r!£b_r!£!~?__n_~OL_uj!_c_:e__d_t!> w-rote: 

Dear Charlotte, 

Thanks for your email. Bubba enjoyed meeting you in October. 

gubba has asked that Vince ]lle, Senior Associate AD, and Cri(:ket Lan~-:~, Assistant Athletic D.irec:Lor for Student--Athlete Services, meet with you i’ve copied {::rh::keL 

and Vince on this email s.:_~ that you all ci~t} coordiniM:e a cor~v~-_~r~D-_~rq: l:h’~le to meeting diM:e and time. 

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know. 



Thanks, 
Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:[26 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[5 

_9__$ _9__:__9__6___2_ L8___2_ ~ ( phon e } 
.9__1_9__:-__9__6___2__:7___4__9___0_. { fa x) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

Frem: perfectbalancepsq@qmaiLcom [mailto:perfectbalancepsq@qmai!,com] On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 
Seat= Tuesday, December 3:[, 20:[3 4::[5 PM 
Te: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Greetings Molly, 
Bubba Cunningham’s wife     introduced me to him in October at the screening of "Schooled." [ shared that I have been 
fortunate to have great success conducting communication coaching programs for corporate leaders. I now wish to 
conduct similar programs for college and professional athletes. 
Please share with Bubba that meeting him,     , and his mother in October was a highlight of 2013. it would be an 
honor to meet with him in 2014 to discuss our mutual interest in student athletes and their success. 
By the way, when I met with Chris Faison of the Minority Male Program, he suggested that I write to you and ask you to 
share this message with Bubba Cunningham. Thank you kindly. 
Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte Pu~¢is 

Perfect Balance 

Organize Your LKc ~ Balance Your Success 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mohile 

Office (919) 908 7131 

www.per~bcth alancenc~com 



Practice At Ardrey Kell Set For March 28 
Releose" 03/21/2014 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Carolina will hold the first of two out-of-town football scrimmages on Friday, March 28, at 7 p.m. at Ardrey 

Kell High School in Charlotte. The event is free and open to the public. 

"This is an opportunity for the fans in the Charlotte area to come out and get their first glimpse of the 2014 Tar Heels," said head 

coach Larry Fedora. "Charlotte is an important area for us. We finished up last season on a high note in Charlotte with the Belk 

Bowl win and we’ve had success recruiting in that area of the state. We’re looking forward to the trip." 

The Rams Club and UNC Athletics will conduct a football tailgate at 5 p.m. from Ardrey Kell. Food options include Papa Johns 

Pizza, Duggins Concessions, Plated Pallete (food truck). Maryland Crab (food truck), Sars Roadside Eatery (food truck) and Belly 

Backers (food truck). 

Concessions and Chapel Hill Sportswear merchandise will be on sale throughout the scrimmage. Parking is available at no charge 

at both high schools. 

In the event of inclement weather, the scrimmage may be cancelled or moved to an alternative location. 

D JREGTION8 TO ARDREY KELL HSGH SCHOOL 

Ardrey Kell High School 
10220 Ardrey Kell Road 
Charlotte NC 28277 

Directions from 1-85 / 1-77 Interchange in Charlotte 

Head south on 1-77 South 

Take exit IB on the left for Martin Frwy!l-485 E toward Pineville 

Merge onto 1-485 

Take exit 61 for US 521/Johnston Rd 

Keep right at the fork, follow signs for Ballantyne Area and merge onto US-521 S/Johnston Rd 

Turn left onto Marvin Rd 

Turn left onto Ardrey Kell Road 

Ardrey Kell High School will be on your left 

CALL 
staff - 

these cell 
please 

numbers to reach 

Note: Due 
back- so PLEASE keep 

tD yourself when you 
or or 

to NCAA rules we can NOT 

the coaching 
call. 

trying these 
call you 

numbers 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:02 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Joy - couple of questions 

When you or someone you can designate has a moment to answer these questions, I would appreciate it. They are random and as you already know, being asked 

by someone who knows little about athletics (but learning). 

With the expansion of the ACC, are the teams playing more games? 

Is it possible that men’s soccer players could miss the first 5 class clays in a fall semester? 

Can you review the softball team’s schedule and see if the players could be missing almost 50% of a class? 

Thanks 

JoyJ. Rer!!~er~ M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor ar!d Dh’ec[or 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, ir?ch.Eding attachn-~ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Em~il correspondence to and from tins address may he s~b]ect to the North Carolina P~bli¢ Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, ch, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edup, 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 8:13 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edw~ 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: Joy - couple of questions 

The answer to question one---no. We could be playing games further away but the number of games roll not chmlge. 

I will ask for assistance and questions two mid three. 

B ubba CunninghaJn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Mar 25, 2014, at 8:02 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <_J_9.?:_____R_e_nj!_e_!~E!_e_d_:__uj!_c_:_e__d_~_BS, wrote: 

When you or someone you can designate has a moment to answer these questions, I would appreciate it. They are random and as you already know, 

being asked by someone who knows little about athletics (but learning). 

With the expansion of the ACC, are the teams playing more games? 

Is it possible that men’s soccer players could miss the first 5 class days in a fall semester? 

Can you review the softball team’s schedule and see if the players could be missing almost 50% of a class? 

Thanks 

Joy J Renn.~!C [’,,’l.,a,., R[~R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Schooi of Medicine 
Cg #7!30 UNC-.CH gondurant Hall 

32 J.-.R Souti~ Columbia St. 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-73.30 

919-966-5 J.47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-695:1_ Fax 
--CONF~D£NTIALI]h’ NOTI(-£: [i~,i_ e-mail m~_~ssag~_% including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is h~tended only for the_¯ -person or enti%, to wi~ich it is address~_~d and ma~, contal n 
confidential and/or privileged nlateriaL Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure oF distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply ~_~-maii and destroy ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards ~aw a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 
by an authorized state official (NCGS, oh, !32), Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plyogge@unc.edw~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

F’~q - records read?, (Title IX reports) 

.pdf 

Hi Vince, Paul and Steve - 

The records for this request are ready and have been saved to disk (a copy of the request is attached for reference). Since we are meeting this afternoon I will p~ 

this disk on to Steve at that time (unless Vince is present, in which case I will pass it on to Vince). 

Please let me know when you have completed your review. 

Thanks! 

Regina 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:39 PM 
To: Tile, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
Subject: FYI - - President ) - re: university compliance reports 

FYI - has requested (see attached) the following: 

¯      Past two university (Title IX) compliance reports 

Vince/Paul: we are currently looking into this request and will be back in touch 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records.Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~unc.edu 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:44- PM 

To: 
Cc: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 

Dear 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request dated (sent to Regina Stabile via e-mail). A copy is attached for reference. 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http-IZpo!!cjes:unc:ed~/poJ!cLes/~!!~:[~9[~Z. 
Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Couusel 

The University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Haft, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Camerou Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen (a~uuc.edu 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 10:04 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

Senior Thesis - Title IX Compliance 

Dr. Stabile, 

I am currently working on 

for Title IX compliance resources. 

:and Dr. Osborne directed me to you 

As part of my background research on Title IX, I was wondering if I could view the past two University 

compliance reports? From what Dr. Osborne and I have talked about, I believe that these are produced after 

the University completes a review of athletics every five years and show some kind of assessment of 

accommodating interests and abilities. I’m not sure if these have a formal title or come as any kind of succinct 

document, but any guidance you can offer would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you very much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:45 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Joy - data request 

Do you have someone on staff who could pull the following info for our Committee? 

Comparison of number of competitions from 1990’s compared to this year (men’s basketball; M!Wsoccer; softball; baseball) regular season of course since post- 

season is variable 

Comparison of number of competitions in our conference compared to the Ivys 

If this is not something you can do, thought I would ask. 

Joy 

JoyJ. Rem~er~ M.A., R1(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor ar!d Dh’ec[or 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

B21-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachn-~ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may cor~tain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Em~il correspondence to and from tins address may he s~bject to the North Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2: ] 5 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu> 

HeelsRISE 

Hey All, 

Check it out: http://heelsrise.mrmdev.net (obviously, this isn’t the final domain, it is just for tempoary purposes.) 

I’ve only been able to get two people’s bios in there, as I found out {the hard way) that I had to strip out all the formatting from the bios in the document. 
So, I’m going back through and redoing them, from Personnel onwards. I’ve gotten Chancellor Folt’s and Vice Chancellor for Communications Joel Curran’s 
pieces on there and I’m actively going through and re-adding content. So, you can see it begin to take shape, but you won’t see the final product until I get 
the rest of the content entered (which will be by tomorrow morning.) Right now, we’re missing images for the homepage, "info" blurbs for the homepage 
and sections (which will add somewhat of an explanation of what the site/section is about), and we’re missing a HeelsRISE logo, which we will need to 

talk about after I finish the rest of this content. 

I’d check the Personnel page (http://heelsrise.mrmcdev.net/personnel) and you’ll get an idea of what it will look like. But when a lot more content gets 

filled it, you’ll see it take a much different shape. 

If you see things right off the bat that look off, let me know and I’ll change them ASAP. I’ve followed the UNC Web Standards to a T to make sure that the 
site looks very official and matches with the UNC Web Themes. 

I’ll update you when I finish the content. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: HeelsRISE 

Hey All, 

I’m heading off to bed right now. I have gotten all content except for some results, of which I’m trying to figure out the best way to display. Please let me 

know your feedback, and I’ll touch base with you tomorrow (today.) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: HeelsRISE 

Hey All, 

2:14 PM 

Check it out: http://heelsrise.mrmdev.net (obviously, this isn’t the final domain, it is just for tempoary purposes.) 

I’ve only been able to get two people’s bios in there, as I found out (the hard way) that I had to strip out all the formatting from the bios in the document. 

So, I’m going back through and redoing them, from Personnel onwards. I’ve gotten Chancellor Folt’s and Vice Chancellor for Communications Joel Curran’s 

pieces on there and I’m actively going through and re-adding content. So, you can see it begin to take shape, but you won’t see the final product until I get 

the rest of the content entered (which will be by tomorrow morning.) Right now, we’re missing images for the homepage, "info" blurbs for the homepage 

and sections (which will add somewhat of an explanation of what the site/section is about), and we’re missing a HeelsRISE logo, which we will need to 

talk about after I finish the rest of this content. 

I’d check the Personnel page (http://heelsrise.mrmcdev.net/personnel) and you’ll get an idea of what it will look like. But when a lot more content gets 

filled it, you’ll see it take a much different shape. 

If you see things right off the bat that look off, let me know and I’ll change them ASAP. I’ve followed the UNCWeb Standards to a Tto make sure that the 

site looks very official and matches with the UNC Web Themes. 

I’ll update you when I finish the content. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 11:00 AM 

Smith, Brian T <btsmilh@email.unc.edu-* 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe stat~@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Re: Moo@’s: "Lawsuits Challenge College Sports’ Amateur Model, a Credit Negative for NCAA mad Colleges" 

Thanks. Great article. Most logical I’ve seen. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North. CaJcolina 

On Mar 27, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Smith, Brim~ T" <bLsmith(a)email.unc.ed~> wrote: 

FVi.,, 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

Lawsuits ChaHet~ge CoHle.ge S~)orts’ Amateur Nodel, a Credi’~ Negative for NQAA at~d Colleges 

On 26 March, the Chicago office of the National Labor Relations Board ruled in favor of Northwestern University football players’ right to unionize, the latest credit-negative 
challenge to the prevailing business model of uncompensated athletes in college sports. 
The ruling follows the ] 7 March filing of sports attorney Jeffrey Kessler’s lawsuit against the Na[iog~al Collegbt,’-~ Athletic A,~ so,qiat:,m~ (NCAA, Aa2 negative) and major 
athletic conferences. The suit seeks removal of the NCAA’s limit on student-athletes’ benefits. The litigation in federal court in New Jersey adds to mounting legal 
challenges against the NCAA and many member institutions. 
The NCAA’s challenges arise from the potential for negative financial pressure from legal judgments, settlements, regulatory change or self-imposed policies. 
Universities could face increased labor costs for players who are currently considered to be student-athletes. 
Other credit negative developments in recent months include: 

® The judge in the Ed O’Bannon class-action antitrust lawsuit against the NCAA signaled that the trial would begin in June 

�, The same judge deemed that the case of Shawne Alston, a former West Virginia University football player, is closely related to the O’Bannon matter and can 

proceed 

Although each of these developments has unique aspects, they all pose a threat to the model of amateurism in college sports The Kessler complaint names the NCAA 

along with five athletic conferences: the Atlantic Coast, Big Ten, Big 12, Pacific-12 and Southeastern 

The potential expense increase would put additional pressure on universities, which are already dealing with a challenging operating environment. Most athletic 

departments involved in the Kessler suit require a subsidy from their universities (see exhibit). For the public universities within those five conferences, the median 

subsidy requirement is around $7 million. In the absence of amateurism, players would likely gain additional compensation, greatly increasing the need for subsidization 

In a market regime with no limits on player benefits, we would expect wide variation in both the ability and willingness of universities to compete for top players. 

<image001 .png> 

We believe most universities would manage the challenge of the potential new expenses while avoiding deficit operations and maintaining operating equilibrium In the 

case of a hypothetical university with $500 million in total university expenses and $20 million of annual revenue from athletic media contracts, a decision to share 50% of 

the media payments with players would total $10 million per year, or an increase 2% of campus-wide expenses. 

The challenges to amateurism could evolve in numerous ways. If faced with abrupt change, we believe some universities or conferences might choose to compete under 

a new set of rules, in which some different form of amateurism would be retained The prospects for self-regulated and gradual change within the NCAA have been 

hampered by the divergent interests of the various member institutions. One failed member proposal focused on allowing a stipend to student-athletes, but was voted 

down by less commercially successful members because of the financial burden it would have imposed. 

A change in the compensation model for athletes would ultimately precipitate a major retooling of college sports programs, which are often critical to the identity of 

universities and help with student recruitment and donor support. For more information about the credit effect of college sports, see our October 2013 Special Comment, 
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completeness ofinfonnation, viruses, confidentiality, legal privilege, and legal entity disclaimers, available at 

http:,’Ywww:ipmorgan.com,’page~disclosures/enmil. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbmwn3@email.unc.edu> 

Levy, Jennifer S <ielmy.levy@unc.edu> 

Women’s 

Vince and Michelle - 

Had a veW unique travel issue today with       . They were scheduled to play Northwestern at 1 pm Sunday, Due to a major travel mix up with Anthony Travel and American 
Airlines the game has been re-scheduled from 3:30 pm on Monday,     . Jenny Le~?’ has cut the travel party down to a bare minimum 19 players One of them is                She has an 
exam on Monday and her professor will not excuse her from the exam without a letter from the Athletic Department explaining the situation. I am happy to write that letter but wanted to 
check with you to see if it should come from either of you instead. Please advise as soon as you can so we can plan accordingly 

Thanks, 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 

Subject: 

8:06 PM 

Rick -               is the player with academic conflict on Monday- the professor told 
consider changing his mind. tlis irffo is below: 
professor Andrew hackney 
thackney@med.unc.edu 
exss 

that he needs a letter from athletic department e×plaining the situation and he would 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 12:04 AM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lewy, Jennifer S 

<jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: 

sent this evening tc professor. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @,qmail.com> 
Subject: 
Date at 12:02:23 AM EDT 

To: thackney@med.unc.edu 

Dr. Hackney, 

I aJn available by cell all weekend 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
919 962 9535 

should you be willing to discuss an alternative method of administering "the exam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.uuc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:49 PM 

TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>; Levy, Jennit~r S 

<jenny.levy@unc.edu>; Bames~ Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edtf> 

Re:q 

Hello, 

I just spoke ruth a faculty- member who works with Dr Hackney. She said that he does not get nmch Internet reception at his home. She also said that he goes to work 

veu early about 5:30 in fl~e morning. So I would suggest that        calls and leaves a message in his at his oltice so he can get it when he gels there. Either he should 

see her email or voice message and give her a response. She can al~) continue to tO, to call and t~ to stop by his office before leaving. While I know this puts a lot on 

her, she might be able to get in touch with him and have a decision. 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:03 AM, "TONY YOUNT" 

sent this evening to ’s professor. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT :@gmail.com> 
Subject: I 
Date: at 12:02:23 AM EDT 

To: thackney@med.unc.edu 

Dr. Hackney, 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

I am available by cell all weekend 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselol; Women’s Lacrosse 

919 962 9535 

cell 

should you be willing to discuss an alternative method of administering the exam. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, .9:38 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~ 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Thmak you 

Bubba/Vince/Paul, 

I hope you all had a great weekend! Thank you for taking time out of your day on Friday to connect’. I enjoyed hearing your advice on ways to get involved in college 

athletics and specifically with Carolina Athletics. I look forwaxd to engaging more mid please feel free to reach out ifI can ever be helpful to the department. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kolat, Cary J <kolat@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 12:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Lunch 

Vince: 

Hey, season is over and we never talk any chance we can have lunch? 

Caw I(olat 
Assoc. Head Coach, UNC Wrestling 

Office: 919,962~5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 6:20 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: information requefft 

ThanlcsH 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 6:14 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(tbemail.unc.edui~ wrote: 

I too aan unawaace ofa disas~)ciation letter. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 1:11 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&amc.edu> wrote: 

Ifa letter of disassociation has ever been issued to Debbie Crowder, I’m not aware of it. I’ve been employed here since July 25, 2012. I 
don’t believe aW such letter was sent to her on or after that date. Thanks Kaxen. 
ViB(:e Ille 
",hy:’:::::r .& ;.::.’x:i: ’:~ :: ,’::~ ~::i::Li:.:7:: ; ?::S’e <D.Y:" 

:: ’::Ne::".:k} ::ii >h::: ii:: C ’:r.::i}~:: ’: 
(9 :i ’::: i: 9,F ::: -,i ,F :i l 
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From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 3:20 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: information request 

Vince: please see the email below frorn Dan. 

Any help you could provide is greatly appreciated 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919} 962-8595 

From: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 3:12 PM 
1"o: Moon, Karen B; Stabile, Regina; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Curran, Joel 
Subject: RE: information request 

Vince llle would be person who could answer that, 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 3:05 PM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Stabile, Regina; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Curran, Joel 
Subject: FW: information request 

More from Dan today. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(,919) _%2-8595 

From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2024 2:24 PM 

To= Moon, Karen B 
Subject: information request 

Karen, 

Did the university and/or its athletic deparlment ever issue a disas~)ciation letter to Debora31 Crowder? If so, I am requesting a copy. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday 1:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&~; Beale, Michael <nfichaelbeaJe@unc.edu> 

RE: two questions 

I do not see any issues with that. IViichael; do you? 

Thanks for checkh~g. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent:’ 1:39 PM 
To: Stembacner, rocK; t~ea~e, Michael 
Subject: Fwd: two questions 

Any issues with softball continuing to wear some or all of the uniforms they wore for military appreciation day? Thanks. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu> 

Date: tt 12:54:32 PM EDT 

To: "llle, Vince" <[[[_e____@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Subject: two questions 

Vince, 

1.Is allowed to have her kids ride the bus with us to Ga Tech. I know other programs have done that. 

2.Can we continue to keep our military appreciation day uni top in the tops that we wear? 

We like it a Int. 

Donna 

Donna J. PaDa 
UniversiU of No(th Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

Email: {_l_jg_@_u__!kc_:_~ 

F: ~?~ 9".,. 9~,.’.:..:5i i}~. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ [:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: two questions 

No, she is not allowed to have her kids ride on the bus. 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:37 PM 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Fwd: two questions 

Do you know if the first question is addressed by any of our current policies? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu> 

Date: at 12:54:32 PM EDT 

To: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: two questions 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu; 

Wednesday, 2:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <fick@unc.edu> 

Re: two questions 

No issues on my end. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

University ofNolth Caxolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Any issues with softball continuing to wear some or all of the uniforms they wore for militay appreciation day? Thanks. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Papa, Donna J" <clip((bunc.edu> 

Date:             (t 12:54:32 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille(a;~mc.edn> 

Subject: two questions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille @art.net> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Outside income form 

Begin forwarded message: 

Marielle, 

Just wanted to touch base regarding the outside income reporting form 

that you and I discussed last week. Given that we were in the Disney Institute 

meetings Monday and Tuesday, Kathy Dutton and I have not had the chance to set a time 

to meet with you and discuss. 

As I mentioned, any forms are devised for departmental use such as this one, we need 

to make sure they are reviewed and approved by campus OHR due to University and Office of 

State Human Resources requirements. Particularly if the University already has reporting processes 

in place. That said, they will work closely with us to ensure that we are able to meet NCAA requirements. 

I have sent OHR a copy of the form and they have some thoughts about how we can 

accomplish this appropriately, but have asked the following questions: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->What exactly is the NCAA is looking for? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Any clarification to share regarding the NCAA rules requiring "all staff members" being required to 

provide annually a written account of any outside income? How are they defining "all staff members" (everyone across the board from EPA to 

SPA? Students? Temps? ) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Any other information that the compliance officer shared? 

If you would, please provide these answers so that I can send them to OHR, who is also seeking input from University 

Counsel to make sure all bases are covered. It might be a good idea to send them the complete by-law for their 

review. 

When Kathy Dutton gets into the office,’ll see what her schedule is and perhaps we can chat this afternoon. 

I don’t see this as a major issue from the campus standpoint. We always get their input and approval on forms that 

we require that address any type of internal procedures that help us with communicating policies and 

reporting requirements. I have mentioned this to Paul so he is aware will be reviewing this form. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Thursday,, April 3, 2014 8:24 PM 

Ille, Mince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu.> 

Fwd: out of prison, star athlete speaks to players about choices: incredible story 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: Dane Batty <speaking@heistandhigh.conl> 

Date: April 3, 2014, 6:34:35 PM EDT 

To: <mbnorton@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: out of prison, star athlete speaks to players about choices: incredible story 

Reply-To: <~ _tN___@__il~Sa~i__h___e_i~_t_~!)_£~__h_jg!£_c_’~?~!> 

Hello Ms. Norton, 

My name is Dane Batty and I represent an author and speaker from the Seattle area who will be on tour speaking to many athletic programs across the 

country. I believe his message would be beneficial to your players at North Carolina. 

Former football star, Anthony Curcio, was featured on ABUs "20/20" last month and his story is currently being made into a movie coupled with an 

ESPN documentary. Since his release from prison he has been speaking to students, athletes and the younger generation about drugs and alcohol, the 

choices they make, the opportunities they have and the importance of following their dreams. His passion to help others is what truly makes his 

story remarkable. 

He was an all-American kid who had it all. Anthony’s dream to play in the NFL was quickly replaced with an addiction to Vicodin after a injury in 

college. He managed to earn his degree, get married and run a successful real estate business, but he was living a lie. As his addiction progressed so 

had his involvement in organized crime. When the economy collapsed in 2008 he risked it all by robbing a Brink’s armored truck in elaborate fashion. 

Anthony got away with ~;400,000 only to be caught months later after the FBI received a tip from a very attentive homeless man. 

Anthony has a degree in social sciences from Washington State University and has an extraordinary ability to connect with students, especially 

athletes on their level. Given the opportunity, he can and will make a positive impact on your players at UNC. 

If you have any questions or request further information please feel free to contact me at: _s_p___e__a___k_[_n_tl__C__~___h__e__[_s__t__a__n___d_!![g__h_:_c___o_]~ or call. 

Sincerely, 

Dane Batty 

(Nish Publishing/Heist and High, Portland OR) 

External Links about Anthony and what he’s doing: 

httpJ/www.youtube.com/watch?v=ibKZq9cB2hU 

h t tp ://a ben e ws. go .co m/b I ogs/h ea d li n es/2014/01/rea I-li [e--thorn a s-crown-tu r n s--li f e-a rou n d-a fte r-h e is t! 

http://www.vice.com/readithe-ex-con-who.-wants-to.-explain-prisons.-to-kids 

http:/iwww.acurcio.com/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday’, April 4, 2014 8:49 AM 

Curran, Joel <igcurmn@emml.unc.edu-~; Pickera] Robbie < ~gmail.com>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekJr~hner@unc.edtr>; Best, 
Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Can we circulate? 

From his twitter account 

E J Wilson 
I wish they would have interviewed people who were actually there to get an education 

EJ Wilson 
as opposed to bitter athletes who cared nothing about academics until they figured they could get on tv 

E J Wilson 
I lettered 4 years at UNC and left with a legit maj or and minor and was drafted into the NF1 like many of my other teammates 

EJ Wilson but none of us are being interviewed The media is only interviewing the ones who fit their narrative. Disgusting’. 

Former :football player duming the HBO thing 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 9:25 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Curra~, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Pickera] Robbie .~gmail.com>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Best, 

Kevin S. ~-lcbest@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince ~-~ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Can we circulate? 

We should find a way. It’s an important pov that has been underrepresented over the past months. 

Joel Curran 
Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Atthir~ UNC - Chapel t {ill 

Office: 919-962-2011 

Mobile: 

j oel.curranSb~ unc.edu 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 8:49 AM, "Culmingham, Bubba" <bubbac(&~em~Jl.unc.edu> wrote: 

From his twitter account 

EJ Wilson 

I wish they would have interviewed people who were actually there to get an education 

EJ Wilson 

as opposed to bitter athletes who cared nothing about academics tmtil they figured they could get on tv 

EJ Wilsor 

I lettered 4 years at UNC and left with a legit major mid minor and was drafted into the NF1 like many of my other teammates 

EJ Wilson but none of us are being interviewed The media is only interviewing the ones who fit their nmrative. Disgusting! 

Former football player durning the HBO thing 

Bubba Culmingham 

Director of Athletics 

UNversity of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robbi Pickeral ~gmail.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:10 AM 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu> 

Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; Kir~hner, Steve <stevekirschne@anc.edtv~; 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw,; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Can we circulate? 

Also, He could be part of the series of s~tories abom ahmmi that Steve, Kevin Britt and I discussed earlier this week... 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 9:24 AM, "Curran, Joel" <igcurran(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We should find a way. It’s an important pov that has been underrepresented over the past months. 

Joel Curran 

Vice Chancellor of Communicalions and Public Affi~irs, UNC - Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-2011 

Mobile: 

ioel.curran(~unc.edu 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 8:49 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~,%email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From his twitter account 

EJ Wilsor 
I wish they would have interviewed people who were actually there to get an education 

EJ Wilson 

as opposed to bitter athletes who cared nothing about academics until they figured they could get on tv 

EJ Wilson 

I lettered 4 years at UNC and left with a legit major and minor and was drafted into the NFI like many of my other teammates 

EJ Wilson _ _ but none of us are being interviewed The media is only interviewing the ones who fit their narrative. 

Di~usfing! 

Former football player duming the HBO thing 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universi~" of No(th Carolina 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:40 AM 

Robbi Pickeral ~gmail.com> 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@tmc.edtr~; 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~,; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Can we circulate? 

Yes. He was one of the names I memioned in our meeting Tuesday. I’m happy to reach out to most of those football players. 

F’~q most, not all, of his comments on twitter were good. Unfortunately, I saw several instances of his good tweets being sent directly to media outlets who then just 
ignored it. 

Sent fk~m my iPhone. 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 10:10 AM, "Robbi Pickeral" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Also, He could be part of the series of s~tories about alumni that Steve, Kevin Britt and I discussed earlier this week... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 9:24 AM, "Curran, Joel" <jgcurran(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We should find a way. It’s an important pov that has been underrepresented over the past months. 

Joel Cumin 

Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Att~Jrs, UNC - Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-962-2011 

Mobile: 

ioel.curr~unc.edu 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 8:49 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From his twitter account 

EJ Wilson 

I wish they would have interviewed people who were actually there to get an education 

EJ Wilson 

as opposed to bitter athletes who cared nothing about academics until they figured they could get on tv 

EJ Wilson 

I lettered 4 years at UNC and left with a legit major and minor mad was drafted into the NF1 like many of my other teammates 

EJ Wilson .... but none of us are being interviewed The media is only interviewing the ones who fit their 

narrative. Disgusting! 

Former tbotba]l player durning the HBO thing 

Bubba CuiminghaJn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gunter Brewer ~ ~aol.com> 

Friday, 5:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Contract ideas 

An?- word on contact Need to get done before we hit the road spring recruiting Thx brew 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Su nday, 9:40 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC softball ejection 

0b. NCAA sb incident Report Email.doc 

From: Dee Abrahamson rabrahamson@niu.edu] 
Sent" Saturday, .          1:20 AM 
To-"       @aol.com; jswoffordOtheacc.org; UNC Athletics Director; Papa, Donna J 
Subject: UNC softball ejection 

Please see attached notice of Coach Papa’s eiection this week 

Dee Abrahamson 

Abraharnson~niu.edu 



IHCIDENT REPORT 
Coach Donna Papa 
Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 
Conference Administrator John Swofford 
Conference Liaison Mike Raynor 

Date 

Please find details below regarding the incident report filed involving your softball program. I am sure you are all well 
aware of the unfortunate situation however I am tasked with passing along information regarding all incident reports. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
Thank you for your attention. 

Dee Abrahamson 
NCAA Softball Secretary Rules Editor 
Abrahamson@niu.edu 

Report Details: 
Competition Date: 

Opponents: North Carolina-Chapel Hill vs North Carolina-Charlotte 
Reason for Report (rule reference cited): 

Improper Equipment (3) 
Refusal to Play (13.10) 
Fighting or Inappropriate Physical Contact (13.2) 

X Verbal Misconduct (13.6) 
Other Unsportsmanlike Behavior by a Participant (13) 
Equipment Abuse (13.4) 
Misuse of Tobacco, Video Equipment, Noisemakers (13-4, 9 & 5.9) 
Other 

Action: 

X 
Ejection with previous warning 
Ejection without warning Head Coach Donna Papa 
Ejection/forfeit with suspension as specified in NCAA softball playing rules 
Forfeit in favor of 
Protest ruled invalid (game results stand as played) 
Protest ruled valid (game to be replayed from point of protest or declared "no contest" 
Notification; no additional action 

Additional Applicable Notes: 
Head Coach Donna Papa was ejected in the bottom of the seventh inning for a profane tirade when interference was not 
called on the runner who ran in front of the shortstop who the umpire judged to initiate the contact. Following the ejection, 
Coach Papa taunted the umpire that he would never work there again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edw, 

Sunda~ 2:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Young, Ma~issa Veronica <mvyoung@email.unc.edu> 

Bus ride 

Vince, 

Dr Miller said that under special circumstances a coaches child or children can ride on the bus with us to a location as long as they are not staying with team and we are not watching them 
Here is our situation. 

Thanks for your consideration 
Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Gunter Brewer ~aol.com> 

Sent: Monday, 8:47 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Subject: Re: Contract ideas 

Thank u 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 8:28 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Bubba is back today. Should have more information for you as soon as I can discuss with him again Thanks 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Gunter Brewer [mailto:           @aol.com] 
> Sent: Friday, _           5:41 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Ille, Vince; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Contract ideas 
> 

> Any word on contact. Need to get done before we hit the road spring recruiting Thx brew 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney~unc.edtr; 

Monday, 10:46 AM 

Beros-AdriaJ~@aramark.com 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian J <bkaJba@~mc.edu-~; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu> 

Tennis Sunday 

Adrian, 

You were so gracious last year to provide a grill out at (2one Kenfield Tennis (;enter for Senior Day. This year, conveniently, it is Senior I)ay for both the Men and Women on the same day, 
Sunday. Would you be willing to have the grill delivered out there prior to Sunday’? 

Thanks, 
(;lint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vera Chistova <chistovav@vcu.edu> 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangel4@emml.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom 
<timmemlans@unc.edu>; Ikechi Ukaegbu <iukaegbu@cu.edt~- 

Fwd: VCU Tmnst~r Request 

, Full Transfer Release pdf 

Mr. Markos, 

I wanted to follow up on my last two emails regarding pennission to contact’ 

earliest convenience? 

Thank you, 

Vera 

% 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Vera Chistova <chistovav~vcu.edu> 

Date: Tue,           at 2:07 PM 
Subject: Fwd: VCU Transfer Request 

To: markos~uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Ikechi Ukaegbu <iukaegbu@vcu.edu> 

Could you please complete fire attached full transt}r release tbrm at your 

Mr. Marcos, 

I wanted to follow up on my emaJl below regoxding permission to contact 
convenience, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you, 

Vera 

% 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Vera Chistova <chistovav@vcu.edu> 

Date: Fri,            at 8:56 AM 
Subject: VCU Transfer Request 

To: maxko s(~uncaa.unc .edu 

Cc: mvangeldeI~unc.edu, Ikechi Ukaegbu <iukaegbu,@vcu.edu> 

¯ If you could complete the attached full transfer release form at your earliest 

Mr. Markos, 

is interested in transferring to     and rashes to participate in our 
tbrm? 

Thank you in advance tbr your assistance in tiffs matter. 

Sincereb; 
Vera Chistova 

% 

program¯ Could you please complete the attached "Full Transfer Release" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beros, Adrian <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com> 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

GwaJtney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Kalbas, Brian J <bkaJba@tmc.edu-~; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Cafmella, Matthew <Cafarella-Matt~ew@armn~ack.com >; Whitman, Jason <Whitmml- 

Jason@aramark.com> 

RE: Teeafis Sunday 

(;lint, 

Will not be a problem. Due to all the events we have going on this weekend, we will have to deliver the grill this Thursday ~,Xmy specific area at the tennis center we should dehver it to’? 
Thanks! 

Adrian Beros ] Aramark ] General Manager ]Higher Education i UNC Concessions 

36 Lenoir Hail CB 1505 Chapel Itill, NC 27599 

P: 919.9621396 M F: 919843.6788 

(c) 2014 Aramark. All rights reserved. This communication, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee as directed by Aramark and may contain proprietary, confidential 
and/or privileged iNkmnation. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying, disclosure, dissemination or distribution is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please noti~" the sender immediately by return e-mail, delete this communication and destroy all copies. 
PLEASE PRIN~ RESPONSIBLY 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Owaltney, Clint [mailto:cgwaltney,@,unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:46 AM 
To: Beros, A&ian 
Cc: Culler, Ellen B; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Tennis Sunday 

Adrian, 

You were so gracious last year to provide a grill om at Cone Kel’ffield Tennis Center for Senior Day. This year, conveniently, it is Senior Day for both the Men and Women on the same day, 
Sunday. Would you be willing to have the grill delivered out there prior to Sunday? 

Thanks, 
Clint 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:12 PM 

Beros, Adrian <Beros-Adrim~@aramark.com> 

Gwal’mey, Clint <cgwa]tney@tmc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu-~; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@emoil.unc.edu>; Cafarella, Matthew <Cafaacella-Matthew@arammk.com>; Whitman, Jason 
<Whitman- Jason@aramark.com > 

Re: Terafis Sunday 

Adrian 

Thanks so much. The same place as last year between cts 34, near the woods between the bleachers Do you know what time it would be delivered7 Because we can have someone help to 
point out where it can be placed. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at l 1:58 AM, "Beros, Adrian" <Beros-Adrian@aramark.com> wrote: 

> Clint, 
> 

> Will not be a problem. Due to all the events we have going on this weekend, we will have to dehver the grill this Thursday. Any specific area at the tennis center we should deliver it to? 
’]7hanks! 
> 

> 

> Adrian Beros I Aramark i General Manager I tligher Education UNC Concessions 

> 36 Lmoir Ha]l CB 1505 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> P: 919.962 1396 M F: 919843.6788 
> 

> (c) 2014 Aramark. All rights reserved. This commumcauon, including attachments, is for the exclusive use of addressee as directed by Aramad< and may contain proprietary, confidential 
and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, copying, disclosure, dissemination or distribution is strictly- prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please notify- the sender irmnediately by return e-nrail, delete this corrmmnication and destroy all copies. 
> PLEASE PRINT RESPONSIBLY 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gwaltney, Clint [mailto:cgwalmev(~,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 10:46 ASA 
> To: Beros, Adrian 
> Cc: Culler, Ellen B; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim 
> Subject: Tennis Sunday 
> 

> Adrian, 
> 

> You were so gracious last year to provide a grill out at Cone Kenfield Tennis Center for Senior Day. This year, conveniently, it is Senior Day for both the Men and Women on the same 
day, Sunday. Would you be willing to have the grill delivered out there prior to Sunday? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Clint 



From: Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc> 

Sent: Monday, 5:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Bus ride 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 5:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> Thanks for clarifying the situation I assume we will be travelling by charter bus, is that correct? 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Papa, Donna J 
> Sent: Sunday ).:29 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Cc: Young, Marissa Veronica 
> Subject: Bus ride 
> 

> grace, 
> Dr Miller said that under special circumstances a coaches child or children can ride on the bus with us to a location as long as they are not staying with team and we are not watching 
them. 

> Thanks liar your consideration. 
> Donna 
> 

> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



From: Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Sent: Monday, 8:54 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Bus ride 

Vince, thank you. I appreciate your consideration.Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 6:23 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Donna, 
> 

> Considering that the travel is via charter bus and 

> 

> Vmce 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Papa, Donna J 
> Sent: Monday, 6:16 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Bus ride 
> 

> Yes 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

>> On at 5:28 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Thanks [’or clarifying the situation. I assume we will be travelling by charter bus, is that correct? 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Papa, Donna J 
>> Sent: Sunday, 2:29 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Cc: Young, Marissa Veronica 
>> Sut~ject: Bus ride 
>> 

>> gJilce, 

>> Dr Miller said that under special circumstances a coaches child or children can ride on the bus with us to a location as long as they are not staying with team and we are not watching 
them. 

>> Thanks for your consideration. 
>> Donna 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 3:40 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; KJrschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

F~V: Toniglffs Gmne 

Mariefle, 
This request is making its way through appropriate campus channels. Want to loop you hi. So long as there are no current student athletes in any of the commercial 
footage, is this Og, per NCAA compliance? 
7hanks, 
Rk:k 

From-" Grant Guffin [mailto:grant@meltatl.com] 
Sent= Nonday, Narch 03, 2014 3:30 PN 
To: NcFarland, Nichael B 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick; Lochbaum, Derek W; Kirschner, Steve; Tricomi, William T; Noon, Karen B; Sobba, Gary; Beale, Nichael; Curran, Joel; Noore, Tanya Topolka 
Subject: Re: Tonight’s Game 
Rick and Temn, 

Thanks for considering our request. Our agency is producing a 30- second spot for Coke Zero that will run nationally during March Madness if approved--Coke Zero 
still has to give final approval on the concept, script, shots, etc. 

The concept focuses on the passion fans have for the college game/March Madness, and how Coke Zero serves as an amplifier for that fan passion. At this time we 

plan to use footage of fans from Coke-partnered schools. If you are willing to participate, you’d be included among shots of fans fiom Arizona State, SMU, possiNy 

Duke and others. The spot will be high-ener~-, with image~ of fans cheering and graphics that convey the idea of Unbelievable Enjoyment, Unbelievable Fans, 
Unbelievable Madness (in fact, that’s the suggesled text lbr some of the graphics). No basketball action shots will be included in the ad because of restrictions on the 

use of imagery including current student-athletes. 

Within the past tbw days, we’ve shot tbotage at Arizona State and SIVEJ, and those schools have allowed us to ask a few thns within the student section if they’d be 

willing to hold a Coke Zero can or cup in a particular shot. We’ve also asked those who were used in close-up shots to sign a release tbrm, and we’ve posted a sign 

within that section’s view that lets them know we’re filming a Coke Zero spot in which they may appear. 

I’m happy to answer any questions you have and apologize for the short notice we’ve given you. We didn’t receive a lot of notice ourselves, but believe we’ll make a 

temfic spot that captures the energy and excitement of college basketball. 

Again, thanks for considering this request. 

GRANT GUFFIN 

3630 Peachtree Road NE, Ste 960 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

::~:d t:: ::: :.h? ":: ?~: ,t MELTatkcorn 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 1:14 PM, "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcl},rlan42{anc.edu> wrote: 

I’m also looping on Joel Curran since he has not yet had an opportunitv to meet with Derek and WiN about these kind of issues and future decision- and policy- 

making irnpNcations. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Nonday, Narch 03, 2014 2:13 PN 

To: kochbaum, Derek W; grant@me[tatl.com 
Cc: Kirschner, Steve; Tdcomi, William T; Noon, Karen B; NcFarland, Nichael B; Sobba, Gary; Beale, Nichael 
Subject: RE: Tonight’s Game 

Grant, 

See below and please provide as much information as possible~ 

Thank you, 

Rick 

From: Lochbaum, Derek W 
Sent: Nonday, Narch 03, 2014 2:09 PN 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Kirschner, Steve; Tricomi, William T; Noon, Karen B; NcFarland, Nichael B 
Subject: RE: Tonight’s Game 

Rick & Steve, 

We are probably going to need a Nttle better description of the commercial and how tJNC will be used hi it for the co-branding committee to better consider the 

request. Is this something Coke can do? 

Thanks, 

[)~-_~rek W. LocM_~aurn 

Director o[: Trademarks and Licensing 

The University of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

:IS Lenoir Hall, CB #1500 

Chspel Hill, NC 27599-15(;43 

P: 9_1_9-.962-2403 

F: 919-.962-:[656 

Email: derek Iochbaum@unc.edu 

Web: www.licensing.unc.edu 

<imageOOI.jpg> 

I:rom= Noon, Karen B 
Sent: Nonday, Narch 03, 2014 1:31 PN 



To: Steinbacher, Rick; Lochbaum, Derek W 
C¢: Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: RE: Tonight’s Game 

Derek: this sounds like a request for your committee on conlmercials~ Can you loop in Wilt Tricomi and Mike? 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9:19) ~:x-~2 85_% 
From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 10:56 AM 

To: Lochbaum, DerekW; Moon, Karen B 
Co: Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: FW: Tonight’s Game 

Derek and Karen .... 

See below and let me know what procedures we need to follow for Coke Zero to use footage from the game tonight in a TV commercial. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Grant Guffin [[[)_a__[[~;.    _@_E]_e_,_Lta_tL_c_p__LT_!] 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 10:53 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: Re: Tonight’s Game 

Thanks Rick. We’re happy to comply with whatever procedures you have in place. 

I have a conference call to wrap up, then I’ll give you a shout. 

Appreciate the help. Sorry for the last-minute nature of eveo~thing--it’s all come about rather quickly for us as well. 

GRANT GUFFIN 

3630 Peachtree Road NE, Ste 960 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 9:47 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick((tunc.e&~> wrote: 

G r a ~)t, 

f hope you are doing well [ just h-_@ you a v mail message Ph-_~ase call me cell phone when you can. 919-.&%-6354. 

We have several canlpus approvals outsk’te th~-_~ purview el athh:,tics [:hat must be secured prior to using any footage from our campus in a conlmercial. I can assist 

you in that process, but it must be successfully completed prior to you have d~e authorization to use the footage as outlined betow. 

If you wish to proceed with that in nl#~d, I suggest that your" videographer capture footage and student releases tonight, and then you and I can t:oflow up on the 

campus authorizations this week. 

Please advise if you wish to go that route. 

?hanks, 

Rick Sb:_d nL~ach er 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa,unc.edu 

mobile: 

__w___w_ k?_:K9_b_~__e__[~:_g9___m__. 

@goheels 

We Educ~Jte end In.sphe Through Athletics 

From: Grant Guffin <     @meltatl.com> 

Date: Monday, March 3, 20:14 at :10:28 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tonight’s Game 
He needs to be in position to get good crowd shots, excited fa ns. If he can accomplish this behind one of the baskets or another position you suggest we should be in good shape. 

Coke requires that we get people to sign a release form if they’re used in up close shots. Is it possible he’ll be able to ask fans he might zoom in on (perhaps prior to the game or 

during halftime so as not to disturb their game-viewing experience) to sign the form? If he stays in close proximity to a single section, this wouldn’t have to be a lot of people and 

they certainly have the prerogative to say no. 

We did this at Arizona State and SMU over the weekend and it wasn’t invasive. People were happy to oblige and we stayed 
out of their way. 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 9:i9 AM, "l<irschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

He should talk to me_.he can’t wander around during the game...he really needs to shoot from one spot in each half and that’s it_.can he do that? 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirr;chner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com ............................ 
:i.:i:.:i ii[hlh.k:bi: :i? .11:’i:1 id:i;b: :i i ::= :: :uF.:.:ii: ;kiii:hlFi:}:: !"" 

From: Grant Guffin < @meltatl.com> 

Date: Monday, March 3, 20:14 at :10:09 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 



Cc: Michael Jett < @meitatl,com> 

Subject: Re: Tonight’s Game 

Thanks Steve. We’re aware the crowd may be off a bit because of the weather. Hopefully we can still get the shots we need. 

Another question: is there a member of your staff Michael can connect with if he has any additional questions about where he can set up gear, things he can/can’t do, etc? I’m sure 

you’ll have your hands full with game operations. 

GRANT GUFFIN 
v~:~/::’:: :~ L: Yq :::, ~, 

3630 Peachtree Road NE, Ste 960 

Atlanta, GA 30326 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 9:01 AM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@)unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes...he can pick up at media will call...not sure what the crowd will be like with the winter weather 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner @) unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

.... :i:::::: :i i: :::.i i:::i : :: :: :i ::::. i i::: : i:: ::.i:i: T i: i:i::: :i :i:::.: :::: i::.: :.:: i i i::: 

From: Grant Guffin < @._m _e_[t_a__t_L._q.o__.n_!> 

Bate; Monday, March 3, 2014 at 9:51 AM 

To; "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Tonight’s Game 

Steve, 
We talked last week about this possibility--just following up. I will have a videographer attending tonight’s game, if he’s able to get a credential. His name is Michael Jett. 

With your permission, he’d be shooting crowd shots--(most likely student section) that could be used in a Coke Zero commercial during March Madness. He’d also be shooting 

footage that may be used in a CBS TV show that will air Final Four Saturday. 

Is it possible for Michael to get a credential for the game tonight? 

Thanks for your help, 

GRANT GUFFIN 
v~:~/::’:::~L::q:::,~, 

3630 Peachtree Road NE, Ste 960 

Atlanta, GA 30326 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 10:34 PM 

Stabile, Regina <regina_stabile@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach 

<orth@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Regina 

Are you sure I was present at a meeting where this was discussed? I do not recall discussing this. If I was there and we did discuss this particular request, I apologize but I do not 

recall what was decided. I know I don’t remember discussing Larry’s email account. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

:ell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: <Stabile>, Regina Stabile <regina stabi!e@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 6, 2014 at 9:47 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Orth, Zach" <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Hi Bubba--- 

f think t:here has been a misunderstanding. ZactY’~ rnessag~:_~ was meant to ~-:~rve ~r~ a notification that we were seeking assistance with searching just ?, email 

accounts- yours, Vh’~ce’s and [2~rry’s, 

It may be easiest for us to touch-base brietly by phone to clear up the rniaunderstanding, fl: there is a good dine for me to call you tomorrow I would be happy to 

do so. Just let me know when and what number to call. 

Because this request and how to proceed wax discussed during a recent meeting with Vince and Steve present, I have also added Steve to this correspondence 

along with anoLher (:o~)y of the request ~or r~-:~ference - in case you would like Lo Louch-baa~:_~ with eitfu:_~r or both about what was discussed. 

Thanks! 

Regina 

B43- I ~?0 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 5:45 PM 
To: Stabile, Regina 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tile, Vince; Orth, Zach; Norton, Molly 
Subject; RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Regina, 

Thanks for your note regarding the public records request from the Associated Press for all emails sent to and from the University’s Athletic Director and 

subordinate staff, including Assistant Athletic Directors, administrative staff, head coaches, and assistant coaches. 

It is not simply a matter of searching a database; it is a matter of creating a list of those people. In discussing the request with our human resource representative, 

it is our estimate that it would take approximately 3 weeks and 10 hours a week allocated to this project as we would have to do an electronic search of our 

database for who was employed in these various capacities between 2008 and 2013. Some of our records are electronic and some are paper. We would have to go 

to the paper file and review the paper file. We would have to compile the list and then we would verify our list prior to knowing which emails we would be 

looking for. At that time, we could turn it over to our IT staff for them to run a search of the emails that exist. Additionally, we’ve had a change in servers in the 

past 5 years and some of the requested information may not be available on our existing computer system. 

As I have been told in various meetings, we are not required to create or compile information. The very fact that we will have to create and compile a list to fulfill 

the request seems to indicate that we do not have the information available that is being requested. Should they want to modify their request, it might be 

fulfilled more expeditiously. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From; Stabile, Regina 
Sent; Wednesday, March 05, 2014 3:59 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Orth, Zach; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Good Afternoon 8ubba --. 

We appredate your concerns. 

W~-_~ are limited by t h~-_~ NC Publh:: Records Act regarding what fees we can assess relaLed to ~)rocessing public records requ~:_!sts, The NC Public Records AcL does 

allow for assessing fe~-_~a specific to extensive use of information technology res.:)urc~:_~a or extensive clerical or su~)erviaory assisLance Under th~ldniversity’s 



Public Records Policy the amount of time required to result in a determination that it is extensiw? in this way is 4 hours - that is, if it is estimated that it will tak~-_~ 

more than 4 hours we woutd assess fees for that addidonat time {we would not assess fees for the initial 4 hours). We would also provide the requester an 

opportunity to modit:y the request to avoid the assessment of fees. 

Specific to identifving and gathering email, it is our understanding from working with IT folks over the past couple of years that emails can be retrieved with IT 

assistance relatively quickly, even when spanning several years like this request. In most cases it took approximately 1~0 minutes--occasionally it took slightly 

ow-_~r an hour, but that was still well below th~-_~ 4-.hour threshold. 

Perhaps d~ere is additional information d~at we need to be made aware ot: regarding how your emails are stored that would require more d~an 4 hours to retrieve 

copies with IT assistance. If we could touch-base with whoever is looking into this on your behalf that would be helpful---feel free to have that person contact 

Zach or me to discuss furthen 

Sincere regards, 

Re~[ina 

P.egi~!a I S*,~biie, ,LL). 

Dh’e~tor, h~itutio~ Reeo~’d~ ~nd Repord~g Cem,e,q~ce 

~0 Ey,’,.ui~ ;’ia~[ ¢~ampus i3o.t f~ ~05 

222 fasf Cameron Aven.e 

Di;~of fi.’,e : ,3"i9.84[~- ~830 
~2~,;,n O~oe fi~e 9fg.9~f-,’2f9 

L~e~;o;;ic Ma:): teqina sfabife(O.unc.edu 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Wednesday, March 0S, 2014 2:52 PM 

To: Orth, Zach; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; lille, Vince 
¢¢: Norton, Molly; Stabile, Regina 

S..bject-" RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Dear Zach, 
The request from Mr. Gillum is extensive. I have reviewed the university policy that addresses how and when expenses will be charged to individuals who request public 
records. I will provide an estimate of the time and resources requested for us to fulfill Mr. Gillum’s request and I have assigned a staff member to provide that information to 

you. 
Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent-" Monday, March 03, 2014 1:29 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; llle, Vince 
C¢" Norton, Molly; Stabile, Regina 
Subject; Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Dear Bubba, Larry, and Vince, 

Attached is a public records request our office received. We are requesting your assistance with gathering the e-mail correspondence that is responsive to item #1 

(listed in the request and summarized below): 

All of your emails from ~an. 1, 2008, to Dec. 10, 2013, that you sent or received in which the following words appear in the subject or body of the email 

message: "discipline", "arrest", "lawsuit", "suspended", "crime", "prosecutor", "accuser", "police", "cops" or "911." 

In order to respond to this request in an efficient manner, we need to receive your correspondence as a PST file. I have attached instructions that will walk you 

through the process. Please coordinate with an IT professional in your area for assistance, as needed. 

To the extent that you have any questions or concerns during the gathering process, please feel free to call (919) 843-8894. Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. IChapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 8438894 (direct)k919) 843.1617 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 11:21 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~ 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Norton Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Regina, 

I have attended one public records meeting during the past two months or longer. Like Steve, I also do not recall any specific discussion of this request. I’m happy to 

help with tJlis. 

Vince 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 10:34 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekJrschner@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Regina 

Are you sure I was present at a meeting where this was discussed’? I do not recall discussing this. If I was there and we did discuss this paxticulm request, 

I apologize but I do not recall what was decided. I know I don’t remember discussing Larry’s email account. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Stabile>, Regina Stabile <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 6, 2014 at 9:47 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <.b_._u_..b_b__a_.c_ ..@__..e_m._ .a_j[:_u _n_c_:_e_d_._u_.> 

Cc: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athga!!o@unc.ecltp, "llle, Vince" <!!!e.@unc~ed!~>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Orth, Zach" <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Hi gubba- 

t thinl~ [:here has been a misund¢_~rstanding. Zach’s message was meant to serve as a notification that we were seeking assistance with searching just 3 

email accounts--yours, Vince’s and Larry’s. 

It may be easiest for us to touch-base briefly by phone to clear up the misunderstanding. If there is a good Hme for me to call you tomorrow l would 

be happy to do so. Just let me know when and what number to call. 

Because this request: and how to proceed was discussed during a recent meeting with Vince and Stew-:~ present, I have als.:_~ added Stew-:~ to this 

correspondence along with another copy of the request for refer¢_mce - in case you wouh:~ lille to touch-base with either or bot:h about what was 

discussed, 

Thanks! 

Regina 

@3-1~:}0 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 

Seat= Thursday, March 06, 2014 5:45 PM 
To" Stabile, Regina 

6¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Orth, Zach; Norton, IVlolly 
$~bject; RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Regina, 

Thanks for your note regarding the public records request from the Associated Press for all emails sent to and from the University’s Athletic Director 

and subordinate staff, including Assistant Athletic Directors, administrative staff, head coaches, and assistant coaches. 

It is not simply a matter of searching a database; it is a matter of creating a list of those people. In discussing the request with our human resource 

representative, it is our estimate that it would take approximately 3 weeks and 10 hours a week allocated to this project as we would have to do an 

electronic search of our database for who was employed in these various capacities between 2008 and 2013. Some of our records are electronic and 

some are paper. We would have to go to the paper file and review the paper file. We would have to compile the list and then we would verify our list 

prior to knowing which emails we would be looking for. At that time, we could turn it over to our IT staff for them to run a search of the emails that 

exist. Additionally, we’ve had a change in servers in the past S years and some of the requested information may not be available on our existing 

computer system. 

As I have been told in various meetings, we are not required to create or compile information. The very fact that we will have to create and compile a 

list to fulfill the request seems to indicate that we do not have the information available that is being requested. Should they want to modify their 

request, it might be fulfilled more expeditiously. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Sincerely, 



Bubba 

From." Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 3:59 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc,, Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; 31e, Vince; Orth, Zach; Norton, Molly 
Subject." RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Good Afternoon Bubba --- 

We appreciate your concerns. 

We are limited by the NC Public Records Act regarding what fees we can assess related to processing public records requests~ The NC Public Records 

Act does allow for assessing fees specific to extensive use of information technology resourc:_~s or extensive clerical or supervisory assistance, Under 

th:_~ University’s Public Records Policy the amount o[ ti~u? required Lo result in a d:_d:erm[naLk)n that fl: is extensive in Lhis way is 4 hours -that is, if it is 

estimated that it wifl take more than 4 hours we would assess fees t:or that additional time {we would not assess fees for the initial 4 hours). We 

would also provide the requester an opportunity to modify the request to avoid the assessment of fees. 

Specific to identifying and gathering email, it is our understanding from working with IT folks over tile past couple of ’,,ears that emails can be 

retrieved with IT assistance relatively quickly, even when spanning several ’,,ears like this request, In most cases it took approximately I720 minutes 

-occasionally it took slightly ow-_~r an hour, but thaL was sl:[ll well below Lhe 4--h.:_~ur threshold. 

Perhaps there is additional in formath:m thaL we need to b:_~ rnach:_~ aware of r:_~garding how your ernails are stored Lhat w.:_~uh:~ r:_~qu[re mor:_~ thaf~ 4 

hours to retrieve copies with IT assistance. If we could touch-base with whoever is looking into this on your behalf that would be he[pl:ul ---feel free 

to have that person contact Zach or me to discuss further. 

Sincere regards, 

Regina 

Regba ,:. St~bi:e ,:.:). 

OF, ice of !J;;h,e~t~ty Cou~]sei 

222 East Camem.~ Ave~ue 
Ch:%,e: ~-:1:~ No~t~ Cr~:<,:m~ 27!;::::-?/10:~ 

M:~:,’, O#,,i< e ’,..ine: 9 :1~-142. 52 :1~ 
,:-at.aim/:# ~fg.TJ4~-1~f7 

E~ee[:~on:~ Ma[b reqina..s~abJ~,(o~un~ edu 

From: Cunningham, 8ubba 
Sent." Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:52 PM 
To: Orth, Zach; Gallo, .lr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince 
Cc-" Norton, Molly; Stabile, Regina 
Subject." RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Dear Zach, 
The request from Mr. Gillum is extensive. [ have reviewed the university policy that addresses how and when expenses will be charged to individuals who request 
public records. [ will provide an estimate of the time and resources requested for us to fulfill Mr. Gillum’s request and [ have assigned a staff member to provide 
that information to you. 
Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent." Monday, March 03, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, .lr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince 
Cc-" Norton, Molly; Stabile, Regina 
Subject." Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Dear Bubba, Larry, and Vince, 

Attached is a public records request our office received. We are requesting your assistance with gathering the e-mail correspondence that is 

responsive to item #i (listed in the request and summarized below): 

All of your emails from Jan. I, 2008, to Dec. 3.0, 203.3, that you sent or received in which the following words appear in the subject or body of 

the email message: "discipline", "arrest", "lawsuit", "suspended", "crime", "prosecutor", "accuser", "police", "cops" or "93.1." 

In order to respond to this request in an efficient manner, we need to receive your correspondence as a PST file. I have attached instructions that will 

walk you through the process. Please coordinate with an IT professional in your area for assistance, as needed. 

To the extent that you have any questions or concerns during the gathering process, please feel free to call (919) 843-8894. Thank you for your 

assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach d. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave.IChapel Hill. NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct)l(919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina_stabile@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

I believe Regina is referring to a question I asked Steve Keadey at yesterday’s meeting about the ACC!Maryland issue. 

I will call Regina on Friday for clarification. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 6, 2014 at 11:20 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(a~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stabile, Regina" <regina stabile@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, Vince Ille 

<ille@unc.edu> Molly Norton <mbnorton~unc.edu> Zach Orth <.o_.r_t_._h_@_.e__.m__.a_!!.._u__n_.c_:_.e_d__u_> 

Subject: Re: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Regina, 

I have attended one public records meeting during the past two months or longer. Like Steve, I also do not recall any specific discussion of this request. I’m happy to help with this. 

Vince 

On Mar 6, 2014, at 10:34 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc edu> wrote: 

Regina 

Are you sure I was present at a meeting where this was discussed? I do not recall discussing this. If I was there and we did discuss this particular request, I apologize 

but I do not recall what was decided. I know I don’t remember discussing Larry’s email account. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com ............................ 

’:i:i:i:i:ii!: ii:! <.i::il i::i!: i :!i! .iil i::iil iii:: !i:ii:i i i::ii: ii i’ll:’::> i i ill: ii’:i ?i:i: ii’:ii::i: i, :i %:!i .... 

From: <Stabile>, Regina Stabile <reg!na stabile@unc~edp> 

Date: Thursday, March 6, 2014 at 9:47 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Orth, Zach" <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Hi BLEt~t~a -- 

I think there has been a misunderstanding. Zach’s message was meant [o serve as a notification thai we were seeking assistance with searching just 

3 emaif accounts --.yours, Vince’s and Larry’s, 

It may be easiest for us to touch-base briefly by phone to clear up the misunderstanding, If there is a good tM~e for me to call you tomorrow I would 

be happy to do so. ,Just let me know when and what number to call. 

gecaus~-:~ this request and h.:_~w to pr.:_~c~-:~ed was discussed during a recent meeting with Vim>:~ and Steve present, I have also added Steve t:o t:his 

correspondence along with another copy of the reques[ ]:or reference--in case you would like to touch-base wi[h ei[her or both about what was 

discussed. 

Thanks! 

Regina 

~,I:3-17_80 

From-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 5:45 PM 
To: Stabile, Regina 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; 1lie, Vince; Orth, Zach; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Regina, 

Thanks for your note regarding the public records request from the Associated Press for all emails sent to and from the University’s Athletic Director 

and subordinate staff, including Assistant Athletic Directors, administrative staff, head coaches, and assistant coaches. 



It is not simply a matter of searching a database; it is a matter of creating a list of those people. In discussing the request with our human resource 

representative, it is our estimate that it would take approximately 3 weeks and 10 hours a week allocated to this project as we would have to do an 

electronic search of our database for who was employed in these various capacities between 2008 and 2013. Some of our records are electronic and 

some are paper. We would have to go to the paper file and review the paper file. We would have to compile the list and then we would verify our list 

prior to knowing which emails we would be looking for. At that time, we could turn it over to our IT staff for them to run a search of the emails that 

exist. Additionally, we’ve had a change in servers in the past S years and some of the requested information may not be available on our existing 

computer system, 

As I have been told in various meetings, we are not required to create or compile information. The very fact that we will have to create and compile a 

list to fulfill the request seems to indicate that we do not have the information available that is being requested, Should they want to modify their 

request, it might be fulfilled more expeditiously. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Stabile, Regina 

Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 3:59 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; life, Vince; Orth, Zach; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Good Afl:ernoon Bubba- 

We appreciate your concerns. 

We are limited by the NC Public Records Act regarding what fees we can assess related to processing pubiic records requests. The NC PubUc Records 

Act does ailow for assessing fees specific to extensive use of information technology resources or extensive clerical or supervisory assistance. Under 

the University’s Public Records Policy the amount of time required to result in a determination that it is extensive in this way is 4. hours -- that is, if it 

is estimated that it will take more than 4 hours we would assess fees for that additional time (we would not assess fees for the initial 4 hours). We 

would ado provh:h? the requesb:_~r an .:_~pporhmi~:y to modify th~-_~ n:_~quest to aw:fid the a’~sessmem: of fe~-_m, 

Specific to iden~:ifying and gathering email, it is our understanding from w.:_wking wi~:h R foll~s over tfu:_~ past couple of years that ~-:~mails can be 

rettieved with IT assisLance refatively quickly, even when spanning several years like this request. In most cases it took approximately 1~0 

minutes ---occasionaUy it took slightly over an hour, but that was still well below the 4-hour threshold, 

Perhaps there is additional information that we need to be made aware of regarding how your emats are stored that would require more than 4 

hours to re[:riew? copies with IT assis[:ance. I~ we could touch-base with whoew?r is I.:>:_~king into this on your behaff [:hat would be helph.d - fl:_u?l ~re~-_~ 

to ha~e thai person contact Za(:~q or me to diacuss further. 

Sincere regards, 

Regina 

Regb~a J Stabile. ZD 
Dfzec¢o~, gnstf~udons[ Rec ohds a,’~d Repo~tfng Cem,d/~nce 
Off/s~ cf Ut;ivers4y Ccun:~e/ 

The L)ffvsrs.h, of Noztb Caro~-m~ ;~ CbP,,.’3÷~ tfi¢ 

222 East Cameron qvenue 
C,’,’ape" t~W, No~t~ Card,~?# 27599.§ 105, 

Du co# L~?e: 9 a,9 -B~3- !~O 
Main Office Lh;e: 9!9.962-12~.9 
F~o[:~JJf#: 9 ~91843.16~ 7 

E ~ e ~, t~ o n ;, c ~, 4 ~i ~ _m__f~i_n___a__ s_La_b__LLe_(O_U_! Lc_~ e__d__u__ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:52 PM 
To: Orth, Zach; Galo, .lr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince 
Co: Norton, Molly; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: RE: Seeking assistance - public records request- re: e-mail re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Dear Zach, 
The request from Mr. Gillum is extensive. [ have reviewed the university policy that addresses how and when expenses will be charged to individuals who 
request public records. I will provide an estimate of the time and resources requested for us to fulfill Mr. Gillum’s request and I have assigned a staff member to 
provide that information to you. 
Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 1:29 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, _Ir., Larry A.; Tlle, Vince 
Co: Norton, Molly; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Seeking assistance - public records request - re: e-mal re: "arrest," "discipline," etc. 

Dear Bubba, Larry, and Vince, 

Attached is a public records request our office received. We are requesting your assistance with gathering the e-mail correspondence that is 

responsive to item #1 (listed in the request and summarized below): 

All of your emails from Jan. 1, 2008, to Dec. 10, 2013, that you sent or received in which the following words appear in the subject or body of 

the email message: "discipline", "arrest", "lawsuit", "suspended", "crime", "prosecutor", "accuser", "police", "cops" or "911." 

In order to respond to this request in an efficient manner, we need to receive your correspondence as a PST file. I have attached instructions that will 

walk you through the process. Please coordinate with an IT professional in your area for assistance, as needed. 

To the extent that you have any questions or concerns during the gathering process, please feel free to call (919) 843-8894. Thank you for your 

assistance. 



Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach d. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Ch.a_pel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave.IChepel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct)l(919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Monday, 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thank You From UNC Softball Bat Gift 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~kJive.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:44:34 AM EDT 
" " J " ~ 

"v x¢" To: Papa, Donna --c!W(tbm~caa.unc.eduz, ToW Bal& ’m <towb@uncaa.unc.edu>, mvyoung <mvyoung@email.unc.edu>, Suzanne Tadlock 

%~mail.com> 

Cc: 

Subject: Fwd: Thank You From , UNC Softball Bat Girl 

Take time "to read the emaJ1 below t?om the bat girl’s morn. This was a great email to begin my week! You all always go al*ove and beyoM to serve the 
youth. From chmnpions lbr change yesterday to the way you treated our bat girl, thank you tbr being such great examples. Just as this little girl will never 
forget her day yesterday, I hope you all never forget the positive impact you are having on the lives of children. 

I will aJways be proud to be a part of this program. 

Enjoy the sunshine!’. :) 

@live.unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: at 1:54:50 AM EDT 

To: LSbJive.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thank You From      UNC Softball 

Dear UNC softball team, 

I would like to take a moment to say "thank you" to everyone- you, the players, coaches and staf£     has had a permanent grin on her 

face from the time we left the game to the time she went to bed. This was definitely one experience that she will never forget. AND as a 

pearent ofa 7 year old who is growing up in a sometimes creel and negative world, I would like to say thank you for allowing all girls from 

camp this positive experience. This team (you, players and coaches) not only made her feel welcome, you all took time to show/tell her what 

to do, included her in the home run celebrations at the plate, and the celebration after the game on the mound, and when the game was over, 

the team signed a poster for her. (Which she is currently sleeping with). But most importantly, (to me as the parent ofa 7 year old) I was 

super excited to see such good examples being set from the players, from good sportsmanship, teamwork, and encouragement, to kindness, 

and good manners. I know that may seem a little crazy but "this team is not only a very talented group of athletes but they are role models and 

example setters lbr all young kids. Seven year olds are in that "I want to be like......" stage of growing up and they take in and observe 

everything. I mn very pleased to say that     could say that about anyone oftbe members (as she already has) oftbe TaJcHeel Softball 

Team and that would bring a proud smile to my face. This team is a class act-keep up the good work’. You all axe doing wonder[hi things Pax 

beyond playing soflbaJl-you axe helping mold lives of the younger generation. Thank you again for being such positive role models in the lives 

of many young female athletes-you are taking it to the next level! 

Sincereb; 

Mother of your for game vs. Syracuse 



Sent from nay iPad 

On , at 9:19AM, ’< ~live.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

Good morning, 

We are looking tbrward to having you as a bat girl this weekend. Just wanted to make sure 

for our 1PM game. Hopefully we will finally have a nice weekend to play’ at Anderson. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Go Heels! 

plans to be here on Sunday’ 

@live.unc.edu 
www.don najpapasoftballcamps.com 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Softball Bat Girl 
Date: at 9:07:03 AM EST 
To: @gmail.com> 

Hello from your Tax Heel Softball Tea,n! 

We are so excited to be one week away from our season opener in Lafayette, Louisiana!’. Our team has been 

working so hard and we look forward to seeing that pay’ offon the fiel!! 

On that note, I finally have a bat girl ,schedule somewhat complete. I apologize for the delay in getting the dates to 

you. It seemed every’one requested the same games. Alabama was the most popular game as they are a huge 

highlight on our schedule. However. we have decided to do something special for the Alabama series. We roll be 

holding a silent auction in March. One of the items tbr this will include the opportunity "to be a bat girl for one of 

the Alabama ga*nes. Details Ibr this have not yet been relea~d but should be finalized soon. Please continue to 

check goheels.com tbr intbrmation on this opportanity. There will be many great items to bid on along with the 

bat girl opportanity! 

Your game to be bat girl will be: at IPM vs. Syracuse. 

Please make plans to arrive at Eugene Anderson Softball Stadium at least 20 minutes prior to game time. You 

will meet at the merehandise trailer. I will be up to get you at some point before the game begins and take her 

down to the dugout. We ask that you please bring a helmet with you if at all possible. And ofcom~e if yon 

have something Carolina blue we love to see that! But if not, jns~t wear something comfortable. 

During the ga*ne we ask that the bat girl be mindful of the staff and players needing to get in and out of the 

dugout. It gets very, crowded in there so if they can just stay back away fi-om the entrance when they are not 
running out to get a bat. Also, with the crowd in the dugout we ask that parenk,~/siblings/friend~etc, not come 

down to the dugout with the bat girl. If you would like photos and such plea~ just check with me during the 

ganle first and I will be sure to arrange a time to get photos for you. 

Finally, we want to make sure they have fun!! We love giving tiffs opportunity to the young girls of our sport and 

hope they will enjoy themselves. We want to show them what being a Tar Heel is all about. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. If your date no longer works for your schedule please let me know 

ASAP. If things come up during the season and you won’t be able to make it please also let me know ASAP. 

Thanks for your support of Carolina Softball! We hope to see you at many games this season’. 



@live.unc.edu 
www.donnajpapasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Thank You From UNC Softball Bat Gift 

Great fftoly thanlcs for sharing it. 

It is a wonderful example of the important role student athletes play at the University. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On at 9:33 AM, "Ille, Vince" < j_ll_.e_@_qn__c_’:._e_d___t~- wrote: 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Monday, 9:31 AM 
To: llle, Vince, Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Fwd: Thank You From UNC Softball Bat Girl 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

h~om: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 8:44:34 AM EDT 

To: "Papa, Donna" <di p@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tony Baldwin <touvb(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, mvyoung <mvyoulN(~)email.uuc.edu>, Suzanne 

Tadlock < (~)gmaJl.com> 
Cc: 

Subject: Fwd: Thank You From , UNC Softball Bat Girl 

Take time to read the email below from the bat girl’s mom. This was a great emaJl to begin my week! You all always go above and beyond 

to serve the youth. From champions tbr change yesterday to the way you treated our bat gift, thank you for being such great examples. Just 

as this little gift roll never tbrget her day yesterday, I hi~pe you all never tbrget the positive impact you are having on the lives of children. 

I will a]ways be proud to be a part of this program. 
Enjoythe sunshine!! :) 

l~live amc ~edu 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: ~ g _r_ _n_ @ :_ _c_ o _r_ _n_ > 

Date: at 1:54:50 AM EDT 

To: @liv’e.unc.edu> 
Subject: Thank You From      UNC Softball Bat Girl 

Dear UNC softball team, 
I would like to tg~e a moment to ~y "thank you" to everyone- you, the players, coaches and staff has had a pennanent 

grin on her thce from the time we left the gmne to the time she went to bed. This was definitely one experience that she roll 

never forget. AND as a parent ofa 7 year old who is growing up in a sometimes creel and negative woftd, I would like to say 

thank you for allowing all gifts from camp this positive experience. This team (you, players and coaches) not only made her feel 

welcome, you all took time to show;/tell her what to do, included her in the home run celebrations at the plate, and the 

celebration after the game on the mound, and when the game was over, the team signed a poster for her. (Which she is 
currently sleeping with). But most importantly, (to me as the parent ofa 7 year old) I was super excited to see such good 

examples being set from the players, from good sportsmanship, teamwork, and encouragement, to kindness, and good 

manners. I know that may seem a little crazy but this team is not only a ve~ talented group of athletes but they are role models 



and example setters for all young kids. Seven yeas olds are in that "I want to be like......" stage of growing up and they take in 

and observe everything. I am very pleased to say that     could say that about anyone of the members (as she already has) of 

the TarHeel Softball Team and that would bring a proud smile to my face. This team is a class act-keep up the good work! 

You all are doing wonderthl things tZar beyond playing softball-you are helping mold lives of the younger generation. Thank you 

again for being such positive role models in the lives of maJly young female athletes-you axe taking it to the next level! 

Sincerely, 

Mother of your bat girl for game vs. Syracuse 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 9:19 AM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, 

We are looking forward to having you as a bat girl this weekend. Just wanted to make sure plans to be here 

on Sunday for our 1PM game. Hopefully we will finally have a nice weekend to play at Anderson. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Go Heels! 

@live.unc.edu 
~_~_d____o___n__0__a_ j _p___a_p__a___s___o____fLb___aJ_t_c___a____m__D_s__&_o__~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Softball Bat Girl 
Date: at 9:07:03 AM EST 
To: @_g__m____a_ j_l_:__c___o____m__ > 

Hello from your Tar Heel Softball Temn! 

We are so excited to be one week away from our season opener in Lafayette, Louisiana!’. Our team has been 

working so hard mid we look forward to seeing that pay offon the fiel!! 

On that note, I finally have a bat girl ,schedule somewhat complete. I apologize for the delay in getting the dates to 

you. It seemed everyone requested the same games. Alabama was the most popular game as they are a huge 

highlight on our schedule. However. we have decided to do something special for the Alabama series. We roll be 

holding a silent auction in March. One of the items for this roll include the oppoflunity to be a bat girl for one of 
the Alabama games. DetaJJ s lbr this have not yet been released but should be finalized soon. Please continue to 

check goheels.com tbr intbrmation on "this opportuniW. There will be maJly great items to bid on along with the bat 

girl opportunity! 

Your game to be bat girl will be: Sunday,                vs. Syracuse. 
Please make plans to arrive at Eugene Anderson Softball Stadium at least 20 migrates prior to game time. You will 

meet at the merchandise trailer. I will be up to get you at some point before the game begins and take her down to 

the dugout. We ask that you please bring a helmet with you if at all possible. And of course if you have 

sometlfing Ce¢olina blue we love to see that! But if not just wear something comfortable. 
During the game we ask that the bat girl be mindfifl of the staffand players needing to get in mid out of the dugout. 

It gets very crowded in there so if they can just stay back away from the entrance when they are not running out 

to get a bat. Also, with the crowd in the dugout we ask that parents/siblings/friends/etc, not come down to the 

dugout with the bat girl. If you would like photos and such please just check with me during the game first and I 

will be sure to arraJlge a "time to get photos tbr you. 

Finally, we want to make sure they have thn!! We love giving this opportunib, to "the young girls of our sport and 

hope they will enjoy themselves. We want to show them what being a Tar Heel is all about. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. If your date no longer works for your schedule please let me know 

ASAP. If things come up during the season mid you won’t be able to make it please also let me know ASAP. 

Thanks for your support of Carolina Softbal!! We hope to see you at mmly games tlts season’. 

@[Lv__e_._~__u___n___c__,__e___d___u_. 
~_:_d__q__n___n___a_ j _p_a_p___a___s_9___fLb_a_J_[_c_a____m__ig_s__&_q__n__q_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -qljp@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:51 AM 

Butler, I,ee <lbutler@theacc.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Pitt series 

Lee~ 

Is it possible for us to move it to Fri Sat. Now weather in Chapel hill looks like Rain Sunday but clear Fri !Sat. Pitt asked about that. 

Donna 

From: Butler, Lee [mailto:lbutler@theacc,org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:35 AM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: Pitt series 
~r)onE~a, 

There is nuthing that prohibits the series fi’om moving to Chapel Hill or another location. ’I}-pically, afler fl~e host site declares their field mlplayable, they will try to find a 

facility ~x. ithin fl~eir same region flint is; ;~hle to host. If they cannot find one and both b:~stinltion’s agree to move the location of the series, a request needs to be submitted to 

me iu writing along with approwd ti-orn b~th Athletic L)irecto~s. Me’crag the location of the series in 2014 will have no iriNact on where you play that team in 2015 (Le. your 

2015 home and away opponents will remain as ofiginally scheduled). 

Let me 1,~ow if you have questions. 

Lee 

From: Papa, Donna 3 [mailto:djp@. unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:14 PM 
To: Butler, Lee 
Subject: Pitt series 

Lee, 
The weather at Pitt does not look good for this weekend. Holly and I spoke this evening. As of today d~ei~ field is like pudding. With snow or potential rain on 

Wednesday and temps in the 20s on Thursday and 50’s on Friday... the same could be for Sat. Sat has rain and snow forecast. It is going to be in 60’s and sunny here. 

I know Holly has talked to her admins about the possibility of them coming here. We have all been struggling getting games in .She is concerned because their next 

series is at Notre Dame -so weather may b~-_~ factor ~:here too. 

I am aware that our baseball tearn brought BC here one year iF I am (:orrec:L fs it possible ~:o do this. 

They would be home team.. 

Your thoughts. 

Donna 

From: Butler, Lee [mailto:lbutler@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 20, 2024 7:35 PN 
To: Ashley Obrest (obrest@bc,edu), Blake Miller (blakemjller@virqinia.edu); Deanna Gumpf (qumpf,2@nd.edu), Papa, Donna J, Holly Aprile (haprile@athleticsj:)itt.edu); Leigh 
Ross (Iross02(,~syr.edu), Lonni Alameda (aalameda~fsu.edu); Sandy Pearsall (sandy@gocards~cor~9, Scot Thomas (s¢ot.thomas@vt.edu); Shawn Rychcik 
(shawn i~/chcik@ncsu.edu); Shelly Hoemer (shoerner@gtaa.gatech.edu); dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu; bwaxman@admin.fsu.edu; helmsc@vt.edu 
Cc: Pierce, Kris 
Subject: ACC Scheduling Call 
Importance: High 
SoftbMl Coaches. 

We will have a corhf’erence call next Tuesday, March 18 at 10:00 am. The call ilNmnation is listed below and the two items of discussion a~’e ~ts tollows: 

1. 2016 ACC Reguhur Season Schedule t"ormaL on our last call, yon all recommend playing 7 conference opponents (21 gmr~es) in 2016. However, whh a~ odd 

m3mber of teams (11) it’s mathematically impossible tbr every’one to play ar~ odd imr~Ner of opponents. I imagine you waut to look at playing 6, 8~ or 10 corhf~rence 

opponents each year. I’ll Nso ask fbr a eha~npionship Format recommendation fbr 2016. "(our origi~lN recommendation was to have a 10-tea~n championship when 

playing 7 conference opponents. 

2. Charapionship Site Standards on our last call, you all recommended the aLtached champio~lship silo standa~:ds. Over the next week, please take time to speak whh 

your theility tk~]ks to see how these standards at~fbct your abi]ity to host. I’ve heard t]’om some of you who have concerns about the mininnm~ ]ighting requirement. 

Pai~icipa~: passcode: 

Di~3i in Phene Nambe~: 

Tell free: 1-866-244-852g 

Toll: 1-719-457-0816 

If you have a~ly questions, just let me know~ 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Butler, Lee <lbutler@theacc.olg> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 12:33 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Pitt series 

NOr Ca~mot move off originally sche&fled days for the series;. 

Lee 

From: Papa, Donna .1 [mailto:djp@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:51 AM 
To: Butler, Lee 
¢c: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Pitt series 

Lee, 

Is it possible for us to move it to Fri Sat. Now weather in Chapel hill looks like Rain Sunday but clear gd/Sat, Pitt asked about that, 

From: Butler, Lee [E)_a__[[_t__o_L[_b___ut_[_e_L,r@_th___ea__£_c_=__or_g] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :t:t, 2014 :t:t:35 AM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: RE: Pitt series 
DollrI;L 

"Ilaere is nothing flaat prohibits the series f’rom moving to Chapel Hill or mlother location. Typically, after flae host site decl~es their field tmplayable, they will t~T to find a 

f:acility withth their same regk~E~ that is able k~ host. ffthey c;mnot find oue and both institution’s agree to move the location of’the series, a reqtaest needs to be submitted to 

me in writing along with approval from both Athletic Directors. Moving the location of the series in 2014 will hm;e no impact on Maere you play that temr~ in 2015 (Le. your 

2015 home aud ;~v~,a}, opponents will remain ;~.* or~giuNly sche&aIed)r 

Let me k~low if you have questions. 

Lee 

From: Papa, Donna 3 [mailto:djp@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 9:14 PM 
To: Butler, Lee 
Subject: Pitt series 

Lee, 

The weather at Pitt does not look good for this weekend, Holly and I spoke this evening, As of today their field is like pudding, With snow or potential rain on 

Wednesday and temps in the 20s on Thursday and 50’s on Friday.,, the same could be for Sat. Sat has rain and snow forecast, It is going to be in 60’s and sunny here, 

f know Holly has talked to her admins about the possibiliW of them coming here, W~-_~ haw:_~ all been struggling getting games in Sh~-_~ is concern~:_~d because their next 

series is at Notre l.h, am~:_~ -so weath~:_~r may be [actor there too, 

I am aware thai our baseball team brought BC here one year’ if I arn correct. Is if possible to do this. 

They would be home tea~TL. 

Your thoughts, 

Donna 

From: Butler, Lee [ma!lto:!butle[@theacc.or~ 
Sent: Monday, March J.0, 2014 7:35 PM 
To: Ashley Obrest (obrest@bc.edu); Blake Miller (blakemiller@virginia.edu), Deanna Gumpf (qumpf.2@nd.edu); Papa, Donna J; Holly Aprile (haprile@athletics.pitt.edu), Leigh 
Ross (Jr_9__s__s0__l_,r~_s_~E#___du_.); Lonni Alameda (_a___aJ_a__m___ed___a__@fs___u_=__ed___u_); Sandy Pearsall (._s__an___d_~_@g_oc___ards__&OLr_0; Scot Thomas (_scot_=_th___o_r[]_a___s@~=ed___u_); Shawn Rychcik 
(shawn rychcik@ncsu.edu); Shelly Hoerner (shoerner@gtaa.gatech.edu); dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu; bwaxman@admin.fsu.edu; helmsc@vt.edu 

Cc: Pierce, Kris 
Subject: ACC Scheduling Call 
Tmportance: High 
Softball Coaches, 

We will have a co~4"erence call ne~t TtEesday, March lg at I0:00 a.m The call intbm~ation is listed below a~ld the two items of discussion are as follows: 

I. 2016 ACC Reot~Iar Seasou Sche&fle Format ou our last call you all recommeE~d playing "7 coufereuce opponents (21 games) in 2016. However, with au odd 

number of teams (11) it’s mathematically impossible l~)r everyone to play as~ odd number of opponents~ I imagine you want to look at playing 6, g, or 10 coie"erence 

oppone~lts each ye~ur. I’ll also ask for a championship fbmaat recommendation for 2016. Your original recommendation was to have a 10-team chmr@onship when 

playing 7 cont~rence opponents. 

2. Championship Site Stmlda~’ds on our last call, you all reeomme~lded the attached eha~npionship site standards. Over the ~ext week, please take time to speak with 

your facility lblLs to see how these standards affect your ability to host. I’ ve heard li’om some of yot~ who have concerns about the mh~irnum lighting requirement. 

Pm’~icipant passcode: 

Dial in Pllone Nmnbers: 

Toll free: l-g66-244-g528 

Tell: 1-719-457-0g16 

If yon have any questions, just let me l,J~ow. 

f,ee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cutmingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Former UNC Player Speaks Out About Academic ScmMal 

From: Jack Bechta [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 11, 2014 2:34 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject" Fwd: Former UNC Player Speaks Out About Academic Scandal 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Brian Foy <Brian.Fov@huddlepass.com> 

Date: Tue, Mar 11, 2014 at 11:31 AM 
Subject: Former UNC Player Speaks Out About Academic Scandal 

For Immediate Release 

Contact: Brian Foy 

574-210-7633 

Brian,Foy@HuddlePass,com 

UNC whistleblower Mary Willingham is accused of ’ulterior motives’ in no-show classes scandal by Former UNC star Defensive 
Back Matt Merletti 

Chicago, IL. (3-11-2014) - Former star UNC Defensive Back Matt Merletti (2007-2011 ) spoke out on the HuddlePass podcast, ’Inside the Huddle: Noflh Carolina 

’ " V 
~th ¯ 

Academic Scandal with Fom~er Tar Heel Matt Merletti’ on l~nd% March, 2014 accusing MaRc Willingham, (UNC Leaming Specialist, 2003-2010), of’’ulterior 
motives". Willingham, who has been become publicly notable as the whistleblower in this scandal, asserted in her research that between 8-10 percent of athletes screened 
by UNC between 2005-2012 were "functionally illiterate." 

Merletti agreed that there is a serious issue that needs to be addressed, saying ’I don’t thii~k it is right tbr colleges to let kids in like that." But when asked by ’Inside the 
IIuddle~ host Aaron Morse what he would do if he were in Willinghmn’s shoes, Merletti responded ’I would never have put UNC in the spotli~t ... I personally think that 
she has ulterior motives." 

Merletti later elaborated, saying "[Willingham] has a book coming out. I flfink it’s extremely convenient that her name is plastered all over headlines nationwide ... Is it 
okay to make money offthose kids by writing a book and making them look bad? She should be ashamed of he,elf for doing this." 

Mefletti, a double major in Communications and Exercise Sports Science, is won’ied about how the media backlash will attEct the perception of all student-athletes at 
UNC. He stated that "[Willinghaln} is making all UNC stu&nt-athletes look stupid. And that’s wrong ... it’s almost like she’s being malicious." 

The commentaw wasn’t completely negative as Merletti commended Willinghmn for going to Congress to actually try to fix the problem. He stated "that’s the way you do 
things" but he was quick to shift the focus back upon his prilna~, contention, which is Willinghmn’s eagerness to go to the media. 

’Ihere is clearly an issue that spans across the entire NCAA, which Merletti comments on throughout the ’Inside the Huddle’ podcast episode, but he truly believes that 
Mary Willingham is going to the media in order to promote her book at the expense of his degree and his school. Mefletti believes this is a tlavesty and should be a strong 
consideration before the media mad the public throws his univelMty under the bus. 

Alatt ~Ierletti and other bWC Football Alnms within the HuddlePass Network are available immediately for interview 

HuddlePass’ inchMes a network of 250+ (and counting) former college .football players, inchMing Eric Crouch, deff Smoker, Stephen Garcia, Stuart 

Schweigert, Phillip Buchanon, Alex Brink, and many more who are passionate and knowledgeable about their programs. Please contact Brian Foy (contact 

irtfo at top of page) if you would like to discuss opportunities to get in touch with a member of the network. 

This message was sent to Jack. If you no longer wish to receive email from us, please follow the link below or cow and paste the entire link into your browser. 

http://~v.:~nr3.com’~rm’~ ~ 52~269-96842367-2- ~ 6 ~-A V~-6 ~ ~A:’~ack.bechta~na~na~:~tba~p~st.c~m/HCS~E78 



Froln: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:26 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Fwd: Pitt Trip 

@live.unc.edn> 

Hi Vince, 

Here is the response I got from Anthony and Southwesl. It sounds like it is possible to get a refund/voncher but not a gt~arantee. 

@live.unc.edu 
www.donnajpa pasoftballcamps.com 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Alison McGee <AlisonMcGee@anthonytravel.com> 
Subject: RE: Pitt Trip 
Date: at 4:59:47 PM EDT 
To: @live.unc.edu> 

-- t just tried to call you, 

t have heard back from my supervisor and i:his is what I have been told. 

Southwest wifl only take the request to refund group rickets under consideration. 

I]: the game gels cancelled due to weather, we wilt need a letter from the host, on their letterhead stating the tournament was cancefted. We will 

then write another letter on our behalf from UNC and request a voucher or refund due because of the bad weather and send the paper tickets back to 

Southwest by Federal Express Southwest will review the letters and will then make their decision and iet us know if they will compensate anyi:hing 

Generally refunds are not made when cancelling group travel The con~:ract does s~:ate that ~:he tickets are dab:e/flight specific and are nonrefundable, 

However, since Anthony Travel does so much business with Southwest, we are hoping that they rnight be willing to work with us. We witl do 

whatever we can though to help---I just looked at the invoice for those tickets and they were not inexpensive! 

Do you know when a decision ix going to be made? We need to make sure that we cancel the flights in a timely manner, and I would have to do this 

directly with the group department mvself so that thev can document everything and get the ball rolling---so iust let me know. 

Thanks and haw:_~ a good evening! 

Alison 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: Alison McGee 
Subject: Re: Pitt Trip 

Thank you! Feel free to call me if it is easier to relay inlb 

~@ive.unc.edu 
Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:29 PM, "Alison McGee" <Aliso~lcGee¢}anthon~,1mveLcom> wrote: 

Hi 

I haw:_~ forwarded this information over i:o my superiors at Anthony Travel, Inc, 

They will get in contact with Southwest for us to see if anything could be done should we need to cancel the tickets. 

I will keep you posted! 

Alison 

From: @live,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:49 PM 
To: Alison McGee 
Subject: Re: Pitt Trip 

It is definitely ,something we are strongly considering because all parties want to be able to play this weekend. Vince Ille is our sport 

administrator and he just wanted us to double check to make sure there is no way at all for us to get a credit for the flights or get any portion 

refunded at all ...any option whatsoever we want to consider. 

Thanks! 



L~i;live.unc.edu 
Sent t?om my iPhone 

On , at 9:30 AM, "Alison McGee" <A~_!_i_~R_r_~Lc_._()__e___e_2~_~_Ln__t__lL~£!~¢j:_a_!:_e_l:~£g£, wrote: 

Good morning 

[ have located your flight information for’ the upcoming weekend trip to Pittsburgh. 

Unfortunately Southwest Airlines does not allow any refunds or exchanges of any t’~,pe on group tickets; so if we don’t use 

these tickets this weekend they will be a totM loss, 

[ don"t like being the bearer of b~d news, but although Southwest does offer g~eat ~irfares and free bags, when it comes to 

cancelling groups they are not willing to work with us at all 

[,’lease let me know if yot~ decide to cancel or ill can help yot~ with anything else! 

Thmlks, 

Alison McGee 

From: /@!!ve,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:41 PM 

To: Alison McGee 
Subject: Fwd: PittTrip 

Hi Alison, 

Forwarding you my request to Cindi below. Just let me know ASAP what you cml do for us. We haven’t received 

confirnmtion from ACC mid our adnlinis~tmtion yet but want to get the ball rolling on options. 

Thanks! 

,~li_,_,__e_,_t_~ ~_:~_d___~_~. 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: ;(tlive.uac.edu> 

Date: at 8:37:29 PM EDT 
To: Cindi Atwater <cindiatwater~l)a~thonytravel.com> 

Subject: Pitt ’hip 

Hi Cindi- - 

You’re going to love us--- 

We wanted m check abont may ]yossibilities we may have with our Pittsburgh "trip tills weekend m~d switching 

with Pitt m come here instead. With the weather in Pitt recently m~d the chmlce of snow this weekend we have 

discussed having them come here instead. I know our tickets have already been issued so not sure what options 

we have but wanted to gauge what we may be able to do. I know baseball did this with BC last year. 

Just let me know when you get a chance. Thanks! 

,~)live,tmc.e& 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: Re: Pitt Trip 

10:26 PM 

~(}live.unc.edu> 

Thmlks’. Their head coach texted us just after I sent the email to you. Thanks for worldng on it for us. Hopefully the field dries quickly and we can get them in tiffs 

weekend. The forecast for the weekend is looldng better and better. 

~bJive.unc.edu 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 8:26 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Please check witi1 Dogma to see if she’s talked ruth the HC at Pitt. I spoke ruth Donna Smlft today and don’t believe the administration at Pitt is planning 

to change their plans to play there this weekend. 

On , at 7:26 PM, t~live.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Here is the response I got from Anthony and Southwest. It ~unds like it is possible to get a rethnd/voucher but not a guarantee. 

@live,unc.edu 
www.do nnaipapasoftballca mps.com 

Begin forwarded mes~ge: 

From: Alison McGee <AlisonMcGee@anthonytravel.com> 
Subject: RE: Pitt Trip 
Date: at 4:59:47 PM EDT 
To: ’ @live.unc.edu> 

Hi          - I just tried to call you, 

I have heard back from my supervisor and this is what I have been told. 

Southwest will only take the request to refund group tickets under consideration~ 

f[ the game gets cancelled (h.E~:_~ to w~-_~a~:her., we will need a letb-:~r from tll~:_~ host., on their kd:terh~-_~ad stating th~-_~ tournament 

was cancelled. We will then write another letter on our behag [:rom UNC and request a voucher’ or’ refund due because o[: 

the bad weather and send the paper’ tickets back to Southwest by Federal Express. Southwest will review the letters and 

will then make their decision and let us know if they win compensate anything. 

Generally refunds are not made when cancelling group travel. The contract does state that the tickets are date/flight 

speci[ic and are nonreh.mdable. 

However, since Anthony Travel does so nluch business with Southwest, we are hoping tha~: ~:hey might be willing to work 

with us. We will do whatever’ we can though to help .-- I -ust looked at the invoice [:or those tickets and they were not 

inexpensive! 

Do you know when a decision is going to be made? We need to make sure that we cancel the flights in a timely manner, and 

I would have to do this directly with the group department myself so that they can document everything and get the ball 

rolling- so just let me know, 

Thanks and have a good evening! 

Alison 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 
To: Alison HcGee 
Subject: Re: Pitt Trip 

Thank you! Feel free to call me if it is easier to relay info’ 



@liveamc,edu 
Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:29 PM, "Alison McGee" < :_A_:!_i_~?_L_~__’_I__c_Q_e___e_2~_~_N_t__h_~!!~i!_ri~:__e_!_:_c_~Ln_ > wrote: 

Hi 

I have fo~warded this information over Lo my supedo~s aL Anthony Travel, Inc. 

They will get in contact with Southwest for us to see if anything could be done should we need to cancel the 

tickets. 

twill kee~)you ~msted! 

Alison 

From= ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:49 PN 
To= Alison McGee 
Subject= Re: Pitt Trip 

It is definitely something we are stamgly considering because all parties want to be able to play this weekend. 

Vince Ille is our sport administrator and he just wmated us m double check m make sure there is no way at all lbr 

us to get a credit lbr tbe flights or get any portion refunded at all ...any option whatsoever we want to consider. 

Thmlks’. 

’:a)live.unc.edu 
Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:30 AM, "All son McGee" <AlisonMcGee(~anthon~/rravel.com> wrote: 

Good morning 

I have located your flight: infofmat:ion for t:he t~pcoming weekend trip to Pittsburgh. 

LJrl[orl:u[~ate]y Southwest Airlines does not allow any refunds or exchanges of any Wpe on gro~p 

tickets; so if we don’t use these tickets this weekend they will be a total toss. 

I don’t like being the bearer o[: bad news, buL afLhough Southwest does offer great airfares and 

free bags, when it comes to cancelling groups they are not willing to work with us at all. 

Please let me know if you decide to cancel or if I can help you with anything else! 

"Fhanks, 

Alison McGee 

From: @live_unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 8:41 PM 
To= Alison McGee 
Subject= Fwd: Pitt Trip 

Hi Alison, 

Forwarding you in?’ request to Cindi below. Just let me lmow ASAP what you can do lbr us. We 

haven’t received confirmation from ACC and our administ~ation yet but wmlt to get the ball rolling on 

options. 

Thmlks! 

~i;live, unc.edu 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwoJrded message: 

From: (~’Jive.unc.edu> 

Date: at 8:37:29 PM EDT 

To: Cindi Atwater <cindialwalcr(~antbonvtravel.com> 
Subject: Pitt Trip 

Hi Cindi-- 

You’re going to love us--- 

We wmlted to check about an?, possibilities we may have ruth our Pittsburgh trip this 
weekend mad switching with Pitt to come here instead. With the weather in Pitt recently 
and "the chance of snow this weekend we have discussed having them come here 
inslead. I know our tickets have already been issued so not sure what options we have 
but wanted to gauge what we may be able to do. I know baseball did this with BC last 
year. 



Just let me know when you get a chance. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:35 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <tmcaa compliance@groups.unc.edu:~; UNCAA-SoftbaJI <uncaa ~ftball@ad.unc.edu-~ 

HOLDS - SoftbaJ1 

Please remove the hold fiom ~ftball. They ale up to date on their paperwork. 

Ttmnk~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Domiua, Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edtr-- 

Thursday, 3:36 PM 

Subject: I~NV: hffolmation on Pitt 

Parents: 

Here is some follow up info regarding Pitt for the weekend that Pitt sent us. 

We are excited about your team’s upcoming trip to the city of Pittsburgh and more specifically, the University of Pittsburgh and Petersen Sports Complex. I have 

attached a digital visitor’s guide which can be accessed at this link: http:!!bit.lyileFyNdN. It is designed to provide information on the city and the University and it 

along with the more specific softball appendix (attached) includes directions (items like where your bus should drop team off or even a meal after a series), 

contact information, restaurants and more. 

In addition to your use, please feel free to pass along this information to the families of your student-athletes or anyone else that may find this information 

helpful if they plan to attend any games or series. There is admission charge, so please note a comp list will need to be filled out for parents!families!friends. 

More information on tickets and the layout of Vartabedian Field can be found at this link: http:iiwww.pittsburghpanthers.com!tickets!pitt-tickets-w-softbl.html 

For directions to our softball facility - the Petersen Sports Complex - please use the following link: .-h--t--t-p-;/-/-.--w-.--w-.-w---..p-Lt--t--s---b--u---r-g-h-p.-a---n--t--h---e-.-r--s:--c-.-~-.--m-/---t--r--a---v---e-~[p!-t--t--~-t--r--a---v---e-!~-h-.-t.--m--!. 

As I am out on maternity leave until early April, please send any further queries to Paul Klaczak (p_!<_!__a__c___z__a__k__@___a___t__h_!__e__t_!__c__s_:p_i__t__t:___e__d__y.) and Blair Dunckel 

(bdunckel@athletics.pitt.edu). Both can aid you with any questions and concerns you may have - please do communicate on specific needs such as a locker room 

with them. 

We look forward to your visit to Pittsburgh! 

Thanks - 

Stacey Brann 

Softball Administrator 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vin McCaffrey <vmccaffrey@gametgi.com~ 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:44 PM 

John Blanchard <iohn@gan~etgi.com> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Thanks 

Bubba and Vince, 

It was great to meet you both - thanks so much for your time. We appreciate the opportunity to introduce GTG to you and am excited to continue the discussion. In 

the mean time, if there is anydling we can do to help you and your student-athletes, please let us know. 

Thanlcs again, 

Vm 

On Thu, Mar 13, 2014 at 12:11 PM, John Blanchard ~john@gametgi.com> wrote: 

Bubba and Vince, 

Thanks for meeting with Vin and me yesterday. We appreciate your time and interest in Game Theo~ Group and we are excited about the prospect of worldng 

together to fu(ther serve Carolina student-aflfletes. 

As discussed after tJle formal part of yesterday’s time together, I will coordinate for Vince both a joint meeting ruth the point person for our services at Michigan 

State and a demonstration of our software. 

I have attached an electronic version of our presentation for your use and tbr you to share with anyone you deem appropriate. 

Thanks again for meeting wifll us. We look [brward to continued interaction. 

All the best, 

John 

Vin McCaffrey 
Game Theory Group Interna’donal 
o - 252.227.4363 
c- 

skype - 
http:!!www.lin kedin .co m/in!vi nmccaffrey 
http://gmnetheorygroup.con~/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleao~, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 5:18 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Sieve <stevekirschne~unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, 

Rick <rick@unc.edu>; John~m, Shelley t{ <shelljo@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 

<mbrown3@emaJl.unc.edw~; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu-~; Best. Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

1@2 Athletic Department and Student-Athlete Presentation to the Board of Trustees 

Link to              story - 

_l!t__g?-:!,_/_~,_~:__w__:_~_i_!.~ ~_r:_h_e__e_]_:_c_~ Ln_:~__a_L~! ~!~’_2(}J:3~! J:L~E~ ~: -balances- .-__~ _~fl_~ -__c_9 u__~:~_e_.-_] 9 a_c~ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Johnson, Shelley H; Lane, Cricket; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Athletic Department and Student-Athlete Presentation to the Board of Trustees 

All, 

At every Board of Trustees meeting, a couple of different units are asked to present and highlight what is happening in their various units. We have been 

asked to present on Thursday morning, March 27. The basic outline of the presentation will be student development. 

To that end, I would like to have a conference call today at 5:00 PM with as many of you as possible to discuss some ideas and concepts for this project. It 

will be approximately a 20 minute project and I have a few thoughts and ideas of what that will entail (please see attached), but I would like to discuss 

that with you this evening. 

Below is the conference call information. Thanks for your assistance. 

Call 877-211-0224 

Passcode ’ 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:04 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC sb coach ejection 

0b. NCAA sb Incident Report Email.doc 

From: Dee Abrahamson [abrahamson@niu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:02 PM 

To:       @aol.com; jswoffordOtheacc.org; UNC Athletics Director; Papa, Donna J 
Subject: UNC sb coach ejection 

Please find attached notice of Coach Papa’s ejection 

Dee Abrahamson 

Abrahamson@niu.edu 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:> 

RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Are you sure this is the latest version --.we made changes to the first set of questions. These were the ones that were weighing heavy on the negative side of 

wording that we spent the most time rewordh~g. 

Jo~/J. Re!~r!er, M.A., £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associa.:e Professor at~d Director 

Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #71240 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-595"_.’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, iqcludh~g attachments, it at!y, is in.:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti.:y to wi~[ch [.: is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, dse~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are no~ the intended rec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~/ reply emla[I and 

destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 

Entail correspo~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Pablic Records ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by aa 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :I,32), Stadent edacatienal records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 20:!-4 8::!-9 AN 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Joy, 

The attached document is the most current draft of the Student-Athlete Experience Survey. I’ve attempted to incorporate all of the changes that you and I discussed the 

last time we met. It is still a draft, but may be acceptable to the e~ent it can be shared with others for another review and a final (hopefully) round of feedback. 

Once final edits are proposed and accepted, I would like to make those edits and then discuss the next steps and who will be involved in those steps. 

Thalks very much tbr your assistance and patience. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 10:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Can we talk sometime today or over the weekend to finish up the draft so I can post it to the FAC site for them to review before our next meeting on the 19th? I 

know I.:_~l:~.; going on with tournarnent and other sLuff but if w,-_~ can pu;h this through that would be good. 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M,A., RTR, F :s.E RS 

&ssociate Professor a!~d [)[rector 

Un[ve!’sity o~ North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 

School of Medk:[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gcindura!~[ Hall 

321-A Soulh Co umbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: TNs e.-mail message, ir!,::Jud[r].~ at[achments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or enl:itv 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~taiR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 
privileged ma[er[ai. Ar!y --unauEhorized review, use~ disclosure or d[str[buE[on is proi~ibi[ed. If you are hoe [Pie intended rec[p[en[~ please cot!tact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
des~roV all copies of the or[&~[nal message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCGS, oh. J.32). Stude~t educatio~al reeords are sub,oct te FERIPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 13, 2014 8:19 AN 
To: Renner, 3oy .1 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Joy, 

The attached document is the most cunent draft of the Student-Athlete Experience Survey. I’ve attempted to incorporate all of the changes that you and I discussed the 

last time we met. It is still a draft, but may be acceptable to the extent it can be shared with others for another review and a final (hopefully) round of feedback. 

Once final edits are proposed and accepted, I would like to make those edits and then discuss the next steps and who will be involved in those steps. 

Thanks ve~ much for your assistance and patience. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 ll:ll AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 

Thanks ---1 will work on some wording and send back to you. 

Do you want to set a time on Sunday to be sure we can connect? 

Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. £7(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor a!~d [)[rector 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-595"_.’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg]CE: Thb e-mail message, iqcludh~g attachments, it at!y, is inte!~ded only for the -person or entity to wi~[ch it is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, dse~ disclosure or distribution is proidbited. If you are not the intended rec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~/ reply e-mail and 

destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 

IEn~sil corresponde~ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw and may he disposed to third pa~±ies by an 
authorized state offidal (INCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 10:50 AM 
To: Renner, Joy -1 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
I am certaJn this is the most current draft. We did spend time discussing it and I’m not sure why we did not decide to change some of the wording on each question. 

My notes for section one indicate our agreement to move previous questions #1 and #2 from beginning to end of the section. We also moved previous questions #7 

and #8 from the end of the section to the beginning. We changed the wording of those two questions. We deleted all of the sub-questions from the previous #6 to the 

current #6. I’m happy to discuss more. Sun&?’ roll be most likely oppoltunity for me. Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 i0:03 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Are you sure Lhis is the laLest v*-:~r~Aon -we made chal~ges Lo the firsL ~.;et .:)f quesLiot~s. ]h,:_~.;,:_~ w,-_~re the ot~es Lhat were weighing heavy on th,-_~ n,-:~gative ;ide of 

wording thai we spent th,-_~ nmst time rewording. 
Joy J. Rent!or, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 

Associate Professor and D[re,::l:or 

Un[ve!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 

School of Medi,::[ne 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bonduran~ Hail 

32!-A Soul:h Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9 ~ 5-.595 I., Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’4OTICE: Thh; ,.>-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r)~ at[achments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or enl:ity 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and r~ay t:ot~taiR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged matedai. Ar!y .--.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proidbited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[enL please cor!l:a,::l: 1:he sender b~/reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies of the or[gklal message. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~hject b the North Carolina P~hlic Records ~a~ and may he disclosed b third parties by an 
authorize~! state official (NCGS, oh. 132). Student educatio~al records are sub~ect to FERIPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 13, 2014 8:19 AN 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Student Athlete Experience Survey 
Joy, 

’][’he attached document is the most current draft of the Student-Athlete Experience Survey. I’ve attempted to incorporate all of the changes that you and I discussed the 

last time we met. It is still a draft, but may be acceptable to the e:dent it can be shared with others for another review and a final (hopefully) round of feedback. 

Once final edits are proposed and accepted, I would like to make those edits and then discuss the next steps and who will be involved in those steps. 
Thanks vein much ibr your assistance and patience. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:24 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

(kiggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; MaJcko~ Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Strassner, Rachel <r4slrass@email.unc.edtc>; Timmennans, Tom <timmemlans@unc.edu>; Vmlgelder, Maxielle A 

<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; UNCork-Women’s Lacrosse <uncaa womenslacrosse@groups.unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hold from women’s lacrosse. They are caught up oa their monthly paperwork. 

Thanks, 

iii;~.~:~.:.: (~i;:~ ii % ’~}~:::i2. :::i()()2 

a;emailxmc,edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:38 AM 

Sabx~, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu>; Lynch, Nadia S~mme <nlynch@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~; GwaBney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu> 

ACC Tourna~lent Reconciliation 

For your records... 

Each game bundle contains the blue cards with stubs for the session, blue cards to indicate hard tickets issued by the MBB program (Session #3), player guest sign 

in sheets!ticket stubs and unused inventory. I know this was a change for everyone and I greatly appreciate everyone’s assistance in making the process run as 

smoothly as possible. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

ACC Tournament Session # 1 (100 team tickets) 

6 tickets issued in advance (       - 4 and           - 2) 

81 tickets returned to the Ticket Office for re-sale 

¯ 107 FF 1-12 

¯ 107 GG 1-14 

¯ 107 HH 1-10 

¯ 109JJ 1-6 

¯ 109 HH 1-6 

¯ 109 GG 1-8 

¯ 109 FF 1-8 

¯ 109 F 3-7 

¯ 109 E 2-7 

¯ 109 D 2 and 4-8 

7 tickets to guests of the MBB program through blue card requests 

6 unused 

ACC Tournament Session # 2 (100 team tickets) 

6 tickets issued in advance (       - 4 and           - 2) 

79 tickets returned to the Ticket Office for re-sale 

¯ 107 FF 1-12 

¯ 107 GG 1-14 

¯ 107 HH 1-10 

¯ 109JJ 1-6 

¯ 109 HH 1-6 

¯ 109 GG 1-8 

¯ 109 FF 1-8 

¯ 109 F 3-7 

¯ 109 D 2 and 4-8 

¯ 109 C 3-4 and 7-8 

9 tickets to guests of the MBB program through blue card requests 

6 unused 

ACC Tournament Session #3 (200 team tickets) 

6 tickets issued in advance (       - 4 and           - 2) 

104 tickets issued through Blue Card Requests 

12 hard tickets provided directly to guests of the MBB program 

2 tickets for managers 

74 tickets to guests of MBB student-athletes 

2 unused 

ACC Tournament Session #4 (100 team tickets) 

6 tickets issued in advance (       - 4 and           - 2) 

64 tickets returned to the Ticket Office for re-sale 

¯ 109 FF 1-8 

¯ 109 GG 1-8 

¯ 109 HH 1-6 

¯ 109JJ 1-6 

¯ 107 HH 1-10 

¯ 107 FF 1-12 

¯ 107 GG 1-14 

13 tickets to guests of MBB student-athletes 

17 tickets to guests of the MBB program through blue card requests 

¯ One unused ticket from Football allotment (209 H 3) was used to accommodate request from guest of 

ACC Tournament Session #5 (100 team tickets) 

6 tickets issued in advance (       - 4 and           - 2) 

78 tickets returned to the Ticket Office for re-sale 

¯ 109 E 1-7 

¯ 109 F 1-7 

¯ 109 FF 1-8 

¯ 109 GG 1-8 

¯ 109 HH 1-6 



¯ 109JJ 1-6 

¯ 107 FF 1-12 

¯ 107 GG 1-14 

¯ 107 HH 1-10 

7 tickets to guests of MBB student-athletes 

5 tickets to guests of the MBB program through blue card requests 

4 unused 

ACC Tournament Session #6 1100 team tickets) 

6 tickets issued in advance (       - 4 and           - 2) 

78 tickets returned to the Ticket Office for re-sale 
¯ 109 E 1-7 
¯ 109 F 1-7 
¯ 109 FF I-8 
¯ 109 GG I-8 
¯ 109 HH 1-6 
¯ 109 JJ 1-6 
¯ 107 FF 1-12 
° 107 GG 1-14 
¯ 107 HH I-i0 
3 tickets to guests of MBB student-athletes 
6 tickets to guests of the MBB program through blue card requests 
7 unused 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.nnc.edtr~ 

Monday, 3:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; kcrowder@email.unc.edu; ttipps, Tmvis Joseph -jthipps~emaJl.unc.edu>; Lusk, Tyson 

<t sl usk@ email, unc.edu> 

Account Hold- 

H~ 

My counect carolina account says there is a hold on my account from the athletics department. I need to drop a class for the 

Thank you, 

very soon, so how- do I remove the hold? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 4:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

contact between facul~ and coaches 

aspsa-dmfl-principles 3-13-14.doc 

Debbi Clsrke 

Office of tile Executive Vice Ch,~ncellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Ch,~pel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vin McCaffrey <vmccaffrey~gametgi.com~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 5:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

John Blanchard <john@gaJnetgi.com> 

Introduction to MSU 

Vince, 

Hope you are well - I wanted to follow up our meeting and let you know I spoke with Jim Pignataro this morning and he is eager to taJk ruth you. In fact, (unrelated to 

GTG) he mentioned he spoke ruth Michelle Brown and Rick Steinbacherjufft last week. 

As a next step, can you let me know some blocks of time you have available and I will make sure to schedule your call with Jim? Once we have the time sche&ded, I 

will be sure to introduce you both via email. Below is Jim’s bio: 

http:i/sass.ms u.edu/stattTJimPignataro.html 

Thanks so much, 
Vin 

Vin McCaffrey 
Game Theory Group Interna~onal 
o - 252.227.4363 
c- 

skype - 
http:!!www.linkedin.com!in!vinmccaffrey 
http://aa~metheory~roup.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Schedule and weather 

Vince, 

’][’his has been a challenge. We have lost out on 3 games to weather. Even though we are doing well in conference, we have shot ourselves in the foot during our 

midweeks and some others. 

Our UNCG games have been moved to thursday. The uncg coach does not want to play a dh now because it is too close to conf weekend. 

Towson is in nc and would consider playing us tomorrow here if we can pull it of£ I have also been t~ying to make some oilier singles doubles. 

We need to build up possible wins. 

What I mn asking is can we proceed fi:vd on trying to add tow~m tomorrow. AI~ ifi want to try to get another in state opvonent roll we be able to do anything to help 

like meal or something? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 9:35 AM, "Ille, Vince" <j_!!__e_~__u__r!_c_:_e_d____~ wrote: 

Mike, 

I can do Wednesday 9-10:15, 1-3 and Friday 9-11. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Bunting, Mike 
Sent-" Monday, March 17, 20:[4 3:29 PM 
To-" Papa, Donna J 
Co-" Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Batting building meeting 
Hey Coach Papa, 

I know this is a busy time of year for you but I would like to get us together with David Rotman to begin the design development process for your new 

batting building. I expect this initial meeting would not exceed 1 hour. Do any of the following times work for you this week? Vince, do any of these 

times work for you? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e 

Thanks! 

Mike 

Mike Bunling 

(cell) 

<!--[endif]-->Tuesday 9:00 - 10:00 or 1:00- 2:00 

<!--[endif]-->Wednesday 9:00 - 11:00 or 1:00- 3:00 

<!--[endif]-->Friday 9:00 - 11:00 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Plunkett. Mary Rob <maryrobp@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 1:23 PM 

Update k~ Baseball Game Times - Princeton & Georgia Tech 

Good Afternoon - Due to inclement weather in the area today’s baseball game against Princeton has been cancelled. In addition, Friday’s game against Georgia 

Tech has been moved from a 7:00 p.m. first pitch to a 5:00 p.m. first pitch. 

The following is an updated baseball schedule for the week ahead: 

Tuesday, 3/18 - U NC v. Princeton - 6:00 p.m. -CANCELLED 

Friday, 3/21 - UNC v. Georgia Tech (Game 1) - 5:00 p.mo first pitch 

Saturday, 3/22 - UNC v. Georgia Tech (Game 2) - 6:00 p.m. first pitch 

Sunday, 3/23 - UNC v. Georgia Tech (Game 3) - 1:00 p.m. first pitch 

*Tickets previously purchased for today’s game may be redeemed for any future game, based on availability. 

Thank you all for your flexibility. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, comments or concerns at any point this week or throughout the weekend. 

Go Heels, 

Mary Rob 

Mary Rob Plunkett 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.8627 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Sclmur--~chrisschnu@dickiemoore.com~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:24 PM 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Phillip~ Tripp <tphillips@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Congrats on UNC Ranldng 

Gentlemen, Great results at 6, 5 spots left to kill. 

Keep the push on, Go heels... 

Chris Schnur 

Tel: 416.747.1212 I Fax: 416.740.0012 I Cel: 

chrisschnur @dickiernoore.com 
gickie Moore Rentals I Moore Equipment Ltd. 

370 Oakdale Road, Toronto, On M3N 1W5 

www.dickiemoore.com ...................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Deborah Y <clarked@email.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: 

Vince, I apologize, I just found this msg in ray inbox (bc I just reactivated in5, UNC email acct today after 2 yrs). Just want to veri~ 

won’t be using the contents publicly. 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

request mid that he 

Begin tbrwaMed message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 9:13:24 AM EST 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Good Morning Ms. Clarke, 

I am a UNC law student working on a project forVince Ille and Paul Pogge and they told me that you might have a list of all the 

recommendations from the various reviews and reports that have been implemented by the University and UNC Athletics. I need the list for 
the project and was hoping you could forward it to me as soon as possible. If you have any questions please feel free to call me at 

Take care, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, i 9:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: [thearg] FW: UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium Intbrma’don 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Frora: "Stroman, Deborah [/’ <dstro(a)m~c.edu> 

Date               at 9:04:54 PM EDT 

To: "Stmman, Deborah L" <dstro,@~unc.edu> 
Subject: P,¥: [thearg] FW: UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium Information 

From: <SOUTHALL>, RICHARD SOUTHALL <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Reply-To: RICHARD SOUTHALL <Southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,              9:00 PM 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [thearg] FW: UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium Information 

Hello all: 

I didn’t know if the ARG had been on the distribution list for the symposium being held this coming Friday at the UNC Law School (see below). 

Here’s a link to the registration site, in case any of you might be interested and can attend: http://studentorgs.law.unc.edu/sela/ 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http://csri-sc.orgi 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management 

University of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall@hrsm.sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport - 

csriconference.org 

Office hours: 

Tuesday- 2:45-5:00pm 

Wednesday- l:00-3:00pm 

Other times by appointment 

From: _~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, at 10:59 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@hrsm.sc.edu> 

Cc:                       ~gmail.com>, 

Subject: UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium Information 

Ngmail.com> 

Dear Prof. Southall: 

Thank you again for offering to participate in UNC’s 2nd Annual Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium: Legal Issues in CollegiateAthfetics on Friday, 

Below is additional information about the symposium. 

Schedule of Events *Please note that the schedule is subject to change. 

8:30a-g:55a: Breakfast and Registration 

9:00a-9:40a: O’Bannon and NCAA Litigation 

9:50a-10:25a: Collegiate Coaching Contracts 

10:35a-11:10a: Representing University Athletic Departments 



11:20a-11:55a: NCAA Compliance 

12:00p-l:00p: Lunch and Reception 

Panel Discussion 

[ will be the moderator for your panel on O’Bannon and NCAA Litigation, and you will speaking alongside Erik Albright (Smith Moore Leatherwood) and Barbara 

Osborne (University of North Carolina). I have organized the following issues and questions that may be pertinent to the panel’s discussion. If you have any concerns 

about these topics or have any ideas that you would like incorporated, please let me know. I look forward to receiving your feedback. 

1) Background. 

-Please tell the audience about your background and work related to collegiate athletics. 

2) O’Bannon 

-How did the O’Bannon case arise, and what are some of the ways that the NCAA and universities use the likeness of current student-athletes? 

-Both sides have recently daimed victory over class certification. What is the effect of this decision, and do you foresee plaintiff’s using a "day of reckoning" strategy 

by filing multiple lawsuits on the same day? 

-A trial date has been set for June 9, how do you expect the O’Bannon lawsuit to be resolved? 

-The O’Bannon case only provides for remedy in the form of damages or an injunction restraining particular conduct - but what other broader effect could this 

lawsuit have on the rights of student athletes? 

3) Effect of O’Bannon. 

-Could this lawsuit spark a major change in the structure of the NCAA? 

-What are some of the methods that might be used to compensate future student-athletes (i.e. trusts, stipends, etc)? 

4) Overview 

-What are some of the challenges plaintiffs face when litigating against the NCAA? 

-In recent years, the NCAA has faced a wave of public criticism, controversy, and litigation. What effect will public perception play in these lawsuits and the 

possibility of structural change for the NCAA? 

-Audience questions. 

Parking: A parking spot will be reserved for you in the UNC School of Law parking [or located at 160 Ridge Rd. Chapel Hill, NC 27599. When you arrive at the law 

school please park in the clinic parking spots and check in at the front desk where the receptionist will be holding your parking pass~ 

Thank you again for your participation, and we look forward to seeing you in Chapel Hill soon. 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc.edu. 

To unsubscnbe click here: http://~ists~unc.edu/u?id=62524~24.~13b~~48bfe~f19c~5e19d711d33~e5d&n=T&~=thearg&~=344~71~~ 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34407100-62524524.013b0048bfegf19cg5e19d711d338e5d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu; 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 10:29 PM 

Beale, Michael <nfichaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Nike/Carolina Athletics Branding Initiative 

Coach, 

I wanted to follow up on my previous email and see when Vince and I could come out to the stadium and discuss the branding initiative we are working on with Nike. Just let me know a few 
dates/times that work tbr you and we’ll set something tap 

Thanks, 

Michael 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:30 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: Nike/Carolina Athletics Branding Initiative 

Coach, 

The Athletics Department is going through a branding initiative with Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG). This process will allow us to clean up our current marks/logos and create 
a consistent brand across the entire athletic department. Tony Baldwin went through the same branding process while at Georgia and Michigan State. tte was involved in the coaches 
meeting with Nike back in October and spoke very highly of the program. 

I would like to come out to the stadium and sit down with you and go over where we are in this process and discuss a few marks specific to softball and get your input Please let me know if 
you have an?" time next week to get together. 

Thanks and Good luck this weekend vs Pitt 

Michael 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5193 (w) 

c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu; 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Nike/Carolina Athletics Branding Initiative 

gince, 

Would next Monday at 10am work for you to go meet with Donna? If not let me know a date/time that would and rll set it tap with her 

Michael 

..... Original bfessage ..... 
From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 8:18 AM 
To: Beale, Michael 
Subject: Re: Nike/Carolina Athletics Branding Initiative 

This week I am slammed. It would be better next week Mondays are usually good No practice and mornings are best. How about 10 am monday? 
DJP 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2014. at 10:~ PM, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc edu> wrote: 

> Coach, 
> 

> I wanted to J2~llow up on my previous email and see when Vince and I could come out to the stadium and discuss the branding initiative we are working on with Nike. Just let me know a 
few dates/times that work for you and we’ll set something up 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Michael 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Beale, Michael 
> Sent: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:30 PM 
> To: Papa, Donna J 
> Subject: Nike/Carolina Athletics Branding Initiauve 
> 

> Coach, 
> 

> The Athletics Department is going through a branding initiauve with Nike and their Graphics Identi~ Group (GIG) This process will allow us to clean up our current marks/logos and 
create a consistent brand across the entire athletic department. Tony Baldwin went through the same branding process while at Georgia and Michigan State. He was involved in the coaches 
meeting with Nike back in October and spoke very highly of the program. 
> 

> I would like to come out to the stadium and sit down with you and go over where we are in this process and discuss a few marks specific to softball and get your input. Please let me know 
if you have aW time next week to get together. 
> 

> Thanks and Good luck this weekend vs. Pitt. 
> 

> Michael 
> 

> 

> Michael Beale 
> Assistant Athletic Director 
> University of North Carolina 

> 919-%2-5193 (w) 
~c) 

> michaelbeale@unc.edu 
> 

> "We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom> 

Wednesda’ 10:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Symposium 

Hi Vince, 

Paul said that you would be a great addition to our event on Friday if your schedule permits. I am writing to ask if yon wonld be able to sit on a panel about NCAA 

Complimlce along ruth Pro£ Lissa Broome mad Matt Burgmeister of file ACC. The panel will mn from 10:35 am - 11:10 am on Friday, of 

the law school. We will also be having lunch catered in by Q Shack begirming at noon if yon can stick around for that as well. 

Please let me know if you are willing ~md available, and if so we cm~ send over a list of questions for you to consider. 

Thanks, and I hope you are well. 

UNC Sports and Entertainment 

Law Symposium" Legal Issues in Collegiate Athletics 

Date: 

Location: UNC School of Law - Room 4004 

Time: 8:30am-l:00pm 

UNC’s Sports and Entertainment Law Association is proud to host a symposium and networking lunch focusing onLegal 
Issues in Collegiate Athletics. 

Our panelists represent a wide range of organizations, institutions, and firms, and will be discussing a broad range of 
legal issues including: OBannon and recent NCAA litigation, NCAA compliance, Representation of University Athletic 
Departments, Collegiate Coaching Contracts, and more. 

Panelists will discuss recent developments in collegiate athletics as well as how they were able to break into the sports law 
industry. This is a great opportunity to learn more about an interesting area of law and what you can do to begin pursuing a 
career in Sports and Entertainment Law. The event is free and both breakfast and lunch will be provided. Please RSVP for the 
event at the following link and we look forward to seeing you there: Symposium Registration. 

This event is supported by the Student Bar Association, GPSF, and the Career Development Office. 

-UNC Sports and Entertainment Law Association Board 



From: @unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~"~ 

Subject: Call 

Hey Vince 
Left you a message on the cell, keel flee to call when you can. My cell is 

My best 

Sent from my iPhonc 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:51 PM 

Gallo, Jr., ][,a~ry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvaJ~geld@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, 

Vince <ille@tmc.edu>; John (Rams) Montgomery <john@mmsclub.com> 

Fwd: Dinner ruth the Women’s Tennis Team 

This may be something we should consider. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: ND Club of Eastern NC <ndeastnc(a)aJumni.nd.edu> 

Date: March 19, 2014 at 10:01:14 AM EDT 

To: "bubbac@unc.edu" <bubbac~)unc.edu> 
Subject: Dinner with the Women’s Tennis Team 

Reply-To: <ndeas~nc(~alumni .nd.edu> 

Women’s Tennis Match + Dinner 
View this emml in a web page 

The ND Women’s Tennis Team will be in town the weekend of March 21 for their match against UNC on Sunday, March 23rd at 
noon. 

Come join the team for dinner on Saturday, March 22nd at 6:00 PM at The Cheesecake Factory at Southpoint Mall in Durham. If 
you plan to attend, please RSVP to Pat Spencer at           @bellsouth.net by March 21. 

J: v~:.~ ~;~i~ ~ ~ ~~:~:~,~d f:~:~~ Y~:~ ~r~:.~’~ ~di~i:~ ~ dick here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 2:54 PM 

Tim Smith <tim@ramsclub.com> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe stat~@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Re: Disney article 

Great article. Can’t read it often enough. 

Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Mar 20. 2014, at 9:09 AM, "Tim Smith" <~_r._n_~@_?.._m_!~!.u__b_:_c_’.£_~.T_~.> wrote: 

My guess is you’ve all seen this, but in case you haven’t, I thought I would pass on. 

http://disne~institute.com/b~g/2~].4/~3/~-Wa~s-t~-increase-emp~yee-engagement-h~w-attitude-ref~ects-leadership/249 

Best, 

Tim 

*Please note - My email has changed to _t_!__m___@_r__a____m___s___c_[_u___b__:_c___o____m_. 

Timothy D. Smith 

Director of Capital Campaigns I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 ] M:            I F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsclub.com 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: insurance, senior tees, housing 

JC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel Skendzel <Daniel.E.Skendzel.l@nd.edu> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:51 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Men’s Tennis at Notre Dame 

Vince, 

I wanted to reach out and introduce myself as the men’s tennis administrator for Notre Dame. We are looking forward to hosting North Carolina on Sunday. Let me know if there is 

any way that I can help you or the team out logistically - and if you’re traveling I’d look forward to the opportunity to meet. Bobby Bayliss has taken over as our Eck Tennis Pavilion 

Facility Manager (bayliss.l@nd~edu) if he can assist with anything don’t hesitate to ask. Safe travels. 

Regards, 

Dan 

Daniel E Skendzel 

Sr. Associate Athletics Director 

Fighting Irish Digital Media & Branding 

574-631-2454 p 

m 

Skendzel.l@nd.edu 

@dskendzel 

http://www.und.com 

http:!/www.watchnd.tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edtr% Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Meeting on Friday, March 28 

Vince and Paul, 

What is your availability prior to 2:00pm this Friday, March 28?          , a former UNC swimmer who is interested in sports administration, will be in town and 

Bubba is going to meet with him but would like to have one or both of you in the meeting as well. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunmngham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

. .m__..b_ .q 9_.r_t_9_n._@_.u__n_.c__._._e_d_u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:03 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.~mc.edu~~; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@~mc.edu~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~ 

IntemaJ Communications rl’ea~l (Disney) 

The internal Communications work team (as part of the Disney institute process) is conducting "interviews" with our individual units throughout the department, The recipients of this 

email represent a group of administrators who don’t really fit into the unit structure ... often overseeing units that have their own leader. Your involvement at the Executive Team level 

gives you many opportunities to weigh in, but I wanted to give you a direct one. 

I am asking you to provide feedback on any of the topics/questions below (via email or drop by to see me in my office) that you see fit. The work team is meeting late Thursday morning 

to aggregate our findings from the interviews for presentation on Monday, so I ask that you please provide any comments before then. Among the questions we’re asking (and to which 

you can respond): 

¯ What does (internal) communications mean to you? 

¯ What types of information do you want communicated? 

¯ What do we do well? What’s missing? 

o Do you like anything being done at the departmental level? 

o What are we doing that is successful at unit levels? 

How can we gather the information? 

How can we best disseminate information? 

o Please provide specific ideas that you would respond to. 

o How do we task leadership to disseminate information? 

o How do we push information and ideas up? 

Thanks in advance for your consideration and/or participation! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director 

The Rams Club I The University of North Carolina 

O 919.g43.6412 I M 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Brunner, John F -~ohn Brunner@unc,edu~ 

Monday, March 24, 2014 6:14 PM 

Subject: Baseball vs, Winthrop Game lime change 

Good evening, 

Due to expected subfreezing temperatures, the baseball game vs. Winthrop on Wednesday, March 26th originally scheduled for 6:00 p.m. is moving up to 

4:00 p.m.. 

UNC BP is 1:45-2:30 

Winthrop gP is 2:30-3:15 

UNC I/O is 3:20-3:30 

Winthrop I/O is 3:30-3:40 

Thanks in advance for all your efforts to accommodate this change. 

GO HEELS! 

Thanks, 

John 

John Brunner 

Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

P.O. BOX 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

www.goheels.com 

We educate and inspire through athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februau 24, 2014 10:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: FYI - Non-media request re specific athletics budgets 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks. That helps. 

Haven’t seen yon m~otmd recently. I hope all is going well. 

Michelle 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 9:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i[!_e_(a)_t_n._c_:_e_.d_t_.~> wrote: 

Hi NIichelle, 

In my experience here, this means somebody will contact you if you need to collect any information. I believe the message below just serves as notification 

that a request has been received. 

This appears to be a request fllat will ultimately be directed to Martina for first two items and maybe Joyce for the third. Hope that helps. 

Mince 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 9:40 PM, "Brown, Michelle" <mbrown3(a~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

What does this mean? Is she just giving us a FYI and we wait to even work on it until we hear back from her? 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Sent [~om my iPad 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Sutto~ Anne Maria" < ~__u__tt__£__n_o£a2__e!_r_t!a_i]:__u__r!_c_:_e_$t___u_> 
Date: February 24, 2014 at 1:25:44 PM EST 

To: "Brown, Michelle" < _r__n___b__ri£~Ln_3~_e___nj__@_:__u!Lc_:__e__d_t_~-, "Kirschner, Steve" <~_t__e_!:_e_ki__r_~])__r!_el~5~__u__r_Lc_:__e__£l__u_>, "Ille, Vince" 

<il!e(@mc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(~)unc.eda> 

Cc: "Stabile, Regina" <regina stabile(gl)unc.edu> 

Subject: FYI - Non-media request re specific athletics budgets 

FYI - Scott Hirko (professor at Michigan University) is seeking (see below for full request): 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for 

years 2005-06 -2010-11 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for 

years 2005-06 -2010-11 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]--> total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for 

athletic for years 2005-06 -2010-11 

Public Records team is looking into this request... 

Thanks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Pubfic Records Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.23.2014) 



Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to 

publicrecords@unc.edu yesterday, February 23, 2014 via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available 

on-line at http:!!policies.unc.edu!policies!public-records!. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise 0.. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen@unc.edu 

From: Hirko, Scott R [mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 1:02 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: FW: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

I am following up with my research project and note there was a change in contact information at the University of North 

Carolina from my original request. Can you assist with the below? It is much appreciated, thank you. 

Scott 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport, Central Michigan University Associate, Communications and 

Research, Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics hirkolsr@cmich.edu 

cell 

From: Blanchard, John G [johnblanchard@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2013 4:49 PM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Subject: RE: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I no longer am employed at the University of North Carolina. Therefore, I will be unable to fulfill your request. 

John Blanchard 

From: Hirko, Scott R [._h_]__r_[(___o_Ll__s__r___@_.___c___m___!_c___h_:__e___d___u_] 
Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2013 9:06 PM 

To: Blanchard, John G 

Subject: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

August 9, 2013 

Mr. John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill UNC Athletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

[Sent via email to: jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Dear Mr. Blanchard: 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records 

that describe the following information for each year from Academic Year (AY) 2005-2006 through AY 2010-2011 (a total of six 

years, to include AY 2005-06, AY 2006-07, AY 2007-08, AY 2008-09, AY 2009-10, AY 2010-11): 

1) total operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (operating budget is defined as: Total 

expenses including for graduate assistants, interns, equipment, and other monies necessary to enhance or complete the 

mission of athletic academic support); 

2) total tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (tutoring budget is defined as: total 

expenses specifically for all personnel and expenses related to tutoring student-athletes); and, 

3) total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletics. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $25.00. However, I 

would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest 

and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of how leaders in higher education make financial decisions 

in response to policies that affect the academic performance of students. This information is not being sought for 

commercial purposes. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in 

responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies of the 

requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the 

information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport Central Michigan University 

1355 Turtlecreek Circle 



East Lansing, M148823 

hirkolsr@cmich.edu<mailto:hirkolsr@cmich,edu> 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Robert (Tres) <MooreR14@darden.virginia.edu> 

Wednesday, FebruaU 26, 2014 9:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Introduction 

Hi Mr. Ille, 

I sent an e-mail to you on Friday introducing myself and requesting a time during spring break to meet wkh you regarding a proposal I am working on, I understand 

my spring br~-’_~ak (March 10-14) overlaps wK:h t:he ACC Tournam~:_mt. However, Greensboro is act:ualJy art ideal Jocation as I have sent this e-mail to ACC sch.:>:_~ls in SC, 

NC, VA and MD. Also, I arn in the proc~:_~ss of scheduling time wK:h t:he Confi?rence compliance office during t:he sarne period If you wiil be in Greensboro, may I 

grab a few minutes of your dine informally to discuss the proposal.." If not, is there someone from your office attending the tournament that I may speak with? 

The Idea in a Brief: 

The proposal aims to add a layer to the initial eligibility process that focuses on learning via hypothetical sinqulations. It is my hypotheses that if student-athletes 

are requir~:_~d 1:.:) complete simulations that illustrate t:he gray ar~-_~a infiact:ions and issues, it will redu~:e th~-_~ number of stuch:_mt-athh:_d:es who go astray. In addition, 

the hypotfu:_d:i~:al simuJations wilJ ilh~strat~-:~ the more black and whit~:_~ per s~-_~ infractions as well as other hot l:opi~:s in collegiate al:hieti~:s. The primary goal her~:_~ is to 

eliminate the ’q didn’t know" response ot: student-athletes. 

As a team ot: t:ormer NCAA athletes individually pursing masters or doctoral degrees in computer science, psychology, law and business, we are eager to 

collaborate with the member institutions, conferences and the NCAA to tackle the issues and custom-build the learning modules. No one wins when student- 

athletes cannot compete, and our goal is to help student-athletes, member-institutions, conferences and the NCAA avoid those situations. 

Wha t: We N~-’_~ed From You: 

All we are asking is for a few minub:_~s to b~-:d:ter articulate tfu:_~ vaJue the Jearning modul~:_~s and for you to pi@ apart the holes in our proposal so we can better serve 

the student-athletes, schools, conferences and the NCAA. 

Best, 

Robert (I’res) Moore 

University of ~ ~rginia 

JD/MBA Candidate, Class o/’2015 
P hon~_~:             ] ~I__Q_9__r__e___R__I___4__@___D__a__E _d_ _e_ _ _n_ : _ _V_ i _r_ g J__n_i_a__= _e__d___u_ 

From= Moore, Robert O-res) 
Sent= Friday, February 21, 2014 4:35 PI 
To= ’ille@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject= Introduction 

Hi Mr. Ille, 
I am Robert Moore, law student at the University of Virginia. I am working on a research project about the NCAA clearinghouse process. My goal is to propose a 

new strategy aimed at using the Clearinghouse process to reduce, and ultimately eliminate, NCAA infractions by student-athletes. If available, I would love to 

spend a few minutes with you over my spring break to discuss my proposal and get feedback on implantation issues and practicality. Are you available anytime 

between March 10-14th? If you are unavailable during that window, may I schedule a phone or Skype call with you? 

Best, 

Robert (Tres) Moore 

University of Virginia 
JD/:UBA C~mdidale, Class (f2015 

Phone: [ MooreR14@ Darden.Virginia.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:37 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 

<bowers.matt@gmail.com>; Adam Lucas <]alucas@nc.rr.com>; Angell, Jones <jangell@unc.edu> 

NC State paper columnist 
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Wolfpack fans need to grow up 
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Another meeting between two Iongtime rivals is in the books, and yet again NC. State fans are unsatisfied with the result. 

UNC-Chapel Hill effectively ended any chance of the Wolfpack grabbing an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament with an 85- 

84 overtime win in Raleigh Wednesday night. UNC sophomore point guard Marcus Paige made a layup with 0.9 seconds left, 

breaking the hearts of the 19,500 State fans that packed PNC Arena hoping to see the Pack topple its archrival. 

Sophomore forward T.J. Warren played his heart out, scoring a career-high 36 points. If there’s a better candidate out there 

for ACC Player of the Year, I’ll eat my own underwear without salt or pepper. 

Junior guard Ralston Turner added 16 points, including a huge 3-pointer with 48 seconds left to answer a three from Paige 

at the other end. But when two players score well over half of your team’s points, your team has issues, period. 

State brought its best Carolina brought its best The Heels were simply a little bit better. That’s the long and short of it. It was 

a great college basketball game, and anyone who thinks otherwise should just quit watching basketball altogether. 

As usual, Wolfpack students and fans took to social media blaming the officiating for the loss. They didn’t blame costly 

turnover deep in overtime that allowed the Tar Heels to tie the game. There was no mention of a missed free throw with 77 

seconds left Pack fans also conveniently forgot how State’s defense rolled out the red carpet for Paige, allowing the 

sophomore to waltz straight to the basket for the game-winning score Michael Jackson could’ve done the moonwalk down 

that lane and scored with no trouble. By the time Warren came over to valiantly contest the shot, it was too late. 

According to Wolfpack fans, it was clearly the officiating that caused N.C. State to lose to its biggest rival for the 22nd time in 

24 meetings, just like it always is when State loses to a team wearing blue. Frankly, it’s embarrassing to see our fans spew 

stuff like that on the Internet. 

Here’s some news for you, Wolfpack Nation: When you’ve only beaten a team twice in 10 years, it’s not the refs’ fault 

And for State fans to be throwing debris on the court at the end of the game is simply unacceptable. For as much as we brag about being great fans, we sure don’t act like it. 

Such a scene would never happen at Cameron Indoor Stadium It would never happen at the Dean Smith Center. It would never happen at probably 99 percent of sports venues. 

Good fans don’t act like kindergartners when their team loses Good fans don’t consistently point fingers at officials when things don’t go their way. 

And good teams find ways to win. The Wolfpack has been on the wrong end of too many close games this season. That isn’t to say State is a bad team, because if it was, the Pack 

would have a lot fewer than 17 wins this season. 

But the writing was on the wall when North Carolina Central came into PNC and beat the Wolfpack back in November. It was on the wall when the Pack traveled to cellar-dweller Wake 

Forest Jan. 15 and lost on a last-second layup. This just isn’t a tournament team, folks, and State has a very long way to go before it can call itself equals on the basketball court with 

its fellow Tobacco Road schools. 

That’s likely not what State fans want to hear, but that’s reality. It’s about time this fan base has a done of reality anyway-- they’ve been out of touch with it for far too long. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 10:53 AM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: NC State paper columnist 

Did you I tell you about how they showed at least four handmade signs ridiculing our academics on their video boards? 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: <llle>, Vince <!/!e@uncedu> 

Date: Friday, February 28, 2014 at 10:51 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirsdmer@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: NC State paper columnist 

We should all be vel7 proud of how our student-athletes, coaches and all who assist the prograan continue to compete, continue to step up, continue to succeed like 

the team did Wednesday night. It is really great to see and that win was sweet for so many reasons. Thanks for sharing the article. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent= Friday, February 28, 2014 10:37 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff; Natt Bowers; Adam Lucas; Angell, Jones 

Subject= NC State paper columnist 
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Men’s Basketball vs. North Carolina 
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Luke .~ad~arai, As ~sta~st Sic, otis Editor 

Another meeting between two Iongtime 

rivals is in the books, and yet again N.C. 

State fans are unsatisfied with the result. 

UNC-Chapel Hill effectively ended any 

chance of the Wolfpack grabbing an at- 

large bid to the NCAA Tournament with an 

85-84 overtime win in Raleigh Wednesday 

night, UNC sophomore point guard 

Marcus Paige made a layup with 0.9 

seconds left, breaking the hearts of the 

19,500 State fans that packed PNC Arena 

hoping to see the Pack topple its archrival. 

Sophomore forward T.J. Warren played 

his heart out, scoring a career-high 36 

points, If there’s a better candidate out 

there for ACC Player of the Year, I’ll eat my 

own underwear without salt or pepper, 

Junior guard Ralston Turner added 16 

points, including a huge 3-pointer with 48 

seconds left to answer a three from Paige 

at the other end. But when two players 

score well over half of your team’s points, 

your team has issues, period 

State brought its best. Carolina brought its best The Heels were simply a little bit better. That’s the long and short of it It was a great college basketball game, and anyone who thinks 

otherwise should just quit watching basketball altogether. 

As usual, Wolfpack students and fans took to social media blaming the officiating for the loss They didn’t blame costly turnover deep in overtime that allowed the Tar Heels to tie the 

game There was no mention of a missed free throw with 7.7 seconds left. Pack fans also conveniently forgot how State’s defense rolled out the red carpet for Paige, allowing the 

sophomore to waltz straight to the basket for the game-winning score Michael Jackson could’ve done the moonwalk down that lane and scored with no trouble. By the time Warren 

came over to valiantly contest the shot, it was too late. 

According to Wolfpack fans, it was clearly the officiating that caused N.C. State to lose to its biggest rival for the 22nd time in 24 meetings, just like it always is when State loses to a 

team wearing blue. Frankly, it’s embarrassing to see our fans spew stuff like that on the Internet 

Here’s some news for you, Wolfpack Nation: When you’ve only beaten a team twice in 10 years, it’s not the refs’ fault. 

And for State fans to be throwing debris on the court at the end of the game is simply unacceptable. For as much as we brag about being great fans, we sure don’t act like it. 

Such a scene would never happen at Cameron Indoor Stadium It would never happen at the Dean Smith Center. It would never happen at probably 99 percent of sports venues. 



Good fans don’t act like kindergartners when their team loses. Good fans don’t consistently point fingers at officials when things don’t go their way. 

And good teams find ways to win. The Wolfpack has been on the wrong end of too many close games this season. That isn’t to say State is a bad team, because if it was, the Pack 

would have a lot fewer than 17 wins this season. 

But the writing was on the wall when North Carolina Central came into PNC and beat the Wolfpack back in November. It was on the wall when the Pack traveled to cellar-dweller Wake 

Forest Jan 15 and lost on a last-second layup This just isn’t a tournament team, folks, and State has a very long way to go before it can call itself equals on the basketball court with its 

fellow Tobacco Road schools. 

That’s likely not what State fans want to hear, but that’s reality It’s about time this fan base has a done of reality anyway-- they’ve been out of touch with it for far too long. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner (a) anc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: NC State paper columnist 

If I have not said it lately, thanks for all your help... 

STEVE KIRSCHNEFI 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: <llle>, Vince <!l!e@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 28, 2014 at 10:59 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: NC State paper columnist 

No, but that does not smprise me at all. It just makes me even more proud of our crew. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:53 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: NC State paper columnist 
Did you I tell you about how they showed at least four handmade signs ridiculing our academics on their video boards? 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 28, 2014 at 10:51 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <st_ .e_ _v_ . .e_ k_ [ E .s_ £ _h_ _ .n_ .e_£.._@ _u_..qc=@__.u_.> 

Subject: RE: NC State paper columnist 

We should all be very proud of how our student-athletes, coaches and all who assist the prograall continue to compete, continue to step up, continue to succeed like 

the team did Wednesday night. It is really great to see and that win was sweet for so many reasons. Thanks tbr sharing the article. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:37 AM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff; Matt Bowers; Adam Lucas; Angell, .]ones 
Subject: NC State paper columnist 
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7-! i,’~ Men’s Basketball vs. North Carolina 
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Another meeting between two Iongtime 

rivals is in the books, and yet again N.C 

State fans are unsatisfied with the result 

UNC-Chapel Hill effectively ended any 

chance of the Wolfpack grabbing an at- 

large bid to the NCAA Tournament with an 

85-84 overtime win in Raleigh Wednesday 

night. UNC sophomore point guard 

Marcus Paige made a layup with 0.9 

seconds left, breaking the hearts of the 

19,500 State fans that packed PNC Arena 

hoping to see the Pack topple its archrival. 

Sophomore forward TJ. Warren played 

his heart out, scoring a career-high 36 

points. If there’s a better candidate out 

there for ACC Player of the Year, I’ll eat my 

own underwear without salt or pepper. 

Junior guard Ralston Turner added 16 

points, including a huge 3-pointer with 48 

seconds left to answer a three from Paige 

at the other end But when two players 

score well over half of your team’s points, 

your team has issues, period. 

State brought its best. Carolina brought its best. The Heels were simply a little bit better. That’s the long and short of it. It was a great college basketball game, and anyone who thinks 

otherwise should just quit watching basketball altogether. 

As usual, Wolfpack students and fans took to social media blaming the officiating for the loss. They didn’t blame costly turnover deep in overtime that allowed the Tar Heels to tie the 

game. There was no mention of a missed free throw with 7.7 seconds left. Pack fans also conveniently forgot how State’s defense rolled out the red carpet for Paige, allowing the 

sophomore to waltz straight to the basket for the game-winning score. Michael Jackson could’ve done the moonwalk down that lane and scored with no trouble. By the time Warren 

came over to valiantly contest the shot, it was too late. 

According to Wolfpack fans, it was clearly the officiating that caused N.C. State to lose to its biggest rival for the 22nd time in 24 meetings, just like it always is when State loses to a 

team wearing blue. Frankly, it’s embarrassing to see our fans spew stuff like that on the Internet. 

Here’s some news for you, Wolfpack Nation: When you’ve only beaten a team twice in 10 years, it’s not the refs’ fault. 

And for State fans to be throwing debris on the court at the end of the game is simply unacceptable. For as much as we brag about being great fans, we sure don’t act like it. 

Such a scene would never happen at Cameron Indoor Stadium. It would never happen at the Dean Smith Center. It would never happen at probably 99 percent of sports venues. 

Good fans don’t act like kindergartners when their team loses. Good fans don’t consistently point fingers at officials when things don’t go their way. 

And good teams find ways to win. The Wolfpack has been on the wrong end of too many close games this season. That isn’t to say State is a bad team, because if it was, the Pack 

would have a lot fewer than 17 wins this season. 

But the writing was on the wall when North Carolina Central came into PNC and beat the Wolfpack back in November. It was on the wall when the Pack traveled to cellar-dweller Wake 

Forest Jan. 15 and lost on a last-second layup. This just isn’t a tournament team, folks, and State has a very long way to go before it can call itself equals on the basketball court with its 

fellow Tobacco Road schools. 

That’s likely not what State fans want to hear, but that’s reality. It’s about time this fan base has a done of reality anyway-- they’ve been out of touch with it for far too long. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

.s__t .e_v_. _e_k_! r_.s_c_b_n__e_r_@ u_~_~ .c_:e__d_.u_. 
GoHeds.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februaly 28, 2014 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.ed~"~ 

Joy - survey nag 

Hi Vince! 

Do you have the student athlete experience survey document I can post on our Sakai site? 

Hope you are doing "okay", 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M,A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
Associate Profe55or a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sil:y o[ Norl:h C~roiina al: Ch~pel Hill 
S.,’:hool of Medi.,’:[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CN gondura!~ Nail 

32!-A South CoMrr~bia St. 
Chapei HHI, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’,IOT~CE: This e.-ma[I message, ir!,.’:Jud[n~ al:~achments, if ;}r!y, [5 intet~ded onh/for the -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~tilJR c:onfideni:h}i and/or 

privileged nii}ter[ai. Ar!~, .--.-unautk!orized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:r[bufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended recip[en[, please, cor!l:a,.’:i: 1:he, sende, r by re’ply e-.n~a[I and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the otiS:hal !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may he s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~a~ a~d may he disclosed 1o third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCON, oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 4:19 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

hot topic... 

Utah Valley-New Mexico State brawl a warning sign on court storming 

Storming the court is fun. Storming the court often enough gets you on television. This more or less is why anyone anywhere storms a court: It is a harmless 

lark devoid of true meaning. 

Rarely has it been the way it was on Thursday night in Orem, Utah: Ugly, brutish and dangerous, with real punches thrown and the threat of injury rearing up. 

New Mexico State’s KC Ross-Miller cocked his arm and spiked a ball off the leg of Utah Valley’s Holton Hunsaker as time expired. As the tension erupted 

immediately, fans entered the playing surface. If all hell didn’t exactly break loose, one neighborhood of it did. Players took swings, fans shoved Aggies players, 

and peacekeepers desperately entered the maw to pull everyone out of harm’s way= 

Anyone wanting to excise the court storm from college basketball completely -- ~/ot~ somebod,/~h~,;< ~f #~e chi~dre~,?~? -- now has Exhibit A. There was an 

issue with player safety here, because there was no player safety here. Given the context of every other court storm that didn’t require ringside judges, and 

given the culpability of the players here, it’s a bit hysterical to consider the issue at its tipping point= 

It’s not as hysterical to consider how it can get worse from here and how to prevent that from happening. 

But first, a problem with using The Attack In The WAC in an anti-court storm screed: The players started it, or at least one of them did. Remove every soul from 

the arena and have Ross-Miller throw the ball at Hunsaker like it was recess dodgeball. See if all parties would leave the court with a collective Why ! never and 

not a fist or two balled and aimed at a face. Or, at minimum, an escalation of hostility in what was already a pressure-packed game for the league lead. 

That’s why New Mexico State suspended Ross-Miller on Friday and coach Marvin Menzies issued ~ ’~atement th~ in part read: "No matter what provoked KC, 

what he did was inexcusable and hence the suspension." If he doesn’t strike the match, it’s in all likelihood a non-event, just another fleet of fans dancing on a 

floor. 

Yet it can’t be ignored that those fans were tinder a little brushfire didn’t need, and a bad situation got worse. After the i~famou.~; .~;hove-;~of;~n e~’~isod~ inw~Iving 

©kiahom;~ State’s M;~rc~ 3ma~t, the safety issue that concerned most coaches was what security was on hand to ward off court-stormers -- how to shield 

players from fans entering the playing surface, not how to control the players potentially leaving it. 

One regrettable episode Thursday night doesn’t seem enough to ban court storms completely. It might be enough to reassess the measures already in place 

to protect the visiting team, including additional security that holds off the fans -- if that’s even possible -- until potentially aggravated players have left the 

court. Because if you’re going to permit court storms, what happened at Utah Valley is an unsurprising consequence, if not an eventuality. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 5:04 PM 

Jim < @hotmaJl.com> 

Woodall, James R. <James.R.Woodall@nccourts.ovg>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

That sounds great, Jim. How about 12:30 on March 18 a[Top of the Hill? 

Paul 

From" Jim [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent" Friday, February 28, 2014 4:53 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Cc; Woodall, James R.; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject" Re: Lunch 

I think I could do the 18th, if we could move it back to 12:30. I could meet you somewhere near Chapel Hill. I have an appointment at the law school to speak with a 

class at 2:45 that afternoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 4:06 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc,edu> wrote: 

Jim, 

It was great to meet you in person today. Thanks again for all of your work in helping enforce the state’s agent laws. I can’t tell you how much that 

helps us in our efforts to protect our student-athletes and their families from those unscrupulous agents willing to take advantage of them. 

Per our conversation, I would welcome the opportunity to visit over lunch. I also thought it would be nice for Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille to join 

us. Would you be able to meet for lunch at noon on March 18 or 19? 

I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image002.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

Un(versib7 of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

E-mail col~espondence to and fiom this address may be subject to the 

North Carolina public records laws and if so, may be disclosed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jim < @hotmail.com> 

Friday, FebrualT 28, 2014 5:06 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Woodall, James R. <James.R.Woodall@nccourts.org>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&l>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch 

Yes, I’ll meet you there at 12:30 on March 18. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 5:03 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

That sounds great, .Jim. How about I2:30 on March I8 at Top of the Hill? 

Paul 

From: Jim [__m___aj_/t___o_; _~__h_o___t_r_L~_a__[Lc__o__~fl 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 4:53 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
C:c: Woodall, James R.; Cunningham, Bubba; IIle, Vince; Norton, Holly 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

I think I could do the 18th, if we could move it back to 22:30. I could meet you somewhere near Chapel Hill. I have an appointment at the law school to 

speak with a class at 2:45 that afternoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 4:06 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p_p__o_gg_e__@__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Jim, 

It was great to meet you in person today. Thanks again for all of your work in helping enforce the state’s agent laws. I can’t tell you how 

much that helps us in our efforts to protect our student-athletes and their families from those unscrupulous agents willing to take 

advantage of them. 

Per our conversation, I would welcome the opportunity to visit over lunch. I also thought it would be nice for gubba Cunningham and 

Vince Ille to join us. Would you be able to meet for lunch at noon on March 18 or 197 

I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image002.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

g-mail corres~x~ndence to arid fiom this address may be subject to the 
Nollh Carolina public mcoNs laws and if so, may ke disclosed. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 28, 2014 5:07 PM 

Jim < @hotmaJl.com> 

Woodall, James R. <James.R.Woodall@nccourts.ovg>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch 

That sounds great. We took forward to iL 

Paul 

From: Jim [mailto @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 5:06 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
(::c: Woodall, James R.; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

Yes, I’ll meet you there at 12:30 on March 18. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 5:03 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

That sounds great, Jim. How about 12:30 on March 18 at Top of the Hill? 

Paul 

From: Jim [mailto:         ~hotmail~com] 
sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 4:53 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Woodall, James R.; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: Lunch 

I think I could do the 18th, if we could move it back to 12:30. I could meet you somewhere near Chapel Hill. I have an appointment at the law school to 

speak with a class at 2:45 that afternoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 27, 2014, at 4:06 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jim, 

It was great to meet you in person today. Thanks again for all of your work in helping enforce the state’s agent laws. I can’t tell you how 

much that helps us in our efforts to protect our student-athletes and their families from those unscrupulous agents willing to take 

advantage of them. 

Per our conversation, I would welcome the opportunity to visit over lunch. I also thought it would be nice for Bubba Cunningham and 

Vince Ille to join us. Would you be able to meet for lunch at noon on March 18 or 19? 

I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Best, 

Paul 

<imageOO2.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the 
North Carolh~a public records lmx.s and if so, may be disclosed. 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 1:15 PM 

JeffJm~s~n (j eff@j ettj anssen.com ) 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 

~)email.unc.edu>; Ranki~ Charles A (cra~kinl@mlane.edu) 

Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop (3/4) 

@unc.edu>; 

Jeff -the university has issued a Condition 3 Adverse Weather Alert -meaning that classes and offices will close at 2pm today. We hope that things will be up and 

running tomorrow morning. If it comes to it (with a delayed opening, for example), we could always combine the Head and Assistant Coaches in the lO:45am-12pm 

slot. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangdder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 4:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Trade Accounts 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gary Sobba <gsobba~a)Jarheelsports.com> 

Date: February 24, 2014 at 4:26:37 PM EST 

To: "Vangelder, Ma~elle A" <mwmgeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Trade Accounts 

AT&T Advertising Solutions MW trade to get cash deal 

Broadway Series South MW trade to get cash deal 

Dick’s Sporting Goods MW coupons to get cash deal 

OUTBACK STEAKHOUSE MW food trade 

Primland MW golf trade to get cash deal 

SANDHILLS GOLF MW golf tourney grand prize 

Triangle Rent A Car MW Rental cars 

Verizon Wireless MW Phone trade 

Backyard Bistro CW food trade to land cash deal 

Biltmore Company CW trade to get cash deal 

Blue Diamond Limo CW trade to get cash deal 

Gigi’s Cupcakes of Brier 

Creek CW cupcake trade to get cash deal 

HERALD SUN CW newspaper trade to get cash deal 

Horizon Coach Lines CW buses for basketball games 

food trade to land cash deal, UNC 
NC Deli-McAlister’s CW Athletics holiday party 

02 Fitness CW Athletic club memberships 

Second Empire CW food trade to land cash deal 

Summit Hospitality Group CW hotel room 

The Loop Pizza Grille CW food trade to land cash deal 

DocuSource of NC 8R Print trade to get cash deal 

Lime Fresh Mexican Grill 8R food trade to land cash deal 

Graphic Visual Systems 8R trade for concourse decals 

Pine Needles Lodge SR golf 

PINEHURST RESORT SR golf 

Sheraton Chapel Hill SR hoteltrade 

Systel 8R office equipment 

The Siena Hotel ,SR Hotel rooms to land cash deal 

Top of the Hill ,SR Meals 

Brbc4 Pizza I~= Food trade to land cash 

Chapel Hill Restaurant 

Group I~~ trade to land cash deal 

Maggiano’s 8F food trade 

Ricoh US BF office equipment 

Sharp Business Systems 8F office equipment for UNC 

Auto Bell GS    Car wash trade to land cash deal 

CHAPEL HILL 



SPORTSWEAR Apparel trade 

Crooks Corner GS food trade to land cash deal 

Delta Air Lines, Inc. G8 Airline trade 

WTVD-Channel 11 G8 Affiliate fee for coaches show 

Gary Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919-419-8100 ext. 2070 (Phone) 
(Me~ile) 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [mailto:mvangeld@email,unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 3:34 PM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Subject: RE: Trade Accounts 

Thank you for the quick reply, 

t spoke with Paul and he are k)oking for a complete list of accounts with whom we have trade - regardless of business type, 

Thanks for yokEr help, Have a ~reat weekend. 

Marielfe 

Mariefle A~ vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 9{-}2..~’85:~ 

Fax: (919) 962-60/02 

__m___v___a___n_g_e_!__d___e___r___@____u___n__c__._£_d___u_. 

From: Gary Sobba [mailto:gsobba@tarheelsports.com] 
Sent= Friday, February 21, 2014- 12:52 plVl 
To= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject= RE: Trade Accounts 

Marielle., 

Can you help me out and let me know what you’re looking l:or’....ce[I phone, airline, etc.," I’[I assign Lhis to one of my staff rnembers, but jusL wanted to 

give them some direction. 

GS 
Gary Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919419-8100 exl, 2070 (Phone) 
~Mobile) 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A [.n.].a..[].t...~.Z.m....v..a...n.&.e.Ld...@.....e...m...a..!).:..u...n..c.:..e...d...u.j 

Sent= Friday, February 21, 2014 11:46 AM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Subject: Trade Accounts 

Good Morning Gary - 

I hope this finds you well. Would it be possible for you to send me a list of all entities with whom we have trade accounts? 

Please let me know if there is someone else who might have this information. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Manelle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 4:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Joy - student athlete survey 

Hey there ! 

I know you have a lot going on (understatement of the year). I am sure I will be asked again at FAC about the student athlete experience survey. Any chance you 

can send it to me and I can finish cleaning it up and putting in our notes and changes and get it posted for tomorrow? 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, [4[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and [3[r~_~ctof 

Un[w-~rsity of North Carolina at C~apel H[li 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~i h L’.e_k 
Celi 

919 -9 t:: ~3-,"J 95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IALIIY NOI]CE: [hb e-mall message, including attachments, if any, [s hqt~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materiai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all coph~s of the original message. 

Email Correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~cl may be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 
a~thodzed state Officia~ (INCGS, cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tarheel Parents ~(~vahoo.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:12 AM 

Spring Practice Schedule and Letter I?om UNC Football Staff 

2014 Spring Practice Letter (Parents).pdf 

Hello Tar Heel Families, Please see attached for the 2014 Spring Practice Schedule with important letter from the UNC Football Staff 

See you at Spring Game on April 12th We will have a parent meeting that day.., more details to come 

Go Heel!! ---THFPO 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 12:09 PM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraJ~@email.unc.edu>; McFarlmad, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu->; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <s~evekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@emaJl.unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - DTH request re S-A class course info 

FYI - Daniel Schere at The Daily Tar Heel has requested the following (see below for full reference): 

all student-athletes who took courses in: 

o Communications Studies Department 

o from 2004 to 2012 

o broken down by class and year 

Public Records team is looking into this request (Note: this requestor previously sought such data for the English/Exercise & Sports Departments, 

for which we provided existing public records on 2/28/2014). 

Thanks, 

Anne 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 11:22 AN 

To: Schere, Daniel 
Cc: Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 3.4.2014) 

Dear Mr. Schere, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below, sent to p___q__b_!)__c__r_e__c_o__r_d__s____@__u_n__c_:__e___d___q, this morning via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!ipolicies.u nc.ed u!policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Comlsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~l)unc.edu 

From: Schere, Daniel 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 4:39 AM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: public records request 

Ms. Allen, 

My name is Daniel Schere and I would like to make a public records request for the Daily Tar Heel. I am requesting the record of all student-athletes who 

took courses in the Communication Studies department from 2004 to 2012, broken down by class and year. If you could get this information to me as soon 

as possible I would really appreciate it. 

Thank you, 

Daniel 

Daniel Schere 

University Desk Assistant Editor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:42 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly 

<mbnorton@unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <matt@ramsclub.com> 

Grad Rates 

I would like to refresh my memory on the following data points. 

UNC--APR--FB, BB single year and multi year 

FGR--unc 

FGR--s/a" s 

MBB 

FB 

African american males--fb and bb 

GSR--unc, FB, BB 

Molly--can you please help coordinate the reports that I’m sure I already have. Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 4:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

I will be traveling this week with limited email access, If urgent email at 

Have a great day! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Hi Vince. Thanks for the email. Yes it was great to see and I know they would have won.         having a great experience and his mid terms were not bad so were 

happy. Glade to here livestream may be available one day as my mfe watched thi      live stream from home and said it was great. See you soon as I was planning to 
get there in march but may go to the ND match then come watch them creanl Dunk in April. 

Cheers 

OI at 1:06 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you were able to ~o to to see and the rest of the guys at I know all are di~ppointed with the team 

result, but I believe would have won their singles matches had they finished. No moral victories, but a 3-4 loss to the #1 ranked team 

on their courts, indoors in February, with two in the top 3 of our lineup bodes well tbr May and June when championships axe 

contested. 

I wanted to touch base ruth you on the issue of live s~treaming our home matches. I’ve discussed the potential for this capability with two other 

administrators here who are involved in our external relations, video creation, bl~oadcasting, etc. We currently don’t have the infrastructure and equipment 

needs necessal3~ to stream video from the Cone-Kenfield facility. We have some significant bandwidth and campus fiber issues that must be resolved first. 

We are reaching out to the UNC Friday Center which is near Cone-Kenfield to see if we might be able to tie into their i~ffrastmcture. I undel~tand Sam 

has also communicated his interest in this ruth a couple of donors who support men’s tennis. We will keep working on this. 

In any event, I hope you and your family are well. I look tbrward to seeing you this month here in Carolina. 

Best, 

Vince 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 
That’s great news. Yes rll see you soon and as always thanks for the reply and being there if we need anything. All the best. 
Cheers from cold       !1 

Or at 6:03 PM, "llle, Vince" <!l!e@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 
Things are going well here and the guys [-eat a very good TCU team after dropping the doubles tx~int. It was exciting and we drew 



a good crowd. 

I’ve made contact with our video/new media staffbere at UNC to look into the opportunities for live streaming. I’ll let you know what I hear 

from them. 

Look forward to seeing you down here in March. We should be playing outside by then. As always, please let me know ifI can help you, 

or your family in any way. 

Best, 

Uince 

From= 
Sent= Monday, 5:25 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Hi Vince, Hope all is w~-_Jl, t heard you were at the matches ¥esb:_~rday and m~w a gr~-_~at win. t was wonder~:_~d about any thought on Live 

Streaming the UNC courts? Thought I would ask? 

See you in March as ill do a Chapel Hill visit then and this month I will make it to the Ohio match--up. 

All the best. 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto;il!e@unc.edy] 

Sent: 4:12 PM 

To: 

Cc: Paul, Sampson L 

Subject: RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Hey 

Great start for [ was able to watch his matches here on Friday and he beat a strong player n the first one. Between the 

two matches, mentioned that he is comfortable ruth his adjustment to campus and his classes. 

I hope that you and your family enjoyed the holidays and all is well there. Please call on me anytime if yon think there is ever anything I can 

do for you or your family. 

Best, 

Vince 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 9624531 
:ii):-: L: a~::(:.:-: d~s 

<image00Zjpg> 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday,, Z: 55 PM 
To= Paul, Sampson L; : Phillips, Tripp; Sheu, Benjamin; Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Love it, thanks 

From: Paul, Sampson L [m_a__[!_t_£_:__s_p_a__yJ___@_.___u___n___q:__e_d__u__] 

Sent: 2:07 PM 

To Phillips, Tripp; Sheu, Benjamin; llle, Vince 

Subject: Fwd: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Sam Paul 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kuppelweiser, Brian" <bkuppelweiser@theacc.org> 

Date at 2:05:03 PM EST 

To: Undisclosed recipients:; 

Subject: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

@AC CMTenn~sl@ACCWTennis 



BRIAN KUPPELWEISER 
Communications and Public Relations Intern 

Cell: 

Office: 336,369,2012 
bkuppelweiser~theaee.orq 

-AC C - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allen, Denise Q <qtmJlsal@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 12:46 PM 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edw~; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mikemc/arland@unc.edu>; 

Moon, Karen B <karennloon@unc.edw~; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edw~ 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - Response sent to Dan Kane (N&O) re consultant contract/info (re S-A SATA data) 

Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 1.16.2014) .msg 

FYI - Response sent to Dan Kane (N&O): 

Record(s) and information relating to the "consultant... hired by the athletic department to administer the SATA tests that are now the basis for Mary 

Willingham’s research." 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed. 

Denise Q: Allen 
Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 
Office of University Counsel 
The Unive~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Bird 
Chapel Hill North Carolina 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1098 Phone 
(919) 843-1617 Fax 
Denise Allen(~unc.edu 

From: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Thursday, January :1.6, 20:[4- 6:4-5 PM 
To: Curran, Joel; McFarland Mike (mikem@dev.unc.edu); Moon Karen (Karenm@dev.unc.edu); Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: FYI - request from N&O (consultant contract/info re S-A SATA data) 
FYI - public records request from Dan Kane at the N&O seeking record(s) and information relating to the "consultant... hired by the athletic department to 
administer the SATA tests that are now the basis for Mary Willingham’s research." 
Vince/Paul/Steve - Public Records Staff is looking into this request and will be back in-touch... 

From: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Thursday, January :[6, 20:[4 6:4:[ PM 
To: Dan Kane (dkane@newsobserver.com) 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Requested :[/:[6/20:[4) 

Dear Dan - 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Karen Moon this afternoon), in which you wrote: 

"Also, my understanding is that a consultant was hired by the athletic department to administer the SATA tests that are now the basis for Mary Willingham’s 

research. I think that person’s name is Lynn Johnson (unsure of spelling here.) Gould you provide me with copies of the contracts or work agreements between 

the university and this person? And can you tell me when she began doing that work, if she remains on contract, and if not, when that ended and why?" 

We are looking into your request and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

_h__t__tp_z/__/policies. unc.ed ulp_9_[!pj__e__s_l_p__u_b__[Le_:r_e__9_o_r_d__s_l_. 

Sincerely, 

Regina 

Re~ina J. S~.~b#e, J.D. 
Direct, e< ];~sffto,~io;~#] Rec,~fds #rid Repoct],~9 CompLi#;~ee 

O## e of Univeizi~, Counsei 

The U;;hm~wty of ?~o;th Cam~mz ~f C;za¢,ei H:# 

~ ~0 ~3F;{~m Hs2L Csmp!.’~ ,FJoz 9"i05 

222 .~-;~t C;~mem~ Avenue 

Cha~:.e~ H~L ?~o;th Camb;~ 2759,9-9f0"; 

h ~<,.#~,A’4,~ u;;c.ed!!/fepta’~eq~Y 

Oi~w;~ Line §19-843.1~3G 

,~4;~is~ Off,,:~ Line 9 f9-962.!2 f9 

Fa~s/mi;e § !9.84~-~,g ! 7 

Y&¢~t::~;i~ M#k regina_stabile@unc edu 

From: Kane, Dan [m_a__[[_t__o_L_d___k__a___n__e__@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary :[6, 20:[4 3:22 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: Chancellor Folgs comments 
She wrote that statemem while at the White House! I’m impressed! (and I an] joking, nicely.) 

Would still like to hear from her. 

Also, my understanding is that a consultant was hired by tile athletic department to administer the SATA tests that are now the basis for MaW Willinghmn’s research. I 

think that person’s name is Lynn Johnson (unsme of spelling here.) Could you provide me with copies of the contracts or work agreements between the universiW and 

this person? And can you tell me when she began doing that worlc if she remains on contract, and if not, when that ended and wily? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Thu, Jan 16, 2014 at 3:11 PM, Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> wrote: 
I will check. She has been at the White House today, attending a summit on college access and success, 
~[a r e r~ 



k:a r ~-_~n Moon 
Director, UNC News Set’vices 
The University of NorLh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9:[9) 962-8595 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto: _d___k__a___n__e__@_L~__e_~_v__s__o___b__s__e__r__v___e__r_,_c___o_E~_] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 16, 2014 2:08 PN 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Chancellor Folt’s comments 
Karen, 

Obviously would like to talk to Chancellor Folt about her statement. Is there ~:ny chance she would call me? 

And am also interested in any follow up to ] comments in our paper today. 

Hope you are having a good da~, 

Dan Kane 
Stalt’Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:47 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu-~ 

FYI - Non-Media requestor seeks MBB and FB coach contracts 

FYI - Da~ielle Lollar is seeking the following (see below for full reference): 

* current employment contract of the University’s head MBB coach 

* current employment contract of the University’s head FB coach 

Public records staffshonld already have copies of these on-hand. We will be back in touch if we need anything else. 

Thin,ks, 

Anne 

From: Alien, Denise Q. 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 1:12 PM 

To: Danielle Lollar 
Co: Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 3.6.2014) 

Dear Ms. Lollar, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to ~uplicrecords@unc.edu this afternoon via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:/ipolicies.unc.edu/policiesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Itill 

110 Bynmn Haft, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

.D_e~!j s_e A 11 e n _((~__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_ 

From: Danielle kollar [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 12:09 PN 
To: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Request for Public Documents 

Please accept this e-mail as a request for public documents pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. § 132-i et. seq. 

We request one copy of each of the following documents: (i) the current employment contract of the University’s head men’s basketball coach, and (ii) the 

current employment contract of the University’s head football coach. 

Please send the documents electronically to the e-mail address from which this e-mail was sent.        @hotmail.com) 

Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me at 

Thank you, 

Danielle 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, i 3:0"7 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: Job Postings 

Good Afternoon Vince, 

If you have a few minutes at some point, would you mind discussing a few job postings I’m considering? 

On the chance you’re available today, I’ll be around for a few hours. I don’t plan to be in much in the next week but would be glad to stop by at any time that works 

for you. 

Thm~ 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 4:11 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subje~: Re: Job Postings 

Yes, I’ll be available tomorrow. Could we say 10:30 am? I should be available aaay time after then as well. 

Thanks, 

On at 4:08 PM, Ille, Vince wrote: 

Hey 

Can we meet tomorrow sometime? If so, let’s set a time. When might you be available? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:07 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 3ob Postings 
Good Afternoon Viuce, 

If you have a few minutes at some point, would you mind discussing a few job poslings I’m considering? 

On the chance you’re available today, I’ll be arouud for a t}w hours. I don’t plan to be in much in the next week, but would be glad to stop by at any time 
that works tier you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 7:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Video Stream 

San1 Patti 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Frora: Matt Brachowski <mattb(~SPORTS.UGA.EDU> 

Date: March 5, 2014 at 9:42:18 AM EST 

To: Sam Paul ~ c?yahoo.com> 

Subject: Video Stream 

Hi Sam. Hope I was able to help a little today. We have been using a compaW called BTV for our video work lately. They do a lot of surveillance 
camera work and are helping with our tennis web stream cmnera ~’stem. 

Here is my contact: 

Jordan B umsed 

478-788-5281 (work) 

(cell) 

Jordan(~btvsystems.com 

See you soon. 

Matt 

Matt Brachowski 

Associate Athletic Director 

for Event Management 

University of Georgia Athletics 

1 Selig Circle 

Athens, GA 30602 

(706) 542-1135 office 

(706) 542-5559 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

~gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P 

RE: Info Update 

Thanks for all your great work on this. 

Paul 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; llle, Vince 
Subject: Info Update 
Hey Paul and Vince, 

Attached is an update on the info. I have highlighted what I could not locate. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:04 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Info Update 

Thanks Paul! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On at 11:02 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Attached are some of the additional materials so we can continue to add to the site. 

> Thanks, 

> Paul 

> 

> From: (a)~maiI.com] 

> Sent: Friday, 10:59 AM 

> To: Pogge, Paul; IHe, Vince 

> Subject: Info Update 

> 

> ttey Paul and Vince, 

> 

> Attached is an update on the info. I have highlighted what I could not locate Please let me know if you have any questions. 

> 

> Take care, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 

> <Dr~ft docx> 

> <Policies and Procedures Governing Parking Passes, Credentials, Tickets, and Complimentapy Admissions pdf> 

> <Situational Resource for Student-Athletes.pdf> 

> <Up and Out Incident Reporting Policy.pdf~ 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Plunkett. Mar?- Rob <maryrobp@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:36 AM 

Baseball v. Pittsburgh Series Intbrmation 

Baseball v Pitt Series Notes.docx 

Good Morning, 

I hope this message finds you well and ready for an exciting weekend of Carolina Baseball! Today was scheduled to mark the beginning of our baseball team’s ACC 

schedule, but due to the weather we’ve been forced to wait until Saturday to open up Conference play with Pittsburgh. Below is some additional information 

about this weekend’s series with Pitt. 

Scheduled Game Times: 

Game 1 - Saturday at 12:04 p,m, (postponed from Friday at 3:04 p,m,} 

Game 2 - Saturday 45-60 minutes following the completion of Game 1 

Game 3 -Sunday at 1:04 p.m. 

Tickets: Friday’s tickets will be valid for the ist game and Saturday’s tickets will be valid for the 2nd game. 

Weather: After the current rain clears out this afternoon and evening we’re looking at a great weather forecast for the weekend. Saturday is predicted to be sunny 

with a high near 65. Sunday will be similar with a high near 65 and mostly sunny. Should the weather change and cause a change in schedule we will of course 

communicate those changes as expeditiously as possible. 

Series Specific information: See Attached 

Please respond with questions, changes and any concerns. 

All the best and Go Heels, 

Mary Rob 

Mary Rob Plunkett 

Assistant Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919.843.8627 

Cell: 

~%,t,"~ ~-~h.~,:~,,’~t,:~ ,:~.,’~.’.’ h~.,’~,~" ~,~.,5r~>..~%’:,~.," ,~! t,."~.!,:~ ~-,~S 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Erin Finucan <eflnucan@sosnc.com > 

Friday, March 7, 2014 5:47 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@unc.edu > 

RE: Hello 

Hi Paul, 

I am so sorry that I haven’t gotten back with you. Right after I started back to work but only had to stay for a short amount of 
time, so my schedule has been a juggling act to say the least. I will give you a call early next week and we can chat. 

Sincerely, 

Erin S. Finucan 

Enforcement Attorney 
North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919 807 2137 
.e__f_j_Q _u___c__a__Q ~__s__o__s__Q _G __q _o___m__. 

>>> "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc,edu> 2/18/2014 5:03 PM >>> 

[-riq, 

Thanks very much for your enlail We would love to take you and Dena to lunch sometim~-_~ in March i[ you haw-:~ a free day, We greatly appr~-:~ciate your office’s 

collaboration with us and would welcome an opportunity to meet you in person. Are there any days in pardcMar that work for you and Dens? 

Kind regards, 

Paul 

Frorn: Erin Finucan [mailto:efinucan@sosnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:03 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Hi Paul, 

You probably thought that I fell off the planet ..... 

. [ went out a lot earlier than expected and stayed out longer than I expected to. I am just back to work now. [ am so sorry that [ wasn’t able 
to touch base with you before I left but I hear from my coworker Dena King that she was able to touch base with you. She said she believed that you were able to meet with 

Mr. Maddox from our office as well. 

I just wanted to let you know that I am back in business so to speak[ I would love to finally have our meeting, even if by phone, And ] will be glad to help you with anything in 

the future. Ms. King will also be continuing to work on athlete agent matters as well, I just wanted to let you know that I am back now as well. 

Sincerely, 

Erin S. Finucan 

Enforcement Attorney 

North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919 807 2137 

efinucan@sosnc.com 
>>> "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc,edu> 8/13/2013 4:16 PM >>> 

Fhanks very much for your ~-_!mail. f h:!ol~ forward to me~-_d:ing with you when it’s convenient and will wait to ll~-_~a r [rorn you as to what dates might work b:_~st. At that 

time, I’d also like for you to meet Sr. Associate AtHetic Director Vince life, with whom I run our Agent and Advisor’ Program. We will be happy to drive to your office 

if that’s easiest for you~ 

Sincerely, 

Paul Posse 

From: Erin Finucan [mailto:efinucan@sosnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:54 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Hello 

Hello Paul, 
I received your message yesterday about wanting to meet. I am sorry that I am just now getting back to you. Thank you for your message. I would be happy to meet with you. 

Although it will be a couple weeks before [ will be able to get back with you about when we will be able to meet. 

Again thank you so much for your message and Iwill be in touch shortly. 

Sincerely, 

Erin S. Finucan 



Enforcement Attorney 
North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P,O, Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 
919 807 2137 

efinucan@sosnc.corrl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 5:50 PM 

Erin Finucan <efinucan@sosnc.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Hello 

That sounds great, Eriu. Thanks veD~ much. 

Paul 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Max 7, 2014, at 5:48 PM, "Erin Finucan" <efinucan@sosnc.com> wrote: 

Hi Paul, 
I am so sorry that I haven’t gotten back with you. 

a short amount of time. 

next week and we can chat. 

Sincelely, 

We look forward to meeting you. 

, but only had to stay ibr 

so my schedule has been a juggling act to say the leas1. I will give you a call eMy 

Erin S. Finucan 

Enforcemem Attorney 
North Carolina Secretary of State i Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919-807-2137 

efinucan@sosnc.com 
>>> "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge({bunc.edu> 2/18/2014 5:03 PM >~> 

Thanks very much for your email. We would love to take you and Dena to lunch sometime in March if you have a free day. We greatly appreciate your 

office"s collaboration with us and would w~:Acon~e an opportu]~ity t:o m,-_~et: you in person, Are there any days in particular that work for you and Dena? 

Kind regards, 

Paul 

From: Erin Finucan [mailto:efinucan@sosnc.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:03 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Co-" llle, Vince 
S..bject; RE: Hello 

Hi Paul, 
You probably thought that I fell off the planet ..... 

. Iwent out a lot earlier than expected and stayed out longer than I expected to. I am just back to work now. I am so sorry 

that I wasn’t able to touch base with you before I left but I hear from my coworker Dena King that she was able to touch base with you. She said sine believed 

that you were able to meet with Mr. Maddox from our office as well. 

I just wanted to let you know that I am back in business so to speak! I would love to finally have our meeting, even if by phone. And I will be glad to help you 

with anything in the future. Ms. King will also be continuing to work on athlete agent matters as well, I just wanted to let you know that I am back now as well. 

Sincerely, 

Erin S. Finucan 

Enforcement Attorney 

North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919 807 2137 

efinucan@sosnc.com 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" <ppoqqe@unc.edu > 8/13/2013 4:16 PM > > > 

Frin, 

Thanks very much for your email. I look forward to meeting with you when it’s convenient and will wait to hear from you as to what dates might work 

besL At that time, Vd also lille [or you to men-:d: St. Associate Athletic [)ir~-’_~ctor Vince Ille, with whom I run our Agent and Advisor Program. W~-_~ will b,:_~ 

happy to driw:_~ to your o[fice if that’s easiest for you 

Sincerely, 

Paul Posse 



From: Erin Finucan [mailto:efinucan@sosnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:54 PI~I 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Hello 

Hello Paul, 

I received your message yesterday about wanting to meet. I am sorry that I am just now getting back to you. Thank you for your message. I would be happy 
to meet with you. Although it will be a couple weeks before I will be able to get back with you about when we will be able to meet, 

Again thank you so much for your message and I will be in touch shortly, 

Sincerely, 

Erin S, Finucan 

Enforcement Attorney 

North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P,O, Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919 807 2137 

efinucan@sosnc,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Monday, March 10, 2014 8:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Meeting 

Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet wkh John Blanchard and Vin McCa, ffrev at :[t:00am on Wednesda% March :1.2 and he would like for you to be hi the meeting as well, 

schedule permitt:ing, Are you free at 11:00am on March :1.27 

Thanks, 
Molly 
From: John Blanchard [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 6:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Meeting 
Bubba, 

Thmlks for agreeing to meet with me regarding Gmne Theory Group. I will be bringing our CEO, Vin McC~£frey as well. We should be able to cover eve134hing in 45 

minutes, but an hour would ideal. 
Tuesday and Wednesday of next week work best for us. Vin will be driving in from Greenville so we would not be able to begin a meeting until 10:15 a.m. either day. 

Tuesday we would need to end a meeting by 3:00 p.m. Wednesday we could again begin a meeting at 10:15 a.m. and would need to end a meeting at 1:30 p.m. 

Thanks, again, Bubba. I look forward to shomng you what we are doing at Game Theory Group. 

All the best, 

Jolm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~ 

Monday, March 10, 2014 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting 

Thanks. The meeting with John and Vin is confirmed for Wednesday, March I2 at l:L:OOam in Bubba’s office. 

From: ]lie, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 8:57 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Yes 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 8:56 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: FW: Meeting 

Vince, 

Bubba wouk~ fib:" to meet with John Blanchard and Vin McCaffrey at 11:00am on Wednesday, March :1.2 and he woukd like for you to be in the meeting as well, 

schedule perrnitt:ing, Are you free at :L1:00arn on March :1.27 

Thanks, 
Molly 
From: John Blanchard [E_~_a__[!_t__o__: ~gLn___a_!J_&O__Ln_.] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 6:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Meeting 
Bubba, 

Thmlks for agreeing to meet with me regarding Game Theory Group. I will be bringing our CEO, Vin McCa£frey as well. We should be able to cover evelything in 45 

minutes, but an hour would ideal 
Tuesday and Wednesday of next week work best for us. Vin will be driving in from Greenville so we would not be able to begin a meeting until 10:15 a.m. either day. 

Tuesday we would need to end a meeting by 3:00 p.m. Wednesday we could again begin a meeting at 10:15 a.m. and would need to end a meeting at 1:30 p.m. 

Thanks, again, Bubba. I look forward to shomng you what we are doing at Game Theory Group. 

All the besl, 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:53 AM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

John Montgomery <john@ramsclub.com>; Matt Terrell <matt@ramsclub.com> 

Re: This Week @llliniAthletics 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Agreed. We are currently working with Paciolan, Learfietd, and Sports Marketing on a weekly rnessage that is along these lines. Hoping to have it live in the next 6-- 
g weeks. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:46 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S. 

Co: John Montgomery; Matt Terrell 

Subject: Re: This Week @llliniAthletics 

We should really focus on this strategy. I know we do it some maybe we should do it more often. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W~’! ~:.duca~e and Ii~s~in:. }hlou~il~ Athk!tic~ 

From: <llle>, Vince llle < !!!::.Z.i!:.i:!.:!.:’!!:L!.::.:!:..:.> 

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:40 AM 

To "Cunn ngham Bubba" < i: i:ik:::,~::~!!h: i-i.:::i .i i:,~:.~ ::i i> "Pogge, Pau " < :....!..:!!i!;Z.!!:!.:::!~ !i.> 

Subject: FW: This Week @llliniAthletics 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

From: Fighting l-Mail 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:32 AM 
To:    !ii:.i!~iiji iii i~::i:!:i::ii:i:i~:.!:i :::i~iii~i i~ 
Subject: This Week @ZlliniAthletics 

u.~..tb!~..!la ~.~..~Le.~..~.~.b.ff.~ mL~..~L t.h!.~.m~.~ ~ 

:: ::o:] :: 



iiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii1!iiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

To mls ub s crib e :’ ~ i ,.: i~:. ii: ,::: ,:: or s e n d a n em ai 1 t o: !! :?.: ,!:! ):! ::: :2 i !.! !::. i!;’:] ii=!. :! i:!:.’ .::: !;!i !!. !:: !:!:!:.. !!!.:f!1 !’~ :::J. ! !:!:. :!! g.. !!.i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclnb.com> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 12:26 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

Satx), Tim <tsabo@emaJl.unc.e&P; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; 

Matt Telrell <mat@raallsclub.com> 

Re: Tlfis Week @Illirm~ktNetics 

Can we create an ad for the Carolina Mag (weekly) and push it through other platfonns as well. 

Sent ti~)n~ my iPad 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 11:53 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <}~:~!}i::~!,~!~;:ii~)i.~:-~!!:~!;.?!}~:~!~i!::::.:~:-:!})!!-~ wrote: 

Thank~ 

Bubba Cunningha]11 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From <Sabo> T m <i~! i :i::,~!!~::::i-i.:.::i .iii,: ,~!:i :i> 
Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:48 AM 

To "C u n n n g h a m, B u b b a" < i:~: i: i~. :: ,!ili!::~. .: :. :: i ~:~ :: .,: i~: >, V i n c e III e < ! ! !:. !:.i:.i!ili!i! !::! !i! !i ::!:.: !!ii! !:! >, "P o gg e, P a u I" <)~ )~: L :.:.: ~!i!ii~’ : ::-:: i:: >, ’% t e i n b a c h e r, R i c k" 

<:" : i~ ~!i!bi:: "::.: .:::: >, "Kirschner, Steve" < ih.~>: i~: :.:i, :: Qi!bi:: :.:. ,:i~ :% "Best, Kev n S " <~:i :: .~..i ,ii:i!:::: :. ~:.~: i: :> 

Cc: John Montgomery < .... !iii:: ’ :" : .... :: :" > Matt Terre <..!’.!......~i!:.i:!:.!’:....!’.L....!....!.!.:..,..:i> 

Subject: RE: This Week @llliniAthletics 

Agreed, We are currently working with Paciolan I.earfield, and Sports Marketing on a weekly message that is along these lines. Hoping to have it live 

in the next 6-8 weeks. 

From: Cunningham, gubba 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:46 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S. 

Cc: John Montgomery; Matt Terrell 

Subject: Re: This Week @llliniAthletics 

We should really focus on this strategy. I know we do it some maybe we should do it more often. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

We ~:,’tucl;’4~ m~d ;:~:~,9i~!~ Th!,’~ugh Athietics 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <!!. ,:.:.!i!:.i:!:.:.!.:.’!.,.!.:::!.!!.:.> 

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:40 AM 

To: "Cunningham gubba" <~:i::;~:~ii:~i::~:~:::~!~i:~::::~:~i~:::~:~:~:i~:~> "Pogge, Paul" <.~!})i::.!~;::.!..:.:.::i:i!~:i!i’.;:.i:~!!?,!:i.:.:!:i:::i!::~i!> 

Subject: FW: This Week @llliniAthletics 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

From: Fighting I-Mail [!!:!!:!ii:!!!i!:!!;!!~!!i~!!:!:‘~!ii~!!!i~::::!:.i!!:.i!!!iii!::i4!!:i~!!!!?.!:!!!!!!~!i!!4!~!!!:!!:!!~:!:!!:!!ii~!!!!::!!!i!!!:!!;i!!:!!:!~ii!!?!!~ii:d!:!!:!!~!!!~j 

Sent-" Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:32 AM 

To:    i:ii,]i i[ii ):~i !?iii:’,:i::.:::?,:i~;i[ i::~i 
Subject: This Week @IlliniAthletics 



% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 12:27 PM 

John Montgomery ~ohn@ram~lub.com>; CtmninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher. Rick 

<rick@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Matt Tetrell <matt@ramsclub.com> 

RE: This WEek @IlliniAtlfletics 

The p~an is to cross promote both vehicles it: possible. 

From: John Montgomery [mailto:john@ramsclub.com] 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 12:26 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Sabo, Tim; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S.; Matt Terrell 

Subject: Re: This Week @llliniAthletics 

Can we create an ad fbr the CaJ~olina Mag (weekly) and push it through other plafl’onns as well. 

Sent farm my iPad 

Thanks, 

Bubba Culmingham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiF of North Carolina 

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:48 AM 

To "Cunn ngham, gubba" <i~: ::: ::@: .~,.. :i .: :: ::: :i .:i>, Vince Ille <!!:.!!:.:!i!i!i!!!:!!?!!ii::!:.i:.i!%:!>, "Pogge, Paul" <:.::.:: ::!:..:i: ’:~!i!;,~ :~::: ~. i:~>, "Steinbacher, Rick" 

<:i: i~::!ii! : :::: ,.: ~: :> "Kirschner, Steve" <.:!1 ?::.i! i: .::1 ~.V.:/~-.i~ii! :~2 ~ ::.,~dL~> "Best Kev n S " <~: ~V". ~!:i!i!! ::’:1 .: ,~.> 

Cc: John Montgomery <., " " ii:i:~-: ," ...... ̄ > Matt Terre <.(.i:U:L~!ii! ~i(.i!!::ii:.[i::;:::i:i:> 

Subject: RE: This Week @llliniAthletics 

Agreed. We are currently working with Paciolan, Learfield, and Sports Marketing on a weekly message that is along these lines. Hoping to have it live 

in the next: 6-S weel~s. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:46 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S. 

Co: John Montgomery; Matt Terrell 

Subject: Re: This Week @llliniAthletics 

We should really focus on this strategy. I know we do it some maybe we should do it more often. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

We [-d~ caie ;~nd i~spi!e itl~o!@:/~II~ielics 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <!i::!!!~i~i!;i!i’;:]~:2!!:~!!i:.?:i~:!:!i~!!~> 

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:40 AM 

To: "Cunn ngham, Bubba" <i :~ :i :k.:: ,!ili!::u .:;:.: :i i:: ::.: ,: i~i:>, "Pogge, Pau "<.:.:: :i..j;~:,i!i!h :~;::: ~.i :> 
Subject: FW: This Week @llliniAthletics 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @IlliniAthleUcs 

From: Fighting l-Mail 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 29, 2014 9:32 AM 
To:    ::ii!:! i iiii.ii~i ?::i:i:iii::: i,: i i:~i ii!~i i~ 
Subject: This Week @IIliniAthletics 

iXi 

] 



iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiIiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

8hare Fi~htin~ fi~?,it ............. 
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06 FEB 2014 

PREPARED FOR 

ILLENINCE 

06 FEB 2014 TRIP TO SANTA ANA, CA 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
CINDIATWATER@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 

RESERVATION CODE 

AIRLINE RESERVATION CODE ZHQ32A (WN) 

c3OTHER: THURSDAY 06 FEB 

©~HER RDU 
RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

Information: 
SOUTHWEST CONFIRMATION ZHQ32A 

~ 1!~ DEPARTURE: THURSDAY 06 FEB i"l~,:,:,:+~ ve,ii’?,, ,,:,,, r,~io~ to 

S©UTHVVESTAIRLINES ~: RDU b DEN 
Aircraft: 
BOEING 737-700 JET 

RALEIGH DURHAM, NC DENVER, CO 

.................................................................................................................................................. Distance (in Miles): 1445 
Departing At: Amving At: 

9: 2 5 a m 11 : 2 5 a m sto p(s): o 

ii Terminal Terminal: 
TERMINAL I Not Available 

>., ILLEtVINCE Check-In Required ~:Economy Confirmed 

~ !~ DEPARTURE: THURSDAY 06 FEE! i:’l~<,~>+- ,,.. ~-,,~,,, ",,<lii~i~i: ti,,’-~<.,.~ ,o~i~.,.~ ,.,. ci<.,oa~’t,.,~ 

SOU~HWES~AIREINES i DEN ~ SNA Aircraft: 
. BOEING 737-700 JET 

WN 0687 DENVER, CO         SANTA ANA, CA 
.................................................................................................................................................. Distance (in Miles): 0832 

DQ#a~iS~ Departing At: Amving At: 
02h ~(S) 2~mi~(~) 12: 0 5 p m 1 : 2 5 p m sto p(s): o 

i Terminal: Terminal: 
:: Not Available Not Available 

~> ILLEIVINCE Check-In Required Economy Confirmed 

~3OTHER: MONDAY 15 DEC 

S B N 
SOUTH BEND, IN 

C65fimq~d Information: 

HAVE A GREAT TRIP 

Notes 
FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 
24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE,.S715C 
PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC OFFICE ............... 
PHONE NUMBER 9I 9-843-5076 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED 
SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 



PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF: 
ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 
ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 
IN A PENALTY FEE. 
UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 
PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 
AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 
SECURITY CHECKPOINTS. A BOARDING PASS MAY BE 
OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER AIRLINE 
KIOSK OR IN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSITE 

~*IMPORTANT BAGGAGE AND CARRY-ON LUGGAGE ~* 
PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 
REGARDING ALL BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES AND ADDITIONAL FEES 

FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION ON AIRPORT 
SECURITY PLEASE CHECK \,’\.~S’V~TSAGOV 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
CINDIATWATER@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Tuesday, 6:09 PM 

Ilb, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

That’s great news. Yes I’ll see you soon and as always thanks for the reply and being there if we need anything. All the best. 

On at 6:03 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

Things axe going well here and the guys beat a ve~ good TCU team a£ter dropping the doubles lyoint. It was exciting and we drew a good 

crowd. 
I’ve made contact with our video/new media stall" here at UNC to look into the optx~rtunities tbr live streaming. I’ll let you know what I hear from them. 

Look forwald to seeing you down here in March. We should be playing outside by then. As always, please let me know ifI can help you, 

Best. 

Vince 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 5:25 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 
Hi Vince, Hope all is well, I h~-_~rd you w~-:~re at Lhe matches y~-:r;terday ~md saw a great win. t w~s wondered ~bout any i:houghi: on Live Streaming th~-_~ 
UNC courts? Thought I would asia? 
See you in March as ill do a Chapel Hill visit then and this month I wi]f make iL to the Ohio maLch-up. 
All the best, 

From: file, Vince [.__m___a__[!_t___o_-[]!__e____@____u___n__£:__e___d___u_] 

Sent: 4:12 PM 

To; 

Cc: Paul, Sampson L 

Subject: RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Hey 

Great start for        I was able to watch his matches here on Friday and he beat a strong player I 

mentioned that he is comfortable with his adjustment to campus and his classes, 

I hope that you and your family enjoyed the holidays and all is well there. Please call on me anytime if you think there is ever anything I can do tbr 

) in the first one. Between the hvo matches, 

Best, 

Vince 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
(919) 9624631 
!] S:22J.£!L~I:WL~iJ:~ 

<imageOOl.jpg > 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, ~ 2:55 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 
Love it, thanks 

llle, Vince 



From: Paul, Sampson L [mai!to~spaul@unc:edu] 

Sent: 2:07 PM 

To’, 

Subject: Fwd: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

Sam Paul 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kuppelweiser, Brian" <bkuppelweBer@theacc,org> 

Date: at 2:05:03 PM EST 

To: Undisclosed recipients:; 

Subject: ACC Tennis: Players of the Week Announced 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

@ACCMTenuis] @ACCWTemfis 

ACC Tennis Players of the Week Announced 
North Carolina’s ’ and Duke’s Ester dold/~ld earn honors 

GREENSBORO, N.E. {theACC.com) - Duke’s Ester Goldleld and North Carolina’s Brayden Schnur have been named this week’s Atlantic Coast Conference 
Tennis Players of the Week. 
Goldfeld posted a 3-1 single s ledger while facing sto ut competition in the Freeman Memorial Championship in Las Vegas, Nev. The tounmment boasted 
12 singles competitors that ranked in the top 50 by the Intercollegiate Tennis Association and two doubles teams that ranked in the top three in the 
nation. The Brooklyn, N.Y., native upset two top 40 opponents in convincing fashion, including Florida’s No. 27 Sofie Oyen (6-2, 6-0) and UCLA’s No. 37 
Kyle McPhillips (6-2, 6-0). Goldfeld opened the competition with a 6-0, 6-2 defeat ofUNLV’s Paola Artiga. In doubles action, Goldfeld pair with Annie 
Mulholland to record a ] -1 mark, picking up a decisive victory against UNVL’s team of Alexis Ga~i"ett and Anett Ferenczi-Eako, 6-1. 

BRIAN KUPPELWEISER 
Communications and Public Relations Intern 

Cell: 
Office: 336.369.2012 
bku ppelweieer@t heacc.or.g 

l ~ ~,c~_-      Es~.,-~,,~,~. a,~,~ ,,2) 

-ACC- 

1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 1:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Joy - student athlete ex~rience survey 

Thanks!! You know you will be missed this afternoon ....... 

Jo,i J. Rer!ner~ M.A., RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Professor ar!d Dh’ector 

Universib~, of Nor[h CaroEina a[ Ci~ane] Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 

B21-A SQuib Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-9.’56-.5147Desk 

Cell 

91%966-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if ling, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may coati, in confidentii~i and/or 

privileged mi~teriai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Email correspondence to and from tins address may be subject to the North Carolina Public {Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state ~fficiM (NICGS, oh, Lt32), Student educationM records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:26 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 

Subject: RE: 3oy - student athlete experience survey 

I can try to complete the draft this week. I won’t be able to attend the FAC meeting today. It was scheduled at a time I’m unavailable. I’ll send you an updated draft as 

soon as I can. Thanks. 

From: Renner, 3oy J 

Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:03 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 

Subject: Joy - student athlete experience survey 

Hi Vince-the nag again. Can we get the survey together and finished for the final run through with FAC so it can start being put into the online format and we 

have it ready to go before too long to start catching the spring grads? 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, bl.A, £r(R} FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~_~ctor 

Un[w_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurm~t Hi~il 
q 321-~, South Coiumbia St 

Chapei Hill, NC 2,.>_. ~- 1._,0 

q o~ ’,-z~h _.1., 9~6 .-~i l, L’.e_k 

(_’eli 

919-966-,’595 J. Fax 

-.CONFIDEN"IAUTY NOi]CE: Ibis e-reicH messi~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privileged materi;~i. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is proi?ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase co,tinct the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email corres#o~dence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state officia~ (NCGS, ch, $32), Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Bloomberg Businessweek inqui~ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <s~tevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: FebruaD’ 18, 2014 at 11:48:07 AM EST 
To: "Curran, Joel" < igcurran~email.unc.edu% "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu>, "Moon, KoJren B" < karen moon~unc.edu> 

Subject: ]FW: Bloomberg Businessweek inquiry 

FYI 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University. of Norfll Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner(~unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarrett17@bloomberg.net> 

Reply-To: Paul Barrett <pbarrettl7@bloornberg.net> 

Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 11:46 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Co: "pbarrett17@bloomberg.net" <pbarrettl7@bloomberg.net> 
Subject: Bloomberg Businessweek inquiry 

Hi, Steve . 

Getting iR touch about aR article I’m working on for Bioomberg Businesswee] magazine. You 

may be aware that over the past six weeks or so, I’ve been lookiRg at the academic fraud 

scandal at UNC, as well as related questions about the academic skill level of UNC athletes. 

My forthcoming article will expand on these themes via a close look at the career of Mary 

Willingham. I’ve had extensive communicatiDn ~ith Jim Dean and Joel Curran, among others at 

UNC. 

I’m reaching ou~ to you because i’d welcome genera~ comment from Bubba Cunningham and/or 

yo’l. i also want you to be aware that i plan to mention Coach Roy Williams’ public comments 

in response to Willingham’s comments abDut past UNC basketball players she tutored, i also 

plan to allude to dealings Wiilingham had with former AD Dick Baidour. Please cDnsider this 

note my formal request for comment from Baddour and Williams. I plaR to mention JeRn 

TowRseRd in your academic-advising office, and I sent her an email directly explaining that 

(I have received no response). Finally, J f you have con~ac~ info for former Coach Butch 

Davis, I’d welcome help with that. 

Happy to discuss any and all. 

A~ I best, 

Pau~ 

Paul M. Barrett 

Assistant Managing Editor 

S! oomberg Susinessweek 
/31 Lexington Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 

212.617.1573 (o) 

in) 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:03 PM 

Efin Finucan <efinuca~@sosnc.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

P,£: Hello 

Erin, 

Thanks very much for" your ernail. We would love to take you and Dena to lunch sornetime in March it: you have a free day. We greatly appreciate your’ office; 

collaboration with us and would welcome an opportunity to meet you in person. Are there any days in particular that work for you and Dena? 

Kind regards, 

Paul 

From: Erin Finucan [mailto:efinucan@sosnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:03 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Hi Paul, 

You probably thouqht that I fell off the planet ..... 

[ went out a lot earlier than expected and stayed out longer than I expected to. I am just back to work now. I am so sorry that [ wasn’t able 
to touch base with you before I left but I hear from my coworker Dena King that she was able to touch base with you. She said she believed that you were able to meet with 

Mr. Maddox from our office as well. 

I just wanted to let you know that I am back in business so to speak! I would love to finally have our meeting, even if by phone. And I will be glad to help you with anything in 

the future. Ms. King will also be continuing to work on athlete agent matters as well, I just wanted to let you know that I am back now as well. 

Sincerely, 

Erin S. Finucan 

Enforcement Attorney 
North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919 807 2137 

efinucan@sosnc.com 
>>> "Pogge, Paul" < p_p___o_g.g.&_@__u__[Lq&_d__u__> 8/13/2013 4:16 PM >>> 

Erin, 

Thanks very much for your email. I look forward to meeting with you when it’s convenient and will wait to hear from you as to what dates might work best At that 

time, Fd also like for you to meet St. Associate Athletic Director Vince Ne, with whom I run our Agent and Advisor Program. We will be happy to drive to your office 

if that’s easiest for" you 

Paul Pogge 

From: Erin Finucan [p~ailto:efinucan_@_%o_s_E£&__O_Er_t] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:54 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Hello 

Hello Paul, 
I received your message yesterday about wanting to meet. I am sorry that I am just now getting back to you. Thank you for your message. I would be happy to meet with you. 

Although it will be a couple weeks before I will be able to get back with you about when we will be able to meet. 

Again thank you so much for your message and I will be in touch shortly. 

Sincerely, 

Erin S. Finucan 

Enforcement Attorney 
North Carolina Secretary of State I Securities Division 

P.O. Box 29622 Raleigh, NC 27626 

919 807 2137 
_e_!)_[?_L_ LC___a_[ L@__s__o___s_[?__q _c__o__[ ~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

john.h.dunn@~ma.com 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

dchaJcd.worrell@nm.com; sasah.hunt@nm.com 

The NFL/No(thwestem Mutual 

Vince- thank you ve~" much for your time and all the great things you and the Universi~ are doing on beha if of the Student Athletes As discussed, below is link to the article on 
Nolthwestern Mutual and former athletes.. We look forward to assisting you and your team any way we can Dana and Cricket hosting a wondelful Career Fair last night and we look 
forward to attending the next one[ Have a great week and we will recomaect soon. BEAT DUT~E! ’. John 

http://ta lent linkedin c om/blo g/index, phpi2014/01 itop-nfl-pl av ers-c areers-after-retirement-infographic 

John H Dunn 
Chief Operating Officer 
Northwestern Mutual - Charlotte 
6235 Mnrrison Blvd. 
Charlotte, NC 2821 l 
Phone: (704) 365-2014 ext 4223 
Mobile: 

Fax: (704) 442-4430 

Thomas T Lawson 
Associate Financial Advisor 
6235 Morrison B]vd, Charlotte, NC 28211 
Phone: 704-365-2014 e×t 4222 
Fax: 7(24-442-4430 

t~mail: thomas.t [awson@nm fn corn 
*Officia[ Corporate Partner of the NCAAC_r¢ 
Northwestern Mutual is the marketing name f’or The Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (NM) (life and disability insurance, annuiues) and its subsidiaries. John 
Dunn is an Insurance Agent of NM and Northwestern Long Term Care Insurance Company, Milwaukee, WI (long-term care insurance), a subsidiary of NM. Registered Representative of 
Northwestern Mutual Investment Services, LLC (securities), a subsidiary of N~% broker-dealer, member FINRA and SIPC. There may be instances when this agent represents companies in 
addition to NM or its subsidiaries. 
Please do not send orders for mutual funds or securities via email, as they cannot be processed. 
Your transmission of electronic mail to this address represents your consent to two-way communication by Internet e-mail. If you received this in error, please contact the sender and delete 
the material from any computer on which it exists. 

Northwestern Mutual, its subsidiaries and affiliates may review and retain incoming and outgoing electronic mail for this e-nrail address for quality- assurance and regulato17 compliance 
purposes. Please be advised that COlrmrunications with {SECURE MESSAGE} in the subject line have been sent using a secure messaging system. Communications that do not have this tag 
may not be secure and could be observed by a third party-. 

If you prefer not to receive any e-mail communication from Northwestern Mutual or our Financial Representatives, please click the following lmk:"E-Mail Opt-out from Northwestern 
Mutual" 

In the event that you cammt click on the above link, the Northwestern Mutual E-Mail Opt-out fom~ can be found at the following URL: https:/iservice.nrrffn.com/cbpeopt/EnrailOptOut.do. 

Northwestern Mutual 
720 East Wisconsin Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53202-4797. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, February 18, 2014 6:23 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P 

RE: Bloombe~ Businessweek inquiry, 

Bubba, 

Thank you. Today, Jenn hlformed me about the communication and i shared it with Steve. She has informed me that she is not planning on responding to him. 

Michelle 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Seat: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:53 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Fwd: Bloomberg Businessweek inquiry 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: February’ 18, 2014 at 11:48:07 AM EST 
A To: "Curran, Joel" <jg_c_’__u_!j:_ajl@_e___n!_@_=_uj!_c_:__e__d___u_?% "Cunninghmn Bubba" <.b_.u__b_.b__a_c_b~_e_.g!.’.a_i!:Uj!.c:.e_d__~>, Moon, KaJren B" <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Subject: ]DvV: Bloomber’g Businessweek inquiry 

FYI 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior As~)ciate A.D. tbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 once 

cell 

stevekirschner(~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com ............................... 

From: "Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:)" <pbarrettlT@bloomberg, net> 

Reply-To: Paul Barrett <p___b__~_r__r__e__t__t_l__Y____@____bJ__o___o___m____b___e_r_g:__q_?__t.> 
Date: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 11:46 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Cc: "pbarrettlT@bloomberg,net" <pbarrettl7@Noomberg.net> 

Subject: Noomberg Businessweek inquiry 

Hi, Steve . 
Getting in touch about an article I’m working on for Bioomberg BusiRessweek magaziRe. You 
may be aware that over the pas~ six weeks or so, I’ve been looking at the academic fraud 
scandal at UNC, as well as related questions about the academic skill level of UNC athletes. 
P~y forthcoming article will expand on these themes via a close ioo]< at the career of Mary 

Wiilingham. I’ve had extensive commuRication with Jim Dean and 3oei Curran, among others at 

UNC. 

I’m reaching out to you because i’d welcome general comment from Bubba Cunningham and/or 

yo’l. i also want you to be aware that i plan to mention Coach Roy Williams’ public comments 

in response to Wiilingham’s comments abDut past UNC basketball players she tutored, i also 

plan to allude to dealings Wiilingham had with former AD Dick Baidour. Please cDnsider this 

note my formal request for comment from Baddour and Williams. I plaR to mention JeRn 

TowRseRd in your academic-advising office, and I sent her an email directly explaining that 

(I have received no response). Finally, J f you have contact info for former Coach Butch 

Davis, I’d welcome help wit]: that. 
Happy to discuss any and all. 

All best, 

Paul 

Paul M. Barrett 

Assistant Managing Editor 

Bl oomberg Sus f nes.sweek 
731 Le:~ington Avenue 
New York, NY 10022 
212.617o1573 (o) 

(:~L) 



Februa~ 19,2014 

Daniel Schere 
Assistant University Editor 
The Daily Tar Heel 
151 E. Rosemary Street, Suite 101 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

@live.unc.edu 

�.)#F[CE ’Ot~ UNIVA~S3[T¥ COU:N~EL 

2a2 EAST CAMEgO.N AV~!NUE 

(~;HAPEL t-HLt.~ Ng[: 275~9-91:0,S 

V 9:(9.843.:{6/7 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Schere: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated September 5, 2013, in which you wrote seeking information from 
University records. Specifically, you wrote: 

"1 write to request the average team GPA information for each of the following sports teams during the 
2012-2013 academic year: Football, mens basketball, women’s basketball, mens soccer, women’s 
soccer, mens lacrosse, women’s lacrosse, mens field hockey, women’s field hockey." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. Please note 
that there is only a Women’s Field Hockey team here at Carolina. The following data responsive to your request was 
available from existing University records subject to disclosure under the North Carolina Public Records Act: 

Academic Year 2012-2013 
Sport Fall Cumulative Spring Cumulative 

Team GPA Team GPA 
Field Hockey 2.994 3.056 
Football 2.502 2.481 
Men’s Basketball 2.535 2.517 
Men’s Lacrosse 2.760 2.775 
Men’s Soccer 2.891 2.880 
Women’s Basketball 2.394 2.454 
Women’s Lacrosse 3.018 3.022 
Women’s Soccer 3.016 3.056 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
httpj/policies.unc.eduipo!!c!es/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:02 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu>; Suits, Christy H. <christy@unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 

Senior Staff <uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

identities exposed in Maryland cyberattack 

More than 309,000 identities exposed in University of Maryland cyberattack 

By Colin Campbell. The BaNmore Sun 

"Jr: 32 }~ ~:,; 2~?. ;r~,b~;.¢~;" ;:’9. 2!)2~ 

The personal information of more than 309,000 students, staff and almnni of the University of Maryland was compromised in a "sophisticated" cyberattack, Umversitv 

President Wallace Loh am~ouneed Wednesday. 

The breached database held names, Social Security numbers, dates of birth and university identification numbers maintained by the university’s information mchnologu’ division 

and promcted with "mu]tMayered security defimses," Lob said in an open letter. 

"I am truly sorry," he wrote. 

Lob siressed that no financial, academic, healih, or contact i~formaiion was taken but said ihe university would provide a free year of credit monitoring to anyone whose 

information was exposed. Students, faculty and other personnel who have been issued a University ID at the College Park and Shady Grove campuses since 1998 could hax, e 

been afJiacted. 

The data breach is fl~e latest in a string of such attacks in recent ?,ears. Financial institutions, employers, retailers and others have been targeted. In a case flint stoked public 

ouirage, a cybcrattack on Target last year affected up to 4t) million people. 

Universities have also been ~,~alnerable. A eyberattack at file University of Delaware compromised the i~ffomlation of 74,000 people last year. Nearly 24,000 College Park 

siudents’ Social Security numbers were inadvefl.ently printed on mailing ]N~els for paddng brochm’es in 2t)08. 

student at College Park. called the latest breach "concerning." 

"I’m still trying to process it a httle," he sat& "Somebo@ now has my iNbrmation." 

Beth Givens. director of Privacy Rights Clearinghouse, a nonprofit that tracts privacy breaches, said universities are often targeted by hackers because they collect the type of 

inibrmation that thiex, es can use to set up new accounts under different addresses and "go to town wifll the victims’ money." 

Names and Social Security numbers can give identity- thieves the "keys to the kingdom," Go, zens said. 

She said MmTland law requires agencies to report only unencrypted data breaches. Encrypting information or using algorithms to scramble the daia proiecis againsi the 

information being used. 

It’s unclear whether the universiiy data was encrypted. Officials couht not be reached to comment beyond Loh’s letier. 

rob characterized the data breach as a "criminal incident" and said state and federal law enforcement authorities are investigating. He said that within 24 hours of Tuesday’s 

breach, ihe u~iversity formed a task force that also includes computer forensic invesfigaiors. 

"With the assistance of experts, we are handling ihis mailer with an abundance of caution and diligence," he wrote. 

Franeoise Gilbert, managing director of IT ]aw (5"oup, based in California’s Silicon Valley, which represents firms wh~ they’re attacked, said the uni~,,ersity breach 

was "relatively small," compared it othc’r high-profile attacks, but could have wide-ranging ef~iacts. 

"Of course, for the affected people, I would imagine fl~ere will be tremendous consequences," she said. 

the College Park stadmt fi-om Baltimore, said the freqnency of cvberattacLs like Target’s are beginning to have a numbing effect. He doesn’t fault the university for any 

oversight in data protection. 

"It tells you more about the state of our current online security," he said. "I understand the realities of the situation. If it’s happening to a mnltibillion-dollar companv like Target, 

and it even happens to the govermnent, it can happen to anyone." 

He said he appreciated the m~iversitv’s offer of free credit monitoring and planned to participate in the program. 

"No reason not to," he said. 

In his leRer, [,oh said the attad~ happened despiie a receni doubling in the universiiy’s IT security engineers and analysts. 

He also tried to prevent seams by warning fl~at no universib, communication about fl~e cyberattack would ask eonmmnig" members for their personal infbrmation. He told 

communiiy members to be cautious in sharing such i~formaiion. 

The university has set up a hofline at 301-405-4440 and an email address for those with questions or concerns, datasecurity@umd.edn. 

"I regret this breach of our computer and data systems," Loh said in his letter. "We are doing everything possible to protect any personal information that may be compromised. 

"Obviously, we need it do more and better, and we will.** 



Read more: htt p:iiwww.b altim oresun.com/n ~wsim ary|an dibs-m d-u niversity-o f-m arylan d-d ata-br each-20140219,0,2321285.story#ixzz2tpcgeSip 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:58 AM 

Vangelder, MarieIle A <rnvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

life, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

thanks 

Excellent presentation today, thank you. That was very helpful to hear from both of you. Well done. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Temple, Abbey -~temple@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:16 PM 

Carolina SoiibaJl Anno~mces InauguraJ Diamond Dinner 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 919- 962-1160 ) 

Carolina Softball :Mmounces Inaugural Diamond Dinner 

Event ,,ill take place ~’~Iarch 21 at the Friday Center 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Head coach Donna J. Papa is excited m mmounce the program’s inaugura] Carolina Softball Diamond Dinner, which will be held Friday, 

March 21 at the William ~md Ida Friday Center. 

Carolina Pmlthers head coach and NFL Coach of the Year Ron Rivera will be featured as the keynote speaker, and the event will be emceed by sportscaster and 

author Dwayne Ballen. 

A social, including a silent auction mad player autographs, will begin at 6 p.m., mid dinner will s~art at 7 p.m. 

Tickcts for UNC softball alumna and students are $35, and individual seating is $75. Sponsored tables of eight are also available. For more information on sponsoring 

amble, call 919-962-5552. 

A bbey Temple 

U~,IC Athletic Communications 

o: 919-962-1160 i c: 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 1:31 PM 

Curran, Joel <igcurraJ~@email xmc.edu>; McFarlmad, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu-~; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekir~hner@unc.edu> 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - Dan Kane (N&O) reqeust re S-A infoites~t scores 

FYI Dam Ks_he (N&O) has requested the following (see below for full request): 
total number of athletes enrolled as special talent admissions 
o year-by-year breakdown 
o for the past 15 years 
: how many were men’s basketball or football players 

* the average SAT and ACT scores for football and men’s basketball players 

* the average GPAs for entering football and men’s basketball players 
Public Records temn is looking into this request... 
’Iha_nks, 
A~me 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Record~ Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

’Ihe University of NortJa Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 

Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 9:21 AM 
To: .d_ k__a__t!_e__,@ n__e_w_s_p_b__s_ e_~_e_, r: c_9__m_. 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.19.2014) 

Dear Mr. Kane, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Steve Kirschner yesterday, February 19, 2014 via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http://po!ic!es.un c. e duipol!ci es/pub!ic-reco rd s/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Univel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Itall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Itill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen@une.edu 

From: <Kane>, Dan < _d_ _l< a_ p_ .e_ _ . .@_._ _ . .n_ .e_ w _s_ . .o_ .b_ _s_ . .e_ [ .v_ _ .e_ _ _r. ._ _c_ . .o_ .m._.> 

Date: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 at 4:43 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: information request 

Steve, 
Could you provide me with the past 15 years, in a year-by-year breakdown, of: 
1 .) total number of athletes enrolled as special talent admissions. In other words, they did not meet the academic requirements of the university but were admitted under a 
’special talent’ provision. And within that number, a breakdown of how many were men’s basketball or football players? 
2.) the average SAT and ACT scores for football and men’s basketball players. 
3.) the average GPAs for entedng football and men’s basketball players. 
Let me know if you have any questions. 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Plunkett. Mar?- Rob <maryrobp@unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 9:08 AM 

Baseball v. Xavier Series InIbnnation 

Baseball v Xavier Series Notes.docx 

Good Morning, 

I hope this message finds you well and ready for an exciting weekend of Carolina Athletics! Today marks our baseball team’s home opener and I’d like to follow up 

with some information about the series with Xavier this weekend. 

Scheduled Game Times: 

Game 1 - Friday at 3:04 p.m. 

Game 2 -Saturday at 2:04 p.m. 

Game 3 -Sunday at 1:04 p.m. 

Weather: There is a chance of inclement weather, particularly today, but we will of course communicate any changes as expeditiously as possible. 

Parking for Saturday: 

"Rams Head Deck will be available for public parking beginning at 12:15 p.m. Prior to 12:15 p.m., Baseball Rams Head Deck permits will be honored, along with 

credentialed media, disability patrons with valid disability permits ($10 upon entry), and Carolina Club patrons with Carolina Club cards. After 12:15 p.m., 

the remaining spaces will be available on a first-come, first-served basis for $5.00 upon entry. 

[] Navy Field Lot and the School of Government Deck will be reserved for appropriate event permit holders until at least 2:00 p.m.; the Law School Lot will be 

reserved for weekday $3 permit holders until 4:00 p.m.; Ehdnghaus Lot will be reserved for weekday K permit holders until 12:30 p.m. until 12:30 p.m. and 

will be open to the general public on a first-come, first-served basis after 12:30 p.m. 

Series Specific Information: See Attached 

Please respond with questions, changes and any concerns. 

All the best, 

Mary Rob 

~,la~, IRob Plunkel:[ 

Assistan~ Director of Even~ ~a~nagement 

UNC Athletics 

Office: 919o843.8627 

Celk 

..... "W,~.~ ~?~.’."~:~ ~,~.,’,~S #,’.~i~’e ~hr~’:~.~!),,’%., ..~t~?h:s~" 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:08 AM 

To: @gmail.com> 

Ce: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Info 

Thanks very much, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:06 AM, " " < @gmail. corn> wrote: 

> Hey Paul, 
> 
> The info you requested is attached. I will send again when completed 
> 

> Take care, 
> 

> 

>__ 

> 

> 

> 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> <Draft docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 11:38 AM 

UNCAA-Senior Sta~t’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- ExeStaJt’<uncaa exestafl~:groups.unc.edu-~ 

[,oudermilk Access Control 

The following is an emad I sent this morning to our Head and Assistant Coaches. I wanted to make you aware as well. 

As mentioned a few weeks ago, we have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scannel~ at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence at the 1 st Floor door from the parking lot 

and at a door into the 3rd floor elevator lobby from the Kenan Stadium Concourse. This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility, for our Student Athletes and 

Staff’as well as be a means to control or restrict access when needed. We roll need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the 

Loudermilk Center to have their fingerprint entered into the system. The information entering process takes about 3 mimltes per person. Student Athletes eligible to be 

in the system roll come from a list provided from Compliance. All Head mad Assis*ant Coaches roll need to provide Nate Hilton (ahilton(d~emailxmc.e&0 ruth their 

PID number to have it pre-entered into the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned if you have not already done ,so. Any 
coach with an outside door key to Loudennilk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once "the system goes active. 

The seheduled enrollment period will be March 3-6 from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loudermilk Center. We hope to get as many of 

onr Coaches and Student Athletes enrolled during these dates as we can. Please pass this location and these times along to your teams. Thank you. 

Richie (5imsley 

Asst. Director for Facility, Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Friday, Februaly 21, 2014 1:48 PM 

UNCAA-Senior Sta~t’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- ExeSta]t’<uncaa exestafl~:groups.unc.edw~ 

RE: Loudermilk Access Control 

I should have explained a bit better in my earlier email. Athletic Deparmlent staff will also have the opportunity to have their fingerprints scanned into the system. We 

have already begun this with staff’members whose offices are in the Loudennilk Center. 
Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility- Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel ttill, NC 27517 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 11:38 AM 
To: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Loudermilk Access Control 
The following is an email I sent this morning to our Head and Assistant Coaches. I wanted to make you awaace as well. 

As mentioned a few weeks ago, we have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scannel~ at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence at the 1 st Floor door from the parking lot 
rd and at a door into the 3 floor elevator lobby from the Kenan Stadium Concourse. This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility. for our Student Athletes and 

Staff’as well as be a means to control or restrict access when needed. We roll need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the 

Loudermilk Center to have their fingerprint entered into the system. The information entering process takes about 3 mimltes per person. Student Athletes eligible to be 

in the system roll come from a list provided from Compliance. All Head mad Assis*ant Coaches roll need to provide Nate Hilton (ahilton(d~emailxmc.e&0 ruth their 

PID number to have it pre-entered into the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned if you have not already done so. Any 

coach with an outside door key to Loudennilk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once "the system goes active. 

T The seheduled enrollment period will be March 3-6 from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loudermilk Center. V~ e hope to get as many of 

our Coaches and Stadent Athletes enrolled during these dates as we can. Please pass this location and these times along to your teams. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility, Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, Februaly 21, 2014 2:47 PM 

Kirschner. Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu-~ 

FYI - seeking assistance - records read)" to review prior to release 

FY1 - Non Media requestor seeks MBB Coach Contracts.msg 

FYI the records just provided to Mr. Liang (see email below-) axe also responsive to the request for Co~, Dorfman: rcgaxding his request (see attached FYI previously 

sent) 

Note: he is requesting the employment contracts for MBB coaches - Roy Williams, Hubert Davis, C.B. McGrath, & Steve Robinson 

Vhlce/Paul/Steve Since you just OK’d these for Mr. Liang, we will go aJaead and get out another copy today to Mr. Dorfmam. 

Tha~nks, 

Anne 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Friday, February 2:t, 2014 I0:24 AM 
To: Krause, Paul; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Kirschner, Steve; llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Co: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FYI - public records response sent to National Sports Journalism Center (coach contracts!salary) 
FYI - Public Records response sent to Tian Liang at the National Sports Journalism Center (Indiana University). The records included head and assistant MBB coach 

contracts and WBB head coach contract, along with their most current salaries. 

This request is now closed. 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Ulfivel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(a)unc.edu 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014:1.0:20 AM 

To:           @yeah.net 

Co: Public Records 
Subject: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 1.:t7.20J.4) 

Dear Mr. Liang, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile documents referenced in her letter (in all, 35 pages/3,290 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Ulilvel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen (a?unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu;, 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 5:20 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA conesp 8/1/13 - 11/9/13 ready for review 

Ok ---great. I witl be ir~ the office, but may not be at my desk--so #ease caft my celt so you are sure to reach me if you are abte to pick them up 

tomorrow. Thanks! 

From: Vangelder, larie[[e A 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 5:16 PM 
To: Stabile, Regina 

Co: file, Vince 
Subject: Re: NCAA corresp 8/1/13 - 11/9/13 ready for review 

Thank you[ I’II be on-campus tomorrow and will try to pick it up. If I cannot, I will send our courier on Monday morning. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Marielle 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 5:11 PM, "Stabile, Regina" <regina stabile@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince and Marielle - 

The NCAA correspondence during the period 8/1/13 - 11/9/13 is ready to send back to you (this is responsive to Dan Kane’s 11/11/13 request and 

consists of several hundred pages). FYI - I am looking into a couple questions raised by Public Records Staff while conducting the review, but there is 

no need to wait to share what is ready at this time (if necessary, I will modify redaction marks in this batch prior to release to ensure that we protect 

confidential information under federal or state laws). 

The disk will be in our front receptionist area. FY,L if you want to pick it up this evening or over the weekend, I will be working so just let me know. 

Otherwise you can send your courier during business hours when the Receptionist will be here. And, if you need to have us deliver it to you, please 

let me know. 

As always, we appreciate your assistance with reviewing these records for confidential student and personnel information not readily identifiable to 

Public Records Staff based on the lack of additional information available on our end/limited content of the records. 

Thanks! 

Regina 
......................................................................................... 

Re~ina J $~a.bile. ,J 0 
Director Nsgt~do~J Records ,~d Re#orti~g Com#!i~ce 
O~t.~ of k fnh, e;~i~z Colm.~e~ 

~O Byn.m ’..-hi!, C,~re~:.u~ 3ox 9 ~O’; 
222 Fas~ Camero;~ As~n!.,e 
C;~apei ~eii, Noah Cam~ina 27599.9t05 

D;;~c~ Line: ,~ "29.343. ~&~O 

Man; O~.~e Line: ,~f9.~2- ~2"29 
F~c~mii,::.: 9 ’,.~-843. f~ ’, ? 
Ebctro;~ic Ma~: t~qina sfabileCo)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 6:37 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

FW: please respond to this request 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We ~.,’.i~.~:~t~o ~ir~it Ii~s;ii~’i:" T/’~o~.~h A~:hle~:i~:!; 

From: <Moon>, Karen B <.k_a___r__e_q___m__o_o_q__@__9__n___c__.__e___d_u_> 

Date: Friday, February 21, 2014 at 6:29 PM 

To: "Curran, Joel" <jgcurran@emaiLunc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Mike McFarland 

<mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya. moore@unc.edu>, "Pickeral, Robbi" <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: please respond to this request 

FYI 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent= Friday, February 21, 2014 6:27 PM 
To: ’Kane, Dan’ 
Co: john.drescher@newsobserver.com; steve.riley~@newsobserver.com 
Subject= RE: please respond to this request 
Dan: The last time the NCAA was on campus was to conclude the student-athlete reinstatement cases. All of the records that pertain to our last correspondence with 

the NCAA were released to the media on Dec. 19, 2013. Those records are linked here: http:i/~a~a~’.goheels.comitls,’3350/F.tt?McDonaldAttachments.pd[? 

SPSID=668156&SPID=12965&DB I,ANG=C&SITE=4JNC&DB OEM ID=3350. 

The UNC Athletics Compliance Office is continuously engaged in ettbrts to educate, monitor, investigate and report. That office has regular contact with 
representatives of the NCAA and the ACC to support these efforts. 

Hope you have a good weekend, 

Karen 
From: Kane, Dan [n~ailto:dkane.@newsobserver.conq 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 4:49 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: please respond to this request 
Karcn, 

I had asked earlier this month if the NCAA had returned to campus recently and if so for what reason. If there is correspondence to this effect, such as a notification, 

then provide it. This is something that the universib, should be able to confirm or deny quickly. 

Thanks, 

Dma Kane 

StaffWriter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February. 22, 2014 10:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: statement from "ticket oltice 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2024 10:23 AM 

To: Sabo, 33m; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: statement from ticket office 

Checking on how that statement from the ticket office went out yesterday. Did anyone in the communications office see it before it went out? I know I didn’t. 

The message was fine but we usually have some input before something like that is released. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner (a~ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :i:::::: :i i: :::.i i<i: :: :: :i ::::. i i::: : i:: ::.i:i: T i:i::: :i :i:::.: ::? i::.: :.:: i i i::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February. 22, 2014 10:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

RE: Inm~duction 

I do not. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent-" Friday, February 21, 2014 10:24 PM 
To" Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Introduction 

Do we know this person? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Moore, Robert (Tres)" <MooreR14@darden.virginia.edu> 

Date: February 21, 2014 at 4:33:21 PM EST 

To: "ilHe@uncaa.unc.edu" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Introduction 

Hi Mr. llle, 

I am Robert Moore, law student at the University of Virginia. I am working on a research project about the NCAA clearinghouse process. My goal is to 

propose a new strategy aimed at using the Clearinghouse process to reduce, and ultimately eliminate, NCAA infractions by student-athletes. If 

available, I would love to spend a few minutes with you over my spring break to discuss my proposal and get feedback on implantation issues and 

practicality. Are you available anytime between March 10-14th? If you are unavailable during that window, may I schedule a phone or Skype call with 

you? 

Best, 

Robert (Fres) Moore 

Umvemity of Virginia 

JDA\IBA Candidate, Class of 2015 
P hon e:            I _M___9__o__r__e__R___Z__4_:_@__D___a__r__d___e__Q:_V__j_r_gJ_QJ_a__:_e__d___u_. 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, Februa~ 22, 2014 10:58 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: I~T: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bruce Tollner [mailto:bruce@replsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~’ 21, 2014 11:37 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

was 6’3" 228 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Roe Lach <jdach@julieroelach.com> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 8:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: in-person visit 

Hi Mince, 

I was in the Raleigh area for the week of your snow storm so it wasn’t as productive as planned but still a good trip! 

I was asked to speak at the sports summit being held by UNC- Chapel Hill’s sports management program on May 3 It looks like Bubba is also a speaker I’m trying to figure out if I can 

make it due to another commitment. If I’m able to swing it, would you all be able to meet on that Friday, May 2? 

I’m also happy to join you on a conference call anytime before then if you’d prefer not to wait until May to visit. 

Best, 

Julie 

Julie Roe Lach, President 

Julie Roe Lach, LLC 

484 E Carmel Drive, Suite 159 

Carmel, Indiana 46032 

www julieroelach.com 

(c) 

~,,iu lie roelach.com 

[ :i~:i JRL Email Sig.jpg 

..... Original Message ..... 

Fr 

To: 

"Julie Roe Lach" <jrlach@julieroelach.com> 

Co: 

Sent: 

Tue, 18 Feb 2014 01:07:56 +0000 

Subject: 

RE: in-person visit 

Hi Julie, 

We are back in the office today (Saturday in many cases) Did you ever make it into Raleigh for your visit? I hope we can meet iflwhen you visit the area Thanks and I hope 

you’re well 

Vince 

From= Julie Roe Lach [mailto:jrlach@julieroelach.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:56 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: in-person visit 

Hi Vince, 

Just following up on my emait below. I’m assumin8 you all are ~,etting the same winter storm as in Raleigh. Hopefully, this will pass by Frida% Do you 

have anv time to meet Friday for lunch or durin8 the afternoon? 

.kHie 

From: Julie Roe Lach [mailto:jrlach@julieroelach.com] 

Sent: Friday, February 7, 20:14:1:58 PM 

To: ille@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: in-person visit 

Vince, 

Thanks again for talking a couple weeks ago. I appreciated your insights about my client and really enjoyed talking about the challenges of leading and overseeing 

compliance in today’s world. I’m going to be in the Raleigh area next Tuesday-Friday Per your suggestion, I did reach out to Bubba via text to try to connect while in San 

Diego but I didn’t hear back. I’m sure he was pretty weighted down with meetings while there. Since I’m going to be in the area, I wanted to see if I could visit with you both 

about my firm’s services and ways I may be able to complement what you are already doing. If it sounds like a good idea, please let me know some times that may work 

for you both. 



Best to you, 

Julie 

Julie Roe Lach, President 

Julie Roe Lach, LLC 

484 E Carmel Drive, Suite 159 

Carmel, Indiana 46032 

www.iulieroelach corn 

(e) 

irfach ~,iu lie roelach.co m 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, Februao, 24, 2014 9:59 AM 

Curran, Joel <igcurr~m@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu-~; Moon, Karen B <karenmoon@unc.edu>; 

Moore, TaJlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - Student Journalist request - re Bubba Cunninghaln’s con-esp 

FYI - I)ylma Segelbaum (student journalist for The Daily Ormage at SvTacuse Unive~ity) is seeking (see below for fifll request): 

copy of all correspondence between Syracuse Athletic Director Daryl Gross (_d_~_’__o_ss_@s.y__r_:_e___d__t_0 mad mayone using an @syr.edu email address 

o with [~’C Athletic Director Bubba Cumfingham 

o durhlg the period Oct. 14, 201 l-Jma. 18, 2014 (about 2 years, 3 months) 

o limitcdto emailsthat mention "baseball" 

Public Records team is looking into tiffs request... 

’Ihaxiks, 

Atme 

From, Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent, Monday, February 24, 20:1.4 9:07 AM 
To: dmsegelb@syr.edu 
Co. Public Records 
Subject, Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.21.2014) 

Dear Mr. Segalbaum, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Karen Moon on February 21, 2014, via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:i!poNcies.unc.eduipolicies/pubNc-.records!. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

CDenise ~ Alien 

N eceptionist anaC~u6[ic C&ecoraCs Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 
The Unive~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hail, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen@unc.edu 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent, Friday, February 2:1., 2014 6:03 PN 
To: ’Dylan Segelbaum’ 
Co. Public Records 
Subject, RE: Open Records Request -- Follow Up 

Dylan: bv cc on thi~; ¢_~mail, f am sending your public r¢_~cord~; r¢_~quest: to our public records office I am al~;.:_~ providing a linl~ t:o our pubNc records policy: 

~t.~t.p.~;~p.~.J~s.~.e..s.....u.~..c..:.e...d..~Zp...~..~!.~J.e...s.~p.~bJ~s.-.r.~.c..~..rA~ 
Karen 

From, Dylan Segelbaum [mailto:dmseqelb@syr.edu] 
Sent, Friday, February 21, 2014 4:37 PN 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject; Open Records Request -- Follow Up 
Dear Karen, 

I hope all is well. 
My name is Dylan Segelbaum and I’m a reporter for The Daily Orange, the independent student newspaper of Syracuse University. 
I was writing to follow up on an open records request I had sent to the UNC News account on Jan. 18. Below is a copy of that request for reference: 
Dear Records Officer: 
Pursuant to the state open records law. N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 132-1 O, I write to request access to and a copy of write to request access to and a copy of all 
correspondence (such as emalls) between Syracuse Athletic Director Daryl Gross (di~rnss(~.svr.edu) and anyone using an @syr.edu email address with UNC Athletic Director 
Bubba Cunningham. The timeframe I am requesting these records from is Oct. 14, 2011-Jan. 18, 2014. I am requesting emails that mention "baseball." Or, all emails from 
this time period if it is easier to prepare. If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and include the proper custodian’s name and 
address. 
I agree to pay any reasonable copying and postage fees of not more than $25. If the cost would be greater than this amount, please notify me. Please provide a receipt 
indicating the charges for each document. 
I would request your response w#hin ten (10) business days. 
If you choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific statutory exemption(s) upon which you rely. Also, 
please provide all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material 
Please be advised that I am prepared to pursue whatever legal remedy necessary to obtain access to the requested records. I would note that violation of the open records 
law can result in the award of reasonable attorney fees, for which you maybe held personally liable. See N. C. Gen. Stat. Sec. 132-9(c). 
Sincerely, 
Dylan Segelbaum 

Staff Writer I The Daily Orange 
13.I. Newhouse School of Public Communiealions 

Syracuse University Class of 2015 

@rockarlshow,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 1:26 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Kirsclmer, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - Non-media lvquest re specific athletics budgets 

FYI - Scott Hirko (professor at Michigan University) is seeking (see below for full request): 

¯ Operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for years 2005-06 -2010-11 

¯ tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for years 2005-06 -2010-11 

¯ total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletic for years 2005-06 -2010-11 

Public Records team is looking into this request... 

Thanks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Public Records Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.23.2014) 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc.edu yesterday, February 23, 2014 via 

e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The Universit’,~ Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise 0.. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 gynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen@unc.edu 

From: Hirko, Scott R [mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 1:02 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: FW: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

I am following up with my research project and note there was a change in contact information at the University of North Carolina from my original request. Can 

you assist with the below? It is much appreciated, thank you. 

Scott 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport, Central Michigan University Associate, Communications and Research, Knight Commission on 

Intercollegiate Athletics hirkolsr@cmich.edu 

cell 

From: Blanchard, John G [johnblanchard@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2013 4:49 PM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Subject: RE: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I no longer am employed at the University of North Carolina. Therefore, I will be unable to fulfill your request. 

John Blanchard 

From: Hirko, Scott R [hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2013 9:06 PM 

To: Blanchard, John G 

Subject: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

August 9, 2013 



Mr. John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill UNC Athletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

[Sent via email to: jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Dear Mr. Blanchard: 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records that describe the following information 

for each year from Academic Year (AY) 2005-2006 through AY 2010-2011 (a total of six years, to include AY 2005-06, AY 2006-07, AY 2007-08, AY 2008-09, AY 2009-10, 

AY 2010-11): 

1) total operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (operating budget is defined as: Total expenses including for graduate 

assistants, interns, equipment, and other monies necessary to enhance or complete the mission of athletic academic support); 

2) total tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (tutoring budget is defined as: total expenses specifically for all personnel and 

expenses related to tutoring student-athletes); and, 

3) total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletics. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $25.00. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all 

fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of how leaders in 

higher education make financial decisions in response to policies that affect the academic performance of students. This information is not being sought for 

commercial purposes. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling this request, 

please contact me with information about when I might expect copies of the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the appeal 

procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport Central Michigan University 

1355 Turtlecreek Circle 

East Lansing, MI 48823 

hirkolsr@cmich.edu<mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu> 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, February 24, 2014 1:32 PM 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edu-~; CurraJ1, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mikemctarland@unc.edu>; 

Moon, Karen B <karen~noon@unc.edtr~; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~ 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - HBO Sports request re S-A scholarship info 

FYI Brian Boehler at HBO Sports h~s requested the following: 

"percentage of scholarship junior and senior athletes, in all majors, on the men’s basketball and football teams" 

Public Records team is looking into this request... 

Thin,ks, 

Anne 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 :L0:S0 AM 
To: Boehler, Brian (HBO-NS) 
Cc: Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.24.2014) 

Dear Mr. Boehler, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to p___u___b__!!_c___r__e___c_9__r__d___s_@__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__ this morning via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!ipolicies.unc.edu!policiesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~unc.edu 

From: Boehler, Brian (HBO-NS) [mailto:Brian.Boehler@hbo.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 lO:18 AM 

To: Public Records 
Subject: Public Records Request-Percentage of Scholarship Athletes-HBO Sports 
HBO Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel is requesting: 

The percentage of scholarship junior and senior athletes, in all majors, on the men’s basketball and football teams. 

As this is a matter of public concern, we ask that you expedite the request. We will pay for any reasonable fees associated with it. 

Regards, 

Brian Boehler 

HBO Sports 

This e-mail is intended only for the use of the addressees. Any copying, forwarding, printing or other use of this e-mail by persons other than the addressees is not authorized. This 

e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately by return e-mail 

(including the original message in your reply) and then delete and discard all copies of the e-mail. 

Thankyou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu~ 

Monday, February 24, 2014 4:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Program Descriptions and Testimonial Letters 

Already done. 

From: llle, Vince 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 2:50 PN 

To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 

Subject: FW: Program Descriptions and Testimonial Letters 

Please add Dr. Suttle to the list for consideration for 2014-15 programming. Thanks. 

From: Cunningham, 8ubba 

Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 10:20 AM 

To: llle, Vince 

Subject: FW: Program Descriptions and Testimonial Letters 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

%~e ~~c~t~~ e~d I~ir~" Ih~’,~gh Athletic,-. 

From: Earl Suttle <earl~earlsuttle.com> 

Date: Friday, February 21, 2014 at 8:39 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Program Descriptions and Testimonial Letters 

Greetings Bubba, 

It was great hearing from you and I 

am wishing your athletic department 

continued success under your fine 

leadership. 

Per our phone conversation yesterday, 

I would be honored to be considered 

to address your student athletes in the 

spring or fall of 2014. 

I am attaching some of my programs that 

have received great reviews from other 

universities throughout the United States. 

I have also been asked to present these 

programs to several NFL and NBA teams 

over the years as well with great success. 

I can also conduct a leadership session with 

your athletic department in the fall as well. 

I am attaching a few testimonial letters from 

the University of Georgia’s Athletic Director 

and the Atlanta Falcons Executive Director for 

your review. 

I am looking forward to hearing from you soon 

and if I am chosen, promise a highly interactive, 

amazing presentation to your student athletes. 

Stay well, 

Dr. Earl 

Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 

Chairman & CEO 

Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 

Follow me on Twitter @drearlspearls 



From: ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:12 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ce: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: h~b 

Great, thanks! 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 11:08 AM 

To: 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Fwd: Info 

Here is a sampling of the information we are gathering, 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "                           @gmail.com> 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu>, "file, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Info 

Hey Paul, 

The info you requested is attached, I will send again when complete& 

Take care, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februau 24, 2014 9:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Fwd: FYI - Non-media request re specific athletics budgets 

Hi Vince, 

What does this mean? Is she just giving us a FYI and we wait to even work on it until we hear back from her? 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Sutton, Anne Maxid’ <s_g_t_tS~!La__@email.unc.eda> 

Date: February 24, 2014 at 1:25:44 PM EST 

To: "Brow~ Michelle" <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>, "Kirschnec Steve" < stevekirschne@unc.edu >, "Ille, Vince" <ille@~mc.e&t>, "Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge(g~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Stabile, Regina" <regina stabile({~unc.edu> 

Subject: FYI - Non-media request re specific athletics budgets 

FYI - Scott Hirko (professor at Michigan University) is seeking (see below for full request): 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->Operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for years 2005-06 -2010-11 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics for years 2005-06 -2010-11 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]--> total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletic for years 2005-06 - 

2010-11 
Public Records team is looking into this request... 

Thanks, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Pubfic Records Paralegal 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Allen, Denise O.. 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.23.2014) 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc.edu yesterday, 

February 23, 2014 via e-real0. 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise O,. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Nvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise_Allen@unc.edu 

From: Hirko, Scott R [mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 1:02 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: FW: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

I am following up with my research project and note there was a change in contact information at the University of North Carolina from my original 

request. Can you assist with the below? It is much appreciated, thank you. 

Scott 



Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport, Central Michigan University Associate, Communications and Research, Knight 

Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics hirkolsr@cmich.edu 

cell 

From: Blanchard, John G [johnblanchard@unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, August 11, 2013 4:49 PM 

To: Hirko, Scott R 

Subject: RE: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

Dear Dr. Hirko, 

I no longer am employed at the University of North Carolina. Therefore, I will be unable to fulfill your request. 

John Blanchard 

From: Hirko, Scott R [hirkolsr@cmich.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2013 9:06 PM 

To: Blanchard, John G 

Subject: Freedom of Information request for academic support budgets and FTE, 2005-2011 

August 9, 2013 

Mr. John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill UNC Athletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

[Sent via email to: jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Dear Mr. Blanchard: 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1, I am requesting an opportunity to obtain copies of public records that describe the 

following information for each year from Academic Year (AY) 2005-2006 through AY 2010-2011 (a total of six years, to include AY 2005-06, AY 2006-07, 

AY 2007-08, AY 2008-09, AY 2009-10, AY 2010-11): 

1) total operating budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (operating budget is defined as: Total expenses including for 

graduate assistants, interns, equipment, and other monies necessary to enhance or complete the mission of athletic academic support); 

2) total tutoring budget for academic advising services for intercollegiate athletics (tutoring budget is defined as: total expenses specifically for all 

personnel and expenses related to tutoring student-athletes); and, 

3) total Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employees for academic advising services for athletics. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed ~25.00. However, I would also like to request a 

waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s 

understanding of how leaders in higher education make financial decisions in response to policies that affect the academic performance of students. 

This information is not being sought for commercial purposes. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in responding to and fulfilling 

this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies of the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information and notify me of the 

appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Scott Hirko, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor, Department of Physical Education & Sport Central Michigan University 

1355 Turtlecreek Circle 

East Lansing, M148823 

hirkolsr@cmich.edu<mailto:hirkolsr@cmich.edu> 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 9:06 AM 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edu-~; Currml, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mJkemc/arland@unc.edu>; 

Moon, Karen B <karen~noon@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~ 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - HBO Sports modified request re S-A scholmship info 

FYI - HBO Sports request re S-A scholarship info.msg 

FYI Brian Boehler at HBO Sports has modified his request from yesterday and is now seeing the below,: (please see attached message for prior request) 

"in~brmation regarding the academic majors of all football mid men’s basketball scholarship student-athletes tbr the years 2009-2014" 

Public Records team is looking into finis request... 

Thanks, 

Anne 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 8:41 AM 
To: Boehler, Brian (HBO-NS) 
Cc: Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.24.2014) 

Dear Mr. Boehler, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to Publicrecords@unc.edu yesterday, February 24, 2014 via 

e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:j!po!ic!es4m c. e dt!ipol!ci es!pub!ic-reco rd s!. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Ulfivel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HaB, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen~unc.edu 

From: Boehler, Brian (HBO-NS) [t_n___ajJtg_L_B__r_[_a___n_,__B_p_e_~tJ_e_L~__h_b__o_:__c_9____m_] 

Sent= Monday, February 24, 20:!.4 1:30 PM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: Revised Public Records Request-HBO Sports 
Please disregard the most recent public records request made on 2/24/14 in exchange for the one below: 

HBO Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel is requesting: 

Information regarding the academic majors of all football and men’s basketball scholarship student-athletes for the years 2009-2014 (Le. Which percent are sociology majors, 

which percent are history majors, etc). 

As this is a matter of public concern, we ask that you expedite the request. We will pay for any reasonable fees associated with iL 

Regards, 

Brian Boehler 

HBO Sports 

Bria n.Boehler @hbo.com 

This e-mail is intended only for the use of the addressees. Any copying, forwarding, printing or other use of this e-mail by persons other than the addressees is not authorized. This 

e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately by return e-mail 

(including the original message in your reply) and then delete and discard all copies of the e-mail. 

Thankyou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ANNE MARIA SUTTON (SUTTONA)C55> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 1:32 PM 

Krause, Paul <pkrause@email.unc.edu-*; CurraJ1, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mikemcIi~rland@unc.edu>; 

Moon, Karen B <karen~noon@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<steveldrschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - HBO Sports request re S-A scholarship info 

FYI Brian Boehler at ttBO Sports has requested the following: 

"percentage of scholarship junior and senior athletes, in all majors, on the men’s basketball and football teams" 

Public Records team is looking into this request... 

Thin,ks, 

Anne 

From-" Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent-" Monday, February 24, 2014 10:50 AM 
To-" Boehler, Brian (HBO-NS) 
Co" Public Records 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.24.20:t4) 

Dear Mr. Boehler, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to p___u___b__!!_c___r__e___c_9__r__d___s_@__u___n___c_.___e__d___u__ this morning via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!ipolicies.unc.edu!policiesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise AllelL~l)unc.edu 

From: Boehler, Brian (HBO-NS) [mailto:Brian.Boehler@hbo.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 10:18 AM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: Public Records Request-Percentage of Scholarship Athletes-HBO Sports 
HBO Real Sports with Bryant Gumbel is requesting: 

The percentage of scholarship junior and senior athletes, in all majors, on the men’s basketball and football teams. 

As this is a matter of public concern, we ask that you expedite the request. We will pay for any reasonable fees associated with it. 

Regards, 

Brian Boehler 
HBO Sports 

This e-mail is intended only for the use of the addressees. Any copying, forwarding, printing or other use of this e-mail by persons other than the addressees is not authorized. This 

e-mail may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify us immediately by return e-mail 

(including the original message in your reply) and then delete and discard all copies of the e-mail. 

Thankyou. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Janine Holland <imrine@ramsclub.com> 

RE: New Address 

Vince --I’ve got you updated on the Big Hitters fist and the Smith Christmas card fist. I don’t see an accounL for you at The Rams Club, so I don’t think Lhere are any 

other updates here, but I’ll forward it to .lanine in case she keeps anything. 

Best, 

Tim 

* Ph:_~ase no~:e - My email has changed to tirn@ramsck~b.com 

Timothy D. Smith 

Director of Capital Campaigns I UNC Rams ChJb 

P.O. Box 2:146, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 91.9.843.6448 I M:            I F: 919.843 5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsdub.com 

From; Ille, Vince [maito:ile@unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, February :[9, 2014 :[:t:30 AM 
To: Tim Smith 
Subject: New Address 

Tim~ 

Thanks for the card about Big Hitters weekend. Thought I would note that In?’ address on file card is an old one. Not sure who should receive the updated address, 

but can you please fola~-ard firis message updates these firings for the Rams Club? My current home mailing address is now: 

Thanks mid hope you’re doing well. We will be at 

Vince 

before we lmow it! 



222 EA_~T CAMEgO.N AV~!NUE 
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Februa~ 27,2014 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News & Observer 

dkane@newsobserver.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Kane: 

I write in response to your correspondence sent to Karen Moon, dated January 14, 2014, specific to that portion of your 
request seeking copies of University records. Specifically, you wrote: 

"1 am told that she (Mary Willingham) turned it (datasets) over to Provost Dean yesterday... I am also requesting 
a copy of this data." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. There are 
no public records responsive to your request. The records you seek are protected under the federal Family Educational 
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. We are still processing other public records requests you 
submitted. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at ht!pJ/policies.unc.edu/po!!c!es/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Domina, Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu~; 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:06 PM 

Itinerary tbr Virginia Tech; Feb 28-March 2 

Itinera~z for Virginia Tech Feb 28 - March 2, 2014 

Quote of the week: Continuous eft’art, not strength or intelligence is the key to unlocking potential. 

Friday, Feb 28: 
AM Weights - small groups 

2:15 - 3:45 Practice 
4:15 Departfor Va Tech 
6:15 Dinner 
10 pm Arrive Blacksburg, Vaicheck in/in rooms/lights out 

Hotel: Cour~ard Marriott 
105 Southpark Dr 
Blacksburg, Va 24060 
540- 552- 5222 

Saturday, March 1 : 

8:45 am Breakfhst 

9:40 am "U" video I am a Champion 

9:50 am Depart for stadium 

10:30 am Pre game warm up 

10:55 am (;age time 

12 noon Game 1 vs Va Tech - WRI~CK rft~;Ctl 

2 pm Game 2 vs Va Tech - SMOKE ~[ItE HOKIES 

TBA Shower at Hotel 

6 pm Dinner as team 

9:30 pm In room/lights out 

Sunday, March 2: 

9:30 am Breald’a st 
10:45 
10:55 Load up bus 
11:30 Pre game warm up 
11:55 (;age Time 
1 pm Game 3 vs Va Tech - HA]VIMI~;R TIlE HOKIES 
3:15 Shower after game/Box lunch 
4 pm Depart Biacksburg 
9 pm Arrive Chapel Hill 

GOII[iELS (]OHEE],S GOHF[iLS (]OHEF[.S GOt]I{ELS C~OIt[iELS 

Donna J Papa 
University of North Carolina 
Head Softball Coach 
912 Raleigh Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

cell 
919-962-5105 fax 



February 27, 2014 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
The News & Observer 

dkane@newsobserver.com 

�.)iq21CE ’Ot~ UN~Vi~SIT¥ COU:N~EL 
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VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Kane: 

I write in response to your correspondence sent to Harold Woodard, dated February 11, 2014, in which you wrote seeking 
University records. Specifically, you wrote: 

"1 am requesting any reports that had been provided to you about assessments done of student athletes 
by Lyn Johnson, who had been hired as a contractor for this purpose. I am asking that these reports be 
produced as soon as possible. As a follow up, I am also requesting any correspondence you have 
received or sent about these assessments." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. There are 
no records responsive to your request. Dean Woodard has relayed that he did not receive any reports about such 
assessments of student-athletes by Lyn Johnson and he did not receive or send any correspondence about such 
assessments. 

This request has been fully processed and is now closed-out. We are still processing other public records requests you 
submitted. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at ht!pJ/pollcies.unc.edu/po!!c!es/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NLIiASA Offer Request - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:56 PM 

Allen, Denise Q. <quallsa]@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 2.11.2014) 

actually, that might make a good daily for tomonow. It’s outrageous that they can’t deidentify tiffs chta and make it public. 

On Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 2:08 PM, Allen, Denise Q. <quallsal(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Kane, 

Plea~ see the attached .pdl, which consists of a letter t?om Regina Stabile and the document referenced in her letter (in all, 1 page / 37 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Del~se 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist and Public Records.Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynunl Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Itill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(~unc.edu 

Dm~ Kane 

Staff’Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

UNCAA- Exe Stafft" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Social Monitoring Report - 9:30 AM 

image002.jpg; image004.jpg; image006~pg 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Caacolina 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: "Hmbik, Brimf’ <.!31j_ta__r!:!i_t__r__u__b__i__k_@__fl__e__i_s_ILr_lL~__m__:_c_’!?~!> 

Date:               at 10:34:06 AM EST 

I o" ,oel ct n, n~aunc edu <-,oel cul~mll%~)u lc e& ~, m ke rncfa~ andfi~,unc e& ~imke rncfarlml~t~ nc edu~- kmen mo( n ?l) uric edt ¯ .L------: .............. X--X--------t ........ .-------,--------,---,-.,----,---, ......... ’ --:--:--: .................. ,-------.--,,---,---,- ......... : .................... ,--------,----,--.--,-----, ........ ’ ................ ,-------,-,-----------, ......... 

<karen moon(?~unc.edu>, "robbi.pickeral~unc.edu" <robbi.pickeral~tmc.edu>, "leslie strohm(a)unc.edu" <leslie s~mhm(gl)unc.edu>, 

"ianres dean((~gunc.edu" <iames dean,@xmc.edu>, "bubbac(&~email.unc.edu" <bubbac((~gemail.unc~edu>, "steveldrsclmet,@~unc.edu" 

<steveldrschnet,@~unc.edu>, "carol.fol~5(-~unc.edu" <carol.folg&unc.edu>, "ecs~unc.edu" <ecs(?~unc.edu>, "Tanya Moore," <tanva moore(a)unc~edu>, 

"Helen Buchanan" <helen~?~unc.edu>, "Tom Ross," <tommsg2~northcarolina.edu>, "Kevin Fitzgerald," <kmfitzgerald(a)northcamli,m.edu>, "Joni 

Worthington," <worg~i~;northcarolina.edu>,    ~i~live.tmc.edu"    ~;live.~mc.edu> 

Cc: "Carter, Britt" <brittcarter(a)fleishman.com>, "Yeo, Jack" <Jack.Yeo(a)fleishman.com>, "Fr~ier, Hany"’ <han%d~ie~d;fleishman.com>, 

"Maddrey, Winn" <WinnMaddrey@fleishmml.com>, "Goodman, Pdchie" <Richie.Goodman@fleishman.com>, "Kai~n Emily" 

<Emilv.Kai~a)fleislmmn.com> 

Subject: UNC Social Monitoring Report -       9:30 AM 

Hi all, 

Please see below for this morning’s social media monitoring report. 

This report as of 9:30 AM on 

Summary: The News & Observer broke the new story last night about Madeline Levine’s support of Willingham, receiving 182 Twitter mentions. 

Regional outlets have begun to circulate the story. Also, HuffPo published an article following the live interview yesterday with Willingham. 

Total Mentions + Mentions of "Former UNC dean" 

In the last 24 hours, mentions containing the keywords "former UNC dean" have driven the conversation. 

Madeline Levine 

A former UNC dean recalls athletes unable to do college-level work News & Observer 

(182 tweets, 27 comments) 

A former interim dean of UNC-Chapel Hil!’s College of Arts and Sciences has sent a letter to Chancel!or Carol Folt and Provost Jim Dean, 

challenging their claims that the university was not admitting athletes unable to read at a high-school level. Madeline Levine, a highly honored 

professor emeritus, said that as a dean, she was made aware of instances in which the university has admitted athletes with substantial 

academic challenges, including one she suspected was "~unctionally illiterate" during her tenure. 

The highest volume of retweets have come from the News & Observer and USA Today’s sports writer, Eric Prisbell: 



I .-... 

..A.~.f....~..r...m..~.e..r....U....N..C.~.d.~.e.~a..n.~.r.e.c..a..!!..s.~.&.t..h.!..e..t.e.s..~u~.n..a.b..!e~t~.d£~.£9.!!egeJ~e~v#.!~w~Q~£~ Charlotte Observer 

(9 Tweets IO comments) 

Madefine Levine, a highly honored professor emeritus, said that as a dean, she was made aware of instances in which the university has 

admitted athletes with substantial academic challenges, including one she suspected was ’~unctionally illiterate" during her tenure. 

Read more here: http:iiwww.charlotteobserver+comt /4652834/a.-former-unc-dean-.recalls-athletes.html#+Uuuy9PldV8E#stor~link=c£y __H_ 
j~g~-h-:~-R---a-~-n-~[{-j~-n-g~~-U-~-N----C-~~-E--d-~~~-c--a-~-t~~--r~~-S---u-~--~--~~~-t _s____W___[J]_[_n__g__h__a____m__ j__s____C_J__a_j___m___s- Ch a pelbo ro 

(7 Facebook shares, 4 Tweets) 

Levine accused UNC oSnot trying to fix the Sraudulent academic issues that have been plaguing the universitySor some time now. She also said 

that Provost Dean poorly handled the public announcement of the university’s stance with Wilfingham when he criticized her findings at a 

Faculty Council meeting. 

Huffington Post 

Following the live interview, HuffPo published an article summarizing Willingham’s claims and recapitulated the most recent news developments. 

There have been 65 tweets of the article, though all have been simply retweeting or sharing the article headline. 

UNC Whistle Blower Mary Willin6ham Pushes Back Against Critics (VIDEO) 

University of North Carolina-Chapel reading specialist Mary Willingham struck back Thursday at critics regarding her research suggesting dozens 

o/student athletes were under-prepared and read at an elementary-leveL "/don’t believe until we tell the truth that we can move forward," 

Wiflingham said in a HuffPost Live segment. 

Brian Nrubik 

,~!C~:OiJ~ ~-~’cuti~J~-" I ;i.;~:i~.i!;::d ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i. brian.hrubik@f/eishman.com I :I:P.:.’c:::~’:+~.~::~:,~.’i~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janual7 31, 2014 4:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NLI and ASA OilEr Requests (MTR & WTR) #3 

VJnce, 

Track and Field is requesting additional NLI!ASA, so here is take #3: 

Men’s 

Women’s 

Women’s 

Thanks again ! 
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From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:49 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: RE: NLI and ASA Offer Requests (MTR & WTR) 

We can prepare and send the NLI/ASA for the students listed below. Thanks. 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:39 PM 
To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: NLI and ASA Offer Requests (MTR & WTR) 

Vince, 

The cross country!track and field programs are requesting NLI!ASA to be issued for the February signing period. 

Men’s 

Women’s 

Let me know if you need any more information, thanks! 
iq:a::;i’:.~!’i ::;t: ..~::~.f h!’: ?" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvaslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Janualy 31, 2014 5:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Evaluation Clarification 

SolD’, I wasn’t clear. I meant talking about the importance of asking questions, documenting infomlation in general. Not to have her expand her responsibilities to 

include issuing interps, etc. I agree, I would not be comfortable with that. 

The email below stemmed from a meeting between     and the new FH coach. The purpose was to teach Teoln to enter contacts and evaluations in the ACS 

system, was unsure of the answers to questions Te~n asked during their ACS meeting. She came back to the office and we discussed the rules and their 

application. 

Since she has been working primarily with Lance, I was pleased with the way she handled herself in this situation. She did not t~ to provide an answer. Instead she 

sought appropriate clarification. I thought this was tx~sitive since I believe she has been taught to collect information m~d file it. 

Sorry. for the contusion. 

On Jan 31, 2014, at 4:05 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu > wrote: 

Are we talking about her providing rules interpretations or other forms of rules education? If so, let’s discuss in more detail. That concerus me. Thanks. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:00 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FVV: Evaluation Clarification 

FYl, 

t’ve been t~llk[ng with about pr.:_wi~ting c.:_~mprehet~sive ~rr;wer’,~ ~lnd d.:_~cur~enting conversations st~e has with co~lcb-:r;, Some of whm: she hm; 

done of late has been better than what i’ve seen from other FT staff. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

L.lniversit,{ of North Carolina 

£h.:_~F~e: {919) 9(42- 7852-] 
Fax: (919) 962--6002 
m_v a_gKe [d_e r_@. _ u_p_c:_e_d_u 

Froml 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Teryn Brill 
Cc: Shelton, Karen C; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Evaluation Clarification 
T~. ’n: 

Yes~ it maYrers when you count evaluations. 8th graders are subject to evaluations (no ofl’campus conlact allowed) sinrilar to prospect aged h-dh4duals. 
Therefbre please count as you would any other prospect (Please see NC~% language below) 

Just to a _tg[a_[0_!i2_._e__y_@_~.a~9._r_ls_aA_d__.c_’9_n_m.c_’t_s are pennitted [’or a PSA. Up to ~_Le_e of those may be 

contacts. All 7 could be evaluations (no~ lb~ !ike ~v~ ~ho~ig!ii) So you could have 4 evals and 3 contacts, 6 evals and 1 contact, etc..just no more than 

3 contacts. These types of o£[ campus contacts ~ue only allowed atbr J uly ] for PSAs who have completed their Junior ye~u 
Oaly one evahmtion will count for a tournament that lasts consecutive days. However, even ou back to back days, if you are evaluating an athlete at Vwo 

diff;::rent tournaments, each evaluation will count separately. Once again, evaluations are countable within the prospect’s academic year but ally evaluation 

should be recorded in ACS. Evaluations completed during the prospect’s summer months (need to be recorded, but do not count toward academic year 

limit [br a PSA). Please be aware of PSAs with non-traditional academic calendars as well as when a pros~cfs academic year begins and ends as they 

can van- quite a bit. Evaluations over prospect’s holidays within lhe given academic year (Spring Break_. Thanksgiving, Christmas, etc) still count to,a ard 

the 7. (l !NC’s academic calen&r is irrelevant to which evals count. Must go by prospect’s academic calendar) 
Its It V I.aslly, with lhe Disney Np appr~mching (as will any large toumament), ifyou am evaluating student-athleteA s,hohap~nstobeplayingagainstaPSA 

who we’ v e already observed (i.e m thi s case Erin Matson), we are reeluired to record it as a eoun table evalu ation ti3r that stndent-athlete as well. 

Please be aware ofmatch-ups anytime you ale evaluating. As a remindei; anything more than a hello, c.3unts a:, ~ offcampas contact which me not 

pernd tted [’or anjone,~ who is a Junior or below. 

t tere is the NCAA language regarding evaluation of the 8th grader in question- 13.1.7.118 EvNuation of Individuals Before They Become 

Prospective Stadent-AtlMetes. In sports other than men’s basketball, a coaching staffmember nmy observe an individual who has not entered the ninth 

grade paNcipatmg iu an athletically related activib< provided such observation occurs durin~ a contact or evaltuation period when it is permissible to 

evaluate prospective stadent-athletes. In men’s basketball, a coaching staffmember may obselve an individmal who has not entered the seventh grade 

participating in au athletically related activi~; provided such obselwation occm~ during a period when it is permissible to evaluate prospective student- 

l ,~,, l a/0c,, athletes. [D] (Adopted: , .... Revised: 6/9/10, 10,27/11 efli~ctive 8/1/12) 
Please let me know if you have any questions or would like any clarification. 

Thanks, 

Phone: (919) 843-4738 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

f~)email.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 9:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

I am at a loss 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 3, 2014, at 9:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stabile, Regina" <_r__eg_ilLa__s~!a__b__i!__e_@__u__r!_c_=_e__d___u_.> 

Date: Febmaly 3, 2014 at 5:28:29 PM EST 

To: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" < ecs(~unc.edu>, "Curtan, Joel" <jgcuI~an@em~Jl.unc.edu>, "McFmla~l& Michael B" 
<mike mci:arland(2~unc.edu~, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon(?~unc.edu>, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya moore(&amc~edu~, "Ille, 

Vince" <ille(dDunc.edu~, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(&amc~edu~, "Kirschner. Steve" <stevekirschner’~)unc~edu~ 

Subject: RE: FYI - Prof Smith seeks          S-A academic record i 

Relevant language from the University’s FERPA Policy: 

FYI - Public Records Staff is looking into this request... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sutton, Anne Maria 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:19 PM 

To: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, 

Steve 

Cc: Stabile, Regina 

Subject: FYI - Prof Smith seeks         S-A academic record I 

FYI - Professor Jay Smith has submitted a public records request seeking the "full academic records" of deceased S-A academic record 

, whom he 

Thanks, 

Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sutton, Anne Maria 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:17 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 02.03.2014) 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc.edu today 

via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

htt p:!!policies.u nc.edu!policies!public-records!. 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 4:52 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: records request 

Hi: 

I would like access to the full academic records of 

Thanks, 

Jay Smith 

player who 





FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 11:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

NLIiASA Offer Request - MSO 

Vince, 

Men’s Soccer is requesting an NLIiASA to be issued for the February signing period to the following prospect. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domino, Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 1:08 PM 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu-~; Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <idomina@email.unc.edu>;_      .                    . ~unc.edn>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu>; GisselmaJ1, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edtr~; Greene, Michael <greenem@email .unc.edu-~; 

)!live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu:>                                 @live.unc.edt~-; Oliaro, Scott M 
,@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <~ip@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu:>; :         ~gmail.com; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstmtt@email.unc.edu>; Temple, Abbey 

~atemple@unc.edu>; Walsk Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Softball itinerary, Feb 6-9: La Lafayette 

Itinera~ for La Lafayette.docx 

The softball team’s itinerary is attached from Coach P. Thanks, julie 

[:’i:, :;?I::;:M: 5[i ?i 



222 E.,~_~"|" CAMEgO.N AV~!NUE 

C;HAPEL t-HLt.~ Ng[: 275~9-91:o.s 

V 9Xg.g4~’J.:{6/7 

February 4, 2014 

Aaron Beard 

abeard@ap.org 

LETTER VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 
ENCLOSURE VIA FIRST CLASS U.S. MAIL 

Dear Mr. Beard: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated August 23, 2013, in which you wrote seeking University records. 
Specifically, you wrote: 

’Tm writing to request any correspondence between the school and the NCAA regarding investigations, 
sanctions or any other rules-related issues regarding UNC’s sports teams or athletes. I’m requesting 
correspondence ranging between Dec. 1,2011 to the present." 

The enclosed documents are being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. Specifically, 
the available public records responsive to your request are saved to disk and will be mailed to you via First Class U.S. Mail 
(in all, more than 1,500 pages). Those public records include correspondence during the period 4!16!2012 through 
7/30/2013 and online submissions through the NCAA Case Management System during the period 2/8/2013 through 
7/31/2013. 

This request is still being processed and we will contact you again when additional responsive public records are available 
to provide to you. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at httpJ/policies.unc.edu/po!!c!es/pub!!c- 
records/. 

Sincerely, 

i,~j..¢,,/ 

Regina J. Stabile, J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 

Enclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:31 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC vs. NC State Family Experience 

Passing this along... 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Stedem>, Edward J <Eddie.Stedem@Navistar.com> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 12:54 PM 

To: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC vs. NC State Family Experience 

Mr. Cunningham and Mr. Kirschner, 

I’m a 1992 graduate of NC State. I was raised a Carolina fan, but spent 4 great years at NC State and have since raised my 

family cheering for the Wolfpack. I was fortunate to attend games between Jimmy Valvano and Dean Smith in the 80’s. My son 

is 12 and daughter 15. With college not too far out for them, I wanted them to have a taste of a classic matchup at an exciting 

basketball arena. We decided to spend a night in Chapel Hill and purchased (4) tickets to the game held on Feb. Ist, 2014. We 

came dressed in Wolfpack Red and were ready for a great game. 

Although it was a tough day to be a State fan, the weekend was awesome for my kids. We would like to thank the fans, 

volunteers and employees who made this such a great experience for my family. We were warmly greeted by ushers who 

welcomed us to the arena. A few of them even took time to share their favorite NC State stories from over the years. The fans 

were great and wished us good luck in the game. The campus was beautiful and nice to visit. The employees at the campus 

store joked with my kids and offered to dress them in UNC apparel. I wasn’t sure what to expect coming into the game, but 

was very pleased with everything (except the final score). 

This is not just about basketball, it’s about a great school, campus and environment. My daughter wore NC State to the game, 

but left with UNC on her radar. My son had fun but was mad about the game...he’ll come around. My wife and I were pleased 

with everything. Please pass along a big "Thank You" to those who played a part in making this weekend a great college 

experience for my family. You work for a great school with a lot of class. 

Go Pack and yes...Go Heels, 

Eddie Stedem 
Navistar, Inc. 

3325 Rotary Drive 

Charlotte, NC 28269 

Toll Free: 8oo-553-8789 
Fax: 704-598-6757 
Mobile: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 5:14 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Current status 

Barbara and Vince, 

I am planning on presenting these two on Feb. 11 unless I hear otherwise. Please let me know what time on this day as I am in practice of course and it 

is game week. I prefer to miss as little of practice as possible. 

FYI has a PGA of 2.28 with his grades from the fall according to Lance. 

Mike 

From-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 11:54 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; Ne, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Co-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject; Current status 

Mike, Scott, Vince and Larry, 

I thought it might be helpful if I provided a current status report on each of baseball’s recruits, as I currently understand them. Please let me know if Fve missed 

anything. 

There are two students who currently need committee review based on their Level 1 status. Please let me know if we should plan on their being presented during 

the 2/11 meeting. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted Level 3 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1 

Applied early action. Need his application fee. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early actiom Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2** 

Transfer applicant. Decision will not release until April. 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1"**** 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

**Is officially still a Level 1. Once core is recomputed with appropriate weighting for honors courses, will be a Level 2. 

*****Is Level 1 based on current MCR deficiency in math. Is planning to take an approved 4th math this spring. Once we receive official notification regarding the 

4th math, we will move him to Level 2 and send his notice of admission. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 12:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Stroman>, Debbie Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 9:15 PM 

To: Michelle Brown <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

FYI. 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Reply-To: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 8:33 PM 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: athletics reform group <~@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

Just to play devil’s advocate: James Franco is a celebrity and is getting a PhD in English, Brooke Shields was a celebrity and majored in French, Jodie Foster...Comp Lit, Natalie 

Portma n... Psychology. 

I really don’t buy that Comm isjust the perfect major for athletes. I think they’re steered there. 

On Tue, Feb 4, 2014 at 6:20 PM, Cramer, Richard <mrcramer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I would argue that "clustering" in certain majors, in itself, should not be seen as something nefarious, if the clustering makes sense 
intellectually and with respect to vocational goals. For example, our athletes, especially in the revenue and highly publicized sports, are 
celebrities. Whether they go on professionally or not, they are likely to be in the public eye after they graduate. A major in Communication 
Studies seems quite appropriate and does not seem to be a source of inordinately high grades. 

1 would look at grading in particular courses (and instructors)--obviously a harder job--in lots of departments to find possibly less 

justified "clustering." Eligibility is preserved more with specific course selection than with the selection of majors. 

My two cents, Dick Cramer 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From-" SOUTHALL, RICHARD [Southall@hrsm.sc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 04, 2014 2:36 PM 
To" athletics reform group 
Subject; Re: [thearg] clustering in N’western article 

Willi~ 

The concept of clustering has been dealt with by scholars, including Fountain and Firfley (2009) in the inserted mlicle in the Journal ofls~vws in Intercollegiate 

Athletics: 
http://csfi-iiia.orgidocnments/puclications/research artjcles’2009/JIIA 2009 1 Fountain Publish%20CoW 1.0.pdf 

The constructed the concepts of"cluslering" and "super-clustering" as well. The number of majors that a universib~ offers may impact the use of various percentages. 

In addition, the degree to which the "regular" student body at a tmiversi~ may cluster in certain majors may also impact the use of various percentages as "red flags." 

ttope this is helpftd. 

Richard 

Dr. I~ichard M. Southall 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

http:/icsri- sc.org/ 
Department of Sport and Ente~mment Management 



University of So uth CaJ~)lina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 

Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell 

Email: southall({b hrsm. sc.edu 

7th Annual CSRI Conference on College Sport 

April 22-26, 2014 csriconference.o ,ra 

Office hours: 
Tuesday 2:45-5:00pm 

Wednesday 1:00-3:00pm 

Other limes by appointment 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: ,)live.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 4, 2014 at 12:43 PM 

To: athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:[thearg] clustering in N’western article 

could be wrong, bul: in a rec~-:mt meeting o[ those involved in changes her~-:~ f thought I heard higher percentages thi~t were ne~-:~ded at U N{:: for a red flag to be 

raised about clustering. My recollection is 25 percent during the regular academic year, 30 percent during summer school. How did Northwestern decide on 20 ..... 

and we on higher numbers? 

From-" Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 10:13 AM 
To-" athletics reform group 
Subject-" [thearg] article 

http://www.chicagobusiness.com/arlicle/20140204/OPINION/140209970?template mobile 

Go Wildcats! 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: c~live.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c&n T&l~thear~&o 34204076 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34204076-61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6tg033c@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: southall(~hrsm.sc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtr/u?id 65422533.9b6d20b5a5301c90b917932e3b18caef&n T&l~thear~&o 34205478 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34205478-65422533.9b6d20b5a5301c90b917932e3bl 8caef(~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mreraJner(a)email.anc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 61803863.4e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23d8&n T&l~thear~&o 34206480 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste tile above URL if tile line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34206480-61803863.4e73a3ab18764aa2ac3c76ee355c23d8~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: @gmail.com. 



To unsubscribe click here: http~//~ist~~unc~edu/u?id~726~3459~5c3~5e42~fa93dc15964f6781635fe27&n=T&~=thearg&~=342~8~26 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafl to leave-34208026-72603459.Sc305e420fa93dc15964f6781635fe27@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: dstro@unc~edu~ 

To unsubscribe click here: ~u?id=62524524.013b0048bfe8f19c85e19d711d338e5d&n=T&l=thearg&o=34208426 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34208426-62524524.013b0048bfeSf19c85e19d711d338eSd@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fox, Mike <mfo~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 9:22 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Current status 

Vince, 

Please give me your direct line and I will call you. 

I have a recruit this morning at lO:OOam 

Mike 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 5:36 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: Current status 

We will need to talk first. As we discussed in our October 16, 2013 meeting attended by Laity GaJlo mid others, our plans do not include admitting two Level 1 

student-athletes in baseball this year. We agreed on the need for additional discussion and review of academic credentials before agreeing to present one. I’m available 

tomorrow and early next week to meet to discuss how we will proceed. 

Vince 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 5:14 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Current status 

Barbara and Vince, 

I am planning on presenting these two on Feb. 11 unless I hear otherwise. Please let me know what time on this day as I am in practice of course and it 

is game week. I prefer to miss as little of practice as possible. 

FYI- has a PGA of 2.28 with his grades from the fall according to Lance. 

Mike 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 11:54 AM 
To: Fox, Mike; Jackson, Scott C; 111e, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Current status 

Mike, Scott, Vince and Larry, 

I thought it might be helpful if I provided a current status report on each of baseball’s recruits, as I currently understand them. Please let me know if I’ve missed 

anything. 

There are two students who currently need committee review based on their Level 1 status. Please let me know if we should plan on their being presented during 

the 2/11 meeting. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted Level 3 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1 

Applied early action. Need his application fee. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2** 

Transfer applicant. Decision will not release until April. 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1"**** 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

**Is officially still a Level i. Once core is recomputed with appropriate weighting for honors courses, will be a Level 2. 

*****Is Level 1 based on current MCR deficiency in math. Is planning to take an approved 4th math this spring. Once we receive official notification regarding the 

4th math, we will move him to Level 2 and send his notice of admission. 



ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
CIN DIATWATER@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 

Electronic invoice 

SALES PERSON 

INVOICE NUMBER 

INVOICE ISSUE DATE 

RECORD LOCATOR 

CUSTOMER NUMBER 

Prepared For: 
ILLE/VlNCE Ref: 319030 

92 

3088129 

31 Jan 2014 

Client Address 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
LOUDERMILK CENTER SUITE 2201 

CHAPEL HILL NC 27515 
VINCE ILLE 
ATTENTION KATHY GRIGGS 

DATE: Thu, Feb 06 

Others 

SOUTHWEST 
CONFIRMATION 
ZHQ32A 

Final Payment 

Billed to: CA XXXXXXXXXXXX4889 USD * 533.00 

DATE: Thu, Feb 06 

Flight: SOUTHWEST AiRLiNES 1030 

From RALEIGH DURHAM, Departs 9:25am 
NC 

To DENVER, CO Arrives 11:25am 

Departure Terminal 1 

Duration 04hr(s) :00rain(s) Class Economy 

Type BOEING 737-700 Meal 
JET 

Stop(s) Non Stop 

DATE: Thu, Feb 06 

FHght: SOUTHWEST AIRUNES 687 

From DENVER, CO Departs 12:05pm 

To SANTA ANA, CA Arrives 1:25pro 

Duration 02hr(s) :20min(s) Class Economy 

Type BOEING 737-700 Meal 
JET 

Stop(s) Non Stop 

DATE: Mon, Dec 15 

Others 

HAVE A GREAT 
TRIP 



SubTotal 

Net Credit Card Billing 

Total Amount Due 

USD 533.00 

* USD 533.00 

USD 0.00 

FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 
24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE..S715C 
PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 
PHONE NUMBER 919-843-5076 
FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 
SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 
PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 
ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 

ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 
IN A PENALTY FEE. 
UNDER THE NEWTSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 
PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 
AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 
SECURITY CHECKPOINT& A BOARDING PASS MAY BE 
OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER AIRLINE 
KIOSK OR IN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSITE 
PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 
REGARDING ALL BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES AND ADDITIONAL FEES 

FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION ON AIRPORT 
SECURITY PLEASE CHECK V’C~,~.TSA.GOV 

Your travel arranger provides the information contained in this document. If you have any questions about the content, please contact your travel 
arranger. For Credit Card Service fees, please see eTicket receipt for total charges. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 10:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW: Honora~ Coach - Alma Grace Stewart 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7852~ 

Fax: (919) 962-.6092 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: High, Jane Starr 

Sent; Wednesday, February 05, 2014 10:36 AM 
To; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Honorary Coach -, 

HI Marielle, 

Here is the information for the Virginia Tech game so I hope we can honor this [:or this family. Look forward to hearing back for you and let me know i[: you need 

an}, other information from me. 

From:: 
Sent; Wednesday, February 05, 2014 10:31 AM 
To; High, Jane Starr 
Cc: 
Subject: Honorary Coach - 

Jane: 

It was so nice to talk with you on the phone this morning. I appreciate everything you are trying to do in order to let our daughter be an honorary coach for the 

woman’s team! We are very excited for her and for our whole family. As we discussed, we bid on a silent auction at Sylvia Hatchell’s Gastonia Homecoming months 

ago and won the bid for the Honorary Coaching position. We would like for our daughter to be it but we can sit with her if need be. She is 9 years old and is well- 

behaved so the team will have no worries there. We would love to see the home game on Sunday, February 23, 2014 against VT Hokies at 2pro. If you can work out 

all the details, there will be 5 of us total. My husband and myself and three kids-ages 15, :13 and 9. We need tickets for all of us to attend and will be happy to sit 

on the bleachers behind the team as we discussed. Please let me know if you need any further information. Again, thank you for being so kind and trying to work 

out the details. I look forward to hearing from you. Here is my cell phone 

Go Heels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williford. Lyre1 E <lynn williford@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February- 5, 2014 10:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.ed~~ 

RE: 

Great! Thanks so much. 

Lynn 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for institutional Research & Assessment 

313 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC--Chapel Hilt 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3350 

lynn...wilUford @unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962--1339 fa>:: 919-962.-1341 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 10:54 AM 
To: Williford, Lynn E 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Lynn, 

Can we talk today at 4pm? If so, I can be reached at 

Vince 

Hope you are well. 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 10:46 AM, "Williford, Lynn E" <!_yn_n_w_[!J_[_[9[d @_u_9_c:_e_d_u > wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time for a quick phone call today about a data question? If you could give me a time and a phone #, I can call you. 

Thanks, 

Lynn 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for Institutional Research & Assessment 

313 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3350 

lynn williford@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-1339 fax: 919-962-1341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evrard, Richard <EvmrdR@bsk.com> 

Thursday, 2014 10:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: [ctha-elite-clips] NCAA won’t punish Washington 

Vince, 

I presume VOU saw this artide~ If not please read, 

The point is simply that if the institution wishes Lo pt~blicize Lhe fact that the 

Are yot~ around today? 

Rick 

From: Glazier, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday,           2014 11:51 AM 
To: Evrard, Richard; Skillman, Kyle 
Subject: FW: [cfaa-elite-clips] NCAA won’t punish Washington 

matter is completed the h:,tLer mighL be Lhe right way Lo do that, 

From: _cfaa__:__e_]!t_e:_c_JjRs__@__g£_og]_e_.g_r_9__u_p_s:£QE)O_n Behalf Of CFAA-Elite-Clips 
Sent: Wednesday,           2014 12:50:56 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
To: cfaa-elite-clips@qooqleqroups.com 
Subject: [cfaa-elite-clips] NCAA won’t punish Washington 

NCAA won’t punish Washington 
ESPN.com 

The NCAA has decided not to punish Washington or former defensive line coach Tosh Lupoi after investigating allegations that he broke 
NCAA rules by paying for a recruit’s online classes and tutoring. 
NCAA managing director of enforcement Tom Hasty told University of Washington president Michael Young in a letter obtained by The 
Seattle Times that "the enforcement staff does not believe that further action is warranted." However, Hasty continued in the letter, "if 
additional information is developed, the staff reserves the right to look further into these matters." 
Lupoi, who was hired by then-Huskies coach Steve Sarkisian in 2012 but not retained this offseason by new coach Chris Petersen, 
responded to the NCAA’s letter with a statement he posted Monday night on Twitter. 
"I want to thank the NCAA and the UW for their professionalism and thoroughness during this investigation," Lupoi wrote. "I stated 
from the beginning that an honest and thorough investigation would clear my name, and prove these attacks against me were untrue. 
The results speak for themselves." 
Sarkisian told ESPNLosAngeles.com in December that the allegations played a role in his not hiring Lupoi at USC. 
The allegations against Lupoi involved former defensive line recruit Andrew Basham (Martha Lake, Wash./Lynnwood), who signed a 
letter of intent with Washington as a member of the class of 2012 but did not qualify academically to enroll in Seattle. 
Mike Davis, a throwing coach who helped Basham win a state shot put title, told the Times that Lupoi gave him $3,000 for private 
tutoring for Basham and $1,500 to reimburse Basham’s father for online classes. 
ESPNLosAngeles.com’s Arash Markazi and The Associated Press contributed to this report. 

You received this message because you ale subscribed to the Google Groups "CFAA- Elite-Clips" group. 

To unsubscribe fiom this group and stop receiving emails from ik send an email to £_~!~_L-__e_!_i_~__-__c_]_i_ps + ansnbscribe~)g£2)j__e_g_lS_?__u_p_s:__c_9__n_)_. 

For more options, visit ]!t__t_Rsl/_:{gl_5_?_u__p_s:g£9)g_l__e_:_c__£r__n__:’~_r_£_u__Rs{£p_hRt_t_!. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 1:38 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@tmc.edu-~ 

Sutton, Anne Mafia <suttona@email.unc.edu-~; Schuettpelz, Efin C <ecs@tmc.edu-~; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edtr~; McFarland, 
Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edtc,; Moon, Karen B <kecen moon@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.eda>; 
Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu:>; Kirsclmel; Steve <stevekirschne@nnc.edu:>; Stabile, Regina <regina s~bile@unc.edu> 

Re: FYI - Pmf Smith seeks communications between D~xen Lucas mid any UNC employee 

I have no records responsive to this request. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 7:54 AM. "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc edu> wrote: 

> I have nothing 
> 

> STEVE KIRSC[ {NER 
> University of North Carolina 
> Senior Associate A.D. for Connnunications 
> 

> (919) 962-7258 office 
>            cell 

> stevekirschner@unc edu 
> GoHeeis.com 
> 

> 

> "We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 2/6/14, 9:53 AM, "Sutton, Anne Maria" <suttona@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> FYI Professor Jay Smith seeks 3any communication phone calls, emails, 
>> tweets, or other between Daren Lucas and any UNC employee and an?, UNC 
>> employee between January 7 and February 4, 2013.2 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Anne 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> Frorrl: Allen, Denise Q. 
>> Sent: Thursday, Februarf 06, 2014 9:41 AM 
>> To: Smith, Jay M 
>> Cc: Public Records 
>> Subj ect: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.5.2014) 
>> 

>> Dear 2~h. Smith, 
>> 

>> I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records 
>> (included in your message below sent to Leslie Strohm, Regina Stabile, 
>> Zach Orth, and Anne Sutton yesterday, FebruaW 5, 2014 via e-mall). 
>> 

>> We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any 
>> questions The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line 
>> at http://policies.unc.edu/policies/public-records/ 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> Denise 
>> 

>> Denise Q Allen 
>> Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 
>> 

>> Office of Universi~z Counsel 
>> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 110 Byntm~ Hall, Campus Box 9105 
>> 222 East Cameron Blvd 
>> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 
>> (919) 962-1098 Phone 
>> (919) 843-1617 Fox 
>> Denise Allen@nnc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:ia’~’smith(@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, Febmapf 05, 2014 4:58 PM 
>> To: Sutton, Anne Maria; Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
>> Cc: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
>> Subject: pursuant to my records request 
>> 



>> Dear all: 
>> Preliminary investigation suggests that the individual who advertised the 
>> details of my 2-3 records request (which happened at the premium Inside 
>> Carolina site at 9:20AM on 24, that is, only 16 hours aider the request 
>> was made) was one Daren Lucas, who at one point worked in UNC’s athletic 
>> department. 
>> 

>> ! hereby submit another public records request for the records of any 
>> communicauon--phone calls, emai[s, tweets, or other-between Daren Lucas 
>> and any" UNC employee between January" 7 and February" 4, 2013. 
>> Please start your search in the public records office itself. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> Jay- Smith (History) 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Schuettpelz, Efin C <~ecs@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 1:40 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

Sutton, Anne Mafia <suttona@email.unc.edu>; Curraa~, Joel ~gcurra~@emml.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B 
<mike mcf~xland@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka <t~lya moore@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; Kirsclmer, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu:>; Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu:> 

RE: FYI - Prof Smith seeks communications between Daren Lucas and any UNC employee 

I have no records. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, FebruaW 06, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Kirschner, Steve 
Cc: Sutton, Anne Maria; Schuettpelz, Erin (2; Curran, Joel; McFafland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; IHe, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Re: FYI - Prof Smith seeks communications between Daren Lucas and any" UNC employee 

I have no records responsive to this request. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 6, 2014, at 7:54 AM, "Kirschner, Steve" < stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have nothing 
> 
> S~[I~VE KIRSCHNER 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Senior Associate A.D [’or Communications 
> 

> (9919) 962-7258 office 
>             cell 
> stevekirschner@unc, edu 
> GoHeels.com 
> 

> 

> "We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 2/6/14, 9:53 AM, "Sutton, Aune Maria" <suttona@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> FYI Professor Jay Smith seeks 3any communication phone calls, 
>> emails, tweets, or other between Daren Lucas and any UNC employee 
>> and any" UNC employee between Januarf 7 and Februarf 4, 2013.2 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> Aune 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Alien, Denise Q. 
>> Sent: Thursday, FebruaW 06, 2014 9:41 AM 
>> To: Smith, Jay- M 
>> Cc: Public Records 
>> Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 2.52014) 
>> 

>> Dear Nk Smith, 
>> 

>> I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records 
>> (included in your message below sent to Leslie Strohm, Regina 
>> Stabile, Zach Orth, and .~mne Sutton yesterday, FebruaW 5, 2014 via e-mail). 
>> 

>> We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any’ 
>> questions. The Universi~z~s Public Records Policy is available 
>> on-line at http://policies.uncedu/policies/public-records/ 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> Denise 
>> 

>> Denise Q. Allen 
>> Receptionist and Public Records Assistant 
>> 

>> Office of University Counsel 
>> The University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 110 13ynum tlaH, Campus Box 9105 
>> 222 East Cameron Bivd 
>> Chapel Hill Nort2n Carolina 27599-9105 

>> (919) 962-1098 Phone 
>> (919) 843-1617 Fax 
>> Denise Allen@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:iaysmith(a)emai[unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 4:58 PM 
>> To: Sutton, Anne Maria; Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
>> Cc: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
>> Subject: pursuant to my records request 
>> 

>> Dear all: 
>> Preliminats~ investigation suggests that the individual who advertised 
>> the details of my 2-3 records request (which happened at the premium 
>> Inside Carolina site at 9:20AM on 2-4, that is, only 16 hours after 
>> the request was made) was one Daren Lucas, who at one point worked in 
>> LrNC’s athletic department. 
>> 

>> I hereby submit another public records request for the records of any 
>> conwnunication--phone calls, emails, tweets, or other--between Daren 
>> Lucas and any U2x,-C employee between January 7 and February- 4, 2013. 
>> Please start your search in the public records office itself. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> Jay Smith (Histor%) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 9:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW: Baseball Committee Case 

Hi, Vince, 

Please see Mike’s email below, Should I assume you have approved this case for Mike to brhlg to the committee? Also, regarding his comment re: the committee 

m~-:~:,l:ing its~:,[f: Do you have a preh:_~ret~ce for wheth~:_~r Mike presents nexl: week .:)r at at~other commi~:te~:_~ meeting? 

Last question, for t~ow: fs this the only potet~tial cas~:, w~:, hav,-:~ for Tuesday’s meeting? If Mike o~lts for a lat,-:~r committ~:_~e date (assuming tha(s OK with you), d.:_~ you 

have other agenda items l:or the committee? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
~arbara J, Polk 
Depu~-Directc~r 
Office of Ur~de~Nraduate Admissions 
University of North (:aro]h’~a at Chapel }{ill 
Pho~le: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 6:52 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Co: Gallo, Jr., larry A. 

Subject: Baseball Committee Case 

Barbara, 

I received a text message from Vince last night. We are taking to the committee, 

Let’s talk as I see several dates to do this. If we all think Tuesday is the best then I will duck out of practice and meet with the committee, 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:20 PM 

Fo~ Mike <mfox@unc.edu~*; Jackson, Scort C <sjackson@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <~athgallo@unc.edu"~ 

RE: Baseball Committee Case 

Mike, 

The committee will review this case this Tuesday. The meeting is scheduled for 3-4. By the thee everyone gets there and gets settled, it will be 3:15 before they 

will be ready to meet with you. You should be in and out in about :1.5-20 minutes. 

[ will (:all his cour~s~-’_~lor in the morning to get more infom~ation about him. I also want to share som~-_~ insights with you Ph-_~ase giw-_~ me a (:all eitfu-_~r tonight or 

tomorrow. 

Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, 6:52 AM 

"re: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: Baseball Committee Case 

Barbara, 

I received a text message from Vince last night. We are taking to the committee. 

Let’s talk as I see several dates to do this. if we all think Tuesday is the best then I will duck out of practice and meet with the committee. 

Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 9:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

slots 

Vince: 

Could we review Swim!Dive slot status sometime soon? 

i copied you on a January 24 email indicating we have used the following: 

WOMEN - 5 slots 

M EN - 6 slots 

We are still recruiting and looking at transfers, as well. 

It would be very helpful to know what we can do for both freshmen and transfers. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSeim, Head Swimming Coach 
UniversW of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Bo× 2126, Chapel thll, NC 27514-21 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Emai[: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:13 PM 

Temple, Abbey <atemple@unc.edu> 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Softb~J1 agent (?) issue 

Hi Abbey, 

Thanks very much for bringing this to my attention, have copied Donna and Vince on this email to keep them informed as well. Is there any further history with 

Mr. Rogel and our student-athletes of which you are aware? Have the student-athletes said anything to you about him other than what you communicated below? 

I want t.:) be sure we gather all available informal:ion. 

Donna, are you awar~-_~ of this? f would welcome any additional insights y.:)u haw-L 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

From: Temple, Abbey 

Sent: Monday, 11:25 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Softball agent (?) issue 

Hi Paul, 

called yesterday’ evening to tell me that darrad Rogel from One Dream Zero Distraction (http://www. i d0dent.com/) has called her twice now. He has a radio show as well 

(http://www blafltalkradie cern/ceachreqes), which I set up an interview for Coach Papa to speak an in December, but he has called    twice nowto discuss working for this company 

and playing professionally after college. He has made comments such as, he doesn’t want to email her so there isn’t a record of their discussions, and also that I’ve approved their 

conversations, but he’s never contacted me about doing an interview with her or for any other reason. 

In addition, last night on the phone he asked for , phone number so he could contact her as well. I don’t think Coach Papa is aware of anything yet. 

The number he called her from is , and the email address his assistant contacted me through to set up Coach Papa’sinten, dewis! ~(!mailcom Theemail 

signature line says "Jarrod Rogol, Football Coach, Motivational Speaker,Child Advocate" 

I haven’t had to deal with anything like this yet for volleyball or softball. I told not to answer if he calls again, but how else do we proceed from here? 

Thanks, 

Abbey 

Abbey Temple 

UNC Athletic Communications 

o: 919 962 I]60 I c: 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Temple, Abbey -~temple@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 2:41 PM 

UNC Softball: Feb. 12 Game Vs. Elon Rescheduled 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Monday, Feb. 10, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 919- 962-1160 ) 

UNC Softball: Feb. 12 Game Vs. Elon Rescheduled 

CHAPEL HILl., N.C. - Due to the threat of extreme winter weather on Wednesday, Feb. 12, North CaJcolina’s game at Elon has been rescheduled. 

The Tar Heels will instead travel to face the Phoenix on Thursday, March 27 at 5:30 p.m. in Elon, N.C. 

Carolina is scheduled to face Campbell at home on Tuesday at 4 p.m. Fans should check back on GoHeels.com to confiml the status of the game, as there is a chance 

inclement weather may cause that game to be rescheduled as well. 

The complete 2014 UNC softball schedule cml be found here. 

_= 

Abbey Temple 

UNC Athletic Connnuaications 

o: 919-962-1160 i c: 

GoHeels.com 



From: Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~-- 

Sent: Monday, 3: l 0 PM 

To: UNCAA- Exe StaJi" <uncaa exe stalt@gmups.unc.edu-~ 

Ce: Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Schedule for Lal~" Williams on Thursday, and Friday, 

Thursda% 

8:30am Sport Administrators Meeting 

EWAC Board Room 

9:45am Meeting with Beth Miller 

AD Conference Room (second floor of EWAC) 

10:45am            will take Larry to Loudermilk 

11:00am Meeting with Martina Ballen 

Martina’s office (second floor of Loudermilk) 

12:00pm Lunch with Bubba and Jim Fraleigh 

Location TBD 

l:00pm Meeting with Michelle Brown 

Michelle’s office (second floor of Loudermilk) 

2:00pm            will pick up Larry from Loudermilk and take him to Koury Natatorium 

2:lBprn Meeting with Steve Kirschner 

Steve’s office (Koury Natatorium) 

3:30pm Meeting with Paul Pogge 

Paul’s office (second floor of EWAC) 

Friday, 
9:00am Meeting with Larry Gallo 

Larry’s office (second floor of EWAC) 

10:15am Meeting with Clint Gwaltney 

Clint’s office (second floor of EWAC) 
iI:30am Facilities Tour and Lunch with Mike Bunting 

Mike will meet Larry at Molly Norton’s office (second floor of EWAC) 

1:45pm Meeting with Rick Steinbacher 

Rick’s office (second floor of EWAC) 

3:00pm Meeting with Vince llle 

Vince’s office (second floor of EWAC) 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director 8ubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 8:49 AM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic All-Staxs Planning Meeting 

Michael, 
I have copied Vince on this email so he can be included as well. I can meet at 2 on the 17th, 2 or 3 on the 19th, arid 10 or 11 on the 20th 
Thanks, 
Paul 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Beale, Nhchael 
Sent: Monday, Feblqaary 10, 2014 8:28 PM 
To: Brunner, John F; Culler, Ellen B; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Subject: Academic All-Stars Planning Meeting 

All - 

I would like to get this group together to begin the initial planning process for the 2014 Academic All-Stars program and Carolina Football. ]Last season’s events were a huge success and we 
have been charged with making next year even better ]’or everyone involved. 

Please let me know if you are available to meet during any of the dates/times listed below and if there is anyone not included on this email that should be added to our meeting. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Monday, Feb 17th: 9am / lpm / 2pm 

Wednesday, Feb. 19th: 9arn / 10arn / 1 larn / 2pm / 3pm Thursday, Feb. 20th: 9arn / 10arn / 1 larn / 2pm / 3pm 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-%2-5193 (w) 
(c) 

michaelbeMe@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Temple, Abbey -~temple@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 1:32 PM 

UNC Softball: Feb. 11 Game Vs. Campbell Rescheduled 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Tuesday, Feb. 11, 2014 

CONTACT: Abbey Temple (atemple@unc.edu, 919- 962-1160 ) 

UNC Softball: Feb. 11 Game Vs. Campbell Rescheduled 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Due to expected inclement weather on Tuesday, Feb. 11, North Carolina’s home opener against CaJnpbell will be re~heduled. 

The Tar Heels will instead host the Camels on Tuesday, March 11 at 5 p.m. 

In addiiton to this gmne, Carolina’s gmne at Elon oi1 Wednesday was also [.esc.[~.ed~le.~t.j~?!2[~.~:~E.h..2]. 

UNC is back in action tiffs weekend at the Jaclcsonville Tourarmlent in Jacksonville, Fla. The Tar Heels will face Louisiville, Missouri and Jacksonville. The complete 

2014 UNC softball schedule can be found heIe. 

== 

Abbey Temple 

U~,IC Athletic Communications 

o: 919-962-1160 i c: 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Academic All-Stass Plmming Meeting 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beale, I~fichael 
Sent: Tuesday, Febma~z 11, 2014 4:50 PM 
To: Brunner, John F; Culler, Ellen B; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Sabo, Tim 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars Planning Meeting 

Based on feedback tlcom the group let’s plan on meeting this coming Monday (Feb. 17th) at 2pm in Bubba’s conference room to discuss the Academic All-Stars program. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beale, Machael 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 8:28 PM 
To: Brunner, John F; Culler, Ellen B; Stembacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Sabo, Tim; Beale, Michael 
Sut~iect: Academic All-Stars Planning Meeting 

All - 

I would like to get this group together to begin the initial planning process [’or the 2014 Academic All-Stars program and Carolina Football. Last season’s events were a huge success and we 
have been charged with making next year even better for everyone involved. 

Please let me know if you are available to meet during any of the dates/times listed below and if there is anyone not included on this email that should be added to our meeting 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Monday-, Feb. 17th: 9am / lpm / 2pro 
Wednesday, Feb. 19th: 9am / 10am / 1 lam / 2pm / 3pm Thursday, Feb. 20th: 9am / 10am / 1 lam / 2pm / 3pm 

Michael Beale 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-5193 (w) 

(c) 
michaelbeale@unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: slots 

Yes. Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
1.)t~Jversit~,, o:[ [N.~?I ~[? Carolina S’,x:[mtnit~g & Di,,,it~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:02 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: slots 

He)’ Rich, 

Can you meet next Tuesday after the coaches’ meeting ends? 

Vince 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, February i0, 2014 9:13 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: slots 

Vince: 

Could we review Swim!Dive slot status sometime soon? 

I copied you on a January 24 email indicating we have used the following: 

WOMEN - 5 slots 

M EN - 6 slots 

We are still recruiting and looking at transfers, as well. 

It would be very helpful to know what we can do for both freshmen and transfers. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
Universi~ of ]XTolth Carolina Swilrm~ing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
ErnaiE desehn(ff!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.gohee[s.corn 
www.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:25 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: DTtt Article on SAItRP 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: DTH Article on SAHRP 

1:36 PM 

Hi Mr. Cunningham, 

You may remember from our previous communications that I am a reporter for the Daily Tar Heel. I’m working on an article about the Student-athlete 

Human Rights Project and their involvement with the recent scandal involving UNC student-athletes. I understand you’ve worked with SAHRP and was 

hoping I could speak with you about your experience with the organization. 

I am happy to work around your schedule in arranging a time for a phone interview. I’m free tomorrow morning until 12 and again between 1:30 and 2:30. 
If neither of those windows are convenient for you, we could also schedule a time after 6 or on Friday. Thank you and I look forward to speaking with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:04 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <jgcurran@emaiI.unc.edu>; McFarland, 

Michael B <miI<e_mcfarland@unc.edu> 

FW: following up on earlier request 

FYI 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Brown>, Michelle <.rn_b_E.o__~y_n___3_.._@_._e_..m__..a_!.!: .u__n_c_._e_ d__u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 at 6:53 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: following up on earlier request 

Hello, 

Bradley informed me that Dan Kane contacted him. Bradley also informed me that he responded to him. 

Michelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel~email.unc.edu> 

Date: February 12, 2014 at 11:18:45 AM EST 

To: "Brown, Michelle" <rnbrown3@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: following up on earlier request 

Bradley R, H, Bethe~ I Reading and Writing SpecJaE, ist 
( ~niversity of No~h Carolina a~ ChapeJ HiJl 
i\cademic Supporl Prog)’am [or Student-Athletes 
Loudemfilk Center fbr Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd i Ca~npus Boy } 107 
Cbapd Hill, NO 2?599 1 T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-%4? 
bradlev~bethel{?~ unc~edu 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:17 AM 
To-" Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject-" following up on earlier request 
Bradley, 

Could you provide the tbllowing: 

1 .) any correspondence (sent and received) associated with the email you sent Chancellor Folt last year that was referenced in my story two weeks ago. 

2.) any presentations you may have given to mfiversity committees and officials regaacding the academic preparedness of athletes. 

3.) any’ correspondence associated with a stou in the Chronicle of Higher Education published June 4, 2012, in which you are quoted talking about 

assisting student athletes. 

4.) the Chronicle article references a presentation that you gave to the N4A conference last year. I wanted to make sure that the link does connect to 

your paper, and also obtain any correspondence associated with the response from it. 

I would also like to know if there have been other efforts you have made to your superiors related to helping under-prepared or academically challenged 

student athletes succeed at the college level. I would like to know who you talked to about those efforts and if they were put in place. If not, why not? 

I would be happy to talk to you in person about each and all of these requests, and I appreciated your speedy reply the last time I contacted you. 

I hope you are having a great day and can stay offthe roads, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Felder, Andrea D -~felder@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 11:59 AM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Marko~ Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtv>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 
<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Karen. Just keep me posted 

Stay warm yourself! I think the second round is starting to come through now 

Andrea 

Andrea Fel der 
Associate Director for R ecruitrnent 

Universi~ of N()rth Caro]ina at Chape] Hill 
Office o17 Undergraduate Admissions 

CB #2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919.843.6156 
Fax: 919.962.3(24.5 

It’s not what you’]l find here It’s who: www admissions unc edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: She]ton, Karen C 
Sent: Thursday, Februa® 13, 2014 9:55 AM 
To: Felder, Andrea D 
Cc: Futton, Grant; Markos, Lance M; Hie, Vmce 
Sutzlect: 

Hi Andrea, 

I copied you on an email thread froln a prospective student from GermaW. I will begin the process of recruiting tier now- that I know tier scores look okay. 

Just wanted to include you as we move forward. 

Stay warm and enjoy your snow day! 

Karen 

Karen Shelton 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edt> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 8:07 AM 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu>; Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <idomina@email.unc.edu>; DuSt}, Kafl~y B. <kdulEj@unc.edu>; Galio, Jr., Lany A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu>; GisselmaJ1, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edtr>; Greene, Michael <greenem@email .unc.edu>; Hughes, Pamela B. 
<pbhughes@live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu:>; Mitchell, Catherine Elizabeth <cemitch@live.unc.e&r>; Oliaro, Scott M 
<oliaro@emoJl.nnc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <~ip@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; 

Shoa£ Cameron <shoafc@live.unc.edu:>; stadlockl7@gmail.com; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstmtt@email.unc.edu>; Temple. Abbey 
<atemple@unc.edu>; WaJsk Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Young, Marissa Veronica <mvyoung@enmJl.unc.edu> 

SOFTBALL ITINERARY FOR CALI AND HAWAII 2/17/14 

Monday 2/17/14 
HYDRATE[![[[[ Bring green water bottles 

3 pm Depart anderson for RDU 
5:30 pro. 2,merican Flt 1329 
8:30pm Arrive at LAX 
TBA Dinner on way to hotel/travel by bus- Gold Coast Tours Bus Co 
Bus to Marriott Fullerton 

2701 East Nutwood Ave 
Fullerton Ca 92831 
714-738-7800 

Tuesday. 2/18/14- GAME DAY 
HYT~RATE!!!t !! 

9:30 am Breakfast 
10:30 am. Check out and depart hotel in uniform 
11:30 am. Warm up for game vs Cal State Fullerton 
1 pm Game vs Fulletton 
3:30 pm Box lnnch delivered to field 

Head to airport 
6::10 pm. American Flt 267 
10:15 pm. Arrive Honolulu 
TBA In room / lights out 

Wednesday 2/19/14 
AM. Breakfast at each individual house 
AM. Free time ~ltil 12 noon 
12 noon. Lunch at each house as team 
1 pm. Depart for Polynesian Cultural Center 
5:30 pm. Luau 
TBA. Fire Show 

Thursday 2/20/14 
AM. Breakfast at houses 
AM Depart fbr practice 
10 am. Practice 
12 noon. Free time w families etc 

Orphans:) - fi’ee time - we have an option for you and if you do not 
want that option you can go with other families. 

EvelTnne will get meal money $ 
9 pm. Back at house 

Friday 2/21/14 - GAME DAY! 
AM Brunch 
11:30am. Depart for U of Hawaii 
12:30. Warm up 
2pm Game vs SJSU @ U of Hawaii 
4 pm. Game vs St MalT’s @ U of Hawaii 
TBA Dinner ariel- game- meal money $ 

Honolulu 
TBA In room/lights out 

Satlarday 2/22/14 - GAME DAY! 
AM. Blamch 
11:30 am. Depart fbr U of Hawaii 
12:30. Warm ups 
2 pm Game vs tlawaii 
4 pm or 6pro Game vs 

Sunday. 
AM 

TBA. 
10 or 12 noon 
TBA. 

6 pm 

2/23/14 - GAME DAY[ 

Brealc[ast 

Pack vans 

Depart for U of Hawaii 

(3 ame 

Shower 

Dinner 

American Airlines 8 Hawaii to DFW 

Mnnday 
5:20 am 
7:30 am. 
11:05 am 

2/24/14 
Amve DFW 
Depart DbNV. American Airlines 15 37 
Amve at RDU 



12:30. Arrive at Anderson 

Donna J Papa 
University of North Carolina 
Head Softball Coach 
912 Raleigh Rd 
Chapel tliH, NC 27519 

cell 
919-962-5105 fax 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 17, 2014 11:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

Joy - student athlete experience su~ey 

Hi Vince -the nag again. Can we get the survey together and finished for the final run through with FAC so it can start being put into the online format and we 

have it ready to go before too long to start catching the spring grads? 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
&ssot:iate Profe55or a!~d [)[rector 
Unive!’sil:y o[ Norl:h C~roiina al: C?H~pel Hill 
S,::hoo[ of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
321-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-,71,30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; ,.>-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r].~ al:[;~chments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~t;}JR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Ar!~, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[en[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by re’ply e-.maH and 

destroy all cOp[e5 Of the original !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspo~denge te and from this address may be s~bjeet to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, oh, J.32), Studel~t educatio~al reeords are subject to FERIPA, 



From: Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:00 AM 

To: lille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Subje~Xc: RE: NLI 

Vince, 

prospects who have signed an NLI to attend here ir ? Thanks. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ] 1:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: letter 

From: Mock, Conrad D Jr 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:01 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: UNC Athletics Director; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: FW: letter 

Below is the email       sent. He called me last night hysterical, I had to send him to Student Health, He is seeing Dr. Hack today and getting a note from hh-n to 

take with him to his meeting with Student Affairs on Thursday, 

I realize this is a serious matter but I do think understands his mistake at~d also knows [his is something which he is getting. 

Dr. Hack informed me that he feels is making "great progress" and [his is an unfortunate setback. 

CD. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:09 PM 
To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Mock, Conrad D Jr; 
Subject: letter 

To my fellow students at UNC, 

I wanted to apologize for a comment I made earlier in the day regarding . It was completely untasteful and a moral mistake. 

Please except my sincerest apologies and I also ask that if you need to make any comment, please do so directly to me and not on the listserv to waste 

anyones time. Best of luck to both candidates, thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janice Benson <janice.benson@horizonperfomlance.com> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 10:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Horizon Peflbrmance Visit 

Vince, 

I left you a voice mail earlier and just wanted to follow up ruth an email. 
Jason’s flight is still on for this evening, ,so he’ll be coming in from KY. I’m not sure what UNC is doing as far as the weather and how that effects your team. I wanted 
to give you my cell phone in case you needed it for any last minute changes in plans. It’s 

Jason is staying at the Southpoint Hotel on Leonardo Dr. in Durham. He and Jat can meet anywhere and at any time if that need arises. 

Thanks so much, 

Janice 

On Mon, Jan 27, 2014 at 1:58 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Janice. I’m looking forward to the meeting Wednesday. I appreciate you t~ilitating this. 

Vince 

From: Janice Benson [mailto:ianice.benson@horizonperformance.com] 
Sent= Monday, January 27, 2014 11:43 AM 
To" ]lle, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
C¢" Jar Thompson; Jason Cummins 
Subject; Horizon Performance Visit 

Dr. Lmae, Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Ille, 

Jar and Jason are looking tbrward to meeting you on Wednesday to learn more about your current programs m~d share Mint we are doing. 

I wmlted to send along Jat and Jason’s bio’s so you had some reference as to who they are before they talk about what they do in more detail. 

Dr. dat Thompson is an organizational psychologist with over 20 years" of applied experience. He has consulted with a wide-range oforganizai~ ons, first as a managerial consultant 

at Ernst & Young, then as a research fellow with A rmy Research Institute, and now as the founder and president ofgIor~zon Perfbrmance. Dr. Thompson fbunded Homzon Petfbrmance 

shortly after 9/11 to condnue his" work with the G~ S. Army Special Forces on an array ofprojects" that include: developing customized as’s’es’s’ment and training tools’; performance 

counseling us’ing 360 degree assessment ins’truments; and teaching elicitatJon techniques’. Smce f~mndmg Horizon, he has" earned a reputadon fbr developing talent within some of 

the most elite government agencies; including lVlarines; Navy Special Operations; Army Special Operations; and NASA. Furthermore, he has" designed and led leadership training 

programs for s’everal Fortune 500 companies. Dr. Thompson received his" Ph.D. in ]ndus’trial/Organizai~onal Psycholo~" fi’om North Carolina State Univemity specializing in 

individual and team perfbrmance and leadership development. 

Jason Cummins is the Senior A]anager of Athleisc Operations for Horizon PeG~brmance. A leader, leacher, and business" visionary, Jason is committed to developing authentic; high- 

impact, winning teams one leaderatatime. Prfor to Horizon, Jason sen~ed a twenty-year career in the UI S. Army, to includecombattoursinbothIraqandAjghanistan. A graduate 

of the University ofKentuclcy and the Wharton School of Business, Jason has developed and taught courses at West Point and the University ofKentucky. He has designed and led 

deliberate, progressive leademhip programsjbr elite athletic programs; military commissioning sourc’es, and university scholar programs. 

If there is mlytJling else you need fi~om us before Wednesday, just let us know. 

Sincerely, 

Senior Administralive Officer 

Horizon Perfommnce, LLC 

8000 Regency Pkwy, S~ 240 

Cary, NC 27518 

ONce: 919-674-6644 

Cell 

ww~-.horizonperformmlce.com 

Thts message :s i::tended o~dy i’-* tee ~se of d;e ~aldix JduaJ or e::tizy to t~hJc}~ it is addres~:ed, a*~d ~?~:;~ contm:: J*~i\-rmaden ihat is pA,qleged, co*lfide::~JaJ a;;dier od~er,~:se exexxxpt f~er:: dJs~:’.’os~re u1zdex a,~p’.’Jcable 

l~tw l~ r:’ie ~e;~de~ oi iJ~is rues age is not 1he ileteltded ?ecJDie;;~ ~:.? rite empb,yee ,,~ age,’;~ re p,:.~Lidble for ..]elJ, eric?r- iJ~e rues age t,, 1he ixteltded ?e,.,JDie;;~, a~L3 ,~.J~;,:b, ure. dis emJn 1Jo,% d{ bibu b.:,n, ccpyi~Lg .:,~ or:’?e~ 

USe o[’this c.:,~nmu~Li,:aa.:m or Jls ui)sta~Lce is pr.:,hJbited [[’y.:m’~a~e received t}JJl; c,,~nmmdcafi,,n i:~ er~oL p]e;~ e ~L,:.tJ~ the ender ;~nd delete [iom y,,iJ coml~iteJ syl;te~n 



Jar~ice Bens<~r~ 
Senior Administrative Officer 

Horizon Perfolmaaace, LLC 
8000 Regency Pk~T, Ste 240 

CaiN, NC 27518 
Office: 919-674-6644 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 3:46 PM 

Janice Benson <jaJ~ice.benson@horizonperforma~ce.com> 

Lane, Cncket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Horizon Performance Visit 

Thank you for the truly impressive bins, .lanice. arn looking forward to tomorrow’s presentation at loam in the 2nd floor Conference Room at the l.oudermilk 

Center for Excellence - as well as to meeting Jar and Jason. 

From: Janice Benson [mailto:janice.benson@horizonperformance.com] 

Sent; Monday, January 27, 2014:1:t:43 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 

Co-" Jar Thompson; Jason Cummins 

Subject: Horizon Performance Visit 

Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Ille, 
Jat and Jason are looking forwmd to meeting you on Wednesday to learn more about your cunent programs and share what we are doing. 
I wanted to send along Jat and Jason’s bin’s so you had some reference as to who they are before they talk about what they do in more detail. 
Dr. dat Thompson is an organizational psychologist with over 20),ears ofapplied experience. [[e has consulted with a wide-ra~Ne oforganizai~ ons, jirst as a managerial consultant at 

IT, rnst & Young, then as a research fbllow with Army Research Institute, and now as thejbunder and president of’Horizon Perfbrmance. Dr. Thompsonjbunded Horizon Performance 

shortly after 9/’11 to continue his work with the U.S. A rmy Special Forces on an arra3~ ofproJects that include: developing customized assessment and training tools’," petfbrmance 

counseling using 360 degree assessment instruments’; and teaching elicitaZJon techniques. Since founding Horizon, he has earned a reputationjbr developing talent within some of the 

most elite government agencie~s; including ~Warines; Navy Special Operations; Army Special OperaHons, and NASA. P}mthermore, he has" designed and led leadership trainiJzg programs 

for several Fortune 500 companies. Dr. Thompson received his Ph.D. in IndTtstrial/OrganizaHonal Psychologj~’jJ~om North Carolina State University specializing in individual and team 

pet2[brmance and leadership development: 

Jason Cummins is the Senior ~3"anager of Athletic Operationsjbr Horizon PeG~brmance. A leader, teacher, and business visionary, Jason is committed to developing, authentic; high- 

impact, winning teams one leader at a time. Prior to Horizon, Jason sensed a twenty-year career in the UIS. Army, to include co,at tours" in both [raq and,~{)hanistan. A graduate of. 

the UniversiO~ oj Kentucky and the Wharton School of Business, Jason has" developed and taught courses at West Point and the University ofKentucky. He has designed and led 

deliberate, progressive leademhip programs jot elite athletic programs; military commissioning sources, and university scholar programs. 

If there is an?¢Jling else you need fi~om us before Wednesday, just let us know. 
Sincerely, 

~famce Ber~so~ 
Senior Administmlive Officer 

Horizon Perfolmaaace, LLC 

8000 Regency Pk~% Ste 240 
Car?,, NC 27518 

Office: 919-674-6644 

Cell 

www.hofizonpertbm~ance.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Student body culture towards athletes 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Canningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date:               at 4:35:55 PM EST 

To: "Dean, Jr., James W." <~lames Dean(~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Folt, Carol Lyral" <carol.fol~)unc.edu>, "Curtan, Joel" <igcurran~em~Jl.unc.edu > 

Subject: Re: Student body culture to~ ards athletes 

Thanks. Yes we will continue to get positive stories out. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:19 PM, "Dean, Jr., James W." <James Dean@unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba - this is very disappointing to hear. Carol, Joel and I are all on 

the West Coast tbr alumni events, with limited time. I think we should 

consider a communications canlpaJgn highlighting the many excellent 

studeuts who are also athletes. I told the guy at BusinessWeek about’ 

but of course that didn’t make 

it into the sto~. Carol has told me about some of the studeuts she met 

having dimmr with the basketball team. The material is there if we can 

find a way to communicate it. I met yefftmvlay ruth the Ce¢olina Black 

Caucus, and I think they would appreciate something along these lines as 

well. But this decision is ultimately up to you, Joe, and Carol. Jim 

James W. Dean, Jr. 

Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919.962.2198 @TarHeelProvost 

james dean@unc.edu 

On 7:41 AM, "Ctmningham, Bubba" <bubbac,@~email.unc.edn> wrote: 



Interesting perspective from Jenny. 

FYI 

Bubba Cmminghmn 

Director of Athletics 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 4:25 PM, "Levy. Jennifer S" <iennv.levv(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba, 

Our team is traveling M~ich has given our staff’the optx~rtunit.5~ to talk 

with our s~dent athletes in a less formal selling. I have specificaJly 

asked about their current experiences with professors and other students 

on campus during the mos~t recent Willinghmn dranm with 

athletics’academics. 

The overall consensus is that the protbssors have been supportive (for 

the most part) but the general student bo@ has not been good at all. I 

think if you open today’s DTH and read the "l~etching report" in the 

back, you can get a feel for the overall negative attitude and tone. In 

short, the current enviromnent on campus is not ideal for our student 

athletes. 

This is veU concerning to me mad definitely makes our athletes feel 

discriminated against. The overall stemo~pe that athletes axe stupid, 

illiterate, self absorbed and cheaters is offensive to all of our 

athletes and coaches. These labels, if applied to someones race, 

religion, and/or sexual orientation, would never be allowed and/or 

accepted as OK. 

As you/ we axe dealing with the latest situation at the administrative 

level, I wanted you to be aware of the daily challenges of our student 

athletes. I think it is a mistake for us to sit back and let them be 

punching bags for the head hunting ill- informed. 



We have to deal with this at the student athlete level and be very 

intentional and direct about it; ~mething creative, of higher ground and 

educational that will influence these negative opinions and s~to6es. 

Next Wednesday is a SAAC meeting, nry team leaders will come prepared with 

some ideas that we have explored as potential solutions. I hope this 

will .spurn conversation and ultimately a creative action plan. 

Thanks for your time, 

Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 

<rick@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

John Montgomery <john@ramsclub.com>; Matt Terrell <matt@ramsclub.com> 

Re: This Week @llliniAthletics 

We should really focus on this strategy. I know we do it some maybe we should do it more often. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <lie>, Vince Ille <i i: ,:~:~:~ :~::: :> 

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:40 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <i: :~. i::i::~: ~!i:! :~ ? ~ i. :~ ~: .~:~: :~. > "Pogge, Pau " <......L......L.ii~i!...!.!...!.!! .. > 

Subject: FW: This Week @llliniAtHetics 

From: [lie, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @[lliniAthletics 

From: Fighting l-Mail 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:32 AM 

To:    :iii i iiii ~i i:!:i ! iii’i:~..~! :::::i ii!~:~i 
Subject: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

...... 



;;;;;;ii.X.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i!iii ;;;;; I ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ;;;;; ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Shar’e Fighting I ...... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 11:49 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Pogge, Paul <ptx)gge@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 

<rick@uncMedU>; Kirschner. Sieve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu> 

John Montgomery <john@rmnsclub.com>; Matt Terrell <ma~!raallsclub.com> 

RE: This WEek @IlliniAtlfletics 

Agreed. We are currently working with Paciolan, Learfietd, and Sports Marketing on a weekly message that is along these lines. Hoping to have it live in the next 8-- 

8 weeks. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:46 AM 

To: IIle, Vince; Sabo, Tim; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S. 

Cc: John Montgomery; Matt Terrell 

Subject: Re: This Week @llliniAtMetics 

We should really focus on this strategy. I know we do it some maybe we should do it more often. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

W;." ~ciucate a~d IrL-.pi~’e rl~rough Athletics 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <i~i.,:’.ii:.i:!. :.:’:! ? ! ": i: :> 

Date: Thursday, January 30, 2014 at 11:40 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" "Pogge, Pau " <~:):!):..~:.:.!~ r!!i!~i:L?:: .:::!~:!~: > 

Subject: FW: This Week @llliniAtMetics 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

From: Fighting I-Mail 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 9:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: This Week @IlliniAthletics 

9.~..th!~..!!~.~.~9..~!~.~..a.~.b.~.~ [~!.e~..gL t.~!.~..m.~.~ ~fl~ 

:: ::o:2 :: 



;;;;;;ii.X.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i!iii ;;;;; I ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ;;;;; ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Shar’e Fighting It~]aif ...... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 11:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Limited Tickets Remain for Men’s Basketball Bedlaan on Monday 

Thanks ibr sharing. I really like this concept. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 30, 2014, at 11:53 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~,~,unc.edu.~ wrote: 

An example... 

From: OO Athletics [mailto:reply-91@pacmail.em.markeUnghq.net] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:20 PM 
To-~ ~uiuc.edu 
Subject-" Limited Tickets Remain for Men’s Basketball Bedlam on Monday 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiilN~i~gi~l~isi~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill ~~#~ ~e~m~m~ iii~i~i~i~i~i~iii~i~i~i@iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

$N~t ~t Na~ NI~N :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~’-’i Immediate Care of Okla homa 

A HIGH-EFFliCi, ENC~          b’L~.i~ f~:;~i:~L;,~:~ 
~,TU~L G~S FURNACE ........................ 

Send this message to a friend I Use tiffs link to update your profile or to unsubscribe. By unsubscribing you will no longer receive 

any emails from OU Athletics including the BoomerBlast, Ticket Alerts, Sooner Club messages and more. 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 2:27 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Willingham on HuflPost Live 3:50 p.m. TODAY (1/30) 

News services made us aware of this earlier today. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "BuchaJlan, Helen" <helenb(i~unc.e&l> 

Date: Janua~ 30, 2014 at 12:18:03 PM EST 

To: "Cuwan, Joel" <jgctman(tbemail.unc.e&l>, "Kirsclmer, Steve" <stevekirschner¢~nnc=edu>, "McFarlmad, Michael B" <mike mcihrland¢~mc.edu>, 
"Moon, Karen B" ~-!!a_r__e_!)_____n_)_Rg__n_2aLu_n__c_’_:_e_d____v<-, Moore, I a~ya Fopolka --__m_r_~.v~__~!9~?!_e__~?~_~_B__r_Lc_:_e___~_t__u_>, t lckeral, Rabbi <E_o__b_b__i:pi__c_k__e_!:aL~)__u__ll_c_2_e_d__t!>, 

"Schnettpelz, Efin C" <.e_.c_%q~_~_Lr_kc_: .e_d_._U> 
, . , ~ ~    ~ . ,r,j 

~ .................................. Cc: Holhday, Rob --g:__b____[IS:!_l_!s~x~aLu_n__c_2_e_d__~! , "Best, Kevin S." <kbest~2nnc.edu> 

Subject: Willingham on HutlPost Live 3:50 p.m. TODAY (1/30) 

HuffPost Live will do a segment at 3:50 p.m. today hosted by Mike Sacks. Watch/listen here: ._htt_pff_/_[!__v _e_:__h___u_f_f_[_n__g__t_9___n_post.c _o _m/_[~se~n!e_n_t~Rnz_ca_m_p_y_sz. 

a thlet es-low-literacy-I evels-at-unc/S2e!3bed2b8c2a3b2000021d 
Mary Willingham is slated as a guest. Huffington Post employees are using Twitter to solicit additional guests, including: Andrew Luck, Peyton Jenest, 
current UNC students, Sean May, and former UNC football players Matt Merletti and Tim Jackson 
Helen Buchanan 
UNC News Services 
h__e_!_e_. _n_ .b_@ .u_ n_ _c_._ _e_ .d_ _ V. 
(o) 919-962-2092 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 4:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NLI and ASA Oiler Requests (MTR & WTR) #2 

VJnce, 

Track and Field is requesting additional NLI!ASA, which are as follows: 

Men’s 

Women’s 

The cross country/track and field programs are requesting NLI/ASA to be issued for the February signing period. 

Men’s 

Women’s 

Let me know if you need any more information, thanks! 

f’i .~c h.:~i ~:.:; ~i: ~-’.~ ~: .~..~. ~ ": :! ? :" 

U ~’;::=..’:s r.~.i~ ’~/~"~: i’.io: li~ ::27.:~n’>::i :.:~ .-- Ck’:5~p:s i }-I :::: 

(2hal)el i--i::ii, r,.iC 277]i.-;. 

r:.~::..: :i? I ::).-ilk’;;:: - ::;C’:();:: 

"))h: J?; ~¢?::’5~i :::’ J?;i>.;;i :::?:’?d .,??::>:’..Ji ;?:’.3!:;~.::?r?:: ::’? :;.?h: ~>3:..’~?~ ri:." :.; .L,::’ i’~7:" .!¢?..:;: ::/:?~7.:;?:]?. :::~..;,.f..::’~.!7:’?.::? .: .:?:3.,??;?.;. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:54 PM 

Lmm, Cricket <cricke’(~:unc.edu-~ 

~live. unc.edu>: 

Re: SWAG- Something We Athletes Got 

~unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

How did they determine we were below average in our alcohol policies when they do not have them? 
Various coaches have different team rules to address team conduct, so I think any discussion should start there. Let’s also look at our Student-Athlete Code of 
Conduct, which we jusl thoroughly revised with the help of UniversiU Counsel last summer. LaW Gallo would be another good resource. 
I would like to be a part of any policy drafting and Bubba needs to approve the content before aW new policy is implemented. 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On at 4:17 PM, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket!~m~c.edu> wrote: 

Paul I am sending this on behalf of 

respond back to me. Thanks 

she is leader of SWAG (Something We Athletes Got). You can 

On January 17 19 a group of more than 220 studen~athletes, athletic trainers, coaches, and administrators representing 40 NCAA 

mernber colleges and universities gathered at the annual NCAA APPLE Conference. The conference is a national program symposium on 

alcohol and substance abuse, prevention, and health for student athletes and administrators. For more information on APPI E here is the 

link: 

http://a pple.studenthealth.vir qinia.edu/ 

APPI [i surveys participants using the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s l iers of liffectiveness. UNCs athletic program 

was graded based on the APPLE model of recruitment, expectations and attitudes, policies, education, drug testing, and sanctioning and 

counseling and referral. We scored above average for all areas except UNC’s policies. The score we received was 18 while other Division 1 

schools averaged 4"1.9. 

Due to our low score, SWAG (https:i/www.facebook.com/UncSwaq) would like to be proactive in terms of our "game plan" for the 

upcoming semester which includes rnore education for student athletes, coaches, and looking at the differences between team alcohol 

policies. 

To help us develop our action plan we would like to investigate each team’s specific alcohol and drug policy. This will help us create a survey 

to gather opinions from current student athletes about department’s policy and consequences. SWAG will then present the inforrnation to 

coaches and administrators. 

Do you have a copy of each team’s policy or do we need to contact coaches individually? 

Please do not hesitate to contact Cricket Lane, and if you have additional questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

~live. unc.e&~: 

RE: SWAG - Something We Athletes Got 

~unc.edu-*; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu"~ 

Paul, 

[v1~xy of the q, ~’~: tiohs coh’-em nq :;oi :.y h~d o "?o with who :;t-~r’ :.’~c e’t ir I-e w~it~nqirev~’~swlh£? od ~q ~ tJr!’}r? ’~o "y ( .’}., cd!~] r?is rt-Jtor , SKJ@~?ht ;’ ii@P~?:., 

s~uder:t a~hiet : tra ~ert. student rr anage~s, ci~e’:rlead’:rt., e~cO b{,w a~’: tiwy kno\.vr:i (.e., y’.:8 ly, t:w staff oriert£{ ,~, ":t..), 

SV,iAG doesn’t want to c~snge cJco~oi pal{y, d~ey v,,,aht Fo ~sve a @scusion :.~bout t~e akohd poices. I ~ere seems to be c disconnect between team vd-eh it 

cx~ es :( 1( r sequen feb. Ti~uy alu inturestud in Paw t} c-.:at~.: c’r 3~.’~m ~i~Cl ti~at asc ~dc:’.~ussus leaf :or se ~uel~d:es ~3. LJSI~I? /’s ] ()[). 

[iwy WUU i(’ gl,’d tO sch’:duk’ :~ gerx’raJ me’:t ~g tc discus-. 

I ~ank:,, 

(iickut 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, 4:54 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: ; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: SWAG - Something We Athletes Got 

How did they determine we were below average in our alcohol policies when they do not have them? 

Various coaches have different tea~] rules to address team conduct, so I think any discussion should stmnt there. Let’s also look at our Student-Athlete Code of 

Conduct which we jusnt tholoughly revised with the help of University Counsel last summer. La~y Gallo would be another good resource. 

I would like to be a paint of any policy dralting and Bnbba needs to approve the content before m]y new policy is implemented. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On ¯ , at 4:17 PM, "Lane, Cricket" <cficket(d~,unc.edu> wrote: 

Paul I am sending this on behalf of ) she is leader of SWAG (Something We Athletes Got). You can 

respond back to me. Thanks 

On January 17 19 a group of more than 220 studen~athletes, athletic trainers, coaches, and administrators representing 40 NCAA 

member colleges and universities gathered at the annual NCAA APPI E Conference. I he conference is a national program symposium on 

alcohol and substance abuse, prevention, and health for student athletes and administrators. For more information on APPLE here is the 

link: 

http:i/a pple.studenthealth.virqinia.edu! 

APPLE surveys participants using the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s Tiers of Effectiveness. UNC’s athletic program 

was graded based on the APPI ti model of recruitment, expectations and attitudes, policies, education, drug testing, and sanctioning and 

counseling and re[erral. We scored above average for all areas except UNC’s policies. The score we received was 18 while other Division 1 

schools averaged 41.9. 

Due to our low score, SWAG (hKps:i/www.facebook.com/UncSwaq) would like to be proactive in terms of our "game plan" for the 

upcoming semester which includes more education for student athletes, coaches, and looking at the differences between team alcohol 

policies. 

To help us develop our action plan we would like to investigate each team’s specific alcohol and drug policy. This will help us create a survey 

to gather opinions from current student athletes about department’s policy and consequences. SWAG will then present the information to 

coaches and administrators. 

Do you have a copy o[ each team’s policy or do we need to contact coaches individually? 

Please do not hesitate to contact Cricket Lane              and           if you have additional questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 5:34 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniors~tafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

earns Academic All-District honors 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
THURSDAY, JAN. 30, 2014 

EARNS ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT HONORS 

CHAPEL HiLL - University of North Carolina men’s basketball sophomore            , a      from           , has been named to the 

Capital One Academic All-District 3 team, announced Thursday. The honor takes into account both academic and athletic performance. 
is one of five student-athletes honored from District 3, which includes all Division I schools in North Carolina, Tennessee and Virginia. Joining him on the 

team are Dennis Obge, a senior from Tennessee Tech; J.J. Mann, a senior from Belmont; Terence Smith, a junior from Tennessee-Martin; and Shelby Moats, 
a junior from Vanderbilt. 

, who leads the Tar Heels in scoring, assists and minutes played, is majoring in journalism and mass communication. As a freshman he was named to the 
AII-ACC Academic Team and the ACC All-Freshman team. 
To be selected for the Academic All-District teams, a student-athlete must be a sophomore, junior or senior and must carry a cumulative GPA of 3.3 or better. 
Those who earn All-District honors are eligible for Academic All-America recognition, which will be announced in February. 

and the Tar Heels (13-7 overall, 3-4 ACC) are back in action on Saturday, hosting NC State for a I p.m. game. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 6:23 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: SWAG - Something We Athletes Got 

Thanks, Cricket. I think it would be best to get the team rules [:rom the coaches, then supplement that with the documentation Larry Galfo might be able to 

provide, as well as our Student-Athlete Come of Conduct, Please let me know if [ can be of assistance. I am happy to do anything I can to help formulate policies 

and structures that protect our student-athletes and help them have a great experience at Carolina. 

Paul 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Thursday, 5:17 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: SWAG - Something We Athletes Got 

f>:-ul, 

M:’rsy oti ~’: quetstion> conc~’r~ ~g pocy ~:’a 1o do w~t~ w~o p-ar-r c p~.~r,:d ~rs :ls~’ writi~!),’~",/ietwiri;S of tht: currt:~r poicy (t:, :’arr~ ~i :r~ators, :.tud~:rs ~i.is ~’t~:s, 

striven :-thJetic ti:-ine% stuc, e~t mar:-cers, ,.i’eei leac, e~s, etc.), how ,’re i~ey I,::,, ,wni ¢.e., ye:-rly, new st,’fl: ,,~ien at~or’, etc.), 

S’,,~,’A(; "?oem’ wc;~: 1o c~]c;~ge ~.&oi]oJ poJicy, they w:.~nt o ~]c;ve :.~ dio ~>siorl c~bout t~le :.~Jco[ io[ po "-eq? [ile!e eeFT :. ko be c~ d~bronrlert :;etweer] tec;rr]s when iv 

:c r’~es h) c )nseq’~uncus, iqey are ir,teleste :i in hc:w !c cre,~te ’.:>~c graJ ~rq~~,] t"4t ,~is) a ]dresses Leap] co: nSeCl’~erlcus ~-r uslr] y ATC)D, 

l i~ey wouid be {Jad tc s2:c)dJe a ’:.l’:r:e :-i T~’x:t~r’q to discuss~ 

[harks, 

C ricket 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, 4:54 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: SWAG - Something We Athletes Got 

How did they determine we were below average in our alcohol policies when they do not have tbem? 

Various coaches have different temn roles to address team conduct, so I think any discussion should start there. Let’s also look at our Student-Athlete Code of 

Conduct, which we jusl thoroughly revised with the help of University Counsel last summer. Lally Gallo would be another good resource. 

I would like to be a part of any policy drafting and Bubba needs to approve the content before any new policy is implemented. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:17 PM, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket(~)unc~edu> wrote: 

Paul I am sending this on behalf ol she is leader of SWAG (Something We Athletes Got). You can 

respond back to me. Thanks 

On January 17 19 a group of rnore than 220 studen~athletes, athletic trainers, coaches, and administrators representing 40 NCAA 

member colleges and universities gathered at the annual NCAA APP[ li Conference. The conference is a national program symposium on 

alcohol and substance abuse, prevention, and health for student athletes and administrators. For more information on APPLE here is the 

link: 

http:!ia pple.studenthealth.virqinia.edui 

APPLE surveys participants using the National Institute or] Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism’s Tiers of Effectiveness. UNC’s athletic program 

was graded based on the APPI E model of recruitment, expectations and attitudes, policies, education, drug testing, and sanctioning and 

counseling and referral. We scored above average for all areas except UNC’s policies. The score we received was 18 while other Division 1 

schools averaged 41.9. 

Due to our low score, SWAG (https://www.facebook.corniUncSwaq) would like to be proactive in terms of our "game plan" for the 

upcoming semester which includes more education for student athletes, coaches, and looking at the differences between team alcohol 

policies. 

1o help us develop our action plan we would like to investigate each team’s specific alcohol and drug policy. I his will help us create a sup:ey 

to gather opinions from current student athletes about department’s policy and consequences. SWAG will then present the information to 

coaches and administrators. 

Do you have a copy of each team’s policy or do we need to contact coaches individually? 

Please do not hesitate to contact Cricket Lane,             and           if you have additional questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 8:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Honorary Coaches tbr Women’s Basketball 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Boxill, Jan" <JMBOXILL@email.unc .edu> 

Date: JanuaD’ 30, 2014 at 8:05:52 PM EST 

To: "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown(tbanc.edu-~, "Lee, Jaimie" @dmielee@unc.edu> 
Cc: "High, Jane Start" <ihigJl@unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller(tbanc.edu:~, "Vangelder, Madelle A" <mvangeld~@enmil.anc.edw~ 
Subject: RE: Honorary Coaches tbr Women’s Basketball 

Michelle, 
Thanks so much. This is what we needed. 

Jan 

Jan BoxiH 
Chair of the Faculty 
Director, Parr Cenber for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
Chapel HiM, NC 27599-3125 
Olfice Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 7:10 PM 
To: Boxill, 3an; Lee, -laimie 
Cc: High, .lane Starr; Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Honorary Coaches for Women’s Basketball 

Hi Jan, 

Back in Now:_~mber, we discu;sed hon.:_~rary coaches .At this time., the ASPSA is not invoJw?d in coordinating any honorary coaching events, Thi; may be 

one of the items disc~ssed in the Working Group to determine if we ew:_m will or if the current process will change, tn the meanwhile, iF a coach 

chooses to do i[ with his or her team, it is important to work with Marielfe in Compliance. Attached is the doc~m~ent that is required by Compliance. I 

have included Beth Miller who was involved in the conversation and Marielle VanGelder (in Compliance), 

Regards, 

Michelh? 

From: Boxill, .lan 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuary 29, 2014 9:53 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle; iaimelee@uncaa.unc.edu 
Ce: High, .lane Starr 
Subject: Honorary Coaches for Women’s Basketball 

Hi Michelle and Jaimie, 

As you know the Women’s Basketball has had an honorary coaching program for ,several years. It is ve~ popular and the opportunity to be an honomo, 

coach has been included in charity events. We have at least 3 who have "won" the opporttmity and it would be good if we could honor them. 

How would you like to handle these? Please respond to both Jane and me. 

Thank~ 

Jan 

Jan Boxill 
Chair of the Facu lty 
Director, Pan- Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Depaltment of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

" Nothing is so firmly believed as what we least know. " 
-- Michel De Montaigne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 8:52 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@ med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

Re: Joy- UNC athletics on WUNC 

Thanks--did not know that. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Renner>, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, January 31, 2014 at 8:40 AM 

To: "Curran, Joel" <]g_c__u__EE_a___n____@____e___m____a_j!_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, James Dean <]_a____m____e__s_ dean@unc.edu>, Lissa Broome <Lb__r___o___o___m____e____@____e___m____a_i!_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - UNC athletics on WUNC 

Again, you probably already know but just making sure and keeping communication open and assumptions to a minimum - 

At noon today on WUNC The State of Things -topic is UNC Athletics 

Jo~/J. Re!~r!er, M.A., ~{T(R), [-AEIRS 
Associa,:e Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’s/ty O[ North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
B 2 I-A South Colum bia SL 
Chapei HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: this e-mail message, includin[~ attachments, if any, is int,_reded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged materiai. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you al’e not the intelqd~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender bv reply e-mall and 

destroV all copies of the ori{{inal message. 

Email eorrespo~Se~ce te andJ f~’om this address may be subject to the ~e~±h Ca~’o~ina P~blic Recerds ~aw a~8 may be 8i~ose8 to thi~’8 pa~±ies by a~ 

a~tt~orized scare ofi¢ial (NCGS, c~’~o ::1,32)o Strident ed~catio~a~ records are subject to ~ERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:05 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <iIle@unc.edu>; Brown, MicheIle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

FW: WCHL Willingham & Jay Smith 

Willingham: Bring Back Student-Athletes We Wronged And Give Them The Education We Promised 

Chapelboro (Website 

January 31, 2014 

by Ran Northam 

UNC clinical instructor and academic advisor, Mary Willingham said the admission of guilt by the university, and namely UNC Provost Jim Dean, that there 

were holes in the academic system is not enough. 

"1 really encourage (Provost Dean) to talk to us about what we know--Jay and I and others in the Athletic Reform Group--and open the door and have a 

real open conversation, because that has yet to happen at our university," Willingham said. "It’s a university for crying out loud. We should all be able to 

sit around the room and have honest conversation and debate about what we know." 

Those comments were made during an interview Friday on the WCHL Morning News. 

Provost Dean was quoted in a Bloomberg Business Week article saying "We made mistakes. Horrible things happened that I’m ashamed of. Student- 

athletes and other students, too, were hurt. The integrity of our university was badly damaged." 

History professor Jay Smith was in the interview as well and announced that he--in collaboration with Willingham--is writing a book that talks about the 

history of the academic scandal at UNC in the African and Afro-American studies department and the illiteracy problems at UNC and at colleges and 

universities across the nation. 

Smith said he, too, wants to see something more than just words come from the recent allegations of UNC’s academic improprieties. 

"There’s nothing qualitatively different from any number of statements Holden Thorp made over the past several years before he left," Smith 

said. "Holden, too, was willing to acknowledge mistakes had been made and that we had to be held accountable for them. Though, at least it does, on 

their part, signal a new willingness to look at the past and consider which lessons need to be derived from the past. So that’s...that is somewhat 

heartening." 

Willingham has been seen by many as an enemy to the university when she shared her research. She received death threats and was even called a liar by 

Provost Dean when he said in a Business Week article "she’s said that our students can’t read, our athletes can’t read, and that’s a lie." Later in the 

interview for the article with Business Week’s Paul Barrett, the Provost said he had misspoken and doesn’t think that she’s a liar. 

Willingham said she didn’t release the information with the intention of taking down the university. 

"1 really am a Tar Heel," Willingham said. "1 know what’s heard to believe, but I love this place." 

She said she wants to see a change in the way student-athletes are taken care of at the university and how they are viewed within the system. 

"We had a countless number of athletes that I worked with during my tenure--nearly seven years--in the program that left without a real degree," 

Willingham said. "We still don’t talk about those guys. They took all these bogus paper classes, and they left the university still woefully underprepared 

for probably even a high school. That’s wrong, and we owe them. We need to bring them back, and we need to offer them the possibility of a real, 

legitimate education. That’s what we promised them in the first place." 

She said that she’s not even saying that students who can’t read at a college level don’t have a place at UNC, but that those who are at a disadvantage 

need to be protected. 

"I’ve never said that athletes or any students at Carolina don’t belong at Carolina," Willingham said. "It’s a public university; it’s a university of the 

people. But I think if we’re going to take students in, then we need to meet them where they’re at academically and bring them along. That’s all students." 

"1 think we still have this, some sort of arrogance or some level of problem--I don’t know exactly where it comes from--because in 1795 we had an 

academy at the University of North Carolina for young men from the state who weren’t able to read in Greek and Latin," Willingham said. "That academy 

lasted for a decade or a little bit more. Why don’t we just reopen the academy, and we could have the best football team and the best basketball team in 

the country. We could recruit whoever we wanted, and we could provide a real education." 

http:i!cha pelboro.com/news/unciwillingham--bring-back-studen b-athletes-wronged-give--education-prombedi 

From: Buchanan, Helen 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014- 9:34-AM 
To: Curran, Joel; Kirschner, Steve; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Pickeral, Robbi; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: WCHL Willingham & Jay Smith 
Audio from this morning’s interview: http:!/chapelboro.com!news!uncihear-mary-willingham-jay-smith-live-wchl-studio! 

Helen Buchanan 

UNC News Services 

helenb~unc.edu 

(o) 919-962-2092 

(c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 10:30 AM 

Brown, MicheJle <micheliebrown@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

question 

Regina Stabile has a records request that she has a question about and asked me to check on. 

The request was for individual sport GPAs for the 2012-13 academic year. 

Do we already report those and to whom? BOG, BOT, etc._ Meaning - does this exist already? 

You can call me with a response if you prefer. 

Thanks! 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

:: ::i ::i:ii i:.:::i::i.::: i: i :i: :i: :i ::[:: i i:::.i ::[: ii:ii. ii::i:.i[: :i :ii: :::: :ii: i::::: :::i. i i i:ii:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting Request w, Lettennan 

FYI 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

A;sociate Athletic Dir~?ct.:_~r 

Universi[:y of No~’[:~r~ {::arolma 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5L%)2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From-" Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, 10:01 AM 
To-" Vanclelder, Marielle A 
C¢"            _~kenan-flagler.unc.edu" Chacos, Brian 
Subject: Meeting Request w/Letterman 

Marielle, 

Good morning, I hope all is well! Football student-athlete, is interested in scheduling a meeting with Andy Chacos. Andy is a football letterman 

who played tight end at UNC in 1974. Andy currently manages a hedge fund in Chapel Hill for Silverback Asset Management.     is currently a business major at 

Kenan Flagler and is interested in pursuing a career in investments. He is hopeful that Andy will give him an opportunity to shadow him and!or earn an internship. 

Can you please let me know if there are any NCAA rules and!or regulations that we need to address prior to allowing to meet with Andy? 

Thanks in advance for your assistance!! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919) 962-9:1:19 E 
mail: ._a_~!!_!!.a__..m__.s_@ .u__n c__.a__a__._u_._n_.(~_._..e_d__u" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:21 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeSta~’<uncaa exestatt’@groups.unc.edu> 

BeaJe, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njihlton@email.unc.edtr% 
Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

RE: U of L’s athletic department continues testing Google Glas 

;email .unc.edtr% 

Bubba, 

Nick Fulton sent me a video 10 days ago of the Sacramento Kings using Google Glass, We passed it along to 

initiatives with Google,       has worked it out with Google for them to loan us several pairs of Google Glasses for the Pitt and Duke games and 

o~:hers ar~-_~ n.:_~w w.:_~rking on ~)Jans ~:o best use ~:hat foo~:age with the Digital Magazine, GoHeels,com, youtub~-:~ and other ~)latforms 

Rk:k 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, 2:45 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff" 
Subject: Fwd: U of L’s athletic department continues testing Google Glas 

FYI. 

who has been working on some 

, Nick and 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Subject: U of L’s athletic deparlment continues testing Google Glas 

http:Yww~,.bizi oumed s.com,’louisville/news, t~ - of- Is- atlilelic - depaxtm ent- continues.html?laage ’all 

The 1 Iniversity of Loai~dlle’s athletic department purchased Google Glass in October and has been testing it since. 

Nick Stayer, director of social media mad engagement, has been the primary tester for U of L, but he ~id aalyone in the athletic department can use the 

technology to develop new ideas. 

U of L had men’s basketbdll player !i_,__u___k__e___t_:]_:aj£c:~2_c_’_k wear Google Glass when the Cardinals’ nationdl championship banner was raised at the beginning of 

the season and in-game emcee .J_q_e_y__ .~_ _r.’_a_g!l__e_!: has worn the technology during a galne as well. 

Stayer said U ofL cnnently is looking for ways to use Google Glass to enhance the fan experience at venues, as well as for sport performance. A 

volleyball coach has inquiled about having players wear the technology during practice to get an idea of what they’re seeing during action, Stover said. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Friday, Jannmy 31, 2014 4:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

FW: Update fi~om CaJcolina 

BarBara ! Polk 
Dep~tlg ])irec~or 
O f{]ce of Ui~.dergrad~tate Admissions 
University of North C~ro]il~.~ at Chapel HIll 
Phon(~’: 919-.966-.3989 

From: Fox, Mike 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 7:56 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: FW: Update from Carolina 

Barbara, 

I know we spoke yesterday and T know you all are contacting thousands. We get that. 

However this makes our jobs very difficult when ’our’ kids receive e-mails like this before we have a chance to talk with them and let them know what is 

going on. As we talked about yesterday we have spent a lot of time recruiting these kids and if, for one minute, they believe they are not going to be 

accepted at UNC, the potential is there for us to lose them. We cannot let that happen. 

Now we will hear from the other young man I am sure. I am surprised this e-mail went to our three at this time. 

I have emailed Vince about the committee meeting. 

We have to look at this process in the future I believe. 

Mike 

From: Jackson, Scott C 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 7:47 AM 

To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: Fwd: Update from Carolina 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Frora: "Jackson, Scott C" <siackson~unc.edu> 

Date: at 7:28:58 AM EST 

To: 

Subject: 

Sere from my iPhone 

On at 7:01 AM, wrote: 





From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:40 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fron 

Mr 111e, 

Just wanted to follow up with you and say it was great seeing you again yesterday at the U~’C tennis match. I am pumped to see that the team got the win. I have no doubt that you will 
continue to do a great job overseeing the respective sports you do, and just wanted to restate my gratitude for all of your support of and helpfulness to me, and UNC athletics as a whole. 
Look forward to seeing you soon 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 5:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Fwd: ~- Surgery 

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@anc.edu> 

Date: February, 2, 2014 at 5:20:53 PM EST 

To: "Ciocca, Mario F" <ciocca~emaJl.unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos@emaJl.unc.edu> 
Ce: "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaJmev(~unc.e&P, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld(a).email.unc.edu> 
Subject:             ~ Surgery 

OK-- 

was injured participating for UNC. We should assist him! 

Since he is not "currently" a S-A, I don’t believe he roll qualify- for the use of the SAOF/SAF ~ Lance & Mafielle, this is your call after discussing 

intenmlly and/or ruth the ACC Office. 

If    is not eligible to use the SAOF/SAF, it is my opinion, ifpermissible per NCAA roles, we shimld pay tbr his travel and lodging expenses. I assume 

his health insurance will be the primary coverage tbr’the su~ery, needed? 

Thank you, and let me lmow if I can assist any furtber. Appreciate you bringing tiffs to our attention, Dr. Ciocca! 

Take care, 
Lany 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ciocca. Mario F 

Sent: Friday, Jatmau 31, 2014 4:11 PM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: FW: 

See below. This reques~t is in reference to’ 

He played through the rest of the season as well as the 

bowl game. 

Nashville is also 

where he is currently living. There me not many surgeons and we 

typically use Dr. Hanks at UVA. In the past we have used SAF to help pay for 

transportation/lodging for student athletes referred out to theses subspecialists, has 

now graduated and not sure how this could get done. I would definitely suptx~rt the 

request as he was injured during his time here and we are trying 1,~ do our job in 

helping him get better and prepare for potential chance at NFL caJreer. 

Let me know how to address tiffs ruth his agem or ifI should be directing this to 



someone else in the athletic department. 

Thanks, mafio 

Mario Ciocca, MD 

Director of Sports Medicine 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus ttealth Services CB# 7470 Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7470 

(919) 966-3655 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole 

use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential mad privileged information. 

Any unauthorized review, use, di~losure or distribntion is prohibited. If you are not 

the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 

of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Trulocl< Scott 

Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 3:59 PM 

To: Ciocca, Mario F 

Subject: FW: Tim 

Email below from agent. Should we offer to reimburse for flight or miles? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Gary, Shipnm~ [maillx~:gshipman@shipmaJllaw.com] 

Sent: Friday, January’ 31, 2014 3:43 PM 

To: Tmlock, Scott 

Subject:’ 

Scott - are you gws arranging for transportation for    to Chaadottesville from 

Nashville? 

Gary’ K. Shipman 

Shipman & Wright, LLP 

575 Military CutoffRd., Ste. 106 

Wilmington, NC. 28405 



(910) 762.1990 

gshipman(a) shipmaNaw.com 

Sent flora my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangeldm: Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 8:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: reschedule our mtg? 

Yes, flaat works for me. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, Febmaw 03, 2014 8:40 AiM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: reschedule our mtg? 

Would you be available to join us? Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vmce 

Sent: Monday, Februaw 03, 2014 8:39 AM 

To: ’Debbi Clarke’ 

Sut~lect: RE: reschedule our mtg? 

Hi Debbi, 

Is 2/11 @ 9:30 in my office ok7 Thanks. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Debbi Clarke [mailto 
Sent: Saturday, February 01, 2014 10:59 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: reschedule our mtg? 

5@~mail cum] 

Dear Vince, 

I would like tu reschedule our meeting to discuss eligibility’ & compliance. Here’s my availability, could you let me know a couple times that might work fur you? I luok furward tu seeing you 
suon 

Wed 2/5 9:30am - 2pro 

’]’hut- 2/6 9:30am - 2pm 

Mun 2/10 9:30am - 5pro 

Tue 2/11 9:30am - 2pro 

Wed 2/12 930am - 5pm 

Thanks, 
Debbi 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: reschedule our mtg? 

Thanks Vince, 2/11 at 9:30am works. I look fOl~Val-d to seeing you then 

All best, 
Debbi 

mobile 

Sent from my iPhone 

> OnFeb 3, 2014, at 8:38 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Debbi, 
> 

> Is 2/11 @ 9:30 in my ofi)ce ok? Thanks 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto @~mail.com] 
> Sent: Satl~rday, Febmaly 01, 2014 10:59 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Sut~ject: reschedule our mtg? 
> 

> Dear Vince, 
> 

> I would like to reschedule our meeting to discuss eligibility & compliance. Here’s my availability, could you let me know a couple times that might work for you? I look forward to seeing 
you soon 

> 

> Wed 2/5 9:30am - 2pro 
> Thur U6 9:30am - 2pro 
> Mon 2/10 9:30am - 5pm 
> Tue 2/11 9:30am - 2pm 
> Wed 2/12 930am - 5pro 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Debbi 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:36 PM 

Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss~emaJl.unc.edu>; sue@ramsclub.com; Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu>; 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Temple, Abbey ~-’atemp|e@unc.edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliax~@email.unc.edu-~; v 

))live.unc.edtr~;                      @live.unc.edtr~; Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratV~h)email.unc.edu> 

Teanl Dimler 

Happy Monday! 

I hope you all had a great weekeM and none of you are big Broncos fans (Sco~sony to Tyler). Being the diehard Pats fan that I am, I could not help but be 

anmsed at ,some of the misfortunes. 

But now it is time tbr so£tball ~a~n’. We are excited to head to Louisiana on Thursday. As is tradition for us we will be holding a team dinner to kickoffthe season on 

Wednesday night (2/5) at 6:30 at Carrabba’s on 15-501. 

We would love to have you join us before we begin lit~ on the road the next few weeks. Please let me lmow if you roll be able to join us. But as ~lways, we 

unders~ald that you have falnilies and other commitments. 

(Scott/Pam/Grace will you let Corey and Nathau know as well??) 

Thanks for your continued support. We hope to see you on Wednesday! 

UNC Softball Director of Operations 
i@live.unc.edu 

www.donnajpa pasoftballcamps.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Anne Maria <suttona@email.nnc.edu’- 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 5:19 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <jgcurra ~@email unc edu->; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.edu>; Moon, 

Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu->; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanyamoore@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu->; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

FYI - Professor Jay Smith has submitted a public records request seeking the "full academic records" of deceased S-A academic record, whom he 

Thanks, 
Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:17 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Public Records 
Subj ec t: Acknowledgment (Public Records R equest Dated 02.03.2014) 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc edu today via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at http:i/policiesunc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely, 
Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Public Records Paralcgal 

Office of University Counsel 
The Unb, rersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto: javsmith(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Febma~ 03, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: records request 

Hi: 

I would like access to the full academic records of 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina <regin%stabile@unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 5:28 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <jgcurra ~@email unc edu-~; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcthdand@unc.edu>; Moon, 

Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu-~; Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanyamoore@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

l~g: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record, 

Relevant 
language from the ._U n_Lve___r__s_Lt_yLs- FERPA Policy_: 

"As a courtesy to the families of recently-deceased students who were enrolled at the time of death, the University generally will not release information 

from their education records for one year without the consent of the deceased student’s next-of-kin." 

FYI - Public Records Staff is looking into this request... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sutton, Anne Maria 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:19 PM 

To: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; file, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve 

Cc: Stabile, Regina 

Subject: FYI - Prof Smith seeks         S-A academic record 

FYI - Professor Jay Smith has submitted a public records request seeking the "full academic records" of         S-A academic record          , whom he wrote 

Thanks, 

Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sutton, Anne Maria 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:17 PM 

To: Smith, Jay M 

Cc: Public Records 

Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 02.03.2014) 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc.edu today via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:!!policies.unc.edu!policies!public-records!. 

Sincerely, 

Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 

Public Records Paralegal 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 4:52 PM 

To: Public Records 

Subject: records request 

Hi: 

I would like access to the full academic records of 

Thanks, 

Jay Smith 

player who 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.eduv 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 5:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

What is this about ????? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, Febmal7 03, 2014 5:23 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: FW: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent: Monday, Febmal7 03, 2014 5:19 PM 
To: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Curran, Joel; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve 
Cc: Stabile, Regina 

Sulziect: FYI - Prof Smith seeks        S-A academic record (Ktrk Ursu) 

F5’2 - Professor Jay Smith has submitted a public records request seeking the "~.11 academic records" of S-A academic record whom he 

Thanks, 
Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:17 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Public Records 
Sub1 ec t: Acknuwledgment (Public Recurds R equest Dated 02.03.2014) 

Dear Professor Smith, 

I write to acknuwledge receipt ofyuur request for public records (included in yuur message below sent tu publicrecords@unc edu today via e-mail). 

We are boking into it and will be back in-tuuch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at http:i/pulicies unc.edu/pulicies/public-recurds/. 

Sincerely, 
Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
Public Records Paralegal 

Office of Umversity Cuunsel 
’]7he University uf Nnrth Carolina at Chapel tlill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto: iavsmithl@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Febma~ 03, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: records request 

Hi: 

I would like access to the full academic records of 

Thanks, 
Jay Smith 

player whc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

OK 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, Febmal7 03, 2014 5:43 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record, 

I have never spoken to Jay Smith and don’t plan to either. His email to our Office of University Counsel asks the LTniversi~z to give him access to 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: I~ller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, Febmal7 03, 2014 5:39 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: RE: FYI - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

What is this about ????? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, Febmapi 03, 2014 5:23 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: FW: FY[ - Prof Smith seeks S-A academic record 

full academic record at UJ~x’C. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent: Monday, Febmapi 03, 2014 5:19 PM 
To: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Curran, Joel; McFarland, iVhchael B; Moon, Karen B; Mi)ore, Tanya Topolka; [lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve 
Cc: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FY[ - Prof Smith seeks         S-A academic record 

FYI - Professor Jay Smith has submitted a public records request seeking the "full academic records" of S-A academic record whom he 

Thanks, 
Anne 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutton, Anne Maria 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 5:17 PM 
To: Smith, Jay M 
Cc: Public Records 
Subj ect: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 02.03.2014) 

Dear Professor Slnith, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request for public records (included in your message below sent to publicrecords@unc.edu today- via e-mail). 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at http:i/policies.tmc.edu/policies/public-records/. 

Sincerely-, 
Anne 

Anne Sutton, NCCP 
PuNic Records Paralcgal 

Office of University Counsel 
The Unb, rersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynurn Hall, CB # 9105 
222 E. Cameron Ave. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
(919) 962-1219 (phone) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Febmal7 03, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: records request 

Hi: 

I would like access to the full academic records of 

Thanks, 
Jay- Smith 

player who 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mibx@unc e&>; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gal]o, Jr., Larry A. 

<afl~gallo@unc.edu-~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Current status 

Mike, Scott, Vince and Larry, 

I thought it might be helpful if I provided a current status report on each of baseball’s recruits, as I currently understand them. Please let me know if I’ve missed 

anything. 

There are two students who currently need committee review based on their Level 1 status. Please let me know if we should plan on their being presented during 

the 2/11 meeting. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted Level 3 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1 

Applied early action. Need his application fee. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 3 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2** 

Transfer applicant. Decision will not release until April. 

Applied early action. We owe him a decision. Level 1"**** 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

Applied early action. Has been admitted. Level 2 

**Is officially still a Level 1. Once core is recomputed with appropriate weighting for honors courses, will be a Level 2. 

*****Is Level 1 based on current MCR deficiency in math. Is planning to take an approved 4th math this spring. Once we receive official notification regarding the 

4th math, we will move him to Level 2 and send his notice of admission. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 12:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re-send 

Mince, 

Can you resend to me the most recent edited version of 

contract letter with the watermark removed? I think because 

you initiated it I cannot remove the watermark. 

Once I get that I can make your changes and add the housing 

statement and then I’ll get Bubba to sign it. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



Faculty Committee Meeting 

Chancellor Folt: Talking today about recent media reports about allegations that a # of our 

students are entering our institution unable to read. Part of larger national conversation about 

role of college sports in academics and commitment each school makes to ensure that students 

that enroll are able to succeed. Strongly aware that people on this campus have been working 

on this for very long time. Don’t want to be dismissive of people in admissions and counseling. 

Where there have been improprieties there has also been a lot of great effort to improve things 

to make them better. 

¯ This topic has become heated, Folt is aware of that. Academic community allows us to disagree 

with each other. Must do it with respect for all individuals involved. Keep this impersonal. Not 

about attacking people who are acting in good faith in an effort to try to change things. 

o Provide background: Last week CNN reported observations from Willingham about reading 

levels of SA based on subtest results from 2004-2012. We have said that we have never 

reviewed that data, so it wasn’t reflecting official data from our institution. 

Steve Farmer 

Farmer: Here is what we did after seeing CNN story. I was puzzled by observations in story. 

They didn’t square with credentials I had seen. 

CNN established "threshold for being college-literate" 400 on SAT Critical Reading or 400 on 

SAT Writing or 16 on ACT 

CNN claimed that of "183 athletes in revenue generating sports admitted to UNC b/w 2004 and 

2012 

o Between 8% and 10% were reading below 3rd grade level 

o About 60% were reading b/w 4th and 8th grade reading levels. 

Puzzling b/c didn’t match the credentials he had seen and he also didn’t recall CNN asking for 

this data at any point. 

Farmer’s findings: 

o 2013: all 154 enrolling SA met threshold for college literacy defined by CNN 

o 2012:165 of 167 enrolling SA met threshold for college literacy. Two who did not were 

evaluated comprehensively for admission. Both currently enrolled and in good 

academic standing. They were reviewed very thoroughly. 

o Apples to apples comparison: 04 to 12:1,377 first year SA. 97% met threshold. 

Twenty-three of the 39 students (59 percent) who did not meet the CNN threshold have 

graduated from the University or remain enrolled and in good academic standing. 

Another 11 students (28 percent) left the University academically eligible to return. The 

other five students left the University and would have to restore their academic 

eligibility in order to return. 

o In summary, 34 of the 39 students (87 percent) who did not meet the CNN threshold 

either graduated from the University, remain enrolled and in good academic standing, 

or left the University academically eligible to return. 

Summary: 

o CNN: 125-128 students at 8th grade or lower reading level. 



o UNC: 39 students who did not meet threshold for college literacy defined by CNN’s own 

experts. All 39 students like all students were evaluated comprehensively and 

individually on lots of info not just test scores 

Both College Board and ACT discourage schools from using their tests as the sole means of 

assessment. Neither have substantiated a correlation between test scores and reading levels. 

Chancellor Folt 

Folt: I wanted to know what we knew. Also interested in knowing more about data being cited 

regarding reading literacy grade levels. Asked provost to research in more detail. Millions of 

pieces of data that university owns. 

Willingham’s initial IRB request was to analyze some data to look at student learning disabilities 

to develop appropriate advising for them. That’s what the data set was supposed to be for. 

For people who don’t know: Any time dealing with people or animals, must submit a proposal 

to IRB (Institutional Review Board) to be reviewed and approved in order to conduct research. 

Very stringent rules, especially when dealing with humans. 

IRB makes one critical distinction: if data set can not be identified to the individual in any way or 

not. This is very important. Many federal regulations regarding this. IRB does this very 

thoughtfully. Goes up to Vice Chancellor for Research. If using data set with identified names, 

must go through different review in great detail, very stringent. If no names associated with 

data, IRB can say that is not subject to same rules. If has identifiers on it but they have been de- 

coded but I as investigator have no access to code so I can’t identify, may also be different rules. 

This process is done by all institutions, not just UNC. Preserves integrity of research enterprise 

and of our data. 

When it came out that this data included individual identifiers, our IRB became immediately 

concerned. Triggered IRB review. IRB has own deliberations and will analyze that and 

determine next step. 

Jim Dean 

o Jim Dean: Allegations are a source of pain, regardless of whether you believe them or not. We 

are a university about research and truth, not opinion. 

¯ Able to get data set earlier this week and went to work 

o Overview of issues involving SA reading ability: 

o Had we previously received the dataset in questions? 

o What test was used to determine reading grade levels? 

o What data were used to determine grade levels? 

o Does the dataset support the claims that have been made? 

Took this so seriously that we have had at least 4 people working on this analysis this week. 

200+ hours of data analysis. In spirit of inquiry, not just conclusions off top of head, but very 

serious data analysis. 

o Did we have data in question ? 



o Despite assurances to the contrary, answer is no. Looked at everything we had, and 

when finally did receive data set it was clear this was first time anyone had received it. 

There were claims the data had been given to university council. 

o Jim Dean shows a handwritten note from Mary Willingham to University Council stating 

that she did not include learning disability research b/c of FERPA regulations. 

What test was used? 

o Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults (NOT SAT): Reading vocabulary subtest (not 

comprehension). One page, 25 questions, 10 minutes. 

o Example: "Read the four words and identify one of 3 possible relations among the 

words. One possibility is that two words have the same meaning or they have opposite 

meanings or none of the words are related in meaning." 

® Jim Dean shows a sample of the test that was administered to SA and used for basis on 

report that they are unable to read. 

Should the SATA RV subtest be used to determine grade equivalents? 

o Currently in process of consulting experts in this area 

o From Examiner’s Manual: The SATA recommends always testing reading 

comprehension: "any standardized test purporting to provide a comprehensive 

measure of reading that does not assess sentence or passage comprehension should be 

considered inadequate" 

® Dean called company that administers test and asked if it should be used to judge 

reading level, they said no, he asked if they could be quoted on that, they asked 

lawyer and lawyer said no. 

® Reading a multi-dimensional construct, 5-7 dimensions, this test only tests 1 

dimension. 

What data were used to determine grade levels? 

o Results of SATA RV can be expressed as: raw scores, standard scores, percentiles, or 

grade equivalents. 

o Dataset provided was in standard scores, but scores used to make allegations were 

reported as if they were grade equivalents 

® This leads to serious errors in any conclusions drawn from this dataset 

® Standard scores: Mean of 10, Standard deviation of 3 

® So, even if accept that the test is a reading test, which you shouldn’t, the wrong data 

was used for the conclusion that was made. 

o Jim Dean provides illustration of differences b/w standard scores and grade equivalents: 

o Example: For a Standard score of 6~the corresponding grade equivalent is 9. 7 is 10, 8 

is 12~7, etc. Standard scores are all lower than grade equivalent. Standard scores 

were mistakenlF used as ~rade equivalent in Wilfin~ham’s findinqsfNN 

o Claims that have been made have been using scores on the left lstandard score) as if 

they were the scores on the right {grade equivalent). Significant error. 

o Claim made using erroneous data: More than 60% of the 183 SAin revenue sports read 

b/w a 4th and 8th grade level. Absolutely no basis in the dataset on which to make this 

claim. 

o Not trying to playa trick with this data. 



® Conclusions: Serious accusations were made about literacy levels of our students based 

on a ten minute test that is at best an incomplete and inadequate indication of reading 

ability 

o Any claim based on this data is meaningless. It is a travesty to use this data set to 

make these claims against our students. 

Questions and answers: 

Only a few percent fell into the category that they had said was 60%, Ten-fold exaggeration, 

Not even close. 

Q: News event that seems most damaging is something that came out today, IRB decision to 

revoke this person’s clearance. Probably very good reasons for this. Hope no external 

pressure put on IRB. Would hope we are prepared to answer those questions. 

o Barbara Entwissle answers and says there was no outside pressure. They were 

concerned last week how this data could be released. It became clear that there were 

names in the dataset. This didn’t correspond to what we had been led to believe it 

was for. According to our policy, we had to rescind our IRB determination. 

Q: Was this an evaluation that was routinely administered to SA? Or was it for the purpose of 

this research? 

o Around 04, this series of screenings initiated for SA. Most of SA that went through it 

were revenue sport athletes. Original research and original IRB request was to assess 

learning disabilities in SA and see if particular treatment could be used. Willingham 

was interested in this and partnered with Dr. Johnson on this. Willingham asked 

supervisor if she could do this research. Said yes if she could get IRB approval. She got 

approved based on what they knew. Five IRB requests over the years. 

Q: Broader question: Narrative that has come out that a particular SA said that he was steered 

into courses that didn’t exist. There were underprepared students that couldn’t remain eligible 

unless they were in classes that didn’t really meet. Do we have any counter to this narrative? 

o Folt: Goes back to things being said about Chapel Hill for a while. Paper only classes, 

was this part of a schema to direct SA to these classes? We must keep things separate. 

We care deeply about student success. What exactly are we doing, how are we 

developing a curriculum for them that meets their needs? Whenever try to do 

anything based on one person’s account, not very reliable. 

¯ Shielda Rodgers from school of nursing: In some of media articles they talked about the SAT, 

not sure if they talked about this test or SAT. SAT is not a good predictor of success in college, 

even less so for ethnic minorities, which may be a large % of revenue sport athletes. So even if 

they are referring to SAT scores, those are not good indicators of success in college. Also we 

must recognize the contribution SA make to this university and I don’t want to see them 

victimized. 

o Jim Dean: Yes vast majority of SA in this subset are African American. 

Jay Smith: I take strong exception to suggestion that Mary Willingham victimizes athletes, she 

spent many hours with SA teaching them to read and write. Impacted her deeply. Suggestion 

that she is picking on athletes or diminishing them is absurd. 



¯ Even if believe interpretation of data that was given, its only looking at at-risk students, but by 

the time got cycled through the media, that gets lost and it makes it look like its 60% of entire 

team, not just the at-risk SA. 

¯ Frank Baumgartner (Political Science): Nixon went down for denial. What I see here today 

pains me. We aren’t alone in this. There is nothing new about steering SA to classes to keep 

them eligible. It happens at other schools and has been happening for years. I see a strategy 

of denial here. Our university could take this opportunity to be a leader, and I hope we do 

something positive with this opportunity. 

Cancellor Folt: We are a leader already. Our academic advising is not under athletics. Also, it 

is impressive how many of the recommendations from the Rawlings Report we were already 

on top of. We are not in denial, we are reporting the truth. If we had seen a different answer, 

we would say so. We must be honest every time and confront uncomfortable facts. 

Unidentified Faculty Member: I want to raise the issue of using this refutation to refute all 

allegations against athletics. The notion from the Hatland (?) Report that the paper classes are 

not an athletic issue because non-athletes were also in the course is bogus. This can be seen as 

a pattern of denial. 

o Jim Dean: Excellent point. I was incorrectly quoted as saying that it was not an athletic 

scandal. Dan Kane tried to get me to say that, but I would not, but he still printed it. I 

tried to get him to retract it, but he would not correct the error. We do not pretend 

that that we have nothing wrong and no room for improvement. We have a committee 

in place including myself, Joy Renner and the Athletic Director tasked with looking at 

the issues that we face. We acknowledge plenty of room for improvement. 
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Manager Regulations 

~! Coaches: In accordance with NCAA rules and regulatiens, a manager must meet the fol!owing terms and 

.~ conditions: 

In baseball, a manager shall forfeit any remaining eligibility in the sport at LrNC. 

A manager must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student, except during the final semester of a 
program. 

A manager may participate in limited on-court or on-fieId activities during practice (e.g. assist with 
drills, throw batting practice). 

A manager may pattie[pate in tlra]ted activities at a competition (e.g. assist with warm-up activities). 

A manager is prohibited from providing any instruction to student-athletes. 

A manager ~annot serve as a pracfice piayer. 

,~ A manger cannot participate in countatile athletically related activities. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NLI and Aid OilErs Requests 

VJnce, 
is requesting NLI!ASA to be issued for the February signing period to the following 17 prospects. FYI we have a limit of 20 initials, and 4 of the 20 are 

accounted for due to mid-year enrollees needing to count "forward." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Wait...We didn’t reinstate 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tom Franks ~ya]~oo.com> 

Date: at 6:35:17 PM EST J . 

To: "ncaacompliance@unc.edu" <ncaacompliance@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Guide m NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Tom Fmnlcs 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:02 PM, "Bubba Cmmingham" <ncaacompliaiace@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 
m 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaacompliance(~,unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 



Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance~,unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannaly 24, 2014 6:53 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@tmc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe stat~@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Re: points from yesterday 

This is good. Let’s make snre we meet with eve~ team this week. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 12:25 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <aevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Talking Points for Staff for Sport Meetings 
¯ The chancellor, the provost (the chief academic officer at the University) and the director of admissions have stated publicly that the 

University offers admission onlyto those students who it believes can succeed academically and progress towards a degree. 

¯ University officials stated unequivocally at last week’s Faculty Council, meeting that they believe the research related to the recent 

reports of literacy rates among student-athletes was incorrectly researched and interpreted. The provost said it was a travesty to use 

that research to assign reading grade levels to those students. 

¯ Bubba Cunningham and the athletic department stand behind our student-athletes 100 percent and will do whatever it takes to 

correct the misperceptions that are being said about the academic preparedness of our students. Bubba believes in you and so does 

the University. 

¯ The University is committed to you, so you need to be strong in your commitment to the University. Stay positive, make good 

decisions and be accountable for your actions. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
Universi~ ofNortJl Cal~olina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communicalions 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 24, 2014 6:55 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: points from yesterday 

I am talking to women’s lacrosse in Orlando at their dinner tomorrow night. 

How do you want to handle football? 

Rick 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "Curafinghmn, Bubba" <bubbac({bemail.unc.edu> 

Date: Jalma~ 24, 2014 at 6:52:54 PM EST 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaYf(~gmups.unc.edn> 
Subject: Re: points from yesterday 

This is good. Let’s make sure we meet with eve~ team this week. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 12:25 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" < stevekirschner~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Talking Points for Staff for Sport Meetings 
. The chancellor, the provost (the chief academic officer at the University) and the director of admissions have stated 
publicly that the University offers admission only to those students who it believes can succeed academically and progress 
towards a degree. 
. University officials stated unequivocally at last week’s Faculty Council, meeting that they believe the research related to 
the recent reports of literacy rates among student-athletes was incorrectly researched and interpreted. The provost said 
it was a travesty to use that research to assign reading grade levels to those students. 
. Bubba Cunningham and the athletic department stand behind our student-athletes 100 percent and will do whatever it 
takes to correct the misperceptions that are being said about the academic preparedness of our students. Bubba believes 
in you and so does the University. 
. The University is committed to you, so you need to be strong in your commitment to the University. Stay positive, make 
good decisions and be accountable for your actions. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Senior As~ciate A.D. tbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevel~lrsctmer(~nnc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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from: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannaly 24, 2014 6:57 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: points from yesterday 

Not sure. I’m in town Tuesday and can do it. 

Bubba 

Sent thma my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 6:55 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick,~unc.edu> wrote: 

I am talking to women’s lacrosse in Orlando at their dinner tomorrow night. 

How do you want to handle football? 

Rick 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: January 24, 2014 at 6:52:54 PM EST 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschnel(~unc.edu> 

Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff(~groups.unc.edu> 
Subject: lie: points from yesterday 

This is good. Let’s make sure we meet with evely team this week. 

Bnbba 

Sere l}om my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 12:25 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Talking Points for Staff for Sport Meetings 
¯ The chancellor, the provost (the chief academic officer at the University) and the director of admissions have 

stated publicly that the University offers admission only to those students who it believes can succeed 

academically and progress towards a degree. 

¯ University officials stated unequivocally at last week’s Faculty Council, meeting that they believe the research 

related to the recent reports of literacy rates among student-athletes was incorrectly researched and 

interpreted. The provost said it was a travesty to use that research to assign reading grade levels to those 

students. 
¯ Bubba Cunningham and the athletic department stand behind our student-athletes 100 percent and will do 

whatever it takes to correct the misperceptions that are being said about the academic preparedness of our 

students. Bubba believes in you and so does the University. 

¯ The University is committed to you, so you need to be strong in your commitment to the University. Stay 
positive, make good decisions and be accountable for your actions. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekir~hne~ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

::~i~::~: i::i :::::~:~:.~:~:.:~:. :~:~i ::i~.:;::>::#~:. i:: i::~ ,:~i!:::i~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 9:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brad Cummings <              ~yahoo.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 24, 2014 at 8:54:18 PM EST 

To: "ncaacomplimace@unc.edu" <ncaacompliance(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Guide to NCAA Rule~ ~md Regulations 
Reply-To:                             ~v~hoo.com> 

Glad to see the University reminding us all our duties and responsibilities. It would also be a GREAT idea if the University 
would do a better job of monitoring the student athletes on twitter and other social media sites. Someone should be solely in 
ctkarge of monitoring these accounts at all times. If a student athlete tweets or post a picture that is inappropriate or may be 
engaged in activities that lnay be (or could even be construed by others to be) a violatio~ PLEASE take action. The most 
recent violations began on twitter and grew from there. If the UniversiU would have taken action and gotten out in :front of 
these improprieties, it’s possible they may have been contained. 

Thank you and Go Heels! 

Brad D. Cummings 

From: Bubba Cunningham <ncaacompliance@,unc.edu> 

To:              @yahoo.corn 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 6:01 PM 
Subject: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
SUCCESS. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 
As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaacompliance@unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 
Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 
To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 
Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance@unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 
Forward to a Friend 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 9:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules aJ~d Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Nicholas Felten             l)gmail.com> 

Date: January 24, 2014 at 8:53:32 PM EST 

To: <ncaacompliance(a) unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Hi Bubba, 

I, too, agree that--as you put it-- "it is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) 
and University- roles by which we are governed." So to be clear: am I no longer allowed to direct "s~udent"-atNetes to sham classes, change their grades, 
and then Name the whole thing on a single criminal mastermind professor? Your counsel is appreciated. 

Thanks, 
Nicholas Felten 

Charlotte, NC 

From: "Bubba Cunninghaln" <ncaacomplimlce,@~unc.edu> 
Date: January. 24, 2014 at 6:02:09 PM EST 
Subject: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 
Reply-To: ncaacompliance(~!unc.edu 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 
I II 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
Success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we am not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaacompliance@unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance~,unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe 



Forward to a Friend 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 9:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules aJ~d Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Gary Kayye <gary@mvepubs.com> 

Date: January 24, 2014 at 6:10:02 PM EST 

To: "ncaacomplimace@unc.edu" <ncaacompliance@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Send these to the coaches too’. 

Gary Kayye 

Founder I rAVe [l~ablications] 

office 919.969.7501 ex. 101 I mobile 

DDD 
I rm~epubs.com 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 6:02 PM, B ubba Cunningham <ncaacompliaJ~ce@unc.edu> wrote: 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 

mm~n~m~~~~g~i__~iil~iii~im 
On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaacompliance(~,unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this emaiL Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance@unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 

% 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules aJ~d Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jim Lee III cbJaotmail.com> 

Date: at 9:15:55 PM EST 

To: "ncaacon~plimace@unc.edu" <ncaacompliance(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Guide to NC~ Rules and Regulations 

gubba, you need to be much more worried about our dumbass athletes breaking the rules than alums, boosters etc. They’re the idiots that have caused 

most of the pain & embarrassment UNC has suffered over the past 4 yrs. 

Regards, 

Jim 

P.5. While you’re at it tell Roy to keep E× players like off the bench & don’t rent to potheads like either. 01’ Roy has made some pretty 

lousy decisions too in my opinion, he’s the coach NOTthe player’s fathers so tell him to start acting like one. 

Jim Lee III, CEBS 

Strategic Benefit Options, LLC 

Charlotte, NC 

(704-523-1891)-Office 

-Cell 

@hotrnail.corn 

@qrnaiLcom 

RESISTANCE IS FUTILE! 

To          ~bhotm~Jl.com 
Subject: Guide to NCAA Rules mid Regulations 

Date:               15:02:03 -0800 

From: neaacomplimlce~unc.edu 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 
m 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaacompliance@unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 



To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance@unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe 
Forward to a Friend 

% 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents ~(~’iahoo.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 10:09 PM 

2014 UNC Football, Parent Tailgating IMPT Intb, Season pass parking info 

Dear Tar Heel Families, Happy NewYear! 

¯ The 2014 football schedule is out! CLICK HERE FOR FULL SCHEDULE 
The parent/player family tailgates at University Baptist Church were such a success in 2013, we’d often 
say ’We won the tailgate!’. Please join us, we’ll be there again this year!! 

¯ Season Parking Passes are $200 each for a guaranteed parking spot at University Baptist Church for 
all the home games of the season. First come, first serve! Make checks payable to University Baptist 
Church and send to University Baptist Church cio                , Football Parent Parking Coord., 
100 S Columbia St., Chapel Hill, NC 27514 IN THE MEMO LINE BE SURE TO PUT ’2014 THFPO, 
your player’s name andjersey#’ For example, "2014 THFPO,                    Questions 

email       ’@ubc-ch. or.q 
¯ The parent organization is compiling a parking list for the Season Parking Pass holders. It provides a 

cross reference check with the church and helps ensure all our folks are accounted for that have 
purchased a guaranteed parking spot. This is needed because the church sells parking passes for the 
other half of their parking lot to other folks. We want to be sure our side lists all our folks and is correct. 
The list is started with last year’s season pass parking folks. To add or delete your name click 

Here: 2014 Season Pass Football Parkinq UniversityBaptist Church. We will continue to 
cross reference this list with the church as they receive payments leading up to the season, 
When your payment is received vour season Pass sDot iS then ouaranteed. 
Any additional questions, contact 

Go Heels! 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Januao~ 25, 2014 7:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                ~gmail.com> 

Date: January 24, 2014 at 6:38:33 PM EST 

To: "ncaacomplimace@unc.edu" <ncaacompliance@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Guide m NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Please send to your coaching s~affinstead of your donors! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jm124, 2014, at 6:02 PM, "Bubba Cunningham" <ncaacompliance(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaaeomplianee@une.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance@unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, Janumy 26, 2014 9:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

need to reschedule our Tue mtg 

Dear Vince, I need to reschedule our Tue am meeting 
Thanks for your kind thoughts. I look forward to seeing you soon 

Best, 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

I will get in touch with you when I return. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao~ 26, 2014 3:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Conor Storey       ~)gmaJl.com> 

Date: JanuaD’ 26, 2014 at 11:01:07 AM EST 

To: <ncaacompliance(a) unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

Mr. Cunninghan, 

You need to be more focused on the black cloud that continues over the 
UNC athletic reputation from the fallout of the scandal from giving 

grades and academic credit to student- atheletes when the work had not 

been completed instead of sending this NCAA compliance email out to 

Educational Foundation members and alumni. THE SCHOOL is at fault and 
should never have allowed that situation to happen. Don’t you ever 

address me when UNC can’t monitor their own. 

Conor Storey 

UNC ’82 

On 1/’24/’14, Bubba Cmmingham <ncaacompliance@unc.edu> wrote: 

To view a web version of this message, use the link below: 

http://pacmaJl.em.marketinohq.nel/ct.html? 

ufl~&rtr~on&s~7ieu&dlo7,hi,jelz,m69g,6gk7,b2fo&MLM MID 608695&MLM MLID 630&MLM SITEID~008000165&MLM UNIQUEID 

CaJcolina Tax Heels 

On behalf of University of North Carolina s~dent-athletes, coaches, and 

staB, I want to thank you for your continued interest in the Department of 

Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a corners~tone to our 

SUCCESS. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NC~%~k Rules and Regulations for 

Alumni and Friends of Carolina Athletics. This brochme has been developed 

to infonn you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 

prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the 

National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Contbrence 

(ACC) and University rules by which we are goverued. As a member of the NCAA 

and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff" 

and student-athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the 

intentions, any violation ofthesc rules can result in serious conscquences 



for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Depar~unent of Athletics strives lbr academic and athletic excellence, 

we must always seek the highest standaxd of ethical conduct. With your help 

and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, we ece 

confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the 

Athletic Compliance Office directly at (919) 962-6000 or 

ncaacompliance@unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your contilmed interest and support of the University of North 

Coxolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please visit 

htlp:i/pacmail.em.marketiughq.net/ct.html? 

ufl 4&rtr on&s~Tieud~dlo7~hi;h0w3;7vdx~6gk7~b2tb&MLM MID 608695&MLM UNIQUEID~99577e114 

Bubba Ctmningham 

Atlfletic Director 

University of Noflh Carolina 

If you have any questions and/or comments, please contact the University of 

North Cazolina Online Ticket Office at ticket~b~unc.edu. 

Cowfight 2014, University of North Carolina. UNC Athletic Ticket Office - 

P.O Box 3000, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

To update your profile or to unsubscribe, use the link below: 

http:i/pacmaJl.em.maxketinghq.nel/ct.html? 

ufl~&rtr on&s x7ieud, dlo7,hi,iz5j,4b4i,6gk7,b2tb&MLM MLID 630&MLM UNIQUEID~99577e114&MLM MID 608695&MLM MID 601 

Use the following link to send this message to a friend. 

http://pacmaJl.em.mazketinghq.nel/ct.html? 

ufl~&rt~-on&s~x7ieud, dlo7,hi,inlb,4qba,6gk7,b2fo&EMAIL ADDRESS sofisell3(~gmail.com&MLM UNIQUEIDM99577e114&MLM MID 60t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao, 26, 2014 4:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Guide to NCAA Rules aJ~d Regulations 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:          ~aol.com> 

Date: January 26, 2014 at 4:12:41 PM EST 

To: <ncaacompliance@ unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

I think your employees should lead the roles, not the people paying the bills. 

Sent from AOL Mobile Mail 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bubba Cmmingham <ncaacompliance@unc.edu> 

To:                    @aol .corn> 

Sent: Fri, Jm~ 24, 2014 06:03 PM 
Subject: Guide to NCAA Rules ~md Regulations 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

% 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 
prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we are governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with it. 

As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or ncaacompliance@unc.edu with ANY questions you may have. 

Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 

To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance@unc.edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Msrielle A <mvmageld@eruail.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao, 26, 2014 8:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Coaches On The Road 

Are you comfortable with this replacement until the remainder of the s~£f is hired? If so, I will get some rules ed. together first thing tomorrow for 

Both have passed the exam. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Holliday, Corey L" <chollida~,(tbunc.edu> 

Date: January 26, 2014 at 1:45:07 PM EST 

To: "Vs~geldel; M~xielle A" < mv~m~,eldf~?eru~ul unc edu> "Markos Lance M" <ruarkos@ernail.unc.edu> ~___=__~_ ,_,__,______,____,___, ......................................................... 

Cc: "Haydo~ Joe" <!La_.v_d_9__n_2~)unc.edu>, "Pommerening, Roly" <__m__!r?_!=__8_9._3__@__e_Lr_Ea_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_?- 

Subject: Coaches On The Road 

Compliance, 

We would like to replace Randy Jordan (hired by the Redskins) as on our 9 coaches available to go out recruiting. We also would like 

to fill the spot vacated by Walt Bell as one of our 9 coaches available to go out recruiting. Both have passed the most recent CCE. 

Please let me know if you need any further information. 
Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
I(enan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD, 27, 2014 9:40 AM 

Cindi Atwater <CindiAtwater@anthonyllavel.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Flight Options 

Ch~di, 

Can you explore some options that leave a little bit later in the day? These are awfully early. If not, we can leave Raleigh in the later evenh~g the day before. 

i’hanks, 

Paul 

From: Cindi Atwater [maito:CindiAtwater@anthonytravel.com] 

Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 4:09 P! 
To: Pogge, Paul; llle, Vince 
Ce; Cindi Atwater 
Subject" Flight Options 
1"mportance-" High 

Hi Paul & Vince, 

Here are some options- (American being least expensive) Thanks & please advise so I can ticket today if American OK.’~n holding American schedule for both of 

you now. 

Delta $908.00 

Outbound to John Wayneilrvine 

DLI793LO6FEB Q RDUATL 715A 856A 

DL1757LO6FEB O.ATLSNA 940A 1142A 

Return from San Diego 

DL1662S 08FEB J SANATL 750A 248P 
DL3331S OgFEB J ATLRDU 440P 603P 

United $736.00 

Outbound to John Wayne airport 

UAl122V 06FEB Q RDUSFO 700A lO02A 

UA 216V 06FEB QSFOSNA 1036A 1208P 

Return from San Diego 

UA 476Q 08FEB J SANORD 615A 1220P 

UA4168QO8FEB J ORDRDU 200P 458P 

American $601.00 ~"~*~ince has ~6~S~8O Amerk:an credit for unused ticl~et ba¢l~ in October we couid use toward this so wouid |ust be~he$200~O0 

Outbound to John Wayne/Orange County 

AA1349G 06FEB O.*RDUDFW 630A 855A 

AAl146G 06FEB O. DFWSNA IOIOA 1130A 

Return from San Diego 
AA2917N OgFEB J*SANLAX 700A 745A 

AA1329N 08FEB J LAXRDU 825A 430P 

Southwest has options but it’s 2 stops on the return and it’s $728.00. 

Cindi Atwater 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
University of North Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843-5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
24 Hour Emergency VIT code 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

UNCAA- Softball <uncaa softball@ad.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkin@unc.edu> 

PTC- 

Soflball.pdf 

Please fiad attached the pemlissioa ~:~ contact fb~ 

or wotfld like any additional infbmmfioa on 

Thanks, 

, a student-athlete at Please let me know if you have a~?, questions 



Date: 

From: 

Re: 

Assistant Director of Compliance 

Grant Permission to Contact-- 

13.1.1.3, 

program. 

has expressed an interest in transferring from                       . In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 

grants your institution and coaching staff permission to speak with       about your 

Inquiries pertaining to        academic standing, continuing eligibility status or satisfactory-progress should be 

directed to the Compliance Office at 

If you have any additional questions, please contact the Compliance Office. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke- ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 10:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: need to reschedule our Tue mtg 

I just spoke with Michelle, we are working on some things related to the Willingham claims, etc. Thank you again, I will be in touch soon. 
Debbi 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 8:50 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Debbi, 

If there is anything I can do to assist with the project during this time, please 
just let me know My thoughts and prayers are with you and your family. 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2014 ~):41 AiM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: need to reschedule our Tue mtg 

> Best, 
> Debbi 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD, 27, 2014 10:56 AM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: NLIs~ASAs 

Joe, 

I roll work on 

coaches. 

oiler this afternoon. All others will follow. Keep in mind if needed it is permissible to emaJl the documents to prospects and cc their parents, 

Be in touch ,soon. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assis~nt Director 

University of North Cmolina-Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper BoMes Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

O11 Jan 27, 2014, at 9:34 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <havdon@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince and Rachel, 
Coach Fedora would like to send out all of the NLIs/ASAs on Wednesday of this week, for arrival at the destinations on Thursday. However, 

needs to be sent by FedEx today (for arrival tomorrow) since he and his family are heading out of town. Could you process his paperwork 
and send that over to us today. Thanks so much for your help. 

Joe Havdon 
Dh’ector ol" Football Operations 
University of North Carolina 
Phot~e: 919.84,3.2572 

haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Janice Benson <janice.benson@horizonperfomlance.com> 

Monday, JanuaO, 27, 2014 11:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; John~n, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Jat Thomp~n <jat@horizonpertimna~ce.com>; Jason Cummins <jason.cummin@horizonperfonnm~ce.com> 

Horizon Performance Visit 

Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Ille, 

Jat and Jason are looking forward to meeting you on Wednesday to learn more abom your currem programs and share what we are doing. 

I wanted to send along Jat m~d Jason’s bin’s so you had some retbrence as to who they are before they talk about what they do in more detail. 

Dr. Jar Thompson is an organizational psychologist with over 20 yearn of applied experience. He has consulted with a wide-range ofoiNanizations, first as a managerial consultant at 

Ernst & Young, then as a researchJellow with Army Research Institute, and now as the fbunder and president of Horizon Performance. Dr: Thompson fbunded Horizon Pe~fbrmance 

shortly c~er 9/11 to continue his work with the U.S. Army Special Forces on an array of~gro)ects that include: developing customized assessment and training tools; performance 

counseling using 360 degree assessment instruments; and teaching elicitation techniques. Smce fbundinx Horizon, he has earned a reputation fbr developing talent within some of the 

most elite government agencies, including JV]arines; PTavy Special Operations; Army Special Operations, and NA,~d. Furthermore, he has" designed and led leadership training programs 

Jot several Fortune 500 companies. Dn Thompson received his Ph.D. in Industrial/Organizational Psychology.f?om North Carolina State UniversiO~ specializing in indn#dua[ and team 

performance and leadership development. 

Jason Cummins is the Senior ,~anager of~lthletic Operations fbr Horizon Pet~brmance. A leader, teachet; and business visional’, Jason is committed to developing authentic; high- 
impact, winning teams one leader at a time. Prior to Horizon, Jason served a twenty-year career in the U.S. Arm), to include combat tours in both Iraq and Afghanistan. .4 graduate of 
the University of Kentu@ and the Wharton Sc’hool or’Business; Jason has developed and taught courses at West Point and the University of Kentuclcy. He has designed and led 
deliberate, progressive leadens’hip programs for elite athletic programs; military commissioning sources, and university scholar" programs. 

If there is anything else you need from us before Wednesday, just let us know. 

Sincereb; 

Janice Benson 
Senior Administrative Officer 

Horizon Performance, LLC 
8000 Regency Pkwy, Ste 240 
Car>’, NC 27518 
Office: 919-674-6644 
Cell: 

w~¥.horizonperfonnance.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 2:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: points from yesterday 

Thanks very much for passing this along. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: points from yesterday 

Did you receive this? You will need it to meet with and speak to the men’s golf team tills week. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 6:53 PM 

To: Kirschner, Steve 
C¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: points from yesterday 

This is good. Let’s make sure we meet with every team this week. 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 12:25 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Talking Points for Staff for Sport Meetings 

¯ The chancellor, the provost (the chief academic officer at the University) and the director of admissions have stated publicly that the 

University offers admission only to those students who it believes can succeed academically and progress towards a degree. 

¯ University officials stated unequivocally at last week’s Faculty Council, meeting that they believe the research related to the recent reports 

of literacy rates among student-athletes was incorrectly researched and interpreted. The provost said it was a travesty to use that research to 

assign reading grade levels to those students. 

° Bubba Cunningham and the athletic department stand behind our student-athletes 100 percent and will do whatever it takes to correct the 

misperceptions that are being said about the academic preparedness of our students. Bubba believes in you and so does the University. 

¯ The University is committed to you, so you need to be strong in your commitment to the University. Stay positive, make good decisions and 

be accountable for your actions. 

STEVE KIRSCIINER 

University of Nort~ Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekdrschner~unc~edu 

GoHeels.com 

:: :i::ii:: :::[::::i::::: i:i: :::i:i::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :i: :::: ::i::ii :.:i:i;::: & :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 5:09 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: 2nd Annual UNC National Girls and Women in Sports Day 

Seems like this could have gone out a bit earlier. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We ~,’.iuc8 b:’ anlt In:~.piri:" T/’~(iu~h Athletic!; 

From: <Lane>, Cricket <£.r_[.c__k_.e_t_@_u_._q.c__._£d___u_.> 
Date: Monday, January 27, 2014 at 5:01 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 2nd Annual UNC National Girls and Women in Sports Day 

Hi Bubba, 

We are working on the 2nd annual UNC National Girls and Women in Sports Day last year was a tremendous success. [ would like to send out the email below 

to staff and wanted to know if you would like the email to come from you or the commi~ee. Just let me know. 

[hanks 

Please join us lor ti~e 2nd Annual National Girls and Women in Sports Day in tie Eddie Smith Field House on Sunday, February 2, 2014 from ]2pm ] :30pro lot 

girls (and boys) in grades 1 8. National Girls and Women in Sports Day is a dayto recognize, celebrate and encourage girls and women ~n sport. This year’s 
theme is "Passing the lorch, Blazing the Trail." lhis free event will give participants an opportunity to learn skills arid engage in fun activities with UNC 

~emale student athletes. T/is event is meant to showcase opportunities in ti~e community lot young glris. 

R e g i st r a t i o n i s n o w o p e n}LE£?_~:_:!’__~£’_.i!/£!~_~iL~3!£,_i_£_~_i£t~_~_~£!£2 

Visit our Facebook paqe: ir,,<,/,www~d-’c’tbook, or:~"UFidi,Jt~\/SD 

Cor’tact us at ~s,’,ma J.cc~ 1 

Hope to see you there, 
NGWSD Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com > 

Friday,               4:27 PM 

Kirschner, Steve; Public Records; Stabile, Regina 

Re: public records request 

My apologies. I am seeking such records submitted within the past five years. 

On Fri,           at 4:26 PM, 
To whom it may concern: 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

I am making a public records request for any documents submitted to UNC’s compliance office in accordance 
with NCAA rule 11.2.2. 

S~: >:iol-~ W ~--:il,ti~ 

Senior Writer 
The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com > 

Friday,               4:27 PM 

Kirschner, Steve; Public Records; Stabile, Regina 

public records request 

To whom it may concern: 

I am making a public records request for any documents submitted to UNC’s compliance office in accordance 
with NCAA rule 11.2.2. 

Senior Writer 
The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 10:28 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Student-Athlete Data 

1272014Willingha mU NCData.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com" <emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com> 

Date: Monday, January 27, 2014 at 2:44 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, James Dean <james dean@unc.edu> 

Cc: Debbi Clarke                  @gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Fwd: UNC Student-Athlete Data 

Athletic Director Cunningham & Provost Dean: 

I am writing to follow-up on scheduling a meeting to discuss Mrs. Willingham’s data and UNC student-athletes I am hoping to meet sooner than later in an effort to preserve a spirit of 

and opportunity for collaboration. 

Currently and in the absence of any inclusion, The Project is going to move forward with some external efforts, but we remain committed to collaborating 

Please see the attached document. We will share more observations as we become more familiar with the data. In closing please be assured that we remain objective and cannot 

draw any conclusions without first analyzing the data. 

Best 

ELG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 8:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: SACS 

I could not open them on my phone but I could on my computer 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 8:11 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

I’m not certain. I’m unable k~ open the attachments. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, .lanuary 27, 2014 11:12 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: SACS 
Do you have these? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We ~d~cat~~’ a~d i~(~i~e r hr~ Athietic~ 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve <s_.t_e_y_.e_k!r_.s_ch_p__e_L._@_._._u_ .qc_:@_.u_.> 
Date: Monday, January 27, 2014 at 2:00 PM 
To: "Cunningham, gubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: SACS 
Attached 
STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 
(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 
stevekirschner@unc edu 

GoHeels.com ............................ 

:: i:i:i.l i? ::::::::::::::::::: :?:i’::ii ii:’::i ::? if:’:? "i’ii::?i.:iiih: ======================== 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:52 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaiI.unc.edu>; file, Vince <iIIe@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaiI.unc.edu> 

FW: bloomberg column 

From: Kane, Dan [.tg__a]]_t_9_:__d___k__a__t}__e_~#newsobserver~com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: bloomberg column 
Karen, 

Yesterdas~ Bloomberg Businessweek Assistant Managing Editor Paul Barrett wrote this ._c_9!__u_!L_n!_! about the academic scandal. I wouki like to confirm some of the 

information contained mthin it mid need to do this today. 

1 .) That Provost Jim Dean is or has launched an internal review into what happened, and is also looking into other potential issues such as clustering and easy 

classes/grades. 

2.) That Dean now acknowledges that Robert Mercer was removed from his job leading the Academic Suptx~rt Program for Student Athletes because of the no-show 

classes that his staff" steered athletes to. 

Given what the provost said in this column, a~d Chancellor Folt’s comments last week, I also wm~t to know if the NCAA has communicated with the university and if 

so, what that commuNcation consists o£ I have to note here that I have a standing request tbr all NCAA/UNC communication and have not received anything in nearly 

three months. 

I’ll be in the office until noon, when I have to leave to pick up my son becau~ his daycaxe is closing early. I’ll be reachable on my cell or emaJl. 

I also wanted to follow up on Joel’s request to grab lunch. We talked about this Wednesday is what I recall. Could you send me his emaJl/phone? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 
StaffWriter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 5:04 PM 

life, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: bloomberg column 

From: <Moon>, Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 at 4:57 PM 

To: "Curran, Joel" <jgcurran@email.unc.edu>, Erin Schuettpelz <ecs@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Mike McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya...moore@unc.edu>, Robbi Pickeral 

<robbLpickeraH@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: bloomberg column 

Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The Uniw-:!Fsity Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 952-8_%5 
Frora: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:57 PM 
TO: ’Kane, Dan’ 

Co: ’Drescher, John’; Steve Riley 
Subject: RE: bloomberg column 
Dan: sorry I am just getting back to you. We been preparing for the weather. 
The University has not launched a new investigation into the past academic irregularities. 
What Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost James W. Dean Jr. is doing with the department is looking at historical research. As part of a new leadership 
team that started last July, he’s interested in better understanding the formation of the department as part of our ongoing efforts to assess the overall 
academic environment at the University. 
VII follow up on your other questions. 
Karen 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-8595 

From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@nevcsobserver.conq 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:07 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: bloomberg column 
Karen, 

Yesterday, Bloomberg Businessweek Assistant Managing Editor Paul Barrett wrote this colunm about the academic scandal. I would like to contirm some of the 

inlbrmation contained within it and need to do this today. 

1 .) That Provost Jim Dean is or has launched an internal review into what happened, and is also looking into other potential issues such as clustering and easy 

classeffgrades. 

2.) That Dean now acknowledges that Robert Mercer was removed from his job leading the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes because of the no-show 

classes that his staff steered athletes to. 

Given Mint the provosi said in this columrL mid Chancellor Folt’s comments last week, I also want to know if the NCAA has communicated with the universi~ mid if 

so, what that commmfication consists o£ I have to note here that I have a standing requesl for all NCAA/UNC communication and have not received anything in nearly 

three months. 

I’ll be in the office until noon, when I have to leave to pick up my son because his daycare is closing early. I’ll be reachable on my cell or email. 

I also wanted to follow up on Joel’s request to grab lunch. We talked about this Wednesday is what I recall. Could you send me his email/phone? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 28, 2014 7:19 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Ballen, Ma(dna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Football Gu~xantees 

Mike, 

Here is the football guarantee information you requested. Please let me know of any questions or if you need any other information. 

8/30/14 - Liberty, Home - ($350,000) 

9/06/14 - San Diego State, Home - (~950,O00) 

9/20/14- East Carolina, Away - $250,000 

10/11/14- Notre Dame, Away - No Guarantee (I believe, will verify with ACC) 

9/05/15 - South Carolina, Neutral - 52,500,000 

9/12/15 - North Carolina A&T, Home - ($300 000) 

9/19/15 - Illinois, Home - (~200,000) 

***One other game to be scheduled in 2015. ACC may go to 9 conference games starting in 2015 which would mean no additional guarantees. If they do not go to 9 

conference games, we will likely schedule a home "buy" game with a guarantee in the $1,000,000 range. 

9/03/16 -The Citadel, Home - (~400,000) 

9/10/16 -Illinois, Away - .~200,000 

Two more games to be scheduled in 2016. ACC may go to 9 conference games which would mean one additional guarantee. To budget conservatively, plan on 1 

more home "buy" game with a guarantee in the $1,000,000 range. This could also be a neutral game in Charlotte against UNCC in which we would get paid a 

guarantee in the $1,500,000 to .~2,000,000 range. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

.r_s_.t_e_!@_~ q_h__.e_ r_.@_u_._qc__a_.a__:._u_n_c_:_e_._d_ .u_ 
mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 28, 2014 8:42 PM 

Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe stM~@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Re: Football Logos 

I think this underscores the strength that the interlocking NC has in the marketplace. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 7:59 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

Bubba Cunninghanl 

Director of Athletics 

University of Nortk Carolina 

From: <Beale>, Michael <michaeibeale@unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, January 28, 20:14 at 4:23 PM 
To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaii.unc.edu> 
Subject: Football Logos 

Bubba, 

Interesting article on besgworst logos in college football and what makes the interlocking NC so recognizable. 
http:i/athlonsports.com/college- football/college- footballs- best- and- worst- logos-2013 ? 
utm source bleacher&utm medium par’mer&utm campaign tmtfic 

Michael Bea]e 

Assistant Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (w) 

(c) 
michaelbeaJe(~unc.edu 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 2:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NLI and ASA Oflbr Requests 

VJnce, 

The cross country/track and field programs are requesting NLI/ASA to be issued for the February signing period. 

Men’s 

Women’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

WedneMay,. 5:34 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStafl’<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStafl’<uncaa seniors~tafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CANCELED - SAAC Meeting 

All - 

Due to the inclement weather, we have canceled tonight’s SAAC meeting. We apologize for the late notice, and will get back to you with a rescheduled date. 

Thanks! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-2306 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:56 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Notes from today Faculty Committe Meeting 

Faculty Committee Meeting Summarized               .docx 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From ~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, at 7:02 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu> 

Cc: Vince file <!!_!_e____@_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <.a___t__h__g__a_!!__o__~__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: Notes from today Faculty Committe Meeting 

Here are my notes from this afternoon’s faculty committee meeting. I have bolded the most important take-aways from the meeting. I only included notes from 

the discussion pertaining to athletics, but I have notes on the rest of the meeting if anyone is interested. The presentation at the end regarding financial aid was 

very interesting. 

Jim Dean gave a very convincing and well-delivered presentation that refuted Mary Willingham’s research on a number of levels. The most alarming of which was 

that she actually based her findings off of the wrong scores. Essentially everyone that took this exam received a standard score, and that standard score had a 

corresponding grade equivalency. See the chart below as an example. 

6 9 

7 10 

8 12.7 

So a standard score of 6 would have a 9th grade equivalency. According to Dean, Willingham incorrectly used the standard scores (left column) as the grade 

equivalency. So when she said that 60% of student-athletes were between a 4th and gth grade reading level, she really should have said 60% scored between a 4 

and g on the exam, which is a completely different story. As you can see all standard scores are lower than their grade equivaiencies. Had she looked at the correct 

column, the results would have shown that only a few percent of student-athletes scored between a 4th and gth grade equivalency. Her numbers were 

exaggerated lO-fold because of this massive error. 

Some of these notes may be unclear or hard to follow. Feel free to call me with any questions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 10:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: recruiting notes 

Jenny told me today she would follow up and schedule something with her, 

Thanks, 

~ick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 

Sent: Nonday, January 20, 2014 5:32 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: recruiting notes 

Will do. i’ve got a meeting with her at 8 am tomorrow and will ask her about this. 

Thanks, Rick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 5:29 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

You want to mention this to Jenny? She may have missed it amongst all of the other things coming her way. Thanks. 

From: Debbi Clarke [mail }qmal.com] 
Sent: Friday, January :[7, 20:[4 4:09 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: recruiting notes 
Hi Vince, Hope you’re doing okay. Crazy week. I have not heard {~om Coach Jenny Levy and I don’t want to keep callingiemaJling. Any advice? I will 

meet with Joe tlaydon next week, may not be able to meet with Tracey WiliiaJns until after the Jan 24th meeting. 

Everyone that I’ve spoken witk/heaad from has been absolutely terrific and very helpthl. 

ThaJ~ks again, 

Debbi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 
Subject: recruiting notes 
Date: January 17, 2014 4:06:22 PM EST 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>, CB McGrath 
<cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>, Scott Jackson <siackson@unc.edu> 
Dear Coaches, Thank you again for meeting with me laser week to discuss sit]dent- athlete recruiting. I apologize that I haven’t gotten back to you with my 
dra£t of the recruiting process, which I will eventuaJly share with the rest of the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working Crroup. I have been pulled 
away working on some other things fills week. I ahnost have a draft to share with you and will send it to you later today. Again, I apologize for the delay. 
MaJay thanks tbr your help. 
All my best, 
Debbi Clarke 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

UNC Athlet cs Director <bubba cun lingha n@~ nc edtr>; UNCAA-ExeStafl’<uncaa exeslat~r@groups.unc.edu> 

RE: Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Hello, 
I would like to follow up on the Golden Fleece award~ were selected by the Awards Committee 

as nominee~.~. A~.~ m~-:mtioned, nomh~ees do not have to be current students (se~-:~ 5teve’s email b~-:~low). Was there at~yone else tha~: we wanted to 

n 0 m i [’~ a t e P 

I went to nominate the two student--athletes and the nomination process on-line stated that U~ere was a deadline date. I have contacted 

and she will accept our nominees but we will emai] the information to her~ Therefore, we will work to get that done now but please let me know if there 

wa,.~ anyon~:_~ ~-Ase to includ~:_~. We ne~:_~d to submit their name~.; and 2 refer~-:mc~:_~;. 

"? ~q ~1 r~k you, 

Michelle 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent= Friday,              9:50 AN 

Te: UNC Athletics Director; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 
This "definition" came from the Fleece’s press release last year: 

Members are selected based upon service to Carolina, as reflected in scholarship, motivation, creativity, loyalty, and leadership in academic 

and extracurricular pursuits. Founded in 1904 to unite student leaders at UNC, inductees are generally seniors but juniors, graduate 

students, faculty and alumni also eligible for membership. 
STEVE KIRSCNNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

.s_ Le_ .v_e_. _k_Lr_s_ .c_h. _n_e__r_ C~_# n__c__..?_d__~] 
GoHeels.com 
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From: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,              at 5:10 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestaff._._@_Kr_o__u_ps_:u__nc_=e__d__u_.> 

Subject: FW: Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Executive Staff, 

Do you have any recommendations? 

Bubba 

From: Order of the Golden Fleece 
Sent: Thursday, ~- 4:17 PM 
To; UNC Athletics Director 
Cc: 
Subject= Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Hello Mr. Cunningham, 
My name is ~nd I am a part of the Active Order for this year’s Order of the Golden Fleece. We are currently in the midst of accepting nominations for the Order 
of the Golden Fleece and wanted to reach out to you to see who in athletics would be a good candidate for the Order of the Golden Fleece. 
Do you have some time next week to meet to discuss some possible candidates? 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Thank vou for all that you do. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr-- 

Wednesday,. 10:49 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaJT <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

~email.unc.edu>; DaJgleish, Joyce L <joyce@unc.edu> 

Out of the office Friday~ -Thursday, 

Executive Team, 

I wanted to let you all know that I will be out of the office Friday, 

reached on my cell phone. 

FYI gubba will be out of town for NACDA meeting 

-Thursday, I will be monitoring emails while I am away and can also be 

He will be in the office on Tuesday, but he will be out of town for ACC meetings 

if there is anything that you need me to assist with before I leave town on Friday morning, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba CunNngham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wedne sday, 1: 5 5 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStafl’<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoflice@groups.unc.edu>; Chase, Kaye 

Watts <chasek@unc.edu>; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Vmlgelder, Mm~ielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Timmenna~s, Tom <timmenna~s@unc.edu>; Warner, Stacey Hams 

< staceywarne@unc .edu> 

Expense Reports 

All, 

Now that has started on Financial Aid in our office (and survived the start of her first semester), we want to start moving some of the monitoring 

responsibilities over to Tom. So any expense reports, reimbursements, etc. that you would typically send to me for Compliance Office approval can now be sent to 

Tom. If you have any questions, just let me know but I’m sure Tom will be up to speed sooner than later. ThanksH 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, L 8:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: F~xpense Reports 

Agreed. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:45 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Should we create some kind of checklist of things that must be reviewed tbr the various documents he will review and sign tbr compliance? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday,              1:55 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Business Office; Chase, Kaye Watts; Morelli, David Dominic 
C¢: Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom; Warner, Stacey Harris 
Subject: Expense Reports 

All, 

Now that       las started on Financial Aid in our office (and survived the start of her first semester), we want to start moving some of the 

monitoring responsibilities over to Tom. So any expense reports, reimbursements, etc. that you would typically send to me for Compliance Office 

approval can now be sent to Tom. If you have any questions, just let me know but I’m sure Tom will be up to speed sooner than later. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@emafl.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ;gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Report Recs for Process 11.0 Eligibility & Compliance 

Thmlks, Vince, how about 9am on the 28th? rll come to your office. That works well, I’m meeting with Paul Pogge at 10am that morning discuss APR improvement. 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 8:46 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debbi, 

I’m currently, available betbre 11 on the morning of the 28th and between 2- 5 the 29th. Do either of those work? ThaJ~ks for all your help. 

Vince 

From-" Debbi Clarke .~c!mail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, January 18, 2014 10:25 AN 
To-" llle, Vince 
Subject; Report Recs for Process :tl.0 Eligibility & Compliance 
Hi Vince, Finally getting back to my’ regular work a£ter spending many- hours this week with Mmy Willingham’s galacfically flawed data analysis. 

Pls find attached the section of the report recommendations that speak to Process 11.0 Eligibility and Compliance. There are quite a few 

recommendations and I think it would be helpful for the two of us to dig through them before we discuss them with the Working Group, this will give me 

the opportunity to share some background and perspective with the Group on each item, and hopefully save ~me time in the meeting. 

Could you let me know when yoffre available after Jan 27th? 

Thank you tbr all of your help. I look tbrwasd to seeing you soon. 

Have a good weekend, 

Debbi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 22, 2014 9:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: recruitment doc (word) 

Of course. Solly again for the delay. I roll get it out to the working group tomonow evening after I hear from you. 

Thanks, 
Debbi 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 9:44 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, 

I have commitments early in the morning through mid-al?temoon. Can I edit this revised version tomorrow evening? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Oebbi Clarke [mailto ~gLr_La_j_[=_c__9_Lr_~_] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 2614 9:13 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= recruitment doc (word) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr> 

Re: recruitment doc (word) 

no problem! 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 10:04 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

OL thanks Debbi. Sorry. for delay. 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 9:46 PM, "Debbi Clarke" < ~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Of course. Sorry again for the delay. I roll get it out to the working group tomorrow evening at~ter I hear from you. 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 9:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, 

I have commilmeuts early in the monfing through mid- a£temoon. Can I edit this revised version tomorrow evening? Thanks. 

Vince 
From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: :@qmail.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:13 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: recruitment doc (word) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Student Manager Forms and Education 

.pdf; Manager Rules Education.docx; Student Manager Agreement.doc 

FYI. Attached is manager form from 
comprehensive rules attestation. 

There does not appear to be any additional documentation of education provided or forms that include a more 

I have also attached a new version of an educational document and fO1Tll which will be used tbr all managers moving forward. I am also in the process of creating a manager "team" in ACS 
so that they can receive educational communications as we see fit 

Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mwmgelder@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:26 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

points from yesterday 

Talking Points for Staff for Sport Meetings 
¯ The chancellor, the provost (the chief academic officer at the University) and the director of admissions have stated publicly that the University 

offers admission only to those students who it believes can succeed academically and progress towards a degree. 

¯ University officials stated unequivocally at last week’s Faculty Council, meeting that they believe the research related to the recent reports of 

literacy rates among student-athletes was incorrectly researched and interpreted. The provost said it was a travesty to use that research to 

assign reading grade levels to those students. 

¯ Bubba Cunningham and the athletic department stand behind our student-athletes 100 percent and will do whatever it takes to correct the 

misperceptions that are being said about the academic preparedness of our students. Bubba believes in you and so does the University. 

¯ The University is committed to you, so you need to be strong in your commitment to the University. Stay positive, make good decisions and be 

accountable for your actions. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeds.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

he.iT.tom> 

Sunday, JanuaO, 5, 2014 3:18 PM 

UNC Afl~letics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbesL@unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <i]le@unc.eda->; SteinbacheL Rick <rick@nnc.edu>; MontgomeD,, John R <jmonL@nnc.edu>; Blanchard. John G 

<johnblanchaxd@unc.edu>; Davi~ Hubert Ira Jr <hidavis@unc.edu>; holladay@uncaa.unc.edu; gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu; Koennmg, Victor 

Emmmel Jr <koenning@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Response - Obsessed t:an base actions 

I am an UNC alum and big supporter of UNC athletics and appreciate all your hard work! Go Heels. A friend sent me a link going around the NC State message board that is 
just unbelievable to me. State fans and the local media keep this going anf going and frankly I am so tied of it. I have posted it below. Can we ever fight back or at least call 
them out on this? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 4:16 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
<uncaa_seniorstaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

CNN analysis: Some college athletes play like adults, read like 5th-graders 

CNN analysis: Some college athletes play 
like adults, read like 5th-graders 

See show times ~ 

By Sara Ganim, CNN 
PM EST, Tue Januar 7, 2014 

North Carolina Tar Heels fans show school spirit during a football game at Kenan Memorial Stadium in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. 
STORY HIGHLIGHTS 

Specialist Mary Willingham was shocked by the number of UNC athletes who struggled to read 
CNN found 7%-18% of basketball, football students in many schools read poorly 
Experts say it’s hard for a busy college athlete to improve reading ability in just four years 
NCAA: Number of poor readers is small percentage of overall total of its athletes 

Watch whistle-blower Mary Willingham detail her claims against UNC in Sara Ganim’s report on "The 
Lead with Jake       "today at 4 ET. 

(CNN) -- Early in her career as a learning specialist, Mary Willingham was in her office when a 
basketball player at the University of North Carolina walked in looking for help with his classwork. 



He couldn’t read or write. 

"And I kind of panicked. What do you do with that?" she said, recalling the meeting. 

Willingham’s job was to help athletes who weren’t quite ready academically for the work required 
at UNC at Cha      , one of the country’s top public universities. 

But she was shocked that one couldn’t read. And then she found he was not an anomaly. 

Soon, she’d meet a student-athlete who couldn’t read multisyllabic words. She had to teach him to 
sound out Wis-con-sin, as kids do in elementary school. 

And then another came with this request: "If I could teach him to read well enough so he could read 
about himself in the news, because that was something really important to him," Willingham said. 

Student-athletes who can’t read well, but play in the money-making collegiate sports of football and 
basketball, are not a new phenomenon, and they certainly aren’t found only at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

A CNN investigation found public universities across the country where many students in the 
basketball and football programs could read only up to an eighth-grade level. The data obtained 
through open records requests also showed a staggering achievement gap between college athletes 
and their peers at the same institution. 

This is not an exhaustive survey of all universities with major sports programs; CNN chose a 
sampling of public universities where open records laws apply. We sought data from a total of 37 
institutions, of which 21 schools responded. The others denied our request for entrance exam or 
aptitude test scores, some saying the information did not exist and others citing privacy rules. Some 
simply did not provide it in time. 

See the details of our findin~ 

Academic vs. athletic scandal 

As a graduate student at UNC-Greensboro, Willingham researched the reading levels of 183 UNC- 
Chapel Hill athletes who played football or basketball from 2004 to 2012. She found that 60% read 
between fourth- and eighth-grade levels. Between 8% and 10% read below a third-grade level. 

"So what are the classes they are going to take to get a degree here? You cannot come here with a 
third-, fourth- or fifth-grade education and get a degree here," she told CNN. 

The issue was highlighted at UNC two years ago with the exposure of a scandal where students, 
many of them athletes, were given grades for classes they didn’t attend, and where they did nothing 
more than turn in a single paper. Last month, a North Carolina grand jury indicted a professor at the 
center of the scandal on fraud charges. He’s accused of being paid $12,000 for a class he didn’t 
teach. 

When Willingham worked as a learning specialist for athletes from 2003 to 2010, she admits she 
took part in cheating, signing her name to forms that said she witnessed no NCAA rules violations 
when in fact she did. But the NCAA, the college sports organizing body, never interviewed her. 
Instead, it found no rules had been broken at Chapel Hill. 

UNC now says 120 reforms put in place ensure there are no academic transgressions. 



But Willingham said fake classes were just a symptom of the bigger problem of enrolling good 
athletes who didn’t have the reading skills to succeed at college. 

"Isn’t it all cheating if I’m sitting at a table with a kid who can’t read or write at college level and 
pulling a paper out of them? Is this really legitimate? No," Willingham told CNN. "1 wouldn’t do that 
today with a college student; I only did it with athletics, because it’s necessary." 

NCAA ~oorts are big business, with millions of dollars at stake for winning programs. 

In 2012, the University of Louisville earned a profit of $26.9 million from its men’s basketball 
program, according to figures that schools have to file with the Department of Education and 
were ana       CNNMone~. That’s about 60% more than the $16.9 million profit at the University 
of North Carolina, whose men’s hoops team had the second-largest profit. 

Willingham, now a graduation adviser with access to student files, said she believes there are still 
athletes at UNC who can’t do the coursework. 

UNC Athletics Director Bubba Cunningham told CNN the school admits only students it believes can 
succeed. 

"1 think our students have an exceptional experience in the classroom as well as on the fields of 
competition," he said. 

Anecdotally, NCAA officials admit there are probably stories that are troubling, but they also say the 
vast majority of student-athletes compete at a high level in the classroom. 

"Are there students coming to college underprepared? Sure. They are not just student-athletes," said 
Kevin Lennon, vice president of academic and membership affairs at the NCAA. 

But he said the NCAA sees it as the responsibility of universities to decide what level athlete should 
be admitted to their schools. 

"Once the school admits them, the school should do everything it can to make sure the student 
succeeds," he said. "(Universities) don’t want a national standard that says who they can recruit and 
admit. They want those decisions with the president, provost and athletic directors. That is the 
critical piece of all of this." 

Scarce information 

The NCAA admits that almost 30 athletes in sports that make revenue for schools were accepted in 
2012 with very low scores -- below 700 on the SAT composite, where the national average is 1000. 
That’s a small percentage of about 5,700 revenue-sport athletes. 

However, the NCAA did not share raw data. The U.S. Department of Education does not track 
statistics on the topic, nor do the conferences. 

In fact, CNN only found one person in addition to Willingham who has ever collected data on the 
topic. University of Oklahoma professor Gerald Gurney found that about 10% of revenue-sport 
athletes there were reading below a fourth-grade level. 

So, after consulting with several academic experts, CNN filed public records requests and concluded 
that what Willingham found at UNC and Gurney found at Oklahoma is also happening elsewhere. 



The data CNN collected is based on the SAT and ACT entrance exam scores of athletes playing the 
revenue sports: football and basketball. 

In some cases, where that information was not available, CNN then asked for aptitude test scores 
administered after the athlete was accepted by the university. 

Based on data from those requests and dozens of interviews, a CNN investigation revealed that 
most schools have between 7% and 18% of revenue sport athletes who are reading at an 
elementary school level. Some had even higher percentages of below-threshold athletes. 

According to those academic experts, the threshold for being college-literate is a score of 400 on the 
SAT critical reading or writing test. On the ACT, that threshold is 16. 

Many student-athletes scored in the 200s and 300s on the SAT critical reading test -- a threshold 
that experts told us was an elementary reading level and too low for college classes. The lowest 
score possible on that part of the SAT is 200, and the national average is 500. 

On the ACT, we found some students scoring in the single digits, when the highest possible score is 
36 and the national average is 20. In most cases, the team average ACT reading score was in the 
high teens. 

"It is in many ways immoral for the university to even admit that student," said Dr. Richard M. 
Southall, director of the College Sport Research Institute and a professor at the University of South 
Carolina. 

Scores aren’t the whole story 

Officials at the universities from which CNN collected data all said they recognized the low scores -- 
and gave several possible reasons for them: 

-- Some athletes don’t aim for high scores when taking entrance exams, looking only to score high 
enough to become NCAA eligible. 

-- Many times, low scores are indicators of learning disabilities. 

-- Entrance exams are just one factor taken into consideration when deciding whether to accept a 
student-athlete. 

The officials also said they believe excellent tutoring and extra attention from academic support 
allows these athletes to excel off the field as well as on, and many cited the high graduation rates of 
athletes. 

Robert Stacey, dean of the College of Arts and Sciences at the University of Washington, said the 
conversation should be about the achievement gap -- the difference between the academic levels of 
the athletes and their nonathlete peers at the same university. 

"We know how to close the achievement gap. It’s just very expensive," he said. "A student who 
scored a 380 on his or her (SAT) critical reading is going to face tremendous challenges, won’t be 
able to compete the first year with a student who has a 650 or 700. But with intensive tutoring -- and 
I’m not talking about cheating, I’m talking about tutoring -- by the time they get to be juniors, they’re 
competing. But it’s a very expensive process. It takes intensive work." 

But some of the universities from which CNN sought data didn’t even have remedial classes for 



student-athletes to attend. Athletes, many times, take the field before they even get to a classroom. 
And even if, over time, they can be brought up to speed, how are they getting through the first few 
semesters? 

We found one plausible explanation at Iowa State -- where the achievement gap between students 
and student-athletes was fairly low. 

There, any athlete who is specially admitted -- they would not have gotten in on academics alone -- 
is mandated to start school in the summer term, where they are given remediation. 

Tom Hill, senior vice president for student affairs, said it’s done partly because the school recognizes 
that it is simply too much to ask athletes to jump into a tough schedule of practice and games, plus 
keep up classwork, especially if they are already academically behind. 

"We’ll provide them with support and help to begin the process to shore up deficiencies," Hill said. 
"It’s not just throwing them in there." 

Hill also said that Iowa State -- a land-grant university that takes many students from small, rural 
towns across the state -- doesn’t separate academic support for athletes from the rest of the student 
population. Anyone can get the same tutoring as an athlete does. 

Hill, who has a long background as an administrator in college athletics, said he is well aware of the 
practices of pushing athletes through at more competitive schools. And he is blunt about what he 
thinks of it. 

"Those people who do that should be arrested," Hill said. "We should make it against the law. I know 
it happens. I’ve spent time in athletics." 

Former and current academic advisers, tutors and professors say it’s nearly impossible to jump from 
an elementary to a college reading level while juggling a hectic schedule as an NCAA athlete. They 
say the NCAA graduation rates are flawed because they don’t reflect when a student is being helped 
too much by academic support. 

"They’re pushing them through," said Billy Hawkins, an associate professor and athlete mentor at the 
University of Georgia. 

"They’re graduating them. UGA is graduating No. 2 in the SEC, so they’re able to graduate athletes, 
but have they learned anything? Are they productive citizens now? That’s a thing I worry about. To 
get a degree is one thing, to be functional with that degree is totally different." 

Hawkins, who says in his 25 years at various universities he’s witnessed some student-athletes fail 
to meet college reading standards, added: "It’s too much for students reading below a college level. 
It’s basically a farce." 

Gurney, who looked into the situation at the University of Oklahoma, put it bluntly: "College 
presidents have put in jeopardy the academic credibility of their universities just so we can have this 
entertainment industry .... The NCAA continually wants to ignore this fact, but they are admitting 
students who cannot read. 

"College textbooks are written at the ninth-grade level, so we are putting these elite athletes into 
classes where they can’t understand the textbooks. Imagine yourself sitting in a class where nothing 
makes sense." 

Risks and rewards 



All of the university representatives we talked to deny that their tutors do too much work for student- 
athletes who come in at such low reading levels. 

"1 lose sleep about a lot of things; I don’t lose sleep about writing tutors. We are extremely strict," 
said Brian Davis, associate athletics director for football student services at the University of Texas, 
acknowledging there were, of course, challenges. 

"You have to minimize the risk as much as you can. If you’re signing 20 (recruits), you can’t have 30 
to 50% extremely at risk. It puts way too much pressure on the system. That’s when you get into 
more nefarious issues, and I’m very proud of how we’ve addressed the risk factors," Davis said. 

There are anecdotes of student athletes who do succeed. Christine Simatacolos, the associate 
athletics director for student life at the University of Louisville in Kentucky, talks of a student whose 
low scores fell below the college literacy threshold but who graduated from Louisiana State 
University and is now in medical school. 

But far more anecdotes of failure were recounted to CNN during our monthlong research. 

Kadence Otto, who once taught at Florida State University, recalled one situation where an 
academic support tutor would call every week to check up on a starting player. 

"1 would say, ’He’s not doing well. He can’t read and write.’ And (the tutor) said, ’Well, we’ll see what 
we can do,’" Otto said. That stopped with a career-ending injury. "He’s worth nothing to the team, 
and I never once heard back from the academic support adviser. He never showed up to class 
again, either." 

Otto, who now teaches at Western Carolina University, says that experience had a big impact. 

"That’s one of the reasons I got into working in corruption in college sports. Sending messages that 
maybe they don’t really care about the athletes as people," she said. And as for claims by institutions 
that they can bring poor readers up to speed with tutoring, she said: "Honestly, it feels to me it’s like 
trying to turn a Little League Baseball player into a pro." 

Periodically since the 1980s, stories have surfaced of athletes who could not read. 

-- Former basketball player Kevin Ross told ESPN’s "Outside the Lines" about his struggles at 
Creighton University in the 1980s. 

-- In 1989, football player Dexter Manley told Congress that he got through college and into the pros 
without ever learning to read. 

-- Dasmine Cathey’s compelling story of struggle at the University of Memphis was recounted ~ The 
Chronicle of Higher Education in 2012. 

And as far back as the 1980s, faculty and staff have spoken up about illiterate athletes who are 
pushed through with passing grades to keep up their eligibility to play, while their reading was little 
addressed. 

Linda BenseI-Meyers, who worked for Tennessee until 2003, said a university-hired psychologist 
would diagnose learning disabilities in athletes and put them in a program without the graduation 
requirements set for other students. 



"Many of the records I looked at revealed that these athletes came to us essentially illiterate and still 
left the school functionally illiterate," BenseI-Meyers told CNN. 

When contacted by CNN, Tennessee did not answer questions. 

Then there was Brenda Monk. In 2009, the former Florida State University learning specialist totd 
ESPN’s "Outside the Lines" that she was forced to resign from the university as a cheating scandal 
surfaced in which the NCAA said that tutors were writing papers for athletes and giving them 
answers to test scores. 

Monk denied the allegation that she did too much work for athletes, but she said she saw some of 
them reading at second- and third-grade levels. 

The NCAA levied sanctions against Florida State in 2009, including vacating wins and reduced 
scholarships. 

Florida State did not provide CNN with records in response to our request. 

Change ahead? 

In December, the Drake Group, which pushes for academic integrity in collegiate sports, organized a 
lobbying trip to Washington to push for an amendment to the College Education Act of 1965. 
Director Allen Sack said he wants to see a College Athlete Protection Act -- legislation that would 
keep athletes on the bench as freshmen if they are academically more than one standard deviation 
lower than the average student admitted to the university. 

"That’s unconscionable, to bring in a young athlete who does not fit in the general profile of the 
student body and have them play football on national television before they’ve entered the 
classroom for the first time in the fall," Sack said. 

U.S. Rep. Charlie Dent of Pennsylvania introduced legislation in the House last year that calls for a 
complete overhaul of the NCAA. When he talked to CNN, he cited the lack of consistency in the way 
recent NCAA investigations into various improprieties were handled at Auburn, Florida State, Miami, 
North Carolina, Ohio State and Penn State. 

"1 think (the NCAA) needs to be looked at. I think they need to be reined in," Dent said. 

Mary Willingham went on the trip to Washington and said she came back feeling that they could 
make some progress in bringing change. 

Others aren’t so confident that a beast as big as collegiate athletics can be tamed. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 13, 2014 8:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: [ Faculty Athletics Committee - New Resource ] fac minutes 12 - 10 - 13 with attachment.pdf 

Thanks! 

JoyJ. Ren!’.er~ M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Oh’ec~or 

Universib/ of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ {i~apel Flqi 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71B0 

919-966-.5147Desk 

Celi 

91%966-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, [ncludh-~g attachments, if an~,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

pdvdeged mateHai. Aqy -----unauthorized review, use, d[sc_."osure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnad and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Email correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state ~fficia[ (NICGS, oh, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 8:45 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: FW: [ Faculty Athletics Committee - New Resource ] fac minutes 12 - 10 - 13 with attachment.pdf 
Joy, 

Regarding the minutes, I did not attend the December 10, 2013 meeting. I hope to see you tomonow though. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill [.__m___a_j!_t__o__:__n___o_z_r__e_Ny_@__s__a___k__a_j,__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 7:31 PM 
To: Faculty Athletics Committee 
Subject: [ Faculty Athletics Committee - New Resource ] fac minutes 12 - 10 - 13 with attachment.pdf 

A new resource has been added to the "Faculty Athletics Committee" site at S_’_a_k__&i__L~__I_j___N__C_’__-___C_’__h_ai@___}__[i_lJ. 

Location: site "Faculty, Athletics Committee" > Resources > Reading for Januasy Meeting > _l~_._n_l_in__u_t_e_s_l___2__:__I_.!)__:___l_ .3__’~i_th_a:_tt:a_c_’._[LgLe__n_t_.j)~ttl 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sak~J @ UNC-Chapel Hill (https://’sakai.unc.edu/rx~ztal) from the Faculb" Athletics Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:11 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Books 

Attach: pdf 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday,               10:19 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel; Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L 

Subject: RE: Books (     ) 

Rachel, 

PerfecL! Can you please send me a ASA agreement to cow?r 

him on our sch.:_~larship bool~ list ~:oday. 

Thanks for your assistance[! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From= Strassner, Rachel 
Sent= Tuesday, 10:16 AN 
To= Williams, Andre; Rmmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: Books (    } 
Andre, 

I who has returned to campus to complete his degree this Spring 

’s h~i~:ion, books & fl?es? t will rnake sure he signs it quk:kly. It would be great if f COtEId get 

We will need an ASA request form and then will issue the agreement for him to sign. Once he signs the agreement we can then add him to the book scholarship 

list. 

Compliance is in Loudermilk IOAM-2PM today, Tuesday and tomorrow, Wednesday, January 15. If he cannot stop over in Loudermilk during the times I am here, 

he can see his academic counselor for a book scholarship. 

;:~ Ch:: f~.¢:i ::-:~:~".~: "!.’!. ~’: e: 

.,:’:..:. : i ::: { L: I: ’i i}:: rcg b:.: 

U:./v’A (: B;i:isiiiq: 

"i :-;(} 5i’ i)i)er B<::.;:..ies Di::...’e 

Ct~sp=~ I }-i[ii, ?.,~ :;:.:’5:i5 

i- :.:: ’:-’:E-} ’:-’<:b! :5{X.:2 



From: Williams, Andre 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:46 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel; Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Books i      ) 

Rachel & Torn: 

Good morning! Returning student-athlete, has returned to campus to complete his degree requirements. We agreed to pay for~ 

tuition, books & fees. At your earliest convenience, can you please provide confirmation that he is on our book list? If so, can I send him to Loundermilk to 

complete a book form today? What times will a compliance staff member be available in Loudermilk to sign off on book forms? 

Thank you both for your help! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

PS 



~iii~i~           "              ~:+~: ~ ~ii~’~’ ~ II / ~ ~ ~ ~i~" t~~ i ~ "t~ ~t~ ~ C              ~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiii ~ i~:i:, 

iii =’,/AsA,°formatio°Form iilii! 
Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to mail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible).        "           ii:ii: 

i::i Sport:                             i 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 
. .......... 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

ii .................................................................................................................................................... 
PID (if applicable):i                                 i Last 4 Digits of S SN: 

iii .............................. ::::=:=:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::???::???????????????????????????????=: ..................................................................... ............................................................................................................................... 
Date of Birth: 

............................................................................................. .............................................................,,, 

Junior College Transfer? ii ...................... Yes ............. ii ~ iiii No 
......................................... ............................. 

Permanent Address: 
....................................................... ................................................................... ........................................ 

................ street ............................................................................................................................................ 

...................... .......... 

City ::i:: ....................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................... ..................................... ..................... 

State Zip Code 

G1A Information } 

If providing a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount ::: 

If providing a % grant, place the % in the "Fill" column. Please note that these funds will be applied first to tuition and fees. iili 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only?) 

:~ If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

ComNiance Office Section 

~I~giB~W Center lD:i~ IRL? ..............      Yes ~     No Admissions? ~ :~ Yes      No    ::: 
[[ .... 

.................................................................................................................................. :: ..................................................................... ii 
[[ ::: 
[[ :: :::::::: :::::: :::: 

L:L. i:.:.:.:.:.:i:i:i i i i:i:i:.:.:, i i i i i .:.:.JiLl: 

%:.~ \,,~,~ ~ ~ £ .~.o~ ~ i :~ti ~ i ,~,,~ ~;~’’~ ~,’~., ,-’x~ .... ,~"~’,~ ~?’~ ,~: ~::"~~,~,~" ~ ~>~".,’,~\,,< ~,~:~ ~ ,,,,, ~ ,~ ~ ,~ ~,<,~~"~" ....... ::~ ,-"              ~’~, ~i :~ ,~’~ 4"~ ..... ~’~,,~ ,,, ,.,~ ~ ~ ~--’~’*’~’’g 

:: 

i i;i ii, i ~ ill : : i :iiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: DTH interview 

Vince, 

Cricket just let me know about it. I let her know that I have also been contacted by another DTH reporter about the academic advising process~ 

I Jet her know t:hat f can meet: to taJk with you two- to just let me know, 

Michelle 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent" Wednesday, 12:38 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject" FW: DTH interview 

From" Lane, Cricket 
Sent-" Wednesday, 12:11 plVl 

To" Ille, Vince 
S,,bjeet" FW: DTH interview 

(]st~ W,. %k ,~bc)’~: ~.yi:~u wt, >3t~ rva9 [)ii~ to o~/r~-xk S/’,,/’,,(] ~c~".’: r{:~. 

From: 
Sent; Wednesday,, 11:08 AN 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: DTH interview 
Hey Cricket, 
l’ve attached below an inquiry from a girl at the DTH. Any any of the subjects/questions she lists below within our purview as SAAC? I haven’t even really heard the "ins and outs" of 
any of them.., how should I go about this? 
Thanks for your help, 

~unc.edu 

From: < i@gmail.com> 

Sent: 14:39 

To: ~unc.edu 

Subject: DTH interview 

H~ 

My name is ~ and i’m with the DTH. I was interested in spealdng with you and the other of SAAC about a number of changes proposed that would affect 

athletes at UNC, including increased counselor/advisor visits, a "lesser" or different degree for athletes, and additional support services, 

I wanted to open up lines of communication between your committee! and The! Daily Tar Heel -- often J feei like the athietes who administrators discuss aren’t always given a chance to 

make their voices heard in our stories, and I’d like to change that. 

Let me know if you’d like to talk in the! next day or so! Thanks so much, 

Best, 

@; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NLI m~d Aid Offers Requests (MSO, WFH, WSO) 

VJnce, 

The following sports are requesting NLI/ASA to be issued for the February signing period. 

Men’s Soccer 

Field Hockey 

Women’s Soccer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,                1:25 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchmaJ’@admissions.unc.edu> 

Li~inger, Michael B <mlitzing@email.unc.edu>; GaJ’th, Chris~ Lynn <cgallh@unc.edu>; WorkmaJ1, Aaron ~aworkmaJl@unc.edu>; 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry, A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edtc, 

Smmming & Diving 

ALL: 

In response to today’s list from Admissions for Swimming & Diving: 

MEN: 

DO NOT SLOT: 

CAN WE DEFER? 

WOMEN: 

DO NOT SLOT: 

cAN WE DEFER? 

is no longer considering attending a school in the USA. 

she is going elsewhere 

is going to attend another institution. We are NOT slotting her now. She signed an NLI elsewhere 

I see your note regarding deferring --YES, defer. 

~ve are waiting to see how some academics end up this spring...she would be a transfer student 

Thank you! 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Divthg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C):: 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w__ 32__w__: & _o_ h__c__c_! _s_ : _c_’ _9_ ! _r! 
~_Y .w__ !Y_=.u__n__c_= e _d. L~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Ille- @art.net> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Waiver 

Can I use the description "On-court Net-Runner tbr the spring 2014 UNC Men’s Tennis Temn matches" and have them fill out one for the season? I know I just filled 

out one waiver for camp tbr     although she did 5 weeks. 

Would be much easier on us and parents. 

Thx 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 10:43 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille¢~mc.edu> wrote: 

Waivers for parents to sign when their kids are net mlmels. Thanks. Love yon. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 9:15 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Waiver 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

<Activity Release Fonn.doc:~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edt> 

Friday, 12:08 PM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edtr% Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<masko@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Soccm~M 

Ba r ba ra~ 

We do not waist denial letters sent to 

As I wrote in the last email he will retake the test and we still want to slot him. 

will be a lew:’l 2 with u~xJai:ed transcripts, how~-_~ver his school can’t provide t:he transcri~t ~mtil the end o~ tl’u:_~ rnonth, 

[et me krlow if you need anything els~-_~ al: the moment, Thanks. 

From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,              5:01 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff; Markos, Lance M; llle, Vince 
Subject= Fall Soccer-M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Bunting (via Doodle) <maile@doodle.com~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Softball site visit 

Doodle 

Hi there, 

Mike Bunting (mbuntincj@,~nc,ed,~} invites yo,~ to participate in the 

Doodle poll "Softball site visit", 

 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
What is Doodle’? Doodle is web sel~,/iee that r, Sike to find a he~ps Bur~bng a 

.%uitabie d;te ~or meefi~g witi; a cg!o~&.’) oi peoi;ie. Learn more about how 

Doodle works 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, January 17, 2014 2:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC data 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: daren lucas <         )b~yahoo.com> 

Date: January 17, 2014 at 2:37:45 PM EST 

To: "bubbac({bemail.unc.edu" <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fw: UNC data 

Reply-To: daren lucas          ibvahoo.com> 

Long chat with Dave Glenn this morning. 
good conversation. 

have brought him up to speed and barraged him with data. Very 

I’m waiting for his show to end to talk again. 

Below is the latest email I sent him. 

Mary can find plenty of work to be done at ECU ...... 

..... Forwarded M ~..~.~a no. ..... 

From: daren lucas <          ~yahoo.com> 
To:           ~nc.rr.com",         @nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 2:29 PM 
Subject: 

Here is some additional info on UNC, State and ECU. Anytime Kane/MW/JS say kids arent prepared for college work based on 
SAT, lets make sure they qualify that argument to say not qualified to attend UNC. They are no less correct, but at least they 
stand a better chance. 

UNC 2012 Factbook: 
oira.unc.edu/filesl2Ol31061fb2012 2013.pdf 

NC State 2012 First Year Facts: 
www.ncsu.edutemastassessmentt2012tfyfacts2012.pdf 

ECU 2013 Factbook: 
w~v.ecu.edutcs-acadli_padcusto...ctBook13-14.pdf 

Number of students admitted with SAT below 1100 in 2012: 

UNC: 248 - 7% 
NCSU: 502 - 12.6% 
ECU: 1444 - 36% 

Number of students admitted in 2012 with SAT 1400 and above: 

UNC: 890 - 26.4% 
NCSU: 296 - 7.4% 
ECU: 8 -.2% 

I’m not picking on these schools, I’m picking on the argument that these 183 athletes werent prepared for "college" and using 
NC public football-playing as schools as comparatives. 

The lowest of the lowest athletes at UNC will fit in at ECU...but no politician or academician will ever say that publicly. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 2:55 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC data 

Very interesting point. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 2:44 plVl 
To= Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: UNC data 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: daren lucas          ~.~!_a_h___o_£:££g_l.> 

Date: JanuaD~ 17, 2014 at 2:37:45 PM EST 

To: "bubbac(d~email.unc~edu" <bubbac,@~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fw: UNC data 

Reply-To: daren lncas <          ~-~yahoo.corn> 

Long chat with Dave Glenn this morning. I have brought him up to speed and barraged him with data. Very 
good conversation. 

I’m waiting for his show to end to talk again. 

Below is the latest email I sent him. 
Mary can find plenty of work to be done at ECU ...... 
..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: daren lucas < @yahoo.com> 

To: @nc.rr.com" , @nc.rr.com> 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 2:29 PM 
Subject: 

Here is some additional info on UNC, State and ECU. Anytime Kane/MW/JS say kids arent prepared for college work based on 
SAT, lets make sure they qualify that argument to say not qualified to attend UNC. They are no less correct, but at least they 
stand a better chance. 

UNC 2012 Factbook: 
oira.unc.eduffilesl2Ol3!O6/fb2012 2013.pdf 

NC State 2012 First Year Facts: 
w~v. ncsu.ed u/emas/assessment/2012/fyfacts2012.pdf 

ECU 2013 Factbook: 
w~v.ecu.edutcs-acadli_padcusto...ctBook13-14.pdf 

Number of students admitted with SAT below 1100 in 2012: 

UNC: 248 - 7% 
NCSU: 502 - 12.6% 
ECU: 1444 - 36% 
Number of students admitted in 2012 with SAT 1400 and above: 

UNC: 890 - 26.4% 
NCSU: 296 - 7.4% 
ECU: 8 -.2% 

I’m not picking on these schools, I’m picking on the argument that these 183 athletes werent prepared for "college" and using 
NC public football-playing as schools as comparatives. 
The lowest of the lowest athletes at UNC will fit in at ECU...but no politician or academician will ever say that publicly. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~               ~gmail.com> 

Friday, Janualy 17, 2014 4:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: recruiting notes 

Hi Vince, Hope you’re doing okay. Crazy week. I have not heard from Coach Jenny Levy and I don’t want to keep caJling/emailing. Any advice? I roll meet with Joe 

Haydon next week, may not be able to meet with Tracey Williams until after the Jan 24th meeting. 

EveD’one that I’ve spoken ruth/heard fiom has been absolutely temfic and ve~ helpful. 
Thanks again, 

Debbi 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke < @.qmail.com> 
Subject: recruiting notes 
Date: January 17, 2014 4:06:22 PM EST 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>, CB McGrath 
<cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>, Scott Jackson <sjackson@unc.edu> 

Dear Coaches, Thal~ you again for meeting with me last week to discuss student- athlete recruiting. I apologize that I haven’t gotten back to you with my 

draft of the lecruiting process, which I roll eventudlly shine with the rest of the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group. I have been pulled 

away working on some other things this week. I almost have a draft to share ruth you and roll send it to you later today. Again, I apologize for the delay. 

Many thanks for your help. 
All my best, 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:02 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <~athgallo@unc.edtr~ 

Notes from today Faculty Committe Meeting 

Faculty Committee Meeting Summarized .docx 

Here are my notes from this afternoon’s faculty committee meeting. I have bolded the most important take-aways from the meeting. I only included notes from 

the discussion pertaining to athletics, but I have notes on the rest of the meeting if anyone is interested. The presentation at the end regarding financial aid was 

very interesting. 

Jim Dean gave a very convincing and well-delivered presentation that refuted Mary Willingham’s research on a number of levels. The most alarming of which was 

that she actually based her findings off of the wrong scores. Essentially everyone that took this exam received a standard score, and that standard score had a 

corresponding grade equivalency. See the chart below as an example. 

9 

10 

12.7 

So a standard score of 6 would have a 9th grade equivalency. According to Dean, Willingham incorrectly used the standard scores (left column) as the grade 

equivalency. So when she said that 60% of student-athletes were between a 4th and 8th grade reading level, she really should have said 60% scored between a 4 

and 8 on the exam, which is a completely different story. As you can see all standard scores are lower than their grade equivalencies. Had she looked at the correct 
th     th column, the results would have shown that only a few percent of student-athletes scored between a 4 and 8 grade equivalency. Her numbers were 

exaggerated lO-fold because of this massive error. 

Some of these notes may be unclear or hard to follow. Feel free to call me with any questions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Faculty Committee Meeting 

Chancellor Folt: Talking today about recent media reports about allegations that a # of our 

students are entering our institution unable to read. Part of larger national conversation about 

role of college sports in academics and commitment each school makes to ensure that students 

that enroll are able to succeed. Strongly aware that people on this campus have been working 

on this for very long time. Don’t want to be dismissive of people in admissions and counseling. 

Where there have been improprieties there has also been a lot of great effort to improve things 

to make them better. 

¯ This topic has become heated, Folt is aware of that. Academic community allows us to disagree 

with each other. Must do it with respect for all individuals involved. Keep this impersonal. Not 

about attacking people who are acting in good faith in an effort to try to change things. 

o Provide background: Last week CNN reported observations from Willingham about reading 

levels of SA based on subtest results from 2004-2012. We have said that we have never 

reviewed that data, so it wasn’t reflecting official data from our institution. 

Steve Farmer 

Farmer: Here is what we did after seeing CNN story. I was puzzled by observations in story. 

They didn’t square with credentials I had seen. 

CNN established "threshold for being college-literate" 400 on SAT Critical Reading or 400 on 

SAT Writing or 16 on ACT 

CNN claimed that of "183 athletes in revenue generating sports admitted to UNC b/w 2004 and 

2012 

o Between 8% and 10% were reading below 3rd grade level 

o About 60% were reading b/w 4th and 8th grade reading levels. 

Puzzling b/c didn’t match the credentials he had seen and he also didn’t recall CNN asking for 

this data at any point. 

Farmer’s findings: 

o 2013: all 154 enrolling SA met threshold for college literacy defined by CNN 

o 2012:165 of 167 enrolling SA met threshold for college literacy. Two who did not were 

evaluated comprehensively for admission. Both currently enrolled and in good 

academic standing. They were reviewed very thoroughly. 

o Apples to apples comparison: 04 to 12:1,377 first year SA. 97% met threshold. 

Twenty-three of the 39 students (59 percent) who did not meet the CNN threshold have 

graduated from the University or remain enrolled and in good academic standing. 

Another 11 students (28 percent) left the University academically eligible to return. The 

other five students left the University and would have to restore their academic 

eligibility in order to return. 

o In summary, 34 of the 39 students (87 percent) who did not meet the CNN threshold 

either graduated from the University, remain enrolled and in good academic standing, 

or left the University academically eligible to return. 

Summary: 

o CNN: 125-128 students at 8th grade or lower reading level. 



o UNC: 39 students who did not meet threshold for college literacy defined by CNN’s own 

experts. All 39 students like all students were evaluated comprehensively and 

individually on lots of info not just test scores 

Both College Board and ACT discourage schools from using their tests as the sole means of 

assessment. Neither have substantiated a correlation between test scores and reading levels. 

Chancellor Folt 

Folt: I wanted to know what we knew. Also interested in knowing more about data being cited 

regarding reading literacy grade levels. Asked provost to research in more detail. Millions of 

pieces of data that university owns. 

Willingham’s initial IRB request was to analyze some data to look at student learning disabilities 

to develop appropriate advising for them. That’s what the data set was supposed to be for. 

For people who don’t know: Any time dealing with people or animals, must submit a proposal 

to IRB (Institutional Review Board) to be reviewed and approved in order to conduct research. 

Very stringent rules, especially when dealing with humans. 

IRB makes one critical distinction: if data set can not be identified to the individual in any way or 

not. This is very important. Many federal regulations regarding this. IRB does this very 

thoughtfully. Goes up to Vice Chancellor for Research. If using data set with identified names, 

must go through different review in great detail, very stringent. If no names associated with 

data, IRB can say that is not subject to same rules. If has identifiers on it but they have been de- 

coded but I as investigator have no access to code so I can’t identify, may also be different rules. 

This process is done by all institutions, not just UNC. Preserves integrity of research enterprise 

and of our data. 

When it came out that this data included individual identifiers, our IRB became immediately 

concerned. Triggered IRB review. IRB has own deliberations and will analyze that and 

determine next step. 

Jim Dean 

o Jim Dean: Allegations are a source of pain, regardless of whether you believe them or not. We 

are a university about research and truth, not opinion. 

¯ Able to get data set earlier this week and went to work 

o Overview of issues involving SA reading ability: 

o Had we previously received the dataset in questions? 

o What test was used to determine reading grade levels? 

o What data were used to determine grade levels? 

o Does the dataset support the claims that have been made? 

Took this so seriously that we have had at least 4 people working on this analysis this week. 

200+ hours of data analysis. In spirit of inquiry, not just conclusions off top of head, but very 

serious data analysis. 

o Did we have data in question ? 



o Despite assurances to the contrary, answer is no. Looked at everything we had, and 

when finally did receive data set it was clear this was first time anyone had received it. 

There were claims the data had been given to university council. 

o Jim Dean shows a handwritten note from Mary Willingham to University Council stating 

that she did not include learning disability research b/c of FERPA regulations. 

What test was used? 

o Scholastic Abilities Test for Adults (NOT SAT): Reading vocabulary subtest (not 

comprehension). One page, 25 questions, 10 minutes. 

o Example: "Read the four words and identify one of 3 possible relations among the 

words. One possibility is that two words have the same meaning or they have opposite 

meanings or none of the words are related in meaning." 

® Jim Dean shows a sample of the test that was administered to SA and used for basis on 

report that they are unable to read. 

Should the SATA RV subtest be used to determine grade equivalents? 

o Currently in process of consulting experts in this area 

o From Examiner’s Manual: The SATA recommends always testing reading 

comprehension: "any standardized test purporting to provide a comprehensive 

measure of reading that does not assess sentence or passage comprehension should be 

considered inadequate" 

® Dean called company that administers test and asked if it should be used to judge 

reading level, they said no, he asked if they could be quoted on that, they asked 

lawyer and lawyer said no. 

® Reading a multi-dimensional construct, 5-7 dimensions, this test only tests 1 

dimension. 

What data were used to determine grade levels? 

o Results of SATA RV can be expressed as: raw scores, standard scores, percentiles, or 

grade equivalents. 

o Dataset provided was in standard scores, but scores used to make allegations were 

reported as if they were grade equivalents 

® This leads to serious errors in any conclusions drawn from this dataset 

® Standard scores: Mean of 10, Standard deviation of 3 

® So, even if accept that the test is a reading test, which you shouldn’t, the wrong data 

was used for the conclusion that was made. 

o Jim Dean provides illustration of differences b/w standard scores and grade equivalents: 

o Example: For a Standard score of 6~the corresponding grade equivalent is 9. 7 is 10, 8 

is 12~7, etc. Standard scores are all lower than grade equivalent. Standard scores 

were mistakenlF used as ~rade equivalent in Wilfin~ham’s findinqsfNN 

o Claims that have been made have been using scores on the left lstandard score) as if 

they were the scores on the right {grade equivalent). Significant error. 

o Claim made using erroneous data: More than 60% of the 183 SAin revenue sports read 

b/w a 4th and 8th grade level. Absolutely no basis in the dataset on which to make this 

claim. 

o Not trying to playa trick with this data. 



® Conclusions: Serious accusations were made about literacy levels of our students based 

on a ten minute test that is at best an incomplete and inadequate indication of reading 

ability 

o Any claim based on this data is meaningless. It is a travesty to use this data set to 

make these claims against our students. 

Questions and answers: 

Only a few percent fell into the category that they had said was 60%, Ten-fold exaggeration, 

Not even close. 

Q: News event that seems most damaging is something that came out today, IRB decision to 

revoke this person’s clearance. Probably very good reasons for this. Hope no external 

pressure put on IRB. Would hope we are prepared to answer those questions. 

o Barbara Entwissle answers and says there was no outside pressure. They were 

concerned last week how this data could be released. It became clear that there were 

names in the dataset. This didn’t correspond to what we had been led to believe it 

was for. According to our policy, we had to rescind our IRB determination. 

Q: Was this an evaluation that was routinely administered to SA? Or was it for the purpose of 

this research? 

o Around 04, this series of screenings initiated for SA. Most of SA that went through it 

were revenue sport athletes. Original research and original IRB request was to assess 

learning disabilities in SA and see if particular treatment could be used. Willingham 

was interested in this and partnered with Dr. Johnson on this. Willingham asked 

supervisor if she could do this research. Said yes if she could get IRB approval. She got 

approved based on what they knew. Five IRB requests over the years. 

Q: Broader question: Narrative that has come out that a particular SA said that he was steered 

into courses that didn’t exist. There were underprepared students that couldn’t remain eligible 

unless they were in classes that didn’t really meet. Do we have any counter to this narrative? 

o Folt: Goes back to things being said about Chapel Hill for a while. Paper only classes, 

was this part of a schema to direct SA to these classes? We must keep things separate. 

We care deeply about student success. What exactly are we doing, how are we 

developing a curriculum for them that meets their needs? Whenever try to do 

anything based on one person’s account, not very reliable. 

¯ Shielda Rodgers from school of nursing: In some of media articles they talked about the SAT, 

not sure if they talked about this test or SAT. SAT is not a good predictor of success in college, 

even less so for ethnic minorities, which may be a large % of revenue sport athletes. So even if 

they are referring to SAT scores, those are not good indicators of success in college. Also we 

must recognize the contribution SA make to this university and I don’t want to see them 

victimized. 

o Jim Dean: Yes vast majority of SA in this subset are African American. 

Jay Smith: I take strong exception to suggestion that Mary Willingham victimizes athletes, she 

spent many hours with SA teaching them to read and write. Impacted her deeply. Suggestion 

that she is picking on athletes or diminishing them is absurd. 



¯ Even if believe interpretation of data that was given, its only looking at at-risk students, but by 

the time got cycled through the media, that gets lost and it makes it look like its 60% of entire 

team, not just the at-risk SA. 

¯ Frank Baumgartner (Political Science): Nixon went down for denial. What I see here today 

pains me. We aren’t alone in this. There is nothing new about steering SA to classes to keep 

them eligible. It happens at other schools and has been happening for years. I see a strategy 

of denial here. Our university could take this opportunity to be a leader, and I hope we do 

something positive with this opportunity. 

Cancellor Folt: We are a leader already. Our academic advising is not under athletics. Also, it 

is impressive how many of the recommendations from the Rawlings Report we were already 

on top of. We are not in denial, we are reporting the truth. If we had seen a different answer, 

we would say so. We must be honest every time and confront uncomfortable facts. 

Unidentified Faculty Member: I want to raise the issue of using this refutation to refute all 

allegations against athletics. The notion from the Hatland (?) Report that the paper classes are 

not an athletic issue because non-athletes were also in the course is bogus. This can be seen as 

a pattern of denial. 

o Jim Dean: Excellent point. I was incorrectly quoted as saying that it was not an athletic 

scandal. Dan Kane tried to get me to say that, but I would not, but he still printed it. I 

tried to get him to retract it, but he would not correct the error. We do not pretend 

that that we have nothing wrong and no room for improvement. We have a committee 

in place including myself, Joy Renner and the Athletic Director tasked with looking at 

the issues that we face. We acknowledge plenty of room for improvement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Januao~ 18, 2014 9:15 AM 

Joy < ~gmal.com> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emal.unc.edu>; Kirsclmer, Steve <stevekJrschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner request for information 

Joy, 

Good morning to you as well I hope you are doing great 100% of the net revenue from b2",IC’s Trademarks and Licensing program (the vast majori~ of which is generated directly and 
indirectly by athletics) goes to Student Scholarships 25% for merit-based, 75% need-based. 

In 2012/13 t2aat net revenue was $ 3,923,333.84. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any other information. 

Have a great weekend and Go Heels! 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joy [mailtc ~a)~lnaiI.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 18, 2014 9:07 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Joy Renner request for information 

Good mommgt 
At yesterday’s faculty council meeting the scholarships and aid committee provided their annual report It was impressive how well UNC has covered the student’s needs. 

One of my Committee members asked me if I could find out how much of that aid is generated either directly or indirectly by athletics. If I am remembering correctly you have figures related 
to this question. Of course I could be hallucinating this discussion. If you do have those numbers can you pass them on ]br me to post on my committee’s SAKAI site? 

Hope you are well, 
J oy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Paul Pogge ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, January, 18, 2014 4:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: Vital Campaign 

I like it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 3:52 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Idea to consider but may be able to come up with a better hashtag. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket(~unc.edu> 

Date: Janualy 18, 2014 at 3:04:05 PM EST 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille~?unc.edu> 
Subject: Viral Campaign 

Hi Vince, 

I am on a group list through Facebook and just wa~ted to give you an FYI about some ground swell: 

Student athlete friends: A top ad executive whi~ runs an agency in NY is an alumni and has come up with a viral campaign to speak back 

against the recent allegations that student-athletes at UNC don’t do their own school work, can’t read., etc. My parents axe in advertising, 

and know the woman who came up with the idea, so I’ve been asked to spread the idea to you all and see what you think. If no one is into 

it- no big. After sending this message my part is done. 

The idea is: upload a selfie video of you reading one paragraph from any book, post it, mad hashtag it #UNCathletescanread 

Alumni axe currently working on getting some of the big former athletes such as eric monlross, etc. on board, and if enough people do it, it 

could end up being a huge campaign getting coverage from major media stations. The best way to go about it would be to pick a day and all 

do it at the same time. 

AI~, if you all do like this idea, actd people in. An~5~-ays, that’s all i have to say and the rest is up to you guys, thanks! 

SA who sent is an alum 

Sent from my iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cramingham 

Saturday, January, 18, 2014 6:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge ,~gmml.com> 

Re: Viral Cmnpaign 

@gmail.com: 

Social media campaign is a great idea. Would rather see a positive generic message. #Proud to be... 

#UNC athletes 

#University of the people includes athletes 

I recognize creativity is not a strength. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 3:52 PM, "Ille, Vince" < ille(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

Idea to consider but may be able to come up with a better hashtag. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "I~ane, Cricket" <cricket(a)unc.edu> 

Date: January 18, 2014 at 3:04:05 PM EST 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
Subject: Viral Campaign 

Hi Vince, 

I am on a group list through Facebook and just wanted to give you an FYI abom some ground swell: 

Student athlete friends: A top ad executive who lllns an agency in NY is an alumni and has come up with a viral campaign to speak back 

against the recent allegations that student-athletes at UNC don’t do their own school work, cant read., etc. My parents are in advertising, 

and know the woman M~o came up with the idea, so I’ve been asked to spread the idea to you all and see what you think. If no one is into 

it- no big. Aiter sending this message my part is done. 

The idea is: upload a selfie video of you reading one paragraph from any book, post it, and hashtag it #UNCathletescanread 

Alumni are crarently worldng on getting some of file big former athletes such as eric montross~ etc. on board, and if enough people do it, it 

could end up being a huge campaign getting coverage from major media stations. The best way to go about it would be to pick a day and all 

do it at the sanle time. 

Also, if you all do like this idea, add people in. An~vays, that’s all i have to say and the rest is up to yon guys, thanks! 

SA who sent is an alum 

Sent t~om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:11 AM 

UNCAA- Exe Sta]t" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Proposed Disney Cross Functional Work Teams 

disney phase 2 planning.docx 

All - 

Please review the attached and be prepared to discuss in our executive team meeting tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Rick 



Disney Institute Phase 2 
Spring 

Creating a Carolina Culture of Service Excellence 

Cross Functional Work Teams 

Desired Behaviors 
Mike Bunting, Facilities 
Chelsea Pemberton, Rowing 
Ken Mack, Rams Club 
Stephen Boyd, Business Office 
Mary Alyson Touloupas, Tickets 
James Spurling, Facilities 
Kathy Duffy, Facilities 
Britta Williams, Rams Club 
Intern: 
Alt 1: Tim Smith 
Alt 2: Elizabeth Lancaster 

Care & Recognition 
Shelley Johnson, BCLA 
Marissa Young, Softball 
John Brunner, Event Mgmt 
Dave Lohse, Communications 
Jason Freeman, Equipment 
Joyce Dalgleish, Human Resources 
Mike Perkins, Business Office 
Jaci Field, Facilities 
Intern: 
Alt 1: BobbyHundley 
Alt 2: Kim Jones 

Internal Communication 
Matt Terrell, Rams Club 
Abel Sanchez, Diving 
Mary Ellen Bingham, Sports Med 
Kathy Griggs, Administration 
Tony Tucker, Marketing & Football 
Matt Bowers, Communications 
Marielle vanGelder, Compliance 
Laura Escobar, New Media 
Intern: .... 
Alt 1: Aaron York, Business Office 
Alt 2: Dawn McPherson, Rams Club 

Next Steps: 
Disney Institute Work Team Timeline & Toolkit 

Game Day Culture Work Team 
Rick Steinbacher 
Ellen Culler 
Michael Beale 
Ken Cleary 
Nick Fulton 
Tim Sabo 

Process & recognition meeting with gameday internal and 3rd party service champions 

Gameday management workshop (5 - 6 hours) 
Frontline training session (2 hours) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:41 PM 

UNCAA-Football <tmcaa tbotball@groups.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<~athgallo@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie <rgfimsley@nnc.edu>; Famlel; Stephen M <sfamle@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Vanoelder. Marielle A <mvmlgeld@email.unc.edu>; Norton, 

Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; ~emal.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

UPDATE: Official Visit Weekends & Junior Days 

Weekend o~ 

Weekend of 

Weekend of 

JaauaH Offidam Visits 

Weekend of 

All, 

Thank you to everyone that gave their time and efforts to make this past Official VisiL weekend a success. It is always a challenge Lo bring Lhat rnany recruits in at 

one Lime, however the collaborative efforts of everyone involved made it a great weekend. 

UPDATES ON FUTURE RECRUfflNG WEEKENDS: 

This coming weekend (,               }: We will be h.:_~;ting at lea;t on~-:~ official visit and probably a couple urmKk:ial visits, W~-’_~ will comn~ut~k:ate the 

details ot: U~ese in the next couple of days 

Weekend of.. :: We will be hosting at least one official visit (and possible $ or 2 more), We will also be having a Junior Day on 

Saturday morning leading up to the Basketball game vs. NC State at :].pm, More details to follow. 

A’; always, plea’;~-:~ let me Imow if you have any questi.:_~n~.L 

Jae Haycton 
Director of FooLbaii Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919.8 t,3.2572 

!!A}!do n @ un c. e d u 

From: Haydon, Joe 
Sent; Monday, 9:15 AM 
To= UNCAA-Football 
Cc; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Sabo, -tim; Brown, Michelle; Robinson, Kevin T; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Grimsley, Richie; Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, 
Barbara Jo; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Norton, Molly; 
Subject; UPDATE: Official Visit Weekends & Junior Days 

All, 

For your p[ant~ing purposes, here i~.~ an update regardi~g upcoming E)Kicial Visit ~Veeket~ds at~d .Junior Days: 

Novembe~/Decembe~ Official Visits 

t: We will b~:_~ h.:_~;ting at h:_~ast ~. official visit 

Potential to host a couple of official visits 

: P.:_~i:et~tial to h.:_~st a couple o[ official visits 

I~.RG.E official Visi[s weekend {expecting to have 15-20 ot:ficial visi[s) 

Weekend of Overflow Official Visit weekend 

Weekend ~f "’, Pote~tial to host a couple of official visit; 

Februa~/March/AprH Junior Days 

Wednesday, : Junior Day 

Saturdayj L~,\_R_G_F=..Junior Day 

Saturday, J u ni.:_~r Day 

Please let hie know if you have any questions, thoughts, ideas or concerns as we plan for [t~ese upcoming events. 

Thanks, 

.Joe 

From; Haydon, Joe 
Sent; Friday, 8:29 AM 
To= UNCAA-Football 
Co= Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Sabo, -tim; Brown, Michelle; Robinson, Kevin T; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Grimsley, Richie; Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, 
Barbara Jo; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Official Visit Weekends 

All, 

For your planning purposes regarding December/January Official visits: 

As we did last year, we will have ONE VERY LARGE official visit weekend after the season to host the majority of our commits and remaining prospects at one time. The 

weekend of has been designated for this event. Also, the following weekend ) has been designated for our overflow weekend for 

those recruits that are unable to attend the        weekend, Please note that this does not mean that we won’t have official visits during the other weekends in 

December/January but that they will be smaller weekends if we do have visits. 

We will have several guys enrolling at mid term and so their official visits will be either during the season or in December, but those dates have not yet been determined. 

Please let me know if you have any questions as we begin to prepare for these weekends. 

Thanks, 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operatioi~s 

Uifiversitv of Norti~ Carolh~a 

Phone: 919.84,3.2"572 

baNdon@utlc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Fwd: Interview with DTH 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live. unc.edtr~ 

Date: at 3:24:15 PM EST 

To: "ncaacomplimace@unc.edu" <ncaacompliance(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Interview with DTH 

My name is              , and I’m a reporter with the Daily Tar Heel. I’m writing a story about the UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report, 

which published a list of Level II NCAA rules violations from all of the UNC system DI and DII schools. I was hoping to speak with someone 

from the compliance department to get some context about secondary violations in general and how the school handles reporting and 

addressing them. I tried to contact Vince Ille and Lance Markos last week but haven’t heard back. Is there someone from the department who I 

could have a short conversation with? If so, please let me know. I can be reached at this email address and at my cell phone i 

Thankyou, 

Staff Writer, The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao, 20, 2014 5:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Re: recruiting notes 

Will do. I’ve got a meeting with her at 8 am tomorrow and roll ask her abom this. 

Thanks, Rick 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 5:29 P1M, "Ille, Vince" <ille@tmc.e&~> wrote: 

Yon want to mention this to Jenny? She may have missed it amongst all of the other things coming her way. Thanks. 

From" Debbi Clarke [mailto:( .~qmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, January 17, 2014 4:09 PM 
To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: recruiting notes 
Hi Vince, Hope you’re doing okay. Craw week. I have not heard from Coach Jenny Levy and I don’t want to keep calling/emailing. Any advice? I will 

meet with Joe Haydon next week, may not be able to meet with Tracey Wilii~uns until after the Jan 24th meeting. 

EveD’one that I’ve spoken witb!laeaxd t?om has been absolutely terrific and ve~ helpful. 

Thanks again, 

Debbi 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke ’ ~gmail.com> 

Subject: recruiting notes 

Date: January 17, 2014 4:06:22 PM EST 

To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>, CB McGrath 
<~c~~~~m~~~~c~~gr~~~a~~~t~~~h~~@~~u~~~~n~~~c~~~a~~~~a~~~.~~~u~~~n~~~~c~~;~~e~~~~d~~~u~~>~ Scott Jackson <_s_j__a____c___k___s____o___n___@__u___n____c__;__e____d___u__> 

Deal Coaches, Thank you again for meeting with me last week to discuss student- athlete recruiting. I apologize that I haven’t gotten back to you with my 

draft of the recruiting process, which I roll eventually share ruth the rest of the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Worldng Choup. I have been pulled 

away working on some other things this week. I almost have a draft to share ruth you and roll send it to you later today. Again, I apologize for the delay. 

Many thanks for your help. 

All my best, 

Debbi Clarke 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 20, 2014 6:12 PM 

Palaniim~, Scott <scottp@unc.edu> 

RE: Military appreciation day/First pitch 

Scott, 
Just thought it would be a good way to get our teams out in Iicont of other crowds and promote them. The USC Softball Team got in front of the Womens BBall crowd 7,700 people. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Palanjian, Scott 
Sent: Monday, JanuaW 20, 2014 2:30 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: Militaw appreciation day/First pitch 

Coach P, 

To my knowledge, we haven’t introduced other teams during basketball or football games in the recent past. I know that they typically recognize championship teams at certain football and 
men’s basketball games throughout the year 

I do plan on promoting softball at the women’s basketball game vs. Duke on 3/2. We can discuss the details, but it would likely involve a PA read and having some of the girls participate in a 
promotion. 

Scott 

Scott Palanjian 

Assistant Director of Marketing 

UNC Athletic Department 

919-962-5499 (W) 

ScottP@unc edu 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:21 PM 
To: Pala@an, Scott 
Subject: Re: Military appreciation day/First pitch 

Scott, 

Question for you. USC softball was introduced at their womens basketballl game esterday, ls there ever talk of doing something like that for our teams ? They had a huge crowd for game. 

Coach P 

Sent from my !phone 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 4:14 TM, "Palanjian, Scott" <scottp@nnc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Papa, 
> 

> What is your preference as to when the Camper Reunion Day and Autism Awareness Day will be this season? FYI, I currently have the March 30th games vs. Florida State slotted as 
Ovarian Cancer Awareness Day and we don’t have any special theme days schedule for the Syracuse series yet. Please let me know when you get a chance. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Scott 
>__ 

> Scott Palanjian 
> Assistant Director of Marketing 
> UNC Athletic Department 
> 919-9(;2-5499 (\Vt 
> 

> ScottP@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Papa, Donna J 
> Sent: Saturday, December 21, 2013 11:14 AM 
> To: Palanjian, Scott 
> Cc: Temple, Abbey; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Young, Marissa Veronica; Suzanne Tadlock; Mitchell, Catherine 
> Subject: MilitaW appreciation day/First pitch 
> 

> Scott, 
> March 22 will be Mikitary appreciation day for us. Jayme Slife is a materseargeant / folazler na~,T seal currently at Camp Lejuene. He will throw out the first pitch for that game. He worked 
with our team this fall when we did The Program, a military based leadership training program. 
> Coach P 
> 

> Sent licom my/Phone 
> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edw> 

Monday, JanuaD, 20, 2014 6:17 PM 

Palaniim~, Scott <scottp@unc.e&P 

RE: Military appreciation day/First pitch 

Sco~, 

The only reason I was asking about it is that at USC they got the sokball team in I?ont of 7,700 people at the women’s game. Something like that is great exposure for our team,’ or other 
teams. 
Coach P 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Palanjian, Scott 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 2:30 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: Military appreciation day/First pitch 

Coach P, 

To my knowledge, we haven’t introduced other teams during basketball or football games in the recent past. I know that the?’ typically recognize championship teams at certain football and 
men’s basketball games throughout the year. 

I do plan on promoting softball at the women’s basketball game vs Duke on 3,,’2. We can discuss the details, but it would likely involve a PA read and having some of the girls participate in a 
promotion. 

Scott 

Scott Paianjian 

Assistant Director of Marketing 

UNC Athletic Department 

919-962-5499 (Wt 

ScottP@unc.edu 

Fromi Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:21 PM 
To: Palanjian, Scott 
Subject: Re: Military appreciation day/First pitch 

Scott, 
Question for you U SC softball was introduced at their womens basketballl game esterday Is there ever talk of doing something like that for our teams. ? They had a huge crowd for game 
Coach P 

Sent li*om my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2014, at 4:14 PM, "Palanjian, Scott" <scottp@unc edu> wrote: 

> Coach Papa, 
> 

> What is your preference as to when the Camper Reunion Day and Autism Awareness Day- will be this season? FYI, I currently have the March 30th games vs. Florida State slotted as 
Ovarian Cancer Awareness Day and we don’t have any special theme days schedule for the Syracuse series yet. Please let me know when you get a chance. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Scott 
>__ 

> Scott Palanjian 
> Assistant Director of Marketing 
> UNC Athletic Department 
> 919-962-5499 (¥V) 

> ScottP@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Papa, Donna J 
> Sent: Saturday, December 21, 2013 11:14 AM 
> To: Palanjian, Scott 
> Cc: Temple, Abbey; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Young, Marissa Vcronica; Suzanne Tadlock; Mitchell, Catherine 
> Subject: Military appreciation day-/First pitch 
> 

> Scott, 
> March 22 will be Mikitary appreciation day for us. Jayme Slife is a materseargeant / former navy seal CUlTently at Camp Lejuene. He will throw out the first pitch for that game. He worked 
with our team this fall when we did The Program, a militaiy based leadership training program. 
> Coach P 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edw> 

Tuesday, JanuaW 21, 2014 7:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Meetings on wednesday/practice 

Vince, 

The change in weather has been a challenge preparing tbr the season, We have been able to get out maybe 1-2 days per week I have had to scramble for facilities 
Tomorrow and Friday, I am looking to go into bosh in the morning in small groups. I will go from 7 am until 11:30 am Mikes guys are scheduled in there £com 1-5 the next 4 days. I am going 
to go to Base Hits indoor facility in Pittsboro today To rent that it is 240.00 for 2 hours, plus 3 vans to ride out there and the cost of that and back It takes about 25 min each way. I have 
alrea@ spent 48000 at Base hits in our first 2 weeks of practice 
Week 1 I started practice Jan 6 and was in Bosh, Eddie, on Navy field, Hem-y Field and Base Hits. Finally got on my field on Sunday of that week. 
I do have Eddie Smith reserved in the evenings, however, I run into tutor situations. We are not at a point that we can have kids missing our practices with our season about 18 days away 
That being said, I will not be able to make the coaches meeting or the Title 7 meeting tomorrow morning. 
I know there is not an overnight fix for this but this is a struggle anytime there is weather. This has been my life year in and out Hard to plan. 
Donna 

Donna J Papa 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

912 Raleigh Rd 

Chattel Hill. NC 27519 

919-962-5105 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, 1:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Thursday S&C Meeting 

He’s confused 

Thinking Clint is my administrator. Can you meet Thmsday I think you axe out of town ? 

Thanks 

Sam 

Sam Patti 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: ..................... ~i_e__r_n_~4J:_k~_n_.c_’_..e_d__q> 

Date: at 9:17:52 AM EST 

To: "Panl, Sampson L" <spaul({~unc.edu> 

Subject: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Coach, 

Have you heard back from Clint as to what time would work best for our meeting this Thursday morning? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 2:12 PM 

Ilk Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thursday S&C Meeting 

I’ll check and see about Friday am. Greg came to our match yesterday at VCU. 

Thanks 

Sam 

Sam Patti 

011 , at 2:10 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

I can’t meet this Thursday. I cam meet early Friday morning if that works. Thaiks. 

From: Paul, Sampson L 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:50 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Thursday S&C Meeting 

He’s confused 

Thinking Clint is my administrator. Can you meet Thursday I think you are out of town ? 

Thanks 

Sam 

Sam Paul 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ ~email.unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:17:52 AM EST 

To: "Paul, Sampson L" <spaul@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Coach, 

Have you heard back from Clint as to what time would work best for our meeting this Thursday morning? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

C,c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 3:54 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; Warner. Stacey }lards <staceywarne@unc.edu>; Marsh, Patrick <pmaxsh@email.unc.edu>; 

King, J. Angela <aking@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu-~; Beale, Michael <michaelbeaJe@unc.edu-~; PaJanjian, Scott 

<scottp@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~; Hawkins, Delx)rah Lynn <dlhawkin@p~fety.unc.edu-~; Sabo, Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Brunnel; John F <John Brnnne@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B 

<eculle@unc.edu>; Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlau@email.unc.edu>; PluuketL Mary Rob < ma~ymblo(@unc.edus>; Steinberg, Jason 

<-j steinberg@unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu~; @unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;, 

RE: Academic All- Stars: 

NGWSD Postcard.jpg 

Car]yo~add ~iorrnati i]reiFardir:glqasonalGirlsarldWOrrer]’siriSport~Day(seeatta,?led)? 1k:swiiitakepla e ie i’:theqarq’:at]2prq ]:~.OpiYih]theE~e 

Sm~ ~Feidi~oue, 

Is there a~ auroqrapi~ session after tkle qarne ’ Also car" you make sure Gab ~eiie Bis:,,:sorq ~s o~ you emai iisr? 

Ii~ar ks, 

C rcket 

From: / 

Sent: Tuesday,              3:34 PM 
To: Warner, Stacey Harris; Marsh, Patrick; King, J. Angela; Griggs, Kathy; Beale, Michael; Palanjian, Scott; Steinbacher, Rick; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Sabo, Tim; Norton, 
Molly; Brunner, John F; Culler, Ellen B; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Steinberg, Jason 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Lane, Cricket; Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince 
Subject: Academic All-Stars: .... 

All: 

Our next Academic All-Stars event will be the Women’s Basketball game vs. Miami on Sunday, 

feedback from participants was positive at the last Academic All-Stars event (WBB on 

it comes to parking, ticket and certificate distribution, and in-game recognition. 

We would like to send the email containing the Academic All-Star itinerary and information to the participants on Thursday afternoon, so please review the 

attached document and let me know of any changes you would like to be made. 

Thanks! 

¯ From our end, everything went smoothly and all 

p. As a result, we plan on following all the same procedures when 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Any of these work for u 

Sam Patti 

Begin tbnvazded message: 

From: @emailntmc.e&~> 
Date:. at 4:17:49 PM EST 

To: "Paul, Sampson L" <N?!a__t!l_~)__UlLC_:__e__d_t!> 

Subject: RE: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Yes, I have 9arn-llam available. 

From" Paul, Sampson L 

Sent; Tuesday, 2:20 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Re: Thursday S&C Mleeting 
Can u meet early Friday am? 

Sam Paul 

On , at 9:17 AM, email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

Have you heard back from Clint as to what time would work best for our meeting this Thursday morning? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edm> 

Tuesday, January. 21, 2014 5:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Meetings on wednesday/practice 

yes 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, JanualT 21, 2014 3:14 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: Meetings on wednesday/practice 

I nnderstand the challenge. Are you all set for being at baseball tomorrow and Friday? 

..... Original bfessage ..... 
From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Tuesday, Januao’ 21, 2014 7:35 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Meetings on wednesday/practice 

gince, 

The change in weather has been a challenge preparing tbr the season, We have been able to get out maybe 1-2 days per week I have had to scramble for facilities 
Tomorrow and Friday, I am looking to go into bosh in the morning in small groups. I will go from 7 am nntil 11:30 am Mikes guys are scheduled in there loom 1-5 the next 4 days. I am going 
to go to Base Hits indoor facility in Pittsboro today To rent that it is 240.00 for 2 hours, plus 3 vans to ride out there and the cost of that and back It takes about 25 rain each way. I have 
already spent 48000 at Base hits in our first 2 weeks of practice Week 1 I started practice Jan 6 and was in Bosh, Eddie, on Navy field, Henry Field and Base Hits. Finally got on my :field on 
Sunday of that week. 
] do have Eddie Smith reserved in the evenings, however, I run into rotor situations. We are not at a point that we can have kids missing our practices with our season about 18 days away 
That being said, I will not be able to make the coaches meeting or the Title 7 meeting tomorrow morning. 
] know there is not an overnight fix for this but this is a struggle anytime there is weather. This has been my life year in and out Hard to plan. 
Donna 

Donna J Papa 
University of North Carolina 
Head Softba[] Coach 
912 Raleigh Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

919-%2-5105 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 9:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Your oitice ok 

Sam Patti 

O11 at 9:02 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

9 is good. Thanks. 

From= Paul, Sampson L 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:49 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Any of these work for u 

Sam Paul 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ @email.unc.edu> 

Date: . at 4:17:49 PM EST 

To: "Paul, Sampson L" <sp_.aul@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Yes, I have 9am-flare available. 

From: Paul, Sampson L 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:20 PM 
Tc 
Subject= Re: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Can u meet early Friday am? 

Sam Paul 

On at 9:17 AM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

Have you heard back from Clint as to what time would work best for our meeting this Thursday morning? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: follow up link 

I searched twitter for Larry Fedora and found 9 different accounts. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince llle <IiMllel~unc:edu) 

Date: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 at 8:56 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: follow up link 

I don’t know an~hing about the account or who its author might be. 

From: Cunningham, 8ubba 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:44 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: follow up link 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwa:rded message: 

From: "Curran, Joel" <ioel.curran~unc~edu> 

Date: Januao~ 21, 2014 at 6:27:48 PM EST 

To: "Ctmningham, Bubba" <bubbac(@emaiLunc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekdrschne~:~unc.edu> 

Ce: "Moore, Tmlya Topolka" <tanya moore~;unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: follnw up link 

Please take a look, Do you know anything about his account? It says ~’not real Larry Fedora.,," 

Thanks. 

Joel G. Curran, APR 

Vice Chancell.:_~r of C.:_~mn~ut~icati.:_~r~s and Publk: Affairs 

I02 South guikiing, CB 6226, ChaE~N Hill NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-2011/Mobile: 

Follow me on Twitter @igcurran 

~r:ollow us on Twitter @Carolit~a__.news 

Visit us at www,unc.edu 

Ni UNC Logo 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:26 PM 

To: Curran, Joel 
Subject: follow up link 

~x~ ..._.. 

I https:, itwitter.com/Stufl~’edoraSays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edtr-- 

Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Sam Patti 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: "Paul, SaJnpson L" <spaulf)mc.edtv~ 

Date: ):08:01 PM EST 

T o: .................... ~2~ _e___r_~ _~__U_L__uj~ _c_:__e__d_t_~ ~ 

Subject: Re: Thursday S&C Meeting 

Lefs go 9am Friday my sports supervisor would like to be there and ifs best for him we meet in his office at Ewac 2nd floor .Vince Ille is his nmne. 

Thanks 

Sam Panl 

SaJnPaul 

Oi at 4:17 PM .(a2__el_n__’_a_i_l_:_t!_r_Lc_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Yes, [ have 9am-.11an-~ available. 

From: Paul, Sampson L 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:20 PM 
To:       "     " 
Subject: Re: Thursday S&C Meeting 
Can u meet early Friday am? 

Sam Paul 

On . at 9:17 AM, ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 
Have you heard back from Clint as to what time would work best for our meeting this Thursday morning? 
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November 15, 2013 

Gilbert Gaul 

@gmail.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Gaul: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated November 12, 2013, in which you wrote seeking copies of University 
records. Specifically, you requested "[t]he most recent NCAA Agreed Upon Procedures Report." 

The enclosed document is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. This request 
has been fully processed and is now closed-out. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 
http:iipolicies.unc.eduipoliciesipublic-recordsi. 

Sincerely, 
~:~," : : ’:’:,::: j, 

Zach J. Orth, J.D. 
Public Records Specialist 

ZJO!dqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



Report on Agreed-Upon Procedures 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

Year Ended June 30, 20!2 



ROMEO, WIGGINS & COMPANY, L.L.P. Certified Public Accountants 

Geoffrey E, Wiggins 
Jeffrey S. Romeo 
Angela B. Goodwin 
J, Kelly Lanier 
Joseph L. Hilt, Jr. 

O Independent Accountants Report n 
the Applicati0n of A_greed-U!)on Procedures 

Chancellor of the University 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Rill 

We have performed the procedures enumerated be!ow, which were agreed to by the Director of Athletics of the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ("the University’), solely to assist you in evaluating whether the 
accompanying statement of revenues and expenses of the University’s Department of Athletics ("the Department") is in 
compliance with t~e National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA") Constitution 3.2.4.16 for the year ended Jtme 
30, 2012. The Department’s management is responsible for the statement of revenues and expenses ("statement") and 
the statement’s compliance with NCAA Constitution 3.2°4.16. This agreed-upon procedures engagement was conducted 
in accordance with attestation standards established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The 
sufficiency of these procedures is solely the responsibility of those parties specified in this report. Consequently, we 
make no representation regarding the sufficiency of the procedures described below either for the purpose for which this 

report has been requested or for any other purpose. 

g 
AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES RELATED TO THE ~TATEMENT OF REVENUES AaND EXPENSES 

The procedures that we performed and our findings are as follows: 

AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES FOR REVENUES 

, 

5. 

. 

We compared and agreed each operating revenue category reported in the statement to the University’s general 
ledger tbr the reporting period either directly or via reference to ,~pporti~g schedules provided by the 
University and/or Department. 

The University’s Internal Audit Department (IAD) judgmentally selected a sample of ten (10) non-ticket sales 
receipts and compared to supporting documentation to determine that receipts are deposited on a timely basis 
and revenues are recorded in tl~e correct account, amount, and period. We reviewed IAD’s work-papers, 
including copies of external source documents on a test basis. All revenues were reported in the correct amolmt 

and period. 

We compared each major revenue account to prior period amounts and/or budget estinlates. We obtained and 
documented an understandir~g of any significam variations, 

¯ Ticket Sales 
We reviewed the reconciliations (performed by ticket office) of basketball and footbal! tickets sold, 
complimentary tickets provided, and unsoId tickets, noting that substantially al! tickets were accounted for. We 
compared ticket sales per the reconciliations to the University’s general ledger and to the statement via 
supporting schedules, noting no significant differences. 

. We recalculated totals without exception. 

8309 Six Forks Road, Suite I01, Raleigh, North Carolina 27615 . (919) 847-4870 Fax: (919) 847-4689 .i 
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Agreed-upon Procedures Report--Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

Student Fees 
We calculated an estimate of student fees based on average enrollment and fees per student for tee period, 

Based on that estimate, student fees in the statement are considered reasonable. 
o We obtained and documented an understanding of the University’s methodology for allocating student fees to 

intercollegiate athletics programs, 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Guarantees 
We agreed settlement reports for away games (for men’s basketball and footbal!) to the University’s general 
ledger and/or the statement. An adjustment was necessary to reclassify a guarantee of $750,000 that had been 
coded to facility use charges in error. The guarantee rotated to a feetbaI1 game that was cancelled by the 

opposing team. 
o On a test basis, we agreed settlement amounts to contractual agreements. No exceptions were noted. 

We recalculated totals wit2aout exception. 

Contributions 
We compared contributions to the current budget and to contributions recognized in the prior peEod. We 
obtained and documented an tmderst~ding of the reason for any significant variations. 
We obtained and reviewed supporting documentation for any contributions of moneys, goods or services 
received dh’ectly by the Department from any affiliated or outside organization, agency or group of individuals 
(two or more) that constituted 10% or more of all contributions received for intercollegiate athletics. 

Contributions from The Educational Foundation, ]nc. (the Foundation) and The Educational Foundation 
Scholarship Endowment Trust (the Trust) exceeded the 10% threshold. Contributed amounts were confirmed 
directly with the Foundation and/or compared to the audited fmatleial statements of the Foundation emdior the 

Trust for the year ended June 30, 2012. No significant differences were noted. 

We recalculated totals witiaout exceptiolx 

Compensation and Benefits Provided by a Third-Party 
We reviewed the Umversity’s genera! ledger, noting no compelasation and benefits provided by a third party 
recorded to Department current, tmrestricted accounts° No amounts for such were budgeted by the Department 

for the reporting period. 

Direct State or Other Government Support 
We reviewed the University’s geraerai !edger, rioting no dixect state or governmental support recorded to 
Department current, unrestricted accounts. No amounts for such were budgeted by the Department for the 

reporting period. 

Direct Lusfitntioual Support 
We reviewed the University’s general ledger, noting no direct institutional support recorded t:~ Department 
current, unrestricted accounts, No amounts for suck were budgeted by the Depm-tment for the reporting period. 

Indirect Facilities and Administrative Support 
* We obtained a schedule of indirect facilities and administrative support from the University’s Business Office. 

* We compared and agreed amounts reported in the schedule to the statement. (Indirect faciiities and 

administrative support are reported as both revenues and expenses in the statement.) 

We recalculated totals witlmut excepdom 

! 

1 
2 
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Agreed-upon Procedures Report--Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

NCAMConference Distributions, Ialcluding All Tournament Revenues 
We Obtained and insoected agreements or other documentation related to the Department’s participation in 
revenues from a bow! game and tournaments during the reporting period to gain an understanding of the 

relevant terms and conditions, 
o We compared and agreed the related revenues to supporting doctmaentation, the University’s ledger, and/or the 

statement. 
We recalculated totals ~,~4thout exception. 

Broadcast, Television, Radio and Internet Rights 
We obtained and inspected agreemems or other documentation related ,to the University’s participation in 
revenues from broadcast, television, radio and internet rights to gain an tmderstanding of the relevant terms and 
conditions. 
We compared and agreed related revenues to supporting documentation, the University’s general ledger, and/or 
the statement. 
We recalculated totals withoutexceptiim. 

Program Sales, Concessions, Novelty Sales and Parking 
¯ We performed minimum agreedTupon procedures ibr each maj or revenue account (see points 1-3). 
¯ We recalculated totals without exertion. 

RoyaIties, Advertisements and Sponsorships 
We obtained and inspected selected agreements or other documentation related to the University’s participation 
in revenues from royalties, advertisements, mad sponsorsNps during the reporting pm’iod to gain an 
understanding of fl~e relevant terms and conditions. 

We compared and agreed the related revenues to supporting .documentation, the University’s general ledger, 
and/or the statement. 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Sparts Camp Revenues 
Per inqMry of Department management, no sports camps were conducted by the Departmc~at and/or the 
University durkag the repo~ng period. No amounts for. sports camp revenues were recognized on the 
University’s. gmteral ledger or in the accompanying statement for the reporting period. (Facility use charges 
assessed for camps conducted by third parties using University facilities are included in Other revenues in the 
accompanying statement.) 

Endowment and Investment Income 
We compared the related revenues to budgeted amounts and agreed revenues to current, unrestricted accounts of 

the Department per t~e Umvers~ty s general ledger. 
¯ We recalculated totals without exception. 

Other 
® Other revenues inc!ude facility use charges for certain sports camps conducted using University facilities. We 

judgmentally selected and reviewed five agreements between the University and persons (entities) conducting 
sports camps or clinics dnring the reporting period. 
We obtained schedutes of camp participants for the five camps selected, noting that facility use charges are 
consistent with the terms of the various a~eemevAs. 
We performed minimum agreed-upon procedures for each major reveane aceomat (see points !-3). 
We recalculated totals wi*Jaout exception. 
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Agreed-upon Procedures Report--Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tt_ilI Department of Athletics 

I, 

AGREED-UPON PROCEDUR2ES FOR EXPENSES 

We compared and agreed each operating expense category reported in the statement to the University’s 
general ledger for the reporting period either directly or via reference to supporting schedules provided by 
the University and/or Department. 

2. The University’s Internal Audit Depart, ment (IAD) selected a sample of forty-five (45) operating expenses 

and reviewed supporting documentation for the selected items. 

¯ Ten (10) travel disbursements 
¯ Ten (I0) footbaI1 disbursements 
o Ten (10) basketball disbursements 
¯ Five (5) disbursements for facilities operations 
¯ Five (5) disbursements for the business office 

Five (5) disbursements for general admiMstration 

, 

No exceptions were noted during the disbursement testing except as pertains to the following: 

a) Untimely settlement of an advance. An advance of $17,!25 was used for gift card purchases for 
football The unexpended balance of the advance ($375) was repaid with a cheek dated January 31, 
2012, atong with the submission of documentation for the purchase of the gift cards. The settle-up of 
the advance was approved on February 7, 2012, with the $375 repayment deposited on February 14, 
2012.¯ The settle-up (zeroing out) of the advance was posted to the general ledger April 17, 2012, with 
the posting delay attributed to the use of incorrect account and/or object codes. 

b) Several instances were noted in which PCard purchases were coded to the default object code and then 
adjusted Via journal entry on a timely basis. Based on inquiry, certain Department users did not 
consistently implement certair~ updates to the University’s PCard system in fiscal 2011-2012. The 
mandated procedures reqmre the use of commodity codes that are used to assign object codes, 
minimizing the need for a default code and subsequent journal entry corrections. Department persom~el 
received training on the PCard system~updates in August 2012, and now receive monthly e-mMts 
regarding the importance of complying with these new procedures. 

c) Am instance was noted in which the Department paid for Direct TV receivers no longer used by the 
Department. The old receivers have since been disconnected and removed from the monthly bi11. The 
amount paid for the mmsed receivers approximated $576 in fiscal 2011-2012 and $864 in prior fiscal 
years. The Department has requested a reftmd of these charges. 

We compared m~d agreed each major expense account to prior period amounts and budget estimates. We 
obtained and documented an understanding o f any signific ant variations. 

Athletics Student Aid 
We selected a sample of 25 students from the listing of Deparm~ent student aid recipients. 
We obtained individual student-accoun~ detail for each selection and compared to~al aid allocated from the 
related aid award letter to the student’s account, noting no exceptions. 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

C~l i.’lr ~!ltees 

We obtained m3d inspected home-game reports received by the Department and agreed rotated expenses to 
the University’s general ledger and/or Ne statement. 

, On a test basis, we ago’cod settlement amounts to co~ztractual agreements. No exceptions were noted. 
We recalculated totals without exception. 
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Agreed-upon Procedures Report--Continued : 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

Coaching Salaries, Benefits, and Bonuses Paid By the University and Related Entities 
The University’s Internal Audit DeparLment (LAD) obtained and inspected a listing of coaches employed by 
the University and related entities during the reporting period. 
Based on our instructions, LAD jtid~entally selected a sample of tl coaches’ contracts and/or 
compensation authorizations, including the head coaches for football, men’s and women’s basketball, and 
baseball from the above listing. 

We and/or IAD compared and agreed the financial terms and conditions of selected contracts to the related 
coacking salaries, benefits, and bonuses recorded per the University’s general ledger and/or the statement 
dinting the reporIing period. We reviewed the workpapers prepared by the interna! auditors and examined 
source documents on a test basis, noting no exceptions. 
IAD agreed wages per the ledger detail for calendar 2011 to W-2’s issued for 4 of the 11 coaches 
referenced above, noting no exceptions. 

o We recalculated totals ~v~thout exception. 

Coaching Other Compensation and Benefits Paid by a Third-Party 
Based on our review of selected coaches’ contracts and on inquiries of Department management, we noted 
no coaching other compensation and benefits paid by a third party that were guaranteed by the University. 
No amounts for such were reeorded on the University’s general ledger and/or the statement for the 
reporting period. 

Support Staff/Administrative Salaries, Benefits and Bonuses Paid by the University and Related Entities 
Based on our instractions, the Uaiversi~’s internal Audit Department (IAD) j~dgmentally selected 8 
support staff, reviewed timesheets for approval (if applicable), recalculated amounts paid and payroll 
deductions for one pay period, and agreed amounts to the subsidiary ledger. No.exceptions were noted. 
For 5 of the 8 support staff tested, IAD agreed wages per the ledger detaiI for calemdar 2011 to the W-2 
issued, noting no exceptions. 

We recaIculated totals without exception. 

Support Staff/Administrative Other Compensation and Benefits Paid by a Third Party 

Based on inquiries of Department management, we noted no support staff/administrative salaries, benefits 
and bonuses paid by a third party that were guaranteed by the University. No amounts for such were 
recorded on the University’s general ledger and;or the statement for the reporting period. 

Severance Payments 
Based on our inqukies of Department management, two fo~ner employees were paid severance by the 
Department during the reporting period. We obtained supporting documentation for significant severance 
payments and agreed amounts paid to contract te~-rns, noting no exceptions. 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Recruiting 
We obtained and documented an understanding of the Department’s recruiting expense policies. 

, We compared and agreed *o existing University and NCAA-related po!icies, noting no exceptions. 

We performed mini. "m-am agreed-upon procedures for each major expense account (see points 1-3). 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Team Travel 
We obtained and documented an understanding of the Department’s team travel poetics. 
We compared and agreed these policies to existing University and NCAA-related policies, noting no 
exceptions. 

- We performed rninim~m agreed-upon procedures for each major expense account (see points I-3). 
- We recalcuiated totals without exception, 
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Agreed:upon Procedures Report-- Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Frill Department of Athletics 

Equipment, Uniforms and Supplies 
We agreed the value of equipment, uniforms and supplies provided under art exclusive vendor contract to 
the estimated wholesale value Of such as defined in the contract. 

, We performed minimum agreed-upon procedures for each major expense account (see points i-3). 

We recalculated totals without exception. 

Game Expenses 
¯ We performed minimum agreed-upon procedures each major expense account (see points 1-3). 
¯ We recalculated totals without exception. 

Fund Raising, Marketing and Promotion : 
o We performed minimum agreed-upon procedures for each maj or expense account (see points 1-3). 

We recalculated totals without exception. 

Sports Camp Expenses 
Per inquiry of Department management, no sports camps were conducted by the Department and/or the 
University. No amounts for sports camp expenses were recognized on the University’s general ledger or in 
the accompanying statement for the reporting period. 

Direct Facilities, Maintenance and Rental 
® We agreed debt service expenses to the University’s general ledger and to amortization schedules provided 

by the University’s Business Office for the period. 
We agreed expenses for eapitaI projects to the University’s general ledger and to supporting documentation 
provided by the Department. 

We performed rn~n~mum agreed-~pon procedures for each major expense account (see points 1-3). 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Spirit Groups 
We performed minimum agreed-upon procedures for each major expense account(see points l-3). 

* We recalculated totals without exception. 

Indirect Facilities and Administrative Support 
We compared and agreed indirect facilities and adm{~istrative support to the corresponding revenue 
category in the statement. 
We recalculated totals without exceptiqn. 

Medical Expenses and Medical Insurance 
We performed minimum agreed-upon procedures for each major expense aecotmt (see points 1-3). 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Membership Dues 
We performed minimum agreed-upon t~rocedures fi}r each major expense aceotmt (see points 1-3). 
We recalculated totals without exception. 

Other Operating Expenses 
® We performed minimum agreed-upon p~recedures for each maior expense account (see points 1-3). 

We recalculated totals without exception. 
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Agreed-upon Procedures Report--Continued 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES FOR AFFILIATED AND OUTSIDE ORGANIZATIONS 

We inquired of Department management as to any intercollegiate athletic-related affiliated and outside 
organizations encompassed by the guidelines for these agreed-upon procedures, Department management 
identified The Educational Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) and The Educational Foundation Scholarship 

EndowMent Trust (tEe Trust) as such organizations. 

The Educational Foundation, Inc. operates primarily to assist the Umversity in providing financial 
assistance to students at the University and in supporting programs at theUniversity by providing funds for 
construction and equipment. We compared and agreed amounts per the summary that follows to the 
University’s general ledger for the reporting period and/or supporting schedules provided by the 
Department. Significant amounts were either directly eo~gtrmed by Foundation personnel or reconciled to 
contractual agreemems. 

We obtained and reviewed the audited financial statements of The Educational Foundation, Inc. for the 
reporting period, noting no significant differences from the Department’s summary statement of revenues 
and expenses as pertains to inter-entity transactions. Based on our inquiries of Foundation persont~el, no 
reports regarding internal control matters were issued as a result of the Foundation’s financial statement 
audit for fiscal 201 t-2012. 

Summary of Revenues and Expenses involving The EdueationaI Foundation, Inc. 
(as reported in accompanying statement) 

REVENLrES 
Ticket sales (complimentary tickets) 
Contribmions: 

ScholarsNps (based on dollars funded, 
including transfers from the Trust) 

Reimbursement of salaries, benefits mid 
related charges 

Reimbursement, premium seating catering 
Coverage of debt service 
Pledge agreements 
Other 

$ 394,949 

9,986,500 

2,037,086 
405,825 

1,634,211 
407,143 
738,443 

EXPENSES 
Salaries, benefits, and related charges 
Premium seating catering charges 

2,037,086 
405,825 



Agreed-upon Procedures Report--Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel HiI1 Department of Athletics 

The Educational Foundation Scholarship Endowment 7Yust (the Trust) operates solely to assist the 
University in providing financial assistance to students at the University. On an annual basis, the Board of 
Trustees of the Trust appropriates a portion of the net appreciation on its assets to The Educatkma! 
Fom{dation, Nc. in its capacity as agent for the Trust. We obtained and reviewed the audited financial 
statements of The Educational Foundation Scholarship Endowment Trust for the reporting period, noting a 
distribution of $8,917,172 to theFoundation for seholarstfips. The Fousadation forwarded these funds to the 
University to provide tinancia! assistance to student athletes during fiscal 2011-2012. ~lNe Trust reported 
temporarily restricted net assets of $80,308,678 as.of June 30, 20!2, which are subject to donor-imposed 
restrictions that may or wilt be met either by actions of the Trust ang,"or the passage of time. The Trust 
reported permanently restricted net assets of $107,071,922 as of Jtme 30, 2012, which are subject to donor- 
imposed.stipulations that the assets be maintained permanently by the Trust Generally, the donors of these 
assets permit the Trust to use all or paxt of the earnings on related investments for scholarship purposes. 
Based on our inquiries of Foundation personnel, no reports regarding internal control matters were issued 

as a result of the Trust’s financial statement audit for fiscal 2011-2012. 

AGREED-UPON PROCEDURES FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITL’R-E SURVEY 

Balances reported tn the capital expendit!are survey were obtained vAth the assistance of University Accounting 
Services. 

Total Atl~efic Revenues, Total Athletic Expenses, and Unrestricted Fund BaIance reported therein were adjusted for 
year-end eritries proposed by Department staff and by Romeo, Wiggins & Company, LLP through the date of 

submission to the NCAA. 

We agreed Athletica!1y-Related Facilities .~nnuai Debt Service for the reporting period to the University’s general 
ledger, conflimaed the amount w~th the Umvers.ty s Business Office, and noted the reasonableness of such based on 
the schedules of debt service requirements provided previously by the University’s Business Office. 

We noted the reasonableness of the Ath!etically Related Outstanding Debt Balance at fiscal year-end based on 

supporting schedules provided bY the University’s Business Office. 

We compared and agreed the fair value of endowments Nat are dedicated to the sole support of athletics to detail 
provided by the U~iversity’s Business Office at~ fiscal year-end. 

We agreed administrative support services (direct support provided by the Department to the University) to the 
Umversity’s general ledger for ~he reporting period. 

in keeping with NCAA legislation, the Capital Expenditure Survey is not included as part of ollr agreed-upon 

procedures report. 
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A~eed-upon Procedures Report--Continued 

University of North Carolina at Chapel B_ill DePartment of Athletics 

We were net engaged to and did not conduct an audit, the objective of which would be the expression of an opinion on 
the compliance of the accompanying statement of revenues and expenses of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hili Department of At~etics with NCAA ConstiPation 3.2.4.16. Accordingly, we do not express such an opinion. Had 
we performed additional procedures, other matters might have come to our attentio~ that would have been reported to 
you. 

This report is intended solely for the information and use of the specified parties listed above, and is not intended to be 
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties. 

Raleigh, North Carolina 
Ianuaw 14, 2013 



Page I of 2 

REVENUES 

Operating Revenues: 

1 Ticket Saieg 

2 St~adent Fees 

3 Guarantees 

4 Contributions 

5 Compensation and B.enefits Provided by 
a Third-Part3~ 

6 Direct State or Other Government Support 

7 Direct L~stitut~onal Support 

8 tndirect Facilities and Administrative Support 

9 NCAAiConference Distributions, Including All 

Tournament Revenues 

10 Broadcast, Television, Radio, and Intemet 

Rights 

11 Program Salts, Concessions, Novelb, Sales 

and Parking 

t2 Reyakies, Advertisements and Sponsorships 

13 Sports Camp Revenue~ 

14 Endowment and Investment Income 

15 Other 

UNI~rERSITY OF.NORTt:I CAROLINA AT CItAPFoL HILL DEPARTMENT OF .ATHLETICS 

STATEMENT OF REVENUES AND EXPENSES 

FOR THEYEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012 (UNAUDITED) 

MEN’S WOMEN’S OTHER 

FOOTBALL BASKETBALL BASKETBALL SPORTS 

$ il,058,674 $ I1,542,154 $ 126,057 $ 258,047 

864,250 785,801 71,913 

4,060,871 1,957,933 452,661 7,910,6tl 

3,483,793 2,879,293 

7,836,278 7,838,173 

298,771 

786,049 769,32I 30,750 198,193 

7)91 40,000 

NON PRO G P,A.M 

SPECIFIC 

$ 670,923 

7,173,868 

3,996,673 

DRAFT 

TOTAL 

$ 23,655,855 

7,173,868 

1,721,964 

17,478,749 

1,9t8~214 1,918,214 

358,549 7,020,406 

45,000 I5,719,451 

52,300 1,836,613 

3,661,50! 3,708,892 

36,116 36,116 

2,110,754 2, I54,B02 2,309 1,040 2,488 37,711 

t6 Subtotal Operating Revenue 28,092,224 __._24,881,106 6l!,956 8,815,246 20,023,898 82,424,430 

See independent accountants’ report on the application of agreed-upon procedt~res and accomvanying notes, 
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Page 2 of 2 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTft CAROLINA AT cHAPEL I!ILL DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

STATEMENT Ot~ REVENUES AND EXPEI~SES -- Continued 

FOR TIrE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 2012 (UNAUDIT~D) 

EXPENSES: 

Operating Expenses: 

17    A~}detics Studeut Aid 

18 Guarantees 

19 

22 

Coaching Salaries, Benefits, and Bonuses Paid 

by the University and Related Entities 

Coaching Other Cozapensation and 
Benefits Paid by a Third-Party 

Support Staff-iAdmhfistratlve Salaries, Benefits, 

and Bo~mses Paid by the. University and 

Related Entities 

Support Staff/Admil~k~,lralive Other Corr~pensa~iem 

and Benefil~ Paid by a ’I~’fird-Party 

FOOTBALL 

2,27S,104 

900,000 

5,051,552 

1,852=336 

23 S evt.’rane~ Payments 
1,039,671 

24 Recruiting 
551,230 

25 Team Travel 
1,215,893 

26 Equipment, Uni~brms and Supplies 
853,620 

2"? Game Expenses 
1,I47.335 

28 Fund Raising. Marketing a~d Promotion 

29 Sports Camp Expenses 

30 Direct Faciiiti es, Maintenance and Rental 
4,053,389 

31 Spirit Gmups 

32 Indirect FaeiI~ties and Administrative Support 

33 Medical Expenses and Medical Insurance 

34 Membership and Dues 
2,135 

35 Other Operating Expenses 
419,603 

36 Subtotal Operating Expenses ~    
19,36J,.868- 

EXCESS (DEFIGIENCY’) OF REVEN(~S 

OVER (UNDER) ~XP~NSES $ ~= g,730,356. 

MEN’S 

BASKETBALL 

404=720 

525,000 

2,721,900 

g26,901 

273,7!2 

1.,(}70,74 I 

12g,493 

1,040,597 

1,413 

730 

142~681 

7,136878 

$ t7,744,228_ 

See independent accountants’ report on the applicatiort of agreed-upon procedures and accompanying notes, 

DRAFT 

WOMEN’S OTHER NON-PROGRAM 
BASKETBALL SPORTS SPECIFIC TOTAL 

40704t 1 6,633,364 880,5tt 10,601,110 

147,467 33,0513 1,605,517 

1,096,I28 4,285,875 13,155,455 

307,052 22016I 6 13,924,692 17,131,587 

6,400 t,046,07 i 

197,300 490,459 1,512,70t 

361,0g0 1,408,395 91,051 4,147,160 

99,881 {305,476 1,500,009 3,187,470 

129,054 648 ~396 11t50,122 4,1151494 

789,862 789,862 

! 0,117 849°467 7,535,947 12,450,333 

392,866 392,866 

1,918,214 1,918,2t4 

2,005,251 2,005,251 

358 9,783 1,466,85 S 1,479,862 

160,050 " 642,914 5,017,582 6.382,830 

2,915,898 15,834,195_._ 36,672,944 81,921,781 

$ (2,303,942) $ ~7.0 ! 8.9491 $ (16.649.046} $    502,647 



Notes to Statement of Revenues and Expenses 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 
Year Ended June 30, 2012 

NOTE A--BASIS OF ACCOUNTING 

The accompanying statement of revenues and expenses has been prepared using the accrual basis of accounting, 
whereby revenues are recog~fized when earned and expenses are recorded when an obligation has been incurred. 
Capital expenditures are included in expenses, but are subject to the University’s capitalization policies. 

.{ 

NOTE B--CONTRIBUTIONS IN EXCESS oF 10% 

The Department recognized contributions from The Educational Foundation, Inc. (the Foundation) and The 
Educational Foundation Scholarship Endowment Trust (the Trust) for scholarships of $9,986,500 (based ort funded 
values of scholarships) for fiscal 2011-2012. The Department also recognized contributions from the Foundation for 
reimbursement of salaries, benefits, and related charges of $2,037,086; coverage of debt service of $1,634,211; 
reimbursement of premium seating catering of $405,825; in connection with pledge agreements of $407,!43; and 
Other contributions of $738,443 for the reporting period. 

NOTE C--ALLOCATION OF INDIRECT FACILITIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT COSTS 

Indirect facilities and administrative support costs include the University’s estimate of Department utilities covered 
by the University, as well as Department utilities provided for by the State Smith Center subsidy. The allocation 
rate and method used for allocating indirect facilities and administrative costs are considered by Department 
management m result in a reasonable approximation of the usage/benefit of University facilities and services for 
which no direct charges are incurred by the Department. 

NOTE D--CAPITAL ASSETS 

The Department adheres to the University’s policies and procedures when acquiring, approving, depreciating and 
disposing of intercoliegiate athle*ics-related assets. Capital assets are stated at cost at the date of acquisition or fair 
value at. the date of donation in the case of gifts. The value of assets constructed includes all material direct at~d 
indirect construction costs. Interest costs incurred are capitalized during the period ofc0nstmction. 

Capita1 expenditures are included in expenses in the accompanying statement; however, these expenditures are 
subject to the University’s capitalization policies. The University generally capitaIizes assets that have a vane or 
cost in excess of $5°000 at the date of acquisition and an expected useful life of more than one year. Depreciation is 
compflted using the straight-iine method over the estimated useful lives of the assets, generally 10 to 50 years for 
general infrastructure, I2 to 75 years for buildings, and 6 to 30 years for equipment. 

NOTE E--DEBT SERVICE 

Kenan Stadiztm, Series 1996 ($!2,200,000). The proceeds of figs issuance were used for certain additions and 
renovations to Kenan Memorial Stadium. The bonds were refunded with a portion of proceeds from the issuance of 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hi!l Variable Rate General Revenue Bonds (hereinafter, 2001 General 
Revenue Bonds) on February 7, 2001. The primary reason for the refunding was to restructure the source from 
which certain bond principal and interest payments will be paid, and to release certain funds held under bond sinking 
fund and maintenance reserve requirements. As the refunding was primarily variable rate for variable rate bond 
issues, no new interest rate fluctuation risk was:: acquired. (The 2001 General Revenue Bonds averaged an effective 
interest rate of 5.03 % for fiscal 2011 ~2012.) The Department of Attfletics is required to provide for its prorata share 
of maturities of the 2001 Genera1 Revenue Bonds, pins interest and fees. Debt service totaled $1,033,233 for the 
reporting period. 
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Notes to Statement of Revenues and Expenses--Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

NOTE E--DEBT SERVICE--Continued 

The prorata share of the 2001 General Revenue Bonds used to refund the Kenan Stadium, Series 1996 bonds 
mat-t~res as follows: 

Fiscal Years Ending June 30 Princi~ Interest 

2013 $ 886,700 $ 203,461 
2014 888,200 159,079 
2015 896,700 114,155 
2016 896,800 69,117 
2017 996,800 20,9.6_Q 

$ 4,.5..6.. 5, 20~ $ ..... 566;772 

Kenan Stadium Renovations .PHI ($25, !87,463). These proceeds from the University’s. issuance of 2009 General 
Revenue Bonds were used for.Phase I of the renovation of Kenan Stadium. The Department completed its da-aw- 
dow~ of fi,mds a~d began making debt service payments in fiscal 2011-2012. The effective interest rate is 5.03%, 
Debt service for the reposing period approximated $! ,634,211 (with a contribution of the same amount recognized 
from the Foundatiota).Unpaid principal payments are due as follows at June 30, 2012: 

Fiscal Ye=s End[ha June 30 Princ{p2aI Interest 

2013 $ 416,056 $ 1,214,475 

2014 436,984 1,194,342 

2015 458,964 1,171,720 
2016 482,050 1,149,527 

2017 506,297 1,121,701 

2018 531,764 1,096,793 

20!9 558,512 1,069,264 

2020 586,605 1,041,766 
2021 616,111 1,008,805 

2022 64~102 978~086 

2023 ". 679,651 9d4,586 
2024 71,3,837 9t0,633 

2025 749,743 87!,422 

2026 787,455 833,632 

2027 827,064 792,866 

2028 868,666 751,057 

2029 912,359 704,241 

2030 958,251 657,846 

2031 1,006,451 608,238 

2032 1~057,076 556,870 

2033 !,110,247 500,799 

2034 1,166,092 443,933 

2035 1,224,746 383,565 
2036 1,286,35! 320,564 
2037 1,351,055 253,231 

2038 1,419,013 183,623 
2039 1,490,389 110,162 

2040 1,565,356 33,005 

$24,414,247    $ 2Q~6,752 
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Notes to Statement of Revenues and Expenses--Continued 
University of North Carolina at Chapel frill Department of Athletics 

NOTE E--DEBT SERVICE--Continued 

Carmichaet Auditorium ($30,909,927) These proceeds from the University’s issuance of 2009 General Revenue 
Bonds were used for the renovation of Carmichael Auditorium. The Department completed its draw-down of funds 
and began making debt service payments in fiscal 20! 1-2012. The effective interest rate is 5.03%. Debt service for 
the reporting per~0d approximated $2,005,490, with principal payments due as follows at June 30, 2012: 

Fiscal Years Ending June 30 Principal Interest 

2013 
2014 
2015 
2016 
2017 
2018 
2019 
2020 
2021 
2022 
2023 
2024 
2025 
2026 
2027 
2028 
2029 
2030 
203! 
2032 
2033 
2034 
2035 
2036 
2037 
2038 
2039 
2040 

$ 510,58I 
536,263 
563,237 
59t,568 
621,324 
652,576 
685,401 
719~876 
756,086 
794,117. 
834,061 
876,015 
920,078 
966,358 

1,014,966 
1,066,019 
t,119~40 
1, i75,957 
t ~235,108 
1,297,234 
1,362,485 
t,431,018 
!,502,998 
1,578,599 
1,658,002 
1,741~0o 
1,828;992 
1,920~991 

$ 1,490,393 
1,465,687 
1,437,924 
!,410,689 
1,376,542 
1,345,975 
1,312,t92 
1,278~46 

t,237,996 
1,200,299 
1,I59,188 
!,!17,520 
1,069,401 
!,023,026 

972,998 
921,690 
864238 
807,303 
746,424 
683,386 
614,576 
544,79I 
470,708 

-393,394 
310,763 
225,341 
I35,190 
40,503 

Other Borrowings: At June 30, 20t2, flae Department had taken draw-downs in connection with ecrtahl other 
borrowings (financed wkh proceeds of the University’s issuance of 2009 General Revenue Bonds). Debt service on 
other borrowings is expected to begin in fiscal 20 !2-2013. 
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Notes to Statement of Revenues and Expenses--Continued 
U~iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

NOTE F--RESTRICTED AND ENDOWMENT FUNDS 

Restricted funds, though outside the scope of the accompanying statement, represent externally restricted 
funds which may only be utilized by the Department in accordance with the purposes established by the 
source of such funds. These restricted funds reported support and revenue of $1,780,320 and expenses of 
$1~285,217 for the reporting period. The Department reported restricted fund equity Of $2,337,803 as of 
June 30, 2012. 

Endowment funds held by the University under an AtNetie Depmmen* fund aW&ority, which arc also 

outside the scope 0fthe accompanying statement, are subject to the restrictions ,of gift instruments requiring 
in perpetuity that the principal be invested and the income only be utilizedby the Department in accordance 
with the purposes established by the source of such funds. These endowment funds reported investment 
income of $328,71t (as credited to restricted funds) and a net change in fair value of investments of 
($248,409) for the repo~,ng period. The Department reported endowment fund equity of $5,787,214 as o£ 
June 30, 2012, with investments valued at estimated fair market value by the University using the unit 
value method. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 10:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu:~ 

RE: t~f: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at ~reening of"Schooled" in October 

Thank you, Vhlce, I completely understand about the flood of emails that you and Cricket receive and I’m sorry to add to the mix Q 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 10:03 AN 
To: Norton, Molly; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: k-~V: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Molly. 

I will contact Ms. Purvis at some point in the near future to schedule a meeting. We are literally flooded with individuaJs and organizations oflEring to provide their 

services (for a fee) to our student-athletes. We roll continue to do our best to sort through all of the salesmanship to try. to identify- individuals and organizations who 

oiler the best and most eltEctive services while being mindful of our budget limitations. 

Thanks for the message and please know that we will take care of this. 

Vince 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:56 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: FW: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Vince and Cricket, 

When you have a moment, can you reach out to Charlotte to coordinate a meeting date and time? If you’d like [:or me to assist in scheduling the meeting, please 

let me know. 

Thank you both for your help with this! 

Molly 

From: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: Hr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Molly, your advice please. Do I contact Vince and Cricket or will they contact me? 
Thank you kindly. 

Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte Pm’,~is 

Perfect Balance 

Organize Your Life ~- Balance Your Success 

1804 Martin I;ut:her King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile 

Office (9195 908 7131 

_Lv3_v3__v__:p__ e r fc c tb al an c e nc ¯ c on ~ 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 12:25 PM, Charlotte Purvis <_c_’__h__&ri[~)£__e__r_l__’_e__c__t_~!_ta_!)__c__e___r!__c_:_c_’_£__nj_> wrote: 
Hello Molly, 
I really appreciate your prompt and helpful reply. I look forward to meeting Vince and Cricket -- and you as well. 
Thank you. 

Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte Pu t~:is 

Per[eet Balanee 

Organize Your Life ~- Balance Your Suecess 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile .................................... 

Office (919) 908 7131 

www. p e rfe c t:b a] an e e ne. e orn 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 11:27 AM, Norton, Molly <mbnorton@anc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charlotte~ 

rhanl~s for your email. [¢ubba enj.:>/ed meeting you in October. 

Bubba has ask~-_~d that Vince tile, Senior Associate AD, and Cricket: Lane, Assistant Athlet:ic Director for Stuch:_~nt-At:hlet:e S~-_~rvic~:_~s, meet with you. ["w? copied Cricl~et 

and Vince on this email so that you all can coordinate a cor~venient time to meeting date and time. 

I[: I can be of further assistance, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Mofly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 



Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P,O, Box 2126 

Camous (’k~x 8500 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 ifa×) 

mbnorton@unc,edu 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 4:15 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 

@qmail.coml on Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 

Subject; Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 
Greetings Molly, 
Bubba Cunningham’s wife     introduced me to him in October at the screening of "Schooled." I shared that 1 have been 
fortunate to have great success conducting communication coaching programs for corporate leaders. I now wish to 
conduct similar programs for college and professional athletes. 
Please share with Bubba that meeting him,     , and his mother in October was a highlight of 2013. It would be an 
honor to meet with him in 2014 to discuss our mutual interest in student athletes and their success. 
By the way, when I met with Chris Faison of the Minority Male Program, he suggested that I write to you and ask you to 
share this message with Bubba Cunningham. Thank you kindly. 
Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte Put~is 

Perfect Balance 

Organize Your Life ~- Balance Your Success 

1804 Martin I;uther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 
Mobile , 

Office [9_19] 908 7131 

3k:Fk:Fkt:P e rfe ct:b a] anee ne.e om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 1:12 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Leadership Academy 

Si~dk.’y, 

..... -. <,J::,J, ,,-L, [t io>ks iik’: b, ~k’: i~:’s >ak’zn :.~n:" i ~¢:r p:sa~’ fic~m ""s .......... 

’,/Jr:o’s 

S ,e I%,’ a~,d ] F-:td :,’,:,,’ert~l r-,~eetihgs wth Yt~ri~or-: regt~r,:~ r?.~ o~,:;ot~r,:~ n< o1: ~,e,,,v st41f memb’,z~s, C’n we ~e’,.,is t this with },o, ~ sco~,? 

] hanks, 

Cr cl,:;et 

From: Leslie Barnes [mailto:Ibames@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20:t4 3:l:t PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: Leadership Academy 
This is what I texted you about.,,. We actually would have until 12:30 they would iust be eating too! 

From: Niesha Campbell 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20J.4 3:04 PH 
To-" Leslie Barnes 
Subject: Leadership Academy 

Leadership Academy- Invitation to Speak 
Leadership Academy is designed to increase new staff members awareness’ o1" different areas o1" Duke Athletics and to provide them 

opportunities for professional development, 
We would love for you to lead a professional development session on the topic "Student Athlete Development and Identifying My Leadership 

th Skills" and provide an overview of your job. The date is Tuesday February 4 frem 11:00-12:00 in the K Center Classroom, Please also find 
attached the names and email addresses of the participants. 
Please let me know if you need anything else, 
Thanks again for your help! 

1’lilt 
Richard Bowman 

Daniel Enders 

Drew Turner 

Ryan Miller 

lames ttarrell 

Beeea Wilusz 

Kelly Marcolini 

Kendall B utters 

Megan Taub 

Kyle Mumma 

Deborah Milam 

Bradley Amersbach 

Ashleigh Beaver 

D evin Abad 

Sheldon Dunlap 

Maddie Salamone 

]eremy Fritz 

Billy Zarzour 

|lul~l|mlol~ll 

Academic Services 

Blue l)e~dl Network 

Development 

Development 

Football 

Game Operations and Facilities 

Marketing & Promotions 

Marketing & Promotions 

Marketing & Promotions 

Men’s Basketball 

Recreation & Physical 
Education 

Sports Information 

Sports Performance 

Sports Performance 

Sports Performance 

Ticket Office 

Recreation & Physical 
Education 

Development 

fflft~I’ 
rbowman@duaa.duke.edu 

~_g___m___aj_!:__c_9__n_~ 
dtumer@duaa.duke.edu 

rtmiller@g,cofc.edu 

iha vve H @duaa.duke.edu 

~wilusz@duaa.duke.edu 

kmarcolini@duaa.duke.edu 

kbutters@duaa,duke.edu 

Dgmail:com 

kmumma@duaa,duke.edu 

dmilam@duaa,duke.edu 

ban’tersbaeh@duaa.duke.edu 

abeaver~ duaa.duke.edu 

dabad @springfieldcollege.edu 

_s__d___u___nJ__a_p__@__d___u__a___a__:__d__u___k___e_:__e___d___u_ 
msalamone @duaa.duke.edu 

j_tr_!_t__z__@__d___u__~_a__:__d_u__k___e_:__e___d___u_. 

b_._z a_r_ z__o_._u_ r__@ d__u_.a_ a_:_d__u_.~ .e_: .e_d__u. 



Back to work on the Road to Success 

Jan 6th marked opening day of practice %r tile Tar Heels. Coach Papa was very pleased with how the team 
returned both men:tally and physically after the holiday break. We will continue building on our mental tough- 
hess, ph3:sical strength, and improxing skills before our season opener February ,~h against Northern Iowa at 

the Lotfisiana Lafayette tournament. The tournament spread includes match-ups against Texas, Pro’due & 
Lo~dsiana Lafayette. 

!~ilili i !!i!I 

Off The Field              J 

l 
After practice the team mellowed out at i 

Chapel Hill’s eclectic Mellow Mushroom 
1 

Coach Papa’s Radio Interview 

Coach Papa was featured on Coach Roges 

Radio Show on Episode 110 

Click Here to listen 

..... In the Classroom 11:: 

..... Grade reports are in and our Tar Heels iiii 

..... achieved a overall team GPA of for 1111 

..... the Fall Semester. We are proud of their iiii 

..... hard work and commitment to both .... 

..... academic & athletic excellence! :ii: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr-- 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 3:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAl. program 

It is marked on my calendar. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 2:43 PM 
To: ’Jason Cummins’ 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Jat Thompson 
Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Jason, 
It looks like the morning of Jmmary 29 works for us here. Cm~ we schedule a meeting tbr 10 AM that day? If so, please let me know and we can finalize details. 

Thanks again m~d we look forward m meeting with you. 

Vince 

From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpeffomqance.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 10:01 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Jat Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Mr. Ille, 

Thank you for your note. We would love to schedule a meeting to learn about UNC’s existing initiatives and share more about Horizon. The week of January 26th 

would work best for us. Jut is in Coronado, CA working with the SEALs for the next couple weeks, and I’ll be teaching a leadership course at UK beginning the week 
of January 12. 

How about the morning of Wednesday, Jaima~ 29th? We are completely flexible on the time. If that date is suppolIable, I’ll go ahead and make the necessaxy 

mrangements on my end. Thanks again. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(c-func.edu> wrote: 

Jason and Jar, 

ThaJ~ks for reaching out to us. I’m looking ii~rward to learning more about your work and potential opportunities to collaborate. Are you available the week of January 

12 or Janua~ 26? Please let me know what days and time periods might work best tbr you so we can schedule a phone call or a meeting. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image00B.jpg > 

From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 :t:31 PN 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; llle, Vince 
Co: Jar Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 
For the past 10 years, Horizon Performance has partnered ruth some of the world’s most elite organizations to improve both individual and team perfolmaalce. The 

common thread among each of these organizations is the Iiict that their primary product is their people. College athletics is no difiL~rent. Whether student- athletes, 

coaches, or administrative stafI, people axe the lifeblood of the progrmn. 

Last year we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specifically partnering with the UniversiW of Kentucky. You will not 

see reference to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing efforts, instead focusing on building relationships, 

earning trust, and es¢ablishing the ~’stems necessary for our process. An updated website will go "live" in Febrnary. 

Moving forward, our desire is to work with a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic achievement. We feel 

the University of North Carolina shares this commitment. 

While I’m currently in Lexington, our company headquarters is located in Cary, NC. I welcome the oplyorttmity to meet to share more about our innovative process 

and unique approach. Thank you tbr your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 

Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 

Horizon Perfornlance 

_12___t__tR:_l/www. ho rizon p er fo rm a n ce.co m 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Jat Thompson <iat(a)horizonperformance.com> wrote: 

Mr Cunninghi~n’L 

Thank you for receiving my earlier emait and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss what we are doing with key personnel on your staff. I promise we wilt not 

disappoint 

Dr. l.ar~e, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 

i’ve included Jason Cummins (DirecLor of our ALMetics Division) on this emaiL Jason is i~ retired Army Colon~:_~[ thi~t taught at: West: Point and has been worldng with 

Mit:ch Barnhart i~nd the University of tO:_mtucky ~ttflet:ics ~rogram over th~:_~ past yei~r. Ne wili be able to ~rovide mor~:_~ d~-:d:ail regarding Horizon’s work in At:Met:its 



L.;_3.;_Jkif~g ~orw~rd Lo c.;_3~]th]uin~ the C.;_JF~versi~ti.;_JF~, 

Jst 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:bubba.cunninqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:32 AM 
To; .]at Thompson 
Co; Lane, Cricket; ,johnson, Shelley H; Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Dear Jat, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, I’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince Ille to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of how we could 

work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and I’m sure they will be corresponding with you shortly after the 

first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningharn 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: -]at Thompson [iat@hodzonpelformance.com] 
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject; UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, and Army 

Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the U K athletic program. At U K we are shaping student athletes to be people of character, 

competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on and off the field. 

We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jat 

Jat Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Caw, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

http:!/www.horizonperformance.com 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and!or 

otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this communication or its substance is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from your computer system. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Cummins -qason.cummins@horizonperfonnance.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary- 8, 2014 3:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edw~; Jar Thompson <jaf~:horizonpertbrmance.com> 

Re: UNC athletes and oar NmT SEAL program 

Vince, 

That is perfect. Please just pass along the location specifics as you finalize the details. Jat and I look forward to meeting you and your team on Wednesday, Janualy 

29th at 10:00am. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 2:42 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason, 

It looks like the morning of Jmma~ 29 works for us here. Can we schedule a meeting for 10 AM that day? If so, please let me know and we can finalize 
details. Thanks again and we look forward to meeting ruth you. 

Vince 

From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent= Sunday, January 05, 20:[4 :[0:0:[ PM 
To= llle, Vince 
Cc= Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Jar Thompson 
Subject= Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Mr. Ille, 
Thank you for your note. We would love to schedule a meeting to learn about UNC’s e~sting initiatives and share more about Horizon. The week of 

JanuaD~ 26th would work best for us. Jat is in Coronado, CA working ruth the SEALs for the ne~ couple weeks, and I’ll be teaching a leadership course 

at UK begi~ming the week of JanuaD~ 12. 

How about the morning of Wednesday, Jannasy 29th? We are completely flexible on the time. If that date is supportable, I’ll go ahead and make the 
necesmry arrangements on my end. Thanks again. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@;~anc.edu> wrote: 

Jason and Jat, 

Thanks for reaching oat to us. I’m looking forward to leavening more about your work and potential opportunities to collaborate. Are you available the 

week of Januaxy 12 or January 26? Please let me know what days and time periods might work best for you so we can schedule a phone call or a 

meeting. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 

From= Jason Cummins [mai~t~jas~n~cummins@.h.~.~..r.].z...q.n.R.eLf..~.~.r.r.[).a.~.c~.e.:~.c..~.~[n] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 0:[, 20:[4 :[:3:[ PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; 1lie, Vince 
Cc: Jat Thompson 
Subject= Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 

For the pas~t 10 years, Horizon Perfommnce has partnered with some of the world’s most elite organizations to improve both individual and team 

perfommnce. The common thread among each of these organizations is the fact that their primary product is their people. College athletics is no different. 

Whether student-athletes, coaches, or administrative start, people are the lifeblood of the progranl. 

Last year we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specifically partnering with the University of Kentucky. 

You will not see retbrence to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing efforts, instead focusing on 

building relationship~ earning trust, and establishing the systems necessary for our process. An updated website will go "live" in February. 

Moving forward, our desire is to work with a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic 
achievement. We feel the University of North Carolina shares this commitment. 

While I’m currently in Lexington, our company headqumnters is located in Cary, NC. I welcome the opportunity to meet to share more about oar 

innovative process and unique approach. Thmflc you for your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 

Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 

Horizon Performance 

http:i/www.horizonperformance.com 
On Dec 31, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Jat Thompson <ia~horizonpertbrnmrtce.com> wrote: 



Mr. Cu~lni~lgham, 

Thank you for receiving my earlier email and I appreciate the opportuF)ity to discuss wha~ we are ch:~in~ with key perso~l~lel on your staff. I promise we 

will not disappoint 

Dr. Lane~ Mrs, Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 

I’ve included Jason Cummins (Director of our Athletics Division) on this emait. Jason is a retired Army Colonel that taught at West Point and has been 

working with Mitch Barnhart and the University of Kentucky athletics program over the past year. He will be able to provide more detail regarding 

Horizon’s work in Athletics. 

Looldng forward to corH:inuin~ the conversation, 

J a ~: 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto: bubba.cunninqham@unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 32, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Jar Thompson 
C¢: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
DearJat, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, I’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince Ille to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of 

how we could work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and I’m sure they will be corresponding 

with you shortly after the first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

From: Jar Thompson [iat@horizonperformance.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, 

and Army Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the UK athletic program. At UK we are shaping student athletes to 

be people of character, competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on 

and off the field. 

We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jat 

Jat Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Can/, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

http:i/www.hodzonperformance.com 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential and/or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the 

employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other 

use of this communication or its substance is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from 

your computer system. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 3:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P% Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.e&P 

RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAl. program 

Vir:c’: 

] h41~l,:~, 

Cr cl,:;¢]t 

From: rile, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:31 PN 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: FW: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Where would you all prefer to meet? If you can identify the besl location for this in Loudemfilk, I will let Jason know. Thanks. 

From: Jason Cummins [mailto:iason.cummins@horizonperformance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:26 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; 3at Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Vlnce, 

That is pertEct. Plea~ just pass along the location specifics as you finalize the details. Jat and I look tbrward to meeting you aJ~d your team on Wednesday, January 

29th at 10:00aa11. 

My Best. 

Jason 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 2:42 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&unc.edu > wrote: 

Jason, 

It looks like the morning of January 29 works tbr us here. Can we schedule a meeting for 10 AM that day? If so, plea~ let me know mad we can finalize details. 
Thanks again and we look tbrward to meeting with you. 

Vince 

From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 10:01 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Co: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Jar Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Mr. Ille, 

ThaJ~k you tbr your note. We would love to schedule a meeting to learn about UNC’s existing initiatives and share more about Horizon. The week of January 26th 

would work best for us. Jat is in Coronado, CA working with the SEALs tbr the next couple weeks, and 1’11 be teaching a leadership course at UK beginning the week 
of January 12. 

How about the morning of Wednesday, Janua~~ 29th? We are completely flexible on the time. If that date is supportable, I’ll go ahead and make the necessa~~ 

arrangements on my end. Thanks again. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~’~unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason and Jar, 

Thanks tbr reaching out to us. I’m looking tbrward to learning more about your work and potential opportunities to collabx~rate. Are you available the week of Janua~ 

12 or January 26? Please let me know what days and time periods might work best tbr you so we can ~hedule a phone call or a meeting. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 

i ilj!ijj2,:2)i2:j~:Ejj?::j2:jj!j?!. 
<image003.jpg > 
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From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 1:31 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Co: Jar Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Dr. I,ane, Mrs..!ohnson, and Mr. Ille, 

For the past 10 years, Horizon Performance has partnered with rome of the world’s most elite organizations to improve both individual and team pertbrnmnce. The 
common thread mnong each of these organizations is the thct that their primau product is their people. College athletics is no dill}rent. Whether student-athletes. 

coaches, or administrative start; people are the lifeblood of the program. 

Last yem we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specifically partnering with the UniversiD" of Kentucl~. You will not 

see reference to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing efforts, instead focusing on building relationships, 

earning trust, and establishing the systems necessaW for our process. An updated website will go "live" in February. 

Moving forward, our desire is to work with a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic achievement. We feel 

the Universi~’ of North Carolina shares this commitment. 
While I’m currently in Lexington, our company headquarters is located in CAD’, NC. I welcome the opportunity to meet to share more about our innovative process 



and unique approach. Thank you for your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 

Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 
Horizon Perfonna~ce 

._I2_Lt_P__ j_Zw____w____w__.___h__o___r_Lz___o___n_Q___e__r__f_Q__r_m_a__n__c e_.__c___o__m_ 
On Dec 31, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Jat Thompson ~qi£__tt~!~_?_p__z~_N_)_eLt~?!7__r_t~4!7__c_._e__:_C_RLn_2- wrote: 

Mr. Cunningharn, 

Thank you for receiving my earlier’ email and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss what we are doing with key personnel on your staftL I prornise we will not 

disappoint. 

Dr. Cane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. INe, 

I’w-’_~ included Jason Cummins (Director of our Athletics Division) on this ,-_~mail. Jason is a retired Army Colonel that taught ~it W,-_!st Point and has been working with 

Mitch garnhart and the Univ,:_~rsity of Kentucky athletics program over the past year< He will b,-_~ able to provide more detail regarding Horizon"s work in Athletics. 

Looking forward to continuing the conversation, 

Jat 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:bubba.cunningham@unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:32 AN 
To; Jat Thompson 
Cc; Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Subject" RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Dear Jar, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, l’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince llle to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of how we could 

work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and l’m sure they will be corresponding with you shortly after the 

first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Jar Thompson [j_a__t_~__~L?__rLz__o__D_p___e___ff___qE__m___a__n___c__e_._&_qLr_fl 
Sent-" Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AM 
To-" UNC Athletics Director 
Subject" UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, and Army 

Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the U K athletic program. At U K we are shaping student athletes to be people of character, 

competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on and off the field. 

We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jar 

Jat Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Cary, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

http:!/www.horizonperformance.com 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or 

otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this communication or its substance is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from your computer system. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Januao~ 9, 2014 7:58 AM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: schedule mtg to discuss recmifing? 

Dear Mr. Haydon, I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to touch base with you again and check your availabili~’ to meet with me. I am available to meet on 

the following days: 

Mon 1/13 any time before 2pro 

Tue 1/14 any time before 2pm 

Wed 1/22 any time betbre 2pm 

Thur 1/23 between noon and 2pro 

Fri 1/24 any lime before lpm 

I know this is a busy time tbr you and the/botball team as NSD approaches. I wofft WJae too much of your time. I really want/botball to be represented in the 

Working Group’s conversation about recruiting. 

Also, the Working Group met this week and decided that our next meeting would focus on recruiting and academics. I would love for you to join the discussion on 

Friday January 24, 2-3:30pm South Building 105. If you can’t stay for the entire meeting no worries, just come as long as your schedule allows. 

Thank you again, I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 1:36 PM, Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Haydon, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on the Provos~t’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working C~up 

(https://provost.unc.edu/policies/students- and-pro-,rsms~universitv-launches-s~ldent- aflflete-academic-Hlitiative-working-group/). My role ruth the 

Working Group is to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For 

example, the Working Group so far has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. We would like to learn more about the s~udent- athlete 
recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC communicate its academic mission and academic opportunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does 

UNC screen prospective student-athletes for academic preparedness? I understand that recruifing is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs 

for each intercollegiate sporL Vince recommended that I meet with you to discuss recruiting for tbotball. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 

9am and 2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best tbr you? Thank you very much, I look lbrward to meeting you soon. 

All my best. 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -- ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Januao~ 9, 2014 8:00 AM 

I,evy, Jelmitbr S ~enny.levy@anc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: schedule a mtg to discuss recruiting? 

Dear Coach Levy, I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to touch base with you again and check your availability to meet with me. I mn available to meet on the 

following days: 

Mon 1/13 any time before 2pro 

Tue 1/14 any time before 2pro 

Wed 1/22 any time betbre 2pm 

Thur 1/23 between noon and 2pro 

Fri 1/24 any lime before lpm 

I know this is a busy time/br you. I won’t take too much of your time. I really want women’s lacrosse to be represented in the Working Group’s conversation about 
recmilmg. 

Also, the Working Group met this week and decided that our next meeting would focus on recmifing and academics. I would love tbr you to join the discussion on 

Friday January 24, 2-3:30pm South Building 105. If you can’t stay for the entire meeting no worries, just come as long as your schedule allows. 

Thank you again, I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 1:39 PM, Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Levy, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on the Provos~t’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working C~up 

(https://provost.unc.edu/policies/students- and-progmms~universitv-launches-s~ldent- athlete-academic-Hlitiative-working-group/). My role ruth the 

Working Group is to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For 

example, the Working Group so far has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. We would like to learn more about the s~udent- athlete 
recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC communicate its academic mission and academic opportunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does 

UNC screen prospective student-athletes for academic preparedness? I understand that recruifing is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs 

for each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with you to discuss recrniting for women’s lacrosse. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 

9am and 2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best tbr you? Thank you very much, I look lbrward to meeting you soon. 

All my best. 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 8:05 AM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: schedule mtg to discuss recruiting? 

Hi Debbi, 
It was a pleasure to speak with goi~ just know, Just to confirm, we’ll meet on Wednesday 1/22 at I0:00 AM, Look forward to seeing you then! 
All the best, 

Joe Haydon 
Director of [¢ootbali ()peratio~s 

Uiliversitv of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.843.2572 

.])___a_zdon@ uric. e du 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 7:58 AM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: schedule mtg to discuss recruiting? 
Dear Mr. Haydon, I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to touch base with you again and check your availability to meet with me. I am available to meet on the 

follomng davs: 

Mon 1/13 any time before 2pm 

Tue 1/14 any time before 2pm 

Wed 1/22 mW time before 2pm 

Thur 1/23 between noon and 2pro 

Ffi 1/24 an5, lime before lpm 

I blow this is a busy time for you and the football team as NSD approaches. I won’t take too much of your time. I really want football to be represented in the 

Working G~onp’s conversation about recruiting. 

Also, the Working Group met this week and decided that our next meeting would focus on recruiting mad academics. I would love tbr you to join the discussion on 

Friday January 24, 2-3:30pm South Building 105. If you cm~’t stay tbr the entire meeting no worrie~ j ust come as long as your sche&de allows. 

Thank you again, I look lbrward to seeing you soon. 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 1:36 PM, Debbi Clarke < ~g_r_ll~!_:_c_£Ln_> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Haydon, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Ctmningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

(h~s:/,,’provos~.unc.edu,’F:~licies,’stt~dents-and-progmms,’univet~itv-lamMles-student-afltlete-academic-hfitiative-working-group/). IVly role with the Working Group is to 

document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they gradnate. For example, the Working G~onp so fax 
has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. We would like m learn more about the student-athlete recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC 

communicate its academic mission and academic op[x)rtunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes tbr academic 

preparedness? I understaJld that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with 

you k) discuss recruiting tbr football. 

I hope that we cml meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 9am and 

2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you ve~ much, I look forward to meeting you soon. 

All my best, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~ ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 8:06 AM 

Haydon, Joe <ha’y’don@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

Re: schedule mtg to discuss recruiting? 

Joe, Thank you so much for your call, I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Debbi 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:04 AM, "Haydon, Joe" <haydon(tbanc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debbi, 
It was a ple~sure to speak with you iust know, ,Jt~st to confirm, we’[ImeetortW~:_~dnesdavli22atI(}:O(}AM, Lookforwardtoseeingyouther~! 
All the best, 

)ee Hayden 
Director ol" Football Operadons 
Uniwq’sity of North Carolina 
Phot~e: 919.8¢3.2572 
haydon@unc.edu 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: (@gmail~cotn] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20J.4 7:58 AN 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Cc: Ille, VJnce 
Subject: Re: schedule mtg to discuss recruiting? 
Dear Mr. Haydon, I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to touch base with you again and check 5,our availabiliW to meet with me. I am available 

to meet on the following days: 

Mon 1/13 any time betbre 2pm 

Tue 1/14 any time betbre 2pm 

Wed 1/22 any time before 2pm 

Thur 1/23 between noon and 2pm 

Fri 1/24 anytime before lpm 

I know this is a bus3, time for you and the football team as NSD approaches. I won’t take too much of your time. I really want tbotball to be represented 

in the Working Group’s conversation about recruiting. 

Also, the Worldng Group met this week and decided that our next meeting would focus on recruiting and academics. I would love for you to join the 

discussion on Friday January 24, 2-3:30pm South Building 105. If you can’t stay for the entire meeting no worries, just come as long as your schedule 

allows. 

Thank you again, I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 1:36 PM, Debbi Clarke < ~bgmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Haydon, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work with Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

(ht3.£.s..~!:~.Er~4?2.s3.:.u.JLc.:.e~d..tJ:!I.~?.~.i.c..i.e..~:~.s..t..u..~1.~!1t~.~1~12Er~E~:~.u~i2~i)2~.!~h~2~.ud~J~t2~.~t~.~i.~ti~3:>:~ki~.u~!). My role with the 

Working (koup is to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For 

example, the Working (houp so far has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. We would like to learn more about the s~mdent- athlete 

recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC communicate its academic mission and academic opportunities to studeN-athlete recruits? And how does 

UNC screen prospective student-athletes for academic preparedness? I understand that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs 

tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with you 1,~ discuss recruiting tbr football. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next [bw weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most dws between 

9am mad 2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you very much, I look fi~rward to meeting you soon. 
All my best, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



Froln~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <~ille@tmc.edu:~ 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu-~; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Re: Top 3 ’Fop 10 Spreadsheets 

Thanks, Vince. 

Would you be ok with us posting these on the FAC Sakai site, so that other members of FAC can look at them prior to our meeting ne~ Tuesday’? 

Best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

University, of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

moslev~unc.edu 

O11, , at 6:42 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Considering the meeting we had in Bubba’s otfice betbre the holidays, I thought the infbrmation attached might be of interest to you. 

From: 
Sent: Friday,              1:31 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Ne, Vince; Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

All, 
I put together the attached spreadsheets for Bubba and figured~ pass them along to each of you in case you were interested. They look at 

each of our sports over the past four seasons and how well they performed athletically and academically both nationally and within the conference. 

The first attachment uses APR as the academic metric, the second uses GSR. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, 

<Top_3_Top_l 0_Results AP R.xlsx><Top_3_Top_l 0_Results G SR.xlsx> 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domino, Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:39 AM 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu>;                           @live.unc.edu-~; Domina, Julie 

<jdomina@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lamj A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; GisselmaJ1, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu*; Greene, Michael 

<greenem@emaJl.unc.edu>;                         @live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
" " ~live.unc.edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliam@email.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <djlc a)unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael 

<mperkins@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T -d~ob@unc.edu>;                     ~?live.unc.edu>;         ~)gmail.com; Stratton, 

Rachel K <rkstratt@emaJl.unc,edu>; Temple, Abbey <adoran@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Young, Marissa Veronica 

<mvyoung@emaJl.unc.edw, 

FW: SB Schedule 

Practice Schedules gpfing.docx 

From: Young, larissa Veronica 

Sent: Thursday 10:25 AM 
To: Domina, Julie 
Subject: SB Schedule 

Julie 

Can you please send this out to all our support staff, Vince & Mike. 

Thank you, 

Marissa Young 

i!..: !" :! :~ ~..;~!ii i 2: :~ i! i..; Of i~i O Y i!!/:! :iiiii!~ i :C?,;J ,~’~ :!i 

Assistant Softball Coach 
cell 

919-962-5105 fax 
ijS-ijS-ijS-:-:]-:jiJ j ’l-~jl ,-~j~ ij-!ji i;:j,-:-ly)[J: 

i~2i~Z/~.::~i:~!.~i.~i~i~:~i!~I~:~.i!:i:i2!~i~i:!:ii~ii[t~:iiL~ii~:~i..~:~;i~:~i~:~i 
Follow us on Facebook: ..~J.t.L,.’,.’.~!~..~a.£~.t.~{K!!~,~;gZE!/:~a..£1:~!t.~J.~.{}!!;!?.~.[! 

Instagram: L~ NCS<>,~’~:L,,~II 



Softball Practice Schedules: 

Uv~sor, soek~, and 

sleew~s aJwaw 

match each othor) 

Shirt 
Shorts 
Pants 

SocksNisor 

Monday 

Black 
CB 

Gray 
CB 

Tuesday 
* LAU N DRY* 

Gray 
Navy 
Navy 
Navy 

Wednesday 

White 
CB 

Gray 
CB 

Thursday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Navy 
CB 

Navy 
Navy 

Friday 

CB 
Navy 
Gray 
CB 

Weekend 

CB 
CB 

Navy 
CB 

Weights & 7:00am 7:00am 7:00am 

Conditioning Weights Weights Weights 

P/C Practice 1-3pm 9:30-10:30am 1-3pro 9:30-10:30am 1:30-3pm 

2-3pro 2-3pro 

Early Hitting 2:30pro 2:30pro 2:30pro 2:30pro 2:30pro TBA 

Team Practice 3:00pro 3:00pm 3:00pro 3:00pro 3:00pm TBA 

Inclement TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA 

Weather Site 

*Class Conflict 

Extra Hitting Schedule: 
~Betbre start time: Hi~ing Warm-Up~ 

Monday          Tuesday 
2:30 = 3:00       2:30 = 3:00 

Wednesday Thursday Friday 
2:30 - 3:00 2:30 - 3:00 2:30 - 3:00 

1, 

2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

Pitchin~Schedule: 
Kayla- No Mon. T/Thur 2pro Wed 2pro Fri 11am 

%efore start time: Pitching Warm-Up = heat, stretch, throw overhand, & long toss~ 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

1-2pro 9:30-10:30am 1-2pro 9:30-10:30am 

Cam available MW l-3pm T/Thur before 11 or after 3:30 

Friday 

1:30-2:30pm 

2 3pm*Need 
catcher 

During Practice: 

2:15-3:15 

Stand-Ins: 
~m 

2:15-3:15pm 

LIVE: 

2:15-3:15 

2i~3i15 

LIVE: 

2:30-3pm pitch 

30 min bike 

LIVE: 
I 

Weekends 

LIVE: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~T: Account Information 

Do we have one of these? 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday,. 10:22 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Account Information 

Hey Paul, 

I will need an account for PP to be able to review premium content. A premium account will cos~t either $8.33 a month ibr the yem or $9.99 a month for a 3 month 

pass. 

Take care, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 4:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: Chronicle stoiy 

Thmlk you for sharing thi~ Vince. Unintended and unfortunate consequences to consider! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 3:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ve lbund this article interesting as well. 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:!.4 8:20 AM 
To: Cunningham, 8ubba; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; l@schner, Steve 
Cc: Curran, 3oel; Pickeral, Robbi; Moon, garen 8 
Subject: Chronicle story 

Tod~y’s Chromde ~.o~. 

htt p:i/chromcle.com/article/Prol~essors-~l-Classroom-ol~/143813/?kev=:Smp7cFA6OHcRZCxiNTsQNzIQb3VLYxhyNyQYm~8kNxdFQ ........ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:48 PM 

Morgan, James <jmorgan@ncaa.org> 

Re: Dinner Invite on behalf of Donald Remy 

Thanks for the invitation, but I will not be there by Tuesday evening. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

\A/e [~iuc~tb? ~inlt Inspire T/’~ou~l i~:tlle~:ic!; 

From: <Morgan>, James <j___m___o___rg_a___n_@___n__c___a__a___._9__r_g> 

Date: Thursday, January 9, 2014 3:01 PM 

To: "Morgan, James" <jmorgan@ncaa.org> 

Subject: Dinner Invite on behalf of Donald Remy 

I would like to invite you all to join me and Scott Bearby for dinner on Tuesday, January 14, 2014, 6:30 pm (Pacific) at Salvatores, San Diego, CA. This will be an 

informal gathering of Athletics Directors with litigation pending involving your institutions and the NCAA. There is not a formal agenda, but we will have great 

food and conversation. Please advise by close of business Friday, January 10, 2014 if you plan on attending. 

With warmest regards, 

Donald Remy 
NCAA [ Executive Vice President of Law, Policy and Governance/Chief Legal Officer 
Email: dremy@ncaa.org 
Office: 317-917-6914 Cell: Fax: 317-917-6860 

Physicel Address: One NCAA Plaza I 700 West Washington Street J Indianapolis, IN 46204 

MaiJing Address: P.O. Box 6222 I Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Overnight & Shipping Address: NCAA Distribution Center J 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr Drive I Indianapolis, IN 46202 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 

email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5: l 1 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Executive Staff, 

Do you have any recommendations? 

Bubba 

From: Order of the Golden Fleece 
Sent: Thursday, 4:17 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Co: 
Subject: Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Hello Mr. Cunningham, 

My name is             and I am a part of the Active Order for this year’s Order of the Golden Fleece. We are currently in the midst of accepting nominations for the Order 
of the Golden Fleece and wanted to reach out to you to see who in athletics would be a good candidate for the Order of the Golden Fleece. 

Do you have some time next week to meet to discuss some possible candidates? 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you for all that you do, 

m 

Active Order of the Golden Fleece 



Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subje~: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu~’- 

Friday,               9:59 AM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edu-~ 

Porter, Grant <gtpo(ter@unc.edu-~; Negalha, Jeff<jnega ha@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vmce 

<ille@unc.edt~>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(a!admissions.unc.edu> 

Re Fall Soccer-M 

; first language is spanish so we will get the letter and hopefully this takes him out of group 1 ? 

should now be a group 2 with updated transcripts and SAT Lance- can you confirm? 

has one more class to add to core GPA but I think he will still end up a group I by 20/30 points shy on SAT 
So I would hke to see if we can move forward with the necessary steps to see if we can get him Vince- please let me know what we need to do 

Thanks to all for your help! 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

Ot , at 5:00 AM, <norep{y@unc edu> wrote: 

> < Fall Soccer-M.pdl> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kolat, Cary J <kolat@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:14 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Papadatos, Dionisios <dpapa@email.unc.edu>; Chinn, Trevor Jacob <tjchinn@unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Wrestling Academics 

Larry: 

With the team having a finish of a GPA it has excited all of us that the changes we have made concerning the academics has made a impact. 

was interviewed by the DTH and the article was run today if you want to take a look. 

Caw 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:31 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Porter, Grant <gtporte@tmc.edu-~; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh~unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk. Barbara Jo 
<5polk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Soccel~M 

will be a Level 2 once we get his transcripts with grades/credits. The latest eval for him was based on his report cards which does just bump him tap to Level 2 territory but need 
something with credits on it before we officially get there But he’ll end up being fine long-run. 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Friday, 9:59 AM 
To: ITS-noreply 
Cc: Porter, Grant; Nega[ha, Jeff; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re:     Fall Soccer-M 

s first language is spanish so we will get the letter and hopefully this takes him out of group 1 ? 

should now be a group 2 with updated transcripts and SAT Lance- can you confirm? 

Lopez has one more class to add to core GPA but I think he will still end up a group I by 20/30 points shy on SAT 
So I would like to see if we can move forward with the necessary steps to see if we can get him Vince- please let me know what we need to do 

Thanks to all for your help! 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

On at 5:00 .A~I, <noreply@~lc.edu> wrote: 

> <: Fall Soccer-M.pdl’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Domino, Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, J 11:30 AM 

Baldwin, Richard Anthony <tonybaldwin@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; Domina, Julie 
<jdomina@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lain..~ A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; GisselmaJ1, Steve <sdgiss@email.unc.edu~; Greene, Michael 

<greenem@emaJl.unc.edu>;                          ~live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
<       ~live.unc.edu>; Olia~o, Scott M <oliam@email.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <djlc a)unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael 

<mperkins@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T -d~ob@unc.edu>;                     @live.nnc.edu>;          ~gmail.com; Stratton, 

Rachel K <rkstratt@emaJl.unc.edu>; Temple, Abbey <adoran@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Young, Mm-issa Veronica 

<mvyoung@em~Jl.unc.edtc, 

FW: Calendar 

if you are int~-_~restect in installing the softball tearn cah:_mdar on your outlook, pk?ase (:lick ~:he linl~ bekbw. Thanks[ julie 

From" Young, Marissa Veronica 
Sent: Friday, :ti:27 AM 
To: Domina, 3ulie 
Subject= Re: Calendar 

Julie, 

This has been sent out to our t,-_~am and trainer but Coach Papa wanted the re;t of our i~d~dnist:rative staff to have it a; well. 

~;:!!o t~ d oo l~,t~ *~ c, e d u iowa/tale n d a ri0 ~3 e ;~{’275(,’,203431096(}~; :i 2545 (-; 74 f95 S @ e m ?,iL ~.E n c e d ui98 d 6 b4 ~. :i455847759 left? b 29090 d 7 e 64[~ 6 (5 {* 62 ~ ~; :i84 :~.44941~ ~; 61ca l e n d a r ic:; 

Thanks, 

Marissa Young 

Assistant Softball Coach 
cell 

919-962-5105 fax 

i ,:2 ::i,:2 ::i,:2 ::: ":). ";:~ iii "i ~: I i iiI: i ~ .; i l i:! i’:i"~ 

:});i:});i}?L:~ii~i:.2i2i:i:~i):i:}.t)..i:}:ii}i::iiii.::i}:ii.:: [}i:iiJ~?iiii::~}.:~ii:!):i?i! 
Follow us on Facebook: ~,’~o,,ww,facebook,conziFarHeefSoftbatl 
Instagram: ~ ~N~"~-q, ~a’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

Maxkos, I,ance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; I,i~inger, Michael B <mli’~ing@email.unc.edu>; Gaxth, Chris~ I,ynn <cgarth@unc.edu>; 

Workman, Aaron <aworkman@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaknie <jaknielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Transcript Reviews - Swinm~ng 

Barbara?: 

Did he apply bv Deadlh~e II and, if so, chances for competitive admission? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swir~ning Coach 
U~’svers[t2 of "li)rth (1 ar.~)]ma Swirnmi~:g & D~vJ~:g 
PC Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Shp to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, .5:04 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L; kitzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Cc: 1lie, Vince; Polk, Barbara .lo; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: Transcript Reviews - Swimming 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Rich DeSelm!Mike Litzinger!Christy Garth/Aaron Workman 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective StuderA~hlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student-athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843-7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student-athletes. 

Level 3 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Jaimie Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mwslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 6:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 
Date: January 10, 2014 at 6:03:12 PM EST 
To: "Vangelder, Mazielle A" <mwmgeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

My suggestion is for yon to see him in pelion and discuss this with him on Monday. 

Seniti’ore my VeH.zon WirHe.~s 4G I 77v DROll) 

"Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld(?l)enmil.utlc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Kitsch- 

As we discussed earlier, we do need to obtain the documentation which supports the public statements being made relative to ’ rental of 

Coach Williams’ home so they cart be reviewed internally t:rom a compliance perspective~ 

Specifically, we need to obtain copies of any rental or lease agreements between    and Coach Williams. Also, we need to document how much 

paid to rent the property and how the payments for the rental property were made to (:oach Williams (Le., monthly basis or lump sum)? What 

records exist to w:,rify those pavment:s {i.e,, copies of cl’u:_~cks, deposK: slips et:c.)? What oth~-:~r form~:_~r studenL-athlei:es rented the property from C.:_~ach 

Willi~ms and wh,-:m? We wili need simih~r documents supporting th~-Ar rent~l p~yrnents, 

You mer~tioned that Coach Williams’ wife has retained such documentation, Your assistance in obtaining copies of those records would be greatly 

appreciated, 

Thank you for your assistance. 

MarieJle A vanGeJder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6b~2 

mvang#lder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 7:38 AM 

Paul Pogge < ~gmail.com>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<john@ramsclub.com> 

FW: Student-Athlete Abuse & A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics Colloquium & Town Hall Meeting Trailer 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We ~.,’.i~.~:~t~:’ ~ir~it Ii~s;ii~’i:" -f/’~o~.~h A~:hle~:i~:!; 

From: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, January 10, 2014 5:45 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Vince file <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Student-Athlete Abuse & A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics Colloquium & Town Hall Meeting Trailer 

http://,~-,~-,,w.voutube.corrv~watch%=krBDgA6qhYU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 8:05 AM 

Paul Pogge < @gmail.com>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Data 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, January 22, 2024 7:58 AM 

To: Joel Curran <joel.curran@unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: UNC Data 

FYI 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Daren Lucas <             ~yahoo.com> 

Date: January 11, 2014 at 1:22:04 AM EST 

To: "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Cc: "James Dean@unc.edu" <James Dean@unc.edu>, "lbroome@email.unc.edu" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: UNC Data 

Dan, I don’t recall discussing the past academic investigations but since you redirected there, I see where your interests lie. 

You might be interested to know that I talked to someone from another institution who was interviewed by CNN and provided them data and feedback on Mary’s 

assertions. This person is one of the most tenured and highly respected academic services professionals in the country. The feedback this person provided but was 

omitted by CNN included the words "shoddy, unethical and not thorough". 

But then again, your redirection makes it clear you are not advocating for accurate research just any nugget of information to continue your agenda. Carry on. 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 12:16 AM, "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Daren, 

Thanks for writing. I too would like to see Mary Willingham’s documentation, and since Provost Dean and Lissa Broome are on this message, perhaps 

they would be interested in letting me see the records of interest on file with the athletic department, sans the names of the athletes. 

We apparently are talking about 183 students who were in a summer remedial program. The records would need to have names redacted, but then 

we would be able to see the test scores and get a sense of the reading levels. Since there aren’t that many students in this cohort, it shouldn’t take 

that long to figure out where the rubber meets the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports what Willingham is saying. This story for example speaks to the average GPAs of athletes who took 

English 100, which is the remedial class. The GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to a 2.5. Those grades were earned during the time of the no-show classes, 

and numerous records show the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes steered academically-challenged athletes, including freshmen, into 

these classes. One has to wonder what their GPAs would have been like without those classes. 

That information was given to former Gov. Jim Martin for his investigation, but it did not end up in his report. I obtained it through a public records 

request. 

In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous requests for information that I think would help explain how this scandal started and how it 

spread among so many students. Some requests have been granted and the information has been very telling. But others, such as the enrollments of 

athletes in the earliest known no-show classes have not. Why not disclose this information? After all, if there were no athletes in these classes, the 

university could authoritatively say the scandal did not start with athletics. That would seem to be an important point that the university would want 

to make. But so far it won’t make those records public. Perhaps the university would reconsider. 

Have a great weekend, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, daren lucas ¯ 

Dan, 
;@yahoo.com> wrote: 



In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided to explore the UNC 
Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 
http ://~ira.unc.edu~facts-and-fiqures~data-summaries-and-pub~icati~ns/previ~us-fact-b~~ks/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... (. 1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history not 
some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift in admissions that 
has weeded out the vast majority of "at risk" students ..... you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of 
students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it 
does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total 
students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% 
of the total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid she is a little late to 
the party. If she or you have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this group, then UNC has imposed a near self- 
distinction in the last 10 years. Someone should celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is something than can be 
improved, a proper study would have included a period of remediation and subsequent retesting to determine 
improvement 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, here is one: UNC 
has nearly 800 student-athletes succeeding in the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Dan Kane 

Staff:Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc> 

Saturday, January, 11, 2014 10:54 AM 

Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Deans list for fall 

Mike, 

As we discussed, I usually know by now which of the girls have achieved deans list etc for the fall My academic counselors have always included it on the academic results sent. I have 
already sent individual notes to each player to congratulate them on their semester but this piece is missing. 
Can you please get this info to me? 

Donna J Papa 

University of Nolth Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

912 Raleigh Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

cell 

919-962-5105 fax 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:41 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.unc.edu~; 

Garth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu>; Workman, Aaron <aworkman@unc.ed~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtP,; Lee, Jaimie <jaJmielee@unc.edu> 

RE: Transcript Reviews - Swinmung 

Rich, 

did submit his application but not until yesterday. That means it will be next week before we are able to import his materials. Based on the materials 

Lance has entered though, he would not be competitive for admission, 

[.el: me kr~ow if you have any other quesLio[~s. 

B a r ba ra 

B~ v~:~a~ 1. Polk 
l)cp~ ty I] lrcct(~ 
OflR:c i)[1 ip, dergrad~a[e Admisslot!~; 
[h}ivevsil~:; o[ No[’bh Carolh’,a at Chage111ilI 
Phoile: 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 

Sent: Friday, 5:16 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Cc: file, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Lee, Jaimie 

Subject: RE: Transcript Reviews - Swimming 

Barbara: 

Did he apply by Deadlin~:_~ fl and, if so, chances for c.:_~mpetitiw:, admission? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSeh:n, Head Swimming Coach 
[ ;mvi)]s[[y (:,f :’.]0rlh C~m:,]m~ Swimming & i-:hvJng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, 5:04 PM 
To; DeSelm, Rich L; Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Workman, Aaron 

Ce: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Lee, Jaimie 
Subject" Transcript Reviews - Swimming 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Rich DeSelm/Mike Litzinger/Christy Garth/Aaron Workman 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Studeai~hlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student-athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843-7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student-athletes. 

Level 3 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Jaimie Lee 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, Januao, 12, 2014 8:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: schedule a mtg to discuss recruiting? 

Hi Vince, Except tbr Women’s Lacrosse, I have hemd from all of the coaches whose names you gave me, and have either met witfi them or have plans to meet with 

them in the next week. rm going to leave Jenny a voice mail tonight, I hope to hear fiom her soon. 
I have met with Anson Dorrance, and with Eric Hoots and CB McGrath. I am meeting with Coaches Fox and Jackson tomorrow morning, and I am meeting with Paul 

Pogge on The to discuss APR. IVly meeting with Joe Haydon is next Wed. 
Thank you again for your help, 

Debbi 

mobile 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke <,               ~flmail.com> 
Subject: Re: schedule a mtg to discuss recruiting? 
Date: January 9, 2014 7:59:38 AM EST 
To: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Levy, I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to touch base with you again and check your availabiliW to meet with me. I am available 
to meet on the following days: 

Mon 1/13 any fime before 2pm 

Tue 1/14 any time before 2pm 

Wed 1/22 any time before 2pm 

Thur 1/23 between noon and 2pm 

Fri 1/24 any time beibre I pm 

I know this is a busy time tbr you. I won’t take too much of your time. I really want women’s lacrosse to be represented in the Working Group’s 
conversation about recruiting. 

Also, the Working Group met tfiis week and decided tfiat our next meeting would focus on recruiting and academics. I would love for you to join the 

discussion on Friday JanumT 24, 2-3:30pm South Building 105. If you can’t stay for tfie entire meeting no worries, just come as long as your schedule 

allows. 

Thank you again, I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Debbi Clarke 

mobile 

On Dec 30, 2013, at 1:39 PM, Debbi Clarke <, )b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Levy, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work witfi Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative 

Working Group ( https://provost.unc.edw’policie s/students- and - proarmn~university- launches- student- athlete - academic- initiative - workin~ - 

g~oup/). IVly role with the Working Group is to document the academic processes for student- athletes at UNC, from the time that they are 

recruited until after they graduate. For example, the Working Group so far has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. 

We would like to learn more about the student-athlete recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC commumcate its academic mission and 

academic opportunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes tbr academic preparedness? I 

understand that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting difl~rs for each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I 

meet with you to discuss recruiting for women’s lacrosse. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in tfie next few weeks? I will be back at work on JanumT 6th and I’m available most 

days between 9an1 and 2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you very, much, I look forward to 

meeting you soon. 

All my best. 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu~ 

Monday, January 13 2014 10:22 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.u~c.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniors~tafl~)groups.unc.edu~ 

White Out T- Shirts 

All - 

Our staff "White Out T-Shirts" (sizes L and XL) from the Men’s Basketball game vs. Kentucky have arrived and will be available at our Senior Staff meeting today. As 

we did with Nike shoes earlier this year please come prepared to take with you one (1) t-shirt per staff member including interns in your respective department. 

Thanks and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

The University of North Carolina 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
.mj._c_b_a_._e_Lb_.e_ a_! e_@ u__q.c_ :.e__d__u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:09 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

DeCourcy (Sporting News) article 

Want to fix college athletics’ academic crisis? Three words: Major in sports 

Mike DeCourcy Sporting News 

For decades there has been a cacophonous debate surrounding college athletics regarding the value of the education the players are presented, even those 

who went so far as to receive degrees. The news that North Carolina, one of the nation’s most prestigious public universities, had many of its athletes earn 

credits in courses that essentially were not taught only amplified the volume. 

It was reignited last week with the flawed CNN report that relied too heavily on standardized test scores to assess the academic readiness of athletes entering 

college, and another story or two on the Carolina debacle from the Raleigh News & Observer]f you really want to know how much formal education one 

can receive and still not have access to even the most obvious of answers, though, consider how many Ph.Ds are flailing about in the realm of 

college athletics without being able to discern that the answer to the most fundamental problems in this venue is right in front of them: Allow the 

athletes to major in their sports. 

So simple. So obvious. 

"1 think there’s some merit to what you’re saying," B. David Ridpath, associate professor at Ohio University, told Sporting News. "How much worse is it going to 

be than what they’re doing now? In many cases, we’re not educating them now. It would probably be a better education than they are getting." 

The sports major would diminish the contention that college athletes are not prepared for their course of study. Of course they are, or they would not be 

recruited by multiple colleges. It would lighten the load of traditional academic courses assigned to them, which would allow those who arrive with academic 

challenges to gain more from the basic courses they still would be required to pass. It would, perhaps most important, acknowledge that their practices and 

performances have genuine academic value, in the same way that an acting class or dance class does. No longer would an athlete’s primary purpose for being 

on campus be viewed as ancillary to the learning that takes place there -- it would be a vital, valuable, intrinsic part of that learning. 

As well, there would be less of an impetus to pay the athletes because they truly would be acknowledged as students. It wouldn’t be the ruse that it sometimes 

is now. The athlete would be studying football or basketball; he would be no more an employee of the university than the guy in the third row of English 202. 

This is an idea that struck me when watching Paul Evans conduct a basketball practice at the University of Pittsburgh nearly 25 years ago. As I watched him 

run drills and breakdowns and demonstrate defensive techniques to the Panthers, including current Arizona coach Sean Miller, it occurred to me that all the 

instruction he was doing was not a lot different than the dance classes I’d wandered by while a student at Point Park University. I wrote about this issue back in 

1991 in The Pittsburgh Press, quoting endorsement from economics professor William F. Shughart, then at Ole Miss. He moved onto Utah State, me to 

Sporting News, but there’s still no progress on this issue. 

Colleges and universities across the nation, including the one from which I hold a degree, offer majors in theater, music and the performing art that is most 

closely aligned with athletics, dance. And yet there is none that offers a degree in athletics, even though the past several decades have shown our society 

greatly values those who master this particular discipline. 

In my first meeting with the late Myles Brand, who’d recently been named president of the NCAA after serving as president of Indiana University, I brought up 

this dichotomy and asked if he’d support the idea of athletes majoring in what might be called "Athletic Arts." He was suspicious, even after I offered the 

comparison of then-lU star Jared Jeffries with distinguished violinist Joshua Bell, a product of IU’s prestigious music school. I was told by a person close to 

Brand that several years on the job at the NCAA led him to believe there was merit to my suggestion. 

The first time I met current NCAA president Mark Emmert I brought this up as well, and he acknowledged it was odd that academia embraced the success of a 

dancer leaving college to join a major ballet company while abhorring a similar path for a football or basketball player. But he never really embraced the idea of 

an athletics major. 

In correspondence several years back with a member of The Drake Group, I mentioned the similarity between the basketball player in daily practice and the 

dancer in jazz or tap class, and he scoffed. His reasoning: The dancer is expressing him or herself while the basketball player merely is playing a game. It is 

that mentality that the idea of an athletics major is up against. It’s kind of funny, because if you think about it even on that level, if the ballerina cast as the third 

snowflake in a production of The Nutcracker expresses herself instead of the vision of the choreographer, she’ll be out of the cast as quickly as Andrew 

Harrison will be on the Kentucky bench if he expresses himself instead of running the play John Calipari called. 

Ridpath is a member of The Drake Group, as well, so it is affirming to see that not everyone associated with that body is so rigid. He holds the title of Khan 



Nandola Professor of Sports Administration at Ohio University. 

"If somebody still wants to be a molecular engineer, then let them do that," Ridpath said. But offering an athletics major as an option for scholarship-level 

athletes "would give them greater control over their educational future." 

It is understood there would be questions about curriculum. Those would be up to the colleges involved, obviously, but as with all performing arts majors -- with 

all majors -- there would be basic requirements such as some English and history courses. Most of the actual major courses should involve the athlete getting 

credit for the practices and performances he already attends, but it wouldn’t hurt to tie in a few Coaching Theory or management classes. 

What would an athlete do with the degree following his playing career, or if no playing career was attained? After all, the athlete’s career span is short. Then 

again, not a lot of 40-year-old dancers on Broadway, you know? 

The Athletics degree, presuming it is completed, would allow the athlete to return to college as a coach without having to face the sort of nonsense that 

greeted Eddie Jordan at Rutgers or Sidney Lowe at N .C. State. Or it might just be a piece of paper on the wall that showed a particular achievement -- the way 

a college degree is for a lot of people who go on to work in a different field. 

"How many people don’t work in their majors?" Ridpath said. "But the fact they have a college education is beneficial." 

There is no loser to this proposal. If it were in place at North Carolina, there would have been no need for all the shenanigans that transpired, or those that 

allegedly transpired. Those basketball Tar Heels who fit best into an Athletic Arts curriculum could have chosen that course of study and been taught and 

graded by Roy Williams, one of the best teachers the game has seen. They’d have left the university proudly, perhaps walking through the graduation line in 

one of those Carolina blue cap-and-gown ensembles. 

So simple. So obvious. And yet so many educated people refuse to see it as the solution that it is. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:13 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaIT <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Good Read 

Thought you might like to read this blog by a former volleyball student-athlete. 

http:ii_            .blogspot.comi2014!O:[!i-wasnt-going-to-say-a nything.html?m= 1 



From: <      ~live.unc.edu.~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~~ 

Subject: Infi~rmation on UNC Level II violations 

Hello Mr. Ille, 

My name is              ’, and I’m a reporter with the Daily Tar Heel. I’m writing a story on the UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report released last week 

and was looking for more details on the non-academic NCAA violations that took place over 2012. The report lists all Level II violations it found but does 
not say which school they come from - however, information on the violations is supposed to be available upon request. Could you please provide me with 
information on those infractions, or point me to where I could find it? Also, if you’d like to have a conversation about the Compliance Department’s role in 
addressing the violations {the report says almost all of them were self-reported to the NCAA), I’d appreciate it. I can be reached at this email address and 
my cell phone, 

Thankyou, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:> 

Fwd: schedule 

To discuss 

Sam Patti 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Ga~, Gregory" <g.g.g:~j)..’.4.~c.:.%!!~.> 

Date:                at 1:52:53 PM EST 

To: "Paul, Sampson L" <~r~!4.!#.i:j,~!~sz~.~J~,~.> 
Subject: schedule 

Coach, 

informed me you contacted him about team training for the spring. He said you would get back to him in a few days to set schedule. He also 

mentioned that you guys were interested in having him come down to the tennis facility to train the team because of the practice schedule. Per our 

conversation back in November, it would be tough for him to get over there as he doesn’t have easy access to a vehicle (no parking permit) and the 

other teams he is responsible for would squeeze any extra travel time possibilities. 

Hopefully this can be worked out and we can get your team training scheduled as soon as possible. 

Greg 



FII~Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               11:39 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa_businessottice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu-~; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@~ nc edtr~; Paul, Sampson I, <spaul@unc.edu> 

Holds 

All: 

Please remove the hold from Men’s Tennis, They are all caught up on their December paperwork. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: DTtt interview 

tt~ \,/ince, 

(.at we tsk ~,~bou~, ’~ ~sybe we car- nv~,e ©-i~ to o,~r rsexk SI\A(. mee~, rsq. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday,, 11:08 AM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: DTH interview 
Hey Cricket, 
l’ve attached below an inquiry from a girl at the DTH. Any any of the subjects/questions she lists below within our purview as SAAC? I haven’t even really heard the "ins and outs" of 
any of them.., how should I go about this? 
Thanks for your help, 

~@unc.edu 

From: < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: 14:39 

To: @unc.edu 

Subject: DTH interview 

Hi 

My name is, and R’m with the D-rH. I was interested in speal<ing with you and the other of SAAC about a number of changes proposed that would affect 

athletes at UNC, including increased counselor/advisor visits, a "lesser" or different degree for atMetes, and additional support services. 

I wanted to open up lines of communication between your committee and The Daily Tar Heel -- often I feel like the athletes who administrators discuss aren’t always given a chance to 

make their voices heard in our stories, and I’d like to change that. 

Let me know if you’d like to tail< in the next day or so! Thanks so much. 

Best, 

@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 6:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

FW: radio 

Vince, 

Here you go ..... 

Michelle 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Tuesday, _lanuarv 14-. 2014 9:16 AM 
To: Debbi Clarke @gmail.com) 
Subject: radio 

Sports Rap: Mary Willingham and Jay Smith 

WXYC (Radio interview} - Jan. 12, 2014 
Mary Willingham is the learning specialist, researcher, and whistleblower who has been an important figure in the athletic/academic fraud scandal over the past 

year and a half. Very recently, she has been in the national and state news again, discussing her experience and findings with regard to reading levels of players in 

revenue sports at UNC. University administrators and high profile members of the AD alike have reacted strongly and negatively to her comments about her 

research this week. She is writing a book with History Professor Jay Smith, an outspoken critic of how the University handles athletics. 

Listen here: https:i!soundcloud.com/4corners57!willingham-edit 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:* 

Fwd: Game Theow Group & sludent-athlete research at UNC 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke                 ~,qmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Game Theory Group & student-athlete research at UNC 
Date: December 18, 2013 1:24:12 PM EST 
To: "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Dean, Jim" <Jim Dean@kenan-fla,qler.unc.edu> 

Thank you for sharing this, Jim. The GaJne Theo~ Omup looks like an interesting organization. I’ll share the site a]~ with Vince Ille when I meet with him 

later this a£temoon. I al~ enjoyed looking at the Bridges to Success web site and I recall you mentioning the Scholar Athlete pilot program when we met 

a few months ago (protection, aJ~tEction, connection and correction). 

I wanted to let you know that I met with Lynn Willitbrd eaJrlier m~d she is going to run a report tbr us that provides information on academic maior, 

probatio~ retention & graduation rates for black student=athletes. 

Thank you again, 

Debbi 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Jim and Debbi, 

Please check out this link. I think it may be relevant to our deliberations regarding our student athletes. 

http:!!gametheoryfiroup.com!solutionsiga me.-pla n!demo 

All tl’u:_~ b~:_~st, 

Jim 

James H. Johnson, Jr, 

William Rand F, enan, Jr. Distinguished Professor 

genan-Flagler Business School 

Director, Urban tnw-:~sl:ment Strategies Cenb:_~r 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Instit:ute of Private Enterprise 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3440 

From: John BJanchard <ig__b_D__@_Ka____m____e__t_g_[:_c__p___n_!> 

Bate= Friday, November 22, 20:13:1:3:1 PM 

To: "McDaniel, Mark Stephen" <mark mcdaniel@unc.edu> 

Cc: Vin McCaffrey <vmccaffrey@gametgi.com>, "McDaniel, Mark Stephen" <mark mcdaniel@unc.edu>, "Little, Mark" 

<Mark Little@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Game Theory Group & student-athelte research at UNC 

Mark, 
I know Dr. Johnson and think the world of him. Please send him my regards. I am excited to talk to both of you! John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 22, 2013, at 1:26 PM, "McDaniel, Mark Stephen" <marl< mcdaniel@unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll check with Dr J and let you know. 

From: Vin McCaffrey <vmccaf[rey@fiametgLcom> 

Date: Friday, November 22, 20:13:1:22 PM 

To: "McDanie[, Mark Stephen" <__m__a__r_k __m___£_d___a___n_!__e_!_@___u___n__c__:_?__d___u_ > 

Cc: "Little, Mark" <Mark LittIe@kenan-f!ag!er.unc.edu>, John Nanchard <john@gametgi~com> 

Subject: Re: Game Theory Group & student-athelte research at UNC 

Mark, 
Program sounds fantastic. We have a similar vision - and would love to talk. 

For the week of the 9th, please let me know if you have time Wed afternoon or Thurs? 

Look forward to it, 

Vin 

On Fri, Nov 22, 2013 at 1:18 PM, McDanid, Mark Stephen <__m___a__r__k__!~_c__d__a__n_!_e__!@__u_!)__c_:_e_c!__u_> wrote: 

Mark, thanks for the intro. 
Vin and John, I am working with Dr Jim Johnson (Kenan Institute) to launch a Scholar Athlete Pilot Initiative at a few select high schools 

in North Carolina starting next year. The effort would target both middle school and high school athletes and their coaches to ensure 

that they are college ready and that they meet the new NCAA entrance requirements for eligibility to participate in Division I and 

Division II sports. We do a combination of academic support and soft skills training for students and engage coaches in dialogues around 

effective strategies for engaging these young men in this formative stage in their lives and positive youth development practice. 

The next two weeks are not so great for me either but let’s plan on connecting the week of Dec. 9th and figure out a time to speak in- 

person or by phone. 

Mark McDaniel 



Program Director 

Bridges2Success 

www.bfidges2success.or~ 
919-843-2120 

From: Vin McCaffrey <vrnccaffrey@gametgi~corn> 

Date: Friday, November 22, 2013 11:21 AM 

To: "Little, Mark" <__M_)__a_r__k _L_Lt__t_[_’_e_@__k__e_E_a___n_z_f_!_a__g_[#__r_:__u_n__c_:_#__d__u.> 

Cc: "McDanie[, Mark Stephen" <mark mcdaniel@unc.edu>, John Nanchard <john@gametgi.com> 

Subject: Re: Game Theory Group & student-athelte research at UNC 

Mark and Mark, 
Happy to help. GTG’s focus right now is comprehensive student-athlete development at the college levd and then ultimately their 

transition into the workforce. In fact, John Blanchard recently joined our team - if you don’t know John, he is a rockstar in the world of 

college athletic sports and student development. He recently retired from your current employer at UNC earlier this year. Please let me 

know how we can help. Next two weeks are bad for me but available after that. 

Thanks, 

V 

On Fri, Nov 22, 2013 at 11:14 AM, Little, Mark <.~_l__a__r__k___L_!_t__t!__ej’_,~__k__e___n___a_[?Lf_[ag_[_e_[=u]:tc:ed_u> wrote: 

Vim 

I hope you and the business are doing well I wanted to introduce you to Mark McDanieL He is a researcher here at UNC 

who is part of a team that is slatting a project aL Lhe inLers~:_~ction of studenL-ath[etes and prop~-:~r ~:_~ducaLional ~.;upport I 

b~:_~[ieve Lheir focus is on the high school F:~vel, but both Mark and I agreed that an introduction to you and Gam~:_~ Theory 

Group would be very hefpt:uf. 

Mark: 

I will let you take it from here~ 

Thanks! 

rngl 

Mark Little, Phi) 
Director, Strategic Economic Orowth 
Senior Research Associate, Energy" & Environment 
Kenan [nstitme of Private Enterprise I NCC-rowlh.unc.edu 

mark li~.t[e@unc edu I ofc + 1 919.9~-;2 i04i I mob _ 
Twil k% !b~,NCC-row~.h 

From: Little, Hark 
Sent: Tuesday, 3uly 09, 2013 12:54 PH 

To: ’Vin HcCaffrey’ 

Subject: RE: Game Theory Group & Quant Psych @UNC 

Great. Please do keep me posted, 1 want to make sure something actually happens to help vail out, 

mgl 

From: Vin McCaffrey [mailto:vmccaffre¥@qameLqi.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, .July 09, 2013 12:21 PM 

To: Little, Mark 
Co: Vin McCaffrey 
Subject: RE: Game Theory Group & Quant Psych @UNC 

Thanks for asking and I may take you up on it. I am waiting to hear back from Abigail on date/time to talk. Once that is confirmed I will 

let you know. I appreciate all the efforts. 

Vin McCaffrey 

Game Theory Group 

o - 252.227.4363 ............................. 

c- 

e - y_j__nj’_.~_g_a____m___e_tg_!:_c_2[~ 

sent from my phone-please excuse typos and brevity 

On Jul 9, 2013 9:59 AM, "Little, Mark" <Mark LJttle,~;kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 
Via.’ is this still in motion? If you’d [iRe, we can host an in person meeting here at the genan Institute if you’d prefer. 
mg[ 
From: Vin NcCaffrey [mailto:vmccaffrey@qametqi.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 3:59 PN 
To: Little, Hark 
Cc: Panter, A. T.; Stroman, Deborah (Exercise & Sport Science); Curran, Patrick (Psychology) 
Subject: Re: Game Theory Group & Quant Psych @UNC 
ThaJ~ks Mark. I appreciate your follow up. 

Abigail, 
It is nice to meet you. If you are open to it, I would love to schedule a time to chat over the phone to share with you our plans 

and ideas. 

Please let me know your thoughts mid potential availabilib~. 

Best 
Vm 

On Wed, Jun 26, 2013 at 2:20 PM, Little, Mark <Mark Litfle¢(tkenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon, all. 

Abigail, I hope your travels were enjoyable. I want to introduce you to Vin McCaffrey, CEO and Founder of Game Theory 

Group in Greenville, _h_t_t_p_J/__/_g__a___m____e__t___h___e__o_r_ygr__o_u__p_:_c__£_m~. Deborah Stroman and I had a good conversation with Vin a couple 

weeks back. Their product is an innovative software platform for athletic departments and student-athletes. It includes 

various assessment tools for academic advisors and other stakeholders to assist the student in academic and career 

planning--over 3000 collegiate student athletes assessed thus far. They would like to develop their own 



scales/assessment, potentially in collaboration with UNC’s O.uant Psych department. 

Vin can speak more clearly as to the type of collaboration desired and the parameters of the project. 

I have also CC’d Patrick Curran who is director of the O.uant Psych program and may also have some guidance. 

FYI, I will be out of town next week, but please do not let my temporary absence be a roadblock. I am happy to help in 

whatever capacity makes sense when I get back. 

Best, 

mgl 
Mark Little, PhD 
Program Director, Economic Development 
Lead, Renewable Energy & Climate Mitigation 
Kenan Institute of Private Entei~rise at UNC Chapel ttill 
mark liltieCfi?unc edu i oft + l 919.962.i041 Imob 

Vin McCaffrey 

Game Theory Group International 

o - 252.227.4363 

c- 

skype - 

http:Iiwv,,,w~nkedin.com/in/vinmccaffrey 

httpi,/Igaluelheo~;<~m~p.corl~’ 

Vin McCaffrey 
Game Theory Group International 
o - 252.227.4363 
c- 

skype ¯         -" 
l’~ttp:/iwv~w.N n kedin .comlin/vinmccaffrey 
ht:tp:/!ga met heorygroup.com! 

Vin McCaffrey 
Game Theory Group International 

o - 252.227.4363 
c- 

skype 

http:l!garrietheorygroupxx)m! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; @art.net 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

Final Room Confillnation - 2013 Belk Bowl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke @gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:37 PM 

Hwdon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtr> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 
schedule mtg to discuss recruiting? 

Dear Mr. Haydon, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work with Bubba Ctmningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 
(https:/iprovo fit.unc .edtv policies/s~dents- and- programs’university- launches- s~dent- atN ete- academic - hlitiative- working- group/). My role with the Worldng Group is 
to document the academic processes lbr student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For example, "the Working Group so 
thr has looked at admission~ financial aid and academic advising. We would like to lean~ more about the student-athlete recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC 
communicate its academic mission and academic optx~rtunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes tbr academic 
preparedness? I understmld that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with 
you to discuss recruiting for football. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 9am and 

2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you very. much, I look forward to meeting you soon. 

All my bes~t, 
Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:38 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <siackson@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

schedule mtg to discuss recruiling? 

DearMr. Jackson, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Ctmningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

(https:/iprovo fit.unc .edw Ix~licies/s~dents- and- progmm,~’universitv- launches- s~dent- atN ere- academic - inifialive- working- group/). My role with the Working Group is 

to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For example, "the Working Group so 

tier has looked at admission~ financial aid and academic advising. We would like to lean~ more about the student-athlete recruiting process at UNC. ttow does UNC 

communicate its academic mission and academic optx~rtunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes tbr academic 

preparedness? I understaJld that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with 

you to discuss recruiting for baseball. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 9am and 

2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you ve~ much, I look forward to meeting you soon. 

All my bes~t, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke @gmail.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 1:39 PM 

Levy, Je~mitbr S ~enny.levy@anc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

schedule a mtg to discuss recruiling? 

Dear Ms. Levy, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Ctmningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

(https:/iprovo fit.unc .edw Ix~licies/s~dents- and- progmm,~’universitv- launches- s~dent- atN ere- academic - hfifialive- working- group/). My role with the Working Group is 

to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For example, "the Working Group so 

thr has looked at admissions, financiaJ aid and academic advising. We would like to lean~ more about the student-athlete recruiting process at UNC. ttow does UNC 

communicate its academic mission and academic optx~rtunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes tbr academic 

preparedness? I understaJld that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with 

you to discuss recruiting for women’s lacrosse. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 9am and 

2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you ve~ much, I look forward to meeting you soon. 

All my bes~t, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, December 30, 2013 3:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FAC 12/10 mtg tbllow- up questions 

Vince and Bubba. sorry to bug you with this. I wanted to close the loop on these questions that came up during the 12/10 I~?kC meeting (Bubba, you weren’t able to 

attend, it was the meeting with Maxy Willingham and Inmly members of the media). 

Could you take a quick look at the questions in bold and give me a brief update on each? I’ll share with Joy Renner as well as our Working Group. If it would be 

easier to discuss over the phone or face to face, please let me kilow and I’ll set something up at your convenience. 

Many thanlcs, 

Debbi 

cell 

On Dec 18, 2013, at 1:30 PM, Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Vince and Bubba, Hello and happy holidays! 

Below are a few queffdons that came up during the FAC meeting on 12/10. Could you take a look when you get a chance and get back to me on these? 

I will share with the Working Group and the FAC in early Jatma~. If it’s easier to discuss these in person please let me lmow. 

Also, Jim Dean wanted to be sure that you guys had seen the David Shaw’s TEDx talk from June 2013. He wants to do this at UNC and will support the 

effort to make it happen: 
https://’~,vw.youtub e com/wat ch?v WBCkec9csdo 

Thank you again for all of your help and support. 

Debbi 

cell 

Rdated to Process 3.0 - Financial ~3dd (Vince Hie, Bubba Cunningham) 
What is the policy regarding multi-year vs. annually renewed athletics aid? What harm to students does the annual July notification create, 
especially when the aid is ~4thdrawn? 
Possible solution: gd multi-year aid offers must be approved by AD? 

Mtflti-year oflbrs of athletics aid have different impacts on difl’erent teams (head count vs. equivalency) 

Is there flexibility to notify- students earlier of their athletic aid? Is July renewal an NCAA policy? 

Related to Process 3.0 - Financial Aid Ogince Hie, Bubba Ctmningham) 
How does a student-athlete set forth a grievance if their athletics aid is not renewed? \Vhere is this process documented and described and 
explained to student-athletes? 
This is what’s provided in the 2012-13 Student Athlete Handbx~ok: 

V. Policy Regarding Financial Aid. A decision by the Director of Athletics, in consultation with the appropriate 

Head Coach, to recommend termination of an existing grant-kn-aid or non-renewdl of a future giant-h-aid pursuant to 

this Policy will be reibrred to the Associate Pm vost and Director of the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, who is 

the institutional officer with the anthority to accept or reject the recommendation regarding the athletics grant-in-aid. 

The student-athlete may pursue an appeal of a negative decision of the Associate Provost and Director of the Office 

of Scholal~hips and Student Aid on the gmnt- n-aid to the Chancellor’s Committee on Scholarships, Awards, and 

Student Aid by notifying the Chancellor’s Committee chair within ten (10) business days from the receipt of the 

Associate Provost’s decision. The Chancellor’s Committee shall hear the appeal as promptly as possible. Failure of 

the student-athlete to request an appeal within ten (10) business days following his or her receipt of the Associate 

Provost’s decision will be considered a waiver of the appeal. 

V~at if a former student-athlete returning to campus asks for aid and it’s denied? Can the student-athlete appeal the decision and what’s 

the process? 
V~at is the source for aid for former student-athletes returning to campus? Student Assistance Fund? What is the limit on aid that UNC 

can give? 

Related to Process 8.0 - Faculty Relations & Governance (Bubba Cunningham, Lissa Broome) 

Prof. Jolm Stephens mentioned one of the report recommend ations in the BOG Academic Review (Feb 2013): 

UNC BOG Implementation of" strategic plamfing processes to 8.0 

Academic improve lZaculty engagem~lt in atlfletics. Factflty Relations & 

2013)Review (Feb 

Govemsnce 

He wanted clsrific,~fi on on this strategi c plsnning process. What are tile goals of this recommendation, and how will we lqlow when we’ve reached them? 

And this question came up during one of my intel~dews and relates m Process 22.0 - Goal Setting (Bubba Cunningham) 

In the Dept of Athletics Strategic Plan, what is the philosophy behind ’top 3 and top 10 academically’, what is its goal? 

What does ’top 3 and top 10 academically’ seek to measme? APR or GPA? The articulation of this goal impacts the strategies of the sta£f that provide 

academic support to student-athletes. APR is measured by the pereentage of athletics aid student-athletes on a teanl who maintain eligibility. Tiffs would 

imply that academic support should focus primarily on students maintaining athletic eligibility. What if this goal applied to the number of s~dent-athletes 



who make ACC honor roll, which is based on GPA? 

FAC members John Stephens & Kim Strom-Gotttiied belong to the FAC’s Aliglmaent Subcommittee and roll meet w Bubba ~on to discuss this topic. 

If the Top 3iTopl0 goals is APR & GSR, these can be compared farm school to school, conference to contbrence. But these measures are problematic 

becau~ they are ba~d on % eligible and do not recognize high academic achievement. 

How do we align our academic goals with high achievement, e.g, ACC Honor Roll, the Student-Athlete Academic Achievement Awards Banquet (spring 

2014), etc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Cummins -qason.cummins@horizonperfonnance.com> 

Wednesday, January 1, 2014 1:31 PM 

Lmae, Cricket <cricke@unc.edtr~; Johnson, Shelley tI <shelljo@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Jat Thompson <jat@horizonperlbnnance.com> 

Re: UNC athletes mid our NmT SEAL program 

Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 

For the past 10 years, Horizon Performance has partnered ruth some of the world’s most elite organizations to improve both individual and team performmlce. The 

common thread among each of these organizations is the fact that their primary product is their people. College athletics is no difl~rent. Whether student- athletes, 

coaches, or administrative sta/£ people are the Ill, blood of the program. 

Last .5,ear we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specitically pextnering with the Universi~ of Kentucky. You will not 

see reference to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing eflbrts, instead focusing on building relationships, 

earning trust, and eslablishing the systems necessa~ for our process. An updated website will go "live" in Febmmy. 

Moving forwa:rd, our desire is to work ruth a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic achievement. We feel 

the University of North Carolina shares this commitment. 

While I’m currently in LeMngton, our company headquarters is located in Cal)r, NC. I welcome the opportunity to meet to share more about our innovative process 

and unique approach. Thank you for your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 

Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 

Horizon Perfomlance 

ht_tR:Uwww.horizon performa nee.corn 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Jat Thompson <jat(~horizonperformance.com> wrote: 

Mr. Cunningham, 

Thank you for receiving my earlier’ email and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss what we are doing with key personnel on your stafL I promise we 

will not disappoint. 

Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 

I’ve included Jason Cummins (Director of our Athletics Division} on this email. Jason is a retired Army Colonel that taught at West Point and has been 

working with Mitch garnhart and the Uniw?rsitv o[ Kentucky athh:_d:ics program over the past year. H~-_~ will be able to provide more detail regarding 

Horizon’s work in Al:hlet:ics 

Looking forward to continuing the conversation, 

Jar 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto: bubba.cunningham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Jar Thompson 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Tile, Vince 

Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Dear Jat, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, I’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince IIle to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of 

how we could work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and I’m sure they will be corresponding 

with you shortly after the first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Jat Thompson [j__a__t__Q__h___o__r_]_z___o__n_R_e_Ef_g__Lr_[)_a__[)_c_e:_cg/D] 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AM 

To" UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, 

and Army Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the UK athletic program. At UK we are shaping student athletes to 

be people of character, competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on 

and off the field. 



We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jar 

Jar Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Cary, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

http:/iwww.horizonperformance.com 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential and/or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the 

employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other 

use of this communication or its substance is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from 

your computer system. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edtr~ 

Friday 11:10 AM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edtr~; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<masko@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fall Soccer-M 

Can take ot:f the lisL,,cornmitted to Also should have a 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:00 AN 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject:     Fall Soccer-M 

SAT? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:26 PM 

,~email.unc.edu-~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@tmc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., [,arty A. 

<afl~gallo@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

Thanks, We appreciate atl of your outstanding work. 

Paul 

Frora: 
Sent: Friday, 1:31 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Kadton W; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

All, 

I put together the attached spreadsheets for Bubba and figurefftl pass them along to each of you in case you were interested. They look at each of our 

sports over the past four seasons and how well they performed athletically and academically both nationally and within the conference. The first attachment uses 

APR as the academic metric, the second uses GSR. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jason Cummins -qason.cummins@horizonperfonnance.com> 

Sunday, January 5, 2014 10:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Lane, Cricket <crickel@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edw~; Jar Thompson <jat@horizonpertbrmance.com> 

Re: UNC athletes and our NmT SEAL program 

Mr. Ille, 

Thank you for your note. We would love to schedule a meeting to learn about UNC’s existing initiatives and share more about Horizon. The week of Janua~ 26th 

would work best for us. Jat is in Coronado, CA working with the SEALs for the next couple weeks, and I’ll be teaching a leadership course at UK begi~ming the week 
of January 12. 

How about the morning of Wednesday, January 29th? We are completely flexible on the time. If that date is supportable, I’ll go ahead and make the necessary 

armngemenks on my end. Thanks again. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 5, 2014~ at 4:4, PM, "Ille, Vince <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason and Jat, 
Thanks tbr reaching out to us. I’m looking forward to learning more atxmt your work and potential opportunities to collaborate. Are you mTailable the 

week of Januaxy 12 or January 26? Please let me know what days and time periods might work best tbr you so we can schedule a phone call or a 

meeting. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiF of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

!ii!i::!:J2:Ji~)9_rJ!:L:i.:gJii!_Y! 
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From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 1:31 PN 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; 1lie, Vince 
Co: Jat Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 

For the past 10 years, Horizon Pertbrmance has partnered with some of the world’s most elite organizations to improve bx~th individual and team 

pertbrmance. The common thread mnong each of these organizations is the thct that their primary product is their people. College athletics is no different. 

Whether student-athletes, coaches, or administrative s~tt, people axe the lifeblood of the progrmn. 

Last year we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specifically partnering with the University of Kentucky. 

You will not see reference to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing efforts, instead focusing on 

building relationships, earning trnst, and establishing the syslems necessmy for our process. An updated website will go "live" in February. 

Moving forward, our desire is to work with a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic 

achievement. We feel the University of North Carolina shares this commitment. 

While I’m currently in Lexington, our company headquarters is located in Car?,, NC. I welcome the opportunity to meet to share more about our 

innovative process and unique approach. Thank you for your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 

Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 

ttorizon Pertbrmance 

h__t__tRi/!www, he rizon pe r fo rm a nc e.co m 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 10 39 AM Jat Thompson <j~2[_~?_l}ZSLr_g?_._e_r.t_~_LT.n~_n_._c_e:£gr_n_ > wrote: 

Mr’. Cunningham, 

Thank you for receiving my earlier email and 1 appreciate the opportanity to discuss what we are doing with key personnel on your staff. I promise we 

will not disappoint. 

Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. flh:,, 

i’ve included Jas.:_~n Cummins (Director of our Ai:hletics Division} on this email. Jason is a r,-_d:hed Army Cokm,:_~l that taught ai: Wes[: Poini: and has been 

working with Mitch Barnhart and the University o[: Kentucky athletics program over the past year’. He will be able to provide rnore detail regarding 

Horizon’s work in Athletics. 

Looking forward to continuing the conversation, 

Jat 

From: UNC Athletics Director [maito: bubba~cunNngham(¢unc#du] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:32 AN 
1I"o: Jat Thompson 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; IIM, Vince 



Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Dear Jat, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, I’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince Ille to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of 

how we could work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and I’m sure they will be corresponding 

with you shortly after the first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: 3at Thompson [jat~ho[izonperformance.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AH 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, 

and Army Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the UK athletic program. At UK we are shaping student athletes to 

be people of character, competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on 

and off the field. 

We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jar 

Jat Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Caw, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

http:i/www.horizonperformance.com 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential and/or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the 

employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other 

use of this communication or its substance is prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from 

your computer system. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@nnc.edu~-- 

Monday, January~ 6, 2014 11:43 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC athletes and our NaW SEAL program 

I am available die morning of Jan29. 

From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 10:01 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Co: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Jat Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Mr. Ille, 
Thmlk you for your note. We would love to schedule a meeting to learn about UNC’s existing initiatives and share more about Horizon. The week of Janumy 26th 

would work best for us. Jat is in Coronado, CA_ worldng with the SEALs for the next couple weeks, and I’ll be teaching a leadership course at UK beginning the week 
of January" 12. 

How about the morning of Wednesday, January~ 29th? We are completely flexible on the time. If that date is supportable, I’ll go ahead and make the necessaxy 
arrangements on my end. Thmfics again. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason and Jot, 

Thmlks tbr reaching out to us. I’m looking tbrward to learning more about your work mad potential opportnnities to collabx)rate. Are you available the week of JanuaW 

12 or January 26? Please let me know what days and time periods might work best for you so we can schedule a phone call or a meeting. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiU of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 
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From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 1:31 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Jat Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Dr. Lane, Mrs..!ohnson, and Mr. Ille, 

For the past 10 years, Horizon Performance has partnered with rome of the world’s most elite organizations to improve both indivi&lal and teanl peflbmmnce. The 

common thread mnong each of these organizations is the fact that their primary" product is their people. College athletics is no difl}rent. Whether student- athletes, 

coaches, or administrative staff; people m-e the lifeblood of the program. 

Last yem we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specifically partnering with the UniversiW of Kentuclu. You will not 

see reference to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing efforts, instead focusing on building relationships, 

earning trust, mad esIablislfing the systems necessaU for our process. An updated website will go "live" in February. 

Moving forward, our desire is to work with a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic achievement. We feel 

the UniversiU of North Carolina shares this commitment. 

Wlfile I’m currently in Lexington, our company headquarters is located in Cary’, NC. I welcome the opportunity to meet to share more about our innovative process 
and unique approach. Thank you for your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 

Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 

Horizon Peflbnna~ce 

_h__Lt_P__ j_Z__w____w____w_:___h__o__[ Lz___o___l? Q___e_[_f_Q__r_m__a___l?_£ e_=_q_o__m_ 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Jat Thompson <ia~!~orizo!~peri’onna!lce:co!n> wrote: 

Mr. Cunrdngham, 

Thank you for receiving my earner email and I appreciate the opporLuniW to discuss what we are doing with key personnel on your staff. I prornise we will riot 

disappoinL 

Dr. tane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. IIle, 

l’w-:~ included Jason Cummins (Director of our Athletics Division) on this ~-_~mail..h~son is a retired Army Colonel that taught at W~-_~st f~oint and h~s been working with 

Mitch Barnh~rt and the Univ~:_~rsity .:_~f Kentucky athletics progr~m ow:,r the past year< He will b~-_~ ~bh:, to provide more det~il regarding Horizon"s work in Athletics. 

Looking forward [o continuing the conversation, 

Jat 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:bubba.cunningham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:32 AM 
Te: Jar Thompson 
Cc: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 



Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Dear Jar, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, l’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince llle to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of how we could 

work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and l’m sure they will be corresponding with you shortly after the 

first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: .tat Thompson [jat~hor!zoDperformance.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, and Army 

Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the U K athletic program. At U K we are shaping student athletes to be people of character, 

competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on and off the field. 

We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jat 

Jat Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Cary, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

http:i/www.hofizonperformance.com 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and!or 

otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this communication or its substance is 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from your computer system. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 2:30 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAl, program 

[ilat woikq f~r rr~L 

1 ~u~r]ks, 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 11:43 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
I arn available the morning of .lan29. 

From: Jason Cummins [ma!!to:jason.cummins@hor!zoDpefformance.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014- 10:01 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Jat Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Ille, 

Thank you for your note. We would love to schedule a meeting to learn about UNC’s existing initiatives and share more about Horizon. The week of January 26th 

would work best tbr us. Jat is in Coronado, CA working with the SEALs for the next couple weeks, and I’ll be teaching a leadership course atUK beginning the week 

of January 12. 

How about the morning of Wednesday, January 29th? We are completely flexible on the time. If that date is supporlable, I’ll go ahead mad make the necessary 

arrangements on nay end. Thanks again. 

My Best, 

Jason 

On Jan 5, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i]_]__e_[~L_uj!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > wrote: 

Jason and Jut, 
Thanks for reaching out to us. I’m looking lbrward to learning more about your work and potential opportunities to collaborate. Are you available the week of January 

12 or January 26? Please let me know what days and time periods might work best for you so we can schedule a phone call or a meeting. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

U niversib’ of North Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 
!:ij:j!:2:ii;:iu uu~u~:. ::: &~ ~ 
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From: Jason Cummins [mailto:jason.cummins@horizonpefformance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 203.4 1:33. PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; llle, Vince 
Co: 3at Thompson 
Subject: Re: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 
Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr. Ille, 
For the past 10 yem-s, Horizon Pertbrmance has partnered with some of the world’s most elite organizations to improve bx)th individual and team perfonnance. The 

common thread mnong each of these organizations is the Pact that their primary product is their people. College athletics is no dittbrent. Whether student-athletes, 

coaches~ or administrative stat£ people are the litbblood of the program. 

Last year we made a conscious decision to expand our Athletic Operations to the collegiate level, specitically partnering with the UniversiU of Kentucky. You will not 

see reference to this initiative on our website. We have intentionally delayed expansion and associated marketing eftbrts, instead focusing on building relationships, 

earning trust, and establishing the systems necessary for our process. An updated website will go "live" in Febrnary. 

Moving forward, oar desire is to work with a small number of elite departments committed to the highest levels of athletic, academic, and civic achievement. We feel 

the UniversiW of North Cmolina shares this commitment. 
While I’m currently in Lexington, our company headquarters is located in Cary, NC. I welcome the opportunity, to meet to share more about our innovative process 

and unique approach. Thank you for your time. 

My Best, 

Jason 
Senior Manager, Athletic Operations 

tIorizon Perfbrmance 

http;/iwww.horizon performa nee.corn 

On Dec 31, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Jut Thompson <j_’_a__t_~a~__ILl!?_~jL49__r_lp__e_r_l_9__r_T_~£~Lnc_e:£9_n!> wrote: 

Mr. Cunningham, 

Thank you for receiving my earlier email and I appreciate the opportunity to discuss what we are doing with key personnel on your staff, I promise we will not 

disappoint~ 

Dr. Lane, Mrs. Johnson, and Mr Ille, 

i’ve included Jason Cummins (l:}ir’e(:~:or of our A~:Metics Division) on this email. Jason is a retired Army Colonel that taught at: West: Point and has been working with 

Mirth Barnhart and the University of Kentucky athtedcs prograrn over the past year’. He wilf be abfe to provide more detail regarding Horizon’s work in Athtedcs~ 

Looking forward to continuing the conversation, 



Jar 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:._b__u___b___b__a_=c__u___n__n_Ln_g_h___a___m__Q__u___n___c_~__d__u_,] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 9:32 AM 
To: Jat Thompson 
C¢: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Dear Jat, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding your company and potential assistance with our Leadership Academy. 

By copy of this email, I’m asking Dr. Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, and Vince file to take a look at your website, discuss the possible opportunities of how we could 

work together, and respond to you. Those three individuals handle all of our student-services and I’m sure they will be corresponding with you shortly after the 

first of the year. 

Thanks for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Jar Thompson [jaLCOhorizonperformance.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 6:29 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: UNC athletes and our Navy SEAL program 

Mr. Cunningham, 

I realize that this will probably not make it to your desk but eventually you will hear of us. We are currently working with NASA, Navy SEALs, Marines, and Army 

Special Forces and this year we started working with Mitch Barnhart and the U K athletic program. At U K we are shaping student athletes to be people of character, 

competence, and consequence. Our approach is not being done anywhere else; which also involves monitoring behavior on and off the field. 

We would love just a few minutes of your time to explain what we do, 

Thanks, 

Jat 

Jat Thompson, Ph.D. 

President 

Horizon Performance 

8000 Regency Suite 240 

Cary, NC 27518 

Tel: (919) 674 - 6644 

._l!t__t_P__ j_~__w____w____w__=__h__o__[!_Lo___n_~__e_[_f__o___r_m__a___n__c e_=_c___o__m_ 

This message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and!or 

otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, any disclosure, dissemination, distribution, copying or other use of this communication or its substance is 

prohibited, if you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender and delete from your computer system. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday,. 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Media Report 

I will ask him to start~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 3:28 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" RE: Media Report 1.6.14 

Does      review The Chronicle of Higher Education for these reports? 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, 10:08 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Media Repod 
From: _ _Q__ g t _n _a_ jJ_&o t _n_ ] 

Sent: Monday, 9:55 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Media Report 

Paul, 

Attached is today’s report. Have a good one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Vlid Year Enrollee Schedule Adj ushnents 

Football midyears had their meeting today, 

I have not yet seen any meeting confirmations for other sports~ 

Marielle A, vanGekder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Liniversity ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5002 

r{~ va n g el d e r @ u n c. e d u 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Monday,. 3:37 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW:     Mid Year Enrollee Schedule Adjustments 

Do we have a compliance meeting set up for mid-year enrollees in football and other sports? Thanks. 

From= Haydon, Joe 
Sent= Tuesday, i 11:42 AM 

To= flle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Mid Year Enrollee Schedule Adjustments 

FYI ..... 

From= Williams, Andre 
Sent= Monday, 3:35 PM 
To= Trulock, Scott; Ross, Luke; Morelli, David Dominic; Freeman, Jason S; Yaekel, Mark C; Johnson, Shelley H; Markos, Lance M; Lane, Cricket; Myers, Leslie; Bethel, Bradley 
Richard; Overstreet, Tia; Beatty, Grey;       @fca.orq; Hernandez, Luis III; Womack, Zachary Wayne 
Co: Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe; Healy, Kaitlin; Cauterucdo, Dino; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: Mid Year Enrollee Schedule Adjustments 

All, 

I want to wish everyone an early Happy New Year!! As you are aware we are welcoming 5 new football mid-year enrollees into our family at the beginning of the 

year. I have briefly spoken with each of you to confirm your availability to welcome our new student-athletes and discuss your area of expertise. Unfortunately, 

we had a slight adjustment to our original schedule. At your earliest convenience, can you please review the attached itinerary and confirm that you are available 

to visit with our mid-year enrollees at the requested time? 

Thanks in advance for all of your assistance1! 

Note 

Luke please find below our plan of action for physical appointments: 

Monday (9:00 am - 10:45 am): 

*The above mid-year enrollees will meet you in training room at 9:00 am 

Monday, (10:00 am - 12:00 pro): 

*The above mid-year enrollees will meet you in training room at 10:00 am 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Contact: (919) 641-6168 

Emaih awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

Thanks Vince, 

This is good to have, I can not complete the spreadsheet until the scores from other schools are publicly available to allow me to make the compadsons~ But 

this is ";till good information to haw:_~, lhanks, 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday,. 2:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: RN: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

You may be interested in the preliminary data for next API{ report. Thanks and we appreciate the help with these documents. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 1:26 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 
See attacb-:~d. "Th~-:r;~-’_~ will be releas~-_~d publk:ly ;omewhere around the first week of June. 

Marielle A. w~nGekler 

Associate Athletic DirecLor 

Universib/of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962- @302 

LTLY:L~D.g.9].~J£f:]:.i..[.~P:c:.A~j.9. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 1:14 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Top 3 Top 10 Spreadsheets 

Do we have tentative (submitted) numbers tbr APR and/or GSR that we could give    : to add to the documems attached? If so, he could code them as "prelimigary." 

This might be useful to some of the many people on our campus M]o rash to evaluate us and make recommendations tbr how we do our work. Thanks. 

From: 
Sent: Friday,,             .1:31 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Top 3 Top :tO Spreadsheets 

All, 

I put together the attached spreadsheets for Bubba and figureffll pass them along to each of you in case you were interested. They look at each of our 

sports over the past four seasons and how well they performed athletically and academically both nationally and within the conference. The first attachment uses 

APR as the academic metric, the second uses GSR. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 5:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Happy New Year 

FYI 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 5:03 PM 
To: ’Liz Mullen’ 
Subject: RE: Happy New Year 

Hi Liz, 

Thanks for the emaik I hope you had a great holiday season. ,All of ou~’ players signed with agents who went through our process. 

Best, 

Paul 

From: Liz Mullen [mailto: ~qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 5:00 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Happy New Year 

Hi Paul, 

I wanted to check in with you in the new year to see how your agent signing process has gone. 

Did your players sign ruth agents who went through the process’? 

How many interviews did yon end up doing? 

Thanks and have a great evening, 

Liz 

Liz IVlullen 

Spo~tsBusiness JoumaJ 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~> 

VJnce, 

Quick question....and i apologize if this comes across as being out of line......Is the hold on enrolling 

on underscoring the appropriate relationship/situation with the coach? 

Give me a call on my cell ..... if you get a chance. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

this semester based on numbers alone or is it based 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 6:21 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: BasebaJl 

FYI. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sabo, Tun 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:41 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Baseball 

Do we need to have them sign in individually? Obviously, I’d rather not, but let me know. Thanks. 

Tim 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Creech, Karlton W 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:40 AM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Subject: RE: Baseball 

approved 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:27 AM 
To: Creech, Karkon W 
Sut~iect: FW: Baseball 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dick Baddour [.mailto: (~mail coral 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:25 AM 
To: Sabo, Tim 
Sut~iect: Baseball 

Happy New Year. Last year you were most helpful in getting me 30 tickets for a baseball game. We had a large group over for dinner and then went to the game. It was so popular that Lynda 
and I would like to do it again. We are looking at April 25 (Virginia Tech) or May 9 (FSU). So would it be a possible for this year and if so would either one of those work The total invite list 
would be 36 with an expectation that 30 would attend. Thanks for your consideration. 

Dick Baddour 
Sent from my iPad 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD, 6, 2014 7:08 PM 

VaJlgelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Baseball 

I believe the?- should sign individually to ensure compliance with our Policy. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 6:21 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vmce 
Subject: FW: Baseball 

FYI. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sabo, Tlln 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:41 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sut~iect: FW: Baseball 

Do we need to have them sign in individually? Obviously, I’d rather not, but let me know. Thanks. 

Tim 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Creech, Karlton W 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:40 AM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Subject: RE: Baseball 

approved 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sabo, Tim 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:27 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 

Sut~ject: FW: Baseball 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dick Baddour [mailto (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, Janumy 06, 2014 8:25 A_’vl 
To: Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Baseball 

Happy New Year. Last year you were most helpful in getting me 30 tickets for a baseball game. We had a large group over for dinner and then went to the game. It was so popular that Lynda 
and I would like to do it again. We are looking at April 25 (Virginia Tech) or May 9 (FSU). So would it be a possible for this year and if so would either one of those work. The total invite list 
would be 36 with an expectation that 30 would attend. Thanks for your consideration. 

Dick Baddour 
Sent front my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Graduates 

Vince, 

Here is a list of the football graduates for 

Graduates: 

and pending for 

PENDING (last hour he needs is showing as an incomplete now) 

Potential Graduates: 

[if he can get into online classes) 

Potential Graduate: 

Please let me know if you need anything further. 

Michelle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc,edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:56 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu->; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

1~’: 1~’: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at ~reening of"Schooled" in October 

Vh~ce and Cricket, 

When you have a moment, can you reach out to Charlotte to coordinate a meeting date and time? If you’d like for me to assist in scheduling the meeting, please 

h:,t me know. 

Thank you both for your help with this! 

Molly 

From: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: Mr. "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Molly, your advice please. Do I contact Vince and Cricket or will they contact me? 
Thank you kindly. 

Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte Pmn:is 

Pedeet Balanee 

Organize Your Life "- B~lance Your Suecess 

1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 

Durham, North Carolina 27707 

Mobile 

Office (919) 908 7131 

www.p e rfe ct:h a] aneene.e orn 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 12:25 PM, Charlotte Purvis <charlotte@)cledbctbalmlcenc.conl> wrote: 
Hello Molly, 
I really appreciate your prompt and helpful reply. I look forward to meeting Vince and Cricket -- and you as well. 
Thank you. 

Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlotte PutYis 
Perfect Balance 
Organize Your Li}) ~ Balance Your Success 
1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 
Durham, North Carolina 27707 
Mohile 

Office (9195 908 7131 
www.p e r:Eb ctb alancenc.c om 

On Mon, Jan 6, 2014 at 11:27 AM, Norton, Molly <mbnorton@~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Cha rl.:_~tt:e, 

Thanks ]:or your emaif, gubba enjoyed rneeting you in October. 

Bubba has asked that Vince I[le, Senior Associate AD, and Cricket Lane, Assistat~t Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Services, ~T~eet with you. I’ve copied Cricket 

and Vince on this email so that you all can coordinate a convenient time to meeting date and time. 

If I can be of further assistance, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Mo]fy 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962--7490 (fa x) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 

Go ,Heels ! 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 

.... @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Charlotte Purvis 

Subject: Mr, "Bubba" Cunningham -- met him at screening of "Schooled" in October 

Greetings Molly, 
Bubba Cunningham’s wife     introduced me to him in October at the screening of "Schooled." I shared that I have been 



fortunate to have great success conducting communication coaching programs for corporate leaders. I now wish to 
conduct similar programs for college and professional athletes. 
Please share with Bubba that meeting him,      and his mother in October was a highlight of 2013. It would be an 
honor to meet with him in 2014 to discuss our mutual interest in student athletes and their success. 
By the way, when I met with Chris Faison of the Minority Male Program, he suggested that I write to you and ask you to 
share this message with Bubba Cunningham. Thank you kindly. 
Best regards, 
Charlotte 

Charlott:e Purvis 
Per:E)ct Balance 

Organize Your Life ~-~ Balance Your Success 
1804 Martin Luther King Parkway, Suite 209 
Durham, North Carolina 27707 
Mobile , 

Office (919) 908 7131 
vr~rw.p e r£,,ctb alafmenc.c on1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phyllis Petree <ppetree@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 10:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Pat’s < @kc.rr.com> 

Client Sm’~ey for Internal Audit QualiU Assessment Review 

Vince, 

The UNC Chapel Hill Internal Audit Program will be undergoing a Quality Assessment Review- (QAR) later this month. Periodic h~ternal Audit QARs are required by professional internal 
auditing standards and by State statute. The QAR will be conducted by a team of three peers headed by retired Umversity of California System chief auditor Patrick Reed (Pat). 

In conjunction with the QAR, Pat will send a customer SUl~’ey to a number of Internal Audit’s clients and you have been selected to receive the survey. Your candid input will be greatly 
appreciated and will contribute significantly to the reviewers’ perspective of our internal audit program. It is a very brief survey that should only take a few- minutes to complete 

You should receive the survey early next week (January 13th) and it will come directly from Pat with a "From: address" o~ ~kc rr.cum, so please be on the look out for it and 
check your "junk mail" just in case it is filtered out. The survey attachment can be filled out electronically. 

Please return the completed survey directly to Pat. Your responses and comments will be treated in confidence, and only the tabulated compiled data will be used in the QAR report. 

If you have any questions about the survey you can feel free to contact Pat directly through his emai[ address. 

Thanks in advance fur your assistance. We hope that the Quality Assessment Review will help us to better serve UNC Chapel Hill and all of our customers. 

Phyllis C. Petree 
Director of Internal Audit 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #1050 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-1050 
Phone: (919) 962-7883 
FAX: (919) 962-2659 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domina~ Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu~; 

Wednesday 1:16 PM 

Carolina Softball Weekly Newsletter 

Weekly Email Mf 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle-<michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Graduates 

Vince, 

Sorry for the delay. I am not certain thaL we are an~.;wering your que_’4ti.:_3rl. [.es inck~ded all those 4th and 5th vear student.-ai:hleLes who graduab-:~d or are projected 

Lo graduate (exck~ding Lhose with eligibilil:y for         ~.             wouk~ be one Lhat was suppos~-:~d t.:_~ graduate but didn’t and we aren’t sure if he will this 

semester or not (Honor Court issues). To make certain that we are giving you the information, l.es put together a list of all 4.th year student-athletes and indicated if 

they had eligibility remaining or made comments as to their situation, The only other one to note would be and you have been included on the emails 

frorn today regarding him 

Please let rne know if we did not answer your question, 

Guys who are .5th years who have not graduated yet are- 

Guys who are 4~n years who have not graduated yet are- 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, lO: 14 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: Graduates 

th th 
Thanks Michelle. Are there any 4 or 5 year/botball team members who were on the team this fall but do not appear on either list below? Thanks. 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Graduates 

Vince, 

Here is a list of the football graduates for        and pending for 

December Graduates: 

Please let me know if you need anything further, 

Michelle 



Follow us on TMtter. Facebook, & on Instagram! 

~’inter Camp ~;ith the Heels: 

January 19th Register at 

~s~w.donnajpa pasoft ballea raps.corn 

Go Heels, 

Coa(;h Papa, Coach "fbny~ Coa(;h Tadlock & Coach Yo~mS 

))~:))~:]]i41!;.;~;;:!(i;~i:.8£]%i~..’!il!:;k[[!~ 

Follow us on Facebook: ~~s~s,v,facebookocom£ 
TarHedSoffbal] 

Instagram: UNCSefkf:.~aI] 

.... ¢¢I’$ Wrapping it up before the .~ Holidays: ..... ~;i~!~ 

Tt’.,,is t,,,"sarks t/se last week of the tegula/ se-- 

.,,,’",,,".,,estel"~ as o,~.~/" st,t~det’,,,t-atMetes be@.,,,’s Fi.,,".,,al 

Exams/sext week and make tbek wsy 

borne let the Holidays! 

We look 1%/ward to e@oyi/",,’g some th,’,,,"se 

togeth,,e.,,," at o,t.~l" A,,,’w’,,,ttal Holiday Pa,,,"ty, 

(3008 food~ with fdends~ topped off with a 

muct".,, at’,,,ticipated & gua/at’,,,teed .,,’,,,"~e/".,,-",,,o.,,’sb/e 

girl exc[",,,a,,,’.,,ge! R,,,"emise to s[",,,a,,,"e photos 

whe/s it’s ell ssid at’,,,d do/se.. 

De~e~be~ IBi~’t[~ays: 

22nd---.J,ulie Domina---. Softball Administrator 

- Senior 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Somoano, Carlos M <c~)moano@unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lain..~ A. <athgallo@unc.edu-~ 

RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Based on the int:ormatior~ I have on hand today, they would be admissible. 

Barbara ] Polk 
Depul}~ l)irec~or 
0 flice of Ui!dergraduate Adm[ssiors 
University of North C~ro]ir.~ at Chapel HIll 
Phone: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, 1:55 PM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M 

Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: RE:              - Men’s Soccer 

Ye~ as long as they are admissible k) "the University at those times. Barbara would have to confinn that fbr us. 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re:             - Men’s Soccer 

So long as they are in our allocations as described? (sorry trying to type on my phone and inadvertently hit send before finishing). 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:25 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re:             - Men’s Soccer 

So we are good to go with the if one comes in . and one in 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 1:22 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

C~os, 

I can confirm that a maxinmm total of nine admissions slots have been allocated for men’s soccer for . A maximum of there of the nine can be used 

for spring     admits. This is consistent with our discussion this fall regarding     admissions slots. During that discussion, I committed to allocating 

men’s soccer two mid-year slots for and noted we might possibly be able to add a third. If you need any additional information, please just let me 

know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, i               1:08 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: = Men’s Soccer 

Vince/Barbara 

Can you confirm one January and one August if I can change their minds? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U N C Socce r 

On at 12:55 PM, "llle, Vince" <]_[! .e_@ .u_ n_ _c_ ._ _e_d_ _ 9. > wrote: 

Csr]os, 

No, not to date. The mid-year slot assigned to women’s soccer for spring that you spoke with Anson about may or may not still be a 

possibility, but we issued an ASA fbr her earlier this week. Thanks tbr checking and I’ll let you know ifI hear aJlything new. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 11:26 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
C:c: TIM, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 

Vince 

Just checking in on the if anything opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much time left. 

Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
U N C Socce r 



On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@adrnissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

~arlo5, 

Thanks for your note. I absolutely understand your motivation and the pressure you are under to ensure a nationally 

competitive team year-after-year. Please do not worry about my interpreting your motivation in any other way. 

If something opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, again, for writing. I really appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, .Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE:             - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the update. Please let me know if anything opens up. The were here this weekend and ward: to commH: to 

UNC if they both can come at the sernester. I am trying [:o persuade [:hem that one <:ould come in        and one 

but they witl not cornmit to that scenario. They are both strong players and we would get them for’ a bargain scholarship 

wise. Additionally, (afLhough not our motive to recruit them) this would also complete our recruiting for     and save us 

significant time and money looking for two players that fit our profile~ As of last Wednesday, I thought it was very unlikely 

that we would be using a third slot at the semester., but obviously we did not plan to have of this caliber send us a 

l:raesfer release. 

f hope you underst:aed my motive is only to make our soccer prograrn nationally compet:itive not create a difficult situation 

or Lo put pressure on anyone, Thanks for your support. 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, 4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

HL I.ance, 
f taiked with Cados earlier today. Both of ~:hese students are (:H( h:~r admission with a slot. As of today though, ~:here is only 

one transfer slot available for men’s soccer for the      . ff one of the other students (anon:her sport possibly) already 

admitted for the opts not Lo accepL admission, a second slot may become available. At the time that happens, 

FII need to touch base with Vince to confirm the          slot for men’s soccer. 

Let me know if you have any que~tioes 

Barbara 

I)cp~ty ’~) irccto~ 
Oflk:e oil J]tde fgrad~a[e A(im~ssioft~; 
Un N’e fsily of No[’Lh Caro]h’,a ~t Ch;~Ilel }{ill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for                       , two potential mid-year transfers for men’s soccer from 

The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include 

their core GPA and SAT scores, their transcripts, and Emma’s transfer credit evaluations for the three semesters 

they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes 

to eligibility. If you could let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Men’s Soccer 

I sorta thought that might be a possibility, Let me know if you need anything from me to assist h~ your meeting, if it should occur, 

~-arl;ara 1, Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of {~r..dergradnate Admissiop.s 
University of North Caro]iaa at Chapel Pdl] 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, 12:49 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: FW: - Men’s Soccer 

Please note flint I will address requests made by Larry Oallo and Beth Miller directly, if’they choose to di~uss it with me. Thai]ks very much for your help. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 12:46 PM 
To; Miller, Beth 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Beth and Lan% 

We can set up a time to discuss Carlos’ specific request regarding admissions for men’s soccer for the spring semester if you’d like. We roll not need Barbara 

tbr the purpose of that meeting. Thm~k you. 

Vince 

From-" Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 11:54 AM 
To; Polk, Barbara Jo; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

[-~arb~sr.~,    I certair~lV don~t know .~lloc~3[:iot’Fs for : adn’~it’;, but based on 1he hou’;ing n~-’_~:ads, [h~-’_~re don’t se~-_~m to be v~:ary nlany.....e~c~:ap[: ~:ootball ~.~:,en’v; to be 

increasing their number. Based on the quality of the soccer      and Carlos only needing one more space to elevate the cornpetJdveness of the soccer program, 

maybe it would be good if we could talk to give me a better understanding of the parameters of admissions, 

Thanks for your consideration. 

~’Beth 

From" Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Thursday, 11:37 AM 
To; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject" RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Carlos, 

I’m sorry but it doesn’t look like anything is going to become available for the spring. I hate to be the bearer of bad news but I don’t think we can get both in for the 

spring, If this changes, I will let you know. 

I’m sorry. 

B a r ba ra 
}~v~a~ J. Polk 
Depu ty I} irecto~ 
Oflk:c oil is,,detgraduate Admissk}tv; 
Univevsi{y o{ Not’bh Carolh,,a at Chapel }{ill 
Phone; 919-966-~39 {{9 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 

Sent: Thursday, 11:26 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 

Vince 

Just checking in on the if anything opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much time left. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

Thanks for your note. I absolutely understand your motivation and the pressure you are under to ensure a nationally competitive team year-after-year. 

Please do not warW about my interpretin9 your motivation in any other way. 

If something? opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, a~?ain, for writing. I really appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From. Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To; Polk Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE:             - Men’s Soccer 



Barbara, 

Thanks for the update. Please let me know if anything opens up. The were here [his weekend and want to cornmi[ to UNC if they both can co~Tle 

at the semester. I am trying [o persuade [hem that one could come in and one but they witl not commit to that scenario. They are both 

strong players and we would get them for a bargain scholarship wise. Additionally, (although not our motive to recruit them) this would also 

complete our recruitMg for     and save us significant tkne and money looking for two players that fit our profile. As of last Wednesday, I thought it 

was w:~ry unlikely that we would be using a third slot at tb-:~ semester., but obviously we did not plan to haw-:~ twins of this caliber send us a t:ransfer 

release. 

I hope you unLferstanLf rny motive is only to make our soccer program nationally cornpeLiLive not create a difficult situation or to put pressure on 

anyone. Thanks for your support. 

From: Polk, Barbara .]o 
Senti Monday, 4:35 PM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
C¢-" Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara 3o; Ille, Vince 
Subject-¯ RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Lance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these students are OK for admission with a slot. As of today though, there is only one transfer sfot available 

]:or men’s soccer for the       it: one of the other students (another sport possibly) already admitted ]:or Lhe      opts not to accept 

admission, a second slot may become available. At the time that happens, I’ll need to touch base with Vince to confirm the slot for men’s 

SOCCI-’_!r. 

b-:d: me know if you haw:_~ any questions, 

Barbara 
~ a~’l:lm’a ], Polk 
])ep~ty Director 
O[]~{:e o[’Un{]e[’gra<bate A{]m~sskms 
H]~ ivcl’sil,y o[Nor~h Carolina at C]]ape[ 11i[] 
Phone: 919-966-?,9 {~9 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for                        two potential mid-year transfers for men’s soccer from 

The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include their core GPA and SAT scores, their 

transcripts, and Emma’s transfer credit evaluations for the three semesters they’ve been al 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes to eligibility. If you could 

let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: {919) 843-7259 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

markos@emaiLunc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoauo, Carlos M <csomoano@uuc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Miller, Beth <bethmille@uuc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtr~ 

Re: - Men’s Soccer 

Thanks... I’ll give it a shot! 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On at 1:59 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(&admissions.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Based on l:he information I have on hand today, l:hey would be admissible, 
}~arbara l, Polk 
De];atF D~veci:or 
Of[ice of Undergvad aate Admisskms 
llt!iversity of North C~t’olJE];~ at (:/tat~el Hill 
P[!i)t!e: 9~ 9-.96(J.-39;39 

From: file, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, 1:55 PM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M 

Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: RE:              - Men’s Soccer 

Yes, as long as they are admissible to the University at those times. Barbara would have to confirm that for us. 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re:             - Men’s Soccer 

So long as they are in our allocations as described? (sorry trying to type on my phone and inadvertently hit send before finishing). 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:25 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
l::::c: Polk, Barbara 30; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re:             = Men’s Soccer 

So we are good to go with the if one comes in and one in 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 1:22 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

I caJa confinn flaat a maximum total of nine admissions slots have been allocated for men’s soccer lbr A maximum of three of the nine 

cma be used lbr spring     admits. This is consistent with our discussion this thll regaJrding     admissions sloLs. During that discussion, I 

committed to allocating men’s soccer two mid-year slots for mid noted we might possibly be able to add a third. Ifyou need any 

additional infommtion, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:08 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 

Vince!Barbara 

Can you confirm one January and one August if I can change their minds? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
U N C Socce r 

On at 12:55 PM, "file, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 



Carlos, 

No, not to date. The mid-year slot assigned to women’s soccer for spring that you spoke with Anson about may or may 

not still be a ~ssibili~, but we issued an ASA for her earlier this week. Thanks for checking and I’ll let you lmow ifI hem 

an~lhing new. 

Mince 

From: Somoano, Carlos N 
Sent: Thursday, li: 26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Co: llle, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 
Vince 

Just checking in on the if anything opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much 

time left. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On , at li:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admbsions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

Thanks for your note. I absolutely understand your motiva*ion and the pressure you are under to ensure a 

nationally competitive team year-after-year. Please do not worry about my interpreting your motivation in any 

other way. 

If something opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, again, for writing. I realUy appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE:             - Men’s Soccer 

8arbara, 

Thard~s for the update. ~tea;e let rne know if anything opens up. The were here t:his weekend and want 

to commit to LiNC if they both can corne at the semester, t am trying to persuade them [:hat one couhJ come in 

and one       but they will not commit to that scenario~ They are both strong players and we would 

gel thern for a bargain scholarship wise. Additionally, (although not our rnodve to recruit them) this would also 

complete our recruiting for     and save us significant time and money looking for two players that fit our 

profile, As of last Wednesday, I thought it was very unlikely that we would be using a third slot at the 

sernes~:er,, but obviously we did not phm to have      of this caliber send us a transfer release. 

I hope you understand my motive is only to rnake our soccer program nationally competitive not create a 

ditficuft situation or to put pressure on anyone. Thanks for your support 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Lance, 

I talked with Carbs earlier today. Both of these students are OK for adrni’;sion with a slot, A’; of today though, 

there is only one transfer slot available for men’s soccer for the If one of the other sLudents (another 

sport possibly) already adrnitted for the spring opts not to accept admission, a second slot may become 

available. At the time that happens, I’ll need to touch base with Vince to confirm the slot for men’s 

Soccer. 

Let me know if you haw:_~ any questions. 

Barbara 
~arbara I. Polk 
])e {n) ty [; irector 
0[]?ce ofl~nOergraduate Adafisskms 
U~iversilN of North Carolina at C]mpel t{~l] 
Phone: 919-966-?,989 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, I 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for two potential mid-year transfers for men’s 

soccer from The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA 

certification reports, which include their core GPA and SAT scores, their transcripts, and Emma’s transfer 

credit evaluations for the three semesters they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end 

when it comes to eligibility. If you could let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the 

system here soon. Thanks]] 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 



University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

_~.n__~_ r_._k_9_ s__@._ e__m__a_!l_:_u__~2 .c_: .e_ du. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Thursday, i ,4:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu-> 

RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Vince, 

I appreciate you offering to set up a time to discuss admissions for men’s soccer, 

the specific request from Carlos. 

Thanks, 

~’Beth 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, :!.2:46 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Beth and La~y, 

We cml set up a time to discuss Carlos’ specific request regarding admissions for men’s soccer for the 

for the purpose of that meeting. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 1:[:54 AM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo; Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: [lle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE:             - Men’s Soccer 

If possible, would be helpful to me to have an overview of the process, not just 

spring semester if you’d like. We will not need Barbara 

Barbara, I certainly don’t know allocations for      admits, buL based on the housing needs, there don’t seem to be very rnany.....excepL t:ootball seems to be 

increasing their number. Based on the quality of the soccer      and Carlos only needing one more space to elevate the competkiveness of the soccer program, 

rnaybe il: would be good if w~-_~ could t:aik to give m~-_~ a bet:t:er und~:_~rstanding of th~-_~ parameters of admissions, 

Thanks for your considerat:i.:_~n. 

~Beth 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent" Thursday, :[:[:37 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: ¯ Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Carlos, 

I’m sorry but: il: d.:_~esn’t look like anything is going to become available for t:he I hab:_! to b,-:! the bear~-_~r of bad news but I don’t think w~-_~ can get both in Jar th~-_~ 

If this changes, I will let you know. 

I’m sorry. 

Barbara 
P.a d~a ca !. Polk 
Depu ty D [rector 
0 {rice o{~1 ~de ~gradu ate Admiss [oi:s 
U~]ivevsi~g o[North Carol[ra at Chapel }{il~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -9 6 6-3 q 89 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 11:26 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 

Vince 

Just checking in on the twins if anything opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much time left. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpo!k~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

Thanks for your note. Z absolutely understand your motivation and the pressure you are under to ensure a nationally competitive team year-after-year. 

Please do not worry about my interpretin9 your motivation in any other way. 

If something? opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, again, for wNting. I really appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Polk Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: RE:             . Men’s Soccer 

Barbara~ 

Thanks for the update. Please let me know if anything opens up. The were here this weekend and wanL to commit to UNC if they both can corne 

st Lhe semester. I am Lrying to persuade them that one could come in and one but they ,,,viii not commit to that scenario. They are both 

strong players and we would get them for a bargain scholarship wise. Additionally, (although not our motive to recruit them) this would also 



complete our re~:ruit~ng for     and ~ave us ~ignificant t#r~e and money IooMng for two players t:hat tit our protfle. As of last Wednesday, f thought it 

was very unlikely d~at we would be using a thkd slot at the semester, but obviously we did not plan to have of this caliber send us a trans[:er 

releklse. 

I hope you understand my motive ix only to make our soccer program nationally competitive not create a difficult situation or to put pressure on 

anyone. Thanks for your support. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
C:c: Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Lance, 

] talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these students are OK for admission with a stoL As of today though, there is only one transfer slot available 

for men’s soccer for the       If one of the other students (another sport possibly) already admitted for the      opts not to accept : 

admission, a second slot may becorne availabh:~. At: t:he time that happens, I"ll need to touch base with Mince t:o confirm the sk)t: for men’s 

soccer~ 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Barbara 
[~a~’ba~’a J. Polk 
Deputy Dh’ecto~" 
0 f,qce of U~’tdergraduate AdmJss[o~’..s 
Up.[vers[ty of No~’th Carol~’ta at Chape! }{ill 
Pl’.o]’.e: qIg-9{,6-308q 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for                        two potential mid-year transfers for men’s soccer from 

The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include their core GPA and SAT scores, their 

transcripts, and Emma’s transfer credit evaluations for the three semesters they’ve been at i 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes to eligibility. If you could 

let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!] 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:48 AM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@~g.unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-GottiHed I @gmail.com); Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Stroman. Deborah L -<tstro@unc.e&P; Rennet, Joy J 

<lov Renne@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 18 - 2 more FAC people - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 

Hi John, 

Thanks for providing these details for the meeting on Wednesday, December :[g at 3:00pro in Bubba’s office. 

Dr, Strorn-Go~:dried -if you are going to be available by phone, please iet me know what number the group should use ~:o call you around 3:00 on Wednesday, 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
C¢: Kim Strom-Gotffried        @gmail.com); Nosley, Layna; Stroman, Deborah L; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 18 - 2 more FAC people - Academic Achievement section of AD Strategic Plan 
Dear Molly: 

th Debbie Stroman and Layna Mosely of the FAC will join me for the Dec. 18 meeting. I think KJm S-G will be in con’tact with you atx)ut possibly participating by 

phone. 

For Bubba and my colleagues, a reminder of the purpose of the meeting: 
th 1. Overa]l: Identit~ areas for explanation and discussion atthe January 14 FAC meeting 

2. Possible elements (only suggestions) 

Bubba and colleagues thoughts on: 

What measmvments to apply for assessing the top 3/top 10 goal for UNC teams [possibilities: Team GPA, APf~ etc. Lisa B. notes that 
APR may not be the best measure] 

How to assess team trends 

Early thinking on intermediate goals, especially for teams that have the furthest to go 

Debbie, Layna, Kim, John: questions, concerns, suggestions 

Clari~ topics and materials to provide for Joy and FAC to prepare for 1/14/14 meeting. 

RetErence items (in SaJam): 
athletics strategic plan and unit objectives masl~er doc.pdf- esp. page 11, 33-36 

A PR 2011-12,pdf 
Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) ’)62-51’)0 

stephens@sog.unc.edu 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 

http :/iwww.sog. unc. eda/node/93 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; llle, Vince 

C¢: Kim Strom-Gottfried        @qmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Importance: High 

Correction: I was looking at the wrong dale or~ Bubba’s calendar. Please let me know if Wednesday, December i8 at g:00pm wifl work. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; llle, Vince 
Co: Kim Strom-Gottfried        :@gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Please let me know if Tuesda% Decernber 17 at 3:00pro will work for ew-:~ryone. 

Thanks, 

Mot[y 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 1:41 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Norton, Molly; Kim Strom-Gottfried        ~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 26 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Mince thanks. Understood I am OK with a December 16, 17, or 18 meeting with Bubba. 

th We will be sure not to ask for heavy duty research between then and the Jan. 14 FAC meeting where "alignment" and the Academic Goals in the Athletic 

Department strategic plan will be a main topic. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(d~sog~ unc.edu 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 



h___t_t_£’:!!~y_~::~:::£~_~:_u___n__c__:£d___u_!__n__9_@:!2_~} 

From; llle, Vince 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 i0:12 AM 
To; Stephens, John B 
Cc; Norton, Molly 
Subject; RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi John, 

Thanks for the message. My current plans have me out of the office December 3-8. My availability on December 9-10 will be dependent upon factors beyond my 

control, but I roll attend the FAC meeting if that is possible. I’m happy to meet with you and others if we can identify potential dates/times. 

I hope you’re doing well and look tbrwaxd to meeting sometime soon. 

Mince 

From; Stephens, John B 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 9:49 AM 
To; Norton, Molly 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Ille, Vince 
Subject; Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Molly thanks, mid please call me John. 

Unless Kim’s schedule has change& she is only available until 3 pm on Dec. 5th. I am available at 4 PM or later, but it would be best for me and Kim (as the two folks 

from the FAC on this topic) to meet together. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(?(sog.unc.edu 
Skype: jredstephens 1960 

b~lp:,//w~vw.sog.unc.edu/nodei93 

From; Norton, Molly 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 8:34 AN 
To; Stephens, John B 

:@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Hi Dr. 5tephens, 

I’ve copied Vince on this emsil so that be can advise o1: his availability on December 5. 

I did want to let you know d~at Bubba is available to meet at 4:00pro or later on December 5, but it:I recall correctly, I dor£t believe that you were available to meet 

after 3:00pro on December 5. If your schedule has changed and you are available after 3:00, we can try to coordinate a time for you to meet with both Bubba and 

Vince late in the afternoon on December 5. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From; Stephens, John B 
Sent; Sunday, November 24, 2013 10:02 PM 
To; Norton, Molly 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Subject; RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. :!.6 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Dear Molly: 

Thanks for the reply. I have not checked with Kim Strom-Gottfried, but December 16, 17, or 18 is fine with me. 

The other thought: there may be an advantage for Kim and I to meet with Vince, if he is available on Dec. 5. The reason is, that if there is research or other 

preparation for Bubba!Vince ahead of the Faculty Athletics Committee meeting on Jan. 7th, there would be more time to get that done rather than get too close to 

Christmas!Holiday break. 

So, perhaps you can set an appointment with Bubba - but Bubba may want Vince-Kim-me to meet, if possible, on Dec. 5. 

Kim - what do you think? 

Thanks, John 

From; Norton, Molly 
Sent; Friday, November 22, 2013 3:58 PM 
To; Stephens, John B 
Cc:        .~gmail.com’ 
Subject; I~leeting with Bubba 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 
th gubba would be happy to meet with you all, but he will not be available on December 5. The week of December 16 works well for him if you all have any 

availability on December 16, 17, or 18. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Spot: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

i ................................................................................................................... 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Jtmior College Transfer? Yes No 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

Permanent Address: 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in tile box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohimn. Please note that thesejunds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

C7 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

{NONE 

Compliance Office Section 

i[ ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... NO 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii ................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <rovaslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Documentation 

They include what was initially issued. To date, I have no record about what he supposedly turned back in. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:15 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

If Clint or any other staff member is only using 2 passes ti,am m~ inventoU of 100+, why are that ma~y passes allocated to the staff member in "the firs1 

place? Also, do the numbered passes you retbrence below include all that were initially issued before the first game, or have some paases already been 

returned to someone? Thanks for your help. 

Frooro: Vangelder, Madelle A 
Sent: Fdday, 6:54 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Documentation 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Date:                 ;at 6:53::11 PM EST 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>, "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>, ’ 

"Pogge, Pa u l" <p__p__o__gK_e___@.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Re: Documentation 

@email.unc.edu>, 

Sorry. Misread this. These are all season passes I think. I will get you all you need Monday morning. Sorry 

Clint 

On , at 6:33 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Evening Clint .... 

As a follow-up to Paul’s ePnail below, w~-_~ ru:_~ed to haw? d.:)curnentati.:)n relat:ed to the following parking passes for our Men’s 

Basketball borne game against LiNg-Greensboro. 

%6 KouW Natatorium 

34-68 Craige Deck 

22-31 Manning 

6,37-7000 Manning 

821-822 gowNes 

827-855 gow~es 

f have your records which indicate =:hat Koury parking pass #7 was provided to Molly Norton fl)r the AD flom UNC 

Greensboro and Koury parking pass #8 was provided by you [o Scott Johnson from the Greensboro Coliseum. If there are 

parking passes amongst the list above which you have either returned to the Ticket Office or have no[ yet opened, please 

provide me with those locations, h~ addition, if any of the parking passes listed above were provided to anyone as a season 

long pass, please designate those individuals if you have not yet done so. 

Moving f.:)rward, ph:_~ase docum~:_mt which unused parking passes which may be part of comph:_H:e books and/or boxes have 

gone unused or unopened on a game by game basis. To confirm our previous conw?rsation, as soon as a book of parking 

passes is broken apart, the unused parking passes from previous games must be provided to Corr~pliance as documentation 

o[: unused inventory. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for your assistance. 

MarieHe 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Liniversity o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-gtXS.2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Froro: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 3:11 PM 
Tot Gwaltney, Clint 
Co: IIle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Creech, Karlton W; Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Documentation 

Clint, 



As a follow up to our conversations and correspondence over the past few weeks, I wanted to provide a reminder to submit 

the requisite documentation to Compliance for all parking passes, tickets, credentials, and complimentary admissions for all 

of the home men’s basketball games so far this season. I am not sure what all     has received, but she will need to have 

itemized documentation which details the individual to whom each parking pass, credential, and complimentary admission 

was provided. She will also need to be provided each unused credential and parldng pass. Those unused parking passes that 

are part of complete booklets can be turned in later, but single parking passes that can be turned in now can go to her 

immediately. For season long parking passes and credentials, please make sure she is provided documentation of 

individuals receiving these periodically throughout the year. At the conclusion of the season, all unused season-long 

parking passes and credentials will need to be turned in to Compliance. In sum, each item of inventory needs to be 

accounted for under the new policy by specifying who used it. All unused inventory should be submitted to Compliance. 

Additionally, I know there were a few issues this past weekend in complying with the new policy. It is important to note 

that all complimentary admissions and!or tickets for away games need to be preapproved by Karlton before they are 

provided to anyone. This includes guests of players, coaches, and the program. Could you please make sure that Marielle 

receives the completed blue cards for each complimentary ticket and/or admission recipient for the games this past 

weekend and all future games? 

Karlton needs to approve any hard tickets that are provided by the Ticket Office to anyone. The tickets Tim Sabo gave you 

for the games this weekend were subject to this requirement. In the future, please make sure Karlton preapproves any such 

distribution of tickets. 

I would also like to take a moment to address certain policies and best practices regarding agents. I know you are 

responsible for the Men’s Basketball Agent and Advisor Program, so I just wanted to remind you that it is important to 

document any and all conversations and interactions with agents, advisors, professional representatives, and any 

representatives thereof. Furthermore, no such individual should ever be given a complimentary ticket, admission, parking 

pass, or credential. I know Coach Williams is extremely vigilant about agents, so l’m sure this will not be too much of a 

departure from his standard operating practice. That said, I know Mr. Ndiaye was in Connecticut this past weekend. Please 

be aware that former players are often used to recruit future clients at their alma mater and, as such, it is critically 

important to monitor their presence and interactions as part of the comprehensive and detailed monitoring efforts of all 

such individuals. 

Please let me know if you have questions. Thanks for your efforts to ensure compliance. 

Paul 

<image003jpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domino. Julie ~jdomina@email.unc.edu-’- 

Monday, December 16, 2013 8:17 AM 

Carolina Softball Weekly Newsletter 

Weekly Email 12.11.13.pdf 

Please see the attached newsletter~ Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <~tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Ballen, Maztina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu~; Sabo, Tim <ksabo@emml.unc.edu-> 

Re: Brochure 

I am fine with it, but it’s not really my call Only concern I have would be going tbrward - if the women wanted to use same terms - unc temais foundation Just a thought. 

Tim Sn’fith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tim@ramsckab corn 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Dec 16, 2013, at 8:16 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>AH, 
> 

> Does anyone have any concerns and/or recommendations regarding the attached brochure or the activities it describes? Can we use the terms "Foundation" and "Donors" to describe the 
activities? Also, do you think we need to forward this to anyone else for additional review? I would appreciate your :feedback as soon as you are able, since I have already caused Sam an 
unnecessary delay. Thanks for your help 
> 

> Vince 
> 

> [~’rom: Sam Paul [_mailto: (~)yahoo.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, December 11,2013 10:57 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Fw: Brochure 
> 

> Vlnce, 

> 

> Could you please review this and let us know if we can send the brochure to the printer? I’m not sure who all needs to see this for it to be approved 
> 

> ’]’hanks, Sam 
> 
> On Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:51 AM, "Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA" <joseph friersoniii@ml.com<mailto:joseph friersoniii(~,ml.com>> wrote: 
> I really like this one ...... 
> 

> This message, and an?" attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only-, may contain ilfformation that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms and 
conditions available at http:/;’xw:w.barikofamerica.com/emaildisclaimcr. Kyou are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 
> 
> <UNC TennisFoundationVer s5. pd£> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Tim Smith (tim@raJnsclub.com); BaJlen, Maxtina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkm@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 
<tsabo@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Re: Brochure 

Vince, 

We’ll need to check on using the word "foundation", which typically has implications of a different account setup and tax status 

Martina 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 16, 2013, at 8:16 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> All, 
> 

> Does anyone have any concerns and/or recommendations regarding the attached brochure or the activities it describes? Can we use the terms "Foundation" and "Donors" to describe the 
activities? Also, do you think we need to forward this to anyone else for additional review? I would appreciate your feedback as soon as you are able, since I have already caused Sam an 
unnecessary delay. Thanks for your help. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

> From: Sam Paul (@yahoo.corn] 
> Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:57 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Fw: Brochure 
> 

> Vince, 
> 

> Could you please review this and let us l~ow if we can send the brochure to the printer? I’m not sure who all needs to see this for it to be approved. 
> 

> Thanks, Sam 
> 

> On Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:51 AM, "Frierson, Joe C -ATHENS GA" <joseph friersoniii@ml.com<mailto:joseph friersoniii(d~,,ml.com>> wrote: 
> I really- like this one ...... 
> 

> This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms and 
conditions available at http ://www.bankofamerica.colrdcmaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 
> 

> <UNCTemfisFotmdationVers5.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sabo, Tim <’tsabo@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Tim Smith (tim@ramsclub.com); Ba]len, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael 
<mperkin@anc.edu> 

ILE: Brochure 

I agree with Tim that we might want to differentiate between d~e two Lennis teams, but oLherwise, I think it looks good. Thanks. 
Tim 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 8:16 PM 
To: Tim Smith (tim@ramsclub.com); Ballen, Martina K; Perkins, Michael 
Cc: Sabo, Tim 
Subject: FW: Brochure 

Does anyone have any concerns and/or recommendations regarding the attached brochure or the activities it describes? Can we use the temls "Foundation" and 

"Donors" to describe the activities? Also, do you think we need to forward this to anyone else for additional review? I would appreciate your feedback as soon as you 

are able, since I have already caused Sam an urmecessary delay. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:           ~yahoo,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December :[1, 2013 10:57 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject" Fw: Brochure 

Vince, 

Could you please review tiffs and let us know if we can send the brochure to the printer’? I’m not sure who all needs to see this for it to 
be approved. 

Thanks, Sam 

On Thursday, December 5,2013 9:51 AM, "Frierson, Joe C -ATHENS GA" <j_o___s_eg__h__ f_!j__e_!’__s__o__r_!jjj@__r!!L_c__o__r_!3> wrote: 
1 reMI3, like ~bis one ...... 

This message, and any at ’tachment~ is lbr the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information "that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietaw and subject to 
important temls and conditions available at htti:~://www.bmlkolhmerica.com/emaildi~lairner. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 9:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr- 

Re: Brochure 

Thanks for your help ! 

Sam Paul 

> On Dec 17, 2013, at 9:37 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Looks like we need to do two things: 
> 1. Let Martina confirm we can use the telTn foundation; and 
> 2 If we can, we may want to name the account/lbundatiordwhatever we call it, a Men’s Tennis...instead of a Tennis.. 
> We can discuss an?’ day beginning this Friday. Hope things are going well and I apologize for the delay. Thanks Sam. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Tim Smith [mailto:tim,@ramsclub corn] 
> Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:19 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Ballen, Martina K; Perkins, Machael; Sabo, Tim 
> Subject: Re: Brochure 
> 

> I am fine with lt, but it’s not really my call Only concern I have would be going forward - if the women wanted to use same terms - unc tennis foundation. Just a thought 
> 

> Tim Smith 
> 

> The Rams Club 
> W: 919.843 (~48 
> M: 

> E: tim@ramsclub.com 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

>> On Dec 16, 2013, at 8:16 PM, "IHe, Vince" <ilIe@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> All, 
>> 

>> Does anyone have any concerns and/or recommendations regarding the attached brochure or the activities it describes? Can we use the terms "Foundation" and "Donors" to describe 
the activities? Also, do you think we need to forward this to anyone else J2~r additional review? I would appreciate your feedback as soon as you are able, since I have already caused Sam 
an unnecessary delay Thanks [’or your help 
>> 

>> VJilce 

>> 

>> From: Sam Paul [mai [to i~¥ahoo, corn] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:57 AM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Fw: Brochure 
>> 

>> gince, 

>> 

>> Could you please review this and let us know if we can send the brochure to the printer’.’ I’m not sure who all needs to see this for it to be approved. 
>> 

>> Thanks, Sam 
>> 

>> On Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:51 ~A~4, "Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA" <joseph friersoniii@ml.cora<mailto:ioseph fricrsoniii(~ral.com>> wrote: 
>> I really- like this one ...... 
>> 

>> This message, and an?" attactwaents, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subj ect to important terms and 
conditions available at http:/;’~wiw.bartkofamerica.con~/emaildisclaimcr. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 
>> 

>> <U2x-CTetmisFoundationVers5.pdf> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jill Mooneyham <tjmooneyham@fedex.com~ 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 6:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: tickets 

On 12/05/13, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jill 
Thin,ks for the message. As I mentioned dnring our telephone conversation yesterday, I will need the names and ages of the four people who will be using the 

four tickets I’ve reserved for yon for our home men’ s basketball game v. Davidson on Saturday, December 21, 2013 at 5 PM. Yon can provide those 

names to me when your plans are set, as long as I have them by December 18, 2013. 

When yon forward the names to me, I’ll be happy to make the necessa~ arrangements which will include parking options and location for ticket pick-up. In 

the meantime, please tbel flee to con’tact me if you have any questions. 

Vince Ille 

Senior As~ciate Athletic Director 

UN versity of North Caxolina 

(919) 962-4631 

..................... 

~:i cid:JkSGBX 
...... VlEMKZ IM 

AGE27 jpg 

From: Jill Mooneyham [mailto:tjmooneyham@fedex.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20:[3 :[:29 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: tickets 

We will be attending the game on the 21 st .we will need 4 tickets.Thank you so much.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~att.net> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:13 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Vandertbrd, Teresa P <tvanderford@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Belk Bowl 

Thanks, Rick. I have already given my form to Teresa to sign            , and me up for the Belk Spa and Shopping (12/27/13 @ 10:00 am). As far as I understand, there 
should be room on the bus for all three of us, but if not, we are happy to drive ourselves. 

In regard to Christmas dinner on 12/25, would you or Teresa forward the following food allergy information to the appropriate person? That would really be helpful since our 
eating options will be so limited that day.              is 

Also, one last question (I hate to bother you with questions as I know you have so many things to coordinate right now): Could you tell me what room types we are assigned 
to? We may end up keeping one of those rooms on Saturday, 12/28, before we begin our journey north to see family. I will call the hotel to find out bed sizes, etc., to see if 
we can all fit in one just for one night, or if it’s better to get on the road after the game. 

Thanks so much for all your help - we are really excited about the trip! 

From: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> 
To: "valerie.a.steinbacher@gsk.com" <valerie.a.steinbacher@gsk.com>; Tina Cunningham @gmail.com>; @att.net" @att.net> 
Cc: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>; "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>; "Vanderford, Teresa P" <tvanderford@unc.edu>; "Cunningham, 13ubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:21 AM 
Subject: Belk Bowl 

Tina, Karen and Val, 

Thank you for coming to the meeting on Sunday! 

At the meeting a form was referenced that may have caused some confusion. That form is attached along with a scanned copy of the Wives Informational Packet 

that was handed out at the meeting. 

The form notified each staff member / spouse of how many hotel rooms & tickets they would receive, and what they needed to do to request more of each. I 

believe we have covered all of these needs for the Cunningham, Ille and Steinbacher families, please let me know if you have any questions. 

The entire Cunningham family is arriving on 12/23 and staying until 12/29. 

Vince and I are arriving on 12/23, while our families will be joining us on 12/25 and staying until 12/28. 

Corey and Teresa will be sending out as requested at the meeting a full bowl week itinerary to all the spouses tomorrow. It will include the Hospitality Room 

Schedules and the Football Administrative office at the Westin Hotel schedule. They will include each of you on this distribution. 

If you or your children plan to attend any of the official spouse / children’s events and have not already done so, please let Teresa know. 

Spouses Outing - Levine Cancer Institute Tour and Brunch (12/26/13 @ 9:30 am) 

Children’s Outing -Sports Connection (12/27/13 @ 9:45 am) 

Spouses Outing - Belk Spa and Shopping (12/27/13 @ 10:00 am) - Let Teresa know your 3 spa preferences / times per the form in the attached packet 

Tina, we have you down as attending the Coaches reception at Quail Hollow Club on 12/23 @ 5 pm. 

If you want to do the Belk Bowl 5K, let me know and FII get you signed up for that. 

Thanks again for coming Sunday and please contact Corey (919-606-1503), Teresa (919-451-2233) or me (919-606-6354) at any time with any questions. 

It is going to be a wonderful week! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Home Address 

Thanks! 

My address is: 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 i0:45 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Home Address 

Hi Molly, 

I’ll give you my home address only if you give me yours! Since I tins1 you to do that, mine is: 

Thanks, 

Vince 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:21 AM 
Subject: Home Address 

If you could please email me your home address, we would appreciate it! 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

. .m__..b_ .n__o_r_t_.o__~_@_.u__n_.c__._._e_~_u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&l> 

FAC 12/10 mtg follow up questions mad a couple of other items 

Vince and Bubba, Hello and hapw holidays! 

Below are a few questions that came up during the FAC meeting oi1 12/10. Could you take a look when you get a chance and get back to me on these’? I will share 

with the Worldng Group and the FAC in early January. If it’s easier to discuss these in person please let me know. 

Also, Jim Dean wanted to be sure that you guys had ,seen the David Shaw’s TEDx talk from June 2013. He wants to do this at UNC and will support the effort to 

make it happen: 
https://x~ax, youlld3e.com/watch?v WBCkec9csdo 

Thank you again for all of your help and support, 

Debbi 

cell 

Related to Process 3.0 - Financial Aid (Vince Ille, Bubba Cunningham) 

What is the policy regarding multi-year vs. annually renewed athletics aid? SVhat harm to students does the annual July notification create, especially 

when the aid is ~Jthdra~ln? 

Possible solution: all multi-year aid offers must be approved by AD? 

IVMti-year offers of athletics aid have different impacts on different teams (head count vs. equivalency) 

Is there flexibility to not@ students earlier of their athletic aid? Is July renewal an NCAA policy? 

Related to Process 3.0 - Financial Aid (Vince llle, Bubba Cunningham) 

How does a student-athlete set forth a grievance if their athletics aid is not renewed? ~ere is this process documented and described and explained 

to student-athletes? 

This is what’s provided in the 2012-13 Student Athlete Handbook: 

V. l?olicy Regarding Financial Aid. A decision by the Director of Athletics, in consultation with the appropriate 

Head Coach, to recommend temfination of an e?dsting grant-in-aid or non-renewal of a filture grant-n-aid pursuant to 

this Policy will be referred to the Associate Provost and Director of the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid, who is 

the institutional officer with the authority, to accept or reject the recommendation regarding the athletics grant-n-aid. 

The student-athlete may pursue an appeal of a negative decision of the Associate Provost and Director of the Office 

of Scholarships and Student Aid on the grant-n-aid to the Chancellor’s Committee on Scholarships, Awards, and 

Student Aid by notifying the Chancellor’ s Committee chair within ten (10) business days from the receipt of the 
Associate Provost’s decision. The Chancellor’s Committee shall hear the appeal as promptly as la)ssible. Failure of 

the student-athlete to request an appeal within ten (10) business days following his or her receipt of the Associate 

Provost’s decision will be considered a waiver of the appeal. 

What if a former student-athlete returning m campus asks for aid and it’s denied? Can the student-athlete appeal the decision and what’s the process? 
~Vhat is the source for aid for former student-atldetes returning to campus? Student Assistance Fund? ~Vhat is fire lhnit on aid fliat UNC can give? 

Related to Process 8.0 - Faculty Relations & Govel~nance (Bubba Cunningham, Lissa Broome) 

Prof. Jolm Stephens mentioned one of the report recommend ations in the BOG Academic Review (Feb 2013): 

UNC BOG Implementation of stialegic plarming plocesses Io 8.0 

Academic improve l~ac@y engagelnenl m athletics. Faculty Relations & 

Review- (Feb Governance 

2013) 

He wanted clarification on tiffs strategic plamffng process. What are tile goals of this recommendation, and how will we know when we’ve reached them? 

And this question came up during one of my interviews and relates to Process 22.0 - Goal Setting (Bubba Cunningham) 

In the Dept of Athletics Strategic Hall, what is the philosophy behind ’top 3 and top 10 academically’, what is its goal? 

What does ’top 3 and top l0 academically’ seek to measure? APR or GPA? The articulation of this goal impacts the strategies of the staff that provide academic 

support to student-athletes. APR is measmed by the percentage of athletics aid student-athletes on a team who maintain eligibiliW. This would imply that academic 

support should focus primarily on s~mdents maintaining athletic eligibility. What iftlfis goal applied to the number of s~dent-athletes who malce ACC honor roll, which is 

based on GPA? 

FAC members John Stephens & Kim Strom- Gottfried belong to the FAC’s Alignment Subcommittee and will meet w Bubba soon to discuss this topic. If the Top 

3iTopl0 goals is APR & GSR, these can be compared from school to school, conference to conference. But these measures are problematic because they are based 

on % eligible and do not recognize high academic achievement. 
How do we align our academic goals with high achievement, e.g, ACC Honor Roll, the Student-Athlete Academic Achievement Awards Banquet (spring 2014), etc. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Davis Whitfield --~davis@nchsaa.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

NCHSAA Softball Championships - 2015 ..... 

Softball Championship Facili~ Request.doc 

Vince: 

Greetings from Finley Golf Course Road, I hope you am well! 

I hope you and your family have a ve~ Merry Christmas and if you are traveling over the holidays, please travel sat~. 

Per our conversation on December 9, I mn providing you ruth intbrmation re: our NCHSAA state mftball championships (see attached). 

Currently we axe playing all four classifications in Raleigh at Walnut Creek but we would like to move to stadium venues like we have for baseball. 

Our hope is to use NC State’s softball complex as well as yours (UNC). 

Thanks in advance for your consideration and please let me know if you have any questions or need additional infommtion. 

All the best! 

Davis Whitfie~d 

da,/is~!;chsaa or9 

Nortil Carolin~ Hi~il School A[i:letic ,t, ssoci~tion 

www ?,¢?~s ~a.o[g 

l[i~i: 
:onF°ll°w NCHSAATwitter 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents @yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:49 PM 

Purse and bag tx~licy lbr Belk Bowl game 

Hello Tar Heel Families, We have had parents ask if the new NFL policy on permitting small clear bags only for carrying personal items into the stadium for the BELK Bowl 
will be enforced. The Belk Bowl game website lists items that are permitted and not permitted under ’Prohibited Items’. 

http://belkbowl.com/fan quide/travel to the qame/stadium policies/. 
Please review the website. "Pocketbooks, purses, tote bags and small bags less than 8" x 10" x 14" in size" are permitted and will inspected at the gates. A call was placed 
to the Bank of America stadium today confirms this is true. See site for more details. 

Go Heels’. 



From: Michael Carvell _            @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:17 PM 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Moore, Tanya Topolka 
Cc: Hughes, Thomas Andrew; MC Ray Cox 
Subject: UNC FOI request from A3C 

Mr. McFarland: 

This is a request by the Atlanta Journal-Constitution under the Freedom of Information Act, 5 
U.S.C. Sec. 552, and applicable state laws. 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution request copies of the following information: 

Copies of financial-aid agreements signed from Aug. 1, 2013, to Dec. 18, 2013, between 
UNC’s athletics department and prospective student-athletes in football. 

I look forward to hearing from you within the 10 days specified within the law-. Thank you for 
your cooperation. If you have any questions, please email (mcarvell@ajc.com) or call (404-526- 
5151). 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution is willing to pay fees for this request up to a maximum of $50. 
If you estimate that the fees will exceed this limit, please inform me first. Please email the info to 
mcarvell@aic.com via PDFs, if possible. 

Michael Carvell 

The Atlanta Journal Constitution 

PS I have enclosed a copy of a financial-aid agreement obtained from the University of Georgia 
via an FOI request, signed by a prospective student-athlete in football. It is the same type of 
document I am seeking from your university. 

+++ 

Michael Carvell 
ATLANTA JOURNAL-CONSTITUTION 
E:         ~gmail.com 



November 1, 20t 3 

Jacob Park, Men’s Football 

Congrattllations, you have been awarded an athletic scholarship to The University of Georgia. This five 

year scholarship will begin during the Spring Semester of the 2013-14 school year with the understanding 

that you will comply with the regulations of the men’s ti~otbalI team, The University of Georgia, the 

University of Georgia Athletic Association, the Southeastern Conference (SEC), and the N CAA. You must 

be admitted to the UniversiV and rnaimain academic eligibility fbr the scholarship to be valid. Your 

scholarship will include the ti-~llowing: 

Spring 21)14= 1,1)0 Sehohrship (1t)0%) 

2(t14-201.5 - Full (1,1)) Scholarship 

2015-2016 - Full (1,0) Schola rship 

2016o2017 - Full (1,0) Scholarship 

2017-21)18 - Full (1.°0) Scholarship 

Fall 2018 - 1,t)0 Schdarship (1!)0%) 

If your athletic aid is reduced or canceled, NCAA rules provide you a hearing opportunity< 

Let metake this opportcmity to congratulate you again and say that we are proud you will be a student at °-f’he 

University of Georgia t-’urt!-~ering your athletic and academic pursuits. 

¯ / 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, ):54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: December Leave Report Not Received 

Vince, 

Please submit your form to Tracy Harris by 3:00 this afternoon as we are working holiday deadlines and 

yes, r-end cI.L~si ng. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Monday, 8:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: December Leave Report Not Received 

Estimate it. If it changes submit a "corrected" report after New Yeais. 

Joyce 

Semj?om my VerL:o~ 14~reless 4G LYE I)ROID 

"Ille, Vince" <~inc,edu> wrote: 

Is this for the full month of December? What ifI don’t yet know which dates I can take [br vacation since the month is barely half over? 

From: Dalgieish, Joyce L 
Sent; Nonday,                4:57 PI 
To: Biener, Eric; Gatz, Gregory; Gisselman, Steve; Hernandez, Erik H; ][lie, Vince; .lednak, Natt; Lane, Cricket; Narkos, Lance N; Paul, Sampson L; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; 
Phillips, Tripp; 
Co; Harris, Tracy U 

Subject-" December Leave Report Not Received 
You are receiving this email because we have not received your December leave report which is due today. 

It is essential that we receive this no later than 5:00 p.m. so that we can process your time in order 

to meet critical calendar year-end leave reporting requirements set by the University. 

We greatly appreciate your assistance in submitting your leave reports as requested. 

Attached is a copy for your use. 

Joyce & Tracy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Grades FINAL 

Not bad a few c’s here and there we can do better 

Sam Paul 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Paul, SaJnpson L" <~IS~:.~!~,:L~E..c::.,gt.t..E> 

Date:                   at 12:47:38 PM EST 

To: "Phillips, Tripp" <..’,.r?).i~!i.r~L,’.~:~!~2~:.::.p-~ 

Subject: Fwd: Grades HNAL 

Sam Paul 

Begin tbrwarded mes~ge: 

From: "Shea, Benjalnin" <!i~}.!N):!/.,’.~c?!~j!.:!4!?#.:$~{~j.> 

Date:                  at 10:50:14 AM EST 

To: "Paul, Sampson L" <sr~at3i:~)u~c.ed~i> 
Subject: Grades FINAL 

Hey Sam, 

I’ve attached the final Grade Report: 

Team GPA is 3.137 for the semester, Cumulative team GPA is 3.128. 

The following guys received over a 3.0 GPA this semester. 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Suppor[ P’rogram for Student-Athte[es 

b~.!.’,.~.~.~).’,.~!.!:.~:~:.~ 5~¢. 
Office: 9:[9-843-2328 
(:ell: 

<Grade Report- 12.19.13 FINAL.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:47 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib, of Norfia Carolina 

Begin tbrwaMed message: 

FYI, interesting stuff" 

Begin tbr~x-arded mes~ge: 

From: Reid Sigmon <!:~S~g.~3!?.!~.~2f??21~:~.~?.!!?.~!~:9~?!.~.> 

Date: December 19, 2013 at 8:25:14 AM CST 
To: John Currie <~i~j.~i~f~S.~22~.~:9.~?~?~> 

Interesting analysis 

Second only to Texas in Big 12 

~) iiv,,v,,w :~;d s’an ec t it -:k:~" :~ ~ e~:Tc~ s!reset k/20 3-74 INf:C,{;~RAPttIC Rei>ort-C;~rd 5i:atu!;-.of-WomemColle~ 

{i:oa c,"te!; Dec-d.S,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: Additional game on ~hedule- Spring 2014 

Cool. Thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 7:41 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, good tbr me. Thanks. 

From; Markos, Lance M 
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:15 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; Re: Additional game on schedule- Spring 2014 

Stays at 7. No missed class time that day. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 6:28 PM, "llle, Vince" <![[e__@._tJ_n_.c_.e__d__u_.> wrote: 

What is the new total for missed class days? Thanks. 

From; Markos, Lance M 
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:49 PM 
To; Papa, Donna J; Timmermans, Tom 

¢c" Ille, Vince 
Subject; RE: Additional game on schedule- Spring 2014 

Dont’~a, 

Will this game be here in CH? No missed class thee; correct? 

Vince- you good with this addition? 

I_ a n C I:_! 

From; Papa, Donna J 
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2013 2:44 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom/ Markos, Lance M 
Subject; Additional game on schedule- Spring 2014 

Tom, 

The Campbell University assistant contacted us today and they did not see them on our schedule. We definitely scheduled last spring. 

For some reason they were inadvertently left off of my final schedule. OOPS. 

The game should be Feb 11 - 1 game. I am looking to set it at 4 pro. 

That would put us at 56 games. 

<image001 .j pg> 

Donna ,I. Papa 
Univelsi~" of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Future Football Scheduling Queries 

We had a good meeting with LaiD’. I can fill you in. 

The email was from Stricldand. Rick will respond to him. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 7:19 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbuuc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[if !support Lists]-->l. <!--[en di f]-->Has anyone iesponded to this message from you yet? 

<!--[if !supportUsts]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Who was on the call referenced in the message? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 17, 2013 7:40 PM 
To; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Fedora, H. Larry; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject-" FW: Future Football Scheduling Queries 
Looking for your opinions here. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W~~ ~d~cat~,’ and i~s(~i~ ~l~ro~ ,~thi~tics 

From: <Strickland>, Michael Strickland <mstrickland@theacc.org> 

Date: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:56 PM 

Subject: Future Football Scheduling Queries 

All: 

As discussed on this morning’s call, please provide to me your answers to the following: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <]--[endif]-->In rank order, which six (6) ACC schools do you prefer as your permanent opponents? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <]--[endif]-->Would you rather your rank order preference of permanent opponents be prioritized or a historically 

balanced strength of schedule be prioritized? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <]--[endif]-->If we applied a 3-5 scheduling model, for how many four (4)-year cycles would you want to see it initially 

implemented? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <]--[endif]-->If we move to a 9-game with divisions schedule, in which season would you want to see it first 

implemented? 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->5. <J--[endif]-->SEC Scheduling Relationship 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->a. <!--[endif]-->How long of an initial SEC scheduling cycle do you prefer? 

<!--[if !supportLists]--> i. <!--[endif]-->2 years; 4 years; other? 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->b. <]--[endif]-->Do you want neutral site games protected/incorporated into the SEC scheduling relationship? 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->c. <!--[endif]-->Do you prefer a home/home series with the same SEC opponent or do you prefer playing SEC 

Team A in the first year and SEC Team B in the second year (knowing you would have your home!away rotation balance protected). 

Please note the timing of the selection of SEC opponents for year two would be made in January following the conclusion of the first 

season. 

Thank you. 

MICHAEL STRfCKLAND 
SeI:ior iksso.,’:ia~! Co!l~,missior:~!:, i:.,’:.,:)l:b~l: O~:.~!: ~l::or:.,s: 

O: 31~;6 854 8787 i C: 

mstrickla nd(@,theacc or q 
1:h~,!AOOr:r:.rt! ~ (,~iileAOC 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edtr; 

Frida~ 9:20 AM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edtr~; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<masko@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fall Soccer-M 

Please remove                          ,.we are no longer’ recruiting, Thanks. 

From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                5:01 AM 

To: Somoano, Carlos IVl; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff; IVlarkos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: 20:t4 Fall Soccer-M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 9:23 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu:~; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<inegaJha@~mc.edu-% Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu-~ 

l~g: 2014 Fall Soccer-M 

Done. They’re off... 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Friday. 9:20 AM 
To: ITS-noreply; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff; Markos, Lance M; Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: 2014 Fall Soccer=M 

Please remove                          ,,we are no longer’ recruiting. Thanks. 

From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, -               5:01 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: 2014 Fall Soccer-M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:46 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: Public records request: 

FYI 

From: <Beard>, Aaron Beard <_a___b___e__a__[_d__~__a_p___.__o__r_g> 

Date: Friday,                  2:17 PM 

To: Regina Stabile <regina...stabile@unc.edu> 

Cc: Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu>, Joel Curran <joel.curran@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Public records request: 

Regina, 

l’m writing to request any and all documentation or records the university compiled in its investigation into NCAA rules violations by 

This would include but isn’t limited to: 

_ Transcripts of all interviews done by compliance or NCAA staff with 

_ Any correspondence between the school and NCAA regarding or the investigation. 

_ Any internal correspondence between school officials regarding case, including both inside and outside of athletics. 

_ Any documentation, records or notes the school used to compile the estimated amount of improper benefits        received that led to the school’s decision 
not to file for reinstatement. 

_ Any other records I haven’t mentioned above regarding 
l’m requesting all such documents dating since 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Aaron Beard 

Associated Press, Raleigh 

and any NCAA investigation into possible violations involving him. 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 

that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 

and delete this email. Thank you. 

[IP_US_DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438fOcf467d9a4938 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, ,1:50 PM 

ttoots, Eric M <ehooks@email.unc.edu-~; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Lynch, Nadia Suzmme <nlynch@~mc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Options 

What a great win last night. I hope everyone gets some time away and can enjoy family over the holidays. Right now it is Sunday afternoon and I am thinking about and our collective 
responsibilities. We may not all be in the same locations for the next few weeks so we need to communicate by any and all means to stay on the same page 

Since last Tuesday when we tbrmally notified                that we would not be seeking reinstatement he has been considering his options. One of those options may be to turn 
professional and retain professional representation If he selects this option I must be notified immediately when an?’ one in the basketba 11 office or department is aware of that decision. 
Should ~elect another option I need to know what it is and what evelTone’s expectations will be going forward before any public announcements are made by us. 

Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 11:55 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-*; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Ga~leDay Items 

Bubba - 

Couple of GameDay items: 

1) Check Presentation: We won the tire changing contest at the Nascar hall of fame last night. The winner gets a ~;1,000 check to the charity of our choice. We 

have chosen the North Carolina Children’s Hospital. The gelk Bowl folks (Will Webb and the Belk folks) want to present you with a check on the field 

tomorrow between the 3rd and 4th quarters. They need you to be in the South Side Tunnel (Cincinnati sideline) with 2:00 minute to go in the 3rd quarter. 

They offered to send an escort to get you. 

Can I confirm you for this? 

2) I gave Molly 5 "Official" All Access passes in Chapel Hill for you and your family. I have a few extras, so if you need more please let me know. 

3) In Chapel Hill you told me you would need 4 additional field passes. I have those for you and will deliver to you today. They are not good for game 

admission, but do allow field access for someone already at the game. They are labeled "game services". I also have a few extras of these, so let me know 

if you need more. 

4) Belk Bowl 5K - I have the race packets (Number Bibs, T Shirts, and a gift item) for you and your family for the Belk Bowl 5K. They did not include safety pins 

for the Bibs,    is picking some up at the Mall today,    and I are going to leave from the lobby at g am tomorrow to walk over for the start and we can 

give you pins there if that works. 

5) Bowl Game Survey - I am working on the draft of the Bowl Game survey we discussed today. I’ll send it to you and Vince to review later today. 

Let me know a good time to bring you the credentials and the Belk Bowl 5K packets. 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 12:17 PM 

(~ ¯ . ~ 
, Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac,~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vmce <dle@unc.edtr> Gwal’mey, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K 

<mballen@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edtr>; Gallo, Jr., I,arry A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

(john@ramsclub.com); Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: BelL BoM 

All - 

Couple of notes about tonight / tomorrow: 

WESTIN NOTEL HOSPFALITY ROOM FOR UNC STAFF: 

Room 2501 (top floor) 

Hours are 7 pm until :[1 pm tonight 

Appet:izers & Drinks aw~ilaMe 

BATTLE OF THE BANDS: 

4 prn --. 5 pm Today 

NASCAR Hall of [:ame 

:1. block from the Westin, 400 E Martlin (uther King .Jr. Blvd 

FAN CENTRAL/RAMS CLUB & GAA EVEN]: 

7 pm - 1.1 pm tonight 

EpiCentre 

4 blocks [:rom the Westin, Wall( straight down S College Street towards Center City 

There are many restaurants and bars there, the Rams Club / GAA event (which includes watching the Carolina - Northern Kentucky Basketball Game) will be at the 

Blackfinn restaurant (2tO East Trade Street) 

BEI_K BOWL FAN FEST 

1I am --- 2:30 prn tomorrow 

Bank of America Stadium (Corner ot: Mint and Graham Streets) 

(ire music and activities, there will be a Rams Club / GAA tent on site 

Live Free Blake Shelton Concert starts at ;[:30 pm 

Call mv c*-’AI with any qu,:_!stir_!rls (            ), 

Rick 

I=rem: Steinbacher, Rick 
$ent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 9:24-AN 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba (bubbac@email.unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Gwaltney, Clint; Ballen, Martina K (mballen@unc.edu); Brown, Michelle; Creech, Karlton W 
(kcreech@unc.edu); Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve (stevekirschner@unc.edu); Niller, Beth; John Montgomery (john@ramsclub.com); Beale, IVlichael 
(michaelbeale@unc.edu); Sabo, Tim (tsabo@email.unc.edu); Cleary, Kenneth Eugene (kcleary@unc.edu); Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu) 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject-" Belk Bowl 

All - 

I have for each of you one "Official" (All-Access) pass for the Belk Bowl. 

For those of you staying at the hotel I will leave the passes for you in your name at the front desk tomorrow morning. If you are not at the hotel, please call me 

when you arrive in Charlotte and we will figure out a way to get it to you. 

If you do not need the credential, please let me know so I can re-assign it if need be. 

Also, the hotel is 3 blocks from the stadium, so those of you staying at the hotel, your best parking option is to leave your car at the hotel, and walk to the game. I 

do have a limited number of parking passes right next to the stadium, let me know if you need one. 

Thanks and call me with any questions, Go Heels! 

Rick 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Dave <Dave.Brown@espn.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: 2016/17 m~d 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Vince, 

Happy New Year and congrats on the win yesterday. 

.Just updating my contacts list- can you send rne your cell number when you get a minute? 

Thx, Dave 

From: Brown, Dave 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 9:10 AM 

To: ’Ille, Vince’ 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: 20:t6/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Vince--any time. 

Let me know what works here. Dave 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(c~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 8:22 AM 

To: Brown, Dave 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: 2016/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Great i~fformation! Thanks Dave. We are meeting today to discuss scheduling and this is ve~ helpful. 

From: Brown, Dave [~__a__[Lt_9_;__D___a__v___e_:__B_y_9___w__r_L,@_e_.__s_p___n_=c__o__~_~] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 20:t3 8::t:t AN 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Ille, Vince;            __@me.com 
Subject: 2016/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Rick and Vince, 

Good morning! 

Here are the teams that are possibilities to come to Chapel Hill in 2016 with a return in 20:17. 

2m6/17 
Oklahoma -they can go on the road but I think this will be a tougher game that what they would like with Ohio State on their 16/17 schedule 

Missouri -they have something pending with Purdue for ’17/’18 

Rutgers -they are really looking for two guarantee games in ’16/’17 

Indiana -worth calling them -they were looking to move one of their home games off in ’16 and they could use a BCS game at home in 2017 

Utah -need to check with them 

Central Florida 

Cincinnati 

BYU 

2017/18 - On the Road in 17 - Home in 20:18 (@ECU in 18) 

BYU 

Mississippi State 

Cal 

Oklahoma-we can try them for these years as well-really a question of playing you guys and Ohio State and UCLA in the same year 

Vandy 

Indiana -definitely call them on this-can make it work with no moves 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

I will give you a call to discuss. 

Best Regards, Dave 

Dave Brown 

VP, Programming 

(512) 994-3701 (o) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawl~ence Cunningham < @me.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 10:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

SportsonEarth.com: Ready For A Reset 

Late in the article a reference to George Whitfield. 
Bus not a fan. 

No question, Notre Dame had a good season in the foulth year of the Brian Kelly era, and quarterback Tommy Rees did a good j ob for his coach. But when Everett Golson retakes the 
starting job next year, we’ll see what Kelly can really do with a spread offense 

http://w~-.sportsonearth.com/article/66227206 

Visit SportsOnEarth corn for the latest commentary from the best writers in Sports 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence Cunningham <          ?}me.corn> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 10:59 PM 

I|le, Vince <il|e@unc.edw~ 

UNC Cracks Top 5 for 2014 

UNC Cracks Top 5 for 2014 

Found via Team Stream by Bleacher Report. 

Get your team’s news first. Download for free on your iPhone, iPad A.droid, or Kindle Fire. 

Bubba CtuminghaJn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -- @gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:36 PM 

Hoots, Eric M <ehoot@email.unc.edw~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

schedule mtg to discuss recruiling? 

Dear Mr. Hoots, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Ctmningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

(https:/iprovo fit.unc .edw Ix~licies/s~dents- and- progmm,~’universitv- launches- s~dent- atN ete- academic - inifialive- working- group/). My role with the Working Group is 

to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For example, "the Working Group so 

thr has looked at admission~ financial aid and academic advising. We would like to lean~ more about the student-athlete recruiting process at UNC. ttow does UNC 

communicate its academic mission and academic optx~rtunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes tbr academic 

preparedness? I understaJld that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with 

you to discuss recruiting for men’s basketball. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 9am and 

2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you ve~ much, I look forward to meeting you soon. 

All my bes~t, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyce&~unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Creech, KaJclton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <~]dng@unc.edtc~ ~emml.unc.edu> 

Out of the office for the rest of the week 

All, 

I am about to leave the office and will be out for the rest of the week. If you need to reach me, please call my cell 

I will be back in the office first thing on Monday morning, January 6. 

Happy New Year! 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

). I will also be checking email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 11:23 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Buchanan, Helen <helenb@unc.edu> 

Men’s Tennis Schedule 

Vince: 

The men’s tennis media guide is ready to go to the printer in a couple of days. I have yet to receive a spring schedule from Sam and have been unsucessful the last few days trying 

to reach him. Have you got something we can place into the book so we can get it sent on to the printer and posted online. 

Thanks for your help. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dr. Cricket Lane -~rcricketlane@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:01 PM 

I.ane, Cricket <cricket@unc edu>; I le, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx)gge@unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu>;                     @email. unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email. unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 

<rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

FW: Academic All Stm Infonnalion -Please help 

mascot.jpg; cheerleaders.jpg; Ram=ipg 

See below. Thought it’d be nice to forward a positive e-mail instead of a ticket problem 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Monday, 1:44 PM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

I would like to thank you and the Universib" of North Carolina Chapel Hill for making my son’s weekend the most memorable and enjwable. I applaud your athletic department for the warm 
welcome, hospitality and coordinating this event on your campus. I wanted to share pictures of my son’s participation at your university this weekend. As you can see from the pictures he 
can’t stop smiling !!!! Please continue opening your doors and allowing our children to participate in this wonderful program . I wish you and your staff a wonderful holiday Education is 
the key to success!! Thank you again for this opportunity 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane(~unc.edn] 
Sent: Monday, ,10:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

Please contact the ticket office at 800-722-4335 and explain to them your situation. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 10:22 AM 

To: Dr. Cricket Lane 

Subject: RE: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

Hello Dr. Cricket 

I am sorry to keep bothering you. When was the tickets sent out’? We have not received anything yet. I made the changes to my forwarding address since the 12th. I don’t know- if living on 
a military base takes a little while to forward mail to your residence. What else can be done if we don’t get the tickets by this Saturday? I would hate for my son to miss this great 
opportuni~’. I hope when I go home today my mail has forward. Please help 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane(&unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:21 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star Irdormation 

We have already mailed tickets, so I would contact your post office about forwarding mail. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:08 AiVl 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star Information 

Hello Dr Lane 

We moved recently and I wanted to share our new address for my son to participate in the Academic All - star program Please send the game ticket and information to this address If you 
have any questions please email or call at 

New Address 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Dr Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PM 
To: 
Subject: Academic All Star Information 

Use this link to view" a web version of the email <http://www elabsS.com/c.html? 
tffl a&rtr on&s x7ieud.c7e2.25y.9pcv.33ai.e58L87sp&~V21.M MZD 569483&MLM MLID 2806&MLM SITEIZ) 2008000165&MLM UNIOUEZD aI2055d979&MLM M-ID 569483&MLM UE 

< http:i/pacm ail.emmarketin ghq net/content/2008000165/Ticket-Cent er-t leader.ip~> 
TICKETCEN~[ER <http:i/wwwelabsS.comJc.html?ufl a&rtr on&s~7ieud.c7ez~25y.~6ki.~d~2.e581.87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979> I RAMSCLUB 

<http://www.elabs8.com/chtml?ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud.c7e2~25y.4mos.j5p3.e58L87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUE]Z) a12055d979> IGoHeeiscom 
<http://wwweiabs8 com, c.html?ul"l a&rtr on&s 7,:7ieud.c7e2.25g.6hxa.5[fk.e58L87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUE]Z) a12055d979> iOnlmeStore<http://www.elabs8.comic.htm[7 



ufi a&rl~ on&s x7ieud, c7e/~25y,bx05,e79t,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEII) a12055d979> 

<http://pacmai[.em.marketinyhq net/content/2008000165/unc template nav 02.ipff> Facebook <http://wv, a~,.elabsS.com/c.htm[? 

ufi a&rl~ on&s x7ieud,c7e/~25v,lrSz, gN1,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979> 

<http://pacmai[.em.marketinffhq net/content/2008000165/unc template nav 04.ip~> Twitter <http://www.elabsS.con~,c.htm[? 

ufi a&rtr on&s x7ieud, c7ez,25y,k3iq,enSh,e58],87sp&MLM ?y/HD 569483&N/ZLM UNI~)UEID a12055d979> 

<http:~/pacmail em marketinghq net/content/2008000165iHeelMailTemplate/UNCHee[MailOS.ip~> 

<http : /7pacmai[. em.marketin~hq.net/c~ntent/20~80~ ~ 65 /I Iee~MairFemp~ate/UNCHee~Mai[~8. ip~> 

[)ear Academic All-Star, 

Congratulations! The University of North Carolina is looking fol~vard to hosting you in Chapel Hill for an exciting Carolina Football game day. Your game day packet will be arriving within 
the next two weeks, and will include tickets, a certificate, and game day infonnation. To make your visit as enjoyable as possible, please visit ~wiw.goheels.com/academicallstars 
<http:/;’w,~v.elabsS.con:~’c.html?tffl a&rtr on&s xTieud, c7ez,25v,46vS,Shvt, e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM LrNIQUEID a12055d979> to read infurmatiun about parking, additional 

tickets, and a brief schedule of events. 

The Old Dominion game will be at 12 noon on               The game time for the ~              games versus Dnke will be aunounced Monday, 
times are quoted in number of hours and minutes prior to kickoff’. You can check OoHeels.com <http:i/www.elabsS.com/c.htnrl? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud, c7ez,25y,bg7u, liws,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979> for the kickoff time on the appropriate date. 

The schedule of event 

We have secured a limited number of discounted tickets to offbr you and your family for the Men’s Basketball game against UNC Wilmington on 
tickets to this game for just $10 each (based upon availability) please click here <http:/iwww.elabsS.com/c.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s xTieud,c7ez.25v,fv2i, ltzv,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979>. 

at 5:00pm. To purchase 

We are excited to have over 8,000 Academic All-Stars and their families traveling to Kenan Stadium to cheer on the Tar Heels. Congratulations again from all of us in UNC Athletics, and 
keep up the good work! 

Go Heelst 

<httr~ ://pacmai1. em.nrarketin~hc~.n~t/c~nt~nt/2~8~165 /~ee~Mai~Temp~ate/UNCHee~Mai1~ ~. i p~> 
Tulsa<http ://pacmail. emlr~arketin~hq.net/content/2008000165/L~’~’C’HeeL’vlail l 1C.ip~> 

Copyright © L~’~’C Athletics. The teanr names, logos and uniform designs are registered trademarks of the teams indicated. No logos, photographs or graphics on this site may be 
reproduced without written pennission. All rights reselYed. 

UNC Athletic Department - P.O. Box 2126 - Chapel Hill, NO’ 27514 - 919-962-6000 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier’. Just click on TICKETS <http://www elabs8.comic.html? 
ufl a&ltr on&s x7ieud,c7ez~25y.coyx,3sed~e581~87sp&MLM i~ffD 569483&MLM UNIQLTID a12055d979>, find your seat, and enjoy the game’. Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: drcricketlane@unc.edu 

Use this link to modif}’ your profile or to unsubscribe. <http://w~-.elabs8 com/c html? 

ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud.c7ez.25v,60ss,f~gg,e581,87sp&ViLM MLID 2806&MLM Lrb.’I(.)UEID a12055d979&MLM MfD 569483&MLM MfD 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979> 

Forward to a Friend <http :/Twww. elabsS.com/c html? 

ufl a&ltr on&s x7ieud,c7ez.25y.53g4.kgo4~e581.87sp&EMAIL ADDRF~SS Laq)u~ana.Reaves@am.dodea.edu&MLM L’NIQL~ID a12055d979&MLM MID 569483&MLM VIID 569483&ML 

<http://www.elabsS.cornyimages/mlopen~ost.html?rtr on&siteid 2008000165&mid 569483&mlid 2806&uid a12055d979> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:20 PM 

Dr. Cricket Lane <~drcricketlane~unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <crickelz~)unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu-~;                     @emaJl.unc.edu>;                     ~emaJl.unc.edu>; Satx), Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu.>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

ILE: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

Awesome! Thanks for sharing. 

Rick 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Dr Cricket Lane 
Sent: Monday 3:01 PM 
To: l,ane, Cricket; I[le, Vince; Pogge, Paul; 
Subject: I:W: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick; (;reech, Karlton W 

See below. Thought it’d be nice to Jk~rward a positive e-mail instead of a ticket problem. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, :44 PM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: RI{: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

l would like to thank you and the Umversity of North Carolina Chapel Hill for making my son’s weekend the most memorable and enjoyable I applaud your athletic department for the warm 
welcome, hospitali~" and coordinating this event on your campus. I wanted to share pictures of my son’s participation at your university this weekend As you can see from the pictures he 
can’t stop smiling !!!! Please continue opening your doors and allowing our children to participate m this wonderful program.. ! wish you and your stalK" a wonderful holiday. Education is 
the key to success[! Thank you again :for this opportunity. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane(~r!unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 0:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star Information -Please help 

Please contact the ticket office at 800-722-4335 and explain to theru your situation. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Monday: 0:22 AM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star hffornration -Please help 

Hello Dr. Cricket 

I am sotW to keep bothering you. When was the tickets sent ore? We have not received anything yet. I made the changes to my forwarding address since the 12th. I don’t know if living on 
a military base takes a little while to forward mail to your residence. V~’nat else can be done if we don’t get the tickets by this Saturday? I would hate for ray son to miss this great 
opportLmity. I hope when I go home today- my mail has forward. Please help 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane(g~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:21 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star hfformatlon 

We have already mailed tickets, so I would contact yoLtr post office about forwarding ruaih 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:08 AM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: Academic All Star Inl"olTnation 

Hello Dr. Lane 

We moved recently and I wanted to share our new address for my son to participate in the Academic All - star program. Please send the game ticket and information to this address. If you 
have any questions please email or call at 

New Address: 1 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane@unc edu1 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:01 PM 
To: 



Sut~iect: Academic All Star Information 

Use this link to view a web version of the email < http://wv, as,.elabsS, corrdc.htm[? 
ul’I a&rtr on&s x7ieud.c7ez,25y,gpcv.33ai.e58k87sp&MLM MID 569483&~\,ILM MLID 2806&MLM SITE]D 2008000165&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979&MLM MID 569483&MLM U]~ 

<http://pacmail.emmarketin~hq.net/content/2008000165/Tick et-Center-Header ipg> 
TICKETCENTER<http:,i/wwwe]absS.com/c.html?ufl a&rls on&s x7ieud, c7ez.25y.~6ki,gd~2.e58[,87sp&N,iLM MID 569483&N,ILM uNIOUEII) a12055d979> I RAMS CLUI3 

<http://wwwelabs8 com/c.html?ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud, c7ez.25,/,4mos,i5p3,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQI_Yl~ID a12055d979> I Gotteels.com 
<http://w~v.elabsS.com/chtml?ufl a&rtr on&s~7ieud, c7ez.25y,6hxa,51:0x,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQI_Yl~ID a12055d979> i Online Store<http://www.elabsScom/c html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud.c7ez,25y.bx05.e79t.e581.87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UN~IQUEID a12055d979> 
<http://paclnail.em.n~arketinghq.net/contenti2008000165/unc template nay 02.ipg>    Facebook <http://w~w:.elabsS.con~/c.html? 
ufl a&rtr nn&s x7ieud.c7ez,25y,k87~9yl,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQL-EID a12055d979> 
<http://paclnail.em.n~arketinghq.net/contenti2008000165/unc template nay 04.ipg>    Twitter<http://www.elabsS.com/c.htrnl? 
ufl a&rtr on&s xTieud, cTez,25y,k3iq,enSh, e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQE~ID a12055d979> 
<http ://pacn~ail. emmark~tinghq.net/c~ntent/2~8~ ~ 65 /Hee~Mai~T~1r~p~at~/UNCHee~Mail~8. ipg> 
<http ://pacmai~. en~.n~arketinghq.n~t/c~nt~nt/2~8~ ~ 65 /~ee~Mai~Temp~ate/UNCHee~Mai~8. i pg> 
Dear Academic All-Star, 

Congratulations! The Universi~" of North Carolina is looking forward to hosting you in Chapel Hill for an exciting Carolina Football game day. Your game day packet will be arriving within 
the next two weeks, and will include tickets, a certificate, and game day infom~ation. To make your visit as enjoyable as possible, please visit www.goheels.com/academicallstars 
<http://w~,a~’.elabsS.confc.htrnl?ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud, cTez,25v,46vS,Shyt, e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979> to read information about parking, additional 

tickets, and a brief schedule of events. 

The Old Dominion game will be at 12 noon on i              The game time for the ~              games versus Duke will be announced Monday, 
times are quoted in number of hours and minutes prior to kickoff. You can check GoHeels.com <http://www.elabsS.cotr~’c.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud, cTez,25v,bg7u, liws,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQUEID a12055d979> for thekickofftime on the appropriate date. 

The schedule of event 

We have secured a limited number of discounted tickets to offer you and your family for the Meffs Basketball game against UNC Wihnington on 
tickets to this game for just $10 each (based upon availabili~’) please click here <http://www.elabsS.com,’c.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieud.cTeT~25v.fv2i.ltzv.e581.87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIOUEID a12055d979>. 

at 5:00pm. To purchase 

We are excited to have over 8,000 Academic All-Stars and their families traveling to Kenan Stadium to cheer on the Tar Heels. Congratulations again from all of us in ErNC Athletics, and 
keep up the good work! 

Go Heel!! 

<http ://pacmai~ em marketinghq net/c~ntent/2~8~165 /Hee~Mai~Temp~ate/~rNCHee~Mai~ ~ ~.jpg> 
Tulsa<http :/ /pacmail. em.marketinghq.net/content/2008000165/U2x.-CHeelMai111C.jpg> 

Copyright ~ L’2x,-C Athletics. The team names, logos and uniform designs are registered trademarks of the teams indicated. No logos, photographs or graphics on this site may be 

reproduced without written permission. All rights reserved 

Ethic Athletic Department - P.O Box 2126 - Chapel Hill, lx,-C 27514 - 919-962-6000 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS <http://w~-.elabs8 com/c.html? 
taft a&rtr on&s x7ieud~c7e7~25y,coyx,3sed,e581,87sp&MLM MID 569483&MLM UNIQE,~ID a12055d979>, find your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: drcricketlane@nnc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to nnsubscribe. <http://www elabsS.col~’c.html? 
u~] a~;ltr on&s xTieucLc7ez~25v,60ss.f~gg,e581,87sp&MLM VILID 2806&MLM UN~0UEID a12055d979&MLM MID 569483&MLM MID 569483&VILM UNI(.)UEID a12055d979> 

Forward to a Friend <http:~/www.elabsS.com/c.html? 

taft a&rtr on&s x7ieud,c7e7~25v,53g4,k9o4,e581,87sp&EMAIL ADDRESS LaOuana.Reaves@amdodeaedu&MLM U2",II©UEID a12055d979&MLM MID 569483&MLM MID 569483&ML 

<http://wv,~’elabsS.com/ima~es/mlopenj~ost.html?rtr on&siteid 2008000165&mid 569483&mlid 2806&uid a12055d979> 



Copeland, Michael, 

Smith Center Access 
for November 2013 

TRANDATE 
11/02/2013 13:07:17 
11/02/2013 13:21:28 
11/02/2013 14:19:20 
11/02/2013 15:12:27 
11/02/2013 15:13:05 
11/02/2013 15:18:21 
11/03/2013 13:10:50 
11/03/2013 13:18:23 
11/03/2013 13:18:50 
11/03/2013 14:08:13 
11/03/2013 14:11:06 
11/03/2013 14:38:12 
11/03/2013 14:38:39 
11/03/2013 14:55:50 
11/03/2013 14:58:34 
11/03/2013 15:54:57 
11/03/2013 15:56:19 
11/03/2013 16:08:48 
11/03/2013 16:11:07 
11/03/2013 17:27:48 
11/05/2013 14:43:40 
11/05/2013 16:04:53 
11/05/2013 18:06:58 
11/05/2013 19:17:09 
11/07/2013 16:05:07 
11/07/2013 16:05:42 
11/07/2013 17:23:31 
11/07/2013 17:24:12 
11/07/2013 19:59:42 
11/10/2013 13:33:22 
11/10/2013 13:33:43 
11/10/2013 14:40:08 
11/10/2013 14:47:25 
11/10/2013 14:56:21 
11/10/2013 14:57:39 
11/10/2013 15:16:55 
11/10/2013 15:25:36 
11/10/2013 15:25:45 
11/10/2013 15:25:56 
11/10/2013 15:26:03 
11/10/2013 15:26:13 
11/10/2013 15:27:05 
11/10/2013 15:37:30 
11/10/2013 15:37:51 
11/10/2013 15:42:15 
11/10/2013 15:44:13 
11/10/2013 15:44:53 
11/14/2013 19:02:17 
11/14/2013 20:27:44 
11/16/2013 09:37:17 
11/16/2013 11:13:03 
11/16/2013 11:18:37 
11/16/2013 14:40:35 
11/16/2013 16:10:09 
11/19/2013 15:47:35 
11/19/2013 15:48:28 
11/19/2013 17:06:09 
11/24/2013 12:08:38 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Denied - No Priv For Unlock 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
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Copeland, Michael - 

TRANDATE 
11/24/2013 12:08:56 
11/24/2013 12:11:39 
11/24/2013 12:24:31 
11/24/2013 14:34:45 
11/24/2013 14:45:24 
11/24/2013 14:56:23 
11/24/2013 15:00:56 
11/24/2013 15:04:55 
11/24/2013 15:32:42 
11/24/2013 16:29:25 
11/24/2013 17:13:57 
11/25/2013 18:05:30 
11/25/2013 18:06:27 
11/25/2013 18:10:52 
11/25/2013 19:18:36 
11/25/2013 19:22:58 
11/26/2013 15:40:17 
11/26/2013 16:49:20 
11/27/2013 14:17:14 
11/27/2013 15:48:05 
11/27/2013 15:50:09 
11/29/2013 05:15:55 
11/29/2013 05:16:19 

Montross, Eric - 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 

Smith Center Access 
for November 2013 

Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 

TRANDATE 
11/01/2013 19:17:26 
11/12/2013 16:10:38 
11/17/2013 19:22:11 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
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Sanders, Byron - 

Smith Center Access 
for November 2013 

TRANDATE 
11/01/2013 10:54:25 
11/01/2013 10:54:45 
11/04/2013 10:03:36 
11/04/2013 10:04:00 
11/04/2013 13:25:27 
11/05/2013 09:47:47 
11/05/2013 09:48:35 
11/05/2013 09:48:59 
11/05/2013 11:55:40 
11/06/2013 09:57:29 
11/06/2013 09:57:56 
11/06/2013 12:59:37 
11/06/2013 13:00:09 
11/07/2013 09:56:24 
11/07/2013 09:56:59 
11/07/2013 11:59:38 
11/07/2013 13:25:57 
11/07/2013 13:26:22 
11/08/2013 11:53:51 
11/08/2013 11:54:11 
11/08/2013 13:05:11 
11/08/2013 14:21:29 
11/11/2013 10:45:58 
11/11/2013 10:46:30 
11/11/2013 10:46:37 
11/11/2013 16:50:20 
11/11/2013 18:26:26 
11/11/2013 18:27:15 
11/12/2013 11:17:43 
11/12/2013 11:18:19 
11/12/2013 11:55:59 
11/12/2013 13:46:03 
11/12/2013 13:48:16 
11/13/2013 11:50:04 
11/13/2013 11:50:26 
11/13/2013 12:05:43 
11/13/2013 12:05:58 
11/13/2013 13:10:17 
11/13/2013 13:59:15 
11/14/2013 10:02:15 
11/14/2013 10:02:37 
11/15/2013 09:58:10 
11/15/2013 09:59:03 
11/15/2013 09:59:26 
11/15/2013 09:59:33 
11/18/2013 10:50:53 
11/18/2013 10:51:17 
11/18/2013 11:54:40 
11/18/2013 13:16:16 
11/18/2013 13:16:42 
11/18/2013 17:37:45 
11/18/2013 17:38:23 
11/19/2013 10:56:40 
11/19/2013 10:57:13 
11/19/2013 11:53:54 
11/20/2013 11:47:55 
11/20/2013 11:58:43 
11/20/2013 13:09:13 
11/21/2013 10:58:51 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Invalid PIN 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Invalid PIN 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
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Sanders, Byron - 

TRANDATE 
11/21/2013 10:59:24 
11/21/2013 11:58:46 
11/21/2013 13:35:07 
11/21/2013 13:37:40 
11/22/2013 09:53:10 
11/22/2013 09:53:33 
11/22/2013 11:59:37 
11/22/2013 12:00:10 
11/22/2013 17:05:25 
11/22/2013 17:32:06 
11/25/2013 10:48:49 
11/25/2013 10:49:38 
11/25/2013 10:50:05 
11/25/2013 11:57:06 
11/25/2013 11:57:35 
11/25/2013 13:14:03 
11/25/2013 13:43:07 
11/25/2013 13:43:34 
11/25/2013 15:05:01 
11/25/2013 15:05:18 
11/25/2013 15:05:48 
11/26/2013 12:08:13 

Scott, Melvin - 

TRANDATE 
11/11/2013 18:13:07 

Smith Center Access 
for November 2013 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-2F Stairwell 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
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Thomas, Quentin. 

Smith Center Access 
for November 2013 

TRANDATE 
11/01/2013 15:19:09 
11/01/2013 16:38:04 
11/02/2013 13:04:37 
11/02/2013 13:05:37 
11/02/2013 15:15:25 
11/02/2013 15:15:48 
11/02/2013 15:19:00 
11/02/2013 15:19:23 
11/02/2013 15:30:25 
11/02/2013 15:30:47 
11/03/2013 13:09:07 
11/03/2013 13:09:48 
11/03/2013 13:10:13 
11/03/2013 13:41:22 
11/03/2013 13:41:42 
11/03/2013 13:55:14 
11/03/2013 13:57:00 
11/03/2013 15:05:15 
11/03/2013 15:07:59 
11/03/2013 16:02:53 
11/03/2013 16:03:13 
11/03/2013 16:49:36 
11/03/2013 16:50:06 
11/03/2013 17:20:31 
11/03/2013 17:21:02 
11/05/2013 18:03:00 
11/05/2013 18:03:14 
11/05/2013 18:03:21 
11/05/2013 19:16:34 
11/07/2013 17:50:14 
11/07/2013 17:50:48 
11/07/2013 19:11:51 
11/07/2013 19:15:10 
11/10/2013 12:01:51 
11/10/2013 12:02:31 
11/10/2013 12:02:49 
11/10/2013 15:10:10 
11/10/2013 15:10:35 
11/10/2013 15:19:56 
11/10/2013 15:20:23 
11/10/2013 15:25:05 
11/10/2013 15:26:02 
11/10/2013 15:28:53 
11/10/2013 15:29:34 
11/16/2013 09:31:08 
11/16/2013 09:32:08 
11/16/2013 11:12:19 
11/16/2013 14:29:07 
11/16/2013 14:41:04 
11/16/2013 16:07:53 
11/19/2013 17:50:30 
11/19/2013 18:56:38 
11/24/2013 12:07:39 
11/24/2013 12:10:09 
11/24/2013 12:10:29 
11/24/2013 12:58:36 
11/24/2013 13:01:48 
11/24/2013 13:14:12 
11/24/2013 13:14:39 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Plunge Pool 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Access-Smith Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Access-Smith Ctr-Locker Room 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 

Invalid PIN 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
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Thomas, Quentin. 

TRANDATE 
11/24/2013 13:20:09 
11/24/2013 14:00:15 
11/24/2013 14:06:56 
11/24/2013 16:39:39 
11/24/2013 16:42:12 
11/24/2013 17:13:27 
11/29/2013 11:59:02 
11/29/2013 12:00:02 
11/29/2013 13:08:56 
11/29/2013 14:08:38 
11/29/2013 14:32:37 
11/30/2013 09:09:09 
11/30/2013 09:10:09 

Watts, Justin - 

TRANDATE 
11/07/2013 22:44:59 
11/07/2013 22:45:26 
11/07/2013 23:10:59 
11/07/2013 23:11:27 
11/18/2013 22:16:04 
11/18/2013 22:16:58 
11/18/2013 22:17:08 
11/18/2013 22:17:21 
11/18/2013 22:17:29 
11/18/2013 22:17:56 
11/19/2013 00:42:58 
11/19/2013 00:43:23 
11/19/2013 22:44:40 
11/19/2013 22:45:56 
11/19/2013 22:46:05 
11/19/2013 22:46:12 
11/19/2013 22:46:39 
11/20/2013 00:02:58 
11/20/2013 22:46:01 
11/20/2013 22:46:59 
11/20/2013 22:47:22 
11/21/2013 00:32:54 
11/21/2013 00:33:03 
11/23/2013 21:22:15 
11/23/2013 21:23:04 
11/23/2013 21:23:27 
11/23/2013 23:17:06 
11/23/2013 23:17:35 
11/24/2013 17:37:35 
11/27/2013 22:47:20 
11/27/2013 22:48:30 
11/28/2013 01:09:21 
11/28/2013 01:19:01 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 

LONGDES 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 
Access-Smith 

Smith Center Access 
for November 2013 

Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-Locker Room 

Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-Locker Room 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-Locker Rm Rea 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-Tunnel Entr 
Ctr-1F DD To Tunnel 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 
Ctr-lF DD To Locker 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 

REASONMSG 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Invalid PIN 
Invalid PIN 
Invalid PIN 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Invalid PIN 
Invalid PIN 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
Approved 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 5:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Joy Renner - upcoming FAC meeting on Tuesday 

Thanks ---you have an excused absence since you will still be dohlg the assignment. You can write a 25 page summary of your thoughts on the reading and submit it 

for my review on December 25th and I will provide you with [eedback by the 2(;th, 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M,A., RTR, F %E RS 
Associate Professor a!~d [)[rector 
Un[ve!’sity o~ North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medk:[ne 
Cg #71.30 UNC-CH gcindura!~t Hail 

321-A Soulh Co umbia :St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.7130 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; ..>-mail message, ir!,::lud[rl.!] al:t;~chments, if any, is ir~tet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h [t is addressed and rt]ay t:ot~taiR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 
privileged ma[er[ai. Ar!y --unauEhorized review, use~ disclosure or distHbuE[on is proi~ibi[ed. If you are hoe [Pie intended recip[en[~ please cot!tact the sender b~/ reply em~ail and 
destroy all copies of the ori~[nal message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bjeet to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NC(~S. oh. :t32). Studel~t educatior~al reeords are sEb:ject to FERPA. 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent; Friday, December 06, 2013 4:23 PN 
To-" Renner, 3oy .1 
Subject= Re: .1oy Renner - upcoming FAC meeting on Tuesday 

Thanks Joy. I will not be able to attend the meeting on Tuesday, but will read the materials you reference. 

On Dec 6, 2013, at 4:12 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <J__o_y_ Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Reminder -we will be gathering together on Tuesday at 3:30 for our December FAC meeting in South 105 

Agenda in development but here is where we are so far: 

Provost and Working Group sharing and discussion - 3:30 to 4:00 

4:00 to 4:30 - minutes discussion!approval (will be posted this weekend) FAR and Chancellor (AD not present for this meeting) comments and 

discussion and recap of reports and meetings to occur for the second half of the year. 

Mary Willingham - perspective and information related to admissions and academics 4:30 to 4:50 

4:50 to 5:00 -final wrap-ups 

Adjourn - 30 minutes early in exchange for reading time for the Committee of the posted materials (I know not exactly a fair trade but thought I 

would offer an encouragement to do the readings) 

There are new materials posted on the Sakai site.( found under Athletics Committee Materials in a Dec 10 readings folder) I know this is a tough time 

of year with end of semester and finals and grades and lions, tigers, and bears, oh my... but if you could look over them and formulate any questions 

or additional thoughts to add, that would be helpful to everyone working on our student athlete experience at UNC. 

The document with the Athletics Department strategic plan - if you have limited time, go to the section on unit goals and seek out the information 

and goals for your assigned teams and see if you have questions or concerns or encouragement related to those teams. 

Thanks as always, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Renne!’, M.A., RT{R), F*~,EIRS 
/-’~ssoc[ate Professor and Director 
U!~iversity of North Caroli!~a at Chapel Hiil 
School of Medicine 
CB #7!30 UNC-.CH Borldi;rant Hall 
321-.A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7!30 

9J.9-gS6-Si47Desk 

:ell 

91.9-956-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ]-his e-mail l~’~essage, inck:ding a[tachments, H: any, [s in[ended o¢!ly for Lhe -person or e!~i~y ~o which it is addressed and may con:a[n 

confide!~ [iaJ at!d/or privileged ma[erial, Any --unautho!’[zed review, use~ disclosure or d[s[r[bu[io!~ is proi~[bi[ed, If you are ¢!o[ ti~e intended !’ecip[ent, please contact [Pie 

sender b,i reply e-mail and des[ro,i all copies of [Pie ori&~inaJ l~’~essage, 

EmaH correspondence to and from this address may he subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disclosed to third parties 

by an authorized state official (NC(~S, oh, 132), Stude~t edueatio~al records are subject to FERPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill (Ntps:/,,’sakaJamc.edu/portal) from the Faculty Athletics Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notiiications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 7:32 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: UNCG v. UNC 

I’m here now. One of my best fiiends plays for UNCG. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

AV, omey and Cotmselor at Law 
Washington Comaty Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent from my US Celltdax Smartphone 

On Dec 6, 2013 11:05 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Will either of you be at the game tomorrow? Would love to meet you or maybe tour the facility. Let me know. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent lmln my US Cellulm Smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 9:57 PM 

D. Cole Phelps < @gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: UNCG v. UNC 

I apologize- I just got your email. Will you be at another game this year? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2013, at 7:32 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

I’m here now. One of my best [fiends plays for IYNCG. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent from my US Cellular Smaxtphone 

On Dec 6, 2013 11:05 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ,~)gma]l.com> wrote: 

Will either of you be at the gmne tomorrow? Would love to meet you or maybe tour the faciliD’. Let me know. 

Best Reg~xds, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent t?om nay US Cellular Smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 9:59 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: UNCG v. UNC 

Not to my knoMdege, unless I can come as your guest. I go to a lot of UNCG games. Let me know though and I would come back to visit with you and tour the 

facilib~. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washi ngton County Commi ssioner Dis~ri ct One Seat 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

On Dec 7, 2013 9:56 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(~unc.edn> wrote: 

I apologize- I just got your email. Will you be at another game this year? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2013, at 7:32 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

I’m here now. One of my best !fiends plays for UNCG. 

Best Reg~xds, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent tram nay US Cellular Smartphone 

On Dec 6, 2013 11:05 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ,%gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Will either of you be at the game tomorrow? Would love to meet you or maybe tour the facility. Let me know. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington CounF Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent farm my US CelltdaJc Smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 9:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Spring 

I just received an email from Carlos about the 

Also, may have one additional student: 

Barbara 1~ Polk 
I)epu~-Directc~r 
Office of Ur.de~Nraduate Admissioas 
University of North Carolh’.a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE: Spring 

Thanks. I’m not currently aware of any others. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 8:00 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Spring 

Vince, 

So far we have admitted the following for spring: 

Did you OK them for spring? 

He will decide this week if he wants to come in 

As you know, there is a possibility of one additional 

to come in this I’m checking that with Joe. 

Are you aware of anyone not listed above? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
Barbara ] Polk 
De p’~d~~ ])irec~or 
0 f~ice of Ui,.dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Q~ro~il’.a~ at Chapel HIll 
Phone: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

alayer. We also had a call from a , who said he was supposed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 9:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 

Got it, been admitted for , VII let you know if she accepts her place in the class. 
Barbara 1. Po~k 
Deputy Director 
Office of {h:.dergradnate Adm{ssiop.s 
University of North Caro]ina at Chapel ]’dl] 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:53 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE: Spring 

No regarding             They can have a maximum of one more, not two. Carlos inibrmed me that he communicated wifla An~m and that Anson may let him use 

his mid-year slot. I’ve received no commmaication from Anson on thi~ ~ still expect until informed otherwise. 

Thanks lbr the inIbrmation on 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:49 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Spring 
I just received an emaif frorn Carlos about Lbe 

Also, mav have one additional student: 
Ba]q;ara ]. Po~k 
Deputy Director 
Office of {h:.dergradnate Adm{ssio]’.s 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ]’dl] 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE: Spring 

ThaJ~ks. I’m not currently aware of any others. 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 8:00 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Spring 

Vince, 

So far we have admitted the following for spring: 

Did you OK them [:or spring? 

He will decide this week if he wants to come in 

As you know, there is a possibility of one additional 

to come in this                  I’m checking that with Joe. 

Are you aware of anyone not listed above? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
}~v~m~ I. Polk 
Depu ty I} irecto~ 
OflR:c oil i3,,detgraduate Adnlissbt!e; 
[Jnivevsi{y o{ Not’th Carolh,,a at Chape{ }{i{1 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

We also had a call from a who said he was supposed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mwngeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:38 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: / ACC Digital Network 

FYI 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Direcb:_x 

University of No~th Carolit~a 

?hone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6L~2 

mvangelder@unc,edu 

From: Andy Siegel [mailto:asiegel@theaccdn.com] 
Sent: Monday,                1:38 PM 
To: Best, Kevin S.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Chad Swofford 
Subject: /ACC Digital Network 

Kevin and Marielle, 

Thank yon both for >’our time and support with allowing           to j oin our coverage temn over the weekend for the ACC Championship Game. 

As expected, he represented himself, the university and the conference extremely well. Here are the pieces he was a part of: 

Pre-game breakdowns: 

Hosted by 

Hos~ted by Renaldo Wynn 

Hos~ted by Clinton Pores - 

Fan Fest~ ’ 

Post-~ame recap: 
With Jeff Fischel and RenaJdo Wyim - 

I’m gathering all of the details about his travel expenses, etc and will share them when I have everything in place. But I wanted you both to know my level of 
appreciation and to give you a look at his fine work. 

Thanks so much, 

An@ 

i~,~ndiy Siiiege, ii ii ii!i!i!i!xec:uii:ii%~,e Ppc<:iiu~c:e~i-~ ii AC:C Diigiiii:aii Neii:wo~$: 
asiegel(/~theACCDN.com i :0 ~.::x.:..:~.:} {}i           :::~ :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:26 PM 

Ille, Mince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 

Talked with Carlos. He is still questioning have both come in for the Spring. Please give me a call when you get a chance to we’re on the same page in what we’re 

telling him. 

Thanks. 

BP 
}~v~a~ I. Polk 
Dcpu ty I) [rccto~ 
t)flk:e oil ip, de[Nraduate Admiss[ot!~; 
[Jnivevsil~; at No[’~h (]aro]h’,a at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: file, Mince 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:53 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE: Spring 

No regaxding             They can have a maximum of one more, not two. Carlos informed me that he communicated with Anson and that Anson may let him use 

his mid-yeax slot. I’ve received no communication from Anson on thi~ so slill expect until mtbrmed otherwise. 

Thanks for the information on 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: Ille, Mince 
Subject: RE: Spring 

[just received an ~-’_m~ail from Cark)s about Lhe 

Als.:_~, may have one additional student: 
B~vba~ I. Polk 
Dcpu ty I] [rccto~ 
t)flk:(: oil ip, dergradua[e A(]miss[ot!~; 
[Jnivevsil~; at No[’~h (]aro]h’,a at Chattel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: file, Mince 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE: Spring 

Thmlks. I’m not cmTently aware of any others. 

From-" Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 8:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Spring 

Mince, 

So far we have admitted the following for spring: 

Did you C)K them for spring? 

He will ch:_~ckte this week if he wants to (:om~-:~ m 

As you know, there is a possibility of one additional 

to come in this                  I’m checking that with Joe. 

Are you aware of anyone not listed above? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
Barbara !, Polk 
Depu~-Directc~r 
Office of Up.detNraduate Admissior.,s 
U~liversity of North (’arolh’,a at Chapel Hill 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

We also had a call from a potential who said he was supposed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 4:35 PM 

Markos, Lance M <nmrkos@email.unc.edu> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomom~o@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE:J - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Lance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these students are OK for admission with a slot. As of today though, there is only one transfer slot available for men’s 

soccer for the If one of the other students (another sport possibly) already admitted for the opts not to accept admission, a second slot may 

become avaih~ble..At the time that happens, t’1I need to touch base wH:h V’ince to confirm the               for rnen’~.; soccer. 

Let me know i1: you have any quesLions. 

Barbara 
Uarbara ]~ PoIk 
Depu~-Directcw 
Cfftice of Ur.detgraduate Admissior.,s 
U~liversity of Not’th {:arolh’.a at Chapel }{ill 
Pb, op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for 

documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include their core GPA and SAT scores, their 

credit evaluations for the three semesters they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes to eligibility, if you could let us know 

your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

The 

transcripts, and Emma’s transfer 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919} 962-6002 
markos@ email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-* 

RE: Men’s Soccer 

Thanks Barbara ![ We jusL wanted to confirm Lhat they’d be good for slots, regardless o1: when Lhey end up enrolling. Thanks again!! 

[a 13ce 

From; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent; Monday, 4:35 PN 
To; Harkos, Lance N 
Cc" Somoano, Carlos N; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, VJnce 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, Lance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these s[udents are OK for admission with a slot. As of today though, there is only one transfer slot available for men’s 

soccer for the If one of the other students (another sport possibly} already admitted for the opts not to accept admission, a second slot may 

becom¢_~ avaiJable. At the time that happens, FIJ need to touch base with \,’ince to cotffim~ the               [or men’s soccer. 

Let me Imow if you have any questions. 

Barbara 
Barbara ] PoLk 
Depul}~ l)irec~or 
0 flice of lMdergraduate Admissions 
University of North Q~ro]il~4~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for 

documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include their core GPA and SAT scores, their 

credit evaluations for the three semesters they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes to eligibility. If you could let us know 

your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

The 

transcripts, and Emma’s transfer 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email,unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtv-- 

Monday, 6:19 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStalt’<uncaa exe~tait@groups.unc.edu>;                    @email.unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce I, <joyced@unc.edu>; 

King, J. Angela <aJdng@unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu-~; Janine ttolland (janine@raJnsclub.com) 

Out of the office Tuesday - Thursday 

All, 

I will be out of the office beginning tomorrow (Tuesday). I will be back in the office first thing on Friday morning. Please call my cell phone ( 

need to reach me while I am away. I will also be checking email. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

) if you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, l 1:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Preparing student-athletes tbr trausition to "the pros 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, Ii:03 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H; Pogge, Paul; Brown, Michelle 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Preparing student-athletes for transition to the pros 

Ti~:-# kt, I’F (ii~iCI !ilc,~ %",q" ~D ~lC L jUSt ~ DC(,S )t~! ir 1~3’flCl~3i toc.ct-~ti ~’fl (r t,,oso ~[I] ~@!it ~,~iiit![t’S {:]0 r{:] ’,}!C I)t~t ~iii DI]" SKUC.UF L 4tl’lq’Kus. 

1 -]i,:;(: Cq’~ 

CI- z.k¢:t 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 AN 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H; Pogge, Paul; Brown, Michelle 
Ce: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Preparing student-athletes for transition to the pros 

All, 

I came across this article about preparing student-athletes for their transition to the pros and thought you might be interested: 

..htt.p.~/j~w.~w.~w.~h.uf-.fj~D~g.t.~.n.p~.~st.~E9~m/~a[[e~D~k~R!~a/~E9~[!~e~e~Ep~rts-scanda~s b 980935.html?ref=tw 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Bowl Details 

Perfect. I will come to your office at 10:30 tomorrow. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:07 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Bowl Details 

Riclc 

SonT to miss the calls and messages. I’ve been out at meetings. Let’s do 10:30 tomorrow if that still works for you? 

the lravel plans/hotel needs more ruth you in the morning. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 6:33 PM 

To: lUe, Vince 
Subject: Bowl Details 

Vince, 

Can we meet at 10:30 am or 3 pm tomorrow to review bowl planning? 

Also, please let me know your travel plans / hotel needs for the week (12/23 - 12/28). I am using one room for the entire week and a second room from 12/25 

through 12/28. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Would like to discuss 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiubacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr* 

FW: 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome Orientation 

ghsce, please attend and bring if your schedules allow. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 8:30 P! 

To: CunnJngham, Bubba (bubbac@email.unc.edu); 1lie, Vince; Will Webb (WWebb@chadottesports.org); kjohnson@chadottesports.org 

Co: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu) 
Subject: 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome Orientation 

All - 

We will host the 2013 Belk Bowl Spouses Welcome Orientation in Chapel Hill instead of in Charlotte. 

The event will take place on Sunday, December 15th at 6 pm in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor. 

Will Webb will either join us in person, or Will and/or Katherine Johnson of the Charlotte Sports Foundation will join us via phone. 

Agenda includes a Welcome and gift presentation by Bubba (~;100 Belk gift cards for each spouse) followed by the Bowl Staff going over the week’s events and 

providing helpful information to spouses about spouse and family events and allowing Will/Katherine to answer any questions about the 2013 Belk Bowl. Spouses 

will be asked to sign up for activities during / after the meeting. 

Will, I will get you the exact amount of ~100 gift cards needed tomorrow. 

Thanks and please let me know of any questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

We Educote and Inspire Through Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@art.net> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 9:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Choice of awaxd tbr Belk Bowl t?om UNC 

In doing some quick on-line research, it looks like the iPad mini ruth retina display is the way to go. Can we discuss tonight? 

Love you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 7:10 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

Keep secret! Do we want to get 1 or 2? 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 
Sent: Tuesday, December i0, 2013 5:29 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Choice of award for Belk Bowl from UNC 
Attached are the 4 choices for bowl gifts from UNC for the Belk Bowl. Please pick I of these 4 and e-mail me your choice (Package I, Package 2, 
Package 3 or Package 4) by the end of the day on Thursday. I must get them ordered by Friday so please let me know ASAP! Thanks! 

<Package 1 - Ipad mini bundle.pdf> 

<Package 2 - Ipad Retina Display Only.pdf> 

<Package 3 - Go Pro Gifi.pdf> 

<Package 4 - PS4.pdf~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 1 l, 2013 6:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

plan lbr talking abt recruiting w the Working Group 

Hi Vince, Could we talk or meet before the holidays to figure out who (which recruiting coordinators) we’re going to meet with? I’d like to meet with football & bball And anyone else you 

reconmlend 
Thanks, I look forward to seeing you soon 
Debbi 

cell (feel free to text) 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 10:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: plaa~ for talking abt recruiting w the Working Group 

Thanks, Vince.                                                                                          Give me a call and if rm just sitting in the waiting room I’d love to talk 
with you then. If you don’t reach me, let me know when it’s convenient to call you back I know this is such a bus?’ time for you. Thanks again, 
Debbi 

OnDec 11, 2013, at 10:16 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Debbi, 
> rll tly to call you tomolTow Are you available before 10:30 for a call? Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

>> On Dec 11, 2013, at 6:03 P2~k "Debbi Clarke" < @gmail corn> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Vince, Could we talk or meet before the holidays to figure out who (which recruiting coordinators) we’re going to meet with? I’d like to meet with football & bball. And anyone else you 
reconmlend 
>> Thanks, I look forward to seeing you soon. 
>> Debbi 
>> cell (feel Iicee to text) 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:07 AM 

lille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr’~ 

Wed 12/18? 

Vince, I’ll be on campus on Wed 12/18, I can meet at 8:30am or between 11 am and 2pro. If you’d like to meet, pls let me know 

S,arry to bug you.. 
Thanks again, 
Debbi 

cell 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Special Talent Committee Prep 

Hi, Michetle, 

I left a message for Vince but have not heard back from him. I did hear from Theresa and Tiffany, both of whom reviewed the documentation. Both have significant 

concerns for the same reasons you and I do. They interpreted the documentation as "borderline intellectual functioning" with low cognitive abilibi. The student ix 

not able to acquire new infl:~rmation in ~:t~e way l:hat mosl: of us can. ,he r~-_~sult of tha~: ix limK:ed ca~acit:y to learn new material They also have questions about the 

high school record, just: as we do. 

Their overall thought is that the student would need VERY extensive assistance and most likely more than we could provide. Let me know if that is echoed on your 

end. If so, we may not need to meet in the morning after all I want to make sure the student receives a fair review but if you agree with Theresa and Tiffany, I 

think we have our answer. 

Please don’t l’u:_~sital:e ~:o call if you war~l: to talk more about this l:oday. (office- 965--3989; ceil-            ) 

Thanks. 

Barbara 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:32 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Volleyball <tmcaa volleyball@groups.unc.edu>; [YNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hdd from VolReyballL The?, are all caught up on "(heir paperwork. 

Ttmnk~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: 2013 Belk BoM Administrative Staffing mad Hotel Needs 

Great, thanks! 

Going to be a fun week. I am glad and i roll get to spend time together. 

Rick 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Dec 12, 2013, at 12:39 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbunc.edtv~ wrote: 

Rick, 

Just to confiml our discussion earlier today, since I know into is coming at you from all direction~ I plan to do the same thing you’le doing as described 

below. I will need one room from 12/23-12/28 and a second room from 12,/25- 12/28. If you have a~ly questions, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 7:04 PN 
To-" Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Haydon, Joe; Holliday, Corey L; Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: 2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staffing and Hotel Needs 
Clint, 
Below is a list of potential Belk Bowl staffing / hotel needs. Let’s discuss in the AM. After we discuss, I’ll convert it in to a room list for Joe to include 
with his master list. 
Rick 

2013 Belk Bowl Administrative Staff’mg / Hotel Rooms 

Executive Team Working (mileage reimbursement, per diem, hotel room for staff+ spouse + dependents) 
Cunningham, Bubba (12/23 12/28) up to 3 rooms 

Ille, Vince (12/23 12/28) up to 2 rooms 
Steinbacher, Rick(12/23 12/28) upto2 rooms (needs 1 12/23 12/28 + 1 addl 12/25 12/28) 
Gwaltney, Clint (12/27 12/28) up to 2 rooms 

Executive Team Invited (1 hotel room tbr 1 hight, 12/27 or 12/28) 

Ballen, Martina 

Brow~ Michelle 

Creech, Karlton 

Gallo, Lmly 

Kirschner, Steve 

Miller, Beth 
Montgomery,, John 

Administrative Staff Working (mileage reimbursement, per diem. hotel room for s~lt) 

Beale, Michael (Fan Events): 12/27 only, requesting a double room 

Best, Kevin (Athletic Communications): 12/23 12/28 
Best, Kevin (Athletic Communications) addl room: 12/25 12/28 (will pay tbr, but would rather not) 

ttundley, Bobby (Football Communications): 12/23 12/28 (wife will accompany him) 

Camasati, Jeffrey (Photography): mileage reimbursement only, will drive in and out on 12/28 
Leggette, Jon (New Media): 12/23 12/28 

Clea~, Ken (New Media): 12,/27 12/28 
Pogge, Paul (Risk Management): 12/27 12/28 

Ticket Office Staffing (mileage reimbm~ement, per diem, hotel room for staff) 

Arriving in Charlotte night of 12/27 (rooms necessary night of 12/27) 

Tim Sabo 

Jason Steinberg 

Eric Morabito 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 

Arriving in Charlotte morning of 12/’28 (no rooms required) 
Jacob Coggins 

Sarah Langley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 l:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Wed 12/18? 

Got it, see you then. 
Thanks’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Dec 12, 2013, at 12:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 12/18 @ 1PM m my office? Thanks Debbi 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto:               ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:07 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Wed 12/18? 
> 

> Vince, I’ll be on campus on Wed 12/18, I can meet at 8:30am or between 11 am and 2pm. If you’d like to meet, pls let me know. 
> Sorry to bug you.. 
> Thanks again, 
> Debbi 
> cell 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoauo, Carlos M <csomoano@uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Polk, Baxbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu-*; Gallo, Jr., [,am.’ A. ~athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: - Men’s Soccer 

So we are good to go with the 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

if one comes in. and one in 

On at 1:22 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@um~.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

I can contirm that a mwdmmn "total of nine admissions slots have been allocated tbr men’s soccer tbr A maximum of three of the nine can be used 

tbr spring     admits. This is consistent ruth our discussion this thll regarding     admissions slots. During that discussion, I committed to allocating 

men’s soccer two mid-year slots tbr and noted we might possibly be able to add a third. Ifyou need any additional inibmmtion, please just let me 

know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday,                1:08 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Men’s Soccer 
Vince!Barbara 
Can you confirm one and one if I can change their minds? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 12:55 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@uncedu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

No, not to date. The mid-year slot assigned to women’s soccer for that you spoke with Anson about may or may not still be a 

possibility, but we issued ml ASA for her earlier this week. Thanks for checking and I’ll let you know ifI hear aalytNng new. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:!.: 26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Men’s Soccer 
Vince 
Just checking in on the if anything opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much time left. 
Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

Thanks for your note. I absolutely understand your motivation and the pressure you are under to ensure a nationally 

competitive team year-after-year. Please do not worry about my interpreting your motivation in any other way. 

If something opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, again, for writing. I really appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 30 
(::c: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE:             - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 



Thanks for the update, Please h-:d: me know if anything opens up, Th~-’_~      were here this we~-:~kend and want to commit to 

UNC it: they both can come at the semester~ I arn trying to persuade them that one could come in        and one 

but they will not comrnit to that scenario~ They are both sLrong players and we would get them t:or a bargain scholarship 

wise. Additionally, (although not our motive to recruit them) this would also complete our recruiting for     and save us 

significant time and money looking for two players that fit our profile. As of last Wednesday, I thought it was very unlikely 

t:hat w~-_~ would be using a third slot at: the semester, but obviously we did not plan to have o[ t:his caliber send us a 

transfer release, 

I hope you understand my motive is only to make our soccer’ program nationally competitive not creaLe a difficutL situation 

or to put pressure on anyone. Thanks for your support, 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara 3o; 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, t.ance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these students are OK for adrnission with a slot. As of today though, there is only 

one transt:er slot available for men’s soccer ]:or Lhe      . if one of the other studenLs (another sport possibly) already 

admitted for the      opts not to accept spring admission, a second slot may become available. At the time that happens, 

I’ll ne~-’_~d to touch base with Mince to confirm the .j sl.:_~t for m~-_m’s soccer. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Barbara 
Barbara ] PoLl,: 
Depu~~ Dh’ecter 
Office ofU*:dergraduate A~missimls 
Unive.rsity of North Caroli*:a at (:hap{:.] E ill 
P]lone: 91~9-966-.’S989 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: - Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for two potential mid-year transfers for men’s soccer from 

The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include 

their core GPA and SAT scores, their i :ranscripts, and Emma’s transfer credit evaluations for the three semesters 

they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes 

to eligibility. If you could let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate iL We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

U niversity of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu-~; Gallo, Jr., [,am.’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: - Men’s Soccer 

So long as they are in our allocations as described? (som.l tying to ~pe on my phone mid inadvertently hit send before finishing). 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On at 1:22 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)utlc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

I can contirm that a mwdmmn "total of nine admissions slots have been allocated tbr men’s soccer tbr A maximum of three of the nine can be used 

tbr spring     admits. This is consistent ruth our discussion this thll regarding     admissions slots. During that discussion, I committed to allocating 

men’s soccer two mid-year slots tbr and noted we might possibly be able to add a third. Ifyou need any additional inibmmtion, please just let me 
know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday,                1:08 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Ce: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 
Vince!Barbara 
Can you confirm one and one if I can change their minds? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 12:55 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@uncedu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

No, not to date. The mid-year slot assigned to women’s soccer for that you spoke with Anson about may or may not still be a 
possibility, but we issued an ASA for her earlier this week. Thanks for checking and I’ll let you know ifI hear anything new. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 1:!.: 26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, .Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: - Men’s Soccer 
Vince 
Just checking in on the if anything opened up. UCLA is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much time left. 
Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Carlos, 

Thanks for your note. I absolutely understand your motivation and the pressure you are under to ensure a nationally 

competitive team year-after-year. Please do not worry about my interpreting your motivation in any other way. 

If something opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, again, for writing. I really appreciate it. 

Barbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: Men’s Soccer 

Barbara, 



Thanks for the update. Please h-:d: me know if anything opens up, Th~-’_~      were here this we~-_~l~end and want to commit to 

UNC it: they both can come at the semester~ I am trying to persuade them that one could come in        and one 

but they will not commit to that scenario~ They are both sLrong players and we would get them t:or a bargain scholarship 

wise. Additionally, (although not our motive to recruit them) this would also complete our recruiting for     and save us 

significant time and money looking for two players that fit our profile. As of last Wednesday, I thought it was very unlikely 

t:hat w~-_~ would be using a third slot at: the semester, but obviously we did not plan to have o[ t:his caliber send us a 

transfer release. 

I hope you understand my motive is only to make our soccer’ program nationally competitive not creaLe a difficutL situation 

or to put pressure on anyone. Thanks for your support. 

From: Polk, Barbara .Io 
Sent; Monday, 4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc; Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara .lo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: - Men’s Soccer 

Hi, t.ance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these students are OK for admission with a slot. As of today though, there is only 

one transI:er slot available for men’s soccer for Lhe      . If one of the other studenLs (another sport possibly) already 

admitted for the opts not to accept admission, a second slot may become available. At the time that happens, 

I’ll ne~-’_~d to touch base with Wince to confirm d~e           slot for m~-_m’s soccer. 

Let me know if yOLE ~’~ave any questions. 

Barbara 
Barbara ] Poll,: 
Depu~~ Dh’ector 
Office of U*,.dergraduate A~missimls 
Unive.rsity of North Caroli*,.a at (:hap{:.] E ill 
P]lone: 9!9-966-.’S989 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: M en’s Soccer 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for                        two potential mid-year transfers for men’s soccer from 

The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include 

their core GPA and SAT scores, their transcripts, and Emma’s transfer credit evaluations for the three semesters 

they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes 

to eligibility. If you could let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks]! 

Lance 

Lance Merkos 
Director of Compliance 

U niversity of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Special Talent Committee Prep 

Vince, 

Absolutely. 

Bar ba ra 
Barbara 1, Polk 
Dep~lN ])i~eckw 
0 ff[ce of lh!deq;~ad uate Admh;~;ior, s 
[]gtiV(:T~;iLy of North (h~o]h!;~ at Chapel 1~[11 
PhoBic: 9 ~ %.~36 (J-.39 ?;9 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 1:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: Special Talent Committee Prep 

Barbara and Michelle, 

Can one of you let me l, mow the results of your deliberations regarding this student? Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:48 AN 

To: Brown, Nichelle 
Co: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Special Talent Committee Prep 

Hi, Michetle, 

I left a message for Vince but have not heard back from him, I did hear from Theresa and Tiffany, both of whom reviewed the documentation. Both have significant 

concerns for the same reasons Vou and I do, They interpreted the documentation as "borderline intellectual functioning" with low cognitive ability, The student is 

not able to acquire new h~fl:~rmation in the way that most of us can, The result of that is limited capadty to learn new material. They also have questions about the 

high school record, just as we do. 

Their overall thought is that the student would need VERY extensive assistance and most likely more than we could provide. Let me know if that is echoed on your 

end~ If so, we may not need to meet in the morning after all I want to make sure the student receives a fair review but if you agree with Theresa and Tiffany, I 

think we have our answer, 

Please don’t hesitate [:o call if you want to talk more about this today. (office- 966-3989; <:ell- 

Thanks. 

Barbara 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:57 PM 

Debbi Clarke <                @gmail.com>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfanner@admissions.unc.edw~ 

Chester has a problem ruth UK’s commitment to academics 

Maybe this should be a part of our academic working group process Good timing for the weekend. 

Check out this video on YouTube: 

http :i/youtu be/1 oPt59ogPhs 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean, Jr., James W. --~James Dean@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:34 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke < 

Stephen M <sfanner@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Chester has a problem with UK’s commitment to academics 

@gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Farmer, 

Oh my. Thanks for sharing. Jim 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Debbi Clarke; Dean, Jr, James W.; rile, Vince; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: Chester has a problem with L’K’s commitment to academics 

Maybe this should be a part of our academic working group process Good timing for the weekend. 

Check out this video on YouTube: 

http://youm be/1 oPf59o~Phs 

Bubba 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <rstrassner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

I~: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form - Arfis.pdf 

NLI-ASA Inibnnation Form - pdf 

Vince, 

Attached is a request for a mid-year enrollee. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs." 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Friday, 11:29 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: FW: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form -     pdf 

Here is the request for the other mid-year. With incoming kids, we have to run it by Vince first to get the ok from admissions before we can issue the 

ASA!NLI 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mills, Ryan Rebecca 

Sent: Friday,                  7:50 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Fnrm -     ~df 

Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form -    ;.pdf 

The attached file is the filled-out form. Please open it to review the data. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 13, 2013 8:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

left v-mail... 

... please call me- 843-1830 or 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmomlli@emM.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <i]le@unc.edu,> 
RE: Courtesy Car Inlb 

Thank you’. 

..... Original iVfessage ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 7:32 PM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Subject: RE: Courtesy Car Info 

DolrlO, 

Name of Driver: Vincent Gl-egoQz Ille 
Driver License 
State of 
Bilthdate: 

A copy of my license is attached If you need aW additional information, p-lease let me know Thanks. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stembacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:31 AM 
To: Morelli, David Dominic; Norton, Mi~lly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Courtesy Car Info 

Domo - 

Please add Bubba, Vince and I to the courtesy cal- driver list. 

A copy of my driver’s license is attached. 

Name of Driver: Eric John Steinbacher 

Driver’s license #: 

State licensed in: 

Dabe of Btrth: 

Vince - please provide Domo the same info for you including a copy of your license 

Molly - please provide this ink~ for Bubba when you can get his license tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanncr@unc.edu [mailto:scannerl&unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Decembcr 12, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10618" (Aficio MP 4500). 

Scan Date: 12.12.2013 09:24:34 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Snively, CNp <Chi~Snively@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:49 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Out of your Area / BB 

Paul / Vince, 

Hope all is well. I guess a bowl game is a victory in itself, but I’m sure you had hoped for even farther south! 

I can’t make it as I have to go to (ugh) a wedding on my wife’s side of the family on the 28th, I’m hoping they 

don’t frown on me watching the game on my iPad! 

Anyway, I know this isn’t your area, but thought I’d ask since you are "insiders". I’m looking for four good 

tickets to the Davidson bb game this Saturday. My best friend is coming to town and he’s a Davidson alum, 

and my father will be in town, and I wanted to take these guys and my son. I’d obviously pay, but again, 

I’d like good seats so am checking around before buying directly off of StubHub. 

If you have any conx please let me know. 

Best of luck w/the bowl preparations. 

Thanks, 

Chip 
Chip Snivel),, CI~M 

Senior Lecturer & Coordinator of Investment Mgt Concentration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McColl Building, MB 4123 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-4514 (office) 

(cell) 

Ch!p Smve!y@unc.edu 
._w____w____w__:__6_!p___h__a____C__h___a__[!~__n_~_e__.___o_r_~ 
Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 6:42 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edw~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER: Scouting at MTE’s and Non-Coaching Stalt’Members 

It would be permissible for countable members of the M. Basketbalf coaching stat:f (i.e., Williams, Davis, Robinson, McGrath) to scout games at the Hall of Farne Tip 

Off Tournament or ACC!NCAA tournaments provided the games are held at the same site~ However, it would not be permissible for non-coaching staff members 

with sport specific responsibilities (i.e, Hoots, Brad) to watch f~JttJre opponents at either the same or a different site unless they had an immediate frothily 

m¢_m~ber participating in the evenL 

Other members of the travel party who are not considered non.-coaching s~:aff members with sport specific responsibilities -i.¢L, Clin~: a nd yourself-would be 

perrnitted to watch any and aft garnes at d~e event site. 

Does that make sense? 

Thanks. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mw~ngelder@unc edu 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 6:34 PM 
To: Vangelder, Madelle A 
Subject: Re: REMINDER: Scouting at MTE’s and Non-Coaching Staff Members 
So if l read that correctly, we can’t watch other games at the ACC Basketball Tournament or the NCAA Tournament? Really? 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner @ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 
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From: <Vangelder>, Marielle A <__m_____v__a___n_K_e_[_d____@____e___m_____a_j!_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Monday, November 18, 2013 6:26 PM 

To: UNCAA-Men’s Basketball <uncaa...mensbasketball@groups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-Women’s Basketball <uncaa womensbasketball@groups.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu>, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu>,                        ~email.unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" 

<bethmiller@unc.edu>, "Ballen, Martina K" <mbNlen@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>, "llle, 

Vince" <j!_he___@__.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: REMINDER: Scouting at MTE’s and Non-Coaching Staff Members 

Good Evening--- 

As you know, Bylaw 11,61,I ~-xcepdon-- ,Scm~*. Event r2t the, Same Sfie permi~:s an institution’s coaching staff to scout h.d:ure opponents also participating in the same 

�_went at the sam¢_~ si~:e However, as a remind¢_~r, this bylaw only ex~:ends to coaching sl:a~f members, t~: does no~: include non--coaching staff members. An 

:10/I9/2010 NCAA Educational Cokmm slates that non-coaching stat:f members with sport specific responsibilities to only permitted to attend athletic events 

involving future opponents of the institution if the non-coaching staff member has an immediate family member participating in the event. 

As we approach our multi-team events this week, please let me know if any questions arise. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-7853 

Fax: (91.9) 962- 6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 6:19 PM 
To: UNCAA-Men’s Basketball; UNCAA-Women’s Basketball 
Co: Markos, Lance M (markos@email.unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu); @email.unc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; 
Gwaltney, Clint; Ballen, Martina K; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: Daily Compliance Item - 11/14/13 - 11.6.1, 17.5.5.1.1- Scouting at Qualifying MultbTeam Event 

Good Evening .-- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item regarding the scouting of opponents at multi-tearn events. Note: You would not be permitted to travel to a different site 

that is hosting competition for the same qualifying regular-season multiple-team event in which the your team is participating in order scout future opponents 

(even if none of the teams participating at the other site are on the institution’s schedule at the time of the event), 

[.~?t me k[~ow if you have any ques[:io[~s or concerns. 

Thank you 

Mariefle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.~3002 



mvangelder@unc.edu 

The Ocean State University women’s basketball team is participating 
in a qualifying multi-team event this month in Las Vegas, While they 
are not playing, they would like to scout the other teams. Is this 
permissible? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Edcuational Column- 11/16/07- 
Qualifying Regular-Season Multiple-Team Events -- Scouting 
Limitations and Participation Awards (I)- states that in 
basketball, off-campus, in-person scouting of opponents is prohibited, 
except as provided in NCAA Bylaw 11.6.1.1, which states that an 
institution may pay the expenses for a member of its basketball 
coaching staff to attend a regular-season or postseason tournament, 
or a double-header event in which the institution’s team is a 
participant. Under such circumstances, the individual may scout 
future opponents also participating in the same tournament or 
double-header event at the same site without being subject to the 
scouting prohibition in Bylaw 11.6.1. 
NCAA Division I institutions should note that members of the coachin£ 
staff are permitted to scout a future opponent competing in the 
same qualifyinq reqular-season multiple-team event at the same site 
as their institution’s team even if the qualifyinq reqular-season 
multiple-team event is not conducted in a traditional tournament 
format (e.g., single-elimination format in which a winner is declared at 
the conclusion of the event). However, a member of the institution’s 
coaching staff, would not be permitted to travel to a different site 
that is hostinq competition for the same qualifyinq reqular-season 
multiple-team event in which the coach’s team is participating in order 
scout future opponents (even if none of the teams participating at 
the other site are on the institution’s schedule at the time of the 
event). 
Lastly, it is permissible to provide special-event participation awards to 
student-athletes participating in a qualifying regular-season multiple- 
team event. Such awards must be provided by either the institution 
or the management of the qualifying regular-season multiple-team 
event and must be limited to a $350 value. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 11.6 (limitations on scouting of 
opponents), 11.6.1.1 (regular-season tournaments, double-header 
events or postseason tournaments), 16.1.4.1 (participation awards) 
and 17.5.5.1.1 (qualifying regular-season multiple-team event)] 

Jennifer M. Condar&s 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;. 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:49 PM 

UNCAA- Exe StaJt" <uncaa exe stafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Joy - FW: NCAA refonn activity 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Relmer@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 20, 2013 at 3:48:01 PM EST 
To: "Broome, Lissa L" <!__bjL99_Lr_Le_@_e___r_&LU_Luj£c::__e__d_t_P, "Cunninghmn, Bubba" < _b_@_b__&_c_@_e___r_&&i_LkLn__c_’_:_e___d____~ 

Subject: Joy - I;W: NCAA reform aefivi~ 

Joy J Rennec M.A., R[{R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

U~ivers[ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Schooi of Medicine 
CB #7!30 UNC-.CH gondurant Hall 

32 J.-.A Souti~ Columbia St. 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-73.30 

91.9-966-5 J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-966-6951 l:ax 

--CONIqD£NTIALI]h’ NOTI(-£: [i~,i_ e-mail message, including attaci~ments, if any, is h~tended only for the -person or enti%, to wi~ich it is addressed and ma~, contal n 

confidential and/or privileged ;llaterial, Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure oF distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy i}il copies of the original message. 

Eroail correspondence ta and froro this address roay be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards ~aw a~d roag be disclosed to third pa~±ies 
by an authorized state official (NCGS, oh, !32), Student educational records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Willingham, Nan/C. [mailto:mwillingham.@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:28 PP1 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] NCAA reform activity 
I have joined the advisory committee of The Drake Choup to push the ’College Proteclion Act’ bill to the Congress floor. More specifics coming soon. 

I will be interviewing with Mia Jackson on the Game Ready Mom Show tomorrow evening 11/21 at 7pm. The Game Ready Morn Show 
(http:iiwww.blogtalkradio.com/sideline- pass) broadcasts live weekly on BlogTalkRadio.com at 7:00 p.m. All shows are archived and available via 

podcast following the show. All of the blog Iyosks and infonnation axe available at http:/iwww.sidelineiaass.com 

May Willingha~l 

CSSAC- UNC-CH 

~a~a~’.uric.eda,L.willing_l! 

Yon are currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy Relmer~med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:/,’lists.unc.edwu?id=:67643430.5e23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66a8a0e&n=T&l=:fllearg&o=33892135 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e.:~a.~:.e.:..3.3..8.22..~.:.3..5..-.67~6~4.3..4.3.~..:..5..e...2..‘.3...c..b.:.3.:.3..Qs~.j~..6..e..1.524db2.e2dd66:a8~(!e@1~.sts.e[~::.u!1£:ed.u 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:18 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
<eculle@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

~l@email .unc.edu% @email.unc.e&P; Culler, Ellen B 

Thanks very. much, Rick. This district needs three passes total. , can you please reach out to Ronald and make arrmlgements to get these passes to them? 

Thanks again, Rick. 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 20, 2013, at4:l I PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(t~unc.edu> wrote: 

Paul, 

I spoke with UNC DPS (Deborah Hawkins). Here is what we can do to mak~tain consistency with what we have communicated to schools and with 

other campus practices (i,e how the hospital handles parking hardships). 

If sorneon~-_~ contacts us and claims a hardship relative to paying [or bus parldng, we can give tl’~enl a permit at no cost to them. The det:errnination of 

hardship can be aL our’ discretion. We will then be billed 14 price for the permits we distribute in this manner. 

akeady has permits that can be used for this purpose. Please get one from her to send to this school. { . Deborah told rne it is ok to go 

beyond the 1 --- 3 numbers we have, so long as we give her the final count). 

Let’s handle this that way and make sure we communicate how man}, hardship requests we grant so we can communicate that back to DPS for proper 

billing. 

]llat~ka~ 

Rick 

From, Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

Rick, 

Are there aJly shuttles flint I could direct the request below to? I’m not sure if there is a way to avoid the parking cosls for fl~em. Sounds like flint could be 

all issue. 

Thanks for your insights, 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gregory, Ronald" <rgregory$~vcs.k12.nc.us> 

Date: November 20, 2013 2:45:50 PM EST 

To: ’"ppogge(a)unc.edu’" <ppogge~unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

Ale there other options for school bus parking at this event’? Our schools cannot pay $40.00 to park. In the original infommtion, there was 

no mention of pa~king fees for parents or bus parking. 

Thanks. 

Ronald E. Chego~ 

SuperinteMent 

Vance County Schools 



From: Leanne Winner [mailto:noreply@eboardsolutions.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Gregory, Ronald 
Subject: UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

Dear Ron: 

Please pass the information below and attached on to the principals of the elementary schools in your district that 
decided to participate in the UNC Academic All-Stars Program and have students attending either the Old Dominion or 

Duke football games. 

Principals, 

Thank you very much for your participation in the University of North Carolina’s Academic All-Stars Program! We are thrilled to be welcoming 

outstanding students from across the state of North Carolina to enjoy a special day with the Tar Heels as a reward for their great work. It would not be 

possible for us to do this for your Academic All-Stars and their guests without your help. Thank you very much for your assistance. 

For those schools whose Academic All-Stars will be attending the UNC vs. Old Dominion game on November 23, please be advised that the game will 

start at noon. The conference will announce the start time of the U NC vs. Duke game early this week. 

Game Day Events 

Pregame 

Tickets were mailed this week to the addresses provided with each RSVP. On the day of the game, we will have photograph opportunities for two 

hours before the game at Ehringhaus Fields. For Academic All-Stars attending the UNC vs. Old Dominion game on November 23, these photograph 

opportunities will be offered from 9-11 AM. (We will determine the time during which this will take place at the Duke game when the conference 

announces the start time~) During this time, Academic All-Stars can take a picture with the Capital One Cup, National Championship trophies, mascots, 

cheerleaders, and an Academic All-Stars backdrop. 

From 9-11:30 AM before the Old Dominion game, Tar Heel Town will be open in the Kenan Amphitheater. This area features live music, food, bounce 

houses, and fun for fans of all ages. The football team also walks through this area two and half hours before kickoff. Academic All-Stars and their 

guests are encouraged to join other fans in cheering on the Tar Heels on their way into Kenan Stadium. (Tar Heel Town festivities will also take place 

before the Duke game at times determined immediately after the conference announces the start time of the game.) 

In-Game Recognition 

After the first quarter of the game, a video containing welcome messages from Chancellor Carol Folt and Coach Larry Fedora will be played. At that 

time, all Academic All-Stars in attendance will be asked to stand and receive an ovation from the crowd. We hope this in-game recognition of all 

Academic All-Stars as a group will be a nice symbol of support from all of the fans in Kenan Stadium. 

Postgame 

Lastly, we will make student-athletes from several teams available for autographs after the game. We hope Academic All-Stars will enjoy the chance 

to meet and greet some of the most accomplished student-athletes in the country! 

Parkin8 

Parking information was mailed with the tickets. Multiple lots are available to park for ten dollars and spots will be allocated on a first come, first 

served basis. Academic All-Stars and their guests are encouraged to arrive early. For those schools bringing Academic All-Stars and their guests on 

buses, parking will be available for .~40 on Skipper Bowles Drive near the Dean Smith Center. 

All of us at the University of North Carolina are very excited to make this a fun day for your Academic All-Stars and their families. We have attached 

some additional information and answers to frequently asked questions for your review. While information was also sent with the tickets and 

certificates in the mail, we ask that you help us communicate this information to the families as well. We are looking forward to a great event for these 

well-deserving students and their guests! 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27524 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

Sincerely, 

Leanne E. Winner 



Director of Governmental Relations 
NC School Boards Association 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelden M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 6:24 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edw~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Wards speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

What’s your point here? 
Marielle A, vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv oF North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962- 7853 
Fax: (9:[9) 962-.6092 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

F~m: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent-" Thursday, November 2:[, 20:[3 :[2:00 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-" Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

Tim Sullivan I Kevin Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s 
equally speedy donecisi 
ii...ii:’ :{:~:iii~ ii..... :~:ii,~ilX:;:ii(:ii~!ii!::i!~: ii::i’i~ :{:~:ii’~i~i!!" <:iiS~]i~i~~ ’ii:ii’ii~i!’;i!ii~ii’:~!ii! ii:idi’:Oiii::i~ii!! ii~!:.i;~ <::i~:V~ii!!ii~" 
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V\Iri[~eI~ b,/ 1 

"he Unh, ersity of Louisviiie says it is setisfi~<~ that there ,~eie ~ie ~’~CAA \,ioiedol:s ’with Kevin Ware drivm9 s ~ie’,~,,’ car belonging to Matf Cae~ /tile photo by ~-:em 

Upsi~aw Jr i[l~e Courier Journal 

Related Links 

Undistracted, Louisville basketbaii beats Hartford 87-48 

Louisviiie ba.sketbaii says tile!e is no NCP~\ vielaliar~ in Kevin Ware siluation 

Kevin Ware allegedly driqng borrowed car when caught speeding: misses court date 

During the sad summer of 1989, as the Pete Rose investigation proceeded at the deliberate pace of a turtle with hamstring troubles, 

Baseball Commissioner Bert Giamatti showed no haste and felt no hurry. He wanted conclusions that could withstand scrutiny, that 

would prove the case beyond a reasonable doubt and leave Rose no legal loopholes, and he chided reporters accustomed to "do it in 

a day." 

Nearly 25 years later, at the University of Louisville, the wheels of justice turn like a Ferrari’s tires. Barely 24 hours after basketball coach Rick 

Pitino was blindsided by the news that Kevin Ware had been charged with reckless driving and missed his court date, U of L announced it was 

satisfied there were no NCAA violations to be found in the famous guard’s driving a new car belonging to fellow student and aspiring entrepreneur 

Matt Case. 

Perhaps Tom Jurich has Sherlock Holmes on speed dial, but if U of L’s due diligence were any faster, it could lap Usain Bolt. V~1thin hours of his 

case being closed, Ware was back in uniform to contribute four points to Louisville’s 87-48 victory over Hartford Tuesday night. He is scheduled to 

meet his courtroom fate on Monday. 

And 1hat’s just swell. We’re all for happy endings and speedy trials here, though we’re not too keen on Ware’s keeping his driver’s license after 

being pulled over at 95 miles per hour in a construction zone. Still, it’s at least curious that U of L was able to resolve its end of this matter at 

microwave speed and that \,’Vare could be so swiftly absolved of the appearance of impropriety. 

"Compliance called me in," Ware said after Tuesday’s game. "(Asking) is he a booster, those kind of questions. He’s a friend and a Louisville 

strident. I’ve known him for two years now, and our relationship isn’t going to stop because of one incident. That was my fault more than his fault. He 

let me use his car. I went 90 (miles per hour) in a 55 (zone)." 

That the police placed Ware’s speed at 95 mph is a discrepancy unlikely to be contested. Ware said he would appear at his hearing without an 

attorney, plead guilty, pay his fine and hope the judge does not revoke his license. He expressed remorse for what he described as a "stupid" 

mistake, for endangering himself and his passenger, former teammate Michael Baffour."~’s a speeding ticket. That’s all there was to it If I wasn’t 

Kevin Ware, this information wouldn’t be blown up. (But,} that’s how it is." 

If the situation has "blown up," it is partially a product of the national celebrity Ware attained last spring and partially attnbutable to circumstances 

that suggested a possible NCAA infraction. 



Though he is not registered as an athletes’ agent with the Kentucky Office of Occupations and Professions, Case seemed to be acting as one on 

Aug. 18 when he sent a Tweet to restaurateur Jeff Ruby that read as follows: "I’m thinking we need to lock in an endorsement for @GorguiDieng’s 

with his favorite restaurant in Louisville!" 

Since Dieng had already turned pro, there was nothing wrong with Case trying to bolster the former Louisville center’s bank account with a local 

endorsement deal. Neither did Case commit any crimes or infractions in promoting Dieng’s paid autograph appearances through social media. 

Yet when a man cultivates former college athletes for commercial ventures and is listed as one of three "organizers" of an event-management 

business whose partner, Joey Wagner, counts the U of L Alumni Association among his clients, loaning a car to a current college athlete creates 

the impression of ulterior rather than altruistic motives. 

Perhaps Case and Ware are as close as they cJaim, and the 2013 Dodge Challenger VVare drove carried no quid pro quo, but it’s hard to see how 

you could determine that in a day. 

Asked if he had considered punishing VVare by not playing him against Hartford, Pitino’s reflexive response was, "VVny?" 

"I’ve benched a lot of players in my time, but not for a speeding ticket," Pitino said. "He mistook the day (of the court date). It wasn’t that he was 

ignoring it. He said, ’l thought it was the following week.’ 

"1 chewed his ass out .... He shouldn’t have been speeding. I told him he took a friend’s generosity in loaning him his car (and) you weren’t a very 

good friend. That being said, you (media) guys need to do your homework on some things, tooJ’ 

Maybe so. Yet since the NCAA has broadened the definition of agent to include family members and other third-pa~ty influences, it seems 

reasonable to wonder whether Case might be motivated by the chance to share in the future earning potential of Ware or other players. 

"This is an individual who has been tied to athletes in the past in some sort of financial capacity," said attorney Darren Heitner, founder of the 

Sports Agent Biog. "That fact alone would lead me to believe that an investigation would seek to find out whether this individual (Ware) falls into the 

same category as the others." 

Heitner said Tuesday he thought Louisville would not run much risk in allowing Ware to play, provided the university showed a "good-faith effort to 

really dig in." About one hour later, U of L said its digging was done. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 7:50 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@tmc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: W~xe’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

No point Purely FYI. 

Sam from my Veri=oJt Wire/es, v 4G LIE’ DROID 

"VaJ~gelder, Marielle A" <mva~gel@email xmc.edu> wrote: 

What’s your point here? 
Mm’ielle A. vanGe[der 
Associate AtMetic Director 
UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina 
Phone;tocdo -~ ~,-~ , :~ 1..., :~ 6 .:- t 8>.~ 

Fax: (919) 962-60,02 
rm~m~geld er (@ u rm.edt~ 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, November 2:1, 20:!.3:12:00 plVl 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

Tim Sullivan I Kevin Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s 
equally speedy donecisi 
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Tim Sulivm~[ ~:: The U niveisity of Leuisvife says it is saris’lied that there were ne NCAA vieimiens witi~ Kevin Ws[e drivir,9 a new car belongir,9 te Ma~ Case 

Co[umFAst    t 
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Related Links 

Undistracted Louis~,’ille basketball beats Har~fford 87-48 

Louisviie basketball says there is no NCAA violation in Kevin Ware situation 

KE!vin Ware ~llegedly drivirlg borrew~!d ()~.~r when cal~gh[ spe~!dirlg, !rlisses oo~Jrt <J~.~[e 

Dunng the sad summer of 1989, as the Pete Rose investigation proceeded at the delberate pace of a turtle with hamstring troubles, 

Baseball Commissioner Bart Giamatti showed no haste and felt no hurry. He wanted conclusions that could withstand scrutiny, that 

would prove the case beyond a reasonable doubt and leave Rose no legal loopholes, and he chided reporters accustomed to "do it in 

a day." 

Nearly 25 years later, at the University of Louisvile, the wheels of justice turn like a Ferrari’s tires. Barely 24 hours after basketball coach Rick 

Pitino was blndsided by the news that Kevin Ware had been charged with reckless driving and missed his court date, U of L announced it was 

satisfied there were no NCAA violations to be found in the famous guard’s driving a new car belonging to fellow student and aspiring entrepreneur 

Matt Case. 

Perhaps Tom Jurich has Sherlock Holmes on speed dial, but if U of L’s due dilgence were any faster, it could lap Usain Bolt. W~thin hours of his 

case being closed, Ware was back in uniform to contribute four points to Louisville’s 87-48 victory over Hartford Tuesday night. He is scheduled to 

meet his courtroom fate on Monday. 

And ~at’sjust swell. We’re all for happy endings and speedy trials here, though we’re not too keen on Ware’s keeping his driveCs license after 

being pulled over at 95 miles per hour in a construction zone. Still. it’s at least curious that U of L was able to resolve its end of this matter at 

microwave speed and that Ware could be so swiftly absolved of the appearance of impropriety. 

"Complance called me in," Ware said after Tuesday’s game. "(Asking) is he a booster, those kind of questions .... He’s a friend and a Louisville 

student. I’ve known him for lx,¢o years now, and our relationship isn’t going to stop because of one incident That was my fault more than his fault. He 

let me use his car. I went 90 (miles per hour) in a 55 (zone)." 

That the polce placed Ware’s speed at 95 rnph is a discrepancy unlkely to be contested. Ware said he would appear at his hearing without an 



attorney, plead guilty, pay his fine and hope the judge does not revoke his license. He expressed remorse for what he described as a "stupid" 

mistake, for endangering himself and his passenger, former teammate Michael Baffour.’It’s a speeding ticket. That’s all there was to it. If I wasn’t 

Kevin Ware, this information wouldn’t be blown up (But) that’s how it is." 

If the situation has "blown up," it is partially a product of the national celebrity Ware attained last spring and partially attributable to circumstances 

that suggested a possible NCAA infraction. 

Though he is not registered as an athletes’ agent with the Kentucky Office of Occupations and Professions, Case seemed to be acting as one on 

Aug. 18 when he sent a Tweet to restaurateur Jeff Ruby that read as follows: "I’m thinking we need to lock in an endorsement for @GorguiDieng’s 

with his favorite restaurant in Louisville!" 

Since Dieng had already turned pro, there was nothing wrong with Case trying to bolster the former Louisville center’s bank account with a local 

endorsement deal. Neither did Case commit any crimes or infractions in promoting Dieng’s paid autograph appearances through social media. 

Yet when a man cultivates former college athletes for commercial ventures and is listed as one of three "organizers" of an event-management 

business whose partner, Joey Wagner, counts the U of L Alumni Association among his clients, loaning a car to a current college athlete creates 

the impression of ulterior rather than altruistic motives. 

Perhaps Case and Ware are as close as they claim, and the 2013 Dodge Challenger Ware drove carried no quid pro quo, but it’s hard to see how 

you could determine that in a day. 

Asked if he had considered punishing Ware by not playing him against Hartford, Pitino’s reflexive response was, "VVny?" 

"i’ve benched a lot of players in my time, but not for a speeding ticket," Pitino said. "He mistook the day (of the court date). It wasn’t that he was 

ignoring it. He said, ’1 thought it was the following week.’ 

"1 chewed his ass out .... He shouldn’t have been speeding. I told him he took a friend’s generosity in loaning him his car (and) you weren’t a very 

good friend. That being said, you (media) guys need to do your homework on some things, too." 

Maybe so. Yet since the NCAA has broadened the definition of agent to inck~de family members and other thirduparty influences, it seems 

reasonable to wonder whether Case might be motivated by the chance to share in the future earning potential of Ware or other players. 

"This is an individual who has been tied to athletes in the past in some sort of financial capacity’," said attorney Darren Heitner, founder of the 

/ J Sports Agent Blog. "That fact alone would lead me to befieve that an investigation would seek to find out ~ hether this indi~ idual (Ware) falls into the 

same category as the others." 

Heitner said Tuesday he thought Louisville would not run much risk in allowing Ware to play, provided the university showed a "good4aith effort to 

really dig in." About one hour later, U of L said its digging was done. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 
.s_.t__e_..v_e_._k_!_r_s_.~_h_._n_.e_~.(.¢_~ .n_ _c_ :. _e_ g_ _~ 
GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 7:57 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: WaJce’s speeding "ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

I already had sent it to Marielle but forgot to include you so rather than send it to her again I sent it to me and copied you. 

Sem.h°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G L)’~ DROID 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 

It appears the reply below may have been intended tbr you. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 7:S0 PM 
To: Kirschner, Steve 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

No point, Purely FYI. 

Sam front ~(~’ ~rizon tVireIess ,IG L TE DROID 

"Vangelder, Ma~ielle A" <mvalgeldJ%ema unc edu> wrote 

What’s your point here? 
Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv of North Carolina 
Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 
Fax: (9:[9) 962-.6002 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Senti Thursday, November 21, 20:[3 :[2:00 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s equally speedy decision 

Tim Sullivan I Kevin Ware’s speeding ticket leads to Louisville’s 
equally speedy donecisi 
ii...ii:’ :(:?:iii~ [... :~:ii,~ii!!’(:;:ii(:ii~!ii!::i!~: ii::i’i~ :(:?:ii’~i~i!!" <:iia~ii¢ ’ii:ii’ii~i!’;i!ii~ii’:~!ii! ii:idi’:,O@~8 ii~::.i? <:i~:V~ii!!ii~" 
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T he Um\,ersity of Louisviiie ~ey~ it is satisfied that there ,~eie cle NCAA \,ieietiol:s with Kevin Ware drivm9 s clew car beloIHtm9 to Matt Case /tile photo by ::-?am 

Upsi~aw Jr i[l~e Courier Journal 

Related Links 

Undistracted, Louisville basketbaii beats Hartford 87-48 

Louisviiie basketbaii says tile!e is no NC/V\ viola[inn irl Kevin Ware si[uation 

Kevin Ware allegedly driving borrowed car when caught speeding: misses court date 

During the sad summer of 1989, as the Pete Rose investigation proceeded at the deliberate pace of a turtle with hamstring troubles, 

Baseball Commissioner Bart Giamatti showed no haste and felt no hurry. He wanted conclusions that could withstand scrutiny, that 

would prove the case beyond a reasonable doubt and leave Rose no legal loopholes, and he chided reporters accustomed to "do it in 

a day." 

Nearly 25 years later, at the Universib, of Louisville, the wheels of justice turn like a Ferrari’s tires. Barely 24 hours after basketball coach Rick 

Pitino was blindsided by the news that Kevin Ware had been charged with reckless driving and missed his court date, U of L announced it was 

satisfied there were no NCAA violations to be found in the famous guard’s driving a new car belonging to fellow student and aspiring entrepreneur 

Matt Case. 

Perhaps Tom Jurich has Sherlock Holmes on speed dial, but if U of L’s due diligence were any faster, it could lap Usain Bolt. V~1thin hours of his 

case being closed, Ware was back in uniform to contribute four points to Louisville’s 87-48 victory over Hartford Tuesday night. He is scheduled to 

meet his courtroom fate on Monday. 

And 1hat’s just swell. We’re all for happy endings and speedy trials here, though we’re not too keen on Ware’s keeping his driver’s license after 

being pulled over at 95 miles per hour in a construction zone. Still, it’s at least curious that U of L was able to resolve its end of this matter at 



microwave speed and that Ware could be so swiftly absolved of the appearance of impropriety. 

"Compliance called me in," Ware said after Tuesday’s game. "(Asking) is he a booster, those kind of questions .... He’s a friend and a Louisville 

st~edent. I’ve known him for two years now, and our relationship isn’t going to stop because of one incident. That was my fault more than his fault. He 

let me use his car. I went 90 (miles per hour) in a 55 (zone)." 

That the police placed Ware’s speed at 95 mph is a discrepancy unlikely to be contested. Ware said he would appear at his hearing without an 

attorney, plead guilty, pay his fine and hope the judge does not revoke his license. He expressed remorse for what he described as a "stupid" 

mistake, for endangering himself and his passenger, former teammate Michael Baffour.’It’s a speeding ticket. That’s all there was to it. If I wasn’t 

Kevin Ware, this information wouldn’t be blown up (But,} that’s how it is." 

If the situation has "blown up," it is partially a product of the national celebrity Ware attained last spring and partially attributable to circumstances 

that suggested a possible NCAA infraction. 

Though he is not registered as an athletes’ agent with the Kentucky Office of Occupations and Professions, Case seemed to be acting as one on 

Aug. 18 when he sent a Tweet to restaurateur Jeff Ruby that read as follows: "I’m thinking we need to lock in an endorsement for @GorguiDieng’s 

with his favorite restaurant in Louisville!" 

Since Dieng had already turned pro, there was nothing wrong with Case trying to bolster the former Louisville center’s bank account with a local 

endorsement deal. Neither did Case commit any crimes or infractions in promoting Dieng’s paid autograph appearances through social media. 

Yet when a man cultivates former college athletes for commercial ventures and is listed as one of three "organizers" of an event-management 

business whose partner, Joey Wagner, counts the U of L Alumni Association among his clients, loaning a car to a current college athlete creates 

the impression of ulterior rather than altruistic motives. 

Perhaps Case and Ware are as close as they claim, and the 2013 Dodge Challenger Ware drove carried no quid pro quo, but it’s hard to see how 

you could determine that in a day. 

Asked if he had considered punishing Ware by not playing him against Hartford, Pitino’s reflexive response was, "VVny?" 

"I’ve benched a lot of players in my time, but not for a speeding ticket," Pitino said. "He mistook the day (of the court date). It wasn’t that he was 

ignoring it. He said, ’1 thought it was the following week.’ 

"1 chewed his ass out .... He shouldn’t have been speeding. I told him he took a friend’s generosity in loaning him his car (and) you weren’t a very 

good friend. That being said, you (media) guys need to do your homework on some things, tooJ’ 

Maybe so. Yet since the NCAA has broadened the definition of agent to include family members and other third-pa~ty influences, it seems 

reasonable to wonder whether Case might be motivated by the chance to share in the future earning potential of Ware or other players. 

"This is an individual who has been tied to athletes in the past in some sort of financial capacity," said attorney Darren Heitner, founder of the 

Sports Agent Biog. "That fact alone would lead me to believe that an investigation would seek to find out whether this individual (Ware) falls into the 

same category as the others." 

Heitner said Tuesday he thought Louisville would not run much risk in allowing Ware to play, provided the university showed a "good-faith effort to 

really dig in." About one hour later, U of L said its digging was done. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney~unc.edtr~ 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 12:46 AM 

VaJlge]der, Mafie]le A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc.edtr~; Pare sh, 

Shane <sparrish@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edv>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Complimentary Admissions for Richmond 11/23 

Please give me a call. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 12:26 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Hi clmt - 

> 

> Thank you ]’or the email. Regardless of his status as a former student-athlete, we have an obligation to enforce all po]icies and procedures relative to agents We must be cognizant of any 

benefit provided to an agent and the [eve] of access we provide an agent to our student-athletes 

> 

> Does Makhtar represent any former UNC student-athletes? Has he expressed a desire to represent any of our current student-athletes? ]f so, we need to treat him in the same fashion as 

we would any other agent regard]ess of his status as an alumnus of the program In addition, the NCAA and other outside entities wou]d consider the institution to be more culpable 

because of his pre-existing relationship with the Basketba[] program should any" issue arise in the future. 

> 

> (;an you please ]et me know which member of the staff requested that Mnkhtar be provided with comp]imentary admissions to tomorrow’s game? 

> 

> If either you or Coach Williams have additional questions or concerns p]ease let us know. 

> 

> Thank you. 

> 

> ]’,/larielle 

> 

> Sent from my’ fPhone 

> 

>> On Nov 22, 2013, at 11:49 PM, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> 

>> For clarification, is that an NCAA rule or under our policy’. As most of you know Makhtar is a former lettemlan under Coach Smith. I want to have answers to all questions before I let 

Coach know. 

>> 

>> Thaaks, 

>> 

>> Clint 

>> 

>>> On Nov 22, 2013, at 11:43 PM, "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Nadia, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you again for supplying the complimentary admission request list for tomorrow’s game. 

>>> 

>>> Maldltar Ndiaye is a basketball agent and, like any other basketball agent, can never be provided a complimentary ticket or admission under any circumstances. This complimentary 

admission request for him is denied. 

>>> 

>>> Please inform Paul or Marielle of who requested this complimenta17 admission. 

>>> 

>>> Thanks for your help. 

>>> 

>>> Karlton 

>>> 

>>> Sent from ray" ]Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney@nnc.edu> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 8:07 AM 

Gwa]tney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvs~geld@email.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlmn W <kcreech@unc.edu>; 

Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc.edu>; Parrish, Shane <sparrish@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edw, 

Re: Complimentary Admissions for Richmond 11/23 

Marielle, 

(;an you please give me a call. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 12:46 AM, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Please give me a call 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Clint 

> 

> On Nov" 23, 2013, at 12:26 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>> Hi clmt - 

>> 

>> Thank you Ji~r the email. Regardless of his status as a former student-athlete, we have an obligation to enforce all policies and procedures relative to agents We must be cognizant of any 

benefit provided to an agent and the level of access we provide an agent to our student-athletes. 

>> 

>> Does Makhtar represent any former UNC student-athletes? Has he expressed a desire to represent any of our current student-athletes? If so, we need to treat him in the same fashion as 

we would any other agent regardless of his status as an alunmus of the program. In addition, the NCAA and other outside entities would consider the institution to be more culpable 

because of his pre-existing relationship with the Basketball program should any issue arise in the future. 

>> 

>> Can you please let me know which member of the staff requested that Makhtar be provided with complimentary admissions to tomolTow’s game? 

>> 

>> If either you or Coach Williams have additional questions or concerns please let us know. 

>> 

>> Thank you. 

>> 

>> Marielle 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

>> 

>>> On Nov 22, 2013, at 11:49 P_’vl, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltncy@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> For clarification, is that an NCAA rule or under our policy. As most of you kmow Makhtar is a former letterman under Coach Smith. I want to have answers to all questions before I let 

Coach know. 

>>> 

>>> Thanks, 

>>> 

>>> Clint 

>>> 

>>>> On Nov 22, 2013, at 11:43 PM, "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>> Nadia, 

>>>> 

>>>> Thank you again for supplying the complimentary admission request list for tomorrow’s game. 

>>>> 

>>>> IvlakNar Ndiaye is a basketball agent and, like any other basketball agent, can never be provided a complimentaW ticket or admission under aW circumstances. This complimentalT 

admission request for him is denied. 

>>>> 

>>>> Please inform Paul or iVlarielle of who requested this complimentalT admission. 

>>>> 

>>>> Thal~ks for your help 

>>>> 

>>>> narlton 

>>>> 

>>>> Sent ticom my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:38 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc edu>; 

~unc.edv)>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~,; Beale, Michael 

<michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Re: Academic All-Star Lost Ipod 

if he loser it at football...and it was turned in, then it SHOULD be at Public Salbty! 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Nov 24, 2013, at 9:47 AM, " 

Please see below. If anyone knows of a lost iPod being turned in, please let me know and I will contact Mr. Crawford and let him know. Thanks! 

From: Wesley Crawford [[)~ta)).t~?.; (~?,.!~[)~t#)).~.c..!?.t)~t] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:11 PH 
To: 
Subject-" Academic All-Star Lost Ipod 

Our Academic All-Star truly enjoyed his Carolina Football gameday experience at UNC at Chapel Hill, with the exception of losing his Ipod. It was a 

wonderful event for the whole family. 

Here’s a short description of     ; Ipod: 5th Gen Ipod, 32G, Blue with the inscription - 

It also had a black soft gel cover. 

Again thank you. 

Sincerely 

Wesley Crawford 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 8:34 AM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@~)g.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gotttiied, Kim <stromgo@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 

I’ve copied Vince on this email so that he can advise of his availability on December 5, 

I did want to let you know that Bubba is available to meet at 4.:OOpm or later on December 5, but iF I recall correctly, I don’t believe that you were available to meet 

afl:er ?,:00~ml on December 5. If your schedule has changed and you are aw~ilabh:, a fb-:~r 3:00, we can try to c.:>:_~rdinat~:_~ a time for you t:o meet wit:h both gubba and 

Wince late in the a[t~:_~rnoon on December 5 

Thanks, 

MoU,/ 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 10:02 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Dear Molly: 
Thanks for the reply. I have not checked with Kim Strom-Gottl:ried, but December 16, 17, or 18 is fine with me. 

The other thought: there may be an advantage for Kim and I to meet with Vince, if he is available on Dec. 5. The reason is, that if there is research or other 

preparation for BubbaiVince ahead of the Faculty Athletics Committee meeting on Jan. 7th, there would be more time to get that done rather than get too close to 

Christmas/Holiday break. 

So, perhaps you can set an appointment with Bubba - but Bubba may want Vince-Kim-me to meet, if possible, on Dec. 5. 

Kim - what do you think? 

Thanks, John 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Stephens, John B 
Co: ’       @gmail.com’ 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 

Bubba would be happy to meet with you all, but he will not be available on December 5. The week of December 16th works well for him if you all have any 

availability on December 16, 17, or 18. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 9:49 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com’; Strom-gotlfiied, Kim qstromgo@emaiL anc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edu-~ 

Thanks - vm-ious options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Molly thanks, and please call me John. 

Unless Kim’s schedule has changed, she is only m~ailable until 3 pm on Dec. 5th. I am m~ailable at 4 PM or later, but it would be best for me and Kim (as the two folks 

from the FAC on tiffs topic) to meet together. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(d~sog:unc:edu 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 

http://www.sog.unc.edu/node/93 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Stephens, John B 

~gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. :t6 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi Dr. 5tephens, 

Fve copied Vince on this email so that he can advise of his availability on December 5. 

I did want to let you know that gubba is available to mee~: at 4:00prn or la~:er on December 5, but if f recall correctly, I don’t beliew:, that you were available to meet 

after 3:00pro on December 5. ff your schedule has (:hanged and you are available after 3:00, we can try to coordinate a time for you to meet with both Bubba and 

Vince late in the afternoon on December 5. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 20:1.3 10:02 PN 
To: Norton, Molly 

Cc:’       @gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. :t6 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Dear Molly: 
Thanks for the reply. I have not checked with Kim Strom-GotLfried, but December 16, 17, or 18 is fine with me. 

The other thought: there may be an advantage for Kim and I to meet with Vince, if he is available on Dec. 5. The reason is, that if there is research or other 

preparation for Bubba/Vince ahead of the Faculty Athletics Committee meeting on Jan. 7th, there would be more time to get that done rather than get too close to 

Christmas/Holiday break. 

5o, perhaps you can set an appointment with gubba - but Bubba may want Vince-Kim-me to meet, if possible, on Dec. 5. 

Kim - what do you think? 

Thanks, John 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Stephens, John B 
Cc: ’       @gmail.com’ 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 
th Bubba would be happy to meet with you all, but he will not be available on December 5. The week of December 16 works well for him if you all have any 

availability on December 16, 17, or 18. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 1:41 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edw* 

Norton, Molly <mbno~m@unc.edu-*; Kim Strom-Gotffried t ~gmail.com) 

RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Vince thanks. Understood I am OK with a December 16, 17, or 18 meeting with Bubba. 

We will be sure not to ask for heavy duty research between then and the Jan. 14th FAC meeting where "alignment" and the Academic Goals in the Athletic 

Department strategic plan will be a main topic. 

Thanks, John 
Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(a)sog.unc.edu 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 

http:/A~ww.sog.unc.edu/node/93 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:12 AM 

To: Stephens, John B 
Co: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi John, 

Thin,ks for the message. My current plans have me out oftbe office December 3-8. My availabili~ on December 9-10 will be dependent upon {actors beyond my 

control, but I will attend the FAC meeting if that is possible. I’m happy to meet with you and others if we can identi{) potential datesJtimes. 

I hope you’re doing well mid look tbrwaacd m meeting ~metime soon. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 

~gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; llle, Vince 
Subject: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Molly thanks, mid plea~ call me John. 

Unless Kim’s schedule has changed, she is only available until 3 pm on Dec. 5th. I am available at 4 PM or later, but it would be best tbr me and Kim (as the two Iblks 

from the FAC on this topic) to meet together. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens@sog.unc.edu 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 

http:/A~ww.sog.unc.edu/node/93 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Stephens, John B 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfded, Kim; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 

I’ve copied Vince on this emait so that he can advise of his availability on December 5. 

I did want to let you know that Bubba is available to meet at 4.:OOpm or later on December 5, but if I recall correctly, I don’t believe that you were available to meet 

after 3:00pro on December g. If vour schedule has changed and vou are available after 3:00, we can try to coordinate a time for you to meet with both gubba and 

Wince late in the afternoon on Decernber 5 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 10:02 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Dear Molly: 

Thanks for the reply. I have not checked with Kim Strom-Gottfded, but December :16, 17, or :18 is fine with me. 

The other thought: there may be an advantage for Kim and I to meet with Vince, if he is available on Dec. 5. The reason is, that if there is research or other 

preparation for BubbaiVince ahead of the Faculty Athletics Committee meeting on Jan. 7th, there would be more time to get that done rather than get too close to 

Christmas/Holiday break. 

So, perhaps you can set an appointment with gubba - but Bubba may want Vince-Kim-me to meet, if possible, on Dec. 5. 

Kim - what do you think? 

Thanks, John 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Stephens, John B 
Co:        ~gmail.com’ 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 
th gubba would be happy to meet with you all, but he will not be available on December 5. The week of December :16 works well for him if you all have any 

availability on December :16, :17, or :18. 



Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 2:26 PM 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Kim Stmm-Gottfried, ~gmail.com) 

RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Correction: I was looking at the wrong dale on Bubba’s calendar, Please let me know if Wednesday, December 18 at 3:OOpm wifl work. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Kim Strom-Gottfried (       ~gmail.com) 
Subject; RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

[,’lease let me know if Tuesday, December 17 at 3:00pro will work for everyone. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 1:41 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Kim Strom-Gottfried,       @gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Vince thanks. Understood I am OK with a December 16, 17, or 18 meeting with Bubba. 

We will be sure not to ask for heavy duty research between then and the Jan. 14th FAC meeting where "alignment" and the Academic Goals in the Athletic 

Department strategic plan will be a main topic. 

Thanks, John 
Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

~_Le_p!~_S~_£a?~?g:__u_!kc_:_~__4__u_ 
Skype: jredstephens 1960 

_h__t! p_;L/_~:~__v_:~ p£_u___n__c_:_@__u__,’__n_£_@_!_2_:}_ 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Stephens, John B 
Co: Norton, Molly 
Subject; RE: Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi John, 

Thalks for the message. My cunent plans have me out of the office December 3-8. My availabiliW on December 9-10 will be dependent upon factors beyond my 

control, but I will attend the FAC meeting if that is possible. I’m happy to meet with you and others if we can identify potential date,’times. 

I hope you’re doing well and look forward to meeting sometime soon. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 

~gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Ille, Vince 
Subject" Thanks - various options - Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Molly thanks, and please call me John. 

Unless Kim’s schedule has changed, she is only available until 3 pm on Dec. 5th. I am m ailable at 4 t M or later, but it would be best for me and Kim (as the two folks 

from the KAC on this topic) to meet together. 

Thanks, John 

Dr. John B. Stephens 

(919) 962-5190 

stephens(a) so£=upc~edu 

Skype: jredstephens 1960 

_h__t! p_;L/_~:~__v_:~ p£_u___n__c_:_@__u__,’__n_£_@_!_2_:}_ 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Stephens, John B 

@gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 

Hi Dr, Stephens, 

i’ve o:_~pied Vince on this emaH so that he can advise of his availability on Dec,:_m~ber 5. 

I did want to let you know that gubba is available to meeL at 4:00pm or laLer on December 5, but if I retail correctly, I don’t believe that you were available to meet 

after 3:00pro on December 5. It: your schedule has changed and you are available after 3:00, we can try to coordinate a time for you to meet with both gubba and 

Vince ]ate in the afternoon on December 5~ 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Sunday, November 24, 2013 10:02 PM 

To: Norton, Molly 
~gmail.com’; Strom-gottfried, Kim 

Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba - Dec. 16 or later - or with Vince on Dec. 5? 
Dear Molly: 



Thanks for the reply. I have not checked with Kim Strom-Gottfded, but December 16, 17, or 18 is fine with me. 

The other thought: there may be an advantage for Kim and I to meet with Vince, if he is available on Dec. 5. The reason is, that if there is research or other 

preparation for Bubba/Vince ahead of the Faculty Athletics Committee meeting on Jan. 7th, there would be more time to get that done rather than get too close to 

Christmas!Holiday break. 

So, perhaps you can set an appointment with Bubba - but Bubba may want Vince-Kim-me to meet, if possible, on Dec. 5. 

Kim - what do you think? 

Thanks, John 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Stephens, John B 
Cc:        @gmail.com’ 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 

Hi Dr. Stephens, 

Bubba would be happy to meet with you all, but he will not be available on December 5. The week of December 16th works well for him if you all have any 

availability on December 16, 17, or 18. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2226 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27525 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

m_ b_ _n_ . .o_ _r.t_ .o__n_._@.. __u_~_.c_:_.e__d_._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

mtgs w/recruiting coordinators 

Vince, Good to see you yesterday I think the Working Group meeting went well and we are making progress. 
Here is my availability to meet over the next few weeks: 
Between 9:30 am - 2pm on the tbllowing days 
Dec 2, 3,4, 10, 11, 13, 16, 18&19 
Would it be helpful if I ask Stephanie Thurman (Jim’s assistant) if she can schedule a working group mtg in January during the morning? I agree that you & I can discuss recruiting with the 
Working Group based on our meetings with recruiting coordinators. But it would be engaging to have someone at the meeting, esp from men’s basketball or football. 
I look tbrward to seeing you soon. Hope you have a Happy Thanksgiving! 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFoIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:19 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu% Negalha, Jeff <jnegalha@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Maskos, Lance M 

<maJrkos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 Admits 

Ba r ba ra~ 

We have two currently planning on enrolling in spring. 

W¢_~ are currently considering a transfer but do not know yet if t:his will worl~...thanks [or you help. 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2023 3:37 PM 
To: Negalha, .]eft; Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Thompson, .]ennifer C; Grant, Arron .1; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian .]; Adams, Clarissa; Somoano, Carlos !; Kolat, 
Can/.1; Holliday, Corey L; Garth, Christy Lynn; coachmock@uncaa.unc.edu; Ducat, Chris; Hoots, Eric M; Stefanski, Eric Edward; Porter, Grant; Meaders, Harlis .]ames; Haydon, 
.]oe; Ille, Vince; Kretchmar, .]en; Breschi, .]oe; Townsend, .]enn; Webb, .]osh; Markos, Lance M; .]ednak, Matt; Fox, Mike; Litzinger, Michael B; Higley, Pamela; Barnes, Philip E; 
Myers, Patrick .]acob; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Forbes, Scott; Hatchell, Sylvia R; .]ackson, Scott C; Williams-.]ohnson, Tracey D; Levy, .]ennifer S 
Subject: Spring 2014 Admits 

Dear All, 

It’s hard to believe but the fall semester is winding down and the spring semester will be starting sooner than we think. If you are NOT planning to bring in 

students for the spring semester, you may delete this email now. If you are planning to bring in new students for the spring, keep reading. 

In order to ensure that our records are in sync, please send me your list of new student-athletes scheduled to begin their UNC careers in January. If these students 

have not previously been admitted, we will move forward with their official admission ASAP. We would like to receive your list no later than Tuesday, November 

26th, 

As a reminder, we must receive official, final high school transcripts (college transcripts for transfers) for spring admits no later than January 6, 2014. Without this 

documentation, the student will not be allowed to enroll and begin classes on January 8th. 

If you have a Group 1 candidate you hope to enroll in January, please talk with Vince immediately. Other questions~lconcerns may come directly to me or JT. 

Thanks. Have a good weekend. Go Heels!] 

Barbara 

Barbara ] Polk 
D e [3’~d~~ ])irec~or 
0 f~lce of Ui:dergraduate Admissions 
University el’North Carolil:a at Chapel HIll 
Phogte: 919-.966-.39 ?~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke- ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: mtg with Jim 

Vince, Would Thur monfing 1/30 work for a working group mt~Aiscussion of recruiting? 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "ThurmaJa, StephaJaie J" <sthurmaJa@email.unc.edu> 

Date: November 26, 2013 at 9:30:46 AM EST 
To: ’Debbi Clarke’ < ~gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: mtg with dhn 

Good morning, Debbi! 

Of the dates you listed below, the only time that will work for Jim is 9:30am on Mo~L Dec 2. I’ll hold until you confirm. RE: the January Working Group 

meeting: we have one scheduled at 4pm on Monday, Jan 6. Do you want to keep this one as scheduled and schedule another one in late Januao~ in the 

morning? Or do you need just a single meeting in Janua~? Right now the only date in late Jan when Jim has that particular time available is Thursday-, Jan 

30. rm holding this time too. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:25 AM 

To: ThurmarL Stephanie J 

Subject: mtg with Jim 

Dear Stephanie, Thm~s again for your help yesterday. The Working Group meeting went well, we’re making good progress. 

Could you help me get a bit of time on Jim’s calendar before the next Working Group mtg? I am available Between 9:30 mn - 2pm on the following days 

Dec 2, 3, 4 And between 9:30 - 3pm Dec 10 

Also, would it be possible to schedule the working group mtg in late January during the morning (e.g., 10-11:30 am)? Vince & I are trying to invite several 

coache~recruiting coordinators from various reruns to join us & they have practice commitments in the afternoon. 

ThaJ~k you again tbr your help. Happy ThaJ~ksgiving! 

Debbi 

Sent farm my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: mtg with Jim 

Do yon think it’s the time of the mtg or do yon think they wouldlft be able to come anyway? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 11:50 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

It would work tbr me, but I don’t believe we can have a coach from either football or men’s basketball there. 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto ~flmail~com] 
sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 13.:24 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: mtg with Jim 
Vince, Would Thur morning 1/30 work for a working group mtg/discussion of recruiting? 

Thanks. 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Thurmaxi, Stephaxfie J" <._s_t__l!_u_K_n_Krr~)__e_Ln_aiLtLn__%_e__d_t!> 

Date: November 26, 2013 at 9:30:46 AM EST 

To: ’Debbi Clarke’ < ~)~zmail.com > 
Subject: RE: mtg with Jim 

Good morning, Debbi! 

Of the dates you liaed below, the only time that will work tbr Jim is 9:30an on Man, Dec 2. I’ll hold until you confim~. RE: the JanuaD’ 

Working Group meeting: we have one scheduled at 4pm on Monday, Jan 6. Do you want to keep this one as ~heduled and schedule 
another one in late Januay in the morning? Or do you need just a single meeting in Januay? Right now the only date in late Jan when Jim 

has that particulax time available is Thursday, Jm130. I’m holding this time too. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailt~:~: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:25 AM 

To: Thurman, Stephanie J 

Subject: mtg ruth Jim 

Dear Stephanie, ThaJlks again tbr your help yesterday. The Working Group meeting were well, we’re making good progress. 

Could you help me get a bit of time on Jim’s caJendar betbre the next Working Group mtg? I am available Betw’een 9:30 an - 2pm on the 
following days Dec 2, 3, 4 And between 9:30 - 3pm Dec 10 

Also, would it be possible to schedule the worldng group mtg in late Jmmaxy during the morning (e.g., 10-11:30 am)? Vince & I are tlying to 

invite several coaches/recruiting coordinators from various teams to join us & they have practice commitments in the afternoon. 

Thank you again for your help. Hapw ThanksgMng! 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: mtg with Jim 

Ok. Lets try to set up some time to meet with them & report back to the group. Thm~s again Vince, hope you have a nice Thmaksgiving! 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 12:47 PIVI, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

Football will be finishing up recruiting right beibre their February NLI signing date aJad men’s basketball has a road game the night before. 

From: Oebbi Clarke [mailto }gmal.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:21 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: mtg with Jim 

Do you think it’s the time of the mtg or do you think they wouldn’t be able to come anyway? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 11:50 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

It would work for me, but I don’t believe we can have a coach from either football or men’s basketball there. 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto ~clmaiLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 :t:t:24 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: mtg with 3ira 
Vince, Would Thur morning 1/30 work for a working gl~oup mtg/discussion of recmiling? 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: "Thurman, Stephmlie J" <sqihummn(d~email.unc.edu> 

Date: November 26, 2013 at 9:30:46 AM EST 

To: ’Debbi Clarke’ < i-~gmaiLcom> 
Subject: RE: mtg Mth Jim 

Good morning, Debbi! 

Of the dates you listed below, the only time that will work ibr Jim is 9:30am on Man, Dec 2. I’ll hold until you confirm. RE: the 

January Working Group meeting: we have one scheduled at 4pm on Monday, Jan 6. Do you want to keep this one as 

scheduled and schedule another one in late Jmmary in the morning? Or do you need just a single meeting in Januaxy? Right now 

the only date in late Jan when Jim has that particular time available is Thursday, Jan 30. I’m holding this time too. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto 2bgmaiLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:25 AM 

To: Thurman, Stephanie J 

Subject: mtg ruth Jim 

Dear Stephanie, Thanks again for your help yesterday. The Working Group meeting went well, we’re making good progress. 

Could you help me get a bit of time on Jim’s calendar before the next Working Group mtg? I am available Between 9:30 mn - 

2pm on the following days Dec 2, 3, 4 And between 9:30 - 3pm Dec 10 

Also, would it be possible to schedule the working group mtg in late Jalluary during the morning (e.g., 10-11:30 am)? Vince & 

I axe trying to invite several coaches/recruiting coordinators from various teams to join us & they have practice commitments in 

the afternoon. 

Thank you agaJm lbr your help. Hapw Thank sgiving’. 

Debbi 

cell 



Sent l]com my iPhone 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thmrnan, Stephanie J <sthurman@email.unc .edu~ 

Tuesday November 26, 2013 3:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke ( 

calendms 

~gmail.com) 

Debbi & Vince, 
I wonder if I schedule a lunch meeting on either Mon, Jan 27 or Tues, Jan 28 if that will work? Bubba and Lissa will not have left town yet, and Jim Dean is currently 

available on both dates. Another option is in the morning on Monday, Jan 27. Vince, can you get some input from the recruiters to see if either is an option for 

them? Debbi, I’II talk to Jim about how many more meetings of the Working Group will be needed beyond the one we have scheduled on Dec 16 and this one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

[@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Sleinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edtr>; Pogge, Paul <plyogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Peaking Pass for Dwight 

Bowles Bus             Academic Allstaxs.pdf 

Vlnce: 

Attached is the Bowles bus parking pecmJt you requested C~ nently, I know about the pass for Dwight and I have 3 as well going to atlother school, If we need to give 

o~tt more bus passes, please let me knew, Once we go over four, I’ll have to let Deborah with public safety know, Please let me know if you need sheathing else. 

Thanks! 

2~,~en~ai] ,unc,edu 

From; IBe, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, 11:56 AM 
To" ~gmail.com) 
Subjed:-" FW: Parking Pass for Dwight 

This message below references the same request we discussed earlier today. Can you please send the pdfto me when you receive it from DPS? Thanks. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent= Monday, 11:46 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

C¢" Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject" Re: Parking Pass for Dwight 

I will get it to him today or tomorrow. Thanks and safe travels, 

Rick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <p_p___o__gg_e___.@_u___n___c_:_e___d___u__> wrote: 

Rick, 

I am leaving town this afternoon but wanted to be sure we get that parking pass for Dwight’s group of Academic All-Stars coming by bus to the game 

this Saturday. What else can I do to help with that? 

Thanks very much for your help. 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:42 PM 

ThurmaJ1, StephaJlie J <~sthurman@emml xmc.edtr> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

Re: calendars 

Stephanie, Thanks for finding available time on Jim’s calendar. I’ll hold these dates until Vince hears from the coaches. Vince, thanks for checldng ruth them. 

Debbi 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

OnNov 26, 2013, at 3:51 PM, "Thurman, Stephanie J" <s~thunnan(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi & Vince, 

I wonder if I schedule a lunch meeting on either Mon, Jan 27 or Tues, Jan 28 if that will work? Bubba and Lissa will not have left town yet, and Jim Dean 

is currently available on both dates. Another option is in the morning on Monday, Jan 27. Vince, can you get some input from the recruiters to see if 

either is an option for them? Debbi,’ll talk to Jim about how many more meetings of the Working Group will be needed beyond the one we have 

scheduled on Dec 16 and this one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 9:55 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-*; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-% Steinbacher, Rick 

<rick@unc edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <alhgallo@unc.edu>; 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-*; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; john@ram~lub.com 

Cunninghm11, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IF~v’: Disney Leadership Alignment December 2-3 

Good Morning. 

Just a reminder about our’ Leadership sessions with Disney on Monday and Tuesday next week. 

We will be on the 4[h floor of the Pope Box. 

BreakFast and Lunch will be provich-_~d on Monday, Breakfast will be provided on Tuesday, 

D~ess is busirH?ss casual, 

There is nodding that you need to prepare in advance at: d~e rneeting other’ than being ready to actively participate in the discussion, 

The Disney facilitators will guide and lead us throughout the sessions. 

Thanks again for your participation and please enjoy a safe and thankful holiday. 

k:arlton 

From; Creech, Karlton W 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:27 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ilie, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; GaIIo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve; Brown, Micheile; 

john@ramsclub.com 

Subject: Disney Leadership Alignment December 2-3 

Good morning everyone, 

Our facilitator from the Disney Institute, BC Johnson, will be back in Chapel HIll on December 2nd and 3rd for our leadership alignment sessions. 

The schedule is: 

Monday, December 2ad - 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. - Pope Box 4th Floor 
rd Tuesday, December 3 - 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. - Pope Box 4th Floor 

These very important meetings will set the tone and schedule for the remainder of our two-year engagement with Disney. 

Your attendance and participation is vital to this process and the future success of our department. 

Please let Rick or me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks and all the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel t till, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 

Mobile 

F’ax 919 962 6000 

?.’.,: 7.12,:: ~.~L !:~D:):~.:’.~L~}:!!. 
:. ::::!:::: i:: :: :’.. : i ¯ i :::O:< :i ?:.: " i::1 ..... 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu"~ 

RE: PmIdng Pass for Dmght 

Vince, 

Did you get this to Dwight? If not I am happy to do so, jUSt want to make sure he gets iL 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:23 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Parking Pass for Dwight 

Mince: 

Attached is the Bowles bus parking permit you requested. Currently, I know about the p~s for Dwight and I have 3 as well going to another school. If we need t~:~ give 

oN more bus passes, please let me 1.mow. Once we go over fouc I~11 have to let Deborah ruth public saIbb~ 1.mow. Please let me kilow if you need anything el~. 

l/hanks! 

~:~email,unc,e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                11:56 AM 
To:          ,        ._@_g___m___a_!!~__c__o____m_) 
Subject: FW: Parking Pass for Dwight 

This message below references the same request we discussed earlier today. Can you please send the pdfto me when you receive it from DPS? Thanks. 

From: Steinbach~r Rick 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: Steinbacher, Rick; 111e, Vince 
Subject" Re: Parking Pass for Dwight 

I will get it to him today or tomorrow. Thanks and safe travels, 

Rick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:36 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <pp__o_gge__@9__n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Rick, 

I am leaving town this afternoon but wanted to be sure we get that parking pass for Dwight’s group of Academic All-Stars coming by bus to the game 

this Saturday. What else can I do to help with that? 

Thanks very much for your help. 

Paul 

<imageOOl.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: calendars 

Hi Vince, I hope you had a Iffce Thanksgiving. I met tiffs morning ruth Jim Dean and he clarified with me that it’s not at all critical that recruiting coordiuatom/asst 

coaches attend one of our working group meetings. You and I just need to report on recruiting on their behal£ However, Jim does want to move the worldng group’s 

progress along more quickly and I think he’d like to cover Recruiting no later than January. That ,said, let’s move forward with our plan to get some time together ruth 

the recruiting coordinators/asst coaches so I can adequately document the process and we can share with the group in a few weeks. It would be helpfifl to meet ruth 

basketball (M/W) and football, I’ll let yon decide the other teams that you think we should cover (baseball? some of the olympic sports? LAX? I believe someone in 

the Working Group mentioned that we should speak with Jenny Levy). 

}{ere’s nay updated avaSdability until then: 

tomorrow 12/3 between 1 lmn and 2pm 

Wed 12/4 between 9:30ran and 2pm 

Thur 12/5 between lpm and 2pm 

Tue 12/10 between 9:30am and 3pm 

Wed 12/11 between 9:30am and 2pm 

Fri 12/13 between 9:30am and 2pm 

Mon 12/16 noon - 3pm 

Wed 12/18 9:30am - 2pm 

Thur 12/19 9:30am - 2pm 

Mon 1/6 9:30am - 3pm 

Tue 1/7 - Friday 1/10 (~my of those days) 9:30am - 2pro 

Mon 1/13 9:30am -2pm 

Tue 1/14 9:30~un - 2pm 

Wed 2/22 9:30am - 2pm 

Thur 2/23 9:30am - 2pm 

I hope tiffs helps. I look forward to worldng with you on this. Perhaps another topic that we can cover during these discussion with coaches is faxther down the 

process list: 

12.0 Academic l-~-ogress Rate/Coach hlvolvenlent 

Thanlcs again, 

Debbi 

cell (feel free to text if that’s an easier way for you to contact me) 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke < @.qmail.com> 
Subject: Re: calendars 
Date: November 26, 2013 5:41:32 PM EST 
To: "Thurman, Stephanie J" <sthurman@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "llle, Vince" <]_![__e_@__u____n___c___.__e____d____u_> 

Stephanie, Thanks for finding available time on Jim’s calendar, rll hold these dates until Vince hears from the coaches. Vince, thanks for checking ruth 

them. 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 3:51 PM, "Thummn, Stephanie J" <sthtmnan@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi & Vince, 

I wonder if I schedule a lunch meeting on either Mon, Jan 27 or Tues, Jan 28 if that will work? Bubba and Lissa will not have left town yet, 

and Jim Dean is currently available on both dates. Another option is in the morning on Monday, Jan 27. Vince, can you get some input 

from the recruiters to see if either is an option for them? Debbi,’ll talk to Jim about how many more meetings of the Working Group 

will be needed beyond the one we have scheduled on Dec 15 and this one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2: l 9 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvaJ~geld@emml.unc.edtv~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: SAF Request 

I think I support [f~is use of funds, although I realize a "rule" that we could help with expenses to attend a 

~.issa 

From: Vangelder, Marieiie A 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 2:16 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 

Cc: 111e, Vince 
Subject: SAF Request 
Good Afternoon - 
We have had a request from Football to provide a current student-athlete, , with transportation expenses to return to 

According to Football, is scheduled for Saturday and the student-athlete would not miss class. 

ACC SAF precedent appears to permit use of funds for such an expense; however, as we discussed, we wanted to receive input from you both prior to verifying 

permissibility with the Conference office. 

Thank you for your thoughts. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

._m____v__a___n__~_eJ__d___e_r__@__u___n__c_:_ e___d___u_. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

unc.edu,b 

Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-d Steinbacher, Rick <rick@~mc.edu-d Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu-~ 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket--~cricke@unc.edu> 

You Can Play 

Dear All, 

Hope you all had a great Thanksgiving! 

I believe you already heard about the You Can Play video project. Recently, our student-athletes decided to join a national video campaign, You Can Play 

(http:i/youcanplayproiect.orgi). It shares a message of acceptance for LGBT student-athletes. A lot of schools, such as Stanford, Duke, UCLA and etc., already 

joined in this video campaign (http:!/youcanplayproject.org/videos!entry/you-can-play-duke-university). 

Here at Carolina, we also want to express our support for an open environment for LGBT student-athletes on our campus! Especially, we are living in a diverse 

community. So it will be really great, if some athletic administrators can show some supports. 

We already set up a time to video tape student-athletes, which will be on Thursday/              from 9pm to lO:30pm at 2nd floor Loudermilk. (The late night 

pancake dinner will be at the 3rd floor, starts from lOpm.) So if you feel comfortable to help with this video and have ten minutes during this time slot, please let 

me know. If this doesn’t work, we can schedule another time to film. 

Looking forward to your response. Thank you. Go Heels. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Loudem~ilk DeStress Fest Flyer 

Vir:c: 

Just get irg ready ro erd y’~u a ink to rate r~ir~e d}) appiict~nts kx iritervievvb. [ i~ave gore t~ro £?h ~= resurTe 4rd h4’m cho~er 9 ~ Irk are vtabie ct~rd~,t;4tes 

’,}:)ie~sc %ei f-.c t( oeiusc ti~e (:tl~e, 86)./’Jtcr tl~e c:} ~rq~ttee I~as rat{,d, i wiii CCl~ F,iie ~r,d wc :are SC:q~.;C:,tliC sq >n~.; ~’tt’r,ilt’WS ,~t ~d ti~cr ire ,:)els )11 it h~rwew. 

Ii’ar:ks, 

Crcke 

From, llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:40 plVl 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Loudermilk DeStress Fest Flyer 

Great ideas! 

Also, what is the status of the search for tJae new S-A Development position? Thanks. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent= Tuesday,                3:02 PM 

To: UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Subject: FW: Loudermilk DeStress Fest Flyer 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; . Johnson, Shelley H; Gilrein, Taryn E 
Subject" Loudermilk DeStress Fest Fiyer - 

All, 

Attached is the flyer for the Loudermilk DeStress Fest for this Thursday. The final schedule is as follows: 

11:00-12:00 How to use Linkedln (2301) 

12:00-2:00 Resume Drop-in (2301) 

2:30-3:30 Yoga (3rd Floor) 

4:00-4:30 Zentangle (2301) 

Let me know if you have any questions! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domina~ Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 1:25 PM 

Carolina Softball Weekly Newsletter 

Weekly Email 12.02.13.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:20 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff <jnegalha@unc.edu>; Porter, Orant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Maskos, Lance M 

<ma]ckos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Admits 

Carlos, 

Thanks. Both and have been admitted and their official admission letters have been mailed. 

(et me know if anything happens with the potential transfer. 

Barb8 r8 
I~art;ara !, Polk 
DepulN ])i~ec~or 
0 ffice of Ut!derg~ad uate Admh;~;iop, s 
UnJv(:12;Ry of North (h~o]it!~ at Chapel 1~[11 
Phone: 919-.966-.39 ?~9 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:19 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: RE: Spring Admits 

Barbara, 

We have two currently planning on enrolling in spring, 

We are currently considering a transfer but do not know yet if this will work._Lhanks for you help. 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Thursday,.                3:37 PN 

To: Negalha, Jeff; Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Thompson, Jennifer C; Grant, Arron J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian .1; Adams, Clarissa; Somoano, Carlos M; Kolat, 
Cary 3; Holliday, Corey L; Garth, Christy Lynn; ~caa.~mc,ed~U Ducat, Chris; Hoots, Eric M; Stefanski, Eric Edward; Porter, Grant; Meaders, Harlis James; Haydon, 
Joe; Tile, Vince; Kretchmar, 3en; Breschi, Joe; Townsend, 3enn; Webb, Josh; Markos, Lance M; 3ednak, Matt; Fox, Mike; Litzinger, Michael B; Higley, Pamela; Barnes, Philip E; 
Myers, Patrick Jacob; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Forbes, Scott; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Jackson, Scott C; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Levy, Jennifer S 
Subject: Spring Admits 

Dear All, 

It’s hard to believe but the fall semester is winding down and the spring semester will be starting sooner than we think, if you are NOT planning to bring in 

students for the spring semester, you may delete this email now. If you are planning to bring in new students for the spring, keep reading. 

in order to ensure that our records are in sync, please send me your list of new student-athletes scheduled to begin their UNC careers in January. If these students 

have not previously been admitted, we will move forward with their official admission ASAP. We would like to receive your list no later than Tuesday, 

As a reminder, we must receive official, final high school transcripts (college transcripts for transfers) for spring admits no later than . Without this 

documentation, the student will not be allowed to enroll and begin classes on 

If you have a Group 1 candidate you hope to enroll in January, please talk with Vince immediately. Other questions/concerns may come directly to me or JT. 

Thanks. Have a good weekend. Go Heels]! 

Barbara 

}~m~t~a ca J. Polk 
Depu ty D [rector 
0 {’rice o{~l ~de ~gradu ate Admiss io i,.s 
l,J~liversi~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel 1{i1~ 
P ~] o~] e: 919 -966-3 q 89 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 9:52 AM 

Perkins, Michael qnperkins@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; john@ramsclub.com; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
<kcleary@unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike qnbunting@m~c.e&P; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edtr>; Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@tmc.edtr>; 
.!ohnson, Shelley H ~<shelljo@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu>; Ga~, Gregou 
<ggg@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Cmech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edtc.; 
Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Sobba, Ga~" <gsobba@tarheelsports.com>; Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ballen, 
Mastina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Gw-altney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<s~teveldrschner@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Steinbacher. Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; 
Wilkinson, Michael H <mhwgolf@tmc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michelleb~own@tmc.edu>; matt@ramsclub.com; Livers, Tom 
<livers@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monfl~ly Reporting 

Monthly Retx~rt Template.docx; Senior StaffRecommendations 11-4-13.docx 

Good morning, 

Thank you to everyone who submitted a monthly report for Bubba this week. 
if you have not yet submitted a report, please try to get that to me this week. 
I have attached the report template if you need it. 
Also attached is the previous memo outlining changes recommended by the Senior Staff which includes reporting dates for 2014. 
Thanks again and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Karlton 

[<2arlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of A1hletics 
The University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Or-lice 919 843 6432 

Mobile 
Fax 919 962 6000 
l>.<.r~;c~ ::’,,x::)t}. ~;GI: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rouald Reeves < ~vahoo.com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 11:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Follow Up 

Good morning Mr. Ille, 

I wanted to thank you for reaching out and talking to me during my visit to UNC during the UNC/Old D weekend 

I learned a lot while I was there, hope to have made a great impression on yourself and the department, and look forward to talking more with you in the future. 

As I have told Mr. Cunningham, if there is any project that I can help out with or anything that I can do, let me know. 

v/r, 

Ronald Reeves 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoauo, Carlos M <csomoano@uuc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 5:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Men’s soccer 

Not sure..better Anson confirms this.. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

at 4:58 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

> That would be ~ slot? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Somoano, Carlos M 
> Sent: Thursday, 4:46 PM 
> To: I]le, Vince 
> SubJect: Men’s soccer 
> 

> Vince 
> Just spoke with Anson and he said he’s probably not going to use his spring admit. Would be ok with us using the slot.. He’s going to call to corzfirm. 
> 

> Carlos Somoano 
> UNC Soccer 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



Froln: 

Sent; 

To: 

Subject: 

Devon Green ~gmail,com> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 5:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Contacting Coaches 

Hello Inv name is Devon Green and I would like to obtain permission to contact the coaclfing staff on a potential transfer I have spoken with the AD at my current 
school of Umass Dartmouth and was given the go ahead by the compliance officer here by the name James P. Mullins; he has asked for a permission to contact form 

sent to him ruth this address and contact information listed below 

Thank you, 
Ofl]ce: ( 5~,~ 9 ~0-692";~ Fax: (50g) 9%~-8807 

Email: i m ~a1~ms:~atrta s~.~.ed ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 8:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Spring 

Vince, 

So far we have admitted the following for spring: 

As you know, there is a possibility of one additional 

to come in this                  I’m checking that with Joe. 

Are you aware of anyone not listed above? 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

[~arbara ] Polk 
Depub" ])i~eclor 
0 ff[ce of lh!dcrg~ad uatc Admb;~;iop, s 
UgtJv(:re;Jt)~ ofNort[~ (hlto]i{!;l ai: Chapel HIll 
Phone: 919-.966-.~¢) 89 

player. We also had a call from a who said he was supposed 



Fl’oln" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma;ielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:23 AM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa fbotba]l@groups.unc.edu> 

Maskos, Lance M <maackos@email.unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edw*; @email.unc.edw*; 
Strassner, Rachel <rs~trassnel@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA StaR" Interpretation: PSA’s Prospect-Aged Sibling and Official Visit Meals 

Good Morning- 

We received an NCAA Staff Interpretation yesterday which determined that, in football, it is permissible for to provide meals during an official visit to the sibling 

of a prospective student-athlete, who is also prospect-aged or is being recruited by the institution, without constituting an official visit for the prospective 

student-athlete’s sibling provided no recruitment of the sibling occurs during the visit. 

As you know, Bylaw 13.6.7.7.2 Exception -- Meals - Football was adopted and now permits us to provide meals for up to four family members 

accompanying a prospective student-athlete on an official visit. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps < @gmail.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@anc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

UNCG v. [YNC 

Will either of you be at the game tomorrow? Would love to meet you or maybe tour the facility. Let me know. 
Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington Comaty Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent farm my US Cellular Smartphone 



From: Rowles, Derek [mailto:Derek.Rowles@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:02 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: WTVD PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 

Karen; 

I will not be at the station on Thursday so I wanted to get this out before I leave. Please send it on to the 

appropriate people and please confirm receipt. I hope this info can be gathered fairly quickly. Thanks. 

,,~i~if;;iiiiii~i~ili;i;i;iiiiUi~ Derek Rowles 
41iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii~i~ Executive Plroducet" 

;fiiiiiiiiiiiiii!:~i;i;i;i;~ office: 9t9.687.2489 

mobile: 

@iGii~ dere k. rowles(~.abc.co m 

ABC 11 -VVTVD 
41t Liberty Street 

Durham, NC 27701 



~ililililiiii!iii!~i~i~: 

Owned by ABC Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Walt Disney Co, 
RALEIGH-DU RHAM-FAYETTEVlLLE 

Dear UNC Legal Counsel, 

Under North Carolina Public Records Law §132-1 (a), will you please make available for 

inspection and/or copying the following public records. 

Any and all correspondence including, but not limited to, disassociation 

letters, Cease & Desist letters, trespassing orders etc. between the University 

of North Carolina and the following individuals: 

o Michael Wayne Johnson, Jr 

o Haydn Thomas 

o Terry Watson 

o Patrick Jones 

o Willie Barley, Jr 

o Chris Culliver 

o Catinia Farrington 

If these records are not in your custody or control, will you please forthwith so notify me 

and state in detail to the best of your knowledge the reason for the absence of the records, their 

location, and what person or persons has custody or control of the records. 

Will you please set a date and an hour within a reasonable time at which the records 

will be available for inspection, pursuant to §132-6 (a). I would like to review the records by: 

As soon as possible 

If you deny access to any of the above records, please provide a concurrent written 

statement of the grounds for the denial, citing the law or regulation you claim as the basis for 

the denial so that I may refer to ABC Legal for review. 

I am requesting this information as a journalist for a public purpose and I respectfully 

ask that you wave the fees associated with the production of the records as set forth in sections 

§ 132-1 (b), §132-6.2 (b). If you elect to charge a fee or fees for these public records, and if it 

exceeds $25, please contact me so I may obtain the necessary approval from the news 

management at WTVD. 

Since this information’s value diminishes greatly with the passage of time, I would 

appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email rather than by mail, if you have 

any questions regarding this request. Please ernail me at the address listed below to confirm 

receipt of this request. 

Sincerely, 

Derek Rowles I Executive Producer 

ABCll News Department 

Derek.rowles@abc.corn !!iid: 9., :i;!X:id. :. ii!i~i!ii~ ~iiii £i~ 

VVTVD ABC 11 
411 LIBERTY STREET DURHAM, NO 27701 



~ililililiiii!iii!~i~i~: 

Owned by ABC Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Walt Disney Co. 
RALEIGH-DU RHAM-FAYETTEVILLE 

WTVD ABC 11 
411 LIBERTY STREET DURHAM, NC 27701 



From: Rowles, Derek [mailto:Derek.Rowles@abc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:02 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: WTVD PUBLIC RECORDS REQUEST 

Karen; 

I will not be at the station on Thursday so I wanted to get this out before I leave. Please send it on to the 

appropriate people and please confirm receipt. I hope this info can be gathered fairly quickly. Thanks. 

,,~i~if;;iiiiii~i~ili;i;i;iiiiUi~ Derek Rowles 
41iiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiii~i~ Executive Plroducet" 

;fiiiiiiiiiiiiii!:~i;i;i;i;~ office: 9t9.687.2489 

mobile: 

@iGii~ dere k. rowles(~.abc.co m 

ABC 11 -VVTVD 
41t Liberty Street 

Durham, NC 27701 



~ililililiiii!iii!~i~i~: 

Owned by ABC Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Walt Disney Co, 
RALEIGH-DU RHAM-FAYETTEVlLLE 

Dear UNC Legal Counsel, 

Under North Carolina Public Records Law §132-1 (a), will you please make available for 

inspection and/or copying the following public records. 

Any and all correspondence including, but not limited to, disassociation 

letters, Cease & Desist letters, trespassing orders etc. between the University 

of North Carolina and the following individuals: 

o Michael Wayne Johnson, Jr 

o Haydn Thomas 

o Terry Watson 

o Patrick Jones 

o Willie Barley, Jr 

o Chris Culliver 

o Catinia Farrington 

If these records are not in your custody or control, will you please forthwith so notify me 

and state in detail to the best of your knowledge the reason for the absence of the records, their 

location, and what person or persons has custody or control of the records. 

Will you please set a date and an hour within a reasonable time at which the records 

will be available for inspection, pursuant to §132-6 (a). I would like to review the records by: 

As soon as possible 

If you deny access to any of the above records, please provide a concurrent written 

statement of the grounds for the denial, citing the law or regulation you claim as the basis for 

the denial so that I may refer to ABC Legal for review. 

I am requesting this information as a journalist for a public purpose and I respectfully 

ask that you wave the fees associated with the production of the records as set forth in sections 

§ 132-1 (b), §132-6.2 (b). If you elect to charge a fee or fees for these public records, and if it 

exceeds $25, please contact me so I may obtain the necessary approval from the news 

management at WTVD. 

Since this information’s value diminishes greatly with the passage of time, I would 

appreciate your communicating with me by telephone or email rather than by mail, if you have 

any questions regarding this request. Please ernail me at the address listed below to confirm 

receipt of this request. 

Sincerely, 

Derek Rowles I Executive Producer 

ABCll News Department 

Derek.rowles@abc.corn !!iid: 9., :i;!X:id. :. ii!i~i!ii~ ~iiii £i~ 

VVTVD ABC 11 
411 LIBERTY STREET DURHAM, NO 27701 



~ililililiiii!iii!~i~i~: 

Owned by ABC Inc, a wholly owned subsidiary of the Walt Disney Co. 
RALEIGH-DU RHAM-FAYETTEVILLE 

WTVD ABC 11 
411 LIBERTY STREET DURHAM, NC 27701 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: CNN Breaking News 

I know.,.it’s all a pain and a racket!!! 

This time there’s a major "mess~ that 

star t~-’_~d a I: the top! ! But we weren’t: 

consulted on ~:his! Okay, I’ve w:_mted! 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:11 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: CNN Breaking News 

is evaluating what to do about her insurance, including whether or not to jusl drop all coverage. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent; Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject-" RE: CNN Breaking News 

f haw:" not rec~-Aw_~d any indicatkm that it will delay the state health plan enrollment, 

Since it was extended to Nov, I5th, I think the state plan is okay, It was extended 

due to issues with the enrollment site, You need more time? 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:02 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: FW: CNN Breaking News 

Could this result in additional time for en~ollment in UNC plans since things are changing again? 

From: CNN Breaking News [mailto:greakingNews@mail.cnn.com] 
Sent= Thursday, November 14, 2023 12:26 PM 

To, textbreakingnews@ema31svO6.turner.com 
Subject; CNN Breaking News 

President Barack Obmna said the Obmnacare rollout has been "rough so far" and he has been deeply concerned about it. 

Under a fix altered by Obama on Thursday to address a controversial provision of the Affordable Care Act, the President mid Americans who received cancellation 
notices may be able to keep their individual insurance plans for one more year. 

The deaJ is meant to cover millions of people who have had their insurance policies canceled because the policies do not meet Obamacare requirements. The uproar 

has ensnared the White House for weeks, shining a spotlight on Obama’s eealier promise that people who liked their insurauce plans could keep them. 

But the fix, as reported earlier by CNN’s Dana Bash, puts the onus of the renewals on insurers. The administration is not requiring insurers or state insurance 

commissioners to extend the e~stiug plans, but instead is allowing insurers to offer an additional year of coverage. 

Also, insurers must nofil}’ policyholders of the difference in benefits between their policies and "the Obamacare plans available on the insurance exchanges. And the 

companies must inform people that additional tx~licies are available on the exchanges and that subsidies may be available to those who qualify. 

This fix will not solve "evew problem for every person," Obama said. 

Follow coverage of breaking news on CNN TV, CNN.com and CNN’s mobile apps. 

From Executive Producer Tom Haulcs & Gary Goetzman 

A CNN Original, The Assassination of President Ke~medy 

as you’ve never seen it before, ruth ueMy uncovered footage! 

Watch Thursday, November 14th 9pm ET on CNN. 

htt p://www.CNN.com/JFK 

You have opted-in to receive this e-mail from CNN.com. 

To unsubscribe from Breaking News e-mail alerts, go to: _l!t__tp_]:(__c)g_i_:_c:__n__l!:_c_’!?g_(_!ig:’__c_!j_k_?]~_ __b_Le__’_a_l_g__r)g!!e!~i~ 

One CNN Center Atlanta, GA 30303 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allen, Denise Q <quallsal@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 2:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edtv~; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edtr~ 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; McFaxland, Michael B <mike mcfhrland@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B 
<karen moon@unc.edtt>; Moore, Tmlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina ~-~regina stabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach 

<orth@em~Jl.unc.edu:> 

FYI - Response sent to Gilbert Gaul (Individual)- Re: NC.A~\ Agreed Upon Procedures Report 

2013.11.12 GaulG RESPLTR 11.15.2013.pdf 

FYI - response sent to G. Gaul (Individual) - Re: NCAA Agreed Upon Procedures Report. This request is now closed. 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of’ University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynnm Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North CaroUna 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen_@u_n_c__.__e_A[_u_ 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent" Friday, November 15, 2013 2:33 PM 
To-" Gil Gaul (     @gmail.com) 
Cc-" Stabile, Regina, Orth, Zach 
Subject-" Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 11.12.2013) 

Dear Mr. Gaul, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Zach Orth and the documents referenced in his letter (in all, 17 pages / 577 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q: Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

D_ _e_ _n_i_ _s_ _e_ _ _A_ _ ! Le_n__@__u_n___c__.__e_~!_u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 3:21 PM 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu-~ 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~; Best. Kevin S. <kbeff~:unc.edu-~; 
Sclmettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~- 

Academic All-Stal3: DRAFT Recognition Script 

All - 
Below is a draft script for the Academic All-Stars recognition video. We are recording with Coach Fedora Monday afternoon, and Chancellor Folt at 4:30 pm on 
Tuesday. Please provide any suggested edits by 8:00 am Monday. I will circulate a final script at 10:00 am on Monday, 11/18. 

Academic All-Stars Recognition 

1st / 2nd Quainter Break 

ODU, 11/’23/13 

Duke, 11/30/13 

OPEN VOICEOVER: 

The Universi~ of North Carolina is proud to welcome several thousand Academic All-Stars in attendance at today’s gmne. This progrmn is a partnership between the 

Univel~ity and elementary schools across the state of North Carolina to ~vcognize students that exhibit academic excellence and character. At this time we ask all the 

Academic All-Stars in attendance to stand and turn your attention to the video boards. 

CHANCELLOR FOLT: 

To the Academic All-Stars with us at today’s game, I want to personally welcome you to Chapel Hill and to the University of North Carolina. We are proud to 

recognize you in honor of your hard work, academic achievements, and exceptional character. The Carolina communi~ is committed to excellence and innovation, 

access and altbrdability, and to the citizens of the great state of North Carolina. We are thrilled to have you with us today as our guests, and hope you eNoy the game 

and your special day in Chapel Hill. 
TIL~kNSITION 

HEAD COACH LARRY FEDOILA: 

Academic All-Stars, welcome to Kenan Stadium. I mn happy to have you with us today and am proud of all you have accomplished. We hope you enjoy a great day 

as we honor all of your hard work and accomplislmlents. Enjoy the game and GO HEELS! 

CLOSE VOICEOVER: 

Carolina Fans, please join the University of North Carolina in recognizing these Academic All- Stars you are among the bes~t aiad brightest in the state, and we are proud 

to honor you today. 
Rick Steinbacher 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
mobile: 
__w____w____w__:g 9_h___e__9__[~ =_c_9__m__. 
@goheels 
We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:24 PM 

Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu>; Boyd, Stephen L <sboyd@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <JohnBrunner@unc.edu>; Cheek, Donna 

E <dcheek@email.unc.edtr~; Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocke@unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edu-~; Duff}’, Clare E 

<dutt~ce@email.unc.edw~; Duft~, Kathy B. <kdutt)@unc.edu-~; Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@unc.edu>; Warner, Stacey ttarris 

<staceywamer@nnc.edu>; High, Jane Starr <jhigh@unc.edu>; Holt, Joan M <jhol@unc.edu>; Chase, Kaye Warts <chasek@unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <aJdng@unc.edu~,; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth <skoenig@unc.edu>; La~caster~ 

Elizabeth <lizlan@emaJl.unc.edu>; Mille1; Steven L <smiler21 @email.unc.edt~-; Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu>; 

Parnell, Trey <tparnell@unc.edu~,; Renn-Clements, Brittany <bgrerm@nnc.edu>; Humphries, SaraJ1 <shumphries@unc.edu>; Swder~ Lee 
<leesnyde@unc.edtr~; Stec, Ga~ <stec@unc.edu;,; Streert, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edn>; Tonloupas, Mmy- Alyson 

<matouloupas@unc.edu~; Yarbrongh, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; York, Aaron <ayork@emaJl.unc.edu;,; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 

<zmeflein@unc.edu>; UNCAA- Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; UNCAA-F~-;eStaB’<uncaa exestatt~:groups.~mc.edtr~ 

University Independent Contractor Policy Update 

Independent Contractor Memo.docx 

Staff, 

Please see attached memo from Martina regarding the changes to the University’s Independent Contractor policy. The updated policy and requisite documents are 

located in the Independent Contractor folder in the Business Office J Drive. Please feel free to contact me with any questions that you might have. 

Thanks, 

Clare Duffy 

Assistant Director of Business Operations 

UNC Athletics 

919-962-0011 (O) 

919-962-0125 (F) 

duff¥ce@uncaa.unc.edu 

_w____w____w__:_g_o h e e I s. co m 



MEMORANDUM 

Date: 11/15/2013 

To: UNC Athletic Department 

From: Martina Ballen 

Subject: University Independent Contractor Policy Update 

The University is strengthening its internal controls over the independent contractor process. As a result, 

the process and the Independent Contractor Determination Form requirements have been enhanced. 

Originating departments are to seek confirmation of independent contractor status from Disbursement 

Services prior to makin~ any employment commitment or preparin~ any payment request forms. 

The department must submit the Employee/Independent Contractor Determination Checklist to 

Disbursement Services for review prior to ANY billable work by the independent contractor. This pre- 

approval will ensure there are no payment delays and that the University is in compliance with Internal 

Revenue Service regulations. 

The major elements of the new policy are: 

1. The Independent Contractor Determination Form must be completed by the contractor and reviewed by 

the department’s contracting representative. 

2. The department must acknowledge if they are aware of any existing relationships between the proposed 

contractor and current UNC employee/employees. 

3. There are two different procedures to be used, based on the amount paid to the contractor during a 12- 

month period: 

a. 

b. 

Less than $10,000 - submit Independent Contractor Determination Checklist and W9. 

Greater than $10,000 - the process requires a purchase requisition accompanied by: 

1. Independent Contractor Determination Checklist, 

2. Independent Contractor Services Agreement 

3. Statement of Work - generic job description for the selected individual; not their resume 

4. Customer Request for a BrandAlendor Specific Waiver of Competition - must be 

accompanied by a Letter of Explanation as to why the Waiver of Competition is 

warranted, i.e., why specific person selected best fits UNC job need and no 

competition for job is needed 

4. A W9 form completed by the individual is required for both processes. 

The updated policy and requisite documents are located in the Independent Contractor folder in the 

Business Office J Drive. Please don’t hesitate to contact in the Athletic Business Office with 

any questions regarding the new process. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:16 PM 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edw~ 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; Cumlingham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<steveldlschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; McFarlan& Michael B 

<mike mcfealand@unc.edtc, 

Re: NCAA appeal 

I saw Andrew at the bball game. Told him we were using bond, Schoeneck & King 

Bubba 

Sere from my iPhone 

On , at 10:23 AM, "Moon, Karen B" <!<aiejLn:99n~!u.n%:ej.u> wrote: 

Please see below from Andrew Carter. 

Karen Moon 
Director, tJN{:: News S~-_~rvices 

The University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 952-8595 

From: Carter, Andrew [mailto: @newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:11 AM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: NCAA appeal 

Hey Karen: 

Can you please tell me the law firm that is helping UNC with the           iNCAA case? If that’s classified information because I just 
threw in         name, can you please tell me the law firm that is assisting UNC through recent NCAA issues. 

I appreciate your help. 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The Raleigh News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 
C: 

@_andrewcarter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edt> 

Monday, 8:35 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Strohm, I eslie Chambers <slrohm@ema 1 u ac edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekk~hner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc edu>; Schuettpelz, 

Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; McFmland, Michael B <mike mcfarla~d@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA appeal 

Thank you. 
Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, :t0:16 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
(::c: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Cunmngham, Bubba; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince; Schuettpelz, Erin C; McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: Re: NCAA appeal 
I saw Andrew at the bball game. Told him we were using bond, Schoeneck & King 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On , at 10:23 AM, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Please see below from Andrew Carter. 
~<a rer~ Moor~ 

Direct.:_~r, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 9~Z-aSgS 

From: Carter, Andrew [mailto~ ~newsobse~er,com] 
Sent," Friday, 10:11 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: NCAA appeal 
Hey Karen: 

Can you please tell me the law firm that is helping UNC with the           /NCAA case? If that’s classified information because I just 
threw in         name, can you please tell me the law firm that is assisting UNC through recent NCAA issues. 

I appreciate your help. 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The Raleigh News & Observer!Charlotte Observer 
C: 

@_andrewcarter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 8:46 AM 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu-~; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Ellis, 

Bobby Joe <bellis@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. --qcbest@unc.edu>; 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Steinbachel; Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic All-Stars: DRAFT Recognition Script 

All---The final script is below. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

OPEN VOICEOVER: 

Academic All-Stars Reco~nifion 

1st / 2nd Quaffer Break 

ODU, 11/23/13 

Duke, 11/30/13 

The Universi~ of North Carolina is proud to welcome several thousand Academic All-Stars in attendance at today’s gmne. This pmgrmn is a partuership between the 

University and elementary schools across the state of North Carolina to ~ecognize students that exhibit academic excellence and character. At this time we ask all the 

Academic All-Stars in attendance to stand and turn your attention to the video boards. 

CttANCELLOR FOLT: 

To the Academic All-Stars with us at today’s game, I want to personally welcome you to Chapel Hill and to the Universit.y of North Carolina. We are proud to 

recognize you in honor of your hard work, academic achievements, and exceptional chm’acter. The Carolina communiW is committed m excellence and innovation, 

access and aflbrdability, and to the citizens of the great state of North Carolina. We are thrilled m have you with us today as our guests, and hope you enjoy the game 

and your special day in Chapel Hill. 

TI~zkNSITION 

HEAD COACH LARRY FEDOI~\: 

Academic All-Stars, welcome to Kenan Stadium. I am hapw to have you with us today and am proud of all you have accomplished. We hope you enjoy a great day 

as we honor all of your hard work and accomplishments. Enjoy the gmne and GO HEELS! 

CLOSE VOICEOVER: 

Carolina Fans, please join the Universi~’ of North Carolina in recognizing these Academic All- Stars who are among the best and brightest in the state, and we are 

proud to honor you today. 
Rick Steinbacher 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Caroling 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
mobile: 
__w____w____w__:g 9_h___e___e__{_s_=_c_9__m__. 
@goheels 
We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Pment Tshirt, Design by Dad 

Operation Run the Table. The idea is taking off... 

From: nailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:21 AN 
Subject: Parent Tshirt, Design by            Dad 
Dear Tar Heel Football Families, 

Great win Saturday against Pitt! What a season?! The idea for this parent tsNrt was actually birthed after the heartbreaking loss to 
Miami. The phrase, OPERATION RUN THE TABLE, was coined to reference winning out the rest of our games to become bowl 
eligible and finish strong, especially for our Seniors!                     Dad, then created the graphic for this parent t-shirt. We 
have shared it with Compliance and we have permission to order and distribute as long as we break even and distribute within the 
parent group only. See the link below for graphic, cost and pick up details. Type your names and indicate what you want, if interested 
by Tues,        at 2:53p. Need the pre-orders in by then to have them available Sat, 
Tar Heel Parent Tshirt PRE ORDER SHEET 
Go Heels!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: You Can Play Video Project ruth Chancellor Folt 

Vince, 

In way to airport - going to NCAA for Diversity Education session back Wednesday. Can you talk at 4:30pro today? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 2:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.e&t> wrote: 

Cricket, 
Can we plea~ discuss this M~enever you have a couple minutes? Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Medley, Anna Rose" <anna.medley@unc+edu> 

Date: November 18, 2013 at 2:24:56 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <dck@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Norton, Molly" <__m____b_q__o__r__t__o___n__@__u___n__£:__e__d___u_.>, "Schuettpelz, Enn C" < _e_ _ _c_ _s_ _ _ _@_ _u_q _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . > , "Moore, Cecelia" <c__e___c_e_[j__a____m__o_o__r_e_@.___u___n__£_.__e___d_u_> 

Subject: FW: You Can Play Video Project with Chancellor Folt 

Bubba and Rick - what are your thoughts on this? 

ANNA ROSE MEDLEY 

T: 919.962.1365 

From: Hua, Rong DanDan 
Sent-" Monday, November 18, 2013 1:10 PM 
To: Medley, Anna Rose 
Subject: You Can Play Video Project with Chancellor Folt 

Hey Anna, 

My name is       ,, working at the Student-Athlete Development office in the Athletic Department. 

Recently, our student-athletes decide to join a national video campaign, You Can Play (~h~t~t~;/~/~y~9~u~c~a~n~La~y~P~r~9~e~c~t~9~r~g/-). It shares a 

message of acceptance for LGBT student-athletes. A lot of schools, such as Stanford, Duke, UCLA and etc., already joined in this video 

campaign. Here at Carolina, we also want to express our support for an open environment for LGBT student-athletes on our campus. So 

we really want to include Chancellor Folt in this video, sharing a supporting message to LGBT student-athletes. 

And I just found the Chancellor will film with our new media office tomorrow afternoon for an Academic All-Stars video. So do you think 

it’s possible for the Chancellor to do the You Can Play video after that? It will be the same person to film with her. And I already 

communicated with him about doing this. Here is the script. It will be quickly and simple. 

"As America’s first public university, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a rich, diverse community. We admire our student- 

athletes for their courage and strength to be who they are while competing and studying at one of the greatest universities in the world. 

I am Chancellor Folt, and I am a Tar Heel. If you can play, you can play." 

*if you want to add something about why the You Can Play is important, it will be awesome. 

Please let me know what you think. And feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Thank you! 

Have a great day! Go Heels. 

Best, 

Sludent-A thlete Z)evelopmen[ 
The Univer~’ity of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 
(c) 

@live. zinc. edu 

Ni htt p://2 bp. blogs pot.corn/- 
...... 

TgZHSJIs8RE/TxmyH eia ] 

Carolina Outreach 

U NO--Student-Athlete- Development 

<image003.jpg:~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 8:12 AM 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; 

RE: You Can Play Video Project with Chancellor Folt 

@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Thank you for the background Cricket and 

Shooting the video is relatively easy once we have a time set up. The request process is what 1 think is important here. If we are goh~g to ask the Chancellor to 

participate in something Bubba needs to know about it and w~-_~ need ~:o t:alk with him about: the best way to make that request, 

Rick 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 11:07 PN 
To:               ; Steinbacher, Rick; llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: You Can Play Video Project with Chancellor Folt 

Hi all, 

This is my fault....l should of had run this by Vince and Rick. We did a similar video two years ago (It Gets Better) and we knew Chancellor Folt was taping 

for Academic All Stars and thought we could have her tape (You Can Play) if she agreed and had time. 

Sorry, 

Cricket 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 10:39 PM, " @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Rid(, 

Sorry, I didn’t send the information about this video to you earlier. 

Recently, our student-athletes decided to join a national video campaign, You Can Play (http:!/youcanplayproject.orgi). It shares a message of 

acceptance for LGBT student-a~:hleb:_~s, A lot o~ schools, such as Stanford, Duke, UCLA and etc, aln:_~ady rnad~:_~ a video For th~-Ar athh:_d:ic depar[:nlen[: 

(http:/iyoucanplayprojecLorgivideosiindex). Here at Carolina, we also wan~: to e’,<press our support: for an op~-:m environment for I_GBT student-. 

athletes on our camfaus. 

Last Friday, some student-athletes met and talked about video ideas. And we want to include studer~t--athfetes, coaches, administrators and also the 

Chancellor in the video. So this morning when I heard that Chancellor Folt will be filmed by New Media for the Academic All-Stars video on Tuesday 

afternoon, I was wondering if we could also ask her to film the You Can Play vid~-:~o right alter that, In that way., it can save much tirne to sch~-:~dule 

anotfu:_~r one in December. Then [ started to contact the Char~cellor’s offic~:_L I r~-4ally hope if time allows, w~-4 car~ at least get some food:ages from her. 

Also, the You Can Play video just has two sentences for the Chancellor to read. It can be done really quickly. 

Anyway, I am reatly sorry that you are not aware of this project earlier. And I was planning to collect quotes and script first and schedule the filming 

part later. But after I knew we could possibly have an opportunity to film with Chancellor Folt tomorrow, that made me move ahead to send the 

request directly to her assistant. Sorry again, if this brought some inconvenience for you. 

And f will follow up wK:h you about this You Car~ Play video lat~-’_~r, sim>:~ w~-’_~ would kbve to include:~ sorne adrninistra[:ors in this vide() [:oo Thank you[ 

Haw:~ a good night. 

~est, 

From-" Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 8:36 PM 
To-" Medley, Anna Rose; Cunningham, Bubba 
Ce-" Norton, Molly; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Moore, Cecelia; ’, Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject-" RE: You Can Play Video ProJect with Chancellor Folt 

Anqa, 

Bubba arid I are urlaware Of this request but will fiDd OUt mor~? and advisF4 as soort as we can, 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 2:25 PN 
To; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢: Norton, Molly; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Moore, Cecelia 
Subject; FvV: You Can Play Video Project with Chancellor Folt 

gubba and Rick - what are your thoughts on this? 

ANNA ROS[ MEDLEY 

T: 919.962.:1.365 

From" Hua, Rong DanDan 
Sent-" Monday, November 18, 2013 1:10 PM 
To-" Medley, Anna Rose 
S,,bject." You Can Play Video Project with Chancellor Folt 

Hey Anna, 

My name is       , working at the Student-Athlete Development office in the Athletic Department. 

Recently, our student-athletes decide to join a national video campaign, You Can Play (http:iiyoucanplayproject.orgi). It shares a message of 

acceptance for LG BT student-athletes. A lot of schools, such as Stanford, Duke, UCLA and etc., already joined in this video campaign. Here at Carolina, 

we also want to express our support for an open environment for LGBT student-athletes on our campus. So we really want to include Chancellor Folt 

in this video, sharing a supporting message to LGBT student-athletes. 

And I just found the Chancellor will film with our new media office tomorrow afternoon for an Academic All-Stars video. So do you think it’s possible 

for the Chancellor to do the You Can Play video after that? It will be the same person to film with her. And I already communicated with him about 

doing this. Here is the script. It will be quickly and simple. 

"As America’s first public university, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a rich, diverse community. We admire our student-athletes for their 



courage and strength to be who they are while competing and studying at one of the greatest universities in the world. I am Chancellor Folt, and I am 

a Tar Heel. If you can play, you can play." 

*If you want to add something about why the You Can Play is important, it will be awesome. 

Please let me know what you think. And feel free to contact me if you have any questions. Thank you! 

Have a great day! Go Heels. 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The Umversii3~ of L~iorth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 91.9-843-2306 
(c) 

@li ve~ uric. edu 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

Carolina Outreach 

U NC-Student-Athlete-Development 



From: @unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:41 AM 

To: 

Subject: SAAC Meeting - Agenda 

Attach: November SAAC Agenda.docx 

All, 

Attached is the agenda for the SAAC Meeting tomorrow, 7:00PM, 3rd floor Concourse Club. Dinner will be Amante’ pasta and salad. 

Thanks! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-2306 



I, 

II. 

Student-A th/ete Advisory Counci/ 

Meetinq Agenda 

November 20, 2013 

7:00pm 

Type of Meeting: SAAC 

Meeting Facilitators: , Michael Jacobs, Cricket Lane 

Invitees: Athletics Administrators, Faculty Athletics Representative 

Dinner/Introductions 

Call to order 

III. Open issues 

a) Welcome 

b) AD Remarks 

¯ Disney 

¯ Training Table 

/Michael 

Bubba Cunningham 

Rick S. 

Clint G. 

c) Information/Communication 

¯ Best mode of communication 

° SAAC Newsletter 

° TwitteriFacebook/Instag ra m 

Cricket 

d) All Sports Banquet 

° Song for Video 

° Talent 

° Superlatives 

Rick S/Kelly 

e) SA Well-being 

¯ "You Can Play’Four Video 

° Reading Day E~ravaganza Cricket/Michelle B 

IV. 

ACC SAAC Priorities Cricket, Emily Leidolf 

¯ Update 

¯ Promote SAAC Awareness, Mental Health, Total SA Experience 

¯ UNC SA Discussion Topics 

New business 

¯ Coach for Coach Tessa Lyons 

V. Adjournment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

2~yaho o .com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:53 AM 

NOV 23 GAMEDAY INFO & PARKING UPDATE 

Dear Tar Heel Families, For Nov 23rd Game Day Info ..... 

PRE-GAME Tailgate/Parking at University Baptist Church, 

Lot opens at 8:30 am, Columbia St, Entrance. 6 ONE DAY PREPAID parking spots available at $20 each. First come, first serve! 
Bring a breakfast dish to share and we will mix n mingle having good times as usual! To get a spot, contact Dawn Womack, 
dawncwomack@qmail.com tO determine availability. She maintains the parking list for our group for parking gate check in. She will 
send payment instructions on how to pay the church. 
KICKOFF is 12:00 pm. Player Will Call is at Gate 3. 
Other Parking Options: Here is an online parking guide to help you. 
http://www.dps.unc.edu/SpecEvent/Football.htm. 

GO HEELS! 



Froiu: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

Hams, Tracy U <tharris@email.unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu-% Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edtw; GwaJtney, Clint 

<cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F 

<lohn Bmnner@unc.e&P; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.e&P; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-% Plunkett, Mary Rob 

qnmTrobp@unc.edu>; Lancastel; Elizabeth <lizlan@emM.unc.edu>; NolWn~ Molly --~mbnorton@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edtc,; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtc,; Timmermans, Tom qimmennmls@unc.edt~>; Vangelder, Marielle A 

qnvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Maxkos, Lance M <mMms@emM.unc.edt~>; Livels, Tom <livers@unc.edu>; Suits, Clmsb~ H. 

<chrisb’@unc.edu>; Perry, Clara A <capenT@unc.edu>; King, J. Angela <~ldng@unc.edtr>; Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.edu>; Tucker, 

Tony <antonio@email.unc.edu~; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>;                      ~email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~; Sabo, Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Touloupas, Mary Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edtc,; Steinbmg, Jason <j steinberg@unc.edu> 

RE: Time for.....the Annual 2nd Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot Luck Luncheon!! 

Count down to chow down!!! Three more days of anticipating the scrumptious dishes 

soon to be on display at our Annual Thanksgiving Pot LucM! Here’s a list: oF what folks 

have signed up for_,.just to gel y’afl in the spirit of the season!] 

-- smood~ies (at least that’s what he said initially!} 

Karlton Creech--a mystery dish 

gubba Cunningham -green salad (wonder if he grew the greens himself!?) 

Joyce Dalgleish - cr.:_~ck-~x)t macaroni and che~:_~s~:_~ 

-anot:her mystery dish 

Kathy Dutton .-- decisions, decisions, decisions[ ANYTHING she makes is awesome! 

Tracy Harris---corn and deviled eggs 

Torn Livers- pumpkin pie (his specialty} and other surprises! 

Lance Markos-- world’s best beverages 

Molly Norton - Her world [amous sweet ~mtal:o pi~:_~ 

Scott PManjian---a secret dessert[ 

Clara Perry--green beans, made with help from Emma 

Paul Pogge--Paperman strikes again! Paper goods! 

Rick Steinbacher-- snickerdoodle cookies (homemade,,.ask him about his recipe!) 

Christy Suits- Apph:_~ pie and sausage bails (not mix~-_~d t.:_~geth~:_~r!!) 

Tony Tuck~:_~r-surfin’ the web for an arnazing recipe!! 

Several folks are chipping in for the turkey and ham because they don’t want to give up their 

secret holiday recipes just yet! Thanks to all of you who are providing the main dishes!! 

An updated list of dishes will be sent out when others have notified me of their culinary 

ch:_~lights so t:hat we won’t have duplk:at~-:~s, 

We’ll miss those o[ you who are not: able to attend, but if your sch~-_~dules change and you are 

able to join usjust let me know!! 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce k 

Sent: Wednesday,                  11:23 AM 

1"o: Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B.; Pogge, Paul; cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu; Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Beale, Michael; Creech, Karlton W; 

Plunkett, Mary Rob; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Norton, Molly; ’bubbac@unc.edu’; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Torn; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Livers, Tom; 

Suits, Christy H.; Clara Perry; King, J. Angela; Griggs, Kathy; Tucker, Tony; Stewart, Robert House; i Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A.; Sabo, Tim; Touloupas, Mary Alyson; Steinberg, Jason 

Subject: Time for.....the Annual 2nd Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot Luck Luncheon!! 

nd ) H With Fail in the mr, what a great reminder to s~xt plamfing our mmual 2 Floor EWAC Thanksgiving t ot-luck luncheon.; 

It’s the perfect time to enjoy awesome food, lots of fun & laughter, giving of thanks, food, more laughter, food, food and more food!!! 

So mark you calendaB, get your creative culinary juices flomng mM let me know what you 

plan to bring so we don’t have tons of duplicate dishes!! 

WHEN: Friday, 

TIME: 11:30 gathering and turkey, cecving time 

WHERE: Rams Club BoaM Room on the I st Floor 

Cml’t wait for the festMlies to begin!! 

Joyce 

P.S. If anyone was inadvertently omitted from the mcipiems list. please let me kmow and share this 

with them....nay apologies in advance!’.! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

NLI request 

Vaughn, Rashad NLI-ASA Information Fonn (2).pdf 

Vir~ce, 

has requested a NLI for 

Thanks, 

"om 

From: Friend, Cynthia Stone 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Hoots, Eric M 

Subject: RE: NLI reuqest form 

Tom, is there a way to get this back to us today? Thanks! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AN 
To: Friend, Cynthia Stone 
Subject: NLI reuqest form 

Cynthia, 

Attached is the form. 

Thanks, 

Tom 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: , Men’s 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name ...................................... 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohimn. Please note that theseo/imds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

C 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... NO 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

i!¢.!¢’ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:08 PM 

Markos, Lance M <masko@email.unc.edu:~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmermaJ~unc.edu~ 

RE: NLI request 

Vince, 

I have not seen or received anything for this student. 

Sorry. 

Bar ba ra 
Barbara 1, Po[l~ 
DepulN ]?,i~ec~or 
0 ffice of lh!derg~ad uate Admb;~;ior, s 
UftiV(:T~;ity of North Ca~o]h!a at Chapel 1~[11 
Phofte: 919-.96G-.39 F~9 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Townsend, Jenn 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Polk, Barbara Jo 

Subject: RE:                    NLI request 

His ACT scores are at the Eligibility Center - see attached. I don’t have anything else... 

[a nee 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:32 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Polk, Barbara .]o 
Subject: FW:                  NLI request 

Does anyone have any academic projections, transcript reviews, or prospect summao~ repolls? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Narkos, Lance H 
Subject: H NLI request 

Vince, 

has requesLed a NLI [or 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Friend, Cynthia Stone 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Hoots, Eric M 

Subject: RE: NLI reuqest form 

Tom, i; tfu-:~re a way to get this back to u:; today? Thanks! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 AM 
To: Friend, Cynthia Stone 
Subject" NLI reuqest form 

Cynthia, 

Attached is the form. 

Thanks, 

l’om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Town~nd, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Evaluation of 

I will do that if I cau access it here in Indianapolis through my iPad. I think I might only have it on my computer at work. If I can figure out how to get to it, I roll send it 

as soon as possible. If not, I will send it as soon as I get back to the office tomorrow evening. 

J~nn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:51 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you send Barbara Polk a copy of his most cmrent academic trauscript that you have? Thanks. 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:45 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Evaluation of 

Here is the latest evaluation. I do not have first marking period grades or updated test scores. Coaches are aware he would be math deficient for 

admissions and he will need to take another math second semester or this summer. 

I will let you know if I get any new information about his test scores or grades. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Date: at 9:28:30 AM EDT 

To: "Davis, Hubert Ira Jr" <hidavis(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Evaluation of 

Here is an updated version of evaluation with his current classes. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9 __]_9__:_9___6_2_:__8_2__4_ 7 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 6:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Evaluation of 

Thanks - Level t based on the Math deficiency alone. And with lenn’s 

on PG PA of 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:10 PM 

To: Markos, Lance IVl 
Subject: FW: Evaluation of 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:45 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Evaluation of 

core GPA and his ACT, which includes his October, ACT score, a~so I.eve~ 1 based 

Here is the latest evaluation. I do not have first marking period grades or updated test scores. Coaches are aware he would be math deficient for admissions and he 

will need to take another math second semester or this summer. 

I will let you know if I get any new information about his test scores or grades. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Townsend, Jenn" <j__t_9_w___n___se___n___d___@___u___nc__:ed___u_.> 

Date: at 9:28:30 AM EDT 

To: "Davis, Hubert Ira Jr" <hidavis@unc.edu> 

Subject: Evaluation of 

Here is an updated version of evaluation with his current classes. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:[.9 962 9538 

9 _1.__9 z _9_ _ _6_ _2_ _ : _ _8_ _2_ _ _4_ 7_ (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan,~@Amc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:15 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-* 

Re: NLI request 

Thmllcs. Sending it right now 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:07 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

We now have a transcript and test score for Mr. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent," Tuesday, 4:08 PM 
To-" Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: NLI request 

Vir~ce, 

has requested a NLI for 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Friend, Cynthia Stone 

Sent; Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Hoots, Eric M 

Subject: RE: NLI reuqest form 

Ton% is there a way to get this back to us today? Thanks! 

From-" Timmermans, Tom 
Sent." Wednesday, 9:42 AM 
To." Friend, Cynthia Stone 
Subject." NLI reuqest form 

Cynthia, 

Attached is the form, 

Thanks, 

Tom 

¯ AnNLI can be sent. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc,edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:27 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.e&P; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <alhgallo@unc.edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edw~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; john@ram~lub.com 

Disney Leadership Alignment December 2-3 

Good morning everyone, 

Our facilitator from the Disney Institute, BC Johnson, will be back in Chapel Hill on December 2nd and 3rd for our leadership alignment sessions. 

The schedule is: 

Monday, December 2nd - 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. - Pope Box 4th Floor 

Tuesday, December 3rd - 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. - Pope Box 4th Floor 

These very important meetings will set the tone and schedule for the remainder of our two-year engagement with Disney. 

Your attendance and participation is vital to this process and the future success of our department. 

Please let Rick or me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks and all the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Direclor of A1hletics 

The Universiw of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Oftice 919 843 6432 

Mobile 

Fax 919 962 6000 

..... :: i : i:: > :: ::i.:i. :: :i: i:: 12::::: :. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:53 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

NC court rejects Marylandls appeal to dismiss ACC lawsuit 

North Carolina court rejects Maryland’s appeal to dismiss ACC 
lawsuit 
By Alex Prewitt, Updated: November 19 at 11:36 am 

A North Carolina appeals court has rejected Maryland’s motion to dismiss a lawsuit filed by the ACC, which is ~eking to collect a $52 million exit ~e from the 

school as it departs for the Big Ten. 

The decision, made by three judges on a Court of Appeals panel and reported Tuesday by the Associated Press, was unanimou~ meaning "Maryland has no 
automatic right to a state Supreme Court appeal. But the higher state court could choose to hear and appeal." 

Tuesday’s ruling is the latest development in a dlawn-out legal process that began last November when M~ryland announced its move to the Big Ten and figures to 

continue until next summer, when the school officially leaves the ACC after more than 50 yeal5 in the league. 

The ACC sued Mm-vland last November, asking a Greensboro, N.C., court to enfbrce the e:dt fee, calculated at three times the coifference’ s total operating 
budget. Maryland then counter- sued the ACC in Maryland last January, based primarily on the opinion that such a high exit fee the largest ever levied on a 

school for switching conferences was ptmitive and illegal. A judge in Maryland put the school’s lawsuit against the ACC on hold until the North Carolina case is 

resolved. 

Though Maryland President Wallace D. Loh voted against the exit fee increase before the Big Ten move was announced, Judge Robert N. Hunter Jr. wrote in the 

court’s decision that "each member, including the University of Maryland, has agreed to be bound by the vote of the Co uncil," the AP reported. 

A spokesman Ibr Maryland Attorney Genera] Douglas F. Gansler said his office is reviewing the North Carolina court’s ruling and is considering iks op’fons moving 

forward. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-* 

Uplifting Athletes 

Vince and Rick, 

I met with each of you separately about possibly having our football team start a chapter of Uplifting Athletes, the organization that leverages college 

football to raise money for rare disease research. I got a call yesterday from Scott, the President of Uplifting Athletes, informing me that one of their employees, 

Andy, is going to be in town later this week to meet with NC State and Duke. I wanted to check with each of you to see if you felt it was worthwhile to have him 

come in and meet with either or both of you (or anyone else). He could probably update us on what they have been doing over the last few months, and probably 

answer any questions you may have about the organization. If you felt the conversation with me was sufficient though, it may not be worth having him come in 

here. Please let me know if you are interested!available at any time on Friday and I will let him know whether or not to come by. Thanks! 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:04 PM 

Fainter, Stephen M <st~rmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

Joy - FW: FAC and a question 

Greetings gentlemen! 

Do either of you have this information I cml share with Bey Foster? 

Joy J. Renr!er, M.A., £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associa.:e Professor and /~irector 

Unk, ersit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel HHE 

School of Medicine 

CB #71240 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A SO uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei FIll[, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Ce[i 

919-965-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOilCE: This e-mall message, includh~g attachments, if any, is in,:ended only for the -person or enti,:y to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged mater[ai, Ar!y ---unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited, If you are no~ the intended rec[p[en[~ please cot!tact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~;[rlal message. 
Entail cerrespo~de~ce te and from this address may be sebject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

authorized state official (INCGS, oh. I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 

I=rom: Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:59 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FAC and a question 
Joy, 

I am writing to confirm the info circulating that there are only 98 black men in the freshman class that entered in August 2013. If that is true, how many are funded 

athletes and how many are unfunded athletes? Ideas of how to get that info? 

Beverly B. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall #I008 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 9~36-4.995 

FAX: 919 843-6212 

Emaik Bey Foster@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Wednesdav November 20 2013 1:14 PM 

Renner, Joy J q!oszRenner@med.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - FW: FAC and a question 

Joy, thank you. As you probably know, a few years ago the U.S. Department of Education changed its rules about how colleges and universities must collect and 

report information about race and ethnicity. Students are now asked two questions. The first is a yes!no question--in effect, Are you Hispanic!Latino!Latina? The 

second asks students to indicate their race(s). Students aren’t required to answer either question, and they may list as many races as they wish for the second 

question. 

For some federal reporting, when a student indicates more than one race, we’re required to count the student as "two or more races" and do not have the 

opportunity to indicate which races the student indicated. For example, under this reporting scheme, if a student indicates that he’s African American and 

American Indian, we’re required to report that the student is "two or more races," and we may not include the student in our number of African-American or 

American Indian students. 

Because this method has the effect of underreporting the races that students indicate, we sometimes provide a different view of the racial and ethnic makeup of 

the student body -- one that counts all of the races and ethnicities that students indicate. This method double- (or even triple-) counts some students who report 

more than one race or ethnicity. But it also provides a window into how students who listed themselves as more than one race or ethnicity identify themselves. 

All of this is by way of background. If we include only African-American men who identified themselves as African-American only, the class this year included 98 

students, down from 104 last year. 

If we include African-American men who identified themselves as one or more races in addition to African-American, the class included 124 students, down from 

128 last year. 

Either way the number is small, and I wish it were greater. And regardless, I don’t have information about the number among the 98 (or among the 124) who were 

funded student-athletes. Among special-talent student-athletes, 18 men identified themselves as African American. 

Steve 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:04 PM 

To: Farmer, Stephen M; IIle, Vince 

Subject: Joy - FW: FAC and a question 

Greetings gentlemen[ 

Do either of you have this information I can share wid~ Bey Foster? 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor imd Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondur;~nt H;~il 
321-A South Coiumbia St 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~I. h [.e_k 
Celi 

919-9 t:~3-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: Ibis e-mit[I messitge, i~cluding ;tttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materiiti. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please co~titct the sender by reply e-marl and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d mar be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~tbodzed state offieia~ {INCGS, Cbo I32)o Student educationa~ records are sub:~eet to FERPA° 

From: Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent" Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:59 PI 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: FAC and a question 
Joy, 

I am writing to confirm the info circulating that there are only 98 black men in the freshman class that entered in August 2013. If that is true, how many are funded 

athletes and how many are unfunded athletes? Ideas of how to get that info? 

Beverly g. FosLer, PhD RN 

Director Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall #I008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-4[-~35 

FAX: 9t9 843-6212 

E mail: ._B_..e_y_.F_0__s_t__e_E@.u__n_._c_:._e_cl_t~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:12 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% 
<eculle@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

[@email .unc.edtr% @emaJl.unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B 

Paul, 

I spoke wkh UNC DPS (Deborah Hawkins), Here is what we can do to maintain consistency with what we have communicated to schools and with other campus 

practices (Le, how the hospital handles parking hardships), 

[f someone contacts u~.; and claims a hardship relal~w:_~ to paving for bus parking, we can give them a permit at no cost to them, The deterrninat~on of hardship can 

b~:_~ at our discr~:_d:io~l. We wiJl tfu:_~r~ b~:_~ bilh-_~d ?/i prk:e for the permits we distribub-:~ in this mariner 

already has permits that can be used for this purpose. Please get one from her to send to this school. { Deborah told rne it is ok to go beyond the :[ ---3 

numbers we have, so long as we give her Lhe final count). 

tet’s handle this that way and make sure we communicate how many hardship requests we grant so we can communicate that back to DPS for proper billing. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From= Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

Rick 

Are there rely shuttles that I could direct the request below to? I’m not sure if there is a way to avoid the parking costs for them. Sounds like that could be ml issue. 

Thmllcs for your insights, 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Froin: "Gregory, Ronald" <rgregol-i@vcs.kl2.nc.us> 

Date: November 20, 2013 2:45:50 PM EST 

To: ’"ppo~ge@unc.edu’" <ppo~ge(d~unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: UNC Academic :MI Star Football Games 

Are there other options for school bus parking at this event? Our schools cannot pay $40.00 to park. In the original information, there was no mention of 

parking fees for parents or bus parking. 

Thanks. 

Ronald E. Gregow 

Superintendent 

Vance County, Schools 

From: Leanne Winner [.__m___a_!Lt__o_2_n___o_£_e_Ny_@eboardsolutions.com] 

Sent-" Tuesday, November 19, 2013 3:51 PM 
To-" Gregory, Ronald 
Subject~ UNC Academic All Star Football Games 

Dear Ron: 

Please pass the information below and attached on to the principals of the elementary schools in your district that decided to 
participate in the UNCAcademic All-Stars Program and have students attending either the Old Dominion or Duke football games. 

Principals, 

Thank you very much for your participation in the University of North Carolina’s Academic All-Stars Program! We are thrilled to be welcoming outstanding students 

from across the state of North Carolina to enjoy a special day with the Tar Heels as a reward for their great work. It would not be possible for us to do this for your 

Academic All-Stars and their guests without your help. Thank you very much for your assistance. 

For those schools whose Academic All-Stars will be attending the UNC vs. Old Dominion game on November 23, please be advised that the game will start at noon. 

The conference will announce the start time of the U NC vs. Duke game early this week. 

Game Day Events 

Pregame 

Tickets were mailed this week to the addresses provided with each RSVP. On the day of the game, we will have photograph opportunities for two hours before the 

game at Ehringhaus Fields. For Academic All-Stars attending the U NC vs. Old Dominion game on November 23, these photograph opportunities will be offered from 

9-:[:1_ AM. {We will determine the time during which this will take place at the Duke game when the conference announces the start time.) During this time, 



Academic All-Stars can take a picture with the Capital One Cup, National Championship trophies, mascots, cheerleaders, and an Academic All-Stars backdrop. 

From 9-11:30 AM before the Old Dominion game, Tar Heel Town will be open in the Kenan Amphitheater. This area features live music, food, bounce houses, and fun 

for fans of all ages. The football team also walks through this area two and half hours before kickoff. Academic All-Stars and their guests are encouraged to join other 

fans in cheering on the Tar Heels on their way into Kenan Stadium. (Tar Heel Town festivities will also take place before the Duke game at times determined 

immediately after the conference announces the start time of the game.) 

In-Game Recognition 

After the first quarter of the game, a video containing welcome messages from Chancellor Carol Folt and Coach Larry Fedora will be played. At that time, all 

Academic All-Stars in attendance will be asked to stand and receive an ovation from the crowd. We hope this in-game recognition of all Academic All-Stars as a group 

will be a nice symbol of support from all of the fans in Kenan Stadium. 

Postgame 

Lastly, we will make student-athletes from several teams available for autographs after the game. We hope Academic All-Stars will enjoy the chance to meet and 

greet some of the most accomplished student-athletes in the country! 

Parkinf~ 

Parking information was mailed with the tickets. Multiple lots are available to park for ten dollars and spots will be allocated on a first come, first served basis. 

Academic All-Stars and their guests are encouraged to arrive early. For those schools bringing Academic All-Stars and their guests on buses, parking will be available 

for 540 on Skipper Bowles Drive near the Dean Smith Center. 

All of us at the University of North Carolina are very excited to make this a fun day for your Academic All-Stars and their families. We have attached some additional 

information and answers to frequently asked questions for your review. While information was also sent with the tickets and certificates in the mail, we ask that you 

help us communicate this information to the families as well. We are looking forward to a great event for these well-deserving students and their guests! 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universib/of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

Sincerely, 

Leanne E. Winner 
Director of Governmental Relations 
NC School Boards Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 6:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Disney Leadership Alignment December 2-3 

Yes 

From; Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:30 PM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 

Subject: RE: Disney Leadership Alignment December 2-3 

Are we all to attend both meetings? Thanlcs, 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2023 9:27 AM 
To-" Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A4 Kirschner, Steve; Brown, Michelle; 

Subject" Disney Leadership Alignment December 2-3 
Good morning everyone, 

Our facilitator from the Disney Institute, BC Johnson, will be back in Chapel Hill on December 2nd and 3rd for our leadership alignment sessions. 

The schedule is: 

Monday, December 2nd - 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. - Pope Box 4th Floor 

Tuesday, December 3rd - 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. - Pope Box 4th Floor 

These very important meetings will set the tone and schedule for the remainder of our two-year engagement with Disney. 

Your attendance and participation is vital to this process and the future success of our department. 

Please let Rick or me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks and all the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

CMpel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 

Mobile 

Fax 919 962 6000 

/i.:i. :: ,i:r 4,: 12:’/:i :. ’ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:52 PM 

Town~ud, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Ille, Viuce <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: traJ3~fipt 

Jenn, 

Thanks for this information I am confused though. I thought               went to Findlay Prep in NV. This transcript has the student at 
his first, and only, year at            ? Do we know what courses he is taking this year? 

SorlT to be so COll[’used. Thanks for helping "unconfused" me. 

Barbara 

in Is this 

Barbara J Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-%6-3989 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Townsend, Jerm 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:09 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
SubJect: Rashad Vaughn transcript 

Here is the only transcript for 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

I can access I have not received any new grades, but I might have had an updated version on my computer that had his current classes on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:21 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissious.uuc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@uuc.edu> 

RE: traJ3~fipt 

Hi, Barbara: 

Yes, you are correct he is at Findlay Prep in Las Vegas. This is his first and only year there. 

The classes I have listed that he is taking this year are: 

His father is supposed to be sending his most recent progress report. 

Let me know if you have aW questions, 

Jenn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Polk, Barbara .To 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE:               transcript 

Jenn, 

]Thanks [’or this informatiun. I am confused thuugh I thought               went to Findlay Prep in NV This transcript has the student at 
his first, and un]y, year at             I)u we know what courses he is taking this year? 

Sorpi to be su confused. Thanks fur helping "unconfused" me. 

Barbara 

in     Is this 

Barbara J. Pulk 
Deputy Director 
Office uf Undergraduate Admissions 
University uf NoAh Carulina at Chapel Hil] 
Phone: 919-%6-3989 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:09 PM 
To: Pulk, Barbara Ju; [lie, Vince 
Subject:               transcript 

Here is the unly transcript fur 

Please let me l,muw ifyuu have any questiuns, 

Jenn 

! can access. I have nut recmved an?’ new grades, but I might have had an updated version on my computer that had his current classes on it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~’~aho o .com> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 9:13 AM 

T’shirt pi@ up 

Hello Tar Heel Pamilies, For those who preordered the parent tshirts, we had preorder total of 40 tshirts so it will $12.50 for each tshirt. Pick up will be 

at the palent tailgating location at University Bapfifft Churck 100 S. Columbia Ston Nov 23 & Nov 30 before the game. For tomorrow Nov 23rd, you 

will be looldng/asking for              by the caged bell in that lot from 8:30a- 1 la. You can pay cash or check. Make checks payable to THFPO for 

exact amount ordered. Any questions call or text      at 



Prouen Academic Success at UNC: 

UNC’s Graducrtion Success Rate for female student-~hletes 

is 93%, five points higher than the national average. This 

demonstrates our commitment to excellence in both 

academics & athletics. Go Heels!! 

Fall Cam.p With the Heels: 

Finished up our ~st two fall camps Sunday, Great 

group of eampers reeeived lots of time and attention 

from Tar Heel players & eoaehes, Look forward to 

more on November 17th, Register 

~s~,v,donnajpapasoftballeamps,eom 

<-i7,:]<~} ])<)ii?::~ iTS ~,~, }{iI~ }7",, <t: 

(~D. 5 i (,~g]] {.i i~ ii hz}i "7}] <= i 
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GUNG HO AWARD 

Our "Gung Ho" Award, in which we define as 

the efforts of one work in harmony to compli- 

ment the efforts of others. Last week’s winner 

senior, Ashley Bone, from Rocky Mountain, NC 

for motivating and improving her teammates in 

both the bullpen & the weight room. 

Gung Ho Bracelet modeled by Coach P 

i 
PLAYER OF THE WEEK 

: , earned Player of the Week 
aeeolades with her explosive offensive at the 

plate against USC & stellar defense in 
eenterfield. 



FroiFl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, November l, 2013 4:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: 

Yes, it is appropriate to share so that they know all the situations. Having said that, 1 am not certain that there will be much support for this particular situation. The 

first question would be, since this was foreseeable, if he could have the procedure done at another time so that he doesn’t miss class. In the Bulletin, it states that 

the student should request in writing in adw~nc,:_~ and could appeal to the profl:_~ssor’s academic supervisor. Th,:_m, a professor can haw? a policy with resp~-_~ct on how 

they haedh:_~ missed work. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: FW: 

Is this the type of issue we should share with Lissa since she is our FAR? AI~, a good example tbr FAC and the Provost group. Thanks. 

From: Trulock, Scott 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 2:14 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Beatb/, Greg; Ciocca, Mario F 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter; Ille, Vince; Fedora, H. Larry; Oliaro, Scott M 
Subject: RE: 

Les & Gn:_~g, thank’; h:~r your reply. I realize you are not the on*:_r; dictating this issue .iu;t h*-’_~lpin% to mediate with the professor. We are working on an alternate 

dine, and ,,,viii fotlow up it: we are able to get something scheduled. Just doesn’t seem appropriate that a pro[:essor could deny ANY student the opportunity to 

make up work if they missed class for a needed medical procedure. 

Scott T 

From: Myers, Leslie 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Beatty, Greg; Ciocca, Mario F 
¢c: Williams, Andre: Rr~ Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: 
Sorry, f dorft think we m academics are trying to say the profe;sor shoukticouh~ dice:ate medical atb:_mti.:_~n, )~st trying to pus’.; the information on to the group tha~: 

was expressed to     :torn the professor (and in turn frorn    to Greg). He has a graded, in class essay in his Portuguese class that the prot:essor said he needs to 

be there to take and not fall behind. It’s a class he has an approximate C in the class currently, so he doesn’t have a whole lot of room to miss any big assignments. 

The class ends at :[2:50pm that day, so he would be fine for anything after thaL If there is not a way for    to have his      taken care of at any other time, we 

could work with him to try to arrange something with the professor, but she could decide to not allow him a make-up time. 

[.es 

From: Trulock, Scott 

Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 12:43 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Ciocca, Mario F 

Cc: Myers, Leslie; Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: Re 

Mario, please share your thoughts as well. 

Greg,    has a              that could become infected if not treated properly. Why is a professor able to dictate medical needs? 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 12:23 PM, "Beatty, Greg" <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

just reported back saying his teacher wants him in class on Monday, so the procedure will have to be rescheduled. Sorry for the late notice. 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 3:16 PM, "Beatty, Greg" <gp____b__e___a__t__t__y@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No. H~-_~ did not come to his one scheduled meeting for today and I have not h~-_~ard back from him, 

From: Trulock, Scott 

Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:54 PM 

To: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie 

Cc: Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: RE: 

Aey updab:_~ on the academic situation? 

From: Beatty, Greg 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 10:28 AM 
To: Trulock, Scott; Myers, Leslie 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 
Subject: RE: 

has an in-class essay assignment for his 12:00 Portuguese class on the 4uL He is going to speak with his instructor today about what 

his options are for completing that at Nternate time. 

(,;regory Bea~ I Academic C.:_~unselor-- Foot:ball 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Louderrnilk Center’ for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919)84.3-5669 

C          I F (919) 962-8247 



gpbeatty@email.unc.edu 

From: Trulock, Scott 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:28 AM 

To: Myers, Leslie; Beatty, Greg 

Cc: Williams, Andre; Ross, Luke; Brewer, Gunter S; Holliday, Corey L; Jean-Baptiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: 

on Monday, November 4th at 10:30 am. He will most likely miss his classes following the 

procedure. We will advise him to contact his professors to make arrangements ahead of time to prepare for the missed class time. 

Please ’reply to all’ if you have any further thoughts. 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

Coordinator of Sports Medicine for Kenan Stadium 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 

<imageOOl.gif> 

Confidentiality Notice 
This e-marl, including any attachments, may contain information from the University of North Carolina Sports Medicine Department which may be confidential or privileged. The 

information is intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. I[ you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the 

contents o[ this h~[ormation is prohibited. If you have received this e-marl in error, please notify the sender immediately by a "reply to sender only" message and destroy all electronic and 

hard copies of the communication, including attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shackelford. Brian <Brian.Shackelford@HendrickAuto.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 11:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Drake, Adam <Adam.Drake@ttendrickAuto.com> 

RE: Vehicle Use/Form 

We have some, just not many There are U2",IC fans at our Chapel Hill store though of course! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vmce [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 11:04 AM 
To: Shackelford, Brian 
Cc: Drake, Adam 
Subject: RE: Vehicle Use/Form 

Are there NO UNC FANS at Hendrick?! rm apparently duing a pour job of recruiting uver there. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shackelfurd, Brian [mailto:Brian Shackelfurd(@HendrickAuto.cum] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:53 AM 
Tu: Ille, Vmce 
Cc: Drake, Adam; York, Aarun 
Subject: Re: Vehicle Use/Form 

You have to be careful, Adam is a Duke fan! 

Thanks and we will get you what you need. 

Brian 

Sent ffum my iPhune 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 9:30 AM, "I]le, Vince" <ille@unc. edu<mai ltu:ille!@unc, edu>> wrute: 

Brian, 

Thanks for the referral tu Adam I hupe yuu guys beat Duke Saturday and we can all have a reason to be happy again! 

Please just let me know whatever I need to do for you guys regarding the documentation. Mine is due to our business office tomorrow. Again, I really appreciate the help and all the great 
service you guys have provided us. 

Vince 

From: Shackelford, Brian [raailto:Brian.Shackelford(@,HendrickAuto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday-, November 05, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Drake, Adam 
Cc: York, Aaron 
Subject: RE: Vehicle Use/Foml 

Vince I’m not going to assist you because I am an NC State fan and I’m still stinging from the defeat this weekend! 

Just kidding, but I am going to send this to Adam Drake, he is the Office Manager that runs the Dodge store and this will be a good way to introduce you two since I believe Adam may 
need an item or two from you as well. It’s forms that we are required to have on out end as well, and I’m sure Adam will be happy to get the irfformation that you need. 

Thanks for taking care of the vehicle and supporting the Cary Auto Mall. If there is ever anything I can do for you, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Thanks 

Brian 

Brian Shackel%rd, CPA i Controller 
Cary Auto Mall 
Direct 919-466-6729 
Cell 
Fax 919-466-6789 

Brian Shackeltbrd@HendrickAuto.com<mailto:Brian. Sha ckelford@HendrickAuto corn> 

From: Ille, Vmce [mailto:ille@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:06 AM 
To: Shackelford, Brian 
Cc: York, Aaron 
Sul~iect: Vehicle Use/Form 

Brian, 

I have been driving the 2012 Dodge Durango that Tomlny Laakso and you guys provided me since December 2012. It has been great and I really appreciate the help, service and your 
dealership’s support of our department. 

Each year we must complete and file documentation that is required for the proper accounting of the vehicle for tax purposes. Attached is a copy of a form required by the UJ~x,’C business 
office I have completed this fo1Tll based upon my records. Can you please print and sign the attached form, fill in the enti2,’ for the "fair market value" of the vehicle when it was provided me, 
sign the form, then return it to me? You can return by scan and email or you can fax the signed copy to (919) 962-6002 

Thanks again for supporting U’xIC Athletics If you have an?- questions, please feel free to call me. I appreciate your help very much 



Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4531 
il le@unc, edu<mailto:iN e(~ uric edu> 

<image001 jpg> 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 1:38 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

recruiting process DRAFT 

Vince alld Michelhi, Could you take a look at tiffs draft and give nle your thoughts? 

MaW thanks, 

Debbi 

Student-Athletes Academic Processes 

UniversiD, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

DRAFT 11/5/13 

1 1 NCAA Guidelines 

http://w~wv ncaa ~‘g/wps/wcm/c~nnectjpub~ic/NCAA/E~igibi~itv/Bec~rmlg+E~igibhi/Recrniting 

Coaches begin recpaiting student-athletes as soon as it is allowed by the N CAA 

http~//www.n~aa. ~ra/w~s/wcn~m~ect/pub~ic/NCAA/Res~m‘ces/Rec~a~tin~+Ca~endal~s/ 

1 2 Coaches 

The coaching staff of all 28 intercollegiate teams at UNC will tell you that reciqJitlnent is tile most inlportant activity, that they undertake The goal of recnffting is to bring in the nlost talented student-athletes 

who cart win in athletic competition and also successfully earn their UNC degrees. Evaluation of prospective studelLt-athletes begins earlier evmT year, that is, years ago if a coach recnffted studmlt-athletes at 

the begilming of thdr senior year in high school, these t!re coach is recruiting students at t!le baginning of their sophonlore year Each year of recraiting involves whittling down the avallabhi pool of student- 

athletes based on a combination of their athletic sldlls and academic ability. 

Early in tile recruiting process, UNC coaches comtmnffcate -oAth the individuals who influence the college choice decisions of prospec~dve staldent-athletes mid their lZanfflies. For football and basketball, these 

influencing individuals are tile high school coaches, although high school basketball players also participate in to~mlament play with tile Amatem- Athletic Union or Elite Sports Network. For nlost other 

sports, tile influencing individuals are the coaches of dub and travel teams (e.g., soccer, lacrosse, swimming and tennis). According to NCAA rifles, UNC coaches may not conlmlmicate directly with a shident- 

athlete and hi s/her lZanffly until the end of the staldent’s jlmior year at which tinle the staldent nlay complete a Recruiting Questionnaire mid rettml it to the coach. A prospective shldent-athlete may make an 

unofficial visit to UNC at their own expense. A prospective shident-athlete nlay make all official visit to UNC, dining which UNC pays for their travel expenses, only after UNC has received their test scores 

and high school grades (NCAA Core GPA) 

There m-e no NCAA-imposed budget caps on recruiting UNC’s Department of Athletics sets a budget all annual budget for each team These budgets can be snpplealented by the Ranis Club or by fundralsing 

by indivi&m] coaches. At UNC, tiffs individual fundralsing goes into a coach’s "special account." 

Recmitnlent takes a great deal of the coaches’ time, budget and resom-ces. Given the limited mtnlber of avallabhi a&nissi on slots (160), coupled with tile rigorous admission standards applied to out-of-state 

applicants, tile most important piece of reaTfitment is managing those ] 60 openings. 

1.3 ASPSA and Recruiting 

Some teams have large groups of recnffts conic to canlpus together and the ASPSA nleets with tile groups to share infoi~nation about tile academic resom-ces that tile)’ provide. For nlost sports, ASPSA 

Academic Comlsdors meet with reaTfits individually. These visits take place thi-oughout tile year, during weekday, weeMffghts and weekends. The plN)ose of these visits is to provide infoI~nation about tile 

sei"cices and facilities that A SPSA provides to s~mdent-athletes Another purpose of these nleetings is to provide the Academic Comlsehirs time with recnfits. They call qualitatively assess the abili .ty of a 

student-athhite to succeed at UNC and share tiffs infot~nation with coaches. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November S, 2013 l:SS PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Reports: ASU’s Steve Patterson accepts offer to become athletic director at Texas 

Reports: ASU’s Steve Patterson accepts offer to become 

athletic director at Texas 

¥ Jeff Metcalfe 

Multiple reports from Texas say Arizona State Vice President for Athletics Steve Patterson has accepted an offer to become the University of Texas’ athletic 

director. 

The Texas Rivals vve~ ~it÷ 

D 
Orangebloods and the Austin American-Statesman reported Tuesday that Patterson has agreed to replace retiring DeLoss Dodds. There was no immediate 

comment on the reports from ASU. 

Dodds became Texas’ athletic director in 1981 when Patterson was in law school after earning his undergraduate degree at Texas. Patterson also attended 

law school at Texas and worked for several professional~er~:~ 

D 
franchises in Houston before coming to ASU, first as athletics Chief Operating Officer in July 2011. 

Patterson, 55, replaced Lisa Love as ASU athletic director in March 2012 and recently received a contract extension through June 2018. Under the extension 

his annual base salary increased from $365,000 to $450,000. Sports Illustrated reported that Patterson will receive a multiyear deal starting around $1.4 

million per year. 

He is the third athletic director to leave ASU for a high profile job at another school following Kevin White to Notre Dame in 2000 and Gene Smith to Ohio State 

in 2005. 

Texas has an annual athletic budget of $163 million, approximately $100 million more than ASU. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Frolrl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:50 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P 

RE: DTH article 

.- Michelle Brown (head of the Academic Support Program t:or Student-.Athletes) or’ Vince Ilte (Athletics} rnay be able to provide you more concrete 

information about our online course policy and experience tha~ can I, 

t{ssa 

Frcm~ 
Sent: Wednesday, IO: 20 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= DTH article 
Lissa, I’m working on a Daily Tin Heel article relating to athletes and online courses. If you have the time, I would appreciate the chrome to talk to you today and clarify 

a few details. 
The article is, in a way, a response to this (http://chmnicle con~/blog~plm~er~’ncaa-board-asks- for-review- of-online-cl&~ses- f°r-a{hletesi33845) news that the NCAA 
may examine how athletes are allowed to take online courses. We want to see how this applies at UNC - how maW athletes are enrolled in online classes, and so on. 

Unfortunately, rm in classes until noon, but I’ll be available mos~t of the afternoon. Please let me know. 

Thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: DTH axficle 

Thanks, Vince. I have some time between 2:I0 and 4:00. If you have a moment then, you can call me at my office--962-7056. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 20:[3 :[:[::[7 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: DTH article 

Sorry I missed yon after ?’our meeting here. Maybe we can catch up later today. Thanks. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesdav :tO: 50 AM 
To: 
Cc: Brown, Michelle; Iile, Vince 
Subiect: RE: DTH article 
Hi     - Michelle grown (head of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes) or Vince llle (Athletics) may be able to provide you more concrete 

information about our online course policy and experience than can I, 

Lissa 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, :[0:20 AlVl 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: DTH article 

Lissa, I’m working on a Daily Tat" Heel article relating to athletes and online courses. If you have the time, I would appreciate the chmlce to talk to you today and clarify 

a few details. 

The afiicle is, in a way, a response to this (~L~.t.~.]:~.c..~.Lm~!~.[c..~..e.:.c~.5..n../..~2~..9g.s..[~!~.LYe.r.~.r1%a~b~g~Za~sks~I~?£7J~e2ie~y2~)9!~[i11e~.@~se.s7.[i?L~at.h1e1e.~.~3..3.8~4~5..) news that the NCAA 

may examine how athletes axe allowed to take online courses. We want to see how this applies at UNC - how many athletes are eraoiled in online classes, mid so on. 

Unfortunateb, rm in classes until noon, but I’ll be available mosl of the afternoon. Please let me know. 

Thanks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, : 1:35 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <ath~allo(~unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Dalgleish, Joyce L 

<joyced@unc.e&~y; ~email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.e&P 

This afternoon 

I’ve closed the door to my office to work on dictation for Bubba since I haven’t had much luck working on it this morning. Please come in if you need me. Bubba is 

out of the office for the remainder of the day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton(~unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domina, Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 1:41 PM 

Carolina Softball weekly newsletter 

Weekly Email 11.05.13.pdf 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Dave <Dave.Brown@espu.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 8:11 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>: ~me.com 

2016/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Rick and Vince, 

Good morning! 

Here are the teams that are possibilities to come to Chapel Hill in 2016 with a return in 2017. 

2016/17 
Oklahoma -they can go on the road but I think this will be a tougher game that what they would like with Ohio State on their 16/17 schedule 

Missouri -they have something pending with Purdue for ’17/’18 

Rutgers -they are really looking for two guarantee games in ’16/’17 

Indiana -worth calling them -they were looking to move one of their home games off in ’16 and they could use a BCS game at home in 2017 

Utah -need to check with them 

Central Florida 

Cincinnati 

BYU 

2017/18 - On the Road in 17 - Home in 2018 (@ECU in 18) 

BYU 

Mississippi State 

Cal 

Oklahoma - we can try them for these years as well - really a question of playing you guys and Ohio State and UCLA in the same year 

Vandy 

Indiana -definitely call them on this-can make it work with no moves 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

I will give you a call to discuss. 

Best Regards, Dave 

Dave Brown 

VP, Programming 

(512) 994-3701 (o) 

c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Dave <Dave.Brown@espn.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 9:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: 2016/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Vince --any time. 

Let me know what works here. Dave 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 8:22 AN 

To: Brown, Dave 
C¢: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: 2016/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Great intbrma’don! Thanks Dave. We are meeting today to discuss scheduling and fl~is is very helpful. 

From: Brown, Dave [mailto:Dave.Brown(~espn.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 8:11 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 

Co: Ille, Vince;             ~_Ln___e_:__c_9___m_. 
Subject: 2016/17 and 2017/18 Home and Home options 

Rick and Vince, 

Good morning! 

Here are the teams that are possibilities to come to Chapel Hill in 2016 with a return in 2017. 

2016117 
Oklahoma -they can go on the road but I think this will be a tougher game that what they would like with Ohio State on their 16/17 schedule 

Missouri -they have something pending with Purdue for ’17/’18 

Rutgers -they are really looking for two guarantee games in ’16/’17 

Indiana -worth calling them -they were looking to move one of their home games off in ’16 and they could use a BCS game at home in 2017 

Utah -need to check with them 

Central Florida 

Cincinnati 

BYU 

20171’18 - On the Road in 17 - Home in 2018 (@ECU in 18) 

BYU 

Mississippi State 

Cal 

Oklahoma - we can try them for these years as well - really a question of playing you guys and Ohio State and UCLA in the same year 

Vandy 

Indiana -definitely call them on this-can make it work with no moves 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

I will give you a call to discuss. 

Best Regards, Dave 

Dave Brown 

VP, Programming 

(512) 994-3701 (o) 

Ic) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 9:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: ticket policy questions 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2013 at 9:18:21 AM EST 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mwmgeld@emafl.unc.edu> 

Ce: "CreeclL Karlton W" <kcreech(i~unc~du>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppoggef;unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ticket policy questions 

I received the blue cards. How fax in advance of a game do I need to get them to compliance’? What do we do if we have a last-minute or game-day 

request that we have tickets for and would authorize? That happens on a fairly frequent basis. Is there a process to account for that? 

I have two people that we give tickets to for each home game (in essence, they are season tickets). May they get all the games at once or do they have to 

pick them up at each game? Obviously it would be preferable to do that all at one time. They are for Adam Lucas and Jeff Lanter for work they have 

done aud do for us. 

Some of the tickets axe for media who are working that game and I have placed them in seats as overtlow. May I get those tickets in advance on game 

day m~d distribute to those media for those gmnes? Or do they have to go to Gate D to pick up as well? 

I think that is dtl I have right now. thanks 

Steve Kirsclmer 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Vangelder>, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, November 6, 2013 5:40 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ticket policy questions 

Hi Steve--- 

"]’hanks h:~r the email, 

I put some game--by-game complirnentary admissions cards in the mail for your use. On an as needed basis., complete them for all recipients and 

include seat locations (if you have a preference). The requests will be [:illed by the Ticke[ Office after’ Athletics Compliance reviews and signs the 

requests t:rorn an NCAA rules perspective. 

Tickets will be available for pick-up at Gate D on game-day. Recipients will need to show ID and sign the request card. Once signed in, they will 

receiw? a stubbed ~:icket and can enter the building, 

Let me know what questions you may l’Hsve that are specific to your needs, 

Thanks. 

Marietle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University .:Dr North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 962.-60",92 

mvange!der@unc.edu 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, November 08, 2013 3:30 PH 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" ticket policy questions 
I read the ticket policy manual. Very comprehensive, nicely done. 

I had some questions and met with Tim Sabo to discuss them but he was unsure of the answers and suggested I contact you. When can we meet to discuss as we 

have a basketball game in two days and I have some immediate questions that need to be answered? Nothing major, but they are time sensitive. 



Just let me know what works for you. Thanks. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc edu 

GoNeels.com 

::i:i:i.lil. i:. :::::i:.: i: i:i:ii :i::i::ii ii~::i ::::ii~:i. "i’ii::::i.:iiih: ======================== 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Allen, Denise Q <quaJlsal@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 9:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu> 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edtr~; Orth, Zach <orth@emml.unc.edw~ 

FYI - Yoni Cohen (Individual)- Re: Men’s Basketball Game Contracts 

FYI -Yoni Cohen - (individual) has requested (see attached) the following: 
¯ Men’s Basketball Game Contracts 

Vince,/Paul: we are currently looking into this request and will be back in touch 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Otl~ee of’ University Counsel 

The Ulfivel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(a)unc.edu 

From: Public Records 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: ’yoni@secondhalfscheduling.com’ 
C¢: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 11.6.2013) 

Dear Mr. Cohen, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request dated November 6, 2013 (sent to the Public Record Inbox via e-mail). A copy is included below for reference. 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:i/policies.u nc.ed u/policies/public-.records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q: Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

.D_ e_n_i_s_e=A 11 e n ~ u_!!c, e d_ u_ 
From:            ~_qma!l.com [mailto:             ~cjmail~com] On Behalf Of YoN Cohen 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 7:42 PN 
To: Public Records 
Subject: Public Records Request -- Men’s Basketball Game Contracts 
Thank you in advance for reapondin9 to my request for information below. I have also attached a copy of my request to this email. 

Written Re~luest for Public Information 
Requestor 

Mr. Yoni Cohen, 

~grnail.com 

November 6, 2013 
Attention: Pnblic Records OflScer 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Ha.ll, Campns Box 9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, Noflh Carolina 27599-9105 
Dear Public Records CVficer - 
I am writing to request records under NorLh Carolina’s Public Records Act. Please provide a copy of all contracts mid written athletic agreements in force (i.e. signed or 
fhlly executed) between the University &North Carolina (Chapel Hill) (Athletic Department) mid other Colleges/Universities (Athletic Departments) or Entities (e.g. the 
Naismith Memorial Basketball ttall of Fmne, Mohegan Sun and ESPN) for non-conference men’s basketball gaanes scheduled to be played during the 2013-2014 season or 
the 2014-2015 season. 
I~flor each athletic agreement a single page (e.g. a cover page) includes the following information, then I request only for a copy of that page; I do not request 
the entire contract. However, if the following information is not available on a single page, please provide the entire contract. 

Teams Participating [e.g. the Universib, of North Cm’olina (Chapel Hill) & Belmont Univel~ity] 
Game Date(s) [e.g. 11/17/13] 

Game Location(s) [e.g. Chapel tlill, NC] 
Pa)~neuts (if any) [e.g. (hypothetical) $95,000] 

Game(s) Scheduled [Single Game or Multiple Gmnes (e.g. Home-and Home Series involving a Return Game)] 
If possible, please email all records tc ?/)?_ynail.com. If not, please mail all records to: 

Yoni Cohen 

Thmlk you in advance. 
Sincerely, 



Yoni Cohen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emall.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:29 AM 

Bnmner, John F qlohn Brunne@unc.edtr~ 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Carolina Dleams - Football vs UVA 

Carolina Dreams Itinerau.pdf 

Hey John, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I know it will be a busy weekend for operations. So just want to share the itinerary of this Saturday’s Carolina Dreams event with you. You can see it in the 

attachment. We recruited four families, 20 people in total, from the NC Children’s Hospital. I already reserved tickets and parking passes from ticket office. And 

UNC Baseball team will host the event for Dreams. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Have a great day! 

Best, 



UNC vs OVA Homecoming Football Game 

AND 

UNC Men’s Lacrosse Vs. Cancer Event 

Novembe ° 9;, 2013 

...... VS. CANCER ::~::::~:~:ii~ ::~:::~ii~::~ 

.............................. FOUNDATION 

9:45 - Arrival at Ram’s Head Parking Deck 

There will be UNC Baseball players on Ridge Road at the entrance of the parking deck to 

greet you with your parking passes and escort you to Ram’s Head Plaza above the 

parking deck. Please call any of us if you have any questions about directions or parking. 

10:00 - l:[:00 Meet the UNC Men’s Lacrosse players and watch them shave their heads for 

the Vs, Cancer Society 

The Men’s Lacrosse Team has already raised over $20,000 in the past month through 

donations for the Vs. Cancer organization. All of the proceeds from the donations thus 

far as well as any other donations will go the UNC Children’s Hospital. 

1:2:00-:12:30- Meal at the Baseball Stadium 

Walkwith the UNC Baseball players from Rams Head Plaza to the Baseball stadium 

where there will be bagels and time to hang out with the players! 

:[:1:30- :12:00 - Tour the Baseball team Jocker room and other facilities 

Get a behind the scenes look at the locker room of the UNC baseball team[ 

:[2:00 - 12:15 -Take your seats for the game[ 

Walk back to Kenan Football Stadium with the UNC Baseball players and find your seats 

for the game[ 

If you have any questions please contact one of us: 

Malia Cali: 

Benton Moss: 

Paige Hanson: 

Allen Champagne: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brunner, John F -<Iohn Brunner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, i                11:57 AM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edu~’- 

RE: Carolina Dreams -        Football vs UVA 

Thanks for the heads up. This will be very helpful for our staff to help give all the Carolina Dreams Folks a great experience! 

John 

Frol~: 

Sent: Thursday, .t1:29 AM 

To: Brunner, John F 

Cc: Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Carolina Dreams - Football vs UVA 

Hey John, 

Hope you are doing well. 
I know it will be a busy weekend for operations. So just want to share the itinerary of this Saturday’s Carolina Dreams event with you. You can see it in the 

attachment. We recruited four families, 20 people in total, from the NC Children’s Hospital. I already reserved tickets and parking passes from ticket office. And 

UNC Baseball team will host the event for Dreams. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Have a great day! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brunner, John F -~ohn Brunner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:00 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Dreams - Football vs UVA 

liust want to make sure that you have their tickets covered (do you know where their seats are) and have you made a request for this group to be recognized via 

[:he Public Add~’ess? 

Johrl 

From: 
Sent" Thursday, 11:29 AN 

To: Brunner, John F 
l:::c: Lane, Cricket; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Carolina Dreams - i Football vs UVA 

Hey John, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I know it will be a busy weekend for operations. So just want to share the itinerary of this Saturday’s Carolina Dreams event with you. You can see it in the 

attachment. We recruited four families, 20 people in total, from the NC Children’s Hospital. I already reserved tickets and parking passes from ticket office. And 

UNC Baseball team will host the event for Dreams. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Have a great day! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Time for.M...fl~e Annual 2rid Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot Luck Luncheon’.! 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 AN 
To: Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy 13.; Pogge, Paul; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Culler, Ellen 13; Brunner, John F; Beale, Michael; Creech, Karlton W; Plunkett, Mary Rob; 
Lancaster, Elizabeth; Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Livers, Tom; Suits, Christy H.; Perry, Clara 
A; King, J. Angela; Griggs, Kathy; Tucker, Tony; Stewart, Robert House; Smith, Samuel Clark; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Sabo, Tim; Touloupas, 
Mary Alyson; Steinberg, Jason 
Subject: Time for.....the Annual 2nd Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot Luck Luncheon!! 

With Fall in the air, what a great reminder to start planning our annual 2nd Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot-luck luncheon!! 

It’s the perfect time to eNoy awesome food, lots of fun & laughter, giving of thanks, food, more laughter, Ibod, food and more tbod! ’.! 

So mark you calendars, get your creative culinaxy juices flowing and let me know what you 

plan to bring so we don’t have tons of duplicate dishes!! 

WHEN: Friday, 

TIME: 11:30 gathering and turkey carving time 

WHERE: Rams Club Board Room on the 1st Floor 

Can’t wait for the festivities to begin’.! 

Joyce 

P.SM If anyone was inadvertently omitted from the recipients list, please let me know and share this 

with them....my apologies in advance!’.! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <~tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 5:05 PM 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA <joseph tkier~miii@ml.com>; Paul, Sampson L qspaul@unc.edu-~; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Balch, Jonathan E (GE Capital) <jonathan.balch@ge.com> 

RE: Friday Meeting 

Guys --.thanks for putting this all together. Unl:orLunately, Fm Lied up Friday with folks coming in [:rom out o[: Lawn, so I can’t be at the meedng, but I’d love La help 

on this. And Sam ---if I’m not in the way, I’d be happy to stop by the house for the event Saturday after the game. If ~iou’d rather keep it to just the guys, I’m great 

with that too. Truly not trying to insert myself, 

.Just: h:_d: me kr~ow. 

Best, 

Tim 

*Please note--My email has changed to tim~ramsclub.com 

Timothy D, Smith 

D it ector of Ca p i~:al Cam paigns I U N C £a ms (::lub 

P.O. Box 244(-;, Chapel Hill, NC 2751.5 

O: 919.843.6448 [ M:             ] F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I _w____w____w__=r__a____m___s___c_J__u__b__=_c__o____m__. 

From: Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA [mailto:joseph_friersonfii@ml.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp 
Cc: Vince Ille; Tim Smith; Balch, Jonathan E (GE Capital) 
Subject: Friday Meeting 

Hey guys, 

Jon and I wanted to give you a heads up on some of the things we prepared for our meeting on Friday at 9pm. If you will please take a moment to look 

through the material beforehand, it will make our meeting more productive. 

Sam and Tripp, this is your rodeo so, by all means, if we have missed something, please feel free to add it to the agenda. 

After looking at what UGA Tennis, UGA Golf and UNC Baseball offer, we came up with a rough draft brochure for the UNC Tennis Foundation. There 

will be some language/pictures to amend but we have attempted to identify a message that we can promote that is in a format that is appealing. 

Brochure attached is a tri-fold format. 

The Lettermen Letter will accompany the Brochure to our lettermen. We want to appeal to the prideful affinity most lettermen will have for Carolina 

Tennis. We have also developed something similar for supporters/fans of the program who are not lettermen. It reads very similar. 

We have a lot on the agenda (and may not get to all) but we would like to come out of this meeting with plans for the following: 

. Organization - name, Special Account functioning, Council composition, Tim’s suggestions 

. Database - plan to build an accurate database of lettermen and supporters for an early 2o14 launch 

. Program Needs - where can we support your budget, what does the facility need, Vinee’s ideas 

Look forward to seeing you all in a few days. 

doe 
Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office- 7o6.552.21 o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.21L4113 

Fax- 7o6.621.4912 

This message, and any attachmems, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 

important temps and conditions available at htlp://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildi~lainrer. If you are not "the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

}yahoo.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 6:40 PM 

IMPT In[’o Update POST GAME GRIDIRON GRILL N CttlLL, Nov 9 

Hello Tar Heel Families, 

PREGAM E PREPAID PARKERS at University Baptist Church, remember to enter on the COLUMBIA ST entrance and tell any of your 
guests who may have bought ONE DAY passes for the same. NOTE: The church opened up a FEW MORE SPOTS for us. If you 
want/need one email Dawn at dawncwomack@gmail.com 
POST GAME GRIDIRON GRILL N CHILL It’s a potluck, YUMMY!!! Remember to bring some meats to grill, a side dish to pass, your 
own beverages and be ready to chill with the Tar Heel Family folks. THFPO providing paper products i.e. utensils, napkins, cups and 
trash bags. The church likes our group! We want to keep it that way. We ask folks to be respectful of the space and clean up their own 
trash. 

Have any questions? You may also call or text 

See you all Saturday! GO HEELS! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu;, 

Friday, November 8, 2013 1:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Outreach Project 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ ~live.tmc.e&t> 

Date: 12:13:51 PM EST 

To: "I ane, Cricket" <cricket@unc edu>, "Papa, Donna" <clip@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Outreach Project 

Hey Cricket, 

After going to Miracle League last weekend as a team and seeing the joy that our team brought so many children and their families, I came up 

with an idea to integrate this outreach into our season, I think it would be awesome to start a partnership with Miracle League and host a 

child and their family for each ACC home series this season. We could have breakfast with them before our game on Sunday and get to hang 

out with them for a little and have them throw out the first pitch. I also think we could get other teams involved and have them come down on 

Sunday and play with them while we are warming up before the game. Another idea is to go to Miracle League fields on away trips if our 

schedule allows or reaching out to other ACC teams outreach programs and joining with them on away trips in their outreaches. I am willing to 

put in the work to make this happen and contact schools, Miracle Leauge, etc.            is just as passionate about this outreach and 

wants to help too. I would love to get your approval and help with the project as well. I have a ton of big ideas I want to share with you and 

Coach P. I know you are very busy but I was wondering if you are available sometime next week so I can present these to you? Please let me 

know. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jefijanssen.com> 

Saturday, November 9, 2013 8:56 AIM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email. unc.edu> 

Julie Domina < ~jeflja~s~n.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Football & Men’s Basketball Tickets 

He?- Tim, 

Just wanted to touch base about the men’s basketball tickets. Please 
send me whatever documentation I might need to sign to receive them 
as part of my Leadership Academy contract and I can drop it by on 
Monday 

It might be best to change the address on account as I believe it 
still goes to John Blanchard, who is obviously no longer with the 
dept. The info can either be sent directly to me a 

where I can get it and act on it m a timely 
manner. Or if you need a campus address, please send it to Julie 
Domina, or Vince if he is agreeable to it. 

Thanks f’or your help and Go Heels! 

Jeff 

>Jeff, 
> 

>Thanks J2~r the info. These are ready now if you want to stop by. Thanks 
> 
>Tim 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:ieff(~)ieffianssen.com] 
>Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 2:04 PM 
>To: Sabo, Tim 
>Cc: Ille, Vince 
>SubJect: Football & Men’s Basketball Tickets 
> 
>Hey- Tim, 
> 

>Julie Domina said I should cmail you about football tickets. As part 
>of my contract with the Leadership Academy, I have received 2 
>tickets for football and men’s basketball games over the past nine 
>years. The contract was renewed again this year as it has in tile 
>past so I am anticipating continuing to receive the two tickets as 
>is listed in the contract. 
> 

>I have copied Vince Ille on this as well so please feel free to 
>check with him if you have any questions. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>1-888-721 -TEAM 
> 

>Team up with student-atillete leaders from across tile countlT to make 
>a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://www.salsc.org 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 12:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: UNC Softball-Miracle League Venture 

Keeping you in the loop 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:~      ,                      ,~live.unc.edu> 

Date: November 9, 2013, 9:34:21 PM EST 

To: "direck~bmiracleleagueofthetria~gle.com" <director@miracleleagueoflhetfiangle.com>, "leaguemanager@miracleleagueottJlelriaJlgle.com" 

<lea~uemaJla~eUc~miraclelea~ueo/ihetrian~le.com> 

Ce:                        ~live.unc.edu>, "Papa, Donna J" <djp@nnc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket,~,unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC Softball-Miracle League Venture 

League 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 3:24 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- Sports Marketing <uncaa sportsmarketing@groups.unc.edu>; 

) % 
¯ . #, g UNCAA-New Media <uncaa newmedi@groups.unc.edw~; UNCAA-Commnnicatk ns uncaa commumcatlons,~=roups.unc.edu>; 

UNCAA- Senior Staff <uncaa ~niorstatt@groups.unc.edtr~ 

I:W: UNCiODU football game, Nov. 23 - Noon 

FYI 

From: Gary Sobba [mailto:gsobba@tarheelsports.com] 
Sent-" Monday, November 12, 2013 3:19 PM 
To: Tom Boman; Felicia Moore; Katie Weinberg Davis; Angell, Jones; Dave Nathan @gmail.com); Waiter Storholt 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, Steve; Brian French; Burt Jenkins; Casandra Webb; i Matt Wrynn; Missy Dike; Seth Reeves 
Subject-" FW: UNC/ODU football game, Nov. 23 - Noon 

With the announcement of the football game th-ne, we have a direct fb!bb conflict on Saturday, November 23~ Obviously this was not the news we were looking 

[or or expecting, Here are my recommemtations for how we handle the overlap: 

1, Football will be live.,.norma[ broadcast with Waiter’ subbing t:or Dave, 

2. Walter will host Countdown to Kick--off from Finley beginning at :10 AM and the post--garne show from R&R Grill, Jones will handle Dave’s bood~ 

responsibilities. 

3. Tape delay of basketball game for a 7:30 PM tip (6 PM - Countdown to tip-off begina)._weql need to let affiliates know aaap. Dave yOU’ll need to be on air 

for all 90 minutes including ~:he pre-garne (perhaps you tape ~:he Countdown to tip off show so you won’t need o’,<ygen come game time!). 

4. S~:ream both [ootball and basl~etball live on the inl:ernet, ,Katie, any issues here? 

5, Can Jeft: CiLy provide scoreboard update to Dave/Eric on Saturday,_ is Lhat even important since we’re tape delaying the game? 

6, Jones will host Sunday’s Countdown to Tip off show at either 1:1:30 AM or 2 PM. Jones/Dave to discuss hatftime on S~mday. 

Fm certain I’ve missed something here_,please respond to all with any other issues. 

{:-:S 
Gary Sobba 
Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Properties 
91941%8100 ext. 2070 (Phone) 

(Mobile,:) 

From: Best, Kevin S. [mailto:kbest@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November :1:1, 20:13 2:39 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: UNC/ODU football game, Nov. 23 - Noon 

North Carolina’s home football game vs. Old Dominion on Saturday, Nov. 23, has been set for noon and will be televised by the Regional Sports Network. 
ACC release below. 

ACC Communications 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

November 11, 2013 

ACC Announces Game Times & TV for Nov. 23 

GREENSBORO, NC -The Atlantic Coast Conference Monday announced the game times and networks for Nov. 23. 

Saturday, Nov, 23 

*Virginia at Miami, ESPN2, ESPNU or ESPNews, Noon 

*Duke at Wake Forest, ESPN2, ESPNU or ESPNews, Noon 

Old Dominion at North Carolina, ACC Regional Sports Networks, Noon 

The Citadel at Clemson, ESPN3, Noon 

East Carolina at NC State, ACC Network, (split network), 12:30 p.m. 

Pitt at Syracuse, ACC Network (split network), 12:30 p.m. 

Alabama A&M at Georgia Tech, ESPN3, 1:30 p.m. 

Idaho at Florida State, ESPNU, 3:30 pm 

Boston College at Maryland, ACC Regional Sports Networks, 3:30 p.m. 

All times are Eastern 

*Networks to be announced by Sunday, Nov. 17 

--ACC-- 



Contact: Mike Finn, ACC 

~ _~_f_ Ln__[~__@_t__h___e__a___c__c_ =o__r_g 

336-369-1210 

MIKE FINN 

Associate Commissioner, Football Communications 

O: 336.369.1210 

.n]f!D_[]_~ tb_e a_~G_Q r g 

theACC,com ¯ @theACC 



FFOII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday,                  5:47 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@~mc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <John Brunner@unc.edu>; Bea]e Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Andrews, Ja~n <jandrews@unc.edt~-~; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 

<cficke@unc edu>;                      @unc edu>;                     @email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu> 

Academic All- Stars 

All - 
Can we get this group together for a final Academic All-Stars logistical meeting on Thursday, 

at 8:30 am? 

Kathy - is EWAC 236 available? 
If I left anyone out that should attend please invite them. If you cannot attend, please send someone in your place. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:51 PM 

Lmae, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.tmc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B 
<eculle@unc.edu> Brenner, John F <John Brunne@unc.edu>; Andrews, Jason <jandrew@unc.edu>: Robinson, Kevin T 

<krob(~unc.edu>;                      ~unc.edu>;                     @email.unc.edu>; 

~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic All- Stars 

I will be the~e 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, 6:19 PM 
To: Beale, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Sabo, Tim; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Andrews, Jason; Robinson, Kevin T; 

Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars 

From: Beale, Michael 
Sent: Monday, 6::I.4 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Sabo, Tim; llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Andrews, Jason; Robinson, Kevin 3-; Lane, Cricket; 

Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars 
Thursday at 8:30am works for me. 

Michael 

Michael BeaJe 
University ofNolth Caxolina Athletics 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(a2unc.edu> wrote: 

All - 

Can we get this group together for a final Academic All-Stars logistical meeting on Thursday, at 8:30 am? 

Kathy- is EWAC 236 available? 

If I left anyone out that should attend please invite them. If you cannot attend, please send someone in your place. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 7:22 PM 

,@live.unc.edtr> 

~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help ruth athletic transferring 

Good Evening 

I hope flats finds you well. 

We have sent your relea~ to                    on two separate occasions this month upon your request. I have copied our graduate Assistant 

this email. She can tell you the dates they were sent as well as to whom they were addressed. 

Please let me know if we can be of any additional assistance. 

Thank you. 

Masielle 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~unc.edu> 

Date:                  at 1:35:36 PM EST 

To: "Vangelder, Ma~elle A" <mwmgeld@emafl.unc.edu> 

Subject: ]~¥: Help ~ith athletic transferring 

Froml 

Sent: Non’day, 12:18 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Help with athletic transferring 

Hello Vince, 

My name is          and I am currently enrolled at UNC Chapel Hill and am a      majoring in          . I don’t know if you remember me 

contacting you this summer, but I was formerly an athletic scholarship         for my freshman and sophomore years. I quit the team after 

my sophomore season as a lot of things were going wrong for me with the team and coaches. I have since found my love for         : again 

and wish to ~     in graduate school somewhere next year as I have a year left of eligibility. I have been trying to get in contact with Marielle 

as you sent me to her at first to grant permission to schools to speak with me and she has not gotten back to me recently as I have contacted 

and the coach said he needed my release form and didn’t have permission to speak with me yet. I asked her about the 

situation and to grant permission to                    to speak with me and if I needed a release form but have not gotten a response. Is 

there any way you could help me out in this situation/point me in the right direction and tell me what I need to do to continue the process with 

Thanks so much for the help, 

on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:59 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P 

RE: One of your ins~itutioffs NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request 

. Signed ~. NI.I for Fall ; enrollment, but never enrolled because he signed a pro contract. Want to now enroll somewhere else and get his 

degree. He’s not eligible to play I       , but he may want to participate in another sport and has an unfulfilled residency requirement. 

I have a (:all it~ to but we should provide him with a lull release. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate AUfletic Director 

UniversiW of NorU~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 9(52..g():)2 

rnw~ngelder@unc edu 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent," Tuesday, November :!.2, 2013 7:52 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject: I=wd: One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request 

Who is this and what sport? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiF of North Carolina 

Begin forwaJcded message: 

From: <.__@_ ~ _lLc:_’_a:_a_:~2 !g.> 

Date: November 11, 2013 at 3:16:07 PM EST 

To: <._b_~a2~_~_~:_a_:~_~:__e__d___~:.>, ~m_,_:~r_L~_eJ__d___e__~_@~_~:_%b> 
Subject: One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request 

Director of Athletics and Compliance Office: \n\n One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request. Please go to the NCAA 

Eligibility Center member institution Iyortal in order to login to view the pending NLI release request mad to complete your institutioffs section which 
requires a 

decision of a complete release, no relea~ or lifting the NI,I recruiting ban. Plea~ note this process has to be completed within 30 days of receipt of this 
email by" the director of athletics or designee. 

The NLI office will grant a complete release for failure to comply with this 30-day response deadline. Should you need an extension or have questions, 

please contact the NLI Office at 317/’223- 0706 or __N__!_:_I_~!_n_c__a__’_a_:__ojg.. 

\n\nYou can go to .h_t_t_p__s’:!/_sy_e_b_l__:r_!c__aa:~r_g:![__:S_!)_!3__~( to view the pending NLI release request. This link may take you to the NCAA Connect login page if you 

have not already entered LSDBi today. 

\a~n 

You can go to http:/,’prezi.com/zb3~tglb44gw,’online-I~-release-tutorial- ~br-ins~dtution,’ to access Online NLI Release Tutorial for Institution. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Re: RE: 

Vince 

This looks good. Can I send to the family as is? Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 11, 2013, at 8:19 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

> I’ve attached a draft tbr your review Something like this? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kalbas, Brian J 
> Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 5:32 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: 
> 

> Vmce 
> 
> Thanks for the call 
> 

> Here is the one parameter for and her scholarship 
> 

> 1) Finish in the top 10 of the final national ranking 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Brian Kaibas 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> <ASA Addendum [’or Women’s Tennis 11 11 2013.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edup, 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:37 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Re: One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request 

Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJrolina 

On Nov 12, 2013, at 7:59 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mwmgeld@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

¯ Signed a :or Fall enrollment, but never enrolled because he signed a pro contract, Want to now enroll somewhere else 

and get his degree, He’s not eligible to play         but he mav want to participate in another sport and has an unfulfilled residencv requirement, 

t haw:_~ i~ call in to , but we should provide him with a full release. 
Mariefle A. vanGNder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9-1-9) 962- ~?I_~}2 

mvangeHer@unc.edu 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent-" Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:52 AM 
To-" Vangelder, Narielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request 

Who is this and what stx~rt? 

Bubba Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 

University. of North Cm~olina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <nli¢~!lcaaorg> 

Date: November 11, 2013 at 3:16:07 PM EST 
To: <_b_t_Lb__b_a_c_~L~__u__lLc2~:__t_Ln_c_:_e___@_.>, <_r__n_z_~__m__g_e__l__c_t__e__r~a~_unc.edu> 

Subject: One of your institution’s NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request 

Director of Athletics and Compliance Office: \n~l One of your institutioffs NLI signees has submitted an NLI release request. Please go to 

the NCAA Eligibility Center member institution portal in order to login to view the pending NLI release request and to complete your 

institution’s section which requires a 

decision of a complete release, no release or lifting the NLI recruiting ban. Please note this process has to be completed within 30 days of 

receipt of this email by the director of athletics or designee. 

The NLI once will grant a complete release for failure to comply with this 30-day response deadline. Should you need ml extension or have 

questions, please contact the NLI ONce at 317,/223-0706 or ]_g___[_:_I_S@__n___c__a_~:~2!2~. 

\n\nYou can go to !~t__t_p_~iL!!~Le__b_l__:_n_c__~:Rr_g:!!i,_SI_)__t__~i:~_ to view the pending NLI release request. This link may take you to the NCAA Connect 

login page if you have not aJready entered LSDBi today. 

’,n~l 

You can go to http:/iprezi.com,’zb3~lglb44gw,’online-nli-release-tutorial- for-institutior~/ to access Online NLI Release TutofiaJ for Institution. 



Froin: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cficket@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 

<tick@ unc.edu> 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edt~>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; R ....... - t,~hn V 

<3ohn Brunner@unc.edt~>; Andrews, Jason <jandrews@unc.edu>: Robinson. Kevin T <krob@unc.edt~>; 

~unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu>; ~)elnail.unc.edtr> 

RE: Academic All- Stars 

If anyone is still keeping track, Frn in,. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday,                6:51 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Beale, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick 
(::c: Sabo, Tim; Tile, Vince; Creech, KaMton W; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Andrews, Jason; Robinson, Kevin T; 
Subject= RE: Academic All-Stars 

I will be there. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday,                6:19 PM 

To: BeaM, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Sabo, Tim; Tile, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Andrews, Jason; Robinson, Kevin T; 

Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars 

I’m sva labie 

From: BeaM, Michael 
Sent: Monday, 6:14 PN 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Sabo, Tim; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Andrews, Jason; Robinson, Kevin T; Lane, Cricket; 

Subject: Re: Academic All-Stars 
Thursday at 8:30am works tbr me. 

Michael 

Michael Bea]e 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

All - 

Can we get this group together for a final Academic All-Stars logistical meeting on Thursday, at 8:30 am? 

Kathy- is EWAC 236 available? 

If I left anyone out that should attend please invite them. If you cannot attend, please send someone in your place. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Allen, Denise Q. <qtm]lsal@emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu> 

Schuetipe~, Efin C <ecs@unc.edtv~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <regina s~bile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach 

<~)rth@ern~Jl.unc.edt~> 

FYI Gil Gaul (Individual) Re: NCAA Agreed Upon Procedure Report 

FYI-Gil Gaul (Individual) has requested (see attached) the following: 

¯      NCAA Agreed Upon Procedure Report (2nd part consisting of the statement of revenues, expenses and salaries 

VincelPaullSteve: we are currently looking into this request and will be back in touch 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Univel~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise A fien (a~une.edu 

From: Public Records 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: ’Gil Gaul’ 
Ca: Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
Subject: Acknowledgment (Public Records Request Dated 11.12.20:[3) 

Dear Mr. Gaul, 

I write to acknowledge receipt of your request dated November 12, 2013 (sent to the Public Records Inbox via e-mail). A copy is included below for reference. 

We are looking into it and will be back in-touch if we have any questions. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at 

http:i/policies.u nc.ed u/policies/public-.records/. 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q: Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The Unive~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Blvd 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Allen(~une.edu 
From: Gil Gaul [E~_~_!Ct__qLg!!_g~__u_!_~_g__n__~_a__[!:__c__o___n_!] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 20:[3 3:46 PM 
To: Public Records 
Subject: Record Request 

11.12.2013 

Attn Public Records Officer: 

Pursuant to North Carolina open records laws, I hereby request a cow of the following (single) record: 

The most recent NCAA Agreed Upon Procedures Report (most likely covering F’Y 2012) compiled by the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill athletic department, filed 
with the university CEO, with a copy also filed to the NCAA. 
The record consists of two parts. The first part is an accountant’s cover letter of approximately 10 pages. I AM NOT requesting this part. The second part, which I am 
requesting, is a detailed statement of revenues and spending by the athletic department, by team, including but not limited to scholarships, travel expenses, recruiting 
expenses and general salaries. It is normally about 30 pages. 
The report originates annually in the athletic department and is required to be filed with the university CEO. As mentioned, a copy also goes to the NCAA. 
I have obtained numerous similar reports from other public universities for research for a book I am writing about college sports for the Penguin Group. I am a former reporter 
for the Washington Post and other newspapers, a two-time Pulitzer winner, now retired and writing books. 
I have found the quickest, cheapest and easiest way to transmit the report is as a PDF attachment to an e-mail. However, if you need to send a hard copy, I will provide you 
with my home address in New Jersey. 
Thank you. Please do not hesitate to contact me at with any questions. 

--Gilbert M. Gaul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Mince, 

Thanks ky the meeting always great talking. Here’s 

Thanks again, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2s@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:37 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen 
<jkretchmar@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Barbara, 

Attached are 

Abel 

current classes. 

From: <DeSelm>, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,                  12:31 PM 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b__p___o__Lk____@___a___d___m___Ls__s_!9__n___s_:_y__q_c__.__e___d__y.>, "Kretchmar, Jen" <1~5---r--e--t--c-~-h-~-m--~-a-~~--@---a-~-d-~--m--1-s--s-!-9---q-s-~~y~-n-~£:--e---d-~~> 

Cc: Abel Sanchez <abel2s@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW:: 

Barbara: 

Wl:_! d.:_3 FH]I: sl-’_!(:~ 8t’Fy in h_Hmal:ir_H1 r_H1 

[:onlorrow 

Will he be OK with a slot.> Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 

mvi:ssi[y of l’q0rlt~ Caro]ina Swimming & Dwmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, iX-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Emafl: deselm@,email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, "4(2 27514 

www g~heels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent" Tuesday, :[2:27 PM 
To; DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject; 
Rich, 
Here’s info. 
Abel 

and are needing [:o mak~:_~ a decision on him asap. We may offer him a small athle[:ic scholarship today or 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesdav. 10:43 AM 

@gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu>; Stewart, Robert House <rhstewar@email.unc.edu>; 
< @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edtr< @unc.edtr~; 
~email.unc.edu>; Brunner, John F ~John Bmnne@unc.edu>; Plunkert, Mary Rob <ma~robp@unc.edu>; Lancas~ter, Elizabeth 

<lizlan@email.unc.edu>; Timmemlans, Tom <timmemlans@unc.edtc,; Markos, Lance M <maxkos@emaJl.unc.edu>; Tamaxi, Doron 

~dtamari@nnc.edu:>; ~emaJl.nnc.edu>; ~]live.unc.edu>; Tucker, Tony 

~antonio@emaJl.unc.edu>; !]email.nnc.edu:>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 

<cricke@unc.edtr~ 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@nnc.edu>; Pogge, Panl <ppogge@unc.edtr~; Sabo, Tim 

<tsabo@email.unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cnnningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu;, 

TIIANK YOU! 

All, 

Just wanted to deliver a huge THANK YOU to each of you that helped out with stuffing envelopes over the past week. This was a tremendous task to take on 

and we could not have done it without your assistance. 

We are grateful to those of you who volunteered your time (Kevin, Robert, 

John, Mary Rob, Elizabeth, Tom, Lance, Doron, Tim); those who were kind enough to share your office (Tony, Robert, and [; and those who were 

cooperative!flexible enough to allow some of your staff to come help (Lance, Ellen!John, Cricket, Gary, Mike). 

Thanks to your efforts, the Academic All Stars program will bring thousands of visitors to Chapel Hill, enhance the UNC brand, establish a whole new 

generation of Tar Heel fans, generate revenue for the university, and most importantly, recognize and reward thousands of children throughout the state for their 

academic success. Thanks again for all of your help! 

Sincerely, 

The dynamic duo 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: DTH interview 

Hey Vince, 

My name is               and I am a reporter for The Daily Tar Heel. I am writing a story about tracking athletes post-graduation and what information 

UNC might get if we did that. I was wondering if l could ask you some questions concerning this and just get your opinion. I am available today after 

:iL:5Opm at 

Thank you so much for your help! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.e&l> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:07 PM 

J B uck @gmail .corn> 

Steinbacher, Rick <fick@unc.e&~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; ayakol@theacc.org; khmne@raycomsports.com; 

mstrickland@theacc.org 

RE: No Coverage In Eastern NC 

Dear J., 

I am not aware of that, but I will find out what the issues are. Thanks for the note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: J Buck _     ,@gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2013 7:30 AN 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: No Coverage Tn Eastern NC 

Bubba, 

Y~ud~unders~nd~m~e~isN~TVc~vemge~fUNCine&stemNC?N~teven~urgaJne~mn~s~tec~ege.Isu~d~t~i~itandI’msu~itd~es~the~p 

~c~fi~. 

Thank~ 

J. Buck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BrescN, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: committee cases 

Thanks Vince 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 11:05 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, probably appropriate to present him 11/25. Thin,ks Joe. 

From. Breschi, Joe 

Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:05 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: committee cases 

Thanks Vince, 

I assume I need to have (Level 1) to be added to the agenda for admissions, correct? He applied early so it’s probably best for me to attack admissions now. 

Thanks again for your help. Joe 

From: <llle>, Vince <!!Ne@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 7:08 PM 

To: Joe Breschi <breschi@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: committee cases 

Hi Joe, 
November 25 @ 3 PM in Jackson Hall is our next meeting. Would you like this student added to the agenda for that day? Please just let me know. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Breschi, Joe 

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: committee cases 

Hi Vince- 

I hope all is well with you and the family! 

I have one current Level 1 admissions candidate for the class of 2014 and was wondering if there is a date set for committee case hearings. 

If: you could let me know when you can I’d appreciate it. 

My best 

joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:30 PM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; J Buck @gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; ayakol~theacc.org; khaines@raycomsports.com; mstrickland@theacc.org 

RE: No Coverage In Eastern NC 

Thank you for making us aware of this. Can you please let us know precise[V what broadcast Vou are referring to (i.e~ the live broadcast of our football game vs~ 

NCSU / the weekly coaches show, etc.} as well as where you live. 

7hanks, 

Rick St ,-_~i rd_~ a ch er 

LiNC 

From: UNC Athletics Director 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 1:07 PM 

To: J Buck 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Tlle, Vince; ayakola@theacc.org; khaines@raycomsports.com; mstrickland@theacc.org 
Subject: RE: No Coverage In Eastern NC 

Dear J., 

I am not aware of that, but I will find out what the issues are. Thanks for the note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: J Buck [      ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2013 7:30 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: No Coverage In Eastern NC 

Bubba, 
You do understand that there is NO TV coverage of UNC in eastern NC? Not even our game against state college. I sure don’t like it and I’m sure it doesn’t help 

recmiling. 

Thanks, 

J. Buck 



Finm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:41 AM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Levy, JennitEr S <ienny.levy@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu>; Markos, I,ance 

M <maJ~kos@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu"~ 

Arflmr, Ashley <aa~fiur@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Lacrosse-W 

Thanks, Phil. 

Barbara 

Barbara ]. Po~k 
Deputy ])irector 
0fl~ce of {£’.,dergraduate Admissior.s 
Univcrsity of Nortt~ Carolina at Chapel PJI] 
P]lolle: 

From: Barnes, Philip E 

Sent: Friday, 9:40 AM 

To: Levy, Jennifer S; Dowd, Katrina M; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Arthur, Ashley 

Subject: RE: Fall Lacrosse-W 

Hi Barbara- 

Hope all is well. 

Please see the attached info you requested for women’s lacrosse recruits. 

new SAT Scores and : academic information. 

"hanks, 

Phil 

Phil Barnes / Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach / University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 / Carmichael Arena / Room 1264 / 310 South Rd. / Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

. / Fax: 919.843.8175 

GOt.i~:.:i.:.L::; COi’..’~ / Twitter ................................................ 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 5:03 AM 
To: Levy, Jennifer S; Dowd, Katrina M; Narkos, Lance M; Barnes, Philip E; file, Vince 
Subject: 2014 Fall Lacrosse-W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:31 PM 

Sanchez, Abel <abel2@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich I, <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen <ikretchmar@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks, Abel. 

As long as his GPA remains a 2.5 or higher, he should be OK with a slot. 

Barbara 

[~ar]:~ara !. Polk 
I)epu~-Directc~r 
Office of Ur.dergraduate Admissions 
!3nivei’s%, of North (:arolh’~a at Chapel }fill 
P]~.o~le: 919-91,6-39 ~9 

From; Sanchez, Abel 

Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:51 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L; Polk, Barbara Jo; Kretchmar, Jen 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: 

Barbara, 
Please see attached file. 
Abel 

From: <DeSelm>, Rich L <[[c._h_._d_ .e_ s_ . _e_ ]. _m_ _@. _ u_ _n_ .c_ :_ .e_ d_ _u_ > 
Date: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:31 PM 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>, "Kretchmar, Jeff’ <jkretchmar@admissions.unc.edu> 

Cc: Abel 5anchez <abel2s@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW:: 

Barbara: 

We do not see any information on 

Will he be OK with a slot? Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
L:t~Jversib,, o:[ :Nol ~[? Caroli]ra Sw[mt~lit~g & i)i,,,[t~o 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Ernail: desehn~!eraail.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.g~ohee[s.com 

From: Sanchez, Abel 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:27 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: 
Rich, 
Here’s infe. 
Abel 

and are needing to make a decision on him asap. We may ot:fer him a small athletic scholarship today or tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Working Group di~ussion of Recruitment 

Vince, I will be on campus in the morning and available until noon if you need anything. You can reach me via email or my cell is 
Thanks, 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Nov 7, 2013, at 6:41 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Debbi, 
> rm running into a bit of a problem. The time of our meeting on November 25 is prime time for practices (after all classes, before dinner, etc). Do you think we should consider collecting this 
intbrmation in a different manner? Should we consider you and I setting up meetings with some of the recruiting coordinators to accumulate information to share with the group? We may be 
able to meet with more of the sport programs whose practices should be shared with the group I’m open to suggestions. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From            _          _         %~mail com] 
> Sent: Saturday, November 02, 2013 7:33 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Working Group discussion of Recruitment 
> 

> Dear Vince, have you had a chance to reach out to some of the recruiting coordinators to see if they cou]d join one of our Working Group meetings? I think football, basketball & perhaps 
two other sports would be a good representation. I met with Jim Dean on ’]2aur and got the sense that he’d like to circle back to recruiting sooner than later We can discuss timing with the 
group on Monday. Our next two meetings are Nov 25 & Dec 16 
> Thanks again for your help. Have a nice weekend, Debbi 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Working Group di~ussion of Recruitment 

Vince, Of course, I understand and no worries. I will speak with Jim and let him know that we may be delayed in our ability’ to discuss recruiting during the next working group meeting. We 
had tabled Financial Aid and perhaps we can move to that next. I will talk with you soon Again, man?’ thanks[ 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhune 

> On Nov 14, 2013, at 2:46 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Debbi, 
> I have been very engaged in matters related to the men’s basketball program. I have not had an opportunity to try to schedule any discussions with coaches regarding our topic, but will as 
soon as I possibly can Thanks for understanding. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @~mail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:45 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Working Group discussion of Recruitment 
> 
> Vince, I will be on campus in the morning and available until noon ify()u need anything You can reach me via emai[ or my cell is 

> Thanks, 
> Debbi 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 
> 

>> On Nov 7, 2013, at 6:41 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Debbi, 
>> I’m running into a bit of a problem. The time of our meeting on November 25 is prime time for practices (after all classes, before droner, etc.). Do you think we should consider collecting 
this information in a different manner? Should we consider you and I setting up meetings with some of the recruiting coordinators to accumulate irfformation to share with the group? We 
may be able to meet with more of the sport programs whose practices should be shared with the group. I’m open to suggestions 
>> Vince 
>> 
>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 
>> From: ~mail.com] 
>> Sent: Sat~.trday, November 02, 2013 7:33 AM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> SubJect: Working Group discussion of Recruitment 
>> 

>> Dear Vince, have you had a chance to reach out to some of the recruiting cunrdinators to see if they could join one of our Working Group meetings? I think football, basketball & perhaps 
two other sports would be a good representation. I met with Jim Dean on Thur and got the sense that he’d like to circle back to recruiting sooner than later. We can discuss timing with the 
group on Monday Our next two meetings are Nov 25 & Dec 16. 
>> Thanks again for your help Have a nice weekend, Debbi 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:45 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Sottball <uncaa softball@ad.unc.edu>; Griggs, Kathy <kgfigg@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@uuc.edu>; Maskos, Lmace M 

<maJckos@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Timmemlans, Tom <limmermma@anc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 

<mvmlgeld@email.unc.edu:> 

Softball Hold 

Please remove the hWd from Softball They are all caught up on their paperw~J/k. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:23 AM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu->; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; McFarlm~d, Michael B 

<mike mcfarlaM@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA appeal 

Please see below from Andrew Carter. 
Karen Moon 
Director, I..INC News Services 
The Uniw-:!rsity Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(9:19) ~-){-;2- s~,_% 
From: Carter, Andrew [mailto: @newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Friday, :t0:11 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: NCAA appeal 
Hey Karen: 

Can you please tell me the law firm that is helping UNC with the           /NCAA case? If that’s classified information because I just threw in 
name, can you please tell me the law firm that is assisting UNC through recent NCAA issues. 

I appreciate your help. 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The Raleigh News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 
C: 

@_andrewcarter 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:25 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fwd: ttey 

I thought this was against the roles... 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Jonalhan E. Perzley" <         (h)gmail.com> 

Date:                  4:16:15 PM EST 

To: Paul Pogge <ppogge(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Hey 

Hey Paul, 

Just wanted to let you know that Brian and I have a commitment from another SafeU and in all fairness to , we are going to have to pull off oi1 the 

meeting. In these situations where we are really late mayway, it’s tough to come out on top. We obviously want to keep this relationship going and help 

represent the top players at UNC. 

Regards, 

Jonathan E. Perzley 

NFL Agent 

Sportstars, Inc. 

1370 Avenue of the Americas 

19th Floor 

New York, NY 10019 

Cell: 
Office: 212-757-4044 

Fax: 201-535-3080 

Trotter: @sportstarsnyc 

(sent t?om nay iPhone. Please excuse any Upos) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:00 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu;- 

RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

So in essence we don’t know what games are home and what games are away from Sept 27 through the end of the season? 

Do you know when we will know? We are h~ a holding pattern in planning unt1I that is determined as are other things I am hw~ved in like wedding dates for 

wedding; to be held at our church. This just seems r~:_~ally late lot a sea;on less than a year away to be determin~:_~d for the Lown, h.:_~tels, and everyone else 

planning events that are impacted by ~:his schedule 
Joy J. Re?!~r!,,’?r, M,A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

&ssociate Prol:~?55or a!~d [)[rector 

Un[ve!’sil:y of Norl:h C~roiina al: Ch~pel HHI 
School of Medi.::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcinduran[ Hail 
32!-A South O:)klmbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

919-9~;6-.5951, Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: This e.-rna[] message, ir!cluding al:[;~chments, if ;}r!y, is intended oni¥ for 1:he -peR;on O!’ entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and may cont;}in c:onfidenth}i and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai, Ar!y .--.-tloaut?!orized revk~w, Lise, disclosure or dhd:Hbuffon h; prohibited, If you are not the [hi:ended recip[enL please cor!l:a.::t l:h~:’ s~?nd~:’r by reply u-.mall and 
destroy all cop[~?5 Of the or[g:rlal mess;~ge, 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educatio~al records are sub,oct to FERIPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 2:[, 2013 1:56 PM 
To: Runner, .lay .1 
Subject: RE: -loy - 20:[4 Football season 

Joy, 

For the 2014 season, we will play 4 home ACC games and 4 away ACC games on dates to be deternfined by the conI~rence. Our non-conference ,schedule includes: 

8/30/14 Liberty Chapel tlill, NC 

9/6/14 San Diego State Chapel Hill, NC 

9/20/14 @ ECU 

We will also play @ Notre Dame on a date to be determined by the ACC. 

All times al~ TBA. That is all we currently know. I hope that helps. 

Vince 

From= Renner, -lay .1 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:58 PN 
To= l[[e, Vince 
Subject: RE: -lay - 2014 Football season 

Thanks -sorry to bo~:her you, 
h)y J, Rot!nor, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass.:)c[ate Pr.:)h~ssor and D[r,:K:tor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel HiII 
School of Medi(:[ne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH B.:)nduri~r!t Hi, fi 
321.-A Sou~h C¢>[umbi;~ 51: 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-956-5L47Desk 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-milil !’nessilge, [!~clud[ng iltl:achments, H: any, is int,:?r!ded onb/f.:)r the .-person or entity to whk:h [t is add!’e55ed and may cor!l:ain .,’:onfiden[ia[ and/or 
privileged material. A!W -~-unauti~o!’[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not tile ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ the sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of tile original message, 
Email correspondence to and from this address may he subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties h~? an 

authorized state of~icia~ (NCGS, cho 232)° Student educationM records are suh~ect to F~RPAo 

From-" Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2023 12:55 PN 
To: Renner, .loy .1 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Re: .lo,/- 20:[4 Football season 
I can send you a copy in about 30 minutes when this meeting ends. 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 12:25 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@rned.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon! 

We are trying to plan our graduate student teaching weekends for 2014. I cannot find a 2014 football season schedule. Is it not available yet? We have 

to avoid home football game weekends due to students having difficulty finding affordable hotel rates and the issues with traffic and parking trying 

to come and go from class. I know you don’t know times until close to the games but if I could just know home and away schedule for late September 

and early October that would be a big help. 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy J, Renne!’, M.A., RT{R), F&EIRS 
/-’~ssoc[iltt? Professor and Direc~o!’ 
U!~iversity of North Carolina a[ Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7!30 UNC-.CI-4 gondi;rant H:~I[ 



32~-A Souti~ Columbia St, 

Ci~ape] Hiii, NC 27599.-71.30 

9 ~. 9-.9615-.5 ~ 47Desk 

9 ~. 9-.9615-.5951. Fax 

-COI’,~FIDENTIAI.IT’¢ NOTICE: This e-mail me~a~3e, [rlcluding al:taci~rnents, [~ any, is inl:ended ocly for 1:he -person or er!l:il:¥ 1:o wi~[ch [~ is addressed and rna¥ contain 

confider!l:h~l acd/or privqeged mal:eN;~l. Any -.--ucai;thoNzed review, use, disclosi;re or d[sl:r[but[on 1~ proi~ibited. If you are not the intended recipient; ple;}se ,.’:onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and destroy all copies of l:he original me~age. 

E~ail correspondence to and fro~ this address ~ay be s~bject to the North Carolina P~bli¢ Records ~a~ and may be disclosed to third pa~ies 

by a~ authorized state effi¢ia~ (NCGS, ch, $32), Student educatie~a~ ~’eeerds a~’e subjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

Wow ---do you understand why they can’t do it sooner. I realize you have better things to do than discuss with me what the ACC should be doing so don’t feel like 

you need to respond to me. 

Jo? J. Re!~r!er, M.A., I~T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor at~d Director 

Unk, e!’sit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel HHE 

School of Med[dne 

CB #712~0 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 

B 21-A South ColuPr~bia SL 

Chapei FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r3-5147Desk 

919-96 r3-5952,’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg]CE: This e-mail message, including attachments, it any, is in~e!~ded only for the -person or entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 
privileged mater[ai, Any --unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proiqbited, If you are no,’_ the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~,, reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal rrtessage, 

Entail eerresponde~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may he disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, ch. I32). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 2:07 PM 
To: Renner, Joy _l 
Subject: RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

’][’hat is correct. We released the 2013 football season schedule on Monday, Febrnm7 25, 2013 at 2:27 PM. 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 
So m e~,;;~-_mce we don’t kn.:)w what game; are home and what games a r.-_~ away from So,It 27 through the end of th.-_~ season? 

Do you know when we will know? We are in a holding pattern in pbnning und[ that is determined as are other things I am involved in like wedding dates for 

weddings to be held at our church, This just seems really late for a season less than a year away to be determined for the town, hotels; and everyone else 

planning events that are impacted by this schedule. 

Jo,l J. Rem~er, M,A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Assodate Professor and Dh’ec[or 
Universib~, of NorN~ Carolina a[ Ci~apel ~-Iili 
School of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
B21-A 5ou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-51,1.7Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONr:IDENTbkL~TY NOTICE: This e-mail message, [!~cludh~g a~tachments H: a!w, is intended oni~/for N~e -person or enNt’¢ ~o which it is addressed and may contain con,]denUai and/or 
prk, deged material, A!W --unau J~o!’[zed review, use, dbciosure or dis[r[budon is [: rohib[ted, I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [}ae sender b,i !’eplg e-Pr~ail and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Email correspendenee to and from tlhis address may he subject to the North Carolina Puhlie Records law and [’~ay be di~losed to third parties by an 

authorized state efficiM (NIC6S, oh. 132). $tudent educationM records are sub~ect to FERPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 1:56 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

Joy, 

For the 2014 season, we will play 4 home ACC games and 4 away ACC games on dates to be determined by the conference. Our non-conference schedule includes: 

8/30/14 Libedy Chapel Hill, NC 

9/6/14 San Diego State Chapel Hill, NC 

9/20/14 @ ECU 

We will also play @ Notre Dame on a date to be determined by the ACC. 

All times are TBA. That is all we currently know. I hope that helps. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

Thanks --sorry to bother you. 

Jo? J, Re!~ner, M,A, [~7(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor a!~d Director 
Unk, e!’sitg of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB ,~7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
32 I-A South ColuPr~bia St. 
Chapei Fldl, NC 27599-7130 

............................... 

_.1., 9~6 :H. l, [.e_k 

91.9-966-695 J. Fax 



-.CONFIDENTiALiTY NOi]CE: [hb e-mail message, includin~ attachments, if any, is int~_mded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privilef;ed mater[ai. Any ----unauthorized review, i~se, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the [ntend~_~d recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the ori~ina] messa#~e. 
Entail corres#o~de~ce te aed from this address may be subject to the INe~±h CareRiea Public Recerds law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~tborized slate official (NCGS, oh, 1.32), Stl~de~t edl~catio~al recor~fJs are sub~ect to FERPA° 

Frora: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2023 22:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Re: Joy - 2024- Football season 

I can send you a copy in about 30 minutes when this meeting ends, 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 12:25 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <.Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon! 

We are trying to plan our graduate student teaching weekends for 2014. I cannot find a 2014 football season schedule. Is it not available yet? We have 

to avoid home football game weekends due to students having difficulty finding affordable hotel rates and the issues with traffic and parking trying 

to come and go from class. I know you don’t know times until close to the games but if I could just know home and away schedule for late September 

and early October that would be a big help. 

Thanks, 

Joy 
JoyJ~ Rennet, M.A., R-r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Univers[tV of North Carohna at Chapel Hill 
Schooi ot: Medicine 
C}} #7130 U~’dC-Cl-i }}onduran[ Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel ~-lili, NC 2759~]-?130 

919-966-5147Desk 

919-966-5951 Fax 

-CONFE)ENTIALr]’f NOTICE: -[h[s e-mail messa&~e, including at[achmenLs, [[ any, is intended o!dy for the -person or entity to which [L is addressed and may contai n 

confidential and/or privileged material, Any --.-i~nauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the [ntend~-~d recipient, piease contact the 

sender by reply ~_~-rnaii and destroy ;ill copies of the_¯ ori~;inal message. 

Email eorrespo~de~ce te a#d from this address may be subject to the IF~e~±h Caroli#a Public Rece~ts ~aw a~8 may be 8isde,~e~ to th#’8 ~a~±ies 

b~" a~ authorized state effi¢ia~ (NCG$, cb, 132), Studeet educatie~a~ recerds are subject to I:ERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:14 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Ticket 

Office <uncaa_ticketoffice@groups.unc.edu> 

Alabama reviewing mass exodus of students from Bryant-Denny Stadium 

Alabama reviewing mass exodus of students 
from Bryant-Denny Stadium, could nix block 
seating 

Fol}o~v o~ Twitter 

(, O.:):obe:2.:; ;~0!3 :6:30Ah,~,dpd :edO,:obe 2.;, 2-)i.; at 6:56 AM 

TUNCALOONA, _,~dabama -- Angry Alabama 

food:all fans took to Twitter Saturday night as they ~watched the student section in 

Bryar~t.- Denny Stadium empty out for another game, and it seems fans arer~’[ the or@ 

people taking notice. 

Aeeo~’dh-~g to a ~epoet ~ The ~’a’~msof~ ~’~’}~ite~ SGA President Jimmy Taylor 

emailed leaders of student organizations with block seating before the game, warning 

them to stay in their seats or else. 

"Administrators will review photos and film of the student section fl’om the games," the 

email stated, according to The Crimson ~’1~ite. "Seating will be "taken away from 

those organizations who abandon resewed seating. I have also been informed that this 

is a ’pilot year’ for SOS and if sections do not remain full, "this ~11 likely be the final year 

of Student Orgartizat.ion Seating." 

Aeeo~’di~::g to "[’]~e C~im.~on ~Yhfte’s ~epo~t, student organizations have signed 

agreements to stay until the conclusion of games. 

On Monday, a University spokeswoman referred any questions about ]?lock seating to 

Taylor, whose press secretary declined to answer any speeil~e questions about which 

administrators are involved. 

Empty student seats are not unique to the 2()1,~} football season. The SGA rolled out a 

o ) new program, [ lay for Four, Stay for Four, this school year in response to the lackluster 

student support seen in years past. 

l:n the Student Organization Seating handbook, updated in July 2o:3, "excessive 

tardiness or early departure from the stadium’ is listed as "unacceptable behav:ar. 

According to [t~e handbook, an organization’s first offense would result in the loss of 

block seating for the next conic, fence game and the second oflbnse would result in the 

loss of seating ~br all remaining garnes. 

Both sanctions would also include a point deduction on the organization’s block seating 

application for the 2oi4 );ear. 

Organizations would be banned from applying for block seating in 2o~4 if levied with a 

third offense. 



Leela Foley, SGA press secretaw, said there have been no sanctions levied as of 

Tuesday evening. 

"SGA will continue to encourage sustained student attendance at football games," 

Taylor said in a prepared statement. "We are currently and will abways research other 

programs and initiatives to support this goal and any other goals that work to enhance 

the student experience at The University of Alabama." 

While student attendance across the board looks patchy during blowout games, block 

seating - - the se~ts reserved in the south end zone for organiz~tions, a majorit~ of 

which are traditiona]ly white fl’aternities - - is regularly the first to empty out after 

halffime. 

Because block seating is reserved for organization members until 45 minutes beff~re 

kick-off; its sections are also helically the last areas of the stadium to fill up, 

Students not in block seating organizations arrive at the stadium hours beff,.re Mckoff to 

find seats in other student sections. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :i?:h: :. : ii.i:::.. :i: .i:. :::i :.if:: i::;:i : :.:.:i :::::::iiiii: :ii:iii:i: t:.::::: :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 8:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Spring Game - Possible Gate Charge 

Let’s discuss. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2013, at 7:57 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@uuc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Papa, Donna J" <._d.i_p_(a2__q__n___c_:_e___c_l__u_> 

Date: October 23, 2013 at 8:21:21 I?M EDT 

To: "PalaNian, Scott" < scottl:(~unc.edu> 
Subject: Spring Game - Possible Gate Charge 

Scott, 
I wanted to touch base with you from our initial meeting in the fall. As you know we are playing Alabama, who was the 2012 National 

Softball Champion in the spring of 2014. At that time we talked about you finding out if we can charge for that Friday, Saturday series. 

That is a series i really want to promote and get a huge crowd for. Do you have any news or have you pursued this at this point? 

Coach Papa 

Donna J. Pa0a 
Universi~l of North Carolina 

ftead Softball Coach 

Email: djp(~unc.edu 

<imageO01 .j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Domina, Julie <jdomina~email,unc,edu~; 

Monday, October 28, 2013 11:40 AM 

Carolina Softball weekly newsletter 

Weekly Emai110.28.13.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Inside Carolina article request 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cmmiugham@~mc.edw~ 

Date: October 28, 2013 at 4:47:23 PM EDT 
To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac.(q~email.unc.ed~p- "Kirschner, Steve" <st__e_~_,_e_.ki._r~_!_r!._ej.@ _u._r_Lc_: _e_@.> 

Subject: I~NV: Inside Carolina article request 

From: Read, Zachary [ZRead@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Inside Carolina article request 

Dear Bubba, 

This is Zach Read, with Inside Carolina. We’re writing a story on the separation of The Rams Club from the Athletic Department. We’d love to share 

with fans the reasons and the possible benefits of the decision, if you have a few minutes to talk by phone, we would very much appreciate it. 

We look forward to hearing from you and thank you in advance for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 
Zachary Read 

Intemal Communications Specialist 

Medical Center News Office-UNC Health Care 

1075 .lames T. Hedrick Bull ding 

211 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Email: zr~ad(?~unch.unc.edu 

Office: 919-962-0168 

Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:14 PM 

Dr. Cricket Lane <drcricketlane@unc.edw~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Need Your Help 

Please see Vince’s email below. Can you make sure these kids are accounted for? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Sent tix~m my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" < ille@unc.edu> 

Date:                 7:48:22 PM EDT 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppo~ge(~bunc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Need Your Help 

Can you or     : tell me if the Creswell Elementary School Academic All Stars are accounted for mnong all of the reservations and emails we’ve 

received to date? If not, can we please add these students? Thanks, this is a fantastic program. 

From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto:d @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:05 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Choya Boykin 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

Vi nce, 

I hope you are well. My apologies in the delay in getting back to you. Please see the names below. Please advise as to whether we 
need to submit these names elsewhere or if you can handle it from here. Thanks for all you do! 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washinqton County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Choya Boykin <cbovkin@wcsnc.org> 

Date: Mon,            at 4:57 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

To: "D. Cole Phelps" <, @gmail.com> 

FYI - Please see the e-mail below. 

.......... Fola~-arded message .......... 

From: Choya Bovkin <cboykin~wcsnc.org> 

Date: Mon,            at 4:56 PM 
Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

To: Dr Davis <idavis(a)wcsnc.org> 

Cc: Nicole Moore <nmoore@wcsnc.org> 

Dear Dr. Davis, 

The following are Creswell Elementmy School students who we have chosen to participate in the UNC Chapel Hill Academic All- Staxs Game: 

6th Grade: 

5th Grade 



4th Grade 

3vd Grade 

2nd Gra& 

1 st Grade: 

Are we suppose to give these names to you or someone else? Let me know and please let me know if this is sufficient. 

Sincerely. 

Choya C. Boykin, Ed.S 

PrincipaJ 

Creswell Elementaxy School 

200 South Seventh Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cbo~ kin&) ~vc~c.o~g 

"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibili~!" 

On Mon, at 7:19 AM, Dr Davis <idavis~wcsnc.org> wrote: 

Principals 

Need recommendations today. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington Coun~ Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "D. Cole Phelps" < c?gmail.com> 

Date: at 1:27:50 AM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <idavis~wcsnc.org> 

Subject: Re: Need Your tleip 

Let me know if any names were submitted so I can let my connect know whether our elementary schools are going to 
participate or not. Thanks. DCP 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 



Washinaton County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, at 12:09 AM, Dr Davis <idavis(~wcsnc.org> wrote: 

I got this weeks ago and forwarded to principals then. Please let me know principeJs if you are identifying students for this. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

On , at 11:22 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I wanted to follow up with the below email to get your thoughts. I received another inquiry this evening 
from my connect at UNC. Let’s make sure Washington County Schools are represented! DCP 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, at 11:02 PM, D. Cole Phelps~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

’I’ea~l, 

Are we participating in the below progranW If not, can you send me two names from Creswell Elementary and I’ll let my 

comlect atUNC know. He sent me the below release and asked if we were participating. I’m seeking your guidance and 

support. Thanks for all you do. Let me know. DCP 

FINAL DRAFT 

For Immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Conmmnications Office 

Wednesday, 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CtlAPEL ttlLI,, N.C. - The University of North Caxolina athletic department has partnered with elementary schools across 

the state to recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 

’][’he neMy created Academic All-Stars program invites participating elementa~ schools to select two outstanding students in 

each grade (total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Carolina fbotbaJl game for their academic success. 

selected sludents will receive four tickets to either the Old Dominion         or Duke ) home football gmne where they 

roll receive a certificate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during tile ganle. 

~fhis is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Athlete Development progrmn and we’ve had a tremendous response," 

said UNC Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham. "We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and 



their guests on our campus at a football game. 

"This program is a great wW lbr the athletic department and football program to give back to the elemental schools in our 
state by oltbring m~ exciting day at Kenm~ Statimn as m~ incentive tbr scholastic achievement. Our mission is to e&tcate mad 
inspire thl~ough athletics and this program is a perfect example of what we are trying to achieve." 

Prior to the kickoff of the     season, North Carolina Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development Cricket 

Lane sent a letter to eveu elementazy school principal in the state. ’][’he letter was also shared with the Nortk Carolina school 
boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elemental- school students have already reserved more than 2,700 tickets 
for the Duke game and more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

°°I would like to thank’the University of North CaJ’olina tbr this generous ottbr mad lbr giving Hillstx~mugh Elemental School 
students the chance to attend aUNC football game with their t:amilies," said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillsborough 
ElementaU School. "Our school is tbcused on college and career readiness and this opportanity will support students mad 
give them access to a college campus on game day. Several ~:amilies at our school are unable to afford college football 
tickets, so this is an opportunity of a lifetime! Our students will love the ganm and the recognition. This prograJn appems to 
be well thought out and coordinated. Thmflc you for reaching out to elementaW schools and recognizing students’." 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law- 
Washinglxm County Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

This message contains information which may be confidentiai and privileged. Uniess you are the addressee {or authorized to 

receive for the addressee) you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the 

message. If you have received this message in error, piease advise the sender by reply e-mail and deiete the message. This 

emaii may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and may not represent the official policy of 

Washington County Schoois. 

Choya C. Boyldn, Ed.S 

PrincipaJ 

Creswell ElementaD, School 

200 South Seventh Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cboykin,@~wcsnc.olg 

"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility!" 

Choya C. Bwkin, Ed.S 

PrincipaJ 

Creswell Elementasy School 

200 South Seventh Street 



Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cbovkin~wcsnc.olg 

"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility!" 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the 

addressee) you may not use, copy or disciose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this 

message in error, piease advise the sender by reply e-maii and delete the message. This emaii may contain the thoughts and opinions of the 

employee sending the message and may not represent the official policy of Washington County Schools. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps ~gmail.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>; Joseph Davis <jdavis@wcsnc.org> 

Fwd: Need Your Help 

Vince, 

Here are the names from our other elementaly school. Please pass along. Thanks! 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington Comab, Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

Sent from my US Cellulm Smartphone 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Dr Davis" <idavis~wcsnc.org> 

Date: Oct 28, 2013 10:15 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

To: "D Cole Phelps" < ,(~gmaJl.com> 
Cc: 

Please forward these names tix~m Pines Elementary, commissioner. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 
Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Fr~n: Nicole Moore <nmoore@wcsnc.org> 

Date: October 28, 2013 at 2:49:54 PM EDT 

To: Dr Davis < idavis(~wcsnc.o~a> 
Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

Dr Davis, 

I apologize for my lateness. We have selected two students from 3-5. They are as follows: 

3rd: 

Kiaxa Smith 

Cori’ana Carter 

41h: 
TyNasiah Hyman 

Dinaesia Brown 

5th grade: 

Queenasia Hyman 

Kimirah Bell 

Thanks, 

On Mon, Oct 28, 2013 at 7:19 AM, Dr Davis <jdavis(&~wcsnc.org> wrote: 
PnncipaJs 
Need recommendations today. 

Dr Joe Davis 
Superintendent 
Washington ComW Schools 
802 Washington Street 
Plymouth, NC 27962 
252-793-5171 (O) 



252-793-5062 (F) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "D. Cole Phelps" ~:          (~omail.com > 

Date: October 28, 2013 at 1:27:50 AM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <jdavis~wcsnc.org> 

Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

Let me know if any names were submitted so I can let my connect know whether our elementary schools are going 
to participate or not. Thanks. DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Oct 21, 2013 at 12:09 AM, Dr Davis <jdavis~wcsnc.org> wrote: 

I got tJlis weeks ago and forwarded to principals then. Please let me know principals if you are identifying students for this. 

Dr Joe Davis 

S uperintendent 

Washington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 

l?lymoath, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

252-793-5062 (F) 

On Oct 20, 2013, at 11:22 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I wanted to follow up with the below email to get your thoughts. I received another inquiry this 
evening from my connect at UNC. Let’s make sure Washington County Schools are represented! DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thn, Oct 17, 2013 at 11:02 PM, D. Cole Phelps < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Team, 

Are we participating in the below program? If not, can you send me two names t?om Creswell Elementary and I’ll let 

my connect at UNC know. He sent me the below release and asked if we were participating. I’m seeking your 

guidance mid suppolnt. Thanks for all you do. Let me know. DCP 

FINAL DRAFT 

For Immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications Office 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The University of North Carolina athletic department has pal~mered with elementaw schools 

across the state to recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and chaacacter. 

The newly created Academic All-Stars program invites participating elementary schools to select two outstanding 



students in each grade (total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Carolina football game tbr their 
academic success. 

selected students will receive tbur tickets to either the Old Dominion (Nov. 23) or Duke (30) home tbotball gmne 
Mmre they will receive a ceNficate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

"This is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Atlflete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous 

response," said UNC Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham. "We hope to provide a memorable experience for these 

young people and their guests on our campus at a football game. 

"This program is a great way for the athletic department and football progranl to give back to the elementary schools in 
our ,state by offering an exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to 
educate and inspire through athletics and this program is a perfect example of what we are trying to achieve." 

Prior to "the kickoffofthe 2013 season, North Carolina Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development 
Cricket Lane sent a letter to eveU elementary school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with "the North 
Carolina school boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementa#" school students have already reserved more than 2,700 
tickets for the Duke game and more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

"I would like to thank the Universi~’ of North Carolina for this generous offer and for giving Hillsborough Elementary 
School s~dents the chance to attend a UNC football game with their families," said Steven M. Weben Principal at 
Hillsbo~ough Elementary School. "Our school is focused on college and career readiness and this opporttmity will 
support students and give them access 113 a college campus on game day. Several thmilies at our school are unable to 
altbrd college lbotba]l tickeks, so this is an opportunity of a lifetime! Our students will love the game and the recognition. 
This program appears to be well thought out and coordinated. Thank you tbr reaching out to elementary schools and 
recogniztig s~tudents!" 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner Difftrict One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

-[his message contains information which may be confidential and priviieged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 

receive for the addressee) you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the 

message. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by repiy e-maii and delete the message. This 

email may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and may not represent the official policy 

of Washington County Schools. 

This message contains information which may be confidentiai and privileged. Uniess you are the addressee {or authorized to receive for the addressee) 

you may not use, copy or disciose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received this message in error, please 

advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. This emaii may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and 

may not represent the officiai policy of Washington County Schoois. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Cricket Lane <drcricketlane@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:13 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Need Your Help 

Paul, 

I have not received anythhlg from Creswell Elementary, What game is this an RSVP for? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 8:14 PM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

Please see Vince’s email below. Cm~ you make sure these kids are accounted tbr? 

Thank~ 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forw~xded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(a))mc.e&l> 

Date: 7:48:22 PM EDT 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(~unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Need Your Help 

Cml you or      tell me if the Creswell Elemental" School Academic All Stars are accounted for among all of the reservations and emails we’ve 

received to date? If not, can we please add these students? Thanks, this is a fantastic program. 

From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:05 PN 
To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Choya Boykin 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

Vi nee, 

I hope you are well. My apologies in the delay in getting back to you. Please see the names below. Please advise as to whether we 
need to submit these names elsewhere or if you can handle it from here. Thanks for all you do! 

Cole 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washinqton County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Cho~ R~vI,i~ <,%o’ildn(~)wcsnc.org> 

Date: Mon            at 4:57 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Need Your Held 

To: "D. Cole Phelps" < ~/~gmail.com> 

FYI - Please see the e-mail below. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Choya Boykin <cbovkin(d~wcsnc.or~> 

Date: Mon,            at 4:56 PM 
Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

To: Dr Davis <idavis(~wcsnc.or?_> 

Cc: Nicole Moore <nmoored~wcsnc.org> 

Dear Dr. Davis, 
The following me Creswell Elementmy School students who we have chosen to participate in the UNC Chapel Hill Academic All- Staxs Game: 

6th Grade: 

5th Grade: 

4th Grade: 



3vd Grade: 

2nd Grade 

I st Grade: 

Are we suppo~ to give these names to you or someone else? Let me know and please let me kuow iffl~is is sutticient. 

Sincerely, 

Choya C. Boykin, Ed.S 

l?rincipal 

Creswell Elementaa7 School 

200 South Seventh Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cbovki~a wcs~c.o~ 
"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility!" 

On Mon at 7:19 AM, Dr Davis <j__d_a_~Li_s@!~Lc_s_r!_c_:_(_2!2~> wrote: 

Principals 

Need recommendations today. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

2__5__2__-__7__2:;___-__5___0__6__2_. (F) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "D. Cole Phelps" <          (c-~gmail.com> 

Date:,               at 1:27:50 AM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <jdavis%wcsuc.org> 

Subject: Re: Need Your tIeip 

Let me know if any names were submitted so I can let my connect know whether our elementary schools are going to 
participate or not. Thanks. DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, at 12:09 AM, Dr Davis <ida~’is(c-~wcsnc.org> wrote: 

I got this weelcs ago and forwarded to principals then. Please let me know principals if you are idenli~ing students for this. 

Dr Joe Davis 

S uperintendent 

WashinTton County Schools 

802 WashinTton Street 
Plymouth, NC 27962 

;~..5_2_:_..7_9_3:_ .sJ_.7_J__ (o) 
;~..5_2_:_..7_9_3:_ .5__0_6 2_ (~’) 

On at 11:22 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < i?#)mnaiLcom> wrote: 

I wanted to Follow up with the below email to get your thoughts. I received another inquiry this evening 
From my connect at UNC. Let’s make sure Washington County Schools are represented! DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, at 11:02 PM, D. Cole Phelps (~gmail.com> wrote: 



TeoJn, 

Are we pmnticipating in the below program? If not, can you send me two names from Creswell Elementm7 and I’ll let my 

colmect at UNC know. He sent me the below release and asked if we were participating. I’m seeking your guidance and 
support. Thanks for all you do. Let me know. DCP 

FINAL DRAFT 

For Immediate Releaae 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

Athletic Colr~nunications Office 

Wednesday, 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The Universit?’ of North Carolina athletic department has partnered ruth elementary schools across 

the state to recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 

The newly created Academic All-Stars program invites participating elementao, schools to select two outstaJlding students in 

each grade (total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Caxolina tbotbeJl gmne tbr their academic success. 

selected students will receive four tickets to either the Old Dominion (        or Duke    home football game where they 

will receive a certificate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

’~fhis is an exciting initiative started by our Stadent-Athlete Development progrmn and we’ve had a tremendous response," 

said LINC Athletic Director Bnbba Cunningham. "We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and 

their guests on our campus at a football game. 

’~Fhis program is a great way tbr the athletic department and tbotba]l program to give back to the elementary schools in our 

state by offering an exciting day at Kenan Stadimn as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and 

inspire through athletics and this program is a perfect example ofwbat we are lrying to achieve." 

Prior to the kickoff of the     season, Nolnth Carolina Assist~xlt Athletic Director for Student-Atlflete Development Cricket 

Lane sent a letter to eve17 elementaxy school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the North Carolina school 

boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementary school students have already reserved more than 2,700 tickets 

for the Duke game and more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

’I would like to thank the UniversiU of North Carolina for this generous offer and for giving Hillsborough Elementary School 

students the chance to attend a UNC tbotball gmne with their thmilies," ,said Steven M. Weber. Principal at tlillsborough 

Elementao, School. "Our school is focused on college and career readiness and thi s opportunity will support students and 

give them access to a college campns on gmne day. Several thmilies at our school are unable to attbrd college tbotball 

tickets, so this is an opportunity ofa lit,etime! Our students will love the game and the recognition. This program appears to 

be well thought out and coordinated. Thank yon for reaching out to elemental7 schools and recognizing students!" 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington Count?- Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent from my US Cellular Smaxtphone 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 

receive for the addressee) you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the 

message. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply’ e-mail and delete the message. This 

emaii may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and may not represent the officiai policy of 

Washington County Schools. 

Choya C. Boykin, Ed.S 

Principal 

Creswell Elementary School 

200 South Seventh Street 



Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cboykin(~bwcsnc.org 
"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility!" 

Choya C. Boyldn, Ed.S 

Principal 

Creswell Elementau School 

200 South Sevenfl~ Street 

Creswell, NC 27982 

Phone: (252) 797 - 7474 

Fax: (252) 793 - 7343 

cboy~n@iwcsnc x~rg 

"Academic Excellence is a Shared Responsibility!" 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are tile addressee (or authorized to receive for the 

addressee) you may not use, copy or disciose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message~ If you have received this 

message in error, piease advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. This email may contain the thoughts and opinions of the 

employee sending the message and may not represent the official policy of Washington County Schools. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:21 AM 

Dr. Cricket Lane <drcricketlane@unc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Need Your Help 

@unc.edu> 

Please see below from Vince. Thanks for hlduding these. 
Paul 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday 9:17 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FVV: Need Your Help 
Call we please add these as well? I understand they ale late, but these schools in particular are from some areas that we need to support any way we can. Thanks. 
From: D. Cole Phelps [fnailto: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Monday, :1.0:17 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Joseph Davis 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 

Vince, 

Here are the names from our other elementary school. Please pass along. Thanks! 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington ComW Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: "Dr Davis" <jdavis@wcsnc,org> 
Date:            10:15 PM 
Subject: Fwd: Need Your Help 
To: "D Cole Phelps" < "i~gmail,com> 
Cc: 

Please forwald these names from Pines Elementary, commissioner. 

Dr Joe Davis 
Superintendent 

Washinglxm County Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth, NC 27962 

_2__5__2___-_7_2-_;___-_5__1_Z_1_. ( 0 ) 
_2__5__2___-_7_2-_;___-_5_9__6___2_. (F) 

Begin forwaarded message: 

From: Nicole Moore <,mloore(2~wcsnc.org> 

Date:                at 2:49:54 PM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <idavi~a)3vcsnc.org> 

Subject: Re: Need Your Help 

Dr. Davis, 
I apologize for my lateness. We have selected two students from 3-5. They are as follows: 

3rd: 

4111: 

5th grade: 

Thanks, 

On Men, at 7:19 AM, Dr Davis <j__d_a_~2s@!x_c_d!_c_:p!ig> wrote: 
PrincipaJs 
Need recommendations today. 



Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

Washington County Schools 

802 Washington Street 

Plymouth. NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (0) 

2__5__2__-_7___9__:3___-__5___0___(,__2_. (F) 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fl~om: "D. Cole Phelps" ,r2~gmail.com> 
Date: at 1:27:50 AM EDT 

To: Dr Davis <idavis%wcsnc.org> 

Subject: Re: Need Your tleip 

Let me know if any names were submitted so I can let my connect know whether our elementary schools are going to 
participate or not. Thanks. DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washinqton County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, at 12:09 AM, Dr Davis <idavis(2~wcsnc.org> wrote: 

I got this weeks ago and forwarded to principals then. Please let me know principals if you are identi~ing students for this. 

Dr Joe Davis 

Superintendent 

WashinNton County Schools 

802 WashinNton Street 
Plymouth, NC 27962 

252-793-5171 (O) 

.2_~..5_2__-_.7_9_3:_ .5__0_6 2_ (F) 

On at 11:22 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ~]gm~Jl.corn> wrote: 

I wanted to follow up with the below email to get your thoughts. I received another inquiry this evening 
from my connect at UNC. Let’s make sure Washington County Schools are represented! DCP 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thai at 11:02 PM, D. Cole Phelps < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

TeaJr~, 

Are we pea~ticipating in the below program? If not, can you send me two names from Creswell Elementm7 and I’ll let my 

coimect at UNC know. He sent me the below release and asked if we were participating. I’m seeldng your guidance and 

support. Thanks for all you do. Let me know. DCP 

FINAL DRAFT 

For Immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Conmmnications Ottice 

Wednesday, 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGI~\M HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 



CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The University of North Carolina athletic department has partnered ruth elementary schools across 

the state to recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 

The neMy created Academic All- Stars program invites participating elementa~ schools to select two outstanding students in 

each grade (total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Csxolina tbotball gmne [br their academic success. 

selected students will receive [bur tickets to either the Old Dominion (       I or Duke ( I home/botball game where they 
will receive a certificate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

’~fhis is an exciting initiative started by our Stadent-Athlete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous response," 

said UNC Athletic Director Bubba Curmingham. ’°We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and 

their guests on our campus at a lbotball game. 

’q~his program is a great way for the athletic department and football program to give back to the elementa~ schools in our 

state by offering an exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and 

inspire through athletics and this program is a perfect example of what we are 117ing to achieve." 

Prior to the kickoff of the     season, North Carolina AssistaJat Athletic Director tbr Student-Athlete Development Cricket 

Lane sent a letter to every elementary school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the North Carolina sehool 

boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementsxy school stadents have aheady reserved more than 2,700 tickets 

for the Duke ganle oald more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion ganle. 

"I would like to thank the UniversiU of North Carolina for this generous oiler and for giving Hillsborough Elementary School 

students the chance to attend a UNC football game with their families," said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillslx~rongh 

Elementa~ School. "Our school is focused on college and career readiness and this opportunity will support students and 

give them access to a college campus on game day. Several families at our school are unable to afford college football 

tickets, so this is an opportunity ofa litbtime! Our students will love the game and the recognition. This program appears to 

be well thought out and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to elementary school s and recognizing students’." 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

Sent fiom my US Cellular Smartphone 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to 

receive for the addressee) you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the 

message. If you have received this message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. This 

emaii may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and may not represent the officiai policy of 

Washington County Schools. 

-[his message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee) 

you may not: use, copy or disclose to anyone t:he message or any information cont:ained in the message. If you have received this message in error, please 

advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. This email may contain the thoughts and opinions of the employee sending the message and 

may not represent the officiai policy of Washington County Schools. 



FPo][[l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, 2013 11:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc .edt~~ 

Questions about Mr. Pogge 

Hello Vince, 
I mentioned on Sunday at football practice that I was writing a profile article about Mr. Paul Pogge, 

And I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime next week or sometime 

Soon before the week of thanksgiving to talk about Paul and your experiences with him on staff in the recent years. 

Let me know what we can work out, 

Thanks again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2013 l l: 50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

They both work equally great, iust give me a time for tomorrow or Monday and VII be there. 

Thanks, 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

He5. 

Tomorrow or ne:~ Monday morning are good for me. Can either of those won with your schedule? Thanks. 

Viuce 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2013 ii:33 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

Hello Vince, 

I mentioned on Sunday at football practice that I was writing a profile article about Mr. Paul Pogge, 

And I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime next week or sometime 

Soon before the week of thanksgiving to talk about Paul and your experiences with him on staff in the recent years. 

Let me know what we can work out, 

Thanks again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:56 AM 

Young, Maissa Veronica <mvyoung@email.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu>; DuIE/, Clare E <dufl}’ce@emml.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: re: O~ci~J Visit 

That’s fine if you want to scan [hem over -. send them straight to             and she’ll close out their t:ites. Keep the Host Enter[ainment form in your file for 

when you submit your reimbursement for the weekend - it is basically your receipt. 

As for the prospect reimbursement, 1 think the Business Office does need SSN for check processing purposes, Send those forms through campus mail (original 

signatures also matt~:_~r on that: [orm) to \,’inc~-_~ since the Sports Supervisor signs off on them first and then passes them on to me before I send th~-_m~ t:o t:he gus, 

Office, 

If you have any other’ questions, just let us know, Thanks!! 

Lance 

From: Young, Marissa Veronica 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:52 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: re: Official Visit 

Lance, 

Can I just scan and send over all the signed docs from official visit? Do you need social security number of prospect for reimbursement? 

Narissa Young 

:’..;’L~:’V:::.~.,:::;:’~?~.: ::.:’)&:’:..:’;’U’.~ ."..:bi.,r.::..:.;.:::,:.~ 
Assistant Softball Coach 

cell 
919-962-5105 fax 
www. :::~ oi--~ £::::: ::.:;, ::o1% 

?::.~.)::.sf!L.;i.!:i:. R R ;~,i-;! 2:! 2 :~L:2;~.i:.;i!:i:: A !!;: A !?!)’2;!::~.!:Z:!’Z~. 
Follow us on Facebook: b~t.~.~s:.;~:~:~5~.~L~:‘.L[2!~.b:.2.o.~.k.~‘g£~..r.~.}L~J2!LU~!~2£~£4~]~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

That works great. 

thanks again for your time! 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 2:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Monday at 8:30 am in my office at226 EWAC? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday 11: SO AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

They bo[h work equally great, just give me a time for tomorrow or Monday and I"tl be there. 

Thanks, 

,~.~) live. u nc.ed u j 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

Hey 

Tomorrow or next Monday morning are good for me. Ca1 either of those work with your schedule? Thanks, 

Vince 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:33 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Questions about Mr. Pogge 

Hello Vince, 

I mentioned on Sunday at practice that I was writing a profile article about Mr. Paul Pogge, 

And I was wondering if I could meet with you sometime next week or sometime 

Soon before the week of thanksgiving to talk about Paul and your experiences with him on staff in the recent years. 

Let me know what we can work out, 

Thanks a£ain. 

@. live.unc.eduI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 1:46 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

request 

Vince 

The University would like us to respond to Dan Kane. I would prefer it come from you as that is what I have told him. Bubba saw his email yesterday at the records meeting and it 

indicated it was fine for us to get back to him. Do you have a few minutes today that I could come by and work on something? It seems to me that the first part of his request falls 

under compliance issues that we don’t comment on, the second relates to you and Illinois and the third is a direct question and answer about what Jaimie Lee’s job is. I don’t think 

it is a lengthy response. 

Thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:38 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

FW: A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics Conference & Meeting 

From: emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com [mailto:emmettgill@studentathleteshumanrights.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:30 PM 
To: michmill@indiana.edu; gjgmelch@usfca.edu; jbasten@umich.edu; ramowatt@indiana.edu; sportmgt@usfca.edu; rodfort@umich.edu; ppederse@indiana.edu; 
trgeorge@umich.edu; cmross@indiana.edu; wheelerk@umich.edu; ptwalsh@indiana.edu; salpha@howard.edu; kwakd@umich.edu; N.J.ASKEW@VERIZON.NET; 
djmoore@umich.edu; NBANKS@HOWARD.EDU; msrosen@umich.edu; cbarker@howard.edu; stefansz@umich.edu; southall@hrsm.sc.edu; vbond@howard.edu; 
dcalloway@howard.edu; mcaprarola@howard.edu; dcorbett@howard.edu; @hotmail.com; hollander@howard.edu; sla@sportslaw.org; 
Shannon.Ringenbach@asu.edu; office@sportmarketingassociation.com; ’ @yahoo.com.tw; sbrooks@brocku.ca; nagel@sc.edu; kharrison@bus.ucf.edu; 

eric.schwarz@saintleo.edu; Osborne, Barbara; cindy.conway@okstate.edu; bsheftal@spelman.edu; itoldson@howard.edu;      ,~gmail.com; 
camille_charles@pop.upenn.edu; agordonreed@law.harvard.edu; mcole@uts.columbia.edu; dr-yogi@art.net; alondra.nelson@columbia.edu; rkittles@uic.edu; 
info@tzproductioncompany.com; jdjames@fsu.edu; ramsey@musiqology.com; jgraf@fsu.edu; kim.okamoto@colostate.edu; rhynd@math.upenn.edu; ykim6@fsu.edu; 
rgilmore@gc.cuny.edu; jpappas@fsu.edu; n’assie-lumumba@cornell.edu; nsabella@tulane.edu; gfeldman@tulane.edu; pdobel@uw.edu; linda.campbell@tulane.edu; 
dvandever@pophamlaw.com; zolaw@bc.edu; Norton, Molly; marc@marcedelman.com; pkun@aahperd.org; wfreeman@camel.campbell.edu; drummond@numen.elon.edu; 
billing@email.unc.edu; sbrown@wcu.edu; ray.rogers@mail.house.gov; annette.taylor@mail.house.gov; ebettilyon@fsu.edu; sce-sports@columbia.edu; 
Imasteralexis@isenberg.umass.edu; mpssportsmgmt@georgetown.edu; edmonds.7@nd.edu; jamessj@umich.edu; blsa@tjsl.edu; Conference@sportandsociety.com; 
dgoble@mail.sdsu.edu; ensugrad@mail.sdsu.edu; CarI.Winston@sdsu.edu; HAGGERTY@UNB.CA; sociology@sdsu.edu; Haagen@law.duke.edu; jsilar@duaa.duke.edu; 
Ibarnes@duaa.duke.edu; McNeilR@msu.edu; tonya_washington@ncsu.edu; kingrad@msu.edu; BGPSA@colostate.edu; sherard_clinkscales@ncsu.edu; human- 
performance@mnsu.edu; ktolbert@rams.colostate.edu; william_hoggard@ncsu.edu; robert.pettitt@mnsu.edu 
Subject." A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics Conference & Meeting 
Dear Colleagues: 
A New Game Plan "4" Collegiate Athletics is shaping up to be a wonderful event. 
Please consider submitting a paper and/or registering. 

http://studentathletesh u ma n rights.com/a-n ew-ga m e-plan-4-collegiate-sports/ 

Please share with colleagues and students. 

Best 

ELG 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 3:43 PM 

VaJlgelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.e&~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; ~emaJl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Mariefle, 

We can do it on the at 4.::].5 pm. 

D o n n a 

From: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Monday, :!.:47 PM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Cc: llle, Vince ." Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Importance: High 

Good Afl:~:~rnoon - 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule your Learn rules education meeting for 

Responsibility and how it impacts your sport program. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGekder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785?, 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 2:19 PM 
To: Papa, Donna .l 

Co: Ille, Vince (ilJe@unc.edu) .~mail.unc.edu) 
Subject: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon - 

to discuss the concept of Head Coach 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical strategies that 

your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would ask that all members of the 

coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of 

time. 

Wednesday - ll:OOam to 5:00pm 

Thursday - 11:00am to 5:00prn 

Friday - lO:OOam to 5:00pro 

Wednesday : - 11:00arn to 5:OOpm 

Thursday - 8:00am to 5:00prn 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can reserve 

space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:45 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: request 

Thanks. I can either get with you by phone tonight or see you in person in the morning. Whichever works better for you. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille(~unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: request 

I’m available to meet sometime after 6 pm tonight. Bubba and I reviewed a hand written draft of what we believed is an appropriate response. We looked at that yesterday but 

he did not give it to me. I’ll see if he still has that. 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 1:45 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince 

The University would like us to respond to Dan Kane. I would prefer it come from you as that is what I have told him. Bubba saw his email yesterday at the records 

meeting and it indicated it was fine for us to get back to him. Do you have a few minutes today that I could come by and work on something? It seems to me that the 

first part of his request falls under compliance issues that we don’t comment on, the second relates to you and lllinois and the third is a direct question and answer 

about what Jaimie Lee’s job is. I don’t think it is a lengthy response. 

Thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

:::i:i:i.i:ii" ii:i<:ii:.:?i:ii:i:il .i:ii’::iil iii:’::ilil}ii:’~i" iii’ii:’<: L:iiiii’:i :i!iVi:ii’:ii.&i::i<il¸’¸ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: request 

Bubba is out of the office until later today so I have texted hh~ about it, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:56 PM 

To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fwd: request 

Molly. 

Can you please see ifBubba still has the draft we discussed yesterday? I would like to use that language for the response Steve indicates the universi~ is requesling I 

send to Mr. Kane. Thanks, 

Vince 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschiler, Steve" <sCevekdrschner~unc~edu> 

Date: October 30, 2013 at 3:44:42 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: request 

Thanks. I cm~ either get ruth you by phone tonight or see you in person in the morning. Whichever works better Ibr you. 

Steve Kirsclmer 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communicalions 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekdrschner~unc~edu 

GoHeels.com 

: :i::ii::: ::i[::::i:::::: i:i: :::i:1::5: :::::::::::::::::::: :i: :::: ::i::ii :.:i:i;::: :!~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, October 30, 20:13 3:4:1 PM 
To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: request 
I’m avaJlable to meet sometime after 6 pm tonight. Bubba and I reviewed a hand written draft of w-hat we believed is an appropriate response. We looked 

at that yesterday but he did not give it to me. I’ll see if he still has that. 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 1:45 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <sqtevekirschuer(d~uuc.edu> wrote: 

Vince 

The University would like us to respond to Dan Kane. I would prefer it come from you as that is Mint I have told him. Bubba saw his emaJl 

yes~terday at the recoNs meeting and it indicated it was fine for us to get back to him. Do you have a few minutes today that I could come by 

and won on something? It seems to me that the first part of his request falls under compliance issues that we don’t comment on, the second 

relates to you and Illinois and the third is a direct question and answer about Mint Jaimie Lee’s job is. I don’t think it is a lengthy response. 

Thanks 

Steve Kirsclmer 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekir~hner,~;unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:37 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu>; Moutgomew, John R <jmou@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken 

<kmack@unc.edu-~; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D ~d mcpherson@unc.edu-~; Cleary, Kenneth 

Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Crowder, Kenneth C <crowderl @email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B 

<eculle@unc.edu>; DaJgleish, Joyce L ~oyced@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 

<michaelbeale@mlc.edu:,; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitling@unc.edu>; Gatz, C~egoly <ggg@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Maria F 

<ciocca@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com>; Gallo, Jr., Lan3~ A. <athgallo@unc.edu:,; Balle~ MaNna K 

<mballen@unc.edu~; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu~; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschne@unc.edu>; 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu;>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Suits, ChrisF H. 

<chris~@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Michael H <mhwgolf~unc.edu~ 

Reporting System 

Good afternoon everyone. 

Based on a recent discussion at the Senior Staff meeting on 10/28/13, we are considering changes to the weekly reporting system. 

The Senior Staff will review change recommendations related to the frequency and content of the reports on 11/4/13 with the goal of communicating and 

implementing any recommended changes as soon as possible. 

At this time we are suspending the current weekly reporting schedule until further notice. 

I will email everyone an update after the Senior Staff meeting on :H/4/:13. 

Thank you for your commitment to the reporting system as it has served a valuable purpose in the first year of implementation. 

We hope to continually improve the system through evaluation and change in order to achieve more efficient and effective management of the department. 

Thanks and all the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University o f North Carolin a 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 

Mobile 

Fax 919 962 6000 

w,x w.~,>[~e~>]s cam 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:35 PM 

INFORMATION - UNC vs NC State Game 

Hello Tar Heel Families, Groat win last week, now onto the next one! Here is some information for our away game at NC State. 

Kickoff: 12:30p at Carter-Finley Stadium, 4600 Trinity Rd, Raleigh, NC 
Parking: Due to the energetic fan rivalry between UNC and NC State, we recommend our parents/families find parking West of the Stadium. Note, here are three 
recommended parking areas listed below. 

¯ West Chase Office Complex - West Chase Rd and Blue Ridge Rd 

¯ Wade Office Park I - Wade Ave between Edwards Mill Rd and Trinity Rd 

Trinity Park Office Complex - Trinity Rd between Edwards Mill Rd and Nowell Rd 

Visiting Player’s Will Call: Gate 5, The gate opens 90 minutes prior to kickoff 
Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: ULC DratiJng 

OK, Th~,nks very much. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 2:02 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: ULC Drafting 

It should be you. This is a great opportunitv for you on a national level. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 1:37 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: ULC Drafting 

¯ ~ny interest in trying to go to the football coaches convention for this panel with or without me? 

From: Jeff Hawkins [mailto:hawk@uoregon.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, October 31, 2013 20:20 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: ULC Drafting 

Great job Paul. I wish they didn’t have it on a game weekend. I already have a breakout session put aside at the football coaches convention like I told you on 

Monday, Jan 13. Who should we invite to be on the panel? I’ve hot a state rep from Alabama. I think having Tony and Mr Bassett and Mr Hilger (from ULC) would be 

helpful. Anyone else (hopefully you as well). 

Hawk 

Jeff "Hawk" Hawkins 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Football Administration and Operations 

from my iPad 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 6:01 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppoRRe@unc.edu> wrote: 

J eff, 

The meetings went pretty well in Chicago when the Drafting Committee discussed changes to the UAAA. Wish you could’ve joined us. I think we’re 

making good progress, as they were receptive to the concepts we put forward. 

Paul 

<image00Zjpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 5:14 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Troy Arflmr 

Bubba (per our conversation), Vince & Karlton - 

Troy Arthur is the NCAA Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. I met him several years ago when he was working for Learfield and we have kept in touch 

since. He is in town this weekend with his                          . His plan tomorrow is a little fluid, but he and I are planning to have lunch together and I am 

going to show him around campus. I’d like to introduce him (if you have not already met him) to each of you based on your schedules tomorrow. Bubba - Molly 

said 3 pm would work best for you. 

Vince and Karlton, let me know if you would like to join us for lunch (time / place tbd) and / or meet Troy at some other point of the day tomorrow. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edw> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 7:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr> 

Re: Possible meeting 

Vince, 

I roll. Are mornings or afternoons usually better. 

Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 6:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

You tw’o ~hedtde it and let me know. I would like to attend, and will if at all possible. Thanks Donna. 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 6:24 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Possible meeting 

Vince, would you like to be in this meeting? Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sue Walsh <sue@rarnsclub.com> 

Date: October 31, 2013, 5:21:40 PM EDT 

To: "Papa, Donna J" <._d_jp_@__u___n___c_:__e__d___u__> 

Subject: Re: Possible meeting 

Donna, All is well! I am happy to meet with you. I think it would be good to clarify some things. John has asked that our focus still 

primarily be on raising money for scholarships and the respective sport operating endowments. As we are able, we have been asked to 

work with our respective sports with their sport-specific fund raising. That has not been defined for any of us and we are trying to get out 

arms around it. That being said, I will do all I can to help. When are good days and times for you? 

Sue Walsh 

Director of Legacy Programs 

929.843.6413 

"We educate and inspire through athletics" 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 4:07 PM, "Papa, Donna J" <_d_jp____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Sue, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I wanted to see if we could set up a meeting to discuss what your role is with regard to being assigned to Softball in a 

fundraising capacity. 

I would like to talk about the possibilities of raising .~ for our program and ideas etc that you have. That is always a 

challenge. 

Thanks 

Donna 

<image001 =ipg> 

Donna & Papa 
University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, November l, 2013 7:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: UNC Agent and Advisor Program RegiS_ration 

From: Fletcher Smith [mailto:fnsmith@revolutionsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 1:54 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Registration 
Paul, 

I will get a coW of the marketing contract to you. 

As it relates to your other questions I have not represented a player who has lost his collegiate eligibility clue to NCAA rules violations. 

As for your second question, my registration was revoked in 2003 or 2004 at the University of Illinois. Illinois’ recruiting rule s~ipulates, generally, that an agent may not 

have contact ruth a s~dent-athlete or his faxnily without coordinating any and all such communication through the compliance department. During that time, my firm 

employed a recruiter who had a personal relationship with a s~udent- athlete. Unbeknowns~t to me, the recruiter maintained contact with the player throughout his junior 

year, I believe. Although we weren’t recruiting the player or any player from U of I at that time, we were in violation of the rtfles due to the relationship between my 

employee and the student-athlete. The UniversiW stated that they couldn’t determine whether or not we were recruiting the player. And, aJthough I had no contact with 

the player, the recruiter worked for my company. It was especially disappointing to me because I am a graduate of the University of Illinois mad have a great 

relationship the university, overall. And, I did not have and have not had since that time, any such violations as an agent or lm~er. It is important to note that I have 

been re-instated at the University of Illinois and have gone on to represent 5 s~udent-athletes fi~om Univel~ity of Illinois, 2 in the 2013 draft class. Last year, in fact, I 

was asked by the compliance officer and head football coach to speak with senior students about the recruiting process. 

Best Regards, 

Fletcher N. Smith, III 

Revolution S~rts 
On Nov 1, 2013, at 10:06 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(a)~unc.edu> wrote: 

Fletcher, 
We do not need a copy of the SRA from the NFLPA, but do require a copy of any other contracts you or your firm uses with clients. Additionally, have you ever 

r~-:~presented a player who has lost ~:heir collegiate eligibility due to N(:AA rules violations? H~ve you ever had any diffk:ulties with ~my uniw-:~rsities’ cornplianc~:_~ 

offices that resuR:ed in reprimand, revocation of registrai:i.:_~n, etc.? 

Thanks very much for this information. We like to make sure we have a comprehensive file on everyone registering with our Program. We appreciate your help. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Fletcher smith [mailto:fnsmith@revolutionsports.com] 
Senti Friday, November 01, 2013 10:53 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Registration 

Hi Paul, 

Do you need a copy of the standard representation agreement that is provided by the NFLPA? 

My mailing address is as follows: 

Fletcher N. Smith, III 

Revolution Sports 

3108 S. Rt. 59 

Suite 124 

Naperville, IL 60564 

Best Regards, 

Fletcher N.Smith III 
221 W. Jefferson Ave. ................................................. 

Naperville, IL 60540 
630.857.3313. (P) 
630.857.3426 (F) 

(c) 
L_q_s___m___LLh__@__r_~y__o__Lu__t_Lo___q_s_p___o__r__Ls_:__c___o___m__ 

% 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 7:28 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Fletcher: 

Thank you for submitting your online registration form. At your earliest convenience, please provide me with the supplemental materials requested 

at the top of the form as well. Additionally, please provide your mailing city, state, and zip code. 

Thank you. 



Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

<image001jpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Friday, November l, 2013 10:51 PM 

Gelin, Da~a E <dgelin@ unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: A Great Night tbr Student-Athlete Networking 

Let’s talk.... Rams club could assist? 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Shelley Johnson < ~)gmaJl.com> 

Date: November 1, 2013 at 9:45:36 PM EDT 

To: Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: A Great Night for Student-Athlete Networking 

I received this from Michigan... 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: .Michigan Athletics <updates(&michiganathlelics.fan-one.com> 

Date: Fri, Nov 1, 2013 at 11:17 AM 
Subject: A Great Night for Student-Athlete Networking 

To:                    ~gmail.com 

Please add updates(~,rnichiqanathletics.fan-one corn to your address book or safe senders list. 

If you are unable to view this message correctly, click here 

Good Morning, 

This past Monday, we hosted a Student-Athlete Networking Event. Student-athlete alumni from 
various career fields gave back to Michigan Athletics by returning to campus and providing 
guidance to current student-athletes as they prepare for life after graduation. 

The event brought together over 25 alumni and 75 student-athletes, allowing for diverse, meaningful 
conversations and impactful outcomes. To read more about the event please visit our feature on 
support.mgoblue.comialumni and to hear some of the advice given please watch the video below: 

% 
If you are interested in participating as a student-athlete alumni mentor at future networking events, 
please email mgoalumni@umich.edu for more information. 

Go Blue! 
Office of Alumni Engagement 



To unsubscribe, please click here to email mqoalumni~,umich.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 7:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Working Group di~ussion of Recruitment 

Dear Vince, have you had a chance to reach out to some of the recruiting coordinators to see if the?’ could join one of our Working Group meetings? I thil~k football, basketball & perhaps 
two other sports would be a good representation. I met with Jim Dean on Thur and got the sense that he’d like to circle back to recruiting sooner than later We can discuss timing with the 
group on Monday. Our next two meetings are Nov 25 & Dec 16 
Thanks again for your help Have a nice weekend, 
Debbi 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:52 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edtr>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edw~; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kclea~@unc.edu>; Crowder, 
Kenneth C <crowderl@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike qnbunfing@m~c.e&P; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>; Dalgleisk Joyce L 
<joyced@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeaJe@m~c.edu>; Bitting, Angelyn S 
<abitting@unc.edu>; Gatz, GregoU <ggg@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mafio F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary <gsobb@tarheelsports.com>; Gallo, Jr., LaW 
A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; BaJlen, Ma~tina K <mbaJlen@mm.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint < cgwaltney@mm.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Steinbacher~ Rick <nck@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc.edtr--; Suits, Chrisbl H. <chfis~y@unc.edu>; Maa:kos, Lance M -cmarkos@email.unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Michael H 
<mhwgolf~}unc.edu>; john@mmsclub.com; ken@mmsclub.com; diane@rmnsdub.com; dawn@rmnsdub.com; nick@ramsclub.com; 
fim@mmsclub.com 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Monthly Revorting 

Monthly Report Template.docx; Senior Staff Recommendations 11-4-13.docx 

Good afternoon everyone. 

I hope you’re doing well and fully enjoying C:I:~.II:¯ :!:i.ii.i::. today. 

Based on great feedback and discussion we are changing our unit reporting frequency and format. 

I have attached the new reporting schedule and report template. 

Please feel free to reach out to me with any questions. 

Thanks again for your support of this initiative. 

All the best, 

Karlton 

[!varlton Creeeh 

Senior Associate Director of A1hletics 
The University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office 919 843 6432 
Mobile 
Fax 919 962 6000 
l>A.r~; :~x:::3t3 .~; 31: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr> 

RE: Thank you li)r your Teams Time 

Vince, 

It was awesome, Got me a little choked up actually, Girls did a great job. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 20:1.3 3:08 PM 

To: Papa, Donna J 

Subject: RE: Thank you for your Teams -time 

Great work Donna’. Thanks for sharing the message. I’ve passed this along to Bubba and others. 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 2:24 PN 

To: 111e, Vince; Perkins, Michael; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Fwd: Thank you for your Teams Time 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "David Vinston’’~       ((-~gmail.com> 
To: "Papa, Donna J" <dip(d~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <ton, ibaldwin@unc.edu>, "Young, Maxissa Veronica" <m~5~onn~,@,email.nnc.edu>, 

<        ~live.nnc.edu> 
Subject: Thank you for your Teams Time 

Hello Coach Papa, 

My name is David Vinston and I am a coach for the Miracle League of the Triangle, as well as, a grandpaxent of a participating athlete. 

I had the pleasure of meeling and working ruth your team this weekend during our baseball clinic at Lake Lynn Community Center in Raleigh. I want you 

to know how professional your gifts were and the smiles they brought to everyone’s faces; athletes and coaches alike. I didn’t see a single athlete from 

your team who appeared to not want to help or looked like they were obligated to be there. Everyone of them represented themselves as a true member 

of the UNC Athletic Department and we couldn’t have been more pleased to have them involved. You should be proud of each and everyone of them 

and the service they provided this past weekend in making a childs day very special. 

As a grandparent of one of these cMdren with special needs, I was worried about how long, if at all, my grandson would be able to parlJ, cipate. He is high 

functioning autislic and doesfft do well in crowds. However, the minute we s~rted, your team made him feel welcome, paid close attention to him a~d 

helped him with general bat mad ball techniques. I honestly believe because of their welcoming and suppoNve attitudes, they helped him to forget about 

the number of people that were around, which allowed him to enjoy learning to play baseball mad spend time with people outside of his normal circle. 

Thank you for allowing your team to particpate this weekend with the Miracle League of the Triangle. I hope that in someway our athletes had as big of an 

impact on your athletes as yours did on ours. My only wish is that your team gets to paNcipate again in assisting us with our athletes, if only for a moment 

to help those experience what so many of us take for granted... The opportunity to play America’s Great Past Time sport!!’. 

A "NEW" thn of the UNC Women’s Softball Temn, 

Sincerely, 

David Vinston 

P.S. Attached is a picture of our team and my grandson being tought how to "stretch" out for the ball. :-) 

Please/’eel free to share this email and the pictures with your team and let them know how much they were appreciated this weekend. 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangdder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 5:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw* 

FW: Summer School Requirements 

FYI, I have not yet responded, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate AtMetic Director 

UniversiW of North Oarolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 9f52-6LX}2 

mvangelder@unc,edu 

From: Carrie Doyle [rnailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 8:32 AM 

To: Cindy Hartrnann; Craig Anderson; Dan Bartholornae; Eric Baurngartner; erleasern@syr.edu; Jill Bodensteiner; Jim Curry; John Carns; Marcus Wilson; Vangelder, Marielle 
A; Marquita Arrnstead; Stephanie Ellison; Tim Parker; Todd Hairston; Carly Pariseau 
Subject: Summer School Requirements 

We are working with our Council on Athletics (the faculty group appointed by the Chancellor that oversees Athletics) to codify summer 

school requirements for those who receive 100% athletics aid for summer school. They are seeking answers to the questions below: 

¯ For those who get 100% athletics aid for summer, do you require that they take a minimum number of credit hours? (e.g., can they 

take a 1-credit hour on-line Physical Education course and get fully funnded for room and board? or do they have to take a minimum 

number of credit hours?) 

¯ For those who get 100% atheltics aid for the summer, do the classes they take have to degree applicable? (e.g., can they take a 3- 

credit course that is not applicable toward their degree?) 

¯ Who has the final decision making authority whether a student-athlete is allowed to get athletics aid for the classes they take 

during the summer (e.9, academics? Compliance? Sport Supervisor? Head Coach?) 

¯ Any other details that are important related to your summer school policy that I have not asked in the 3 question above? 

Thanks, in advance, for your reply. I will summarize each institution’s response in a chart and send back to you once I’ve received 

replies. 

Carrie A. Doyle 

9 I~.-5 Ls..O6(h/~!;]k",:i 

(mdh 
carrie dovle(~bnestLedu 

www :goloack,com/’con lpli ance 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records 

Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <tim@romsclub.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: M Tennis Alumni Weekend 

Thmlks. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: fim(cbramselub.com 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 4, 2013. at 11:16 AM, "Ille, Vince" <i!.l_e_2;~i_u_gc_: .e__d_..u_.> wrote: 

Please see the message below lvgarding the men’s tennis alumni events this weekend. Thanks. 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
C¢: Paul, Sampson L 
Subject: M Tennis Alumni Weekend 

Vince, 

The schedule of events for next weekend - 

Friday at 7 pm -Social at Spanky’s. 

Saturday at 9am - Meet at the Cone Kenfield Tennis Center to watch/compete in the alumni tennis match. Please note we will not have access to the 

UNC courts due to the Women’s Tennis Kitty Harrison Invitational. This is weather permitting. 

Saturday at 1230pm - UNC Football versus UVA 

Saturday from 4pm - 7pm - Postgame at Sam Paul’s house 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919,962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

~q~Al,: Despite NC State eflbrts, Leak continues contact with Pack players 

Despite NC State eft’orts, Leak continues contact with Pack players 

Eric Leak’s 31-yard touchdown catch in 1998 to help the North Carolina State University football team defeat a heavily favored Florida State team is what many Wolfpack fans remember 
about the former wide receiver. Now, the university does not permit Leak to even set foot on campus. 

Read more: http ://wral.m0bl.netir/lpbqp8 

Sent from WRAL Web 

Sam Paul 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.eduv 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 8:53 AM 

UNCAA-Football <uncaa tbotball@groups.unc.edu>; Tim Davis ~ ~nc.rr.com>; Walter Davis < ~rocketmail.com> 

~rocketmail.com); @fca.org; Ben Alexander < ~hotmail.com>; Jan Leggette < ~gmaJl.com> 

~gmail.com); Lee Pace <       ~gmail.com>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary. 
<gsobba@tarheelsports.com >; Sabo, Tim --%abo@emaJl.nnc.edu>; Camarati, Jefl]ey Allan <camarati@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hundley, Bobby 

<hnndley@emaJl.anc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.eda>; Gdllo, Jr., L~rry A. <athgallo@unc.eda>; Culminghmn, Bubba 

<bnbbac@emaJl.anc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@anc.edu>; Ille, Vince --~ille@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 

Beatty, Greg --~gpbeatb~@email.nnc.edu>; Spang, Jeffrey T <jspa~g@med.unc.edu>; Tim Smith --~fim@raansclub.com> 

Jonathan Miller --~Jonat]mn.Mille@ncdps.gov>; Klomparens, Bormie Ledtbrd <blc@psafety.unc.edu;; Kornegay, Jacob David 

<j dkorneg@psafeU.unc.edu> 

Pitksburgh gmne - initial travel details 

Now that we have a game time for our Pittsburgh game next Saturday (12:30 PM), here are some initial team travel details: 

Fridayt November 15th 
¯ 1:00 PM VIP/STAFF Bus Departs Kenan Stadium for RDU 

¯ 1:30 PM 3 TEAM Buses Depart Kenan Stadium for RDU 

¯ 2:30 PM Team Charter Flight departs for Pittsburgh International Airport (PIT) 

¯ 4:45 PM Arrive team hotel 

Pittsburgh Marriott City Center Hotel 

112 Washington Place 

Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

412-471-4000 

Saturdayp November 16th 

¯ 10:10 AM All 4 Buses depart for Heinz Field 

¯ 10:30 AM Arrive Heinz Field 

¯ 12:30 PM Kick off- Beat Pittsburgh 

¯ 8:15 PM Approximate Arrival back at Kenan Football Center 

I will send out another e-mail early next week to the travel party with more detailed information about the trip. In the meantime, please let me know if you have 

any questions. 

Jee Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 

University of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: 919.84,3.2.572 

haydon@ut~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shackelford. Brian <Brian.Shackelford@HendrickAuto.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Drake, Adam <Adam.Drake@ttendrickAuto.com>; York, Aaron <ayork@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Vehicle Use/Fore1 

You have to be cal-etM, Adam is a Duke fan! 

Thanks and we will get you what you need. 

Brian 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 9:30 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc. edu<mai lto:ille(~unc, edu>> wrote: 

Brian, 

Thanks for the referral to Adam I hope you guys beat Duke Saturday and we can all have a reason to be happy again! 

Please just let me know whatever I need to do :[’or you guys regarding the documentation. Mine is due to our business office tomorrow Again, I really appreciate the help and all the great 
service you guys have provided us 

Vmce 

From: Shackelford, Brian [mailto:Brian Shackelford(@HendrickAuto.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; [)rake, Adam 
Cc: York, Aaron 
Subject: RE: Vehicle Use/Form 

Vince I’m not going to assist you because I am an NC State fan and I’m still stinging from the defeat this weekend[ 

Just kidding, but I am going to send this to Adam Drake, he is the Office Manager that runs the Dodge store and this will be a good way to introduce you two since I believe Adam may 
need an item or two from you as well. It’s forms that we are required to have on our end as well, and I’m sure Adam will be happy to get the information that you need. 

Thanks for taking care of the vehicle and supporting the Cary Auto Mall. If there is ever anything I can do for you, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Thanks 

Brian 

Brian Shackel%rd, CPA i Controller 
Cary Auto Mall 
Direct 919-466-6729 
Cell 
Fax 919-466-6789 
Brian. Shackelford@HcndrickAuto.com<mailto:Brian. Shackelfor d(~HendrickAuto.com> 

From: Ille, Vmce [mailto:ille(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 9:06 AM 
To: Shackelford, Brian 
Cc: York, Aaron 
Subject: Vehicle Use/Form 

Brian, 

I have been driving the 2012 Dodge Durango that Tommy Laakso and you guys provided me since December 2012. It has been great and I really appreciate the help, service and your 
dealership’s support of our department. 

Each year we must complete and file documentation that is required for the proper accounting of the vehicle for tax pttrposes. Attached is a cop?, of a form required by the L~N’C business 
office I have completed this fo1Tll based upon my records. Can you please print and sign the attached form, fill in the enti3’ for the "fair market value" of the vehicle when it was provided me, 
sign the form, then return it to me? You can return by scan and email or you can fax the signed copy to (919) 962-6002 

Thanks again for supporting LrNC Athletics If you have aW questions, please feel free to call me. I appreciate your help very much 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 
ille@unc.edu <mailto:ille@unc edu> 

<image001jpg> 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 
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Cary Kofat 

Associate Head Coach 

O: 919o~{~2-52~ 2 

C: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:26 PM 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edtr>; Moutgomew, John R <jmou@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken 

<kmack@unc.edu-~; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D ~d mcpherson@unc.edu-~; Cleary, Kenneth 

Eugene <kcleary@unc.edtr>; Crowder, Kenneth C <crowderl @email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B 

<eculle@unc.edu>; DaJgleish, Joyce L ~oyced@unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 

<michaelbeale@mlc.edu~,; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu>; Gatz, C~egoly <ggg@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njfulton@email.unc.edu>; Ciocca, Maria F 

<ciocca@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com>; Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu~,; Balle~ MaNna K 

<mballen@unc.edu~; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu;; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschne@unc.edu>; 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu;>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Suits, ChrisF H. 

<chrisb@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Wilkinson, Michael H <mhwgolf~unc.edu~ 

Weekly Reports 

All, 
Please remember to submit your weekly report each Friday by 12:00pm. 
In the last few weeks I have noticed a significant increase in late reports, or no reports from units. 
Bubba continues to use these reports to stay informed on the weekly progress of our department. 
By failing to turn in timely reports, both your unit and Bubba are at a disadvantage. 
Thank you for your attention to this matter. 
All the best, 
Karlton 
Karh:on Creecl’~ 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office 919 843 6432 
Mobile 
Fax 919 962 6000 
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AGENDA FOR CLERY ACT/HEOA TRAINING CLASS 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

Conducted by: Lindi Swope 

November 6 2013:    Cle Act Traininq Class 

8:00 am to 5:00 pm Collecting, Classifying and Counting Crime Statistics 
Police Staff Only 

November 7,2013: Clery Act Traininq Class 

8:00 am to 11:00 am Collecting, Classifying and Counting Crime Statistics--Review 
Institutional Administrative Staff (Police Staff do not need to be on site 
until 11am) 

11:00 am to 12:00 pm Collecting, Classifying and Counting Crime Statistics--Drug, Liquor and 
Weapons Violations 
Police Staff and Institutional Administrative Staff 

12:00 pm-l:00 pm Lunch (On-site) 

1:00 pm-3:30 pm On-Going Disclosure 
Police Staff and Institutional Administrative Staff 

3:30 pm to 5:00 pm Annual Security Report 
Police Staff and Institutional Administrative Staff 

November 8 2013: Cle Act Traininq Class 

8:00 am to 9:30 am HEOA Update 
Police Staff and Institutional Administrative Staff 

9:30 am to 10:30 am Lessons Learned and Preparing for a Department of Education Audit 
Police Staff and Institutional Administrative Staff 

10:30 amto 12 noon Final Test and Discussion 
Police Staff (Mandatory) 
Institutional Administrative Staff (optional) 

12:00 pmto 1:30 pm Round Table Discussion 
(Optional) 

P=O. Box 1121 Rehoboth Beach, DE 19971 
Ph.             Fax. (302) 227-2506 
www.dstaffordandassociates.com 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 1: 5 8 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Following Up 

Good luck with the game tonight. [ wish I was there. We still need to connect. I really want to bring some of the guys down.. I have a few in 
mind..We can start a mentor program. I think it would be great. 

Best Reqards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, it 8:49 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~)unc.edu> wrote: 

No, we play #10 Miami on ESPN this Thursday night. Hope you are well. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:08 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: Following Up 

Did UNC play today? 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu at 10:02 AM, Ille, Vince <ille(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Crazy oi1 my end as well. Monday, October 7 is full. I have availability the following Monday before 11 AM if that works for you. 

From: . ~qma corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:10 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Following Up 

My apologies. Things are crazy. What does Monday look like for you? 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, at 6:43 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I’m available mound 2:30 pm. Should I call the number below? Thmlks. 

From: ~amail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 1:23 AM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Following Up 

HOW are things? Can we talk tomorrow afternoon? 



"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu at 6:31 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(ggunc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet with reps from COKE at their Atlanta HQ all day tomorrow. Things are busy but good. 
Hope you are doing well and look forward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On at 5:57 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or are you j ust getting away tbr a tbw days? Have you been doing alright? I hate I will miss 

you this trip. 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smaxtphone 

On 5:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m on my way to Atlanta tonight. I would like to connect sometime though. Please let me know when you might be awJlable in the futare. We can 
catch up with a call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking forward to meeting at some point. Thanlcs for reaching out. 

Vince 

On at 3:29 PM, ’ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Vince, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow. How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On IVlon. at 6:10 PM, llle, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu;~ wrote: 

Thanks tbr the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas and look forward to meeting with you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 



(919)962-4631 

<imageOO3.jpg > 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent" Wednesday, 11:53 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Cc: January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject: Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for speaJdng with me this evening about the potential pm~mership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics~ especially           and the 

students from my communiU, Washington Counbl. I am really looking foraTaJ:d to working with you to create a plan to make this happen. 

This partnership could be the spark our students need to see that there is nmch more out there than Washington Counb,. The impact your 

student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into words. 

I have copied my assistant on this emaJl to work out a time tbr us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. Joe 

Davis, Washington County Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need from me. 

ttave a great rest of the week. 

"All our dremns can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." 

-Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may 

contain contidential mad privileged information. AW unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipient, plea~ contact the sender immediately and destroy 811 copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-’~ 

Bakaly, Charles <Charles.BaJ~aly@edelman.com> 

Ne~ Steps 

Hi Vince, 
I hope you’re well. I just wanted to follow up with a couple items after our meetings last week. First, Jenn has looked into the possibility of doing the faculty 

survey that was mentioned. It would require a thoughtful approach since the relationship is different from the alumni, but we think it’s possible to get good 

information and use it as a communications tool. Second, we can start planning around the scenarios we discussed with Steve in the afternoon meeting, but we’ll 

need to have a call to dig into the details of each before getting started. I’d also like to get your thoughts on the scope options for our future engagement. 

Would you be able to do a call in the next few days to touch base? 

Thanks! 
:_’~’t~ K~-’:.t}~ I :-"d~-’i~~a~!i 250 i-~oldst~~, ?~e,,q ’,’~!/<, I~}~.’ i0f~i5 i ~-;: 212-79,; :~%~5 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Next Steps 

That would be great, How does 9:30 work for you? 
~!r~h Ke:.t}~ I Edei~~:’!i 2FO I-~oldsor~, Ne,~ :’~!k, N~.’ 1O~il2,’ :: O: 212~70,,"..~5:.~5:I 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:13 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Steps 

Hi Beth, 

That sounds good. We need to take care of this football game tonight and a couple other items. Maybe we can talk Monday morning if you’re free. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.con!] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:56 pivl 

To: Tile, Vince 
Co: Bakaly, Charles 
Subject: Next Steps 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you’re well. I just wanted to follow up with a couple items after our meetings last week. First, Jenn has looked into the possibility of doing the faculty 

survey that was mentioned. It would require a thoughtful approach since the relationship is different from the alumni, but we think it’s possible to get good 

information and use it as a communications tool. Second, we can start planning around the scenarios we discussed with Steve in the afternoon meeting, but we’ll 

need to have a call to dig into the details of each before getting started. I’d also like to get your thoughts on the scope options for our future engagement. 

Would you be able to do a call in the next few days to touch base? 

Thanks! 
~,:.i.~ ~:,ith I "d~:,imai~ i ?.50 HL/d:ion, bi~!~’," "<~:1’, ~’~’~" 1.~1,*.1.~.-; :: O 212-70.;--~::;-~::; I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com’- 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Next Steps 

Ok, I can do 9:00 if that’s better. 1’11 send a calendar hwite. 
~!c~h Ke:.th I Edeir~ar’!i 2FO I-~oldsor~, New :’~!k, N~.’ 1O~il2,~ :: O: 212-70,,"..~5:.~5:I 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 :[:18 PM 
To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: Re: Next Steps 

I have a call at 10, so if that’s enough time we can talk at 9:30. if we need to start earlier I can. Thanks Beth. 

On Oct 17, 2013, at 1:13 PM, "Keith, Beth" <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> wrote: 

That would be great. How does 9:30 work for you? 
~}c~h Ke:.th I Cdeir~a~!i 2F:O I-~oldsor~, New :’~!k, N~.’ 1O~il2,~ :: O: 212-70,,"..~5:.~5:I 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 1:13 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Steps 

Hi Beth, 

That sounds good. We need to take care of this football game tonight and a couple other items. Maybe we can talk Monday morning if you’re free. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October :t7, 20:t3 12:56 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
(:::c: Bakaly, Charles 
Subject: Next Steps 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you’re well. I just wanted to follow up with a couple items after our meetings last week. First, Jenn has looked into the possibility of doing the 

faculty survey that was mentioned. It would require a thoughtful approach since the relationship is different from the alumni, but we think it’s 

possible to get good information and use it as a communications tool. Second, we can start planning around the scenarios we discussed with Steve in 

the afternoon meeting, but we’ll need to have a call to dig into the details of each before getting started. I’d also like to get your thoughts on the 

scope options for our future engagement. 

Would you be able to do a call in the next few days to touch base? 

Thanks! 
~;efi Keii.i~ I Ldeira m:: 2!~0 Huds~rl, Ne,,,v Yo~k, ~J~: :t0~l’~’:~ i t): 2.1.2-7i;4-4:.~4:5 i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 3:26 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

Louisville suspends Behanan for violation of school policy 

Louisville suspends Chane Behanan for violation of school policy 

Louisville suspended forward Chane Behanan indefinitely for a violation of university policy, and he will not be with the team during suspension, ~h,’! .’;chool 

;~n no~t,’:ed Th ur.’;ci;~y. 

Behanan, a junior, averaged 9.8 points and 6.5 rebounds, started 37 of the 39 games he played in last season 

and helped the Cardinals win the national championship. 

The earliest Behanan can return is mid-December, but Cardinals head coach Rick Pitino "doubts" that he will be 

back by then. 

Behanan was suspended for an exhibition game last season and was banned from speaking to the media for the 

first semester. 

Pitino refused to discuss what Behanan was suspended for saying, "It’s multiple things. Don’t ask what it is, 

we’re not going to tell you." 

"Can Chane come back on the basketball team? It’s possible. It’s not probable, " Pltino said. "We set up an arrangement for him to come back," and in a 

week’s time, Behanan violated that. 

"He just has a very difficult time understanding life’s values and the significance of life’s values," Pltino said. "We’re going to try to help him along. We’re 

more interested in Chane the man than the basketball player." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: Spencer D. Turkin < 

Sent: Friday-, October 18, 2013 6:42 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: Great seeing you 

~gmail.com> 

Vince, 

Groat mnNng into you on the sidelines last night. Tough ending to the gmne but your boys played hard and the crowd showed up for all 4 Quarters. 

Spoke to the morning show host here at the station who said he would like to do something about the elementary school kids so if you could send some materials over 

to me on that I roll set something up. 

For your records, best email address to reach me is the account this is being sent from, ~mail.com. Cell- 

Best, 

- Spencer 

Spencer D. Turkin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday                12:12 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu~       ~nc.rr.com; BesL Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<stevekJrschner@unc.edu-~; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu>; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@anc.edtc-; Andrews, Jason 

<jandrews@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <njiiJlton@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.e&P; 

Plumblee, Jolflml L <jplumble@email.unc.edtc’;                  @ive.unc.edu>; i                     ~)live.nnc.edu>: 
~)live.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <icgwa]mey@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu>; Ginny Ellis (ginny@ramsclub.com) 

(ginny@ramsclub.com); Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; CunninghmlL Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Oct 25th & Oct 26th 

Late night with roy flyer.pdf 

W*-’-~ obviot~slV have a qt~ick l:umarou]~d before a huge weekend next week. Atti~cl’u:_~d is a two page piece w,-_~ ~ e t~sir~g to k~intly promot~-_~ Late Night wi Roy and th~:_~ 

BC football game. 
Please use this any way you can ~ your communication / promotional vehicles to help us promote these two events. 

Thanks 

Rkk 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 10:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: The Caxolina Football "program" 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Ds " ))dstonebuilders.com> 

Date: October 19, 2013 at 9:36:10 AM EDT 
To: Bubba Culminghmn <bubbac~)email.nnc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: The Carolina Football "progran£’ 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John Montgomery    ))ramsclub.com> 

Date: October 18, 2013, 4:28:24 PM EDT 
To: dwight stone     !dstonebuilders.com> 

Subject: Fwd: ~lhe Carolina Football "program" 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fola~-arded message: 

Fix)m: joel coltrane        ~)yaJ~oo.com> 

Date: October 18, 2013 at 11:37:52 AM EDT 

To: "bubba.cunningham(a)unc.edu" <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 
Cc: blakeand~uncaa.unc.edu-.blakeand, a!uncaa.unc.edu>, ckav~uncaa.unc.edu--ckap~uncaa.unc.edtr , 

"wbell,@~nncaa.nnc.edu" < wbell(dbuncaa.unc.edu>, "rlioldan(~uncaa.unc.edn" <rliordan@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
"ohmw~uncaa.unc.edu" <~brew(dbuncaa.unc.edu L ,~ramsclub.com’ ~)rmnsclub.com>, 
" b)rmusclub.col n~rmnsclub.com>, ~gmail.com ......... £?~mail.com> 
Subject: The Carolina !;oothal! "program" 
Reply-To: joel coltrane       ~vahoo.com> 

Mr. Cunningham, I have CC’d every member of Mr. Fedora’s offensive staff (note: I will not refer to that 
loudmouthed, braggart, redneck clown as a "Coach", ever again) on this email, in addition to key members of 
the Rams Club (one a former football player himself, Brian Chacos). To preface my comments, let me state that 
I’m a former Rams Club donor (from 90-00, at which point I withdrew my support based on the listlessness and 
stagnation of our program under then-coach Carl Torbush), and UNC graduate (1986). I’m confident that a more 
passionate UNC Football fan doesn’t exist than me; I’ve lived and died every Sat wi the Heel gridders now for 
30+ years. I now live in the SC LowCountry, 6 hrs. away, and still have until now managed to make it up to UNC 
for 3-4 games per year w! my son, as he and I cherished the UNC football experience as a father!son team. 
And for the record, I find it the height of arrogance!cowardice that Mr. Fedora doesn’t publish his email 
address, as everyone else on staff does. 
Gentlemen, I’ve never seen such a level of ineptitude exhibited by a head coach (and I’m sure the staff 
bears some responsibility, but the accountability in the end falls to the guy in charge making $1.725M per year, 
Mr. Fedora) as I witnessed last night at THE crucial juncture of the UNC/Miami game. A Little League coach 
knows to call timeout when the play clock is running out on 3rd and 1/2 a yard. But what was ALMOST worse 
was Fedora’s reaction, running around blaming the officia!! Yes, the official stood overRuss Bodine too 
long, but Fedora and Anderson are the morons who subbed Renner for MWilliams in such an 
obvious running situation, thereby giving Miami the right to substitute defensively and opening up 
UNC to a disadvantageous time situation in the first place! The whole team sagged post this disaster, and 
the outcome was all but a foregone conclusion once Miami got the ball back. Fedora snatched defeat from the 
jaws of victory._and this is 100% on him! 
This on top of 9 men on the field on D vs. ECU; the botching of a WON coin toss deferral and subsequent 
kickoff in both halves vs. MTSU, 11 penalties vs. VaTech borne of players not being held accountable, a slew of 
personal fouls indicative of a poorly coached team.....it is CLEAR; UNC, and you specifically Mr. 
Cunningham, made a TERRIBLE decision in bringing this group of Conf. USA clowns in to run ~qe UNC 
Football program (save Mr. Brewer and Mr. Jordan, who weren’t part of the de facto High School conf. from 



which we plucked the "flavor of the day" post-2011 ) after only one year of any note....Fedora did NOTHING at 
USM outside of 2011 to merit consideration to run a major program...you got conned by his bluster and big 
mouth, Bubba. These guys coach an "East-West" style of play on a North-South battlefield....and save me the 
horsesh*t about creating "seams and gaps"....all the seams and gaps in the world don’t amount to a steaming 
pile of manure if the head coach is gonna zone out and choke at winning time like a retarded virgin at a hooker 
convention! ANYBODY knows you can’t win in Big Boy football playing that way. Add to that the incredible in- 
game lack of coaching acumen, and we are headed into a downward spiral that will make the TorbushiBunting 
Era look like the salad days. Last night proved we don’t suffer from a lack of talent; we can play wi anybody. But 
we are doomed to lose any close game, b/c our "Head Coach" has the in-game coaching chops of a 90 yr. old 
woman in Afghanistan, trying to coach at this level. 
I had hoped to begin to contribute to the Rams Club again now that my kids are grown/nearly grown and I have 
the time and disposable income once again to do so. But at this point, I will no longer spend the $$ to support 
UNC Football even on a game by game basis....not until the University commits to winning, and to do so 
means bringing in a PROVEN football coaching staff that won’t make the kind of continuous, Mickey Mouse, Jr. 
High School level blunders that we see weekly from Mr. Fedora. And I’m gonna do everything in my power to 
communicate to those who love UNC Football and athletics about Fedora’s incompetence every chance I get, 
and that includes urging them to withhold support, financial and otherwise....until you, Mr. Cunningham, take the 
accountability that Fedora obviously won’t, for the state of the program...and DO SOMETHI NG ABOUT 
IT_.which starts wi~ firing that little sawed-off, gum-flapping braggart! The little weasel Thorp dealt you a bad 
hand, Bubba, no doubt...but you made it worse...now make it better! You have the rep of a "football A.D."...prove 
it....bic it’s not gonna change wi these Mickey Mousers on the sidelines= 
My only regret in this email is that Fedora is too big of a coward to publish his email address, so he too 

could’ve been CC’d. 
Joel Coltrane 
UNC ’86 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunda 12:29 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Kirsclmer, Steve <s~tevekirschner@unc.edu~>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu% Cleau, Kenneth Eugene 

<kclearv@unc.edu-~; Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc.edu> HuA~ Rong <rhua~email.unc.edu:~- 

Student-Athlete Autographs 

Carolina Athletics, 

On Sunday, 

i will be hosting our 4th annual Carolina Legends Tournament in Woolen Gym on UNC Chapel Hill’s campus. The proceeds of this 3-on-3 charity 

basketball tournament go to the National Tay-Sachs & Allied Diseases Association, a cause very close to the founder of the evenL               whose 

sister unfortunately passed away from Tay-Sachs. 

I was wondering if there would be a policy issue with either UNC Athletics or the NCAA regarding using carolina basketball memorabilia, signed by student 
athletes, as prizes for the tournament to attract participation. 100% of the proceeds go to charity, and the athletes would not be paid at all for signing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:50 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <l<cleary@unc.edu>; Friend, Cynthia 

Stone <cstone@unc.edu>; HuA, Rong <rhua@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete Autographs 

Has anyone responded yet to Mr. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :iLl::: :. : ii.i:::.. :i: .i: :::i :.if:: i::i:i : ===================== :ii:iii:i: i::.::::: :: 

request? 

From:, @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday 12:29 PM 

To: Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" 

<kcleary@unc.edu>, "Friend, Cynthia Stone" <cstone@unc.edu>, "HuA, Rong" <rhua@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Student-Athlete Autographs 

Carolina Athletics, 

My name is                                                                                                           On Sunday, 

I will be hosting our 4th annual Carolina Legends Tournament in Woolen Gym on UNC Chapel Hill’s campus. The proceeds of this 3-on-3 charity 

basketball tournament go to the National Tay-Sachs & Allied Diseases Association, a cause very close to the founder of the event, 

whose sister unfortunately passed away from Tay-Sachs. 

I was wondering if there would be a policy issue with either UNC Athletics or the NCAA regarding using carolina basketball memorabilia, signed by 

student athletes, as prizes for the tournament to attract participation. 100% of the proceeds go to charity, and the athletes would not be paid at all for 

signing. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friend, Cynthia Stone <cstone@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:59 AM 

Kirschner. Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu> 

1>,22: Student-Athlete Autographs 

No, not yet...not sure if he is plann#~g on getting autographs from the players (I can check with him)? I was go#~g to send our info regarding a RW balL.and other" 

items av,~ilable from our autograph policy, 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 20:1.3 9:50 AN 

To: Norton, Molly; file, Vince; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Friend, Cynthia Stone; HuA, Rong 
Subject: Re: Student-Athlete Autographs 
Has anyone responded yet to Mr. request? 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

.s_.Le_..v_e_._k_Lr_s_.£h_._q.e__r_.@_# .n__c__.._e4_~] 
GoHeels.com 

.... :i:::::: :i i: :::.i i<i: :: :: :i ::::. i i::: : K: ::.i:i: T i: i:i::: :i :i:::.: ::? i::.: :.:: i i i::: 

From @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Kirschner Steve" <stevekirschner@__._unc.edu> "llle, Vince" <!!_[__e__@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" 
<kcleary@unc.edu>, "Friend, Cynthia Stone" <cstone@unc.edu>, "HuA, Rong" <rhua@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Student-Athlete Autographs 

Carolina Athletics, 

On Sunday, , I 
th                                        T will be hosting our 4 annual Carolina Legends Tournament in ~ oolen Gym on UNC Chapel Hill’s campus. The proceeds of this 3-on-3 charity basketball 

tournament go to the National Tay-Sachs & Allied Dise&ses Association, a cause very close to the fimnder of the event, vhose sister unfortunately 

passed away fi-om Tay-Sachs. 

I was wondering if there would be a policy issue with either UNC Athletics or the NCAA regarding using carolina basketball memorabilia, signed by student athletes, 

as prizes for the tournament to attract palnticipation. 100% of the proceeds go to chaxib’, and the athletes would not be paid at all for signing. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:27 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; file, Vince <iIle@unc.edu>; CIeary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu>; Friend, Cynthia 
Stone <cstone@unc.edu>; HuA, Rong <rhua@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete Autographs 

Ok, so Cynthia is going to get in touch with him and send him the info for the autograph policy online and have him check with compliance 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :iLl::: :. : ii.i:::.. :i: .i: :::i :.if:: i::i:i : :.:.:i :::::::iiiii: :ii:iii:i: i::.::::: :: 

From: < ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, October 20, 2013 12:29 PM 

To: Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" 

<kcleary@unc.edu>, "Friend, Cynthia Stone" <cstone@unc.edu>, "HuA, Rong" <rhua@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Student-Athlete Autographs 

Carolina Athletics, 

My name is 

will be hosting our 4th annual Carolina Legends Tournament in Woolen Gym on UNC Chapel Hill’s campus. The proceeds of this 3-on-3 charity 

basketball tournament go to the National Tay-Sachs & Allied Diseases Association, a cause very close to the founder of the event, 
whose sister unfortunately passed away from Tay-Sachs. 

I was wondering if there would be a policy issue with either UNC Athletics or the NCAA regarding using carolina basketball memorabilia, signed by 

student athletes, as prizes for the tournament to attract participation. 100% of the proceeds go to charity, and the athletes would not be paid at all for 

signing. 

Thankvou, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 12:25 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P 

Joy - 2014 Football season 

Good afternoon! 

We are trying to plan our graduate student teaching weekends for 2014. I cannot find a 2014 football season schedule. Is it not available yet? We have to avoid 

home football game weekends due to students having difficulty finding affordable hotel rates and the issues with traffic and parking trying to come and go from 

class. I know you don’t know times until close to the games but if I could just know home and away schedule for late September and early October that would be a 

big help. 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Jo~/J. Re!~qer, M.A., r’~T(R), FAEIRS 
AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel HIll 
SchooJ of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei H[IJ, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r3-51¢7Desk 

CeJi 

919-966-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALIgY NOqCE: This e-mail message, iqcludh~g attachments, if am/, is in~e!~ded only for the -person or entiw to wi~ich 1~ is addressed and raa~" co!~ain confidential and/or 

privileged ma[er[ai, Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is prohibi[ed, If you are no~ [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy" all copies of the original message, 

Entail eorrespol~de~ce te and from this address may be sebject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~ties by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho £32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 12:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

Thanks ---sorry to bother you. 

JoyJ. Rer!neU M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor ar!d Dh’ec[or 

tJniversib~, of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ Ci~apel klqi 

School of Medidne 

CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t HaEI 

B21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Rill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9~)6-.5147Desk 

919-9~6-t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENr~AMTY NOTICE: lhis ~_~--mail message, includh-~g attachn-~ents, if imp,, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may conti~in confidentii~i and/or 
privileged mi~teriai. Any -----unauti]orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender bg reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by" an 

authorized ~ate efficiM (NIC6S, ch, :t32), Student educatienM records are sub~ect to F£RPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2013 22:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Cc: CunnJngham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: Joy - 2014 Football season 

I can send you a copy in about 30 minutes when this meeting ends. 

On Oct 2:1, 20:[3, at :[2:25 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon! 

We are trying to plan our graduate student teaching weekends for 20:[4. I cannot find a 20:[4 football season schedule. Is it not available yet? We have 

to avoid home football game weekends due to students having difficulty finding affordable hotel rates and the issues with traffic and parking trying 

to come and go from class. I know you don’t know times until close to the games but if I could just know home and away schedule for late September 

and early October that would be a big help. 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy" J. Renne!’, M.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 
Assodate Professor and Director 
University of NorUq Carolina a~. Chapel I-Hil 
School of Medicine 
C~ #7130 UNC-CH ~ondurant Hall 
32Z-A 5ou~h Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599W130 

919-9{56-51,%?Desk 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l-i~[s e-mail n’~essage, [nck:ding a[tachrrmnts, [f any, is in[ended o¢!ly for [he -person or en[i[y [o which [t is addressed and !’r, ay contain 

confiden [ial at!d/or privileged ma[erial. Any --ur!authorized review: use, disclosure o!’ dis[Nbut[on is prohibited, if you are not the in[ended recipient, piease con[acE [he 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all (:()pies of the original message. 

Emai~ correspondence to a~d from this addre~ may be subject to the North Care~b~a Public Records law and may be disclosed t~ third parties 

by an authorized state officiaR (NCGS, cho 132)o Student educatio~aR records are subject to FERPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:03 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - 2014 Football season 

Okay--so rude first emaH- I did not start with thanMng you for sending me the information, Sorry.,. 

JoyJ. Rermeh M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Dh’ec~or 

tJniversib~, of North Carolina at r2i~anel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

B21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-71B0 

919-9,’-~ 6-.514 7 Desl,: 

9:1_9-9.’-;6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This e--mail message, including attachments, if imy, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may conti~in confidentii~i and/or 
privileged mi~teriai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by ae 
authorized state ~fficiM (NICG$, oh, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 1:56 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: RE: .loy - 2014 Football season 

Joy, 

For the 2014 season, we will play 4 home ACC games and 4 away ACC games on dates to be determined by the conference. Our non-conference schedule includes: 

8/30/14 Liberty Chapel Hill, NC 

9/6/14 San Diego State Chapel Hill, NC 

9/20/14 @ ECU 

We will also play @ Notre Dame on a date to be determined by the ACC. 

All "times are TBA. That is all we cnrrently know. I hope that helps. 

Vince 

From: Renner, 3oy J 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: 3oy - 2014 Football season 
Thanks --sorry to bod~er you. 
Joy J. Renner, M.A, Rr(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~_~ctor 
Un[w_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHi 
School of Med[ch-~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurm?t Hi~il 
321-A South Coiurnbia St 
~’hap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: this e-n-~i~il messi~ge, including i~ttachments, if any, is int~_mded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materii~i. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase conti~ct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#o~dence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may be di~:losed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thorized state officia~ (INCGS, cho $32)o Strident ed~cationa~ records are sub~ect to FERPA° 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .] 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: .loy - 2014 Football season 
I can send you a copy in about 30 minutes when this meeting ends. 

On Oct 21, 2013, at 12:25 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <.J___o_z Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good afternoon! 

We are trying to plan our graduate student teaching weekends for 2014. I cannot find a 2014 football season schedule. Is it not available yet? We have 

to avoid home football game weekends due to students having difficulty finding affordable hotel rates and the issues with traffic and parking trying 

to come and go from class. I know you don’t know times until close to the games but if I could just know home and away schedule for late September 

and early October that would be a big help. 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy J Rennec M.A., R[{R), FAEIR5 

Associi~te Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina i~t Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
CB #7).30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hi~ll 
32 J.-.A Souti~ Columbia St. 
Ci~i~pel Hili, NC 27599-7130 



919-956-5Z47Desk 

9J.9-956-6951 Fax 

¯ -CONFID~NTIi-~UTY NOTICe: Tills e-mail m,,’~ssag,% [ndi;din~ a~tach!~q,,’~nl:s, [1: any, is intended ,,’)r!b¢ h)r ~h,,’~-pe!’son or e!~ti%, to whh:h [1: is add!’~!ssed ;}rid !~qa~/contain 

c,,’)nfide!~tial ;}r!dior privileged material, Any --.-i;r!;}Lil:horiz~!d r~!view, use, dJs(:[osLire o!’ d[str[bt]t[on is pr,,’)hibil:~!d, if ~,ou a!’~! not the [ntend,,’~d recipient, piease c:ont;~c:t the 

sender by !’eply e-mail and des[roy ;}d copies of [he original message, 

Emai~ cerrespe~denee to and frem this address may be s~bject to the [~or[h Care~ine P~blie Records law and naaf be disclosed to third pa~ies 

by an authorize~ state officia~ (NCGS, oh, ~,32), Stuae~t eaueatio~a~ re¢o~’cJs are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:31 PM 

UNCAA-Senior Sta~t’<uncaa seniors~ff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- ExeSta]t’<uncaa exestalt~:groups.unc.edu-~ 

Cunnmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

RE: University of North Carolina Report 

All --- 

Thank you for the healthy discussion about the Disney Report today. 

The themes / questions I captured are as follows, please let me know of any edits / additions. 1 will follow up with BC, garlton and Bubba on these themes. 

When and how do we iF~clud~:_! the Uni~ersity in this proc~:_~ss 

90% of deparl:m~-:mtal ~’fron~: line" people have not y~-_d: been included in the process, when and how do we include tl’u:_~m 

Brown Bag Lunches, should lunch be provided? 

We have not yet involved any coaches. Need to involve them ASAP in this process. When and how do we engage them. 

The Themes are similar to previous efforts (Strategic Plan, Denison, etc.)---should include the Denison and other survey results in this process 

Should ~:here be anotl’u:_~r Discovery Visit and/or can BC corne to the Brown Bag S~-_~ssions? 

We n~:_u:,d to cr~-_~ate a p~-:~rc~:_~ptk)n and creat~-_~ a reality 

We need to create more internal buy-in in this process 

We need to have faith in the Disney process 

We should ask Disney for a White Paper / Case Study that describes this process from A-Z as it was implemented at another University, should include the 

results 

l’his process so ~ar feels rushed to some extent, what is the right balanc~:_~ of progress vs discow:,r & buy in? 

Rick 

I=rom: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 12:04 PN 
"Ire: UNCAA-Semor Staff; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
C¢: Cunmngham, Bubba (bubbac@email.unc.edu) 
$,,bject: FW: University of North Carolina Report 

All-- 

In Monday’s Senior Team meeting we will be discussing the attached discovery report provided to us by the Disney Institute. This report is a from their two days of 

di’;cow_~ry rneetin~F; wi~:h us on Sept~-:m~ber J.7th and J.8th. 

Please review this report and corne to Monday’s rneeting prepared to discuss it. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 

Rick 

From: Johnson, Bill Carl [mailto:BilI.Carl.Johnson.@. disney.com] 
Sent: Nonday, October 14, 2013 8:53 AN 
"re: Creech, Karlton W; Steinbacher, Rick 
$,,bject: University of North Carolina Report 
Karlton and Rick, 
Attached is report we will review on Wednesday afternoon. It’s perfectly ok if you want to send this out in advance. We will be zeroing in on the themes and next steps. 

BC 

Bill Carl "BC" Johnson 

Engagement Manager 

Disney Institute 

407-566-6468 

Bill CarLIohnson @Disneyo Corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Miaani 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Miami 
http:/iespn:gj:~.com,’co!lege-sports/s~:~li /id/986 ~ 77 5/miami~humca~es-av~id-b~w~-ban-~se-~me-sch~arsh!Rs-part-~caa-sancti~ns 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Vince, 

I recently received records I had requested involving communications between UNC and the NCAA. 

Among them is an email exchange between you and Michael Ponder, an NCAA enforcement official, in which you have sent him the roughly 50 pages of email 

correspondence involving Deborah Crowder. Jtflius Nyang’oro and academic advising stalt~. 

I would like to talk to you about your discussion ruth Michael before sending the records, as well as contirm whether or not this was the first time the NCAA had 

received them. I also would like to know if you or anyone else in the athletic department has had any further conversations with the NCAA about these records. 

Along the stone lines, nearly a year ago, The N&O shared records such as emails and other correspondence regarding athletes talcing "paper" classes. Those records 

included emails indicating that ASPSA staffknew the classes weren’t challenging and that "guys axe in this class for a reason - - at risk. probation, struggling students.." 

I do not recall seeing any evidence that these records were forwarded to the NC2u~k. If they were, could you please tell me when and to Mlom. as well as what, if any, 
other action you took upon receiving them. 

There is also an email in this recent batch, dated June 12, between you and Jaclde Thumes in which you and she are discussing job opportunities. I would like to ask 

you about that as well. I didn’t realize that you both worked in compliance at the University of Illinois for an overlapping period of time. 

Finally, I would like to confirm "that .laimee Lee is still an academic counselor for "the ASPSA, and in what capacity, such as what sports does she handle. 

Let me know what would be a good time to talk. I am working on deadline. 

I hope you are having a good day, 

Dan Kane 
StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

VJnce, 

A couple corrections in my request. The emails I referred to in the second case were published in a stoly dated Sept. 30, 2012, not nearly a year ago. And ifI read 

Jaimie Lee’s email correctly, I’ve also misspelled her name below. My apologies to her. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Kane, Dan <dkane(~newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 12:06 PM 

Subject: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

To: ille~unc.edu 

Vince, 

I recently received records I had requested involving communications between UNC m~d the NCAA. 

Among them is an emaJl exchange between you and Michael Ponder, m~ NCAA entbrcement otticial, in which you have sent him the roughly 50 pages of email 

correspondence involving Deborah Crowder, Julius Nyang’oro and academic advising staffs. 

I would like to talk to you about your discussion ruth Michael before sending the records, as well as confirm whether or not this was the first time the NCAA had 

received them. I also would like to know if you or anyone else in the athletic department has had any further conversations ruth the NCAA about these records. 

Along the stone lines, nearly a year ago, The N&O shared recoNs such as emails and other correspondence regarding athletes taking "paper" classes. Those records 

included emails indicating that ASPSA staff knew the classes weren’t challenging and that "guys are in this class for a reason - - at risk, probation, straggling students.." 

I do not recall seeing an? evidence that these records were forwarded to tire NCAA. If they were, could you please tell me when and to whom. as well as what, if any, 

other action you took upon receiving them. 

There is also an emaJl in this recent batch, dated June 12, between you and Jackie Thumes in which you and she are diseussing job oppommities. I would like to ask 

you about that as well. I didift realize that you both worked in complimlce at the Universi~ of Illinois lbr an overlapping period of time. 

Finally, I would like to confirm that Jaimee Lee is still an academic counselor for the ASPSA, and in what capaci~, such as what sports does she hmldle. 

Let me know what would be a good time to talk. I am working on deadline. 

I hope you ale having a good day, 

Dm~ Kane 

Stair Writer 

919-829-4861 office 

ell 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 2:31 PM 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaacompliance@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior 

Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Ex-’Cane Randy Phillips details relationship with Nevin Shapiro 

Ex-’Cane Randy Phillips details remationship with Nevin Shapiro 

O,..:iober 21, 2013 i By $ilandel Rk;hardson $urt Gerfl:mel 

Randy Phillips knew he was far from home the moment he headed toward the bathroom at a South Beach nightclub a few years ago. 

Before he could make his way, he was stopped by the friend who accompanied him at the club. The friend asked if Phillips wanted an escort from his gun- 
carrying bodyguard. 

It was then he knew how lavish life was going to be hanging with this new friend, former University of Miami booster Nevin Shapiro, now in prison for his role in 
a Ponzi scheme. 

"1 felt like I was on top of the world," Phillips said. "Man, I come from Belle Glade, Florida. We don’t have a WaI-Mart. We don’t have a movie theater. So 
imagine this." 

Phillips, who played at UM from 2005-09, was one of the players named in the scandalous Yahoo Sports! report that shocked college football the summer of 
2011. None of the accused has spoken publicly on his involvement with Shapiro. 

Until now. 

The university is expected to receive its penalty Tuesday after an investigation of the allegations, of which Phillips says most are true. He would know, 
considering he says he was Shapiro’s right-hand man throughout college. There were cars. There were expensive meals. There were clothes. And, of 

course, there were women. 

"1 know if [Shapiro] said it, he did it," Phillips said. "There were no lies in there, not to my knowledge .... The stuff that he said [in the Yahoo Sports! article], he 
had already told me had happened." 

Phillips refused to be interviewed by the NCAA during its probe of the UM program. 

Phillips became a passenger on the money train in the fall of his freshman year in 2005. He and a few teammates were invited to Shapiro’s South Beach 
home, where they ate steaks and rode Jet Skis. Shapiro instantly took a liking to Phillips. So a friendship began, and it developed to a point that Phillips was 
referred to in the Yahoo article as the "Queen Bee" of rounding up players for Shapiro. 

"From there on, it was just me and him," Phillips said. "1 was like his runner." 

Phillips says Shapiro lured him with the cash he swindled from investors. Shapiro was later sentenced to 20 years in prison for his involvement in a $930 
million Ponzi scheme. 

Shapiro threw around large sums of money to attract players. Phillips recalled a time they were at the Lucky Strike bowling alley/nightclub on South Beach 
when Shapiro used cash to help him gain the attention of a cocktail waitress. 

"He said, ’Randy, you like that waitress? rm going to give her 100 dollars each time she walks by,"’ Phillips said. "She walked by at least 50 times." 

Their relationship was simple. Phillips said he served as the link between Shapiro and the new crop of UM players. Shapiro, in turn, would take care of him 
financially. There were never bags of cash as portrayed in the movies. 

Phillips says it was more like a few hundred dollars here for groceries. Maybe a couple hundred more there for toys for Phillips’ son. Sometimes, Shapiro and 

Phillips would play pool in his home at $500 a game. 

"1 mean, he couldn’t shoot pool," Phillips said. "And if I lost, I didn’t have to pay 500 bucks. It was just like whatever I needed, he was there for me." 

And other players. 

Phillips confirmed Shapiro offered payouts for plays on the field, but only for big games, such as Florida or Florida State. Big hits and interception returns for 

touchdowns were worth $500. When they played the Gators in 2008, a $5,000 price tag was placed on knocking Tim Tebow out of the game. 

A player could easily add a thousand bucks to the totals just by making a pistol-shooting gesture with his hands after making a big play. However, it had 

nothing to do with a gun. It was referred to as the "Double Ls," a reference to Shapiro’s nickname of "Little Luke." 

That was a twist on the "Uncle Luke" nickname of entertainer Luther Campbell, who notoriously took care of UM players in the 1980s and ’90s. 

"We were playing hard for Nevin, for the money," Phillips said. 

Phillips said the university was aware of everything. He asked how could they be oblivious when Shapiro was so blatant? 

"They couldn’t recruit without Nevin," Phillips said. "It got to the point where Nevin was the recruiter. Every top star player came through Nevin’s house. That’s 

how they were using me." 

Years later, Phillips, who is out of football after a shoulder injury ended his NFL career, says he has no regrets except for the fact it affected the program 

afterward. 

In fact, he wishes he had taken more. Without their relationship, Phillips would have never experienced dinners at Prime 112, $8,000 bar tabs, wine from "the 

1940 and ’50s," and the days of sitting beside Shapiro on the couch as he made $50,000 bets on the Hurricanes, according to Phillips. 



Phillips felt he was the victim of the NCAA trap, a system that prevents players from making money off their athletic ability. He grew up poor. He was a father. He 

needed assistance. He felt it was impossible to turn clown the money. 

What made it worse in Phillips’ mind was he said university officials introduced him to Shapiro, yet the players and coaches received most of the blame. 

"It’s like: How did the university protect us from people like this who was donating money, whose name was on the player’s lounge, who bought us all these TVs 

and video games?" Phillips said. 

"Of course, I’m going to want to shake his hand and be cool with him .... It’s kind of like they put us in a situation where this guy was our savior." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:45 PM 

IIJe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

online" 

http://mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s=178&f=2515&t=12160409&p=1 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

steveklrscnnerc~ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :i:i::i::: :. : ii.i:::.. :i: .i:. :::i :.ii:i ii:i:i : ===================== :ii:iii:i: .i::.::::: :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Thanks, the case is closed and we are moving forward. 

I will not be responding to your questions. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <ille~unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:46 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Do you have any recommendations for this request’? Thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent" Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:18 PM 
To-" Kirschner, Steve 
Subject; FW: interview request regarding NCAA notification 
From-" Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent" Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:32 PM 
To; Ille, Vince 
Subject" Fwd: interview request regarding NCAA notification 
Vince, 

A couple corrections in my request. The emails I referred to in the second case were published in a story dated Sept. 30, 2012, nN nearly a year ago. And ifI read 
Jaimie Lee’s email correctly, I’ve also misspelled her name below. My apologies to her. 

Thank~ 

Dan Kane 
StaffWriter 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Kane, Dan <dkane(~newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 12:06 PM 
Subject: imerview request regarding NCAA notification 

To: ille(a)anc.edu 

Vince, 

I recently received records I had requested involving communications between UNC and the NCAA. 

Among them is an email exchange between you and Michael Ponder, an NCAA enforcement official, in which you have sent him the roughly 50 pages of email 

correspondence involving Deborah Crowder. Jtflius Nyang’oro and academic advising stalt~. 

I would like to talk to you about your discussion ruth Michael before sending the records, as well as confirm whether or not this was the first time the NCAA had 

received them. I also would like to know if you or anyone else in the athletic departanent has had any filrther conversations ruth the NCAA about these records. 

Along the same lines, nearly a year ago, The N&O shared records such as emails mad other correspondence regarding athletes taking "paper" classes. Those records 

included emails indicating that ASPSA slat][’knew the clasps weren’t challenging and fl~at "guys axe in this class for a reach - - at risk, probation, struggling students.." 

I do not recall seeing an? evidence that the~ records were forwarded m fire NCAA. If they were, could you please tell me when and to whom. as well as what, if any, 

other action you took upon receiving flaem. 

There is also an emaJl in this recent batch, dated June 12, between you and Jaclde Thumes in which you and she are discussing job opportunities. I would like to ask 

you about that as well. I didn’t realize that you both worked in compliance at the Universi~ of Illinois lbr an overlapping period of time. 

Finally, I would like to confirm that Jaimee Lee is still an academic counselor for the ASPSA, and in what capaci~, such as what sports does she handle. 

Let me know what would be a good time to talk. I am working on deadline. 
I hope you rex: having a good day, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: online" 

Not sure what to tell you. It opens for me both on my phone and laptop. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

,i:, qi :,if:: i::i:i : :,:,:i :::::::iiiii: :ii:iii:i: ,i::,:::::~ 

From: <llle>, Vince <!l!e@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 8:47 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: online’ 

The link won’t open/’or me. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:45 PN 

To: 111e, Vince 

Subject: online" 

~-t--t-p--~;LL-m--~-~-~-d--.-s-~c-~Q~u--t-~.--c--~-~n--?~L-m--~-~--.~-s-#-~7~5~Z~L~:~7L~£~Q~ 
Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

:: :i ::i,: 4,: ii,::i i:,i::i :?: ;i ? :ii ::: ;i i: M ;i i: :h "i" :: :: :i :2 i::il i ,0: i i i i:ii i;i :i S’" 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:47 AM 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edtr~; McFarland, Michael B 

<mike mcfarlaM@unc.adu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

Karen, Steve and Mike, 

I have reached outto Vince Ille to talk about these records. I have not heard back from him. What I am asking for is pretty clear, though I realize I also misspelled 

Michael Zonder’s naJne. 

Any and all help would be appreciated. 

Hope you are doing well, 

Dan Kane 

Staff’Writer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 12:32 PM 
Subject: Fwd: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

To: ille@unc.edu 

Vince, 

A couple corrections in my request. The emails I referred to in the second case were published in a story dated Sept. 30, 2012, not nearly a year ago. And ifI read 

Jaimie Lee’s email correctly, I’ve also misspelled her name below. My apologies to her. 

Thanks, 

Dma Kane 

StaffWriter 

.......... Fopa, arded message .......... 

From: Kane, Dan <dkane~newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tue, Oct 22, 2013 at 12:06 PM 

Subject: interview request regarding NCAA notification 

To: ille~unc.edu 

Vince, 

I recently received records I had requested involving communications between UNC and the NCAA. 

Among them is an emaJd exchange between you and Michael Ponder, an NCAA enforcement official, in which you have sent him the roughly 50 pages ofemail 

correspondence involving Deborah Crowder, Julius Nyang’oro and academic advising staffs. 

I would like to talk to you about your discussion ruth Michael before sending the records, as well as confiml whether or not this was the first time the NCAA had 

received them. I also would like to know if you or anyone else in the athletic department has had any further conversations with the NCAA about these records. 

Along the same lines, nearly a year ago, The N&O shared records such as emails and other correspondence regarding atNetes taking "paper" classes. Those records 

included emaJls indicating that ASPSA stalt’knew the classes weren’t challenging and that "guys are in this class for a reason - - at risk, probation, struggling students.." 

I do not recall seeing any evidence that the~ records were tbrwarded to the NCAA. If they were, could you please tell me when and to whom. as well as what, if any, 

other action you took upon receiving them. 

There is also an emaJd in this recent batch, dated Jm~e 12, between you and Jackie Thumes in which you and she are discussing job opportunities. I would like to ask 

you about that as well. I didn’t realize that you both worked in compliance at the Univelsity of Illinois for an overlapping period of time. 

Finally, I would like to confilln that Jaimee Lee is still an academic counselor for the ASPSA, and in what capacity, such as what sports does she hmadle. 

Let me know what would be a good time to talk. I am working on deadline. 

I hope you are having a good day, 



Dan Kane 

StaffWfiter 

919-829-4861 office 

919-829-4861 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Allen, Denise Q. <quallsal@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edtv~; Schuettpelz, Efin C <ecs@unc.edtr~ 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; McFaxland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B 
<karen moon@unc.edtt>; Moore, Tmlya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina ~-~regina stabile@unc.edu>; Orth, Zach 

<orth@em~Jl.unc.edu:> 

FYI - Aaron Beard (Associated Press) - re: Photo 

2013.07.15 Beard RESPLTR 10.23.2013.pdf 

¯ FYI - Email correspondence sent to Aaron Beard (Associated Press) - for photo of This one is fully processed and has been closed. 

Denise Q. Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynnm Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North CaroUna 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

Denise Afien_@__u_n_c__.__e_A[_u_ 

From: Allen, Denise Q. 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 11:12 AM 
To: Beard, Aaron (abeard@ap.org) 
Co-" Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
Subject-" Follow Up (Public Records Request Dated 7.15.2013) 

Dear Mr. Beard, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Zach Orth and the document referenced in his letter (in all, 1 page / 78 KB). 

Sincerely, 

Denise 

Denise Q: Allen 

Receptionist andPublic Records Assistant 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron Bird 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-9105 

(919) 962-1098 Phone 

(919) 843-1617 Fax 

D__e_M_s__e___A__! Le_n__@__u_n___c_:__e_~!_u 



Ct-tgF~!~.. 3:ULt.~ NC "~7599 9~I)5 

"l 9 ~9,96a,:~ a:~9 

F 9 9 843 6 7 

October 23, 2013 

Aaron Beard 
Associated Press, Raleigh 
abeard@ap.org 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Beard: 

I write in response to your correspondence dated July 15, 2013, in which you wrote seeking copies or access to University 
records. Specifically, you requested "a digital, full resolution copy of the attached photo of taken in 
February 2013 by J.D. Lyons, a photographer for GoHeels.com." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. It is our 
understanding that you obtained a photograph and that this request should now be closed-out. If we are mistaken please let 
us know. The University’s Public Records Policy is available on-line at http:llpolicies.unc.edulpolicieslpublic-recordsl. 

Sincerely, 

~,, 

Zach J. Orth, J.D. 
Public Records Specialist 

ZJO!dqa 

Enclosure 

cc: Regina J. Stabile, Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:04 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

N.C. State’s ’no trespass’ letter to disassociated booster Eric Leak 

N.C. State’s ’no trespass’ letter to disassociated booster 
Eric Leak 

North Carolina State university police have issued a "no trespass" letter to 

disassociated booster Eric Leak and his wife Emily one month after a USA TODAY 

Sports public records request revealed that a vehicle registered to the couple was 

cited for campus parking tickets. 

"After learning recently that Emily Leak’s automobile had been ticketed ~,ice on 

campus in the spring of 2013, University Police issued a ’no trespass’ letter to Eric 

and Emily Leak in October 2013 prohibiting them from stepping onto N.C. State 

property," university spokesperson Brad Bohlander told USA TODAY Sports in a 

state menL 

The university’s action represents its latest attempt to eliminate all influence by and 

contact with Eric Leak, who played wide receiver for N.C. State from 1997-2000, has 

with Welfpack athletes. 

N.C. State formally disassociated Leak from the program on Nov. 23, 2011, after the 

NCAA found that he provided basketball players C.J. Leslie and Tracy Smith with 

extra benefits. The disassociation letter, which was obtained by USA TODAY Sports, 

states that Leak is prohibited from "any contact" with N.C. State athletes during the 

10-year period of the disassociation. 

Leslie received a three-game suspension during the 2011-2012 basketball season 

because he and his half-brother had received $410 worth of benefits. 

Concerns were raised in September 2012 that Leak was not honoring the 

disassociation letter. The Raleigh News & Observer quoted Leak that month saying 

that he had contacted then-N.C. State football player David Amerson in June 2012. 

In response, N.C. State sent Leak a letter requesting that he cease and desist from 

contacting any N.C. State student-athletes. In the letter, Eileen Geldgeier, the 

university’s vice chancellor and general counsel, wrote, "N.C. State will not tolerate 

aberrant conduct from an agent, runner or financial adviser. Furthermore, NC. State 

will seek to take all actions necessary to protect its interests and to preserve the 

eligibility of its student-athletes." 

In addition, N.C. State also requested assistance from the North Carolina Secretary 

of State in investigating whether Leak was acting in violation of the Uniform Athlete 

Agent Act. 

"Through the disassociation, the referral to the Secretary of State, and the trespass 

letter, NC State has actively distanced N.C. State athletics and student-athletes from 

Eric and Emily Leak," BoMander said. "The ongoing investigation is being managed 

by the Secretary of State." 



Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9191 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 4:41 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Late Night with Roy 

:1. and 2 boti~ sound great to me! 

1) [ can meet between I pm and ?; pm tomorrow .:_~r between I1 am and 3 pm on Friday - let me know what works for you. 

2) When we me,-_d: I’ll giv,-_~ ¥ot~ a reserved seating seat for [.~;~:e Night- it should be a iot of Fun! 

Rick 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, october 23, 2013 4:38 PN 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Late Night with Roy 

Hey Rick, 

Paul told me to send you a quick message. :l) I’d love to tall< to you about some ideas you have, and how I can help out, I think we can do some really cool 

stuff. 2) I was hoping that I could get in early to Late Night With Roy (mainly to get a good seat :) ) but I’d also be glad to help out with anything you need 

me to. 

Let me know if that is possible! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friday, October 25, 2013 3:04 PM 

Bus Trip Intb tbr Pittsburgh 

}yahoo.com> 

Hello Tar Heel Families, 

i) 55-passenger charter bus is $60 per person, Must have minimum of 35 people committed at $95 per person to make trip a go, The 

charter company is Horizon Transportation Lines (lbrmerly Coach) known lbr best drivers and buses, Benefits: a) The cost of gas alone to 

drive a car is greater than this amount one-way, b) You experience the luxm7 of relaxing versus enduring hotel costs or a stressfully long 

d rive with other Tar Heel Football paren ts/gua rdians, 

2) Bus departs from Chapel Hill tentatively at 1 h59p Fri, Nov 15th and returns at 2am Sun, Nov 17, These times are approximate until a 

game time is announced, 

3) Deadline to make payment: Friday Nov 1st 

Monies will be collected on this date at the Whole Foods located in Chapel Hill from 9am-2pm, If special arrangements need to be made for 

payment or you have questions, please contact, .................................. 2~}:!~!;!!h?.:!;?.?.!l’.! 

Sign Up ~ ’, ~FkE if interested and can commit to trip by Thursday, Oct 31, This will allow us to respect &apos;s time and 

confirm her I~ason for being at Whole Foods on Nov 1st to collect payment in person, 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 27, 2013 2:02 PM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint 

<cgwaltney@ unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Football Jersey & Pant Pricing 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: "Morris, Kit" <Kit.Monis~;nike.com> 
Date: October 25, 2013 at 3:35:27 PM EDT 
To: "Bubba Cunningham (_b___u___b__b___a_~_e_g!_@_=_uj!c_2_e___d31)’’ <._b__g__[?__b_~0)__el_n_~iLtLrLc_:_e_$t___u_> 
Cc: "Kellar, Bill" <.t}jlL_K__eJl’.,g__@_r_fi_._ke_: _c.pg!>, "Newsome, Mike" < Mike.Newsome(a)tike.com> "Thompson, Tim" < TimiFhomps__o__r!(a)dke.com>, "Neal, 
Peter" < Peter.Neal(&nike.com > 
Subject: UNC Football Jersey & Pant Priehlg 

Bubba, 

You may have heard from your equipment staff this week as they began entering football uniform orders for Fall ’14. I’m writing to explain the 

background behind upcoming price adjustments for game jerseys and pants. 

At NIKE, we build the most advanced uniforms in the industry; however, in recent years, our pricing structure has simply not kept pace with the costs 

of innovation. In fact, over the past two years alone, NIKE has subsidized the price of jerseys at UNC in the amount of ~44,890. This for us is 

unsustainable, especially when compounded across all of our promo partners. 

The new prices for jerseys are based on the actual cost of materials and manufacturing, and will be phased-in over a two-year period, beginning with 

Fall ’14. For the coming year, you will be charged the current base price of $115, plus a portion of the subsidy per jersey, for a total of $140. For Fall ’15, 

the price will be based upon the actual jersey cost, which is $170. Similar adjustments will be made to the price of football game pants, rising to $120 

for Fall ’14 and ~;135 the following year. 

Rest assured that NIKE will remain a leader in innovation so that we can provide Carolina student-athletes with every advantage on the field. At the 

same time, we will continue to seek effidencies in our promo supply chain, especially in costs of materials and manufacturing, in order to hold down 

prices. 

Thank you for your understanding and for being a great NiKE partner. If you have questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out to me, either at work 

(503.671.3161) or on my mobile phone i 

Kind regards, 

Kit 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:56 PM 

~unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic All-Star U pdate 

Great work with this. We really appreciate all you have done to help make this project a success. Thanks again, 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 7:55 PM 
To: Sabo, Tim, Pogge, Paul, Lane, Cricket 
Subject: Academic All-Star Update 

All, 

I have everything entered into the database for e-mails sent prior to Monday, Deadline noted on flyer). Here are the numbers. 

ODU: 6693 

DUKE: 9774 

From now, there are 328 e-mails that aren’t replies, and are likely late RSVP submissions. We said in the meeting that we will accept these individuals, but 

before I respond, I want to make sure that we have enough tickets, especially for the Duke game. 

Tim -new names highlighted in pink are individuals who requested additional ticket purchases, but were not included in the mass e-mail you sent out. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 28, 2013 8:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: 2014 Fall BB - Women 

I don’t have it yet - just Tracey’s email. Waiting on it and usually update evewthing accordingly once I get the documentation, so it’ll be on the drive for you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, October 28, 2013 8:54 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: 2014 Fall BB - Women 

Lance, 
Do you have evidence of her test score yet? If so, do you update the transcript review ill[’o for such cases? Thanks, just need to know what documentation might be available betbre first 
admissions committee meeting on November 6. 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
Sent: Friday, October 25, 2013 5:26 AM 
To: ITS-noreply 
Cc: Calder, Andrew G; Adams, Clarissa; Law-, Greg A; Markos, Lance M; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Williams-Johnson, Trace?- D; Ille, Vince; Latta, Ivory 
Subject: Re: 2014 Fall BB - Women 

We will have s test score today. From what I gather, she will be a level 2 since she is now at 820 We wi 11 get everything to Lance as soon as it arrives. 

Thanks, Coach Trace.’/ 

Sent from lay iPhone 

On Oct 25, 2013, at 5:02 AM, "noreply@unc.edu" <noreply@unc.edu> wrote: 

> <2014 Fall BB - Women.pdlS, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Tar Heels exceed national average in Graduation Success Rates 

I don’t think that headline does justice for the outstanding work of so many of our student-athletes, As we discuss so often, we have some exceptional student- 

athletes here. It is unfortunate the media fixates on the one or two exceptions here and there and overlooks the 8004- student-athletes who do a remarkable job in 

[:he (:las;ro.:_~m~ in comp~:_d:itio]% and it~ the c.:_~mn~ut~ity, 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Monday, October 28, 2013 9:01 AN 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Tar Heels exceed national average in Graduation Success Rates 

Headline is we are better thaal average? 

From= Kirschner, Steve 
Sent= Thursday, October 24, 20:[3 :[:[:36 AM 
To= UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject= Tar Heels exceed national average in Graduation Success Rates 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2013 

TAR HEELS EXCEED NATIONAL AVERAGE IN GRADUATION SUCCESS RATES 

CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina’s latest Graduation Success Rate for student-athletes is 86 percent, five points higher than the national 

average. The NCAA released data today for the incoming class of 2006. 

Carolina had 10 varsity teams that scored 100 percent, including men’s and women’s fencing, field hockey, women’s golf, gymnastics, rowing, women’s 

swimming and diving, men’s and women’s tennis and volleyball. Those programs were 10 of 15 Tar Heel teams that measured 90 percent or greater. 

Nineteen UNC teams scored 80 percent or better. 

The NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate includes transfer students and student-athletes who leave in good academic standing. The current GSRs are based 

on the entering classes from 2003-04 to 2006-07. 

The national average for Graduation Success Rates was 81 percent. UNC’s GSR average for male student-athletes was 80 percent, five points higher than 

the national average. Carolina’s GSR average for female student-athletes was 93 percent, also five percentage points higher than the national norm. 

"We want every student to graduate from Carolina and today’s results indicate that our student-athletes are working hard toward reaching that goal," 

says Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. "There’s always room to improve and we are working closely with the provost, the Academic Support 

Program and faculty to develop outstanding strategies in all the areas that touch our students’ academic lives to help them reach those goals." 

"The release of the Graduation Success Rates is an opportunity for us to acknowledge and celebrate the academic achievements of our student-athletes," 

says Dr. Michelle Brown, director of the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. "We take great pride in their academic success and our 

University is committed to supporting them in those endeavors. 

-30- 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

(9:[9)        cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

:/1:4 ii:::i h.i.::.i: :i? .ii:’:i :i i:i:i;i:: :i i :::: :: ::.:i:.:;ii: ::::iii:hii’i::::::’i’" 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hemy Migliore < @aol.com> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 9:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: plm~ for athletics 

Season going fast. H 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 28, 2013, at 8:05 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Henry! I will share these with appropriate people here. I like the tbrmat and nay l?avorite thing is: "What I have to do to make it happen:" 

That part is on too tbw plans. 

Can’t make it to Baylor game but please give Bill my best. Great to heal from you. 

From:        @aol.com [mailto:       @aol.com] 
Sent; Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: plan for athletics 

This is my approach....probably best job was UCO with Bill Farley.....did good job at my school Eastern....Bill had meetings with coachs,,,compliance, 
marketing...all staff areas...you all are welcome to use...watching your games in cluding the heart breaker...h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 S:O0 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Dan Kane 

Vince 

Do you mind responding to Dan in the areas where you can? 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wedne sday, October 9, 2013 11 : 18 PM 

Ballen, Mmljna K <mbaJlen@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

has an Amazon.corn Wish List to Share 

[’Vla r t h’~a, 

needs some bigger monitors for the app development. Would it be possible to purchase these? 

Thanks for any help you ca~3 provide, 

Paul 

Fmm:l corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, :7:59 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: has an Amazon.com Wish List to Share 

Here are m-o monitors that will 2~3111:1t2~ i~ 2:~: need to make sure the 
cheaper ones will work. 

All for less than $600 with next day shipping.         ’:":" ...... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    .............................................................   ii iiiiii i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~iS/} LiSt See mo~-e 

[v~atrox Du~lHead2Ge Digi[al ME [)eli UltraSharp U23"..’2HM 23" IF~S LED LCD Mo~itor- 

1¢:9 - 8 ms 

[.iS~" \dew Nich;~ei’s full WisP, List 

A 

!!!i} ! ))! ! )! )! ):)~.;!: ~. !!))))!:. !)~. !))!:.!;! !)!)~.!!:i~~. i~ 
i i i iiiiiiii! ~ !iii ! i;i; ii !;i ii ~i! i!i~iiii!i !?iii i;i;i !; i;iiii~iri!:!; i!ii i ii i!ilr i!i!i~ii!i ii! ;~ !! ;i :? 1: i~ 



i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iji~i~i~i~ii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballeu@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:30 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: has an Amazon.corn Wish List to Share 

Hi Patti, 

You can work with Tom Livers and Kathy Griggs to make this purchase and charge to your unit’s operating budget. Kathy should be able to use the P card for this 

purchase. 

MaNna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 11:17 PM. "Pogge, Paul" <I~?~?gg_e__(a)__t_Lr_Lc_:_e___@_ > wrote: 

~la rtir~a, 

needs some bigger monitors for the app development, Would it be possible to purchase these? 
]h~mks for any help you cart provide, 
Paul 

From: ........................................................................... __c_9____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:59 P! 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: has an Amazon.com Wish List to Share 

e~t v~m ~his via _4,m ~o~ 

Here are two monitors that will work well and the device I’ll need to make smv the 

cheaper ones will work. 

All tbr less than $600 with next day shipping.        / ...... 

M 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiia ........................................................  ii  iiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~,",,gisl~ .L.is~ s.ae mor~ 

N 

M~rox DuaiHead2Go Digitai ME     Deii URl-aSh~rp U23"~2HM 23’; IPS {.ED I..CD t,;1o~itor - 

] 



~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu.* 

FW: has an Am~on.com Wish List to Share 

Let’s discuss at some point today... 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Ballen, Martina K; 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: has an Amazon.corn Wish List to Share 

Ill Paul, 

You can work with Tom Livers and Kathy Gfiggs to make this purchase and charge to your unit’s operating budget. Kathy should be able to use the P card fbr this 

purchase. 

Mallina 

Sent from mr" iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 11:17 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge~unc.edu> wrote: 

rvk~rtina, 
needs some bigger monitors t:or the app development. Would it be possible to purchase these? 

Thanks for any help you can provide, 
Paul 

From :ore] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:59 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject has an Amazon,corn Wish List to Share 

...... . ...... Here are two monitors that will work well and the device Ill need to make sure the 
~:~iiiii~ :ii::iiil cheaper ones will work. 

All for less than $600 with next da, shi in ....... ’ ..... .................................................................................................................................... ~ PP g ................................................................................................................. 

M 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iigN ............................ iiNi Niiiii ii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

~’lat~e> D~aH~,r~d o Dlgtr~ ~’E D~ I ra,~hap i 312H~d169 2c~8 IP,~ie, s LED t~ 



[ i:~:i           ] 

~..[~;~ View fu~l Wi.~h Lis’~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

zorn> 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu>; (hJggs, Kathy <kgfiggs@unc.edu>; Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@ unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: has an Amazon.corn Wish List to Share 

Thanks Paul, 

Also, please snake sure to get the Matrox device as well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:14 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <RLX2gg_e_~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom and Kathy, 
Can you please coordinate the purchase of the monitors referenced below? 
"]’l’tl)tlk’; h:!r yoor help. 

Paul 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Thursday, October i0, 2013 8:30 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Ballen, Martina K; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: has an A_._m_._a_z__O_L~_=.c_o_p! Wish List to Share 

Hi Paul, 

You can work with Tom Livers and Kathy Griggs to snake this purchase and charge to your unit’s operating budget. Kathy should be able to use the P 
card for this purchase. 

MaNna 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 11 :l 7 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(~unc edu> wrote 

Martina. 

needs some bigger monitors for the app development. Would it be possible to purchase these? 
Thanks for ~my help yot~ can provide, 
Paul 

From: corn] 
Sent: Wednesday 7:59 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: has an Amazon.corn Wish List to Share 

sent yo~ this via Am azon 

f.i:~i::ii~ f’ii::iil, Here are two monitors that will work well and the device rll need to make sure the 

cheaper ones will work. 

All for less than $600 with next day shipping,            ji:~:~:~ ~:~:~:.J:, 

M 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

1 
It~-~,,",~~ /,,"~3~",,",, Wish I..i~’,,’: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorkm@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - aJly chaJ~ce lbr a meeting next week 

Since we are meeting somewhere near South Building - could we meet at 3:30 instead (we all have 4:00 meetings to make so you know I can’t make you late) 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

I can meet at 3 on Monday. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:08 AN 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
3:00pro works for gubba and i~: appears to work for Vince as well, but i’ve copied Vince on ~:his email ~:o confirm, Both Vince and gubba haw? a meeting in South 

BLiildiffF~[ at 4:00pro 1"_!~1 MoffFdav, 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

f have class Monday morning but how about 3:00 to 3:30. WhereisBubba’s3:30-thinkingabou~:wherewecouh~rneet. 
Joy J. Retw!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
,",ssot:iate Professor at~d [)[re.::l:or 
Un[versil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcir~durar~ Hail 
32i-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapei ~-I[ll, NC 27599-7130 

919-96 r3-5952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: This em~a[I message, it!eluding attachments, if at!y, [s in~e!~ded only for the -person or entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Ar!y --unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are no~ the intended recipient, please toe!tact the sender b~/ reply emlaH and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Entail eorresponde~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized seato officia~ (NCG$, oh, :t32), Stu~lent e~lucatio~a~ records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 

Co: Ille, VJnce 
Subject: RE: 3oy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

Hi Joy, 

Is Monday morning before lO:OOam or Monday afternoon between 2:00 and 3:30 a possibility for you? 

Thanks, 

Motly 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Tile, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
I know next week is a real bear with the Thursday night game but if you guys would have any time for a meeting to discuss some data gathering ideas I have to 

move some conversations forward, let me know. Wednesday or Thursday morning is the best for me but I am guessing not great for you guys. I am here (as you 

know) early in the morning until late in the day so I can accommodate any time you might have to spare. 
Joy J. Renner, M.A, £r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_" Professor and Dir~_"ctor 
I.Jniw_,rsity of North Carolina at C~apel H[li 
School of ~vledichne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
.~21-A South Coiumbia St 
Chap(_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1.., 9~6 .~]. l, [.e_k 

91.9-966-695~. Fax 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOilCE: [his e-n-.ail message, including attachments, if any, is int(_mded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged materiai. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_" or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_"d recipient, pk_"ase co~tact the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence t<} and from this address may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Rec<}rds law and may be di~:iosed to third pa~±ies by an 

al~thorized state officia~ (INCGS, oh. I32). Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:06 PM 

Renner, Joy J q!oy Renne@med.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

3:30 on Monday will work. 

From: Renner, Joy _1 

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:03 PN 

To: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
Since we are meeting somewhere near South Building - could we meet at 3:30 instead (we all have 4:00 meetings to make so you know I can’t make you late) 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 i:01 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

I can meet at 3 on Monday. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:08 AM 

To: Renner, Joy _l 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

3:00pro works for Bubba and it appears to work t:or Vince as well, but I’ve copied Vince on this ernail to confirm. Both Vince and Bubba have a meeting in South 

Building at 4:00pro on Monday. 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

I have class Monday morning but how about 3:00 to 3:30. Where is Bubba’s 3:30--- thinking about where we could meeL 
Joy J. Renner, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
Un[w_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHi 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: this e-mail message, including attachments, if any, [s int,_reded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiai. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase co~tact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law and mar be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~tborized state officia~ (NCGS, Cbo :1.32)o Student educationa~ records are sub:iect to FERPA° 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Renner, Joy -1 

Co: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
Hi Joy, 

Is Monday morning before lO:OOam or Monday afternoon between 2:00 and 3:30 a possibility for you? 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent; Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 3oy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

I know next week is a real bear with the Thursday night game but if you guys would have any time for a meeting to discuss some data gathering ideas I have to 

move some conversations forward, let me know. Wednesday or Thursday morning is the best for me but I am guessing not great for you guys. I am here (as you 

know) early in the morning until late in the day so I can accommodate any time you might have to spare. 
Joy J, Rer!!~er, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pr.:)h~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 
University of ~’~orth Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
Sc:hool of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
321-A 5ciu~h Coiurnbia 51:, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

919-956-8951 Fax 

-CONFIDEN[~AUTY NOTICE: This e<na[I !;qessage, i!~clud[ng a[tachmen,:s, if a!W, is inter!deal oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and !;qay car!rain confiden[[ai and/or 

pr[vdeged material, AtW --unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution [s prohibited, If ",VOLI are not the ha[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ the sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the original raessa&~e. 

Email correspendence to an,I from rims a,l,lress may be subject to the North Careffna Public Records law and may be di.mlosed to third parties by an 

a~tbori~ed state efficiM (NCGS. cbo :t32)o Student educationM recor~ls are subject to F~RPAo 
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From: ~gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:08 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Following Up 

Did UNC play today? 

Best ReQards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu. at 10:02 AM, Ille, Vince ~-~ille(~unc.edu > wrote: 

Crazy on my end as well. Monday, October 7 is full. I have availability the following Monday before 11 AM if that worlcs for you. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:10 AM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Following Up 

My apologies. Things are crazy. What does Monday look like for you? 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Sep 30, 2013 at 6:43 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~b~unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Yes, I’m available aJcound 2:30 pro. Should I call the number below? Thanks. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:23 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Following Up 

HOW are things? Can we talk tomorrow afternoon? 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, at 6:31 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet with reps from COKE at their Atlanta HQ all day tomorrow. Things are busy but good. 

Hope you are doing well and look forward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On at 5:57 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta tiffs weekend or are you just getting away for a few days? Have you been doing alright? I hate I will miss 

you tiffs trip. 



Best Regards, 

"All our dremns can come true--if we have tim courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

On 5:31 I?M, "Ille, Vmce" <ille(gbunc.edu> wrote: 

I’m on my way to Atlanta tonight. I would like to commct sometime though. Please let me know when you might be available in the future. We can 

catch up with a call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking tbrward to meeting at some point. Thanks tbr reaching out. 

Vince 

Oil at 3:29 PM, ~gmail.com > wrote: 

Vince, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow. How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thanks for the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas and look forwald to meeting with you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 

From: }qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:53 PM 
To" Ille, Vince 
Co: January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject: Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for speaking with me this evening about the potential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics, especially           and the 

students from my community, Washington County. I am really looking tbrwayd to working with you to create a plan to make this happen. 

This partnership could be tim spark our studeuts need to see that there is much more out "there than Washington County. The impact your 

student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into words. 

I have copied my assistmlt on tiffs emaJd to work out a time ibr us to meet mthin tile next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. Joe 



Davis, Washington County Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need l’rom me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Best Regards, 

"All our dremns can come true--if we have the coinage to pursue them." 

- Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of file intended recipient(s) and may 

contain confidential and privileged infomlation. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is p~ohibited. If you are not file 

intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Grimsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:18 AM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

(himsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Re: Document Requefft 

I am currently over at the Loudermilk Center and looking at the footage to see ifI can figure out a way to have the multiple day period copied but have not found a 

solution so far. A DVD+R can only hold 2 hours of footage. So for the June 28- July 3 period, we are looking at 72 DVD’s and I am not sure if that is what you want 

handed over to you to review. Let me know if there is something specific you want me to be looking for on the days in question and I will be happy to review and bum 

the applicable footage to a DVD to get to you. Or if someone wants to come over and review alongside me, that is fine as well. Thank you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

mobile-- 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 8:24 AM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld~emaiLunc~edu;, wrote: 

Good Morning Richie - 

Can you please verify whether the Department of Athletics has any security video connected to the parking lot used by student-athletes when visiting 

the Loudermilk Center for Academic Excellence for the following dates: 

a. February 19-26, 2013 

b. April 1-11, 15, 19, 25and 30, 2013 

c. May 1, 15, 20-23 and 28 

d. June 28 -July 3, 2013 

If so, we will need to obtain copies of any responsive footage. If the Department of Athletics does not have any video footage responsive to the 

request, please reply to this email indicating the current policy or practice on the retention of such records. 

We ask that you treat this request as highly confidential and refrain from sharing any information related to the search, including its existence, with 

anyone other than personnel essential to gathering the documents. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvange!der@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

1~’: Meeting Request - UNC Athlelics 

Does :].O:45am tomorrow here in EWAC still work for you to meet with the owner from Players? 
g,]arielle A, vanGelder 

Asso~::iate Athletic Dir~:~ct.:_~r 

Universil:y of Nor~:h {::arolma 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6(%)2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 
From.. Players Club                 ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:02 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

That works. Where is your office? 

On Thu, Oct 10, 2013 at 2:58 PM, Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld~emailuunCuedU> wrote: 

Thank you for the reply, N~lichaet. 

Woulc’~ I0:45am work? We can certainly come to you if that is convenient. 
g, larielle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

As_~ociat~:~ AtNetk: Direc[:or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: ~ _9_ _1_9_ ) _ _9_ _ _6_ _ _2_ : _ _7_ _8_ _5_ _ _3_ , 

Fax: (9:[9) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 
From: Players Club                  }_g__n_!a__[Lc__o___n_~_] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20:[3 :[:[:39 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

I can meet next tues. Is there a time in the morning you m-e available? 

Michael Rosenbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 12:21 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <tle@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Joy Renner - meeting today at 3:30 

Hi Guys[ 

Looks like we can gather at 3:30 in South :[05. I know all 3 of us have a 4:00 meeting so I will be short with my discussion, 

Thanks, 

,l oy 
JOy J, Rer!!~er, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Pr,,’)h~ssor ar!d Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 
(:B #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!l: Hall 
32J.-A Sou[h Coiumbia $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5147Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, [!~clud[ng attachments, if any, is inter!dud onb/f.:)r the .-person or enti%, to whk:h it is addressed and maV cor!l:ain ..’:onfiden[ia[ and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:er[al. Any -.--unauti~orized review, use, disck)sure or dis[r[butk)n is pr.:)hibil:ed. If you are not the in[ended recipient, pk~ase contac[ the sender by reply e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original rnessale. 
Email corresl~endenee to and from this address may be subject to the North Caroina Pubic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state efficiM (NCGS, cho $32)° Student educationM records are sub~ect to F~RPAo 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 8:10 AN 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

Hi Joy, 

Hope you had a great weekeFxt! 

I-ust wanted to check in to see if you had confirmed a location for your meedng with Vince and gubba at 3:30pro today? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Rennet, -1oy -1 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2013 2:07 PN 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject= RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
Thanks - I will let you know location 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent= Thursday, October 10, 2013 2:05 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: -1oy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

3:30 on Monday wtl work. 

From: Renner, -1oy -1 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2023 2:03 PN 
To: Ile, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: -1oy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
Since we are meeting somewhere near South Building - could we meet at 3:30 instead (we all have 4:00 meetings to make so you know I can’t make you late) 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, October 20, 2013 2:02 PN 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, .lo,/-1 
Subject: RE: .lo,/Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

I can meet at 3 on Monday. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Thursday, October :tO, 2013 22:08 AM 
To: Renner, -1oy -1 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: .Io,/Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
3:00pro works for gubba and it appears to work t:or Vince as well, but I’ve copied Vince on this ernail to confirrn. Both Vince and gubba have a rneeting in South 

Building at 4:00pro on Monday, 

From: Rennet, -1oy -1 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2023 22:06 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: -1oy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

I have class Monday morning but how about 3:00 1o 3:30. Where is Bubba’s 3:30--- thinking about where we could meeL 
Joy J. Runner, M.A, £r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
Un[w_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St 
Chap(_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 



91.9-956-SJ.47Desk 
CeH 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-ni;Iq mess;Ige, h~c:h.ld[ng ;Ittachments, [t: a!~y, is inter!deal oniy for the .-person or entity to whk:h [t is add!’essed and may cor!l:ain ,::onfhdenL[ai and/or 
privileged mal:erh}i. A!~y -.--unauti~o!’ized !’eview, use, disciosure or dis[r[butk)n is prohibil:ed. If you are! not the h~[ended !’ecipk~nt, please co!~tac:[ the! sender by !’eply e-mail and 
dest!’oy all copk~s of the original message. 
Entail correspondence to and from thin address may be subject to the North Carolina Publie Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

sethod~ed state ot~i¢ia~ (NCG$, eho I32)o Student educstiona~ rotes’as a~le sub,oct to F~RPAo 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent= Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:00 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
Hi Joy, 

Is Monday morning beh:~re lO:OOarn or Monday afternoon between 2:00 and 3:30 a possibility for you? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:55 AM 
To= Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= Joy Rennet - any chance for a meeting next week 
I know next week is a real bear with the Thursday night game but if you guys would have any time for a meeting to discuss some data gathering ideas I have to 

move some conversations forward, let me know. Wednesday or Thursday morning is the best for me but I am guessing not great for you guys. I am here (as you 

know) early in the morning until late in the day so I can accommodate any time you might have to spare. 
Jo,l J. Req!~eh M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor aqd Dh’ecLor 

Un[versiLV o1: NorLh Ca!’olina aL Ci~ape] Flfli 
School of Medidne 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bonduraqt Hall 
B21-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9,’-; 6-.5147 Desl,: 
Celi 

919-9,’-; 6-.{~ 951 Fax 
-CONFIDENI~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mai] message, inch.Eding attad~n-~ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to whid~ it is addressed and may co,rain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~or[zed review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssa{~_¯ 
Email correspondence to a~’~d from this address may be s~hjeet to the No~th Caro~i~a P~hli¢ Records ~aw and ~ay be disclosed to third ~a~ties by an 
autborize~ ~tate official {NCGS, oh, 13:2), St~e~t e~u~atienal records are ~bject to FERPA, 



From: "Backman, Melvin" <Melvin.Backman@wsj.com> 

Date: October 14, 2013 at 10:13:55 AM EDT 

To: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> 
Subject: budget summary 

Hey Ms. Ballen, 

Could I get a copy of UNC’s latest budget summary? 

Melvin Backman 
Real Estate Reporter 

Wall Street Journal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 4:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Joy - reminder - BC tbotba]l gmne day review 

Follow-up to our conversation -forKimStr~m~G~ttfriedandmetojointhefootballteamfortheBCgamefromthestarttoendofgamedayifpossible. Last time 

we were not available for the Friday activities but that may work this time so we have the full picture from start to finish of what a home football game looks like 

from the student athlete’s schedule. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Joy J. Ren~er, M.A, [4[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor ~md [3[r~_~ctof 

Un[w-~rsity of North Carolina at C~apel H[li 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 

321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~]. h L’.e_k 
Cell 

919-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IALIIY NOI]CE: this e-mitN messitge, i~cludmg ;tttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materiiti. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please co~titct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all coph~s of the original message. 

Email Correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~cl ma~/be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 
a~thorized state official (INCGS, cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cational records are subject to FERPA° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 6:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

Yes. I created something generic re: extra benefits!preferential treatment and use of a SA’s name!likeness!image. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

UniversK:y of Norl:h Carolina 

Phone: (9::L9) 962--7853 

Fax: {9:L9) 962-5LX)2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Frora: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 1% 2013 2:56 PM 
To: Vange[der, MarJelle A 
Subject: RE: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

Yes. Will we have something in writing (genera] rules education) for him to take with him? Thanks. 

From: Vanoelder, Narie[[e A 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 12:09 PM 

To: I[[e, Vince 
Subject: FW: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

Does :[O:-~lSam tomorrow here in EWAC still work for you to meet with the owner from Players? 

Marielle A, vanGeJder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University o[: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785~, 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 
From: Players Club [mailto:           I@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:02 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

That works. Where is your ottice? 

On Thu, Oct 10, 2013 at 2:58 PM, Vangeldel; Marielle A <!~n__y_~ge__!_~_l_:~i_e__r__n__~!:_u_j3c__:_e_d__u__> wrote: 

Thank you for the reply, Michael. 

Would tO:45am work? We can certainly come to you if that is convenient. 

Marieile 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 
From: Players Club [mailto:i          I@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 11:39 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: Meeting Request - UNC Athletics 

I can meet next tues. Is there a time in "the morning you are available? 

Michael Ro~nbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:56 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

FW: Speech by Paul Hardin, October 10, 2010 

NEW_SPEECH AT KIWANB.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Paul Hardin.          @gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, October 14, 2013 9:24 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Speech by Paul Hardin, October 10, 2010 

Bubba: This is the speech I mentioned to you Friday evening. If you find anything that is helpful or interesting, I’ll be pleased. Note especially my devotion to UNC and confidence in 

you, Carol Folt, and so many others. I’m grateful that you and I are both Tar Heels, having started elsewhere. Paul 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:28 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Nike Graphics Visit 

Executive!Senior Staff, 

Just a reminder that Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG) will be making their initial visit to Chapel Hill this Thursday and Friday and will meet with 

Executive/Senior Staff members on Friday from lO-11am in the EWAC board room. The purpose of this very casual, open discussion is for Nike to outline the goals 

and objectives of this branding exercise and to hear what Carolina means to you. 

Please let me know if you will be able to attend. 

Thanks, 
Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 (O) 

(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:03 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Unitbrm Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burch, Edgar" <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Date: October 15, 2013 10:55:37 AM EDT 

To: "ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu" <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this emaJl finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my tbnner colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington 
DC based NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved ruth the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently ~eceived your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud 

you for being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because 

of the unique perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last 

decade, the national office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and 

the state agencies which administerientbrce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move tbrward in this revision 

process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or eMy next week to chat ruth me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel who 

will also be participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put fol~vard in your memo. 

Thanlcs- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Govermnent Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This emaJl and may attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return emaJl, delete this mes~ge and destroy any copies. AW dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended 

recipient is unauthorized and may be illegdt. 



From: "Brian D. Stanchak" <bfian@bdssearch.com> 
Date: October 114, 20113, 5:47:05 PM EDT 
To: <strohm@email.UNC.EDU> 
Subject: Records Request 

Ms. Strohm- 
I am requesting the employment contract for the employee listed below under 
North Carolina’s Public Records Law. The document can be emailed 

to brian~)bdssearch.com. I appreciate any assistance in obtaining this 
information. Please contact me should you need any additional information. 

1. Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 

Thank you. 

Brian 

BRIAN D. S-I-’ANCHAK 

PRESIDENT 

BDS SEARCH, LLC. 
(c) 
(S) BDSTAN CHAK 

WVVVV, BDSSEARCH. COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: Unilbnn Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

I think that would be great to have both of us on the call. Can you send me your availability next Monday and Tuesday? 

On Oct 15, 2013, at 11:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Great. Let me know ifI can help out on the call. Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

FYI 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burch, Edgar" <eburch(dbncaa.org> 

Date: October 15, 2013 10:55:37 AM EDT 

To: "ppogge~)uncaa.unc.edu" < ppogge~)uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (U~’kA) 

Pa~- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introdaced via email by my tbrmer colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the 
Washington DC based NCAA Office of Government Relations aJld have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the 

NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency mad 

effectiveness. I applaud you ibr being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NC?u~_ 

members axe actively involved because of the unique perspective that you have in dealing ruth athlete agent issues on campus. From the 

initiaJ stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national once has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our 

membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which administer/enforce the UAAA. We 

certainly intend on relying on our members expense as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat ruth me and NaJma Stevenson (Depu~ General 

Counsel M~o will also be participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put tbrwaJcd in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - ONce of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This email and an5’ attachinents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. An5’ dissemination or use of this information by a 

person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 l l: 58 AM 

Butch, Edgar <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UA~A~A.) 

Edgar, 

Great to hear from you and thank you for your emaik I am free all morning on Monday before 1I:45 Eastern Time. Would you and Naima be available for a call 

then? I have also copied UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille on this email, as he and I work closely on these matters. I think it would be beneficial to 

have Vince on the call as well 

f Iool~ forward to talking with both of you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, October :1.5, 2013 10:56 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC based 

NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer!enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel -who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This emaJl mid any attaclmaents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged ia[onnalion. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return emaJl, delete tlds message and destroy a~y copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Burch, Edgar <ebnrch@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UA~A~&) 

Paul- 

Thanks for the quick response. Let me check Naima’s availability and I will get back to you, 

Thanks- 

E d ga r 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October :[5, 2013 11:58 A! 

To: Burch, Edgar 

Ce: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAN¢) 

Edgar, 

Great to hear from you and thank you for your email. I am free all momingon Monday before lt:45 Eastern Time. Would you and Naima be available for a call 

then}’ I have also copied UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille on this email, as he and I work closely on these matters. I think it would be beneficial to 

have ViF~c~-’_~ on t fu-’_~ call as w~-’_~ll. 

i look forward to talking with both of you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Butch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Seat: Tuesday, October 15, 20:[3 :[0:56 AM 
To" Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this ernail finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC based 

NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer/enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel -who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 3:10 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This emaJl and an5’ attachments may contain NCz~d\ confidential and privileged infommlion. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy a:ay copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a peBon other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 

Burch, Edgar <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UA~A~&) 

That sounds great, Edgar. We will wait to hear from you. 

Paul 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October "15, 20"13 "12:0"1 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

Thanks for the quick response. LeL me check Naima’s availability and I will get back to you. 

Thanks-. 

Edgar 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October "15, 2013 "1"1:58 AM 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Cc: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 
Edgar, 

Great to hear from you and Lhank you for your emaif. I arn free all morning on Monday before 1I:4,5 Eastern Time. Would you and Naima be availaNe for a call 

Lhen? I have also copied UNC: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince life on Lhis emaif, as he and I work closely on these matLers. I think it would be bene[:icial to 

have Vince on the call as well. 

I look forward to talking with both of you soon. 

Sit~ c~-’_~r ely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa,orq] 

Sent: Tuesday, October "15, 20"13 "10:56 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject; Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC: based 

NC:AA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NC:AA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NC:AA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer/enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel -who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NC:AA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 3:10 

Washington, DC: 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged informalion. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 
and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Burch, Edgar <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:29 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Unifonn Athlete Agents Act (UiWLA.) 

Paul- 

Does IOarn on Monday, October 2].st work? 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 
That sounds great, Edgar’. We will wait to hear from you. 

Paul 

From: Butch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Senti Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 
Thanks for the quick response. I_et rne ched~ Nairna’s avaiiabiiil:y and t wiil get back to you. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Edgar, 

Great to hear frorn you and thank you [or your email. I am free all rnornmg on Monday beh:~re :J.21:45 Eastern Time. Would you and Nairna be available for :-3 call 

then? I have also copied IJNC Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Itle on this ernail, as he and I work closely on these rnatters. I think it would be beneficial to 

have Vince on the call as well. 

I look forward to talking with both of you soon+ 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Burch, Edgar [.t_n___a_!lN_;_e_._b__u_r__c_b__@_~__c__a_a=_9_!:g] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:56 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via emaiI by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC based 

NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer/enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel -who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This emaSd and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you axe not the intended recipient, please not@ the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message mad destroy aJly copies. Any dis~mination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:34 PM 

Burch, Edgar <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UiWL&) 

Edgar, 

That works great. We will call you then. What number works best? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: Iiie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul-- 

Does 10am on Monday, October 2:[~t work? 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto;ppogge~uDc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Cc: [lle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

That sounds great, Edgar. We ,,,viii wait to hear from you~ 

Paul 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul-- 

Thanks for the quick respons,:_~. [.e~: m,-:~ check Naima’s availability and ] will g~-:d: back to %m, 

Thanks-. 

Edgar 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppoqqe@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 
Edgar, 

Great to hear from you and ~:hank you for your email, f arn free all morning on Monday before 11:45 Eastern lirne. W.:_~uld you and Naima be availaMe for a call 

Lhen? I have also copied UNC Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince life on Lhis emaif, as he and I work closely on these rustlers. I think it would be benet:icial to 

have Vince on the call as well. 

I look forward to talking with both of you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Burch, Edgar [E)_a__[[_t__o_Le___b__u__r__c___h_#~__n__c__a___a_=ozg] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC based 

NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer/enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel -who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This emaJl and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged intbrmation. If you axe not "the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy m~y copies. Any dis~mination or use of this intbrmation by a person order than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Burch, Edgar <eburch@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:54 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Unifonn Athlete Agents Act (UAA~&) 

Great! 

Please use the dial-in information below. 

USA Toll-Free: 1-888-251-2909 

Access Code: 

Have a great week. 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:34 PM 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Co: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 
EdgaL 

That works great. We will catl you then. What number works best? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:29 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul-- 

Does 10am on Monday, October 21~t work? 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppogge@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PN 
To: Burch, Edgar 

Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 
That ";ounds great, Edgar. We will wait to hear from you 

Paul 

From: Burch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa,orcl] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

Thanks for the quick response. Let me check Naima’s availability and I will get back to you, 

T h a n k s-. 

E d ga r 

From: Pogge, Paul [mailto:ppoqcle@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Butch, Edgar 

Co: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Edgar~ 

Great to hear from you and thank you for your ernail. I am free all morning on Monday before lt:45 Eastern Time. Would you and Naima be available for a call 

t:hen? I have also (:o~)ied U NC Senior Associat~:_~ Athletic Director Vince Ille on t:his ~-’_m~ail, as he and I work (:l.:)s~:_~ly .:)n these matt:ers, f think it w.:)uld b~-_~ b~-_me[icial to 

have Vinc~-’_~ on t fH-’_~ call as w~-’_~ll. 

I look forward to talking with both of you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Butch, Edgar [mailto:eburch@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:g6 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC based 

NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer!enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel -who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 



Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This email and any attaclmlents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged informalion. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy may copies. Any dis~mination or use of this intbrmation by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal. 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

s~mdent- athlete recruiting 

Vince, I think the Working Group meeting yesterday went well. It was a good starting point. I would like to begin looking at recruitment, and I wonder if you could help me come up with a 
plan I am available to meet next week, generally each day between 9am and 2pm 
Man?- thanks for your ongoing help and support. I look forward to seeing you soon. 
All best, 
Debbi 

zell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke- @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: student-athlete recruiting 

Yes that works, I look forward to seeing you Wed 10/23 at 9:30. 
Thanks, 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 15, 2013, at 3:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Debbi, 
> 

> I also thought the meeting went vely well yesterday. Thanks very much tbr everything you’ve done to facilitate the process. Currently, the only availability I have next week between 9 
a.m. - 2 p.m is Wednesday morning between 9:30 - 11:30 Will that work tbr you? Thanks again, 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Debbi Clarke ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 2:38 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: student-athlete recruiting 
> 
> Vince, I think the Working Group meeting yesterday went well It was a good starting point. I would like to begin looking at recruitment, and I wonder if you could help me come up with a 
plan. I am available to meet next week, generally each day between 9am and 2pm. 
> Many thanks for your ongoing help and support. I look forward to seeing you soon. 
> All best, 
> Debbi 
> cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:59 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Congrats on the effort. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Pogge>, Paul <ppo~ge@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burch, Edgar" <eburch@ncaa~org> 

Date: October 15, 2013 10:55:37 AM EDT 

To: "ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu" <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Uniform Athlete Agents Act (UAAA) 

Paul- 

I hope this email finds you well. Some time ago we were introduced via email by my former colleague Rachel Newman Baker. I work in the Washington DC based 

NCAA Office of Government Relations and have been actively involved with the UAAA during my time with the NCAA. 

I recently received your memo outlining a number of changes that should be made to the current Act to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. I applaud you for 

being proactive as we begin the process of revising the Act because I believe it is imperative that NCAA members are actively involved because of the unique 

perspective that you have in dealing with athlete agent issues on campus. From the initial stages of drafting the Act and throughout the last decade, the national 

office has relied heavily on the suggestions and ideas of our membership as we have worked with the Uniform Law Commission and the state agencies which 

administer/enforce the UAAA. We certainly intend on relying on our members expertise as we move forward in this revision process. 

I was wondering if you might have some time later this week or early next week to chat with me and Naima Stevenson (Deputy General Counsel - who will also be 

participating in the revision project) about the ideas that were put forward in your memo. 

Thanks- 

Edgar 

Edgar Burch 

Associate Director 

NCAA - Office of Government Relations 

One Dupont Circle, NW, Suite 310 

Washington, DC 20036 

phone: 

fax: (202) 293-3075 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender 

immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient 

is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:04 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

FW: Letter from Knight Commission about institutional financial data 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Knight Commission <perko@knightfoundation.org> 

Reply-To: "perko@knightfoundation.org" <perko@knightfoundation.org> 

Date: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:15 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Letter from Knight Commission about institutional financial data 

[~ Knight Commissi .... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Oct. 15, 2013 

Dear Chancellor Folt: 
This is to noti~/you that next month, the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics will launch a publicly accessible online 
database that tracks academic and athletic spending trends for Division ] public institutions. This initiative furthers the 

Commission’s goal to strengthen the accountability for college sports by improving financial transparency and providing better 
measures to compare athletic and academic spending trends. 

The database uses data reported by University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and accessed through the following sources: the 
Equity in Athletics Disclosure Act (EADA) report filed with the Office of Postsecondary Education of the U.S. Department of 
Education; Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS); and, NCAA financial report forms collected by USA TODAY 
through public records requests. 
The following link provides advance limited access to only your institutional profile page on the database: 

http: H spendingdatabase~knightc~missi~n~rg/ pr~e/ bj6d7 4 2u7 hfr2bu6 jtih 7p~q~nc6p55hs3shcbeidw6xgqqgxnya 
The aggregate institutional data used can be viewed through the data download feature on the institutional profile page. General 
information pages can also be accessed from your institutional profile page. 
To learn more about the data definitions and the methodology for this database, please go to: 

http:! ~spendinqdatabase.kni~htcom rnission,orq!about-the=data 
If you have any questions about the database or see any errors, please contact us by Nov. 1. Scott Hirko, the project manager for 
this database, can be reached at h~r___k___o__@__k__n_i_g__l!_t_~__o_____m____m__i_~i__q~_:___o__~g or by phone at 
Sincerely, 
Amy P. Perko 
Executive Director, Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 
cc: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Faculty Athletics Representative 

Forward to a friend 

] 

this emaii was sent to bubbac@uncaa=unc.edu by ,~erko~o~knjqhtfou nda’don:oro~ 
Update Prof:ile/’Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Knight Foundation :: Wachovia Financial Center :: Suite 3300 200 South Biscayne Boulevard :: Miami FL :: 33131 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~> 

RE: Committee meeting 

Thanks, Vince. We will try to schedule something. 

Barbara 

[~arbara 1, Polk 
Depu~-Directc~r 
Office of Ur.de~Nraduate Admissioas 
University of North (]arolir.a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 8:21 AN 

To-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Committee meeting 

Barbara, 

I believe we do need a meeting before November 11. will have a couple of prospects that we roll want them to present to the committee before NLI signing 

date. Also, has a prospect who plans to enroll mid-year that must be presented and reviewed. I’m not certain alxmt any others at this point. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara 30 
Sent" Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:55 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: Farmer, Stephen H; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: Committee meeting 

Vince, 

I know we are getting together Friday afternoon but our next Committee meeting is scheduled for Monday, November 11. I think that’s the first day for the 

November signing period. Do you know if we will have specific cases for that meeting? Do we need to try to schedule something before then? Scheduling is tight 

but we can always give it a try if you think we will need it. 

Looking forward to talking on Friday. 

Barbara 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:49 AM 

athletics councd@h st~rv.unc.edu 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletics Council Meeting October 18 

Athletics Council Members, 

The e-mail below from Lissa Broome did not go through properly, so I am sending it again. Hopefully it works this time. Thanks, 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Friends ---1 look forward to seehlg you on Friday, I have included a link to the Rawlhlgs Report sh~ce that is one of the items on our agenda for Friday, 

h ttp:i!rawli n gspa n el.web.u nc.edu!files!2013/Og!Rawlings-Pa n el...Intercollegiate-Athletics-at-U N C-Cha pel-Hill, p df. For those pressed for time, I suggest you read 

t:he cover letter and t:he list of 28 reo:_~mmendati.:_~ns collected at: t:he end, 

We will also be interested in your feedback .:_~n the rhursday night: football game’s impact: on campu; activities 

See you Friday, 

Lissa 

Lissa I_ Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

[,’.irector, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach I-tatl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

91%gG2,70k% 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at:: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

athletics council@list~rv.unc.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Athletics Council Meeting October 18 

Athletics Council Members, 

The e-mail below from Lissa Broome did not go through properly, so I am sending it again. Hopefully it works this time. Thanks, 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Friends ---1 look forward to seehlg you on Friday, I have included a link to the Rawlh~gs Report sh~ce that is one of the items on our agenda for Friday, 

h ttp:i!rawli n gspa n el.web.u nc.edu!files!2013/Og!Rawlings-Pa n el...Intercollegiate-Athletics-at-U N C-Cha pel-Hill, p df. For those pressed for time, I suggest you read 

t:he cover letter and t:he list of 28 reo:_~mmendati.:_~ns (:olh-_~cted at: t:he end, 

We will also be interested in your feedback .:_~n the rhursday night: football game’s impact: on campu; activities 

See you Friday, 

Lissa 

Lissa I.. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

[,’.irector, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach I-tatl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,70~55 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at:: http://ssrn,com/author=248720 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 2:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Weekly Reports 

Same form...w[ll liI<ely make a change in the near future but for now we are continuing with the same process 

From: file, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:42 PM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 

Subject: RE: Weekly Reports 

Sorry Karlton. I thought we were going to do these differently, in some way tied to the strategic plan or our annual goals. I will begin submitting these again. Are we fftill 

using the same li)rm? 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent; Wednesday, October 16, 2013 1:26 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael; Best, Kevin S.; Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Aldfidge, Diane ScoNe; McPherson, Dawn D; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Crowder, Kenneth C; Bunting, 
Mike; Culler, Ellen B; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Johnson, Shelley H; Beale, Michael; Bitting, Angelyn S; Gatz, Gregory; Lane, Cricket; Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W; Fulton, Nick; 
Ciocca, lario F; Sobba, Gary; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ballen, Martina K; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul; Suits, Christy 
H.; Markos, Lance M; Wilkinson, Michael H 
Subject: Weekly Reports 

All, 

Please remember to submit your weekly report each Friday by 12:00pm. 

In the last few weeks I have noticed a significant increase in late reports, or no reports from units. 

gubba continues to use these reports to stay informed on the weekly progress of our department. 

By failing to turn in timely reports, both your unit and Bubba are at a disadvantage. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

All the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P© Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 

Mobile 

919 962 6000 

’. :i~ ; s"2 ? ’ : :’s i : 7r ;:’; s,::, ; 12 



Froin: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

Hostetter~ Bn @theacc.org> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 9:49 PM 

I|le, Vince ~il|e@unc.edt~~ 

Tomorrow 

If have minute, Pd like introduce to them but understand if you’re tied to you 
FYI that I will be at the game in a non-work capa ciW. with some of mv~ colleagues in the compliance dept. youo 

a 

up. Good luck and I’ll reach out when we get over there. 

Brad Hostetter 
Atlantic Coast Conference 

Sent fiom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cmmsley, Richie <rgrimsley@unc.edtf~ 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 11:04 AM 
11~ 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&t>; llle, Vmce <tlle@unc.ed - 

Video at Loudem~ilk 

I am still working on getting the video for the 6 days this past saved in a format that can be handed over I have tried numerous different methods and not been successful yet. The 
combination of the massive amount of data needing to be transferred and the capabilities of our system being not set up to be able to d o this are causing the issues. I have started with yet 

another method and will see how it comes out. 

Rich~e Grin~sley 
Asst. Director for Facili~ Plarming and Management 
UNC Athletics 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

mobile-- 



FOOT ALL 
A Strategic Marketing Plan 

R. HENRY MIGLIORE, PH.D. 
Professor Emeritus 

Northeastern State University 
President, Managing for Success 

Jenks, Oklahoma 



OSU FOOTBALL STRATEGIC MARKETING AND DEVELOPMENT 
TO SUPPORT THE OSU ATHLETIC PLAN 

R. Henry ~[igHore 

Purpose of Marketing Function: 

Marketing Plan 

¯ Differentiate OSU football from the competition 
¯ Keep existing customers 
¯ Meet and exceed customer expectations 

,, Create new customers 
¯ Make OSU Athletics the kind of place that people want to do business with 
¯ Operate in an ethical manner 
¯ Monitor the pulse of the marketplace 
¯ Serve and contribute as a member of the organizational team 
¯ Maintain a positive image &the organization with all advertisements 

Environmental Factors Specific to Marketing: 
Market Analysis 

1. Customer Analysis--How do people in attendance feel about the game experience? 

2. Competitive AnalysisiBenchmarking--What are other schools doing? 

. 

Market Research--How do people attending the game feel about the total 
experience: parking, ticket office, season ticket purchase, game itself, advertising 
promotion? 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 2 



Identify Key Market Segments 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 3 



What OSU strategy/promotions do you expect to be best opportunity" in year 2008? 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Which strategy/promotions will decline and/or present a problem to remain in competition in five 
years? 

Put yourself in your customers’ shoes. Why are they coming to games? 

What is your competition doing that could be a threat? 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 4 



WHERE DO PROMOTIONS/PRODUCTS/SERVICES/PROGRAMS FIT PRODUCT LIFE 

CYCLE? 

10 

I 

MATURE 

HOW DO PROMOTIONS!PRODUCTS/SERVICES!PROGRAMS FIT 
PERFORMAN CEiPOTENTL&L MATRIX? 

lO 
E 
C 
N 
A 
M 
R 
O 
F 
R 
E 
P 

1 

Cash Cows 

Dogs 

Stars 

Problem Child 

POTENTLAL 10 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 5 



Where do all (or most) of strategy/promotion/products fit product life cycle? 

-- [ [ [ [ [ [ [ I 

Intro Growth Mature Decline 

List Products/Services 

A. 

g. 

C. 

D. 

g. 

F. 

a. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 6 



WHAT IS EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION TO PROFIT PER PRODUCT IN FIVE YEARS IF YOU 

STAY WITH PRESENT STtL4TEGYiPROMOTIONiPRODUCTiSERVICEiPROGRAM MIX? 

Product/Service A 

Product Service B 

Product Service C 

Marketing Strengths and Weaknesses 

Marketing Assumptions 

1. 

2. 

D. 

Maj or Marketing Obj ectives should consider sales, profitability, and customer. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 7 



OBJECTIVES 

1. Total Revenue 

2. Attendance 

3. Parking Capacity 

4. Facilities 

5. Season Tickets 

6. Passes Club 

7. Building 

Last Year Actual Next Year 5 Years 

60,000 60,0000 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 8 



MARKETING STRATEGY 

WHAT PRODUCTS/SERVICES/PROGRAMS SHOULD BE ADDED TO PRESENT 

PRODUCT MIX? 

WHAT PRODUCTSiSERVICESiPROGR.a2VlS SHOULD BE DROPPED FROM 
PRESENT PRODUCT MIX? 

HOW DO YOU REACT TO A RAPIDLY CHANGING MARKET PLACE? 

WHAT OPPORTUNITIES ARE AVAILABLE DUE TO CHANGES? 

WHAT ARE KEY MARKETING STRATEGIES? 

MONITORING AND CONTROL 

1. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

2. CUSTOMER DATA FEEDBACK 

MARKETING ACTION PLAN 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 9 



KEY RESULT AREA 

TOTAL REVENUE FROM FOOTBALL 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 10 



KEY RESULT AREA 

ATTENDANCE 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 11 



KEY RE SULT AREA 

PARKING CAPACITY 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 12 



KEY RE SULT AREA 

FACILITIES 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 13 



KEY RE SULT AREA 

SEASON TICKETS 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 14 



KEY RE SULT AREA 

PASSES CLUB 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 15 



KEY RE SULT AREA 

BUILDING 

OBJECTIVES 

Strategies to achieve objective: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

What I have to do to make it happen: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 16 



SALES MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Now that the marketing plan is developed, it is time to develop a sales management plan. Ideally, 
managers and salesmen have been in on developing the marketing plan. It is important that those 
who execute the plan are in on the plan. The task is to develop a sales management plan, which in 
effect executes the marketing plan. 

Sales Management Plan 

Organize sales force 

Select sales force 

Train sales people 

Motivate 

Set quotas, goals, objectives for total sales effbrt down to individual salesperson. 

Compensation plan that encourages performance 

Evaluate progress 

rhm\cases\13117ac.029 rev. 12-3-07 17 



Dr. Migliore is President of Managing tbr Success, an intenmtional consulting company, tte was Professor of Strategic 

Plarming and Management at Northeastern State University/Oklahoma State Universib~I’ulsa from 1987-2002; Dr. Migliore 

teaches at the graduate and madergraduate levels. He was formerly Professor of Management and former Dean of the ORU 
School of Business from 1975 until 1987. He was a visiting prolbssor at the University of Calgary, fall 1991; ITESM Campus 
Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Jalisco, Mexico, spring 1995; and Singapore in 1997. 

He is former manager of the press manufacturing operations of Continental Can Company’s Stockyard Plant. Prior to 
that, he was responsible for the industrial engineering function at Continentars Indiana plant. In this capaci’~; Dr. Migliore was 
responsible for coordinating the long-range planning process. In addition, he has had various consulting experiences with Fred 
Rudge & Associates in New York and has served large and small businesses, associations, and nonprofit organizations invarious 
capacities. He has made presentations to a wide variety of clubs, groups, and professional associations. Dr. Migliore has been 
selected to be on the faculty for the Intemational Conferences on Management by Objectives and the Strategic Planning Institute 
Seminar Series. He is also a frequent contributor to the Academy of Management, including a paper at the 50th anniversa~’ 
national conference, tte served for 12 years on the Board of Directors of T. D. Williamson, Inc., and was previously on the 

Boards of the International MBO Institute, Brush Creek Ranch, and the American Red Cross/Tulsa Chapter, and is chairman of a 
scholarship fund tbr Eastern State College. In 1984 he was elected into the Eastern State College Athletic Hall of Fame. Dr. 
Migliore has been a guest lecturer on a number of college campuses. He has lectured for the Texas A & M-Pepperdine, ITESM- 

Guadalajara, and the UniversityofCalga~Executive Development Progranls. tte serves on Chamber and/or Civic Committees, 

and he served on the Administrative Board at The First United Methodist Church, Tulsa, Oklahoma. He was selected Who’s Who 
on a list of 31 top echelon writers and consultants in America. 

To date, previous articles on management and business subjects have appeared in AIIL" Journal, Construction News, 

1~1anagement WorM, ~Uianagement of Personnel Quarterl},, Journal of Long-Range Planning, Dental Economics, Health Care 

Management Review, ~IBO Journal, Business and Society Review, Parks and Recreation Journal, The Journal of Business 
Strategy, Daily Blessing, Ozark ~Iountaineer, On Line, Real Estate Today, Communication Briefings, Journal of Sports 
,Management, Alberta Business Review, 7he Planning Review, IIospital 7bpics, Journal of East-ffPest Business, Journal <)f 

MinistO, }fanagement, IIE Solutions, Industrial SaJOty and Hygiene, Debt-Free Living, Supply Chain }fanagement, and two 
Mexican jouxnals. His books include 3/IBO: Blue Collar to Top Execu~ve, An MBO Approach to Long-Range Planning, A 

Strategic Plan for I/our Life, Strategic Long-Range Planning, Strategic Planning for Ch~mch and Ministry Growth, Common 

Sense ~anagement: d Biblical Perspective, Personal Ac~on Planning: How to Know What You ~nt and Get It, and Tales oj" 

Uncle Henry. They describe personal theories and experiences. He contributed to the books, Readings in Interpersonal and 
Organizational Communication and InWrnational Handbook on MBO. The book The 1~1anagement of Produceon: A 

Productivity Approach is coauthored. Other books include Strategic Planning and Management, Strategic Life Planning, and 
Common Sense JkIanagement. The manuscript People, Productivity, andProfits has been completed, tie is coanthoring a series of 
books with Haworth Press. Released so far are Church and 3/iinistry Growth (1995), PlanningJor NonprofiL~ianagement (1995), 
Strategic Planning and Health Care (1996), Strategic Planning Jbr Private Universities (1997), and Strategy Planning°/br 
Collegiate Athle tics (spring 2000). Strategy Planning for Higher Education and Planning for CiO, Goven’zment will be completed 
in the year 2003. Strategic Long-Range Planning for the New Millennium was updated and published in June of 2002. ttis books 

have been translated into Russian, Chinese, Korean, Spanish, German, and Japanese. A Spanish version of Strategic Planning 
coauthored with Gonzalo Rivero, will have an early edition out in Februa~ 2002. He has also produced "Personal Financial 
Success," an ORU video training kit offered on nationwide television, and video/audio tapes to go with his books. Dr. Migliore 

has developed three complete videotaped and computer Internet web-based correspondence courses. 

In November 1985 the daily "Managing for Success" cable television program was inangurated and was on the air until 
March 1986. It was on Tulsa Cable. The series began again on Tulsa Cable in September 1986. He writes occasional columns 
for the Tulsa World, Tahlequah Pictorial Press, Collinsville News, Jenks Journal, and Muskogee County Times. A complete 

video series with four sunlmary units and thirty-six support units covering planning, management, and common sense 
management supports other material. 

In November 1998 Dr. Migliore was inducted into the Eastern Oklahoma State Hall of Fanle. This tbllowed iris 
induction in 1988 into the Eastern Athletic Hall of Fame. 

Dr. Migliore has been a small business consultant for the Oklahoma Small Business Development Center for 13 years. 

Dr. Migliore holds degrees fkom Eastern Oklahoma State, Oklahoma State University, St. Louis University, and completed his 

doctorate at the University of Arkansas. tte belongs to the Academy of Management and the Plamfing Executives Institute and is 
a senior member of the American Institute of Industrial Engineers. 



DR. R. HENRY MIGLIORE 

www.rhenrymigliore.com 
@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 9:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Oct 7th Agenda 

Great, we’ll be there around :[0 or shortly after. What is the parking code again? Now that school is in session I’m afraid of parking in the wrong place! 
~}e~h Ke:.th I ~deimar’!i 2F0 Hudson, Ne,~ ’To!k, Nv 10013 :: O: 2 L2-70,,"..15:.~5:I [’~,]: 

From: IlJe, Vince [maito:ile@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 9:55 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: Re: Oct 7th Agenda 

Hi Beth, 

Our meetings will be in our building, in the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center. We are looking forward to it. Please let me know if you need anything. 

Vince 

On Oct 6, 2013, at 9:14 PM, "Keith, Beth" <geth.Keith@edelman.com> wrote: 

Hi Vine% 

Is our first H~;sion at your offices or in [.oudernlilk? 
¯ :~ ?~}~ I’:ei~?! I "~dels~’~/!~ i ?:50 }-iud ;Oil, New Y)r}.~ NY LO0i-. 

From: Keith, Beth 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 8:29 PM 
To: ’Norton, Molly’ 

Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Oct 7th Agenda 

Hi Vince, 

Here is the deck we’ll use during the comms plan session. It’s the main points of the plan, iust pulled out for conversation. We may tweak this 

Monday rnorning, but I wanted you and gubba to see what w~-_ire working on. We’r~-:~ also ~lroviding printed copi~:_~s of the comms ~lan secti.:_~n for 

ew-:~ryone in the room so they can see the details (without the crisis playbook section) 

Molly, 

I realized we had a lot of copies m prinL so our team handled it. Thanks so much! 

I look forward to seeing you both on Monday. If you need anything in the meantime, feel free to call or ta×t 
ge~}: gehh } Fdekr:a;~:: 250 }-:.udson, New. Yo~k. NY lOOl~ i O. 21270445451 M: 

From: Norton, Molly [malto:mbnorton@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:42 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Oct 7th Agenda 

Hi Beth, 

I can certainly assist with the printing. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Keith, Beth [_n!ajLtg_;_a_etb_=K_eitb_~_edeJElatL~_m] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 i0:36 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Oct 7th Agenda 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks so much, I was going to email about the agenda this morning...great minds! This agenda works for us, and 1’11 share it with the team. I’m 

finalizing the scope options and deck for the second session today, and FII send it to you to review. Charles, Jennifer and I are staying Monday night 

so we can do dinner if you’d still like. 

Molly, w~-’_~ will have some hard c.:_~pie~.; to print Would you be able to helg) us with that:? 

Thank you! 
getl Keith I Ldeim m:: 2!:~0 Huds~m, New Y{~k, NY i001’3 i O: 2 i2-704-4:.:,4:.:,I ~’Tk 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 9:55 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Oct 7th Agenda 

BetK 

We are looking fol~vard to the meetings with your team on Monday. As I may have mentioned in a previous conversation, we would like to modify the 

schedule slightly. I’ve revised the draft agenda and attached a coW for your review. 

It would be helpful if we could begin our first session at 10:30 AM EST. Those invited to attend include the same group invited to attend the messaging 

worlcshop your team led here in July. The lis~ includes: 

Bubba Culmingham 

Jim Dean 

Lissa Broome 

Paul Friga 

Mail Terrell 

Vince Ille 

Steve Kirschner 

Kevin Best 



Rick Steinbacher 

Joy Renner 

Steve Farmer 

Cricket Lane 

Paul Pogge 

Karlton Creech 

John Montgomery 

The second session will begin at noon and our entire senior staB’(see list attached) has been invited to attend. We have allocated 90 minutes for this 
session mid lunch will be provided. The first two sessions will be held in the first floor conference room in the Emie Williamson Athletic Center. 

The final scheduled session of the day will be held in our second floor conference room or Bubba’s Office. This will depend upon who is invited to attend 

which is still being considered. Bubba has also requested a little extra lime after that third session if you and your team members are available. 

I’m traveling today, but we cml discuss the agenda and any other informalion you may need this evening if necessao~ and if you’re available. Thanks ve~ 
much for all your help Beth. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image001.jpg > 
!ii~.-~ ~!’i:):j:~:~::.:~:~<~¯ :::;.~,~d: .:!’}~%!:.:,~{>~ iii ?i~:"<::.~;;:{ii:.:#).:ii~!’.i~i~J:;~ t:i,~:::; 

From= Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent= Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:40 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Oct 7th Agenda 
Hi Vince, 
I hope you’re well. Attached is the proposed agenda for our meetings on October 7th. I took a guess on the times, but we could start later if that suits 
your team. Our team will be Charles, Errol, Jennifer and myself for this trip. 
Let me know if you have any questions or changes. Happy to chat if you’d like. 
Thanks! 



February 26, 2013 

£0. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, indiana 46206 

Telephone: 317/917-6222 

Shippingi0vernight Address: 

1802 Alonzo Watford St. Drive 

IndianapNis, indiana 46202 

www.ncaa.org 

Mr. Vincent G. Ille 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Mr. Ille: 

This letter acknowledges receipt of your institution’s February 22, 2013, first 
annual compliance report to this office indicating the progress that the University 
of North Carolina is making with its compliance and educational programs during 
the probationary period. As you know, the NCAA Division I Committee on 
Infractions requested this report in Infractions Report No. 360. 

The NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions will review your report during its 
April 2013 meeting. After this meeting, I will notify you whether the committee 
approved the report. 

If you have any question or concerns, please contact me at j_m_e~ormlev~ncaa.or~ 
) and/or Shepard Cooper at seooper@ncaa, org 4 

Sincerely, 

1 D. McGormley 
Managing Director - Committees on Infractions 

JDM:ksm 

’1 " Mr. Lawrence R. Ct mlmgham 
Mr. Lan-y Gallo Jr. 
Chancellor H. Hotden Thorp 

;;~. 

" 
,:i: .-ii. .¸ ¯ .-: i’¸ 

ati aI ColIeg ate Athletic Asso 

¯ An association of over 1,200 members serving the student-athlete 
Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer 

cia tie 



April 30, 2013 

RO. Box 6222 

hdianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Telephone: 317/917-6222 

Shippingi0vernight Address: 

1802 Alonzo Warlord Sr. Drive 

indianapolis, Indiana 46202 

www.ncaa.org 

Mr. Larry Gallo Jr. 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel HiI1, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Mr. Gallo: 

This letter is to inform you, that the NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions 
has reviewed and approved the institution’s February 22, 2013, first annual 
compliance report. 

As a reminder, the institution’s next annual compliance report to this office is due 
by January 15, 2014. Particular emphasis should be placed on 1) education for 
tutors, student-athletes and staff regarding academic fraud; 2) education for 
student~athletes and staff regarding impermissible benefits and interaction with 
agents/runners; 3) educating staff regarding outside athletically related income; 
and 4) monitoring student-athletes with professional potential. The reports must 
also include documentation of the institution’s compliance with the penalties 
adopted and imposed by the committee. 

):-. 
If you.haveany questions or concerns, please contact me at imc~ormlev,@,,ncaa.ora 

and/or Shepard Cooper at scooper@ncaa.or~ 

Sincerely, 

!oel D. McGormley 
Managing Director - Committees on Infractions 

JDM:ksm 

Mr. Lawrence R. Cmmingham 
Dr. Beth Miller 

. 
~ 

,._.-    . 
" , C,mncellol: H~ IIolden lhorp 

¯ .- j,... ; . : ¯.. .. ..~=_ ... 

- 

.. ...:,-- 

Nationa I Col eg ate Athletic Association 

An association of over t,200 members serving the student-athlete 
Equal 0pportunityiAffirmative Action Employer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:39 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Pickeral Robbie 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: CNN inquily 

;gmail.com> 

We have never seen her data. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

On Oct 8, 2013, at 2:31 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirscbne(d;tmc.edu-~ wrote: 

From: <Pickeral>, Robbi Pickeral <.r___o___b___b_i_._p__[_c__k_e___r__a_J_~__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> 

Date: Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: Erin Schuettpelz <ecs@unc.edu>, Michelle Brown <micheHebrown@unc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, 

Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Cc: Mike McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc.edu>, Karen Moon <karen rnoon@unc.edu>, Robbi Pickeral <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu> 

Subject: CNN inquiry 

All, 

CNN reporter Sarah Ganim, who was in town a couple of weeks ago and interviewed Bubba Cunningham and Joy Renner for a story she is doing about 

NCAA academic reform, has come back to us with a follow-up question. 

She also interviewed Mary Willingham for the story, and she wants to know if the school has a response to Willingham’s claim that 25 percent of 

football players are reading at a 3rd and 4th grade level, and that many student-athletes don’t take classes that fit together and add up to a degree. 

(Both Bubba and Joy were asked about the reading level, and both said during their interviews that they didn’t know anything about the stat, but 

talked about UNC’s strong admissions processes.) 

Mike McFarland asked that I email you. Do we have any data that would help form a response? 

Thanks, 

Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-8589 

_r__o__b__bj_._p__Lc_!~_~ r__a_!__@_.___u___n___c_:_~__d_u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>; Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu> 

FW: Ticket Operations 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rsity of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962--C<L32 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

FmmI Creech, Karlton W 
Senti Tuesday, October 08, 2013 3:38 PM 
To: Sabo, Tim 
CcI Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Ticket Operations 

Tim, 

Based on a compliance review by Chris Schoemann, Compliance Consultant for Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC, the Department of Athletics needs to immediately 
implement the following recommendations related to ticket, parking and credential management: 

1. No release o£ 2013-2014 Men’s and Women’s Basketball tickets, pasldng, credentials until you receive Compliauce approval 

2. Pre- ~ason inventou tracking and reconciliation of all ordered, delivered aM distributed tic~ts, pasking, credentials with backup documentation (order m~ 
shipping manifests) from printegsupplier 

3. Communication of Compliance approved tracking aJld tbrmat standaxds to Depa~ment of Athletics complimentaw ticket, parking, credential recipients 

4. Distribution and tracking of complimentary tickets, parldng, credentials for Men’ s and Women’ s Basketball 
a. Pre~amn tracking document identifying each ticket, parking, credential available tbr complimentary u~ including personal u~ complimenta~ tickets if 

mingled ruth program complimentary use tickets 

b. Tracking of additional ticket~ pasking, credential purchased by complimentau ticket recipients 

c. Tracking of complimentary tickets, parldng, credentials issued to all third party vendors (Learfield, Aranmrk, etc.) 

d. Full-time Ticket and Complimace s~ffperson at complimenta~ ticket will call 

e. Signature for each ticket, parking, credential w/compliance ,statement 

f. Required photo identification tbr all adult (18+) guests 

g. ComplimentaD~ admission tracking document submitted to Compliance witllin 48 hours of each game 

5. Establishment of a Complimace approved single gmne and season complimentaxy ticket, parking, credential reconciliation and record keeping system 

The Department will need your expertise in these areas to establish workable solutions that will protect our student-athletes, coaches and staff. 

The expectation is that the Ticket staff will work in alignment with the Compliance staff to identify and implement best practices related to the recommendations 

listed above. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks Tim, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 

Fax 919 962 6000 

v,,>v .Tc.h~ ~Hs.con~ 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 4:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Pogge, Paul <pv~gge@unc.edu> 

FW: Ticket Operations 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate AtMetic Director 

Uniw?rsit¥ of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.C~002 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Senti Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:00 PM 
To= Creech, Karlton W 
Cc; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject= RE: Ticket Operations 
W~-:~ need ~:o dV.~cuss asap as womenq; ba~.;l~etball comps a r~-4 scheduled to go out this week. Also, wom~:_m’s basketball ;~-_~ason tickets are ~.~ch~-:~dul~:_~d to be mailed 

~:omorrow with complirnentary ~)arking. We iust m_~ed to know how that shouh:~ Jook. Thanks 

T i rn 

From: Creech, Karlton W 

Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 3:38 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Ticket Operations 

Tim, 

Based on a compliance review by Chris Schoemann, Compliance Consultant for Bond, 5choeneck & King, PLLC, the Department of Athletics needs to immediately 
implement the following recommendations related to ticket, parking and credential management: 

1. No release of 2013-2014 Men’s and Women’s Basketball tickets, paxking, credentials until you receive Compliance approval 

2. Pre- season invento~ tracking aJld reconciliation of all ordered, delivered and distribnted tickets, paAing, credentials with backup documentation (order and 
shipping manifests) from printer/supplier 

3. Communication of Compliance approved tracking aJ~d format s~ndards to Department of Athletics complimentary ticket, parking, credential recipients 

4. Distribution and tracking of complimentary tickets, proking, credentials for Men’ s and Women’ s Basketball 
a. Preseason tracking document ident@ing each ticket, parking, credential awJlable for complimenta~ use including personal use complimentaxy tickets if 

mingled with program1 complimentmy use tickets 

b. Tracking of additional ticket~ paAing, credential purchased by complimentaxy ticket recipients 

c. Tracking of complimentary tickets, parking, credentials issued to all flfird pa~, vendors (Learfield, Aramark, etc.) 

d. Full- time Ticket and Compliance sta~t’per~n at complimentaxy ticket will call 

e. Signature for each ticket, parking, credential w?’ compliance statement 

£ Required photo identification for all adult (18+) guests 

g. Complimented" admission tracking document submitted to Compliance within 48 houB of each game 

5. Es~blislmrent of a Compliance approved single gaJne and season complimentaw ticket, paxking, credential reconciliation and record keeping system 

The Department will need your expertise in these areas to establish workable solutions that will protect our student-athletes, coaches and staff. 

The expectation is that the Ticket staff will work in alignment with the Compliance staff to identify and implement best practices related to the recommendations 
listed above. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks Tim, 

Karlton 

ICaclton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athlefies 

The Univezsity ofNozth Cazolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA ~oseph friersoniii@mLcom> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:54 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtP 

FW: email exchange wifl~ Bubba CumlinghaJn 

,Just wanted y’al] to know this is comb% .......... 

I ,~uess I ]earne, d my lesson about FOIA .................. sor~ ................ 

From: Carter, Andrew [mailto:acarter@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 10:40 AM 

To: Frierson, 3oe C - ATHENS GA 
Subject: email exchange with Bubba Cunningham 

Hey Joe: 

I cover UNC athletics for the Raleigh and Charlotte newspapers, and I’m working on a story about the period of uncertainty that existed in the ACC 
after Maryland announced its move to the Big Ten last November. 

Last week, I received hundreds of pages of emails to Bubba Cunningham that I’d requested from UNC, dating back to last November, and the 
records request turned up a couple of emails from you. One of them references a lunch you shared with Greg McGarity, the Georgia AD. 

I’m going to be using part of that email in the story I’m writing, mainly because Bubba had an interesting response to it, in which he wrote of his 
concern about the ACC’s ability to compete financially. 

I do have a couple quick questions for you: You played tennis at UNC, correct? And you were an assistant tennis coach at UNC? And now you’re a 
stock broker in Athens, Ga.? Just wanted to make sure I had that right. 

Thanks. 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The Raleigh News & Observer!Charlotte Observer 

@ andrewcarter 

This message, aJ~d any attachments, is lbr the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information "that is privileged, confidential and/or proprieta~ and subject It) 

imtx)rtant terms and conditions available at http://’www.bankothmerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete "this mes~ge. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FTV: meet with you! 

Barbara ] Polk 
Depnlg Director 
0 ff[ce of Undergraduate Adm[ssio]~s 
University of North Carolina at Chapel HIll 
t:q~one: 919-.966-.3989 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:36 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject: RE: meet with you! 

Mike, 

10:30 on Tuesda% October 15~h? 

Barbara 
Ba]q~’ara 1. Po~k 
Deputy Director 
0fl~ce of Ur.,dergradnate Adm{ssiop.s 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-39.~9 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:53 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: meet with you! 

Barbara, 

We had some good news over the weekend. Two of our recruits scored very well on their ACT’s and are now Level 2’s. HOWEVER both are going in the 

;o it probably will not matter. 

AND ANOTHER HowEvER we still have three Level l’s we need to discuss with you. 

Please provide me a time Monday or Tuesday, Oct. 14/15 I the morning if you have it! 

Thanks 

Mike 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:22 PM 
To: Fox, Mike 
Subject= RE: meet with you! 

t~ Sounds like next week is going to be tough. Is the following week, the week of the 1,¢;, too late’.; 

P.a~t~a ra !. Polk 
Depu ty D h’eetor 
0 {rice. o{~1 ~de ~gradu ale Admiss tons 
U~]ivevsitg o[Novth Carohra at Chapel }{il~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -966-3 q 89 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:10 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara .Io 
Subject: Re: meet with you! 

I am out Monday and Jackson gone wed-Sunday next week. 

Tomorrow I have a breakfast meeting at 8:30 then free to practice at 1:15. 

We are done with leadership academy at 12:00 Tuesday next week. Could meet after that before 2:00 practice. 

Life is busy!!! 

Or , at 4:06 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

No problem. Send me some dates and times that work for both of you. 

}3arbara }. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Uudergraduate Adm~ssiop.s 
lJr.,iversity of Norg~ {]arolJua at Chapel H~I1 
Phor..e: 9 I9-966.-39,’39 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:04 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: meet with you! 
Might be good. He knows these Idds and has talked with lance a lot. Sorry! 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 4:03 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we need another time so he can be there? 
Barbara ]. l~olk 
Deputy D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiaa~ous 
University of North (;arobna at (:hape] Hill 
Phone: 919-9~56-3989 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 



Subject: Re: meet with you! 
Jackson flying to recruit at 11 so he cannot attend. 

On at 3:50 PM, "Poll{, Barbara Jo" <bpo!k(~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

fL’s a d~Le, 

[)c~o~ty Dirccto~ 
Ofl~ce oil ht(te[’g~’ad~a[e A(i;q!issiofu; 
[Jn i~,’e(’sil~,’ of North (]aro]h’,.;~ ~t C,h;~Ilel }{ill 
Phone: 919-96;~-3~09 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:43 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Jackson, Scott C 
Subject: Re: meet with you! 

That will work] 

On at 1:46 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you’re teaching!! 

Wfu~L about 9:00 Wedn~-:~sday morning, October 9th? 

E~d~ma I. Po~k 
l)e~m[y D [recto~’ 
Oll’i(:(: oil in(lergr~d~3al:e Ad~t3isskx!s 
1 h’Jvers[t~; ol Nor[h Carolina ;~L Ch;~pe[ }~i[l 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:42 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Subject: Re: meet with you! 
We have leadership academy that morning. Both me and Scott. 

Or at 1:29 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mille, 

Does 10:30 Tuesday morning (October 8) work? 

Barbara 

From: Fox, Mike 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:22 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: meet with you! 

Barbara, 

Left you a phone message. Coach Jackson and I need to meet with you I think. 

Let me know a good time. 

Mike 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:46 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu> 

CreeclL Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edw* 

Re: Ticket Operations 

Thin.ks, Tim. 

I’m comfortable with you sending the W. Basketball season tickets and including the complimentary parking passes to which they are entitled as members of the Rams 

Club, provided the receipt of parking is based on their donation and we retain a record of who is receiving them. 

Sent from my iPhone 

No problem holding onto comps. As for patrons, we provide parking passes to Rams Club members free of charge as part of their donation. Are we 

good to mail them? Need to know asap. 

Als.:_% giw:" rne a call on envelopes when you get a second. ]hanks. 

Tim 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 1:27 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim; Creech, Karlton W 

Subject: RE: Ticket Operations 

Please hold the WBB comps. Are you referencing season tickets individuals have purchased for W887 If so, please move forward with distribution. Is 

complimentary parking provided as part of the purchase o[ a season tR:k~-:d: package? 

I’m close on my end and will not n~:_~ed to haw:_~ any envek)pes prinl:ed. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Hlone: {91.9) 962- 78523 

Fax: (919} 962.-6C472 

From: Sabo, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:00 PN 

To: Creech, Karlton W 
¢c: Vangelder, b, larielle A 
Subject: RE: Ticket Operations 

We need to discuss asap as women’s basketball comps are scheduled to go out this week. Also, women’s basketball season tickets are scheduled to 

be mailed tornorrow wit:h compJimentary parking. We just need t:o know how that: should look. Thanks 

Tim 

From: Creech, Karlton W 

Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 3:38 PM 

To: Sabo, Tim 

Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: Ticket Operations 

Tim, 

Based on a compliance review by Chris Schoemann, Compliance Consultant for Bond, Schoeneck & King, PLLC, the Department of Athletics needs to 
immediately implement the following recommendations related to ticket, parking and credential management: 

1. No release of 2013-2014 Men’s and Women’s Basketball tickets, parking, credentials until you receive Compliance approval 

2. Pre-sea~n inventory tracking and reconciliation of all ordered, delivered and distributed ticket~ pasking, credentials with backup documentation 
(order and shipping manifests) from printer/supplier 

3. Communication of Compliance approved tracking and tbmmt staJMards k~ Departanent of Athletics complimentary ticket, parking, credential 
recipients 

4. Distribntion and tracking of complimentary tickets, paJcking, credentials for Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
a. Preseason tracking document identi~ing each ticket, parking, credential available for complimentary use including personal use 

complimentaly tickets if mingled with program complimentau use tickets 

b. Tracking of additional tickets, parking, credential purchc~sed by complimentary ticket recipients 

c. ’][’racking of complimentary tickets, parking, credentials issued to all third party vendors (Learfield, AramarL etc.) 

d. Full- time Ticket and Compliance s’ruff person at complimentary ticket will call 

e. Signature for each ticket, parking, credential wi compliance statement 

£ Required photo identification for all adult (18+) guests 

g. Complimented7 admission tracking document submitted to Compliance within 48 hours of each gmne 

5. Es~blishment of a Compliance approved single game and season conlpliment~xy tickek parking, credential reconciliation and record keeping 
system 

The Department will need your expertise in these areas to establish workable solutions that will protect our student-athletes, coaches and staff. 



The expectation is that the Ticket staff will work in alignment with the Compliance staff to identify and implement best practices related to the 
recommendations listed above. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thanks Tim, 

Karlton 

Kin-It on C[eech 

Senior- Associate Director- of Athletics 

The [ Yniversily ofNorfl~ C~rolin~ 

PC) Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 

Fax 919 962 600o 

"gzV,’W 5~[~7 ’ l t(~ C’ IS ,!70 P,} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:30 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>;lJNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniors~tafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Nike Graphics Identity Group (GIG) Visit 

Executive Team!Senior Staff Members, 

As we have discussed in previous Senior Staff meetings the Athletic Department has begun a branding initiative with Nike and their Graphics Identity Group (GIG). 

Nike will be making their initial visit to Chapel Hill next Thursday and Friday to begin this process. I would like to invite you to attend an informational meeting 

with the Nike GIG folks next Friday, October 18th from lO-11am in the EWAC board room. The purpose of this very casual, open discussion is for Nike to outline the 

goals and objectives of this program and to hear what Carolina means to you. 

Please let me know if you will be able to attend. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

919-962-5193 (O) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:36 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edtr~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Montgomery John (Rmns) <john@ram~lub.com>; Terrell 

Matt <matt@ramsclub.com>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Re: Tax Heels In The Community - Creekside Elementary 

Keep re-posting this in our publications. 

Bubba Cunniugham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Oct 8, 2013, at 3:45 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <kbest~@,unc.edu> wrote: 

http://www.goheels.com!ViewArtide.dbml?DB OEN ID=3350&ATCLID=209278883 

Photo Gallery - http://www.aoheels.com/PhotoAIbum.dbml? 
ATCLID=209278883&SPSID=667864&SPID=12962&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEN ID=3350&PALBID=1027849 

Durham, N.C. - Several members of the North Carolina football program spent Nonday at Creekside Elementary School in Durham 

as part of the team’s season-long community service efforts. 

UNC student-athletes visited first and second grade classrooms and helped the elementary school kids perform skits that focused 

on teamwork, leadership, honesty and sportsmanship. The players also read books to the classes, including the popular Dr. Seuss 

book, The Foot Book. 

"This was a fun event and our football student-athletes really enjoyed spending time with the kids," said Andre’ Williams, UNC’s 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development. "It was truly exciting to see how well the kids responded and how they 

interacted with our football players. It made an impact on both the kids and the players." 

Student-athletes who spent their off day at Creekside included 

-GoHeels.com- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:15 AM 

Livers, Tom <liver@unc.edu>; (Nggs, Ka;thy <kgriggs@unc.edu> 

Ballen, Maxtina K <mba]len@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

I~W: Michael R McNeill has an Amazon.corn Wish List to Share 

:om) 

Torn and Kathy, 

Can you please coordinate the purchase of the monitors referenced below? 

Thanks for your help, 

Paul 

From: Ballen, Nartina K 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:30 AH 
Tot Pogge, Paul 

Co: Ballen, Martina K; Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: has an Amazon,com Wish List to Share 

Hi Paul, 

You can work with Tom Livers and Kathy Griggs to make this purchase and charge to your unit’s operating budget. Kathy should be able to use the P card for this 

purchase. 

MaNna 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2013, at 11:17 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <plx)gge(/~Uncnedu> wrote: 

MaFtina, 
needs some bigger monitors for the app development. Would it be possible to purchase these? 

Thanks for any help you can provide, 
Paul 

From: .c__9_A)] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:59 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: has an Amazon,tom Wish List to Share 

A ........... Wish l.ist I 

1 

] 

serl~ you this via Aragon 

Here are two monitors that will work well and the device I’ll need to make sum the 

cheaper ones will work. 

All lbr less than $600 with next day shipping,            ii’i:!ii:ii: ::~i’!:} 

M 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Matrox DuaiHead2Go Digitai ~¢iE Deii UItr;~St;arp "d2312H~di 23" IPS LED LCD ~,~1or~itor o 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P 

Joy Renner - any chance tbr a meeting next week 

I know next week is a real bear with the Thursday night game but if you guys would have any time for a meeting to discuss some data gathering ideas I have to 

move some conversations forward, let me know. Wednesday or Thursday morning is the best for me but I am guessing not great for you guys. I am here (as you 

know) early in the morning until late in the day so I can accommodate any time you might have to spare. 

h)y J, Rer!ner, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Ass.:)(:[ate Pr.:)h~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

Sc:hool of Medic:the 

C£ #7.1.30 UNC-CH £.:)ndurar!t Hall 

32J.-A 5ou~h Coiumbia $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.1.30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

91.9-956-e951 Fax 
-CONFIDEN[1.AUTY NOTICE: This e<nafl message, [!~duding aLtachmenEs, [1: a!w, is intended or@ for Lhe -person or enLity Lo which it is addressed and may contain confidenL[ai and/or 

privileged material, A!W --unauti~o!’[zed !’ev[ew, t:se, d[sciosure or distribution [s prohibited, If ".#OLI are not the intended !’ecip[ent, please co!~LacL the sender by reply e-n’~aq and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Entail correspendence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

auti~ori~ed state *fficiM (NCGS, cho $32)° Student edueationM records are subject to F~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbuorton@unc.ed~; 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:00 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

Hi Joy, 

Is Monday morning before :].O:OOam or Monday afternoon between 2:00 and 3:30 a possibility for you? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, October :tO, 2013 10:55 AN 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: .lay Rennet - any chance for a meeting next week 
I know next week is a real bear with the Thursday night game but if you guys would have any time for a meeting to discuss some data gathering ideas I have to 

move some conversations forward, let me know. Wednesday or Thursday morning is the best for me but I am guessing not great for you guys. I am here (as you 

know) early in the morning until late in the day so I can accommodate any time you might have to spare. 

JovJ. Rem~_% M.A., P,I(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Ci~roiina at Cili~pel Hiii 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~56-.5147Desk 

919-9~6-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e.-mail message, ir!..’:lud[ng al:t;~chments, if ilr!y, i5 irlte!’:dt:,d Orlh/for 1:he -person or’ entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and r~ay co!’:tilJr~ c:onfidentii}i and/or 

privileged mi}teriai. At!V .--.-ur~aut ?!..’)rized torte, w, use, disck)sure ..’)r d[sl:ribution is prohibited. If you are not the [rli:er~ded re(:[p[ent, please, cor!l:a..’:t 1:he, sende, r L!~/re’ply e-.n~a[I and 

destroy all copies Of the ()r[g:rlal !’ness;~ge, 

Ernail correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~a~ a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, oh. :t32). Student EdUCational records are s~bject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:08 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

3:00pro works for Bubba and it appears to work for Vince as welf, but Vve copied Vince on d~is email to confirm. Both Vince and Bubba have a meeting in South 

Building at 4:00pro on Monday. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, October :tO, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 

Subject: RE: 3o,/Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 
I have class Monday morning but how about 3:00 to 3:30. Where is Bubba’s 3:30 --. thinking abou [ where we could meet. 
JoyJ. Renn~_% fv].A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7"1.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-955-.5147Desk 

9 k 9-9."J 6-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_,..rnail message, including attachn-,ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_"ntity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_" original m~_"ssag~_" 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NCGS, ¢h, :t32), Student educationM records are s~b~ect to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, October :tO, 20:t3 11:00 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - any chance for a meeting next week 

Vii Joy, 

Is Monday morning before lO:OOam or Monday afternoon between 2:00 and 3:30 a possibility for you? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, October :tO, 20:t3 :t0:55 AM 
To: Tile, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Rennet - any chance for a meeting next week 
I know next week is a real bear with the Thursday night game but if you guys would have any time for a meeting to discuss some data gathering ideas I have to 

move some conversations forward, let me know. Wednesday or Thursday morning is the best for me but I am guessing not great for you guys. I am here (as you 

know) early in the morning until late in the day so I can accommodate any time you might have to spare. 
Joy J. Rent!or, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and D[re,.’:l:or 
Un[w!!’sil:y of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #71730 UNC-CH Bondura!~L Hail 
B 21-A South Colupr~bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-95r~-5147Desk 

919-95 r3-5952,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg]CE: 7h[5 e-mail message, ir!cluding at[achments, if at!y, is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~ich 1~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[eriai, Ar!y ---unau~!’!orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proi~ibi[ed, If you are no,’_ [he intended recip[en[, please cot!tact the sender b? reply em~a[I and 

des~roV all copies of [he or[~]inal !’rmssage. 

Entail cerresponde~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, ch. :I,32). Studer~t educational records are subject to FIERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.eduv 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1 l: 10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~ 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@ unc.edu-% Ba]len, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edu> 

APR bonuses 

Vince and Karlton, 

Can we discuss the APR bonuses stipulated in the contracts for the following employees? 

I am aware that Coach Hatchell has inquired about her                    ;, but that was 

changed to say APR in her contract amended in 2011, and that should be issued within 75 days of when 

the University submits our APR scores to the NCAA, which usually occurs in the fall (or has in the past). 

With all the changes and reorganizing, I think it would be good if we all know what the 

process is so that I can fulfill these obligations in a timely manner. I am copying Martina and Michelle 

on this so all parties who need to be aware of the process are informed. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:30 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, KMton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~ 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: APR bonuses 

Last year, I received d~e information from Brent Nanton regarding the APR for all of the University’s varsity sporLs teams to deterrnine whether Bubba qualified for 

~. After that determination, I submitted a request to Joyce to process payment. 

Martina 

From= Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, October i0, 2013 11:10 AN 

To: Tile, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Ce: Brown, Michelle; Ballen, Martina K 
Subject; APR bonuses 

Vince and Karlton, 

Can we discuss the APR bonuses stipulated in the contracts for the following employees? 

I am aware that Coach Hatchell has inquired about her                      ~ut that was 

changed to say APR in her contract amended in 2011, and that should be issued within 75 days of when 

the University submits our APR scores to the NCAA, which usually occurs in the fall (or has in the past). 

With all the changes and reorganizing, I think it would be good if we all know what the 

process is so that I can fulfill these obligations in a timely manner. I am copying Martina and Michelle 

on this so all parties who need to be aware of the process are informed. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Frank Deniso~ ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunninghanl@unc.edtr~ 

Agent Contact Compliance 

Good afternoon Mr. Ille, 

I know your time is wJuable, so I will keep my message as short as possible. I am a neMy certified NFL agent. I an1 interested in contacting some of your players, 

and I want to do it the right way. It is my understanding tllat the NCAA allows for contact ruth any players fi~om perspective agents as long as no benefits are involved. 

Does yonr school have any specific policies that you follow in regards to contacting s~dent-athletes? 

Again, I have not con "tacted anyone mad am just tD’ing to make sure tllat I tbllow all NCAA and UNC procedures correctly. Thank you so much tbr your time in this 

matter. 

Sincerely, 

Frank Denison 

NFL Aaent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Joy - sorry here is the jpg 

I tried - at least I had a say in two of the members of the panel ...... 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October i0, 2013 12:57 PM 
To: Renner, Joy _I 
Subject: RE: Joy - sorry here is the jpg 

The composition of the panel, including the moderator, appears to lack balance. 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October i0, 2013 II:37 AM 
To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject: Joy - sorry here is the jpg 

I have attached the jpg in case you want to print and post or send on to other people. 

Joy 
Jo~,.I. Renn~_% t’v’I.A., P,I(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universit¥ of North Ci~roiina at Ci?i~pel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~)6-.514.7Desk 

919-9~)6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: 1his ~_~--mail message, including attachn-:ents, if imy, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may conti~in confidentii~i and/or 
privileged n-:i~teriai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are net the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Caroffna Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ {NCGS, ch. :t:~2). Student educatienM records are s~bject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "Schooled-NCb (2).jpg", size: 452830 bytes] 

Attachments: 

F, ! 
This automatic notification message was sent by SakaJ LaJ UNC-Chapel Hill (!!t_![?__s_-!)_~_~_Ll_!~i:__u__l~_c2_e_d__v:{jLx_?__r__m_l_) from the FaculW Athletics Committee site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com-’- 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 1:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Meeting Follow- up 

Hi Vince, 
I hope you’re well. We really appreciate the opportunity to speak with your various teams on Monday and had a great time at dinner. We found the day very 

productive and insightful, and I hope you did too. I wanted to follow up on two items -first to see if you have any questions about the scope options. I’m happy to 

have a call this week to walk through them or discuss other options. Also, my husband was interested in the letter that I spoke with Paul about Monday night but 

would like more information. I’m happy to connect them or set up a call if you would like to pursue that. 

Thanks 
:-’~’~ K¢=’th I :-"d~-’ima~! i 2F:0 I-~udsorb ~’Je,,~ v~vk, N~.’ 10~_il.2,’ :: O: 2 L2-7"i4. 4":4":1 ~’~: : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday’, October 10, 2013 4:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Agent Contact Compliance 

Yes, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2023 12:45 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Agent Contact Compliance 
Paul, 

Can you please reply to Mr. Denison? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Frank Denison [.__m___a_!J_t__o_;_ .................... _Q_ y_ _a_ _h_ _ _o_ _ _o_ : _c_ _9_ _ _m_ ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 20, 2023 22:06 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Cc: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Agent Contact Compliance 
Good afternoon Mr. Ille, 

I kmow your time is valuable, so I roll keep nry message as short as possible. I am a newly certified NFL agent. I am interested in contacting some of your players, 

and I want to do it the fight way. It is my tmderstanding that the NCAA allows for contact with any players from perspective agents as long as no benefits are involved. 
Does your school have any’ specific tx~lieies "that you follow in regards to contacting fftudent-ad~letes? 

Again, I have not contacted anyone and am just "trying m make sure that I follow all NCAA and UNC procedures correctly. Thank you so much for your time in this 

matter. 

Sincerely, 

Frmlk Denison 

NFL Agent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:47 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Da]gleish, Joyce L <joyce&~unc.edu> 

Class Schedule 

Weekly Schedule.pdf 

I’m enrolled .... 

Here is my schedule {note one class doesn’t show because it doesn’t have a time, but it does show up at the top of the second page! Let me know if you 

need anything from me, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 10:28 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu> 

Re: Re: 

Great. Thanlcs vely much. 

Paul 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct 13, 2013, at 8:59 AM, "Dalgleish, Joyce L" <ioyced@unc.edu> wrote: 

Paul, 

I had done that before I completed his payroll process. I roll touch base with you when I mn in the office tomorrow. 

Joyce 

Ser~t li.um my ~ ~rizu~ H2ircles:~" 4G L~’ DROID 

"Pogge, Paul" <ppogge~unc.edu> wrote: 

Joyce, 
Were you able to confirm that 
Thanks, 
Paul 

is enlolled? 

Sent frora tW iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents ~yahoo.com> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 9:26 PM 

Parking Info-IMPORTANT tbr Oct 17th! 

Hello Tar Heel Families, Oct 17 Kickoff is 7:45p. Go HEELS! Gear up for the big game...Franklin Street is closed between corner of Franklin/Columbia to Mallette Streets 

(toward Carrboro) for family friendly games and free activities 4p-7p. Parking and other important info: 

At University Baptist Church parking/tailgate location: 

You must be on ourparking list to ented The church just opened an additional 10 more one day $20 parking spots just for us for this game. It’s PREPAID 
only, first come, first served! Email             ,~,.qmail.com for availability & additional info. 

¯ Lot is PREPAID only, Opens for us at 3:30p. Enter COLUMBIA side only! Take Rosemary to Columbia or Cameron to Columbia. 

¯ Because Franklin St closed in front of church, all PREPAID guests for this entire church lot will be entering through the Columbia side. This will make 

entering our lot a ton busier than usual and getting there early will be the key! 

There is some Free Parking Downtown (first come, first serve, must be in by 3:45 pm, can’t leave until after kickoff) at Granville Towers 
Other GAME DAY parking: htt~dS ~ecEv~;t;Footb~ll,.~c~m. 
Additional important information for Zero Dark Thursday and downtown parking information for this week’s game: 

http://wvcw.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209280743 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschiler, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 7:05 PM 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: N & O: Grand jury hands up indictments in UNC footbaJl-related cases 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: N & O: Grand jury hands up indictmems in UNC football-related cases 

From: "McFarland, Michael B" <mike mcthrla~&~unc.edu-~ 
To: "McFarlaJld, Michael B" <mike mclhrland@unc.edu>,"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>,"Strohin, Leslie Chambers" 

<strohm@email.unc.edu>,"Keadey, Stephen" <sckeadey@email.unc.edtr~ 

CC: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~,"Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edtr~ 

Grand jury hands up indictments in UNC football-related cases 

Published: October 1, 2013 Updated 32 minutes ago 

By Anne Blythe abl-~,~ihe(&~newsob~rver.com 

CHAPEL HILL An Orange County grand jury heard from an investigator ruth the Secreta~- of State’s office this week on cases related to the 2010 football 

scandal at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Indictments were handed up in the cases, but court documents related to the charges were sealed and names were redacted. 

For several years, the Secretary of State’s office has been investigating whether sports agents accused of providing improper benefits to players on the 2010 UNC 

football team also broke No(th Carolina laws governing their behavior. 

Under state law, sports agents must register with the N.C. Secretary of State’s office and rules governing their behavior prohibit them from offering cash and gifts to 
woo college athletes to sign contracts. 

Sea:cch warrmats have been filed in Orange County related to the investigation. 

Last month an Mfidavit was unsealed ruth revelations that Greg Little, a fonner UNC player, told state agents he had received more tha~ $20,000 l}om a Georgia- 

based sports agent. 

Orange County District Attoruey Jim Woodall saJ~d Tuesday he could not comment on the status of the s~tate’s investigation 

Read more here: htt~w~w~news~bserver~c~m~2~13/1~/~1/32456~6/indictments-in-unc-f~tba~-re~ated~htm~#st~ry~ink=cpy 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent; Tuesday, October 01, 2013 5:08 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Keadey, Stephen 
Cc: Kirschner, Steve; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: WTVD Report: Indictments in Agent Investigation 

This is from WTVD’s 5 p.m. story. No details other than to report there are 5 sealed indictmems and they obtained redacted documents from court officials. 

Indictments in UNC football scandal 

Updated at 04:36 PM today 

HILLSBOROUGH, N.C. (WTVD) -- ABCI 1 has learued an Orange County grand jury haa handed up 5 indictmems related to the UNC tbotball scandal. 

Related Content 

Story: Charges possible for agents in gifts to LJNC players 
Story: Warrant: Agent provided over .~20K to ex-UNC player 
Story: Report on UNC scandal released 
..s..t..~.~.r~y..:.~.R...e.~.c..~.~.r..d...s.~.s...h..~...w..~.~..~...h...n..~N.aJ.t _e____m___~__d___e____m___~__n_y___c__aJ!_s_ 
_S_ _t_ _ _o_ r_ y_ L _U_ _ _ _N_ _ _C_ _ 9_ La_ _v_ _e_ _ _r_ _s_ _ r_ _a_ _ _c_ [t _e___d____u_p___t___h_o___u___s__a___n___d__s___Ln____t_!_c__!<_~_~ 

The indictments are sealed and the names and charges are redacted in court documents ABC 11 obtained Tuesday. The documents do show the charges are related to 

the North Carolina Secretary of State’s once. 

Officials would not confirm or deny the charges are related to UNC football on the record Tuesday. 

As has been previously revolted, Jim Woodall, district attorney tbr Orange Coma ty, and the Secretary, of State’s office have been looking into whether sports agents 



broke the law by giving gills to players. 

North Carolina law requires agents to register with the Secretary of State’s office and prohibits offering gilts to entice athletes to sign representation contracts. 

Semch W~aTmlts in the inves~tigalion have focused on Ex-UNC players Greg Little and Marvin Austin who allegedly told investigators an agent provided cash and other 

benefits. 

(Copyright ©2013 WTVD-TV/DT. All Rights Reserved.) 
Mike McFadand 
University Relations 
mike mcfarland@unc.edu 
919-962-2011 (o) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Game Day Application Update 

Done 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:34 AIM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Game Day Application Update 

Can you please forward this to Michael and let him know we cau discuss the list the next time we meet? Thanks. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 7:29 PM! 

To: IIM, Vince 
Co: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Game Day Application Update 

Vince --- 

We brainstormed today on what capabilities a UNC %uper App" might contain. The list includes: 

Super App - One App - Capabilities - ~:[5,000 - 525,000 to build it - bandwith issues in venue 

Deliver Real Time Content (written, video, audio) 

GameDay Information 

accidents, traffic alerts 

GameDay Lines and availability (concessions, gates, traffic, etc.) 

Place to post / text issues 

Facilities Information / 3 D Tours 

Ticket Sales 

in Game Stats / Video / Multiple Angle Replays 

Video Features 

Ability to deliver coupons and merchandise discounts and / or announce specials (3rd quarter - all hot dogs are now Y2 off) 

Coaching Staff/Players Rosters - High End Graphics 

Schedules 

Program Background / History 

TBD: Ability to add new content, must be adaptable 

Sponsorship Component 

Also, attached is some gameday app possibilities Learfield has provided. 

Ph?ase leL me know if you haw? any questions about this informaLion. 

Rick 

From: BeaM, Michael 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 11:15 AM 
To: Clean/, Kenneth Eugene; Kirschner, Steve; Best, Kevin S.; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Game Day Application Update 

Attached is information that Learfield’s Digital Division put together for Gary regarding potential app customers. Please review and we can discuss at our next 

external communication meeting or earlier if necessary/ 

Michael 

From: Gary Sobba [~3~.i!~.~g.~).b.~£~.~)#:~!~!~,£~.O3] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 4:12 PM 

To: BeaM, Mlichael 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Ashlie Clay; Katie Davison 
Subject: FW: Game Day Application Update 

Michael, 
Beh:~re we go down the path am~ determine how this gets fLEm~ed, does rolling ou~: an app in the Smith Cent:or even make sense with the limited com~ectivity in 

the building. I wonder whether we’ll bruise our brand unveiling sornething that ot:Len wor£L work. While I like the concept (depending on how it gets 1:untied), I 

don’t think we should trot out a new producL unLil the bandwidLh is avaitabfe~ 

It typically takes about I2 weeks to develop and we’re at roughly 10 weeks so a decision has to be made quickly. Let’s discuss asap. 

GS 

Gary Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

9194194;100 ext. 2070 (Phone). 

Mobile) 

From: Ashlie Clay 

Sent: Friday, September 06, 20:[3 :[0:55 AM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Subject: RE: Game Day Application Update 

Hi Gary, 

As requested, the deck is attached. 

Have a great luncheon and we’ll speak with you this afternoon, 

AsNie Clay 
kearfield Sports 
469-241@191 ×1846 

From: Gary Sobba 

Sent: Friday, September 06, 20:[3 9:24 AM 

To: Ashlie Clay 

Subject: RE: Game Day Application Update 



Ok.. please send m~:~ the documents agait~ 

Gary Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports Properties 

919419-8100 exL 2070 (Phone) 
(Mobile) 

From: Ashlie Clay 

Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Cc: Katie DavBon; Joe Ferreira 

Subject; RE: Game Day Application Update 

Hi Gary. 

fiust sent out an invite for 4 p.m. your Lim~:_~? Let me know if an aH:ernate Lime would be better [or you. 

Thanks and happy r:riday! 

AshNie Clay 
Learfield Spo~ts 
469.4MI -9191 x1846 

From: Gary Sobba 

Sent= Thursday, September 05, 2013 6:42 PM 

To: Ashlie Clay 

Cc: Katie Davison; Joe Ferreira 

Subject: Re: Game Day Application Update 

Late in the day...we have our tbotball stx~nsor luncheon with head coach tomorrow 

Sent ti~m my Verizon Wireless 4GI,TE smartphone 

..... Reply message ..... 

F~om: "Ashlie Clay" <acla’i,~;;k~arfi<ddsj’~;r~,~;.con;> 

To: "Ga~ Sobba" <.~: s~ 44,a ~.~om > 

Cc: " ’"     " ~" c~ ~’ ~ Katie Da~lson <l,da~ ts.~l ~.sx~:om~, "Joe Ferreira" <iL~rreir~%k~ar~cldsL~;r~s.con;> 

Subject: Game Day Application Update 

Date: Thu, Sep 5, 2013 7:39 pm 

Hi Gary, 

Thought I’d send you a quick noLe to see if you had 10--:~.S minut~-_~s tomorrow to talk nexL steps on Lhe game day app. 

Let us know and have a great night! 

AsNie Clay 
Lea~field Sports 
469-241-.9191 x1846 

From: Ashlie Clay 

Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:50 AM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Cc: Katie Davison; Joe Ferreira 

Subject: RE: Game Day Application Update 

Hi Gary, 

Hope you had a great kick off weekend! 

Per our chat this past Friday, I wanted to go ahead and get something on the calendar for our follow-.up chaL Lhis Friday. Would you mind sending over your 

availability for this ~:riday, 9/87 We can go over any questions you may have as well as next steps. 

Should we opt to move forward with this, we’ll need to get the ball rolling no later than week of 9/9. This project will have an aggressive timeline in order to 

~-_~nsure we are ready [or basketball season 

Thank you, 

AshNie Clay 
Learfield Spo~ts 
469.4MI -9191 x1846 

From: Ashlie Clay 

Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:02 AM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Cc: Katie Davison; Joe Ferreira 

Subject: RE: Game Day Application Update 

Hi Gary, 

As promised, attached please find a quick capabilities summary deck for the three partners we feel are plausible contenders to fulfill this app request: Witlow Tree 

Apps, The App Company and Taqtile. 

Have a great night! 

AsNie Clay 
Learfield Sports 
469-241-9191 x1846 

From: Ashlie Clay 

Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 20:[3 :[2:46 PM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Cc: Katie Davison 

Subject: RE: Game Day Application Update 

Thursday at 9 a.m. it is! I will be sending over some maLerials later tonight outlining our findings. 

Enioy the rest of your Wednesday and I look forward to speaking with you in the morning. 

AsN{e Clay 
Learfield Sports 

469-241o9191 x1846 

From: Gary Sobba 



Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:12 AM 

To: Ashlie Clay 

Cc: Katie Davison 

Subject: RE: Game Day Application Update 

Please call me on rny cell tomorrow at 9 AM your time... 

Gary Sobba 
Tar Heel Sports Propert{es 

919419-8100 ext. 2070 (Phone) 
Mobile) 

From: Ashlie Clay 

Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:00 AM 

To: Gary Sobba 

Cc: Katie Davison 

Subject: Game Day Application Update 

Good morning Gary, 

Hope this finds you well. 

After our huddle on the app wish list, the digital team here was able to wrap up some discovery on potential partners for the basketball game day application. I 

know this week is a bit crazy with Kick just days away, but I wanted to see if you had a spare 15-20 minutes to go over where we’ve netted out and discuss next 

steps. 

I have one last call this morning with one of the vendors, so I can be available late this afternoon, Thursday or Friday. Let me know what works best for you and I 

will rearrange accordingly. 

I look forward to speaking with you] 

Ashlie 

Ashlie Clay 

Digital Manager, Partnerships/Distribution 

] 
2400 Dallas Parkway 
Suite 500 
Piano, TX 75093 
469-241-9191 x1846 (Phone) 
469-24143110 (Fax) 
ww~Jeaffieldsgofls.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps ~ @gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 2:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Following Up 

My apologies. Things are crazy. What does Monday look like for you? 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Sep 30, 2013 at 6:43 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I’m available around 2:30 pm. Should I call the number below? Thanks. 

From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto:     . . @qmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, September 30, 2013 1:23 AM 

To: flle, Vince 
Subject= Re: Following Up 

How are things? Can we talk tomorrow afternoon? 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 
(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, Sep 19, 2013 at 6:31 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet with reps from COKE at their Atlm~ta HQ all day tomorrow. Things are busy but good. 
Hope you are doing well and look forward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or are you just getting away for a few days? Have you been doing alright? I hate I will miss 

you this trip. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pmsue them." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smaxtphone 

On Sep 19, 2013 5:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

D. Cole, 

I’m on my way to Atlanta tonight. I would like to connect sometime though. Please let me know when you migN be available in the future. We can 

catch up with a call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking ibrward to meeting at some point. Thanks ibr reaching out. 

Uince 



On Sep 19, 2013, at 3:29 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" <d.colephelps,%gmail.com> wrote: 

Vince, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow. How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 6:]0 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~em~Jl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cole, 

Thanlcs for the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas and look forward to meeting with you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003.jpg > 
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From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto:d.colephelps@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11_:53 plVl 
To: Tile, Vince 
CO: January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject: Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks lbr speaJdng with me this evening about the ~tential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics, especially Scan Tapley, and the 

students from my community, Washington County. I am really looking forwaxd to working with you to create a plan to make this happen. 

This partnership could be the spark our students need to see that there is much more out there than Washington Count. ’][’he impact your 

student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into words. 

I have copied my assistant on this email to work out a time for us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. Joe 
Davis, Washington Coun~ Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need from me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Juris Doctor Candidate, May 2013 

North Carolina Central Universib, School of Law 

Washington County Commissioner 

District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come ~ue--if we have the courage to pursue them." 

- Walt Disney 



CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachment~ is lbr the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may 

contain contidential and privileged information. AW unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 

intended recipien,,, plea~ contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Follow-Up 

His new hire action is in the system and has to be approved by various departments before it shows up for them to make Lhe change. Once it is at a certain poinL I 

contact Tom and he 

makes the email change. 

Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 7:30 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: FW: Quick Follow-Up 

Can vou please update me on Michael’s statns? Thanks. 

From: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 7:23 PN 
To: 
Co-" Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Gwaltney, Clint; IIle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Yow, Kenneth Wayne; Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: Re: Quick Follow-Up 

Monitors will be set up tomorrow. 

Can’t slart the process on moving the Em~Jl account until the syslem shows your employment. 

I have HR watching your status change when it is happens they will notify it-support and we cml submit the change request. 

Should take me only a couple of hours to a day from that point. 

I am out of town till Monday so in all reality by nero Tuesday at the latest. 

Tom 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izon tVire/e,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

b)~live.~mc.e&J> wrote: 

Hey Tom, 
Just wanted to shoot you a quick email and see if you were able to get those monitors set up and put my email migration in process, Thanks and I look 
forward to hearing from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ken Mack <ken@ramsclub.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 9:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Mask (hittin - Girl Agreement 

If you have time, let’s talk about it later today. 

From: John Montgomery 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:00 PH 
To: Ken Mack 
Subject: Re: Hark Griffin - Gift Agreement 

Can you call Vince and let him know that 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 8:20 AM, "Ken Mack" <ken@ramsclub.com> wrote: 

Rachel McNasser from KFBS is working on that with Mark. That’s about all [ know. 

From: qqm Smith 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:56 PH 
To: John Hontgomery 
C¢: Ken Hack 
Subject: Re: Hark Griffin - Gift Agreement 

This is the first I’ve heard. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 9:19.843£448 

e: .tj_n! @._r .a .m_s c[u_.b :.c o m. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2013, at 7:29 PM, "John Montgomery" <john@ramsclub.com> wrote: 

You guys in the loop on this? 

From: Ille, Vince [rnailto:ille@unc,edq] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 20:13 6:24 PM 
To: John Montgomery 
Subject: Mark Griffin - Gift Agreement 
Please see the attached document. I received these from Cricket today. This is the first I’ve heard of it. 

Do you know if anyone in the Ranis Club or department has been involved in this solicitation effort? If so, can you have that person give me 

a call to share some infornmtion? Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

::ii.[ ii £ ii__.)i :2 ?2 22: £ f! :51 
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<Griffin Gift Agreement - Draft 09 26 2013.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Quick Follow-Up 

Vince, 

Oct.:_~ber _l]~t..we discus~;ed i:hP; last: week and I tok’t you thai: was confirmed, 

The discu’;sion bek)w is the payrolling process for him to receive payment 

and be "seen’° officially in the system. 

Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 20:13:10::12 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce k 

Subject: RE: quick Follow-Up 

OK, thanks. Do you have may estimate on when Michael might be able to begin working? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent-" Thursday, October 03, 2023 8:25 AN 

To: Tile, Vince 
C¢, Livers, Tom 
Subject; RE: Quick Follow-Up 

His new hire action is in the system and has to be approved by various departmer~ts before it shows up for them to make Lhe change. Once it is at a certain poinL I 

contact Torn and he 

makes the email change. 

.Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 20:13 7:30 PM 

1"o: Dalgleish, Joyce k 

Subject: FW: quick Follow-Up 

Can you please update me on s status? Thanks. 

From: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 7:23 PM 
To 
Co-" Dalgleish, Joyce L; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Yow, Kenneth Wayne; Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: Re: Quick Follow-Up 

Monitors will be set up tomorrow. 

Can’t slart the process on moving the EmaJl account until the syslem shows your employment. 

I have HR watching your status change when it is happens they roll notify it-support and we can submit the change reqnest. 

Should take me only a couple of hours to a day from that point. 

I am out of town till Monday so in all reality by next Tuesday at the latest. 

Tom 

S~:m from ~, ~rizon tVireIe~’s ,i( ; L TE DROID 

~)live.~mc.e&J> wrote: 

Hey Tom, 

Just wanted to shoot you a quick emaiI and see if you were able to get those monitors set up and put my email migration in process. Thanks and I look 

forward to hearing from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Mack <ken@ramsclub.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Mark Gri~fin - (?ifi Agreement 

Sounds good. 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Ken Mack 
Subject: RE: Mark Griffin - Gift Agreement 

Ok. I met with Jack Evmas and a business faculty member this morning regarding another matter. During that meeting, Jack shared some information about the proposal 

being considered by Mr. Chiffin. I roll be in Jolm’s office for a meeting at 3:30 today. Mav~e we can discuss briefly before or after that meeting? Thanks Ken. 

From: Ken Mack [.t_n___ajJLg_L_ken___@_ra___rEs__£Cu___b_:_£_o___r[~] 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 9:51 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RN: Mark Griffin - Gift Agreement 

If you have time, let’s talk about it later today. 

From: John Montgomery 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 12:00 PM 

To: Ken Mack 
Subject: Re: Mark Griffin - Gift Agreement 

Can you call Vince and let him know that 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 8:20 AM, "Ken Mack" <ken@ramsclub.com> wrote: 

Rachel McNasser from KFBS is working .:_~n that with Mi~rk. That’s about i~[I [ know. 

From: -Rm Smith 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:56 PM 
To: John Montgomery 
Cc: Ken Mack 
Subject: Re: Mark Griffin - Gift Agreement 

This is the first I’ve heard. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 919.843.6448 

e: .t_j__n_!_ .@._r_.a_..m__.s c_.[_u__.b_ :.c_ .o m_. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 26, 2013, at 7:29 PM, "John Montgomery" <john@ramsclub.com> wrote: 

You guys in the loop on this? 

From: Ille, Vince [_mailto:ille@unc.edu.] 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:24 PM 
To: John Montgomery 
Subject: Mark Griffin - Gift Agreement 
Please see the attached document. I received these from Cricket today. This is the first I’ve heard of it. 

Do you know if anyone in the Ranis Club or department has been involved in this solicitation eflbrt? If so, can you have that person give me 

a call to share some information? Thanlcs for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOl.jpg > 
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<Griffin Gift Agreement - Draft 09 26 2013.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Quick Follow-Up 

Some techy folks don’t know how to correctly communicate the HR world!! 

From: IIle, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 10:17 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: Quick Follow-Up 

OK thanks. The message below regaJrding his employment and an HR status chaJ~ge was confusing. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 10:15 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Quick Follow-Up 

Mince, 

October l~t...we discussed this last week and I told you that was confirmed. 

The discussion bek)w is t:he payrol[ing process for him to receive pi~yment 

~nd be "s~:_~:_m" officialb/in the system. 

Joyce 

From: Hie, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 10:12 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: Quick Follow-Up 

OK, thanks. Do you have may estimate on when : l might be able to begin working? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:15 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Livers, Torn 
Subject: RE: Quick Follow-Up 

His new hire action is in the system and has to be approw:_~d by vi~ri.:_~us departments before it shows up for them to make the change. Om>:~ it is i~t a c~-_~rtain point I 

contact Torn stud he 

makes the emait change. 

.Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 7:30 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: FW: Quick Follow-Up 

Can you please update me on ; status? Thanks. 

From: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 7:23 PM 
To: 
Co: Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Yow, Kenneth Wayne; Suits, Christ,/H. 
Subject: Re: Quick Follow-Up 

Monitors will be set up tomorrow. 

Can’t slart the process on moving file Email account until the wslem shows your employment. 

I have HR watching your status change when it is happens they roll notify it-support and we can submit the change reqnest. 

Should take me only a couple of hours to a day from that point. 

I am out of town till Monday so in all reality by next Tue~tay at the latest. 

Tom 

S~:m from ~, ~rizon tVireIe~’s ,l(~ L TE DR()ID 

£a2_l_i__~_’_e__:_~_Ln__c_’_:_e___d__~_p wl~)te: 

Hey Tom, 

Just wanted to shoot you a quick email and see if you were able to get those monitors set up and put my email migration in process. Thanks and I look 

forward to hearing from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: meet to discuss compliance 

Thanks Vince 10/9 at 9am works, I’ll meet you in your office. See you soon 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 10:00 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Debbi, 
> 

> How- about 9 AM on October 9? We carl meet in my office (EWAC 226) or wherever might be convenient tbr you Please just let me know. Thanks and I look forward to visiting. 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto ))gmail com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 11:13 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: meet to discuss compliance 
> 

> Thanks Vince, Oct 9 works I am available all morning and early afternoon until 2pm Just let me know what time works for you I’ll contact Marielle & Lance to set up time with them 
individually. 
> All best, 
> Debbi 
> 

> Sent from my ,Phone 
> 

>> On Oct 2, 2013, at 9:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hi Debbie, 
>> 

>> I might be best for us to meet individually Please just let me know when you might be available. ] have good availability on October 9, 11 and 18. Look lbrward to visiting with you 
>> 

>> Vince 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: Debbi Clarke [rnailto: ~mail.com] 
>> Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 5:36 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> SubJect: meet to discuss compliance 
>> 

>> Hello Vince, ] hope this message finds you well I am writing to see if" I could set up some time with you to discuss student athlete compliance and a general overview of the functions o17 
your olNce7 I’ve recently met with ASPSA & the Registrar and we’ve discussed eligibility & compliance tracking I [()ok forward also to meeting with Lance Markos and MarieHe Van Gelder 
If you think it would be helpful for the four of us to meet together just let me know, otherwise I can contact them and plan to meet with them individually. One piece I’d like to discuss with 
you is the Compliance Office’s response to NCAA’s public infractions report. Also, you mentioned during the Working @()up meeting that you all have compiled a list of 904 
recommendations that have been made over the past 3 or so yrs I would love to see this list as I’d like to prepare something similar for the Working Group to review 
>> Thank you, Vince, I look forward to meeting with you soon 
>> Best regards, 
>> Debbi Clarke 

>> Sent from my "phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

tomorrow 

Are you free to meet tomorrow with Mark Kimmel and me? 

Mark can meet any time between 10 am and 3 pm which also works for me 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :i:::::: :i i: :::.i i:::i : :: :: :i ::::. i i::: : i:: ::.i:i: T i:i::: :i :i:::.: :::: !::.: :.:: i i i::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow 

Excellent, thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

19191 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :i?:i::: :. : ii.i<.. :i: .i:. :::i :.if:: i::i:i : ===================== :ii:iii:i: .i::.::::: = 

From: <llle>, Vince <!l!e@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:17 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: tomorrow 

l 0 am works for me. My office? Thmlks. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: [lle, Vince 
Subject: tomorrow 
Are you free to meet tomorrow with Mark Kimmel and me? 

Mark can meet any time between 10 am and 3 pm which also works for me 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Negalha, Jeff ~ negalha@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 1:33 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <icthomp~n@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

l~b2:2014 Fall Soccer-M 

Please t~kt offASR. He has committed to 
Thank you. 

Jeff 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreNy@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 5:02 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant; Negalha, Jeff; Markos, Lance M; llle, Vince 
Subject: 2014 Fall Soccer-M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

Parent Charter Bus Poll - VT Gate mad PaJcking Info 

Hello Tar Heel Football Families, Poll results show there is interest in Parent Charter Bus Travel. 35 people are needed though to make 
it work. There are not enough numbers for Virginia Tech, so no parent bus this time, but we will revisit the Pittsburgh trip later. In the 
meantime, we have a game on Saturday at Virginia Tech. 

Kickoff is at 12:30p ...Go Heels! 

Guest Player Will Call: Gate 2 
The gate is located to the south side of Lane Stadium and opens 2 hours prior to kickojf 

Parking info received from parem sources to share: 

¯ Draper Deck, about 1/2 mile walk to stadium. Can purchase passes online ahead of time for guaranteed parking. 
http:!/www.parkwhiz, corn/lane -stadium-parking!north-carolina-at-virgima -tech-football- 121272/ 

¯ Blacksburg Baptist Church, 55o N Main St, First come-First serve beginning at 9am, $10 cash at gate 
¯ Other info to find parking,etc: http:/ivt.fanfoc.us/en/Wiki.2.aspx 

Know game day traffic in Blacksburg is tough and can get gridlocked so allow yourself plen~ of time. 
THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:21 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

teaching moment perhaps 

Ole Miss investigating football players’ gay slurs 

DanWolken~ USA TODAY Sports .:L~.~:::#.:::: !:[i:;’:(.i:~:::ob~..::! :?::IL:!.::! :.K:::::i: 
] 

University of Mississippi officials are investigating a report from The Da#y 

Miesise4~pian in which a number of Mississippi football players were among an 

audience that used "borderline hate speech" in verbally harassing student actors 

during a university theater production of The Laramie Project. 

EXPERT PICKS: ~7’Jeek 6 winner% losers 

Michael Barnett, assistant chair of theater arts at the school and also chair of tile O[e 

Miss faculty senate, said by phone Wednesday that athletes from other sports 

including men’s basketball baseball, golf and track were also in attendance and that 

the athletic department was "treating the matter with utmost seriousness." 

"We don’t always have the best audiences, but this was taking it to a new level to be 

sure," Barnett said. "There were a lot of athletes there that night, so we’re trying to 

identify who specifically was using hate speech." 

A person with knowledge of the incident who was not authorized to speak on behalf 

of the theater department told USA TODAY Sports the audience Tuesday largely 

drew from an introductory theater appreciation class, which is a fine arts elective that 

the university’s freshmen earl choose. The person attributed much of the reaction to 

the audience being made up primarily of first-semester freshmen. 

The play is based on the murder of Matthew Shepard, a University of Wyoming 

student who was killed in 1998 due to his sexual orientation. 

Barnett said the offenders were identified as athletes by the theater’s house 

manager, who was familiar with them because she works with the athletic department. 

At that point, athletic department officials were contacted. 

"From what I understand there were others who followed suit, who followed the lead 

of the students who were heckling some of our female cast members based on their 

body size," Barnett said. "And then there were several incidents from what I 

understand of using tile term ’fag’ or ’faggot.’ That’s when our house manager went 

to contact athletics2 

Garrison Gibbons, a 20-year old acting major at Ole Miss who was in the play, said 

by phone Thursday the atmosphere at Tuesday’s performance was "radically 

different" from other performances and that actors had heard gay slurs from the 

audience and laughter at moments in the play that weren’t intended to be funny, 

including a funeral scene. 

"They were laughing at lines that spoke in negative ways about gay people," Gibbons 

said. 

Gibbons added that he felt "an incredible amount of judgment and laughter" while 

delivering a monologue in the play in which his character comes out as gay, including 

audience members taking pictures of him with their iPhenes, which he said "appalled" 

him. He said the east was later told after the play’s second act that the group of 

football players in the audience were going to apologize after the show. 

The cast, however, did not believe the apology was sincere, Gibbons said. 

"One spoke up and said they were sorry and didn’t mean to hurt our feelings," 



Gibbons said. "Another said they found humor in the play and then they were gone 

and the academic advisor who was with them basically said they had never been to a 

play before and didn’t know what to expect," 

Gibbons said he did not want players to be suspended for games but rather to learn 

lessons and help create a better atmosphere for gay students on campus, 

"Even though it was a negative event, it made us positive this is why we need to do 

this show because we need to open tile minds of people on this campus -- not just 

athletes," Gibbons said. ’q don’t want to see them being punished, that’s not doing 

anything positive. I want to see everyone get involved in showing their support for 

LGBT and equality. \No have all these pride events going on but we need support 

behind them. 

According to Rely Ledbetter, the faculty member who spoke to the student 

ne\~’spaper, football players weren’t the only individuals using such speech, but they 

did seem to "initiate others in the audience to say things, too." 

"Tile football players were certainly not the only audience members that were being 

offensive last night," Ledbetter said. "It seemed like they didn’t know that they were 

representing tile university when they were doing these things." 

An Ole Miss athletic department spokesman didn’t immediately respond to an e-mail 

from USA TODAY Sports, and athletics director Ross Bjork didn’t respond to a text 

message seeking comment. 

Ole Miss football coach Hugh Freeze tweeted Thursday morning, "We certainly do 

net condone any actions that offend or hurt people in any way.We are working with 

all departments involved to find the facts," 

The football players later apologized at the request of the university’s athletic 

department, according to the student newspaper. But theater department chair Rene 

Pulliam told the paper she wasn’t "sure the players understood what they were 

apologizing for," 

Ledbetter and Pulliam did not return phone messages or emails from USA TODAY 

Sports seeking comment. 

Barnett said the incident has been referred to the university’s Bias Incident 

Response Team, who is working with the vice chancellor for student affairs and 

athletic department officials to find out exactly what happened. Barnett said he was 

unsure what the athletic department’s response would be, 

"1 don’t know; they’re taking it seriously," he said. "It will be done in conjunction with 

this committee. For the department of theater arts, what we want Ldtimately is for this 

to open up a dialogue on campus about the problems we have," 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:25 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

FW: 

From: <McFarland>, Mike McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:22 PM 

To: "Keadey, Stephen" <sckeadev@email.unc.edu>, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <strohm@email.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

h ttp :iiwww. in d ywee L co mitn a n gulatoria rchives/2013/10/02/n ew-h~ d ictrn e nts-in- u nc-football.-sca n d a I--co u ld .-in d u d e--fa rniEa r.-n a m es 
Mike McFarland 
University Relations 

mike mcfarland@unc.edu 
C~1CJ-CJ,~9-?I31 1 (n/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:40 PM 

McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen_moon@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 

Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham: 

’1As only one of the five indictments is known at this time, we will continue to monitor the developments of the case and support the work of the Secretary of State’s Office." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:41 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; McFaJdand, Michael B <mike mc[~arland@unc.edu-~ 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edwd Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

RE: Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 

Thanks, 

Karen Moon 

Director, kiNG News Services 

The University of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919"! 962.-8595 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Senti Thursday, October 03, 2013 5:40 PI 

To= McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B 
Cc= Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject= Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 
Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham: 
"As only one of the five indictments is known at this time, we will continue to monitor the developments of the case and support the work of the Secretary of State’s Office." 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

19191 962-7258 office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:46 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirsclme@unc.edu-~; McFayland, Michael B <mike mclhrland@~mc.edu-~; Moon, Karen B 

<karen moon@unc.edu-~ 

Cmminghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

RE: Cumfingham statement, 10-3-13 

Has this been released yet? If not, I would slightly modit:y it Lo say: 

"As the details of only one of the five indictments are known st this time, we will continue to monitor the developments of this situation and support the work of 

the Secretary of State’s Office." 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Seat: Thursday, October 03, 2013 5:4-0 PM 

To: McFarland, Nichael B; Noon, Karen B 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 
Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham: 

"As only one of the five indictments is known at this time, we will continue to monitor the developments of the case and support the work of the Secretary of State’s Office." 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

.... :if:al i: :::.i i<i: :: :: :i ::::. i i::: : i:: ::.i:i: i i:i::: :i :i:::.: :::: !::..: :.:: i i i::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 5:47 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 

Yes it has gone out 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

:: :F:i: :?: ii.::i i:.i{ & ii ? :ii =: ii i :: i:i ;i i:: :i: "i" ] ::: :: :.:i i ::ii i .:211 i i:ii ili :: !J" 

From: <Pogge>, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:46 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevek!rschneg~unc.edu>, Mike McFarland <rn!ke rncfar!and@unc:edu>, Karen Moon <karen moon~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle Vince" <ille@unc.edu> "Best Kevin S." <k.b_e__s_t__@._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_> 

Subject: RE: Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 

Has this been released yet? If not I would slightly modify it to say: 

"As the details of only one of the fiv~-_~ indicl:m~:_~nts are known at this time we will continue to monitor ~:t~e devek)pments of 1:hi’; situation and su~)~)ort t h~-’_~ worl~ of 

~:t~e Secretary of State’s Office," 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 5:40 PM 

To: McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Best, Kevin B. 
Subject: Cunningham statement, 10-3-13 
Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham: 

"As only one of the five indictments is known at this time, we will continue to monitor the developments of the case and support the work of the Secretary of State’s Office." 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

1~’: UAAA 

Hi, Vince: 

Hope you’re doing well down home! .Jim passed along the UAAA memo you sent to Guenther for review!thoughts, I have a few questions about it and thought it 

r’m~y be e~sh-_~r to talk through Would be good to catch up, too. is there a good time to chat in t:he n~-_~s~r R~ture? 

Thanks, 

C h a d 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "llle, Vince" <i[le@unc.edu> 

Date: October 1, 2013, B:43:46 PM CDT 

To: 

Subject: UAAA 
P__c_,9_..m__.c__a_.s_t_:_n_._e_P 

Ron, 

The attached memo presents concepts that we intend to send to the ULC draf[ing committee that is contemplating revisions to the Uniform Athlete Agent 

Act (UAAA) which is currently adopted in some form in over 40 states. We have support from atNete agents including Tony Agnone (former President of 

the Sports La~xEers Association), Bubba will send it out to the DI-A AD lis~tserv, and we roll distribute it to the AFCA. 

Can you please shase fl~is with Jim and Bob Bowlsby to see if they would be willing to supv)rt? We think this is an imvortant eltblt and hope to influence 
discussion of the ULC drMting committee. Their endorsement of this memo could be of signiiicant assistance to our eiti~rks aJmed at addressing a critical 

issue tbr our industry. 

Hope you enjoyed last weekend’s festivities and axe doing well. Thanks and look lbrwaJcd to talking again sometime soon. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 6:42 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edw~ 

Re: Meeting with Edelman Reps on Monday, October 7 at 10:30am 

Good idea. Let him know. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 5:41 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekir~hnefftbunc.edu> wrote: 

I would like to have Kevin Best attend as well 

Steve Kirschner 

University, of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communicalions 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner(F~unc.edu 

GoHeelsucom 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, October 3, 2013 5:00 PM 

To: "Dean, Jr., James W." <James Dean@unc.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Friga, Paul Nicholas" <frigap@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu>, "Paul Friga (Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu)" <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, Matt Terrell <matt@ramsclub.com>, "llle, 

Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu>, "Rennet, Joy J" 

<_J__o__y_. Renner@med.unc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" <-s--f--a-.r---m--.-e---r.--@---a---d----m--i--s--s-!--~---n--s-:--u---n---c-:--e---d---u->~ "Lane, Cricket" <.c___rj__c__k___e__t____@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Pogge, Paul" 

<p__p___o_gg__e____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Karlton Creech <.[<__c___r__e___e__c___h____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_>, John Montgomery <j__o___h___n____@___r__a___n_Zs__c_J__u___b_:__c___o___m__.> 

Cc: Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting with Edelman Reps on Monday, October 7 at lO:30am 

All, 

Many of you attended a messaging workshop in July that was led by representatives from Edelman. The purpose of that workshop was to help 

our department develop a narrative - a clear and compelling story that unifies the messages of all our programs and the university (our 

alignment priority). 

Since that time, the Edelman team has completed some research for us which includes media analysis and an alumni survey. Representatives 

from Edelman will return to campus on Monday, October 7, 2013 to share information and recommendations with us. I invite you to attend a 

session that will begin at 10:30 AM in the first floor conference room in the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center. We will discuss the results of 

their research and how it might help inform us as we move forward. 

Please confirm with Molly by email at mbnorton@unc.edu to let us know if you can attend. I recognize that schedules are full and the notice is 

short, but I hope you are able to attend this meeting. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

: ~,,~,:’~ ,5,~.,’,:: ~,,’~,:~~ ,;~,~’~d ~r.,’,%’,,;re ~’~r,;:,,,,’.%,’:,.",’. ,~t~:~,!,;~ 5!,&,." "’ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 7:58 PM 

Joe Buckner ~gmail.com> 

RE: Thank You 

That sounds great, Joe. Thanks very much for doh~g that. Let me know some dates in November that work for you and I’ll set up a hmch with Bubba Cunningham 

and St. Associate AD Vince Ne. I think that would be a nice way for everyone to get to know each other. 

Tha]lks agai]l for ew-:~rything. I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Paul 

From: Joe Buckner [mailto "@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 6:58 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Thank You 

I won’t be able to attend a game but I would be happy to meet your colleagues. I enjoyed our visit. I will send you several contacts including Major Blackwood. 

Thank Paul, 

Joe Buckner 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 2:29 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Joe, 

Thanks very much for taking the time to have lunch today. It was great to meet you and hear your thoughts on a few matters. I really appreciate your 

perspective. Thanks, too, for the nice pen. It will definitely come in handy! 

I’d love to meet Charles Blackwood if you believe there is an appropriate opportunity to do so. Additionally, we’d love to have you and your family to 

a UNC game this fall so you can meet some of my colleagues in the Athletic Department. Would the game on November 23 or November 30 work for 

you? 

Thanks again, 

Paul 

<image001dpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~; Richard Evrard (EvrardR@bsk.com) 

RE: UAAA 

Thanks, Vince. Rick, 1 would Jove to discuss this with you, as I understand you were heavily involved in the last drafting process. I will be available for much of 

tomorrow morning if there is a time that works for you~ 

Best, 

Pi~ul 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:02 PM 

To: Richard Evrard (EvrardR@bsk.com) 
Cc: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: UAAA 
Importance: High 

Attached is the document we discussed briefly last night. Paul Pogge is on the drafting committee. He works with me here at UNC and has taken the lead on this 

initiative. We would like to know your thoughts if you are interested. Thanks Rick. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:44 PM 

To: ~comcast.net 

Sublect: u~ 
Importance: High 

Roll 

The attached memo presents concepts that we intend to send to the ULC dmfling committee that is contemplating revisions to the Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) 

which is currently adopted in some form in over 40 states. We have support fiom athlete ageats including Tony Agnone (former Presidem of the Sports Lmwers 

Association), Bubba will send it out to the DI-A AD listserv, and we will distribnte it to the AFCA. 

Can you please share this ruth Jim and Bob Bowlsby to see if they would be willing to support? We think this is an important eflbrt and hope to influence discussion of 

the ULC drafting committee. Their endorsement of this memo could be of significant assistance to our ettbrts aimed at addressing a critical issue [br our industry. 

ttope you enjoyed last weekend’s festivities and are doing well. Thanks and look I6rward to talking again sometime soon. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Snively, Chip <Chi~Snively@kenan-flagler.unc.edn> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:25 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fxans, Jack <Jack Evm~s@kenan-flagler.unc.edtr~; Fxans, Jack <demaevans@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~ 

Semester Online 

Vince/John, 

Here’s the link to the Semester Online program we discussed: 

http:!!semesteronline.orgiabout!overviewi 

To your question, Notre Dame is one of the consortium partners. 

Let me know if you need anything from me as you continue to work through the issues. 

Safe travels this weekend. Let’s get a big one in Blacksburg! 

Rgds, 

Chip 
Chip Snivel)’, CFA 

Senior Lecturer & Coordinator of Investment Mgt Concentration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McColl Building, MB 4123 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-4514 (office) 

Chip Smvely@unc.edu 

www.AlphaChallenge.org 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

prediction 

I think I’ve got the other four 

If you read the Jan. search warrant, it’s right there 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

i:h:::il FI<I::I::I:II:I:I i::i::::: iln::i :I::::I:’E" i hii:’i:::i:i!!::’:: :i:i:’i:::’:::: i. i:i:!i:" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com>; Pogge, Paul <pla~gge@unc.edu> 

Re: UAAA 

Vince, 

VeW interested and will be pleased to connect with Paul. 

Rick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 5:01 PM, "IHe, Vince" <iHe@unc.edu<mailto:ille(~r)unc.edu>> wrote: 

Attached is the document we discussed briefly last night. Paul Pogge is on the drafting committee. He works with me here at UNC and has taken the lead on this initiative. We would like to 
know your thoughts if you are interested. Thanks Rick. 

From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01,2013 6:44 PM 
To: ~comcast.net> 
Subject: UA~A 
hnportance: High 

Ron, 

The attached memo presents concepts that we intend to send to the ULC drafting committee that is contemplating revisions to the Uniform Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) which is currently 
adopted in some form in over 40 states. We have support from athlete agents including Tony Agnone (former President of the Sports Lawyers Association), Bubba will send it out to the DI- 
A AID listserv, and we will distribute it to the AFCA 

Can you please share this with Jim and Bob Bowlsby to see if the?’ would be willing to support? We think this is an important effort and hope to influence discussion of the ULC drafting 
committee. Their endorsement of this memo could be of significant assistance to our efJ2~rts aimed at addressing a critical issue for our industry. 

Hope you enjoyed last weekend’s festivities and are doing well. Thanks and look forward to talking again sometime soon. 

Vince 

<Memo to ULC Regarding Redrafting the UAAA.docx> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 11:48 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Re: UAAA 

Paul, 

Thanks for the note. 

I was involved in the initial idea for the legislation with former FSU President Sand?- D’Alembert. It was a slow laborious process but a good lesson in patience 

I will be in the office around 10 am. CDT but not available until around 11 CDT. 

Let me know a time that works for you. 

Rick 

Sent li"om my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 5:03 P]’,/l. "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc edu<mailto:ppog~e(~unc.edu>> wrote: 

Thanl<s, Vince. Rick, I would love to discuss this with you, as I understand you were heavily involved in the last drafting process I will be available for much of tomorrow morning if there is 
a time that works 12)r you. 
Best, 
Paul 

From: I]le, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 8:02 PM 
To: Richard Evrard ([~vrardR@bsk com<maiit(): [gvrar dR (g~ bsk.com>) 
Cc: Pogge, Pau] 
Sut~ject: FW: UAAA 
Importance: tligh 

Attached is the document we discussed briefly last night Paul Pogge is on the dr~fting committee He works with me here at UNC and has taken the lead on this initiative We wou]d ]ike to 
l<now your thoughts if you are interested. Thanks Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: UAAA 

Importance: High 

~comcast.net> 

The attached memo presents concepts that we intend to send to the ULC drafting committee that is contemplating revisions to tile UnifolaZl Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) which is currently 
adopted in some form in over 40 states. We have support from attllete agents including Tony Agnone (former President of tile Sports La~’ers Association), Bubba will send it out to the DI- 
A AD listserv, and we will distribute it to the .4FCA. 

Can you please stlare tiffs wittl Jim and Bob Bowlsby to see if they would be willing to support’.’ We ttfink this is an important effolt and hope to influence discussion of the La~C drafting 
committee. Their endorsement of tiffs memo could be of significant assistance to our efforts aimed at addressing a critical issue for out industry. 

Hope you enioyed last weekend’s festivities and are doing well. Thanks and look forward to talking again sometime soon. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

corn> 

Friday, 1:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Everyone should be using fills in Carolina Athletics 

Hey Guys, 

Wmated to send a pretty cool product I just found, that everyone in Carolina Athletics should be using. It complies with HIPAA, but more importantly, it secures 

messaging, which is something you and I know is quite important in tJlis line of work. Check it out, and let me know what you think. 

http://www.tigertext.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 10:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: UAAA 

Thm~s, and will do re regards to folks here. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2013, at 6:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Chad, 

Good to hear fiom you. I will give you a call early next week sometime so we can catch up and discuss the UAAA memo. In the meantime, I’m copying 

Paul Pogge on this message so you two guys cm~ connect ASAP. Paul is on the ULC drafting committee and has taken the lead on fl~is initiative tbr UNC. 

You two should discuss when you have time. 

Hope all is well there. I just saw a video of the new HQ building. It looks great. Please give my best to evewone there. 

Vince 

From: Big Ten - Chad Hawley [mailto:CHawley@biclten.orcl] 

Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 5:55 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: UAAA 

Hi, Vince: 

Hope you’re doing waif down home! Jim passed along the UAA,A rnemo you sent Lo GuenLher for reviewithoughLs. ] have a few questions about iL and 

thought it rnay be easier to talk through. Would be good to catch up, too. Is there a good tkne to chat in the near future? 

Thanks, 

Chad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: October i, 2013, 5:43:46 PM CDT 

To: 

Subject: UAAA 

~gcomcast.net> 

Roll 

The attached memo presents concepts that we intend to send to the ULC drafting committee that is contemplating revisions to tJ~e Uniform 

Athlete Agent Act (UAAA) which is currently adopted in some tbrm in over 40 states. We have support from athlete agents including ToW 

Agnone (former President of the Svms Lawyers Association), Bubba will send it out to the DI-A AD listserv, and we will distribute it to the 

AFCA. 

Can you please share this ruth Jim and Bob Bowlsby to see if they would be willing to support? We think this is an important eflbrt and hope 

to mtluence discussion of the ULC drafting committee. Their endorsement of this memo could be of significant assistance to our efforts amed 

at addressing a criticaJ issue for our industry. 

Hope you enjoyed last weekend’s festivities and axe doing well. TMnks and look folwaxd to talking again sometime soon. 

Mince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Non.m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 10:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Oct 7th Agenda 

If 818 doesn’t work, 236 will work I can be reached a 

Sent from my iPhone 

fyou have any trouble parking. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com-’- 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:46 PM 

lille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bakaly, Charles <Charles.BaJ~aly@edelman.com> 

Edelmml Scope Options 

UNC Athletics Scope Options.docx 

Hi Vince, 
Attached are some proposed options for our team’s work moving forward. I’m sorry, I forgot to give them to you earlier today in the hub bub of the meetings. As 

you’ll see, we’ve broken it down by project and monthly options. The proactive project would help your team prepare for the comms plan implementation for the 

first three months. The crisis project covers the scenario planning and walk through exercise we discussed today. The first monthly option is full ongoing support - 

proactive implementation and counsel, as well as crisis scenario planning and support for issues as they arise. The second monthly option is a retainer for issues 

management. 
We’re happy to talk about these and what would work best for you guys tonight or at another time. 

Thanks and look forward to dinner! 
:_’~,~’t~ K~_,:.t}~ I ~"d~-’i~~a~! i 2F0 I-~ Idst~~, ~’Jew ’,".~!l<, N~’ 10¢oii.2,’ :: £); 2L2~?~i4.:45::45:1 ~v~: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 7:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Sylvia Hatchelrs inqui~ 

Vince, 

I received an inquiry today from Sylvia Hatchell regarding her ~ I have copies of the paperwork from past years that she provided. It seems 

that it was generated by John Blanchard. Is this something you will address? Can we provide any information or is this something that would fall to me? 

Please let me know if you haven’t seen the documents that I referenced and I will share them with you. Let me know if it is easier to talk. 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

n)_[c__h_._eJ! e__b__r_o_. _w__n__@. _u_ .n_ c_: e__d_.u__ 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Sylvia Hatchelrs inquiry 

Vince, 

More hlfo.., Slyvia mentioned that Joyce has drawn up the letter in the past, 

Michelle 

F~m: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 7:17 PN 

To: Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu) 
Subject: Sylvia Hatchell’s inquiry 

Vince, 

I received an inquiry today from Sylvia Hatchell regarding he I have copies of the paperwork from past years that she provided. It seems 

that it was generated by John Blanchard. Is this something you will address? Can we provide any information or is this something that would fall to me? 

Please let me know if you haven’t seen the documents that I referenced and I will share them with you. Let me know if it is easier to talk. 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
rn_[c__h._eJ_[ 

e__b_r_o_. _w__n__@. _u_ .n- c_: e__d_.u__ 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:13 AM 

Creech, Kadton W <kcreech@unc.edw~ 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: memo 

Good Morning--- 

I’m comfortable from my end, 

The consultant is Chris Schoemann -but he’s not an attorney, 

Thanks, 

MvG 

Marielte A, vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19) 962--7853 

Fax: (919) 962- 6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Creech, Karl:on W 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 5:58 PM 
Tot Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: memo 

Marielle, 

Please let me know if you have any edits to the Tim Sabo memo, and when it is appropriate for me to send it. 

I attached the draft for reference. 

Thanks, 

KC 
I<arlton Creech 

Senior Associate Direclor of AlJfletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Cbpel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 843 6432 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: Memphis Itineraw 

Memphis Itmermy.doc 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19} 9{?2--7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 6002 

mvangelder’@ut~c.edu 

From: Frederick, Brad 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:50 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Memphis Itinerary 
Lance/Marielle: Here is our tentative itinerary for our Memphis trip. On Friday, we will practice here and then head for Memphis. We are going to Briarcrest High School on Friday 

for a short ceremony for      but we will not practice. On Saturday, we will practice twice. Once a shooting practice and once a full practice. Both should be at Rhodes College. I 

assume that counts as 1 practice day and not two. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, Brad 

Brad Frederick 
U NC Basketball 

919-843-0001 (work) 

b_ra~:ke d_e.r!c.k_@.u ,?.c:e d u 



Bring Your Photo ID! 

Friday2013 

UNC Memphis Trip 
October 18-20 

9:00 AM 
11:30 AM 
12:15 PM 
1:00 PM 
1:49 PM CT 
2:30 PM 
3:45 PM 

5:30 PM 
11:00 PM 

Practice 
Lunch in Bowles Room 
Depart for RDU 
Depart for Memphis 
Arrive Memphis International Airport 
Arrive Briarcrest Christian School 
Arrive The Westin Memphis Beale St. 
170 Lt. George W. Lee Avenue 
Memphis, TN 38103 
901-334-5900 
Dinner at Rendezvous 
Full Snack and Meeting 

Saturda October 19 2013 

9:00 AM 
9:45 AM 
10:30 AM 
11:00 AM 
12:30 PM 
3:45 PM 
4:00 PM 

11:00 PM 

Wake Up 
Breakfast 
Depart for Briarcrest or Rhodes 
Practice #1 
Lunch at Hotel 
Depart for Rhodes College 
Practice #2 
Dinner on your own 
Full Snack and Meeting 

Sunda October 20 2013 

8:30 AM 
9:00 AM 
1:00 PM 
4:00 PM 
6:35 PM ET 
7:05 PM 

Wake Up 
Brunch 
Scrimmage vs. Vanderbilt 
Depart for RDU 
Arrive at RDU 
Arrive Smith Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 2:32 PM 

life, Vince <iIle@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CNN inquiry 

From: <Pickeral>, Robbi Pickeral <.r___o___b__b__!:!?_!_c___k__e___r__a_!___@____u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> 
Date: Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:43 PM 

To: Erin Schuettpelz <ecs@unc.edu>, Michelle Brown <michellebrown@unc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Cc: Mike McFarland <mike mcfadand@unc.edu>, Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu>, Robbi Pickeral <robbLpickeral@unc.edu> 

Subject: CNN inquiry 

All, 

CNN reporter Sarah Ganim, who was in town a couple of weeks ago and interviewed Bubba Cunningham and Joy Renner for a story she is doing about NCAA 

academic reform, has come back to us with a follow-up question. 

She also interviewed Mary Willingham for the story, and she wants to know if the school has a response to Willingham’s claim that 25 percent of football players 

are reading at a 3rd and 4th grade level, and that many student-athletes don’t take classes that fit together and add up to a degree. (Both Bubba and Joy were asked 

about the reading level, and both said during their interviews that they didn’t know anything about the stat, but talked about UNC’s strong admissions processes.) 

Mike McFarland asked that I email you. Do we have any data that would help form a response? 

Thanks, 

Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer!Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-8589 

robbi.pickeral@unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 S:lS PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

long article on U Texas 

http://sp~rtsi~ustrated~cnn~c~m/c~llege~f~tba~/news/2~131~8/texas~l~nf~h~rns~ath~etics/?sct=hp tlt al&eref=sihp#all 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 12:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

slots 

Vince: 

Is there any wiggle room on slots? It appears Abel Sanchez needs more divers than we anticipated and we are starting to fill up. With some top prospects still 

uncommitted, we are hoping to land them. I have slots assigned to many of them, but if there is an opportunity to dip above 16 it would help. Thanks, 
Rich DeSeim, Head Swimming Coach 
UniversW of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Bo× 2126, Chapel thH, NC 27514-21 25 
(O): 919-966-5340 (}:): 919-962-1603 
Emai[: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheeIs.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:58 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaaseniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Ticket 

Office <uncaa_ticketoffice@groups.unc.edu> 

Student Attendance article 

Matt Terrell found this very interesting article on student attendance from the Wall Street Journal 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL I =...~p~-:ir:~i.e::.i Ser.:i.ember 2=!:::, 2013, 1:50 r.: rn. f::T 

Declining Student Attendance Hits Georgia 

A t Uampuses Ac~’oss the Cotmt~’t!, Mo~’e I-~easons Than Euer to S]dp the Game 

By 
BEN COHEN 

Athens, Ga. 

The scene at home tbotball games here at the University of Georgia is ahnost perfect. The tailgate lots open at 7 a.m. Locals brag of the bar- 
per-capita rate. The only commodities in greater abundance than beer are the pro-Bulldogs buttons that sorority girls wear. 

There’s just one problem: Some students can’t be bothered to come to the games. 

Declining student attendance is an illness that has been spreading for years nationwide. But now it 
has hit the Southeastern Conference, home to college football’s best teams and supposedly its most fervent fans, giving athletics officials reason 
to fret about future ticket sales and fundraising. 

As it turns out, Georgia students left empty 39% of their designated sections of San[brd Stadium over the last lbur seasons, according to school 

records of student-ticket scans. Despite their allocation of about 18,000 seats, the number of students at games between 9009 and 9012 

never exceeded 15,000. 

Winning isn’t even necessarily a solution. The average student crowd to see last year’s Georgia team--which finished the season ranked No. 5-- 

was almost 6,000 short of maximum eapaeity. Even at Alabama, 32% of student seats went unused by students between 2009 and 9012, 

when the Crimson Tide won three national championships. Alabama coach Nick Saban wrote a flattering letter last week in the student paper 
to recruit students back. 

Georgia officials have been so concerned by" student attendance that they reassigned 2,000 seats previously reserved for students to young 

alumni before this season. "It was a significant hole, and it was very noticeable," Georgia athletic director Greg MeGarity said. "It was way too 
obvious." 

The cellular reception at the stadium is bad. The noneonferenee schedules these days are worse. And the high-definition broadcast at home (or 
at the frat house, the bar or wherever) is gorgeous. The result is students are focusing on the few marquee games--like Saturday’s matehup of 

No. 6 LSU and No. 9 Georgia--at the expense of others.The inscrutable behavior of 18-to-22-year-olds is actually understandable in this ease: 
For students today, there are more reasons than ever to skip the game. 

To study this shift in behavior, the SEC recently hired Now What, a New York market- research firm that will spend this season traveling to 
SEC stadiums, visiting t:ans watching at home to gather their opinions before presenting its findings after the regular season. 

"We can’t afford to lose a generation," said Mississippi State athletic director Scott Stricldin, a member of the SEC’s committee on the game- 
day experience. 

This worrisome dynamic was evident last Saturday, when Georgia hosted North Texas on a drizzly afternoon and one tailgating troupe near 
San/brd Stadium kept dry underneath tents. Lounging in lawn chairs, with a makeshift bar to their right and their buffet and beer-pong tables 
behind them, students who said they had tickets to the game being played across the street instead were glued to two flat-screen TVs. "There 
are a ton of people who prefer this," said Sam Little, a junior at Georgia. "They can actually watch the game instead of deal with the crazy 
atmosphere." 

Those students were far enough from the stadium to use their smartphones--whieh, they gripe, is virtually impossible inside. As the service is 
right now, many stadiums are such dead zones that "you can’t text, Instagram or tweet," said Georgia senior Kim Baltenberger. 

Most schools are considering new stadium Wi- Fi networks that would cost anywhere between $2 million and $10 million, industW experts 
say. The need for this technology is greater in college than in the NFL, said Enterasys Networks chief executive Chris Crowell, whose company 
outfitted the New England Patriots’ and Philadelphia Eagles’ stadiums. The upload traffic at crowded events doubles that of downloads, he 



said, and the activity ratio is further skewed by younger crowds: Gillette Stadium’s Wi-Fi network, installed in 2012, whizzed with its most 
upload data during a Taylor S~4ft eoneert this summer. 

Some students also have better things to do than watch football. When asked if they agreed with the statement that they didn’t have time to 
attend Tennessee’s tbotball games, undergraduates there averaged a response of 3.15 on a scale of I to 5, said Tennessee professor Robin 

Hardin, who surveyed 2,500 students for a report on their habits commissioned by the school’s athletic department. (The depressing state of 
their team doesn’t help matters.) 

Student indifference is easy to spot at matchups they expect to be lopsided: 45% of the student seats went unused at Georgia’s non-SEC 

games. In the Big Ten, Michigan’s student section had wide swaths of empty rows before kickoff Sept. 14 against Akron, the week after a 

stirring home win over rival Notre Dame. At Ohio State, the student no-show rate hit 26% for a game last season against lowly UAB. 

Once the students straggle in, schools struggle to keep them interested, a problem they attribute to the shorter attention spans of students 
today. Oregon devised a solution to slow its exodus: fast food. If the Ducks score 4o points, those who stay for the whole time earn a 
free "Jumbo daek" hamburger from daek in the Box. The team held up its end of the deal for three of its four conference games last year, when 

the reward was taeos. 

Around halftime of Georgia’s game last week, students trielded onto the main drag here, most still wearing their wristband tickets from the 
stadium. Some were in search of beer--unlike some other conferences, whose members soak up beer revenue, the SEC has banned alcohol 
sales to the publie in its stadiums. A short walk from the stadium yielded more bars than streets, plus the Georgia Theatre, a coneert hall that 

shows Bulldogs games on its big screen, and a row of fraternity palaces. 

"Big-screen TVs close to your own refrigerator are pretty compelling," Georgia president emeritus Michael Adams said. 

One of the first to tackle the discord between football mania and student apathy, Georgia is encouraged by the early returns this season. The 
first home game on Sept. 7, a 4:3o p.m. kickoff against South Carolina, hit the sweet spot for student attendance. It drew 15,864 students, the 
most sinee at least 9oo9. Students are antieipating a similarly boisterous erowd against LSU. In fact, at the South Carolina game, there were 

so many students in Sanford Stadium that some struggled to find seats. 

"I did get in," said Yates Webb, a Georgia senior, "but it took some pushing." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtt> 

RE: Student Attendance article 

I agree completely. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 6:06 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Student Attendance article 

This doesn’t start when .students enroll in college. Brand loyaJty for most will be set by then. They are either loyal consumers of the product or not. This underscores the 
importance of the Academic All-Stars Program and others aimed at youth and their families. It’s not just because they can’t use Wi- Fi, though that is an important filing 
to fix. I do like Oregon’s idea. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:58 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-Ticket Office 
Subject: Student Attendance article 

Matt Terrell found this very interesting article on student attendance from the Wall Street Journal 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
U:::sd:~:ded S:~::q::~ii:~:::mbei ::i:!:i!:iL 20 i:: ::3 i !:!]0 p.m E ii 

Declining Student Attendance Hits Georgia 

At Campt~ses Across the Countr~j, More Reasons T, han Ever to Skip the Game 

1~     BEN COHEN 

Athens, Ca. 

The scene at home football games here at the University of Georgia is almost perfect. The tailgate lots open at 7 a.m. Locals brag of the bar- 

per-capita rate. The onl)~ commodities in greater abundance than beer are the pro-Bulldogs buttons that sorority girls wear. 

’][’here’s j ust one problem: Some students can’t be bothered to come to the games. 

Declining student attendance is an illness that has been spreading for years nationwide. But now it has hit the Southeastern Conference, home 
to college football’s best teams and supposedly its most fervent fans, giving athletics officials reason to fret about future ticket sales and 

fundraising. 

As it turns out, Georgia students left empty 39% of their designated sections of Sanford Stadium over the last four seasons, according to school 

records of student-ticket scans. Despite their allocation of about 18,ooo seats, the number of students at games between 2009 and 2o12 never 

exceeded 15, O O 0. 

Winning isn’t even necessarily a solution. The average student crowd to see last year’s Georgia team--which finished the season ranked No. 5-- 

was almost 6,000 short of maximum capacity. Even at Alabama, 32% of student seats went unused by students between 2009 and 2012, 
when the Crimson Tide won three national championships. Alabama coach Nick Saban wrote a flattering letter last week in the student paper 
to recruit students back. 

Georgia officials have been so concerned by student attendance that they reassigned 2,000 seats previously reserved for students to young 

alumni before this season. "It was a significant hole, and it was very noticeable," Georgia athletic director Greg MeGarity said. "It was way too 
obvious." 

The cellular reception at the stadium is bad. The noneonferenee schedules these days are worse. And the high-definition broadcast at home (or 
at the frat house, the bar or wherever) is gorgeous. The result is students are focusing on the few marquee games--like Saturday’s matehup of 
No. 6 LSU and No. 9 Georgia--at the expense of others.The inscrutable behavior of 18-to-22-year-olds is actually understandable in this ease: 

For students today, there are more reasons than ever to skip the game. 

To study this shift in behavior, the SEC recently hired Now What, a New York market- research firm that udll spend this season traveling to 

SEC stadiums, visiting fans watching at home to gather their opinions before presenting its findings after the regular season. 

"We can’t afford to lose a generation," said Mississippi State athletic director Scott Stricklin, a member of the SEC’s committee on the game- 
day experience. 

’][’his worrisome dynamic was evident last Saturday, when Georgia hosted North Texas on a drizzly afternoon and one tailgating troupe near 

Sanford Stadium kept dry underneath tents. Lounging in lawn chairs, with a makeshift bar to theh’ right and their buffet and beer-pong tables 
behind them, students who said they had tickets to the game being played across the street instead were glued to two flat-screen TVs. "There 



are a ton of people who prefer this," said Sam Little, a junior at Georgia. "They can actually watch the game instead of deal with the crazy 
atmosphere." 

Those students were far enough from the stadium to use their smartphones--whieh, they gripe, is virtually impossible inside. As the service is 

right now, many stadiums are such dead zones that "you can’t text, Instagram or tweet," said Georgia senior Kim Baltenberger. 

Most schools are considering new stadium Wi- Fi networks that would cost anywhere between $2 million and $10 million, industW experts say’. 
The need for this technology is greater in college than in the NFL, said Enterasys Networks chief executive Chris Crowell, whose company 
outfitted the New England Patriots’ and Philadelphia Eagles’ stadiums. The upload traffie at crowded events doubles that of downloads, he said, 

and the activity ratio is further skewed by" younger erowds: Gillette Stadium’s Wi-Fi network, installed in 2o12, whizzed with its most upload 
data during a Taylor Swift eoneert this summer. 

Some students also have better things to do than watch football. When asked if they agreed with the statement that they didn’t have time to 
attend Tennessee’s football games, undergraduates there averaged a response of 3.15 on a seale of 1 to 5, said Tennessee professor Robin 
Hardin, who smweyed 2,5oo students for a report on their habits commissioned by the school’s athletic department. (The depressing state of 
their team doesn’t help matters.) 

Student indifference is easy to spot at matehups they expect to be lopsided: 45% of the student seats went unused at Georgia’s non-SEC 

games. In the Big Ten, Michigan’s student section had wide swaths of empty rows before kickoff Sept. 14 against Akron, the week after a 

stirring home win over rival Notre Dame. At Ohio State, the student no-show rate hit 26% for a game last season against lowly UAB. 

Once the students straggle in, schools struggle to keep them interested, a problem they attribute to the shorter attention spans of students 

today. Oregon devised a solution to slow its exodus: last food. If the Ducks score 40 points, those who stay tbr the whole time earn a free 
"aumbo aaek" hamburger from aaek in the Box. The team held up its end of the deal for three of its four eonferenee games last year, when the 
reward was tacos. 

Around halftime of Georgia’s game last week, students trickled onto the main drag here, most still wearing their wristband tickets from the 
stadium. Some were in seareh of beer--unlike some other conferences, whose members soak up beer revenue, the SEC has banned aleohol 
sales to the public in its stadiums. A short walk from the stadium yielded more bars than streets, plus the Georgia Theatre, a concert hall that 
shows Bulldogs games on its big screen, and a row of fraternity palaces. 

"Big-screen TVs dose to your own refrigerator are pretty compelling," Georgia president emeritus Michael Adams said. 

One of the first to tackle the discord beba~een football mania and student apathy, Georgia is encouraged by the early returns this season. The 
first home game on Sept. 7, a 4:3o p.m. kickoff against South Carolina, hit the sweet spot for student attendanee. It drew 15,864 students, the 

most sinee at least 2009. Students are anticipating a similarly boisterous crowd against LSU. In fact, at the South Carolina game, there were so 
many students in Sanford Stadium that some struggled to find seats. 

"I did get in," said Yates Webb, a Georgia senior, "but it took some pushing." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:02 PM 

tlynde@theacc.olg 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@anc.edu>; Culmingham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
< steveldrschne@unc.edu:>; Steinbacher, Rick qick@nnc.edt~> 

RE: Brand Marketing Strategic Plan 

r i n% 

Please see below and let us know if you need any more information or if you have any questions. 
Rick St:einbacher 
Senior Associate Athletic Dir,-:~ctor 
University ot: North Carolina 
450 Skipper gowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
mobile: 
_w____w____w__:_g_o h e e I s. co m 
@goheets 
We Educate o~,d Inspire Through AthMtic5 

Top 5 markets for current students 

Top markets from an application perspective: 
North Cmolina (by county): 

1. Wake 

2. Mecklenburg 

3. Guiltbrd 

4. Orange 

5. Fors3ith 
Out of state (by state): 

1. New York 

2. Flori& 

3. New Jersey 

4. Vhginia 

5. California 

Top 5 growth mm-kets for attracting students (next 5-10 years) 

Top markets tbr recruiting purposes: 
North Carolina: 

1. RTP 

2. Southern Piedmont 

3. Northern Piedmont 

4. Western NC 

5. Coastal Plains 

Out of s~te: 

1. Florida Broward Count3, and West Central 

2. Vilginia FaJffax 

3. Montgomery County, MD 

4. Georgia Fulton county 

Top 5 markets for alums (US) 

Top US States: NC, VA, GA, FL, CA 

Top Metro Cities: Raleigh/Durham, Charlotte, DC, Atlanta, NYC, Los Angeles 

Top 5 markets for alums (international) 

Top Countries: Canada, England, CNna, France, Brazil, and Australia 
¯ Key markets for international initiatives 

China 

Great Bfitaill/EU 

Brazil 

India 

Afi-ica 

¯ Top 5 maackets tbr Football recruiting 

In- Stale: 

1. Charlotte 

2. Triangle (if RaJeigh & Durhmn considered the santo maacket) 

3. Triad (if Greensboro & Winston- SaJem considered the same mmket) 
4. Wihningtor~’Jacksonville (if considered the stone market) 

5. Fayetteville 

Out of State: 

1. Atlanta 

2. Tidewater (Norfolk Va Beach, etc.) 

3. Richmond 

4. DC/Northem VA 



5. Jack~nville, FL 
Other receiving Votes: CrreenvilleiSpartaJlburg 

OveraJl: 

1. Chaxl ot’te 

2. Triangle 

3. Atlanta 

4. Tidewater (Norfolk, VA Beach, etc.) 
5. Triad 

Top 5 maackets for Basketball recruiting 

1. North Caacolina 

2. Rest of United States 

3. IntemationaJ 

AW other key maxkets we should be thinking about 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:32 AM 

To: @fuma.org> 

Co: @aol .corn> 

Subject: RE: - Meeting Requesl 

Thanks for the email. 1 am sorry to hear that agents and advisors have been comh~g dkectly to you. We notified everyone in the industry that all communication of 

any kind must go through our office, so the people who are contacting you are doing so in direct violation of policies of which they should be aware. Many student- 

athletes and their families have been providing the names of such agents and advisors to me so I can more effl-:~ctively act as a barrier to prevent th~-_~ families from 

b~-Ang inundated, ff you"d like t:o provid,-_~ the names of those people who are cont:acting you, VII be happy to do the sa m~-_~ for all or you. 

Whenever you make your decision about future, I’1f be happy to assist you atl through our Agent and Advisor Program. Let me know when and if I can be 

of assistance. 

I look forward to seeing you again soon. 

Best, 

Paul 

From: ~fuma.org] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:30 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: 
Subject: RE: - Meeting Request 

We have been bombarded by many agent/advisors requests over the last few months and I will tell you what I have told them .... 

As far as I am concerned, there is no change in        athletic eligibility at UNC. As we see it, right now,       will be coming back to UNC to play 

next year. 

We ( , his mother and myself) have not made a decision to fore-go s last year of eligibility and "come out" declaring himself eligible for the 

Jraft. 

We have no decision and as a result, have no desire to meet with any agent until we make that decision. 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 2:12 PM 

To’. 

Subject: FW: Meeting Request 

I hope you have been weft since we met briefly in Columbia. As I mentioned at that time, Sr. Associate Athletic Director Vince IIle and I run our Agent and Advisor 

Program here at North Carolina. The goal of the Program is to provide student-athletes and their families with the information needed to make educated decisions 

about future professional representation. While we cannot and will not choose any agent or advisor for any UNC student-athlete, we have devoted considerable 

time and resources to coUecting information about agents and advisors so that we can provide a high level of service to student-athletes and their families. This 

mat~-_~rial we have has be~-_m acquir~-_~d from the NFLPA, various members o~ NFL front offices, form~-_~r players, the NCAA, and other people ~:hroughout ~:he indus~:ry. 

Our Program also requir~-_~s any profl-_~ssional repr~-_~s~-_mtatiw:, {agent:, advisor, business manager, marke~:ing manager, etc) ~:o register with ~:he University before 

having any contact with any UNC student--athlete or affiUated individual (family member, friend, etc.). This registration [:orm is yet another means of coUecting 

information to assist you. Our AD, Bubba Cunningham, has generously allowed for us to engage the services of a private investigator to verify the information [:or 

you as well. We believe this is important so that you can know who has fired various professional representatives, which individuals have lost half their assets in a 

diw)rce and may be inclined to try ~:o "mal~e a quk:k buck," which individuals haw-:~ filed for bard~ruptcy, and which individuals haw-:~ b~-_u:,n su~-_~d. 

Properly r~-_~gistered individuals can request to meet with student--athletes and th~-Ar ~amili~-_~s through the Program. Either Vince or myself is present for all of these 

meetings so we can work wid~ student-.athfetes and families to verify the int:ormation d~at is presented. Some famiUes appreciate our willingness to "ask the 

tough questions" d~at help them in their screening process. Similarly, we require all correspondence o1: any kind (telephone, text, mail, email, social media, etc.) 

to go through our office so we can verify the accuracy of what is being sent to you. We believe these significant efforts will be vakJable in helping U NC student- 

athletes avoid failing prey to those professional representatives who lack the quaUfications or integrity to represent them in the manner they deserve. 

Coach Fedora has indicated he will approve con~:act with student--a~:hletes through ~:he Prograrn and involving Vince or myself in th~-_~ months of January through 

July. ~arents, howew:,r, are encouraged to participat~-_~ throughout the year. To that end, I wanted ~:o communica~:e the r~-_~ques~: below ~:o you. Rich ~¢osa from Eastern 

Athletic Services (EAS), is a weU-respected agent known for doing things the right way. He and Tony Agnone have been in the business t:or years and have 

represented Halt o1: Famers, numerous Pro Bowlers, and other notable players. They are properly registered with our Program and come highly recommended 

from all of our sources. 

Rich has requ,-:!sted a m,-:u:,ting with you Ar,-_~ you interest:ed in meeting with him? If so, please let: m,-_~ know and I will be happy to set it up. I will also be happy to 

provide additional information about ~ich, Tony, and their firm 

I look forward to seeing you again soon and hope to have an opportunity to work with you as part of our Program. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Pauh 

I wanted to reach out to you with regard to meeting with and his family at the appropriate Lime in Lhe future. I understand that I has another 

yea[ of eligibility buL in the event he and his family start educaLing Lhemselves about professional represenLation, Vd like to be a part of Lhat process. My best 

friend from high school has a son at Fork Union Military Academy and he is coached by        father at FUMA. I have not had any contact with        father but 

I will be in attendance at a few FUMA games in the coming weeks and wanted to notify you of myinterest to speak to i       father. I believe and support the 

efforts of your department to educate and assist the student-athletes at North Carolina with making good informed decisions with regard to professional 

representation. Thank you for your time and consideraLion. 

Best regards, 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps ~gmail.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Following Up 

How are things? Can we talk tomorrow afternoon? 

Best Regards, 
D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 
Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Thu, Sep 19, 2013 at 6:31 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet with reps from COKE at their Atlanta HQ all day tomorrow. Things are busy but good. 

Hope you axe doing well and look forward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or are you just getting away for a few day’s? Have you been doing alfight? I hate I will miss 
you this trip. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney mid Counselor at Law 

Washington CounW Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

On Sep 19, 2013 5:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

D. Cole, 

I’m on my way to Atla~lta tonight. I would like to connect sometime though. Please let me lmow Mien you might be available in the future. We can 

catch up with a call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking fopa, alfl to meeting at some point. Thanks for reaching out. 

Vince 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 3:29 PM, "D. Cole Phelps’ ;(~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Vi nce, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow. How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

(252)-394-66J.1 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

) On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 6:101~ M, Ille, Vince <~emaJl.unc.edn> wrote: 

Cole, 

Thanks for the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas and look forward to meeting with you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 



University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 
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From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto           }gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:53 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
C¢; January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject" Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for speaking with me this evening about the potential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics, especially          , and 

the students t]com my community, Washington County. I am really looking forward to working with you to create a plan to make this 

happen. This partnership could be the spark our students need to see that there is much more out there than Washington Cotmty. The 

impact your student athletes could make in the lives of our studeuts is beyond what I cm~ put into words. 

I have copied my assis~tant on this email to work out a time for us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. 

Joe Davis~ Washington County Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need from me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 
Juris Doctor Candidate, May 2013 
North Carolina Central University School of Law 
Washington County Commissioner 
District One Seat 
(252)-394-6611 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." 

- Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail nressage, including any attaclmmnts, is for’the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use or di~losnre or distribution is prohibited. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 
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UN C Athletics 

Summary: 
UNC Baseball’s was cited for underage possession and being 

in possession of an open container of a malt beverage Saturday. 

Chapel Hill Police Public Information Lt., Kevin Gunter, confirmed that the 

received the citations Saturday in the 

Calls to UNC Athletics were not immediately returned. 

Article Link: 
http://chapelboro.com/sports/unc-sports/ 
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Aroused the NCAA 

Summary: 
The first, detailed proposal of a so-called ’Division 4’ within the NCAA has been proposed by the Division 

I-A Faculty Athletics Representatives (FAR). 

Responding to an NCAA request for input, the FAR board earlier this month proposed that the highest 

level of college football -- Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) -- "become a new and separate division" with 

its own board of directors. FBS (formerly named Division I-A) is within the Division I structure of 

approximately 350 schools. 

The FAR idea is to have more autonomy for the largest revenue-producing schools in NCAA governance. 

Commissioners and ADs at FBS schools have been outspoken about their lack of input in the current 

NCAA structure. Some BCS commissioners began hinting at the establishment of a possible Division 4 

during media days in July. 

This FAR proposal does not call for a "breakaway" of those FBS schools. They would still be NCAA 

members. This proposal would break out FBS as its own ’fourth’ division. 

The FAR board supports a new division, "more closely aligned in resources dedicated to athletics 

programs and in types of issues faced," according to FAR president Brian Shannon, a Texas Tech law 

professor. 

"There is wide consensus that the current Division I governance model is not working," said Jo Potuto, 

Nebraska constitutional law professor and past president of the I-A FAR. "A separate FBS division offers 

more streamlined governance among schools with comparable revenue streams." 

The proposal resembles a so-called ’federated’ structure, an idea that is making the rounds among some 

administrators. Either divisions or sports -- or both -- would be aligned more among common interests. 

For example, one idea is to have major-college football run by a board of directors with an overall 

chairman or commissioner. 

A separate management council of FBS would be populated by one AD and one FAR from each FBS 

conference. The idea is for college athletics’ main stakeholders to take a leadership role and to 

streamline a bogged-down NCAA process. 

Article Links: 
http://www.cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/writer/dennis-d~dd/23874~~3/facu~ty-ath~etics- 

representatives-formally-proposes-division-4-for-ncaa 

Proposal: http://www.oneafar.org/Governance Proposal.pdf 

Proposal doesn’t mention college basketball: 

http://c~l~egebasketba~ltalk~nbcsp~rts~c~m/2~13/~9/28/pr~p~sal-f~r-a-new-ncaa-divisi~n-iv-d~esnt- 

mention-hoops/ 
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Summary: 

Despite recent talks between the two sides, the NCAA on Friday turned down an appeal by USC asking 

to gradually reduce the penalties that have plagued the Trojans’ program since 2010. 

"There is no comparison between USC and Penn State," the NCAA said in a statement Friday. "USC’s 

appeal was denied, and there is no further consideration being given." 

Article Links: 
http://espn.g~.c~m/~~s-ange~es/c~~~ege~f~~tba~~/st~ry/Jid/9731216/c~~~ege.sp~rts-turns~appea~~usc. 

sanctions-reduced 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~13/~9/27/ncaa~turns~d~wn~usc~request~f~r~ 

consideration-on-penalties/2883421/ 

Summary: 
"The ability of BCS schools, or maybe I should re-phrase that to say 1A schools -- those that play 1A in 

all sports -- their ability to disguise self-interest in the name of any number of principles has been raised 

to an art form." 

"1 believe the desire to pay student-athletes is a bait-and-switch tactic which is taking place now under 

the name of student-athlete welfare. But student-athlete welfare wasn’t considered at all -- not at all -- 
when the conferences expanded beyond regions..." 

"So the story in college athletics today for me is not necessarily whether you pay the student-athlete 

another $2,000. I don’t care whether they give them $2,000 or $5,000. I think it disguises the greater 

problem, which is that these (revenue-generating) programs have basically evolved into pre-professional 

programs, where many of these student-athletes major in eligibility, being directed to what courses they 

must take in order to be able to compete. For me this has been a terrible and almost sordid corruption 

of the concept of student-athlete welfare." 

. Princeton’s Gary Waiters sees plan as "corruption of the concept of student-athlete welfare" 

o Waiters served on NCAA basketball tournament selections committee 
o He’s retiring at end of this school year after 20 years at Princeton 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/c~~~ege/2~13/~9/28/gary~wa~ters~princet~n~ath~etics~direct~r~ 

no-fan-of-stipend/2890255/ 
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Summary: 

California has kicked defensive end Chris McCain off the squad for conduct detrimental to the team. 

Coach Sonny Dykes announced the move Sunday, a day after the Golden Bears lost 55-16 to Oregon to 

fall to 1-3 on the season. 

Article Link: 
htt p ://es p n. go. co m/coil ege-foot ball/sto ry/_/i d/9746347/cal-gold e n-bea rs-d is m iss-ch ri s-m ccain-tea m 

Summary: 

Article Link: 
http://espn.go.com/mens-college-basketball/story/_/id/9732835/ 
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Summary: 

Eli Carter has been cleared to play immediately at Florida. The Rutgers transfer received a waiver from 

the NCAA that will allow him to suit up this season. Carter left the program after a video of former 

Scarlet Knight head coach throwing balls at his players and using gay slurs directed towards them was 

made public. 

Article Link: 
http://c~~~egebasketba~~ta~k.nbcsp~rts.c~m/2~13/~9/3~/rep~rt-rutgers-transfer~e~i-carter-gets-his- 

wa iver-from-the-ncaa/ 
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P~ayers to ~ece~ve $40 miHiol~ 

Summary: 
Video game producer EA Sports and Collegiate Licensing Company will pay around $40 million to settle 

lawsuits brought by former players whose likenesses were used without compensation, a source familiar 

with the negotiations told ESPN’s Tom Farrey on Friday. 

The number of players to benefit is between 200,000 and 300,000, said Steve Berman, managing 

partner of the law firm Hagens Berman, who served as co-lead counsel in the class-action lawsuit 

brought by the players. 

Current players are eligible to take part in the settlement, sources told ESPN, raising questions about 

how the NCAA will treat any such financial awards under its rules, which prohibit players from making 

money from their name as an athlete. 

Stacy Osborn, NCAA spokeswoman, told ESPN: "Since we have not had a chance to review the proposed 

terms of the settlement, we won’t speculate." 

Article Links: 
htt p ://es p n. go. co m/coil ege-foot ball/sto ry/_!id/9731696/ea-s po rts-cl c-settle-I aws u its-40-m i llio n-so u rce 

Closer to pay-for-play? http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2013/O9/27/ea-settlement-athletes- 

portrayed-video-games-bodes-poorly-ncaa 

TV revenue now the battle: http://www.sbnation.com/college-football/2013/9/27/4775712/obannon- 

ncaa-ea-settlement-clc 

f.):[.st:~°ib[:~t:[:~.~ Sg0 n~ [:[<m EA settlen-~ent k}<}ks c<}:~n p~ex 

Summary: 

Many, many former and current FBS football, Division I men’s basketball players likely eligible 

o Millions will go to law firms, some of whom have been involved in various cases for four-plus 

years 

Amounts to players could depend on whether they were avatars, when and in how many years 

of games 

Article Link: 
http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/2~~3/~9/27 /ed~~bann~n~sam-ke~~er~ea-c~urt- 

settlement-payment/2886069/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frederick, Brad <brad.frederick@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 2:40 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Team Honor Court meetings 

Vlnce: Coach Williams wanted me to ask you about this meeting. He was concerned about anybody being able to call a mandatory meeting. Also, because we are already 

practicing is it legal for us to have this meeting on one of our off days? Or does that count as a countable activity? Thanks, Brad 

Brad Frederick 

U NC Basketball 

919-843-0001 (work) 

(cell) 

brad.frederick@ unc.edu 

From: <Yarbrough>, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 12:46 PM 

To: "Webb, Josh" <~dwebb@emai!:unc~edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg~unc.edu>, "Bradley D. Frederick" <brad.frededck@unc.edu>, "Law, Greg A" 

<g[_e__g. law@unc.edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <[i_£_h___d___e___s__e_!___m_____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <_c__d____m___9__c__k__@_.___u___n__£;__e___d__u__>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <._m____e___a___d__e___r__s___@_.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Team Honor Court meetings 

Dear Coaches, 

It is that time again; I would like to schedule your teams for Honor Court meetings. They usually last between 30-40 minutes and will be held at the Loudermilk 

Center in one of the classrooms. As we schedule your dates I can notify you as to the exact room location in which the meeting will be held. Below are the dates 

that Eric and Robert from the Honor Court are available. Please notify me as soon as you can on what date and time your team can be available. 

Friday 10/4 anytim~-_~ betwe~-_~n 1:00-4:00 PM 

Tuesday 10/8 anytime b~-:d:ween I:00-.S:{X) PM 

Thursday 10/10 anytime between I:00-.4:00PM 

Friday 10/11 anytime between 9:00-11:00AM 

Monday 10/:[4 anvtime between 9:00AM-:[2:0OPM 

Tuesday :K)/22 anytime between 1:00--5:00PM 

Thanks, 

Nate Yarbrough 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday: ?:35 PM 

Helwy Miglior ~aol.com> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlmn W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Re: visit 

I’m in Raleigh Tuesday and Wednesday. How is Thursday or Friday? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:17 PM, "Henry Migliore" ~.aol.com> wrote: 

We are open....teaching a grad class. Want to visit Bus School...on campus sW 10-2...have some ideas wmlt share on athletic planning...As you can see 
by my athletic references the yems at OU with Donnie Duncan and Steve Owens were one ofma~y gmatexperiences...on ORU athletic commilte 1 lyears 
and of coume many athletes in my classes. Played 4 sports in HS and then at Eastern has given me balanced view of athletics and 
its role supporting mfiversib, mission. What is good time tbr you. How about lunch h 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 7:50 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great. 
When will you be on cmnpus? 
Bubba Curmingham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

’A.’c ti:,l~catc ~md h’spirc "i’"> ~_~gh At~lc~ics 

From: @aol.com" < ~aol.com> 

Date: Monday, ; 6:18 PM 

To: "CunNngham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

C¢: "Lee@IcanEnergg.com" <Lee@Ican Energy.corn> 

Subject: visit 

Henry from Tulsa_mill be on campus and swing by...we were active in TU athletics...will bring by and autograph strategic planning in athletics 
book...think I gave you one in Tulsa...saw your strategic plan....see myweb site v,~w.henrymigliore.com..see athletic references...what is good 
contact phone number_Our son played for Joe Holliday....just heard he retired.ave were good friends in Jenks...h 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 30, 2013 9:51 PM 

hmigliore@aol.com 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@nnc.edu> 

Re: visit 

Unfortunately I cannot do it. My ACC meetings axe all day both days. Karlton mid Vince(who worked for Donnie Duncan) may be available. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:40 PM, ~aol.com" ))aol.com> wrote: 

ouch...we go home wed noon.....our daughter lives in Pittsboro.....coffee passing this way or on way back to campus...h 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: Henry Migliore          (~,aol.com> 
Cc: Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Kadton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 
Sent: Men, Sep 30, 2013 9:34 pm 
Subject: Re: visit 

I’m in Raleigh Tuesday and Wednesday. How is Thursday or Friday? 

Bubba 

Sentfmm myiPhone 

On Sep 30,2013, at9:17 PM,"Henry Migliore", ~aol.oom> wrote: 

We are open....teaching a grad class. Want to visit Bus Schoohon campus say 10-2...have some ideas want share on athletic planning...As you 
can see by my athletic references the years at OU with Donnie Duncan and Steve Owens were one of many greatexperienees...on ORU athletic 
committe 11years and of course many athletes in my classes. Played 4 sports in HS and then football and basketball at Eastern has given me 
balanced view of athletics and its role supporting university mission. What is good time for you. How about lunch h 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 7:50 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great. 
When will you be on campus? 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: "hmigliore@aol.com",         @aol.com> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:18 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Lee@lcanEnergy.com" <Lee@lcan Energy.com> 

Subject: visit 

Henry from Tulsa_mill be on campus and swing by...we were active in TU athletics...will bring by and autograph strategic planning in 
athletics book_.think I gave you one in Tulsa...saw your strategic plan....see myweb site www.henrymiglior~.com_see athletic 
references...what is good contact phone number_Our son played for Joe Holliday....just heard he retired_we were good friends in 
Jenks...h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hemy Migliore @aol.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: visit 

Will swing by mid am.....sounds like we have a lot in common...did lot of work in ml~g and dev ruth Doug Smith....Bill Farley had me come UCO and duplicate what 

we did at OU...see you h 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:00 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edtc, wrote: 

Henry, 

I was born and raised on a farm in northwest Oklahoma. I’m a ’85 Sooner grad and Donnie D~mcm~ gave me my first fnll-fime job in college atfiletics at 

OU in ’89 after I finished my M.S. at UMass. There have been a few stops along the way to Carolina. I would love to meet you Wednesday morning 

someMlere if you’re available. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University, ofNortll Cm~olina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image00Bdpg > 

;-i ’.::....~ ’.,:i’~.;:::.:’,".~ ~’~:’~’:4" ~:’~::.:i’:.i:~’:: ::i"i:,.~,’.~’.<!ii’,~} . .i~.~.~:i!.::.’.~’.i.::~,:~ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 9:51 PM 

To:        }aol.com 
Cc: Norton, Molly; llle, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Re: visit 

Unfortunately I cannot do it. My ACC meetings are all day both days. Karlton and Vince(who worked tbr Donnie Duncan) may be available. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:40 PM, ~aol.com ~aol.com> wrote: 

ouch...we go home wed noon.....our daughter lives in Pittsboro.....coffee passing this way or on way back to campus...h 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac~,email.unc.edu> 
To: Henry Migiiore.         ~aol.com> 
Cc: Norton, Molly <mbnorton(~,unc.edu>; lile, Vince <illeCi~.unc.edu>; Creech, Kadton W <kcreechCb.unc.edu> 
Sent: Men, Sep 30, 2013 9:34 pm 
Subject: Re: visit 

I’m in Raleigh Tuesday and Wednesday. How is Thursday or Friday? 

Bubba 

Sentfmm myiPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:17 PM, "Henry Migliore" < .,    .~,aol.com> wrote: 

We are open....teaching a grad class. Want to visit Bus School...on campus say 10-2...have some ideas want share on athletic 
planning...As you can see by my athletic references the years at OU with Donnie Duncan and Steve Owens were one of many 
greatexperiences...on ORU athletic committe 11years and of course many athletes in my classes. Played 4 sports in HS and then 
football and basketball at Eastern has given me balanced view of athletics and its role supporting university mission. What is good 
time for you. How about lunch h 



Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 7:50 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great. 

When will you be on campus? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: ’             ~aol.com"              @aol.com> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:18 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaii.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Lee@icanEner~y.com" <Lee@lcanEnert~y.com> 

Subject: visit 

from Tulsa...will be on campus and swing by...we were active in TU athletics...will bring by and autograph 
strategic planning in athletics book...think I gave you one in Tulsa...saw your strategic plan....see myweb site 
vvww            com..see athletic references...what is good contact phone number..Our son played for Joe 
Holliday...ijust heard he retired..we were good friends in Jenks...h 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr- 

Fwd: Visit t?om Henry 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a)unc.edu> 

Date: September 30, 2013 at 8:56:03 PM EDT 

To: "Lee R. Carlson" <Lee@IcmaEner~’.com> 
Subject: Re: Visit from Henry 

Thmlks for the note hope to see you soon. When do you think he will be here’? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University, ofNorfll Cm~olina 

From: "Lee R. Carlson" <Lee@lcanEnergy.com> 

Organization: Ican Energy Co./Mangum Oil & Gas 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Henry Migliore @aol.com> 

Subject: Visit from Henry 

Bubba. 

Hope all is well. friend fmine Hemy Migliore is in NC this week I would have given you a few more days but forgot his was seeing family. I believe yon 

have met ruth him or met Henry he headed up the bnsiness school at ORU. Hope all is well with you would love to get back to the Hill play golf with you 
and JB (John Black) Regards, Lee 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:/bubba 

Date:Sun, 29 Sep 2013 20:49:54 -0400 (EDT) 

Fron         @aol.com 
To:Lee(dblcanEneray.com 

Here is the link to the athletics pdf- it’s just a big file so takes a while to open - 
http:i/www.henrymi.qliore.com/resourcesiStrateqic Planning in AthleticManagement-1995.pdf. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:49 PM 

}telwy Migliore ~aol.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Re: visit 

Will do. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

. . .    ¯ . ) " 
On Sep 30, 2013, at 10.45 PM, tten~ M~gh( re - cb~aol.com> wrote: 

Ca1 you forward to Vince what I sent you...will swing by and see him have good day at meeting h 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 8:51 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Unfortunately I cannot do it. My ACC meetings are all day both days. Kaxlton and Vince(who worked for Donnie Duncaa) may be 

available. 

Bubba 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:40 PM, ~aol.com’’~ ~aol.com> wrote: 

ouch_me go home wed noon.....our daughter lives in Pittsboro.....coffee passing this way or on way back to campus...h 

.... Original Message--- 
From: Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac(~,email.unc.edu> 
To: Henry Migliore         ~@aol.com> 
Cc: Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Sep 30, 2013 9:34 pm 
Subject: Re: visit 

I’m in Raleigh Tuesday and Wednesday. How is Thursday or Friday? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 9:17 PM, "Henry Migliore" < ~aol.com> wrote: 

We are open....teaching a grad class. Want to visit Bus School...on campus say 10-2...have some ideas want share 
on athletic planning...As you can see by my athletic references the years at OU with Donnie Duncan and Steve 
Owens were one of many greatexperiences...on ORU athletic committe 11years and of course many athletes in my 
classes. Played 4 sports in HS and then football and basketball at Eastern has given me balanced view of athletics 
and its role supporting university mission. What is good time for you. How about lunch h 

Sentfrom myiPad 

On Sep 30, 2013, at 7:50 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Great. 
When will you be on campus? 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From:             .~aol.com",             ~aoJ.com> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 20:13 5::18 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Co: "Lee@lcanEnergy.com" <Lee@lcanEnergy.com> 

Subject: visit 

Henry from Tulsa...will be on campus and swing by...we were active in TU athletics_mill bring by and 
autograph strategic planning in athletics book...think I gave you one in Tulsa...saw your strategic 



plan....see myweb site www.henrymi.qliore.com..see athletic references...what is good contact phone 
number..Our son played for Joe Holliday._.just heard he retired_we were good friends in Jenks...h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 5:45 AM 

Parent Charter Bus Travel Interest Poll 

~@yahoo .COrU> 

Dear Tar Heel Families, 

We have a parent,                                   , who is willing to organize charter bus transportation to away games depending on parent interest. If 
there is enough interest, the cost would be dependent upon the size of the group. Payment would be made to the charter bus company. The charter bus would 
be leaving from Chapel Hill, NC. Please take this poll. A follow up email will reflect the tally of the poll and provide additional information if there is enough group 
interest. The poll is 4 very quick questions, please respond no later than Wednesday Oct 2 at 12:23p. 

Parent Charter Bus Travel Poll VT and Pittsburqh 

Thank you for your time and we will keep you posted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frederick, Brad <brad.frededck@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:34 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Team Honor Court meetings 

Thanks, Vince. We are trying to see if they can schedule something for Oct. 9 (an off-day) for us. At the moment, none of the times would work with class schedules and practice. 

Hopefully, we can get it worked out with Nate Yarbrough. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 10:13 PM 

To: "Bradley D. Frederick" <brad.frederick@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Team Honor Court meetings 

Brad, 

These annual Honor Court meetings am anong the many corrective measures that the institution told the Committee on hffracfions we would implement during the 

NCAA infractions case. I believe it is important for all student-athletes to receive the information shared during the meetings. 

I was not employed here when this corrective measure was contemplated and adopted (and I know you weren’t either). It is my ~mderstanding "these meetings may 

have been ,scheduled ruth each individual lean for the 2011-12 academic year. If the men’s basketball lean members are ~mable to attend any of the meetings at the 

times referenced below, please let me know ASAP so those who are scheduling meetings can work with you to identify a~ alternative date a~d time that will fit into 

your schedule. 

I do not believe that a ma~datoly meeting led by representatives from the Office of the Vice Chancellor for Stu&nt Affairs to discuss prohibited conduct, policies mid 

procedures for adjudicating allegations of student misconduct is considered a ’°countable athletically related activity" per NCAA Bylaw 17.02.1 (please see page 197 

of the 2013-14 NCAA Manual). I’m copying Marielle vmlGelder so she can correct or claify this if necessau. 

Thanks ibr your help. 

Vlnce 

From: Frederick, Brad 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 2:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Team Honor Court meetings 
Vlnce: Coach Williams wanted me to ask you about this meeting. He was concerned about anybody being able to call a mandatory meeting. Also, because we are already 

practicing is it legal for us to have this meeting on one of our off days? Or does that count as a countable activity? Thanks, Brad 

Brad Frederick 

U NC Basketball 

919-843-0001 (work) 

[cell) 

bra d.frederk:k@ unc.edu 

From: <Yarbrough>, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, September 30, 2013 12:46 PM 

To: "Webb, Josh" <jdwebb@ernail.unc.edu>, "Galvin, Derek P" <derekg@unc.edu>, "Bradley D. Frederick" <brad.frederick@unc.edu>, "Law, Greg A" 

<~re~l/aw@unc.edu>, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdese!m@unc:edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc.edu>, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders~unc.edu> 
Subject: Team Honor Court meetings 

Dear Coaches, 

It is that time again; I would like to schedule your teams for Honor Court meetings. They usually last between 30-40 minutes and will be held at the Loudermilk 

Center in one of the classrooms. As we schedule your dates I can notify you as to the exact room location in which the meeting will be held. Below are the dates 

that Eric and Robert from the Honor Court are available. Please notify me as soon as you can on what date and time your team can be available. 

Friday 10/4 anytime between 1:00-4:00 PM 

Tuesday 10/8 anytime between I:00-5:00 PM 

Thursday 10/I0 anytime between :[:00-4:00PM 

Friday 10/11 anytime between 9:00.-1I:00AM 

Monday 10/I4 anytime between 9:00AM-.I2:C~)PM 

Tuesday 10/22 anytime between 1:00--5:00PM 

Thanks, 

Nate Yarbrough 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

0-919-962-9537 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 10:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

FW: Mack Griffin protx~l 

tt~ Vince. 

See :’ t:.~,::i ~ed ~eq4r-di~q i~ams C: ~s dcvei©t;m~’r-t [;e~so~... 

From: McNassor, Rachel [mailto:Rachel_McNassor@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9:03 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Mark Griffin proposal 

Hi Cricket, 
Yes, I spoke with Ken Mack about this gift. Let me know if you have any other questions at this time. 
Best, 
Rachel 

From: Lane, Cricket [cricket@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 7:47 PM 

To: McNassor, Rachel 
Subject: RE: Mark Griffin proposal 

Rsci ~e, 

bflir,di b81:i y)u were ~ (i( tlb~ct wit[~ a JeveJ x, nier t pets }q it, tke Ranis (]i’~i:> rtJ(iar~J N(:] I’v’i81 k (}ri fiq car yob iet tNe k~(w wl~( tl~e p,~’rbON it? J’ist WaNt tO Niak~.: 

sure my boss ~s kept ~r" ti’e Iosp, 

Ii~ar ks, 

C rcket 

From: McNassor, Rachel [mailto:Rachel McNassor@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 12:16 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
co: Storrie, Nindy 
Subject: Mark Griffin proposal 

Hi Cricket, 

Mindy Storrie has told me about your conversations about the planned partnership between the business school and the CLA to provide leadership training for 

student athletes. I have worked with the donor, Mark Griffin, to establish the use of these funds, and he is excited about this. I will meet with the donor tomorrow 

with our interim dean Jack Evans. I hope that as a result of that meeting, he will sign the attached letter so that we can formalize this gift. 

Mindy asked me to send you the proposal, as she is currently out of town. Be aware that this copy is a draft. Until we get a signature, there is the possibility that 

minor changes could occur as a result of the donor’s request. However, I do not anticipate any changes, as we have had several conversations on the phone, and 

Mark seems to be in agreement with our plans. 

Mindy or I will be in touch with you after this meeting to let you know how it went. In the meantime, let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your collaboration! 

Best, 

Rachel 
Rachel McNassor .. Director of Development ... UNG Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3440 .: The Kenan Center :. Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 
Cell:             :. __m___c__n___a__s_:_S__Q__rL@__u__n___c_:__e__d__U .: _h_~p_:L!:~@:Xe__0__a_0_:_f!~.g_Le_r_:_u__0__c_:__e_d__u_ 
Shaping Leadera I DHving Re~ul~s 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:05 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Volleyball <tmcaa volleyball@gmups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hold from VoReyballL The?, are all caught up on "(heir paperwork. 

Ttmnk~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 11:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Mark (kifl]n propo~l 

Thmlks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 11:17 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

It appears that Ken Mack assisted with this effort. Just thought I would keep you intbrmed. Thanks. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 20:48 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Mark Griffin proposal 

iJi ’,i r ~/’, 

S~’~ dtL<~(;’~C r~(;’.t-ir~J f~ ~,)t-ir’~s (iit~ii~ ~1~",i,<. o~,r’~t:~L :,~,<’rb ?~’ ,., 

From: McNassor, Rachel [mailto:Rachel HcNassor@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2013 9:03 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Mark Griffin proposal 

Hi Cricket, 
Yes, I spoke with Ken Mack about this gift. Let me know if you have any other questions at this time. 
Best, 
Rachel 

From: Lane, Cricket [cricket@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 7:47 PN 

To: McNassor, Rachel 
Subject: RE: Mark Griffin proposal 

Ra.::hel, 

~’,,1 ~d saicl rot.I, ’,,’.<;ere ir: ,c<,~tact v.iiti~ a rq~,. ..... ,.<~r~l~i~ e ] mersor] i~ tile 17.air:s CiLJb to. ,] a r~.. il~,~.~ Mark GriP:ir] :a] \,. sLj_ leT. _ n]e i<::r:c:.,,.v wi~: ti~e p,e~s:] it.’ i: ~st 

<<,var:t to r:~ske stile rrqy boss is ktx;t r: tl-:e Ioo’~. 

L.i I: <,’] 

From: McNassor, Rachel [..m-aj~.t-~.L.R.~.a..c..h.~.ej~..N.~.c..N-a.~.s~.s.~r..~.k..e.~n#~[~g~eL~Ged~] 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2023 22:26 PH 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Co: Storrie, Nindy 
Subject: Mark Griffin proposal 

Hi Cricket, 

Mindy Storrie has told me about your conversations about the planned partnership between the business school and the CLA to provide leadership 

training for student athletes. I have worked with the donor, Mark Griffin, to establish the use of these funds, and he is excited about this. I will meet 

with the donor tomorrow with our interim dean Jack Evans. I hope that as a result of that meeting, he will sign the attached letter so that we can 

formalize this gift. 

Mindy asked me to send you the proposal, as she is currently out of town. Be aware that this copy is a draft. Until we get a signature, there is the 

possibility that minor changes could occur as a result of the donor’s request. However, I do not anticipate any changes, as we have had several 

conversations on the phone, and Mark seems to be in agreement with our plans. 

Mindy or I will be in touch with you after this meeting to let you know how it went. In the meantime, let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks for your collaboration! 

Best, 

Rachel 
Rachel McNassor .. Director of Development .. UNG Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Oarnous Box 3440 :. The Kenan Center :. Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3440 
Cell              ¯ ._m___Q_n___a_:s__s__o___r_@__u__0__o_:__e__d___u_ :. _h_~p_~l_v__c_~_M__/_~_k_e__n_a__n__-_f_La_~Le__r_:_u___n__Q:__e__d__t_~_ 
Dhapil’Lg Leaders I Orivin~l Re.qu{~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 4:37 PM 

~unc.edtr%                       ~email.unc.edu>;           ~gmail.com’; Oliaro, Scott M 

<oliaJco@email.unc.edu-*; Pa]anjian, Scott <~ottp@unc.edu>; (~isselman, Steve <~tgiss@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Baldmn, Rich~xd Anthony <tonyba]dmn@unc.edu>; Young, Marissa Veronica 

<mvyomlg@email.mlc.edu>; 

FW: 2014 Hawaii Invitational Softball Tournament 

2014 INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT.doc 

From: Robert Coolen [mailto:coolen@hawaii.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 3:29 PM 
To-" Robert Coolen 
Co-" jhanaset@stmarys.ca.edu; peter.turner@sjsu.edu; Papa, Donna .1; Shelton Tang; Kara Nishimura 
Subject: 2014 Hawaii Tnvitational Softball Tournament 

Aloha! 

Here are the 2014 Hawaii Invitational Softball Tournament pairings. Sorry for the delay! 

Good luck in your fall practices and enjoy your holidays! 

Aloha, 

Head Coach Bob Coolen 

University of H~w~ii 
1337 Lower Campus Rd. 

HonoMlu, HI 96822 

808-956-4506 (W) 

(Cell) 

808-956-9771 (Fax) 

www. HawaiiAtMetics. corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

aol.conl 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Cuunmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

Fwd: OSU Football Maxketing and Development Plan 

OSU Football Mmketing and Development Plan 12-03-07.pdf 

Did the first one in a series in 1986 with Chuck Beddingfield...one 2004 and another in 2008...did this at UCO..h 



Fl, onl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~aol.conl 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:54 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~ 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edw- 

Fwd: Football Fridays 

Nebraska° Seminar:ipg 

We did this for years at Nebraska....I worked in Nebraska Execuitve Devlopment Program ........ naturally my worshp when OU or OSU played there...could do this at 
NCU...-provides tax write off_brings peopole to campus early..Iots of benefits_will let you guess in this series who drew the largest crowd-.h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:56 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edtr> 

Fwd: UCO surveys 

UCO Recruiting SurveZ O3-05-2007.pdP, UCO Baskeetball Survey 03-05-2007.doc; UCO Baskeetball Survey 03-05-2007.pdf; 
UCO Football SurveZ 03-05-2007.doc; UCO Football Survey 03-05-2007.pdf; UCO Recruiting SurvezO3-05-2007.doc 

we did this at UCT ....... Larry Cochel did recruiting study at OU baseball..call him get benefits..remind me to share story....h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 6:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu.~ 

Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

N&O Requests re 

Hi Vince - 

it appears that from the records we received from Athletics personnel that there is no NCAA correspondence responsive to the N&O’s requests re Rodney 
glackstock... 

Specifically, to be responsive, it would be correspondence to or from NCAA staff during the full period of that would have been related to 

and contained in the main body of the email message or the subject line any of the following words: 

compliance, agent, runner, car or dealership. 

If you could have someone on your staff confirm that neither the compliance area or Bubba (or anyone you think would correspond with the NCAA) do not have 

responsive records that would be appreciated. We would greatly appreciate your assistance on this one as a priority. 

Thanks! 

Regina 

Regina J, Stabile, J,D, 

Ofli:e e: U::ive*~-’.;~y Co::;!ar:J 

~;::~pe: ,ff~:,’, :’,:.):!:! C~m::;;~ 2;5,°.~-9~:)5 

C:::c,e~ L:;;::: :719~43-f,°:7:: 
~:::.’h~ :;ffic~ bne: :~:::-%2.’:2 ::: 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 5:17 AM 

Stabile, Regina <<regina stabile@unc.edw*; Orth, Zach <orfll@email.unc.edw* 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plx)gge@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Public Records Request 

See below. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Sent i~om my iPhone 

Begin lbm’axded message: 

From: Melissa Katz                ~gmaJl.com > 

Date: October 2, 2013 at 1:34:44 AM EDT 

To: <mvangeld(~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Public Records Request 

October 2, 2013 

Marielle vanGeldcr 

UNC Athletic DepmXment 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751427599-910 

RECORDS REQUEST 

Dear Marielle vanGelder: 

This is a public records request for the following documents concerning student-athletes for the 2012-13 and 2013-14 school years, pursumat to the North 
Carolina Public Records Act, chapter 132 section l(b) of the North Carolina General Statute. I am seeing policies, guidelines and agreements that apply to 
all student-athletes as well as those that apply to individual varsity- teams. I am not asking tbr information concerning club teams. I prefer to receive the 
documents in electronic folanat. If any of the requested records are publicly available online, please send the link and remove them from this request. 

1. Strident-athlete codes of conduct. 

2. Policies mad/or guidelines concerning student-athlete social media activity- or public statements, including any penalties for infractions. 

3. A blank copy of student-athlete agreements that reference social media activity or public statements, inclnding scholarship or participation agreements. 

4. A blank copy of student-athlete privacy waivers. 

5. A copy of documents included in student-athlete scholarship or participation packets that reference social media activity or public statements. 

6. A blank copy of reqnests for student-athlete social media username or password OR A blaxlk copy of requests for student-athletes’ social media 
usernames mqd passwords 

7. Contracts or other agreements with vendors that include monitoring of student social media activity or public statements. 

8. Records identifying university employees whose responsibilities include monitoring of student social media a~tivity or public statements. This includes job 
descriptions tbr all four staffmembers in the Compliance division of the University of North Carolina athletics department as well as all seven staffmembers 
of the New Media division of the University of North Carolina athletics department. 

9. Documents that reference the number of athletes who have incurred sanctions as a result of violations of school or team social media policies a~ndior 
guidelhaes. 

10. Policies and/or guidelines from the athletic conference that reference social media activity or public statements. 

11. Policies and/or guidelines for social media activity or public statements that apply to other categories of students besides student-athletes. 

If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and please include the proper custodian’s name and contact infonnation. 

I request a fee waiver. I am a student journalist working on a project for class and for Capital News Service, a newswire at the University of Ma~qand flint 
serves ne~,spapers, radio and television stations in the Washington D.C. region. If the tbes are not waived, please noti~ me if they exceed $5. 

I would request your response within 10 business days. 



If you deem some of the information private under the law, I request that you redact it, cite the exemption and provide the remainder of the document. If you 
withhold any records in entirety, I request that you identi~’ each one and cite the statutory exemption for doing so. If my request is denied in whole or pax~t, I 
ask that you justi~ all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. 

Thank you for your assistamce. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Katz 

Student Journalist at Capital News Service 

University of Maryland 

6801 Preinkert Drive, APT:7301A 

College Paxk, MD 20740 

(a!gmail.com 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Go Heels TV 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Katie Weinberg <Katie.Wemberg@neulion.com> 

Date: October 2, 2013 at 7:40:00 AM EDT 

To: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(a)Amc.edu> 
Ce: "Bowers, Matthew B" <mattlx)wers(tbunc.edu>, "Cleaw, Kenneth Eugene" <kclearv@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Go Heels TV 

Rick, 

The Iogin for Vince is the following: 

Thanks. 

Katie 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto;rick@uncedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9::[9 PM 
To: Katie Weinberg 
Cc: Bowers, Matthew B; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: RE: Go Heels TV 

Tha n ks K~ ~:ie, 

5el: up Vince Ille [or now and get frH-_~ the;I: info. i’ll get you a more comprehensive li;t lat,-_~r. 

Rick 

From: Katie Weinberg [mailto:Katie.Weinberq@neulion.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 9::[7 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: Bowers, Matthew B; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: RE: Go Heels -PC 

Sure. Please send me the list of who you need accounts set up for and we will get those to you tomorrow. 

"l’h~mks Rick. Hope all is well with Vot~ 

katie 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto;rick@qnqedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 0:[, 20:[3 9::[0 PM 
To: Katie Weinberg 
I::::¢: Bowers, Matthew B; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 

Subject: PN: Go Heels =IV 

Katie, 

Can we get a comp GoHeelsTV Iogin for some of Bubba’s key staff members? 

Thanl~s, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:[3 9:27 Phi 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Go Heels TV 

I may need it [br next time. Looks like we already won 3-0. 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 20:[3 9:25 P! 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Go Heels -IV 

Hey Rick, 

Tried to watch end of volleyball but my log on to Go Heels TV doesn’t work now. Do I have a new login or are we not able to access this now? IfI 

should ask someone else, please just point me in the right direction. Thanks. 

Vi nce 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ron Guenthei @comcast.net> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 8:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: UAAA 

Will do ! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 5:43 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

Roll 

The attached memo presents concepts that we intend to send to the UI,C dral?dng committee that is contemplating revisions to the Uniform Athlete Agent 

Act (UAAA) Milch is currently adopted in some form in over 40 states. We have support t?om athlete agents including Tony Agnone (Ibnner President of 

the Sports Lawyers Association), Bubba will send it out to the DI-A AD listserv, and we will distribute it to the AFCA. 

Can you please share this with Jim and Bob Bowlsby to see if they would be willing to support? We think this is an important effort and hope to influence 

discussion of the ULC drafting committee. Their endorsement of this memo could be of significant assistance to our efforts aimed at addressing a critical 

issue for our indus~try. 

Hope you enjoyed last weekend’s festivities and are doing well ’I’h~lks and look forw~xd to talldng again sometime soon. 

Vince 

<Memo to ULC Regarding Redrafting the UAAA.docx~ 



From: Melissa Katz <               h]gmail.com> 
Date: October 2, 2013 at 1:34:44 AM EDT 
To: < _m_y_a_~! g e 1 d__@ e_~_a_i l_:__u_~Lc_:__@_u_> 
Subject: Public Records Request 

October 2, 2013 

Marielle vanGelder 

UNC Athletic Department 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751427599-910 

RECORDS REQUEST 

Dear Marielle vanGelder: 

This is a public records request for the following documents concerning student-athletes for the 2012-13 
and 2013-14 school years, pursuant to the North Carolina Public Records Act, chapter 132 section l(b) of 
the North Carolina General Statute. I am seeking policies, guidelines and agreements that apply to all 
student-athletes as well as those that apply to individual varsity teams. I am not asking for information 
concerning club teams. I prefer to receive the documents in electronic format. If any of the requested 
records are publicly available online, please send the link and remove them from this request. 

1. Student-athlete codes of conduct. 

2. Policies and/or guidelines concerning student-athlete social media activity or public statements, 
including any penalties for infractions. 

3. A blank copy of student-athlete agreements that reference social media activity or public statements, 
including scholarship or participation agreements. 

4. A blank copy of student-athlete privacy waivers. 

5. A copy of documents included in student-athlete scholarship or participation packets that reference 
social media activity or public statements. 

6. A blank copy of requests for student-athlete social media username or password OR A blank copy of 
requests for student-athletes’ social media usernames and passwords 

7. Contracts or other agreements with vendors that include monitoring of student social media activity or 
public statements. 



8. Records identifying university employees whose responsibilities include monitoring of studem social 
media activity or public statements. This includes job descriptions for all four staff members in the 
Compliance division of the University of North Carolina athletics depamnent as well as all seven staff 
members of the New- Media division of the University of North Carolina athletics department. 

9. Documents that reference the number of athletes who have incurred sanctions as a result of violations 
of school or team social media policies and/or guidelines. 

10. Policies and/or guidelines from the athletic conference that reference social media activity or public 
statements. 

11. Policies and/or guidelines for social media activity or public statelnents that apply to other categories 
of students besides student-athletes. 

If your agency does not maintain these public records, please let me know who does and please include 
the proper custodian’s name and contact information. 

I request a fee waiver. I am a student journalist working on a project for class and for Capital News 
Service, a newswire at the University of Mauland that serves newspapers, radio and television stations in 
the Washington D.C. region. If the fees are not waived, please notify me if they exceed $5. 

I would request your response within 10 business day’s. 

If you deem some of the information private under the law, I request that you redact it, cite the exemption 
and provide the remainder of the document. If you withhold any records in entirety., I request that you 
identi~" each one and cite the statutory exemption for doing so. If my request is denied in whole or part, I 
ask that you justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions of the act. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa Katz 

Student Journalist at Capital News Service 

University of Ma~land 

6801 Preinkert Drive, APT:7301A 

College Park, MD 20740 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: N&O Requests re 

Will do. The original date that was requested was 6/5 ---6/2I. l will ask everyone to go back and check through 7/:[0. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate ALhletic Director 

UniversH:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

f.’hone: (9:!9} 962--7853 

Fax: {9:19) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 10:40 AN 
To: Vangelder, Harielle A 
Subject: FW: N&O Requests re 

Haven’t we already answered this?! In any case. can you please check with the compliance staffand IT if necessmy to collect and responsive records and let me know 

the results. Thin,ks for your help. 

From: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 6:29 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Orth, Zach; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: N&O Requests re 
Hi Vince - 

It appears that from the records we received from Athletics personnel that there is no NCAA correspondence responsive to the N&O’s requests re 

Specifically, to be responsive, it would be correspondence to or from NCAA staff during the full period of that would have been related to 

Rodney Blackstock and contained in the main body of the email message or the subject line any of the following words 

compliance, agent, runner, car or dealership. 

If you could have someone on your staff confirm that neither the compliance area or Bubba (or anyone you think would correspond with the NCAA) do not have 

responsive records that would be appreciated. We would greatly appreciate your assistance on this one as a priority. 

Thanks! 

Regina 

Reg~.aa .L St~b~Je, J.D. 

Ofli’ce e: U::ive*~’.’.;~y Cou;?ar:J 
?h’~, iJ;;h,,e*z..’.4y ot ?,:o1!!? C~::::m~ ~i C:?o::::i i4;il 

fro ,’3,,::;ira: H~::. C~:;;:;!!s ~::x e,e, gf05 

C:::’~,e~ L:;;::: :Ti~&~3-f,°:?:) 

~ a~.~im4~ : 9 ! 9 qs43- :~ t 7 

Eb’~Y::e~e :~fd: req#la sfabile@unc edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gabriella Kostrzewa ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 12:54 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Press Release 

Paul and Vince, 

Thank you very much for forwarding on the press release. We really appreciate it. I have passed this on to our editor and newsroom stalt; 

Let me know if there is anything further. Again, thank you. 

All "the best, 
Gabriella 

On Oct 2, 2013, at 12:21 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Gabriella, 

Here is the press release that will go out later today or tomorrow. Cricket Lane will be a good point of contact for questions. I look forward to seeing 

you again soon! 

Best, 

Paul 

For Immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications Office 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The University of North Carolina athletic department has partnered with elementary schools across the state to recognize 

students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 

The newly created Academic All-Stars program invites participating elementary schools to select two outstanding students in each grade (total of 10- 

12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Carolina football game for their academic success. Each of the selected students will receive four 

tickets to either the Old Dominion (Nov. 23) or Duke (30) home football game where they will receive a certificate to honor their accomplishments 

and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

"This is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Athlete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous response," said UNC Athletic 

Director Bubba Cunningham. "We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and their guests on our campus at a football 

game. 

"This program is a great way for the athletic department and football program to give back to the elementary schools in our state by offering an 

exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics and this program is a 

perfect example of what we are trying to achieve." 

Prior to the kick off of the 2013 season, North Carolina Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development Cricket Lane sent a letter to every 

elementary school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the North Carolina school boards to encourage participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementary school students have already reserved more than 2,700 tickets for the Duke game 

and more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

"1 would like to thank the University of North Carolina for this generous offer and for giving Hillsborough Elementary School students the chance to 

attend a UNC football game with their families," said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillsborough Elementary School. "Our school is focused on 

college and career readiness and this opportunity will support students and give them access to a college campus on game day. Several families at 

our school are unable to afford college football tickets, so this is an opportunity of a lifetime! Our students will love the game and the recognition. 

This program appears to be well thought out and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to elementary schools and recognizing students!" 

<image001dpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:55 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Press Release 

Our pleasure, Happy to help. 

Paul 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

OI at 12:54 PM, : ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Pard and Vince, 

Thank you ve~ much for forwarding on the press release. We really appreciate it. I have passed this on to our editor and newsroom staffi 

Let me know if there is anything further. Again, thank you. 

All the best, 

On at 12:21 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p~gge~unc.edu> wrote: 

Here is the press release that will go out later today or tomorrow. Cricket Lane will be a good point of contact for questions. I look 

forward to seeing you again soon! 

Best, 

Paul 

For Immediate Release 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications Office 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

CAROLINA’S ACADEMIC ALL-STARS PROGRAM HONORS ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The University of North Carolina athletic department has partnered with elementary schools across the state to 

recognize students that exhibit exceptional academic aptitude and character. 

The newly created Academic All-Stars program invites participating elementary schools to select two outstanding students in each grade 

(total of 10-12 per school) to be recognized at an upcoming Carolina football game for their academic success. Each of the selected 

students will receive four tickets to either the Old Dominion (Nov. 23) or Duke (30) home football game where they will receive a 

certificate to honor their accomplishments and will be publicly recognized during the game. 

"This is an exciting initiative started by our Student-Athlete Development program and we’ve had a tremendous response," said UNC 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham. "We hope to provide a memorable experience for these young people and their guests on our 

campus at a football game. 

"This program is a great way for the athletic department and football program to give back to the elementary schools in our state by 

offering an exciting day at Kenan Stadium as an incentive for scholastic achievement. Our mission is to educate and inspire through 

athletics and this program is a perfect example of what we are trying to achieve." 

Prior to the kick off of the 2013 season, North Carolina Assistant Athletic Director for Student-Athlete Development Cricket Lane sent a 

letter to every elementary school principal in the state. The letter was also shared with the North Carolina school boards to encourage 

participation. 

With three weeks still remaining until the deadline, elementary school students have already reserved more than 2,700 tickets for the 

Duke game and more than 2,000 for the Old Dominion game. 

"1 would like to thank the University of North Carolina for this generous offer and for giving Hillsborough Elementary School students the 

chance to attend a UNC football game with their families," said Steven M. Weber, Principal at Hillsborough Elementary School. "Our 

school is focused on college and career readiness and this opportunity will support students and give them access to a college campus on 

game day. Several families at our school are unable to afford college football tickets, so this is an opportunity of a lifetime] Our students 

will love the game and the recognition. This program appears to be well thought out and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to 

elementary schools and recognizing students!" 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(91_9) 843 7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 7:23 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyce@~mc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint ~cgwaltney@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Yow, Kenneth Wayne <ken yow@unc.edu>; Suits, Chris%, H. <christy@unc.edu> 

Re: Quick Follow-Up 

Monitors will be set up tomolyow. 

Can’t sIart the process on moving the Email account until the system shows your employment. 

I have HR watching your status change when it is happens they will notify it-supla~rt and we can submit the change request. 

Should take me only a couple of hours to a day from that point. 

I mn out of town till Monday so in all reality by ned Tuesday at the latest. 

Tom 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

He,/Tom, 

Just wanted to shoot you a quick email and see if you were able to get those monitors set up and put my email migration in process. Thanks and I look 
forward to hearing from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edt> 

Wednesday 7:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ducax, Chris <~ducar@unc.e&P; bill paJladino < 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Brittani Baxtok .~msn.comz 

Re: Trmlscfipt Reviews. 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach, 

OK to pursue mid-year enrollment if still pret~rred. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 4:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara 30; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Anson Dorrance/Chris Ducar!Bill Palladino 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE 

RE:    NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

Imm 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Tony Yount 
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October 2, 2013 

Andrew Carter 
The News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 
215 S. McDoweJl Street 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
(919) 923-8235 
acarter@newsobserver.com 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Dear Mr. Carter: 

I write in response to your related requests for public records received on 6/21/2013 and 711012013 (sent to me 
via electronic mail). On 612112013 you requested "any written communication between the university and the 
NCAA between June 5, 2013 and June 21, 2013 that contains the following words or names: 

compliance, agent, runner, car, relationship." On 712112013 you amended your request seeking "any 
written communication, including handwritten notes, letters and/or electronic correspondence, between the 
university and the NCAA between June 5, 2013 and July 10, 2013 that contains the following words or names: 

, compliance, agent, runner, car, relationship." 

The information that follows is being provided to you in accordance with the North Carolina Public Records Act. 
We did not identify any records pertaining to              , including records containing the words agent, 
runner, car or relationship. Please note that we did identify correspondence during the time period specified 
that contained the word "compliance." This correspondence did not pertain to Rodney Blackstock in any way. 
Compliance is a common term and is in several employees’ titles. These requests are now fully processed and 
have been closed-out. We are continuing to process other public records requests you submitted. 

Sincerely, 

Regina J. Stabile J.D. 
Director, Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 

RJS/dqa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -- @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 11:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: meet to discuss compliance 

Thanks Vince, Oct 9 works. I am available all morning and earl?’ afternoon until 2pm Just let me know what time works for you. I’ll contact Marielle & Lance to set up time with them 
individually. 
All best, 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Oct 2, 2013, at 9:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hi Debbie, 
> 

> I might be best for us to meet individually. Please just let me know when you might be available. I have good availabili~ on October 9, 11 and 18. Look forward to visiting with you. 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 5:36 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Sut~iect: meet to discuss compliance 
> 

> Hello Vince, I hope this message finds you wel 1. I am writing to see if I could set up some time with you to discuss student athlete compliance and a general overview of the lhnctions of 
your office’? I’ve recently met with ASPSA & the Registrar and we’ve discussed eligibility & compliance tracking I look forward also to meeting with Lance Markos and MarieHe Van Gelder 
If you think it would be helpful for the four of us to meet together just let me know, otherwise I can contact them and plan to meet with them individually. One piece I’d like to discuss with 
you is the Compliance Office’s response to NCAA’s public infractions report. Also, you mentioned during the Working Group meeting that you all have compiled a list of 904 
recommendations that have been made over the past 3 or so yrs I would love to see this list as I’d like to prepare something similar for the Working Group to review 
> Thank you, Vince, [ look J2~rward to meeting with you soon. 
> Best regards, 
> Debbi Clarke 
>~ 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Asbu~, Phillip Keith <philasbury@nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 2:01 PM 

Vmlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Baucom, DeaJm H <DeAhn@unc.edu> 

Maynard, GaD" David <gmaynard@email.unc .edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email. unc .edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jaclde copeland@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <maxkos@ema£unc.eda>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

Thanks Marielle. You are correct, it is unlikely that federal aid in and of itself would cause an overaward. But, in tandem with other aid, overawards certainly can be 

an issue. In those cases, if the Athletic aid is not or cannot be reduced, the federal aid would then require a reduction. 

Phil 

Phil Asbury 

Deputy Director 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-2193 - phone 

- mobile 

(919) 962-2716 - fax 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:47 PM 
To: Asbury, Phillip Keith, Baucom, Deahn H 
l::c: Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

Hi Phil 

Thank you for the email. It is unlikely that h-:~derai aid w.:_~uld r~-:~sult in an impermissible over award. W~-:~ wiil likely b:_~ primarily concerned with the controls in place 

[:or disbursement of ir~stkutional aid --. both athletic and non-athfetic. 

I look forward to the opportunity to meet and further discuss this issue. 

Thank you for making the time. 

Marielh? 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

Universky of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (919} 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6@32 
rn ~; a ~] ~el d e r @ u n <, e [,~ u 

From: Asbury, Phillip Keith 
Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2023 9:39 AM 
To: Vange[der, Marie]le A; Baucom, Deahn H 
Co: Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

I am happy to meet to discuss. Also, I am sure that we all understand that NCAA bylaws have no jurisdiction over Federal Title IV aid. Any "overaward" that involves 

federal aid will be adjusted, as required, regardless of the institutional (Athletic or other) aid involved. If a student is overpaid with Athletic aid alone then it 

makes perfect sense that the NCAA rules would apply to those funds. In that circumstance, it appears that this would be a violation regardless of whether the 

student is asked to repay the excess aid. 

Thanks, 

Phil 

Phil Asbury 

Deputy Director 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-2193 - phone 

- mobile 

(919) 962-2716 - fax 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 8:19 AM 

To: Baucom, Deahn H 
Co: Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

Good Morning Deahn --- 

Thank you for the quick reply. Tom and I were discussing the same thing yesterday and I believe he will be reaching out to everyone to set-up a time. 

I look forward to meeting ew-_~ryon~-_~ in-p~-:~rson, 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19) 9{?2--7&%3 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

From: Baucom, Deahn H 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:50 AM 
To: Vange]der, Marielle A 
Co: Baucom, Deahn H; Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, 3acque]yn D; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

We should probably meet to discuss how to balance this with the federal laws. 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 9:09 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <~.T.~:~L~,.?.g~a!.~t.~:~a~.T.~.~~!.!:~!~3/~.:e~!9.> wrote: 

Good Evening--- 

I hope this finds you all well, 

Because of the involvement your units have with Athletics and our student-atMetes, we wanted to take the time to provide Vou with an update we 

haw:~ rec~-:~ived from the NCAA. 

The NCAA has confirn~ed [:hat an institution that distribub-:~s excess financial aid [:o a student-.athlet~-:~, which would cause the student--a[:hleb-:¢s award 

to exceed a full granbin-aid (athletically related aid) or’ cost of attendance (all aid}, may gradate the excess aid, provided the student--athlete has not 

received financial benefits in excess of a full granbin-aid or cost of attendance ]:or the academic year. However, once the student--athlete has gained a 

benefit from aid received in excess of a full grant-in-aid or cost of attendance (e.g., receipt of funds, payment of charge on student-athlete’s account), 

the instib.d:ion may not avoid a violation of NCAA rules by obtaining reimbursem~-:mt from the student.-athlete or charging the sl:udent--athlete’s 

account ff~ the amount: of t:he excess aid received. 

Therefore, it is critical that we continue to pay careful attention when issuing refund checks or making any adjustments to a studenbathletes account. 

The NCAA has made it clear that we cannot rectify an error made when a student-.athfete is allowed to receive a refund to which they are not 

permitted by obtaining a reimbursement from that student or charging their account in the amount of the excess aid received. The standard penalty 

for the student-athlete who receives aid in excess of their allotted scholarship will always be repayment of the benefit provided and eligibility 

reins~:atement by the NCAA staff However, tfu-:~ impermissible benefit provided ~:o the individual stud~-:mt-athl~-:d:e could also impact the overall team 

limita~:ions. The standard NCAA penalty fl:~r ar~y overage to the team scholarship limi~:ations requires th~-_~ team to r~-:~duce the amount of aid awarded ~:o 

the team as a whole by double the impermissible amount provided to the student-athlete at the next available opportunity. 

If there are ever any questions about whether or not a student-athlete is permitted to receive a refund, it is always best to confim~ with AtHetics 

Compliance prior to issuing a refund to a student-athlete. Doing so protects both the eligibility of the student-athlete and the overall team financial 

aid limita ~:i.:_~n s, 

Please le~: m~-_~ know if you have any quest:ions or concerns. Thank you for ~.,our continued assistanc~-:~ with this very irnportan~: process. 

Marielfe 

Mariefle A~ vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phon~-:~: (9:[9) 962-7853 

~r:ax: (919) 962- (’~I~}2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <,’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN MARIELLE A VANGELDER (MVANGELD)83B> 

Friday, 6:30 PM 

UNCAA-Asst ttead Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtv~ 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 
<5ethmille@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Laa~" A. <~athgallo@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve < steveldrschne@unc.edu>; Gwallney, Clint 
<cgwallney~!unc.edu>; Markos, Lmlce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Timmemlaaas, Tom <timmelma~s@nnc.edu:>; 

~email.unc.edtr~; Creech, KMton W <kcreech@unc.edtc, 

UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy - Season-Long Release 

UNC Student-Athlete Season Travel Release - Revised’, .pdf 

Good Evening--- 

Per th~-_~ discussion at our last Head Coaches’ meeting, t:he At:Merits Department has d~-:weioped a Season rra~el Release for us by the parents/legal guardians of 

your student--adfletes to authorize their child to be transporLed by the family members designated on the attached form when such family members desire to 

provide transportation to the student-athlete in lieu of official Learn Lravel. 

As is the case with the Single Game release; once signatures are collected, please provide completed forms to the Athletics t:ompliance Office where the will be 

retained in the student-atMete’s ACS folder. 

Let us kno~, if either you or any o~ our st:udent-atfdete parents/legal guardians ha~e any questions or concern; about the process. 

Thank you and have a great weekend. 

Mariefle 

Mariel]e A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:,rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962- 78~3 

Fax: (9:19) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
SelltI Wednesday,              2:12 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
I:::c: Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu); Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve; Gwaltney, Clint; Montgomery, John R; 
Markos, Lance M (markos@email.unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu) 
S..bjeet-" UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy 

All --- 

As you all begin the new academic year, we wanted to make you aware of an updated Department of Athletics policy regarding student-athlete travel from away 

c o n’~ p ~? [:i t i o rL 

(:-h-:merally, all t~-_~am men, bets must trammel t:o and from each away event or comp~-:d:[th:m with their teammates and must stay with the team at assigned lodgings. Any 

student-athlete wishing to make transportation or lodging arrangements separate from the rest of the team during any team travel must submit to the head coach 

in advance the appropriate ]:orm signed by both the studenbathlete and their parenL If the head coach approves o1: the separate arrangement(s), the form witl be 

sent to the Primary Sport Administrator for approval. The completed form must then be sent to the Department of Athletics Compliance Office. All approvals must 

b~-_~ granted in writing prior t:o any student.-at:tflete trammeling or k)dging separat~-:~ from th~-_~ r~-_~st of the team during team travel. 

The form has been attached for your use. Such f.:_~rms, .:_~nc~-_~ compl~-:d:ed, will be retained in the studertt-.athlet:e’s file in the Athletics Compliance Office. As is stated 

above, no student--athlete should be atlowed to utilize separate lodging or travel arrangements without your receipt of written approval which will be provided via 

emaiL If a student-athlete’s travel request is an enlergency or time sensitive, please contact your sport program administrator direcdy and they will work 

cooperatively with Compliance to make any necessary arrangements. 

We will communicate this policy to your student-athletes at our annual squad meetings which are scheduled to occur over the next two weeks. It will also be 

inch~ded in the UNC Student-Athlete Handbook which will be distributed to your studet~t:-athlet:es prior to the start of t fu-’_~ semester. 

Please let me know if you haw-:~ any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

I~,]ariel]e A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

Phone: (9:!9) 962--7853 

Fax: {9:19) 962-6LX)2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

Office of the University Registrar 

SASB North 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 300 

Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-21 O0 

http://registrar.unc.edu 

academicdata@listse~.unc.edu 

Phone:919.962.5162 

Fax:919.962.0504 

REQUEST FOR THE RELEASE OF STUDENT DATA 

Date of Request: [ J Data Needed By: 

Responsible Party for requested data: 

For additional information contact: 

Where should we send the output? 

(E-mail Address or Mailing Address; 
C ¢~. 

t 
I 

How will this data be used: 

Term Requested: 

Year(s) Requested: 1 

Information (Column Titles) to be included 
on the report: (Name, College, Class, etc.) 

Which specific students (Selection Cfiteda) 

should be included on the report? 
(College, Class, Major etc.) 

in what sort order (sequence) should the 
data be presented on the report: (Alpha 
by last name, By PtD, etc,) 

Have we provided this report before? [qYes.~o When? Month ~ Year 

Provide a Terminal Date this data will be destroyed: 



REQUEST FOR THE RELEASE OF STUDENT DATA (continued) 

Conditions for Use of Student Information: 

I. Student data may not be reproduced, either electronicatly or manually, without the express written consent of 

the University Registrar-or the Registrar’s designated proxy. 

2. Individual student data may not be retained, arch]veal, or electronically stored. Data that identifies a specific 

student or students must be destroyed by the Terminal Date tisted above, or within 30 calendar days of receiving 

the requested data from OUR. 

I acknowledge that the Office of the University Registrar is not responsible for any subsequent dissemination of 

data. In accepting this data as requested above, I agree to comply with all UNC- Chapel Hill regulations governing 

access and release of student information. If I use this information for research, I will comply with the policies 

of the Institutional Review Board as outlined in the Handbook for Investigators: For the protection of Human 

Subjects in Research. 

Signature of Requestor: 

CONTACT INFORMATION OF SUPERVISOR OR DEPT HEAD (PLEASE PRINT): 

Full Name: [ 

Phone: 1 ] E-mail Address:I 

Date: [ I 

i 
i 

NOTE - SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED 

SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR 
OR DEPARTMENT HEAD 

Requests may be submitted by mail to: 

Office of the University Registrar 

Attn: OUR Reporting 

3100 SASB North, CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

Or via fax to: (919) 962-0504 

Or via e-mail: academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 
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THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

Office of the University Registrar 

SASB North 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 300 

Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-21 O0 

http://registrar.unc.edu 

academicdata@listse~.unc.edu 

Phone:919.962.5162 

Fax:919.962.0504 

REQUEST FOR THE RELEASE OF STUDENT DATA 

Date of Request: [ ] Data Needed By: 

Requestor Name: 

Position!Tkle: 

Department Name: j 

Mailing Address: I 

J E-Mail Address: 

I Phone: 1 

/~ Requestor 
[] Other: 

’:’~equestor 
[’q Other: 

Campus Box: ! 

Responsible Party for requested data: 

For additional information contact: 

J 
i 

Where should we send the output? 

(E-mail Address or Marling Address; 

include CB#): 

t 
I 

e %,,-,--, a,}, \, corm 

How will this data be used: 

Term Requested: 

Year(s) Requested: 1 
%~ Fall ~Spring 

[] Summer I    [] Summer I1 

Information (Column Titles) to be included 
on the report: (Name, College, Class, etc.) 

Which specific students (Selection Cfiteda) 

should be included on the report? 
(College, Class, Major etc.) 

in what sort order (sequence) should the 
data be presented on the report: (Alpha 
by last name, By PtD, etc.) 

Have we provided this report before? F-]Yes.~o When? Month ~ Year 

Provide a Terminal Date this data will be destroyed: 

kuj, r ~ u~ 

6,c~’k q>.C~ u,.w.~s~,d ,4re’t% 
/ 



REQUEST FOR THE RELEASE OF STUDENT DATA (continued) 

Conditions for Use of Student Information: 

I. Student data may not be reproduced, either electronicatly or manually, without the express written consent of 

the University Registrar-or the Registrar’s designated proxy. 

2. Individual student data may not be retained, arch]veal, or electronically stored. Data that identifies a specific 

student or students must be destroyed by the Terminal Date tisted above, or within 30 calendar days of receiving 

the requested data from OUR. 

I acknowledge that the Office of the University Registrar is not responsible for any subsequent dissemination of 

data. In accepting this data as requested above, I agree to comply with all UNC- Chapel Hill regulations governing 

access and release of student information. If I use this information for research, I will comply with the policies 

of the Institutional Review Board as outlined in the Handbook for Investigators: For the protection of Human 

Subjects in Research. 

Signature of Requestor: [ 
CONTACT INFORMATION OF SUPERVISOR OR DEPT HEAD (PLEASE PRINT): 

Full Name: [ 

Phone: 1 ] E-mail Address:I 

Date: [ I 

i 
i 

NOTE - SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED 

SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR 
OR DEPARTMENT HEAD 

Requests may be submitted by mail to: 

Office of the University Registrar 

Attn: OUR Reporting 

3100 SASB North, CB# 2100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2100 

Or via fax to: (919) 962-0504 

Or via e-mail: academicdata@listserv.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chanlbers <s~rohm@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:22 PM 

McFasland, Michael B <mikemcl~arland@unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A :~wenIx~b@unc.e&P; Willitbrd, Lynn E <lynn willitbrd@unc.edu~; 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu->; Hay@n, Jonathan <hartJyn@unc.edu"~ 

Schuettpelz, Efin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Reid, Dee <deereid@unc.edu~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtc-; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve < stevekirschne@unc.edu>; MoorL Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

RE: Seeking your help on responding to an N&O question 

[ don’t understand the question. 

From: McFarland, Michael B 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 20:1.3 5::I.9 PM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A; Williford, Lynn E; Derickson, Christopher P; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Cc: Schuettpelz, Edn C; Reid, Dee; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Seeking your help on responding to an N&O question 
This follows up the chancellor’s visit to the N&O editorial board on Tuesda% He posed the question there and we are committed to following up with a response to 

come from Karen. We’re going to need some help on ~:his and I’d like to get back to him on Monday if at all )ossiMe. Please give me a call if yot~ haw:" input. 

Mike 

From: Kane, Dan [g)_a_j.[_t__o_;. @_LLe_kys__o_bserv_er_:_c___o_g)] 

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: SACS report 

Karen, 

I wanted to follow up on my question regaJrding the roughly 160 Type 2 classes in the MaNn Report that the umversib, did not include in its contention that not many 

students were affected by the academic fiaud. I wanted to know if the universi~ had obtained some kind of counter information that showed many or all of these 

classes were legitimate. My recollection is Carol said she didn’t know and asked you to check. What did you find? 

Hope you are doing well, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWfiter 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 6: ] 1 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Following Up 

Tough loss today. I really thought UNC was going to take the W during the game. 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams cm3 come true--if we have the courage to pursue fllem." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

On             6:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" < ille(~)unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet ruth reps from COKE at their Atlanta HQ all day tomorrow. Things are busy but good. 

Hope you are doing well and look forward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On at 5:57 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

That ~unds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or are you j ust getting away tbr a t~w days? Have you been doing alright? I hate I will miss 

you this trip. 

Best Regmds, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

~:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~’mnc.edu> wrote: 

I’m on my way to Atlanta tonight. I would like to connect sometime though. Please let me lmow Mien you might be available in the future. We cml 

catch up with a call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking forward to meeting at some point. Thanks for reaching out. 

Vince 

On at 3:29 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Vi nee, 

I am in training on at UNC SO(3 today and tomorrow. How is your schedule? 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon at 6: l 0 PM, Ille, Vince --~ille(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cole, 

Thanks for the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas and look forwmd to meeting with you. 

Vince Ille 



Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

<imageOO3dpg > 
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From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 11:53 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
C¢; 3anuary Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject: Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for speaking with nre this evening about’the tx~tential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics, especially            and 
tlre students ficom nay communi~, Washington County. I am really looking forward "to working with you to create a plan to make this 
happen. This partnership could be the spark our students need to see that tlrere is much more out there than Washington Cotmty. The 
impact your student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into words. 

I have copied my assis~tant on this email to work out a time for us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. 
Joe Davis~ Washington Count3, Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need from me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." 

- Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including a~y attachments, is for the sole use of the inten&d recipient(s) and 

may contain confi&ntial and privileged mtbnnation. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Panter ~doodle.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 8:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Setting Up ASPSA Advisory Committee Meetings 

Doodle 

Hi there, 

Abic~ail Panter (panter@unc.edu) ’~" ":~ I, ,w~s yo,:~ to pal’ticipate in the 

Doodle poll "Setting Up ASPSA Advisory Committee Meetings". 

,,’,::J] (J ] :: k~ !:::, !;:h1!:J:J]i !! u:,;,: ~! N::[ ] }&; i:[::[ :! :!!] ]i 
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s@t;?bie d~l:e fer m,e!~tk!g wit?i ;? ....... ,~ ~-ra-,-" !.,.~,,~!) ~,, p.~,,,,e Learn more about how 

Doodle works. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel release 

Vince, 

What is wrong wkh. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, I0:06 AM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: FW: Travel release 

Donna, 

I signed all of the documents attached except the one for 

Thanks for 5’our help. 

Vince 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Friday, 7:14 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Travel release 

Vince, 

She did not provide the information requested for approval. Please forward any others you receive. 

Here are the travel releas,-_~s t have so far. We moved the games until Sunday. 1:1. am and :1. pm The high percentage of rain and th,-_~ weath,-_~r for Saturday made us 

postpone until Sunday, 

Thanks. Donna 

From: djp@email.unc.edu [mailto:djp@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:16 PN 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: Travel release 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 7:49 PM 

Ilia, Vince <ille@unc.edu.* 

RE: Orange Bowl Representatives 

I’ll check with Molly. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 7:03 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Orange Bowl Representatives 

Do we have a plan for this guy? Are you operating the process you implemented last ?,ear for Bubba’s guests or are we doing something different? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 7:02 PM 

To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Orange Bowl Representatives 

I’m happy to assist whenever and wherever prefen~d. Please just let me know. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 10:52 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; 
Subject; RE: Orange Bowl Representatives 

FYI Shawn Crews flies into RDU at 7:00pro on Friday evening, September 27 and flies out of RDU at 7:30pro on Saturday, September 28 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:20 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Creech, Karlton W; Pogge, Paul; SteJnbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; 
Subject: Fwd: Orange Bowl Representatives 

FYI. We will need to provide some hospitality For him. Thx. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Garcia, Trish" <TGarcia@OrangeBowl.org> 

Date: September 19, 2013 at 9:13:08 AM EDT 

To: "bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu" <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc:" m._b__n_._o_.r__t_9_n___@___u_._n_.c__&a__:._u_..n_c_.:e__d_..u_." <._m___b_..n_ .o__r_.t__o_.n__.@_. _.u__n__c_.a_~:_.u__n_.c__:._esJ_y.> 

Subject: Orange Bowl Representatives 

September 19, 2013 

Via Eleclronic Mail 

Mr’. Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolin~ 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
[)ear gubba; 

The Orange Bowl Committee will be sending a representative to the ~Fast Carolina ~rl North Car’olina game on Saturday, 

September 28, 2013. 

Attend[n9 the game will be: 

:> Shawn Crea,’s, Orange Bowl Committee Member 

The following is a list of items this individuals will need during his stay,: 

> One Hotel Room (or a recommendation) 

r~ Arrb’al (September 27, 2012) 

Departure (September 28, 20120 

[] Discover Card #: 

,/ 

[] &rdholder: Carina Martinez 

> One Credential 

> One Parking Pass 

> Itinerary of: Weekend Events 

Please send the cr’edentiaJs to my ~ltention ~1: 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. If you have any questions please feel free to call me at 



Trish 6~~r’c k~ 

Orange Bowl Committee 

Meneger, Executive Office 

Xi 2013 TG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No,lain, Molly <mbnorton@unc,edu> 

Tuesday,, September 24, 2013 8:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr* 

RE: Orange Bowl Representatives 

Thanks, VII keep you posted, We don’t have a schedule for him at this point 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 7:02 PM 

To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Orange Bowl Representatives 

I’m happy to assist whenever and wherever preferred. Please jus~ let me know. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2013 10:52 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; llle, Vince; 
Subject: RE: Orange Bowl Representatives 

FYI Shawn Crews flies into RDU at 7:00pro on Friday evening, September 27 and flies out of RDU at 7:30pro on Saturday, September 28 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:20 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Creech, Karlton W; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; 
Subject: Fwd: Orange Bowl Representatives 
FYI. We will need to provide some hospitality For him. Thx. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Garcia, Trish" <_T___G___a___r_£La____@____O___r__a___n_g__e___B_9___w__bo__r_g> 

Date: September 19, 2013 at 9:13:08 AM EDT 

To: "bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu" <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: "mbnorton @uncaa.unc.edu" <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Orange Bowl Representatives 

September’ 19, 2013 

Via Electronic Mail 

Me. Bubba dunningham 

[)irecior of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
bear Bubba; 

[he Orange Bowl Committee will be sending a representative 10 the East Carolina c~ North Carolina game on Scd’urdw, 

September 28, 2013. 

Attending the game will be: 

> Shawn Crews, Orange Bowl Commiltee Member 

The foJlowin9 is a list of ilems this individuals will need during his stay: 

> One Hotel Room (or a recommendation) 

o Aerival (September 27, 2012) 

[] Departure (September 28, 2012) 

[] Discover Card #: 

¢ 

[] Cardholder: darina Marlinez 

> One Credenlid 

> One Parking Pass 

> Itinerary of Weekend Events 

Ple&se send the credentials to my attention at: 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. If you have any questions, please feel free to call me c~ 

Sincerely, 

Trish Garcia 

Orange Bowl dommittee 

Manager, Executiw; Office 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtv~ 

Tuesday, 10:36 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <ithgallo@unc.edu>; Creeck KaJclton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Dalgleish, Joyce L 

<joyced@unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Today 

I will be leaving shortly to meet with the sales manager of the Carolina Inn and receive a tour of their recent renovations. If you need to contact me before I return 

to the office, please call my cell phone. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:15 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Website 

http:!!www.linkedin.com!pub/susan-regan-kitchen-mph-rd-cssd/15/b2/139 

Sally Nays MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Head Athletic Trainer 

Volleyball, Wrestling, Men’s Tennis 

smays~0email.unc.edu 

919 962 2067 (w) 

(c) 
9:1.9 843 4982 (0 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richde~lm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Question 

Hello, Jennifer & Barbara: 

Thanks for attending the meeting today. We appreciate all you and your office do for us!....I have a question. We have some prospects whose scores are low and I 

have encouraged them to retake the SAT or ACT. If they wish to rush the results and do so to UNC, do you know how easy it would be for UNC to find those scores 

and get them in the system? 

htt P:iisa t.collegeboa rd.orgiscores/send-.sat--scores.-special-.circumsta nces 

We are coming close to our time of the recruiting cycle where prospects are making decisions. I was curious what it meant today when Steve said your office may 

need more information about a low Level 2 prospect before you could say we could use a recommendation space on them._as our process picks up speed, how am 

I to know if we can offer a spot and!or athletic aid with confidence? 

For instance: has 400M/400V on SAT’s. She is ready to commit to UNC. We aren’t sure if we can say ’*Yes" to her. Any input? What 

else would you need? 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Uriiversity of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2125 

(O): 919-966-5340 (t7): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Facebook Miami Game 

FYI - Cease and Desist on the raffle was sent, All raffle references via the business website and all social media outlets have now been removed, Equipment staff is 

on notice about accountability for uniforms/apparel, Email will go to all MFB SA’s via ACS re: autographed items, Call has been placed to GM of The Thrill to arrange 

a f’rH:-H:~ [: h’~ g, 

MarieHe A. van(Se[der 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fa’,<: (919) 9{’?2--6():32 

mw~ngelder@unc edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 5:34 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Facebook Miami Game 

Best to get on the auction issue early. Let’s discuss. Also the thing Paul learned today. We need to ratchet up the pressure in town. Thanks. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 5:15 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Facebook Miami Game 

I’1t send rules reminders 9PSA’s/H.S. coaches etc.) on the South Side box and the need for solid record keeping ot: attendees~ 

FYI on another issue .... 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:’rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.~3002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent; Monday, September 23, 2013 5:01 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Best, Kevin S.; Healy, Kaitlin; Cauteruccio, Dino; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject; FW: Facebook Miami Game 

Marielle~ 

When tim¢_~ permits, can you ph:_~ase review the a~:~:ached party invitation from, former football student-athlete, Joke C-:roeschen? Please le~: m¢_~ know if it warrants 

any further investigation. Obviously, I do not believe Joke was able to secure a black jersey frorn any of our football studenbathletes, because they have not been 

issued out to anyone at this point. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Healy, KaNin 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 3:40 plVl 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Facebook Miami Game 

See attached for info about Jake Groeshen auctioning off a signed jersey at the event. 

Kaitlin Ilealy 

Football Operations Assistant 

The University of North Carolina 

Cell: 

Office: (919) 962-9168 

kjh ealy@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:09 PM 

Neal, Derek R <drneal@illinois.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Illinois-UNC Series 

Derek, 

We would like to announce the series on Thursday. Like you, we have a few other future non-conference opponents to announce and we need the extra day. Would you like to 

coordinate our timing for an 11 am EST release? 

Kevin 

From: <Neal>, Derek R <d___r_n__e_._a_L@____[!J_[0_o_!s_._e__d_.u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:21 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Hundley, Bobby" <hundley@emafl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Illinois-UNC Series 

Any word on this? We’d still like to announce tomorrow or Thursday. We’ve got some other future non-conference games that we’d like announce along with 
this one, but I wanted to get a date nailed down with you guys first. 

Also, say ’Hi’ to your entire defensive staff, plus Coach Lou, for Kent and me! 

Thanks, 
Derek 

From: <Best>, "Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu> 
Date: Friday, September 20, 2013 4:25 PM 
To: Derek Neal <_d__r___n__e___a__!@!_[[!_n___o__!_s__:__e___d__u__> 
Cc: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu>, "Hundley, Bobby" <hundley@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Illinois-UNC Series 

Let me discuss it with our AD and rll get back to you. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Sep 20, 2013, at 4:17 PM, "Neal, Derek R" <drnea @ no s edL> wrote 

Kevin and Bobby, 

Sounds like we’re playing a home and home in a couple years. We’d like to announce this series next week, maybe Wednesday? I’m open to 
anything though. What do you guys think? 

Derek 

<gD50A0 Derek Heal I ~.llliniDR 

AA- Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 

CAgg- 
Division of Intemollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 

SID Contact: Football, Asst. M Basketball, Social Media 
47B1- Office: 217.244.3707 I Cell: 
AC99- 

AI8AI7C 

84DD5 

[20] ~png> 

From: <Lener>, Jason Lener <iLe___n___e__r____@__!_[!!__n___o__!_s__.___e__d__9.> 

Date: Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:15 PM 

To: Kent Brown <kwbrown3@illinois.edu> 

C¢: Mike Thomas <mthomas@illinois.edu>, Tim Beckman <tbeckman@illinois.edu> 

Subject: UNC 

Kent ..... we have a signed contract with North Carolina for a FB series in 2015 & 16. 
Dates ..... 
September 19, 2015 @Chapel Hill 
September 10, 2016 @Champaign 
At this time, we should have finalized non-conference schedules for 14, 15, 16, 17 .... 
PIs touch base with UNC to coordinate release for next week. 
Thanks, 
Jason 
<!--[if !vml]--ximage001.png><!--[endif]-->Jason A. Lener 
Executive Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Ninois 
1700 South 41h Street i Champaign, IL 61820 



Phone: 217.244.2632 I Fax: 217,244~9753 
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Under the Illinois Freedom of information Act any ~vritten communication 

to or from university employees regarding university business is a 

public record and may be subject to public disclosure 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu> 

I~W: Illinois-UNC Series 

Vir~ce, 

Kevh~ is working on a release for Thursday to announce aU of our 20:t4 games and the IIUnois series. Bubba, you, me snd Corey can review it prior to release on 

Thursday. 

Rick 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:09 PM 

To: Neal, Derek R; Best, Kevin S. 
C:¢: Hundley, Bobby; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
S,,bject: Re: Illinois-UNC Series 

Derek, 
We would like to announce the series on Thursday. Like you, we have a few other future non-conference opponents to announce and we need the extra day. Would you like to 

coordinate our timing for an 11 am EST release? 

Kevin 

From: <Neal>, Derek R <drneal(~illinois.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 1:21 PM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <k_b_.e_s__t_@__u__n__c_:_e _d_t)_> 

Cc: "Hundley, Bobby" <_h___u___n___d__hey@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Illinois-UNC Series 

Any word on this? We’d still like to announce tomorrow or Thursday. We’ve got some other future non-conference games that we’d like announce along with 
this one, but I wanted to get a date nailed down with you guys first. 
Also, say ’Hi’ to your entire defensive staff, plus Coach Lou, for Kent and me! 

Thanks, 
Derek 

F ro m: <Best>, "Kevin S." <kj_)_!~s!@J~2_c_,e.d_Jj.> 
Date: Friday, September 20, 2013 4:25 PM 
To: Derek Neal <&neal@illiuois.edu> 
Cc: "Best, Keviu S." <kbest@unc.edu>, "Hundlev. Bobby" h__u!__~__d__I__e_2__(_cx_)__e_!~_!_a_!!,_~]Lz_:!~_c_l__u_.> ........................................ < ....... dJ " 
Subject: Re: Illinois-L~C Redes 
Let me discuss it with our AD and rll get back to you. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On Sep 20, 2013, at 4:17 PM, "Neal, Derek R" <drnea @ no s edL> wrote 

Kevin and Bobby, 
Sounds like we’re playing a home and home in a couple years. We’d like to announce this series next week, maybe Wednesday? I’m open to 
anything though. What de you guys think? 
Derek 

<9DSOAOAA Derek Neal I ~,llliniDR 

¯ -CA88- Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 

47B1- 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of 

Illinois 
AC99- 

SID Contact: Football, Asst. M Basketball, Social 
A18A17C84DDSMedia 
[20].png>     Office: 217.244.3707 I Cell: 

From: <Lener>, Jason Lener <ilener@illinois.edu> 

Date: Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:15 PM 

To: Kent Brown <kwbrown3@illinois.edu> 

Cc: Mike Thomas <mthomas@illinois.edu>, Tim Beckman <tbeckman@illinois.edu> 

Subject: UNC 

Kent ..... we have a signed contract with North Carolina for a FB series in 2015 & 16. 

Dates ..... 
September 19, 2015 @Chapel Hill 

September 10, 2016 @Champaign 

At this time, we should have finalized non-conference schedules for 14, 15, 16, 17 .... 
PIs touch base with UNC to coordinate release for next week. 

Thanks, 
Jason 
<image001.png>Jason A. Lener 

Executive Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Division of Intercollegiate AtNetics I University of Illinois 
1700 South 4th Street i Champaign, IL 61820 

Phone: 217.244.2632 I Fax: 217.244.9753 
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From: Tarheel Parents < ~vahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: Parking Update Sept 28, Home Game Chapel Ilill 

Dear Tar Heel Families, For Sept 28 Game Day ..... 

¯ 25 families now have PREPAID SEASON PARKING PASSES from University Baptist Church (UBC). 3 Families have bought one day 

spots already. Good times and growing:-) 

There are up to 2 ONE DAY GAME SPOTS PREPAID available in our at CohJmbia Street Entrance to church. The fii~t 2 to email Dawn 

Womack             ~gmail.com will go on the parking list @ $20 a spot and sent directions on how to pay the church. 

The parking area 4 hours prior to kickoff. ENTER, Columbia St. Gentle reminder, this side of church lot is a PREPAID lot. We will not be 

collecting $ on this side! 

Other GAME DAY parking: UBC church’s Franklin Street entrance opens 3 hours before the game. Up to 15 spaces available first 

come, first serve at $25 per spot OR University Square at 123 West Franklin (in front of Granville Towers and right next to the church lot) 
sells spaces for $20 first come, first serve OR here is online parking guide to help you.http://vww~.dps.une.edu/SpecEvent/Football.htm. 

Another helpful just found RESOURCE! on Chapel Hill with football parking lots noted on map in the ’Tailgate Downtown" link on this 

website http :/Iwww.downtownchapelhill.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday,                  5:00 PM 

Ballen, MaJ~Jna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Pogg e Paul <     pp o gg e @a)unc . edu~, I|le , Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Introduction 

Good Afternoon Mrs. Ballen, 

Paul Pogge told me to get in touch with you to set up a meeting sometime in the near lhture. My availabili~z is open on Friday and rm also available 2:00 - 3:30 PM tomorrow-. Please let me 

know if any of these times work lbr you, or if we need to arrange another time. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppo~ae~,~unc.edu> 

Wednesda’ 7:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Ticket Purchase Requests 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ ?~unc.edu> 

Date: 7:09:44 PM EDT 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Ticket Purchase Requests 

Paul, 

Here are the new nan~bers, I still have about 40 RSVPs that 1’[I try to get to first thing in the morning, I’1[ send the database to you and Tim once it is 

ODU: L4 7(-; 

l.bU K E: 1,638 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: Re: -ticket Purchase Requests 

6:44 P! 

That is excellent. Let’s keep doing that. Thanks very nmch. Looking forward to heating the new update when you get caught up. 

Paul 

Sent farm my iPhone 

at 6:36 PM ~unc.edu> wrote: 

Paul, 

I’ve been highlighting fl~em in the database if~hey mentioa a desire to tmrchase more fick~ts. Is that okay? I can CC Tim when I send you 

updated databases Also, the database is on the J drive (Smdeaa{ Athletc Developme~A + Acadcmic Ail-Stms) so he can access it at any 

time. 

Let me k~tow what works 1.~s[. Still working on updating [he RSVPs,.,we had about 200 ema4Js since m? last ~pcla~e, 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: -ticket Purchase Requests 

’, 6:27 PN 

Can you forward to Tim Sabo any filture emails that come in that mention a desire to purchase more tickets? 

Thanks again for all your work on this program. We greatly appreciate it. 

Paul 

<image00Zdpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 



University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:31 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UT 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Caacolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(~unc.edu> 

Date: September 25, 2013 at 7:24:45 I?M EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Best, Kevin S." <kbest(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Ul" 

From a comment section after a Sporting News stoD~ on Mack 

I think that no analysis of tile team is complete without considering the relationship between the players and Nack Brown. As a marl who worked as an academic tutor for the Longhorn 

football program from August 2009 to June 2011, I must say "enrrfity" is a word that greatly characterized much of’ the culture of program for the time I was there. Wanton hypocrisy is 

the cause. 

Thoug h I will not give names, I know personally how disliked Brown and not just a few other oversets of: the program were. Young men corrre to the program believing it really is like a 
family, as Brown can often say. But itfs not. That’s just the sales pitch of the master-marketing CEO Brown ultimately is. The truth is young men are regarded as commodities to further 

the enormous profitability of the program. The love of money rules. It was all quite disgusting actually. 

That is why I wrote a book called "Tales fiom the Golden Bevo: My Time Inside the University of Texas Longhorn Football Prograrrl." I arrl publicizing this book through GoldenBevo.com. 

Forgive the self-promotion, but, I do think my book has .some very keen insight as to why the program has not produced the champions over the past couple of years ] do believe the 
young men who play the game could be. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communica’dons 

(O103 0(~2-72SR office 

cell 

stevekirschner(&~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:05 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@uuc.e&P 

RE: Pell Gmn’B 

2012-2013 Pell Grant Charts.pdf 

That’s close. We had 164 SA’s receive Pell in 2012-2013. The complete list for 2013-2014 has not yet been received. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv of North (:~rolirH~ 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 

Senti Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:1:[ PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Tile, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: Pell Grants 

I think it’s about 150 or 20% is that close? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Chansky, Art" <Art@chapelboro,com> 

Date: September 25, 2013 at 7:50:01 PM EDT 

To: "bubbac@uncaa.unc,ed u" <bubbac@uncaa.unc,edu> 

Subject: Pell Grants 

Bubba, 
I am researching a stray on why we shouldn’t pay athletes. Without gNing names, can I get the number of our athletes who 
apply for and receive Pell Grants, which is tantamount to alrea@ paying players who need it? 
I understand it’ s $2,500 per semester and they are free to do what they want with the money, like send it: home or buy cars 
or use as spending money. 
Thanks. 
Got screwed by replays at Tech! 
Art Chansky 

VilCom Interactive Media 

(919) 240-6040, Direct 

Mobile 

Xi Description: Description: cid:image001.jpg@01CCEF26.7ED425D0 

Follow=us on social media! 

Twitter: @1360wchl, @chapelboro, @ourlocaldeal 

Facebook:/1360wchl,/Chapelboro,/ourlocaldeal 

Are YOU on the Inside? j~!~n~t~h~e~C~h~a~e~!~b~r~!~n~s~!~d~e~r~s~! 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

F~T: 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate AtNetic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv of North Carolina 

Phot)e: (9:1.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) %2--6(L32 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:06 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re 

Hello Ms. Vangelder, 

Mr. Robinson requested thta I forward the answer to the questions below to you. 

Should you have any questions, please/~el free to contact me. 

What business is Kendrick in and does he have any ties to a sports agent? He works Ier intematienal SOS, a company with ne ties to spod~ or spo~ts a~ents. 
Did he have any influence on         attending UNC? No 
If the roles were reversed between you and Kendrick would you do the same for Kendrick that he did for ? Yes 
Regards 

To: @yahoo,corn> 
Sent: Friday, 10:29 AM 
Subject: RE: 
Mr, Jackson 
Thank you fi)~ you~ response. I will ~eview arid get back to 3,ou ig ~e require any additional i*3lbm~afio*3. 
}lave a nice weekct~d. 
Marie[le 
Marielle A. v~mGelder 
A.ssociate A~l~lefic D[n’ctor 
[5 ni versiU el No~h Cm’oli~a 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangdder@unc,e&l 

From: ~2:_a__t! _o__o_ :__c,__o_ g~ ] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:19 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re:- 
Hello Ms. VanGelder. 

I mspon&d to your email sometime ago, how-ever I wasnt sure if you received it because I was having trouble sending emails, so I just thought I would email you again. 
In regards to your questions, Mr. Kendrick Ross co-signed for:        on the purchase of his vehicle because I asked him to do it. This was due to me going through 
a divorce a few years ago. Mr. Ross did not contribute any monies to the pumhase of this car. 
I have know Mr. Ross for over 15 years and me        about 7 years ago when he moved here fiom Florida. This relationship was established quite sometime 
before ]         partJcipalion in          Mr. Ross is veU close to my family as I am to his. We get together during the holidays, like any family or friends we may 
exchange small gills (nothing extravagant), again this was all been done way betbre :         paxticipatlon in 1 
As fax as the payments,        makes the payments himselft?om personal thnds. 
Should you have any questions or concerns, please t}el free to call me at: 
Thank You 

From: "Vangelder. Marielle A" <Lnvanveld(~emai!~_LLn_~_=_e__d__L_p 
To: ’ .?.~z&h_p_.o_:.~_qg~" ~2ahoo corn> 
Sent: Thursday, 6:12 PM 
Subjec 

Good Evening Mr. Jackson 

My nanm is Marielle vanGelder and I am the Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance at the UniversiF of North Carolina. I have recently been working with 
both                      [’rom Men’s          ,o gather infommtion related to the vehicle that]        will have use of on campus this year. 

provided me with your email address. 

Receiving benefits during collegiate emollment from someone other than a family member or legal guardian can potentially jeopardize a student-athlete’s eligibilw. 

Because the indivi&m] who so-signed the loan for         is not a member of your family, we need to obtain some additional information to make sure his assistance 

in the purchase of the vehicle was done in accordance with NCAA roles,          provided me with a brief statement about Mr. Kendrick Ross and how he came to 

know him (see attached). We/~lt, based on the nature of          responses, that you may be in a better position to provide us with more detailed information. We 

are trying to establish what kind of friendship and histo~ there is between all parties. 

Did the relationship between the         ’yourself and Mr. Ross develop as a result of          participation in Basketball? If so, please explain how. If not, how 
did either you (or         come to lmow Mr. Ross? How long have you known each other? 

How did Mr. Ross’ purchase ofl ’s vehicle come to be? Has Mr. Ross ever provided other benefits to you or ? Have you ever provided Mr. Ross 

with any benefit? 

The purchase price of ~ vellicle was listed as $23,400.00. How much of that payment did Mr. Ross provide for ? The monthly payments on the 

vehicle are $388.81. Does hake those payments or axe they made by Mr. Ross? If is making the payment, where did he obtain the money to do 

so? 

I understand that these are personal questions. However, as much information as you can, in detail, regarding the history between you and Mr. Ross would be 



appreciated. It will help us to determine wheflaer there is a historical relationship between yourself and Mr. Ross and ensure 

u~ of the vehicle. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. We greatly appreciate your assistance. 

Thank you. 

Masielle 

M~xielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Dilector 

University of North Cmolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelde~(2~unc.edu 

is not negatively impacted by his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballeu@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:09 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Patti <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Introduction 

Hi Michael, 

Thal~ks for your email Can you come by my- office tomorrow- at 11:00am? 

Martina Ballen 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ballen, Martina K 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vmce 
SubJect: Introduction 

5:00 PM 

Good Afternoon Mrs Ballen, 

Paul Pogge told me to get in touch with you to set up a meeting sometime in the near future My availability is open on Friday and I’m also available 2:00 - 3:30 PM tomorrow Please let me 
know if any of’these times work for you, or if we need to arrange another time 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:14 AM 

BaJlen, Martina K <mballen@~mc.edu>; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Introduction 

@live.unc.edu> 

I could join the meeting at 11:30 tomorrow if that works tbr evewone. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; rile, Vmce 
Subject: RE: Introduction 

11:09 AM 

Hi 

Thanks for your email. (;an you come by my offme tomorrow at 11:00am? 

Mar tina Balien 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ballen, Martina K 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: introduction 

5:00 PM 

Good Afternoon Mrs. BaHen, 

Paul Pogge told me to get in touch with you to set up a meeting sometime in the near future. MY availability is open on Friday and rm also available 2:00 - 3:30 PM tomorrow. Please let me 

know if any of these times work [’or you, or if we need to arrange another time. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:37 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Introduction 

That works for me, if that is convenient for you Mrs. Ballen. 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

> On t 11:14 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> I could join the meeting at 11:30 tomorrow if that works fur everyone 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ballen, Martina K 
> Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 
> To 
> Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: RE: Introduction 
> 

> Hi 
> 

> Thanks for your email Can you curne by my office tomorrow at 11:00am? 
> 
> Martina Ballen 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> }:rom: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 5:00 PM 
> To: Ballen, Martina K 
> Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
> Sut~ject: Introduction 
> 

> Good Afternoon Mrs Bal[en, 
> 

> Paul Pogge told me to get in touch with you to set up a meeting sometime in the near future. My availability is open on Friday and I’m also available 2:00 - ~ :30 r _’vl tomorrow. Please let me 
know- if any of these times work for you, or if we need to arrange another time. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:00 PM 

~unc.edtr~; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu-> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic All-Star Updated Database 

Can your office follow up on these leads from the spreadsheet and make sure the purchased tickets are seated with the appropriate Academic All-Star family? 

Thanks for your help on that. 

Paul 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 1:41 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul; Sabo, Tim 
Subject: Academic All-Star Updated Database 

Paul and Tim, 

Here is the most updated version of the RSVP databasm I have attached both versions (sorted by school name, and response date). 

Database Highlights 

Purple: request additional tickets 

Green: seating preferences (both children are Academic All-Stars, or sit beside a classmate) 

Gray: No tickets, we will only send a certificate. 

Let me know if you need anything else! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:47 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Less than half of high school graduates are prepared for college, says maker of SAT 

Less than half of high school g :a.duates are prepared for college, says 
maker of SAT 

Only 43 percent of SAT takers in the class of 2Ol3 graduated from high school academically prepared for the rigors of college-level course work, the 
Coilege Board said in releasing scores Thursday. 

Scores on the SAT college entrance exam were largely stagnant for a third year, although African-American students made slight gains, the College 
Board said. Average scores in reading, math, and writing were the same in 2o12 and 2o13. 

"While some might see stagnant scores as no news, we at the College Board consider it a call to action," said College Board President David 

Coleman. "We must dramatically increase the number of students in K-12 who are prepared for college and careers." 

The College Board also said it is increasing outreach to about 3oo,ooo college-ready students with the goal of expanding their access to available 
opportunities. In one such program, about 27,ooo high-achieving, low-income students are targeted to receive information to help them more 

effectively explore college options. 

"Only by transforming the daily work that students do can we achieve excellence and equity. The College Board will do everything it can to make sure 

students have access to opportunity, including rigorous course work." 

Overall, students scored an average of 496 in reading, down one point from 2o11. Average math scores have remained stuck at 514 over the last three 

years. And the average writing score, 488, was down one point from 2o11. 

The top score possible on each section is 8oo, and the highest possible score is 24oo. A perfect score was achieved in 2o13 by 494 people -- less than a 
third of i percent of all test takers, according to the College Board, a nonprofit membership organization of schools and colleges that owns the exam. 

Men, on average, scored better in reading and math, while women on average did better in writing. 

African-American students on average scored 431 in reading, 429 in math and 418 in writing. That’s slightly higher than in the previous two years. 

The average for all Hispanic students was 45o in reading, 461 in math, and 443 in in writing. On average, they did slightly better in reading and 
writing this year than last, but math scores declined by one point. 

For Aa-neriean Indian and Alaskan natives, scores have mostly decreased slightly since 2o11. The average score in 2o13 was 48o in reading, 486 in 
math and 461 in writing. 
Asian students on average scored 521 in reading, 597 in math and 527 in writing. 

The scores in 2o13 for this minority group were slightly better in reading and math than the two years before, although in writing the score was one 

point less than the previous two yeats. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



~ronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 11:13 AM 

Paul, Sampson L <spanl@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Men’s Te~mis Bullet Points for Scholarship Dinner Returnks 

Perfect, thank you! 

From: Paul, Sampson L 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 5:05 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 

C¢: IUe, Vince 
Subject" Men’s Tennis Bullet Points for Scholarship Dinner Remarks 
Rick: 
Please see the attached sheet listing some noteworthy achievements by the men’s tennis program. 

Thank you. 

Sam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:28 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

1~’: ACC Sports Communication 

ACC Sports Communication.docx 

Interesting collection of inforn~ation. 
From: @gmail,com] 
Sent-" Friday, September 27, 2013 12:21 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject" ACC Sports Communication 
Paul, 
Please see the attached document for the sports communication in the ACC. As expected, most of the school reach out viz their social media platforms, but also they 

all work through their fundraising organizations to keep alums and supporters in touch with the program. 

I hope this is what you were looking for, and as ahvays, please let me know if there is something you want me to get more information on. 

Thanks and have a great weekend. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:00 PM 

< 

< 

~live.unc.edu>; ~unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>: V??,li ve.unc.edu-~; .... 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ’ ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtc,; q ~live unc edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtr~-; @live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; _ ~]live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

,@live.unc.edu:>; @live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu>i 

_~unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ;@llve.unc.edu>; "" 

~live.unc.edu>; ............ @live.unc.edu;- . ~ ~ ~      ~live.unc.edu;~; L ............. ~ ...... 

~}live.unc.edu;,; ,~live.unc.edu~; ~live.unc.edu>; . _ 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; @live.unc.edu>; - - 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; ~)live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edtr% ’, ~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>: 

live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edtr~; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA- ExeStatT <uncaa exe stalY(D]gl~ups.unc.edu> 

OneACT Part 2 

S’AAC, 

The second part of the OneACT training will take place on Wednesday, October l at 7pro on the 5tl’ floor of the [oudermiik Center. Dir~ner will be provided. You 

will Inave an opportunity to give ~eedback on the program to Athletic Administration. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:18 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Marko~ Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen 
<j kretchmax@admissions, unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <icthomp~n@admissions. unc.edtP 

No need to worry about her, she has committed to Indiana. 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmfing Coach 
University of North Carolina Swilrm~ing & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.w__!Y .w_: ~,!n_c_: .e_d_u_ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu~ 

Monday, ; ¯ 9:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@tmc.edu> 

Elan-is, Stacey Elaine <sharris@unc.e&P 

Morning, 
I realize this is not an easy decision, but Lagard~re Unlimited Media and Events is getting impatient -YES, their/her problem, not ours - still, as I 
think you aLl know,               is now inquiring about Sunday, December 8. As this thing progresses, I "aLmost" wit[ not have a dog in this 
fight if, in fact, as it will become a Carmichae[ "event". Nonetheless,      knows I’Ll do whatever I need to do to assist her. 
There remain more than a few unknown’s, but my biggest concern now is that IF we host         and IF we play Friday and Saturday, and IF 
we win, THEN there’s a possibility that Joe wi[[ want to practice on Sunday - shoot,     ~ may Want to practice on Sunday. 
No one is disputing the value of the event - there are those who think that last year’s event was a great one - behind the scenes, I’m not sure that 
we felt that.     has asked that I push         to have     and     play in Cone-Kenfie[d. Objectively, that’s not an ideal venue, but is it 
even my role to be pushing this group? 
I’m unsure who needs to make the final decision, but I think a decision needs to be made - one way or another. Sorry to put y’a[t in the middle. 
See you for lunch. 
Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: Stephen Hobbs [mailto:shobbs@berkeley,edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 9:27 AM 

To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: Records Request 

Stephen Hobbs 
Graduate Journalism Student 

University of California, Berkeley 
121 North Gate Hall 

Berkeley, CA 94720-5860 

August 26, 2013 

Leslie Chambers Strohm 
Vice Chancellor and General Counsel 
Office of the University Counsel of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9100 

Dear Ms. Strohm: 

Under North Carolina’s Public Records Statute I am requesting information pertaining to the testing of 

lacrosse athletes at the University of North Carolina for drugs including but not limited to 
anabolic steroids, ergogenic aids, diuretics and masking agents, stimulants, peptide 
hormones, anti-estrogens, beta-2 agonists, beta blockers, street drugs and other 
banned substances since January 1, 2004, unless otherwise stated. Specifically, I seek 
the following information: 

1. Documentation or an accounting of all positive tests. This might include internal forms recording positive tests or 
an electronic spreadsheet or database. 
2. A calendar or other documentation indicating the frequency of drug tests administered to athletes. 
3. Records related to punishments levied for positive tests. 
4. The budget for or amount of money dedicated to drug testing for fiscal or calendar years from 2005-2012. 
5. Audits or reports discussing the drug testing of athletes, excluding standardized information provided by other 
government agencies or the NCAA. 
6. Contracts or agreements with vendors who have a role in drug testing athletes. 

It is my hope that this information is easily procured and does not necessitate a broad search of public 
documents. However, if you are unable or unwilling to fill this request without a specific document 
request, then please consider this a request for the following: 

l. Any and all relative correspondence, including but not limited to emails, with regards to a positive test of a 
lacrosse athlete, or athletes, since 2004. 
2. Any and all relative correspondence, including but not limited to emails, in regards to the testing of lacrosse 
athletes, since 2004. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed 
$250. However, I would also like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested 
information is in the public interest and will contribute significantly to the public’s understanding of how 



collegiate athletes are drug tested. This request is designed to gather information and is not being sought 
for commercial purposes. 

As you are aware, North Carolina’s Public Records Statute requires a response within a specified amount 
of days. If access to the records I am requesting will take longer, please contact me with information 
about when I might expect copies or the ability to inspect the requested records. Should copies be 
provided, I would like them sent electronically to my email address: shobbs@berke]ey~edu. If electronic 
copies are not possible, I would like them mailed to the address listed below my name on the first page of 
this letter. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to 
release the information and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

Thank you for considering my request. If you have any questions, please email me or call the phone 
number listed below. 

Sincerely, 

Stephen Hobbs 

shobbs@berke!ey~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:41 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.uuc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@uuc.edu> 

FW: Media Report 9.30.13 

Media Report 9.30.13.docx 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, September 30, 20:t3 20:48 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Media Report 9.30.13 

Paul, 

Attached is today’s report - pretty brief today, couldn’t find a whole lot. 

Have a good one, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 5:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 
meet "to discuss compliance 

Hello Vince~ I hope this message finds you well I am writing to see if I could set up some time with you to discuss student athlete compliance and a general overview of the functions of 
your office? I’ve recently met with ASPSA & the Registrar and we’ve disct ssed eligibility & compliance tracking. I look forward also to meeting with Lance Markos and Marielle Van Oelder. 
If you think it would be helpful for the four of us to meet together ust let me knuw~ otherwise I can contact them and plan to meet with them individually. One piece I’d like to discuss with 
you is the Compliance Office’s response to NCAA’s public iN’ractions report Also, you mentioned during the Working Group meeting that you all have compiled a list of 90+ 
recommendations that have been made over the past 3 or so yrs. I would love to see this list as I’d like to prepare something similar for the Working Group to review-. 

Thank you, Vince, I look forward to meeting with you soon. 
Best regards, 
Debbi Clarke 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:38 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <ricl~unc.edu>; John 

Montgome~ (john@mmsclub.com) 

Re: Colonnades Club - Business Af[er Horns ] Fighting Illini Enelgy 

We have done this same thing in the blue zone / pope box for each of the past few years. Rick 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Sep 12, 2013, at 12:35 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

Chamber of Commerce meetings in what is our Blue Zone. 

From: Champaign County Chamber of Commerce [mailto:info@champaiqncounty.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Champaign County Chamber of Commerce 
Sent; Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:17 PM 
To" _~jJ!10__o_N_e__c_l__u_. 
,Subject-" Colonnades Club - Business After Hours I Fighting lllini Energy 

xi ou, 

T.,,rsday,  eptember, , 
5:oo to 7:oo p.m. 

Colonnades Club - Memorial Stadium 

iiiiiiii 1402 South First Street iiiiiii 
Champaign, IL 61820 

° Fighting Illini Energy will be giving away a set (2) of Fighting Illini 
Football season tickets (for the remaining games). Be sure to join us 

° Don’t forget to bring your frequent attendee punch card. This punch 

. To better connectyou our members we wi, be using BUMP a free 
mobile app that allows you to connect instantly with the bump of your 
phone. Th~s event ~s for you, so save t~me swapping contact info and 
spend more time talking about you and your business. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

There is a $5 suggested donation for members and $8 donation for non- 
members. For more details and to RSVP to the event, 9_!_!.q_k__.h__e_r_._e.. 

See a. ne tweek,  e tember, , 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

% % 
This email was ~nt to ~illinois.edu by chamber~champak~nceunt¥.ert~ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address I~ls~ant ~emovai ~’,,i~h Saf:eUnsub~ribe~" Privacy 

Policy, 

The Champaign Count}, Chamber of Commerce :: 303 W, Kirby Ave, Champaign i Ik :: 61820 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 12:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Bakaly, Charles <Charles.BaJ~aly@edelman.com> 

RE: Joy - intro to the documentary. 

Hi Vince, 

We’ve looked into the movie, and based on what we’ve found, we don’t recommend that gubba participate in the panel. The movie materials list the following 

people as appearing in this order, which probably means that they will tall< about the UNC issues of the past: 

Mary Willingham - Learning Specialist, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dan Kane-Raleigh News and Observer 

- Fullback, UNC 

John Shoop - Former Asst. Football Coach, UNC 

Given that possibility and the fact we don’t know the tone of the movie, we wouldn’t want Bubba to be trapped into speaking on the pane[ after the past scandals 

were discussed. 

ff we want to consider s.:_~me.:_~ne els~-_b such as a form~:_~r atMete, we recommend g~-:d:~:ing m.:_~re informati.:_~n, inchJding the following questions. We can contact the 

press people t:or the movie to get more information and discuss what type of panel participant they want. 

Who are the o~:her panel participants? Th~-_~ ~-’_m~ail only names the movie producer [his is cri~:ical since the publicity rnat~:_~rials quob:_~ a variety of criti(:s of 

college sports and LiNC. 

e What is the NCAA stance on this movie? It would be important for gubba or your team to reach out to the NCAA and see how they’re handling this. We 

wouldn’t want atNetic department’s participation to cause problems with the NCAA, especially while we have open investigations. 

How is UNC portrayed in the movie? 

While this would be a good opportunity for Bubba to talk about his recommended approach to create an educational trust for student athletes, the risk is too high 

to have 8ubba participate. Once we get more context and information, we can help make a decision on who, if anyone, else could participate. 

Thanks 
S.~!ih Keg!:i~ I Edeinii~r!:: 250 Hudson, New Y.’)!’k. NY 100"13 i 0:2J.Y-;-’O,h45451 i’71 

From: Ille, Vince [maito:ile@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:10 PN 
To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: FW: Joy - intro to the documentary 

Beth. 

Do you have an?’ recommendations for us regalding Bubba’s participation in the event and/or the potential participation of others? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:48 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: 3oy - intro to the documentary 
Let’s run this by Beth. I would consider doing it if they thought it appropriate. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "llle, Vince" <i_[!_.e_ ..@__..u_ .n__c_:_ed__9_> wrote: 

Should we ask one or more people to volunteer to participate in this event? It might be helpful to have one or mole former studem-athletes (not 

necessarily UNC alums) and one or more others participate. It might be best lbr the "dissenters" to have a regional/national backgro~md and perspective 

instead of what could be la~rtrayed as a limited, local one. 

From: Renner, 3oy J 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:27 PI 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy - intro to the documentary 
Here is the link to the documentary being aired on October 24 on this campus. Your thoughts? 

Taylor Branch will be coming to campus on Oct. 24 to participate in a screening in Carroll Auditorium - Thursday 10/24, 7pm, of"Schooled: The Price of 

College Sports". See links below. Follomng the screening there roll be a panel discussion with the producer and Taylor Branch and others. Branch has 

requested that a "dissenter"--someone opposed to remunerating athletes, should also participate. Do you have an?’ suggestions for such a person’? 
http:iipress.epixhd.comiprogr~mmin~/’schooled-the-price-of college-sports/ 

ht~//press~epixhduc~m/‘a~p~c~ntent/up~ads/2~3/09/EP~X-SCH~LED~THE~PR~CE~F~C~LLEGE~SP~RTS~d~cx 
Joy .I. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
ASSOC[~1:~? P?’o~essor ~irld Dired:or 

Uniw!rsil:y of Norl:h Carolini} al: Chapel IHill 
Schooi of Medicine 
Cg ~71.30 UNC-CH gondu!’ant Hall 

32~-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599.-7130 

919-.96fi-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

919-.96fi-.5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIAI.IT’r NOTICE: Th[5 e-mail message, including al:taciwnents, [~ any, [5 inl:ended only for the -person or er!l:il:y 1:o wi~[ch [[ is addressed and rnay contain 

con~ider!l:ial and/or privqeged !’nal:eN;~l. Any -.--unai;thoNzed review, use, disclosi;re or d[51:r[but[on is proi~ibited. If you are not ~h,.’? intended recipient, pleilse ,::onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and desl:roy all copies of l:he original message, 

Email eorrespo~lence to and from this address may be s~bject [co the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aw anal may be clisc~osed to tbir~l par[ies 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcmech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Blue zone tickets tbr 9/28 

There are no policies to prohibit this. 

All premium seat sales are managed by the Rams Club. 

Sam should work through rim Smith to make the arrang~:_~ments. 

Thanks. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 8:24 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 

Subject: FW: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

Karlton, 

Before I respond to Sam Paul, is the mrangement he’s asking about possible? Are there any depa(tment or University policies that might prohibit this? 

Michael Jacobs is a friend of Sail’s who teaches in the Business College. I believe Sam sees him as a candidate for potential contribution to his special account. It is 

my understanding that Michael was involved in mergers and acqnisitions and is a legitimate source for potential funding. I know that lie also plays tennis himself and 

attends some of our matches. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Wednesday, September :t8, 20:[3 6:39 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

Hi Vince, 
Thanks for checking. There aren’t specific department or university policies that prohibit this. I don’t recall that any of our coaches have purchased Nue Zone 

tick~:_d:s for anyone, or any football ticl~ets for supporters or potential donors, but it may haw:_~ happened and I didn’t Imow il:. rim Sabo would probably know. The 

dckets they regularly charge to their budgets are for recruitff~g. H: he is definitely a potential donor, it may be rnoney wNI spe~.tbut, it also may be better if Sam 

talks to Tim Smith, his Rams Club [:undraiser, and let the Rams Club invite Michael to the Blue Zone and help cultivate a donation. Just a thought. 

Martina 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September :[8, 20:[3 5:54 PM 
To" Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: P-W: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

IVlaxtina. 
Before I respond to Sam, is the arrangement he’s asking about possible? Are there any department or Universi~ policies that might prohibit this? 
Michael Jacobs is a fidend of Sam’s who teaches in the Business College. I believe Sam sees him as a candidate for potential contribution to his special account. It is 
my understanding that Michael was involved in mergers mad acquisitions and is a legitimate source lbr potential/hnding. I know that he also plays tennis himself and 
attends some of our matches. 
Thanks for your help. 
Mince 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:           @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, September :[8, 20:[3 :[:29 plVl 

To: ]lle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

I believe Michael would be a great person to cultivate. Could I buy him some tickets out of my budget? 

Thmxks 

Sam Paul 

Begin forwaarded message: 

From: Rebecca Dirksen <            @yahoo.corn> 
Date: September 18, 2013, 12:24:52 PM EDT 

To: "            ~yahoo.com" <            ,@~yahoo.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

Rebecca 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Jacobs < net> 

Date: September 18, 2013, 12:00:41 PM EDT 

To: Rebecca Dirksen <             ~/~vahoo.com>, Mela~ie Biese < 

<            (/~vahoo.com>, Harriet Poston <           a)~gnmil.com> 

Subject: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

2~gmaJl.com>, Courtney Toledo 

Hey Ladies. Do you kmow anyone we cml get 2 or 4 blue zone tickets for the 9/28 game. Michael has some fiiends coming in town for the 
game. 



Thanks, 

Donna 

Sent from iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Asbury, Phillip Keith <philasbury@nnc.edtr; 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:39 AM 

Vmlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Baucom, DeaJm H <DeAhn@unc.edtr~ 

Maynard, GaD" David <gmaynard@email.unc .edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@emai]. unc .edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jaclde copebnd@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <maxkos@emaJ.unc.eda>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

I am happy to meet to discuss. Also, I am sure that we all understand that NCAA bylaws have no jurisdiction over Federal Title IV aid. Any "overaward" that involves 

federal aid will be adjusted, as required, regardless of the Institutional (Athletic or other) aid involved. If a student is overpaid with Athletic aid alone then it 

makes perfect sense that the NCAA rules would apply to those funds. In that circumstance, it appears that this would be a violation regardless of whether the 

student is asked to repay the excess aid. 

Thanks, 

Phil 

Phil Asbury 

Deputy Director 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-2193 - phone 
- mobile 

(919) 962-2716 - fax 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Baucom, Deahn H 
C¢: Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Asbury, Phil]ip Keith; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 
Good Morning Deahn--- 

Thank you for the quick reply. Tom and I were discussing the same thing yesterday and I believe he will be reaching out to everyone to set-up a time. 

I look forward to meeting ew-_~ryon~-_~ in-p~-_~rsorL 

Marielle 

Marielte A, vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785~, 

Fax: {919) 962- 5002 

IYE va (t ~el d e r @ u n (:. e d U 

From: Baucom, Deahn H 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 7:50 AM 
To: Vangelder, Harielle A 
C¢: Baucom, Deahn H; Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

We should probably meet to discuss how to balance this with the federal laws. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Good Evening--- 

I hope this t:inds you atl welt. 

8ecause of the involvement your units have with Athletics and our student-athletes, we wanted to take the time to provide you with an update we 

have received from the NCAA. 

The NCAA has confirmed t:hat an institution that distribut~-:~s excess financial aid t:o a student-.athlet~-:k, which would cause the student--at:hbt~-:¢s award 

to e’.¢ce~-_~d a full grant:-in-aid (athh-:d:ically related aid) or cost of al:tendanc~-:~ (all akt}, may gradat~-_~ the excess aid, provided the student--athlet~-:~ has nl)t 

received financial benefits in excess of a full grant-in-aid or cost of attendance for the academic year. However, once the student-athlete has gained a 

benefit from aid received in excess o1: a full grant-in-aid or cost of attendance (e~g, receipt of funds, payment ot: charge on student-athlete’s account), 

the institution may not avoid a violation of NCAA rules by obtaining reimbursement from the student-athlete or charging the student-atMete’s 

account in the am.:)unt: of t:he excess aid received. 

Ther~-:ffore, it is critical that: we c.:)ntinue to pay careful attention when issuing refund checks or rnaking any adjustments to a stude1~[:-al:hJetes accou1~t. 

The NCAA has made it clear that we cannot rectify art error rnade when a studer~t-.atfflete is allowed to receive a refund to which they are not 

permitted by obtaining a reimbursement from that student or charging their account in the amount of the excess aid received. The standard penalty 

for the student-athlete who receives aid in excess of their allotted scholarship will always be repayment of the benefit provided and eligibility 

reinstatement by the NCAA staff. However, the impermissible benefit provided to the individual student-athlete could also impact the overall team 

limitat:ions. The standard NCAA penalty [or any ow?rage 1:i) the team scholarship limit:ations requires tb-:~ team t.:) r~-_~duce the amount o[ aid awarded t:o 

tb-:~ t~-_~am as a whole by d.:)ubh-:~ the impermissible am.:)unt provided to tb-:~ stud~-:mt-athlel:e at: the next aw~ilable opportunity. 

If there are ever any questions about whether or not a student-athlete is permitted to receive a refund, it is always best to confirm with Athletics 

(:omp]iance prior to issuing a refund to a student-atMete. Doing so protects both the eligibility of the student-athlete and the overall team financial 

aid limitations. 

Ph:’ase let: m~-’_~ know if you have any quest:ions 1)r concerns. Thank you For your cor~tinued assistanc~-:~ with this very important: process. 

Marb:Jb 

Mariefle A~ vanGNder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eilers, Christopher J <chrisgilers@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:04 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <’sfm]ner@admJssions.unc.edu>; Willitbrd, Lynn E <lynn willitbvd@unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen 

<jkretchmas@admissJons.unc.edu.% Ille, Vmce <ille@unc.edu-* 

1),22: UNC Intel~ollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All, 

Thank you for the feedback. If there aren’t any object:ions I will plan to ~.;ubmit the surw?y to GA early t:hb.; afternoon u~.;ing the responses from the 2nd draft: I passed 

a rOLErld. 

With regard to the pending SAT/ACT score question, I believe the decision was rnade to use test scores frorn ConnecLCarolina as iL is the canonical source for 

student data. 

Please let me know if there are any additional questions or concerns. 

Thanks 

Chri; 
.............................. 

Chris giters 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

Uniw:’rsitv of North Carolina at: Chapel Hiil 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

f"hone: (9:19) 843--5&Q5 

Frora: Farmer, Stephen ! 

Sent: Thursday,                 9:53 AM 
To: Eilers, Christopher J; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 
Chris, thank you very much for pulling all of this together. And Jen and Vince, thank you for the great care you’ve devoted to making sure all these data are 

accurate. Steve 

From: Eilers, Christopher .] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 9:29 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, .len; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All, 

I’ve created a 2nd drat:t of the survey responses t:or the BOG Adfletics ReporL Thanks to Vince for providing the data for Lhe Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited 

Freshman Student-Athletes". The response for d~at survey question is now 193 (vs. the 45 on Lt~e original DRAFT). I’ve updated the sources for each of the survey 

responses in the email below. 

Please take one last look and let rne have your approvals or feedback as soon as you can. Many thanks again to everybody for the help. 

Thank% 

Chri’; 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

OfFice of Instit:utional Research & A’;sessment: 

Uniw:’rsitv of North Carolina at: Chapel Hill 

.c_ e_! Le__r._s_@_.e__n_~a__O.=u__n_c_:_.e_ d__u_ 
Phone: (919) s43-.s~¢s 
From: Eilers, Christopher .1 
Sent: Friday,                 4:41 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - DRAFT 

All, 

Based on the various reports and emails submitted to Lynn for the BOG Athletics Report I’ve gone ahead and entered the information into GA’s survey form 

although we’ve not yet submitted the data to GA. We have a little extra time to submit the results to GA. I’ve attached a marked up survey form and wanted to 

pass it by everyone one more time for a final review so that we can make sure to report everything accurately. 

A few notes on where I pulled the data from: 

Q2. Campus Total for "All Freshman", I used a total of the "New First-time" students from our (3,915) and the (13) term census reports to get 

the 3,928 number. 

Q2. Campus Total for "All Freshman Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

riiai~" " .~LUU~HL-~U.~=~ , u~u U~=Wtm~LUU=HL~UUHLHUm u~pU, Lt,~J=,~l( provided-~:-u~ov~ ~J~r~oHu ,4~. Campus Total for Recruited Fresh .................. I ......................................... . ~,,,~,, usthe I ........ 

SAT/ACT score data. 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes", I used list provided by Vince ille. 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

Q4. Academic Profile Information, i used the report that Jen K. provided. 

QS. Majors for Recruited Athletes with at least Junior Academic Standing in        , I used a list of recruited athletes from the UGRD Admissions office and then 

pulled data from our         census based student file to look for enrolled students, academic standing, and major. 

Please let Lynn or i know if you have any questions, or if you see anything that I’ve entered incorrectly, if everybody could please provide any feedback, or 

approvals by Monday that would be great. 

Thanks again to everybody for all the effort that went into preparing this. 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

.c_ e_! Le__r. _s_ @_.e__n_~ a__[L_u__n_.c__._.e_ d__u_ 



Phone: (919) 843-5645 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Regulator Review - UNC 

Vince, 

Is November OK for this meeting? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 10:10 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

That would be great actuaily .--. here are some chunks of time that wili work. 

Nov, 6th f!o!’r~ i0-12 

Nov. I4th fr’orTt 4-5:30 

ANNA ROSE N~EDLEY 

T: 919.962.1365 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:14 PM 
To: Medley, Anna Rose 
Subject: RE: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

Hi Arma, 

Thanks. This doesr£t have Lo happen on October 8ti~ if thaL’s inconvenient for the Chancellor. We can took at another week if need be. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

f’ll get you an answer first thing {I think Erin is talking to [’~ubba) 

ANNA ROSE MEDLEY 

T: 919.962.1365 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Medley, Anna Rose 
Subject: RE: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

2.-82t~} 

From: Medley, Anna Rose 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

N4oily, whats your direct? 

ANNA ROS~L MEDLEY 
T: 919,962,:l ~65 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:54 PM 
To: Medley, Anna Rose 
Subject: FW: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

Hi Anna, 

I wanted to follow up and see if Chancellor Folt might have 30-60 minutes available at any point on Tuesday, October 8? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 5:44 PM 
To: Medley, Anna 

Cc: Schuettpelz, Erin C ( _e_ _c_ _s_ _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _% _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) 
Subject: FW: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

Hi Anna, 

Bubba would like to participate in the NCAA Regulatory Review mentioned below. Can you please provide some dates and times that Chancellor Folt is available 

fora 30-60 mimJte meeting before September 26 or after October 7? 

Thanks, 

IVI.:MIy 

From: .lay, .loseph [m_a__[[~;!_o__s___e_p__h_~]__a_y_@__%_wt___~_c___o_m] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 7:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Vangelder, Marielle A; UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

I am writing to invite the University of North Carolina to participate in the NCAA Regulatory Review. 

The Executive Committee of the NCAA has commissioned two law firms, Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP, and Spencer Fane Britt & Browne LLP, to undertake a review 



of the regulatory functions of the NCAA, particularly the Eligibility Center, Academic and Membership Affairs, and Enforcement¯ (A link to a memo from President Simon, 
Chair of the NCAA Executive Committee, to the NCAA Membership regarding this Review can be found !~e[_e_...) 

As part of this Review, we are meeting with and speaking to campuses across the country and across all three divisions to assess the effectiveness of these functions and 
consider how closely they meet the membership’s expectations¯ 

We would also welcome the opportunity to meet with (or speak to) the university president, senior athletic staff members, members of the general counsel’s office (if 
applicable), coaches, the FAR, and/or any other university official that would like to participate. We should be in the North Carolina area September 12 and would like to 
arrange a visit, if possible. If that day does not work, we can certainly accommodate another day+ 

Please feel free to give me a call to discuss this opportunity at ¯ I am happy to answer any questions you might have. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks, 
Joe 
A. Joseph Jay Ill 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
700 Sixth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: 
Fax: +1 202¯862.2400 

Joseph.Jay(~,cwt.com 
www.cadwalader.com 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: An5, advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or 

local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any s~atement in this emaJl relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax 

matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other pexties of the transaclion(s) or matteKs) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s paNcular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The intbrmation in "this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the 

intbrmation; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this mes~ge m~d any attachments mthout retaining a copy. Although this emaJ1 m~d any 

attachments are believed to be t?ee of any virus or other detect that may aJt~ct may computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibilib, of the 

recipient to ensure that it is vires free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & ’][’aft LLP for a:ny loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:09 AM 

Mark Paschal < @gmail.com> 

RE: UNC Agent aJ~d Advisor Program 

Mark, 

I am pleased to hear that you do not have any involvement with UNC student-athletes since you are not registered with our Program. That said, our Program is 

designed to provide a level playing [ield for those professional representatives wishing to work with UNC studen~:-athletes aft:or the conclusion o~ ~:heir eligibility. 

Any properly registered agent, advisor, or other pro[essional representatiw-:~ is flee to avail themselw:~s of the oppor~:uni~:ies afforded within the structure i~: sets 

[:orth. Therefore, these processes are open to you and your colleagues. 

I have no idea what you mean with your references to ~’misinforn~atiorf" and "ruining a reputation/° Certainly any allegation of that nature involving our office ix 

baseless and unfounded. 

We appreciate your commitment to abidance by our Agent and Advisor Program. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Mark Paschal [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September :[9, 2013 :[0:23 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program 

Pard: 

Thanks for reminding me ofintbrmation that I am already well aware o£ Additionally, my involvement with the Rmns Club, etc has ZERO lo do with stadent athletes. In 

addition to respecting UNC rules, I also have a career I would not jeopardize. With that said, be on the lookout later today for an email I will be sending to Bubba and 

many more based on extremely disturbing inforumtion I have lemlled coming directly out of your depaxtment. I take my career mid reputation very seriously as does the 

first class compa:ny I work for. While I appreciate your efforts to protect the Universib’ you croft do it based on misinformation and by ruining a reputation of ml 

individual who has NEVER broken any rule, polic>5 or law at the School in regaxds to student athletes. 

Thanks - 

Mark 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 9:22 AM, Pogge, Paul wrote: 

Mark: 

I am aware that you have been in communication with members of our Rams Club staff, ticket sales department, and equipment staff in recent weeks. We value 

the contributions you made to the University of North Carolina while you were a student-athlete here. Despite your contacts at UNC and your status as an alumnus, 

however, I would like to remind you that you are still subject to the rules of our Agent and Advisor Program due to your affiliation with a sports agency. 

Specifically, please be reminded of the following: 

Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics before communicating in any way with a UNC student-athlete or 

affiliated individual. You are not currently registered with our Program. Registration with U NC consists of completion of the registration form included on the link 

above and submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. Registrants are also reminded of the separate 

registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 

78C- 85-!05). 

Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes or affiliated individuals must be 

preapproved by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate head coach. If approved, a member of the Compliance Office must be present for any in-person 

meeting or phone coil with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verba! communication or correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC 

student-athlete or affiliated individual must first be submitted to the Compliance Office for approval by both a Compliance Office representative and the appropriate 

head coach. If approved, the Compliance Office will be responsible for provision of the non-verbal communication. No[arm o[ contact or correspondence, verbal or 

otherwise, should ever take place with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual without the pro-approval and participation of the Compliance Office. This 

includes parents, family members, other relatives, and anyone else affiliated with UNC student-athletes in any way. 

Please let me know if you have any questions on the Program. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

<image00B.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

Mark Paschal 

:@.qmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 11:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: meet 

Wednesday AM? I0:00AM?? 

Rich DeSehn, Head Swilrmling Coach 
1.?t~Jversih, o:[ iN.ol ~[) Carolina Sw[mtint~g & Di\,kt~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: meet 

Rich, 
Next Wedne~tay almost any time until 3 pro, and next Thursday any time belbre 10:45 aan are good [br me. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: meet 

Vince: 

Probably time we meet. When might you be free? 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~ning Coach 
University- of North Carolina Swin~ning & Diving 
I O Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC $514-~126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn,,~email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay, Joseph --~Joseph.Jay@c~x~.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 12:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

Not at all! We can do a meeting in November. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 12:04 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

Joe, 

Our Chancellor is very interested in attending, but she is not available to meet betbre November 6. Is that too late for your timeframe? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Jay, Joseph [mailto:Joseph.Jay@cwt.com] 
Sent: Saturday, September 14, 2013 6:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 
Vince, 
No problem. Given competing schedules, could we k~ok at a day on or after October 10? 
’r~’l~nk.s se much, 
Joe 

From: 1lie, Vince [__m___a_![to_;_!![_eQ__u__tN=_e_.__du_] 
Sent: Saturday, September 14, 2013 6:20 PM 

To: Jay, Joseph 
Subject: Re: NCAA Regulatory Review - UNC 

Joe, 

Thanks for the message. We will not be able to meet on Wednesday, but look forward to participating. I will identify a couple of options for your 

consideration and forward those to you as soon as I can. 

Vince 

On Sep :!.4, 20:1.3, at 5:21 PM, "Jay, Joseph" <Joseph.Jay@)cwt.com> wrote: 

Vince, 
Is there any chance that we could make Wednesday, September 18, work for a visit to UNC? We are scheduled to meet with the Duke contingent 
on Thursday, and it would be very helpful if we could combine our trip to the RDU area. Otherwise, let’s make another day work! 
We met wRh Ron Wellman at Wake Forest this week who encouraged us to have a conversation with your team. 

Best, 
Joe 
A. Joseph Jay Ill 

Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP 
700 Sixth Street, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20001 
Tel: 
Fax: +1 202.862.2400 

Joseph.Jay@cwt.com 
~: c_._a_d__w__a_La_..d_ e_t,..c_o_.m.. 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained heroin was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of 

avoiding U.S. federal, state, or local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any statement in this 

email relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other panes of the 

transaction(s) or nmtter(s) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from 

an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The inibnnation in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use 
or disseminate the information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. Although this email and any attachments are believed to be flee of any virus or other defect that mW a£fect any computer 
system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility- of the recipient to ensure that it is virus five and no responsibiliF is 
accepted by Cadwalader. Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report        - 2nd DRAFT 

Vince, thank you. I missed the "pending M 

update? . Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 12:07 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 

Does this meau that we will be reporting lower scores thau those earned by our : 

that there will be people who will want to understand the explanation. Thanlcs Steve. 

From: Eilers, Christopher 3 

Sent: Thursday,                 10:04 AM 
To= Farmer, Stephen M; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, .]en; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All, 

SAT!SAT score question" that Chris refers to below. If you have a minute, would you please call and give me an 

9 ? student-athletes ~ If so, what is the justification for that’. I am certain 

Thank you for the feedback~ If there aren’t any objections I will plan to submit the survey to GA early this afternoon using the responses from the Z"}d draft I passed 

around~ 

With regard to the pending SAT/ACT score question I believe the decision was made to use test scores from ConnectCarolina as it is the canonical source for 

student data. 

Please let rne know i[ there are any additi.:_~nal questi.:_~ns or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinat:or, Planning Support 

Office of h~stitutional Research & Assessment 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

£.e__t!_e_r_s_._@. __e_._m_._a_!_t:..u_ n__c_._£d__~. 
Phone: (9:[9) 8-q3-5645 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 

Sent: Thursday,                 9:53 AM 
To: Eilers, Christopher 3; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 

Chris, thank you very much for pulling all of this together. And Jen and Vince, thank you for the great care you’ve devoted to making sure all these data are 

accurate. Steve 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:29 PH 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All, 

I’ve created a 2nd draft of the survey responses for the BOG Athletics Report. Thanks to Vince for providing the data for the Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited 

Freshman Student-Athletes". The response for that survey question is now 193 (vs. the 4.5 on the original DRAFT). l’ve updated the sources for each of the survey 

responses in t:he ernail below. 

Please take one last Io.:_q~ and let me haw:~ vour approvals or [eedback as soon as you can. Many Lhanl~s again to evervbody for the help. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eik_ws 

CoordinaLoc Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (9:[9) 8:13-5645 

Froro: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Friday,                 4:4J. PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - DRAFT 

All, 

Based on the various reports and emails submitted to Lynn for the BOG Athletics Report I’ve gone ahead and entered the information into GA’s survey form 

although we’ve not yet submitted the data to GA. We have a little extra time to submit the results to GA. I’ve attached a marked up survey form and wanted to 

pass it by everyone one more time for a final review so that we can make sure to report everything accurately. 

A few notes on where I pulled the data from: 

Q2. Campus Total for "All Freshman", I used a total of the "New First-time" students from our Fall (3,915) and the Spring (13) term census reports to get 

the 3,928 number. 

Q2. Campus Total for "All Freshman Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

,4-~. Cai-,;pus Total for Reci-uited Fi-es’,;i-,;ai; .................. , ’, the total ~ow us the ’, ~tuu~nnt JLUU~HL-t~N II~L~3 U~CU 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes", I used list provided by Vince Ille. 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

Q4. Academic Profile information, I used the report that Jen K. provided. 



0.5. Majors for Recruited Athletes with at least Junior Academic Standing in Fall     , I used a list of recruited athletes from the UGRD Admissions office and then 

pulled data from our Fall     census based student file to look for enrolled students, academic standing, and major. 

Please let Lynn or I know if you have any questions, or if you see anything that I’ve entered incorrectly. If everybody could please provide any feedback, or 

approvals by Monday that would be great. 

Thanks again to everybody for all the effort that went into preparing this. 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-5645 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, 12:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

Yep-     only sent in his 790 SAT to UNC- his 820 is at the EC. 

And has two ACT scores and sent the better composite score to UNC. But he has a 271 on the reading section of the score he didn’t send to UNC vs. a 7].9 on the one 

we have on campu;, 

You’d third~ they’d b¢_~ ol~ with taking the scor¢_~s from th¢_~ EC if tfu-_~y’re better con;idering that’s where th¢_~y’re g¢_d:ting the friggin’ core GPA";, 

La n c e 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 12:09 PM 

To: Narkos, Lance ! 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

Does this mean thai lower scores will be reported? 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Thursday,                 10:04 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, Jen; IIle, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All, 

Thank you for the feedback, If th¢_~re aren’t any ob.iections I will plan to submit the survey to GA early this afl:ernoon using the re;pon;¢_~s from the 2nd ,draft I passed 

a roun d, 

Please let me know if there are any additional questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Fliers 

Coordinator, Ptarming Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

bniversil:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc,edu 

Phone: (9:19) 843-5~2¢1.5 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Thursday,                 9:53 AM 
To: Fliers, Christopher 3; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, 3en; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 

Chris, thank you very much for pulling all of this together. And Jen and Vince, thank you for the great care you’ve devoted to making sure all these data are 

accurate. Steve 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:29 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, 3en; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All 

Vve created a 2nd draft of the survey responses for the BOG Athletics Report. Thanks to Vince for providing the data for the Q3. Campus Total [:or "Recruited 

Freshman Student--Athletes". The response for that survey question is now 193 (vs. the 4.5 on the original DRAFT). Vve updaLed the sources for each o1: the survey 

responses in the email below, 

Please take one last look and let me have your approvals or feedback as soon as you can. Many thanks again to everybody for the help~ 

Tha~lks, 

Chris 

Chris Fliers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

C)[fice of h~stitul:ional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c_.e__!!_e_.r_s_._@. __e_._m_._a_!_L..u_ n__q.__e_.d__~. 
Phone: (9:19) 843-5~M.5 

From: Fliers, Christopher 3 
Sent: Friday,                 4:41 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; llle, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - DRAFT 

All, 

Based on the various reports and emails submitted to Lynn for the BOG Athletics Report l’ve gone ahead and entered the information into GA’s survey form 

although we’ve not yet submitted the data to GA. We have a little extra time to submit the results to GA. l’ve attached a marked up survey form and wanted to 

pass it by everyone one more time for a final review so that we can make sure to report everything accurately. 

A few notes on where I pulled the data from: 

Q2. Campus Total for "All Freshman", I used a total of the "New First-time" students from our Fall (3,915) and the Spring (13) term census reports to get 

the 3,928 number. 

Q2. Campus Total for "All Freshman Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

niar~" " a~uu=,,t-~t,,,=L=~ , u~=u u,= wtom ~tuu=.t ~.uu,,t ,,u,,, u,= m =laU, ~ t, mL J~,, l( provided -~:-~ ~=:v= ,.J ~ar~ ~,,u ~. Campus Total for Recruited Fresh .................. I ......................................... . ~,,,,.,, uathe I ........ 

SAT/ACT score data. 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes", I used list provided by Vince Ille. 



Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

Q4. Academic Profile Information, I used the report that Jen K. provided. 

Q5. Majors for Recruited Athletes with at least Junior Academic Standing in Fall     , I used a list of recruited athletes from the UGRD Admissions office and then 

pulled data from our Fall     census based student file to look for enrolled students, academic standing, and major. 

Please let Lynn or I know if you have any questions, or if you see anything that I’ve entered incorrectly. If everybody could please provide any feedback, or 

approvals by Monday that would be great. 

Thanks again to everybody for all the effort that went into preparing this. 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c_.e__!!_e_.r_s_. _@. __e_. _m_.~ j_!: .u_ n__c_:_e_.d__v. 
Phone: (919) 843-5645 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:40 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Clear?.,, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@~mc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; @live.~mc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

I have it on my schedule and look forward to the meeting, 

Rick 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:42 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 

Co: Steinbacher, Rick; llle, Vince; 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Let’s plan on 4. Sounds like that works for evewone. Thanks, 

Paul 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 9:39 PM, "Clea~’, Kenneth Eugene" <!! _cJ_e__~J_,L(o)_._r_Lc_:e__@_ > wrote: 

I’m available. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:33 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; llle, Vince; 
Subject: Meeting 

A~, 

Can we meet Tuesday afternoon at 4 PM? 

Paul 

<irnage003dpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(93.9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williford. Lyml E <lynn williford@unc.edu;> 

Thursday, 12:42 PM 

Eilers, Christopher J <chris eilers@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen 

<jkretchmas@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-* 

I~E: UNC Intel~ollegiate Athletics Report        - 2nd DRAFT 

Let me also thank everyone for the hard work on this one. Before we move on, let"s take a little time to write up some documentation about data sources, 

counting rules, etc., so we can replicate our process next year (assuming it doesn’t change, which is always a possibiUbi). 

Chris if you can initiat:e it m~d pass it around k~r confirmation, that woukt be much appreciated by all of us. 

Lynn 

From: Eilers, Christopher 3 
Sent: Thursday,                 :tO: 04 AM 

To: Farmer, Stephen IVl; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, _len; IIle, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All, 

Thank you for the feedback. If tfu:_~re aren’t any objections I will plan to submit the survey to GA early this afl:ernoon using t:he re;pons~:_~s from the 2nd ,draft I p~ssed 

around. 

With regard to the pending SAT/ACT score question, ] believe the decision was made to use tes[ scores from ConnectCaro]ina as it is the canonical source for 

student data. 

Please let rne know if there are any additionN question; or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institution~l Rese~r’ch & Assessment 

UniversiW of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

F_.e__!!_e_r_s_._@. __e_._m_.~!_L .u_ n__q.__e_d__~. 
Phone: (9:[9} 8-’13-5B4B 

From: Farmer, Stephen N 
Sent: Thursday,                 9:53 AM 
To: Biers, Christopher J; Williford, Lynn E; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 

Chris, thank you very much for pulling all of this together. And Jen and Vince, thank you for the great care you’ve devoted to making sure all these data are 

accurate. Steve 

From: Eilers, Christopher J 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:29 PN 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

All 

I’ve created a 2nd draft of the survey responses for the BOG Athletics Report. Thanks to Vince for providing the data for the Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited 

Freshman Student-Athletes". The response for that survey question is now :193 (vs. the 4.5 on the original DRAFT}. l’ve updated the sources for each of the survey 

responses in t:he ernail below. 

Please take one h~st Iool~ and let me haw:" vour approvals or feedback a; soon as you can. Many [:bahias again t.:_~ ~-:~vervbody for the help. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Coordiru~t:or, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

UniversiW of Nord~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (9:[9) 8-’13-584.B 

From: Biers, Christopher J 
Sent: Friday,                 4:41 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar. ]en; Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - DRAFT 

All, 

Based on the various reports and emails submitted to Lynn for the BOG Athletics Report I’ve gone ahead and entered the information into GA’s survey form 

although we’ve not yet submitted the data to GA. We have a little extra time to submit the results to GA. I’ve attached a marked up survey form and wanted to 

pass it by everyone one more time for a final review so that we can make sure to report everything accurately. 

A few notes on where I pulled the data from: 

0.2. Campus Total for "All Freshman", I used a total of the "New First-time" students from our Fall (3,915) and the Spring (13) term census reports to get 

the 3,928 number. 
0.2. Campus Total for "All Freshman Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

~. Cai-,-,pus Total for Recruited Fi-es’,-,i-,-,ai-, .................. , ’, the total ~ us the ’, ~uu,,~ ,,u,,, ,.,,~, ~u, ,. ,.,,~,_ J~,, ’,(. provided~v,,,~.,,        -- - ,J ,~r~ o,,u ~LUU~IIL 

0.3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes", I used list provided by Vince llle. 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

Q4. Academic Profile Information, I used the report that Jen K. provided. 

Q5. Majors for Recruited Athletes with at least Junior Academic Standing in Fall     , I used a list of recruited athletes from the UGRD Admissions office and then 

pulled data from our Fall     census based student file to look for enrolled students, academic standing, and major. 

Please let Lynn or I know if you have any questions, or if you see anything that l’ve entered incorrectly. If everybody could please provide any feedback, or 



approvals by Monday that would be great. 

Thanks again to everybody for all the effort that went into preparing this. 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c__~_!!._e_.r__s_.._@._._e_..m__.~L!: u__n_.c__:._e_~_v. 
Phone: (919) 843-5645 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report        - 2nd DRAFT 

Vince, thank you very much. 

I don’t think there is anything we can do about these two students. For a variety of reasons I’d be glad to explain, we need to limit ourselves to official scores 

provided by the testing services (or on the official high-school transcript). These official scores need to be on file in the University’s information system before the 

beginning of the student’s first regular semester of enrollment. 

From this point forward, we’ll send you the scores we have on file for every student-athlete at some point during the summer. If there is a discrepancy between 

our scores and the scores received in the Eligibility Center, we can then ask the student to request that an official score report be sent to us from the testing 

service. 

Again, l’d be glad to talk this over at your convenience. 

Steve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 12:31 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 

According to our records (per Lmlce),     only sent in his 790 SAT to UNC. His 820 is at the Eligibility Center. has two ACT scores a]~d sent the better 

composite score to UNC. But he has a 21 on the reading section of the score he didn’t send to UNC vs. a 19 on the one we have on campus. 

Are we able to use the test scores from the EC if they are better? It seems we should if we axe using the core GPAs reported by the EC. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 12:24 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FVV: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 

Steve, 

I roll ~y to give you a call as soon as I can. This is the issue Fm referencing. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:23 AM 
To: Eilers, Christopher J; Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report       - 2nd DRAFT 

Can we check the information that Lance references below? Thanks. 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:18 AM 
To: llle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report - 2nd DRAFT 
The only thing that jump’; out at me is the SAT/ACt ~cor~-_~-- f think it:~s low. ~md both t.:>:_~k th~-_~ SAT and got an 870 and an 820 respect:ively while 

and t.:>:_~k the ACT and got ~ 2:7 and 215 composite reBpectively, Thai:"; th,:_~ only thing that jumped out that we might: want them to doubk? ch~-:~ck.,. 

La n C e 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 1:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Travel Release Form 

Will she be able to leave with them on Saturday. 

Donna 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 1:06 PM 
To: Papa, Donna .1 
Subject: RE: Travel Release Form 

I believe the signature of the student-athlete and coach are required first. If you can do that, then send it to me, I’ll sign and give a copy to M~xielle. Thalflcs. 

From: Papa, Donna 3 
Sent: Thursday, 1:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Travel Release Form 

ViF~ce~ 

Can you sign this? 1can send you players sign~:_~d one after. 

Donna 

From: [p~ailto: @costcompany.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6::[2 AM 
To: Papa. Donna .1; Mitchell, Catherine 

Cc: 
Subject: Travel Release Form 

Coach, 

and I will be travelling to "]’~ylorsville for the ~me~.~ on Saturday. Upon t h~-_~ r~-_~c~:_~ipt of your e-mail on W~-_~dnesday, we wouk~ like the opportuniW to 

spend a couple h.:>uP.~ wi~:h    in the car driving her back ~:o Chapel Hill, Because of ~:he shor~: no~c~:_L, I have att~ched ~ copy of the S~:udeAthlete Travel Release 

t:orm signed by          and me, 

Please let    know if she will be able to drive with us. If not possible we understand. 

Good luck this weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:47 PM 

Asbury, Phillip Keith <philasbnry@unc.edu>; Baucom, Deahn H <DeAhn@unc.edu-~ 

Maynard, Ga~ David <gmaynard@email.unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email. unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D 
<jaclde copela~d@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <maxkos@emaJl.unc.eda>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

Hi Phil- 

Thank you for the ernail. It is unlikely that federaf aid would result in an impermissible over award. We will likely be primarily concerned with the controls in place 

for disbursement of institutional aid --. both athletic and non-athletic. 

I look forward to the opportunity to meet and further discuss this issue. 

Thank you For making the time. 

Marieile 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fa’.<: (919) 9{52--60:)2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Asbury, Phillip Keith 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 20:[3 9:39 AN 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Baucom, Deahn H 
Co: Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 
I am happy to meet to discuss. Also, I am sure that we all understand that NCAA bylaws have no jurisdiction over Federal Title IV aid. Any "overaward" that involves 

federal aid will be adjusted, as required, regardless of the Institutional (Athletic or other) aid involved. If a student is overpaid with Athletic aid alone then it 

makes perfect sense that the NCAA rules would apply to those funds. In that circumstance, it appears that this would be a violation regardless of whether the 

student is asked to repay the excess aid. 

Thanks, 

Phil 

Phil Asbury 

Deputy Director 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-2193 - phone 
- mobile 

(919) 962-2716- fax 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, September :[9, 20:[3 8::[9 AM 
To: Baucom, Deahn H 
Cc: Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, .]acquelyn D; Asbury, Phillip Keith; -lqmmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 

C-:ood Morning Deahn - 

Thank you for t:he quick reply. Tom and I wer¢_~ discussing the sam¢_~ thing yesterday and f beli¢_~ve he will be reaching out to everyone to set-up a tirne 

I took forward to meeting everyone in-person. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

bniversit:y of Nort:h C:arolina 

Phone: (919) 962-.7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6LX)2 

From: Baucom, Deahn H 
Sent: Thursday, September :[9, 20:[3 7:50 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
¢c: Baucom, Deahn H; Maynard, Gary David; Gregory, Cassandra B; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Asbury, Phillip Keith; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: NCAA Interpretation: Student-Athlete Grant-in-Aid Limitations 
We should probably meet to discuss how to balance this with the federal laws. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 9:09 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <!].,.:?:3.!:[ge!...d..~:~e!].,.:~!.!:.~!~q:~:.:.e[J!).> wrote: 

Good Evening--- 

I hope this finds you all well 

{¢ecause of the inw)lvement your LE]lits have with Athletics and our student-athletes, we wanted to take th¢_~ time to provide you with an update we 

have received t:rorn the NCAA. 

The NCAA has confirmed d~at an institution that distributes excess financial aid to a student-athlete, which would cause the student--ad~fete’s award 

to exceed a full grant-in-aid (atMetically related aid) or cost of attendance (all aid}, may gradate the excess aid, provided the student-athlete has not 

received financial benefits in excess of a full grant-in-aid or cost of attendance for the academic year. However, once the student-athlete has gained a 

benefit from aid receiw-:~d in exc¢_~ss of a h.Ell grant-.in--aid or cost: of attendance (e.g., receipt of funds, payment of charge on st:udent-athlete’s account), 

the instRution may not avoid a violation of NCAA rules by obt:aining reimbursem¢_mt from the studenb-athlet:e or charging the student--at:Mete’s 



accoun[ i[~ the amount ()f t~qe excess aid received, 

Therefore, it is critical that we continue to pay careful attention when issuing refund checks or making any adjustments to a studenbathletes account, 

The NCAA has made it clear that we cannot rectify an error rnade when a student-.atMete is allowed to receive a refund to which they are not 

permitted by obtaining a reimbursement from that student or charging their account in the amount of the excess aid received. The standard penalty 

for the student-athlete who receives aid in excess of their allotted scholarship will always be repayment of the benefit provided and eligibility 

reinstatement by the NCAA staff However, tfu-_~ impermissible benefit pro~ided to the individual stud~-:mt-athl~-_d:e co~.EId also impact [he overall team 

limitations. The standard NCAA penalty for any overa£,e to the team scholarship limitations requires the team to reduce the amount ot: aid awarded to 

the team as a whole by double the irnperrnissible amount provided to the student-athlete st the next available opportunity. 

If there are ever any questions about whether or not a student-athlete ix permitted to recei~,,e a retired, it ix always best to confirm with Athletics 

Compliance prior to issuin.,~ a refund to a student-athlete. Doing so protects both the elisibility of the student-athlete and the overall team financial 

aid limitations. 

Please le~: m~-_~ know if you have any quest:ions or concerns, Thank you for your continued assistanc~-_~ with this ~erv important: process. 

Marielfe 

Mariefle A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of rtorth Carolina 

Phon~-_~: (9:[9) 952..7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

~.~.~. [~!.~!.r~L~% ~.’,. ~.= ~.¢!.t,~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Travel Release Form 

One last question.. Is it a blanket form for year 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:20 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

If the tbrm is signed by you, the student, aJ~d her parents mad sent to me before she travels with them, yes. 

From: Papa, Donna 3 
Sent-" Thursday, 2:09 PM 
To; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Travel Release Form 
Will she be able to leave with them on Saturday, 

Donna 

From-" Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 1:06 PM 
To: Papa, Donna .1 
Subject= RE: Travel Release Form 

I believe the signature of the ffmdent-athlete and coach are required first. If you can do that, then send it to me, I’ll sign and give a copy to Marielle. 

Thanks. 

From: Papa, Donna .1 
Sent-" Thursday, :!.:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject." FVV: Travel Release Form 

Vince, 

Can you sign thi’;? I cat~ set~d you players signed one afl:er 

Donna 

From: [.mailto: @costcompany~com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 6:12 AN 
To-" Papa, Donna .1; Mitchell, Catherine 
C¢-" 
Subject." Travel Release Form 

Coach, 

and I will be travelling to TayIorsville for the games on Saturday. Upon the receipt of your e-mail on Wednesday, we would like the 

oppor~:uni~:y to spend a c.:_~uph:_~ hour’; with in ~:he car driving her back ~:o Cha~lel Hill, Because o[ the short t~o~c~-_h [ have attached a copy of the 

5tudent.-AtMete rravel R~-:~l~:_~ase form ;igned by and me. 

Please let    know if she will be able to drive wiLb us. If not possible we undersLancL 

Good luck this weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelden Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:32 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Release Form 

UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy - Season-Long Release.msg 

Hi Donna --. 

Yes. There are Lwo t:orms. I aLtached have aLtached the seasor>long form again for your use. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

Marielh? 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate AtMetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 9{52--60:32 

rnw~ngelder(a) unc edu 

From-’ Papa, Donna -1 
Sent-’ Thursday, 3:28 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-’ FW: Travel Release Form 

MarieHe, 

Are there two travel release f.:_)rms [or ~arent:s? 

Is there one that can be a blanket form as Vince said you may have or are they all game to game. If game to game- a toL Lo manage 

From-’ Ille, Vince 
Sent-’ Thursday, 2:41 PM 
To" Papa, Donna -1 
Subject-’ RE: Travel Release Form 

The one you forwarded to me is not tbr the fnll year. I believe you cam get a full season version from Mafielle. Thanks. 

From-’ Papa, Donna 3 
Sent; Thursday, 2:40 PM 
To,, Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Travel Release Form 
One last question.. Is it a blanket form for year 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:20 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

If the tbrm is signed by you, the sludent, aJ]d her parents mad sent to me before she travels with them, yes. 

From-’ Papa, Donna -1 
Sent: Thursday, 1:09 PM 
To" Ille, Vince 
Subject-’ RE: Travel Release Form 

Will she be able to leave with them on Saturday. 

Dom3a 

From-’ Ille, Vince 
Sent-’ Thursday, :1.:06 PM 
To,, Papa, Donna .1 
Subject-’ RE: Travel Release Form 

I believe the signature of the student-athlete and coach are required first. If yon can do that, then send it to me, I’ll sign and give a copy to Marielle. 

Thanks. 

From-’ Papa, Donna .1 
Sent-’ Thursday, 1:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject-’ FW: Travel Release Form 

Vince, 

Can you sign this? I can send you players signed one afl:er 

Dorma 

From-’ [_m___aj_[t___q;. ~ _c_ _Q _s_ g _c_ _o_ _ _ _m_ p_ #_ _n_ z , _c_ £ _ _m_ _ ] 
Sent-’ Thursday, 6:12 AM 
To: Papa, Donna .1; Mitchell, Catherine 
Co-" 
Subject-’ Travel Release Form 

Coach, 

and I will be travelling to Taylorsville for the games on Saturday. Upon the receipt of your e-mail on Wednesday, we would like the 

opport:unit:y to spend a c.:)uph:_~ hours with in t:he car driving her back t:o Cha~el Hill, Because o[ the short notJc< [ have attached a copy of the 

Sl:udent.-Athlete travel R~-:~l~:_~ase forrn signed by and me. 

Please let    know if she will be able to drive wid~ us. If not possible we unders[and. 

Good kEck this weekend. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 3:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Travel Release Form 

If you are technically not here tomorrow can I get Mike Perkins to sign for the ones this weekend. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 1:06 PM 
To: Papa, Donna .] 
Subject: RE: Travel Release Form 

I believe the signature of the student-athlete and coach are required first. If you can do that, fllen send it to me, I’ll sign and give a copy to Marielle. Thanks. 

From: Papa, Donna 3 
Sent: Thursday, 1:02 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: FW: Travel Release Form 

Vince, 

Can Vo~ sign l:hi~.;? I can send you players signed one after. 
Do]’~[’qa 

From: [ mailto: ~costcompa nY~com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:12 AM 
To: Paoa, Donna .]: Mitchell, Catherine 
Cc: 
Subjec;c: Travel Release Form 

Coach~ 

and I will be travelling to TayIorsville for the games on Saturday. Upon the receipt of your e-mail on Wednesday, we would like the opportunity to 

spend a couple hours with    in the car drivin~ h~-:~r back t.:_~ Chapel Hill. ~3ecause of the short notice, f haw-:~ ai:[:ached a copy of the StudeA~hb-:d:e Travel r~eleas~-_~ 

f.:_~rm signed by           and me 

[,’lease le[    know ii: she witl be able to drive with us. If no[ possibfe we understand. 

Good luck this weekend~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callaway, Ma~ A <mabrown5@illiuois.edu~ 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Football agreement 

Sounds good. Will do Vh~ce. 0 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:23 PM 
To: Callaway, Mary A 
Subjectt Re: Football agreement 

Great! Thanks for all your help Mary. Please say hello to everyone there for me. Look forward to talking to you sometime, hopefully before we play football! 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 4:14 PM, "Callaway, Mary A" <mabrown5@illinois.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Attached please find the fully executed Football series agreement between the University of Illinois and the University of North Carolina. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Thank you, 

Mary 

<image001.png>Mary Callaway 
Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Following Up 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or ale you just getting away for a few days? Have you been doing alright? I hate I roll miss you this trip. 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington Comag./Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue fl~em." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellulm Smartphone 

On Sep 19, 2013 5:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" < ille(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

D. Cole, 

I’m on my way to Atlanta tonight. I would like to cormect sometime though. Please let me know when you might be available in the futule. We can catch up with a 

call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking forward to meeting at some point. Thanks for reaching out. 

Vince 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 3:29 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

Vi nce, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow. How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 

D, Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cole, 

Thanks tbr the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas mad look Ibrward to meeting with you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg> 
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From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto:          @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:53 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Cc: January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject: Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for speaking with me this evening about the potential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics, especially Sean Tapley, and the students 



t?om my community, Washington County. I am really looking forward to working with you to create a plan to make this happen. This partnership 

could be the spark our students need to see that there is much more out there than Washington County. The impact your student athletes could make 

in the lives of our students is beyond M~at I can put into words. 

I have copied my assistant on this email to work out a time for us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. Joe Davis, 

Washington County Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need from me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Juris Doctor Candidate, May 2013 
North Carolina Central University School of Law 

Washington County Commissioner 

District One Seat 

"All our dremns can come tree--if we have the courage to pursue them." 

-Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential mad privileged intbrmation. Any unauthorized review, use or di~losure or disNbution is prohibited. If you axe not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

D. Cole Phelps < @gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 6:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Following Up 

Gotcha. Let’s definitely link up when you get back. I’m heading to the State Clemson game now. One of my best fi-iends places for state. Be saib and have a great 

weekend! Let me know when you get back. 

Cole 

Best Regards, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington Connty Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." - Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellular Smartphone 

On Sep 19, 2013 6:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we play Georgia Tech Saturday. Some of us are going early to meet ruth reps from COKE at their Atlanta HQ all day tomorrow. Things are busy but good. 
t{ope you axe doing well and look forward to meeting. Have a great weekend. 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < ~)gmail.com> wrote: 

That sounds great. Is UNC playing in Atlanta this weekend or are you just getting away for a few days? Have you been doing alright? I hate I will miss 

you this trip. 

Best Regeads, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Attorney and Counselor at Law- 

Washington Count>’ Commissioner Dis~trict One Seat 

"All our dreams can come tree--if we have the courage to pursue "them." -Walt Disney 

Sent from my US Cellulm Smaxtphone 

On Sep 19, 2013 5:31 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

D. Cole, 

I’m on my way to Atlanta tonight. I would like to connect sometime though. Please let me know when you might be available in the future. We can 

catch up with a call next week also if you’d like. I’m looking forward to meeting at some point. Thanks for reaching out. 

Vince 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 3:29 PM, "D. Cole Phelps" < (-a)gmail.com> wrote: 

Vi nce, 

I am in training on at UNC SOG today and tomorrow, How is your schedule? 

Best Regards, 

D, Cole Phelps 
Attorney and Counselor at Law 

Washington County Commissioner District One Seat 

"All our dreams can come true--if we have the courage to pursue them." -Walt Disney 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cole, 

Thanks for the message. I enjoyed sharing ideas and look forward to meeting with you. 



Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3dpg> 
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From: D. Cole Phelps [mailto:          @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 20i3 1i:53 PH 
To-" Ille, Vince 
Cc-" January Hammond; Dr. Joe Davis 
Subject-" Following Up 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for spealdng with me this evening about the potential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athletics, especially Sean Tapley, mid 

the students from my communib; Washington Comlb’. I am really looldng forwmd to working with you to create a plan to make this 
happen. This partnership could be the spark our students need to see that there is much more out there than Washington Count?-. The 

impact your student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into words. 

I have copied my assistant on this email to work out a time for us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. 

Joe Davis, Washington Count?.~ Schools Superintendent, on this email. Plea~ let me know what else you need t?om me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Cole 

Best Regmds, 

D. Cole Phelps 

Juris Doctor Candidate, May 2013 

North Carolina Central Universib~ School of Law 
Wasbington Co unty Commissioner 

District One Seat 

"All our dreams cml come true--if we have the courage to pmsue them." 
-Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including rely attaclmaents, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and 

may contain confidential mid privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you 

are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:17 PM 

VaJlgelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Miller, Ron C. <rmiller2@email.unc.edu>; Jednak, Matt <jednak@emaJl.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; Cumfinghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu:>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Mazielle, 

Will 1 pm tomorrow Friday.            work for the roles education meeting ruth our staff’? In the past we have done this meeting in Coach Miller’s office or my 
office in Carmichael Arena. Let me know if that will work or if we need to meet you somewhere else. 

Thank you 

Josh Webb 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:45 PM, "Vangelder. Marielle A" <mvangeld(~)email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon .... 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule your team rules education meedng for 

Coach Responsibility and how it impacts your sport program. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962W853 

Fax: (919) 962- 61_%’.2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Monday, 2:18 PN 
To: Miller, Ron C. 
Cc: Miller, Beth; @email.unc.edu) 
Subject: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon - 

to discuss the concept of Head 

Thank you! 

Manelle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical 

strategies that your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would 

ask that all members of the coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am 

available during the following blocks of time. 

Wednesday : - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday/ - lO:OOam to 5:00pro 

Wednesday - 11:00am to 5:OOpm 

Thursday - 8:00arn to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can 

make space available here in EWAC dependent on the date!time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~lam, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:52 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@nnc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, 

Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~B: Orange BoM Representatives 

FYI Shawn Crews flies into RDU at 7:00pm on Friday evening, September 27 and flies out of RDU at 7:30pro on Saturday, September 28 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday,                 9:20 AN 
To: Norton, Molly; Creech, Karlton W; Pogge, Paul; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; 
Subject-" Fwd: Orange Bowl Representatives 
FYI. We will need to provide some hospitality For him. Thx. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Garcia, Trish" <TGarcia@OrangeBowl.or~> 

Date: at 9:13:08 AM EDT 

To: "b_u.b_.ba.c_.@_.u_n_c_a a:u_q.c_:.e_d__u." <b_u.b_.ba.c_.@_.u_n_c_a a:u_n_c_:.e_d_u.> 

Cc: "mbnorton @uncaa.unc.edu" <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Orange Bowl Representatives 

Via Electronic Mail 

Mr. gubbo, Cunnin~ham 

Director of Athletics 

University of: North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

bear Bubba; 

The Orange Bowl Committee will be sending a representative to the East Co.rolina at North Carolina game on .Saturday, 

Attending the 9ame will be: 

> Shawn Crews, Orange Bowl Committee Member 

The followin9 is a list of items this individuals will need during his stay: 

> One l--Jotel [~oom (or a recommendation) 

uArrivd ~ 

Departure 

u Discover Card #: 
v" 

[] Cardholder: 

:~ One Credential 

> One Parking Pass 

> Itinerary of Weekend Events 

Please send the credentials to my attention at: 

14360 NW 77~ Court 

Mmmi Lakes° FL 33016 

Thank you in o, dvance for your assistance. Zf you have any questions, pleo, se feel free to call me at 

Sincerely, 

Trish Garcia 

Orange Bowl Committee 

Mana~er, Executive Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 11:47 AM 

GA Tech - Parking INFO for Parents 

Hey All! 
Some families have purchased parking passes at a lot about .5 away from the stadium. 

This is the link with info. https://gatech.clickandpark.com/event (OHR LOT) 

RV Lot Information: Located at Tech Parkway. It’s first come first serve and parking opens 5pro on Friday. 
Reminder - Gate Information 

AWAY GAME DATES and GATE INFORMATION 

~[ The gate is located to the east side of 

Georgia Tech Gate 9 Bobby Dodd Stadium and opens 90 

minutes prior to kickoff. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,                  11:48 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <icthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Li~inger, Michael B <mlitzing@email.unc.edu>; Garth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu>; WorkmaJ1, Aaron <aworkmaJl@unc.edu>; 

Smlchez, Abel <~abel2s@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Possible            Competitive Admits 

Jennifer: 

Could you possibly examine the following individuals to see if they may be considered as "competitive" for admission? Or, as you have indicated for some, what 

we need to get from them/to you to help you better determine this.._Thanks! 

(see notes, will get senior year courses to you) 

(I see your note) 

(also see this note that you plan to classify him competitive) 

Sincerely, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Divthg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2125 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w__ 32__w__: & _@____c__c_! _s_:_c_’_9! _r! 
A" .w ~_:=.u n c_=# _d.L~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

McFaxlmad, Michael B <mikemcfarlan&~unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka 

<tanya moore@unc.edw~; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@tmc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@nnc.edu> 

FYI - DTH request seeking Course Grade Distribution and Composition Data 

Request.pdf 

FYI - request from of the DTH providing list of specific courses and requesting both grade distribution data and "athlete composition" or 

"makeup" of each course... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFadand, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  3:24 PM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; Gil, Karen M <kgil@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Haxtlyn, 

Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Yopp, JaJ~ Johnson <jan vopp@unc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Reid, Dee 

<deereid@unc.edu> 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ec@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu:>; Kirschnel; Steve <steveldrschne@unc.edu:>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

FW: FYI - DTH reques~t seeking Course Grade Distribution and Composition Data 

Request.pdf 

From: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Friday, 3:22 PM 
To: IVlcFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Kirschner, Steve; 111e, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Co: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: FYI - DTH request seeking Course Grade Distribution and Composition Data 

FYI - request from i of the DTH providing list of specific courses and requesting both grade distribution data and "athlete composition" or 

"makeup" of each course... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:48 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Slive: NCAA rules regarding agents are CEpart of the problem 

SEC commissioner Mike Slive: NCAA rules regarding agents 
of the problem’ 

BYZAC ELLIS 

SEC commissioner Mike Slive says the NCAA needs to rethink its policy regarding agents in college football. 

In an il~terview witi~ .the Associated Press, Slive said the NCAA’s efforts to address the situation have been 

largely futile. 

are ’part 

"I feel like the current NCAA rules and regulations are part of the problem, they’re not part of the solution," 

/-,] 

"What we had hoped for was for a total rethink of the rules and regulations as they relate to agents, " Slive 

said. "A task force was formed and began to do some work and then for reasons I’m not clear on, the 

conversations ended. " 

When Slive took over as SEC commisioner in 2002, five programs in the league were on probation or under investigation by the NCAA. In 2010, Slive harped 

on the NCAA’s regulations at SEC Media Days, and he repeated much of his criticism in his conversation with the AP. 

Slive said prospect-heavy leagues like the SEC should be able to create theh" own rules to adequately deal with the issue¯ Some schools should be helping 

the prospects, not hindering them, according to Slive. 

"We need to create rules that allow our student-athletes to deal with agents in sunshine, not deal with runners that are going down back alleys, " he 

said, "We need to provide a different way to deal with agents, so we’ve been disappointed that this hasn’t taken place," 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

< :i.i:i:i.:? il]::iih,i.:Zxi:iilZii" .iii:’:i<ii ihii:i¢iZii::P:ii i iii::P:7::.:iii:iii: :::i: i iii:ihii’iZi:< ¢’" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

McFafland, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 20, 2013 5:19 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu>; Williford, Lynn E <lynn williford@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu-~; 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Schuettpelz, Efin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Rei& Dee <deereid@unc.edu>; Cumlingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~-; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve < stevekirschne@unc.edu>; MoorL Karen B <kmen moon@unc.edu> 

Seeking your help on responding to an N&O question 

This follows up the chancellor’s visit to the N&O editorial board on Tuesday. He posed the question there and we are committed to following up with a cesponse to 
come from garen, We’re going to need some help on this and I’d like to get back to him on Monday if at all possible. Please give me a call if you have input. 
Mike 

From-" Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane.@. newsobserver.com] 
Sent-’ Friday, September 20, 2013 2:35 PM 
To" Noon, Karen B 
Subject: SACS report 
Karen, 

I wanted to follow up on my queslion regaarding the roughly 160 Type 2 classes in the Martin Report that the universi~ did not include in its contention flint not many 

students were all~cted by the academic fraud. I wanted to know if the university had obtained some kind of counter information that showed many or all of these 

clasps were legitimate. My recollection is Carol said she didn’t know and asked you to check. What did you find? 

Hope you are doing well, 

Dan Kane 
Stalt’Writer 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince Ille < @att.net> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 9:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: trip charges on vi~... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                  ~att.net~ 
Date: September 23, 2013 at 9:10:17 AM EDT 

To: "       ~att.net" <       @art.net> 

Subject: nip char~es on visa... 

Reply-To:                  ~)att.neL-~ 

09/21/2013 RDU AIRPORT AUTHORITY RDU AIRPORT US 9.00 

Merchant Category: AUTO PARKING LOTS / GARAGES 

Person: VINCENT G ILLE 

09,’19/2013 MARRIOTT ATLANTA BUCKHEADATLANTA US 100.00 

Merchant Category: MARRIOTT 

Person: VINCENT G ILLE 

0..9L:!.9 (.2.0..!.~4. D E LTA AT LA N TA U S 25.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:00 AM 

Cumlingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; Steinbacher, Rick 

<rick@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.e&~ 

I:W: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

From: . [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:55 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

This showed up in my inbox today. I’ll incorporate it into a fnture competik~r survey, but thought I’d send it along too. 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Resent-From: <4 5Nive.unc edu> 
From: FAN-i-AM <info@faniam.com> 
Date: 6:10:45 PM EDT 
To: <, ~email.unc edu> 
Subject: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

With f o otbaH S eaSo n 
una  wa l is i i me y 
perle n game~ompanioni 

an I;Ami 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDi~iili~i~iiiii~i~i~i~miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiGi~iii~i~iii~i~ii~i~i~iiii~ini~i~i~diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

% 
PLAY 

Don’t just watch your team play each ’week~ get involvedl Pick ’Era is an easy-to-play score- 

predicting game that gives you a chance to win awesome prizes and experiences Just 

pick a sport~ pick a game and pick a score! 

% 
COMPETE 

Show everyone you=re the uitimal:e fan! Work your way ul; tile ii;aderbou, rd by entering 

corrtests, sharin~ i;hotos and stories, ci]ecking-in at iocal sl;o[s anti sporting events, mt~e 

more you do, rr~e!e the more chances you have te win eK(;lu.~;ive prizes 8nd e>’.perien(;i.>s. 

% 
SAVE 

Shop ii,’ca] merchants who .~;~L,’)pert yotlr [eam and get ex,’:luswe savings! Save everyday by 

simply searching online or using the Fan-i-.Am app to find deals ,’:losest [i," you! 

WIN 

Points = Prizes Fans receive points for just about everything Share your game day 

photos view and vote on other fan photos or enter contests to start getting points! Check- 

in at local spots and sporting events for even more chances to earn points towards great 

prizes & fan experiences. 



JD./M.A. Candid-ate Class o1 
UNC School of Law 

To be eligibl,9 for th,9 ,o!iz,9 package, you must b,9 a membe! of [-aRIIlIArft Th,9 wim~,gr wiii be dc~cided by 

a random drawh~g of regisl:,gr,gd us,grs. The ,’:on[es[ period ends (9/! 4/13) and the winne! wiii be 

rli)tified via email of wh,gr,9 to pick up the awarded prize. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, ?:04 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Creech, KaJ’lton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.ectu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.ectu>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Re: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

Thmlks--great concept. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Cm’olina 

, at 9:00 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <p_p_ggg_ef~_~_Lr_Lc_:__e__@_.> wrote: 

From: [malto @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, " 8:55 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Want On=Field Access for a Duke Game? 

This showed up in my inbox today. I’ll incorporate it into a future competitor survey, but thought I’d send it along too. 

Begin fbrwarded mes~ge: 

Resent-From: < ~live.unc edu> 

From: FAN-i-AM <!__n___f__o__@__f__a____n__!__a_____m___;__c___o_____m__> 
Date: 6:10:45 PM EDT 

To:, @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

oo s easo 
unae wa  ime y 
perle n game~ompani 
Fan I;Am 

% 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDi~iili~i~iiiii~i~i~i~miiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiGi~iii~6~i~iii~i~ii~i~i~iiii~ini~i~iv~diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ 

% 
PLAY 

Don’t just watch your team play each ’week~ get involvedl Pick ’Era is an easy-to-play score- 

predicting game that gives you a chance to win awesome prizes and experiences Just 

pick a sport~ pick a game and pick a score! 

% 
COMPETE 
Show everyone you’re the uitimal:e fa!~! Work your way ul; tile ieaderbou, rd by et~terirlg 

corfl:ests, sharin~ photos and storie.%, ci]ecl<ing-ii~ at iocal sl;o[s a!]ci sporting events, mt~e 

more you do, mere the more chal~,’:es you have te win ex:(;lu.~;ive prizes 8nd e>’.perien(;es. 



% 
SAVE 

Shop local merchants who support your teats and get exclusive savings! Save e~,’eryday by 

simply searching online or using the Fsn-FAm appto find deals closest to you! 

% 
WIN 

Pein[s = Prizes Fans receive poinl:s for just about ewt!ytiling Share you! game day 

,eilo[os. view a!ld ve[e ()n other fan photes er en[er contests to start gefl:ing points! Check- 

in el: lecai spoKs and sper[ing everfi:s for even raore chances to earn pein[s [(;wards grea[ 

,e!izes & [sn e~periences. 

1o be eligible for the prize package~ you must be a member of Fatal-Am the winner wiii be decided by 

a random dra,,qng of registered users -e co-test pered ends (9/!4/13) and the ’winner wiii be 

notified via email of where to pick up the awarded prize 

J.D./M.A. Candidate Class of 
UNC School of Law 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu; 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:52 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

ILE;: Wmlt On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

Paul, 

I love this concept. Tim Sabo and I have had numerous conversations with a company called Row27 about similar technology. They have partnered with schools like 

Florida State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, etc. on their version of Auego’s Fan-i-Am program called FanMaker. 

Row27 provided us with the following proposal: http:iirow27.proposable.comiga3dgdf452ccleTe719f which not only showcased their FanMaker Rewards program 

but their ability to create fan engaging programs for auctions, photos, etc. They quoted us a price of $12k for the Rewards program which we submitted in our 

additional needs request for the ’13-’14 budget cycle. We did not receive funding for this project but I would love to continue to discuss the possibility of adding 

this type of fan engaging technology. 

Again, thanks for passing this information along. I would be all in favor of John adding this to a future competitor survey to see what our peer institutions are doing 

in this specific area of fan engagement. 

Michael 

From-" Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:00 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; BeaM, Michael 
Subject: FW: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

From-" [mailto: ~@c!mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

This showed up in my inbox today, rll incorporate it into a future competitor survey, but thought I’d send it along too. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: < ~live.unc edu> 
F rom: FAN-i-AM <!__n___f___o___@_f___a___n__!__a_____m___;__c___o_____m__.> 
Date: September 11,2013 6:10:45 PM EDT 

To: <      !@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

To view ~i~is eFfl~il ~s ~ ’~,¢¢~b p~:g% ciick he, re. 

oo season 

Fan I~Am 

% 
PLAY 
~en’i ju.%i wotch your ieorrl plOy each week get Jnvelvedl Pick ’Ern is ~,~n easy-te-.ph,h- sc.ere.. 

predk;ting gome that gives you o chance to win awesome prizes and experienc, es Just 

,,’)ii;l’: O sport, !)ick o gorlqe ond !)i¢’,k o soere! 

COMPETE 
Show everyone you’re the ultimate fan! Work your way up the ieaderboord by entering 

contests, shoring photos and stories, checking-in at local spots and sporting events. The 

rnore you do, mere the more chances you have to win eK(;lusive prizes 8nd e>’,perienoes. 



SAVE 

Shop local merchants who support your team and get exclusive savings! Save everyday by 

simpiy searching online or using the Fan-i-Am app to find deals closest to you! 

WIN 

Points :: Prizes. Fans recewe points for just about everything. Share your game day 

photos~ view and vote on other :;an photos or enter contests to start getting pointsl Check- 

in at local spots and sporting events for even more chances to earn points towards great 

prizes & fan experiences. 

1o be eligible for the prize pact(age~ you must be a member of Fan-I-Am ]he winner wiii be decided by 

a random drawing of registered users 1"-e co-test perod ends (9/!,~;’13) and the ’winner w’iii be 

notified via email of where to pick up the awarded prize 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:56 PM 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-d Steinbacher, Rick 

<rick@unc.edu> 

Re: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Gmne? 

If it is a good program, is there something in our budget we could drop? 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 12, 2013, at 10:52 PM, "Beale, Michael" < !_n_.i_c_!l_&e_!_b_.e_a[e_.(_a)mc.eda> wrote: 

Paul, 

I love this concept. Tim Sabo and I have had numerous conversations with a company called Row27 about similar technology. They have partnered 

with schools like Florida State, Notre Dame, Oklahoma, etc. on their version of Auego’s Fan-i-Am program called FanMaker. 

Row27 provided us with the following proposal: http://row27.proposable.comiSa3dSdf452ccle7e719f which not only showcased their FanMaker 

Rewards program but their ability to create fan engaging programs for auctions, photos, etc. They quoted us a price of $12k for the Rewards program 

which we submitted in our additional needs request for the ’13-’14 budget cycle. We did not receive funding for this project but I would love to 

continue to discuss the possibility of adding this type of fan engaging technology. 

Again, thanks for passing this information along. I would be all in favor of John adding this to a future competitor survey to see what our peer 

institutions are doing in this specific area of fan engagement. 

Michael 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:00 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W; Tile, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; BeaM, Michael 

Subject: FW: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

From: [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Want On-Reid Access for a Duke Game? 

This showed up in my inbox today. I’ll incorporate it into a future competitor supvey, but thought I’d send it along too. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: ~      ~@live.unc.edu> 
From: FAN-i-AM <info@faniam,com> 
Date: September 11,2013 6:10:45 PM EDT 
To: < " " " ~email.unc edu> ............................. ¯ _ ........... 

Subject: Want On-Field Access for a Duke Game? 

e o~ball sea so n 

PLAY 



% Den’t just watch your team })lay each week gel invelw~dl Pk;k ’Err] is u~n easy-te..ph,~y score-. 

predk;ting game that gives you a chance [o win awE!somE! prizes and e:<pE!riE!nces Just 

pick a S~ o , pick ~ game and pick a SOO!E!! 

COMPETE 

Show everyone you=re the uitimate fan! Work your way up the ieaderboard by entering 

contests sharing photos and stories, checking-in at local spots and,, sporing events, The 

more you do, rlqo!E! the more chances yoL~ havE! to win ex:clusive ~;rizes and e>’,periences. 

SAVE 

Shop local merchants who supper your team and get exclusive savings! Save everyday by 

simply searching online or using the Fan-i-Am app to find deals closest to you! 

WIN 

[)oints :: Prizes. Fans receive points for just about everything. Share your game day 

photos~ view and vote on other fan photos or enter contests to star getting pointsl Check- 

in at local spots and sporing events for even more chances to earn points towards great 

prizes & fan experiences. 

1o be eligible for the prize package~ you must be a member of Fan-I-Am ]he winner wiii be decided by 

a random drawing of registered users ]he contest period ends (9/! 4;’13) and the ’winner wiii be 

notified via email of where to pick up the awarded prize 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchmar@admissions.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 10:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: NCAA Core v. tlSGPA 

Thanks Vince, I appreciate it. I think I was able to extract the data I need from the PDF files, but I have a few questions. 

:1) There were four student-athletes (at least three of whom are identifiably male via first name) in tile middle of the women’s soccer roster for the 2012-20:13 

squad list. I"m guessing l:his is iust a r~-_~porl:ing bug? I wasn’t sure if!      ~,as mah?ifernale and should be included.. 

2) For the admissions report, we’re reporting first-year student athletes by calendar year~ For the 2012 report, for example, I would include anyone who 

entered Spring 20:[2, Summer 20:1.2 (1 and II), or gall 20:12. I’m wondering, therefore, if I need to get your 20:[:1-20:12 squad list to make sure I don’t exclude 

any studer~t-athh?tes whose first term was Sprir~g 20:127 Though most woLdd be ir~cluch-:~d auba~-:~quent reports, I suppoa~:_~ Ws possible aomeon~-:~ is on the 

rosb:_~r for Spring 2012, bul: ~:hen quit th~-_~ team be for~:_~ the fall term? 

g) Last question, also related to identifying term of enrollrnent~ Could you clarify the colurnn in your report dried "first term ot: enrofh~lent/" For the cornbined 

lists {20:12-2013, 20:13-2014) these are all the possible combinations of values [hat appear in [hat column. There are two students, for example with a first 

term of enrolh~ent listed as "F-:10 F<].3/’ Would I include them in the count of first-year athletes for 20137 
.................................................................................................................................................. 

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.r.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

F-:12 F-:12 2:13 

F-:1:1 F- :1:1 199 

F-:13 F-:13 189 

F-:10 F-:10 :152 

F-09 F-09 :123 

F-08 F-08 26 

F-:10 F-:12 11 

S-:13 S-:13 lC 

F-11 F-:12 

S-11 S-11 

F-09 F-11 

S-12 S-12 

F-11 F-13 E 

F-:10 F- :1:1 E 

F-12 F-13 5 

F-08 F-IO 4 

F-11 S-13 3 

S-10S-10 3 

F-07 F-07 3 

F-08 F-12 3 

F-08 F-09 3 

F-IO F-13 2 

F-09 F-12 2 

F-09 F-13 2 

F-11 S-12 2 

F-10S-13 2 

S-09 S-09 2 

F-06 F-06 2 

F-09 F-IO 

F-08 F-11 

F-09 S- 11 1 

F-09 F-09 1 

F-O0 F-O0 1 

F-IO S-:12 1 

W-12 F-12 1 

F-11 F-13 1 

F-12 F-11 :] 

F-12 S-13 :] 

S-11 F-12 :] 



s1312 I W-12 F-11 

F-10S-11 

Thanks for your help! I hope you scrolled down this far... :) 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2013 2:55 PM 

To: Kretchmar, 3en 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Je~ 

Just checking in with you. Do you now have all of the information you need from me and our stalt’here? Thaadcs for your help. 

Vince 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Hi Vince, 

Unfort:tmatelv I wasn’t able to access the ~](: yesterday, tf it w.:_~uldn’t be too much trouble to Iool~ up the NCAA core for the st:uder~ts listed bek)w, t nlav be able to 

gel your answer sooner rather than later, In the ~T~earltime, Steve recognizes there are good arguments on both sides for using the HSGPA w the NCAA core, He’s 

asked Lynn to weigh in, and/or pose the question to the committee to decide, I’m guessing Lynn will reach out Lo everyone today, 

One last request--Vm trying to pull the 20:[3 report together quickly as Steve is presenting it to the Faculty Council in just a few weeks, Are you the appropriate 

person to pass along the official fall 20:[3 team rosters? If not, could you point me to the appropriate person? In addition to their PIDS, if your office knows their 

status (e,g, walk-orb competitive, special talent} that piece of informatior~ might be helph.d t:o cross reference with our dat:a to make sure we’re on the same page, 

Thank you so much! 

Jen 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v, HSGPA 

Ok, that’s great. Thanks Jen. We have access to the EC as well and can assist if needed. We appreciate your help with this. 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar, Jen" ~ikrelchmar(tbadmissionsamc,edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Looldng at all student--at:hletes (the :~.67 special tah-:mt student.-athletes and the 23 I identified as competitive adrnits), 75% of them reported GPAs on a 

4P[ scale, Unfortunately, I don’t: have NCAA cores for the competitive admits so I can’t: answer the second part: o[ your question, t don’t haw:_~ access to 

the EC, but I can ask Barbara to look them up tomorrow if you’d like. In the meantime, these are the averages for the special talent group who 

reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: 3.6q HSGPA, 3.48 NCAA core~ 

Jen 

From: !!!__e__,r~__u_0__c_#_.__d___u_ [E~__a__!Lt_9__:_ilLe__@__u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:56 PM 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

To: Kretchmar, Jennifer (kretchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 



Hi Jennifer, 

How many of all the student-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 4PI" scale? What is the average HSGPA tbr those students compared to the 

same group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the HSGPA is higher than the Core GPA, I believe it should be included. Thanks tbr 
your help with this project. 

Vince 

On Sep 1 O, 2013 at 12:26 P~’ll, Kretehmar, Jennifer (kretehj) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussion on friday, I took a quick look at reported HSGPAs and NCAA Core GPAs tbr our 2012 special talent athletes - 

specifically looking at how many reported a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, and of those who did so, how did those compare to their NCAA core. 

Please see the document titled "NCAA Core V. HSGPA" lbr a very brief summary. 

Jen 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from file "Working Group" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Working~ Lh~oup. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelden Marielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:22 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Thanks for the message, I appreciate it. That being said, ] am responsible t:or my staff and we should not have been in the situation we faced this weekend with 

such a simple task. I will ensure that the appropriate changes are made to the process so that this is not an issue again, 

I spoke to Lance and     this morning to review the situation, In the past, the process of obtaining the signatures was assigned to the Compliance GA.     took 

ot~ the t:ask this year, Whet~ we last discussed cornplet:iot~ of the process (g/30}, she had receiw-:~d all athletics staff signatures with the e’,<ception of those 

individuals who work on this fl.:>:_~r. In her mind, she believed she had um:il Tuesday to obtain the remaining signatures, She had been accidentally looking at the 

Oc[ober 2013 calendar and did not realize her mistake until Friday afternoon which led to the scramble [o finalize the document. As I discussed wiU~      Lhis 

morning, even if Tuesday had been the deadline, that would not have left an appropriate amount of time to obtain a signature from the Chancellor’s Office. 

is taking this pretty hard, We have talked about it ---why it happened, what should have been done differently and how we will correct our 0rocess so that it 

does t~ot happen again m the [uture. 

Marielle A. vanGe[der 

Associate AUfletic Director 

UniversiW of NorU~ Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-60% 
mvangelder@unc edu 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2013 9:19 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 
No need to beat yourself up over this. You did not create the plan. We can get it fixed next year. Appreciate all the things you are doing. You will get it on track and 

I thank you for doing it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 5:20 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Erin - 

Thank you for the quick reply on a weekend. I can now certify that all members of the Athletic Department staff have completed the NCAA 

Certification of Compliance form attesting that they have reported to the Chancellor (or her designee) all knowledge of violations of NCAA legislation 

during the 2012-2013 academic year. 

I have copied Bubba on this email so that he may provide his final authorization to Chancellor Folt that the process has been completed and the 

institutional form is ready for her signature. 

Again, I apologize for inappropriate amount of notice provided to the Chancellor. Thank you for your assistance in facilitating this important process. 

Marielle 

Marielle vanGelder, Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Mairelle. The Chancellor is out of town most of this week until Friday. 

I will see her briefly Tuesday evening and can get this signature but that is the earliest. I can have her review the document electronically 

tomorrow but a live signature isn’t possible until Tuesday. She will also want Bubba to authorize that the document is ready for her 

signature. 

In general we really do need a week’s notice on all signatures. 

Thanks Erin 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon Erin - 

Sorry for the email on. Sunday afternoon, we will have had all rettu~ilng staff athletics department staff members sign 
the i~’CAA certification of compliance form affirming that they have reported any ]~lowledge of vinlations of legislation by 
midnight We are waiting in 2 individuals who are aware of the requirement and they have indicated that the form will 
be completed today prinr to the deadline. 

While the Bylaw requires Chancellor Folt to complete the institutional certification fon~ no later than midnight tonight - 
September 15th - I do not need her to return the form to Athletics Compliance today. Provided she has sigtled the form 
by 0/15, you can return it to us tomorrow. 

I would like to apologize for the last minute nattn-e of this request. The Chancellor should have been provided more 
notice and opportunity to cornplete this process. I have discussed this with those staff members responsible for this 
process. 

Please let me know if there are any additinnal questions or concerns. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Marielle 



Maridle vanGelder, Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "file, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: September 15, 2013, 2:44:33 PM EDT 

To: "Vangeider, Marieile A" <__m___v___a___n_g_e__[_d____@_.___e___n_!_a__[!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: FW: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Can you please give Erin aJl update on the status of this document? Thin.ks. 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent-" Friday, September 13, 2013 7:06 PM 

To-" Ille, Vince 
Subject; Fwd: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Is this right? I’m not sure I can get her to sign this by Sunday. Has everyone signed for athletics? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "           /’~ .................. ~_e_. _m_. _a_i.L .u_ n__c_ ._ _e_ .d_ _ y. > 

Date: September 13, 2013, 5:29:07 PM EDT 

To: Chancellor <chancellor@uncedu> 

Subject: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Chancellor t:olt: 

Annually the NC.~~, requires a cerlJfication of compliance fiom each institution stating that ~d[ athletic 

department nmmbers cm~J[’y that they have rei:x~rted any knowledge of violation of ~’,TC~, 
legislation. After all member have signed, the Chancellor needs to sign the ins¢itutional certification. 

Please find attached the 2013-2014 document for institutional certification of compliance. The form 

can be signed digitally. 

~ktnigt~L 

[ apologize tbr the short time fi:ame on the matter. 
.qincerelv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:16 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangdd@email.unc.edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@unc.edu>; Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<jlangley@unc.edu>; Hudson, Nicole <coach.huddy@unc.edu>; Rubin, Stephen Aaron <rubins@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edtc,; Cunningha~l, Bubba <bubbac@emaiLnnc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibilibl 

We have one vokmteer coach who has not been dear’ed yet by HR. I was hoping that it would happen last week. I want to have everyone present when we meet. 

Let’s aim for Wednesday Sept 25 at I:00PM. 

From: Vangelder, NarieJJe A 
Sent: Nonday, September 16, 2013 1:46 PN 
To: Headers, Hadis James; VanAIstyne, Hark; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Hudson, Nicole 
Co: Hiller, Beth;            ; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: REHINDER - Rules Education Heeting - Head Coach Responsibility 
Importance: High 

Good Morning--- 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule your team rules education meeting for September 2013 to discuss the concept of Head Coach 

R¢_~sp.:_~m.;ibility and how it: imoacts your sport program, 

Tha]~k you. 

Ma¢ielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6L~2 

._m_y a___n__g_e I__d___e_£_@ __u___n c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . 

From: Vangelder, Harielle A 
Sent: Nonday, September 09, 2013 2:18 PN 

To= Headers, Haflis James 

Co= Hiller, Beth; ...... @emal.unc.edu) 
Subject: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical strategies that 

your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would ask that all members of the 

coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of 

time. 

Wednesday September 18 - 11:00arn to 5:0Oprn 

Thursday September 19 - 11:0Oarn to 5:00prn 

Friday September 20 - lO:OOarn to 5:0Oprn 

Wednesday September 25 - ll:OOarn to 5:0Oprn 

Thursday September 26 - 8:00am to 5:0Oprn 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you OF I can make space 

available here in EWAC dependent on the date/time. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

._m___v___a___n__g e__ l___d__e___r___@_,___u___n___c_:__e___d__u__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:16 PM 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; ,~email.unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibilibl 

Good Afternoon Sam--- 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule your team rules education meeting for September 20:1.3 to discuss the concept of Head Coach 

Responsibility and how it impacts your sport program, 

"~qa r~k you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-785~ 

Fax: {91.9) 9(-;2- 6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 2:19 PM 

To: Paul, Sampson L 

C¢: Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu);                   @email.unc.edu) 

Subject: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical strategies that 

your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would ask that all members of the 

coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of 

time. 

Wednesday September 18 - 11:00am to 5:0Opm 

Thursday September 19 - 11:0Oam to 5:00pro 

Friday September 20 - lO:OOam to 5:0Opm 

Wednesday September 25 - 11:00am to 5:0Opm 

Thursday September 26 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 
At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can reserve 

space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:12 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA- 
Compliance <uncaa_compliance@groups.unc.edu> 

Okoro case at Rutgers has changed NCAA guidelines 

The Kerwin 
guidelines 
September 16, 2013 3:29 pm ET 

Okoro case at Rutgers has changed NCAA 

Kerwin Okoro didn’t just get a ,,.~,,*::.’,i’,.,er io pia:,:y ir,,"m’.,edia:,:l.ely last Friday. 

He also changed NC,~ poficy. 

Kevin Lennon, the NCAA’s vice president of academic and membership affairs, told CBSSportsLcorn on Monday that there is now a guideline in 

pla~ to allow student~athletes to play imrnediaL~.ely at a new institution if they transfer afl.er the death of an irnmediate family member, and Lennon 

added that the new guideline is a direct result of Okoro’s case that gained national attention (and outrage). 

Here are the details: Okoro played at Iowa State last season but decided to move closer to Isis New York home after his father (from a stroke) and 

brother (from cofon cancer) both died in a span of three months. The 6--foot.-5 guard applied for a waiver to pfay at Rutgers without having to sit out 

the normal one year for a Division I transfer. But that waiver was initially denied even though waivers are routinely granted to pfayers who transfer 

closer to home to be near an ailing family member. 

This made little sense to most observers~ 

V~y should having an aifing ramify member be considered more of a hardship by the NCAA than actually losing a family member (or b,~’o)? The 

answer is that it shouldn’t .. but the guidelines ~veren’t written in a way to allow waivers fer cases like Okoro’s because his situation was obviously 

unique. The committee, Lennon said, realized this and has now recommended that the guideline be adjusted to take an immediate farnily 

rnernber’s death into consideration Ir~ other words, going fo~’ward, if a player applies for a waiver to transfer closer to home and play without sitting 

out a season afteran immediate family member’s death, that waiver will be granted. So credit Okoro with opening an avenue for any player who 

finds himself in a similarfy a\,s#ul situation rooted in a tragic loss. 

"The committee, when they reexamined this as a part of their regular review of the directives and the guidelines, made a revision and then 

said, ’OK, staff Ir~ this kind of an ins~.ance, moving forward, we’re going to establish a new guideline for you to approve these,"’ Lennon said."And 

that’s what happened .... This is an instance where the committee, in its authority as a rnernbership body, said ’\/Ve now want you to look at these 

kinds of cases differently.’ .. So if somebody transfers afl.er the death of an imrnediate family mernber, now the s~.aff is armed with guidelines from 

the committee that says, ’We want you to fook at this differently/]hat’s the guideline moving fo~/ard." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

:ell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 8:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Licensing Calculations 

I’m tracking down the other emaiL 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 8:08 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Licensing Calculations 

Can you please send me the email addresses of the two students we met yesterday from the DTH? I want to thank them both and send a version of Rick’s information 

as an example of our department’s support of education at all levels on this canlpns. Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:42 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick 

Co: Broome, Lissa L; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: RE: Licensing Calculations 

Rick .-- thank you for this information. I was thinking about atl of the conversations on Friday all weekend long and this topic was one that I kept coming bad( to as 

one where "most" of our University community has no idea about the positive effect athletics has on our students. 

Jo’~, J. Re!~r!er, M.A., r~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa.:e Professor at~d Director 
Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #71B0 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPr~bia SL 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-gt~6-51.47Desk 

’_’eli 
91.9-966-~)95 J. Fa× 
-.t"C’NFIDENTIALITY NOTKIE: fhis e-m;~il mess;~ge, including ;~ttachrnents, if any, is hst(_mded oni~, for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged mater[;~i. Ar~,’ ----Llna~.~thorized review, i~se, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not tile mtend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase cont;~ct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

aatborized state official (INCGS, cho I32)o Stuaent educational records are subject to VERPA. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Mtonday, September :t6, 20:[3 :t1:45 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy 3; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Licensing Calculations 

Great info. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep :16, 20:13, at 9:25 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba, 

Per our conversation, I was recently asked what the impact would be if UNC’s revenue from merchandise sales grew to be ranked the Brd most in 

college athletics. 

Notre Dame is ranked # 3 and we do not have their data (I have a call in to Jim Fraleigh at ND to see if he can give us a ball park number). 

Since all T&L revenue at UNC is used for non-athletic need and merit based scholarships, if we grew our merchandise sales to # 4 it would mean 73 

more full need and merit based in state scholarships (~;23,416 each). If we grew to # :1 it would mean 248 more full need and merit based in state 

scholarships at UNC. 

The attached chart shows the calculations. 

Rick 

<licensing caJculafions.xlsx> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:46 AM 

UNCAA-Track aid Field <uncaa trackandfield@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

PTC - 

.pdf 

Coaches: 

Please find attached the Permi~inn to Contactfor 

like additional information on 

Thanks. 

, a student-athlete at Let me know if you have any questions or if you would 



To whom it may concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw I3.1.1,3, we hereby gn’ant the following 
institutions permission to speak with             , a           student- 
athlete at our institution about his interest in transf?rring and participating with 
your i~stitution, 

University of South Carolina 
Duke University 
Wake Forest University 
East Carolina University 
University of North Carolina 
University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
University of Illinois at Cha~paign 
Hampton U~Jversity 
Virginia Commonwealth University 
Texas Tech University 
Umversity of Virginia 
University of Texas 

Please contact me at (336)-285-3620, if you need any additional informatior~, 

) 

Athletic Director for Complim~ce 

CC; Earl Hilton- Director of" Athletics 
Katreshia Louis-Verette-. Associate Athletic Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, h 14 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmetmml@unc.edu> 

Vm~gelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu"~ 

l~v~: New York Times subscription 

Hi, Torn: 

I know that we have not been able to have formal discussions yet about being able to purchase recommended materials for student-athletes given the new NCAA 

legislations.                              ’ SOQ    professor reached out to me in the email below to stress the importance of s New York Times subscription 

[or their st~ccess in the class (t am assurning t:hat one subscription could b~-_~ purchased rather than individual subscriptions) He stops short of saying it is required 

but h~:~ strongly recommends they purchase it:. 

Would it be possible to pay for this subscription? 

Please let me know. 

Thanks! 

J I:_! Ft Ft 

From: Horowitz, Jonathan 
Sent: Tuesday, _ _,_ ........... , .... 10:29 AN 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Co: 
Subject: New York Times subscription 
Ms. Townsend: 

I am the instructor of SOCI/MNGT    [titled ’ 
and to suggest that         ; and 

,. I wanted to write to you briefly to clarify the role that the New York Times subscription plays in my course, 
purchase it as a text for the course. 

At several points through the semester, we use a class activity based upon a search through the New York Times archives. Students are expected to use a search engine to 
look through the New York Times archives for an article that is an example of a major concept day’s reading. 

This is actually a much more difficult assignment than it appears at first glance; students have to translate academic jargon from the day’s readings into everyday language 
that might appear in a newspaper article. So when a student needs to look up an article that shows an example of the "influence provision," they cannot simply plug the phrase 
"influence provision" into the search engine and expect to find an adequate article. Instead, they must translate the concept of the "influence provision" into language that 
might be used in a newspaper article and search on those terms instead. 

There are two ways to access New York Times articles; through Academic OneFile and through the New York Times native search engine. In order to use the latter, you need 
to purchase a subscription (it is doubtful anyone could complete even the first activity without exhausting the ten-article limit). 

Unless a student indicates a desire to obtain a PhD or has outstanding computer knowledge, I usually make a strong recommendation that they purchase the New York Times 
subscription. Academic OneFile is extremely technical and requires a strong prior knowledge of Boolean operators; students who use the native NYTimes.com search engine 
report spending far less time preparing for class than those using Academic OneFile. I only provide support for Academic OneFile primarily for those who cannot spend the 
money under any circumstances, or for those who plan to make academic literature searching a part of their career. 

To give you an idea of how rare it is that I recommend that students use Academic OneFile, there are only about 4-5 students in the class of 48 who I think would be better 
using Academic OneFile rather than the New York Times native search engine. I generally think that my class is difficult enough without having students wrestle with a 
challenging search engine when an easier option is available; I would strongly recommend that use the NYTimes subscription option, especially given their 
rigorous practice schedule. 

Please feel to contact me if you have any questions about these class activities, or other parts of the course. 

Best, 
Jonathan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: 2013-2014 Sport Fact Sheets 

This is great-thanks for all the support on providing info for FAC. 

If you have a minute ---give me a call 919 966-5:[47 

Joy J. Re!~r!er, M.A., r~T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor a!~d Director 

University of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #712~0 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 

Chapei Flill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-966-5952: Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: This e-mall message, includh~g attachments, if any, [s inEe!~ded only for the -person or entiw to wi~[ch [E is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Ar!y ---unauEhorized review, use, disclosure or d[stHbuE[on [s proi~ibited. If you are hoe the intended recipient, please car!tact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of [he or[~;[nal message. 
En~sil cerresponde~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw snd may be di~losed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (NCGS. ch. I32)o Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA. 

From: ]lie, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 l:B7 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: 2013-2014 Sport Fact Sheets 

Joy, 

Please ~e the attached i~ffonnafion for our sport programs. This information was compiled by" ¯ using the same format as last year. 

If you have any queslions or need additional 

information, please just let me know. Thanks for all your help. 

Vince 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 1:07 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 2013-2014 Sport Fact Sheets 

Vitlce: 

Please find a~tached ~he updated 2013-2014 sport fact sheets tbr the Faculty A~hletics Comnfi~ee. Please let me know if you see ~my changes fllat need to be made or 

would like me m add m the document. 

Thanks° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:03 PM 

AWAY GATE INFO for Parents 

Dear Tar Heel Football Families, Below is the away gate information for the remaining games. For those traveling to Georgia Tech this weekend, 
we shall see you there. Go Heels! 

AWAY GAME DATES and GATE INFORMATION 

9/21/2013 Georgia Tech Gate 9 

The gate is located to the east side of 

Bobby Dodd Stadium and opens 90 

minutes prior to kickoff. 

ii0/5/2013 Virginia Tech Gate 2 

The gate is located to the south side 

of Lane Stadium and opens 2 hours 

3rior to kickoff. 

The gate opens 90 minutes prior to 
11/2/2013 NC State      Gate 5 

kickoff. 

11/16/2013 Pittsburgh 

The gate is located near Great Hall 

East Side Entrance and opens 2 hours prior to 

kickoff. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callaway, Ma~ A <mabrown5@illinois.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Contract: Contract- DIA- University of North Carolina (CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Thanks Vince! fill get it routed, 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 12:50 PM 
To: Callaway, Mary A 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi MAD,, 

No womes. The document attached has been corrected on our end and should be mad?, for signature and return. My apologies for the delays. Thanks for all of your 

help. 

Vince 

From: Callaway, Mary A [mailto;mabtowng(0illino!s.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Vince, 

Sorry to send this back to you again but our Campus would like additional changes made~ I’ve attached their redlined version. Can you make the changes and send 

it back to me electronically? 

Let me know if yOkE have any quesUons. 

Thanks, 

Mary 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: Callaway, Mary A 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Mary., 

ttold that last one! I’ll make a pdf of the version that our AD has signed and send it to you for routing. Sorry tbr the confusion. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: ’Callaway, Mary A’ 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Mary, 

I’ve attached a revised copy- of the contract that should incorporate all of the requested changes. If you need anTrthing else from me, or ifI can help in any way, please 

just let me know. Hope you had a great weekend and thanks for your help! 

Vince 

From: Callaway, Mary A [E~__a__[[_t_9_~_t_n___a_b_Lo_w__tLS_Lo)!JJ_[tLqLs_:__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Friday, September 06, 20!3 5:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Vince, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. Walter Knorr is the only signature line that the University of Illinois will require on our end. As soon as I receive the 

revised agreement from you, I will forward it to our campus foiks 

Haw:" a wonderful weekend! 

Thanks, 

Mary 

From: Ille, Vince [maflto:flle@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 6:18 PM 
To: Callaway, Mary A 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Mar3,, 

Since our Office of University Counsel recommended amendments to the Illinois amendment. I’ve started over and created a new contract. The standard ACC game 

contract I originally used is now modified to incorporate everyone’s proposed changes. 

On the amendment you returned to me as part of the email below, the only signature line was tbr Walter Knorr. Is Mr. Knorr the only person who needs a signature 

line tbr Illinois if flint mnendment is incorlx~rated into the new version of the contract? In other words, does Mike need a signature line anywhere on the document? 

I hope all is going well there. If you have any questions about this, can you please j ust give me a call? I still have the .same cell number: Thanks Ma~! 

Vince 

From: Mary Callaway [mailto:mabrownS~’a)llinois.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Ce: mabrownS@illinois.edu; ilenerC~illinois.edu 
Subject: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Message: 

Hi Vince, Hope you are doing well. Attached #ease find the amended tbotball game contract lbr games between the University of Illinois and the UniversiF of North 

Carolina for the 2015 and 2016 seasons. If approved, please sign the contract and email a coW to mabrown5@iillinois.edu. I will emaJl you a fully executed contract 

once I received it back from our Campus. Thank you, Mary, Ca]laway, Division of Intercollegiate Athletics, University of Illinois 

Attachment Detail: 



Document Name: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Document Type: Contract 

Document Number: CN-00007695 

Modified Date: 08/27/2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - intro to the documen’m~ 

Here is the link to the documentary being aired on October 24 on this campus. Your thoughts? 
Taylor Branch will be coming to campus on Oct. 24 to participate in a screening in Ca~oll Auditorium - Thursday 10/’24, 7pm, of"Schooled: ’]7’he Price of College 
Sports". See links below. Following the screening there will be a panel discussion with the producer and Taylor Branch and others. Branch has requested that a 
"dissenter"--someone opposed to remunerating athletes, should also participate. Do you have any suggestions for such a person? 
bt~p:/?press.epixhd.com/pmgrammh~g/scl~ooled-the-price-of-college-sports/ 

h~tp://press.epixhd.c~rnAvp-c~ntent/up~ads/2~3/~9/EP~X-SC~H~LED-TI~E-PR~CE-OF-C~LLEGE-S~ORTS~d~cx 

,Joy J, Runner, M.A, Rr(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Pr.:)h~ssor and Director 

UniversitV of ~’~orth Carolina at Ci~apel t-Iili 

Sc:hool of W.,’edic:[ne 

CB #7.130 UNC-CH B.:)ndurar!i: Hall 

32].-A South Coiumbia $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 
91.9-956-e951 ga~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTg NOTICE: This e-maq !~qessage, i!x:h.ld[ng ati:achments, i1: a!W, is inter!dud onb/f.:)r the .-person or enti%, to whh:h it is add!’e55ed and !’nay cor!l:ain .,’:or~fident[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:erk}i. A!W -.--un;~utixi!’ized !’ev:ew, use, disciosure or d:str[buth)n :s pr.:)hibil:ed. If Vou are not l:he intended !’eciph~ni:, please co!~tac:t the 5under by !’eply e-rr~a:l and 

destroy all coph:’s of i:he t)r:g[nal message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may De subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties h¥ an 

authorized state efficia~ (NCGS, cho :t32)o Student edueationa{ records are subject to FgRPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

FYI for the Softball meeth~g. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiW of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (959} 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5L~2 

rnvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Papa, Donna .1 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:33 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Marielle, 

Anderson Stadium is the best place~ 

Donna 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:50 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

3:30prn on Thursda~ vorks greaL I can come to whatever location is best t:or you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962--C~002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Papa, Donna .] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:05 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Marielle, can we do it at 3:30 mext thursday? That is a good time for my staff. My volunteer is a high school teacher. So trying to work her in. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:46 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good A~ternoon - 

Please contact me at your earliest conveni~:_mc~:_~ t.:_~ schedule your team rules educat:ion m~-:,:,t:ing h:~r : 

Coach Responsibility and how it impacts your sport prograrn. 

to discuss the c.:_~n(>:~pt of H~:_~ad 

Thank you. 

Madelle 

MarieHe A vanGeJder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6b~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 2:19 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 

C¢: Ille, Vince O ! !_ _e_ _@_ _U_ _ ELC_ #_ ._ _d_ _u_ .) ; ~_e____m___a_!Lu___n__c_=e__d___u_) 
Subject: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical 

strategies that your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would 

ask that all members of the coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am 

available during the following blocks of time. 

Wednesday - 11:OOam to 5:OOpm 

Thursday ~ - ll:OOam to 5:00pm 

Friday - lO:OOam to 5:00pm 

Wednesday - 11:00am to 5:OOpm 

Thursday - 8:00arn to 5:00prn 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can 

reserve space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 



Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

__m____v__a___n_~__el_d___e__r___@.__u__~__c_;__e___d___u_ 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edm, 

Tuesday, 3:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibilib’ 

From: Papa, Donna ] 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:33 PM 
To: Vangelder, r .......... 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Marielle, 

Anderson Stadium is the best place. 

Donna 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday 2:50 PM 
To: Papa, Donna .] 
Subject: RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

3:30prn on Thursday works great I can come to whatever location is best t:or you. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962- 7853 

Fa’,<: (9:[9) 962--6@32 

_m_v_a_9 ~ _e hd_e [ @_u_9_c :_e_d_u 
From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:05 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Re: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Marielle, can we do it at 3:30 mext thursday? That is a good time for my staff. My volunteer is a high school teacher. So tryin8 to work her in. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:46 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon --- 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule your team rules education meeting for September 20:1.3 to discuss the concept of Head 

Coach ResponsibiliW and how it impac~:s vour sport program. 

Thank you. 

Marietle 

Marieile A, vanGeider 

Associate Athletic Director 

t_]niw:_~rsky .:)f North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962- 7853 
Fax: (919) 962--60’02 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, 2:19 PM 
To: Papa, Donna .I 

Cc: llle, Vince (ille@unc.edu); ~email.unc.edu) 
Subject: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical 

strategies that your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would 

ask that all members of the coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am 

available during the following blocks of time. 

Wednesday ~ - 11:00am to 5:OOpm 

Thursday ’. - 11:00am to 5:OOpm 

Friday - lO:OOam to 5:00pm 

Wednesday : - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can 

reserve space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

_m__v_a_n1~_e Ld_e [ @_ u_n_c:_&d_u 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P 

RE: Joy - intro to the documentary 

I don’t know where Eric Montross stands on this matter, but perhaps he would be a credible speaker on the topic. I also think Meghan I.yons would be a good 

choice. 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:50 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 
C¢= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= FW: Joy - intro to the documentary 

Should we ask one or more people to vohmteer to participate in this event? It might be helpfnl to have one or more former student-athletes (not necessarily UNC 

alums) and one or more others participate. It might be best lbr the "dissenters" to have a regional/national background and perspective instead of what could be 

portrayed as a limited, local one. 

From= Renner, -loy -l 
Sent= Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:27 PM 
To= Tlle, Vince, Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= -lay - intro to the documentary 

Here is the link to the documentary being aired on October 24 on this campus. Your thoughts? 

Taylor Brmlch will be coming to cmnpus on Oct. 24 to participate in a screening in Carroll Auditorium - Thursday 10/24, 7pm, of"Schooled: The Price of College 

Sports". See links below. Following tlle screeni~lg there will be a panel discussion with the producer and ’Faylor Brallch a~d otllers. Branch llas requested that a 

"dissenter"--someone opposed to remunerating athletes, should also participate. Do you have any suggestions for such a person? 

hltp://press.epixM.com/programmin~/schooled-fl~e- price-of college-sports/ 

http://press.epixhd.c~m/wp-c~ntent/up~ads/2~ ~3/~9/EPIX-SCH~LED-THE-PRICE-~F-C~LLEGE-SP~RTS.d~cx 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
~ssot:iato Prof~!55or a!’:d [’)[ro,::l:or 

Unive!’sil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gcindura!’~t Hail 

321-A Soul:h CoMmbia :St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9 ~ 5-.595 I., Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; ,.>-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r].~ attachments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and rt]ay t:ot~t;}iR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Ar!V .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[en[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by re’ply e-mall and 

destroy all cOp[e5 Of the original message. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may he s~bjeet to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCGS, oh, J.32), Studeet educatio~al reeords are subject to FERIPA, 



Fror1~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

when you get a chance 

Can you give me a call? 

I got a phone call from the writer we spoke of earlier 

He would like to talk to me and I want to be sure it is okay for me to do so 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu"~ 

Re: Joy - in~o to the documentau 

Lefs run this by Beth. I would consider doing it if they thought it appropriate. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~anc.edu-* wrote: 

Should we ask one or more people to volunteer to participate in this event? It might be helpful to have one or more former student-athletes (not 

necessarily UNC alums) and one or more others participate. It might be best for the "dissenters" to have a regionaFnational background and perspective 

instead of what could be portrayed as a limited, local one. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Joy - intro to the documentary 
Here is the link to the documentary being aired on October 24 on this campus. Your thoughts? 

Taylor Branch will be coming to campus on Oct. 24 to participate in a screening in Can~oll Auditorium - Thursday 10/24, 7pm, of"Schooled: The Price of 
College Sports". See links below. Following the screening there will be a panel di~ussion with the producer and Taylor Branch and others. Branch has 

requested that a "dissenter"--someone opposed to remunerating athletes, should also participate. Do you have any suggestions tbr such a person? 
http:/ipress.epixhd.con~"pm~r~ur~nin~/s&ooled-the-price-of-college-spol~s/ 

!lt~p://p!~ess~pi~ld:com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/EPIX-SCIIOOLED-TtIE-PRICE-OF-COLLFAiE-SPORTS.docx 
Joy J, Renne!’, N’I.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 

Associate Professor and Director 

U!~iversibt of North Carolh~a at Chapel Hii] 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32~-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hili, NC 27599--7130 

919-.966-.5147Desk 

Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 

-CONFIDENiIALIPf NOTICE: li~is ~_~-mail message, h-~cluding attad ,ments, if any, is intended only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain 

confid(_mtia[ and/or privileged material. Any -.--unauthorized revl(_~w, use disclosure or distribution is prol,ibited. If you are not th(_¯ h-~t(_mded recipient, piei~se contact the 

sender b~, reply e-n-~ail and debtrog ai[ copies of the olffginal message. 

Emai~ correspondence to and fr,~m this a,kh-es.s may be s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~:ies 
by an a~thoHzed state off{tiM (INCGS. oh. 132). St~Ment ear,cat{OhM records are s~bject to FERPA. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: when you get a chance 

No .he called after 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ IVireie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Steve, 

Did we already address this when you stopped by my office today? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent; Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:15 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 

Subject: when you get a chance 

Can you give me a call? 

I got a phone call from the writer we spoke of earlier 

He would like to talk to me and I want to be sure it is okay for me to do so 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

:: :i::i.::?: ii.::i i:.i::: :?: :i ? :ii ::: :i i: i:i ;ii: :i: i :: :: :: :.:ii:::i i .:::: i i i i:ii i:i :: .i: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Tuesday,, September 17, 2013 6:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Joy - intro 1,) the documentary 

Sure, we’ll look into it and give a recommendation tomorrow. 

........ Original nressage ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: 09/17/2013 6:10 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Keith, Beth" <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 
Subject: FW: Joy - intro to the docnmentaly 

Beth, 
Do yon have any recommendations for us regarding Bubba’s participation in the event and/or the potential participation of others? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent" Tuesday, September 17, 2013 4:48 PM 
To-" Ille, Vince 
Co: Pogge, Paul 
Subject" Re: Joy - intro to the documentary 
Let’s run this by Beth. I would consider doing it if they thought it appropriate. 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Should we ask one or more people to volunteer to participate in this event? It might be helpful to have one or more former student-athletes (not 

necessarily UNC alums) and one or more others participate. It might be best tbr the "dissenters" to have a regional/national background and perspective 

insteact of Mint could be portrayed as a limited, local one. 

From-" Renner, Joy J 
Sent; Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:27 plVl 
To: Ille, Vince; CunNngham, Bubba 
Subject-" Joy - intro to the documentary 
Here is the link to the documentary being aired on October 24 on this campus. Your thoughts? 

Taylor Branch will be coming to canlpus on Oct. 24 to participate in a screening in Carroll Auditorium - Thursday 10/’24, 7pro, of"Schooled: The Price of 

College Sports". See lh~ks below. Following the screening there roll be a panel discussion with the producer and Taylor Branch and others. Branch has 

reqnested that a "dissenter"--someone opposed to remunerating athletes, should also participate. Do you have any suggestions for such a person? 
!ntpJ/press:epixhd.com/p!’~’aanming/schooled-the-p!~jce-of-colle~e-sports/ 

N~p://press~epixhd.c~r~wp-c~ntent’up~ads/2~3/09/EP~X-SCH~LED-TI]:E-PR~CE-~F-C~LLEGE-SP~RTS.docx 
loyJ. Refine!’, M.A., RT{R)~ F,"~EIRS 

12~sst)c[iltt~ Professor and Direc[o!’ 

U!~iversitV of North Caroli!~a at Chapel Hiil 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-.C}~ gorldi::arlt l-~al[ 

32Z-A 5ou,’-h Columbia St, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599:7130 

919-9r36-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9r36-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l-i~is e-mail message [nclL:ding a[~achments, il: any, is intended o:!]y for [he -person or er~tit~,, to which it is addressed and ma~,, contain 
corll:ide!’:~.ial at!d/or privileged ma~.erial. Any ---~.:r!author ized review, use, disclosare o!’ distr[bcl~[on is Frohib[ted. I, you are no~ the intended reciFien~, piease con~.act ~.he 

sender by !’eplV e-mail and desk.roy all copies of ~.he original message, 
Emai{ correspondence to ~d frram th{s address may be subject to t~e North Caro~i~a Public RecO~ldS law al~d ~n~y be disclo~ed to t~ird parties 
by an autBorized state official (NCGS. cBo 132)o Student educatior~al records are subject to FERPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Snively, Chip <Chi~Snively@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:52 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Advi~r question~/q ue stioname 

checklist.pdf; Financial Advisor Questions.docx 

Paul / Vince: 

Attached is a list of questions compiled from a variety of sources. Additionally, I’ve added a document from the State of Maryland which is an advisor checklist. 

It has a nice breakout of sections that I thought might be of interest to you in formulating something for our use. 

Let me know what you think. Would be glad to discuss the purpose of some of the non-standard questions. Also, need to think of the athlete, and their ability to 

ask some of these questions and understand the possible responses. 

That may be another consideration for you......how do you prep athletes for the interviews. 

Rgds, 

Chip 
Chip Snivel)’, CFA 

Senior Lecturer & Coordinator of Investment Mgt Concentration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McColl Building, MB 4123 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 962-4514 (office) 

(cell) 

Chip Snively@unc.edu 

www.AlphaChallenge.org 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:16 PM 

Snively, Chip <Chi~Snively@kena~-tlagler.unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-* 

RE: Advisor queslions/ques~ionairre 

Chip, 

These are great resources that we will definitely incorporate hi our efforts to educate student-athletes and their families on a variety of important topics through 

our Agent and Advisor Program We really appreciate you taking the tirne to put tfu:_~se together, Thanks for all of your support of this Program. 

Paul 

From: Snively, Chip [mailto:CNp_Snively@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:52 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Advisor questions/questionairre 

Paul / Vince: 

Attached is a list of questions compiled from a variety of sources. Additionally, i’ve added a document from the State of Maryland which is an advisor checklisL 

It has a nice breakout of sections that I thought might be of interest to you in formulating something for our use. 

Let me know what you think. Would be glad to discuss the purpose of some of the non-standard questions. Also, need to think of the athlete, and their ability to 

ask some of these questions and understand the possible responses. 

That may be another consideration for you......how do you prep athletes for the interviews. 

Rgds, 

Chip 
Chip Snively, CFA 

Senior Lecturer & Coordinator of Investment Mgt Concentration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

McColl Building, MB 4:123 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(9:19) 962-45:14 (office) 

(cell) 

._C__bjL_S__n__Lv__e__t~_@__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_. 
www:Alpha Cha!ienge.org 

Shaping Leaders & Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 8:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

meet 

Vince: 

Probably time we meet, When might you be free? 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~dng Coach 
University of North Carolina Swin~ning & Diving 

PO Box 2126, C’hapel Hill, NO’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn@ernail.unc, edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www g, oheels corn 
www.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 10:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2012-13 - 2nd DRAFT 

The only thing that jumps out at me is the     SAT/ACT score - I think it’s low.             both took the SAT and got an 870 and an 820 respectively while 

~ook the ACT and got a 27 and 2:J.5 composke respectively. That’s the only thing that jumped out that we might want them to double check~.. 

Lance 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2023 20:00 AM 

To: Vangelder, Narielle A; Markos, Lance M 

Subject: FW: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2022-23 - 2nd DRAFT 

Can you two take a look at the attached survey? Please let me know ASAP if you notice any items that you believe deserve further review or verificalion. Thanks for 

your help. I’m hopeful the process for data requests and collection can be streamlined before we begin compiling next year’s report. 

From: Biers, Christopher J 

Sent: Tuesday, September 17, 2023 9:29 PN 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; IIle, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2022-23 - 2nd DRAFT 

All 

I’ve created a 2nd draft of the survey responses for the BOG Athletics Report. Thanks to Vince for providing the data for the Q3. Campus Total [:or "Recruited 

Freshman Student-Athletes". The response for that survey question is now :193 (vs. the 4.5 on the original DRAFT). l’ve updated the sources for each of the survey 

responses in the email below. 

Please take one last h:>:_~l~ and let me haw:, your approvals or feedback as soon as you can. Many [:hanl~s again to everybody for the help. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

C)~fice o~ h~stitul:ional Research & Assessment 

UniversiW of Nor[h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

£.e__!Le_r_s_._@__e_._m_._aj_L .u_ n_£:_e_.d__~. 
Phone: (9:[9} 8;I:~-5645 

From: Biers, Christopher J 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2013 4:42 PM 
To: Williford, Lynn E; Farmer, Stephen M; Kretchmar, Jen; llle, Vince 
Subject: UNC Intercollegiate Athletics Report 2022-23 - DRAFT 

All, 

Based on the various reports and emails submitted to Lynn for the BOG Athletics Report l’ve gone ahead and entered the information into GA’s survey form 

although we’ve not yet submitted the data to GA. We have a little extra time to submit the results to GA. l’ve attached a marked up survey form and wanted to 

pass it by everyone one more time for a final review so that we can make sure to report everything accurately. 

A few notes on where I pulled the data from: 

0,2. Campus Total for "All Freshman", I used a total of the "New First-time" students from our Fall 2012 (3,915) and the Spring 2013 (13) term census reports to get 

the 3,928 number. 

0,2. Campus Total for "All Freshman Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

~. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman ........ - ......... , I ..... .................. v ............ K. provided ........ ~o~ us the ’, ......... aLUU~HL U~M UI~ L~Lm 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes", I used list provided by Vince Ille. 

Q3. Campus Total for "Recruited Freshman Student-Athletes Receiving MCR Exceptions", I used the number provided by Jen K. 

Q4. Academic Profile Information, I used the report that Jen K. provided. 

Q5. Majors for Recruited Athletes with at least Junior Academic Standing in Fall 2012, I used a list of recruited athletes from the UGRD Admissions office and then 

pulled data from our Fall 2012 census based student file to look for enrolled students, academic standing, and major. 

Please let Lynn or I know if you have any questions, or if you see anything that I’ve entered incorrectly. If everybody could please provide any feedback, or 

approvals by Monday that would be great. 

Thanks again to everybody for all the effort that went into preparing this. 

Chris Eilers 

Coordinator, Planning Support 

Office of Institutional Research & Assessment 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ceilers@email.unc.edu 

Phone: (919) 843-5645 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B 

<karen_moon@unc.edu>; Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu>, Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu>, Camarati, 

Jeffrey Allan <camarati@email.unc.edu>,                        ~unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Helen 

Buchanan <                 @gmail.com>; Kimmel, Mark D <mdkimmel@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <leesnyder@unc.edu> 

next two days 

Just an FYI 

I am in search committee interviews at Rizzo Center pretty much all day tomorrow and most of Friday, so if you need me, I probably won’t be able to help until late in the day. Safe 

travels to those going to Atlanta... 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 6:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Blue zone tickets tbr 9/28 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks for checkhlg, There aren’t specific department or university policies that prohibit this. [ don’t recall that any of our coaches have purchased Blue Zone 

tJcket:s kxr any.:_~ne, or any kxotbi~ll {:h::k~:_~t:; for support:ers .:_~r gxxtential donors, but it: may have happ~:_med and I db:Mu:~w it Tim S~bo would probably Imow The 

tickets they regularly charg~:_~ to t:heir budgets i~re for r,-_~cruiting. If he i5~ definit:ely a potential don.:_~r, it m~y be money w~-_~li ;pe3abut, it ~l;o may be bet:ter ff S~m 

talks to Tim Smith, his Rams Club fundraiser, and let the Just a thought. 

Martina 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:54 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: FW: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

MaNna, 

Before I respond to Sam, is the arrangement he’s asking aIxmt possible? Are there any department or University policies that might prohibit this? 

Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:            ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

I believe Michael would be a great person to cultivate. Could I buy him some tickets out of my budget? 

Thanks 

Sam Paul 

Begin forw~rded message: 

From: Rebecca Dirksen <            l@vahoo.com> 
Date: September 18, 2013, 12:24:52 PM EDT 
To: "      i~ i ~yahoo.com" <:           f~yahooucom> 

Subject: Fwd: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

Rebecca 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Jacobs <donna@iacobscapitaLne~ 

Date: September 18, 2013, 12:00:41 PM EDT 

To: Rebecca Dirksen <             ?2),/-ahoo.com>, Melanie Biese <~ 

<              ~l,a!~OOnCO!n>, Harriet Poston <"           ~gmail.com> 
Subject: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

~;gmail.com>, Courtney Toledo 

Hey Ladies. Do you know anyone we can get 2 or 4 blue zone tickets for the 9/28 gmne. Michael has some friends coming in town for the 

gmne. 

Thanks, 

Donna 

Sere from iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul < ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Blue zone tickets tbr 9/28 

’I’ha~flc you 

Sam Patti 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 9:06 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ve been told that this is ok aa~d you should work through Tim Smith to acquire tickets. Thanks Sam. 

From: Sam Paul [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:29 plVl 

To; llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

I believe Michael would be a great person to cultivate. Could I bny him some tickets out of my budget? 

Thanlcs 

Saan Paul 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Rebecca Dirksen <            ~d~.yahoo.com> 
Date: September 18, 2013, 12:24:52 PM EDT 

To:"                 ~yahoo.com" <                 @yahoo.corn> 
Subject: Fwd: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

Rebecca 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Donna Jacobs < .net> 
Date: September 18, 2013, 12:00:41 PM EDT 

To: Rebecca Dirksen <            (~vahoo.com>, Melanie Biese < 
<            ~yahoo.com>, Harriet Poston <          @gmail.com> 

Subject: Blue zone tickets for 9/28 

;;~gmail.com>, Courtney Toledo 

Hey Ladies. Do you know ~lyone we can get 2 or 4 blue zone tickets for the 9/28 gmne. Michael has some friends coming in 
town for the game. 

Thmllcs, 

Dorma 

Sent ti~m iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kretchmar, Jen <jkretclmaar@admissions.unc.edtr-- 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Hi Vince, 

Unfortunately I wasn’t able to access the EC ,¢esterday, If it wouldn’t be too much trouble to look up the NCAA core for the students listed below, I may be able to 

get your answer soon~:_~r rat:her that~ later In the meantirne, Steve recognizes t:here are good arguments on both sides for using the HSGPA v. the NCAA core He’s 

asl~ed Lynn to weigh in, and/or pose the question to the committee to decide, i’m gu~-’_~ssing Lynn will reach out to ~-_weryone today 

One fast request --- Ym trying to putl the 20:!3 report together’ quickly as Steve is presenting it to the Faculty Council in just a few weeks. Are you the appropriate 

person to pass along the official fall 20:13 team rosters? If not, could you point me to the appropriate person? k~ addition to their PIDS, i[: your office knows their 

status (e.g. walk-on, competitive, special talent} that piece of information might be helpful to cross reference with our data to make sure we’re on the same page. 

thank you so much! 

J I-"_! 11 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: Kretchmar, 3en 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Ok, that’s great. Thanks Jen. We have access to the EC as well and can assist if needed. We appreciate your help with this. 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar, Jen" -~ikretchrnaac~)admissio!ls:unc:edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Looking at all student-athletes (the 167 special talent student-athletes and the 2~, I identified as competitive admits), 75% of them reported GPAs on a 

4.PT scale. Unfortunately, I don’t have NCAA cores for the competitive admits so I can’t answer the second part of your question. I don’t have access to 

th*:_~ [C, but l can ask Barbara to I.:>:_~k th~-_~m up tomorrow if you’d lille, In the meantirne, these are t h~-_~ averages for t h~-_~ special talent group who 

reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: ?;.64 HSGPA, 3,48 NCAA cor,-_~. 

Jen 

From: ille@unc.edu [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:56 PM 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

To: Kretchmm; Jennifer (kmtchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 

Hi Jennifer, 

How mmly of all the student-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 41~ scale? What is the average HSGPA for those students compared to the 
same group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the HSGPA is higher than the Core GPA, I believe it should be included. Thanks [br 
your help with this project. 

Vince 



On Sep I O, 2013 at I2:26 P~!I, Kretehmar, Jennifer (kretehj) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussion on fiiday, I took a quick look at repolled HSGPAs and NCAA Core GPAs for our 2012 special talent athletes - 

specifically looking at how many repolled a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, and of those who did so, how did those compare to their NCIL~k core. 

Please see the document titled "NC,~k Core V. HSGPA" for a veu brief summary.. 

Jen 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Working Group" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: Working Group. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchmar@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

\/ince, 

I apologize, but Vve just learned from Steve that he wants to produce a 2012 and 2013 report this year~ Could you send team rosters for 2012 as well? 

Jen 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:36 AM 

To: Kretchmar, .lea 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Jen, 

I’ve forwarded your request to the staffmembers who can compile the information. We will send it to you as soon as we can. Thanks! 
Vince 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:34 AM 

To: TIM, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Hi Vince, 

Unfortunately f wasn’t able to acc~-:~ss the EC yesterday. If it wouldn’t be too much t:rouble to look up tl’u:_~ NCAA (:ore h:~r the students listed b~-_~low, I may b~-:~ able to 

get your answer sooner raLher than later. In the meantime, Steve recognizes Lhere are good argurnents on both sides for using the HSGPA v. the NCAA core. He’s 

asked Lynn to weigh in, and/or pose the question to the comrnittee to decide. I’nl guessing Lynn witl reach out to everyone toda% 

One last request --- gm trying to pull the 2013 report together quickly as Steve is presenting it to the Faculty Council in just a few weeks. Are you the appropriate 

person to pass along the .:_~fficia[ fall 2013 team rosters? tf not, could you point me t:o t:he appropriate p~-_~rs.:_~n? In addition to their PIDS, if your o~fk:e knows their 

status (e.g. walk-on, competit:ive, special talent) that piece o[ information migM: be helpful to cross refer~-:mc~:_~ with our data to mal~e sure we’re on the same page. 

Thank you so much! 

Jet1 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 
To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 
Ok, that’s great. Thmaks Jen. We have access to the EC as well and can assist if needed. We appreciate your help with this. 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar, Jeu" <ilaetchmar~a&nisskms.uuc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Looking at all stud,:_mt-athletes {the 167 special talent student-athletes and the 23 I identified as competitiw:, admits), 75% of them reported C-:PAs on a 

4PT scale. Un[ortunately, I don’t have NCAA cores for the compet:itive admit:s s.:_~ f can’t answer the second part of your question. I don’t: have access to 

the EC, but I can ask Barbara to look them up tomorrow i[: you’d like. In the meantime, these are the averages for the special talent group who 

reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: 3.64 HSGPA; 3.48 NCAA core~ 

Jen 
From: i_ [ Le_ _ _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ ,_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . [ t_n___a_jJ_t_9_0D__,%u__n___c_:__e__d___u_] 



Sent= Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:56 PM 
Subject= Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

To: Kretchmar, Jennifer (kretchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 

Hi Jennifer, 

How many of all the student-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 4PT scale? What is ffle average HSGPA for those students compared to the 

same group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the ttSGPA is higher fl~an floe Core GPA, I believe it should be included. Thanks for 

your help with fl~is project. 

Uince 

On Sep 10, 2013 at 12:26 P?rL Kretehmar, Jennifer (kretehj) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussion on friday, I took a quick look at reported HSGPAs and NCAA Core GPAs for our 2012 special talent athletes - 

specifically looking at how many reported a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, and of those who did so, how did fflose compare to their NCAA core. 

Please see the document tiffed "NCAA Core V. HSGPA" fi3r a ve~ brief summon. 

Jen 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Working Glx3up" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: ~!~2!2k__i!)_g___(__}__*5_?__u_p_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 7:58 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Lance .... 

Can you look at Jan’s request below and compile the information requested? 

She has an additional request which I will pass along in another ernail. Once completed, can you please provide the data to Vince for his review? 

Let me know if you have any quesd:hzm; about what Jen is ]ookh~g for, 

Thank you [or your assi-;t~mce. 

Mariefle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:’rsitv oF North Carol[rH~ 

Phone: (9:1.9) 9(-;2- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

__m____v__a___njL_e_Ld_e__r_@__u___n___c_:__e___d_u_ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 I0:36 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Marielle, 

Can you please ask one or more of our staff to assist with the requests below? This is very important as it will eventually be included in an admissions document that 

will be dis~nibuted publicly. It appears the first paragraph references Eligibility Center research. The second should come t?om NCAA Squad Lists and include PID and 

recruited status. I can add the admissions-related status. 

If this caJ~ be assembled and sent to me, I’d appreciate it. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:34 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Hi Vince, 

UrfforLunately I wasn"t able to access the EC yesterday r~ay be ab e to 

get your answer sooner rather than later. In the meantime, Steve recognizes there are good arguments on both sides for using the HSGPA v. the NCAA core. He’s 

asked Lynn to weigh in, and/or pose the question to the committee to decide. Frn guessing Lynn will reach out to everyone today. 

One last reqLu:_!st - I’Ph trying to pull th~-:~ 2013 report t.:_~gether quickly as Steve is pr~-:~senLing it to the Faculty Cou[)cil [r~ just a Jew w~-:~eks. Ar~-:~ you the appropriate 

p,:_,P.;on to ................     ~ ~    ? ff not co,.dd you point me to th*-:, appropriate person? 

competitive, special talen0 that piece of information might be helpful [o cross reference with our da[a to make sure we’re on the same page. 

Thank you so much! 

Jen 
............................................. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 



To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Ok, that’s great. Thmlks Jen. We have access to the EC as well and can assist if needed. We appreciate your help with this. 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar, Jen" <ilaetchmar~admisskms.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Looking at atl student-athletes (the 187 speciaf talent student-athletes and the 23 I identified as competitive admits), 75% of them reported GPAs on a 

4PT scale. UnI:ortunatdy, I don’t have NCAA cores for Lhe competitive admiLs so I can’t answer the second part of your question. I don’L have access to 

the EC, but I can ask Barbara to look them up tomorrow if you’d like. In the meantime, these are the averages for the special talent group who 

reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: B.54 HSGPA, 3.48 NCAA core. 

Jet~ 

From: ille@unc.edu [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 20:[3 :[:56 PM 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

To: Kretchmar, Jennifer (kretchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 

Hi,lenni~c 

How many of all the s~mdent-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 4fYl’ scale? What is the average HSGPA for those students compared to the 

same group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the HSGPA is higher than the Core GPA, I believe it should be included. Thanks for 

your help with this project. 

Vince 

On Sep 10, 2013 at 12:26 PAL Kretchmar, Jennifer (kretchj) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussion on fiiday, I took a quick look at reported HSGPAs m~d NCAA Core GPAs lbr our 2012 special talent athletes - 
specifically looking at how many reported a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, and of those who did so, how did those compare to their NCAA core. 
Please see the document titled "NCAA Core V. HSGPA" for a veu brief summary.. 

Jen 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Working Group" site. To reply to this message click this link to 
access Messages for this site: Working Group. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchmar@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 12:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Core v. tlSGPA 

This is perfect, thank you so much. 

In answer to your question about the average NCAA core v. average HSGPA for o/! student athletes here’s what I found: 3.45 NCAA core, 3.75 HS GPA (of those who 

reported on a 4PT ;cale). Of the 190 total ~.d:udent-.atMetes, :1471 reported a HS GPA on a 4PT scale. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 10:11 AM 
To: Kretchmar, 3en 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Jell 

Does the information attached provide what you need? If not, maybe we can discuss in more detail. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 
See attached for core GPA’s and squad lists for last year and this year. Should cover everything Jen is asking for but if you need anything else, )Jst let rne know. 

"hanks!! 

La n C e 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 7:58 AM 
To: Narkos, Lance M 
Cc: Tile, Vince 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

lance .... 

Can you look at Jan’s request below and compile the information requested? 

She has an additional requ~:_~st which I will pass ak)ng in anoth~:_~r ~-’_m~ail. ()nc~:_~ conlph:_d:ed, can you ph:_~ase provid~:_~ the da~:a to Vinc~-:~ for his revi~-:~w? 

Let me know if you have any questions about what Jen is looking [:or. 

Thank you [:or your’ assistance. 

Marielle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic PirecLor 

Uniw:’rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6092 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: [lie, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:36 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Marielle, 

re uests below~ This is ~ e Can you please ask one or more of our staff to assist with the q . " " , ~ important as it will eventually be included in an admissions document that 

will be distributed publicly. It appears the first paragraph references Eligibili~ Center research. The second should come from NCAA Squad Lists and include PID and 

recruited status. I can add the admissions-related status. 

If this can be assembled and sent to me, I’d appreciate it. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:34 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Hi Vince, 

Unfortunately I wasn’t able to access the EC yesterday. !~ !~ woii!~ ~ b~ ~ rnii~ ~iib!~ ~o !~!~ ii~ ~ NCAA ~ ~ ~,s~ii~i~!i~ ~#!~w I may be able to 

get your answer sooner rather than later. In the meantime, Steve recognizes there are good arguments on both sides for using the HSGPA v. the NCAA core. He’s 

a~.d~ed Lynn to weigh in, andior pose the question ~:o the comrnittee to decide. Fm gu~-:~;sing Lynn will reach out to ~-:weryone today. 

One last requ,-_!st - I’PQ trying to pull th~:_~ 2013 report together quickly as Steve is pr~-:~sen~:ing it to the Faculty Council in jus[: a Jew w~-:~eks. Ar~-_~ you l:he appropriate 

person to :not, could you point me to the appropriate person? 

competitive, special talent} that piece of information might be helpful to cross reference with our data to rnake sure we’re on the same page. 

Thank you so much! 

J I-:! rl 
............................................. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:: 



From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: Kretchmar, 3en 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Ok, fflat’s great. Thanks Jen. We have access to the EC as well and can assist if needed. We appreciate your help wiffl this. 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar, Jen" <j_k_l__e__N__h_n_!~J_:@_@j_T_l_iss_i_9__n___s=_tLn__c_’=_e_du> wrote: 

Hi Vince, 

Looking at atl student-athletes (the 187 special talent sLudent-ath]etes and the 23 I identified as competitive admits}, 75% of them reported GPAs on a 

4PT scale, Unfortanately, I don’t have NCAA cores for the cornpetitive admits so I can’t answer the second part of your question. I don’t have access to 

the EC, but I can ask Barbara to look them up tomorrow if VOU’d like. k~ the nl¢_~antim¢_b these are the averages for the special tah-:~nt gro~p who 

reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: 3.t-;4 HSGPA, :-~.48 NCAA core 

Jen 

From: ille@unc.edu [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:56 PM 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

To: Kretchmar, Jennit~r (kretchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 

Hi Jennifer, 

How many ofaJ1 the student-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 4PT scale? What is ffle average HSGPA for those students compared to the 

same group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the tlSGPA is higher fl~an floe Core GPA, I believe it should be included. Thanks for 

your help with fl~is project. 

Uince 

On Sep 10, 2013 at 12:26 P?rL Kretehmar, Jennifer (kreteh.~) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussion on friday, I took a quick look at reported HSGPAs and NCAA Core GPAs for our 2012 special talent athletes - 

specifically looking at how many reported a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, and of those who did so, how did those compare to their NCAA core. 

Please see the document tiffed "NCAA Core V. HSGPA" tbr a ve~ brief summau. 

Jen 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "Working Glx3up" site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: ~!~£k__i!)_g___(__}jS_?__uj?_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 1:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Thanks. Squad lists can’t be printed in Excel, but I believe they can still be run in HTML. Unfoltunately, that may not cut and paste well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 13, 2013, at 1:38 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(d~unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kretchmax~ Jen" <jk_lLe__t__c_!Lr__n_a_r_@_’_a_d_Ln_i_ssi£_lls=_uj!_c_=_e__d_t_p 

Date: September 13, 2013, 1:25:22 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: NC~’k Core v. HSGPA 

Any chance these PDFs originated as excel files? Could you send those instead? I tried to convert the PDFs to excel, but iL didn’t export 

all the data... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Senti Friday, September 13, 2023 20:22 AM 

To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Jell 

Does the infbmmtion attached provide wlmt you need? If not, maybe we can di~uss m more detail. Thanks ibr your help. 

Wince 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
(::c: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

See attached for core GPA~s and ’.;quad lists h:~r last year and this y~-:~ar. 5houkt cover everything Jen is a,.;Idng h:~r but i~ you need anything 

else, lust let me know. Thanks!! 

La n c e 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2023 7:58 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: TIM, Vince 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v, HSGPA 

Lance - 

(:at~ you look at Jan’s request below and compile the informaLion requested? 

She has an addiLional request which I will pass along in another emaif. Once completed, can you please provide the data to Vince for his 

review? 

Let me know if you have any questions about what Jen is looking for. 

That~k you for your assbtan(>:~. 

Marielle 

Marielfe A. vanGdder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carofina 

Phone: (919} 962-7853 

Fa>:: (919) 962-6(~_]2 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2023 20:36 AM 
Te: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Ma~ielle, 

Can you please ask one or more of our styli’to assist, with the requests below? Tiffs is very, important as it will eventually be included in an 

admissions document that roll be distributed publicly. It appears the first paragraph references Eligibili~ Center research. The second should 

come from NC,AJ~ Squad Lists and include PID and recruited status. I can add the admissions-related status. 

If this can be assembled and sent to me, I’d appreciate it. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2023 8:34 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Hi V[nce, 



I m~y be abh-:! to get your m~swer sooner rather l:han later, h~ the meantime, S~:eve recognizes ~:her~-:! are good arguments on 

both sides ]:or using the HSGPA v. the NCAA core. He’s asked Lynn to weigh in, and/or pose Lhe question to the cornnliLtee to decide. I’m 

guessing Lynn will reach out to everyone today. 

One last request -Fm trying to pull the 2013 report together quickly as Steve is presenting it to the Faculty Council in just a few weeks. 

Are you the appropriate person to If not, could you point me to the appropriate person? 

competitive, speci~l tak:,,~t) ~:hat piece o~ ~,~forma~o~ might b,-’_, 
helpful to cross reference wiLh our data to make sure we’re on the same page. 

Thank yOU SO much! 

Jen 

From: llle, VJnce 
Sent= Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:17 PM 
To= Kretchmar, Jen 
Subject: Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

Ok, that’s great. Thanks Jen. We have access to the EC as well aald can assist if needed. We appreciate your help with this. 

On S ep 10, 2013, at 8:47 PM, "Kretchmar. Jeff’ <i kretchmar({~admissions.uncuedu> wrote: 

Hi Vmce, 

[.ookh~g at all student-.athJet~-:~s (the :[67 special tab:m[: student--a[:hJetes and the 23 I identified as competitive admits), 75% 

of them reported GPAs on a 4PT scale. UnI:ortunatdy, I don’t have NCAA cores ]:or the competitive admits so I can’t answer 

[he second part of your question. I don’ [ have access to the EC, but I can ask Barbara to look them up tomorrow if you’d like. 

In the meantime, these are the averages for the special talent group who reported HSGPA on a 4PT scale: 3~64 HSGPA, 3~:lg 

BJCAA core 

Jen 

From= ille@unc.edu [maflto:flle@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:56 PM 
Subject= Re: NCAA Core v. HSGPA 

To: Kretchmar, Jennifer (laetchj) 

From: Vincent Ille 

tti Jennifer, 

How maaly of all the student-athletes enrolled 2012 reported GPAs on a 4PT scale? What is the average HSGPA for fl]ose 

students compared to the .same group’s average Core GPA? I would be interested to know. If the HSGPA is higher than the 
Core GPA, I believe it should be included. Thanks for your help ruth this project. 

Vlnce 

On Sep 10, 2013 at 12:26 P£!I, Kretchmar, Jennifer (kretchj) wrote: 

Dear All, 

In response to our disscussion on friday, I took a quick look at reported HSGPAs and NCAA Core GPAs for our 2012 

special lalent athletes - specifically looking at how many reported a HSGPA on a 4PT weighted scale, and of those M]o did 



so, how did those compare to their NCAA core. Please see the document titled "NCAA Core V. HSGPA" for a veU brief 

smnmary. 

Jerl 

This fol~vardedmessage wassentvia Sakai@UNC-Chapel Hill Messagesflomflle"WorMngGroup"si~.To m~ytoflfis 
message clickthislinktoaccessMessagesibrthissim: ~!~2,~!)~_£~i{?_g~2. 

<2012-13 Squad Li~s.pdf> 

<2013-14 Squad Li~s.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Spurling, James <j spufling@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 2:03 PM 

Markos, Lm~ce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~; UNCAA-Compliance 

<uncaa compliance@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu> 

I~W: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 

Folks, Hope all is well. Woufd you afl please took at this I have requested to provide and see if you see any compliance concers 

and give me advice please? 

At this point we do not know what fees we need to charge them, rent, fadlity worker overtime fees, subcontractor cleaning 

service. 

t think with everyone, s approval maybe just fees we have related. 
From: Snead, Kevin [mailto:KSNEAD@ncdoj.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:29 PM 
To: SpurJing, James 
Subject: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 
Hi James It was good catching up with you last week. As we discussed, I’m the coordinator for the Badges for Baseball programs in NC The program uses law enforcement officers to coach 
and mentor youth involved with Boys and Girls Clubs and other organizations. The NC Dept of Justice and the Cal Ripken Sr Foundation have sponsored the program in NC for the past 5 
years. 
The Cal Ripken Sr Foundation and the NC Dept of Justice plan to hold a "College Day Experience" at UNC on October 12, 2013 The event’s goal is to expose children to college life and 
show- them that they can achieve a college education through hard work and dedication During the event, approximately 100-150 youth from across North Carolina will visit E,~qC to 
participate in a Quickball tournament, take a tour of campus, and talk with students and University leaders to hear and see what college has to ofl’er. 
Below is a link to the Cal Ripken Sr Foundation website where it has information about the foundation and it’s programs like Badges for Baseball and Health?- Choices, Healthy Children. 

http://www.ripkentbundation.org/badges.php 
I know you recently talked with Flyrm Burch with the Cal Ripken Sr Foundation about reserving a place at the football stadium where the kids could eat lunch We look forward to the 
opportunibz to provide these kids with a fun college day experience. 
Please let me l~ow if you need any further information 
Thank you, 

Kevin Snead, Special Agent 
NC State Bureau of Investigation 
919-716-6414 Office 

.~;ell 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~zanson@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  5:54 PM 

ITS-norep]y <no reply@unc.edu>; _ ~ @aol.com, Ducar Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu~; 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

R~;: 2014 Fall Soccer - W 

Vi~lCe, 

If possible we would like a mid year adm t for 
. Let me know if there are any issues, We would still be within o ~r admit Ws for the gear, 

From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, 5:03 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Markos, Lance M; Sander, Thomas 3; Ille, Vince 

Subject: 2014 Fall Soccer - W 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 8:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

No, no reason, It should have been completed well before today. 

I have contacted Lance to verify whether or not he and     have ascertained all the required signatures. The form should not be sent to a ChanceUor or President 

without all members of the Athletics Dept. confirming that they haw:~ reported all violations they are awar~-_~ of, but I w.:_~uld like to w-’_~rify that w~-’_~ have (:olh:_~ct~:_~d all 

signatures necessary before [ confirm in writing. 

My apologies to all on behalf o1: my stall 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@uec~edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Friday, September 13, 2013 7:50 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: Fwd: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 
is there a good reason this wasn’t completed in a more timely manner? Has everyone in athletics signed? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2013, 7:06:11 PM EDT 

To: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Is this right? I’m not sure I can get her to sign this by Sunday. Has everyone signed for athletics? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: .... < @email.unc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2013, 5:29:07 PM EDT 

To: Chancellor <chancellor(tgunc.edu> 

Subject: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Chancellor Fok: 

Annually the NCAA reqtdres a certification of compliance fiom each institution stating that all atNefic depallment n-~embers certit~v lhat they 

have reported any knowledge of vio]mion of NC~ legislation. Aller all member have signed, the Chancellor needs to sign "the insiitutional 

ce~lification. Please find attached the 2013-2(1114 document lbr mstitntional certification ofcomplmnce. The tbml cml be signed digitally. 

Please sign, save, and return, by Sunday September 15th no later than midnight. 

I apologize tbr the short time tiame on the matter. 

Smcerels,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Cal Ripken Sr Founda’6on 

Just spoke to Kevin w/the NC SBI. Kids are in grades 6-8. Will respond appropriately. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 13, 2013, at 2:47 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

For your evaluation. Thanks. 

From: Spurling, .lames 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 2:03 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Creech, Karlton W; UNCAA-Compliance 
Cc: Bunting, Mike 
Subject: I~: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 

Folks, Hope all is well. Would you all please look at this I have requested to provide and see if you see any compliance 

concers and give me advice please? 

At this point we do not know what fees we need to charge them, rent, facility worker overtime fees, subcontractor 

cleaning service. 

I think with everyone, s approval maybe lust fees we have related, 

From: Snead, Kevin [mailto:KSNEAD@ncdoi.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September :1.2, 2013 5:29 PM 
To: Spurling, .lames 
$,,bject: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 
Hi James. It was good catching up with you last week. As we discussed, I’m the coordinator for the Badges ~Z31- Baseball programs in NC The program uses law enforcement 
ofticers to coach and mentor youth involved with Boys and Girls Clubs and other organizations. The NC Dept of Justice and the Cal Ripken Sr Foundation have sponsored 
the program in NC for the past 5 years. 
The Cal Ripken Sr Foundation and the NC Dept of Justice plan to hold a "College Day Experience" at UNC on October 12, 2013. ’]7he event’s goal is to expose children to 
college life and show them that the?’ can achieve a college education through hard work and dedication. During the event, approximately 1 00-150 youth from across North 
Carolina will visit UNC to pamcipate m a Quickba[l tournament, take a tour of campus, and talk with students and University leaders to hear and see what college has to offer. 
Below is a link to the Ca[ Ripken Sr Foundation website where it has information about the foundation and it’s programs like Badges [’or Baseball and Healthy Choices, 
Healthy Children. 
http://www ripkenfoundation orgibadges php 
I know you recently talked with Flynn Burch with the Ca[ Ripken Sr Foundation about reserving a place at the football stadium where the kids could eat lunch. We look 
forward to the opportum~ to provide these kids with a fun college day experience 
Please let me know if you need aW further information. 
Thank you, 

Kevin Snead, Special Agent 
NC State Bureau of Investigation 
919-716-6414 Office 

3ell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 3:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: 

Vince, 

It’s difficult to know right now. So far, only 2 other teams have requested a spring admit: men’s tennis and men’s soccer have each officially asked for one spring 

slot. At the sanl~:_~ time, men’s soccer has also asked about a student they [lagg~-_H~ for fall who mav now want to enter in the spring.. Unfort~mateiy, in terms oF entry 

t~-_~rm, the prospect [orms are not always filled out correctly. I’m going {:o send an "all coaches" emai} in th~-_~ n~-_~>:t couple of days to remind the staffs of h.:_~w 

importan[ these small things are. 

So, as far as I know now, there is a slot available for this student. ThaL of course, assumes she is admissible in all other ways~...MCR, MAR, group level, etc. The only 

thing l%e seen on her so far is the prospect form itself....~which, by the way, asks for a fall slot for her and not a spring slot, Q 

Bar ba ra 
Bart;ara 1. Polk 
De[?ulN ])i~ec~or 
0 ffice of lh!deq;~ad uate Admi~;~;ior, s 
tJgtiV(:]’~;it? of North (:;~o]it!;~ at (]hape] 1~[11 
Phogte: 9~ 9-.96(J-.39 F}9 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, I 2:46 P! 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: FW: ___ 

Barbara, 

Is this possible? How many other mid-year admits have been reqnested to date? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent" Friday, 5:54 PH 
To: ITS-noreply; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Markos, Lance M; Sander, Thomas J; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Vince, 

If possible we would lik*-’_~ a mid vear admit [or . Let me know if there are any issues. We wot~}d still be within our admit #’s [or the vear. 

From: norepiy@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 5:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~ @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Markos, Lance M; Sander, Thomas J; Ille, Vince 
Subject: 2014 Fall Soccer - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 5:21 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Hi Erin - 

Thank yon for the quick reply on a weekend, I can now cerfi~ that all members of the Athletic Depaa’tment staff have completed the NCAA Certification of 

Compliance form attesting that they have reported to the Chmacellor (or her designee) all knowledge of violations of NCAA legislation during the 2012-2013 academic 

year. 

I have copied Bubba on "this email so that he may provide his final authorization m Chancellor Folt that the process has been completed and the institutional form is 

ready for her signature. 

Again, I apologize for inappropriate amount of notice provided to the Chancellor. Thank you for your assis~nce in facilitating this important process. 

Mosielle 

Marielle wJlGelder. Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks MaS~relle. The Chancellor is out of town most of this week until Friday. 

I will see her briefly Tuesday evening and can get this signature but that is the earliest. I caJ~ have her review the document electronically tomorrow but a 

live signature isfft possible until Tuesday. She will also wa~t Bubba to authorize that the document is ready for her signature. 

In general we really do need a week’s notice on all signatures. 

Thmflcs Erin 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon Erin - 

Sorry fi~r’the email on. Sunday Mtemoon. we will have had all retuming staffathletics department s~fl’members sign the NCAA certification 

of compliance lbnn affirming that they have reported any knowledge of violations of legislation by midnight. We are waiting in 2 individuals 

who are aware of the requirement and they have indicated that the form will be completed today prior to the deadline. 

While the Bylaw requires Chancellor Folt to complete the ins~titution~J certification fonn no later than midnight tonight - September 15th - I 

do not need her to return the fore1 to Athletics Compliance today. Provided she has signed the form by 9/15, you can return it to us 

tomofrow. 

I would like to apologize for the last minute nature of this request. The Chancellor should have been provided more notice and opportunity to 

complete this process. I have discussed this with those staff’members responsible for this process. 

Please let me know if there are aJly additional questions or concerns. 

Thank you tbr your assistance. 

Maxielle 

Marielle walGeldel; Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(F~unc.edu> 
Date: September 15, 2013, 2:44:33 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld(i~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Can yo u please give Erin an update on the status of t hi s document? Thanks. 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 20:1.3 7:06 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 
Is this right? l’m not sure I can get her to sign this by Sunday, Has everyone signed for athletics? 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: ".            ,," <       ~email.unc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2013, 5:29:07 PM EDT 

To: Chancellor <c_.h_ .a__n_c__.e_!_[.o__r__ .@._u___n_..c__...e_d__u_> 
Subject: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Char~cellor Folt: 

,~muoily the NC_A_A requires a certification of compliance ~om each institution stating that all attfletic department 

members certi~ that they have reported ealy knowledge of violation of NCAA legislation..,Meter oil memLvr have 

signed, the Chancellor needs to sign the institutional certification~ Please find attached the 2013-2014 document 

for instimtionoi certification of compliance. The fore1 can be signed digitally. 

I apo]ogize for the short time flame on the minter, 

SincereJv, 

0i_email.unc.eda 

<2013-2014 Institutional Certification of Compliance.pdf-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 5:25 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Thanks, Erin and Marielle. 

This will not happen again and should not have happened this time. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Vangelder>, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Date= Sunday, September 15, 2013 5:20 PM 

To: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <..e_c:__s_.@_.u__n__c__._e_._d_..u_> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Hi Erin - 

Thank you for the quick reply on a weekend. I can now certify that all members of the Athletic Department staff have completed the NCAA Certification of Compliance form 

attesting that they have reported to the Chancellor (or her designee) all knowledge of violations of NCAA legislation during the 2012-2013 academic year. 

I have copied Bubba on this email so that he may provide his final authorization to Chancellor Folt that the process has been completed and the institutional form is ready for her 

signature. 

Again, I apologize for inappropriate amount of notice provided to the Chancellor. Thank you for your assistance in facilitating this important process. 

Marielle 

Marielle vanGelder, Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecsC@unc edu> wrote: 

Thanks Mairelle. The Chancellor is out of town most of this week until Friday. 

I will see her briefly Tuesday evening and can get this signature but that is the earliest. I can have her review the document electronically tomorrow but a live 

signature isn’t possible until Tuesday. She will also want Bubba to authorize that the document is ready for her signature. 

In general we really do need a week’s notice on all signatures. 

Thanks Erin 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Afternoon Erin - 

Sorry for the email on. Sunday afternoon, we will have had all returning staff athletics department staff members sign the NCAA 

certification of compliance form affirming that they have reported any knowledge of violations of legislation by midnight. We are 

waiting in 2 individuals who are aware of the requirement and they have indicated that the form will be completed today prior to 

the deadline. 

While the Bylaw requires Chancellor Folt to complete the institutional certification form no later than midnight tonight - 

September 15th - I do not need her to return the form to Athletics Compliance today. Provided she has signed the form by 9/15, 

you can return it to us tomorrow. 

I would like to apologize for the last minute nature of this request. The Chancellor should have been provided more notice and 

opportunity to complete this process. I have discussed this with those staff members responsible for this process. 

Please let me know if there are any additional questions or concerns. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Marielle 

Marielle vanGelder, Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: "file, Vince" <illeC~unc.edu> 

Date: September 15, 2013, 2:44:33 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangekI@3ernail.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Can you please give Edn an update on the status of this document? Thanks, 

From: Schuettpelz, Efin C 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 7:06 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Is this right? l’m not sure I can get her to sign this by Sunday. Has everyone signed for athletics? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " "< ~emafl.unc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2013, 5:29:07 PM EDT 

To: Chancellor <chancellor@unc.edu> 

Subject: CAROLINA ATHLETICS: CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE 

Ch~mcellor Folt: 

Annually the NCA~~, ,eq~d,es a certification of compliance tiom each ina~.itution stating that all m[fletic depaJ~ent 

members certitlv that lhey have reported any knowledge of violation of NCAA legislation. At’ter all member have 
signed, the Cha~lcellor needs t,J sign the instimtio,ml certification. Please find attached the 2013-2014 document 

for ins¢itutional certification ofcompliance. The fbrm can be signed digitally. 1;’1~ ~igni ~av~ ~i~d Ix:Nm by 

~nda~, ~e iem~i ~ ~t~n~ iate~ ~i i~rd ;ht 
I apologize [br the short time frame on the matter. 

SincerelY. 

<2013-2014_Institutional Certification of Compliance.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerman@nnc.edu> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Re: $2K Stipend 

Vince, 

We had 20 SA’s last year who received the stipend. All of those 20 SA’s signed a one year scholarship agreemem in November of2011 and therefore were eligible for 

the 2k stipend during the 12-13 academic year. The 2k stipend legislation received enough over ride votes that at the time of renewals (end of July 2013) it actually 

wasn’t ncaa legislation anymore and therefore we were unable to renew their stipend. The only case in which a SA could have received the stipend for four years is if 

the SA at time if signing his or her NLI had signed a multi year scholarship agreement. 

Tom 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Sep 15, 2013, at 7:00 PM, "Ille, Vince" < j_l_[e_@._t_Ln_c:._e_d___t.ff- wrote: 

Toni, 

Can you please send me the answers to Jeff Goodman’s questions below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Jeff Goodman [.m___a_!]to__:_ ._~_g___m___a_j]:__c_9___m_] 
Sent: Sunday, September :t5, 2013 6:59 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: $2K Stipend 
Vince - 

I am doing a story on the $2K stipend that was delayed in its implementation. 

I have talked to a few i xho received it for all of last season because they signed a LOI in the early period in 2011 when the 

stipend initially passed. 

Some schools still gave athletes the stipend -- and I was wondering if you had any information about whether you guys honored it to those who ,signed in 

November of2011 -- and if so, how many athletes received it? 

Thanks. I appreciate the helD. 

Jeff Goodman - 

ESPN Basketball Insider 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~;ielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:44 AM 

Spuding, James <j spurling@unc.edu> 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; CreeclL Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edw~; Maxkos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edw~; 
Timmermmls. Tom <timmermmls@unc.edtt>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edt~> 

RE: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 

Good Morning--- 

I spoke with Kevin Snead on Friday and he has indicated that participants in the "College Day Experience" would be in grades 6-8 and would not include any 

prospect-aged individuals. The Cal Ripken Sr, Foundation and the Badges for Baseball program in North Carolina are both non-profit organizations. 

Frorn an NCAA Compliance ~erspective, it: would be permissible for them to utilize a space at Kenan Stadium for t:hern to eat hmch pursuant to the provisions of 

our facility use policy 

?lease tet me know if there are any additional compliance related questions which need to be addressed related to this activity. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Pirect:or 

Uniw:,rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Spurling, .lames 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 20!3 2:03 PM 
Te: Markos, Lance M; Creech, Karlton W, UNCAA-Compliance 
6c: Bunting, Mike 
Subject: FW: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 

Folks, Hope all is well. Would you all please look at this I have requested to provide and see if you see any compliance concers and 

give me advice please? 

At this point we do not know what fees we need to charge them, r’ent, facility worker overtime fees, subcontractor cleaning 

s(I?rvice, 

I think with everyone,, s approval maybe iust fees we have related. 
From: Snead, Kevin [mailto:KSNEAD.@ncdoj,gov] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 5:29 PM 
To: Spurling, .lames 
Subject: Cal Ripken Sr Foundation 
Hi James. It was good catching up with you last week. As we discussed, I’m the coordinator For the Badges for Baseball programs in NC. The program uses law enForcement officers to coach 
and mentor youth involved with Boys and Gir]s Clubs and other organizations. The NC Dept of Justice and the Cal Ripken Sr Foundation have sponsored the program in NC for the past 5 
years. 
The Ca[ Ripken Sr Foundation and the NC Dept of Justice p]an to hold a "College Day Experience" at UNC on October 12, 2013. The event’s goal is to expose children to college liFe and 
show them that they can achieve a col]ege education through hard work and dedication. During the event, approximately 100-150 youth from across North Carolina will visit UNC to 
participate in a Quickball tournament, take a tour of campus, and talk with students and University leaders to hear and see what col]ege has to ofFer. 
Bebw is a [ink to the Ca[ Ripken Sr Foundation website where it has inFormation about the Foundation and it’s programs like Badges [’or Baseball and Healthy Choices, Healthy Chi]dren. 

http ://www.ripk enfound ati on org/badges.php 
I know you recently talked with Flynn Burch with the Cal Ripken Sr Foundation about reserving a place at the football stadium where the kids could eat lunch. We look Forward to the 
opportunity to provide these kids with a :tun college day experience. 
P]ease let me know if you need an?" further inJ2mnation. 
Thank you, 

Kevin Snead, Special Agent 
NC State Bureau of Investigation 
9 ] 9-716-6414 Office 

Sell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffGoodman <_        _ @gmail.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 11:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: $2K Stipend 

Vince, 

I really appleciate it. Since I am a college hoops writer, are you able to tell me those of which that are on the 

Kirschner to talk to one of them. 

Thanks for your helg 

Jeff Goodman - 
ESPN Basketball Insider 

team? I want to put in a request to 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 11:00 AM, Ille, Vince wrote: 

Jett; 
We had 20 UNC student-athletes who received the $2,000 stipend during the 2012-13 academic year. All of those 20 student-athletes signed a one- 

year scholarship agreement in November 2011. I hope this infomlation is helpful. 

If yon have any questions or need additional infollnation, please just let me lmow. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University. of North Cm~olina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOB.jpg > 

From: Jeff Goodman [mailto:,           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, September J.5, 2013 6:59 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: $2K Stipend 
Vince - 
I am doing a story on the $2K stipend that was delayed in its implementation. 

I have talked to a few players who received it for all of last season because they signed a LOI in the early period in 2011 when the 

stipend initially passed. 

Some schools still gave athletes the s~tipend -- and I was wondering if yon had any information about whether you guys honored it to those who signed in 

November of2011 -- and if so, how many athletes received it? 
Thanks. I appreciate the help. 

Jeff Goodman - 

ESPN Basketball mslaer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 1:47 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; i ,~emafl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility 

Good Afternoon .-- 

Please contact me at your earliest convenience to schedule your team rules education meeting for September 2013 to discuss the concept of Head Coach 

Responsibility and how it impacts your sport program. 

"ha~]k you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A, vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 2013 2:19 PM 
To-" Papa, Donna 3 

Co: I[le, Vince (ille@unc.edu); i                  ~emaiLunc.edu) 
Subject; REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach ResponsiNlity 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical strategies that 

your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would ask that all members of the 

coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of 

time. 

Wednesday September 18 - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday September 19 - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday September 20 - lO:OOam to 5:00pro 

Wednesday September 25 - 11:00am to 5:OOpm 

Thursday September 26 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can reserve 

space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

parents~yahoo.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:56 PM 

Game Day Parking Update ECU and rest of games 

Dear Tar Heel Families, Our first HOME GAME tailgate location was a great success and by far our best event yet meeting the other parents with a win to top it all ofll IMPORTANT 
UPDATE: The church has informed me they have 15 spaces available at a prorated rate of $170 tbr the season These spaces will be grouped with our existing pre-paid season pass folks. 
They go fast. So if interested, contact her right away. We are at GA Tech this weekend Sept 21, then ECU at home Sept 28 which is Military Appreciation Day. 

Contact, Mary Anne Handy 

Universi~ Baptist Church 
100 S Columbia St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Email preferred, nx,handy@ubc-ch.org 

(919) 942-2157, Mon-Ffi 9a-2p 

At this location, the gate opens 4 hours before kickoff we have bathroom access and folks are also beginning to tailgate and gather at this location after the game. Good times, come join 
us! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Game Day Parking Update ECU and rest of games 

Yes. All set. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 3:46 P2~L "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

> Are you now on this distribution list? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: @yahoo.corn] 
> Sent: Monda?-, September 16, 2013 2:56 PM 
> Subject: Game Day Parking Update ECU and rest of games 
> 

> Dear Tar Heel Families, Our first HOME GAME tailgate location was a great success and by far our best event yet meeting the other parents with a win to top it all of£ D~WORTANT 
UPDATE: The church has informed me the?- have 15 spaces available at a prorated rate of $170 for the season. These spaces will be grouped with our existing pre-paid season pass folks. 
The?- go fast. So if interested, contact her right away. We are at GA Tech this weekend Sept 21, then ECU at home Sept 28 which is MalitaW Appreciation Day 
> 

> Contact, Mary .~mne Handy 
> 

> University Baptist Church 
> 100 S Columbia St 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
> Emai[ preferred, mhan@@ubc-ch.org 
> 
> (919) 942-2157, Mon-Fri 9a-2p 
> 

> At this location, the gate opens 4 hours before kickoff, we have bathroom access and folks are also beginning to tailgate and gather at this location after the game Good times, come join 
us[ 
> 

> 

>__ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 4:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Meeting with Brian Mackin 

Just an FYI we are running behind schedule so your meeting with Brian may start a little late. 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: $2K Stipend 

It was men’s mid women’s basketball, softball, volleyball, wrestling mid women’s temfis. The stipend was available for anyone who signed during the November signing 

period mid was offered a thll GIA 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 5:22 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)mc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, 
Can you please tell me which sports had at least one of the 20 smdent-atlfletes who received the stipend during 2012-13’? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: .left Goodman [mailto ~_qmail.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, September 16, 2013 5:14 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: $2K Stipend 
Vince, 
Do you know if the stipend was only available m "the big sports (men’s and women’s basketball and tbotball)? 

Thank~ 

,Jeff Goodman 
ESPN Basketball Insider 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

This Agreement [s entered into this 14th day of _Augll~, by and between the UniversitygffNorth Carolina 
at Chapel Hill (hereinafter !!N_Q, and the Univ r -- of Illinois at Urb n - ampaign (hereinafter UIUC). 

1. P~URPOSE!COMMITTED GAMES: The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 

under which UNC and fflUC will compete in a game of intercollegiate football ("Game’°) to be played on the following 
date(s) and at tile following location(s): 

GAME# 

i 

DATE 

i[ 

HOST INSTITUTION ]~0_CATION [City) GAME TIME 
1 September 19, 2015 UNC Chapel Hill, NC TBD 
2 September 10, 2016 UIUC Urbana, IL TBD 

s ...................... 5 ................ ~ ...... r ..... ~ ................. a game time is not specified, the game 
time will be decided by the Host Institution, but shall be no earlier than 11:00 a.m. and no later than 8:15 p.m. local 

time unless mutually agreed. 

, 

GAME RUI,ES / STUDENT-ATHLETE ELIGIBILITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 

National Collegiate Athletic Association ("NCAA"), and the rules of the applicable host conference (if any) in effect on 
the date of the Game. The eligibility of student-athletes and coaches to participate in the Game(s) shall be 
determined by the rules of the NCAA, applicable conference(s) (if any) and the respective institutions in effect on the 
date of each Game. 

. 

,GAME OFFICIALS: A crew of quaIified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
the Visiting Institution for the Game. The replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and College 
Football Officiating (CFO) standards, shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of the Host 
Institution for the Game. 

, 

GUARANTEE PAYMENT: In consideration for its participation in the above described football Game(s), the Host 
Institution shall pay the Visiting Institution as follows: 

GAME # 
1 
2 

DATE,    ] ~ION 
September 19, 201S 1JNC 

September 10, 2015 UILIC 

GUARANTEEAMOUNT 
$200,000 
$200,000 

The Host Institution shall pay to the Visiting Institution the full amount of the guarantee which is due no later than 

February 15 of the year following the Game for which the guarantee was provided. Except for this fee, the Visiting 
Institution shall be entitled to no other additional payments from the Host Institution in connection with the 

Game(s) played. Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 



, 

!X_QUIDATED DAMAGES: The failure of a party to participate in the Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that will cause the other party significant disruption and damages. The breaching party shall pay to the 
non-breaching party as liquidated damages the sum of $500~000. 

% 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above will be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 

cancellation of the Game due to breach. No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 
game by reason of force majeure (see provision 14]. The sum shall be payable on or before February 15 of the year 
following the Game for which the breach occurred. The parties acknowledge that the breach or cancellation of one 
game in a series shall not be considered a breach or cancellation of all games. 

Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, if either party is prohibited from appearing on television 
by the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and such prohibition applies to a Game, then 
the Iiqufdated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to cancel 
that affected Game and the non-sanctioned party shall have the right to file a claim, if necessary, to recover its actual 
(but not consequential) damages arising out of the failure or inability of the sanctioned party to fulfill its contractual 
obligations hereunder. 

. 

, 

, 

TICKETING; 
A. The Host Institution will establish all ticket prices. 

B. The Visiting Institution shall be allotted .3S0 complimentary tickets, 
C. The Visiting Institution shall be allocated up to 3,000 tickets for sale to its fans if requested by April 1st 

for the year in which each game is scheduled. Unsold tickets may be returned to the Host Institution 31 
days prior to the Game date. The Visiting Institution is responsible for paying the printed face value to the 
Host Institution for any tickets not returned to Host Institution by the agreed upon date as set forth above. 

Said location of tickets is TBD. 
D. The Visiting Institution’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot(s) shall be admitted to the Game without charge 

when in uniform, Seating for the Visiting Institution’s Band shall be in a contiguous blocked location as 
determined by the Host Institution. The Visiting Institution shall inform the ttost Institution of the 

approximate number of band members, not to exceed 3S0 (these seats must come from the 3,000 
tickets allocated for sale to its fans) that it intends to bring to the Game at least 31 days in advance. 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A, The Host Institution shall be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost. This shall include but not 

be limited to the procurement of the facility, arranging for and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
security, and all of the other details customarily associated with hosting an intercollegiate football game, 
along with paying all expenses associated therewith, except for the expenses of the Visiting Institution, 

The Host Institution agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the football game. 

B. The Host Institution shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless otherwise set forth in this 
Agreement, 

C, The Visiting Institution shall be furnished TBD free game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room at 
least one (13 hour before game time. 

WALK-THROUGH; If requested by the Visiting Institution, not later than 10 days prior to the game, the Host 
Institution will make its best efforts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facility on the day prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 

and field conditions. NoI]-cleated shoes shall be worn. 

!0. 

11, 

SIDELINE LIMITATIONS: The Visiting Institution may use any and all product and equipment on the sidelines of the 

football field that are normally used on their home field sidelines, and in coniunction with such use, may display the 
product or equipment name, logo, image, slogan or identifying marks in a safe and responsible manner. In addition, 

Game personnel (coaches, players, trainers, equipment managers, etc,) who must be on the field or sidelines will be 
permitted to wear any brand name clothing or equipment to display any product or equipment name, logo, image, 

slogan or identifying marks as are customary on their home field sidelines. 

CREDENTIALS: The Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of 60 (sixty) team bench area passes, 10 (ten, 
sent to AD) all-access passes, 8 i’ei~ht] coaches’ booth passes, and 4 (four] team/coaches video passes. Bench 
passes must be worn at all times by those holding such passes and shall be restricted to the team bench area 



(between the 25-yard lines). Additional credential requests shall be subject to mutual agreement, availability and 
facility constraints. 

12. PARKING: The Visiting Team shall be aIlowed parking passes for ! (one) equipment truck(s), 4 (four) buses, and 
6~1~. sent to AD) automobiles for use by the football program and administration. 

13. MEDIA RIGHTS- TELECAST, RADIO, INTERNET: 
A. Telecast: Each of the undersigned parties understand and hereby acknowledges that the Host Institution has 

entered into, or may enter into, contractual arrangements with a broadcast partner(s) for the sale of telecast 
rights or for a syndicated series of games for national or regional telecast. The Host Institution shall have the 

exclusive right to contract for the live broadcast of the Game played pursuant to this Agreement. "Telecast" 
is defined as any distribution, transmission, display, exhibition, projection, duplication, performing of 
licensing of audiovisual works by which audio and visual material are combined in any media or technology 
now known or hereafter created (whether analog, digital or other means) capable of simultaneous receipt 
by consumers, including, without limitation, over-the-air terrestrial broadcast, cable, MMDS, satellite, high- 

definition, subscription broadcast (STV), pay-per-view, video-on-demand, enhanced or interactive 
television, whether on a h’ee st~bscription or pay basis, including the re-transmission of any such works. 
"Telecast Rights" are defined as all rights to distribute, transmit, display, project, duplicate, perform, create 
derivative works of, or license visual or audiovisual material in any and all media and means of distribution 
whatsoever, whether now existing or developed in the future, including all Telecast media whatsoever 
(including, for the sake of clarity and not limitation, terrestrial broadcast, cable, satellite, high-definition, 

pay-per-view and video-on-demand), the intemet and any other form of computer distribution, all forms of 
enhanced television or interactive media, home video, DCD, distribution to mobile platforms (including, 
without limitation, PDAs and mobile telephones) and all other forms of new media. The Visiting Institution is 
responsible for ensuring that their affiliated conference and/or network partner (or other applicable 

governing entity) understands and agrees to the media terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 
The Host Institution shall retain all telecast rights fees for the game. 

B, Video: Each party shall have the right to produce films and/or video of the Game played pursuant to this 
Agreement for coaching purposes and for use in a weekly coaches’ show only and for no other purpose. Such 
films and/or video may not be replayed~ used or otherwise distributed by the Visiting Institution to any 
person other than the incorporation of up to eight (8) minutes of highlights of the game as part of a weekly 
coaches’ show and to its coaches and players. 

C, Radio: The Host Institution shall retain full control of radio rights, except that the Visiting Institution shall be 
permitted to provide or sell a radio broadcast or broadcast rights of the Game to its own flagship station 
and/or normal recurring radio network. There shall be no sharing of radio revenue between schools. 
lnternet: The Host Institution has the exclusive right to distribute an audio and/or video internet broadcast 
of the Game. Accordingly, the Visiting Institution may not distribute an audio and/or video internet 
broadcast of the Game without the express written permission of the Host Institution. Provided, however, 
the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast ofthe Game on the 
Visiting Institution’s official website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio 

network. 

E. Facility Access: The Host Institution agrees to provide reasonable facilities for the origination of any of the 
programs described herein. 

F. Additional Use: Any other usage by the Visiting Institution of footage of games played pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be governed by a separate agreement between the Visiting Institution and the applicable 
affiliated conference (or governing entity) and/or broadcast partners. 

14. FORCE MAJEURE: This Agreement shall be void with respect to any of the games in the event that it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s) by reason of an unforeseen catastrophe or disaster such as fire, flood, earthquake, 

war, confiscation, by order of government, military or public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
competent judicial or other government authority. Notice of such catastrophe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall affect the parties’ obligations as to subsequent games covered by this 
Agreement. Any games not played as scheduled shall be reschednled as such exigencies may dictate or permit. 



15. 

16. 

17. 

20. 

SEVERANCE: If any portion of this Agreement is dedared null, void, invalid, or unenforceable, such provisions shall 
be stricken from the Agreement. All of the provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in full force and 
effect and shall be binding upon the parties. 

INTEGRATION: This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties. There are no understandings, 
agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendment, 
consent, or waiver of terms of this contract shall bind either party unless in writing and signed by both parties. 

ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either party without the written consent of the non-assigning 
party. 

TERMINATION: This Agreement may be terminated without penalty by mutual written consent of both parties. 

IND_~.INIFICATION: To the extent permitted by the North Carolina Tort Claims Act, each party agrees to indemnify, 
defend and hold harmless the other, from and against all claims, demands, costs (including attorney fees), actions or 
damages brought by third parties, arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of that party, or its employees, 
agents and assigns. 

AUTHORITY TO SIGN: By executing this Agreement, the undersigned parties represent and warrant that they are 
each authorized to act on behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each institution and their respective officers, trustees, employees, agents, servants, affiliates and successors. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement on the respective dates set forth. 

INSTITUTION: University of Nqr, th Carolina 
at Chapel Hill. ¯ 

! �       z !    / 
Name: Lawrence R, Cunningb&m 

Title: Director of Athletics 

INSTITUTION: !Iniversity of Illinois at Urbana- 
.Champaign 

By: 

Name: Mike Thomas 

Title: Director of Athletics 

Date: Date: 

Federal I.D. Number: 
(UNC) 

Federal I.D. Number: 



Amendment to Athletic Agreement 

THIS AMENDMENT amends an Agreement between the University of Illinois and the 
University of North Carolina, for two football competitions to be held on September 19, 2015, 
in Chapel Hill, North Carolina and on September 10, 2016 in Urbana, Illinois, as follows: 

1. Any reference to University of Illinois in the Agreement shall be deemed to mean the 
Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois on behalf of its Division of 
Intercollegiate Athletics. 

2. If the competition is to be broadcast via radio or television, the following shall be 
added to the Agreement: 

a. Radio, if any: If requested, Home Team shall provide University of Illinois 
with one outlet for radio broadcast of its game to University of Illinois’ home 
geographic area, free of charge. University of Illinois is entitled to retain any 
revenue generated by such radio broadcast. All other radio rights to the game 
shall be the property of Home Team. 

b. Television, if any: Home Team agrees to grant, or cause to be granted, 

to University of Illinois and The Big Ten Conference, Inc. access to a 
clean television production feed &the game. 

3. Section 19 shall be stricken and replaced with the following: 

Neither party to this agreement shall be liable for any negligent or 

intentional acts or omissions chargeable to the other, unless such liability 

is imposed by law. This agreement shall not be construed as seeking to 

either enlarge or diminish any obligation or duty owed by one party to 

the other or to a third party. 

The Agreement and this Amendment are hereby agreed to: 

The Board of Trustees of the 
University of Illinois 

By: 
Walter K. Knorr, Comptroller 

University of North Carolina 

By: 

Printed: 

Date: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Christy H. <chiisly@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 7:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Save it then it should ask if you want to run after it saves. 

Let me know., or call me 919-259-0230 

Sem f!’om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2 ~ L)ROIL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t have the first option that appears in the instructions. The site instructs you to select "Run" instead of"Save." My options are "Open" and "Save." When I click 

open, nothing happens. 

From: Suits, Christy H, 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: Perry, Clara A; Ille, Vince; UNC Athletics IT Support 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Clara is correcL 

Vince the video is using adobe Flash Player to run. You can go to the following link .h-t.tp.~/~g~et:~a.d.~.b.e.~.c.~9.~.mjf~.a.~s.h.~p~.a.~yer~-?.p-~r.~9.~.m~R[dE~zE~F! to download flash player’. 

Please uncheck in the box above the download button to avoid installing google toolbar or McAfee antivirus. 

Download Flash player and install the application. Once installed you should be able to watch the video. 

Please let: us know if you have any questions 

Thanks, 

Christy 

From: Perry, Clara A 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: llle, Vince; UNC Athletics 1T Support 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

What does it say when ~/OU try to watch t:he video? 

And typically if there are images in an emait, it wilt ask at the top (near the subject line) if you want to view the images in the email ..or similar phrasing~ Just dick 

that you want to see all images frorn that sender, etc. 

Clara Andrews Perry 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
919,843,9921 phone 
9].9,962,6002 fi~x 
caperry(~unc.edu 

www.goheels,com 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

I’m unable to watch the video sent by’ Maxtina to the Executive staff (see below). Also, images are blocked/do not appear in my emails. Can you please help me with 
this’? Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Yes, Just did, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Are you able to watch the video? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 
Thanks for sharing. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 plVl 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 



Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http:iiwww.mgoblu e.comiallaccessi?media=402237 

<image001.jpg > 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:05 PM 

Jeff Schem mmel <j ~hemmel@collegespo(tssol utions.com> 

Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: cfaa-elite-clips Panel proposes changes lbr academic-athletic balance at UNC 

Congrats. When did you separate from JMI? 
Hope it is good for you. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 9/5/13 6:24 AM, "Jeff Schemmmel" <jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com> 
wrote: 

>Interesting stuff. 
> 

>An update for you. As you can see below, I have taken my College 
>Division to my own company. I will continue to work with JMI Sports on 
>certain projects, but it was time to take my division and run it out my 
>office. Still offering the same services, as you can see from the 
>attachment. Very busy, so it’s good timing, and need my division’s work 
>to be mine. Let me know when I can help you. 
> 

>Let’s catch up. 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>Jeff Schemmel, Esq. 
>College Sports Solutions 
> 

> 

>j schelrmrel@collegesportssolutions.com 
> 

>Corffidentiality Statenrent 
>This electronic message contains infomlation front College Sports 
>Solutions, LLC, and nray be confidential or privileged. The information is 
>intended to be for the use of the individual or entity named above. If 
>you are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, 
>copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is 
>prohibited. 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: cfaa-elite-clips [nrailto:cfaa(~,i-aa.coru] 
>Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 6:01 PM 
>To: cfaa-elite-clips Subscriber 
>Subject: cfaa-elite-clips Panel proposes changes for academic-athletic 
>balance at UNC 
> 

>Please join CFAA in supporting college football! 
> 

>Panel proposes changes for academic-athletic balance at UNC 
> 

> 

>Jane Stancill 
>Raleigh News & Observer 
>3 September 2013 
> 

> 

>CHAPEL HILL A panel of experts has recommended 28 changes and new 
>approaches that could better balance academics and athletics at 
>UNC-Chapel Hill, following several years of bruising scandals 
> 

>The panel, chaired by Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of 
>American Universities, suggested reforms in administrative oversight, 
>financial transparency and autonomy of university officials when it comes 
>to a&nissions, tutoring and other academic matters. 
> 

>Recommendations cover the areas of universi~ governance, sports 
>operations, financial priorities and admissions, eligibility and time 
>commitment for student-athletes, among other issues. 
> 

>Some proposals are sure to be controversial, including a )zear of 
>readiness2 tbr athletes in the 3special admissions2 category, during 
>which the athletes would not compete and have limited practice. The 
>report also suggests the university’ impose a reduction in hours that 



>athletes devote to sports 
> 

>In admissions, the panel proposed that UNC-CH look at qualitative 
>3attitudinaP measures of at-risk prospective athletes. 3Specifically, 
>the university should look to attract young men and women who want to 
>grow intellectually and personally, and to earn a degree, not athletes 
>who view their academic responsibilities and pursuits as a necessary 
>nuisance,z the report said. 
> 

>The panel further suggests U2X-C-CH implement a mandatory education program 
>for coaches to inform them of academic degree requirements and promote 
>ethics, effective communication, physical and emotional safety of 
>athletes and child safety issues. 
> 

>More broadly, the report suggests that L~’~’C-CH work with other similar 
>universities to push changes in intercollegiate athletics. 
> 

>The report, while written for UNC-CH at the request of former Chancellor 
>Holden Thorp, is aimed at all universities to tw to prevent scandals 
>that have rocked higher education in recent years. 
> 

>3The fundamental premise for our recommendations is that institutions of 
>higher learning exist primarily to teach students and to conduct 
>research; all else, including athletics, is secondary,z Rawlings wrote. 
> 

>University officials indicated they- wanted to be part of a national 
>conversation about changes in intercollegiate athletics, but did not 
>specify- what reforms they endorsed. 
> 

>3We thank Dr. Rawlings and a highly accomplished panel for the time they 
>took to consider not only how Carolina, but how all other universities 
>can ensure excellence in athletics and academics,z Chancellor Carol Folt 
>said in a news release. 3Carolina will always take advantage of the 
>opportunity to leadY 
> 
>UNC-CH Athletic Director Bubba Culmingham said in a news release: 3Their 
>report should create opportunities for extensive dialogue among the many 
>people associated with college athletics and higher education The 
>Umversity of North Carolina is positioned well to not only participate 
>in, but lead these conversations that should take place at the conference 
>and national level with schools and programs across the spectrum of 
>college athletics2 
> 

> 

>Follow @CFAAEliteClips on Twitter 
> .................................. 

> 

>Subscription Reminder: You’re Subscribed to, cfaa-elite-clips 
>Using the address: jschemmel@collegesportssolutions.com 
> 

>From: cfaa@i-aa.com 
>College Football Annual Advantage (CFAA) 
> 

>P O. Box 92086 
> 

>LakelancL FL 33804-2086 
> 

>Unsubscribe Automatically-: 
>http ://i-aa.com/c~i-bir~’dada/maiL c~i/u/clips/ischemmel/colle~esportssolut 
>ions.corn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: NCAA E&~cationaJ Column: Enrolled Student TryouL~ 

Fo(thcoming ..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 5, 2013 at 7:50 PM "Ille Vince" <ille(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

Did we send an education email out reminding all student- athletes and coaches about promotional activities? ThaJ~ks. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 3:21 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba; 
Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: NCAA Educational Column: Enrolled Student Tryouts 

All - 

Please see the NCAA Educational Column we received yesterday regarding tryout procedures for enrolled students. I have highlighted Question #4. 

Tryouts may only be advertised when they occur outside of your declared twenty hour weeks if there will be NO skill-related instruction conducted. 

In addition, if your tryout is not publicized, but does occur outside of your declared twenty hour weeks AND prior to September :15th -the tryout 

group would be limited to no more than four students at any one time in any one facility. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Educational Column 

Enrolled Student Tryouts (I} 

Date PuNished: September 4, 20:13 

NCAA Division I institutions should note that a tryout of an enrolled student may occur, provided the student is eligible for practice and the tryout 

involves activities that are permissible at the time they occur. The following questions and answers are intended to assist the membership as it 

relates to the specific parameters for enrolled student tryouts during and outside the playing and practice season. In addition, other opportunities to 

observe enrolled students are noted. 

Question No. I: Does a student need to be certified as eligible for practice to engage in a tryout? 

Answer: The student must be registered as a full-time degree-seeking student, or meet a legislated exception, and be otherwise eligible to engage in 

countable athletically related activities. However, to the extent that eligibility has not been determined (e.g., the student has not registered with the 

NCAA Eligibility Center, a final Eligibility Center initial-eligibility determination has not been rendered, the student is a two-year college transfer) the 

student may still engage in countable athletically related activities for a 4S-day period while certification is pending. This 4S-day period would not be 

applicable for a student who is clearly ineligible (e.g., a freshman student who has never taken the SAT or ACT) and only one temporary certification 

period is available per student. 

Question No. 2: Does a student need to fill out the Drug-Testing Consent Form and be added to the squad list to engage in a tryout? 

Answer: A student who is trying out for a team is not required to fill out the Drug-Testing Consent Form and the institution is not required to add such 

a student to the squad list form for :14 days from the first date the student engages in countable athletically related activities or until the institution’s 

first competition, whichever occurs earlier. 

Question No. 3: What types of activities may a student engage in as part of the tryout? 

Answer: The student may engage in any activities in which it would be permissible for student-athletes to engage, subject to the same in-season or 

out-of-season weekly and daily hour limitations applicable to student-athletes. For purposes of skill-related instruction restrictions, each student 

involved in the activity must be included in the limit of four participants, if applicable. 

Question No. 5: Are there other observation opportunities or restrictions for the coaching staff? 

Answer: NCAA playing and practice session legislation does not preclude a coach from attending or observing organized competition involving 

enrolled students and!or student-athletes, provided the coach does not direct or supervise the organized activity. 

However, a coach is not permitted to observe enrolled students or student-athletes in non-organized sport-specific competition (e.g., "pick-up" 

basketball games) outside the playing season. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws :12.:1.:1.:1.3.:1 (temporary certification), :14.:1.4.3 (exception -- :14-day grace period), :14.3.5.:1 (participation prior to 

certification), :14.5.4.5.7 (participation prior to certification), :17.02.:1.:1 (countable athletically related activities), :17.02.:12 (tryouts -- enrolled students), 

and :17.:1.6 (time limits for athletically related activities); and staff interpretations (02/04/04, Item No. :1 and 04/26/:13, Item No. c)] 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

mvangelderOunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Friday, 5:46 PM 

Dora,, Abbey Joy <adoran@unc.edtr~; Oliaro, Scott M <oliaro(a)email.unc.edw~; Gisselman, Steve <Mgiss@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> 

Palmljian, Scott <scottp@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperldns@unc.edt~-; Stlatton, Rachel K 

<rkslratt@email.unc.edu> 

1~: Louisiana Classic - IUPDATED TIMES) 

Louisiana Classic pdf 

New and Updated 

From: Tony J Hubbard [mailto:tjh0333@louisiana.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:07 AM 
To: Papa, Donna J; ~athletics.utexas.edu; kdorey@purdue.edu 
Cc; Iotiefmpl; Inb1666@louisiana.edu 
Subject: RE: Louisiana Classic - IUPDATED TIMES) 

Coaches- 

We have adjusted the start times on Saturday,           the first game on Saturday will start at 10:00 AM instead of 9 AM, Please see the attached "revised~’ 

schedule. 

We are currently working on hotel arrangements to g)rovide some og)tions for your teams, I will be in touch by the end of ne>:t weel~ with the hotel det:ails. 

T,J, Hubbard 

Ragin’ Cajuns So[:tball 

University of I.ouisiana kafayette 

From: Tony J Hubbard [mailto:tlh0333@louisiana.edu] 
Sent: Friday,              1:07 PM 
To: @unc.edu’; ’corrie.hill@athletics.utexas.edu’; ’kdorey@purdue.edu’ 
Co: ~bellsouth.net); ’lnb1666@louisiana.edu’ 
Subject: Louisiana Classic - 
Coaches- 

Please see the attached tournament schedule for th~ Louisiana Classic on 

More tournament information will be sent later this fall. 

T.J. Hubbard 

Ragin’ Cajuns Softball 

University of Louisiana Lafayette 



FlrOln" 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: I|le, Vince <il|e@unc.edt~"~ 

Subject: interview ![br blue m~d white 

5:25 PM 

@live ,unc .edu> 

Hello Mr. Ille, 

My name is ,,                 and I am writing a story for Blue & White magazine on campus about the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working 
Group and would love to interview you as a source. Anytime this week that works for you would be great, please just let me know, Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Papa, Donna J --cdjp@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 2:14 PM 

~yahoo.com; ~yaJ~oo.com; 

~live.unc.edtr>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

@yahoo.com; ~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edtp-; ~)live.unc.edtP’: 

~optonline.net;             ~yahoo.com; 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.com; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~yahoo.corn; ~live.unc.edu>; 

.~)live.unc.edu> b~me.com; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 3)live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu7 

@unc.edu% Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edtr~; Gisselman, Steve <sdgiss~email.nnc.eduT; Oliaro, 

Scott M <oliaro@email.unc.edu;~; @live.unc.eduv; ~live.unc.edu> 

1~: practice schedule 

Practice Schedules     Fall.docx 

Practice schedule for 20 hour weeks to begin Monda~ 

From: Baldwin, Richard Anthony 
Sent: Saturday, 8:21 AM 
To" Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: practice schedule 
Tony Baldwin 
Assistant Softball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
C: 
F: 91 g___g._e_._2____S_ _1_0_.5 
vwmv.goheels.com 
~_~z:d___Q.r_! r~__a.~_ a p_. a s r4 LLb_ a__lL.c__a_ r_’_0_p__s_&o__ _n__ 
Follow us on Facebook: tlt~s:llwww.facebook.coml-FarHeelSoftball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball and @UNCCoachTony 



Softball Practice Schedules: 

Cv~sor, soek~, and 

Meew~s aJwaw 

match each othor) 

Shirt 
Shorts 
Pants 

Socks!Visor 

Tuesday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Monday 

Black 
CB 

Gray 
CB 

Weights 

2:30pro 

3:30 - 4:30pro 

3:30-4:00pm 

4:00-6:30pm 

TBA 

Gray 
Navy 
Navy 
Navy 

Thursday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Wednesday 

Navy 
CB 

Gray 
Navy 

Weights 

2: 30pro 

3:30-4:30pm 

3:30-4:00pm 

4:00-6:30pm 

TBA 

White 
CB 

Navy 
CB 

Weekend 

TBA 

Friday 

CB 
Navy 
Gray 
CB 

Weights 

2:30pm 

3:30-4:30pm 

3:30-4:00pm 

4:00-6:30pm 

TBA 

Weights & Conditioning @ Conditioning None 
Conditioning Field @ Field 

7:30am 7:30am 

P/C Practice 8:15 - 9:15am 8:15- 9:15am TBA 

Early Hitting 8:15 - 8:45am 8:15 - 8:45am TBA 

Team Practice 8:45 - 8:45 - 11:15am TBA 

11:15am 

Inclement Baseball Baseball TBA 

Weather Site 

*Class Conflict 

Extra Hitting Schedule: 
*Before start time: Hi~ing Warm-Up~ 

Monday I Tuesday I Wednesday I Thursday Friday 
8:15 - 8:45am 3:30-4:00pm 

1. 

2. 
3. 
s,. 
5. 
& 

Pitchin~Schedule: 
~Betbre start tim.e: Pitching Warm-Up = heat, stretch, throw overhand, & long toss* 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 

1:00-2:00 8:15-9:15 1:00-2:00 8:15-9:15 

Friday 

1-2 or During Practice: 

3:30-4:30: 

Live: 

During Practice: 3:30-4:30: During Practice: 

Live: Live: Live: 

3:30-4:30: 

Live: 

Weekends 

TBA 

TBA 



[ Individual Workouts for the Week of                                     ] 

Tuesday, 

Weight room testin~ schedule ~aoprox. 30 mins) 
8:00am 
9:00am 
lO:OOam 

Hitting at the field (in the cages) (1 hour) 
7:30 - 8:30am 
9:00- 10:00am 
10:00- ll:00am 
11:15- 12:15pm 

Wednesday, 

Hitting on Upper Field (1 hour) 
1:00 - 2:00pro 

2:30 - 3:00pm Weights 

3:15- 4:15pm 
4:15- 5:15pm 
5:15- 6:15pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence Cunningham < ~(}me.com> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 8:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Best, Kevin S. 

<kbest@unc.edu> 

WVU special teams coordinator DeForefft accused of paying players at Oklahoma State - Pittsburgh Post-Gazette 

Excellent early responses to reports. 

http://www, p o s t-g a z e tt e. c o m/s to r i e s/s p o r ts/wvu/wvu- s p e c ia 1-te am s- c o or din at or- d e fo r e st-s c c u s e d- o f-p av in g-p 1 a¥ e r s- a t-ok1 a homa- s t a t e- 702396/ 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu> 

Monday, 7:36 AM 

@email xmc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edtc- 

RE: Carolina Leadership Academy Endowment 

Thanks ]:or the update about the endowment distribution, 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 4:59 PH 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 

Cc: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Carolina Leadership Academy Endowment 

Shelley, 

Martina Ballen asked me to contact you regarding your endowment distribution for 

distribution amount is as follows: 

Carolina Leadership Academy Endowment $21,593.81 

Please let me know by Friday, 

reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

We would like to reinvest this amount in order to increase the principal bafance~ 

Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the 

, if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment income account or you would like the amount 

University of North Carolina a~: Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 1:48 PM 

Gallo, Jr., I,axry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; GwaBney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu-~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Cunninghaa11, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Rules Education Meeting Schedule - Responsibility of a Head Coach 

All - 

As we discussed at the last Head Coaches’ meeting, his month I will be meeting with each coaching staff individually to discuss the concept of Head Coach 

Responsibility and provide them with several strategies to implement communication, documentation and monitoring systems within their program. 

If your schedule permits, I would like to invite you to attend your team’s meetings. Your support in emphasizing the importance of this concept with each of our 

staffs’ would be greatly appreciated. We currently have the following meetings scheduled: 

September 13~ 2013 

GYMNASTICS - 9:45am to lO:30am in Carmichael 

MEN’S SOCCER - lO:30am to 11:15am in McCaskill 

WOMEN’S SOCCER - 11:15 to Noon in McCaskill 

SWIMMING & DIVING - 12:30pm to 1:15pm in Koury Natatorium 

September 16~ 2013 

M. LACROSSE- 3:45pm to 4:30pm in Loudermilk 

September 17, 2013 

FIELD HOCKEY-9:OOam to 9:45am in Carmichael 

MEN’S GOLF - 9:45am to lO:30am at Finley 

W. LACROSSE - lO:30am to 11:15am in Carmichael 

BASEBALL-11:15am to Noon at Boshamer Stadium 

September 23~ 2013 

FOOTBALL-9:OOam to 9:45am at Kenan Football Center 

September 24r 2013 

M. BASKETBALL- 10:45am to 11:30am at the Smith Center 

W. TENNIS - 11:30am to 12:15pm at the Tennis Center 

October 1r 2013 

W. GOLF - 9:00am to 9:45am at Finley 

ROWING - lO:30am to 11:15am in Carmichael 

To date, the following sports have not responded to 

W. Basketball 

Wrestling 

Fencing 

Track & Field 

Volleyball 

M. Tennis 

Softball 

I will be sending a reminder to those sports this afternoon. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

request to schedule this meeting: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:19 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; ~email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibili~ 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical strategies that 

your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would ask that all members of the 

coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of 

time. 

Wednesday - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday - lO:OOam to 5:00pro 

Wednesday ! . - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can reserve 

space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:19 PM 

Panl, Sampson L <spanl@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

REMINDER - Rules Education Meeting - Head Coach Responsibility. 

Good Afternoon - 

As a reminder, your team still need to schedule a rules education meeting to discuss the changes in the NCAA Enforcement process and practical strategies that 

your program can implement relative to the concept of Head Coach Responsibility. We will need approximately 45 minutes. I would ask that all members of the 

coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of 

time. 

Wednesday - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday : - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday lO:OOam to 5:00pro 

Wednesday ’, . - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can reserve 

space here in EWAC dependent on availability. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

I’ve checked with the team, and most of us are available over the next two weeks to come down for the communications plan presentation. The best dates are the 

16th, 18th and 20th, but we can make others work if those don’t work for your team. 

Thanks! 
~:.i.~ ~:,ith I "d~:,il-nai~ i .?.5~1 ~./d:ion, N~!~’," vo:-I,, ~’~v 1.~1,*.1.~.3 :: O ’2"i’2-7~).;--~5-~51 ~vl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Callaway, Mary A <mabrown5@illinois.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 4:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Contract: Contract- DIA- University of North Carolina (CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Will do. 

From: Iiie, Vince [maiito:iile@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: Callaway, Mary A 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Mary, 

Hold that last one! I’ll make a pdf of the version that our AD has signed and send it to you for routing. Sorry for the confusion. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 0% 2013 3:59 PM 

To: ’Callaway, Mary A’ 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Mary, 

I’ve attached a revised coW of the contract that should incolporate all of the requested changes. If you need ansithing else from me, or ifI can help in any way, please 

just let me know. Hope you had a great weekend and thanks for your help! 

Vince 

From: Callaway, Mary A [E~__a__[[_t__o_~_tD__a _b_E_o_wtLS,@jJJ_[tLo_!_s_:__ed___u_] 

Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 5:09 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Vince, 

Sorry for the delay in getting back t:o you. Walter gnorr is the only signature line that the Uniw:_~rsity of Illinois will require on our end. A; soon as I receive the 

revised agreement from you, I will forward it to our cam~ms foiks 

Have a wonderful weekend! 

Thanks, 

Mary 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 6::t8 PM 
To: Callaway, Mary A 
Subject: RE: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Hi Mar3,, 

Since our Office of University Counsel recommended amendmems to the Illinois amendment. I’ve started over and created a new contract. The standard ACC game 

contract I originally used is now modified to incorporate everyone’s proposed changes. 

On the amendment you returned to me as part of the email below, the only signature line was for Walter Knorr. Is Mr. Knorr the only person who needs a signature 

line tbr Illinois if that mnendment is incorlx~rated into the new version of the contract? In other words, does Mike need a signature line anywhere on the document? 

I hope all is going well there. If you have tory queNons about this, can you please j ust give me a call? I still have the .same cell number: rhm~ks Mary! 

Vince 

From: Mary Callaway [mailto:mabrownSC@llinois.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: mabrownS@[[!!nois~edu; jlener@illinois.edu 
Subject: Contract: Contract - DIA - University of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 

Message: 

Hi Vince, Hope you are doing well. Attached please find the amended tbotball game contract lbr games between the University of Illinois and the UniversiF of North 

Carolina tbr the 2015 and 2016 seasons. If approved, please sign the contract and email a copy to mabrown5@illinois.edu. I will email you a fully executed contract 

once I received it back from our Campus. Thank you, MaD, Callaway, Division of Intercollegiate Athletics, University of Illinois 

Attachment Detail: 

Doctmient Name: Contract - DIA - Universi~ of North Carolina ( CN-00007695 v 4.0 ) 
Document Type: Contract 

Document Number: CN-00007695 

Modified D ate: 08/27/2013 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Imtx~rtant Reminder RegaJcding Unpaid Interns and Volunteers 

.Joyce; 

I have sent hi at least 2 or 3 different forms for Am I missing one? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:46 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Vangelder, Marielle A; Lane, Cricket; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Important Reminder Regarding Unpaid Interns and Volunteers 

Please note Joyce’s request below mid ensure that she has the required documentation lbr all volunteers, if you haven’t already done so. ’[’hanks for your help. 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Co: Dutton, Kathy B.; Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: Important Reminder Regarding Unpaid Interns and Volunteers 
Now that school is in session and playing seasons have started, I would like to ask your assistance 

to ensure that all unpaid volunteers and interns (students AND non-students) have received 

all approvals. Please submit a list of all unpaid volunteers and unpaid 

interns for your respective areas and sport programs. A form is attached for your use. With the flurry of 

activity getting folks in place for the new year, units and sport programs may have inadvertently 

missed adding requesting and receiving approval to add someone to their volunteer!intern roster. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Kathy Dutton. Thanks for your assistance 

in helping to ensure that all of these individuals are appropriately accounted for and approved. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:45 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.e&P 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

I~V: Academic All Sta~s 

There seems to be some confusion here. Can you please follow up with Sharron tomorrow to help her staff purchase tickets to the game? The program she is 

referencing is the Academic All-Stars initiative, which incentivizes elementary school education by recognizing "Academic All-Stars~’ chosen by their principals 

based on ~l~:~ldemic aptituch:_~ and character. Academic All-Stars will get tickets to ei~:her th~:_~ Old Dominion or Duke football gam~:_~, at which time they will b~:_~ 

r~-:~cogniz~:_~d for their accomplishments, receive a certificate, and have opportunitk~s to get autographs IVly guess is you will have a handful of people contact you to 

purchase adc~itional tickets for these games so they cart be there for the students’ recognition. Please let me know if you have arty questions. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From-" Dr. Cricket Lane 
Sent-’ Monday, September 09, 2013 8:37 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Academic All Stars 

From: Sharron Williams [            _~lee.k12.nc.us] 
Sent: Monday, September 0% 2013 4:26 PM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject-’ Academic All Stars 

Greetings, 

I am an Assistant Principal with Lee County Schools. I have received information about the Academic All Stars program. My administrative 
team and I would like to attend the game to support our students who exhibit academic aptitude and character. Please advise me on how we 
can purchase tickets for the game. I contacted the ticket office and was advised to contact you. Thanks so mueht 

Sharron Williams, M.A.T.M.S.A 

Assistant Principal 
East Lee Middle School 

1337 B roadway Rd. 

Sanford, NC 2733o 

919-776-8441 ext 112o 

E-mail correspondence m and t?om this sender may be subject m the North Ca:rolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

F~T: 

Antonio Cl~)martie is now the voice of fiscal reason ProFootballTalk.pdf 

FYI 

From: Condon, Tom (TCON) [mailto:Tom.Condon@caa.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:36 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Cc: Gonser, PJ 
Subject: 
Tmpo~ance: High 

We wanted to take a moment to thank you both for making the drive from Greensboro to see us on Wednesday. Please know that making the trip to Chapel Hill 

was a big priority for us as our primary focus during this time of year is our current clients (just like our primary focus at the beginning of the year was our 

Rookie Class as they were going through THE most important time of their young professional lives). So you’re aware, our meeting was the only one that RJ and I 

have had with any player (or his family) and is the only meeting that CAA has had with a oeriod (it’s quality over quantity for us at CAA). 

Congratulations on the win on Saturday (had to love the Argyle end zones!). It was nice to see put-up some good numbers while gettin~ and hopefully 

was able to make the trip and enjoy the atmosphere with             (it’s a special time for all of you!). 

We included an attachment and a link below, we thought that you’d both find them interesting. We look forward to keeping in touch and please advise if we can 

be of any assistance in the meantime. 

Best, 

Tom and RJ 

ATTACHED: 
¯ Antonio Cromartie Article (finances)- we thought that you’d really enjoy the attached article (it relates to the question you asked us regarding being 

the "bad guy" and making sure that that our clients are fiscally responsible). This is a great window into the financial turnaround that client!Pro Bowl CB 

Antonio Cromartie experienced. Cro was not a CAA client out of school. CAA took him on as a client just over two years ago and connected him with the 

proper finandal people and worked hand-in-hand with a team to turn around his financial outlook (there was a LOT of "tough love" from us to him along 

the way!). The turnaround was a success and Cro is also now one of the highest paid cornerbacks in the NFL 

Jason and Michelle Witten Commercial (see below)- No one does as many marketing deals for its clients or has as large of a staff dedicated to creating off- 

field opportunities for its clients than CAA. In fact, we currently have three (3) CAA TE clients featured in national commercials (Tony Gonzalez, Jimmy 

Graham and Jason Witten). We think it’s pretty cool!unique to have a national commercial featuring Jason w! his wife (it’s actually the second national 

commercial she’s featured-in this season...she’s becoming the true star of the family!), http:/iwww.youtube.comiwatch?v=QFash82vMvY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 11:22 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Let’s get this scheduled. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <lile>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:27 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Please note the message below and the information attached. I roll speak ruth Beth this week. Thanlcs. 

From: Keith, Beth [mailbJ:Beth.Keith_@edelman.con!] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 9:20 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: @UNC; Bastardi, Christopher; Myers, Jennifer; Coons, Barbara 
Subject: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Hi Vince, 

Attached is the UNC Athletics Department Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook, which is the culmination of our meetings, research and work together over 

the past three months. This includes a summary of the research findings and recommendations on how to address them, the stakeholders prioritization and 

message platforms with proof points, as well as our proposed strategies and tactics on how to implement a communications programs against them. The Crisis 

Playbook includes our approach on how to assess and manage a crisis, recommended roles and responsibilities and crisis management steps. We also developed 

10 sample crisis scenarios with turn-key materials that could be updated in real life situations. In addition, an appendix of all the research we reference in the 

document - the media analysis, alumni survey, competitive and executive blog research - is attached. 

We’d like to opportunity to present these to you and Bubba in the next couple weeks, along with the alumni survey and media analysis results the Berland team 

has already provided. An in-person session would be preferable, but we can be flexible. 

I will call you early next week to discuss this and try to schedule a presentation meeting, but if you have any questions or feedback on the plan and playbook in 

the meantime, just let us know. 

I hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

Thanks 
£.e[i: ~e~U’! I r-r_teli~:a~ :: 250 }-:.ur_tson, N~_,w. Yo~k. NY 1.0Ol~ i O. 212-7:.’.’~i 4~74~?I ~d:.: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non.m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 8:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting Dates 

Vince, 

I just spoke with Bubba and as you mentioned hi your email, ne×t week really doesn’t work. Bubba would like to see if Monday, October 7 wiU work. The Edelman 

reps o:_~uld present: to the mess~ging worl~shop group theft morning and then there is already a senior staff meeting scheduled at noon that day and the Edelman 

reps could present during that meeting. 

I will hold Monday, October 7 for now. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 7:40 PN 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: bW: Meeting Dates 

IVlolly; 

Can you check with Bubba to see when he would like to have Edelman visit to make their final presentation? I’m not sure the dates below are good for us considering 

all we have for ne~ week. 

They would present to the same group we invited to the messaging workshop, then maybe to senior staff who are available on the day selected. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:07 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

l’ve checked with the team, and most of us are available over the next two weeks to come down for the communications plan presentation. The best dates are the 

16th, :18th and 20th, but we can make others work if those don’t work for your team. 

Thanks! 
~~etl Keii.b I Ldeim m:: ;!50 ~4udson, ~,~ew Yo~k, ~t~: 10"113 i O: 2 J.2-704-4:.:,4:.:,1 ~’71 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim and KadLon, 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:28 AM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email. unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

]:NV: s~ldent academic aJl-stax 

[ would expect ticket purchase inquiries from at least a few more folks like 

can be on the lookout for it, 

Paul 

From: Dr, Cricket Lane 
Sent= Tuesday, September 20, 2013 9:26 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: student academic all-star 

From= 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject= student academic all-star 

Hello Dr. Cricket Lane, 

below, and the lady who called yesterday. Just an FYI so the ticket office staff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 11:11 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Rules Education Meeting Schedule - Responsibility of a Head Coach 

Mariefle, 

[ will be at the W LAX and FB meetings. 

Thanks, 

Rk:k 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 3.:48 PM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Creech, Karlton W; Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= Rules Education Meeting Schedule - Responsibility of a Head Coach 

All - 

As we discussed at the last Head Coaches’ meeting, his month I will be meeting with each coaching staff individually to discuss the concept of Head Coach 

Responsibility and provide them with several strategies to implement communication, documentation and monitoring systems within their program. 

If your schedule permits, I would like to invite you to attend your team’s meetings. Your support in emphasizing the importance of this concept with each of our 

staffs’ would be greatly appreciated. We currently have the following meetings scheduled: 

September 13t 2013 

GYMNASTICS - 9:45am to lO:30am in Carmichael 

MEN’S SOCCER - lO:30am to ll:lSam in McCaskill 

WOMEN’S SOCCER - 11:15 to Noon in McCaskill 

SWIMMING & DIVING - 12:30pm to l:lSpm in Koury Natatorium 

September 16t 2013 

M. LACROSSE- 3:45pm to 4:30pm in Loudermilk 

September 17t 2013 

FIELD HOCKEY-9:OOam to 9:45am in Carmichael 

MEN’S GOLF - 9:45am to lO:30am at Finley 

W. LACROSSE - lO:30am to 11:15am in Carmichael 

BASEBALL-11:15am to Noon at Boshamer Stadium 

September 23, 2013 

FOOTBALL-9:OOam to 9:45am at Kenan Football Center 

September 24~ 2013 

M. BASKETBALL- 10:45am to 11:30am at the Smith Center 

W. TENNIS - 11:30am to 12:15pm at the Tennis Center 

October it 2013 

W. GOLF - 9:00am to 9:45am at Finley 

ROWING - lO:30am to 11:15am in Carmichael 

To date, the following sports have not responded to 

W. Basketball 

Wrestling 

Fencing 

Track & Field 

Volleyball 

M. Tennis 

Softball 

I will be sending a reminder to those sports this afternoon. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

request to schedule this meeting: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Cricket Lane <drcricketlane@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:11 PM 

RE: Academic All- Stars 

It wilibe great to have you all at the game. All of us at UNC are excited to recognize academic achievement in elementary schools around North Carolina and we believe it will 

be a really enjoyable experience for these deserving kids. Although UNC is not your alma mater, we hope you will have a fun time on this special occasion with your daughter. 
We look forward to having you and your guests at Kenan Stadium to cheer on the Tar Heels! 
Sincerely, 
Cricket Lane 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars 

12:55 PM 

Dr. Lane, 

Thank you for the quick response! 

I must admit that this will be an extremely difficult day for me, 

Not only did I graduate From that GR~?AT school down the road in Raleigh (GO PACK!), bu~: i1: wiil be my birthck~y as well. 

f[: is atomizing wfH~[: love [or your child c~t~ ov~:_~rcor~le!!! @ 

Have a great remainder of the week! 
Thank you, 

From: Dr. Cricket Lane [mailto:drcricketlane@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:51 PN 

To: 

Subject: RE: Academic All-Stars 

Thank you very much for your response. We are excited to have you! The Academic All-Star recognition is an outstanding testament to academic success and character and 
we look forward to celebrating with you all at what promises to be an exciting North Carolina football game. We will mail you tickets and more information about the game as 
the date approaches. Congratulations! 
Sincerely, 
Cricket Lane 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject: Academic All-Stars 

12:37 PM 

Dr. Lane, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am sendin~ this RSVP on behalf of my daughter. 

# of Tickets Requested: 4 

The tickets and game information can be sent to the following address. 

Please let me know if you need any additional information, and I hope you have a great afternoon! 

Thank you, 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Uplifting A’dlletes 

VJnce, 

Are you available to meet at all this week for about 15-20 minutes? I’d like to discuss a project that I’ve been working on. Let me know if you are available. 

I’m free all day tomorrow and Friday. Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 1:58 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: RE: Uplitting Afllletes 

Perfect. See you them 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:58 PP1 
To: 
Subject: RE: Uplifting Athletes 

How about Fridav morning around 8:30? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Uplifting Athletes 

Vince, 

Are you available to meet at all this week for about 15-20 minutes? I’d like to discuss a project that I’ve been working on. Let me know if you are available. 

I’m free all day tomorrow and Friday. Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Tuesday,, September 10, 2013 3:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

Oct.:_~ber 7th work~.~ for u;! The ~ ft¢_~rnoon would be bett:er, but: we can be fh:,:<ible on the t:iming. 
¯ :z ~i~ {-(i,i~?! I "[~teh~’~/!~ i 250 ~-i~J~t;(:>I1, New "~ ):1.; N¥ 1.00i:; :: O: 2";2-70:F45451 M: 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: FW: Meeting Dates 

Hi Beth, 

Will October 7 work for your tea,n? Please just let me know a,ld thanks again for your help. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 7:40 PM 

To= ’Keith, Beth’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

Hi Beth, 

I’m checking and will let you know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:07 PN 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

l’ve checked with the team, and most of us are available over the next two weeks to come down for the communications plan presentation. The best dates are the 

16th, 18th and 20th, but we can make others work if those don’t work for your team. 

Thanks! 
F;,~!~?i Kei!:i~ I }[de::r~ii~r!:: 2[-,() {-kld~,orb ~’~(i,w %’?!’k. ~’JY .l()(/~3 i C~: ,;.%,;.<7{:,LJ,[,J,[,I L’k 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting Dates 

Perfect, we’ll hold the date. I’ll develop an agenda and send it over tomorrow. 
~etl Keii.in I Ldeim m:: ;/!~0 ~llds~rl, New R~rk, N~: 2001’3 i ©: 2J-270~b45451 ~’d 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September :t0, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Cc: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

That’s great’. Please reserve the date. Can you please send me a proposed agenda (length of meetings, etc.) so we can work on the scheduling? Thanks Beth. 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September :t0, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: Iiie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

October 7ti~ works for us! The afternoon would be better but we can be flexible on the timing. 

£e~i: Ke/~h } r-dekr:a;~:: 250 }-:.udson, New. ¥o~k. NY 1001~ i O. 212 7O~i 45451 ~,.’:.: 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September :t0, 2013 :t:37 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: FW: Meeting Dates 

Hi Beth, 

Will October 7 work for your team? Please just let me know and thanks again for your help. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:[3 7:40 PM 

To: ’Keith, Beth’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

Hi Beth, 

I’m checking and will let you know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:geth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:07 PN 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

l’ve checked with the team, and most of us are available over the next two weeks to come down for the communications plan presentation. The best dates are the 

16th, J.8th and 20th, but we can make others work if those don’t work for your team. 

Thanks! 
:S~’~h K~-’:.th I :-"d~-’ima~! i 2FO I-b_@st~~, ~’Je,,~ v~!k, NY 10013 :: O: 2 L2~70,,"..15:.15:} ~’~,~: 



From: Domina~ Julie <jdomina@email.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:22 PM 

To: 

Subject: Heels ttighlights Sept 9 

Attach: Weekly Email 9.9.13.pdf 

Nease see the attachment, Thanks! 

T~Y 
Marissa Young 

Assistant Softball Coach 

cell 
919-962-5105 fax 

!.’2:2!/2:2!/2:2: ": ~_. ";} i2! "! ~: :~! ii :~:i: .~!; :;! 1"2!2 

;})L;})L},2.:~ii~i;.ZiZi:i:~ii?:i:}.tZ’i:}:ii}i::iiii.::i}:ii.:: [}i:iiZ}iiii::~}.:~ii:!Zi,i! 
Follow us on Facebook: ~’~o,,ww,facebook,comiFarHeefSoftbatl 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 4:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting Dates 

Glad October 7th works for them! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:54- PM 

To: ’Keith, Beth’ 
Co: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

That’s groat’. Please reserve the date. Can you please send me a proposed agenda (length of meetings, etc.) so we can work on the scheduling? Thanks Beth. 

From: Keith, Beth [._m__a__tt_t~;_~__e__t_h~_g__e_Lt_h;~__e__d___e_Jm_a___n_~__c__o___m] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

Oct.:_~ber 7th worD.; for u;! The ~ ft~-_~rnoot~ would be bet~:er, bu~: we can be fh:,’.<ible ot~ the ~:iming. 
¯ :z ~#~ {-<i,i~?! I "~~t<i’iI~’~/!~ i 250 ~-i~J~t;<:>I1, New "~ ):1.; NY 1.00i:; :: O: 2";2-70-%-45451 M: 

From: Ille, Vince [ED[[_t__o__:_[[[_e_.__@__u__t)_c__#_$[_u_] 
Sent; Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:37 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject; FW: Meeting Dates 

Hi Beth, 

Will October 7 work for your team? Please just let me know mid thanks again for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 7:40 PM 

To: ’Keith, Beth’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting Dates 

Hi Beth, 

I’m checking and will let you know. Thanks for your help. 

Virlce 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 2013 4:07 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Dates 

Hi Vince, 

I’ve checked with the team, and most of us are available over the next two weeks to come down for the communications plan presentation. The best dates are the 

16th, :18th and 20th, but we can make others work if those don’t work for your team. 

Thanks] 
F;.~!i~i Kei!:}~ I ~de::r~ii~r!:: 2{,0 {-iudsorb ~’4<i’v~ v.’.i!’k. ~’JY .10’d’~3 i ~]: 2 J-27’{:’~J,[’J,[" I ~VI: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, MarJelle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

1~’: Picture 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 3:4-7 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Picture 

Paul: 

Absolutely one of the coolest pictures I’ve seen and what a great catch that must’ve been! Excited for 

~;//_to_~_t~r_~_m:_�__o__mJ__pJ__~__oJ__m~__L_h__L_:_o_z~ 
Mike 
Mike McCartney 
Priority Sports 
325 North LaSalle Drive, Suite 650 
Chicago, IL 60654 
Email I MikeM~?PrioritySports.biz 
Work I 312.664.7700 
Cell l 
Fax I 312.664.5172 
URL I www.PrjorityFootba[j.biz 
Twitter I CcaPrlorftySports I ~MikeMcCar~!ey7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 7:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edu> 

Re: Playing calendars 

Vince, 

I have had both done for a while in the compliance format. I thought i sent on to you. I will print and send. 

Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 6:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@nnc.e&P wrote: 

Calendars or schedules? I don’t have a schedule for softball to date. 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 5:30 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Playing calendars 

Vince, 

Have either of my calendars come across your desk... Fall or spring. They are typed in the form they need to be. 

approval notice on the fall one to release it on line. 

Donna 

<image00l .jpg> 

said she had not received 

Donna i. Papa 
University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Re: 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North CaJcolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <slevekirschner(~unc.edu> 

Date: September 10, 2013, 10:49:00 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Got it 

Steve Kirschner 

Universi~ of North Cm~olina 

Senior Associate A.D. tbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner~unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September i0, 2013 10:48 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thinking about the major issues/topics in the report: 

Governance 

Compliance 

Admissions’Academic readiness 

Coaches education 
Health and Satbty 

Peer Groups 

What are we doing? 

Bubba Culmingham 

Director of Athletics 

Universi~ of North Cm~olina 

On Sep l 0, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Our analysis of the report or 6-8 relbrms and what we are view of them is? 

Sera J;~otn my Verizon CFire[~6~’ 4( } L~°7v DI~O]D 

"Cunninghan, Bubba" <bubbac~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I need to prepare about 6-8 bullet points for the vice chancellors as talking points regarding the Rawlings report should the?’ be asked questions by their staff. 

Kirsch an you take the first crack at this I will work on some ideas tonight as well. 



Throughout this year periodically ! will need to update them on the 28 recommendations. 

Bubba C unningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< 5~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessottice@groups.unc.edw~ 

UNCAA <uncaa ~groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

All: 

Please remove the hold on 

Thanks, 

They are all caught up on their paperwork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 10:32 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Football Scheduling 

We will call him today. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:02 AM 

To" Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Fwd: Football Scheduling 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brian Wickstrom <wickstrom~ulm.edu> 

Date: September 11, 2013, 8:09:52 AM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: liE: Football Scheduling 

Any opening hl 20157 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto: bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 11:01 AM 

To-" Brian Wickstrom 
Subject: Re: Football Scheduling 
Checking on it. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Brian Wickstrom < .w__!.c__k__s_t_£.o_m__@y [._m__._e_._d_ .u_> 

Date: Thursday, September S, 2013 7:54 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Football Scheduling 

Do you need a guaranb:_~e game in 2015? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [Ln_a_jJt91__b__u___b_b__a__c__@__e_g)_a__[[=u_E£:__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:48 P! 

To-" Brian Wickstrom 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Football Scheduling 
Thanks, not interested in 2 for 1. Would consider a buy game in Chapel Hill. 

Cel 
Hope all is going well. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W~’_’ ~d~c~:t~~’ a~d in~(~i~ r hro~ ,~,thi~’_,tic_~ 

From: Brian Wickstrom <._w_.[ck_ .s__t__r._on_!._@.__u_!_n?_..e_d__u.> 
Date: Wednesday, September 4, 2013 11:29 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Football Scheduling 

Hi Bubba, 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing very well. 

How are things going? I cheered for you last week. I think you had lightning issues at Tulsa also, didn’t you? 

I don’t have your UNC cell phone so I wanted to send you an e-mail. We are looking at trying to find a football game, either starting a home-and-home 

or a 2-for-1 on the road, or a large guarantee game in 2015. 

Do you have any availability? 

Talk to you soon. My new cell phone is 

Brian 

x:: wickstrom signature2 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

panel 

Next time you speak to your group at Penn State and USADA, would you please discuss when we can announce this to the public? 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:46 PM 

Creech, Kaslton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Dean, Jr., JaJnes W. qlames Dean@~mc.edu-*; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-* 

class checldng 

Class check letter 091113.docx; Class Checking procedures agreement form.docx 

Hello, 

I have spoken to Provost Dean and we are in agreement. Due to the need for a quick response on how to proceed with class checking for                    I 

have attached a letter acknowledging that the ASPSA will provide training for the individual who is hired and we will assist with the creation of a class checking 

schedule. In addition to the training, we have drafted a U NC Class Checking Procedures Agreement that the class checker will be asked to sign at the end of the 

training session. I have attached the document for your review. Please let me know if you have any comments or suggestions for changes. The hiring, oversight, 

and monitoring of the class checking will be conducted by . I will have the signed letter and the original "request for temporary position" form 

(which I did not sign) delivered to Karlton tomorrow morning. 

Moving forward, I welcome the opportunity to come together with everyone to discuss how we should proceed with class checking and the development of 

policies and procedures. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

rnichellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



344 }~.]DGE FkOAD 

C A M PUS ~ OX 3 ~:o7 

Ct~IAPIil. ]HILl., NC 27599.31,.~7 

~" 919.96~_.9~37 

}: 919.96S~8247 

September 11, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern, 

This letters serves as acknowledgement that the Academic Support Program for 
Student-Athletes will provide assistance to with their class 
checking by: 

1) providing training to the class checker that is hired, and 
2) assisting with the creation of a class check schedule with the classes for 

identified student-athletes 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 
Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:43 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: panel 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <llle>, Vince <!/!e@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:29 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: panel 

Yes 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:33 PM 

To: llle, Vince 

Subject: panel 

Next time you speak to your group at Penn State and USADA, would you please discuss when we can announce this to the public? 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

i cell 

stevekirschner ~ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:22 AM 

rl@reverelmaoue.com 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Montgome~ John <john@ram~lub.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Yusko Mark 
<myusko@morgancreekcap.com>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Re: Rev la noue 

Rev, 

Like to direction We want to move ahead with the locker room door and tunnel cover. 
Video board if possible. 

We need to hold offon the exterior and lobby for the time being. (;an we get cost estimates :for the approved items? 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On Sep 12, 2013, at 9:06 A~% "rl@reverelanoue corn" <rl@reverelanoue.com> wrote: 

> Thanks Rick, 
> ’]7he?" are just rudimentapj mock ups using the existing art and photos I took on Friday. I would do custom art for each project and these are just quick renderings to start the conversation. 
> 

> Best, 
> Rev 
> 

> On Sep 11, 2013, at 6:38 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> (iot it! Will get back to you with some feedback soon. 
>> 

>> Rick 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 

>> From: rl@reverelanoue.com [mailto:rl(~reverelannue.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, Septcmber 11, 2013 3:02 PM 
>> To: Steinbacher, Rick 
>> Subject: Re: Rcv la noue 
>> 

>> Hi Rick, 
>> I wanted to confirm that you got the images I e-mailed, it was a 7.5 MB attachment. Did you see it’.’ 
>> 

>> Revere 
>> 

>> On Sep 6, 2013, at 2:39 P_’v~ "Steinbachcr, Rick" <rick@unc.edn> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Rev, 

>>> 

>>> Great to meet your Love the idea of linking the Tunnel graphics with Tar Pit art work to Video / LED Boards and perhaps some other locations. Let me know- what you suggest. 
>>> 

>>> Rick 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Rick Steinbacher 
>>> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina 
>>> 450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>>> rsteinbacher@unc aa.unc edu 
>>> mobile: 
>>> www.goheels.com 
>>> @goheels 
>>> 

>>> We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Steinbacher, Rick 
>>> Sent: Friday, September 06, 2013 2:26 PM 
>>> To: Steinbacher, Rick 
>>> Subject: Rev la noue 
>>> 

>>> Stadium tar pit graphics and altwork 
>>> 

>>> t~l(Nreverelanoue corn 
>>> 

>>> Sent from my tPhone 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Oct 7th Agenda 

UNC Athletics Comms Plan Presentation Agenda DRAFT 9.11.13.docx 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you’re well. Attached is the proposed agenda for our meetings on October 7th. I took a guess on the times, but we could start later if that suits your team. 

Our team will be Charles, Errol, Jennifer and myself for this trip. 

Let me know if you have any questions or changes. Happy to chat if you’d like. 

Thanks! 
~3~:.t~ L~:,ith I "d~:,il-nan i 250 ~./d:ion, N~!w "~o:-I. NY J.OOJ.-~ :: O- ’2U2-?0.;-.~5.~51 ~v’i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:50 AM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.e&P 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

I~W: Academic All-Stars Football Game 

Tim, 

Here is someone who wants to purchase additional tickets near the Academic AIFStars program tickets~ Can you please follow up with them? 
Thanks, 
Paul 
From: Dr, Cricket Lane 
Sent; Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:36 AM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject; FW: Academic All-Stars Football Game 

From= Lisa Davis [i          #gmail,com] 
Sent" Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:07 plVl 
To" Dr, Cricket Lane 
Subject: Academic All-Stars Football Game 

Dr. Lane, 

Thank you tbr sponsoring the Academic All-Stars Program. I am very proud of my son. tte is very excited to attend the football game. 

I do need to purchase additional tickets tbr the game. Will the additional tickets purcha~d be seated with the Academic All- Stars? 
Also, it is my un&rstanding that the Elementaxy School Principal did not receive a ticket. Will the progrmll provide a ticket to the Principal or should I purchase a ticket 

for the Principal to attend’? 

’I’hmlk you in advance for your assistance, 

Lisa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 12:10 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@tmc.edu-~ 

McFarland, Michael B <mike mcIhrland@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Efin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cdefickson@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: N&O 

Looks like questions for those who wrote the report. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Sep 12, 2013, at 10:59 AM, "Moon, Karen B" <karea moon@unc.edw~ wrote: 

g,,~ re n Moo~3 

Director; LJNC News Services 

"]’lle LJni~ersiW of North (;ar.:_~lina i~t Chaoel Hill 
(919) 962-8595 

From: Drescher, John [mailto:iohn.drescher@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:09 P! 
To: Noon, Karen B 
Subject: N&O 
Ka~n, 

In my column for Saturday’s paper, I’m writing about the emails between Julius Nyang’oro and "the academic support stalt: We wrote about these emails in 

a story published June 9. 

I’d like your help in answering these questions: 

1. Did Gov. Ma(tin and Baiter Tilly see these em~Jls? 

2. If so, why was the substance of the emails not included in their report’? 

3. If Maxtin and Baker Tilly didn’t see the emails, why didn’t they (as I understand they had access to all emails at UNC)? 
Thanks for your help. I’d be glad to talk about this on the phone. 

We look forward to seeing Chancellor Fo/t next week. 

Best, 
John Drescher 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~; 

Friday, i               2:05 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Joyce I, <ioyced@unc.edw*; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edw*; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; @emaJl.unc.edu>; (~ggs, Kathy <kgligg@unc.edu> 

Out of the office the rest of the a~emoon 

I will be out of the office for the rest of the afternoon. If you need to reach me, please call me on my cell phone. 

Have a great weekend and Go Heels! 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:07 PM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc .edu-~; David Brady, ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vmce <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kir~hner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edt~>; No(ton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Cord Cutting hnplications - ACC and beyond 

To David’s point about cord-cutting -it looks like ESPN is hedging their bets by beginning discussions with over-the-top TV providers. Following is from a 

Bloomberg article last week: 

http:iiwww.bloomberg.com!news!2013-OS-21idisney-s-espn-holds-prelimina w-talks-for-web-based-pay-tv.html 

ESPN started distributing WatchESPN/ESPN3 via Apple TV this summer. Closer to home, a little over 10% of our total ESPN3 baseball minutes viewed were from 

Xbox viewers who don’t need a cable subscription. 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 

From; UNC Athletics Director 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:25 AM 
To-" David Brady 
Co-" Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Kirschner, Steve; Steinbacher, Rick; Best, Kevin S.; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Norton, Molly 
Subject" RE: Cord Cutting Implications - ACC and beyond 

David, 

Thank you very much for your note and thoughts regarding future deliver2- of sports contem. You have very articulately laid out the confusion about the future of the 

cable induslry while also creating some suggeslions that may be beneficial to us moving forwaxd. 

I sincerely appreciate your thoughts and by cow of this email, I’m sharing your email with others in our department so that we can think about how we can distinguish 

ourselves going forward. I would also like to get together ruth you and some of our staffto talk about what those opportunities may be. 

Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 

From" David Brady         ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:14 PM 
To" UNC Athletics Director 
Cc; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject-" Fwd: Cord Cutting Implications - ACC and beyond 

Bubba: 

To begin, we are a week away from our start I wish you and your staffthe best of hick I do think we are going to win in Columbia... really looldng forward to it... 

The purpose of this email is to discuss ESt N, Cord Cutting, the future of Cable Companies and what I perceive the flaws in the financial model of the ACC and other 
conferences in the coming 10 years or so... I drafted this letter to give you an alternate viewpoint if/when my assertions come to fruition. You are a steward of the L INC 

brand and I would be remiss ifI did not mention this to you. 
% ESPN has a big challenge because 65. o of their revenue is tied to a subscription based model from cable providers such as Time Warner, Comcast, DISH and others. 

I have included a link to an article below that shows this disrnption; because of the "digilal" shift, the result is cord-cutting by cable users... 7% of cable users dropped 

their service in the USA last year alone. ESPN and other "pay" networks such as the Big Ten Network, the SEC Network, and the Longhorn Network, are dependent 

on the cable providers to pay them based on the number of subscribers. Cable as we know it is destined to tbllow the route of the decline of the "home" phone. So in 

essence the financial foundation the monies from Netw’orks (ESPN and the like) for all these mega contracts for the SEC, Big Ten, ACC and others, are going to be 

endangered- because tbwer viewers will be subscribing to cable. Google / YouTube, Netflix and to lesser degree Hulu are accelerating the "cord cutting". 

Now, as recently as 2 days ago - Google has announced they are in negotiations with the NFL (the Holy Grail of sports content properties) to secure the NFL Sunday 

Ticket. If Google makes this deal, it will have the same ramifications that FOX had when they secured the NFL as the foundation of their new network back in 1993. 
) / ! Robert Kyncl (the ’7f of Google, YouTube Content referenced in the below article) is the executive I negotiated with to complete the TV Azteca, Google deal. 

)                                   z Now let us cover the final straw that will collapse the Cable t roviders the Internet Connection rex enue piece of their business will go away in the coming 10 years. 
Connection to the Internet is a commodity, and as with all commodities that cannot be aided by collusion (such as diamonds and oil), that commodity becomes cheaper 

and cheaper (i.e Moore’s Law). The Intemet costs of connection will be a fraction to what Time Warner and others presently charge.., hence, this kills revenue. 

Presently the cable providers make money 3 ways a. Cable we covered above why this is in danger, 2. Home Phones via the Web the traditional phone will not 

be relevant in 5 years because of VoIP (Skype, Viber and more); and 3. Intemet access will be free Google, Facebook, Yahoo, Amazon, Netflix, EBay and others 

only work with a connection to the web these companies are finding alternative ways to make the web available to large portions of the global population tbr little to 

no cost. This more than includes the markets of the ACC - the Eastern Seaboard. 

In conclusion, I drafted this missive to give you a second set of eyes. The tbundation of revenues tbr the NCAA is not on solid ground because the inslability of ESPN 

and others due to the eminent "Cord Cutting". Simply, this financial model is flawed because the revenue streams axe going to dry up. Google, Yahoo, Facebook, and 
others are going to continue to wedge their way into sports conteut. Somebody in Greensboro (ACC Office) needs to be aware of this inevitable digital disruption to 

their financial model. Let me know ifI can help in anyway...dab 

ESPN:.h..t.t.1~..~/..~!.w...~..t..h...e...a...t.!.a...n..t..Lc..~.c..~....m...~m....a..~azine/archive/2~13/~9/the-m~st-va~uab~e-netw~rk/3~9433/?utm content=buffercb2bb&utm source=buffer 
Cord Cutting: http:!/allth!nflsd:com!201:30806/cordzcutting-used-to-be-a-myth-it-isnt-anymore!? 
utm campaign=Buffer&utm content=buffer30499&utm medium=twitter&utm source=buffer 
Go ogle and the N FL: htlp]/al!thingsd~££m, 20 ]~30820ii~-~oo~le- ready- to - bnv- its- way- into - 1~7 - with - an- 1~ - deal/ 



Free Intemet: htt~ :~www~usat~daY~c~m~st~ry ~tech12~13108121~mark-zuckerberc~-faceb~c~k-n~kia~am~uncJ-qua~c~mm~26 7991 71 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 9:07 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Go to game or watch on TV? Schools add amenities for fans 

Go to game or watch on TV? SchooMs add amenities for fans 

I Jeffrey Martin, USATODAY Sports ?’.:::if: :~:} :,-:; ~:-:-~::7 .::i::., ::::,,:;;, 2:!:~ .?i:i: 3                                                                             ] 

W, hile average per-game attendance at college games has 

declined only slightly over the past four years, schools are taking 

it as a cue to improve the ’game experience’ so fans don’t choose 

TV instead 

One glance inside Josh Shea’s loft apartment in Wichita, Kan,, and his allegiance is 

clear~ His living room is painted purple and gray -- he’s a Kansas State alumnus and 

a diehard VV~ldcats fan. 

He’s the kind of fan athletic directors and conference commissioners used to take for 

granted would be in the stands on game days. 

Now those administrators are concerned about college football attendance, which 

has declined ever so slightly among Football Bowl Subdivision schools over the past 

four years. The drop in average per-game attendance from 2009 to 2012 is less than 

2%, but it’s a trend that has drawn attention because of one key question: Are fans 

deciding it’s more fun to watch games than attend them? 

"The most fun had at a game is generally happening at tailgates in the parking lot 

before, during and after games," says Shea, who no longer holds Kansas State 

season tickets. "As for the in-stadium experience, it’s simply not enjoyable versus the 

alternative. Most seats in a football stadium don’t offer a good view of a game. End 

zone seats? No, thanks." 

Blame it on technology. In an era when fans at home can watch multiple games at the 

same time, when the stadium video board can’t match the number of highlights 

available on an iPad, when fans inside a stadium get poor cell-phone reception while 

those at home are texting and Twittering, big-time college programs are feeling 

pressure to keep pace. 

Even the Southeastern Conference, which has produced eight of the past 10 

national champions and enioys huge popularity, has created a "Working Group on 

Fan Experience." Chaired by Mississippi State athletic director Scott StricMin, the 

committee exists because the SEC saw a per-game decrease in attendance for a 

fourth consecutive season. 

In the Big Ten, Indiana averaged just under 45,000 fans per game at Memorial 

Stadium, ranking 10th in the 12-team league. But now, Hoosier fans that do show can 

expect fireworks before the kickoff and the start of the second half, a light show 

following victories, flat-screen televisions in the concourse and upgraded cell-phone 

reception. 



After Larry Scott was named commissioner of the Pac-12 in 2009, he made a priority 

of hiring two dedicated ticketing professionals so that the best working practices 

across the conference were being shared. The reason is simple: With football the 

rainmaker for most programs, athletic directors know they have to keep up with the 

times. 

"We’re dependent on (fans) to generate the revenue to be able to continue to 

compete at the highest level," Oregon senior associate athletic director Craig Pintens 

says. "We have to make sure we’re generating the revenue. The way to do that is to 

make sure we have the best possible fan experience." 

Catching up 

What schools don’t want is for fans to view going to a game as akin to stepping into a 

sports vacuum, leaving behind the all-access feel of watching games on television. 

Last year, Stricklin’s committee addressed a major problem -- lack of replays on the 

stadium big screens. Previously in the SEC, only one replay could be aired on any 

given play and it couldn’t be shown at all if the play was under review. The committee 

relaxed the limits -- replays can be shown as often as desired, provided a game 

official isn’t shown up in doing so, and if there is a play under review, the stadium will 

get the same television feed that viewers elsewhere are watching. 

During his address this summer at his cenference’s media days, Big 12 commissioner 

Bob Bowlsby revealed a plan to air live and taped highlights from the league’s other 

games at stadiums this fall. 

"College football has experienced declines in overall attendance over the last four or 

five years, and I think bringing highlights in will take into account and help one of the 

things that really is getting to be a challenge for us," Bowlsby said 

Shea is skeptical. 

"Everyone wants to watch on giant HDTVs that give the best views and have two 

other games on other TVs going on the side, and be able to chat about what’s going 

on on Twitter and web sites, while getting up-to-the-second updates on what else is 

going on in football, sports and the world," he says. "1 don’t think that running 

highlights of other Big 12 games is going to make up for all that." 

Even though television may impact attendance, it’s not the enemy. That’s because 

conferences also have enjoyed huge windfalls from selling TV rights to ne’~works, in 

addition to dedicated outlets in the Big Ten and Pac-12, with the SEC set to launch 

its network in 2014. Schools don’t want to blame their television partners for hurting 

the gate proceeds, even if it might be true. 

"They’re being victimized by the business model," says Paul Swangard, managing 

director of the University of Oregon’s Warsaw Sports Marketing Center. "Television 

has begun to dictate kickoff times, days of the week -- just as we saw with the NFL, 

which used to be an exclusively Sunday experience. The idea that college football 

was for the longest time just a Saturday experience has long since ended. Fans are 

making judgments on their attendance based on a variety of factors, some of which is 

pricing and cost." 

Stricklin says the upcoming season will serve as a fact-finding mission. 

"l think the hope is we continue to make sure people understand how special it is to 

come to one of our campuses on Saturdays," Stricklin said. "All of the senses are 

engaged in a way you don’t get sitting en your couch. There is nothing like a college 

football game in a Southeastern Conference stadium." 

Adding amenities 

Just as technology has complicated the equation for universities, it also presents an 

opportunity -- such as free and reliable wi-fi to all fans in attendance. 

It’s a expensive proposition, ranging from $2 million to $4 million per stadium. Baylor’s 

new stadium, which is scheduled to open in 2014, will offer interact access inside and 



outside the facility. 

"The trend we’re starting to see is technology, as it advances, it’s taking over these 

facilities, which opens up a lot of opportunities," says Geoff Cheong of sports 

architecture firm Populous. 

Others say college officials are reacting tee much to a slight decline. 

"l think it’s much ado about nothing," says Darin David, senior director at The 

Marketing Arm. "Every athletic department worries about attendance as one of the 

key indicators of hew excited the fan base is, but it’s really a campus-by-campus 

issue. Some may have had a dip due to the quality of opponents on the schedule, a 

down year on the field, a coaching change, etc., but many of those issues can be 

repaired in fairly short order." 

Says Matt Balvanz, vice president of analytics at Navigate Research: "The 

attendance decline has more to do with the cyclical economy and competitiveness of 

certain markets than it does the improved TV experience." 

Mike Lewis, a professor of marketing at Emery Universi%,, agrees that "there is a just 

a little bit of randomness in the data. Things will naturally go up and down." 

But he says there are issues to be concerned about, such as competitive balance. 

As the big-time programs with huge fan bases continue to pour hundreds of millions 

into stadium expansions, locker room renovations and expensive coaching staffs, the 

rest have to decide whether they can afford - or want to afford - what it takes to 

pack the stands. 

Alabama, for example, averaged 101,722 fans per game last year, third in the nation 

and one of 10 SEC teams among the top 25 FBS schools in attendance. But at the 

ether end of the SEC spectrum, Mississippi State was at 55,628, while Kentucky 

averaged less than 50,000 and Vanderbilt was below 40,000. 

"The SEC has won what, the last seven titles? And Alabama is really staring to 

dominate the SEC," he said "it’s like when the Yankees were on their run in the 

late ’90s and into the 2000s. To some extent, why should the folks at Mississippi 

State keep showing up when it seems like the economics have kind of pushed things 

out of their reach?" 

It’s the same in other BCS leagues. In the Big Ten, Michigan and Ohio State beth 

average well over 100,000 fans per game, while Northwestern draws just under 

36,000 and Purdue about 45,000. 

Shea, a 3G-year-old la’¢,%’er who says he works hard and plays hard, has a 

suggestion to make games mere fun. Students have their areas, and suites and 

boxes attract their own demographic~ How about one for fans who want to watch with 

similar fans? 

"I’d love it if a decent section was known and sold as a section for non-students to be 

standing and yelling and getting rowdy all game," he said. "Cost wouldn’t be a factor 

if I knew I was going to be in the same party within the stadium that I’d be at outside 

the stadium. 

"Maybe if sections were somehow assigned to fans of different age and enthusiasm 

levels, it’d be important and/or desirable to be there." 

It’s an idea. 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 4:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbno~m@unc.edu> 

Joy - intb request 

I may have asked for this information before but I cannot find it in my resources. 

Is there a spreadsheet that would tell me when the 28 sports are "in season". FAC members requested I try to assign them to teams that are not in season at the 

same time so it would be easier for them to make practices and competitions. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Jo¥ J, Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

IJniw_~rsitv of North Caroiina at C~apel H[li 

School of Medich-~e 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~i h [.e_k 
"_’eli 

919-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFI[)EN"IALIIY NOI]CE: [hb e-n-~a[I message, including attachments, if any, [s hqt~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materiai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the sender b¥ reply e-mail and 
destroy all coph~s of the original message. 
Email correspondence t<} and from this address may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 
authorized state officia~ (INCGS, eho I32)o Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu; 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

This is very helpful. I do think FAC uses this document to make contacts and begin to know d~eir teams so if there are updates and you want to send a new version 

for me to post that would be super. 

I hope you have a labor fl-ee Labor Day Weekend. 

Joy 

JOy J, Rennet, M.A., RT(R); FAEIRS 

Asso,,’:k~[e Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hiil 

5ci~ool of Med[ci!~e 

CB #7230 UNC-CFI Bondurant Flali 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-51,%TDesk 
Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-rnaii message, [nciuding at[achrr~ents, if any, is i!~[ended only for the -person or entity to which it is addressed a!~d may contain co!~fidential a!~dior 
priviieged rr~aterial. AnV ---u!~auNaorized review, use, disclosure or distribuNo!~ is prohibited. I[ you are r!o[ Nae intended recipie!~L please contact [Pie se!~det by tepid, e-mail and destroy, 
oil copies of the oribqnal message, 

Emai~ correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~blic Records la~ a~d may be disclosed to third parties by ae 
a~tbori~ed state official (NCGS, ch, ~,32), StuSe~t eSucational records are subject to [:ERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 4:25 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Joy, 

I think the specific information you’re looking for is included in the attached document. If not, please just let me know. 

Some of the other information could be updated. If the committee found this helpful last year, I can ask our current Graduate Assistant to update file document. Thanks 

and hope you have a great weekend. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, 4:04 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Joy - info request 

I may have asked for this information before but I cannot find it in my resources. 

Is there a spreadsheet that would tell me when ~he 28 sports are i~in season’. FAC members requested I try to assign them to teams that are not in season at the 

same time so it would be easier for them to make practices and competitions. 

Thanks, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Renner, M.A., RT(R}, FAEIRS 
Associate Prof~_~ssor and Director 
UMw~rsity of North Caroih-~a at Chapel Hiil 
Sci]Ool of N%~dicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hali 
321.-A Sout~ Columbia St, 
Chapel Hiil, NC 27599-71B0 

919-.966..51.,~,7 D~_~s k 
Ceil 

,:9 , r> 6,.~] Fax 
-CONFIDtINIIAI_I[V NOlICE: This e-maii message, inciuding attachments if any is intended only for the -.person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
pm;iieged material Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipi~_mt, please contact the s~_mder by repiv ~_~-mail and destrov 
oil copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssage. 
Emai~ correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law a~d may be disclosed to third parties by an 
a~lthori~ed state official (NCG$, oh° 132)° Student educational records are subject te FERPA, 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .I (3__o__y___R___e__n__tke__tL@_t_n___e__d__#__LLC_=_e__c_Lu_) 

~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Document for Joy Renner 

Joy, 

Attached are the fact sheets you requested tbr each sport program. If you or any of your committee members have any questions or need additional intbrmation, please 



just let me know. The intbrmation was collected and recorded by                       is a Crraduate Assistant in our Compliance Office who is assigned a varieD 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putting this information together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to ~e you again soon. 

Vince 

From )~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:i0 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Rennet 

Vince, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Josh Whitman < @gmad.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 9:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fw: NCAA Director of Entbrcement - Football Development 

Director of Enforcement - Football.pdf 

Vince, 

Demck Crawford, the sender of the email I am copying below, is a friend of mine from when he used to be an attorney with the NFL. Things have progressed rather 

quickly in the las~ 48 hours, but he is chairing the hiring committee and is recmiling me hard for this position with the NCAA. We talked for 90 minutes last night about 

the role, and he has arranged a phone conversation tbr me with Jan Duncan, the NCAA’s VP tbr Entbrcement, tbr Tuesday afternoon. 

I wasn’t looking tbr ~mething like this, but as you’ll see, its almost as if the position requirements were written specifically tbr me. Derrick says I’m his top candidate 

and that he thinks I would be great in the role. Apparently the job is to manage a statt’of 6, mad our mission is to essentially kilow everything there is to know about 

college football, from recruiting to agents and evelything in between. We develop leads through networking, build them to a point, then kick the cases over to the 

investigators. The Manziel case, for example, would have been handled entirely under my immediate sapervision. 

My goals haven’t changed. I still want to be an athletic director. This would take me away, hopefully only temporally, from many of my favorite elements of my job 
(interacting ruth coaches and athletes, building something, even fundraising). But I think it has the potential to allow me to develop a broad network of some of the most 

powerful people in D-I athletics, including commissioners, presidents, and athletic directors, and may, potentially, act as a better launching point than what I’m doing 

right now. One of my main concerns is that if this role opens doors, the only doors would be into senior compliance roles, which aren’t that appealing to me as a road to 

an AD spot. (Curious what you think about that?) 

Anyway, I wanted to get it in front of you and let you chew on it for a while. I want to make choices that put me in position to be an AD at a higher level, so my main 

question is which option does that more effectively: swing where I am, or pursuing this spot with the NCAA? 

) Please let me know if you might have a few minutes over the weekend to chat once you’ve been able to think a bit. (I talked with t eacock about it for a few minutes 

earlier tonight and will reach oat to Ran over the weekend as well.) 

Thanks, as always, Vince, for your time and guidance. I value your opinion and always appreciate hearing your thoughts. 

I hope all is well! Hopefully we can catch up this weekend. 

Thanlcs again, 

Josh 

From: Willie Crawford <           @gmail.com> 
Date: Wed, 28 Aug 2013 01:52:38 -0400 

To: Crawl’ord, Derrick<dcmwford@ncaa.org> 
Subject: NCAA Director of Enforcement - Football Development 

Dear Friends & Former Colleagues: 

I write to ask for your assistance in attracting well-qualified candidates for the above referenced position. The NCAA is seeking to hire a Director of 

Enforcement - Football Development, as soon as possible. This position was posted roughly two weeks ago and will close on September 4th. 

The selection for this position will be very competitive, so please forward the position description only to candidates that you reasonably believe are 

well-qualified. This is not a "traditional" investigative position, as the successful candidate should have some investigative experience, however th~ 

most important qualification is knowledge/experience in collegiate football. Individuals with former collegiate coaching and!or administrative experience 

will be the most competitive candidates. Also candidates who are former football student-athletes, particularly in the football bowl subdivision of Division 

I, are most desired. 

]he starting salary range will be between 3120,000.00 to $150,000.00. The NCAA also provides a very competitive benefits package to include 100% 

employer paid health insurance, relocation, 13% annual employer pension contribution, annual fitness stipend, professional development opportunities, 

dues for professional association memberships and many other perks. 

Please direct all qualified candidates to the NCAA’s job application site~ as all candidates must apply via the NCAA’s on-line application site 

(www,NCAA,o~gJ= 

I greatly appreciate your assistance! 

DC 
DERRICK CRAWFORD I Managing Director of Enforcement - investigations & Processing I 

NCAA J 317-? ~ 7%,78~ Office j 317-917%055 Fax dcr~wford@nc~oo~¢4 
Physical Address: One NCAA Plaza I 700 West Washington Street I Indianapolis, IN 46204 

MaiEing Address: P.O. Box 6222 I indianapolis, II’,,I 46206.-6222 

Overnight & Shipping Address: NCAA Distribution Center I 1802 Alonzo Wafford Sr. Drive I Indianapolis, IN 46202 

iNi cid:image001.jpg@01 
CC995F 6gD1ED10 

~ ?iease consider the environi~cmt before pfint~ng ti°:~s ¢;n°:aii. 



This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return 
email, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 
illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 8:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv* 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                          .~)yahoo.com> 
Date: Aug[lst 31,2013, 4:28:12 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Mazielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 
Reply-To:                         Wahoo.cam> 

Hello Ms. Vangelder, 

I personally have been knowing for over 15 years, and has been knowing him since moving to from . in 
. I met Mr     thru my ex- wife in 1997 and have been friends since that time. 

Mr. co- signed on car for me due to that fact that I wasnt able to do it, due to my divorce. 

Mr. is like family to us, as well to his family. During the holidays we get together and as fmnilies and friends do during the holidays we may exchnage 

giN. 

Mr. did not provide 8ny monetary contribution to the purchase of car. 

The payments on the car are made by         ficom personal funds. 

Should you have may further question~ please tEel free to contact me at: 
Regards, 

From: "Van qelder, Madelle A" <mvan.qeld@email.unc.edu> 

To: "           @yahoo.cam" ~            @yahoo.cam> 
Sent: Thursday. Auaust 15, 2013 5:12 PM 

Subject: 

Good Evening Mr. Jackson - 

My name is Manelle vanGelder and I am the Associate Director of Athletics for Compliance at the University of North Carolina. I have recently been 

working with both md from to gather information related to the vehicle that will have use of on 

campus this year. provided me with your email address. 

Receiving benefits during collegiate enrollment from someone other than a family member or legal guardian can potentially jeopardize a student- 

athlete’s eligibility. Because the individual who so-signed the loan for         is not a member of your family, we need to obtain some additional 

information to make sure his assistance in the purchase of the vehicle was done in accordance with NCAA rules, provided me with a brief 

statement about Mr. and how he came to know him (see attached). We felt, based on the nature of responses, that you may 

be in a better position to provide us with more detailed information. We are trying to establish what kind of friendship and history there is between 

all parties. 

Did the relationship between the /yourself and Mr. develop as a result of participation in ? If so, please explain 

how. If not, how did either you (or come to know Mr. I ? How long have you known each other? 

How did Mr. purchase of vehicle come to be? Has Mr. ever provided other benefits to you or ? Have you ever provided 

Mr. with any benefit? 

The purchase price at vehicle was listed as $23,400.00. How much of that payment did Mr. provide for ? The monthly 

payments on the vehicle are S388.81. Does make those payments or are they made by Mr. ? If is making the payment, where 

did he obtain the money to do so? 

I understand that these are personal questions. However, as much information as you can, in detail, regarding the history between you and Mr. 

would be appreciated. It will help us to determine whether there is a historical relationship between yourself and Mr. and ensure is 

not negatively impacted by his use of the vehicle. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. We greatly appreciate your assistance. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: IYNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playiyook 

That’s great, thanks Vince! I know you guys are probably busy today, Do you have time to talk tomorrow? I’m flexible all day, 

s~.~h Ke:.th I [deima~!i 2F0 I-b_ldsor~, Nes~ vo!k, Nv 10013 :: O: 2 L2-70,,"..15:.15:} [’~]: 

From: IlJe, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Hi Beth, 

Thanlcs for the information. I’ve sent this to Bubba and look forward to talking ruth you sometime this week. We can discuss the materials, look at scheduling an in- 

person presentation, and what we might do moving tbrward. Thanks to you and your team Ibr the collaboration and effort. 

Vlnce 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 9:20 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Cc" @UNC; Bastardi, Christopher; Myers, Jennifer; Coons, Barbara 
Subject; UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Hi Vince, 

Attached is the UNC Athletics Department Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook, which is the culmination of our meetings, research and work together over 

the past three months. This includes a summary of the research findings and recommendations on how to address them, the stakeholders prioritization and 

message platforms with proof points, as well as our proposed strategies and tactics on how to implement a communications programs against them. The Crisis 

Playbook includes our approach on how to assess and manage a crisis, recommended roles and responsibilities and crisis management steps. We also developed 

:10 sample crisis scenarios with turn-key materials that could be updated in real life situations. In addition, an appendix of all the research we reference in the 

document - the media analysis, alumni survey, competitive and executive blog research - is attached. 

We’d like to opportunity to present these to you and Bubba in the next couple weeks, along with the alumni survey and media analysis results the Berland team 

has already provided. An in-person session would be preferable, but we can be flexible. 

I will call you early next week to discuss this and try to schedule a presentation meeting, but if you have any questions or feedback on the plan and playbook in the 

meantime, just let us know. 

I hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

Thanks 
~;efi K~!ii.i~ I Ld~!im m:: ;/!:,9 b:uds~n, ~,~:,,,u ’:’~k, ~t~: 20"113 i O: 2 J.2-;’04-4:.:,4:.:,1 ~’71 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playl-~ook 

3:00 would be good for me. Iql send a calendar kern. 

Thanks! 
~e[i: KeZF! I [-dekr:a~ :: 25~_i }-:.udson, N~_,w, York. NY "@_iOi~ i O. 212 7:’~i 4545I ~,,’:.: 

From: llle, Vince [malto:lle@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 11:51 AM 
To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Yes, right now the afternoon looks good. Are you available sometime between 2-3:30? 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

That’s gr~:’~t, thanks Vince[ I know y.:_~u guy’; ar~? probably bu~V today. Do you have time to talk tomorrow? I’m flexible all day. 
g,<!~ki K~!iti~ I D~!::mi~:~:: 250 l-~@~am, ~4<i,w Y,~i!’k. NY 1,%~’~3 i 0:212-;-’O,b45451 ivi: 

From: llle, Vince [t_n_a_!Jt_9_@J__e~i__un___c_:ed__!] 
sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 1:[:47 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Hi Beth, 

Thanks for the information. I’ve sent this to Bubba and look ibrward to talking ruth you sometime this week. We can discuss tile materials, look at scheduling an in- 

person presentation, and what we might do moving fonYard. Thanks to you and your team for the collaboration mid effort. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.comJ 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 9:20 PN 

To: Tile, Vince 
Cc: @UNC; Bastardi, Christopher; Nyers, Jennifer; Coons, Barbara 
Subject: UNC Athletics Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook 

Hi Vince, 

Attached is the UNC Athletics Department Communications Plan and Crisis Playbook, which is the culmination of our meetings, research and work together over 

the past three months. This includes a summary of the research findings and recommendations on how to address them, the stakeholders prioritization and 

message platforms with proof points, as well as our proposed strategies and tactics on how to implement a communications programs against them. The Crisis 

Playbook includes our approach on how to assess and manage a crisis, recommended roles and responsibilities and crisis management steps. We also developed 

10 sample crisis scenarios with turn-key materials that could be updated in real life situations. In addition, an appendix of all the research we reference in the 

document - the media analysis, alumni survey, competitive and executive blog research - is attached. 

We’d like to opportunity to present these to you and Bubba in the next couple weeks, along with the alumni survey and media analysis results the Berland team 

has already provided. An in-person session would be preferable, but we can be flexible. 

I will call you early next week to discuss this and try to schedule a presentation meeting, but if you have any questions or feedback on the plan and playbook in the 

meantime, just let us know. 

I hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

Thanks 
~eli: ~eZF! I [-~_telir:a~ :: 2!i,~i }-:.~£~on, N~’w" Yo:k. NY "L¢_iOi~ i O. 212 7:’~i 45451 iV:.: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <tmcaa compliance@groups.unc.edtr~; UNCAA. 

HOLDS 

<uncaa @groups.unc.edu> 

Please remove the hold on 

Thanks, 

They are all caught up on their paperwork. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jeff" Janssen Lcom> 

Tuesday,, September 3, 2013 2:04 PM 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Football & Men’s Basketball Tickets 

He?- Tim, 

Julie Domina said I should email you about football tickets. As part 
of my contract with the Leadership Academy, I have received 2 tickets 
for football and men’s basketball games over the past nine years. The 
contract was renewed again this year as it has in the past so I am 
anticipating continuing to receive the two tickets as is listed in 
the contract. 

I have copied Vince Ille on this as well so please :[’eel li*ee to check 
with him if you have any questions. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with studem-ath[ete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SAI,SC) http :/iwww salsc, or~ 



Co: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 4:05 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu>; Suits, Clmsty H. <christy@unc.edu>; Boy& Stephen L <sboyd@unc.edu>; Hams, Stacey Elaine 

<sharri@unc.edtb>; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Sakx~, Tim <tsabo@email.anc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>-; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtc" 

New Employee Into 

All, 
We have received all approvals for Marissa Young, our new Asst. Softball Coach. 

Her start date is today, Sept. 3, 2013. Her PID is: 

You many now begin the processes to set up her emailionyenicomputer/cell phone, 

etc. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,, September 3, 2013 9:27 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: Everyone eventtm]ly leaves Capitol Hill Ibr Chapel Hill! 

Thanks. Tracking is worldng. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of Nortk Carolina 

On Sep 3, 2013, at 8:01 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent fi,om IW iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dibbert, Doug" <doug dibber~.~{gutm.e&~> 

Date: September 3, 2013, 5:49:57 PM EDT 

To: <mbnorton~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: EyeDone eventually leaves Capitol Hill for Chapel tlill! 

Molly - Anna Rose’s first day in the chancellor’s office was today. I asked her if your paths had crossed, and she said "yes." The last three 

vears she worked for Stenv Hover. 

Douglas S. Dibber[ ’70 

President 
The University of North Carolina 
General Alumni Association 
George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB 9180 
Stadium Drive 
P.O. Box 660 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 

doug d!bbed@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7050 - phone 

(919) 962-0010 - fax 

http://alumni.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday’, September 4, 2013 5:02 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-d Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu:~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu-d Gallo, Jr., I,a~ry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~ 

RE: Meeting 

Bubba, 

For football we have: 

’14: @ NoLre Darne 

’15: USC in CharbLte 

’16: 

’17: Ohio State 

’:[g: @ Ohio State 

’19: Notre Dame 

’20: 

’21: @ NoLre Dame 

b~ ’lB we are also at Illinois. Unless we move an existing garne to Charlotte, ’16 and ’20 would be the likely options, buL doing something in ’16 would lirnit our 

home games [hat year. 

Vince, Corey and I have a football meeting tomorrow, we will discuss in more detail then. 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 9:44 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Fwd: Meeting 

Do you want to peruse? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports.org> 

Date: September 3, 2013, 4:05:44 PM EDT 

To: "Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@email.unc.edu)" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting 

I would like to find time to meet with you aboutu 

1. NCAA Lacrosse championships. We are considering bidding for this and would like to discuss UNC being the host instituton 

2. Future football games in Charlotte 

3. Possible baseball games in Charlotte 

Please let me know if you are available! 

Thanks 
**"***"**PLEASE NOTE MY EMAILADDRESS HAS CHANGED********* 

WWE BB~CHARLOTTESPORTS~ORG 

~:iI cid:image005.jpg@0 lCE 
2551.7AF33160 

WiLL WEBB i EXECUilVE ,’-’!iRECI OR 

P (704) 644-4048 I M 
~?.W_EBB~__qU&R_~.9_TLESEQRT.&_qR~" 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE I SUITE 200 I CHARLOTTE, NC 282]0 

WWW CHARLO’[TE SPOR’[S ORG WWW BELKBOWL COM 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: [INFORMATIONAI,] Therapy Group tbr Children ruth High-F~mctioning A 

I doubt it.. 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 8:05 ANI 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: [INFOR~LLkTIONAL] Therapy Group for Children with High-Functioning A 

Do you think the enti~ that distributes these has all of the local school principals and school counselors on their lists? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@emaihunc.edu [mailto:nureplv@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 12:17 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: [IS,~’ORMATIONAL] Therapy Group for Children with High-Functioning A 

As part of a TEACCH research study, Chapel Hill TEACCH Center is offering a new intervention program for children ages 8 -14 with high-functioning autism and anxiety. "Fighting Worries 
and Facing Your Fears" is a group intervention model aimed at teaching both children and their parents strategies to cope with amxie~ and fears. 

Participatiun will involve an initial screening visit to the Chapel Hill TEACCH Center located in Can-buru, NC where you and yuur son or daughter will complete sume questionnaires and 
assessments. If your sun ur daughter qualifies, yuu will be invited to participate in a 14-week intervention called "Fighting Worries and Facing Your Fears" The intervention sessiuns will be 
fur the children and at least 1 parent and will be led by Chapel Hill Clinic therapists. At the end of the 14-week intervention, we will ask the parents tu participate in a fulluw-up mterwew. 
Cumpensatiun will be pruvided to the family :[’or participating in the screening sessions at the beginning and at the end ufthe intervention. The fee :[’or group interventiun sessiuns at 
TEACCtl is $25 per sessiun, fur a total cost uf $350 ]2~r this intervenuon package. Families that are unable to afford the full cust uf the intervenuon may submit a financial assistance 
appli cati on 

Ifyuu are interested in participating in this research study, or have any questions, please cuntact uur Prulect Cuordinator, at (919)-843-5259 or 
TEACCtl Research@med unc.edu. Please know that yuur participation m this research study is completely voluntary and cunfidentiaL 

This message is spunsored by: TEACCH Autism Prugram 

INFORMATIONAL emai[ will unly be sent to thuse who have indicated that the?, do want to receive mass emaih Tu set your informatiunal mass emai[ preference, sign intu MyUNC at 

http ://m’~’.unc. edu, and select Update Persunal [n[’ormatiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 lO:SS AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaiI.unc.edu>; file, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 

FYI 

Frank DeFord audio commentary that ran today on NPR 

hltp:i/www,npr,or~/20! 3/09/04/2182/-19312/why- keep- athletes- elimble- but- mleducated 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Passes and CredentiaJs - Football 

After 4pro works for me, I have to leave around 5:30ish, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

bniversil:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9119) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 9f~2-SLX)2 

mvangelder@unc,edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 0% 2013 12:34 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

I like this. Can we discuss before the day ends? I have two conference calls but can be available after 4 pm. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 5:43 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 
On the spreadsheet, I would eliminate the "number of passes" and have them fill it out for each individual pass, 

AS for the s~-’_!corHJ questiort, I wi~s urHJer the impression that tfu:_~se individu~ls would be checking in with an ID at the game to receiw? their l:ick~:_d: stub. Fan w~-_~ do 

that? 

From: Vangelder, Marieiie A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:56 PM 
To: 1lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 
My attempt at a standard game-by-game template for all credential users that can be compiled into one master document to reflect the entire season as we 

discussed in our last Access Pass meeting, 

Thoughts on th~-’_~ spr~-_~dsheet? What am I missing for inf.:_~rmal:i.:_~n we w.:_~uld wan~: l:o coliecl:? 

We also need something similar for "program" tickets, Melinda’s current spreadsheet t:or MFB is better than we expected, but have we decided how far we would 

like to go in terrns of requiring individual names of ticket recipients (for example, if Coach X leaves John Doe 25 tickets)? This may be rnore of an issue in other 

sports, 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic l.Sirector 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.~3092 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 i0:20 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
(::c: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Passes and Credentials - Football 

Ma~ielle, 

I attended the tbotbaJ1 game day meeting this morning. Ellen told me that she is still working on the list we’ve requested. If you don’t have an electronic coW tbr review 

by noon on Thursday, please contact her to send it. 

Also, Tim SaI~ lett me a message last week about passes/credentials. Can you plea~ call him to address his questions? Thanks you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~rielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 12:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangel~email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Passes and Credentials - Football 

I’ll be there. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 12:45 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~unc.edu-~ wrote: 

4:15 in my office? 

From= Vangelder, Madelle A 

Sent= Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:43 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

After 4pro works fop rne, I have to leave around 5:30ish, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phon~:_n (919) 967_--7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

.__m__y__a___n_g__e_J__d___e___r___@____u___q_c__:__e__d___u_. 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:34 PM 

To= Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Manelle A 

Subject= RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

I like this. Can we discuss before the day ends? I have two conference calls but can be available after 4 pm. 

From= Pogge, Paul 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 2013 5:43 PM 
To= Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

On the spreadsheet, I would eliminate the "number of passes" and have them fill it out for each individual pass, 

As for the second question, I was under the impression that these individuals would be checking in with an ID at the game to receive their ticket stub, 

Can we do that? 

From= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:56 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

My atLempt at a standard game-by--garne Lernplate for all credential users that can be compiled into one master document to reflect the entire season 

as we discussed in our last Access Pass meeting, 

Thoughts on the spreadsheet? What am I missing for information we would want to collect? 

We also m-:~ed s.:_~mething similar for "program" ~:icke~:s. rVh:_~linda"s currem: spreadsl’u:_~e~: for M~r:B is betb:_~r than we expected, bu~: have we decided how 

far" we would like to go in terms of requiring individual names of ticket recipients (for example, if Coach X leaves John Doe 25 tickets)? This may be 

more o1: an issue in oLher sports. 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:_~rsity .:_~f North Carolina 

Ph.:_~F~e: {919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919} 962-6002 
m_v a_gg e! d_e [_@__u_p_c:_e_d_u 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:20 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= Passes and Credentials - Football 

Maxielle, 

I attended "the tbotball game day meeting fl~is morning. Ellen told me that she is still working on the lisl we’ve requested. If you don’t have an elecmmic 

cow for review by noon on Thursday, please contact her to send it. 

Also, Tim Sabo left me a message last week about passes/credentials. Can you please call him to address his questions? Thanks you. 

Vince 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non,m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 1:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting Request 

The meeting with Emmett GiN of the Student-Athletes Human Rights Project is confirmed for WednesdaV, September :1.8 at 2:00pro. 

Thanks 

Molly 

From: Student Athletes 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 2:23 PN 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Meeting Request 

~yahoo.coml 

Dear Athletic Director Cunningham: 

I hope this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am the national coordinator for the 

Student-Athletes Human Rights Project (The Pro iect) and last year we communicated regarding 

the well-being of some UNC student-athletes. 

I am writing to inquire if we could meet as soon as your schedule permits. I would like to learn 

more about some of the changes you have made related to the UNC academic controversy and 

how they impact student-athlete well-being. In addition, a couple of new concerns were brought to 

The Projects attention regarding the treatment of UNC football student-athletes. Additionally, we 

arc currently gathering information for our report card on athletic departments involved in 

controversies. 

In the meantime, I hope you are well rested for the new academic year. 

I hope we can meet soon. 

Best 

Emmctt L. Gill, Jr., PhD, MSW, LCSWA 

http:iistudentathleteshumanrights.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Cricket Lane <drcricketlane@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 2:46 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P 

I~T: UNC Academic All-Stars Awards 

From: Steven Weber [           )orange.k:t2.nc.us] 
Sent" Wednesday, September 04, 2013 :t2:45 PM 
To: Dr. Cricket Lane 
Subject; Re: UNC Academic All-Stars Awards 

Dr. Lane: 

Our school will participate in this prograJn. ThaJ~k you tbr this generous offer and tbr giving Hill sbx~rough Elemental School students the chance to attend a UNC 

tbotbaJl game ruth their thmilies. Our school is focu~d on College and Career Readiness and this opportuniF will support students and give them access to a college 

campus on galne day. Several i:amilies at our school are unable to afford college football tickets, so this is an oppolCunity of a lifetime! Our students will love the game 

and the recognition. This progrmn appears to be well-thought and coordinated. Thank you for reaching out to elementary schools and recognizing students! 

Steven 
Steven M, Weber I ~:~rincipal i Mdlsborough Elementary Schooli 

402 North Bash Street Hiilsborough: NC 27278 i Ph: 9t9,~’32,~:;~f::7 

HES Do~phi~s are HeNthy, Safe, Engaged, Supported a~d Challenge!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non.m, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edtr; 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting Request 

Yes, Bubba wanted you to attend this meeting along with Paul and Karlton. The meeting wiB either be in But~fice or the AD conference room. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:48 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Meeting Request 

Am I supposed to attend this? If so, where will it be held? Thauks, 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 1:04 PN 
To: Tlle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: FW: Meeting Request 
The meeting with Emmett Gill of the Student-Athletes Human Rights Project is confirmed for Wednesday, September :1.8 at 2:00pro. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

From: Student Athletes 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Meeting Request 

~yahoo.com] 

Dear Athletic Director Cunningham: 

I hope this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am the national coordinator for the 

Student-Athletes Human Rights Project (The Project) and last year we communicated regarding 

the well-being of some UNC student-athletes. 

I am writing to inquire if we could meet as soon as your schedule permits. I would like to learn 

more about some of the changes you have made related to the UNC academic controversy and 

how they impact student-athlete well-being. In addition, a couple of new concerns were brought to 

The Projects attention regarding the treatment of UNC football student-athletes. Additionally, we 

arc currently gathering information for our report card on athletic departments involved in 

controversies. 

In the meantime, I hope you are well rested for the new academic year. 

I hope we can meet soon. 

Best 

Emmctt L. Gill, Jr., PhD, MSW, LCSWA 

http:iistudentathleteshumanrights.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:59 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

Sounds good. 

From; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:51 PM 
To= llle, Vince 
Cc; Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject; Re: Passes and Credentials - Football 

I’II be there. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 12:45 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edt,> wrote: 

4:15 in my office’? 

From; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:43 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject; RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

After 4pro worlds for m~-_~ I haw:_~ to leaw-:~ aro~md 5:30ish. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athledc Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

}tax: (919) 962.-6C<]2 
mvange!der~unc.edu 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 12:34 PM 
To= Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Subject-" RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

I like this. Can we discuss beIbre the day ends’? I have two cout~rence calls but can be available after 4 pm. 

From; Pogge, Paul 
Sent; Tuesday, September 03, 2013 5:43 PM 
To= Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject; RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

On the spreadsheet, I would elimina[e [he "number ot: passes" and have [hem fill it otEt for each individual pasta 

As for the second question, 1 was under the impression that these individuals would be checking in with an ID at the game to receive their ticket stub. 

Can we do that? 

From; Vangelder, Madelle A 
Sent; Tuesday, September 03, 2013 4:56 PM 
To= Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject; RE: Passes and Credentials - Football 

My attempt at a standard game--by-game template for all credential users that can be compiled into one master document to reflect the entire season 

as we discussed in our last Access Pass meeting. 

Thoughts on the spreadsheet? What am I missing for information we would want to collect? 

We also need something similar for "program" tickets. M elinda’s current spreadsheet for M F8 is better than we expected, but have we decided how 

far we would like to go in terms o[ requiring individ~lal names o[ ~:icket recipb:~nts (for exampl~:_b if Coach X leaw-_~s John Doe 25 ticl~ets}? This may be 

more of an issue in other sports. 

Mariefle A~ vanGNder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvan~elder~unc.edu 

From; Tile, Vince 
Sent; Tuesday, September 03, 2013 10:20 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Pogge, Paul 
Subject; Passes and Credentials - Football 

Maxielle, 

I attended the football gmne day meeting this morning. Ellen told me that she is still working on the list we’ve requested. If you don’t have an electronic 

cow tbr review by noon on Thursday, please contact her to send it. 

Also, Tim Sabo left me a message last week about passes/credentials. Can you please call him to address his questions? Thanks you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Thanks for sharing. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Michiqan Video - Financial Overview 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" < .m___.b_a_]_[.e__n__@_u__n_._c_:._e_ .d_u_> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http:iiwww.mgoblu e.corniallaccessi?media=402237 

<imageOOljpg > 
Ivlartina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office [919~ 962-2715 
Cell I 
Fax (919) 962-0125 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Yes, Just did, 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Are you able to watch the video? 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Thanks for sharing. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:44 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FVV: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http:iiwww.mgoblu e.comiallaccessi?media=402237 

<image00Z.jpg > 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office tql q~ qGp-’)71 q 

Cell (’ 
Fax (919) 962-0125 
m.b_a!!.~_~_~.@__q.~_c__~_~ a_=_q~.c_=q.d__~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Per~, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsuppo~’(~:unc.edu> 

RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

What does it say when you try to watch the video? 

And typically if there are images in an email, it will ask at the top (near the subject line) if you want to view the images in the email ..or similar phrasing. Just click 

t:hat you want to see all images from that send~:_~r, etc. 

Clara Andrews Perry 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
919,843,9921 phone 

919,962,6002 fax 

caperry@unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

I’m unable to watch file video sent by Martina to file Executive stall’(see below). Also, images are blocked/do not appear in my emails. Can you please help me with 

this? Thin,ks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Yes. Just did. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Are you able to watch the video? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Thanks for sharing. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Ce: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" < .m___.b_a_]_[.e__n__@_u__n_._c_:._e_ .d_u_> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http:iiwww.mgoblu e.comiallaccessi?media=402237 

<image001.jpg > 
Ivlartina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office [919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Christy H. <chris~@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:50 PM 

Perry, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu-*; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsupport@unc.edu-* 

RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Clara is correct. 

Vince the video is using adobe Flash Player to run. You can go to the following link http:i!get.adobe.conl!flashplayer/?promoid=JZEFT to download flash player. 

Please uncheck in the bo’.< above the download bu~:ton to avoid installing google l:oolbar or McAfee antivirw;, 

Download Flash player and ir~stall the application, Once installed you sh.:_~uld b~-_~ abh-:~ t.:_~ watch the video. 

Please leL us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Christy 

From= Perry, Clara A 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Tile, Vince; UNC Athletics IT Support 
Subject; RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

What does it say when you try to watch Lhe video? 

And typically if there are images in an email, it will ask at the top (near the subiect line) if you want to view the images in the ernail ..or similar phrasing..Just dick 

that you want to see all images from that sender, etc. 

Clara Andrews Perry 
University d North Carolina Athletics 
919.843.9921 phone 
919.962.6002 fax 
_c__a_g__e_._L~_@__u___n__c_,__e__d___u_. 

www.goheels.com 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

I’m unable to watch the video sent by Martiua to the Executive staff’(see below). Also, images are blockecL’do not appear in my emails. Can you please help me with 

this? Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PN 

To: flle, Vince 
Subject= RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Yes~ Just did~ 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subjecti RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Are you able to watch the video? 

From; Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:10 PN 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject; RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Thanks t:or sharing. 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:4-4 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 

To; Ballen, Martina K 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <_n_~__b_.a__[!_e_._n_ . _~. _ . _u_ n_ c_ .._ e_ _d_ .u_.> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http:/!www.mgoblu e.com!allaccess/?media=402237 

<image001.jpg > 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 



mballe n @ uncaa,tmc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:55 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; UNC Athletics IT Support <uncaa-itsuppol’¢~,unc.edu> 

RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Your computer probably needs flash upgrade~ Let me know when you have time. 

Tom 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Finandal Overview 

I’m unable to watch the video sent by Martiua to the Executive staff’(see below). Also, images are blockecL’do not appear in my emails. Can you please help me with 

this? Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent-" Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Yes~ Just did~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Are you able to watch the video? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:10 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Thanks for sharing~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Ballen, MarUna K 
C¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http://www.mgoblu e.com/allaccess/~ media=402237 

<imageOOZ.jpg > 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of AthleUcs and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell ( 
Fax (919) 962-0125 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Michigan Video - Finaacial Overview 

I have left I will stop bye around 8:15 in morning if you have time. 

Sem ffom my Verizon Wireless 4G L)’~ ]~)]~OID 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Are you still around? Thanks. 

From: Livers, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: Ille, Vince, UNC Athletics IT Support 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Your computer probably needs flash upgrade. Let me know when you have time. 

Tom 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:17 PM 

To: UNC Athletics IT Support 

Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

i’m unable to watch the video sent by Martiua to the Executive staff(see below). Also, images are blockecL’do not appear in my emails. Can you please help me with 

this? Thanks. 

From-" Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4::14 PN 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject; RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Yes~ Just did~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:14 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Are you able to watch the video? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 04, 2013 4:10 PM 

To-" 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Thanks t:or sharing. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:44 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Co; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: Michigan Video - Financial Overview 

Great idea. I think you should do it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <p_!_b_.a__[!_e _n_.._@ _u_~)_c_:_e__d_..u_.> wrote: 

All, 

Please view the attached video which provides a financial overview for Michigan Athletics. Interesting. 

Martina 

http:/!www.mgoblu e.com!allaccess/?media=402237 

<image001.jpg > 

Martina K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office ~919) 962-2715 

Cell 

Fax (919) 962-0125 

mballen@uneaa.une.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 9:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: DeaJ~ Smith Bronze Sculpture Donation 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Frora: "Hir~hfield, JaJnes" <jhirscht(a)email.unc.edu> 

Date: September 4, 2013, 8:18:01 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Tresolini, Carol P" <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu > 
Subject: RE: Dean Smith Bronze Sculpture Donation 

Dear Bubba, 

I believe that great works of art go beyond creating a likeness. A work that would also express Dean Smith’s strengths in addition to creating a likeness is what I 
would consider of greater merit. I did not see on Mr. Fisher’s website this kind of work. Perhaps it is similar to an athlete who has an inherent ability to go 
beyond the expected, who we admire because of the shear poetry they exude while playing a sport. 

Respectfully, 

Jim 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 7:23 PM 

To: Hirschfield, .lames 
C¢: Tresolini, Carol P; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: Dean Smith Bronze Sculpture Donation 

Had not seen this email. What would be considered of greater merit? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib~ of Norfll Carolina 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 5:16 PM, "Jim Hirschfield" <jhirschf2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Carol, 

While I believe a sculpture of DeaJl Smith would be a wonderful addition to our caJnpus, tbr a man who has done so much tbr our 

University, I believe he deserves a work of greater merit. 

Sincerely, 

Jim 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 4:59 PM, Tresolini, Carol P wrote: 

Dear Jim and Bubba-- 

I really have no good idea about where the email below should be directed, but thought I’d start with you, as chair of the Campus Arts 

Advisory Committee and Director of Athletics. I’d welcome your thoughts on how to respond. 

Many thanks. 

Regards-- 

Ca rol 

Carol Tresolini, PI1D 
Vice Provost for Academic Initiatives 



CB# 3000,104 South Building 

The U niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 

919-962-3907 phone 

From: fisher sculpture <info@fishersculpture.com> 

Date: Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:11 AM 

To: Carol Tresolini <carol tresolini@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Dean Smith Bronze Sculpture Donation 

Good Afternoon Ms. Tresolini, 

I am extending a donation of my services to complete a bronze monument of Dean Smith without charge. 

I make this offer for two reasons; 

1. To honor Mr Smith for his contribution to UNC 

2. To assure The Family and fans receive the best fine art monument and sculpture of Mr. Smith possible. 

My recent gallery shows and multiple contracts for monuments including the NHL and NFL allow me to make such an offer 

I am a classically trained fine art sculptor interested in creating a fine art bronze or marble sculpture for your organization. 

We are in the midst of a Fine Art Sculpture Renaissance as the world once again embraces the unique qualities of a fine art work, 

superseding the many failed efforts of the past 60 plus years 

For a short time, the Great American Sculptors who were trained in Europe and also studied at the best schools in America like the 

Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art dominated the sculpture world 

of the late 19th and early 20th centuries Sculptors like Charles Grafley, Walter Hancock and Daniel Chester French, who created the Lincoln 

Memorial Sculpture. were prolific artists combining their knowledge of anatomy, form and design to 

create some of the worlds mod famous monuments Their Apprenticeship training, European travel and intense Academic and Studio 

training enabled them to successfully create these enduring fine works 

There is no substitute for the training received in a fine art apprenticeship, with academic study and advanced studio methods and 

techniques 

I have trained intensely in the same methodology of apprentice, european study, anatomy and academic fine art which has enable me to 

produce works in the tradition of the Great American Sculptors I inherited from my father, a classically trained painter, the facility to create 

objects in clay and paint. By the age of 7, I was drawing everyday and my father proved to be an ideal art instructor, creating lessons for a 

child with a historical reference to the Golden Age of Illustration. As with my 

early mentors, I exhibited a high level of skill at an early age, which was then refined through an intensive 14 year training regime. My work 

has received international recognition, and I am represented in many 

private collections and fine art galleries across the country. Very few if any, can The entire process of design, clay modeling, mold-making, 

bronze chasing, welding, patina and stone carving, begins and ends with my hands alone. 

I do not use CNC carvers, scanners or computerized enlargers to create my sculptures. Every step of my process is in the tradition and 

footsteps of the Great American Sculptors from over a century ago. 

My most recent monument commissions include Milton, Ma. War Memorial, Corporate HQ monument in Roseland, N J, and an over life 

sized bronze with the NFL. 

Please let me know when you are available you discuss this or to forward my offer to the appropriate individuals. 

Regards, 

Chad Fisher 
www.fishersculpture.com 
info@fishersculpture.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents < ?}yahoo.corn> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 10:42 PM 

Church lot availibility & one day spots important update tbr Sept 7 

Subject: Church lot availibility & one day spots important update for Sept 7 

Dear Tar Heel Families, 
We have 20 folks who purchased season parking passes from University Baptist Church. Good number for first year there! This parking location is in high 
demand so the church has now opened their season pass parking spots and sold them. We will have all the THFPO spots grouped together though and our 
group will have the opportunity to purchase first next year. 

For Sept 7th, there are 7 one day game spots available on the side sectioned off for us at the Columbia Street Entrance. The first 7 to email 
@gmail.com will go on a parking list ~ $20 a spot. If VOU are on this one day parkinq list or are a season pass holder, VOU 

can enter the parking area 4 hours prior to kickoff. Reminder= we will not be selling spaces on this side on gameday. 
Other parking options: At University Baptist Church’s Franklin Street entrance, on game day there will be a church parking attendant on that side 3 hours 
before the game collecting $25 per spot. Up to 25 spaces are available first come, first serve. You can take your chances entering from Franklin Street, then 
walk over and meet us OR here is online parking guide to help you. http://wvwv.dps.unc.edu/SpecEvent/Football.htm. And you are still welcome to join us. 
_= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiubacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:41 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Football Scheduling 

Right now, yes. 

Vince, Corey and 1 are reviewing options in an 111 am meeting today and then will follow up with Ll.M. 

Rick 

From-. Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-. Thursday, September 05, 2013 8:35 AM 

To" Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince 
Subject-. Fwd: Football Scheduling 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Brian Wickstrom <..w__[c__l.£s_.t_£..o_m.__@..u_l__m__._e_._d_.u_> 

Date: September 5, 2013, 7:54:59 AM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Football Scheduling 

l)o you r~eed ~ guaranb:_~e game in 2()3..~? 

From-. Cunningham, Bubba [Ln___a_jJ_t_9_:___b__u___b___b__a__c__@__e__r_[N[[:__u__n__£:__e__d___u_] 
Sent-. Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:48 PM 
To" Brian Wickstrom 

C¢-" Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-. Re: Football Scheduling 
Thanks. not interested in 2 for 1. Would consider a buy game in Chapel Hill. 

Cell 

Hope all is going well. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 
W~~ Educatu a~d inspire rhreu£h AthLetics 

From: Brian Wickstrom <wickstrom@ulm.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, September 4, 2013 11:29 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Football Scheduling 

Hi Bubba, 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing very well. 

How are things going? I cheered for you last week. I think you had lightning issues at Tulsa also, didn’t you? 

I don’t have your UNC cell phone so I wanted to send you an e-mail. We are looking at trying to find a football game, either starting a home-and-home 

or a 2-for-1 on the road, or a large guarantee game in 2015. 

Do you have any availability? 

Talk to you soon. My new cell phone is 

Brian 

Xll wickst .... ignature2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 11: 50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@uuc.edu>; John Montgomery 

<john@ram~lub.com> 

FW: Tar Art 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 9/5/13 9:29 AM, "rl@reverelanoue.com" <rl@reverelanoue.com> wrote: 

>Great. I will put together a few things. Thank you for the opportunity! 
> 

>Rev 
> 

>On Sep 4, 2013, at 11:16 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email unc edu> 
>wrote: 
> 

>> With Larry we are starting from scratch. Mark and I have talked about 
>>it but I have not shown him any images A couple of samples would 
>>probably be helpful 
>> 

>> Bubba 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Sep 4, 2013, at 9:49 PM; "Revere La Noue" <rl@reverelanoue.com> 
>>wrote: 

>> 

>>> tti Bubba, 
>>> I look forward to seeing you at Friday’s luncheon. Yusko tells me you 
>>>had discussed a role :[’or my artwork in the Carolina Athletic 
>>>Department. Is there anything in particular I can help with? Would 
>>>you like me to bring any images to show Larry? At the veW least I’d 
>>>like to make a huge original "Carolina Tar" painting for your 
>>>facilities. 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> Rev 

>>> my cell 
>>> 

>>> Options I can provide: 
>>> 

>>> 1. A room-sized "Jackson Pollack meets Revere La Noue" in Carolina 
>>>colors on canvas (which can be gifted to the program in the name of a 
>>>donor) 
>>> 2. A series of prints to be given to donors 
>>> 3. A series of originals to be auctioned for f~draising efforts. 
>>> 4. Custom artwork to be integrated into uniforms, teanr spaces, 
>>>stadium facades, arena projections, etc. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September S, 2013 1:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; VangeJder, Madelle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; 

McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu> 

FW: AP Report: Agent Provided Over ~20K to former UNC WR 

From: <Pickeral>, Robbi Pickeral <robbi.pickeral@unc+edu> 

Date: Thursday, September 5, 2013 1:31 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevek#schner@unc,edu>, Karen Moon <karen moon@unc,edu>, Mike McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc+edu> 

Subject: AP Report: Agent Provided Over $20K to former UNC WR 

htt P:iicollegefoot ball .a p.orgia rtid e/wa rra nt--agent- provid ed-.over.-2Ok- e x-.unc-player 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-8589 

C: 

robbi.pickeraH@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Proposal 

Yes, thanks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 12:29 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Proposal 

You have the attachment referenced? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 12:25 PM 

To: Creech, Karlton W; ]ohn(,~ramsclub.com 
Co: Bunting, Hike; 1lie, Vince, Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Proposal 
They are really well connected here and nationally. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Creech>, Karlton Creech <.k c_ _r_e_._e_ch_.@ u_.n__c_:_ed_._u_> 

Date: Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:07 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, John Montgomery <john@ramsdub.com> 

Cc: Mike Bunting <mbunting@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Proposal 

gubba & John, 

Srnith Center t:easibitity study proposal is attached. 

Thanks, 

KC 

From: Jay Lenhardt [t_n___aj]_t_g_LJk___en_ha__t:c_[t~csJj__nt_Lc_o_Lr_~ 

Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 5:35 PN 

To: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Proposal 

Karlton - 

Please find attached a proposal to provide market and financial feasibility research and planning for a renovated or new Dean Smith Center. Once you have had an 

opportunity to review, let me know if you have questions or if we need to have further discussion on the scope/fees. Also, let me know if you would like us to 

send you some bound hard copies. 

Have a great holiday weekend. 

Jay Lenhardt 

CSL International 

7501 Lone Star Drive, Suite 200B 

Piano, TX 75024 

(972) 491-6901- direct 
¯ mobile 



From: @gmail.eom> 

Sent: Friday, 8:51 AM 

To: llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Checking In 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

Hope this email finds you well after a holiday weekend. 1 know yoffve been bus3~ all summer, but hope you at least have gotten to take some time offand enjoy the 

Wanted to write you a quick email saying hello, and to let you know that I’ll be in Chapel Hill this weekend for the game. If you are riding around on the athletic 

department’s golf cart and hm~e a minute, please swing by our tailgate and ~y hello and grab a muffin. We’re in the Nash Lot oil" o![’Wilson S~treet. 

A 1 my best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Academic Support Endowment Distribution 

Dr. Brown, 

Martina Ballen asked me to contact you 

regarding your endowment distribution for      Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

Academic Support Center Operating Endowment     ~13,450.67 

Please let me know by Friday, if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment income account or you would like the amount 

reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

tJniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday 11:31 AM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

Softball Operating Endowment 

Coach Papa, 

regarding your endowment distribution for 

Softball Operating Endowment 

Please let me know by Friday, 

reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

Martina Ballen asked me to contact you 

Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

$20,751.69 

if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment income account or you would like the amount 

Lniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 11:58 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

phone wallet card 

I am updating the wallet-sized phone card 

Please take a look at last year’s card..if you see that someone needs to be added from your area, please let me know...I will do my best to add everyone whom is suggested 

I have dropped the following: Blanchard, Brooks, Cake, Herman, Holladay, Hooker, Pennington, Penny, Perry and Pope 

I have added: Cindi Atwater, Michelle Brown, Brad Frederick, Tom Livers, Scott OEaro and Marielle vanGelder 

Remember, this is not an all-inclusive list, but a list of staff that is helpful to have numbers for when you are on the go. 

THANKS 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:21 PM 

Panl, Sampson L <spanl@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

Men’s Temfis Operating Endowment 

Coach Paul, 

regarding your endowment distribution for 

Men’s Tennis Operating Endowment 

Please let me know by Friday, 

reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

Business Office. Martina Ballen asked me to contact you 

Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the distribution amount is as follows: 

$15,876.83 

if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment income account or you would like the amount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, i 4:59 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Carolina Leadership Academy Endowment 

Shelley, 

Martina Ballen asked me to contact you regarding your endowment distribution for . Based on the information from Diane Aldridge of the Rams Club, the 

distribution amount is as follows: 

Carolina Leadership Academy Endowment $21,593.81 

Please let me know by Friday, if you want this amount distributed to your Athletics endowment income account or you would like the amount 

reinvested to increase the principal balance. 

Best wishes for a successful year! 

University ot: North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 1:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

1~’: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:        @hotmail.com] 

Sent-" Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, I hope your day is going well. After some thought, I would like to request that you speak with Bubba Cunningham about the recording of the 

violation. I truly was unaware of the new program there and am just not comfortable having my name disseminated as someone who violates rules. As an 

attorney, you know that certified mail and confirmed faxes are used to make sure people actually receive information that has been sent. I did not recei’ 

a letter. I did not receive emails (I assume they went to my spare folder since that is where I found your email the other day). Two years ago, I 

participated in UNC’s agent day because I purposely wanted to work within the auspices of the athletics department. It concerns me that as a former UNI 

employee working in athletics that I am now viewed as a violator. Mr. Cunningham and I dialogued about an unrelated issue last year. I believe he has a 

good feel for my spirit of cooperation, lwould never intentionally breakaUNCrule. Please discuss this matter directly with him. l am requesting that tl 

violation be removed. A warning seems like the fair thing to do, but whatever Mr.Cunningham feels appropriate, I will accept. Thank you for your attenti 

to this matter. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Carl 

From: pp ogg e @_.____u__r]_c__.__e___d___u__ 

To:        ._@.. _ t!_o_.[_ .m__a__i_[_._c_. _o_ .m_. 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 18:46:05 +0000 

T~q~H’~I~ you, Carl. t have? filed this corr~?sDOt~[:~ence 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [_mailto:        @hotmail.coml 
Sent" Friday, August 09, 2013 2:38 PN 
To" Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Thanks Paul. I’m sure you are one of the good guys and are just doing your job. What you are doing is necessary and I hope that it prevents players not 

only from signing with an unscrupulous agent but that it also helps them in the long-term not to become one of the nearly 80% of NFL players who end up 

in financial distress when their playing careers are over. I just interacted with a former UNC basketball player who played pro ball but is about to lose his 

house. It is unfortunate when players end up with the wrong representation. Please know that I will follow your protocols if I decide to recruit any UNC 

athlete. From my end, you and I are good. I would only ask that you include my emailed responses in your file so that anyone who reads it understands 

that I simply didn’t know of the new rules. Finally, I have never spoke to a current UNC players family member. Someone may be posing as a family 

member to you, but I know I never talked to a family member. I am concerned that people will falsely make accusations if they think it could hinder an 

agent’s reputation and ability to recruit a kid. This business is insane and people will lie on the competition. Just something to think about. Again, thanks 

for listening and I’ll touch base in January should I have interest in an athlete there. Please include this correspondence in your file. Thanks. 

Carl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:53 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.ed!J> wrote: 

Carl, 

]I’H:~ stud~:~t~[:-ath[~H:es ~;fe t~o longer bound by our instH:t~tional Agent and Advisor Program ~;Rer they exhaust ~:heir eligibility, bu~: they can still utilize 

the services we provide should they choose to do so. The family members, friends, and other individuals associated with student-athletes are also 

subject to the communication policies arid procedures outlined in the Program. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Paul 

From" Carl Carey [mailto:        :@hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, August 09, 2013 10:30 AM 
To; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, once again, I never received your documentation. In fact, I likely would not have received your most recent email because they went to 

my spam folder and I just happened to catch it before they were deleted. I can only assume that this is what happened to the emails you sent 

on March 21st and July 18th. It may be a better idea to have people confirm that they have actually received your correspondence. 

Again, I don’t break rules that I know about, Paul. Fault the spam folder...and fault your lack of follow-up. Once you heard that there was a 

concern, all you had to do was call me and inquire. I’m sure you are aware that many universities have no policy about contacting their 

athletes. It’s not a NFLPA violation, nor is it a NCAA violation to contact athletes. People cannot abide by "new rules" that they don’t know 

about. I didn’t know. I never received your emails. It is only by chance that I checked my spam folder and received your latest one. If you 

mailed something to me, I did not receive it. I only registered in North Carolina about a month ago, so I don’t know that I would have been on 

your mailing list. 

Listen, I know UNC athletics has been through alot there...and you continue to go through alot. So, I get it. I would be on hyper-alert too if I 

were still employed there. I think that it’s a good thing that there is now a process in place. I actually got into the agent business because of 

the unfortunate things I saw while employed at UNC. I wanted to do something to help guys find an honest option. After I left UNC, for years, I 

ran a business where I did background checks on agents to make sure they were above board before a player signed with them. Paul, you are 

preaching to the choir. I hope your system helps. I really do. You know that there will be agents who despite knowing about the "new rules" 



will circumvent them. They may gain an unfair advantage (I know you addressed this issue in your FAO.’s I read last night). I, however, would 

never circumvent rules I know about, so now that I know, there won’t be any "violations". I wish you all the best in trying to get UNC back on 

track with this whole thing. I will say that having worked with athletes for years, and now understanding the agent business, that you have 

your work cut out for you. This business is a beast of a different kind. Finally, I will definitely not be communicating with any UNC athletes 

since that is prohibited during their season. Should I decide to communicate with one after the season is over, I will fill out the form and run it 

by you. So that I understand, after the athlete is done with the season and their eligibility has been exhausted, do you still want to know of 

contact that is initiated7 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 12:23:24 +0000 

Cad: 

t document all o:_~rrespondence t hav+:_~ with agents I communicat:ed th+:_~ rules of our new Agent: and Advisor Program to you in ~ mailed let:ter in bt:e 

March of this year. I also sent you emails about the Program on March 21, 20113 at 1:33 PM and July 18, 2013 at 10:33 AM. For your’ reference, I have 

forwarded each of these emaib Lo you. My records indicate that two different individuab associated with UNC’s football program have turned you in 

for breaking our rules governing contact, Therefore, your violation will stand. 

Thank you in advance for your future compliance. 

Paul Pogge 

From; Carl Carey [.__m___ajJ_t__o_i .@_b__o__tm_ajkc__o_m] 
Seat: Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:11 plY1 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, again, it’s not true. I don’t even have the phone number of a UNC athlete’s family member. You can’t say someone has a violation if they 

didn’t do anything. I will familiarize myself with the rules, but out of fairness, these rules should be sent to every agent registered in the state 

of North Carolina. It’s like creating a new law and not disclosing it. How can you expect people to abide by a law they know nothing about? 

Did you know that there is a policy against compliance officers communicating with agents? You just broke it and I am going to have it 

recorded and send it out to everyone that you have a violation. Sounds ridiculous...and it is. Please let everyone know of the new protocol. It 

will save you alot of trouble... Thanks. 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Thu, 8 Aug 2013 21:00:52 +0000 

Carl: 

As a matter of policy, I do not provide the names of student-athletes or their family members who disclose violations. That said, please be advised 

that th+:_~ LJniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hil["s Depart:merit of At:Merits has implemented a new Agent and Advisor Program which governs all 

forms of contact: by agents, advisors, m~d their reprem-:mtatiw:,s with U NC student-.athbt+:_~s and ~ffili~ted individuals. Th+:_~ full Program and a short 

summary thereof are both available at: -h--t--t-p--j-/-.-w--w----w--:~g--~---h--e-.-e-].-s-:-c-.-~-.-m--/---v--L-e---w-.-A--~[[cj.¢~d.~m.~?.D.~-~E.~-].D~.3.35.~.&AZCL[D52.~.649t!864:~ 

Please familiarize yourself with the terms as defined in the Program, as well as the policies and procedures contained therein which apply to a wide 

range of individuals providing a variety of services. Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics 

beh:~re communicating in any way with a LJNC st:udent-athlete or ~ffili~ted individual. Regbtn~tion with UNC consist:s of campier:ion of the registration 

form included on th+:_~ link above and submission by email or stm~dard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form, Regist:rants 

are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as 

adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gen. Star. §§ 78C-8,5-.i[05)+ 

Once registratian with the UNC Department o:AthMtics is con:irmed h~ writing, aft subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes or q:j~i/ioted 

indiddua!s must be preapproved by bath the Camp!lance G~t)ce and the appropriate head coach. ]/approved, a member of the Compfiance O, ffice must 

be pr~’.sent far any ;n..p~’.t~on meetin{’~ or phone ~:ral/ with a UNC stud~mt..athfete or aff.,fiated /nd;dduaL .S’irnik~dy.. any nan- v’~.,tt>r~i cammun;cotion or 

corr~’.spondenc~’, of ~ny kind intend~,.d for r2 UNC student-~th/ete o~ ~f/ihrated individura/ must.fir:st be submitted to the,. Campiianc~,. (_}f/i~:<for appravra/ by 

both a Complkmce Q~Gce ~’epresentadve and the crppropH~te hecrd cocmh, if crpproved, the Compliance Office wili be responsib/e ]or p~’ovision o/ the 

non-verbal con~,municatian. No /atm o/ ~otd;#c[ or ~orrespendence, verbal or otherwbe, shoMd ever t~ke pl#ce with ~ UN~ stude~t-~tb~e~e at ~]/iti~ed 

indi~idut~t without the pre+appre~,~ and ft~ci~itatien of the Comptiance Office, 

This new Program will +-_~nabb us to provide informatkm and structured commurfication for UNC stud<:_mt-athb:d:es that wi]i help them make an 

informed decision about th+:_~ir future repres+:_mtation Anyone wishing to hav+-_~ +::onb~ct with a UNC sl:udent--at:hlet:e of affiliat:ed individual should 

complete the appropriate registration materials with both the Department o1: Athletics and North Carolina Secretary of StaLe. All questions, requests 

]:or contact, of’ other communication should be directed to me at 9119.-8+#3-7590 of by email at p_p___o_g_g__e__@__u___n__c__a___a__:_u___n___c__.__e___d___u_+ Coach Fedora has indicated that 

he will approve contact through our Program with student-athletes from January until the end of July each year. 

Thank you for your cooperation, 

Si[~ cer t:_Jy, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Carl Carey [_mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Se~t: Thursday, August 08, 20:[3 4:55 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Tmpo~ance: High 

Paul, I have no idea what family member of a UNC student-athlete that I communicated with. Furthermore, I am not aware of the UNC rules 

that prohibit contacting student-athletes or their family. I will be glad to abide by rules I am aware of. Does your office send correspondence 

to all registered agents in North Carolina telling us of the protocols? If so, I never received it. Regardless, I haven’t contacted any family 

members and I would have appreciated it if you would have simply asked me before "recording it as a violation and notifying all head 

coaches, all sport administrators..." Is there any due process? What family member made this false allegation? 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com;       . @yahoo.corn 
Subject: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Date: Wed, 7 Aug 2013 20:22:26 +0000 



Carl: 

I have been informed that you initiated communication with the family member of a UNC student-athlete outside of our Program and without 

following our Department’s protocols. Therefore, you have been found to be in violation of the University of North Carolina Department of 

Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. Pursuant to the Program’s policies, your violation has been recorded in our files and communicated to 

the following University of North Carolina personnel: all head coaches, all sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the Faculty Athletics 

Representative, and all Department of Athletics Senior Staff members. Additionally, this violation will be communicated to all current and 

future University of North Carolina Student-Athletes who are or may become candidates for professional representation from an agent, 

advisor, or representative thereof. 

We would like to remind you of the importance of careful and constant compliance with all provisions of the University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. It is our responsibility to ensure a culture of compliance whereby our Student-Athletes 

are able to work within the articulated rules of the NCAA and in conjunction with the Department of Athletics throughout these processes. We 

take this role very seriously and appreciate your future cooperation in this regard. 

Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics before communicating in any way with a UNC 

student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration form included on the link above and 

submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. Registrants are also reminded of the 

separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North 

Carolina (N.C. Gen. Star. §§ 78C- 85-105). 

Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes or affiliated 

individuals must be preapproved by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate head coach. If approved, a member of the Compliance 

Office must be present for any in-person meeting or phone call with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verbal 

communication or correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual must first be submitted to the 

Compliance Office for approval by both a Compliance Office representative and the appropriate head coach. If approved, the Compliance 

Office will be responsible for provision of the non-verbal communication. No form of contact or correspondence, verbal or otherwise, should 

ever take place with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual without the pre-approval and facilitation of the Compliance Office. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 2:01 PM 

Carl Carey < @hotmail.com> 

RE: UNC Agent and Advi~)r Program Violation 

Carl, 

I have made Bubba aware of your violation, but he has charged me with admh~istration of the .,\gent and Advisor Program. It is not his responsibility, therefore, to 

assess violations of t fu:_~ Program. f s~-’_~nt mull:[pie emails to this very ~-’_~mail address.; and also mailed you the ~.;ame lett~:_~r that w~-_~nt to the rest of the industry to 

provide notice about our new policies. Whih-_~ f cannot overturn a violation, we do appreciate your commitment to ~utur~? abidat~c~:~ bV our i:~olicies and ~)rocedures 

I encourage you to register with the Program. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:q        @hotmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, I hope your day is going well. After some thought, I would like to request that you speak with Bubba Cunningham about the recording of the 

violaUon. I truly was unaware of the new program there and am just not comfortable having my name disseminated as someone who violates rules. As an 

attorney, you know that certified mail and confirmed faxes are used to make sure people actually receive informaUon that has been sent. I did not recei’ 

a letter. I did not receive emails (I assume they went to my spam folder since that is where I found your email the other day). Two years ago, I 

participated in UNC’s agent day because I purposely wanted to work within the auspices of the athletics department. It concerns me that as a former UNI 

employee working in athletics that I am now viewed as a violator. Mr. Cunningham and I dialogued about an unrelated issue last year. I believe he has a 

good feel for my spirit of cooperation, lwould never intentionally breakaUNCrule. Please discuss this matter directly with him. l am requesting that tl 

violation be removed. A warning seems like the fair thing to do, but whatever Mr.Cunningham feels appropriate, I will accept. Thank you for your attenti 

to this matter. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Carl 

From: p__p___9_g~Le @_g__n___c_:__e___d___u_. 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 18:46:05 +0000 

Thank you, Carl Ihave filed this correspondence. 

P’auf 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:,        @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:38 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Thanks Paul. I’m sure you are one of the good guys and are just doing your job. What you are doing is necessary and I hope that it prevents players not 

only from signing with an unscrupulous agent but that it also helps them in the long-term not to become one of the nearly 80% of NFL players who end up 

in financial distress when their playing careers are over. I just interacted with a former UNC basketball player who played pro ball but is about to lose his 

house. It is unfortunate when players end up with the wrong representation. Please know that I will follow your protocols if I decide to recruit any UNC 

athlete. From my end, you and I are good. I would only ask that you include my emailed responses in your file so that anyone who reads it understands 

that I simply didn’t know of the new rules. Finally, I have never spoke to a current UNC players family member. Someone may be posing as a family 

member to you, but I know I never talked to a family member. I am concerned that people will falsely make accusations if they think it could hinder an 

agent’s reputation and ability to recruit a kid. This business is insane and people will lie on the competition. Just something to think about. Again, thanks 

for listening and I’ll touch base in January should I have interest in an athlete there. Please include this correspondence in your file. Thanks. 

Carl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:53 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carl~ 

The student-.athlet~:_r; are no longer bound by our in~;titutional AgenL and Advisor Program after they ~-_~xhau~;t their ~-_digibility, but tfu:_~y can ~;1:ill utilize 

the services we provide should they choose to do so. The family mernbers, friends, and other individuals associated with studenbath[etes are also 

sub-ect to the commurficadon policies and procedures oudined in the Program. Please let rne know it: you have any questions. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:, @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 :!.0:30 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, once again, I never received your documentation. In fact, I likely would not have received your most recent email because they went to 

my spam folder and I just happened to catch it before they were deleted. I can only assume that this is what happened to the emails you sent 

on March 21st and July 18th. It may be a better idea to have people confirm that they have actually received your correspondence. 

Again, I don’t break rules that I know about, Paul. Fault the spam folder...and fault your lack of follow-up. Once you heard that there was a 

concern, all you had to do was call me and inquire. I’m sure you are aware that many universities have no policy about contacting their 

athletes. It’s not a NFLPA violation, nor is it a NCAA violation to contact athletes. People cannot abide by "new rules" that they don’t know 

about. I didn’t know. I never received your emails. It is only by chance that I checked my spam folder and received your latest one. If you 

mailed something to me, I did not receive it. I only registered in North Carolina about a month ago, so I don’t know that I would have been on 

your mailing list. 



Listen, I know UNC athletics has been through alot there...and you continue to go through alot. So, I get it. I would be on hyper-alert too if I 

were still employed there. I think that it’s a good thing that there is now a process in place. I actually got into the agent business because of 

the unfortunate things I saw while employed at UNC. I wanted to do something to help guys find an honest option. After I left UNC, for years, I 

ran a business where I did background checks on agents to make sure they were above board before a player signed with them. Paul, you are 

preaching to the choir. I hope your system helps. I really do. You know that there will be agents who despite knowing about the "new rules" 

will circumvent them. They may gain an unfair advantage (I know you addressed this issue in your FAQ’s I read last night). I, however, would 

never circumvent rules I know about, so now that I know, there won’t be any "violations". I wish you all the best in trying to get UNC back on 

track with this whole thing. I will say that having worked with athletes for years, and now understanding the agent business, that you have 

your work cut out for you. This business is a beast of a different kind. Finally, I will definitely not be communicating with any UNC athletes 

since that is prohibited during their season. Should I decide to communicate with one after the season is over, I will fill out the form and run it 

by you. So that I understand, after the athlete is done with the season and their eligibility has been exhausted, do you still want to know of 

contact that is initiated? 

From: ppogge@ !!nc:ed~ 

To:        @__h_.o__t__r n__a_jj_:.c_ o_r .n_ 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 12:23:24 +0000 

Cad: 

I document all correspondence I have with agents~ I communicated the rules of our new Agent and Advisor Program to you hi a mailed letter in late 

March of this year. I also sent you emails about the Program on March 21, 20:[3 at 1:33 PM and July 18, 20:1.3 at 10:33 AM. For your reference, I have 

forwarded each of these emails Lo you. My recorch indicate that two different individuals associated with UNC’s football program have turned you in 

for breaking our rules governing contact. Therefore, your violation will stand. 

Thank you in advance for your future compliance~ 

Paul Pogge 

From: Carl Carey [mailto: @hotma com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:11 PM 
To" Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, again, it’s not true. I don’t even have the phone number of a UNC athlete’s family member. You can’t say someone has a violation if they 

didn’t do anything. I will familiarize myself with the rules, but out of fairness, these rules should be sent to every agent registered in the state 

of North Carolina. It’s like creating a new law and not disclosing it. How can you expect people to abide by a law they know nothing about? 

Did you know that there is a policy against compliance officers communicating with agents? You just broke it and I am going to have it 

recorded and send it out to everyone that you have a violation. Sounds ridiculous...and it is. Please let everyone know of the new protocol. It 

will save you alot of trouble... Thanks. 

From: _p_ _p__9_g ge_@_u__n___c_:_e__d___L_[ 

To:          @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Thu, 8 Aug 2013 21:00:52 +0000 

Carh 

As a rnatter o1: policy, I do not provide the names ot: student-athletes or Lheir t:amily rnemL~ers who disclose violaLions. That said, please be advised 

that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Department of Athletics has implemented a new Agent and Advisor Program which governs all 

forms of contact by agents, advisors, and their representatives with UNC student-athletes and affiliated individuals. The full Program and a short 

summary thereof are both available at: ht[p:!/www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206494864. 

Please familiarize yourself with the ~:erms as defined in the Pr.:_~gram, as well as the polk:ies and procedures contained therein which apply to a wide 

range o1: individuals providing a variety of services~ Anyone governed by the Program is required to regisLer wiLh Lhe UNC Department of ALhtetics 

before communicating in any way with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration 

form included on the link above and submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. Registrants 

are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Unifoml Athlete Agent Act as 

adopLed in North Carolina (N.C Gem Stat, §§ 78C-85-.:[05) 

Once ~’e’gistrotion ~Jfih the UNC Deportmerit ojAth!e~.ies is confirmed in writing, off subsequent. con~.oct with UNC student-othle, tes o~’ oj~ff!ioted 

individuols mus~. be p~’~’opp~’oved by both the Complionc~, Q~fice and the opp~opri~te he~d co~ch. !~ ~pproved, a m~,mber o]: th~, Compfionce OZfice must 

be present for eny in-person m, eeting or phone coil with o UNC student-othlete or ~ffi!i~ted individueL Simit~Hy:, ~ny non-verboi communicotlon or 

correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC student-orb/ere or o[filiated individuoi must ~h:st be submitted to the Compfionce O~t)ce.tbr approvai by 

both ~; Complionce C~ffir_:e repro.sent~tive ~;nd the oppropnote ho.od cooch. I[ opprovo.’,t, the (:ompli~nco. Q~fice w:7i bo. respom_;ib!e for provi,;ion qf the 

non- v~*. rbol communicodon. No form of cof~t~¢t of correspe~der~.e, verbel er o#~erwise, .~bould ~:ver t~ke p~e~.e witfl e UNC.~tude~-~tflle.~ of e~]:i~ie~d 

individuM without the preoapprovot and fecititation of the, �ompliance OZ#’~e. 

This new Program will enable us to provide information and structured communication for UNC student-athletes that witl help them make an 

informed decision about their future representatiom Anyone wishing to have contact with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual should 

cof~~i:del:e the appropriate registratioll materials wi~:t~ bo~:h ~:he Department of AtMetics and North Carolina Secretary of StaLe. All quesLions, requests 

for con~:act, or other communication shouM be directed to me at 9:[9.-843- 7590 or by email at ppogge@uncaa,unc.edu, Coach Fed.:_~ra has indicated that 

he witl approve contact through our Program with student--athletes from January until the end of July each year, 

T~lank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From" Carl Carey [mailto: :@hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2013 4:55 PM 
To" Pogge, Paul 
$,,bject-" RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Importance: High 

Paul, I have no idea what family member of a UNC student-athlete that I communicated with. Furthermore, I am not aware of the UNC rules 

that prohibit contacting student-athletes or their family. I will be glad to abide by rules I am aware of. Does your office send correspondence 

to all registered agents in North Carolina telling us of the protocols? If so, I never received it. Regardless, I haven’t contacted any family 

members and I would have appreciated it if you would have simply asked me before "recording it as a violation and notifying all head 



coaches, all sport administrators..." Is there any due process? What family member made this false allegation? 

From: p__p__o_gg__e_@__u___n___c_:__e__d____u_ 
To:         @ _~3 __o__t__r_#__a__[[_.__c:__o__r_#.;         __@.__y a h o o. c o m 
Subject: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Date: Wed, 7 Aug 2013 20:22:26 +0000 
Carl: 
I have been informed that you initiated communication with the family member of a UNC student-athlete outside of our Program and without 
following our Department’s protocols. Therefore, you have been found to be in violation of the University of North Carolina Department of 
Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. Pursuant to the Program’s policies, your violation has been recorded in our files and communicated to 
the following University of North Carolina personnel: all head coaches, all sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the Faculty Athletics 
Representative, and all Department of Athletics Senior Staff members. Additionally, this violation will be communicated to all current and 
future University of North Carolina Student-Athletes who are or may become candidates for professional representation from an agent, 
advisor, or representative thereof. 
We would like to remind you of the importance of careful and constant compliance with all provisions of the University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. It is our responsibility to ensure a culture of compliance whereby our Student-Athletes 
are able to work within the articulated rules of the NCAA and in conjunction with the Department of Athletics throughout these processes. We 
take this role very seriously and appreciate your future cooperation in this regard. 
Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics before communicating in any way with a UNC 
student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration form included on the link above and 
submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. Registrants are also reminded of the 
separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North 

Carolina (N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 78C- 85-105). 
Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes or affiliated 
individuals must be preapproved by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate head coach. If approved, a member of the Compliance 
Office must be present for any in-person meeting or phone call with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verbal 
communication or correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual must first be submitted to the 
Compliance Office for approval by both a Compliance Office representative and the appropriate head coach. If approved, the Compliance 
Office will be responsible for provision of the non-verbal communication. No form of contact or correspondence, verbal or otherwise, should 
ever take place with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual without the pro-approval and facilitation of the Compliance Office. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Pogge 
<imageOOl.jpg > 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:58 PM 

Carl Carey ~hotmail.com> 

Cunnmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-* 

RE: UNC Agent and Advisor l?rogram Violation 

Carl: 

Our Progrm~n is fair. When a student-athlete or hldividual affiliated therewith informs me that an agent has contacted them in violation of our policies, I am greatly 

inclined to believe them absent circumstances that undermine their credibility. Here, there were no such circumstances. In your case, two separate indMduals 

notified rile that you had a~t,:_m~pted to c.:_~nl:act then’~ outside of our Program. f stand by nly finding of a violation of our polici*:_~s and am confich:_mt that I haw:" the 

support of others in our administration in this action, 

I comnmnicated the rules of our new Agent and Advisor Program to you in a letter mailed in late March of this year. I afso sen[ you emaifs about the Program on 

March 2t, 201:-; at :].:~,3 PM and July :18,201:-; at 10:33 AM. The functio~lality of your email account and various settings it may have are not my responsibility. Your 

account appears to be working fine and I believe the multiple attempts made through two different mediums of communication provided more than a reasonable 

effort: to inform you of our new Prograrn. 

Regardless, I’m sure we can agree that you are now aware of our Agen[: and Advisor Program and ~:he policies and proc~:_~dures espoused th~-:~rein. Thank you in 

advance [:or your future compliance. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:      . @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul I do not dispute that you may have sent emails to this address. The reaJity is that they went to spam and I did not receive them. I will follow up with Bubba myself. 

At the end of the day, I may not even be open to recruiting UNC athletes in the future, but I want Bubba to know from me personally that I did not purpo~ly violate 

your new program policies. Thanks tbr your diligence. If you ever hear about me contacting a IYNC athlete in the future, I can assure you it is not true. People in this 

business will lie on each other to get each otl~er a violation. Someone lied mad ~id I spoke with a family member. Totally not true. So if all it takes is an accusation to 

get a violation then there is sometl~ing inherently wrong with your procedures. I want your prograJn to be eltbctive but if your emails are going to people’s spare tblder, 

you cannot expect them to abide by those rules. You may let Bubba know that I’ll be reaching out to him. It’s not for myself because like I said, I may never recruit 

another UNC athlete but I want to make sure that your program is fair for others. Take care and best wishes. I know you are trying to do the right thing by the students 

there and I appreciate that. Carl 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Car]~ 

I have made gubba aware of your violation, but he has charg~:_~d rne with adrnh~istn~tion of the Agent and Advis.:_~r Program. it is not his responsibilH:y, 

th~-:~re for~:_h, ~:o assess violations of the Program, I sent multipJe emails to this very email addr~:_~ss and also maih:_~d you ~:t~e same h:_d:~:er that w~-_mt to the 

rest of the industry to provide notice about our new policies. While I cannot overturn a violation, we do appreciate your’ commitment to future 

abidance by our policies and procedures. I encourage you to register with the Program. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:        @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:4-3 AM 
To; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, I hope your day is going well. After some thought, I would like to request that you speak with Bubba Cunningham about the recording of 

the violation.I truly was unaware of the new program there and am just not comfortable having my name disseminated as someone who 

violates rules. As an attorney, you know that certified mail and confirmed faxes are used to make sure people actually receive information 

that has been sent. I did not receive a letter. I did not receive emails (I assume they went to my spam folder since that is where I found your 

email the other day). Two years ago, I participated in UNC’s agent day because I purposely wanted to work within the auspices of the 

athletics department. It concerns me that as a former UNC employee working in athletics that I am now viewed as a violator. Mr. 

Cunningham and I dialogued about an unrelated issue last year. I believe he has a good feel for my spirit of cooperation. I would never 

intentionally breaka UNCrule. Please discuss this matter directly with him. l am requesting that the violation be removed. A warning seems 

like the fair thing to do, but whatever Mr.Cunningham feels appropriate, I will accept. Thank you for your attention to this matter. I look 

forward to hearing from you soon. 

Carl 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:,         @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 18:46:05 +0000 

Thank you, Cart. I have filed this correspondence. 

Paul 

From-" Carl Carey [mailto:        :@hotmail.com] 
Sent" Friday, August 09, 20:t3 2:38 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 



Thanks Paul. I’m sure you are one of the good guys and are just doing your job. What you are doing is necessary and I hope that it prevents 

players not only from signing with an unscrupulous agent but that it also helps them in the long-term not to become one of the nearly 80% of 

NFL players who end up in financial distress when their playing careers are over. I just interacted with a former UNC basketball player who 

played pro ball but is about to lose his house. It is unfortunate when players end up with the wrong representation. Please know that I will 

follow your protocols if I decide to recruit any UNC athlete. From my end, you and I are good. I would only ask that you include my emailed 

responses in your file so that anyone who reads it understands that I simply didn’t know of the new rules. Finally, I have never spoke to a 

current UNC players family member. Someone may be posing as a family member to you, but I know I never talked to a family member. I am 

concerned that people will falsely make accusations if they think it could hinder an agent’s reputation and ability to recruit a kid. This 

business is insane and people will lie on the competition. Just something to think about. Again, thanks for listening and I’ll touch base in 

January should I have interest in an athlete there. Please include this correspondence in your file. Thanks. 

Carl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:53 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carl., 
"l"h~-:~ stud~-:mt-athh-:d:es are no longer bound by our institutional Agent and Advisor Program after they ~-_~xhaust their ~-:~ligibility, but they can 
still utilize the services we provide should they choose to do so. The family rnembers, friends, and od~er individuals associated with 
student-athletes are also subject to the communication policies and procedures outlined in the Program, Please let me know if you have 
any questions. 
Paul 

From= Carl Carey [_mailto: ~__h__o___t___m___a_!L_£_o___n_)] 
Sent= Friday, August 09, 2013 10:30 AM 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Paul, once again, I never received your documentation. In fact, I likely would not have received your most recent email because 
they went to my spam folder and I just happened to catch it before they were deleted. I can only assume that this is what 
happened to the emails you sent on March 21st and July 18th. It may be a better idea to have people confirm that they have 
actually received your correspondence. 
Again, I don’t break rules that I know about, Paul. Fault the spam folder...and fault your lack of follow-up. Once you heard that 
there was a concern, all you had to do was call me and inquire. I’m sure you are aware that many universities have no policy 
about contacting their athletes. It’s not a NFLPA violation, nor is it a NCAA violation to contact athletes. People cannot abide by 
"new rules" that they don’t know about. I didn’t know. I never received your emails. It is only by chance that I checked my spam 
folder and received your latest one. If you mailed something to me, I did not receive it. I only registered in North Carolina about a 
month ago, so I don’t know that I would have been on your mailing list. 
Listen, I know UNC athletics has been through alot there...and you continue to go through alot. So, I get it. I would be on hyper- 
alert too if I were still employed there. I think that it’s a good thing that there is now a process in place. I actually got into the 
agent business because of the unfortunate things I saw while employed at UNC. I wanted to do something to help guys find an 
honest option. After I left UNC, for years, I ran a business where I did background checks on agents to make sure they were above 
board before a player signed with them. Paul, you are preaching to the choir. I hope your system helps. I really do. You know that 
there will be agents who despite knowing about the "new rules" will circumvent them. They may gain an unfair advantage (I know 
you addressed this issue in your FAQ’s I read last night). I, however, would never circumvent rules I know about, so now that I 
know, there won’t be any "violations". I wish you all the best in trying to get UNC back on track with this whole thing. I will say 
that having worked with athletes for years, and now understanding the agent business, that you have your work cut out for you. 
This business is a beast of a different kind. Finally, I will definitely not be communicating with any UNC athletes since that is 
prohibited during their season. Should I decide to communicate with one after the season is over, I will fill out the form and run it 
by you. So that I understand, after the athlete is done with the season and their eligibility has been exhausted, do you still want to 
know of contact that is initiated? 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 12:23:24 +0000 

Carl: 

I document atl correspondence I have with agenLs. I cornmunicated the rules of our new Agent and Advisor Program to you in a rnailed 

letter in late March of Lf~is year. I abo sent you emails about the Program on March 21, 20:13 at :1:33 PM and July 18, 20:13 aL :10:33 AM. For 

your reference, I have forwarded each of these emails to you. My records indicate that two different individuals associated with UNC’s 

football program have turned you in for breaking our rules governing contact. Therefore, },our violation will stand~ 

Thank you in advance for vour h.Eture compliance. 

Paul Po gg ~-_~ 

From= Carl Carey [mailto: @hotmai!.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:11 PPI 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Subject= RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, again, it’s not true. I don’t even have the phone number of a UNC athlete’s family member. You can’t say someone has a 

violation if they didn’t do anything. I will familiarize myself with the rules, but out of fairness, these rules should be sent to every 

agent registered in the state of North Carolina. It’s like creating a new law and not disclosing it. How can you expect people to 

abide by a law they know nothing about? Did you know that there is a policy against compliance officers communicating with 

agents? You just broke it and I am going to have it recorded and send it out to everyone that you have a violation. Sounds 

ridiculous...and it is. Please let everyone know of the new protocol. It will save you alot of trouble... Thanks. 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 



Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Thu, 8 Aug 2013 21:00:52 +0000 

Cad: 

As a matter of policy, I d.:_~ not pr.:_~vide the nam:_:~ of stuch-:mbathh-:d:es or their family memb:_~r,.; who disclose violations. That said, please 

be advised that the University at: North Carolina aL Chapel HUYs Departrnent of ALHetics has implemer~ted a new Agent and Advisor 

Prograrn which governs all forms of contact By agents, advisors, and their representatives with UNC student-athletes and affiliated 

individuals. The full Program and a short summary thereof are both available at: http:!!www.goheels.com!ViewArticle.dbml? 

DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206494864. 

Please familiariz:_~ yourself with the terms as defin:_~d in [:he Program, as well as th:_~ policies and procedur:_m (:ontained therein which 

apply to a wide range of individuals providing a varieW of services. Anyone governed by Lhe Program is required to register with the UNC 

Department of Athletics bet:ore communicating in any way with a UNC student-athlete or affiUated individual Registration with UNC 

consists of completion of the registration form included on the link above and submission by email or standard mail of the additional 

materials specified on the registration form, Registrants are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the North 

Carolina ,Se(:retary of State manda[:ed by the Uniform A[:Mete Agen[: Act as adopLed in North Carolina (N,C Gen, StaL §§ 78C- 85-105}. 

Once registn;tion with the UNC O~.~,or2rtme~,{ of A#~/etir.s i,; coni.,?med in wridng, all subsequent contact with UNC student-.ad~/ete.s or 

~jyi/g~ted individuMs must be pre~pproved by both the Compfiance Ojjffce and the appropriate head coach. ~f approved, ~ member of the 

Compliance Q~ce mus~: be present j"or any in-person meeting or phone carl with ~ UNC s~.uden~.-~thlete or affifia~.ed individual Similar/y, 

any non-verbal communication or correspondence of any kind intended ~br o UNC student-othiete or a.~f}fiated indivlduol must flrst be 

submitted to the*. (_k;mphrinc~ Off.<:e for approval by both (2 Compfiance C{fk:¢ r~*.pr e,;~*.n~rit.we and ~h¢ appropriate head coach. !f r,~pprove,’[, 

the Compfiance (..}~::i¢:e will be re,;pon, sibh?.:~: p:ov:sJon, of ll~:_, non,-verbaJ ca~T}munK_’QtiofL No fOr~ Of contact or correspondence, v¢.:b:~l or 
otherw:se, should ever take place with o UNC station,-athlete or aNifioted individual without the pro-approval o~d J~ei::tat:o~ oJ the 

Compliance Office° 

This new Program will enable us to provide information and structured communication for UNC student-athletes that will help them 

make an informed decision about their future representatiom Anyone wishing to have contact with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated 

individual should complet:_~ the appropriate regis~:ration ma[erials with both the Department of AtMetics and North Carolina Secre~:ary of 

State, Ali questions, r:_~quests for (:onLacL or .:_~ther c.:_~mmunicaLion should be directed to me at 9:[9.-843- 7690 or by :_~mail at 

p_#__o_g&_e____@____u___n__c___a__a__:__u___n__c_=__e___d___u_, Coach Fedora has indicated that he will approve contact through our Program wiLh sLudent-athletes from 

January until the end of July each year. 

Thank you for your cooperatiom 

Sincer:_~ly, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Carl Carey [.__m___a_jJ_t_ol @_h__9__t_m_a_jJ_~_c_q__m_J 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject; RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Importance. High 

Paul, I have no idea what family member of a UNC student-athlete that I communicated with. Furthermore, I am not aware of the 

UNC rules that prohibit contacting student-athletes or their family. I will be glad to abide by rules I am aware of. Does your office 

send correspondence to all registered agents in North Carolina telling us of the protocols? If so, I never received it. Regardless, I 

haven’t contacted any family members and I would have appreciated it if you would have simply asked me before "recording it as 

a violation and notifying all head coaches, all sport administrators..." Is there any due process? What family member made this 

false allegation? 

From: #_p___o__gg_e__@___u___n___c_:__e__d_#. 
To:        .___@___h___o___t___m____a_!_[_.__c__o____m__.;        _(~_y__a___~]__o___o__.__c___o___m__. 
Subject: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Date: Wed, 7 Aug 2013 20:22:26 +0000 
Carl: 
I have been informed that you initiated communication with the family member of a UNC student-athlete outside of our Program 
and without following our Department’s protocols. Therefore, you have been found to be in violation of the University of North 
Carolina Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. Pursuant to the Program’s policies, your violation has been recorded 
in our files and communicated to the following University of North Carolina personnel: all head coaches, all sport administrators, 
the Compliance Office, the Faculty Athletics Representative, and all Department of Athletics Senior Staff members. Additionally, 
this violation will be communicated to all current and future University of North Carolina Student-Athletes who are or may become 
candidates for professional representation from an agent, advisor, or representative thereof. 
We would like to remind you of the importance of careful and constant compliance with all provisions of the University of North 
Carolina Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. It is our responsibility to ensure a culture of compliance whereby 
our Student-Athletes are able to work within the articulated rules of the NCAA and in conjunction with the Department of Athletics 
throughout these processes. We take this role very seriously and appreciate your future cooperation in this regard. 
Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics before communicating in any way 
with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration form included 
on the link above and submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. 
Registrants are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by 
the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 78C- 85-105). 
Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes 
or affiliated individuals must be preapproved by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate head coach. If approved, a 
member of the Compliance Office must be present for any in-person meeting or phone call with a UNC student-athlete or 
affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verbal communication or correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC student-athlete or 
affiliated individual must first be submitted to the Compliance Office for approval by both a Compliance Office representative and 
the appropriate head coach. If approved, the Compliance Office will be responsible for provision of the non-verbal 
cam mu nication. No form of contact or correspondence, verbal or otherwise, should ever take place with a UNC student-athlete 
or affiliated individual without the pro-approval and facilitation of the Compliance Office. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Pogge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carl Carey < @hotmail.com’- 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:29 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@anc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Hello all. Vince and Bubba, I just wanted the two of you to know that I was infomled via email that I have a recorded and disseminated violation of the new UNC 

agent program policies. It is important to me personally that you know that I never intentionally violated the new policy. I never received any correspondence related to 

a new program there. The latest email from Paul was retrieved from nry spam folder, so I can only assume that his two previous emails went to spam as well and were 

deleted before I could see them. He says that a letter was mailed to agents, howeven I never received it. I did not renew my registration in the State of North Carolina 

until a month or so ago. I’m not sure if that letter went to unregistered agents as well. If it did, I did not receive it. 

My point is that I did not know there was a new program in place and so you can imagine nay concern when I opened my spam folder to find an email from Paul saying 

I had a violation. Put your~lf in my shoes and imagine being cited lbr something you didn’t know was against policy. 

Communicating ruth athletes is not a NFLPA or NCAA violation. I did not know it was a UNC violation until a day or two ago when I received Paul’s email in my 

spam folder. Now I know. I would never intentionally violate a role set by the universib~ I received my degree from and worked for. To be viewed as a violator 

because ofa spam folder and Paul’s lack of follow-up (all he had to do was call me when a concern arose) is really an unfortunate circumstance arising from an honest 

mistake. 

Maybe there is a way to ensure that agents have actually received the correspondence about the new program. When agent’s register in NC, maybe that should trigger 

a phone call from Paul. Or. when a violation is first reported, maybe Paul should follow-up with a phone call or ceNfied letter to the agent before it become a recorded 
violation. 

If I decide to recruit a UNC athlete, I will definitely follow the protocol now that I know Mint that protocol is. My hope is that you will realize that this was an honest 

mistake and remove the violation. If you decide not to, then I an~ just glad that at a minimum you now know what actaally occurred in this case. My thought is that there 

may be a few other agents whose emails from Paul got filtered into their spam folder and that I may not be the only one who was/is unawaJre. 

From a personal perspective, as someone who has worked with athletes trying to transition to professional sports, I want you to know that your work on this issue of 

athletes and their interaction with agents is much needed. The young men and women you serve will have significant consequences (good or bad) based on how they go 
about choosing their representation. I’ve seen many sad stories from UNC athletes who did not get their decisions right and suffered personally and financially. Your 

ettbrts on this issue really are appreciated. Thanks for listening. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Carl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 2:58 PM, "Pogge, Panl" <ppo~ef)mc.edw~ wrote: 

Carl: 

Our Program is fair. When a student-athlete or individual affiliated therewith informs me that an agent has contacted them in violation of our 

policies, I am greatly inclined to believe ~:hem absent circumstances that undermine their credibiliW. Here, there were no such circumstance;. In your 

case, two separate individuals notified rne that you had attempted Lo contacL thern outside of our Program. I stand by my finding ot: a violation of our 

policies and am conhdent that I have Lhe support of others in our administration in this action. 

1 communicated the rules of our new Agent and Advisor Program to you in a letter mailed in late March of this year~ I also sent you emails about the 

Program on March 2:1., 2013 at :1.: ~,3 PM and July 18, 20:1.3 st 10:~,3 AM. The functionality of your email account and various settings it may have are not 

rny res~xmsibility. Your account appears to be working fine and f bellevue the multiple at~:ernp~:s made through two different mediums of 

communication pro~ided more ~:han a reasonaMe effort to in[orm you of our new Program, 

Regardless, I’m sure we can agree that you are now aware of our Agent and Advisor f,’rogram and the policies and procedures espoused d~erein, Thank 

you in advance ]:or your fu[ure compliance. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:� @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul I do not dispute that you may have sent emails to this address. The reali~ is that they went to spam and I did not receive them. I will follow up with 

Bubba myself. At the end of the day. I may not even be open to recruiting UNC athletes in the future, but I want Bubba to know from me personally that I 

did not purposely violate your new program policies. Thanks for your diligence. If you ever hear about me contacting a UNC athlete in the filture, I can 

assure you it is not true. People in this business will lie on each other to get each other a violation. Someone lied and said I spoke with a family member. 

Totally not trne. So if all it takes is an accusation to get a violation then there is something inherently wrong with your procedures. I want your program to 

be effective but if your emails are going to people’s spain folder, you cannot expect them to abide by those rules. You may let Bubba know that I’ll be 

reaching out to him. It’s not tbr myself becanse like I said, I may never recruit another UNC athlete but I want to make sure that your program is thir tbr 

others. Take care and best wishes. I know you are "trying to do the right thing by the students there and I appreciate that. Carl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

Carl, 



I have made Bubba aware of your violation, bul: he has charged me with administration of th~-_~ Agem: and Advisor Program. tt is not his 

responsibility, Lherefore, to assess violations of the Program. I sent multiple emaits to this very email address and also mailed you the 

same letter that went to the rest o1: the industry to provide notice abouL our new poticies~ While I cannot overturn a violation, we do 

appreciate your commitment to future abidance by our policies and procedures. I encourage you to register with the Program. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [mailto:        ~hotmail~com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, I hope your day is going well. After some thought, I would like to request that you speak with Bubba Cunningham about the 

recording of the violation. I truly was unaware of the new program there and am just not comfortable having my name 

disseminated as someone who violates rules. As an attorney, you know that certified mail and confirmed faxes are used to make 

sure people actually receive information that has been sent. I did not receive a letter. I did not receive emails (I assume they 

went to my spam folder since that is where I found your email the other day). Two years ago, I participated in UNC’s agent day 

because I purposely wanted to work within the auspices of the athletics department. It concerns me that as a former UNC 

employee working in athletics that I am now viewed as a violator. Mr. Cunningham and I dialogued about an unrelated issue last 

year. I believe he has a good feel for my spirit of cooperation, l would never intentionally break a UNCrule. Please discuss this 

matter directly with him. I am requesting that the violation be removed. A warning seems like the fair thing to do, but whatever 

Mr.Cunningham feels appropriate, I will accept. Thank you for your attention to this matter. I look forward to hearing from you 

soon. 

Carl 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail,com 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 18:46:05 +0000 

Thank you, Carl. I have filed this correspondence. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [pqailto:        @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Thanks Paul. I’m sure you are one of the good guys and are just doing your job. What you are doing is necessary and I hope that it 

prevents players not only from signing with an unscrupulous agent but that it also helps them in the long-term not to become one 

of the nearly 80% of NFL players who end up in financial distress when their playing careers are over. I just interacted with a 

former UNC basketball player who played pro ball but is about to lose his house. It is unfortunate when players end up with the 

wrong representation. Please know that I will follow your protocols if I decide to recruit any UNC athlete. From my end, you and I 

are good. I would only ask that you include my emailed responses in your file so that anyone who reads it understands that I 

simply didn’t know of the new rules. Finally, i have never spoke to a current UNC players family member. Someone may be posing 

as a family member to you, but I know I never talked to a family member. I am concerned that people will falsely make 

accusations if they think it could hinder an agent’s reputation and ability to recruit a kid. This business is insane and people will 

lie on the competition. Just something to think about. Again, thanks for listening and I’ll touch base in January should I have 

interest in an athlete there. Please include this correspondence in your file. Thanks. 

Carl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 10:53 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Carl, 
The stude~t-athletes are no longer bound by our institutk)nal Ag~-_~t and Advisor Program afl:er [:hey e:<haus~: their 

eligiLqlity, L~ut they can stitl utilize the services we provide should d~ey choose to do so. The family members, t:riends, and 

other individuals associated with student-athletes are also subiect to the communication policies and procedures outlined 

in the Program~ Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Paul 

From: Carl Carey [n~ailto:        ~_[~___o__t___m___a_jL_c_9___m_] 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, once again, I never received your documentation. In fact, I likely would not have received your most recent 

email because they went to my spam folder and I just happened to catch it before they were deleted. I can only 

assume that this is what happened to the emails you sent on March 21st and July 18th. It may be a better idea to 

have people confirm that they have actually received your correspondence. 

Again, I don’t break rules that i know about, Paul. Fault the spam folder...and fault your lack of follow-up. Once you 

heard that there was a concern, all you had to do was call me and inquire. I’m sure you are aware that many 

universities have no policy about contacting their athletes. It’s not a NFLPA violation, nor is it a NCAA violation to 

contact athletes. People cannot abide by "new rules" that they don’t know about. I didnit know. i never received your 

emails. It is only by chance that I checked my spam folder and received your latest one. If you mailed something to 

me, I did not receive it. I only registered in North Carolina about a month ago, so I don’t know that I would have been 

on your mailing list. 

Listen, I know UNC athletics has been through alot there...and you continue to go through alot. So, I get it. I would be 



on hyper-alert too if I were still employed there. I think that it’s a good thing that there is now a process in place. I 

actually got into the agent business because of the unfortunate things I saw while employed at UNC. I wanted to do 

something to help guys find an honest option. After I left UNC, for years, I ran a business where I did background 

checks on agents to make sure they were above board before a player signed with them. Paul, you are preaching to 

the choir. I hope your system helps. I really do. You know that there will be agents who despite knowing about the 

"new rules" will circumvent them. They may gain an unfair advantage (I know you addressed this issue in your FAO,’s I 

read last night). I, however, would never circumvent rules I know about, so now that I know, there won’t be any 

"violations". I wish you all the best in trying to get UNC back on track with this whole thing. I will say that having 

worked with athletes for years, and now understanding the agent business, that you have your work cut out for you. 

This business is a beast of a different kind. Finally, I will definitely not be communicating with any UNC athletes since 

that is prohibited during their season. Should I decide to communicate with one after the season is over, I will fill out 

the form and run it by you. So that I understand, after the athlete is done with the season and their eligibility has 

been exhausted, do you still want to know of contact that is initiated? 

From: p_2ggg_e____@.____u___n__c__.__e___d___u__ 

To: 
._@. 

_ tLo_.t_ m__a_!_h._c_.o__ m_" 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Fri, 9 Aug 2013 12:23:24 +0000 

Carl: 

I document all correspondence I have with agents. I communicated the rules of our new Agent and Advisor Program to you 

in a mailed letter in late March of this year, I also sent you emails about the Program on March 21,201:-3 at 1:33 PM and July 

18, 2013 al: :[0:33 AM. ~:or your reference, I have f.:_~rwarded each o[ these emaih to you. My records indicate thaI: ~:wo 

different individuals as;ociated wi~:h U NC’s football program have turned you in for breaking our rules gov~-:~rning contacL 

Thor ~ , -, eLre, your violation will stand. 

Thank you in advance for your future compliance. 

Paul Posse 

From: Carl Carey [_mailto:, ~hotmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Posse, Paul 
$,,bjert: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Paul, again, it’s not true. I don’t even have the phone number of a UNC athlete’s family member. You can’t say 

someone has a violation if they didn’t do anything. I will familiarize myself with the rules, but out of fairness, these 

rules should be sent to every agent registered in the state of North Carolina. It’s like creating a new law and not 

disclosing it. How can you expect people to abide by a law they know nothing about? Did you know that there is a 

policy against compliance officers communicating with agents? You just broke it and I am going to have it recorded 

and send it out to everyone that you have a violation. Sounds ridiculous...and it is. Please let everyone know of the 

new protocol. It will save you alot of trouble... Thanks. 

From: p p o g g e _(g~__L_Ln___c__.__e___d___u_ 

To:         @hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Thu, 8 Aug 2013 21:00:52 +0000 

Carh 

As a matter of policy, I do not provide d~e names of student-athletes or their family members who disclose viofations~ That 

said, please be advised that the University of North Carolina at Chapel HiIFs Department of Athletics has implemented a 

new Agent and Advisor Program which governs all forms of contact by agents, advisors, and their representatives with UNC 

studenb-attfletes and affiliated individuals. lfu-:~ full Program and a short summary thereof are bo[:h aw~ih~ble at:: 

http:/iwww,goheels.comiViewArtide.dbml?DB OEM ID=33SO&ATCLID=206494864 

Please familiarize yourself with the terms as defined ir~ the Program, as wetl as the policies and procedures contained 

therein which apply to a wide range of individuals providing a variety of services. Anyone governed by the Prograrn is 

required to register with the U NC Department of Athletics before communicating in any way with a U NC student-athlete or 

affiliated individual, Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration form included on the link above and 

submission by email or standard mail of the addil:ional materials specified on ~:he registral:ion form. Registrants are also 

rerninded ot: the separate registration requirernents with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Unit:otto 

Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gem Stat. §§ 78C-. 85-.105)~ 

Once registrotion with the UNC Deportment of Ath!etic~ is confirmed in writheS, off subsequent contoct with UNC student- 

athletes or offi!ioted individuot~ m, ust be preapproved by both the Compfionce Office and the appropHote hood couch. ,~f 

appmw,.’.t, o member of the Compfionce ()~fi;c~,. must b~,. present.for any ,~n-.peLson meeting o~" phon~’, carl with o UNC student-. 
othlete or o,(fi!ioted individuul. Simflor(V, ony non.-verbol communk.’rJt:on or corTesponrJenc~,. of ony ~;ind intended for o UN(: 

student.-othlete or offilioted i~’ldividdol must j:#~t be submitted to the Compfionce Office for ~pprovo! by both u Complionce 
O f~fl:ce re,ore’sentutive und the oppmpfiote he’od couch. (f oppmve’d, the Compliunce’ Q~flce wfi! be’ responsibiejbr provision W: 

the non-verba! comm, unicotion. No.form of coetact o1 cot’respo~dence~ ~rbat or otberwise~ ~l~uutd e~l~r tak~ ~f~;e with o 

UNC st~de~-athle~ or ~fflfio~ed #~dividu~! witho~t ~e pt’e-~¢ovof end f~.lt~’~don of ~he (’o~pfionce. OHice. 

This new Program will enable us to provide information and struc~:ured communication fi:~r UNC student-.athletes d)at will 

help them make an informed decision about their future representation. Anyone wishing to have contact with a UNC 

student-athlete or aft:Mated individual should complete the appropriate registration materials with both the Department of 

Athletics and North Carolina Secretary of State. All questions, requests for contact, or other communication should be 

directed to me at 919-843-7690 or by email at ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu. Coach Fedora has indicated that he will approve 

contact t:hrough our Program with student--at:Metes [rorn January until the end o[ July ~-_~ach year. 

Thank Vou h:~r your c.:_~.:_~peral:ion. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Posse 

From: Carl Carey [_mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Seat: Thursday, August 08, 2013 4:55 PM 



To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 
Importance: High 

Paul, I have no idea what family member of a UNC student-athlete that I communicated with. Furthermore, I am not 

aware of the UNC rules that prohibit contacting student-athletes or their family. I will be glad to abide by rules I am 

aware of. Does your office send correspondence to all registered agents in North Carolina telling us of the protocols? 

If so, I never received it. Regardless, I haven’t contacted any family members and I would have appreciated it if you 

would have simply asked me before "recording it as a violation and notifying all head coaches, all sport 

administrators..." Is there any due process? What family member made this false allegation? 

From: ppogge@unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com,         @yahoo.com 

Subject: UNC Agent and Advisor Program Violation 

Date: Wed, 7 Aug 2013 20:22:26 +0000 

Carl: 

I have been informed that you initiated communication with the family member of a UNC student-athlete outside of 

our Program and without following our Department’s protocols. Therefore, you have been found to be in violation of 

the University of North Carolina Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. Pursuant to the Program’s 

policies, your violation has been recorded in our files and communicated to the following University of North Carolina 

personnel: all head coaches, all sport administrators, the Compliance Office, the Faculty Athletics Representative, 

and all Department of Athletics Senior Staff members. Additionally, this violation will be communicated to all current 

and future University of North Carolina Student-Athletes who are or may become candidates for professional 

representation from an agent, advisor, or representative thereof. 

We would like to remind you of the importance of careful and constant compliance with all provisions of the 

University of North Carolina Department of Athletics Agent and Advisor Program. It is our responsibility to ensure a 

culture of compliance whereby our Student-Athletes are able to work within the articulated rules of the NCAA and in 

conjunction with the Department of Athletics throughout these processes. We take this role very seriously and 

appreciate your future cooperation in this regard. 

Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics before communicating 

in any way with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the 

registration form included on the link above and submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials 

specified on the registration form. Registrants are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the 

North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gen. 

Stat. §§ 78C- 85-105). 

Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC 

student-athletes or affiliated individuals must be preapproved by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate 

head coach. If approved, a member of the Compliance Office must be present for any in-person meeting or phone call 

with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verbal communication or correspondence of any 

kind intended for a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual must first be submitted to the Compliance Office for 

approval by both a Compliance Office representative and the appropriate head coach. If approved, the Compliance 

Office will be responsible for provision of the non-verbal communication. No form of contact or correspondence, 

verbal or otherwise, should ever take place with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual without the pro- 

approval and facilitation of the Compliance Office. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

<image001jpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 10:28 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

one more on Maryland 

Maryland Big Ten Commission report: Football practice facility 
seemingly still years away 
By Alex Prewitt. i:’~:i::ii.i:iii:~,i:.i: ~i. ii: ,~:!;~ : IZ~ .i i :.:.! <:’-il i::ii::: K-m~il t~e w~ite~ 

9 Comments More 

On July 1, 2o14, the University of Maryland will formally join 

the Big Ten. This rnear~s that, on July 1, 2o14, the University of 

MaryJar~d will formally become the only Big Ten school without 

an indoor practice (’acility, or without plans to build or~e. 

The biggest potential upgrade on the horizon, squarely in the 

crosshairs of many fans, coaches and players alike, building such 

a [aciliW must be financed by a capital [undraising campaign, 

and not university money, according to a report released by the school on Tuesday 

afternoon, 

Among the bullet points in ~[?.g..L¢9.Q*Tt -- Maryland athletics ~as $2I million in debt 

during the last academic year; the university has lent money to the athletics 

department; it will take years beibre the athletic department starts making money -- 

perhaps the most eye-raising is the recommendation at the bottom of Page 7, under 

item No. 8. [t reads: "Facilities needs, including practice fields, an indoor practice 

faeilib’, and a Varsib~ Team [ touse, should be viewed as capital ex~enses and should not 

be financed with revenues from the Big Ten." 

Now, that’s not to disparage the importance of building an indoor facility, ! Tniversib" 

President Wallace D. Loh said in a telephone interview, t {e cited potential costs as 

artywhere between $5o and $8o milJiort, and supported allocating Big Ten revenue for 

other areas instead. 

"I’m prioritizing the Big Ten revenues for khirtgs such as academic support, krainirtg, 

rmkrition, sports medicine and bringing back some teams, rather than $7o or $8o 

million for an indoor {iacilits," Lob said. "In myj udgemenk, the khirtgs I’ve mentioned 

are more important priorities for a facility. Other people may disagree, but in my mind, 

providing studertts with three square meals, having trainers artd nukritiort and academic 

support so they can graduate on time, is more important than a shiny, new indoor 

facility." 

But the lack of"shiw, new indoor facility" has been a hot-button issue lbr years now 

and is more pertinent as Maryland prepares to leap to the Big Ten. Without a indoor 

faciliD’, the supporters reason, how cam the Terrapins compete against their Big Ten 

opponent% all of whom el!joy climate-controlled training in the ~inter? ~!~*:~.. 

Lob stressed the importance of building an indoor faciliF, whM~ would not only level 

the offseason playing field for Maryland but potentially help attract ineomh~g recruits, 



but said initial finances must come from a capital campaign, meaning deep-pocketed 

donors. ]gut for an athletics department already millions of dollars in debt, yanking Big 

Ten revenue for an indoor facility is not financially feasible. 

"That’s a huge chunk of money/’ Loh said. "If you do that, Lhere’s very little money left 

for other things. That doesn’t mean that’s not a high priority. ]:t simply means, if we. 

want an indoor athletic faciliD, as we definitely do ~ant, we ~,~ill begin a capital 

campaign for an indoor lhcility." 

Even if a donor -- say, Under Armour CEO Kevin Plank -- came along tomorrow, 

Maryland still remains in the planning stages of the facility. Location, estimates and 

preliminary architectural designs have not been finalized. Loh said athletic department 

members have traveled to "three or four other institutions" to tour their facilities and 

take pictures, but declined to specify which ones. 

Loh also did not rule out soliciting initial pledges through fundraising campaigns, and 

then approaehing the state legislature to request a match of funds. Either way, [.oh east 

his support {br building ark indoor {i~eility .----.just not with university money. 

~Am I supportive of the University of Maryland becoming highly competitive in the Big 

Ten by having adequate facilities? The answer is yes," Loh said. "I’m not closing the 

door. I’m enthusiastic about beginning that campaign. I’m ready to rol[ up my sleeves 

and go to work. But we’re not there yet." 

> > Other items of note Dora the commission report: 

I) The big takem,~ff can be found on page 17: "Even when iheLoring these increases into 

I.CA spending, it is doubtful that the UniversiD’ will reach the per student-athlete 

spending of our Big ’Yen peers during the next twelve years." In 2025, when incoming 

freshmen currently 5 }~ars old matriculate into College Park, MaDqand will finally be 

spending as much per athlete as its Big Ten peers. 

2) Lob will allocate $5oo,ooo of athletic department revenue, earned from its "pouring- 

rights agreement" with Pepsi, toward mental health resources for all students. 

"We ~ill be among the few universities in the country where some of the athletic 

revenue will go to support academic priorities, and that includes student financial aid, 

need-based aid for all students," [,oh said. It’s a relatively small blip on the budget’s 

radar, but Loh is championing this as a nationwide rarity° 

3) The t~mmfission recommended that "universib~-wdde fl~ndraising will be centrally 

coordinated out of the office of the Vice President of University Relations," essential [y a 

streamlining of the timdraising process. The commission also reworked the hierarchy, 

writing, "ICA’s [Department of Intercollegiate At hleties] flandraising operation should 

be expanded a nd the head of ICA’s ti~ nd raisi ng grou p sho uld report di reetly to the 

Office of the Vice President of University Relations, with a doRed reporting line to the 

Di rector of Athle ties." 

4) Under item No. 16, the commission writes, "The costs and benefits ofiniLiating 

ticketing for Olympic Sports should be aligned with common practices aL other Big Ten 

athletic programs." No pricing changes have been implemented yet, though a university 

spokesman mentioned wrestling as a sport Big Ten schools currently ticket for. 



5) The men’s outdoor track and field team will be fully reinstated for the upcoming 

sehool ;gear, hut won’t receive the maximum 12.6 schohrships until MaiTland joins the 

Big Ten. It was the only cut program to successfully raise enough money to receive a 

stay from Maryland, but will return to full varsity status this ):ear. 

6) A subset of the "Communications, Fundraising and Marketing Workgroup" discussed 

the Maryland marching band and Testudo mascot costume. The 

conclusion? "F, nhaneements to both are essential for the U n iversi~" to compete with its 

peers. This includes investments in new equipment and staff." 

7) The eommission’s flal] membership is listed below: 

Mr. Barry P. Oossett 

Principal, Oossett Group 

Dr. Linda M. Clement 

Vice President ff,.r Student Affairs 

Ms. Mariorie Baker 

President, M- Club 

M r. Robert Ao Bedingfield 

Partner, Ernst & Young LLP 

Mr. I)mqd Col6n-Cabrera 

President, Graduate Student 

Govermnent 

Dr. Nicholas J. t {adley 

Faculty Athletic Representative; Chair, 

Athletic Council 

Pro{’essor, DepartrnerR of Physics 

Mr. Clifford M. Kendall 

Chairman, VSE Corporation 

Mr. Kerry McCoy 

Head Coach, Wrestling 

Dr. Darryll Pines 

Proibssor and Dean, A, James Clark School of Engineering 

Mr. Colin Ports 

President, Terrapin Club 

Mr. Marvin t L Rabovsky 

Chair, Executive Committee, Universib" of Maryland College Park Foundation Board of 

Trustees; President, Nliant Companies 



Dr. MaW Ann lhmkin 

Senior Vice President and Provost 

Professor, Department of Biology 

Ms. Cathy Reese 

t tead Coach, Women’s Lacrosse 

Ms. Anna Roth 

Student-Athlete, Cross CountW z-rod Track 

President, Student Athlete Advisory Council 

Ms. Timmy F. Ruppersberger 

President, University of Maryland Alumni Association Board of Governors 

Mr. Harvey L. Sanders 

Immediate Past Chair, U niversity of Maryland College Park Foundation Board of 

Trustees 

Dr. Martha Nell Smith 

(;hair, Universib" Senate 

Professor, Department of English 

Mr. Robert M. Specter 

Former Vice President for Administration & Finance 

Dr. Stephen B. Thomas 

Professor, School of Public } tealth and Director, Maryland Center for llealth Equib" 

Dr. Bonnie Thornton Dill 

Professor and Dean, College of Arts and t tumanities 

Ms. Traeye Turner 

Vice Presiden t and Chief Operating Officer 

Optimal Solutiorts Group, LI,C 

Mr. Peter B. Weiler 

Vice President of University Relations 

Ms. Samantha Zwerling 

President, Student Government Association 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Maris~ Young Recruiting Exam 

Vince, 
Thanks. I am glad to have that piece behind me. She is still interested hs seeing if we cms make the 5,000 happen. 
[ arn hopeful we could meet in the next week or so, I ~vill send >:_~me d~ys and tim~-:~s to see if they work for you. 
D o n n a 

From; Ille, Vince 
Sent" Tuesday, August 20, 20:[3 :[:54 PM 
To: Papa, Donna -1 
Subject: Fwd: Harissa Young Recruiting Exam 
Donna, 

Congratulations on making the hire. Let’s discuss the summer camp sponsorship idea when we have some time. Thmlks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Michael Paciorek" <mpaciorek@emichvdu> 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(&unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ce: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Marissa Young Recruiting Exam 

Dear Paul and Lance, 

It is my understanding that Marissa Young has accepted an offer from UNC as your asst softball coach. Attached is verification of her 2013-2014 

NCAA Recruiting Exam score. 

Pleasc let me know if you need aJaything else. 

Mike Paciorek 

Michael J. Paciorek, Ph.D. 
Professor, Facul~’ Compliance Associate 

Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Office of Athletic Complimlce 
Easlem Michigan University-[ 207 Bowen Field House I Ypsilanti, M148197 

734-487-1439 (w) l (c) l 734-487-3064 (lax) 
Follow EMU Compliance on: 

[cid:4b8e813 f3bd5443284474edcf9bM8c5 bc7742c0@zim bra] <http:/,’www.emueagles.com/> 

1cid:03c84604814bc5cb3blea075d6371 cbl flhd2a8c(a~zimbral<http:/Vwww.emueag]es.conl/sports/2007/l 2/11/ComplianceNewI{ome 121107.aspx? 

_t~_~_~_~:~:_r_~t:!i~r_~_~_e_> [~i--d-~@--b--d-~-4~-5-~:1-4~-e--4---d-~:1-e--4--~-d---9-~-s-~:1N~--Q-e-~-~!--4-~£5-~-b-~!)~L~f~im~:~] <.h--t--~-p-?-~!:~-y~-y~@c@-~!~-:~c~m::~e--s::!:-~-~t--e--rr*:Ni~1i~aJ:~:D:~i~ersi~ 
_._a__N!__e_B__c__.s_: C..~..r..n.~.~.i.~r.~.c..e.:~.]..‘.~...2...4.~7b~.(.~...7..~.~..2.5~.*:.e.~1 ~ &!~!:__! ~. > [ ._c_iA_]_b_(_)t_b ~_~_t___2_~72_(_~__@_t__’_e__d___4__Z)Z_4___S4_8__4_3 07_!~_1:* ) g_Z~ g_4_k0}k ),3 br:gJ 
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<https://hvitter.com/EMUCompliance> 
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<design2.png> 

~q’est Verification Young Marissa.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 5:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Tar Heel~ Wells Fargo extend parhlership 

Vir:c’: 

By tile w4y, wc a~e ~or p~OVld~riq rh~b l:~fic~h¢.~41 e,t~: ~c:’ or I-~©Llqi~ ti ~e idt~d~’r ~ p 4ct~d’~?~fiV [ c:’r]not tell yo; ~ow mc~w r~rr~es [ h:~d L© expl:’ r] rh~r to t~],:r-rl. 

From, llle, Vince 

Sent; Tuesday, August 20, 2013 3:03 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 

Subject: FW: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

Cricket, 
Has Wells Fargo provided us any kind of otNine or other materials related to the programming they plan to present to our student- athletes this year? If so, can yon 
please send me that information? If not, can you please forward it to me when you receive it? I’m interested to see what they plan to present. I would like to share it 
with some business school faculD’ members for their input too. 
Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2013 
CONTACTS: 
Rick Steinbacher, University of North Carolina, (919)962-5498, rick@unc.edu 
Josh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, josh~dunn@,we!!sfargo.com 
University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells Fargo. With 

the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina Athletics. 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," said 

Cun ningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our collaborative efforts to recognize the outstanding 

academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina." 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, starting this year 

and continuing for the next five years. The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the classroom and in the community. Pete 

Mangum, a member of the Tar Heel football team, received the first scholarship He is pursuing a PhD in biomedical engineering 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of Triangle East 

Community Banking for Wells Fargo. "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This agreement will continue to 

link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone. Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities, improve the quality of life, and make a positive 

difference." 

Wells Fargo will also collaborate with the athletic department to deliver financial education to student athletes through the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy. The program will help 

better prepare student athletes to be financially successful now and for life after leaving the University of North Carolina. Additionally, through support of the Carolina Fever student 

rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball games 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing Officer "Wells 

Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education" 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through the Card 

Design Studio. Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfargo.com for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel Sports 

Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $156 million in communities across the state, while Wells Fargo 

team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and headquartered in San 

Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet 

(weils,ar~,o.com), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global economy. With more than 270,000 team members, 

Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells 

Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells Fargo perspectives are also available at biog.wellsfarqo com. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

i cell 

.s__t~ v_. _e_k_! r_.s_c_!_~_n_~.r_@ u_~_~ c_:e__d_.u_. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 7:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

We should discuss with Steinbacher...I just took this iat’o from Rick 

Sem.~°om my Verizon Wireless 4G L2~ DROID 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Steve, 
7 Y Just for future reference, the financial education pro~ ided by V~ ells Fargo will not be a component of the Leadership Academy. Instead, it will be provided through our 

ongoing Student-Athlete Development programming. We can discuss ifI need to claxi~. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:00 PM 

To" UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2013 
CONTACTS: 
Rick Steinbacher, University of North Carolina, (919)962-5498, rick@unc.edu 
Josh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, josh.dunn@wellsfargo.com 
University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells Fargo. With 

the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina Athletics 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," said 

Curt ningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our collaborative efforts to recognize the outstanding 

academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina" 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, starting this year 

and continuing for the next five years The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the classroom and in the community Pete 

Mangum, amemberoftheTarHeelfootballteam, received the first scholarship He is pursuingaPhDin biomedical engineering 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of Triangle East 

Community Banking for Wells Fargo. "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This agreement will continue to 

link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone. Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities, improve the quality of life, and make a positive 

difference" 

W~!!~ Fa~ wi!! a!~ ~!!~b~r~!th th~ ~h!~ti~ ~p~!i~li~i~! ~i~ to ~d~t ~th!~t~ ~hr~h ~h~ B~d~G~r~!i~ L~ad~r~hip A~rn~ The program will help 

better prepare student athletes to be financially successful now and for life after leaving the University of North Carolina. Additionally, through support of the Carolina Fever student 

rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball games 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing Officer. "Wells 

Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education" 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through the Card 

Design Studio Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfargo.com for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel Sports 

Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668ATMs In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $156 million in communities across the state, while Wells Fargo 

team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and headquartered in San 

Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet 

(~_tt_e__i_Ls__,__a_fA_Q_&_o__r£.,.), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global economy. With more than 270,000 team members, 

Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells 

Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells Fargo perspectives are also available at _b__kg~=,_,_~L~[[_sfargo_=9__o,_m_. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Kirschner, Steve <s~tevekirschne@unc.edu> 

Re: ’Far Heels, Wells Fargo e?~end partnership 

Understood. That is my fault. I should have had you and cricket review that before it went ore. Rick 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 9:22 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~;unc.e&l> wrote: 

Rick, 

Just for future rei~rence, the financial education provided by Wells Fargo will not be a component of the Leadership Academy. Instead, it 

will be provided through our ongoing Student-Athlete Development programming. We can discuss ifI need to cl~xify. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner,~);unc.edu> 
Date: August 20, 2013, 7:28:14 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille,~;unc.edu> 
Subject: lie: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend parmership 

We should discuss ruth Steinbacher...I just took this iIffo from Rick 

"Ille, Vince" <ille(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Steve, 

Jusl tbr thture reference, the financial education provided by Wells Fargo will not be a component of the Leadership Academy. Instead, it 
will be provided through our ongoing Student-Athlete Development programming. We can discuss ifI need to clarity. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Kirschner, Steve 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:00 PH 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

Subject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2013 
CONTACTS: 
Rick Steinbacher, University of North Carolina, (919)962-5498, rick@unc.edu 
,Josh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, josh.dunn@wellsfargo.com 
University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship 

agreement with Wells Fargo. With the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina 

Athletics 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve 

that mission," said Cunningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our 

collaborative efforts to recognize the outstanding academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics 

experience for all students at Carolina." 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an 

advanced degree, starting this year and continuing for the next five years. The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and 

excelled on the field, in the classroom and in the community. Pete Mangum, a member of the Tar Heel football team, received the first scholarship. He is 

pursuing a PhD in biomedical engineering 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, 

regional president of Triangle East Community Banking for Wells Fargo. "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or 

are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This agreement will continue to link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone. Our goal is 



to help build strong and vibrant communities, improve the quality of life, and make a positive difference." 

W~!!~E~r g~ ~i!! ~!~ ~!!~b~r~ w!t ~t tl~t h!~t! ~P~d~!!~ ~! ~!a! ~d~t! ~st~d~ ~b!~ ~h~gbt~ B~dd~r ~!! ~d~r~h! 

A#ad~mY The program will help better prepare student athletes to be financially successful nowand for life after leaving the University of North Carolina. 

Additionally, through support of the Carolina Fever student rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at 

athletic events beyond football and basketball games. 

’The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief 

Marketing Officer. "Wells Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education." 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images 

available through the Card Design Studio Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfarqo.cem for additional details 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield 

Sports’ Tar Heel Sports Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs. In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $15.6 million in communities across 

the state, while Wells Fargo team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets. Founded in 

1852 and headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance 

through more than 9,000 stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet (wg]]Afarqg:££r,q), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s 

customers who conduct business in the global economy. With more than 270,000 team members, Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the 

United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No 25 on Fortunes 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations Wells Fargo’s vision is to satisfy 

all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells Fargo perspectives are also available at bleg welisfargo com. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com ............................ 
"i:::i::: i. i:[:::::::.:i : i: I::E .IIK::I:I i:i!ii:::::.:i i il..:::qu F.Ii :::..i:1.i:::i:::.::.i. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:07 PM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Re: Monthly staff/team meeting with men’s lacrosse 

Thanks-good idea. 

Hope we can work out the time as needed. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Breschi>, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,               6:53 PM 

To: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeid@emaii.unc.edu>, Vince [lie <i[le@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu>, 

<krob@unc.edu>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney~unc.edu> 
Subject: Monthly staff/team meeting with men’s lacrosse 

@email.unc.edu>, "Robinson, Kevin T" 

Hi Vince and Marielle- 

[ know you are very busy but I was hoping to carve out a few minutes of your time to discuss a monthly educational opportunity for both our staff and players. If available, my plan 

would be to have monthly meetings with someone from your staff to discuss any NCAA policy/rules changes, eligibility, basic reminders (based on time of the year, recruiting, 

camps, etc) for our coaching staff. I also believe a monthly meeting with the team would be invaluable and extremely educational for our student athletes. We could pick a "topic 

of the month" based on the current issues in college athletics from across the country with student athletes and run through the "do’s and don’ts’ (such as issued equipment, do 

NOT sell on EBAY[[[). Since our meeting today, I feel that I need to continue to educate our staff and team even more with regards to daily compliance rules and issues. 

Thank you for your time[ 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:22 PM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; John Montgomery 

Re: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

~ramsclub.com> 

After re-reading this it really is a broad request. 

All outside agencies(what does this mean?) and independent contractors is likely to be hundreds+ 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Ballen>, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Date= Wednesday,               2:43 PM 

To: "Cunningham Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> Karlton Creech <k_c___r._e_.e_c_._h_._@__u_.n_c_:_e_._d_.u_.> 

Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Please see the attachment regarding a public records request from the Wall Street Journal I wanted you to be aware of this request, which will require a lot of 

time to sort out. 

Martina 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:40 PM 

To; Ballen, NartJna K 
S,,bject; FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

FYI 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

To; Perkins, Michael 
Subject-" Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Per our discussion, please see the attached documents. Feel free to call if you would like to discuss further (919) 843-8894. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I ._U__N___C__-__C___h__al:Le_L_H_jJ[ 
110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E Cameron Ave IChapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct)l(919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:23 PM 

Cutmingham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Extensive Request Assessment- re: 

Bubba, you are correct. It roll be hundreds of transactions. I think it roll include 811 payments made to external individuals and organizations. Please see the response 

from Martha Pendergrass, Director of Disbmsement 

Services. If we give her all of our account numbers, her trait can run an electronic file to capture all payments over the requested time period. We just have to figure out 

how to remove all payments’reimbursements made to our students and staB; 

Marfina 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Pendergrass, Martha J" < _r__n [[_~__e__r_Lc_]__e__r_(@__e__l__r_lj_a_i_]_:ur!c:e_g~_u;> 

Date:                7:13:56 PM EDT 

To: "Press~ De2mis A" <Dennis Press(a)mc.edu > "Ba]len MmtJna K" <g_l[_~J!.e_!).@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Martina, 
The AP database is account number driven. To provide for this request, you will need to send me a listing of all of your FRS account numbers. As each of these 
will have to be typed into the query it will be time consuming, but do-able. 
Please send a list of the accounts. Ranges do not work. 

Thanks, 
Martha 

From: Press, Dennis A 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:07 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina 
Ce: Pendergrass, Martha .I 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Martina, the data request relates to Martha’s area, so I am forwardi~g to her, Thanks, 

Dennis 
Der!nis Pres% U=’liversity CorltroHer 

Uaiversity oi NoIIt[; C~31IOlj;I~’I at Chapel Hill 

204 Airport Drive!, Suite 24200, CB# 1279 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599 2270 
voice: 929 962 7007 i fax: 919 962 4:1.49 I cell:                  I ¢:n!;~il: dennis press(iOunc,edu 

.h...t..t.~.:.~/t.Ln...a...n..c...e.....~.n...c..:.e...d...u.z~..n..!~..e..r..s..!t..~.-..c..Q.~.e1!~d~.~.!~.r.~!~9.~.e1!~L~!~.Q.~.:h~m1 
From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:10 PM 
To: Press, Dennis A 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Hi Dermis, 

t hope that all is well and t:hat you’ve had a good surnm~:_~r, t can’t b~-Aieve that w~-_~ are already back in the swing o[ t:he academic year and athletic 

events. 

I am forwarding a records request d~at came from d~e Wall Street Journal through UniversiW Counsel. I wanted your thoughts on how we might 

identify and sort this information. It would be very helpful to us if we had access to an electronic file where we could sort this information. 

Please let me know if you haw:_~ any ideas [or addressing this request, 

Thanks! 

Martina 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:,t0 PM 

To: Ballen, Martins K 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

FYf 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:39 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Extensive Request Assessment- re: 

Per our discussion, please see the attached documents. Feel free to call if you would like to discuss further (919) 843-8894. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach d. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall I CB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct) 1(919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:18 PM 

Zack Orr <zack-orr@utulsa.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Zack, 

This request is so broad it will take quite some time to assemble. 

Martina and staff can do their best to estimate the time, but it will be an estimate. 

Additionally, if the WSJ wants to narrow the request we likely could be more timely and accurate in providing what they are looking for~ 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Ballen>, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,               10:23 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unqedu>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Bubba, you are correct. It will be hundreds of transactions. I think it will include all payments made to external individuals and organizations. Please see the response from Martha 

Pendergrass, Director of Disbursement 

Services. If we give her all of our account numbers, her unit can run an electronic file to capture all payments over the requested time period. We just have to figure out how to 

remove all payments/reimbursements made to our students and staff. 

Martina 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Pendergrass, Martha J" <._m__j£_e___n___d__e___r__(~__e__n_~__a_!]:__u_L-LC_:__e__d___u_> 

Date                7:13:56 PM EDT 

To: "Press, Dennis A" <Dennis Press@unc.edu>, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Martina, 
The AP database is account number driven. To provide for this request, you will need to send me a listing of all of your FRS account numbers. As each of these 
will have to be typed into the query it will be time consuming, but do-able. 
Please send a list of the accounts. Ranges do not work. 

Thanks, 
Martha 

From: Press, Denni~ A 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:07 PM 
To: Ballen, Martlna K 
Cc: Pendergrass, IVlartha .1 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Martina, the data request relates to Martha’s area, so I am forwarding to her’/Thanks. 

Dennis 
Dermis Press, University Controller 

University of North Caroiina at Chapei Hi[[ 

~.;4 Airport L’~rive, Suite 3200, CF3# :[270 

Chapel Hill, NC, 27599 Z270 

vaice: 919 962 7007 i fax: 919 962 4140 [ ceih                  [ emaik _d__%L_n_ALs_..~_£_e_ss_@ u n c.ed u 

http:iifinance.unc.eduiuniversity-controlleriuniversity-controlleriwelcome.html 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:10 PM 

To: Press, Dennis A 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Hi Dennis, 

I hope that all is well and that you’ve had a good summer. 1 can’t believe that we are already back in the swing of the academic year and athletic 

events, 

t am forwarding a records r~-_~quest [:hat came from ::he Wall Street Journal through UniversH:y Counsel, [ wanl:ed your thoughts on how w~-_~ might 

ich-:~ntify and sort this information. It would b~-_~ very h~-_dpfl~l to us if we had access [o an electronic file where we could sor[: this in[ormation 

Please let me know if you have any ideas for addressing Lhis request. 

Th a n ks ] 

Martina 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday,              2:40 PM 



To: Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

FYI 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:39 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Extensive Request Assessment- re: 

Per our discussion, please see the attached documents. Feel free to call if you would like to discuss further (919) 843-8894. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIIOB # 9108 

222 E. Cameron Ave.IChapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct)l(919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Monthly staff/team meeting with men’s lacrosse 

Thanks Vince, great seeing you today! Let the new year begin. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,               8:17 PM 

To: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu>, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Timmermans, Tom" <.t_Lm____m____e__r___m___a___n___s____@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Markos, Lance M" <__m___a___r_l_<___o__s____@____e___m____a_i_[_.__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, 

<.k_r__o___b__~__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>, "Gwaltney, Clint" < _c_ g _ _w_ _ _a_ !_ _t_ _n_ _ _e_ _y_ ~_ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ _. _ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ _ > 

Subject: RE: Monthly staff!team meeting with men’s lacrosse 

~__e___m____a_)_[:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Robinson, Kevin T" 

Sounds great Joe. We are willing to support you and your message in whatever way you believe roll be elt~clive. Marielle roll work out the details. Thmlk you for 

reaching out. 

From, Breschi, Joe 

Sent" Wednesday,              6:53 PI 

To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Tile, Vince 

Co" Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; : Robinson, Kevin T; Gwaltney, Clint 

Subject-" Monthly staff!team meeting with men’s lacrosse 

Hi Vince and Marielle- 

I know you are very busy but I was hoping to carve out a few minutes of your time to discuss a monthly educational opportunity for both our staff and players. If available, my plan 

would be to have monthly meetings with someone from your staff to discuss any NCAA policy/rules changes, eligibility, basic reminders (based on time of the year, recruiting, 

camps, etc) for our coaching staff. I also believe a monthly meeting with the team would be invaluable and extremely educational for our student athletes~ We could pick a "topic 

of the month’1 based on the current issues in college athletics from across the country with student athletes and run through the "do’s and don’ts’ (such as issued equipment, do 

NOT sell on EBAY!!!). Since our meeting today, I feel that I need to continue to educate our staff and team even more with regards to daily compliance rules and issues. 

Thank you for your time! 

Joe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Bitting, Angelyn S <aNtting@unc.edu> 

Thursday.               9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangekt@emai|.unc.edu>; TimmermaJ~s, Tom <dmmermans~ unc.edu-~; Markos, 

Lance M <markos@email.~mc.edw~; @email.unc’edtc~ 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edtc" 

Storage Room 214 = Karlton’s New OKice 

Good morning- 
The moving on the second floor of EWAC has begun! The compliance storage room 214 has been cleaned out and carpet will be installed today for the transition to 

Karlton’s new office. All the file cabinets, boxes, etc., have been moved to EWAC 216 - most are in the closet while the rest are in the main room. At your 

convenience (I know this is a hectic meeting week), please go through these files to determine what needs to stay and what can be shredded. We plan to schedule 

Shred-lt to come in the next few weeks. 
Thanks for your understanding and cooperation! If you have any questions, please let me or Karlton know. 

Angelyn S Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

962-7080 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday,. 12:37 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<steveldlschner@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@nnc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <regina slabile@unc.e&p 

RE: Extensive Request Assessment- re 

Bubba, 

Thank you for the e-mail. Once we have received the form containhlg a good-faith estimate regardh~g the amount of time and resources required we will follow- 

up with the requester to determine whether they would be willing to narrow their request in order to avoid fees and receive a more timelv response, or proceed 

with t:heir request as written 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:22 PM 
To: Orth, Zach 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 
FYI 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email,unc,edu> 

Date: Wednesday,               11:18 PM 

Cc: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu>, Vince IIle <ille@unc.edu>, Kadton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Molly 

Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Zach, 
This request is so broad it will take quite some time to assemble. 

Martina and staff can do their best to estimate the time, but it will be an estimate. 
Additionally, if the WSJ wants to narrow the request we likely could be more timely and accurate in providing what they are looking for. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W(! ~}duca~e ar~it Ii~pire rl~i~’~ugh Ai:hl(!i:ics 

From: <Ballen>, Martina K <__m____b__a__!Le___n____@____u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Wednesday,               3_0:23 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Kadton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Bubba, you are correct. It will be hundreds of transactions. I think it will include all payments made to external individuals and organizations. Please see the response from Martha 

Pendergrass, Director of Disbursement 

Services. If we give her all of our account numbers, her unit can run an electronic file to capture all payments over the requested time period. We just have to figure out how to 
remove all payments/reimbursements made to our students and staff. 

Martina 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Pendergrass, Martha J" <mjpender@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 7:13:56 PM EDT 

To: "Press, Dennis A" <Dennis Press@unc.edu>, "Ballen. Martina K’1 <mballen@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Martina, 
The AP database is account number driven. To provide for this request, you will need to send me a listing of all of your FRS account numbers. As each of these 
will have to be typed into the query it will be time consuming, but do-able. 
Please send a list of the accounts. Ranges do not work. 

Thanks, 
Martha 

From: Press, Dennis A 
Sent= Wednesday, 6:07 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K 
Cc: Pendergrass, IVlartha J 
Subject= FVV: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Martina, the data request relates to Martha’s area, so I am forwarding to her1 Thanks. 

Dennis 
Dermis ~:’ress, University Controller 

University of North Caroiina at Chapei Hill 

~04 Airport Drive, Suite 3200, CB# 1270 

Chapd Hill, NC. 27599 _!.270 
voice: 919 962 7007 i fax: 919 962 4140 [ cell:                  [ em;~il: denrlis press@unc,edu 

http:iifinance,unc.eduiuniversity-controlleriuniversity-controlleriwelcome.html 

From: Ballen, Mattina K 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:10 PM 
To: Press, Dennis A 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

Hi Dennis, 



t h.:_~pe that all is well ain’t that you’ve had a good summer, t can’t believe that we are alread¥ back in the swing of the academic ¥ear ain’t athletic 

events, 

I am forwardin~ a records request t~at came from t~e Wall Street Journal through University Counsel. I wanted your thoughts on how we might 

identify and sort this information, It would be ve~-v helpful to us if we had access to an electronic file where we could sort: this information. 

Please let me know if you have any ideas for adds-easing this request, 

Thank;! 

Martina 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:40 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: FW: Extensive Request Assessment - re: 

FYI 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:39 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Extensive Request Assessment- re: 

Per our discussion, please see the attached documents. Feel free to call if you would like to discuss further (9:19) 843-8894. 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave.IChapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct)i(919) 843 1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:51 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Ballen, Marfina K <mballen@unc.e&P; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; 
Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; ~ram~lub.com 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Williamson AwaM 

2013 Emie Williamson AwaM Nominations.docx 

Executive Team: 

Attached please find the list of nominees for this year’s Williamson Award. 

Based on your knowledge of these individuals, please vote for 1 male and 1 female recipient. 

Please email your votes to me no later than Friday, August 23rd at 12 noon (tomorrow). 

Thank you for your participation and the quick turnaround. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 11:01 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-~ 

Gwal’mey, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <fick@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K 
<mballen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lally A. <~athgallo@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>;    ~}ramsclub.com; Norto~ Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Re: Willimnson Awmd 

They’re all individual emails so I won’t add to everyone’s inbox by forwmfling them all. 

I will have a coW available at the sport administrators meeting in the morning. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 22, 2013, at 9:04 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <sN£__e_k~_l_s_C_hll__e_!~__Ull__c_:__e__d_t_B~, wrote: 

Kaflton 

May we see the comments made by tile nominators? That would be helpful. 

Steve Kirsehner 
University of NortJh Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. lbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

Got teels.com ............................... 

.... ~i::i;:i:. :::i:i:::::i:i: :::i ii::. :::i :i:::i :::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :: :i: ::i::i::!::i: :ii.ii::: :::::27:.:.:,:i .... 

From: <Creech>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:50 PM 

To: Kadton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu>, 

"Ballen, Martina K" <__m____b___a_!J__e___n____@_.____u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.>, "Miller, Beth" <_b___e__t___h___m___[!J__e___r___@____u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <_a___t__h_Ka__[!__o____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_>, Steve Kirschner 

<~s~~t~~e~~~v~~e~~~~<~j~~r~~s~~c~~~h~~~n~~e~~~r~~~@~~~~u~~~n~~~c~:~~e~~~d~~~u~>~ Michelle Brown <~~m~~~[~c~~~h~~~e~!J~~e~~~b~~~r~~~~~~w~~~~n~~~~@~~~~~~u~~~n~~c~~:~~e~~d~~~u~~>~ John Montgomery < @ramsclub.com> 

Cc: Molly Norton <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Subject: Williamson Award 

Executive Team: 

Attached please find the list of nominees for this year’s Williamson Award. 

Based on your knowledge of these individuals, please vote for 1 male and 1 female recipient. 

Please email your votes to me no later than Friday, August 23rd at 12 noon (tomorrow). 

Thank you for your participation and the quick turnaround. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, l:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Social Networking Monitoring Spreadsheet 

Not that I’m aware of. 

Marieile A. vanGelder 

Associate At:hletic Director 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

f"hone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6LX)2 

mvangelder@unc,edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, J 1:17 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Social Networking Monitoring Spreadsheet 

Did we agree that monitoring 12 members of file team is sufficient? 

From: Holliday, Corey L 
Sent: Friday,              1:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Social Networking Monitoring Spreadsheet 

FYI 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Friday, : 10:43 AM 
To: 
Cc: Holliday, C0rey L; Best, Kevin S. 

Subject: Social Networking Monitoring Spreadsheet 

All, 

Please find attached our social networking monitoring spreadsheet for our "high-profile" student-athletes during the 2013 fall semester. 

have each graciously accepted the responsibility of monitoring our 12 designated "high profile" student-athletes. Each have selected six student- 

athletes to monitor on a weekly basis. They will only look for significant post that include illegal activity as it relates to agents and/or extra benefits. Each week, 

will record the date which they reviewed the student-athlete’s account. If they find any inappropriate activities, they will report it to either 

myself, Kevin Best, and!or Corey Holliday. 

Please let me know if you have any questions and/or concerns regarding this plan of action. 

Thanks, 

Andre’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:19 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Panl <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting with Bubba 

Thal’s fine as well. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:13 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnoflon(tbunc.edu> wrote: 

---are you available at -’l:OOpm on i 

From: 
Sent: Friday, t 3:53 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Norton, Molly; 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting with Bubba 

Can we do 3:30? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:46 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogg, e@unc.edu> wrote: 

rhanks, Molly I am wich-_~ open that day. 

provide Molly your availabiliLy on ? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, 3:29 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba 

Paul and Vince, 

What is your’ availability to meet on Thursday, 

that is the day before the first home football game, 

Th a n ks, 

Molly 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, :t:t:::L1 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba 
Molly, 

Could you schedule a meeting with Bubba, Vince, and me to discuss an app? 

Friday afternoons would be best if possible, although I can’t meet next Friday. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

<imageOO1.]pg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

{c.:)pi~:_~d on this email) will also be in attendance. 

? Vd ra[her not schedule a meeting for [hat Friday afternoon, 

could you please 

as 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 8:57 PM 

Matt Terrell < ~ramsclub.com> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edtr~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekJrschne@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Need Quick Response -- Letter from You 

First mad looks good. Let me re read it a time or two. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Aug 25, 2013, at 8:52 PM, "Matt Terrell" < ~?~!~-!g!.~;~.!~).b:~!y~> wrote: 

Hi gubba. We will wrap up our first issue of::’,:’~.~:~’O.~..h::.i~:U Y::i’:’s’ .%::::::i~.::zi:i~i" tomorrow ._ and I am incredibly excited how it has come together. You will be proud of it as well. 

I need a quick response on an idea we have. This magazine is a huge departure from the way we have done things-enough so that we thinka letter at the front of the 

magazine from you would help explain it quite a bit. Nick and I crafted the message below. Please let me know if you like the idea of a letter, and whether you like the 

letter itself. We will post the issue tomorrow night, so if you could respond by early afternoon, it would be very helpful. Here goes: 

Carofina Fans - 
tt’s a great day to be a Tar Heel! Thank you for reading CAROLINA - the brand new official publication of Carolina Athletics. 

One of the objectives of our strategic plan -Carolina Leads -is to "tell the Carolina Story through innovative communications." CAROLINA is an incredibly important first step 

as we strive to accomplishing that objective. As you swipe and scroll thorough this debut issue, we hope you enjoy the great stories and the unique behind the scenes access 

CAROLINA will bring you each week. We are very excited about how this new publication will allow us to tell the Carolina story, and to connect with our fans across the 

country. 

CAROLINA is the product of outstanding coordination between The Rams Club, UNC% Communications office, Carolina Athletics Marketing and, of course, the talented writers 

and contributors from Tobacco Road Media (who previously brought you Tar Heel Monthly). t wont to offer my special thanks to The Rams Club and its 15,000 members who 

helped make the production of this digital magazine possible. 

Each year, our coaches are challenged with the goals to achieve a team rank of top 3 in the ACC and top 10 in the NCAA both academically and athletically. This metric also 

runs throughout our department. While you wan’t find a coaches poll ranking athletic deportment magazines, please know that we are striving to provide you one of the best 

publications in the country. 

On beha/~ of our more than 800 outstanding student-athletes and all of us who represent Carolina Athletics, thank you for your support ... and enjoy CAROLINA! 

Go Heels! 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

Please note a new email address:     ~ramsdub.com 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 9:06 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell < ~ramsdub.com> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Need Quick Response -- Letter from You 

I would take out "it’s a great day to be a Tar Heel." That was Dickie’s signature line and I think we should keep it that way. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <~2~2~Lt:~[e.[~’,.L~!!=W!t:~:.e.%!~> 

Date: Sunday, August 25, 2013 8:56 PM 

To: Matt Terrell < ........... ~.[:a~’)!sc!.~!L2:cp..P.q> 

Cc: "Steinbacher, Rick" <ri~:k~,’.’u~;c.edu>, Steve Kirschner <~;teveldr~;~:hner(~)unc.e(t~>, "Best, Kevin S." <kbest~,~.m :.e(t(~>, "llle, Vince" < Ile ~, .m:. !du> 

Subject: Re: Need Quick Response -- Letter from You 

First read looks good. Let me re read it a time or two. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Aug 25, 2013, at 8:52 PM, "Matt Terrell" < :;:~;~u~;,::lul).cou~> wrote: 

Hi Bubba. We will wrap up our first issue of :::.’:h:.!=:TL.:::z~A: ?:i]’4~ .:’~.!:ii,!:~:ii~.i-i::~!. tomorrow -. and I am incredibly excited how it has come together. You will be proud of it as well. 

I need a quick response on an idea we have. This magazine is a huge departure from the way we have done things-enough so that we thinka letter at the front of the 

magazine from you would help explain it quite a bit. Nick and I crafted the message below. Please let me know if you like the idea of a letter, and whether you like the 

letter itself. We will post the issue tomorrow night, so if you could respond by early afternoon, it would be very helpful. Here goes: 

Carofina Fans - 

tt % a great day to be a Tar Heel! Thank you jbr reading CAROLINA - the brand new oj~icial publication of Carolina Athletics. 

One of the objectives o~ our strategic plan -Carolina Leads - is to "tell the Carolina Story through innovative communications." CAROLINA is an incredibly important~irst step 

as we strive to accomplishing that objective. As you swipe and scroll thorough this debut issue, we hope you enjoy the great stories and the unique behind the scenes access 

CAROLINA will bring you each week. We are very excited about how this new publication wil! allow us to tell the Carolina story, and to connect with our~ans across the 

country. 

CAROLINA is the product of outstanding coordination between The Rams Club, UNC’s Communications office, Carolina Athletics Marketing and, of course, the talented writers 

and contributors from Tobacco Road Media (who previously brought you Tar Heel Monthly). t want to offer my specia! thanks to The Rams Club and its 15,000 members who 

helped make the production of this digital magazine possible. 

Each year, our coaches are chaflenged with the goals to achieve a team rank of top 3 in the ACC and top 10 in the NCAA both academically and athletically. This metric also 

runs throughout our deportment. While you wen’t find a coaches poll ranking athletic department magazines, please know that we are striving to provide you one of the best 

pubfications in the country. 

On behalf of our more than 800 outstanding student-athletes and all of us who represent Carofina Athletics, thank you for your support ... and enjoy CAROLINA! 

Go Heels! 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director o~ Athletics 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 
Please note a new email address:     ;.@.~#_~’~!.~.:~g.~! 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge -~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 7:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Need Quick Response -- Letter ti~om You 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 25, 2013, at 10:06 PM, "Ille, Vince" <illei~ut~c.ed~ wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <.!)~).~!12¢E!Xi)~?7.~i[~j.~.%~.~!~!> 
Date: August 25, 2013, 8:56:33 PM EDT 

To: Matt Tenell <    ~m~club~c<~m> 

_ h.es~ ~l~c.ed~.~., Ille, Vlnce Ce: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick~L~;at~c.e&~>, "KiBchner, Steve" <s~.~:~ ekirsck~e(,~c.ed~>, "Best, Kevin S." < ..... _" " " 

<iiW,.~unc edu> 
Subje~: Re: Need Quick Response - Letter from You 

First read looks good. Let me re read it a time or two. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universi%" of No(th Carolina 

On Aug 25, 2013, at 8:52 PM, "Matt Terrell" <    ~orisclub.c<~m> wrote: 

Hi Bubba. We will wrap up our first issue of C.’:’h:.?.f.::N?:L,q: y:h:! ?..-:’:~::i;’:~:.i’i.:?.:!: tomorrow ... and I am incredibly excited how it has come together. 

You will be proud of it as well. 

I need a quick response on an idea we have. This magazine is a huge departure from the way we have done things -enough so that we think 

a letter at the front of the magazine from you would help explain it quite a bit. Nick and I crafted the message below. Please let me know if 

you like the idea of a letter, and whether you like the letter itself. We will post the issue tomorrow night, so if you could respond by early 

afternoon, it would be very helpful. Here goes: 

Carolina Fans - 

It’s a great day to be a Tar Heel! Thank you for reading CAROLINA - the brand new official publication of Carolina Athletics. 

One of the objectives of our strategic plan, Carolina Leads, is to "tel! the Carolina Story through innovative communications." CAROLINA is an 

incredibly important first step as we strive to accomplish that objective. As you peruse this debut issue, we hope you enjoy the stories and unique 

access CAROLINA provides. We will strive to use this medium to o~fer unique insights into Carolina athletics with each publication and are very 

excited about how this new publication will allow us to connect with our fans across the country. I want to offer my special thanks to The 

Rams Club and its 16,000 members who helped make the production of this digital magazine possible. 

On behalf of our more than 800 outstanding student-athletes and all of us who represent Carolina Athletics, thank you for your support. Enjoy 

CAROLINA! 

Go Heels! 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

Please note a new email address:     ~ramsclub.com 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



AGENDA 

Department Kickoff Meeting 

Monday, 

8:00 a.m. 

1. Breakfast - 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 a.m. 

2. Welcome a nd Introduction of Ca rol Folt - i minutei 8i3i a m 

3. Carol Folt- 9minutesi8:40am 

4. Celebrate Accomplishments - Jones Angell 

[] (2 minutes) 

[] (2 minutes) 

[] Athletic and Academic Highlights 

¯ SmJnu esi s m 

5. Strategic Plan Update - Bubba Cunningham 

[] Review purpose -To better serve our students and coaches 

[] Denison Survey- Good and needs improvement 

[] 2013-2014 emphasis on activation - based on Denison results 

[] NCAA Probation Reminder 

" iOminutesi9!OSa!m 

1 

New Staff Introductions - Bubba Cunningham 

[] Bubba invites new staff members to the front of the room to introduce 

themselves 

" i5 minutesi 0 a m 

7. Jenny Levy- Introduction by Bubba Cunningham 

" i5 minutesi 5 a m 

1 

Ernie Williamson Award - Larry Gallo 

[] Kathy Duffy, Knox Pollard, Tom Sander 

5 min utesi 9i40 a 

9. Close - Bubba Cunningham 



From: Tarheel Parents < ~vahoo.eom> 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:26 AM 

To: 

Subject: Infi~ on Individual player and team photos ~?om 

Hello Tar Heel Football Families, You may have aJready received information from Bfightroom to order this yeaJr’s photos. But, just in case hele is the iat’o ..... 

1) Visit http:i/ww~wv.mysportphotos.comi 

2) We recommend you click the ’Choose by Date’ drop down menu 

3) Click on ’8/2/13 North Carolina Football’ 

4) Password pigskin 

5) Type in your player’s last name and hit enter 

Note: Their phone number is             if you have any questions. 

4 Day Game Day Countdown for our very own gridiron gladiators. The game is televised on ESPN at 6p on 

see you there! 

Safe Travels mid Go Heels! 

.tbr those of you traveling we shall 

Dawn Womack 

OL 

THFPO President 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:54 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

ESPON and football 

Within that first article on ESPN is the link to this lengthy piece on ESPN and college football. A very interesting read. 

htt p:iiwww.nytimes.comi2013/08/25/sportsincaa foot b all/colle~e-foot b alls-most-domina nt-player-its-espn.ht m l 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

1919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:25 AM 

David Brady <pinehurst2@gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschile@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick 
<rick@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest~]unc.edu>; Clealy, Kenneth Eugene <kcleaxy@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Cord Cutting hnplications - ACC and beyond 

David, 

Thank you very much for your note and thoughts regarding future delivery of sports content. You have very articulately laid out the confusion about the 

future of the cable industry while also creating some suggestions that may be beneficial to us moving forward. 

I sincerely appreciate your thoughts and by copy of this email, I’m sharing your email with others in our department so that we can think about how we can 

distinguish ourselves going forward. I would also like to get together with you and some of our staff to talk about what those opportunities may be. 

Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

gubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: David Brady [        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:14 PM 
To-" UNC Athletics Director 
Co: Gwaltney, Clint 

Subject: Fwd: Cord Cutting Implications - ACC and beyond 

Bubba: 

To begin, we are a week away from our start I wish you and your staffthe best of luck I do think we are going to win in Columbia... really looking forward to it... 

The purpose of this email is to discuss ESPN, Cord Cutting, the future of Cable Companies and what I perceive the flaws in the financial model of the ACC and other 

conferences in the coming 10 years or so... I drafted this letter to give you an alternate viewpoint if/when my assertions come to fnfition. You are a steward of the UNC 

brand and I would be remiss ifI did not mention this to you. 

ESPN has a big challenge becau~ 65% of their revenue is tied to a subscription based model from cable providers such as Time Warner, Comcast, DIStt and others. 

I have included a link to an alticle below that shows this disruption; because of the "c[lNla]" shift, the result is cord-cutting by cable users... 7% of cable users dropped 

their service in the USA last year alone. ESPN and other "pay" networks such as the Big Ten Network, the SEC Network, and the Longhorn Network, are dependent 

on the cable providers to pay them based on the number of subscribers. Cable as we know it is destined to follow the route of the decline of the "home" phone. So in 

essence the financial foundation the monies from Networks (ESPN and the like) ibr all these mega contracts for the SEC, Big Ten, ACC and others, are going to be 

endangered- because fewer viewers will be subscribing to cable. Google/YouTube, Netflix and to lesser degree HuJu are accelerating the "cord cutting". 

Now, as recently as 2 days ago - Google has announced they are in negotiations with the NFL (the Holy Grail of sports content properties) to secure the NFL Sunday 

Ticket. If Google makes this deal, it will have the same ramifications that FOX had when they secured the NFL as the foundation of their new network back in 1993. 

Robert Kyncl (the VP of Google/YouTube Content referenced in the below article) is the executive I negotiated with to complete the TV Azteca/Google deal. 

Now let us cover the final straw that will collapse the Cable Providers the Internet Connection revenue piece of their business will go away in the coming 10 years. 

Connection to the Internet is a commodity, and as with all commodities that cannot be aided by collusion (such as diamonds and oil), that commodity becomes cheaper 

and cheaper (i.e Moore’s Law). The Intemet costs ofcormection will be a fraction to what Time Warner and others presently charge.., hence, this kills revenue. 

Presently the cable providers make money 3 ways a. Cable we covered above why this is in danger, 2. Home Phones via the Web the traditional phone will not 

be relevant in 5 years because of VoIP (Skype, Viber and more); and 3. Internet access will be ficee Google, Facebook, Yahoo, Amman, NetllLx, EBay and others 

only work with a connection to the web these companies are finding alternative ways to make the web available to large portions of the global population for little to 

no cost. This more than includes the markets of the ACC - the Eastern Seaboard. 
1 . In conclusion, I drafted this missive to give you a second set of eyes. The foundation of revenues for the NCAA is not on solid ground because the ins~bilit5 of ESt ’N 

and others due to the eminent "Cord Cutting". Simply, this financial model is flawed because the revenue strealns are going to dly up. Google, Yahoo, Facebook, and 

others are going to continue to wedge their way into sports content. Somebody in Greensboro (ACC Office) needs to be aware of this inevitable digital disruption to 

their financial model. Let me lmow ifI can help in anyway...dab 

ESPN: http://www.theatIantic.c~m/maqazine/archive/2~~3/~9/the-m~st-va~uab~e-~etw~rk/3~9433/~utm content=buffercb2bb&utm source=buffer 

Cord Cutting: http://allthinflsd.com/20130806/cord-cutting-used-to-be-a-myth-it-isnt-anymore/? 

utm_campaign=Buffer&utm content=buffer30499&utm medium=twitter&utm source=buffer 
! Google and the NFL: http:,/al~Nnasd.c~m/2~3~82~/is-g~g~e-read~-t~-buY-its-wa~into-tv-with-an-n~-deal/ 

Free Internet: http://www.usat~daY.c~m/st~ry/tech/2~13/~/21/mark-zuckerberq-faceb~k-n~kia-samsun~-qua~mm/26799~7/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~ 12:04 PM 

Pogge, Paul <pla~gge@~mc.edu-d Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

Academic All Stars 

@live. unc.edu> 

All, 

Can we schedule to talk around 2pro today regarding Academic All Stars 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Agent Rules Education 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Steve A" <coachrob@unc.edu> 

Date:               2:44:52 PM EDT 

To: "Vangelder, Ma~elle A" <mwmgeld@emafl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Agent Rules Education 

Maxielle, 

For 25 years Coach Williams has started each school yem discussing the roles for the temn. Each season we talk about agents and he shares his view of 

agents ruth the team. He will inform the guys that they should not accept an~thing from outside~. Emphasizing that nothing is free and that people want 

something in return. People outside of your immediate family mid our team are the any ones that we should accept things from, ( all legal of course). 

Coach reviews the ticket list looking for any potential red flags on our players list for both home and away games. We also discuss ruth our team any 
current situations that might occur throughout the season that we read or hear about as well. Then we roll put that info on our bulletin board as another 

reminder/br the teaan. 

We do talk and t~ to educate the parents especially the high profile kids about the agent process as well. 

From: <Vangelder>, Marielle A <__mva___n_K_e_[_d__@_. e _m__a_j_[:__u___q_c__:ed___u_.> 

Date: Friday.               4:40 PM 

To: Steve Robinson <coachrob@unc.edu> 

Cc: Eric Hoots <ehoots@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Agent Rules Education 

Coach Rob- 

I hope this finds you well. 

Could you please provide me with any documentation the Men’s Basketball Staff may have related to the agent education provided to the team by 

the coaches? Presentation material, meetings dates!times, topical outlines, NCAA information etc. 

The NCAA has asked us to provide them documentation of all education UNC provided institutionally to its Men’s Basketball student-athletes from 

Fall     through the present. Athletics Compliance has put together everything we have provided, but we wanted to include all of the information 

M. Basketball may have discussed with the team during the specified time period as well. 

I will touch base with you early next week to see if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you and have a nice weekend. 

Madelle 

Madelle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangeHer@unc,edu 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Non.m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 7:13 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaJT <uncaa exe stafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Out of the once 

Executive Team, 

i will be out of the office on vacation tomorrow, Thursday, and Friday. if you need to reach me, please email me or call my cell ( 

office first thing on Tuesday morning. 

Go Heels! 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

). I will be back in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents < ~}yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:02 PM 

USC parking - tielpfiJl Intb 

Dem Tea Heel Football Families, Below is some poxldng mtbrmation for South Carolina that has been provided to us by one of our parents and perhaps it ,nay be 
helpful in your parking planning tomon~ow! Please note we unders*and that it is difficult to impossible to save parking spaces for others. Your best bet if traveling in a 
group is to follow each other in the lot you pick. We also understand that some lots open at noon and others at 2p. The earlier the better as you might otherwise be 
stuck in tmYfic. Safe travels to eveuone and hopefully we will see you at the game! 
(hffo Pro~ided fr~m Brenda Smifl~) 

First, I apologize for the length of this post but I hope it will help those of you coming to Columbia. 

Please remember that Thursday evening games have been the worst ones for traffic because many people do not make it a full day affair and arrive later. 
Therefore, I strongly recommend that you try to arrive by 3pro and absolutely no later than 4pm. 

Regarding traffic flow, below is a link to the pre-game traffic flow: 
grfx.cstv.comlphotoslschoolsls...ffic 41ow-I .pdf 

Note that the drawing is not to scale so the stadium is further from 1-77 than it appears. The marked and labeled locations are not public so you will need to find 
other options. Looking at the diagram, you can take one of two exits off of 1-77. The first exit will be Shop Road and the second one will be Bluff Rd. Even though 
it will appear busier I would take the Bluff Rd exit as there are more lanes and the traffic flows pretty well. 

Coming in towards the stadium you will start seeing businesses that are open for parking. I can’t remember any landmarks for you but be careful and don’t park 
too soon because you could have a very long walk to the stadium. If you can see the stadium on a gps (For GPS purposes, the address of Williams-Brice 
Stadium is 1125 George Rogers Boulevard) that might give you a better idea of how far to go. I would not park anywhere before you see the stadium...there are 
some tough neighborhoods between 1-77 and the stadium. Of course the parking will get more expensive the closer you get but you will probably be paying 
about $25 if you park fairly close to the stadium. You want to make sure that you park before you get to the stadium (and not after) so it will be easier for you to 
get out after the game. Here is another link with info for two parking lots: 

http:ilwww.parkwhiz.com/williarns-brice-stadium-parkin.qi?utm source=AdCenter&utm medium=epc&utm terrn=Williams-Srice%20Stadium% 
_2__Q_P___a__r___k Lq g__&___u__tm __c___a__m__p___a_i.g__n___=___c__9_!_u___m__N o_~ ~ r!_ ~ ~_g~ ~. 
Anyone with morn suggestions regarding parking please add to this thread. 

If you are going to the GAA pregame function you will note that Seawelrs is on the map. There is no parking available at Seawelrs but there are parking lots on 
Hamrick Street beside of Seawelrs and another lot on the other side. The State Fairgrounds (not the USC section closest to the stadium) does have non- 
reserved gameday parking available for the UNC game. For gameday parking at the Fairgrounds, enter through Gate 12 off of Rosewood Drive...this is across the 
street from Seawelrs (from downtown, take Assembly St and then right on Rosewood Dr.). The cost is $30 per vehicle and gates open at 12 noon. 

There is also a shuttle from the Colonial Center by campus. Here is the link with more info. 

www.sc.edulvmpsigameday.html 
It’s a very good option if you don’t want to fight the traffic. 

Below is the post-game traffic flow. For those of you returning to NC after the game, be sure and try to get to 1-77 north: 

~ rfx.cstv.com/photos/schools/s...ffie41ow4 .pdf 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

F~T: 

Marielle A, vanGelder 

Associate AtNetic Director 

Uniw:~rsity of North C~rolin~ 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-.C~002 

mvangelder(:@unc~edu 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Senti Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Gregory, Cassandra B 
Cc: Williams, Andre; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: 

Ph:~ase see below in r~-’_~g~rd to schoh~rship. [.~:~:’s ~pp[y it to Summer S~-:~ss}on [-.20:~.3, 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Mercer, Ronald J [---m---a-!-Lt--~--LR---~---n--a--Ld---.---M---e---r-£-e---r---@---n---sK.-£-~----m--j 

Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:00 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 
Per our phone discussion this morning, I confirm that it does not matter as to which school term the $1000.00 applies to. If you have any questions, or need any additional 
information please don’t hesitate to call me. 
Thank you, 

3eft Mercer 
Regional Human Resources Manager-Float Mfg. 
NSG North America, Inc. 

Office: 9:[0-277-2221 

Cell: 

_r:9___n_~Ld__4__r_~_~_~Z_c_~_r_@__r~:__c_£!:_n_ 

hN~://nsg.com/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Dalgleish, Jwce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Friday,               12:58 PM 

Harris, Tracy U <thams@email.unc.edu>; Dutton, Ka;thy B. <:KafllyDutton@unc.edtv% Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@unc.e&t>; King, J. 

Angela <aking@unc.edtr>; Bitting, Angelyn S vabitting@unc.edw~; No~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu> 

Creech. Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lan3~ A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtt>; Vangelder, Mafielle A 

<mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edt~>; Markos, Lance M <:moackos@email.unc.edu>; Timmemmns, Tom <tinnnemlans@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 

<:michaelbeale@unc.edtc-; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Coverage Calendar 

.doc 

Attached is the          ’ Administrative Coverage Calendar. 

Please let me know of any corrections or additional approved leave that needs to be added. 

For those of you in need of administrative support during , please plan 

accordingly. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 3:33 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Kadton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.~mc.edu-~; Markos, Lance 

M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Durion@unc.edu~, 

Approvals received 

Coach Papa, 

We have received all approvals for Marissa Young. Her effective date 

will be Tuesday, Sept. 3rd. You will need to set up an appointment 

for her to meet with me on Tuesday, late morning or mid afternoon. 

She will need to bring the following ORIGINAL documents with her: 

1. Drivers License and Social Security Card, 

OR 

Drivers License and Birth certificate 

OR 

Passport (unexpired) 

2. A voided check for her direct deposit authorization or 

a memo from her financial institution signed by a bank official. 

In addition, please notify her that she will receive an email from 

EEV that she must complete before she meets with me on Tuesday. 

This will be sent to her current email address, which we have as: 

Once she and I meet, I will sign her up for her orientation session, which 

most likely will be on Monday, Sept. 16th from 1 p.m.- 5 p.m. 

Congratulations on the newest addition to your staff, and I look forward to 

meeting her. If either of you have any questions, please contact 

me or Kathy Dutton. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kretchmar, Jen <jkretchma~@admissions.unc.edtr% Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.ed~* 

RE: Slot question 

Good Morning- 

We would only be restricted in our contact with this student from an NCAA standpoint if she has signed a valid National Letter of Intent (NI.0 to attend another 

institution. Without knowing her name, f cannot w:_~rify with the N(’AA whetb:_~r or not w~-_~ would be subject to the recruiting ban associated with a valid N[I. 

However, b~-_~cause                                                             and does not: o[fl:_~r Athletics schobrships, it is likely she has not: signed one. 

Because she would stitl be considered a recruitabfe prospect our coaches would be Umited to one telephone call per week with this individual. There would be no 

limitations on d~e number ot: calls placed by the Admissions Office provided the content of the calls rebtes solely to the prospective students admission to d~e 

University. 

I hope this helps. Please h?~: me know if tb:_~re are any follow--up qu~:_~stions. 

Thank you 

Mariefle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7857; 

Fa’,<: (919) 962--6032 
mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday,             i0:34 AM 

To: Kretchmar, Jen. Polk,Barbara Jo 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Slot question 

Hi Jell 

Thanks for the information. I’m copying Mafielle vanGelder on this response. Ifthele me NC~k roles that apply, she will know and be able to best guide us. Thanks 

ibr your help. 

Vince 

From: Kretchmar, Jen 
Sent: Monday, :tO: 20 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo, Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Slot question 

Hi Vince, 

A’; Barbara outlines bel.:_~w, NACAC guidelines prevent u; from recruiting a ;tudent once they have enrolled elsewhere. Of course, w~-_~ don’t know if she i; enrolled 

ebewhere (or if her’ aid situation prevented her’ from enrolUng), but without contacting her (which we aren’t allowed to do}, we won’t know. This puts us in a bit 

of a bind. Are there any additional NCAA guidelines that we should be aware of that pertain to this type of situation? When I respond to Sarah, I want to let her 

know what we are and are not allowed to do at this point.. 

Thanks, Vince. Sorry for" the [iurry of emails. 

.]en 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 
To: Kretchmar, ]en; llle, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Slot question 

Jell 

Please ask Sarah if this student has deposited and planned to enroll somewhere else this fall. Also, would she be on athletic scholarship with us. 

My only concern is that our recruiting her if she has deposited elsewhere is an ethical violation unless she contacts us first (that means today or tomorrow) to see if there 

is any possibili~’ of being admitted this fall. For this to be above board, we cannot contact her to tell her to contact us either. If she has not deposited elsewhere, it is a 

moot issue. 

I am going to try to stay offemail the rest of the day. Just call my cell though if you want to discuss this further. 

Barbara 

sel~! [iotE~ my ’, enz’.m WJrde s ’~d LT}{ Smadphone 

........ Original message ........ 

I~rom: Kretchmm; Jen <-l__k__r__e__t__c__l!_r_lL%u2q:A_d___n!Ls_~l_R_r!~:__u__r_Lc_:_e_j__u_- 

Date:          ,9:34 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)unc.edu> 

Cc: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk((-~admissions.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Slot question 

Hi Vince, 

I just wanted to let you know that rowing came back with a request for a first+’ear slot. Let me an&’or Barbara know what you think. Barbara, if you and Vince approve, rll work with Jennifcr 
to get the process started. 

Thanks! 

Jen 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Haney, Sarah K 
Sent: Monday,_ 8:59 AM 
To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer (2 
Sut~iect: Re: Slot question 

Hello Jen, 
Thanks for getting back to me. 
Is is still possible to bring in an incoming freshman then? 
Late spring we were contacted by a kid whose financial package from 
if it is possible to still bring someone in. 
Thanks, 
Sarah 

Sent from ray iPhone 

[ didn’t come through. We had no slots so we didn’t push the issue with her. We would love to contact her now- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa, mer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Two Other Clem~-Up Items 

Vince, thank you again. I hate to say this but think we are going to need an official score report for the student in order for us to consider the     3fficial. 

This won’t make a difference for the student, since he is admitted one way or the other and does not require subcommittee review either way. The only impact in 

our not having his highest score is that we will be slightly underreporUng (by about 0.9 point) the average SAT score for the group as a whole. 

I am fine with our not bothering the student for the official report. If you or Marielle feel otherwise, l’d be glad to talk about it. 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Steve, 

Will this help? If you need additional intbrmation, please let me know. Thanks [br your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:22 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Attached, please find the NCAA Eligibility Center Certification Status Report fo~ student-athlete 
He achieved a scope of     on the June 20:12 exam ¯ 

The NCAA only accepts SAT and A(.T scores reported directly to the Eligibility Center from the testing agency, See page 13 of the 2013-1:1 NCAA Guide for the 

College Bound Student Athlete, 

Let me know if t:her~-’_~ are any additional quest:ions or concerns, 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

MarieHe A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9{’72--7&~;3 

Fax: {919) 962-6C~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:00 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Dear Vince: 

l’m sorry to be bothering you with this request, but in looking over our records for the class that’s entering this fall, l’ve found one student for whom the NCAA 

apparently has higher test scores than we do. We didn’t receive the higher score from the testing service, and his high school doesn’t list test scores on its official 

transcript. 

Is there a way either to extract an official score report, showing all of the section scores? If not, would the student in question consider asking the College Board to 

send an official score report to our office before the start of the semester? 

Thank you for letting me know. Again, l’m sorry to bother you with this request. 

Steve 

~i~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:i~N:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~i~ ~~1 ~NN~d i~N~~] 
990 1090 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yaho o .com> 

Tuesday, 9:38 PM 

UNC Dept. of Athletics Welcome Reception Invitation for Sat 

Hello, 

Please join us for the Department of Athletics Welcome Reception on Saturday,               from 3:00pm to 5: OOpm in the Loudermilk 

Center for Excellence at Kenan Stadium. We hope you are able to take a breakfront moving in to join many of our coaches and administrators 

for some light refreshments in the Student-Athlete Lounge on the second floor of the beantifid Loudermilk Center for Excellence. Please RSVP 
by Thursck02 (       using the link below. Hope to see you there! 

)!~’z~i!’.i2121212i.~g.:c~!.~;’.~-~v;?.’mqS,-~kv4w233k%zdr 

University ofNortJh CaJ’olina at Chapel ttill 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH C&ROLINA 

a~ CH&PEL HILL 

to3 SOUTH BUILDING 

CAMPUS BOX 9Ioo 

CHAPEL H~LL, NC .~7599-9Ioo 

T 919.96z.I365 

F 9xg.96~.x647 

carol.£olt@unc.edu 

August 7, 2013 

Ms. Deborah Crowder 

Dear Ms. Crowder: 

I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss your observations regarding the management 

and operation of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies while you were 

employed by the University. I am asking you to consider meeting with me or a 

representative of my office. 

As the Chancellor, it is important that I seek all available information regarding the 
problems that were discovered. Specifically, I would like to gain a greater understanding of 
your role. There have been numerous reviews of the department, but none of those reviews 
conducted or commissioned by the University had the benefit of your personal viewpoint. 
It would be helpful to me personally and to the university community to hear your 
perspective. 

Please contact Erin Schuettpelz, Chief of Staff by August 16. at 919-962-1365 to set up a 

meeting. 

ru 
ru 

Carol L. Folt r,- 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 12:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: WrestJing Hiking trip 

FYI, Not sure who, if anyone, has approved this for the past 4 years. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate ALhletic Director 

Universit:y of Nort:h Can:~lina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: (gI9) 962-5L>02 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

Team Update 

The team just returned gum the Smokey Mountains of North Carolina. TMs annum trip staded i~ 2010 and we have continued the tradition ever since. I was unable to attend 
lhis year but the guys came back with the usual stories and had a blast, 

The incomi~Xq freshman were pieced in their own groups and sent off to find various points in the trails. They were feat fer two days a~d fiscally found on day 3 when the upper 
classrnen went on a rescue missien, 

@s:/i>,~,,~,~:.fe ee bee k.co mimed ia/set/’?set=e, I 0151524641071493,1073741829.19182141492&t’@e= I 

Pictures from the trip are available on our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:17 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <plx~gge@unc.edtr> 

Fwd: Strategic Plans 

We need to be involved in this process. This is far more significant than he knows. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~n: JeffSchemmel <schemmel@imisports.com> 

Date: August 14, 2013, 4:42:38 PM EDT 

To: "Bubba Cunninghmn (bubbac~unc.edu)" <bubbac(a)unc.edu>, "Karlton Creech (kcreech(a)unc.edu)" <kcreech(~unc.edu> 

Subject: I;W: Strategic Plans 

Bubba, Karlton, 

I just saw this come across the wire from the UNC licensing guy. I assume you have an agreement for retail sales on your website, probably with 

Fanatics? I’ve been helping Auburn and Texas ruth tho~ agreements...found some interesting stufll Would love to discuss. 

Hope you’re well. 

Jell" 

Jeff Schemmel, Esq. ] JMI Sports LLC ] College Division O: 913.647.5177 ] C: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ida-request~lists.nacda.com [mailto:ida-reques ,~t@,lists.nacda.com] On Behalf OfLochbaum, DerekW 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: ’icla~lists.nacda.com’ 
Subject: [icla] Strategic Plans 

Colleague~ 

I am working on a 3-year, Strategic Plan tbr my program. I hope to include my progra~l’s primary goals, objectives~priorities under those goals and how I 
am going to measure success against those key goals. 

I have reviewed other slrategic plans both inside and out of the Universi~’ community. Unfortunately, an Office of Trademarks & Licensing seems to be an 

odd bird when compared to outside businesses or internal departments. We probably all share similar goals like; protecting our marks, promoting 

products with our marks that are consistent with our Umversity values, partnering with companies that share those values, building collaborative 

relationships with various stakeholders and, hopefully, generating revenue for a targeted, university mission. Now, as we tackles those goals, there are 

some things we can control and others we cannot (wins & losses). But, we are not building new dorms, expanding academic programs, implementing new 

IT systems, es~tablishing campuses in Qatar, etc. 

So, I was wondering if anyone has written such a strategic plan tbr their program and tbund a fi~rmat that fits our unique industW. Any guidance would be 
appreciated. 

Thales, 

Derek W. Lochbaum 
Director of Trademarks and Licensing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
15 Lenoir Hall, CB #1500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1500 
P: 919-962-2403 
F: 919-962-1656 
Email: derek lochbaum(~unc.edu<mailto:derek lochbanm,~,,’unc.e&~> 
Web: u~,.licensina.unc.edu 

[Description: Description: Description: Description: Strutting Ram] 



To unsubscribe ficom this list, click here: http://lists.nacda.com, unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:19 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic Plans 

Happy to help however I can, 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:17 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Fwd: Strategic Plans 

We need to be involved in this process. This is ~ac more significant than he knows. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~n: Jeff Scbemmel <schemmel@imisports.com> 

Date: August 14, 2013, 4:42:38 PM EDT 

To: "Bubba Cunningham (bubbac(/~unc.edu)" <bubbac@unc.edu>, "Karlton Creech (kcreech@mlc.edu)" <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Subject: FV¢: Strategic Plans 

Bubba, Karlton, 

I just saw this come across the wire from the UNC licensing guy. I assume you have an agreement for retail sales on your website, probably with 

Fanatics? I’ve been helping Auburn and Texas ruth those agreements...found some interesting stuf£ Would love to discuss. 

}tope you’re well. 

Jeff 

Jeff Schemmel, Esq. I JMI Spa(is LLC I College Division O: 913.647.5177 1 C: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: icla-requesiJ~c-~lists.nacda.com [mailto:icla-requesl(~)lis~s.nacda~com] On Behalf OfLochbaum, DerekW 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: ’icla~lis~s.nacda.com’ 
Subject: [ida] Strategic Plans 

Colleague~ 

I am worldng on a 3-yea1; Strategic Plan for my program. I hope to include my progrmn’s primaxy goals, objectives~’priorities under those goals and how I 

am going to measure success against those key goals. 

I have reviewed other strategic plans both inside and out of the University community. Unfortunately, an Office of Trademaxks & Licensing seems to be an 

odd bird when compared to outside businesses or intemal departments. We probably all share similar goals like; protecting our marks, promoting 

products with our marks that are consistent with our Universi~ values, partnering with companies that share those values, building collaborative 

relationships with various stakeholders and, hopefidly, generating revenue for a targeted, universi~ mission. Now, as we tackles those goals, there are 

some things we can control and others we cmanot (wins & losses). But, we are not building new domls, expanding academic programs, implementing new 

IT systems, establishing cmnpuses in Qatar, etc. 

So, I was wondering if anyone has written such a strategic plan for their program mad fomad a lbnnat that fits our tmique industry. Any guidance would be 

appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Derek W. Lochbaum 
Director of Trademarks and Licensing 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

15 Lenoir Hall, CB #1500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1500 

P: 919-962-2403 

F: 919-962-1656 

Email: derek lochbamn@unc.edu<mailto:derek lochbatmVtbanc.edu> 
Web: www.licensingamc.edu 

[Description: Description: Description: Description: Strutting Ram] 



To unsubscfibe from this list. click here: http:/ilists.nacda.com/unsubscfibe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:35 PM 

CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Strategic Plans 

I will talk to Derek tomorrow. 

Rick 

Sent [?om my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 7:17 PM, "Canningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We need to be involved in this process. This is tier more significant than he knows. 

Bubba 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JeffSchemmel <~hemmel@imispoVts.com> 

Date: August 14, 2013, 4:42:38 PM EDT 

To: "Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@anc.edu)" <bubbac@unc.edu>, "Karlton Creech (kcreech@unc.edu)" <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Subject: F~7: Strategic Plans 

Bubba, Karlton, 

I just saw this come across the wire from the UNC licensing guy. I assume you have an agreement for retail sales on your website, probably 
with Fanatics’? I’ve been helping Auburn and Texas with those agreements...found some interesting stuff Would love to discuss. 

Hope you’re well. 

Jeff" 

JeffSchemmel, Esq. JMI Sports LLC I College Division] O: 913.647.5177 C: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: icla-request,~lists.nacda.com [maJlto:icla- request(~lis~s.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Lochbaum, Derek W 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: ’iclar~lis~s.nacda.com’ 

Subject: [icla] Strategic Plans 

Colleagues, 

I am working on a 3-year, Strategic Plan for my program. I hope to include my progran~’s primary goals, objectives’priorities under those 

goals and how I mn going to measure success against those key goals. 

I have reviewed other snategic plans both inside and out of the UniversiF communiF. Uat’ollunateb; an Office of Trademarks & Licensing 

seems to be an odd bird when compared to outside businesses or internal depa(mlents. We probably all share similar goals like; protecting 

our marks, promoting products ruth our marks that are consistent with our University values, partnering with companies that share those 
values, building collaborative Mationships ruth various stakeholders an& hopefulb; generating revenue for a taJrgete& universib~ mission. 

Now. as we tackles those goals, there are some things we can control and others we cannot (wins & losses). But, we are not building new 

dorms, expanding academic programs, implementing new IT systems, establishing canlpuses in Qatar, etc. 

So, I was wondering if anyone has written such a strategic plan for their progranl and found a format that fits our unique industry. Any 

guidance would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Derek W. Lochbaum 

Director of Trademarks and Licensing 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

15 Lenoir Hall, CB #1500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1500 

P: 919-962-2403 

F: 919-962-1656 



Email: derek lochbaum@unc.edu<mailk):derek lochbaum~b~unc.edu> 
Web: www.licensing.unc.edu 

[Descnption: De~ription: Description: De~ription: StnLtfing Ram] 

To unsubscribe from this list, click here: http:#lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:49 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Strategic Plans 

Can we search our sites by player name? 

B ubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 8:35 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(dbunc.edu> wrote: 

I will talk to Derek tomonow. 

Rick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 7:17 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We need to be involved in this process. This is Par more significant than he knows. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JeffSchemmel <sehemmel~imisports.com> 

Date: August 14, 2013, 4:42:38 PM EDT 

To: "Bubba Cunningham (bubbacSb~unc.edu)" <bubbac@unc.edu>, "Karlmn Creech (kcreech@unc.edu)" 

<kcreech(a) unc.edu> 

Subjet~: FW: Strategic Plans 

Bubba, Karlton, 

I just saw this come across the rare from the UNC licensing guy. I assume you have an agreement for retail sales on your 

website, probably with Fmmtics? I’ve been helping Auburn and Texas with those agreements...found some interesting s~ff: 

Would love to discuss. 

Hope you’re well. 

Jeff" 

JeffSchemmel, Esq. I JMI Sports LI,C I College Division] O: 913.647.5177 C: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: icla-request(~lists.nacda.com [ma~lto:icla-requestt~)lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Lochbaum, Derek W 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: ’icla(~lists.nacda.com’ 

Subject: [icla] Slrategic Plans 

Colleagues, 

I an working on a 3-year, Strategic Plm~ for my prograJn. I hope to include my program’s primary goals, objectives/priorities 

under those goals and how I an going to measure success against tho~ key goals. 

I have reviewed other strategic plmls both inside and out of the Universib" communiW. Unformnate155 an Office of Trademaxks 

& Licensing seems to be an odd bird when compared to outside businesses or internal departmeuts. We probably all share 

similar goals like; protecting our marks, promoting products ruth our maxks that are consistent with our University. values, 

partnering with compmaies that share those value~ building collaborative relationships with various stakeholders and, hopefully, 

generating revenue for a targeted, university, mission. Now, as we tackles those goals, there are some things we can control and 

others we carmot (wins & losses). But. we are not building new dorms, expanding academic programs, implementing new IT 

systems, establishing campuses in Qatar, etc. 



So, I was wondering if anyone has written such a strategic plan for their program m~d found a fonnat that fits our unique 

industry. Any guidance would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Derek W. Lochbaum 
Director of Trademarks mid Licensing 

The University ofNolth CaJrolina at Chapel Hill 

15 Lenoir Hall, CB #1500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1500 

P: 919-962-2403 

F: 919-962-1656 

Email: derek lochbaum(~a)unc.edu<mailto:derek lochbaum(a)unc.edu> 
Web: www.licensing.unc.edu 

[Description: Description: Description: Description: Strutting Rmn] 

To unsubscfibe from this list click here: http:#lists.nacda.com/unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 9:59 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Re: Sl: Online jersey sales highlight NCAA’s hypocrisy on amateurism 

Kirsch, 

Thanks for forwarding these e-mails to me, but I do not think we should send them to the entire department. 

Circulating negative article about our governing body is not a good idea. They create our rules, we(all of us) must follow them, but I think these articles undermine the credibility of 

the Association and that is not the message we want to convey to the entire staff. 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, August 7, 2013 12:44 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone .@groups.unc.edu> 

Subject: SI: Online jersey sales highlight NCAA’s hypocrisy on amateurism 

O -  Jine iier z ey highlight NCAA s hypocH . W amateurism 

This isn’t about Johnny Manziel. It might be about the next Johnny Manziel, though. 

The NCAA’s rules concerning players’ publicity rights are artificial constructs designed to cap the wages of the labor force, keep the IRS away and enforce a 

quaint-but-ludicrous notion of parity in the upper reaches of football and men’s basketball. That’s why players can’t sell their autographs or get a cut of the 

profits when their schools sell their jerseys. 

But those rules do exist, and, at the moment, breaking them still carries consequences. 

So Manziel’s best bets if he wants to continue playing quarterback for Texas A&M are either to prove he never received money for autographs or hope the 

NCAA can’t prove he received money for autographs. A civil disobedience defense -- no matter how valid -- probably won’t work here. 

But the next Johnny Football may not have to worry about some of those rules. He may be able to make money off his own name while still in college on 

scholarship without fear of scandal. For that, he may be able to thank former UCLA basketball player Ed O’Bannon, his attorneys and his fellow plaintiffs. 

O’Bannon’s class action lawsuit has EA Sports ready to bail and has the NCAA on the ropes, and it’s all about publicity rights. The next Johnny Football also 

will owe a huge thank-you to ESPN commentator Jay Bilas. Bilas, a practicing attorney, former Duke basketball player and perpetual thorn in the NCAA’s 

side, did something on Tuesday afternoon that exposed the organization’s inherent hypocrisy in a way everyone -- including future jurors who know may 

know nothing about college athletics -- can understand. 

All Bilas did was type Manziel’s last name into a search bar. That search bar was located on the Shop page on NCAA.com. Guess what happened? 

Bilas was taken to a page that contained links to buy Texas A&M jerseys emblazoned with the No. 2. Who wears No. 2? Why, Johnny Manziel, of course. But 

hasn’t the NCAA been telling us for years that the organization and the schools it comprises don’t profit off the names or likenesses of individual players? If 

that’s the case, why would the name of a player be tied directly to the sale of that player’s jersey on the NCAA’s official web site?Bilas tweeted a screen 

grab of the result. 

Surely, it was a coincidence. So Bilas typed "Clowney" into the search bar. Guess what popped up? A page containing links to No. 7 South Carolina jerseys. 

Who wears No. 7 for South Carolina? Put your hand down, six-year-old Andy Staples. It’s not quarterback Mike Hold anymore. The current No. 7 at South 

Carolina is defensive end Jadeveon CIowney, the presumed No. 1 pick in the 2014 NFL draft. Bilas tweeted a screen g~ab of that, too. 

Then he repeated the exercise using the names of C[e~asen quarterback Tajh [5oyd, Lou[svilie quarterback [eddy grid~ewater and Alabama quarterback AJ 

M(Ca.~.~on, and each time he was taken to a page featuring a link to buy that player’s replica jersey. 

Shortly after Bilas exposed this feature of the site, the search function disappeared from the page. (Which doesn’t look guilty at all. No sir.) But the geniuses 

in Indianapolis forgot to disable the search on the mobile shop site. After alert reader Kyle Jernigan pointed this out to me on Twitter, I searched for the 

following terms: "Jadeveon Clowney," "Johnny Manziel," "Braxton Miller" and "DeAnthony Thomas." Each time, I was taken to a page featuring links to buy 

the corresponding player’s jersey. Later, the search bar on the mobile site was also disabled. 

It should be noted that NCAA.com is managed by Turner Sports, which is owned -- at le:a,~t Ior i:he ~:e:d: Iew moqth~ -- by the same parent company as 

SI.com. The shop portion of the site is run by a company called Fanatics Retail Group, which bills itself as "the industry’s leading provider of outsourced e- 

commerce solutions to colleges, conferences, professional sports teams and sports media properties." Most of the profits go to the schools, which own the 

trademarks for the jerseys. This is important because NCAA officials likely will blame the name-product connections on one of the site management 

companies or some other outside vendor. 

No one will believe this, and no one should. As the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions would now say to a head coach whose assistants broke NCAA bylaws, 

it happened on your watch. It’s your problem. 

Now all that remains is for some enterprising attorney to use that information to bury the NCAA in court. I joked Tuesday on Twitter that Bilas should get a 

share of the fees collected by the O’Bannon attorneys, but then ]on Solomon of the Birmingham Mews, who has covered the O’Bannon case as well as 



anyone, reminded me that lead plaintiffs’ attorney Michael Hausfeld uttered three words to judge Claudia Wilken on June 20 that I’m sure he wished 

Tuesday he could take back. 

In the class certification hearing for the O’Bannon case, Wilken was questioning Hausfeld on the plaintiffs’ shift in strategy. Originally, they went after part of 

the profits from the EA Sports video games for former athletes. Now, they’re hoping to collect a piece of that money as well as a piece of NCAA and 

conference television revenue for former and current athletes. Wilken was trying to clarify the strategy when she asked, "I gather jerseys and bobbleheads 

and all of that are out?" Hausfield’s reply: "Yes, your honor." Going after jerseys might require another strategy change, and Hausfeld and his team have a 

pretty good case as-is. So maybe they should leave this one for someone else. 

There is significant value in the jersey issue, and there is tangible proof the NCAA directly tied the identity of the players to the numbers on the jerseys. It’s 

easy money for an attorney and for the plaintiffs, because the NCAA has absolutely no defense. The schools and the organization have maintained for years 

that they are not selling jerseys tied to particular players because the jerseys do not feature names. We always knew that was a lie, and the NCAA’s own 

search bar proved it on Tuesday. 

Need some potential clients? Former Ohio State quarterback Terrelle Pryor seems a logical person to approach. The NCAA painted him as a scoundrel and 

suspended him for selling his own property. Because of this, Pryor aborted his senior season and wound up in the NFL’s supplemental draft. Ohio Btate sold 

a boatload of No. 2 jerseys when Pryor was in Columbus. How about former Georgia receiver A.J. Green? The NCAA suspended Green for four games in 

2010 for selling his jersey and painted him as an outlaw. The NCAA never took any action against Georgia for selling thousands of No. 8 jerseys during 

Green’s time in Athens. 

Who else would make a good plaintiff? Hmmm. Who might like to take a chunk out of the NCAA right now? Who stands to lose a ton of money in the long 

run because of a bad NCAA rule? 

OK. Maybe thi~ was abo~.,’t iIohnny ~’,lanziel all along. 

Read More: ~tp://~‘)rtsi~ust~.a~ed.cr~‘~n/c~ege~f~‘)c~ba~i/~e~‘‘~/2~13~8~7/~ersey~r~caa.~a~es~‘nar~ziei~ci~:~ey///ixzz2L~I~cUc7B 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edtc> 

Thursday. August 15, 2013 8:14 AM 

Chris Gizzi ~        @me.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

RE: via Corey Holliday 

Chris, 

What is your availability tomorrow afternoon? 

Paul 

From= Chris Gizzi [mailto: @me.corn] 

Sent= Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:40 P! 
To= Pogge, Paul 
Co= Holliday, Corey L 
Subject= via Corey Ho]liday 

Paul 

Chris Gizzi here - what axe some windows this week to meet up ruth you? 

Chris 

Chris Gizzi 
~.me.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 15, 2013 8:53 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic Plans 

Bubba, 

No, if you search our onUne store by a player’s name you do not get any results, 

Derek is out of the office next week. He and I are meeting on Tuesday, 8/27 at 4 pm to discuss his strategic planning process. 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:49 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Strategic Plans 

Can we search our sites by player name? 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 8:35 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 

I will talk to Derek tomorrow. 

Rick 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 7:17 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(?~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

We need to be involved in tiffs process. This is far more significmlt tllan he knows. 

Bubba 
Sent fiom my iPhone 

Begin fon~-arded nrcssage: 

From: JeffSchemmel <~hemnM@in+isports.com> 

Date: August 14, 2013, 4:42:38 PM EDT 

To: "Bubba Cunningham (bubbacf;unc=edu)" <bubbac(tbunc.edu.~, "Karlton Creech (kcreech(~unc.edu)" 

<__k__c_’_r__e__e__c:__~_~_(_a2__~_Lr_Lc_:_e___~!_u > 
Subject: l~V: Strategic Plans 

Bubba, Karlton, 

I just saw this come across the wire from the UNC licensing guy. I assume you have an agreement for retail sales on your 

website, probably with F~matics? I’ve been helping Auburn and Texas with those agreements...found ~me interesting stuttl 

Would love to discuss. 

Hope you’re well. 

Jeff 

JeffSchemmel, Esq. I JMI Sports LLC I College DivisionI O: 913.647.5177 C: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: icla-request(i~lists.nacda.com [mailto:ida-requesk~Jists.nacda.com] On BehalfOfLochbaum, Derek W 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: ’icla<a),list s.nacda .com’ 
Subject: [icla] Strategic Plans 

Colleagues~ 

I am working on a 3-year, Strategic Plan for my progrmn. I hope to include my program’s primary, goals, objectives/priorities 

under those goals and how I am going to nrcasure success against those key goals. 

I have reviewed other strategic plans both inside mid out of the University community. Unfortunately, an Office of Trademaxlcs 

& Licensing seems to be an odd bird when compared to outside businesses or internal departments. We probably all share 

similar goals like; protecting our marks, promoting producks with our marks that axe consistent with our Uiffversity values, 



pexmering with companies that share those values, building collabx~rative relationships with various s~takeholders and, hopethlly, 

generating revenue for a targeted, university mission. Now, as we tackles those goals, there are some things we can control and 

others we cannot (wins & losses). But, we are not building new dorms, expanding academic programs, implementing new IT 

systems, establishing campuses in Qatar, etc. 

So, I was wondering if anyone has written such a strategic plan for their program and found a format that fits our unique 

indus~~. Any guidance would be appreciated. 

Thanks, 

Derek W. Lochbaum 

Director of Trademarks and Licensing 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

15 Lenoir Hall, CB #1500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1500 

P: 919-962-2403 

F: 919-962-1656 

Email: ~t_e__r__e_k____l_~_c_h__b_a___u_!Ln__@__t_Ln___c_:_e_~t___u_ <._n_)__a__i_!__tg_-__@__r~ k__! ~]!~ ~r~ ~_U!!~:~0_U> 

Web: ~/~?_~L!i__c__e__llsi__n_~. anc. ed u 

[Description: Deseripfion: Description: Description: Strutting Ram] 

To unsubsefibe farm this liszt, click here: htlp://lisks.nacda.con~,’unsubscribe 



UNC Athletics Weekly Unit Report 

UNIT: Leadership Academy 

MANAGER: Shelley Johnson 

DATE: 8/16/13 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS (projects and tasks completed this week in priority order) 

Onboarding - coordinating various campus tours for coaches, staff and administration; preparing for 

DiSC Workshop with new coaches; coordinating Onboarding efforts of new assistant coaches with 

sport supervisors; updating Onboarding Checklist for Coaches; collecting local resources for 

Onboarding goodie bags 

= Communication - preparing agenda for Leadership Liaison Meeting 

= 10-Year Anniversary - conducted meeting with support staff to coordinate efforts to launch, sustain 

and conclude commemoration 

Membership - collecting Winter, Spring Veteran Leader rosters; updating coaches rosters 

" Program Planning - tweak training program for CREED Mentors; tweak GAP Year curriculum; 

develop 2013-14 Coaches curriculum; assembling binders for participants 

= Marketing: internal - creating one doc for "top 15 ways to recruit using the Leadership Academy"; 

preparing logistics for information booth at Welcome Back Picnic 

PROJECTS & TASKS (next week in priority order) 

m 

m 

Programming - preparing for CREED Mentor Training; conducted new coach orientation to 

Leadership Academy, new Leadership Liaison orientation and Leadership Liaison fall meeting 

Onboarding - collecting names for various campus tours for coaches, staff and administration; 

confirming new coaches for DiSC Workshop; present at Coaches Meeting about process; drafting 

welcome/introductory letter from sport supervisors to new coach 

10-Year Anniversary - initiating efforts to launch and sustain commemoration 

¯ Membership- collect Winter, Spring Veteran Leader rosters 
¯ Marketing: internal - preparing logistics for information booth at Welcome Back Picnic 

SIGNIFICANT DATES (upcoming in chronological order) 

¯ 8/7/13 - Admissions Tour for Athletics Department personnel 
¯ 8/14/13 - Historical Tour for Athletics Department personnel 
¯ 8/21/13 - Fall Leadership Liaison Meeting, New Coaches Orientation to Leadership Academy 
¯ 9/4/13 - Athletics Campus Tour for Athletics Department personnel 
¯ 9/11/13 - DiSC Workshop and SPARE Model for Professional Development with new coaches 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT & EDUCATION (completed this week in chronological order) 



OTHER INFORMATION (priority order) 

¯ Leadership Academy - 2013-14 marks our 10th anniversary of being the premier leadership 

development program in collegiate athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Quick Question 

Despite repeated requests to do so, he has not, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Quick Question 

Has Mr. Schaffer registered with our program? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: ][lie, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Quick Question 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~m: "Finnifl; Doug" <Doug.Firmiit(a)nflplavers.com> 

Date: August 15, 2013 12:16:11 PM EDT 

To: "ppogge@tmc~du" <ppogge(i~unc.e&~> 

Cc: "Levin, Mark" <__M___a__4Lk__:[__:_e__xg_~[~r2f_]p_l__a_.v_e___m__=c_5?_r_!l> 

Subject: Quick Question 

The last agent he had ~as Peter Schaffer, hey, ever he termitmted him about two years ;ago Here is Peter SchaFii~r’s # just in case: 

Doo~ gi~giN 

5<.ii~--rv (2~O,O i’,’i~-’!¢2i{{4i~’>~ 

] 

i :: :7!,3 2’(’ii; 5r~<’<. i ~ .... 

"V(>;iq~’,,G,?::~;. [2(:: ::2() ):3d 

( i:::} (2L’:::!) ;.~ > 5--9 i :? 9 

(,~:ii (::;.i02) ? ::,6-;/:?.iS 
(i-..ii 
NFLPLAYERS.COM 

From: Levin, Mark 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:14 PM 
To: Finniff, Doug 
Subject: FW: Quick Question 

Can u get back to him tomorrow. Thx 

Sent from my Windows Phone 

From: Pogge, Paul 
) Sent: 8/14/’2013 6:50 t M 

To: L #_ ~_:i~__. _M__~4:_k_ 
Subject: Quick Question 

Mark, 
Do you know who Willie Parker’s agent was? Hope you’re having a good week. 
Paul 



Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:59 PM 

Chris C~yzi ~        @me.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu> 

RE: via Corey Holliday 

Cb~’is, 

Let’s do 2 PM tomorrow in V[nce l[le’s office. 
Thanks, 
Paui 

From: Chris Gizzi [mailto: @me.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 1:39 plVl 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: via Corey Holliday 
May I swing my around 2pro? 

Chris Gizzi 
@me.corn 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 8:14 AM, Pogge, Paul wrote: 

Chris, 

Paul 

From: Chris Gizzi [mailto:        ~me.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 7:40 PI 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Co: Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: via Corey Holliday 

Paul 

Chris Gizzi here - what axe some windows this week to meet up with you? 

Chris 

Chris Gizzi 
~me.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 5:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Football 

I ma,de sore÷ ÷dit3 to th÷ other ~h’~ilar one. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 5:25 PM 
To: Vangelder, [Vlarielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Football 
Any suggestions regarding the attached? We may require football medical non-counters to sign this. Thmlks. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu>; SatxL Tim <tsabo@email.~mc.edtr~; GwaJtney, Clim <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B 

<eculler@unc.edu> 

Tennis Team Compliance Meeting Changes 

Just wanted to update you all that both men’s and women’s Tennis Team Compliance Meetings will be Monday 

(the calendar sent yesterday has at 2:00, but Coach Paul and Coach Kalbas just recently changed days) 

Thanks, 

at 2:00 PM in the Loudermilk Center 

’~email.unc.edu 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gunter Brewer ~aol.com> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Willie Parker truly ing to contact u 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Sport Program Assignment Roster 

Thanks Vince, 

Michelle got me her changes this morning. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 8:59 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Sport Program Assignment Roster 

Rick, 

So fax, it appears we will need to change the following: 

1. 

2. 

I sere an email to Michelle Brown regarding your message below. Numerous changes have been made in that area. I expect Michelle will soon provide you an update 

on the assig~unent of ASPSA counselors to all of the sport programs. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 8:10 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Co: Norton, Molly 
Subject-" Sport Program Assignment Roster 

All - 

Per our discussion today, please review the attached and get back to me by 5 pm this Friday, August 23rd with any units that should be added to this chart and with 

updates for the 20:13 - 20:14 year with sport assignments for units you oversee. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

No,lira, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 1:19 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting Request 

Vhlce, Kadton, and Paul, 

Bubba would like to meet with Emmett 6ill with you all in the meeting as well I’m going to offer Monday, September 9 or Wednesday, September 18 as possible 

m~:_~et:ing dat~-_~s. [f you have any major conflicts on those dates, i:~h:_~i~se h:_fl: me know. 

Thanks, 

Mofly 

From: Student Athletes L 
sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Meeting Request 

@yahoo.corn] 

Dear Athletic Director Cunningham: 

I hope this message finds you in great spirit and health. I am the national coordinator for the Student- 

Athletes t]uman Rights Project (The Project) and last year we communicated regarding the well-being of 

some UNC student-athletes. 

I am writing to inquire if we could meet as soon as your schedule permits. I would like to learn more 

about some of the changes you have made related to the UNC academic controversy and how they impact 

student-athlete well-being. In addition, a couple of new concerns were brought to The Projects attention 

regarding the treatment of UNC football student-athletes. Additionally, we are currently gathering 

information for our report card on athletic departments involved in controversies. 

In the meantime, I hope you are well rested for the new academic year. 

I hope we can meet soon. 

Best 

Emmett L. Gill, fir., PhD, MSW, LCSWA 

http:iis[ud entathleteshumanright,s.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 20, 2013 1:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Football posit game manage the elevators 

I thil~k sweat jackets should be a minimuna standard of attire for players doing interviews after the game. I am fine with the "stars of the game" addressing the media right aRer Larry in the 
media room, but I think it would be best after that to have the other players made available in groups of three so questions can be monitored I believe we discussed this last year and it 
seems to be a good alternative to the current practice. That way, the media relations staff could interject when appropriate and provide feedback to help student-athletes with future 
intel-\dews 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:14 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Football post game manage the elevators 

Any thoughts? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:37 AiM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Spurling, James; Hundley, Bobby; Kirsclmer, Steve; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Football post game manage the elevators 

Vlnce, 

I had a meeting with Bubba about this and I’ve gone back and looked at my nutes. Let me know if you know o17 any uther concerns. 

1. Elevator for Coach Fedora - Wurking with James Spurling on a plan to hold the elevator closest to the coaches locker ruom at ground level for Fedura to access immediately after 
addressing the team. 

2. Background of interviews - Players will be lined up the entire length of the fiRh flour recruiting room un high-back chairs su the wall murals are in the backgruund. Second option is tu 
have the stadium in the background. 

3 Staff- We will tW to have more liall-time stali’in the pust game area. 
Just so everyune is aware, I stay with Coach Fedura thruughuut the process, Bobby stays in the locker room to gather players and escort them to the elevators. Last year, 

) placed the players in pusitiun throughout the fifth floor interview ruom and announced their arrival to the media. 

4. Attire - Time permitting, players will shower first and then go to the press cunference wearing their sweat jacket or a Carolina t-shirt. We’ll make eveW attempt to make sure there are no 
cut-off shirts, etc. 

Last year, we started and anticipate continuing the policy of bringing the "star" players uf the game to the podium immediately fullowing Fedora. 

Let me know ify()u recall any uther issues 

On 8/20/13 8:09 AM; "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Hey Kcvin, 
> 

>I recall Bubba referencing the items below numerous times throughout 
>the 
>2012 fi~otball season and again after the spring game. Do we feel 
>confident that his concerns have been addressed appropriately-? Is there 
>anything you need me to do to help? If so, please just let me know. 
>Thanks. 
> 
>Vince 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Kevin S. Best [mailto:kevinbestl&unc.edu] 
>Sent: Munday, @ril 15, 2013 3:19 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Bubba Cumfingham; Kirschner, Stcve 
>Subject: Re: Football post game manage the elcvators 
> 

>Bubba, 
>I’ve spoken with Corey Holliday, James Spurling and the equipment staff 
>about a few- of the items listed below. I spoke with Molly- and scheduled 
>a meeting at your office on Thursday, April 25, at 10 am to discuss the 
>plan for next season. Thanks. 
> 

>Kevin 
> 

> 

>On 4/13/13 5:22 PM, "Bubba Cunningham" < 
> 

>>A couple of things I want to talk about. 
>> 

>> 

>>Football post game manage the elevators 
>> 

>>Backdrop for players in recruiting room 
>> 

>>Player post game apparel 
>> 

~,gmail corn> wrote: 



>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Bubba 
>> 

>>Sent from my iPhone 
> 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

POLICY MEETING AGENDA 

Wednesday August 21, 2013 & Thursday August 22, 2013 
7:00pro - Smith Center 

. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Sport Administrator(s) Introduction/Welcome: Bubba Cunningham 

Introduction of Lissa Broome, FAR: 

Sports Nutrition: Mary Ellen Bingham 

Social Media Monitoring: Marielle vanGelder 

Transfer Policy: Marielle vanGelder 

Disassociated Individuals: Marielle vanGelder 

Bubba Cunningham 

: Joanna Carey Cleveland 

8. Hazing Policy: Larry Gallo 

9. Arrest/Conviction Policy: Larry Gallo 

10. Sports Wagering Policy: Larry Gallo 

11. Drug Testing Policy (UNC and NCAA): Larry Gallo 

*Marielle vanGelder will introduce Lissa Broome on Thursday August 22, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

Cunnin~ham. Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.edtv~; HuA, Rong <rhu@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.tmc.edtv~; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin(~unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>;, @live.unc.edu:>; @live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu:>; Jacobs, Michael Paul <mjacobs@unc.edu>; 

~)live.nnc.edu> 

Welcome Back Picnic Agenda 

Welcome Back Agenda.docx 

Hi All, 

Attached you will rind a copy of the agenda tor tile Welcome Back Picnic. Please let rT/e know it you have any quest,ons. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



Annual Welcome Back Picnic 

Monday, 

4:00 pro- 6pro Setup - Food, Tables, Resources, Games 

6:00 pm - 

6:20 pm - 6:30pro 

7:15 pm 

7:30 pm 

7:35 pm 

Doors Open - Food, Games 

Video - Year in Review 

Welcome - Bubba 

SAAC - and Michael Jacobs 

Outreach - 

Carolina Leadership Academy (10th Year/CREED) - 

SWAG - & 

Video -"All I Do is Win" 

Group Picture- All Student-Athletes 

Carolina CREED - 1St Years 

Harlis Meaders - Guest Speaker 

kebreaker/Introduction 

Habitude - Iceberg (Character) 

7:30 pm - SAAC, FB assist with clean up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:53 PM 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Monthly staff/team meeting with men’s lacrosse 

Hi Vince and Marielle- 

I know you are very busy but I was hoping to carve out a few minutes of your time to discuss a monthly educational opportunity for both our staff and players. If available, my plan 

would be to have monthly meetings with someone from your staff to discuss any NCAA policy/rules changes, eligibility, basic reminders (based on time of the year, recruiting, 

camps, etc) for our coaching staff. I also believe a monthly meeting with the team would be invaluable and extremely educational for our student athletes. We could pick a "topic 

of the month" based on the current issues in college athletics from across the country with student athletes and run through the "do’s and don’ts’ (such as issued equipment, do 

NOT sell on EBAYH!). Since our meeting today, I feel that I need to continue to educate our staff and team even more with regards to daily compliance rules and issues. 

Thank you for your time! 

Joe 
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[] 8isa!e ~ T,,,’,,eel: [] Shsre [] Fo!ward to Friend 
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Alumni and ~riends: 

Kinetic Partners 

1 was tlaveting from Chapel Hill to New York last week and was delayed at RDU for almost 

two hours As I made my way through the tenninal, I heard someone calf my’ name~ and it 

happened ~o be Chns Lornbardy, a Io~me~ American Lfnive~sity w~es~ler, and now pa~tne~ 

of "Kinetic Paltriers" located in NYC. 

The reason I mention Clads is because he is now part of the Ca~olina Wrestfing Famify. 

Clwis, a fem~e~ wrestler and Jersey native decided to hi~e anethe~ w~estler and ,fe~sey 

native, Nick Heilrnenn as a sumrne~ inbrn. Nick is a business major here a~ Carolina and 

is currently receiving some valuabte experience from Chris Lomba~dy and Kinetic 

Partners 

The staff and f would like to thank Chds for choosing to issento[ one of ou[ own and 

welcome him into the Carolina Wrestling Famifyl 



and what it is that he does. 

NWGA Best in Brand 

Berne of you may or may net know that we ~acked up sense wins in the NV~/\’s Best of 

Brand eonqpetition this summer. The Best of Brand competition is designed to encourage 

coaches to become mere creative and take mote el an initiative at branding their spe~t 

and program on and off campus via social media and malketing. We won thlee 

competitions this summer: best promotionaf graphic category, best entertainment video 

and best solid service video. Here is what the NV~5/khad to say about our prog[arn: 

This process was determined by a national poll and many of you helped us with 

spreading tile word during the competitions. Thank you for stepping up! 

S~an Banks 

I recently had a conversation with Bran Banks the ether day and wanted to let any of you 

in tile Charlotte area know that Stan is active once again in the wrestling community 

Star ~ecently started a wtestfing club in the area named Core Wrestling and is helping at 

the youth through high school levef. If you have anyone in the area that you think may 

benefit be sure to give Bran a call and help out a fellow aKint: ’~2~,2"td..~9.[~!:kt/.[~!f<t)i.~,.~!?.!):] 

Sincerely: 

Ca~y Kotat 

Associate Head Coach 

Office: 919.962,5212 

Ceil: 

Carolina Wrestling on Linkedln 

If you hawm’t already done so, please 

join the ~50 Carolina Wrestling grads 

that are now members of Carolina 

WresLiing Alumrii on Linkeciin. **Please 

do not request to join the group (or 

invite others to join) if you did not 

wrestle at UNC 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@art.net> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

I just checked and yes, there were two deposits made. Who does the check get made out to? 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
To: "Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas" <zwierleint@unc.edu> 
Cc:                   @att.net>;                       ~email.unc.edu>; "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>; "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:08 PM 
Subject: FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 
Chad, 
I just ~nt you an email I received June 10 and I received the one below on June 24. These emails indicate that I was reimbursed twice. I’ll have verity/this 

information with Wells Fargo and write a check if necessary. Sorry I didn’t catch this mysel£ 

Vince 

From: dsC’[{ ~’ P’t!~et!~s ?o’)!lr~ ~’dti [t!~r~iil,~.zA(’~}] [:’ P’i~et!~t~’~’tiBc ~]u] 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:49 ~\I 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Notice of I)irect Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains htmi/Javascript 

Di~bu~rm_,nt S~ 

CNap~l Hh’I N(~ 2 75~ 
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UNC CH EPAWeb Personne8 Action System 
Positaon mnformation Form 

Position #: 1003605 
Base Dept: 240t - V Chart Student Affairs Office Position Type: 

Position Create Date: 10119/20t0 

Position Data 

Position Working Title: NAJOR GIFTS OFFICER, PARENTS 

Position Working Title: MAJOR GIFTS OFFICER, PARENTS 

Base Dept:         2401 - V Chart Student Affairs Office 

Perm/Temp: Permanent 

NF 

Position Status: Filled 

Position Type: Non-Faculty 

EPA Non-Faculty 
Indicator: 

Senior Admin Tier ]I 

EPA Non-Faculty 
Subcategory: 

Name of Current/Last 
SPA Position 
Incumbent: 

Supervisor PlDlName: 700891689 WINSTON CRISP FTE: 

Not Applicable 

Full- 
1.00 timetPart- Full- 

time: time 

Supervisor Title: Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

Position Summary: The Major Gift Officer, Parents, will primarily focus on identifying, cultivating, and soliciting 
major gifts from the University’s parent constituency, particularly non-alumni parents. The 
Major Gift Officer will be expected to travel regionally and nationwide frequently, with a 
goal of at least 150 personal visits a year, and will establish a minimum gift goal annually. 
The officer wil! also carry out other such responsibilities as may be assigned from time to 
time by the Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs 

Principal Functions: Percentage 
Effort 

Description 

Responsible for identifying, cultivating, and soliciting major gifts from the 
University’s parent constituency, particularly non-alumni parents 

1. 100% 

Bachelor’s degree 

The Major Gift Officer will be a polished fund-raising professional who knows and 
understands the nature and purpose of public higher education. Leading candidates will 
have: Five to seven years of fund-raising experience, preferably in higher education, or 
comparable experience. Mastery of the basic principles and techniques of successful fund 
raising as they pertain to the identification, cultivation, closure and stewardship of 
individual prospects; experience with planned giving is a plus. A knowledge of and 
sensitivity to the special role of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the state 
of North Carolina; preferably a Carolina parent. Ability to interact effectively in a 
comprehensive research university setting. Ability to work colfaboratively with University- 
wide development colleagues. A strong drive to be successful; a high energy level; 
integrity and sincerity. Superior interpersonal skills; exceptional written and ora! 
communication skills. 

Education 
Requirements: 

Qualification & 
Experience 
Requirements: 

Approximate Salary 
Range - From: 
Approximate Salary 
Range - To: 

$ 68,800 per Year 

$123,800 per Year 

Associated PID Information 

Associated PID Employee Name Primary Rank TitLe 

CONSTANTINE MEGALOUDIS Other 

Position Classification Attributes (HR Use Only) 

Salary Band: D2 JCAT: 437-X-00- Development / Fundraising Professional 

Position RestudylFreeze Upon Vacancy: [- CUPA Code: 8505 - Major Gift Officer- Entry Levei 

Campus Approval: N/A - GA Approval: N/A - 

https:!iitsapps.unc.eduihrwebigetPo sDetailsPrint.do ?SEL_POSITION ID= 1003605 8/2/2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 9:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Research Participation Inquiry 

Lism, 

Iagree. 

Thanks tbr haa~dling this, 
Cricket 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 9:08 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <l_~?___m__R_r_lLe_£q2__e_Ln__’_a_i_l_:__u__rLc_:_e_$t___u_ > wrote: 

Hi Vince and Cricket ---I would appreciate your guidance on the request below. My inclination is to say no Lo Lhis request: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endifl-->We ask our sLudent-atMetes to participate in many things already and this-ust adds to the burden 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endifl-->Each year the NCAA asks me to administer a survey on some subject to several teams and we do 

participate in their data colfecdon efforts 

<!--[if’.supportListsJ-->3. <!--[endif]-->We might need to seek IRB approval here, which would take some time and effort 

So, unless you are inclined otherwise, I will tell her that our student-athletes are not able to participate. 

Thanks, 

Liasa 

From: Charlotte Dean [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent= Honday, August 05, 20J.3 3:07 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Research Participation Inquiry 

August 5, 2013 

Dear Lissa Broome: 
I am a recent master of social work graduate from UNC-Charlotte, conducting post- graduate research on studem-athlete’s attitudes towards minority 
populations mid implications for diversity within collegiate athletics. I am also a former collegiate student athlete. 
I am requesting your assistance in this survey, which will be conducted via the interact and distributed via email. I am asking for your permission to have 
the student-athletes at your university voluntarily peatJ, cipate in tlfis survey, as well as aiding in the distribution of the survey. In order to protect student- 
athlete confidentiality, I would email the sulvey link and a brief explmmtion of the survey to yo~ to then forward to the student-athletes. The survey should 
take no longer thau 10 minutes total. 
The survey questions are based on previously used scales for assessing attitudes towards the minority, population and have been shown to be valid and 
reliable. These questions are currently being finalized, aud may require edits during the IRB process, but can share them with you if you would like to 
know the questions being used in research to your student-athletes. All ideutif!, dng information will be kept confidential. Per your request, I cml also share 
with you the results of the study. Attached is a tbun tbr you to indicate if you are willing to participate and if you requesl the final results, please return this 
tbrm to me filled out, via emaJl. 
I am working with two professors within the Social Work department at The University of North Carolina at Charlotte, Dr. Diana Rowan, and Dr. Susan 
McCarter. In order to receive IRB boaard approval, the committee which protects human subjects whom research is being conducted, I must have 
willingness to participate from athletic depasmmnts. This information is needed prior to submission to .1,~ m 
If you have any more queslions or coimems please feel flee to email me or contact me via telephone: 
Thal~ you for your cooperation and aiding in student-athlete research, 
Charlotte Dean MSW, LCSWA 

<Research participation form uuc lb.docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com-’- 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 3:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Hey Vince 

Hope you’re well. Got a minute to talk today or tomolrow? Chatting with various compliance directors about navigating the autograph world -- checking eBay for 

trends, watching hounders after practices/games, etc. Let me know. Cell is below. Thanks 

Cell¸               i~itt~r: 

Jeremy’s blog 

N%4," 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmemmn@unc.edu> 

RE: 

She’s a transfer from the , ,                    , originally from that popped on our radar a few weeks back. They made her take the TOEFL again and 

need an 85 and scored a out of :120, so she’s all set on that front. Below are BP’s notes from a few weeks back - we’re down to her application fee and official 

transcript before she’ll be admitted 

"We will need the [ollowing to consider her[or admission: 

1. The completed application 

2. The application ,fee 

3. Official transcript [rom 

4. Official high school transcripts, translated appropriately, [rom her 

5. An official TOEFL score of at least B5 

6. Appropriate financial documentation [or an international student (financial certificate) 

We must receive all of the above, including the minimum TOEFL score 0[85, no later than the end o[ the late registration period, and earlier if at all possible. 

BP 7.11.13" 

We’re in the clear on this one now that we have the TOEFL covered. 

Lance 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday,              3:04 PM 
To: Timmermans, -I:om; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

I need more information. She is not on Barbara’s admissions list. Do we have anv confimmtion she has been admitted to school here? Thanks. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

To: Tile, Vince; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: IqN: Xenia Rahn 

Vince~ 

Are you ok with issuing a ’ASA to 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:33 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject:: 

Tom, 

got a on her TOEFL, can we go ahead and issue a scholarship agreement to her? 

Josh Langley 

Univelsity of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach/Meet Director 

MullisiPole Vault/Javelin 

(< 
(o)919-962-5222 

(f)919-962-4903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:34 AM 

[YNCAA-ExeStaJt’<uncaa exestafl~a)groups.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

The UniversiW of North Carolina Models Athletic Spending Efficiency 

Very Interesting Information ~- should not be a surprise to us that we get "the biggest bmag for our buck" in mmly of our sport programs regarding all the finmlcials. 
Have a good day’! 
Larry 

Fr~xn: JeffTubbs                ,%gmaiLcom> 
Date: August 6, 2013, 3:14:55 PM EDT 

To: <chancellor(tbunc.edu>, <bublx.cunningham@unc.edu>, <c!ip@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Subject: The University of North Carolina Models Athletic Spending Efficiency 

~’-’i Inline image 
1 

In the ammal financial report produced by The Cost of College Sports, North Carolina is a national leader in getting maximum productivity, from the 

dollars it expends for one or more of its athletic teams. 

Eight primmT team sports were examined in each of the NC?u~Vs 32 Division I conferences, equaling to 256 teams being scrutinized for their spending 
efficiency over a four-year time period. Only 22 teams, representing 20 institutions, were ranked as their conference’s lowest spender while at the same 

tinrc being its second mo.~t efficient performer (as measured by regular ,season and conference tournanrcnt victories). 

In an earlier mailing, North Carolina’s men’s soccer team was recognized as being the lon,e.~t sp~;nder but the mo.~t e[ficient performer in 

the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
Aflaletic officia]s at North Carolina should be commended tbr achieving ma~ximum efficiency from limited resources when compared to oflaer conference 

restitutions. This accomplishment has been duly noted on both the CCS Facebook page and website. 

To learn more about the spending habits of all NCAA Divi sion I, II and III institution~ or to purchase your contbrence’s complete tinancial and 

perfolmance efficiency report, go to c:?__,,_;E?_~!~?_!!:~a~_,,_;l?~__~_~_L_~j~_. 

You can also receive regular updates on our Facebook page at Cost of College Sports. 



FFOB" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thmrnan, Stephanie J <sthurman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 10:05 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke ( 
Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; I~,echa, Missy <mwecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

mtg w/Provost re: athletics 

~gmaJl.com); Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 

Hi everyone, 

In order to get 100% attendance at this meeting, I need for you to consider another date!time. Please let me know if Tuesday, August 20, from 10:30am until 

12noon will work w/your schedule. Thank you! 

Stephanie Thurman 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

phone: (919) 962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

sthurman@emaiLunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:58 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E ~<tgelin@unc.edu>; 

,~emaJl.unc.e&P 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

St~lt’Meelmg 

~live.unc.edu>; ] 

Greetings, 

No staff meeting Thursday 

Thanks 
Cricket 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <s~evekirschner~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:06 PM 

CunninglmJn, Bubba <bubbac@emaihmc.edu~% Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu~% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edm% Markos. 

Lm~ce M qnarkos@emml.unc.edu-* 

USC WR Marqise Lee ado~lmltly denies signing autographs for money 

’]’hinking we need to mentJoniemph~-~size this in compliance meeth~gs with our high-profile teams th~-~t receive aL~tograph leqL~ests (Jr we 
don’t alre~Jdy)’-but w]-~Jt [s the best il-forrn~Jt[ol-/gl~id~rlce to give them? Sigrl, dor~’t sigrl, pe;~son~Jlfze at[ autogr>~phs, etc’-" 
how can you know what someone is going to do with a signed hem 

USC says Marqise Lee’s autograph signing was within NCAA rules 
The wide l~eeiver says he was not paid when he signed photographs in Florida in January. 

RobetJ.s said USC had investigated and determined no NCAA rule had been broken. He added that USC 

was "in the proeess of sending a eease-and-desist letter to the individual demanding that he stop selling 

any photos signed by Lee." 

Lee said in a statement that he "believed that the individual who asked me to sign the photos was a fan and collector. I did not ask to be paid, I was no[ offered 

anything, I did not get an~fing and I did not authorize my autographs to be sold." 

Lee deelined to eomment further about the situation after praetiee. 

Autograph-seekers were a regular part of the USC landseape during former eoaeh Pete Carroll’s sueeessful run that produced three Heisman Trophy winners, 

two national championships and seven consecutive conference titles. 

Coaeh Lan e Kiflln said that USC was in "eonstant eomm unieation" with players about autographs and that they are eneouraged to sign when requested. 

"They remember when they were little kids," Kiffin said. "Unfortunately, we can’t neeessarily eontrol where those go, and that’s always been the ease. 

Wou kind of see things out of the corner of your eye, sometimes, where parents and adults send little kids up for autographs. 

"So we just kind of always side on the side of being nice." 

USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

LOS ANGELES--Southern California receiver Marqise Lee says he wasn’t paid for autographing photos while in Miami last winter for the 

BCS title game. 

Lee and USC’s administration issued statements Tuesday emphatically denying any wrongdoing by last season’s Biletnikoff Award winner as the nation’s top 

receiver. 

Lee says he signed several photos last January for somebody he thought was a fan and collector, The photos have since been offered for sale 

online, 

Lee says in a statement: "1 did not ask to be paid, I was not offered anything, I did not get anything and I did not authorize my autographs to be sold." 

USC’s vice president of athletic compliance says the school is attempting to stop the autographed photos’ sale through legal means. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

:ell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~zielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:55 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Maxkos, Lance 

M <marko~email.unc.edw~ 

RE: USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

We do discuss this with ALL of our sport programs as part of their annual rules education program and will continue to emphasize this issue in greater detail with 

our high-profile programs. I do not think it is realistic to prohibit student-athletes from signing autographs nor ix it the relationship we want to have with our fan 

base. 

Student-athletes need to be cognizant of the NCAA eligibility implications of the improper use of their image!signature!likeness etc. Compliance will continue to 

bolster our rules education in this area }3ut student.-athleLes need to be aware that not everyone they will encounter has their best interests in mind, yet they will 

ull:imate[y be the ones responsibF:~ should a Jan do something improper with the autographed i~:em, NCAA cease and desisL F:~gislation protects a stud~:_mt-athlete"s 

eligibility from the isolated, inadvertent instance in which a fan acts outside of the student--athlete’s knowledge, consent or control. Obviously, the receipt of any 

benefit by a studenbathlete for providing autographs would constitute an immediate eligibility issue that could not be rectified without o[:ficial NCAA 

reinstatement. 

P~-_~rsonalizit~g th~-_~ item does help as a level of protection inasmuch as it significantly dew~lues the R~-:ml A true fan (as opposed to a sports collectibF:~s dealer) 

generally will not object and in fact may appr~-:~ciat~:_~ the personal attend:ion or na~:ure of the encoun~:er wi~:h our student-.a ~:Mete, I do beli~:_we ~:her~-_~ is a difference 

between one of our student-.athletes signing one autograph for a child at a game/practice or as part of an "Meet the Tar Heels" program arranged by Athletics and a 

student--athlete signing multiple items [:or a fan who contacts them independent o1: the institutional process, Student--adfletes need to be able to recognize the 

difference between the intentions of the individuals making the request. They have the ability to control their response to such requests in order to reduce the 

associated risk. 

if they are not aheady, t would b~-_~ supportive of precluding our sl:udent--a~:hletes ~rom participating in any autograph signing ew-:mt {outside of events arranged by 

the I:}eparLmenL of Athle~:ics) that haw:~ not been pre--approw:~d by Compliance. While i~: will not prew:_mt all violations, it serw-:~s as an additional lew:~[ of protection 

t:or the student-athlete and the institution. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw:~rsitv of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962-4:~002 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 1:06 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Vangelder, Narielle A; Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance N 
Subject: USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

Thinking we need Io mer~tio~v’emphasize this in compliance meetings wi[t~ ot~r high- pro{ile learns thal receive autograph requests (if we dofft ahea@).., hut what is the 

Best infin’m ationiguidance to give tl~enl? SiN, don’t si~, personNize all a~to~’aphs, etc°..how can you tmow M~at someone is going to do with a si~ed 

item 

USC says Marqise Lee’s autograph signing was within NCAA rules 

The wide receiver says he was not paid when he signed photographs in Florida in January. 

Roberts said USC had investigated and determined no NCAA rule had been broken. He added that USC was "in the process of sending a cease-and- 

desist letter to the indMdual demanding that he stop selling any photos signed by Lee." 

Lee said in a statement that he "believed that the individual who asked me to sign the photos was a fan and collector. I did not ask to be paid, I was not 

offered anything, I did not get awthing and I did not authorize my autographs to be sold." 

Lee declined to comment further about the situation after practice. 

Autograph-seekers were a regular part of the USC landscape during tbrmer coach Pete Caeroll’s successful run that produced three tleisman Trophy 

winners, two national championships and seven consecutive conference titles. 

Coach Iane Kiffin said that USC was in "constant communication" with players about autographs and that they are encouraged to sign when 

requested. 

"They remember when they were little kids," Kiffin said. "Unfortunately, we can’t necessarily control where those go, and that’s always been the ease. 

"You kind of see things out of the corner of your eye, sometimes, where parents and adults send little kids up for autographs. 

"So we just kind of always side on the side of being niee." 

USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

LOS ANGELES--Southern California receiver Marqise Lee says he wasn’t paid for autographing photos while in Miami last winter for the 

BCS title game. 

Lee and USC’s administration issued statements Tuesday emphatically denying any wrongdoing by last season’s Biletnikoff Award winner as the nation’s top 
receiver. 



Lee says he signed several photos last January for somebody he thought was a fan and collector. The photos have since been offered for 
sale online. 

Lee says in a statement: "1 did not ask to be paid, I was not offered anything, I did not get anything and I did not authorize my autographs to be sold." 

USC’s vice president of athletic compliance says the school is attempting to stop the autographed photos’ sale through legal means. 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9191 962-7258 office 
cell 

.s__t .e__v_..e_kj_r_.s__cJ~_n_._e_r_@_u_~? £._e_._d_.u. 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 2:01 PM 

Vangelder, MarieIle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; life, Vince <iIle@unc.edu>; 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Re: USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

Tha nks. I agree with all of that. I wasn’t advocating telling our kids not to sign -- talk about bad pr...I agree that there is a big difference between a Meet the Heels type event and 

someone approaching a player individually. I see that happen all the time at the hotel, outside the bus, outside the arena, etc.., with basketball. I have long encouraged our 

players to ask to personalize the item and politely decline if they are told no. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Vangelder>, Marielle A <__m____v__a___n_K_e_kd____@____e___m____a_j!_:__u___n__c_=_e___d___u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, August 7, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" 

<markos@email.unc+edu> 

Subject: RE: USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

We do discuss this with ALL of our sport programs as part of their annual rules education program and will continue to emphasize this issue in greater detail with 

our high-profile programs. I do not think it is r+-_~albtk: to prohibit stud+:_mt-athl+:_d:es from signing autographs nor is it the rebtionship we want to have with our fan 

base. 

Student-athletes need to be cognizant of the NCAA digibi[ity implications o1: the improper use of their image/signature/likeness etc+ Compliance will continue to 

bolster our rules education [+1 this area. But student-athletes need to be aware that not everyone they will encounter has their best interests in mind, yet they will 

ultimately be the ones responsible should a fan do something improper with the autographed item. NCAA cease and desist legislation protects a student- 

athlete’s +-Jigibility from the isolated., inadw:~rt:ent instance in whk:h a fan acts outside of the student-.a t:hlet:e’s knowledg+-<, consent: or control. Obviously, the 

r+-:~ceipt of any benefit by a student--at:hlet:e for providing aut:ographs would constitute an immediate eligibility issue that (:ould not b+:_~ r+-’_~ctified wit:hour official 

NCAA reinstatement 

Personafizing the item does help as a level of protection inasmuch as it significantly devalues the item+ A true fan (as opposed to a sports colfectib[es dealer) 

generally will not object and in fact may appreciate the personal attention or nature of the encounter with our student-athlete. I do believe there [s a difference 

between one of o~Jr student-athletes signing one autograph for a child at a game/practice or as part of an "Meet the Tar Heels" program arranged by Athletics and 

a student:-athbte signing multiple it+:_~ms for a fan who contacts t:hem independent of the institutional process. Student.-athlet:es need to be able to recognize the 

dift:erence between the intentions of the individuab making the request. They have tf~e ability to control their response to such requests in order to reduce the 

associated risk. 

If they are not already, I would be supportive of precluding our student-athletes from participating in any autograph signing event (outside of events arranged by 

the Department of Athletics} that have not been pre-approved by Compliance. While [t will not ]revent all violations, it serves as an additional level of protection 

for the student.-athlet:e and th+:_~ mst:itut:ion. 

Marielle A. van6eHer 

Associate Athletic Direc[or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785~ 

Fax: {919) 962-{’]0(}2 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From, Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 1:06 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba, Vangelder, Marielle A, Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

Thir~l,Jng we need to ment~or1:emplms~e this m complimlce mee~r~gs wi~h our high+ profile teams that receive autograph r~quests (if we dofft atready).., but ~hat ~s ~he 

best h~lbrma~h~nlguida~ee m give thegn ? Siam d+m’t s~g~, personN~ze all autographs, e~,..ho~’ ea~ you k~m~, ~’hat someo~e ~s g~ng to do ~,ith a sighted 

item 

USC says Marqise Lee’s autograph signing was within NCAA rules 

The wide receiver says he was not paid when he signed photographs in Florida in Janua~’. 

Roberts said USC had investigated and determined no NC~k% rule had been broken. He added that USC was "in the process of sending a cease-and- 

desist letter to the individual demanding that he stop selling any photos signed by Lee." 

Lee said in a statement that he "believed that the individual who asked me to sign the photos was a fan and collector. I did not askto be paid, I was not 

offered anything, I did not get anything and I did not authorize my autographs to be sold." 

Lee declined to comment further about the situation after practice. 



Autograph-seekers were a regular part of the USC landscape during fbrmer coach Pete Carroll’s successful run that produced three tleisman Trophy 
winners, two national championships and seven consecutive conference titles. 

Coach Lane Kiffin said that USC was in "constant communication" with players about autographs and that they are encouraged to sign when 
requested. 

"They remember when they were little kids," Kiffin said. "Unfortunately, we can’t necessarily control where those go, and that’s ahYays been the ease. 

"You kind of see things out of the corner of your eye, sometimes, where parents and adults send little kids up for autographs. 

"So we just kind of always side on the side of being nice." 

USC WR Marqise Lee adamantly denies signing autographs for money 

LOS ANGELES--Southern California receiver Marqise Lee says he wasn’t paid for autographing photos while in Miami last winter for the 
BCS title game. 

Lee and USC’s administration issued statements Tuesday emphatically denying any wrongdoing by last season’s Biletnikoff Award winner as the nation’s top 
receiver. 

Lee says he signed severn photos last January/for somebody he thought was a fan and collector. The photos have since been offered 
for sale online, 

Lee says in a statement: "1 did not ask to be paid, I was not offered anything, I did not get anything and I did not authorize my autographs to be sold." 

USC’s vice president of athletic compliance says the school is attempting to stop the autographed photos’ sale through legal means. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

.s_.Le_..v_e_._k_Lr_s_.£h_._n_.e__r_.@_~ .n_ _c_ :. _e_ ~_ _~ 
GoNeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thmrnan, Stephanie J <sthurman@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 2:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: mL~ w/Provost re: athletics 

Thanks! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 1:27 PM 

To: Thurman, Stephanie J 

Subject: RE: mN w/Provost re: athletics 

Hi StephaJfie, 

I can likely make this work at 10:30, but as it is the opening day of classes, issues often arise. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Thurman, Stephanie .1 

Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 10:05 AM 

To: Broome, kissa L; Debbi Clarke (~    _ _@_g._m_._a_!Lc__o_.._m_); Brown, Michelle; 111e, Vince; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: mtg w/Provost re: athletics 
Importance: High 

Hi everyone, 

In order to get 100% attendance at this meeting, I need for you to consider another date/time. Please let me know if Tuesday, August 20, from lO:30am until 

12noon will work w/your schedule. Thank you! 

Stephanie Thurman 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

phone: (919) 962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

.s_ _t_h._u_ r__m__a_._n_@._e_m__~j (._ u__n_.c_ :.e_ d__u_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 3:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: SA Renouncing Eligibility 

FYI on our 

I belbve Lance has already communicated to both and the 

ACC interi:~rel:ation below} bam:_~d on his assessment of the rule. I’m going I:o speak with the 

still g~-’_J: 1:.:_~ the? d~?sir~:_~d ~-’4nd r~?sult, we iLESt qe~:4d t.:_~ call it som~:_d:hir~g different. 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic DirecLor 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9{52--7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- @:?02 

mvangelder@ut~c.edu 

From= Burgemeister, Matt [mailto: mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Seat; Wednesday, August 07, 2013 3:13 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C¢: Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject; RE: SA Renouncing Eligibility 
Hi Marielle, 

coaching staff that it was permissible for her to be an ! 

::oa{:hes aboLl[: a 

and our discussion re: whether a SA can exhaust their eligibility by professionalizing themselves. 

(contrary to the 

for I [:hit~k we can 

This comes up just often enough that I remember talking about it but can’t always remember the outcome. Similar to the application in financial aid (see the below interps), I 
don’t think that there is really a protocol to renounce eligibility. I understand that she would be ineligible based on amateurism issues, but the counter-argument to that has 
typically been that she could be reinstated so she isn’t necessarily permanently ineligible. I think it is also intended to prevent ’1orced renouncement" in order to make 
someone a coach to free up countable aid. Based on those points, this student-athlete wouldn’t meet the definition to be an undergraduate coach, but could be involved in a 
noncoaching staff or manager role. 
I’m pretty lukewarm about this since it doesn’t seem that either of the concerns noted above are applicable here. This would also have a negative impact on students who 
were never on the team but are interested in coaching experience. So I’m happy to seek some additional insight if you’d like. 
I hope this helps. Let us know if you want to pursue further. Thanks, 
Matt 

Graduate sLudent-athlete ren>uncing e]]gib:[l:[ty and receiving exem[Led athletica]ly rela%ed fJriancial assistarK:e 

Date Published: April 27, i989 

Type: Official Tnterpretation 

Item Ref: 3 

Financial aid!graduate students 

3. Graduate student-athlete renouncing eligibility and receiving exempted athletically related financial assistance. Agreed 

that in accordance with Lhe pzovisieris of Bylaw 15.5.1.7, a prevJeus committee JrR:erpretation (LIC 87-i0.9) and an NCAA 
Division I Steering Committee decision [August 12-13, i987, Item No. 4-a-(3)], a graduate student-athlete with remaining 
eligibility under NCA% rules may not renounce his or her eligibility in a sport, and continue to receive athletically 
related financial aid and be exempt from counting in the maximum number of financial aid awards in the sport. 

Student-athlete renounces athletics eligibility 

~a~ Pllbll~le~: June 4, 1987 

Type:official interpretation 

I~nl ~e~ 9 

Reviewed [:he applicat:Jen of Case No. 368 and O.i. 601 Lo a sitt]atJen in which a sLudent-athlete ]n the sport o[ football er 
basketball who has not exhausted eligibility under NCAA rules for participation in that sport wishes to renounce his or her 
eligibility, thus discontinuing any participation in intercollegiate athletics; agreed that the governing legislation must 
be amended to permit such a student-athlete to continue to receive athletically related O.I. 600 aid and be an exempted 
player; asked the Divisions I and iI SteerJrzg Comm:[ttees te review the meriLs of the development of such a proposal, subject 
to consideration of this issue by the Association’s legal counsel. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thmrnan, Stephanie J <sthurman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. August 8, 2013 10:03 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; Debbi ClaJcke (~ ~gmail.com); 

Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

confirmation ofmtg w/Pmvofft Dean 

Hello everyone, 

I’m writing to confirm the meeting w! Jim Dean re: athletics on Tuesday, August 20, 10:30am-12noon. The location is 105 South Building. (Debbi, will you need 

visitor parking?) 

Stephanie Thurman 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

phone: (919) 962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

sLhurrnan @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday. 11:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: UPDATE: FaJJ Team Compliance Meetings and Policy Meetings 

Thanks, Vince. 

Lissa 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 11:37 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: UPDATE: Fall Team Compliance Meetings and Policy Meetings 

Joy told Lissa, 

Please see the attached document for the t~Jl compliance meetings scheduled with our teaJns. Thanks for your help "today. 

Mince 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:59 PM 

To: UNtO-Compliance 

Ce: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Bingham, Mary Ellen 

Subject: UPDATE: Fall Team Compliance Meetings and Policy Meetings 

All: 

Just an update on Fall Team Compliance and Policy Meetings... 

We are still waiting on Women’s Basketball and Men’s Lacrosse to schedule both meetings and W. Soccer to pick a day for their policy meeting. Other than that, 

every team is set to go for both meetings. Below is a chart with both dates for the policy meetings to show the teams currently signed up. Attached is a 

spreadsheet with a calendar view of the Fall Team Compliance Meetings as well as a location schedule directly below the calendar (please note the location 

schedule is in order of meeting occurrence) 

August 21 @ 7pro 

Baseball 

Swimming 

Fencing 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 
Track and Field 

Softball 

M. Basketball 

Field Hockey 

Aug. 22 @ 7 pm 

Rowing 

W. Lacrosse 

M Golf 

W. Golf 

W Tennis 

M. Tennis 

Volleyball 

**Men’s Soccer will be in Indiana during Aug. 21 & Aug. 22. Their Policy Meeting will occur August 12th at 2:00 pm in Loudermilk 2301 along 

with their team compliance meeting. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: UPDATE: Fall Team Compliance Meetings mad Policy Meetings 

Thanks Vince for the info, 

(and for indulging me with my questions) 

Jo? J. Renqer, M.A., r’~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduran[ Hail 
3 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOilCE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, it any, is in:_ended only for the -person o!’ enti:H to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may contain corffident[al and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies ot: the original message. 
Entail eorrespol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state efficial (NCGS, oh. I32). Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday,              11:37 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J, Broome, Lissa L 
¢¢: Vangelder, Madelle A 
S,,bject: FW: UPDATE: Fall Team Compliance Meetings and Policy Meetings 

Joy and Lissa, 

Please see the attached document for the fall compliance meetings scheduled ruth our teams. Thanks for your help today. 

Vince 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:59 PM 
To: UNCAA-Compliance 
Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Subject: UPDATE: Fall Team Compliance Meetings and Policy Meetings 

All: 

Just an update on Fall Team Compliance and Policy Meetings... 

We are still waiting on Women’s Basketball and Men’s Lacrosse to schedule both meetings and W. Soccer to pick a day for their policy meeting. Other than that, 

every team is set to go for both meetings. Below is a chart with both dates for the policy meetings to show the teams currently signed up. Attached is a 

spreadsheet with a calendar view of the Fall Team Compliance Meetings as well as a location schedule directly below the calendar (please note the location 

schedule is in order of meeting occurrence) 

August 21 @ 7pro 

Baseball 

Swimming 

Fencing 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 
Track and Field 

Softball 

M. Basketball 

Field Hockey 

Aug. 22 @ 7 pm 

Rowing 
W. Lacrosse 

M Golf 

W. Golf 

W Tennis 

M. Tennis 

Volleyball 

**Men’s Soccer will be in Indiana during Aug. 21 & Aug, 22. Their Policy Meeting will occur August 12~ at 2:00 pm in Loudermilk 2301 along 

with their team compliance meeting. 

Thanks, 

~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halley, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ g:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Slot question 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 8:23 AM, "I11e, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

> Who has decided to not enroll here? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Haney, Sarah K 
> Sent: Friday, ¯ 8:16 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Slot question 
> 

> Hello Vince, 
> One of our incoming Ii-eshman that we used a slot on has decided to not come to UNC after all 
> Now- we have an available slot tbr this thll COlTect? If we can make it happen, can we use it on another kid ASAP? 
> Thanks, 
> Sarah 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:44 AM 

Dutton, Kathy B <Kathy Dutto ~@unc edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Creec L Karlton W <kcreech@unc edu> 

RE: Revised Certification of Ethical Conduct Folln 

Thanks, Kathy. We were certainly happy to discuss. 

Paul 

From: Dutton, Kathy B. 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:43 plVl 
To: Vangelder, larielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Ce: Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Ble, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject-" Revised Certification of Ethical Conduct Form 

Marielle and Paul, 

A quick note of "Thanks" for the impromptu meeting this afternoon. 

It was most helpful as we look at facilitating the department needs, making internal process changes, and implementing new procedures. 

Please advise us once the Ethical Conduct Form is complete and the necessary reviews!approvals have been finalized. We will implement the new form to 

employees for the 203_3-2014 update. As the forms are returned to the Athletics - HR office, and as discussed, each of you will immediately receive every form on 

which an employee answers "YES" to one of the questions. Upon completion of your review and signature the form will be returned to HR for filing in their 

permanent employee file. 

Thanks again, 

Kathy 

,.:".::,.!,~.~." L::..!;~:t t::.,’~ 

~), CL go:.:: 2~L.?:6 

C;/’:.:~ ::/: i-i i::, NC 27.::i ’i 

i:’i’?::, ~:. : 9 15) ~7::!:;2 Z)IZ) 

%x: !..<19 :.~.41!~ 7L.,~Z!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu> 

RE: Checking on Picture 

Can we Photoshop his name and just put "UNC Football Student-Athlete" instead? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Best, Kevin S.; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Checking on Picture 

Your thoughts? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefI]anssen.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 9:13 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Checking on Picture 

Vince and Paul, 

Thanks for your help with the contract - glad to have that finalized 
A signed version should an-we via PrioriW Mail tomorrow 

I had a question for you guys as well I am writing a book on the Commitment Continuum and wanted to include the attached UNC locker room picture since Coach Fedora uses the 
Commitment Continuum with his guys. 

name does show up in the picture - who obviously is a current SA. So I wanted to check with you to see if there might be any concerns with the picture. I have worked with 
some schools in the past who had a form that could be signed saying the SA was not receiving any kind of compensation for it. 

Let me know if there might be aW issues with potentially using this picture in the book - and if there are any forms or such we can use to possibly get it approved if necessary. 

’]?hanks! 

Jeff 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.sal sc or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:52 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu> 

RE: Checking on Picture 

I would be opposed to using his name. I assume the publication of this book would be a commercial venture for the author/publisher. We could be walking the line of Bylaw 125.2 1 issues 
with the use of his name (ie., promoting the sale/use ofa con~nercial product or service). Form an NCAA standpoint, he could use the name/picture of a former SA who participated in the 
Commitment Continuum (if there are any) 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
EIniversi~z of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 8:45 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Best, Kevin S 
Subject: RE: Checking on Picture 

Can we Photoshop his name and just put "UNC Football Student-Athlete" instead ? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Best, Kevin S.; Pogge, Paul 
Sut~iect: FW: Checking on Picture 

Your thoughts? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: JeffJanssen [mailto:ieff(~r)ieffianssen.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 9:13 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Sut~iect: Checking on Picture 

Vince and Paul, 

Thanks for your help with the contract - glad to have that finalized. 
A signed version should arrive via Priority Mail tomorrow. 

l had a question for you guys as well. I am writing a book on the Commitment Continuum and wanted to include the attached UNC locker room picture since Coach Fedora uses the 
Commitment Continuum with his guys 

name does show up in the picture - who obviously is a current SA. So I wanted to check with you to see if there might be any concerns with the picture I have worked with 
some schools in the past who had a form that could be signed saying the SA was not receiving any kind of compensation for it 

Let me l~mw if there might be any issues with potentially using this picture in the book - and if there are any forms or such we can use to possibly get it approved if necessary. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-7"21 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc. org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L ~:joyced@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 9:20 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ptx)gge@unc.edu>; Dutlon, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Revised Certification of Ethical Conduct Folln 

Thanks everyone. We really appreciated you both 

being able to meet on short notice so we can get 

these changes in effect as soon as possible. 

Let Kathy and I know if we can be of assistance with 

anything else. 

Joyce 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 8:44 AM 

To: Dutton, Kathy B.; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Cc: Dalgleish, Joyce L; IIle, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 

Subject: RE: Revised Certification of Ethical Conduct Form 

Thanks, Kathy We were certainly happy to discuss, 

f,’a uf 

From: Dutton, Kathy B. 
Sent; Thursday, August 08, 20:[3 5:43 PM 
To-" Vangelder, iVlarielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Cc-" Dalgleish, Joyce L, Ille, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject-" Revised Certification of Ethical Conduct Form 

Marielle and Paul, 

A quick note of "Thanks" for the impromptu meeting this afternoon. 

It was most helpful as we look at facilitating the department needs, making internal process changes, and implementing new procedures. 

Please advise us once the Ethical Conduct Form is complete and the necessary reviews/approvals have been finalized. We will implement the new form to 

employees for the 20:13-2014 update. As the forms are returned to the Athletics - HR office, and as discussed, each of you will immediately receive every form on 

which an employee answers "YES" to one of the questions. Upon completion of your review and signature the form will be returned to HR for filing in their 

permanent employee file. 

Thanks again, 

Kathy 

i:’. (:L ~:-.:.:x 2 i:!L: 

i:: :::i~:’.: :: 1:i i~- !i/,":’.-:: {::.-:{:: 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halley, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ 9:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Slot question 

Great[ Thanks’.![[ 
Sarah 

Sent from my/phone 

On at 9:46 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> That slot is available for you to use if 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Haney. Sarah K 
> Sent: Friday, 8:24 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Slot question 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent licom my/Phone 
> 
> On at 8:23 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Who has decided to not enroll here? 
>> 
>> ..... Origina[ Message ..... 
>> From: Haney, Sarah K 
>> Sent: Friday, 8:16 AM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> SubJect: Slot quesuon 
>> 

>> Hello Vmce, 
>> One o17 our incoming li’eshman that we used a slot on has decided to not come to UNC after all. 
>> Now we have an available slot [’or this fall correct? If we can make it happen, can we use it on another kid ASAP? 
>> Thanks, 
>> Sarah 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

doesn’t enroll here. She must be a level 2 student or better and is obviously subject to admission review and procedures. Thanks Sarah. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 2:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Dear Vince: 

I’m sorry to be bothering you with this request, but in looking over our records for the class that’s entering this fall, I’ve found one student for whom the NCAA 

apparently has higher test scores than we do. We didn’t receive the higher score from the testing service, and his high school doesn’t list test scores on its official 

transcript. 

Is there a way either to extract an official score report, showing all of the section scores? If not, would the student in question consider asking the College Board to 

send an official score report to our office before the start of the semester? 

Thank you for letting me know. Again, I’m sorry to bother you with this request. 

Steve 

| 990 / 1090 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 5:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw* 

RE: Two Other Cleau-Up Items 

We can’t extract an official score report, but I can provide you with a copy from his NCAA certification wkh tile caveat that the NCAA only accepts official scores 

directly from the testing agency, 

Marielle A. vanGeider 

Associate Athletic Direct:or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5002 

m va n g~:~l d ~?r @ u t~c. e d u 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Any thoughts on this? Thanks. 

From: Farmer, Stephen N 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:00 PN 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Dear Vince: 

i’m sorry to be bothering you with this request, but in looking over our records for the class that’s entering this fall, I’ve found one student for whom the NCAA 

apparently has higher test scores than we do. We didn’t receive the higher score from the testing service, and his high school doesn’t list test scores on its official 

transcript. 

Is there a way either to extract an official score report, showing all of the section scores? If not, would the student in question consider asking the College Board to 

send an official score report to our office before the start of the semester? 

Thank you for letting me know. Again, I’m sorry to bother you with this request. 

Steve 

 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiN iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiN ii       iiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Mazielle A <mvongeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:22 AM 

lille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: Two Other Clem~-Up Items 

Just sent yo~ 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6LX)2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August :[2, 2013 9:15 AN 

To: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Subject: FW: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Another si~]ailaz ~quest ~garding 

From: Farmer, Stephen P1 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:00 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Dear Vince: 

in first email. Was there a different one? 

Thanks. 

I’m sorry to be bothering you with this request, but in looking over our records for the class that’s entering this fall, I’ve found one student for whom the NCAA 

apparently has higher test scores than we do. We didn’t receive the higher score from the testing service, and his high school doesn’t list test scores on its official 

transcript. 

Is there a way either to extract an official score report, showing all of the section scores? If not, would the student in question consider asking the College Board to 

send an official score report to our office before the start of the semester? 

Thank you for letting me know. Again, i’m sorry to bother you with this request. 

Steve 

~:::::::::::::::~ ::~:~N~N::~ :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kretchmar, Jen <jkretclnnar@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, ~ 9:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

I~¢V: Slot queffdon 

Hi Vince, 

I just wanted to let you know that rowing came back with a request for a first-year slot. Let me andJor Barbara know what you thilzk Barbara, if you and Vince approve, I’ll work with Jelmifer 
to get the process started 

Thanks! 

Jen 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Haney, Sarah K 
Sent: Monday, 8:59 AM 
To: Kretchmar, Jen 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer (2 
Sut~iect: Re: Slot question 

Hello Jen, 
Thanks for getting back to me. 
Is is still possible to bring in an incoming freshman then? 
Late spring we were contacted by a kid whose financial package from 
if it is possible to still bring someone in 

Thanks, 
Sarah 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On 

didn’t come through We had no slots so we didn’t push the issue with her. We would love to contact her now 

> Ill Sarah, 

> 

> Barbara Polk is on vacation right now and asked me to respond to the email you sent Jennifer Thompson yesterday. She and Vince both discussed the situation, and agreed that because 

all the transfer slots have been taken at this point, admitting           isn’t going to be possible. Apparently when you spoke with Vince earlier, he didn’t realize 

.> 

> Vince may have already contacted you, but I just wanted to make sure you received a response of some sort as soon as possible. I’ve copied Barbara on this email and I think she’s 
checking periodically. Feel free to follow up with her or me if you have any other questions. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jen Kretcl~nar 
> 

> 

> Jen I~etchrnar, PhD 
> Senior Assistant Director of Research 
> Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> (919) 843-5691 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Haney, Sarah K 
> Sent: Friday-, 11:01 AM 
> To: Thompson, Jennifer C 
> Subject: Slot question 
> 

> 

> Hello Jennifer, 
> We just had one of our incoming freshman withdraw from UNC (I sent her your contact info so she can let you know). Her name is 
that slot now if we can make it all work 
> 

> We has someone in mind- She is a and is considered a level 3. 
> What would we need to do to make that happen for her this fall ( )? 
> Thanks, 
> Sarah 
> Sent from my iPhone 

I talked to Vince and he said we can use 

, at 2:10 P~% "Kretchmar, Jen" <jkretchmar@admissions uric edu> wrote: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Two Other Clem~-Up Items 

Vince, thank you very much. 

We might be able to use this. Does the Eligibility Center also provide the Writing score for his 6/2012 SAT date? 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Steve, 

Will this help’? If you need additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:22 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Attach~-:~d, please lind l:he NCAA Eligibility Center Cer~:ificatbn Status Report for 

He achieved a score of:     on Lhe June 2012 exam -- 
st u d*-’_~] t-a t h l et e 

The NCAA only accepLs SAT and ACT scores reported directly to the Efigibility Center from the testing agency. See page 13 of the 2013-14 NCAA Guide for the 

College 8ound Student Athlete. 

Let me know if there a r~-_~ any additional questions or c.:_~n(>:~m~.~. 

Thank you 

Mariefle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962- 7853 
Fa’,<: (919) 962--6(]02 

m_v a_nKe Ld_e r_@, _u_n_£:_e_d_u 
From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subjectt Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Dear Vince: 

I’m sorry to be bothering you with this request, but in looking over our records for the class that’s entering this fall, l’ve found one student for whom the NCAA 

apparently has higher test scores than we do. We didn’t receive the higher score from the testing service, and his high school doesn’t list test scores on its official 

transcript. 

Is there a way either to extract an official score report, showing all of the section scores? If not, would the student in question consider asking the College Board to 

send an official score report to our office before the start of the semester? 

Thank you for letting me know. Again, I’m sorry to bother you with this request. 

Steve 

   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiN i ?  :  iiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i N iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: Marielle A <mvaalgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 9:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Two Other Clem~-Up Items 

Unfortunately, no. Since the Writing score isn’t a factor in NCAA initial eligibility, they do not post the score to his record. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universil:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9:!9} 962--7853 

Fax: {9:19) 962-6LX)2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:52 AM 
To: Vangelder, Plarielle A 
Subject: FW: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Does the Eligibility Center also provide the Writing score for his 6/2012 SAT date? Thanks. 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:45 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Vince, thank you very much. 

We might be able to use this. Does the Eligibility Center also provide the Writing score for his 6/20:12 SAT date? 

Steve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Steve, 

Will this help? If you need additional intbrmation, please let me know. Thanks [br your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:22 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Attached, please find the NCAA Eligibility Center Certification Status Report fo~ 

He achieved a score of on the .lune 20:1.2 exam - 

student-athlete: 

The NCAA only accepts SAT and ACT scores reported directly to the Eligibility Center from the testing agent% See page 13 of the 2013-I4 NCAA Guide for the 

College Bound Student Athlete. 

Let me know if ~:her¢_~ are any additional quest:ions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

bniversi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962--7853 

Fax: {9:19) 962-6LX)2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:00 PP1 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Two Other Clean-Up Items 

Dear Vince: 

l’m sorry to be bothering you with this request, but in looking over our records for the class that’s entering this fall, l’ve found one student for whom the NCAA 

apparently has higher test scores than we do. We didn’t receive the higher score from the testing service, and his high school doesn’t list test scores on its official 

transcript. 

Is there a way either to extract an official score report, showing all of the section scores? If not, would the student in question consider asking the College Board to 

send an official score report to our office before the start of the semester? 

Thank you for letting me know. Again, l’rn sorry to bother you with this request. 

Steve 

/ 990 | :1090 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 5:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Core Course GPA Review 

Vince, thank you very much. 

I’m sorry to say that I do have one more (and I hope one last) clean-up request for you or Marielle. 

Barbara has listed a new core for of I am wondering whether she simply transposed two digits, since his old core GPA was 

of you be able to confirm? 

I am sorry for the backing and forthing -just want to make sure our records are dead accurate before we close the books on the year. 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Core Course GPA Review 

Steve, 

Please see the information below and the updated evaluations attached. It appears adjustments may be made for but not 

additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:51 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Core Course GPA Review 

-Core Course GPA 

- Core Course GPA 

- Core Course GPA 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

(NCAA Core GPA 

(NCAA Core GPA 

Added two additional units of core course work. 

Would one 

If you need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvangel&~}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 6:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Core Course GPA Review 

final core course GPA was a 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universil:y of Nor[:h Carolina 

f,’hone: (919) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc~edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 6:32 PM 
To: Vangelder, Harielle A 
Subject: FW: Core Course GPA Review 

Can you confirm 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 5:12 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Core Course GPA Review 

Vince, thank you very much. 

8arbara’s number was accurate, 

) core GPA? Thanks. 

I’m sorry to say that I do have one more (and I hope one last) clean-up request for you or Marielle. 

Barbara has listed a new core for of I am wondering whether she simply transposed two digits, since his old core GPA was 

of you be able to confirm? 

I am sorry for the backing and forthing -just want to make sure our records are dead accurate before we close the books on the year. 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Core Course GPA Review 

Steve, 

Please see the information below and the updated evaluations attached. It appears adjustmems may be made for ant but not, 

additional hfformation, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:51 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
SuMect: Core Course GPA Review 

-Core Course GPA 

- Core Course GPA 

- Core Course GPA 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

(NCAA Core GPA     ) 

(NCAA Core GPA : 

Added two additional units of core course work. 

Would one 

If you need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tarheel Parents < ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 10:19 PM 

Saturday’s Schedule (8i17)..Impo(tant Parem Intb 

Sat Aug 17 Temn Full Schedule.pdf 

Dear Tar Heel Parems/Guasdians, A an important note for parents from Andre ....... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Core Course GPA Review 

Vince, thank you. Once we have received his new official test score, I believe he will be Group 2 rather than Group 1. 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 7:09 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: Core Course GPA Review 

Steve, 

See Marielle’s message below. No trouble. Thanks for the help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 6:35 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Core Course GPA Review 

fh]al core course GPA was a Barbara’s r~uPhber was accura[e. 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-7857, 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 6002 

mvan~e!cler@)unc.edu 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 5:12 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Core Course GPA Review 

Vince, thank you very much¯ 

l’m sorry to say that I do have one more (and I hope one last) clean-up request for you or Madelle. 

Barbara has listed a new core for of I am wondering whether she simply transposed two digits, since his old core GPA was 

of you be able to confirm? 

I am sorry for the backing and forthing -just want to make sure our records are dead accurate before we close the books on the year¯ 

Steve 

Froro: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Core Course GPA Review 

Steve, 

Please see the information below and the updated evaluations attached. It appears adjustments may be made for and but no 

additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:51 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subiect: Core Course GPA Review 

-Core Course GPA 

- Core Course GPA 

-Core Course GPA " " 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

m_va nKe Ld_e r @_u n c:_e d_u 

(NCAA Core GPA ,) 

(NCAA Core GPA     ) 

¯ Added two additional units of core course work. 

Would one 

If you need 



Fl’oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~;ielle A-~mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

VanAlstyne, Mark ~coachmv~r~unc.edu>; Reckart, Angela ~reckart@unc.edu> 

Meaders, Harlis James ~meaders@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M ~markos@email.unc.edw~; 
Timmermans, Tom <timmemlans@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edw> 

Temporary hliti~J Eligibility Cellificafion Status - 

Good Afternoon - 

In accordance with Bylaw 14.3.5.1 Participation Prior to Certification, student-athletes have 45 days to practice without having a final qualifier certification from the 

NCAA Eligibility Center.               will reach the conclusion of her 4S-day period on                  . At that time, if she has not received a final 

certification from the NCAA, she must be withheld from all countable athletically related activities until a decision is reached. 

As is the case with all student-athletes,       is not permitted to compete until you have received official notification from the Athletics Compliance Office that 

her eligibility has been officially certified by the Registrar’s Office. 

In speaking with Lance today, it appears a final decision will be issued in case very soon inasmuch as all required documentation has been submitted to 

the NCAA and her file is simply awaiting review by the International Certification staff. 

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you for your cooperation. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jeffjanssen.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 8:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Football Feedback and Contract Questions 

Vince, 

Hope all is going well - I would love to have some men’s basketball guys involved with the Academy,. 

I wanted to touch base quick with you because there is a new person in the loop from UNC legal who has red-lined a number of the contract pl~ovisions. This will now 

take some more time to sort through and I was hopeful we could have aheady had this resolved back in June. 

Based on our conversations of the contract moving tbrward, I have acted in good tZaith and continued to have team and individual meetings with/botball and women’s 

lacrosse through July even though the contract has not been signed. However, the new legal per~n has moved the start date to August and continued it through July of 

next yeaac. I just want to confirm with you that the s~art date should really be July 1, 2013 as I have continued actively consulting and meeting with teams and indMduals 

since then. Please confirm that this will be the case as I do have several more Skype meetings with women’s lax scheduled this week (including today) and don’t want to 

have to pos~tpone those because the contract is still being settled. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jell, 

Thanks for the feedback. I hope you are hapw with the progress made during the workshops for football. I forwarded your message to Paul and see that 

you guys are communicating directly to resolve contract language. Thanks for your patience and the support you provide us. 

Vince 

From: JeffJanssen [madto:jeff@jeltjanssen.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Football Feedback and Contract Questions 

Uince, 

Thanks for the info. Yes, I will definitely check before consenting to do any extra workshops with a particular team. Football obviously has most of the 

extra workshops tied up now because of their dedicated programming in the summer. I have outlined the feedback from the football workshops below 

and have shared it with Coach Fedora. 

Here is a summmy of the guys’ feedback on the 5 workshops overall: 

The leadership workshops provided me with valuable and practical intbrmation 

100% Agree, 0% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

The leadership workshops helped us come together as a Leadership Council 

93% Agree, 7% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

Jeff was kmowledgeable about the topic of leadership 

93% Agree, 7% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

Jeffprovided the information in an interegliwengaging m~mner 

100% Agree, 0% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

What did you like BEST about the leadership workshops? 

Iatblmative/engaging 

It was fun and brought us together 

Speaking alxmt things as they related to our temn 



We laid everything on "the table 

Just being able to talk about what’s going on with the team 

The conver~tion and the learning experience 
Open, productive 

Brought us together 

Honest’. 360 evals 
Discussions, trust games 

Spoke about team problems and how we can address them 

It gives a tim way to show the dill’erent ways to lead 

Honesty. Leadership evaluation skills 

The interactions that we had to solve problems 

The open discussions of the status of our team were very, helpful in getting every,one on the same page 

What did you like LEAST about the leadership workshops? 

Being blindfolded 

I liked it all. I learned a lot 

The time we had it 

Info a bit mdundmlt 
Kinda long 

Blindtblds 

Repetitive workshops sometimes. 1 & 2 1 tblt like I learned "the same things 

All the writing worksheets 

Sometimes they were kind of long. i.e. dodgeball 

Punctuality of teammates. Too many worlcsheets 

Some of them began to be repetitive¯ We did about all of them blindfolded listening to someone 

Nothing - they were great 

I do have a couple of questions regarding the contract feedback from Fletcher FaJrey and Panl Pogge. Is this something to check with them specifically? 

Here are nay questions: 

1.4 - Fletcher aided: 

¯ Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, Licensee shall have the right to use the Content in connection with conducting its internal 

business operations. 7he rights granted in the prior sentence shall smwive the tel~nination of this Agreement. 

What is the purpose, intent, and consequences of adding this language? 

8.2 Fletcher struck entire clause that is essential to protecting JSLC proprietau Content. We need to work through this one for sure. 

Upon the expiration or termination of this Agreement, Licensee agrees to immediately cease all use of the Content, including mthom limitation aw links, 
pos~ings, publications or other applications using or dislributing "the Conteut, and to destroy, mfless otherwise agreed, all other sources which contain or 
reflect ally Content. All of Licensee’s (and its user’s) rights regarding the Content shall end upon termination or expiration. Tenniuation or expiration of this 
Agreement shall be without prejudice to any rights of either party which shall have accrued clue by reason of or be subsisting at termination. 

11.2 was deleted by Paul Pogge - what was the specific concern? 

11.2. Licensee shall indemnify aaad hold haxmless Ja~ssen from mid against all Claims against Ja~ssen axising from Licensee’s use or misnse of the 

Content; provided, however, that Jmassen will indemnify mad hold harmless Licensee, pursuant to Section 11.1, from any Claim that Jmassen IP infringes 

any third party’s intellectual property rights, or the Content (excluding content provided to Jmassen by Licensee or if such Claims arise from Licensee’s 

breach of the Agreement) violates intellectual property rights, or rights to privacy or constitutes plagiarism or libel. Janssen shall provide Licensee ruth 

prompt notice of any Claim for which it may seek indemnib~ heretmder, and Licensee shall have the right to assume the defense of such Claim, subject to 

Janssen’s right to participate in such defense, at Janssen’s sole cost and expense¯ Upon Licensee’s written request, Janssen shall deliver to Licensee 
information and assistance reasonably necessary for Licensee to defend any Claim, provided that Licensee shall reimburse Janssen for its reasonable out- 

of-pocket costs in providing such intbrmation and assistance. Licensee shall not enter into may settlement or compromise of any such indemnifiable Claims 

without Janssen’s prior written consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. Licensee shall pay all costs, damages, and expenses, including, 

but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ lees and costs awarded against or, if Licensee does not elect to assume defense of the Claim, incurred by Janssen 

in connection with or arising from any snch Claim¯ 

Thmlks! 

Jell" 



Sorry tbr the delayed response. We should di~uss in more detail belbre any sport (rowing included) utilizes any of the six workshops. I’ve 

attached a redlined draft version of a potential contract. We may need to alter the dates slightly, but I wanted to deliver this to you for your 

review and furt]ler consideration. Thanks and hope you are doing well. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc .edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jeff Jansen [mailtoiiettl~iefl]jans~n.coml 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Rowing Reques~t and Finalizing the Contract 

Hey Vince, 

Hope all is well! 

Just wanted to follow up on Rowing’s request to have me lead a Team Retreat for them as part of the discretionary 6 workshops. Let me 
know your thoughts on that... 

And, let’s "u7 to get the contract finalized. Our first date of payment is typically August 1 and we send out the invoice a month ahead of time, 

which would have been yesterday. Let me know if you need anything from me to get that completed. I will be here this week but gone next 

week to New Orleans with our SALSC group. We’ve got one Tar Heel and two Illini coming with us. 

Tha~s’. 

Jeff" 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social 

Ch~mge 

(SALSC) http:f~vvvw, salsc .org 

Content-Type: application/vnd.openxmlformats- officedocument.wordproce ssingml.document; 

name "Jeff Janssen Contract Redlined Draft July 2013.docx" 

Content-Description: Jeff Janssen Contract Redlined Draft July 2013.docx 

Content-Disposition: attachment, 

filename "JeffJanssenContractRedlinedDra£tJuly2013.docx"; size 73654; 
creation-date "Mon, 29 Apr 2013 12:11:25 GMT"; 

modification-date "Mon, 29 Apr 2013 12:11:25 GMT" 

Attachment converted: Mac HD:JeffJanssen Contra#40209A.docx ( / ) (0040209A) 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches http://www.ianssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-atlflete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world’. Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http://w~v.salsc.olg 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches http://www.janssenstx~rtsleadership.com 

Jeff Jansen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 



1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a ditt~rence around the world! Student-Athletes I,eading Social Change (SALSC) 

ht’tp://www.~lsc.ovg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monda?-, July 29, 2013 11:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; ’JeffJanssen’ <iett~a)jef0anssen.com> 

RE: Football Feedback and Contract Questions 

Janssen Spods Leadership--Sen4ces Agmt (00068123).docx 

Jeff, 
The attached document reflects the changes to the Effective Date and Terns. 
Thanks, 
Paul 
From: tile, Vince 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:22 AM 
To: ’Jeff Janssen’ 
Cc: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Football Feedback and Contract Questions 
I have no objection to the July 1 start date. If this is a problem, perhaps we can find a way to pay you for the sessions conducted between contracts. I’m forwarding to 

Paul for his input. Thanks. 

From: Jeff Janssen [~)_a__[Lt__q_:j_e_.__ff___~j__e__ff_j__a_Es_s__e___n_:__c__o____m_] 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 8:49 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Football Feedback and Contract Questions 
Vince, 

I would love to have some men’s basketball guys involved with the Academy. 

I wanted to touch base quick with you because there is a new person in the loop from UNC legal who has red-lined a number of the contract provisions. This will now 

take some more time to sort through and I was hopeful we could have already had this resolved back in June. 
Based on our conversations of the contract moving forward. I have acted in good faith and continued to have team and individual meetings with football and women’s 

lacrosse thiough July even though the contract has not been signed. Howevec the new legal person has moved the start date to August and continued it through July of 

next ?-ear. I just want to confirm with you that the start date should really be July 1, 2013 as I have contimled actively consulting and meeting ruth teams and individuals 

since then. Please confirm that this roll be the case as I do have several more Skype meetings ruth women’s lax scheduled this week (including today) and don’t want to 

have to postpone those because the conlract is Nll being settled. 

Thanks! 

Jeff" 

Thanks tbr the t~edback. I hope you axe hapw with the progress made during the workshops for tbotball. I tbrwarded your message to Paul and see that 

you guys are communicating directly to remlve contract language. Thanks for your patience and the support you provide us. 

Vince 

From: JeffJanssen [mailto;iefli~i~ieflianssen.com] 

Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Football Feedback and Contract Questions 

ViIlce, 

Thanks tbr the info. Yes, I will definitely check before consenting to do any extra workshops ruth a particular team. Football obviously has most of the 
extla workshops tied up now because of their dedicated programming in the summer. I have outlined the feedback from the football workshops below 

and have shared it with Coach Fedora. 

Here is a summaQ" of the gws’ feedback on the 5 workshops overall: 

The leadership workshops provided me with valuable and practical information 

100% Agree, 0% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

The leadership workshops helped us come together as a Leadership Council 

93% Agree, 7% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

Jeff was knowledgeable about the topic of leadership 

93% Agree, 7% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

Jeffprovided the information in an interes{ng’engaging manner 

100% Agree, 0% Neutral, 0% Disagree 

What did you like BEST about the leadership n,orksbops? 

Infomlativeiengaging 

It was thn and brought us together 

Speaking about things as they related to our team 

We laid eveuthing on the table 

Just being able to talk about what’s going on ruth the team 

The conver~tion and the learning experience 

Open, productive 

Brought us together 

Honest’. 360 evals 



Discussions, trust ganres 

Spoke about team problems and how we can address them 

It gives a/hn way to show the dill’erent ways to lead 

Honesty. Leadership evaluation skills 

The interactions that we had to solve problems 

The open discussions of the status of our team were very helpful in getting everyone on the same page 

What did you like LEAST about the leadership workshops? 

Being blindlblded 

I liked it all. I learned a lot 

The time we had it 

Infi~ a bit redundant 
Kmda long 

Blindfolds 

Repetitive workshops sometimes. 1 & 2 1 felt like I learned the sa~nm things 

All the writing worksheets 

Sometimes they were kind of long. i.e. dodgeball 

Punctualib, of teammates. Too man3, worksheets 

Some of them began to be repetitive¯ We did about all of them blindfolded lis~tening to someone 

Nothing - they were great 

I do have a couple of questions regarding the contract feedback from Fletcher Fairey and Paul Pogge. Is this something to check with them specifically? 

Here are my questions: 

1.4 - Fletcher added: 

¯ Notwithstanding anything to the contra~ herein, Licensee shall have the right to use the Content in connection with conducting its internal 

business operations. ]he rights granted in the prior sentence shall smwive the tel~nination of this Agreement. 

What is the purpose, intent, and consequences of adding this language? 

8.2 Fletcher struck entire clause that is essential to protecting JSLC proprietary Content. We need to work through this one for sure. 

U~n tile expiration or tmmination of this Agreement, Licensee agrees to immediately cease all use of the Content, including without limitation any link~ 

postings, publications or other applications using or distributing the Content, and to destroy, unless otherwise agreed, all other sources which contain or 

reflect any Content. All of Licensee’s (and its user’s) rights regmding the Content shall end upon tennination or expiration. Termination or expiration of this 

Agreement shall be without prejudice to any rights of either paW which shall have accrued due by reason of or be subsisting at temlination. 

11.2 was deleted by Paul Pogge - what was the specific conceru? 

11.2. Licensee shall indemnify mad hold haxmless Janssen from and against all Claims against Janssen axising from Licensee’s use or misuse ofthe 

Content; provided, however, that Janssen will indemnify and hold harmless Licensee, pursuant to Section 11.1, from any Claim that Janssen IP infringes 

any third party’s intellectual property rights, or the Content (excluding content provided to Jaxassen by Licensee or if such Claims arise from Licensee’s 

breach of the Agreement) violates intellectual property rights, or rights to privacy or constitutes plagiarism or libel. Janssen shall provide Licensee with 

prompt notice of any Claim for which it may seek indemnib~ hereunder, and Licensee shall have the right to assume the defense of such Claim, subject to 

Janssen’s right to participate in such defense, at Janssen’s sole cost and expense. Upon Licensee’s written request, Janssen shall deliver to Licensee 
information and assistance reasonably necessary for Licensee to defend any Claim, provided that Licensee shall reimburse Janssen for its reasonable out- 

of-pocket costs in providing such intbnnation and assistance. Licensee shall not enter into any settlement or compromise of any such indemnifiable Claims 

without Janssen’s prior written consent, which consent shall not be unrea.sonably withheld. Licensee shall pay all costs, damages, and expenses, including, 

but not limited to, reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs awarded against or, if Licensee does not elect to assume defense of the Claim, incurred by Janssen 

in connection with or arising from any such Claim. 

Thanks! 

Jell" 

Sorry for the delwed response. We should discuss in more &tail before any sport (rowing included) utilizes any of the six workshops. I’ve attached a 
redlined draft version of a potential contract. We may need to alter the dates slightly, but I wanted to deliver this to you for your review and further 
consideration. Thanks and hope you axe doing well. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University- of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ille(i~ unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jeff Janssen [_n_)__@__t~Ei_e__{_ti~i_e___f_t.i_g__rLs__s__e__r!:_c_o_r_ll] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 8:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Rowing Request and Finalizing tile Contract 

Hey Vince, 



ttope all is well! 

Just wanted to follow up on Rowing’s request to have me lead a Team Retreat tbr them as part of fire discretional 6 workshops. Let me know your 

thoughts on that... 

And, let’s tlT to get the contract finalized. Our firsl date of payment is WpicaJly August 1 and we send out the invoice a month ahead of time, which would 

have been yesterday. Let me know if you need anb4hing fiom me to get that completed. I will be here this week but gone next week to New Orleans with 

our SALSC group. We’ve got one Tax Heel and two Illini coining with us. 

Thanks! 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world’. Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 

(SALSC) ~!_i__tp2}3_~Sy_sy__:NJ_~:pLg. 

Content-Type: application/vnd.oper~xnllformats- oflicedocument.wordprocessingml.documenr, 

name "Jeff Janssen Contract Redlined Draft July 2013.docx" 
Content-Description: Jeff" Janssen Contract Redlined Draft July 2013.docx 

Content-Distx~sition: attaclmnenr, 
filename "JeffJanssenContractRedlinedDrafiJuly2013.docx"; size 73654; 
creation-date "Mon, 29 Apr2013 12:11:25 GMT"; 

moditicafion-date "Mon, 29 Apr 2013 12:11:25 GMT" 

Attachment converted: Mac HD:JeffJanssen Contra#40209A.docx ( / ) (0040209A) 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches .h_t_t_p_]:![x_v_~y_~x:i’_a__r_!sse__!)_Ny2_r__t_s!_e_a__d__efsN_p_:co!i~ 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countlT to make a difference arotmd the worl!! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 
http://www.salsc.org 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches http://www:ianssenslxwMeadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1- 888-721-TE,adVl 

Team up wifll student-athlete leaders from across the count~ to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Chalge (SALSC) 

htto:/iw~vw~salsc.org 



From: Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: tlawaii 

Vince, 

That is fmltastic’, wow. There is a contract that Stacey Harris has that needs to be signed and sent back to themAsap. They are giving a $5,000. Guarantee. 

I will send you my cos~ breakdown in an attachment 

I have anthony travel working on two difl’erent options. But the contract needs to be signed and sent. I wanted to see i i was able to get assistance before sending.. It 

needs your approval. 

Thank you. Dogma 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 8:29 AM, "Ille, Vince" <illef)mc.edu> wrote: 

Dom~ 

See fimds to be made available per Beth. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, 10:33 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Hawaii 

Vince, We c~m provide ~25,000 from our Mike fund. 

" B ~-_d:h 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 9:44 AM 

To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: FW: Hawaii 

Beth, 

What is the final amount that we are able to provide Donna to support her team’s trip to Hawaii? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:42 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Hawaii 

Vince, 

Hawaii will give a $5,000.00 guarantee. I have worked the other tournaments that we are going to at University of La Lafayette and Jacksonville 

University to play just on Sat and Sun. Normally we play on Fri!Sat and Sunday. 

I also looked to get a game in Calif. With UCLA or Fullerton prior to Hawaii. 

Dates: 

My plan was to fly out Monday after class. - 

Play in Cali on Tuesday. 

Leave Cali Tuesday night to Hawaii. 

Wed -rest- Luau in the evening. 

Thursday- practice/Pearl Harbor 

Tournament - Fri -Sun. Leave Sun night on Red eye. 

Return Monday am - 

Missed class days 5. 

We have 7 to work with. 

I had not sent the contract back yet as I was trying to figure out costs. 

I have Anthony travel looking at the coast of splitting trip up with game in Cali vs flying out there to see if there is a cost savings/difference. My 

secretary has hotel and I have a budget for meals etc. 

l just need to know what UNC will be able to help with. 

Thank you. 

I do not have my phone right now. I am out in Cali at Nationals. I should have a phone midday today. 

Thanks 

Donna 

<image001 .j pg> 

Donna & Papa 
University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 

Email: d,ip(a;unc.edu 

C: /F: L~."___2",-~ "-’5~ ~ ’,~ 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

She is not on the current list so she would be in addition to the I4 I mentioned to Joe and Core% If she comes through and football adds the transfer they are 

talking about, that would bring us to :[6 transfers_.that I know about today. 

I’m updating my chart on the basis of the coaches’ r~:_~sp.:_~nm:_~s today, l’II send it to you this afternoon, 

Barbara 1, l-’oIh 
}-)e p al7 Di~ee~zw 
0 ffiee of lJt!derg~ad uate Admb~;iop, s 
PgtiV(:TSity of North C~o]itm at Chapel HIll 
Phone: 919-.966-.39 ti9 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Is she one of the 14 you noted to Corey or is she 15? Thanks. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, t1:46 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: llle, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Barbara: 

[ will review this (:arefullg Iat~-_~r l:.:_~dag and reply f do know we are worldng on a female transfer for this fall whose applk:ation is almost complet:e: 

I know Jenn Townsend and JennU:er Thompson have been coordinating on this and has been responsive (I think/hope} to getting the final pieces o[: her 

application turned in. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelrn, Head Swirmning Coach 
Univers[t,~ of "10rth (1 ar.~]ma Swirmnmg & D~vJng 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselrn (~email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skippcr Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www ~oheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, ii: 16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: Tlle, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 





FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and DMng 

We’re cominR in heavy on transfers in general (not just athletes) so we can live with :[5 but no more than :1.6. That will bring your transfer number to I4 available 

slots for 
Barbara ]. ,"ol~ 
l)epu~-Directer 
Office of Ur.de~Nraduate Admissioas 
University of North Carolh’.a at Chapel }1il] 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Is 16 ok? 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Sh~-’_~ is no[: on the current li;t so she woukt be in addition to the I4 I rnention~:_~d to Joe and Corer. f[ she com~:_r; through and football adds the [:ran;fer [:hey are 

talldng about, that woukt bring us to 15 transfers ..that I lmow about today. 

I’m updating rny chart on the basis of the coaches’ responses today. YII send it to you this afternoon. 

Barbara ] Polk 
Depul¥ ])irec~or 
0 flice of lhu:lergraduate Admissions 
University of North Q~ro~il’.a~ at (]hape] Hill 
t:’/~one: 919-.9{)6-.3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Is she one of’the 14 you noted to Corey or is she 15? Thanks. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Harkos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

[3 a rba ra: 

I will review this carefully later today and reply. [ do know we are working on a [emale transfer [or tNs fall whose application is aknost cornple[e: 

I know Jenn Townsend and Jennifer Thompson have been coordinating on this and has been responsive (I think!hope) to getting the final pieces of her 

application turned in. 

"Thanks, 
Rich DeSeh:n, Head Swimming Cnach 
[ in~vi)Js[[y (:,J! ?.]drlh Cambria Swimming & i-:hvJng 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@ernail.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bnwles Dr, Chapel Hi[[, NC 27514 
www goheels cnm 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 11:16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich [ 
Co: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance H; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 



Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

More borrow than bank._,at least in tNs case, 

More bank than borrow, probably, for first year slots. 

Not a bad t:rade ..... 
garL’ara ], Polk 
De pul:y 1.’4~ e e~£w 
0 ffiee of lJt!derg~ad uate Achrtb~kms 
Un~v(:Ts~ty of North C~o]it!~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-.966-.39 LiP 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

You’re letting me "bank and bolTow" now?’. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 12:53 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 
VV~-:ire coming in h~-:~avy on transfers in g~-:meral (not just athh:_d:es) so we can liw:, with :1.6 but no mor~:_~ than 16, That will bring your transfer nurnber to :1.4 available 

SlOtS 1:0~ 
Barbara ] Poll,: 
Depnl}~ ])irec~or 
0 fliee of Undergradnate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel tt[]l 
P/~one: 919-.966-.3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Is 16 ok? 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 
She is not on the current list so she would be in addition to the I4 I mentioned Lo Joe and Corey. If she cornes through and football adds the transfer they are 

talking about, that would bring us to :15 transfers_.that I know about today. 

I’m updating my chart on the basis of the coaches’ responses today, ]’l] send it to you this afternoon. 

Barbara 1, Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of" {h:,dergraduate Admlssio]’~s 
University of North (:aro]ina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Is she one of the 14 you noted to Corey or is she 15? Thanks. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday,, t1:46 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: 1lie, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Barbara: 

I will review this carefully later today and reply~ I do know we are working on a female transfer for this fall whose application is almost complete: 

I know Jenn Townsend and Jenni[er lhompson have been coordinating on this and has been responsive (I thinkihop~-:~} to getting the final pieces o[ her 

application turned in. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Univeraib of North C~rolit~ Swimming & Diving 
P© Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC J514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _de_s e_!r t__!,Lq~ em all. u nc. e du 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_W__ 3Z _W__: g._O_ ~__q _e_! _s_:_c_’ 2_1_r_I. 
)Y._W_3Z:_u__t!q:~. _d!! 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 11:16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: llle, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 



and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C 
<j cthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Update: Smmming and Diving 

We are working on this ASAP 

Sent fixm~ my iPhone 

On at 9:57 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bfx) k@adm ssio is u lc edu> wrote 

Hi, Rich, 

It looks like we ar¢_~ still rniasit~g college t:ranacript:s from and 

think that’s possible? 

Barbara 
Barbara J. Polk 
Deptd~i Director 
Of[~ee of Undergrad uate Admh;sio~s 
Ul:iversity of Nort]l C~rol~na at (;ha~el H~ll 
Pl:one: 9~ 9-ai66..39 }39 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Barbara: 

I will revi¢_~w this carefully lat¢_~r today and reply, f do know we ar¢_~ working on a [emale t:ranafer for t:his fall whose application is almost complete: 

I know Jenn Townsend and Jennifer Thompson have been coordinating on this and has been responsive (I think/hope) to getting the final 

pieces of her application turned in. 

Thanks 
Rich DeSehl, Head Swm~ning Coach 
Uni’, ersi,;?/oJ’ North ~ ;arolma Sv.itnmmg & Diving 
PO Box ~ 126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-~126 

(O): 919-966-5340 ~): 919-962-1603 (C): 
~m Email: deselml~email uric edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC $514 
www.ooheels cora 

w. __kX_w_~ u__. _n_c_~ e.c_tu_ 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, ll: 16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc-" Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see 

the list below and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know 

if you hope to add anyone to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything 

before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,            3:41 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennit~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Utxlate: Swimming and Diving 

ALL: 

See below ---the list is accurate 

Y = in agreement with Barbara Polk 

We haw? anotb:_~r team rnernber who, f belb:~ve, w~s ~dmitt~:_~d competitively: 

from , PID 

Also, you may take two coaches off our email distribution list as they are not coaching with us anymore: 

Jenny Johansen 

Eric Stefanski 

Pk?ase add our m-:~w diving co~ch t.:_~ the list. 

Abel Sanchez 

a_.b__~_[~_s_@__u_p__c__, e__d_._u_ 
We will soon add another swimming coach, tba. 

Thank you~ 
Rich Degelrn, Head Swm~dng Coach 
U]’Avers[[,y of Xlorth C aro]xm Swimming & D~vmg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www Roheels corn 
www.unc edu 

Prom: Polk, Barbara ]o 
Sent: Monday, ll: 16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: llle, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, .Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 
As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August B-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennit~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu-~; Markos, Lance M <markos@emaiLunc.edu>; 
Sandel; Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: W. Soccer 

Barb, 

This looks correct, is also gohlg to try out but she was a admit, 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday,. 10:49 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Markos, Lance M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: W. Soccer 

Dear Anson and Chris, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slot: 

Barbara ] Polk 
Dep~tlg l)irec~or 
0 rice of Ur.dergrad~tate Adm[ssiors 
University el’North C~ro]ir.~ at Chapel HIll 
Phone: 919-.9{06-.3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Admissions Ulxtate: M. Basketball 

This is not reflected on the chart I just sent. 

gP 

[~arbam ]~ Polk 
Depu~-Directc~r 
Office of Ur~de~graduate Admissions 
University of North (:arolh’~a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,o~le: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Robinson, Steve A 
Sent: Monday, 4:00 PM 

To: Hoots, Eric M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

Hi Barbara, 
We will continue to look for a potential student athlete that could join our list of 

through this situation. 

Steve Robinson 

From: <Hoots>, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            2:52 PM 

To: Steve Robinson <_c___o__a___c__h__[_o___b____@_.____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "McGrath, Colin B" <__m___c_g_r__a___t__h___c___@__.___e___n__l__a__!!:__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>, "Lynch, Nadia Suzanne" <._n_!_y___n__c___h__~__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.> 

Subject: Fwd: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

freshmen that will be attending school this fall. Thanks for your support as we navigate 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Date:            ,8:28:42 AM CDT 

To: "Hoots, Eric M" <ehoots@email.unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Cc: "llle, Vince" <ille~unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos~email.unc.edu>, "Thompson, Jennifer C" <jct!!ompson(~aclm!ss!ons:unc:eclu>, "Polk, Barbara Jo" 

<bpolk@a drnissions.urm.edu> 

Subject: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

Dear Jenn and Eric, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see 

the list below and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you 

hope to add anyone to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything 

before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 
Dep O~/Director 
Office of Undergradt~ate Adm~io~ s 
Ut!iversity oJ’No~t]~ C~t’olJn;~ at Criapel Hill 
P[!ot!e: 9~ 9-.96(J.-39;39 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 6:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Vince Young is being tbrced 1,~ sell all his stuff 

ACS can only send emaih It was the software we had at UCONN that allowed us to send text messages. 

For I~ature use, ACS would track that it was sent in each SA and docunaent it in their file as well as tell us who actually opened the emaih 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
LIniversi~z of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:23 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Text from us too would be great 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:11 AM 
To: IHe, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

We can get to all SA’s directly through ACS via email I believe we also might be able to use it to text the link. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:09 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sutziect: FW: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

(;an we find a way to send this to all members of the football staff and team? Maybe Andre can send out the link via text to everyone if he has a distribution list (or we can use ACS)? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bubba Cunningham [rnailtc (£?gmaihcom] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:34 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Old news but good for our guys to see. 

Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Police entered his home to value his belongings. 

http://usat.lv/1 dYHQ62 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:25 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Report 

Saw that. Lots of people using our strategy now. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:13 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

http://www.sportsagentblog.com Jnc- state- dislributes- modest- agent- wa~aing-letter/ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, 9:18 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FVV: Report i 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 8:32 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Report 

@qmail.com] 

Good morning Paul, 

Here is today’s report, and I will stop by this morning to drop those papers ottl 

@gmaJl.com 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:27 PM 

To: IlIe, Vince <i]le@unc.edtr> 

Subject: Re: Report 

N o- just the sending the letter part’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:26 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s not even close to our strategy! No resemblance whatsoever. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

8:25 PM 

Saw- that. Lots of people using our slrategy now. 

Sent thm~ my iPhone 

On at 8:13 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@m~c.edu> wrote: 

http://ww~v.sportsagentblog.con" !nc- state- distributes- modesl- agent- waxning-letteri 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, 9:18 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; 111e, Vince 
Subject: FW: Report 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, ’, 8:32 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Report 

@gmail.com] 

Good morning Paul, 

Hem is today’s report, and I will stop by this morning to drop those papers of£ 

@gmaJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

Thx. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 7:45 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@tmc.e&t> wrote: 

From: Polk, Barbara 30 
Sent: Monday, 6:06 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Admissions Update: N. Basketball 
This is not reflected on the chart I just sent. 

BP 
}3arbara }. Polk 
I)eputy Director 
ONce of Undergradaate Adm~ss~or.s 
llaivcrsity of North (;arolJna at Chapel [i~I1 
F |’.,o£, e: 919-96&-39~’39 

From: Robinson, Steve A 
Sent: Monday, 4:00 PM 

To: Hoots, Eric M, Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

Hi Barbara, 
We will continue to look for a potential student athlete that could join our list of 

navigate through this situation. 

Steve Robinson 

From: <Hoots>, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            2:52 PM 

To: Steve Robinson <coachrob@unc.edu>, "McGrath, Colin B" <mcgrathc@email.unc.edu>, "Lynch, Nadia Suzanne" <nlynch@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

freshmen that will be attending school this fall. Thanks for your support as we 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Date:             8:28:42 AM CDT 

To: "Hoots, Eric M" <ehoots@email.unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Cc: "file, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu>, "Thompson, Jennifer C" <jcthompson@admissions unc.edu>, "Polk, 

Barbara Jo" <bpo&@admissions.unc.edu> 

Subject: Admissions Update: M. Basketball 

Dear Jenn and Eric, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. 

Please see the list below and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. 

Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with 

anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Jennifer C ~cthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:35 AM 

DeSelm, Rich I, <richdeselm@unc.e&~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

I]le, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Ulxtate: Swimming and DMng 

Coaches information has been updated. 

,iT 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 3:41 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Co: Tile, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject-" RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

ALL: 

See below --the list is accurate 

Y = in agreement with Barbara Polk 

We have another team member who, I believe, was admitted competitively: 

from           PID 

,&Is(), you mav take two coaches off our emai{ distribution list as they are not coaching wit:h us anymore: 

Jenny Johansen 

Eric Stefanski 

Please add our new diving coach to the list. 

Abel Sanchez 

abel2s@unc,edu 

We will soon add an.:_~ther swimming coach, t:ba, 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
mvi:ssi[y of lq0rlt~ Carolina Swimmings & D:vmg 

PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, 1X-C 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Emad: deselm@email.unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, "xTC 27514 

www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 11:16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Ce: 111e, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 

f!arl;ara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of {ir.,dergraduate Adm[ssio]’.s 
t!nivcrsity of North Carohr.,a at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 9J 9-966-39.~!9 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

~: Joy Renner - student experience survey 

ALWAYS feel free to remind me about anything --with my limited memory chip and more and more items to be stored, sometimes an important piece is deleted 

and I fall down on the job. 

Thanks -t will let Teresa know to e;<pect all [e~-_~dback by August ].6. 

J OV 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 

&ssociate Professor a!~d [’;[re.::l:or 

Un[w!!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel HHi 

School of Med[.::[ne 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcindura!~[ Hail 

32!-A Soul:h Coklmbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This ,.’~.-ma[I message, ir!,.’:lud[ng at[achments, if ar!¥, is interbred onh/for 1:he -person or ,:ml:ity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and may cot~tain confidenth}i and/or 
privileged mateHa[. Ar!y .--.-unauthorized revh:,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbuffon h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[enL please cor!l:a,::l: 1:he sender b’~, reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies Of the or[g:rlal message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject ~:o the Nerth Carolina P~blic Records ~a~ and may he disclosed ~:o third paH:ies by an 

authorize~ state officia~ (NCG~S, oh, 132), Student educatio~a~ records are sub~ect to FERIPA, 

From= file, Vince 
Sent= Tuesday, July 30, 2013 11:03 AM 
To= Renner, Joy J 
Subject= RE: Joy Renner - student experience survey 

I will seek tbedback firom "the appropriate people in the depar’unent with tl~e goal of receiving all by August 16. I’ve requested 2012-13 data from Cricket. She is 

currently on vacation, but is scheduled to return later this week. Thanks for tl~e reminder. 

Vince 

From= Renner, Joy J 
Sent= Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:57 AM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Joy Renner - student experience survey 

So the negligent one is following up on something I should have done in April. Teresa has been waiting on us for input on her last draft (since April). She is now 

into other projects and away for most of August. So I believe we need to ASAP get our comments back to her if possible by next week so we are on her radar for 

completion in early fall so we can catch the December grads and have all the athletes into the new system for 20:13/2014. Is this possible for you? Maybe you 

have already gathered your input and sent it to her, if so disregard my request and just reflect on my slackness of getting this done. (I have attached the draft I 

have sent to faculty for input) Teresa would really like us to try to shorten this survey as it is very cumbersome and lengthy. So any ways you find to 

combine/contract parts, would be welcomed by her. 

Also, do we have the data collected (the old way) for 2012/20137 

Joy 
Jo’~, J. Re!~qer, IVl.A., £T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa,:e Professor at~d Director 
Unk, ersit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7:].L’~O UNC--CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bin St, 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-595"_.’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NO]ICE: This em~a[I message, iqcludh~g at[achments, if any, is inEe!~ded only for the -person or entiw to wi~[ch [E is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 

privileged ma[er[ai. Aqy ---unauEhorized review, use, disclosure or d[str[buE[on is proi~ibi[ed. If you are no,’_ the intended redp[ent, please coqtact the sender b’~, reply e-mail and 

des,:roy all copies of the original rqessage. 

Entail corresponde~ce to and from this address may be subject to the INo~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~therized ~ate official (NCGS, cho :1,32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:34 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; @unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: Rowing 

Hello Barbara, 

That list is correct, We tNnk ~ will be coming to UNC but not rowing because we have not heard from her. She was accepted on her own so no big 

deal either way, 

Thanks, 

Sa r a h 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 10:45 AM 
To: Haney, Sarah K; . 
C¢: Ille, VJnce; Markos, Lance IVl; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: Rowing 

Dear Sarah and 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots 

Competitive Admits 

[~arbara J~ Polk 
Depu~-Directc~r 
Office of 1Jr.dergraduate Admissior.,s 
U~iversity of North (]arolh’.a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:04 PM 

Breschi, Joe <bre~hi@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi, Joe, 

Unfortunately ; grades did not improve this year, He ended the year with almost all His only grades above came in his PE courses, i    Prior to 

this year he was basically a    ~tudent. We typically either send a letter to the student letting him know we expect more from his academic performance at UNC 

or we suspend admission until the student wriLes Lo explain his grades. Given that haw? already contacted     once about his senior grades f am not sure that 

anoLher letter will have much impact. On the .:_~ther hand, suspension seems a biL tough since he did pass all of his courses. 

As ] think Lhrough how to handle this, ] thought Vd see if you were aware of any extenuating circumstances that may have caused the decline in grades, Do you 

have any insights? 

Thanks for anything you might be able to share. 

B a r ba r~i 
[~arbara 1, Po[]~ 

0 ff[ce of Ut!derg~ad uate Admh;~;kms 
Ugt]Vt:FS]ty of North (h~o]it!;~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-.966-.39 ~9 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Friday, I 4:03 PN 
To: Joe Breschi 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: 

Hi, Joe, 

I hope all is well with you. 

I just wanted to give you a heads up that we are sending a mid-year grade warning letter to His senior year grades have been weaker than the 

grades we had upon his admission. On his self-report, he listed                    as semester grades. 

The report we received from his high school lists grades for quarter 1 and quarter 2 rather than semester. Those grades in core courses, by quarter, are as follows: 

Course 1 

Course 2 

Course 3 

Course 4 

Course 5 

(There is a discrepancy of two courses between the transcript and the self-reported grades and that accounts for the difference in the total number of grades 

reported.) 

The fact that     is reporting semester grades and the school report shows quarter grades could account for the difference in the actual grades themselves. 

Bottom line....we’re not questioning either set of grades but trying to send him the message that his academic performance does matter. 

The wording of the letter is below, just in case he contacts you about it. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Thank you for submitting your midyear grades. These grades, as I am sure you already know, represent a decline in your previous performance. Because our offer 

of admission is contingent upon your continuing to perform at the level that enabled us to offer you admission, and because your failure to perform at such an 

acceptable level will lead us to reconsider our offer, I urge you to renew your effort and take the steps needed to improve. 

We will review your grades again when we receive your final high-school transcript, which must be postmarked no later than We know that you are 

capable of outstanding work, and we hope that these final grades will reflect a return to your earlier level of achievement. 

If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us, either by emailing us at uncreply@admissions.unc.edu or by calling (919) 966-3621. 

We wish you the best as you complete your senior year. 
g-arL’ara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 flice o{~1 ~(]e ~gradu ate Admiss [oi~s 
[J~liversi~g o{~Novth Caro][ra at Chapel }{ill 
P ]] o~] e: 919 -9 66-3 ~i 89 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:41 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;~ 

Subject: RE: 

It is nice to see someone call them on their transparent agenda underlying their "coverage~’ of local news. I cannot help but wonder if they realize how little 

credibilibi h~tellectual readers ascribe to them as an entire media entity after such prolonged and callous disregard for accurate presentation of facts on this 

m a t l:er. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 20:1.3 :t0:33 AlVl 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Pogge, Paul 

Cc: @art.net 
Subject: 

http:/iwww.newsobserver.com,’2013/07,’30/3070503/ioe- fiier~xl- crossing-the-line.hlml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 10:48 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Creech, KaJclton W <kcreech@unc.e&P; 
<fick(&)unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you 

@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Steinbacher, Rick 

Hi Bubba. Thanks so much! This connection will be very helpful. 

d 

Exercise and Sport Science, Sport Administration Lecturer 

Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise, Senior Advisor 

@ 
919.843.0336 

"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to improve the wormd,°’ ~ Anne Frank 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,            10:21 AM 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>, 

Subject: FW: Thank you 

~email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <dck@unc.edu> 

Debby, 

I met Dean Oliver while I was at ESPN and I thought he would be a very good contact for you with this upcoming seminar. He is a North Carolina grad and has a lot 

of interest in partnering with us on a project. 

Hope this is helpful. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Cunningham. Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday,. . J.0:18 AM 

To: ’dean.oJiver@espn.com’ 
Cc: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Thank you 

Dear Dean, 

Thank you very much for the information about college football metrics. I found the conversation to be very interesting and the concepts outstanding. I look 

forward to learning more about the various metrics and how we can utilize them to improve our program. 

I mentioned to you that Debby Stroman, one of our faculty members in the Exercise and Sport Science department, is working on a collegiate sports analytics 

seminar in partnership with the Kenan Institute here on campus. Here is a link to Debby’s bio: http;/!exss.unc:eduifacu!ty/deborah--stroman/ 

By way of this email, I would like to introduce Debby to you so that you have her contact information and you may begin a dialogue that could be helpful to both of 

you. 

Thanks again. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

"W~ ...":"<.~: ~.~ ~:s~:,~f h’,’.&,<.~.4"~:" ~ h.,"~:~q,’:,,".," ..-"~.,’~.’,~’;~:~s"" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

1~’: Camps 

Camps cud conference centers.pdf; Sports teams.txtf 

Did this guy really just send me this email? 

From: Pat Olmert [mailto:pat@watkinsinsurance.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:13 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Camps 

Paul, 

My name is Pat Ofmert and I insure a few of UNC’s coaches yearly campsidinics~ I would love to take you and maybe Stephen Boyd to lunch and discuss how we 

(the policies) work in an attempt to improve on communication and the dreaded certificate of insurance delivery and maybe even work on some insider trading 

with the camps/clinics we don’t insure at LJNC (special events too). 

f ph~y*:_~d s~t: UNC, coached th~-’_~ rnens lacrosse for 1(} pk~s years and when my wife and fi;t:her in h;w required t grow up and h~-:dp run the family s;g~-_mcy, t gravitat~-:~d to 

the amateur sports market. 

I am also curious to discuss Jamie Munroe. I see you were a Pioneer for some dine. Great guy (to me) and I enjoyed playing at Denver. Great lacrosse atmosphere 

I will t:oftow up with a phone early next week it: that is ok. 

Thanks 

Folks in the Rams dub refer to me as Moo. Ask gRob, Bumzy or .Ioh~3 Montgomery 

Pat Olmert, CIC 
--W-----a--t---~-Ln-~-s-~~-~-~-n-~-s---u-~-r--a-~-n-~-c-~-e-~~--A--1-e---n-~-c-~-~-~~-~~-n---c---.. 
Partner- Keystone Insurers Group 
Phone (434) 447-3544 Cell 

Amateur Sports: Wh~ther you seek to c:ov~r oue t~eml, a whole league, au associatior~, or ~:vcn a govcrni~*g body, our emlateur sports 

programs cam be tailored to fit yo~w needs, With access to several sports packages designed to cover bc~th the organization ~-a,d tt~e 

individual participants, we can c~ft~r you a one stc~p shop ti-~r your group needs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
Elisabeth Molen <emolen@uab.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edu~> 

Policies on PSA Test Scores 

Mr. Ille, 
I hope you am doing well. I mn intern with the Compliance Office at UAB. Per a directive from Conference USA, we are putting together institutional policies for 
handling PSAs who present abnormal jumps in ACT/SAT scorns. The goal of the policies would be to W to prevent any s~udent-athletes fiom competing for UAB and 
later have their test scores flagged by the NCAA or the testing company. In this process, we are ruing to gather policies and procedures, documents, etc. from as 
many schools as possible. Does UNC have an~hing on this topic? AnTr~hing you have would be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you so much in advance. 
Best. 
Elisabeth Molen 

emolen(~uab.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Zmerlein, Chad Nicholas <zmerlein~unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Notice of Direct Detx~sit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains htmL/Javascript 

Vince, 

The check should be made out to L.INCAA. 

"hank you for helping me ge~: this squared away! 

C h ~ d 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:19 PI 

To: Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Subject: FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

Chad, 

Please see message below. To whom do we make check payable? Thanks. 

Vince 

From:        [mailto:       @art.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html!Javascript 

I just checked and yes, there were two deposits made. Who does the check get made out to? 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
To: "Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas" <zwierlein(d~,unc.edu> 
Cc:                   k~.atLnet>;                        ~email.unc.edu>; "Perkins, Michael" <rnperkins~unc#du>; "Gwaltney, Clint" <cqwa!tney~unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 5:08 PM 
Subject: FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

Chad, 

I just sent you an email I received June 10 and I received the one below on June 24. These emails indicate that I was reimbursed twice. I’ll have verify this 

in[bnnation with Wells Fargo and write a check if necessary. Sorry I didn’t catch this mysel£ 

Vince 

From: A<H Pavments~bunc edu [m~ilto ~(-’H Payments@uric edul ..... ~____:___~_~ ....................... =____:_..___,________,,___.____,___,. ............. ~_______:_______ J 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:49 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Notice of Direct Deposit from LEx,’C Chapel Hill -contains html/Javascript 

~i Hilt" ,~¢(~ ~ ~)                                                                    .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Policies on PSA Test Scores 

ACC Schools - Validating Test Scores.docx 

The ACC just polled member institutions on this subjecL There is no policy within in Athletics. Adfletics has deferred to Admissions to mske the deterrninsdon of 

whether a standardized test score should be flagged for further review. 

If you’re interested, 1 attached the bulk of the AC:C:’s policies on triggers for review and overall policy. 

Marielle A. vanGeider 

Associate Athletic Pirec~:or 

Liniversity ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9) 962-785~, 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 

rq va n g~:~l d ~?r @ U nc. e d u 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent= Wednesday, July 3:1, 20:[3 2:23 PM 
To= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: P-W: Policies on PSA Test Scores 

For your staffwho might have (or have access to) a documented policy or procedure. If we respond, can you please copy me? Thanks. 

From:       @gmail.com [mailto:       @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Elisabeth Molen 
Sent= Wednesday, July 31, 20:[3 :[:34 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject= Policies on PSA Test Scores 

Mr. Ille, 

I hope you are doing well. I am intern ruth the Compliance Office at UAB. Per a directive from Conference USA, we are putting together institutional policies for 

handling PSAs who present abnomml jumps in ACT/SAT scores. The goal of the policies would be to tD~ to prevent rely s~dent-athletes from competing for UAB and 

later have their test scores flagged by the NCAA or the testing company. In this process, we are t~ing to gather policies and procedures, documents, etc. from as 

many schools as possible. Does UNC have anything on this topic? Anything you have would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you so much in advmace. 

Best, 

Eli~befll Molen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Policies on PSA Test Scores 

We didn’t provide a response to the ACC since tim survey was taken while I was out of the office. I filled in our Departmental policy, but will have to ask Lance re: 

Admissions policy. At UCo~m, we utilized the same jumps in TS/GPA index that the Eligibility Center uses to trigger PSA review. I would like to develop a policy 

internally. Good for coaches to know will and won’t ~igger review in advance when dealing with borderline PSA’s. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju131, 2013, at 3:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@tmc.e&~> wrote: 

What is Admissions’ policy? Do they have a written policy and/or procedures? If so, should we request and review "these to ensure the protections axe 

appropriate and comprehensive? If not, should we collaborate with them to document an appropriate policy and procedures? In may case, I hope the 

answer we provided the ACC is incomplete (failed to reference our university" policy and procedures). Thanks. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Policies on PSA Test Scores 
The ACC just polled member institutions on this subjecL The~e is no policy within in Athletics. Adfletics has deferred to Admissions to make the 
determination of whe[her a s[andardized tes[ score should be t:lagged for further review. 
If you’re interested, I attached the bulk of the ACC’s policies on triggers for review and overall policy, 
Marielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
U~liv~-’_!rsity .:)f North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-785g 
Fax: (919) 962--60"92 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:23 PP1 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
$,,bject: P-W: Policies on PSA Test Scores 
For your staffwho might have (or have access to) a documented policy or procedure. If we respond, can you please copy me? Thanks. 
From:       K~gmail.com [mailtc       @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Elisabeth Molen 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Policies on PSA Test Scores 
Mr. Ille, 
I hope you are doing well. I an~ intern with the Compliance OIfice at UAB. Per a directive from Conference USA, we are putting together institutionaJ 

policies fi)r handling PSAs who present abuormaljumps in ACT/SAT ,scores. The goal of the policies would be to try to prevent any student-aflfletes ti~m~ 

competing tbr UAB and later have their test scores flagged by the NCAA or "the testing company. In this process, we are tr3dng to gather policies and 

procedures, documents, etc. from a.s many schools as possible. Does UNC have an~hing on this topic? Anything you have would be greatly appreciated. 
Thal~ you so much in advance. 

Best, 
Elisabeth Molen 

~uab.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L ~-joyced@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:14 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Hams, Tracy U <thams@email.uuc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edw~; King, J. Angela 

<akmg@unc.edw~; Gfiggs, Kathy <kgfiggs@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Vacation 

FYI, I am on vacation until Tuesday August 6th with limited access to email. I will check voice mail and email periodically wlfile I mn away. If it is an urgent matter call 
my cell at             and I will respond as I am able. 

Kathy Dutton is also away until next Tuesday. Tracy is holding down the HR area. 

Joyce 

Sent from ~’ }~rizon tVireIess 4G L TE DROID 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Negalha, Jeff ~ negalha@unc.edtc, 

Thursday. 11:08 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Ille, Vmce <ille@)unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@adnfissions.unc.edu>; 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edt~>;                             @gmail.com>; 

Re: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

tIi please see email below and respond. 
Thank you. 

Jeff Negalha 
University of North Carolina 
Men’s Soccer 
www.unc.edu 
www.goheels.com 

No dia , ~ls 1:02 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> escreveu: 

> ’]’hanks, Carlos. 
> 

> If you are in touch with 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Barbara 
> 

> Barbara J. Polk 
> Deputy Director 
> Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Phone: 919-%6-3989 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Somoano, Carlos M 
> Sent: Monday, 12:59 PM 
> To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
> Cc: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jetmifer C; Markos, Lance M; Negalha, Jeff 
> Subject: RE: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 
> 

> Barbara 
> That~:s for your help with theses guys...as always. 
> 

> I think it looks correct except that 
> 

> Jeff-can u you double check and confirm? 
> 

> From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
> Sent: Monday, 10:52 A_’vl 
> To: Somoano, Carlos M 
> Cc: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Markos, Lance M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
> Subject: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 
> 

> Dear Carlos, 
> 

would you ask him to email me at bjpolk@unc edu to ol!ficiall ’ withdraw from the incoming class? We still have him as enrolling 

> 

> First Year Slots: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to COlffirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program Please see the list below and let me know if you 
see anyone who has cancelled his el~rollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer 
> 

> I also wanted to let you know- that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 
> 

> Thanks ibr all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 
> 

> Barbara 
> 

> PS: The list below includes students admitted for spring arid fall 

recently decided to turn and fore-go this opportunity. He can be removed. 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Transfer Slot: 

> 

> 

> Barbara J. Polk 

> DepuW Director 

> Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Phone: 919-%6-3989 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mveaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 1, 2013 5:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Parent Inib...Go Heels! 

I’m not. Iql see if I csn get myself added to her distribution list;.,, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Al:~letic Dir~:~ct.:_~r 

bniversil:y of Nor~:~ Carolit~a 

?hone: (9:19) 962--7853 

Fax: {93_9) 962-5L~2 

rn~,,angelder@unc.edu 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 20:13 3:12 PM 
To: Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Subject: FW: Parent Info...Go Heels! 

Are you on her mailing list? 

From: Tarheel Parents [mailto: @yahoo~com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 2:52 PM 
Subject: Parent Info...Go Heels! 

Hello Tar Heel Parent/Guardians! Couple of quick notes .... 

Aug 3rd is Meet the Heels: Here is link for more info on the evem 

http:i/www.goheels.com/Vie~ANcle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&,ATCLID=208611860 
Traditional Tailgating Atmosphere This Year! Gentle reminder: There are parking spaces tbr us available to purchase at UniversiU Baptist Church on 

the comer of Columbia and Franklin Streets!! A primo location to Old Well Walk and Stadium. Season parking passes and one day permits must 

ALL be purchased in advance directly through Mal~ Anne tlandy at University Baptist Church prior to game(s). If possible, kno~, Mary 
_~’me prefers email. PLEASE NOTE: Parking permits and one day" packing passes will NOT be sold day of gable ibr tiffs location, no exceptions!! 

Season peaking passes are being sold now. Spots are available, but there is a limit. Several folks, including us have ours!’.! Do you?? See attached 2013 

THFPO Brochure for contact information and details on how to purchase season parking passes/one day permits and other pertinent info! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vince Ille < ~(}att.net> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 8:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

UNC Alumni S urvey Draft 1 July 29.docx 

UNC Alumni Survey Draft 1 July 29.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 9:09 AM 

MelLewis < @att.net> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: If you areS.S 

Good to be with you also--thanks for the info. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: MelLewis < @att.net> 

Date: Thursday, August 1, 2013 3:20 PM 

To: "Cunningharn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: If you are ...... 

BC: If you are at all interested in talking with Mike DeSilva (or have Paul or Vince meet with him) let me know. I’m sure Mike would be glad to offer his advice from 25 years of 

experience with you+ 

Enjoyed yesterday...+, as always. 

Mel 

Assume you have been notified about former 

+++++ 

MelLewis 

@att.net 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 4:51 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sti~rmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtv~ 

List 

Dear Steve and Vince, 

I have updated the chart and have posted it on our shared site. (The same site we use for posting committee documents.) I will do a final update when I return 

from vacation. It is possible that at that time I will be adding a couple more names to the list. 

If you need to reach me while I’m away, please do not hesitate to call my cell: 

Thanks and I will look forward to seeing and talking to both of you soon. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:26 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Barbara. 
Sorry, I’ve had camp the last few days and I’m heading to the beach with the family for week on Sunday, VERY excited for that! 

Have a safe weekend. 

Joe 

From: <Polk>, Barbara Jo <bpolk@adrnissions.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday..            5:03 PM 

To: "Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> 

Cc: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Hi, Joe, 

Unfortunately grades did not improve this year. He ended the year with almost all His only grades above came in his PE courses. (    Prior 

to this year h~-_~ was basically a    ~d:udent, We typically either send a letter to the student letting fdm Imow we expect more from his academic performance at 

L; NC or we suspend admi~,r~k~n until the student wrib:_~’~ to explain hi’~ grades. (~iven that: haw? already co~tact:ed     once ab.:_~ut: hi’~ senior grades I am not: ~,~ure 

that another letter will have rnuch impact. On the other hand, suspension seems a bit tough since he did pass all oI: his courses~ 

As I think through how to handle this, I thought I’d see if you were aware o1: any extenuating circumstar~ces that may have caused the decline in grades. Do you 

have any insights? 

Thanks for anything you might be able to share. 

B a r ba ra 

Depu [y D irectu~ 
OfJ~cc i)ll ip, dergradua[e Ad~nissio~!~ 
[h~ive~’sil~; ol Nor[h Caro]h’,a at Chapel }{ill 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Friday, 4:03 PM 
To: Joe Breschi 
Co: Tile, Vince; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: 

Hi, Joe, 

I hope all is well with you. 

I just wanted to give you a heads up that we are sending a mid-year grade warning letter to His senior year grades have been weaker than the 

grades we had upon his admission. On his self-report, he listed                    as semester grades. 

The report we received from his high school lists grades for quarter :1 and quarter 2 rather than semester. Those grades in core courses, by quarter, are as follows: 

Course :1 

Course 2 

Course 3 

Course 4 

Course 5 

(There is a discrepancy of two courses between the transcript and the self-reported grades and that accounts for the difference in the total number of grades 

reported.) 

The fact thai     is reporting semester grades and the school report shows quarter grades could account for the difference in the actual grades themselves. 

Bottom line_..we’re not questioning either set of grades but trying to send him the message that his academic performance does matter. 

The wording of the letter is below, just in case he contacts you about it. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Thank you for submitting your midyear grades. These grades, as I am sure you already know, represent a decline in your previous performance. Because our offer 

of admission is contingent upon your continuing to perform at the level that enabled us to offer you admission, and because your failure to perform at such an 

acceptable level will lead us to reconsider our offer, I urge you to renew your effort and take the steps needed to improve. 

We will review your grades again when we receive your final high-school transcript, which must be postmarked no later than We know that you are 

capable of outstanding work, and we hope that these final grades will reflect a return to your earlier level of achievement. 

If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us, either by emailing us at uncreply@admissions.unc.edu or by calling (9:19) 966-362:1. 

We wish you the best as you complete your senior year. 

i)epu~-[)i~’ectm" 
0 ftice of U],.detg~’aduate Admissier.,s 
U~livel’sity of Not%h Ca~’oli~’.a at Chapel }{ill 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 11:47 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sti~rmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Lisl 

Vince arid Steve, 

Two more quick items: 

The easiest way to view the chart is to click on tile "open with excel" link. 

i’he [o.:_~tball transfer I mentioned as a ~ossibilil:y has been remow:,d from the list. He is going to enroll els~-_~where 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 4:51 PN 

Te: ’smfarmer@admissions.unc.edu’; Ille, Vince 
Cc: ’bjpolk@unc.edu’ 
Subject: List 

Dear Steve and Vince, 

I have updated the chart and have posted it on our shared site. (The same site we use for posting committee documents.) I will do a final update when I return 

from vacation, it is possible that at that time I will be adding a couple more names to the list. 

If you need to reach me while I’m away, please do not hesitate to call my cell: 

Thanks and I will look forward to seeing and talking to both of you soon. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:37 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-*; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Steinbacher, Rick 

<iick@unc.edu>; Montgome~; John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-* 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

NCAA GOALS Stub 

Potential Research Questions for NCAA GOALS Study.docx; NCAA GOALS STUDY.pdf 

Executive team, 

At Bubba’s request, I have been communicating with the research department of the NCAA regarding two of the studies they conduct every few years: 

GOALS (Growth, Opportunities Aspirations and Learning of Students in college) and SCORE (Study of College Outcomes and Recent Experiences). They use this 

data, which they collect from current and former student-athletes, to formulate their policies - most often with regard to time commitments of student-athletes. 

The GOALS study is used by NCAA policymakers and member institutions to study the experiences of stude~athletes across all NCAA sports and divisions. 

It also will provide objective and attitudinal data from student-athletes on possible academic and social trade-offs and sacrifices they have made in order to 

participate in collegiate athletics. Some of the topics covered include academic engagement and success; athletics experiences; social experiences and 

integration; career aspirations; physical and mental health and well-being; campus and team climate, and time commitments. 

The most recent GOALS study was conducted in 2010, and the next iteration will be conducted this academic year (          The reason I am e-mailing you 

is because the folks with the NCAA would like to learn which issues are of the most interest to our department. They have offered to use our input to possibly 

formulate some additional questions to add to this year’s survey. I am hoping to gather some suggestions from each of you on what we should request that they 

include in this year’s survey. 

I have started the list myself and attached it to this e-mail. I have gone through the results of the 2010 study and compared the questions they asked with 

those of our Exit Survey. The 2010 GOALS results are attached in case you wanted to see what questions they asked on the survey. I have compiled a list of items 

from our exit survey that are not addressed in the GOALS survey. If you have any additional issues you are interested in learning about that I can add to the list, or 

items you think I should remove, please let me know. Please keep in mind that the results of the GOALS study will represent student-athletes from universities 

nation-wide at all levels and not just those here at UNC. The NCAA is putting the survey together as we speak, so they have requested that I get back to them with 

our input no later than Wednesday . Therefore, if you would like, please send me your comments prior to that date. Thank you very much for your time, 

and please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:34 AM 

Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh@unc.edtr>; SomoaJlo, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edw~; Porter, Grant <gttx~rter@unc.edtr> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edw~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. -qathgaJlo@unc.edu>; Bingham, Ma~ Ellen 

<binghaanm@emaJl.unc.edtc, 

M. Soccer- Policy Meeting 

Coaches: 

I have confirmation that everyone can attend Monda$ at 2:00 pm in Loudermilk 2301 so we can go ahead and do both meetings at once. Since there are 

two meetings, please plan for the team to stay a little longer than the usual Fall Compliance Meeting. This should work out great so you all do not have to worry 

about trying to fit in another date before travelling to Indiana! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., La~’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Monday, l 1:46 AM 

~email.unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalha@unc.edu>; Somoa~o, Carlos M <csomom~o@unc.edu>; Porter, Gram 

<gttx~rte@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Complimlce <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mo~~ Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu> 

RE: M. Soccer- Policy Meeting 

THANK YOU! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:34 AM 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant 

Co: UNCAA-Compliance; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Subject: M. Soccer - Policy Meeting 

Coaches: 

I have confirmation that everyone can attend Monday         at 2:00 pm in l.oudermilk 2301 so we can go ahead and do both meetings at once. Since there are 

two meetings, please plan for the team to stay a little longer than the usual Fall Compliance Meeting. This should work out great so you all do not have to worry 

about trying to fit in another date before travelling to Indiana] 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Thumlan, Stephanie J <sthurman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 11:57 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke @gmail.com); Pyecha, Missy 

<mwecha@admissions.unc.edtr>; Brown, Michdle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbuorton@unc.edt~ 

mtg w/Provost Deml 

Hel{o everyone, 

Provost Dean has requested a 90 minute meeting w/the following individuals re: athletics: 
Bubba Cunningham, Lissa Broome, Steve Farmer, Michelle Brown, Vince Ille and Debbi Clarke (independent contractor hired by the Provost for this project). The 

Provost and Mr. Cunningham are both available on Friday, August 16 between 12noon-S:OOpm. Please let me know your availability during this time. If the meeting 

begins at noon, it will include lunch. Thanks and I look forward to receiving your response. 

Stephanie Thurman 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

104 South Building, CB# 3000 

phone: (919) 962-4511 

fax: (919) 962-1593 

sthurman @email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:35 PM 

VaJlgelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: l~q~D Waiver - 

Mariefle, 

Thank you for sharing the documents. I believe Lance’s statement clearly states it was miscommunication between the two groups. 

Michelle 

From: Vangelder Mmri~ll~ A 

Sent: Monday, 4:13 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Co: llle, Vince 
Subject: PTD Waiver = 

Hi Michelle- 

For your review. Here is the most recent draft of the PTD Waiver for and relevant attachments. 

We are waiting to hear about one edit which I may make to his personal statement. It needs to be reviewed with Bubba and then we will likely submit 

as soon as possible. 

Please let me know your thoughts. 

Thank you! 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

._m____v__a___n__&e__l__d___e__r__@__u___n__c_:__e___d__y. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 7:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: 

Since I don’t know the log-in for our account and is sitting in the front row...I’ve got 2 guesses. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 5, 2013, at 7:29 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Who thought it would be a good idea to post this photo on the UNC Compliance Twitter page? 

<Compliance Meeting 07 31 2013.jpg> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

F~T: 

Vince, 

Are you ok with issuing a ASA to 

Thanks, 
Tof’q 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Sent: Tuesday, ; 12:33 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

got a    on her 

Josh Langley 

University of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach/Meet Director 

Multis/Pole Vault/Javelin 

(c) 
(o)919-962-5222 

(f)919-962-4903 

can we go ahead and issue a scholarship agreement to her? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A-~mw~lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 2:34 PM 

Ille, Vince ~ille@unc.edtv~ 

http:/!www.shopnca asports.com/ 

Search -      ~r        From the general search box on the homepage, watch what comes up... 

Marielle A. vanGelaer 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Atlantic Coast Conference 
FOOTBALL COMPETITION AGREEMENT 

4, 

~r 

This Agreement is entered into this t~ da y of ~3, by and between the tlniEersi~.gf North Earellua 
at Chapel Nil! (hereinafter~) and ,San Diego State Uni~ .ee~M~ (hereinafter gOSH). 

]?L~RP.0fiE!COMMITTED,.~_MES__A The purpose of this Agreement is to confirm the arrangements and conditions 
under which ~C and SDSU wili compete in a game of intercollegiate football ("Game") to be played on the following 
date(s) and at the following !ocationls): 

¯ September 6, 2014 I UNC f Eh~i HilI, NC TBD 

Both schools acknowledge that the date(s) and game time(s) listed above are tentative andsubject to change 
pending the mutual written agreement of the participating instihl~ions. If a game time is not specified, [he game 
time will be decided by the HoarInstitution, but shall be no earlier than 12:00 p,m, and no later thml 8:15 p,m, local 
time unless mutually agreed. 

~.AMK_RULES / STUDENT~AT_IJJ~I~TF~.F~I(_.;IBII,ITY: The Games shall be governed by the rules and regulations of the 
National Collegiate AthIetic Association ("NCAN’), and the rules of the applicable host conference (if any) in effect on 
the date of ~e Game. The eligibility of student-athletes and cqaehe~ to participate ia the Game(s) shall be 
determined by the rutes of the NCAA, applicable conference~s) (if any) and the respective institutiens in effect on the 
date of each Game, 

3~ F!NANCtAKAID EQUtVALfXN.CL~.!LC~.OPPONENT2; To confirm compliance with the provisions of NCAA Bylaws 
18,7.2.I,1 & 20.9.7.2.1 the Visiting tnstitutiou shall certi~ in writing and provide the Host Institution with 
verification prior to signing the contract that it averaged 90% of the permissible maximum number of grants- 

in-aid p~ y~arAz~t-h-e-~p-aL%of-£~-tha~-durjng-the-~v~-academid-year.s-immediat~My-p~:e~di~ng-t.he-date-ef-t-~e 
agreement. Further, the Visiting Institution shall certify in writing ten months prior to the game that it intends 
to maintain compliance with the applicable NCAA Bylaw effective dm’ing the academic year In which the game 
is scheduled to be played. If the Visitiag Institution is not in compliance with the above bylaws at any time 
following the execution of the contract, then Host Instqtution has the option to cancel the affected game without 
being subi:ec~- to the liquidated damages provision contained within this agreement. 

4~ GAME 0.F~IC[A_.J~i A crew of qualified on-field officials shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of 
the ~.~.~e (UN�!ACC_I Institution for the Game. The replay officiating crew, operating in accordance with NCAA and 
College Football Officiating (CFO) standards, shall be selected and compensated by the assigning agency of the 

H o~e~ (UNC!ACC~ Institution for the Game. 

5. GUARANTEE PAYM ~NFdqT; In consideration for its participation in the above described footbal! Garnets), the Host 
institution shall pay the Visiting institution as follows: 

~AME ~¯ DATE HOST INSTITUTION [ ,GUSKSNTRKAMQI~JN_T_ ] 
1 September 6, 2014 UNC [ $9S0,000 1 

The Host Institution shall pay to the Visiting Institution the hilt amount of the guarantee which is dtle no later than 
February 15 of the year following the Game for wMch the guarantee was provided. Except for this fee, the Vlsiting 
Institution shall he entitled to no other additional payments from the Host Institution in connection with the 
Garnets) play~d, Any amount not paid by the due date shall immediately bear interest at the maximum amount as 
permitted by state law of the governing jurisdiction. 



, 

LIQUIDATED DAMAGES:The failure of a party to participate in the Game will constitute a material breach of the 
Agreement that will cause the other party significant disruption and damages. The parties recognize that the 
damages incurred as a result of the breach increase significantly as the date of the Game approaches, and they 
further recognize and agree that these damages cannot be fully mitigated, Therefore, the breaching party shall pay to 
the non-breaching party as liquidated damages: 

A. The sum of $95fl,00~ if notice of cancellation is received by the non-breaching party 24 months or more 
before the scheduled date of the Game; 

B° The sum of ~iO~0~0_0_Q if notice of cancellation is received by the non-breaching party more than 12 months 
bu: less than 24 months before the scheduled date of the Game; or 

C, The sum of $9.50,00Q if notice of cancellation is received by the non-breaching party !2 months or less 
before the scheduled date of the Game, 

Payment of liquidated damages as set forth above will be the sole remedy for damages incurred because of 
cancellation of the Game due to breach, No liquidated damages shall be paid if it becomes impossible to play the 
game by reason of force majeure (see provision 14), The sum shall be payable on or before February 15 of the year 
following the Game for which the breach occurred, The parties acknowledge that the breaclf or cancellation of one 
game in a series shall not be considered a breach or cancellation ofatl games. 

Notwithstanding any other provision.~ of this Agreement, if either party is prohibited from appearing on television 
by" the NCAA or the governing conference of either team (if applicable), and snc!~ prohibition applies to a 6ame~ 
then the liquidated damages provision of this paragraph shall not apply, and either party shall have the right to 
cancel that affected Game and the non-sanctioned party shah have the r~ght to file a claim, if necessary, to recover 
its actual (but not consequential} damages arising out of the failure or inability of the sanctioned party to Nlfill its 
contractual obligations hereunder. 

. 
T~EKETINO; 

A, The [!ost Institution will establish eli ticketprices. 
B. Ti~e Visiting tnstitutio~ shall be allotted 300 comptimei~tary tickets, 
C. ’the Visiting Institution shall be allocated up to 4,000 tickets for sale to its fans if requested by Sprit 1st 

for the year in which each game is scheduled. Unsold tickets may be returned t9 the Host. Institution 5_1 
days prior to the Game date. The Visiting Institution is t~sponsible for paying the printed face value to the 
Host Institution for any tickets not retm’ned to Host InstiRttion by the agreed upon date as set forth above, 
Said location of tickets shall be identified on the attached diagram (attach copy of diagram to contract). 

D. The Visiting Institution’s Band, Cheerleaders and Mascot(s} shall be admitted to the Game without charge 
when in unilbrm. Seating for the Visiting Institution’s lland shall be in a conti~ous blocked location as 
determined by the Host ~nstitution, The Visiting Institution shall inform the Host Institution of the 
approximate number of band members, not to exceed agO. (theSe seats m_~lst come from the 4,000 
tickets ath~cated for SOt tQ~.i_t.~..~..n..y~ that it intends to bring to the Game at leastal days in advance. 

8, 

, 

GAME MANAGEMENT: 
A, The Host Institution shaI1 be responsible for managing the Game at its own cost. This shall include but not 

be limited to the procarement of’ the facility, arranging for and conducting ticket sales, advertising, 
securi~, and all of the other details customarily associated wi~ hosting an intercollegiate football game, 
a~ong with paying all expenses associated therewith, excep~ for the expenses of the Visiting Institution, 
The Hos~ Institution agrees to have a medical doctor and ambulance with emergency personnel at the 
game site throughout the duration of the football game. 

13. The Host Institution shall retain all revenue associated with each Game unless otherwise set forth in this 
Agreen: ont. 

C, The Visiting Institution sha!l be furnished (TBD)_free.game programs, to be delivered to its dressing room 
at least m~e (1) hour before game time, 

WALK-TEROUGH: If requested by the Visiting Institution, not Ial~er than 113 days prior to the game, the Home 
Institution will make its best efforts to accommodate the Visiting Institution’s request to conduct a walk-through at 
the game facility on the day prior to the game. It is understood that such an opportunity is contingent upon weather 
and field conditions. Non-cleated shoes shall be worn. 

10. SLOELINE LIM!TATIONS--The Visiting Institution may use any and a!! product and equipment on the sidelines of tl~e 
football field that are normally used on their home field sidelines, and in conjunction with such use, may display the 



product or equipment name, logo, image, slogan or identifying marks in a safe and responsible manner, in addition, 
Game personnel (coaches, players, trainers° equipment managers, ere,) who must be on the field or sidelines wil! be 
permitted to wear any brand name clothing or equipment to display any product or equipment name, logo, image, 
slogan or identifying marks as are customary on their home field sid’elines. 

1t, CREDENTIALS; The Visiting Institution shall be provided a minimum of_60Jtsixtvl team bench area passes, 10 (~an, 
sent to AD1 all-access passes ~ (eigh0 coaches’ booth passes, 4~four~ teamic~o~acl{es video passes. Beach passes 
must be worn at all times by those holding such passes and shall be restricted to tile team bench area (between the 
25-yard lines). Additional credential requests shall be subject to mntual agreement, availability and facility 
constraints. 

12. pARKiNG The Visiting Team shall be allowed parking passes for g__(one) equipment truck, .4~foQr). buses, and 
6__(six..sm!t;.tp_ AD) automobiles for use by the footbatl program and admiaistration, 

t3. ~J!!):O!&.~.I.dHT$- ~.CAST, RADJ0~I]~RNET; 
A. Telecast: Each of the undersigned parties understand and hereby acknowledges that the Host Instita~tion has 

entered into, or may enter into, contractual arrangements With a broadcast partner(s) for the sale of telecast 
rights or f~r a syndicated series of games for national or regional telecast. The Host Institution shatl have the 
exclusive right to contract fbr the live broadcast of the Game played pursuant to this AgreemenL "Telecast" 
is defined as any distribution, transmission, display, exhibition, projection, duplication, performing of 
licensing of audiovisual works by which audio and visual material are combined in any media or technology 
now known or hereafter created (whether analog, digital or other means) capable of simultaneous receipt 
by consumers, iacluding, without limitation, eve>the-air terrestrial broadcast, cable, MMBS, satelfi~e, high- 
definition, subscfipfioa broadcast {S%;], pay-pe>~;iew0 video-on-demand, enhanced or interactive 
television, whether on a free subscription or pay basis, itmluding t:he re-transmission of any such works. 
"relecast Rights" are defined as all rights to distribute, Lransmit, display, project, duplicate, perform, create 
derivative works of, or license visual or audiovisualmaterial in any and al! media and means of distribution 
whatsoever, whether now existing or developed in th.e .future, iacluding all Telecast media whatsoever 
(including, for the sake of clargy and not limitation, terrestrial broadcast, cable, satellite, high-definition, 
pay-per-view and video-on-demand)~ the internet and any other tbrm of_c_omp_uter_dist~:[b_utioa,_alLfo.rms_o.f_ 
enhanced television or interactive media, home video, DCD, distribution to mobile platforms (induding, 
without limitation, PDAs and moh’,le telephones) and all other forms of new media. The Visiting institution is 
responsible for ensuring that their affiliated conference aadior network partner [or o~her applicable 
governing enti:y) understands and agrees to the media terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement. 
The HostInstitution shall retain all telecast rights fees for the game. 

Video: Each parkT shall have the right to produce films and/or video of the Game played pursuant to this 
Agreement for coaching purposes and far use in a weekly coaches’ show only and for no other purpose. Such 
films’and/or video may not be replayed, used or otherwise distributed by the Visiting Institution to any 
person other than tbe incorporation of up to eight [8) minutes of highlights of tf~e game as part of a weakly 
coaches’ show and to its coaches and players. 

C. Radio: The Host Institution shall retaia full control of radio rights, except that the Visiting institution shall be 
permitted to provide or sell a radio broadcast or broadcast rights of the Game to its own flagship station 
and/or normal recurring radio network. There shaIl be no simring of radk~ ~:evenue between schools, 

D. Interact: The Host Institution has the exclusive right to distribute an audio and/or video internet broadcast 
o~" the Game. Accordingly, the Visiting institution maynot distribute an audio and/or video internet 
broadcas~ of the Game without the express written permission of the Host Institution, Provided, however, 
the Visiting InstiLutior. shall have the right to distribute ar~ audio internet broadcast of the Game on fl~e 
Visiting Institution’s official website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio 
netv-o rk. 

E. .FaciliW Access: The Host Institution agrees to provide reasonable facilities for the origination of any of the 
programs described herein, 



14. 

!5. 

L 
r 

F. Additional Use: Any other usage by the Visiting Institutiofi of footage of games played pursuant to this 
Agreement shall be governed by a separate agreement between the Visiting institution and the applicable 

¯ affiliated conference (or governing entity) and/or broadcast partners. 

F..ORCE MAIEURE: This Agreement shall be void with respect to any of the games in the event that it becomes 
impossible to play such game(s) by reason of an unforeseen catastrophe or disaster such as fire, flood, earthquake, 
war, confiscation, by order of government, mfiitaW or public authority or prohibitory or injunctive orders of any 
competent judicial or other government authority. Notice of such catastrophe or disaster shall be given as soon as 
possible. No such cancellation shall affect the parties’ obligations as to subsequent games covered by this 
Agreement. Any games not played as scheduled shalt be rescheduled as such exigencies may dictate or permit. 

.~V_E.,_RANCE: If any portion of this Agreement is declared null, void, invalid, or unenforceable, such provisions, shall 
be stricken from the Agreement. All of the provisions of this Agreement not stricken shall remain in ful! force and 
effect and shall be binding upon the parties. 

This Agreement c~nstitutes the entire agreement between the parties. There are no understandings, 
agreements, or representations, oral or written, not specified herein regarding this Agreement. No amendment, 
consent, or waiver of terms of t_his contract shall bind either party unless in writing and signed by both parties. 

17. ASSIGNMENT: This Agreement may not be assigned by either party without the written consent of the non-assigning 
party. 

18. TERMINATION: This Agreement may be terminated without penalty by mutual written consent of both parties. 

INDEMNIFICATION: To the extent permitted by the North Carolina Tort Claims Act, each party agrees to indemnify, 
defied and hold harmless the other, .from and against all claims, demands, costs (including attomey fees}, actions or 
damages brought by third parties, arising out of the negligent acts or omissions of that party, or it~ employees, 
agents aud assigns,. 

2-t3r-A:Id-T-HO:R1-T-¥-T-O-~!~bJ:~.-By-exe c u!:it~g-this-Agr eemm~ ,tTthe-un-der signed-par ties-r eprese nt-an-d=warra~t~gfl~ ey are 
each authorized to act oa behalf of the educational institution they represent and the terms of this Agreement shall 
bind each institution and their respective officers, trustees, employees, agents, servants, affiliates aml successors. 

2 2 .~NlN~g,-~k-~-~e ffe~halt-br~-ffo-werrre~g-cm~ rtre~ar~ cl,-e~fm, ee d. 4 w a~ceor don’t e ~w~eh~t~teqaw>o~the 

tN WITNESS WHEREOF, the undersigned parties have executed this Agreement o~ the respective dates set forth. 

INSTITUTION: IJniver, si~’,of North Carolina 

Name: Lawrence R, Cunn~igham Name: Jim Stork 

Title: Director of Athletics Title: Director of h~tercollegiate Athletics 

Federal I,D, Number: 
(UNC) 

Federal I.D. Number:_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Monday, July 15, 2013 6:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic Plan Update 

Yes, I have an agenda I can share tomolrow after Justin and Dave review. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: 07/15/2013 5:34 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Keith, Beth" <Beth.Keith@edelmaJ~.com> 
Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

Beth, 
Am we still looking at a 9a.m. 1 p.m. mndow for our messaging meeting next week? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Norton, Molly On Behalf Of Cunningham, gubba 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 4:41 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

Vince, 

Do you have the updated schedule det:ails for the Edelman meet:ing on Tuesday? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Strategic Plan Update 

f don’t know why the previous email didn"t reach me I would d.:_~ubt: I could make the whole day but I will work on it. Do you want me to come to ~s much as I can 

or’ would you rather I not participate unless I can do the whole shebang. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rem~_% M.A., E](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Profe55or and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Cell 

919-956-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENilAL~TY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NCGS, oh. :t32). Student educationa~ records are s~abjeet to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly On Behalf Of Cunmngham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 
Hi Joy, 

"The emaH about the Edelman meeting on .luly 23 is below. 1 apologize if you did not receive this emaH when Bubba sent it out several weeks ago. 

Thanks 

Molly 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Vince llle (ille@unc.edu); iohn@ramsclub.com; Steve Kirschner (skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick; Renner, Joy J; Farmer, Stephen N; Cricket Lane 
(.c__rj_c___ket~u__t)£_aa__#___nc_:__e_d_u_); p_pg_gge~_un_caa_:_unc_:e._du_ (p_po_g_g_e_.__@_u___nca___a_:__u___nc_~__ed___u_); Karlton Creech (_k__cre_ech__@__u___nc_:__ed___u_); .t_n___a_~_@_t:at_n___s__cJ__u__b:_c___o_t_n_~ i?_t)_f__@__ut)£=_e_d_u_. ( p_ _n_ _f_ _@_ _u _n_ £ _e_ _d _u_ ) 
Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

All: 

For your information, I have included an email below that I sent to our executive staff on June 6th updating them on an initiative to continue the positive 

momentum of our strategic plan. 

We had a very productive and informative 2 days with the members of the Edelman team, and we are getting ready for their return visit to conduct a 

workshop with members of our staff. 

The purpose of the workshop is to help our department develop a narrative - a clear and compelling story that unifies the messages of all our programs 

and the university (our alignment priority). Edelman representatives will work with us to help determine the aspects of that story - the emotions, facts, 

proof points, etc. If properly done, the messages can then serve as the basis for all statements, materials and talking points for our department moving 



forward. 

Edelman representatives will be back on campus to host a one-day workshop on Tuesday, July 23. The workshop will last a full day, and it would be very 

helpful to us if you were available that day. Please confirm with Molly by email at mbnortonOunc.edu if that day will work for your schedule. 

I recognize that scheduling these meetings during a heavy summer vacation period is difficult, but July 23 works best for Edelman. I hope this date works 

for you as well. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4-:55 PM 
Subject: Strategic Plan Update 

All, 

Over the last year, we have engaged several outside resources in an effort to enhance the professional development of the Department of Athletics on both 

individual and collective levels. In the latest of these efforts, I am pleased to inform you that we have retained the services of several consultants from Edelman, 

the Disney Institute, Winthrop intelligence, and Denison, who will provide us with guidance as we strive to advance the objectives and further the 

implementation of our Strategic Plan. 

Edelman has a long and successful history of working with clients across various industries, including multiple prominent universities. Edelman’s representatives 

will be in Chapel Hill on June 10 and 11 to speak with members of our Department and other University constituents. The perspectives expressed in these 

meetings will help them formulate insights that will guide us in the future. 

The Disney team is formulating ideas and thoughts that will continue to enhance our game day experience. They will develop and present a plan to us in late June. 

Winthrop Intelligence is a research based company that is working with us to track the metrics we identified in our strategic planning process. This is an ongoing 

process. 

Finally, Denison will again survey our staff to determine mission, consistency, adaptability, engagement, etc. I recognize that this is a lot of outside assistance, but 

it is only short-term. I appreciate your indulgence. 

I ask that you make yourselves available for meetings with the Edelman representatives when they are in town on Monday, June 10 and Tuesday, June 11 and 

provide them with honest, thorough, and complete answers to their questions. At your earliest convenience, please email Molly Norton at rnbnorton@unc.edu 

with your scheduling availability on these two dates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this important endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

""W~ ~’~L.’,~:~~ ~.,’,:~ ~.~,~’#,L,"~ ~-,~’.,~’,c’.,~.~?,~~, ~ ~ht,~’~:~’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:18 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

SEC coaches weigh talent vs. potential for trouble 

SEC coaches weigh talent vs. potential for trouble 
By JOHN ZENOR, AP Sports Writer 

OV R,A .rot ele al roble sofcttrre ta dformer Cpla ers--from ~.L(,t~Eht en’c~aron ~ern~r~d,.epr to .L.~C~ [uon,ng .~a~, .Jeremy I-~i~-- ca~ta negative~<-Fl°rida and i~ght on the league comments 
mat nas won seven consecuuve nauonal cnamplonsmps. 

ta~ntt so h ghh~ hts the Ch~renges -- and res~#Ot~eSbiljctes -- fac ng coaches who           must     weigh a 
player’s 

vs. the potent a troub e n or out locker room. 

The., bigge.st spoQ.tligh,t ,by far has been on Hernandez, who’s pleaded not guilty to murder in the killing of Boston semi-pro 
OtDaH playeruain LlOya. 

More p.,e~i_nent.t9 t.he upcoming, sees on is Hill’s uncertain status while facing a misdemeanor simple battery charge from 
an Apr, z[ scuttle in a par parKmg lot. 

bCOaches at Southeastern Conference media deys.,t, bis week.insisted they, do their b#st to keep,,play,ers b,ehaving,,whicb enefits the team, the players andthe men pa~e mm~ons to wm ~n a powernouse conTerence w~tnmgn stakes ane Druta/ 
competition. 

~lQri.da’s I M schar!l un ersta ds he ca ’t kno wh t eve pla ersdo[n e ni I~t wa from the ootball adding. ’~iollu #so can ~stll(~ you~ead n t~e san~v an~prete~/d e~/eryt~ ng isgoeKy, erfurt, N~us~hamp saiJi 

He said coaches and staff need to know who players are hanging out with offthe field. 

"You’re 100 percent responsible," Muschamp said. "When you sign a student-athlete to come to the University of 
Florida, I look at his parents, guardians, whoever is important to h~m in his life, tell them it’s myiob to be an extension of 
what’s already happened at liome. But you’re 100 per(~ent responsible for the young man. Everything that happens." 

AhS.AI.a, bama’s Nick, Saban p.,ut it: "We .can be the moral compass for our young people but we cannot always drive the ip. vve cannot always De mere to anve me ship." 

~p the heatecl ,arms race of recruiting, coaches also bear the responsibility for signing a player who might have had off- he-held trouDleS. 

t~aliS.si,ssippils, Hugh Freez, e. bro.ug.ht i.n one of, the qati.o0’s most sur,prisiqg and ,hig.,hly rat,e.d t.ale.nt haul,s in February. . 
ei£tnmg riSK VS. reware ms a factor in recrumng eecs ons, ne sa e, not just wnemer a K e s eeemee a Tour-or tve-star 
ent. 

"1 do think you have to be very calculated in the risk you take because vou’re under such scrutiny and you’re brin(lina 
them into yopfteam," Freez,e said, "We try to minimize the nur0bef of, ~t-risk j~sues yop might h@ve, b[4tvou’re gSjnT; to 
nave some. /nave a Qut feelmQ, i lOOK at Ills support system, wno ne nas ana/isten to nim talk about wh~t he wamsto 
be known for. Then 11lave to rffake a decision on whether I think we can trust one another with our core values." 

Alabama dismissed four players from school followina their arrests stemmina from two violent robberies on campus 
barely a month after the Crirflson Tide claimed its second straight national title. 

Saban said every player he has kicked off has been someone the team’s leadership group felt needed to go. 

"With ey~gnts of today a ncl the attention q0 sorne of,the, peol;)le ~ho hav# been~rr, es.ted in Sl;)qrts.in the,la..st ,couple of 
We.e.KS,, it S, ,,even, going toD,e, mo,re,crmcal to players Tuture mat mey maKe gooa cnoices ana aecisions, ~aDan 
sala. "An(] mey nave to rea,ze mat." 

Saban saidAlabama has a 12-course program in behavior for success and has psychiatrists or sports psychologists 
talk to troubled players. 

"1 always talk to our players about being a blinking Iklht," he said. "ifvou look at a Christmas tree when all lights shine 
.br.ig,ht, it’,s b,ea..u,tifui.,But if o0e ligh~’s.gol,0g like this 01i£]~,ering), y.our ~,tteptiq~ ,is. just tq,,that light, lqobody should be a 
D,nKmg Hgm./ne players always Dnng mat up to me: /ms guy is a stroDe/igm, man. 

Even the week of media days started with legal matters. 

Heisman Trophy winner Johnny. Manziei of Texas A&M pleaded auiitv on Mondav to a misdemeanor of not identifying 
h ms,.elf t,o a poii,ce officer fo.llowi,ng a 201,2 alt, e.rca, tion at a ba.r n.e~r ,c~, mpus.. Thatday, ,V,ander, biit’s James F.r, a nkiin 
la.enune(~ Tour p ayers alsmlssea [tom scnoo in June for an mclaent being mvesugatea Dy po ice as a pOSSID e sex 
crime. 

Franklin said he and Vandy won’t sign players they believe have character issues for the sake of winning. 

"1 ca n:t, speak.,for other place,s, or,,oth,~r institqtiol~s .but.npt at ~Zan#erbilt," Franklin said. "It’s qever been that way in the 
past. it s not mat way presenuy, it wi, neverDe ~n me future. That s not what we re all about. 

Seometim,es ,see. ,min£Uy qha, ncy, decisionsp,ay huge divid?nds,, sometimes, not..First-year, Auburn coach ,Gus Mal.zah.n has #n on qq~n .s.lae.~ He,nejjaea recru t qgarterDe#K L;-am Newtq0, wno nag run mo/eaa trouD e .at r orpa, trom/un or 
college wni~e me Tigers offensive coormnator. Newton won a rieisman i ropny and led Auburn to a national title. 



Malzahn also sianed tailback Mike Dyer at.,A, rka, ns, as State aft,er.the BCS, c, ha.,m, pionshi# game ,MVP wa, s dismissed from 
Auburn. Dyer w~is booted from the team wlmout playing atter being caugm wire a gun aurlng a trmnc stop. 

’.’Yo.u h,ave to ,weigh eve rythi0g," Malz, ahn said. "Talent. You’ve (lot to weigh character. You’ve got to go with your gut 
insttncts on wnattype OT environment you want to have for your’team." 

CaOmfOissiqqer Mike Sliv,e. called, i.t "a ~;ru~hing di,~appointment" when a, cqrre#t or,.former,.SEC,.athle,1;e, rpns.a~oul of the 
w. He sala any perception outsl(]e me league mm coaches or SChOOlS (]on t police or msclpllne amietes is inaccurate. 

"In som,e wa, y s, it:s ,an inver, s.e form ,of fl,attery," ,Sl,ive said,.,."l mean,, ,,we have about 1,800 football players. We can count 
on one nan(] me behavioral issues, put mey get the nea(]iines an(] me disappointments." 

One of qollege, f, ootbalrs b, iggest st,.ars,..Sp,uth.C.aroli, na defensive end Jadeveon Clowney, said he avoids trouble 
cause(] Dy reck ess/weets or on-me-Tie (] mls(]ee(]s. 

"1 don’t go to bars," C, Iowney said. "l,,don’t drink or anything. I just, stay.,out ,of trouble, stay a,t hom,e. I ,hang,out with th, e 
same Qroup OT guys I Qrew up, w~m. me same mree (]uys eve,ry (]ay. vve play games an(] stay out oTtrouDie, vve eat, 
come back and play g’~mes. :Just stay in the house. "You can’t get in trouble in your own home, I hope." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edtr; 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:59 AM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., I,axry A. ~’athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu> 

l~g: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

Good morning, 

Thank you all for getth~g back to me so quickly. 

Based on ew-:~ryone"s aw~ilabilil:V, Thursday, Augusl 8 at 8:3()am seems 1:o work best for the group so I am confirming that date and ~:ime for the follow-up meeting. 

The meeting will take place in ~:he second floor AD conference room (236) of the Ernie Williamson Athh:_d:ic Center. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:43 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Norton, Molly; 111e, Vince; Ciocca, Mario F; Broome, Lissa L; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: RE: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

Below i’; my aw~ilabilil:y in Blue 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
Associate Professor a!~d D[recl:or 
Un[w!!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Med[,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcindura!~ Hall 
32i-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: This e.-mail message, ir!,::Jud[ng at[achments, if ar!y, h; Jntet~dt:,d orb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~t;}Jn c:onfidenl:ial and/or 
privileged mateHai. Ar%, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[er~[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the’ ser~de, r by re, pjy e-mall and 
destroy all copies Of the original !’nessage. 
E~ail correspondence te and from this address may be s~b]ect ~:o the Nerth Carolina P~blic Records ~a~ a~d may he disclosed ~:o third par~:ies by an 

a~thorized seato official (NCGS, oh, 132), Stude~t educational records are sub~ect to FERIPA, 

Frora: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 20:[3 2:54- PM 

To: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince; Ciocca, Marie F; Renner, Joy .1; Broome, Lissa L; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: RE: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

See in red p~’int ~lex~ ~o d~de/~ille ..... T[i~lfl~ you, ~eS~. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ciocca, Mario F; Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

Dear Committee Members: 

Bubba has asked me to schedule a meeting as a follow-up to your meeting from June 26. Please let me know of your availability during the following dates and 

times: 

Wednesday, July 31 

Any time between 2:30 and 4:30pm INOT AVAILABLE Not availabme 

Wednesday, August 7 

Any time between 12:00 noon and 2:00pro OK Not avaiNabNe 

Thursday, August 8 

Any time between 8:00am and 12:00 noon OK could be available 

Monday, August 12 

Any time after 2:00pro 2::30 PM ON ~ OK no~: available 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P,O, Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[5 

9:[9-962-8200 (phone) 

9:[9-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc,edu 

Go ,~eels ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:09 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellehrown@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: lea~fing disabilib’ testing 

HiM ichelle - 

AW thoughts on the information provided below? 

We werecontacted aboutpaymentforeducational~sfing through SAOF whichispennissible. Itappearswe are going mbeswitching physicians(orpossiblyalready 
have). 

It appears that in order tbr UNC to process payment with this new physician, we will need to j ustit) the sole source. Will he be the only doctor used tbr evaluations or 

is it possible that other physicimls will conduct testing as well? 

MaAelle 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~a: "(Nggs, Kathy" <kgriggsd~unc.edu> 

Date: July 24, 2013, 6:21:45 AM PDT 

To: "Vangelder, Mazielle A" <mwmgeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Cc:                       >a)~email. unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: learning disability testing 

Just as a follow up-spoke with Aaron York in the business office this morning if we plan to use Davis Psychological and incur more than ~5000 in 

charges (last year Coginitive was paid approx.. ~-’10,000}, Davis will 

need to provide us with a basic fee structure, someone in Athletics will need to provide a memo justifying their services and why we are using them and a sole 

source form will need to be completed when purchase requisition is prepared. Please 

get this information to me and Iwill proceed with setting up a standing order if we need to. 

Admi~d~:ir,~dvc A,:~:i,:~,a~q 

A’d-k:’ic D’? c ,,~r ,: O{i~c~i 

~.; N (.’. ?:.hiv’~ic~: 
9"G-g43-.SS3.4 

From: Griggs, Kathy 

Sent-" Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:32 PM 
To; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-" learning disability testing 
Importance: High 

Marielle- 

Not sure who to direct this to, hoping you can help or direct me to the correct person. 

In the past academic support has used Cognitive Neuropsychology for the bulk of learning disability testing and ongoing services, we have a standing 

order with payment from SAF for them, which was just renewed for FY 13-14. Today     gave me several invoices from Davis Psychological Services 

and a Dr. Dennis Steil for learning disability testing. She called Beth Lyons to ask if we are continuing to use Cognitive, and was told that we are NOT 

using them nor have we been for quite some time...l asked Tom about this and compliance was not aware of this. 

For payment purposes I need to know if : 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->:l. <!--[endif]-->The standing order for Cognitive Neuropsychology needs to be liquidated for FY :13-:14. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->If Davis Psychological will be used on an ongoing basis, if so a standing order will need to be created. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Will Dennis Steil be used on an ongoing basis, he is not incorporated and is considered an independent 

contractor so each invoice will need to be paid on a check request. 

Thanks for your assistance. 

t0:~ti:3 C"i.:.tg~ 

Ati:i~. i:i<" i)i"<~:t~/,"s O~~i<’e 

,ti~N C A’"¢,:e’:’<:s 

~}:i 1>$42~SS3~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA ~ml.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:58 AM 

Don Curtis       ~curlismedia.com>; Kelly Hopkins < @gmail.com> 

For the life of me, I cannot figure out why UNC is not fighting back against the media. We are taking every body blow without even a hint of retaliation. While our PR strategy (which I have 

no idea what it is) may be to stay silent, I cannot I am a nobody, but I am writing to all these national/local writers with hopes of providing the other side of the story Let’s be honest, UNC 

screwed up royally. We have players who screwed up, professors who screwed up and a system that allowed those failures to go unnoticed. But it has been fixed. And after 3 years, it is 

time to move on. 

Sent this to Luke DeCock this morning ........ 

I am a UNC alum and admittedly biased. 

Without question, the agent debacle, John Blake and Nyang’oro mess have been completely self-inflicted and totally embarrassing 

But, correct me if I am wrong, haven’t we had 6 separate investigations in to the academic problems?? And haven’t those 6 investigations all concluded that Nyang’oro and his assistant 

were the only people who had any aberrant grades that stood out to a national accounting firm? 

This keeps getting portrayed as an AFAM scandal But, if l am not mistaken, after plenty of review, 16 professors in the AFAM department are teaching courses exactly as you would want 

them taught Nyang’oro and his assistant are ruining the reputation of a good department. It doesn’t seem fair that an entire AFAM department is being denigrated with the same intensity 

as the 2 individuals who are responsible for the damage. 

You may think the Martin Report was inadequate Many of your media friends may call it a "whitewash". But it can’t be those things just because it didn’t reach the conclusion that you 

wanted. Jim Martin and Baker Tilley examined 20+ years of academic data They looked for athletic clustering, grade inflation and irregular patterns Their review discovered the same 

findings that all the others did - Nyang’oro and Crowder were the only ones who committed academic fraud. I realize PackPride is full of conspiracy theories but the media should be 

above that, in my opinion. 

Which leads to Boxill’s "bombshell" discovered by Dan Kane. How can a faculty report designed to provide findings and conclusions say for certain why Crowder did what she did if they 

truly don’t know? How can a collective review by a panel of distinguished faculty portray as facts what can only be described as speculation? Nobody interviewed Crowder (she wouldn’t 

speak). Nobody interviewed athletes. But their "finding" was they were "very close" and she did it to help athletes? How could they know Crowder’s motivation? Was she helping bball 

players? Orwas it minorities? Orwas it kids from low-income backgrounds at UNC? Nobody knows Boxill did exactly as she should have. But let’s not pretend Crowder was "hidden" 

from the NCAA. They knew all about her from our own discussions. And I believe she was even mentioned in the faculty report. Her grade changes were known by the NCAA. Boxill, 

rightfully, took out speculation about an individual who was well disclosed throughout all reports and conversations with the NCAA 

I realize it is very popular and even self-sustaining for the eroding newspaper industry to have a "must read" story. I also think words like "systemic fraud" and "coverups" are useful for a 

newspaper industry that is losing profitability by the day. But UNC’s mess is big enough on its own merit It doesn’t need reporters like you perpetuating false storylines just to keep the 

story alive I would expect that from the hicks at PackPride. I would expect more from journalists like you. 

Joe 

Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

Merrill Lyneh Global Wealth Management 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 

This message, and an), attachmems, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 

important terms and condilions available at http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Joy Rennet - student experience survey 

Student Athlete Experience Survey Draft 4.docx 

So the negligent one is following up on something I should have done in April. Teresa has been waiting on us for input on her last draft (since April). She is now 

into other projects and away for most of August. So I believe we need to ASAP get our comments back to her if possible by next week so we are on her radar for 

completion in early fall so we can catch the December grads and have all the athletes into the new system for 2013/2014. Is this possible for you? Maybe you 

have already gathered your input and sent it to her, if so disregard my request and just reflect on my slackness of getting this done. (I have attached the draft I 

have sent to faculty for input) Teresa would really like us to try to shorten this survey as it is very cumbersome and lengthy. So any ways you find to 

combine/contract parts, would be welcomed by her. 

Also, do we have the data collected (the old way) for 2012/2013? 

Joy 
Jo~,, J. Re!~qer, M.A., Fff(R), FAEIRS 
Associate P[ofessor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity O[ North Ct:woiina at Chapel HIll 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondu[a!~[ Hail 
B 2 I-A South Colum bia SL 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-51’47Desk 

919-966-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 7hb em~a[] message, iqc]udh~ attachments, it am/, b in~e!~ded onW for the -person or entiw to which [~ is addressed and may co!~hdn confident[aE and/or 

privileged ma[er[ai, Aqy ---tlrtau:_borized review, use~ disclosure or d[stHbu,’5on [s p[ohibi[ed, If you are no,’- [Pie intended rec[p[el][~ please coqtact the sender by reply e-mail and 

des,:roy all copies of the original message. 

Email eorrespo~de~ce te and f~’om this address may be sebjeet to the IFlerth Ca~’o~ina Peblic Recerds ~aw o~rd may be di,~c~osed to thi~’d pa~±ies by a~ 

a~tt~orized scare official (]NCGS, cho ::[32)o Strident ed~eational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

FW: 

Fyi 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Frierson>, Joe Frierson <j.o__s_.e_p__h_. friersoniii@mLcom> 

Date: Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:58 AM 

To: Don Curtis <dcurtis@curtismedia.com>, Kelly Hopkins < 

Subject: <no subject> 

~gmaiLcom> 

For the life of me, I cannot figure out why UNC is not fighting back against the media. We are taking every body blow without even a hint of retaliation. While our PR strategy (which I have 

no idea what it is) may be to stay silent, I cannot I am a nobody, but I am writing to all these national/local writers with hopes of providing the other side of the story. Let’s be honest, 

UNC screwed up royally. We have players who screwed up, professors who screwed up and a system that allowed those failures to go unnoticed. But it has been fixed And after 3 

years, it is time to move on. 

Sent this to Luke DeCock this morning ........ 

I am a UNC alum and admittedly biased. 

Without question, the agent debacle, John Blake and Nyang’oro mess have been completely self-inflicted and totally embarrassing 

But, correct me if I am wrong, haven’t we had 6 separate investigations in to the academic problems?? And haven’t those 6 investigations all concluded that Nyang’oro and his assistant 

were the only people who had any aberrant grades that stood out to a national accounting firm? 

This keeps getting portrayed as an AFAM scandal But, if l am not mistaken, after plenty of review, 16 professors in the AFAM department are teaching courses exactly as you would want 

them taught Nyang’oro and his assistant are ruining the reputation of a good department. It doesn’t seem fair that an entire AFAM department is being denigrated with the same 

intensity as the 2 individuals who are responsible for the damage 

You may think the Martin Report was inadequate Many of your media friends may call it a "whitewash". But it can’t be those things just because it didn’t reach the conclusion that you 

wanted. Jim Martin and Baker Tilley examined 20+ years of academic data They looked for athletic clustering, grade inflation and irregular patterns Their review discovered the same 

findings that all the others did - Nyang’oro and Crowder were the only ones who committed academic fraud. I realize PackPride is full of conspiracy theories but the media should be 

above that, in my opinion. 

Which leads to BoxJll’s "bombshell" discovered by Dan Kane. How can a faculty report designed to provide findings and conclusions say for certain why Crowder did what she did if they 

truly don’t know? How can a collective review by a panel of distinguished faculty portray as facts what can only be described as speculation? Nobody interviewed Crowder (she wouldn’t 

speak). Nobody interviewed athletes. But their "finding" was they were "very close" and she did it to help athletes? How could they know Crowder’s motivation? Was she helping bball 

players? Orwas it minorities? Orwas it kids from low-income backgrounds at UNC? Nobody knows Boxill did exactly as she should have. But let’s not pretend Crowder was "hidden" 

from the NCAA. They knew all about her from our own discussions. And I believe she was even mentioned in the faculty report. Her grade changes were known by the NCAA. Boxill, 

rightfully, took out speculation about an individual who was well disclosed throughout all reports and conversations with the NCAA 

I realize it is very popular and even self-sustaining for the eroding newspaper industry to have a "must read" story. I also think words like "systemic fraud" and "coverups" are useful for a 

newspaper industry that is losing profitability by the day. But UNC’s mess is big enough on its own merit It doesn’t need reporters like you perpetuating false storylines just to keep the 

story alive I would expect that from the hicks at PackPride. I would expect more from journalists like you. 

Joe 

Joseph C. Frierson, III 

Senior Vice President - Wealth Management 

Financial Advisor 

P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 

This message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to important terms 

and conditions available at http:!!www.bankofamerica.com!emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Policy Meeting 

Agmed. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille([~unc.edu> wrote: 

I,et’s discuss this next week. We need to look at the agenda, presenters, presentations, etc. to improve on what was done last year. Thmlks. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <i_l_!.e_@_km__c_.._e_d_3t> 

Date:            ~ 10:48:18 PM EDT 

To: "Cumlingham, Bubba" <babbac(~)email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Policy Meeting 

I roll talk ruth Mafielle about this meeting and "checking the box." 

On. at 9:12 PM, "Cumfingham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <markos(g~email.unc~edu~ 

Date: 8:18:36 AM MDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac,~;email.anc.edu>, "Cleveland, Jomma Carey" <ioanna@unc.edu>, 

"Binghanl, Mary Ellen" d~inghamm(/~email.anc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo(~b anc.edu> 

Cc: "Van~elder, Mafielle A" <mvangeld@emafl.unc.edu>, "Timmermans. Tom" <timmennans,~;unc.edu>, 

~)email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Policy Meeting 

All, 
We’re heading back to that time of year again where we’ll be meeting with our student-athletes to make sure 
they get the information they need from the administration for the upcoming year. With that, we’re planning 
on doing two big meetings with student-athletes in the first week of class to get this box checked off. 
Right now, I’ve got the Smith Center booked (Carmichael is undergoing renovation this year)for 7 pm on both 
Wednesday, August 21st and Thursday, August 22nd and would like to start booking teams in to either of those 
two meetings. I’ve attached the agenda for what will be covered, so please let me know if those dates work for 
you or someone in your office who may be able to provide the information. 
If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@email.unc.edu 

<13-14 Agenda.docx> 



From: jim@iwbmarkeling.com 

Sent: Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:04 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Subject: Pro-Am permission 

Vince - 

My name is Jim Ganzer and I run the Milwaukee Summer Pro-Am. 
form allowing him to play? 

Thanks-Jim 

Jim Ganzer 
IWB Marketing, LLC. 
E- mail: Jim@IWBNarketinq.com 
Phone: 

has registered to play in our Pro-Am, can you please send me a permission 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Frierson III < ;mac.com> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 3:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC 

JCF3 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joe Frierson III         ?~mac.com> 

Date: July 27, 2013, 3:34:11 PM EDT 

To: "DeCock, Luke" <ldecock@newsobserver.com> 
Subject: Re: UNC 

How could Boxill and the faculty jus~ifT reporting as fact what amounts to speculation?? 

If Crowders name was already mentioned and evelyone on UNCs campus knew we had already sent the AFAM Studies review, how is that hiding it 

from NCAA?? It makes no sense?? The final report mentioned clearly the AFAM review and Crowders role quite clearly. 

You are one-sided in your coverage. 

JCF3 

On Ju127, 2013, at 3:14 PM, "DeCock, Luke" <ldecock~’~newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Thanks for the note. I’ll have to disagree with you on several of these points; in our coverage it has been quite clear that in these self- 

investigations many conclusions were reached without evidence or in some cases contraiy to it, those of the Martin Report in paflicular. 

In the case of the Bofill email, the real significance is that she wanted it changed specifically to avoid raising the attention of the NCAA. The 

implications of that approach speak for themselves. 

I do agree that decent, hard-working people in the AFAM department have been damaged by the wrongdoing of their colleagues. By the 
same token, they have had eve~ opportunity to share what they knew or didn’t know and have chosen to remain silent. 

We’ll continue to report on this and dig for new in[bnnafion and, in my case, oflbr opinions aleut it as long as there continues to be new 

intbmmtion worth reporting. From my perspective, the Boxill email certainly qualifies. 

’Fake care, 

-- Luke 

On Thu, Ju125, 2013 at 7:08 AM, Joe Frierson III < 

I am a UNC alum and admittedly biased. 

,(~mac.com> wrote: 

Without question, the agent debacle, John Blake and Nyang’oro mess have been completely self-inflicted and totally embawassing. 

But, correct me ifI am wrong, haven’t we had 6 separate investigations in to the academic problems?? And haven’t those 6 investigations 

all concluded that Nyang’oro and his assistant were the only people who had any aberrant grades? 

This keeps getting portrayed as an AFAM scandal. But, ifI am not mistaken, 16 professors in the AFAM department are teaching 

courses exactly as you would want them taught. Nyang’oro and his assistant are 1-dining the reputation of a good department. That doesn’t 

seem fair that is being denigrated ruth the same intensity as the 2 individuals who did the damage. 

Yon may think the Martin Report was inadequate. Many of your media friends may call it a "whitewash". But it can’t be those things just 

because it didn’t reach the conclusion that would be so delicious for the media. Jim Martin and Baker Tilley examined 20+ years of 

academic data. They looked tbr athletic clustering, grade inflation and irregular patterns. Their review discovered the same findings that all 

the others did - Nyang’oro and Crowder committed academic fraud. 

Which leads to Boxilrs "bombshell" discovered by Dan Kane. How can a faculty report designed to provide findings and conclusions say 
for ceflain why Crowder did what she did’? How can a collective review by a panel of distinguished faculty portray as facts what can only 
be described as speculation? Nobody interviewed Crowder (she wouldn’t speak). Nobody interviewed athletes. But their "finding" was 
they were "veU close"? How could they know Crowder’s motivation? Was she helping bball players? Or was it minorities? Or was it kids 
from low-income backgrounds at UNC? Nobody knows. Bo~ll did exactly as she should have. 

Bnt let’s not pretend Crowder was "hidden" from the NCAA. They knew all abont her from our own discussions. AM I believe she was 



even mentioned in the thculty retx~rt. Her grade changes were known by the NCAA. Boxill, rightfully, took out speculation about an 

individual who was well disclo~d throughout all repx)rts and conver~tions with the NCAA. 

I realize it is very popular and even ~lf-sustaining for the eroding newspaper industry to have a "must read" story. I also fllink things like 
systemic fraud and "covemps" m-e useful for a media industry, that is losing profitabiliU by the dw. But UNC’s mess is big enough on its 
own merit. You don’t need to manut:acture more hysteria. 

ii)© 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 9:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Vince Young is being tbrced 1,~ sell all his stuff 

I will send it to Andre’ and ask that he do that 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: iVlonday, July 29, 2013 9:09 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Can we find a way to send this to all members of the football staff and team? Maybe Andre can send out the link via text to everyone if he has a distribution list (or we can use ACS)? 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Bubba Cuunmgham [mailto !gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:34 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Old news but good for our guys to see. 

Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Police entered his home to value his belongings. 

http:i/usat.N/1dYHQ62 

Bubba 

Sent l]oom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 9:11 .AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Pogge, Paul <p~gge@unc.edu> 

RE: Vince Young is being fbrced to sdl all his stuff 

We can get to all SA’s directly through ACS via email I believe we also might be able to use it to text the link. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:09 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Can we find a way to send this to all members of the football staff and team? Maybe Andre can send out the link via text to everyone if he has a distribution list (or we can use ACS)? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bubba CunnmghamI zmail.coml 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:34 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Old news but good for our guys to see. 

Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Police entered his home to value his behmgings. 

http://usat [y/1 dYt1062 

Bubba 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 9:11 AM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Vince Young is being tbrced 1,~ sell all his stuff 

I just sent it to Andre’ and asked that he distribute it. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:11 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

We can get to all SA’s directly through ACS via email I believe we also might be able to use it to text the link. 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
LTniversi~ of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 9:09 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sutzject: FW: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

(;an we find a way to send this to all members of the football staff and team? Maybe Andre can send out the link via text to everyone if he has a distribution list (or we can use ACS)? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bubba Cunnmgham [mail ~gmail.com[ 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:3~4 rLvt 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vmce 
Sutziect: Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Old news but good for our guys to see. 

Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Police entered his home to value his behmgings. 

http://usat [5:/1 dYtlQ62 

Bubba 

Sent from lay iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:16 AM 

Fo~ Mike <mfox@unc.edu-~; Jackson, Scott C <sjackson@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthomp~n@admissions.unc.edu-~; Markos, Lance M <markos@emaiLunc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update 

Dear Mike and Scott, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

[4arbara ] Polk 
Dep~tlg ])ireclor 
0 f{’~ce of Ui!dergrad~tate Adm[ssiors 
University of North C~ro~il~ at Chapel HIll 
t:’hon(~’: 919-.9~)6-.3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monda’ 9:37 AM 

Miller, Ron C. <rmiller2@email.unc.edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb~email.unc.edtv~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: Fencing 

Dear Ron and Josh, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

Admitted with a slot 

P.m~ba ra J. Polk 

I) epu ty D [rector 

0 flice of 1 ~rde rgradu ate Admiss [or.s 

l,J~liversi~)~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P b o~] e: 919 -9 66-3 ~i 89 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monda~ 9:40 AM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, .lennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: Field Hockey 

Dear Karen, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:41 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <btx)lk@admissions.unc.edu-~; Miller, Ron C. <rmiller2@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennit~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: Fencing 

Hey Barbara, 

There were two people that were admitted competitively that we found out about after the fact that are not on the list you sent over. Their names are 

The rest of the list looks correct, 

Thank you 

Josh Webb 

AssL Fe~cing C.oach-UNC 

Deparm~ent of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2 I26 

Chapd Hill NC. 27515 

(919) 962-.5778 once 

cell 

(919) g43-.g175 ~hx 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Monday, 9:37 AN 
To: Miller, Ron C.; Webb, Josh 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Admissions Update: Fencing 

Dear Ron and Josh, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

~-~arl;ara !, Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of {1r.,dergraduate Admissior.s 
University ofNortt~ Caro]ir.,a at Chapel Pdll 
Phone: 919-96(5-39.~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:47 AM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&~>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennil~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: M. Golf 

Dear Andrew, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

[4arbara ] Poll,: 
Depttlg ])ire(:~or 
0 f{ice of Uzzdergra(]ttate Admissions 
University of North C~ro]il~ at Chapel HIll 
[:’hon(~’: 919-.9{)6-.3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday ):49 AM 

Mann, Jan M. <jaJlmann@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: W. Golf 

Dear Jan, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

[4arbara ] Polk 
Depulg ])ire{:lor 
0 f{]ce of Ui~.dergraduate Admissions 
(]gt]V(:l’~;]ty of North (:a~o]h!a aL Chapel HIll 
Phogie: 919-.96G.39 ?~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:51 AM 

Ga|vin, Derek P <derekg@unc.edu> 

I|le, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Utxtate: Gymnastics 

Dear Derek, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara ] Poll,: 
Depttlg ])ire(:~or 
0 fiice of Uzzdergradttate Admissions 
University of North C~ro]il~ at Chapel HIll 
[:’hon(~’: 919-.9{)6-.3989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edtr~ 

Monday, July 29, 2013 9:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

when you have a minute 

Vlnce - 

Steve Kirschner is out of town this week on vacation, but he asked me to bring something by to ask you about this morning. 

I’m next door in Kou~, so I can swing by whenever you have a minute. Give me a call at 2-7259 or email me and I’ll run over. Thanks. 

- Matt 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:59 AM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edtv~; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edtv~ 

Ile, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, .lennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: M. Lacrosse 

Dear Joe and Pat; 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:03 AM 

Levy, .lennifer S <ielmy.levy@unc.edu-~; Barnes, Philip E <pebame@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, .lennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: W. Lacrosse 

Dear Jenny and Phil, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

[4arbara ] Polk 
Depulg ])ireclor 
0 f{’~ce of Ui!dergraduate Adm[ssiors 
University of North C~ro~il~ at Chapel HIll 
t:’hon(~’: 919-.9~)6-.3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc.edu:, 

Monday 10:16 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: Gymnaslics 

Hello Barbara, 

Yes, each of the student-athletes you have listed will be joining us for the fall semester. There are all delightful people and we are looking forward to sharing in 
their colJe,qe experience. 

Thank you, Derek 

From: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Monday, 9:51 AM 
To: Galvin, Derek P 
l:::e: 111e, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, ,1ennifer C; Polk, Barbara .Io 
Subject: Admissions Update: Gymnastics 

Dear Derek, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 
Rnrh~rn 

Barbara ] Polk 
Depnlg ])irec~or 
0 f{~ce of Undergradnate Adm[ssio]~s 
University of North C~ro]ilu~ at Chapel H[]] 
Phone’: 919-.9~)6-.3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Monday, L0:21 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Update: M. Lacrosse 

Thanks Barbara! 

YES, we have slots this year and the men listed below are all the guys. 

All the best. 

Joe 

From: <Polk>, Barbara Jo <bpolk@adrnissions.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday.            9:59 AM 

To: "Breschi Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> "Myers, Patrick Jacob" <p__a__t___m___y___e_E_s____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 

Cc: "llle, Vince" <!!!__e__@__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Markos, Lance M" <__m___a__El_f__o__s____@____e___m____a_i_Lu___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Thompson, Jennifer C" <i~c~~~t~~h~~~o~~~m~~~p~~s~~o~~~n~~~~@~~~a~~~d~~~m~~~!~s~~s~~~~o~~~n~~~s~-~~~u~~~n~~c~:~~e~~~d~~~u~~>~ "Polk, Barbara Jo" 

<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Subject: Admissions Update: M. Lacrosse 

Dear Joe and Pat; 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

R~rh~r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Mond@ ; 10:45 AM 

}taney, Sara]~ K <shaney@emaJl.unc.edu>; ’ @unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Utx~ate: Rowing 

Dear Sarah and 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara ! Polk 
Dep~dg l)ireclor 
0 f{ice of Ura:lergrad~tate Adm[ssiors 
University of North C~ro]ir.~ at Chapel HIll 
Phon(~’: 919-.966-.3989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~xielle A <mwslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 10:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw* 

RE: Charity Basketball Quesfion/CompliaJ~ce 

Thanks. Will respond that participation is not permissible per t7.~.& 

MvG 

Marielle A, ~an{-;ekder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9?.9) 962-6002 

m va n g~:~l d ~?~’@ t~ t~c. e d u 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 3uly 1.9, 201.3 1.0:29 P! 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 
$,,bject" Fwd: Charity Basketball Question!Compliance 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <jmed@1075kzl.com> 

Date: July 19, 2013, 1:43:54 PM EDT 

To: <ille~;t mcaa .unc .edu> 
Subject: Charity Basketball Question/Compliance 

Vince, 

I have a quick question. I am hosting a charity basketball gmne in Greensboro, NC on g’2 ruth 100% of the proceeds benefiting the Muirs Chapel 
Christian Play~hool scholarship fun for thmilies who croft attbrd to pay tbr pre-school. 

Fonner Carolina players Wes Miller, JackJe Manuel, Will Grave~ JB Tanner, Scott Cherry and Charlotte Smith are playing along with Wake’s LD 

Williams m~d David Weaver and NC State’s Ishua Benjamin and Clifford Crawtbrd. 

Attached is the Press Release for the game. 

Please let me know one way or another. 

ThaJ~k you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday 0:52 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennitbr C <jcthomp~n@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@emaiLunc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

Dear Carlos, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

PS: The list below includes students admitted for 

First Year Slots: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 11:13 AM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: Softball 

Dear Donna, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 
P£’ Thi~ li~t inrlHH~ ~fHH~nt~ ~rlrnitted for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:16 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jemlifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: Smmming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

Deputy Director 
0 $~ice of 1 ~]~de vgradu ate Admiss io l~.s 
U~liversi~N of North Carol[ra at Chapel 11i1~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -9 6 6-3 9 ~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:19 AM 

Meaders, ttarlis James <meaders@unc.edtv~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: Track 

Dear Harlis, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

PS: This list below includes students admitted for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monda? 11:23 AM 

Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: M. Tennis 

Dear Sam, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

PS: The list below includes students admitted fol 

[~-arbara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
0flice of {~r.,dergraduate Admissio]’.s 
University of North Caro]ir.,a at Chapel Pall] 
Phone: 919-96(5-39.~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 11:27 AM 

Kalbas, Brim~ J <bkalbas@unc.edu:~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: W. Tennis 

Dear Brian, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 
R=rh=r= 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~’- 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu-*; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc .edu>;, ~email .unc .edu~> 

Out of the office the lest of the day’ 

to reach me. I plan to be in the office first thing tomorrow morning as long as I’m feeling better. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

Please call or email me if you need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu>; rackhmn <rackham@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Update: VolleybaJ1 

Dear Joe and Eve, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Competitive Admit: 

[~-arbara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
0flice of {~r.,dergraduate Admissio]’.s 
University of North Caro]ir.,a at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-96(5-39.~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, l 1:33 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

I]le, Vince <ille@unc.e&P; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; 
Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Admissions Utxtate: Wrestling 

Dear C.D., 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your 

in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August S-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

PS: The list below includes students admitted for 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Slots: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday,            l 1:46 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennit~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Utxtate: Swimming and Diving 

Barbara: 

I will review this carefully later today and reply, I do know we are working on a female transfer for this fall whose application is almost complete: 

I know Jenn Townsend and Jennifer "]’h.:_~mpson have been coordinating on this and has b~?en responsive (I thinkihop~:_~) to getting the? final pieces of her 

application turned its. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
Univerail::, of North Caroli~a Swimming & Divu~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~X _w__: g._o_ h__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ pZ _r! 

~,Y. _w_ 3X :_u__t! c_: ~. _d_t_] 

From: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Monday, 11:16 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 
As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 

[~arbara J, Polk 
Depu~-Dlrectc~r 
()[rice of U],~dergraduate Admisslor.,s 
U~iversity of North (:arolh’~a at Chattel }1il] 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:58 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu>; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Utxtate: Swimming and Diving 

Hi, Rich, 

It looks like we are still missing college transcripts from for 

possible? 

Barba ra 
[iarL’ara 1, Polk 

0 ffice of lh!derg~ad uate Admi~;~;ior, s 
tJgdV(:T~;ity ofNort[~ (h~o]h!~ at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 9 ~ 9-.96 (J-.39 Fi9 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Barbara: 

I will review this carefully later today and reply, I do know we are working on a female transfer for this fall whose application is almost complete: 

I hope we can get this wrapped up this week, Do you think that’s 

I know Jenn Townsend and Jennifer ]h.:_~mpson have been coordinating on this and has been responsive (I thinkihop~:_~) to getting the final pieces of her 

application [:urned itL 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 

Uuivcrail~, of Nerth Caroli~a Swimmiu-; & rJivu~-; 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm~email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.coln 
www.unc.edu 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, :Lt: 16 AM 
To-" DeSelm, Rich E 
c¢: Ille, vince; Markos, Lance M; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: Swimming and Diving 

Dear Rich, 
As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below 

and let me know if you see anyone who has cancelled his or her enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone 

to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

First Year Slots: 

Transfer Slots: 

Competitive Admits: 

t~arbara J, Polk 
Depu~-Directc~r 
Office of U],~dergraduate Admissior.,s 
U~iversity of North (:arolh’~a at Chapel }{ill 
P]~,op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu,; 

Monday, 12:59 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennit~r C <jcthomp~n@admissions.unc.edu-~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

Negalha~ Jeff <j neg~Jha@unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

Barbara 
Thanks for your help with theses guys., as always 

l think it looks correct except that recently decided to and 12~re-go this opportunity He can be removed. 

Jeff-can u you double check and confirm7 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, 10:52 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer (2; Markos, Lance M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

[)ear Carlos, 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below and let me know if you see 
anyone who has cancelled his enrollment plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to ?,our m-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me know ASAP if I can help you with anything before l leave 

Thanks for all you do for the University and, most importantly, 12~r our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

PS: The list below includes students admitted for 

First Year Slots: 

Transl?r Slot: 

Barbara J. Polk 
Depu~/Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:02 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthomp~n@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Negalha, Jeff <j negaJha@unc.edu> 

RE: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

Thanks, Carlos 

If you are in touch witl" 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Monday, 12:59 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: I[le, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Markos, Lance M; Negalha, Jeff 
Subject: RE: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

Barbara 
Thanks for your help with theses guys..as always. 

I think it looks correct except that recently decided to 

Jeff-can u you double check and confiml? 

Front: Polk, Barbara .To 
Sent: Monday, 10:52 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jemfifer C; Markos, Lance M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Update: M. Soccer 

Dear Carlos, 

would you ask him to email me at bjpolk@unc.edu to officially withdraw from the incoming class? We still have him as enrolling. 

and fore-go this opportunity’. He can be removed. 

As the opening of the fall semester draws closer, I want to confirm the student-athletes that will be coming in and joining your program. Please see the list below and let me know if you see 
anyone who has cancelled his enrolhnent plans or if I have left anyone off the list. Also, let me know if you hope to add anyone to your in-coming class, either first-year or transfer. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be away from the office August 5-September 3. Please let me kmow ASAP if I can help you with anything before I leave. 

Thanks for all you do for the Universib" and, most importantly, for our student-athletes. I will see you soon. 

Barbara 

PS: The list below includes students admitted for 

First Year Slots: 



Transfer Slot: 

Barbara J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-%6-3989 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mw~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: 

I do not. 

But per Facebook, mother’s maiden name is 

Marielle A, ~an(-]ek’ter 

Associate Athletic Director 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 29, 20:1.3 1.:23 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

Do ~,e have an account for this’? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

Hoots, Eric M <ehoot@email.unc.edtv~ 

Robinson, Steve A <coachrob@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

FYI .-- We still do not have anything from 

On a separate note 

Thank you~ 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGehJer 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fa’,<: (919) 9{52--6():32 

rnw~ngelder@ur~c edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:39 PM 
To: Hoots, Eric N 
Cc: Robinson, Steve A (coachrob@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Eric --. 

I )~st wanted to follow up again on 

thaL he is making the payments. 

--.neither a copy ot: his temporary registration or his car form in ACS. 

~as completed his car registration form in ACS. Can you please assist us in obtaining a cop,,, of his registration for our records? 

car~ We met with him this morning and discussed the issue. He indicated the vehicle is registered in his name and 

Please have          .orovide a copy o[ his ~-_~>:pired ternporar!            registra[:iot~ today. Also, he ne~:_~ds to complete the car regis[:ration form in ACS today. 

We need verification o[: [he in[:orrnation he provided in addition [o information on who financed the vehicle which needs [o be included on the ACS form. 

I understand that he wilt be getting a North Carolina driver’s license and re-registering the vehicle in state. He will be able to update the informs[ion he provides 

us today in ACS at that tirne~ However, as you know, we have been waiting almost three weeks for this information. 

Thank you for your assistance in getting this done. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGehJer 

Associate Adfletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 9{52..~(~:?2 

rnvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 1.’[:32 AM 
To: Hoots, Eric N 
¢c: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

I do. Do we know- why we don’t have these or when we might receive them? Thanks. 

From: Hoots, Eric M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:09 AM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

I spoke to Lance this morning about this issue. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Eric Hoots 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:54 AM, "file, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Eric, 

Marielle provided you documents on June 20 for to complete and return. To my knowledge, these have not been returned. Do you 

know why we don’t have these or when we might receive them? This is a priority, for us. Thanks. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOl.jpg > 

:ii::’:::..:%i’.~:::r’~.::::: :.~.::~..4" .L::%~.:.~:.:’:-:. :i":;~.~..:::.~..~.~:;~!.}~., ~i~::L: L:..:’;.:::.:. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 7:23 AM 

Kirschner. Steve <stevekirschne@anc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Bubba Cunnmghana statement 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Caacolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "TatS, Tim" <timothv talt(cbmed.unc.edu> 
Date: July 10, 2013, 5:12:00 PM EDT 

To: "Kirschnel; Steve" <steveldrschner~unc.edu> 
Cc: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Bubba Cunningham statement 

I am atthe national ortho sports medicine meeting in Chicago where this statemem has gotten a wider readership than I would have expected. 

All positive comments thus far. I concur. T 

On Jul 10, 2013, at 10:32 AM, "Kirsclmer, Steve" <stevekJr~hnel(a)mac.edu> wrote: 

For immediate release 

Universi~" of Noflh Carolina 

Athletic Communications 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

UNC’s Bubba Cunningham Issues Statement 

Chapel }fill University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Curmingham has issued the following statement: 

"The athletic depa~ment compliance staff and I are fully awaxe of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team. We take 

these matters vely seriously and axe looking into these reports and the inferences they contain ruth all due diligence. It is my practice not to 

comment on the individuals involved or the &tails sunounding these repofls until we have sufficient undelstanding of the facts involved. We 

are still gathering fiffolrnation, learning i~fformation from other sora~ces, and we roll not comment until we have a strong grasp of each 

individual situation. Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and’or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams roll take and I will support the 

appropriate disciplinmy measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on Milch Coach Willianas and the 

athletic department operate each and eve~ day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhi~ld judgment and comment until 

we are confident we have the thcts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring these matters to resolution as 
soon as possible." 

---30--- 

Steve Kirsclmer 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Senior Asmciate A.D. tbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

steveldrschner~unc.edu 



Gotteels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Axon, Rachel <raxon@usatoday.com > 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:22 AM 

Stabile, Regina 

Prisbell, Eric 
Public records request 
North Carolina FOI request - July 10, 2013.doc; UNC FOI request - July 10, 2013.doc 

Hello Regina, 

I have a couple additional requests for you. I have filed them separately as the information would need to be gathered from 

different departments. Please let me know if you have any questions~ Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel 

Rachel Axon I Sports proiects reporter I USA TODAY Sports Media Group 

P.O, Box 140942 ] Oainesville, FL 32614 
Cell:              I ] Phone: 352.234.3303 
Twitter: @RachelAxon 



July 10, 2013 

Regina Stabile 
Director of Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
222 East Cameron Blvd., 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Re: Public Records Act Request 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to local public records laws, I would like to obtain any and all public records 
of the following: 

-- A copy of UNC’s policy for student-athletes registering a vehicle on campus 
-- A blank copy of the form UNC student-athletes file with compliance regarding the 
vehicles they bring to campus 
-- A copy of UNC’s policy regarding student-athletes reporting of traffic tickets to the 
department 
-- A timeline, calendar or summary of UNC’s compliance education meetings or 
seminars with student-athletes (with dates listed) from July 2010 to today’s date. 
-- In cases where the fines have been paid for those parking tickets, a copy of the receipt 
of payment. 

Please provide these records within the time allotted by relevant open records laws 
(usually five business days), provide an explanation of when the records will be provided 
or a statement of the statutory exception authorizing the withholding of all or parts of 
these records. Please include the name and title of the person responsible for the denial. 

If there will be a charge for these records of more than $25, please notify me in 
advance. Electronic copies are preferred and can be sent to raxon@usatoday.com. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation; I look forward to your quick response. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Axon 
Proj ects reporter 



USA TODAY Sports Media Group 
7950 Jones Branch Dr. 
McLean, VA 22108 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Axon, Rachel <raxon@usatoday.com > 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:22 AM 

Stabile, Regina 

Prisbell, Eric 
Public records request 
North Carolina FOI request - July 10, 2013.doc; UNC FOI request - July 10, 2013.doc 

Hello Regina, 

I have a couple additional requests for you. I have filed them separately as the information would need to be gathered from 

different departments. Please let me know if you have any questions~ Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel 

Rachel Axon I Sports proiects reporter I USA TODAY Sports Media Group 

P.O, Box 140942 ] Oainesville, FL 32614 
Cell:                ] Phone: 352.234.3303 
Twitter: @RachelAxon 



July 10, 2013 

Regina Stabile 
Director of Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
222 East Cameron Blvd., 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Re: Public Records Act Request 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to local public records laws, I would like to obtain any and all public records 
of the following: 

-- Copies of parking tickets and citations for vehicles with the following license plates: 

Alabama- 2B20L39 
Georgia - AXF6203 
Maryland - 7AX4002 

Massachusetts - 4ARJ80 

New York - GAK 1161, GAK 1531 
North Carolina- BDA4374, BKP7773, BMC8923, BKP7826 
Ohio - EYF4462 

Tennessee- H6351R, D7398Y, E6581X 
Virginia - XCD8782, XBJ1953 

-- In cases where the fines have been paid for those parking tickets, a copy of the receipt 
of payment. 

Please provide these records within the time allotted by relevant open records laws 
(usually five business days), provide an explanation of when the records will be provided 
or a statement of the statutory exception authorizing the withholding of all or parts of 
these records. Please include the name and title of the person responsible for the denial. 

If there will be a charge for these records of more than $25, please notify me in 
advance. Electronic copies are preferred and can be sent to raxon@usatoday.com. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation; I look forward to your quick response. 



Sincerely, 

Rachel Axon 
Proj ects reporter 
USA TODAY Sports Media Group 
7950 Jones Branch Dr. 
McLean, VA 22108 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Axon, Rachel <raxon@usatoday.com > 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 11:23 AM 

Stabile, Regina 

Prisbell, Eric 
Records request 

UNC FOi request - July 9, 2013.doc 

Hello Regina, 

[ just left you a voicemail, but thought an email might help expedite the process. [ am looking for some parking tickets on campus 

related to citation numbers we have found in your system. I’m not sure if a formal public records request is necessary, but [ have 

attached on just in case. Please contact me once you get a chance. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel 

Rachel Axon I Sports projects reporter I USA TODAY Sports Media Group 
P°O° Box 140942 j Gainesviile, FL 32614 

j Phone: 352,234.3303 

Twitter: (~.RachelAxon 



July 9, 2013 

Regina Stabile 
Director of Institutional Records and Reporting Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
222 East Cameron Blvd., 110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Re: Public Records Act Request 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

Pursuant to local public records laws, I would like to obtain any and all public records 
of the following: 

-- Copies ofthe parkingticketsrel~edtothefollowing citation numbers:995709670, 

995908924,996205868,995612569,996704875,996907655,996907660,995710783, 
995910072,996601867,996110182,995304440,995611954,995909807,995705828, 
and 995608058. 

Please provide these records within the time allotted by relevant open records laws 
(usually five business days), provide an explanation of when the records will be provided 
or a statement of the statutory7 exception authorizing the withholding of all or parts of 
these records. Please include the name and title of the person responsible for the denial. 

If there will be a charge for these records of more than $25, please notify me in 

advance. Electronic copies are preferred and can be sent to raxon@usatoday.com. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation; I look forward to your quick response. 

Sincerely, 

Rachel Axon 
Proj ects reporter 
USA TODAY Sports Media Group 

7950 Jones Branch Dr. 

McLean, VA 22108 
Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 2:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edtr>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu-~ 

Draft 

Draft to DK071113(v3).docx 

Please take a look at the attached response to DK. Leslie Strohm has seen it and approved but there is language in [here about Crowder that I need you both to see. 
We want to run this down to General Administration this afternoon, 
Thanks!! 
K a r e rl 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) %2-85~J5 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July :tO, 2013 10:38 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: interview request 
Karen, 

I am asking to talk to Chancellor Carol Folt about several things related to records provided two weeks ago, and records that have not been provided. 

One item in particular is how language in the FaculU Executive Committee’s special report regarding Deborah Crowder and her closeness to athletics was changed and 

why. An email Jan Boxill wrote indicates someone raised concerns that the earlier version "could raise further NCAA issues." I would like to know what Chancellor 

Folt thinks about this. 

Another is Mter reading the correspondence between the tmiversity and the NCAA, I did not see any indication that the li~llowing was sent to the NCAA: 

1 .) email correstxmdence involving Nyang’om, Crowder and academic counselors within the Academic Support Program liar Student Athletes and regular advisers 

outside of the progran. As you know, these records were the basis ofa sto~)~ we published last month. 
) 2.) the roughly 100 pages of records within the ASt SA that we had obtained and used for a ~i_tj2i that ran Sept. 30. The5 were shared with the unix ersity. Why 

weren’t the5’ shared with the NC/L~_? 

Much of the correspondence consists of public reports sent to the NCAA. I would like to know if this truly represents all that was sent and all that was requested or 

discussed in email correspondence with the NCAA. If records and correspondence were left out, I would like to know what they represent and why they were not 
provided. 

I was offlast week and am still summing up what has and has not been provided in relation to all of my publtic records requests. It is clear, though, that some records I 

have requested are still being mthheld, including the full amount of correspondence invoMng Nyang’oro, Crowder and academic advising both within ASPSA and 

beyond. I hope to go over my outstanding requests in the next few days so we can taJk about what is left on the table. 
Let me know when would be a good time to talk to the chancellor about these issues. 

I hope you had a nice holiday, 

Dan Kane 
Staff’Writer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:27 PM 

Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.e&P; Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edtr~; Public Records <publicrecords@unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Moore, Tmaya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu-~ 

I:NV: Public records request 

Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Sepdces 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel tfill 
(919) 962-8595 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:26 PM 
To: ’Harold Gutmann’ 
Sut~iect: RE: Public records request 

That’s fine. I am forwarding your request to our public records office. I also want to point you to our public records policy so you know how the process works: 
http:/ipo [icies.unc.eduipoIiciesipublic-records/ 

We’ll be back in touch with an update, 
Karen 

Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Sel~’ices 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-8595 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Harold Gutmann [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:18 PM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: Re: Public records request 

~gmail.com] 

SotYy Karen, realized I should have mentioned that I’m e-mailing from tW personal account because our external work e-mail is out 

On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 4:17 r)M, Harold Gutrnann < ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> Hi Karen, 
> 

> Can you let me know who to send this to? 
> I would like to submit a public records request for the player guest 
> list/complimentary ticket list at UNC home basketball games for the 
> 2010-11,2011-12 and 2012-13 seasons. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 9:29 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

<no subject> 

Summary: 

"The Summer Challenge will encourage fans to participate in creative initiatives to boost the profile of the official Razorback Facebook and Twitter accounts and 

engage the ever-growing fan base. 

Fans will be rewarded as the Arkansas Facebook and Twitter accounts reach specific benchmarks. The first reward will come when the Razorback Facebook page 

reaches 380,000 ’likes’ and 20 signed Bret Bielema pictures will be randomly distributed. An additional 20 signed Bret Bielema photos will be distributed as the 

Razorbacks Twitter (@ArkRazorbacks) reaches 50,000 followers. The next benchmark of prizes will be revealed after the first level is completed. Fans can track 

progress on ArkansasRazorbacks.com/SummerChallenge 

Mascot Monday 

Starting on Monday, July 15th, we highly encourage Razorback fans to be as creative as possible on Mascot Monday by inserting one of the Razorback mascot into 

famous works of art or photos. 

Trivia Tuesday 

Fans can test their endless Razorback knowledge by answering trivia questions that will be posted on Twitter and Facebook. 

Wallpaper Wednesday 

Razorback Athletics will release unique weekly computer wallpapers for fans to show their Razorback pride at home or work. 

Throwback Thursday 

on Thursday as we ask fans to hop into the DeLorean time machine and tweet old photos of themselves in Razorback gear to @ArkRazorbacks for Throwback 

Thursday (#TBT). 

Big Red Friday 

We want to see Razorback fans donning our new official Never Yield T-shirt. If you send in a photo of yourself or someone in the Never Yield T-shirt we will display 

it on our Facebook page in a photo gallery. You can tweet photos to the official Razorback Twitter account (@ArkRazorbacks) or email photos to 

@gmail.com." 

Article Link: 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

LaJlgley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-* 

Update on slots 

Vince, 

We have two requested slots that will not be attending UNC 

Thank you for your help 
Josh LaJlgley 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Assistant Track aJld Field Coach/Meet Director 

MultisiPole Vaull/Javelin 

(c 

(o)919- 962- 5222 

([)919-962-4903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 2:27 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

possible draft 

Draft 

July 12 

2:10 P.M. 

We were told today of some of the information contained in the police narrative. We can’t comment on the narrative as it is part of a legal 

proceeding and could contain NCAA compliance matters involving one of our students. Our compliance staff is in regular contact with the NCAA 

as we work to resolve these issues as quickly as possible. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHee]s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 3:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

draft 2 

We are not in any position to comment on the allegations contained in the police narrative as it is part of a legal proceeding. We continue to 

gather sufficient facts that present a clearer picture of those events. Additionally, our compliance staff is in regular contact with the NCAA as we 

work to resolve these issues as quickly as possible. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 3:59 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Police report: UNCls Hairston switched drivers before checkpoint, got Yukon from CEFats1 Thomas 

Police report: UNC’s Hairston switched drivers before checkpoint, got Yukon from ’Fats’ Thomas 

Published: July 12, 2013 Updated 10 minutes ago 

By Dan Kane, Andrew Carter and Laura Keeley -- dkane@newsobserver.com acarter@newsobserver.com 

Ikeeley@newsobserver.com 

A detailed police report into the traffic stop and arrest of UNC basketball star P.J. Hairston says that he 

switched places with a passenger to try to avoid a citation of driving without a license, admitted to being a 

"recreational" marijuana user and had been given the rental car that he was driving to go to Atlanta and 

see friends.The new details raise more questions about Hairston’s standing with the basketball program, which is 

currently reviewing the situation. The details also counter claims by the Durham man who had rented the 

car, Haydn "Fats" Thomas, who had told reporters he did not give the 2013 GMC Yukon to Hairston but to 

another man in the car. 

Thomas is a convicted felon with a lengthy criminal record; Hairston had also been stopped for a speeding 

ticket in a second rental vehicle, a 2012 Chevrolet Camaro, that is linked to Thomas. 

Police found two bags with small amounts of marijuana in the car and a 9 mm handgun and marijuana 

along the street where the car had stopped about 75 yards shy of a vehicle checkpoint set up by Durham 

police the night of June 5. The car had a strong odor of burned marijuana, but Hairston denied using any 

that evening. 

Police charged Hairston, 20, of Greensboro, with misdemeanor marijuana possession and driving without a 

License. 

The narrative report, obtained by The News & Observer, has not been released publicly by Durham police, 

but an official there confirmed it was authentic. The lieutenant, Brian Reitz, executive officer to Chief Jose 

Lopez, said he had no comment about the case other than to say no additional charges would be filed. 

Hairston would be a junior this fall. The 6-5 guard led the team in scoring last season. 

The arrest, coupled with Thomas providing at least one rental car to Hairston, creates potential NCAA 

problems for Hairston and UNC. NCAA regulations generally prohibit athletes from receiving benefits from 

anyone beyond family and previously established friends. 

A vehicle from ’Fats’ 

According to the report, the Yukon caught a police officer’s attention when it stopped ahead of the 

checkpoint, which was in a section east of downtown Durham that has long struggled with criminal activity. 

Corporal Thomas Navarre used a flashlight to signal to the driver to continue to the checkpoint. 

Hairston told police he had been driving the car, but when he saw the checkpoint he realized he could not 

find his drivers license. He woke up Miykael Faulcon, a friend who was in the passenger seat. Faulcon, 20, 

of Durham, is a basketball player for Elizabeth City State University. 

"Mr. Hairston then stated that while he was stopped, he switched spots with Mr. Faulcon," the report said. 

"Mr. Hairston then stated that they then drove up to the license check point." 

Hairston denied using marijuana that day, and at first told police he does not smoke marijuana. Navarre 

then asked when was the last time Hairston smoked marijuana, and Hairston "stated it was about two 

weeks ago." 

"Mr. Hairston stated that he does not smoke marijuana on a regular basis, however, he is a recreational 

smoker," the report said. "Mr. Hairston stated that he does not smoke marijuana to get high, but he will 

take a ’hit’ or two occasionally." 

Hairston said he had received the vehicle two hours before the traffic stop from a man he identified as 

"Fatts." 

"Mr. Hairston stated that ’Fatts’ rented the vehicle for Mr. Hairston because he was planning on traveling to 

Atlanta this weekend to see some friends," the report said. 

Thomas told USA Today in an interview last week that he doesn’t know Hairston, but he told The N&O later 

that he knows UNC athletes through parties. He could not be reached. The Yukon and other vehicles 

Thomas has rented have turned up on UNC’s campus, a parking ticket database shows. 

Faulcon, another man in the vehicle, Carlos Devone Sanford, 23, of Durham, and three others had planned 

to travel to Atlanta in the Yukon, a large SUV.The day before the arrest, Hairston’s Twitter account reported: "My first time going to ATL with my boys 

instead any sort of basketball, this is gone be funF’ 

No charges involving gun 

Hairston told police there was nothing in the vehicle when he picked it up. He had even checked the glove 

box to make sure. 



He at first said he didn’t notice a smell of marijuana, but then acknowledged he smelled "small hints" of it 

as he and Faulcon went to pick up Sanford. He denied throwing anything out of the car prior to the 

checkpoint, nor did he see Faulcon or Sanford tossing anything out. 

"At this time, Corporal Navarre believed that Mr. Hairston was not being completely truthful," the report 

said. Navarre "explained to Mr. Hairston that he believed (Hairston) was not being completely truthful and 

offered him a chance to amend his statement. Mr. Hairston stated that he had told Corporal Navarre the 

truth." 

Sanford told police that Hairston had picked him up at about 7 p.m. and then the three men ate at a 

Japanese restaurant in Chapel Hill. They then went to the home of a friend that Hairston had identified to 

police as teammate Reggie Bullock, who was recently drafted by the Los Angeles Clippers. Bullock wasn’t 

home, so they called some friends and planned to meet one of them at a home in Durham to then go and 

celebrate someone’s birthday. 

Sanford told Navarre he had smoked marijuana earlier in the day at his house, but he did not have any on 

him when police stopped the car. He also said he did not smell marijuana in the car because he had 

smoked his "hookah," a small pipe, earlier in the day. 

Navarre said he told Sanford he also did not find him to be "completely truthful." Sanford then added that 

police had been at his house on Delano Street "the other day" looking for guns. The report did not say 

whether they found any. 

Faulcon told police he had switched seats with Hairston before they drove to the check point. He said he 

could smell marijuana in the vehicle, but he denied throwing anything out of the vehicle. 

"Mr. Faulcon stated that the gun did not belong to anyone," the report said. It is unclear who owns the gun. 

No weapons charges have been filed. 

Navarre said he didn’t think Faulcon was being completely truthful either, but Faulcon said he was telling 

the truth. He and Sanford were also charged with misdemeanor marijuana possession. 

Kane: 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeds.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 5:06 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@email.unc.edu> 

Prisbell Comments On Hairston And Thomas 

USA Today’s Eric PrisbelJ Comments On Hairston And Thomas 

CHAPEL HILL - National college basketball writer for USA Today, Eric Prisbell, played a key role in uncovering information about Haydn "Fats" Thomas and his relationship 

with PJ Hairston. 

Prisbell comments on who he thinks Thomas is and why he has a relationship with the basketball players like PJ Hairston. 

’~/ho he is, is a guy who operates in the shadows, in anonymity really and he builds relationships with these high profile, some of them high profile in the area, for the 

purpose of partying" said Prisbell. 

The NCAA is currently investigating to see if Thomas was a booster representative of UNC Athletics. The NCAA can already suspend Hairston for several games due to his 

recent arrest for possession of marijuana, but if the NCAA declares Thomas a booster, Prisbell says UNC basketball next year could be under further investigation. 

’%~Vell I think if "Fats" Thomas is declared a booster, I think that’s a game changer and that’s problematic for both Hairston and the North Carolina basketball program, but I 

think that’s a real stretch at this point. I don’t think we’re going to see that" Prisbell said. 

UNC did not contact Thomas after Hairston was arrested and have yet to investigate their involvement together. Instead, Prisbell says the University is looking to see if sports 

agent, Rodney Blackstock, had any involvement in PJ Hairston receiving benefits. 

"The NCAA and North Carolina are not just looking at "Fats" Thomas’ relationship with PJ but they’re looking at Rodney Blackstock’s relationship with PJ" Prisbell claims. 

UNC and the NCAA continue to investigate Hairston’s involvement with Thomas and Blackstock. Prisbell says he has yet to find a connection involving benefits between 

Blackstock and Hairston. 

"He has known PJ and his family for a long, long time because they’ve both been from Greensboro, but I have yet to find any evidence of an improper benefit between 

Blackstock and PJ" said Prisbell. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(93.9) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 5:37 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu% Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

We could take their Big Red Friday concept and apply it to Zero Black Thursday and white out games to get fans across the world participating. Perhaps people could 

tweet pictures of themselves wearing the designated colors on those game days (someone in Europe wearing a black UNC shirt on Zero Black Thursday, for example) 

for a chance to mn some signed footballs? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju112, 2013, at 9:28 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaJl.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Interesting concept 

Razorbacks launch Social Media Summer Challenge 

Smnmary: 

"The Summer Challenge will encourage fans to pal~ticipate in creative initiatives to boost the profile of the official P, azorback Facebook and Twitter 

accounts and engage the ever-gromng fan base. 

Fans will be ix:warded as the Arkansas Facebook and Twitter accounts reach specific benchmaacks. The first reward will come when the Razorback 

Facebook page reaches 380,000 ’likes’ and 10 signed Bret Bielema pictures will be randomly distribtued. An additional 10 signed Bret Bielema photos 

will be distributed as the Razorbacks Twitter (@ArkRazorbacks) reaches 50,000 followers. The next benchmark of prizes will be revealed after the first 

level is completed. Fans can track progress on ArkansasRazorbacks.com/SummerChallenge 

Mascot Monday 

Starting on Monday, July 15tlL we highly encomage Razorback fans to be as creative as possible on Mascot Mondw by inserting one of the Razorback 

mascot into famous works of art or photos. 

Trivia Tuesday 

Fans can test their endless Razorback knowledge by answering trivia questions that will be posted on Twitter and Facebook. 

Wallpaper Wednesday 

Razorback Athletics will release unique weekly computer wallpapers for thns to show their Razorback pride at home or work. 

Thrum, back Thu~day 

on Thursday as we ask fans to hop into tile DeLorean time machine and tweet old photos of themselves in Razorback gear to @ArkRazorbacks for 

Thlowback Thursday (#TBT). 

Big Red Friday 

We want to see Razorback fans donning our new official Never Yield T- shirt. If you send in a photo of yourself or someone in the Never Yield T- shirt we 

will display it on our Facebook page in a photo galleD~. You can tweet photos to the official Razorback Twitter account (@ArkRazorbacks) or email 

photos to                 @gmail.com." 

Artide Link: 

http://claremoreprogress.conv’sports/x405450596/R~.zorbacks-lannch- SociaJ- Media- Summer- ClmJlenge 

Bubba Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 
University. ofNortk Cal~olina 

We }"d:~,,a~v x~d h-~spir,.~ ’1 h~~,,%:h A4~k-,Iic,, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 9:04 AM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~ 

FW: Statistical Figures Needed 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~l of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 7/9/13 3:03 PM, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu> wrote: 

>To discuss at some point I have not released this reformation and have 
>no plans to at this time 
> 

> 

>Christopher Derickson 

>Assistant Provost and Universi~ Registrar 
>The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
>T - 919-%2-8289 
>F- 919-962-1655 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: [mailtn:l ~live.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, 1:18 AM 
>To: registrar’s office 
>Subject: [academicdata] Statistical Figures Needed 
> 

>I)ear Academic Data Support Team, 
> 

>My name is I am a current undergraduate student at 
>UNC-Chapel Hill who is conducting a research assignment about the current 
>whereabouts of student athletes after graduation. I am writing a 
>literature review {’or an IRB application and need some statistical figures 
>regarding: 
> 

>- The number of student athletes enrolled each year since 2004 
>- The average grade point average of the student athlete population since 
>2004 
>- The average grade point average of the student athlete population since 
>2004 (broken down by individual sport teams) and 
>- The average grade point average of the overall student population since 
>2004 
> 

>I need these figures in a report so that I may use it in ray literature 
>review. I contacted the Office of Institutional Research and Assessment 
>and they directed rue to your office. I looked at the database that your 
>office has and was not able to find data for the topic areas that I 
>need. Is there an?" specific person in the Registrar Office that I nray 
>contact to receive the needed information? 
> 

>Thank You and Have a Good Dayt 
> 

>Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SurveylVlg@DenisonConsulting.com 

Monday, July 15, 2013 9:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Athletics Denison Organizational Culture Assessment 

Greetings from Denison Consulting! 

One year ago, we were retained by Carolina Athletics to assist in your strategic planning process.On behalf of Carolina Athletics. we are again conducting a survey to 

measure cultural progress in your organization. The Denison Organizational Culture Snrvey (DOCS) has increasingly become the cultural and organizational 

effectiveness assessment tool of choice. It has been used by more than 5,000 companies worldwide since first becoming available over 20 years ago. 

The goal of this survey is to generate a thorough assessment of the organizational culture at Carolina Athletics. By repeating this process one year ailer the initial survey, 

we will be able to track your progress as an organization given strategic initiatives that are under development. The survey is completely anonymous. There axe 60 

questions, and past experience has shown that "time to completion is approximately 15-20 minutes. Please access the survey with the link below (this link is unique to 

you). Thank you.., and good luck to you and the Tax tteels! 

Complete your survey by Friday, July 26, 2013. 

Your personalized survey lii~&: 

Additional infnrmafion and technical support 

Please keep this emaJl until you fully complete the survey. You will need your unique link if you want to re-access the survey. If it is lost, a new link must be generated 

so you can complete the survey. Complete instructions and online help axe available when you take the survey. 

Confidentiality 

Denison Consulting is administering the survey and maintains the survey data on its own servers and database. Denison undel~tands that privacy and confidentiality are 

importaJlt to you and essential for collecting your open and honest opinions on the survey. Individual information is kept completely confidential and your e- mail address 

and survey link are used only to administer the survey. Survey responses are reported in aggregate and only ifa minimum of five or more survey respondents are in a 

reporting unit. Your participation in the survey is optional and Denison Consulting only provides the client orgaJtization with aggregate intbrmation about participation 

rates. If you have any speciiic questions about the confidentiality of your survey, please ted free to contact Denison Consulting using the technica] support link above. 

Technical Support 
Please lead the following before contacting Denison technics] support. If you still have a question or problem, contact Denison techifical suppo(t via online support at 

http:i/v~vw.denisonsurvey.com/contactus~’ContuctForm.asp?tvpe~&prod 1. 

(If you are not able to connect to the technical support web site, you may e-mad technical support at 2I.~.e...c..t1S.L~.I~Lr.t.@..d..e~n.i.E~.?..n..c.‘.LL~..t..u.!..e.:..c.R.r..n..) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F~T: 

On 1:31 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard@ap.org> wrote: 

>Kirsch, 
>rm writing to request the chance to talk with regarding 
>the 

Can you make him available? 
> 
>Also, has the schoo[ at any point send any cease and desist letters to 
>any companies regarding the use of in promotiona[ material’? 
> 

>Thanks, 
>ab 
> 

> 

> 

>Sent :from my iPhone 
> 

> 

>The inJ2~rmation contained in this communication is intended for the use 
>of the designated recipients named abnve If the reader of this 
>communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
>that you have received this communication in error, and that an?’ review, 
>dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
>prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
>noti(y The Associated Press immediately by telephone at ~ 1-212-621-1898 
>and delete this email. Thank you. 
>[12P US DISC] 
> 
>rnsk dccc60c6d2c3a6438 f0cf467dga4938 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Monday, July 15, 2013 1:59 PM 

UNCAA- Exe Stalt" <uncaa exe stafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: update: statement from Coach Williams 

Sent from my iPhone 

Subject: update: statement from Coach \Villiams 

We wanted you to have the advance notice that Coach Williams will be issuing the following statement at around 2:00pm today. 

STATEMENT FROM CAROLINA BASKETBALL COACH ROY WILLIAMS 

CHAPEL HILL UNversity of North Carolina men’s basketball head coach Roy Williams issued the following statement today: 

"I imfially decided not to make a statement about PJ (Hairston) until the legal process had been finalized. I believe that is the fair way that everyone should 

be treated and is the way of our country. 

PJ and I have had several discussions already and he knows he has made serious mistakes and there will be serious consequences as a result. Certainly 

the idea of suspending PJ has been discussed. However, he is not currently enrolled in summer school, is not practicing ruth the team and we have no 

games until November. There are several options available in terms of discipline but we are going to wait until the process is complete to decide on those 

options. 

Other issues have been written about recently that are disturbing and bother me deeply. Our basketball program is based on great ideals and these issues 

are embaxrassing. These are not common in my 10 years as head coach at UNC and they will all be dealt with harshly and appropriately at the correct 

time to ensure that our program will not be compromised. 

We roll care about each individual but there will be serious actions taken that will fix these issues. I take pride in our values and how we have conducted 

our~lves tbr a long time here at Carolina and this time will pass but it will be dealt with slrongly. 

We are talking about a program that has been a model of success on and offthe court and it will be again. I want to thank our thns for their patience, 

understanding and support." 

Steve Kirschner 

Universi~, of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Nollon, Molly <O IYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN MBNORTON> on behalf of 
Cuuningham, Bubba </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN LAWRENCE RICHARD C[INNINGHAM (BUBBAC)CI0> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 4:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

VW: Strategic Plan Update 

Mince, 

Do you have the updated schedule details t:or the Edelman meeting on Tuesday? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Strategic Plan Update 

I don’t know why the previous email didn’t reach me~ I would doubt I could make the whole day but I will work on it. Do you want me to come to as much as I can 

or would you rather I not participate unless 1 can do the whole shebang. 

JOy 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
,~,ssociate Professor a!~d D[re.;:l:or 
Un[w!!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
S.;:hool of Medi.;:[ne 
Cg #71.30 UNC-CH gondura!~ Hail 

32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’4OT~CE: Thh; e.-ma[I message, ir!,,’:Jud[rlg al:[;~chments, if any, is ir)tet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~taiR c:onfidenl:h}i and/or 
privileged ma[er[ai. Ar!y --unau.:horized review, use~ disclosure or d[str[bu.’Jon is proi~ibi[ed. If you are no.: [Pie intended rec[n[en[~ please cot!tact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
des.:roy all conies of the original message. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s’~ate official (NCGS, oh, :£32), Studeet educatio~al records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly On Behalf Of Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 1:23 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject; FW: Strategic Plan Update 

Hi Joy, 

The email about the [delman meeting on July 23 is below. I apologize i[ you did not receive this email when gubba sent it out sew:,ral weeks ago. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Vince [lie (!_l_[_e@_u__n___c_=_e__d___u_); .£O_~Ln___@__r__a___r[)_s_£[_u___b_=£_o___r[); Steve Kirschner (,_s__k_Lr__s__c__h__D__e_E_@__u___n__c__a___a_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_); Steinbacher, Rick; Renner, Joy ,1; Farmer, Stephen M; Cricket Lane 
(cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu); Karlton Creech (kcreech@unc.edu); matt(.@ramsclub.com; pnf@unc.edu (pnf@unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

All: 

For your information, I have included an email below that I sent to our executive staff on June 6th updating them on an initiative to continue the positive 

momentum of our strategic plan. 

We had a very productive and informative 2 days with the members of the Edelman team, and we are getting ready for their return visit to conduct a 

workshop with members of our staff. 

The purpose of the workshop is to help our department develop a narrative - a clear and compelling story that unifies the messages of all our programs 

and the university (our alignment priority). Edelman representatives will work with us to help determine the aspects of that story - the emotions, facts, 

proof points, etc. If properly done, the messages can then serve as the basis for all statements, materials and talking points for our department moving 

forward. 

Edelman representatives will be back on campus to host a one-day workshop on Tuesday, July 23. The workshop will last a full day, and it would be very 

helpful to us if you were available that day. Please confirm with Molly by email at mbnorton@unc.edu if that day will work for your schedule. 

I recognize that scheduling these meetings during a heavy summer vacation period is difficult, but July 23 works best for Edelman. I hope this date works 

for you as well. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:55 PM 
Subject: Strategic Plan Update 

All, 

Over the last year, we have engaged several outside resources in an effort to enhance the professional development of the Department of Athletics on both 

individual and collective levels. In the latest of these efforts, I am pleased to inform you that we have retained the services of several consultants from Edelman, 

the Disney Institute, Winthrop Intelligence, and Denison, who will provide us with guidance as we strive to advance the objectives and further the 

implementation of our Strategic Plan. 

Edelman has a long and successful history of working with clients across various industries, including multiple prominent universities. Edelman’s representatives 

will be in Chapel Hill on June 10 and 11 to speak with members of our Department and other University constituents. The perspectives expressed in these 

meetings will help them formulate insights that will guide us in the future. 



The Disney team is formulating ideas and thoughts that will continue to enhance our game day experience. They will develop and present a plan to us in late June. 

Winthrop Intelligence is a research based company that is working with us to track the metrics we identified in our strategic planning process. This is an ongoing 

process. 

Finally, Denison will again survey our staff to determine mission, consistency, adaptability, engagement, etc. I recognize that this is a lot of outside assistance, but 

it is only short-term. I appreciate your indulgence. 

I ask that you make yourselves available for meetings with the Edelman representatives when they are in town on Monday, June 10 and Tuesday, June 11 and 

provide them with honest, thorough, and complete answers to their questions. At your earliest convenience, please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu 

with your scheduling availability on these two dates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this important endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

..... ,W’,~.~ ~id~:~:1~ ~,~-.,’~ ~’~p~’~ ~,~r~’:~!~,~ .~ ~t,~:~~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvaslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: 

Thanks. Cease and desist was sent I have copies if need be. His name is off the site as of late last week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 6:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Kirschner, Steve 
> Sent: Monday, 1:53 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: FW: 
> 

> 

> 

> On 1:31 PM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard@ap.org> wrote: 
> 

>> Kirsch, 
>> I’m writing to request the chance to talk with 
>> regarding the 
>> ;. Can you make him available? 
>> 

>> Also, has the school at any point send any cease and desist letters to 
>> any companies regarding the use of in promotional material? 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> ab 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> 

>> The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
>> of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
>> communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
>> that you have received this communication in error, and that aW 
>> review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is 
>> strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
>> please notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at 
>> k 1-212-621-1898 and delete this emaiL ’]"hank you. 

>> liP US DISC] 
>> 

>> rusk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:17 AM 

UNCAA-Business Ottice <uncaa businessottice@groups.unc.edw~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <tmcaa compliance@groups.unc.edtr>; UNCAA-Track mad Field <uncaa trackandfield@groups.unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hold on Track and Field. They are all caught up on their paperwork 

Thanks, 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.jet’c: 

Attach: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com-; 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw* 

Messaging Workshop Agenda 

UNC Athletics Messaging Workshop Agenda 7,16.13.docx 

Hi Vince, 
Here is a draft agenda for Tuesday’s messaging workshop. We’re still working on the deck and details for the session, but the timing for the morning are pretty set. 

Can you please send me a list of the participants when you have a moment? 
As I mentioned, we’re leaving on Tuesday evening so we’re open to any meetings we can do in the afternoon before 4:30, especially with Provost Dean, if 

possible. 

I’m happy to chat about this if you’d like. 

Thanks! 
~_’~.’-’~ <~_,iti~ / ~-d~-’i~~a~!i ZS~?/-h_ldst~~, ~’Je,,’¢ ’,’~!l<, N~’ 10¢oi13 :: C’,: 212~?"3,~.,’45,’451 ~’~: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 10:14 PM 

Jerry Angelo < @gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Contact Per Jack Bechta 

Jerry, 

Thanks very. much for getting back to me. I’d certainly like to hear more about the product you referenced. Will you be back in North Carolina any time soon? If so, 

Sr. Associate AD Vince Ille (copied on this email) and I would love to get together ruth you and discuss ways to get you involved. We greatly appreciate your 

willingness to help. If you won’t be in North Carolina any time in the near filture, perhaps we could talk by phone. Let me lolow what is most convenient for you. 

Th~mk you again lbr your willingness to support our efforts. I look tbrward to meeting you in per~m soon. 

Panl 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 7:34 PM, "JelD" Angelo" < (~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Paul, 

I would be more than willing to oiler any assis~nce you feel appropriate in educating your athletes. I wonld like to mention a test given to NFL prospects 

that has been used by as many as 23 teams in accessing IQ, personality disorders & strengths etc.. The U of Fla has implemented it & are very hapw 

with the results & signed a 3 year contract going forward with it. The tes~t has been modified for college athletes under the guidance of several NFL types, 

as well as the Florida people. I say this, becanse I tEel this can be a valuable tool for you as well. If you’d like to hear more let me know, becau~ Mike 

Sanders who administers the test lives in NC, as well. I would strongly recommend you look into this, it’s cutting edge. Any how you let me know how I 

can assist & certainly wishing you people the best. On a side note my brother played for the Tax Heels under Bill Dooley, so I have spent allot of time on 

your campus creating allot good memories to show for it. J 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 1:31 PM, Pogge, Paul wrote: 

Jerry, 

My name is Paul Pogge and I am an Associate Athletic Director at the University of North Carolina. I was given your name by Jack Bechta 

as someone to contact regarding our efforts to prepare our student-athletes for successful professional careers once they leave UNC. We 

have implemented a new Agent and Advisor Program to help student-athletes and their families make educated decisions about future 

representation. Jack has been an active participant in this Program and we are pleased with the results so far, as everyone involved 

appears to have embraced it. In addition to assisting these young men with their decisions about future representation, however, we are 

also striving to prepare them for successful transitions into the NFL To that end, we had my old boss from Arizona, Rod Graves, speak to 

the team before our Spring Game this April We are also meeting with Mark Levin from the NFLPA this Friday to discuss programs they 

have which may be of benefit to our team. We would love to include you in these efforts if you are willing to assist. I know you have a 

lengthy track record with professional football and would be a great resource for the Program if you were willing to be involved. I’d 

welcome an opportunity to tell you more about what we are doing and discuss ways we could incorporate your insights and perspective 

for the benefit of our football players. 

Thanks very much for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

<image002jpg> 

Paul pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27524 

(929) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tarheel Parents <t~xheelfootballparents~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, 8:47 PM 

Training Cmnp Calendar (Parems and Guardians) 

4.Important Dates- SCORES Book.doc; Training Camp Practice Calendar (Parents).doc 

Dear Tar Heel Football Parents and Guardians 
Are you ready for some football? Our young men are wrapping up Summer Session II. We have been informed that all student-athletes will be excused 

to go home following their last Summer Session II Exam. Exams are scheduled to take place on         and 
They are to report for Training Camp         . See attached documents for other Important Dates and the Training Camp Calendar. Parents are 
welcome to observe practices. Important: Please let Rory Pommeringj Director of Player Personnelf know the day(s) you are coming. He 
prefers to be reached by phone at 919.843.8666 (office) or ’             ~cell). 
Information about the Tar Heel Football Parent Organization (THFPO) and our tailgates this year will also be coming soon! Be looking for messages from 
us and plan on having some fun with us celebrating the sport our son’s play and love! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 10:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Follow-up on the letter 

Vince 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

On 7/18/13 9:55 AM, "Beard, Aaron" <abeard@ap.org> wrote: 

>Kirsch, 
> ~ Also, can 
>you help me get a copy without waiting on the records request we made 
>yesterday ? 
> 

>Thanks, 
>ab 
> 

>Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> 

>The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
>of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
>communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
>that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
>dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
>prohibited If you have received this communication in error, please 
>notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at 
>and delete this emaib Thank you. 
>[IP ~US DISC] 
> 

>rusk dccc60c6d2c3a643817)cf467d9a4938 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 10:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

FW: FB scheduling 

Sorry--I thought I sent this a while back--apparently not. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "Larry W. Leckonby" <ke__£15__9___q__b__y_L_2___@.___c_i__t__a___d___e_!_.__e___d___u_> 

Date: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:28 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FB scheduling 

Bubba - 

I hope that this note finds you well. 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would be interested in The Citadel coming to UNC in 2016. We generally have a good following when we play in the triangle 

area, and since our offense mirrors Georgia Tech, we might be a good game to play prior to your Georgia Tech game in 2016. 

Please let me know your thoughts when you get a chance. 

Have a great 4th of July!! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->ll <]--[endif]-->Larry 

Larry W. Leckonby 
Director of Athletics 
The Citadel 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 10:54 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emafl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Re: FB scheduling 

Bubba, I’ll coordinate with Vince and follow up with Lariy leckonby tomonow. Rick 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jul 18, 2013, at 7:48 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry I thought I sent this a while bac~apparently not. 

Bubba Cunninghaall 

Director of Athletics 

University of Nortk Carolina 

From: "Larry W. Leckonby" <leckonbyl2@citadel.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:28 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaikunc.edu> 

Subject: FB scheduling 

Bubba - 

I hope that this note finds you well. 

I wanted to follow up and see if you would be interested in The Citadel coming to UNC in 2016. We generally have a good following when we play in 

the triangle area, and since our offense mirrors Georgia Tech, we might be a good game to play prior to your Georgia Tech game in 2016. 

Please let me know your thoughts when you get a chance. 

Have a great 4th of July!! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->ll <!--[endif]-->Larry 

Larry W. Leckonby 

Director of Athletics 

The Citadel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:58 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: My questions for today 

From Aaron...please let me know how you would like to respond, thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Beard>, Aaron Beard, ~ap.org> 
Date: Thursday, July 18, 2013 1:50 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: My questions for today 

Kirsch, 
Following up on the emai ][ sent earlier and the voicemail ][ left a bit ago... 

These are the questions I’m hoping to get an answer for at this point: 

1) What is the date of the letter and when was it sent? 
2) What is the school’s official answer to the question of whether ~? 
3) Has there been any ineligiblity/reinstatement process regarding ? My understanding is that there’s often a brief period of 
declaring an athlete ineligible only to immediately go through the reinstatement process with the cease-and-desist letter as proof the issue is resolved. 

Lastly, is there any one there that can provide me with a copy of the letter outside of going through the public records process? It seems like this would be something the 
school would want to have out there since it shows you guys are trying to be proactive in dealing with any concerns you find. It would be easier to have a copy of the letter 
now for this story instead of having to write one story that you guys have sent the letter and then bring it up again with another story once the letter is finally released through 
a records request. 

Thanks, 

ab 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 

of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 

that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 

dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 

and delete this emafl. Thank you. 

lIP_US_DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3a6438fOcf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 11:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic Plan Update 

Thanks! 
:-’}~’~h Ke:.th I Cdeima~!i 2F:O I-bold5o;~, New :ff~!k, N~.’ 10013 :: O: 212-70,,"..15:.15:i 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 8:24 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

Karlton Creech has confirmed his attendance. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:07 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Strategic Plan Update 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Creech, Karlton W" <_k___c__r__e___e__c___h____@____u___n__c_:___e__d___u_.> 

Date: July 19, 2013, 7:13:08 PM EDT 

To: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Strategic Plan Update 

I will attend 

Sent from my iPad 

On Ju116, 2013, at 2:29 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All: 

The meeting with the Edelman representatives will take place on Tuesday, July 23 from 9:00am until 1:00pro in rooms 2406 & 2408 on the 

second floor of the Loudermilk Center, 

Ph:_~se em~il me ~s soon a; possibh:_~ to confirm your atb:_mdance, Pl~-_~se h:_d: rne km_~w i~ you h~v~-_~ any questions, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Vince 111e (!lle@~nc~du); j~b!)@!arn~!~b~rn; Steve Kirschner (~k[!sc[)~r(~gaaN~G~d~); Steinbacher, Rick; Renner, Joy .I; Farmer, 
Stephen M; Cricket Lane (cricket@ uncaa.unc.edu); ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu); Karlton Creech (kcreech@unc.edu); 

ma~@ramsclub.com; pnf@unc.edu (pnf@unc.edu) 
Subject: FVV: Strategic Plan Update 

All: 

For your information, I have included an email below that I sent to our executive staff on June 6th updating them on an initiative to 

continue the positive momentum of our strategic plan. 

We had a very productive and informative 2 days with the members of the Edelman team, and we are getting ready for their 

return visit to conduct a workshop with members of our staff. 

The purpose of the workshop is to help our department develop a narrative - a clear and compelling story that unifies the 

messages of all our programs and the university (our alignment priority). Edelman representatives will work with us to help 

determine the aspects of that story - the emotions, facts, proof points, etc. If properly done, the messages can then serve as the 

basis for all statements, materials and talking points for our department moving forward. 

Edelman representatives will be back on campus to host a one-day workshop on Tuesday, July 23. The workshop will last a full 

day, and it would be very helpful to us if you were available that day. Please confirm with Molly by email at r._n_..b__r)__o_.r_t_.o__r)_ .@_ _ u_ o_ _c_ : . _e_ . .d_ .u_ if 

that day will work for your schedule. 

I recognize that scheduling these meetings during a heavy summer vacation period is difficult, but J uly 23 works best for Edelman. 

I hope this date works for you as well. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4-:55 PM 
Subject: Strategic Plan Update 

All, 

Over the last year, we have engaged several outside resources in an effort to enhance the professional development of the Department 

of Athletics on both individual and collective levels. In the latest of these efforts, I am pleased to inform you that we have retained the 

services of several consultants from Edelman, the Disney Institute, Winthrop Intelligence, and Denison, who will provide us with 

guidance as we strive to advance the objectives and further the implementation of our Strategic Plan. 

Edelman has a long and successful history of working with clients across various industries, including multiple prominent universities. 

Edelman’s representatives will be in Chapel Hill on June 10 and 11 to speak with members of our Department and other University 

constituents. The perspectives expressed in these meetings will help them formulate insights that will guide us in the future. 

The Disney team is formulating ideas and thoughts that will continue to enhance our game day experience. They will develop and 



present a plan to us in late June. 

Winthrop Intelligence is a research based company that is working with us to track the metrics we identified in our strategic planning 

process. This is an ongoing process. 

Finally, Denison will again survey our staff to determine mission, consistency, adaptability, engagement, etc. I recognize that this is a lot 

of outside assistance, but it is only short-term. I appreciate your indulgence. 

I ask that you make yourselves available for meetings with the Edelman representatives when they are in town on Monday, June 10 and 

Tuesday, June 11 and provide them with honest, thorough, and complete answers to their questions. At your earliest convenience, 

please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu with your scheduling availability on these two dates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this important endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

~ ~4~ ,~?~,~~~-," ~n~:,~/,~’,,’,~*’~ ~L,’~’~i~’h ~:~’,,’~:~" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 12:26 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: University of Georgia - Agents & Advi sors 

Looks like a few schools are starting to rip some pages from our playbook.,, 

From: Jack Bechta [mailt        ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, July 22, 2013 12:17 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Fwd: University of Georgia - Agents & Advisors 

Thought you would like to see this 

Jack Bechta 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Erom: Jim Booz <j__b_s~__o_z_(a2_S_!_~__(__)_R__[!]S_:_U__(_]L~:_!:I_[__)__I_)_?- 

Date: July 22, 2013, 8:36:45 AM PDT 

To: Jim Booz <jbooz({~SPORTS.UGA.EDU> 

Subject: University of Georgia - Agents & Advisors 

All, 

I am writing to ii~brm, or remind, you of our athlete agent registration program, update you regarding some of the NCAA rules and share some of our 

policies as we approach the upcoming tbotball season. We obtained your name and intbnnation t?om either your attendance at our Pro Day, previously 
participated in interviews ruth members of our football teanl, or other similar events. 

REGISTRATION - All sports agents, fmancial advisors~ or representatives of agents or advisors, prior to speaking or meetinF, with any of 

our student-athletes (or flreir fmnily members), please be sure to complete the following: 

1. Register with the State of Georgia Secretaly of State. You can do so by going to: https:/isecure.sos.state.ga.us,’mylicenseiLogin~aspx?process app 

2. Register with the Universit?- of Georgia Atltletic Association. You can do so by going to: http:,"/’conlplia~lce.spol-ts~uga.edu,’f~l~ns,’agent- registrati~:~l~,’ 

NCAA REMINDERS 

1. NCAA rules define an agent as airy individual who markets a student-athlete’s skills to may NFL team or other proi~ssional team (e.g., contacts 

NFI, teams on a student-athletes behalt) or seeks to obtain ato~ financial gain or benefitJ?om your potential earnings as a pro./bssional 

athlete. 

2. A student-athlete, his t~mily and his friends are not permitted to receive any benefits (rides, beverages, meals, loans, etc.) firom an agent or any of 

the agent’s representatives. Doing so will render the student-athlete ineligible and may also violate Georgia state law. 

3. A student-athlete, his fmnily and his friends may not enter into an agreement (written or oral) until the student-athlete has exhausted his eligibility. 

Doing so prior to exhausting his eligibility~ will immediately render the student-athlete ineligible. 

UNIVERSrI’Y OF GEORGIA ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION POLICIES 

1. Contact ruth student-athletes that axe not draft eligible is prohibited 

2. Contact ruth senior student-athletes is prohibited between August 1 st thru November 30th 

3. If you rash to call one of our football players during the season please make those calls on Sunday and/or Monday evening. Please do not call 
Tuesday Saturday. 

4. If you have materials you would like to provide to a stadent-athlete, please mail them to me at the address in my signature below. I will be sure that 

they are delivered to the intended recipient. 

5. Financial advisors are prohibited from contacting all stadent-athletes until they have exhausted their eligibility 
6. It is our expectation that you roll follow all applicable NFLPA or other applicable association policies and procedures 

Thank you all in advance for adhering to our process. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Jim 

Jim Booz 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

University of Georgia 

One Selig Circle 

Athens, GA 30603 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 2:21 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; McFafland, Michael B <mike mcfarlaa~d@unc.edu>; Moore, Tanya Topolka 

<tanya moore@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu-~ 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edtP-; Orth, Zach <orfll@email.unc.edu> 

]:NV: NEW public records request from WRAL-TV per G.S. 132-1 

FYI 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The Unwersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 2:20 PM 

To: ’Sims, Julia’; UNC News 
Cc: Public Records 
Subject: RE: NEW public records request from WRAL-TV per G.S.132-1 

Julia: By cc on this message to p___u___b_!j__c__r___e__c___o__r___d__s____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_~ I am forwarding your request to the 

Public Records Staff so they can look into your request. They will follow up with you 

directly. If you have questions about the University’s Public Records Policy, it is available 

on-line at http:/ipolicies.unc.edu/policiesipublic-records/. 

Karen 

Karen Moon 

Director, L.INC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 952-85_95 

From: Sims, Julia [~]_a__[Lto_2_JSi_t_n_s_f~wraJ:__cg_t_n_] 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: UNC News 
Co: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: NEW public records request from WRAL-TV per G.S.132-1 

WRAL-TV is requesting any and all correspondence between UNC and the NCAA regarding any compliance issues or self-reporting issues or potential infractions. 

We would like any and all correspondence between the two parties starting May 13, 2013 until present. 

Thank you- 

Julia Sims 

WRAL-TV 5 

(cell) 

(office) 919-821-8988 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:43 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Marie F 

<ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu> 

I~E;: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

Bdow is my availability in Blue 

Joy.I. Renner, M.A,, Rr(P,), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universit¥ of North Caroiina at Ci?apel Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #7"1.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B2I-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desk 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~..rnail message, [nch.Eding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NCGS, oh. :t32). Student educatienM records are s~bject to FERPA. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince; Ciocca, Marie F; Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: RE: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

See in red prhlt next to dateltinle ..... Thank y-eu, ~,Ioll~ o 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ciocca, Mario F; Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: Athletics’ Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Follow-up Meeting 

Dear Committee Members: 

Bubba has asked me to schedule a meeting as a follow-up to your meeting from June 26. Please let me know of your availability during the following dates and 

times: 

Wednesday, July 31 

Any time between 2:30 and 4:30pm NOT AVAILABLE Not avNlaNe 

Wednesday, August 7 

Any time between 12:00 noon and 2:00pro OK Not avaimabme 

Thursday, August 8 

Any time between 8:00am and 12:00 noon O1( could be available 

Monday, August 12 

Any time after 2:00pro 2:30 PM ON ~ OK not avai~aMe 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:[26 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:[5 

9:[9-962-8200 (phone) 

9:[9-962-7490 (fax) 

. _m_. _b_ .n_q_r_t__o_.n__@____y n__c_:_e_.d__v. 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:04 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: F~xit Survey 

Hi Vince, 

When you get a chance, can you please e-mail me a copy of the exit survey that our student-athletes fill out before graduating? Also, can you let me know a 

time in the next few days when you are available to meet for about fifteen minutes? Thanks, 

Athletic Director’s Office 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu.~ 

Monday, July 22, 2013 4:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: Joy - meeting tomorrow 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Norton, Molly 

Subject: Joy - meeting tomorrow 

I may be a few minutes late in the morning. I have some student issues I need to address at 8:30 before I come over. 

h)y J, Rer!!~er~ M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Associ~te Prohessor and D[rec:tor 

University of North Carolina ~t Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #71:30 L!NC-CH Borldurant Hall 

52J.-A 5ou[h Coiumbia 51:, 

Ch~pel HIll, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

91.9-956-~951 Fa~ 
-.CONFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-niaH !’nessage, i!~c:h.lding attachments; if a!W, is intended enD/for the .-person or entity to which it is add!’e55ed arid !;qaV cor!l:ain confiden[[ai arid/or 
privileged material. A!w -.--unatlti~o!’ized review, use, disciostlre or dis[ributiorl is prohibited. If Vou are! not the in[ended recipient, please co!~tac:[ the! sender by reply e-m~i[ arid 
dest!’oy all copkes of the original message. 
En~al correspoRdence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties By an 
authorized state officiM (NCG$, oh, :t32), Student educatienM records are subject to FgRPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekir~hne@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Efin 

C <ec@unc.edu-~; McFarland, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu-~ 

Moore, Tanya Topolka <tanya moore@unc.edu> 

I~W: outside compliance help 

I have not responded to Andrew, 
K~ren Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of Nort:h Carolina at (;h~pel Hill 

From; Carter, Andrew [mailto:acarter@newsobserver.com] 
Sent." Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: outside compliance help 
Karen: 

Has UNC hired outside NCAA compliance help in regards to the 
for this, similar to using the Bond and Lightfoot firms during the football issues. 

? I’m wondering if the university has hired any outside counsel 

Thanks. 

Andrew Carter 
Reporter 
The Raleigh News & Observer!Charlotte Observer 

@_andrewcarter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvaslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

I’m not positive that it was in reference to            asked me about this scenario last week. Under BIG EAST SAOF idles, his request would 

deferred to Lance on whether the ACC has approved similar requests in the past in case we have a less lestrictive to work ruth in our Conference. He indicated that 

To my knowledge we did not ask the ACC directly, but cel~mly we can. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 2:38 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@tmc.e&t> wrote: 

Do you know if the request submitted tb~ 

From-" Williams, Andre 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

To," Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince, 

By any chance, do you have any update regarding 

Thanks in advance for any information you are able to provide! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

ms been approved? Thanks. 

request for assistance as it relates to his    . He asked me to follow-up with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Maxielle A <mvaslgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re 

Will do. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

Please ask Brad Hostetter. They planned to loo~n the cont~rence restrictions to make more assistance available to 

deserves the help. Thin,ks. 

On at 8:57 PM, "Vm~gelder, Marielle A" <mvangeldJ~email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

I’m not positive that it was in reference t~            asked me about this scenario last week. Under BIG EAST SAOF rules, his request 

¯ I defened to Lance on whether tim ACC has approved similm requests in the past in case we have a less 

restrictive to work with in our Conference. He indicated that Fo my knoMedge we did not 

ask the ACC directly, but certainly we can¯ 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 2:38 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you know if the request submitted tbr 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday,, 12:20 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince, 

By any chance, do you have any update regardin~ 

to follow-up with you. 

Thanks in advance for any information you are able to provide! 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

has been approved? Thanks. 

; request for assistance as it relates to his ¯ He asked me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gunter Brewer ~aol.com> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

F’rq 

Spoke and txl About football and pro video Want his one on ones video 
Gunter 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 1:59 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Stanford to debut unique ticketing 

Stanford to debut unique ticketing 

Fans who want to attend a Stanford home game this year and don’t have season tickets will pay more on the day single--game tickets go on sale than those 

will pay to buy the same tickets a week later, the school will announce on Wednesday. 

Dynamic pricing allows teams to capitalize on the demand for its seats, with the idea being to leave less money For the resale business, 

While dynamic pricing has taken off in recent years, and has slowly moved into the college game with Nichigan announcing its single game football tickets 

would be driven by that model this season, Stanford says its idea is something new: Predictable Dynamic Pricing. 

Michigan’s ticket price could move drastically with the whims of the market place, but Stanford’s model is predictable because the school will tell fans in 

advance how ticket prices will change by the day, 

When single game tickets go on sale on August 1, games against Notre Dame, Cal and Oregon will be subject to this model devised by Dave Sertich, who 

manages the athletic department’s business strategy and has a background in the financial world. 

From Aug, 1-4, Notre Dame tickets will cost $140 apiece, that ticket drops to $!,25 on Aug, 5, $110 on Aug, 8 and $95 on Aug, 12, Should there be any tickets 

remaining by Aug. 15, StanFord will sell the seats for what it determines to be market price. Oregon tickets are a bit cheaper. From Aug. 1-.4, tickets to that 

game will cost $115, every three days after that, the price drops $10 until it hits $85 on Aug, 12 before it reverts to market price. 

"We’ve taken a lot of great care throughout this process to make sure we are not alienating any of our fans," said Kurt Svoboda, director of communications 

for Stanford’s athletic department, "That’s why we’ve made this a predictable model that is extremely transparent," 

Svoboda cautions that the school has 1,000 or fewer seats to sell for these marquee games, Stanford has sold out its 33,000 seats it alloted for season 

tickets, gives another 5,000 to undergraduates and reserves another block of seats for mini plans and group sales. 

"The initial price for these games is the mean price on the secondary market," Svoboda said, "We’re not trying to gouge anybody." 

The $:140 starting price for the Notre Dame game actually isn’t that bad considering the price for a single-game ticket to see the Fighting [rish play at Michigan 

this year is expected 1o star[ at $195. Michigan also puts its single-game tickets on sale to the general public on Aug. 1. 

The system rewards fans willing to pay more to get first access to the tickets, which Svoboda says is a sign of the times, 

"We recognize that we’re a global brand, and even though we have a small alumni base, there’s a lot going on that makes it hard to commit to a number of 

games," Svoboda said. "This type oF pricing offers a Fan who wants to cornrnit to a big game to cornrnit no matter whaL" 

:~t’s not the first creative ticket innovation to be tested in college sports recently, Last year, Northwestern tried a dutch auction model for its basketball games. 

It started selling tickets to a basketball game at top dollar and reduced the price as the game got closer. When the game tipped off, everyone who bought a 

ticket was rebated so that their total investment matched the price of the cheapest that was paid for a ticket, 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~miugham "(}gmail.com~ 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:34 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Old news but good for our guys to see. 

Vince Young is being forced to sell all his stuff 

Police entered his home to value his belongings. 

http://usat.lv/1 dYHQ62 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 1:00 PM 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

I think it is a good idea to give the sport administrators a full picture of the budgets of their teams so we make fully informed decisions and recommendations. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Gwa]tney>, Clint <.c_g__w___a__Lt__n___e__y____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:21 AM 

To: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

i do not think Bubba will mind this information being included, but 1 am copying him on this email in case he does not want it "out there", 

This is only Base Product Allotment for the past year. It does not include any carry over from previous years, because that can vary, nor does it include camp. 

f "can" easily add camp if you woukt like. 

Thanks, 

Cfint 

From: Ballen, MaRina K 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Gwaltney, C]int 

Cc: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

Clint, 

I think that if we do it for one, we should probably do it h:~r all of [:hem. We’ll be happy t.:_~ include [:he amounts on our reports, 

Martina 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: Ballen, MaRina K 
Subject: RE: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

f am happy to provide you, Mike, or whomever with the amount;, I am not sure whether we ward: to do this for all sports, Or ;tart with Softball and go on a case by 

case basis, 

Cfint 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: FW: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

(:lint, 

Please see the ernail exchanges be[:ween Vince and Mike f’erkins bel.:_~w. As you know, we send out monthly budget reports with arnounts straight from the 

University’s financial reporting sys[em. We can’t incorporate Nike amounts in those figures, but I guess it could be an addition below [he fine. What do you [hink? 

Martina 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 10:39 AM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Subject: FVV: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

See attached From Vince 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

Can we get Clint to provide that intbrmation to you or the business oftice? It would be helpful to review the total assets budgeted to a sport progra]n when we are 

reviemng and evaluating "the prograJn’s budget. It would be most ellicient to have all that inIbrmation on the sport program budgeLs you distribute. Thanks. 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 8:39 AM 

To: [lle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

The Nike trade amounts? I do not have access to that information. I think Clint handles the Nike allotment and we only see invoices that we actually have to pay. 

On Jun 21, 2013, at 8:31 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is it possible to start adding the MIKE aalmunts to these reports? Thanks. 

From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:57 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Softball Budget update through May 31, 2013 

Coach, 



Attached is your budget update througtMay 31, 2013. Please look over and let me know if you have any questions, or find any errors. The end of 

the year is approaching quickly and we have to have all corrections made to the account by June 30. I hope all is well, and do not hesitate to contact 

your business office contact, or me, with any questions. 

Mike 

<imageO01.jpg> 

Michael Perkins 

Assistant Athletic Director for Business Operations 

Department of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 962 5155 

Cell 

Fax : (919) 962 0125 
[ Z~_ p__ &r_ ~j_[]_s__@__u__r_ Lc___a__a_~__u_[]__c_~& _d__u__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Lares A. <athgallo@unc.edtc> 

Thursday, g: 12 PM 

VaJlgelder. Marielle A qnvaJlgeld@emml.unc.edtr>; DeSehn, Rich L <richde~lm@unc.edu> 

Maskos, Lmace M <maa&os@email.unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; 
Ille, Vince ~qlle@unc.edu> 

RE: Abel Sanchez .-- Diving Coach 

~email.unc.edw*; 

’Ihmqk you, Marielle. Appreciate your assistance ~- glad you axe here’. 
Be well, 
Larry 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday,            6:28 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Torn; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Abel Sanchez ~ Diving Coach 
"hanks Larry. 
f cor~l:acl:ed UNM to ask for his recruiting exam scores. If Abel didn’t: t:ake the 

@Xa r~’L 

I wilt let you know when I hear back. 
Thank Vou~ 
Marielh:, 
Msrielle A. vanGe[der 
Associate AtMetic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6(/92 
rnvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, 6:10 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A, Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom, 
Subject: Abel Sanchez ~ Diving Coach 

exam prior to his departure, I asked them to confirrn that he had passed the 

Ille, Vince 

Sotmds good, Rich....make sure he checks in with Maa:ielle and Compliance before he begins any reermting activities. Needs his CCE test results sent to 
Marielle/Compliance ASAP! 
Whaalks, 

Larry 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Thursday, 5:06 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Crim Check 
LazO’ 
Abel is flying himself out Monday for 3-4 days then going recmiling for 2 weeks for UNC. I can fill you in more. Wow & thanks!’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 5:50 PM, "Oallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu~> wrote: 

Thard~, Joyce and Rich. Know you have worked as hard as possible to make this happen. Hopeful Abel appreciates us making this happen....sure he does! 
I am pleased this will come to fruition for Abel and his fmnily, but I have to admit I have never experienced a hiring like this one. It is what it is! 
I assume that Abel will come to Chapel Hill tbr a day or so, and then return to New Mexico? 
Take care everybody. THANK YOU’. 
LanT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:46 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu> 

Michigan using dynamic ticket prices 

Michigan using dynamic ticket prices 

Wolverind~a~¢n 

ANN ARBOR, Nlich. -- If you’re tuing to buy tickets to a Michigan football game this fall, it could be worth buying now -- or waiting -- 
because of the Wolverines’ move to a dynamic ticketing model this season. 

Mkhigan D3~amic Pricing 

~ Michigan is going to let the market dictate the price of single-game tickets. The single-game price will increase as tickets are sold and 

the supply dwindles. 

Michigan 2013 End Zone Ticket Prices 

Season- Single- 

Opponent Ticket Game 

Price Price* 

C. Michigan $65 $70 

Notre Dame $65 $195 

Akron $65 $65 

MiImesota $65 $85 

Indiana $65 $85 

Nebraska $65 $110 

Ohio State $65 $175 

*Expected Initial Dynamic Price (end zone) 

Single-game ticket prices will vary’ based on cusrent market values for "the ticket. For example, flae price for Michigan games against 
Central Mictfigan and AMon might not move much off the season-ticket price of $65. But for a premium opponent such as Notre Dame, 
Nebraska or Ohio State, the school could end up charging at least double the initial ticket price, depending on when a person bws the 
ticket and how much supply is left based on "the demand. 

While Michigan won’t be the first school to move toward a dynamic ticketing model, it might be the most high profile. Cal started using 
QCue -- the same compaW Michigan hired -- last season. So has Georgetown basketball. South Florida and Washington have used 
another dynamic ticketing compaw, Digonex, to experiment in college sports. 

This has become a popular model in professional sports and the music concert and airline industries. 

The new ticketing policy will apply only to single-game tickets for Michigan, not season tickets or specialty packs. Nlichigan set its 
expected end zone ilfitial dynamic prices to range anywhere from $65 (Akron) to $195 (Notre Dame) per seat. Michigan-Ohio State is 
estimated at $175 per seat at this point. Michigan single-game tickets go on sale July 30 to donors and Aug. 1 to the general public. 

"Dynamic pricing is a practice that has been widely used throughout the travel industly and is quickly becoming "the standard across sports 
and entertainment organizations," Michigan chief marketing officer Hunter Lochmann said in a statement. "Pricing @namically will allow 
us to adjust single-game ticket prices upward or downward based on real-time market conditions with the biggest factor being fan demand 
and ticket scarcity. 

"We’ve seen strong demand for tickets and encourage fans to bW early to access the best deals." 

Lochmann has familiarity with this type of ticket pricing. Before he worked for Michigan, he was the vice president of marketing for the 
New York Knicks. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:18 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Lan-y A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Da]gleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu>; Harri~ Tracy U <tharri@email.unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy 

B. <Kathy D utton@unc.edu> 

Vmlgelder, Marielle A < mvangek~a]email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince < ille@unc.edtc, 

FW: IMPORTANT rFEMS FOR YOU, ABEL!! PLEASE READ AND ACT UPON ASAP. 

ALL: 

FYL,. 

i will get you the email account as soon as I receive it, 

I do recall Abel provided UNC with the .:_~dginal bs~d~gr.:_~und cfu:_~ck forms. I think f gave them l:o loyce (?) 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm, Itead Swimming Coach 
[ ;nwors[[y c:,f ?.]0rl}l Ca],olma Swi:’~lming & [-)wing 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emaihunc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 

Frorm Abel [mailto:abel2s@unm.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 20:1.3 8:55 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT IIEMS FOR YOU, ABEL!! PLEASE READ AND ACT UPON ASAP. 

Rich, 

Let me set up an email account today and ill send it over. 

111 bring all supporting documents. 

I gave you all the original background documents. 

I will complete section I of the E-verify (I-9) process. As soon as I get it. 

111 ask for the recruiting exam test results. I believe everything is electronic so ill have them send it to you and compliance. 

I can’t tell you how excited I am to wear Carolina Blue. 

See you soon. 

Abel 

Sent from Abel Sanchez’s phone 

On Jun 27, 2013, at 6:31 PM, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Abel: 

Some VERY IMPORTANT ITEMS: 

1} We MUST verify your email address ASAP. We have it as: abel2s@unm.edu But, I am predicting this will not be what you will be using for long. 

Is there another, BETTER, email i~ddress we c~3n begin to use??? 

Driver’s license and birth certificate) and a voided check t:rorn your bank. 

3} BRING WITH YOU MONDAY the original background check forms that you faxed (did you?} to us in order to complete d~e background checks ._ 

there are three forms. 

4} AND, you will receive an email from the University to complete section one of the E-verify 0-9) process which you MUST complete !~efore 

June 30tb, 

5} Our compliance has asked [:or your CCE recruiting exam test results and, hopefulb~’, New Mexico will send [hem promptly, but we MUST have 

them before you may begin any recruiting activities for UNC If you can get those test results yourself and bring them and!or be sure NM 

sends them to our Compliance office, that will help. 

Thanl~s, 
Rich DeSe]m, t:fead SwJmlaing Coach 
Unlversl~ of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 91%966-5340 (t;): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: dese]m@emailamc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel }:fill, NC 27514 
www. g()hee]s.corn 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 5:59 AM 

~gmail.com 
¯ ~    " ~, " - ¯ " - , ~    h ~unc edu> (hi s Kad~v <k ri ~unc.edu> Vangelder, Li~inger, M~chael B ~-.mh~mg~a!emml.t nc.edtr~, GaJth, Christy I,.snn <cgart ~a .    , gg, 

. g gg ,-~ 

Marielle A <mvangeld~email.unc.edu>:~ Ille, Vince < ille(~unc.edu>~ DeSelm Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thanks for the new E mail address 

ALL: 
Here is Abel’s new email address, please use this from now on until he sets up a UNC email account. Thanks 

Rich DeSelrn, Head Swin~fing Coach 
University of North Carolina Switching & Diving 
?O Box 2126, C’hapel Hill, NT’ 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 ~): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_~y32__w__: g._o_ ~__e__e_! _s.:_c_’ ~&r~ 
53~ _w__ 5k~ #_a._~ _c_:_e_ ~t_~3_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:05 AM 

DeSelm, Rich L <fichdeselm@unc.edu-*; DaJgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu>; Harri~ Tracy U <thams@email.unc.edu>; Dutton, Kathy 

B. <Kathy D utton@unc.edu> 

Vmlgelder, Mazielle A < mvangeld~a)email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince < ille@unc.edtp, 

RE: IMPORTANT ITEMS FOR YOU, ABEL’.! PLEASE READ AND ACT Ut~gN ASAP. 

’Iha~nks, Rich’. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:18 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Co: Vangelder, Marielle A; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: IMPORTANT 1TENS FOR YOU, ABEL!! PLEASE READ AND ACT UPON ASAP. 

At.L: 

FYL. 

I wilt get you the email account as soon as I receive it. 

I do recall Abel provided UNC with the original background check forms. 1 think I gave them to .Iovce (?) 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swimming Coach 
1.2t~J.~,~sib, o:[ iN’o~ ~[1 (;a~o~i]’.a Sw[mtint~g & i]i,,,it~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 ((2): 
Ernail: desehn(~geraail.unc.edu 

Ship to: 400 Skpper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.gohee[s.com 
www.unc.edu 

From: Abel [mailto:abel2s.@unm.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 8:55 PM 

1"o: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: IMPORTANT ITEMS FOR YOU, ABEL[[ PLEASE READ AND ACT UPON ASAP. 

Rich, 

Let me set up an email account today and ill send it over. 

I’Jl bring all supporting documents. 

I gave you all the original background documents. 

I will complete section l of the E-verify (I-9) process. As soon as I get it. 

I’ll ask for the recruiting exam test results. J believe everything is electronic so ill have them send it to you and compliance. 

J can’t tell you how excited I am to wear Carolina Blue. 

See you soon. 

Abel 

Sent from Abel Sanchez’s phone 

On Jun 27, 2013, at 6:31 PM, "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Abel: 

Some VERY IMPORTANT ITEMS: 

1} We MUST verit:y your ernail address ASAP. We have it as: .a_b__e_!_2s_@_ .u_ n_ _m_ :_ @_ _ _u_ . But, I am predicting this will not be what you witl be using for long. 

Is there anod~er, BETTER, email address we can begin to use??? 

2} BE SURE you brings your ORIGINAL supporting documentation with you next Monday (passport, or Driver’s License and Social Security Card, or 

Driver’s license and birth certificate) and a voided check from your bank. 

3} BRING WITH YOU MONDAY the original background ch~-:~ck forms that you faxed (did you?) to us in order to comph:_d:e t:he background ch~-:~cks ... 

[h~-’_~re are [:hree forms, 

4} ’AND, you will receive an emait from the UniversiW to complete section one of the E-verify (I--9) process which you MUST complete before 

JLmFme ~0~1~, 

5) E)ur comphance ha; asked [or your CCE recruiting exam te;t r*-:r;uRs and hopefully, New Mexico will send t:hern promptly, but we MUST have 

them before you may begin any recruiting a(:t:ivities for UNE:. tf you can get: those t:est resuRs your;~:_~]f and bring t:hern and/or be sure NM 

sends Lhern to our Compliance office, that witl help. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn, Head Swimming Coach 
University of Nolth Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 ~): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: _d_ ~_r_~ ~j~_@ _e___m__&i_]~_g__n__ ~_= _e__d__u_. 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~!d ~_ 522!& g_~]_! ~ ~_l_=S_= _C__O___t~l__ 
~_ 5L’t!O_ 5L. t_t_ n__ £ = .e_ d_.u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:42 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <pg~gge@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

Steve, 

I will resend everything that was provided to Dan, with attachments. The NCAA correspondence was sent in five separate e-mails due to the size of the file (30.5 

MB) ---so you will be receiving a total of eight e-mails with attachments shortly. 

i’ha~lks, 

Zach 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2023 4:31 PM 

To: Orth, Zach 
Co: ]lie, Vince; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

Zach 
I don’t think any of us (Vince, Paul, me) have the actual files that you sent to Dan 

Some of your emails say there is an attachment but there is not and others have attachments that we open but there is nothing in them 

Vince told me this and when I checked my emails from you I found the same to be true 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeds.com 

From: <Orth>, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 4:11 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 4:11 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

From: OCch, Zach 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 1:49 PM 

To: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Cc: McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

FYI --- FEC correspondence sent to Dan gane 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 1:28 PM 

To: dkaneCc~newsobserver.com 
Ce: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

Dear Mr. Kane, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the documents referenced in her letter (in all, 1149 pages / 6 MB). 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth, .I.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. [Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 843.8894 (direct)k919) 8431617 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <hubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sunday sto~ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Frora: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> 

Date:            ,4:50:15 PM EDT 
To: ALS tON GARDNER ( .............................. .~2’_a_!Lg~?_:_c___o_Ln_) -_ .......................... £@~__a_hRt~_:_c_~:m~’, BARBARA HYDE (_t?__h_2_d___e_~l?_!_t__t__c_~_?__n_)__a_4L~_~g_e___n_)__e___n__t_:_c___o_Ln_) 

<~__d__e_@f~_t_NR_r_~L~_Ln_gg__e_Ln__e___r_g_:_c_’gg_~.>, "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <__w__!ci___a___u__~__e_K~:_a_i!:__u__rLc_:_e_~J__u_ >, DON CURTIS <~J__c_kLrt__i:_C_,q-)__c__~_kr_t_i:s_~!_e__d__i~:_c_~?Ln_i,, FELICIA 

WASHINGTON <.t_)_l_i__c_i~:__w_a_s__h_i__n_g_t~?!L@_k__l_g’_a__t__e__s_:_c_’9~!>, JOHN TOWNSEND <i ........................................ ~2~!~_r!:m_kr_~i,, "Kel Landis (._K_I_2_a__~Ld__i:s_~@ic~[_e_y_,__u__s__c_’~E:mm)" 

<KLandi s(q)p) exuscap .corn>, @) ive. unc. edu>, "pgrauer(~oornber~z: net" 
<pgrauer(&,bloomberg.net>, PHIL CLAY <plcla£,(?J?mit.edu>, SALLIE SHUP1NG-RUSSELL <sallie.shuping.russell(?J?blacla~ck.com>, "Steve Lerner 

(slemeK&,bluehillgroup.com)" <slerner((-fNuehillgroup.com>, WADE HARGROVE <whargrove((-fbrookspierce.com> 

Cc: "iefiSmwn(~)mvalaw.com" <ieffbl~own~mvalaw.com>, "Chuck Duckett (cgduckett~battleandassociates.com)" 

<cgduckett(~battleandassociates.com >, Dmght Stone <ds(?J?dstonebuilders.com>, "Cunningham, Bubba, <bubb~((-femail.unc.edu>, "Folt, Carol Lynn" 

<carol. foll(i~ unc.e&l> 

Subject: Sunday sml3, 

Trustees: 

The N&O is planning on running a front page story this weekend on our APR rates for men’s basketball and football. They will be trying to link the 

lower rates to the AFAM issue. In reality, the lower rates are largely tied to transfers and coaching changes. No one at Carolina was willing to speak 

with Dan Kane directly although we did provide information and context. 

Thanks- Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 

Chief of Staff. ChancelloFs Office 

UNC Cbpel Hill 

(919) 843 0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bingham, Ma~’ Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 28, 2013 5:58 PM 

Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edtr~; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred ~beaulie@unc.edtr~; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonasr@email.unc.edu>; Biener, Eric 

<beric@email.unc.edu>; Hernandez, I ,uis III <louh@email.unc.edu>; HernaJldez, Erik H <ehhemaJl@email.unc.edu-~; Womack, Zachary 

Wayne <zwomack@uncaa. unc.edu>; Gisselmaa~, Stephen <gis@unc.edtr~ 

Gallo, Jr., Laity A. --~athgallo@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Meakos, Lance M <maxkos@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvaaageld@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA SportsMed <uncaa sportsmed@groups.unc.edu>; 

Stratton, Rachel K <rkstratt@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edw> 

RE: NCAA 16.5.2-(g) - Cytosport Products with Polylactate 

.Jt~st forwarding this to all of the strength coaches per Mr. Gallo’s suggestion, 

IL appears that the CyLosport product that is now deemed to be impermissible to provide Lo Sg’s is Cytosport’s Cytomax which we do not provide to any of our 

teams that ] know of. 

We do use Cytosport’s Muscle Milk Col]egiate products with some of our teams which do not appear to contain this amino acid~ 

Thanks! 

Mary EIlet~ 

Mary Ellen Bingham lSr RDr CSSD 
Head Sports Nutritionist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Cell 
Binql~a m[;4 @emaiL u nc.ed u 
:;~::y c!_,.:- ;~ !:i:~ o: w;.ti~ i-N,, 3p<£’:~ N ~i:-;.ti,:.,:.~ 
I-ace be;ok < htt p://www.facebook.com!WeFuelTheH eels~’, 
[w[t~-: < http://twitter.com/WeFuelTheHeeB> 

From: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent; Thursday, June 27, 2013 6:33 PN 
To; UNCAA_SportsNed 
(:c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Timmermans, Tom, Markos, Lance I% Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: NCAA 16.5.2-(g) - Cytosport Products with Polylactate 
Good Evemng- 

Please see the email bel.:_~w that was sent: from the ACC on behalf of t:he Pac.-:].2 regarding Cytosport Products that contain Polylactate. Because the 0roduct 

apparently contains Amino Acid, it is noL a pem?issible supplement which can be provided to our sLadent-athletes. Below yoa will find an NCAA Educadonaf 

Column on the issue, 

Let us know if you have all’{ questions or concerns~ 

Thank yo~ 

Marielh:, 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate ALMetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:[9) 9{’?2--6(]02 

mvange!der@unc.edu 

From-" CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:t2.orq [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-:t2.orq] On Behalf If Erik Price 
Sent." Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:03 PM 

To: CCACA-talk@Jists.pac<tZorg 
Subject: [CCACA] NCAA 16.5.2-(g) - Cytosport Products with polylactate 
AI[ 

At the suggestion of one of our schools, I want to let you know that the NCAA believes the above product contains an amino acid, and is therefore not considered a permissible 

supplement that institutions are permitted to provide to S-As. 

Please let your nutrition, sports medicine and training room staffs know about this development because there’s apparently been a lot of debate about it this past spring. 

Questions and concerns about this can be addressed to the NCAA’s Mary Wilfert. 
Erik P. 

Pae- 12 

Educational Column 

2003 Column No. 8 - Bylaw 16.5.2 - (g) Nutritional Supplements (I) 

Date Published: April 14, 2003 

Item Ref: 2003 Column No. 8 

Educational Column: 

Division I institutions should note that during its July 26, 2000, meeting, the NCAA Division I Academic/Eligibility/Compliance Cabinet Subcommittee on 

Legislative Review and Interpretations agreed that it is not permissible for an institution to provide any nutritional supplement/ingredients to its student- 

athletes, unless the supplement/ingredient is a nonmuscle-building supplement and is included in one of the four classes identified specifically in Bylaw 

16.5.2-(g) {i.e., carbohydrate/electrolyte drinks, energy bars, carbohydrate boosters, and vitamins and minerals). The following is a list of examples of 

permissible and nonpermissible nutritional supplements/ingredients as developed by the NCAA Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of Sports 

Committee (CSMAS). The list below is not exhaustive but should assist institutions in determining the types of nutritional supplements!ingredients that 

may be provided to student-athletes. 

Nonpermissible 

Amino Acids 

Chrysin 

Condroitin 



Permissible 

Vitamins and Minerals 

Energy bars 

Calorie replacement drinks (e.g., Ensure, Boost) 

Electrolyte replacement drinks (e.g., Gatorade, 

Powerade) 

Creatine/creatine-containing 

compounds 

Ginseng 

Glucosamine 

Glycerol 

HMB 

I-carnitin 

Melatonin 

Pos-2 

Protein powders 

Tribulus 

The subcommittee, at the recommendation of the CSMAS, also determined that a supplement that contains protein may be classified as a nonmuscle- 

building supplement provided it is included in one of the four permissible categories, does not contain more than 30 percent of its calories from protein 

(based solely on the package label) and does not contain additional ingredients that are designed to assist in the muscle-building process (see examples 

of nonpermissible supplements/ingredients). Nutritional supplements containing more than 30 percent of its calories from protein are classified as 

muscle-building supplements and may not be provided to student-athletes. 

To assist the membership in calculating the percentage of calories from protein contained in a particular supplement, the subcommittee noted that one 

gram of protein equals four calories. Therefore, the percentage of calories from protein contained in a nutritional supplement may be calculated by 

multiplying the number of grams of protein per serving by four and dividing the product by the total number of calories per serving. For example, a 

nutritional supplement that contains 120 total calories per serving and nine grams of protein per serving would contain 36 calories from protein (i.e., 9 

grams x 4). Therefore, the percentage of calories from protein would be 0.3 or 30 percent {i.e., 36 calories from protein/120 total calories). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, June 28, 2013 8:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Sunday sto~ 

Great info for the op-ed piece. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 28, 2013, at 6:03 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

The tbotball team’s 2012 fall semes~ter GPA was the highest of any liill ,semester from 2007 to current. The football teams’ cumulative GPA at fl~e end of 

spring 2013 has never been higher since 2007-08. I don’t currently have records betbre 2007. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent-" Friday, June 28, 2023 5:40 PM 

To" Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Sunday story 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu> 

Date:. ,4:50:15 PM EDT 

To: "ALSTON GARDNER          ___@.__y__a___h___o___o_:__c__o___n_!)" ~          ~y__a___h__o___o__:_c___o____m__>, "BARBARA HYDE (~~b~~~h~~y~~d~~~e~~~~@~~~~J~]~~t~~t~~c~~~~~~~m~~~a~~~n~~~a~g~e~~~~m~~~~e~~n~~~t~~~c~~~~~~~~m~~)~~ 

<bhyde@pittcomanagement.com>, "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>, DON CURTIS <dcurtis@curtismedia.com>, FELICIA 

WASHINGTON <felicia.washington@klgates.com>, JOHN TOWNSEND, @msn.com>, "Kel Landis 

(KLandis@plexuscap.corn)" <KLandis@plexuscap.com>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

"l%Irauer@b!oo m b erA:net" <p~qrau e r @b I oo m be r~q.net>, P H I L C LAY < p!c I ay@mit.edu>, SA L L I E S H U P l N G - R U SS E LL 

<.s.~.a.]J~L.e.~.s.~.h.~.u.~.j~.n.g:~.r~.u...s~.s..e.~[L.@..~.b.[.a..c.~[£r...q.c.~k:~£9~..m..>~ "Steve Lerner (slerner@bluehil[g__r__o___u_p_:__c___o___m__.)" <.s_J__e___r__n___e___r___@____b_]__u___e___h_j_[!g_r__o___u__p__:_c___o___n_!>, WADE HARGROVE 

<whargrove@brookspierce.com> 

Cc: "jeffbrown@mvalaw.com" <jeffbrown@mvalaw.com>, "Chuck Duckett (cgduckett@battleandassociates.com)" 

<cgduckett@battleandassociates.com>, Dwight Stone <ds@dstonebuilders.com>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, 

"Folt, Carol Lynn" <carol.folt@unc.edu> 

Subject: Sunday story 

Trustees: 

The N&O is planning on running a front page story this weekend on our APR rates for men’s basketball and football. They will be trying to 

link the lower rates to the AFAM issue. In reality, the lower rates are largely tied to transfers and coaching changes. No one at Carolina 

was willing to speak with Dan Kane directly although we did provide information and context. 

Thanks - Erin 

Erm C. Schuetlpelz 

ChiefofStafL ChancelloFs Office 

UNC Chapel Hill 

¢19) 843 0380 

<Team GPA and Academic info 2007-08 to 2012-13.xlsx> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Monday, July 1, 2013 8:53 AM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@mac.edu> 

RE: UNC - Denison Survey 

Hi MaLt, 

Sorry for the delay, but thanks so much for pulling this together! Iql share with my team and let you know if we have any questions~ 

Thanks 

ge~i: ~elu’! I r-r_teli~:a;~ :: ;;50 }-:.ur_tson, N~_,w. York. NY "~001~ i O. 212-70~i 4~74~?I :. 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt@ramsclub.com] 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:11 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 

Co: IIM, Vince (ille@unc.edu) 

Subject: UNC - Denison Survey 

Hi Beth. I apologize for the long delay. I have attached the Denison survey results you requested. 

As I mentioned to you when we met, this survey was done last July with 250 full-time employees asked to participate (participation from 203 or 81% participation). The survey asks 60 

questions. The questions are sorted into quartiles - Involvement, Consistency, Adaptability and Mission. Additionally, those quartiles (with 15 questions each) are broken down into 3 

groups each. 

The "scores" are how our organization weighs in percentage-wise compared to every other company that Denison has surveyed on that question/’group. The goal as an organization is 

to have a culture that encourages shared knowledge and beliefs. The visual result would be the pie chart filled with color (high scores). Our goal is to reach a 75% score by 2015. We 

will conduct a follow-up survey this July to track progress. The answers were completely confidential to encourage candor. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Director of External Operations I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

Please note a new email address: matt~@ramsclub.com 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 9:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Checking in 

Hi Vince, 

Happy Monday! I know we have the larger call at noon today, but I’d like to touch base on a few things when you have a moment, including the status of the Letter 

of Intent and the message workshop schedule. Do you have a few minutes to talk? 

Thanks 
¯ :~ ~i~ {’:ei~?! I "~~telI~’~/!~ i 250 Hunt;on, New g)rl,; NY J.O0.~3 :: O: 212-7~J-’k4S4SI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Monday, July 1, 2013 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Checking in 

Perfect, I’ll call you then. 

From: llle, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 10:01 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Checking in 

Yes, around 10:307 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com! 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 9:58 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Checking in 

Hi Vince, 

Happy Monday! I know we have the larger call at noon today, but I’d like to touch base on a few things when you have a moment, including the status of the Letter 

of Intent and the message workshop schedule. Do you have a few minutes to talk? 

Thanks 
~etl K~!ii.i~ I Ld~!im m:: ;/!~0 ~.llds~rb ~q~:,w ~’~k, ~&: 20"11’:? i t): 2J.2-;’O~b4:5451 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 10:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edt~> 

FW: Media Analysis Work Plan 

~)etl Keii.iq I £deim m:: ;iL:~0 Huds~m, Ne, w ’:k~rk, ~’&: 2~.1~1~1’3 i O: 2 J.Y-7~~4-4L:,4L:,i 

From: Coons, Barbara 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 7:36 PM 

To: ille@unc.com 
Cc: Keith, Beth; Myers, Jennifer 
Subject: Media Analysis Work Plan 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks so much for your guidance on the search methodology for the media audit. Including md criminal terms (arrest and arrested) as well as NCAA- 
related terms definitely broadens the volume of content, but the we are getting solid search results. To stay within our budget, I would recommend the following 

parameters for the analysis. 

Recommendation: Media analysis of 295 news and blog posts (49 traditional media articles and 246 blog posts) about UNC Athletics using a Boolean search strategy 

that would require the university and athletes or athletics to appear in the same article as African-American or scandal or arrest or arrested or or NCAA 

violation or NCAA violations or NCAA rule or NCAA rules. In addition, Edelman Berland would provide a top-level analysis of Twitter with statistics and 

representative Twitter comments. 

Timeframe: 3 month retrospective analysis 

Research Outcome: Measure message penetration, favorability, volume and topic of UNC Athletics media coverage, identify key journalists and bloggers; inform 

future communications 

Cost: ~10,000 

I will need to confirm staff availability, but we would aim to provide the completed analysis prior to the messaging workshop on July 23rd. 

Let me know if you think this will work for you. 

Thanks. 

BC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <iIle@unc.edu> 

Fwd: FOIA Request 

’][’his email got to me. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Date: July 2, 2013, 8:16:47 AM EDT 

To: "Stabile, Regina" <regina sIabile(~unc.edu> 

Cc: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: ]~V: FOIA Request 

From: Michael Nenner [mi    ~vt.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 7:00 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: FOIA Request 

Dear Mr. Cunningham, 

Under the North Carolina Public Records Law, G.S. §132-1., I am requesting an opportunity to inspect or obtain copies of 
public records that detail the salaries of all head coaches, assistant coaches, and athletic trainers of all sports in your athletic 
department. 

If there are any fees for searching or copying these records, please inform me if the cost will exceed $50. However, I would also 
like to request a waiver of all fees in that the disclosure of the requested information is in the public interest and will contribute 
significantly to the public’s understanding of salaries in collegiate sports. 

The law requires that you respond to and fulfill this request "as promptly as possible." If you expect a significant delay in 
responding to and fulfilling this request, please contact me with information about when I might expect copies or the ability to 
inspect the requested records. 

If you deny any or all of this request, please cite each specific exemption you feel justifies the refusal to release the information 
and notify me of the appeal procedures available to me under the law. 

My name is Michael Nenner and I am requesting these documents on behalf of the Sacks Group LLC in order to create a database 
of all college sports coaching salaries. I can be reached at this email !      ~vt.edu and at the number ! 

Thank you for considering my request. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Nenner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 9:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

FW: 2015 Guarantee Games 

From: Brown, Dave [mailto:Dave.Brown@espn.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 6:21 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
@me.corn 

Subject: 2015 Guarantee Games 

Rick, good afternoon. 

Here is a list of teams looking for guarantee games in 2015. Thinking you will have Illinois in Chapel Hill in Week 3. 

Week 2 

Troy 

Georgia Southern 

Western Michigan 

UAB 

Air Force 

Week 4 

Arkansas State 

Army 

Georgia State 

South Alabama 

Western Michigan 

Florida Atlantic 

Hawaii 

UAB 

Others on the list after week 4 

Akron 

Ball State 

Middle Tennessee (know you have them this year) 

Let me know if you need anything else. Have a great 4th and talk to you soon. 

Best Regards, Dave 

Dave Brown 

VP, Programming 

(512) 994-3701 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 10:49 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; Friga, Paul <Paul_Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu>; 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; Matt Terrell <matt@ramsclub.com> 

another interesting concept 

Ka rlton/Rick/Tim--let’s discuss this option. 

Monty--will need your thoughts 

Paul--are their pricing specialist in Kenan-Flagler we could talk to? 

Buck--check out the Porter references toward the end. 

http://blogs.hbr.org/ideacast/2013/O6/pricing-strategies-people-love.html 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:53 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtr% Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edw~ 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu-~; Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

RE: W. Basketball game times 

Tar Heel Sports Properties and WCHL are on board. See garry Leffler, WCHL President, comrnents below. Thanks for your help on this Gary. 

Rick 

Hi Gary- 
We should be good for most games. There may be an occasional conflict which we can try and identify when the schedule comes out. 

Thanks, 
Barry 
Barry Leffler 
CEO and Managing Partner 
97.9 FM WCHL 
88 VilCom Center Drive 
Suite 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-240-6032 office 

Neffler(~,wchl.com 

From; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:47 AM 
To; Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Sounds good and like a plan, pending Leaa~field- thmfl~s! Enjoy the 4th everyone! 

Larry 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent; Tuesday, July 02, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
C¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject; RE: W. Basketball game times 

I Gary is checldt~g wit:h & (’HL to see what iron, act this may or may not have on their bro~dcast:s. He will dd~: ~ A,_~AP. 

Rick 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:07 PM 
To; Gwaltney, Clint 
C¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject; Re: W. Basketball game times 

Thanks. Sounds like a go pending Learfield. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 11:21 AM, "Gwaltney, Clint" <.c_g__w___a__Lt__n___e__y___@____u___n__c_:_e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Parking is ok with the change. Some minor hurdles to gel over, but nothing she thinks we can’t manage. 

Clint 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Monday, July 01, 2013 9:04 PM 
To; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject; FW: W. Basketball game times 
The vast majority want to try it--we need input from parking before we ok it. 

Clint--please check with parking. 

Karlton--please let me know. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

~,",ie Fd~_~cate and h-:_~ire ih~o~_@~ ~.thietic~ 

From: <Miller>, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <.b_._u_..b_ .b__a_.c_ ..@,__..e_ .m._ .a_![:_u_._n_.c_:_.e._d_._u_.> 

Subject: W. Basketball game times 

Bubba, 

Sylvia and her staff would like to begin their mid-week basketball games at 6:00 pm this year. She heard about research that indicated attendance is 

better for earlier games because families come more often with children, since they can get home by bedtime.....also senior citizens are more likely 

to come at an earlier time. Sylvia said Duke is starting their games at 6:30, but she thinks 6:00 will be even better. 

I’m fine with starting earlier....it’s worth a try to see if attendance increases. We have very few people coming from out of town during the week, so I 

don’t think that will be an issue, although, we may hear from someone about it. 

If you are okay with a 6:00 pm game time, Iql run it by game operations, ticket operations, new media, sports info, etc., to see if there are any 

logistical issues. There are no issues with the facility.....the staff here prefers an earlier start time, so they can finish up earlier. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., La~Tr’ A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 6:10 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Cumlingham, B ubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaJtney@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestaN~groups.unc.edu-*; Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

RE: W. Basketball game times 

Great and drive on’. Have a good day! 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 

Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:53 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
l:::c: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Tar Heel Sports Properties and WCHI_ are on board. See Barry Leffler, WCHL r~re~.~ident, commenb.~ bel.:_~w. Thanks h:~r your help on thb.~ Gary. 

Rick 

Hi Gary- 
We should be good for most games. There may be an occasional conflict which we can try and identify when the schedule comes out. 

Thanks, 
Barry 
Barry Leffler 
CEO and Managing Partner 
97.9 FM WCHL 
88 VilCom Center Drive 
Suite 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-240-6032 office 

cell 
bleffler@,wchl.com 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:47 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Sounds good and like a plaan, pending Leaxfield~-thanks! Enjoy the 4th eve~one! 

Larry 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Gary is checking with WCHL to see what impact this may or may not have on their broadcasts. He will advise ASAP. 

Rick 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:07 PN 
Ire: Gwaltney, Clint 

C¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: W. Basketball game times 

Thanks. Sounds like a go pending Learfield. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 11:21 AM, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cAwaltney@unc:edu> wrote: 

Parking is ok with the change. Some minor hurdles to get over, but nothing she l:hinks we canq: manage. 

Ctint 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 9:04 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: FW: W. Basketball game times 
The vast majority want to try it--we need input from parking before we ok it. 

Clint--please check with parking. 

Karlton--please let me know. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Miller>, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Date; Friday, June 28, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: W. Basketball game times 

Bubba, 

Sylvia and her staff would like to begin their mid-week basketball games at 6:00 pm this year. She heard about research that indicated attendance is 

better for earlier games because families come more often with children, since they can get home by bedtime._..also senior citizens are more likely 

to come at an earlier time. Sylvia said Duke is starting their games at 6:30, but she thinks 6:00 will be even better. 

I’m fine with starting earlier....it’s worth a try to see if attendance increases. We have very few people coming from out of town during the week, so I 



don’t think that will be an issue, although, we may hear from someone about it. 

If you are okay with a 6:00 pm game time, I’II run it by game operations, ticket operations, new media, sports info, etc., to see if there are any 

logistical issues. There are no issues with the facility.....the staff here prefers an earlier start time, so they can finish up earlier. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 7:37 AM 

’BubbaCmmingham’ < @gmml.com>; UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exesIaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J ~JoyRenner@med.unc.edu-*; Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Olympian’s fftruggles lead to food stamps 

Good point, Bubba -- interesting article and eye opening! Needless to say, the Olympic Model may not be all that it is thought to be?! ?! 

Have a good day 

Lan7 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bubba Cunnmgham [rnailto 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 7:58 AM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Cc: Renner, Joy J; Broume, Lissa L 
SubJect: Olympian’s struggles lead tu food stamps 

5?~mail.cum] 

Jay Bilas claims the Olympic model is better than the collegiate mudel because it allows prufessiunals to compete, but this article would suggest the disparities of experience wuuld be even 
greater than they are today. 

Check uut this article l]oum USA TODAY: 

Olympian’s struggles lead tu food stamps 

http:i/usat.ly/11 VODLJ 

Bubba 

Sent l]oum my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 8:05 AM 

5teinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

Re: W. Basketball game times 

Thanks--let’s give it a try. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

We I-i~( ai:e ;~ld h~spii~! Ihro~gh ;~41~le~i(~ 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:52 AM 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <_a__t___h_g_a_!_L_o____@___u___n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <_b___u___b___b___a__c____@____e___m____a_!_[_.__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <_c_g__w___a_!_t___n___e_w___@____u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>,GarySobba <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Tar Heel Sports Properties and WCHL are on board. See Barry Let:tier, WCHL President, comments below. Thanks for your help on this Gary. 

Rick 
Hi Gary- 
We should be good for most games. There may be an occasional conflict which we can try and identify when the schedule comes out. 
Thanks, 
Barry 
Barry LeMer 
CEO and Managing Partner 
97.9 FM WCHL 
88 VilCom Center Drive 
Suite 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-240-6032 office 

bleffler(~,wchl.com 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent= Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:47 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Ce: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Sounds good and like a plml, pending Lear[iel&- thanlcs! Enjoy the 4th eve~one! 

Larry 

From= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Gary i~.; checking with WCHL to ;~-_e what impact 1:hi; may or may not haw? on their broadca;t;, H~-_~ will advise ASAP 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
¢¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: W. Basketball game times 

Thanks. Sounds like a go pending Learfield. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 11:21 AM, "Gwaltney, Clint" <_c_g__w___a_!__t__n___e_~__@___u___n___c_:__e___d__u__> wrote: 

Parking is ok with the change~ Some minor hurdles to get over, but nothing she Lhinks we can’t manage. 

Clint 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Monday, July 01, 2013 9:04 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: FW: W. Basketball game times 
The vast majority want to try it--we need input from parking before we ok it. 

Clint--please check with parking. 

Karlton--please let me know. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 



University of North Carolina 

We I-:~!<:~i:e ;~i~ci i~spi!e itl f~)!~:i=/~IIdelic:s, 

From: <Miller>, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaikunc.edu> 

Subject: W. Basketball game times 

Bubba, 

Sylvia and her staff would like to begin their mid-week basketball games at 6:00 pm this year. She heard about research that indicated attendance is 

better for earlier games because families come more often with children, since they can get home by bedtime.....also senior citizens are more likely 

to come at an earlier time. Sylvia said Duke is starting their games at 6:30, but she thinks 6:00 will be even better. 

I’m fine with starting earlier....it’s worth a try to see if attendance increases. We have very few people coming from out of town during the week, so 

I don’t think that will be an issue, although, we may hear from someone about it. 

If you are okay with a 6:00 pm game time, I’ll run it by game operations, ticket operations, new media, sports info, etc., to see if there are any 

logistical issues. There are no issues with the facility.....the staff here prefers an earlier start time, so they can finish up earlier. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.eduv 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 9:42 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu->; Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, 

Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edtr~ 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Sobba, GalN <gsobba@tarheelspolnts.com> 

RE: W. Basketball game times 

Thanks, Bubba. l’II let SyNia know. 
~Beth 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 8:05 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: Re: W. Basketball game times 
Thanks--let’s give it a try. 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

\~,/e [.ducato ~inlt Ins;iire T/’~ou{;,h A~:hle~:ic!; 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:52 AM 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <_at___h_tLa_J_L_o__@. _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > , "Cunningham, Bubba" <_b___u___b___b___ac___@___e___m__a_)_[:__u__gc__:_e___d___u_.>, "Gwaltney, Clint" < . _c_ g_w_ _ _a_ l _t_ _9_ _e_ y_ @_ _u_ _ _n c_ _ : e d_ _ _u_ . > 

Cc: UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff.@....g£~...u..Rs.:..u..9..c.....e...d-u..>~GaryS~bba<f1s-~-b..b...a....@....t-a..Eh.eejsRQ£t}:.cRm> 

Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Tar Heel Sports Properties and WCHI. are on board. See Barry Leffler, WCHL President, comments below. Thanks for your help on this Gary. 

Rick 

Hi Gary- 
We should be good for most games. There may be an occasional conflict which we can try and identify when the schedule comes out. 

Thanks, 
Barry 
Barry Leffler 
CEO and Managing Partner 
97.9 FM WCHL 
88 VilCom Center Drive 
Suite 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919-240-6032 office 

b M f I e r.~w _c_’_b_Lc_" o_t_n 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:47 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 

Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Sounds good and like a plan, pending Leaxfiel&~ thmaks! Enjoy the 4th everyone! 

Larry 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 3:39 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint 
Ce: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Sobba, Gary 
Subject: RE: W. Basketball game times 

Gary is cheddng wid~ WCHL to see what impact this may or may not have on their broadcasts. He ,,,viii advise ASAP. 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Re: W. Basketball game times 

Thanks. Sounds like a go pending Learfield. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 2, 20:13, at :1:1:2:1 AM, "Gwaltney, Clint" <c~waltney@unc.edu> wrote: 

Parking is ok with the change. Some minor hurdles to get over, but nothing she thinks we can’t manage. 

(;lint 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 9:04 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: FW: W. Basketball game times 
The vast majority want to try it--we need input from parking before we ok it. 

Clint--please check with parking. 

Karlton--please let me know. 

Bubba Cunningham 



Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

W:~ ~ca~~’ a~ i~i~e ~h~-~h ,~t~i:~tic~ 

From: <Miller>, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: W. Basketball game times 

Bubba, 

Sylvia and her staff would like to begin their mid-week basketball games at 6:00 pm this year. She heard about research that indicated attendance is 

better for earlier games because families come more often with children, since they can get home by bedtime.....also senior citizens are more likely 

to come at an earlier time. Sylvia said Duke is starting their games at 6:30, but she thinks 6:00 will be even better. 

I’m fine with starting earlier....it’s worth a try to see if attendance increases. We have very few people coming from out of town during the week, so I 

don’t think that will be an issue, although, we may hear from someone about it. 

If you are okay with a 6:00 pm game time, I’ll run it by game operations, ticket operations, new media, sports info, etc., to see if there are any 

logistical issues. There are no issues with the facility.....the staff here prefers an earlier start time, so they can finish up earlier. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacob Kiper < "@hotmail.com> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 8:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

driving Camaro SS 

Mr. Ille, 

Hayden "Fats" Thomas publicly claims that the 2013 GMC Yukon driven by was not rented for . Thomas claims it was rented for 

someone else, but        was driving it. 

Miykael Faulcon posted a video on Vine very shortly before the arrest in the Yukon. The video clearly showed           driving a Camaro SS. For some 

odd reason, that Vine video was quickly deleted after        was arrested. 

Luckily, I was able to recover that video for you! 

I believe this link should work for you 

bit.ly/16bcDs5 

If that does not work, type this into Google.com 

ca che:https:i/vine.co/vib3Ugj 3H BY2L 

In a matter of days..,           is driving two very nice and expensive autos. Just this morning, I talked to a member of the national media who says he is 

going to be able to link the Camaro SS from the deleted Vine video to Hayden "Fats" Thomas. 

Fats claims the Yukon was not rented for ... yet is confirmed to be driving a Camaro SS and a Yukon? Is that just a bad coincidence? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 10:45 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

FW: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 

Interesting. 

Bubba Cunningharn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Cappy Gagnon _ .@._c9_..m__.£a_._s_t:_0__e_.t> 
Date: Friday, July 5, 2013 12:47 AM 

To: Cappy Gagnon              ~comcast.net> 

Subject: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 

This student writer was six decades ahead of his time! 
What’s the Future of College Football? 
Life magazine carried an axticle on college football in last Friday’s issue entitled "Football is Pricing ltself Out of Business." The article stated in precise terms what has 
generally been acknowledged since the rise of tbotball after the war. Football’s biggest problem is that it’s getting too big. "The tendency," says North Carolina’s Carl 
Suavely, "is to 
dip into gate receipts to go out and get more players to build bigger and better teams, then build bigger stadiums to get 
bigger crowds to get more money to spend on more players to build bigger and better teams." 
For the result, take a look at the rankings of the ten top football teams in the country. What do you find? Seven or eight axe tax-supported institutions, the others axe heavily 
endowed. The lone exception Notre Dame. 
Moral: if you’ve got dough, you can get yourself a football team. Notre Dame didn’t lose to Purdue two weeks ago. It lost to Purdue in the spring of’49 when this year’s 
Sophomore Class was being tbrnled. From this class were to come the ballplayers that would have to take up the slack left by such players as Hart, Martin, Sitko and the 
rest. Notre Dame just couldn’t get good enough men. Here’s am example. In the Spring of’49, a highly rated high school back in a Western state openly signified his 
intention of entering Notre Dame in the Fall. With this announcement, tbotball scouts redoubled their elt\~rts to land him lbr their school. He never arrived at Notre Dame. 
He’s now at a state university in the West and is his team’s outstanding player, even though only a Sophomore. In the three game’s he’s played so tax 
this season, he has averaged almost nine yards per carry in pretty tough competition. His coach calls him the best back 
he’s ever had in his coaching career, mid that coach has been around for quite a nnmber of years. This is just one instaalce but it’s happened many times in the past and will 
happen many more times in the fi~ture. If this general trend keeps up, the time may not be too l:ar away when great Notre Dame teams will be a thing of the past. The 
honor of playing for Notre Dame and a chance for a degree won’t be enough to attract the football players Notre Dame needs to stay in the big time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Friday’, July 5, 2013 11:01 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStmT<uncaa exestatr@groups.unc.edu> 

RE: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 

He was pretty much on point! 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 10:45 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: FW: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 
Interesting. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
We ~d~c~t:~ ~d 1~3~ir~" Ihro~gh Atl~letic.-. 

From: Cappy Gagnor ~comcast.net> 
Date: Friday, July 5. 2013 12:47 AM 
To: Cappy Gagnon             @comcast.net> 
Subject: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 

This student writer was six decades ahead of his dine! 
What’s the Future of College Football’? 
Li/e magazine can’ied am article on college tbotball in last Friday’s issue entitled "Football is Pricing Itself Out of Business." The article stated in precise terms what has 
generally been acknowledged since the rise of foothall ’after the wax. Football’s biggest problem is that it’s getting too big. "The tendency," says North Carolina’s Cm’l 
Suavely, "is to 
dip into gate receipts to go out and get more players to build bigger and better teams, then build bigger stadiums to get 
bigger crowds to get more money to spend on more players to build bigger and better teams." 
For the result, take a look at the ral~dngs of the ten top football reruns in the count~,. What do you find? Seven or eight are tax-supported institutions, the others are heavily 
endowed. The lone exception Notre Dame. 
Moral: if you’ve got dough, you cam get yourself a football team. Notre Dame didn’t lose to Purdue two weelcs ago. It lost to Purdue in the spring of’49 when this year’s 
Sophomore Class was being formed. From this class were to come the ballplayers that would have to take up the slack left by such players as Hart, Martin, Sitko and the 
rest. Notre Dame just couldn’t get good enough men. Here’s an example. In the Spring of’49, a highly rated high school back in a Western state openly signified his 
intention of entering Notre Drone in the Fall. With this announcement, football scouts redoubled their efforts to land him for their school. He never m-rived at Notre Dame. 
He’s now at a state university in the West and is his team’s outstanding playeL even though only a Sophomore. In the three game’s he’s played so far 
this season, he has averaged almost nine yards per carry in pretty tough competition. His coach calls him the best back 
he’s ever had in his coaching career, and that coach has been m’ound tbr quite a number of years. This is just one instance but it’s happened many times in the past and will 
happen many more times in the future. If this general trend keeps up, the time may not be too fro" away" when great Notre Dame teams will be a thing of the past. The 
honor of playing for Notre Dame and a chance for a degree won’t be enough to attract the football players Notre Dame needs to stay in the big time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, Jtdy 6, 2013 6:57 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Cumlingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff 

<uncaa exestalt@groups.unc.edu> 

RE: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 

Thanks for sharing, Martina ~- even though times chmage, things seem to remain the same! 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Friday, July 0S, 2013 11:01 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: RE: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 
He w~s pretty much on point! 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 20:1.3 10:45 AM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: FW: from the SCHOLASTIC, 1950 
Interesting. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
W;." ~ci~cat~ a~d Ir~.-.pi~’e rl~ro~gh ~,thlctics 

From: Cappy Gagnon, ~comcast.net> 
Bate: Friday, July 5, 2013 12:47 AM 
To: Cappy Gagnon,            @_.c_o__m__c_.a_ _s.t_._.n__e__t_> 
Subject: from the SCHOLASTIC, :1950 

This student writer was six decades ahead of his time! 
o 9 What’s the Future of Colle~,e Football, 

Ld~ magazine cmried an article on college football in last Friday’s issue entitled "Football is Pricing Itself Out of Business." The article stated in precise temls what has 
generally been acknowledged since the rise of football a£ler the wax. Football’s biggest problem is that it’s getting too big. "The tendency," says North Carolina’s Carl 
Suavely, "is to 
dip into gate receipts to go out and get more players to build bigger mad better teams, then build bigger stadiums to get 
bigger crowds to get more money to spend on more players to build bigger and better teams." 
For the result, take a look at the rankings of the ten top football teams in the country’. What do you find? Seven or ei~t are tax-supported institutions, the others axe heavily 
endowed. The lone exception Notre Dame. 
Moral: if you’ve got dough, you can get yourself a football team. Notre Dame didn’t lose to Purdue two weeks ago. It lost to Purdue in the spring of’49 when this year’s 
Sophomore Class was being formed. From this class were to come the ballplayers that would have to take up the slack lei~ by such players as Hart, Martin, Sitko and the 
rest. Notre Dame just couldn’t get good enough men. Here’s an example. In the Spring of’49, a highly rated high school back in a Western state openly signified his 
intention of entering Notre Dame in the Fall. With this announcement, football scouts redoubled their efl’orts to land him for their school. Ite never arrived at Notre Dame. 
He’s now at a state university in the West and is his team’s outstanding player, even though only a Sophomore. In the three game’s he’s played so far 
this season, he has averaged almost nine yards per carry in pretb’ tough competition. Itis coach calls him the best back 
he’s ever had in his coaching career, mad that coach has been around for quite a number of years. This is just one instmlce but it’s happened many times in the past and will 
happen many more times in the future. If this general trend keeps up, the time may not be too far away when gnceat Notre Dame teams will be a thing of the past. The 
honor of playing for Notre Dame and a chance for a de~ee won’t be enough to attract the football players Notre Dame needs to stay in the big time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

aol.coln 

Saturday, Jnly 6, 2013 11:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu>; timmerman@email.unc.edu 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangel&~email.unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Maskos, L~mce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmemlan@unc.edu>;                     ~email.unc.edt~-; kkriggs@ad.unc.edn; UNC Athletics Director 

<bubba.cnnningham@unc.edu>; lgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschne@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.eduv,; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M --~markos@email.unc.edu>; ~nncaa.unc.edu 

How can the compliance department possibly be this asleep at the wheel? 

To whom it may concern, 

I am a lifelong Tar Heel. I watched as Marvin Austin’s tweet set off an absolute fire storm at UNC. I was under the impression that the people in charge had learned a lesson 
about the impact of social media. But the last couple of weeks have proven that nearly 3 years worth of scandals didn’t teach you guys anything. 

In case you are unaware, there is a rather Imge group of NC State fans who gather on a website called Pack Pride to "investigate" everything about UNC. Their goal is to try 
and destroy the institution, by turning over every tiny bread crumb they find to sympathetic people at the News and Observer, and to online blogs like TheBigLead.com who 
have no journalistic integrity. Now these PackPride fools spend day after day scouring every inch of the internet for ways to make UNC look bad (like leaking Julius Pepper’s 
transcript.) Their number one resource is the social media of UNC student-athletes. Their facebook, twitter, instagram, etc.., get raked over with a fine tooth comb. 

I figured as the compliance department for a school that is under the NCAA microscope, you were taking a common sense approach to keeping UNC out of trouble. I fi.qured 
you were actively monitoring the social media accounts of all the players, and any time something suspicious popped up you would act on it immediately. Yet a 

:weet from November 2012 which says he was given a cell phone from this "Fats" character that is in all the newspaper headlines was allowed to sit there online for 
roughly 8 months.., and you didn’t think to do anything about that? Was that not a major red flag about a local person doing things for our players that needed to be 
addressed? At the bare minimum, couldn’t you have at least gotten that tweet deleted many months a~lo? These NC State fans have been able to simply qo on twitter, 
instagram, and facebook to pull up pictures and text that links this Fats Thomas guy to They have been 
able to hand over all of that evidence to the writers who want to burn UNC down. Meanwhile all you guys had to do was read one tweet from in November, 
and simply address this Fats character with the UNC basketball staff and players, to prevent this crap from happening. How is it that NC State tans have a better grasp on 
what makes UNC vulnerable in social media than the UNC compliance staff? 

Which brings me to            current situation. Now I’ll be the first one to admit that it appears     just incredibly dumb for putting himself in this position, especially 
since his entire college career has taken place during the UNC football and academic scandals. He should know better than to be caught driving two separate rental vehicles 
from some shady criminal. But I also believe I am correct in saying that one of the top jobs at UNC compliance is to keep a close eye on athletes who are top prospects for 
the professional sports.., athletes who are set to earn millions at some point. Since those athletes are the ones most likely to be faced with serious temptations while they 
are amateurs. Now we have already established that social media could have led you guys to this Fats Thomas character last November, and you could have acted to squash 
any relationship between him and the players right then and there. But I am told by people I trust that there were recent pictures of )n social media driving around in the 
rented Camaro he was in the day he got his speeding ticket. I am told by people I trust that they saw him driving around in the rented Yukon. So how on earth did UNC 
compliance miss the fact he was driving around in these expensive rental cars? He’s a future pro. People are obviously going to be throwing gifts at him. Was no one keeping 

tabs on him? 

What seems abundantly clear here is that your staff is not up to the task of monitoring social media of the athletes, or the basic daily activities of the athletes with major pro 
potential. Somehow a bunch of idiot NC State fans using google are better at checking on UNC athletes than you guys. There is no excuse for UNC compliance to be this 
inept after the football scandal. NONE! You could have told the teams to ban all social media and prevented half of this mess right there. Or you could have had a couple staff 
members actually follow the social media of the players and do their damn jobs. I can’t move back to Chapel Hill and follow the players around to see what they are driving. 

But if you want to offer me a job, I’ll damn sure follow them on social media and actually report sketchy things like tweet.., and it won’t take me 8 months to 
do it. 

NC State fans and the News and Observer long ago showed you guys they were launching a full scale war against UNC. But time after time the people at UNC who are 
supposed to be responsible for keeping the wolves at bay have proven to be completely inept at their jobs. Get your act together, or hire some people who can actually do the 
job well. There is no excuse for you guys to be continually outworked and outsmarted by drunken NC State fans sitting on their couches with a laptop. I apologize if my email 
comes across as too harsh. But the reality is that young adult athletes can sometimes be stupid, and make stupid choices. The compliance department has to work as hard 
as possible to make sure it stays in front of potential violations, especially since you should all have learned over the last few years that there are NC State fans working very 
hard to make every violation public. How on earth could you let that weet sit there for 8 months without deleting it and doing something to keep Fats Thomas 
away from the players? 

Please find a way to defend UNC 
John Young 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

!aol.coln 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 12:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu>; timmermans@email.unc.edu 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangel&~email.unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Maskos, L~mce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmemlan@unc.edu>;                     ~email.unc.edt~-; kkriggs@ad.unc.edu; UNC Athletics Director 

<bubba.cunningham@unc.edu>; lgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschne@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu~,; 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M --~markos@email.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu 

One follow up to my previous emaJl 

To whom it may concern, 

If you would like to know who it is that is leading the NC State fans in their tireless pursuit of all things UNC... it is this guy. 

http://mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s= 178&up=manalishi 

He calls himself Manalishi. He took credit for getting into UNC’s computer system and stealing Julius Pepper’s transcript. He took credit for tipping off the press and starting 
the chain of events that caused UNC football to be hammered. He has been the one chiefly communicating with members of the News and Observer, especially Dan Kane, 

about everything he has found on the internet that could be considered incriminating for UNC. Some of the things he has bragged about doing to uncover records and emails 
are probably illegal. He has never done much to reveal his true identity, other than to brag about having a government intelligence background and being adept at accessing 
webpages most people cannot. The fact he seems to always know about the local and national stories before they break indicates he at the very least is being honest about 
his communications with the media. 

He has been the defacto leader of the of large online community of NC State fans who are dedicated to attacking UNC in any way possible. He is the one who inspired so 
many NC State fans to comb through UNC players social media, to search for online records, and even to call dozens of random Hertz rental car stores to try and convince 
any one employee to reveal the name of the person who rented the Yukon for           This is the level of obsession you are dealing with. A horde of obsessed NC State 
fans led by someone who clearly has very good computer skills and very few morals. You combine that with connections to local and national media members who have no 
qualms about running unsubstantiated stories and smearing the names of anyone connected to UNC, and you have a lot of opposition to deal with. 

If you guys investigated hard enough, you might find out this guy’s identity and actually put out some sparks before they become forest fires. The fact that the News and 
Observer has openly allied themselves with this guy and his ilk just further illustrates the agenda the N&O has shown over the last few years. The fact that UNC is still 

granting media access to a paper that wants to burn UNC to the ground still astounds me. The time had long since passed for UNC to start fighting back. You ought to 
permanently boot the N&O off campus, encourage all UNC alumni to stop advertising with them, and you ought to start monitoring the online activities of people like this 
Manalishi character. Because the next time he starts bragging about doing something potentially illegal to get dirt on UNC, and then participates in online slander or libel of 
someone related to UNC, which he then passes on to the N&O for them to write a story about.., perhaps you would have the ammunition to fire back with legal recourse. 

Just a thought. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 3:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 7/7/13 2:44 PM, "admin@dunbrownbooks.com" <admin@dunbrownbooks corn> 
wrote: 

>Hi Bubba, 
> 

>! hope you’re summer is going well, and personally I can’t wait to get 
>down to Columbia and shock the college football world in about five 
>weeks It’s almost that time. [ got a chance to see the team’s Charlotte 
>scrimmage, and we’re gorma have quite a few offensive weapons, even 
>without 
> 
>Turning to the            situation, as usual, I think the N&O is trying 
>to make a mountain ol a molehill rm enclosing for your review a post 
>that I wrote on IC defending md UNC. Thought you might find it 
>somewhat useful -- particularly the background on how Coach Smith handled 
>the arrest of King Rice back in the 1990s. Of course, here we don’t have 
>anything beyond minor misdemeanor charges at a routing traffic stop 
> 

>I have all the confidence in the world that both you and Roy will handle 
>this matter professionally. 
> 

>Hope to see you soon 
> 

>All the best, 
> 

>Don Brown 
>Charlotte 
> 
> 
******************************************* 

>Donfgrown wrote: 

> 

>You guys are making a mountain out of a molehill. The kid was driving a 
>car...IT’s not illegal to drive a car. It’s not like he was taking cash 
>front a booster, being paid a salary by a pooster, or using a booster’s 
>debit card.., as apparently has been happening at least one other nearby 
>ACC school that nobody wants to talk about (the debit card part). Get a 
>grip and refocus your fire at what some of the schools’ practices are, 
>rather than fret over much ado about nothing. 
> 

>Not like we have an accusation of a felon?" or anything like that. 
> 

>And for those who sanctinroniously wonder WWDD.. rll remind you that when 
>King Rice got arrested for fighting, thrown in Jail, that Dean went and 
>got him out of jail, and then over the fingerpoiting advice of those who 
>said he should not play, or even be suspended, Dean turned around and 
>started him against Maryland the very next day. YVhen we got beat by 
>Mat3qand in and important ACC regular season game, and when Richard 
>Vinroot called Dean into question for starting an playing King Rice, 
>especially when he had played so horribly, Dean said "Richard, I care 
>more about King Rice’s self-esteem for the rest of his life than one 
>stupid ACC basketball game." 
> 

>And lbr those of you who think UNC should "issue a statement," I could 
>not disagree with you more. One the very biggest mistakes that Thorp made 
>was that he was unnecessarily looselipped with the press, calling one 
>apologetic press conference after another Thorp threw gasoline on a fire 
>by bad judgment. All that was unnecessarily damaging to the University 
>because Thorp was too anxious to blab. 
> 
>iVleanwhile, NCAA investigatiuns were going on at GT and iVliami, and you 
>didn’t hear a peep out of either until it was all over. Like we say in 
>the Navy,, "loose lips sink ships." LEN’C owes no public statements to 
>anyone over this an?’ more than it owes any public statements over any 
>other student who has had a misdemeanor brush with the law, and there are 
>hundreds of them. 
> 
> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 9:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: <admin(a)donbrownbooks.com> 

Date: July 7, 2013, 9:10:04 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks for the reply. Have a great evening and see you soon, 

Don 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "CunninghaJn, Bubbd’ <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, July 7, 2013 4:56pm 

To: "admin@donbrownbooks.com" <admin@donbrownbooks.com> 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks. Appreciate your support. We need to fully understand the facts before he make some decisions, but in any eveI 

decisions. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 7, 2013, at 2:44 PM, "admin@donbrownbooks.com" <admin@donbrownbooks.com> wrote: 

Hi Bubba, 

leeds to make better 

I hope you’re summer is going well, and personally I can’t wait to get down to Columbia and shock the college football world in about five 

weeks. It’s almost that time. I got a chance to see the team’s Charlotte scrimmage, and we’re gonna have quite a few offensive weapons, 

even withou 

Turning to the          ~ituation, as usual, I think the N&O is Wing to make a mountain of a moleNll. I’m enclosing for your review a post 

that I wrote on IC defending and UNC. Thought you might find it somewhat useful -- particularly the background on how Coach Smith 

hmadled file arrest of King Rice back in the 1990s. Of course, here we dofft have anything beyond minor misdemeanor charges at a routing 
trattic stop. 

I have all the confidence in the world that both you and Roy roll handle this matter professionally. 

Hope to see you soon. 

All the best, 

Doll Brown 

Charlotte 

DonBl~own wrote: 



You guys are making a mountain out of a molehill. The kid was driving a car...IT’s not illegal to drive a car. It’s not like he was taxing cash 

from a booster, being paid a salary by a pooster, or using a booster’s debit card.., as apparently has been happening at least one other 

nearby ACC school that nobody wants to talk about (the debit card part). Get a grip mad retbcus your tire at what some of the schools’ 
practices axe, rather than fret over much ado about nothing. 

Not like we have an accusation of a felony or an~hing like that. 

And for those who sanctimoniously wonder Vv%"DD.. I’ll remind you that when King Rice got arrested for fighting, thrown in Jail, that Dean 

went and got him out ofjail, and then over the fingerpoifing advice of those who said he should not play, or even be suspended, Dean turned 

around and started him against Maryland the very next day. When we got beat by Maryland in and important ACC regular sea~n game, 

and when Richard Vinroot called Dean into question tbr s~rting an playing King Rice, especially when he had played so horribly, Dean said 

"Richard. I care more about King Rice’s sell-esteem for the rest of his litE than one stupid ACC basketball game." 

And for those of you who think UNC should "issue a statemenk" I could not disagree with yon more. One the very biggest mistakes that 

Thorp made was that he was unnecessarily looselipped with the press, calling one apologetic press conference after another. Tholp threw 

gasoline on a fire by bad judgment. All that was unnecessarily damaging to the University because Thorp was too anxious to blab. 

Meanwhile, NCAA investigations were going on at GT and Miami, and you didn’t hear a peep out of either until it was all over. Like we say 

in the Nm,% "loose lips sink ships." UNC owes no public s~atements to anyone over this any more than it owes any public statements over 
any other student who has had a misdemeanor brush with the law, and there are hundreds of them. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 7:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

I~T: Disability Insurance 

Do you know this guy? Rich Rosa recommended him 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jim Padilla [mailto:jim padilla @Bramaninsurance.com] 
Sent: iVlonday, July 08, 2013 7:45 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Disability Insurance 

Thanks Paul! I will look over and complete the materials as soon as possible I also noticed someone else at UNC that I know from past experience, Vince Ille. I used to work through Vince 
years ago while he was at Illinois, while I believe he may have selv’ed in a compliance role before moving up the ladder. 

Jim Padilla, JD 
Director of Sports & Entertainment 
Braman Insurance Services 
8001 Broadway, Suite 300 
Merrillville, IN 46410 
Direct: 219-682-1022 
Toll Free: 800-707-2526 

Fax: 219-738-1833 
Email: jim padilla@bramaninsurance corn 

From: Pogge, Paul [ppogge@tmc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, July 07, 2013 7:54 PM 
To: Jim PadiHa 
Subject: RE: Disability’ Insurance 

Jim, 

Thanks ve~ much :[’or your emaih I encourage you to register with our Agent and Advisor Program, which is covered thoroughly at: 
http://www.goheels.comJViewArticledbml?D[30EM ID 3350&ATCLID 20(-,494864 

Although you are not technically an agent or advisor, we have included insurance companies within the scope of the Program as well. Thanks again for reaching out to me I look forward to 
receiving your registration materials. 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Inn Padilla [mailto:iim padilla(@Bramaninsurance.com] 
Sent: Fri&~y, June 28, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Richard Rosa; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Disability’ Insurance 

Rich - Thank you for the introduction!! 

Paul -if there is anything you need or questions you have in regards to athlete disability ins~trance, do not hesitate to contact me! Thanks and look fol~vard to hearing from you!! 

Jim Padilla, JD 
Director of Sports & Entertainment 
Branran Insurance Sel~’ices 
8001 Broadway, Suite 300 
Merrillville, IN 46410 
Direct: 219-682-1022 
Toll Free: 800-707-2526 

Fax: 219-738-1833 
Emaih jira.padilla@bramaninsurance.c om 

From: Richard Rosa [rrosa@easfootbalhcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, Jurle 26, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Paul Pogge 
Cc: Jim Padilla 
Subject: Fwd: Disability Insurance 

Paul: 

Per our conversation yesterday, below- is contact information for Jim Padilla. Jinr is a great person and one of the good guy-s in the industry. If anything, I thought Jim could be a good 
source of reference for you and the University regarding Disability Insurance and Loss of Value Policies. 

Thanks, 

Rich 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwardedmessage: 

From: Jim Padilla <’jim.padilla@BramanInsurance.com<mailto:jim.padilla@Bramaninsurance corn>> 
Date: Juice 24, 2013, 6:39:03 PMEDT 

To: "rrosa@easfootball com<mailto:rrosa@easfootbalhcom>" <rrosa@easfootball com<mailto:rrosa@easfootbalhcom>> 
Subject: Disability Insurance 



Rich, 

Just touching base with you. If you have any clients or prospective clients who need disability insurance, let me know if I can help In addition, for college players I have the ability to do 
financing on their behalf and the?’ would repay on September 1, 2014, plus I have a carrier who offers Loss of Value coverage to high potential draft picks (1 st and 2nd round) 

Jim Padllia, JD 
Director of Sports & Entertainment 
Braman Insurance Services 
80(/1 Broadway, Suite 300 
Mcrrillville, IN 46410 
Direct: 219-682-1022 
Toll Free: 800-707-2526 

Pax: 21y-/3~;- 1 ~;33 

Email: jirt~.padilla@bramaninsuranc e. com<mailt o :iirn.pa dilla(~brarnaninsnr anc e. c om> 

This entail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and/or privileged information. If you have received this email in error, you are not to disseminate, distribute, copy, or alter this 
emaih Please notify Jim Padilla inm~ediately by responding to this e-mail and then promptly deleting this entail from your system. 

(c) 2013 Braman Insurance Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 11:57 AM 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabiJe@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: story on Haydn "Fats" Thomas and records request 

This is a request from Laura Keelev at the News and Observer. Note that in her final paragraph she has a records for request for the list of player comps for football and men’s 

basketball players for the past two seasons. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: Laura Keeley        @newsobserver.com> 

Date: Saturday, July 6, 2013 5:07 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: story on Haydn "Fats" Thomas and records request 

I figured that might be the case, Steve -- the holiday weekend timing was not intentional. I look forward to talking Monday. 

In the interim, [ do have to ask because I got a tip worth checking out -- i.~ still on the basketball team? 

On Sat, Jul 6, 2013 at 2:23 PM, Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Laura 

have been on vacation all week....did not get your messages until after I saw your story....I will be back in the office Monday 

Sent from my Verizon Wireiess 4G L TE DRO/D 

Laura Keeley ~newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Hi Steve, 

Wanted to let you know that we took out the 

getting back to me as soon as you can. 

I’m also putting in a request to talk with Leslie. 

Thanks, 
Laura 

On Friday, July 5, 2013, Laura Keeley wrote: 

Hi Steve, 

Just following up on the voicemail I left you around 4:30. 

stuff-- we decided we hadn’t yet made enough of a good faith effort to get ahold of You or Leslie. I’d appreciate you 

I wanted to give you a heads-up and a chance to comment in a story we have running tomorrow on Haydn "Fats" Thomas, who rented the car was driving when 

he was arrested. 

I talked to Thomas today, and he clarified that he is familiar with U NC athletes through parties (that goes against what he told USA Today). From his Twitter account, which 

has since been deleted, he conversed with                nd tweeted out a picture of John Henson. 

I’m also detailing Thomas’s extensive criminal background, including felony convictions, and the business ties he has with Spencer B. Howard, whom he called his "blood 

relation" cousin. Howard is a graduate of UNC dental school, and, according to his bio, is an adjunct professor at the U NC school of dentistry. 

If you would like to comment, give me a call at 

I’d also like to put in a request for list of people that received basketball and football tickets from players in the past two seasons. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Keeley 

The I Ralei~hl News & Observer! Charlotte Observer 

@laurakeeley 



Laura Keeley 

The (Raleigh) News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 

@laurakeele¥ 

Laura Keele¥ 

The (Raleigh) News & Observer/Charlotte Observer 

@laurakeeley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John David Wicker ~ dwicker@msJl.sdsu.edn> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 11:58 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbes@unc.edu>; Michael May <mmay@mail.sdsu.edu> 

RE: SDSU-UNC Game Contract 

Rick, 

I don’t foresee an?’ issue to holding it for a couple of weeks. Our SID, 
Mike May, is actually out on vacation until July 17. Ideally we would 
wait at least until he is back I have copied him on this email and I 
will have him reach out to Kevin to COl~irm the release. 

I look forward to the visit to Chapel Hill next year. 

JI) 

Mike May 
mmay@maiksdsu.edu 
619 594-3023 

John David Wicker 
Sr Associate AD/COO 
San Diego State Athletics 
3015F Fowler Athletics (;enter 
5500 Campanile Drive 
San Diego, CA 921824313 
(619) 594-0589 (o) 

You owe it eyeD’one (including yoursel:0 to find pockets of tranquility in 
your busy world 

-George Bernanos 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mai[to:rick@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 4:13 ~\l 
To: j dwickcr @1nail. sdsu. edu 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: FW: SDSU-UNC Game Contract 

John David, 

Glad this all worked out and we look forward to hosting you in 2014. 
Ideally I think we’d want to announce this game at the same tinre we 
announce our scheduled date to play at Notre Dame in 2014. We should be 
getting that date from the ACC in a few weeks. Does it work for you to 
hold the announcement until we can announce all of our non-corfference 2014 
dates (Notre Dame is the only nrissing piece)’? 

Kevin Best is our Athletic Conrmunications unit head and Football SID. He 
is copied here and his contact il’ffo is: 

Kevin Best 

kevinbest@unc, edu 

Rick 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: John David Wicker [~nailt 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 6:26 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: SDSU-UNC Game Contract 

@mail.sdsu.edu] 

Rick, 

Attached is the scanned cop?- of the signed agreement. We’ll need to 
discuss when to release this to the media. Let me know if you have a 
thought or if you would like to connect our SID’s to figure it out. 

JD 

John David Wicker 
Sr Associate AD/COO 
San Diego State Athletics 
3015F Fowler Athletics Center 
5500 Campamle Drive 
San Diego, CA 921824313 
(619) 594-0589 (o) 

You owe it evelTone (including yourself) to find pockets of tranquility in 
your busy world 



-George Bernanos 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: sharpcpy@maiLsdsu.edu [mailto:sharpcpy(~r)maiLsdsu.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 12:29 PM 

To: j dwicker@maiL sdsu.edu 

Subject: Scanned nnage l?om Athletics CC497 

Reply to: shatpcpy@mail.sdsu.edu <sharpcpy@mail.sdsu.edu> Device Name: Not 
Set Device Model: b~x2-2610N 
Location: Campus Copier Program ID # 5710006638 

File Format: PDF MMR(G4) 
Resolution: 200dpi x 200dpi 

Attached file is scanned image in PDF format. 
Use Acrobat(R)Reader(R) or Adobe(R)Reader(R) of Adobe Systems Incorporated 
to view the document. 
Adobe(R)Reader(R) can be downloaded from the following L~P,L: 
Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat, the Adobe PDF logo, and Reader are 
registered traderuarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incol~oorated in the 
United States and other cotmtries. 

http://www.adobe, corn/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 6:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: <no subject> 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, July 9, 2013 S:BS PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to a student member of our men’s basketball 

team. We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my 

practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts 

involved. We are gathering information, learning information from other sources and will not comment until that time when we believe we have 

a strong grasp of each individual situation. If and when the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions, I am confident Coach Williams will 

take and support the appropriate disciplinary measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and it is upon that principle on which Coach Williams and 
the department operate each and every day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment and comment until we are 

confident that we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and hope we are able to bring these matters to 

resolution as soon as possible." 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeeg.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 8:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: final 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: July 10, 2013, 8:58:04 AM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: final 

For immediate release 
University of North Carolina 
Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, July 10, 2013 
LINC’s Bubba Cunningham Issues Statement 
Chapel Hill - University of North Carolina Director of’Attfletics Bubba Cunningham has issued the following statement: 
"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to a student member of our men’s 
basketball team. We take these matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due 
diligence. It is my practice not to comment on the individuals involved or the details surrounding these reports until we have 
sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still gathering information, learning information from other sources and will 
not comment until that time when we believe we have a strong grasp of each individual situation. If and when the facts show mistakes 
in judgment and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate disciplinary measures. 
The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and it is upon that principle on which Coach 
Williams and the department operate each and every day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold judgment 
and comment until we are confident that we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring 
these matters to resolution as soon as possible." 
---30--- 

Steve Kirschner 

University of NortJh Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. lbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner(dbunc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:31 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@maiLunc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; lille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~T: NY Kickoff Classic 

From: BRIAN WOODS         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: NY Kickoff Classic 

July 10, 2013 

Mr. CunninghaJn, 

I’m aNew York City based sports business executive and represem the interests of a group planning to revitalize the original "KickoffClassic." Our gmne roll be 

played at MetLife Stadium in East Rutherfor& New Jersey, beginning with the 2014 college football season and roll pair "Top 25" FBS programs. We are quite 

sincere in our eflbrts and wish to place our gmne among the upper tier of season openers. 

Accordingly, we rash to gauge the interest of UNC as a participant in 2014. Given the time sensitive nature of this matter I would enjoy an opportunity to speaJc by 

phone and discuss possibilities. 

Please get in touch at your earliefft convenience. 

Best regards, 

Brian P. Woods 

P: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 9:37 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

another final 

draft 

For immediate release 
University of North Carolina 
Athletic Communications 
Wednesday, ]uly 10, 2013 

UNC’s Bubba Cunningham Issues Statement 
Chapel Hill - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham has issued the following statement: 
"The athletic department compliance staff and I are fully aware of recent media accounts related to our men’s basketball team. We take these 

matters very seriously and are looking into these reports and the inferences they contain with all due diligence. It is my practice not to comment 

on the individuals involved or the details s urrounding these reports until we have sufficient understanding of the facts involved. We are still 

gathering information, learning information from other sources, and we will not comment until we have a strong grasp of each individual 

situation. Where the facts show mistakes in judgment and/or actions, Coach (Roy) Williams will take and I will support the appropriate 

disciplinary measures. 

The integrity of the University of North Carolina is of paramount concern to all of us and is the principle on which Coach Williams and the 

athletic department operate each and every day. The most responsible course of action, however, is to withhold iudgment and comment until we 

are confident we have the facts to do so. I appreciate everyone’s understanding of that and we will bring these matters to resolution as soon as 

possible." 

---30--- 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dawn Martiuez <dsheyka@unm.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good morning, 

This is Dawn Martinez from the University of New Mexico Athletic Compliance office. I need to double check something regarding who attended 

your institution in ~. On the tracer that was sent to our institution at the time he transferred here, your 

institution indicated he had competed in ( seasons. However, s telling us that he did not compete in 

If you wouldn’t mind double checking your records and letting me know if that is correct, I would really appreciate it. 

Thanks so much for your help and have a great day] 

Dawn 

Dawn S. Martinez 

Asst. AD - Compliance 

University of New Mexico 

Athletics Department 

(505) 925-5835 

GO LOBOS! 

CONFIDENTIAL-This message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, 

use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender at (505) 925-5835 and destroy all copies of the original 

message. 



From: "Sims, Julia" <JSims@wral.com> 
Date: July 9, 2013, 12:42:52 PM EDT 

To: "randy young@unc.edu" <randy young@unc.edu> 
Subject: On campus parking/traffic ticket/citation requests 

Hey Randy!!!! 

I left you a voicemail- hope all is well with you! It’s been a long time .... 

l’m checking to see if any traffic tickets/parking citations were issued to cars with the following tags: 

o 

Q 

Porche Cayenne 

NC plate: K.E.R. IX 

o 

Q 

Camero 

VA plate: XCD8782 

® 

o 

Yukon 
(I can’t find this one right now) 

°      We would also like a list of all the tickets/parking citations for the past year given out to 

members of the mens’ basketball team. 

Thanks! 

Julia Sims 

WRAL-TV 5 

(cell) 

(office) 919-821-8988 



From: Gibbs, Tamara B. [mailto:Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ]uly 09, 2013 10:24 AM 
To: Young Randy; Moon, Karen B 
Subject: MEDIA INQUIRY: Request for Parking Citations 

Hello-- 

ABC11 would like to request copies of any parking citations related to the vehicle information 
below. 

2012 Chevrolet Camaro 
License Plate # XCD8782 registered in Virginia 

It’s been reported that the vehicle in question was cited on campus on April 15 and May 28. 
Both tickets are reportedly unpaid citations. 

Thanks in advance for your help! 

Tamara 

Tamara Gibbs 
Reporter 
ABC11 - WTVDTV 

- mobile 
Tamara.B.Gibbs@abc.com 
Twitter: TGibbsABC 11 
Facebook: Tamara Gibbs Wtvd 

Sent from my iPad 
*Please excuse any typos, spelling or grammatical errors* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megan Cassella @gmail.com > 
Tuesday, July 09, 2013 4:03 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

Parking Ticket Record Request - Daily Tar Heel 

Hi Ms. Stabile, 

My name is Megan Cassella, and I’m the summer editor with The Daily Tar Heel. I’m writing today to file a 
public records request for parking tickets issued on campus. I’d like to request a copy of all parking tickets 
issued on campus since February 1, 2013, to vehicles whose license plate numbers indicate they’re owned by a 
rental car agency. 

I appreciate your help on this, and please let me know if there’s any other information you would like from me. 

Best, 
Megan 

Megan Cassella 
Summer Editor-in-Chief 
The Daily Tar Heel 
m: 
@mmeassella 
about.me/megan, eassella 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Ben < Ben.Cohen@wsj.com > 

Tuesday, July 09, 2013 4:14 PM 

Stabile, Regina 

Public Records Request 

Ms. Stabile, 

I’m a reporter from the Wall Street Journal, and pursuant to the state open records law, N.C. Gen. Stat. Secs. 132-1 to 

132-10, I write to request access to and an electronic copy of: 

All payments made between the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s athletic department and outside agencies 

and/or independent contractors between July 1, 2011 and July 1, 2013. 

If your office does not maintain these records, please let me know who does. As specified in the state law, I’ll expect 

your response within 10 business days, and I request a fee waiver, since my request is in the public interest. If you 

choose to deny this request, please provide a written explanation for the denial including a reference to the specific 

statutory exemptions. 

Please feel free to contact me anytime with questions at this email address or at my phone number: 

Thanks for your help! 

All best, 
Ben 

Ben Cohen 

The Wall Street Journal 

(c) 
ben.cohen@wsj.com 



From: Harold Gutmann [mailto: 

Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:18 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 

Subject: Re: Public records request 

~gmail.com] 

Sorry Karen, realized I should have mentioned that I’m e-mailing from my personal account because our 

external work e-mail is out 

On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 4:17 PM, Harold Gutmann < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Hi Karen, 
> 

> Can you let me know who to send this to? 

> I would like to submit a public records request for the player guest 

> list/complimentary ticket list at UNC home basketball games for the 

> 2010-11, 2011-12 and 2012-13 seasons. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 11:51 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FYI, Greensboro and USA Today from yesterday 

UNC trouble persists (Editorial) 

The News & Record (Greensboro) 
June 12 

Julius Nyang’oro was given very nice treatment by the people who provided academic support for football players at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

On one occasion in 2010, that took the form of a brunch before a game, drinks at halftime and a place on the sideline. Nyang’oro and his family were invited to 

attend other games, too. 

This information comes from emails released by the university to The News & Observer of Raleigh nearly a year after the newspaper first requested them. They 

show a close working relationship between Nyang’oro, the former chairman of the Department of African and Afro-American studies, and people who provided 

academic support for football players. UNC officials had denied such a relationship existed. 

The truth is important because, as previous investigations have shown, many football players took courses in Nyang’oro’s department that didn’t hold classes and 

seemed to require little work. 

Former Gov. Jim Martin headed an investigation last year. One of his most significant statements was this: "The review team identified no confirmation for 

speculation that the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) academic counselors colluded with instructors or administrators to offer anomalous 

course sections for the benefit of student-athletes or engage in any improper activities to maintain eligibility of a student-athlete." 

Martin must not have seen these emails because they certainly suggest collusion -- and in one case even a negotiation to schedule such a course. 

In light of these disclosures, new investigations are warranted. They should do what Martin did not, which is to interview all of the key figures involved. 

Nyang’oro, who retired last year, and the academic counselors should explain whether in fact they did work together to create easy ways for athletes to receive 

course credit and maintain their eligibility. Was it part of the deal for Nyang’oro to receive favors in exchange? 

The Carolina football program has been penalized for violations of National Collegiate Athletic Association rules. Former coach Butch Davis was ousted, victories 

were forfeited and the team was prohibited from playing in a bowl game last year. None of that had anything to do with Nyang’oro’s hollow classes. 

The academic fraud is more serious because it tarnishes the integrity of the whole university, not just its football program. Yet, if anything, it’s been made to look 

even worse by the university’s gross mishandling of information. Rather than uncover all the wrongdoing, accept criticism, fix the problems and move forward, it 

has tried to keep some information hidden. Then, when it finally spills out, the cycle of bad publicity begins again. That’s just where the university finds itself now. 

Among the many early steps incoming Chancellor Carol Folt must take is to lay down some law: Academic support counselors should not bestow gifts and favors 

on professors or department heads. It might look like an effort to win special treatment for certain students. It would look exactly like that. 

.h.~t.~t.£~/./.~.w..~.w..~.w..:~.n...e.~.w..~s..:.r..e..~£9~r.~d..:.c...~....m..L~..p~n..]~9~n~...n.. and r editorialsi_article d95dg2ge-d2dg-11e2-b30f-OOla4bcf687g.html 

Report:UNC prof, academicadvisers had cozy relationship 
USAToday 

By Paul lVlyerberg 
June 11 

Newly released emails reveal the informal and cozy relationship between North Carolina’s academic support staff in the athletics department and the former 

head of the university’s African studies department, undercutting claims made by UNC’s outgoing chancellor, Holden Thorp, and other school officials that staff 

members never worked with the department to create classes designed to maintain eligibility for student-athletes. 

The emails, obtained by The News & Observer of Raleigh, N.C., show members of UNC’s Academic Support Program for Student Athletes offering Julius Nyang’oro, 

then chairman of the African studies department, tickets to games and negotiating to create a "no-show" class -- a lecture-style class turned into independent 

studies. 

In one email exchange, a support staff member told Nyang’oro he would be "guest coaching" for a UNC home football game, meaning he would stand along the 

sidelinewith the team. 

In another, Cynthia Reynolds, who oversaw academic support for UNC football players, said to Nyang’oro that "l hear you are doing me a big favor this semester 

and that I should be bringing you lots of gifts and cash???????" Reynolds also offered to meet with Nyang’oro over a "phone call, meeting or drinks, whichever you 

prefer" to discuss student assignments in AFAM 396, one of the independent study classes in Nyang’oro’s department. 

A third email showed how a tutor submitted to Debbie Crowder, the department manager, very detailed outlines of the lO-page papers students would have to 

write for two classes in 2005; both classes included a high number of student-athletes. According to The News & Observer, UNC records show 15 students enrolled 

in AFAM 396; 11 of the 15 were athletes. 

"This is additional confirmation that there was far too cozy a relationship between the academic advisers in the athletic department and Nyang’oro and Crowder," 

Peter Hans, chairman of the UNC Board of Governors, told The News & Observer. 

The emails show details not contained in the university’s 2012 investigation into the allegations of academic fraud, which came to the conclusion that student- 

athletes did not solely benefit from grading anomalies because non-athletes also received high grades. 

"This was not an athletic scandal," former North Carolina Gov. Jim Martin, who led the probe, told UNC’s board of trustees. "It was an academic scandal, which is 

worse." 

UNC REPORT: No-show classes date to 1997 

Wrote Martin in his report: "Despite what one might imagine, there is no evidence the Counselors, or the students, or the coaches had anything to do with 

perpetrating this abuse of the (African, African American, and Diaspora Studies) curriculum, or any other." 

The investigation into allegations of academic fraud has roots in a plagiarized paper released in 2011 by a former UNC football player who sued the university to 



regain his place on the football team. The paper, written for a Swahili language class, listed Nyang’oro as the professor. 

This led to UNC’s probe, steered by Martin, which identified 560 grade changes made without proper approval and pinned all of the blame on Nyang’oro and 

Crowder. The school’s investigation drew skepticism from UNC’s own Board of Governors, one of whom, former state Supreme Court Justice Burley Mitchell, 

called the academic issues "an athletic problem to the extreme." 

Nyang’oro was forced to retire last July. Thorpe, UNC’s chancellor since 2008, announced his resignation last September and will become provost at Washington 

University in St. Louis on July 1. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 11:39 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Fadlities <uncaa_facilities@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

<uncaa_seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Smith Center <uncaa_smithcenter.rmb@ad.unc.edu> 

McCracken, Jeff B. <jeff_mccracken@unc.edu> 

NFL changes bag policy at stadium 

NFL TEAMS TO ENHANCE PUBLIC SAFETY 

AND IMPROVE STADIUM ACCESS FOR FANS 

To provide a safer environment for the public and significantly expedite fan 
entry into stadiums, NFL teams will implement an NFL policy this year that 
limits the size and type of bags that may be brought into stadk~ms. 

The NFL Committee on Stadium Security in May unanimously 
recommended the implementation of this measure that will enhance public 
safety and make it easier for fans to gain access to all stadiums, The 
recommendation was discussed with all 32 teams at a league meeting in 
May and will be implemented at all NFL stadiums beginning with 
preseason games. 

The NFL strongly encourages fans to not bring any type of bags, but 

outlined today what is permissible, Beginning with preseason games, fans 

will be able to carry the following style and size bag, package, or container 

at stadium plaza areas, stadium gates, or when approaching queue lines of 

fans awaiting entry into the stadium: 

,,,, Bags that are clear plastic, vinyl or PVC and do not exceed 12" x 6" x 
12," (Official NFL team logo clear plastic tote bags are available 
through club merchandise outlets or at nflshop,com), or 

o One-gallon clear plastic freezer bag (Ziploc bag or similar), 
o Small clutch bags, approximately the size of a hand, with or without a 

handle or strap can be taken into the stadium with one of the clear 
plastic bag options. 

,,,, An exception will be made for medically necessary items after proper 
inspection at a gate designated for this purpose, 

Prohibited items include, but are not limited to: purses larger than a clutch 

bag, coolers, briefcases, backpacks, fanny packs, cinch bags, seat 

cushions, luggage of any kind, computer bags and camera bags or any 

bag larger than the permissible size, 

Fans will continue to be able to enjoy their tailgate activities in the parking 

lots and to do so with greater safety and the knowledge that theh entry into 

the stadium will be smoother and faster, They also will continue to be able 

to carry items allowed into the stadium, such as binoculars, cameras, and 

smart phones, 

In recent years the NFL has enhanced its already comprehensive safety 

plans with additional measures such as pat downs, bag checks and metal 

detectors. 

"Our fans deserve to be in a safe and secure environment," said Jeffrey 

Miller, NFL vice president and chief security officer. "Public safety is our 

top priority. This will make the job of checking items much more efficient 

and effective. We will be able to deliver a better and quicker experience at 

the gates and also provide a safer environment. We appreciate our fans’ 

cooperation." 

iiiiiiiii:i!i;~:iiiii 



This type of public safety measure is being successfully used at other 

large venues~ The University of Michigan, Penn State University and 

Michigan State University do not permit any bags, while the TD Garden in 

Boston only permks clutch bags. 

Working personnel, including media, will continue to enter NFL stadiums 

through designated gates where they will be subject to screening and bag 

inspections already in effect at all stadiums. 

### 

PUBLIC SAFETY AND STADIUM ACCESS POLICY 
FAQ 
6/13/13 

Why did the NFL and its cJubs adopt this policy? 

The league and clubs review their public safety and stadium security 

policies every year looking for ways to improve them. The Committee on 

Stadium Security and Fan Conduct leads this review and obtains a wide 

range of information to assist in doing so. The committee strongly believed 

that it made sense to adjust our policy to enhance public safety and make 

stadium access more efficient by limiting the size and style of bags carried 

into the stadium. This was reviewed with the clubs at the May league 

meeting and will be implemented by every team. 

This proactive measure both will enhance safety inside and outside the 

stadium and speed the security screening process for all NFL fans. The 

public deserves to be in a safe, secure environment. This is about both 

safety and improving the overall fan experience~ 

Was this step taken because of what happened at the Boston 

Marathon? 

That was a factor to take into account, certainly, but we update and 

improve the policy every year. It has evolved so that we can continue to 

adjust to the realities of public safety. We had been discussing a new 

approach to bag restrictions before the Boston Marathon incident. We 

have come up with a way to do it that will actually make access more 

convenient for fans than it has been. We think the fans will embrace and 

appreciate it. 

Are other events limiting bags? 

Yes. In fact, some like the University of Michigan, Penn State, and 

Michigan State University do not permit any bags, while the TD Garden in 

Boston only permits clutch bags. The pat downs and metal detector 

screenings of all individuals entering NFL stadiums provide an additional 

level of safety for fans. The limitations on bag size and style is a further 

enhancement for convenience and safety. 

How does the new policy improve public safety? 

There will be a secondary perimeter around the stadium where security 

personnel will check for prohibited items or bags being carried toward the 

stadium so those situations can be corrected immediately. This establishes 

a protected buffer area for fans in piazaqevel areas and at the queues for 

stadium entry. Prohibited bags will be turned away. Any prohibited bag 

inside the second perimeter will be highly visible and more quickly resolved. 



The cJear bag is easily and quickly searched and greatly reduces faulty 

bag searches. Jt aJso supports the Department of Homeland Security’s ’qf 

You See Something, Say Something" campaign. 

How does this make it more convenient for fans? 

This will enable us to move fans through our security check points much 

faster. A standard size bag eliminates the need for bag templates to check 

bag sizes, it will make the stadium’s job much easier, allowing staff to be 

more efficient and effective in checking bags that are brought into the 

stadium. There will be less time spent standing in lines at the stadium 

gates and fans will be able to be in their seats well before kickoff. Fans 

aJso will enjoy an improved sense of safety. Shorter lines mean fewer 

hassles. 

WiiJ teams be making money from selling team identified bags to 

fans? 

There are a variety of options, including a clear 12" by 6" by 12" bag with 

no commercial identification or an inexpensive Ziploc bag. In addition, fans 

may carry their own small clutches. For fans who wish to purchase team 

logo bags, they will be available. 

How many bags can each person bring into the stadium? 

One large clear bag - either a one-gallon Ziploc style bag or the 12" by 6" 

by 12" clear bag - plus a small clutch. The larger clear bag must be a 

standard 12" by 6" by t2" made of clear PVC vinyl and is easily searched. 

The one=gallon Ziploc bag is readily available, inexpensive and easily 

searched. The small clutch allows privacy for small personal items and 

also is easily searched. 

Can fans carry cameras, binoculars, smart phones or tabJets 

separately from what they put in a clear bag? 

Yes. Binoculars or a phone or camera can be carried into the stadium so 

long as it is not in its own bag. This is not a restriction on items that fans 

have been able to bring into the stadium. It is only a restriction on the type 

of container used to cam/items. 

Are seat cushions allowed to be carried into the stadium? 

No, they are not due to the large size and because the way seat cushions 

are constructed would allow them to be used to conceal a potential 

explosive device. 

What about bringing bJankets in cold weather? 

Fans will be able to bring blankets by tossing them over a shoulder or arm 

as they do in Green Bay. They can be easily screened carrying a blanket 

into the stadium. 

Why haven’t more stadiums and arenas adopted this kind of policy? 

The NFL is the only professional sports league that has a comprehensive 

set of best practices for stadium security certified by the Department of 

Homeland Security as anti-terrorism technologies under the United States 

Safety’ Act. As such, other professional sports leagues look to the NFL as 

the leader in stadium and large venue security. Other stadiums have 



watched the NFL closely and followed, to the extent possible, security 

enhancements pioneered by the NFL We anticipate that many more 

stadiums and arenas will soon adopt this policy. 

What happens if ~ show up at the gate with a bag that is not 

permitted? 

Fans carrying bags that do not meet the criteria will be turned away from 

the stadium well before they reach the gates~ Stadiums are encouraged to 

maintain an ample supply of clear plastic tote bags or clear plastic freezer 

bags to afford guests the opportunity to transfer their belongings to an 

approved bag before they approach the stadium. As an alternative for 

guests that have no other option, stadiums are encouraged to consider 

providing the opportunity to temporarily check non-compliant bags at a 

facility located well outside the bag-restricted area. 

if ~ have certain items that ~ need to bring into the stadium for 

medical reasons and they won’t fit in the clear bag, what do I do? 

There will be a separate entrance to allow screening of these bags and 

medically necessary items. 

What are some e×ampies of how NFL stadium safety has evolved in 

recent years? 

The NFL’s Best Practices for Stadium Security was the result of a 

comprehensive evaluation of stadium security risks undertaken after the 

terrorist attack on September 11,2001. 

In September 2001, the league office established a Task Force of league, 

club, and stadium executives to make recommendations on NFL security 

matters relative to fans, teams and stadiums. 

November 2001, the NFL issued its Best Practices for Stadium Security. 

The central components specific to security checkpoint procedures were: 

1) Continue current search criteria, including the prohibition of coolers, 

backpacks, large bags, explosives and weapons: and 2) Ensure adequate 

staff is available at gates to eft]cientiy handle the inspections. Search all 

items allowed into the stadium and pat down coats and visually inspect 

outer clothing. 

In June 2005, the following was added to the Best Practices for Stadium 

Security in reference to physical searches at security checkpoints: "Facility 

management should be prepared to implement additional screening 

measures should Department of Homel and Security elevate the alert 

level ? 

In November 2007, The following was added to the Best Practices for 

Stadium Security in reference to the search of bags permitted inside the 

stadium: "Use a template at each public access gate to show allowable 

package size." Also, the search of persons was enhanced to include a 

physical pat down of guests under the following recommendation: "NFL 

Policy requires visual inspection and limited pat-downs of all patrons, 

employees, vendors and game production personnel after lockdown of the 

facility has occurred on game days." 

in September 2011, the NFL recommended to the clubs that the limited pat- 

down searches conducted at all NFL stadiums be expanded to include: "a 

pat-down of the area from the knees down to the ankles in an effort to 



identify any concealed weapons," 

In June 2012, the following was added to the Best Practices for Stadium 

Security in reference to physical searches at stadium security check 

points: "NFL Policy requires visual inspection and metal detector screening 

(hand-held or walk-through) of all patrons, employees, vendors, and game 

production personnel after lockdown of the facility has occurred on game 

days," 

In June 2013, restrictions on specific bags, containers, and packages 

permitted inside stadiums were unanimously recommended by the NFL 

Committee on Stadk~m Security after discussion with all 32 teams. 

### 

NFL’s new bag policy to improve 
public safety at games 

NFL fans arriving at stadiums for games in the 2013 season should leave their large bags at home. 

That’s the big takeaway from the new NFL policy revealed Thursday, which will limit the size and type of bags that are allowed into stadiums starting in the 

preseason. In an effort to increase public safety and expedite entry into the stadium, the NFL Committee on Stadium Security in May unanimously 

recommended the implementation of the measure. 

Fans will have a few options for bringing smalls bags into stadiums. They only will be allowed to bring in small clear plastic, vinyl or PVC bags that do not 

exceed 12" x 6"x 12", according to a press release from the league. 

Other options include a one-gallon clear plastic freezer bag (like Ziploc) or a small "clutch bag," approximately the size of a hand~ An exception will be made for 

medically necessary items after they’ve been properly inspected at a gate designated for this purpose~ 

"Prohibited items include, but are not limited to: purses larger than a clutch bag, coolers, briefcases, backpacks, fanny packs, cinch bags, seat cushions, 

luggage of any kind, computer bags and camera bags or any bag larger than the permissible size," the statement reads. 

Similar measures have started at many large college sporting event venues. 

"Our fans deserve to be in a safe and secure environment," said Jeffrey Miller, NFL vice president and chief security officer. "Public safety is our top priority. 

This will make the job of checking items much more efficient and effective. We will be able to deliver a better and quicker experience at the gates and also 

provide a safer environment VVe appreciate our fans’ cooperation." 

For more information on the policy, visit NFLcom/allclear. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 16, 2013 11:19 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA President to Form Council of Athletic Directors 

Bubba should have a shot a being one of the 10 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, June 16, 2013 11:15 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: NCAA President to Form Council of Athletic Directors 

Who are the 10? Too little too late for anything meaningful. It’s weak when you have to settle for trying to pick up a few style points, but that strikes me as a very presidential 

decision. 

On Jun 16, 2013, at 11:09 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

NCAA President to Form Council of Athletic Directors 
By Rachel Bachman, Wall Street Journal, 6-15-13 
ORLANDO, Fla.--Operating the National Collegiate Athletic Association has long been like saJling a large shi~a rush to one approach followed by a 
lurch to another. NCAA president MaJrk Emmel~t said Saturday that it’s time for a shift toward empowering those close to the action: athletic directors. 
Emmert agreed Saturday morning to form a council of 10 athletic directors who would meet regularly with him and his senior stafl~ slatting in July, he said 
in a Saturday interview with The Wall Street Journal. The idea is to leave £~wer decisions about things like recruiting rules in the hands of busy college 
presidents and more with the athletic directors who work with coaches and their assistanLs. The agreement came during Emmert’s visit here to speak to 
the National Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics. 
"It’s clear fight now where "the as~ciation has gone, it’s pushed the pendulum too f~y in one direction," Emmert saJd in the interview. "And it really has cut 
athletic directors out of the national discussion? 
A mid- 1990s shift in NCAJ\ structure empowered university presidents to manage college sports. But some athletic directors and coaches say presidents 
are too far removed from the highly complex of athletic departments that sometimes generate $100 million in annual revenues to create effective day-to- 
day policy. 
Emmert’s acknowledgment Saturday that NCAA governance had strayed too far from athletic directors came as he and the NCAA face mounting 
criticism for evels~dling from a top-down management style to upheaw] in the NC!LA~’s en£brcement division as detailed in a sto~ in the current issue of 
Sports Illustrated. 
Emmert said he "skimmed" the stoly, which centered on a case in which a former University of Miami booster saJd he lavished cash, cars and junkets on 
more than ]00 Hurricanes athletes over most of the decade of the 2000s. In Februa~, Emmert admitted that a slaffmember had improperly obtained 
evidence in the case, a revelation that prompted the departure of then-enforcement head Julie Roe Lach. In recent months, several experienced 
enf~rcement- staff’members have left "the department or retired. 
On Saturday, Emmert denied the notion that either the enforcement staff or the NCAA was in crisis. "That’s just inaccurate," he said. A Miami 
spokesman declined to comment on the case. 
Emmert declined to comment on the specifics of the Miami case, about which the NCAA’s Committee on Infractions met Ffiday in Indianapolis in a late- 
stages step before the NC,~k announces its ruling, expected this summer. The school already has served self-imposed punishment including two bowl- 
game bans. Miami officials have saJd those steps should be sufficient. 
Emmert acknowledged "significant difficulty inside of erd’orcement because of the Miami case. It did lead to a variety of changes that we had to put in 
place. But the fact that we are holding people accountable [~r behavior, and the fhct that we needed to change some of our policies and practices there is 
not an indication of disarray. It’s simply an indication that the organization is dealing with issues that are in front of it. I think that’s a normal, healthy 
process." 
He denied an allegation in the SI s~tory that he was too involved in NCAA enforcement cases. 
"The only involvement I’ve ever had in any of the infractions cases has been to communicate to a president what their status was in process," Emmert 
said. "The presidents, me and my predecessors of the association~ have never been directly involved in those cases." 
The defisive characterization of Emmert by unnmned NCAA s~£f members as "King of the Press Con£~rence" in the SI stoly was "funny," EmmeVt said. 
He added that the NCAA’s board of directors "has asked me to be more open and engaged with the media and the public on NCAA issues. I don’t 
apologize for that." 
He also aimed to push through numerous reforms when he took over as president in 20]0. But ef’f~rts under Emmert to slash "the number of pages in the 
NCAA rule book such as in eliminating res~aictions on the size of each school’s recruiting staff prompted backlash among coaches and athletic 
directors worried about the repercussions. Some also said they werefft adequately consulted. 
Emmert asserted that the NCAA has achieved significant reforms in raising academic standards for athletes and has excelled at one of its core functions: 
running championship events. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 



stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 6:48 PM 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

I~E: 2013 - 14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Clint, Great catch! You are SO right!![ As I look at the list, I see that they requested $10,000 for team travel (2013 season requires two ma-or ACC trips to play both 

FSU!Miami and SyracuseigC on 3-4 day weekends), They have also requested S4,500 for ACC officiating cost hlcreases for 2013-14. 

Beth, what do you think? Oth¢_~rs? I will find the hinds t:o provid¢_~ an increas¢_~ to Volleyball. 

Martina 

From." Gwaltney, Clint 

Sent: Monday, 3une 17, 2013 6:4.0 PM 

To; Ballen, Martina K 
Subject; Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 
Dammit. I was looking at this so we are all guilty but we left off Volleyball "1 think". 

Please double check. 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 6:21 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <..m__.b_a__[[.e_o__@.._u__n_.c__._.e_d__u_> wrote: 

All, 

Please see the attached list of increases to sports budgets reviewed and approved by Bubba. 

This information will be communicated to the coaches in their budget letters. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<image001.jpg > 
Ivlartina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CF0 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P0 Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office 1919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 
m.b_~]!.~_a _@__Lmc__~_~ a_=_L~z.c_:~.a__~ 

<:2013-14 Additional Budget Allocation Recommendations.pdf> 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney@unc.edtr~ 

Monday, June 17, 2013 6:49 PM 

Ballen, MaJ~Jna K <mbaJlen@unc.edu-~ 

Gwal’mey, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; GaJlo, Jr., I,axry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013-14 AdditionaJ Sport Budget Allocations 

Fine from my standpoim. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 6:47 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

Clint, Great catch! You are SO right!!! As l look at the list, I see that they requested .~I0,000 for team travel (20:].3 season requires two major ACC trips 

l:o play both ~:SUiMiarni and SvracuseiBC on 3-14 !Jay w~-_~ekends) They haw? also requested .’~4,500 for ACC officiating cost increases for 2013-14. 

Beth, what do you thinly? Others? [ will find the funds to provide an increase l:o Volleyball, 

Martina 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 

Sent-" Monday, June :t7, 2013 6:40 PM 
To-" Ballen, Martina K 
Subject-" Re: 2013-14- Additional Sport Budget Allocations 
Dammit. I was looking at this so we are all guilty but we left off Volleyball "1 think". 

Please double check. 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 6:21 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please see the attached list of increases to sports budgets reviewed and approved by Bubba. 

This information will be communicated to the coaches in their budget letters. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<image001.jpg > 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 
mballen@uncaa.unc.edu 

<2013-14 Additional Budget Allocation Recommendations.lxtl>- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <~bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 17, 2013 7:28 PM 

Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu-~ 

Gwal’mey, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., I,axry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick--~nck@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

MaNna. 

I can’t believe we (especially me) didn’t catch that volleyball wasn’t included. The FSU/Miami trip is not new and they have been going to BC, but that trip was paired 
with Md., not Syracuse, which they will have to do in 2013....that could be a $10,000 increase. Cindi may be able to provide an estimate of how much the Syracuse 

trip will add to the travel expense. 

The officials t~e increase is mmething we have to do. 

Thanks, 

,-Beth 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 5:47 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Clint, {:-:reat catch! You are SO righd!! As I look at the list, I see that th,-_~,/requested $10,000 for team traw-2 (2013 season requires i:wo major ACC trips 

to play both FSU/Miami and SyracuseiBC on S-4 day weekends). They have also requested ~4,500 for ACC officiating cost increases for 2013-.:14. 

Beth, what do you think? Others? I will find the funds to provide an increase to Votleybalf. 

Martina 

From: Gwaltney, (:lint 

Sent; Monday, June 17, 2013 6:40 PM 
To: Ballen, Martina K 
$,,bject." Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 
Dammit. I was looking at this so we are all guilty but we left off Volleyball "1 think". 

Please double check. 

On Jun :17, 2013, at 6:2:1 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please see the attached list of increases to sports budgets reviewed and approved by Bubba. 

This information will be communicated to the coaches in their budget letters. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<image001.jpg > 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel ttill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-27"15 
(;ell 
Fax (g19) 962-0125 
mballen@nncaa.unc.edn 

<2013-14 Additional Budget Allocation Recommendations.pdf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 9:54 AM 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edw~ 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <fick@unc.edu>; Creech, KaJclton W 

< kcreech@unc .edu> 

RE: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

I agree with Martina’s proposed volleyball allocation and Beth’s stated support below-. GREAT CATCH CI,INT’. 

Thanks, 

Larry 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2013 7:28 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Ce: Gwaltney, Clint; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Martina, 

I can’t believe we (especially me) didn’t catch that volleyball wasn’t included. The FSU/Miami trip is not new and they have been going to BC, but that trip was 

paired with Md., not Syracuse, which they will have to do in 2013....that could be a $10,000 increase. Cindi may be able to provide an estimate of how much the 

Syracuse trip will add to the travel expense. 

The officials fee increase is something we have to do. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 5:47 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <._m_._b_..a_!.Le_.n__@..u_n__c_.__ed__#.> wrote: 

CfinL Great catch! You are SO right!H As I[ook at the lisL, I see that they requested S10,000 for team travel (2013 season requires two major ACC Lrips 

to play both FSUiMiami and Syracuse/Be on 3-4 day weekends). They have also requested 54,500 t:or ACC officiating cost increases t:or 2013-14. 

Beth, what do you think? Others? I will find the funds to provide an increase to Volleyball. 

Martina 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent-" Monday, June 17, 2013 6:40 PM 

To: Ballen, Nartina K 
Subject: Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Dammit. I was looking at this so we are all guilty but we left off Volleyball "1 think". 

Please double check. 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 6:21 PM, "BaiRn, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please see the attached list of increases to sports budgets reviewed and approved by Bubba. 

This information will be communicated to the coaches in their budget letters. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<image001.jpg > 
Martina K. Ba]]en 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office 1919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax/919) 962-0125 
mballen(a~ uncaa.unc.edu 

"<2013-14 Additional Budget Allocation Recommendations.pdt% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gwaltney, Clim <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:21 PM 

BaJlen, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bet lm 1 er@unc edu> 

Gallo, Jr., I,arty A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaxlton W 

< kcreech@unc .edu> 

RE: 2013 - 14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

My gut is to go with ~;1B,O00. They made the Tournament. We gave Men’s Lax $15,000. 

I think that is fair. 

Clint 

From: Ballen, Martina K 

Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:16 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: RE: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Hi AlL 

Cindi Atwater provided some information on the flights [:or Volleyball. 

Just the airline tickets alone for Syracuse/Boston will be 510,882.20 for 22 passengers (not including ground transportation or baggage fees either) 

RDU- Syracuse $157.80 Jet Blue 

Syracuse- Boston $227.05 US Airways (tentative need Eve to approve time, etc} 

Boston- RDU $89.80 Jet Blue 

Total of all flights w/ticket fee $494.65 

$494.65 X 22 = $10,882i20 
(average airfare per flight segment =$158.22) 

Also, I only provided information regarding Joe’s travel and officiaVs fees request. For full disclosure, Joe also requested an increase for pre-season meals and 

recruiting also (see at~:achment). I can fund $15,000 to 520g,’.00 for VolRyball, so le~: m ~-_~ know what you think. 

Go He~-:~ls ! 

Martina 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2013 7:28 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Cc: Gwaltney, Clint; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Martina, 

I can’t believe we (especially me) didn’t catch that volleyball wasn’t included. The FSU/Miami trip is not new and they have been going to BC, but that trip was 

paired with Md., not Syracuse, which they will have to do in 2013....that could be a $10,000 increase. Cindi may be able to provide an estimate of how much the 

Syracuse trip will add to the travel expense. 

The officials fee increase is something we have to do. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 5:47 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <_m__b_._a_[[e_._n__._@_u_ .n_c_._e__d_.u_.> wrote: 

(;linL Great catch] You ar,-:~ SO right]!! As t look at the lis~:, f see that they request,-:~d $I0g}00 for team travel (20:~.3 season requires two major A(:(: trips 

to play both FSUiMiami and Syracuse/Be on 3-4 day weekends). They have also requested 54,500 [:or ACC officiating cost increases [:or 2013-14. 

Beth, what do you think? Others? I will find the funds to provide an increase to Volleyball. 

Martina 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 

Sent: Monday, June 17, 2013 6:40 PM 

To: Ballen, Nartina K 
Subject: Re: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Dammit. I was looking at this so we are all guilty but we left off Volleyball "I think". 

Please double check. 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 6:21 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please see the attached list of increases to sports budgets reviewed and approved by Bubba. 

This information will be communicated to the coaches in their budget letters. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<image001.jpg > 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North (]arolina at (]hapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel llill, N(] 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax ~’919) 962-0125 
mballen@ uncaa.unc.edu 

"<2013-14 Additional Budget Allocation Recommendations.pdt% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 8:53 AM 

Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edtr>; Ballen, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Creech, Kaflton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocalions 

Martina: 

Cliut’s logic does make sense - I support the range of $15, to $20,000. Beth would know best. 

Tha~nks, 

Lans~ 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 

Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:21 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth 
Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: RE: 2013-14 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 
My gut is to go with 515,000. They made the Tourr~ament. We gave Men’s Lax $15,000. 

I think that is fair. 

Clint 

From: Ballen, Martina K 
Sent: Tuesday, June :[8, 20:[3 3::[6 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
l:::c: Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: RE: 20:[3-:[4 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Hi All, 

Cindi Atwater provided some information on the flights t:or Volleyball. 

Just the airline tickets alone for Syracuse!Boston will be 510,882.20 for 22 passengers (not including ground transportation or baggage fees either) 

RDU- Syracuse $157.80 Jet Blue 

Syracuse- Boston $227.05 US Airways (tentative need Eve to approve time, etc} 

Boston- RDU $89.80 Jet Blue 
Total of all flights w/ticket fee $494.65 

(average airfare per flight segment =$158.22) 

AI~.;.:_% I only provided informant:ion regarding Joe’s.; travel and oKiciaYs [e¢_~’; request. For full dV.;dosure, Joe ~h;o requested an increase tot pre--;¢_~son m¢_~h; and 

recruiting also (see at[:achment). I can fund $13 000 to $20g100 for Volleyball, so h:,[: m¢_~ know what you think. 

Go Heels! 

Martina 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, June :[7, 20:[3 7:28 PM 

To: Ballen, Martina K 
Co: Gwaltney, Clint; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Re: 20:[3-:[4 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Martina, 

I can’t believe we (especially me) didn’t catch that volleyball wasn’t included. The FSU/Miami trip is not new and they have been going to BC, but that trip was 

paired with Md., not Syracuse, which they will have to do in 2013....that could be a 510,000 increase. Cindi may be able to provide an estimate of how much the 

Syracuse trip will add to the travel expense. 

The officials fee increase is something we have to do. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 5:47 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <_m__b_._a_!.[e_._n__._@_._u_ .qc_._e__d_.u_.> wrote: 

CfinL Great catch! You are SO right!H As I Iook at the lisL, I see that they requested $10,000 for team travel (2013 season requires two major ACC Lrips 

to play both FSUiMiami and Syracuse/Be on 3-4 day weekends)~ They have also requested 54,800 t:or ACC officiating cost increases t:or 2013-14. 

Beth, what do you think? Others? I will find the funds to provide an increase to Volleyball. 

Martina 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Monday, June :[7, 20:[3 6:40 PM 

To: Ballen, Hartina K 
Subject: Re: 20:[3-:[4 Additional Sport Budget Allocations 

Dammit. I was looking at this so we are all guilty but we left off Volleyball "1 think". 

Please double check. 

On Jun 17, 2013, at 6:21 PM, "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

Please see the attached list of increases to sports budgets reviewed and approved by Bubba. 

This information will be communicated to the coaches in their budget letters. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

<imageOOldpg> 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CF0 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P0 Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



()ffice (9J9) 962-2715 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 1:51 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: got insurance 

Andre confirmed it, The address for 

took his mom’s last name. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 1:39 PM 

To: Ilie, Vince 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Fwd:         got insurance 

It’s his lhther. Tom, do we have a record that verifies this? 

in Peoplesoff is the same as on white pages for is listed as his dad in ACS, He 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Trulock, Scott" <trulock~emailamc.edtv~ 

Date: June 19, 2013 1:31:32 PM GMT-04:00 

To: "Willia~ls, Andre" <~Xi_!!_iA_4_&~_e_Lr_l:_a_i_l_:_kLn__c_L:_e_d__k[>, "Pogge, Paul" <pi?c?gg_e_~)unc.edu> 

Cc: "Matson, Janis Evelyn" <Le_Lr_tta__t__s~?_ll~_e___n_!_~__U_!:__u__lLc::__e__d_t_t5~, "Timmelmma~ Tom" <tLn_iLr__n_~s~E_n__c_::_e_d__k[> 

Subject: RE:         , got insurance 

I ha~e inclu&d Paul on this emaiL 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 12:53 PM 

To: Trulock, Scott 
Co: Matson, Janis Evelyn; qqmmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re:        clot insurance 

is , faflaer. 

Sere from my iPad 

On Jun 19, 2013, at 9:26 AM, "Trulock, Scott" <trulock@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Aridi~ 

Can you aa~a er the question below? Thanks 

From: Matson, Janis Evelyn 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Trulock, Scott 
Subject: RE:        got insurance 
The), have him listed as thther on } ]S Iec~rds s~ I guess stcpdad. Sc~tt caa y~m confmn? 

Jams 

Jsnis F. Mstson, ~-3por]~ Medicine Financial 
Cam otis Health SeP~Hces          .9’19--gf3f3-- 7f30"i 

CB#7470JanlesA. TaylorBId7. Faxglg-965-9349 

LINC-Chaf.~l i-Nil 

Chapel Hill, NO 27599-7470 

Confidentislity Netise: Tl!is e-mail r!lessage, including any at[s,:;hmenllL is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) snd may contsin corffidential and privileged infe!ma[ien. Any 

unauthorized review, cise, discioscire or distribution is proMbited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original message 

From: -Iqmmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: Natson, 3anis Evelyn 
Co: 
Subject: RE:.        got insurance 
Just fbr my inf~rmat{�~n: Who i~,~ 

From: Timmelmaas, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 9:19 AM 

To: Matson, Jmfis Evelyn; Balle~ Maxtina K 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: got insurance 

Ja[~s a[~d Ma~h~a, 

We hJve K) nse the s{udent assistance land to reimbt~rse 

Can 3ou wolk wifll figtN~g ou~ reimbur:~ment 

Tha~ks, 

Tom 

From: Matson, Janis Evelyn 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:54 AM 

To: Ballen~ Maxtina K; Timmermans, Tom; Ciocca, Marie F; Williams, 



Cc: Trulock, Scott; Ross, Luke; Jean-Bapfiste, Yuri Walter 

Subject: got insurance 

Hi tblks, 
:just called and gave me a credit card to pay for short tenn health insurance. The cost is $217.21 fbr coverage 

from 6,/20- 8/1/13. It is through Assurant Health Policy #        . The policy application is attached. 

Mafiina, please call       at             about how to reimburse him. 

please look for an email in a day with this information. Please get Sports Med a copy of the policy and especially of any receipt so 

can be reimbursed. 
Thanks 

Janis 

Janis E. Matson, Sports Medicine Financial 

Campus Health Services          919-966-7601 
CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. Fax 919-966-9349 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 

original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 4:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Smith, Amy DiaJle <aJny.smifll@unc.edu> 

Gymnastics Tlansfer Admission Slot 

Vince, 
Gymnastics will not need the use of a 2013 transfer admission slot. It appears will be accepting an offer to transfer to the 
Thank you for your assistance in our recruiting efforts with her. We will therefore need to return to the original gymnastics admission slot allocation of two slots 
for 2013 and four slots for 2014. 
All the best, Derek 
De~vk P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919-962-5213 
Facebook Page: Lv_Lv_!~:t_~_e__[_x_Lo__k__:_c_~!n:3_Lr!__c_g’~_~!_r!a~i__i__c__s_". 

Web Page: ~3y3y_:g£?h_e___e_!__s_:_C_Ol_n_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 5:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. -~thgallo@unc.edu> 

/tra~nsfer possibili~ 

Vince & Marie: 

We may soon receive permission to contact interested in transferring to UNC. 

Tomorrow, I will submit a prospect form and transcript information that I have been provided. 

In light of             reneging on her commitment to attend UNC, we would like to explore this since we have GIA and, hopefully, a slot given back from 

I am aware Lance Markos is out of town, so hope you can assist as this unfolds. Thank you, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Divthg 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hall, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C) 
Email: deselm@email.unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w__ 32__w__: g._o_ h__c__c_! _s_:_c_’_?! _r! 
~ Y. _w_ 32_:_u__t! c_: ~. _d_t__~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., La~’ A, <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 10:20 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu-*; Ille, Vince <i]le@unc.edu-*; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.e&P 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-* 

RE:                                               /trmlsfer possibility 

Got it!!! ’lha~ks, Rich. 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 5:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Co: Markos, Lance M; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: /transfer possibility 
Vince g Marie: 

We may soon receive permission to contact interested in transferring to UNC. 

Tomorrow, I will submit a prospect form and transcript information that I have been provided. 

In light of             reneging on her commitment to attend UNC, we would like to explore this since we have GIA and, hopefully, a slot given back from 

I am aware Lance Markos is out of town, so hope you can assist as this unfolds. Thank you, 
Rich DeSeh:n, Head Swimming Cnach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: desehn@ernai].unc edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bnwles Dr, Chapel }Jill, NC 27514 
www goheels corn 
www.unc edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Duff2’, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:20 AM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: ttilton Garden Inn - UNC 

ARINVDETE .pdf; unc .pdf 

Coach Papa and Vince, 

Will you email me back your approval for the attached hotel bill? It’s for the Hilton Greenbelt for your trip to Maryland. The total is .~3,871£& I just received this 

bill in the office from April, and I am trying to get it processed quickly for the hotel and in time for the end of our June 30 fiscal deadline. 

"hanks! 

From: Papa, Donna 3 

Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 5:32 PM 
To: Duffy, Clare E 

Subject: FW: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

From: [mailto: ’@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:38 PM 
To: Papa, Donna 3 
Subject: Fwd: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Forwarded to me from 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Kasprzyk <David.Kasprzyk@Hilton.com> 

Date: 1:35:5:1 PM EDT 

To: " @gmail.com" < @gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Hello, 

Not necessarily urgent, but if you were able to forward this invoice from April 26 stay in GreenbNL on to your Accounting Departrnent, I would 

grateful. 

Many thanks, 

David 

From: David Kasprzyk 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:25 PM 
To: ’      @live.unc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Good afternoon, 

I hope you s~-’_~ason ended on a high note. 

Can f follow up on ~:he above invoices flom April? If you haw:_~ any questions, pleas~-:~ feel free to le~: m~-_~ know. 

Many thanks, 

David 

From: David Kasprzyk 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:39 PM 
To: ’      ~Jj_v___e_:_u___D__c_:_e___d__u__: 
Subject: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Good afternoon, 

I hope your week has gone well! 

Attached are new room receipts and invoice for the Teams reservations April 26-27. We truly appreciated you allowing us to move your reservations. 

Please let me know if you need any further information to assist in the processing or if I should forward the invoice to a different department. 

Many thanks! 

David 

Ddvid Rd~przy~ 
General IVqar’!age r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Duffy, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu> 

RE: Hilton Gmden Inn - UNC 

Hey Vince, 

We don’t typically have compliance sign for team travel, but I can certainly send it over to Lance for his approval once you’ve approved it as the sport supervisor for 

Tha~lks, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 1:57 PM 
To: Duffy, Clare E 
Subject: Re: Hilton Garden Tnn - UNC 

Has it been reviewed and signed by compliance? I believe Lance usually does that. 

On , at 10:19 AM, "Duffy, Clare E" <duffyce@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Papa and V[ece, 

Will you ema[I me back your approval for the attached hotel bill? it’s for the Hilton Greenbelt for your trip to Maryland. The total is $3,871.68. [)~sL 

received this hilt in the off:ice from April and I am trying to get it processed quickly for the hoLef and in time t:or the end o1: our June 30 fiscal deadline. 

Thanks! 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:32 PM 
To: Duffy, Clare E 

Subject-" FW: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

From: [mailto: .@g__r[_]_a__[[:_c___o___r0 ] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:38 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J 
Subject: Fwd: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Forwarded to me from 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Kasprzyk <David.Kasprzyk@Hilton.com> 

Date: 1:35:51 PM EDT 

To: " @gmail.com" < @gmail.com> 

Subject: FW: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Hello, 

Not necessarily urgent, but if you were able to forward this invoice from April 26 stay in Greenbelt on to your Accounting Department, I 

would grateful. 

Many thanks, 

David 

From: David Kasprzyk 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:25 PM 
To: ................ @lj_v e__:.u_ n__c_#_ 0_u_.’ 

Subject: RE: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Good afternoon, 

I hope you season ended on a high noLe. 

Can 1 follow up on the above invoices from April? If you have any questions, please feel free to let me know. 

Many thanks, 

David 

From: David Kasprzyk 
Sent: Wednesday, ’, 6:39 PM 
To:       @ ve unc edu’ 
Subject: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Good afternoon, 

I hope your week has gone well! 

Attached are new room receipts and invoice for the Teams reservations April 26-27. We truly appreciated you allowing us to move your 

reservations. 

Please let me know if you need any further information to assist in the processing or if I should forward the invoice to a different 

department. 

Many thanks! 

David 

O~id ~(~przy~ 
Gene!’ai Manager 



<ARINVDETE .pdf> 

<unc .pdt~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edup. 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 9:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:- 

Fwd: RE: 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: June 20, 2013, 5:33:09 PM CDT 
T o: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.~_(q~ejr_lj4i!:.u__!!c_:_e_.d_~_.v3. 

Subject: Fwd: RE: 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

University. of NortJl Carolina 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "McFarland, Michael B" <g!i__k__e__Ln_c_~_aj2!a__n_d_@__u__rLc_:_e__£t__u_> 

Date: June 20, 2013, 3:36:28 PM CDT 
To: "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" < strolml~2~)em~dl.mlc.e&P-, "Stabile, Regina" <regina stabile(a)tmc.eda>, "Kirschner, Steve" 
<steveki~chner’a)unc.edu.;, "Reid, Dee" <deereid(a)unc.edup 

Co: "Schuettpelz, Erin C" <ecs~unc.edu>, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon(a)unc.edu~; 

Subject: RE: 

Vve also reached out to our cocmter~arl:s i~t N(; Sta[:e< 

From= McFarland, Michael B 
Sent= Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:33 PM 
To= ’Joni Worthington’; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Moon, Karen B 
Cc= Thomas C. Shanahan; Tom Ross; Kevin M. FitzGerald 
Subject= RE: FYI, media request re: athletic tickets. FW: information request 

Confirming I’m on it. 

Mike 

From= Joni Worthington [mailto:worthi(@northcarolina.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:29 PM 

To= Schuettpelz, Erin C; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B 
Co: Thomas C. Shanahan; Tom Ross; Kevin M. FitzGerald 
Subject= FW: FYI, media request re: athletic tickets. FW: information request 

FY[< Karen or Mike might want to giw:_~ Mary ~; cNl< My guess is [)arYs is malting same request to NC S~:ate. 

joni 

From= Schulken, Mary Chauncey [mailto:SOHULKENMA@ecu.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:17 PM 
To= Joni Worthington 

Subject= F-YI, media request re: athletic tickets. FW: information request 

Joni, 

I wanted to share the information request below with you so you would be aware. 

I hope you are doing well this summer. 

Regards, 

Mary 

Mary Schulken 
Executive Director of Communication, Public Affairs & Marketing 

East Carolina University 

Howard House 
lOO1 E. Fifth St. 

Greenville, N.C. 27858-4353 
252.328.6482 

GET THE LATEST ON ECU @ 

ecu.edu!news 

._h_t__t_p_;Z[t____w__!_t___t__e___r__.__c_£__m_ J_E__C___U___N__e___w____s_S ~ [ ~!£#_~ 

..h.t..t.p~.s..:Z~..w..~..w..:.f~.a.£g.b..9...~.~.££.~.~..r~..~&.u..N~.e.~..w..#~yj~f~#. 



...... Forwarded Message 

F rom: "Ka n e, Da n" < .d_.k_ a__n_. _e_. _@. _.n__ ?_w__s_.o__lp_s_.e___r. _v_ .e_ r_:_c_.o__ .m__> 

Bate: Thu, 20 Jun 2013 12:04:06 -0400 

To: <boyceo@ecu.edu>, <oharab@ecu.edu> 

Subject: information request 

I am working on a story about a program involving UNC’s Academic Support Program for Student Athletes that handed football tickets to numerous 
individuals, including faculty. I wanted to find out if East Carolina University’s academic support program for athletes also provides tickets to faculty 
and under what circumstances. 

Could someone at your program get back to me, or let me know when would be a good time to call? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

...... End of Forwarded Message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Mclub,re -~ ~gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 12:25 PM 

Maxkos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-~; TimmermaJls, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu-~; 

<ille@unc.edu-~ 

urgent media request re: UNC athlete under investigation 

@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 

Good afternoon - 

My name is Jason Mclntyre and I’ve been trying to reach anyone in the 
UNC compliance office all morning. (I left you a message, Vmce.) 

I’m the editor-in-chief of Big Lead Sports, a website that covers 
sports and the media. I’m writing a stoW TODAY about a UNC athlete 
who is under investigation by the NCAA. My sources tell me the NCAA 
met with the athlete’s mother THIS WEEK and I was told the b2",lC 
compliance office is aware of the situation. 

I’m seeking comment or a statement either via email or phone as soon 
as possible. 

Thanks 
Jason McIntvre 

PS - Here’s some background on the website if you’re unfamiliar with it: 
http://sportsiliustrated cnn com/2008/writers/richard deitsch/03/l 2/[ead.deitsch/index.htm[ 
http://wwwnytimescom/2OlO/O6/O2/sports/O2sportsblog.htm[’? r 0&gwh 7030BC40A26FOAOD131DEA6CB10FAgB30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Perkin~ Michael <mperldns@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 12:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Dutt), Clare E ~duffyce@email.unc.edu>; BaJlen, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Hilton Gmden Inn - UNC Softball 

Mince, 

Clare shared with me your response for the softball hotel, and I understand. Moving forward, should we require all team travel to be approved by compliance 

before processing in the Bush~ess Office? 

M Ike 

From= Duffy, Clare E 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2023 2:20 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Co= Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC Softball 

Hey Vince, 

We don’t typically have compliance sign for team travel, but I can certainly send it over to Lance for his approval once you’ve approved it as the sport supervisor for 

Thanks, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 1:57 PM 

To-" Duff’/, Clare E 
Subject: Re: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC Softball 

Has it been reviewed and signed by compliance? I believe Lance usually does that. 

On Jun 20, 2013, at 10:19 AM, "Duffy, Clare E" <duffyce@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

(’oach Papa and Vince, 

Will Vou ernail rne back your approval for [:he attached hotel bill? It’s for the Hilton Greenbelt for your trip to Maryland. The total is ~3,871.68. fiust 

received this bill in the o[:fice from Aprif, and I am trying to get it processed quickly [:or the hotel and in time for the end of our June 30 fiscal deadline. 

Tb a n ks ! 

From; Papa, Donna J 
Sent= Tuesday, June 18, 2023 5:32 PM 

To= Duff,/, Clare E 
Subject: FW: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC Softball 

From: Suzanne Tadlock [m_aj_[t9. .@_g[_n_aj[&_9_m_] 

Sent; Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:38 PM 

To: Papa, Donna J 

Subject: Fwd: Hilton Garden Tnn - UNC 

Forwarded to me from 

Suzanne Tadlock 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David Kasprzyk <David.Kasprzyk@Hikon.com> 

Date: June 18, 2013, 1:35:51 PM EDT 

To: "         ~__m____a__!]:_c___o____m___." < ........................ _@~__m___a__[Lc__o____m__> 

Subject: FW: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Hello, 

Not necessarily urgent, but if you were able to forward this invoice from April 26 stay in Greenbelt on to your Accounting Department, 1 

would gral:eh.d. 

Many thanks, 

David 

From-" David Kasprzyk 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:25 PM 

To: ’      ~!Lv___e_:__u_E_c_:__e__d___u_’ 
Subject: RE: Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Good at:temoon, 

I hope you season ended on a high note. 

Can I follow up on the above invoices from April.> If you have any questions, please feel free to let me know~ 

Many thanks, 

David 

From= David Kasprzyk 
Sent: Wednesday, ’, 6:39 PM 
To:       @live.unc.edu’ 
Subject" Hilton Garden Inn - UNC 

Good afternoon, 

I hope your week has gone well! 

Attached are new room receipts and invoice for the Teams reservations April 26-27. We truly appreciated you allowing us to move your 



reservations. 

Please let me know if you need any further information to assist in the processing or if I should forward the invoice to a different 

department. 

Many thanks! 

David 

D~4d N~sprz~ 

Hiltor~ Garden Im~ Washi~gto~, DCiGreenbelt 

G!!_-’~’,b¢it, I,,,iD 2{3770 

<ARINVDETE20130515181214.pdl;-* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 7:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: June 22, 2013, 5:51:30 PM EDT 
T o: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <b_.u__b._b_.’_acSq~e_!r_l:4i!:.u__!!c_:_e_.d_t_.v3~ 

Subject: Fwd: 

Were you quoted accurately’? 

Sem.fi°om my Verizo,,~ ~l’ireless 4G LT~’Z)RO1Z) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: "Mitchell, Mmldy" < l(u~wml.com> 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirsclmer(tbunc.edtl> 
CC: 

Steve, 

We are trying to confirm the comments Bubba Cunningham made to the N&O yesterday about ; relationship with Rodney Blackstone and 

the communication with the NCAA. We tried to catch up with Bubba yesterday in Omaha, but he was in a suite we didn’t have access to. I know you 

were likely not there when he made the comments but can you ask him if they are accurate? 

"The NCAA has been communicating with UNC about a case involving Rodney Blackstock. " 

Thank you, 

Mandy Mitchell 

WRAL 

Sports Anchor/Reporter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beard, Aaron <abeard@ap.org> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 5:55 PM 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu> 

Basketball guest tickets 

Regina, 

rm writing to make a records request for a list of all people who received guest or complimentary tickets to men’s basketball games during the 2011-12 and 2012-13 seasons 
from players or their families. 

Z am specifically requesting any information about tickets provided to Rodney Blackstock as a guest or at the request of          , as well as any other UNC players during 
the past two seasons, rrn requesting any signature reports or any other documentation listing which player provided tickets/made the request for each guest. 

I appreciate your time in this matter. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Aaron Beard 
Associated Press, Raleigh 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named abx~ve. If the reader of this 

communication is not the intended recipienl, you are hereby notified 

that you have received "this communication in em)r, and that any review, 

dissemination, dismbution or copying of this communication is slrictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 

noli~ The Associated Press immediately by telephone at 41-212- 621-1898 

and delete this emaJl. Thmlk you. 

[IP US DISC] 

rusk dccc60c6d2c3a6438f0cf467d9a4938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Ciocca. Mario F ~ciocca@email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, June 24, 2013 11:04 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. -’athgallo@unc.edu-~; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtr~; Maxkos, Lm~ce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermm~s, Tom 

<timmemlan@unc.edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu;>; Steinbacher. Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Larry[ 

For others who have been included on this email---,Just wanted to remind you this is confidential information. Thanks 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 10:59 AM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F; Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Torn; Dressler, Carly; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: 
If we can run it tlu’ough sports medicine as a health related charge, fine. If’a,e need additional funds, I am sure we can use SAOF, as we have done so in the past. In rely 

event, needs this care ASAP! 

Tha~ks, 
Larry 

From: Ciocca, Mario F 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 9:46 AN 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject: 

Larry/Clint, 
has a Given this ix a difficult type of to heal and in effort to get him ready for the season we are throwing 

everything we can at him. He will be starting                         this week. In the past we have used this on a few athletes and had a discounted rate from 

the facility at UNC. We are in the process of setting up that agreement, i couldn’t remember how we paid for this in the past. Did this get paid through the sports 

reed account as a health related charge or did it come from the special opportunity fund? 

Thanks, Mario 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 11:07 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: HBO sports query 

FYI 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <McFarland>, Mike McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, June 24, 2013 10:35 AM 

To: "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 

Cc: Steve Kirschner <stevek!rschner@unc:edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HBO sports query 

We’ve alre~dy declir~-_~d this [or others 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 9:35 AM 

To: McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: FW: HBO sports query 
FYI, I’ll follow up with the lecturer to let him know we can handle for him. 

:ee :<~id (~]9) 8z,<-633% 

~il}sllo" <f ComldrLnis~lli<r~ 
C:iJiegi~ of A?tIs ~,~ S,3iLE~E](;E~ 
:Tht 31;:L\e]sJ t!v" 1:[ Nxth 7a <,] Jn~ "A_ 7[I~E] }~iii 
20b SonLh Pl:-ldin{~, CB !i~lOO 

Cha~6] }ii][i NC 79~-3100 

eeb: ~i!i!i£LL!!C2_iki[!-_giL:_SiliL:_££J_!A 

c b o k : http : //WWW. i!~c6bo 9k. comiUNC. Coi i o.’e 

%WiJlJl 9" : http:iitwitter.co~iunccoiieqe 

". : u’r :bi~ : http:!/vou%u;~o.co,~,!user/NNCColleqe 

From: Crimmins, Michael T 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Reid, Dee, Gil, Karen M 
Subject: Fwd: HBO sports query 

Dee: 

Do you have a suggestion for how to handle this? 

thanlcs 

Mike 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: "McLaughlin, Richard M" <rmm@email.unc.edu> 
Date: June 21,2013 4:15:49 PM EDT 
To: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil@email.unc.edu>, "Crimmins, Michael T" <crimmins@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: HBO sports query 
Hi Mike and Karen, 

One of our pernmnent lecturers, Mark McCombs was comacted by HBO slyorts and asked to do an interview tbr the Bryant Gumbel show about the academic 

athletic scandal. Mark doesn’t want to do the interview as he isn’t sure he is the appropriate person to be interviewed, and is also nervous about joumaEstic games. He 

has taught lots of unc student athletes. He has not yet responded to HBO. 

Anyhow, I wanted to get your take about this and how he should respond, and if he should direct them to someone else at unc. 

Rich 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nol~m, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu~; 

Monday, June 24, 2013 5:57 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce I, <joyced@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; (Nggs, Kalhy 

<kgriggs@unc.edw% King, J. Angela <aking@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Appointment in the Morning 

I have a appointment first thing tomorrow morning and hope to be in the office around 9:30am. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

rnbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 9:37 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jolm@ramsclub.com>; Steinbacher, Rick 

<tick@ unc.edu> 

RE: Compelitor slides 

I have asked one of our incoming legal externs to start working on this. I wilt share his reports when I receive them. 

Paul 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 8:14 AN 

To: Pogge, Paul; llle, Vince; John Montgomery; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Competitor slides 
This is        ’s weekly report to his boss. FYI. Possible project for our interns or GA’s 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: ._@__.__g__m___a_j_[:_£9__n_!> 

Date: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 12:42 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Competitor slides 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacob Kiper. @hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:26 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SUV renter’s name 

Mr. file, 
I am sure you have the name by now, but I have 100% confirmed the name of the individual who rented the 2013 GMC Yukon for UNC 

I have passed the name along to a few members of the national and the NCAA. If you do not have the name yet, I would be glad to pass it along 
to you as well. 

Sincerely, 

--Jacob Kiper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Great to see you 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Julie Lach <       ~_@g_mail.com> 

Date: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:32 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Great to see you 

Bubba, 
Thanks so much for spending some time with me in Orlando. I really enjoyed hearing about your career path, 

Fm finalizing some quick descri~)tors of the various s~-_~rvices my company offers. I’ll s~-_~nd that early r~-:~>’,t ~,eel~. 

l iook forward to talking with you and Vince a[: your conw:mience. 

En-oy your summer and hopefully, sorne downtime with your famify, 

Best regards, 

Julie 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [maiko:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, June 25, 2013 4:57 PM 

To:       ,@gmail.com 

Subject: Great to see you 

Dear Julie, 

Great to see you in Orlando and l’m glad we had a couple of minutes to visit about your consulting service. I will mention something to Vince and we will be 

contacting you for some guidance as we move forward. 

All the best. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

%’~ ,.":"d~: e’~ ~:,~,d ~’,’.:~.~.,"~" e" ~.,"~:~u~.,’,,,".," ..-"L,’~L’, ~’,~::~ "" 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McFafland, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

FW: DTH request for letter to NCAA 

Reques~t                        .pdf 

Vit~ce: I have a question abouL this one and wilt calf yolk. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com > 

Monday,              9:22 AM 

Kirschner, Steve; Public Records; Stabile, Regina; Orth, Zach 
NCAA letter public records request 

To whom it may concern: 

I am making a public records request for the letter that UNC sent to the NCAA as a follow-up to the findings in 
the NCAA’s investigation. 

Senior Writer 
The Daily Tar Heel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Thursday,             6:10 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edtv~; Maxkos, LaJlce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; TimmermaJls, Tom 

<timmemlan@unc.edu>; (~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edt~> 

Abel Sanchez .- Diving Coach 

Sotmds good, Rich....make sure he checks in with Maxielle and Compliance before he begins any recruitin~ activities. Needs his CCE test results sent to 

Maxielle/Compliance ASAP! 

ThaJaks, 

Larry 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday 6:06 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Crim Check 

Lam/ 
Akel is flying himself out Monday for 3-4 days then going recmiling for 2 weeks for UNC. I can fall you in more. Wow & thmlks! ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 5:50 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <_athgallo(ait nc edtv~ wrote 

Thanks, Joyce and Rich. Know you have worked as hard as possible to make this happen. Hopeful Abel appreciates us making this happen....sure he does! 
I am pleased this will come to fruition for Abel and his fmnily, but I have to admit I have never experienced a hiring like this one. It is what it is! 

I assume that     ~vill come to Chapel Hill for a day or so, mad then return to New- Mexico? 
Take care everybody. THANK YOU’. 
Lan2~- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Ma;ielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 6:28 PM 

Gallo, Jr., [,an3., A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edtr> 

Maxkos, Lance M <maxkos@email.unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu-*; 
Ille, Vince -qlle@unc.edu> 

RE: Abel Sanchez ,-- Diving Coach 

~email.unc.edu-*; 

Thanks Larry. 
I contacted UNM to ask for his recruithlg exam scores, If Abel didn’t take the ; 

SNare, 

I will let you know when I hear back 
Thank you 
Mariefle 
Mar’ielle A. vanGelder 
Associate Athletic Director 
Universibi of North Carolina 
Phone: (9:1.9) 962- 7853 
Fa’.<: (919) 962--6(}02 
mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, 6:10 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Ca: Vangelder, Marielle A; larkos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tort 
Subject: Abel Sanchez ~ Diving Coach 

Ille, Vince 

exam prior to his departure, I asked them to confirm that he had passed the 

Sounds good, Rich....make sure he checks in with Marielle and Compliaaace before he begins any recruiting activities. Needs his CCE test results sent to 
Mm’ielle/Compliance ASAP! 
’Ihax~ks, 
Law 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Thursday, 6:06 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: CrJm Check 
Lmly 
Abel is flying himself out Monday’ for 3-4 day, s then going recruiting for 2 weeks for UNC. I can/ill you in more. Wow & thanks!’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 5:50 PM. "Gallo, Jr. Larry- A." <atho_allo(2~unc.edu> wrote: , ii ~ L 

Thanks, Joyce and Rich. Know you have worked as hard as possible to make this happen. Hopeful _Abel appreciates us making this happen....sure he does! 
I am pleased this will come to fruition for Abel wad his family, but I have to admit I have never experienced a hiring like this one. It is what it is! 
I assume that Abel will come to Chapel Hill for a day or so, and then returu to New Mexico? 
Take care evewbody. THANK YOU’. 
Lany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Thursday, ¯ 6:42 PM 

VaJlgeMer, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu-~; 

Timmermmls, Tom <fimmennmls@unc.edu>; ;emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Abel Sanchez .- Diving Coach 

Abel told me he took & passes test last week. Thx 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Or at 6:28 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld~7~email.uac.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Larry. 

I contacted LJNM to asl~ for his recruiting exam scores, tf Abel didn’t take the 

had passed the           .~xam. 

I will le~. you know when I hear back. 

Thank you. 

rViarielle 

Marielle A vanGelder 

Associate AtMetic Direct:or 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:~9) 962-6t,~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
gent: Thursday, 6:10 PN 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
I:::m: Vangelder, Marielle A, Narkos, Lance M, Timmermans, Tom, 

Subject: Abel Sanchez ~ Diving Coach 

exarn prior to his d¢_~parture, f ask¢_~d them to o:mfirm that he 

Ille, Vince 

Sotmds good, Rich....mmke sure he checks in with Marielle aald Colnplimlce before he begins any recnfiting activities. Needs his CCE test results sere to 

Mm’ielleiCompliance ASAP’. 

Thaxdcs, 

LanT 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday," ;:06 PP1 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Crim Check 

Lany- 

Abel is flying himself out Monday for 3-4 days then going recruiting for 2 weeks for UNC. I can fill you in more. Wow & thanks’.! 

Sent ti~)m my iPhone 

On , at 5:50 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Joyce aald Rich. Know you have worked as hard as possible to make this happen. Hopefifl Abel appreciates us making this 
happen....sure he does’. 
I am pleased this will come to fruition for Abel and his family, but I have to admit I have never experienced a hiring like this one. It is what it is! 
I assume that Abel will come to Chapel Itill for a day or so, and then return to New Mexico? 
Take care evewbody. THANK YOU! 
LinTy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 11:18 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Clippers select Bullock in first round (w/Roy Williams quote) 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 27, 2013 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner {steveldrschner@unc.edu) 

CLIPPERS SELECT BULLOCK IN FIRST ROUND OF NBA DRAFT 

CHAPEL HILL - The Los Angeles Clippers selected Reggie Bullock, North Carolina’s most valuable player in 2012-13, with the 25th pick in the 

first round of the 2013 NBA Draft. 

Bullock is the 45th Tar Heel selected in the NBA Draft’s first round and the 14th to play for head coach Roy Williams at UNC. 

Bullock is the first Tar Heel to be drafted by the Clippers since Joe Wolf in 1987. 

Bullock averaged 13.9 points and 6.5 rebounds last year for the Tar Heels. He made 88 three-pointers, the third-most in UNC single-season 

history, handed out 101 assists and had 44 steals. 

The Kinston, N.C., native was third in the ACC in three-point percentage, fourth in three-point field goals, 13th in scoring and 14th in rebounding. 

He earned second-team All-Atlantic Coast Conference honors from both the coaches and media and was a first-team AII-ACC Tournament 

selection. 

In three seasons at Carolina, Bullock scored 989 points in 100 games, an average of 9.9 per game. He made 188 three-pointers and scored 20 or 

more points six times with a career-high 24 against Maryland as a junior. He shot 38.7 percent from three-point range (188 of 486), the 11th- 

highest in UNC history. 

Bullock is the 25th collegian to play for Roy Williams to be drafted in the first round (11 Kansas players and 14 Tar Heels). He is the 106th UNC 

player selected in the NBA Draft. 

"1 am thrilled, just absolutely thrilled for the young man," says Williams. "I’m as ecstatic as I could possibly be. I spoke to Reggie just moments 

after he was selected and he’s so happy and excited. He really did a great job throughout the pre-draft process with his workouts and 

interviews, especially with the Clippers. 

"Everyone knows by now that I was a bit scared initially about his decision to enter the draft because the NBA people that I spoke to said he was 

a borderline first or second round pick. Most of them told me they thought he would go in the top of the second round, including the NBA 

evaluation committee. So that was the cause of my concern for someone I care so much about. But the Clippers selecting Reggie in the first 

round shows everyone how well he performed under pressure in the pre-draft workouts. I take my hat off to him. He earned that first round 

pick. 

"He’s going to play for an outstanding coach in Doc Rivers, a friend of mine. Doc’s going to do great things with the Clippers and I am just thrilled 

that Reggie is going to get a chance to be part of that success." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:31 PM 

Orth, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

Zach 

I don’t think any of us (Vince, Paul, me) have the actual files that you sent to Dan 

Some of your emails say there is an attachment but there is not and others have attachments that we open but there is nothing in them 

Vince told me this and when I checked my emails from you I found the same to be true 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Orth>, Zach <orth@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 28, 2013 4:11 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

From, Orth, Zach 
Sent" Friday, June 28, 2013 4:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

From: Orth, Zach 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 1:49 PM 
To: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Cc: McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: FW: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

FYI --- FEC correspondence sent to Dan Kane 

From" Orth, Zach 
Sent: Friday, June 28, 2013 1:28 PM 

To: dkane@newsobserver.com 
Co: Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Follow Up (Public Records Request) 

Dear Mr. Kane, 

Please see the attached .pdf, which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile and the documents referenced in her letter (in all, 1149 pages / 6 MB). 

Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Ollh, J.D., Public Records Specialist 

Office of University Counsel I UNC-Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum HalIICB # 9105 

222 E. Cameron Ave. IChapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(919) 8438894 (direct)k919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 11:07 AM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Grant Porter <Ttporte@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jemlifer C qcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Fall Soccel~M 

We can remove: Thanks. 
Frera: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 5:01 AM 
To: Ille, Vince, Somoano, Carlos N; Grant Porter; Jeff Negalha, Lance Markos 
Subject: 2013 Fall Soccer-H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 7, 2013 11:11 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu-~; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha 

<j negalha@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jemlifer C ~cthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Fall Soccel~M 

dot3~2~ 

From: Carlos M Somoano [mailto:csomoano@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 11:07 AM 

To: Markos, Lance N; Ille, Vince; ITS-noreply; Grant Porter; Jeff Negalha 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: RE: 2013 Fall Soccer-P1 

We can remove: , Thanks. 

From= noreply@unc~edu [mailto:noreply@unc,edql 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 5:01 AM 
To: llle, Vince; Somoano, Carlos M; Grant Porter; Jeff Negalha; Lance Markos 
Subject: 203.3 Fall Soccer-lVl 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 7:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Thanks Vince! Looks like it will be a productive two days. Let us know if you need a&vthing in the mea~fime. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/07/2013 4:41 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Keith, Beth" <Beth.Keith@edelmaa~.com> 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Busy days. Rough draft attached. Will send you a final as soon as I can. Thanks. 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:[ ~edelman.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 8:59 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

We don’t haw? specific pre[erences. We would definK:eJy like to have a meeting with Bubba and you at some point to talk about tt?e program Co[wF_!r~;a[:io[)s that 

you think will be tougher wouJd be bett¢_~r in small groups., but other than that., [ defer ~:o you. [ would think an h.:_~ur w.:_~u[d b¢_~ good [or m.:_~st rneetings, but th¢_~ 

larger ones may require an hour" and a half. 
~;etl K~!iti* I Ld~!im m:: 250 ~4uds~m, ~qe,,u ?~k, N~: 200177 i ©: 2.1.2.704.45451 ~’Tk 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Do you have a pre/~rence tbr group s~e? Any pret~rence for length of each meeting? 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto @ede[man.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 8:37 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Sounds great. It:l can help in any way, just let me know. 

~:’tb ~elt~ I "delrnaini 250 h~./d:iol% N~!w Yo:-}. NY J.00J.-~ :: O 212-70.;--15-151 N’b 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:57 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Beth, 

We are looking at eve~one’s availability and flying to put together groups aa~d limes. I’ll tbrward a draft agenda to you as soon as we have most (if not all) accounted 

tbr. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Vince, 

Charles, Dave and I have confirmed our travel. We all arrive Sunday night so we’ll be ready for meetings Monday morning. Dave has a 3:00 flight for a prior 

commitment but Charles and I flight out in the evening. 

Do you have an agenda for the two days yet? I can imagine it’s a beast figuring out all the schedules on your end but just wanted to check. 

Thanks! 
¯ :~ ?~i~ {’:ei~?! I "~delm’~/!~ i :::St~ }-iud:;orl, New "~ )r},, NY J.O,O.U; :: O: 21 "~b7~J-’p4"/~4"21 ~’i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 8, 2013 2:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

RE: 

Vince, 

Most excellent. 
Thanks for forwarding the message. 

Barbara 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/08/2013 2:39 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: 

FYI 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Frora: "Iiaydon, Joe" <haydo!:(a2unc.edu> 

Date: June 8, 2013, 2:34:22 PM EDT 

To: Ille, Vince" <i.!!_e_@_LLn_.c_’_:.e_d__q> 

Cc: Holliday, Corey L" <_c_]zg_l_!_i__d_j43_@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Vince, 
Just wanted to give you the update: Coach Brewer and I called both 
the test went well and that he felt really good about it. 
Let me know if there is anything else that we need. 

~oe Hc~ydon 

Director of Fo.,-~tball Operauons 
Ui~iversity .,~f Norti~ Carolina 

Phor:e: 919.843.2,572. 

and his dad to confirm that he took the ACT test this morning, said that 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 7:07 AM 

Stanley, Jeff <istanley@hcc.com> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

NC,%~ Disability Insurance ~-Eligible UNC- Chapel Hill i Players 

Jelt~ 

Good morning! Hopeful all is well in the Boston area and that you are getting ready to enjoy the summer. 

I know back in March/April you told me you most likely would not have any infbmmtion on some of our       student-athletes until Mter our 2013 spring practice or 

this year’~          The       stmq’has requested that I check back with you. 

Theretbre, at your convenience, could you plea~ review the student-athletes listed below, and plea~ let me know if any one is eligible tbr the disability insurm~ce 

program? I know that they will have to complete the one page questionnaire, etc.. 

For your convenience, below is the link to the 2013        Roster if you wish to review each s~dent-athletes information. 
! ! http:,iwu~,.goheels.com, SportSelect.dbml?SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12962&SPSID=667866 

As always, thanks very much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 
University of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 

NCAA Disability Insurance Student-Athlete Candidates: 

2. 

4. 

[ believe fliat he quMifies lbr at ~east 51 mi~lio~ 

6. I believe that he qualifies tbr a* Ieast $1 million 

7. 

8. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 4:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Strategic Plan Update 

Vince 
Two questions 

Are Kevin and I meeting with them the whole time from 12:15 to 3 p.m.? 

If the baseball game is at 1 p.m., does that change the schedule? 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 7, 2013 6:32 PM 

To: Matt Terrell <__m___t___e__r__r__e__[!_@_y__qE:__e___d__y.>, Ken Mack <_k____m___a__£15__@_y__n_c:__e___d__y>, "Tim Smith (.t_L_m____@___r__a___m____s__c_!_y__b__._£_o____m__)" <tim@ramsclub.com>, "Papa, Donna J" <._d_jR__@_.___y__qE:__e___d__y.>, 

Karlton Creech <l_<___c__r__e___e__c___h____@_.___y__q_c_:__e___d__y.>, Steve Kirschner <_s__t__e___v__e__[{_!__r__s__c__h___r)__e___r___@__y__n___c_:__e__d___y_>, "Best, Kevin S." <.k_e___v__i__n___b_e__s___t___@_.___y__n__c__:__e__d___y_>, "Steinbacher, Rick" 

<rick@unc.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy...Renner@medAmc.edu>, Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Mock, 

Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@uncedu>, Sampson Paul <spaul@unc.edu>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>, "Somoano, Carlos M" 

<csomoano@unc.edu>, "’ken @ramsclub.com’" <ken@ramsclub.com> 

Co: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

All, 
Please note your assigned meeting lime and location on "the attached document. More slaffmay be added if scheduling issues can be resolved. In the meantime, if you 

have any questions, please let me know. Thanks for your participation. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:55 PM 

Subject: Strategic Plan Update 

All, 

Over the last year, we have engaged several outside resources in an effort to enhance the professional development of the Department of Athletics on both 

individual and collective levels. In the latest of these efforts, I am pleased to inform you that we have retained the services of several consultants from Edelman, 

the Disney Institute, Winthrop Intelligence, and Denison, who will provide us with guidance as we strive to advance the objectives and further the 

implementation of our Strategic Plan. 

Edelman has a long and successful history of working with clients across various industries, including multiple prominent universities. Edelman’s representatives 

will be in Chapel Hill on June 10 and 11 to speak with members of our Department and other University constituents. The perspectives expressed in these 

meetings will help them formulate insights that will guide us in the future. 

The Disney team is formulating ideas and thoughts that will continue to enhance our game day experience. They will develop and present a plan to us in late June. 

Winthrop Intelligence is a research based company that is working with us to track the metrics we identified in our strategic planning process. This is an ongoing 

process. 

Finally, Denison will again survey our staff to determine mission, consistency, adaptability, engagement, etc. I recognize that this is a lot of outside assistance, but 

it is only short-term. I appreciate your indulgence. 

I ask that you make yourselves available for meetings with the Edelman representatives when they are in town on Monday, June 10 and Tuesday, June 11 and 

provide them with honest, thorough, and complete answers to their questions. At your earliest convenience, please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu 

with your scheduling availability on these two dates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this important endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 8:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Strategic Plan Update 

Whatever you need is good with ine.. thanks 

Sem.#"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Steve, 

You and Kevin can meet with them in EWAC 236 or take them to lunch to taJk. You guys have 90 minutes since we believe they will be very interes~ted in your 

perspective. I have some open time tbr them between you guys m~d their next meeting. We can fill that with those responding late to Bubba’s nressage or run them over 

for a little baseball. We can discuss before our meeting Monday at 9 if you want. Thmlks. 

Vince 

On Jun 9, 2013, at 4:55 PM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince 
Two questions 

Are Kevin and I meeting with them the whole time from 12:15 to 3 p.m.? 

If the baseball game is at $ p.m., does that change the schedule? 

thanks 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc edu 

GoHeels.com ............................ 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, June 7, 2013 6:32 PM 

To: Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu>, Ken Mack <kmack@unc.edu>, "Tim Smith (tim@ramsclub.com)" <[im@ramsclub.com>, "Papa, Donna J" 

<d[p~unc:edu>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc:edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner~unc.edu>, "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc:edu>, 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <._ri__c__k__@__u___q_c__:_e___d___u_.>, "Broome, Lissa L" <!__b___r_9_o___m____e__@__e___m____a_j_[:__u___n___c_:__e_d_9_>, "Renner, Joy J" <.J___o_y. Renner@med.unc.edu>, Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock~-’)u!lc.edu>, Sampson Paul <spau!@qnc.edu>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <c£wa!tney@qnc#dg>, 

"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>, "’ken@ramsdub.com’" <ken@ramsclub.com> 

Cc: "Cunningham, gubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Strategic Plan Update 

Nil, 

Please note your assigned meeting time and location on the attached document. More staff may be added if scheduling issues can be resolved. In the 

meantime, if you have a~ny queffdons, please let me know. Thanks for your participation. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent," Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:55 PM 
Subject," Strategic Plan Update 

All, 

Over the last year, we have engaged several outside resources in an effort to enhance the professional development of the Department of Athletics 

on both individual and collective levels. In the latest of these efforts, I am pleased to inform you that we have retained the services of several 

consultants from Edelman, the Disney Institute, Winthrop Intelligence, and Denison, who will provide us with guidance as we strive to advance the 

objectives and further the implementation of our Strategic Plan. 

Edelman has a long and successful history of working with clients across various industries, including multiple prominent universities. Edelman’s 

representatives will be in Chapel Hill on June 10 and 11 to speak with members of our Department and other University constituents. The 

perspectives expressed in these meetings will help them formulate insights that will guide us in the future. 

The Disney team is formulating ideas and thoughts that will continue to enhance our game day experience. They will develop and present a plan to us 

in late June. 

Winthrop Intelligence is a research based company that is working with us to track the metrics we identified in our strategic planning process. This is 

an ongoing process. 

Finally, Denison will again survey our staff to determine mission, consistency, adaptability, engagement, etc. I recognize that this is a lot of outside 



assistance, but it is only short-term. I appreciate your indulgence. 

I ask that you make yourselves available for meetings with the Edelman representatives when they are in town on Monday, June 10 and Tuesday, 

June 11 and provide them with honest, thorough, and complete answers to their questions. At your earliest convenience, please email Molly Norton 

at mbnorton@unc.edu with your scheduling availability on these two dates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this important endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

~’~ ~’~ ~:::~,’,"~:~" ~:,~.,"~ ~,’.,’.spi,,"e ~,’.~’~:,~,,’.~.,’,?,’, ,~,,"t~’~:.s" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 9:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Directions tbr tomorrow 

Hi Vince, 

We look forward to meeting with y’all tomorrow! Should we come to this address: 450 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27515? 

Is there any special parking or entrance directions? 

Thanks! 
¯ :~ ~i~ {’:(i,i~?! I E~t(i’iI~’~/!~ i :::St~ t-i~t;(>I1, bi~!w V ):1,~ NY J.t~(3.U~ :: (~: 2";2-7~J-’~-45451 ~’~’i 



FFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

StaJfley, Jeff ~staJfley@hcc.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 9:51 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Disability Insurance .- Eligible UNC=Chapel Hill Playels 

Hi Larry, 

Below is the Fist ot: current UNC student-athletes who would be etigible for" coverage under the NCAA ESDI Program. 

Let me know if you have anv questions. 

Kind Regards, 

- 5:l,0t~,0t~ 

¯ S_1.000,000 

--- 52,000A]<]0 

¯ - $I,0(.~],000 

Jeff Stanley 

Vice President of Sports Disability 

HCC Specialty 

HCC Specialty Underwriters, Inc. is a member agency of HCC Specialty, a division of HCC Insurance Holdings, Inc. 

m aiJt o: [st a n[ey@ hcc:corrl 
Tel: (781) 994-6000 Ext 6134 

From= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. [mailto:athgallo@unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, June 09, 20:1.3 7:07 AM 
To= Stanley, Jeff 

C¢= Pogge, Paul; llle, Vince 
Subject= NCAA Disability Insurance ~ Eligible UNC-Chapel Hill 
Importance= High 

Players 

Jeff’. 

Good mornin!! Hopeful all is well in the Boston area and that you are getting ready to enjoy the summer. 

I know back in March/April you told me you most likely would not have an5’ information on some of our       student-athletes until after our 2013 spring practice or 

this year’s         . The       staff has requested that I check back with you. 

Therefore, at your convenience, could you please review the student-athletes listed below, and please let me know if rely one is eligible for the disabilib, insurance 

program? I know that they will have to complete the one page questionnaire, etc.. 

For your convenience, below is the link to the 2013        Roster if you wish to review each student-athletes information. 

http:/,’www.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbinl?SITE=41NC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12962&SPSID=667866 

As always, thanks veD~ much Ibr your assistance. 

Regards, 

Larry, GaJlo, Jr. 

Execulive Associate Director of Atbletics 

UNversib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

NCzL~ Disabili~, Insurance Student-Athlete Candidates: 

2. 

4, 

-~ ][ believe that he q~mlifies for at ]least 51 mi]llion 

6. I believe that he q~lalifies for a* least $1 nlil]lion 

7. 



8, 

This e-mail contains confidential information, and may contain privileged information, which is the property of the sender, and is intended solely for the attention and use of the addressee. If you are not the named 

addressee, you must not disclose, copy or retransmit this transmission or take any other action in reliance upon this transmission, and you should notify us as soon as possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JC Myer ~gmail.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 2:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Tar Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

Vince aud Marielle - I apologize in advance, but probably should have included you on my email to a few of the AD’s regarding name mis representation and 
profiteering from the utilization of the Tar Heel name brand. 

Feel free to write with rely questions or comments that you may have. 

Sincereb; 
Joseph C. Mayer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: JC Myer               @gmail.com> 

Date: Mon, Jun 10, 2013 at 2:38 PM 

Subject: Tar tteel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

To: bubba.cumlingham({bunc .edu 

Cc: mbuorton~uncaa.unc.edu, athgallo~uncaa.unc.edu 

Good al"ternoolL 
I hope you all are having a wonderful summer and enjoying the Tar Heel Baseball team’s mn so far in the College World Series. 

I felt compelled to bring something to your attentiolL that as a former Tar Heel lacrosse player sits uucomfortably with me and quite a few others who live here in the 

Triangle, ale s~tmch supporters of UNC academic and athletic programs and are currently involved ruth youth athletics, in particularly youth lacrosse here in the 
Triangle area. 

There is a profiteering HS lacrosse travel wogram that has named their team "Tar Heel Lacrosse club". I have to explain, that not one of the coaches, directors and at 

this point players have ever worn the Carolina blue colors tbr any of the club, .IV or varsity temns at UNC. In nay opinion they are bastasdizing the elite brand and name 

that represents true Tar Heels. 

The Director of the "Tar Heel LC" charges $1,475 for 3 toummllents for the summer...which is simply an as~tonishing figure that has many of us scratching their head. 

Other programs in the area cha~:ge half that amount for similar programming. 

Please see their website for this information, plus in how they use the name sake.._h__t_t_p-__i!__t__a__r_!:t_e_e_!!_a___c_Lo__s__s__e___c_Lu___b_:__c_Q_~/ 
The Carolina "Tar Heel" name means a heck of a lot to me as a former player. Currently, as a youth coach in the area I cringe when I see an outside group mis-representing what 

we have worked so hard to develop and preserve. 

Typically, I would not have sent an email on this topic, as maybe there is nothing you can do about this mis-representation. However, there is recent precedent which was set last 

summer when a similar situation occurred over in Durham. Duke University compliance asked "Blue Devil Elite" to cease and desist use of the name that they use for their travel 

organization. 

Again, not sure that you want to take any time out of your already busy days to squelch what is an unfortunate use of naming for a club that profits from the Tar Heel name, but I 

appreciate you taking the time to read my email and understanding my concern. 

Thanks again for reading this email, and feel free to write back with any questions or concerns that you may have. I am just trying to preserve what is near and dear to me and 

would never bastardize the use of what I believe the best name in all of college athletics. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph C. Mayer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 3:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Sobba, Gary <gsobba~tarheelsports.com> 

RE: Tax Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

Vince, 
We can get Licensing / C].C involved and address this rather easily. Before doing so, I would want to check with .Jenny and .Joe to make sure they don’t have any 
requests in terms of how it is hea~dl~?d based or~ t:heir familiarity or lack thereof this ~)rogram. 
Do we know if anvo~e has che(:k~:_~d with th~:_m’~ or1 [:his? If not, t am happy to do so and th~-:m follow up wi~:h [.i(:ensit~g, 
Rick 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent," Monday, .June 10, 2013 2:57 PN 
To" Steinbacher, Rick; Sobba, GaP/ 
Subject: FW: Tar Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 
FYI 
From-" JC Nyer [mailto .~g___m___a_jLc__o____m_] 
Sent" Monday, .]une 10, 2013 2:52 PN 
To= IIle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject-" Fwd: Tar Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

Vince and Marielle - I apologize in advmlce, but probably should have included you on my email to a few of the AD’s regeading name mis representation and 

profiteering from the utilization of the Tea Heel name breald. 

Feel flee to write with a~y questions or comments that you may have. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph C. Mayer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: JC Myer               ~gmail.com> 

Date: Mon, Jun 10, 2013 at 2:38 PM 
Subject: Tar Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

To: bubba.culmingham@~mc.edu 

Cc: mbnorton(i~uncaa.unc.edu, athgaUo@uncaa.unc.edu 

Good afternoon, 
I hope you all are having a wonderful summer and eNoying the Tar Heel Baseball team’s mn so far in the College World Series. 

I felt compelled to bring something to your attention, that as a former Tar Heel lacrosse player sits uncomfortably with me and quite a few others who live here in the 

Triangle, are staunch supporters of UNC academic and athletic programs and are cmrently involved ruth youth athletics, in particularly youth lacrosse here in the 

Tfiealgle aJcea. 

There is a profiteering ItS lacrosse travel program that has named their teean "Tar Heel Lacrosse club". I have k) explain, that not one of the coaches, directors ea]d at 

this point players have ever worn the Carolina blue colors for any of the club, JV or varsity teams at UNC. In my opinion they are bastaxdizing the elite brand and name 

that represents tree Tax tleels. 

The Director of the "Tar Heel LC" charges $1,475 lbr 3 k)umaments lbr the summer...which is simply ea] astonishing figure that haa many of us scratching their head. 

Other programs in the area charge half that amount for similea programming. 

Please see their website for this infonnatio~ plus in how they use the nmne sake. _h__t__t_p://ta rheellacrosseclub.com/ 
The Carolina "Tar Heel" name means a heck of a lot to me as a former player. Currently, as a youth coach in the area I cringe when I see an outside group mis-representing what 

we have worked so hard to develop and preserve. 
Typically, I would not have sent an email on this topic, as maybe there is nothing you can do about this mis-representation. However, there is recent precedent which was set last 
summer when a similar situation occurred over in Durham. Duke University compliance asked "Blue Devil Elite" to cease and desist use of the name that they use for their travel 
organization. 

Again, not sure that you want to take any time out of your already busy days to squelch what is an unfortunate use of naming for a club that profits from the Tar Heel name, but I 
appreciate you taking the time to read my email and understanding my concern. 
Thanks again for reading this email, and feel free to write back with any questions or concerns that you may have. I am just trying to preserve what is near and clear to me and 
would never bastardize the use of what I believe the best name in all of college athletics. 
Sincerely, 
Joseph C. Mayer 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A, <athgallo@unc.edu~" 

Monday, June 10, 2013 10:41 PM 

Fox Mike <mfo~unc.edu-*; Arendas, David C <arendas@email.unc.edu>; Lusk, Tyson <tslusk@email.unc.edu>; Gaines, B~ant 

Anthony <bagaines@unc.edtr~; Forbes, Scott <sforbes@unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu-*; Schmidt, Dave 

<dhschmid@email.unc.edu-*; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@emaJl.unc.edu:- 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Cumfinghmn, Bubba <bubbac@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim 

<tsabo@email.nnc.edu>; Rucinsld, Tern Jo <tjmcinski@unc.edu>; Gatz, Glegou <ggg@unc.edu:,; Dave Nathan          ~gmail.com); 

~)gmail.com; Holt, Joan M <jholt@unc.edu:>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

FYI ~-CWS 

,Tth 
It was just determined that our side of the bracket will play Sunday and ’Iuesday. ’lherefore, when we get the 2, out tomorrow we caJa now plma on leaving for Omaha 
on Thursday. Obligations with practice day in Omaha on Friday would start for us at l 1:00 AM (see appendix F of the CWS Manual, and in paxticular see the schedule for 

either Game 3 or 4-~ Home team ..... we will be the home team in either Game 3 or 4). 
After 11:00 PM tonight° ESPN will hopefhlly be releasing the game times and match-ups ..... like I said, hopefully ESPN will do it. 

Take care everybody and plea~sant dreams’. 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvaugelder@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 7:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

RE: Tax Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

Typically I would send a cease and desist for the use of our marks because of the implied endorsement of a team comprised of PSA’s -- but this team doesn’t 

appear to be using any of our marks or insinuate any relationship with the institution, I’m not sure if the use of the name "Tar Heel" alone is enough to make it a 

CLC issue, L"o you know who handles our licensing? 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Adfletic Director 

UniversiW of Nocd~ Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fa’,<: (919) 9{52--6(}O2 

mw~ngelder@unc edu 

From= JC Myer [mailto _~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, June 10, 2013 2:52 PH 
To= ille@uncaa.unc.edu; Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject= Fwd: Tar Heel Lacrosse Club (mis - representation) 

Vince and Marielle - I av)logize in advance, but probably should have included you on my email to a few of the AD’s regaacding name mis representation and 

profiteering fi’om the utilization of the Tar tleel naane braa~d. 

Feel l}ee to write with an? questions or comments that you may have. 

Sincerely. 

Joseph C. Mayer 

.......... Forwarded mesm~,e .......... 

From: JC Myer _@g_r_lLLU_!:__c_9__n_!> 

Date: Mon, Jun 10, 2013 at 2:38 PM 

Subject: Tar Heel Lam~osse Club (mis - representation) 

To: bubba.cu,nliughan~(Fgunc .edu 

Cc: mbuorton(~)uncaa.unc~edu, athgallo~uncaa.unc.edu 

Good afternoon, 
I hope you all are having a wonder[hi summer and enjoying the Tax Heel Ba~ball team’s mn so far in "the College World Series. 
I tElt compelled to bring something to your attention, that as a fimner Tar Heel lacros~ player sits uncom[brtably with me and quite a few others who live here in the 
Triangle, are s~mmh supportem of UNC academic and athletic programs and axe currently involved with youth athletics, in particulMy youth lacrosse here in the 
Triangle area. 
There is a profiteering HS lacrosse travel program that has named their team "Tar Heel Lacrosse club". I have to explain, that not one of the coaches, directors and at 
this point plwers have ever worn the Carolina blue colors for any of the club, JV or vaJrsity teams at UNC. In my opinion they are bastardizing the elite brand and name 
that represents true Tar Heels. 
The Director of the "Tar Heel LC" chmges $1,475 for 3 tournaments for the summer...which is simply an astonishing figure that has maw of us scratching their head. 
Other programs in the area charge half that amount for similar programming. 
Please see their website for this information, plus in how they use the name sake. http:i/tarheellacrosseclub.com/ 

The Carolina "Tar Heel" name means a heck of a lot to me as a former player. Currently, as a youth coach in the area I cringe when I see an outside group mis-representing what 

we have worked so hard to develop and preserve. 

Typically, I would not have sent an email on this topic, as maybe there is nothing you can do about this mis-representation. However, there is recent precedent which was set last 

summer when a similar situation occurred over in Durham. Duke University compliance asked "Blue Devil Elite" to cease and desist use of the name that they use for their travel 

organization. 

Again, not sure that you want to take any tirne out of your already busy days to squelch what is an unfortunate use of naming for a club that profits from the Tar Heel name, but I 

appreciate you taking the time to read my email and understanding my concern. 

Thanks again for reading this email, and feel free to write back with any questions or concerns that you may have. I am just trying to preserve what is near and dear to me and 

would never bastardize the use of what I believe the best name in all of college athletics. 

Sincerely, 

Joseph C. Mayer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UK announces new athletics compliance director 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 1:31 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; 

VangeJder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu>; Larry GalJo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kentucky announces new compliance director (Newman Baker) 

Posted: Tue f f :08 AM, Jun f f, 20f ~ 

LEXINGTON, Ky. - Rachel Newman Baker, who serves as the NCAA managing 
director of enforcement for development and investigations, has been named the L. 
senior associate athletics director for compliance at the University of Kentucky, UK 
Athletics Director Mitch Barnhart announced Tuesday. She will officially begin her duties on July 8, 2013. 

"As college athletics continues to change, it is important that we support and protect our coaches, student-athletes and program at the highest level. 
Rachel brings a wealth of experience on a national level and a fondness to return home to Kentucky. We are excited to have her, Brandon and their 
girls join our family," Barnhart said. "To have Rachel work with one of the most respected compliance directors in the country in Sandy Bell gives the 
University of Kentucky great confidence as we move into these challenging times in college athletics." 

Newman Baker will report to Bell, executive associate athletics director for student services, and serve as the liaison between the athletics 
compliance office and the UK football and marketing offices. She will supervise the assistant athletics director for academics and assistant athletics 
director for compliance as direct reports. Newman Baker will also assist Bell with daily compliance administration. 

"1 have had the privilege of knowing and working with Rachel in her capacities at the national office for over a decade," Bell said. "Her commitment to 
resolving issues in a manner that was in the best interests of the membership, the institution and the student-athlete has always impressed me. She 
brings a great deal of global perspective and knowledge to this position in particular and to the university as a whole. As my responsibilities have 
increased to encompass the area of student services at UK and the world of compliance has become more complex and demanding, the need to 
expand our staff was evident. Rachel will be a very valuable asset to add to an already excellent compliance staff." 

Newman Baker will represent the University of Kentucky athletics department at all Southeastern Conference and NCAA compliance meetings and 
workshops. She will also be responsible for developing and maintaining oversight of UK’s department-wide agent registration and education prograf 

"Over the past 12 years at the NCAA, I’m proud of the work we did to promote student-athlete well-being while upholding the integrity of college 
athletics," Newman Baker said. "I’m looking forward to applying my skills and knowledge in my new role at the University of Kentucky under the 
leadership of Mitch Barnhart and Sandy Bell. I have the utmost respect for the standards of excellence by which they and their staff operate the UK 
athletics program. My family and I are excited to return to our home state and I can’t wait to be back on a college campus alongside the student- 
athletes, coaches and administrators." 

Prior to her promotion to managing director in August 2011, Newman Baker was the NCAA director of agent, gambling and amateurism activities 
from 2005-11. She began her time with the NCAA as an intern in enforcement services in 2001. In 2002, Newman Baker became an assistant 
director in AGA and held that position until accepting the director position in 2005. 

As part of her duties as managing director, Newman Baker oversaw approximately 30 staff members and managed the staff in development, 
investigation and processing of infractions cases. She was also responsible for ensuring that the enforcement staff had an established area 
dedicated to the development of knowledge, contacts, and actionable leads in the sports of football and basketball, as well as agent issues in the 
sports of baseball, men’s ice hockey, and track and field. She also oversaw the basketball certification, scouting services approval, officials’ 
background checks approval, and sports wagering programs. 

During her tenure as director of AGA, Newman Baker was responsible for all activities associated with post enrollment agent, gambling, amateurism 
issues, including, but not limited to, investigations, the cultivation of relationships with external constituents, educational awareness and the 
development and communication of legislation. She also served as the primary liaison to the NCAA Division I Amateurism Cabinet and as liaison to 
the Sportsmanship and Ethical Conduct Committee. 

"Over the years, Rachel has demonstrated an unwavering commitment to the values and beliefs of the NCAA," NCAA Interim Vice President of 
Enforcement Jonathan Duncan said. "She has served member institutions and student-athletes with excellence and she will be a great asset to the 
entire university community. We will miss Rachel, but we wish her the very best as she returns to the state she loves." 

Newman Baker is originally from Berea, Ky., and was a former women’s basketball student-athlete at Berea College where she earned a bachelor’s 
degree in sociology in 1999. Upon graduation, Newman Baker enrolled at The Ohio State University and received her master’s degree in sports 
administration in 2001. While at Ohio State, Newman Baker was a graduate assistant in the athletics compliance office. 

She and her husband, Brandon, have two daughters, Kate and Riley. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 7:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Loudermilk 2nd Floor 

Vince, I can print a couple of large sheets of floor plans and bring them to you first thing in the morning if that would be helpful or simply emaJl them to you. Which do 

you prefer? 

Mike Bunting 

Cell: 

lnbuntina@unc.edu 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Jun 11,2013, at 4:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Mike, 

Can you emaJl ine, or give to Michelle Brown, a floor plml/layout of the 2nd floor of Loudelrnilk? We would like to talk about space allocation during our 

meeting tomorrow (messages below). Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent= Tuesday, June 11, 2013 4:03 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Loudermilk 2nd Floor 
Sorry I changed my Onyen last night and )Jst got all of these emails. Mike Bunting. 
Clint: 

From: 111e, Vince 
Sent= Tuesday, June 11, 2013 8:24 AM 
To: Gwaltney, (:lint 
Subject= Loudermilk 2nd Floor 
Clint, 

Do you know who might have a floor plaMayout of the 2nd floor of Loudermilk? I’m meeting with Michelle Brown tomorrow and she wants to di scuss 

the allocation of space for her staff and the advisors hired by LAS to support the efforts of ASPSA and our student-athletes. Can you please point me in 

the right direction? Thanks. 

Uince 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Meetings 

I have not responded nor will I. I never mentioned the other agents recruiting any of our guys. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 11, 2013, at 11:19 PIvl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Not appropriate to m~swer that one. I’m sure Jack will unders~nd that position. 

On Jun 11,2013, at 11:02 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jack Bechta        (~gmail.com:’- 

Date: June 11, 2013 2:03:31 PM EDT 
To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(a)unc.edu> 

Subject: Meetings 

Paul, 

I was just curious who the other agent was that 

’I’h~ks. 

Jack 

was considering, you had mentioned the name in ml earlier conversation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wedne sday, 8:13 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Feif~ Chris <ctbii~@unc.edtr~; Toomy, Stephen C <stoomy@unc.edu>; Paul, Samp~m L 
<spaul~!unc.edtc,; Phillip~ Tripp --~tphillips@unc.edu>; Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Ran C. <lmille12@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:>; Maxkos, Lance M <maJrkos@email.unc.edu>; Timmelmans, Tom 
<timmemlans(~unc.edtr~-; Vangelder, Marielle A < mvangelder@unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hold from: 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Fencing 

Men’s Tennis 

They are up to date with their paperwork. Thanks!! 

?~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emoJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             8:38 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoflice@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Basebail <uncaa baseball@groups.unc.edtr~; Markos, I,ance M <markos@email.unc,edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A 

< mvangelde@unc.edu>; Timmenn~s, Tom <timmermaaa@unc edtr~-; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hold from Baseball. They are up to date with their paperwork. 

Thanks!! 

’g) email .unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wedne sday,             8:46 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Anundsen, Sara <anundsen@unc.edu-~; Kalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu-~; Marko~ Lance M <markos@email.~mc.edu-~; Timmennm~s, 
Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Va~gelder, M~xielle A <mwxlgelde@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

HOLDS 

Please remove the hold from Women’s Tennis. They are up to date on all their paperwork. 

Thank you! 

&email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 4:41 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: guest coaches 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve Kirschner <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, June 10, 2013 3:49 PM 

To: "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> 
Subject: guest coaches 

Dan: 

I would have liked to get this to you before your story but I didn’t hear back from some folks in time to do that. But I still wanted to respond. 

The guest coaching program was started in the 1980s when Mack Brown was the head football coach at UNC. Brown and former senior associate athletic director John Blanchard 

established the program as a way to expose faculty to the athletic experience of the students in their classes. The program gives faculty the opportunity to meet with the coaching 

staff, attend practice and games and see the total experience of the students. 

Several sports at Carolina have offered faculty the guest coachin8 experience, including volleyball, women’s basketball and football. It is a common practice among colleges and 

universities. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Cornmunications 

(919) 962 7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner(~ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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NCAA Grant Program 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced a new program that will give grants to university athletic programs in 

order to help them succeed. 

"The NCAA has selected six institutions to receive grants as part of a three-year pilot program 

aimed to increase student-athlete academic performance. The Limited-Resource Institutions 

Grant Program Pilot was approved by the NCAA Executive Committee in August with $4.365 

million in funds that remained from the White Case Settlement." 

Article: 

http ://www.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/ncaa/res~urces/~atest+news/2~ ~ 2/december/six+in 

stimtions+selected+for+limited-resource+instimtions+grant+program+pilot 
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How Will the ACA Affect the NCAA? 

Synopsis: 

There are many questions surrounding the ACA, the new" healthcare act, and many more about 

how it will affect college athletics. 

"Many questions remain as schools grapple with the future of student health plans, examine new 

options for providing student-athletes with required coverage and consider legislation to address 

funding. The weekly clarifications that Hadden, a human resources consultant for LHD Benefit 

Advisors who works with the NCAA’s national office, receives from the Department of Health 

and Human Services are starting to chip away at the many questions." 

Article: 

http :iiwww¢.ncaa. orgivvpsAvcmiconnectipublicincaairesourcesilatest+newsi2012idecemb eriexpert 

s+work+to+clarify+how+aca+implementation+will+affect+college+sports 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Boston College Player in Trouble 

Synopsis: 

Boston College football team’s lineman Jaryd Rudolph has admitted to illegally wiretapping his 

roommate during a sexual encounter. A judge has announced that if Rudolph completes his 

community sew’ice hours that the charge will be dismissed. 

Article: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/b~st~n/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/ /id/8739638/jaryd-rud~~ph-b~st~n-c~~~ege- 

eagles-admits-facts-sex-recording-case 

http:iiwww.boston.comisportsicollegesifootballi2012i12i12iplayer-admits-secret- 

audiotaping/CWNyOIBXsqxTbb5qHJmYiM!story.html 
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St. Joe’s Player Offends Crowd 

Synopsis: 

St. Joe’ s basketball player Hallil Kanacevic made a rude gesture, flipping the bird, at the 

Villanova crowd during a game on Tuesday. His coach, nor the school has made a comment 

about the action. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday. com/story/sports/n caab/2012/12/12/st-j oes-forward-halil-kanacevic-give s- 

crowd-middle-finger-misses-key-free-thro~vs-in-loss-to-villanovai 1764061/ 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Players to MLS Combine 

Synopsis: 

UNC Men’s Soccer’s Jordan Gala and Scott Goodwin were invited as two of 54 seniors to attend 

the MLS combine. The seniors were chosen by a group of NCAA Division I coaches, and both 

have completed their academic eligibility this season. 

Article: 

_http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/12/12/2539801/college-notebook-duke-unc-to- 

send.html#sto~Tlink=misearch 
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Independent Study Expos~ 

Synopsis: 

The News and Observer continues to write about the independent studies courses offered in the 

AFAM department. By linking the basketball programs, especially the 2005 national 

championship team, the paper is also finding "coincidence" with a news report about Auburn 

University and independent studies. 

Article: 

http:iiww~v.newsobserver.comi2012i12i10i2537241icaution-lights-at-unc-ch- 

over.html#storylink=mi search 

Reaction: 

Reader comments are very negative, with many people trying to link cheating with the Dean 

Smith era and his two national championships. Some are claiming that the scandal reaches past 

athletics and the Rams Club to the government itself. 

"You wanted banners in the Dean Dome...we devised a way to get those for you, all you Ram’s 

Club members that give your money to build the brand and wear it everywhere you go, we found 

a way to get it to you. NBA players, part time students, titles, national TV, merchandise sales, 

raising the universities noticability and all the perks that come with it." 

"I know- of no other school in college sports history that has ever cheated to this magnitude for 

such an extended period of time. I cannot imagine how the total amount of money stolen from 

state tax coffers, combined with illicit gains from fraudulent actions, could be less than $100 

million. It is simply breathtaking!" 
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Giovani Bernard to Enter NFL Draft 

Synopsis: 

There have been many rumors swirling that UNC running back Gio Bernard will enter the NFL 

Draft this year. 

Link: 

http :iiww~,.draftinsider.netiblogi?p=6475 

http :iimb d. scout, comimb, aspx? s=78&f= 1408&t= 11051165 

Reaction: 

Reaction on InsideCarolina is generally sad for UNC, happy for him. Some question whether his 

health will be a factor, including some of the injuries he’s faced earlier this season. 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Attendance Down in ACC Football 

Synopsis: 

In a down year for the ACC, it was found that the average attendance across the ACC, including 

the additions to the conference, was down. 

Article: 

http ://espn. go. com/blog/acc/post/ /i d/49777/attendance-across-the-acc-in-2012 
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Clemson Player Suspended for Bowl 

Synopsis: 

Clemson announced that player Martavis B~Tant has been suspended from playing in the Chic- 

Fil-A Bowl for academic reasons. 

Article: 

http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/post/ /id/49821/clemson-suspends-bryant-for-bowl 
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Turmoil at Maryland Over ACC Exit 

Synopsis: 

Some officials and teachers are upset at Maryland over the exit from the ACC. They are not 

happy with the school because many "advisors" to athletics were not consulted before the school 

made the large decision to leave the conference. 

Article: 

http :iiww~v.insidehighered.cominewsi2012/12/12ibig-ten-expansion-frustrates-left-out-faculty 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 24, 2013 2:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: May Edition of Member Focus 

Yeg~ I actually gent that information out a while ago, and one came out from campus, 

There will be an open enrollment period in the October timeframe for the new 

coverage period that will begin ,January 1, 2014, ll: will b~-_~ in the same tirneframe 

as l:he NCFlex Open Enrolh~ent, More i[~formal:ion will b~:_~ tra~lgmitted pr.:_~bably 

In August, 

Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 2:32 PM 

To: Dalgleigh, Joyce L 

Subject: FW: May Edition of Member Focus 

Joyce, 
Will there be another open enrollment later in 2013 to choose benefits for January, 2014 and beyond? Thanks. 
Vince 

From:     Ille [ E)_a__[[_t__o_]      ~__a_~,__n__e_,_t_ ] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: May Edition of Member Focus 

Vince, 
The link below takes me to a me to a page with more info, and states "Important note: 

love you, 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
To:     llle < .................. ~_a_~D__e__t. > 
Sent: Tue, May 21, 2013 1:17:37 PM 
Subject: FW: May Edition of Member Focus 

From: State Health Plan [-r-n---&i-~-L~-.~-c~-~-~1--m--9--n--~-c-i~--t~-~--n--~-s--h-£1~-1-c-.~-q#~-e-£d~£#A1] On Behalf Of State Health Plan 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:44 PM 
To: ]lle, Vmce 
Subject: May Edition of Member Focus 

Having houble viewing tlds e-mail? ~_l_is"_k___})__e_Le. 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in the State Health Plan. Don’t forget to add commmdcation~;nctreasm-er corn to your address book so we’ll be sm-e to land in 
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UNC Athletics 

Summary: 
UNC was selected as the No.1 overall seed in the collegiate baseball tournament on Monday for the first 

time in school history. 

Article Links: 
http://www~news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~~/27/29217~7/unc-basebal~-caps-whirlwind-weekend.htm~ 

http://northcarolina.scout.com/2/1294795.html 

http://www.nytimes~c~m/2~13/~5/28/sp~rts/unc-seeded-n~-1-in-baseba~l~htm~?src=recg 

Summary: 
"Juniors Kent Emanuel and Colin Moran were named as two of 30 semifinalists for the 2013 Golden 
Spikes Award presented by USA Baseball. Voting begins today and runs through Friday, May 31 at 5 p.m. 

ET. The three finalists will be announced on Tuesday, June 4." 

Article Link: 
http://m.goheels.com/mobile/ViewArticle.dbml?D B_O EM_I D=3350&ATCLID=207978268 

Summary: 
"Game times for the NCAA Baseball Championships regional round: Chapel Hill, NC, Friday, May 31 - 

Game 1:#2 Florida Atlantic vs. #3 Towson, 1 p.m.; Game 2:#1 North Carolina vs. #4 Canisius, 6 p.m." 

Article Link: 
http://www.wralsportsfan.com/game-times-for-the-ncaa-baseball-cham pionships-regional- 

round/12491481/ 
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Summary: 
"North Carolina has made a late addition to its 2013 class. Will Dancy, a JuCo interior offensive lineman, 

has accepted a UNC scholarship." 

Article Links: 
http://northca rolina.scout.com/a.z?s=78&p=2&c=1295016&ssf=l&Requested U RL=http%3a%2f%2fnort 

hcarolina.scout.com%2f2%2f1295016.html 
http://northcarolina.scout.com/2/1295110.html 

htt p://foru m s.scout.com/m b.aspx?s=78&f= 1408&t= 11597146 

http://forums.scoutcom/m b.aspx?s=78&f=1408&t=11597725 

~Srewer: Exten({ed Wer£ W£ns T-we T~t~es 

Summary: 
"UNC won a pair of championships this weekend. But, it took a little longer than expected. The women’s 

lacrosse team captured the NCAA title with a 13-12 triple overtime victory over previously unbeaten 

Maryland. The baseball team meanwhile swept four straight ACC Tournament games to take its first 

league championship since 2006. However, the Tar Heels had to play 39 innings in 44 hours to do it." 

Article Link: 
http://m.goheels.com/mobile/ViewArticle.dbml?D B_O EM_I D=3350&ATCLID=207962515 
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Aroused the NCAA 

Summary: 
"Every sport is dealing with the issue of people deciding to stay at home and watch a game rather than 

deal with going to the stadium. Part of it is their own fault. 

Teams have been gouging for years. NFL teams run a scam called preseason, with two fake (and fully 

priced) games on the season-ticket package. College teams insist on charging fans for dreadful games 
against FCS teams as part of their schedule. Then when you get charged $50 just to park your car, and 

have to wait in a long line for a beer that’s the same price as a six-pack (with change left over) at the 

convenience store by your house, and you realize that you’d see the game and replays far better on your 

HDTV at home, you wonder why you’re at the stadium. 

Teams are smart enough to realize that fans aren’t going to be so excited to spend a ton on that home 

game against Chattanooga, so they are brainstorming ways of making the stadium experience 

worthwhile. And one of the ideas that is sure to cause traditionalists to vomit: Improving Wi-Fi in 

stadiums." 

Article Links: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf~dr~saturday/sec~exp~~res~ways~keep~attendance~high~induding~2~ 

140733472.html 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/st~ry/2231~553/attendance-~ags-put-sec-~n-~ffense- 
Iooking-to-en hance-fan-experience 

Summary: 

"SEC commissioner Mike Slive said he has had "healthy" discussions with league coaches and athletic 

directors about expanding the conference schedule to nine games. 

"1 certainly don’t believe we’ll come to any closure here, but my hope is that everybody who has a view 

will weigh in on the discussion and share with everybody here and we’ll see where we are by Friday as 

to what the next step is," Slive said. "Obviously, it’s an important issue and it’s one that we’re going to 

give a lot of thought to." 

LSU coach Les Miles said he wants to see a more balanced schedule that eliminates cross-divisional 

games. 

"1 think you should play everybody in your conference, and I don’t think it’s difficult to do," he said. 

Saban emphasized the SEC does not receive enough credit for its strength of schedule within the league. 

"Not when six teams are in the top 10," he said. "All six of those teams could make some argument for 

playing in the national championship game. They really could. Now, did anybody give anybody enough 

credit for that?" 

Article Link: 
htt p ://es p n. go. co m/coll ege-foot ball/sto ry/__/id/9319354/nick-sa ba n-ala ba m a-c ri m so n-ti d e-coa c h-says- 

sec-deserves-more-credit-strength-schedule 
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Summary: 
"Southeastern Conference commissioner Mike Slive said Tuesday that the league’s athletic directors 

voted unanimously to explore a primary site for the men’s basketball tournament, as opposed to moving 

it around regularly to different locales. 

Slive said the league’s success in making Atlanta the host of the football title game and Hoover, Ala., the 

host of the baseball tournament has spurred interest in anchoring the basketball tourney. However, he 

stopped short of saying the league would award the site permanently, instead using the word "primary." 

The presumptive leader to become the SEC’s primary site is Nashville, which hosted this year’s 

tournament and is scheduled to host in 2015, ’16 and ’19." 

Article Links: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/news/ncaab-sec~targeting~primary.site.f~r~annua~-men.s~basketba~~~ 

tournament-000001295.html 
http://tracking.si.c~m/2~13/~5/28/sec-wants-primary~site-mens-basketba~~-t~urnament/ 

Summary: 
"Former USC quarterback Matt Barkley opened Pandora’s Box on Twitter Tuesday afternoon when he 

broached the subject of paying student-athletes. 

Barkley tweeted out a ]ink to a Kickstarter documentary fi]m called "The Business of Amateurs," which 

is being made by former USC football player Bob DeMars. The film examines the monetary side of 

college athletics and whether student athletes should actually be considered employees. 

Of course, this isn’t a new debate. The argument over whether college athletes should be paid has been 

one that has been raging for years and has recently gained steam from athletic administrators, 

especially in the SEC. 

So, when Barkley, who now plays for the NFL’s Philadelphia Eagles, tweeted out a link to the 

documentary, he also shared his own opinion about the subject and conversed with fans about theirs." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/f~rmer-usc-qb-matt-bark~ey~takes-twitter-ta~k~ 

222528417.html#more-29522 

Summary: 
"Incoming Rutgers athletic director Julie Hermann, already accused of abusive behavior toward student- 

athletes during her time as the women’s volleyball coach at Tennessee, is the focus of another lawsuit -- 

this one during her time at Louisville in 2008. 

According to a report in The New York Times, assistant track and field coach Mary Banker approached 

Hermann, who was then a senior athletics administrator at Louisville, about what she thought was sexist 
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behavior and "discriminatory treatment" by head coach Ron Mann. After taking her concerns to human 

resources, Banker was fired within three weeks." 

Article Links: 
http://espn~g~.c~m/new~y~rk/c~~~ege~sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/9319545/ju~ie-hermann-new-rutgers-scar~et- 

knights-ad-reportedly-center-sex-discrimination-suit 

http://www~nytimes.c~m/2~13/~5/29/sp~rts/new-rutgers-ath~etic-direct~r-was-at-center-~f-sex- 

discrimination-suit.html?smid=tw-nytsports&.seid=auto&._r=l& 

http://espn~g~~c~m/c~l~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/-/id/9319749/rutgers-scarlet-knights-back-dunce-c~rner 

http://sp~rts~yah~~~c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/rutgers-d~ing-best-sure-every-big-ten-fan- 

150400168.html 

Summary: 
"New Jersey Gov. Chris Christie said Tuesday that he has "absolute confidence" in the president of 

Rutgers University even as some lawmakers have called for Robert Barchi to step down amid a string of 

embarrassing revelations for the university’s athletic department. 

Christie said he doesn’t want to micromanage the university and won’t say whether incoming athletic 

director Julie Hermann should start at the school as scheduled on June 17." 
"Not my call," he said Tuesday during his monthly call-in show on TownSquare Media. "I’m confident in 

President Barchi’s judgment." 

Article Link: 

http://a bcnews.go.com/Sports/wireStory/tennessee-official-voices-support-hermann- 

19273639#.UaVOukCIF51 

Summary: 
"Athletic director Mike Bohn "resigned" from the University of Colorado on Monday, according to a 

release from the school. 
The "resignation" comes at a strange time given the fact that Bohn was just awarded a five-year 

contract extension in 2011. 

He also was allowed to hire his third football coach -- after two failed endeavors with Dan Hawkins and 
Jon Embree -- and announced facility upgrades that were key in the hiring of current football coach 

Mike Maclntyre. 

However, raising money for those facility upgrades may have been the problem. 

A couple weeks ago, Boulder Daily Camera beat writer Kyle Ringo noted that Bohn was unhappy with 

the checks and balances he had to go through to raise money for the university." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts~yah~~~c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf~dr~saturday/mike-b~hn-resigns-c~~~rad~-ath~etic-direct~r- 

215533807.html 
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Summary: 
"The University of Colorado named former women’s basketball coach Ceal Barry interim athletic 

director Tuesday, the school announced. Barry replaces Mike Bohn, who resigned earlier in the day with 

three years left on his contract. 

University of Colorado Boulder Chancellor Philip P. DiStefano said Barry’s appointment is effective June 

3. 

Barry is currently serving as the school’s associate athletic director for student services and senior 

woman administrator." 

Article Links: 

http://www.cubuffs.com/ViewArticle.dbml?D B_O EM_ID=600&ATCLI D=207983460 

http://tracking.si.c~m/2~13/~5/28/c~i~rad~~cea~~barry~interim~ath~etic~direct~r/ 

Summary: 
"Part of Miami’s defense over the accusations that booster Nevin Shapiro gave impermissible benefits to 

players was that the NCAA was building a case around the word of a "convicted felon." 

Now that convicted felon is ripping the NCAA, saying the NCAA has screwed up the case. 

First, the Miami Herald wrote that Shapiro sought out the newspaper to rip the NCAA for botching the 

case against the Hurricanes." 

"I gave them the body, the weapon and the evidence, and the NCAA still managed to screw this thing up 

somehow," he said, according to the Herald. 

"The NCAA hadn’t yet seen something like this and was incapable to pull this investigation off properly 

with what they had within their means to do so... 

"Who can really take the NCAA serious at this point? Or should? This investigation could have changed 

the landscape of policing collegiate sports, not.., becoming a colossal joke as it has become .... If I had to 

do this all over again, I would have just kept to myself and allowed the NCAA to sink in their own stew 

for how ever many more years." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/nevin-shapir~-key-figure-miami-scanda~-says-ncaa- 

153816511.html#more-29459 
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Summary: 
"N.C. State’s baseball players and coaches didn’t hide their disappointment Monday when the Wolfpack 

wasn’t among the top eight national seeds for the NCAA Championship. 

The top eight seeds, if they win their NCAA regionals, automatically host Super Regionals the next week. 

That’s perceived as a big advantage in being able to take the next step and advance to the College World 

Series in Omaha, Neb. - very good teams, playing on their home fields. 

But being among the top eight and making it to Omaha is anything but automatic. Neither is hosting a 

Super Regional. 

Since 1999, when the Super Regional format was adopted by the NCAA, just 61.6 percent of the top 

eight seeds have made it to Omaha. In seven of the past nine years, an unseeded team has left Omaha 

with the national championship trophy." 

Article Link: 
http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~13/~5/28/2923485/nc-state-baseba~~-h~sting-d~esnthtm~ 

Summary: 
"Georgia starting safety Josh Harvey-Clemons has been suspended for the season opener against 

Clemson after he was implicated in an incident involving marijuana possession and use in a Georgia 

dorm room on May 15. 

Coach Mark Richt announced the suspension during SEC spring meetings on Monday. 

Harvey-Clemons, who played in 14 games last season and won the starting role this spring, was in a 

dorm room with teammate Ty Flournoy-Smith, a sophomore tight end, when a resident hall assistant 

walked by and smelled marijuana coming out of the room. He called police, who found both players 

inside, but little evidence of marijuana after a search of the area." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts.yah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf~dr~saturday/ge~rgia~safety-j~sh-harvey-c~em~ns-suspended- 

season-opener-165954541.html 

Summary: 
"Bob Stoops has been one of the people at the forefront of getting the word out about the help 

Oklahoma needs to clean up from the devastating tornado that swept through Moore last week. 

The Oklahoma coach is not just going on television to talk about Moore and retiring to his living room. 

Stoops also isn’t just going out to the site of the tornado to shake hands and pose for pictures while 

others do the work. 
Stoops was just a regular guy with work gloves on, cleaning up at a site for a half hour before someone 

noticed it was Bob Stoops. 
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It’s a very classy move by Stoops, who apparently showed up without anyone knowing. 

Even though Stoops went to the site without wanting any attention for it, we’re glad the word got out. It 

gives people a good sense of what he is all about." 

Article Links: 
http://sp~rts~yah~~~~~m/b~~gs/n~aaf~dr~saturday/b~b~st~~ps~sh~ws~~~ean~t~rnad~~debris-g~es- 

unnoticed-182552161.html#more-29493 
https://twitter.com/Kenny_Mossman/status/339400520936615938 

http://www~cbssp~rts~c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/b~~g/eye-~n-c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/22314838/ph~t~s-b~b-st~~ps- 

anonymously-helps-out-tornado-cleanup 

Summary: 
High school coaches working as commentators on the Sooner Sports TV are just a few of the violations 

found to have occurred in the last 12 months in Oklahoma Athletics. 
"SoonerScoop’s request asked for correspondence involving the school’s athletic compliance office, Big 

12 Conference and NCAA. The correspondence described secondary violations in 35 reports across 12 

sports submitted by the University of Oklahoma’s compliance office. 

The violations involved illicit text messages, phone calls, tweets and Facebook messages to recruits in 

most reports. The school imposed restrictions on the offending party for a period of weeks for most 

infractions. 
15 reports of violations involved current or former football coaches or staff members, and 14 reports 

involved non-revenue generating sports. Three reports involved men’s basketball coaches or staff 

members, and three reports involved baseball coaches or staff members." 

Article Link: 
http://oklahoma.rivals.com/content.asp?CID=1509766 

Summary: 
Kelly said that no one had contacted him or the Notre Dame compliance office about a possible Golson 

transfer and he expected Golson to work his way back onto the team. Go]son said in a statement 

released Sunday that he hoped to regain the trust of the Notre Dame community and return to both the 

university and football roster. 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rts~yah~~~c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/brian~ke~~y-disapp~inted~everett~g~~s~n-expects-him~ 

retu rn-212604119, html 
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Summary: 

"Miami football player Dyron Dye met with the NCAA’s enforcement office Tuesday to discuss what the 

association says are discrepancies between what he told them in previous interviews and what he wrote 

in an affidavit to support a former Hurricanes assistant coach implicated in the Nevin Shapiro scandal. 

The interview was Dye’s third with NCAA investigators, and came about two weeks before its committee 

on infractions is set to convene and begin hearing the case against the Hurricanes. 

The NCAA has told Miami officials that what Dye wrote in the affidavit to support former Miami 

assistant Aubrey Hill - who faces an unethical conduct charge for his alleged role in the Shapiro matter - 

did not match what he told them in 2011. In that affidavit, Dye said he testified a certain way because 

he felt intimidated by now-retired NCAA investigator Rich Johanningmeier and that he felt his 

scholarship and remaining eligibility was being threatened." 

Article Link: 
http://sports.yahoo.com/news/miamis-dye-meets-ncaa-3rd-021435339--spt.html 

2 01. 3 ~ 1.4 c{~l]ege f~:~{~tbi~[~ bow~ sched ~.]e ~e~eased 

Summary: 
"The bowl schedule for the upcoming college football season has been released, and it’s about darn 

time because the first bowl game is only seven months away. The first day of bowl games will be on 

Saturday December 21, and we’ll be getting four bowl games on that first day, so we’ll be diving right 

into bowl season head-first." 

Article Link: 
http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/b~~g/eye~~n-c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/222853~2/2~13~14~c~~~ege- 

football-bowl-schedule-released 

Summary: 

"One of the winningest quarterbacks in college football history was found dead in the woods of 

northern Michigan Tuesday night, days after disappearing while out fishing near his family’s cottage. 

Cullen Finnerty, 30, who led Grand Valley State University to three Division II national titles and more 

than 50 wins during his 4 years as a starter in Allendale, Mich., last decade, went missing Sunday. His 

body was found about 8 p.m. in woods within a mile of where he disappeared, said Lake County 

Undersheriff Dennis Robinson. 

The cause of death wasn’t immediately clear, but Robinson said foul play wasn’t suspected." 

Article Link: 
http://www.f~xnews.c~m/sp~rts/2~13/~5/29/f~rmer~divisi~n-ii~champi~n-qb-f~und-dead~in~michigan/ 
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Summary: 
"Duke is the only program in Division I to reach each of the last seven Final Fours. 

The Blue Devils have made it that far every year since Danowski took over the program in the summer of 

2006, and the high point in that run came in 2010 when they won their first national title. 

And during the past four years, the freshmen on that team developed into the seniors who delivered a 

second championship - a 16-10 victory over the Orange after they fell behind 5-0 and appeared headed 

for their second title-game loss under Danowski. 

The win made Danowski the fifth active coach in Division I with multiple national titles." 

Article Link: 
http://sp~rtsi~~ustrated.cnn.c~m/m~re/news/2~13~528/duke-wins-ncaa-~acr~sse-tit~e.ap/ 
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~tge~°s sy~+~ptom of a s~ck syste~t~ 

Summary: 
"The most galling part about this Rutgers mess isn’t simply that the incompetence of the university has 

reached near-buffoon levels. It is how much the university’s double-dip into the ugly sea of coaching 

abuse emphasizes the power imbalance in college sports. 

The money-hoarders of college sports -- the coaches, the administrators, the universities themselves -- 

have 100 percent of the power. That sort of absolute power keeps players, the money-generators of 

college sports, under their thumb through the myth of amateurism that we all know is bogus. 

But there’s a piece of good news on the horizon. Because in the next month, the first domino might fall 

in a system-wide shift in the power dynamic of college sports. 

It could come as early as June 20, when a federal judge in Oakland, Calif., will rule whether "O’Bannon v. 

NCAA" can proceed as a class-action lawsuit." 

Article Link: 
http://msn~f~xsp~rts.c~m/c~~~egebasketba~~/st~ry/rutgers-abuse-scanda~-c~ach-mike-rice-ath~etic- 

director-julie-hermann-tim-pernetti-sym ptom-of-sick-system-052813 
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Social Media and Athletics 

Art BrHes waists yea to %o~t~e an~ ~et so~e~ when ~t cooties to Bay~ot’% new 

Summary: 
Baylor introduced its new uniforms back in March and again in April and this month, the Bears have 

decided to set their uniforms to music. 
Coach Art Briles tweeted out the video with the pitch: "It’s happening at BU - come and get you some!!" 

Article Links: 
http~//sp~rts.~ah~~.c~m/b~~gs/ncaaf-dr-saturday/art-bri~es~wants-c~me-c~mes-bay~~r~unif~rms~vide~- 

210207674.html#more-29489 

http~//www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~~~egef~~tba~~/b~~g/eye-~n~c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/223146~6/vide~-bay~~r- 

unveils-new-uniforms-for-2013 

Summary: 
"It started in a Seattle coffee shop last September as Daniel Hour scrolled through a feed of Huskies 

news from various social media platforms as the UW football team played LSU over 2,000 miles away in 

Baton Rogue, LA. 

It was there that Hour, manager of new media and recruiting services for the UW athletics, was first 

introduced to Tagboard, a Redmond-based startup that curates social media content from across all 

social media platforms. 

Shortly thereafter, the Huskies formed an official partnership with Tagboard, becoming the first 

collegiate or professional team to partner with the startup. Tagbaord allows social media users to search 

for content from across all platforms -Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Vine, and Google+ - using a single 

hashtag. 

"With our display and our design, we’ve found a way to bring social in a recognizable and identifiable 

way to live settings that makes you really feel like you’re part of something," Shimotakahara said. 

Since first teaming with the Huskies, Tagboard now has partnerships with almost 30 NCAA division-1 and 

division-2 collegiate sports teams, as well as non-sports companies, such as Jaguar, Intel, and Beats by 

Dre. 

And recently, Tagboard formed a partnership with the Seattle Mariners, providing the club with a 

platform to display social media content on the Mariners’ newjumbotron at Safeco Field." 

Article Links: 
http://f~ipthemedia.c~m/2~13/~5/seatt~e-sets-the-curve-f~r-s~cia~-media-in-sp~rts/ 

UNC’s Tagboard: http://tagboard.com/GOHEELS 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille @art.net> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 2:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: May Edition of Member Focus 

Vince, 
The link below takes me to a me to a page with more info, and states "important note: 

love you, 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
To:     Tile <      @art.net> 
Sent: Tue, May 21, 2013 1:17:37 PM 
Subject: FW: May EdiUon of Member Focus 

Frnm: State Health Plan [mailto:communication@shpnc ccsend.com] On Behalf Of State Health Plan 

Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:44 PM 

’ro: ]lle, Vmce 

Subject: May Edition of Member Focus 

Having tlouble yielding tiffs e-mail? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder 1hat you’re receiving this e-mail because you have expressed an interest in 1tie S tare Health Plan. Don’t forget to add .c__o__LLL&~_!gt_i__c__a__fi_2El_(~_Lts"_Lr__e_’,_~_~!u_2£LSf2jy~. to your address book so we’ll be s,Jie to land in 

yore- inbox[ 

You may unsubscfibe if you no longer wish to receive our emails 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Core Group reminder 

That would be great 

Sent.#"om my VeHzon tFire[e,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu~ wrote: 

Steve, 

Yes, I can attend these meetings. Should I plm~ on going tomorrow? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 4:14 PN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Core Group reminder 

Vince 

Do you want to start attending these? I mentioned it to Erin and Bubba and they thought it would be good for you to go. I would feel more comfortable with you 

there. Often these discussions are policy decisions about academics and compliance type issues and the public relations aspects are secondary in scope. It was left 

to me to talk to you about attending. 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya moore@unc.edu> 

Date: June 3, 2013, 4:07:01 PM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <._b___u___b___b__a___c____@____e___m____a_iJ_:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Gil, Karen M" <_k_gj_[__@__.___e____m___a__!]_:9__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <._h__a___r__t_[y____n___@____u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Owen, Bobbi A" 

<owenbob@unc.edu>, "Schuettpeiz, Erin C" <ecs@unc.edu>, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <strohm@email.unc.edu>, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" 

<jan...yopp@unc.edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson@unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu>, "McFarland, Michael B" 

<mike mcrarland@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Norton, Molly" <rnbnorton@email.unc.edu>, "Cline, Alexis L" <Alexis Cline@unc.edu>, "Goodman, Paula" <pgoodman@email.unc.edu>, 

"Meyers, Kathryn" <_k___n_!__e_y__e__r__s____@_.____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__c__:__e__d__9_> 

Subject: Core Group reminder 

The Core Group will meet tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the large conference room, Office of University Counsel, Bynum Hall. Thanks. 

Tanya Moore 

University Relations 

102 South Building, CB 6226 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

919-962-4515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 11:34 AM 

Ille, Mince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 

Hi Mince ---i should be back from lunch then. if not, i’ll return your call as soon as possible. 

Thanks, 

Lbsa 

Frora: Ille, Mince 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 11:32 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Spring 2014 

I can call you when my current meeting ends. That should probably around 1:30pro if you’re available. Thanks. 

On Jun 4, 2013, at 10:22 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince - t left a m~:_~ssage on your cell. lh~:_~ ACC should not be scb:_~duling a s~-:~ri~:_~s during our e>:ams, tf you’d like to discuss furl:her, iLESt give m*:_! ~l call. 

"]’hanks~ 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Mince 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 8:21 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Spring 2014 

Lissa, 

Coach Papa has a scheduling conflict I’d like k~ discuss with you. Can you please give me a call when you have a few minutes to discuss our best course 

of action? Thanks for your help. 

Mince 

From: Donna J Papa [mailto:dip@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:41 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Spring 2014 

Mince, 

Upon looking at the exam dates for 2014 they are as follows: 

Mon April 28 - Exam 

Tues April 29-Exam 

Wed. Apr 30 - Reading day 

Thurs- May 1 - Exam 

Fri- May 2 - Exam 

Sat- Ma~ 3 - Reading Day ---~a ~ech - 2 games (u~on appm~ai) 

Sun- Ma~ ~- No e×ams- Va ~ech - ~ game(upon approva!) 

Mon- May 5 - Exam 

Tues May 6 - Exam 

Have you heard anything back? 

Thank you. 

Donna 

4mage001Jpg> 

Donna J. Paoa 
Universib~ of North Carolina 

ttead Softball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 3:58 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Career development overview for Wednesday 

Career Development retreat.docx; AIMbrochure_draff.pdf 

@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Hi all, 

Below and attached is an overview of discussion topics for tomorrow’s Career Development segment. 

I’m also attaching a draft of a brochure for the AIM program, which we will discuss. 

Thanks and see you tomorrow, 

Dana 

Career Development for Student-Athletes 
June 5, 2013 ° Student-Athlete Development Planning Retreat 

Overview of Services 
Goal is to prepare our student-athletes for the next phase of their lives, whether fllat’s graduate school or a career. This journey begins when they’re fl’eshmen, and we are available to 

continue to aid and guide them long after" they leave UNC. The challenge is how best to serve them and how to most effectively encourage them to take advantage of our services and 

those offered on campus, specifically through University Career Services. 

. Events 

-- Career Fair (Attendance has been good, but shouM it be more specialized?) 

-- Majors Exploration Night (WelFattended in first two years; Will expand this year to include more majors and schools) 

-- Information Sessions (various, throughout the year, rarely well attended) 

-- Specialized Events (IVied School, Law School, Resumes, etc.) 

-- Senior Night (Plan to start in Fall 2013) 

° One-on-One Meetings 
° Employer liaison 

, Services 
-- CareerAthletes (Continue to use?) 

-- TeamWork Online (Database for sports-related jobs, begin offcring in 2013-14) 

, Career Planning 
-- Office resources (Enhancements for office area) 

-- Online resources (Develop a year-by-year checklist) 

Areas to Target 
* Networking: How can we better use Rams Club and alums to benefit our current student-athletes? 
° Tracking: ~qlere do our student-athletes end up? How quicMy are they employed? ls there a better way to track this lnib? 

* Increasing specialized events: More individualized events (Athletes in Medicine, Law School Night) 
° Increasing awareness of opportunities: Better reach for info about job openings? How best to get info out? 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 

Dg~iin@!in( .edu ~ ~ 19-?¢~2~308/} 

P,O. iiox 2i2¢~, Ch~:V ~i ilili, i~C, 27315 



I’ve had while at UNC, alfihaed with atMetics cr 

not. Without AIM I would lave most likely not been 

accepted into cne of the best punic medical schools in 

the country, and that is only from pm~icipating in the 

progran~ for its relatJvdy short existence. 

’~i’o have AIM available to aspmng heMth pro fes- 

sionals as early as freshman year coNd mean the 

difference ketween acceptance and reiectJon, as it 

was for me. ] cannot say enongh abom the program, 

~he helpfNness of the staff and volonteers, as well as 

the one-c n-one experience with my mentor. ] 

(a if)truer Tar Heel student-athlete 

now a medicN student at UNC). AIM is ea~ ally that 

student-athletes should have available l:rom having 

been through this process myself, I know that help is 

definitely needed by; and shoNd be offered to. these 

future medical professionNs." 

Contact: Dana Gdin 

UNC Strident-Athlete Development 

dgelin@~ncaaounc.ed~ 

(919) 962-0083 



:::: ................................ Medical School Track Introduction to the AIM program 

.:~ Medical School Mentor 
::::.i: ¯ Each undergraduate is paired wifl~ a culxent [ rNC 

During the recruiting process, visiting 

recruits will: 

, Meet with a physician from the UNC Sports Medi- 

cine program who can provide an overview of the AIM 

program 

. Meet with a junior or senior smdent-atbAete cur- 

rently inv(flved in the program 

. Receive a brochure oudining the program 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

     i iiiiiiiii iiii iiiigi  iiiiiiii iiiiii iiiii i i  iii iii  iiiiiiii ii i iii  i iii 

b~ 
:: ::::::i~::~:: i~::::~:i : ~::: : : :: :: ::::: :7: :::: 

i iii, 
Pre-Medical Progranfing : : : : : : :.:. 

Members of ALM ,,’ill have access to frequent pro- 
........ .. 

~ ii:i graining at the Ixmdennilk Center for Excellence. 
i ::! ii Among programs ofl’ered annually will be: 

¯ MCAT Preparation (in coniunction with 
: : :: : : : ::: 

:~:: :~ ii The I.eaming Center} 
¯ Applying for medical school (Dr, Robert 

Bashford, Assoc. Dean for Admissions, 

UNC School of Medicine) 

¯ Q m~d A with a p~mel of current medical 

iglOo(tents who are former l ;NC student-a~hletes 

¯ Meet--and-gwcet breakfast wi th 17NC Sports 

Medicine 

- Book club on topics dealing with tl~e 

medical field 

® / AIM orientation at d~e begipming of f~dl semester 

Prior to start of freshman year: 

® Prior to scheduling classes, incoming freshmen 

will meei with (or communicate via phoneiemail) with 

juniors and seniors who are part of the AIM program 

and will offer insights and advice based on their expe- 

riences at UNC 

During freshman year: 

® First-year student--athletes are invited to take part 

in AIM programs offered at I,oudermilk Cen ier. 

Prior to the start of sophomore year: 

® Student-atbdetes apply to be pai~t of the AIM pro- 

gram. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 11:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Right l}om the Start Meetings 

Sounds good! I usually get around 8 so I can talk before or after. 

Thanks! 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/04/2013 9:13 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Keith, Beth" <Beth.Keith@e&lmml.com> 
Subject: RE: Right fiom tile Stall Meetings 

Hi Beth, 

Can you hold the Monday-Tuesday option then for next week? If so, I will try to let you know early tomorrow if that works for enough people here to take full 

advantage of your team’s visit. The LOI is in the hands of legal but should cause us no problem. We can discuss the research options again. I’m in a meeting from 8:45 

a.m. ~mtil 1:30 p.m. tomorrow. I will try to call you before and after that meeting. Thanks lbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 2:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Right from the Start Meetings 

Hi Vince, 

It looks like Tuesday-Wednesday is difficult for our team because Dave, who isjoining in Justin’s place, has a conflict on Tuesday evening. Could we do something 

later in the week? 

f also want:ed to check in on the LO[ and research decision, b:_d: me know if you need anything furt:her on our end for those, 

And congrats on a great win last night, what: a crazy game] 
getl K~!itb I Ld~!im 3q:: 250 H{lds~)n, New Y(~k, NY ;t001’:? i O: 2.1.2-704-4:.~4:51 ~’71: 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto’ille@unqedu] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 8:19 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Right from the Start Meetings 

Thanks Beth. We are working with our staffon this. Is Tuesday-Wednesday an option for your team as well? 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith.@edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 ii:34 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Right from the Start Meetings 

Good morning Vince, 

l’ve looked at our team’s schedules, and we’re available for the first set of meetings on June 10-11. Justin won’t be able to attend, but our Public Affairs Group 

Head Dave Vermillion will come in his place this time. Does that still work for your team? If so, let me know what times you’re thinking for the meetings, and I’II 

start looking at travel arrangements. 

Thanks! 
~;.~!i?i K~!i!:i~ I ~d~!;:r~ii~r!:: 2[,() I-hldsorb ~’~(i’w Y.’?!’k. ~’~Y .l()(¢~3 i --.~: ’;-~ J-’;-LT{:’bJ,[’J,[" I L’h 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 3:34 PM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Hi, Karen, 

We’ve now completed the credit evaluation for . I had two different staff members who work with . each do an evaluation in order to check and double 

check the number of hours we can award. After both reviews, we can only award 31.5 hours. That number includes the 6 hours from business we are allowed to 

give. If business told you they would award 14 hours, that may get her an additional 8 hours. If they do so, we would like to have written documentation of the 

hours they agreed to award and they will need to be agreeable to awarding those hours to any student who presents the same credentials. It’s also possible that 

the math department MAY be able to award some additional hours. The     evaluation gives math credit for 1 hour courses. We can’t award that credit because 1) 

we don’t award credit for core 1 hour courses and 2) we have no way to understand the content of those courses. It’s possible though that with a syllabus the math 

department may be able to award additional credit. 

Bottom line......we can’t get her to 48 hours. I’m not sure she can get there with 8 more hours from business and credit from the math department. If business gives 

her those 8 hours and math gives her 4 more (1 hour for each math course) that still will not get her to 48. 

I’m sorry because I know this is not what you wanted/needed to hear. Let me know though if you have any luck with business and math. 

Barbara 

P.m’~a ra J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 {~ice o{~1 ~de [gradu ate Admiss [o i,.s 
U~live~’si~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel Hill 
P ]] o~] e: 919 -9 66-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:, 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 3:49 PM 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu:~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.e&P 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

B P, 

Does this include her I3th year credits? We usually see abo~t 15-20 ho~rs for that alone, so I’m hopeh~l that isn’t factored in to the calculations. 

I.a n c e 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 20:[3 3:34 PM 

To: Shelt~n, Karen ¢ 
Ce: 14arkos, Lance t4; Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 
Importance: High 

Hi, Karen, 

We’ve now completed the credit evaluation for    . I had two different staff members who work with     each do an evaluation in order to check and double 

check the number of hours we can award. After both reviews, we can only award 31.5 hours. That number includes the 6 hours from business we are allowed to 

give. If business told you they would award 14 hours, that may get her an additional 8 hours. If they do so, we would like to have written documentation of the 

hours they agreed to award and they will need to be agreeable to awarding those hours to any student who presents the same credentials. It’s also possible that 

the math department MAY be able to award some additional hours. The     evaluation gives math credit for 1 hour courses. We can’t award that credit because 1) 

we don’t award credit for core 1 hour courses and 2) we have no way to understand the content of those courses. It’s possible though that with a syllabus the math 

department may be able to award additional credit. 

Bottom line......we can’t get her to 48 hours, l’m not sure she can get there with 8 more hours from business and credit from the math department. If business gives 

her those 8 hours and math gives her 4 more (1 hour for each math course) that still will not get her to 48. 

l’m sorry because I know this is not what you wanted!needed to hear. Let me know though if you have any luck with business and math. 

Barbara 
}~avi!~a~ 1. Polk 
Dep~ty I,~ irec~ 

Oflk:e oil ir, deENrad~ate Admissiot!~; 
[J~ivevsilW o[ North (]arolisaa at Chapel Hill 
Phoebe: 91 q-q66-3q,¢~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef~ansseu.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 11:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 2013/14 

gince, 

Thanks for the meeting yesterday I think we are making some progress 
on some fronts but obviously there are still some differing 
viewpoints in some areas, which is to be expected¯ We’ll keep moving 
forward.. 

Wanted to give you a quick update on football and the Leadership 
Council meeting. We probably had our best and most productive meeting 
thus far. The guys really stepped up and took ownership of the team 
The?’ identified the good things going on, which were numerous and 
encouraging But they also brought up and addressed some significant 
issues - including the academic one you mentioned 

Each Leadership Council guy selected a teammate who might be 
struggling in some way to act as his personal leadership coach this 
stammer The guys they are targeting for a varie~z of reasons include: 

¯ (names as best 
as I could get them)¯ Please keep these confidential but know that 
the Leadership Council will make a special effort to get these guys 
on track - hopefully many are the ones who are having academic issues 

I sent a follow up note to Coach Fedora on it and asked him to call 

me as well¯ will be 
following up with Coach as well with their insights 

Finally, let me know if you might have aW of the survey monkey 
feedback from the coaches workshops I ran into three coaches 
yesterday in Carmichael who asked about the direction of the coaches 
workshops and some questions/concerns the?" had with them I told them 
we were meeting about it that afternoon and might know more after the 
meeting. I would like to see the feedback to see if this is limited 
or a trend¯ And I think it would be really good to have some actual 
UNC coaches inw~lved in deciding the direction and "theme" for the 
year to get their valuable input and buy-in. 

’]?hanks! 

Jeff 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :liwww,salsc. org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lmlgley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 12:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

Slots for UNC T&F 

Vince, 

Here is a list of the slots for UNCT&F 

Women 

(we have requested a slot but there was a mix up in his financial aid and we are waiting to see if it gets resolved) 

Josh Langley 

U rliversib~ of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach/Meet Director 

MullisiPo|e Vau|VJavelin 

(c; 
(o)919-962-5222 

(f)919-962-4903 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu7 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 1:32 PM 

Langley, Raymond Joshua <jlangley@ anc.edu-*; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Josh I,angley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Slots for UNC T&F 

Vir~ce, 

We have a growhlg number of possible recruits and transfers as many as 8-10. [ need a little guidance on how to proceed, 

Please give me a call when you get a chance. 

From: Langley, Raymond Joshua 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 12:54 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Co: Meaders, Harlis James 
Subject: Slots for UNC T&F 

Vince, 

Here is a list of the slots for UNC T&F 

Women 

(we have requested a slot but there was a mix up in his financial aid and we are waiting to see if it gets resolved) 

Josh Langley 

Univelsity of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach/Meet Director 

Mullis/Pole Vault/Javelin 

(c/ 
(o)919-962-5222 

(f)919-962-4903 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 2:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks, Vince. So far we have29 first-year and transfers for football They have 2 additional possibilities for the list; one is working on his application and we need 

final grades for the other, l’ve conferred with Joe and we’re on target for the 3I slots. 

ihanks. 

B i~ r b~l ra 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 2:28 P! 

To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: Fwd: 

They have a maximum of 31 total slots assigned to football (first years and transfers combined). I approve as long as this addition does not cause the total to 

exceed 31. Thanks for your help. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Haydon, Joe" <_h___a__y__d__9__n____@____u__n__c_:__e__d___u_.> 

Date: June 6, 2013, 11:31:15 AM EDT 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Barbara, 

Coach Fedora would like to use an Football Athletics Admission slot for 

Thanks, 

Joe Havcton 
Dh’ector of Football Operations 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: 919,843,2572 

haydon@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 4:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Vince, 

Charles, Dave and I have confirmed our travel. We all arrive Sunday night so we’ll be ready for meetings Monday morning. Dave has a 3:00 flight for a prior 

commitment but Charles and I flight out in the evening. 

Do you have an agenda for the two days yet? I can imagine it’s a beast figuring out all the schedules on your end but just wanted to check. 

Thanks! 
~~e~q K~!ii.i~ I ~.d~!ir~ m :: 2!:.*) ~’:lld~rb ~.~:,w ’:’~k, ~’J~: 2,%1"Y:? i ~): 2.1.2-7~;~-4:.:,4:.:,1 ~’¢i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 7:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: CPRiFirst Aid 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Meredith Petschauer <mbusby@email.anc.edu> 

Date: June 7, 2013 6:49:39 AM EDT 
To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(a~nnc.edu> 

Subject: RE: CPR/First Aid 

Paul, 
I mn out of the office until July 8. If you want to call my cell today we can talk. 

"Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

Meredith, 

is there a time tomorrow that we could discuss these options? 

Thanks very much again for your willingness to help. 

Paul 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 8:46 AM 

To: Petschauer, Meredith A 
Subject: CPR!First Aid 

Meredith, 

Bubba would like to proceed with CPR and First Aid training that is "strongly encouraged" for Department staff. You had mentioned that one option 

would cost a total of .~100. This is the one we would like to do. Would it make sense to set up 2 or 3 sessions that people could choose from? 

If you have a chance to let me know logistical details today, I will get this to Bubba for discussion at the Executive Staff meeting tomorrow. Each 

Executive Staff member is going to strongly encourage that the staff that reports to them attend one of these sessions. 

Thanks very much for all your help with this. We are really excited about getting this important information to the staff. 

Paul 

xi 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

Meredith Petschauer, PhD, ATC 
U~fiversiU of North Carolina = Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Friday, June 7, 2013 8:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Sounds great. If I can help in any way, just let me know. 
g~.~h Ke:.t}~ I ~dei~~a:’!i 250 I-holdst~n, Nes~ \’~!IL N~.’ 10~i13 :: O; 2 L2~7~i,,". :~5:~5I M: 

From: Ilie, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:57 P! 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Beth, 

We are looking at everyone’s availability and t~y-ing to put together groups and limes. I’ll forward a draft agenda to you as soon as we have most (if not all) accounted 

tbr. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Vince, 

Charles, Dave and I have confirmed our travel. We all arrive Sunday night so we’ll be ready for meetings Monday morning. Dave has a 3:00 flight for a prior 

commitment but Charles and I flight out in the evening. 

Do you have an agenda for the two days yet? I can imagine it’s a beast figuring out all the schedules on your end but just wanted to check. 

Thanks! 
~,:.i.~ ~:,ith I "d~:,il-~ai~ i .?.50 H~./d:i(~n, N~!~’¢ "~():-I. N’~" 1.0(1J.3 :: ©- ’~W~-?O.;--~::;-~::; I ~v’i: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 8:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

We don’t have specific preferences. We would definitely like to have a meeting with Bubba and you at some point to talk about the program. Conversations that 

you think will be tougher would be better in small groups, but other than that, I defer to you. I would think an hour would be good for most meetings, but the 

larg~:_~r ones may require an hour and a half. 
s.~!i?i Kei!:}~ I Ede;:m:~r~:: 2[-,0 Hudson, New York. NY 10013 i O: 2i2-704-45451 M: 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 07, 2013 8:56 AH 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Do you have a preference for group size? Any preference Ibr length of each meeting? 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent= Friday, June 07, 2013 8:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Sounds great, ff I can help in any way, just let m~-_~ know 
¯ :~ ~[i~ {’:<,i~h I "{d<’iI~’~/!~ i ZSt~ Fiud:;on, New "~ )r}.; NY J.t~,O.U; :: O: 2";2-7~J-%-45451 P.’I: 

From: Ille, Vince [._n_!a__[Lt__o_;_[lLe__Q_g__n__c__#___d__u_] 

Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:57 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Beth, 

We are looking at eve~one’s availabilib~ and t~ing to put together groups mid times. I’ll fom,ard a draft agenda to you as soon as we have most (if not all) accounted 

for. Thanks. 

Vlnce 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:geth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Next Week’s Agenda 

Hi Vince, 

Charles, Dave and I have confirmed our travel. We all arrive Sunday night so we’ll be ready for meetings Monday morning. Dave has a 3:00 flight for a prior 

commitment but Charles and I flight out in the evening. 

Do you have an agenda for the two days yet? I can imagine it’s a beast figuring out all the schedules on your end but just wanted to check. 

Thanks! 
~ed: ge~h } ~-~_teli~:a~ :: 2!;0 }-:.~dson, N~_,w. Yo~k. NY 1.001~ i O. 2127044545{ ~,,’:.: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Academic highlighks [br team 

Sorry for getting this information to you so late, but wanted to share some of the academic highlights for 

ACC Honor Roll .... (most since we have been kee~ing track starting in 200:1.) 

¯ They had a really good semester. 

Dean"s List Spring 

students above a 3.0 for’ Spring Semester GPA (        had a 4 0). 

students (among sophomores, iuniors and seniors) had best semester yet at UNC: 

Team -;~:_m’~:_~;ter ggxl=3.3D3 (f.:_~urt:h highe;t among N[ UNC athletic t:eams. Also, hi~,hest for t:ei~m sinc-:~ w~-_~ h~v~:_~ been k~ ?p ~g track -;t~rtmg m 2DD:].) 

Team cumulative gpa=2.932 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

_%q__96_Z__qs_3_8. 
919 962 824._7 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Joanna Carey Cleveland ~oanna~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-d Maarkos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvangelde@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 
<ppogge@unc.edu-d Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu> 

Willis, Jennifer Herrera <jenmllis@unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Thanks to Pa u] and Tom for the feedback. 

I thin k Tom’s right --- that the bill would prohibit us from £q~.t.t~i?2!519 access to those types of sites (either via making it mandatory for student--athh~tes to 

share their pas,;words or to add a staff rt~ember or our agent as a "f~iend" or "’follower’). Jen has tokt me that another quite different version of the [)ill i,; 

circtflating tha [ wotfld exempt t~s at least from our role as an "academic institution" (if not as an employer), which ~,ould mea n that we would not have 

to change our policy 03: practices vis-~>-vh~ student--athhete social media (or any other student oversighffmonitoring) It’s not dear which one will move 

forward ~igl’tt now. 

She has the feedback from us that we’d like to incorporate "academic institution" in the relevant exen-tptions of the [)ill that I sent to you if that one 

proceeds to committee. If you see anything else, please feel free to ]et me know. Steve --- let me know if you’d like me to call you still. 

Thank,; again, 

Joanna 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at: Chapel Hill 

110 Bynmn Hal], CB #9105 

222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 

Joanna@unc edu 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:45 AN 

To: Pogge, Paul; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Markos, Lance IVl; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Vince llle 
Co: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 
Just and [yi, we will be able to cor~l:irwe t.:_~ monitor s.:_~cial media, even if this bills passes. The change will be that we will only be aMe to monitor public cor~tem: 

and no longer have access to facebook/twitter pages that are privaLe profiles. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Ille 

Cc: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

Subject: RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

JoarH11~, 

I have Moked at the summary as quickly as possible, but have not come close to reading the whole bill. That said, I wanted to get you an initial drought as quickly as 

possible. Monitoring student-athletes’ social media is important for us for several reasons, one of which is to Kflfitl our responsibilities as they relate to NCAA 

compliance. I have not had time to review this to determine whether the NCAA would constitute a "self-regulatory organization" such that we could proceed with 

monitoring. Additionally, would we constitute an "employer" even though student-athletes are not "employees" of the University or Athletic Department? 

These are iust a f~?w preliminary thoughts bas~?d .:JF~ i~ very cursory review of the summary. 

Paul 

From: Joanna Carey Cleveland [mailto;joanna@unc~edq] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Narkos, Lance M; Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Narielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Ille 
C¢: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: FW: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Hi eveu~one .... 

I heard frora our legisla tire relations liaison, Jen Willis, this morning [hat this bill is moving for~,a rd 1o committee at I~}:00 today. Sorry for the [ate 

. a~ T attachment notice but I am wondering whether yotl have an)’ final obiections to the amended bill Note that a summary is provided in the .’,c’x S " 

which notes that t~othing in the bill prohibits am em~ h’om complying %~,ith the requh’ements of state or federal stattlk.’s,, rules o~ regulations case 

law, or r~les of self-regulatory organizations". The "CSST" attachment has the full language of the era’rent proposed bill. 

By copy of this email, and in the interest of time, I am asking Jen to see if we can amend that section of the bill (99F--8(4), (5), and (6)) to include 

employer and academic in,;tkutions because I think those we would want those exceptions to apply to us in multiple capacities (with our employees 

and our students). 

]f you have any other changes or specific concerns related to our athletics compliance obligations please let me know as soon as possible. 

Thanks so much. 

joap, na 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

222 East Cameron Avenue 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
919.962.6976 (telephone) 
919.843.1617 (fax) 
] o3[Ir~a@Hnc.ed tl 

From: Willis, Jennifer Herrera 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:46 AM 
To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: Fwd: [8PAH ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 
Is this ok’? If our only issue is amending our contract on monitoring of accounts, I’m good to let this move forward in committee today. 

Jen 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Erom: Jonathan Kappler ~q[_d__k__’_a_p_E[~__r_l_(_?i!_h___q’_a_L@__r_l;4:e_~J__u_.> 

Date: May 15, 2013, 8:25:47 AM EDT 

To: Betty Doster <bettv.doster(~uncc.edu>. Jennifer Willis <ienwillis!fl)unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Rep D Hall just sent this to me, at this point I assume this is the PCS that will be run in committee this morning. Take a look at e exemptions at the end of 

the bill, the second exemption goes a long way in addressing our concerns I think. Based on my read of it, the only issues still outs~tanding with this PCS 

deals with the issue raised by UNC-CH about student athletes mad monitoring of social media accounts. 

JK 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jonathan Kappler < l~)vahoo.com> 

Date: May 15, 2013, 8:16:24 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler <idkappler(a)northcarolina.edu~> 

Subject: [SPAM ALERT] Ewd: H846-CSST-62 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Emm: Duane Hall <      ~_d___k~:4_rt_eJ)__a_J__l_:t?_~g:-, 

Date: May 15, 2013, 8:11:46 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler < ~x_a_h_R~2_:_c_’!~Lr_l:-, 
Subject: Fwd: FW: H846-CSST-62 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: H846-CSST-62 

Date:Wed, 15 May 2013 11:52:23 40000 

From:Meredith Matney (Rep. Durum Hall) 5_t_jj4!]_~JJ__a__@_n_c__l__e_g:_n_e__t:_2 

To " ~_d___k~_’_a__rLe__I!~J_l_:__ojg.: " ~]s_t_N_Ln__e__[;f4[[:R_rg2:-_: 

From: Erika Churchill (Research) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:05 PM 
To: Rep. Duane Hall 
Subject: H846-CSST-62 

Representative Hall, 

Attached please find the pcs for House Bill 846. While I think this bill needs additional work when things are moving a little 

slower, I made 5 changes to the bill: 

i. Page 2, line 3 & Page 3, line 12 -changed the spelling of publicly 

2. Page 2, line 20 & Page 2, line 43 -inserted "site" after networking in order to use the defined term 

3. Page 2, line 35 -corrected the cite 

4. Page 3, line 6 -corrected the cite 

5. Page 3, lines 30-32-added the requested language 

Please let me know if there are any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Erika 

Erika Churchill 

Star, Attorney, Research Division 

North Carolina General Assembly 

300 iV. Salisbury St, Suite 545 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

(919)733-2578 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermmls <fimmennans@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 h59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@emml.unc.edu-~; Clevelmad, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu-~; Vmlgelder, 

Marielle A <mvangelde@unc.e&P; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekir~hne@~mc.edu-~ 

Willis, Jennifer Herrera <jenmllis@anc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Just saw [his on twitter (which as we atl know is always 100% accurate) 

NEWS: HB 846~ which will protect the social media privacy of student-athletes, has passed the North Carolina House. 

From: Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 11:01 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Pogge, Paul; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Vince Ille 

Cc: Willis, Jennifer Herrera 

Subject: RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

I [bb:~k ’Tom’s [’igb[--- that the bill ~vouh:l pr ~hi]:i[ us [[’om ~ access ~o those {:ypes o( si~es (ei~h,:!r via vr[a]sit~g i[ mav~da b:}~:y tor s[t~derd:-atl’tle~es ~o 

share their passwords or 1o add a staff member or ore" a~:;ent: as a "friend" or "follower"). Jen has told me that: another qtHte different vet>ion of the bil] 

i> circula~i~g ~hat would exempt us a~ lea>t from ore" role as an "academic insti~t~ion" (if not as an employer), wl~ich would mean tha~ we would no~ 

haw:~ to (:h~[~ge our policy or prac~:ices vis-~v-vi,; ~[t~den[-athlete social media (or any other studen[ ow~r,;ighb"mor~i~:o[’i~g) IVs riot clem’ which (me will 

move forward right now. 

Sh,:! has th,:! f :~edl>a~ck [t’om us that w e’d like to i r~co~:po[’a [e ’%cadem ic i r~stituth>n" ir~ th,:! ~:ele’vant exemptb:ms o( th,:! bill [bat I sent to yot~ i[ tha [ one 

proceeds to committee. If you see a n)~t]-tJn~:; else, [)lease fee] free [o let the kP, cna,’. Sieve le[ me know J( you’d ]Jke the to ca[] yot~ still. 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

919.9626976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 

J_o_ a3 _~_n_! ~ (ff u_! ! .c:: e_-_d____c!. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent; Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:45 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Vince Ille 
Co; Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Just and fyi, we will be able to continue to monitor social media, even i[ this bills passes. The change witl be that we will only be able to monitor pubbc cot~tent 

and no tot~ger have access to facebookitwitter pages that are private profiles. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Ille 

Cc: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

Subject: RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Joallna, 

I have looked st the summary as quickly as possible, but have not come close to reading the whole bill. That said, I wanted to get you an initial thought as quickly 

as possible M.:_~nil:.:_~ring sl:uder~t.-athletes’ social media is ir’qp.:_~ri:ar~t for us [or sew:,ral reasor~s, one of which is to [ulfill our responsibilities as they relate to NCAA 

compliar~ce. I haw:" not had time t.:_~ review this t.:_~ determit}e whet:her t:he NCAA would constit:ut:e’%el [.-regulatory ofganizai:ion" such [:hat we couk’t proceed with 

monitoring, Additiot~atly, would we consti LuLe #’r~mp[oyer" even though sLudent-.athletes are noL ’%mpfoyees" of the UniversiLy or ALHetic Department? 

These are just a few prebminary thoughts based on a very cursory review o[: Lhe summary. 

Paul 

From: Joanna Carey Cleveland [rna]Jt~nna~ung,gd~] 



Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:59 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Tile 
(::c; Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject-" FW: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

I heard from our legislative relations liab, on, Jen Willis, this mormng t:hat t:his bill is moving forward to committee at 10:00 today. Sorry for t:he late 

notice, but I am wondering w}~ether you have any final objections to t}~e amended bill. Note tha~ a summary is provided in the "SMST" at~achmer~t 

which notes that nothing in [be bill p~ob4~its an em~ from corr~plyi ng "with the ~equirements of state of tedet’al star.urges, ~’utlos or ~egulatkms, (ase 

law, or rules c f sdf-reodu]ato~3, organizations". The "CSST" at:tachment has the full langt~age of t:he cm’ret~[ proposed b:ill. 

By copy of tiffs email, and in the interest of time, I am a~king Jen ~o ~ee if we can arnend [hat ,;ection of the bill (99F--8(4), (15), and (6)) to include 

employer and academic Jnstitu lions beca use I think t,ho~,e we would ;~,a nt: those exceptions to apply to us in multip[e capacities (with our employee~, 

and our students). 

]f you have any o~her c}~anges or specific concerns related to our athletics compBance obligations please let me kr~ow as soon as possible. 

Thanks so much, 

]oalT~na 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 
Associate University Counsel 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 
] oanna@unc.ed u 

From; Willis, Jennifer Herrera 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:46 AM 
To" Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Is this ok? If our only issue is amending our contract on monitoring ofaccount~ I’m good to let this move tbrward in committee today. 

Jen 

Sent ti~)m my iPad 

Begin tbp~vaxded message: 

From: Jonathan Kappler <idkapplet,’~,uorthcaroliua.edu> 

Date: May 15, 2013, 8:25:47 AM EDT 

To: Betty Doster <betly.dosler(a~uncc.edu-*, Jennifer Willis <ienwillis~;unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Rep D Hall just sent this to me, at this point I assume this is the PCS that will be ruu in committee this morning. Take a look at e exemptions at the end of 

the bill, the second exemption goes a long way in addressing our concerns I think. Based on my read ofik the only issues still outs~auding ruth this PCS 

deals with the issue raised by UNC-CH about student athletes and monitoring of social media accounts. 

JK 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbr~varded mes~ge: 

From: Jonathan Kappler ~)X_a__l!9~2:__c_RLn_ > 
Date: May 15, 2013, 8:16:24 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler <idkappler~f~norfhcarolinauedu> 

Subject: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: Duane Hall {~duanehall.org> 



Date: May 15, 2013, 8:11:46 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler (thyahoo.com> 
Subject: F~,d: FW: H846-CSST-62 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:FW: H846-CSST-62 

Date:Wed, 15 May 2013 11:52:23 +0000 
From:Meredith Matney (Rep. Dua]~e Hall) <Halldla(~ncleg.net> 

T, "    ~duanehall.org 2      i;duanehall.org> 

From: Erika Churchill (Research) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:05 PM 
To: Rep. Duane Hall 
Subject: H846-CSST-62 

Representative Hall, 

Attached please find the pcs for House Bill 846. While I think this bill needs additional work when things are moving a little 

slower, I made 5 changes to the bill: 

1. Page 2, line 3 & Page 3, line 12 - changed the spelling of publicly 

2. Page 2, line 20 & Page 2, line 43 -inserted "site" after networking in order to use the defined term 

3. Page 2, line 35 -corrected the cite 

4. Page 3, line 6 -corrected the cite 

5. Page 3, lines 30 -32-added the requested language 

Please let me know if there are any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Erika 

Erika Churchill 

StajFf Attorney, Research Division 

North Carolina General Assembly 

300 IV. Salisbury St, Suite 545 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

(919)733-2578 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~; 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 3:41 PM 

Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa.unc.ectu); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu:~; rhua@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development (June 3-7) 

Updated schedule for the Retreat Week... note that Monday will combine two of the service areas for Student-Athlete Development. Again, instructions 

and objectives are described in the initial email below. Location is still TBD. 

Monday. June 3 

Topic1: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Topic2: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday, June 4 

Topic: Leadership Development 

Point Person: Shelley Johnson 

Programming: GAP Year, Coaches 

10-Year Anniversary 

Marketing: Social Media, Website Re-design, Message Boards 

Leadership Summit 

Wednesday, June 5 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person: Rong Hua, Cricket Lane 

Thursday, June 6 

Topic: Advisory Council (SAAC) 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Friday, June 7 

Topic: Miscellaneous 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Unit Plan: RISE Academy, Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Re-design 

Welcome Back Picnic; Rammy’s All Sport Banquet 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Gelin, Dana E (dgelin@unc.edu); rhua@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ ~live.unc.edu) 
Subject: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development (June 3-7) 

Hello all, 

It is about that time of year when we can catch our breath and look at the big picture. We would like to conduct a week of (m ini-)retreats June 3-7 to 

help us do just that. 

There are five days in the week and five service areas of Student-Athlete Development. We would like to meet from 9am until Ipm each day to discuss 

one of the services provided by Student-Athlete Development. The schedule for discussion is outlined below. Each service has a designated point 

person who will spearhead the discussion. That person will be responsible for developing an agenda (i.e., what gets discussed about that particular 

service area). Our thought is that the agenda would include an overview of the past year, the game plan for the upcoming year and then any special 

topics. There is also a list of Miscellaneous items. We could sprinkle these at the end of days with shorter agendas (SAAC, Personal Development) or 

simply combine SAAC and Personal Development allowing for a day dedicated to the Miscellaneous. 

The order of the topics has been assigned alphabetically and can be changed easily as needed. Vince - please let us know which of the service areas 

you would like us to schedule for Monday and Tuesday of that week~ so you can be present. 

We will assemble a binder with a section for each service area. Each section will include the agenda for the day as well as any materials which would 

inform the attendees about the upcoming discussion. We would like to get the binders to the attendees in advance of the Week of Retreat so that they 

may familiarize themselves with the materials. We hope this will expedite the education process in order to hasten the discussion component. 

Also, we would like to spend the first 30 minutes the following morning approving old business. The point person from the previous day will present a 

summary of the review, next steps for the game plan, who is responsible for what, and finally timetables. Ideally, by the end of the week, these daily 

write-ups will contribute to a larger document. Once old business is approved, we will move onto the new business of the day. 

The location is TBA, but Cricket was thinking the Pope Box. 

Shelley 

Monday, June 3 

Topic Advisory Council (SAAC) 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday, June 4 

Topic: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Wednesday, June 5 

Topic: Leadership Development 

Point Person: Shelley Johnson 



Thursday, June 6 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person: Rong Hua, Cricket Lane 

Friday, June 7 

Topic: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Miscellaneous 

RISE Academy 

Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Design 

Matt Terrell?? 

Sponsorship 

DiSC for Vince, DanDan and 

Ram my’s All Sport Banquet 

Welcome Back Picnic 

All Sport Corn petition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Stafford-Odom Tabbed For Concordia Job 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:15 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Stafford-Odom Tabbed For Concordia Job 

From: Hundley, Bobby 

Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 6:01 PN 
To; UNC Athletics Director; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject" Stafford-Odom Tabbed For Concordia Job 

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

MAY 20, 2013 
CONTACT: Bobby Hundley, bhundlev(~unc.edu 

North Carolina assistant coach Trisha StaftbM-Odom has been named the new head coach at Concordia University Irvine, Concordia Athletic Director Dave Bireline 

announced Monday. Staltbrd-Odom, who spem two sea~ns in Chapel Hill and helped recruit the No. 1 signing class in the country this year, replaces Jenny Hansen. 

"I am extlemely proud of Trish and I am excited for her to take this next step in her coaching career," Carolina head coach Sylvia Hatchell said. "She has done an 

outstanding job for us the past two years and she was ins~a-umental in helping us sign the No. 1 recruiting class this fall. 

"Trish is more than ready to be a head coach, and this is a great move for her career and her family. She and her husband axe both from southern CaJifomia and this 

move will pnt them and their boys closer to their extended family. I want to thank her and her fanlily for all that they have meant to the Carolina women’s basketball 

family over the last two years and wish them all the best. They roll all be nuly missed, but I am confident that Concordia is gelling a great head coach." 

Concordia Universib, Irvine, an NAIA nniversi~ located in Irvine, Cali£, competes in the Golden State Athletic Conference. The Eagles have not advanced to the 
NAIA Toummnem since 1997, and StaJtbrd-Odom will be the program’s ninth head coach. 

A native of nearby Los Angele~ Staflbrd-Odom was a tbur-year letterwinner at the University of CaliIbmia and a two-time first- team All- Pac- 10 selection in 1991 

and 1992 who was recently inducted into the Cal Athletics Hall of Fmne. She also has extensive proI~ssiona] playing experience in the WNBA and ABL as well as 

intemationaJly in Europe, Brazil and l~erto Rico. Prior to her time in Chapel Hill, Smltbrd-Odom was an assistant at UCLA and Duke as well as the head coach at 

Westchester High School in Los Angeles. 

Bobby Hundley 

Assistant Director, UNC Athletic Communications 

Office- 919-843-5678 

Mobile- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa. unc.edu) 

RE: Week of Retreat: Student- Athlete Development, 

Glad that you will be able to join us[ Sorry that you will miss the NCAA Regional Seminar though. I wilt speak with Cricket this a[:ternoon about juggling the 
schedule in order to accommodate your Monday early morning meeting. See you at 3pro today for our meeting with Jeff. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:09 AN 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development ( 
Thanks Shelley. I’ve cancelled my reservation to attend the NCAA l~egional Seminar in Indianapolis so I can attend more of the meetings you reference below. I will 

have an executive statl’meeting from 9- l l on Monday, so if we could adjust the topics a little that would be helpful. I would like to be present for as much as I can. 

including the career development component. Thmtks for scheduling all of tiffs for the staB: 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday,           3:41 PM 
To: Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); llle, Vince, Gelin, Dana E; ~t ncaa unc edu; 
Subject: RE: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development, 

Updated schedule for the Retreat Week... note that Monday will combine two of the service areas for Student-Athlete Development. Again, instructions 

and objectives are described in the initial email below. Location is still TBD. 

Monday, 

Topic1: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Topic2: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday, 

Topic: Leadership Development 

Point Person: Shelley Johnson 

Programming: GAP Year, Coaches 

10-Year Anniversary 

Marketing: Social Media, Website Re-design, Message Boards 

Leadership Summit 

Wednesday, 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Thursday, 

Topic: Advisory Council (SAAC) 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Friday, 

Topic: Miscellaneous 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Unit Plan: RISE Academy, Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Re-design 

Welcome Back Picnic; Ram roy’s All Sport Banquet 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday,            :tJ.:30 AM 
To: Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); llle, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Gelin, Dana E (dqelin@unc.edu); ~uncaa.unc.edt[; live.unc.edu) 
Subject: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development 
Hello all, 

It is about that time of year when we can catch our breath and look at the big picture. We would like to conduct a week of (m iN-)retreats to 

help us do just that. 

There are five days in the week and five service areas of Student-Athlete Development. We would like to meet from 9am until Ipm each day to discuss 

one of the services provided by Student-Athlete Development. The schedule for discussion is outlined below. Each service has a designated point 

person who will spearhead the discussion. That person will be responsible for developing an agenda (i.e., what gets discussed about that particular 

service area). Our thought is that the agenda would include an overview of the past year, the game plan for the upcoming year and then any special 

topics. There is also a list of Miscellaneous items. We could sprinkle these at the end of days with shorter agendas (SAAC, Personal Development) or 

simply combine SAAC and Personal Development allowing for a day dedicated to the Miscellaneous. 

The order of the topics has been assigned alphabetically and can be changed easily as needed. Vince - please let us know which of the service areas 

you would like us to schedule for Monday and Tuesday of that week, so you can be present. 

We will assemble a binder with a section for each service area. Each section will include the agenda for the day as well as any materials which would 

inform the attendees about the upcoming discussion. We would like to get the binders to the attendees in advance of the Week of Retreat so that they 

may familiarize themselves with the materials. We hope this will expedite the education process in order to hasten the discussion corn ponent. 

Also, we would like to spend the first 30 minutes the following morning approving old business. The point person from the previous day will present a 

summary of the review, next steps for the game plan, who is responsible for what, and finally timetables. Ideally, by the end of the week, these daily 

write-ups will contribute to a larger document. Once old business is approved, we will move onto the new business of the day. 



The location is TBA, but Cricket was thinking the Pope Box. 

Shelley 

Monday. 

Topic: Advisory Council (SAAQ 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday. 
Topic: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Wednesday, 

Topic: Leadership Development 

Point Person: Shelley Johnson 

Thursday, 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person , Cricket Lane 

Friday, 

Topic: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Miscellaneous 

RISE Academy 

Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Design 

Matt Terrell?? 

Sponsorship 

DiSC for Vince, 

Rammy’s All Sport Banquet 

Welcome Back Picnic 

All Sport Corn petition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 9:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Championship Rings 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

Fr~a: Deborah Yow <~ncsu.edu> 
Date: May 22, 2013, 12:22:37 PM EDT 

To: Johnathan Waugh <           ’,@hotmail.com> 

Cc: Ben Shemlan <ben~insi&carolina.com>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Championship Rings 

"John", 
If you email me again, pretending to be someone you are not, I will forward 
all of your emails to our legal office for their review. You do UNC a disservice 
and are wasting my time. 
Ben, this person’s board name is FilPhord. Please deal with his postings of 
my responses to him placed on insidecarolina.com as he pretended to be a 
Wolfpacker. I believe impersonating someone violates the board rules put in 
place by Fox. Thanks. 
Debbie Yow 

On Tue, Apr 30, 2013 at 12:44 PM, Johnathan Waugh < 

Thanks for looking into this. 

~hotmail.com> wrote: 

http:i, www. cbssports, corn, col legetbotball, blog/eve- on- college - [botball/22170247/photo- unc - recei ve s- acc - coastal - divi sion- championshi p- rings 

From: davow~ncsu.edu 

Date: Tue, 30 Apr 2013 12:40:41 -0400 

Subject: Re: Chmnpionslfip Rings 

To:            ~hotmail.com 

CC: sam pardue(&~ncsu.edu 

JohtL 

Can you point us toward the site claiming that they were given Coastal Championship Rings? 

DY 

From: Johnathan Waugh [mailto: 

Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:17 PM 

To: dayow(a), ncsu.edu <dayow@ncsu.edu> 
Subject: Championship Rings 

@hotmail.com] 

Dr. Yow, 

Do you know if there will be a conl~rence call an~ong ACC athletic directors to consider censuring UNC for awarding coastal division championship 
9 o rings~ By their logic we should claim the 1973 ACC Basketball Championship. 

IfUNC isn’t pmfished we should consider giving the 1973 team the Wolfpack Unlimited awad along with ACC chanpionship rings at the UNC 

football game this Fall. That will show them. 

thanks, 

John 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 11:49 AM 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Latest survey dm£t 

Thanks Teresa --empathize with your back issue. 

I will do my best to have feedback to you by next week. 

Joy 

Joy J. Re!~r!er, M.A. [~T(R), FAEIRS 

Associa.:e Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel }I[IE 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 

B 21-A So uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei klfll, NC 27599-7130 

919-96rS-S147Desk 
Celi 

919-96 r3-5952,’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: Tl’fis e-maN message, includh~g attachments, if any, is in,:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti,:y to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai, Any --unau,:hodzed review, dse~ disclosure or d[stribu,:ion is proiqbited, If you are no,’- the intended tec[n[en[~ please contact the sender by reply e-maN and 
des,:roy all conies of the or[~[nal message. 
Entail correspo~dence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw a~d may he disc~osed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

authorized state official (NCGS, oh. :I,32"). Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: RE: Latest survey draft 

.Joy and Vince, 

f wanted to followup and see where we ar~-_~ with th~-_~ ~-_~>:i~: survey, t am hoping for feedback From Joy and/or FAg:: about the academic e’.<periences section and from 

the w~rious dir~:_~ctors or leads from the sections of the A.D. Let me know i[ [ can [aciiil:ate in any way, I’w-_~ been down with a backis~me issu~-_~ for 3 weeks but am 

slowly getting back inLo Lhe office, I know that you, Joy, wanted Lo make sure this is done by June so I don’L want to leL time slip by. 

Thanks. 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director ior Survey Research and Devel‘epment 

H. W. Odum Mstitute for Research in Social Science 

University of Nortl~ Carolina - ChapM. HiU 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hal~ 

Chapel Nitl, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-,1777 

email‘: Teresa_Edwards@ une.edu 

http://www.odum.une.edu 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 12:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Renner, _Io,/.1 
Subject: Latest survey draft 
Hi Vince and .1oy, 
Attached is the latest version of the exit survey, reflecting the meeting Vince and I had on Friday, EXCEPT for the Academic Experiences section for which I am awaiting .1oy’s 

feedback. 
Vince, if the rest of it looks OK, I think you could go ahead and parcel it out as you planned, to share with heads of the respective groups. As we discussed, if feedback comes 
in the form of meetings or phone calls, I would be happy to participate, schedule willing. 
Thanks. 
Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and Devel.opment 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Social. Science 

University of North Carol.ina - Chapel. Nil.l. 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hal.l. 

Chapel. Nil.l., NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

email.: Teresa_Edwards@ une.edu 

http://www.odum.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 10:47 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Canes parent company, Wolfpacl< battle over scheduling conflict 

Canes parent company, Wolfpack battle over scheduling conflict 

A months-long scheduling battle at PNC Arena 
Ja,~o~ dear~y~ 

StaffWriter- is coming down to the wire, and leaders at the 

Triangle Business Journal compe[ing in[erests el N.C. S~ate University 

Ema~l I rv4ttar and the Carolina Hurricanes are suggesting not 

all sides are acting in good faith. 

The arena is home to both the N.C. State basketball team and tire Hurricanes, as well as 

various other shews like concerts or circuses. Additionally, N.C. State football plays at 

Catter,-FiNey Stadium, which shares a parking lot with F~NC Arena. 

Naturally, the parties have to jump through scheduling hoops every year, but NCSU and the 

Hurricanes usually reach those agreements by September, fully 13 months before the first 

games in question. 

N.C. State has ce[tain scheduling priorities and holds aside dates on which it anticipates 

scheduling games. For the past 13 years, a group called Gale Force Holdings, the 

company [hat owns the Hurricanes and schedules other shews, would pick dates for hockey 

games, concerts and the like, 

This year, howeveh it’s aheady late May and both sides are still ]estling far their allo[ment 

of days to hold games or sell for other shows. A key deadline is June 1, 

Hurricanes President and General Manager Jim Rutherford warned [hat il NCSU is tee 

stingy with the dates it holds, it will mean fewer events at tire arena. 

"Because we have been told by the N.C. State athletic departmen[ thai it will net be as 

flexible as previous administrations, tire number of events will be significantly reduced as 

more shows will skip PNC Arena due to the lack of available dates," he wrote in one of many 



letters sent back and fo~th betv~,een affected parties at PNC Arena, 

Rutherford says NCSU is holding 129 out of 214 days, including 26 of 30 days in 

November, Ier only 23 football and baske~balf games. This does not leave enough ~ime for 

hockey games, let alone other events. 

For its part, NCSU says it has long ac~ed in good faith, and even rescheduled events to 

accommodate the Hurricanes. For example, it moved the start time for the Spring Football 

Game on April 20 from the pFeferred stall time of 3:30 p.m. up to 1:30 p.m. because of the 

scheduled hockey game that night. NCSU also canceled a planned autograph session. 

"Again, NC S~ate has offered these concessions, despite its status as a primary and 

preferred user of PNC Arena, in the spirit of good faith and cooperation," Chancellor Randy 

Woadson wrote in one of the lettels. 

Caught in the middle as a sort of referee is the Centennial Authority. This body is made up 

of appointees fl-om government agencies in Wake County as well as from NCSU. Executive 

Director Jell Memtt says he thinks an agreemen~ can still be reached but acknowledges 

that time is running out. 

Centennial Authority board Chairman Tom McCormick, who is also Raleigh’s city attorney, 

is werking toward a resolution. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 8:01 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Football Scheduling - Marshall 

From: Steele, David [steele@marshall.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 6:36 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject; Football Scheduling - Marshall 

gubba, 

Hope all is well. 

We are looking to play a guarantee game in 2016 and have 9/3 open. 

Let me know if you have any interest in discussing. 

Thanks for your time! 

David 

David Steele 

Associate Athletics Director 

Marshall University 

P.O. Box 1360 

Huntington, West Virginia 25715-1360 

steele@rnarshall.edu 

Office -304.696.2483 

Cell - 

Fax -304.696.6448 

www.herdzone.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com> 

Friday, 1:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-> 

"UVA Post-Grad Job Assisting Process" - Bloomberg 

These two clips are spot Oil I’ll be down in Chapel Hill next week, and would lov e the oppol~i~’ to meet if you h~ve tree time 

Hope ev~yrhirLg is going well, 

Virginia Lacrosse Player oil Job-Assisting Alumni 

http://www.~oo~tbera.c~rtVvide~/vi1~i~ia-~acr~sse-p~aver-~n-i~b-assisti~-a~tu~mi-cJbS3rUVR7(2DZ7~Wua:~e9w.htn~ 

College Lacrosse Players Pipeline to Wall Street 

http://www b~mber~.c~nvvide~/c~e~e~acr~sse-p~avers-pipe~ine-t~-wa~-street-kw8LG36zRc67Bh2~3wWdS~A.htn~ 

@~’mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu,; 

Frida5 1:06 PM 

Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~B: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development ( 

@uncaa. unc.edu; 

Updated schedule for the Retreat Week... Also, we have reserved the nook at the South End of the Upper Club (5th floor) in the Blue Zone. Again, it 

would be ideal if you could provide any agenda for which you are responsible as well as any additional, related materials for pre-meeting perusal in 

time to be included in the Retreat Week binder. At the very least, we ask that you provide these the day before your scheduled day. 

Monday, 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday,. 

Topic: Leadership Development 

Point Person: Shelley Johnson 

Programming: GAP Year, Coaches 

10-Year Anniversary 

Marketing: Social Media, Website Re-design, Message Boards 

Leadership Summit 

Wednesday. "    - 

Topic1: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Topic2: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Thursday, " 

Topic: Advisory Council (SAAC) 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Friday, 

Topic: Miscellaneous 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Unit Plan: RISE Academy, Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Re-design 

Welcome Back Picnic; Ram roy’s All Sport Banquet 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday,            t.t:30 AM 
To: Cricket Lane (_c_gj__c__k__e__t_@_~_n___c__a___a_&[D__%e___d_~0; llle, Vince ([!]_e__@_e____m___a_i!~__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_); Gelin, Dana E (_d_g_e_Jj__n_@_~D__%_e__d_~0; @_u___n__c__a___a_:__u__n___c_:__e__d___u_.; @!i_v___e_ND__%_e__d_~0 
Subject: Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development, 
Hello all, 

It is about that time of year when we can catch our breath and look at the big picture. We would like to conduct a week of (m im-)retreats to 

help us do just that. 

There are five days in the week and five service areas of Student-Athlete Development. We would like to meet from 9am until ipm each day to discuss 

one of the services provided by Student-Athlete Development. The schedule for discussion is outlined below. Each service has a designated point 

person who will spearhead the discussion. That person will be responsible for developing an agenda (i.e., what gets discussed about that particular 

service area). Our thought is that the agenda would include an overview of the past year, the game plan for the upcoming year and then any special 

topics. There is also a list of Miscellaneous items. We could sprinkle these at the end of days with shorter agendas (SAAC, Personal Development) or 

simply combine SAAC and Personal Development allowing for a day dedicated to the Miscellaneous. 

The order of the topics has been assigned alphabetically and can be changed easily as needed. Vince - please let us know which of the service areas 

you would like us to schedule for Monday and Tuesday of that week, so you can be present. 

We will assemble a binder with a section for each service area. Each section will include the agenda for the day as well as any materials which would 

inform tile attendees about the upcoming discussion. We would like to get the binders to the attendees in advance of tile Week of Retreat so that they 

may familiarize themselves with the materials. We hope this will expedite the education process in order to hasten the discussion component. 

Also, we would like to spend the first 30 minutes the following morning approving old business. The point person from the previous day will present a 

summary of the review, next steps for the game plan, who is responsible for what, and finally timetables. Ideally, by the end of the week, these daily 

write-ups will contribute to a larger document. Once old business is approved, we will move onto the new business of the day. 

The location is TBA, but Cricket was thinking the Pope Box. 

Shelley 

Monday, 

Topic Advisory Council (SAAC) 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday, 

Topic: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Wednesday. 

Topic: Leadership uevelupment 



Point Person: Shelley Johnson 

Thursday 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Friday, 

Topic: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Miscellaneous 

RISE Academy 

Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Design 

Matt Terrell?? 

Sponsorship 

DiSC for Vince 

Rammy’s All Sport Banquet 

Welcome Back Picnic 

All Sport Com petition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~, 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 9:33 AM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cumlingham@unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email. unc.edt~ 

Re: Football Scheduling - Marshall 

What do vou think of this one9 j 

Bubba 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On May 24, 2013, at 8:01 AM, "UNC Athletics Director" <bubbancuuningham(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Steele, David [steele@marshall.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 6:36 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Football Scheduling - Mlarshall 

Bubba, 

Hope all is well. 

We are looking to play a guarantee game in 2016 and have 9/3 open. 

Let me know if you have any interest in discussing. 

Thanks for your time! 

David 

David Steele 

Associate Athletics Director 

Marshall University 

P.O. Box 1360 

Huntington, West Virginia 25715-1360 

s__t_e_~]_e__@_m_a__r s__h_~t L._e_~ _u_ 
Office -304.696.2483 

Cell - 

Fax -304.696.6448 

www.herdzone.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, May 26, 2013 4:35 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Mie Hennann 

Ii1 these articles they talk about a complete and thorough investigation by human resources and the General Counsel’s office. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Jim Todd              ~charter.net> 
Date: May 26, 2013, 1:54:31 PM EDT 

To: undisclosed-recipients:; 

Subject: dulie Hermann 

Craig Wolf!! Rut~ers new AD Julie Helmann faces fresh questions about her past (New Jersey Star-Ledger) 

Steve Politi: Jnlie Hermann never should have been hired as AD at Rutgers (New Jersey Star-Ledger) 

Steve Politi: New Jersey Governor Clms Christie: "rll be asking questions" on Jnlie Helrnann (New Jersey Star-Ledger) 

Tim Sullivan: Allegations of abuse haunt Julie Hermmm hire at Rutgers (Louisville Courier- Jouma]) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:11 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Media Report 

Media Report 5.29.13.docx 

The article on Tagboard (last article on [he report) is very interesting, 

From."               [mailto:          @gmail,com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 29, 2013 7:55 AM 
To; Pogge, Paul 
Subject" Re: Media Report 

Good morning, 

Please see attached. Have a good one 

On Mon, May 27, 2013 at 12:32 PM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(a;unc.edu> wrote: 

T}la~kS, Hope y(-!LE had i~ ~i(:e weekerld 

Pi~ul 
From: [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, May 27, 2013 11:46 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Media Report 

Mr. Pogge, 

I hope you had a good weekend. Here is today’s report from the weekend happenings. 

On Ffi, May 24, 2013 at 8:08 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(a;unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks very much, 
From:               [ mailto:          Qclmail.coml 
Sent" Friday, May 24, 2013 8:06 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Media Report 

Good morning, 

Please see the attached report. 

Have a good Memorial Day weekend. 

On Mon, May 20, 2013 at 7:32 AM, < 
Good morning, 
Hope you had a good weekend. Please see attached report. 

On Fri, MW 17, 2013 at 8:42 AM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, 

Pi~ul 

From: [mailto: ~cjmail.com] 
Sent-" I-riday, May 17, 20:[3 7:09 AH 
To; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Re: Media Report 

Please see attached. 

On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 7:32 AM, Pogge, Paul <r?p_92,2,_e__@_u__r_!c__:_e_d__t_!> wrote: 

Thanks vmy much for sharing. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 11:30 PM, < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Thought this might interest you: 

http:/,’espn.go.com/new-york!mens-college-basketball/story/ /id/9278832/acc-inv~stiga~ing-p~a~1N-c~nference-toumament-madi~m-square-garden- 

SOUr’Ces- ,~W 

On Wed, May 15, 2013 at 6:21 PM, Pogge, Paul <ppogge,@xmc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 15, 2013, at 5:56 PM, ~/~gmail.com> wrote: 

Mr. Pogge, 



Please see the new report attached. 

On Mon, May 13, 2013 at 3:27 PM, Pogge, Paul <l?i?£gg_e_~O~unc.edu> wrote: 

Will do. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 3:05 PM, ’ < ~,@~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks, I’m glad I can help out. Let me know if you need anything else. 

Univelsity of North Ca~:olina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, 

B.S., Class of 

?-~gmail.com 

On May 13, 2013, at 12:11 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge,~;unc.edu-~ wrote: 

This is outstanding. Thmlks very much. We appreciate you taking on this impofiant initiative. 

Paul 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 8:31 AM, ’ ’ < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Mr. Pogge, 

Sorry this took me a few days, I’m down in Texas tbr my sister’s college graduation but I’ll have 

more time starting this week mid for the rest of the summer when I get back up to Chapel Hill. 

Please see attached, mid any feedback on how to make my reports better would be greatly 

appreciated. 

Thaaflcs, 

University of Nortll Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candida[e, 

B.S,, Class of 
~)~gmail.com 

<Media Report 5.13.13.docx> 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edn> 

Wednesday, May- 29, 2013 9:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: question 

From: Raina Rose Tagle [mailto:raina.rosetagle@bakertNly.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:02 AM 
To: Schuettpelz, Din C 
Subject: RE: question 

Hi Erin, 
We. do noL We toek p~.~mnal hole.,;, but did not creak.~ transcdNs ot tecerd int~;rvi(.~w sessions. 
Hope you’re we[N 

Raina 
Raim~ Rose TagN:-b Partner 

Baker TiNy Virchow Krause, LI_P 

Baker Tifty Beers & Cutler, PLLC 

8219 Leesburg Pike, Suite 800 

Vienna, VA 22:[82-2625 

tel 703 92:3 825:1, fax 703 923 8092, mobile 

rainmrosetagle@bakertiNy.com; Connect: with us: bakertilly.com <http:/iwww.bakertilly.comi> 

An Independent Member of Baker Titly International 

From: Schuettpelz, Din C [mailto:ecs@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 8:41 AM 
To: Raina Rose Tagle 
Subject: question 
Raina: 
I have a new question, Athletics is asking if you have a recording or a transcript of Matt and Governor Martin’s interview with Mary Willingham. 
Thanks! Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 
Chief of Start; ChancelloFs Oftice 
UNC Chapel Hill 
(919) 843 0380 
Pursuant to the rules ofproibssional conduct set tb~th in Circular 230, as promulgated by the United States Department of the Treasury,, nothing contained in this 

communication was intended or written to be used by any "taxpayer for the purpose ofavoidfig penallies that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue 

Service, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer for such purpose. No one, without our express prior written permission, may use or refer 1,) any tax advice in this 

communication in promoting, marketing, or recommending a partnership or other enlib~, investment plan or arrangement to any other party. Baker ’Filly" Virchow 

Kmuse, LLP Confidenlialib~ Notice: This message is being sent by Baker Tilly Virchow Krause, LLP. It is intended exclusively"/br the individuals and entities to which 

it is addressed. This communication, including any attachments, ,nay contain informalion that is pmprietazy, privilege& confidential, including information that is 

protected under the HIPAA privacy rules, or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, 

retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you have received this message in error, please noti~’ the sender immediately by email and delete all copies 

of this message. This message is protected by applicable legal privileges and is confidential. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoauo, Carlos M <csomoano@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

RE: transfer credits 

8 freshman, 1 transfer.,, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:31 AM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Subject: RE:    transfer credits 

How many slots have you used to date? 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: FW: transfer credits 

Vince, 

Any chanc~-’_~ we can rnove forward with this S,~? Thanks. 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Negalha, .left; Porter, Grant 
Cc: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: transfer credits 

All, 

Attached is the transfer credit evaluation for 

coursework this past year at 

from Admissions. He’s got 53 transfer hours right now after 4 semesters - he really did a lot of 

Brent - can you confirm that he will have all 53 be degree applicable? Looks like he’s got a bunch of good Gen Ed’s coming in. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Additional Re~axch Infi~rmation 

Sure! What time works best for you? 
~}r~h K~’:.t}~ I ~d~’iman i 2F0 I-b_lds~r~, ~’Je,,~ W~!IL NY 10~ii3 :: Q: 2 L2-70,,"..15:.15:} ~v~: 

From: IlJe, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:33 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Additional Research Information 

Thanks Beth. Is a call on Friday possible? Thanks. 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@__ec_le_J_m___a_D_=_c_o_Et] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 4:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Bakaly, Charles; Blake, Justin; Myers, Jennifer 
Subject: Additional Research Information 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you had a good holiday weekend! As promised, here is additional information on the research approach we discussed last week. We have included details 

about the benefit of research as well as details on the logistics and outcomes from the survey. We discussed the goals of the campaign and the debate over the 

"Carolina Way," and as a result the research team revised the proposal to the following. These are not all inclusive -we are happy to discuss conducting one or all 

of these options now or throughout the campaign. 

Alumni Survey - Instead of surveying alumni and prospective studentsl’parents, we would focus just on 500 alumni to find out how they perceive the 

previous issues and path forward. Given the smaller sample size, the new budget estimate is ~;30,000 for the survey. 

o Alumni Focus Groups - Our research team also recommends conducting focus groups of alumni in select cities to test the messages we develop in the 

workshop. This would also help us gauge the emotions around sticking with or moving away from the Carolina Way. 

Media Analysis -Given the disparity between the national and local media throughout the issues, it would be good to conduct a media analysis to measure 

the message penetration and tone of a variety outlets (national, local, blogs, etc.). This could be done before or after we’ve launched a media campaign. 

If you have any time this week, we’d like to have a call with you and Jennifer Myers, our Edelman Berland colleague, to discuss these options and answer any 

questions you may have. Let me know your availability tomorrow or Thursday, and I’II put something on the calendars. 

Thanks 
~;.~!i?i K~!i!:i~ I ~d~!::r~ii~r!:: 2!,() I-~ldsorb ~’~(i,v~ Y.’i!’k. ~’~Y .l()(¢~3 i ~-.~: ,;-~ J-,;-~7{:’bJ,(’J,(" I L’I 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Additional Re~axch Infi>rmation 

Sure thing. I’ll check with Jennifer and then send you a calendar invite. 
:-’~e~ Ke:.th I :-"dei~~:’! i 2~:0 I-~L@5o~% ~’Je,~ ’,’o!k, Nv 10Oi3 :: O; 2 L2-70,,"..~5:.~5:I N~ 

From: IlJe, Vince [maito:ile@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:55 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Additional Research Information 

I’m currently open tomorrow morning before 11. Will that work? Thanks. 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@__e__c_l__e_J___m___a_D_=_c___o_tzt] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Additional Research Information 
Sure! What time works best for you? 

~e[i: ~e/L~! I r-{iekr:a;~ :: ;;50 }-:.u{ison, New York. NY "L0Ol~ i O. 212 7O~i ~15~15I ~,,’:. 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:33 AM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Additional Research Information 

Thanks Beth. Is a call on Friday possible? Thanks. 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 4:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Bakaly, Charles; Blake, Justin; Myers, Jennifer 
Subject: Additional Research Information 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you had a good holiday weekend! As promised, here is additional information on the research approach we discussed last week. We have included details 

about the benefit of research as well as details on the logistics and outcomes from the survey. We discussed the goals of the campaign and the debate over the 

"Carolina Way," and as a result the research team revised the proposal to the following. These are not all inclusive -we are happy to discuss conducting one or all 

of these options now or throughout the campaign. 

Alumni Survey - Instead of surveying alumni and prospective students/parents, we would focus just on 500 alumni to find out how they perceive the 

previous issues and path forward. Given the smaller sample size, the new budget estimate is $30,000 for the survey. 

Alumni Focus Groups - Our research team also recommends conducting focus groups of alumni in select cities to test the messages we develop in the 

workshop. This would also help us gauge the emotions around sticking with or moving away from the Carolina Way. 

Media Analysis -Given the disparity between the national and local media throughout the issues, it would be good to conduct a media analysis to measure 

the message penetration and tone of a variety outlets (national, local, blogs, etc.). This could be done before or after we’ve launched a media campaign. 

If you have any time this week, we’d like to have a call with you and Jennifer Myers, our Edelman Berland colleague, to discuss these options and answer any 

questions you may have. Let me know your availability tomorrow or Thursday, and VII put something on the calendars. 

Thanks 
~:.i.~ ~:,it~ I "de, il-~ai~ i 250 ~./d:iel% hie<," "~:-I. NY J.~l,*.l.~.-~ :: O 2:2-70.;--~::;-~::;I ~v’i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 12:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

Fwd: Meeting with 

Word appears to be spreading. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kevin Conner <kconner@universalsport~nterkainment.com> 

Date: May 30, 2013 12:47:51 PM EDT 

To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(a;unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Good deal with    Yes, will be a guy we will track to follow his status and you can ask. 

Thanks for the update on the other guys. I had heard they were fro along. 

Best Regards, 

Kevin 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On May 30, 2013, at 10:56 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge¢{unc.edu> wrrYte: 

Kevin, 

We’ll plan on the meeting with    at 3 P.M. on July 10. I wiU follow up and see if are interested in a meeting. They 

are both 0retty {at along t:he process and have already ~’~ad a numb¢_~r of meetings arid fl:~llovv uD m¢_u:,t:ings with .:_~i:her agents, but I’m 

happy to ask. is anod~er one you might be interested in. Want me to ask him as well? 

Paul 

From: Kevin Conner [mailto:kconner@universalsportsentertainment.com] 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:44 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Good morning Paul. 

That date seems open for me right now. I also would be interested in meeting the following if its mutual interest: 

1. 

2. 

I am not sure about your formula for setting up meetings, but those two are also on our firm’s radar. 

Thank you in advance for this opportunity! 

Kindest Regards, 

Kevin 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 30, 2013, at 9:29 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Kevin, 

Can you come to Chapel Hill and meet with 

Hope you’re well, 

Paul 

<image001jpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

at 3:00 on July 10? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.uuc.e&]> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 8:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Bio 

Vince, ill get it fixed ASAP mid figure out Mly it happened. Rick 

On May 30, 2013, at 7:55 PM, "Ille, Viuce" <ille(~)uuc.edu> wrote: 

http:#w~¥~¥.goheels.com/ViewlM’ticle.dbml? 

SPSID 667866&SPID 12962&DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~05497738&Q SEASON~013 
I don’t often look up students on our website tmless I need some basic bio info, but isn’t this ent~ a line dated for a RS FR? "Has already graduated from 
high school?" 

Is this a L issue? Should I pass this on to someone or is this an issue that tblks aJready know about? 

Vl lice 



From: Jill I. Knapp <ji~4@comell.edu> 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 9:02 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: Release Letter - 

Attach: --OTA612.PDF 

Vince, 
Per NCAA bylaw 13.1.1.3 I have attached a release letter granting permission for your institution to speak wit~ 

transferring to your institution and participating in the sport of 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jill Knapp 

Compliance Assistant 

Cornell University 

about the possibility of 



~5~J 

C<"~ mell Universi%~ 
Athletics and Physical Education 

May 30, 2013 

To Whom Jt May Concern: 

This !etter serves to grant permission, pe~ NCAA By{law 13~1 ~1 ~3, for your 
University to speak with                    about the possibility of 
transfemng to yeur institution and .... 

° 
competing in the spo~t of; 

P~ea:se contact me at jik24@comelLedu ot 
questions, 

Sincerely, 

ji~napp 
Compliance Assista~t 
Comell University 

if you have any 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:54 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Paterno family lawsuit vs NCAA 

Paterno lawsuit vs NCAA.pdf 

Attached as PDF 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest~(}unc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:02 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.e&P; Hundley, Bobby <hundley@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Bio 

Bios are typically updated in the summer. We are currently going through that process. 

Sent from my iPhone. 

On May 31,2013, at 10:37 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <ricks~ei@emailnUnCne&J> wrote: 

See bek?w from Vinc~ - 
I assume i:hi; is becm, se we update bios in ronjuncLiot~ with new Media Guid*:_~ reF’_~ases, ts this c.:_~rreci: .:_~r is i:her,:_~ anoLher rea:;.:_~n? 

Thanks, 
Rick 

From: Iiie, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 30, 2013 7:56 PN 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject:     Bio 

hltp://"w~,,~,,.goheels.com/ViewlM’ticle.dbml? 

SPSID:::667866&SPID:::I2962&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205497738&Q SEASON=2013 

I don’t often look up students on our website [mless I need some basic bio info, but isn’t this ent~ a line dated for a RS FR? "Has already graduated from 
high school?" 

Is this a issue? Should I pass this on to someone or is this an issue that tblks already know about? 

Vl IlCe 



171"Olffl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jol~son, Shelley H <shelljo@une.edtr~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:30 PM 

Ille, Vinee ~ille@unc.ed~;    @unea~.une.edu 

Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 

Vince and       -we are collecting lunch orders for the Monday of Retreat Week. The chosen place for that day is Sandwhich. Please check out its menu: 

~www.sandwhich.biz/~ and let us know your order. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:30 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-*; Geliu, Dana E -<tgelin@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

<        ~live.unc.edu>; rhua@uncaa.unc.edu 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Student-Athlete Development: Retreat Week 

Friendly reminder.,. 

Retreat Week 
June b7, 2013 (9am-lpm) 
Schedule 
Logistics 
Location: South End, Upper Club of Nue Zone 
Participants: Vince Ille, Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, Dana Gelin, 
Monday, 3une 3 
Topic: Outreach 
Point Person: , Cricket Lane 
Lunch: Sandwhich 
Tuesday, 3une 4 
Topic: Leadership Development 
Point Person: Shelley Johnson 
Lunch: Chipotle 
Wednesday, 3une 5 
Topic1: Personal Development 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Topic2: Career Development 
Point Person: Dana Gelin 
Lunch: Mediterranean Dell 
Thursday, 3une 6 
Topic: Advison/Council (SAAC) 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Lunch: Mellow Mushroom 
Friday, 3une 7 
Topic: Miscellaneous 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Lunch: Foster’s Market 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr* 

RE: Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 

Cricket will forward that related documents... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:40 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 

Do we have rely information to review in advance of the meeting oll Monday? Just checking. Thmaks. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent" Friday, May 31, 2013 2:30 PM 

To: llle, Vince;     .Duncaa.unc.edu 
Subject-" Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 
Vince and        -we are collecting lunch orders for the Monday of Retreat Week. The chosen place for that day is Sandwhich. Please check out its menu: 

http:i!www.sandwhich.biz/menu.pdf and let us know your order. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 

Thanks for the prompt response, Vince. Sorry th~.t we couldWt entice you with something on the menu. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 

No kmch order for me please. Thanks Shelley. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:30 PM 

To: llle, Vince;    ~@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject-" Retreat Week: Monday (lunch order) 
Vince and        -we are collecting lunch orders for the Monday of Retreat Week. The chosen place for that day is Sandwhich. Please check out its menu: 

http:i!www.sandwhich.biz/menu.pdf and let us know your order. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Graduation Rates Data Submitted to the NCAA 

crone through....I assume. 

MvG 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: <nobx~dy~b~ncaa.org> 

Date: May 31, 2013, 3:10:44 PM EDT 

To: < mvangelde~)unc.edu> 
Subject: Graduation Rates Data Submitted to the NCAA 

This e-mail serves as notification that your institution’s graduation rates data have been submitted to the NCAA. Within 24 hours, a copy of your 

institution’s report will be made available for review. Please be aware that once data has been submitted, you will be able to view the data but will not be 

able to make any changes. 

Plea~ tbllow the steps below to complete the data collection process: 

1. Log in to the graduation rates data collection and access your reports. Please verify them for accuracy. If you have any corrections, please submit them 

to Maria DeJulio. Once any corrections have been made to your institution’s data. please review them for accuracy. 

2. Access the signature page within the graduation rates data collection system under the Reports tab. The signature of your institution’s president or 

chancellor is required in order to verify that your institmion has reviewed the most recent report of graduation data submitted by your institution and to 
verify that the data is correct. Please submit the signature page to Maria DeJulio by the date noted on the signature page. 

In late fall, at the direction of the NCAA Division I Committee on Academic Performance, the NCAA will release publicly each ins~titation’s graduation 

rates information. You will be given access to an advance cop5, of the public reports prior to release. Institutions axe asked not to release its reports 

publicly prior to the NCAA public release, though we recognize that some institutions are subject to open-records laws and may have to respond to such 

requests accordingly. 

Please do not reply to this e-mail. Please contact Maria DeJulio with the NCAA research staffwith any, questions. 

Maria DeJulio 

913/397-7668 

mdeiulio~?ncaa.org 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edtr; 

Friday, May 31, 2013 7:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: transfer credits 

Vince 

I thought we still had a transfer slot. Last correspondence had us down for two left. We have only used one since. Please let me know if you have me down for that 
slot. I know this slot issue is no fun for either of us so thanks for ?-our help. 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On ] , at 4:56 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

Today, I spoke with two coaches who I know have not yet used all their slots tbr 2013-14. Both not only confirmed they plan to u~ those remaining, but 

they asked for additional slots. We curremly have no slots left tbr the upcoming year. Untbrtunately, based upon recent conversations, I do not expect that 

to change. 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:46 AP1 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: transfer credits 

8 freshman, :t transfer... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, L0:31 AN 

To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Subject: RE:    transfer credits 

}tow ma~y slots have you used to date? 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:57 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: " transfer credits 

Vince, 

Any chance we can move forward with this SA? Thanks. 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday,           I 11:27 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant 

Cc: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: transfer credits 

All, 

Attached is the transfer credit evaluation for from Admissions. He’s got 53 transfer hours right now after 4 semesters - he really did a lot 

of coursework this past year 

Brent - can you confirm that he will have all 53 be degree applicable? Looks like he’s got a bunch of good Gen Ed’s coming in. Thanks!! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@emaiLunc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 11:57 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; UNC Athletics Director <bubba.culmingham@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Football Scheduling - Maxshall 

They are not on our fist of targets (afd~ough Vince had a good idea of updadng that lisL at some point this summer), 

We have said we want Labor day weekend to be either FCS, or neutral site game with a big payday, 

Marshall has played for lower guarantees then I would have thought (SSOOk Ohio State, S~OOk Louisville and Purdue). 

My sense would be hold on this for now, Hopefully we can get San Diego State done for 2014 early next weel~ and then start: working hard on other Buy games and 

Home and Homes for 2015 and beyond, 

Rick 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Sunday, May 26, 2013 9:33 AM 

To" UNC Athletics Director 
Cc-" Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Re: Football Scheduling - Marshall 

What do you think of this one? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 24, 2013, at 8:01 AM, "UNC Athletics Director" <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> wrote: 

From-" Steele, David [steele@marshall.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, Nay 22, 2013 6:36 PM 
To-" UNC Athletics Director 
Subject-" Football Scheduling - Marshall 

Bubba, 

Hope all is well. 

We are looking to play a guarantee game in 2016 and have 9/3 open. 

Let me know if you have any interest in discussing. 

Thanks for your time! 

David 

David Steele 

Associate Athletics Director 

Marshall University 

P.O. Box 1360 

Huntington, West Virginia 25715-1360 

steele@marshall.edu 

Office -304.696.2483 

Cell - 

Fax -304.696.6448 

www.herdzone.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 9:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Student-Athlete Development: Retreat Week 

Thx. 20 hours over 5 days to review the programs. That’s a lot of time. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 2, 2013, at 7:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin ibrwarded message: 

From: "Jolmson, Shelley H" <she!ljo(~unc.edu> 
Date: May 31, 2013, 2:30:19 PM EDT 

To: "Lane, Cricket" <cficket~unc.edu>, "Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin~f~u~lc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc.edu>, 

f~live.unc~edu~% " ~uncaa.unc.edu" ?~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu> 
Subject: Student-Athlete Development: Retreat Week 

Friendly reminder._ 

Retreat Week 
June 3-7, 2013 (9am-Ipm) 
Schedule 
Logistics 
Location: South End, Upper Club of Blue Zone 
Participants: Vince Ille, Cricket Lane, Shelley Johnson, Dana Gelin, 
Monday, June 3 
Topic: Outreach 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Lunch: Sandwhich 
Tuesday, June 4 
Topic: Leadership Development 
Point Person: Shelley Johnson 
Lunch: Chipotle 
Wednesday, June 5 
Topicl: Personal Development 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Topic2: Career Development 
Point Person: Dana Gelin 
Lunch: Mediterranean Deli 
Thursday, June 6 
Topic: Advisory Council (SAAC) 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Lunch: Mellow Mushroom 
Friday, June 7 
Topic: Miscellaneous 
Point Person: Cricket Lane 
Lunch: Foster’s Market 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11:34 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Pdght from the Start Meetings 

Good morning Vince, 

I’ve looked at our team’s schedules, and we’re available for the first set of meetings on June 10-11. Justin won’t be able to attend, but our Public Affairs Group 

Head Dave Vermillion will come in his place this time. Does that still work for your team? If so, let me know what times you’re thinking for the meetings, and I’ll 

start looking at travel arrangements. 

Thanks! 
~;e!q K~!ii.i~ I ~.d~!im m :: ;i!:Z1 ~’:uds~r~, N~:,,,u Y~k, ~’J~: 200"~’:I i O: 2;.2-704-4:.:,4:.:,1 ~’,’i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 4:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Core Group reminder 

Vince 

Do you wmat to start attending these? I mentioned it to Efin mid Bubba and they thought it would be good for you to go. I would feel more comfortable with you there. 

Often these discussions are policy decisions about academics and compliance type issues and the public relations aspects are secondmy in scope. It was left to me to 

talk to you about attending. 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 
Universiry of North Carolina 

Begin forw~xded message: 

From: "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya rnoore@unc.edu> 

Date: June 3, 2013, 4:07:01 PM EDT 

To: "Ctmningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~)emaiLunc.edu>, "Gil, Karen M" <kgil(2~email.unc~edu;,, "Haxtlyn, Jonathan" <hm~dyn(?~u~lc.edu>, "Owen, Bobbi A" 

<owenbob(~)unc~edu>, "Schuettpelz, Efin C" <ecs(&~unc.edu>, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <s~mhm(?~email.unc.edu>, "Yopp, Jan Johnson" 

<ian vopp@unc~edu>, "Derickson, Christopher P" <cderickson(~)unc~edu~, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu>, "McFarland, Michael B" 

<mike mcfarland~r~bmlc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekir~hner(d;~mc.edu-~ 
Cc: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton,~);email.~mc.edu>, "Cline, Alexis L" <Alexis Cline@tmc.edu>, "Goodmml, Paula" <pgoodmml@emaJl.unc.edu>, 

"MeTers, Kathryn" <kmeyers2~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Core Group reminder 

The Core Group will meet tomorrow at 3 p.m. in the large conference room, Office of University Counsel, Bynum Hall. Thanks. 

Tanya Moore 

University Relations 

102 South Building, CB 6226 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

919-962-4515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com-’- 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtp 

RE: Right from the Start Meetings 

That should work but let me confirm in the morning. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Date: 06/03/2013 8:19 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Keith, Beth" <Beth.Keith@edelmaJ~.corn> 
Subject: RE: Right fiom the Stal’t Meetings 

Thanks Beth. We are working with our staffon this. Is Tuesday-Wednesday an option for 5,our temn as well? 

From: Keith, Beth [maJlto:        ~edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 11:34 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Right from the Start Meetings 

Good morning Vince, 
I’ve looked at our team’s schedules, and we’re available for the first set of meetings on June 10-11. Justin won’t be able to attend, but our Public Affairs Group 

Head Dave Vermillion will come in his place this time. Does that still work for your team? If so, let me know what times you’re thinking for the meetings, and VII 

start looking at travel arrangements. 

Thanks! 
~-[i’: ~ei~! I ~-{iekr:a;~ :: 2!;~_i }-:.~{ison, N~_,w. V,~k. NY "@_iOi~ i O. 212 7:’~i ~15~151 ~4i: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 8:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-~; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelde@unc.edu> 

FW: Compliance Reviews 

Sharp MX-6201N@theacc.org 20130529 161854.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

On 5/29/13 4:13 Ph/f, "Cecelia Du~mico" <cdiamico@theacc.org> wrote: 

>The attached is sent on behalf of Commissioner Swoflf~rd. Thanks. 
> 

>CeceIia DiAmico 
>E×ecutlve Assistant to the Commissioner 
>4512 Weybridge Lane 
>Greensboro, NC 27407 
>Direct: 
>Main: 336 854. 8787 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesda¥, June 4, 2013 1:54 PM 

llJe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: unc records 

Forwarding an email from Dan Kane 

I have also shared with Leslie and Mike McFarland 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Kane>, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tuesday, June 4, 2013 12:02 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: unc records 

Steve, 

Two batches of U NC records came my way on Friday. One is of correspondence between Debbie Crowder, Julius Nyang’oro and ASPSA staff, the other is correspondence involving 

Doug Sosnik. 

I would like to talk to you and Bubba Cunningham about several things within this correspondence. 

For example, Julius Nyang’oro on three occasions was offered football tickets by ASPSA staff. How did the staff get those tickets, how often were they given out to other faculty 

(and if so, whom) and were there other occasions that Dr. Nyang’oro received them? 

The correspondence also shows an ASPSA counselor negotiating a paper class with Nyang’oro, and what appears to be a tutor writing up topics for athletes to develop 10 page 

papers. I would like to know if any of this information has been shared with the NCAA, and if so, what was its response. 

Also I saw an earlier draft of your letter to the editor regarding Mary Willingham’s allegations. It includes a quote from Jennifer Townsend, but that quote was dropped from the 

final version. I would like to know why, and why I wasn’t provided that information when I requested it subsequent to your letter. 

I also would like to know what the status is with the NCAA with regard to this case. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com’- 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 2:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: Right l}om the Start Meetings 

Hi Vince, 

It looks like Tuesday-Wednesday is difficult for our team because Dave, who isjoining in Justin’s place, has a conflict on Tuesday evenh~g. Could we do sometNng 

lal:er in the w~-_~ek? 

f al’,;.:_~ wanl:ed to check in on the LOt and research derision, b:_d: me know if you need anything further on our end for those, 

And congrats on a great win last night, what a crazy game! 
gefi Keiti~ I ~.deim m:: 250 Huds(~n, New Y{~k, NY 200T:! i O: 2.1.2-704-4:54:51 M: 

From: II[e, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Senti Monday, June 03, 2013 8:19 PM 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Right from the Start Meetings 

Thanks Beth. We are working with our slaffon this. Is Tuesday-Wednesday an option for your teaJn as well? 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 11:34 AM 
To: It[e, Vince 
Subject: Right from the Start Meetings 

Good morning Vince, 

I’ve looked at our team’s schedules, and we’re available for the first set of meetings on June 10-:1:1. Justin won’t be able to attend, but our Public Affairs Group 

Head Dave Vermillion will come in his place this time. Does that still work for your team? If so, let me know what times you’re thinking for the meetings, and I’ll 

start looking at travel arrangements. 

Thanks! 
~~eH Keii.i~ I ~.deim m:: 2!:~0 Huds~n, Ne,,,v ’:’~k, ~J~: :t00"~’:! i O: 2.1.2-704-4:.:,4:.:,I ~’¢i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 9:39 AM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Proposed Football Tiebreaker Revisions - 2013 Season 

Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <.[!/e__.@_..u_n__c_:_e _d_..u_> 
Date: Monday, May 13, 2013 9:37 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Proposed Football Tiebreaker Revisions - 2013 Season 

It appears acceptable moving forward. Thanks. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: 111e, Vince; Corey (fb) Holliday; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Fwd: Proposed Football Tiebreaker Revisions - 2013 Season 

Thoughts? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Michael Strickland <mstrickland@theacc.org> 

Date: May 13, 2013, 9:22:20 AM EDT 

To: "Steve Pederson (spederson@atNetics.pitt.edu)" <spederson@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu)" 

<._b___r__a___d__.__b__a___t__e___s___@___b__£_.__e___d__u__>, "Dan Radakovich (_d___r__a___d____@___c_J__e____m___s___o___q_.__e___d___u_)" <_d___r__a___d____@___c_J__e____m___s___o___q_.__e___d___u_>, "Kevin White (_k____w___h__[_t__e____@___d___u___a__a__:__d___u__k___e__.__e___d___u_.)" 

<_k____w___h__[_t__e____@___d___u___a__a__:__d___u___k__e__.__e___d___u_.>, <._b___u___b___b__a___c____@___e____m___a__!]:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "Randy Spetman (._r__s_p__e__t___m____a___n____@___f__s___u_:__e___d___u_)" <[_s_p___e___t__n_!_a___n____@___f_s___u_:__e___d___u_.>, "__m____b___o__b____@__.__g__a__t__e___c___h_:__e___d___u_" 

<mbob@gatech.edu>, "Blake James(bjames@miami.edu)" <bjames@miami.edu>, "dayow@ncsu.edu" <dayow@ncsu.edu>, "Daryl J. Gross 

(djgross@syr.edu)" <djgross@syr.edu>, "kevina@umd.edu" <kevina@umd.edu>, "Kelly L Mehrtens(mehrtens@umd.edu.)" 

<mehrtens@umd.edu>, "Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu)" <ckl9e@virginia.edu>, "Tom Gabbard (tgabbard@vt.edu)" 

<tNabbard@vt.edu>, "JimWeaver (weaveri@vt.edu)" <weaverj~vt.edu>, "Ron Wellman (wellmanr~wfu:edu)" <wellmanr~wfu.edu> 

Cc: Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org_>, Cecelia DiAmico <.c___d_!__a___m___Lc___o____@___t__h___e___a__c__£:__o__r_g>, "Jeff Elliott" <Le_!]_[_o___t__t___@___t__h___e__a___c__c_:__o__[~>, John Swofford 

<jswofford @theacc.org> 

Subject: Proposed Football Tiebreaker Revisions - 2013 Season 

All: 

Attached please find the proposed 2013 football tie-breaker policy that was distributed during the Monday morning session. 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

mstrick[and@theacc.org 

Office: 336.854.8787; Cell: 

Fax: 336.854.8797 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

When are you leaving? Could we chat for a few minutes before Friday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 10:54 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille({~unc.edu> wrote: 

Joy, 

It appears that I’ll be eating nay lunch in Oregon on Friday. I will be 1raveling ruth the softball team to Eugene where they will play in an NCAA Regional. 

We leave tomorrow and will be gone the rest of this week. I regret that I’ll miss the retreat. It is a great idea and I’m sure a lot of important inIbrmation 

will be shared. Thanks tbr the invitation and tbr providing leadership to the group this year. We appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 09, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting Nay 17 

I’m sure, but thank you for the offer. I look forward to seeing you there. 

On May 9, 2013, at 10:01 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <.Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you sure--the food is usually pretty good from Jason’s 

JoyJ. Rennet, M.A., Rr{R}, FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 

Unh;ersity of Norti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-.CH Bondurant Haii 

32&-.A Souti? Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

q ! q-9 ~!~-~14 7Desk 

9 c~ o J ~-)66-5,51 Fax 
-CONF~D£Nr~ALr]Y NO]IC£: This e-.maii message, indudi;?g attachments, if any is i~tended only for ti~e -person or e~t[ty to wi~ich it is address~_~d and may 
contah-~ confide_ratio[ and/or privik_~ged mat~_~rial. Any -.--.unaLithor[zed review us~_% disclosure oF distribution [s proi~ibited. ~f you are not the intend~_~d 
recipient please_¯ contact the sender by reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Emai[ correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the No~±h Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to 

third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. oh, !32). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

I still plan to attend. No lunch for me. Thanks. 

On May 9, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Renner, Joy 3 

Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2023 8:23 AM 

To: Norton, Molly 

Subject; RE: FAC Lunch and Meeting Nay 17 

Thanks[ Can you check with Vince about his a[tendance and lunch? 

JoyJ. Renner, M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor a~d Director 

University of North Carolina at Cilap~_~i Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bomduramt Hall 

321--A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC ;!7599-.7130 

919-9eS-5147Desk 
Celt 

919-9e5-595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: This e-rna[I message, in,::hJdir!g al:t;~chments, if am/, [s [ntet~ded only for 1:he -persor! or entity to which it is 
addressed ar!d may contain confide!~tial and/or privileged r~aterial. Any --.-un;~utixirized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. H: you are not [he ir!l:e!xJed redpient, ple;~se contact the sender by repb/e-re;Eli[ ;}nd de51:roy all copies of the original message. 
Emai~ correspondence to and from this address may De subject to the INoC~b Carolina PuMic Records law and may be 
disclosed to third par~ies by an authorized state official (NCGS, cb, :t32), St~Ment ed~cational records are subject to 

FERPA. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: Renner, Joy -1 
Subject: FAC Lunch and Meeting Nay 17 

Hi Joy, 

gubba would like to order the California Club Box (with chips and cranberry walnut oatmeal cookie) for lunch next Friday, 

May 17. 



Take care, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 3:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

I will put you on my calendar. Thank you for taking the time. 

Try my office number first 966- 5147. If I mn not there call my cell’ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 3:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

1:30 p.m. EST? 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

How about sometime Thursday afternoon? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 3:02 PM, "file, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

We are still working with NCAA’s contracted travel agency on logistics. We will leave sometime tomorrow. I should have opportunities to 

talk Wednesday and Thursday. If you can ottbr ~me times you might be available, I’ll tD’ to plan axound that. Thanks. 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 1:34 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

When are you leaving? Could we chat for a few minutes before Friday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 10:54 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Joy, 

It appears that I’ll be eating my lunch in Oregon on Friday. I will be lraveling with the ~fiball team to Eugene M~ere they will 

play in an NCAA Regional. We leave tomorrow and will be gone the rest of this week. I regret that I’ll miss the retreat. It is a 

great idea and I’m sure a lot ofimtx~rtant information will be shaxed. Thamks tbr "the invitation and lbr providing leadership k) 

the group this year. We appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 10:22 AN 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

l’m sure, but thank you for the offer. I look forward to seeing you there. 

On May 9, 2013, at 10:01 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <_J__o__y____R___e__n___n___e___r_@__m____e___d__:_u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Are you sure --- d~e food is usuatly pretty good from Jason’s 

Joy .L Renn~_% M.A., Rl(R), FAEIRS 

Assodate ~l’Of~55Of and Oh’ector 

Uniw!rsit¥ of North CaroHni~ at Chi~pel Hill 

Schoei of Medicine_¯ 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South (-olumbia St. 

Chapel Hili, NC 27599--71,30 

) & _.- _,66-.:,, :4 [3{.,~1 
Cell 

93.9-966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFIDE[qiIaJJTY NOTICE: ]i~is ~_~--nqail message, [nch.iding attachments, if any, hi intended e~i¥ for the -p~_~rson or e~tity to 
which it is addressed and may contai~ confidential lind/or privileged material Any ----unauthoriz~_~d r~_~view, use disclosure 
or distr[but[e~ is prohibited. If ~,ou are not the intend~_~d redpient, pk_~ase co,tinct the sender by reply e-mall and destroy ali 
copies of the_¯ origh-~al messi~g~_~, 
Email corres#o~dence to and from this address may be s~bject [o the North Carolina P~lMic Records law 
and may be disclosed te third l#arties by an a~thorized state officia~ (NCGS, oh. J~32), S~:ude~t educationM 

records are subject to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 9:10 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy .] 
Subject: Re: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

I still plan to attend. No lunch for me. Thanks. 

On May 9, 2013, at 8:42 AM, "Norton, Molly" <--m----b---q--~--r--t--~---n----@--~-e----m---a-~[[-.~-u---n---c-:--e--d---u--> wrote: 



From: Renner, Joy -I 
Sent-" Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:23 AM 
To-" Norton, Molly 
Subject-" RE: FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

rhank~.~! Can you checl~ with Vinc,-’_~ ~bout his attendance and lunch? 

Jciv J. Rennet’, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Assoch}te Profe~:sor and Director 
Un[vers[bf of Nor’th Carolina at Chapel H[i] 
School o~ Medk:[!’:e 

CB #7!30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hall 
3ZI~A South Columbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-51,$?Desk 
Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENIIALI’[Y NOTICE: This e-maii n’~essaL~e, h~clL:ding at[achn’~er!ts, if any, is [!~[ended only for the -person 
or e!~i~, ~o which it is addressed and may contah~ confide!~[ial and/or pr N’[ie~jed ma[eriak An~, --- 
u!~au[horized review, use~ disclosure or dist!ibutior! is prohibited. If Vou are not the in[ended recipient, piease 
contact the sender b,i !’eplV e-mail and des[toV all copies ot: [he original n’tessage. 
~’~ai~ ¢O~’l~’le~po~Se~’~ce te an~ f~1o~ this address n~ay be subject to tl~e ~o~tt~ Caro~i~a P~blie 
Records law a~d may be dis~losed to third I~a~±ies by a~ a~thorize~ sta~:e oflFieia~ (NCGS, oh° 
:~:3~:)° Strident ed~eatio~a~ ~e~ord~ a~e s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From-" Norton, Molly 
Sent-" Thursday, May 09, 2013 8:20 AM 
To-" Renner, Joy J 
Subject-" FAC Lunch and Meeting May 17 

Hi Joy, 

Bubba would like to order the California Club Box (with chips and cranberry walnut oatmeal 

cookie) for lunch next Friday, May 17. 

Have a wonderful time at your son’s wedding! 

Take care, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

.n_! .b_ n_ _o_ r~. .q n__@ .u__q.c_ :.e__d_~. 
(-:, ,~ ~-Ieeis ! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:56 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <fimmerman@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael 

B < mlitzing@email.unc.edu>; Gealk Chrisb" Lynn <cgm!~h@unc.edu> 

I~W: 

Barbara?: 

I should have copied you on this ema& Sorry. 

When may I tell she may look to see her admitted status on her portal? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: fichdesehn@unc.edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles DL Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

w~v.goheels.com 

w~v.unc.edu 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Sunday, 8:41 PM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
Cc" Timmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince; Litzinger, Michael B (mlJtzing@email.unc.edu); Garth, Christy Lynn (cgarth@unc.edu) 
Subject: RE:I 

Lance, Tom, Vince: 

verbally committed to UNC tonight, but her status is wait listed at Admissions ,~s ,~ transfer. She would like assurance that she can g,~in admission via a slot. 

I told her I would get: the whe*-’_~ls t:urning as quickly as t could and trust she could check her portN later in th~-_~ w~-_~ek, If someone coukt h-:d: Mille know when she ci~n 

se~-’_~ fu:_~r i~ccept~tlce, he will alert fu:_~r. 

may wait to scan/fax her ASA bad{ to us until after she sees the acceptance, but may also send it sooner than d~at. Mike, be on the lookout for it and then 

process. 

Christy, please keep working on housing for her/RAM VILLAGE?? 

Once things seems "solid" let the team know.,. 

Thanks, evervone! 

Rich DeSehn 

tlead Swimming Coach 

University ofNoriJh Caxolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

En~Jl: I~chdeselm~anc.edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

w~v.goheels.com 

w~Nv.unc.edu 

Frera: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, 9:17 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: 

We may have never flagged her with a prospect t:orm, maybe? Anyway, her’ PID is 

Fremi DeSelm, Rich L 
Senti Thursday, 5:54 PM 
To; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

f did; ADM h~s noL ph~ced her on th~-_~ report, that t can 1:ell, 

Rich DeSehn 

Head Smmming Coach 

Universib~ of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

gn~Jl: _,ic_’__t!__d__e__~_e_!__n_)_@__u__r!_£:_e_st___u_ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr~ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



www,goheels,com 

www,unc.edu 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 5:49 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: 

Check the report from last Friday. PlDs are included for each kid. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 2, 2013, at 5:33 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

Rich, 

Just submit it without a P1D. We roll find it if she has one and put it on the ASA 

Tom 

Sent from my Vefizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "DeSelm, Rich L" <fichdeselm(a))mc.edu> 

To: "Markos, I,ance M" <marko~a~)email.unc.edu>, "Timmem~a~ Tom" <timmennansf)mc.edu> 
Subject: 

Date: Thu~            5:28 pm 

Does she have a PID? She applied and was wait listed as a 
I am filling out ASA form for her 
Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn 
Head Smmming Coach 

Univel~i~ ofNortJl Ca~li~m Smmming & Diving 

170 Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: ficMesehn(~)unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel ttill, NC 27514 

www.goheel s.com 

www.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

I~T: NationaJ Car RentaJ Reservation Confirmation 879940023 tbr Eugene Arpt 

FYI 

K~; ,h’,.’ !.~ig2s 
,:~,c,’ ,m i ,qi ~; "r:? -~ vc ,:~,%i,:-. mt 

?:,hk’,~i;- Diyc::,~y’~" © fi);-:~- 

i.? c~ C .~’I}?J~:..i~:5 

91%S43~-5~:~34 

From: reservations@nationalcar.com [mailto:reservations@nationalcar.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: National Car Rental Reservation Confirmation 879940023 for Eugene Arpt 

Vincent Ille 

Emerald ID: 

Your confirmation number is: 879940023 

Reserved rate reflects the pick up date and time, return date and time, and car class quoted at time of reservation Any changes to the reservation may affect the rates quoted herein 

Your level of service is Emerald Club Counter. Please proceed to the designated Emerald Club counter to pick up your pre-printed rental agreement and keys to the vehicle. 

If you need to make a change to this reservation, please use your reservation number as a reference. 

Confirmation # 879940023 

[~:~ status: ~ooked 
RS0879940023 

ENERALD CLUB, 

National Car Rental is located inside the Airport terminal between security and baggage claim. 

Emerald Club Members: 

* Proceed to the Emerald Club counter to obtain your rental agreement and vehicle keys. 

All other National customers: 

o Please proceed to the counter inside the Airport terminal between security and baggage claim to obtain your rental agreement. 

Directions to Airport: 

From I-5 South Bound 

* Take Exit 195B towards Junction City/Florence. 

° Merge onto Beltline HWY West. Go 8 miles. 

* Take Exit 6 towards Eugene Airport/Junction City. Go to base of exit. 

o Turn left onto OR-99. Travel .5 miles. 

o Turn left onto Clear Lake Rd. Go 1.8 miles 

* Turn right onto Green Hill Rd. Go .6 miles. 

° Turn left onto Airport Rd and follow signs for car rental return. 

Take keys and contract to airport counter located adjacent to baggage claim. 

From I-5 North Bound 

° Take Exit 195A/B towards Junction City/Florence. 
¯ Merge onto Beltline HWY West. Go 6 miles. 

¯ Take Exit 6 towards Eugene Airport/Junction City. Go to base of exit. 
¯ Turn left onto OR-99. Travel .5 miles. 
¯ Turn left onto Clear Lake Rd. Go 1.8 miles. 



*, Turn right onto Green Hill Rd. Go .6 miles. 

* Turn left onto Airport Rd and follow signs for car rental return. 

Take keys and contract to airport counter located adjacent to baggage claim 

From Downtown Eugene< 

* Start out going north on OR-126BR W/OR-99 N towards Pearl St. Continue to follow OR 99 N. Travel 6.1 miles. 

, Turn left onto Clear Lake Rd. Go 1.8 miles. 

* Turn right onto Green Hill Rd. Go .6 miles. 

o Turn left onto Airport Rd and follow signs for car rental return. 

Take keys and contract to airport counter located adjacent to baggage claim. 

Rental Counter adjacent to baggage claim in terminal. All keys should be brought to counter 

Name: 

E-maih 

Vehicle Type: 

Pickup information 

Location: 

Date & Time: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Fax: 

Houm: 

Dropoff Information 

Location: 

Date & Time: 

Vincent Ille 

J~ ~.:..~.t~ ~.;~ ~.~.i.:..,~.~. ~:.~ d.~ 

Midsize - 2 or 4-Door/Automatic/Air - Toyota Corolla Or Similar 

Eugene Arpt (EUGTOl) 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 @ 01:00 PM 

Mahlon Sweet Field 

28801 Douglas Drive 

Eugene, OR 97402 

(541)689-0015 

(541)6897732 

Sun-Sat: 12:00 am- 12:30 am 

Sun-Sat: 07:00 am- 11:59 pm 

Eugene Arpt (EUGT01) 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 @ 12:00 PM 

Rate information 

Item: 

Car Class: HJdsize 2 or 4-Door/Automatic/Air 

Rates: 

Time & distance 

Time & distance 

Time & distance 

Time & distance 

No charge distance 

Contract I.D. University Of illinois 

Inclusive Rate items 

(4) Loss damage waiver full 

(9) Additional Driver 

Unlimited Miles 

Sub total ..................................................... $188.88 

Coverages: 

Loss Damage Waiver Null 

Surcharges: 

Customer Facility Fee 3.88/day 

Concession Recovery Nee 1].~l Pct 

Vehicle License Recov Fee .60/day 

Taxes: 

Lane Car Rental Tax (18.8%) 

Total Estimate ................................................ $197.98 

(Country of Residence: US) 

Approximate Estimated Conversion: 

4 DAY @ 

O HOUR @ 

O WEEK @ 

O MONTH @ 

O DISTANCE @ $8.88 

included 

$37.80 

$28.’75 

$225.00 

$9@@.@@ 

80.00 

included 

$16. 

$2. 

$197.98 

Please note that if you experience any problems with the link, you can visit !’~i~!%9~,.’!’,.’.,tS~!~i£[’L’-J.t’~£q’.~£ and click on ’Existing Reservations’ from the home page, or you can call ~1o 

H@tlonal Ca~ Pe!ltal @OO Co[potage Pa[k Ddve S~ Louis, [~O :!’.’,;05 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Peterson <lpete@uoregon.edtc, 

Tuesday, 6:06 PM 

Tracie L. Adix <TLA@athletics.wisc.edu>; Terry Gawlik -q’LG@athletics.wisc.edu>; yth@athletics.wisc.edu; BriaJl Santiago 

<brian santiago@byu.edu>; Gordon Eakin <gordon eakin@byu.edtr>; neta lei@byu.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edtr>; Papa, Donna J ~djp@unc.edu>; Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Miller <baml@uoregon.edu>; 

Joseph Skinner <j skilme6@uoregon.edu>; MikeWhite <mcw@uoregon.edu> 

Ashley Oberman <~amccre@uoregon.edu>; Janell Bergstrom <jbergstr@uoregon.edt~-; Jill Cohen <jcohen@uoregon.edu>; Learme 

Brooks <lrbrooks@uoregon.edu>; Daniel Gaston <gastond@uw.edu> 

RE: Schedule of Events 

Schedule of Events.docx 

Hello- 
Attached is a one page document with the schedule of events, with more detail. 
Moving into the games Friday, we will communicate if you are the home or visiting team. 
Please note, we will have a turf field for you to stretch and toss on prior to your scheduled practice time on Wednesday. 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 
We will see all of you tomorrow. 
Lisa Peterson 
Senior Associate Athletic Director/SWA 
University of Oregon 

(541) 346-5329 - office 
(541) 346-5031 - fax 
~: g Q__d__u___o_’_k___s_:_c__g_rj__~ 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:03 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bet lmil e@unc edu>; Mo atgomew, John R <jmont@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick 

<rickslei@email.unc.edu>; Gwa]tney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Culmingham, Bubba <Subbac@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~v~: Camps & Cli~fic Reminder - Smdent-Atlflete Employment 

Bylaw 13 - Camps and Clinics - Student-Athlete Employment Roste Jocx 

(~ood Evening- 

I wanted to pass along the information below that was provided to the coaches since some of you may pfay a role in assisting them in the administration of our 

institutional camps!clinics. 

We greatly appreciate your assistance in reinforcing the need for submission of complete, accurate and timely camp records from our sport programs. 

Please don’t hesitate to cot~act us if ~/ou or your coaches have? at~y qu~?stior~s or concerns 

Thank you 

Mariefle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962- 785?; 

Fax: (919) 962-.6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday            10:1:1. AM 
To" UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches; ’     _~aol.com’ 
Cc: Pogge, Paul (ppogge@unc.edu); Ille, Vince (ille@unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu). .~email.unc.edu) 
Subject: Camps & Clinic Reminder - Student-Athlete Employment 

All - 

With the summer camp/clinic season rapidly approaching, I wanted to take the time to provide you with a few reminders regarding student-athlete employment. 

It is permissible for a current student-athlete to be employed in a camp/clinic (excluding Football student-athletes) provided: 

¯ Student-athletes perform duties that are of a general supervisory nature in addition to any coaching or officiating assignments; 

¯ Compensation is commensurate with the going rate for camp or clinic counselors of like teaching ability and camp/clinic experience; 

¯ Compensation is not paid on the basis of the value that the student-athlete may have for the employer because of their athletics reputation; 

¯ Compensation for student-athletes does not vary based on level of athletics skills of the student-athlete; 

¯ Student-athletes who only lecture or demonstrate at a camp!clinic are not compensated for their appearance at the camp!clinic; 

¯ Student-athletes may receive actual travel expenses (including lodging and meals in transit and prepaid plane tickets or cash advances) only if such travel 

expenses are paid and procedures for reimbursement of expenses are used for all employees of the camp/clinic; 

Actual transportation from an institution’s coach or representative of its athletics interests may be provided to a student-athlete only if travel expenses are 

paid for all employees of the camp/clinic; and 

Student-athletes may not participate in organized practice activities (other than during the institution’s playing season in the sport). 

As you are aware, per University of North Carolina policy, all camp employees are required to have a background check prior to their employment in your 

camp/clinic. Similar to the payment of actual travel expenses, you are only permitted to pay for a student-athlete’s background check if such expenses are paid for 

all employees of your camp/clinic. If you do decide to pay this expense for all camp/clinic staff, please retain appropriate documentation of such for verification 

purposes. 

Attached, please find the Student-Athlete Employment Roster Form which must be submitted to Compliance for review no later than two weeks prior to your 

camp/clinic. Student-athletes are not permitted to begin their employment until Compliance has reviewed and approved your request. You will be notified in 

writing once your request has been approved. Please make sure that you complete the "Duties" and "Camp Dates" columns accurately for each individual student- 

athlete. If discrepancies in pay exist between student-athlete’s performing similar duties, you will be asked for clarification prior to approval from Compliance. 

Similarly, student-athlete camp!clinic compensation will be compared to compensation received by other non-student-athlete camp staff (see Appendix E of the 

2013 Camp Manual for the Outside Coaches Employment Roster Form) to be sure that their compensation is comparable to others with like teaching ability and 

experience. 

If you have any questions about student-athletes and their employment at your camps/clinics, please don’t hesitate to contact us. Thank you for your assistance. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

__m__v__a___n_K_e_[_d_e__r_@_u__9__£:__e___d_u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Mm’kos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Mazielle A <mvangelde@unc.edtr>; Kirschner, 

Steve <slevekirschner@unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu-~ 

Willis, Jennifer Herrera <jenwillis@unc.edw-; Cleveland, Joanna Care?, <joama@unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Joarlrl3, 

I have looked at the summary as quickly as possible, but have not come dose to reading the whole bill, That said, I wanted to get you an initial thought as quickly as 
possible. Monitoring student-athletes’ social media is important for us for several reasons, one of which is to fulfill our responsibilities as they relate to NCAA 
com~liance, t have not: had i:ime to review this to determine whether i:he NCAA would constitut~-_~ a "self-regulai:ory organization" such that we could proc~-_~ed with 
monii:oring. Additionally, would we constitute an "employ~:_~r" ~-_~v en though studenb-ai:hlei:es are not "emph:~yees" of i:he Urdversity or Athh:_d:ic Department? 
These are just a few preliminary thoughts based on a very cursory review of the summary. 
Paul 

From: Joanna Carey Cleveland [mailto:joanna@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, May 15, 2013 9:59 AM 
Te: Markos, Lance M; Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Ille 
Cc: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: FW: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

t ti everyone .... 

I heard from ou~ legislative relation,; liai:;on,. Jen Willis, this rnorrdrtg [hat this bill is moving for~vm’d to commfftee at 10:00 today. Sorry for the late 

notice, but I a m woadering whether you have any final obiections t:o the amended bill. Note that: a st~ mmary b, provided Ja the "SMST" at:tachmeat: 

~’~r]~iC}~ notes that nothing i~ the bi]l prohibit:* £!Z.t4t?2t?.!2g£E from comp]ying %vith the requireme~ts of state or federa] statutes, rules or regulatio~s, case 

law, or rule,; of >elf-regulatory organizations". The "CSST" attachment ha,; the full language of the cu trent propo,;ed bill 

By copy of this email, and in the interest: of time, I ara asking Jen to see if we can amend that section of t:he [)ill (99F-8(4), (5), aad (6)) to include 

employer and academic institutions because [ fffink tho:~e ~’~r{~ }~’OUld }~t{t~[ [}~OS{~ exceptions ~o apply to us in multiple capacities (with our employee:~ 

and our <;t;udents). 

If you have any o[her changes or specific concer~s related to our athletics compliance obJiga [ions please let me kaow a~, soo~ as possible. 

Thanks ~o much, 

joapa-ta 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 
Associate University Counsel 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 
] oat/n;t@l./n(:, ed u 

From: Willis, Jennifer Herrera 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:46 AN 
To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 
Is this ok? If our only issue is amending our contract on monitoring of accounts, I’m good to let this move forward in committee today. 

Jen 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jonathan Kappler <qidkappler~inorthcm’olina.edu> 
Date: May’ 15, 2013, 8:25:47 AM EDT 
To: Betty Doster <~!_e___r_@__tLr_l_££:_e_d____~, Jetmitbr Willis <j_ejLw__i]_l_j__s_@__ujl_c_:__e_£t__u_.> 
Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Rep D Hall just sent this to me, at this point I assume this is the PCS that will be run in committee this morning. Take a look at e exemptions at the end of 

the bill, the second exemption goes a long way in addressing our concerns I think. Based on my read of it, the only issues still outstanding with fills PCS 

deal s with the issue raised by UNC-CH about student athletes mad monitoring of social medi a accounts. 

JK 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jonathan Kappler 71)yahoo.corn> 
Date: May 15, 2013, 8:16:24 AM EDT 
To: Jonathan Kappler <jdkappler(~bnorthcarolina.edu> 
Subjedc: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 



Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Duane Hall <dtuane(tb&~mlehall.o~g> 
Date: May 15, 2013, 8:11:46 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler < r_@z_a__h__RR:_c_~gl_/, 

Subject: F~d: 1~,¥: H846-CSST-62 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjeet:FW: H846-CSST-62 

Date:Wed, 15 May 2013 11:52:23 +0000 

From:Meredith Matney (Rep. Dum~e Hall) <Halldla(~ncleg.net> 

’I’o: dua~e~duanehall:o~g ~d uane~idu~mehall:o~4> 

From: Erika Churchill (Research) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:05 PM 
To: Rep. Duane Hall 
Subject: H846-CSST-62 

Representative Hall, 

Attached please find the pcs for House Bill 846. While I think this bill needs additional work when things are moving a little 

slower, I made 5 changes to the bill: 

1. Page 2, line 3 & Page 3, line 12 -changed the spelling of publicly 

2. Page 2, line 20 & Page 2, line 43 -inserted "site" after networking in order to use the defined term 

3. Page 2, line 35 -corrected the cite 

4. Page 3, line 6 -corrected the cite 

5. Page 3, lines 30 -32-added the requested language 

Please let me know if there are any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Erika 

Eriko Churchill 

Staff Attorney, Research Division 

North Carolina General Assembly 

300 iV. Salisbury St, Suite 545 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

(919)733-2578 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermmls <limmennans@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-d MaJrkos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Maxielle A <mvangelde@unc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Willis, Jennifer Herrera <jenwillis@unc.edw-; Clevelmld, Joanna Care?, <jomma@unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Just and fyi, we will be able to continue to monitor social media, even if this bills passes. The change will be that we witl only be able to monitor public content 

and no longer have access to facebook/twitter pages that are private profiles. 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Wednesday, May :15, 20:13:10:37 AM 

To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Ille 

Cc: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

Subject: RE: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Joanna, 

I have looked at the summary as quickly as possible, but have not come close to reading the whole bill. That said, I wanted to get you an initial thought as quiddy as 

possible. Monitoring student-athletes’ social media is important for us for several reasons, one of which is to fulfill our responsibilities as the,,, relate to NCAA 

compliance. I have not had time to review this to determine whether the NCAA would constitute a "self-regulatory organization~’ such that we could proceed with 

monitoring. Additionally, would we constitute an "employ~:_~r" ~-_~v ee though student.-athletes are not "employees" of the Ueiversitv or Athb:_d:ic Departrnent? 

These are -ust a few preliminary thoughts based on a very cursory review of the summary. 

Paul 

From: Joanna Carey Cleveland [mailto:ioanna@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2023 9:59 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Kirschner, Steve; Timmermans, Tom; Vince Ille 
¢c: Willis, Jennifer Herrera; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: FW: Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

ti everyone .... 

I heard from ou~ legislative relat:km,; liaison,. Jen Willis. this rrtorrdng [hat this bill is moving for~vard to commktee at 10:00 today. Sorry for the late 

notice, but I a m wondering whether you have any fina~ obiections t:o the amended bill. Note that: a st~ mmary i~ provided in the "SMST"’ at:tachment: 

~/~rl~iC}~ notes that nothing in the bi]l prohibit:* £/Z.t4~?2t?.!2g£[l from comp]ying %vith the requirements of state or federa] statutes, rules or regulations, case 

law, or rtfle,; of >e~f-reguh~to~y organizations". The "CSST" attachment ha,; the full language of the ct~ trent propo,;ed bill 

By copy of this emaiL and in the interest: of time, I am asking Jen to see if we can amend that section of t:he [)ill (99F-8(4), (5), and (6)) to include 

employer and academic in,;t:kutiorts because I think tho>e we would want those except:kms to apply [o us in multi[~le capacities (wi[h our employee> 

and our students). 

]f you have any other changes or specific concerns related to our athletics compliance obligations please let rne know as soon as pos,sible. 

Thanks >o rrtuch. 

joapa-ta 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 
Associate University Counsel 
Office of University Counsel 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 
222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 
919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.1617 (fax) 
] oanna@unc.ed u 

From: Willis, Jennifer Herrera 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:46 AM 
To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 
Is this old? If our only issue is amending our contract on monitoring of accounts, I’m good to let this move forwaJrd in committee today. 

Jen 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Jonathan Kappler ~[__d__k__’_a_j?_R[~__r_L(_?i!__h___c_’_a_L@__r_l:4:__e__~J__u_.> 

Date: May 15, 2013, 8:25:47 AM EDT 

To: Betty Doster ~!_e___r_(a)__LLr_Lc__%_e___d____~, JeImit~r Willis <j_e__lLw__i!_l_i__s_@__u__lLc_:__e__qt__u_.> 

Subject: Fwd: [SPAM ALERT] l;wd: H846-CSST-62 

Rep D Hall just sent "this to me, at this point I assume this is the PCS that will be run in committee this morning. Take a look at e exemptions at the end of 

the bill, the second exemption goes a long way in addressing our concerns I think. Based on my read of it, the only issues still outstanding with this PCS 

deal s with the issue raised by UNC-CH about student athletes mad monitoring of social medi a accounts. 

JK 

Sent from my iPad 



Begin forwarded message: 

Figaro: Jonathan Kappler < ~vahoo.com> 
Date: May 15, 2013, 8:16:24 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler <jdkappler(~bnorfl~carolina.edu> 

Subject: [SPAM ALERT] Fwd: H846-CSST-62 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Duane Hall <     ?bduanehall.o~g> 
Date: May 15, 2013, 8:11:46 AM EDT 

To: Jonathan Kappler @z_a_h_RR:_%~_Lr_l~> 
Subject: F~d: l~V: H846-CSST-62 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjeet:FW: H846-CSST-62 

Date:Wed, 15 May 2013 11:52:23 +0000 

From:Meredifl~ Matney (Rep. Du~me Hall) <tlalldla~ncleg=net> 

From: Erika Churchill (Research) 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 9:05 PM 
To: Rep. Duane Hall 
Subject: H846-CSST-62 

Representative Hall, 

Attached please find the pcs for House Bill 846. While I think this bill needs additional work when things are moving a little 

slower, I made 5 changes to the bill: 

1. Page 2, line 3 & Page 3, line 12 -changed the spelling of publicly 

2. Page 2, line 20 & Page 2, line 43 -inserted "site" after networking in order to use the defined term 

3. Page 2, line 35 -corrected the cite 

4. Page 3, line 6 -corrected the cite 

5. Page 3, lines 30-32-added the requested language 

Please let me know if there are any questions or concerns. 

Thanks, 

Erika 

Erika Churchill 

Staf/ Attorney, Research Division 

North Carolina General Assembly 

300 iV. Salisbury St, Suite 545 

Raleigh, NC 27603 

(919)733-2578 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ :44 PM 

Haney, Sarah K <shaney@email.unc.edu>; Tyler, Brie Farley <bfie.tyle@unc.edu>; cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu-~; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Timmemlan~ Tom <timmemlans@unc.edu>; Vmlgelder, Ma~ielle A 

<mvangelde@unc.edu> 

PTC- 

.pdf 

Coaches, 
Please see the attached permission to contact for 
Lance 

Lance Morkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 343-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 

from ¯ If you have any questions, just let me know¯ ThanksH 



MEMORANDUM .. 

TO: A!I NCAA, NAIA MEMBER INSTITUTIONS 

DATE: " 

SUBJECT: Pexm~Assion to Contact 

In accordance wiLh NCAA Bylaw 13.L1,2, The UniversiW of l 
grants all NCAA and NAtA institutions permission to speak with 
a possible transfer in the sport of    ’ 

Please Iet me know ff t can be of further assistance,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raymond Caudle < ~bellsouth.uet> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 6:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Taxheel Tour in Hickory 

Hello Mr. Ille, 
I hope you had a wonderful Mothers Day and blessed weekend My name is Pel-W Caudle and we met last Thursday in HickoW at the Tarheel Tour. I wanted to first thank you for being so 
gracious to myself and my son, Landon We had a great time meeting and getting to know you Landon was impressed that someone from the Athletic Department was so nice and was so 
interested in his future, so again thanks so much for making his experience an exceptional great memoW. 
I had asked about Coach Smith and was wondering if he still made it to the office from time to time I know that he’s not in the best of health, but wasn’t sure just how bad he had gotten. 
Landon and I have recently become collectors of Carolina signatures, and evewone that I have talked to say the best way to get Coach Smith’s in the past was to have someone leave the 
item in his office. I haven’t known or met anyone fi-om the Athletic Department before, so I thought I would get your opinion on the matter We don’t sell ANY of our signatures and this 
would be for our collection only If you could help us with who we could contact about this matter or if this is even possible I would appreciate it greatly Again Mr. Ille, it was a pleasure 
meeting you and hope to see you in the future. 
Thanks, Perry 

Sent from my iPhone 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,             9:09 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtr~ 

Gallo, Jr., LarD’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu-~; Walsh, Sue <suewalsh@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@email.unc.edu>; Garth, 

Chris~" Lynn <cgoxt~@unc.edu> 

WSW Admissions list 

Barbara: 

Please act as you need to for the person below. We are not in touch with her...Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
Universib~ of Nort~ Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell 

Email: richdesehn@unc.edu 
Ship m: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 

www.unc.edu 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,_             3:27 PM 

ITS-noreply ~’noreply@unc.edu>; gwpaU@aol.com; [lle, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.e&P-; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edtr% Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris, 

Where are we witl 

From; noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday.            5:01 AM 

Tot ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ille, Vince; Chris Ducar; Lance Markos; Torn Sander 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

SatuMay 3:32 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <btx~lk@admissions.nnc.edu>; Maackos, Lance M qnarkos@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., 

LalD’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzing@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gaa-th, Christy Lynn < cgarth@unc.edu> 

weekly repofi 

The following individual tells us he is attending another school: 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Smmmmg Coach 

University of NolN Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell 

Email: iichdeselm@nnc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wx~¥.goheels.com 
W~X,%x/. uric .edu ............................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, i 1:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Post Graduate Transfer ttelp 

Hello Vince, 
My name is and I am currently enrolled at UNC Chapel Hill and just finished up my junior year. I am not sure if you are the proper person to ask but I was formerly 
an athletic scholarship for my freshman and sophomore years. I quit the team after my sophomore season as a lot of things were going wrong for me with the team 
and coaches. I recently have found my love for the pool again and have gotten back into the         world and was wondering what the rules were as far as me 
at a DI school after graduation from UNC next spring. Does me not        this year or next year affect my five year clock? Could I gain a scholarship still for grad school 
through athletics? Could athletics get me into a grad school program or would I need to be accepted to the program first? How could I go about talking to schools for recruiting 
purposes!what not? Sorry for all of the questions I just have not been able to find the answers anywhere and figured I would try every avenue possible. 
Thanks so much for the help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 11:35 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Post-Graduation Student-Athlete FeedbacL/Moving Forward 

This is so awesome. Thanks for your response. I’m so glad to hear these topics are already being discussed and adjusted in the future! 

As for the Linkedln Network, if you’d like, I’d love to take this project on. I think it would be a huge asset, and something I could help to manage from afar (along 
with someone cunently Marketing/Social Media.) I will have some time this summer, and in the fall, to get this launched and organized-- and, after setting this up, it 
would take minimal eflbrt to keep in place and updated-- especially if we have alumni repre~ntatives from each team. 

I’m planning to be back in Chapel Hill after Memorial Day, and would love to meet with anyone to thrther discuss this. In the mean time, I’m going to do a little more 
research on how other schools have approached this, and try to make it the most effective, eflicieat networking plan. 

Hope you have a great weekend! 

GO HEELS, 

UNC-Chapel~ Hill Class of 

ht~:/, .corn/ 
@g’maJl,com 

011 at 3:58 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your note. I wish you were a freshman because you and I share ninny of the same ideas. 

Student-Athlete Cords at Graduation: 
Couldn’t think of a better idea! We actually s~rted doing that at Tulsa and gave them to our studems as a gilt from our Lettermen’s Association. I’ve 

mentioned this to a couple of people and please don’t tell anybody, but we will get that done tbr next year. 

Student-Athlete Graduation Reception: 

I think flint is a great idea. I noted from my experience bringing my son here as a freshman last year that we should have had a welcome reception for 

parents in the Loudermilk Center either during CTOPS or maybe just during freshman move-in. I, too, think that we should consider moving our 

gradaation ceremony to later when there are more people in town or even have some kind of reception on commencement weekend. 

UNC-SA Lhlked-hl Network: 

This is a great idea, but I would need someone younger than me tell me how to do it. I am really teclmologically challenged. It sounds good, but I think 

it’s beyond my capaciD’. 

thanks again for all flint you have done for Carolina. You’ve been a tremendous leader and an advocate for the student-atNetes. All of your 
work has helped create a great environment for so many. 

All the best. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From-" @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:38 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Post-Graduation Student-Athlete Feedback/Moving Forward 
Hope you all had a great weekend! 

First, I wanted to thmlk you tbr making these past two years such a special time at Chapel Hill. After having the chance to spend my first two years as a 

student-athlete, learning the special Carolina rituals and ways, I 1~11 in love with the school. But. I always knew there was plenty of room for "updating" 

mad "upgrading" 1,~ further enhance the student-athlete experience, and the overall Carolina athletic experience-- for stadeut-athletes, employee~ fans, 

parents, alumni, etc. I am so impressed by the phenomenal chmages that I’ve wi’messed in only two years-- especially in such a challenging time-- and it 

gives my so much coItfidence for the yeas to come. 

I would love to stay involved and give back as much as possible, throughout tim summer months, into the fall, and beyond. Please let me know 
when/where I can ever be of help. 

On a separate note, I had a few ideas after graduation weekend that I think would be great additions lbr next year and the years to come. 
Student-Athlete Cords at Graduation 
At graduation many different student groups (along w-ith distinguished scholars) received specific cords to w-ear as they received their diploma, or just 

while sitting in Kenan Stadium for the ceremony. It w-ould be really aw-esome to get a specific cord for student-athletes-- and maybe this could be 

the "gift" at the s~tudent-athlete graduation reception. (It may also help drive attendance at the reception?) 

Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 
Also, for the graduation reception moving fond’aM it might be nice idea to move it more towaM actual graduation when/hmilies/tkiends are in town. I 

know we talked a lot at "the UNC Athletics Council meeting aiyoat creating a greater community among Tax tteel families (within our t~mily) regardless of 

the sport (E.g. Having a reception for new parents during CTOPS.) This would be another great opportunity for parents to see the amazing people and 
resources we have had the opportunity to spend the last 4-5 years with. 

UNC-SA Linked-In Network 

Finally, as the senior s~dent-athletes s~taxt to s~tray from campus (and in a million different directions), it would be great to have contact intbnnation/next 



steps for everyone to be able to re-connect/network in the future. I know a lot of schools place a huge emphasis on this, and I know we can do a better 

job of it. In ettbrts of beginning thi~ I lannched a LinkedIn group-- which seems to work pretty well. I’ve noticed a lot of schools use this approach, as 

most graduates are already on this site. Within "the "UNC-Chapel Hill Student-Athlete Alumni Group" we can make subgroups tbr specific teams, while 

still keeping evewone under the .same umbrella. In efforts of getting all teams on board, maybe we could have a graduate liaison ficom each team 

(appointed for 2 years or so?) to be responsible for reaching out to older alumni, as well as getting in touch with each class of graduating seniors (both 

December and May) to keep everyone in the loop. (The groups up to 71 members already, in just over a week of creation.., pretty good! 

I’m hoping to be back in Chapel Hill for a little over a week after Memorial DaTr, and I would love the opportunity to catch-up then. 
Looking forward to it, 

UN(~’-(]~apel Hill Classof ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Assistant Director of Player Personnel 

Thanks for the heads up. 

MvG 

Marielle A, vanGekder 

Associate Athletic D, irecl:or 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-S002 
~-r~ va n g el d e r @ u n c. e d u 

From: Ille, Vince 
Senti Monday, May 20, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: FW: Assistant Director of Player Personnel 

FYI... I’m pleased that 

¯ We need to be mindful that you are ibotbaJl’s sole contact for NCAA-related issues¯ Thanks. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Holliday, Corey L 

Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Assistant Direft or of Player Personnel 

was an inspirational leader as a player and has gone on to great things in his very young career. I look forward to seeing him and working with 

him agaim 

Rick 

From: Holliday, Corey L 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 12:59 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Co: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Mills, Ryan Rebecca 
Subject: Assistant Direft or of Player Personnel 

Joyce, 

Football would like to recommend for the vacate Assistant Director of Player Personnel position. Please find below the skills and qualifications that 

we feel make Ronaid the best candidate for this position: 

i. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

We also interviewed the following individuals for the position: 

e 

e 

Thanks 
Corey Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Monday 2:48 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Post Graduate Transfer Help 

Good Afternoon 

I hope I can provide you with some guidance on your current situation. 

Essentially, once an individual enroUs full-time at the Division I level, their five-year dock begins to tick. Student-athletes have five academic years from the date 

of initial fulFtinle enrolh~lent to utilize four seasons of comp,:_d:itkm in a sport From what you stated about your personal situatkm, I am assuming you began your 

initial full--time enrolk~:_mt a~: UNC in Fall 2(}10. Based on ~:hat initial ~:_mrollment date, your ~-Jigibilitv at ~:he Division I level will expire at the cot~clusion of [}le 

Spring 2015 semester. Whether or not you swim during the 2013-2014 academic year does not have any impact on your clock .-- you still only have five consecutive 

academic years beginning in Fall 2010 to use a ma×imum of four seasons of competition. However, it does have an impact on your available seasons of 

competition. 

20110-20.1.1b Us~:_~d :[st S~-:~ason of Comp~:_d:itkm 

2011-2012: Used 2r~d Season of Competition 

2012-2013: Did not compete 

20:IB-2014: TBD 

2{Y1.4-2915: TBD 

If the timeline above is accurate, you appear to have two years remaining on your five-year clock in which to utilize two seasons of competition should you so 

choose. Not competing during 20:13-2014 academic year would not extend your dock into the 20:15-2016 academic year. 

You are able to receive an athletics scholarship from another institution to participate in athletics during graduate school. You would need to work with the 

institution you are interested in to determine whether or not you would meet admissions requirements to be accepted into their specific graduate programs. 

Athletics at each institution MAY b-:~ abh-:~ to assist with the a’lmissiot~s proc~-:~ss, but you would ultimately need to be accepb-:~d into a d~-:~gree se~-:Jdng graduab-:~ 

program in order to participate in athle~:ics 

h~ order to speak with other institutions about your interest in transferring after graduation from UNC, they witl need permission to contact you. We can provide 

such permission if you let us know what institutions you are interested in. We ,,,viii forward a formal document to our counterparts in Compliance at each 

respective institutiom 

Pleam-:~ don’[: hesitab:_~ to contact me if you have any questions or concerns ab.:_~u~: the information provided. 

i’ha~lk you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_[9) 962--7&%3 

Fax: {9:19) 962-(’;002 
mvangelder@unc,edu 

From== llle, Vince 
Sent== Saturday, 1:58 PM 
To’, 
Cc-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject== Re: Post Graduate Transfer Help 

Hi 

Thanks for your message. I’m copying Mafielle vanGelder on this email because she was recently hired as our Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. She is our 

depaxtment’s expert for interpreting the application of NCAA rules like those you ask below. 

I’m sorry things didfft work out tbr you as planned at UNC, but hope you are able to pmsue your renewed interest in         in a way that satisfies your desire to 

train and compete in the sport. I’m confident you will receive excellent guidance from Marielle. If there is an~hing else we can do to help, please let me know. 

Best of luck to you, 

Vince Ille 

On at 10:40 AM, " ,@live.uac.edu> wrote: 

Hello Vince, 
My name is I and I am currently enrolled at UNC Chapel Hill and just finished up my junior year. I am not sure if you are the proper person to ask but I 
was formerly an athletic scholarship       r for my freshman and sophomore years. I quit the team after my sophomore season as a lot of things were going 
wrong for me with the team and coaches. I recently have found my love for the         and have gotten back into the ,,       j world and was wondering 
what the rules were as far as me         at a DI school after graduation from UNL next spring. Does me not ..       _ this year or next year affect my five 
year clock? Could I gain a scholarship still for grad school through athletics? Could athletics get me into a grad school program or would I need to be accepted to 
the program first? How could I go about talking to schools for recruiting purposes/what not? Sorry for all of the questions I just have not been able to find the 
answers anywhere and figured I would try every avenue possible. 
Thanks so much for the help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, k44 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

F~T: 

NLI-ASA Intblmation Fonn.pdf 

Mince, 

Can you let me know if she is good to go, 

Thanks, 

TOm 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 3:39 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: 

She’s good and already in to LINC. 

From= Langley, Raymond Joshua 

Sent= Monday,           3:21 PM 
To; tarkos, Lance !; Timmermans, Tom 
Cc= Hudson, Nicole; Meaders, Hadis James 
Subject: 

Lance and Tom 

Attached is an NLI worksheet for 

Josh Langley 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

Assistant Track and Field Coach/Meet Director 

MultiffPole Vault/Javelin 

(c 
(o)919-962-5222 

0)919-962-4903 

, She will relinquish the books scholarship on the condition her UNC Financial aid is greater 



:~:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:! 

NLI/ASA Information Form 

Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

i ............................................................................................................................... 

Spot: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in tile box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please note that thesejunds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

i ix 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iStudent will relinquish GIA if University aid is greater 

Compliance Office Section 

i[ ...................... ’ 
Eligibility Center ID: iiilRL? Yes No Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii ................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:56 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Player Guest Policy - **Tues Deadline** - We Need Your Input! 

2013 Player Guest Ticket Distribution Pmpos~J].doc 

Dear Tar Heel Foothall Families - 

Thank you for those who have taken the time to answer the polL We are getting a good response rate on the pre-assigned 

seating poll.... 70 people so far. Yet, this also means there are many who have not yet responded. This is a gentle 

reminder to answer the quick online poll by clic!dng yes or no to pre-assigned seating by 6:53 pm tomorrow Tuesday, 

May 21, 2013. Attached is the New Player Guest Ticket Distribution Proposal for UNC. Please review. And then, 

CLICK HERE TO TAKE A OUICK POLL and provide feedback 

Thank you fbr your time and Go Heels! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekir~hner@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

FW: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

Vhlce, Steve, and Rick, 

Are any of you planning to attend the reception that Chancellor and Mrs. Yhorp are hosting for tile head coaches today? If you are attending and would be 

departing from Koury/EWAC, Coach [)eS~-:~lrn would appreciate a ride. 

Coach E,’.eSelm had Nreadv checl~ed with Larry Gallo and Larry cannot attend today’s rec~-_~pti.:_~n due to ACC baseball meetings 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From-" DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent" Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 
Molly: 

Is it possible you could help me secure a ride from Koury!EWAC to Chancellor Thorp’s party this afternoon? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

ttead Swimming Coach 

UniversiU ofNolN Cm~lina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: richdeselm@unc~edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

w~¥.goheels.com 

~¥~3,~3/. UriC .edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:42 AM 

Nollo11, Molly <mbnorton@email.~mc.edtr>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

RE: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

MoUy, 

I am happy to give Rich a ride but I have to swing by home to pick up Val. If he want to leave here with me at 4:30 pro, get Val and then go that is fine by me~ Val can 

drop him back here on our way home. 

Let me D~ow 

Rick 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

Vince, Steve, and Rick, 

’,-l~e any of you planning to attend d~e reception that Chancellor and Mrs. Thorp are hosdng for the head coaches today? If you are attending and would be 

departing fforn goury/EWAC, Coach DeSekn would appreciate a ride. 

Coach DeSelm had already checked with I.arry GaUo and Larry cannot attend today’s reception due to ACC baseball meetings. 

Tha]lks, 

Molly 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:22 AN 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 
Molly: 

Is it possible you could help me secure a ride from Koury/EWAC to Chancellor Thorp’s party this afternoon? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSehn 

Head Smmming Coach 

University of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

gn~Jl: _,j ~__[!__d__e_:_s__e_]__nj_@__u__r!__c_:_e_s]___u_ 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

!~:_~E~E_:gg~_e___e_!__s_:_c___o__r__n_. 

www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:46 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

RE: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

Thanks, Rick! I’ll check with Coach DeSelm that this will work and drde back with you. Should he meet you in the back parking lot at 4:30? 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 21, 2013 10:42 AN 
To; Norton, Molly; IIle, Vince; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: RE: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

Molly, 

I am happy Lo give Rich a ride but I have to swing by home to pick up Val. If he want to leave here with me at 4:30 pro, get Val ant1 then go that is fine by me. Val can 

drop him back here on our way home. 

ket me know. 

Rh:k 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 21, 2013 10:37 AM 

To: Tile, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

V[nce, Steve, ar, d Rick, 

Are any o[ you p[aF~t~iF~g tO attet~d Lhe reception that Chanc~:_~llor and Mrs. Thorp are hosLing [or the head coaches Loday? f[ you are atl:et~dit~g and would be 

departing from Koury/EWAC, Coach DeS~:_fln~ would appreciate a ride, 

Coach DeSetm had already checked with Larry Gallo and Larry cannot attend today’s reception due to ACC baseball meetings. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: ride to Chancellor Thorp’s 

Molly: 

Is it possible you could help me secure a ride from Koury!EWAC to Chancellor Thorp’s party this afternoon? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSehn 

tlead Swimming Coach 

University of NoriJh Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell 

Email: richdeselm~unc~edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

w~v.goheels.com 

w~%v.unc.edu 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 12:18 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyce&~unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A ~athga lo@unc ed~c~; Creech, Ksxlton W <kcreech@unc.edw~; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.edw~ 

Tiffs attemoon 

Please call my cell if you need to reach me. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

¯ I’II be back in the office first thing tomorrow morning¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Gwa] tney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA       Regional Travel Party 

NCAA Regional Travel PalV.docx 

I have attached a coW of the travel party for our trip to NCAA Regional in Eugene last week. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Thanks tbr all your help! 

UNC Softball Director of Operations 
i@live.unc.edu 

www.donnaipapasoftballcamps.com 

On 

wrote: 
at 12:21 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Can you please email an electronic cow of the softball travel party, for the NCAA Regional in Eugene, Oregon to Clint Gwaltney and cow me too? 
Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



NCAA Regional Travel Party 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii     i iiii  iiii  ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Coach 

Coach 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Non,athlete (general) 
Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

trainer/manager 

Coach 

Administrator 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Frainer/manager 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Coach 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Coach 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 

Student-athlete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesda? 2:27 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edtv~; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; Somoano, Carlos M 

<csomoano@unc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegaJh@unc.edu> 

Soccer Hold 

Business Office Staff, 

You can remove the hold on Men’s Soccer. They are all caught up with their compliance paperwork for April. 

Thank You! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 3:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:* 

RE: Media Report 

I’ll O~,ss it along. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Media Report 

This is what I gave when we were discussing her potential involvement 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 1:11 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Media Report 

I did not, I just told him to research everything. Any specific suggestions? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 9:40 AM, "Ille, Vince" <illdLunc.edu-; wrote: 

Did you give him a list of sources to review daily? If ~, what’s on his liszt? Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:52 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: N: Media Report 

FYI 

New Compliance Report 

From: @_g___m___a_jL_c__o____m_ ] 
Sent: Monday, Nay 13, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Media Report 

Mr. Pogge, 

Sorry this took me a few days 

summer when I get back up to Chapel Hill. 

Please see attached, and any feedback on how to make my reports better would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 

but I’ll have more time starting this week and for the rest of the 

.(a) gmal.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raymond Caudle < ~bellsouth.net> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 3:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: Tsxheel Tour in Hickory 

Hello Vince... 
Thanks so much for responding I’m SOliy to even bother you for something like a autograph, but I didn’t know where else to turn Yes, my dream scenario would be to have 4 items signed, 
but I’ll take anything at this point. Again, it’s for our personal collection and nothing will be sold If there is anything you could do to help will be greatly appreciated I hope your trip to 
Oregon was a pleasant one. Hope you and your family have a blessed day 
Thanks so much, Perry 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 21, 2013, at 2:41 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi PeT, 
> 
> Thanks for your message It was great meeting you and Landon at the Tar Heel Tour event in Hickory! The warm reception we receive from L’2x,-C fans around the state is appreciated by 
everyone associated with athletics 
> 

> I apologize that it has taken me so long to reply. There was a lot of activity related to the end of the academic year here, then I went with our softball team last week to Eugene, Oregon for 
the NCAA Regional held there Regarding your question, I don’t know much about how or when Coach Smith signs items for folks. Do you have an item you’d like him to sign? If so, please 
let me know and I’ll ask around to see what I can do to help you 
> 
> My best to you and your family, 
> 

> Vince Ille 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> (919) 962-4631 
> iHe@unc edu 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Raymond Caudle [mailto (a)bellsouth.net] 
> Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 6:51 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Tarheel Tour in HickoW 
> 

> Hello Mr. Ille, 
> l hope you had a wonderful Mothers Day and blessed weekend. My name is Perry Caudle and we met last Thursday in Hickory at the Tarheel Tour. l wanted to first thank you for being so 
gracious to myself and my son, Landon. We had a great time meeting and getting to know you. Landon was impressed that someone fi-om the Athletic Department was so nice and was so 
interested in his future, so again thanks so much for making his experience an exceptional great memory. 
> I had asked about Coach Smith and was wondering if he sti]l made it to the office from time to time. I know that he’s not in the best of health, but wasn’t sure just how bad he had gotten. 
Landon and I have recently become collectors of Caro]ina signatures, and everyone that I have talked to say the best way to get Coach Smith’s in the past was to have someone leave the 
item in his office, l haven’t known or met anyone from the Athletic Department before, so I thought I would get your opinion on the matter. We don’t se]l ANY of our signatures and this 
would be for our co]lection only. If you could he]p us with who we could contact about this matter or if this is even possib]e I would appreciate it greatly. Again Mr llle, it was a pleasure 
meeting you and hope to see you in the future. 
> Thanks, PelTy 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

RE: Jeremiah’s Choice Follow- Up 

What would you like done with this? I am not familiar with this organization, Jeremiah, or an?’ choices he made 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: Jeremiah’s Choice Follow- Up 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~yahoo corn [mailto (a?yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Jeremiah’s Choice Follow- Up 

Hello Vince, 

I just spoke with you about Jeremiah’s Choice. We oiler a quality of living sel-¢ice to student-athletes. You may view our advertising e-mail for more details. There is also a 45 minute 
presentation for your athletic program to have a clear understanding on our training program. We are interested in setting up a meeting [’or UNC athletic officials to hear our presentauon 

I am sending Jeremiah’s Choice advertising e-mail separately The subject line will read Jeremiah’s Choice 

Thank You 
Erica McCulley 

Sent From Jeremiah’s Choice, LLC ]Pad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday             11:36 AM 

UNCAA-Track and Field <uncaa trackandfield@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

PTC - Coastal Cmolina University 

Coastal Carolina Uuiversi~ - -Release.pdf 

Coaches: 
CoastaICarolina University has decidedto cuttheirtrackandfield program. Attachedisa blanket permissionto contactforalltrackstudent-athletes effective 

immediately. Pleaselet me know ifyou have any questions or wouldlikeanyadditionalinformation on any pa~icularindividuals. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:39 AM 

UNCAA-Track and Field <uucaa trackandfield@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket ~-cricke@unc.edu> 

CORRECTION: CoastoJ Carolina Univel~ity 

Coaches: 

Myapologies. lhave been corrected. CoastalCarolinaisreinstatingtheirtrack program. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 9:54 PM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: Joy - RE: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Renner>, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, May 3, 2013 11:42 AM 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc:edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Joy - RE: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 

Can you tell I am tired- I would give a studenL a D-. grade on my previous ernail for’ incorrect words and gramrnar~ 

Jov J, Renner, M.A, £f(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hfli 

School of Medicine 

CB #71130 UNOCH Bondurant Hail 

321-A Sou~h Coiumbi;~ $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
i Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail !~qessage, [!~c:luding attachments, [t: a!~y, is inter!dad oniy for the .-person or entity to which it is addressed and !~qaV cor!l:ain conf[den~iai and/or 
pdvqeged mal:erhll. A!~y -.--un;~uti~orized rev:ew, use, disciosure or d:s[r[buth)n :s prohibited. If you are not l:he h~[ended reciph~nl:, please co!~t:lc:[ the sender by reply e-ma:l and 
destroy all coph~s of l:he original message. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Caroffna Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
sethod~ed state officiM (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educstionM records are sub~ect to F~RPAo 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Friday, May 03, 2013 11:40 AN 
To; Renner, Joy 3; Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" RE: 3oy - RE: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 

,Sounds good thanks for following up, Joy. 

Lissa 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 11:20 AN 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject" Joy - RE: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 

Just FYI 

I exchanged some emails this morning with this professor and we are going to meet in July to tall< about his project a little more, He is very supportive of our 

sl:udent athletes and Lhought this pr.:)ject might be a way 1:.:_~ h~-Ap our cam~)us community b~-_d:Ler understand tfu:_~ activities and goals .:)f our student athletes, He 

had a less than good ex~)erience with a summer school cours~:_~ aL a SEC school s.:) he was a little concerned wfu:_~n he cam~:_~ t.:) Carolina about athh:~tk:s and 

academics, He has had a good experience hear and would like to help rnove things forward rather than looking back, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Renn~_% M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Profe55or and Director 
University of North Caroiina at Ci]apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9,’d 6-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9,’d 6-.t~ 951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, including attachn-:ents, [f any, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may co~tain conf[dentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~or{zed review, use, dbdosure or distribution is prohiNted. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply a-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to a~d from this address may be s~hject to the North Caroff~a P~hlic Records ~aw a~d may be disclosed to third ~arties by a~ 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, 132}, Student educationM records are s~bject to FERRA, 

From; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Friday, May 03, 2013 11:11 AN 
To: Navalinsky, David B 
Co: UNCAA-ExeStaff; Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 
Subject; RE: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 
Mr. Navalinsky: 

Our Director of Athletics, Bubba Cmminghaxn, has copied the below string of emails to his executive team. Please allow- me to inform you of a Department of Athletics 

process/policy regarding a request for research to be conducted with the Depaxhnent of Athletics at L~NC-Chapel Hill. 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->Given the multitude of research requests received by our Depaltment over the years, it ~,as decided that only UNC-Chapel 
Hill 

"based" research requests will be considered. If we honored requests from outside the University, it ~,ould become an urmlamageable 
situation. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->The rcseaxcher(s) must submit a University approved IRB to the Department of Athletics for its approval. Also, a brief 
description of the research project (not the entire proposal) is required to be submitted ~,ith the IRB. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Participation by amy member of our Department (e.g., student-athletes, coaches, stall, etc.) is totally volunta~’ and is up to 
the individuals’ discretion (e.g., coach’s decision for am entire team to participate, etc.). 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->Once the above IRB and the research proposal is reviewed, the researcher ~,iI1 receive a letter stating if the project has been 
approved by the Depaxtment of Athletics. 

Mr. Navalinsky, you may- send this information to me and I cam process your request. If you should have amy’ questions, please feel free to contact me at 962-6000. ’Ihamk 
you for your cooperation and understanding. 
Have a great day’! 
Larry. Gallo, Jr. 
Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 11:32 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Fwd: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 
FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: David B Navalinsky <dbnav@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: May 2, 2013, 4:58:40 PM EDT 

To: Lissa L Broome <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, Joy J Renner <Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 

Thanks for the quick response Lissa and hello Bubba and Joy, 

I do have IRB approval, and I certainly do not want to add any burden to the students. I’m really just looking for one 15-20 minute interview each from 

as many students as are willing to participate. 

If any of you have questions please email me. I would also be more than happy to meet with any you if you’d like. 

Dave 

On May 2, 2013, at 4:40 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi David --Thanks for your email. 1 just came from a reception for senior student-athletes and briefly discussed your proposal with Bubba 

Cunningham, the Athh:_d:ic Director, and Joy Rennet, the chair of the FacuRy Athletics Committee I have copied them on this email so 

they will haw-:~ the cornpleLe descripti.:_~n of your proposed projecL Bas¢_~d on rny inc.:_~mplet¢_~ description they w¢_~re boLh intrigued by the 

project and had no objections~ Obviously, if they think of something on reflection, [hey can pass it along to you. 

The only two issues 1 can think or are (t) whether you need to have Institutional Review Board approval for the proposed interviews of 

human subjects, http:/!research’unc’edu!°ffices!human-research-ethicsi and (2) being mindful of the many time demands made on 

our studenb-athh:,~:es (and not wanting to add to the burden}. 

B es [:, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

919~962~7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu!centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ht[p://ssrn.corniauthor=248720 

<imageOO:[.ipg"~ 

From: Navalinsky, David B 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 2:17 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Student-Athlete Performance Piece 

Dr. Broome, 

My name is David Navalinsky, I am an Assistant Professor in Dramatic Arts and I am hoping to create a performance piece based the 

experiences of student-athletes. Over the course of the next academic year I intend to interview students about their experience here 

at Carolina as student-athletes and use those interviews to create a play that will be performed by the students here in Dramatic Art. I 

teach many student-athletes in my courses and the more I get to know some of them the more intrigued I am by their subculture here 

on campus. 

My intention with this project is to use theatre to give the student-athletes a voice so that the faculty, students and public can better 

understand the world they live in and the pressures they face. I am not looking to uncover any big story and there is no other agenda 

than to help people understand what these "kids" are going through. I wanted to reach out to you as the faculty representative to the 

NCAA to make sure there are not any issues with pursuing such a project. I can tell you that I am very passionate about this project. I 

have the best interest of the student-athletes in mind and do not want to drudge up any issues from the past but push forward and start 

healing. 

Thank you for your time. 



Sincerely 

David Navalinsky 

David Navalinsky 

Assistant Professor 

Director of Undergraduate Production 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Department of Dramatic Art 

919-962-1557 

navaUinsky@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:41 PM 

Markos, Lance M <nmrkos@email.unc.edu> 

Timmennm~ Tom <timmerman@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@~mc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B <mli’~ing@email xmc.edu>; Garth, Chrisly 

Lynn <cga(th@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Lance, Yonl, Vince: 

verbally committed to UNC tonight, but her status i:.                                   She would like assurance that she can gain admission via a slot. 

I told her I would get: the whe~-:ds t:urning as quk:kJy as t could and that she coukt check her portal later in th~-_~ w~-_~ek, If someone could h:_d: Mike know when she can 

se,-_~ h,-_~r acceptance, he will alert h,-4r. 

may wait to scan/fax her ASA bad( to us until after she sees the acceptance, but may also send it sooner than that. Mike, be on the lookout for it and then 

process. 

Christy, please keep working on housing for her/RAM VILLAGE?? 

Once things seems "solid" let the team know.,, 

[ha n ks, everyone! 

Rich DeSehn 

tlead Swimming Coach 

University of NoriJh Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell:’ 

Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 

Ship to: 

w~v.goheels.com 

w~v.unc.edu 

From: Narkos, Lance H 
Sent: Friday, 9:17 AN 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: 

We may have never flagged her with a prospect t:orm, maybe? Anyway, her’ PID is 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday, I 5:54 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE:I 
f did; AD, M has not placed her on th~-_~ report, that t can 1:ell, 

Rich DeSehn 

Head Smmming Coach 

Universib~ of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

gmaJl: _,ic_’_[!__d__e__~_eJ__nj_@__u__r!_£:_e_st___u_ 
Ship to: 

www:gpheels.com 
w~Nv.unc.edu 

From: Harkos, Lance H 
Sent: Thursday, 5:49 PM 
Tot Timmermans, I om 
Cc= DeSeim, Rich L 
Subject: Re: 

Check the report from last Friday. PlDs are included for each kid. 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnN 

Rich, 

at 5:33 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <.t_i__n_!__m____e__r___m____a___n__s____@____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Just submit it without a PID. We will find it if she has one mad put it on the ASA 

Tom 

Sent fi~am my Vefizon Wireless Phone 



..... Reply message ..... 

From: "DeSehn, Rich L" <richdeselm(/~unc.edu> 

To: "Markos, Lmace M" <markos~i~email.tmc.edu>, "Timmennans, Tom" <timmemmns@unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Date: Thu,            5:28 pin 

Does she have a PID? She applied and was wait listed as a 
I am filling out ASA form for her 
Thanks, 
Rich DeSehn 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of Norfll Carolina Smmming & DMng 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: richdeselm(2~unc.edu 

Ship to 

www.goheels.com 
www.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennitbr C ~cthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

I~V: 

Ba r ba ra~ 

See below for a note on 

that would be great as 

[.at~ce 

From: DeSelm, Rich k 
Sent: Sunday, 8:41 PM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Co: Timmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince; kitzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: RE: 

Lance, Tom, Vince: 

; should be fine for a slot and we don’t anticipate any eligibility issues, If we could get her switch flipped, 

:is using a slot for her. Thanks!! 

verbally committed to UNC tonight, but her status is wait listed at Admissions as a transfer. She would like assurance that she can gain admission via a slot. 

f told her l would get the wheels turning as quickly as I could and that she could check her port:al lat:er in the week. tf som,-_~.:_~ne could Jet Mike Imow when she can 

see her accept:ance, he will alert her 

may wait to scani[:ax her ASA back to us until after she sees the acceptance, but may also send it sooner than that. Mike, be on the lookout for it and then 

process, 

Christy, please keep working on housing for her!RAM VII.J.,~\G E?}~ 

OI’~CF_! things seF_!nls "solid" let ~he t~-’_~a m know... 

i" h~H?I~S, ev ery.:_~l e ] 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

UniversiU of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

gmaJl: ._n__c__l&d__e__~_e_ l__!:n__:(~_u__~&c_:_e___d__~j. 
Ship to: 
w~v.goheels.com 

wv~v.unc.edu 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, 9:17 AM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Co: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: 

We may have never flagged her wid~ a prospect form, maybe? Anyway, her PID i: 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Thursday, ~:54 PM 
To= Markos, Lance IVi 
Subject: RE: 

I did; ADM has not placed her on the report, that I can tell. 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
Univemity of Nortk Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-1603 
Cell:’ 
EmaJl: E _c_ !Ld___e_ s_e__l_ Ln__@__u__lLcb__e__d___~! 
Ship to: 
__w_3:_~3_:_~::g ~_l!_e__e_l ~:_c_’~?~! 

W~,~¥. uric .edn 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 5:49 PM 
To= Timmermans, Tom 
Co: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Re: 
Check the report from last Friday, PIDs are included for each kid. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:33 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ricl~ 



Just submit it mthont a PID. We will find it if she has one and put it on the ASA 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "DeSelm, Rich L" <fichdeselm(2~unc.edu> 

To: "Markos, Lance M" <ma/kos(2~email.uuc.edu>, "Timmennans, Tom" <limmemlaax@~unc~edu;, 
Subject 

Date: Thu,           5:28 pm 

Does she have a PID? She applied and was wait listed as a junior transfer from 
I am filling out ASA form for her 
Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Casolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: Email: 
_n___c_h__d_e_ }__e_!_~_T_~_(a2__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d___u- 

Ship to: 

wv~vv.~oheels.com 

w~%v.uuc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

< ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

UNCAA-Compliance <tmcaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Volleyball <m~caa volleyball@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 

<bethmille@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edtc, 

-PTC 

pdf 

Mr. 

Attached is your completed request granting permission to contad 

have any questions or need any additional information on 

Thanks, 

ii!:~:i~,~: IY;~ ii !!i;) %5 ii!> (:i()() ii!i 

:email.unc.edu ................................ 

I student-athlete at the University of North Carolina. Let me know if you 



5;]KIPIP~I< ~r!~,~i~ ~.~M~ II.’~I:~LI~,:f~R~") 

Dear Mr. Flores: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Four-Year College Prospects, the University of North Carolina 

grants your institution permission to discuss future academic and athletics plans with ~           a 

student-athlete. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Compliance Assistant 
(919) 843-4738 

email.unc.edu 

cc: Joe Sagula, Head Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 2:22 PM 

Bunting, Mike <mbunting@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Richie Grimsley (rgfimsley@uncaa.unc.edu); j spurling@uncaa.unc.edu; Scrogg~ William E 

<williescrogg@unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney (cgwal’mey@uncaa.unc.edu); Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kir~hner (skir~hner@uncaa.unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Suit~ Chris~ H. 

<Christy Suits@unc.edu:,; Yow, Kenneth Wayne <:ken yow@unc.edt~;         ~!grnail.com 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@gmups.unc.edu>; ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edn) 

Homeland Secufib~ Meetings - Wednesday, May 29th 

Team, 

As you are aware, we continue to look for ways to enhance our fan experience at all of the athletic events. In this effort, we have been offered the opportunity to 

work with Homeland Security to evaluate our various venues and events for safety and security. Homeland Security will be assisting us in our evaluation and 

helping us develop protocols that will enhance the experience of all of our guests. They will be on campus Wednesday, May 29th to assist us in this review and I 

have charged Paul Pogge, our Associate Athletics Director for Risk Assessment, to coordinate this effort. 

The preliminary plan as it stands today is as follows: 

9:00 - 9:30 AM 

Christy Suits 

Ken Yow 

Tom Livers 

Mike Bunting 

Richie Grimsley 

James Spurling 

Willie Scroggs 

Clint Gwaltney 

Ellen Culler 

John Brunner 

Fred Stipe 

Steve Kirschner 

Rick Steinbacher 

9:30 - 10:30 AM 

Christy Suits 

Ken Yow 

Tom Livers 

10:30 AM - 12:30 PIVI 

Mike Bunting 

Richie Grimsley 

James Spurling 

Willie Scroggs 

2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Mike Bunting 

Richie Grimsley 

James Spurling 

Willie Scroggs 

Clint Gwaltney 

Ellen Culler 

John Brunner 

Fred Stipe 

**All meetings will take place in room 216 of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center** 

Please make every effort to make yourself available at these various times. Should you not be available on Wednesday, May 29th, please contact Paul directly at 

ppogge@unc.edu for a suitable replacement representative from your area. Thank you for your assistance in this critically important endeavor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 4:27 PM 

Harris, Tracy U <thams@email.unc.edu-~; Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu>; (h-iggs, Kathy <kgriggs@email.unc.edu>; King, J. 

Angela <aking@unc.edu-~; Norton, Molly <mbnorto@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Belie, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Pogge, 

Paul <ppogge@unc.edtc,; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu:>; Bitting, Angelyn S <abitting@unc.edu:>; 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:>; Timmenn~s, Tom <timmennmls@unc.edu:>; Mafielle vmlGelder 

<                 ~gmail.com->; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwa]tney@unc .edu> 

May Coverage Calendar 

May 2013.doc 

Folks, 

Attached is the administrative support staff coverage calendar for May. Please let me know of any corrections 

or any approved additions to your vacation schedules or times away from the office, 

Happy Reading]! 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mondw, 5:03 PM 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; DeSehn, Rich L <fichdesehn@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B 

<mlitzing@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Non-ACC Release Letter 

. Non-ACC.pdf 

Here is your letter giving all Non-ACC and future ACC (Louisville, Syracuse, Pittsburgh, and Notre Dame) permission to speak with you about transfer possibilities. 

Let me know if you have any further questions. 

Thanks, 

ii!:~:i~,~: ( 9 ii !!i;) <){Q. {:i()() ii!; 



I~ ~ I~" ,~ ~ ’T .~ t~i,%’ T ~1~~ 

’~" !~¸ f~.~.~!~ ~ (~ 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Four-Year College Prospects, the University of 
North Carolina grants all non-ACC institutions (including Pitt, Syracuse, Louisville, and Notre 
Dame) permission to discuss future academic and athletics plans with                , a 

; student-athlete. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Compliance Assistant 
(919) 843-4738 
" " ~email.unc.edu 

Rich DesSelm, Head Coach 
Mike Litzinger, Associate Head Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~’ < _~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:20 AM 

UNCAA- Softball <uncaa sottbaJl@ad.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edw~ 

-PTC 

.pdf 

Coaches: 

Please find attached the Permission to Contactfor 

would like additionalinformation on 

Thanks, 

iii:=i:~,:~:~:~:;: :i !:)i ~!:ii~ i: i;!i~,:ili:i-.,:iTii~i~ii’; 

iii:’~,~:~,:.: (~i::~ ii !:)) ’~iii’:::i2¯ :::i(?(72 

~email.unc.edu 

student-athlete at ¯ Let me know if you have any questions or 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

Vince Ille 

Sr. Associate AD 
University of North Carolina 

Dear Mr. Ille 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3,                   grants your institution 

permission to contact                 L, a student-athlete in the sport of 

Should you need additional information, please feel free to contact me at 

or via email at               @~villanova.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Director of Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

¯ < ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@tmc.edu>; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh@unc.edw~; Porter, Grant <gttx~rter@unc.edtr> 

UNCAA-Complia~ce <macaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu-~; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu-~ 

- PTC 

Nf 

Coaches: 

Pleasefind attached the Permission to Contactfor 

or wouldlike additionalinformation on 

Thanks, 

:ii:~,~:~,:.: (~i::: ii !:)) ’~:iiii::i!:. :::i()(:L:i!: 

~email.unc.edu 

;tudent-athlete at Let me know if you have any questions 



Bt~bba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North CaroLina 

Dear Mr. Cum~ingham: 

a member of{he .~ team, has requested permissio~l to 
speak to colleges arid tmiversities regarding the possibility of transt~rring. In accordatlce witl~ 
NCAA Bylaw 13.1~ 1.3, grants permission to members ofyotlr stall’ to ,eoatact 
this student-a~hlete, 

I can be reached at should yon ha~,e any questions. Thank you. 

Assistant Athletic Director t.i~r Compliance & Eligibility 

c¢: Head coach 
Studem-athlete file 



From: Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:02 PM 

To: Ille, Mince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: ACC’s 

I have a qaestion for you. Prob long for em~Jl. We have a tournament scheduled at home fir the last weekend in feb.. Feb 28 - mar 2. With the new acc schedule we 

are suppose to play va tech at va tech. The saane weekend.. We also got to play alabama on easter weekend. They are defending national chaallps and are coming in 

that weekend. Va tech can play us our last weekend of extorts next year. Is that possiNe if our girls get their exams done or dont take classes that would have exams on 

that sat. So my? Is can we play that weekend. Then we would be able to play all 3 if those and i would not have to cancel my tourn. Thank you. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 7, 2013, at 3:54 PM, "Ille, Mince" <ille(i~anc.edu> wrote: 

That’s great, makes it even better. Looking tbrwayd to watching! 

From: Papa, Donna 3 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 3:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: ACC’s 

We are on espn3 thursday eve at 7:30pm 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 7, 2013, at 3:49 PM, "llle, Mince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Donna, 

I’ve communicated with Mike and while we would both love to go, we both have {hr too many scheduling conflicts here at work this week. I 
undersVand that you are on the way aJready. We will all follow the games on Game tracker and look forward to welcoming you, ),our staB; 

the team and the trophy back to Chapel Hill. Good luck! 

Mince 

From: Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: Ille, Mince 
Subject: ACC’s 
Mince, 
Are you or Mike coming to Ta[lahassee to the ACC’s. They have a great facility and it is going to be gOs and sunny. 
Donna 
<image001 .j pg> 

Donna J. Papa 
University of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 8:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Standing Meetings? 

%r:c: 

[ do.. wi ~:.~t tithe] will prob~bly be at tny I’OtJ e tJrtl ~8¢r~ but ~’1i ~]a,,’e tTly cell ( 

I hanks, 

Cr cl,::et 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 7:59 PM 

To= Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Standing Meetings? 

Hi CrickeL 

Do you have time for a call tomorrow morning? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:52 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Standing Meetings? 

Vir x’, 

[ k~os,’ y’,’~ extremely busy today dqt let me kr:~ ,w whet" y’,’~ have a i’:w m r:dtes to chat about the sta~d ~g meet ~gq wkh Si~elley. 

1 ~anks, 

(ir<:ket 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent" Friday, May 03, 2013 1:58 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject; RE: Standing Meetings? 

OK, I agree we should discuss first if snch meetings are to occur. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Standing Meetings? 

II V ~>{:, 

C~.,rl wo t41k ~.&~c4.1t)’ ] krow :.l-tz a~d Jo~ i]~.,d b ar?t~ r?.? m~’ctn,.;s an,t; or-ce 4 rT >r th ] rTczy wl- ~¢z b>ti~ >f th~’r i. S~c i~’i J>l’n WaS ~., S~,~ a’tVOt.4t’: £’r tlc acadcrry 

~r,d >qe w~r,t> t",£ c:’.ilcct lit>:. ] d> rot I~ a’,/e a ’.:>it t,icr,] ,;nti~ .]e~ ir eetirlg wit,, y},J wc talC:’, k~.: tc d SCUSS ti"st 

1 i~arql,::s;, 

Crcke~ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 6:44 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: FW: Standing Meetings? 

Cricket, 

Before I respond, do you have a preference for how we proceed? Since you are Shelley’s supervisor, I need to know how you feel about the request below. I’m 

hapw to meet ruth Shelley if that’s something she would like to do, but only if it is something that you really want to occur. Looking for your advice here... 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 2:32 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Standing Meetings? 

Vince-would it be possible to schedule a standing meeting with the two of us? I was thinking every other week and that we could use to the time to address 

administrative and logistical issues but also to discuss professional development and industry insights (teachable moments) as well as socialize a bit. Is this 

something to which you might be amenable? 

By my account, we need to follow-up on the following: contract considerations with JSLC, "Judgment Day" by The Program, Leadership Academy Recognition 

Banquet feedback from the Executive Staff, Retreat Week, Leadership Liaison meeting, and the Football Leadership Council (5th date). 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 9:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Welcome & Question 

FYI. Not sure if you were already aware of this. 

on our cmnpus in froat of media that we a~vanged. I will respond to Kevin. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaMed message: 

From: "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest,~unc.edu:> 

Date: May 7, 2013, 9:17:20 PM EDT 

To: "Va~lgeldel; Marielle A" < mvangeldeff&~unc.edu> 

Subject: Welcome & Question 

Marielle, 

Welcome to North Carolina. I’m sony we not yet had a chance to meet and I look forward to working with you. In fact, I already have a question for 

you. I work ruth our football team and tomorrow (Wednesday) we are doing a Fox Sports feature sto~ on                 ad Ns relationship with his 

father, An s~vav, Fox Sports would like to shoot some offseason workout footage 

of] vhile they axe here. Since most of our players are not here this week (exam break), suggested tlu-omng ruth some of hL, 

s that allowed? If so, can Fox Sla~rts shoot the tbotage? My concern was doing anything to interact with high school (recruitable) 

students. Thanks Ii~r any guidance you can give. 

Kevin 

Kevin Best 
University of North Carolina 

Assistant Athletic Director for Communications 
ql q-q~)-Rql ~ ~office) 

zell) 

kevinbest@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:00 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbes@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Welcome & Question 

Hi Kevin - 

Thank you for the welcome. I look forwaxd to meeting you as well! 

Unibrtunately, your concern was valid. It would not be permissible tbr us to use wide receivers tbr the FOX Sports feature story on 

We cmmot arrange tbr PSA’s to come to campus and participate in athletic activities with one of our current student-athlete’s in the presence of the media in our own 

thcility - even if our coaching staffisn’t involved. It would essentially become a publicity issue. 

I lmow the exanl period presents some challenges in terms ofWR availabili~; but it may be your best route if they actually u,aalt to film some workouts. 

So1~ we couldn’t be of assistance on this one. 

Thank you for checking. 

Marielle 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On May 7, 2013, at 9:17 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest,~anc.edu> wrote: 

Maxielle, 

Welcome to North Carolina. I’m sorry we not yet had a chance to meet and I look forward to working with you. In fact, I already have a question for 

you. I work with our football team and tomorrow (Wednesday) we axe doing a Fox Sports feature stoly on               and his relationship with his 
¯ AnF~vaF, Fox Sports would like to shoot some offseason workout footage 

ot       while they axe here. Since most of our players are not here this week (exam break),     suggested thiowing with some of 
¯ Is that allowed? If so, can Fox Sports shoot the footage? My concern was doing anything to interact with high school (recruitable) 

students. Thanks for any guidance you can give¯ 

Kevin 

Kevin Best 
University of North Carolina 

Assistant Athletic Director for Communications 

919-962-8916 (office) 

(cell) 
kevinbest@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 8:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:* 

RE: Notice of Direct Dela~sit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains h~nL/Javascript 

That is for Brent’s hotel and airfare for the NCAA meeting, the reimbursement for ,/our expenses for this trip should be deposited in the next few d,~ys...remember 

we did separate expense reports for this trip. 

:?’.~:lri?hi[’~[:*,’:?~’[v~ :?’.’3"~i’3"3"..~~, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 08, 2013 8:31 AN 

To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: FW: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel HJ[[ -contains html/Javascript 

Kathy, 

What is this reimbursement for’? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Aq.I:~:F[~!y.~?y:E~:,:!~.~.~:~#.~! [~?~!!~;.,.q.’.~.!:~:.~’4!??.~?.~&@~/!~:.~f[~] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 7:21 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Notice of Direct Deposit from UNC Chapel Hill -contains html!3avascript 

rhe unAzerSity ~ g N# rth Ca~O#na ~ ~ Chapel 

Disbu~ em en t ~ e~i~ 

Chap~i ~iH m 2~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:29 AM 

UNCAA-Track and Field <uncaa trackandfield@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Complia~ce <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

PTC -Coastal Carolina Men’s Track 

Coastal Carolina Men’s ’][’rack Blanket Release.pdf 

Coaches: 

Coastal Carolina University will be discontinuing their men’s track and field program, Please find attached a blanket permission to contact with all the men’s track 

and field student-athletes listed, Please note, while the letter states that the CCU track and field program will remain through the spring 2014 semester, all 

student-athletes are up for immediate release, 

Let me know if you have any questions or would like additional information or questionnaire for any student-athlete listed. 

Thanks, 



NCAA Division I 
Big South Conference 
18 httercol[egiate Programs 

May 2, 2013 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Effective at the conclusion of the spring 2014 semester, Coastal Carolina University will discontinue the 

sports of Men’s Cross Country and Men’s Track and Field. In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, 

Coastal Carolina University is granting permission to contact all participants in these sports to discuss a 

possible transfer to your institution. This blanket release does not extend to institutions within the Big 

South Conference until the conclusion of the spring 2014 semester. 

Coastal Carolina University will grant a full release to any cross country and/or track and field student- 

athlete choosing to transfer to another institution for any reason and assist in any way possible. If you 

have any questions, please feel free to contact AraLeigh Beam, Interim Director of Compfionce, at 843- 

or abeam (~coastaL edu. 

Men’s Cross Country and Track and Field 

COASTAl. CAROLINA UNIVERSITY 

[)epartme~:~t ofAthlctks " I~O. Box 261954 . Con,a’av, SC 2952-8-6(}54 ° 843-349-2820 ° 843~349-28~)3 f~.x ¯ www.(;o(X2t.iSpor~s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 9:33 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa_exestaff@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Senior Staff <uncaa seniorstaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Inside Higher Ed story on salaries 

h t t p ://www.in s i d e high e red .co mine ws/2013/05/08/coa c h ing-sala ries-ri sin g-l O-tim e s-fa s te r-in st r u c tio n a l-sala r i e s 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Slephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

I|le, Vince ~ille@unc.edu:- 

PollL Barbara Jo <bpolk@admJssions.unc.edtr’~ 

May ] 5 Meeting 

Dear Vince (with a copy to Barbara): 
The subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on May 15. Our original plan was to use this meeting as a recap of the year and a preview of the year to come. But we 

may need to use it to discuss a candidate or two instead. 
The one candidate I know about is the                       who has a PGPA well above 2.3 but a HSGPA just below 2.5. If his GPA doesn’t rise to at least 2.5 by 

the end of the year, he will be an MAR exception and may only be admitted if the subcommittee recommends him and the Chancellor approves him. Although we 

fully expect the student to meet the 2.5 threshold, I think it would be good for us to go ahead and review him, and to present him to the Chancellor, just in case. 

Do you know of any other candidates the group should plan to discuss? Please feel free to call if you’d like to talk this over. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:l0 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStaff<uncaa seniorstafl@groups.unc.edu-* 

SEC Network, ESPN partnership doesn’t sit well 

SEC Network, ESPN partnership doesn’t sit well 

Matt Hayes Sporting News 

Try as they might, the well-intentioned commissioners of college football can’t get away from controversy with the new playoff system. 

There’s the growing monstrosity that is the yet-to-be-explained selection committee. Now we have the new SEC Network. 

The billion-dollar enterprise for all things SEC has a prickly, unintended, controversial consequence: perception. 

Sports Business Daily reports that ESPN will own the SEC channel and share profits evenly with the conference. The SEC owns the content. ESPN owns 

television rights to all of the new College Football Playoff. 

See where this is headed? 

"If I were anyone other than the SEC," says one industry source, ’Td be more than a little uneasy about the whole thing." 

If there weren’t already claims from the West Coast, Midwest and Southwest that the SEC has received preferential treatment from the BCS all these years, 

imagine what happens the first time the most successful conference in the game gets two (or more) teams in the new College Football Playoff. 

You thought Florida vs. Michigan (2006), LSU vs. everyone (2007), Oklahoma State vs. Alabama (2011) and Oregon vs. Alabama (2012) was a big deal. Wait 

until you hear the favoritism cries from the new playoff. 

It’s in ESPN’s best interest that the SEC Network business model is successful. Therefore, it’s in ESPN’s best interest that the SEC athletic model is successful. 

That’s not connecting dots and searching for conspiracy; that’s fact. That doesn’t mean ESPN will go out of its way to pressure selection committee members or 

promote the SEC with more gusto on its main network or avoid any negative narrative. 

It just leaves the lingering, annoying thought that--to wrap this up with a nice southern bow--the SEC and ESPN are kin. At best. 

At worst, in the controversy-fueled, conspiracy-loving college football world, it’s borderline collusion. 

Fox owns 49 percent of the Big Ten Network. The Pac-12 Network is owned by the conference. 

Meanwhile, ESPN--which owns television rights to the new College Football Playoff and beginning in 2014 will televise every bowl game but one (Sun Bowl)- 

owns the SEC Network. 

Somehow, the biggest sports media company on the planet hooked up with the biggest college conference on the planet, and no one said anything. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:26 AM 

@email.~mc.edtr% Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc.edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangelde@unc.edtr% Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email. unc.edu> 

New Cell Phone 

My UNC cell phone has arrived. My number is (! If you have my other cell phone number, feel free to keep it. I’m used to having 2 phones and will be 

keeping that number as well. 

I will be ending out a message today to the coaches providing them with my contact information. 

Thanks. 

MvG 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director’ 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 1:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Talk at 1205 

Vince, thank you. I had a preliminal?~ conversation with Coach Robinson around noon. Would like to talk with you before following up with him later today. Please feel 

free to call my cell. Thanks and hope you are well. Steve 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

w e were in Charlotte this morning, in Hickory at a Tar Heel tour event now, then back to Charlotte soon When do you meet with basketball? I may be out of the banquet in an hour? 

On May 9, 2013, at 11:55 A~ "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions uric extu> wrote: 

> Vince would you have 3-5 minutes just after noon? Would like to talk with you before I talk with men’s basketball. Steve 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 12:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Catching Up 

Vince, would still welcome the chance to catch up with you if you have a minute. It won’t take long. 

Am free until 1:45 and again after 5:30. Please feel free to call 

Steve 

Stephen Farmer 

Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.966.3992 

sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spurling, James <j spufling@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 1:11 PM 

TennesseeEast@gmail.com; UNCAA-Administration <uncaa administration@groups.unc.edu-% Steinbacher, Rick 

<rickstei@email.unc.edu-% Beale, Michael <michaelbea]e@unc.edu> 

Jason Michael Canoll at kenan stadium 

Kevin, It was very nice to hear from you yesterday and will enjoy getting to meet you soon hopefully. We certainly hope things 

work out for Jason to come perform our National Anthem and maybe a short concert here at UNC. 

Kevin, about Jason Coming to chapel hill and the dates and the financial Part I am Going to need to get our sports marketing dept 

involved. Rick Steinbacher Asso A.D. AND Michael Beale asst A.D for sports marketing will need to handle that. 

I am forwarding a copy of your email and phone numbers to them also and you should plan on hearing from them very soon. 

Again it was great to hear your wife is a UNC Alumni and please come visit when you can. I look forward in our future 

Plans with you and your company and sure that our fans will enjoy also. 

Rick, Mike, Below is Jason Michael Carroll’s agent info about performance at kenan Stadium. THANK YOU BOTH FOR YOUR 

EFFORTS. 

James 

Kevin Frazier 

:@gmail.com 

James Spurling 

Director of Kenan Stadium 
Kenan Football Center 
University of North carolina 

office-919-962-7873 

cell- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

naay, z: ~o rqvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

,@gmaJl.com 

PTC 

MTK - PTC - UNC-Chapel Hill pdf 

Vince, 

The 

Thank you, 

Compliance Coordinator 
University of Tennessee 

is granting the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill permission to contact Please see attached. 



DATE: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Compliance Coordinator 

Permission to Contact 

Student- Athlete: 

Sport: 

Per NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, The University of grants University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill permission to contact the individual stated above, a University of 

student-athlete in the aforementioned sport. Please note, however, that the granting of this 

permission to contact does not include the waiver of the one-time transfer exception found in NCAA 

Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10(d). Should you have any questions, please contact: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Gave you wrong number earlier - sorry! 

Later tonight or over weekend: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Friday, May 10, 2013 10:49 PM 

Email to Parents -- 

ATT00001 .htm 

~}yahoo.com> 

Nessage to Parents 

Parents, 

Some of you rece~Ny heard Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille’s presentation on the new Agent and Advisor Program at UNC. This Program has been 

designed to provide extensive backgroand research on agents and advisors so that you and your sons can make an informed decision about future representation. 
While UNC will not and cannot choose an agent or advisor tbr your son, Vince Ille and Associate Athletic Director Paul Pogge will gather as much available 

information as possible for you using their extensive contacts with NFL front office staff, the NFLPA, the agent industry~ the collegiate athletic indust17, and former 

players. Vince has worked in NCAA Compliance at North Carolina, Illinois, Cincinnati, Oklahoma, and UMass for over 25 years. Paul is a licensed attorney who has 

worked in player personnel for the Arizona CaJcdinals. We axe rely pleased about the sere’ices and information they can provide to yon and your family. 

UNC’s Agent and Advisor Program requires that agents and advisoB register ruth the Department of Athletics to provide basic intbrmation about their background 
and clients. If an agent or advisor rashes to speak to you or your son about future representation, the Progranl requires that they first communicate their request to 

Vince or Paul, who roll then set up and be present for the communication. Similarly, any written or other non-verbal correspondence intended for you or your son must 

first be sent to Vince or Paul, who will then send it to you and provide you with the information they have collected about the sender. If an agent or advisor contacts 

yon directly, please tell Vince or Paul immediately so they can be contacted, asked to register with the Program, and reminded ofUNC’s policies. 
UNC has already received the regi stmtion and participation of a number of well-respected agents who have been in the business for years and represented Hall of 

Fame clients, Pro BoMers, and first round draft picks. These agents who have participated in the Program have confirmed that this structure is the best way to expose 

those members of the indust~ who are not willing to be transparent in their operations. By giving you extensive information, working with student-athletes and their 

families to ask the right questions, and providing support throughout this process, we believe that the new Agent ~md Advisor Progran~ will be a tremendous service for 
you and your sons. 

If you wish to speak with Vince and Paul further about this Program or if an agent or advisor should contact you, please call Vince or Paul using the iat’onnation below. 

Vince Ille 

Sr. Associate Athletic Director 

ille(~unc.edu 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

ppogge~unc.edu 

919-843-7690 
Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919)-843-7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raymond Caudle ~ ~bellsouth.net> 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 2:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

TaJcheel Tour in Hickory 

Hello Mr. Ille, 
I hope you had a wonderful Mothers Day and blessed weekend My name is Pel-W Caudle and we met last Thursday in HickoW at the Tarheel Tour. I wanted to first thank you for being so 
gracious to myself and my son, Landon We had a great time meeting and getting to know you Landon was impressed that someone from the Athletic Department was so nice and was so 
interested in his future, so again thanks so much for making his experience an exceptional great memoW. 
I had asked about Coach Smith and was wondering if he still made it to the office from time to time I know that he’s not in the best of health, but wasn’t sure just how bad he had gotten. 
Landon and I have recently become collectors of Carolina signatures, and evewone that I have talked to say the best way to get Coach Smith’s in the past was to have someone leave the 
item in his office. I haven’t known or met anyone fi-om the Athletic Department before, so I thought I would get your opinion on the matter We don’t sell ANY of our signatures and this 
would be for our collection only If you could help us with who we could contact about this matter or if this is even possible I would appreciate it greatly Again Mr. Ille, it was a pleasure 
meeting you and hope to see you in the future. 
Thanks, Perry 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 lh57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Receives Eugene Regional Bid 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

CONTACT )unc edu, 919-962-1160) 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Carolina Receives Eugene NCAA Regional Rid 

Tar Heels to face Wisconsin Thursday 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - North Carolina will face Wisconsin in Eugene, Ore, this Thursday in the first round of regional play as the Tar Heels enter NCAA Tournament play forthe 11th time 

in 13 years. 

This will be the first time Carolina has faced the Badgers. The two teams were supposed to meet earlier in the season at the Louisville Classic, but the contest was rained out. The No. 

3 seed Ducks will also play BYU on Thursday. 

View the complete NCAA Regional bracket here, and find more information on the 2013 NCAA Softball Tournament here. 

The 2013 NCAA Division I Softball Championship begins Thursday with four-team, double-elimination play at 16 regional sites The regional winners will advance to super regional 

competition for a best-of-three series May 23-26 at eight campus sites. The remaining eight teams will advance to the Women’s College World Series, a double-elimination tournament 

May 30-June 6 at the Amateur Softball Association Hall of Fame Stadium in Oklahoma City, Okla. 

UNC (39-19) advanced to the semifinals of the ACC Tournament this past weekend. Four ACC squads will advance to the NCAA tournament: Florida State, NC State, Virginia Tech and 

North Carolina. 

Stay tuned to GoHeels.com for more information on the Tar Heels in the 2013 NCAA Tournament. 

UNC Athletic communications 

o: 919-962-1160 I c: 

GoHeels,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edtc, 

Monday, 12:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkin~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Softball Regionals Travel 

I roll be coordinating the travel for our trip to Eugene. I need to know ASAP who roll be traveling with us as our administrator and what their travel plans roll be as far 

as when they plan to go. My number is             if you need to call for rely reason. 

Thanks! 

We are so excited!! 

UNC Softball Director of Operations 
@live.unc.edu 

www.donnaipapasoftballcamps.com 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 10:15 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv> 

Subject: Re: Softball RegionaJs Travel 

Thanks, Vince. Just added you to the travel party. 

We would like to have a car for genera] use if you don’t mind. 

Thanks’. 

UNC Softball Director of Operations 

@live.unc.edu 
www.donnajpapasoftballcamps.com 

On May 13, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~mac.edu> 

wrote: 

After to]king with you this morning and looking at available flight options tbr Wednesday, I roll travel ruth the team. If you need me to rent a car at our 

destination ailport for our general use, please let me know. 

Full name as it appears on Government ID: Vincent Gregory Ille 

DOB: 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: Michael Perkins 
¢:c: Beth Miller; Donna Papa 
Subiect: RE: Softball Regionals Travel 

I plan to attend. How has Beth traveled with your group in the pasl? I can either go out ruth the team or can travel Wednesday morning and probably still 

amve in time for the p~v-toumament meeting at 4 pan. on Wednesday. I have a meeting now but should be done by 9 and can call you then. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: ~ _~_@_[[y__e_~_u_ LLc;_~_e:__d___u_ ] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 12:41 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Michael Perkins 
Co: Beth Miller; Donna Papa 
Subject: Softball Regionals Travel 
I will be coordinating the travel for our trip to Eugene. I need to know ASAP who will be traveling with us as our administrator and what their travel plans 

will be as far as when they plan to go. My mmlber is if you need to call for any reason. 

Thanks! 

We are so excited!! 

UNC Softball Director of Operations 
@live.unc,edu 

w~vw.donnajpapasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Softball - NCAA Regional 

Great--thanks for going. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince Ille <.[!]__e____@____u___n__£:__e___d_u> 
Date: Monday, May 13, 2013 11:02 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc~edu> 

Cc: Marielle vanGelder <mvangelder@unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncamunc.edu> 

Subject: Softball - NCAA Regional 

I plan to travel with the softball team to the NCAA Regional in Oregon and will forwoxd more details when received. I do know we will leave sometime tomonow. 

Please contact me by cell phone if necessa~ 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Galvin, Derek P ~erekg@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kevinbes@unc.edu>; Smith, Amy Diane <amysm@unc.edu> 

Admission Transfer Space for 

Hello Vince, 

I am in need of an Admission Transfer Space for ~ for a potential transfer from the University of . The student athlete’s name is . She 

has just completed her sophomore year at She was a 2012 Scholastic All-America at She is also a talentec has claimed two of 

the last three NCAA Gymnastics Championships; they have a very strong and deep team.       has had limited competitive opportunities due to the strength of 

their team. Her current skill level would have placed her in our line-up among our top competitors on 

A copy of her release from has been submitted to our Compliance Staff along with a copy of her transcript. Marielle Vangelder has authorized the 

initiation of recruiting efforts with and Lance Markos has reviewed transcript to determine the viability of her transfer to Carolina. Although 

is a good student, it will require a Transfer Space to gain her admission. Further recruiting efforts with       will hinge upon the availability of a Transfer 

Space. 

Thank you for your assistance in this process, Derek 

De~vk P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919-962- 5213 

Facebook Page: 2v_2v_!~;:I_~_e___12x_~__o__k__:_c_~!n:’__t_Lr_Lc_g,}/n!_r_la~_i__c_s. 

Web Page: ~)ySy_:gg__h__e___e_!__s_:_c___o__r__n_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 1:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Media Report 

I did not, I just told him to research everything. Any specific suggestions? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 9:40 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Did you give him a list of sources to review daily? If ~, what’s on his liszt? Thanks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:52 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Media Report 

New Compliance Report 

From: Kevin Westerman [mailto:l 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2023 8:31 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Media Report 

~clmail.coml 

Mr. Pogge, 

SolD, this took me a few days, I’m down in Texas tbr my sister’s college graduation but I’ll have more time starting thi s week and tbr the rest of the 

summer when I get back up to Chapel Hill. 

Please see attached, m~d any t}edback on how to make my reports better would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank~ 

~gmaJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 1:34 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoflice@groups.unc.edu-* 

UNCAA-Track mad Field <uncaa trackaJldiield@groups.unc.edu-: ~email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-*; 
Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu~,; Timmermans. Tom <timmemlans@unc.edt~4 V~lgelder, Malielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu> 

Track and Field Hold 

Please remove the hold from Track and Field - they are up to date with their paperwork. ThanksH 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 2:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: Media Report 

Thmlks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 2:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I’ll tw to find the listI gave Sarah. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 1:11 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Media Report 

I did not, I just told him to research everything. Any specific suggestions? 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

On May 13, 2013, at 9:40 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

Did you give him a list of sources to review daily? If so, what’s on his list? Thmlks. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:52 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Media Report 

New Compliance Report 

From: mailt 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Media Report 

~qmail.com] 

Mr. Pogge, 

Sony this took me a few days, 

of the summer when I get back up to Chapel Hill. 

but I’ll have more time sto~ing this week and for the rest 

Please see attached, and any feedback on how to make my reports better would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks, 

c~,alnoJl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, May 13, 2013 9:20 PM 

~}yahoo.com> 

Imlyortant Parent Intb Player Guest Ticket Policy 

2013 Player Guest Ticket Distribution Pmpos~J].doc 

Dear Tar Heel Football Families - 

Attached is the New Player Guest Ticket Distribution Proposal for UNC. Please review. As shared at the parem meeting at the 2013 spring game, this is 

the model we have ti~md is employed across divisions of college football across the United States including but not limited to: Stantbrd; Ohio State; 

V~mderbilt; Mississippi State; Vi~inia Tech mad University of Illinois. Parents ~md s~fl’stx~ke highly of the benefits they have experienced with pre- 

assigned seating. 

Please take a few moments to answer this quick poll clicking yes or no to pre-assigned seating and if desired fill out the comment box by 6:53p on May 

21, 2013. CLICK HERE TO TAKE A QUICK POLL and provide feedback 

Thauk you for your time and Go Heels! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janell Bergs~trom <jbergstr@uoregon.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 9:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Regional at University of Oregon 

Hello Coach Papa and Vince - 

Congrats on your bid to the postseason! I will serve as your host for the tournament. My current position is the Director of Operations for Women’s Basketball, but I am also a 
former student-athlete of the UO. 

Please let me know if I can answer any questions about the area, facility or tournament. 

I will meet you at Howe Field on Wednesday for your 1:20 pm practice. Please let me know when you plan to arrive. 

My cell phone is Look forward to having you in Eugene! 

Janell 

Janell Bergstrom 
Director of Operations 
Women’s Basketball 
University of Oregon 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna J Papa <djp@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 12:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Janell Bergstrom <jbergstr@uoregon.edu> 

RE: Regional at UNversity of Oregon 

.lanell, 
Thank you for the information. 

We will be arriving tomorrow afternoon at approxirnat,:_@ 1:30pro in Et~gene 

L"onna J Papa 

From: Janell Bergstrom [mailto:jbergstr@uoregon.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 9:51 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J; Vince llle 
Subject: Regional at University of Oregon 
Hello Coach Papa and Vince - 

Congrats on your bid to the postseason! I will serve as your host for the tournament. My current position is the Director of Operations for Women’s Basketball, but I am also a 
former student-athlete of the UO. 

Please let me know if I can answer any questions about the area, facility or tournament. 

I will meet you at Howe Field on Wednesday for your 1:20 pm practice. Please let me know when you plan to arrive. 

My cell phone is Look forward to having you in Eugene! 

.]anell 

Janell Bergstrom 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Basketball 
University of Oregon 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna J Papa <djp@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; @gmail.com’; 

<boogillette@unc.edw~; Tony Baldwin <tonyb/~uncaa.unc.edw~ 

FW: Updated Timing Sheets 

2013 Gmne 1 Timing Sheet.docx; 2013 Gmne 2 Timing Sheet.docx 

@live.unc.edu>; (?illette, Boo Lanra Michelle 

From: Lisa Peterson [mailto:Ipete@uoregon.edu] 
Sent: Monday,           11:52 PM 
To: Mike White; Joseph Skinner; yth@athletics.wisc.edu; Tracie L. Adi×; Papa, Donna J; Mitchell, Catherine; Gordon Eakin 
Cc: Daniel Gaston; Ashley Oberman; Andy McNamara; Geoff Thurner 
Subject: Updated Timing Sheets 
Good evening- 
Attached are updated timing sheets for Thursday. They include the times for practice field and batting cages. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you. 
Lisa Peterson 
Senior Associate Athletic Director/SWA 
University of Oregon 

(541) 346-5329 - office 
(541) 346-5031 - fax 
www..qoducks.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lisa Peterson <lpete@uoregon.edtc, 

Tuesdas. 1:59 PM 

Tracie L. Adix <TLA@athletics.wisc.edu>; Terry Gawlik -q’LG@athletics.wisc.edu>; yth@athletics.wisc.edu; BriaJl Santiago 

<brian santiago@byu.edu>; Gordon Eakin <gordon eakin@byu.edtr>; ueta lei@byu.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edtr>; Papa, Donna J ~djp@unc.edu>; Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blake Miller <baml@uoregon.edu>; 

JosephSkinner <j sldnne6@uoregon.edu>; Mike White <mcw@uoregon.edu> 

Ashley Oberman <~amccre@uoregon.edu>; Janell Bergstrom <jbergstr@uoregon.edt~-; Jill Cohen <jcohen@uoregon.edu>; Learme 

Brooks <lrbrooks@uoregon.edu>; Daniel Gaston <gastond@uw.edu> 

Schedule of Events 

Schedule of Events.docx 

Hello- 
Attached is a one page document with the schedule of events, with more detail. 
Moving into the games Friday, we will communicate if you are the home or visiting team. 
Please note, we will have a turf field for you to stretch and toss on prior to your scheduled practice time on Wednesday. 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 
We will see all of you tomorrow. 
Lisa Peterson 
Senior Associate Athletic Director/SWA 
University of Oregon 

(541) 346-5329 - office 
(541) 346-5031 - fax 
wvwv.goducks.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:33 PM 

llJe, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: information request 

Just FYI 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekfschner@unc.edu>, Erin Schuettpelz <ecs@unc.edu>, Mike McFarland <mike mcfarHand@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Moore, Tanya Topolka" <tanya moore@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: information request 

Do t need to send to the core group too? 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) %2-8.%.~ 

From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:28 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: information request 

Karen, 

Can you tell me if athletes on athletic scholarship, parlicular]y football and meals basketball players, also ~vceive federal aid such as Pel] or SEOG grants or Perkins or 

Direct loans? Can they also be in the federal work study program? 

And if they do, can you explain to me how that works? 

I would like to talk to someone in student financial aid about this, somedme tJlis week. 

Hope you are doing well, 

Dm~ Kane 

StaffWriter 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Miami Recruit Stands Behind School 

Synopsis: 

After reading letters by Miami president Shalala, recruit Reilly Gibbons has decided to stay with 

the school for his college choice. Gibbons believes that Miami has done a lot to combat the 

NCAA. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2013/04/09/2812434/recruit-says-miami-has-done- 

enough.html#storylink=misearch 
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Officiating Mistakes 

Synopsis: 

A Deadspin article takes a look at how officials are chosen in the NCAA tournament and how 

officials work through mistakes in their profession. 

"Only 98 officials are invited to the tournament every year. After every round, half are 

eliminated based on performance. That number continues to be sliced until just nine officials are 

invited to work the Final Four. Corbett continued to work games until the regional weekend in 

2012. Without his pedigree, he said, his season would have ended with that mistake. ’I told [my 

boss], ’I’m a big boy. I can take the heat off everybody else. I can go home," he said. 

Article: 

http :iideadspin. comithe-art-of-screwing-up-how-ncaa-refs-live-with-their-m-471284937 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Rice at Robert Morris 

Synopsis: 

"A Robert Morris internal investigation into former basketball coach Mike Rice found no 

evidence of the "coaches against player" brawls alleged by an ex-Rutgers employee, though one 

former Colonial contacted by the school claims Rice used anti-gay slurs on several occasions and 

engaged in a shoving match with a player during halftime of a game." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013iO4iO9i2812792iformer-robert-morris-player- 

rice.html#storylink=misearch 
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PSU Case Moving Forward 

Synopsis: 

"Three former Penn State administrators accused of covering up complaints about Jerry 

Sandusky lost a set of rulings Tuesday, allowing their criminal cases to move forward. 

Judge Barry Feudale denied an attempt to throw out the grand jury report backing up the 

accusations and ruled against two other defense requests. As the judge who oversaw the grand 

jury, Feudale said he no longer has jurisdiction." 

Article: 

http :iie spn. go. comicollege-footballistoryiiidi9153093/j udge-rules-case-three-p enn-state- 

officials-move-ahead 
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Pac-12 Officiating 

Synopsis: 

"The Pac-12 announced plans Tuesday to commission an independent review of officiating 

during the league tournament after comments by the conference’s coordinator of officials raised 

questions about its integrity. 

The review will be done by "experts who are entirely independent of the Pac-12 Conference," the 

league said. The investigation is expected to be completed by June." 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/mens-c~ege-basketba~/st~ry/ /i d/9 ~ 5 2884/pac- ~ 2-c~mmissi~n-review- 

officiating-program 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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New Chancellor 

Synopsis: 

The UNC Board of Governors are convening on Friday to choose the next chancellor for the 

UniversiU, and the choice will be announced after the 2 p.m. meeting. 

Article: 

http :iiwv,~,. newsob server, comi2013/04/10/2815500iunc-chapel-hill-to-get-new- 

leader.html#storylink=misearch 

http :iiwww. dailytarheel, comiarticlei2013 i04iunc-b oard-of-governors-to-select-new-chancellor- 

friday 

Reaction: 

Reactions have already started with quotes like, "The Rams Club will insure the new UNC 

Chancellor will continue to condone and encourage athletic-academic fraud." 
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Around the ACC 
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Officials to Experiment at Spring Games 

Synopsis: 

Seven ACC schools will be hosting Spring Games this weekend, and ACC officials will be 

trying new things including an eighth man and wireless communication. 

"This is part of a national experiment authorized by the NCAA to determine the feasibility and 

benefit of increased officiating... ACC officials will also use the North Carolina and NC State 

spring games to experiment with a wireless communications system that provides all seven crew 

members with the ability to speak to each other during the game. The NCAA has approved the 

testing and it is being evaluated for benefits like speeding up the relaying of foul information and 

other things like clock status, substitutions, ball location and formations." 

Article: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/bl~g/acc/p~st/ /id/54 ~ 52/acc-~~icials-using-spring-games-t~-experiment 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 6:12 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

The Chancellor’s Awards begin at 3pm - I was going to try to get over there at 3:30pm - is receiving the Award. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:34 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

Might we discuss this further after the staff meeting tomorrow? We might be able to wrap-up talk with the full staff by 3:30pm, and then the three of us could meet for another 30 minntes 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:19 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

Cricket, 

I’m not sure what you mean by :finding it "uncomfortable to talk to su openly about uur programs (especial [y new prugrams)" since I’ve nut attended on previous uccasiuns. Can you clari~ ? 
Thanks 

Vlnce 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:13 PM 
To: Juhnsun, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Rescheduhng BCLA Meeting 

Shelley and Vince, 

This might be a good opportunity to change the structure of the meeting I found it uncomfurtable tu talk to so upenly abuut our prugrams (especially new prugrams). Yes, Shelley, as a 
consultant fur NCAA, our debriefs are a little different. ’]’he debriefs have always been about the cunsultants prugrams (what wuuld we STOP, START, CONTINUE) then how the uther 
parts ufthe programs concluded Just a suggestiun. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: We&aesday, April 17, 2(/13 2:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

Sounds like we are set for Wednesday, April 17, 2013 (1-2:30pm) then. Do you have a preference for where we meet? 

Below is a general agenda for such meetings. We identify who is respunsible for speaking to each item, more specifically for providing a brief overview and highlights from the semester for a 
particular program as well as plans for the next semester. We allocate 15 minutes for each segment. Cricket - do you have any suggestions as far as structure and agenda - given your debrief 
as a consultant to the NCAA after the Student-Athlete Leadership Forum? 

End of Semester Meeting 

1. Logistical 
Schedule of Workshops (Fall 2013) - Shelley, Jeff Schedule Next Meeting (end of Fall 2013) Leadership Liaisons - Shelley 

2. Progran~ning 
CREED, Mentors - Cricket 
Rising Stars - Jeff 
GAP Year - Shelley 
Veteran Leaders - Jeff 
Coaches - Shelley, Cricket 

As far as inviting Michelle - did you want to issue the invite since she and I have never met? Will she need a brief orientation to the Leadership Academy prior to the meeting? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:17 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

I’m available on May 15 as well. I believe we should consider inviting Michelle Brown. An outline of past meetings/agendas would be helpful. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:31 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 



Shelley al’id Vince, 

I can attend on the 15th of May. I will be attending ACC meetings on the 22nd. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shelley H Johnson [mailto :shellio@unc.edu ] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:49 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Cc: Lane, Cricket 
Sutziect: FW: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

When John, Cricket, Jeff and I met in December for the fall debrief of programming, we scheduled the spring debrief for April 30th. Jeff is asking :for it to be rescheduled [’or either 
Wednesday, May 15 or 22 at lpm. FYI- he is scheduled to meet with the Football Leadership Council at 3pro on each of those days 

Would either of these dates work :for you? Whom else would you like to attend? And how would you like to approach the meeting? I can outline how we have conducted these meetings in 
the past - if that would help 

Cricket - do either of those dates and times work J2~r you? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: JeffJanssen [mailto:ieff(~!ieffianssen.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:04 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H; Cricket Lane 
Sutziect: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

Shelley and Cricket, 

Thanks for a great banquet tonight 

I wanted to touch base because ! am going to need to reschedule the meeting we originally had discussed for April 30th Let me know if 
1:00 might work for May 15 or Mi~y 22 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders frora across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc. org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Thursday. April 18, 2013 8:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Re: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

gince, 

We can reschedule - does next Thursday work tbr you? 

Sent from my iPhune 

On Apr 18, 2013, at 8:10 AM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I believe you and I were scheduled to meet at 3 pm today-? Given our comqicts, it appears we should reschedule Please just let me know Thanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lane, Cricket 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 6:12 PM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> The Chancellor’s Awards begin at 3pm - I was going to try to get over there at 3:30pm - 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frum: Johnson, Shelley H 
> Sent: Wednesday, Apri[ 17, 2013 5:34 PM 
> To: IHe, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Might we discuss this further after the staff meeting tumurruw? We might be able to wrap-up talk with the :full staffby 3:30pm, and then the three o17 us could meet fur anuther 30 minutes. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Wednesday, Apri[ 17, 2013 5:19 PM 
> To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Cricket, 
> 

> I’m not sure what yuu mean by :finding it "uncum]2~rtabie to talk to su openly about uur prugrams (especially new prugrams)" since I’ve not attended un previuus uccasions. Can yuu 
c]ari~ ? Thanks. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

Origina[ Message ..... 
> Frum: Lane, Cricket 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:13 PM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Shelley and Vmce, 
> 

> This might be a good opportunity to change the structure of the meeting. I found it unconffortable to talk to so openly about our programs (especially new programs). Yes, Shelley-, as a 
consultant for NCAA, our debriefs are a little different. The debriefs have ahYays been about the consultants programs (what would we STOP, START, CONTINUE) then how the other 
parts of the programs concluded. Just a suggestion. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Johnson, Shelley- H 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:42 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 
> Sounds like we are set for Wednesday-, April 17, 2013 (1-2:30pro) then. Do you have a preference for where we meet? 
> 

> Below is a general agenda for such meetings. We identi~" who is responsible for speaking to each item, more specifically for providing a brief overview and highlights from the semester 
for a particular program as well as plans for the next semester. We allocate 15 minutes for each segment. Cricket - do you have any suggestions as far as structure and agenda - given your 
debrief as a consultant to the NCAA after the Student-Athlete Leadership Forum? 
> 

> End of Semester Meeting 
> 

> 1. Logistical 
> Schedule of Workshops (Fall 2013) - Shelley-, Jeff Schedule Next Meeting (end of Fall 2013) Leadership Liaisons - Shelley 
> 

> 2 Programmir~g 
> CREED, Mentors - Cricket 
> Rising Stars - Jeff" 
> GAP Year - Shelley 
> Veteran Leaders - Jeff 
> Coaches - Shelley-, Cricket 
> 



> As fiar as inviting Michelle - did you want to issue the invite since she and I have never met? Will she need a brief orientation to the Leadership Academy prior to the meeting? 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Iffe, Vmce 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:17 PM 
> To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
> Subject: R[~: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 
> I’m available on May 15 as well. I believe we should consider inviting Michelle Brown. An outline of past meetings/agendas would be helpful. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lane, Cricket 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:31 AM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Shelley and Vmce, 
> 

> I can attend on the 15th of May. I will be attending ACC meetings on the 22nd. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Shelley- H Johnson [mailto :shellio(~mlc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:49 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Lane, Cricket 
> Subject: FW: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> When Jolt1, Cricket, Jeff and I met in December for the fall debrief of programming, we scheduled the spring debrief for April 30th. Jeff is asking for it to be rescheduled for either 
Wednesday, May 15 or 22 at 1 pro. FYI - he is scheduled to meet with the Football Leadership Council at 3pm on each of those days. 
> 
> Would either of these dates work for you? Whom else would you like to attend? And how would you like to approach the meeting? I can outline how we have conducted these meetings 
in the past - if that would help. 
> 

> Cricket - do either of those dates and times work for you? 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jet~@jeffianssen cam] 
> Sent: IVIonday, April 15, 2013 10:04 PM 
> To: Jolmson, Shelley H; Cricket Lane 
> Subject: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Shelley and Cricket, 
> 

> Thanks for a great banquet tonight. 
> 

> I wanted to touch base because I am going to need to reschedule the meeting we originally had discussed for April 30th. Let me know if 
> 1:00 might work for May 15 or blay 22. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> Jeff 
> 

>__ 

> Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
> Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 1-888-721-TEAM 
> 

> Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
> (SALSC) http ://www.salsc. or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

Next Thursday at 8am works for me. I am going to stop by the CRSI Conference at 1:30pm (right after my dental apt) so I may be a few minutes late to our staffmeeting today at 2pm. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:04 ANI 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

I can meet next Thursday at 8 am if you’re available. Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 8:50 AIM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 

gince, 

We can reschedule - does next Thursday work tbr you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 18, 2013, at 8:10 AM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I believe you and I were scheduled to meet at 3 pm today? Given our conflicts, it appears we should reschedule Please just let me know Thanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lane, Cricket 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 6:12 PM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley It; IHe, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> The Chancellor’s Awards begin at 3pro - I was going to try to get over there at 3:30pro - 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Johnson, Shelley H 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:34 PM 
> To: IHe, Vince; Lane, Cricket 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Might we discuss this further after the staff meeting tomorrow? We might be able to wrap-up talk with the :gull staffby 3:30pm, and then the three of us could meet for another 30 minutes. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:19 PM 
> To: Lane, Cricket; Johnson, Shelley H 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Cricket, 
> 

> I’m not sure what you mean by finding it "uncomfortable to talk to so openly about out programs (especially new programs)" since I’ve not attended on previous occasions. Can you 
clari~’? Thanks. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lane, Cricket 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 5:13 PM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Shelley and Vmce, 
> 

> This might be a good opportunity to change the structure of the meeting. I found it unconffortable to talk to so openly about our programs (especially new- programs). Yes, Shelley-, as a 
consultant for NCAA, our debriefs are a little different. The debriefs have ahvays been about the consultants programs (what would we STOP, START, CONTINUE) then how the other 
parts of the programs concluded. Just a suggestion. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Johnson, Shelley H 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:42 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce; Lane, Cricket 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Sounds like we are set for Wednesday, April 17, 2013 (1-2:30pm) then Do you have a prel~rence for where we meet? 
> 



> Below is a general agenda for such meetings. We identi~ who is responsible :for speaking to each item, more speci:fica]ly for providing a brief overview and highlights from the semester 
for a particular program as well as plans for the next semester. We allocate 15 minutes for each segment. Cricket - do you have an}’ suggestions as far as structure and agenda - given your 
debrief as a consultant to the NCAA after the Student-Athlete Leadership Forum? 
> 

> End of Semester Meeting 
> 

> 1 Logistical 
> Schedule of W()rkshops (Fall 2013) - Shelley, Jell" Schedule Next Meeting (end offal1 2013) Leadership Liaisons - Shelley 
> 

> 2. Prograrmning 
> CREED, Mentors - Cricket 
> Rising Stars - Jeff" 
> GAP Year - Shelley 
> Veteran Leaders - Jeff 
> Coaches - Shelley-, Cricket 
> 

> As far as inviting Michelle - did you want to issue the invite since she and I have never met? Will she need a brief orientation to the Leadership Academy prior to the meeting? 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:17 PM 
> To: Lane, Cricket; Jol~lson, Shelley H 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> I’m available on May 15 as well. I believe we should consider inviting Michelle Brown. An outline of past meetings/agendas would be helpful. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Lane, Cricket 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 10:31 AM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Shelley and Vince, 
> 

> I can attend on the 15th of May. I will be attending ACC meetings on the 22nd. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Shelley- H Johnson [mailto :shellio@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:49 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Lane, Cricket 
> Sul~iect: FW: Rescheduling BCLA Meeting 
> 

> When John, Cricket, Jeff and I met in December for the fall debrief ofprogranmfing, we scheduled the spring debrief for April 30th Jeffis asking for it to be rescheduled for either 
Wednesday, May 15 or 22 at lpm. FYI - he is scheduled to meet with the Football Leadership Council at 3pm on each of those days 
> 

> Would either of these dates work for you? Whom else would you like to attend? And how would you like to approach the meeting? I can outline how we have conducted these meetings 
in the past - if that would help. 
> 

> Cricket - do either of those dates and times work for you? 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jettiajeffianssen cam] 
> Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:04 PM 
> To: Johnson, Shelley H; Cricket Lane 
> Subject: RescheduIing BCLA Meeting 
> 

> Shelley and Cricket, 
> 

> ’]?hanks for a great banquet tonight. 
> 

> I wanted to touch base because I am going to need to reschedule the meeting we originally had discussed for April 30th. Let me know if 
> 1:00 might work :[’or X/ray 15 or May 22. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Jef!! 
> 

>__ 

> Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
> Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 1-888-721-TEAM 
> 

> Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
> (SALSC) http ://www.salsc. orR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~att.net> 

Thursday,, April 18, 2013 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:* 

Re: tbotball players request 

hi any word on this? 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 
To:                @art.net> 
Sent: Tue, April 9, 2013 3:55:44 PM 
Subject: I=W: football players request 

FYI but not ibr forwarding. 

Fnnn: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 3:43 PM 
’ro: ]ale, Vmce 
Subject: FW: football players request 

Vinee, 

Just ~ atoned you to ktK~x~ that Andre is workh~g (m this. 

1"h~mks, 

Cricket 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 3:19 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: ibotba]a players request 

CrickeL 

Noi yet, plan o~ securing studen>athleies nex~ week a~e~ spi~g ball 

Best regards, 

Atxdre" 
From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Williams, .amdre 
Subject: FW: football players request 

z~Jldre, 

Any Inck with ~t:ds r. ¯ 

From: Vince Ille [Lr!_a_il_t__o__-i_!_l£@_e__r_n___~_i_L__m__Lc_:~__d_9_] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 9:41 AM 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: football players request 

Cricket, 

Is this an event some of our football team members might attend? I understand that Bubba, Coach Fedora and Coach Williams will attend. Please let me know or feel 

free to communicate directly ruth Ms. Knutson. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Knutson, Yvonne [Ln__a_jJ_t__~Xiy_y__9_o_r__Le_[g’,.s_e__c__a_f__a__t!~_~k]5~_[_)~2g~5£~o£g] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: football players request 

Description of event: 
SECU Family House at UNC Hospitals is a 40 bedroom house fllat provides an affordable, safe nurturing home away from home for seriously ill adult patients, their family 

members, and caregive~ from throughout North Carolina aJad beyond. 

This year’s BBQ will be a special occasion as Family House celebrates 5 years of operations on March 31, 2013. In 5 years, Family House has provided more than 

115,000 stays to families from all 100 Norfll Carolina counties, 35 states, and 7 other countries. This year’s BBQ will celebrate those accomplishments and more, none of 

which would be possible without the funds raised by the BBQ & Golf Tournament. 

How many playel~: 5 

What time to arrive: 5:15 to 5:30 

tlow long to stay: 7:00 pin 

What is the purpose of them being there: To greet BBQ attendees and mingle with the crowd. Give fans an opportunity to take pictures with them and meet them. 

What are they requested to do at the event? If they can mingle with the crowd, meet some of the patients aJad their families, split up and meet and eat with the 

guests. 

If you have aJay further questions please do not hesitate to contact me at : ~onne(@secufamilvhouse.org or 919-932-8001. 

Thmfl~s for your help. 

Best regards, 

Yvomle 
Y wonue ~inl~qon 

Dkcetor of Marketing ;rod Conmumit-y R elations 

123 Old Masoil Farm Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

~vonne(< secufamilvhou~ e.org 

wx~v.secuthmilOmuse.org 

919-.932-8001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Friday,              8:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Re: NLI request 

Ok. Thanks. Just wanted to make sure 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 8:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i[le@~mc.ed~> wrote: 

I believe we can provide the NLI. Thanks Tom. 

On , at 6:55 PM, "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@uncedu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Since he is not on the list. Do you want me to hold off?. Carlos is asking for it since the 
kid is here on campus this weekend. Just trying to figure out what to tell him 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <.b...~?..c.~!....k.!~!)i.4~J=...m...i...s.si..c.~}).s:~:~2c.!.:.e~.i~:~> 
To: "Ille, Vince" <i.j.ji.e..!~i!}.~?.c.=e..~.!~> 
Cc: "Timmermans, Tom" <fimmemm~s@~nc.ed~>, "Polk, Barbara Jo" 

Subj ect: NLI request 
Date: Fri, 112:43 pm 

V}nce, 

All of the information I have, to date, is on the attached chart:. It: reflects a[[ sports and }s 

divided by first-year vs. transfer. 

I wil{ send you updates as I update the chart. 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Barbara 

PS: I’ll be leaving the office shortly and will not: ret:urn until Monday,         . lt:’s work- 

related travel though so feel free to call, email, text if you need anything at all while I’m 

away. Have a good week. 



From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tirnmermans, Torn 
Subject: FW: 

12:18 PM 

NLI request 

B arb ara, 

Can you please confirm the names of the incoming men’s soccer student-athletes who 
have been admitted to date with an admissions slot and/or will be admitted for 
with an admissions slot? I must have this information to approve the request below and 
others like it. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 10:39 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: NLI request 

Vince, 

Got one more: 

Thanks! 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid I University of North 

Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Fax 919.962.6002 

<imageOO2,jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

FW: football players request 

Vir:c: 

Here is ti~e i:.t o i~>orbail SrkJde!~t 8 fiere:, vvho wl be 4tLe~d r-g I-e %C/i F4miiy Fio,~se BBQ on IhkJr day. 

1-4nl,:s, 

(r tl,::er 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:36 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Corey Holliday 
Subject: RE: football players request 

Cricket, 

Yes, I was able to secure a few of football players to participate in the SECU Family House BBQ on Thursday, April 2F~th at 5:30 pro. Please find below the list of 

attendees (I arn still awaiting final confirrnation 08 a few of them): 

Football Student-A~:hle~:e Attendees; 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns. I was asked by our players to please be mindful that the NFL Draft begins on Thursday, April 

25th. Of course all of our student-athletes want to watch it. 

Best regards, 

,Andre’ 

From: Cricket Lane [__m___a_jJ___tg_Lc_t_~Lc__k__e__t_f~__u__n___c_:__e__d___u_] 

Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 10:42 PM 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: Fwd: football players request 

Andre, 

Were you able to get any football players to agree to go to this event? 

Thanks 

Cricket 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~)tmCne&P 

Date: April 22, 2013, 10:24:14 PM EDT 

To: Lane, Cricket <_c_!j.c__k_.e_L~__ur!.c_:.e__d_..u_> 

Subject: RE: tbotball players request 

Have you heard anMNng about this? I believe file evem is Thursday night. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0% 2013 3:54 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: football players request 

OK, thanks for the update. 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 3:43 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: football players request 

\iincc, 

£~st wu,<:cc yc~, :o k~,}w ti ~:-it/’,,~ ~c:’,~e ~s v,,,or kP ] or, ti ,is, 
lku~k~, 

C" IC kC L 

From: Williams, Andre 
Senti Tuesday, April 09, 2013 3:19 PN 
To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: football players request 

Cricket, 

Not yet, plan on securing studenbathletes next week after spring ball 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:57 PM 

To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: FW: football players request 

,:,,r~,rc. 



,,"my luck wth this.. 

From: Vince Tile [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 0:t, 2013 9:41 AM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Cc: Markos, Lance M; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: b-~V: football players request 

Cricket, 

Is this an event some of our tbotball team members might artend? I understand that Bubba, Coach Fedora and Coach Williams will attend. Plea~ let me 

know or feel tiee to communicate directly with Ms. Knutson. Thanks tbr your help. 

Uiuce 

From: Knutson, Yvonne [mailto:yvonne@secufamilyhouse.orc!] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 8:39 AM 
To: Karen Ille 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: football players request 

th 

Description of event: 

SECU Family House at UNC Hospitals is a 40 bedroom house that provides an affordable, safe nurturing home away from home for seriously ill adult 

patients, their family members, and caregivers from throughout North Carolina and beyond. 

This year’s BBO. will be a special occasion as Family House celebrates 5 years of operations on March 31, 2013. in 5 years, Family House has provided 

more than :1:15,000 stays to families from all :100 North Carolina counties, 35 states, and 7 other countries. This year’s BBQ will celebrate those 

accomplishments and more, none of which would be possible without the funds raised by the BBO. & Golf Tournament. 

How many players: 5 

What time to arrive: 5::15 to 5:30 

How long to stay: 7:00 pm 

What is the purpose of them being there: To greet BBO. attendees and mingle with the crowd. Give fans an opportunity to take pictures with them and 

meet them. 

What are they requested to do at the event? If they can mingle with the crowd, meet some of the patients and their families, split up and meet and 

eat with the guests. 

If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me at : yvonne@secufamilyhouse.org or 9:19-932-800:1. 

Thanks for your help. 

Best regards, 

Yvonne 

Yvonne Kr~utaon 

Director of Marketing and Community Relations 

I23 Old Mason Farm Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

yvonne@secufami!yhouse.org 

__w____w____w___.__s__e___c__u___f__&_m___[!_’L__h___o___u___s__e__:__o__r_g 
9:19-932-g~),I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ciocca. Marie F <ciocca@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

O’Barr, Allen W -<allen obarr@unc.edu> 

RE: meefi~gs 

Allen, can you send evaluation? did noL refe to D~. O’garr since Lhis was not a issue 

Marie Ciecca. MD 

Director of ~iports Medicine 
University of Nm!h Carolina 

James A Taylor Canlpus Health Services 

C~:3# "?470 

Chapel Hiil, ~¢-.; 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, Js for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use. 

sisclesure o~ distribution is prohibited I[ you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sende~ by reply e-mail and destroy e, il copies of the original message. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:28 AN 

To: Ciocca, Mario F 

Subject: RE: meetings 

IV[~o, 

Can you please ask Dr. O’Barr to send us both a coDv of his evaluation el                         did not give me a copy of that nor did he tell me about it. 

Also, will you schedule an assessment for vith Dr. O’Barr? Thanks Marie. 

Vince 

From: Marie Ciocca [mailto:ciocca@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:41 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 

SuMect: meetinas 

Marie Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~, 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 1:13 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe sta£1:@gro ups. unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder - SMI 

Matt, 

I did speak with            when I was in California for the Collegiate Sports Summit. You are our designee for the Sports Management Institute. 

following up with you regarding the details for this year and going forward. 

Thanks for your willingness to be a part of this. 

Sincerely, 

trill be 

Bubba 

From: Terrell, Matt 

Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:24-AM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Reminder - SMI 

in talking to           last week and seeing the article today, he asked me about SMI and my involvement. This message is a friendly reminder of my interest in helping them ... and 

that you were going to follow up with Please let me know if there is anything I can do. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Director of Athletics I The University of North Carolina 

Director of External Operations I The Rams Club 

mterrell@unc.edu 

We educate and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:11 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmennm~s@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RFx SAF 

Vince, 

has received both rounds of clothing for this school year (totaling $500). Let me know if you need anything else related to the SAF account. 

"hanks, 

i:: i] i~ Fii!? : 

i: .~ ;.::: ,{ !i? ::i !i? ) 

~;!:jij:j_,:~D2~:~:?_jj_::#_2_:-:L:j:~:Sj!:#_ 

From: Tom Yimmermans [maiito:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :tO: 56 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: SAF 

Would you miFxt IookiFlg hi to tllis. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, lO:SS AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: SAF 

Thanks Tom. Has applied for and/or received funds from the SAF? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:13 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: SAF 

Vince, 

Yes, those are the most up to date. Attached is the t:orm we use. 

To~11 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: SAF 

Toln, 

Are the attached guidelines still the most current? Can you please send me a copy of the SAF application form that a student-athlete completes to request funds’? 
Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith qim@raJnsclub.com> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 6:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Big Hitters Invitation 

Vince, 

Great seehlg you too. And obviously no pressure on Big Hitters~ This is not an obligation for you. One thing I will tell you ---Saturday night tends to be the bigger 

night Coach breal~s down the team and tail, s about str¢_mgths and w¢_~aknesses. We hoJd an auction that night too. So if you didn’t want to come to anything else_k, 

and you onJy wanted to be gone one night, I wouJd recomrnend Saturday Again, just my thoughts. We’w-:~ got space for you for all times. And it should go wK:hout 

saying --- but there is no charge for staff. 

Best, 

Tim 

*PJease not¢_~ - My ¢_m~ail has changed ~:o [im@ramsclub.corn 

Tirnothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Ck~b 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 9:19.843.t34-~]8 I M:            I F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 10:24 PM 
To: Tim Smith 
Subject: RE: Big Hitters Invitation 

TinL 

Thanks for the invitation. I’ll let you know ASAP what day or evening I may be able to attend. Good to visit with you a little at tennis yeslerday. 

Vince 

From: Tim Smith [.__m___a_![t__o_2_t_{t_n__@_r__a___r!)_s___c_Lu___b_~__c__o___r!)] 
Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu; Steinbacher, Rick; Posse, Paul; llle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Big Hitters Invitation 

Gentlemen - 

I hope everyone is having a good weekend. I wanted to let you know I just slid your invitations to Big Hitters under your respective office doors. If you have any 

questions, please don’t hesitate to let me know. If you would, please just get them back to me as soon as possible. 

Thanks and I hope you can make it. 

Best, 

Tim 

*Please note - My email has changed to tirn(a~ramsck~b.com 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I M:            I F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsdub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Morrison <DavidMorrison@news-record.com> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 ] 1:32 AM 

IHe, Vince <i]le@unc.edu~> 

Athlete academic protile sto~ 

Hi Vince- 

This is David Morrison from the Greensboro News & Record. 

I was reading the athletics report that was presented to the UNC Board of Governors earlier this month and looking at the academic profiles (GPA, ACT, SAT) of 

incoming freshmen athletes to the system’s public schools. 

Their academic credentials in football and men’s basketball are well below the average freshman in their year, pretty much across the board. 

I realize that’s pretty standard throughout the country, but I’m working on a story on just the challenges of taking athletes who may not have the academic 

credentials of their classmates and keeping them on track for a degree as they also have to deal with all the added stresses of playing a sport pretty much full-time. 

I wanted to get your take, in your capacity as liaison to the academic services program, on what sorts of resources athletes can draw on at UNC. 

I’m looking to get the article written for Sunday’s paper, so if you could let me know what’s the best time/number to reach you this week, I’d appreciate it. It 

shouldn’t take more than 10-15 minutes. 

Thanks, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

David Morrison 

Greensboro News & Record 

david.morrison@r~ews-record.corn 

(office) 336-373-7008 

(cell) 



From: ~email.unc,edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:16 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: SAF Question 

Hey Vince, 

He has not applied for any SAF funds during the 

i’hanks, 

school year, 

i:: il i[ Fii!? i 

i- .~ ;.::: ~(!i? ::i !i?) 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To-" 
Subjeel:: SAF Question 

8:48 PM 

tlas applied tbr and received fimds t?om SAF this spring? Thanks. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com~ 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 11:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@nnc.edtr~ 

RE: EdelmaJ~/UNC Call 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks for speaking with us too! Fm connecthlg wkb Charles and Justin later today, and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible. Likewise, if there’s anything that 

comes uD or [:h~t you Fleed, iust let me know. 
g.<!ih Keith I Ede;:ni:~r~:: 250 I-~udson, New Y.’i!’k. NY 10013 i 0:212-704-45451 M: 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 11:09 AN 

To: Keith, Beth 
Subject: RE: Edelman/UNC Call 

Hi Beth, 

Thanks rely much for aJlanging the call. I’m sony we were late connecting. We are looldng fol~vard to receiving the proposal. Please let me know if there is any 

information you need from me or anything else I can do to help. 

Vince 

From: Keith, Beth [mailto:Beth.Keith@edelman.coml 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Edelman/UNC Call 

Hi Vince, 

Just checking to make sure you guys can still make the call. Here’s the dial in. Let me know if you’re having trouble. 
Dial-in: 866-505-0028 
Int dial-in: 404-602-0727 
Passcode: 212-704-4545 
PIN (Beth): 3214 

~;,~!i?i Kei!:i~ I Edeinii~:!:: 250 I-~tldson, ~’4<,v~ Y,’?!’k. ~’JY .10’,:13 i {3: ,;.* J.,;.* -7’{.:’~-J,{’J,{"I ~VI: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 29, 2013 10:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

mperkins@ uncaa.unc.edu 

I:NV: April 9, 2014 

Vir~ce, 

We have tried to work times out for this game. It is one of the two midweek ACC games that we have, One is home one is away. Notre Dame is coming here. It is 

hard to iustify missing a day of class for a home contest. We are going to be travelling for other away games and it may put us in a bind. 

I tried I:o get a 1:30 and 3:30 s.:_~ only ?/i day potentially missed if that With th~:_~ir t#r~e constraints and suggestions of 12 and 2 you w.:_~uld report t.:_~ fi~-:~ld at 10 am for 

pre game. 

Donna 

From: Kristina Ganeff [mailto: Kristina.S.McCleary. l@nd.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: Papa, Donna ,1 
I:::c: Boo Gillette (bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: April 9, 2014 

Hey guys, 

How are you doing? Okay so we checked with Anthony Travel about latest flights out of Raleigh into Chicago for our April 9, 2014 date. The current flight 

schedules on a Wednesday evening include the latest flight which is only at 6:20 pro. I know this doesn’t give us much push back time in terms of a class miss. So 

what time would you like to start? 12 & 2? 

I already moved the team we were supposed to play on April 9 at home so we are all set to leave campus on April 8 after classes and play you guys on the 9th. 

Then we will fly back on the 9th. 

Keep up the good work...you guys looked great on t.v. the other night!!] 

Kris 

Kris Ganeff 

Associate Softball Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

Notre Dame, IN 46556 

574-631-9125 office 

574-631-3518 fax 

cell 

"GO IRISH" 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~; 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu:~; 

< ~live.unc.edu> 

Week of Retreat: Student-Athlete Development,        ) 

@uncaa. unc.edu; 

Hello all, 

It is about that time of year when we can catch our breath and look at the big picture. We would like to conduct a week of (m im-)retreats to 

help us do just that. 

There are five days in the week and five service areas of Student-Athlete Development. We would like to meet from 9am until 1pro each day to discuss 

one of the services provided by Student-Athlete Development. Tile schedule for discussion is outlined below. Each service has a designated point 

person who will spearhead the discussion. That person will be responsible for developing an agenda (i.e., what gets discussed about that particular 

service area). Our thought is that the agenda would include an overview of the past year, the game plan for tile upcoming year and then any special 

topics. There is also a list of Miscellaneous items. We could sprinkle these at the end of days with shorter agendas (SAAC, Personal Development) or 

simply combine SAAC and Personal Development allowing for a day dedicated to the Miscellaneous. 

The order of the topics has been assigned alphabetically and can be changed easily as needed. Vh~ce - please let us know which of the service areas 

you would like us to schedule for Monday and Tuesday of that week~ so you can be present. 

We will assemble a binder with a section for each service area. Each section will include the agenda for the day as well as any materials which would 

inform the attendees about the upcoming discussion. We would like to get the binders to the attendees in advance of the Week of Retreat so that they 

may familiarize themselves with the materials. We hope this will expedite the education process in order to hasten the discussion component. 

Also, we would like to spend the first 30 minutes the following morning approving old business. The point person from the previous day will present a 

summary of the review, next steps for the game plan, who is responsible for what, and finally timetables. Ideally, by the end of the week, these daily 

write-ups will contribute to a larger document. Once old business is approved, we will move onto the new business of the day. 

The location is TBA, but Cricket was thinking the Pope Box. 

Shelley 

Monday, 

Topic Advisory Council (SAAC) 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Tuesday, 

Topic: Career Development 

Point Person: Dana Gelin 

Wednesday. 

Topic: Leadership Development 

Point Person: Shelley Johnson 

Thursday, 

Topic: Outreach 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Friday, 

Topic: Personal Development 

Point Person: Cricket Lane 

Miscellaneous 

RISE Academy 

Organizational Structure 

Student-Athlete Portfolio 

Website Design 

Matt Terrell?? 

Sponsorship 

DiSC for Vince,       , and 

Rammy’s All Sport Banquet 

Welcome Back Picnic 

All Sport Corn petition 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

O’Barr, Allen W <allen obarr@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:20 PM 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocc@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; O’Barr, Allen W ~allen obarr@unc.edu> 

Re: meetings 

Will try to get it copied today. Vince, do u want me to leave it at the front desk of caps for your designate to pick np or do u prefer another route of deliver?-? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:33 AM, "Ciocca, Mano F --clocca~7~emad.unc.edu wrote. 

AIh:_m, can you send ; ~:_waluation? I dkt not refer to Dr, C)’}3~rr since this was not a st~bstance abuse iss~le 

Marie Ciocca, MD 
Direc~e[ o~ Sports Medicine 
University ef Nerth Ca[olina 

James A Tayior Campus Health Sewices 
CB# 7470 

Chapei Hili, ~: 27599-7470 
Confidentiaiii?~, Notice F!lis e-.msil message, inciu,’!ing any altachmenta, is fe[ the sole use ef intended recipient(s) and may ce~tain ce~fider!tial snd privilege,!! information Any uns utherized 

review, use, disciosu:’e or distribution is p:’ohibited if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:28 AM 

Te: Ciocca, Mario F 

Subject: RE: meetings 

Ma~io, 

Can you please ask Dr. O’Barr to send us both a copy of his evaluation of           . John Blanchard did not give me a copy of that nor did he tell me 
about it. Also, will you schedule an assessment for with Dr. O’Barr? Thanks Mario. 

Vince 

From: IVlario Ciocca [mailto:ciocca@emal.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:4:t AM 

To: llle, Vince 

Subject: meetings 

and 

Marie Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Thewes <Mark.Thewes@Broncos.NFL.net~ 

Monday, 2:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

VJnce, 

I am emailing you regarding in order to determine with the NFL the earliest we can have him at our facility, we need three pieces of 

information from you on 

Has he graduated? If yes, when? 

What is the last day of finals for the Spring semester/quarter? (even if he’s graduated) 

What is the graduation date this Spring? (even if he’s already graduated). 

Thanks, 

Mark 

Mark Thewes 

Director, Team Administration 

Denver Broncos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J -~jp@unc.edtc> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Additional needs tbr 2014 budget 

Ok I have one change on travel budget. I mn not separating out the budget and Hawaii trip. I will give you updated sheet. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 4:03 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, thanks. I’ll see you here at 11. 

From= Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2023 3:49 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Re: Additional needs for 2014 budget 

Ok I can do that I have appt at 12 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 3:23 PM, "llle, Vince" <[].[e_@_u___n_..c_:..e_d__u_> wrote: 

Donna, 
I’m available at 11 k~morrow morning if you’d like to meet then. Please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From-" Papa, Donna J 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 1:19 PM 
To-" mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 

Cc= Mitchell, Catherine 
Subject-" Additional needs for 2014 budget 

All, 

I have attached my additional needs for my budget for 2013 -14. I have itemized the team travel budget needs in an excel form. My other 

needs are listed and justified in a word document that is attached as well. 

Mike, I cannot tell is the $16,000 in officials fees for ACC play was added in even though it is listed. 

Vince, I would like to meet with you to explain my needs. Are you available tomorrow morning? I have an appt and am going recruiting 

tomorrow afternoon. 

Thank you. 

<image001 .j pg> 

Donna ,I. Papa 
University’ of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 4:33 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

FYI, Illinois 

Assembly Mall at Illinois now nam÷d State Farm Center 

~.~ii~i~l tnown as Assembly Hall at the Uqivt~!r,.~i~,y of IliiE:oi~; will be named the State Farm Center, ~:he ~chool armoi~E:ct~!(~ I~t:ii~(~ay’~ 

State Farm Insurance and the school agreed to a 30-year, $60 million deal for the naming rights. The building is undergoing a revovation project with 

completion scheduled in time to open the 2016 season. The 16,000 capacity arena opened in 1963 and houses the men’s and women’s basketball teams. 

"We are extremely proud to announce this relationship with State Farm, one of the most respected corporate brands in the world," 

Illinois Director of Athletics Mig:~ Thoma,.~ said. "State Farm has been an outstanding partner for the University of Illinois for more than 

two decades, and this agreement will carry that partnership forward for at least three more. The Assembly Hall is one of the most 

recognizable structures in the nation and, at 50 years of age, has served the UI campus, community and Central Illinois very well. This 

agreement will ensure State Farm Center will serve those same constituents, and even more, for many years to come. " 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mr. Thewes, 

Wally Richardson <wrich~}email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:57 PM 

Mark.Thewes@Broncos.NFL.net 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Vince Ille asked that I respond to your previous email regarding 

degree in Communication Studies¯ The last day of finals this spring is 

your request¯ 

Sincerely, 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 0N) 

(c) 

graduated from UNC Chapel Hill this past December 

. Spring commencement is Sunday, 

with his BA 

¯ I hope this information fulfills 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 29, 2013 6:06 PM 

Angie Bitting <abitting@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Boyd, Stephen L <sboyd@unc.edu>; Suits, Christy H. <Christy Suits@unc.edu-~; Perry, Clara A 

<caperry@unc.edu-~; Brooks, Mark Michael <mark brooks@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince --~ille@unc.edu> 

PID for new employee 

Folks, 

Marielle vanGelder, our new Associate Athletic Director for Compliance will be officially joining 

Us on Wednesday, May ist. So that you can assist her with her computer, email, onyen, parking, 

Building access, cell phone, etc., her is the assigned PiD: 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

UNCAA-Swimming <uncaa swimming@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <tmcaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., I,ary A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Wa]sh, Sue 

<sue walsh@unc.edu> 

PTC - 

:.pdf 

Coaches: 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact for a 

Let me know if you have any questions or would like additional information on 

Thank£. 

student-athlete at the 



To Whom It May Concern: 

Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, the student-athlete named below has the 
official permission to speak with any institution other than the institution(s) named 

below regarding the possibilities of transferring. 

L ** Name and sport of student-athlete:      ~_ 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3 and/or 14.5.5.2.10, this student-athlete does not have 
permission to speak with the institution(s) named below: 

Any Institution in the Big Ten Conference (including Maryland and Rutgers) 

Should you need further information, please fax your eligibility form to 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:09 AM 

Lm~ce Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NLI request i 

NLI-ASA Foml.pdf 

Vince, 

Got one more: 

Thanks’. 

Tom 



:~:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:! 

NLI/ASA Information Form 

Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Spot: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name ! 

Middle Last 

Street 

First 

PID (if applicable):~i 

Date of Birth: ) 

Jtmior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please note that thesefimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

A 

Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iOne Year Award only 

Compliance Office Section 

Eligibility Center TD:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... NO 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

W’ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

No problem. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Richardson, Wally 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks Wally. 

On 

Richardson, Wally <wficha@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, l 1:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

6:59 PM 

, at 5:00 PM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Thewes, 

Vince Ille asked that I respond to your previous email regarding 

with his BA degree in Communication Studies. The last day of finals this spring is 

this information fulfills your request. 

Sincerely, 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
qlq Q~ qRq:~ (W) 

(O 

~,raduated from UNC Chapel Hill this past December 

~. Spring commencement is                , I hope 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

UNCAA-Men’s Lacrosse <uncaa menslacrosse@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Montgomeu, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

PTC- 

Coaches: 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact fo , a student-athlete at 

Let me know if you have any questions or would like additional information on i 

Thanks, 

i ~, i: ,~ ~:::::~ ~ij i..~ ~ Y[~:,: iiil, C,:~vo~ il ~i~, 

i:’i~, ~, ~.:: (9 == (i, i, =,i~i~:==..!I. ~:==. :=.!i i?; 

~email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesdw, 3:20 PM 

UNCAA-Men’s Lacrosse <uncaa menslacrosse@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Terrell, Mart <mterrell@unc.edu>; Montgomeu, John R <jmonk@unc.edu> 

ATTACHMENT: PTC- 

.pdf 

Sorry, I forgot the attachment on the last email. Rookie mistake... 

Thanks, 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Tuesday, 1:40 PM 

FW: Permission To Contact - 

From: ,.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:46 AM 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: Permission To Contact - 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, grants your institution permission to contact 
student-athlete in the sport of regarding his interest in a possible transfer to your institution. 

If you require additional information, please fee[ free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

a 

Compliance Coordinator 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you received this e=mail and are not the 

intended recipient, please inform the sender by e-mail reply and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

NLI reuqest 

NLI-ASA Intbnnation Fonn.pdf 

One more 

Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:14 PM 
To: Timmerman s, Tom 
Subject: FW: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form pdf 

He just got an ACT score that cleared him with Admissions as a Level 2 kid.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Grant Porter [mailto:~tporter(~)unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               3:10 PM 

To: Markos, I~ance M; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Carlos Somoano; JeffNegalha 
Subject: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form pdf 

ASA attached 

Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form pdf 

The attached :tile is the filled-out form. Please open it to review the data. 



:~:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:!:! 

NLI/ASA Information Form 

Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Spot: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): i. .................................................................................................................. 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

Permanent Address: 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" colunm. Please note that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

A 

Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNone 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... NO 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ’" ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmerma]~unc.edu> 

Re: NLI request 

He just for his ACT yesterday and is officially up to Level 2. Hit a 21 composite, which is about a 990 on the SAT 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:57 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hold for the moment. Barbara’s records indicate he is a Level 1 and his best SAT is a 900 (she indicates he needs a 990 to get to Level 2). Lance, does that agree with your assessment? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Timmermans, Tom 
> Sent: Tuesday,, 3:27 PM 
> To: Ilie, Vmce 
> Subject:. N’LI reuqest 
> 

> one more 
> 

>_ 

> 

> Thanks! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Markos, Lance M 
> Sent: Tuesday, ;:14 PM 
> To: ’17imlnermans, Tom 
> SubJect: FW: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form.pall 
> 

> He just got an ACT score that cleared him with Admissions as a Level 2 kid. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: (}rant Porter [mailto:<tporterO~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, ,            3:10 PM 
> To: Markos, Lance M; @ore Timmermans 
> Cc: Carlos Somoano; JeffNegalha 
> Subject: Fore1 Retm-ned: NLI-ASA Ii’ffmruation Form.pdf 
> 

>. ASA attached 
> 

> Form Returned: NLI-ASA Itffomlation Form.pdf 
> 

> The attached file is the filled-out form. Please open it to review the data. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtr~ 

Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@emml.unc.edu>; Gaxth, Christy Lynn <cgarth@unc.edu>; Stet~nski, Eric Edward 

<estefan@email.unc.edu> 

ALL: 

We have a commitment from and request an admissions slot for him. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 
University of Nort~ Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: fichde~lm@unc.edu 
Ship m: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 

www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan,N@;unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <iIle@unc.edu:~ 

RE: NLIs 

The following signed an ASA only 

Will enroll in fall of 

Enrolled in the Spring of 

Still outstanding 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Timmerman s, Tom 
Subject: NLIs 

8:38 AM 

Tom, 
Be12~re my meeting with Barbara, can you please send me a cumulative list of all student-athletes to whom we have issued an NL[? Thanks. 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:57 PM 
To: Timmerman s, Tom 
Cc: Markos, l,ance M 
Subject: RE NLI request 

Hold [’or the moment Barbara’s records indicate he is a Level 1 and his best SAT is a 900 (she indicates he needs a 990 to get to Level 2). l,ance, does that agree with your assessment? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday,, 3:27 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject:             NLI reuqest 

One nrore 

Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:14 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: FW: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Formpdf 

He just got an ACT score that cleared him with Adnlissions as a Level 2 kid... 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Grant Porter [ruailto:atporter(&unc. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               3:10 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Torn Timmetruans 
Cc: Carlos Somoano; Jeff Negalha 
Subject: Form Re~uned: NLI-ASA Information Form.pdf 

ASA attached 

FOlTn Reall-ned: NLI-ASA Information Form pdf 

The attached file is the filled-out form. Please open it to review the data. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 11:41 AM 

Will Webb <WWebb@charlottesports.org>; Charles Waddell <charlesw@sc.edu> 

John Montgomeo~ (john@raJnsclub.com); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

RE: Agreement 

Charles--we are ready to sign the agreemenL Are you? I]: yes, I will print 3 copies and get our signatures and Lhen rnail to you (along with a digital copy). 

Will --- Wednesday 5/8 does not work for gubba or Fedora. Thursday 5/9 at 9 am can work for Bubba, but not for Fedora. 

Thursday, 5/9 at S pm works GREAT for both of them. 

if we can’t make any of those work, I wouH suggest we get th~:_~ agreem~:_mt signed and th~-_m do a release rather than waiting for a la~:er "late to announce the game. 

Rick 

From: Will Webb [mailto:WWebb@chadottesports.org] 
Sent= Monday, April 29, 2013 3:36 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Charles Waddell 
Cc= Will Webb 
Subject: Re: Agreement 

Have we checked availability of Bubba and coach for next Wednesday around 4-6 or Thursday at 9!??? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 3:30 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <_r_ic_k_s_t__e_!_@_ .e__m__a_!)_:._u_..n_c._@_y.> wrote: 

Will, we are ready to sign. Rick 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Tricomi, William T" <will tricomi@unc.edu> 

Date: April 29, 2013, 2:48:05 PM EDT 

To: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Agreement 

Rick, 

This revised contract looks good. They made the changes we discussed and only those changes. I have no further comments. 

Thanks, 

Will 

From= Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 2:37 P! 
To: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Tricomi, William T 

Subject: FW: Agreement 

From: Will Webb [maiRo:WWebb@charlottesports.orq] 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 12:58 PM 

To: WADDELL, CHARLES; Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: chrisoates@mvalaw.com 
Subject: Agreement 

Attached is the Agreement with the edits we discussed. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
*********PLEASE P’~OTE ,:’,47 EMAILADDRESS HAS CHANGED********* 

~ ~_E__&B__@_C__E&_R__L__O__~_E__S___P__O__&T__S__:_O__B f! 

~ii cid:image005.jpg@0 ICE 
2551.7AF33160 

WILL WEBB i EXECUllVE ~?iRkCrOR 

P (704) 644-4042 I M I -t.~-V-,LLL~-8-~CHA2LO’n’ES~ORTS ORG 

4725 PIEDMONT ROW DRIVE ] SUITE 200 I CHARLOTTE, NC 22210 

WWW CI4AR[OTrESPORTS ORG : WWWACC~OOT2ALLCHARLO~TE COM j WWW 2ELKBOWL COM 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:14 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richde~lm@tmc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu2; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Li~inger, Michael B <mli~ing@emml.unc.edu>; GaJth, Christy Ls.’ml <cgarth@unc.e&P; Stethnski, Eric Edward 

<estefan@email.unc.edu> 

RE:’ 

RiCtI, 

He’s been admitted with one of your slots. His decision should be available on his MyCarolina page after 6:00 tonight. Once he opens the link for the decision, he 

will also be able to officially accept his place and submit his deposit elecrtronically. 

[.~-_d: me know i[ you n~-:~ed anything els~-_~. 

B a r ba ra 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Wednesday,           8:02 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Narkos, Lance N 
Cc: Litzinger, Michael B; Garth, Christy Lynn; Stefanski, Eric Edward 
Subject:" 

ALL: 

We have a commitment from i and request an admissions slot for him. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 
Universib’ of Norfll Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: .......... 

Email: fichdeselm(~unc.edu 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:27 PM 

UNCAA-Track aid Field <m~caa trackandfield@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complim~ce@groups.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

PTC - 

.pdf 

Coaches: 

Please find attached the Permission to Contactfor              al 

Let me know ifyou have any questions or wouldlike additionalJnformation on 

Thanks, 

tudent-athlete at 

]i:k~:~,:.: (S~ ii !:)) ,~]i~:::i:]!:. :::iO0:]!: 

~email.unc.edu 



Fo Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3,                    ~ grants your institution permission to 
contact i            ~ re~arding his interest in transferring to your institution and participating in the sport of 

If you would like additional information regarding please fax or e- 
mail your institution’s student-athlete transfer information form to the compliance office at 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 6:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: 1~’: 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, 5:03 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: 

Paul, 
Thanks for your assistance in adjusting today’s meeting with             FYI,     indicated to me that he would like to postpone all future agent meetings until 

after’ the season. Just wanted to make sure you were aware ot: this current thought process. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

I)irect~r of Foolball Stadeni- AlhJele Development 

Phone: (919) 962-9I I9 

Mobile: 

t,;-. M~Jl: ~:[]_l_i~_r_~L~Lu_!!_c_~:a_:__u__rLc_:_e_st___u_ 
From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, B:.IS AM 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: RE: 

Arldre’~ 
I will ask Craig Domann when I see him in about 30 m]Rutes and will text you. I’m guessing it won’t be a problem but I don’t know when his flight out of town is 

scheduled. 

Paul 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Thursday, 7:46 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

Paul. 

has recently requested to push back his meeting time with today’s agent to 12:30 pm. Please let me know if this is possible? has currently set up 

a very important meeting with his professor. 
Best regards, 
Andre’ 
Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Phone: (919) 962-9119 
Mobile: 

E-Mail: a williams(a,~mcaaa mc.e& t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

’ < ~emaJl.unc.edu> 
Friday, ; 11:53 AM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp~unc.edu>; DiBitetto, Andrew F <~ati_tibite@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edw~; Montgomew, John R 
<jmonUg) unc.edu> 

PTC - 

pdf 

Coaches: 

Please find attached the Permission to Contactfor 

Let me know ifyou have any questions or wouldlike additionalinformation on 

Thanks, 

student-athlete at 



To Whom !t M~/Concern: 

.......... in a~cOrda~ ~ N~ Bylaw i311.i~, 
~ student-athlete 

gran~ yObtin~on l~rmissionto contact ................................... 
r~arding the pos~bility of transferring to your in~ution. 

Please note that this perml~ion shall expire should 
full-time ~badent during the subsequent ~.~Bdemic year ( 
O.I. 05/251’i995, 

mroI! again at             as a. 
academic year) in accordance with NCAA 

Should you have Bny questions, please feel free ~ corrtact our offices. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 12:37 PM 

Morelli, David Dominic <dmorelli@email.unc.edu> 

Hams, Tracy U <tharri@email.unc.edtr% Ille, Vince <i]le@unc.edu> 

RE: That time ofyem - question about Graduate Assistaat coaches 

Dominic, 

See the responses below. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 

Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 12:04 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: That time of year - question about Graduate Assistant coaches 

Just checking to see if you got this? 

I know I should have this in an old e-mail file but since all my older e-mail files were lost in the great Groupwise crash I need some refresher information. Here are 

the questions: 

-) When do the GA coaching stipends fo              and            end? Is the check they just received their last one -or is there a partial one for May? 

The stipends end 05/:15/2013 and they will receive a partial check the end of May. 

-) We want to put them on hourly pay once their last stipend date is up. I believe the answer is no- but do they need to any paperwork before they start logging 

hours? On what date can they start hourly? are both already on the hourly payroll and should begh-~ entering hours in TIM effective 05/16/2013. Will 

the,/be returning as GA’s in the fall? 

-) Also, I have 2 student managers that will be working part time this summer and logging hours. Is the check they just received their last one -or is there a partial 

one for May? Do they need to do paperwork to work hourly? On what date can they begin logging hours? Student managers are also on payroll through May :1.5th. 

Who are they so we can see if they are already on the hourly payroll. If they are not on the hourly payroll, we need to get that done ASAP~ 

If I am remembering correctly the only paperwork all of them need to do is the Departmental Payroll sheet - but getting too old to depend on that memory. :0) 

Thanks for your help! You’re no~ ~oo old, but there are definitely new forms and approval processes in the mix. Tracy will be able to tell you exactly which forms 

you will need and we’ll need them ASAP, 

Hope all that helps. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangelder@unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 3, 2013 5:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

RE: That time of year - question about (kcaduate AssistaJat coaches 

Thanks. I’ll add it to my list of questions! 

MvG 

Marielle A, vanGek’ler 

Associate Athletic Director 

University ot: North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
~-r~va n gel d e~@ u t~c. e d u 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Friday, lay 03, 2013 12:42 P! 
To: Vangelder, Narielle A 

Subject: FW: That time of year - question about Graduate Assistant coaches 

Not sure if compliance has typically reviewed how and when we pay the 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce k 
Sent: Friday, Nay 03, 2013 12:37 PI 

To: Morelli, David Dominic 
Cc: Harris, Tracy U; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: That time of year - question about Graduate Assistant coaches 

Dolqqinic, 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Morelli, David Dominic 

Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 12:04 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: That time of year - question about Graduate Assistant coaches 

Just checking to see if you got this? 

GA coaches. FYI. Thanks. 

I know I should have this in an old e-mail file but since all my older e-mail files were lost in the great Groupwise crash I need some refresher information. Here are 

the questions: 

-) When do the GA coaching stipends for             and            end? Is the check they just received their last one -or is there a partial one for May? 

The stipends end 05/:[5/20:].3 and they will receive a partial check the end of May. 

-) We want to put them on hourly pay once their last stipend date is up. I believe the answer is no- but do they need to any paperwork before they start logging 

hours? On what date can they start hourly? are both already on the hourly payroll and should begin entering hours in TIM effective 05/16/2013, Will 

they be returning as GA’s in the tall? 

-) Also, I have 2 student managers that will be working part time this summer and logging hours. Is the check they just received their last one -or is there a partial 

one for May? Do they need to do paperwork to work hourly? On what date can they begin logging hours? Student managers are also on payroll through May 15th. 

Who are they so we can see if they are already on the hourly payroll, I[ thevare not on the hourly payroll, we need to get that done ASAP. 

If I am remembering correctly the only paperwork all of them need to do is the Departmental Payroll sheet - but getting too old to depend on that memory. :0) 

Thanks for your help! You’re not too old, but there are definitely new forms and approval processes in the mix. Tracy will be able to tell you exactly which forms 

you will need and we’ll need them ASAP. 

Hope all that helps. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:19 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Thomp~)n, JennitEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~ 

Core GPAs 

Hi, Lance, 

I hope you’re having a good weekend. 

I need help with some core GPAs. Can you compute them based on what we currently have? It looks like there are transcripts in Image Now for some of these 

students but it’s possible you may not have all the transcripts. Please let JT know which ones you need and she can get them over to you. (Thanks, JT!!) 

Thanks for the help. At some point I will also need another tutorial on how to check for these on the Clearinghouse site. I’m able to access the site but can’t find 

the specific student information like I could on their old site. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks!! 

Barbara 

Also, I have                        with a 21 ACT, which would make him level 1. You have him as a level 2 with a 23 ACT. Did you get the higher score from the 

Clearinghouse site? We have no record of any score other than the 21. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Saturday, 6:23 PM 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edtv~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu2; Polk, Barbara Jo <bv~lk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennitbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu-~ 

Core GPAs 

Hi, Joe, 

I need a little help with a couple of core GPAs for your walk-on guys. Do you have the transcripts and can you send me core GPAs? If you need transcripts, let JT 

know and we’ll (that should really be JT......thanks JT!!!) will get them to you. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:17 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Thompson, JennilEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Core GPAs 

Hi Barbara, 

I do have copies of the transcripts that are on file with the NCAA Eligibility Center, Both and 

Their 6 semester core GPAs are: 

: 3(543 

: 4.93?; 

Both of them are not counted as slots since they were competitive admits, correct? 

Let me know if you need anything else. 

Joe 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Saturday, ~:23 PM 
To: Haydon, Joe 
Co: Tile, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: Core GPAs 

Hi, Joe, 

I need a little help with a couple of core GPAs for your walk-on guys. Do you have the transcripts and can you send me core GPAs? If you need transcripts, let JT 

know and we’ll (that should really be JT......thanks JT!]!) will get them to you. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

~re both early academic qualifiers with the NCAA. 



From: Tim Smith <~tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Sent: Sunday, May 5, 2013 6:17 PM 

To: llIe, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Big Hitters 

Vince, 

Just putting in Big Hitter info now and had a couple of questions from your reply - 

i. Shirt size? 

2. Your note said you were coming in Saturday evening - great. Anytime that works for you is good on our end. It also said you were leaving Monday morning. 

l’m happy to book you a room for Sunday night, but you will likely be the only one staying there. Most folks that don’t play golf will leave Sunday after 

breakfast. Those that do play golf usually leave after lunch - between 1-2 PM. Anything is fine with me, I just wanted to make you aware of the norm. Just 

let me know. 

Thanks, 

Tim 

*Please note - My email has changed to .t_!__m___~__r__a___m____s__c_Lu___b_:__c_9___m__ 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director J UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I M:            J F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsclub.corn 



From: Tim Smith <tim@raJnsclub.com> 

Sent: Sunday, May 5, 2013 7:08 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Big ttitters 

Perfect. Thanks. 

~Please note - My email has changed to tim@ramsclub.com 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Direcl:or I UNC r~ams Club 

f"~O~ Box 2~146, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843,6448 I M:             I F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, May 05, 2013 7:01 PM 

To: -rim Smith 
Subject: Re: Big Hitters 

HeyTim, 

Must have put in the wrong date. I plan to arrive around 5 pm Saturday and leave Sunday morning. Shirt size is medium. Thanks and hope you’ve had a great 

weekend. 

Vince 

On May 5, 2013, at 6:17 PM, "Tim Smith" <tim@ramsdub.com> wrote: 

Vince, 

Just putting in Big Hitter info now and had a couple of questions from your reply- 

1. Shirt size? 

2. Your note said you were coming in Saturday evening - great. Anytime that works for you is good on our end. It also said you were leaving 

Monday morning. I’m happy to book you a room for Sunday night, but you will likely be the only one staying there. Most folks that don’t play 

golf will leave Sunday after breakfast. Those that do play golf usually leave after lunch - between 1-2 PM. Anything is fine with me, I just 

wanted to make you aware of the norm. Just let me know. 

Thanks, 

Tim 

*Please note - My email has changed to tim@ramsclub.com 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I M:              F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsdub.com I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

/ < ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:17 AM 

UNCAA-Compliance <m~caa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; DeSehn, Rich L <fichdesehn@unc.edu>; Li~inger, Michael B 

<mlitzing~@~email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry, A. <qathga]lo@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

- PTC 

pdf 

Mr 

Attached is your completed request granting permission to contact 

know if you have any questions or need any additional information on 

Thanks. 

pa student-athlete at the University of North Carolina. Let me 



Lance Marcos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 

Dear Lance: 

The                    is requesting permission to contact 
a student-athlete at your institution. 

May we ~/~ 

YES NO 

r 

Date 

Printed N~e Title 

Please fax your reply to the ’~ 
~umich.edu. Call me at 

your assistance. 

Compliance Services Ot’fice at              or e-mail it to me at 
; if you have any questions or concerns. Thank you for 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 2:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

FW: 2014 Scheduling Options 

Vince --- 

Let’s discuss the below~ 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Dave Brown [mailto:Dave.Brown@espn.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 2:04- PM 

To; Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢-" Larry Gallo 
Subject: 2014 Scheduling Options 

Rick, here are a couple of ideas for 2014. Give me a call when you get a second and we can go through the list. 

Dave 

Guarantee Options 
Old Dominion - know you are playing them in 2013 

Southern Miss - looking for a guarantee game - BYU set to release them from a road commitment 

Buffalo -week 3_ -currently undecided on another guarantee game 

UTEP 

Colorado State 

Idaho 

Northern Illinois 

Rice 

Louisiana Tech 

Home and Home starting in Chapel Hill 

Purdue - possible but needs the return in 2015 

Cincinnati - needs the return in 2015 

Vandy -would have more latitude on the return 

Rutgers - would have more latitude on the return 

Washington State - could start on the road - really looking to start at home and return in ’15 

Dave Brown 

VP, Programming 

(512) 994-3701 (o) 

(c) 



Fronl: 

Sent: Monday, 4:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Subject: Permission to Speak 

Attach: UNC.pdf 

Mr. file, 

A current student-athlete at Villanova, 

Thank you, 

@villanova.edu 

, has an interest in participating in youl arogram. Please find her permission to speak attached. 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

Vince Ille 

Sr. Associate AD 
University of North Carolina 

Dear Mr. Ille 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3,                   grants your institution 

permission to contact                  , a student-athlete in the sport of 

Should you need additional information, please feel free to contact me at 

or via email at               ~villanova.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Director of Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

These are the ACC Scholar-Athletes and they usually also send out all-ACC Academic team nominations as well. Have you received an email regarding this award? 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

OK, thank you. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Welbom, Spencer 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:25 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: Re: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Thank Vince We will take care of this over the next week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 5:47 P£% "llle, Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Spencer, 
> Do you coordinate the applications for these awards too? ’]?hanks. 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Steve Kirschner [mailto :stevekirschn er(~r!unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:41 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Dana Gelm 
> Subject: Fwd: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L’IT~; DROID 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
> t;rom: "Yakola, Amy" <ayakola@theacc org<mailto:ayakola(~r!theacc.org>> 
> To: "Blake James (bjames@miami.edu<mailto:biames(@miami edu>)" 
> <bjames@miami.edu<mailto:biames(~miami.edu>>,"Brad Bates 

> (brad.bates@bc edu<m ailto :brad.bates(£ bc. edu>)" 
> <brad.bates@bc.edu<mailto:brad bates@bc.edu>>,"Bubba Cunningham 
> (bubbac@uncaa.unc. edu< mailto:bubbac@uncaa.unc, edu>)" 
> <bubbac @uncaa. unc edu<mailto :bubbac@uncaa unc. edu>>," Craig Littlepage 
> (cklge@virginia.edu<mailto:cklge,@,virginia.edu>y 
> <cklge@irgmia.edu<mailto:cklgel&virginia.edu>>,"Dan Radakovich 
> (drad@clemson.edu<mailto:drad,@,clemson.edu>)" 
> <drad@clemson.edu<mailto:drad(d},,clemson.edu>>,"Debbie Yow 
> (d vow@ncsu.edu<mailto:d yow(&ncsu.edu>)" 
> <d vow@ncsu.edu<mailto:d yow(d?ncsu.edu>>,"Jim Weaver 
> (weaverj @vt. edu<mailto :weaver i (d},,vt. edu>)" 
> <weaverj@t.edu<mailto:weaveric~vt.edu>>,"Kcvin Anderson 
> (kevina@tm~d. edu<mailto :kevina(&umd.edu>)" 
> <kevina@umd. edu<mailto :kcvina,@,mnd. edu>>, "Kevin White 
> (kwhite@ dua a. dnke. edu<mailto :kwhite(d},,duaa. dttke, edu>)" 
> <kwhite@duaa.duke.edu<mailto:kwhite(~,duaa.duke.edu>>,"Paul Griffin 
> (pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto :pgriffinl&athletics.gatech.edu>)" 
> <pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto:pgriffin,@,athletics.gatech.edu>>, 
> "Ran@ Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu<mailto:rspetman(d},,fsu.edu>)" 
> <rspetman@fsu.edu<raailto:rspetman(~,fsu.edu>>,"Ron Wellman 
> (wellmanr@wfu. edu<mailt o :wellmam(~,~u. edu>)" 
> <welhnanr@wfu.edu<mailto:wellmanr(~wfu.edu>>,"Adrien Harraway 
> (ah4nb @irginia. edu<raailto: ah4nb @vir ~inia. edu>)" 
> <ah4nb@irginia.edu<mailto:ah4nb(&viramia.edu>>,"Carrie Lcger 
> (carrieleger@ncsu.edu<mailto:carrie le~er(g~ncsu.edu>)" 
> <carrieleger@ncsuedu<mailt°:came leaer(&ncsu.edu>>,"Cl’uis Uchacz 
> (cuchacz@unld.edu<mailto :cuchacz@umd.edu>)" 
> <cuchacz@umd.edu<rrmilto:cuchacz@tm~d.edu>>,"David Wyman 
> (d.v,5’man@miami. edu<mailt o :d.,awman@miarm. edu>)" 
> <dwTman@niami edu<mailto:dwyman,@miami.e&a>>,"Dr Dard Miller 
> (dard.miller@bc.e&a<mailto:dard.miller@bc.edu>)" 
> <dard miller@bc.edu<mailto:dard.miller@bc.edu>>,"Heather Ryan 
> (hryan@du aa.duke edu<mailto :hryan@du aa duke. edu>)" 
> <hryan@duaa.duke.e&a<mailto:hryan@duaa.duke.edu>>,"Jane Caldwell 
> (caldwejh@wi~a edu<mailto:caldweih@~vliJ edu>)" 
> <caldwejh@wfu.edu<mailto:caldweih@wfu.e&a>>,"Jermaine Holmes 
> (j eholmes@,/,, edu <mailto :j eholmes@vt, edu>)" 
> <jeholmes@t.edu<mailto:jeholmes(~vt edu>>,"Kevin Wall 
> (kmwall@syr.edu<mailto:kmwall@svr edu>)" 
> <klmvall@syr.e&a<mailto:kmwall@syr.edu>>,"Mike Farabaugh 
> (baugh@pitt.edu<mailto:baugh@pitt edu>)" 



> <baugh@pitt.edu<mailto:baugh(~pitt edu>>,"Phyllis M. LaBaw 
> (p]abaw@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto:plabawO~athletics.gatech.edu>)" 
> < plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu<m ai]to:plabaw(~athletics.aatech.edu>>,"Reb 

> ecca Bowman (rbowman@clemson edu<mailto:rbowman(~clemson.edu>)" 
> <rbowman@clemson.edu<mailto:rbowman(@c]emson edu>>,"Robert Mercer 
> (rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu<mai]to:rmercer(/r! uncaa unc.edu>)" 
> <rmercer@uncaa unc edu<mailto:rmercerO~uncaa.unc edu>>,"She]ia Meek 
> (ssm2b@virginia.edu<mailto:ssm2b@irginia.edu>)" 
> <ssm2b@irginia.edu<mailto:ssm2b@virginia.edu>>," Steve Duzan 
> (sduzan@ admin, fsu. edu<mailto: sduzan,@,admin, fsu. edu>)" 
> <sduzan@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:sduzan(~,,admin.fsu.edu>>,"Vanessa Fuchs 
> (vfuchs @adrain. fsu. edu<mailt o :vfuchs(~,adrnin. fsu. edu> )" 
> <vfuchs@ a&nin, fsu. edu<nlailto :xrfuchs(d?adrain. fsu. edu>>," B arbar a 
> Kemmdy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu<mailto:kbarbar(d~clemson.edu>)’’ 

> <kbarbar@clemson.edu<nrailto:kbarbar(&clenrson.edu>>,"Barbara Walker 
> (walkerbg@wfu. edu<mailto :walkerbg(d?wfu. edu>)" 
> <walkerbg@wfu. edu<mailto :walkerbg (&wfu. edu>>, "Beth Miller 
> (bnliller @uric aa. uric. edu<mailto :brailler (~,unca a. uric. edu>)" 
> <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:bnriller(d?uncaa.tmc.edu>>,"Jaclyn Jacki 
> Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu<mailto:isilar,@,duaa.duke.edu>)" 

> <i silar@duaa, duke. edu<mailto:i silar,@,duaa, duke. edu>>," Jane Miller 
> (j m2y@irginia, edu<raailto :im2y(d},,virginia. edu>)" 
> <jm2y@virginia.edu<nrailto:irn2v(~Nirginia.edu>>,"Jemlifer Strawley 
> (j. str awley@nlianli, edu<mailt o:i. str awlev,@,mialni, edu>)" 
> <j.strawley@lrSalrs.edu<n~ailto:i.strawley(&lrSalni.edu>>," Jody Mooradian 

> (mooradio@bc.edu<mailto:mooradio(d?bc.edu>)" 
> <mooradjo@bc.edu<raailto:mooradio(&bc.edu>>,"Lisa Rudd 

> (lrudd@t.edu<mailto :lrudd~vt.edu>)" 
> <lrudd@vt.edu<mailto:lrudd(~vt.edu>>,"Lori Ebihara 
> (lebihara@ttmd.edu<mailto:lebihara(&umd.edu>)" 
> <lebihara@mnd. edu<nrailt o: lebihara(~umd, edu>>," Michelle Lee 
> (rrxichellelee@ncsu.edu<nlailto:lnichelle lee@ncsu.edu>)" 
> <michellelee@ncsu. edu<mailto:nrichellelee@ncsu, edu>>," Sharon 
> McCloskey (smcclosk@t.edu<nrailto:smcclosk@vt.edu>)" 
> <smcclosk@vt edu<mailto:smcclosk@vt.edu>>,"Theresa Wenzel 
> (twenzel@athletics gatech edu<mailto :twenzel@athletics gatech, edu>)" 
> <twenzel@athletics.gatech. edu<mailto:twenzel@athletics, gatech.edu>>,"V 

> anessa Fuchs @fuchs@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:vfuchs@admin.fsu edu>)" 
> <,~Tuchs@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu>>,"Annabelle \~ers 
> (annabelle myers@ncsu edu<mailto:al’mabelle mvers@ncsu.edu>)" 
> <almabelle myers@ncsu.edu<mailto:armabelle myers@ncsu.edu>>,"Art Chase 
> (chasea@du aa. duke edu<lnailto: chasea @duaa. duke edu>)" 
> < cha sea@ dua a duke. edu <mailto :chasea@ du a a duke. edu>>," Chris Ca meron 
> (cameroch@bc edu<mailto:cameroch@bc.edu >)" 
> <c ameroch@bc, edu <mailto:c ameroch@bc, edu>>," Chris Freet 
> (c fi-eet @lniami edu <mailt o :c .freet @miami. edu>)" 
> <c.free@miami.edu<lnailto:c fi-eet~@miami e&a>>,"Clzris Yandle 
> (c.yandle@miami.edu<mailto:c yandle@miami edu>)" 
> <c yandle@miami.edu<mailto:c.yandle@miami.edu>>,"David Smith 

> (vtsid@t. edu<mailto:vtsid@vt, edu>)" 
> <~, si d@~~, edu<mailto :vtsid@t. edu>>," Dean B uchan 
> (dbu chan@athletics gatech, edu<mailto :dbuchan@athletics. ~atech.edu>)" 
> <dbuchan@athletics.gatech edu<mailto :dbuchan@athletics.aatech. edu>>,"E 
> lliott Finebloom (efmebloom@fsu edu<mailto:eflneblooln@fsu edu>)" 
> <efinebloom@fsu edu<mailto:efinebloom@£su edu>>,"Jim Daves 
> (j imdaves@irginia, edu<mailto :j imdaves@virginia, e&a>)" 
> <jimdaves@virginia edu<mailto:iimdaves@ir~inia.edu>>,"Best, Kevin S." 

> <kevinbest@unc. edu<mailto :kevinbest@unc. edu>>,"Rick Steinbacher 
> (rsteinbacher@uncaa unc edu<m ai]to:rsteinbacher(@uncaa.unc edu>)" 
> < rsteinbac her@ un caa.unc, edu<mai lto :rsteinbac her(a)uncaa.unc, edu>>,"Kirsc 
> hner, Steve" 
> <stevekirschner@unc.edu<mailto:stevekirschnerO~unc.edu>>,"Steve Shutt 
> (shuttsj @wfu.edu<mailto:shuttsi(~wfu edu>)" 
> <shuttsj@wfu.edu<mailto:shuttsi(~wfu.edu>>,"Tim Bourret 

> (btimoth@clemson edu<mailto:btimoth(a)clem son. edu>)" 
> <btimoth@clemson.edu<mailto:btimoth(@c]emson.edu>>,"Zack Bolno 
> (zbolno@ umd.edu<mailto:zbolno(& umd.edu>)" 
> < zbolno@umd.edu<mailto :zbo]no(a)um d.edu>> 
> CC: "Morrison, Brian" 
> <bmorrison@theacc org<mai]to:bmorrison(/r!theacc.org>>,"Finn, Mike" 
> <mfinn@theacc.org<mailto:mfinn(&theacc.org>>," U]’nowski, Amy" 
> <aufnowski@theacc.org<mailto:aufnowskiO~theacc org>>,"Phillips, Steve" 
> <sphil]ips@theacc org<mailto:sphil]ips(a)theacc org>>,"Lane, George" 
> <glan e@theacc, org<m ai]to:~lan eO~theacc org>> 
> 2012-13 ACC Scholar-Athletes of’the Year Winter Sports 
> 

> Monday, March 25, 2013 
> 

> TO: ACC Athletics Directors 
> ACC Academic Advisors 
> ACC Senior Woman Administrators 
> ACC Sports Information Directors 
> 

> FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & 
> Cormmmications 
> 

> Attached please find the nomination forms for the 2012-13 winter sports Scholar-Athletes of the Year. The nomination fomxs are being sent to the Athletic Directors, Academic Advisors, 
Senior Woman Administrators and the Sports Information Directors. 
> Men’s Indoor Track and Field 
> Wonren’s Indoor Track and Field 
> Men’s Swinmxing and Diving 



> Women’s Swimming and Diving 
> Wresthng 
> 

> The fina[ nomination %r the Scholar-Athletes of the Year will come from the Ath]etic Director’s office. 
> 

> The selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made by a committee appointed by the Commissioner and headed by the Senior Associate Commissioner of 
Communications. 
> 

> ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
> 

>1. Candidates must be in tl-leir tl-lird ur fourth year of athletic competition. 
> 2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievcmcnt. 
> 3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during the last two semesters (Spring 2012, Fall 2012). 
> 4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 
> 

> A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination. I ask that you forward your nomination only to my attention. Once nominations are received, the Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will 
be selected and announced by- the conference office. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS, PLEASE E-MAIL ME FOR THE RECORD THAT YOU HAVE NO NOMINATIONS. 
> 

> Please submit your nominees by Friday, April 5. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
> 

> Please email to ayakola@theacc.org<mailto:avakola(&,’theacc.org> 
> The ACC Communications fax nmnber is 336-854-8797. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Yakola 
> ACC Senior Associate Conm~issioner 
> Public Relations and Marketing 
> 

> 4512 Wcybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
> ayakola@theacc, org<mailto:ayakola@theacc.org> 
> Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: ~ 
> 

> [Description: ACC 2012 EmailSignature] 
> 

> 

> <image001 .png> 

> <2012-13 ACC Scholar - Cover Letter (winter).doc> <Ballot-Indoor Track 
> & Field Women(2012-13) pdf> <Ballot-Swimming & Diving 
> Men(2012-13) doc> <Ballot-Swimming & Diving Men(2012-13) pdf> 
> <Ballot-Wrestling(2012-13).doc> <Ballot-Wrestling(2012-13).pdf> 
> <Ballot- Swimming & Diving Women(2012-13 ).doc> 
> <Ballot- Swimming &Diving Women(2012-13) pdf> <Ballot-Indoor Track & 
> Field Men(2012-13).doc> <Ballot-Indoor Track & Field Men(2012-13).pdf> 
> <Ballot-Indoor Track & Field Women(2012-13) doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Thank You 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Cc: Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: RE: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

I don’t see anything else I’m copying Steve on this response since I received the original ACC email from him 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Welbom, Spencer 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Ille, Vmce 
Subject: RE: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

These are the ACC Scholar-Athletes and the?- usually also send out all-ACC Academic team nominations as well. Have you received an email regarding this award? 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, N/larch 26, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE: ACC Winter Sport Schular-Athlete of the Year 

OK, thank yuu. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Welburn, Spencer 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:25 PM 
To: I[le, Vince 
Subject: Re: ACC Winter Sport Schular-Athlete ufthe Year 

Thank Vince. We will take care of this uver the next week 

Sent li’um my iPhune 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 5:47 PM, "I[le, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

> Spencer, 
> Do you coordinate the appIicatiuns for these awards tou? Thanks. 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Steve Kirschner [mailtu:stevekirschner@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:41 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Dana Gelin 
> Subject: Fwd: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
> 

> 

> Sent from ray Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRUID 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 
> From: "Yakola, Amy" <ayakola@theacc.org<mailto:ayakola(~,’theacc.org>> 
> To: "Blake James (bj arues@miami.edu<mailto:biarues(d~,,miami.edu>)" 
> <bjames@miami.edu<mailto:biames(~ruiarui.edu>>,"Brad Bates 

> (brad.bates@bc. edu<mailto :brad.batesl~bc. edu>)" 
> <brad.bates@bc.edu<mailto:brad.bates(~,bc.edu>>,"Bubba Cunningham 
> (bubbac@uncaa.unc. edu<mailt o:bubbac(~’uncaa.unc, edu>)" 
> <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:bubbac,@,uncaa.unc.edu>>,"Craig Littlepage 
> (ckl9e@irginia.edu<mailto:ckl9e(~vir~inia.edu>)" 
> <cklge@irgmia.edu<mailto:cklge~vir~inia.edu>>,"Dan Radakovich 
> (drad@clemsun.edu<mailto:drad(~clemson.edu>)" 
> <drad@clemson.edu<mailto:drad(~clemson.edu>>."Debbie Yow 
> (d vow@ncsu.edu<mailto :dyow@ncsu.edu>)" 
> <dj~ow@ncsu. edu<mailto: dy-ow@ncsu, edu>>," Jinr Weaver 
> (weavelj @vt.edu<mailto :weaverj @vt. edu>)" 
> <weaverj@t.edu<mailto:weaveriCl)vt edu>>,"Kevin Anderson 
> (kevina@urnd. edu<mailto :kevina@umd edu>)" 
> <kevina@umd edu<mailt°:kevina@umdedu>>’"Kevin ~nnite 

> (kwhite@duaa.duke edu<mailto :kwhite@duaa.duke.edu>)" 
> <kwhite@duaa duke.edu<mailto:kwhite@duaa.duke edu>>,"Paul Griffin 
> (pgriffin@athletics.gatech edu<mailto :pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu>)" 
> <pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto:pgriffin@athletics.gatech edu>>, 
> "Ran@ Spetman (rspetman@fsu edu<mailto:rspetman@fsu.edu>)" 
> <rspetman@fsu.edu<mailto:rspetman@£su.edu>>,"Ron Welhnan 
> t wellmanr@vcfu, edu <mailt o :wellmal~r@,a4"u. edu>)" 
> <wellmam-@wfu.edu<mailto:welhnanr@wfu.edu>>,"Adrien Harraway 
> (ah4nb@irginia.edu <mailto:ah4nb@irginia edu>)" 
> <ah4nb@irginia.edu<mailto:ah4nb@virgmia.edu>>,"Carrie Leger 



> (carrie leger@ncsu.edu<mailto:carrie leger(~ncsu.edu>)" 
> <carrie leger@ncsu.edu<mailto:carrie [e~er(~ncsu edu>>,"Chris Uchacz 
> (cuchacz@ umd.edu< mailto :cuchac zCa)um d.edu>)" 
> <cuchacz@umd.edu<maiIto:cuchac~,~@umd edu>>,"David Wyman 
> (d.wym an@miami, edu<mai It o :d. wym an(~miami, edu>)" 
> <dwyman(~’niami edu<mailto:dwvman(ic~niami.edu>>,"Dr Dard Miller 

> (dard.miller@bc.edu<maiIto:dardaniller(~bc.edu>)" 
> <dard miIler@bc.edu<mailto:dard.miller@bc.edu>>,"Heather Ryan 
> (hryan@duaa.duke edu<mailto :hrgan@duaa duke. edu>)" 
> <l’uy an@ duaa. duke. edu<mailto:tnyanl~duaa, duke. edu>>," Jane Caldwell 
> (caldwcjh@wfu. edu<mailto:caldweihl~wfu.edu>)" 
> <caldwejh@v~u.edu<mailto:caldweih(a),wfu.edu>>,"Jennaine Holmes 
> (j eholmes@vt, edu<mailto:i eholmesl~vt, edu>)" 
> <j eholmes@vt, edu<mailto :i eholmes(~,vt, edu>>,"Kevin Wall 
> (lanwall@syr .edu<mailto :kmwall(a),s~,~r. edu>)" 
> <lmlwall@syr.edu<mailto:kmwall(d},,svr.edu>>,"Mike Farabaugh 
> (baugh@pitt.edu<mailto:bau~h(a),pitt.edu>)" 
> <baugh@pitt. edu<mailto :baugh(d?pitt. edu>>,"Phyllis M. LaBaw 
> (plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto :plabaw,@,athletics.gatech. edu>)" 
> <plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu<raailto: plabawl~athletics.gatech.edu>>,"Rcb 

> ecca Bowman (rbowman@clemson. edu<mailto :rbowman(dMemson.edu>)" 
> <rbowman@clelnson.edu<mailto:rbowman(d},,clemson.edu>>,"Robett Mercer 
> (m~erccr@uncaa.tmc.edu<mailto:rmercer(~uncaa.unc.edu>)" 
> <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:nnercer,@,uncaa.tmc.edu>>," Shelia Meek 
> (ssn12b@virginia. edu<mailto: ssra2bc~virginia, edu>)" 
> <ssm2b@irginia.edu<mailto:ssm2b(d~virginia.edu>>," Steve Duzan 

> (sduzan@admin. fsu.edu<mailto:sduzan(~admin.fsu.edu>)" 
> <sduzan@admin.fsu.edu<lnailto:sduzan(~admin.fsu.edu>>,"Vanessa Fuchs 
> (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:vfuchs(~a&nin.fsu.edu>)" 
> <vfuchs@adrnin. fsu. edu<rr~ailto :~uchs(~admin. fsu.edu>>," Barbara 
> Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clernson.edu<rnailto:kbarbar(O)clernson.edu>)" 
> <kbarbar@clemson.edu<mailto:kbarbar@clemson.edu>>,"Barbara Walker 
> (walkerbg@,a~u. edu<mailto :walkerbg@wfu. edu>)" 
> <walkerbg@wfu. edu<mailto :walkerbg @wfu. edu>>,"B eth Miller 
> (bmiller@ulaca a unc edu<mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>)" 
> <bmiller@unnaa.unc.edu<mailto:bmiller@ulacaa unc edu>>,"Jaclyn Jacki 
> Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke edu<mailto:jsilar@duaa duke.edu>)" 
> <j silar@duaa, duke edu<mailto :j silar@duaa duke. edu>>," Jane Miller 
> (j m2y@irginia edu<mailto :j m2v@irginia edu>)" 
> <jm2y@virginia.edu<mailto:jm2y(~virginia.edu>>,"Jennifer Strawley 
> (j strawley@miami edu <mailto:j strawlev@lniami edu >)" 
> <j.strawley@miami.edu<mailto:j.strawlev@miami.edu>>," Jody Mooradian 
> (mooradj o@bc edu<mailto:mooradlo@bc.edu>)" 
> <mooradjo@bc.edu<mailto:mooradio@bc edu>>,"Lisa Rudd 
> (lrudd@t.edu<mailto :lmdd@vt edu>)" 
> <lrudd@,~, edu<mailto:lrudd@t.edu>>,"Lori Ebihara 
> (lebihara@umd edu<mailto:lebihara@umd edu>)" 
> <lebihara@umd.edu<mailto:lebihara@umd.edu>>,"ivlichelle Lee 
> (michellelee@ncsu.edu<mailto:michelle lee@ncsu edu>)" 
> <michellelee@ncsu edu<mailto :michellelee@ncsu. edu>>," Sharon 
> McCloskey (smcclosk@t.edu<mailto:smcclosk@,~,.edu>)" 
> <smcclosk@t.edu<mailto:smcclosk@vt edu>>,"Theresa Wenzel 
> (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto :twenzel@athletics.gatech edu>)" 
> <twenzel@athletics gatech edu<mailto:twenzel@athletics gatech.edu>>,"V 

> anessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin £su.edu<mailto:vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu>)" 
> <vfuchs@admin fsu edu<mailto:~t’uchs@admin fsu edu>>,"Annabelle Myers 
> (annabelle myers@ncsu.edu<mailto:almabelle mvers@ncsu.edu>)" 
> <annabelle myers@ncsu edu<mailto:annabelle mvers@ncsu edu>>,"Alt Chase 
> (chasea@duaa. duke.edu<mail to:chasea(a)duaa duke. edu>)" 
> < chasea@ dua a. duk e edu<m ai]to :chasea(~ duaa. duke. edu>>," Chris Cameron 
> (cam eroch@bc.edu<mailto:cameroch(a)bc.edu>)" 
> <cameroch@bc edu<mailto:cameroch(~bc edu>>," Chris Freet 
> (c. fr eet @miami. edu<mai It o :c freet(~r)miami, edu > )" 
> <c.l~cee@miami edu<mailto:c.freets~miami.edu>>,"Chris Yandle 
> (c.yandle@miami.edu<mailto:c.yandle(~miami.edu>)" 
> <c.yandle@miami.edu<mailto:c.yandle(£miami edu>>,"David Smith 

> Wtsid@t. edu<mai [to:vtsid(@vt edu>)" 
> <vtsid@vt.edu<mailto:vtsid(~r)vt.edu>>,"Dean Buchan 
> (dbuchan@athletics.gatec h. edu<mailto :dbuc hanO~athleti cs ~atech.edu>)" 
> < dbuchan@athletics.gatech.edu<mailto :db uchan (@athletics.gatec h. edu>>,"E 

> lliott Finebloom (efinebloom@J~u.edu<mailto:efinebloomCa)fsu.edu>)" 
> <efinebloom@J~u.edu<mailto:efinebloomCa)fsu.edu>>,"Jim I)aves 
> (jimdaves@irginia edu<mailto:iimdaves(~vir~inia.edu>)" 
> <jundaves@virginia.edu<mailto:iimdaves(£vir~inia.edu>>,"Best, Kevin S." 

> <kevinbest@unc.edu<mailto:kevinbest(£unc edu>>,"Rick Steinbacher 
> (rsteinbac her@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:rsteinbacherCa)uncaa unc.edu> )" 
> <rsteinbacher@uncaa unc.edu<mailto:rsteinbacher(@uncaa.unc edu>>,"Kirsc 
> hner, Steve" 
> <stevekirschner@unc edu<mailto:stevekirschner(£unc edu>>,"Steve Shutt 
> (shuttsj @w fu.edu<mailto:shuttsi(~bwfu.edu>)" 
> <shuttsj@wfu edu<mailto:shuttsi@wfu edu>>,"Tim Bourret 

> (btimoth@clemson. edu<mailto:btimoth @clemson edu>)" 
> <btimoth@clemson.edu<mailto:btimoth@clemson.edu>>,"Zack Bolno 
> (zbolno@un~d. edu<lnailto: zb olnol&un~d, edu>)" 
> <zbolno@umd. edu<raailto :zbolno(~,umd. edu>> 
> CC: "Morrison, Brian" 
> <bmolTison@theacc.org<mailto:bmorrison(&theacc.org>>,"Finn, Mike" 
> <mfirm@theacc.org<lrmilto:rrffinnl&tl’~eacc.org>>,"Ufnowski, Amy" 
> <aufnowski@theacc.org<mailto:aufnowski,@,theacc.org>>,"Phillips, Steve" 
> <sphillips@theacc.org<mailto:sphillips(~,theacc.org>>,"Lane, George" 
> <glane@theacc. org<raailto:glane,@,theacc.org>> 



> 2012-13 ACC Scholar-Ath[etes of the Year Winter Sports 
> 

> Monday, March 25,2013 
> 

> TO: ACC Athletics Directors 
> ACC Academic Advisors 
> ACC Senior Woman Administrators 
> ACC Sports Inlbnnatlon Directors 
> 
> FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & 
> Communications 
> 

> Attached please find the nonrination fornrs for the 2012-13 winter sports Scholar-Athletes of the Year. The nomination fonns are being sent to the Athletic Directors, Acadenric Advisors, 
Senior Woman Adrninistrators and the Sports Information Directors. 
> Men’s Indoor Track and Field 
> Women’s Indoor Track and Field 
> Men’s Swirmning and Diving 
> Women’s Swirrmrmg and Diving 
> Wrestling 
> 
> The final nomination for the Scholar-Athletes of the Year will come from the Athletic Director’s office. 
> 

> The selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made by a committee appointed by the Commissioner and headed by the Senior Associate Commissioner of 
Communications. 
> 

> ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
> 

> 1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 
> 2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
> 3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during the last two semesters (Spring 2012, Fall 2012). 
> 4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 
> 

> A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination. I ask that you forward your nonrination only- to tW attention. Once nominations are received, the Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will 
be selected and atmotmced by the conference office. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS, PLEASE E-MAIL ME FOR THE RECORD THAT YOU HAVE NO NOiVKNATIONS. 
> 

> Please submit your nominees by Friday, April 5. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
> 

> Please email to ayakola@theacc.org<mailto:avakola@theacc.org> 
> The ACC Con~nunications fax number is 336-854-8797. 
> 
> 
> 
> 
> Amy Yakola 
> ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
> Public Relations and Marketing 
> 

> 4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
> ayakola@theacc org<mailto:ayakola@theacc.org> 
> Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 
> 

> [Description: ACC 2012 EmailSlgnamre] 
> 
> 

> <image001 prig> 

> <2012-13 ACC Scholar - Cover Letter (winter) doc> <Ballot-Indoor Track 
> & Field Women(2012-13).pcffb <Ballot-Swimming & Diwng 
> Men(2012-13).doc> <Ballot-Swimming & Diving Men(2012-13).pcffb 
> <Balk~t-Wrestling(2012-13).doc> <Bal]ot-’~-estling(2012-13) pdf> 
> <[3aIlot- Swimming & Diving Women(2012-13).doc> 
> <Ballot- Swimming &Diving Women(2012-13).pdlS, <Ballot-Indoor Track & 
> Field Men(2012-13).doc> <Ballot-Indoor Track & Field Men(2012-13) pdf> 
> <Ballot-Indoor Track & Field Women(2012-13).doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 12:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Ware T-shirt debacle example of why NCAA’s business model is under attack 

Kevin Ware T-shirt debacle another example of why NCAA’s business model is 
under attack 

ATLANTA - On Friday, adidas decided to pull a eontrovelsial T-shirt that used the stotT of Louisville guard Kevin Ware’s shattered leg to promote its lates t 

marketing slogan - a particularly loathsome move even for the shoe industry and college sports. 

The shirt featured adidas’ new mantra, "Rise To the Occasion." Only the ":~ ::::: %::i: ::~ .J:,: i:::, :::i ::; ::: :: ::: ?:. ,;:i:.: ::;:: i:: :.i :!;, the same number worn by Ware, who broke 

his leg in last Sunday’s Midwest Region fnal. The nmnber is also on the back of the shirt. You could buy one for $94.99. 

Louisville acknowledged the "5" stood for Ware, which put the NCAA in violation of its own 

bizarre miles and opened itself up to poten tial legal action. So it’s likely that legal liability - 

not found conscience - is what stopped sales of the T-shitTt. USA Today fi ~::: : ~,::. :~.i::.:i i::~ 

The fact that it took days to occur and no one at either Louisville or the NCAA was able or 

willing to halt the campaign immediately remains the stoiT, though. The eredibilib" damage 

was already done. 

And it drives home why college sports through its forever alToganee has put its entire 

business model at risk as the i:,~::b:::~i: :~:: i:~,::~:~ ~: :,’i: : ~ ::::~: ’~’. :,: : ’:, i:::’: ~:: i:: churns on with 

the capability of sending everything into chaos. Rather than bend and seek compromise, it 

allowed a eoq?orate partner to exploit a brutal injmT of an unpaid "amateur." 

This former issue dates back to :977, when a then-high school all-star game promoter 

named Sonny Vaeearo sat in a meeting at a fledgling sneaker company named Nike, which 

specialized in running shoes and desperately" wanted to get into the lucrative basketball 

market. 

0n {or g 

Ti~e Ca!dilsals will wear a .second shirt with the above sio.(;a!~ to honor 

J<[.~!’,,il; WaK!. {- "~-, .u~s.ty~ "s 

In Nike’s old, humble headquatt.ers in Beaverton, Ore., Vaeearo looked across the table at founder Phil Knight and executive Rob Sl:’asser and laid out the plan: 

pay college coaches to make their players wear Nike shoes, T-shirts and sweats that the company would provide for free. 

Vaeearo’s point was simple: forget the small change of getting some university to buy the product; the fact Nike will be associated with great programs will pay 

dividends in the end. Mostly by constructing a powerhouse brand. 

"I remember I told them specifically, ’if we ever get our logo on the cover of Sports Illustrated, then we’ve won ever~hing, evetTone will know who Nike is,’" 

Vaeearo recalled to Yahoo! Sports on Friday. ’5%u can’t bW that kind of advertising." 

Knight and Strasser were immediate believers in the concept, then revolutionaD" at the time. They empowered Vaeearo to go sign up some coaches. 

Soon ,JerD’ Tarkanian of UNLV agreed to a contract for $5,ooo. "I thought Sonny was crazy," Tark said. WouYe going to pay me to take free stuff that I 

currently have to pay for’.)" within a couple years, John Thompson and the iconic Georgetown Hoyas were in the Nike family. 

Everything blew up from the:~. Nike made a lot of Sports Illustrated covers ... and attracted a lot of controversy over the deals. 

Vaeearo, now i~tired, eventually took a job at adidas. In 2oo: he signed Rick Pitino, who had just been hi:~d by the Univetsi~ of Louisville. The Cardinals 

remain an adidas school as they p:~pare he~ for a Final Four game Saturday against Wichita State. 

They did it just as adidas decided to sell that Kevin Ware t-shirt, a decision that churns Vaeearo’s stomach. 

Ware became famous Sunday when aging to block a shot against Duke. tte landed awkwardly and suffered a gruesome compound fracture of his right tibia. In 

the days since, Ware has conducted himself with class, dignity and courage, tte’s been rightfully cheered. 

Selling a T-shirt that capitalizes on an injury to a college kid, who lives under stI~et rules inline with the NCAA’s definition of "amateurism", is undeniably 

loathsom e. However, that didn’t stop adidas from immediately taking it to market, of course. When has it ever cared about an~hing except the bottom lin e? 

The distaste was so obvious U of L said it was refusing any proceeds from shirt sales and instead adidas would donate to the school’s general scholarship fired. 

That is proof the school knew this is wrong in the first place but didn’t step up to stop it. It is also just a smokesereen to hide the larger point: adidas doesn’t pay 

millions to Louisville because of T-shirt sales. Any revenue generated that way is a pittance and not the point of the partnership. 



The deal is, and has always been, about the exposure that the school can provide the company. In this ease, the value for adidas isn’t some T-shirts but the chance 

to further brand, in a quite powmCul and perfect way, the slogan "Rise To The Occasion." And who better to do that than this heroic kid who has quite literally 

done just that since breaking his leg on national television? 

"The price you pay is basically for whatever happens while the playem are playing," Vaeearo said. "It’s more powerful than any eommerdal because viewers 

won’t pay that level of attention to the commercials." 

Where the adidas deal goes to another level is the use of Ware’s No. 5. While eririeism of uncompensated players being used as human billboards is nothing new - 

and mostly an established norm at this point - this is different. 

It’s one thing when Nike was hoping to get the vision of a UNLV player soaring across the cover of SI and having its swoosh make the photo. That is sort of 

secondhand branding. We provide the sneaker and maybe people notice. 

What adidas did with Ware was insert he and his stoW direefly into the slogan - replacing one of the letters with his number. Since NCAA rules prevent an 

individual player from being used directly, [Wam’s name can’t be used] this was the option, and it’s a brilliant one. 

You couldn’t make Ware morn a part of the advertisement - which is what the slogan on an offMal T-shirt is. It’s impossible. He’s in the slogan. You could say he 

is the slogan. 

Ware wasn’t chosen because he was the Cardinals’ best player. He was a resm~’e who averaged 4.5 points attd 1.8 rebounds a game. Only hardeore U of L fans had 

ever heard of" him. 

No, Ware was plaeed direetly into adidas’ massive advertising push for its new slogan solely beeause he broke his leg on live television. That’s it. tiis injmT was 

deemed a marketing opportunity by a billion-dollar multinational company and neither his university nor the NCAA dared to protect him from the exploitation. 

He got no money from it. He had no ability to approve the use of his injuW in the deal. It just happened anpvay. 

As Dave Zirin of The Nation put it: "I shattered my leg at the NCAA tournament and all I got was this lousy T-shirt." 

A federal judge in Northern California Mll deride in June whether to eerrify the O’Bannon v. NC~L~\ lawsuit as a class-action suit. Ed O’Bannon, who once led 

UCL\ to a national rifle, sued the NCAA in 2oo9 over the eonrinued use of his likeness in video games and advertising. He’s been joined by a who’s who of former 

college ~’eats and the ease has mmlohcd into an attack on the NCAA’s business model. 

If the suit gains class s tatus, the NCAA is in a world of trouble, it’s revenue system turned upside down. There is mass fretting over the ramifications, from 

dropping sports, to cutting salaries, to, in the sworn predierion of Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany, taking his league to Division III. 

Evmyone is spouting anger at Ed O’Bannon and his mean attorneys who may ruin this entire glorious, cash-rich system. 

If the NCAA is doomed though, it’s not because O’Bannon and othet,~ finally stood up an d fought back. tit’s worth noting that Vaeearo is an unpaid consultant on 

the ease.] Rather the NCAA will epamble because of its overabundanee of an’oganee eoupled with its profound lack of awareness. 

The O’Bannon case raised a number of sound issues. Should the NCzD\ really be able to sell Oscar Robertson memorabilia 53 years after he left school without his 

approval, let alone receiving a cut? Isn’t there a revenue-sharing system since the basic tuition, room and board deal for athletes was created long before 

networks formed their own cable networks? Shouldn’t there be a way for extremely popular players such as Tim Tebow or Johnny Manziel to get a cut eventually 

of huge jersey sales? 

Instead of considering those and aering, the NCAa. has gone totalitarian and given little to no ground, while pushing itself into a potential all-or-nothing legal spat. 

Then in the meantime, they display not a lick of pempeetive, to the point that evewone sits quietly as Kevin Warn and his m angled leg become the center"piece of 

an adidas marketing plan. 

It’s not that people inside college athleries, or U of L specifically in this ease, don’t know better. They do. Most care a great deal about rite athletes and want what’s 

best. It’s the system that is so out of hand that they are powerless to stop it. It’s that they live in a bubble where evetTthing is a potential revenue center. The train 

just keeps rumbling down the tracks, crushing the well-intentioned. 

The NCAA can hardly even recognize how fat’ gone it’s gotten, how far from what was once a controversy when ,John Thompson told Patrick Ewing to wear Nikes. 

Now no one and nothing bothem to tell adidas, no, not this time, not with this kid. 

Not when a brand can be built off of a broken leg. 

It took lawyers to step in and the uproar of common sense to rise up before anything happened. 

"They are choking themselves," Vaeearo said, "on greed." 

That’s what will kill college sports, not Ed O’Bannon. The indefensible decisions of more, more, more that turns a player’s pain into shoe-company profit. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 



(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Unionize College Sports? 

Synopsis: 

A Sports on Earth editorial takes a look at college athletics and states a case for student-athletes 

to unionize in order to change the world of college sports. 

Article: 

http ://www. sportsonearth, com/article/44209014/ 
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Haith in NCAA Mix 

Synopsis: 

"Missouri men’s basketball coach Frank Haith is j oining the Miami-driven effort to throw out a 

pending infractions case that largely relies on testimony by a convicted felon and has been 

ridiculed for the mistakes of NCAA investigators." 

Article: 

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/1589353-mizzous-haith-joins-effort-to-nix-ncaa- 

case? search_queI~T=NCAA 
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NCAA Responds to UM 

Synopsis: 

"Miami’s motion to dismiss the Nevin Shapiro case deflects attention from ’the significant 

allegations’ against the school, according to a response filed by the NCAA enforcement 

department." 

Article: 

http://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~egef~tba~/b~g/dennis-d~dd/22~27982/ncaa-says-miamis- 

motion-to-dismiss-shapiro-case-deflects-significant-allegations 
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Pernetti Settlement 

Synopsis: 

"Former Rutgers Athletic Director Tim Pernetti is getting $1.2 million in salary, plus an iPad, car 

allowance and more than two years of health insurance coverage under a settlement agreement. 

The Associated Press obtained details of the settlement Monday through an open records request 

with Rutgers. The Star-Ledger had previously reported some details." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsob server, comi2013/04/08/2810520iformer-rutgers-ad-pernetti- 

getting.html#storylink=misearch 
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Texas DWI 

Synopsis: 

Texas wide receiver Kenall Sanders has been arrested for driving while intoxicated on Saturday 

morning. 

Article: 

http:iiespn.go.comicollege-footballistoryi iidi9143231 ikendall-sanders-texas-longhoms- 

charged-dwi 
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FBI at Rutgers 

Synopsis: 

"The FBI is investigating whether a former Rutgers basketball employee tried to extort the 

university before he made videos that showed ex-coach Mike Rice shoving and kicking players 

and berating them with gay slurs. Meanwhile, Robert Morris University is expected to report in 

coming days what it has learned in its own inquiry on the three years Rice spent as head coach 

there. 

A person familiar with the FBI’s probe told The Associated Press on Sunday that investigators 

are interested in Eric Murdock, who left his job as the men’s basketball program’s player 

development director last year and later provided the video to university officials and ESPN" 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/04/07/2808439iap- source-fbi-eyes-po ssible- 

extortion.html#storylink=misearch 
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UNC Athletics 
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PJ Undecided 

Synopsis: 

After rumors that PJ Hairston was staying at UNC, "Wendy Poteat, the mother of North Carolina 

sophomore guard P.J. Hairston, refuted on Sunday a report that her son had made up his mind to 

return to school for his junior season. 

’We are still in the process and once the decision is made it will be announced by UNC,’ Poteat 

said during a phone interview." 

Article: 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013i04i07i2808710ipj-hairstons-mom-unc- 

sophom ore.html#storylink=mi search 

http:i/bleacherreport.comiarticlesi1596011 -report-pj-hairston-to-return-to-unc-for-j unior- 

season? search_query=UNC 
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ACC Slump Cause for Concern 

Synopsis: 

Jay Bilas was quoted in saying that the ACC’s slump of appearing the Final Four is a "cause for 

concern". 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server.comi2013/04/06/2806365/j ay-bilas-on-accs-final-four- 

slump.html#storylink=mi search 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 8, 2013 5:30 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaJl.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@unc.e&~; Montgomew, John R <imont@unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-* 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc,; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Clea~, 

Kenneth Eugene <kcleaD~@unc.edu> 

RE: Today’s meeting cancelled 

Steiny: 

Naturally, I yield to hem’ing the opinions of others ..... but here m’e nfine: 

I believe the entire department (EVERYONE) should be invited to the Rmnmys in Memorial Hall. Yes, I believe the Rams Club, Sports Medicine, Academic Support, 

& the THS Properties Staff" should be invited. Don’t forget Lissa and Broome, Chancellor & Thorp, and I yield to Vince about the Faculty Athletics 

Committee -- I tlfil~ they should be invited. 

Sponsors???? ~ like to hear others’ opinions, but I think it is a ~eat idea to invite them...just need to decide Mlere to draw- the line as to whom we should invite and 

not invite. 

AS FAR AS INVITEES TO DESSERT AT THE CAROLINA INN ....... I think it should be the student-athletes, head and assistant coaches, senior staff’and 

executive staff; Lissa mid      Broome, Chamcellor and     Thorp and then??? need to hear others’ opinions about other athletics department stafil sponsors, etc. 

Also a question of MONEY$$$ with invitees tom dessert ~-how do we pay for it? Should not use S-A Opportunity Funds for mayone other thin1 S-A’s. 

Thanks for the opportunity to weigh in on this. 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:55 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve 
Co: Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Lane, Cricket; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject: RE: Today’s meeting cancelled 

All .-- 

There was one "other topic~’ I was going to raise today in Executive Team meeting that we need some feedback on. 

Planning for the "Rammys~’ is proceeding very well. I can provide a full update at the 4/15 meeting. We do however, need to get invites out this week. A save the 

date [ly~-_~r went: out: last week and is attached. 

In pr~-_wious years t believe (Beth, please correct: m~-_~ i~ n e~-_~d be) all stuch-_mt at:Metes, coacfu-_~s, senior staff, and acach-_~mic staff were invit~-_~d. About (550 attended 

which included most student athletes, most senior start: and academic staff and a few coaches. 

For the Rammys on 4/29 we anticipate an even larger percen[age ot: student athletes and coaches to attend. For budgeting purposes we have been working with a 
number of go0 attendees. 

Since th,-2 save the date notice went out several folks have asked me if we will invit,-_~ the entire department, which I think we should. 

Memorial Hall holds about 1,500 peoph:, and our costs tfu-_~re are fixed and not d,-_~pendent on # of att,-_mdees We can invite the entire d,-_q:~artment to t fu-_~ show at no 

incremen[al cost. 

The desserts / social hour a[ d~e Carolina Inn however, does have a per person cost of 520.00. 

OPTIONS: 

a} Invite the entire department to the show, but not to the post show event at the Carolina k~n - ~0.00 incremental cost 

a t t e n d ) 

I’d like to get these invites out to the department by Wednesday at the la~est so please provide any feedback you have by tomorrow at 12 noon. 

Other groups to invite include select Rams Club nlembers and top sponsors. I am planning on working wiLt~ John M. and Kim on Rams Club and with Gary on 

sponsors today. My thought for those groups is that either the inviting group (Rams Club / THSP) covers the social charge, or the invitees pay the $20. 

Are there oth~-_~r groups we want t:o include in the Athh-:d:k: D~-:q:~artrnent staff invite {i.e. FaculW Athletics Cornmitt~-:~e, etc)? 

Sorry to do t:his via email, but with t fu-_~ ~-_~vent three weeks away we need to haw-:~ this all d~-’_~cided ASAP 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Creech, Karlton W 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve 
Co: Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Today’s meeting cancelled 

Several members of the Executive Team are unable to attend this morning’s meeting so we will cancel. 

Thanks, 

Karlton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschiler, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:24 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Creech, KMton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; GwaJtney, Clint <cgwaltney@anc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R 
@non~)unc.edu>; Ballen, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <~_thgaJlo@unc.edu>; 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekiBchne@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Cleaxy, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s meeting cancelled 

My opinion is that we should invite people for ever:dhing or nothing._if we invite them to the show and not for the dessert I think we look cheap and it seems to always 
lead to people’s t~elings being hurt 

Steve Kirschner 
Director of Athletic Communications 
Universib~ of North Ceaolina 

On Apr 8, 2013, at 9:55 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickslei,@~email.unc .eduP wrote: 

All--- 

There was one "other topic" I was going to raise today in Executive Team rneeting that we need some feedback on. 

Planning for the "Rammys" is proceeding very well. I can provide a full update at the 4/:1.5 meeting, We do however, need to get invites out this week. 

A save the date flyer went out last week and is attached. 

tn previous y¢_~ars I beliew-_~ (Bet:h, please corr¢_~ct me if need be) all student athletes, coaches, senior staff, and academic staff w¢_~re invited, About 650 

attem~ed which inch.Eded most student atMetes~ most senior staff and academic staff and a few coach¢_~s, 

For the Rarnmys on ~1/29 we anticipate an even larger’ percentage of student athletes and coaches to attend. For budgeting purposes we have been 

working with a number of 800 attendees. 

Since the save the date notice went out several folks have asked me if we will invite the entire department, which I think we should. 

rVk~morial Hall holds about :[,,SO0 i:x?ople and our costs there ar¢_~ fixed and m_~t dependent: on # of attendees, We can invite t:he entir¢_~ department to 

the sho~v a[ no i[~cr~?m~:_~lltal cost, 

The desserts / social hour at the Carolina Inn however’, does have a per person cost o1: 920.00. 

OPTIONS: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->a) <J--[endif]-->lnvite the entire department to the show, but not to the post show event at the Carolina Inn - 50,O0 

incremental cost 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->b) <!--[endif]-->lnvite t:he entir¢_~ d¢_~partment to th¢_~ show and to the post show �_went at the Carolina Inn -. $3,(X)0 

incremental cost: (assuming 250 staff members RSVP to att¢_md) 

I’d like to get these invites out to the department by Wednesday at the latest so please provide any feedback you have by tornorrow at :[2 noon. 

Other groups to invite include select Rams Club members and top sponsors, I am planning on working with John M, and Kim on Rams Club and with 

Gary on sponsors today, My thought for those groups is that either the inviting group (Rams Chub / THSP) covers the social charge, or the invitees pay 

the ~,~2(} 

Are t:her¢_~ other groups we want to incluch-:~ in t:he At:Met:ic Department staff imzite (i.~?. Faculty Athletics Comn~ittee, etc,)? 

Sorry to do this via ernail, but with the event three weeks away we need to have this all decided ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Creech, Kadton W 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 8:35 AH 
To; Creech, Karlton W; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Ballen, Martina K; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve 
Co." Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Today’s meeting cancelled 
Several members of the Executive Team are unable to attend this morning’s meeting so we will cancel. 

Thanks, 

Karlton 

<Rmnmys - save the date.doc:~> 



From: Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: players request 

Vir=c’: 

Juc;t wt~nte,t; ],,o, ~ ro know ti ~a Ahd~e is working on ths. 

I hanks, 

Cr cl.::e~ 

From: Williams, Andre 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:19 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: players request 

CrickeL 

Not yet, plan on securing studenl:-athlet~:_~s next week after spring ball, 

B ~-:!st r~-:!ga r ds, 

Andre’ 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:57 PM! 
To: Williams, Andre 
Subject: FW: players request 

A rd r% 

Any i~cl.::with ti~... 

From: Vince Ille [m_ajJ_tg_;j_[[_e__@__e_m_a_i[~M_n___c_~ed__~] 
Sent: Mlonday, 9:41 AM 

To= Lane, Cricket 
Co= Markos, Lance MI; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject: FW: football players request 

Cricket, 

Is this an event some of our       team members might attend? I tmderstand that Bubba, Coach Fedora and Coach Williams roll attend. Please let me know or feel 

free to communicate directly ruth Ms. Kmltson. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Knutson, Yvonne [~t1~a~Lt:~92yy~9~n~t1~e~Q~s~e~c~u~f~a~mJ~y~h~u~s~e~QIg] 
Sent: Mlonday, 8:39 AIM 
To: Karen llle 
Co: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: players request 

R~qu~st i~ ~iayeis ~ ~a lhe SE~U Eami!¥ HOUSe BBQ e)ent On ThUrSday 

Description of event: 

SECU Family House at UNC Hospitals is a 40 bedroom house that provides an affordable, safe nurturing home away from home for seriously ill adult patients, their 

family members, and caregivers from throughout North Carolina and beyond. 

This year’s BBQ will be a special occasion as Family House celebrates 5 years of operations on              . In 5 years, Family House has provided more than 

115,000 stays to families from all 100 North Carolina counties, 35 states, and 7 other countries. This year’s BBQ will celebrate those accomplishments and more, 

none of which would be possible without the funds raised by the BBQ & Golf Tournament. 

How many players: 5 

What time to arrive: 5:15 to 5:30 

How long to stay: 7:00 pm 

What is the purpose of them being there: To greet BBQ attendees and mingle with the crowd. Give fans an opportunity to take pictures with them and meet them. 

What are they requested to do at the event? If they can mingle with the crowd, meet some of the patients and their families, split up and meet and eat with the 

guests. 

If you have any further questions please do not hesitate to contact me at : yvonne@secufamilyhouse.org or 919-932-8001. 

Thanks for your help. 

Best regards, 

Yvonne 

Yvonne Knutson 

Director of Marl~eting and Community R~-:~h~ti.:)ns 

17_3 Old Mason Farm ~oad 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27517 

yvonne@secufamilyhouse.org 

www.secufamilyhouse.org 

919-.932- 8{X):[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:40 AM 

UNCAA- Exe StaJt" <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Rammy Awards 

Will send out invitation to the following groups today, please let me know as soon as possible if there are others that need to be included. Thanks. 

The Athletic Department, including Rams Club, Sports Medicine, Academic Support (including Harold Woodard and Michelle Brown) 

Tar Heel Sports Properties, 

Lissa and Broome 

Chancellor and Thorp 

Faculty Athletics Council 

(Coaches are reminded to included managers and their videographers) 

.?’.i}~,el[c ~.)he~iu~is 01:i[ce 

-} .~i C Ati’i<-i 

91l 9-843 ~ !;8"~4 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:25 AM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgriggs@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestalt@groups.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Rammy Awards 

Thanks, Kathy. For coaches, rather than single out videographers, you may want to mentio~l’managers and other team support personnel’, so they can hldude 

videographers, statisticians, etc. who work with the team oil a regular basis. 

i’hanks, 

~’Beth 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 8:40 AM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Rammy Awards 
Will send out invitation to the following groups today, please let me know as soon as possible if there are others that need to be included. Thanks. 

The Athletic Department, including Rams Club, Sports Medicine, Academic Support (including Harold Woodard and Michelle Brown) 

Tar Heel Sports Properties, 

Lissa and Broome 

Chancellor and Thorp 

Faculty Athletics Council 

(Coaches are reminded to included managers and their videographers) 

At/lib’tic/.’i/~:~:t ~/"~: ()l’ric< 

91%~.~4.3- ~:,S 3.--i 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Checking in 

Hi Vince - 

Thanks for the email. I’m still in NOLA ruth W. Basketball, but we did get the Fed Ex back in CT. I roll sign everything when I get home tonight. I haven’t yet heard 

from the relocation services people. Outside of a few minor questions, finding a place is my biggest priori~ right now. 

LittJe things...I’m currently registered for NAAC and NCAA Regional Rules meetings. It was a requirement for us to attend at UComl. I’m assuming I’ll keep my plans, 

but wanted to conIirm. Any ACC Spring meetings I should be aware ot? 

Thanks for the document. I’ll take a read on the charter back to CT. 

Hope all is well with you. 

M~xielle 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 10, 2013, at 8:59 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(F~unc.edu> wrote: 

Maxielle, 
Just checking in with you.., how is eve~thing going? Did you receive the FedEx package and the info regarding relocation services? Do you need nay help 

ruth anything fight now? 
I’ve attached a copy of a document that I received upon my arrival. It may be good background Ibr you. We will need to test our compliance systems 

here, including implementation of the actions referenced in the document. Hope all is well there. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina 
(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3dpg > 
: :ii%. :i’::’.:~i’.!:,:--..~.~,::: ~.!.:,.~.~"/.:,.~..::j.:.:~:.:’.::. ?".:~.~..:,:.::,.!:;~!.;~. ,ii~::i:,:i’..:~.~:.~:::.~ 

<UNC COMPLIANCE ACC Compliance Program Review (Response to Recommendations) 2011 .docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 12:01 PM 

Holladay, Joe <jholladay@tmc.edu-~; jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu 

Farmer, Stephen M <sthnne@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Polk, Bm’bara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtv~ 

Following up 

Dear Joe and Jenn, 

I hope all is well. 

I am writing to follow up on two individuals. 

Do you know if he has retested yet and, if so, when? If not, when does he plan to do so? 

: Have you seen his fall semester grades? Would you mind asking him to have them sent to us ASAP? 

Thank you for providing this information. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edw~ 

Dutton, Kathy B. <Kathy I)utton@unc.edu> 

RE: Employment hltbllnafion 

Hopefully she will hear this week. 

Due to computer issues last week I could not get her 

info entered h~ until the first of this week. 

if she has quest:ions, you can h~;w? her cord:act me 

or t(athy Dut:ton and we will t~ke care of those issues for her. 

Joyce 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 12:57 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: Employment Information 

Joyce, 

When might Ma~ielle hear from the campus relocation service group? She hasn’t to date and I understand that her relocation and temporal housing are her primary 

concerns at the moment. Thanks. 

ViIlce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 1:08 PM 
To:              ~mail.,z~m 
Cc: Kathy Dutton; Ille, Vince; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Employment Information 

Hi Marielle, 

Allow me to introduce myself. I am Joyce Dalgleish, the Director of HR Services for the Department of Athletics here 

at UNC. I’m sorry we did not have the opportunity to meet when you were here for your interview, but look forward 

to meeting you when you are here your first day. 

I just wanted to welcome you to our wonderful University and department, and to offer my assistance in any way possible. 

Also, I wanted to let you know, which I’m sure Vince has already communicated to you, that I will be sending your New 

Employment packet to you via FedEx. It will include your contract letter of appointment (the original and one copy), 

our departmental Strategy Statements, Confidentiality Statement, Certification of Ethical Conduct, and the "Employment 

Policies for EPA Non-faculty Employees" that applies to your position. 

Your letter states that your signed original letter must be returned two weeks from the date of the letter, but you can 

bring it with you and give all of the required forms to me when we meet on May 1st. The copy is for your files. 

Also, you have already completed and faxed to me the "Recommendation for EPA Personnel Action" form and the 

The "Authorization for Background Check" form and the "EPA Non-faculty Appointee Certifications and Conditions 

of Employment." Please bring all of these originals with you as we are required to maintain official, original signatures 

in our files. 

You will complete your payroll forms at our meeting, so you will need to bring with you a voided check for your 

Direct deposit authorization, as well as either a passport, OR two forms of identification for the I-9 document. The 

Easiest combinations of those two forms can be the following: 

1. Driver’s license and social security card 

2. Driver’s license and birth certificate 

Please note that all documents must be the originals, and not copies. You will also receive an email from the 

University to complete section I of the I-9 prior to your arrival, which will expedite your on-boarding session 

With me. 

All new employees are required to attend an orientation session where you will receive information about the 

University and benefits which you will be able to enroll in. I will schedule that for you on the first available Monday 

following your hire date. 

In addition, you will be contacted via email by the Universit’,~ relocation service. I will give them your contact 

information as noted in your resume. They have a very comprehensive program tailored for the University, 

and I have heard many good reviews of what they have to offer. 

Again, welcome to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the Department of Athletics. I look forward 

to meeting you, and please let me know if there is anything I can assist you with during your transition to UNC. 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:15 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Today’s is attached. 

Hope you’re a lucky one and not alt’ected by the pollen down here.., allergies are temble! 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 5:03 PM 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@tmc.edw~; UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cmmingham@unc.edu-~ 

Steve Kirschner (skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edu-~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C 

<ecs@unc.edu> 

RE: FYI - ESPN request re Big Ten Conf (NDA and corresp) 

Hi Regina, 

Bubba confirmed that we do not have a NDA or any related correspondence 

’]?hanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stabile, Regina 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 4:26 PM 
77o: UNC Athletics Director 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Steve Kirschner (skirschner@uncaa uric edu); llle, Vince; Pogge, Paul; Schuettpelz, Erin C 
SubJect: RE: FYI - ESPN request re Big Ten Conf (NDA and corresp) 

Hi Bubba - 

Brett McMurphy at ESPN has checked with us again about whether we received an NDA specific to the Big Ten Conference or related correspondence. 

When you have a chance would you mind letting me know if we have received a NDA or any related correspondence since your email below from 2/2(//13 ? 

’]?hanks, 
Regina 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:00 PM 
To: Stabile, Regina; Kirsctmer, Steve 
Subject: FW: FYI - ESPN request re Big Ten Cork (NDA and corresp) 

> 

>We do not have a NDA or any requested correspondence. 
> 

>Bubba 
> 

>On 2/20/13 8:18 AM, "L~’~’C Athletics Director" <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 
>wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>From: Stabile, Regina 
>>Sent: Tuesday, FebmalN 19, 2013 11:37 PM 

>>To: UfX-C Athletics Director; Steve Kirschner (skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu) 
>>Cc: SchuettpelT~ Efin C; McFarland, Michael B; Moon, Karen B 
>>Subject: FYI - ESPN request re Big Ten Conf (NDA and corresp) 
>> 

>>FYI - request front Brett McMurphy at ESPN specific to the Big Ten 
>>Conference, seeking a non-disclosure agreement (NDA) and 
>>correspondence between Big Ten Conference and Carolina after receipt of said NDA.. 
>> 

>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: Brett McMurphy [_mailto: ~gmail.com] 
>>Sent: Tuesday, Febla.lary 19, 2013 11:00 PM 
>>To: Stabile, Regina 
>>Subject: Public records/FOIA request from ESPN 
>> 

>>Feb. 19, 2013 
>> 

>>Regina Stabile, 
>> 

>>This is a public records/FOIA request for a non-disclosure agreement 
>>(signed or unsigned) sent from the Big Ten Conference to the 
>>Universi~ of North Carolina about the Big Ten~s interest in North Carolina. 
>> 

>>Pm also requesting all following correspondence between the Big Ten 
>>and North Carolina after North Carolina’s receipt of the 
>>non-disclosure agreement from the Big Ten 
>> 

>>If you have any- questions or need any more information, don~t hesitate 
>>to contact me. 
>> 

>>Also, can you please confirm you received this request. 
>> 



>>Thank you veW much, 

>> 

>>Brett 

>> 

>>Brett McMurphy 

>>ESPN 

>>College football reporter 

>>813 -382- 8003 

> >@McMurphyESPN 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

interesting article. 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:40 PM 

Paul Pogge < @gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 

<kcreech@unc.edu> 

FW: WSJ Blogs - When the Worst Performers are the Happiest Employees - At Work 

From: "doclong@roscoemartin.com" <doclong@roscoemartin.com> 

Date: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "dodong@roscoemartin.com" <doclong@roscoemartin.com> 

Subject: WSJ Blogs - When the Worst Performers are the Happiest Employees - At Work 

% TheWall Street Journal 

J ~Bubba--Irhought you’d find this a~icle, unconventienai and challenges 

assumptions BR, Steve 

7~V~J Blogs : ~en the t’\;orst Pe+-fol-mel-s are 
~the Hap#lest Employees - At ~rork 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 8:41 AM 

WADDELL, CttARI,ES (WADDELCD@mailbox.sc.edu); Will Webb (W~’ebb@chaylottesports.org) 

Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Tricomi, William T <will tricomi@unc.edtr"~ 

Contract 

Will and Charles, 

Here are our comments on the revised agreement that USC Legal Counsel amended: 

§:1.9 The missing piece needs to be filled in by CSE 

§20 [.et~s get whatever assurances from the conferences in writing (ACC and SEC) are necessary on the front end so we are not left with a "worst case scenario" 

of a late cancellation and the inability to find another game or to be made whole, f will pursue this clearance in writing from the A(:(:and ask that Charles 

does the same from the SEQ 

§25.03 and §29       We think both of these clauses need to be consistent, either written similarly for UNC and USC as we originally drafted with similar languag 

for both, or deleted in their entirety for both as suggested by USC legal counsel. 

Think we are really close, let’s get this done 

Thanks, 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday. April 11, 2013 8:53 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE 

Andre’ is in the process of checking on student-athletes’ availability for meetings on M~,V :14 and t5. I will keep you posted as soon as I hear back. 

From: Vince Tile [mailto:ille@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April :.tO, 2013 2:40 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: 

When will               be here? He called me this week and referenced a date that I don’t have on my calendar. Thought I should check with you, Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr% Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

On- line training 

Hi Vmce & Paul -- The idea below about online training modules for students, staIt, and boosters is an interesting one Do you know if anyone is currently marketing any products that do 
this in the context of athletics compliance training? 

Take care, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Christopher Exton [mailto: ?~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 12:54 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Faculty Athletics Representative Discussion to day in Prot\ Osborne’s class 

Dear Proil Broome, I veW much enjoyed the discussion today in Prof Osborne’s class. I was the one sitting in the back who asked you whether increased education of student athletes 
would prevented the "troubles". We ran out of time before I could ask some follow up questions and make some additional comments 

Perhaps I should give you more of my background. I spent the last 15 years of my business career working tbr two corporations that experienced some serious compliance issues leading to 
some of my colleagues going to jail and the companies paying huge fines. How those companies allowed those situations to occur and how- they dealt with the aftermath and the follow tap I 
think is instructional for universi~z athletic programs. 

While everyone in those companies had been given some perfunctory "training" by the law department on what constitutes illegal behavior, it was inconsistent and not generally 
reinforced. A certain amount of "rationalization" and spreading of misinformation became common. ( as an example some people thought that one can visit one’s competitor outside the US 
and fi× prices/marketsietc with impuni~’) Also legal counsel or upper management would not challenge statements in meetings regarding things like "market knowledge", "competitive 
intelligence" or "price competitiveness", etc. Anyway, the company and the individuals got caught and paid a heavy price. Of course, as mandated by the Dept. of Justice, a lot of things 
changed but what I think was most effective was the mandatol’y employee education program ()f course there were many more meetings with the law department, and much more 
documentation of those meetings but what I believe was most effective was the mandatul’y online courses required to be successfully completed by every employee. The law department 
established a list of online courses every year that every employee had to complete, tailored to their job description. Not doing so would result in, at a minimum, a diminished bonus and 
could result in dismissal. Most all the courses could be completed in less than a half hour and there were normally 4-6 required per year. Some were very basic and others more sophisticated 
but overall they were very effective. Not only because of the course material itself but also because of the lunch time/water cooler discussion the rules became quite clear in the minds of 
those who in the past might have "rationalized" around them. While today, some 10 years after they were instituted, no one is particularly in love with taking them, they see the value. ’]’here 
is no more rationalization 

As an outside observer to the situation at UNC and other umversities I have felt that this method of education would be extremely valuable for the student athletes but more importantly :[’or 
the athletic department staff, boosters, etc. However, to date, I’ve not heard of any universi~" that uses this technique. That doesn’t mean somewhere they are but ifUNC is not using them 
(and to my knowledge the?" aren’t) I highly recommend them. 

] apologize [’or this long emai] but I believe the "incident" at UNC might have been prevented, just like the issues at the two corporations I worked for, could have been prevented, by a more 
complete, thorough and reinforced educational program 

Thanks for listening, 

Chris Exton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@emaiLunc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 3:18 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <tmcaa compliance@groups.unc.edtr~; UNCAA-Rowing <uncaa romng@groups.~mc.edu> 

Romng Hold 

Business Office Staff, 

You can now remove the hold from Rowing. They are completely caught up on Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 4:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Bmome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emsJl.unc.edu> 

RE: On-line training 

Lissa, 
I am not sure if any modules of this manner exist for NCAA Compliance training. I have not u sed ant’ in the past. Sorry I can’t oiler more insights on this one. 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:53 PM 
To: Vince Ille (ille@uncaa.unc.edu); Pogge, Paul 
Subject: On-line training 

Hi Vmce & Paul -- The idea below about online training modules for students, start, and boosters is an interesting one Do you know if anyone is currently marketing any products that do 
this in the context of athletics compliance training? 

Take care, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Christopher Exton [mailto h?earthlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11,2013 12:54 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Faculty Athletics Representative Discussion to day in Prof. Osborne’s class 

Dear Pro[ Broome, I very much enjoyed the discussion today in Pro£ Osborne’s class. I was the one sitting in the back who asked you whether increased education of student athletes 
would prevented the "troubles". We ran out of time beJ2~re I could ask some J2~llow up questions and make some additional comments 

Perhaps I should give you more of my background. I spent the last 15 years of my business career working :For two corporations that experienced some serious compliance issues leading to 
some of my colleagues going to jail and the companies paying huge fines. How those companies allowed those situations to occur and how they dealt with the aftermath and the follow up I 
think is instructional [’or university, athletic programs. 

While everyone in those companies had been given some perfunctory "training" by the law department on what constitutes illegal behavior, it was inconsistent and not generally 
reinforced. A certain amount of "rationalization" and spreading of misinformation became common. ( as an example some people thought that one can visit one’s competitor outside the US 
and fi× prices/marketsietc with impunity) Also legal counsel or upper management would not challenge statements in meetings regarding things like "market knowledge", "competitive 
intelligence" or "price competitiveness", etc. Anyway, the company and the individuals got caught and paid a heavy price. Of course, as mandated by the Dept. of Justice, a lot of things 
changed but what I think was most effective was the mandatory employee education program ()f course there were many more meetings with the law department, and much more 
documentation of those meetings but what I believe was most effective was the mandatury online courses required to be successfully completed by every employee. The law department 
established a list of online courses ever?" year that ever?" employee had to complete, tailored to their job description. Not doing so would result in, at a minimum, a diminished bonus and 
could result in dismissal. Most all the courses could be completed in less than a half hour and there were normally 4-6 required per year. Some were very basic and others more sophisticated 
but overall they were ver.f effective. Not only because of the course material itself but also because of the lunch time/water cooler discussion the rules became quite clear in the minds of 
those who in the past might have "rationalized" around them. While today, some 10 years after they were instituted, no one is particularly in love with taking them, they see the value. ’]’here 
is no more rationalization 

As an outside observer to the situation at UNC and other umversities I have felt that this method of education would be extremely valuable for the student athletes but more importantly :For 
the athletic department staff, boosters, etc. However, to date, I’ve not heard of any university that uses this technique. That doesn’t mean somewhere they are but ifUNC is not using them 
(and to my- knowledge they aren’t) I highly- recolrm~end them. 

I apologize for this long email but I believe the "incident" at U2x.-C might have been prevented, just like the issues at the two corporations I worked for, could have been prevented, by a more 
complete, thorough and reinforced educational program. 

Thatlks for listening, 

Chris Exton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 5:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

RE: Jack Bechta meetings 

I am pleased with the level of professionalism exhibited by the Program registrants who have met with our student-athletes thus far. All have been very 

complimentary of the Program and expressed support for a structure designed to help student-athletes make informed choices. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 5:41 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
S-bject: RE: Jack Bechta meetings 

Thanks for shining these and the infommtion fol 

expectations. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Thursday, April ii, 2013 9:27 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Jack Bechta meetings 

FYI 

Jack will ~se these with the this w¢_~ekend, 
From: ~)qmail.com] On Behalf Of Ryan Hays 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:45 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Jack Bechta meetings 

Hi Paul, 

I just wanted to send along the~ presentations Ibr your approval that Jack made tbr his meeting with 

a detailed calendar of what it may look like once his collegiate career ends leading up to his rookie year. Jack will bring handouts of this foi 

second attachment is a presentation .lack would like to show via powerpoint during the meeting. 

Is it possible to present this powerpoint_ what else would Jack need to bring to do this other than his compater? 

I will also follow this emaJl up with presentalion that Jack will be using for that meeting. Thmflcs Paul. 

Ryan 

Ryan Hays 

Director of Marketing 
JB Sports Inc. 
7660 Fay Avenue, Suite H-502 
La Jolla, CA 92037 

¯ I like Jack’s materials and anticipate he roll deliver professional presentations that meet or exceed our high 

md his thmily this weekend. The first one is a handout with 

~nd his thmily. The 

EmaJl:    ~2_N__!2[![_4~ _d3Li}~2 !i c’2~! 
Website: www.nfladvimr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc.edn> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 9:58 AM 

ITS-noreply <no reply@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@tmc.edtr% Andrew DiBitetto ~tktibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos~uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: 2013 Fall Golf-Men 

Lance, 

informed me yesterday that he will be attending 

Thanks, 
Andrew- 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 5:01 AM 
To: rile, Vmce; Sapp, Andrew; Andrew DiBitetto; Lance Markos 
Subject: 2013 Fall Golf-Men 

so if we need to take him offthe list we can. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, April 12, 2013 10:01 AM 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc.edtv~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Andrew DiBitetto ~at~tibite@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Fall Golf-Men 

done and done... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andrew Sapp [mailto:masapp@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Ille, Vince; ITS-noreply; Andrew DiBitetto 
Subject: RE: 2013 Fall Golf-Men 

Lance, 

informed me yesterday that he will be attending 

Thanks, 
Andrew- 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 5:01 AM 
To: rile, Vmce; Sapp, Andrew; Andrew DiBitetto; Lance Markos 
SubJect: 2013 Fall Go,f-Men 

so if we need to take him offthe list we can. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 10:41 AM 

ille@uncaa.unc.edu; Norton, Molly <mbnormn@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Postgraduate Luncheon 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Welborn, Spencer" <swelbom@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: March 13, 2013, 1:59:39 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille(a;~mc.edu> 

Subject: ACC Postgraduate Luncheon 

Vince: 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. This e-mail should serve as an official invitation for the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship Awards Luncheon in 

Greensboro, NC on April 17, 2013. This luncheon recognizes our student-athletes that have selected as a recipient of the 2012-13 ACC Weaver ]ames 

Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship. 

At your earliest convenience, please get back to me in terms of whether or not you will be able to attend. I have included a list of individuals who are 

being honored from UNC at this event. 

The luncheon will be held in the Koury Convention Center (Sheraton Greensboro Hotel at Four Seasons) in Greensboro, North Carolina at ll:30am. 

This is a great luncheon that some of you may have attended in the past. It has previously been sponsored by the Nat Greene Kiwanis Club and the 

proceeds benefitted the children of the Guilford County School System. This recognition ceremony will run about an hour and what a great way to 

honor all of our student-athletes! We will be inviting Lissa Broome, Harold Woodard, Larry Fedora (or position coach), Andre/Corey, Carlos Somoano, 

Rich Deselm and Beth Miller. 

Again thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Hotel Address: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->312~ High Poir!l: Road 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <]--[endif]-->Greensboro, NC 274.07 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College of Arts & Sciences 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 2:14 PM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; 
<uncaa volleyball@groups.uric .edu:> 

VolleybaJ1 Hold 

~live.unc.edu>; UNCAA- Volleyball 

Business Office Staff, 

You can remove the hold on Volleyball. They are all caught up with compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 10:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:~ 

FW:.           )raft Plan.m4v - Google Drive 

Can you open this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jack Bechta [mailto @gmail corn] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 5:57 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject:.           Draft Plan m4v - Google Drive 

Forapproval 

https://docs google com/fileid/0B 1RJ4IK4xitHTEpwTXNOSVh6TiA/preview 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Saturday,             9:11 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Barbara: 

Please keep me posted on the process for her. If you need anything further, please let me know. 
Sincerely, 

Rich DeSehn 

Head Smmming Coach 

Universib~ of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr. Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
~i_~y~y_:g~?__h__e___e_Ls_:_c_£_r__n_. 
w~%v.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < ?}gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 5:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Kevin Best 
<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football post game manage the elevators 

A couple of things I want to talk about. 

Football post game manage the elevators 

Backdrop for players in recruiting room 

Player post game apparel. 

Bubba 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, 10:16 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu>; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@unc.edtr~; Smith, Amy Diane 

<mnysm@unc.edu> 

Gymnaslics Hold 

Business Office Staff, 

You can remove the hold from Gymnastics. They are all caught up on Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks, 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy B. Duffy <kduffy@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ ~gmaJl.com>; ~live.unc.edtr~; 
@live.unc.edtr~; Mike (parking) McGowm~ <macdl9@psafety.nnc.edu-~; Garrett(parkmg)Parks <wgparks@psafety.unc.edu>; 

Hawldns, Deborah Lynn <Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael <mperldns@unc.edu>; 

@nncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Labar <dlabar@nncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@nncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro 

<soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tpamell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; John Brunner <johnnyb@nncaa.unc.edu~ 

The Week Ahead 

CAROLINA SOFTBALk .docx 



Monday, Apri[ 15NMonday, Apri[ 22 

Recent News: On Wednesday, Lor[ Sp[ngo[a led a 6-0 shutout over E[on ... Carolina sp[[t with NC 
State on Saturday... The Wo[fpack won on a wa[k-off home run on Sunday 
Hit Ctr[ + Click to follow [ink 

Schedule: The Tar Heels w[[[ visit East Carolina on Wednesday before hosting Georgia Tech in a 
double header on Sunday and Monday night @ 7p on ESPNU. 

Weather: ::::~ ~::ii:!! :: Wed nesdayN PC[oudyN85° @ECU 

SundayNSunny~63° 

Monday~ M Cloudy 68°~48° 

Promotions: Sunday~Sen[or DayN 

Special Guests: 

Sunday~BIG Head Races, Autographs, Pep Band 
IVlondayN Ra[ty Towe[s~ BIG Head Races, Pep Band 

Sunday~ 
Monday~ 

!, National Anthem 
, National Anthem 

i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin S. Best <kevinbes~unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 3:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham < 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-~ 

Re: Football post game manage the elevators 

@gmail.com>; 

Bubba, 
I’ve spoken with Core?’ Holliday, James Spurling and the equipment staff 
about a few of the items listed below. I spoke with Molly and scheduled a 
meeting at your office on Thursday, April 25, at 10 am to discuss the plan 
for next season Thanks. 

Kevin 

On 4/13/13 5:22 PM, "Bubba Curmingham" <bubba.curmingham@gmail.com> wrote: 

>A couple of things I want to talk about. 

> 

> 

>Football post game manage the elevators 

> 

>Backdrop for players in recruiting room 

> 

>Player post game apparel. 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>Bubba 

> 

>Sent :from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

Leadership Academy: Vetera~ Leaders (Judgment Day) 

FAQ (2 Day).doc 

Vince, 

FYI - we are exploring the option of providing our 2013-14 Veteran Leaders with a unique leadership development experience. We would like for them 

to participate in "Judgment Day" which is facilitated by an outfit called The Program. The link below provides a description and additional information 

- as does the attached document. 

The Program - "Judgment Day" 

http:!/theprogram.org!judg m ent..coll.php 
a former student-athlete from , worked with the organization, 

and The Program holds her in as high esteem as we do. Also, Men’s Lacrosse participated in Judgment Day earlier in the spring, and Coach Breschi 

would happily share his thoughts. 

Hopefully, we can talk about this in greater detail at our next staff meeting. 

Shelley 



Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

WADDELL, CHARLES <WADDELCD@mailbox.sc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 6:29 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@ema]l.unc.edu>; Will Webb (Vv%febb@charlottesiTorts.org) 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@m~c.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@m~c.edu>; Tricomi, William T <will tricomi@m~c.e&~>; PARtIAM, TERRY 
<TEPd~Y@mailbox.sc.edu>; TANNER JR, D. f~&Y <RTANNER@mailbox.sc.edu> 

RE: Contract 

We are very close. We agree with UNC on sections 25~03 and 29. We will try to get something from the SEC as well, but what about reducing Lhe liquidated damages 

to the other parties to $1,000,000 each or agree to playing the game at a later date (maybe within 5 years). Any thoughts? 

I:mm: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 20:13 8:4:1 AM 

To: WADDELL, CHARLES; Will Webb (WWebb@charlottesports.org) 
Cc: Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Tricomi, William T 
Subject: Contract 

Will and Charles, 

Here are our comments on the revised agreement that USC Legal Counsel amended: 

§19 The rnissing piece needs to be fined in by CSE 

§20 Let’s get whatever assurances from the conferences in writing (ACC and SEC) are necessary on the front end so we are not lef:t with a "worsL case scenario" 

of a late cancellation and the inability to find another game or to be made whole. 1 will pursue this clearance in writing from the ACC and ask that Charles 

does the same from the S{-C 

§25,03 ~nd§29       ~e think both of these c~auses need to be c~nsistent~ either written simi~ar~y ~r UN~ and uS~ as we origina~ drafted with simi~ar ~angu~g 

for both, or deleted in their endrety for both as suggested by USC legal counsel. 

Think we are really dose, fet’s get this done. 

Thanks, 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr> 

Re: Relyort 

~gmail.com> 

9:14 PM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~unc~edu> wrote: 

Tha~D md good luck on the job interview! 

From: ~clmai!.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:08 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Here’s today’s.., also wanted to let you know that I won’t be able to get you one on Friday because I’ll be out of town tbr a job interJew. 

Have a great rest of the week! 

On Mon,. ~t 6:58 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(2~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope yours was great too. 

On at 4:05 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Today’s is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend! 

<Compliance Media Report doc>c> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Smith <tim@mJnsclub.com> 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 3:27 PM 

bubbac@uncaa.~mc.edu; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Big Hitters Invitation 

Gentlemen - 

I hope everyone is having a good weekend. I wanted to let you know I just slid your invitations to Big Hitters under your respective office doors. If you have any 

questions, please don’t hesitate to let me know. If you would, please just get them back to me as soon as possible. 

Thanks and I hope you can make it. 

Best, 

Tim 

*Please note - My email has changed to tim@ramsclub.com 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director { UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I M:            { F: 919.843.5777 

tim@ramsclub.com I www.ramsclub.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom -qimmennan@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NLI request 

Vince, 

See the below request. ; not on the list Baxbara sent this Friday. 

Let me know if she is good to go. 

Tom 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Haney, Sarah K" < s!!_a_&e_.v_@_e___n_!_~__U_!:__uj!_c_:__e__d_!_~- 

Date:             ,8:15:59 PM EDT 

To: "Timmemlans, Tom" <timme~ma~g&unc.edu> 
Subject: NLI Info 

Hey Tom, 

I am out of the office and cannot seem to access to the J drive. I was hoping that the info below would be sufficient? Also, we are kinda in a time 

crunch as well. 

Thanks] 

sarah 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

meetings 

Marie Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 

University of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 10:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

~uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: SAF 

Would you mind looking in to this. 

Thanks! 

ion~ 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 i0:55 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: SAF 

Thmlks Tom. Has ~pplied for and/or received funds from the SAF? 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, ApN 23, 2013 10:13 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: SAF 

Vince, 

Yes, those are the most up to date. Attached is the form we use. 

Tom 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: SAF 

Tom, 

Are the attached guidelines still the most current? Can you please send me a copy office SAF application form that a student-athlete completes to request funds? 

Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 10:30 PM 

Justin Turner ~hotmail.com> 

RE: UNC Agent aJ~d Advisor Program 

Justin: 

Thanks for your response. I’d certainly like to clarify the hltention of the Program, as the connotation of your email below leads me to believe that it is severely 

misunderstood. 

Our philosophy is I:o actively engage ag~-_mts who "play by ~:he rules" and ac[: in an ethical, profl:_~;sional manner. Ral:her than ;imply ~:elling all agents to refrain from 

any contact with UNC student--athletes, we instead have created a system of comnlurfication whereby agents and advisors can communicate with student-athletes 

for the majority of the year’. The only stipulations are that the request for communication must be aubmit[ed to nle and be preapproved by both the Complianc 

Office and the head coach (primarily so we can fulfill our NCAA duty to monitor and be aware of tile communica.tion taking place with the student-athletes). With 

the issu~-_~s we have witnessed in recent years, i’m sure you can unch:_~rstand why we want to have a Con]plianc~:_~ Office presence in these fru:_~etings so that we can 

b~:_~tter preempt possible NCAA viola[ions or provision of impermissible b,:_mefits, t(nowing that these meetings are impor~:ant [or ag~m~..~:ruiting, however, we 

have intentionally widened the scope o1: contact which may take place under this Policy (so long as a Compliance representative is present). I believe that this 

Program is now much more conducive to recruitment and communication than nlany others across the country, as welt as previous policies at the University. 

The Secretary of State’s Office, as you know, requires registration to recruit student-athletes in North Carolina. We require registration with our Program so that 

we can gather additional information with which we can provide our student-athletes so that they may make an informed decision on future representation. Our 

role cannot and will no~: be I:o select an agent: for a s~:ud~:_mt-athlete. Moreover, our role is also hal: to abolish o:_~mmunication that would unduly inhibit agents from 

plying th~-Ar trade ~:hrough recruitment. Rather, this Program is our best e[for~: to addr~:_ms th~-_~ issues we had her~-_~ in a way that: (1) ~-_~duca~:es our student-athletes in 

a variety of ways; (2} provides information to student-athletes and their [:amilies so they can make informed decisions; (3) [:acilitates student-athletes in their 

transition to pro[:essionaf sports by providing guidance similar to that of a Career CounaeUng Office; (4) establishes a Compliance Office presence where we 

witnessed major problems with the provision of impermissible benefits; and (5) removes the burden of coordinating the large and sometimes daunting 

r~-:q:~resentation select:ion proc~:_~ss from student.-athh:,tes who are already juggling the demands of Division f a~:Metics and a challenging academic curriculun~. We 

wan~ agem:s to provide information through th~-_~ r~-:~gistration process and communica~:e wi~:h U NC student.-athletes. With the maj.:_~r ramifications of this choice 

abouL representation, though, we ]:eel it important to embrace the educational componenL o[: our rote by providing guidance [:or the student-athletes during the 

process. 

We have already had a. number of well-respected agents register with the Program and partidpate by communicating with student-athletes. The’,, have been 

extremely complimentary of the Program, with multiple agents going so far as to say that they wished every school in the country would implement a similar 

Program. The stuch:_~[:-athh:_d:es hav,:_~ b,-_u:~ very rec~-_q:~tive to it as well. 

f encourage you and your brotfu:_~r to register with the Program and look forward to working with you. Please let me know if you wish ~:o discuss this further 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Justin Turner [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 9:50 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program 

Paul, 

Your university policies are in violation of federal interstate commerce laws, and the players violating NCAA rules are the problem not agents like myself and my 

brother. I welcome you to call on a personal level to discuss the issues at hand. We have never signed a draft eligible player from your school despite the fact we 

are the largest agency in the Carolina’s and one of the 30 largest firms in America. We would love to assist the university in eradicating the egregious issues your 

student athletes have had with agents. Although we appreciate the efforts, eliminating honest, successful and upstanding professionals as we are is a disservice to 

your players and their futures. 

Justin D. Turner 

843-504-8472 

NFLPA Certified Contract Advisor 

www.nflagents.net 

............................ L@_h__o_.t_ .m a_!_L_c_ .o_ .n! 

On Mar 25, 2013, at 9:23 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Justin: 

Please be advised that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Department of Athletics has implemented a new Agent and Advisor Program 

which governs all forms of contact by agents, advisors, and their representatives with UNC student-athletes and affiliated individuals. The full 

Program and a short summary thereof are both available at: http://www.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206494864. 

Please familiarize yourself with the terms as defined in the Program, as well as the policies and procedures contained therein which apply to a wide 

range of individuals providing a variety of services. Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics 

before communicating in any way with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration 

form included on the link above and submission by email or standard mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. Registrants 

are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as 

adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gen. Stat. §§ 78C- 85-105). 

Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes or affiliated 

individuals must be preapproved by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate head coach. If approved, a member of the Compliance Office must 

be present for any in-person meeting or phone call with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verbal communication or 

correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual must fimt be submitted to the Compliance Office for approval by 

both a Compliance Office representative and the appropriate head coach. If approved, the Compliance Office will be responsible for provision of the 

non-verbal communication. No form of contact or correspondence, verbal or otherwise, should ever take place with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated 

individual without the pro-approval and [acilitation of the Compliance Office. 

This new Program will enable us to provide information and structured communication for UNC student-athletes that will help them make an 

informed decision about their future representation. Anyone wishing to have contact with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual should 

complete the appropriate registration materials with both the Department of Athletics and North Carolina Secretary of State. All questions, requests 

for contact, or other communication should be directed to me at 919-843-7690 or by email at ppop, ge~uncaa.unc.edu. 



Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

<image00Zjpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 11:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Kir~hner, Steve <stevekir~hne@unc.edtr~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

rl~x 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Caacolina 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 11:06 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I emailed Spencer earlier today. He assured me this will be completed as always. Thanks. 

Oi1 Mar 26, 2013, at 10:49 PM, "Kirschnel; Steve" <s~teveldrschner(~unc.edu> wrote: 

I told Amy Yakola in the fall that Robert Mercer no longer worked in ASPSA... I called her again today after I received this email and let 

her know again 

Steve Kirschimr 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

Senior As~ciate A.D. tbr Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

steveldrschner~nnc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:20 PM 

To: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

I think Spencer usually handles this. Lefs put someone on it. 

Bnbba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded mes~ge: 

From: "Amy YaI:old’ <avakola(a)theacc.org> 

To: "Steve Duzan (sduzan(a)admin.fsu.eduy <sduzan~admin.fsu.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs (vfuch~)admin.fsu.eduY’ 

<vfuchs(&admin.fsu.edu>, "Dean Buchan (dbuchan(a)athletics.gatech.edu)" <<lbuchan~athletics.gatech.edu>, "Panl Griffin 

(pgftffin~)athletics.gatech.edu)" < pgriffin(~aflfletics.gatech.edu>, "Phyllis M. LaBaw (plabaw(~athletics.gatech.eduy 

<plabaw(&,athletics.gatech.edu >, "Theresa Wenzel (twenzel,@,athletics.gatech.edu)" <twenzel(~athletics.~atech.edu>, "Brad 

Bates(brad.bates~bc.edu)" <brad.bates(~bc.edn>, "Chiis Cameron (cameroch(~bc.eduy <cameroch(&bc.edu>, "Dr. Dard 

Miller (dard.miller(&be.edu)" <dard.miller~,be.edu>, "Jody Mooradian (mooradio(&bc.edn)" <mooradio~bc.edu>, "Tim 

Bourret (btimoth(r>clemson.eduy <btimoth~2Zclemson.edu>, "Dan Radakovich(drad(&clemson.edn)" <drad~,~,clemson.edu>, 

"Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar(&clemson.edn)" <kbarbar(~clemson.edn>, "Rebecca Bowman (rbowman@clemson.edu)" 

<rbowman(a)clemmn.edu>, "Art Chase (chasea@duaa.duke.eduy <chase~r~duaa.duke.edu>, "Heather Ryan 
(hryan@duaa.duke.edu)" <hryan(&)duaa.duke.edu>, "Jaclyn Jacki Silar (i silar@duaa.duke.eduy <i silar@duaa.duke.edu>, 

"Kevin White(kwhite@duaa.duke.eduy <kwhite@duaa.duke.edu>, "Cnnningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Elliott 

Finebloom (efinebloom(~fsu.edu) <-etinebloom,@,fsu.edu , "RandySpetman (rspetman(~fsu.eduy <rspetman,@,fsu.edu>, 

"Blake James (biames(a)miami.eduy <biames(a)miami.edu:>, "Chris Freer (c.freet(~miami.edu)" <c.fi’eet(a)mianli.edu>, "Chris 

Yandle(c.yandle~)miami.edu)" < c.vandle@miami.edu >, "David W}’man (d.~wman~)mianli.edu)" <d.wvman~mimni.edu>, 
"Jennifer Strawley (i.strawlev@miami.edu)" <i.stlaMey(~miami.edu>, "Annabelle Myers (annabelle mvers~)ncsu.edu)" 

<annabelle myers~ncsu.edu>, "Came Leger(came leger~ncsu.eduy <came leger~ncsu.e&l>, "Debbie Yow 

(d "~ow~ncsu.edn)" <d yow~ncsu.edu>, "Michelle Lee (michelle lee~ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee~ncsu.edu>, "Mike 

Fambangh (baugh(~pitt.eduy <baugh(&,pitt.edu>, "Kevin Wa]l(knm,all(&swr.eduy <kmwa]l~,~,syr.edtr--, "Chris Uchacz 

(cuchacz(~umd.edu)’’ <cuchacz,@,nmd.edu>, "KevinAnderson (kevina,@~umd.edu)" <kevina~umd.edu>, "Loft Ebihara 
II r: . ) ) (~ . (lebihaam@nn~d.edu) <lebihaza@umd.edu>, ZackB(ln((zbolno,?~umd.edu) <zbolno@umd.edu>, "Best, KevinS." 

<kevinbes~unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekir~hner@unc.edu-~, "Beth Miller" <bmille~a~uncaa.nnc.edtr>, "Robert 

Mercer (nnercer,~uncaa.unc.eduy <mmrcer(a)uncaa.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu-~, "Adrien 



Itarraway(aJ14nb~(~vivginia.edu)" <ah4nh~virginia.edu>, "Craig Litflepage(ckl9e(~virginia.edu)" <ckl9e(~a)vi~inia.edtr"~, "Jim 

Daves (iimdaves~b~virginia.edu)" <iimdave~)virginia.edu>, "Jane Miller (ina2y(~vi~inia.edu)" <im2y(~a~Tirginia.edu>, "Shelia 

Meek (ssm2h~virginia.edu)" <ssm2b~b~virginia.edu>, "JermaJne ttolmes (ieholmes,~vt.edu)" <jeholme~t.edw~, "Lisa Rudd 

(lrud&~vt.edu)" <lrudd(a)vt.edu>, "Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk(a)vt.edu)" <smcclosk(a)vt.edu>, "David Smith 

(vtsid(~’t.edu)" <vtsick~?vt.edu>, "Jim Weaver (weavefi(&~vt.edu)" < weavefi(&~vt.edu>, "Jmle Caldwell (caJdweih(c)?wfu.edu)" 
<caldweih(c))wfu.edu>, "Steve Shutt (shuttsi(~.edu)" <shuttsi~wfu.edu>, "Barbara Walker (waJkerbg({bwfu.edu)" 

<walkerbg(~wfu.edu>, "Ron Wellma~(welhn~v~)wfu.edu)" <wellma~wfu.edu> 

Ce: "Amy Ufilowski" < aufnowski,@~theacc.org>, "Brim1 Morrison" <bmomson(~theacc.om >, "George Lane" 
<glane(~tlaeacc.org>, "Mike Finn" <mfinn~tJleacc.org>, "Steve Phillips" <sphillips(~theacc.org> 

Subject: ACC Whiter Sport Scholar-Atlflete of the Year 

This message cannot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a different fommt or 

email progrmn, message/tiE822 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef0anssen.com> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 12:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail .corn 

Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 2013/14 

UNC BCLA Proposal for 201314.doc 

glnce, 

[tope you had a great Easter weekend! 

Thanks fi~r meeting with me and Mr Baddour I appreciate you 
considering various perspectives as you and Mr. Cunningham look to 
determine what might be best fi~r the Leadership Academy moving 
forward. 

As I mentioned, the Academy is veW near and dear to my heart since I 
helped conceive, birth, and raise it to what it is today Further, 
through the Academy I have been fi)rtunate to meet, learn from, and 
impact so many amazing Tar Heel coaches and SAs along the way over 
the past 9 years So obviously it is something I take great pride in 
and want to continue staying involved in. 

That being said, the Academy has also undergone some serious and 
significant changes and challenges over the past couple of years, 
many that I have strong and serious concerns about because they go 
against my vision and values - and the strong, respected, and 
customer-centric brand that the Janssen Sports Leadership Center has 
come to stand for across the country. I have attempted to voice and 
address these concerns appropriately and professionally, yet many- 
have not been addressed, and thus tile situation has regrettably 
deteriorated to its present state. 

My goal from the start in addressing these concerns has been to take 
the high road and let my performance and professionalism speak for 
itself. I am hopeful that tills situation can be resolved as it 
ultimately it is in the best interests of tile UNC student-athletes 
and coaches to do so. 

At your request, I have included a proposal outlining a reduced role 
for me with the Academy in comparison to years past with an 
accompanying lower fee in light of the budget concerns you mentioned. 
Attached you will find a proposal for an eight and six visit Academy, 
down from the nomlal 10 to 12 modules with each SA group I have done 
in tile past. 

The pricing of the proposal is based primarily on the broad-based 
value that UN-C Athletics receives from tile prograrrmring itself, my 
ability- to deliver it in a way that connects with and motivates SAs, 
and the extent that the current progratlmling comprises and undergirds 
the vast maj ority of the Rising Stars and Veteran Leaders 
programming. Based on a nine-year track record of success with UNC 
and other schools, you are getting the best sports leadership 
programming that consistently achieves real results. I am glad the 
high quality of the programming has been both recognized and 
acknowledged by the various parties involved (start. SAs, coaches, 

etc ) 

Additionally, when it comes to pricing, we also need to stay 
consistent with what other schools across the country invest in our 
proven programming. Fee integrity and consistency are important to us 
so we can’t charge schools significantly different prices for similar 
levels of service. As an example, schools such as Fordham, Colgate, 
Michigan, and George Washington invest approximately $60,000 a year 
for a sLx-visit Academy so we need to stay relatively consistent with 
this in our fees as well 

Finally, the fee is based upon me delivering the presentations and 
progran~’ning. As mentioned, I am not open to training, licensing, or 
authorizing others at UNC to present the materials and modules I have 
developed over the past 20 years and previously delivered as part of 
the Academy. 

Thanks again for your willingness to attempt to extend and renew this 
mutually beneficial partnership moving forward I look forward to 
hearing your response. 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 



a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 

(SAI.SC) http:/iwww salsc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 11:30 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

O’Bannon case could cause seismic NCAA change 

LOS ANGELES -- NCAA leaders will converge on Atlanta this weekend for the Final Four, the organization’s annual celebratory event of not only basketball, 

but of college athletics as a whole. Mark Emmert and his brass aren’t likely to let the hovering cloud of an industry-threatening lawsuit dampen the party, 

but at least one prominent athletic official thinks it’s time to start bracing for the worst. 

USC athletic director Pat Haden says he’s concerned the NCAA may lose the pending Ed O’Bannon antitrust suit regarding the commercialization of college 

athletes. He is encouraging conference and national colleagues to start discussing contingency plans. 

"We ought to be kept abreast of it at all times, and we ought to prepare for it in case we lose," said Haden, a former practicing attorney and businessman 

who became an athletic director in 2010. "1 haven’t followed the case closely, but what I read from legal scholars, it’s not a slam dunk for the NCAA." 

The case, filed by former UCLA basketball star O’Bannon in 2009 and eventually expanded to include high-profile co-plaintiffs like Oscar Robertson and Bill 

Russell, initially focused solely on the use of former athletes’ likeness in products such as EA Sports’ NCAA video games, for which the individuals are not 

compensated. (EA Sports is a co-defendant.) However, in a motion for class certification filed last August, the plaintiffs contended that both current and 

former athletes should be included in the case and argued they are entitled to 50 percent of revenue generated by NCAA and conference television 

contracts. 

In other words, it has become a pay-for-play case. 

"The context of the lawsuit has changed. What do we do if we lost?" Haden said of the NCAA’s side. "All of a sudden your television revenue -- let’s say it’s 

$20 million a year [for a school]. Now if they win, it’s $10 million a year. How do you make your 21 sports work on half the revenue?" 

In January, the judge in the case denied an NCAA motion to strike the plaintiffs from pursuing their class-action claim, with the NCAA arguing that the 

plaintiffs had radically changed the case midstream. A hearing before Judge Claudia Wilken of the U.S. District Court in Northern California is scheduled for 

June 20. The trial would not take place until July 2014. 

"This is the most threatening lawsuit the NCAA has ever faced," said SI.com legal expert Michael McCann, a University of New Hampshire sports law 

professor. "If O’Bannon prevails, it would radically change the economics of college sports. More specifically, it would, like Pat Haden said, require schools to 

operate a sports program with substantially less money." 

Despite the potentially seismic implications, most college athletic officials have publicly downplayed the possibility of an unfavorable outcome to this point. 

The NCAA, as would be expected of a defendant in a lawsuit, has remained confident that it will ultimately prevail. "This case has always been wrong -- 

wrong on the facts and wrong on the law," NCAA executive vice president and chief legal officer Donald Remy said in a statement last month. "We look 

forward to its eventual resolution in the courts." And for the most part, that mindset has trickled down to college administrators. 

"There’s conversation [about the case], but it’s in the courts. We have no control over it," Texas AD DeLoss Dodds said recently. "I don’t hear people 

saying, ’Here’s what were going to do if it happens.’ ... I’ve got more immediate things to worry about." 

In recent court filings brought on behalf of the NCAA in its motion against class certification, several athletic administrators (including Dodds) laid out various 

consequences if the plaintiffs’ "50-50" proposition were to become reality. Most notably, as A.qdy StapF:~s ~e~ort.:~d, Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany 

suggested his conference members might opt for a Division III model in which no athletic scholarships would be awarded. Such doomsday scenarios are 

considered wildly unrealistic, but a victory for the plaintiffs or even a pre-trial settlement would almost certainly require fundamental changes for athletic 

departments. 

"What it means is coaches’ salaries will go down, as one outcome," said McCann. "Some sports teams will be cut is another outcome. Schools still have to 

comply with Title IX. Schools have to become more strategic." 

McCann believes the parties will eventually settle due to the extent of potential damages for the NCAA, though it’s impossible to predict what scope that 

would entail. If the case does go to trial, realistically it will be many years before there’s a resolution, as whichever side loses is nearly certain to appeal. 

So athletic officials do have time to start devising contingency plans, if any of them share Haden’s sense of urgency. 

"What I’m reading is that we have a real chance of losing," Haden said. "It will work its way through the system, and there we go." 

Read More: http://~p~r~csi~Listrated.crln~c~rn/c~ege.f~tba~/r~ev‘/s/2~3~4~/pat..haderl.ed.~barln~n.rlcaa/#ixzz2PCz~C).By~ 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels Rout Appalachian State, 9-2 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
CONTACT:, _~uncaa,unc,edu, 919-962-1160) 
Tuesday, 

Tar Heels Rout Appalachian State, 9-2 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - No. 25 North Carolina routed Appalachian State 9-2 on Tuesday in the first of three midweek games this week. Led by Constance Orr’s two RBIs on two hits, the 

Tar Heels improved to 26-13 (6-3) on the season. 

Elisha Elliott led off the first inning with a single to shortstop and then stole second before advancing to third on a ground out. Amber Parrish drew a walk, and a double by Constance Orr 

advanced her to third and brought Ellioft home to put the Tar Heels on the board Kristen Brown drew a walk to load the bases, and then Kati Causey also drew a walk to advance the 

runners and force Parrish home Jenna Kelly reached first on an error to drive in Orr and advance both Nece and Brown, and a third walk to Megan Morrison scored Brown to give UNC 

the 4-0 lead. 

The second inning started off with a single up the middle by Erin Satterfield who then advanced to third on a double to right center by Haleiqh Dickey. Parrish walked, loading the bases 

for Orr, who also drew a walk to score Satterfield. Amy Nece was hit by a pitch, scoring Dickey, and a single by Kelly to left field brought in Parrish for a third run Orr came home on a wild 

pitch that also advanced Kelly and Nece, and a single to short by Elliott drove in Nece to increase the Tar Heels’ lead by five 

Appalachian State prevented a run-ruled game, scoring two runs in the fifth to also breakup the shutout. Caroline Rogers drew a walk before Pepper Butler singled to left field. Sarah 

Warnock’s double to right center drove in both ASU runners to put the Mountaineers on the board with two runs. 

Lori Spingola pitched five innings with no runs for the win, giving up just one hit and one walk while fanning five. Sara Buchholz recorded two strikeouts in one inning of work, giving up 

two hits, two runs and one walk, and Ashley Bonecame in for the final inning, giving up two hits 

UP NEXT 

Carolina hosts James Madison on Wednesday for another pair of midweek games, playing a doubleheader at 4 and 6 p.m. UNC continues home ACC play this weekend at Anderson, 

facing Virginia for two games on Saturday at 1 and 3 p.m. and on Sunday at 1 pm 

The full Virginia series will be shown live on ESPN3, and Sunday will be UNC Softball Camper Day. 

Also Online: 

Carolina Returns to National Rankinqs 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com); Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Rich Rosa and Tony Agnone from EAS 

I think it would be a good idea to have a conference carl ruth Rich Rosa to hear nmltiple perspectives from ditt~rent agencies. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 2:25 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

I just received an email from Rich Rosa at Eastern Athletic Services (EA5}, a football ag¢_~ncy based out of Maryland, who re;ponded to m¢_~ and 

indicated d~ey would also be intecested in representing      . Tony Agnone is one of the Iongesbtenured agents in the football business and has 

represented a variety of clients indudir~g several individuals now in the Pro FooLbalt Half of Fame. Rich Rosa, his business partner, has worked for EAS 

for over :].5 vears after playing football at Penn State. EAS has five employees who handle their representation and have an outstanding reputation 

not only for quality work, but for an honest, ethical approach as well. Rich and Tony have registered with the State of North Carolina and our Program 

and ~:heir backgrounds ar¢_~ ¢_~xc:eptional. More it~formatior~ on EA5 is aw3ilabh? a~:: 

http;i/www.easfoot ball.corn/in d ex.html 

EAS is representing a long snappe¢ from the University of Missouri this year as well. 

I think it would be a good idea for you to consider speaking further with EA5. I believe between Rich, Tony, and Bus, a very solid group of reputable 

options are becoming available for you all to consider. Are you interested in speaking with Rich via conference calF? Please let me know and we will 

mal~e arrang¢_~ments. 

gear, 

Paul 

From= Pogge, Paul 
Sent= Tuesday, . 2::!.2 PM 
To: ,(.~gmail.com); Die, Vince; (c~gmail.com 
Subject= Call with Bus Cook 

The call with Bus Cook will take place this Thursday at 4 Eastern. , if you can come to EWAC again and call me when you’re outside, I’ll come let 

you in. It would be great if you could arrive around 3:50. , this is the call-in information for the conference with Bus: 

Phone number: 

Password: 

For your convenience, I have attached an electronic copy of the NFL Standard Representation Contract. I have also attached a list of suggested 

questions we typically provide to student-athletes to help with the screening process. Please let me know if you have any other questions or if there 

is additional information we can provide. We’ll be happy to do whatever we can to help you all get answers to your questions as you work towards 

selecting an agent with whom you feel comfortable. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image003-.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(93.9) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday~ 9:38 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

@gmail.com); Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Call with Bus Cook 

Yes I will be there early. Is there rely way I can get a visitor parking pass? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 2:11 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

The call with Bus Cook will take place this Thursday at 4 Eastern. if you can come to EWAC again and call me when you’re outside, I’ll come let 

you in. It would be great if you could arrive around 3:50. , this is the call-in information for the conference with Bus: 

Phone number: 

Password: 

For your convenience, I have attached an electronic copy of the NFL Standard Representation Contract. I have also attached a list of suggested 

questions we typically provide to student-athletes to help with the screening process. Please let me know if you have any other questions or if there 

is additional information we can provide. We’ll be happy to do whatever we can to help you all get answers to your questions as you work towards 

selecting an agent with whom you feel comfortable. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image003.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

<NFLPA Standard Representation Agreement.pdi~, 

<Questions for Student-Athletes to Ask Agents.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:52 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~gmail.com); Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Rich Rosa mid Tony Agnone fi~om gAS 

That sounds great,        I have reached out to Rich and asked him for times [hat work for him. 

I will be in touch as soon as I hear back from him. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

See you Thursday, 

Paul 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 
To: Poqqe, Paul 

Co: ~gmail.com); Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: Rich Rosa and Tony Agnone from EAS 

I think it would be a good idea to have a conference call with Rich Rosa to hear multiple perspectives from different agencies. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:25 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

I just received an email from Rich Rosa at Eastern Athletic Services (EAS), a [:ootbatl agency based ou[ of Maryland, who responded to me and 

indicated they woufd also be interested in representing       Tony Agnone is one o[: Lhe longest--tenured agents in the football business and has 

represented a variety of clients including several individuals now in the Pro Football Hall of Fame. Rich Rosa, his business partner, has worked for EAS 

for over ~.S years after playing football at Penn State. EAS has five employees who handle their representation and have an outstanding reputation 

not: only For quality work, but: For an honest, ethical appr.:_~ach as well. Rich and ].:_~ny have registered with the State of Nort:h Carolina and our Program 

and their bac]~grounds are exceptional More informat:ion on EAS is available at: 

_h_t__t_p__:J_/~ ~ ~_.__e _a__s__t_9_9___t__b___aJ_L.__c__9___m__L{_n _d _e ~ =b_~_~_! 
[::AS is representing a long snapper from the Universi[y of Missouri this year as well. 

1 think it would be a good idea for you to consider speaking further with EAS. I believe between Rich, Tony, and Bus, a very solid group of reputable 

opt:ions are becoming avaibble For you all t:o consider. Are Vou interested in speaking with Rich via conference (:alp Please h?t me know and we will 

make arrangements, 

13est, 

Paul 

From-" Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 2:12 PN 
To: ._,@gEn___ajJ_&O__ErJ.); Ille, Vince; _@_gmail.com 
Subieet: Call with Bus Cook 

The call with Bus Cook will take place this Thursday at 4 Eastern. if you can come to EWAC again and call me when you’re outside, I’ll come let 

you in. It would be great if you could arrive around 3:50 this is the call-in information for the conference with Bus: 

Phone number: 

Password: 

For your convenience, I have attached an electronic copy of the NFL Standard Representation Contract. I have also attached a list of suggested 

questions we typically provide to student-athletes to help with the screening process. Please let me know if you have any other questions or if there 

is additional information we can provide. We’ll be happy to do whatever we can to help you all get answers to your questions as you work towards 

selecting an agent with whom you feel comfortable. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universib/of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~ eff@j et’tj anssen.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 8:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 2013/14 

Thanks Vince, 

I have a call at 2:00 today that should be done by 2:45 so let’s say 
3:00 if that works for you. I can call you theri if you like. 

JJ 

>Jeff, 
> 

>Thanks for the message I hope you and your family enjoyed a Happy 
>Easter as well! 
> 

>I appreciate your thoughtful approach and your willingness to 
>discuss a variety of options. Are you available for a call later 
>this afternoon? I’ve discussed nay thoughts with Bubba and want to 
>share some reformation with you. I’m available after 2:30 this 
>afternoon. 
> 

>Thanks Jeff and I look forward to speaking with you. 
> 

>Vmce 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>l~’rnm: Jeff Janssen [mailto:iefl2~ieffianssen com] 
>Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 12:28 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Cc:         ~gmail.com 
>Subject: Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 2013/14 
> 

>Vince, 
> 

>Hope you had a great Easter weekend! 
> 
SIhanks for meeting with me and Mr. Baddour. I appreciate you 
>considering various perspectives as you and Mr Cunningharn look to 
>determine what might be best for the Leadership Academy moving 
>forward. 
> 

>As I mentioned, the Academy is ve~ near and dear to my heart since 
>I helped conceive, birth, and raise it to what it is today Further, 
>through the Academy I have been fortunate to meet, learn from, and 
>impact so rnany amazing Tar Heel coaches and SAs along the way over 
>the past 9 years. So obviously it is something I take great pride in 
>and want to continue staying involved in. 
> 

>That being said, the Academy has also ~mdergone some serious and 
>significant changes and challenges over the past couple of years, 
>many that I have strong and serious concerns about because the?" go 
>against my vision and values - and the strong, respected, and 
>customer-centric brand that the Janssen Sports Leadership Center has 
>come to stand for across the country. I have attempted to voice and 
>address these concerns appropriately and professionally, yet rnany 
>have not been addressed, and thus the situation has regrettably 
>deteriorated to its present state. 
> 

>My goal from the start in addressing these concerns has been to take 
>the high road and let my performance and professionalism speak for 
>itself I am hopeful that this situation can be resolved as it 
>ultimately it is in the best interests of the UNC student-athletes 
>and coaches to do so. 
> 

>At your request, I have included a proposal outlining a reduced role 
>for me with the Academy in comparison to years past with an 
>accompanying lower fee in light of the budget concerns you mentioned. 
>Attached you will find a proposal for an eight and six visit 
>Academy, down from the normal 10 to 12 modules with each SA group I 
>have done in the past 
> 

>The pricing of the proposal is based primarily on the broad-based 
>value that UNC Athletics receives from the programming itselI, my 
>abili~z to deliver it in a way that connects with and motivates SAs, 
>and the extent that the current programming comprises and undergirds 
>the vast maj ori~z of the Rising Stars and Veteran Lead ers 
>programming. Based on a nine-year track record of success with UNC 
>and other schools, you are getting the best sports leadership 
>programming that consistently achieves real results I am glad the 
>high quality of the programming has been both recognized and 
>acknowledged by the various parties involved (stafI. SAs, coaches, 



>etc) 
> 

>Additionally, when it comes to pricing, we also need to stay 
>consistent with what other schools across the country invest in our 
>proven programming. Fee integrity and consistency are important to 
>us so we can’t charge schools significantly different prices for 
>similar levels of service. As an example, schools such as Fordham, 
>Colgate, ]’,/hchigan, and George Washington invest appro×imately 
>$60,000 a year for a six-visit Academy so we need to stay re]ative[y 
>consistent with this in our fees as well. 
> 

>Finally, the fee is based upon me delivering the presentations and 
>programming. As mentioned, I am not open to training, licensing, or 
>authorizing others at UNC to present the materials and modules I 
>have developed over the past 20 years and previously delivered as 
>part of the Academy. 
> 

>Thanks again for your willingness to attempt to extend and renew 
>this mutually beneficial partnership moving forward. I look forward 
>to hearing your response. 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>1-888-721 -TEAM 
> 
>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count17 to make 
>a difIbrence around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http:/iwww.salsc.or~ 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TRAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http ://www salsc, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 8:37 AM 

lib, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Rutgers president and AD need to go 

This is no longer abouL Mike Rice, a pathetic excuse for a coach and unemployable on college campuses forevermore. This is about L[~e senior administrators 
at Rutgers University, the people who failed to protect their students from a common abuser and homophobe, 

Rutgers athletic director Tim Pernetti said the school president, Robert Barchi, saw the tape aired by ESPN’s "Outside the Lines" that showed Rice assaulting 

and profanely berating his students - not [’IBA players, students - and backed the decision to suspend Rice for three games and fine him $50,000. ~f true, 

Barchi needs to (.Io right along with Pernetti and Rice. 

:In fact, any administrators who watched the coach’s frightening meltdowns - firing basketballs at students’ heads and backs, grabbing, shoving and kicking 

them in a rage, and degrading them with homophobic and misogynistic slurs -- and thought Rice shouldn’t be terminated on the spot need to be terminated 

themselves. 

Chris Christie, governor of New Jersey, watched the video that was almost harder to watch than the replay of Kevin Ware’s in.iury in the LouisvHle.-Duke game, 

and his press secretary released a statement condemning Rice’s behavior. "][t’s not the type of leadership we should be showing our young people," the 

statement read, "and clearly there are questions about this behavior that need to be answered by the leaders at Rutgers University." 

Here are a few questions for those supposed leaders at Rutgers: 

How could you watch even five minutes of that footage and come to any conclusion other than Rice should never again be allowed near your students? 

In the wake of Tyler Clementi’s suicide, how coukl you decide that his hateful language alone --- sans the physical abuse --- didn’t rise to U~e level o[ immediate 

termination? 

Would you let your own sons play basketball for Mike Rice after seeing what you saw? And if not, how dare you send other people’s sons back into that gym 

without them first seeing tile video and deciding for themselves if Rice’s conduct was appropriate for their kids2 

Sorry, but Christie has to do more than pose hard questions here, He’s the leader of the state, and 

those are the leaders of the state university. New Jersey Assemblyman Reed Gusciora rightfully 

declared, "Taxpayers should not be paying for [Rice’s] behavior," and Assembly Speaker Shei[a Oliver 

called not only for Rice’s firin(.l but for a thorough review "oF U~e decision not ~o dismiss him." 

Christie and every rightmlinded educator at Rutgers need to find out who saw the tape, who supported 

the notion that Rice only needed to be suspended, and who now must be removed in the name of 

co m n’Forl decency. 

Every right-minded educator in the Big Ten should speak out, too, and apply a full-court press. Without 

even playing a game in their new home conference, Rutgers has surely embarrassed Big Ten officials who 

can’t believe university leaders thought a fine, a little time off (without pay), some counseling, and some 

on-site monitoring would leave a (supposedly) contrite Rice worthy of keeping his job. 

From a distance, Pernetti has always come across as decent people, as a guy who gets it, But his 

jud(.iment here was so staggeringly poor that he’s lost whatever credibility he established comin(.l in. 

:[n his "Outside the {Jnes" interview, and in an a -day damage control drill that included a viewhlg of tile 

video for reporters (How about a special screening for the players’ parents?), Pernetti made references 

to Rice being guilty of a "first offense." 

]"he first time Rice put his hands on a player, or hit him with a fastball from point-blank range, or 

diminished him with a vile slur --- that was his [ifs~ offense. The films don’t lie, coaches like to say, and these films show Rice to be quilty of countless offenses. 

Pernetti said on "OTL" his man had "wavered" from acceptable Rutgers standards, which was tantamount to conceding Lance Armstrong had "wavered" from 

the ideals of good sportsmanship. The AD also said some clips of Rice:s d]sgusUng conduct came packaged WiUlout the context of full pracUce sessions, as if 

seven minutes of abusive actions would be justified by an hour and 53 nlinutes of typical coach-player exchanges. 

Rice is no legend, except, appa’ent y, in his own mind, but this case summons some of the same troubling questions raised at Joe Paterno’s Penn State, 

where tile program and the coach were protected at all costs, leading to a scandal that shocked the world. 

Was it shocking to see some ignorant, ill-tempered basketball coach at Rutgers take out his own insecurities on students who ndght’ve feared for theh- 

scholarships, or for their shot at the pros? No, this is the same school that once employed a coach who had his players run wind sprints naked after missing a 

few too many free throws. 

What’s shocking is how Rutgers reacted to the tape produced in November by Eric Murdock, a former FiBA and Providence College player and Rice aide fired 

over the summer (PernettFs insistence that he wasn’t fired, and that his contract iq’lerely wasn’t renewed, was a losing game of semantics making the AD look 

and sound sillier by U~e hour). 

Murdock mighL be what’s commonly called a dis(.iruntk_~d former employee, and so what? He isn’L the bad guy in this case, not even close. 

Again, the films don’t lie, and when asked by ESPN’s ]eremy Schaap [f he’d absorbed the full spectrum of Rice’s one-man horror show, Pernetti said, % saw all 

of iL" 

Somehow the AD still tried Lo pFotect a coach no IongeF WOFU~ protecting. Somehow Barchi, the school presidenL, went along w]L[~ the I:flan. 

Christie can’t just sit back and let this happen at his state university, which should offer no sa~ctua-y for common abusers. Much sooner rather than later, 

Rice will aknost certainly (.let fired now trial mi]Hons of viewers have seen whaL Rutgers didn’t want Lo see. 



gu[ the administra[ors above Rice, [he people who hoped this woukl all go away, can’t survNe thaL footage, either. They need to be swept ou[ the door with 

their cherished little coach, 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:52 PM 

Paul Pogge ¯ ~gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

interesting 

http:!!espn.go.com/videoiclip?id=9130547&categoryid=2378529 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 11:27 PM 

Tar Heel Parent/FaJnily Impromtu Gathering 5p in Greenslyoro Apr 5 Important In/b 

Dear Tax Heel Football Families- 

Up for an impromptu Tar Heel Football parent/family gathering ruth pizza perhaps and fun 101 before file 7p UNC Football Scrimmage at Grimsley High School on 

Friday, April 5th?’. Then meet us at Brixx Pizza at 5p at 1424 Westover Terrace. It’s just 1/’2 mile from Grimsley High School in Greensboro, NC. It’s a family friendly 

restaurant and your only cost is what you decide to order for you and your family/guests. 

Here is their website: http:/,’bri:cxpizza.com/locations,~heenslx~l~o IMPORTANT!!! The restaurmlt understandably would like to have some idea of how many of us are 
conling. Click HERE to RSVP by Thursday, April 4th at 5:37pm so we cm~ call them m~d give "them an approximate number of us folks to expect. 

Can’t meet us there then see you at the Scrimmage at 7pm at Grimsley High School, 801 Westover Terrace Greensboro, NC 27408. 

Go Heels! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Brossman, Curt (cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu) 

I~NV: Mascot Requests 

Vir~ce, 

I have garen’s cell number but not her email. Can you ask her to send her mascot appearance request to 

Thanks! 

Rick 

From; Brossman, Curt Alan 
Sent; Thursday, 9:03 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; :@aol.com 
Subject; RE: Mascot Requests 

Rick, 

will likely be taking over th~:_~ administrative roh:-b but 

know when you can s~:art sending requests t( (. ;@live.unc.edu.). 

From: Rick Steinbacher [.Ln___a_jJ_t_9_:__r_Lc___k__s_t___e_[~_e_.___m___a_jJ_=_u___n__c_=_e__c_l__u_] 
Sent; Thursday,            5:42 AM 

To:       @aol.com; Brossman, Curt Alan 
Subject: Mascot Requests 

Brown and Curt - 

I have a request for a Rameses appearance on 4/25 in Chapel Hill. I believe 

handle mascot requests moving forward? 

Thanks! 

Rick 

at plive.unc.edu~ 

has not con[irmed this wiLh him just yet Forward the request Lc and we! will let you 

is graduating. Do we know who is taking over as the lead mascot and can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Thursday,. 10:17 AM 

TimmermaJls, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tons:vount@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwaltaey, Clint <cgwa]tney@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince 

<ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: fall GIA 

Not an issue .,_ Thank you Tom!! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday,            9:52 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Tom Sander; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; IIle, Vince 
Subject: RE: fall GIA 

;~ll, 

Plea;e see the below e-mail e>:change to catch up on               situat}on. Alter this summer       will be 9 hours short of graduating, } mggest cow-:~ring 

for ~:he         semester at a level oF 58% of a full grant--in-aid (this i’.; her average GIA over her four years) Ranee will be responsiMe to ge~: under load 

approval from the dean. Please let me know if anyone has any questions and if you agree with the funding for the fall semester (please keep in mind that two 

similar request, [:or (7_00% coverage) and (7_00% coverage) are also coming}. 

Tom 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Yount, Tony; Tom Sander 

Subject: Re:             fall GIA 

GEOL    is no longer offered here. The equivalent course is offered through NC State and that is her summer course. I talked yesterday with Dean Coleman in the 

GEOL department. He told me that she will get 4 hours credit for the summer, and that means she will need to take 9 hours in the fall to graduate. 

Tony 

On           at 9:12 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmennans(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom and Tony, 

How many of these I3 credits is 

Thanks! 

Torn 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent= Monday, 4:14 PM 

To: Tirnmermans, Torn 

Subject: Re: fall GIA 

Tom 

needs 13 hours to graduate. All should be completed in 

GEOL 

Tony 
) On at 3:11 [ M, Tom Timmennans <ti~!r_~)_e_._n_!:_la_r_~s:)~_t_~n.cL.g:d__~_p 

wrote: 

looking to take during summer school? Just trying to figure out what she wilt be left with for the fall. 

She needs to fulfill her PH requirement, and then 10 hours in her major including 

(4 hours), and two allied science electives. She will register lbr exactly that tomorrow morning. I am not awaace of any learning disabilities. 

Tony, 

Wornen’s Soccer is recornmending additional funding for . Could you please provide me with details on how many credits 

she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: G IA 

Tom, 

has played a crucial role in our success this past year on our way to winning our     national championship. She showed 

great character after losing playing time to more talented players this year and never stopped supporting the team or staff in its 
th endeavor. She’s a person of great character and we would like to reward her by covering her 9 semester in school here. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Wonren’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <:anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 11:01 AM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@anc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; GaJlo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@unc.edu-~; Gwallney, Clint ~-cgwa]tney@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Excellent Tom, thank you! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

;~11, 

Plea’;~:_~ see the below e-mail exchange to catch up on              ;i[:uation,         wa; not enrolled this spring ";~:_mlester~ ~;o she o:_~uhJ locus on profes~;ional 

soccer opportuF)iti,-_~s and at the same tirne help Am.;.:_~n out by having additional ~.;cholarship money available. Aft:or thi~.; summer       will have 24 cr,-_~dits 

remaining to graduate~ My suggestion is that we will cover       at 100% for the        semester, and she will complete a minimum of 15 credits during this 

semester. This leaves with 9 credits to complete for for which we will cover her at 100% up to 9 credits, wilt need to request under load 

approval for the semester from the dean. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns and i~you approve the ~unding for 

Torn 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 9:42 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: 

is taking 9 hours this summer! 

-]’om 

From: Tom Timmermans [tD__a_lJ_t_9_;_t_L_m__m_e__[__r[)__a__t~__s___@__u___n__c_<__e_d_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: 
Tom and Tony, 

Same for is she planning on taking any summer school classes? 

Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Re: 

Tom, 

is 33 hours sholl of graduation after taking the spring semester ofll 

Her remaining needs are: 

LFIT - 1 hr 

BIOL    & lab - 4 hrs 

EXSS courses in her major - 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours 

BN credit - 3 hrs 

Electives - 10 hrs. 

Two semesters and one summer is the likely requirement for her to finish. I have met with 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

about her plans. She roll also need to go through the readmission to the University. hoops that 

at 3:12 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmemmn~unc.edu> 

about their remaining needs. I have had no discussion with 

must go through. 

Tony, 

Women’s Soccer is recomn~ending additional funding for Could you please provide me with details on how many credits she needs to 

graduate, an acadernic plan to get her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

has been a model citizen on our team who as a senior helped lead us to our national championship. She was a major contributor on 

the field until she was hampered with injuries in her Junior year and we would like to reward her for her support of the team both on and off the 

field. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 



Universit.5~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtp 

Thursday. 11:02 AM 

Timmennan~ Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwal’mey, 

Clint <cgwaltney@anc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: GIA 

I like trois too ._. Thank you! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Senti Thursday, 10:58 AN 
To: Sander, Thomas 3; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE:                    GIA 

Please see the below e-mail e>;change to catch up ot~                situatb:N1,         has "£7 credits remainit~g [:o graduate,         has beeF~ diagm?sed with 

so [ suggest the f.:)llowing plan to have her graduate at the end .:)f the           semester. I suggest At:Merits will cow-:~r       at: I00% h:~r 

It seems most realistic that she will have 5 credi[s remaining ]:or the spring semester and I suggest we cover her’ at 100% for’ up to S credits for the spring. 

will need to request under load approval for 

In addition, I think it needs to be made dear to that we want her to graduate after and that the opportunity for funding for any semester after 

will be very small. 

Let me know if you have any quest:ions .:)r concerns and i[ you approve the [unding for 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, 10:21 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: GIA 

Tom, 

She is on her own dime this summer, so she is not d.:)ing summer school Here for another year! 

--Tom 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
To: "fount, Tony 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: GIA 

fast one, Is taking any summer school classes? This would actually really help her graduate after the fall semester if she is. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:09 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Re: GIA 

Tom, 

has completed 103 hours toward her degree and needs 17 hours of credits including both Math Credits, 3 hours in Art Histo% 3 hours in an Art Studio > 

and and protEssional ART seminar 

She met with me last week and when readmitted m the University, we will t~’ to build a ,schedule that fulfills most of her requirements. She will meet with Beth Lyons to 

t~ and detennine if Math substitute courses are available m her since . More details about that requesl should be forthcoming over "the next 

couple of weeks. 

I do not believe that 17 hours with 2 Math courses is realistic for her to finish in one semester. More likely, 12 hours this fall and 5 hours in the spring will be needed to 

graduate her. All alternative would be to regisler her for 6 hours this summer, and 11 in the fall which would allow her to finish her degree in December. 

Tony 

On ~ , at 3:10 PM, Tom Timmennans <tirrmlennans@unc.eduv- 

wrote: 

Tony, 

Wornen’s Soccer is recommending additional funding for Could you please provide me with details on how many credits she needs Lo 

graduate, an academic plan to get her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: GIA 

Tom, 

We would like to award another year of scholarship coverage for her constant support of the team through her endless marketing 

work. She has grown our twitter account to :12,000 followers, the largest women’s soccer account in the nation by far and we would love to have her 

aboard for another year to help us to continue to elevate our "brand" and promote our team. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 11:41 AM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Newark: Riceis recent firing casts spotlight on tangled tale 

Rutgers coach Mike Rice’s recent firing casts spotlight on tangled tale 

By Star-Ledger Staff 

By Ted Sherman and Kelly Heyboer/The Star-Ledger 

NEW BRUNSWICK -- Rutgers University President Robert Barchi never asked to see the video that showed his head basketball coach raving at players, 

throwing balls at their heads and uttering homophobic slurs during practices -- even though he knew as early as last November that they existed. 

The new president relied on the advice of athletic director Tim Pernetti and a nearly 50-page report from an outside investigator, concluding last fall that video 

showing basketball coach Mike Rice’s rants were not serious enough to get him fired, according to a source familiar with the situation. But he never actually 

saw the tapes. 

Even as turmoil erupted Tuesday when the sports network ESPN aired a compilation of raw video clips showing Rice out of control at practices, Barchi -- in 

Newark for meetings much of the day -- still hadn’t seen the video, according to the source. 

It wasn’t until late Tuesday that Barchi finally watched a DVD of the excerpts with Pernetti on the Piscataway campus. Amid growing outrage and calls from 

the governor to fire the embattled coach, the university president finally changed his mind about Rice, according to interviews with Rutgers officials. 

Rice had to go. 

Calling that coach’s actions "a chronic and pervasive pattern of disturbing behavior," Barchi declared Wednesday that Rice could no longer serve effectively in 

a position that demands the highest levels of leadership, responsibility and public accountability. 

"He cannot continue to coach at Rutgers University," Barchi said in a statement, announcing with PernetU the termination of Rice’s five-year contract. 

How Barchi went from backing the athletic director’s initial decision to keep a coach with a chronically bad temper on the payroll, to suddenly firing him, is a 

tangled story complicated by fears of legal action, the new president’s lack of experience managing a Division 1 athletic department and the bureaucracy of 

the university itself, according to interviews with several sources at the school, who asked for anonymity saying they were not allowed to discuss internal 

matters. 

As a result of the delays, the resolution of a scandal festered for months after the school learned what was on the video. 

An outside law firm was hired by the university last year to advise on what should be done with Rice -- fh’e him or punish him -- and the university considered 

how much legal action it was risking, with two years left on the coach’s contract. And even on Tuesday afternoon, after the tapes became public, Pernetti was 

still supporting Rice. 

But that support evaporated Tuesday after Barchi saw the video for the first time, according to university officials. 

There was never any question that Rice -- brought in by Pernetti with high expectations, had a temper. In his first 

season at Rutgers, coming back on the team bus from Providence after an awful loss, he went into a tirade over the 

team’s failure. 

"You know what you are? You’re a bunch of losers," he screamed at his players. The incident was reported by Star- 

Ledger columnist Steve PoilU. 

At Louisville last year, he was given a double-technical foul and ejected in the first half for arguing calls. 

But all that paled in comparison to his actions in practice, which were captured in hours of video recordings kept by a 

former assistant who became disgruntled, school sources said, after his contract was not renewed. Those recordings 

showed Rice yelling gay slurs, kicking and shoving players and throwing basketballs at them in various practices from 

2010 through 2012. 

Pernetti was first made aware of the recordings on Nov. 26 after Eric Murdock, a one-time NBA player recruited by Rice to 

serve as director of player development, approached him after he lost his job, according to the school sources. The 

athletic director called Barchi and they immediately retained an outside investigator -- revealed by the university late 

MIKE RICE FIRING 
TIMELINE" 

, May 6, 2010: Mike Rice 

named men’s basketball coach 

at Rutgers after compiling a 

73-31 record as coach at 

Robert Morris University in 

Pennsylvania. He signs a five- 

year contract that guarantees 

him $650,000 per year. 

, Fall 2012: Rutgers hires an 

independent investigator to 

look into allegations Rice was 

verbally and physically abusive 

of players at practices. Athletic 

Director Tim Pernetti reviews 

video excerpts of Rice hurling 

insults and balls at players 

and meets with new Rutgers 

President Robert Barchi. 

, Dec. 13, 2012: Barchi and 

Pernetti suspend Rice without 

pay for three games and fine 



yesterday as the law firm of Connell Foley in Roseland -- to review them. 

The law firm reviewed hours of videos and the coach’s contract and concluded Rice could not be legally fired under the 

terms of his contract, based on the conduct seen on the video tapes, according to university sources familiar with report. 

Those sources declined to be identified because they were not authorized to discuss the matter publicly. 

The report was given to the president in early December. 

Pernetti decided to suspend Rice without pay for three games and fined him $50,000 for inappropriate behavior and 

language the school deemed a violation of athletic department policy. Under his contract, Rice was paid $650,000 a year 

in base pay and guaranteed compensation, not including incentives for winning. 

The videos were not released and the university said little about the case, but detailed descriptions of what the videos 

contained soon emerged. Still, there was no outcry over the issue, nor demands for the coach’s termination. 

Rice, 44, who apologized, was required to attend anger management classes and resumed coaching, and the issue 

seemed to go away. 

Until this week. Rutgers officials learned that the videos had been given to ESPN, which planned to air them on Sunday. 

On Tuesday, Pernetti decided to release the excerpts to the media and brought reporters in to view the tapes, again 

explaining his reasoning for a suspension. He said he had dealt with Rice’s conduct and called his behavior a first offense. 

Again, there was no talk of termination. 

"We took notice of everything that we saw on that tape that we hadn’t seen with our own eyes at practice or at 

games -- and dealt with it," Pernetti said. "You know, the suspension was significant. We certainly saddled Mike on a 

going-forward basis with some things that are not easy to manage when you’re the head basketball coach and you’re 

trying to get better at recruiting and do all those things. But the suspension was necessary." 

His explanation, though, did little to tamp down the outrage over the coach’s language and treatment of his players. 

Gov. Chris Christie issued a statement saying he was "deeply disturbed" by the evidence the video brought to light. 

him $50,000 for inappropriate 

behavior and language, 

though university officials are 

vague about the details. Rice 

agrees to attend anger 

management classes. 

, Dec. 29, 2012: Rice returns 

to Rutgers basketball practice 

and publicly thanks 

Pernetti "For giving me a 

second chance. For believing 

that I could change. I think 

that’s rare in life." 

¯ March 11, 2013: Pernetti 

rebuffs rumors Rice will be 

fired after another 

disappointing season for the 

Scarlet Knights. "Of course 

he’s coming back," Pernetti 

said. 

, April 2, 2013: News that 

ESPN plans to air a leaked 

video of Rice abusing players 

at practice prompts Rutgers to 

invite reporters to Piscataway 

to view the footage. Barchi 

views the video for the first 

time before the meeting. ESPN 

later airs it nationally as Gov. 

Chris Christie and others 

publicly wonder why Rice still 

has a job. 

¯ April 3, 2013: Rutgers fires 

Rice. Barchi said his personal 

review of the video led him to 

reverse his earlier decision 

and terminate Rice’s 

contract. "He cannot continue 

to coach at Rutgers 

University," Barchi said. 

Senate President Stephen Sweeney (D-Gloucester) called Rice’s behavior "unacceptable and beyond common decency" 

and said Rutgers should fire him immediately. 

Barchi on Tuesday was in Newark in preparation for a 4 p.m. speech at the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, which is being folded into 

Rutgers. Told Pernetti would be showing the videos to the media, Barchi had earlier been given a copy of the DVD. He planned to view it before he got to 

Newark. 

However, sources familiar with Barchi’s day, said he did not have an opportunity to view the material until he returned to Piscataway late Tuesday evening. 

University officials said the president, who took office in September, had not viewed the tapes in December because he had been relying on the conclusions of 

the independent investigator retained by the university, and Pernetti himself, who reviewed the footage. 

University officials say that after watching the DVD on Tuesday night, Barchi and Pernetti both concluded Rice should be terminated. 

Wednesday morning, after Pernetti met with Rice, both Barchi and Pernetti released statements announcing that the coach had been fired. 

"I am responsible for the decision to attempt a rehabilitation of Coach Rice. Dismissal and corrective action were debated in December and I thought it was in 

the best interest of everyone to rehabilitate, but I was wrong," Pernetti said. "Moving forward, I will work to regain the trust of the Rutgers community." 

However, that did not end the controversy involving a coach using gay slurs at a university still trying to deal with the tragedy of Tyler Clementi, the freshman 

who killed himself after his roommate used a webcam to spy on his liaison with another man. 

Assembly Speaker Sheila Oliver (D-Essex) said she was planning legislative hearings into the matter. 

"It was the right thing to do, but it should have happened in November when these tapes first emerged," she told sports commentator Adam Schein on Sirius 

XM. "We know that we are a sports-loving nation. And we know a coach’s job is to cultivate and develop and to encourage his athletes to get out there and 

do the best job that they can do. But anyone who knows anything about behavioral science also knows that there is a thin line between achievement 

motivation and emotional abuse." 



Assemblywoman Celeste Riley (D-Salem), who heads the higher education committee, asked why Rutgers took so long to act after the videos surfaced. 

"The leadership at Rutgers must explain to the people of New Jersey why Mr. Rice’s firing didn’t happen sooner and how such an abusive environment was 

ever permitted to exist at our state university," she said. 

Christie, who is out of state on vacation, called it a reqrettable episode for the university, but said he supported the decision to remove Rice. 

"It was the right and necessary action to take in light of the conduct displayed on the videotape," said the governor. "Parents entrust their sons to the 

Rutgers Athletic Department and the men’s basketball program at an incredibly formative period of their lives. The way these young men were treated by the 

head coach was completely unacceptable and violates the trust those parents put in Rutgers University." 

Barchi left his office in the Old Queens administration building in New Brunswick around 5:45 p.m. Wednesday, rushing past a reporter to his car. "I have no 

comment for you tonight," he said. 

At his home in Little Silver, Rice said he was wrong to treat his players the way he did. 

Rice, who coached his team to a 44-51 record in three years, said he let down his players, Rutgers and its fans, and was an embarrassment to his family. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeds.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Keith, Beth <Beth.Keith@edelman.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 2:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Thaalk yo u 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks again for speaking with me Tuesday morning about your needs and what Edelman can do to help. I’m still gathering some capabilities to send you - I want 

to make sure we have the best ones to share. Can I send them to you tomorrow morning? 

All the best! 
¯ :~ ~i~ {’:ei~h I "(~t~i’iI~’~/!~ i :::St~ ~-i~t;~:~I1, N~!w "~ ):1,~ NY l.t~O.U; :: (~: 2";2-70-’F4"/~4"21 M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Quick Question 

FYI 

From: Jack Bechta [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:13 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Quick Question 

Hey Paul, I did some home work on these guys and the may both be long shots to get in camp. 

However, a good young hungry agent may be a good match. And they may find an opening. 

I will see if mark levin of the NFLPA can recommend some one. I will see him tonight. They ask me to speak to SOD PA certified financial advisors tomorrow 

morning. 

Have a great day. 

Cheers 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:26 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p~!ogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

I hope you had a great Easter weekend. One of our special teams stars and "the heart and soul of our team," 

who is looking for an agent. We also have a prospect named 

for agents who might be good for these two guys? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

is a likely    prospect 

who is seeking an agent. Do you have any recommendations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:22 PM 

Brian Mackler ~aol.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

Re: UNC Student-Athlete 

That sounds great, Brian. We will call you at noon tomorrow. 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:16 PM, "Brian Mackler" < ~aol.com> wFote: 

Noon would work great 

Sent from my iPhone 

Brian MacHer 

Sportstars, Inc. 

142 West 57th Street 

Third Floor 

New York, NY 10019 

Cell 

Fax 201 586 0314 

Email ’i~aol com 

On , at 7:05 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Brian. VII be on the call with him. What time is best for us to call you tomorrow? I am free between 8:30 and 9:30 Eastern and 

between I:[:30 and 2:~0 Eastern. I am not sure what availability is. 

T11 i~ n ks~ 

Paul 

From-" Brian Nackler [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:57 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject; Re: UNC Student-Athlete 

Paul 

No problem. You can have him call me 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

Brian Mackler 

Sportstars, Inc. 

142 West 57th Street 

Third Floor 

New York, NY 10019 

Cell 

Fax 201 586 0314 

Email @aol.com 

On , at 6:56 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogAe@unc.edu> wrote: 

Brian: 

Thank you for registering with our Agent and Advisor Program. One of our senior student-athletes who graduated this past 

December and has exhausted his eligibility, is interested in speaking to several agents. Would you be 

interested in talking to him about possible representation? was a star for us, a dynamic leader, and the 

heart and soul of our team last year. The knock on him is size, but he plays hard, is a good character kid, and has some good 

film. He had a good pro day here. 

Please let me know if you’d be interested in talking to and I’ll be glad to set it up. I look forward to hearing from you 

soon. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image001~pg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <djp@email.unc.edn> 

Friday,            9:52 AM 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.anc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: UNC Softball 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @unc.edu> 

Date: ,8:15:46 PM EDT 
To: Boo Lanra Michelle (~illette <bgillet~email.unc.edu>, <dip~b~email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: UNC Softball 

Coach Papa and all the UNC softball team, 

Hi my name is                               and I was one lucky- gift who got to come to your Friday night game against Virginia Tech HoMes on 
March 29th and the beginning of the Saturday morning game. I wanted to thank you all for bringing me so much inspiration as a 
Watching you all play has given me even more drive to become a stronger player. I am so grateful that I got to come all the way- from during 
my spring break to see you plW. I didn’t only notice the great plays in the tield or                home run, bnt I saw how players recovered if they 
made a bad play, I-~ounced back with support t?om each other, and stayed positive through each inning no matter what the situation. It has been a dream 
to become exactly what you all are today-a dedicated, intelligent, hardworking, aggressive, and athletic softball player. It was mesmerizing to watch 
everyone ti-om the starters to the red shirts and to see the heart and love you all have and share together when you play and practice. I always try to 
picture myself making smart plays and hitting line drives before I play and now I can picture you and change my game to play jus~t as proficient as all of 
you. I also wanted to thank             in parficulaac, I am a        myself and your abilily as a        encourages me to push myself even harder 
and work to the limit in order to make myselfimprove.I was lucky" enough to talk with yon after the poster signing on Friday night and you were so 
supportive and reassuring. Today I started my high school career going 3 tbr 4 and just missing my first home run of the season by a foot. It turned out to 
be a double off’the fence which drove in 2 RBI’s and I finished the game with a total of 4 RBI’s. When I came off’the field I thought about all of you, your 
abilities, and how your performance has led me to work harder already. Finally I wanted to thank Coach Papa, you have an anmzing team-which I’m sure 
you know- and I feel blessed to have seen you and your girls at work in person. I hope to be coming back to see you ladies play and I’m sure I will be 
visiting when I sIart my seaacch for the right college. I am forttmate to take this experience in my life and remember it forever. Maybe one day I will become 
a Tar Heel softball player. Good luck this season!! 

Sincerely- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, April S, 2013 10:55 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@emaiJ.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Ed O’Bannon v. the NCAA: A complete case primer 

Ed vo the NCAA: A ¢ompJete case p °ime  

When the USC athletic director told Sl.com’s Stewart Handel that his fellow ADs and other school leaders need to think long and hard about the potential 

repercussions of an NCAA loss in the antitrust lawsuit originally filed by former UCLA basketball player Ed O’Bannon, Haden echoed the thoughts of dozens 

of his colleagues. Many ADs have said the same thing for the past few months, always followed by "Don’t quote me on that." Some of the most powerful 

people in college sports are frustrated with the NCAA’s unwillingness to update them on the progress of the case, and they fear they might have to pick up 

the pieces if the NCAA can’t uphold the status quo in court. 

If this sounds like a huge deal, that’s because it is. Few cases against the NCAA get this far, and the millions of dollars invested by the plaintiffs’ attorneys -- 

many of whom see the NCAA and college conferences as a poor man’s Big Tobacco -- ensure this will be a bloody fight. Unfortunately, we in the media have 

done as poor a job explaining the importance of this case to the public as the NCAA has done updating its member institutions on its defense. NCAA 

president Mark Emmert will likely get quite a few questions about the case when he addresses the media this week in Atlanta ahead of the Final Four, but, 

like most CEOs of companies getting sued for a gazillion dollars, he’ll probably decline comment or stick to only the most general terms. In this primer, we’ll 

dig much deeper into the case. 

What’s at stake? 

Only the enth’e business model for major college athletics. This began in 2009 as a case about the NCAA profiting off the likenesses of former athletes in EA 

Sports video games. The case took a hard right turn in January, when federal judge Claudia Wilken ruled that the plaintiffs could add current athletes to the 

case and that the plaintiffs could go after everyone profiting off the likenesses of college athletes. That includes the conferences and the networks that 

televise the games. At college sports’ highest level -- think the ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-12 and SEC -- television revenue is the primary economic driver. If a 

jury were to rule that athletes were entitled to a large percentage of that revenue -- the plaintiffs have suggested half -- it would turn the economic model 

for major college sports on its ear. Schools would have to give players a cut of the television revenue beyond their scholarships. 

Who is invo~ved~? 

The most visible plaintiffs are O’Bannon and former Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller, but the legal team -- with the help of perpetual athlete 

advocate/NCAA antagonist Sonny Vaccaro -- has also attached such luminaries as Oscar Robertson and Bill Russell. The defendants are the NCAA, EA Sports 

and the Collegiate Licensing Company. The CLC, founded by recently named Alabama athletic director Bill Battle, handles trademarks and licensing for most 

major schools, and it is now a division of IHG College. 

The phalanx of plaintiffs’ attorneys is led Michael Hausfeld of Hausfeld LLP. Hausfeld has represented Native Americans in Alaska against Exxon after the 

Valdez spill, Holocaust victims against Swiss banks who kept their assets after World War II and consumers in the European Union’s antitrust case against 

Microsoft. The plaintiffs also are working with Ken Feinberg, who has organized distribution plans for financial settlements for 9/11 victims, those effected by 

the BP oii spill in the Gulf of Mexico, victims of the Aurora, Colo., theater shootings and sexual abuse victims of former Penn State defensive coordinator Jerry 

Sandusky. Feinberg has been placed along with Vaccaro and National Collegiate Players Association president Ramogi Huma on the board of directors of the 

Former College Athletes Association. This likely would be the group through which any settlement funds would be distributed. The NCAA is represented 

primarily by Ann Arbor, Mich., firm Schiff Hardin LLP. 

What is the ~ext key date? 

On June 20, in Oakland, Calif., Wilken will hold a class certification hearing. This is a critical moment in the case. If the class gets certified, the NCAA will be 

backed into a corner. It could either fight and risk a judgment that could run into the billions, or it could settle and force schools into a new economic model. 

If Wilken does not certify the class, the plaintiffs would all have to file their own lawsuits. Unless thousands took the initiative to file, the NCAA could 

probably settle with a few plaintiffs and make this go away. 

While the NCAA has not revealed much of its defense strategy, it did file a motion in opposition of class certification that shows what tack its attorneys 

intend to take with regard to the class. The NCAA will rely heavily on its victories in two cases brought by former athletes that contended the NCAA’s 

scholarship-limit rules were illegal restraints of trade. In tossing a case brought by a former Rice football walk-on, a judge ruled that each member of the 

class would have had to prove he would have been good enough to receive a scholarship had no limit been in place. Essentially, the potential members of 

the class didn’t have enough in common. That argument might work here, but it also would open up the NCAA to individual suits fl’om players who can prove 

they were not paid for the marketing of their likeness. This likely includes any player whose jersey number was sold at retail stores during his career. A Mark 

Ingram or Johnny Manziel would have little trouble proving the school received significant value for using the player’s likeness. Heck, if Manziel ever decided 

to file a suit, Texas A&H has already done much of the work for him. John Infante, the author of the excellent Bylaw Blog, wrote a mo~’e thorouQh 

examiF~ation of this ;ssue last month. 

What might happen? 

These types of cases rarely reach a jury because they either get thrown out by a judge OF a defendant realizes there is too much money at stake to risk a 
negative verdict. Still, each side is fairly dug in, so let’s break this section into two subsections. 

If the class gets certified and the case goes to trial on June 9, 2014 .,, 

¯ The NCAA could prevail in a jury trial, and if the verdict is upheld on appeal, the status quo would be retained. 

¯ The NCAA could lose a jury trial, and the jurors could award the plaintiffs everything they want. If this held up on appeal -- remember, damages in 

antitrust cases are tripled -- it likely would bankrupt the NCAA and force schools to form a new governing body. It also would force schools to negotiate a 

better deal for athletes, who would now be legally entitled to a share of television revenue. This would result in more money for the players, less money for 

coaches and administrators and less spending on stadium additions and fancy weight rooms. It also likely would require the cutting of some non-revenue 

sports as departments adjust to decreased revenue. This wouldn’t be a sudden change. The appeals process would take years. 

¯ The jury could do to the O’Bannon plaintiffs what a federal jury did to the USFL in 1986. The jury declared the NFL a monopoly -- a win for the USFL -- but 



awarded the league just $1 in damages. This was tripled to $3. With interest, the NFL wound up paying out $3.76. 

If the case gets settled ... 

If the class gets certified and the schools and the NCAA decide to cut a deal with the plaintiffs, the possibilities are endless. This is the most logical: The 

schools agree to set aside a portion of revenue -- one power-conference AD I spoke to recently tossed out $2 million a year -- to distribute to athletes. This 

money would be placed in a trust and given to the athlete only when that athlete obtains a degree. 

From a practical standpoint, this would require a new NCAA subdivision. The schools of the ACC, Big 12, Big Ten, Pac-12 and SEC are the only ones that 

could afford such a model. This would offer them an even greater recruiting advantage than they ah’eady have over the poorer leagues. They would have to 

compete only amongst themselves in football. From a viewer’s standpoint, that would be fantastic. School leaders insist such a settlement would require 

them to distribute the money evenly among all athletes so as not to run afoul of Title IX. If so, it still wouldn’t address the issue of a select few athletes 

receiving significantly less than market value. It could lead to more legal action, but conversations with those on the plaintiffs’ side suggest this is a deal 

they’d be willing to make. But it would cost much more than $2 million a year per school. 

If you’ve been reading Sl.com, you know Big Ten commissioner ]im Delany believes his league’s presidents would opt to downsize to ~ Divisio~: {{{ or i1o~:- 

schol~shir~ medel rather than participate in such a settlement. The binding television contracts and hefty debt-service obligations at most of the schools 
suggest that’s an empty threat. But in the interview in which he outlined his views, Delany did bring up an interesting point. If schools did increase the 

amount of money to athletes, would those athletes then be considered employees by the government? That brings a bevy of taxation and Worker’s 

Compensation issues into the equation. 

Given all these possibilities, Haden’s concern is understandable. Athletic directors and campus leaders need to prepare, because the least likely outcome 

seems to be the retention of the status quo. 

Read More: http://spor~i~k~strated~m/c~ege-~o~tba~/ne‘‘^;s/2~13~4~2/ed~bann~aa~a~e~primer//q×zz2Pb3zsvzq 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr~ 

Friday, 11:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Vince - previously you had mentioned that            had a pending Honor Court issue which would put his standing with Veteran Leaders in 

jeopardy. What are your thoughts on how tile Leadership Academy should proceed regarding his status with Veteran Leaders? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtv~ 

Friday, 11:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks for the exceptionally prom pt, Vince. Good news for on numerous fronts. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 11:28 AM 
To= Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: 

I believe his issue is being successfully resolved. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, 11:27 AM 
To: file, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince - previously you had mentioned that had a pending Honor Court issue which would put his standing with 

jeopardy. What are your thoughts on how the Leadership Academy should proceed regarding his status with 

in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 5:12 PM 

Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Disney Leadership Program for SA 

Happy to discuss how it fits into the entire student services overall plan 

Bubba 

From: <Lane>, Cricket <c_.r_!.c__k_.e_t__@.__u_._n_.c__._e_d___u_.> 
Date: Friday, April 5, 2013 5:13 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Disney Leadership Program for SA 

Hi Bubba, 

Can we revisit the Disney Leadership Program that participated? Corey and [ i~ave been discussing how beneficial it would be for a group our student 

athletes (not just        to get that experience. We would like to look at how we could make this possible and reward ~or those student athletes who excel in 

academics, service and leadership, 

let me know what you think ard if we can me. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, April 8, 2013 10:10 AM 

Lmae, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Disney Leadership Program Irr SA 

Cricket and Vince, 

Are you all available to meet with Bubba durhlg one of the following dates and times? 

i’hursday, April 11 at 3:00pro 

Monday, April :1.5 at ll:I)0am 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 5:12 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Co: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Disney Leadership Program for SA 
Happy to discuss how it fits into the entire student services overall plan 

Bubba 

From: <Lane>, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, April 5, 2013 5:13 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email,unc.edu> 

Subject: Disney Leadership Program for SA 

Hi Bubba, 

Can we rewslt the Disney leadership Prograr] that participated? (iorey and I i~ave been discussing how beneficial it would be lor a group our student 

athletes (not just        to get that experience. We would like to look at how we could rTake this possible and reward ’~or those student athletes who excel in 

academics, serv{e and leadersilip. 

Let me know what you think and if we can me. 

l hanks, 

Cricket 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kathy B. Duffy <kduffy@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11 : 52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; @gmail.com>; @live.~mc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtr~; Mike(parking) McGowan <macdl 9@psatbty.unc.edu>; Gaxrett(paxking)Parks <wgparks@psatbty.unc.edu>; 

Hawldns, Deborah Lynn <Deborah Hawkin@mlc.edu:>; Culler, Ellen B <eculle@unc.edu>; Duff, Kathy B. <kduff?~@unc.edu>; Perkins, 

Michael < mperldns@unc.edu>;                   @uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Labax <dlabal~buncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson 

<krob@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Trey Parnell <tpamell@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

@gmail.com; John Brunner <johnnyb@tmcaa.unc.edu~ 

RE: The Week Ahead 

CAROLINA SOFTBALL docx 

Softb~;ll h~Ed i~ gre~t w~-:u?k ............ 6-(} @ home!! 

See attached for FHE WEEK AHEAD. 

GO HEELS[ 



Monday, 

Recent News: Carolina routed Appalachian State on Tuesday, 9-2 ... On Wednesday, the Tar Heels swept 
James Madison ... On Saturday, UNC swept a doubleheader from Virginia ... On Sunday, 
Carolina picked up the sweep with a 2-1 win 
Hit CtrL + CLick to foLLow Link 

Schedule: 

Weather: 

UNC wi[[ host E[on on Wednesday, then visit NC State on the weekend. 

.... :z~,ffili%!i~WednesdayNPC[oudyN83o 

Promotions: 

Special Guests: 

WednesdayN80’s Night 

Wednesday~Hermie Sad[er First Pitch 

Little Papa visited Dave Lohse’s Office 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ciocca. Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, 12:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meetings with players and Dem~ Sauls 

I can make it Monday. Can you meet Friday afternoon? 

Mario Ciocca MD 

Di:’ector of Spolts Medicine 
University of Nortil C:aroiina 
James A. Taylor Cs3mpu,s Hes311:h Set�ices 
CB# 7470 
Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599-7,170 
Confidentiaii[y Notice: This e-mail message, including any a[~cilments, is for the soie use of intended recipients) and may contain confidential aria privileged informatior~. Any unauthorized review, use; 
,:Jisck?s~.lre or dislyibtitiorl is prohibil:e,’!,. If yoti are !l,:?l: the iRl:er!di~,d recipieqt, }?k~’ase coRl:act t!le sender by reply e-mail and desl:roy all copies of the original messa:~le 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: FW: Meetings with players and Dean Sauls 

Maxio, 

Will you be available to attend these meetings? Can we schedule a time to meet tiffs week to review each student’s progress and activity to date? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Restivo, Sandra S 
Sent: Monday, 10:27 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Subject: Meetings with players and Dean Sauls 

Vince and Andre, 

I have contacted Dean Sauls’ office and they said he would be available on Monday, 

everyone at the Kenan Football Office Operations Conference room. 

- 2:45 pm 

- 3:30 pm 

- 4:00 pm 

- 4:30 pm 

Please just confirm that this is fine for all involved. 

Thank you, 

Sandy 

Sandy Reslivo 

Studem-Athlete Sen~ices 

(919) 962-9146 

._s.r_e_g_i.~-. 9:~a22,. _~_m__c_’. ~.~_:_~! _n_..c_:.e__d_._u_ 

at the following times with these players, He can also meet with 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 12:41 PM 

Owen, Bobbi A <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; ~gmaJl.com 

]:~¢V: request / bachelor thesis 

gobbi, 

FYI 

How would you like this request to be handled? 

Hi, raid 

From" Mule Marei Eckhoff [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 08, 2013 12:31 PM 

To" Woodard, Harold 
Subject; request / bachelor thesis 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

My name is Mule Maarei Eckhoff and I am 26 years old. I am currently s~dying cultural stadies at Bremen Universi~’, northern Gennany and am the recipient of a 
"Hans-B6ckler- Stiflung" stipendium, which is awarded to s~dents for "outstanding commitment". 

Following this yeal’s summer semester, which ends 06.07.2013, I plan to write my bachelor thesis about your college’s football team. The major thrus~t of my thesis will 

be the observation and analysis of the interaction between the football teanl, the universiU, the city and its people. IVly aim in so doing is to produce an assessment of 

my findings, concentrating on the team’s benefit to the comnmnity and identification with sport within the community, in general. 

It goes without swing that my work would profit from getting to know the local people and emerging myself in the culture there. For this reason I would veU much like 
to stay with a thmily in "the m-ca. I would be extremely gmtet’ul for any help you could give me here. (I would like to stay from 1. of August to the end of October 2013). 

The "Hans-B6ckler-Stiflung" would be happy to cover any costs that would occur during my stay and will suplyort me generally in my work. 

In addition, I would like to visit the team while in training and to learn as much as possible about its structures/acfivifies etc.. For tiffs project I will, of course, need your 
permission and your help. 

NaturaJly I am willing to offer you access to my bachelor thesis and its findings at any time, if you so wish. 

Becanse the season starts in August already and the time for organization is limited, I would be grateful for an answer &s soon as possible. 

Thanks in advance! 
Yours sincerely, 
Mule Marei Eckhoff 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ciocca. Marie F <ciocca@email.unc.edtr; 

Monday, 3:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meetings with players and Dem~ Sauls 

Works for me. I can come by EWAC 

Marie Ciocca. MD 

Director of Spolts Medicine 

Urfiversity of Nortil C:aroiJna 
James A. Taylor Csmpu,s Heslth Set�ices 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, 1~2:27599-7,170 
Cenfidentiaiity Notice: This e-mail message, including any at’~cilrrlents, is for the soie use of intended recipient~s) and rrlay contain confidential aria privileged infomlation. Any unauthorized review, use; 
,:Jisck?s~Jre or distribtitien is prehibite,’!,. If yoti are !let the inter!tied recipieqt. }?lease contact t!le sender by reply e-.n!sil and destroy all cepies of the original message 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 2:52 PM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: RE: Meetings with players and Dean Sauls 

Thm~s Marie. I can meet at 2 Friday. Will that work? 

From: Ciocca, Nario F 
Sent: Monday, 12:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meetings with players and Dean Sauls 

[ can make it Monday. Can you meet Friday afternoon? 

Marie C:iocca, MD 
Director ef t-’.pe#cs Medicine 
University of Nort!l Csrolh!a 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
0"3# 7470 
C!lspel Hill, Lt3 2?599-7470 
Cenfider!tiaiity Notice: This e-mail messsge, in,:;[i.lding any atbdc!lmenl~L is for the sele use ef inter!tied re,:;Jpient(,~) ari,:J may contain cenfidentisl sn,’! privileged Jnforrnatior!. Ally unauthodze,:J review, use. 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are net the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 
To: Ciocca, Mario F 
Subject: FW: Meetings with players and Dean Sauls 

Marie, 

Will you be available to attend these meetings? Can we schedule a time to meet this week to review each student’s progress and activity to date? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Restivo, Sandra S 
Sent: Monday, 10:27 AM 

To: 1lie, Vince; Williams, Andre 
Subject: Meetings with players and Dean Sauls 

Vince and Andre, 

I have contacted Dean Sauls’ office and they said he would be available on Monday, 

everyone at the Kenan Football Office Operations Conference room. 

- 2:45 pm 

- 3:30 pm 

- 4:00 pm 

- 4:30 pm 

Please just confirm that this is fine for all involved. 

Thank you, 

Sandy 

Smldy Restive 

Student-Athlete Services 

(919) 962-9146 
#--I sreslivo,~;uncaa,unc.edu 

at the following times with these players. He can also meet with 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Thanks for the insights about RU... It’s nice to heal someone’s opinion who understands athletics. 

Today’s report is attached. Hope your weekend was great! 

On Mon, at 9:27 AM, Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m sorry to hear about the AD at Rutgers, but I just don’t think you can make decisions like that. 

Had he shown the President the videos when he first learned of the issue, the President may have insisted on firing the coach that Pemetti recruited, hired and 

supported. My guess is that Pemetti miscalculated and didn’t offer the tapes (or insist the President review them) because he didn’t have a good read on his new 

President or what might happen next. So he gave lfim verbal reports and updates. There was a slim chance that the President may have engaged HIL legal, etc. and 

agreed ruth the AD to rehabilitate and retrain the coach if he was involved at the beginning, but that was unlikely. 

Ultimately, it ended up where it was going to end up, with the coach out. Bm the images on the video and the words used, the lawsuit filed by Murdocl< and the 
delay in sharing the content of the videos.., that’s too much and it cost the AD his job. He should be able to get a pretty good job then another shot at an AD job 
down the line if he handles the transition appropriately. 

ttope you had a great weekend. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 5:01 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Report 

Hope you’ve gotten a little sunshine at least! These last few weeks are just flying by for me. 

Todw’s is attached.., pretty BIG news day considering the Final Four is this weekend. 

Have to admit, the whole Rutgers thing has thrown me fi)r quite a loop. Mr. Pemetti was an acquaintance/tiJend of mine and one of the people who inspired and 
encouraged me to continue to seek a career in college athletics. Ironically, I was preparing my resnnre and cover letter "to send to him next week. Been really weird 
trying to reconcile this whole thing... I guess that’s just the business? 

Hope you have all awesome weekend! 

On Wed, at 3:56 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.eda> wrote: 

As the daylight hours grow longel: my goal of leaving the office someday before it is dark becomes more and more a realistic possibiliD". Thanks Hope you 
are enjoying the last month as an undergrad! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 8:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~; Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~gmaJl.com 

FW: ONLINE REPORT OF OCCURRENCE FORM 

Angie & Vince: 

Not sure if either of you need this or need to know this, but here you go: 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of Nort~ Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: richde~lm@unc.edu 

Ship m: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www,goheels,com 

www,lmc.edu 

From-" Mary lllich [mailto:millich@usaswimming.org] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 5:31 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: ONLINE REPORT OF OCCURRENCE FORM 

DATE: April 8, 2013 

TO: USA Swimming Member Clubs (club contact and head coach of record) 

FROM: Mary lllich, USA Swimming, Insurance & Risk Management 

SUB J: USA Swimming’s Online Report of Occurrence Form 

Over a year ago, USA Swimming implemented the ONLINE Report of Occurrence form. The paper copies of the incident report are no longer used. 

Some of our member clubs may not have been properly informed of our new online system when it began. We continue to get paper copies that may still be 

posted on the club websites or in their safety manuals. Most of the LSC’s have posted the new information on their websites. 

We ask that the club personnel notify all their staff and volunteers of the Online Report of Occurrence form that is found at this easy to use link on the USA 

Swimming website: 

www.usaswimming.org!RO0 

The only paper form we have posted is NOT to be submitted, but to be used as a draft copy to note the incident details until the information can be entered into 

the online system. 

The incident reports no longer need to be submitted in triplicate as in the past (USA Swimming, Risk Management Services, LSC Safety Chair). They only need to be 

submitted one time into the online system. 

I hope this helps to clear up any confusion regarding submitting the report of occurrence forms. Remember, we prefer that all incidents be reported, no matter 

how small you may think. We strive to make our sport as safe as possible and by tracking the incidents, we can provide our clubs with more safety resources and 

guidelines. 

Note: we also prefer that the parent of the injured athlete NOT fill out the online form,., that is for the coach or supervising staff person/volunteer at the time of 

the incident. 

Thank you so much for all your help and cooperation! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef~anssen,com> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 7:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr"~ 

RE: Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy 2013/14 

Hey Vince, 

Got your message and will tD’ to call you in the earl?- afternoon. I 
am driving from Bloomington to Champaign so should have some time 
then. \~z cell is             - it is probably the best number to 
reach me directly when I am traveling. What is your cell? 

Thanks’. 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http ://www salsc, ore 



C~PIONSHIP 

NCAA Media Information - KANSAS CITY 
For complete NCAA media policies and other information, visit: www.ncaa.cornimedia 

MEDIA COORDINATOR SITE MEDIA COORDINATION STAFF 

Mike Kern KeHi Briscoe Derrick Docket Quinn ZieJonko 

{cell) {cell) {cell) 636-346-3526 
kern@mvc.org kbriscoe@ mvc.org docket@ mvc.org quinn@mvc.org 

Richard Neal 

314--482.-3970 
rneal@mvc.org 

Media Headquarters Hotel: ] 

The Sheraton Kansas City Hotel at Crown Center is the official me- 

dia hotel for the Second/Third Round games in Kansas City. Media 

should reserve hotel rooms when applying for credentials online. 

Sheraton Kansas City Hotel at Crown Center 

2345 McGee Street, Kansas City, MO 64108 

(816) 841-1000, http:/iwww.sheratonkansascityhotel.comi 

Directions from KCl to the Sheraton: Airport 

Take NW 120th Street toward 1-29 South / US-71 South. 

Take 1-29 South / US-71 South to Exit 3 (on the left) for 1-70 East/ 

U.S. 40 EastiU.S= 71 South toward St. Louis. 

Merge onto 1-70 EastiU.S= 40 East/U=S. 71 South 

Take Exit 2M for US-71 South 

Take the 22nd Street exit toward The Paseo 

Turn right onto East 22nd Street 

Turn left onto McGee Street; hotel is on the left. 

Media must make their own reservations online at (www.ncaa. 

comimedia). Members of the media covering a specific team should 

request rooms through the participating institution’s sports informa- 

tion director. All media representatives are responsible for paying 

for their own room, tax and incidental charges. All rooms must be 

used for a minimum of two nights, the night of open practice and 

the first night of competition in Kansas City. The nightly rate is $170. 

Media Shuttle ] 

The media shuttle from the headquarters hotel to the facility will 

operate on all days; open practice day, the "off" day and game days. 

Departures will occur at 15-minute intervals at peak times, while 

departures wUI occur at 30-minute intervals during games and news 

conferences. Shuttle schedules will be posted in the headquarters 

hotel and in the media workroom at the facility. Shuttle hours are 

as follows: 

Day 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Times 

9 a.m.- 4 hours after last practice 

7:40 a.m. until 4 hours after last press conf. 

10 a.m.- 4 hours after last practice 

4 hours prior to tip-off until 4 hours after last press conf. 

Credential Pickup 

Credentials will not be mailed. Recipients must present a driv- 

ers license, passport or government issued photo ID to pick up 

credentials. Security representatives will check all bags. The media 

entrance/credential distribution area at Sprint Center is at the Oak 

Street entrance on the east side of the building. The following are 

the credential times for each day of the championship: 

Day 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Times 

9 a.m.-7 p.m. 

7:40 a.m. until halftime of Game 4 

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 

4 hours before Game 1 until halftime of Game 2 

Telephone & Data Services (including wireless intemet services) j 

The NCAA will provide wireless Internet Access in the press 

media workroom. You will be provided a wireless password on-site. 

Photographers, as well as other media outlets uploading photos or 

video files, must order a hard-wired Ethernet connection= If you 

require a private telephone line, ISDN circuit, or in the case of photo 

journalists a high-speed internet connection in the digital photo 

workroom, you may order those services on the order form below. 

If you have any questions regarding the services available, please 

contact the NCAA Telecommunications Center at 866-474-9244. 

Online Order Form: www=sportssystems.com/NCAAData 

i Pool Telephones                                          ] 

The NCAA will provide two standard business lines and instru- 
ments for general media use in the media workroom. All of the 
phones will have local, toU-free and credit card access~ Dedicated 
phone service can be purchased through the NCAA. All lines will be 
restricted from direct access to toll calling, 900 lines, and incoming 

collect calls, 

i Media Parking                                            i 

A limited number of spaces are available within a two block radius 

of Sprint Center. A parking pass is necessary to gain admittance 

into the parking facility. Media are to request parking via the online 

credential system. 

Satellite Uplinks/Mobile Television Trucks Parking ] 

A media outlet desiring specific parking spaces for satellite uplink 

trucks should notify David Tregemba (dtregemba@sprintcenter.com) 

or by phone at 816-729-8878. The satellite lot is located on Truman 

Road on the south side of the facility. There is a charge for park- 

ing in the lot ($300); power and security will be supplied. The "live 

shot" position is located at Truman and Grand. 

Media Buffet ] 

Complimentary media buffets, available to credentialed individu- 

als only, will be available in an area adjacent to the media work 

room at Sprint Center. Beverages and snacks will also be provided. 

Schedule 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sunday 

11 a.m.- 1 p.m. 

5 p.m.-- 7 p.m. 

10:40 a.m.-- 12:40 p.m. 

Between sessions (open for two hours} 

None 

I hours before first game until halftime of first game 



]             i Thursday, March 21 -- all times Central 

9 a.m. Work areas and courtside open to media 

10 a.m, 

10:30 a.m. 

11 a.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

3:15 p.m. 

(work areas close four hours after end of last practice) 

Sports information directors meeting 

Team entrance opens 

Facility doors open to public 

Pre-tournament meeting [Time Warner Media Ctr.] 

Strobe test 

Practices (open to the media and general public} 

Pleose note t,~at open prachce/media sc,~edules prior second-round gomes 

may be adjusted at sites where jffrst round winners hove advanced. 

Noon-12:40 p.m. Ole Miss 

12:45-1:25 p.m, Villanova 

1:30-2:10 p.m. Wisconsin 

2:15-2:55 p.m. Kansas State 

4:25-5:05 p,m, North Carolina 

5:10-5:50 p.m. Kansas 

5:55-6:35 p.m. Boise State / LaSal[e winner 

6:40-7:20 p.m. Western Kentucky 

News Conferences in Interview Room 

11:20 a.m, Ole Miss student-athletes 

11:35 a.m. Ole Miss coach 

12:05 p.m, Villanova student-athletes 

12:20 p.m. Villanova coach 

12:50 p.m~ Wisconsin student-athletes 

1:05 ~.m. Wisconsin coach 

1:35 ~.m. Kansas State student-athletes 

1:50 ~.m. Kansas State coach 

3:45 ~.m. North Carolina student-athletes 

4:00 ~.m. North Carolina coach 

4:30 :).m. Kansas student-athletes 

4:45 ~.m. Kansas coach 

5:15 ~.m. Boise State / LaSalle student-athletes 

5:30 :).m. Boise State / LaSalle coach 

6:00 ~.m. Western Kentucky student-athletes 

6:15 ~.m. Western Kentucky coach 

Media Activities Outside Interview Room 

Each team’s top seven student.-athletes (and any other individuals 

requested by the media) who are not in the interview room shall be 

available to the media in the locker room during the time the coach and 

selected student-athletes are participating in the news conference. 

Friday, March 22 -- all times Central                             I 

Prances are closed~ 

7:40 a,m. 

1 hour before practice 

9:40 a.m. 

10:10 a.m. 

11:40 a.m, 

30 minutes after G1 

6:20 p.m. 

30 minutes after G3 

Backstage work areas open to media 

Team entrance opens 

Courtside open to media 

Facility doors open to public 

Wisconsin vs. Ole Miss 

Kansas State vs. LaSalleiBoise State winner 

North Carolina vs. Villanova 

Kansas vs. Western Kentucky 

*Representatives of Turne&/CBS Sports, Hammond Communication% Dial 

Global Sports and technidans ~{rom photo agendas who are instafling or 

maintaining equipment will have access La the~oor et all times. No one 

.from any agency may sit end watch practice; all individuals must be eo- 
dvely working or e/se wi!l be asked to move La the beck-a,f-house areas. 

Turner/CBS talent may attend dosed practices with advance permission 

from the heed coach. Rights-holding rodio networks,from e participat- 

ing insdtudon who need [o instofi or maintoin equipment may attend a 

closed practice,for their team’s pracdce only~ A!so, on game days, prac- 

tices in the,fedfity within two hours a,f tfpo[f ere open to ~-reden deled 

individuals, but no photography or interviews will be permitted. 

i Saturday, March 23 aimtimes Central 

Practices are closed* 

10 a.m. Backstage work areas open to media 

Noon Transition meeting [Time Warner Media Ctr.] 

News Conferences in Interview Room 

1:35-1:55 

1:55-2:15 

2:20--2:40 

2:40-3:00 

3:10-3:30 

3:30--3:50 

3:55-4:15 

4:15-4:35 

).m. Game No. 1 Winner student-athletes 

)~m. Game No. i Winner coach 

).m. Game No. 2 Winner student-athletes 

).m. Game No. 2 Winner coach 

)~m. Game No. 3 Winner student-athletes 

).m. Game No. 3 Winner coach 

).m. Game No. 4 Winner student-athletes 

).m. Game No. 4 Winner coach 

Media Activities Outside Interview Room 

Each team’s top seven student-athletes {and any other individuals 

requested by the media) who are not in the interview room shall be 

available to the media in the locker room during the time the coach and 

selected student-athletes are participating in the news conference. 

I Sunday, March 24 -- aJl times Central 1 

Practices are closed~ 

4 hours before game 

1 hour before first practice 

2 hours before game 

1.5 hours before game 

TBA Third Round 

TBA Third Round 

Backstage work areas open to media 

Team entrance opens 

Courtside opens to media 

Facility doors open to public 

Game No. 1 

Game No. 2 

Postgame News Conferences - Friday & Sunday 

Postgame news conferences will be conducted immediately after a 

cooling-off period in the interview room, with the losing team appear- 

ing first. A lO-minute cooling-off period has been set aside for a losing 

team’s coach to be with the student-athletes in the locker room after 

each game. The period begins when the coach from the losing team 

reaches the locker room after tile game. The winning team shall have 

a lO-minute cooling-off period that begins when its coach reaches the 

locker room after the game and on--court media obligations. 

Tile media coordination staff shall work with the sports information 

director and head coach of a participating institution, as well as a pool 

reporter designated by the United States Basketball Writers Association, 

to select participants for postgame press conferences. Each institution 

shall make all student-athletes available for all news conferences. 

] 

Blogging and New Media Policies 
i 

Each Credential Holder (including institutional, television, Internet, 

new media, and print publications) has the privilege to blog (or update 

Facebook or Twitter accounts) during competition through the Creden- 

tial Entity. However, the b[og may not produce in any form a "real-time" 

description of the event. Real-time is defined by the NCAA as a continu- 

ous play-by-play account or live, extended live/reaFtime statistics, or de-- 

Jailed description of an even[. Live-video/digital images or live audio are 

not permitted. Each of the aforementioned descriptions is exclusive to 

the NCAA’s website and/or any other website designated by the NCAA 

and its rightsholders. Periodic updates of scores, statistics or other brief 

descriptions of the competition throughout the event are acceptable. 

Credential Holder agrees that the determination of whether a b[og is 

posting a real-time description shall be in the NCAA% sole discretion. If 

the NCAA deems that a Credential Holder is producing a real-time de- 

scription of the contest, the NCAA reserves all actions against Credential 

Holder, including but not limited to the revocation of the credential. The 

NCAA and its designated championship personnel shall be the final au- 

thority on whether a Credential Holder or Credential Entity is following 

the NCAA Blogging Policy. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:46 PM 

Jack Bechta < ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~ 

Re: March 19 Meetings @ UNC 

That works great. We will be there shortly after 9. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:50 PM, "Jack Bechta" < >a),gmaJLcom> wrote: 

Thanks Paul, if its okay with you I may get there about 20 mins early to get settled. 

JB 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 7:47 PM, "Pogge, Paul" < H?£gg_e_2~]__u_n__c_’=_e_d____~ wrote: 

That sounds great, Jack. We are looking forward to it. Please call my cell if yon have any questions or need directions 

Panl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:46 PM, "Jack Bechta" < ~;gnmil.com> wrote: 

Vince and Paul, 

I am currently on my layover and roll amve tonight for the meetings tomorrow. I am staving tomorrow night as well so I can 

happily meet ruth you after the student interviews as that would give us more time. 

Jns~ let me kilow. See you both tomorrow morning and I am excited to paflicipate in this program. 

Regards, 

Jack 

Sent th~m my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~-;emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks very, much for your cooperative pasticipation in our Agent and Advisor Program. If you do not already 

have plans for the time between your meetings with               Paul and I would like to visit ruth you over 

lunch. If time is tight perhaps we could visit either before or after the meetings with our s~udent-athletes. We can 

do whatever works for yon. In any event, I’m looking forward to Tuesday. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003Opg> 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent; Friday, March 25, 2013 10:54 AN 
To-" Jack Bechta 
Cc-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Package 
Jack, 
Your meetings with L.INC student-athletes on Tuesday, March :1.9 will take place in the Athletics Business Office 
Conference Room, located on the second floor of the (oudermilk Center for Excellence on the East End of 
Kenan Football Stadium. rh¢_~re is a parking garage located about 50 yards away. 
The schedub [or meet:ings will be: 

9:30 
I0:00 
10:30 
11:00 
12:30 
My celt phone number is Please feet free to cat[ rne should you have any questions. Senior 
Associate Athletic Director Vince Ilte wilt be joining us for the meetings as well. I have copied Vince on this 
email so you have his contact information. 
We look forward to having you and appreciate ,/our participation in the Program. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11:19 PM 

] 

J 

Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany 

Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany has long been an outspoken opponent of paying college athletes. 
Robin A;arniIcon SM]~ 

Ohio State versus Mount Union in a regular-season football game? Wisconsin against Wisconsin-Whitewater in a regular-season basketball game? 

This isn’t an outreach program between Big Ten schools and their Division III neighbors. It’s one possible future Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany envisions 

if the plaintiffs prevail in Ed O’B~npo~ vs, the t,}CAA. In a declaration flied iast ~^,~eek i~ feder~i co~,.’rt ip support of the t,}CAA’s motion against class 

certification, Delany threatened that any outcome that results in athletes getting a piece of the schools’ television revenue could force the schools of the Big 

Ten to de-emphasize athletics as the Ivy League’s schools did decades ago. 

"...it has been my longstanding belief that The Big Ten’s schools would forgo the revenues in those circumstances and instead take steps to downsize the 

scope, breadth and activity of their athletic programs," Delany wrote. "Several alternatives to a ’pay for play’ model exist, such as the Division III model, 

which does not offer any athletics-based grants-in-aid, and, among others, a need-based financial model. These alternatives would, in my view, be more 

consistent with The Big Ten’s philosophy that the educational and lifetime economic benefits associated with a university education are the appropriate quid 

pro quo for its student athletes." 

In an interview Monday, Delany told SI.com that much of the wording in his declaration came from an op-ed he wl-ot,~! for l:i;~,~ NCAA News in 1996. He 

believes now as he believed then: A pay-for-play model involving contracts and individual negotiations with players would not interest the schools of the Big 

Ten. 



"It’s not that we want to go Division Ill or go to need-based aid," Delany said. "It’s simply that in the plaintiff’s hypothetical -- and if a court decided that 

Title IX is out and players must be paid -- I don’t think we’d participate in that. I think we’d choose another option .... If that’s the law of the land, if you 

have to do that, I don’t think we would." 

The "plaintiff’s hypothetical" is represented in a paper w~-itten las.t yea~- ~y Stanford eco~.omics professor- Roger- ~’,~oli at the behest of the plaintiffs that 

suggests players should receive 50 percent of television revenue. (The money, according to the plaintiffs’ plan, would be placed into a trust and given to the 

players upon graduation.) Given the values of the contracts recently signed by several conferences, that’s half of billions of dollars. Sound high? Of course it 

is. But the plaintiffs consider this the start of a negotiation for a settlement that could become a fait accompli if Judge Claudia Wilken certifies the class in 

June. They wrote down 50 percent on a slip of paper and slid it across the table; Delany and his colleagues wrote down zero percent and slid the paper 

back to the plaintiffs. The cost of a settlement now would probably be relatively low. If the NCAA and schools lose their gamble and the class gets certified 

in June, that cost will rise significantly because class certification makes quite real the specter of a courtroom loss that would financially destroy the NCAA. 

Delany insists that this is only his belief and that he has not polled his presidents, but he seems confident that if conferences began negotiating with 

players and schools began paying one type of player more than another, the Big Ten’s schools would not participate. "If that were to happen I think our 

presidents, our faculties and our boards of trustees would just opt out," Delany said. "I don’t know what the opt-out means, whether that’s Division III or 

another model." 

If the Big Ten schools dropped athletic scholarships and moved to Division III or into the non-scholarship FCS realm occupied by the schools of the Ivy and 

Pioneer leagues, it would inject some intellectual honesty into this debate. Schools and leagues say they want to run amateur sports that enrich the 

collegiate experience, but then they run football and men’s basketball like professional sports. This would mean a group of 14 schools leaving millions of 

dollars on the table to run true amateur athletic programs that exist only to enhance the university experience of their students. 

If this happened, I would stand and applaud. Finally, someone would be putting higher education ahead of high finance. But the actions of the Big Ten’s 

presidents in the past few years make it difficult to believe they would follow the example of the Ivy League schools and Big Ten founding member the 

University of Chicago, which de-emphasized sports in the 1940s. 

Five months ago, the presidents of the Big Ten schools voted to poach Maryland from the ACC and Rutgers from the Big East. They did not do this because 

the football or men’s basketball teams at Maryland and Rutgers offer a terrible amount of vahle to a wealthy league already chock full of brand names. The 

value to the Big Ten lies in the location of those schools, which sit in heavily populated metropolitan areas. That means those areas boast more cable 

subscribers who, Big Ten leaders hope, will soon have to pay more than $1 a month to their cable or satellite provider for the Big Ten Network -- whether 

they actually want that programming or not. Assuming the millions of subscribers who now find themselves in the Big Ten footprint are charged that fee, it 

will result in a massive financial windfall for the conference. 

Delany said the additions of Maryland and Rutgers came in response to a changing landscape. "We’re all in competition with each other -- as the SEC comes 

into Missouri and Texas and as the ACC comes into New York and Pennsylvania," Delany said. But if it’s not about money, why does that matter? Delany 

also disagreed with my off-repeated assertion that the Big Ten changed the revenue model for major college sports when it launched the Big Ten Network. 

Delany counters that the league took control and assumed half the financial risk -- Fox has the other half -- because ESPN’s stranglehold on college content 

allowed that network to lowball leagues. "We simply wouldn’t deal with a company that simply wouldn’t pay us what we thought we were worth," Delany 

said. Football stars whose jerseys get sold in the school bookstore might say the same thing about the organizations that insist they are no more valuable 

than the setter on the volleyball team. The difference is they don’t have the financial clout to start their own league. They can, however, put the squeeze on 

the people controlling the money now. 

Presidents who will vote to attack other leagues to increase revenue seem highly unlikely to turn down millions of dollars and nationwide television 

exposure for the sake of a principle to which they’ve never actually adhered in practice. This is what makes the opt-out scenario difficult to believe. What 

makes it somewhat believable? The very real possibility that to comply with Title IX in a pay-for-play scenario, departments may have to cut sports, which 

means they have to cut scholarships, which means actual educational opportunities would be lost. Of course, ti~e~e is ~ solL~tio.~ th~.: would work fo~ boti~ 

parties, but the leaders in college athletics want no part of it. 

Delany isn’t alone in joining the NCAA in its fight against the O’Bannon plaintiffs, who originally sought payment for the NCAA and schools’ use of the 

likenesses of former players for commercial reasons but have since expanded the case to seek a piece of television revenue for current and former athletes. 

Pac-12 commissioner L:a~~y Scol:~, SEC executive associate commissioner ~,~;~i-k Womack, Big 12 commissioner B(;~ Bo~vI!~,, Texas athletic directors D(~Los!~ 

~odds a~d ~Shris PIor~sk,/, Wake Forest president t~a~tha~ Hatch and a host of others also filed declarations. Some were more forceful than others. The Texas 

ADs said the school had "no interest" in a pay-for-play plan, but the Joneses stopped short of threatening to de-emphasize sports. Fresno State president 

3~h~ W~:~it~, appeared to use the same legalese template as the Texas duo, repeating passages word for word. It’s unclear who came up with the language 

first, but someone plagiarized someone. (At most of these schools, such plagiarism would result in a failing grade. It’s apparently OK in federal court filings.) 

Welty’s declaration did differ from the Texas duo’s in one way: It suggested Fresno State might have to eliminate football to save the rest of its sports. This 

is probably not a bluff. But Fresno State probably wouldn’t have to do that if it didn’t attempt to cast its lot with Alabama, Michigan and the rest of schools in 

a much higher income bracket. Wake Forest’s Hatch also threatened a move out of the FBS, which probably wouldn’t register a blip of resistance outside the 

school’s own fan base. 

If Michigan, Ohio State, Penn State, Nebraska and the rest of the Big Ten suddenly downsized athletics, though, it would profoundly change college athletics 

by ticking off some massive alumni bases and by sending more revenue to the SEC, Big 12 and Pac-12 if they didn’t follow suit. Would Urban Meyer still 

coach football at Ohio State if he saw his salary cut and lost the ability to offer scholarships to the best players? Would Tom Izzo still want to coach 

basketball at Michigan State if Central Michigan could offer recruits a more attractive financial package? Probably not. Would the schools of the Big Ten 

continue to be elite institutions of higher learning without big-time sports? Absolutely. The Ivy League schools once ruled college football. Then they de- 

emphasized athletics. The move didn’t hurt them at all from an academic or reputation standpoint. It didn’t hurt major college football, either. The sport 

rolled merrily along without them. Just like the ~vy League schools, the Big Ten schools don’t need major college football, and major college football doesn’t 

need them. De-emphasizing athletics would be an awfully noble move by the schools of the Big Ten, but their actions suggest they don’t have the guts to 

take that drastic a step. 

Remember, Delany said his opinion hasn’t changed since he wrote that op-ed in 1996. What has changed? The money. According to a 1995 court filing, the 

Big Ten distributed $43.5 million to 11 member schools in 1994. In 2012, the Big Ten distributed $284 million to 12 schools. That’s a 600-percent increase in 

revenue per school. In November, S1’s Pete Thamel reported that Big Ten officials presented Maryland with a projection stating each of the league’s schools 

would receive $43 million from the league in 2017 after the Big Ten signs its next media rights deal That would be a 1,088-percent increase over the per- 

school take in 1994. Delany counters that tuition costs have risen in the neighborhood of 300 percent and Big Ten schools are giving scholarships to 50 

percent more athletes. Still, the math favors the league and not the athletes in the two sports that make all that money. 

The money has gone somewhere. It has gone into fancier stadiums and into the pockets of football coaches, basketball coaches, athletic directors and 

conference officials. ~t also has gone into scholarships for more athletes -- specifically more female athletes. I can’t blame anyone for a second for wanting 

to protect their personal revenue stream -- and it’s certainly a worthy goal to protect scholarship opportunities -- but they can’t be surprised someone 

finally ran the numbers and realized there is a substantial payday awaiting the attorneys who motivate the labor force to ask for a larger share of the pie. 

When a sport becomes a multibillion-dollar business, someone has to be Curt Flood, and someone will want to represent that guy. 



So now they’ll dance in briefs and motions. So far, Delany has made the most dramatic statement with a hint that some of the nation’s most iconic programs 

may de-emphasize athletics if the plaintiffs prevail. This may simply be gamesmanship. WHte a doomsday scenario, hope someone like me finds it and 

distributes it and sit back and watch as panicked fans of Big Ten schools turn their vitriol on plaintiffs, who currently enjoy a favorable public opinion. But 

Monday, Delany sounded as if he really means it. "It’s not a bluff," Delany said. "It’s a statement of belief. I think that’s what would happen. I do not believe 

that the hypothetical case being put forth -- if it actually became the case -- that Big Ten institutions would engage in that." 

Bear in mind that Delany also said in December 2011 that he doubted Big Te~ ~choois wo~ild agree to take pa~t in any kind of football playoff. In June 2012, 

th~ {:;ig T~E: ;~gEe~!d i:o pa~ticip~l:e in a football playoff. But just in case Delany is correct, savor watching some excellent Big Ten basketball programs these 

next few weeks in the NCAA tournament. The Division III tournament might be a bit more difficult to find on your cable box. 

Read More: http:/~p~rtsi~Li~t~ated.cnn‘c~rn/~ege-~-~otba~/ne~.~s/2~3~S~8/big-ten-jim~de~any~n~aa~bann~n/~qxzz2Nx5SPN~S 
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Big East {Soon to Be Renamed) And ESPN Announce TV Deal 

Big East (Soon to Be Renamed) And ESPN Announce TV Deal 

By PAUL DOYLE, pdovle@courant.com 

The Hartford Courant 

7:37 PM EDT, March 19, 2013 

The soon-to-be former Big East Conference announced Tuesday that it finalized a media agreement with ESPN, but the first question 
posed to the conm~issioner had nothing to do with TV coverage. 

Mike Aresco’s league needs a new name and the world of college athletics is wondering what the organization will be called. UCom~’s new 
league should have a name by late April or early May, Aresco said on a conference call, and the process of picking a brand is ongoing. 

But Aresco offered no candidates. 

"We know we need to move expeditiously," Aresco said. "We’ve been very deliberate about this. We have a process, we have branding 
groups we’re working with. We’ve developed a process where we’re going to obviously go through names that reflect what our conference 
is, what our conference wants to be, what we’re aspiring to be." 

And they’re apparently not aspiring to be America 12 or something like that. That name floated through cyberspace last week and the test 
bubble was quickly popped by snarky fans, reporters and observers. 

So the search for the perfect name and snazzy logo will continue for the next month or so. Aresco said he’s consulting member presidents 
and athletic directors, and he might seek the opinions of folks at ESPN. But the Bristol-based network, which has worked with the Big 
East for more than three decades, isn’t choosing the conference’s next brand name. 

"I gave up naming things when my daughter was born 11 years ago," said Burke Magnus, ESPN’s senior vice president for college sports 
progranmm~g. 

Whatever the new name, the league will have an old, familiar partner broadcasting its games. The agreement with ESPN was reached 
weeks ago, but Aresco had to negotiate the exit of seven non-football schools before conference members could ratify the deal. 

Meanwhile, the seven Catholic schools will announce their media deal with Fox Sports Wednesday in New York. The new Big East is also 
expected to announce its postseason tournament contract with Madison Square Garden. 

The conference they are leaving agreed to a contract with ESPN that runs through 2019-20 and financial terms were not released, 
although ESPN.com reports the overall value is $126 million. The original agreement was for $130 million, but the value decreased after 
the basketball schools left. 

The deal was negotiated by NBC Sports, but matched by ESPN as the existing rights holder. ESPN.com reports that the deal can be 
tei~ninated if two schools from a group made up of UConn, Cincinnati, Temple and ttouston leave or if one of those schools and any 
other member leave. 

UConn and Cincilmati are considered targets for the ACC if that conference experiences more defections and needs replacements. 

The conference will also announce a second-tier basketball agreement with a network -- expected to be CBS -- next week. That deal is 
reportedly valued at $2 million a year, which will bring the overall TV revenue to $20 million a year. 

Ttmt will give each member about $1.8 million a year in revenue, which is more than $2 million less than what UComl received under the 
previous TV contract. Aresco has acknowledged that the deal isn’t a financial windfall, but says he is happy to still have national exposure 
through ESPN and he believes the new league can establish itself before a broad audience. 

Joining UConn, Cincinnati, South Florida and Temple in the new league are Houston, SMI J, Central Florida, Memphis, Tulane, East 
Carolina, Navy and likely another school. Tulsa has been rumored. 

"There’s been a fair amount of tui~noil in the college world and we’ve come through it," Aresco said. "We’re in a good place and we’re 
really excited about moving forward with our friends at ESPN." 



The Big East’s last TV deal with ESPN was worth $200 million, with another $54 million coming from CBS. Conference presidents voted 
to turn down an ESPN offer of a $1.17 billion deal in 2011, instead seeking a more lucrative contract. But schools such as Syracuse and 
Pittsburgh announced they were leaving for the ACC just a few months later and the media money soon evaporated. 

By comparison, the ACC’s ESPN contract signed last year is worth $3.6 billion and brings each member $17.1 million a year. But the 
ACC is a venerable league with a long histoI)7 while Aresco’s conference is starting from scratch. 

"We’re excited about the upside here," Magnus said. "They’re going to be able to be flexible and be opportunistic and help grow their 
programs. We like to think that we can play a role in helping." 

The conference’s current football contract with ESPN expires after the 2013 season. All sports -- football, basketball and Olympic 
sports -- will be covered under the same agreement by’ the 2014-15 academic year. 

Under the new agreement, all conference-controlled football games will be televised. The previous contract allowed for syndication and 
local telecasts of football games. 

Between ESPN, ESPN2, ESPNU and ABC, the minimum number of televised games will outnumber the nationally televised games in 
2013, the last year of the existing contract. In 2015, the conference expects to add a 12th team and stage a conference championship game 
that will be televised by ESPN or ABC. Aresco said the game will be played on a campus site. 

All conference-controlled men’s basketball games will also be televised. A minimum of 107 games -- or more than 63 percent -- will be 
broadcast nationally. 

The entire postseason conference tournament will also be shown nationally, with the title game on ESPN or ABC. The women’s basketball 
tournament championship will be on ESPN or ESPN2. 

UConn has a relationship with SNY but it’s unclear how the conference’s new contract will impact that agreement. 
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Ma~’land deal included mulfimillion-dollar travel subsidy from Big Ten 

Maryland deal included multimillion-dollar travel subsidy 
from Big Ten 

By Jeff Barker, The Baltimore Sun Updated March ~5, 

2o13 

The University of Maryland’s deal to join the Big Ten includes not only the ]uerative annual ptJyouts that all mere bers re;y:ive, but also a 

significant cxmeession obtained by the school ..... a subsi@ wor’I.h tens of milliorxs of dollars from the cor~fcrence to of Iket athletic teams’ 

ar~ticipated higher travel costs, according to multiple sources. 

’[’he subsidy, which Maryland was promised in negotiations with ttae conference late last 5:car, made an already appealing offer of Big "Fen 

membership even more attractive to the school. 

Since financial details of the agreement are kept private -- the amount of the subsi@ is not publicly available. But the amount is in the range 

of 82o million to 83o million, according to sources familiar with the deal. 

Maryland got the subsidy after assessing the travel-cost implications of leaving the Atlantic Coast Conference, its home fop 6o years. 

The cost of sending its teams hall\~’ay across the country -- as f~r m,;~y as Lincoln, Neb. (1,2Ol miles), and Io;~-a City, Iowa (905 miles) -- ;~-as 

prqiected by the school to approximately double its travel budget. 

The subsidy underscores how much the Big Ten coveted Maryland and the accompanying Baltimore-~A~ashington television market. Maryland 

had some leverage in the ta] ks because ..... unlike some schools exploring jumping conferences ---- it was not coming from a league, the ACC, that 

a ppea rs in imminen t danger of collapse. 

It was not dear when the subsidy is to be received and whether it will be a lump sum or series of payments. School officials said the specifics 

were private, and the Big "Fen declined comment. 

"If the Big Ten subsidizes them in travel, then I’m pleased," said former U.S. Rep. Tom MeMillen, a member of the Board of Regents. 

McMillen said conference realignment continues to pose another travel-related challenge -- making sure athletes can succeed academically 

despite being away from campus for more extended periods. "It just makes it so dill]cult for kids to go to school," McMil]en said. "I think it’s an 

e’~,er-growing trend. This is not just Maryland ---- this is all these conferences." 

Maryland’s team travel budget for 2o12-13 is about $3 million, the athletic department said in response to a Baltimore Sun request. Based on 

information available before team schedules come out, the projected figure for 2o~4- ~ 5 -- once the school is in the Big Ten -- is $6 million. 

The Big Ten was attractive because its television payouts will help sustain a Maryland athletic department that had to cut seven of its 27 

teams last )~ar. Mao;land’s Big Ten deal appears to d~,~z~rf what it got from the ACC. According to Sports Illustrated, the Big Ten pr@ected 

that Maryland would make $32 million in 2o14-15 -- and much more after the Big Ten negotiates a new "television deal in 2o17. 

Shortly after adding Maryland -- which is to begin in the Big Ten in July 2oi4 -- the conference accepted Rntgers, whose New Jersey location 

is valuable because of New York’s large television market. 

P, utgers has also studied "the implications of Big Ten travel and is exploring creative solutions, but apparently not subsidies. Most college 

teams’ travel budgets aren’t subsidized by conferences. 

"I don’t think it’s so much about subsidies," Rutgers athletic director Tim Pernetti said Thursday. "We were comfortable from the beginning 

that the revenues are going to equitaNy address the travel situation. ~With certain sports ]i ke football, we charter-traveled to every game, so 

foo.tball x,~ill really look the same. Basketball, there will be some more [travel], but nonconferenee scheduling will balance that out." 

No new Big Ten divisional structure has been announced, although it makes geographic sense for Maryland, Rutgers and Penn State to be 



a[igrxed together. "A lot of that stuff is still very preliminary ----- how we’re goiK~g to do divisiorxs, how we’re going to schedule," Pern~.ti said, "IK~ 

Olympic sports, there is a focus on how to schedule in the most ir~telliger~t way?’ 

Options tbr helping athletes academicaflly could include emphasizing weekend games, playing noneonferenc.e games closer to home and 

avoiding clustering too many road trips together. While Maryland football and men’s basketball players t)~ieal]y travel on chal"ter flights, 

much of the other teams’ trave[ has long been by bus. 

Arid then there are the [~ans. Marylar~d boosters have grown accustomed to drivir~g to many ACC venues aK~d have e~\ioyed conference 

rivalries. The l’erps do have some long ACC road trips as well, including Miami (1,o69 miles) and l-lorida State (88o miles). 

"I’ve already started lookh~g into travel arrangements -- Southwest flies to most of the [Big Ten] places," said Rick Furlough, president of the 

Fastbreakers, the support groK~p tor Maryland’s men’s baske[bal] team. "~roK~[d I like to be irk Miami irk FebrK~ary iK~stead of Minnesota? 

Absolutely. BK~t it is what it is~ and I thiK~ k it is a good move." 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jack Bechta ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 1:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Recap and thanks 

Vince and Paul, 

Thanks again for including me in the program. I sincerely believe you are both on track for making the program a great asset for UNC football. 

Per our di~ussion I will proceed with the/bllowing actions: 

- plan a return back to campus on the weekend of April 15th tbr the purpose of meeting with those parents and or players who are interested in a second meeting. I 

will follow your lead as to time and place and length of meeting. 

- I would like to arrmlge a video call between 

- As a courtesy, I will do some research as to what training facilities are acting in a roll as recruiter for specific agents. 

In addition, I will take an informal poll of several reputable agents as to which agents are using unsempulous m~mers and giving players illegal benifits. I will pass my 

findings on to yon both. 

- I will send lette~ back for each player to your once for distribution. 

Thanks again for the opportunity ~md I look/brward to working with in the perimeters set by your once and the State of NC. 

Respectfully, 

Jack Bechta 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 10:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks tbr the message. I’m looking tbrward to meeting you tomorrow and visiting more when you’re finished speaking with our s~tudent-athletes. See you 

in the morning. 

Vince 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:45 PM, "Jack Bechta" ~)gmail.corn> wrote: 

Vince and Paul, 

I am currently on my layover and will arrive tonight for the meetings tomorrow. I am staying tomorrow fight as well so I can happily meet 
with you a/ier the student interviews as that would give us more time. 

Just let me know. See you both tomorrow morning and I am excited to participate in this program. 

Regards, 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks very much for your cooperative participation in our Agent m~d Advisor Program. If you do not already have plans tbr 

the time between your meetings with              Paul and I would like to visit with you over lunch. If time is fight, perhaps 

we could visit either before or Mter the meetings with our student-athletes. We can do whatever works tbr you. In aJly event, 

I’m looking forward to Tue~ay. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3:jpg > 



From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AM 
To= Jack Bechta 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Package 

Your meetings with UNC sl:udent-atfdetes or~ Tuesday, March 19 will take place in the Athh:_~tics }Ju~,~iru-_~,~-~ Offic~:_~ O:mferer~ce 

Room, located on Lhe second t:foor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence on the East End of Kenan FooLDalf Stadium~ 
There is a parking garage located abou[ 50 yards awa% 

The schedule for meetings will be: 

9:30 

10:00 

10:30 

1I:00 

11.2:30 

My cell phone number is Please feel free to call me should you have any questions, Senior Associate Athletic 

Director Vir~(:e Ille will be ioir~mg us for ~:he meetings as well. I have c.:_~pied Vir~(:e o~ this ernail so y.:_~u have his c(mtact 

i r~ fo r m a t i.:-3 rL 

We look forward to having you and appreciate your participation in the Program, 

Safe travels, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               1:53 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

RE: 

Thanks for reaching nut to me. Vinee Ille and I would certainly welcome a chance to talk with you about agents. Do you have any availability tomorrow morning, Friday morning, or 

Monday? 
We look forward to it. 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @live.uric. edu] 

Sent: wednesday, 11:41 AM 

To: Pogge, Paul 

Subject: 

Hi lay name is play for UNC team I wanted tn know if we could make a make up meeting about the agents I was gone for that Sent from lay iPh one 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jack Bechta ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:21 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Recap and thanks 

Sounds good! 

Thmlks 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 20, 2013, at 2:04 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(a;nnc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanl~s again for ¥our assisi:ance, participa[:kbn, and SkEppor[: Of OUr Program. Th~-:~ information ¥ou provide will be an outstanding resource for us. 

Coach Fedora has indk:at,:_~d that Sunday a fb-:~r the Spring Game woukt be [:he b,-:~st day for agent meetings. Woukt you be able ~:o meet at 11:15 with 

and his parents that Sunday? As [:or the video conference between perhaps we could set thaL up in the week or 

two following the Spring Game. Let me know what you think, k~ the meantime, could you have :ompfete the attached registration t:orm so we 

can make sure he’s registered with the Program before the meeting takes place? 

I’ll look forward to receiving your follow-up communication for the student-athletes and will get it to football for Coach Fedora’s approval and 

distribu[:ion as soon a; t rec~-_~ive i1:. 

Thanks again, 

Paul 

From: Jack Bechta [mailto       :@qmail.com] 
Sent" Wednesday, March 20, 2013 1:4-7 PM 

To-" Tile, Vince 
Cc-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Re: Recap and thanks 

Vince and Paul, 

Thanks again for including me in the program. I sincerely believe you are both on track for making the program a great asset for UNC football. 

Per our discussion I will proceed with the following actions: 

- plan a return back to campus on the weekend of April 15th for the purpose of meeting with those parents and or players who are interested in a 

second meeting. I will follow your lead as to time and place and length of meeting. 

- I would like to arrange a video call between 

- As a courtesy, I will do some research as to what training facilities are acting in a roll as recruiter for specific agents. 

In addition, I will take an informal poll of several reputable agents as to which agents are using unscrupulous runners and giving players illegal 

benifits. I will pass my findings on to you both. 

- I will send letters back for each player to your office for distribution. 

Thanks again for the opportunity and I look forward to working with in the perimeters set by your office and the State of NC. 

Respectfully, 

Jack Bechta 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 10:27 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks for the message. I’m looking forward to meeting you tomorrow and visiting more when you’re finished speaking with our 

student-athletes. See you in the morning. 

Vince 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:45 PM, "Jack Bechta’ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Vince and Paul, 

I am currently on my layover and will arrive tonight for the meetings tomorrow. I am staying tomorrow night as well so I can 

happily meet with you after the student interviews as that would give us more time. 

Just let me know. See you both tomorrow morning and I am excited to participate in this program. 

Regards, 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "llle, Vince" <[!J_e_ .@._ e__r:0_a__[!:__u_.n_ c__._e_d_._u_.> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks very, much for your cooperative participation in our Agent and Advisor Program. If you do not aJready 

have plans for "the time between your meetings with               Paul and I would like to visit with you over 

lunch. If time is tight, perhaps we could visit either before or aiter the meetings with our student-athletes. We can 

do whatever works tbr you. In any event, I’m looking tbrwaJcd to Tuesday. 

Vince Ille 



Senior As~)ciate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 

From, Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AN 
To: Jack Bechta 
Co: Ne, Vince 
Subject: RE: Package 

Jack, 

Your meetings with UNC student-athletes on Tuesday, March 19 will take place in the Athletics Business Office 

Conference Room, located on the second floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence on the East End of 

t0:_man Football Stadium rher,:_~ is a parkh~g garage located about 50 yards away. 

The sch~-:~duh-:~ for meetin~; will be: 

9:30 

I0:00 

I0:30 

1:].:00 

I2:30 

My cell phone number is ~ Please feel free to calf me should you have any questions. Senior 

Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille will be joining us for the meetings as well. I have copied Vince on this 

emaH so you have his contact information. 

We look forward to having you and appreciate your participation in the Program, 

Safe i:ravels, 

Paul 

<UNC Registration Form.docx~ 

<UNC Agent and Advisor Program.docx> 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, ~:41 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Save the Date for Student-Athletes Graduation Reception 

Save the Date.jpg 

Hi Executive Administrators, 

As you might be aware, the UNC Student-Athlete Advisory Council is in charge of developing and putting on the     Student-Athletes Graduation 

Reception, This year the graduation reception will be taking place on Thursday,         from 2:30pm to 4:30pm, at the George Watts Hill Alumni 

Center. We would like to ask you to save the date for this year’s graduation reception. We will send out another email later for everyone to RSVP. If you 

have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschne@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Follow up to multi-yeax scholarships request 

Vince 

Who should address these questions? 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Jonah Newman <Jonah.Newman(~chronicle.com> 

Date: March 21, 2013, 10:08:10 AM CDT 

To: <skirschn(~ad.unc.edu> 
Subject: Follow up to multi-year scholarships request 

Dear Mr. Kirschner: 

I wanted to write to thank you and your office for assisting with our recent public records request about single-year and multi-year scholarship gr-anks-iJ~- 

aid at UNC- Chapel Hill. 

The Records office provided us with a grant-in-aid template, M~ich didfft specify whether the aid was given for a single-year or as a multi-yeay oiler. So I 

just wanted to lbllow up with a t~w questions for you that will help us better understand how your institution is using the NCAA’s relatively new multi-year 

aid policy. 

Did you ofl~r multi-yeax grants for this year’s freshman class? ATe you off~ring them for next yeaJs incoming freslmmn? 

Can you give a rough estimate of how many student-athletes have been offered mulli-yeax scholarslfip awards? 

Have you offered or do you plan to offer multi-year aid to all of your scholarship athletes’! If not, in wlfich sport or sports are student-athletes being 

offered mulli-yeax grants? 
Thanks again for your help. 

Best, 

Jonah Newman 

Database Reporter 

(202) 466-1749 

Brad Wolverton 

Senior Writer 

brad.wolverton@chronicle.com 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd St. NW 

Washington, D.C. 20037 

chronicle.com 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:45 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW 

Any availability on Monday afternoon to meet with If not, what days next week work best for you? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re 

2:05 PM 

Any day I’m the after noon is good 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:54 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks for reaching out to me Vince rile and I would certainly welcome a chance to talk with you about agents. Do you have any availability’ tomorrow morning, Friday morning, or 
Monday? 
> We look forward to it. 
> Paul 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~ ~)live uric edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, i 11:41 AM 
> To: Pugge, Paul 
> Subject: 
> 

> 

> Hi my name is I play [’or UNC earn I wanted to knuw if we could make a make up meeting about the agents I was gune fur that Sent frum my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 8:31 PM 

NCAA Play in March Proving Madness Without College Profit 
~3,. C~=~I.~ Eicilel;>:~r~ie~. M~r .:L 20!3 ’12:00 AM ~-T 

The University of Kentucky’s eighth men’s basketball championship last April drew 42.9 million broadcast viewers for an annual event that raised $705 

million in television rights fees for college sports’ national organization. 

"Everything about it is big: the money, the publicity, the media, the glamor of the event -- it creates a certain perception," says Scott Minto, director of the 

master’s degree program in sports business administration at San Diego State University. In reality, tournament winners directly benefit little more than 

any other school in the NCAA. "It’s not exactly the payday that fans think it is," Minto says.There was no financial bonanza for the school. Nor was there 

for other recent winners of the National Collegiate Athletic Association tournament, which began this week. While supporters of big-time college athletics 

say championships increase sports revenue, stimulate university fundraising and encourage student applications, data compiled by Bloomberg News 

show that not all of that is true, and there’s no lasting effect. 

The round of 64 begins today after eight teams competed for four spots in the field over the past two days. The championship game is April 8 in Atlanta. 

For the last four publicly funded universities before Kentucky towin the NCAA tournament, basketball revenue slowed or fell in the following year, 

according to financial reports obtained by BIoomberg through Freedom of Information Act requests. 

Kentucky Revenue 

At the University of Kentucky in Lexington, basketball revenue rose 16 percent during the championship season, mostly because of ticket sales for playing 

more home games than the year before. Pay raises for coaches consumed two-thirds of the gain. Meanwhile, donations for athletics rose half as much 

as the year before, while total university fundraising fell after jumping the previous year. 

"There is no direct, consistent evidence that it has a significant effect, but we sell it that way and the public largely buys it, so we justify spending," says 

Dave Ridpath, associate professor of sports management at ©hie Urwersity in AtI~ens. Ridpath is the president-elect of the Drake Group, a network of 

college professors who advocate academic integrity in sports, and is the author of the 2012 book, "Tainted Glory: Marshall University, the NCAA, and One 

Man’s Fight for Justice." 

"We continue to chase our tails thinking there is a pot of gold at the end of the rainbow," Ridpath says. "It is largely a myth, and any monies gained usually 

go back into the arms race and not to the university." 

Money Maker 

The NCAA is collecting $10.8 billion over 14 years from Time VVamer iP..c. (q"v%<}’s Turner Broadcasting System. and CBS Cerp (C BS). for TV rights to 

the 68-team Division I men’s basketball tournament. Fees for television and marketing rights accounted for 81 percent of the Indianapolis-based 

organization’s $871.6 million of revenue for the fiscal year ended last August, according to the NCAA website. 

The group reported distributing $503 million of last year’s revenue to schools in the top division. The NCAA sponsors 89 national championships in men’s 

and women’s sports in three divisions. 

Of the more than $700 million that the men’s basketball tournament raises from TV fees, the NCAA set aside $184.1 million last year to benefit 

participating programs. Conferences split that money based on how many of their teams make the postseason event and how far the teams advance. 

The funds are doled out on a six-year rolling basis, and the leagues usually divide their shares evenly among member schools after expenses for teams 

in the tournament. This diminishes the cost for any single school of an early exit, or the benefit of winning. 

"There is no winner’s check," Minto says. 

Revenue Gain 

At the same time, the victors do post an increase in basketball revenue during their championship seasons, based on financial reports obtained under 



open-records laws. The gains ranged from 2 percent for the University of Connecticut in 2011 to 32 percent for the University of Fio~ida in 2007, as it won 

the title for a second straight year. The data didn’t include 2010 winner Duke University, a private institution that doesn’t have to disclose fnances. 

in succeeding seasons, it’s hard for schools to increase revenue further. Basketball income mostly stagnated in seasons following championships for 

Connecticut and Florida, as well as for the University of Kansas, the 2008 winner, and the University of North Carolina, which won in 2009, according to 

the school’s financial reports. 

The year after North Carolina beat Michigan State University for the 2009 title, revenue from basketball rose 3 percent, then in 2011 dropped 5 percent. 

according to the school’s financial report. 

inventory Shortage 

"The problem is that you have to have additional inventory to sell in order to substantially increase your revenue," said Martina Ballen, the chief financial 

officer for the North Carolina Tar Heels, in Chapel Hill. "We do pretty well most years, and the seats are sold." 

During Kentucky’s championship run last year, athletic department revenue growth slowed to 4 percent, after a 6 percent gain the previous year, when 

the basketball team went to the Final Four. 

Kentucky’s $21.6 million in basketball income last year was one of the highest in the NCAA; North Carolina’s team brought in $24.9 million. Led by national 

player-of-the-year Anthony Davis, Kentucky won 38 games while losing two, and had six players selected in the National Basketball Association draft. 

This year’s team won 21 and lost 12, didn’t quality for the NCAA tournament and was eliminated in the first round of the National invitational Tournament. 

No Link 

For all of the school’s basketball success, Kentucky administrators say they can’t link it to increases in fundraising or student applications. The university 

has a $2.7 billion annual budget and 29,000 students. It is spending more than $1 billion on new dormitories, a hospital renovation and buildings for 

pharmacy and business schools. 

Asked whether there is a direct correlation between the basketball title and contributions, Mike Richey, the university’s vice president for development, 

says, "Not really. We are proud of our athletic program, and they have a lot of impact," he says. "But we are doing a lot of great things in other parts of the 

campus. We are a diverse university." 

Contributions to the university declined 5 percent last year to $73.8 million, after climbing 15 percent in fiscal 2011. Donations to Kentucky athletics 

increased 2 percent to $20.7 million, after gaining 4 percent the previous year, according to the school’s financial reports. 

Freshmen Applications 

Freshman applications for this academic year rose 24 percent to 18,802, after gaining 10 percent or more each of the three previous years. University 

administrators say the growth can’t be tied to the team’s success. The school has been stepping up high school recruitment for several years, according 

to Don Witt, associate provost for enrollment management. 

"Whether we had won the championship or not, we were already seeing applications coming in at a record pace," Witt says. "When the day is done, 

students are coming here for an education, and they make their decisions accordingly=" 

Athletic and non=athletic donations to North Carolina dropped during the 2009 championship season. The school had wrapped up an 8 1/2-year, $2.38 

billion capital campaign in December 2007, including $245.7 million for sports. In fiscal 2008, the athletics booster club raised $35 million, then 

contributions fell by a third during the championship year. 

Boosters Club 

Over the past decade, as the team won the NCAA tournament in 2005 and 2009, the Rams Club boosters group increased membership by 5,500, to 

about 16,000, according to club President John Montgomery. 

"Heightened visibility can affect membership," Montgomery said. "You have to remember that fundraising is a long-term project. It’s a means to future 

championships." 

Connecticut’s surprise victory in the 2011 tournament made barely a financial ripple for the men’s basketball program. Revenue rose 2 percent, following 

an 8 percent decline the year before. That’s partly because the season started poorly after an early exit from postseason play in 2010, according to Mike 

Enright, a university spokesman. 



"We had a pedestrian year for us," Enright said. "We didn’t arrive on the national landscape until November, way after season tickets were sold. And at 

the end of the day, that’s where you are making your money." 

Kernba Walker 

By the end of the season, though, the team coalesced around junior guard Kemba W~lker, won the Big East tournament and made its way to the 

school’s third national championship. Basketball ticket sales dropped 22 percent for the year, to $3.6 million. 

School administrators say no one plays the postseason to make money. 

"There is no huge windfall," said DeWayne Peevy, Kentucky’s executive associate athletic director for external operations. "You do it for pride. You do it to 

celebrate achievement. You do it for the memories." 

To contact the reporter on this story: Curtis Eichelberger in Wilmington, Delaware at ~bloemb~r~t.net 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:28 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Ce: Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: RE: 

Let’s meet Monday at 3 in Vince Ille’s office on the second floor of the Ernie Williamson Center, located right next to the Dean Dome. My cell is 
We’ll see you then 
Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 2 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: 

2:05 PM 

Any day I’m the after noon is good 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 1:54 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

in case you need directions 

> ’]’hanks for reaching out to me. Vince I[le and I would certainly welcome a chance to talk with you about agents Do you have any avai[abili~ tomorrow morning, Friday morning, or 
Monday? 
> We look forward to it. 
> Paul 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: (@[ive.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Wednesck~y, i , l 1:41 AM 
> To: Pogge, Paul 
> Subject: 
> 

> 

> Hi my name is    I play for UNC team I wanted to know if we could make a make up meeting about the agents I was gone for that Sent from my i[~hone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan,~’~Amc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 9:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Steve Kirschner (skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Follow up to multi-year scholarships request 

Steve, 

See below in red. 
Tom 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:05 PM 
To-" Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: Re: Follow up to multi-year scholarships request 
Tom Timmelmans. Thanks. 

On Mar 21, 2013, at 1:23 PM, "Steve Kirschner" <stevekirschner(~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince 

Who should address these questions? 

Steve Kirschner 

Director ofAtNetic Commulfications 

U~fiversib~ of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Jonah Newman <Jonah.Newman@chromcle.com> 

Date: March 21, 2013, 10:08:10 AM CDT 

To: <sldrschn(a)td.unc.edu> 

Subject: Follow up to multi-year scholarships request 

Dear Mr. Kirschner: 

I wanted to write to thank you and your office for assisting ruth our recent publtic records request about single-year and multi-year 

scholarship grants- nl- aid at UNC- Chapel Hill. 

The Records once provided us ruth a grant-h-aid template, which didn’t specil}’ whether the aid was given tbr a single-year or as a multi- 

year oflbr. So I j us1 wanted to tbllow up with a tbw questions for you that will help us better understand how your institution is using the 

NCAA’s relatively new multi-year aid policy. 

Did you ottbr multi-year grants for this year’s [i~eshman class? Are you oflbring them for next yem’s incoming freshman? Yes. Yes, or~ requesl 

by the coaches. 

Can you give a rough estimate of how many student-athletes have been offered multi-year scholarship awards? 9 [br 13-14 

Have you offered or do you plan to oflbe mulli-year aid to all of your scholarship athletes? If not, in which sport or sports are student- 
athletes being offered multi-year grants? No ( tbr 13-14 baseball, men’s gotli men’s swilrmfing, women’s soccec softball). Mule_i-years are 

offered on the request by coaches. 

Thanks again for your help. 

Best, 

Jonah Newman 

Database Reporter 

(202) 466-1749 

Brad Wolverton 

Senior Writer 

brad.wolverton@chronicle.com 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

1255 23rd St. NW 

Washington, D.C. 20037 

chronicle,corn ....................................... 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Friday,              2:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

slots 

Vince: 

I am at NCAA’s, but continue recruiting. I have potential incoming freshmen and transfers interested. Is it possible for you to provide any feedback on our slot 

status? i am working on a girl from          and must fly her in to visit, but don’t want to do so if there is no slot. The flight is expensive and we are looking at an 

itinerary...there are others, too. Thanks, 

Rich DeSehn 

Head Smmming Coach 

Universib~ of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr. Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www=gpheels.com 
w~Nv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edt> 

Saturday, 4:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday at 12:30 OR 3 P.M. 

Hi Vince, 

Would it be possible to push our meeting up to 12:30 p.m. on Tuesday, or back to 3 p.m.? 

Looking forward to it! 

Best, 

~live.unc.edu 

L 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday~ 8:04 AM 

Kevin Conner <kconner@unisportsinc.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Meeting with 

Kevhl, 

is on a bit of a tight schedule Wednesday morning but that will work if we keep it from I0 to :[0:30. Feel free to caU my cell when you are on 

your way to Chapel HiU and I can give you directions. The meeting will take place in the I.oudermilk Center for Excellence, located in the end zone of our football 

stadium. Ther,-:~ is a parking garag,-:~ right behind it wh,-:~re you shouH be able to tlnd a spot, 

St. Associa~:e Athletic Direct:or Vince [lle will b~:_~ joining us in the rneeting and f haw:_~ copied hirn on this email for your convenience We k)ok [orward to having you 

and appreciate your participation in our Program~ 

Paul 

F~m: Kevin Conner [mailto:kconner@unisportsinc.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:48 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Good morning Paul. The earliest flight getting into RDU ix around 8:30 am on Wednesday. I have meetings all day Tuesday and that night. Once I pick up my rental it 

will probably be around 9 am or so. I believe Chapel Hill is around a 30 min drive give or take. 

To give myself a little time, maybe we set it for 10:00 to lO:30am. If I arrive earlier, we can make the adjustment. Let me know your thoughts and thanks for you 

guys flexibility. 

Best Regards, 

Kevin 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:38 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <p__p_ggge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Kevin. We’re looking forward I:o it. 

Paul 

From: Kevin Conner [mailto:kconner@unisportsinc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:49 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Good morning. That will work no problem! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:25 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Kevin, 

Can we move the meeting with 

Thanks, 

Paul 

<image00Zjpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 
Cell: 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

back to 9:30 AM on We’re looking forward to having you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kevin Conner <kconner@unisportsinc.com> 

Monday, 8:38 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Meeting with 

Good deal. IVly intl~o presentation is only 30 to 45 min max. I am going to/15, my vely- best once I lmld to get there ASAP. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 8:03 AM, "Pogge, Panr’ <pfx)gge,~iunc.edu> wrote: 

t(evin~ 

is on a bit of a tight: schedule Wednesday morning but that: will work if we keep it: from 10 to I0:30 Feel free to call mv celi : when 

you are on your way to Chapel Hilt and I can give you directions. The rneeting witl take place in the Loudermifk Center’ for Excellence, located in the 

end zone o[: our [:ootbatl stadium. There is a parking garage right behind it where you should be able to find a spot. 

Sn Associate Athletic Director Vince Ne will be joining us in the meeting and I have copied him on this email for your convenience. We look forward 

to having you and appreciate your participation in our Program, 

Paul 

From: Kevin Conner [.__m___ajLt__o_;__k_p___o__n__tl_e_E@__u___nj_s_p_9_tNLn___c_:p___o_E)] 

Sent: Monday, 7:48 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Meeting with 
Good morning Paul. The earliest flight getting into RDU is around 8:30 am on Wednesday. I have meetings all day Tuesday and that night. Once I pick 

up my rental it will probably be around 9 am or so. I believe Chapel Hill is around a 30 min drive give or take. 

To give myself a little time, maybe we set it for 10:00 to lO:30am. If I arrive earlier, we can make the adjustment. Let me know your thoughts and 

thanks for you guys flexibility. 

Best Regards, 

Kevin 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:38 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Kevin. We’re looking forward to it. 

Paul 

From: Kevin Conner [.[9__a_jJ~_:___k__c__o__n__LLe__r_~_u__t)j__sg__O__Lt__s_j__n__c_:__c__o__E!] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:49 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Meeting with 

Good morning. That will work no problem! 

Sent from my iPhone 

011 , at 10:25 AM, "Pogge, Paul" < _p_pogge _@_ 9_ D_ _C_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > wrote: 

Kevin, 

Can we move the meeting with 

Thanks, 

Paul 

<imageOOl~pg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 

Cell: 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 

back to 9:30 AM or ’? We’re looking forward to having you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 3:12 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Tom( rrow s Mee’sng Reminder 

FYI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: CHRIS BLUE [mailto:CBLUE@townofchapelhill.org] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Dale Pratt-Wilson 
Cc: Bachenheimer, Aaron H; Colleen Bridger; Blackburn, Dean; Lohr, Jacob A; Boten, Jessica Anne; Bailey, Justin Timothy; Ribisl, Kurt M; Pogge, Paul; Ronald Bogle 
Subject: Re: Tomorrow’s Meeting Reminder 

All: In response to Dale’s previous email to the Chancellor and Mayor asking for more information and guidance regarding work moving forward, Dean and I are pleased to announce that, 
thanks to the great work of our ad hoc group laying the foundation for these efforts, Patti Thorp has been appointed by the Chancellor and the Mayor to begin assembling a new 
comprehensive town/gown working group to address the issue of alcohol abuse in our community-. Patti has a passion for this issue and I think you will agree that her appointment 
represents a significant commitment to this important topic, and she is uniquely positioned to create some energy on this important issue and pave the way for future discussions 

Given her appointment, her need to recruit new members, and her desire to also hear the research data we had planned to present, we have been asked to bring the CUlTent incarnation of our 
work group to a close and await the assembly of a new group before further discussions and actions occur. This would mean that tomorrow’s meeting would be canceled 

I am excited about the possibilities and hope that you are, too. I’m looking forward to continued partnerships moving forward. 

Chris Blue 

Sent from mY iPad 

On Mar 25, 2013, at 12:37 PM. "Da]e Pratt-Wilson" <coa[itiondirectnr@gmail.com<mailtn:coa[itiondirector(~r!~mai].com>> wrote: 

Town-Gown Health Committee, 
We are schedu]ed ll)r our next meeting tomorrow (Tuesday, March 26th) at 3pm at CHPD By way of an up-date, we received the attached favorable letter from the Mayor (and Chancellor) in 
February acknow]edging their interest in a formal "sanctioned" group to work on alcohol issues in town and on campus. ] emai]ed the Mayor and Chance]lor asking them if the?" would 
provide us with some of their thoughts and perspectives on how to move 12)rward on the formation of this new COlurmttee 

Please let me know what, i:[" anything, you have been working on so that I can create an agenda for tomorrow’s meeting Thanks Dale 

DALE PRATT-WILSON D]T~TgCTOR 

Coalition :[’or Alcohol & Drug Free Teenagers of Chapel Hill & Carrboro 
154 Lake Ellen Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Office: 919-942-3300<te1:919-942-3300> 
Cell: -’:tel:919-949-0943> 
Tip Line 888-888-TIPS 
chccoalition org<http://chccoalition.or~> 

<Mayors Letter to Town-Gown Health Initiative (2).pd1¢> 

E-mail correspondence to and frora this address, to include the sender’s or recipient’s e-mail address, may be subject to the Nurth Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third 
parties by an authorized Town officiah If you have received this conmxnnication in error, please do not distribute it. Please notify- the sender by E-mail at the address shown and delete the 
original message. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 5:46 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

VeW interesting about the agent/advisor program.., thanks for a bit more information. Hope you didn’t think I was posing a personal opinion about it, just gave yon 

what I found and thought was important. Do you think it will get a lot more media attention? 

Have a nice (although rand!!) afternoon. 

On Mon, at 5:27 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Ye~ it was a rough one last night. 

I noticed that you tbund the reference to our agent and advisor program: 

http:/iprofootballtaJk.nbespofls.com ’north- caxolina- clanlps- down- on- agents~~ 

We are winning the ~°likeidislike" reactions to the reader comments. 

Also, Liz Mullen who covers agents for the Sports Business Journal (among other topics) contacted Paul Pogge today. She raised an issue similar to the one in 

Flofio’s post, where he writes that although our policy "... will be an effective way to prevent agents from creating eligibilib~ issues, there’s a point at which the 

control becomes excessive and unfair, limiting without proper justification the Fi~t Amendment fights of free speech and asociafion [sic]." 

All indica6ons suggest that Coach Fedora, the student-athletes we are assisting, 

(among others) seem to be comfbrtable with the service we are providing. 

Histo~ would show that there are some agents out fllere who are not keen on following any rnles. ’][’his has included federal law-, state law-, NFLPA mle~ and yes, 

even our agent program requirements. 

Have a great day and thanks for the report! 

From: ~qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, 5:06 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Tough night last night... 

But here’s is today’s report. Hope your weekend was good besides the game. 

On Fri, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 

at 6:11 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~:emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Only game I’m interested in will start in an hour or so in Kansas City! Have a great weekend. 

@gmail,com] 
5:07 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Hey Mr. I, 

Attached is toda);s... I’m pre~" sure evely reporter is at the Tourney locations because there is VERY little news going on today beyond the games’. 

Hope Four bracket is staying strong through round one! 

On Wed, at 5:34 PM, Ille, Vince <illeCa)email.anc.edw~ wrote: 

Thanks Things moving along here. Your senioritis roll be over belbre you know it! 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

4:29 PN 
@gmail,com] 



Spring break was great (but not long enough to ward offmy senioritis), thanks’. 

Today’s report is attached. Hope everything is great on your side of campus. 

On Mon, at 4:16 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~emailxmc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks Welcome back, hope you had a great spring break. 

From: (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. Can’t believe i~s already Tournament Time... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edtr-- 

Monday, 8:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

We had a 3 pm meeting with Nick Fulton for thalzk a thon today as well. He may have forgot and double booked, rll check.. Can you cop?’ me on these in the future? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

On at 7:37 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Pogge, Paul 
> Sent: Friday, 
> Tu: 
> Cc: Ille, Vmce 
> SubJect: RE: 
> 

> 

did not come over to meet as plalmed. FYI. 

8:28 AM 

> Let’s meet Mnnday at 3 in Vince Ille’s office on the second floor of’the Ernie Witliamson (;enter, located right next to the Dean Dome. My cell is i 
> We’ll see yuu then. 
> Paul 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:05 PM 
> Tu: Pogge, Paul 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

> An?" day I’m the after nuon is good 
> 

> Sent from my iPhune 
> 

> On at 1:54 PM, "Pugge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Thanks fur reaching out to me. Vince Ille and I would certainly welcome a chance tu talk with yuu about agents. Du yuu have any availability tomorruw murnmg, Friday morning, ur 

I play- for U2N-C I wanted to know it" we could make a make up meeting about the agents I was gone for that Sent from my iPhone 

Monday? 
>> We look forward to it. 
>> Patti 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 
>> To: Pogge. Paul 
>> Subject: 
>> 

>> 

>> Hi tW name is 
> 

~live.unc.edu] 
l:41 AM 

in case you need directions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 10:48 PM 

Caxoathmngtagncy @aol.com> 

RE: UNC Agent aJ~d Advisor Program 

.Joel: 

I have copied and pasted the text an email I just sent to Justin below, as I think it addresses some of your concerns as well 

Thanks for your response. I’d certainly like to clarify the intention of the Program, as the connotation o[ your ernail below leads rne to believe that it is severely 

rnisunderstood. 

Our philosophy ]s to actively engage agents ,,who "play by the rules,> and act in an ethical, professional manner. Rather than simply telling all agents to refrain from 

any contact with UNC student-athletes, we instead have created a system of communication whereby agents and advisors can communicate with student-athletes 

for the majority of the year~ The only stipulations are that the request for communication must be submitted to me and be preapproved by both the Compliance 

Office and the head coach (primarily so we can fulfill our NCAA duty to monitor and be aware of the communication taking place with the student-athletes). With 

the issues we have witnessed in recent years, I’m sure you can understand why we want to have a CompNance Office presence in these meetings so that we can 

better preempt possible NCAA violations or provision of impermissible benefits. Knowing that these meetings are important for agents’ recruiting, however, we 

have intentionally widened the scope of contact which may take place under this Policy {so long as a Compliance representative ]s present). I believe that this 

Program is now. much more conducive to recruitment and communication than many others across the countr;,, as well as previous policies at the University. 

The Secretary of State’s Office, as you know’, requires registration to recruit student-athletes in North CaroNna. We require registration with our Program so that 

we can gather additional information with which we can provide our student-athletes so that they may make an informed decision on future representation. Our 

role cannot and win not be to select an agent for a student-athlete< Moreover, our role is also not to abolish communication that would unduly inhibit agents from 

plying their trade through recruitment. Rather, this Program is our best effort to address the issues we had here ]n a way that: (3.) educates our student-athletes in 

a variety of ways; (2) provides information to student-athletes and their families so they can make informed decisions; (3) facilitates student-athletes ]n their 

transition to professional sports by providing guidance similar to that of a Career Counseling Office; (4) establishes a Compliance Office presence where we 

witnessed major problems with the provision of impermissible benefits; and (5) rernoves the burden o[ coordinating the large and sometimes daunting 

representation selection process from student-athletes who are alread¥ -uggling the demands of Division I athletics and a chaNenging academic curriculum. We 

wont agents to provide information through the registration process and communicate with U NC student-athletes. With the major ramifications of this choice 

about representation, though, we feel it important to embrace the educational component of our role by providing guidance for the student-athletes during the 

process. 

We have already had a number of weN-respected agents register with the Program and participate bv communicating with student-athletes. They have been 

extremel¥ compNmentary of the Program, with multiple agents going so far as to say that they wished every school in the country would implement a similar 

Program. The student-athletes have been very receptive to it as well. 

I encourage you and your brother to register with the Program and look forward to working with you. Please let me know if you ,,wish to discuss this further. 

We do not profess this to be a "law" or any similar manner of governance. Rather, this Agent and Advisor Program is intended to be an instkut~onal policy similar 

to the many others established by the University of North Carolina for the well-being of our students and community. Instead of restricting speech or contact with 

student.-attfletes as many other programs do, this Program simply injects a Compliance Of[ice presence in the proc+:_~ss of communication [or t h+-_~ r+-:~asons stated in 

the aforementioned email, ir[D+’o, r:urthermore, the Program was designed to er+cour~g~? communication and provision of in[ormation for th+:_~ benefit of our 

student-athletes. If anything, we believe this Program is much more conducive to ethical, professional agent recruitment while stilf meeting our NCAA 

compNance obligations. 

Please let me know if you would like to discuss this further. I encourage you and your brother to register with our Program and look forward to working with you, 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Caroathmngtagncy [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, Narch 25, 203.3 3.0:33 PN 
To= Pogge, Paul; NFLPA.AgentServices@nflplayers.com; mark.levin@nflplayers.com; @hotmail.com 
Subject= Re: UNC Agent and Advisor Program 
Please be advised, your new institutional rule has no legal standing as your institution can not make laws nor issue any type of governance at any level (local/municipal, 
county, state or federal) beyond the bounds of your campus and may well be in direct violation of US Constitutional law governing free speech (1st Amendment) and Federal 
Interstate Commerce Laws. Furthermore, as your school in a state supported institution, you do not have to the right to prohibit anyone from any action that is not already 
covered under the laws of the State of N.C. Any action taken by anyone employed by the University of North Carolina system that is in violation of state or federal laws, 
yourself included, may leave those parties subject to both civil and criminal penalties, starting with Unfair Trade Practices to say the least. 
We have and will continue to abide by all applicable state laws and Rules Governing Contract Advisors under the guise of the NFL Players Association. 
Whereby your institution has been in alleged direct violation of NCAA rules and may be subject to SACs accreditation violations, the unmitigated gall of your institution to try 
to promulgate such an edict in the face of the failure to monitor your own student-athletes, coaches, staff members and academic tutors - not to mention various others which 
may have been allegedly involved in unethical, illicit and immoral acts - is sheer hypocrisy at best and lunacy so far as I see it. 
As we are the largest agency in the Carolinas, we have never signed a draft eligible UNC player, nor even recruited one prior to the completion of their eligibility. 
Should we wish to recruit any players at your school, we will register with the State of N.C. and we will actively recruit them within the bounds of the laws that are applicable. 
Upon our decision to recruit any players at UNC-Chapel Hill, we will contact you directly, along with the Athletic Director, Head Football Coach, University President and/or 
Chancellor and will have our legal representation discuss our rights with your legal counsel if need be. 
Sincerely, 
Joel E. Turner and Justin D. Turner 
~:__N____F__L___A_g e n t s. n e t 
864-809-1960 

Justin cel Joel cell 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Pogge, Paul <ppo~lqe(~.unc.edu> 
To: caroathmngtagncy < 
Sent: Mon, Mar 25, 2013 9:23 pm 
Subject: UNC Agent and Advisor Program 

. @_’_a___o_!=_o__Q_r_[). > 

Joel: 
Please be advised that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Department of Athletics has implemented a new Agent and Advisor Program which governs all forms of 
contact by agents, advisors, and their representatives with UNC student-athletes and affiliated individuals. The full Program and a short summary thereof are both available at: 
[_l_t_!p_i,_/_/__v_~_~=goheels.corn!ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206494864. 
Please familiarize yourself with the terms as defined in the Program, as well as the policies and procedures contained therein which apply to a wide range of individuals 



providing a variety of services. Anyone governed by the Program is required to register with the UNC Department of Athletics before communicating in any way with a UNC 
student-athlete or affiliated individual. Registration with UNC consists of completion of the registration form included on the link above and submission by email or standard 
mail of the additional materials specified on the registration form. Registrants are also reminded of the separate registration requirements with the North Carolina Secretary of 
State mandated by the Uniform Athlete Agent Act as adopted in North Carolina (N.C. Gen. Slat. §§ 78C- 85-105). 
Once registration with the UNC Department of Athletics is confirmed in writing, all subsequent contact with UNC student-athletes or affiliated individuals mast be preapproved 
by both the Compliance Office and the appropriate head coach. If approved, a member of the Compliance Office must be present for any in-person meeting or phone call with 
a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual. Similarly, any non-verbal communication or correspondence of any kind intended for a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual 
must first be submitted to the Compliance Office for approval by both a Compliance Office representative and the appropriate head coach. If approved, the Compliance 
Office will be responsible for provision of the non-verbal communication. No form of contact or correspondence, verbal or otherwise, should ever take place with a UNC 
student-athlete or affiliated individual without the pre-approval and facilitation of the Compliance Office. 

This new Program will enable us to provide information and structured communication for UNC student-athletes that will help them make an informed decision about their 
future representation. Anyone wishing to have contact with a UNC student-athlete or affiliated individual should complete the appropriate registration materials with both the 
Department of Athletics and North Carolina Secretary of State. All questions, requests for contact, or other communication should be directed to me at 919-843-7890 or by 

email at ppoqge@uncaa.unc.edu. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Pogge 
Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 11:25 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

Re: Agent and Advisor Program 

Thanks...we have received ,some interesting "feedback" from a few agents who disagree ruth the reputable ones who have embraced the program aheady. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Max 25, 2013, at 11:13 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac,~;email.unc.e&l> wrote: 

Liked the comment~good work. 

From: <llle>, Vince <!_[!_e @._e_ma!_[:_u n£:_e_d_u> 

Date: Monday, March 25, 2013 3:57 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Kirschner, Steve" <sLevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Agent and Advisor Program 

h~tp://prof~tba~ta~k~nbesp~rts~c~m/2~ ~3/~3/24/n~rfh-cm~ina~clamps-d~wn-~n~agents/ 
We ale winning tile "like/d~slike" reactions to the reader comments. 

AI~, Liz Mullen who covers agents tbr the Sports Business Journal (among other topics) contacted Paul today. She raised an issue similar to the one in 

Flofio’s post, where he writes that although our policy °’... will be an ett~ctive way to prevent agen~Ls t?om creating eligibility issues, there’s a point at which 

fl~e control becomes excessive and unthir, limiting without proper justification the First Amendment fights of/?ee speech and a~cialion [sic]." 

All indications suggest that Coach Fedora, the student-athletes we are assisting,’ 

(among others) seem to be comfortable with the service we are providing. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University, of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOB.jpg > 

<image003:jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 6:01 AM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmennans@unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Maskos <markos@uncaa.unc.e&P; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

REQUEST lbr 9th semester 

Joe, 

I agree with Tom’s request, and also, if 
:L she will not be able to attend any 
:?_, but she will be able to atl:em’t the 
3. CORRECT? 

Thanks very much! 
Be well, 
Larry 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:19 PM 
To: 3oe Sagula 
C¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 
Subject: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 
Thanks joe for the very detailed break down. Ton5, can you please confirm the number of credits 
graduate in December. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

does make the USA National Team .... 

summer sessions? (I understand the courses she needs are not offered) 

fall s*-:m~est*:_~r as a fuIM:ime student and will b*-:~ here in Chapel Hill and not traveling with the USA b:_~am? 

needs to take in the fall and provide the specific classes to 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 9:13 PM, "Joe Sagula" qN£uJ_:a_~__uj!_c_~:__u__%c_:__e__d_L[> wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 

Well here is my final request for Thanks for your Datience. :) 

I have been discussing academics and graduation with since the fall and she has finally gotten around to putting 
things 
down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her, and I am forwarding it on for your review. (see below) 

She is a double major presently in She has 
already been granted approval hv the to complete her degree in the ninth semester. 

was admitted into the         (later than most) into the spring of her junior year since she had not completed enough 
course work through her sophomore year. She was deciding on which direction she wanted to pursue. With some good 
academic cotmseling and support she was admitted at the end of her junior year, and has earned very good grades. She has 
also taken summer school classes every summer while at UNC in order to catch up. Some of them at her own expense. Now 
she needs 13 more credits to complete both majors (9 credits in Business). And since they are          classes she is not 
able to take them in the summer. Thus, it makes sense for her to complete everything in just one final semester, this fall 

Her parents are aware of this and have encouraged her to pursue and complete the dual major. 
Since we are no longer covering two other seniors next year I thought we might be able to provide some 
athletic support for as she completes her degrees. 
Our other three seniors: will graduate this and will graduate at the end of 

If approved for any type of SUPport wotfld be responsible for working with our program this fall for home 
operations, (working with the coaching staff, and assist with office work as 
needed. Thus she would be an undergraduate assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request 

Thank you, 

Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

Here is the summary break down of my academic/athletic progress of why I needed to take a 9th semester. 

Summer School: I have done everything necessary to keep pace at UNC by staying over summers after my freshman, sophomore, and junior yems. 

With this academic focus, I completely finished an EXSS Sports Administration major prior to my junior year after being denied admission to the Kenan 

Flagler Business School my sophomore year. NCAA requirements require student athletes a specific number of degree applicable hours each season to 

be eligible, and unless I began another maior I would be ineligible for my senior season fall. 

I pushed myself this fall, while in season, to take 16.5 hom~ in season to try to finish on time, but becanse of the lack of classes offered offered in the 

spring and summer school, it was not possible for me to finish an entire business degree in one academic year, especially being accepted a year late than 

the rest of the Business School population. 



I tried out for the USA National Team, and ifI make this I will be unable to take any summer school classes that aren’t already off, red by the business 
school (My LFIT and spanish class) and need three more required classes in the business school (two electives and a global awareness class) and it 

would be more cost eiticient, even ifI do not make the team, to take "these all in the thll. 
I appreciate any support the athletic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree fi-om UNC. 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmiehael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO "I’AR ttEELS! 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday,              7:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmemaan@unc.e&P 

Lance Markos <maJrkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <ton:yyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: REQUEST for 9th semesler 

LIND’ 

I have emailed withTony Yount and he roll check on credit needs and the classes. I agree we need to get some verification. 

As for the USA Team, it is a long shot that she will be selected to be part of the program, and there is not a 

scheduled tournament in June as there was last year where she participated. She could be invited 

to participate in a small event this summer, or to train with them fbr a tbw weeks in Anaheim but unlikely anything more 

than that at this time. I will wait to hear fbma Tony about the class situation as well. 

Thanks lbr your consideration on behalf. 

JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Cannichael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> "Gallo, Jr., LaxD’ A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 
J .:_3 ~:a, 

I agree with Tom’s request, and also, if 

I. she will not be able to attend an~, 
2. but she will be aMe to attend th~-_~ 
3. (’ORRI?Cr? 

Th a n ks w:’r’y m uch ! 

Be well, 
La rr,,, 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:19 PM 
To: Joe Sagula 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 
Subject: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 
Thanks joe tbr the very detailed break down. Tony can you please confiml the number of credits 

gradnate in December. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

6:00 AM >:~> 

does make the USA National Team .... 

summer sessions? (I understand the courses she needs are not offered) 

Fall sem~:_~ster as a full-time student and will be here in Chapei Hill and riot traw:_fling with the USA 1:earn? 

needs to take in the fall and provide the specific classes to 

Sent from nay iPad 

On at 9:13 PM, "Joe Sagula" <j~gula~;uncaaamc.edu> wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 

Well here is my final request for Thanks for your patience. :) 
I haws been discussing academics and graduation with since the fall and she has finally gotten around to putting 
things 
down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her. and I am forwardin~ it on for your review. (see below) 

She is a double major presently in She has already 
been granted approval by the i to complete her degree in the ninth semester. 

was admitted into the B school (later than most) into the spring of her junior year since she had not completed enough 
course work through her sophomore year. She was deciding on which direction she wanted to pursue. With some good 
academic counseling and support she was admitted at the end of her junior year, and has earned very good grades. She has 
also taken summer school classes every summer while at U?<C in order to catch up. Some of tbprn at h~r own expense. 1k!ow 
she needs 13 more credits to complete both majors (9 credits in           And since they arc          classes she is not able 
to take them in the summer. Thus, it makes sense for her to complete everything in just one final semester, this J . ller 
parents are aware of this and have encouraged her to pursue and complete the dual major. 
Since "we are no longer covering two other seniors next year I thought we might be able to provide some 
athletic support for as she completes her degrees. 
Our other three seniors: will graduate this and will graduate at the end of 



If approved for any type of support would be responsible for working with our program this fall for home volleyball 
operations, (working with the coaching staff, and assist with volleyball office work as needed. 
Thus she would be an undergraduate assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request. 

Thank you, 

Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

Here is the summaD, break down of my academic/athletic progress of why I needed to take a 9th semester. 

Summer School: I have done everyflfing necessaQ" to keep pace at UNC by staying over summers after my freshman, sophomore, and junior years. 
With this academic focus, I completely finished an                          major prior to my junior year after being denied admission to the 

my sophomore year. NCAA requirements require student athletes a specific number of degree applicable hours each season to be 

eligible, and unless I began another major I would be ineligible for my senior season fall. 

I pushed myself this fall, while in season, to take 16.5 hours in season to try- to finish on time, but becanse of the lack of classes offered offered in the spring 
and summer ~hool, it was not possible for me to finish an entire        degree in one academic year, especially being accepted a year late than the rest of 

the              tx~pulation. 

I tried out fbr the USA National Temn, and ifI make this I will be unable to take any summer school classes that aren’t already offered by the business 

school (My LFIT and spanish class) and need three more required classes in the (two electives and a global awareness class) and it would 

be more cost efficient, even ifI do not make the tean, to take these all in the fall. 

I appreciate any support the athletic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree from UNC. 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9 19 962-522,q office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:49 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

I told Amy Yakola in the fall that Robert Mercer no longer worked in ASPSA...I called her again today after I received this email and let her know again 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(929) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 26, 2023 20:20 PM 

To: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

I think Spencer usually handles this. Let’s put someone on it. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Yakola" <ayakola@theacc.or~> 

To: "Steve Duzan (sduzan@admin.fsu.edu)" <sduzan@admin.fsu.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs (yfuchs@admin.fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu>, "Dean Buchan 
(dbuchan @athletics.gatech.edu)" <dbuchan@athletics~gatech.edu>, "Paul Griffin(pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu)" <pgriffin@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Phyllis M. 

LaBaw (plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu)" <plabaw@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Theresa Wenzel (twenzd@athletics.gatech.edu)" 

<twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Brad Bates(bra&bates@bc.edu_)" <brad.bates@bc.edu>, "Chris Cameron (~:ameroch@bc.edu)" <cameroch@bc.edu>, "Dr. 
Dard Miller (dard.miller@bc.edu)" <dard.miller@bc.edu>, "Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu)" <mooradjo@bc.edu>, "Tim Bourret (rotimoth@clemson.edu)" 

<btimoth@clemson.edu>, "Dan Radakovich(drad@clemson.edu)" <drad@clemson.edu>, "Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu)" 

<kbarbar@clemson.edu>, "Rebecca Bowman ([bowman@clemson.edu_)" <rbowman@clemson.edu>, "Art Chase (chasea@duaa.duke.edu)" 
<chasea@duaa.duke.edu>, "Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu)" <hryan@duaa.duke.edu>, "Jaclyn Jacki Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu)" 

<jsilar@duaa.duke.edu>, "Kevin White(kwhite@duaa.duke.edu.)" <kwhite@duaa.duke.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Elliott Finebloom 

(efinebloom @fsu.edu_)" <efinebloom @fsu.edu>, "RandySpetman (rspetman@fsu.edu)" <rspetman@fsu.edu>, "Blake James (bjames@miami.edu)" 

<bjames@miami.edu>, "Chris Freet (c~freet @miami.edu)" <c~freet@miami.edu>, "Chris Yandle(c.yandle@miamLedu)" <c.yandle@miami.edu>, "David Wyman 

(d.wyman@miami.edu)" <d.wyman@miami.edu>, "Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu)" <j.strawley@miami.edu>, "Annabelle Myers 

(annabelle myers@ncsu.edu)" <annabelle myers@ncsu.edu>, "Carrie Leger(carde leger@ncsu~edu)" <carrieJeger@ncsu.edu>, "Debbie Yow 

(d yow@ncsu.edu)" <d yow@ncsu.edu>, "Michdle Lee (michelle..lee@ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.edu>, "Mike Farabaugh (baugh@pitt.edu)" 

<baugh@pitt.edu>, "Kevin Wall(kmwall@syr~edu)" <kmwall@syr.edu>, "Chris Uchacz(~:uchacz@um&edLt)" <cuchacz@umd.edu>, "KevinAnderson 

(l<evina @umd.edu)" <kevina@umd.edu>, "Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu.)" <lebihara@umd.edu>, "Zack Bolno(zbolno@umd.edu)" <zbolno@umd.edu>, "Best, 

Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Robert Mercer 

([mercer@uncaa.unc.edu_)" <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Adrien Harraway(ah4nb@virginia.edu)" 

<ah4nb@virginia.edu>, "Craig Littlepage(ckl9e@virginia.edu)" <ckl9e@virginia.edu>, "Jim Daves (jimdaves@virginia.edu)" <jimdaves@virginia.edu>, "Jane Miller 

(jm2v@virginia.edu)" <jm2v@virginia.edu>, "Shelia Meek (ssm2b@vir~inia.edu)" <ssm2b@virginia.edu>, "Jermaine Holmes (ieholmes@vt.edu)" 

<jeholmes@vt.edu>, "Lisa Rudd (!rudd@vt.edu)" <lrudd@vt.edu>, "Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu)" <smcclosk@vt.edu>, "David Smith (vtsid@vt.edu)" 

<vtsid@vt.edu>, "Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu)" <weaverj@vt.edu>, "Jane Caldwell (caldwejh@wfu.edu)" <caldwejh@wfu.edu>, "Steve Shutt (shuttsj@wfu.edu)" 

<shuttsj@wfu.edu>, "Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu)" <walkerbg@wfu.edu>, "Ron Wellman(wellmanr@wfu.edu)" <wellmanr@wfu.edu> 

Cc: "Amy Ufnowski" <aufnowski@theacc.org>, "Brian Morrison" <bmorrison@theacc.org>, "George Lane" <glane@theacc.org>, "Mike Finn" 

<mfinn@theacc.org>, "Steve Phillips" <sphillips@theacc.org> 

Subject: ACC Winter Sport Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

This message cannot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a different format or email program, message/rfc822 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday 8:01 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:00 AM, "Vince Ille" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Did we notify Andre and the student-athletes that Bus Cook had to cancel. Just checking. Thin,ks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 
Wednesday, 2:48 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.m~c.edu>; Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Timmerman~ Tom <timmermans@mac.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.tmc.edu> 
RE: Application Signature Requested 

FYI. I will be out in Utah skiing with my family starting this Friday through 
time) while on the slopes. 

I should have access to email, but won’t be responding immediately to things during the day (mountain 

Email, call or text if you need me, : 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:25 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Application Signature Requested 

See attached for the waiver we just submitted for one of our 
do for at least a week.. 

the main points are highlighted in the attachment. Figured we’d give this one a shot - may this be the last waiver we 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@ncaa.org [mailto:nobod’¢(&)ncaa oral 
Sent: Wednesday,               2:22 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Bubba Cunningham 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Application Signature Requested 

You have been requested to esign an application in AMA Online Please visit https://ama.ncaa.ora/walvers/edit/343565 to view the application 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday,              1:54 PM 

Todd (Public S~ty) Arnold <tgamold@ps~ty.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Athlete Citations 

Todd 
Thanks for sellding these every week, In the future, you can just send them to Tom, as he is the o- e that has bee~ and will conti~ue to be responsible for 

T c, ~itc, rir~g this ~{st ~ ad reco~aci~{~ag it against vehicle reg str ~tion forms, My re%~onsibilil:y has not been to worry about the content, but rather to make sure we had 

a system in place whereby the report; were acl:uaD/coming to ot~r Departmer~t. This is clearly ~:he case, ;o you can take me off the di-;tribution emaiL 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

From: Todd (Public Safely) Arnold [mailto:tgarnold@psafety.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             3:09 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Athlete Citations 



FlllOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu~ 

Thursday,              3:46 PM 

Parnell, Trey <tpamell@unc.edu"~ 

Larry Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Walsh, Sue <-~sue~,aJsh@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu"~ 

Van Use Video 

Trey: 
I have watched the youtube van video. 
Thanks and thanks for the help with NCAA travel to!from campus!RDU. Very helpful. 
Sincerely, 

Rich DeSelm 
ttead Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel tlill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Emaii: fichdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

w~v.goheels.com 

WX~NV.UllC.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jon Peterson < ’@comcas~t.net;, 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:18 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Follow up to meeting at ProDay 

Agent Questionnaire.doc; FA Questions.doc 

Hey Vince, 
Thanks again for your time on Pro Day. It was a pleasure hearing about the UNC program and your success so far. Attached are the 2 items we discussed- the Agent 
Questions and the Financial Advisor Score card. Use them any way you wish. if you would like me to follow up in person with anyone please let me know. Also, you can view 
our marketing web site at ww~v.nextlevel4players.com. Hope to see you again. 
Jon D. Peterson 
Registered Principal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham ~ @gmail.com> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 7:24 AM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaN~groups.unc.edu>;UNCAA-SeniorStaff<ancaa seniors~tafl@groups.unc.edu-~ 

N&O.com: Consultant suggests improvements for UNC in dealing ruth ~xual assault issue 

This is avery, good synopsis of the sexual assault issue on campus, but the last few paragraphs apply broadly to a culture that we need to embrace regarding maW 

laws, statutes and issues---climate, trsJning, policies and implementation. 

Thanks, 

Bubba 

A story fiom N&O.com: 

Consultaalt suggests improvements for UNC in dealing with sexua] assault issue 

Download the N&O.com app for your iPhone from the App Store today! 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.tmc.edtc, 

Friday, PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Softball Engagements 

UNC Softball l~ablic Engagement.docx 

Hi Vince, 

I have attached the information for the public engagements for softball. I did a chart with camp dates and then individual ones for Coach Papa mid Boo. They didn’t 

give specific dates for a couple because for instaJlce the weekly clinics are multiple dates. 

Let me know if you need anything else or more details. 

Thanks!! Have a great Easter weekend. 

~live.unc.edu 
www.donnajpapasoftballcamps.com 



UNC Softball Public Engagement 

UNC Softball Camps 

Event 
Advanced Pitching & 
Catching Camp 

Advanced Camp 

Tar Heel Day Camp 
Lil Heels Camp 

Beginner Pitching 

Fall Clinic--Hitting, 
Pitching, & Defense 

Fall Clinic--Offense 

Fall Clinic--Advanced 
Pitching 

Winter Clinic 

Free Defensive Clinic 

Hitting Clinic 

Slapping Clinic 

Team Camp 

Date 

Donna Papa 

Event 
NPF Clinic at Walnut Creek 

Dancing with the 

Cops /EMTs /P olice 

-Judge 

Charity Event 

NCAPHERD Clinic for NC 
Physical Educators - 

softball skills 

Winston Salem, NC 
National Coaches Clinic 

Nashville, TN 

All American Meeting 

Oklahoma City, OK 

Date 



Boo Gillette 

Event 
NFCA Assistant Coaches 

Representative 

Diamond 9 Exposure 

Camp 
Ballpark Clinic 

-New]ersey 

Showball Camp 

-Las Vegas 

NFCC Courses 

Weekly Clinics at UNC 
NC Children’s Hospital 

Visit 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Tomorrow 

Vince -- Brad all set ..... 5 tickets will be at Will Call in Brad’s name. Thanks ....... maybe see you at SBall today? On my way to parents for lunch. ’Fake care. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Saturday, March 30, 2013 9:50 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Tomorrow 
10-4!!’. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Saturday, March 30, 2013 9:48 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Tomorrow 

Thmlks Larry. Appreciate the help. I’ll email him back after I heal from you. 

On Mar 30, 2013, at 9:41 AM, "Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A." "~fhgallo(2aunc.edu> wrote: 

Yes know Brad .... ,just got your text about 5 tickets. I’ll check but there should be no problem -- I’ll get back with you. Thanks! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Saturday, March 30, 2013 9:38 AM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Fwd: Tomorrow 
Larry, 

Do you know Brad Hostetter? Can you help Brad and his l~mily get into the baseball game today, either on a pass list or with tickets? Thanks Larry, 

please just let me know. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

h~om: "Hostettel: Brad" <bhostetter~theacc.org> 

Date: March 30, 2013, 8:48:18 AM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille,~;email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tomorrow 

There are 5 of us. 

Brad Hostetter 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 30, 2013, at 12:59 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email./mc.edu> wrote: 

How many do you need? 

On Mar 29, 2013, at 1:45 PM, "Brad Hostetter" <bhostetter~;tbeacc=o!N> wrote: 

Vince 

I mn planning on bringing the t:amily down tomom~w tbr mens lax ~md ba~seba]l. At least I’m plmming on sticking 

around at least for some baseball. Would you be able to help me out with "fix? 

Will you be around tomorrow? Thanks. 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 10:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Re: Tomorrow 

Thanks for helping Had a great time today. 

Brad Hostetter 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 30, 2013, at 10:28 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Brad, 
> 

> We have five tickets for baseball today in your name at will call. Larry Gallo took care of that for us - he’s the man. 
> 

> Have a safe trip and hope you and the family have a great time. Fll be around, but at softball DH (have sport oversight for them) We are also trying to look at a couple of homes with our 
realtor sometime this afternoon. 
> 

> Send me a text when you guys are around and rll tly to catch up with you 
> 

> Vince 
> 

> On Mar 30, 2013, at 8:48 AM, "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> wrote: 
> 

>> There are 5 of us. 
>> 

>> Brad tlostetter 
>> Atlantic Cuast Conference 
>> Sent :[’rum lay lEad 
>> 

>> On Mar 30, 2013, at 12:59 AM; "Ille, Vince" <iHe@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> How many du yuu need? 
>>> 

>>> On Mar 29, 2013, at 1:45 P]VI. "Brad Hostetter" <bhostetter@theacc.urg> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> glnce 

>>>> 

>>>> I am planning on bringing the family down tomorruw ]k~r mens lax and baseball. At least I’m planning un sticking aruund at least fur sume baseball. Would you be able to help me out 
with tix? 
>7,>7, 

>>>7. Will you be aruund tumurruw? ][’hanks. 
>7,>7, 

>>>7. Brad Hostetter 
>7.>> Sent frum my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 7:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tax Heel Football Parent Families! SAVE TIlE DATES 

Where’s our content? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 1, 2013, at 7:48 AM, "Vince Ille" <ille(~emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

From: Tarheel Parents [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 8:45 P! 
Subject: Tar Heel Football Parent Families! SAVE THE DATES 

Dear ’Far Heel Football Parent Families’. 

For those heading to Charlotte to enjoy the scrimmage tonight at 7p March 28th at Mallard Creek High School, 3825 Johnston Oehler Rd, Charlotte, 

NC enjoy! Also maxk your calendars for these upcoming dates: 

¯ Fri., April 5th 7p-9p: Scrimmage at Grimsley High School, 801 Westover Terrace, Greensboro, NC 

Sat., April 13th at 3p: Spring Game, also football parent meeting with Coach Fedora speaking and important info for 2013 season 

TBA 

Go Heels! 

TttFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 7:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tax Heel Football Parent Families! SAVE TIlE DATES 

Or thele may be a separate invitation from football altogether. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 1, 2013, at 7:52 AM, "Vince Ille" <ille(~emall.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Not sure. Their contact is Andre Williams. We may come under the heading of"Coach Fedora’s importaJat infb" and if so, that’s a good thing. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 7:48 AM 
To: Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Tar Heel Football Parent Families! SAVE THE DATES 

From: Tarheel Parents [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 8:45 PM 
Subject: Tar Heel Football Parent Families! SAVE THE DATES 

Dear Tar Heel Football Parem Families! 

For those heading to Charlotte to enjoy the scrimmage tonight at 7p March 28th at Mallard Creek High School, 3825 Johnston Oehler Rd, Charlotte, 

NC enjoy! Also moxk your calendars for these upcoming dates: 

¯ Fri., April 5th 7p-9p: Scrimmage at Grimsley High School, 801 Westover Tenace, Greensboro, NC 

Sat., April 13th at 3p: Spring Game, also football parent meeting with Coach Fedora speaking and important info for 2013 season 

TBA 

Go Heels! 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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More Shapiro Information 

Synopsis: 

"Former NCAA director of enforcement Ameen Najjar wrote a letter dated June 3,2011, to U.S. 

District Judge Susan Wigenton saying that the NCAA - the governing body of college athletics - 

could have used Shapiro ’in the future as a consultant and/or speaker to educate our 

membership,’ The Associated Press reported Wednesday." 

This comes after there is scrutiny of the lawyer Maria Perez who was allegedly in unethical 

contact with the NCAA. 

Article: 

http :iiww~.newsobserver.comi2013i03i07i27315 31iformer-ncaa-employee-vouches-for.html# 

http :iiespn.go. comicollege-sportsistoryi iidi9031731ilav~,er-miami-hurficanes-probe-faces- 

scrutiny-reds 
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Ban on New Jersey Lifted 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA announced on Wednesday that it has lifted a ban that stated a New Jersey-based 

member school could not host tournament or championship games. The previous ruling by the 

NCAA in October stated the NCAA would remove several championships from New Jersey 

following a state law that allowed sports wagering on professional and collegiate games." 

Article: 

http ://www.ne~s~bserver.c~m/2~ ~ 3/~3/~6/273~8~8/ncaa-~ifts-ban-~n-t~urneys-in.htm~# 
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Football Uniform Rule Denied 

Synopsis: 

The rule that would require teams to wear a different color than the field of play was denied by 

the NCAA rules committee. 

Article: 

http~//espn.go.c~m/c~ege-f~tba~l/st~ry//id/9~3229~/ncaa-keep-b~ise-state-br~nc~s-wearing- 

blue-blue-field 
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Recruiting Rules on Hold 

Synopsis: 

The controversial recruiting rule changes first prosed by the NCAA are now on hold because of 

member schools’ reaction to the changes. 

It has been recommended by the rules working group that the changes be suspended. 

Article: 

http :/Avww.usatoday. com/story/sport s/2013/03/07/ncaa-makes-concessions-to-members- 

concerned-about-recruiting-rule-changes/1971281 / 

http :iiwww.ncaa. orgAvps/wcm/connect/publicincaa/resources/1 ate st+news/2013 irnarchirules+wo 

rking+group+recommends+board+suspend+recruiting-related+proposals 
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Football Rule Changes 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA on Thursday announced that the playing roles oversight panel approved a new role 

that would allow officials to eject players who target and contact defenseless players above the 

shoulders, effective for the 2013 season." 

Article: 

http ://espn. go. com/college-football/story/ /id/9032251/ncaa-football-rule-changes-targeting- 

lead-ejections 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Stanford-Cal Fight 

Synopsis: 

A fight broke out during the Stanford-Cal basketball game on Wednesday leaving six players 

with technical fouls, two player ej ections and two ej ections of coaches. 

Article: 

http :iiespn. go. comimens-college-basketballistoryi /id/9026233iplayers-coaches-ej ected-melee- 

stanford-california-game 
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Syracuse Burglary Charges 

Synopsis: 

Two Syracuse football players, defensive end Markus Pierce-Brewster and defensive tackle 

Davon Wall, are accused of burglarizing several Syracuse apartments and stealing electronics. 

Article: 

http:iicollege-football, si.comi2013/03/07/j accuse-get-it-get-it/? sct=uk t2 al0 
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Akron Point Guard Suspended 

Synopsis: 

Akron’s point guard Alex Abreu has been arrested on drag charges and has been suspended 

indefinitely, according to the university. 

Article: 

http :iiwv,~,.cbssports.comicollegebasketballiblogieye-on-college-basketballi21826541 iakron-pg- 

al ex-abreu-arrested-on-drug-charges 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Sexual Assault Scandal 

Synopsis: 

UNC is under scrutiny again, but this time by the Department of Education for the sexual assault 

problems brought up by Landen Gambill. The university has brought in several experts to review 

what is happening on campus in order to change how the university handles sexual assault. 

Article: 

http~//www.news~bserver.c~m/2~3/03/07/27337~2/cases-exceed-unc-chs-h~n~r-c~urt.html# 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013/03/07/2733621inational-expert-answers-questions.html# 

http :iiww~,.newsob server.corn/2013/03/07/2730736ifederal-government-to- 

investigate.html#storylink=misearch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request for t~edback 

Hi Vince, 

I could call you at 2 or just a few minutes after that today. Would that work? ? 

" erl:_!-;a 

Teresa £~ Edwards 

~,ssistant Director for Survey ReseaKh and Devetopment 

H, W. Odun’~ Inst:ituLe for Research in Social Science 

University oi North Carolina - (’ha~pe[ HiU 

(’B# 3355, 24 Mannin?, Half 

Chapel. Hik{, NC 27599-3355 

P hone: (919) 84 ~-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emai[: T_ .e_[ .e_s_.a_,=_Edwa rd s@ u n c. ed u 
h_t t p__~_L / w_~ ~ :_o_d_u t~ . ~_&c :_e_d_u. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 8:48 PN 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject= RE: Request for feedback 

Hi Teresa, 

How alxmt tomorrow afternoon or Wednesday after 2:30 pm? I can do either. Please j ust let me know what works best tbr you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent= Monday, March 04, 2013 10:33 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 
Certainly. What works for you? This week, Thursday afternoon or pretty much any time on Friday would work for me. Next week I’ve some open time on most days. How about 
you propose a couple times that would work? 
Thanks! 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and Development 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Socia[ Sdence 

University of North Carotina - Chape[ Hitt 

CB# 3355, 24 Mannin8 Hat[ 

Chapet Hitt, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

email.: T__e_.r_e_._sa_=lEdwa rd s@ u n c. ed u 
h_t t p__~_L !w_~ ~ :_o_d_u t~ . ~_&c :_e_d_u. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:i0 PM 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Thm&s Teresa. It might be easier for us to schedule a telephone call? I appreciate your help. 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:23 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Request for feedback 

Hi Vince, 

Yet more days/weeks have gone by. Sigh. I have not had the dedicated time I’d hoped to work on the exit survey, but I have put in more work and thought than it 

will appear when you view the attached first draft for two subject areas! 

I know we planned that I’d do a topic outline rather than drafting actual survey questions, but I found I was incapable of thinking that way; I have to think in terms 

of actual survey questions. So attached is my first shot at what we might ask for the topics of academic support and student athlete development. 

I got lost on www.goheels.com for a couple hours one day trying to understand how all the student-athlete development programs fit together. My conclusion was 

that they don’t, and therefore it’s hard to envision asking any survey questions about the "student athlete development program" in general. Whatever we ask, I 

think it’s going to have to be about the 5 components individually. However, I’rn very much willing to admit I’m wrong about that if you can offer me some other 

way to think about this section. 

I also spent a good bit of time trying to understand exactly what Loudermilk is and when to refer to it by that name vs. by the individual 

programs/services/facilities offered within it. Here again, I’m not certain I’ve got it right. So far I’ve included just the parts of it that fall under Academic Support, 

but I have notes on other things to include in other sections of the questionnaire to try and cover the rest of "Loudermilk." 

I had very much wanted to get Compliance mocked up before I sent this to you, but I’m too embarrassed to let another day go by without sending SOM ETHING. I 

am hoping to get a first shot at Compliance done by end of tomorrow. Whenever I do, VII send it along. I think future sections will go much faster because of the 

mental groundwork I’ve now done. 

So if you’d be willing, what I’d appreciate from you right now is feedback on the attachment, with an eye to: 

1. Whether the words/references are right--in terms of how the athletes will refer to things (that whole business of the various places they can get academic 

counseling/advising makes my head spin, in terms of how to describe and measure the right things; and the whole "Loudermilk" thing...) 

2. Is anything missing with regard to academic support or student athlete development? 



3. Responses/reactions to my notes to you in brackets. 

However you want to respond is fine--email, phone, whatever. My apologies again for taking SO0 long. But never fear, we will get this ready for exit interviews 

this semester. 

Thanks! 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and Development 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Social. Science 

University of North Carol.ina - Chapel. HiLl. 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hal.l. 

Chapel. HiLl., NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

email.: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

h~tp.’! L~;odu n~;u nc.~d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request for t~edback 

Great, I’ll call you at about 2:00. 

I read about the lovely new diaUng system; this wiU be my first opportunity to e×perience it. I’m still grappling with the fact I have to 10 digits from my house to 

reach my in-laws who lil:erally live across the lane. 

Teresa 9~ Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey ReseaKh and DeveLopment 

H, W. Odum In.~;tituLe for Research in Social Science 

University oi North Carolina - Chapel HiU 

CB# 3355, 24 Mannin(z Ha]{ 

Chapel. HiL{, NC 27599..3355 

P hone: (919) 84 ~-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emaiL: ._T_ .e_[ .e_s_.a_..._Ed w a r d s@ u n c. e d u 

_h__t__t_p__~_L/___w__~:__o__d___u__t~_.__~_Ln__%__e___d__u_. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:25 AN 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Yes, that will work. Thanks Teresa. You can call my office number if you’d like. It is (919) 962-4631. I’m on the new phone ~’stem so am not sure how much of that 

number must be dialed. To dial out, I have to include area code and full numberjusl to call another campus extension... 

Thanks. 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent; Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:13 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Hi Vince, 

I could call you at 2 or just a few minutes after that today. Would that work? ? 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey ReseaKh and DeveLopment 

H. W. Odum h’~stitute for Research m Social Science 

University of North Carolina - Chapel HiU 

CB# 3355, 24 Mannin(z Ha]{ 
Chapel HiU, NC 27599-3355 

P hone: (919) 84 ~-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emaiL: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

_h__t__t_p__~_L/___w__~:__o__d___u__t~_.__~_Ln__%__e___d__u_. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 8:48 PM 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Hi Tere~, 

How about tomorrow afternoon or Wednesday atler 2:30 pm? I can do either. Please j ust let me know what works best tbr you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent; Monday, March 04, 2013 10:33 PM 

To; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 
Certainly. What works for you? This week, Thursday afternoon or pretty much any time on Friday would work for me. Next week I’ve some open time on most days. How about 
you propose a couple times that would work? 
Thanks! 
Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and DeveLopment 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Social Science 

University of North CaroLina - Chapel HiLt 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hat[ 

Chapel HiLl, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emai[: T__e_.r_e_._sa_=Edwa rd s@ u n c. ed u 
h___t__t_p__~_L /__w___~ ~ :_o___d__u__ t_~_._~_ ~__n___%__e__d___u_. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent= Monday, March 04, 2013 10:10 PM 

Te: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject= RE: Request for feedback 



Thanks Teresa. It might be easier Ibr us to schedule a telephone call? I appreciate your help. 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:13 PM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Request for feedback 

Hi Vince, 

Yet more days!weeks have gone by. Sigh. I have not had the dedicated time l’d hoped to work on the exit survey, but I have put in more work and thought than it 

will appear when you view the attached first draft for two subject areas! 

I know we planned that l’d do a topic outline rather than drafting actual survey questions, but I found I was incapable of thinking that way; I have to think in terms 

of actual survey questions. So attached is my first shot at what we might ask for the topics of academic support and student athlete development. 

I got lost on www.goheels.com for a couple hours one day trying to understand how all the student-athlete development programs fit together. My conclusion was 

that they don’t, and therefore it’s hard to envision asking any survey questions about the "student athlete development program" in general. Whatever we ask, I 

think it’s going to have to be about the 5 components individually. However, l’m very much willing to admit l’m wrong about that if you can offer me some other 

way to think about this section. 

I also spent a good bit of time trying to understand exactly what Loudermilk is and when to refer to it by that name vs. by the individual 

programs/services/facilities offered within it. Here again, l’m not certain l’ve got it right. So far l’ve included just the parts of it that fall under Academic Support, 

but I have notes on other things to include in other sections of the questionnaire to try and cover the rest of "Loudermilk." 

I had very much wanted to get Compliance mocked up before I sent this to you, but l’m too embarrassed to let another day go by without sending SOM ETHING. I 

am hoping to get a first shot at Compliance done by end of tomorrow. Whenever I do, I’II send it along. I think future sections will go much faster because of the 

mental groundwork l’ve now done. 

So if you’d be willing, what l’d appreciate from you right now is feedback on the attachment, with an eye to: 

i. Whether the words/references are right--in terms of how the athletes will refer to things (that whole business of the various places they can get academic 

counseling!advising makes my head spin, in terms of how to describe and measure the right things; and the whole "Loudermilk" thing...) 

2. Is anything missing with regard to academic support or student athlete development? 

3. Responses/reactions to my notes to you in brackets. 

However you want to respond is fine--email, phone, whatever. My apologies again for taking SOO long. But never fear, we will get this ready for exit interviews 

this semester. 

Thanks] 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and DeveLopment 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Social. Science 

University of North CaroLina - Chapel. Hil.l. 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hal.l. 

Chapel. Hil.l., NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

email.: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

h___t__t_p__~_L/_w___~__m___:_o___d__u__]~_._~_]_n___c__.__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Edwards, Teresa P <teresa edwards@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request for t~edback 

Survey Draft 1.docx 

I have worked on the survey a tittle more since I senL it to you, I think. It’s stitl far’ from done----the section on coaching is stifl very much in the ideas stage.,, 

Will call you in an hour! 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and Development 

H. W. Odum h~stitute for Research in Socia{ Science 

University of North Caro{ina - Chapel Hit{ 

(:B~ 3355, 24 A,~anning Ha{I 

Chapel Hil.{, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: !9"19) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emait: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

_h__t__tl?_:__/___/_~__~___~!:__o___d__u___n_ ! :__u__n___c_:__e__d___u_ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:25 AM 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Yes, that will work. Thin,ks Teresa. You can call my office number if you’d like. It is (919) 962-4631. I’m on the new phone system so mn not sure how much of that 

number must be dialed. To dial out, I have to include area code m~d full number just to call m~ofl~er campus extension... 

Thanks. 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 9:13 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Hi Vince, 

I could call you at 2 or just a few minutes a[:ter that today. Would that work? ? 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for SuP,~ey Research and Development 

H. W. Odum h~stitute for Research in Socia{ Science 

University of North Caro{ina - Chapel Hi{{ 

C8# 3:355, 24 h,~anning Na{l 

Chapel Hil.{, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843q)253 

Fax: (919) 952-4777 

emait: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

http: / /www.odum.unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 8:48 PM 

Te: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 

Hi Teresa, 

How atxmt tomorrow afternoon or Wednesday alter 2:30 pm? I can do either. Please just let me know what works best for you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:33 PN 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 
Certainly. What works for you? This week, Thursday afternoon or pretty much any time on Friday would work for me. Next week I’ve some open time on most days. How about 
you propose a couple times that would work? 
Thanks! 
Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and Devel.opment 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Sodal. Science 

University of North Carolina - Chapel. Hil.l. 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hal.l. 

Chapel. Hil.l., NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

email.: Teresa_Edwards@ unc.edu 

http://www.odum.unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:10 PM 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: RE: Request for feedback 



Thanks Teresa. It might be easier for us to schedule a telephone call? I appreciate your help. 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:13 PM 
To; llle, Vince 
Subject: Request for feedback 

Hi Vince, 

Yet more days/weeks have gone by. Sigh. I have not had the dedicated time l’d hoped to work on the exit survey, but I have put in more work and thought than it 

will appear when you view the attached first draft for two subject areas! 

I know we planned that l’d do a topic outline rather than drafting actual survey questions, but I found I was incapable of thinking that way; I have to think in terms 

of actual survey questions. So attached is my first shot at what we might ask for the topics of academic support and student athlete development. 

I got lost on www.goheels.com for a couple hours one day trying to understand how all the student-athlete development programs fit together. My conclusion was 

that they don’t, and therefore it’s hard to envision asking any survey questions about the "student athlete development program" in general. Whatever we ask, I 

think it’s going to have to be about the 5 components individually. However, l’m very much willing to admit l’m wrong about that if you can offer me some other 

way to think about this section. 

I also spent a good bit of time trying to understand exactly what Loudermilk is and when to refer to it by that name vs. by the individual 

programs!services!facilities offered within it. Here again, l’m not certain l’ve got it right. So far l’ve included just the parts of it that fall under Academic Support, 

but I have notes on other things to include in other sections of the questionnaire to try and cover the rest of "Loudermilk." 

I had very much wanted to get Compliance mocked up before I sent this to you, but l’m too embarrassed to let another day go by without sending SOM ETI-IING. I 

am hoping to get a first shot at Compliance done by end of tomorrow. Whenever I do, I’II send it along. I think future sections will go much faster because of the 

mental groundwork l’ve now done. 

So if you’d be willing, what l’d appreciate from you right now is feedback on the attachment, with an eye to: 

i. Whether the words!references are right--in terms of how the athletes will refer to things (that whole business of the various places they can get academic 

counseling/advising makes my head spin, in terms of how to describe and measure the right things; and the whole "Loudermilk" thing._) 

2. Is anything missing with regard to academic support or student athlete development? 

3. Responses/reactions to my notes to you in brackets. 

However you want to respond is fine--email, phone, whatever. My apologies again for taking SOO long. But never fear, we will get this ready for exit interviews 

this semester. 

Thanks! 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant Director for Survey Research and Devel.opment 

H. W. Odum Institute for Research in Sodal. Science 

University of North Carotina - Chape[ Hit[ 

CB# 3355, 24 Manning Hair 

Chapel Hi[[, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919) 962-4777 

emai[: T .e_ _r. .e_ s_ .a_ o=_E d w a r d s@ u n c. e d u 

h__£t_p__Z!__w___~:9__d__u__t_~:_~_~__~_c_:__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:00 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-* 

Joy - t~;: FAC topic of interest for me 

See Bev’s email below. Could the 3 of you or someone of your choice ---give a brief overview of the agent rules and what we do to "protecV’ the athletes and 

inforrn them about agents at FAt: in ;kpril? I have no idea how big this topic might be so let rne know if this is not something that makes sense as a brief discussion 

J t ~-4 m, 

J OV 

Joy J. Renr!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 

,",ssociate Profe55or and [)[re,.’:l:or 

Un[w!!’sil:¥ o~ Norl:h Cilroiina al: Chilpel Hill 

School of Medicine 
Cg #71.30 UNC-CH gonduran[ Hail 

321-A South CoMmbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: This ,.>-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[ng al:t;~chments, if ;}r!y, is irlte!~ded ORb/for 1:he -person o!’ entity 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and r~ay t:o!~t;}Jrl c:onfidenti;}i and/o!’ 
privileged nii}ter[ai. Ar!y .--.-ur~authorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:r[bufion [:; prohibited. If you are not the [hi:eroded recipient please cor!l:a,.’:t the, sende, r by re’ply e-mail and 
destroy all tOpic5 Of the or[.g:nal !’nessage. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s’~ate official (NCGS. oh. J.32). Student educatior~al records are sub,oct to FERIPA. 

From= Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:55 PM 
To" Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FAC topic of interest for me 
Joy, 

Given the recent headlines today, I would like to have a conversation at some point about how we protect, inform or in other ways work with student athletes to 

keep protect them from unscrupulous agents. Part of this is informing me and others about how it works, then a discussion about what might be done to provide 

better protection. Am I making sense? 

Beverly B~ Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergr~duate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%7460 

Phone: 919 966-4[-~35 

FAX: 919 843-.62112 

Emai[: ._B___e__v_ _ _F__o___s__t__e___r___@__y__n__£ :__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edup, 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:25 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edw~ 

I]le, Vince <i]le@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - FW: FAC topic of interest for me 

We can make it fit a small time frame but it will only be cursoo~. 

Bubba 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 3:00 PM, "Renner, Joy J" -<roy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

See Boy’s email below. Could the 3 of you or someone of your choice --give a brief overview of the agent rules and what we do to "protect" the 

athlet¢_~s and inform th¢_m~ about ~ggenl:s i~t FAC in April? t haw:, no id¢_~3 how big this topic might b¢_~ so let me know if this is no~: something that rnakes 

sense as a brie[ discussion itern, 

Joy 

Joy J Rennet, M.A., R[{R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hiil 

Schooi of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-.CH gor~di;rant Hall 

32 l-.g Souti~ Colklllqb[a St. 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-966-695:1_ Fax 
--CONF~D£N"IALI]h~ NOtK-£: [I~,i_ e-mail m~_~ssag~_% including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is intended only for the_¯ -person or enti%, to wi~ich it is address~_~d and ma~, contal n 
confidential and/or privileged material, Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure oF distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy 1311 copies of ~he original message, 
Ema[[ correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Retards taw a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 
by an authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:55 PP1 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FAC topic of interest for me 

Joy, 

Given the recent headlines today, I would like to have a conversation at some point about how we protect, inform or in other ways work with student 

athletes to keep protect them from unscrupulous agents. Part of this is informing me and others about how it works, then a discussion about what 

might be done to provide better protection. Am I making sense? 

Bev¢_~rly ~3. Fe’;t¢_~r, PhD, £N 

Director, Undergradui~te Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chap¢_~l Hill, NC 27599-7460 

Fh _n,.. _}:19 9~6 4._,9~ 3 ~,C ¯ "::" Q ,= 

FAX: 9:19 843-62:12 

gmaik, .B_ .e__v _F._o_..s_t_.e_ r_._@. __u_._n_.c_:~_d_._u_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint (tickets) Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: congratulations to the women’s swimming "team’. 

FYI. 

Academics and Sports Med. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "DeSelm, Rich L" <.l_j__c__l!d__e_s_e_!__r!l@__uj!_c_:__e__£l__u_.> 

Date: March 12, 2013, 5:51:20 PM EDT 

To: "Foster, Beverly B." <.b_._b_fL)s_t_e_r2;~i._ej._n_@_:u__r!.c_:e__£l._U> 

Cc: "LaiTy G~Jlo (athgal!o~uncaa.unc.e&~)" <ath~allo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Walsh, Sue" <:sue w~dsh@unc:edu >, "Cumfinghm11, Bubba" 

<bubbac,@~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: congratulations to the women’s swimming team! 

Dear Dr. Fost:er: 

Thank you for taking time to write. I realize we have yet to meet and would enjoy doing so. Thank you for recognizing our women’s team’s GPA 

accomplishments. The men are working hard toward a 3.0, but did not achieve it this fall. 

As far as the Facult:y Athletics Committee goes, here are a few broad items I hope are being worked om 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->I) <!--[endif]-->A great relationship with UNC Adrnissions is critical as it is our first step toward conlpetitive success. 

Fortunately, we have a wonderful relationship with the Admissions department, buL we should be continually nurturing it to enhance our 

cornpetidveness within the ACC & the NCAA. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <!--[endif]-->The faculty understanding student-athlete’s missing class for approved competitions is critical, especially 

as we grow into an expanded conference and the possibility of more travel that may be further away than our past, traditional competitor 

si t es I b eli e w-_~ U N C owes it to o u r st u d en t-a th lete s to va I u e th ei r a t hi et ic li v es a s Lh ey a re s h or ~: lived. Th e pa s sion for e>:(:ell en ce is a 

won d erfu I th in g a n d U N C sh ou Id su pport it, At th e sa nl~-_~ t irn e, f a m a I I [o r hol di ng s Lu d e nt-a thlete s a ccou nta ble fo r Lh ei r a ca d enl ic 

responsibilities. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <!--[endif]-->Tutorial services should be available for all student-athletes, including those who may not be "at risk" or 

are even excelling, but wouM like assistance. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4) <!--[endif]-->While this Nready occurs~ I would like to reinforce t:he need for our Sports Medicine Department and the 

entire UNC Heait:h Care system to work together t:o ensure the highest: possiMe care and cornmunication for our student.-athletes when they 

must be referred outside of the SporLs Medicine group. While our student-.athietes’ needs must be assessed wiLhin the context of ALL 

patients’ needs, it would be a wonderful benefit [o know that timeiy care and subsequent communications between specialis[s and our 

Sports Medicine staff are at the highest possible level. 

Anytime you feel you may have a moment to meet, I would enjoy doing so, Thank you! 

SiF~ (:e r ~-’_~ly, 

Rich DeSelm 

tlead Swimming Coach 

University of North Caxolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel tlill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 
Email: 

p___c_ h _d___e__s_Le_!_Lr_L(a2LLn_ £:_e_d_u- 

Ship to: 

w~v.o_oheels.com 

wYvw.unc.edu 

From: Beverly B. Foster [.t_n___aj!_t_9_L_bbf_gs_t_e_E@__erj_N[Lun___c_:__e_d_u] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:06 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich k 
Subject: congratulations to the women’s swimming team! 

Coach DeSelm, 

Please extend my congratulations to the U NC Women’s Swimming Team for attaining Scholar All-American status for fall 2012 with a team cumulative 

GPA of 3.0 or higher. I know it takes a great deal of effort to practice, compete and also excel in academics. As a member of the Faculty Athletic 

Committee i’d like to extend best wishes from all the FAC members. My schedule this year has been too full to get to practices or meets, but I am 

cheering from the sidelines none the less. Please let me know if there is anything I can bring to the FAC on your behalf. 
Bey 

Beverly B. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Ut~dergraduate Program 

School o[ Nursing, CB# 746,:? 

Carrington I-tatl 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



(:hi~f)el Hill, N(: 27599-.7460 

Phone: 919 966-4,995 

FAX: 9:19 843-.C~212 

Em~,ih Bey Foster@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Joy - FW: FAC topic of interest for me 

How do you want to handle this? 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Re: Joy - FW: FAC topic of interest for me 

We can make it fit a small time frame but it will only be cursory. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 3:00 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

See Bev’s email below. Could the 3 of you or someone of your choice --give a brief overview of the agent rules and what we do to "protect" the 

athlet~:_~s and inform th~-_m~ about agents ~t FAC in A~ril? t haw:~ no id~:_~a how big this topic might b~:_~ so let me I~now if this is no~: something that rnakes 

sense as a briet: discussion item. 

Joy 

Joy J Rennet, M.A., R[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 
CB #73.30 UNC-.CH gondurar~t Hall 

323.-.A Souti? Columbia St. 

Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599-73.30 

919-g66-5147Desk 

Cell 
91.9-966-6953_ Fax 
--CONF~DENIIALI]h~ NOTICE: [l~,i_ e-mail m~_~ssag~_% including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is h3tended only for the_¯ -person or enti%, to wi~ich it is address~_~d and ma~, contal n 
confidential and/or privileged material. AnV --.-i~nauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender bv reply ~_~-maii and destrov ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards ~aw a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 

by an authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educational recor~ls are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FAC topic of interest for me 

Joy, 

Given the recent headlines today, I would like to have a conversation at some point about how we protect, inform or in other ways work with student 

athletes to keep protect them from unscrupulous agents. Part of this is informing me and others about how it works, then a discussion about what 

might be done to provide better protection. Am I making sense? 

Bev~-:~dy B. Fo’;b:_~r, PhD, RN 

Director’, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carrington Hall 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel HiU 

Chap~-:~l Hill, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-4995 

FAX: 9:19 843-52:12 

Email: Bey Foster@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:28 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy- FW: FAC topic of interest {br me 

Want me there, too? 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:15 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Joy - FW: FAC topic of interest for me 

I will take care of it at next FAC meeting. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:23 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: .loy - FW: FAC topic of interest for me 
How do you want to handle this? 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailto:bubbac@emaiLunc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Ille, VJnce; [1roome, LJssa L; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: 3oy - FW: FAC topic of interest for me 

We can make it fit a small time frame but it will only be cursory. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 3:00 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

See }3ev’s ~-’_mlail bek)w. Could the 3 of you or s.:_~meo]]e .:_~f your (:hoic~:_~ - giw-:~ a brief overview of Lhe agent rules and what w~-_~ do to "~)rotect" the 

atMetes and inform them about agents at FAC in April? I have no idea how big this topic might be so let me know i]: this is noL something that rnakes 

sense as a brie[: discussion item. 

Joy 

JoyJ, Rennet, M.A,, R-r (R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Urfivers[tV of North Carolir!a at Charael Hill 

School ot: Medicine 

C~ #7130 UNC-CH ~ond~!’anE Hail 

321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 

Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5 J.47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951"t l:ax 
--CONF~DENTIALIlh’ NOTICE: [I~,L e-mail m(_~ssag(_% including attaci~m(_mts, if any, is intended only for th(_¯ -person or entity to wi~ich it is address(_~d and ma~, contal n 
confidential and/or privileged material. Any --.-i~nauthorized review, use, disclosure oF distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend(_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply (_~-maii and destroy ail copies of th(_¯ original message. 
Email correspondence ta aed from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Retards ~aw a~d may be disclosed to third pa~tEies 

b~" a~ authorized state ~fficiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Studeet educatianM retards are s~b~]ect to FERPA, 

From: Foster, Beverly B. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FAC topic of interest for me 

Joy, 

Given the recent headlines today, I would like to have a conversation at some point about how we protect, inform or in other ways work with student 

athletes to keep protect them from unscrupulous agents. Part of this is informing me and others about how it works, then a discussion about what 

might be done to provide better protection. Am I making sense? 

Beverly [!. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director’, Undergraduat-~ Program 

School of Nursing C8# 7460 

Carrington Hall 

The Univer;ity of North Car.Nina at Cha~el Hill 

Chap~:_~l Hill, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-.4_.95 

FAX: 9:[~ 84.3-62:].2 

Email: Bey Foster@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edu>; Boyd, Stephen L <sboyd@unc.edw~; Crocker, Diane Marie ~<tcrocke@unc.edu>; DuIt}, Clare 

E <dufl’.yce@email.unc.edu>;                    @live.unc.edu-~; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; York, Aaron 

<ayork@email.unc.edu>; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas <zmerlein@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@gronps.nnc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pebames@email.unc.edu>; Lev55 Jennifer S 

<slinge@email.unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@emaJl.unc.edu>; Brainier, John F 

<SmIme@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

W Lacrosse Hold 

All, 
You may release the hold on Women’s Lacrosse. They are now up to date with the Compliance Office on all of their paperwork - thanks Phil!! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of’ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (929) 843-7259 

Fax: (929) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welixml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

ACC Postgraduate Luncheon 

Vince: 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. This e-mail should serve as an official invitation for the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship Awards Luncheon in Greensboro, NC 

on . This luncheon recognizes our student-athletes that have selected as a recipient of the ACC Weaver James Corrigan Postgraduate 

Scholarship. 

At your earliest convenience, please get back to me in terms of whether or not you will be able to attend. I have included a list of individuals who are being 

honored from UNC at this event. 

The luncheon will be held in the Koury Convention Center (Sheraton Greensboro Hotel at Four Seasons) in Greensboro, North Carolina at 11:30am. This is a great 

luncheon that some of you may have attended in the past. It has previously been sponsored by the Nat Greene Kiwanis Club and the proceeds benefitted the 

children of the Guilford County School System. This recognition ceremony will run about an hour and what a great way to honor all of our student-athletes! We will 

be inviting Lissa Broome, Harold Woodard, Larry Fedora (or position coach), Andre/Corey, Carlos Somoano, Rich Deselm and Beth Miller. 

Again thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Hotel Address: 

B121 Fligi~ Poin~ Road 

Green~;boro, NC 27407 

Spencer 13. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College of Arts & Sciences 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents <t~xheelfootballparents~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:00 PM 

Survey lbr 2012 football season - Your hnportant Update!! 

Hello Tar tIeel Football Families: 
Thank you to all those who have already taken the 2012 survey! Your feedback is GREAT and sincerely appreciated! For those of you 
that have yet to complete the survey, we ask you to click on the link below and complete the survey by 3:13p on Friday, March 15th. The 
planning COlnnfittee will be discussing the results to help plan for the fall 2013 Tar tteel football season. 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1 p7eHHfX 1Bz2KMRsSXg 1NFHgJXv6hbcSh44ZGF1YzCeY/viewform 
The planning committee is meeting via conference call, Sunday, Mar 17th at 6:30p. If you are interested in helping on the conm~ittee, but 
are new to this awesome group of folks send               an email at            @gmail.coln by 3:17p Friday, March 15th. She can 
send you a reminder email with the instructions to join the call. 
Thank you! 
TttFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 9:03 AM 

Lany Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

New Academic Advisors - SmnYDive 

Larry, Vince, Sue: 

Received this after my voice mail to you, Vince, We will trust the process, Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

tlead Swimming Coach 

UniversW of Nolth Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 

Ship to: 

w~¥.goheels.com 

X¥~&~.¥. UriC .edu 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2023 12:23 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: ? 

On deck ix fine. 

A permanent replacement won’t be hired/start until beginning of August (maybe earlier) 

In the mean time, Wall’,, Richardson will be taking the men and we are finalizing for the women, but probably Tia Overstreet~ The’,, both work with football. I will 

pr¢_~paring all of the students fil¢_~s for th¢_~m, with detailed notes. Also, even though "gone" I will be more than happy to hel0 with emails or texts/calls during the 

transition, 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: RE: ? 

Ot(; are you ol~ if it is on decl~? 

Also, do we have a re0lacement y¢_d:? 

Rich DeSehn 

Head Smmming Coach 

Universib, of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514- 2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 
gn~Jl: _~j_c_’_[;!__d__e__~_e_!__n_)_@_9__r!__c_:_e_st___u- 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles D1; Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www:gpheels.com 
w~Nv.unc.edu 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 8:22 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: ? 

I can be there at 215, and yes to tell them. 

Sem.f!~orn my V~’.rL:o~ 14~rel~,s 4G lJ’t’, I)ROID 

"DeSelm, Rich L" <fichdeselrn@auc.edu > wrote: 

f need to work on this one, .probably sornetime betwe¢_m 2:15-4. 

Could you come here at 2:15"? If this is to make your anrmuncen~ent?? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Smmming Coach 

Uuivm~W of Nortk Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

EmaJl: richdeselm~)mc.edu 

Ship to: 

_w_3y_3_:y_:gR I_!e_e_l s__:_c_~?~! 

W~X~%¥. uric .edH ............................... 

From: Beth Bridget [mailto:bridqerb@email.unc.edu] 



Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: ? 

Will the whole team be together this upcoming Monday at any point for practice? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
~_ILLd_ g _e__r__b_ ~ u n c aa. ~mc ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 9:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

Re: New Academic Advisors - Swim/Dive 

Thank you, Rich ~ Tia and Wally will do great ~ appreciate your confidence in the process. 

When a new director is on board, we will all be in a better place. A tremendous amount of credit has to be given to Vince and all of the Academic Support Staff for the 

manner in which that have conducted business during this academic year. 

Take care, and thank you! 

Larry 

>>> "DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu> 3/14/2013 9:03 AM >>> 
Larry, Vince, Sue: 

Received this after my voice mail to you, Vince. We witl trust the process. Thanks, 

Rich DeSeIm 

Head Smmming Coach 

University of NoNa Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

EmaJl: richdesehn~)unc.edu 

Ship to: 

www.goheels.com 

www.unc.edu ................................ 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent= Wednesday, March :!.3, 2013 :!.2:23 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: ? 

On decl~ is fine, 

A p~:~rrqi~t~erR replacement won’[: be hiredi~.d:~r[ until b~-:~ginning .:)f Augus[: (m~yb~-:~ ~-:~ rli~-_~r) 

In Lhe mean time, Walfy Richardson will be taking the men and we are finalizing ]:or Lhe women, but probably Tia Overstreet, They both work with football, I will 

preparing atl of the students files ]:or L~-lenl, wiL~-I detailed notes. Also, even Lhough ~’gone" I will be more than happy Lo help with emaifs or texts/calls during the 

transition, 

From: DeSelm, Rich L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:28 AN 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: RE: ? 
OK; are you ok if it is on deck-~ 

Also, do we have a replacement yet? 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

Univelsity of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514=2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 

Cell: 

Email: richde~lm(?~unc.edu 

Ship to: 

w~.goheels.com 

w’~¥. UriC .can 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[2, 20:[3 8:22 PM 

To= DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: RE: ? 

I can be there at 215, and yes to tell them. 

Se~.~t, from l~v Verizon Wire/~x~ 4G L2’L’ L)ROIL) 

"DeSehn, Rich IY <fichde~lm(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

I need to work on this one._probably sometime between 2:15-4. 
Could you come here at 2::157 If this is to make your announcement?? 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Smmming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-966-5340 

Fax: 919-962-1603 



Cell: 

Email: richdeselm(a;~mc.edu 

Ship to: 

www.goheels.com 

www.L[nc.edtl 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Mlarch 12, 2013 4:08 plVl 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: ? 

Will the whole team be together this upcoming Monday at any point for practice? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program tbr Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

£w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
_b__r_id~ ~_r__b__@_u__r~_c_~__a_~_~S~_~__d_u 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 3:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fire Alarm Test in LCE - Tues 3/19 

They’re scheduled to be in Loudermilk. Maybe we could move all of those to EWAC that day? 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" FW: Fire Alarm Test in LCE - Tues 3/19 

During our meetings with Jack Bechta? Will those be in Kenan- Flagler now? 

From: Hilton, Nathan Scott 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 3:17 PN 
To-" UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Business Office; UNCAA-Travel Office; UNCAA-Nen’s Lacrosse; Gatz, Gregory; Hernandez, Erik H; Biener, Eric; Gisselman, Stephen; Suits, 
Christy H.; Woodard, Harold; Chappell, Ilsy; Bingham, Mary Ellen 
Co" Grimsley, Richie 
Subject-" Fire Alarm Test in LCE - Tues 3/19 

All, 

The fire alarm system in The Loudermilk Center has been scheduled for its annual test next Tuesday, March 19. I do not know the exact time of day they will be 

testing, but it will be during regular business hours. I will put a few signs up on Monday around the exit areas of the building so the student-athletes will be aware 

as well. We are not required to leave during the test. However, if the test lasts longer than 7 minutes, we will need to evacuate until we are given the "all clear" to 

re-enter the building. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Hilton 

Building Environment Teclmician 

Loude~rnilk Center for Excellence 

cell - 

work - (919) 962-4316 



From: @uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:08 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thmlks 

Hi Vince, 

I meant to send this sooner, but it’s been a busy week traveling with softball and our first home ACC series last weekend. 
Thank you veW much for taking the time last Friday to sit down with our cohort and share abot t your experiences and your new role here at UNC. It’s always interesting and encouraging to 

see the paths people have taken to get where they are now. 

Thanks again’. Hopefully you get a little time to relax this weekend! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 10:49 AM 

Grimsley, Richie <rgfimsley@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Alemn Tes~ting 

Thanks very much, Richie. We appreciate all your help~ 

Paul 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 8:41 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 

Co: Suits, Christy H.; Hilton, Nathan Scott: 
Subject: Alarm Testing 

I spoke with the Fire Alarm Technician and he said they would not do the audible testing until after 2:30 on 3/19 in the Loudermilk Center so your meeting in the 

Business Office Conference Room can proceed as scheduled. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Mobile-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AM 

Jack Bechta ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Package 

Jack, 

Your meetings with UNC student-athletes on Tuesday, March I9 will take place in the Athletics Business Office Conference Room, located on the second floor of 

the I.oudermilk Center for Excellence on the East End of Kenan Football Stadium, There is a parMng garage located about 50 yards away, 

The scheduh:, for me~-_d:irtg~.~ will be: 

9:30 

10:00 

:[0:30 

11:00 

12:30 

My cell phone number is . Please feel free to call me should you hav,:_~ any question;, Senior As~.;ociate Athletic Direct:or Vince Ille will be joining us 

t:or the meetings aswetl. ] have copied Vince on this ernail so you have his contact inforrnation. 

We look forward to having you arid appreciate your participation in the Program. 

Safe travels, 

Paul 

From: Jack Bechta @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Package 

Thanks Paul, 

Have a great weekend. 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 7:25 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack and Ryan, 

I received the package this morning and will get those items to the football guys for their review when Spring Break concludes. We’re looking forward 

to having Jack here and appreciate your participation in the Program. 

Best, 

Paul 

<image001.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 
Cell: 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 12:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge (ptx~gge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Re: March 19 Meetings @ UNC 

I can make that work. 

Jack 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 8:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks veu much for your cooperative participation in our Agent and Advisor Program. If you do not already have plans for the time between your 

meetings with              Paul and I would like to visit ruth you over lunch. If time is tight, perhaps we could visit either beibre or after the meetings 

with our seddent-athletes. We can do whatever works for you. In any event, I’m looldng folw-md to Tuesday. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University- of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3.jpg > 
:ii’%. :i’::’.j’.!:,:--..~.:,~:: :.!.:,.~.4" .L:,.%~’:.~:.:’.::" ?’.:~’~":,:.::,.!:’~!’}~" ,ii~::i:,?..:~.~:~:.~:::.~ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent; Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AM 
To-" ]ack Bechta 
Cc-" Ille, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Package 

Jack, 

Your meetings with UNC stuiJer~L-athletes or~ [tlesdav, March 1.9 will take plat,:_! in L}~e At:hletk:~.; Business Office Conh:_~rence Room, located on the 

second floor of the I_oudermilk Center for ExceIF:mc,:_~ on the fast End of Kenan r-.:_~o~:ball Stadium There is a parking garag,-:~ Iocat,-:~d about 50 yards 

away. 

The schedule [:or meedngs will be: 

9:30 

I0:00 

10:30 
1 i:{}0 
12:30 
My cell phone number is Please feel free to call me should you have am/questions, Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille will be 

joining us for the meetings as well. I have copied Vince on this email so you have his contact information. 

We iook forward to having you aqd appreciate your participatkm in the Program 

Safe l:raw:,ls, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <~djp@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 11:26 AM 

Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaikunc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Additional gmne with 

We have lost out on 3 games to weather at this point I would like to make our game with NCCU a dh. The times would be at 4 and 6. DJP 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 12:01 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <]mont@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

game time for UNC-Villanova 

North Carolina and Villanova will tip off at 7:20 p.m. Eastern Time 

The game will be broadcast on TNT 

Marv Albert and Steve Kerr will call the game for TNT 

Kansas-Western Kentucky will follow our game with Villanova 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 12:13 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday practice and press conferences times in KC 

Note times listed here are CENTRAL 

Thursday, March 21 

Practices 

4:25-5:05 p.m. Central - North Carolina 

5:55-6:35 p.m. Central - Villanova 

Press Conferences 

3:45-4:15 p.m. Central - North Carolina 

5:15-5:45 p.m. Central - Villanova 

Our game is 6:20 p.m. CENTRAL on Friday 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 12:40 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Change in Villanova practice and press conference times 

Media Information.pdf 

From: Mike Kern <kern@mvc.org> 

Date: Monday, March 18, 2013 12:21 AM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UPDATED- Media Info (NCAA KC) 

Due to LaSalle/Boise State participation in the First Four in Dayton, the NCAA has made a slight revision to the practice/interview schedule in Kansas City on 

Thursday. 

A new Media Information schedule is attached. 

*Villanova’s practice time and interview room times have been switched with the winner of the Boise State/LaSalle game. No other teams are affected by the 

schedule change. 
Practices (open to the media and general public) 

Noon 12:40 p.m. Ole Miss 

22:45o1:25 p,rn. Villanova 

1:30 2:10 p.m. Wisconsin 

2:15 2:55 p,m, Kansas State 

4:25 5:05 p.m. North Carolina 

5:10 5:50 p,rn. Kansas 
S:SS-6:3S p.rn. Boise State / LaSalle winner 
6:40 7:20 p.m. Western Kentucky 

News Conferences in Interview Room 
11:20 a,m, Ole Miss student athletes 
11:35 a.m. Ole Miss coach 
12:05 p.rn, Villanova student-athletes 
12:20 p,rn. Villanova coach 
12:50 p.m. Wisconsin student athletes 
1:05 p.m. Wisconsin coach 
1:35 p.m. Kansas State student athletes 
1:50 p.m. Kansas State coach 
3:45 p.m. North Carolina student athletes 
4:00 p.m, North Carolina coach 
4:30 p.m. Kansas student athletes 
4:45 p.m. Kansas coach 
5:15 p.m. Boise State / LaSalle student-athletes 
5:30 p.m. Boise State / LaSalle coach 
6:00 p.m. Western Kentucky student athletes 
6:15 p.m. Western Kentucky coach 
................................................. 

Mike Kern 

Associate Commissioner 

1818 Chouteau Ave. 

St. Louis, MO 63103 

314-444-4326 (direct) 

(cell) 

www.twitt er.com/mvcsports 

www.twitter.com/valleyfootball 

www.facebook.com!missourivalleyconference 

www.facebook.com!valleyfoot ba II 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:17 AM 

J. D. Lyon <jdlyon@bellsouth.net>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Adam Lucas 
<jalucas@nc.rr.com>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 
<steveldrschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 
<lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Crowe 

<mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday times 

Note times listed here are CENTRAL 

Thursday, March 21 

SID meeting 

10 a.m. (Kirschner and Matt Bowers) 

Pre-Tournament Meeting (Bubba and/or Clint, Coach Williams and I(irschner) 

3:15 p.m. at Time Warner Media Center 

Open Practices 

12:45-1:25 p.m~ - Villanova 

4:25-5:05 p.m. - North Carolina 

5:10-5:50 p.m. - Kansas 

6:40-7:20 p.m. - Western Kentucky 

Press Conferences 

12:05-12:35 p.m. - Villanova 

3:45-4:15 p.m~ - North Carolina 

4:30-5:00 p.m. - Kansas 

6:00-6:30 p~m. - Western Kentucky 

Our game is 5:20 p.m. CENTRAL on Friday 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

Timmermans <timmennan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC School of Law 2L with ml Interest in Sports Compliance 

@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tom 

Good Morning, 

My name is                and I am 2L at the University of North Carolina School of Law. I’m willing to the whole department in hopes of having an informational 

interview with all or one of you, so that I can learn more about the compliance field. Is there any possible time I could meet ruth anyone? Thank you in advmace for 

yonr response. Enjoy your Monday morning. 

Best Regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, ):46 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa complimace@groups.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Romng Hold 

~email. unc.edu>; 

Business Office Staff, 

You may release the hold on Rowing. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



El’Ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday              9:47 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoltice@groups.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance ~vnncaa compliance&)arou:os.unc.edu>; 
<rmiller2@email .unc.edu -" }email.unc .edw" 

Fencing Hold 

~email.unc.edu>; Miller, Ron C. 

Business Office Staff, 
You may release the hold on Fencing. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, 9:50 AM 

UNCAA-Business Office <uncaa businessoffice@groups.unc.edu-~ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu-~; 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Men’s Soccer Hold 

@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant <gtporte@unc.edu>; 

Business Office Staff, 

You may release the hold on Men’s Soccer. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edtr~ 

Monday 10:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting next Friday 

Vince, 

f am glad you enioyed your time a; much as we did. I am not sure what the protocol i; for the 2nd year graduate students sharing their observationsisuggesLions, 

but I think that woukt be an ext:rernely w~luabJe t:ooJ. The great thing about having a cl.:_~;~:_~ knit .::lass is [hat we are all keenly aware of how the eat:ire departm,-:!nl: i5 

running and can share experiences with each other, theret:ore improving our administraLive abilities in Lhe future. ] know Lhat we do an exiL interview wiLh Lhe 

EXSS deparLmenL about our 2 year experience, but ] don’t think we do an aUfletics specific one. Definitely something to look into for the future. Thanks again for 

meeting with us! 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Saturday, 12:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Meeting next Friday 

Thanks     I appreciated the opportunity. The quality of our graduate program and the students enrolled is impressive. Do the 2nd year graduate students have 

any opportunity to share their observations and suggestions with our department? I think the student interns’ feedback would be valuable information to 

incorporate into our ongoing planning processes. 

Hope you have a great weekend. 

On at 4:30 PM, .@._e_m_ _.a_i_[:u__n_.c__:.?_cl_u> wrote: 

Vince, 

Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with us today. After speaking with several of my classmates they were very pleased with the meeting 

and enioyed getting to talk with you. I hope you have a great weekend! 

Thanks a~Eain! 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 8:49 AM 
To: Lance MarKos (marKosq-~uncaa.unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom; ; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Meeting next Friday 
All, 
If a caJ~didate tbr the Associate AD for Compliance position visits next week, it will be im~rtant for them to meet with our current Compliance Office 

staff: Please reserve time on your calendars for a meeting on Friday, l]rom 10:45-11:45 a.m. in EWAC 216. I will/brwasd you the candidate’s 

application information mid itineraiy as soon as all details axe final. 

If you have any questions or require additionaJ information, please let me know. Thanks ibr your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University, of NortJ1 Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
il ii ii :~:. ?.~.~:~ ~: :~ :::~:,. :~:.d :a 
<irnageOOl.jpg > 

¯ IG:....K.~.:::,.~ :::~::~t.::..::,.~::::.:/:i’:~:::~;,:,:~:,.:: ?7.:.~:..:.~:,g:~::" .~i :,.L:.:::...¢:~. :: "’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11:58 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Arendas, David C <arendas@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Beale, Michael < michaelbeale@unc.edu >; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu >; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Carolina baseball game-Saturday 3/17 

Dave Arendas, Michael Beale, and John Brunner: 

Thank you for forwarding this information to us, Dave. Kudos to the Operations and Marketing staffs who continue to work in making the "Experience at Boshamer" fan 

friendly and service oriented. And to Coach Fox, thank you to both you and your staff for "putting a great product both on and off the field!" 

Well done, and GO HEELS! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Arendas, David C" <arendas@email,unc.edu > 3/18/2013 11:47 AM > > > 
Guys, 

See the below email. Thought you would appreciate hearing that our concerted efforts to focus on customer service and game day atmosphere are being acknowledged by 

our fans in a positive way. I did respond to Mr. Nesbit with a thank you note and invitation for a return visit in the future. Have a great day .... 

Dave 

Original Message 

From: Kaye or Anthony Nesbit i ~earthlink.net] 

Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 9:21 PM 

To: Arendas, David C 
Subject: Carolina baseball game Saturday 3/17 

Dear Mr. Arendas, 

My name is Anthony Nesbit and I am writing to let you and your staff know about the wonderful experience my eight year old son, his friend, and I had during the UNC Miami 

baseball game on Saturday. 

We were originally in Chapel Hill Saturday for the LegoPalooza lego display at the Morehead Planterium, but since the weather was so nice, we stayed and went to the game. 

We arrived early for the pre game batting practice and warm ups, While there, (my son’s 2nd and friend’s 1st college ballgame) the stadium staff was extremely friendly, In 

particular, one of the security staff members, who worked the left field area, spent time with the boys and informed us about the opportunity to take the field with time team 

during the national anthem, which they did, 

Leaving the game, everyone offered a smile and had a positive thing to say. The crossing guard!parking attendant was especially nice, 

I just wanted to thank you and your staff for making our gameday experience a nice one. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Nesbit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:58 PM 

Gnggs, Kathy <kgdgg@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Agent Information 

Ok. 

I noticed there are no commas between the city and state name on the spreadsheet. Can you add those in so we wiU be able to do a mail merge and get these out 

with an appropriate grammatical presentation? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:55 PM 
Te: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Agent Information 

Yes return address on envelopes; labels work best will order tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 3:50 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Regular UNC Athletics letterhead and business envelopes will work great. I assume the envelopes have a return address on them? We wiU need 

labels, too, unless we can print the address directly on the envelope (1 would actually prefer the latter if we can do that. If not, I understand.). 

Thanks for your help, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent-" Monday, March 18, 2013 3:36 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Agent Information 

The corrected spreadsheet should have been attached. 

Will regular letterhead and regular size envelopes work, we have plenty. Thanks. I alerted you will need her assistance. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 2:56 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Kathy, 

[.et:’s get supplies suffickmt for mailing of 1,200 letters (including enw-:~lop~:_m, labels, and lett,-:~rhead). This shouh:~ b~-_~ enough ~:o cover a 

subs~:_~quent mailing which will go out shortly a [b:_~r the first on~-:~. If you can get tfu:_~ spr~-:~adsheet done before you leave., I will have 

help us with the maiUng. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 2:48 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

FYM will be on vacation this Wed-next Wed. Please let me know, now, if I need to order any supplies, ie. rnailing labels, envelopes, from 

Staples for this mailing, thanks. 1 would think if you need assistance I should be able to help. 

iC.~, ,ti ~y ,’.Lvi~.T2 :, 

20de,tic .,,".;L,,<~ ,toY"s O~,Y~c,.: 
!.i i~ <:: Rt J-~,k-t i c!; 
9:i { ~84,-’,-SgS :~ 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Agent Information 

Kathy, 

We’re almost there on this spreadsheet. I’m not sure how the cells were formatted for the City, State, and Zip column, but I cannot 

manipulate the data with cross references in those cells. Can you please change the entries so that they just contain the City (with a 

comma after the city name), state and zip rather than references to other cells? I’d also like to avoid having hidden columns, as it makes 

the data difficult to combine with other spreadsheets that are all formatted identically. 

Thanks for your help on this. We’re looking forward to getting these letters out later this week and this will be an important step. 

Paul 

<image001dpg> 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 5:39 PM 

Gnggs, Kathy <kgfigg@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Agent Information 

I’m starthlg at the top of the list and scrolling down. There still appear to be a number of cells scattered throughout that are misshlg commas and need periods 

after the abbreviations St., Hwy., Rd., etc. ls there another version? 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 5:37 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 
Sorry must have sent wrong version, this should be it. 

K .tt}~.v OH2.gs 
A,.]rn ird ~:t~’.:-t ivy. A s~:ist:.:":t 

.?,.t}~::-ttc DJ~’,.:~-tc~"s L.,l:itc~, 
,.qqC At]:k:ti~.~: 

9 :l %.8:’.% "_-; S :,:’ 4 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

Ok. 

I noticed there are no commas between the city and state name on the spreadsheet. Can you add those in so we will be able to do a mail merge and get these out 

with an appropriate grammatical presentation? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: @iggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:55 PM 

To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Agent Information 

Yes return address on envelopes; labels work best will order tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 3:50 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Regular UNC Athletics letterhead and business envelopes will work great~ I assume the envelopes have a return address on them? We will need 

labels, too, unless we can print the address directly on the envelope (I would actually prefer the latter if we can do that. If not, I understand.)~ 

Thanl~s for your h~-’Ap, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Agent Information 
The corrected spreadsheet should have been attached. 

Will regular letterhead and regular size envelopes work, we have plenty. Thanks. I alerted you will need her assistance. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 2:56 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Kathy, 

Let’s get supplies sufficient for mailing of 1,200 letters (including envelopes, labels, and letterhead)~ This should be enough to cover a 

subsequent mailing which will go out shortly afl:er ~:he [irs~: one f[ you can ge~: the spreadsfu:_~e~: done before you leave, f will haw:_~ 

help us with the mailing. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 2:4-8 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

FYI-I will be on vacation this Wed-next Wed. Please let me know, now, if I need to order any supplies, ie. mailing labets, envelopes, from 

Staples for this rnailing, thanks. I would think if you need assistance          should be able to help. 

A d ~:~’., i’7i st :".:~ti v < Assista P.,t 

.~},fi’i~.:~.ic Db.’{x’tur*5 Office 

I..." N C At}.%:’I i~:s 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Agent Information 
Kathy, 

We’re almost there on this spreadsheet. I’m not sure how the cells were formatted for the City, State, and Zip column, but I cannot 



manipulate the data with cross references in those cells. Can you please change the entries so that they just contain the City (with a 

comma after the city name), state and zip rather than references to other cells? I’d also like to avoid having hidden columns, as it makes 

the data difficult to combine with other spreadsheets that are all formatted identically. 

Thanks for your help on this. We’re looking forward to getting these letters out later this week and this will be an important step. 

Paul 

<imageOO1.]pg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 5:52 PM 

Gnggs, Kathy <kgfigg@email.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Agent Information 

Sounds good. Thanks. 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 5:51 PN 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

I wilt look it over tornorrow at work. 

A~J ~, .’,~, i ~,.", [st r a ~ [’,.e A~ ;i ~L:" :"t 
..:x:i~l:,,ti~ Di,"ec:o,"’s ¢’ti~: 

".} ~ C Aft"..:d cs 

~ 19 . ;4 ~ .5,, f,,’5: :’. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 5:39 PM 
Te: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

I’m starting at the top of the fist and scrolling down. There still appear to be a number o1: cells scattered throughout that are rnissing commas and need periods 

after’ the abbreviations St., Hwy., Rd., etc. Is d~ere anod~er version? 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 5:37 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 
Sorry must have sent wrong version, this ~.~hould be it, 

i~ ~-t t~y ~~r ~,.i~; 

A’M~:tic ~)ir,: ~’~ r :~ :i.’.’hic. 

..iNC A’~biciio" 

919.4.~4.3- ~:~S 3.--i 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: Gdggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

O k. 

I nodced there are no commas between the city and state name on the spreadsheet. Can you add those in so we witl be able to do a mail merge and get these out 

with an appropriate grammatical presentation? 

Thanks, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:55 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Agent Information 

Yes return address on envelopes; labels work best will order tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 3:50 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p__p_9_gKe~__u___n___c_:e _d _u_> wrote: 

Regular’ UNC Athletics letterhead and business envelopes will work great. I assume the envelopes have a return address on them? We witl need 

labets, too, unless we can print the address d[recdy on the envelope I] would actually pret:er the latter if we can do that. If not, I understand.). 

Thanks for your help, 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Re: Agent Information 
The corrected spreadsheet should have been attached. 

Will regular letterhead and regular size envelopes work, we have plenty. Thanks. I alerted ~ you will need her assistance. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 2:56 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <p_p__o_g~_e____@___u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Kad~y, 

I.et’s get supplies sufficient for mailing of 1,200 letters (including envelopes, labels, and letterhead)~ This should be enough to cover a 

subsequent mailing which win go out shortly after the first one~ If you can get the spreadsheet done before you leave, I will have 

help us with the mailing. 

Th i~ F~ ks~ 

Paul 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 2:48 PM 



To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Agent Information 

FYFI will be on vacation this Wed-next Wed. Please let me know, now, if I need to order any supplies, ie. mailing labels, envelopes, from 

Staples for this mailing, thanks. I would think if you need assistance          should be able to help. 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:33 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: Agent Information 

Kathy, 

We’re almost there on this spreadsheet, l’m not sure how the cells were formatted for the City, State, and Zip column, but I cannot 

manipulate the data with cross references in those cells. Can you please change the entries so that they just contain the City (with a 

comma after the city name), state and zip rather than references to other cells? l’d also like to avoid having hidden columns, as it makes 

the data difficult to combine with other spreadsheets that are all formatted identically. 

Thanks for your help on this. We’re looking forward to getting these letters out later this week and this will be an important step. 

Paul 
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Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 7:59 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <]mont@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Facebook fan data -- interesting take 

http:!!gizmodo.com/5991141/the-most-accurate-ma p-of-college-basketball-fa ndom 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jack Bechta ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge (ptx)gge@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Re: March 19 Meetings @ UNC 

Vince and Panl, 

I mn currently on my layover and will arrive tonight for the meetings tomorrow. I am staying tomorrow night as well so I can happily meet with you after the student 
interviews as that would give us more time. 

Just let me know. See you both tomorrow morning and I am excited to participate in this program. 

Regards, 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

JacL 
Thanks very, much for your cooperative participation in our Agent and Advisor Program. If you do not already have plans for the time between your 
meetings with                   and I would like to visit with you over lunch. If time is tight, perhaps we could visit either betbre or after the meetings 

with our student-athletes. We can do whatever works tbr you. In any event, I’m looking forward to Tuesday. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University, of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3.jpg > 
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From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent-" Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Jack Bechta 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Package 
]ack~ 
YOur meetings with UNC studenb.atMetes on Tuesday, March :19 will take place in the Athletics gusines5 Off:ice Conference Room, located on the 
second I:IOOF of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence on d~e East End ot: Kenan Football Stadium. There is a parking garage located about 50 yards 
away. 
The schedule for meetings will be: 
9:30 
I0:00 
I0:30 
1:1:00 
12:30 
My (:ell phone number is Please h-_~el flee to call m~-:~ shoukJ you have any questions. Senior Associate Athh:_d:ic Director Vince tile will be 
joining us for the me~-:d:ings as w~-:dl, f haw? copied Vmc~-:~ on this emai[ so you have his contact in[orrnation. 
We look t:orwaFd [o having you and appreciate your participation in the Prograrn. 
Sat:e travels, 
Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:48 PM 

Jack Bechta ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Re: March 19 Meetings @ UNC 

That sounds great. Jack. We are looldng forward to it. Please call my cell if you have any questions or need directions ( 

Paul 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:46 PM, "Jack Bechta" a)~gmailnCOm> wrote: 

Vince and Paul, 

I am cul~ntly on my layover mid will arrive tonight for the meetings tomonow. I am staying tomorrow night as well so I cml happily meet with yon after 

the student interviews as that would give us more time. 

Just let me know. See you both tomorrow morning and I am excited to participate in this program. 

Regards, 

Jack 

Sent ti~n~ my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailamcne&t> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks very much for your cooperative participation in our Agent and Advisor Program. If you do not aJready have plans ibr the time 

between your meetings with              Paul and I would like to visit with you over lunch. If time is tight, pedlaps we could visit either 

before or after the meetings ruth our student-athletes. We can do whatever works for you. In rely event, I’m looking forwmd to Tuesday. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3dpg > 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AM 
3"0; ]ack Bechta 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Package 
.lack, 
Your meetings with UNC student-athletes on Tuesday, March :1.9 will take place in the Athletics Business Office Conference Room, 
k)c~t:ed on the second [loot of the koudermilk Center for Excelleru::e on the E~st End o[ Kerum Footb~ll 51:adium. There is a parldng g~rage 
located about 50 yi~rds away. 
The schedule for meetings will be: 
9:30 
].0:00 
10:~,0 
11:00 
12:30 
My cell phone number is Please feel free to call me should you have any questions~ Senio~ Associate Athletic Director 
Vince Ille will be joining us for the meetings as wee I have copied Vince on this email so you have his contact information. 
We look forward to having you and appreciate your participation in the Program. 
Safe tri~vels, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jack Bechta ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 8:51 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emM.unc.edu-~ 

Re: March 19 Meetings @ UNC 

Thanks Paul, if its okay’ with you I may, get there about 20 mins early to get settled. 

JB 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 7:47 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(a;unc.edu> wrote: 

That sounds great, Jack. We are looking forward to it. Please call my cell if you have any questions or need directions ! 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 8:46 PM, "Jack Bechta ?[O]gmail.corn> wrote: 

Vince and Paul, 

I am currently, on my layover and will amve tonight for the meetings tomorrow. I am staying tomorrow fight as well .so I can happily meet 
with you alter the student interviews as that would give us more time. 

Just let me know. See you both tomorrow morning and I am excited to participate in fl~is prograan. 

Regards, 

Jack 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 10:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille({t}emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Thanks very much for your cooperative participation in our Agent aM Advi~r Program. If you do not already have plans tbr 

the time between your meetings wit[               Paul and I would like to visit with you over lunch. If time is fight, perhaps 

we could visit either before or Mter the meetings w~th our student-athletes. We can do whatever works tbr you. In aJly event, 

I’m looking forward to Tue~ay. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of Nortll Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3:jpg > 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:54 AM 
To: Jack Bechta 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Package 
Jack., 

Your meetings with UNC sLudent-athletes on Tuesday, March 19 will take place in the Athh-:@:s gusir,-_~s; Office Corfference 
Room, located on Lhe second t/oor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence on the East End o1: Kenan FooLbMf Stadium~ 
There is a parking garage located abouL 50 yards awa% 
The schedule for meetings will be: 
9:3(} 
:1.0:00 
10:30 
1I:00 
:1.2:30 
My ceh p~{me numoe~ ~s Please feel free to call me should you have any questions. Senior Associate Athletic 
Director Vi~(:e Ille will be ioi~mg us for t:he meetings as well. I have (:.:_~pied Vi~(:e or} this ernail so you have his contact 
i ]1 fo r m a t i.:-3 ]1. 

We look forward to having you and appreciate your participation in the Program. 
Safe travels, 
Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March :18, 20:13 8:57 PM 

Arendas, David C <arendas@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner 
<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina baseball game-Saturday 3/:17 

Great letter--thanks. 

Bubba 

From: Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 18, 2013 10:58 AM 

To: John Montgomery <imont@unc.edu>, "Arendas, David C" <arendas@email.unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@email.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Karlton Creech <kcreech@unc.edu>, "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Beth 

(Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clint Gwakney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, "John (games Brunner" 

<johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Mart[ha Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina baseball game-Saturday 3/17 

Dave Arendas, Michael Beale, and John Brunner: 

Thank you for forwarding this information to us, Dave. Kudos to the Operations and Marketing staffs who continue to work in making the "Experience at Boshamer" fan 
friendly and service oriented. And to Coach Fox, thank you to both you and your staff for "putting a great product both on and off the field!" 

Well done, and GO HEELS! 
Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Arendas, David C" <arendas@email.u nc,edu > 3/18/2013 11:47 AM > > > 
Guys, 

See the below email, Thought you would appreciate hearing that our concerted efforts to focus on customer service and game day atmosphere are being acknowledged 
by our fans in a positive way. [ did respond to Mr. Nesbit with a thank you note and invitation for a return visit in the future, Have a great day .... 

Dave 

Original Message 

From: Kaye or Anthony Nesbit [mailto ,~, earthlink.net] 
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 9:21 PM 

To: Arendas, David C 

Subject: Carolina baseball game Saturday 3/17 

Dear Mr. Arendas, 

My name is Anthony Nesbit and [ am writing to let you and your staff know about the wonderful experience my eight year old son, his friend, and [ had during the UNC 

Miami baseball game on Saturday, 

We were originally in Chapel Hill Saturday for the LegoPalooza lego display at the Morehead Planterium, but since the weather was so nice, we stayed and went to the 

game. We arrived early for the pre game batting practice and warm ups, While there, (my son’s 2nd and friend’s 1st college ballgame) the stadiurn staff was extremely 

friendly. In particular, one of the security staff members, who worked the left field area, spent time with the boys and informed us about time opportunity to take time field 

with the team during the national anthem, which they did. 

Leaving the game, everyone offered a smile and had a positive thing to say, The crossing guard/parking attendant was especially nice, 

[just wanted to thank you and your staff for making our gameday experience a nice one. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Nesbit 



From: Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edtc> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

To: Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Budget 

Hey Vince, 

We are pu~ng the hlfo together through the end of February now. I can have some information to you by tile end of tile week if that is ok. Does that work for yok~ 

If you need it earlier 1 can shuffle some things around and get it to you sooner. 

Mike 

From: Vince 111e [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:37 PM 
To: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: RE: Budget 

Mike, 

Do you know when I might receive this information? I need to put together some information for 

Vince 

and can’t do it without the budget informalion. Thanks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 
To: ’Michael Perkins’ 
Subject:       Budget 

4:58 PM 

Mike, 

Thanlcs for the summao’. I would like to have the more detailed information as well. As requests for funds arrive from        Bubba prefers to review each as they 
relate to all other requests and expenditures. When Rick and I divided up areas for       oversight to assist Bubba, the budget fell in mr’ direction. I therefore would 
also like to receive whatever intbrmation you call provide regarding the endowments including balances, nature of expenditures from each, aw limitations (if any) tbr 
which each can be used, etc. 

I appreciate the help. 

Mince 

From: Michael Perkins [mailto;mperkins@uncaa,unc,edu] 

Sent: Monday, 11:07 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Budget Update through, 

Vince, 

See attached. This is something we put together that is more of a summary type deal, because has so many separate accounts. If you need a detail of specific 

transactions, I can provide that but I wanted to make sure you wanted that before I sent you 20 different spreadsheets, one for each account. 

As for the Kenan endowment, I will have to talk to you about this, as we don’t generally do monthly reports on endowments. Are you looking for the balance, what we have 

spent this year from it, or something similar. There are several football endowments as well, so I would want to make sure I was giving you what you were looking for. 

Mike 

> > > "Ille, Mince" < [[Le___@__e__r_’_n_~_jJ~Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 5:18 PM >>> 

Mike, 

Cml you please send me all budget(s) for including whatever infolrnation is available on the Kenan Endowment Fund? Thmllcs. 

Mince 

From: Michael Perkins rmailto:mDerkins@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:34 PM 
To: Sam Paul 
Co: Smith. Tim Dillon: Ille, Vince; 
Subject:           Budget Update through 

Coach, 

I am attaching your monthly budget update for FY :     through                Please review the information, and let me, or your Business Office contact know if you have 

any questions or concerns regarding the information. Hope all is well and Go Heels! 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 10:42 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: CaJipayi 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: March 19, 2013, 10:35:22 PM EDT 

To: "Kirschnel; Steve" <stevekirschner~unc.edu>, "CunIfingham, Bubba" <bubbac(~)email.nnc.edu> 

Subject: Calipari 

A relianee on freshmen might have been a contributing factor m Kentueky’s absence from tiffs year’s NCAA Tournament, but don’t look for Coach ~lotm Calipari to 

change his fl~rmula for bailding a iean. 

"No," he said Monday. "I like that national title (in 20121Y 

In his fi~st three seasons as coach, Calipari guided UK to finishea in file Elite Eight, the Final Fore and the national dlampionship. Noflfing’s broke, so fllere’s no 

need fix a fix, Calipafi suggested. 

But he aekdaOwledged that there might be greater at~emion paid to how well recruiting prospects can handle playing fbr a program like Kc~atucky and a coach like 

himself. 

Kentucky will put a greater emphasis on "guys that can deal with us as coaches (and) me as head coach," Calipari sai& "and can play with the memality we want 

them to play wilts. We’ve got 1o be more precise in 1t~. There’s a cerlain loughness you’ve got to h~r~’e in lt~is game." 

Calipari did not rule out asking a playc~" or players with remaining eligibility not to return next season. "We’ll sit down _. when fl~e time is righk" fl~e UK coach said. 

"That’s when tl~e season’s over." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday,               9:22 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.e&~; 

RE: 

~emaJl.unc.edu; 

Haven’t done it ¥e[ - got some good i~fo t:rom t~e Enforcement staff earlier this week that we’re going to ir~dude._ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:21 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 
I may have missed it, but assume we have already sent out tile standard "Don’t gmnble" rules education emaJl to all s~dent- athletes and staff before the NCAA 

tournament? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:46 AM 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Paying for tutors 

Hello Vince, 
Yesterday at the Head Coaches Meeting we discussed using our operational budget to pay for tutors. I asked whether or not we were allowed to use our budget to pay for 

non scholarship athletes and Bubba said he was unsure. I emailed Lance and he said it was an institutional policy and that the NCAA doesn’t care who we provide tutoring for 

(in the scholarship/non scholarship athlete perspective). 

He told me to ask you and academics, but I don’t know who Iwould talk to in Academics about this issue right now. 

Any thoughts? 

Thanks, 

Sarah 

Sarah K. Haney 

Carolina Women’s Rowing Head Coach 

P.O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office 919 962 8278 

Fax 919 843 8175 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Saint Mary’s Hit with Penalties 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA Committee on Infractions announced penalties Friday for the Saint Mary’s men’s 

basketball program, stemming primarily from an investigation into recruiting practices of a 

former assistant coach. Included will be a four-year probation, reduced scholarships for the 

2014-15 and 2015-16 seasons, recruiting restrictions and a five-game suspension next year for 

head coach Randy Bennett." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsob server, comi2013/03/01/2717689isaint-marys-hit-with-ncaa- 

penalties.html#storylink=misearch 

http~//ww~.ncaa.c~m/news/ncaa/artic~e/2~3-03-~/saint-mary-s-ca~if-fai~ed-m~nit~r-men-s- 

b asketb all -program 
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Changes to Recruiting Rules 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA is assessing feedback from schools and will ’modify as necessary’ a package of 

recruiting deregulations that have been viewed as controversial since being passed by the Div. 1 

Board of Directors, NCAA vice president David Berst told USA TODAY Sports on Thursday." 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/recruiting/2013/02/28/ncaa-deregulation- 

feeb acki 1954933/ 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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St. John’s Player Suspended 

Synopsis: 

St. John’s basketball player D’Angelo Harrison has been suspended from the team for the rest of 

the season. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/03/01/2717498ist-j ohns-su spends-harri son- 

for.html#storylink=misearch 
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New Jersey Gambling Setback 

Synopsis: 

"A federal judge upheld a 21-year-old law prohibiting sports betting in all but four states, dealing 

a setback to New Jersey’s attempts to revive its struggling casino industry ... The ruling 

published late Thursday night marked the second defeat for New Jersey in a lawsuit filed last 

year by the four major professional sports leagues and the NCAA." 

Article: 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013i03i01i2716943ijudge-deals-setback-to-nj s- 

sports.html#storylink=misearch 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Class Check-Ups 

Synopsis: 

In light of the academic scandal in Chapel Hill, school administrators are checking in on classes 

to ensure the academic integrity of them This comes before the accrediting agency of UNC 

comes to campus to investigate. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server, com/2013/02/27/2712446/unc-chapel-hill-checking-on- 

its.html#stor571ink=misearch 

Reaction: 

There are 78 comments on this article, most of them questioning the integrity of the university as 

a whole. Many are connecting the scandal to athletics and blaming UNC coaches. 

"One thing is certain. But for a single little tweet a few years ago, UNC would still be awash 

with phantom classes, third grade level papers, and lightning quick running backs and point 

guards who couldn’t factor the number on their j erseys." 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



Blanchard Retires 

Synopsis: 

Senior Associate Athletic Director John Blanchard announced his retirement on Wednesday. 

Article: 

http :iiww~-.newsob server.comi2013/02/27/2711900iunc-associate-athletic- 

director.html#storylink=misearch 

Reaction: 

Many readers are linking his retirement to the scandal at UNC, saying that he is leaving because 

he is linked to the problems on campus. 

"Let me see if I have the story right. Blanchard was at unc-CHeat. He left to go to U Minn where 

there was a maj or cheating scandal. After being there a couple of years he came back to uric- 

CHeat and there was a major cheating scandal. Did the University send their people out to learn 

all the methods of cheating so they could bring them back and put them into motion there? 

I mean Roy leaves and goes to Kansas. Kansas sets up an AFAM program. When Roy comes 

back he brings the guy involved in their athlete study program and even says he’s more important 

than any coach. Was that because they could get marginal students and feed them fake classes to 

keep them eligible? It’s all so mind boggling that such corruption could exist and there’s been 

very little done to rectify the situation." 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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The ACC, Coach K and Court Storming 

Synopsis: 

Coach K expressed his concern for court storming after the Duke loss to UVA last night. This 

comes after he apparently cursed at a fan. The ACC will discuss the court storming matter to 

discuss the safety of it, with the potential of penalties. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.usatoday.comistoryigameoni2013/03/01 icoach-k-duke-uva-court-stormingi 1956381/ 

http~//espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~~lege-basketball/st~ry/ /id/9~~2769/acc-address-issue-c~urt-st~rming 
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Notre Dame Could Join Early 

Synopsis: 

With the break-up of the Big East, Notre Dame may be coming to the ACC sooner than 

anticipated. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sbnation, comicollege-footballi2013/2/28/4041474/big-east-realignment-notre-dame- 

acc 
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Duke Lacrosse Case Settled 

Synopsis: 

A lawsuit filed by 38 former lacrosse players against Duke University has been settled, The 

News & Observer reported. The players accused Duke of negligence and infliction of distress in 

the university’s response to rape allegations -- since proven false -- against three members of the 

lacrosse team. A Duke spokesman and a lawyer for the former players both declined to comment 

on the terms of the agreement. 

Article: 

h~p~//www.insidehighered.c~m/quicktakes/2~3/~3/~l/duke-and-38-former-~acr~sse-players- 

settle-suit 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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USA Football Wants NCAA to Pay Attention 

Synopsis: 

USA Football wants the NCAA to take a bigger stand on concussions in college football, in 

order to change the concussion culture that permeates the sport. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.usatoday. comistoryisportsinfli2013/03/03 iusa-footb all-concus sions-ncaa- 

nfl/1960791 / 
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Shabazz to Draft 

Synopsis: 

Shabazz Muhhamad, the player who has faced many NCAA eligibility issues and questions, will 

enter the 2013 NBA draft. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sbnation, cominb ai2013/3/4/4062376ishab azz-muhammad-nb a-draft-2013 -ucla- 

basketball 
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Miami Waiting to Respond 

Synopsis: 

Miami may wait until May to respond to its notice of allegations, as the president claims that the 

school has "suffered enough". They have 90 days to respond to the NCAA. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. cb ssports, comicollegefootb alliblogij eremy-fowleri21810708imiami-could-take-its- 

time-in-ncaa-response 
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New VP of Enforcement 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA has named an interim VP of enforcement in Jonathan Duncan. 

"Duncan, who begins his new position March 11, will work full-time from the NCAA’s 

Indianapolis headquarters. He will resign as a law" partner at Spencer Fane Britt & Browne to 

take over the non-legal enforcement leadership role at the NCAA." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.ncaa. orgiwpsiwcmiconnectipublicincaairesourcesilatest+newsi2013 imarchiduncan+r 

eady+to+begin+enforcement+role 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Auburn Player Dismissed 

Synopsis: 

Auburn defensive back Devaunte Sigler has been dismissed from the football team for violating 

team rules. 

Article: 

http~//espn.go.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~l/st~ry//id/9~~6387/auburn-tigers-dismisses-devaunte-sigler- 

violation-rules 
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Former Quarterback Cleared 

Synopsis: 

Former Montana quarterback Jordan Johnson has been acquitted of rape charges brought against 

him last year. 

Article: 

http:iisportsillustrated.cnn.comicollege-footballinewsi20130301imontana-j ohnson-acquitted- 

rape.ap/?sct=uk t2 a13 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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New Title IX Officer 

Synopsis: 

On March 11, Ew Quimbaya-Winship will come onto UNC’ s campus to be its new deputy Title 

IX officer. He will serve as the student complaint coordinator for victims of sexual assault. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. dailytarheel, comiarticlei2013/03 inew-title-ix-offi cer-wants-to-solicit- student-voices 
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Faculty Reforms 

Synopsis: 

A group of faculty is hoping to reform academics and athletics on campus. 

"The athletics reform group, a collection of faculty who have come together due to persistent 

academic scandal, has submitted a ’statement of principles’ to be presented at the Faculty 

Council meeting" Friday. 

Article: 

http:iiwww.dailytarheel.comiarticlei2013i03i5130378e5b97f 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Storming the Court 

Synopsis: 

This season there have been eight ACC matchups that have seen fans storming the court. The 

ACC, right now, has no rules about this issue but many coaches are asking for the league to look 

into it in order to keep coaches and players safe during games. 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/03/03/2722022/storming-the-court-is- 

becoming.html#storylink=misearch 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:08 PM 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Curafingham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edtc>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

All, 

Looks like a pretty straight forward institutional Kind-.raiser but a couple of things to keep in mind going forward. First, any promotional materials produced for this 

event should be run through me before distribution - need to make sure we don’t have any co-corporate sponsorship/amateurism issues. Second, our current 

student-athletes may not participate as runners in this event - doesn’t seem to be an issue but just want to make sure we’re all on the same page. And finally, we 

shouh:hl’t have any participants who are prospect-aged; again doubt it will be an issue since t:hese will be company employees partk:ipat:mg and lil~eiy well beyond 

that limit but just want to be sure. 

That’s all I’ve got t:rom my end. If you have any other questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

I.ance 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             :[1:33 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Mack, Ken; HaNs Meaders 
Subject: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Paul. I had also sent it to Lance, so we should soon find out if there are any NCAA compliance issues. 

~Beth 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu > 11:07 AM > > > 

Beth~ 

Thanks for checking on t:his. I haw:_~ also copied Lance Markos so that: he can identify any NCAA Compliance-related issues. From a risk nlanagement: perspect:ive, I’ll 

wait to hear more of the facts about the event once they are determined, At this early stage, I have only identified the need for participants t:o sign a release. 

Please let me know when more details become availaMe and Iql be happy to help however I carl 

Paul 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             8:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
Cc: Mack, Ken; Hadis Meaders 
Subject: Fwd: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Rick, 

Per Harlis’s propo~l below regarding a "Corporate Relay", do we have any contractual agreements that would limit the companies that could participate? Do you see 

any other issues? 

Paul, 

Any risk management issues that need to be considered? 

Thanks, 

--Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harlis Meaders" <meaders(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 10:38:55 AM EST 

To: "Beth Miller" <._bj:_n__i_[!__e_~__c_~j_:~n__q:_ed__~!> 

Cc: "Bubba Cunninghmn" < bubbac@__ujLc2~:_LLn_c_:_e___qt__u_. >, "Cricket Lane" < _c:!_!_c_k__e__t_,@__uj!_c_~:__ujLc:_:_e_d_u_>, "Lance Markos" <~9_~q~__tLrLc__aj_a_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d_t_p 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Dr. Miller, 
As we approach the start of the outdoor track and field sea.son. I wanted to bring you up to date on my fund raising idea for the "Corporate Relay". I have 
been in conversations with the Rmns Club and I will meet Mr. Bradley tbr the school of business soon. It is our goal m have 5-10 companies take part this 
season. I hope that we can get invitations out by the end of this week. 
If you have any ideas, concerns or questions please let me lmow. Evel~hing to this point has been hypothetical but I am looking forward to malting 
concrete steps this week. 
Halis 

>>> "Shafer. Bradley" <Bradley Shafer’a)kenat>flagler.unc.edu> 8:40 AM >>> 

Looking forward to our meeting on the 25th. Shall we discuss then? 

has phoned me also and of course, weql want to complete our due diligence/planning first, so to make this as successful as possible. 

tastly, VII need to vet this through the Dean. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Mack, Ken [.m___a_!Ltqzkrj_}_a___ck__@_u___nc_:__ed___u_] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:47 AM 
To: Hadis Meaders 
Co: Shafer, Bradley 
Subject: Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Probably should have Beth Miller mice a look. 



Ken Mack Sent from my iPad 

We Educate and Inspire through Athletics. 

On at 6:32 PM, "Harlis Meaders" <meaders(a;uncaa.m~c.e&~> wrote: 

I spoke with            tlfis morning,            is a friend to the Business School and recently gave 10K to the spike shoe track club. 

We talked about how to best persuade corporations to take part in the corporate relays. His ideas were very similar to what we discussed. He 

also suggested getting our student athletes involved in malting the pitch to the companies whenever possible. Below is a draft of a letter I would 

like to send to all of the maior corporations with in a 100 mile radius. Please feel free to make suggestions, conections or remarks. I think the 

letter should go out right away to the CEO, recruiters, public relations and HR depaxtments of each corporation we identify. 

Good afternoon, 

My name is Harlis Meaders; I am the Head Coach and Director of Track and Field and Cross Country here at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. I would like to extend to you a personal invitation to be a part of our inaugural Corporate Distance Medley 

Relay Championship in April of 2013. 

rhe ~OlTcept: in our first year we are inviting a select number of corporations to put to together a relay team composed of their 

current employees to race against other corporate teams. The race will be a part of our regular home track and field meet. 

The Benefits: 

The following are some of the obvious benefits for your corporation, there are many others. 

1. A chance to promote your company in a unique way on campus of the University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill. 

2. A chance to meet with a representative from the UNC Kenan-Flager School of Business. 

3. A chance to promote well-ness and health with in your company. 

4. A chance to promote team work and a competitive spirit among your employees. 

5. A chance to promote community involvement. *( we are trying to get the local news stations to cover the race) 

6. A chance to meet face to face with student athletes in an informal environment the evening prior to the race. These student 
athletes are; intelligent, hardworking, enthusiastic, competitive, motivated, articulate, and looking for employment 
opportunities. 

The Race: 

1, 

2, 

The Distance Medley Relay (DMR) is composed of four competitors for each team. The first runner will run :1200M {3 laps). 
The second runner will run 400M {:t Lap). The third runner will run 800M {2 laps) and the final runner will run :t6OOM {4 laps). 

All teams must have at least 1 Female Runner and I Master runner (40 or older during the 2013 calendar year). The female 
runner and the master runner must be different runners. The other 2 runner may be male or female but must be :[8 years old or 
older. 

3. To be eligible to compete, all runner must be regular, paid employees (or retirees) of the participating company working at 
least 20 hrs. per week for 90 consecutive days or more. Consultants and student interns are not eligible. The event coordinator 
reserves the right to require proof of employment. 

4. All team members are expected to wear a matching company uniform. 

The Cost: 

Each team will be requires to make a ~1000.00 tax deductible donation to {UNCAA) University of North Carolina Athletic 

Association. 

I encourage you to take part in this inaugural event. In the years to come I anticipate that this event will grow and we will have to 
turn away corporations looking to take part. Future priority will be given to those who take part this year. If you would like more 
details about this event please contact the event coordinator             at        ~email.unc.edu. If you would like to meet in 
person please let me know. We have multiple student ambassadors or you can meet with me. 

Thank you for your time and your consideration, 

Harlis J. Meaders 

<mime- attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

luesday, 12:16 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu’-; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac(q)email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; lane, Cricket <cricket(q)unc.edu>; Mack, Ken 

<kmack@unc.edu>; ttarlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu’- 

RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

ttarlis, 

Please let me know what I carl do to assist. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

"->:> On         at 12:07 PM, in message <6ecbalcf291d4ff98601adaldf792c82@ITS IVlSXttT0.ad.unc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" 

< mar kos@ernail.unc.edu > wrote: 

All, 

Looks like a pretty straight fl:~rwar’d instituth:!nal fund-raiser but a couple of things to keep in mind going forward. First, any promotional materials produced for 

this event should be run through me before distribution - need to make sure we don’t have an7 co.-corporate sponsorship/amateurism issues. Second, our 

current student-athletes may not participate as runners ir~ this event-- doesn’t seem to be an issue but just want to make sure we’re all on the same page~ And 

finally, we shouldn’t have any participants who are prospect-aged; again doubt it will be an issue since these wilt be cornpany employees participating and 

likely well beyond that limit but just want to be sure. 

That’s all I’ve got from my end. f~ you haw:" any other questions, just h-:d: me know. lhanksH 

t a rl C I:_! 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             11:33 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Mack, Ken; Hadis Meaders 
Subject: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Paul. I had also sent it to Lance, so we should soon find out if there are any NCAA compliance issues. 

~Beth 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" < ppogge@unc.edu > 11:07 AM > > > 

Beth, 

Thanks for’ checking on this. I have also copied Lance Markos so that he can identify any NCAA Compliance-related issues. From a risk management perspective, 

I’]1 wait to hear more of the facts about the event once they are determined. At this early stage, I have only identified the need for participants to sign a release. 

Please let m~-_~ know when more details become awHlaMe and FII be happy to help howew-:~r f can. 

Paul 

From, Beth Miller [mailto:bmiIIer@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             8:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
C¢: Mack, Ken; Harlis Meaders 
Subject: Fwd: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Rick~ 

Per Harlis’s proposal below regarding a "Corporate Relay", do we have any contractual agreements that would limit the companies that could participate? Do you 

see any other issues? 

Paul, 

Any risk management issues that need to be considered? 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent them my iPad 

Begin folw-arded message: 

Frona: "Haflis Meaders" <meaders(r-~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date:              10:38:55 AM EST 

To: "Beth Miller" <bmille~fa~uncaa,unc,edu> 
Ce: "Bubba Curmingham" <bubbac(/~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Cricket Lane" <crickel2buncaa.tmc,edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos(a~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Fwd: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Dr. Miller, 

As we approach the start of the outdoor track and field season. I wanted to bring you up to date on my fund raising idea for the "Corporate Relay". I 
have been in conversations with the Rams Club and I roll meet Mr. Bradley for the school of business soon. It is our goal to have 5-10 companies take 

part this season. I hope that we can get invitations out by the end of this week. 

If you have any ideas, concerns or questions please let me know. EveD~thing to this point has been hypothetical but I am looking forward to making 

concrete steps this week. 

tlaxlis 

>> > "Shafe~; Bradley" <_]__)j:~!__e2:__ S h ~_’_ej]~t3~ _k_ej )__a_ E: t ]-~_]__ey_.__uj )__c_ =e__kt_~ > 

kooking forward to our meeting on the 25th. Shall we discuss then? 

8:40AM>>> 



has phoned me 81so and of course, we’ll want to complete our due diligence/planning first, so to make this as successful as possible 

Lastly, VII need to vet this through the Deam 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Mack Ken [mailto:kmack@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:47 AM 
To: Harlis Meaders 
C¢: Shafer, Bradley 
Subject: Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Probably should have Beth Miller take a look. 

Ken Mack Sent from my iPad 

We Educate and Inspire through Athletics. 

On at 6:32 PM, "Harlis Meaders" <r_l!e_ja_.d__ejjg~)u__n_c~L£Ln_c_:e_j.u_ > wrote: 

I spoke with           this morning,           is a friend to the Business School and recently gave 10K to the spike shoe track 

club. We talked about how to best persuade corporations to take part in the corporate relays. His ideas were veE similar to what we 

discussed. He also suggested getting our student athletes involved in making the pitch to the companies whenever possible. Below is a 

dra£t of a letter I would like to send to all of the major corporations with in a 100 mile radius. Please tbel free to make suggestions, 

corrections or remarks. I think the letter should go out right away to the CEO, recruiters, public relations and HR departments of each 

corporation we identity,. 

Good afternoon, 

My name is Harlis Meaders; I am the Head Coach and Director of Track and Field and Cross Country here at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I would like to extend to you a personal invitation to be a part of our inaugural Corporate 

Distance Medley Relay Championship in April of 2013. 

The COBcept: In our first year we are inviting a select number of corporations to put to together a relay team composed of 

their current employees to race against other corporate teams. The race will be a part of our regular home track and field meet. 

The Benefits: 

The following are some of the obvious benefits for your corporation, there are many others. 

1. A chance to promote your company in a unique way on campus of the University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill, 

2. A chance to meet with a representative from the UNC Kenan -Flager School of Business. 

3. A chance to promote well-ness and health with in your company. 

4. A chance to promote team work and a competitive spirit among your employees. 

5. A chance to promote community involvement. *( we are trying to get the local news stations to cover the race) 

6. A chance to meet face to face with student athletes in an informal environment the evening prior to the race. These 

student athletes are; intelligent, hardworking, enthusiastic, competitive, motivated, articulate, and looking for 

employment opportunities. 

The Race: 

1. The Distance Medley Relay (DMR) is composed of four competitors for each team. The first runner will run 1200M {3 
laps). The second runner will run 400M {1 Lap). The third runner will run 800M (2 laps) and the final runner will run 1600M 
(4 laps). 

2. All teams must have at least 1 Female Runner and I Master runner (40 or older during the 2013 calendar year). The 

female runner and the master runner must be different runners. The other 2 runner may be male or female but must be 18 

years old or older. 

3. To be eligible to compete, all runner must be regular, paid employees (or retirees) of the participating company worldng 

at least 20 hrs. per week for 90 consecutive days or more. Consultants and student interns are not eligible. The event 

coordinator reserves the right to require proof of employment. 

4. All team members are expected to wear a matching company uniform. 

The Cost: 

Each team will be requires to make a SIO00.O0 tax deductible donation to (UNCAA) University of North Carolina Athletic 

Association. 

I encourage you to take part in this inaugural event. In the gears to come I anticipate that this event will grow and we will have 

to turn away corporations looking to take part. Future priority will be given to those who take part this year. If you would like 

more details about this event please contact the event coordinator             at        _~emaikunc.edu. If you would like 

to meet in person please let me know. We have multiple student ambassadors or you can meet with me. 



Thank you for your time and your consideration, 

Harlis J. Meaders 

<mime- attachment> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:38 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Mack, 

Ken < kmack@unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Lance. Good info to know as we move forward. Appreciate your help. 

~Beth 

>>> "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 12:07 PM >>> 

AU, 

Looks like a pr’ettv r~tr’aight forward inr~titutional fund-raiser but a couple of thingr~ to keep in mind going f.:_~r’ward. Fir’sL any pron~otior~al materials produced for this 

event shoukt be run t:hrough me before di;tribution .- n~-:~ed to make sure w~-_~ don’t haw-:~ any co-corporate "~p.:_~ns.:_~rshipiar~’~ateurisr~’~ issues. Second, our curr’ent 

student--aLhfetea may not paFLicipate as runners in this event - doesn’t seem to be an issue but just want to make sure we’re atl on the same page~ And finally, we 

shouldn’t have any participants who are prospect-aged; again doubt it will be an issue since these will be company employees participating and fikely well beyond 

that Umit but just want to be sure. 

"That’s all I’ve got from my end If you have any other questions, just h-:d: me know. Thanks!! 

t ~l rl C I-’_! 

From" Beth Hiller [mailto:bmiler@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Senti: Tuesday,             :[1:33 AN 
To-" Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
¢¢i: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Mack, Ken; HaNs Meaders 
Subject; RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Paul. I had also sent it to Lance, so we should soon find out if there are any NCAA compliance issues. 

~Beth 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" < ppogge@u nc.edu > 11:07 AM > > > 

Beth, 

Thanks foF checking on this. I have also copied Lance Markos so that he can identit:y any NCAA Cornptiance-refated issues. From a risk managemen[ perspec[ive, I’ll 

wait to hear more of the facts about the event once they are determined. At this early stage, I have only identified the need for participants to sign a release. 

Please let rru-’_~ know when more details become aw~ilable and VII be happy to help h.:_~wew-:~r f can. 

Paul 

From; Beth Hiller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Senti: Tuesday,             8:26 AN 
To; Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
Cci: Hack, Ken; Harlis Headers 
Subject, Fwd: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Ricl~ 

Per Harlis’s proposal below regarding a "Corporate Rela)?’, do we have any contractual agreements that would limit the compauies that could participate? Do you see 

any other issues? 

Paul, 

Any risk management issues that need to be considered? 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent them my iPad 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: "Haflis Meaders" <meMers@uuc,-m.uuc,edu> 
Date: i             10:38:55 AM EST 

To: "Beth Miller" <bmille~a~mcaa,unc,edu> 
Ce: "Bubba Cummlgham" <bubbac(/~uncaaamc.edu>, "Cricket Lane" <crickeVtbunc~m.unc,edu>, "Lm~ce Markos" <marko~a~uucaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Dr. Mille~: 

As we approach the start of the outdoor track and field season. I wanted to bring you up to date on my fund raising idea for the "Corporate Relay". I have 

been in conversafions ruth the Rams Club and I will meet Mr. Bradley for the school of business soon. It is our goal to have 5-10 companies take part this 
season. I hope that we cau get invitations out by the end of this week. 

If you have any ideas, concerns or questions please let me know. Eveo,thing to this point has been hypothetical but I mn looking forward to making 

concrete steps this week. 

tlaxlis 

>> > "Shale1; Bradley" <t__~_ji~!gZ___S__h~[e__r_~2__k__ej!o_41:_t]:ag_l__e_!.__uj!c__:_e__~_i__u__> 8:40 AM > >> 

kooking forward to our m~ etin,q on the 25th. Shall we discuss then? 

has phor~ed me also a]ld of cours,-:b we’ll want to complete our due diligence/planning first, s.:_~ to make this as successful as possible 

Lastly, VII need to vet this thFough the Dean. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Mack, Ken [mailto:kmack@unc,edu] 



Sent: Saturday~ 8:4-7 AM 
To: Harlis Meaders 
Cc: ; Shafer, Bradley 
Subject: Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Probably should have Beth Miller take a look. 

Ken Mack Sent t?om nry iPad 

We Educate and Inspire through Athletics. 

On at 6:32 PM, "Harlis Meaders" <!r_l_e__@__ej#(~p__r_lc__~_~g_: .u_ ! Lc_ :. _e_ .d__~[> wrote: 

I spoke with            this morning,           is a friend to the Business School and recently gave 10K to the spike shoe track club. 

We talked about how to best persuade corporations to take part in the corporate relays. His ideas were very similar to what we discussed. He 

also suggested getting our stadent athletes involved in making the pitch to the companies whenever possible. Below is a draft of a letter I would 

like to ~nd to all of the major corporations with in a 100 mile radius. Please tbel free to make suggestions, corrections or remarks. I think "the 

letter should go out right away to the CEO, recruiters, public relations and HR departments of each corporation we identify. 

Good afternoon, 

My name is Harlis Meaders; I am the Head Coach and Director of Track and Field and Cross Country here at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. I would like to extend to you a personal invitation to be a part of our inaugural Corporate Distance Medley 

Relay Championship in April of 2023. 

The ~orJcept: In our first year we are inviting a select number of corporations to put to together a relay team composed of their 

current employees to race against other corporate teams. The race will be a part of our regular home track and field meet. 

The Benefits: 

The following are some of the obvious benefits for your corporation, there are many others. 

1. A chance to promote your company in a unique way on campus of the University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill. 

2. A chance to meet with a representative from the UNC Kenan -Flager School of Business. 

3. A chance to promote well-ness and health with in your company. 

4. A chance to promote team work and a competitive spirit among your employees. 

5. A chance to promote community involvement. *( we are trying to get the local news stations to cover the race) 

6. A chance to meet face to face with student athletes in an informal environment the evening prior to the race. These student 
athletes are; intelligent, hardworking, enthusiastic, competitive, motivated, articulate, and looking for employment 
opportunities. 

The Race: 

1. The Distance Medley Relay (DMRlis composed of four competitors for each team. The first runner will run 1200M (3 laps). The second runner will run 

400M (1 Lap). The third runner will run 800M (2 laps) and the final runner will run 1600M (4 laps). 

2. All teams must have at least 1 Female Runner and 1 Master runner (40 or older during the 2013 calendar year). The female runner and the master 

runner must be different runners. The other 2 runner may be male or female but must be 18 years old or older. 

3. To be eligible to compete, all runner must be regular, paid employees (or retirees) of the participating company working at least 20 hrs. per week for 

90 consecutive days or more. Consultants and student interns are not eligible. The event coordinator reserves the right to require proof of 

employment. 

4. All team members are expected to wear a matching company uniform. 

The Cost: 

Each team will be requires to make a ~1000.00 tax deductible donation to {UNCAA) University of North Carolina Athletic 

Association. 

I encourage you to take part in this inaugural event. In the years to come I anticipate that this event will grow and we will have to 
turn away corporations looking to take part. Future priority will be given to those who take part this year. If you would like more 
details about this event please contact the event coordinator              at        ~_ .e_m__a_!_[:__LL_n_ .c_: .e_d__u_. If you would like to meet in 
person please let me know. We have multiple student ambassadors or you can meet with me. 

Thank you for your time and your consideration, 

Harlis J. Meaders 

<mime- attachinent> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tue sday, 5: 59 PM 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <maxkos@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu-* 

Cmmmghaa11, Bubba <Subbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu:>; Lmle, Cricket ~ccricket@unc.edu>; Mack Ken 

~clcmack@unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Harlis, 

I think this is a very creative, unique idea. I do have a few concerns’d like to talk through with you about what companies we approach and what we are ofl:ering to 

them. is there a convenient t~me we can discuss before we move further on this? We have a corporate sponsorship agreement with I.earfield / Tar Heel Sports 

Properties which grants them exclusive rights to market Carolina Athletics to corporations for sponsorship and advertising. There may be a wag to accomplish wf 

you have outlined bek)w but: we need to sort t:hrough some of the details and perhaps engage I_earfiekt in that process, 

Please let me know when we can connect on the phone to discuss further. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             12:38 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Mack, Ken; Harlis Meaders 
Subject: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Lance. Good info to know as we move forward. Appreciate your help. 

~Beth 

> > > "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu > 12:07 PM > > > 

All, 

Looks like a pretb/straight forward instit:utional fund-.raiser but: a c.:_~uph:, of things to keep in mind going forward. First, any promotioru~l materials produced for this 

event should be run through me before dist:ribut:ion - need to make sure we don’t: have any co--corporat:e sponsorshipian~ateurism issues Second, our current 

student-athletes may not participate as runners in Lt~is event -- doesn’t seem to be an issue but just wanL to make sure we’re alf on the same page. And finally, we 

shouldn’t have any participants who are prospect-aged; again doubt it will be an issue since these will be company employees participating and likely well beyond 

that limit but )Jst want to be sure. 

rhat’s all Fs~e got fr’om my end. if you have any other que;tiorts, iust Jet me I~now, Thanl~s!! 

[.a n c e 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmilMr@__u___n__c__a___a_,__u___n__c_,__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday,             11:33 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick SteJnbacher 
Co: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Mack, Ken; HaNs Meaders 
Subject: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Paul. I had also sent it to Lance, so we should soon find out if there are any NCAA compliance issues. 

~Beth 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" < ppogge@u nc.edu > 11:07 AM > > > 

Beth, 

Thanks for checking on this. I have also copied Lance Markos so that he can identify any NCAA Compliance-related issues, From a risk management perspective, I’ll 

wait to hear more of the facts about the event once the’,, are determined, At this earl’,, stage, I have only identified the need for participants to sign a release. 

Please let me know when more details become available and Iql be happy to help however I can 

Paul 

From: Beth Miller [.Ln___a_jJ~_:_b_Ln__[[!_e_._L@__u___n__c__a___a_~__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday,             8:26 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
Cc: Mack, Ken; Harlis Meaders 
Subject: Fwd: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Rick 

Per Harlis’s proposal below regarding a "Corporate Relay", do we have any contractual agreements that wotfld limit the companies that could participate? Do you see 

any other issues? 

Paul, 

Any risk management issues that need to be considered? 

Thanks, 

~--Beth 

Sent from nay iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harlis Meaders" <meaders(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: ]             10:38:55 AM EST 

To: "Beth Miller" <bmille~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Bubba C~mningham" <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edtr% "Cricket I,ane" <cricket,~;uncaa.unc.edu>, "I,ance Markos" <markos~i~uncaaamc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: RE: Corporate Relay Invitathms 

Dr. Miller, 

As we approach the start of the outdoor track and field season. I wanted to bring you up to date on my fund raising idea for the "Corporate Relay". I have 

been in conversations ruth the Rams Club and I will meet Mr. Bradley for the school of business soon. It is our goal to have 5-10 companies take part this 

season. I hope that we can get invitations out by the end of this week. 



If you have any ideas, concerns or questions please let me know. Everything to this point has been hypothetical but I am looking lbrward to making 
concrete steps thi s week. 
tIaxlis 

>> > "Shale1; Bradley" <_t_ }£ L~_!__e2L _ S__h_ ~t__’_e__r_Qa2__k_ej ! _a_4L: _t_! La£1__e_ !_.__uj !~: £g}_g> 8:40 AM > >> 

LooMng forward to our meeting on the 2Bth. Sha{I we discuss then? 

has phoned me also and of course, we’ll want to complete our due diligerH::eipJanning first, so to make this as successful as possibJe 
Lastly, ["ll need to vet this through the Dean. 
Best, 
Brad 

From: Hack, Ken [malto:kmack@unc,edu] 
Sent-" Saturday 8:47 AM 
To: HaNs Headers 
Cc: Shafer, Bradley 
Subject: Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 
Probably shouM have Beth Miller take a look. 

Ken Mack Sent from my iPad 

We Educate and Inspire through Athletics. 

On at 6:32 PM, "Haflis Meaders" <meadeB(?~uncaa.uncuedu> wrote: 

I spoke with            "this morning,            is a friend to the Business School mad recently gave I0K to the spike shoe track club. 
We talked about how to best persuade corporations to take part in the corporate relays. His ideas were veW similar to what we discussed. He 
also suggested getting our student athletes involved in making the pitch to the companies whenever tx)ssible. Below is a draft of a letter I would 
like to ,send to all of the major corporations with in a 100 mile radius. Plea.se feel free to make suggestions, corrections or remarks. I think the 
letter should go out right away to the CEO, recruiters, public relations and HR departments of each corporation we identify. 
Good afternoon, 

My name is Harlis Meaders; I am the Head Coach and Director of Track and Field and Cross Country here at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. I would like to extend to you a personal invitation to be a part of our inaugural Corporate Distance Medley 

Relay Championship in April of 2013. 

The Corlcept: In our first year we are inviting a select number of corporations to put to together a relay team composed of their 

current employees to race against other corporate teams. The race will be a part of our regular home track and field meet. 

The Benefits: 

The following are some of the obvious benefits for your corporation, there are many others. 

1. A chance to promote your company in a unique way on campus of the University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill. 

2. A chance to meet with a representative from the UNC Kenan-Flager School of Business. 

3. A chance to promote well-ness and health with in your company. 

4. A chance to promote team work and a competitive spirit among your employees. 

5. A chance to promote community involvement. *( we are trying to get the local news stations to cover the race) 

6. A chance to meet face to face with student athletes in an informal environment the evening prior to the race. These student 

athletes are; intelligent, hardworking, enthusiastic, competitive, motivated, articulate, and looking for employment 

opportunities. 

The Race: 

1, 

2, 

The Distance Medley Relay (DMR) is composed of four competitors for each team. The first runner will run 1200M (3 laps). 
The second runner will run 400M (1 Lap). The third runner will run 800M (2 laps) and the final runner will run 1600M (4 laps). 

All teams must have at least 1 Female Runner and 1 Master runner (40 or older during the 2013 calendar year). The female 

runner and the master runner must be different runners. The other 2 runner may be male orfemale but must be 18 years old or 

older. 

3. To be eligible to compete, all runner must be regular, paid employees {or retirees) of the participating company worldng at 

least 20 hrs. per week for 90 consecutive days or more. Consultants and student interns are not eligible. The event coordinator 

reserves the right to require proof of employment. 

4. All team members are expected to wear a matching company uniform. 

The Cost: 

Each team will be requires to make a ~1000.00 tax deductible donation to (UNCAA) University of North Carolina Athletic 

Association. 



I encourage you to take part in this inaugural event. In the years to come I anticipate that this event will grow and we will have to 

turn away corporations looking to take part. Future priority will be given to those who take part this year, If you would like more 

details about this event please contact the event coordinator             at        ~email,unc,edu, If you would like to meet in 

person please let me know. We have multiple student ambassadors or you can meet with me. 

Thank you for your time and your consideration, 

Harlis J. Meaders 

<mime- attaclmaent;, 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Texting Rules Being Reconsidered 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA will reconsider some of its recently approved proposals that would permit schools 

to have staffers dedicated solely to recruiting, unlimited phone and text contact, and an earlier 

initial contact date ... The worry of most schools is that some will spare no expense in building a 

huge recruiting army, which could give them a big advantage in recruiting over schools who are 

either unwilling or unable to spare no expense." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. sbnation, comicollege-footb all-recruiting/2013/3/6/4071164incaa-could-change-new- 

recruiting-rules-texting-proposal 

http :iiww~-. ncaa. orgiwpsiwcmiconnectipublicincaairesourcesi1 ate st+news/2013 imarchirules+wo 

rking+group+to+review+proposals 
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St. John’s Player Cleared 

Synopsis: 

St. John’s senior Orlando Sanchez has been cleared to play basketball next season and was ruled 

eligible by the NCAA. 

"The 24-year-old player was deemed ineligible prior to the 2012-2013 season after the NCAA 

ruled that he had used all four years of his eligibility. Those four years included two with 

Monroe College from 2010-2012, eight games with a Dominican Republic club team in 2009 

and 3 minutes 38 seconds on the court with the Dominican Republic National Team in July 

2010." 

Article: 

http :iiwww¢.torchonline. corn/sports/2013/02/28isource-orlando-sanchez-cl eared-by-ncaai 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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West Virginia Media 

Synopsis: 

West Virginia attorney general has offered to review media rights for WVU athletic events after 

contract talks were suspended due to alleged improprieties. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/03/05i2726426iwva-ag-to-help-w~v’u-review- 

media.html#storylink=mi search 
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Notre Dame Fight 

Synopsis: 

"Notre Dame Fighting Irish forward Cameron Biedscheid was ej ected from the team’s game 

against the St. John’s Red Storm on Tuesday for fighting, meaning he could be forced to sit out 

No. 24 Notre Dame’s season-ending contest at No. 8 Louisville on Saturday." 

Article: 

http ://www. sbnati on. com/college-b asketb all/2013/3/5/4069372/n otre-dam e- st-j ohns-fight- 

cameron-biedscheid-ej ected-sir-dominic-pointer 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Class Checks Show No Surprises 

Synopsis: 

The class spot checks that have happened on UNC’s campus showed favorable results. 

~’Selected at random, 187 classes were checked out of some 2,300 course sections, and almost all 

were in their places. A few classes were meeting in different locations, and one went unfound; it 

will be checked again." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.alumni.unc.eduiarticle.aspx? sid=9463 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Irish Can Join 

Synopsis: 

The ACC will allow Notre Dame to join this summer if they can exit the Big East early. 

"Notre Dame officials have indicated previously that the Irish would seek an earlier exit from the 

Big East if the Catholic 7 schools departed before 2014." 

Article: 

http ://e spn. go. com/coll ege- sports/story/_/id/9022342/notre-dame-fi ghti ng-iri sh-j oin-acc- 

summer-school-negotiate-big-east-exit-according-sources 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 6:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Internship Assignment 

Glad to do so,Vince! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 3/6/2013 11:09 PM > > > 

Thanks for your help Larry. 

On Mar 6, 2013, at 9:33 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI!! 

>>> "Southall, Richard Michael" <southall@email.unc.edu> 3/6/2013 9:22 PM >>> 

Your internship assignment for next year is ADiCompliance 

Congratulations. 

Dr. S 

Dr, Richard M. Southal[ 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office--919.962-.3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

~:-~.~!.~!~ ~.l!.~.~.q.~.~.!:.!!.~:: s:~4 !~ 

richardm,southall@hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Admini,s~ration websi[e: 

CSR[ website: ~:~:!.~3.c:.e.~.~!:~.c.~.r! 

CSRI Conference on College Sport web,site: ~,~,.,.~,~,.,.~,~,.,.:c:~.£i.co!!:~.e.,.£e!Ic.e:9.~:g 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die ‘slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.uuc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:00 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Maxkos, Lance M <maJ&os@email.unc.edu>; Lane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Mack Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@uuc.edu~,; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@uuc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 

I mn open mlytime today until 4:30 pm. 

My number is 

Thanks 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Mar 5, 2013, at 4:58 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <_~j._c.l_qs.t__e_.i_~e_.g!:a_i.l_=.uj)._c_:._e£t_ .u.> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><’.--lendif]--> 

Hartis, 

I think this is a very creative, unique idea. I do have a few concerns I’d like to talk through with you about what companies we approach and what we 

are offering to them. Is there a convenient time we can discuss before we move further on this? We have a corporate sponsorship agreement with 

Learfield /?ar Heel Sports Properties which grants them exclusive rights t:o mark,:_d: Carolina Athh:_d:ics to corporations for sponsorship and advertising. 

Ther~-:~ may be a way to accomplish what you have out:lined below but we need to sort t:hrough some of the det:ails and perhaps engage D:_~arfiekt in 

that process. 

Please let ~T~e know when we cart connect on the phone to discuss further. 

Thanks, 

Ricl~ 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmilMrOuncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 12:38 PN 
To: Markos, Lance N; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul 
Ce: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Lane, Cricket; Mack, Ken; HaNs Meaders 
Subject: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Lance. Good info to know as we move forward. Appreciate your help. 

~Beth 

> > > "Markos, Lance M" < rnarkos@email.unc.edu > 3/5/2013 12:07 PM > > > 

AlL 

Looks like a pretty straight forward institutional fund-raiser but a couple of things to keep in mind going forward, First any promotional materials 

produced t:or this event should be run through me before distribution -. need to make sure we don’t have any co-corporate sponsorship/amateurism 

issues. Second, our current student-athletes may not participate as runners in this event - doesn’t seem to be an issue but just want to make sure 

we’r~-:~ all on the same page. At~d [it~ally, we shoL~h:hl’t have ar~y participants who are prosp~-:~ct--ag~:_~d; again doubt it will be an issue since these will be 

company employees participat:ing and lil~ely well beyond that: limit but )~st: want to be sure 

That’s all I’ve got fro~T~ My end. If you have arty other questions, just let ~T~e know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
Ce: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Mack, Ken; Harlis Meaders 
Subject: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Thanks, Paul. I had also sent it to Lance, so we should soon find out if there are any NCAA compliance issues. 

~Beth 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" <p__p__o__g.g__e__@__u__Q_c_~__e__d___u_.> 3/5/2013 11:07 AM > > > 

Beth, 

Thanks for checking on this. I have also copied I.ance Markos so that he can identify any NCAA Compliance-related issues. From a risk management 

perspective, f’1I wait to hear more of the facts about the ew-:mt onc~-_~ they ar~-_~ d~-:d:ermirH:,d. At: t:his early stage, I haw:_~ only identifi~:_~d the need for 

participants to sign a release. 

Please let me know when more details become available and I’fl be happy to help however I can. 

Paul 

From: Beth Miller [malto:bmiller@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 8:26 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
Co: Mack, Ken; HaNs Meaders 
Subject: Fwd: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Rick 
Per Harlis’s proposal below regarding a "Corporate Relay", do we have any contractual agreements that would limit "the compaifies that could participate? 

Do you ~e any other issues? 

Paul, 

Any risk management issues that need to be considered? 

Thanks, 

~-Beth 



Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harlis Meaders" <_r._n_.e__a_._d_.ej:.~2;Oi.u__n_.c_’~:_9.!:_kc_:e_._£l..u_.> 

Date: March 4, 2013, 10:38:55 AM EST 

To: "Beth Millet’ <bmiller(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 
Ce: "Bubba CunNngham" <bubbac,@~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Cricket Lane" <cricket(~,unca&unc.edu>, "Lance Maackos" 

<markos@unca&unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Dr. Miller, 
As we approach the start of the outdoor track and field season. I wanted to bring you up to date on my fund raising idea for the "Corporate 

Relay". I have been in conversations with the Rams Club and I will meet Mr. Bradley for the school of business soon. It is our goal to have 

5-10 companies take part this season. I hope that we can get invitations out by the end of this week. 

If you have rely ideas, concerns or questions please let me know. Everything to this point has been hypothetical but I am looking forward to 

making concrete steps this week. 

Harlis 

<!--[if!vml]--><!--[endif]-->>>> "Sha~br, Bradley" <Bradley Shal~er(a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 3/4/2013 8:40 AM >>> 

x 

0os~.~ible. 

Lastly, Iql r~eed to vet this Lhrough the Dean. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Mack, Ken [mailto:kmack@unc,edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2013 8:47 AN 
To; Hadis Headers 
C¢; Roberts, Logan; Shafer, Bradley 
Subject: Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Probably should have Beth Miller take a look. 

Looking 

forwi~rd to 

our rneeting 

on the 25ti~, 

Shall we 

discu’;s t:hen? 

Neil hi~s 

3honed me 

~tso and of 

course, we’ll 

waft[: to 

com01ete our 

due 

diligence/planning 

first, so to 

make this as 

su~:(:ess [ul as 

Ken Mack Sent from my iPad 

We Educate and Inspire through Athletics. 

On Feb 28, 2013, at 6:32 PM, "Harlis Meaders" <._n_!_e_La__d_ej2s@__uj!_c_~=_u_n__c_’=_e_d___u_> wrote: 

I spoke with Neil Ramsey this morning. Mr. Ramsey is a fiiend to the Business School and recently gave 10K to the spike 

shoe track club. We talked about how to best persuade corporations to take part in the corporate relays. His ideas were ve~ 

similar to what we discussed. He also suggested getting our student athletes fiwolved in making the pitch to the companies 
whenever possible. Below is a draft of a letter I would like to send to all of the maior corporations with in a 100 mile radius. 

Please tEel free to make suggestions, corrections or remaJ-ks. I think the letter should go out right away to "the CEO, recruiters, 

public relations and ttR departments of each corporation we identitS,. 

Good afternoon, 

My name is Harlis Meaders; I am the Head Coach and Director of Track and Field and Cross Country here at the 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, I would like to extend to you a personal invitation to be a part of our 

inaugural Corporate Distance Medley Relay Championship in April of 2013, 

The ~ODcept: In our first year we are inviting a select number of corporations to put to together a relay team 

composed of their current employees to race against other corporate teams, The race will be a part of our regular 

home track and field meet, 

The Benefits: 

The following are some of the obvious benefits for your corporation, there are many others. 

1. A chance to promote your company in a unique way on campus of the University of North Carolina At Chapel 



Hill. 

2. A chance to meet with a representative from the UNC Kenan-Flager School of Business. 

3. A chance to promote well-hess and health with in your company. 

4. A chance to promote team work and a competitive spirit among your employees. 

5. A chance to promote community involvement. *{ we are trying to get the local news stations to cover the 

race) 

6. A chance to meet face to face with student athletes in an informal environment the evening prior to the race. 
These student athletes are; intelligent, hardworking, enthusiastic, competitive, motivated, articulate, and 
looking for employment opportunities. 

The Race: 

1. The Distance Medley Relay {DMR) is composed of four competitors for each team. The first runner will run 
1200M {3 laps). The second runner will run 400M (1 Lap). The third runner will run 800M (2 laps) and the final 
runner will run 1600M {4 laps). 

2. All teams must have at least 1 Female Runner and 1 Master runner (40 or older during the 2013 calendar 
year). The female runner and the master runner must be different runners. The other 2 runner may be male or 
female but must be 18 years old or older. 

3. To be eligible to compete, all runner must be regular, paid employees (or retirees) of the participating company 
working at least 20 hrs. per week for 90 consecutive days or more. Consultants and student interns are not 
eligible. The event coordinator reserves the right to require proof of employment. 

4. All team members are expected to wear a matching company uniform. 

The Cost: 

Each team will be requires to make a S1000.00 tax deductible donation to (UNCAA) University of North Carolina 

Athletic Association. 

I encourage you to take part in this inaugural event. In the years to come I anticipate that this event will grow and we 
will have to turn away corporations looking to take part. Future priority will be given to those who take part this year. 
If you would like more details about this event please contact the event coordinator Logan Roberts at 
[__o_g_a___n____w___r___@,___e____m__:?_j_[:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_. If you would like to meet in person please let me know. We have multiple student 
ambassadors or you can meet with me. 

Thank you for your time and your consideration, 

Harlis J. Meaders 

<mime- attaclmaent> 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:59 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Hey Mr. I- 

Sor~ to be a bother, but I noticed something on the UNC Memes Facebook. I don’t know if it’s good/bad/whatever, but thought I would send it your way just in case. 

https:i/w~v.facebook.comiUNCMemes?ref-ts&fref~s 

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 at 5:04 PM,                          ~Rmail.com> wrote: 
Presentation was good... I liked him much better answering questions thin1 his prepared speech, because he showed a lot more pizzazz then. He zinged a couple of 

the repoflers and it was awesome during the media questions. Stay warn!! 

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 at 5:02 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . I couldn’t make it over to the lecture. Was the presentation good? Hope you’ve had a great day. 

From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Narch 06, 20:!.3 4:37 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached, ve~ slow day. 

Saw- Mr. Cumfinghmn (from afar.., didn’t want to take up his time to talk to him) at the Goodell lecture and was hoping yoffd pop in, but didn’t see you. Hope 

you’ve had a good day. 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 8:53 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.e&l> wrote: 

Thanks . Weekend went by fast. Hope you enjoyed yours. 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, Narch 04, 20:!.3 4:09 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend. 

~gmail corn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~gmail. corn 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

?~gmail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



(~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 4:24 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@emaii.unc.edu> 

Monday 

Just an FYI that the first (and maybe the other two as well) of the search warrants related to the Secretary of State’s agent investigation is due to be unsealed on Monday 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Fi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oweu. Bobbi A <oweubob(&unc edu> .> ¯ 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 5:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Today 

SorlT we missed you 
There is a campus visit on April 24 that you are needed for. I will send more schedule info as it gets closer. Likely you would have a meeting (,related to compliance for NCAA stufIi Erin S. 
can tell you more as well 
Bobbi 

From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:07 AM 
To: Owen, Bobbi A 
Subject: RE: Today 

Bobbi, 
I wish I could but will be unable to attend. I should be in Loudermilk in a meeting until around 2:30 today. If you text me, I’d like to step out to say hello during the facili~z tour. My cell 
number is Thales 
Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, iVlarch 05, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Today 

Hi- 
Are you joining me at 1:30 to take the Universi~ guest on the tour of l,oudermilk? 
Bobbi 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and iVhchael R. McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
214 Bast Cameron Avenue 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 6:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Relyort 

Nope. But my week has excited out of telling a big amount of people to stop these ldnd of things. I created a Facebook page to be able to post on these pages to let 

them know about the roles. Will do the same for this one. 

If you have a couple of minutes tomon~ow lets discuss fills in general 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermaJl@tmc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <marko@email.unc.edtr> 
Subject: Repo(t 

Date: Thu, Mar 7, 2013 6:20 pm 

Do you know what this is? Thanks. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 3:59 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report: 

Hey Mr. I- 

@grnail.corn] 

Sorry to be a bother, but I noticed something on the UNC Memes Facebook. I don’t know if it’s good/bad/whatever, but thought I would send it your wayj ust in case. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@nnc.edu> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 6:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <marko@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Rela~rt 

Just fyi.., it is for who plays ruth number 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

F~om: "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

To: "Timmennans, Tom" <timmennaJl@tmc.edu>, "Markos, Lance M" <marko@email.unc.edu"~ 
Subject: Report 

Date: Thu, Mar 7, 2013 6:20 pm 

Do you know what this is? Thanks. 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 
Hey Mr. I- 

@gmail.com] 

Sor~ to be a bother, but I noticed something on the UNC Memes Facebook. I don’t know if it’s good/bad/whatever, bm thought I would send it your way just in case. 

https:i/WWWnfacebook.comil lNCMemes?ref =ts&fref =ts 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul ~yahoo.com> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 7:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Honor court 

Cases exceed UNC-CH’s Honor Court system 

http://m.newsobser~er com/observer/db 97310/contentdetail.htm?content~uid bbQBo6b2 

Sam Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 1:06 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

FW: Raycom 12:15/12:30 issue 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, March 8, 2013 1:05 PM 

To: Michael Strickland <mstrickland@theacc.org> 

Subject: Re: Raycom 12:15/12:30 issue 

Michael, 

Thanks for the phone call and this document. 

The resolution I proposed and passed, unanimously--I think(I have requested the minutes, but they have not been sent yet). 

Your attached document does illustrated the issue I was referencing in the meeting, however, Raycom has no right to modify the resolution to fit their needs. I guess they could 

reject it, but that is disappointing when all schools supported them in the issue they raised--start times. Their issue and ours are the same we were hoping for a more even 

distribution among league members. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Strickland>, Michael Stdckland <rnstrickland@theacc.org> 

Date: Thursday, March 7, 2013 4:23 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Raycom 12:15/12:30 issue 

Bubba, 

Left a message with your assistant. Please give a call on my cell ( ) when you have a moment to discuss the Raycom issue re: 12:15 vs. 12:30 kicks. I 

have attached some information the Commissioner asked me to prepare as well to briefly overview our football TV clearances. 

Thanks, 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

mstrick!an d @theacc.org 

Office: 336.854.8787; Cell: 

Fax: 336.854.8797 

i.X.i Description: AGO 2012 EmaiISignature 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 5:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report .docx 

Today’s is attached. 

Also, I’ll be gone all Spring Break so no reports ne~ week. Have a great weekend, and Duke game! 

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 at 5:02 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . I couldn’t make it over to the lecture. Was the presentation good? Hope you’ve had a great day. 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached, very slow day. 

Saw Mr. Cunningham (from afar._ didn’t want to take up his time to talk to him) at the Goodell lecture and was hoping you’d pop in, but didn’t see you. Hope you’ve 

had a good day. 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 8:53 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.e&~> wrote: 

Thanks . Weekend went by fast. Hope you eNoyed yours. 

From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend. 

~ib~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~gmail.coln 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~mail.com 
Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 8:38 AM 

@aJhoo.com; ~yaJhoo.com; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I thought you should see this stoW 

LrNC-Chapel Hill facul~z warit debate about athletics role after two years of scandals 

http://mnewsobserver com/obselver/db 277265icontentdetail.htm?contentguid lcMpU1Wn 

Sam Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Papa, Donna J <~djp@email.unc.edn> 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 6:36 PM 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edtr~; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: SottbaJl Videos 

I would like to meet mid discuss this. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                   (a) uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Date: March 8, 2013, 12:21:32 PM EST 

To: <djp~email.unc.edu> 
Cc: Kevin Best <kbest(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Softball Videos 

Hi Coach P, 

After some discussion with Kevin Best mid Rick Steinbacher on my weekly and particulaJdy game-day workload, as well as the roles of Sports 

Information and the New Media department, future post-game videos will need to be done by either New Media or produced by softball staff and posted 

to your YouTube channel, which I created in September. With the rest of the sports info-relatedjobs I need to do before, during and after games, it’s 

been challenging and time consuming to also do the videos each day we play. I will continue to do your weekly videos on Mondays. 

If you have any questions, please dofft hesitate to ask, m~d if you’d like to meet further on this please let me know. I eNoy working with all ofyot~ and I’m 

excited to get into the ACC portion of our schedule’. 

See you tomorrow, 

UNC Athletic Communications 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 

o: 919-962-1160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 12:25 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <]mont@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

great job 

Tough night, but I want to congratulate and thank in particular Angie Bitting and Randy Young for another remarkable performance by the Smith Center staffs. They must be 

absolutely worn out after two straight weekends of CBS and ESPN with the added bonus of having Game Day here. I’m not sure there was anyone from ESPN left in Connecticut 

because they were all here. Along with their high-def trucks and every camera I think they owm 

We could not possibly have anyone better than Angie and Randy to deal with the TV networks and their litany of requests. I know because the producers, directors, talent and tech 

staff from the networks tell me on a consistent basis how helpful they are and what a pleasure it is to work with them. 

And Christy Suits has been a huge help with the ever-growing technology demands that come with hosting an event with 20,000 people, live TV, three radio broadcasts, 50 

photographers and 75 writers all on-line-- and 21,000 smart phones all trying to log on at the same time (ain’t going away folks...). Christy and the IT team have kept us in business 

all year. Huge help to have them at games. 

Another basketball season at the Smith Center is done. I hope we can sit down SOONER than later and discuss all the things that we can do ever better next year. Starting with 

fancying up that damned tunnel. 

But the place to start is to please say thanks to Angie, Randy, Christy and their staffs when you can for all they do for Carolina. 

Good night. Tar Heels play the winner of FSU and Clemson on Friday at 9:30. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 1:O2 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@email.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Videos 

Donna, 

Yes, let’s meet to discuss. We also need to discuss issues with the stats on the website. Are you available Monday before you leave for Kentucky? 

Kevin 

From: <Papa>, Donna J <djp@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, March 9, 2013 7:35 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: Softball Videos 

I would like to meet and discuss this. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: March 8, 2013, 12:21:32 PM EST 

To: <djp@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Softball Videos 

Hi Coach P, 

After some discussion with Kevin Best and Rick Steinbacher on my weekly and particularly game-day workload, as well as the roles of Sports Information and the 

New Media department, future post-game videos will need to be done by either New Media or produced by softball staff and posted to your YouTube channel, 

which I created in September. With the rest of the sports info-related jobs I need to do before, during and after games, it’s been challenging and time consuming to 

also do the videos each day we play. I will continue to do your weekly videos on Mondays. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to ask, and if you’d like to meet further on this please let me know. I enjoy working with all of you, and I’m excited to 

get into the ACC portion of our schedule! 

See you tomorrow, 

U NC Athletic Communications 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 

o: 919-962-1160 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 4:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Finishes BC Sweep With 10-4 Win 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

CONTACT: @uncaa.unc.edu, 919-962-1160) 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 

UNC Finishes Boston College Sweep With 10-4 Win Sunday 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - No 26 North Carolina beat Boston College 10-4 Sunday as the Tar Heels swept their ACC opening series this weekend at Anderson Stadium. 

Amber Parrish had three RBIs on two hits, including a two-run homerun, while Kristen Brown added a homer and Tracy Chandless tacked on three RBIs. Lori Spinqolatalliedl I 

strikeouts in her fourth game this season with double-digit strikeouts as Carolina improved to 18-6 (3-0) while remaining undefeated at home this season at 9-0 

"1 think we did a great job this weekend as our goal was to sw’eep the series, and we did that," head coach Donna J. Papa said. "1 thought we had some good pitching on the mound, 

and our hitters really swung good bats all three games. A lot of people really contributed this w’eekend to our offense, and we had really solid defense with some great plays, especially 

today. 

"1 feel really confident, and this is a great way to start the season with a sweep of Boston College," Papa said 

Erin Satterfield doubled to center field to get the bats rolling for the Tar Heels Haleiqh Dickey drew a walk, and thenConstance ©rr hit an RBI single down the left field as Satterfield 

scored the first run Tracy Chandless drew a walk, moving Orr to second and Elena Covert, running for Dickey, to third. Amber Parrish reached base on a fielder’s choice, driving in 

Covert, and then Kristen Brown singled up the middle to bring home Chandless 

Boston College’s Maria Pandolfo drew a w’alk in the third before Alana DiMaso homered to center to put two runs on the board for the Eagles. 

Satterfield led of the fourth with a walk. Orr singled and advanced to second on the throw, which moved Satterfield to third before Chandless doubled to right center driving in both Tar 

Heel runners Parrish hit her first homer of the season to right center, bringing home Chandless, before Brown homered to right center as well, putting the Tar Heels ups 8-2. 

In the fifth, BC’s Meg Scanlon singled on a bunt and scored on a homer out center by Pandolfo. 

Carolina responded with two runs as well in the bottom frame, led off by Paiae Williams reaching base on an Eagle error. Dickey singled up the middle and advanced to second on the 

throw as Williams ran home. Orr singled to short, which advanced Dickey to third before she scored on a sacrifice fly to right by Chandless for the final run of the game. 

Lori Spingola (11-4) pitched 51 innings, giving up six hits and four walks while striking out 11 for her fourth game this season with double-digit strikeouts. Ashley Bone pitched 1.2 

innings, striking out one and giving up two hits. 

UP NEXT: 

UNC heads to Kentucky next week for six games. The Tar Heels face the Wildcats on March 12, and then play in the Louisville Classic March 15-17, which includes Iowa, Eastern 

Michigan, Wisconsin, and host Louisville 

Online: http:llw,~,.goheels.com!ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206704965 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              7:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&p 

RE: slots 

Thanlcs Vince, 
I’d like to meet with you when possible for a few minutes so I’m on the same page moving forward. Please let me know when your available. 

My best, 

Joe 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.e&P 3:08 PM >>> 

ttey Joe, 

Thanks for the message. Glad Paul was able m go with you guys. Would love to ta£e a trip with lax some time. 

Given the current limitations imposed on our department, I’m not in position to "guarantee" you more than 11 slots in a~y given year. If you only use 10 this year, I will 
definitely give you priorib" if you should need 12 in’ 14. Or, for example, if you use 10 in’ 13 and 11 in ’ 14, you will have priorib" to receive 12 in’ 15. 

We can discuss in more detail if necessary. It is my hope that sometime in the not too dis~tant future, we will not be managing "slots" the way we are doing this today. 

Thanks Joe and please let me know if you think we should get together to discuss this. 

Vince 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:!.:49 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: slots 
Hi Vince 
Hope all is well with you and the family. We took Paul t:)ogge on our trip last weekend to ND....need to get you on one! 
I was hoping to confirm our next few years in recruiting slots as our "early recruiting" continues to take off. As we discussed last Fall, we 
average 45-46 guys on the roster which is a solid working group for us....Is it possible to have the following numbers: 

2018-10 (confirmed-admitted) 

2014-11 

2015-13 

2016-11 

TOTAL: 45 
It sounds crazy, but our sport is recruiting Freshman. 

I just wanted to make sure we stayed in touch on admissions slots moving forward with men’s lacrosse. 

Thanks for your help. 

Joe. 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmelrnans@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Guier, Leslie R. <guier@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince < ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Maxkos (maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Question about Sports Pmnticipation for Wintergreen Survey 

Hi Leslie, 
To be consistent with what we have provided to you in the past, (the participation numbers that we provide to the NCAA, which is the number of active student athletes at the 

time of each sports’ first date of competition), our numbers for 2012 13 are as follows: 

Total Men = 435 

Total Women = 357 

Total = 792 

This includes track student athletes counted as 1. It should also be noted that if a student athlete has since quit the team, he or she may still be included in these figures. 

Additionally, these numbers do not include our junior varsity men’s basketball team. If you need those numbers as well, please let me know. 

Tom 

From: Guier, Leslie R. 

Sent: FridaZ 9:34 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Thank you! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 9:33 AM 
To: Guier, Leslie R. 
Cc: Eilers, Christopher J; : ; Lance Markos 
Subject: RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

HI Leslie, 

We shoukJ be able to gel }]ou tMs number by March :1.5. gas~-_~ball is the h;st sport to offk:i~;lly st~;rt (February 15) so once they get going, we will be ~;ble [:o gather [:his 

in [orm,~t]orL 

Tom 

From: Guier, Leslie R. 
Sent: Friday, 9:25 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Eilers, Christopher J 

Subject: FW: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Mr. Timmermans, 
t am a R~;s~;arch Specialist Ii_~r external rsedia sutv~;ys in the Offk’e of Institutk)nal Research and A.sses.<;ment. I centa(’~ the; Athletics OIfice ne mere than 4-.5 times per year as 
we get requests for data from su[veys inehlding US News Best Colleges Survey, Princeton Undergr~’~duate Survey, etc. My previous contacts were Amy Herman and Susan 
Maley. 
For your inlorma~ion, I am attaching the list of UNC CH varsity spo~ts and scholarships that was provided by Amy in November. (We also collect similar information for club and 
intramural sports [rern the; appropriate depad:ments) This inforrsa[k~n is reqLEes~ed by nea@ ~;w;ry s~.~tvey. We; ask your de;pad:meet te review this tis~ ew;ry Fall. 
I currently have a need for data to be included in the Wintergreen Orchard House sur,~ey, The item is: n~##ber ef studet~ts who annua~Jypardcipate #~ vags/ty spo~ts, Below I 
have excerpted portions of the email trail [hat explains how this has been calculated in the past, We reported 774 in 2011 and 752 in 2012, 
Would yeu please; have semeone in your office previde this inli)trna~ien or let me know who you prefer I conl:act? I1: will be rnest he..fpful te receive 1:his dal:a l,)y ~I.a.t2..£~.!..115. 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns, 
Thank you fer you[" assistance, 
:gesli~ 

Leslie R. Guier 
Research Specialist 
OIfk:e el h~stitul:ionat Research & Assessment 

h!t p://oira .unc.edu/ 
919-962-1117 



From: ~live.unc.edu-- 

Sent: Monday, 12:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting Over-due 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you are recovering from Saturday’s game... I am slowly. Luckily, we’ve got maotlaer shot against the DOOKies in the ACC tournament. 

I apologize for not getting in touch to set-up our meeling-- I am very much looking forward to this. I’ve had a few more ideas/things come up in the past couple of 

weeks that I would love to discuss as well. 

What is your availabiliLs~ like on Thursday, 

Looking forward to speaking soon! 

Best, 

, or the tbllowing week Tuesday, 

L2NC Chapel Hill Class of 

i       @live.tmc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmelrnans@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Correct. We are not triple counting the track SN and the numbers came directly t:rorn the squad list. I have all of the calculations in my office. 

Tom 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Monday, 1:39 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Tom, 

Does the reference below mean that we are not "triple counling" the same student who participates in men’s cross country, men’s indoor track and men’s outdoor track? 

Did the totaJs you provided below come t?om our NCAA Squad Lists? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: "llmmerman~ Tam 

Sent: Monday, 11:54 AM 
To: Guier, Leslie R. 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos (_rtka__L_k__o__s_~__u___n__c__a___a_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_) 
Subject: RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Hi Leslie, 
To be consistent with what we have provided to you in the past, (the participation numbers that we provide to the NCAA, which is the number of active student athletes at the 

time of each sports’ first date of competition), our numbers for 2012 13 are as follows: 

Total Men = 435 

Total Women = 357 

Total = 792 

This includes track student athletes counted as 1, It should also be noted that if a student athlete has since quit the team, he or she may still be included in these figures. 

Additionally, these numbers do not include ourjunior varsity men’s basketball team. If you need those numbers as well, please let me know. 

Tom 

From: Guier, Leslie R. 
Sent: Friday, ):34 AM 

To: Timrnerrnans, Torn 
Subject: RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Thank you! 

From: llmmermans, Tom 
Sent: Friday, 9:33 AN 
To: Guier, Leslie R. 
C¢: Biers, Christopher J; ; Lance Markos 
S,,bject: RE: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

HI Leslie, 

We should be able to get you this number by March :1.5. Baseball is the last sport to officially start (February :iS) so once they get going, we will be able to gather this 

in [ormat]oFL 

Torn 

From: Guier, Leslie R. 

Sent: Friday, 9:25 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Eilers, Christopher J 

Subject: FW: Question about Sports Participation for Wintergreen Survey 

Mr, Timmermans, 
t am a Research Specialist Ii_~r ex[ernal me, dia surveys in the Office of Institutk)nal Research and Assessment. I centad the A[hletics OIfice no more [han 4-.5 time, s per year as 
we get requests for data from su[veys including US News Best Colleges Su~’ey, Princeton Undergraduate Survey, etc, My previous contacts were Amy Herman and Susan 
Maloy. 
For your inIL~rma~ion, f am attaching the list of UNC OH va~il:y sports and scholarships that was provided by Amy in Move.tuber. (We also collect similar inlbrmatk)n k)r club and 

intramural spolts from the appropriate departments,) This inflxrnation is requested by nea@ every survey. W~ ask your department to review this IL<;t every Fall, 
I currently have a need for data to be i~cluded i~ the Wintergree~ O[ehard House sur~ey. The item is: t~;mber of studet~ts who annu~Jyp~rdeip~te i~ v~yMty spo~ts. Below I 
have excerpted portions of the email [rail [hat explains how this has been calculated in the past. We reported 774 in 2011 and 752 in 2012, 
Would you please have sorneone, in your office provide this inli_~trna~ien or let rne know who you prefer I contact? I1: will be rnest helpful to te, ce, ive this data l,)y ~l.a.[.c.,~.!..:[5. 
Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns. 
Thank you for your assistance, 
Le s] J e 

Leslie R. Guier 
Research Specialist 
OIfice ol h~stitutionat Research & Assessment 

http://oira.unc.edu/ 
919-962-1 ’l 17 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 9:44 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Meeting Over-due 

Vince, 

2:30 PM on 3/26 would be great! 

Looking forward to seeing you then, 

b2",rC Chapel tiill Class of 

@hve.unc.edu 

On 

wrote: 
, at 7:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~email.unc.edu> 

Hi 
My 10-year old-daughter and I watched Coach Papa’s crew crash BC in softball on Sunday, then we went over to see women’s tennis beat Baylor. The 

Ille faamly is now tully recovered and ready to go to Greensboro. 

I’m booked up on 3/21 but can currently meet with you rely time after 2 pm on Tuesday, 3/26. Will that work for you? If so, please just let me know the 

preferred time mid I’ll add it to my calendar. Hope you enjoy your spring break mid I look forwmd to meeting with you. 

Vince 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:52 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Meeting Over-due 
Hi Vince, 
Hope you are recovering from Saturday’s game... I am slowly. Luckily, we’ve got another shot against the DOOKies in the ACC tournament. 

I apologize for not getting in touch to set-up our meeting-- I am very much looking forward to this. I’ve had a few more ideas/things come up in the past 

couple of weeks that I would love to discuss as well. 

What is your availability like on Thursday, March 21st, or the following week Tuesday, March 26-27th? 

Looking forward to speaking soon! 

Best, 

L’NC Chapel Hill Class of 
c~li~e.,mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:29 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Annual Mildred McCaskill Award 

McCaskill Nomination.docx 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the nomination/bnn for the 2012-13 Mildred McCaskill Award, 
Please review the award &scription below mad nominate a student-athlete that you/~el is worthy of this distinction. 

Mildred MeCaskill Award: 

The Mildred McCaskill Award was established by members of the McCaskill family to recognize her contribution and support of the athletic programs at the Universi~ 

of North Carolina. Originally established as an endowment scholarship, "the award has been broadened to include mmuaJ recognition to an outstanding male and/~maJe 
SENIOR student-athlete. Excellence in athletics, scholarships, and service to the community oae the criteria for the annuaJ individual award. 

Please nominate a senior student-athlete (from your ~espective tea!a0 that has excelled in academics and communi~ service as much as in the athletic realm. 

We reques~t that you submit your nominations to Spencer Welbom by April 1, 2013. Please feel free to submit the attached nomination fore1 either by email or campus 
mail. 

The runners of the award roll be honored during the All-Sports banquet at the end of April. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College o/Arts & Sciences 

Academic Support/or Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

swelborn C~email.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:47 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Annual John Lotz Award 

The John Lotz Award Nomination Form - UNC.docx 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the 2012 2013 nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award. 

The description of the John Lotz Award is as follows: 

The John Lotz Award is given annually to the University of North Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit of the late John Lotz. Coach Lotz was an assistant 
men’s basketball coach at UNC from 1965 to 1973. After a tenure as the head coach at the University of Florida, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year, he returned to 

UNC as an Assistant Director of Athletics for Campus and Community relations. He served in that capacity from 1980 to 2000. Coach Lotz was known throughout the 

department as one who always had an encouraging word, especially for those who were facing adversity. 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse circumstances. The winner will have faced difficulties 
and overcome them while maintaininq a positive attitude and serving as an inspiration to all. 

We request that nominations are submitted (email or campus mail) to Spencer Welborn by April 1, 2013. The winner of the John Lotz award will be announced during the All 

Sports Banquet in late April. 

Thank you for your time, 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College ofArts & Sciences 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

_w___&L_b___o__r_L%@___u__n___c__a__a_ =__u___q _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:15 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Agent story 

Your thoughts? 

From: Steve Kirschner [mailto:stevekirschner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: FW: UNC Agent story 
Is this something you could do?...does not have to be on camera, in fact I would prefer that it is not on camera 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

.s__t .e_v_. _e_kj r_.s_cJ ! n__e_r_@ u_~_~ £._e__d_.u_. 
GoHeels.com 

From: Karen Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:13 AM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: UNC Agent story 

May I refer him to you? 

Moon 

Karen bloon 
Director, UNC News Services 

The University of Nort:h Carolina at (;hi~pel Hill 

(919) 9C,2--8595 

From: Mattison, Andy [mailto:andy.mattison@news14.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:12 AM 

To: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: UNC Agent story 
Karen- 
I am trying to do a story today about agents and student athletes. My focus is on what polities are in place at local universities and what school offidals do to educate students 
on interacting with agents. Is there a compliance officer or anyone specific who monitors or deals with this issue at UNC? I would like to schedule a quick on camera interview 
with them for the story today if that is possible. Any information you have on this would be a big help. I hope this e-mail finds you well. 
Andy Mattison 
Reporter 
News 14 Carolina 
office- 919-882-4173 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Student athletes and agents sto~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steve V-Jrschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: March 12, 2013 11:35:08 AM EDT 

To: <pFogge$~ email.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Student athletes and agents story 

From: <Mattison>, Andy <andy.mattison@news14.com> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:26 AM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Student athletes and agents story 

That would be a big help. Here is my list of questions- 
-what policies does UNC have in place to monitor student athletes? Have any new policies been put in place recently? 
-Some universities have an agent seminar for athletes. Is there a seminar like that or anything similar at UNC? 
-many athletic officials say the sports agent problem is a big one in college athletics because it’s hard to monitor. What do you think? 
-what should student athletes or parents know about steering clear of getting involved with agents or accepting gifts through a third party in order not to 
jeopardize their eligibility? 
Thank you very much for your help. The responses will help for the purposes of our story for today. 
Andy Nattison 
Reporter 
News 14 Carolina 
office- 919-8824173 
cell- 

From: Kirschner, Steve [stevekirschner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:23 AN 
To: Mattison, Andy 
Subject: Re: Student athletes and agents story 

Andy 
Paul Pogge is our associate athletic director for risk management. He is an attorney who joined us last summer and can answer your questions for you. He is not 
available to go on camera with you but if you emaJl me your questions I will get them to Paul and he will answer them for you. 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: <Mattison>, Andy <andy.mattison@news14.com> 

Date: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:17 AM 

To: Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Student athletes and agents story 

Steve- 
I am trying to do a story today about agents and student athletes. My focus is on what policies are in place at local universities and what school officials do to 
educate students on interacting with agents. Is there a compliance officer or anyone specific who monitors or deals with this issue at UNC? I would like to 
schedule a quick on camera interview with them for the story today if that is possible. Any information you have on this would be a big help. I hope this e-mail 
finds you well. 
Andy Mattison 
Reporter 
News 14 Carolina 
oftice- 919-8824173 
cell- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Boyd, Stephen L <sboyd@unc.edw~; Crocker, Diane Marie ~<tcrocke@unc.edu>; DuIt}, Clare 

E ~dufl’.yce@email.unc.edu>;                    @live.unc.edu-~; Perkins, Michael <mperkins@unc.edu>; York, Aaron 

<ayork@email.unc.edu>; Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas ~zmerlein@unc.edu> 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.nnc.edu:>; Pat Myers 

<pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Toomy, Stephen C (Toomy, Stephen C); Feifs, Christopher A <cfeif~bemail.nnc.edu>; Brian Hohnan 

<Sholman@uncaa.unc.edt~- 

M Lax Hold 

Men’s Lacrosse is up to date with the Compliance Office, You may release their hold. Thanks!! 
Lance 

Lance Morkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Z .......... 

1) 

2) 

Head Coaches’ Meeting Agenda 
(2011-2012 Academic Year, #5) 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 

Legislation Update re: Grant-In-Aid Changes (Tom) 
--There will be an override vote held in February regarding multi-year grants 
--Legislation that would have exempted institutional aid fi’om counting toward team limits (in combination 
with athletics aid) and the additional $2,000 "Miscellaneous Expense Allowance" is’ being reconsidered. 

Alternative proposal will be presented in April Legislation is’ suspended, so we’re back to all institutional 
aid counting if the s-a receives" any G[A, and the $2,000 "Miscellaneous Expense Allowance" cannot be 
offered until further notice. We have to honor agreements for early signing period signees. 
--Amy will send out emails with other legislative actions soon 

NLI Signing Day - February 1 (Tom) 
--Field Hockey, Football, Soccer: Track 
--January 30 - February 2: Dead Period 
--Unlimited Phone Calls (sport-specific) 
--Text messaging can begin THE DAY AFTER the PSA signs’ (e.g, February 2ha) 

3) 

4) 

Off-Campus Recruiting Expense Reports (Lance) 
--As a result of recommendations made by the ACC during our Compliance Review in the fall, the 

Compliance staff will now be reviewing all off-campus recruiting expense reports 

--All contacts and evaluations must be logged into A CS before associated expense reports can be approved 

hY our staff~’ if we receive an expense report that is not logged in A CS, we will contact you and remind you 
to do so 

Rules Education on Contact with Prospects Surrounding Competition (Lance) 
--Bylaws 13.1.6.2 and13.1.6.2.2 
--"Contact" below includes in-person, passing of notes, verbally relaying information through a third party, 
and placing telephone calls to the prospect 
--No contact with PSA on day or days of competition prior to the contest (In MBB, no contact with PSA, 
relatives, or legal guardians during entire day (before, during, AND after the contesO 

--No contact once PSA reports on-call with his/her team (including to travel to away contests), even if such 
travel or reporting occurs days bef!~re the contest 

--Th& preeludes coaches from having any contact with teams who might stop by UNC on their way to a 
tournament elsewhere to praetice, tour campus, etc. Should a team stop by unannounced, it would be 
permissible to direet them to the Admissions Office for a campus tour. No sport-specific employee (e.g., 
coach, Director of Operations) should provide at~v sort of campus or Jacility tour under these 
eircumstances. 
--If PSA is participating in a tournament on consecutive days, no contact until afler finat competition on the 
final clay of the tournament 
--If there is an "off" day during a tournament, can contact PSA after heZ~he has been released on the da~ 
beJbre the "off"’ day 
--Ira team is on an extended road trip, can have contact with PSA after theofirst competition and before 
travel for the next competition commences 
--Remember that the word "’contact" above applies" to telephone calls from a coach to a PSA, too! 
--However, in s~vorts other than basketball, ira PSA calls a coach while the PSA is on-caH fi~r competition, 
he/she can accept the call 



--Coaches cannot send electronic correspondence to a PSA when the PSA is on-call and at the competition 
site; however, if the PSA is on-call but NOT at the competition site, coaches can send electronic 
correspondence 

--Bottom Line: If you are unsure about permissible contact surrounding competition, call a Compl~ance 
staff member prior to the contact! 

5) Varsity Monitor Update - Social Media Monitoring Policy (Lance and Beth) 
--Coaches should still peruse sites, especially Twitter, but format reporting not necessary with Varsity 
Monitor in place 



Head Coaches’ Meeting Agenda 

(2011-2012 Academic Year, #6) 
Tuesday, February 14, 2012 

i) Recruiting Policy (Amy) 
--Expectations of coaches outlined on the "Guidelines for Athletics Department Staff"page 

--Link to University Alcohol Policy: http:iiwww.unc.eduieampus/potieiesistudentatcohoLhtml 

--Department of Athletics’Policy requires that administrators and head coaches require that the 
entertainment of prospects not involve the use of alcohol 
--Coaches should review the policy with entire team at the beginning of the recruiting season 

2) Proposed Changes in Violation Structure and Penalty Matrix (Amy) 
--Handout (Charts) 

3) Rules Education Position Update (Amy) 
has been hired to this fidl-timeposition. 

4) ACS Training (Lance) 
--A CS Staff will be on-campus on February 23~d and 24~h 

--Contact Lance to schedule a time for advanced training in any area of ACS 



AGENDA 

Coaches Meeting 

April 25, 2022 

1. Discussion regarding hazing Jonathan Sauls, Dean of Students 

2. Presentation of services offered by the UNC Visitor’s Center Missy Julian Fox " 

3. NCAA Compliance policies and reminders UNC Compliance staff 

4. Strategic Plan Bubba Cunningham 



Head Coaches’ Meeting Agenda 
(2011-2012 Academic Year, #8) 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 

1) Social Media Monitoring Policy (Amy) 
--Addition of verbiage related to Varsity Monitor 
--Team Monitors should still be regularly reviewing student-athletes’sites 
--No reporting to supervisor required, but any concerns regarding potential NCAA violations must be 
reported to the Compliance Office immediately 

2) Post-Season Certification Prior to Championships (Susan) 
--Coaches will receive memos from Susan 

3) 

4) 

Coaches’ Certification Exam (Susan) 
--Thursday, Mcrf 17th, 2~d Floor Loudermilk Center, 8:30a Taped Review Session, 9.’45a Exam 
--Thursday, May 31st, 2"d Floor Loudermi& Center," 8.’30a Taped Review Session, 9:45a Exam 

--Please RSVP to Susan, notifying her which test you wilt attend 
--Everyone should bring a laptop to complete the exam electronically! 

Laptop Collection Reminder (Tom) 
--If you have seniors graduating or other student-athletes leaving UNC, please help us get their 
loaner laptops back! 

5) Award Forms Reminder (Tom) 
--Please complete the Award Fo~vns and return them to Tom ASAP. 

6) Compliance Cup Description I 
--Friendly Compliance competition amongst coaching st@! 

7) Working Group I)iscussion (Lance) 
--Be ready for some sweeping changes in NCAA legislation in the coming year... 



AGENDA 
Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 

3:00 p.m. 

1. Welcome- Bubba Cunningham 

2. Mario Ciocca - Introduction by Bubba Cunningham 

3. ASPSA Update- Bubba Cunningham 

4. Faculty Athletics Council - Bubba Cunningham 

5. Reviews- Bubba Cunningham 

6. NCAA Changes- Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille 

! .... 

7. Admissions- introduction by Bubba Cunningham 

8~ Upcoming Events 

a. Coaches Dinner- Sunday, August 26th at 6:00pm 

b. Full Staff Meeting- Monday, August 27th at 8:00am 
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Larry Galio.- Coaches’ Meeting ~ Tuesday,-Septer~er:~2~ 

From: 

To: 

Date: 

Subject: 

CC: 

Larry Gal]o 

-Asst Head Coaches; -Head Coaches 

9/17/2012 5:35 PM                       - 

Coaches’ Meeting N Tuesday, September 25th 

Amy Herman; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kaflton Creech; Lance Markos; Matt Terrell; Molly 

Norton; Tom Timmermans; Vince Ille 

Colleagues: 

On¯behalf of our Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham, both Beth Miller and I wish to notify you that THE 

COACH~S’ MEETING SCHEDULED FOR Tuesday, September 25th’WlLL NOWBE FOR ALL COACHES, BOTH HEAD 

AND ASSISTANTS. Please plan on attending this meeting which will be held in 

SWOFFORD AUDITORIUM (2ND FLOOR OF THE KENAN FOOTBALL CE~NT~R~" BEGINNING AT 8:30 AM    . 

i 

This meeting’s agenda will consist of two topics: _ ~ ~, ,~,1 ~’--    ’ " .v, i 

"bi  .t 
~/1. De!oartment of Athletics Strateqic Plan N AssodateDireCtor 0fAthletics’MS~.Terrel[ willcgnduct and lead a power 

point presentation¯ and discussion regarding a final briefing of our strategic plan. This meeting will provide an excellent 

opportunity for each sport’s respective coaching staff to be together to listen to and comment on our %lmost" 

finished product. As you know, this plan and its implementation will be of paramount importance - it directly will 

shape, develop, and be responsible for our Department’s future success, both academically and athletically. 

.~~j    . Financial Aid ~ Compliance and Office of Scholarships and ¯Student Aid Our Compliance Staff has invited two 
institutional staff members who will conduct a very informative discussion regarding financial aid and related issues. 

Ms. Jackie Copeland, Assistant Director ~ Office Of Sch_o. arship~_& Student Aid, will discuss the process and issues 

¯ _] related to "early reads"iinstitutiona] financialaid.~E!izabeth 3arn.um, Directo3~ Office of International StudenI & 
Scholar Services, will lead a discussion related to those matter~-that in~~&:L~:lal student-athletes. , ~j~ 

’ :Xdl We look forward to seeing you next Tuesday, September 25th at 8:30 AM in Swofford.Auditorium. Head Coaches, ~t 

please be certain the all of your assistant coaches are aware of this meeting ~ see you all there! 

Thank you.and be well 

Beth Miller 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 



AGENDA 

Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 

8:30am - 10:00am 

1. Welcome- Bubba Cunningham (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

2. Steve Farmer-Admissions (10 minutes, 8:45am) 

3. Wayne Blair- University Ombuds (10 minutes, 8:55am) 

4. Compliance-Vince Ille (15 minutes, 9:10am) 

5. Nike Ordering Process- Clint Gwattney (20 minutes, 9:20am) 

6. Sport Program Plan Discussion - Larry Gallo/Beth Miller (10 minutes, 9:30am) 

7. Questions and General Discussion (30 minutes, 10:00am) 



AGENDA. 
Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 

8:30am - lO:OOam 

1. Welcome- Bubba Cunningham (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

2. Nick Fulton - Rams Club Thank-a-thon (5 minutes, 8:40am) 

3. New NCAA Legislation-Vince Ilte (20 minutes, 9:00am) 

4. Joanna Carey Cleveland and Ann Penn (30 minutes, 9:30am) 

5. Celebration of Success (5 minutes, 9:35am) 

6. Questions and General Discussion (25 minutes, 10:00am) 

WE ED UCA TE AND INSPIRE THR 0 UGH A .THLE TICS 

RESPONSIBILITY INNOVATION SERVICE EXCELLENCE 

WE WILL LEAD IN ALL THAT WE DO 



AGENDA 
Coaches Meeting 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 

8:30am - 10:00am 

1. Welcome - Bubba Cunningham (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

2. Celebration of Success (10 minutes, 8:45am) 

3. Conference Affiliation (45 minutes, 9:30am) 

4. Questions and General Discussion (30 minutes, 10:00am) 

WE ED UCA TE AND INSPIRE THR 0 UGH ATHLETICS 

RESPONSIBILITY INNO VA TION SER VICE EXCELLENCE 

WE WILL L EA D tN A L L T~L4 T WE D 0 



AGENDA 
Coaches Meeting 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 

8"30am- lO:OOam 

1. Welcome - Larry Gallo (5 minutes, 8:35am) 

2. Celebration of Success (10 minutes, 8:45am) 

3. Camps- Paul Pogge (5 minutes, 8:50am) 

4. Housing- Beth Miller (10 minutes, 9:00am) 

5. Director of Academic Services Search - Vince Ilte (10 minutes, 9:10am) 

6. Sport Specific Fundraising-John Montgomery (20 minutes, 9:30am) 

7. Questions and General Discussion 

8. Next Meeting- Tuesday, February 26th 8:30am 

WE ED UCA TE AND INSPtRE THRO UGH A THLET1CS 

RESPONSIBILITY INNOVATION SERVICE    EXCELLENCE 

WE ~tLL LEAD IN ALL TttA T WE DO 



Student-Athlete Advisory Council 

Meeting Agenda. 

January 30, 2013 

7:00pro 

Type of Meeting: SAAC 

Meeting Facilitators: Cricket Lane 

Invitees: Athletic Administrators, Vince ILle, Joy Renner, Rick Steinbacher, 

Call to order - Dinner 

Roll call - Icebreaker 

Approval of minutes from Last meeting 

Open issues 

a) Welcome Cricket Lane 

b) Faculty Athletics Committee Joy Renner 

c) Compliance Vince Ille 

d) Special Topic: All Sports Banquet Cricket/Rick Steinbacher 

e) Sub-committees Sub Committee Leads 

ACC SAAC Report                     CricketiTristine 

Sportsmanship Award 

¯ Community Service Week 

¯ Blog 

g) Honor Code/Court Cricket 

is) Update Director, Academic Support for SA Search    Cricket 

i) Girls and Women in Sports Day 

j) NCAA SA Opportunities Cricket 

k) UNC SWAG Cricket/ 

V. Old business 

a) Videos (i,e.i Jump Aroundi]t Gets Better) 

b) SA Support Days 

c) Other- Business/Announcements 

CFcket/Sub-committee 

/Cricket 

Cricket 

VL Adjournment 



Student-Athlete Advisory Council 

Meeting Agenda 

November 29, 2022 
7:00pro 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

Type of Meeting: SAAC 

Meeting Facilitator: Meghan Lyons 

Invitees: Athletic Administrators, Rick Steinbacher, 

Call to order - Dinner 

Roll call - Icebreaker 

Approval Of minutes from last meetTng 

Open issues 

a) Welcome 

b) Compliance 

c) Special Topic: All Sports Banquet 

d) Sub-committees 

Meghan Lyons/Bubba Cunningham 

Tom Timmermans 

Meghan 

Sub Committee Leads 

e) ACC SAAC Report                    Cricket 

Postgraduate Scholarship 

,, Futures Program 

¯ Biog 

f) Honor Code/Court Cricket 

g) Director, Academic Support for SA Search Meghan 

h) Girls and Women in Sports Day 

i) NCAA SA Opportunities CrTcket 

Old business 

a) Videos (i.e,, Jump Around/It Gets Better) 

b) Service- Share Your 14oliday 

c) SA Support Days 

d) APPLE Conference 2013 

e) Other- Business/Announcements 

Cricket/Sub-committee 

Meghan 

MeghaniCdcket 

Cricket 

Meghan 

VI. Adjournment 



CAROLINA CO LIANCE 
EX11L4 BENEFITS 

The NCAA defines an extra benefit as anything received by student- 
athletes or their relatives that is not expressly authorized by NCAA bylaws or 
is not available to the student body or general public as a whole. 

Examples of Extra Benefits 
Receiving free or discounted meals at restaurants on Franklin Street 

because you are a student-athlete. 
* Receiving anything (e.g., meals, jewelry, cash, transportation) from a 
former teammate in excess of what he/she provided you when you were 
college teammates. 

Consequences for Accepting Extra Benefits 
Repayment to a charity and loss of eligibility 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
As a UNC student-athlete, you represent the University and are 

expected to portray yourself, your team, and the University in a positive 
manner at all times. 

Do’s and Don’ts 
* Do NOT publically reply or mention about a prospect’s recruitment untii 

they have signed an NLI-this includes when they are visiting campus. 
- Do NOT publicize or promote a commercial entity as this is considered 

endorsement of a product or company. 
. Do NOT re-tweet information about an event or entity (i.e. promoters 

tweet about a party). 
You CAN send and receive private messages to/from prospects via 
Facebook and Twitter (this cannot be at the direction of your coach). 

I| you have any questions, you may contact the Compliance Office 
at 962-6000 or cornpliance~uncaa.unc.edu. 



Student-Athlete Advisory Council 

Meeting Agenda 

October I0, 2012 
7:00pro 

Vo 

Type of Meeting: SAAC 

Meeting Facilitator: Meghan Lyons 

bvitees: SAAC Representatives, Paul Pogge, Wayne BWr 

Ca[[ to order - Dinner 

Roll call - Icebreaker 

Approval of minutes from last meeting 

Open issues 

a) Welcome 

b) Special Topic: Ombuds Office 

c) Risk Management 

d) ACC SAAC Report 
e RWS Legislative Proposals 

¯ Blog 

e) Honor Code/Court 

f) SA Support Days 

g) Turn it Pink - Wednesday, October 24th 

h) APPLE Conference 

i) Sub-committees 

Old business 

a]. Feedback 
o Speaker-Clint Bruce 

Vending Machine 

b) Concerns: Parking and Seat Belts 

c) Videos (i.e., Jump Around£t Gets Better} 

d) UConnection 

e) Service - Get Heeled SK and 1K CD 
¯ Poster Making 

D Other- Business/Announcements 

Meghan Lyons 

Wayne Blair 

Paul Pogge 

Cricket 

Meghan 

Cricket 

Cricket 

MeghaniSub Committee Leads 

Cricket 

Meghan 

Meghan. 

VI. Adjournment 



Student-Athlete Advisory Council 

Meeting Agenda 

September 6, 2012 
7:00pro 

Type of Meeting: SAAC 

Meeting Facilitator: Cricket Lane 

[nvitees: SAAC Representatives, Executive Committee 

1. Callto order 

IV. 

Roll call Icebreaker 

Approval of minutes from last meeting 

Open issues 

a) Welcome 

b) SAAC Overview/Expectations 

c) Compliance Update 

d) Career Development/Athletes 

e) SA Support Days 

f) Honor Court 

g) All Sports Banquet 

h) ACC SAAC Report 

Bubba Cunningham 

Cricket 

Lance Markos 

Cricket 

Crkket 

Cricket 

Cricket 

V. New business 

a) Speaker Clint Bruce Cricket, 



b) Parking 

c) Videos (i.e., Jump Around/It Gets Better) 

d) Compassion ;t Project 

e) UConnection 

f) Other 

Cricket 

Vl. Adjournment 



2011-2012 SAF Summary (By Expense Type) 

Educational Fees and Expenses: 

¯ Summer School: 
¯ Tutoring: 
¯ Testing: 
¯ Supplies: 
¯ TOTAL: 

$I,615.00 

$100,000.00 
$48,180.00 

$83,427.16 
$233,222.16 

Health and Safety Expenses: 

Insurance: 
Medical, Dental, or Vision Expense 
Other Health and Safety Expense 

TOTAL: 

$77,94t:50 

$14,009.00 
$11,140.21 

$103,090.71 

Personal or Family Expenses: 

* Clothing: 

* Travel: 

* Other Personal or Family Expenses: 
* TOTAL: 

I OVERALL TOTAL FOR 

$25,500.00 

$21,759.30 
$23,231.81 

$70,491.11 

i,irrrmnrm 

$406,803.98 

Travel 
5% 

SAF Expenses 

Other Personal Summer School 

5% 0% 

! 
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J 

March 20, 2012 SAAC Meeting 

Topic: Playing & Practice Season Regulations 

Countable Athletically Related Activities: 

o Any required activity with an athletics purposes that is initiated or supervised by coaches 

o Does not include administrative activities {i.e. compliance or academic¯meetings) 

o Includes: competitions, practice, weights/conditioning, team meetings, film sessions, individual 

skill instruction 

Vohmtary Athletically Related ActivitieS: 

c Athletes can’t be required to report hack to coach or athletic department st_aft 

o No staff member who observes the activity can report back 

o Activity is initiated and requested by student,athlete 

o Attendance and participation may NOT be recorded for purpose of reporting back to coaches 

o No penalty on student-athlete if he/she doe:; not participate AND n.{-, incentive or recognition based 

on attendance or performance in activity 

Playing Season: 

o Period of time between first practice session and hast practicesession or competition 

,7 SpOrts except football and basketbal!: 2 segments 

-o Football and basketball: Start of pre-season practice until the end of the regular playing season 

o Time Limits: Maximmn of 4 hours PER DAY and 2 0 hours PER WEEK 

o Musthavel_day off during the week 

o C_m_~npetition counts as 3 hours 

Outside the Playing Season 
o First day of class - 1 week prior to exams: Student-athletes can ONLY participate in Weight- 

training, conditioning, and skill~related instruction 

Time Limits: Maximum of 8 hours PER WEEK and only 2 hours PER WEEK of skill-related 

workouts 
o M.,ust have 2 days offduringthe week 

Skill Instruction: More ~han 4 a~.hletes allowed from September IS -.April 15 
o NO countable activities one week.prior toexams through end of exan:s 
o NO countable activities during a vacation period ~nd/or smnmer 

Other Regulations: 

o NO countable activities after competitions (EXCEPT between contests, round% etc. ofa.multiaday 
competition) 

o Deity and weekly hour limitations DO NOT .APPLY to activities during preseason practice that are 

BEFORE the tirst day of class or first scheduled contest (Whichever is earlier) AND to acti,rities 

occurring during an official vacation period when in season 

o Team travel, study hall, and training table DO NOT count tmvard the daily and weekly hour 

limitations 

¯ :- Compliance Email Account: compliance(~ _u.n_c2aa.~L~5..efd.U.. 



r 

Sunday 3./11 

Practice 2-4PM i 

Study Hall/Tutor 

5-TPM 

F 

Total Countable 

Hours: 

Monday 3/12 ] 

Meeting 

IO.11AM     I 

Weights 1-2PM ] 

J 

Practice 2-4PM 1 

Study Hall 6-8PM 

Tuesda~ 3/13 

Voluntary Workout I 

2-3 PM       l 
Compliance 

Meeting 4-SPM 

SAMPLE Practice Log- Men’s Te~mxs 2:":;:::~ :~b: 

March !1 - 17; 2012 ;(] : ~ ~" 

IN-SEASON 

Wednesday 3/14 Tliursday 3/15 ] 

Competition 1-SPM Film 2-3PM 

Practice 3-5 PM 

Study Ihdl 6-8PM Travel 6-gPM 

Friday 3/16 

Training ROOll~ 

9-t0AM 

Fihn 1-2PM Study Hall 6-8PM 

Team Meal 
Practice 2-SPM 

7-8PM 

Study Hall 6-8PM 

¯ Saturday 3/17 

Community 
Service 8-10AM. 

Practice 1-.4PM 

Total Countable 1 TotalCountabfe 

Hour,;: __ hours: 
Total Countable 
Hours: 

Total Countable Hours for the Week: 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

Issues!Problems related to couutable activities? 

Sunday 3/~ 

Conditioning 

1-2:30PM 

Study Hall / 

Tutoring 5-7PM 

SAMPLE Practice Log - Volleyball 

March 11 - 17, 2012 

l " Monday3/12 ] Tuesday 3/13 
I I 

Individual Skill J 
Film .2-2.:’30PM     Instruction 2-3PM 

Voluntary 

Workout 3-4PM 

Study Hail 

5-ZPM 

Weights 3-4PM 

Tutoring 5-7PM 

Total Countable 
Holars: 

Total Countable ~ TotalCountable 

Hours; __ Hours: 

OUT-OF-SEASON 

Weduesdday 3/14 

Conditioning    I 

l~2:30PM     I 

Training3.4PMROOm I 

Cemp!iance Meeting 

S-6PM 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

Thursday 3/!5 

Fihn 1-2 PM 

!ndividual Skill 

Instructim~ 2-4PM 

Study Hall 6-SPM 

Total Countable 

Hours: 

Friday 3/16 Saturday 3/17 

Study Hal! Meeting 
3-5PM 9-10AM 

Team Meal Community 
6-8PM Service 12-2PM 

Total Countable Total Countable 
Hours: Hours: 

Total Countable Hours for the Week: 

Issues/Problems related ro countable activities? 



Conditioning 

t-2:30PM 

Study Hall.i 

Tutoring 5-7PM 

Total Countaote 
Hours: 

:iil;:i:i:::!.~i;~~!:~!~!:,.:: SAMPLE Practice Log - Women’s Soccer 
March 11 - 17, .2012 

OUT-OF-SEASON 

1day 3f i2 [ Tuesday 3/13 .Wednesday 3/14 
I 

oluntary [ Individual Skill 
kout 2-4PM [ Instruction 2-3PM 

l 

:udy Hall 
6-SPM ’ 

" Weights 3-4PM 

¯ " I 

Tutoring 5-7PM 

1 Countable Total Countable 
rrs~ " ;l Hours: 

Conditioning 
1-2:30PM 

Training Room 
3-4PM 

Study Hall 6-8PM 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

¯ Thursday 3/15 . Friday 3/16 

Individual Skill Study Ha!t 
Instruction 3-4PM 3-SPM 

Study llall 6-8PM ComPliance ¯ 
¯ Meeting6-TPM 

Total Countable 
Hours:. 

Total Countable 

Meeting 
9-9:30AM 

Community 
Service 12-2PM 

Team Meal 
6-8PM 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

Total Countable Hours for the Week: 

Issues/Problems related to.countable activities? 

Sunday 3/11 Mohday3/12 

Voluntary- Workout 
Fihn 1-2PM 

1-3PM 

. Study Hall 3-SPM     Practice 2-SP.M . 

" " T.eam.Meat 
Study Hall 6-SPM 

! 6-8PM 
. [ 

d 

/ ¯ . .. 

,I 

Total Countable Total Countable 
Hours: ! Hours: 

SAMPLE Practice Log - Baseball 

March 11 - 17. 2012 

IN-SEASON 

Tuesday 3/13 [ Wednesday 3/14 
.., I 

Practice I-5PM Practice 1-3PM 

Wefghts 
5-5:30PM          Film 3-4PM 

Tutoring 6-7PM I Weights4-4:30PM 

S~udy Hall 6-8PM 

Total Countable Total Counta~ile 
[louts: Hours: 

Thursday 3/15 Friday 3/16 

Compliance Meeting Competi}ion 
1-2PM 3-9PM 

We!ghts 3-5PM 

Team Travel     [ 
4-SPM 

" Total Countable Total Countable 
Hours: j Hours: 

Total Countable Hours for the Week: 

Saturday 3/17 

Competition 
liAM-SPM 

Practice 6-8PM 

. . ’ . " 

Total Countable 
Hours: 

i 
Issues/Problems related to countable activities? 

~2~ 

--. ¯            . . . . . _ 

- ................................................................................................... 



Compliance Media Report 

February 25, 2013 

Created for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Trademarks for Johnny Football? 

Synopsis: 

Johnny Manziel and his company are suing a man for trademark infringement for using the 

phrase "Johnny Football" on a t-shirt. 

"The corporation set up for Manziel in December cannot capitalize off the quarterback until his 

NCAA eligibility has expired or he leaves after next season to go into the NFL draft, but can take 

action to further its claim of ownership of ’Johnny Football.’... Per NCAA rules, the school 

cannot use Manziel’s name on products it sells, including jerseys and T-shirts. Texas A&M can 

use Manziel on promotions and on editorial business, such as on game programs. 

Manziel’s trademark application for "Johnny Football" says he plans to use the phrase on 

everything from athletic apparel to motivational and educational speeches. Manziel’s filing says 

his name tied to ’Johnny Football’ was first used in business connected to him this past fall." 

Article: 

http :iie spn. go. comicoll ege-footb al l/story/ ii di8 9 7 7 0 5 4/1 awsuit-fi 1 ed-cl ai m s-j ohnny-footb all - 

infringement 
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Miami, Oregon and the NCAA 

Synopsis: 

After all of the "missteps" in the Miami case, and as the country waits for the NCAA decision 

about Oregon working with agents inappropriately, many journalists and analysts are writing 

about the failed system within the NCAA. 

Article: 

http ://www. cbssports, com/collegef ootball/story/217 66696/more-ncaa-missteps-add-another- 

chapter-to-already-confusing-case 

http :iiwww. sbnation, comicollege-footb all/2013/2/24/4024120ioregon-footb all-ncaa- 

investigati on-willie-lyles 

http :iiwww¢. cb ssports, comicolumnsisto15"i21766673iamid-miami-debacle-and-hypocfi sy-ncaa- 

should-be-eliminated 
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Georgia Player Arrested 

Synopsis: 

Georgia football player Ty Floumoy-Smith has been arrested for lying about the theft of his 

textbooks, a misdemeanor. 

Article: 

http~//sp~rtsi~ustrated.cnn.c~m/c~ege-f~tba~/news/2~ ~ 3~224/ge~rgia-f~tball-p~ayer- 

arrested.ap/?sct=uk t2 a7 
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Utah Player Kicked Off Team 

Synopsis: 

"A University of Utah football player has been dismissed from the team after police say he 

attacked his wife and threatened to kill her in front of their children. Koliniasi Mona Leota, 24, 

was charged Wednesday with three felonies and four misdemeanors for alleged incidents that 

occurred Feb. 117 at their Salt Lake apartment." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.fannation.comitruth_and_rumorsiviewi3694 71 -utah-kicks-dt-off-team-after-alleged- 

attack-on-wife? sct=uk t2 a6&eref=fromSI 
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UNC Athletics 
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Renovations at UNC 

Synopsis: 

Bubba Cunningham said in an intei~v’iew that the Smith Center will be in need of renovations (in 

the form of luxury suites) in the coming years, but Fetzer field is the top priority. 

Article: 

http~//b~ogs.newsobserver.com/uncnow/unc-interested-in-renovating~smith-center-ad-bubba- 

cunningham-says#storylink=misearch 

Reaction: 

Some are applauding his comments, saying that it is time to change the iconic arena, yet many 

others claim that this is not the time to discuss these plans with there are more important issues 

facing the university. 

"it takes a lot of guts to be promoting big time spending for luxury suites for the rich UNC 

faithful at a time when the university has been embarrassed beyond shame for allowing athletics 

to ruin its academic reputation." 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



UNC’s New Leader Faces Challenges 

Synopsis: 

The new chancellor hired at UNC will have a big impact on the direction that the university 

takes, and the News and Observer reported on many of the facets that will be important to a new 

chancellor. 

"’I think we’re seeing more and more instances where presidents or chancellors are worried 

about the value of Division I athletics, to the extent that when things go wrong, it tarnishes the 

image,’ said [Bachenheimer, one of three professors who conducted a special review of the 

academic fraud scandal and called for independent experts to review the school’s academic- 

athletic balance]. ’A lot of faculty would agree that it’s time for presidents to seize control of 

Division I athletics from the NCAA. I think the NCAA plays way too big a role in it.’" 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.corn/2013/02/23/2703480/uncs-next-leader-h as- 

challenges.html#storylink=misearch 
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McAdoo and the NC Supreme Court 

Synopsis: 

"Former UNC-Chapel Hill football player Michael McAdoo is asking the state’s highest court to 

take up his claim that the NCAA improperly banned him from the team in 2010. 

McAdoo’s attorney, Noah Huffstetler, filed papers this week to petition the N.C. Supreme Court 

to order the case be reinstated for a trial. McAdoo, who now plays for the Baltimore Ravens in 

the NFL, contends the NCAA and UNC-CH did not follow proper procedures in kicking him off 

the team for receiving improper help from a tutor. The NCAA, for example, found McAdoo had 

received improper help in three classes, but the school’s honor court found it only happened in 

one." 

Article: 

http :iiblogs.newsob server.comiiteamiformer-unc-football-player-mcadoo-asks-nc-supreme- 

court-to-take-up-ncaa-suit#storylink=misearch 
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SBI Investigation 

Synopsis: 

The State Bureau of Investigation will be making an announcement about the UNC scandal any 

day now. 

"Orange County District Attorney Jim Woodall was meeting Monday afternoon with 

investigators from the State Bureau of Investigation to decide if there will be criminal charges 

against former University of North Carolina employees who have been fingered as the culprits in 

a long-running academic scandal at the Chapel Hill campus." 

Article: 

http ://www. wral. com/da-sbi-due-for-decision-on-unc-academic-scandal/1110998 56/ 
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Big Ten Not Looking to Expand 

Synopsis: 

Ohio State AD claims that the Big Ten is not looking to expand the conference by adding ACC 

teams. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sbnation, comicollege-footb all/2013/2/25/4028996/big-ten-expansion-conference- 

realignment 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Johnny Man-sell 

Synopsis: 

What’s happening with Johnny Manziel is uncharted territory for the NCAA. He and his lawyers 

are trying to keep people from profiting off of hi s ni ckname, but Manzi el can’t profit from it yet. 

Rick Reilly compares what’ s happening with him to what the NCAA should do. 

Article: 

http :iie sp n. go. c omie s p ni StOlS’i ii di 8990966/s el 1 i ng -j ohnny - fo otb al 1 

http :iisportsillustrated. cnn. comicoll ege-footb all/news/20130226/j ohnny-manzi el-ncaa- 

loopholei?sct=uk t2 a8 
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Shapiro Numbers 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced that Miami booster Nevin Shapiro reportedly gave $170,000 of 

impermissible benefits, as well as additional money to athletes to get them to sign with a 

company he works with. 

Article: 

http ://e spn. go. com/coll ege-footb all/story/ /i d/8995822/rep ort-ncaa- s ay s- al 1 eged-mi am i - 

hurricanes-b ooster-nevin-shapiro-gave-least- 170k 
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Hurtt Misled Probe 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced that assistant coach Clint Hurtt misled the investigation by giving 

investigators false information. 

Article: 

http ://espn. g~. c~m/c~~~ ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/ /i d/8988 723 /c~int-hurtt-pr~vi ded-false-inf~-nevin- 

shapiro-probe-says-ncaa 
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Penn State Lawsuits 

Synopsis: 

The back and forth lawsuits between the NCAA and Pa. Governor Tom Corbett continue as 

Corbett is now combatting the governing body. 

"Gov. Tom Corbett argued in a court document filed late Monday that the NCAA has been 

trying to use his pending antitrust lawsuit against it over the Penn State penalties in the Jerry 

Sandusky child sex abuse scandal to combat what he describes as a groundswell of public 

criticism." 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry/ /id/89894 7 4/pennsylvania-g~vern~r-~~ing-defends- 

antitrust-suit-vs-ncaa 
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Alabama Players Out 

Synopsis: 

The four Alabama football players accused of attacking and robbing a fellow student are now" 

completely unaffiliated with the football program, the university announced. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sbnation, comicollege-footb all/2013/2/27/4036368ialab ama-crim son-tide-arrests- 

nick-saban 
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UCF Wrongful Death Suit 

Synopsis: 

Use of NCAA sanctions could be used in court over a wrongful death case of a football player. 

This would be the first time sanctions were used in a lawsuit such as this. 

"Lawyers representing the family of a former Central Florida player in a high-profile wrongful 

death lawsuit are asking an appeals court to consider the school’s lack of institutional control 

charge by the NCAA, the Orlando Sentinel has reported." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.cbssports.comicollegefootballiblogidennis-doddi21779815iucf-appeal-in-wrongful- 

death-suit-could-include-con sideration-of-lack-of-instituti onal-control 
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Inept Officiating 

Synopsis: 

The Big 12 announced that they did believe there were mistakes made during the Kansas-Iowa 

State game by inept refs. 

"The Big 12 Conference acknowledges that officiating errors were made at the end of regulation 

during last night’s Kansas at Iowa State men’s basketball game. The plays have been reviewed 

and appropriate measures will be taken by the Coordinator of Men’s Basketball Officials to 

adjust the number of future assignments for the two officials involved in conjunction with 

conference policies." 

Article: 

http ://ww~.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~egebasketba~/b~g/eye-~n-c~ege-basketba~/2 ~ 77 4~5 5/big- ~2- 

acknowledges-officiating-mistakes-made-in-kansas-iowa-state 
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No Decision on Criminal Charges 

Synopsis: 

"Orange County District Attorney Jim Woodall said Monday that a meeting with investigators 

from the State Bureau of Investigation ended without a decision on whether to file criminal 

charges against former University of North Carolina employees named as the culprits in a long- 

running academic scandal at the Chapel Hill campus." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.wral. comida-sbi-due-for-decision-on-unc-academic-scandali110998 56/ 
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Syracuse Updating to Keep ACC Pace 

Synopsis: 

"Syracuse will continue designing and begin construction later this year on its $17 million indoor 

practice facility, the school announced on Tuesday. The school’s release said the facility will 

provide ’essential and transformational amenities needed to compete for championships in the 

Athletic Coast Conference.’" 

Article: 

http :iiespn.go. comiblogiacciposti iidi52822isyracuse-facilities-looking-to-keep-pace-in-acc 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rice, Bobby <brice@hmsraciug.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 

gince, 

You can mail the tickets to my home The tickets are for my son, a Raleigh Attorney. He is a Appalachian State Universi~ graduate before Miami Law 
school. He did play tbotball at ASU If you cannot mail, I will have him do will call. 

Thanks, Vince. Also, Mike Desmond, the Auto Mall manager in Cary, and I want to buy you hmch and visit with you. Our company is recruiting at Duke and NC State for young people to 
get into the automobile business, particularly athletes, and we would like to educate you about our company and see about an introduction to who you feel is appropriate. Kevin White, the 
AD at Duke, arranged for I~Lr Hendrick to speak to the Fuqua MBA class and the sports management class at Duke. He also spoke at a business speaker series at NC State Every year I 
speak to a dozen or so LrNC MBA’s who visit our Motorsports campus in Charlotte along with their assistant dean. Because of advancements in technology, we have been hiring a higher 
caliber entry level young people who we can offer significantly higher compensation than most companies. I have a full schedule through the next 2 weeks, but I can schedule something 
convenient with yours and Mike’s calendars after that. I will contact you in a couple of weeks 

Thanks again 
Bobby 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vmce [mailtu:ille@email.nnc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 8:21 PM 
To: Rice, Bobby 
Subject: RE: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 

Bubby, 

I have the twu Duke tickets for you ifyuu still need them. Please just let me know what is the most convenient way [’or me tu make sure yuu ur your guests receive them. 

Also, given my rule here, I hope yuu understand that I have to ask.. are either of the two guests pruspective student-athletes (9th grade through senior in high schuol, or enrulled in a juniur 
college)? Are either parents uf prospective student-athletes we may be recruiting in any spurt? Are either cuaches ofpruspect age students in any spurt? If the answer tu any ufthese is 
yes, I can still pruvide the tickets, it will just have tu be arranged through a pass list with nu hard ticket in hand per NCAA rules 

? Finally, are these two people Carulina fans, Thanks Bubby. Surry about all the questiuns, but it’s part of this jub. 

Vlnce 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Ihce, Bobby [maiffu:brice(~r)hmsracin~.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 02, 2013 8:35 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 

As ]ong as I am not taking yuurs I’d luve to have 2 mure. 
Thanks Vince 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2013, at 6:58 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Bobby, 
> 

> Do you still need the two extra tickets for our home basketball game v Duke? If so, I have two for you. Please just let me know. Hope you’re doing well. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rice, Bobby [mailtu:brice,@,l~nsracing.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday-, January 09, 2013 6:46 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: RE: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> Thank you. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(~elnail.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday-, January 09, 2013 6:42 PM 
> To: Rice, Bobby 
> Subject: RE: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> No problem. I’ll take care of it and let you know-. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rice, Bobby [mailtu:brice@hnasracing com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 09, 2013 6:28 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> No. Just 2 extra to what I already have Just do the best you can on location Does not have to be near my other seats. If you cannot get them that’s fine Would never expect you to give 
tap your own seats. Thanks. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



> On Jan 9, 2013, at 5:49 PM, "I[le, Vince" <ille@email uric edu<mailto:ille(~r)email.unc edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Bobby, 
> I don’t believe anyone I need is still here in the office I will look into all options tomorrow morning Must all six seats be together, or will 4 and 2 work? If4 and 2 will work, I can give you 
my seats if all else fails One way or another, we will make it work Thanks. 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Rice, Bobby [mailto:brice@hmsracing coral 
> Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 09, 2013 5:32 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: FW: Limited Nurnber of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> gince, 

> Can you see if I can get a 2 extras of these? I believe my credit card is on file. If, not and you can get them, email me and I will send you credit card itffo. 
> Thanks. 
> Bobby- 
> Bobby Rice I President 
> Hendrick Companies: Hendrick Motorsports 1 Hendrick Automotive Group 
> 4328 Papa Joe Hendrick Blvd. 
> ChatloRe, NC 28262 
> 704-455-0644 (office) 
>           -(mobile) 
> <mailto :bric e,@,hmsr acing, c om>br ice@hrnsra cing. c om<mailt o :br ic e(&)hrnsracitN, c om> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: L2qC Attfletic Ticket Office [<mailto:webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu>mailto:webtickets(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Januarj 09, 2013 5:01 PM 
> To: Rice, Bobby 
> Subject: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> Use this link to view- a web version of the email<http://pacnrail.em.marketinghq.netic.html? 
ufl d&rtr on&s x7ieud.Sq56,hi,9pcv,33ai,iu01.crm~&MLM MID~407130&MLM MLID 630&MLM SITEID 2008000165&MLM LrNI©UEID d686191792&MLM MID 407130&MLM UNI~ 

> 

> [http://pacmail.emmarketmghq.net/content/2008000165/Hee1Mai1Template/IJNCHee1Mai101 .jpg] 
> 

,7 ,~ > TICKET CE~‘~rER<http://pacmai~.emmarketinghq.net/c.h~m~?uf~=d&rtr=~n&s~x7ieud‘8q56~hi‘9~w~7~hi~iu~ cnm&MLM MID=40,130&MLM UNIOLrEID=d68619179~> ] ONLINE 
STORE<http://pacmail.emmarketinghq net/c html?ufl=d&rtr=on&s~:. 7ieud 8q56,hi.7erc.g0jc,iu01,cmn&IvfLM MID=407130&IvfLM UNI©LTID=d686191792>] 
G~HRELS.C~M<http://pacmai~emmarketmghc~.net/c.htm~?u~=d&rtr=~n&s~7ieud‘8q56~hi‘6hxa‘5~fk~iu~‘cnrn&MLM MID=407130&MLM uNIODT, ID=d686191792> 
> 

> 

> [Follow- Us on] 
> 

> [Faceb~k]<ht~p://pacmai~.emmarketinghq.net/c.htm~?u~=d&rtr=~n&s~x7ieud‘8q56~hi‘8k~g‘~taa~iu~1‘crrm&MLM IvlID=407130&MLM U’xrIQUEID=d686191792> 
> 
> [Twitter]<http://pacmail.emmarketir~hq net,’c.html?ufl=d&rtr=on&s=x7ieud.Sq56,hi,6aiz.chlp,iu01,cmn&IvILM MID=407130&IvfLM UNI©UEID=d686191792> 
> 
> [Y~uTube]<http://pacmai~emmarketinghc~.net/c.htm~?u~=d&rtr=~n&s=x7ieud~8q56‘hi‘1in~‘at4m~iu~‘crrm&MLM MID=407130&MLM U’xrIOUEID=d686191792> 
> 

> 

> Your Customer #: 
> 

> 1200659 
> 

> 

> 

> Forgot your password? 
> 

>> C~ick Here<http:/~pacmai~.emmarkednghq net/c.h~m~?uf~=d&rtr=~n&s=×7ieud‘8q56‘hi‘6h5e‘mbie‘iu~ ~‘crrm&~f[~M MID=407130&N/fLM UNIOUEID=d686191792> 
> 

> 

> [http://pacmailemmarketinghqneticontent/2008000165il~eelMailTemplateiUNCHeelMai108 ip~] 
> 

> [http://pacmailemmarketinghqneticontent/2008000165il~eelMailTemplateiUNCHeelMai108 ip~] 
> 

> 

> A limited number of tickets for the Men’s Basketball game against Duke on March 9th have become available. As a Rams Club member, you qualify to purchase up to Jbur (4) tickets for the 
game. Tickets are $90 each and will be assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis. All orders are based on availability. 

To order tickets, please click here<hRp:/ipacmail.em marketin~hq.net/c html,tffl=d&rtr=on&s=x7ieud 8q56,hi,fSp5,dpwg,iu01 crrm&MLM MID~407130&MLM UNIQUEID=d686191792> 
and login with the inJbrmation at the top o:[’this email. 
> 

> 

> [http :i/pacmail. emmarketmghq .net/content/2008000165/I IeelMailTemplate/UNCt IeelMail 10.ipg] 
> 

> 

> [http://pacmailemmarketinghqneticontent/2008000165il~eelMailTemplateiUNCHeelMai108 ipg] 
> 

> [Facebook] 
> 
> Share on Facebook[ <http://pacmailemmarketinghqnet/chtml? 

ufl=d&rtr=on&s=x7ieud, Sq56,l~,dn70,k294,iu01,crrm&MLM SOCID=ddde835eSbf996c4518e03de23311e3b2cb0f12f82624d599f4edd0103d02b03e3dS&MLM MID=407130&MLM UNIQL~ID=c 
> 

> [Twitter] 
> 

> Post on Twitter[ <http:/ipacmail.emmarketinghq.net/c.htnrl? 
ufl=d&t tr=on&s=x7ieud, 8q 56,hi,~n4w.9zt_.iu01 crrm&MLM SOCID=ddde835eSbf996c4518e03de23311 e3b2cb0fl 2~262dd599fdedd0103d02b03e3dS&MLM MID~407130&MLM I~IQL~ID=d 
> 



> 

> 

> [http://pacmailemmarketinghqneticontent/2008000165iHeelMailTemplateiUNCHeelMaill 0ip~] 
> 

> 

> [http://pacmai~.emmarketm~hq.net/c~ntent/2~8~65/IIee~Mai~]?emp~ate~UNCIIee~Mai~ l .iP~] 
> 

> 

> Copyright (c) 2012, UNC Athletics The team names, logos and unifimn designs are registered trademarks of the teams indicated. No logos, photographs or graphics on this site may be 
reproduced without written permission. All rights resel~ed. 
> 

> UNC Athletic Department - P.O. Box 2126 - Chapel Hill, NC 27514 - 919-962-6000 
> 

> 

> 

> Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS<http://pacruail.emlnarketinghq.net/c.html? 
ufl=d&ttr=on&s=x7ieud,8q56,hi,c6gv,k7i5,iu01,crlm&ML_’vl M]D~407130&MLM LrNIQUEID=d686191792>, find your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 
> 

> Please do not reply to this elnail. Questions o1 con~nents may be sent to: webtickets@uncaa.unc.edu<ruailt~:webtickets~d~uncaa.unc.edu?subiect=Hee~Mai~>. 
> 

> Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe.<http ://pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/c.htlnl? 
ufl=d&m=on&s~x7ieud.Sq56,hi,3ilq,4q39,iu01,c1Tm&MLM MLID=630&MLM LFNIQUEID=d686191792&MLM MID=407130&MLM MID~407130&MLM LrNIOUEID=d686191792> 
> 

> Forward to a Friend .http:i/paclnail.emmarketinghq.netic.html’ 
ufl=dgatr=on&s=x7ieud, Sq56,hi, inlb,4qba, iu01,cmn&EiVL~_IL ~ad)DRESS=brice@htnsracing.com&MLM LZNIQUEID=d68619179~&MLM MID=407130&MLM MfD=407130&MLM UNIQUEI 
> 

> [httt~:i/’0acmail.em.ruarketinRhcl.net/irua;es/mlopen post.htrnl?rtr=on&siteid=2008000165&mid=407130&mlid=630&uid=d686191792] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef0ansseu.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Leadership Update 

Hey Vince, 

Thanks for the email and call. Unfortunately I am at Arkansas on 
Monday and Tuesday so I would not be able to meet in person then. 

Let me know if there is any- chance you might be able to squeeze me in 
tomorrow as I am available all day and could meet any time If not, 
let me know if there are ant’ other workable options via a call or 
something. 

Other than tomorrow- and this weekend, my next available time to meet 
in person would not be until next Friday - and ideally, I would 
prefer not wait another week to learn the specifics of my fate if 
possible, as I’m sure you can understand. 

Let me know what might work for you and we’ll see if we can make it happen.. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

>Jeff, 
> 

>Thanks for the message. The meeting was productive I left a voice 
>mail [’or you at the number below. Please give me a call when you 
>have a minute or two. I would like to set up a meeting with you for 
>early Monday or Tuesday next week if you’re available Thanks and 
>look forward to seeing you again soon 
> 

>Vince Ille 
>Senior Associate Athletic Director 
>Un lversity of North Carolina 
>(919) 962-4631 
>i]le@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:ieff(/r)ief[’ianssen.com] 
>Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:03 PM 
>To: I]le, Vince 
>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
> 
>Vince, 
> 

>Hope all went well with the meeting yesterday. Let me know- if you 
>have any updates for me... 
> 

>You can either email, call I 1, or I can come in tomorrow as well. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

> 

>>Je&. 
>> 

>>Sor17 for the delay. Due to others’ schedules, the meeting we discussed 
>>was rescheduled for 9:30 a.m. on Februa~ 27. rm thus unable to 
>>provide any further clarification at this point. 
>> 

>>Please know that I’m currently writing the Universib"s Annual 
>>Compliance Repolt and compiling all related documentation per the terms 
>>of our probation. This will continue to occupy ray time ttuough Friday. 
>>I look forward to discussing your involvelnent with our program as soon 
>>as I have additional information. I appreciate your patience. 
>> 

>>Vince 
>> 

>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 

>>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jett]a jeffianssen com] 
>>Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:13 PM 
>>To: Ille, Vmce 
>>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
>> 

>>Vince, 
>> 

>>Thanks again for your willingness to hear my views on the Leadership 
>>Academy- situation. I am sincerely hopeful that I can continue my 



>>invulvement with this natiunally-respected program that ! was 
>;>instrumental in developing over the last nine years and is still near 
>>and dear to my heart. 
>> 

>>As I mentioned, NC State cuntacted me in October abuut starting a 
>>4-module Academy with them next fall. ] have been transparent with you 
>>about their interest and have inquired about my" status moving forward 
>;>and the exclusive clause ufmy UNC current contract. NC State has 
>>indicated to me that they will only work with our cumpany if ! am their 
>>lead facilitator. 
>> 

>>Having successfully worked with same conference schools before with 
>>Georgetown, Pitt, and Notre Dame; and Illinois and NSchigan; Colgate, 
>>Lehigh, Lafayette, and Holy Cross; as well as Arkansas and LSU next 
>>year, I am highly sensitive to this issue and proceed accordingly. I 
>>have never had any issue with same conference schools largely because I 

>>never make it an issue. I give all schools my absolute best no matter 
>>who they compete against and never talk about same conference schools 
>>in my programs. 
>> 

>>Given that I have held NC State off in deference to LrNC since the fall 
>>and with the current uncertainty of the Carolina program, I need to 
>>give NC State a definitive answer tomorrow morning as they would like 
>>me to speak with their coaches next Tuesday- about launching an Academy 
>>next year. Dr. Yew has also made it clear that I should only speak with 
>>the coaches if I will guarantee that I will be their primary 
>>facilitator. 
>> 

>>Thus, please let me know what the status might be with UNC moving 
>>fol~vard by some time tonight or by 8:00 am tomorrow morning. I 
> >certainly understand if things are still unsettled or not fully decided 
>>after yesterday’s meeting, but I simply cannot risk losing both UNC and 
>>NC State as clients if I wait any longer. If things are still 
>>undecided, I need to let State kmow tomorrow morning and will inform 
>>them that I can be fl~e primary facilitator for their Academy and tbllow 
>>through with my word 
>> 

>>Again, I am very hopeii~l I can continue working with UNC and build upon 
>>the strong and highly-rated program that is already in place and 
>>beloved by coaches and SAs 
>> 

>>Obviously for me, time is now of the essence. I have workshops at 
>>Michigan from 6:00-10:00 pm tonight and start up again at 8:30 am 
>>tomorrow morning with their coaches. So if you could please either 
>>email a response or catch me via cell at              between 10-11 pm 
>>tonight or between 7-8 am tomorrow morning I would really appreciate 
>>it 
>> 

>>Thanks! 
>> 

>>Jeff 
>> 

>>__ 

>>Jeff Janssen, M S 
>>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>> 

>>phone: 1-888-721-TE.~M, fax: (919) 303-4338 
>>address: 
>> 

>>Team up with student-athlete leaders from acruss the cuuntry tu make a 
>>difference aruund the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>>(SALSC) http ://www. salsc.ur~ 
> 

> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Spurts Leadership Center 
> 

>phone: 1-888-721 -TEAN/", fax: (919) 303-4338 
>address: 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders fi-om across the country to make 
>a difference around the wurld! Student-Athletes Leading Sucial Change 
>(SALSC) http://www sa[sc, or~ 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.salsc.or~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef0ansseu.com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Leadership Update 

Okay - sounds good. I can definitely do next Friday at 10:15 - rll 
assume in your office unless I hear otherwise from you. 

THANKS! 

>Jeff, 
> 

>I can’t meet tomo1Tow. But please don’t be fatalistic! I just want 
>to set a time to meet and talk with you in person. Also, I’ve asked 
>Dickie to join us to take advantage of his insight and knowledge of 
>our department’s long-term relationship with you. I think that will 
>be beneficial as we negotiate the best way to move forward. In 
>considering his calendar, Dickie is available next Friday as am I. 
>My window is narrow that day, from 10:15-11:30 am. at most. If that 
>works for you, please just let me know and I’ll make the 
>arrangements. Thanks and hope you enjoy the trip to Fayetteville. 
> 

>Vince 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff(~)jeffjanssen.com] 
>Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:29 PM 
>To: I]le, Vince 
>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
> 

>Hey Vince, 
> 
Sfhanks for the email and call. Unfortunately I am at Arkansas on 
>Monday and Tuesday so I would not be able to meet in person then 
> 

>Let me know if there is any chance you might be able to squeeze me 
>m tomorrow as I am available al[ day and could meet aW time H" 
>not, let me know if there are aW other workable options via a call 
>or something. 
> 

>Other than tomorrow and this weekend, my next avai]abie time to meet 
>in person would not be unti[ next Friday - and ideally, I would 
>prefer not wait another we& to [earn the specifics of my fate if 
>possible, as I’m sure you can understand. 
> 

>Let me know what might work for you and we’ll see if we can make it happen. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

> 

>>Je&. 
>> 

>>Thanks for the message. The meeting was productive. I leR a voice mail 
>>for you at the number below. Please give me a call when you have a 
>>minute or two. I would like to set up a lneetmg with you for early 
>>Monday or Tuesday next week if you’re available. Thanks and look 
>>forward to seeing you again soon. 
>> 

>>Vince Ille 
>>Senior Associate Athletic Director 
>>Universi~" of North Carolina 
>>(919) 9624631 
>>ille@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 

>>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef~@jeffjanssen.cora] 
>>Sent: Thursday, Febmmy 28, 2013 2:03 PM 
>>To: Ille, Vince 
>>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
>> 

>>Vince, 
>> 

>>Hope all went well with the meeting yesterday Let me know if you have 
>>an?- updates for me.. 
>> 

>>You can either email, call ( ), or I can come m tomo1Tow as well. 
>> 

>>Thanks! 
>> 

>>Jeff 
>> 



>> 

>>>Jeff; 
>>> 

>>>Sorry for the delay Due to others’ schedules, the meeting we 
>>>discussed was rescheduled for 9:30 a.m. on February 27. I’m thus 
> >>unable to provide any further clarification at this point. 
>>> 

>>>Please know that I’m currently writing the University’s Annual 
>>>Compliance Report and compiling all related documentatinn per the 
>>>terms of our probation. This will continue to occupy my time through Friday. 
>>>I look forward to discussing yottr involvement with our program as soon 
>>>as I have additional information. I appreciate your patience. 
>>> 

>>>Vince 

>>> 

>>> 

>>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>>From: Jeff" Janssen [mailto:iefI~]effiansscn.com] 
>>>Scnt: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:13 PM 
>>>To: Ille, Vince 
>>>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
>>> 

>>>gince, 

>>> 

>>>Thanks again for your willingness to hear my views on the Leadcrship 
>>>Academy situation. I am sincerely hopeful that I can continue my 
>>>involvement with this nationally-respected program that I was 
>>>instrumental in developing over the last nine years and is still near 
>>>and dear to my heart. 
>>> 

>>>As I mentioned, NC State contacted me in October about starting a 
>>>4-module Academy with them next fall. I have been transparent with you 
>>>about their interest and have inquired about my status moving forward 
>>>and the exclusive clause of tW L3~’C current contract. NC State has 
>>>indicated to me that they will only work with our company it" I am 
>>>their lead facilitator. 
>>> 

>>>Having successfiJlly worked with same conference schools before with 
>>>Georgetown, Pitt, and Notre Dame; and Illinois and Michigan; Colgate, 
> >>Lehigh, Lafayette, and Holy Cross; as well as Arkansas and LSU next 
>>>year, I am highly sensitive to this issue and proceed accordingly I 
>>>have never had any issue with same conference schools largely because 
>>>I never make it an issue. I give all schools my absolute best no 
>>>matter who they compete against and never talk about same conference 
>>>schools in my programs. 
>>> 

>>>Given that I have held NC State off in deference to UNC since the fall 
>>>and with the current ut~certain~z of the Carolina program, I need to 
>>>give NC State a definitive answer tomorrow morning as the?’ would like 
>>>me to speak with their coaches next Tuesday about launching an Academy 
>>>next year Dr. Yow has also made it clear that I should only speak 
>>>with the coaches ifI will guarantee that I will be their primary 
>>>fa cilitator. 
>>> 

>>>Thus, please let me know what the status might be with L,3,~’C moving 
>>>forward by some time tonight or by 8:00 am tomorrow morning I 
>> >certainly understand if things are still unsettled or not fully 
>> decided 
>>>after yesterday’s meeting, but I simply cannot risk losing both I_?NC 
>>>and NC State as clients if I wait any longer If things are still 
>>>undecided, I need to let State know tomorrow morning and will inform 
>>>them that I can be the primary facilitator for their Academy and 
>>>follow through wilh my word. 
>>> 

>>>Again, I am very hopeful I can continue working with I_?NC and build 
>>>upon the strong and highly-rated program that is ahea@ in place and 
>>>beloved by coaches and SAs 
>>> 

>>>Obviously %r me, time is now of’the essence. I have workshops at 
>>>Michigan from 6:00-10:00 pm tonight and start up again at 8:30 am 
>>>tomorrow morning with their coaches So if you could please either 
>>>email a response or catch me via cell at             between 10-11 pm 
>>>tonight or between 7-8 am tomorrow morning I would really appreciate 
>>>it 
>>> 

>>>ThaN<st 
>>> 

>>>Jeff 
>>> 

>>>__ 

>>>Jeff Janssen, M S 
>>>Janssen Sports Leadership (;enter 
>>> 

>>>phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 
>>>address: 
>>> 

>>>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a 
>>>difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>>>(SALSC) http://www.salsc, org 
>> 

>> 



>>__ 

>>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>> 

>>phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 3034338 
>>address: 
>> 

>>Team up with student-athlete leaders fl~om across the country to make a 
>>difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>>(SALSC) http :/iwww. salsc.or~ 
> 

> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 

>phone: 1-888-721 -TEAM. fax: (.919) 303-4338 
>address: 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
>a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://www.salsc.or~ 

Check out o~tr all-new wcbsite at http://www.ianssensportsleadership.coru 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TE.a&4. fax: (919) 303-4338 
address:, 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu.edu;> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:39 PM 

Erlease M Wagner <erleasem@syr.edu> 

jcurry@admin.i~u.edu; dbaVtholomae@athletics.pitt.edu; Cadene PaJdsean <carlene.pariseat@bc.edu>; Cindy Hartmann 

(chartmmm@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.edu>; Eric (emb8p) Baumg~xtner <emb8p@eservices.virginia.edu>; Jerome 

Rodgers <JRodgers@gtaa.gatech.edu>; Dmfiel (d.mbenl@miami.edu) Raben; Daniel M Isaf <dmisaf@syr.edu>; Daniel E. ’][’rump 

<~ttrump@umd.edu>; Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Haimton <h~Jrstct@wfu.edu> 

Re: Social Events arranged by Coaching staff 

Erleose - I am not aware of this type of interpretation. I think mixing prospects with current and especially former players (who are 

more than likely boosters) is a recipie for disaster. It’s not something the compliance staff would approve. 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business" which are sent to or received by this" account are subjed to the NC Public Recard~ 

Law and may be disclosed to tbird parties. " 

On Toe, Feb 26, 2013 at 4:26 PM, Erlease M Wagner <erleasem(~svr.edu> wl~)te: 

Quick question for the 9roup. 

Are any of you a~ore of a ruletinterpretotion/ed column, etc that t~ou[d permit a coachin9 staff member to host a social event ottended only by the fol[o~in9 

individuols: former ployers, current players ~nd prospective student-athletes ? Mote: the prospective s~udent-athletes have not signed a GZA or MLZ and they ~re 

not enrolled in summer school. 

3rust asking the question because we receive the "how does everyone else do it" response to the request to hwae an on-campus meettgreet with former and 

prospective student-athletes. 

[rlease M. Wagner, [sq. 

Director of Athletic Compliance 

Syracuse Unwersity 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, March 1, 2013 9:02 PM 

To: Ifle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report and Other things 

Appreciate the response. If you get a minute to chat in the next couple of weeks, let me know. No weekend mined here.., here’s to finding another adventure! 

On Fri, Mar 1, 2013 at 8:51 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks tbr the report. I’m ~)rry to hear that you weren’t selected tbr the internship. I don’t know who was selected, but I would be very, surprised if the individual 

wasn’t a varsity student-athlete at an NCAA member school. As I mentioned "to you previously, these NCAA internships are used to promote and build utxm the 

student’s participation in NCAA intercollegiate athletics. As tbr advice, let me give "that some thought. We should talk sometime ~on to discuss ideas. 

But don’t let it ruin your weekend. There will be something out there for you. 

Vince 

From:             [mailto: 
Sent-" Friday, March 02, 2023 3:43 PM 
To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Report and Other things 

~qmail.coml 

Today’s report is attached. 

Alto, wmated to let you know that I got a "thanks but no thanks" internship reiection letter fi-om the NCAA. Although I’m disappointed (especially becau~ someone 

I know got m~ interview and thought I had more experience), that’s just liIE. Your help is veW much appreciated in my pursuit ofthi~ so thanks tbr your assistance. 

Looks like I need to s~tart fleshing out some other options. Any advice for a nervous tbr aspiring sport protEssiona] as I move tbrward? 

Thanks mad have a great weekend, 

@gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conmxunication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dick Baddour ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 7:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting with JeffJa~ssen 

That,s. That works for me. See you Friday, march 8 at 10:15 at 216 Finley Golf Course Road. I am glad to be involved; thanks for asking. 

Dick Baddour 
Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 2, 2013, at 5:02 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mr. Baddour, 

Jeff Jaalssen roll be in Arkaa~sas early next week, but he is available to meet with us on Friday, March 8 at 10:15 a.m. at 216 Finley if that is still a 

com’enient time tbr you. If that day aJ~d time still works tbr you, please confinn and I’ll sehedule the meeting. Thanks ~br your help and mllingness tojoin 

us for the discussion. 

Vince Ille 

Smfior Associate Athletic Director 

University, of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO2dpg > 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shawn Wax < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 11:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Blue Dawn 

Vince: 

Just wanted to reach out to say whoever was in charge of creating the concept of Blue Dawn and the promotional video should be given a huge pat on the back. I know many schools 
produce these types of behind the scenes videos, but this one just seems different You can actually see the culture changing while watching the video. 

How’s life in the tar heel state? 

Wax 



From: 

Sent: Sunday, 1:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Thank You 

com> 

Good day Vince. 

Well its otficial! 

has given Sam and Tripp his official verbal commim~ent to UNC yesterday. He is so pumped with his decision which i also believe is the correct one. I was so 

ve131 impressed with the recruit process that UNC has in place mad wanted to personally thank you for all of your help in also making this decision clear for him. 
Looking forward to the future of UNC      and all that UNC will have to offer 

See you soon, 

go Heels ’.! 

On at 9:05 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It was a pleasure meeting you mid        this weekend. I hope you both enjoyed your visit to Chapel Hill. It was great talking with you about 

your son’s future and his career ambitions. I’m confident that we can not only accommodate his interests, but we can accelerate his athletic, academic and 

persona] development in every way. We would love to see and his family become members of the Carolina family. If there is ever an?~thing I can 

do to help you, please just let me know. 

My best to you and your family, 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University- of North Carolina 

Oltice: (919) 962-4631 

Cell: 

<image002jpg> 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 4:19 PM 

Jack Bechta <        ~gmail.com> 

jack@nt]advi~r.com; rya~@nfladvisor.com 

RE: Meetings with UNC Student-Athletes 

Thanks, Jack. We will plan accordingly. Please [ouch base with me a few days before so I can give you directions as to where to go. 

We look forward to having you and appreciate your participation in our Agent and Advisor Program. 

Sh~cerely, 

Paul Pogge 

From: Jack Bechta [maiIto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 20:!.3 2:28 PM 
To-" Pogge, Paul 
C:e: jack@nfladvisor.com; ryan@nfladvisor.com 
Subject" Re: Meetings with UNC Student-Athletes 

Hi Paul, I would gladly make that work. 

Sincerely, 

Jack Bechta 

J B Sports 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 3, 2013, at 9:52 AM, "Pogge, Paul" <pj2ogge@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jack, 

Are you able to do in-person meetings with the student-athletes listed below at the respective times on Tuesday, March 19? 

Paul 

Tuesday, March 19~ meet{rig w/Jack [{~chta: 

9:30 AM 

I0:00 AN’] 

10:30 AM 

11:00 AM 

12:30 PM 

<image003.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

Universib/of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7690 
Cell: 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:07 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Budget Update through 

pdf 

Mince, 

See attached. This is something we put together that is more of a summary type deal, because Football has so many separate accounts. If you need a detail of specific 

transactions, I can provide that but [ wanted to make sure you wanted that before ] sent you 20 different spreadsheets, one for each account. 

As for the Kenan endowment, I will have to talk to you about this, as we don’t generally do monthly reports on endowments. Are you looking for the balance, what we have 

spent this year from it, or something similar. There are several football endowments as well, so ] would want to make sure ] was giving you what you were looking for. 

Mike 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 5:18 PM > > > 

Mike, 

Can you please send me all budget(s) for including whatever information is available on the Kenan Endowment Fund’? Thanks. 

Vince 

From. Michael Perkins [mailto:mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:34 PM 
To: Sam Paul 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon; Ille, Vince; 
Subject:           Budget Update through 

Coach, 

I am attaching your monthly budget update for FY      through                Please review the information, and let me, or your Business Office contact know if you have 
any questions or concerns regarding the information. Hope all is well and Go Heels! 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             1:33 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Honor Court 

Vince,[ have had one kid in the 9 years ] have been here in honor court for plagiarism and this semester ] have 3. Two of the three are in my opinion, absolute BS, One has 

already been to court and determined to be "not guilty". ]t should never have been in court. [ feel the same way about the second one. The third one is new and [ am not 

familiar with yet, but [ have a sense might be legit, 
My concern here is losing John Blanchard because ] really felt his relationship with Jonathan Sauls helped. ] plan to reach out to Dean Sauls and try to build a relationship with 

him. Where he can help, and has helped in the past is in both prepping our guys for court as well as overseeing the cases to make sure the kid "attorney’s" don’t run amuck. 

What are your thoughts/advice? 

C.D. Mock 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, March 4, 2013 4:09 PM 

To: I|le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report 3-4-13.docx 

Today’s is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend. 

(~mail.com 
12niversit’y of NortJa Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
[gxercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shawn Wax < ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 8:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Blue Dawn 

All good on my end Not sure if you are aware, but last May I accepted a position as Executive Director of Development at the University of Iowa Foundation. I oversee fundraising for 
Neurosciences at the UI Hospital and College of Medicine 

Last week I was promoted to Assistant Vice President and added Internal Medicine, Ophthalmology and Otolaryngology to my responsibilities, so things are going welh 

The tough part is I commute back to Champaign on the weekends, which is tough. 

Actually one of my donors is a NC golf alum, Sam Reeves. Great guy If they’re all like Sam you must be having a blast. 

I met Lar~z when I picked up Zook by jet for his press conference I think LaiTy was in CU for 2-3 days betbre he said, "hell no, gotta to go". I was impressed with his thinking when we 
talked on the plane. 

That drama will soon pass, hang in there 

Wax 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 4, 2013, at 9:05 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> tIey Shawn, 
> 

> Good to hear from you. Agree with you on the Blue Dawn videos. Our video guys are great, especially those who work with ]2~utbal[. See some familiar faces? We now have Luu, Zack, 
Juice, Vic, Disch, Ron West and Keith Gilmore out here. Coach Fedora is really a rgreat guy to work with too. 
> 
> Life here is full. The volume is still just incredible with the remnants ufthe infractions case, AFAM scandal, NC SBI investigation, deluge of public records requests, etc.. 
> 

> But I’m still happy to be here and the girls love it. Itow are things there in Champaign? Hope all is well there. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Shawn Wax [rnailto (@~maihcom] 
> Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 11:10 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> SubJect: Blue Dawn 
> 

> Vmce: 
> 

> Just wanted to reach out to say whoever was in charge of creating the concept of Blue Dawn and the promotional video should be given a huge pat on the back I know many schools 
produce these types of behind the scenes videos, but this one just seems different. You can actually see the culture changing while watching the video. 
> 
> How’s life in the tat heel state? 
> 

> Wax 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bobbi Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 11:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today 

Will do. 
Bobbi 
On 3/5/2013 11:07 AAFi, Ille, Vince wrote: 
> Bobbi, 
> I wish I could but will be unable to attend I should be in Loudermilk in a meeting until around 2:30 today If you text me, I’d like to step out to say hello during the facility tour. My cell 
number is Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Bobbi Owen [mailto:owenbob@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:58 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Today 
> 

>Hi- 
> Are you joining me at 1:30 to take the University guest on the tour of Loudermilk? 
> Bobbi 
> 

>__ 

> Bobbi Owen 
> Senior Associate Dean for L’ndergraduate Education, and Michae[ R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art University of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill CB# 3504, 3011 Steele 
Building 
> 214 East Cameron Avenue 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3504 
> Phone: 919 843-7773 
> FAX: 919 843-4775 
> 

Bobbi Owen 
Senior Associate Dean for Undergraduate Education, and 
Michae[ R McVaugh Distinguished Professor of Dramatic Art 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel HIll 
CB�� 3504, 3011 Steele Butlding 
214 East Cameron Avenue 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3504 
Phone: 919 843-7773 
FAX: 919 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:33 AM 

Pogge, Paul < ppogge@unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Harlis 

Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Corporate Relay invitations 

Thanks, Paul. I had also sent it to Lance, so we should soon find out if there are any NCAA compliance issues. 

~Beth 

> > > "Pogge, Paul" < ppogge@u nc.edu > : 11:07 AM > > > 

Beth, 

Thanks for checking on this. I have also copied Lance Markos so that he can identify any NCAA C.ompliance-related issues. From a risk management perspective, I’ll 

wait to hear more of the facts about the event once they are determined. At this early stage, ] have only identified the need for participants to sign a release~ 

Pl~-:~ase I~-:d: rne know wh~-:m rnore details become available and ["ll be happy to hel~ however [ can 

Paul 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmi[ler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             8:26 AN 
To: Pogge, Paul; Rick Steinbacher 
l:::c: Mack, Ken; Harlis Neaders 
Subject: Fwd: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Rick, 

Per Harlis’s proposal below regarding a "Corporate Relay", do we have any contractual agreements that would limit the companies that could paNcipate? Do you see 

any other issues? 

Paul, 

Any risk management issues that need to be considered? 

Thanks, 

~-Beth 

Sent l]com nay iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harlis Meaders" <meaders(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date:              10:38:55 AM EST 

To: "Beth Miller" <bmille~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ce: "Bubba Cunninghanf’ <bubbac(r-~uncaa.uncuedu~, "Cricket Lane" <cficket~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos(a~uncaauunc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Dr. Miller, 

As we approach the start of the outdoor track and field season. I wanted to bring you up to date on my fund raising idea for the "Corporate Relay". I have 

been in conversations with the Rams Club and I will meet Mr. Bradley for the school of business soon. It is our goal to have 5-10 companies take part this 
season. I hope that we can get invitations out by the end of this week. 

If you have any ideas, concerns or queslions please let me know. Everything to this point has been hypothefical but I am looking forward to making 

concrete steps tNs week. 

Ha~lis 

>>> "Shafer, Bradley" <Bradley Shafe~i~kenau-flag, ler.tmc.ech~> 8:40 AM >>> 

Looking forward to our meeting on the 25th, Shall we di;cuss there? 

has phoned me also and of course, w~-_¢ll wan~: to comple~:e our due diligence/planning first, so to make this as successful as possibh-:~. 

Lastly, I’1f need to vet this through the Dean. 

Best, 

Brad 

From: Mack, Ken [maiito:kmack@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:47 AM 
To: Harlis Meaders 
Co: .... ; Bhafer, Bradley 
Subject: Re: Corporate Relay Invitations 

Probably should have Beth Miller ta~e a look. 

Ken Mack Sent t?om my iPad 

We Educate mad Inspire through Athletics. 

On at 6:32 PM, "Harlis Meaders" <ffLe__@__ejs(~_u__r_lc__~_~g_: .ujLc_:._e_ .d__tp wrote: 

I spoke with           this morning,           is a friend to the Business School and recently gave 10K to the spike shoe track club. 

We talked about how to best persuade corporations to take part in the corporate relays. His ideas were veD~ similar to what we discussed. He 

also suggested getting our student athletes involved in making the pitch to the companies whenever possible. Below is a &all of a letter I would 

like to ~nd to all of the major corporations with in a 100 mile radius. Please t~el free to make suggestions, corrections or remarks. I think the 

letter should go out right away to the CEO, recruiters, public relations m~d HR departments of each corporation we identify. 

Good afternoon, 



My name is Harlis Meaders; I am the Head Coach and Director of Track and Field and Cross Country here at the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. I would like to extend to you a personal invitation to be a part of our inaugural Corporate Distance Medley 

Relay Championship in April of 2013. 

The ~orlcept: in our first year we are inviting a select number of corporations to put to together a relay team composed of their 

current employees to race against other corporate teams. The race will be a part of our regular home track and field meet. 

The Benefits: 

The following are some of the obvious benefits for your corporation, there are many others. 

1. A chance to promote your company in a unique way on campus of the University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill. 

2. A chance to meet with a representative from the UNC Kenan-Flager School of Business. 

3. A chance to promote well-ness and health with in your company. 

4. A chance to promote team work and a competitive spirit among your employees. 

5. A chance to promote community involvement. *( we are trying to get the local news stations to cover the race) 

6. A chance to meet face to face with student athletes in an informal environment the evening prior to the race. These student 
athletes are; intelligent, hardworking, enthusiastic, competitive, motivated, articulate, and looking for employment 
opportunities. 

The Race: 

1. The Distance Medley Relay (DMR) is composed of four competitors for each team. The first runner will run 1200M (3 laps). The second runner will run 

400M (1 Lap). The third runner will run 800M (2 laps) and the final runner will run 1600M (4 laps). 

2. All teams must have at least 1 Female Runner and 1 Master runner (40 or older during the 2013 calendar year). The female runner and the master 

runner must be different runners. The other 2 runner may be male or female but must be 18 years old or older. 

3. To be eligible to compete, all runner must be regular, paid employees (or retirees) of the participating company working at least 20 hrs. per week for 

90 consecutive days or more. Consultants and student interns are not eligible. The event coordinator reserves the right to require proof of 

employment. 

4. All team members are expected to wear a matching company uniform. 

The Cost: 

Each team will be requires to make a $1000.00 tax deductible donation to (UNCAA) University of North Carolina Athletic 

Association, 

I encourage you to take part in this inaugural event. In the years to come I anticipate that this event will grow and we will have to 
turn away corporations looking to take part. Future priority will be given to those who take part this year. If you would like more 
details about this event please contact the event coordinator              at        ~_ .e_m__aj_[:__LL_n_ .c_: .e_d__u_. If you would like to meet in 
person please let me know. We have multiple student ambassadors or you can meet with me. 

Thank you for your time and your consideration, 

Harlis J. Meaders 

~mime- attachment-~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday,              12:10 PM 

Meader~ Haxlis James <meaders@unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edtv~; mbins@uncaa.unc.edu; Hudson, Nicole 

<nhudson@email .unc.edu>; VanAlstyne, Mark <coachmva@anc.edu~; Reckart, Angela G <reckar@email.unc.edu> 

Timmennans, Tom <timmermans.~)unc.edt~°; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 
~em~Jl.tmc.edu>; Miller, 

Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edtc" 

Dead Period Reminders 

Dead Period -         - Track, Cross Count~.pdf 

( (-! i~ C l’t ~? ~; 

Jt~st a q~ick reminder’ that you g~ys are in a desct perioct this Frida,? st~6 Satur6a,t due to the NCAA indoor Championships. ~f you bare any questions, List let me 

know. Thanks!! 

[~3ce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

FW: Faculty Council Agenda for Friday, March 8, 2013 

~gmail.com> 

FYI 

From: Michael B McFarland <mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013 7:10 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Faculty Council Agenda for Friday, March 8, 2013 

From: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 7:05 PM 

To: facultycou ncil~c~sa kai.u nc~ed u 
Subject: Faculty Council Agenda for Friday, March 8, 2013 
Dear Faculty Council members and speakers, 

Just a reminder that Faculty Council will meet this coming Friday, March 8th, from 3:00 to S:00 pm in the Hitchcock Room of the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 

We have just learned today that UNC system president Tom Ross will join us during the first hour of the meeting to discuss the recently adopted systemwide strategic plan. There are 

also votes on three items: two resolutions and the 2014 honorary degree nominees, as well as four meaty committee reports, the usual update from the Faculty Athletics Committee, 

and a statement from the ad hoc faculty "Athletics Reform Group." Add to this remarks from the chancellor, provost, chair of the faculty, vice provost for diversity, and a representative 

of the Retired Faculty Association, and you can see that this is a very important and substantive meeting. I hope most of you can be there. 

The agenda and alrnost all of the related materials are now posted here (we are waiting only for the final version of one report, which I expect any minute). 

SPEAKERS!GUESTS: We’d like to ask all speakers!presenters to please be present 15-20 minutes in advance of when you are slotted to speak if possible. If any of 

you have Powerpoints or other visuals you’d like me to have ready for you, please send them over to me by Friday morning. 

EXCUSED ABSENCES: Council members, if you cannot attend Friday’s meeting, please let Katie know (Katie Turner@unc.edu) so she can mark you excused. 

LIVE-TWEETING: We will be live-tweeting the meeting under the hashtag #FacCouncil. Your Tweeting constituents may want to follow along. You (and they) can 

follow all of our tweets from Faculty Governance @UNCFacGov. 

If anyone has questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Katie or me! 

See you Friday, 

Anne 
Anne Mitchell Whisnant, Ph.D. 

Deputy Secretary of the Faculty 

Office of Faculty Governance 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB#B170 -- 203 Carr Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9170 

919-962-1671 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 4:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report 3-6-13.docx 

Today’s is attached, ve~ slow day. 

Saw Mr. Cunningham (from afar.., didfft want to take up his time to talk to him) at the Goodell lecture mid was hoping you’d pop in, but didn’t see you. Hope you’ve 

had a good day. 

On Mort, Mar 4, 2013 at 8:53 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . Weekend went by fast. Hope you enjoyed yours. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 20:[3 4:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. Hope yon had a nice weekend. 

~)~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~gmail. corn 
University of Nort2a Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 5:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Relyort 

Presentation was good... I liked him much better answering questions than his prepared speech, because he showed a lot more pizzazz then. He zinged a couple of the 

reporters and it was awesome during the media questions. Stay warn!! 

On Wed, Mar 6, 2013 at 5:02 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . I couldn’t make it over to the lecture. Was the presentation good? Hope you’ve had a great day. 

From: ,~. amail.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attache& vely slow day. 

Saw Mr. Cmmingham (from ~l:ar... didn’t want to take up his time to talk to him) at the Goodell lectme and was hoping you’d pop in, but didn’t see you. Hope you’ve 

had a good day. 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 8:53 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . Weekend went by fast. Hope you enjoyed yours. 

From: ~qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 4:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend. 

%gmail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

,@,graail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@gmail. corn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 7:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

FW: Speaking 

FYI 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 7:44 PM 

To: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Speaking 

Cricket, 

Ido notknow him very wellnoram ladvocating ~rhim, butlam interestedinseeing who arespeakersare ~rthe endreyear. 

Thanks, 

Bubba 

From: <Norton>, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013 8:04 AM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Speaking 

< !--[if mso 9]->< !-[endif]-> 

From: Cricket Lane [..m...a.~..t9.Lc~t‘.i.~.~.k..e..t..‘r~..u..n.~.c..a..a..=u.L~..c.~.e....d...u.] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 5:06 PM 
To; earlCc~earlsuttle.com 
Cc; Norton, Molly 
Subject: Speaking 

Dr. Suttle, 

Thank you for inquiring about speaking to our student athletes here at UNC. Currently, we are all set with our spring semester programming. 

the informatior/that you send Bubba and we will definitely keep you in rnind this sumrner as we work on our scheduling for the upcorning Fall 

semester. 

Take care, 

Cricket 

Cricket l ane, PhD 

Assistant Athletics Director 

Student Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel tti11, NC 27599 3107 

919 843 2040 (voice); 919 843 2327 (fax) 

(mobile) 

crk:ketC@unc.edu 

Piease ccr~k~idet the envilorimerit be."o!e prit!t~tlg thiL~ er!laik 

"People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care." 

I have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 9:33 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: internship Assignment 

FYI!! 

> > > "Southall, Richard Michael" <southall@email.u nc.edu > 3/6/2013 9:22 PM > > > 

Your internship assignment for next year is ADiCompliance 

Congratulations. 

Dr. S 

Dr. Richard M, Southall 

Associate Professor- Sport Administration 

Graduate Pro~rarn Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at ChapM Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962%235 

-*.:-!~ .~!.! ~.!!.~" .’:~.T~.q .~.!:.~!.’)~: £ ~[ ~ 

richardmsouthall@hotmail.com 

UNC Sport Adminis[ration website: 

"~pe¢iaiizP, i:ion s/spot t-.a d mir~isi:ratio~!overviewi 

CSRI website: !{/.!{/.!{/.:.L!.D[~.:e,’...!k~/c.~.!:! 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: :~.q~p.q...t~s£!.cf~r..~f.#£e~..!c.e:A% 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             11:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

slots 

Hi Vince 

Hope all is well with you and the family. We took Paul Pogge on our trip last weekend to ND_..need to get you on one! 

I was hoping to confirm our next few years in recruiting slots as our "early recruiting" contimles to take of£ As we discussed last Fall, we average 45-46 guys on the 

roster which is a solid working group for us....Is it possible to have the follomng mmlbers: 

2013-10 (confinned-admitted) 

2014-11 

2015-13 

2016-11 

TOTAL: 45 

It sounds cm~, but our sport is recruiting Freshman. 

I just wanted to make sure we stayed in touch on admissions slots moving forward with men’s lacrosse. 

Thanks for your help. 

Joe. 
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Football Hits 

Synopsis: 

Players who hit their opponents above the shoulders could be automatically suspended, after the 

motion was passed unanimously to the next step by the NCAA football rules committee. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/02/13/2677345inew-rule-to-add-ej ection-for- 

intentional.html#storylink=misearch 

http://espn.go.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~~/st~ry//id/894424~/ncaa-ru~e-add-ejecti~n-i~~ega~-hit 
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"One and Done’s" Unfair? 

Synopsis: 

SportsLaw Blog takes a look at the NCAA/NBA rule requiring players one year between high 

school and the NBA, he claims that it is not ’bad luck’ that is causing player injuries, but a rule 

that is patently unfair and needs to be changed. 

The same author claims in a Huffington Post article that the NCAA is not just an amateur league, 

but a professional cash-cow. 

Article: 

http://sp~rts-law.bl~gsp~t.c~m/2~13/~2/the-~ne-and-d~ne-rule-is-patently-unfair.html 

http://www.hu~ngt~np~st.c~m/warren-k-z~~a/c~l~ege-ath~etes-pay-to-p~ay-b_2663~~3.html 
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Big Ten Wants to Override Rule Changes 

Synopsis: 

The Big Ten is trying to override some of the newest NCAA rule changes, especially the ones 

about recruiting, citing that they have high school athlete’s best interests at heart. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. cb ssports, comicollegefootb alliblogij eremy-fowleri21687736/big-ten- school s- 

pushing-to-override-ncaa-recruiting-rules 
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Tennessee Violations 

Synopsis: 

The University of Tennessee announced ten self-reported NCAA secondary violations, including 

some in men’s basketball and football. 

Article: 

http :iisportsillustrated. cnn. comicollege-footb all/news/20130213 itennessee-ncaa- 

violations.api?sct=uk t2 a4 
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Alabama Robbery 

Synopsis: 

Four members of the Alabama football team have been arrested for attacking and robbing two 

’Bama students on Monday. The players, including one freshmen in trouble for credit card fraud, 

have all been suspended. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsobserver.com/2013 /02/12/26 7 46 51/four-alabama-players- 

arrested.html#storylink=misearch 

http :iiespn.go. comicollege-footballistor57i iidi893 9251 idj-pettway-4-alabama-crimson-tide- 

freshmen-facing-charges 
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Arkansas DWI 

Synopsis: 

Arkansas football player Austin Flynn was arrested for a DWI on Wednesday morning. 

Article: 

http :iiwww’. cb ssports, comicollegefootb alliblogieye-on-college-footb all/21696734iarkansas- 

lineman-austin-flynn-arrested-for-drunk-driving 
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Accrediting Agency Wants Action 

Synopsis: 

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools’ Commission on Colleges has notified the 

university, asking them to ensure the legitimacy of degrees of students who may have taken 

"bogus" classes at UNC. 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/02/12/2675141/accrediting-agency-wants-clear.html 
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Big Ten Trying to Lure ACC? 

Synopsis: 

The Big Ten is making moves to play nine or ten home football games every year, leading some 

to ask if this is another way that the conference can lure the strong ACC powers. 

Article: 

http://ww~’.mrsec.c~m/2~3/~2/big-ten-t~-add-m~re-c~nference-games-is-this-another-lure-for- 

uva-gt-unc-an d-duke/#m ore-267138 
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Miami Sanctions 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA given the University of Miami its notice of allegations. The association alleges the 

school had a "lack of institutional control" and asserted that some coaches (including Frank 

Haith and Clint Hurtt) misled investigators. 

Some have been speaking out against these charges claiming that the NCAA under Mark 

Emmert has not been effective. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.miamiherald. comi 

http://www.newsobserver.com/ 

coaches.html#storylink=misearch 

http :iiww~,.newsob server.comi 

instituff onal.html#storylink=misearch 

’ncaa-hits-canes-with-charges.html 

/ap-source-ncaa-says-3-former- 

’column-ncaa-knows-lack-of- 

http:iiwww.huffingtonpost.comiwarren-k-zolaincaa-president-mark-emmert b 2718829.html 

http :iiwww. sbnation, corn/college-footbalL clint-hurtt-ncaa-allegations- 

louisville-football 
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BYU’s New Compliance Rules 

Synopsis: 

BYU has announced new football rules when it comes to agents and contact with athletes. 

"The revised policy, which "requires" any agent desiring to contact a football student-athlete or 

the student-athlete’s family to first register with the BYU Athletics Compliance Office. It does 

not indicate what happens to any agent who fails to register with the Compliance Office, but that 

is probably because the school has no real recourse. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. sportsagentblog corn, ’byus-new-football-agent-policy-another-laughable- 

attempt-to-limit-communication-between-players-and-agents/ 
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NCAA Makes Wrestler Choose 

Synopsis: 

NCAA rules prohibit athletes from commercially selling their music while competeing in athletic 

events. This is a problem for Minnesota wrestler Joel Bauman who is a professional musician as 

well. Unless he changes his stage name, he is unable to compete. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. sbnafion, comi ’minnesota-wrestler-ncaa-music 
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Florida Player Arrested 

Synopsis: 

Florida basketball player Damontre Harris was arrested for failing to appear in court for a traffic 

violation. Florida has yet to comment on the situation. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.usatoday.comistoi)Tisportsincaabi 

arre sted/19 3 3 8 31 / 

/flofida-hoops-player-damontre-har6s- 
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Synopsis: 

for assault. 

Gets One Year Probation 

has been sentenced to a year of probation after his arrest in 

Article: 

httpJ/www.newsobserver.com/ 
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UNC’s Lack of Democracy? 

Synopsis: 

Former professor of histor5, at UNC, Michael Hunt, wrote a piece for the News and Observer 

claiming that the athletic scandal at UNC is still going and was caused by a complete lack of 

democracy in policy making at the school. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/ 

democracy.html#stoulink=misearch 

at-unc-ch-deficits-of- 
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Big Ten Rumors Continue 

Synopsis: 

Reports have been leaking out that the Big Ten has officially offered UNC a position in the Big 

Ten, and possibly UVA as well. The schools would be leaving the ACC like Maryland. 

Article: 

http:iiww~,.landgrantholyland.comi 

virginia 

http :iigamedayr.comigamedayribig-ten-offers-north-carolina-whos-nexti 

ireport-north-carolina-has-big-ten-offer- 
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Cincy to ACC? 

Synopsis: 

The University of Cincinnati is making a push to j oin the ACC, including sending holiday cards 

to ACC presidents. 

Article: 

http~//b~eacherrep~rt.c~m/artic~es/l535212-cincinnati-president-sends-h~liday-card-nippert- 

stadium-plans-to-acc-presidents?search_query=ACC 
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Maryland Lawsuit Not Dismissed 

Synopsis: 

"A North Carolina judge refused to drop the lawsuit the ACC filed against the University of 

Maryland for exiting the conference, reports the Baltimore Sun. The conference slapped a $52 

million exit fee on Maryland for its plans to leave the ACC and go to the Big Ten; the school’s 

attorneys filed a motion to drop the lawsuit last month, saying the suit was invalid but was 

denied." 

Article: 

http:iitracking.si.com~ i udge-refuses-to-dismiss-acc-lawsuit-against- 

marylandi?sct=uk t2 a7 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Faculty Athletics Committee 

Minutes of Meeting: October 9, 2012 

Present: Committee Members: Lissa Broome, Glyrfis Cowell, Beverly Foster, Layna 
Mosley, Eugene Orrlnger, Barbara Osborne, Eileen Parsons, Joy Renner, John 
Stephens, Hotden Thorp 

Athletic Department Personnel: Bubba CunnJngham, Vince Ilie 

Other Advisors: Mario Ciocca, Harold Woodard 

Guests: Rudi Colloredo-Mansfield (Anthropology), 
(DTH), Wayne Lee (History) 

(DTH), 

I. Preliminary Matters 

Committee members and guests introduced themselves. Barbara Osborne moved approval of the 
minutes from the September meeting. Gene Orringer seconded. There were no additions or 
corrections and the minutes were approved. 

II. Information from the Chancellor 

Chancellor Thorp noted that the BOG review panel is scheduled to meet on Thursday, October 
11. Governor Martin may provide an update to the panel. Governor Martin’ s report will be 
delivered to Chancellor Thorp and the Board of Trustees when it is completed. In the spring, 
Hunter Rawllngs will begin his committee’s work and discuss broader issues regarding athletics 
and academics. Chancellor Thorp reported on a meeting that occurred last week with the Faculty 
Executive Committee subcommittee which submitted its report this summer. The subcommittee 
understands how its review and recommendations are being implemented, which include 
increased communications to three faculty representatives regarding the Academic Support 
Program: Joy Renner, Chair ofFAC; Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative; and 
Abigail Panter, Chair of the Faculty Advisory Committee to the Academic Support Program lbr 
Student-Athletes. 

III. Information from the Athletics Director 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham discussed some recent developments in the ACC. Notre 
Dame will join the conference at a date to be determined. Notre Dame will schedule tire 
football games a year against ACC opponents. As a result, the ACC decided to reduce its 
conference tbotball schedule from 9 games per season to 8 per season. The ACC has also 
formed a committee (on which UNC is represented by Larry Gallo) to discuss scheduling, costs, 
and missed class time lbr Olympic sports in a fifteen-school ACC. The committee will be 
particularly mindful of ensuring that missed class time is kept to a minimum even while the 
ACC’s geographic footprint has expanded. 



IV. Closed Session 

Pursuant to a motion by Lissa Broome in accordance with N.C. Gen. Star. § 143-318.11, the 
committee went into closed session to prevent the disclosure of privileged or confidential 
information. That motion was seconded and approved. Visitors to the committee left the room 
and the committee proceeded in its closed session. 

At the conclusion of the committee’s discussion (at which no action was taken), Lissa Broome 
moved that the committee conclude its closed session and move into open session. That motion 
was seconded and approved. Visitors rejoined the committee as the committee resumed its open 
session. 

V. Report from the Faculty Athletics Representative 

Lissa Broome reported that at the recent ACC meetings, the ACC FARs discussed ways to 
monitor course enrollments by student-athletes. She also reported on a recent ranking showing 
the U.S. News rankings of each school in the six most prominent football conferences. The ACC 
(including Pitt and Syracuse but not Notre Dame) had the best overall ranking of any of the six 
conferences. She also commented that there was a Majors Exploration Night for student-athletes 
tO be held at Loudermilk Hall that evening. Joy Renner noted that she would be there 
representing Health Affairs. 

VI. Report from the FAC Chair 

Joy Renner asked committee members to send her any additional suggestions on how the 
orientation video should be further modified for a general faculty audience. She also asked 
Bubba Cunningham to discuss with the committee at its next meeting the metrics that would be 
used to measure teams’ academic performance goals set forth in the Department’ s Strategic Plan. 
Professor Renner reminded committee members to learn from others on campus with expertise in 
their assigned topic areas. She previewed the topics for upcoming meetings: 

November: student-athlete experience - exit surveys and interviews mad data collection; 
academics 

¯ , December: admissions 
January: advising 

The December topic area has not yet been determined. 

VII. Discussion of Team Assignments 

Professor Renner circulated a document collecting information from some committee members 
about what they had done so far regarding their team assignments. Joy Renner and Glynis 
Cowell met with Coach Larry Fedora and reported that he has practice on Sunday with Monday 
as a day off. In part, this is to facilitate students taking labs and other courses on Monday 

2 



afternoons. Coach Fedora also told Joy and Glynis that if there is a conflict between a class 
event and practice that the student is excused from practice to attend the class event. 

Eileen Parsons wanted clarification on the FAC role to be clear that FAC members were not 
being asked to be mentors or academic advisors to individual student-athletes. 

Track and field coaches (many of whom are new to our campus) asked Layna Mosely whether 
she could assist in helping them identify facultyin particular areas to talk to recruits when fltey 
are on campus. Joy Renner suggested that FAC assist in the development of a resource list and 
also that Athletics consider developing a resource manual for new coaches, which might include 
such a resource list. Lissa Broome noted that often ASPSA personnel contact faculty about 
meeting with recruits who have an interest in their area of expertise. 

Lissa Broome encouraged team liaisons to also meet with the team’s academic advisors. A list 
of each team’s sports administrators will be posted on the Sakai site as well. 

As Joy Renner envisions this program, each faculty representative will know enough about their 
teams to consider the committee’s actions with their teams in mind. Coaches have been 
informed about their team liaisons by email. As the committee further defines the role of the 
team representatives, that information will also be conveyed to the coaches. 

VIII. Student-Athlete Experience 

John Stephens, Glynis Cowel!, and Barbara Osborne are the content resources on student-athlete 
experience. John Stephens provided an overview of the process followed in prior years by the 
committee and the Athletics Department. He noted that the NCAA requires that the athletics 
department conduct exit interviews in each sport with a sample of student-athletes whose 
eligibility has expired, with coaching staff members not to be included in the interview process. 
We have used group interviews with FAC members alongside members of the Athletics 
Department and individual survey insmmaents. The Athletics Department is reviewing this 
process and would like the committee’s input on how to improve the process. 

Barbara Osborne reported on last year’s Exit Surveys. Only 46 of 126 graduating student- 
athletes completed the interviews for a response rate of 37%, the lowest in several years. She 
referred to her draft report summarizing the results, which concluded that senior student-athletes 
"rated both the athletic and academic experiences at UNC quite favorably." She noted that there 
was some difference this year with student-athletes participating in revenue sports being less 
pleased with their experiences than student-athletes participating in non-revenue sports. The 
report states that this may be due to the "lingering effects of the NCAA investigation and 
sanctions, and the heightened national and local press associated with the football and athletics 
program." 

Glynis Cowell reported on last year’s Exit Interview, which took place in the fall and in the 
spring with department and FAC members, with a total of thirty-seven student-athletes. At one 
of the interview sessions she noted that there was only one table, affording each student-athlete 
less of an opportunity to talk than when there are multiple tables with smaller numbers of 



students. She referred the committee to several recommendations based on the interviews 
included in the conclusion of her draft report, including some that have already been acted upon, 
such as clarifying the respective roles of academic counselors and academic advisors. Another 
recommendation was to clarify the roles of coaches, team physicians, and trainers with regard to 
injuries and when a student-athlete may return to play. 

Vince Ille noted that the Department was reviewing the exit survey and interview process and 
that the department needs the information provided by this feedback to evaluate its services to 
student-athletes. He said a goal of the Department would be to increase the participation to 
100%. The role of the FAC in the revised process has yet to be determined. Bubba Cunningham 
noted that at Tulsa the Athletic Department did not participate in the process at all. He said he 
likes having both the empirical data provided by the survey and the anecdotal data provided by 
the interviews. Eileen Parsons cautioned about the "interviewer effect" -- that a student-athlete 
being interviewed only by an athletics administrator might be less critical of the department than 
if non-department personnel were also involved. Vince Ille’s experience was that since the 
student-athlete’s eligibility has expired at the time of the interview, they don’t hold back. 

The committee discussed whether UNC could devise a model form for intercollegiate athletics 
programs around the country. John Stephens encouraged members to focus on areas the FAC 
cares most about - academics and the student-athlete experience. Layna Mosely suggested a 
possible role for Institutional Research or the Odum Institute. 

Joy Renner urged committee members to review the survey instruments posted on Sakai from 
other schools and to email Vince I!ie (with a copy to Joy Renner) within the next two weeks the 
questions that the FAC member thinks should be included in a survey!interview. Vince Ille will 
present to the committee at its next meeting the process and the content of the surveys/interviews 
that he proposes for 2012-13, since fall student-athletes need to be surveyed and/or interviewed 
before the end of the semester. 

The meeting adjourned at 6:05 p.m. 

The next meeting is November 6 

Minutes respectfully submitted by Lissa Broome 
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Miami Wants Investigation 

Synopsis: 

The University of Miami’s NCAA investigation is taking an interesting turn as a state senator is 

asking the attorney general to look into the investigation. 

"State Sen. Joseph Abruzzo, D-Wellington, is requesting a full attorney general investigation 

into the NCAA’s ’corrupt’ probe of Miami athletics. Officials in Attorney General Pare Bondi’s 

office confirmed they were reviewing the request after receiving Abruzzo’s sharp-toned letter 

Thursday." 

Article: 

http ://www. n ewsob server, com/2013/02/21/2697349/1egi sl ator-seeks-attorney- 

general.html#storylink=misearch 
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Coaches Have Motion Heard 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA’s Committee on Infractions agreed Friday to consider the request of three former 

Miami assistant coaches who say their cases are tainted and should be dismissed... Former 

Miami basketball assistants Jake Morton and Jorge Fernandez, along with former football 

assistant Aubrey Hill, filed a motion with the committee on Thursday, saying they believe they 

cannot get a fair hearing because elements &the NCAA’s probe of Miami were admittedly 

botched." 

Article: 

http ://sports.yahoo. com/news/ap-source-ex-miami -coaches-200458170--spt. html 
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Victims of NCAA Investigations 

Synopsis: 

A FoxSports article examines the long-term effects that the NCAA has on some people’s lives 

and is touting a new-website ncaajustice.com. 

Article: 

http://msn.foxsp~rts.c~m/c~egef~tba~/st~ry/whit~ck-ncaa-university-~f-miami-nevin- 

shapiro-lives-are-ruined-todd-mcnair-ex-usc-assistant-coach-022213 
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Announcer Suspended 

Synopsis: 

North Dakota has suspended their play-by-play announcer for using the phrase "choke j ob" after 

a basketball loss in overtime. 

Article: 

http://espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~ege-basketbal~/st~r~’/ /id/8966526/paul-ra~st~n-play-play- 

announcer-suspended-saying-choke-j ob-north-dakota-basketball-gam e 
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UNC Realignment Rumors 

Synopsis: 

Rumors about UNC leaving the ACC have been running rampant. The latest rumor is that the 

SEC is one &the biggest players trying to get UNC to join its ranks. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sbnation, comicollege-footb all/2013/2/22/4018972/unc- sec-rumors-conference- 

realignment 
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Boat House 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Kathy- Dui~’ <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February, 23, 2013 9:12 AM 

Culler, Ellen B ~-eculler@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; DultS,, Kathleen B <kduflS@email.unc.edu>; Perkins, Michael 
R <mrperkin@email. unc.edu>;        t@gmail.com;                          @live.unc.edu>; 

<      ~live.unc.edu>; macdl 9@psM~ty.unc.edu; wgpaacks@psafety.unc.edu; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn <Deborah ttawkms@unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Datmy Labaac <dlabar@uncaa.mlc.edu>; Kathy Duffy <-lcduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson 

<krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro < soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~!gmail.com; John Brenner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday ..... 

"Official" Email coming soon- but looking to s~tart at 2:30 today with a 2:30 5 and 7:30 game- us at 5. More detail coming within 30 minutes 

Sen@’om my l~:ri.:ot~ l~Virel~:s,~’ zig LTE DR~)/D 

Kathy DuffS. <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> "Kathy Duffy" 2013-02-23T07:36:40.798253 >>> 

I sent a text to eveuone, but just wanted to confirm everyone gets the updates ............. 

930 game cancelled. 

Another meeting is scheduled Ibr 830 m make a decision for the Noon game. 

Thank yo~ 

Kathy Duffy 

UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

CB# 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

919-962-0640 office 

mobile 

919- 843- 5972 fa~,~ 

kdufl~@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 10:58 AM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge < @gmail.com> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

FW: request 

FYI 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, February 23, 2013 10:57 AM 

To: "Williford, Lynn E" <!_y__n___n__w!!_!!_f___o__r___d___@_.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: Re: request 

We will send you there resumes. Their names are Vince Ille and Paul Pogge. 

Bubba 

From: <Williford>, Lynn E <lynn williford@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, February 22, 2023 5:16 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ernaU.unc.edu> 

Subject: request 

Hello Bubba, 

Athh~tics Lo better coordinate ~Lh~et~cs oversight with the College o~ ArLs ~nd Sciences and the adn~[n~strat[on. I’n~ sorry that ~ dor~’t know their nantes. If 

sorneone could send that to me on Monday, I would be very appreciative. 

Best regards, 

Lynn Williford, PhD 

Assistant Provost for institutional Research & Assessment 

313 Carr Bldg., CB 3350, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3350 

lynn. williford@unc.edu 

Phone: 9:[9-962-::[339 fax: 9:[9-962-:[34:[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 12:15 PM 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@email.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Duffy, Kathleen B <kduffy@email.unc.edu>; 
Perkins, Michael R <mrperkin@email.unc.edu>;         @gmail.com;                         i@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; macd19@psafety.unc.edu; wgparks@psafety+unc.edu; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>                    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Labar <dlabar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 
Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey 
Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2:30 game 

ALL, 
The 2:30 game has been cancelled. 
A decision for the 5:00 game will be made at approximately 3:00. 

Thank you all so much for your patience and understanding. 

GO HEELS! 
Kathy 

>>> Kathy Duffy kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu<kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 02/23/13 9:11 AM >>> 
"Official" Email coming soon- but looking to start at 2:30 today with a 2:30 5 and 7:30 game- us at 5. Mote detail coming within 30 minutes 

Sent from my Verizen L4fltele,ss 4G L TE DROID 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> "Kathy Duffy" 2013-02-23T07:36:40.798253 >>> 

I sent a text to everyone, but just wanted to confirm everyone gets the updates ............. 
930 game cancelled. 
Another meeting is scheduled for 830 to make a decision for the Noon game. 

Thank you, 

Kathy Duffy 
UNC Athletic Facilities 
220 Finley Golf Course Road 
CB# 8500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-962-0640 office 

mobile 
919--843-5972 fax 
kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kathy Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 3:17 PM 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@email.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Duffy, Kathleen B <kduffy@email.unc.edu>; 
Perkins, Michael R <mrperkin@email.unc.edu>;         @gmail.com;                          @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; macd19@psafety.unc.edu; wgparks@psafety=unc.edu; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
<Deborah_Hawkins@unc.edu>;                    ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Danny Labar <dlabar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 
Duffy <kduffy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey 
Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; @gmail.com; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SATURDAY: ALL GAMES CANCELLED 

Let’s try this again tomorrow!! 

SUNDAY 

9:00am Iona/ISU 

11:30am Iona/UNC 

2:00pm ISU/PSU 

4:30pm PSU/UNC 

Call with questions or comments ........... see you all in the morning! 

Kathy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

e-PRINTVIEW <accounts@web.eprintview.com> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 1:52 PM 

Ille, Vincent G < @illinois.edtr~ 

ACCOUNT CHANGE REQUEST 

......... PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS MESSAGE ........ 

If you experience an?- problems or have a question, please select the e-PRY’qTVIEW help link 

Thank you for successfully completing your password change request. 

Your new password is used exclusively to login to e-PRINTVNW. 
Passwords are case sensitive. Please keep all password information confidential 

Thank You, 

LrNI\rERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

Generated by e-PR!b,’rVIEW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail,com> 

Monday, 4:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Report 

Compliance Media Report .docx 

Mr. I- 

Report is attached. Hope all is well’. 

~gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conmxunication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



FroNt: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 12:11 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; chsuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Unplanned GroupWise outage 

Hello Everyone, 
This evening around 8:30 pm one of our GroupWise servers went down unexpectedly. When the node crashed it also took down the GroupWise post office. You may have still 

been able to access your email during this time, however emai[ was not being sent or from GroupWise until I was able to get the post office services and ttne failed server 

back online at 11:30 pm. 
If you sent any email from GroupWise during this outage, it should be qoinq ttnrough now and you should be receiving any email that were sent to you during that time. 

If there are any questions or problems please contact me at 1 

Thank you for your patience with this outage. 

Christy Suits 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

The Ohio State match starts at 2:30 pm, as we have it on our schedule, tomorrow (Wednesday) indoors. 

The Ohio State match starts at 2:30 pro, as we have it on our schedule, tomorrow (Wednesday) indoors. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, 2:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Graduate Student Cross Training 

Hey Vince, 

As you may remember, I briefly spoke with you a few weeks ago about having a cross training!discussion with my graduate school class (there are 10 of us). Part of 

our academic requirement is scheduling these meetings with supervisors in our functional areas, so that all the students can get a small glimpse of different 

departments. The ones that have already taken place lasted about an hour and a half and were a discussion setting where the supervisor discussed a little bit about 

their journey to now and then it was pretty basic O./A. We can arrange the meeting to tall{ about whatever you choose, or just leave it up to questions. I know your 

schedule is very tight, so I wanted to give you full option in choosing a date and time. The only time that we cannot meet is Wednesday afternoons from 12-2 

because we have class during those times. Any other dates are fair game. I would really appreciate if you could come up with a few dates that would work for you 

and then I can run them by my classmates and their internship schedules. I really appreciate you being willing to sit down with us and I know how much my 

classmates are looking forward to talking with you. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:48 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

housing 

Donna, 
Per our discussion at the meeting this morning, please confirm whether the following students received an housing assignment through the regular housing process. If they 

did not, please confirm to me by Monday, March 4, that they are committed to IMng in Ram Village, if they receive an assignment through the Athletic Dept. process, 

Thanks, 
~Beth 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:04 PM 

To: Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thank You 

Hello Mr. Vince, 

Thank you for your guidance and advice in our meeting today. It was very informative and helpful! I will be sure to keep in touch with both you and Mr. 

Pogge. Also, I will have my r~sum~ prepared for you within the next week. I am currently occupied with mid-terms and papers due in my classes, but I will have it 

prepared for you as soon as possible. Once again, thank you for your guidance and willingness to help! 

Cordially, 

Exercise and Sports Science Major and Spanish Minor 

University of Nolt2q Cm’olina at Chapel Hill cio 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:10 PM 

2013 Football Schedule 

The 2013 Football Schedule is now available on GoHeels.com. 

http://www.qoheels.com/ViewArtide.dbml?DB OEN ID=3350&ATCLID=206504863 



Fl’on¢l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dominic Morelli <dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:39 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Ring size ? 

Will do. Will call sometime tomorrow, Thanks! 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 2/27/2013 4:37 PM > > > 

Sorry, but I do not. If someone stops by, please ask them to call first so I don’t cost tJlem an empty tnp. My office number is 962-4631 and my cell number is 

¯ Thanks. 

From: Dominic Morelli [mailto:dmorelli@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 9:25 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Ring size ? 

Do you know your ring size? Let me know if you don’t I will send someone over to size you. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Report 

Compliance Media Report 2-27-13.docx 

Attached. 

It’s busy over my way too.., that time of year. Have a groat sunW day! 

On Mon, Feb 25, 2013 at 5:45 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Sarak. Busy here. Hope all is well with you m~d your thmily. 

From=             [mailto:           @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, February 25, 2013 4:35 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Today’s Report 

Mr. I- 

Report is attached. Hope all is well! 

(~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail. cona 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Comlnunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 7:21 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Softball concerns 

Vince, 

I need to bring to your attention a few issues we are having with softball as it relates to athletic communications. The two primary issues are 1) publishing team statistics on our 

web site and 2) unreasonable expectations and treatment of communications personnel. 

.1) Last week, it was brought to our attention that Donna Papa has asked (for the second consecutive year) that cumulative season statistics not be posted on the web site. 

According to Donna, this is common in the sport of softball and adversely impacts her student-athletes because the players pay too much attention to individual statistics and are a 

distraction. I spent 30 minutes researching 40 schools (all top 25, other receiving votes and other ACC schools) and found just one instance of this at the University of Missouri. 

We’ve had emails and questions from fans and media looking for the season stats. We live in a digital, information-driven society and the inability of our fans to access our season 

stats on GoHeels.com reflects poorly on our office and the athletic department. 

Today, she asked us to stop posting the play-by-play of each game and only post the box score. She claims the play-by-play helps other teams scout us. 

,2) The softball contact for athletic communications is one of our interns -            . She is not one of our undergraduate student workers. We treat her like a full-time 

employee. She is one of the best interns we’ve ever had and she does her job in a professional manner. The softball coaches have increasingly asked more of her this year and she’s 

felt obligated to say yes. Those expectations are growing unreasonable and I wanted to make you aware. What’s more concerning are some of the comments made to in 

the press box from assistant coaches that do not realize what she is doing for their program. I’d rather talk to you off-line about this. 

I’ll follow up with you in person and we can decide the best way to resolve these issues. 

Thanks. 

Kevin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

North Carolina Softball Tops Charlotte 8-6 

UNC ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

Contact: @uncaa.unc.edu, 919-962-1160) 

Wed nesday, 

NORTH CAROLINA TOPS CHARLOTTE 8-6 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - North Carolina took down Charlotte 8-6 Wednesday evening at Anderson Stadium, improving to 11-5 in the Tar Heels’ sixth straight win. 

Senior Constance Orr finished the night with two hits and three P.BIs to lead Carolina. Lori Spingola (7-3) pitched five innings for the Tar Heels, striking out nine and giving up six 

hits while Ashley Bone earned her first save of the season, striking out one 49er with two hits in two innings. 

After Briana Gwaltney and Chelsea Ingersoll each drew walks, Charlotte’s Samantha Slade homered to left to put Charlotte up 3-0 in the first inning. 

Haleiqh Dickey singled and advanced to third on a Charlotte error, and then Amber Parrish drew a walk before Orr tripled down the right field line to drive in the two runs. 

Kristen Brown led off the second with a single past second. Jenna Kelly reached base on an error to advance Brown to second, and then each stole a base. Tisha Mahon hit a 

successful sacrifice bunt to score Brown, and then Erin Satterfield singled to drive in Kelly as the Tar Heels took the 4-3 lead. 

Charlotte added a run in the third when Gwaltney hit a solo shot to left field, but Carolina responded with two more in the bottom frame. Parrish doubled down the left field line 

and advanced to third on a sacrifice bunt by Amy Nece before scoring on Brown’s sacrifice fly. Paige Williams, running for Orr, advanced to second on Nece’s bunt and to third on 

the fly out before scoring on a single by Kelly, making it 8-4. 

In the fifth, Gwaltney reached base on a fielder’s choice and advanced to second when Ingersoll hit a single up the middle. Slade singled to left to drive in Gwaltney, and Ingersoll 

scored when Kalie Lang reached base on an error. 

UP NEXT 

The Tar Heels head to Tempe, Ariz., this weekend for Arizona State’s Wilson!DeMarini Invitational. Carolina will face No. 3 ASU, No. 20 Baylor, East Carolina, North Dakota and 

Binghamton. 

Online: http://www.qoheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206554860 

Box Score: http://www.goheels.com/ViewContent.dbml?DB LANG=C&SPID=12976&SPSID=667888&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&CONTENT ID=439546 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbes@unc.edt> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 9:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sottball coucerns 

Are you available this afternoon or tomolTow? 

On 2/27/13 7:37 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Let’s meet to discuss when you’re available. Thanks for bringing this to 
>my- attention 
> 

>On Feb 27, 2013, at 7:21 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <kevmbes@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> grace, 
>> I need to bring to your attention a few issues we are having with 
>>softball as it relates to athletic comlnunications. The two primalT 
>>issues are 1) publishing team statistics on our web site and 2) 
>>unreasonable expectations and treatment of communications personnel. 
>> 

>> � 1) Last week, it was brought to our attention that Donna Papa has 
>>asked (for the second consecutive year) that cumulative season 
>>statistics not be posted on the web site According to Donna, this is 
>>common in the sport of softball and adversely impacts her 
>>student-athletes because the players pay too much attention to 
>>individual statistics and are a distraction. I spent 30 minutes 
>>researching 40 schools (all top 25, other receiving wXes and other ACC 
>>schools) and found just one instance of this at the University of 
>>Missouri. We’ve had emails and questions from fans and media looking 
>>for the season stats. We hve in a digital, information-driven somety 
>>and the inability of our fans to access our season stats on GoHeels corn 
>>reflects poorly on our office and the athletic department. 
>> 

>> Today, she asked us to stop posting the play-by-play of each game and 
>>only post the box score She claims the play-by-play helps other teams 
>:>scout us. 
>> 

>> ~ 2) The softball contact for athletic comm unicatmns is one of our 
>>interns              . She is not one of our undergraduate student 
>>workers. We treat her like a fulMime employee. She is one of the 
>>best interns we’ve ever had and she does her job in a professional 
>>manner. ’]’he softball coaches have increasingly asked more of her this 
>>year and she’s felt obligated to say yes. Those expectations are 
>>growing unreasonable and I wanted to make you aware. What’s more 
>>concerning are some of the comments made to        in the press box from 
>>assmtant coaches that do not realize what she is doing [’or their 
>>program. I’d rather talk to you off-line about this. 
>> 

>> I’ll follow up with you in person and we can decide the best way to 
>>resolve these issues. 
>> 

>> That~zs. 
>> 

>> Kevin 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edtr; 

Thursday, 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Graduate Student Cross Training 

Vince, 

A [t~:,r talking t.:_~ my classmates it Iook~.~ like r-riday 

Thank you for agr~-:~eing ~:o ~:his! 

aL 8:30 would b~? i:~erh-’_~ct, I will talk to Kathy about r,-:~s,:_~rving tfH? conference room, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Graduate Student Cross Training 

I can meet Tuesda5 , Thursda5 or Friday all at 8:30 am. Hope one of those will work. Thanks. 

Virlce 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 plVl 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Graduate Student Cross Training 

Hey Vince, 

As you may remember, I briefly spoke with you a few weeks ago about having a cross training!discussion with my graduate school class (there are 10 of us). Part of 

our academic requirement is scheduling these meetings with supervisors in our functional areas, so that all the students can get a small glimpse of different 

departments. The ones that have already taken place lasted about an hour and a half and were a discussion setting where the supervisor discussed a little bit about 

their journey to now and then it was pretty basic O,/A. We can arrange the meeting to talk about whatever you choose, or just leave it up to questions. I know your 

schedule is very tight, so I wanted to give you full option in choosing a date and time. The only time that we cannot meet is Wednesday afternoons from 12-2 

because we have class during those times. Any other dates are fair game. I would really appreciate if you could come up with a few dates that would work for you 

and then I can run them by my classmates and their internship schedules. I really appreciate you being willing to sit down with us and I know how much my 

classmates are looking forward to talking with you. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbes@unc,edt> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball coucerns 

Sure I’ll come over at 3:45 Thanks. 

On 2/28/13 9:29 AM, "rile, Vince" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

>After 3:30 today? 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Best, Kevm S. 
>Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:29 AM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: Re: Softball concerns 
> 

>Are you available this afternoon or tomorrow? 
> 

>On 2/27/13 7:37 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Let’s meet to discuss when you’re available Thanks for bringing this 
>>to my attention 
>> 

>>On Feb 27, 2013, at 7:21 PM, "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Vince, 
>>> I need to bring to your attention a few issues we are having with 
>>>softball as it relates to athletic communications. The two primary 
>>>issues are 1 ) publishing team statistics on our web site and 2) 
>>>unreasonable expectations and treatment of communications personnel. 
>>> 

>>> � 1) Last week, it was brought to our attention that Donna Papa has 
>>>asked (for the second consecutive year) that cumulative season 
>>>statistics not be posted on the web site. According to Donna, this is 
>>>common in the sport of softball and adversely impacts her 
>>>student-athletes because the players pay too much attention to 
>>>individual statistics and are a distraction I spent 30 minutes 
>>>researching 40 schools (all top 25, other receiving votes and other 
>>>ACC 
>>>schools) and found just one instance of this at the University of 
>>>Missouri We’ve had emails and questions from fans and media looking 
>>>for the season stats We live in a digital, inJbrmation-driven 
>>>society and the inability of our fans to access our season stats on 
>>>GoHeels.com reflects poorly on our office and the athletic department 
>>> 

>>> Today, she asked us to stop posting the play-by-play of each game and 
>>>only post the box score. She claims the play-by-play helps other 
>>>teams scout us. 
>>> 

>>> � 2) The softball contact for athletic communications is one of our 
>>>interns              . She is not one of our undergraduate student 
>>>workers. We treat her like a full-time employee. She is one of the 
>>>best interns we’ve ever had and she does her job in a professional 
>>>mariner. The softball coaches have increasingly asked more of her this 
>>>year and she’s felt obligated to say yes. Those expectations are 
>>>growing unleasonable and I wanted to make you aware. What’s more 
>>>concerning are some of the comments made to        in the press box 
>>>from assistant coaches that do not realize what she is doing for their 
>>>program. I’d rather talk to you off-line about this. 
>>> 

>>> rll follow up with you in person and we can decide the best way to 
>>>resolve these issues. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks. 
>>> 

>>> Kevin 
>>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolkQadmissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Men’s Tennis Admission Slot 

Prospect.pdf 

I would like to request an admissions slot for , for the Thank you. 



STUDENT-ATHLETE PROSPECT FORM 
THIS FORM MUST BE COMPLETED ELECTRONICALLY. HANDWRITTEN FORMS WILL BE RETURNED TO THE SUBMITTING COACH AND WILL NOT BE 

PROCESSED FOR REVIEW. INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL ALSO BE RETURNED FOR COMPLETION. 

EntryTerm: Qi Fall 

Student Information 

First Name: _ 

Street Address: 

City: 

Date of Birth: 

Di Spring Entry Year: 

Middle: Last: Preferred Name: ’ 

State: Zip: 

Ethnicity (optional): 

Email Address: @hotmail.com 

Is either parent a UNC alum?    [] Yes [] No 

Has this student ever been subject to any disciplinary action or criminal/legal action? [] Yes 
(If yes, provide a statement of explanation.) 

Student Education Information 

Please list all high schools and colleges attended: 

School Name: City: State: 

3 Years: 2010/11,2011/12,2012/13 

J No 

From: (MM/YY) To: (MM/YY) 

Sport (Select all that apply.) 

[] Baseball 

[] Basketball -- Men 

[] Basketball -- Women 

[] Fencing-- Men 

[] Fencing-- Women 

[] Field Hockey 

[] Football 

[] Golf- Men 

[] Golf-Women 

[] Gymnastics 

[] Lacrosse-- Men 

[] Lacrosse-- Women 

[] Outdoor Track -- Men 

[] Outdoor Track -- Women 

[] Rowing-- Varsity 

[] Soccer-- Men 

Other 

Are you providing a slot for this student? 

Would you like a pre-admit letter sent to this student? 

Is this student being recruited as a scholarship athlete? 

Yes 
Qi Yes 
~ Yes 

Submitted By 

Name: Sam Paul 

Return To 

Lance Markos markos@uncaa, unc.edu 

}Dii No 

,Q..ii No 
~i No 

Date: 

[] Soccer- Women 

[] Softball 

[] Swimming/Diving-- Men 

[] Swimming/Diving-- Women 

i Tennis-- Men 

[] Tennis -- Women 

[] Volleyball 

[] Wrestling 

[~iii Unsure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~ eff@j et’tj ansseu,com> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Leadership Update 

gince, 

Hope all went well with the meeting yesterday Let me know if you 
have any updates for me.. 

You can either email, call ( ), or I can come in tomorrow- as well. 

Thanks’. 

Jeff 

>Jeff, 
> 

>SorW t;ar the delay. Due to others’ schedules, the meeting we 
>discussed was rescheduled for 9:30 a.m. on Februaly 27. I’m thus 
>unable to provide any further clarification at this point. 
> 

>Please know that I’m currently writing the Umversity’s Annual 
>Compliance Repurt and compiling all related ducumentatiun per the 
>terms of our probatiun. ’]7his will cuntinue tu occupy my time through 
>Friday I look forward to discussing your involvement with our 
>program as soon as I have additional infurmatiun I appreciate your 
>patience. 
> 

>Vince 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [mailtu:jeff(~r!jeffjanssen.cum] 
>Sent: Tuesday, Fehruary 19, 2013 5:13 PM 
>To: I]le, Vince 
>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
> 

>Vince, 

> 

SIhanks again [’or yuur willingness to hear my wews on the Leadership 
>Academy situation ] am sincerely hupeful that I can continue my 
>invulvement with this natiuna]ly-respected program that I was 
>instrumental in develuping over the last nine years and is still 
>near and dear tu my heart. 
> 

>As I mentiuned, NC State cuntacted me in October abuut starting a 
>4-module Academy with them next fall. I have been transparent with 
>you about their interest and have inquired about my status moving 
>forward and the exclusive clause of my UNC current contract. NC 
>State has indicated to me that they will only work with our company" 
>if I am their lead facilitator. 
> 

>Having successfully" worked with same conference schools before with 
>Georgetown, Pitt, and Notre Dame; and Illinois and 2vSchigan; 
>Colgate, Lehigh, Lafayette, and Holy Cross; as well as Arkansas and 
>LSU next year, I arm highly" sensitive to this issue and proceed 
>accordingly. I have never had any" issue with same conference schools 
>largely because I never make it an issue. I give all schools my 
>absolute best no matter who they- compete against and never talk 
>about same cortference schools in my programs. 
> 

>Given that I have held NC State offin deference to UNC since the 
>fall and with the current uncertainty of the Carolina program, I 
>need to give NC State a definitive answer tomorrow morning as they 
>would like nre to speak with their coaches next Tuesday about 
>launching an Academy- next year. Dr. Yaw has also made it clear that 
>I should only" speak with the coaches if I will guarantee that I will 
>be their primary facilitator. 
> 

>Thus, please let nre know- what the status might be with UNC nroving 
>fot~vard by some tinre tonight or by 8:00 am tomorrow morning. I 
>certainly understand if things are still unsettled or not fully 
>decided after yesterday’s meeting, but I simply cannot risk losing 
>both UNC and NC State as clients if I wait any’ longer. If things are 
>still undecided, I need to let State know tomorrow- morning and will 
>inform them that I can be the prima~ facilitator for their Academy 
>and follow through with my word. 
> 

>Again, I am ve~’ hopeful I can continue working with UNC and build 
>upon the strong and highly-rated program that is already in place 
>and beloved by coaches and SAs. 
> 

>Obviously for me, time is now of the essence. I have workshops at 
>Michigan from 6:00-10:00 pm tonight and start up again at 8:30 am 



>tomorrow morning with their coaches So if you could please either 
>email a response or catch mevia cell at             between 10-11 
>pro tonight or between 7-8 am tomorrow morning [ would really 
>appreciate it. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff" 
> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 

>phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: @19) 303-4338 
>address: 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countly to make 
>a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http:/iwww.salsc.or~ 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM_ fax: (919) 303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders frora across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SAL SC) http :i/www. salsc, ora 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

((~yaho o .cam> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:49 PM 

For parents of alumni and current players important message!’. 

Hello Tax Heel Football Faallilies: 

We are asking you to help us evaluate the first year of THFPO and fill out the survey by clicking on the web link below. There are just 13 questions. For 

our families that have had players wrap up their last football season, we thmlk you for the cherished memories aud your support in launching THFPO. We 

cougratulate your sons on their achievements, their hard work mid we value their commitment to the Tar Heel football progrmn. We invite you to also 

complete this survey to help THFPO continue to grow. We highly value your feedback. We welcome you to tailgate with us and stay connected ruth us 
as your time allows. 

https:/idocs.google.com/Ibm~d/1 p7eHHIX1Bz2KMRsSXg lNFHgJXy6hbcSh44ZGF1YzCeY/viewfi)rm 

TlmJ~k you! 

TItFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 6:14 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, JennilEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

Re: 2013 Fall Baseball 

Barbara: 

Just wanted to let you know that botl~ and need to be removed from our report We are no longer recmiung either one. Thanks a bunch - have a great 
weekend!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 1,2013, at 4:02 AM, "noreply@unc. edu" <noreply@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> <2013 Fall Baseball.pallS> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:37 AM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edtv~ 

Thompson, JennilEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edtc>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edtc> 

RE: 2013 Fall Baseball 

Scott, 

Thanks lbr the update. We’ve indicated that the?" are no longer being recruited. 

Hope you have a good weekend too. 

Barbara 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jackson, Scott C 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 6:14 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Ille, Vince; Lance Mafl~os; Mike Fox; Scott Forbes 
Subject: Re: 2013 Fall Baseball 

Barbara: 

Just wanted to let you know that both h and 
weekend!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 1,2013, at 4:02 AM, "noreply @unc edu" <noreply@unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> <2013 Fall Baseball.pd.t’~ 

need to be removed fl~om our report. We are no longer recruiting either one Thanks a bunch - have a great 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 11:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Can you give me a call please? Slightly urgent? 

Walt Bell 

North Carolina Football 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edtr; 

Friday, March 1, 2013 12:12 PM 

Evraxd, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scanned document from EcoW (Ecopy@bsk.com) 

:[1:30 EST is good, You may want to text the call-in number, 

I~,]y cell is 

Thanks, 

From: Evrard, Richard [mailto:EvrardR@bsk.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 20:[3 :[:[:4:[ AM 
To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Broome, LJssa L; Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Scanned document from Ecopy (Ecopy@bsk.com) 

The additional secondary cases are attached, Not much more help as each include.s the element of termination or dismissal, 

Based on Liss~r’s and Vince"s response to i~vi~ili~bh? times, can we go i~: :[ 1:30 a.rn. EST / :[0:30 a.m. CST on Monday? 

Rick 

From: Ecopy 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 20:[3 9:27 AN 

To: Evrard, Richard 
Subject: Scanned document from Ecopy (EcopyCc~bsk.com) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edtr~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 1:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporte@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha ~jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos~uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 2013 Fall Soccer-M 

You can remove and i Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 5:02 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Somoano, Carlos M; Grant Porter; JeffNegalha; Lance Markos 
Subject: 2013 Fall Soccer-M 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, March 1, 2013 2:13 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomosJlo@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <~porter@uncaa.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha 

<j negalha@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

ILE: 2013 Fall Soccer-M 

Done and done .. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Carlos M Somoano [mailto:csomoano@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 1:53 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Markos, Lance M; Grant Polter; JeffNegalha 
Subject: RE: 2013 Fall Soccer-M 

You can remove and . Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 5:02 AM 
To: IIle, Vince; Somoano, Carlos M; Grant Porter; JeffNegalha; Lance Markos 
Subject: 2013 Fall Soccer-M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Buvgemeistel: Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Friday, 2:58 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.e&P; Timmermans, Tom qimmenna~s@unc.edu>; 

RE: Monthly Violation lvport 

.~email.m~c.edu> 

Thanks Lance. 
Hope you all have a good weekend. 
Matt 

From-’ Markos, Lance N [mailto:markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, 10:20 AM 
To" Burgemeister, Matt 
Cc-" 1lie, Vince; Timmermans, Tom; 
Subject-" Monthly Violation report 
Hey Matt, 

Attached is our most updated violation report. If you have any questions or need anything else, just let me know. ThanksH 

Lance 

Lance Mar#os 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:43 PM 

lille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Relyort and Other things 

Compliance Media Report 3-1-13.docx 

Today’s report is attached. 

Also, wanted to let you know that I got a "thanks but no thanks" internship rejection letter fiom the NCAA. Although I’m disappointed (especially because someone I 

know aot an interview and thought I had more experience) fllat’sjust lil~ Your help is very much appreciated in my pursuit of this, so thanks for your assistance. 

Looks like I need to start tleshing out some oflrer options. Any advice for a nervous [br aspiring sport professional as I move ![i~rward? 

Thanks and have a great weekend, 



Compliance Media Report 

Created for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Miami Case Continues 

Synopsis: 

The investigation at Miami continues, and more details continue to come out. The most recent 

twist is that the NCAA’s VP of enforcement approved a payment to Nevin Shapiro’s lawyer. 

"A person with knowledge of the NCAA enforcement staff’s working arrangement with the 

attorney for former University of Miami booster Nevin Shapiro told USA TODAY Sports that 

the enforcement staff" received budget approval for up to $25,000 to cover expenses incurred by 

Shapiro’s attorney related to depositions in Shapiro’s bankruptcy case." 

Article: 

http://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/ncaaf/acc/2~~3/02/05/ncaa-enf~rcement-investigation- 

university-of-miami-football-mark-emmerti 1894729/ 

http :i/bleacherreport. comiarticlesi 1517537-ncaa-vp-approved-payment-to-attorney-of-miami- 

booster? search_query=N CAA 
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Fashion Can Affect Recruits 

Synopsis: 

USA Today looks into the recent craze: fashion in college sports. Does it create an advantage for 

some schools over the others? Many think so, but the NCAA has not stepped in about it yet. 

"’NCAA rules allow for a school to provide a special edition shoe, for example, as a part of its 

athletics apparel,’ said Stacey Osburn, NCAA spokesperson. ’As to whether it should be 

regulated, that would be up to our member schools to decide as they create the rules.’" 

Article: 

http :iiwww.usatoday. comistoryisportsincaafi2013 i02i06ihow-do-fashion-incentives-affect- 

recruits-signing-day-choices/1895849/ 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Point Shaving at Toledo 

Synopsis: 

A Detroit man plead guilty of being a part of the point-shaving conspiracy at Toledo. 

"The government says they paid players to get inside information or affect performance while 

placing bets on the Rockets. At least four former Toledo athletes have pleaded guilty. 

Prosecutors say Karam and Manni bet approximately $331,000 on basketball games." 

Article: 

http :iie spn. go. comicollege-sportsistoryiiidi8915580/detroit-area-man-guilty-toledo- sports- 

point-shaving-scandal 
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Leach Lawsuit Dismissed 

Synopsis: 

The last count in the lawsuit against Texas Tech, a wrongful termination lawsuit, has been 

dismissed. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. cbssports, comicollegef ootballistor57i216 51223 ilast-count-in-l each-texas-tech- 

lawsuit-dismissed 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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’Academic Counseling Racket’ at UNC 

Synopsis: 

The New York Times published an op-ed this week that tells the story of Michael McAdoo, one 

of the players in the academic scandal at UNC. McAdoo claims that UNC wasted his time and 

caused him major problems. The piece highlights the fact that McAdoo was not a villain as the 

scandal would claim him to be, just that he had no choice in the matter. The piece also ran in the 

News and Observer. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.nytimes.comi2013i02i05iopinioninocera-academic-counseling-racket.html 

http ://www.newsob server.corn/2013/02/05/2657615/michael-mcadoo-a-vi ctim-not- 

a.html#storylink=misearch 

Reaction: 

Mostly that McAdoo shouldn’t call himself a victim when he had the resources to change what 

was happening to him. Some readers claim that every party in the scandal is guilty, and that 

McAdoo’s claims go against the Martin Report. 
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New UNC Hires for Sexual Assault Probe 

Synopsis: 

UNC hired two newT officials to help with the problem of underreporting sexual assault on 

campus. This includes a new Title IX officer and a sexual violence expert to look into the 

policies at the university. 

Article: 

http ://www.dailytarheel. com/article/2013 /02/new-title-ix-ocer-to-come 
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Unanswered Questions 

Synopsis: 

A recent piece in the Daily Tar Heel says that the Martin Report left many stones untamed and 

that the university needs to do a better j ob investigating itself. 

Article: 

http ://www.dailytarheel. com/article/2013/02/5111 b4225 c660 
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Update 

Synopsis: 

ESPN updated their coverage of to add that the backup quarterback is still a 

part of the football program and will be back this summer. 

Article: 

http ://e spn. go. com/bl og/acc/post/_/i d/51989/update-on-unc-qb- 
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Created for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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NCAA Wants Case Dismissed 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA wants the case against them from the governor of Pennsylvania and says that they 

disagree with every aspect &the case. 

"The NCAA said Thursday a judge should throw out the federal antitrust lawsuit the governor 

filed against it over Penn State’s $60 million fine and other penalties resulting from the Jerry 

Sandusky child molestation scandal." 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsob server.comi2013/02/07/2662259incaa-wants-pa-govs-penn- 

state.html#storylink=misearch 

http ~//www.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/public/ncaa/res~urces/~atest+news/2~ ~ 3/ncaa+m~ves+t~ 

+dismiss+pennsylvania+lawsuits 
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New Rules Go into Effect 

Synopsis: 

New Spring Sports rules by the NCAA will go into effect this season. The rules effect: men’s 

lacrosse, baseball, men’s volleyball, men’s and women’s track and field, and softball. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.ncaa. orgiwpsiwcmiconnectipublicincaairesourcesi1 ate st+news/2013 inew+rules+go+i 

nto+effect+for+spring+sports 
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Paternos’ Answer 

Synopsis: 

The Patemo’ s answer to the Freeh Report will be released Sunday, according to an email sent out 

by Sue Paterno. 

Article: 

http:iiespn.go.comiespniotlistor57iiidi8929860isue-patemo-defends-joe-paterno-letter-penn- 

state-nittany-lions-players 
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Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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No Steroids at Miami 

Synopsis: 

An report by the University of Miami found no anabolic steroid usage in over 10,000 athletes. 

Article: 

http :iiww~-.newsob server, comi2013i02i07i2662649ihurricanes-no-athletes- 

positive.html#stor571ink=misearch 
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Too Far in Cameron? 

Synopsis: 

The Cameron Crazies reportedly taunted an NC State player last night by cheering, "how’ s your 

grandma." The State player had recently lost his grandmother. Many are calling this cheer "too 

much". 

Article: 

http://extramustard.si.com/2013/02/08/did-the-cameron-crazies-go-too- 

fari?sct=hp_t2_a3&eref=sihp&sct=uk t2 a4 
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UNC Athletics 
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Academic Scandal Reports Continue 

Synopsis: 

The most recent article by Dan Kane examines the idea that athletic officials steered athletes to 

the "bogus classes." The article focuses on BOG member Burley Mitchell’s skeptici sm of the 

whole investigation. 

"A finding that long-running academic fraud at UNC-Chapel Hill could be pinned only on two 

people in the African studies department drew skepticism Thursday from members of the UNC 

Board of Governors, including a former state Supreme Court justice who called the scandal an 

’athletic problem to an extreme.’" 

Article: 

http :iiww~-.newsob server, comi2013/02/07/2662612/athletics-official-never-checked, html 

http :iiww~,. dailytarheel, corn/article/2013 i02iunc- system-b oard-of-governors-released-their- 

final-scrutiny-of-mi sconduct 
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Independent Study Classes Not Checked 

Synopsis: 

University officials have found that Robert Mercer, director in charge of keeping tabs on classes 

for athletes, failed to do his job. Dan Kane reports that the faculty found that Mercer failed to 

send in reports on independent study classes, helping to lead to the academic scandal at UNC. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsobserver.com/2013/O2/O7/26625 5 7/athletics-program-shares- 

fraud.html#stoulink=mi search 
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BOG Report 

Synopsis: 

The report given to the UNC BOG largely accepts the Martin Report. 

"A 31-page report released Thursday by a special panel of the UNC Board of Governors looking 

into the long-running academic fraud at UNC-Chapel Hill places the blame on a former 

department chairman and his longtime assistant, but also expresses dissatisfaction that scores of 

bogus classes were offered over a 14-year period with no one °effectively’ coming forward to 

stop it." 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/02/07/2661108/unc-board-of-governers-panel- 

examining.html#storylink=misearch 
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Probe Finds No Special Treatment 

Synopsis: 

WRAL reports that the report given to the UNC BOG shows that athletes got no preferential 

treatment. 

Article: 

http ://www.wral. com/unc-system-panel-supports-findings-in-academic-scandal/12077447/ 
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Around the ACC 
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Notre Dame to Stay in Big East Next Year 

Synopsis: 

Notre Dame will stay in the Bug East for the 2013-2014 season due to scheduling questions. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/02/07/2663454inotre-dame-to-remain-in-big- 

east.html#storylink=misearch 
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New AD at Miami 

Synopsis: 

Miami has hired interim AD James Blake to be their full time athletic director. 

Article: 

http :iiww~-.newsob server.comi2013/02/08/2664185imiami-names-blake-j ames-full- 

time.html#storylink=misearch 
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NC State Rumors 

Synopsis: 

Rumors on InsideCarolina are that NC State is facing NCAA investigations. This could be 

trolling, but is worth noting. 

Article: 

http :iimbd. scout, comimb, aspx? s=78&f= 1410&t= 11268578 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



The Paterno Answer 

Synopsis: 

The whopping 238 page Patemo Report, released Sunday, claims that Joe Patemo did not know 

anything about the scandal that rocked Penn State. Some people are skeptical of the report and its 

findings. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2013/02/11/2671973/j oe-paterno-family-freeh- 

report.html#storylink=mi search 

http :iiwww.newsob server, comi2013/02/10/2670025icolumn-no-rescuing-paternos- 

reputation.html#storylink=mi search 
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NCAA Grants Two Years to Player 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA has granted two years of eligibility to football player Arthur Ray. Ray is a former 

MSU football player who now will play at a DII school. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.lansingstatej ournal, comiarticlei20130201 iGW01/302010041 iEx-MSU-lineman-Ray- 

NCAA-says-yes-two-more-years-play?gcheck= 1 
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External Review Results to Come 

Synopsis: 

The results from the external review of the NCAA’s missteps in the Miami investigation are due 

late this week, according to a statement by the assosciation. 

Article: 

http :iicollegefootballtalk.nbcsports.comi2013i02i06incaa-to-learn-findings-of-external-review- 

next-week/ 
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Kabongo Returns 

Synopsis: 

Texas player Myck Kabongo will be returning to the court this week after finishing up his 

NCAA instated suspension. 

Article: 

http ://wv‘~.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~llegebasketba~l/bl~g/eye-~n-c~llege-basketbal~/2 ~ 6873~4/texas-pg- 

myck-kabongo-ready-to-make-season-debut-this-week 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Jacksonville State Coach Suspended 

Synopsis: 

The Ohio Valley Conference has suspended Jacksonville State basketball coach James Green for 

one game after he received two technical fouls and was ejected from a recent game. 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketball/st~r~’/ /i d/893494 5/jacks~nville-state-gamec~cks- 

coach-j ames-green-suspended-one-game 
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Miss. State Guard Suspended 

Synopsis: 

Mississippi State guard Jalen Steele has been suspended from the team for violating team rules 

and will not play against Florida in their next basketball game. 

Article: 

http :iiespn. go. comimens-college-basketballistoryi /id/8932179/j alen-steele-mississippi-state- 

bulldogs-suspended-indefinitely 
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Maryland Player Out 

Synopsis: 

Maryland lineman Isaiah Ross has been suspended from the football team for one year for 

violating team policy. The Baltimore Sun speculates that this is based on Maryland’s drug 

policy. 

Article: 

http~//www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~l~egef~tba~/bl~g/eye-~n-c~lege-f~tba~1/2~675395/mary~and- 

defensive-lineman-suspended-for-a-year 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Scandal "Not Over" 

Synopsis: 

The News and Observer editorialized the most recent report about the academic scandal. The 

piece claims that the scandal is not over, that it is athletic, and that all members of the UNC 

community are weary. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2013/02/08/2664743/latest-report-offers-little- 

comfort.html#storylink=misearch 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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ACC Network Deal 

Synopsis: 

The ACC announced a new deal for broadcast coverage for Olympic sports for the upcoming 

spring season. The schedule includes 159 events--the highest ever in the history of ACC Spring 

Olympic Sports, nearly doubling the previous mark of 82 set last year. The majority of the games 

will be broadcast on ESPN3. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.theacc. comisportsiconf-eventsispec-reli020713 aaa.html 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 6:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Fwd: trying to reach you 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date: February.’ 11, 2013, 3:09:59 PM EST 
To: John Blanchald <igb~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: trying to reach you 

I received 200 pages of faculty athletic committee meetings and related correspondence last week, and in going through them, I did not see any 

conestxmdence regarding a concern about independent studies here. I did see emails in which the Auburn University seandal was discussed among 

faculty, academic support and athletic officials. 

I wrote a story abont the lack of evidence that Robert Mercer tracked independent studies aiter being requested by the thculty athletic committee. When I 

read the emails, I see that he sent two news stories around about the Auburn case that downplayed the athletic involvement. It seems counter to the 

Martin report finding that you and Robert had tried to alert the thculty athletic committee and I wanted to know if you can shed light on what you and 
Robert had found at UNC and who specifically on the committee you shared that with. I would also like to know if you shared it with other people 

ontside of the committee, and if so, who those individuals are and what you specifically told them. 

I also wanted to follow up on a comment you made regarding bringing up the issue to the FAC. You said that your interaction with FAC was brought up 

well before recent weeks: 

"1 know that this interaction with the FAC was discussed several times amongst campus leadership." 

Can you tell me when you first brought this up with campus officials, who you specifically spoke with and what exactly that you told them? 

The other question I have relates to your background in academic cotmseling for atkletes. You had been the academic cotmseling director at the University. 

of Minnesota in 2000 for about a month before a big academic fraud scandal became public, it is clear that you were not there when much of this was 

going on. The fimud dated back roughly five years, and you had joined the universi~ in early 2000. You left there aiier about 10 months on the job. 

Having had to see that M~ole mess unfolding around you, why wouldn’t you document a concern that you had in 2006 about a protbs~r M~o had turned 

lecture-style classes into independent studies? 

I am available to talk to you about this and anything else you would want to talk about in person or on the phone if that works better for you. 

Thales for your time, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 

On Sat, Dec 29, 2012 at 5:42 PM, Kane, Dan <dkane,@~newsobserver.com > wrote: 
Thanks, John, for your responses. I hope you have a nice vacation. 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Sat, Dec 29, 2012 at 5:25 PM, John Blanchard <igb~,c~mcaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan, Responses in bold. This will be my last response for several days as I am on vacation. John 

John Blanchard 



Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 
Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com > 12/29/2012 4:21 PM > > > 
John, 

Two other questions, 

1.) Do you have any emails, memos, messages that would reflect the concerns you raised in 2006? They would be a big help on this. I am requesting 

that you send them my way. No 

2.) AS you know, the basketball team enrollments in AFAM independent studies plummeted in the years subsequent to the Auburn scandal. I don’t know 
what the no show class enrollments were prior to 2007, but overall there was a tailing off of enrollments there as well after 2006 07. Was there a 

conscious effort to keep the basketball players from being enrolled, and if so, why? Did this lead to efforts to dissuade basketball players, and other 

athletes, from majoring in AFAM? 

As you know, the academic support program reports to the College of Arts and Sciences. I was not involved in any academic advising. You will 
have to check with them. 

Thanks again, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

On Sat, Dec 29, 2012 at 3:19 PM, John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan, 
A couple of observations are noted below. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com > 12/29/2012 12:43 AM > > > 
Robert and John, 

I am trying to reach you again to talk about what was discussed with the Faculty Committee on Athletics regarding independent studies and no 

show classes regarding the Department of African and Afro American Studies. The Martin report makes reference to two attempts in 2002 and 

2006 by the athletic department and ASPSA to alert the faculty athletics committee about concerns with those classes but the committee did not 

see an issue. I have looked at committee minutes and have talked with committee members who say they do not recall any sort of warning or 

concern, 

I would appreciate your contacting me to tell me what you know about what happened in those meetings, and if you have written documentation to 

please provide it. 

The Martin Report was an exhaustive report covering every class and student dating back to 1994 and they attempted to 
gather information from all sources. They followed leads from anyone willing to provide information. I did interview with 
Governor Martin and told him my recollection of the meeting. I cannot help you with other people’s recall. However, I 

remember specifics of the conversation in the meeting which I shared with Governor Martin. Following the Auburn story, I 

informed the Faculty Committee on Athletics of issues that I considered similar and was told on two occasions in that meeting 

that faculty have autonomy and latitude to teach courses as they see fit and it was not our role to question the faculty’s 

choice of teaching methods. Their response to me was framed by the academic freedom argument which Governor Martin 

addressed in his oral report to the Board of Trustees. 

I would also like to know why this apparent knowledge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month, and whether the NCAA had 

been informed of no show classes when it investigated and any other players who may have been in no 

show classes. 

I cannot help you with why this apparent knowledge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month. Just 

because you did not know it does not mean it was not widely known. I know that this interaction with the FAC was discussed 

several times amongst campus leadership. In terms of the NCAA, I am not in a position to comment on what they did or did 

not know. 

Thanks for your time, 

St~’tf ’,N~ i:~ 

919 829 4861 :~ffi.:e 

: ceil 



919-829-4861 

Dan Kane 

Stalt’Writer 

919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jefijanssen.com> 

Tuesday, February. 12, 2013 8:21 Aid 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: I,eadership Update 

gince, 

Thanks again for the chance to meet over the past couple of months. I 
feel good that you understand my views on this difficult, 
unfortunate, and regrettable situation that has festered over the 
past two years. This Academy has significantly impacted too many 
people and is too special to me and numerous others not to fight for 
it. I just have to hope that Monday’s group keeps the best interests 
of the UNC SAs and coaches in the forefront of the decision-making 
process 

I know- Anson wants to connect with you on it as well so I just wanted 
to give you a heads up on that. If you need any others, obviously 
Kevin Hambly, Kathy Kaler, CeCe Marizu, and Kristin Kane are 
available as well - and Karen Shelton could provide some good 
perspective as a passionate advocate for the Academy and a previous 
supel~Asor of Shelley regarding her performance, demeanor, and ethics. 

As far as solutions, much will depend on where you as senior 
administrators want to go with the Academy. Yuu can chouse to seek 
out and find a different provider/facilitatur, rely on She]ley to 
develup and present totally new content, ur continue growing with us 
as a proven, well-established, and highly-regarded program. 

One potemia] solution wuuld be tu have Shelley cuntinue to be in 
charge of the Gap Year gruup and handle the operatiuna] aspects of 
the Academy, which was the original reason stated twu years agu :[’or 
bringing her un full-time - and why I once fully supported her fur 
the position. The uperatiunal aspect is truly her forte and skill set 

I wuuld then go back to my original role during the first six years 
of the program - being primarily responsible for the visiun and 
execution of the Rising Stars program, the Veteran Leaders, and the 
Coaches’ workshups This role hupefully best aligns well with my 
strengths and experience - and the desires uf the cuaches and SAs 

Thanks again fur the oppurmnity tu share my perspective with yuu and 
please cuntact me if any questions arise before Munday. Yuu can reach 
me via cell at             ur el:nail. 

I [uok furward tu hearing from you fulluwing Monday’s meeting and 
I’ll keep my fingers and toes crussed until then.. :-) 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Jeff 

>They needed that one. Need some more (like Purdue?) for NCAA bid... 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Frorrl: Jeff Janssen [mailto:ieff(~ieffianssen.com] 
>Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 9:32 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
> 

>How about the Illini’s win ov-er #1 Indiana?! ? Quite a comeback in 
>the last few minutes. 
> 

>rm heading there next week and will catch the Purdue game. Should be fun! 
> 

>See ya Monday. 
> 

>__ 

>Check out our all-new website at l-ltt’a://www.ianssensl~ortsleadership.com 
> 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 

>phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: 019) 303-4338 

>address: 6841 Piershill Lane, Caw, NC 27519 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countlT to make 
>a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http:/iwww.salsc or~ 

Jeff Janssen, iVI.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 



phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 
address: 6841 Piershill Lane, Cal~, INC 27519 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http ://www salsc, ore 



REQUEST FOR PERMISSION.TO SERVE ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES 
AT A UNIVERSITY SPONSORED EVENT 

If you wish to serve alcoholic beverages at a University-sponsored event, please read the Gz¢Ydelinesfor 

Serving Alcohol at UniversiO~-Sponsored Events @~p://www.unc.edu/cam pus/t?p!icies/~alc0h01.pdf) and 

Complete.this form. The completed form must be signed and submi~ed by the Department Chalror 
Director of the depalcment or unit hosting the ever,& and ~tpproved by tl?e appropriate Dean (or Vice 

Chancellor), and the Provost. 

NAME OF DEPARTMENT/UNYI" HOSTING EVENT Athletics 

CAMPUS ADDRESS     EWAC Campus Box 8500 

NAME OF CONTACT PERSON !Z.in¢7~ _I_l~lo__~ge 

... TELEPHONE #     T l ] e- .; I.Po_~o_~_= 

LOCATIONOF EVENT Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center 

What steps will be taken to limit access to invi,ed guests? see_~t tached 

DATE, TIME, AND DURATION OF EVENT      see attached 

Receptions not followed by a full meal may last no longer than two hours. 

BRIEFLY DESCRIBE THE EVENT AND SPECIFICALLY tDENTI]PY THE GROUP TO BE INVITED 

see. attached 

U 

By submittingand signing this req~aest, the Department Chair or Director of the University department/unit hosting 
the event certifies that 

1. No one under’the age of 21 will be served alcoholic beverages 
2. The alcoholic beverages wilt be setwed by a professional caterer or bartender with liability insurance. 
3. There will be no self-service of alcol~olic beverages. 
4. A sufficiem quantity Of non-alcoholic beverages will be avatfable. 
.5. A sufficient.quantity of substantial, wholesome food wilt be available. 

Department Chair or Director of unit hosting the event 

(if non-academic unit) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 6:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Thank You and Tomorrow 

Bubba and Vince, thank you for talking and corresponding today. 

The meeting this afternoon was extremely positive. I was surprised that no one from the DTH attended, since we usually have a reporter. Regardless, we talked in detail in 
open session about the statistics, and the committee members asked good and insightful questions. We then went into closed session briefly to talk about a few specific 
students, not by name but in a way that still required us to be careful of legally protected student information. 

The group seemed to appreciate the progress we’re making and is definitely behind a conversation about reporting later this spring. 

Thanks again and hope you both are well. 

Steve 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:47 PN 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: Thank You and Tomorrow 

Steve, 

[..:>:_~ked over t:he materiM and ,-_~vervt:hit~g looks good. Our outcomes ar,-_~ good too, at~d here’s some data th~lt sui:q:~ort:s our students. 

Tha r~ks. 

gubba 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 

Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 7:03 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Thank You and Tomorrow 
Bubba, thank you for talking with me after the cabinet meeting this morning. I am thrilled for Holden and his family but will miss him. 

Thank you also for agreeing to take a look at the draft handouts for tomorrow afternoon, which IVlissy brought down to your office around 2p. I think they might answer some 
reasonable questions without calling anyone out. Still, I would appreciate your thoughts. 
Please feel free to share with Vince and to call me at the office tomorrow (919-966-3992) or on my cell I ). If you’re working this evening and want to talk things 
over, please feel free to call me at home at ( 
Thanks again. 

Steve 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Have a blast’. Cmneron is ml amazing venue to see a game. I was at the M~xyland Duke gmne a few weeks ago. 

On Wed, at 6:12 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Heading over there in a little bit to watch it in person. 

From: mailto: ~@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:38 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Report 

Here’s today’s.., happy beat duke day! 

;@gmail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~mail.com 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Spurts Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administratiun 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: EC- Processin~ <ec- processing(tbncaa.org> 

Date:                ,9:44:28 AM EST 

To: "J__%_m__o_r!!_e_£a~_email.uuc.edu" <!__b__rS_?~?Ln___e_@_e___n_)__@_:__uj)__c_:__e__d3_~% Lance Markos ~9__s_(a~_£Ln_c__a_a:__u__rLc_:__e__d3_~~ 

Cc: <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu> holden@unc.edu <holden(~unc.edu> 

Subject: Prospective Student-Athlete:                                    kCT 

NOTICE OF TEST SCORE CANCELLATION 
The NCAA Eligibility Center has received correspondence from the abovementioned testing agency regarding the test score in question for the 
aforementioned prospective student-athlete. The test score in question has been cancelled. The NCAA Eligibility Center has updated the 
prospect’s web status report by removing the cancelled test score. Please note that a prospect whose file is under Prospective Student-Athlete 
(PSA) Review for reasons independent of the test score will remain on hold until all aspects of that review are resolved. Upon resolution of the 
PSA Review process, an updated certification will be completed. 
Should you have further questions about the review of the test score, please instruct the prospective student-athlete to inquire with the 
appropriate testing agency’s test score review department as they will provide any and all specifics and appeal information. The NCAA 
Eligibility Center does not have record of any details surrounding the review of this test score. 
Please note: the canceHat{on of the 02/2012 ACTscore for the aforement{oned prospective student-athlete ~.~.~.0.g~.~ the prospective 

student-athlete’s init[a{ eligib[{[ty status to: 
Division I: F{nal Nonqualifier 

Div{sion H: Final Nonqualifier 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact the Eligibility Center if you have any questions or concerns regarding the prospective student- 
athlete’s certification. 
Sincerely, 
The NCAA Eligibility Center 
Th~s ema~l and an~: attackments may contain NCA~ confidential and p-ivileged information. If 

you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return emai], 

delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemiRation or use of tl’_is information by 

a person other than t]-ie intended recipient is unautkorJzed and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Prospective Student-Athlete: ~,CT 

Vince, 
I will call you this afternoon. 
Bp 

Connected by DRO/D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu              15:13:18 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

Barbara, 
It appears that we will need to discuss this as soon as you have a minute. Thanks. 

Vince 

From= Cunningham. Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 9:46 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 
FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: EC-Processing <ec-processing@ncaa.org> 

Date: 9:44:28 AM EST 

To: "lbroome@email.unc.edu" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "holden #unc.edu" <holden#unc.edu> 

Subject: Prospective Student-Athlete:                                  ACT 

NOTICE OF TEST SCORE CANCELLATION 
The NCAA Eligibility Center has received correspondence from the abovementioned testing agency regarding the test score in 
question for the aforementioned prospective student-athlete. The test score in question has been cancelled. The NCAA Eligibility 
Center has updated the prospect’s web status report by removing the cancelled test score. Please note that a prospect whose file is 
under Prospective Student-Athlete (PSA) Review for reasons independent of the test score will remain on hold until all aspects of that 
review are resolved. Upon resolution of the PSA Review process, an updated certification will be completed. 
Should you have further questions about the review of the test score, please instruct the prospective student-athlete to inquire with 
the appropriate testing agency’s test score review department as they will provide any and all specifics and appeal information. The 
NCAA Eligibility Center does not have record of any details surrounding the review of this test score. 
Please note: the cancellation of the 02/2012 ACTscore for the aforementioned prospective student+athJete changed the 
prospective student-athlete’s initial el{gibHity status to: 

DivMon 1: Final Nnriqualifier 

DivMon I][: Final Nonqualifler 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact the Eligibility Center if you have any questions or concerns regarding the prospective 

student-athlete’s certification. 

Sincerely, 

The NCAA Eligibility Center 

This email aRd any attachments ma\/ contain NCi%~ confident_al anQ p~riv_leged 

information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify t]-:e sender 

immediately by return emai], delete this message and destroy any copies. Any 

dissemination or use of this information hy a person other than the intended recipient 

is unauth)rized ani may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:09 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Game link information 

Please see below for some information regarding watching select UNC        lorne games this spring. Here is the article about which games will be played live, although it 

will require buying a subscription to goheels live tv. http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 
SPSID=667888&SPID=12976&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=206320260 

Thanks! julie domina 

From: 

Date: 10:23:40 PM EST 

To: "Donna Papa" <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Game link information 

Coach P, 

Here’s the explanation for live stats/video links: Unfortunately with our new website, links for live stats and live video streaming do not go "live" until the actual game stats and 

video start. In other words, for a 4pm game, the links will be "live" riqht at 4, but generally not before. This is not anything we can control from ou r end, it’s just how the 

system is set up. Any parents or fans can feel free to email me (i ,~uncaa.unc.edu) if they notice the links are not working during a game, but they shouldn’t be 

concerned if they don’t see time link prior to the start of the game. 

Great wins tonight! See you tomorrow. 

UNC Athletic Communications 

M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 

o: 919 962 1160 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Athlelics Director <bubba.cmmiugham@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:08 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edu; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@emaJl. unc .edtr~ 

kW: FB scheduling 

From: Moats, Kyle L [KylelVloats@IVlissouriState.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 5:25 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: FB scheduling 

Bubba- 

I hope everything is going well for you. I didn’t know if you had any openings in your football schedule in 2015. We are in need of a game. All dates in September 

are open at this time. Take care and best of luck the rest of the way. Please say "hi" to my old intern, Michael Beale, we worked together at Kentucky many moons 

ago. If I can help you in any way please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Kvle Moats 

© 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cunningharo, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:09 PM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

file, Vince <iIle@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FB scheduling 

Thanks, not sure what we have pending. I will check with our staff. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:07 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emafl.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <a_thgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" 

< !J_[~_ @..__~_n_! a_!J_:_u_._n_c_:_~_d__u. > 
Subject: FW: FB scheduling 

From= Moats, Kyle L [._K_y_Le_M__o__a_~__~___Mj__s__s__o___u__r_LS__t_~_~_:_e_.__d___u_] 
Sent= Thursday, February 14, 2013 5:25 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: FB scheduling 

Bubba- 

I hope everything is going well for you. I didn’t know if you had any openings in your football schedule in 2015. We are in need of a game. All dates in September 

are open at this time. Take care and best of luck the rest of the way. Please say "hi" to my old intern, Michael Beale, we worked together at Kentucky many moons 

ago. If I can help you in any way please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Kyle Moats 

© 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

Vince, 

Just left you a voice mail message. Give me a call on my cell, , anytime tonight before 10 and we’ll talk. If we miss each other tonight, VII be around 

anti c.~in ¢::~rl~ll: tomorrow, 

Thanks. 

BP 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday 1:13 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

OK, I may not be available for a call until aller around 6 p.m., but plea~ call me this evening if you can. I will obviously be interested to know if we believe the student 

has another test score, and whether or not we have had a~y communication that predates the email message below from the testing agency or the NCAA regarding the 

student’s 2/12 test score. Thanks tbr your help. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 11:08 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Prospective Student-Athlete: i ACT 

Vince, 
I will call you this afternoon. 

Bp 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu,               5:13:18 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

Barbara, 

It appears that we will need to discuss this as soon as you have a minute. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, 9:46 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: EC-Processing <ec-processing@ncaa.org> 

Date: 9:44:28 AM EST 

To: "[br_.o_ome_._@e_._m_._a_!.m.u_nc_:_e_.d__u_." <lbroome@email.unc.edu> Lance Markos <.m__.a_r_._k_os_._@__u_.n_£_a_.a_:.u_nc_:_e_.d__u_.> 

Cc: <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "holden@unc.edu" <holden@unc.edu> 

Subject: Prospective Student-Athlete: ACT 

NOTICE OF TEST SCORE CANCELLATION 

The NCAA Eligibility Center has received correspondence from the abovementioned testing agency regarding the test score in question for the 

aforementioned prospective student-athlete. The test score in question has been cancelled. The NCAA Eligibility Center has updated the 

prospect’s web status report by removing the cancelled test score. Please note that a prospect whose file is under Prospective Student-Athlete 

{PSA) Review for reasons independent of the test score will remain on hold until all aspects of that review are resolved. Upon resolution of the 

PSA Review process, an updated certification will be completed. 

Should you have further questions about the review of the test score, please instruct the prospective student-athlete to inquire with the 

appropriate testing agency’s test score review department as they will provide any and all specifics and appeal information. The NCAA 

Eligibility Center does not have record of any details surrounding the review of this test score. 

Please note: the cancellation of the 02/2012 ACTscore for the aforement{oned prospective student-athmete changed the prospective 

student-athlete’s init{a{ eligib{l{ty status to: 

Division ]l: Final Nonqualifier 

Division H: Fi~lal Nonqualil]er 

As always, please do not hesitate to contact the Eligibility Center if you have any questions or concerns regarding the prospective student- 

athlete’s certification. 
Sincerely, 



The NCAA Eligibility Center 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA cDnfidentlal and privileged infDrmatiDn. If 

you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by retbrn emaii, 

delete this message aRd destroy aRy copies. ARy dissemination or use of this information by 

a person other than the intended recipient Js unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:47 PM 

UNCAA-ExeStaJT <uncaa exe stalt@groups.unc.edw~ 

Out of Oltice Tomorrow 

Executive Team, 

i will be out of the office tomorrow (Friday). i can be reached by email or phone 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnarton@unc,edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 9:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Out of Ofl]ce Tomorrow 

No problem at all! I enjoyed talking to Michelle! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 8:49 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~emailxmc.e&~> wrote: 

Have a nice day offMolly. I atx)log~e for returning so late to meet with Michelle. The discussion over at football with the coaches regarding their 

contracts took much longer than we expected. See you Monday. 

From," Norton, Molly 

Sent; Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:47 PM 
To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Subject: Out of Office Tomorrow 

Executive Team, 

I will be out of the office tomorrow (Friday). I can be reached by email or phone 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:13 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Gfiggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PTC 

Air Force. pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the permission to contact for 

have any questions or if you would like additional information on Chris. 

Thanks! 

student athlete at U.S. Air Force Academy. Let me know if you 



DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE 

HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES AIR FORCE ACADEMY 
USAF ACADEMY, COLORADO 80840 

RELEASE FOR DIRECTOR OF ATHLETICS AND COMPLIANCE 

FROM: USAFA COMPLIANCE 

SUBJECT: 

In accordance with the current NCAA Manual, Bylaw- 13.1.1.3, this letter should serve as this 

institution’s permission for you to talk with regarding the possibility of 

his transfer to your institution to participate in the sport of 

Sincerely, 

//SIGNED// 

SIERRA H. SUHAJDA 

NCAA Assi stant Compliance Coordinator 

Commitment to Excellence 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 9:45 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@e nail.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.e&r>; Farmer, Stephen M <starmer@admissions.anc.edtr> 

Vince, 
Just talked with ACT. The scores were cancelled on February 11, 2013. Our official notification is "in the mail". They are going send me a copy of that letter, via fax, 

today. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 11:27 AM 

Aaron York < ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haflis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Hudson 

< nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angela Reckart < reckart@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Track and Field Hold 

All, 
You can remove the hold from Track and Field. They are all caught up with compliance paperwork! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jefIjanssen,com> 

Monday, Februao~ 18, 2013 10:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Leadership Update 

gince, 

Hope you had a good weekend! 

With the big meeting this afternoon, let me know if you can email me 
an update afterwards or call me via cell phone at 

I am tied up with workshops tomght and tomorrow morning at Loyola, 
then head to Michigan Tuesday afternoon So nay window of opportunibj 
if you would prefer to call would be tomolTow from 11:15-12:15 or 
3:30-5:00 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 
address: 6841 Piershi]l Lane, Cary, NC 27519 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.sal sc or~ 
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UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

ACADE.MIC SUPPOI~T PROGRAAtS 

FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

LOUDER.MILK CENTER. 

FOR EXCELLENCE 

344 RIDGE ROAD 

CAMPUS BOX 31o7 

CHAPEL HILL, NC :z7599-3~o7 

Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 
and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this 
testimonial as a way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty 
Policy, the fonza you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 
academic activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams forthe student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
¯ conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 
ask that you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank 
you for your investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 
to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations..      ;: :::~::i~::~ 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in 
training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office.      i ~i~/::~! 

Print Name 

Signature Date 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Tile tJN1VERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 
at CHAPEL HILL 

LO UDEI,~MILK CENTER 

FOlk EXCELLENCE 

344 RIDGE ROAD 

CAMPUS BOX 3to7 

CHAPEL HILL, NC z7599-3IO7 

Academic Honesty Policy 

Academic Center for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

Tutoring sessions are meant to be learning experiences. Tutors are encouraged to discuss 
subject matters with students in effort to ensure that they understand and appreciate the 
material. 

Tutors are not to do work for students. Examples of academic fraud, unacceptable tutoring 
practices and extra benefits include but are not limited to: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
, completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 
o Conducting research for the student-athlete 

t attest to the fact that I have received training regarding NCAA and UNC academic 
assistance policies and regulations, specifically academic fraud and extra benefits. I 
fully understand my role as an institutional staff member and I will adhere to all NCAA, 

UNC and Academic Support Center policies. I understand that violating these policies 
would result in my termination. 

Print Name 

Signature 

’3 

Tutor Training 20t2-13 

! , 

:! 

! i~ 

! 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGI~-AM5 
FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

LOUDER.MILK CENTER. 

FOR EXCELLENCE 

344 RIDGE ROAD 

CAMPUS BOX 3Io7 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3Io7 

T 919.96z.9537 

P 919.96z~82,47 

Academic Honesty Testimonial 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes would like to thank you for your investment in our program 
and student-athletes. Your work is invaluable and one of our most important services offered. In accordance with 
ACC requests, and in efforts to remain compliant with NCAA regulations, we now ask that you complete this 
testimonial as a way to complete your time of service for this semester. 

Academic integrity must be maintained by our office. As stated in our Tutor Handbook and Academic Honesty 
Policy, the form you signed at the term’s beginning, the following are examples of extra benefits and fraudulent 
academic activity: 

¯ writing or altering a paper for the student-athlete 
¯ completing assignments for the student-athlete 
¯ taking exams for the student-athlete 
¯ any practice that presents the tutor’s work as the student’s 

conducting research for the student-athlete 

This list in not all-inclusive by any means, but it does provide concrete examples of impermissible activity. We 
ask that you now initial the following two statements if you can attest to its content and sign below. Again, thank 
you for your investment in our program and all that you do for our students. 

I attest to the fact that I neither committed nor witnessed any academically fraudulent behavior according 
to NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations. _     E~ ~i~ 

I attest to the fact that I did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of 
any extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as stated in the NCAA Manual and n~sented in 

training proced ures by the Academic Support Center and Athletics Compliance Office.      ; ~ i~ai 

Print Name __             /~ 

/ 
Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

MartJna Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 19, 2013 8:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

(~dggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Statement shomng we paid with our visa for utilities 

Hi Vince, 

I apologize for the delay. I have been waiting for confirmation from Bubba for the approval since it will exceed the BOT threshold, rll follow up ruth Nm. 

MaNna 

Sent fi-om my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 8:28 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiL~mc.e&t> wrote: 

Can someone please confinn that this expense will be paid and let me know when that might occur? Thanks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 9:37 AM 
To: Griggs, Kathy; Martina Ballen (mba!!en@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: RE: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utilities 

I taJked with Bubba about this last month. He informed me that I would be reimbursed for this expense. Please let me know when that might occur and 

whether I need m do m~ything else. Thanks. 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 4:12 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Statement showing we paid with our visa for uNiies 

Figured I better check with Martina on this, see her response below. I1: you have questions please check with her, thanks. 

Hi Kathy, 
Happy New Year to you[ The Board of Trustees pre approved a temporary housing allowance for Vince in the amount of $9,000. Based on our records, we 

made three payments to Corporate Concepts (see below). 
Aug 1 $3,168.00 

Sep 4 $2,970.00 

Sep 27 $2,903.23 

Total $9,041.23 
We have already exceeded the approved amount by $41.23, so we cannot process any additional payments related to Vince’s temporary housing. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Martina 

i\dmiJ~iutYadvc i\*:ui*:£.~t 

i,;NC P=d~M~icu 
9 " G -i..g4.:-:~ .. S S 3 .:i 

From: IJJe, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 2:41 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: FW: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Will this receipt work? 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:E9 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Vince-- 

Did you pay ~:his, if so wiil need proof of payment to reimburse you or do I need to pay tempor~ry Jiving comDmy, ~:hanks. 

I<4 d ~." ~h~’~:::.’.. 
i\dmi~istYadvc i\*:si*:£.~t 

i..i !:4 (.’. Rd~i~’~ics 

9 " G -i..~4-:-:~ -. S S 3 .:i 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Cc: 
Subject: FW: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Kathy, 

I’m not sure why we are just receiving these bills now, but I would like m be reimbursed tbr these expenses related m the temporary housing provided me 

m~d my ti~mily this/all. Please let me know Mint steps I need to "take to be reimbursed. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: ~__a_~:_t)__e_t ] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 12:02 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Fw: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
..... Forwarded Message .... 
From: Dawn Santori <Dawn@temporarylivingcompany.com> 



To:                        ~att.net> 
Sent: Fd, December 21, 2012 10:18:23 AM 
Subject: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Hello. 

Attached is the final invoice for utility overages at the Southern Village apartment. I have also attached copies of the actual utility bills for your 

records. This amount will be charged to the VISA card on file for payment by our accounting department. 

Thank you. 

Dawn Santori 

Temporary Living Company 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 

From:                     ~att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 12:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Vince, I wonder if this will work? 

Sent ti~m~ my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dawn Santofi <Dawn(~)tempo~Mivin~companv.com> 

Date: Jannary 3, 2013 10:27:08 AM EST 

To:’                   ~;att.ne~"~ 
Subject: RE: Statement sho~,ing ~,e paid ~,ith our visa for utiliies 

Hi, 

Will this attached VISA receipt slip work? 

Please let me I~now. 

Thanks, 

Dawn 

From: ~att.net] 
Sent= Thursday, January 03, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: Dawn Santori 
Subject= Re: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Dawn, 

Is there any way you can show on the actual invoice that we paid the bill (like a receipt) with our credit card? 



From: Jeff Janssen 

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:13 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: I,eadership Update 

gince, 

Thanks again for your willingness to hear my views on the Leadership 
Academy situation. I am sincerely hopeful that I can continue my 
involvement with this nationally-respected program that I was 
instrumental in developing over the last nine years and is still near 
and dear to my healt 

As I mentioned, NC State contacted me in October about starting a 
4-module Academy with them next fall I have been transparent with 
you about their interest and have inquired about my status moving 
forward and the exclusive clause of my LTNC current contract. NC State 
has indicated to me that they will only work with our company if I am 
their lead facilitator 

Having successfully worked with same conference schools before with 
Georgetown, Pitt, and Notre Dame; and Illinois and Machigan; Colgate, 
Lehigh, Lafayette, and Holy Cross; as well as Arkansas and LSU next 
year, I am highly sensitive to this issue and proceed accordingly. I 
have never had any issue with same conference schools largely because 
I never make it an issue. I give all schools my absolute best no 
matter who the?’ compete against and never talk about same conference 
schools in my programs. 

Given that I have held NC State off in deference to UNC since the 
fall and with the current uncertainty of the Carolina program, I need 
to give NC State a definitive answer tomorrow morning as they would 
like me to speak with their coaches next Tuesday about launching an 
Academy next year. Dr Yow has also made it clear that I should only 
speak with the coaches if I will guarantee that I will be their 
primapy facilitator. 

Thus, please let me know what the status might be with UNC moving 
forward by some time tonight or by 8:00 am tomorrow morning. I 
certainly understand if things are still unsettled or not fully 
decided after yesterday’s meeting, but I simply cannot risk losing 
both UNC and NC State as clients if I wait any longer. If things are 
still undecided, I need to let State know tomorrow morning and will 
inform them that I can be the primary facilitator J2~r their Academy 
and follow through with my word. 

Again, I am vepy hopeful I can continue working with UNC and build 
upon the strong and highly-rated program that is already in place and 
beloved by coaches and SAs 

Obviously for me, time is now of the essence. I have workshops at 
Michigan from 6:00-10:00 pm tonight and start up again at 8:30 am 
tomorrow morning with their coaches. So if you could please either 
email a response or catch me via cell at             between 10-11 
pm tonight or between 7-8 am tornol~ow mOlyling I would really 
appreciate it. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: fax: (9193303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders froln across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SAL SC) http :i/www. salsc, ora 



From: Jeff Janssen 

Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: I,eadership Update 

gince, 

I appreciate the update on the situation and understand the schedule 
change and your need to focus on the compliance report this week. 

Given the uncertaintT of the UNC situation as well as the tenuous and 

fluid nature of conference affiliations at schools across the nation, 
I am going to need to continue discussions with NC State as they are 
prepared to ofihr me a contract. As I mentioned, with LrNC still up in 
the air, I cannot risk potentially losing two local opportnnities if 
I don’t confirm something with them now. 

As evidenced by the man?’ other same conference schools we 
successli~lly work with, this decision will in no way impact the high 
level of sel~’ice I provide to UNC should my contract be renewed. As I 
mentioned, my heart is firmly with LrNC being the original Academy and 
the deep relationships I have built with coaches and SAs through the 
years. 

But with things still being sorted out, I can no longer delay or 
decline an offer li~om a local school that is eager to work with me. I 
hope you can appreciate my transparency in this situation and the 
fact that I made a reasonable effort to resolve this simauon over 
the past couple of months. 

I lnnk forward to connecting with you after the meeting on the 27th 
in hopes that we can discuss my continued and perhaps expanded 
involvement with Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy I have a lot of 
new things that I am eager to share with you and hopefully bring to 
the Leadership Academy that can put UNC back on top as the nation’s 
best program 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

>Jell 
> 

>Sorry lbr the delay Due to others’ schedules, the meeting we 
>discussed was rescheduled for 9:30 am on February 27. I’m thus 
>unable to provide any further clarification at this point. 
> 

>Please know that I’m currently writing the UniversiW’s Annual 
>Compliance Report and compiling all related doctnnentation per the 
>terms of our probation. This will continue to occupy my time through 
>Friday. I look forward to discussing your involvernent with our 
>program as soon as I have additional infomlation. I appreciate your 
>patience. 
> 

>Vince 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Froln: Jeff Janssen 
>Sent: Tuesday, FebrualT 19, 2013 5:13 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: RE: Leadership Update 
> 

>Virlce, 

> 

>Thanks again for yotuc willingness to hear my views on the Leadership 
>Academy situation. I am sincerely- hopeful that I can continue my 
>involvement with this nationally-respected program that I was 
>instrnnlental in developing over the last nine years and is still 
>near and dear to my heart. 
> 

>As I mentioned, NC State contacted me in October about starting a 
>4-module Academy with them next falh I have been transparent with 
>you about their interest and have inquired about my status moving 
>forward and the exclusive clause of my UNC current contract NC 
>State has indicated to me that they will only work with our company 
>if I am their lead facilitator. 
> 

>Having successfully worked with same conference schools before with 
>Georgetown, Pitt, and Notre Dame; and Illinois and Michigan; 
>Colgate, Lehigh, Lafayette, and Holy Cross; as well as Arkansas and 
>LSU next year, I am highly sensitive to this issue and proceed 
>accordingly. I have never had any issue with same conference schools 
>largely because I never make it an issue. I give all schools my 
>absolute best no matter who they compete against and never talk 



>about same conference schools in my programs 
> 

>Given that I have held NC State off in de:terence to UNC since the 
>fall and with the current uncertain~ of the Carolina program, I 
>need to give NC State a definitive answer tomorrow morning as they 
>would like me to speak with their coaches next Tuesday about 
>launching an Academy next year. Dr Yow has also made it clear that 
>! should only speak with the coaches if I will guarantee that I will 
>be their primary facilitator 
> 
>Thus, please let me know what the status might be with UNC moving 
>forward by some time tonight or by 8:00 am tomorrow molTling. I 
>certainly understand if things are still tmsettled or not fully 
>decided after yesterday’s meeting, but I simply cannot risk losing 
>both UNC and NC State as clients if I wait any longer. T1" things are 
>still tmdecided, I need to let State know tomorrow morning and will 
>inform them that I can be the primarj facilitator for their AcadetW 
>and follow tbaough with ray word. 
> 

>Again, I am very hopeful I can continue working with UNC and build 
>upon the strong and highly-rated program that is alrea@ in place 
>and beloved by coaches and SAs. 
> 

>Obviously for me, time is now of the essence. I have workshops at 
>Michigan from 6:00-10:00 pm tonight and start up again at 8:30 am 
>tomorrow morning with their coaches. So if you could please either 
>cmail a response or catch me via cell at             ~etween 10-11 
>pro tonight or between 7-8 am tomorrow 1homing I would really 
>appreciate it. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 
>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 

>phone fax: (919) 303-4338 
>address: 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~: to make 
>a difference around the world’. Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://www salsc, or~ 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: £qx: (919) 303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc or~ 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report: .docx 

Today’s is attached. Have a nice day’. 

@~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:OO PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llIe, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Adam Lucas. ~nc.rr.com>; Montross, 

Eric S <emontross@unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmiJler@uncaa.unc.edu>; CJint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; MartJna BaJlen 

<mbaJlen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

movie premiere 

Duke - Carolina, The Blue Blood Rivalry Premiere Screening Press Release.pdf 

One of our former soccer players, Hassan Pinto, produced a 90-minute documentary about the Carolina-Duke rivalry, focusing about 99 percent on men’s basketball. It’s well done 

and fair to both schools. It’s going to air on Time Warner Cable from March 8th through the Final Four. 

Hassan’s production company is hosting a premiere party at Tyler’s Taproom in DURHAM (not the one in Carrboro) on Monday, March 4, beginning with a cocktail reception at 6 

p.m. 

They will be show the documentary for the first time at 7:15. 

Hassan has invited Coach Williams and staff to attend. Duke’s coaches as of now are not attending and Coach Williams has practice and his radio show that evening so he can’t be 

there. Bubba has another obligation that evening and he can’t attend. 

Duke is hoping to get a few administrators to attend and represent the school. I plan on being there and I am inviting anyone else who would like to go to be there. Martina’s 

husband,        is a STAR in it and Gwaltney is interviewed on camera so I am hoping that they join me (I can only stay for about an hour). 

Please let me know if you can attend. 

I have attached Hassan’s press release for more background. 



Contact: Hassan Pinto 

Tel. 

Email: info@greatestfan.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DUKE - CAROLINA, THE BLUE BLOOD RIVALRY PREMIERE SCREENING 
The hottest and most star studded event to ever hit downtown Durham/. 

Durham NC- Monday, March 4, 2013, GreatestFan Films is pleased to announce the premiere of Duke - Carolina, 

The Blue Blood Rivalry Documentary Film at Tyler’s Taproom in Durham, North Carolina. Duke - Carolina is a 95 

minute film that highlights the most memorable and historic moments in the greatest rivalry in sports and captures 

the game day experience for TV viewers with firsthand accounts from fans, players, and coaches from both 

universities. Included in the film are exclusive interviews with Duke Head Coach, Mike Krzyzewski, UNC Head 

Coach, Roy Williams and current and former basketball greats who played on Tobacco Road including, Eric 

Montross, Jay Bilas, Antawn Jamison, Chris Duhon and several others. In addition, the film features many notable 

personalities ranging from Dick Vitale, Dan Schulman and Erin Andrews to famous comedian Lewis Black, who 

provides comic relief about the rivalry. This event will feature a cocktail hour (heavy hors d’oeuvres + drinks), 

movie screening and post-reception. All guests are encouraged to attend the event in Fesffve Business Attire 

wearing colors that highlight their Blue Blood affiliation. To add to the excitement, the entire event will be live 

streamed on a Google + Hangout, so all rivalry fans can attend the event from the comfort of their homes. The 

WRAL newsroom will also cover the event adding to the special nature of the first ever Blue Blood Rivalry social 

mixer! 

The Blue Blood Rivalry Documentary will be available On Demand for all Time Warner Cable customers starting 

March 8th through the end of the NCAA tournament. 

The premiere party and film screening will be held in conjunction with the Durham Visitors Bureau on March 4th at 

the Tyler’s Taproom in downtown Durham (http://www.tylerstaproom.com) 

Atffre Guide 

Festive 

2 

3 

MEN WOMEN 

Seasonal sport coat or Z 

blazer in color of 2 

choice, and slacks 3 

Open<ollar shirt 

Dress shirt and optional 4 

"festive=’ or Duke = 5 

Carolina = themed or 

colored tie 

Cocktail dress or 

Long dressy skirt and top 

Dressy pants outfit or 

separates 

A little black dress 

Feature rivalry colors and 

accessories 

if you would like more information on this event call Hassan Pinto at 

info@l~reatesffan,com 

or email us at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 5:02 PM 

lJle, Vince <iJle@emaiJ.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Movie premiere 

Duke - Carolina, The Blue Blood Rivalry Premiere Screening Press ReJease.pdf 

One of our former soccer players, Hassan Pinto, produced a 90-minute documentary about the Carolina-Duke rivalry, focusing about 99 percent on men’s basketball, it’s well done 

and fair to both schools, it’s going to air on Time Warner Cable from March 8th through the Final Four. 

Hassan’s production company is hosting a premiere party at Tyler’s Taproom in DURHAM (not the one in Carrboro) on Monday, March 4, beginning with a cocktail reception at 6 

p.m. 

They will be show the documentary for the first time at 7:15. 

Hassan has invited Coach Williams and staff to attend. Duke’s coaches as of now are not attending and Coach Williams has practice and his radio show that evening so he can’t be 

there. Bubba has another obligation that evening and he can’t attend. 

Duke is hoping to get a few administrators to attend and represent the school. I plan on being there and I am inviting anyone else who would like to go to be there. Martina’s 

husband,        is a STAR in it and Gwaltney is interviewed on camera so I am hoping that they join me (I can only stay for about an hour). 

Please let me know if you can attend. 

I have attached Hassan’s press release for more background. 



Contact: Hassan Pinto 

Tel. 

Email: info@greatestfan.com 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

DUKE - CAROLINA, THE BLUE BLOOD RIVALRY PREMIERE SCREENING 
The hottest and most star studded event to ever hit downtown Durham/. 

Durham NC- Monday, March 4, 2013, GreatestFan Films is pleased to announce the premiere of Duke - Carolina, 

The Blue Blood Rivalry Documentary Film at Tyler’s Taproom in Durham, North Carolina. Duke - Carolina is a 95 

minute film that highlights the most memorable and historic moments in the greatest rivalry in sports and captures 

the game day experience for TV viewers with firsthand accounts from fans, players, and coaches from both 

universities. Included in the film are exclusive interviews with Duke Head Coach, Mike Krzyzewski, UNC Head 

Coach, Roy Williams and current and former basketball greats who played on Tobacco Road including, Eric 

Montross, Jay Bilas, Antawn Jamison, Chris Duhon and several others. In addition, the film features many notable 

personalities ranging from Dick Vitale, Dan Schulman and Erin Andrews to famous comedian Lewis Black, who 

provides comic relief about the rivalry. This event will feature a cocktail hour (heavy hors d’oeuvres + drinks), 

movie screening and post-reception. All guests are encouraged to attend the event in Fesffve Business Attire 

wearing colors that highlight their Blue Blood affiliation. To add to the excitement, the entire event will be live 

streamed on a Google + Hangout, so all rivalry fans can attend the event from the comfort of their homes. The 

WRAL newsroom will also cover the event adding to the special nature of the first ever Blue Blood Rivalry social 

mixer! 

The Blue Blood Rivalry Documentary will be available On Demand for all Time Warner Cable customers starting 

March 8th through the end of the NCAA tournament. 

The premiere party and film screening will be held in conjunction with the Durham Visitors Bureau on March 4th at 

the Tyler’s Taproom in downtown Durham (http://www.tylerstaproom.com) 

Atffre Guide 

Festive 

2 

3 

MEN WOMEN 

Seasonal sport coat or Z 

blazer in color of 2 

choice, and slacks 3 

Open<ollar shirt 

Dress shirt and optional 4 

"festive=’ or Duke = 5 

Carolina = themed or 

colored tie 

Cocktail dress or 

Long dressy skirt and top 

Dressy pants outfit or 

separates 

A little black dress 

Feature rivalry colors and 

accessories 

if you would like more information on this event call Hassan Pinto at 

info@l~reatesffan,com 

)r email us at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Wednesday, Febmaly 20, 2013 10:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge < @gmail.com>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edtr~; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekir~hner@unc.edu> 

I:W: [facultyi-atlfleticsiforum] VERSION 3 

Marlmp Jay Rudi Wayne doc Southall.docx; Jay Rudi Wayne doc Southall edits vsn II.docx 

Fyi 

On 2/20/13 8:56 PM, "Deborah L Stroman" <dstro@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Go Heals, 
> 

>Deborah Stroman, Ph.D CLU 
> 

>Exercise and Sport Science Department - http://exss unc.edu/ 
>Sport Administration Professor and Academic Advisor 
> 

>Chair, Carolina Black Caucus 
>Faculty’ Advisor, Carolina Sport Business Club and Sigma Alpha Lambda 
> 

>"Until reality’ is defined, progress is impossible" 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 2/20/13 6:09 PM, "Jay Smith" <j ay smith@emai 1. unc edu> wro be: 
> 

>>OK, more suggestions have streamed in. I’ve trimmed a bit but also 
>>changed some wording and did some restructuring The document unfolds, 
>>I think, in three distinct parts: ] ) Immediate objective; 2) our 
>>philosophy; 3) specific but truncated list of reforms the University 
>>might pursue. I *think* we can accomplish all these things in one 
>>document, but...maybe not. I share Andy’s concern about the message 
>>being sent--calling for open-ended discussion on the one hand, but 
>>preordaining outcomes on the other. Yet...I also think o~tr group is in 
>>a position to "educate" faculty- a bit about some of the broad, 
>>structural issues that tend to be obscured or disguised in most public 
>>discussions of college sports. I would hate for us to miss the 
>>opportunity to point out some of these things-and to ensure that they 
>>are part of that big ol’ public discussion we’re going to have. 
>> 

>>I’m attaching both the incredibly red-inked document and a markup 
>>version if you prefer to read cleanly-. 
>> 

>>- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>>dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699886.7678768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&l 
>> 

>>faculty-athletics-forura&o 32785636, or send a blank cmail to 

>>leave-32785636-48699886.7b78768854b71 bebc23d57742a2763d6@listselw.unc.edu 
>>. 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

January Hammond ~gmail.com>; Dr. Joe Davis 

Following Up 

~washingtonco.kl 2.nc.us> 

Mr. Ille, 

Thanks for speaking with me this evening about the potential partnership of UNC Chapel Hill Athlelics, especially          , and the students from my community. 

Washington County. I am really looking forward to working with you to create a plan to make this happen. This partnership could be the spark our students need to 

see that there is much more out there than Washington County. The impact your student athletes could make in the lives of our students is beyond what I can put into 

words. 

I have copied my assis~nt on this email to work out a time tbr us to meet within the next few weeks. Additionally, I have copied Dr. Joe Davis, Washington County 

Schools Superintendent, on this email. Please let me know what else you need from me. 

Have a great rest of the week. 

Best Re~ards, 

Juris Doctor Candidate, May 

North CaJcolina Central University ~cnool of Law 

Washington County Commissioner 

District One Seat 

"All our dremns can come tree--if we have the courage to pursue them." 

-Walt Disney 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including any’ attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use or disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please co~rtact the sender 

immediately and destroy all copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:12 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Fever Dinner ruth Coach Fedora 

Bubba and Vince, 

Below are details about the student dinner with Coach Fedora tonight. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday,               11:41 AM 
To: Joines, Melinda A (joinesm@email.unc.edu); Spurling, James Israel 
Co: Holliday, Corey L (cholliday@unc.edu); Beale, Michael (mbeale@email.unc.edu); Penny, Rachel; Humphries, Sarah; David Theby (thebydOuncaa.unc.edu); 
Subject: FW: Carolina Fever Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Melinda~ 

Finafizing details for next Thursday night, . See below and let rne know of any questions i concerns. James, let me know if you are ok with this plan. 

Rick 

Thursday, 

6:00 ~m 

I<enan Football Center 5ti~ Floor’ 

Coach Fedora Dinner wiLh Carolina Fever Leaders and top football and Old Well Walk AtLendees 

Food: Pizza / Cheesesteaks / Soft Drinks from IP3 (delivered approximately 5:45 pro) 

Casual dinner with Students - Coach Fedora addresses group, thanks them for their support, talks about season, shares any other message he would like to 

share (Casual, open dialog) 

LasL year’ Coach Fedora gave them a tour of the football center. That is most certainly not needed nor expected. This is a greaL group of the most passionate student 

supporters Lhere are for footbatl so if he does want to repeat that or do something else similar Lhat is great. 

We don’t have a headcount yet, we wifl get that from them once we finalize these details. 

From: Joines, Melinda A 
Sent= Thursday,              10:19 AN 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Penny, Rachel; Beale, Michael 
Subject= RE: Carolina Fever Dinner with Coach Fedora 

[ have scheduled thi,~" er,em o~ Coach Fedora’,~ cale~dar! 

Go Heels/ 

Melinda .loines 

Exeeutiv~; Assistant to 

Head Coach LarO’ ]~)dova 

[~%~’ Football 

919-962-9141 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Wednesday, :5:59 PM 
To: Joines, Melinda A; Holliday, Corey L 
Cc: Penny, Rachel; Beale, Michael 
Subject: Carolina Fever Dinner with Coach Fedora 

Melinda and Corey, 

The dinner date fever would like to have with Coach Fedora is 

Thanks, 

Rick 

Can we go ahead and book that in the Kenan Football Center 5th Floor for 6 pm? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bile Tyler <bfafley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:42 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Tyler, Brie Farley <blhrley@email.unc.edu>; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne 

< cpembertt~!email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <olr@email.unc.edu>; Haney, Sarah K 

<shaney@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Transcript Reviews- Rowing 

Smart kid! Barbara - Do you think she will get in on her own? Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:12 PM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos(i~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

MEMORANDUM 

Sarah Haney/Brie Tyler/Chelsea Pemberton 

Lance Markos 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes, 

Level 3 

Imm 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Kym Orr 

transcript eva].pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, Februacy 22, 2013 5:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report 2-22-2-13.docx 

Really slow day today.., mufft be the rain. 

On Thu, Feb 21, 2013 at 10:42 AM, Ille, Vince <ille(&email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

From:             [mailto:           ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 4:46 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. Have a nice day! 

~gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail. corn 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Cormnunication: Reporting & Sports Comm~mication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrainistration 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 31, 2013 1:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Request for help: Softball documentary 

Thanks, Lance! 

>>> Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 1/31/2013 12:23 PM >>> 

We’ve got a policy for autographs that we’re able to stand behind sometimes when we get requests. 

tS_t__t:p__l/_~v_~.g_o__D__e__e__[_s_~_c__o__[DjV]ewArticle.dbml?SIrE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205498352 

Other than that, we vet each request that comes across from our coaches on a case by case basis at least as it relates to Compliance issues. Martina may also have some Jnfo 

on donations since state property issues sometimes come in to play. As for the project below, there doesn’t seem to be an issue from my end if UNC donates something but 

Martina might since it’s apparently for a commercial entity. 

Lance 

> > > Beth Miller 1/31/2013 11:29 AM > > > 

Vlnce, 
] don’t know the approval details, but do know we have given items to charities for auctions/fundraising purposes. Rick may be the best source for departmental policy and 

then Lance for cornpliance approval. [ believe there is probably a way for Donna to give softball items to this group, but not a monetary donation, unless it is frorn her 

personal resources. Sorry ] can’t be more help on this one. 

~Beth 

> > > "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/31/2013 10:22 AM > > > 

Can anyone help me out on the history and proper application of our donation policy? I believe that Donna can make her own personal contributions of her own personal 

resources, I’m jufft not certain how much latitude she has, if any, beyond that. Thanlcs for any input you can provide. 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Thursday, January 3:[, 2013 9:27 AM 

To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Request for help: Softball documentary 

VJnce, 
Maria is a good friend and softball alum. Is there a problem with me helping them, 

Donna 

Donna J. Papa 
University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

F: (9"1.9)-9 6 2-.53. 05 

Camps/Clinics: "~:~ w "~:~ .~:: ~’, ,~ ~::. i i~’4 ~ sl ~,’.~ ~, b ;~ I ~ ~:: a m F’,:~,. ~::o m 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

~, Ai < ~i~ ~:~’,~ ~".0 x" (.’~.~,<:’0 ~ S~,q ~% ~¸ ~ ~ ~<C C O.,’-.C ~,~ O,~: ~r’~ Y ~2 "-’. 

2 ,z:< ~,~i }’~,q~ o~¸ ’-’,~.’.~ ~:~,q ¸~ 2 2(.’c ~oi)’~s o~ ~ }-~v~:~ ~ ~ ~’cc P~Pv~s o~¸ ~ ,~.’.~ ~:~,q 

~r ~C~A &.,’-P~.,’<&?.C~~ ~ ? ~.i,-~i~.,’<i(:~4s~ ? ~ ~’&.,’}~c ~.~.-~?ic~.~s 

> > > "Powers, Maria K." <mpowers@rti.or9 > 1/31/2013 8:44 AM > > > 

Donna, 

I don’t know if you know Dee Stribling or not, buL she’s part o1: a Masters ievel softbail team (forrner Rubi-Otts) and is involved in the production o1: a documentary 

film related to that. (Check out the film link...interesting.) Anyway, they’re looking for some incentives to get people motivated to donate ~.~ (they are not seeking 

.~ from you.._but ideas/possible minor rnaterial donation)~ Would you check this out and see if you have any ideas or spare items that might be of use? They’ve 

a l re a dy g.:)l: so m e t h in gs v i a Du ke a n d Sta ~:e 

I t:okt Dee that you were the best contact f knew on the subject fl)r UNC! -and t offered to put her in touch wK:h you. She composed t:he note below to tell you what: 

they’re trying to do. 

Th a n ks, 

M 

<From Dee 5tribl#~g> 

Hi Donna, 

I’m working with Minnow Media to produce a documentary film on the "Why Nots" softball team. (Piease see a fi#T~ dip available here 

http:/iwww.minnowmedia.net/News.html .) The majority of team members (including myself) played for the "Rubi-Otts" who went on to win the ASA 

national championship in the early 70’s~ Although now we are all over 55 (mr 60 @) and from all walks of life (including two grandmothers), we’ve come back 

~:ogether to play and win at the masters level. The film is about: community, promoting women in sports regar’dk_~ss of age and bond’; wK:h ~:eammate; that 

last a lifetime. Our coach, now almost eighty, is "Pete" Louise Brown~ 

We really believe m this filrn -it’s about community and dreams, regardless of age. The film will be shown initially on UNC Public Television so it will have a 

wide audience. We wili definitely credit UNC and UN(" women’s softball .:)n the fikn’s trailer. 

Thank you so much for your help, 

dee" 



From: Maria [malto           ~nc rr com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 4:34 PM 
To= Dee Stribling 
Subject= Re: Documentary and softball :-) 

Donna Papa, UNC head softball coach is a friend of mine. She has some contacts we could probably leverage. Can ask or put you in contact. 
.............................. 

On Jan 30, 2013, at 4:15 PM, Dee Stribling <Dee.Stribling~sas.com> wrote: 

Hi Maria, one more thought... 

As you know, ..................................... ~ ................... 

me ~5~ u~5 ~ bail ~ea a ~i{ n a Duke ~5 m~ u n i ~ ~ia ti on ~o ~ e ~i~ n ed b~s ~e {6~ii~ a n ti ~ {5 ~Sm #ni s S~ ba ii ga m ~s ia 5 ~ ~ s i ~iia ~ ~66 e~ions 

Thanks so much, dee 



Froill; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februa% 1, 2013 2:42 PM 

Lany Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Maskos 

<markos@uncaa. unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Request for help: Softball documentaly 

We are not allowed to donate state property. That said, l don’t see any issues with Lbe items they requested although we dor£L setl SoftbalttickeLs. An autographe 

softball, access to a practice, etc. all seem fine to me. 

Rick 

From: Larry 6allo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Thursday, January 31, 2013 2:25 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Beth Miller; Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: FW: Request for help: Softball documentary 

Vince ~ 

I know that Lance gave you the link to our autograph!memorabilia policy. 
Beth is correct about the monetary donation ~ only can be done by an individual donating his or her own money. 

Items to be donated ~ autographed stuff should be OK to do per our policy; as far as donating equipment, apparel, etc., you have to be careful of State of NC Property 

guidelines. Autographed stuff is the way to go I think. 

Steiny ~ any thoughts? 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Beth Miller <bmiller@u ncaa.unc.edu > 1/31/2013 11:29 AM > > > 

Mince, 
I don’t know the approval details, but do know we have given items to charities for auctions/fundraising purposes. Rick may be the best source for departmental policy and 

then Lance for compliance approval. I believe there is probably a way for Donna to give softball items to this group, but not a monetary donation, unless it is from her 

personal resources. Sorry I can’t be more help on this one. 

~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ilie@email.unc.edu > 1/31/2013 10:22 AM > > > 

Can anyone help me out on the histoD~ and proper applicalion of our donation policy? I believe that Donna can make her own personal contributions of her own personal 

resources, I’m just not certain how much latitude she ha~ if any, beyond that. Thanks tbr any input you can provide. 

From: Donna Papa [__m___aj!_to_2_d_jp__@g_t)p___aa__~_u___nc_=ec_l_g] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Request for help: Softball documentary 

Vince, 
Maria is a good friend and softball alum, Is there a problem with me helping them. 

Donna 

Donna J. Papa 
University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

/ F: (919)-952-5105 

Camps/Clinics: ~ ,r,:~ ~<~," r <’.~ i,,’; a s (.:i,." b a I i ~:," :’P,,~s, <~.’. :’P, 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

24.: ; 2: i;CC ~ :.,’:Q~,f L/~ P :~ J L’~tit :" CJ~,!; ".i]’.,’; £" q ~ :" ~,:Ci; J~,i; LL 0".,: .,’:A ~4 ]:: .,’g .L.’~ CT]:.,’: 

5 ~CC ~,~ ~G~,: I,’~ ",,~ "~SO~ C,~",2 ",~ P~OX ~’U’~S * ~ ’r’~£ Acix <o~c’~ o~,: "," ~,~ Y,~ ",~ 

t~ ~4~ :A,,’,, A~P~A~?A~I~ :~ ~ ~ ~ A~,~, &~£~i~ "&N~: * ~ ~ AC~ ~" £~i~,i: ALL AM£R~ :A~: 

> > > "Powers, Maria K." <mpowers@rti.org > 1/31/2013 8:44 AM > > > 
D.:)rlt’~a ~ 

I don’t know if you know Dee Stribling or not, but she’s part of a Masters level softball team (former Rubi--Otts) and is involved in the production of a docurnentary 

film related to thaL (Check out the filn~ lirfl<_.interesting.) Anyway, they’re looking for some incentives to get people rnotivated to donate $S {they are not seeking 

$S from you_..but ideas!possible minor material donation). Would you check this out and see if you have any ideas or spare items that might be of use? They’ve 
already got some things via Duke and State. 

I toh:~ Dee that you were the best c.:)n~:act [knew on ~:he subject: R)r UNC! -and I offered to put her in ~:ouch with you. She composed the no~:e below ~:o ~:ell you what 

they’re trying to do. 

Thanks, 

M 

<Frorn Dee Stribling> 

Hi Donna, 

I’m working with Minnow Media to produce a documentary film on the "Why Nots" softball team. (Please see a film clip available here 

htt£~//www.minnowmedia.net/News.html .) The majority of team rnembers {including rnyseff:) played [:or the "Rubi-Otts" who went on to win the ASA 

national championship in the early 70’s. Although now we are all over 55 (or 60 @) and from all walks of life (including two grandmothers), we’ve come back 

t.:)gether to play and win at the masters iew:,l. The film is about community, promoting women in sports regardless of age, and bonds with teammates that 

last: a lifetime, CIur coach, now almost eighty, is "Pete" [.ouis~:a Brown. 



We really believe in this film --. it’s about community and dreams, regardless of age. The film will be shown initially on UNC Public Television so it will have a 

w id e a u d i e nc e. We will d e fi e it ely cr ed it U N C a n d U N C wo rn en’s so ft ba I I on l:h e ~il m’ s t ra i l or. 

Thank you so much h:~r your help, 

dee" 
............................. 

From: Maria [ !_(~__n__c_=_r_r_=_c__o____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 4-:34- PM 
To: Dee Stribling 
Subject: Re: Documentary and softball :-) 

Donna Papa, UNC head softball coach is a friend of mine. She has some contacts we could probably leverage. Can ask or put you in contact. 

On Jan 30, 2013, at 4:15 PM, Dee Stribling <Dee.Stribling@sas.con!> wrote: 

Hi Maria, one more thought... 

As you know, ! m ~o~ing wi~h Minnow Media ~c~ ¢ompie~e a documentary on aur masters sc~f~ba!! ~eam (see._h__t__t_p___:J__/www minno~meclia ne!:J_Ne~s ~mi ) We,re 

tryi n g t o f u n d finaip ro duc~io n costs via K ic k sta r t e r Asi nc en ti ve~ f c)r fo ! ks m a k i ng dona ~io ns, ii~ e worked wit h NC Sta t e( Deb bi e ~ow--s h eisi m p ~essi~ei Sh e k nows 

me thee ugh s-b a!i yea rs a w i~ hKa y}a n d Duke co mm u ni~y ~eia t ion s to ge~ sign ed bas~e~baiKs a n d t i× ~o were e n s soft baii g a m es id not h a v s i~iia r con n ec~ions 

up somet!me ne×~ wee~ into ear!~ March 

Thanks so much, dee 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

Lain..~ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&P; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; ’ .~!unc.edu> 

RE: FW: Fwd: Philanthropy Oppollunity for Your Softball Players! 

I think Beth’s suggestion is a very good one. Doron can handle Lhat. 

Rick 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athaallo@uncaa,unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday,              2:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Beth Miller 
Subject: Re: FW: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

VJnce, 
Beth has a good suggestion (in red print) ~ Steiny... your thoughts since this is in the marketing area if 

Thanks, 
Larry 

does this? 

>>> Beth Miller 11:24AM >>> 

Vince, 
My opinion on this would be that Donna could mention the 5K to her players and let it be voluntary participation. I would not permit the sorority to hand out flyers, but since 

some of the proceeds will go to ILineberger, met them give      flyers that could be pranced on a tame durin9 one game, or one douMe header, for people to pick 
up, {f they chose to do so, l{ would not permit them to work concessions, 

Just my opinion based on how we have handled similar requests in the past. Larry could well tnave different suggestions, though, 

I certainly would be glad to discuss further. 

~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc.edu > 10:17 AM > > > 

Beth and LaiTy’, 

Do you have rely advice or histou you’d like to share with me before I respond to Donna’? Thanlcs. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [E)_a__[Lt_9_LLn_a__r__k_q_s__(@__u_D_£_a__a__:__u__n__£:__e__d___u_] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:25 AM 
To: Donna Papa; 

Cc: [lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

It’s not an issue from my end b~ i ~hi~E @~ ~a~# a #~ii~ ~N~ aii~wi~ Da~# [Vla~a~h~ ~ ~ ai~6i~ a~ ~ ~a~ Q~borwiSO weld bO #~ ~i~ Wi~b al! ~hO ~q@s~s we 

And if the girls end up running the 5k at our direction, then we’ll need to make sure it’s counted in their 20 hours. 

Lance 

>>> Donna Papa <d p@uncaa Lncedu> 

Is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

10:04 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F re m: ~_[i_v_ _e_:_u__ LLc_~& _d__u_. > 
Date: 10:33:23 PM EST 

To: "Donna J Papa" <._djp_@__e_ELa_j_[:_u__r_Lc_g__d___u_.> 

Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Domm, 

N~ name is              and I am a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. I am writing to inform you of an exciting 
opportunity that our chapter is very passionate about. Our national philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research and Awareness. Our 
most well l~own and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha Franklin 5K. Last year we raised over $45,000. The 
money goes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer Center, Arc of Orange County and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation. 

will mark our Anniversa~ of this race and our plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would 
really" love for you and your team to join us for our     Annual Franklin 5K. Rumfing the race as a team would be a great way 

for the softball players to show their support for breast cancer[[ Participams can register for the race or donate by going 
to un c.ze t ata ual p ha. or g. W e w o ul d al s o Joy e to come w ork the concession stands and hand fl ye~s 
out at upcoming home g~es if you would pe~it that! Thank you in advance for all of your 



support for this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rice, Bobby <brice@hmsracing.com> 

Saturday, Februaw 2, 2013 8:35 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 

As long as I am not taking yours I’d love to have 2 more 
Thal~ks Vince. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2013, at 6:58 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Bobby, 
> 

> Do you still need the two extra tickets for our home basketball game v Duke? If so, I have two for you. Please just let me know. Hope you’re doing well. 
> 

> Vmce 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Rice, Bobby [mailto:brice@hmsracing corn] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January. 09, 2013 6:46 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> SubJect: RE: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> Thank you. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Ille, Vince [mailto:iHe(i3email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 09, 2013 6:42 PM 
> To: Rice, Bobby 
> SubJect: RE: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> No problem I’ll take care of it and let you know. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rice, Bobby [mailto:brice~hmsracin~ com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 09, 2013 6:28 PM 
> To: IlIe, Vmce 
> S ubj ect: Re: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> No. Just 2 extra to what I already have Just do the best you can on location Does not have to be near my other seats. If you cannot get them that’s fine Would never expect you to give 
up your own seats. Thanks. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Jan 9, 2013, at 5:49 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <i]le@emai].unc.edu<mailto:i]le@emai].unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 
> Bobby, 
> I don’t believe anyone I need is still here in the office. I will look into all options tomorrow morning. Must all six seats be together, or will 4 and 2 work? If4 and 2 will work, I can give you 
my seats if all else fails. One way or another, we will make it work. Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

> Front: Rice, Bobby [mailto:brice,@,l’unsracing.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday-, January 09, 2013 5:32 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: FW: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> gince, 

> Can you see if I can get a 2 extras of these? I believe ray credit card is on file. If, not and you can get them, email me and I will send you credit card info. 
> Thanks. 
> Bobby 
> Bobby Rice I President 
> Hendrick Companies: Hendrick Motorspmts 1 Hendrick Automotive Group 
> 4328 Papa Joe Hendrick Blvd. 
> Charlotte, NC 28262 
> 704-455-0644 (office) 
>          -0nobile) 
> <lnailto :bric e(&hmsracina, c Oln>brice@l’unsr acing, c Oln<lnailto :bric e(g~l’unsracin~, c om> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: UNC Athletic Ticket Office [<mailto:webticketsal)uncaa.unc edu>mailto:webtickets@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, January, 09, 2013 5:01 PM 
> To: Rice, Bobby 
> SubJect: Limited Number of Duke Tickets Available 
> 

> Use this link to view a web version of the email<http://pacmail.em.marketinghqnet/c.html? 
ufl d&rtr on&s x7ieud,Sq56,hi,9pcv,33ai,iu01,crrm&MLM MID 407130&MLM \’ILID 630&MLM SITEID 2008000165&\’ILM UNIQUEID d686191792&MLM MID 407130&MLM UNI~ 
> 

> [http://pacmail.em.marketmghq.net/content/2008000165/HeelMailTemplate/VNCHeelMai101 .jpg] 
> 
> TICKETCENTER<http://pacmail.em.marketinghq.net/c.html?ufl d&rtr on&s~x7ieud.Sq56,hi,9ow,7ohi~iu01 cnrn&ivlLivl MID 407130&ivlLiVl UNIQUEID d686191792>{ ONLINE 
STORE<http://pacmail.emmarketm~hqnet/chtml?ufl d&rtr on&s~:. 7ieud 8q56,hi.7erc.gOjc,iuOl,cmn&MLM MID 407130&MLM UNIQLTID d686191792>{ 



(J(~HEF.LSCOM<http://pacmaiLem.marketin~hqneL/c html?u.fl d&rtr on&s x7ieud,8q56,hi,6hxa,51fk,iu01,cmn&1‘,/ff,M MID 407130&MLM UNIQUEID d686191792> 

> 

> 

> [Follow Us on] 
> 

> [Facebook]<http:/TpacmaiLemmarketin<hq.net/chtml?ufl d&rtr on&s x7ieud, Sq56,hi,Sk1~,ltaa, iu01,crrm&MLM MID 407130&MLM UNIOUEID d686191792> 

> 

> [Twitter]<http://pacmailemmarketinghq.net/c.html’gufl d&rtr on&s x7ieud, Sq56,hi,6aiy~chlp,iu01,crrm&£/;LM MID 407130&£/;LM UNIQUE]D d686191792> 

> 

> [YouTube]<http://pacmail.era.raarketinghq.netic.html?ufl d&rtr on&s xTieud 8q56,hi, lim, at4rn, iu01,cmn&MLM MID 407130&MLM UNIOUEID d686191792> 

> 

> 

> Yottr Customer #: 

> 

> 1200659 

> 

> 

> 

> Forgot your password? 

> 

>> ClickHere<http:~,’pacraail.enr.marketinghq.net/c.html?afl d&rtr on&s x7ieud,8q56,hi,6h5e,mbie, iu01,crml&MLM MID 407130&2v~LM UNIOL-EID d686191792> 

> 

> 

> [http://pacnrail.era.marketmghq.net/c~ntent/2~8~65/Hee~Mai~Temp~ate/UNCHee~Mail~8.ipg] 

> 

> [http://pacnrail.era.marketmghq.net/c~ntent/2~8~65/Hee~Mai~Temp~ate/UNCHee~Mail~8.ipg] 

> 

> 

> A limited number of tickets for the Men’s Basketball game against Duke on March 9th have beconre available. As a Rants Club member, you quali~ to purchase up to four (4) tickets fi~r the 

game. Tickets are $90 each and will be assigned on a first-come, first-serve basis. All orders are based on availabilib’. 

> To order tickets, please click here<httl~:i/t~acmail.era.marketin~hq.netic.h~fl?ufl d&rtr on&s xTieud 8q56,hi,~:~5,dpw~.iu01 ctTra~’~¢lLM MID~407130&MLM LrNIOUEID d686191792> 

and login with the information at the top of this email. 
> 

> 

> [http://pacmail.em.marketmghq.net/’content/2008000165/’HeelMailTemplate/VNCHeelMail 10.jpg] 

> 

> 

> [http:/?pacmai~emmarketmghqnet/c~ntent/2~8~65/Hee~Mai~Temp~ate~TN~Hee~Mai~8jpg] 

> 

> [Facebook] 
> 

> Share on Facebook! <http:/?pacmail.em.marketinghq.net/c htlnl? 

ufl d&rtr on&s x7ieud,8@6.hi,da~70.k294,iu01,crrln&MLM SOCID ddde835e8b~)96c4518e03de23311e3b2cb0f12F82624d599f4edd0103d02b03e3d8&MLM MID 407130&MLM UNIQUEID c 
> 

> [Twitter] 

> 

> Post on Twitter[ <http://paclnail.em.marketinghqnet/c.html? 

utl d&rtr on&s x7ieud, Sq56,hi,2n4w,9zt2,1u01~ClTm&MLM SOCID ddde835eSbfia96c4518e03de23311e3b2cb0f12f82624d599t:4edd0103d02b03e3d8&MLM MID 407130&MLM U2,IIQL’EID d 
> 

> 

> 

> [http://pacmai~emmarketm~hqnet/c~ntent/2~8~65/Hee~Mai~Temp~ate~TN(2Hee~Mai~jpg] 

> 

> 

> [http://pacmai~.em.market~n~hq.net/c~ntent/2~8~65/Hee~Mai~Temp~ate/VNCHee~Mai~ 1 .jpg] 

> 

> 

> Copyright (c) 2012, LTNCl Athletics The team names, logos and uniform designs are registered trademarks of the teams indicated. No logos, photographs or graphics on this site may be 

reproduced without written permission. All rights reserved 

> 

> UNC Athletic Department - P.O. Box 2126 - Chapel t Iall, NC 27514 - 919-962-6(;00 

> 

> 

> 

> Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS<http://pacmaiLemmarketinvhq.net/chtml? 

tffl d&rtr on&s x7ieud, Sq56,hi,c6~’,k7i5,iu01,crrm&MLM M[D~07130&N/;LM UN[QUE[D d686191792>, find your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

> 

> Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: webtickets@uncaauncedu<mailto:webtickets(a)uncaaunc.edu?subiect HeelMail>. 
> 

> Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe.<http://pacmail em marketin~hq.net/c.html? 

uJ’l d&rtr on&s 7,:7ieud,8q56,hi,3ilq,4q39,iu01,crrm&MLM ML[D 630&MLM UNIQUEID d686191792&MLM i’,/1I[) 407130&1’,iff,M MID~407130&MLM UN[QUE[D d686191792> 
> 

> Forward to a Friend<http://pacmail em marketinghq.net/c html? 

ufl d&rtr on&s x7ieud,8q56,hi,mlb,4qba, iu01,crrm&][*;MA[L AD]-)RI{SS brice(h)hmsracing.com&MLM UNIQUEID d686191792&MJ_,M MID 407130&MLM ]VflD 407130&X/;LM UN[QUEI 
> 

>[http://pacmail.emmarketm~hq.netJimaaes/mlopen post.html?rtr on&siteid 2008000165&mid 407130&mild 630&uid d686191792] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 10:14 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <file>, Vince <[!_l__e____@___e____m___a__i_!:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Monday, February 4, 2013 10:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

I’ll take care of this. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 6:26 PM 

To: [lle, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <i!£Z___[~__e__r_Ln___e__r_(a2__r__n__e___£l:_LLn__c_’_:_e_$t___u_> 

Date: February 4, 2013, 3:47:27 PM EST 
To: "Timmermans, Tom" <timmemlansg~unc.edu> 

Co: "Cumlinghan~ Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome(gl)email.unc.e&~> 

Subject: RE: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarslfip 

Thanks - curious about the source of funds/funds available per year/amount of the scholarship 

I appreciate you looking into this scholarship and finding out its roots. I do not mean to slow down a process but I am not sure I should sign any document 
when T really do not know anything about the situation. 

Joy 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 3:45 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" RE: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

Hi Joy, 

This scholarship trust fund was started a long time before I started working at UNC. I have placed a couple of phone calls to find out more 

information. By the limited information I do have, I can tell you that the Academic Support Program for Stude4AffMetes (Wally Richardson 

combined wit:h Andre Williams (football)) nominates student-athletes who are acadernica[ly worthy of receiving the scholarship. 

I will send you additional infomlation once it becomes available Lo me, 

Tom 

From: Joy J Renner [maiko:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 11:41 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: RE: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

l am not sure what l would be approving. With a li121e more information, l may be able to complete the form that you sent to me. 



What are the criteria for these scholar;hips and how were these two individuals selected? Why does 1:hi; requir~:_~ rny approval i[ I am not involved in 

the process, {ke, what exacdy arn I approving) 

Joy ,L Rennet, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Profe55or and Director 

University of North Carolin~ at Chapel Hill 

Schooi of Medicin(_¯ 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

32]-A South Columbia St, 

Chapel Hili, NC 2:,~’.:/-)f~,..7130 

919-.966-.5~i,$TDesk 

Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 

-CONFIDENiIALIP~ NOTICE: Ti~is ~_~-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtit¥ to which it is addressed and may contain 

confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized revl~_~w, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited ff you are not the intended recipient, piease contact 

the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all ,::opie5 of the or[ginN !’nessage, 

Emai~ correspondence to a~d from this addre~s may be s~l>ject ~:o the Noah Caro~i~a P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ies 

by an a~thorized state effi¢iM (NCGS, ch, 132), Strident ed~catie~M reeerds are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From. Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 11:09 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .] 
Ce: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

Ms. Renner, 
]just wanted to follow up on the below and make sure that you received it. 
Thanks! 
Tom 

>>> Tom Timmermans 1/16/2013 4:35 PM >>> 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assislalt Director ofComplianceil:’in. ,’~d i Universib~ of NoN1 Carolina 

Office 919,962,7851 iCell             iFax 919,962,6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deryk Gilmore <deo~kg@priorib~sports.biz> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 5, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Connecting 

U got it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 5, 2013 at 3:42 PM "Ille Vince" <ille(2~emaJLunc~edu> wrote: 

Thanks Deryk. Please give my regards to Mike McCaxtney and thanks to both of you guys for registering with our program, ttope to be in touch with you 
again ~on. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiF of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

!iiJi::!:J2:Ji~):i:~JiO::J_:i.~:JY_iJ_P_ 
<image003.jpg > 

From: Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derykg(o~prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; ._h__a____w___k_@__u___o_r__e_gg___n_~__e__d___u_. 
Subject: Connecting 
Vince, 

I jusl wanted to let you kilow that (Jeff Hawkins - Assoc. Athl Dir for FB) Oregon had a great program bringing in a behavioral psychologist to meet witla 

the agents in their meetings. He would be a good contact as he is helping the athletes in the process. Hawk, Vince is doing good things at UNC and think 

he would be a good contact. Hope you both connect. 

Deryk Gilm ore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

De!5’k g(g~ p!:i o!:i ty sports N? 

.i:=’=ri, ~=~i~?: ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important thall others 
( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 



Segment 
1 
2 

3 

4 
5 

Signing Day Celebration Program 

Topic 
Jones Angell Welcome and Opening 

Video - Game Day 

Panel # 1, Hosted by Rick Steinbacher 

Walt Bell 
Overall recruiting process 

Coaching Staff working together in recruiting 

Key Selling points for recruiting to Carolina 

Defensive Obj ectives for 

Welcome to Chapel Hill 
Worked with 

Spring Practice 

before, how that helps 
Initial impressions of this staff after a few days 

Video - Top 10 Plays part 1 
Panel # 2, Hosted by Jones Angell 

Offensive Objectives for Spring Practice 

Four DBs in 1 class, how does that help them develop together? 

Coaching 

Teamwork recruiting, i.e. 
Recruiting to your alma mater 
Coaching 

rec coach and pos coach 

Comments 
Jones Angell on stage 

Blue Zone TVs 

Directors Chairs on stage 

w/wireless mics 

Blue Zone TVs 
Directors Chairs on stage 
wi wireless mics 

Off Season conditioning 
Blue Dawn Workouts 
Leadership Development in Off Season Workouts 
Your role in recruiting 
Coach Fedora’s emphasis on S&C 



6 

7 

8 
9 

Video - MD MBB Psych Up Video 

Panel # 3, Hosted by q - Player Panel 

Video - Top 10 Plays part 2 

Larry Fedora, Hosted by Deems May 

Support for Coaching Staff- Be Positive, Fill Up Kenan 
Stadium 

Q&A from Deems to Coach 
Overall Assessment of Recruiting 
How does this class fit in to your overall schemes? 

Offensive Question 
Defensive Question 
Off Season Focus for the current players 
Spring Practice Obj ectives 
Message to Carolina Fans as you enter year 2 .... 
(Turn it over to Coach for a longer monologue type 

answer) 

Coach Fedora ends segment with final address and thanks eve~one 
for coming 

Blue Zone TVs 
Directors Chairs on stage 
w/wireless mics 

Blue Zone TVs 
Directors Chairs on stage 
wi wireless mics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 8:33 AM 

mslricldand@theacc.org 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC ,--Notre Dame 

unc usc in charlotte 2015 tv language.docx 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gall() and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will l~ow what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our request as written below is 
unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to know what years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum 
need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

r steinbacher @uncaa.unc. edu 
mobile: 
www goheels corn 
@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Michael Kelly [mailto:rnkelly(~,theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 7:32 PM 
To: Lany Gallo 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 
Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from ray iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> )~hchael ~- 
> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting rea@ to enjoy the Holidays. 
> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play- ND as soon as possible, but here are the 
specifics: 
> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 
> 

> 2 like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difl’erence whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so we are trying to avoid 
those years in having two top 5-10 opponents 
> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know! 
> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays! 
> 

> Larry’ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strickland, Michael <mslrickland@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 8:50 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu-~; Tario, Ben <btario@theacc.org> 

RE: UNC .- Notre Dame 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note. Look forward to working with you as well. 

We are discussing with Notre Dame currently final steps to formalize the 2014-16 rotation concept by the end of this week, which we would then take to each of 

our schools for review & approval. We do have on file all of your below requests and are optimistic we will be able to accommodate. However, nothing is 

confirmed yet. 

We will review the TV language and get back with you. To be clear, you are using the neutral site!road game model for this event, correct? 

Thanks, 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Strickland, Michael 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: FW: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gallo and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our 

request as written below is unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to know what 

years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to 

the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Kelly [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 7:32 PM 

To: Larry Gallo 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 

Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "tarry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael ~ 

> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 

> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, 

but here are the specifics: 

> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 

> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so 

we are trying to avoid those years in having two top 5-10 opponents 

> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know! 

> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays! 

> 

> Larry 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 8:57 AM 

Stricklm~d, Michael <mstrickland@theacc.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu-~; Tario, Ben <btario@theacc.org> 

RE: UNC .- Notre Dame 

Thank you for your quick feedback Michael. Yes, neutral si[e / road game model for the 2015 game against South Carolina in Charlotte, however CRSC does not have 

a TV partner, so the home team’s conference would own the tv rights. It is between UNC and USC to determine home team and we have not finalized how we will 

do that yet. 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Michael [mailto:mstrickland@theacc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:50 AN 

Te: 8teinbacher, Rick 
Co: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note. Look forward to working with you as well. 

We are discussing with Notre Dame currently final steps to formalize the 2014-26 rotation concept by the end of this week, which we would then take to each of 

our schools for review & approval. We do have on file all of your below requests and are optimistic we will be able to accommodate. However, nothing is 

confirmed yet. 

We will review the TV language and get back with you. To be clear, you are using the neutral site/road game model for this event, correct? 

Thanks, 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei(6)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Stdckland, Michael 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: FW: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gallo and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our 

request as written below is unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to know what 

years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to 

the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27525 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Kelly [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 22, 2012 7:32 PM 

To: Larry Gallo 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 

Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael ~ 

> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 

> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, 

but here are the specifics: 

> 

> 2. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 

> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so 

we are trying to avoid those years in having two top 5-20 opponents 

> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know] 

> 



> Take care and Happy Holidays! 

> 

> Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strickland, Michael <mslrickland@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 9:01 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr% Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu-% Tario, Ben <btario@theacc.org> 

RE: UNC .- Notre Dame 

If it becornes a LiNC home garne and thus an ACC TV deal garne, is there any potendaf this game could be played Thursday night or Monday night of Labor Day 

weekend? 

Michael Stdckland 

ACC Senior Assodate Commb.r;ioner 

Football Operations 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2053 8:57 AM 
To: Strickland, IVlichael 
Ce: 1lie, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Thank you for your quick feedback Michael, Yes, neutral site / road game model for the 2015 game against South Carolina in Charlotte, however CRSC does not have 

a TV partner, so the home team’s conference would own the tv rights. It is between UNC and USC to determine home team and we have not finalized how we will 

do that: yet. 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Hichael [mailto:mstrickland@theacc.orq] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 20:[3 8:50 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
S,,bject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note. Look forward to working with you as well. 

We are discussing with Notre Dame currently final steps to formalize the 2014-16 rotation concept by the end of this week, which we would then take to each of 

our schools for review & approval. We do have on file all of your below requests and are optimistic we will be able to accommodate. However, nothing is 

confirmed yet. 

We will review the TV language and get back with you. To be clear, you are using the neutral site!road game model for this event, correct? 

Thanks, 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei(6)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Stdckland, Michael 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: FW: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gallo and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our 

request as written below is unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to know what 

years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to 

the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Kelly [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 7:32 PM 

To: Larry Gallo 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince IIle 

Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael ~ 

> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 

> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, 



but here are the specifics: 

> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 

> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 20117 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so 

we are tryin8 to avoid those years in havin8 two top 5-10 opponents 

> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know! 

> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays! 

> 

> Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 9:01 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

FW: UNC ,--Notre Dame 

Bubba, 

See below. This is good news if they can make this happen (Notre Dame vs, UNC in ’14 and ’16). We will see, 

I have told LIMASS we can offer them $700k for 2014, I will reach back out to Bill Scholl at Ball State to see if ’:[5 is an option for them, Vince is working on Eastern 

Michigan for 2016 so Bali State in 2015 would fit nk:eiy. 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Nichael [mailto:mstrickland@theacc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:50 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Ce; Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note. Look forward to working with you as well. 

We are discussing with Notre Dame currently final steps to formalize the 2014-16 rotation concept by the end of this week, which we would then take to each of 

our schools for review & approval. We do have on file all of your below requests and are optimistic we will be able to accommodate. However, nothing is 

confirmed yet. 

We will review the TV language and get back with you. To be clear, you are using the neutral site!road game model for this event, correct? 

Thanks, 

Michael Stdckland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Strickland, Michael 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: FW: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gallo and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our 

request as written below is unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to Imow what 

years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to 

the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Kelly [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 7:32 PM 

To: Larry Gallo 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince IIle 

Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael ~ 

> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 

> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, 

but here are the specifics: 

> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 

> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so 

we are trying to avoid those years in having two top 5-10 opponents 

> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know! 



> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays] 

> 

> LarH 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 9:02 AM 

Stricklm~d, Michael <mstrickland@theacc.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu-~; Tario, Ben <btario@theacc.org> 

RE: UNC .- Notre Dame 

Yes, the agreement {which we will have you review in its entirety before we sign) stipulates that the game wilt be played Labor Day weekend (Thursday through 

Monday) but does not specify which day. 

Rick 

From= Stfickland, Michael [mailto:mstfickland@theacc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 9:01 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢: 1lie, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC N Notre Dame 

If it becomes a UNC home game and thus an ACCTV deal game, is there any potential this game could be played Thursday night or Monday night of Labor Day 

weekend? 

Michael Str[ckland 

ACC Senior Assodate Commissioner 

FooLball Operations 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [.tn__a_jJ~_:__EL@_s_t___e_[~_e_.___m___a_jLu___n__c_,__e__c_l__u_.] 
sent: Wednesday, February 06, 20:1.3 8:57 AM 

To: Strickland, Michael 
Ce: Tile, Vince, Gallo, Jr., Larry A., Tafio, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC N Notre Dame 

Thank you for’ your quick feedback Michael. Yes, neutral si[e / road game model for the 2015 game against South Carolina in Charlotte, however CRSC does not have 

a TV partner, so the home team’s conference would own the tv rights. It is between UNC and USC to determine home team and we have not finalized how we will 

do that yet. 

Rick 

From" Strickland, Michael [m_aj_[t_o_L_m___s_t_£!_c___k_[_an___d__@__t__h_e_.__acc__:gr_g] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:50 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢: IIle, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tafio, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note. Look forward to working with you as well. 

We are discussing with Notre Dame currently final steps to formalize the 2014-16 rotation concept by the end of this week, which we would then take to each of 

our schools for review & approval. We do have on file all of your below requests and are optimistic we will be able to accommodate. However, nothing is 

confirmed yet. 

We will review the TV language and get back with you. To be clear, you are using the neutral site/road game model for this event, correct? 

Thanks, 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick lmailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Stdckland, Michael 

Cc: file, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: FW: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gallo and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our 

request as written below is unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to know what 

years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to 

the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Michael Kelly [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 7:32 PM 

To: Larry Gallo 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 

Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 



Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael ~ 

> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 

> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, 

but here are the specifics: 

> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 

> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so 

we are trying to avoid those years in having two top 5-10 opponents 

> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know! 

> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays! 

> 

> Larry 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 10:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&L> 

FW: ADT No Show...Now show 

From: 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 9:58 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W; Norton, Molly; Angie King; Larry Gallo; Kathy Dutton; Kathy Griggs 
Subject: ADT No Show...Now show 

Okay,,.theywere supposed to be at my house at 8,,.got to work at 9:25, 

Now they are at my house. I am headed to home and will be back 

as soon as I can get back_,hopefully no later than 11:30. Call my cell if you 

need anything 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce Dalgleish 

Director Athletics HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

(919)962 7850 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:00 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Staff Meeting 

2 pm works fine let’s knock it out then... 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >         8:33 AM > > > 
I have a coat’erence call with USA Basketball at 1 pin today. Can we move our staffmeeting back an hour, or do you all waut/need to stick with cm~nt lime’? Your call. 

Thanlcs. 

Vince Ille 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 11:35 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick < rickstei@email.unc.edu >; Michael Strickland < mstrickland@theacc.org > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Ben Tario < btario@theacc.org > 

RE: UNC - Notre Dame 

Michael & Rick:: 

Thank you for both the communication exchange and for being sure to provide clarification to this matter. Looking forward to learning when the Notre Dame schedule "is 

finalized" for our Conference member institutions. 

Take care and thanks again! 

Larry 

> > > "Steinbacher, Rick" < rickstei@email.unc.edu > 2/6/2013 9:02 AM > > > 
Yes, the agreement (which we will have you review in its entirety before we sign) stipulates that Lhe game will be played Labor Day weekend (Thursday through 

Monday) but does not specify which day. 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Michael [mailto:mstrickland@theacc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 9:01 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
C:c: Tile, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

If iL becomes s UNC home game and Lhus an ACCTV deal game, is there any potential this game could be played Thursday night or Monday nifihL ot: Labor Day 

weekend? 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Fool:ball Operations 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [[3_a_jJ___t#_Lr_j£_k__s__t__e_L~__e_m_a_j_[,_U__D_£,_e_.__d__u_J 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:57 AM 

To: Strickland, Michael 
C:c: ]:lie, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Thank you for your quick feedback Michael. Yes, neutral site / road game model for the 2015 game against 5oud~ Carolina in Charlotte, however CRSC does not have a 

TV partner, so the home team’s conference would own the tv rights. It is between UNC and USC to determine home team and we have not finalized how we will do 

that yet. 

Rick 

From: Strickland, Michael [E)_a__[!_t__o__:_Lr_LS__t£i_c___k_!_a___n__d___@__t_D__e__a__c__£~_o__Eg] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:50 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Tario, Ben 
Subject: RE: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note. Look forward to working with you as well. 

We are discussing with Notre Dame currently final steps to formalize the 2014-16 rotation concept by the end of this week, which we would then take to each of our 

schools for review & approval. We do have on file all of your below requests and are optimistic we will be able to accommodate. However, nothing is confirmed yet. 

We will review the TV language and get back with you. To be clear, you are using the neutral site/road game model for this event, correct? 

Thanks, 

Michael Strickland 

ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 

Football Operations 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [_n_3_a__[!_t___o__:__r_Lc__[£s__t_£L_@__£__m____a_j_Lu___n__c__.__e___d___u_,] 

sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 8:33 AM 

To: Strickland, Michael 

Cc: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: FW: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Michael, 

Congratulations on your new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Gallo and Michael Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our 

request as written below is unchanged. We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in 2015 and need to know what 

years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charlotte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to the 

ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Michael Kelly [mailto:mkelly@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 7:32 PM 

To: Larry Gallo 

Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 

Subject: Re: UNC ~ Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael ~ 

> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 

> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, 

but here are the specifics: 

> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 

> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so we 

are trying to avoid those years in having two top 5-10 opponents 

> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let me know! 

> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays! 

> 

> larry 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Attached. Have a great afternoon. 

On Mon, at 5:50 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope you eNoyed yours as well. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:45 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend! 

~gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

}gmail. cora 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Cormnunication: Reporting & Sports Comm~mication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: Carlos Somoano <          @gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thanks Vince. 

Carlos Somoano 

at 2:17 PM, "Vince Ille" <ilIe(2~emaJl.unc~e&~> wrote: 

Carlos, 

I’ve consulted with Barbara Polk and Bubba regarding our signing to an NLI. Both approve with the understanding that the institution is not 
obligated to admit him. Barbara believes that as long as he’s involved in no further incidents, he will be admitted        As with any student-athlete, if 

he signs and we later discover mmething has occurred, "the institution would reconsider his admission status. Bazbeza has inibrmed me that 

otticial offer of admission roll be ~nt in late and it is his responsibility to infonn us if he is involved in any other di~iplinary, marter. 

I intbrmed Tom Timmennans that we could send an NLI "this morning. I apologize that it "took so long to secure the mutual agreement to proceed. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO2.jpg > 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 7:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Sla~rt Administration Interview Weekend Panelist Invitation 

Hello Mr. Ille, 

The Sport Administration Graduate Program is hosting Interview Weekend 
March lst-3rd. On behalf of the program, I would like to request your 
involvement with the Athletics A&ninistration hatel-¢iew Panel As a 
member of the Interview Panel, you would ask one to two to questions 
to candidates, and provide insight concerning the selection process. 

The Intel~Aews will take place on Saturday March 2rid from 8:00 am 
until approximately 1:30 pm in the Pope Box of Kenan Stadium The 
following Monday, March 4th there will be a debriefing session at 8:00 
am, where each panelist will be asked to provide their top nine 
candidates. 

If you are unable to participate in the intel~Aew weekend, please let 
us know if another member of your functional area would like to 
represent your department on the panel If you choose to participate, 
we will provide you with more information about the candidates prior 
to the Interview Weekend. 

Please let us know by Monday, February 11 th if you are able or unable 
to participate in the Intep¢iew Panel We sincerely appreciate your 
support for the Sport Administration Graduate program. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 9:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC Sport Administration interview Weekend Panelist Invitation 

That’s the weekend I am supposed to be traveling with men’s lacrosse or else I definitely would, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >         7:45 PM > > > 

You interested in being on this panel? Looks like the admissions interviews for the grad program. I expect to be involved with spring football in one way or another that day. 

Original Message 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 7:41 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: UNC Sport Administration Interview Weekend Panelist Invitation 

Hello Mr, Ille, 

Time Sport Administration Graduate Program is hosting Interview Weekend            . On behalf of the program, I would like to request your involvement with the Athletics 

Administration Interview Panel. As a member of the Interview Panel, you would ask one to two to questions to candidates, and provide insight concerning the selection 

process. 

Time Interviews will take place on Saturday          from 8:00 am until approximately 1:30 pm in the Pope Box of Kenan Stadium. The following Monday, 

will be a debriefing session at 8:00 am, where each panelist will be asked to provide their top nine candidates. 

there 

If you are unable to participate in the interview weekend, please let us know if another member of your functional area would like to represent your department on the panel. 

If you choose to participate, we will provide you with more information about the candidates prior to the Interview Weekend. 

Please let us know by Monday, 

Graduate program. 

if you are able or unable to participate in the Interview Panel. We sincerely appreciate your support for the Sport Administration 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edt> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 9:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposal for NFCC Coleege Class 

Vince, 

Any word on approval for coaches college class at UNC?Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 3, 2013, at 10:05 PM, "Donna Papa" <djp~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

VillCe, 

Below is intb tbr the NFCC coaching class. 

Plea~ let me know if you have further questions. 

Donna 
<IMAGE.jpg> 

Donna&Papa 

<Proposal for NFCC Coaching Class.docx~ 

<Donna Papa.vct>- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:33 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagulaCc0uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmilier@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cc0uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

;Spring Competition Schedule 

Coaches: 

Please send your Spring Competition Schedule (i.e., games, scrimmages, Alumni Game, any and all outside competition vs. anybody,,...) to you Sport Supervisor as soon 

as possible. Once your Sport Supervisor reviews the schedule, it will be forwarded to the Compliance Staff for final approval. 
If you have already attended to this matter, thank you, As we all know, no outside competition should occur until both your schedule and the eligibility of your student athletes 

have been approved!determined ~ the final approval of both come from our Compliance Staff. 

Thank you, and have a great day and weekend. 

Be well, 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr~ 

Friday, 9:48 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Baddour, Richard A <rbaddour@,email.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane (cricke@uncaa.unc.edu); John Blanchard (igb@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>;    ~!uncaa.unc.edu; srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu 

Leadership Academy: Tar Heel Leaders of Dis~tinction (h~]flime recognition) 

Catch behind the scenes footage of the halftime recognition for the        Far Heel Leaders of Distinction: http:iiyoutu.beidzOu9owwSU. Thanks to 

graduate intern        for her work on this project. 

Check out other Leadership Academy-related and sire ply leadership-related videos on our YouTube Channel. Subscribe at 

https:iiwww.youtu be.corn/cha nnels?q = UN C bCLA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu,~ 

Friday, February 8, 2013 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposal for NFCC College Class 

I need football schedule. They want us to give them dates 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 8, 2013, at 9:59 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endiI]--> 

Donna, 

I believe the concept is good and I support it. If the facility use t~e is only $150, I don’t see that as an issue. The worst case scenario is the t~e isn’t 

waived and ~ftball pays the fee from your special account. That’s a minimal investment for a significmat event like this. But I don’t believe it is tx~ssible to 

give the org~iza~don a definitive yes mthout knowing the specific dates of the event. The specific dates may determine your access to Loudemfilk and the 

indoor track, which per your description is essential to the conduct of the event. I recommend you identify a date so we can ensure approval to use the 

facilities you need. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiF of North Cm~olina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOB.jpg > 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip(,~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 20"13 9:43 plVl 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Proposal for NFCC Coleege Class 
Vince, 

Any word on approval for coaches college class at UNC?Donna 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip(,~uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 J.l:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Proposal for NFCC Coleege Class 

Vince, 
Below is info for the NFCC coaching class. 

Please let me know ff you have further questions. 

Donna 

<IMAGEjpg> 

Donna J. Papa 

University of NortJh Carolina Soiiball 

Head Coach 

Website: }’,_’?_x,_)Z:~2£~2~2"_c_~.~_: ~_"_,~2,._~ 

Camps/Clinics: ~’,’~ ~. c:~’~:~&~ as ~’i~:~::~ ~& ~ m,ig’,x, a’~i~ 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

~C(." ">r"c~ i)’: ~ ~ ~¸ 2 ~<C ,~i)~ ~’~ i),~ ~ ~ v ~’~ ~ ~, ~ C e- .~\~-~-~ i)’: ~ ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham ?}gmail.com~ 

Friday, February 8, 2013 4:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Orlando Sentinel - NewNCAA rules roll turn college recruiting into "the told, told West" 

http://touch.orlandosentinel.comi#sectioni-1/article/p2p-74335554/ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, ~ , 4:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report Jocx 

Attached. Have a fantas~dc weekend’. 

On Wed at 4:49 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edtr; wrote: 

Thank you. 

From: [mailto: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, " 4::I.8 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

AVtached. Have a great afternoon. 

On Mon, at 5:50 PM, Ille, Vince < ille(h)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks : Hope you enjoyed yours as well, 

From: rmailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~:45 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Is attached. Hope you had a nice weekend! 

@gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Spolt Science: Sport A&ninistration 

~l~mail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
E×ercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail. corn 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hil: 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Con~nunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, February 8, 2013 5:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: USA Swimming Safe Sport Guidelines 

Thanks for sharing, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 2/8/2013 2:32 PM > > > 

From. Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 08, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Sue_ Walsh@unc.edu; Larry Gallo 

Co: Sean Quinn 
Subject= USA Swimming Safe Sport Guidelines 

Vince, Larry, Sue: 

Attached is a large document entitled "Safe Sport Handbook" from USA Swimming 

for member clubs, like ours (NCAC). I am sending it to you (mostly Vince) so you know 

we are continuing to work on this. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me or 

Sean Quinn at NCAC. 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~_2 _w~__2:g_o__!]__e_~j__s_~_o__[D. 

www.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Will Webb <Vv%reb[~}charlottecollegiatefootball.org~ 

Friday, February 8, 2013 5:58 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

GaJlo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: 2015 Game Agreement 

I will have contract changes to you by Monday. There are few substantive changes. I have some other thoughts that I want to mn by you : 

1. Both you and USC are likely to have a game the weekend following Labor day. If this game is played on Monday you will have a vely short time between games. 

Add to that the fact that the Panthers have been told that they will have their final exhibition at home on Thursday. Add to that my guess is that you do not want to play 

on Friday because of high ~hool. How about if we jus~t sign an agreement that the Mae has to be on Saturday? Iftv gets in the way I cm~ deal with espn 

2. On the tv issue I am hapw to do a deal ruth them if it would smooth things out 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 6, 2013, at 8:54 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <ricksntei,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Per our conversation last week, please see the attached 2015 game agreement. We used your initial template as a starting point and have made 

significant edits. Please review and let us know your questions and comments. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 

<College Football Game Agreement-- UNC vs. USC 2015 game (0006.doc> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Compliance Interview 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

Thank you very much for taking your time to interview me yesterday. Your insight into the compliance department at UNC was very helpful. 

I enjoyed hearing your thoughts on the recent NCAA deregulation proposals, and appreciated your honesty about the effects of the NCAA Investigation on UNC. I 

believe that compliance is a great fit for me and that I can make a valuable contribution to the depaxtment. 

Thank you again/br the opportunity and I look/brward to hearing fi~om you soon. 

Sincerely, 

__ 

M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 



Fix)in: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmemlans, Tom <timmennan~@unc,edu> 

Sunday,                9:38 PM 

Lance Markos <maackos@uncaa.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu:~; 
<kgriggs@email .unc.edu> 

Sick 

~uncaa.unc.edu-~; Griggs, Kathy 

All, 

I am staying home tomorrow with a fever and flu symptoms. I will check my email and you can also reach me on my cell at 

Tom 

Sent from 1W iPad 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Patterson Medal Reception Saturday, 

Hi Vince, 
Yes, the board room is located on the first floor. Sorry I didn’t clarify that in my email. 

and . are the Patter>:)n Medal recipients. Here b.~ the pres~.~ r~:_~b:_~ase: 

Thanks for attending the reception on Saturday rnorning. 

Take care, 

Molly 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 12:33 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Patterson Medal Reception Saturday, 

I will attend. Which one is the Board Room? Is that first floor? Who won the Patterson Medal? ’]7’hanks Molly. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, 11:21 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff 
Cc: Ellen Culler 
Subject: Patterson Medal Reception Saturday, 

Dear Executive Team, 

Bubba wanted to invite all of you to attend the Patterson Medal Reception this Saturday, 

you plan on attending. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

P! b__n_. 9_ _r.t_ 0__n_._@.. __u_.n__.c_:_.e__d_._u_ 

at :10:30am in the EWAC Board Room. Please let me know if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Leadership Academy: Tar Heel Leaders of Distinction (halftime recognition) 

I think mixing in a video is good, but I feel like it would be better if we focused on what they specifically did to earn the awards. Instead of focusing all on the award 

presentation, show them doing work in the community, classroom, etc. That’s at least how I would do it... 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >          1:20 PM > > > 
The first link is inactive, 05 was when I tried it. The second one, if you click on the link below, then hover above the icon you can click on preview and then watch the 
video referenced in the inactive link. Take a look at the video and let me know what you think. Thanks. 

From" Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, 9:48 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Cc: Baddour, Richard A; Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu); John Nanchard (jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince;    @uncaa.unc.edu; srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Tar Heel Leaders of Distinction (halftime recognition) 
Catch behind the scenes footage of the halftime recognition for the        Tar Heel Leaders of Distinction: !]_t_t__p_]!y_p___u_t__u__:_b____e_!__c__!_z_Q_u__9_o__~_S___U_. Thanks to 

graduate intern        for her work on this project. 

Check out other Leadership Academy-related and sire ply leadership-related videos on our YouTube Channel. Subscribe at 

httpsJiwww.youtu be.corn/chan neb?q= U NC bCLA. 



From: Zv~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Today’s is attached. 

Also, as a heads up, I’ll be out of town on Friday so no report (slash not bothering you). 

Also, welcome to your [irst Beat Duke week. 

~;mail. corn 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Communication 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@nncaa.unc.edtr; 

Monday, February 11, 2013 8:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Trip back t?om LSU FebruaU 8-11, 2013 

Vince, Thank you Dolma 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2013, at 7:42 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 
> Congratulations on the win over LSU and the three you picked up down 
there this weekend. I’m sorry to hear the trip back home was so 
challenging. I’ll talk with Martina to discuss the budget implications 
for this unexpected hardship 
> Vince Ille 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> (919) 962-4631 
> ille@unc edu<mailto:ille@unc edu> 
> 
> [cid:JLSGEXVNMKZ.IMAGE 27jpg] 
> 
> "We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Dunna Papa [maiIto:dip(@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, February ] 1, 2013 3:39 PM 
> Tu: Mike Pope 
> Cc: IIle, Vince; Martina Ballen 
> SubJect: Trip back frum LSU February 8-11, 2013 
> 

> Make, Vince,Martina and Catherine, 
> Please read attached document regarding our trip back from LSU on 
February ] 0-11 Thank you 
> Donna 
> 

> 

> 

[https://twim~O-a.akamaihd.net,,prufile images/2563407107/avccil 52Wp63yug~hc5.ipe~] 
> Donna J. Papa 
> Umversity ufNorth Carolina Softball 
> Head Coach 
> C:, "-te1:9194753264> / F: (919)-962-5105<te1:9199625105> 
> Website: www.goheelscum<http://www.goheeIs.com/> 
> Camps/Clinics: 
www carolinasuftbaIlcamps cum<http ://www carolinasuftballcamps, com/> 
> Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
> Twitter: @UNCSoI2ball @UNCCoachPapa @L~T’Coactff3oo @UNCCoachTony 
> 2012: ACC REGULAR SEASON C’H.AaMPIONS * NFCA HALL OF FAME IN~DUCTEE 
> 5 ACC REGLZAR SEASON CHAMPIONSH1]-)S * 5 TLME ACC COACH OF THE "*’EAR 
> 2 ACC PITC’HERS OF THE YEAR * 2 ACC ROOKIES OF THE YEAR * 5 ACC PLAYERS 
OF 2"HE ",’EAR 
> 10 NCAA APPEARANC’ES * 11 ALL-AMERICANS * 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 
> <TEXT.htm> 
> <image003.jpg> 
> <image004.jpg> 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:20 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Beat Duke week is generally more important when the game is played here, as you’ll see in Mmch. But generally the students celebrate leading up to the game, have 

special fundraisers and, if we win, bum bonfires on Franklin street. Fingers crossed for the last one. 

Also, not to bother you about this, but I had a curious bit of news today. An acquaintance of mine had contact from the NCAA today about an interview hi In@ in the 

upcoming weeks. Shonld I be concerned that I haven’t heard an~hing yet? I really appreciate your guidance in this matter. 

On Mon,            at 7:47 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks       Hope you’re doing well and maybe I better keep an eye out for whatever a "Beat Duke" week might bring? 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. 

Also, as a heads up, I’ll be out of town on Friday so no report (slash not bothering you). 

Also, welcome to your first Beat Duke week. 

~a~gmail.coln 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jottrnalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrmnistration 

2~glnail. corn 
kTniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Con~nunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:24 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

No idea about the position, but she’s not a varsity athlete. She interned with the football office here, but doesn’t play an~hing as ihr as I know. 

On Mon, at 9:22 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fires on the street? I’m steering clear of that. Regarding the news, for what position is your acquaintance interviewing? Was he or she a varsi~ athlete as an 
undergraxtuate? 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday 9:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Beat Duke week is generally more impol~lt when the game is played here, as you’ll see in March. But generally the students celebrate leading up to the game, have 

special fundraisers an& if we win, bum bonfires on Franklin street. Fingers crossed for the last one. 

Also, not to bother you about this, but I had a curious bit of news today. An acquaintance of mine had contact from the NCAA today about an interview in Indy in 

the upcoming weeks. Should I be concerned that I haven’t hemal anything yet? I really appreciate your guidance in this matter. 

On Mon, at 7:47 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope you’re doing well and maybe I better keep an eye out for whatever a "Beat Duke" week might bring? 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. 

Also, as a heads up, I’ll be out of town on Friday so no report (slash not bothering you). 

Also, welcome to your first Beat Duke week. 

(~gmail.com 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jo~trnalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Comnrunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrmnistration 

@gmail.com 
University ol North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

@,gmail. corn 
Urdversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conmxunication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 9:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

I roll keep calm and carry on, then. Thanks again. 

On Mon, at 9:25 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, so you don’t know if ,she’ s applied for the governance internship? If she hasn’t, I wouldn’t worry too much about it. 

From: [mailto ;@qmail.corn] 
Sent: Monday, - ....... 9:24 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Report 

No idea about the position, but she’s not a varsity athlete. She interned with the 

On Mon, at 9:22 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~b~emaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

office here, but doesn’t play anything as thr as I know. 

Fires on the street? I’m steering clear of that. Regarding the news, for what position is your acquaintance interviewing? Was he or she a varsity athlete as an 

undergraduate? 

From:: [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:20 PM 
To: Die, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Beat Duke week is generally more important when the game is played here, as you’ll see in March. But generally tim students celebrate leading up to the game, have 

special fundraisers and, if we win, burn bonfires on Franklin street. Fingers crossed for the last one. 

Also, not to bother you about this, but I had a curious bit of news today. An acquaintance of mine had con’tact from the NCAA today about an interview in In@ in 

the upcoming weeks. Should I be concerned that I haven’t heard anything yet? I really appreciate your guidance in this matter. 

On Mon, at 7:47 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~b.emaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . Hope you’re doing well and maybe I better keep an eye out for Mmtever a "Beat Duke" week might bring’? 

From: [mailto: ~qmail.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: Die, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Today’s is attached. 

Also, as a heads up, rll be out of town on Friday so no report (slash not bothering you). 

Also, welcome to your first Beat Duke week. 

_= 

;@gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

;@gmail.cum 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Commtmication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



~gmail.com 
Universit5’ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Spolt Science: Sport A&ninistration 

~gmail. corn 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Cormnunication: Reporting & Sports Comm~mication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 11, 2013 10:36 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tripp Phillips <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 12, 2013 10:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tulx~rs 

Vince 
This is perfect Thank you. I hope to see you tonight at Tobacco Road 

Tripp 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 12, 2013, at 10:21 AM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tripp, 
> 

> I am the Department of Athletics’ liaison to the ASPSA. We support the ASPSA tutor budget with over $400,000 annually al’id are even willing to further supplement that amount when a 
request is made. In the case referenced in the attached article, no person in the Department of Athletics was made us aware of the student’s request or their denial of the student’s request 
until we read the article in the DTH. The interim Director of ASPSA will soon be replaced by a new Director with an established record of experience and success in all facets of managing the 
provision of services to student-athletes This should not be a problem now if it is managed appropriately by the current ASPSA staff, and it will certainly not be an issue in the future when 
new leadership is in place this spring Please let me know if you need additional information or if there is awthing else I can do to help. 
> 

> Vince Ille 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> Universi~ of Nurth Carolina 
> (919) 962-4631 
> iHe@un c edu<mailtu:ille(@unc edu> 
> 
> [cid:JLSGBXVI[~MKZ.IMAGE 27,jpg] 
> 

> "We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Tripp Phillips [mailto:tphillips(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 9:41 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Fwd: Tutors 
> 

> Vince, 
> Is there a good way to respond to this so I can eliminate Mr Schneider’s concerns? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Tripp 
> 

> 

>>>> "RON R SCtlNE]I)ElZ II" <1 ~cumcast.net<maiIto: ~comcast net>> 02/06/13 6:41 AM >>> 
> 

> Tripp: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Hope your doing welh Does the attached article include tennis? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Please let me know ............ Have a good day. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> Ron R. Schneider II 
> 

> Go Heels! 
> <image003.jpg> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:35 PM 

Aaron York < ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holds 

All, 

Please place, or continue, holds on the following sports for delinquent compliance documentation: 

W Lacrosse 

Track and Field 

Fencing 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < ?}gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, Februal)’ 12, 2013 8:46 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ptx~gge@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

N&O.com: Accrediting agency wanks clear action from UNC 

A stol?’ from N&O.com: 

Accrediting agenc’~ wants clear action from UNC 

Download the N&O.com app J2~r your iPhone l’rom the App Store today! 

B ubba 

Sent ti’om my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Februa% 13, 2013 12:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~ 

FW: 2013 FB Spring Practices 

Spring Season (2013).doc 

See attached for’ the spring practice schedule. Andre has confirmed that this is still the plan. 

From: Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Tuesday, .]anuary 08, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Corey Holliday 
Subject: 2013 FB Spring Practices 

Lance & Tom, 

Please find attached our tentative calendar dates for this years 2013 Spring Practices. In past years, I have worked with Amy to determine the official range of dates that we 

are allowed to practice. At your earliest convenience, can you please review the attached document and provide approval? I really would like to confirm that we are on the 

same page regarding what will be considered our last day to schedule practice if we start spring practices on March 6th? 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Willimns 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c; 
(t) 919.962.0393 

~_V~]!!r:a__r__n_~a2_u__~_c_~:__u__r~_c_:_e_ J__u_ 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:07 PM 

Aaron York < ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Matt Jednak <jednak@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Webb <jwebb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ron 

Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fencing Hold 

All, 

You can remove the hold from Fencing. They are all caught up on Compliance paperwork, 
Thanks! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 5:3 8 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report docx 

Here’s today’s.., happy beat duke day’. 

~h)gmail. corn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



Compliance Media Report 

Created for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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NCAA Finds Problems with Staff 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced that they found "a very severe case of improper conduct" committed by 

its own enforcement staff during the investigation at the University of Miami. This will push the 

notification of sanctions at the school pack until an investigation is completed. 

Article: 

http ://espn.g~. c~m/c~~~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/ /id/8872992/ncaa~revea~s-f~und-impr~per-c~nduct- 

investigation-miami-hurricanes 

http :iiwww.ncaa. org/wps/wcm/connect/publicincaa/resources/1 ate st+news/2013 incaa+launches+ 

external+review+of+enforcement+program 

http :iiww~-.newsob server, comi2013/01/23/2627391 incaa-announces-probl em s-with-miami.html 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/01i23i2627567ilatest-ncaa-scandal-comes- 

from.html#storylink=misearch 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Frank Haith in Trouble 

Synopsis: 

Missouri Basketball coach Frank Haith is expected to be charged by the NCAA with unethical 

conduct and a failure of compliance while he worked with the University of Miami. Since Haith 

is now at another school, it could prove to be difficult to sanction the coach. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server, com/2013/01/23/2626171/mi ssouri -has-multipl e-vi abl e- 

options.html#story-link=misearch 

http :iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013iO1i21i2622948iap-sources-ex-miami-coaches- 

kn ow. htm l#storylink=misearch 
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NJ Betting 

Synopsis: 

The US Department of Justice has j oined the NCAA and other leagues in the lawsuit against 

New Jersey as it attempts to allow sports gambling in the state. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/01/22/2624743 ius-to-j oin-suit-over-new- 

j ersey.html#storylink=mi search 
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UCF Set to Appeal 

Synopsis: 

The University of Central Florida says that the NCAA is ready to hear its appeal of the one-year 

bowl ban imposed on them last year for recruiting violations. 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~l/st~ry/ /id/88725 2~/ncaa-hear-central-~~ri da-kni ghts-appeal- 

football-postseason-ban 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Oklahoma Misdemeanors 

Synopsis: 

Two Oklahoma football players has had updates in their misdemeanor drug charges. Charges 

against Jalen Saunders were dropped while Cortez Johnson pleaded guilty. Johnson received a 

six month deferred sentence and three month probation. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday. com/story/sport s/n caaf/big 12/2013/01/23/oklahom a-j alen-saunders-cortez- 

j ohnson-marij uanai 1858403/ 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Deke Adams to South Carolina 

Synopsis: 

Defensive line coach Deke Adams left UNC for the University of South Carolina to take the 

same position. Adams claims that he will not recruit any of his contacts from UNC for USC. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sbnation, corn/college-football/2013/1/22/3903034ideke-adams-south-carolina- 

defensive-line-coach 
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Around the ACC 
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NC State Basketball and Twitter 

Synopsis: 

After a frustrating loss for NC State, some players and members close to the basketball team 

have gotten involved with a tweet that criticized the coaching staff. Whether penalties occur has 

yet to be determined. 

Article: 

http :iirushthecourt. net/2013/01/23 ib ad-los s-leads-to-twitter-regret-for-nc- state/ 
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Compliance Media Report 

Created for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Miami Investigation 

Synopsis: 

At Miami, the NCAA investigation has taken a few new turns. Nevin Shapiro’ s lawyer claims 

that the NCAA is making her a victim and that she did no wrong and did not give illegal 

documents to the NCAA as claimed. 

Article: 

http ~ / /espn g~. c~m/ c~ ege-sp~rts/ st~ry/ /i d/ 8 8 7 8 7 3 2/l av~’er-n caa-mi ami-hurri canes- 

investigation-says-patsy 

http :iisportsillustrated. cnn. comicollege-footb all/news/20130124imiami-investigation- 

review.ap/?sct=uk t2 a9 
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New Marijuana Threshold 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA will be starting a new program when it comes to testing marijuana at championships, 

by changing the threshold of how much is in the blood. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.ncaa. orgiwpsiwcmiconnectipublicincaairesourcesi1 ate st+news/2013 incaa+committee 

+adjusts+marijuana+testing+threshold 
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Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Texas Charges Dropped 

Synopsis: 

The two Texas football players charged with sexual assault in a San Antonio hotel are no longer 

facing charges. The district attorney said that the charges have not been filed. 

Article: 

http :iisportsillustrated.cnn.comi2013 ifootb allincaaiwiresi01/24/2060.ap, fb c.texas, suspensions.01 

73/index.html 
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Martin Report Addendum 

Synopsis: 

Baker Tilley released new data pertaining to the academic scandal at UNC. The data showed that 

45 percent of the classes in question were taken by student-athletes. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/01/25/2632455imartin-b aker-tilly-release-new.html 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2013/01/25/2632708/unc-academic-fraud-not- 

mainly.html#storylink=misearch 

Reaction: 

Many readers on the N&O website claim that the statistics prove that it is an athletic issue and 

are calling UNC cheaters. 

"so football and basketball players account for 45% of enrollments in these classes but make up 

less than 1% of the student population, but the courses were not intended for football and 

basketball players, and some of these classes were attended solely by basketball and football 

players, sometimes just 1, but the courses were not intended for football and basketball players. 

and counselors guided basketball and football players to these courses, but this is not an athletics 

issue." 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Sealed Warrants 

Synopsis: 

A Wake County judge announced Thursday that search warrants and records used in the 

investigation of UNC Football will be unsealed in 45 days. The judge claims that there is 

information pertinent to the public in the documents. 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/01/24/2630657/wake-judge-keeps-warrants- 

related.html#storylink=misearch 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Synopsis: 

Junior guard is in the middle of serving a three game suspension because he 

did not fulfill "his duties as a student athlete." 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server.comi2013/01/24/2631318inorth-carolina-guard- 

html#storylink=misearch 
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Big 12 Expanding to ACC? 

Synopsis: 

The Big 12 ADs are meeting to discuss expansion. At the top of their list include ACC teams like 

Florida State. 

"If schools such as Florida State, Clemson, Georgia Tech and Virginia Tech could be persuaded 

to j oin the Big 12 while having each other as regional partners, the league would be at 14. At that 

point, the ACC would be completely destabilized and a school such as North Carolina, where 

Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany received his undergraduate and law degrees, might consider 

jumping to the Big Ten, sources speculated." 

Article: 

http ://texas. rival s. corn/content, asp? CID= 1463673 
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NCAA Investigation at NC State? 

Synopsis: 

A forum on InsideCarolina has a thread that claims to be publishing an email form the 

compliance staff at NC State. The alleged email states that the University may have violated 

NCAA bylaws. 

Article: 

http://nabd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s=78&f=1408&t=11191168&p=l 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Missing classes for 12-day camp 

I’ll call you. 

The letter to the facnl~ member was a disservice. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 9:32 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.~mc.e&t> wrote: 

OK, but this is a lraining camp for the US Women’s National Temn. is one of only two current college student-atlaletes among the 29 players 

invited. The other 27 are current professional players. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, i0:15 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Missing classes for 12=day camp 
FYI. 

Let’s di~uss. 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bnllard, Melissa M." <mbullaxd~email.unc.edu> 
Date: ,10:11:59 PM EST 

To: ~live.unc.edu> 

Ce: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu~~, "Cmmingham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Missing classes for 12-day       camp 

Dear       This decision is up to you, but frankly I don’[ understand how any college      association or coach would schedule a 

twelve-day camp in the middle of the semester. Athletes have a hard enough time as it is keeping up with their class work, Something 

like this :[2-day camp makes it even more difficult, I am cc’ing your coach here, for he needs to send me a message, explaining how he 

expec~:s his 0k~yers to ke¢_~p up with their academic work and why this      camp is so important for you and other 0k~yers to att¢_~nd. 

[his sitt~ation is not yot~r Fault., fret his for scheduling st~ch a long absence in the midst of class¢_~s, 

Sincerely, 

Melissa M, Bullard 

Professor of History 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 5:47 PM 
To: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Subject: Missing class 

Dear Professor Bullard, 
I have been asked to join the full women’s      team in Jacksonville, Florida for a training camp next week. This is a great opportunity for me 
because it is what i have been training for, for so many years. Unfortunately i will be away from        I am aware that this is a very long time 
to be away and i will miss a lot of school. However this is a once in a life time opportunity. I will keep up with my readings and assignments. I am 
sorry for the inconvenience. Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday-, 9:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Missing classes for 12-day camp 

Who is the academic advisor for 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 9:32 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.~mc.e&t> wrote: 

OK, but "this is a gaining camp ibr the US Women’s National Team. is one of only two current college student-athletes among the 29 players 

invited. The other 27 are current proi~ssional players. 

.h LtP_!LV_~:~::     _q:?_r~_~:N_e_~:>:s:LW_q!:n_qr~s-__N_ @ ~4~ak_ 32e~a_r~!2_!)_! ~ ~!_! J~_~_c~ ~r:_~_: ~ ~r_~ ~_~: ~_~=_~!k~:~_c-_ 2~!?~_~ ~:_~_~_~:m!~_?_~_t_~:~p_~ 
From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, 20:15 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Missing classes for 12=day camp 

FYI. 

Let’s di~uss. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bnllard, Melissa M." <mbullaxd~email.unc.edu> 

Date: 10:11:59 PM EST 

To: ~]live.unc~edu> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Cmlningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subjet~: Missing classes for 12-day      camp 

Dear       This decision is up to you, but frankly I don’t understand how any college       association or coach would schedule a 

twelve-day camp in the middle of the semester. Athletes have a hard enough time as it is keeping up with their class work. Something 

lik~-_~ this 12--day camp makes it ew-_~n more difficuJL f am cc’ing your coach l’u-_~re, for he needs ~:o send m~-_~ a message, e>:pJaining how he 

expects his players to ke,-_~p up with their academic work and why this      camp is so important for you and other players to att*-’_~nd. 

This situation is not your [:ault, but his for" schedL@~g such a long absence in the midst o[: classes. 

Sincerely, 

Melissa M, Bullard 

ProFessor o[ History 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 5:47 PN 
To: Bu]]ard, Nelissa M. 
Subject: Missing class 

Dear Professor Bullard, 
I have been asked to join the full women’s      team in Jacksonville, Florida for a training camo next week. This is a great opportunity for me 
because it is what i have been training for, for so many years. Unfortunately i will be away from        I am aware that this is a very long time 
to be away and i will miss a lot of school. However this is a once in a life time opportunity. I will keep up with my readings and assignments. I am 
sorry for the inconvenience. Thanks 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 6:44 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Mr. I- 

Thanks for checking in with me. I haven’t heard an)¢hing as of yet.., still remaining cautiously optimistic. They are supposed to be making first cuts and conducting 
phone interviews right about now. You will be the first to know what happens’. 

O11 Mon, at 6:13 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

’][’ha,tics for the report. Have you had any recent contact with the NC/’~k about the postgraduate internships? 

Vince 

From: [mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:29 PH 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Today’s is attached. Hope your weekend was groa!!~ 

On Fri, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 

, at 5:30 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.e&l> wrote: 

I’ll be slip sliding home shortly. }tope you have a great weekend. 

[mailto:           ~gmail.com] 
4:2:[ PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Attached. 

Stay safe in this weather.., it’s nas~ out there. 

On Wed, 

Thanks 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Here’s today’s. 

Thanks! 

On Mon, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:04 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Today’s Report 

at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

~qmail.com] 
4:24 PM 

at 4:44 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.mlc.edu> wrote: 

Hope you enjoyed your weekend too. 

[mailto: ~qmail.com] 

Is attached. A bit of a slow news day today.., must be all of the NFL coverage instead. 

Hope you had a nice weekend! 



~gmail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail.cum 
University ot North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Cumm~mication 

Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Spolt Science: Sport A&ninistration 

l~gmail.coln 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conrmunication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrainistration 

@gmail. corn 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Conmmnication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmennan@uncMu> 

Monday, 10:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NLIs 

Thanks Vince. I roll get the nli’s for the psa!s who have been cleared and wait to get the ok from you on the ones in yellow. 

Also will you be around this week for stalt’or some other time to discuss new legislation aiad discuss a plan of action between now and the effective date ( August 1 st 

for most) 

Sent ti~)m my iPad 

On , at 6:42 PM, "Vince Ille" <ille(/~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><’.--[endif]--> 

Lance and Tom, 

I can share the follomng regaMing the prospects whose documents were attached to the original email message: 

roll be admitted 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. That m~t be do~ b~lb~ !~ i~ ~id~d ~n NH. We can prepare 

documents m the meantime. 

will be admitted 

he has been presented to admissions and a decision has been deferred. He can sign an NLI. 

he has been presented to admissions and a decision has been deferred. He can sign an NLI. 

, will be admitted 

has not pre~nted him to the admissions committee. We can prepare documents 

in the meantime. 

will be admitted 

will be admitted 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. ~at ~g~ ~ ~ ~fo~ ~ ig provi~ anN~i. We can prepare documents in 

the meantime. 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. ’I hat m~s~ N d~e Nfo~e he is p~6)ided ~ NH. We can prepare 

documents in the meantime. 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. ~I [iat ~ ~ d~ne Nfore he i~ provided an N~!. We can prepare 

documents in the meantime. 

he has been presented to admissions and a decision has been deferred. He can sign an NLI. 

If you have any other questions or need more in/bnnafion, please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,              4:55 PM 

To: Ille, Vince, Tom limmermans 
Subject:       NLIs 

Torn, 

See attached all are on the IRL with the EC and most have PIDs. I could only see that three of them have admissions approval based on Barbara Polk’s notes 



but that probably just means that the notes are incomplete as much as anything. 

Vince can you give Tom an update on where we are with these 16 potential signees with Admissions? The notes from BP showed that 

are all clear with Admissions but [ didn’t see anything else, Some of them are probably in the clear without going to the committee but I didn’t see 

that info. We’ll also need your ok for the deferral kids you comfortable signing them if they’ve been deferred at this point in time? Not sure who they are but 

Joe mentioned they had a couple of them, 

If you guys have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan@unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: NLIs 

Other works. See you tomorrow 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 11:19 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I plan to attend the staff meeting Wednesday. We can discuss then or at another time if you prefer. Just let me know. Thanks. 

On at 10:44 PM, "Timmennans. Tom" <_t_i_Ln_~Lej__r!l_~__m_~_~__u_!)__c_:_e___c_l__u_> wrote: 

Thanks Vince. I will get the nli’s ibr the psa’s who have been cleared and wait to get the ok from you on the ones in yellow. 

Also will you be around this week for staff or some other time to discuss new legislation and discuss a plan of action between now and the 

effective date ( August 1st for most) 

Sent from my iPad 

. f.. On at 6:42 PM, Vince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><!-- [endii]--> 

Lance and Tom, 

I can share the following regaxding the prospects whose documents were attached to the original email message: 

will be admitted 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. That ~st ~ ~on~ before h~ i~ provided ~ 

N!;L We can prepare documents in the meantime. 

will be admitted 

he has been presented to admissions and a decision has been deferred. He can sign an NLI. 

he has been presented to admissions and a decision has been deferred. He can sign an NLI. 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. That m~st b~ don~ b~tbN h~ is provided an N! !. 

We can prepare documents in the meantime. 

; will be admitted 

will be admitted 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. ~hat im~st 5~ dofi~ ~fore ~ i~ ~ide~ ~ ~!. We 

can prepare documents in the meantime. 

will be admitted 

has not presented him to the admissions committee. Thai ~i~i ~ don~ ~tbre he i~ provid~ an 

N!L We can prepare documents in the meantime. 

football has not presented him to the admissions committee. T~at m~gt ~ d0ne b~lb~ he is provided mi NLI. 

We can prepare documents in the meantime. 

he has been presented to admissions and a decision has been deferred. He can sign an NLI. 



If you have any other questions or need more intbnnation, please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday,              4:55 PM 

To: llle, Vince: Tom Timmermans 
Subject:       NLIs 

Tom, 

See attached all are on the IRL with the EC and most have PIDs. I could only see that three of them have admissions approval 

based on Barbara Polk’s notes but that probably just means that the notes are incomplete as much as anything. 

Vince can you dive Tom an update on where we are with these 16 potential signees with Admissions? The notes from BP showed 

that                         are all clear with Admissions but I didn’t see anything else, Some of them are probably in the 

clear without going to the committee but I didn’t see that info. We’ll also need your ok for the deferral kids you comfortable 

signing them if they’ve been deferred at this point in time? Not sure who they are but Joe mentioned they had a couple of them. 

If you guys have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joaam&@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, January. 29, 2013 8:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule 

I will see what I can do! 

Joanna Care’,, Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

UNC-Chapel ttill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2013, at 7:46 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i!J__e_@_e___nLLa_4_l_:__u__rLc_:_e_d_u> wrote: 

Yes please, if you don’t mind. If possible, can we reserve it from 8 a.m. until noon that day? Thanks Joanna. 

From: Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 7:44 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Schedule 
Do you want me to go ahead and reserve a conference room in my building? 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 29, 2013, at 7:36 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Rick. I can coordinate the anangements with you as we approach the interview date. 

From: Evrard, Richard [mailto:EvrardR@bsk.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:23 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

All, 

Looks like the morning of the 21sA. Student--athteLe first d~en coach. Two hours ]:or d~e student-athlete. (Elizabeth does not think the 

interview will last that long but_) We should w~.rk .,round the ,~-A’s acadernic schedule. We will need to notify head coach, assistant 

coach and student-athlete near the time of the interview, not too much in advance. We will need to have the conversation with the 

coach about whether c.:)ur~.;el will be i[~volved. 

Rick 
<imageOOl.ipg> 
~500 College [MluleVald, Soi[e ’~10 O,¢~’rland lark, KS, cq,~10 
www.b sk.com 

Richard J. Evrard 
Member 
Coilegiate Sports Practice Group 

913,234.4417 Direct 

Cell 

revrard(.@bsk.corn 
.aj_o_ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 10:19 AM 
To: Cleveland, Joanna Carey; Evrard, Richard; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

All 3 dates are fine with me. 

Lissa 

From: Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
Sent; Tuesday, January 29, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: Evrard, Richard; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

lid 
Thanks, Rick. Of ff~ese three dates, ff~e 22 works bes~ for me, the 21s~ works pretty easily for me, and I could make the 

rnorrfing ot the :25~h ~, ork if t~e(essary (between 9:00--noon wotfld be best thai: day). 

The ~earn plays an away game on Friday rdghL, though, so probably the 22nd will not work for the coach and studenbathlete 

doe [o h’a vel. Maybe Vince can confh’rP, theh’ travel schedtfle. 

I"m aJso copying [,issa since she will ]Jkdy participat~ Jr~ the Jt~[erviews as wall. 

Joarma 



Joanna Carey Cleveland 

Associate University Counsel 

Office of University Counsel 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall, CB #9105 

222 East Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

919.962.6976 (telephone) 

919.843.] 6] 7 (fax) 

,loanna@uc~c.edu 

From: Evrard, Richard [mailto:EvrardR@bsk corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 10:55 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

Cc: Evrard, Richard 
Subject: RE: Schedule 

Vince and Joanna, 

I heard from Elizabeth this morning and she is asking about coming to campus on February 21,22 or 25 for interviews with coach and the 

student-athlete. 

Any of those dates particularly good or bad? 

Rick 
<image001.ipg> 
7500 College Boule’,,al d, Suite 910. Ovecland Pad,:, KS, 66210 

www bsk corn 

Richard J. Evrard 
Member 

Coilegiate Sports Practice Group 

913.234.4457 Direct 

913.234.4400 AIt 

913.234.4401 Fax 

CeLl 
revrard([~bsk.com 

Bio 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This email is ONLY for the person(s) named in the message header. Unless otherwise indicated, it contains information that is 

confidential, privileged or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received it in error, please notify the sender of the 

error and delete the message. Thank you. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: 

IRS regulations require us to notify you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended 

or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code. If you want a further 

description of this requirement, go to http:iiwww.bsk.com!disclaimer. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 10:23 AIM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

’@gmail.com; Cricket Lane (cricket@uncaa.unc.edu);    @uncaa.unc.edu; John Blm~chard (jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Baddour, Rlchalfl A <rbaddou@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry. A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller (bmille@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cumfinghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edt~-; 

~@live.unc.edu>; dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu ,r~bgmail.com 

Leade~Np Academy: Sue Enquis~t Visit 

Hello All! 
Check out the feature video from a recent guest speaker at the Veteran Leader and Coaches Workshops. For those who don’t know, Sue was an 11- 
time NCAA National Championship player and coach at UCLA - among other superlatives. 

A very special thank you to                      from New Media for the video! A very special thank you to Donna Papa for the suggestion that we 
invite Sue to visit, and a very special thank you to Cricket Lane for working her network to make the visit happen. 
Shelley 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 12:31 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Tennis meet and greet 

Great! I have taken flyers to the Farm, Chapel Hill Country Club, and the Governor’s Club, I have given some flyers to a friend who works at Chapel Hill tennis club so hopefully 

she will distribute those this week. If you guys know of people who are interested in coming, please spread the word! 

Thanks, 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

.a__r_ Lu_ D__d__s___e_ D_@ _u__ L! _cg__%__u_ D__c_:_e___d_ ~ [ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/30/2013 9:32 AM > > > 

tti Sara, 

I will be thele                          Are you trying to attlact the biggest crowd you can, or is this an invite only event? If you want everyone you can get, 

can dis~tribute these at Chapel Hill Tennis Club and The Farm for us if you guys aren’t ~]ready doing this. If it’s a limited invite only, I understand that too. Please just let 

me know any way we can help with the event. Thm~s and good luck this weekend. 

Vince 

From. Sara Anundsen [mailto:anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .January 30, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Tennis meet and greet 

Hi Vince, 
We are putting on a "meet and greet" the team this Saturday. I have attached the invitation so please check it out and let me know if you can make it! 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1 2:06 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A 

<rbaddour@email.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricketOuncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Leadership Academy: Sue Enquist Visit 

Thanks for sharing, Shelley. Terrific stuff! 

Thank you Cricket, and Donna for making this happen for our Veterans Leaders and Coaches. 

Be well, 
Larry 

> > > "Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu > 10:23 AM > > > 
Hello All! 
Check out the feature video from a recent guest speaker at the Veteran Leader and Coaches Workshops. For those who don’t know, Sue was an ll-time 
NCAA National Championship player and coach at UCLA - among other superlatives. 
http:/i bit.biYd~)QuJ 

A very special thank you tc                      :rom New Media for the video! A very special thank you to Donna Papa for the suggestion that we 
invite Sue to visit, and a very special thank you to Cricket Lane for working her network to make the visit happen. 
Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:57 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Ga[Io, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu >; Cunningham, Bubba < bubbac@email.unc.edu >; ]lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <rbaddour@email.unc.edu>               ~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Academy: Sue Enquist Visit 

Shelley, 

Thanks for sharing the video and to all who helped produce it. I’ve heard very positive comments from several coaches about Sue’s presentation......much appreciation to all 

who made it possible. 

~Beth 

:a~z ’P 1 Z~ ~(qg- ,~ :gi:g 

>>> "Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu > 10:23 AM >>> 
Hello All! 
Check out the feature vJdeo from a recent guest speaker at the Veteran Leader and Coaches Workshops. For those who don’t know, Sue was an ll-tJme 
NCAA National Championship player and coach at UCLA- among other superlatives. 

A very special thank you tc                       :rom New Media for the video! A very special thank you to Donna Papa for the suggestion that we 
invite Sue to visit, and a very special thank you to Cricket Lane for working her network to make the visit happen. 
Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cunningham@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 6:15 PM 

Mike Pringley           ~hotmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PROUD UNC ALUM & NFL ALUMNI 

Dear Mike, 

Thank you very much for your note regarding former football players. 

Coach Fedora, many others, and I want to develop a strong alumni network. I think Larry has done an outstanding job in trying to get players back. I will 

definitely work with Rick Steinbacher and Vince Ille to develop programs that are most appealing to former players. 

I hope to see you this spring at spring practice or the spring game. Your thoughts are most appreciated and we’ll see what we can do. 

All the best. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

From: Mike Pringley           £hotmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, January 03, 2023 2:26 PM 
To-" UNC Athletics Director; tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject; PROUD UNC ALUM & NFL ALUMNI 

Mr Cumfingham, 

How axe you, I wanted to first introduce mysel£ My name is Mike Pfingley Former UNC Football player from 1994 to 1999 era. I also played in the NFL as well with 

the detroit lions and San Diego Chargers for about 4 years before iniuu. I just recently moved back into the Chapel Hill area about 1 year and half ago from Orlando 

florida. I played under Mack Brown for some great teams and we won alot of football games and in 1997 were 11-1 and finished ranked #6 in the nation. Wit11 that 

being said I’m a very proud alum and I love my tarheels. There is a problem that has been on going and I’m wondering what can be done. Its seems that alot of the 

former players who have helped mold mid build the football program have a hard lime getting tickets to home games. Wether its free for all home games or maybe even 

free for half the games. This puzzles me because I was part of that group flint walk across keenan football field from the old field house and we cut the ribbon to open 

the NEW field house in 1997. I have buddies that have played at other schools such as Wake Forest m~d others and they get 2 tickets tbr the rest of there lives to all 

home games. I still keep in touch with my former coach MACK Brown at Universit.y of Texas. I realized I have been to more UT gmnes tbr free then my University 

games. My                                                 and there has been times when coach brown has gotten tickets for him and his morn and I was not 

even there at the game. I was able to just make a phone call to him or secretary. I can tell you that alot of the former players have strong t~elings about this and we do 

our best to support in evmT way. We shed alot of blood, sweat and tears For our beloved UNC and I would like to know what can be done about this. If you have 

read this, thank yon for taldng the time. 

Thanks mid God Bless 
Mike Pringley 

GO HEELS!!!!! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

Abbey Doran ~adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doron Tmnari <dtanmri@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Phil~throw Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: ~live.unc.edu-~ 
Date: 0:33:23 PM EST 
To: "Donna J Papa" <dip(&~em~Jl.unc.edu> 
Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Donna, 

My name is              and I am a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. I am writing to inform you of an exciting 
opportunity that our ctmpter is very passionate about. Our national philanthroW is Breast Cancer Research and Awareness. Our 
most well known and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha Franklin 5K. Last year we raised over $45,000. The 
money goes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer Center, Arc of Orange Count?, and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation. 
March 2nd, 2013 will mark our 24th Anniversary of this race and our plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would 
really love for you and your team to join us for our 24th Annual Franklin 5K. Running the race as a team would be a great way 

for the softball players to show their support for breast cancer!! Participants can register for the race or donate by 
going to unc.zetataualpha.org. We would also love to come work the concession stands and 
hand flyers out at upcoming home games if you would pe~rnit that! Thank you in advance for all 
of your support for this wondert\fl cause. 

Sincerely, 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:25 AM 

Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doron Tamari <dtamari@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

It’s not an issue from my end but I think we have a policy only allowing Dance Marathon to do anything at our games. Otherwise, we’d be over run with all the requests we 

get, so that might be the only thing to think about. 

And if the girls end up running the 5k at our direction, then we’ll need to make sure it’s counted in their 20 hours. 

Lance 

>>> Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

10:04 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: qJve,unc.edu > 

Date 10:33:23 PM EST 

To: "Donna J Papa" <djp@email,unc.edu> 

Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Donna, 

My name is and I am a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. I am writing to inform you of an exciting 
opportunity that our chapter is ve~ passionate about. Our national philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research and Awareness. Our 
most well known and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha FraI~klin 5K. Last year we raised over $45,000. The 
money goes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer Center, Arc of Orange County and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation. 
March 2nd, 2013 will mark our 24th Anniversary of this race and our plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would 
really love for you and your team to join us for our 24th Antmal FraI~klin 5K. Running the race as a team would be a great way 

for the softball players to show their support for breast cancer[[ Participants can register for the race or donate by going 
to unc.zetataualpha.org. We would also love to come work the concession stands and hand flyers 
out at upcoming home games if you would permit that! Thank you in advance for all of your 
support for this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:24 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Vince, 

My opinion on this would be that Donna could mention the 5K to her players and let it be voluntary participation. I would not permit the sorority to hand out flyers, but since 
some of the proceeds will go to Lineberger, let them give Doron flyers that could be placed on a table during one game, or one double header, for people to pick up, if they 

chose to do so. I would not permit them to work concessions. 

Just my opinion based on how we have handled similar requests in the past. Larry could well have different suggestions, though. 

] certainly would be glad to discuss further, 

,~Beth 

> > > ’2lie, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10:17 AM > > > 

Beth and Larry, 

Do you have rely advice or histou you’d like to share with me before I respond to Donna’? Thanks. 

Vince 

From. Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              9:25 AM 
To: Abbey Doran; Donna Papa; Doron Tamari 

Cc= [lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Phlanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

It’s not an issue from my end ~u~ i ~hi~ @e ~a~ a ~Sii~ SN~ aii~i~ Dai~ ~a~a~hon ~S ~S a~i~in~ a~ ou~ ~ames Q~herwise weld be ~£e~ ~U~ wi~h all the requests we 

And if the girls end up running the 5k at our direction, then we’ll need to make sure it’s counted in their 20 hours. 

Lance 

>>> Donna Papa <djp@uncaa,unc.edu> 

is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

10:04 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:’ }live.unc.edu > 
Date: 10:33:23 PM EST 

To: "Donna J Papa" <d]D@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Domla, 

My name i,,              and I am a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sororib~. I am writing to infoml you of an exciting 
opportunity that our chapter is velT passionate about. Our national philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research and Awareness. Our 
most well known and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha Franklin 5K. Last year we raised over $45,000. The 
money goes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer Center, Arc of Orange County and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation. 
March 2rid, 2013 will mark our 24th Anniversa~ of this race and our plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would 
really love for you and your team to join us for our 24th Annual Franklin 5K. Rumfing the race as a team would be a great way 

for the softball players to show their support for breast cancer[[ Participams can register for the race or donate by going 
to unc.zetataualpha.org. We would also ~ve ~o ~ome work the ~on~ession s~ds and ha~d flyers 
ou~ at up~om~g ~ome g~es ~f~ou w~uM pe~i~ that! Thank you in advance for all of your 
support for this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:14 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Vince ~ 

Thanks for reaching out! 

First point is..., if the softball team/some softball S A’s want to participate in the 5K, and they do so of their own volition, and their participation is not tied to the entire 

Department of Athletics (don’t know how that could not be possible ~ any of our teams would be tied to Dept. of Athletics), then it stnould be OK. We have not allowed any 

charities except for The Dance Marathon (that is our Department’s "adopted charity") to solicit our fans, pass out flyers, etc. Since some of the money raised from this 5K will 

go to Lineberger, "the door maybe cracked slightly open??" for us/softball to participate. 

I am going to let Steiny weigh in on this matter and let him react to my thoughts. I know we all understand that if we start saying yes to any other charity/fundraising type 

organization other than THE DANCE MARATHON, then every charity will want "to jump on our vehicle" to get their charitable work done. 
Hopeful this helps, Vince ~ sure Steiny will give you his opinion and our Department’s stance on this. 

Tale care, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10:17 AM > > > 

Beth and Larry, 

Do you have aJ~y a&Tice or histo~ you’d like to share with me beIbre I respond to Donna? Thanks. 

Vince 

From" Lance Markas [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              9:25 AM 
To: Abbey Doran; Donna Papa; Doron Tamari 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

It’s ,mot an issue from my end B~i i iN~ ~ ~ ~ ~ii~ ~N~ ~ii~!~ D~i~ ~i~iB~n i~ ~ ~i~in~ ~i ~i~rn~ ~hOrwi~ w~id b~ ~ ~U~ Wi~h ~1! ~h~ r~q~O$~ we 

And if the girls end up running the 5k at our direction, then we’ll need to make sure it’s counted in ttneir 20 tnours. 

Lance 

> > > Donna Papa <d~[p@uncaa,unc.edu > 
Is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

10:04 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu > 

Date: 10:33:23 PM kbT 

To: "Donna J Papa" <dip@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Domla, 

My name is              and I am a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. I am writing to infom~ you of an exciting 
opportunity that our chapter is vel)i passionate about. Our national philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research and Awareness. Our 
most well known and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha Franklin 5K. Last year we raised over $45,000. The 
money goes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer (;enter, Arc of ()range County and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation. 
March 2nd, 2013 will mark our 24th Anniversary of this race and our plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would 
really love for you and your team to join us for our 24th Annual Franklin 5K. Rum~ing the race as a team would be a great way 

for the softball players to show their support for breast cancer!! Participants can register for the race or donate by going 
t o unc. zetataualpha, org. We would also ~ve ~o ~ame ~ork the ~on~essio~ s~ds and ha~d flyers 
ou~ at up~om~g ~ome g~es ~f~ou w~uld pe~!t that! Thank you in advance for all of your 
support for this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Vince, 
Beth has a good suggestion (in red print) ~ Steiny... your thoughts since this is in the marketing area if 

Thanks, 

Larry 

does this? 

>>> Beth Miller 11:24AM >>> 

Vince, 

My opinion on this would be that Donna could mention the 5K to her players and let it be voluntary participation, I would not permit the sorority to hand out flyers, but since 

some of the proceeds will go to Li~eberger, let them give      flyers that could be pmaced o~ a tabme during one game, or one doubme header, for people to pick 
up, if they chose to do so. I would not permit them to work concessions. 
Just my opinion based on howwe have handled similar requests in the past. Larry could well have different suggestions, though. 

i certainly would be glad to discuss further. 

~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10:17 AM > > > 

Beth and Larry, 

Do you have any advice or history you’d like to share with me before I respond to Donna? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 

Sent: Thursdav. 9:25 AM 
To: Donna Papa; 

Ce: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

It’s not an issue from my end 

And if the girls end up running the 5k at our direction, then we’ll need to cnake sure it’s counted in their 20 hours. 

Lance 

> > > Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc,edu > 

Is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

10:04 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~jj. 2 e_~u_._n_.c_~ e__d__.u_ > 

Date: 10:33:23 PM EST 

To: "Donna J Papa" <_d_.Lp___@_ernail.unc.edu > 

Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Donna, 

My name is             , and I am a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. I am writing to inform you of an exciting 
opportunity that our chapter is ve~ passionate about. Our national philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research and Awareness. Our 
most well known and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha FraI~klin 5K. Last year we raised over $45,000. The 
money ~oes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer Center, Arc of Orange County and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation. 

will mark our Anniversary of this race and our plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would 
really love for you and your team to join us for our     Antmal FraI~klin 5K. Running the race as a team would be a great way 

for the softball players to show their support for breast cancer![ Participants can register for the race or donate by going 
t ounc.zetata ualpha, org. We woul d al s o ~ov e ~o come ork Ne concession stands an d hand flyers 
out at upeorning ~ome games if you would permit ~at! Thank you in advance for all of your 
support for this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 31, 2013 2:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Request for help: Softball documentary 

Vince ~ 

I know that Lance gave you the link to our autograph/memorabilia policy. 

Beth is correct about the monetary donation ~ only can be done by an individual donating his or her own money. 
items to be donated ~ autographed stuff should be OK to do per our policy; as far as donating equipment, apparel, etc., you have to be careful of State of NC Property 

guidelines. Autographed stuff is the way to go I think. 

Steiny ~ any thoughts? 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu > 1/31/2013 11:29 AM > > > 

Vince, 

I don’t know the approval details, but do know we have given items to charities for auctions/fundraising purposes. Rick may be the best source for departmental policy and 

then Lance for compliance approval. I believe there is probably a way for Donna to give softball items to this group, but not a monetary donation, unless it is from her 

personal resources. Sorry I can’t be rnore help on this one. 

~Beth 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/31/2013 10:22 AM > > > 

Can anyone help me out on the history and proper application of our donation policy? I believe that Donna can make her own personal contributions of her own personaJ 

resources, I’m just not certain how much latitude she has if any, beyond that. Thanks tbr any input you can provide. 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 9:27 AN 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Request for help: Softball documentary 

Vlnce, 
Maria is a good friend and softball alum. is there a problem with me helping them. 

Donna 

Donna J. Papa 
University of North Carolina Softball 

Head Coach 

F: ~9191-952-5105 

Camps/Clinics: ~ w ~ ~<~," ~’e.~ i,,’; a s o i,," b a I i ~:," :’P, ~,~., <<’, :’P, 

Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftball @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachTony 

> > > "Powers, Maria K." <mpowers@rti.org> 1/31/2013 8:44 AM > > > 

D.:_3rln a ~ 

I don’t know if you know Dee S~:ribling or not, but she’s part of a Masters h-:wel softball Learn (form~-:!r Rubi.-OLLs) and is invoh~ed in Lhe production of a documentary 

film related to thaL (Check ouL the film lirfl<._inLeresting.) Anyway, they’re looking for some ]ncent]ves to get peop]e motivated to donate $S (Lbey are not seeking 

SS [:rom you.._buL ideas/possible minor material donation). Would you check this out and see if you have any ideas or spare items that mighL be o[: use? They’ve 

already got some things via Duke and State. 

I told Dee that you were the best contact I knew on the subject for UNC! - and I offered to put her in touch with you, She composed the note below to tell you what 

they’re ~:rying to do. 

Th a [’~ks~ 

M 

<From Dee Stribling> 

Hi Donna, 

Vm working with Minnow Media to produc~-_~ a docurnentary fikn on the "Why Nots" softball ~:eam. (Ph-:~ase see a filrn clip available here 

._h__t__t_p__]/_~www.minnowmedia.net/News.html .) The majoriW of team members (including myseff) played t:or the "Rubi-Otts" who went on to win Lbe ASA 

nadonaf championship in the early 70’s~ Although now we are aft over 55 (or 60 (~) and from a]f walks ot: life (including two grandmothers), we’ve come back 

together to play and win at the masters level. The film is about community, promoting women in sports regardless of age, and bonds with teammates that 

last a lifetime. Our coach, now almost eighty, is "Pete" Louise Brown. 

We really believe in this film --. it’s about community and dreams, regardless of age. The film will be showrt initially on LJNC Public Television so it will have a 

wide audience. We will definitely credit UNC and UNC women’s softball on the film’s trailer. 

Thank you so much h:~r your help, 

dee" 



From= Maria [Fnailto:           .~nc.rr.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 30, 2013 4-:34 PM 
To= Dee Stribling 

Subject= Re: Documentary and softball :-) 
Donna Papa, UNC head softball coach is a friend of mine. She has some contacts we could probably leverage. Can ask or put you in contact. 
.............................. 

On Jan 30, 2013, at 4:15 PM, Dee Stribling <Dee.Striblin&~s_.a__s__.c__o _m_> wrote: 

Hi Maria, one more thought... 

As you know, i m ~in~ ~i~h [Viinn~ M~ia ~ ~mpie~e a d~m~nta~ on ~ m~t~S ~f~ball team (~ee b~pii~ ~i~di~ i~iN~ [~i ) W~ 

wthDNCsportsprog~ams Do~ouha~ean~ dea wh ghtemalatDNCtosee fthe~wouldbewllngtodona~esomethngsmlar=~heKlckstarte~pagewi go 

Thanks so much, dee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc- 

Thursdw,               4:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc edu>; Chappell, Ilsy <ivenmra@email.unc edtc                       ~gmail.com>; 
~live.unc.edu>;                          ~,hve.unc.edu>; Abbey Doran <adoran@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 

<3town~nd@uncaa.unc.edw~; ~¢Iichael Perkins <mperkins(a) uncaa.unc.edw~; Stephen Gisselman <mtbikelQa) uncaa.unc.edu-~; Scott Oliaro 

<soliam@nncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Softball Preseason Team Dinner 

Good afternoon, 

I hope you are all doing well. The season is within sight and we are veo~ excited!! Before we take offto Baton Rouge to open up the season we will be doing our 

anntkal pre~ason team dinner. This will be at Carrabba’s next Wedne~ay (          ) at 6:45PM. We v~ould love for you all to join us. Plea~ let me know by 

tomorrow evening if you will be able to make it. If you’re not sure then I cma count you in and you can ju~st let me know next week. We hope you’re able to join us. 

(Trainers--please invite any of the undergraduate students that are working with us. I wa~s not sum of their email addres~s.) 

Have a great weekend! 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu.~ 

Thursday, 9:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated Carolina Classic Packet 

Yes how about 9:30. I am working out at 8:30am 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:21 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

<!--[ifma~ 9]--><’.--[endil]--> 

ThaJlks tbr the inibrmation Donna. I’m looking tbrward to the start of your season. You left me a voice mail message earlier today that I was unable to 

return. Are you available tbr a call ~)metime tomom~w morning bdbre 10? Thanks and hope to speak with you soon. 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:26 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Oliaro, Sco~ Mi I ; p_ _ _b_ _h_ _ _u_ g _h_ _ _e_ _s_ _~_ _u_ _D_ _c_ : _e_ ._ _d_ _ _u_ ; Boo Gillette; Doron Tamari; Ellen Culler; Domina, .lulie; Kevin Robinson; 
Michael Perkins; Stephen Gisselman; Tony Baldwin; Trey Parnell 
Co: 
Subject: Fwd: Updated Carolina Classic Packet 

All, 
Below is a schedule for the Carolina Classic Softball Tournament that we are hosting, [ wanted to send it early enough for your planning purposes, 

Thank you. Looking forward to good weather and competition. 

Coach P 

<imageO01 .j pg> 

Donna J. Papa 

University of North Casolina Softball 

tlead Coach 

z F: (.2_!2.L-_~2_-__5_!9_5. 

Camps/Clinics: .,_, _~2_~__~_’,_L _~_Li~_~L~__., ~ j±~_~ ~_.,: ~ ~_ 2~ ,’_~_~_ ~ ~LL- ~_.,_~_.,5 :~=~ ~ ~±? 

Facebook: Universibz of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 

Twitter: @UNCSoftbaH @UNCCoachPapa @UNCCoachBoo @UNCCoachToW 

?!z~, ;::: ."&C Rk~ ;,¢? Lz;R !~:z;q(~i~ CL,’ ;~:,’;~ ’k/’, 5 ": ",.,’:C:’~ L,’:’~L L, ¢73 ~,’Z k~i" ~,\ D~ C’~ ~k 

2 ’Z~C ~,¢~i }’~R~ O~¸ "’,~",~ ~:~R ¸~ 2 ~’L.’~ ~Oi)’~ O~ ~ }’~Y~:~ ~ ~ ~’C~ ~,>L:’v~ O~¸ ~ ,~,’,~ ~:~R 

> > > suzanne tadlock , i@9rnai[.com > 9:10 PM > > > 

Ladies 

Thank you for taking the time to meet tonight, I know all will run smooth with such great people involved. 

Iwanted to send an updated packet. The only changes I made was the insert about the All Tournament Team selection and ] changed the font color on one 

page to read easier. :) 

Kathy ] wanted to let you know that there will be 4 teams on Buses (Iowa State,Penn State,George Washington,[ona College) and 4 vans (North Dakota State), 

More to come ....... 

Suzanne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Philaathropy Optx~rtuNty for Your Softball Players! 

Thmlks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:10 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifma~ 9]--><’.--[endil]--> 
Donna, 

I’ve asked around and the con~nsus seems to be that you should mention the 5K to your team members oNy as an opportunity for vohmtaty 

par’ficipatlon. The ~m~fity cmmot hand out flyers, but since some of the proceeds will go to Lineberger, Doron can place some flyers on a table during one 

game, or one double headel; tbr people to pick up, if they chose to do so. The sorority members should not work concessions and cannot solicit 

donations at our event (e.g., they can’t sit at the table with the flyers, they can’t carry, the flyers around to distribute, etc.). 

If you have a:ny queslions or require additionaJ information, please let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University, of North Cm~olina 

(919) 962-4631 

<irnage00B.jpg > 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos~Quncaa.unc.edul 

Sent: Thursday, January 32, 2013 9:25 AN 
To-" Abbey Doran; Donna Papa; Doron Tamari 

Cc-" Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

It’s not an issue from my end but I think we have a policy only allowing Dance Marathon to do anything at our games. Otherwise, we’d be over run with all the 

requests we get, so that might be the only thing to think about. 

And if the girls end up running the 5k at our direction, then we’ll need to make sure it’s counted in their 20 hours. 

Lance 

>>> Donna Papa <Jjp@u~caa Jnced > 

Is it ok for them to do this. Come to stadium 

IO:04PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ ~live.unc.edu > 
Date: 10:33:23 PM EST 

To: "Donna J Papa" <_dj#___@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Philanthropy Opportunity for Your Softball Players! 

Dear Dolma, 

My name is              and I am a melnber of the Zeta Tau Alpha sororib~. I am writing to inform you of an 

exciting opportunity that our chapter is very passionate about. Our national philanthropy is Breast Cancer Research 

and Awareness. Our most well known and successful fundraiser event, is the Zeta Tau Alpha Franklin 5K. Last year 

we raised over $45,000. The money goes to Komen for the Cure, the Lineberger Cancer Center, Arc of Orange 

County and the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation.                will mark our     AnniversaiT of this race aM our 

plan is for it be the greatest one yet. This year we would really love for you and your team to join us for our 

Annual Franklin 5K. Running the race as a team would be a great way for the softball players to show their support 

for breast cancer!! Participants can register for the race or donate by’ going to unc.zetataualpha.org. 
We would also love to come work the concession stands and hand flyers out at 
upcoming home games if you would permit that! Thank you in advance for all of your 
support for this wonderful cause. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:24 AM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Disney Field Hockey Showcase 

Field Hockey Disney letter to coaches.pdf 

Coaches, 

See below from the ACC. Not sure if this is a possible event we are planning on attending but if so, please let me know and we can make sure we’re straight on the details. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Burgemeister, Matt" < mburgemeister@theacc.org > 

Hello all, 

10:16 AM >>> 

I wanted to pass along a few notes regarding the Disney Field Hockey Showcase based on CCACA conversation over the past day. Since I had not heard from many of you, I 

assume there are not many questions, but wanted to make sure everyone had the same information. 

1) The event is scheduled for ; however are still in the NLI dead period; therefore, it is only permissible for coaches to evaluate at the event on 

2) Disney has offered to pay the expenses of at least some coaches to attend the event (per the attached letter). However, based on 13,14.1, the expenses could not be 

provided directly to the coach, They would first have to be provided to time institution (triggering booster status); then, at the institution’s discretion/control, could be used for 

the field hockey coaches expenses for the event, 

Additional information on the event is available at the following site: http://espnwwos,disney.go.com/events/field hockey/field hockey showcase/ 

I hope this is helpful; please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 

Matt 

Bylaw:13.14.1 Institutional Control. 

All funds for the recruiting of prospective student athletes shall be deposited with the member institution, which shall be exclusively and entirely responsible for the manner in 

which such funds are expended. 

Educational Column. Expenses from a Recruiting Service or Event Operator (I/II/III) 

Date Published: October 6, 2011 
Item Ref: a 

Educational Column: 

NCAA member institutions should note that all funds for the recruitment of prospective student athletes shall be deposited directly with the member institution, which shall be 

exclusively and entirely responsible for the manner in which such funds are expended, Therefore, it is not permissible for any outside organization or individual (e,g,, 

recruiting or scouting service, event operator) to provide institutional coaching staff members with expenses (e,g,, travel, lodging) to attend any event for recruiting purposes, 

Such expenses are considered funds donated for recruiting purposes and such funds must be deposited directly with the member institution, as opposed to being provided 

directly to an institutional coaching staff member(s). Further, any individual or organization that provides funds directly to the athletics department would be considered a 

representative of athletics interests and subject to all legislation applicable to that status (e,g,, contact, telephone and evaluation restrictions), 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13,1,2,4 (other restrictions, athletics representatives) and 13,14,4 (slush funds), Division II Bylaw 13,1,2,3 (other restrictions), Division III 

Bylaws 13.02,11 (representative of athletics interests) and 13,01,4 (recruiting by representatives of athletics interests), Divisions I and II Bylaws 13,02,14 (representatives of 

athletics interests) and 13.14,4 (slush funds), Divisions I, II and III Bylaw 13,14.1 (institutional control)] 



, 

Sports Attractions 

On behalf of Disney Sports, we would like to extend you an invitation to attend the Disney Fietd 
Hockey Showcase, a USA Field Hockey event. This event will take place at ESPN 
Wide World of Sports Complex, located at Walt Disney World@ Resort. Courtesy of Disney Sports, we 
would also like to extend the following complimentary. VlP offerings to recognize your continued success 
and contributions to the field hockey community. 

> Hotel Accommodations - Four (4) Nights at Disney’s Beach Club Resort 
~, Check In: Wednesday, 
¯ Check Out: Sunday, 

WALT DISNEY WORLD@ Theme Park Tickets - Two (2) l-Day Magic Your Way Tickets 
> Coach Reception -               at The Living Seas Pavilion in Epcot® 
> Length of Admission Access/Credentials to the     Disney Field Hockey Showcase 

Access to the Hospitality Suite 
>" Access to the Coach’s Towers 

in addition to the above complimentary offerings and magic of the Wait Disney World@ Resort, you will 
also have the opportunity to watch 192 teams compete in two age divisions (Under-t6 and Under-19). 
That is over 2800 athletes showcasing their talents at our world class facilities. For more information 
about the event and details about our complex, visit disnevfieldhockey.com. 

We are also pleased to announce that Disney Field Hockey Showcase is entering its seventh year. This 
event was created with the goal of providing athletes a quality platform to showcase their skills to college 
coaches. We are proud to report that the Showcase has evolved to become just that; a premier recruiting 
event for field hockey athletes. The success of this tournament is due in large part to the presence of you 
and your colleagues, and helping these athletes achieve their dreams of playing at the next level. 

We hope you will join us in 
form to us by 

and ask that you confirm your attendance by returning the enclosed 
if you have any questions, feel free to contact me at 407-938-3439. 

Sincerely, 
/ 

>.!? ......... 
..... 

Steve Margelos 
Sales Manager 



Name 

Phone Number 

E-mail 

Please place a check next to the following complimentary activities you would 
tike to participate in while attending the     Disney Field Hockey Showcase, 

Hotel Accommodations at Disney’s Beach Club Resort 
Please place a check next to each day for which you will need accommodations. 

__ Wednesday, 
Thursday, 

, .. Friday, 
__ Saturday, 

Example: tf you would like to check in and check out: 
you would check all four dates above. 

Two (2) l-Day Magic Your Way Theme Park Tickets 

Coach Reception on Wednesday, (Evening Event) 

Access to the Hospitality Suite 

Access to the Coaches Towers 

Once completed, please e-mail this form to: 
Steve Margetos (steve.margelos@disney.com) 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact us at 407-938-3439 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 1:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: DTH Article 

You need to see this string of emails! 

> > > "Bridger, BettY’ <bridgerb@email.unc,edu > [1:01 AM >>> 

I Lhinl has nothing to ashamed of, As of now. Lhat is the current situation in services we are able to provide for our students, Although facts may not have been 

lOO accurate, they were very dose~ As some discussion was had amongst staff: today, we actually thought the article was a positive 1:or d~e issues we have brought up 

as ASPSA and our need for more funding/staff to fulfill the needs of all of our students, not just priority to revenue and at-risk. 

Beth 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday                10:16 AM 
To= Bridger, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Sue_ Walsh@unc.edu; Larry Gallo; Harold Woodard 
Subject: DTH Article 

ALL: 

texted me this morning regarding today’s article in the DTH. To quote him: 

"The DTH called me and asked whylwasn’t able to get a private tutor so I told them, but 

the article makes me look like I approached them with a complaint." 

I am sorry for any frustrations or concerns he/I!we may have caused. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

.__w~___v___w__. g__o_b_&_e_[_s_:_c_£4 E! 

www.tlnc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: DTH Article 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Bridger, Beth" <bridgerb@emailamc.edu> 

Date:                10:0 h l 8 AM CST 
To: RichDeSehn<fichdeselm~2~__uj!_c_aa:__uj!_c_:__e_d_t_p,"Cunningham, Bubbd’ <_b_@_b_~Lc_@_e___n_!_a_i_Lu_n_c:_:_e_d__u>, "Sue _W_aJ_sJ!@_u_r!_c_:_e_@_." <Sue _W_aJ_sJ!@__u_r!_c_:_e_@_.>, 

Loa~" Gallo <.’_a_t__h_g_~__d_!_o_~2~__u_r!_c_~_~_:a_:__u_r!_c_:_e_d___u_.>, Harold Woodard <hwoodard:(~)uncaa.anc.ed~- 

Subject: RE: DTH Article 

<’.--[ifmso 9]--><!--[endif]--> 

I think ~as nothing [o ashamed of. As o1: now, that is the current si[uation in services we are able to provide for our studen[s. Although facts may 

not have been IOO accurate, they were veW close. As some discussion was had amoRgst staff today, we actually thought the ar[ide was a positive for 

the issues we have brought up as ASPSA and our need for more funding/staff to fulfill the needs of MI of our students, not just priority to revenue 

and at-risk. 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm~,~uncaa~unc~edu] 
Sent-" Friday,                [0::!-6 AM 
To: Bridger, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Sue_ WalshC~unc.edu; Larry Gallo; Harold Woodard 
Subject: DTH Article 

ALL: 

texted me this morning regarding today’s article in the DTH. To quote him: 

"The DTH called me and asked whylwasn’t able to get a private tutor so I told them, but 

the article makes me look like I approached them with a complaint." 

I am sorry for any frustrations or concerns he/I/we may have caused. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

k__w~___kv_:~q o h e e I s .co m 

~tW, U rlc.ed u 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Today’s Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Attatched. Have a great Super Bowl weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 4, 2013 10:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

\/ince, 

In now realizing all of this, 1 can’t attend the meeting on Tuesday. I have a dr apt I have waited 6 months for. I am happy to write a statement if necessary. See you 

at 115. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2013 4:58 PM 
To" Bridget, Beth 
C¢: Richardson, Wally 
$,,bjemt: Re: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 
Thanks Beth and Wally. I’ll see you both at 1:15 pm tomorrow. Steve Farmer has informed me that you two will be scheduled from 8:45-9:15 on Tuesday to speak 

with the committee. We can discuss in more detail tomorrow. Thanks for your help. 

On Feb 1, 2013, at 12:18 PM, "Bridger, Beth" <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Monday at 115 is fine, I do need to be done by 230. 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 11:51 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Bridger, Beth 
Subject-" RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

1:15 Monday for me. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Bridger, Beth; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

Thanks for you both accommodating the request. I apologize, but I’m no longer going to be able to meet today at 1 pm. I can meet th‘is evening between 

5:30 and 6:30 pm or Monday at 1:15 pm. Will either work? 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Richardson, Wally 
Subject, RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

tpm sounds good 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Bridger, Beth 
Subject-. RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

If ok with Beth. I’ll see you both at 1. Thanks. 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 9:24 AN 
To: Ille, Vince; Bridger, Beth 
Subject, RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

1 would prefer 1pro, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 9:23 AM 
To" Richardson, Wally; Bridger, Beth 
Subject-. RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

I’m meeting with at 1:30 in KFC then with a candidate at 3. I can meet at 1 or 2:15 in Loudennilk. Shouldn’t take mole than about 15 

minutes. 

From: Richardson, Wally 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 9:19 AN 
To: Bridger, Beth; Ille, Vince 
Subject, RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

!gounds gooi2L Hr_!w i~bou[ 1:30 [o(li~/? At tfH? l_ol.Ei2~:armilk center? 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 9:06 AM 
To: llle, Vince; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: RE: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 

Sure thing~ Today is best for me~ Any time after 1~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 8:59 AM 
To: Richardson, Wally; Bridger, Beth 
Subject: Faculty Admissions Committee Meeting 
Importance, High 

Wally and Beth, 

Steve Farmer and I believe admissions committee members might benefit from visiting with you at our next meeting ~heduled for FebmaD’ 5 at 8:30 am in 

Jackson ttall. Can you please attend? If so, it may be helpful lbr the three of us to meet today or early Monday to discuss the information that might be 

mosl helpful for the committee members. You will have only 5-10 minutes m speak with them. Please let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University. of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Deryk Gilmore z<teo~kg@priofitysports.biz> 

Monday, Februa~ 4, 2013 2:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu>; ha:wk@uoregon.edu 

Connecting 

Vince, 

I just wanted to let you know that (Jeff Hawkins - Assoc. Atlfl Dir for FB) Oregon had a great progrmn bringing in a behavioral psychologist to meet with the agents in 

their meetings. He would be a good contact as he is helping the athletes in the process. Hawk~ Vince is doing good things at UNC and think he would be a good 

contact. Hope you both connect. 

Dervk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - otfice 

Derykg@pfioritysports.biz 

ii’%,~i~i?:, noun (pi. priorities) 

1 file condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 2:25 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Nocera 

From: Mike McFarland <mike mcfar[and@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 4, 2013 2:21 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "Reid, Dee" <deereid@unc.edu> 

Cc: Karen Moon <.k___a_£__e__n___n_!__o__o___n____@_u___n___c__.__e__d___u__> 

Subject: Nocera 

F¥1 

From: :@g_m___a_jJ:__co__tn] On Behalf Of Joe Nocera 

Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 2:19 PM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Cc: McFarland. Plichael B 
Subject: Re: 

good for you[ congratulations. Looking forward to hearing from you Michael. 

On Mon, Feb 4, 2013 at 2:02 PM, Davis, Nancy K <nancy" davis,@xmc.edu> wrote: 
Ni, Joe. Ym actually in my first full week of retirernent, so things are great with rne. Fm cop’~,ing Mike McFarland, who is now serving in my role on an interim basis. 
You can reach him at ._9_~_1__9_2_9___6__2__:__2___0__:1:_~_1_ or aL ._m___Lk___e____m___£_f__a_£La___n___d___@_u___n___c_:__e___d___u_. 

From: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Joe Nocera 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: 
Nancy, Hope all is well. I have just gotten off the phone witt                                             Essentially I wanted to hear 
about the UNC academic scandal from an athlete’s point of view. His view is that he did nothing wrong, that he was sacrificed by UNC, and that 
every class he took, including the paper classes, were classes that he had been put in by the football team’s academic advisors. His view, 
contrary to Gov Martin, is that this was very much an athletic scandal, inasmuch as the academic support team were really driving what classes 
football players took. If the school disagrees with his assessment, could you put someone on the phone to tell me so? I am also reaching out to 
Gov Martin directly. Thanks, as ever. best, Joe Nocera 

Joe Nocera 

The New York Times 

212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 

%)gmail.com 
r I o c e r a2~&£ 2J [_t .Vl_-i_!_rJ_ _e_s: c_’.?_ .g_ 1_ 

Joe Nocera 

The New York Times 

212-556-8940 (office) 

(cell) 
g~gmail.com 

nocera(a) nylimesncom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacobs, Michael <MichaelJacobs@kenan-flagleramc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 4:09 PM 

~yahoo.com; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Lunch with Jim Dean 

Sam and Vince, 

I enjoyed being with you guys last night. I have scheduled a ltmch for the three of us and Jim Dean, Dean at Kenm~-Flagler, for Thursday March 

14th at the Carolina Club at 12:30. Between his travels, my- teaching schedule and spring break, there aren’t any earlier dates. Does this work for 

you? 

Professor of the Practice of Finance 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
4218 McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

(O) 919-962-3174 Marion Strandh, Assistant 
(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

JeffHawkins <hawk@uoregon.edtc, 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 1:47 AM 

De~k Gilmore ~detykg@priolitysports.biz> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Connecting 

Thanks De~k. 

Vince reach out an~ime. Our guy is unique. But I think there are people out there that match his talents. Trust is key. 

ttawk 

Jeff"Hawk" ttawkms 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Football Administlation and Operations 

from my iPad 

On Feb 4, 2013, at 11:20 AM, "Deryk Gihnore" <de~kg~,~prioritysports.biz> wrote: 

Vince, 
I j ust wanted to let you know that (Jeff Hawkins - Assoc. Athl Dir tbr FB) Oregon had a great program bringing in a bebavioral psychologist to meet with 

the agents in their meetings, tte would be a good contact as he is helping the athletes in the process, ttawk, Vince is doing good things at UNC and think 

he would be a good contact. Hope you both connect. 

Deryk Gilm ore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - once 

Derykg(~ priorit-!sports .biz 

i:’:r%i: ;i::. ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more hnportant. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul < @yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 7:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Lunch ruth Jim Dean 

This date works for me. 

Thanks 

San1 Patti 

Sam Paul 

On Feb 4, 2013, at 7:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <j_l_[e_£a2_e__!p_ai!:_p__n_c_:_e_d__u__> wrote: 

Mike, 

I enjoyed last night as well. I can currently attend on March 14 and roll add itto my calendar if San1 can make it. Thank you for scheduling the lunch and I 

look forwaxd to visiting mole whenever an opportunity arises. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image00Bdpg > 
i~¢ ’~.:." ..i:"d:’:~<’~::~:’.:.- a,.~:,’:’::" ?%"V~’:~:"~’!" .i:"i~’.:":~"a’.~;":~!:" . :%,’.!.!’~.:.’.!’e.:’v 

From: 3acobs, Michael [mailto: Michael_Jacobs@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2013 4:09 PM 
To:             ,yahoo.corn; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Lunch with Jim Dean 

Sam and Vince, 

I enjoyed being wifl~ you guys last nighL I have scheduled a hmch for the three of us m~d Jim Dean, Dean at Kenml-Flagler, for Thursday 

March 14th at the Carolina Club at 12:30. Between his travels, my teaching schedule and sprLng break, there aren’t m~y earlier dates. 

Does this work for you? 

Professor of the Practice of Finance 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Universily of North Carolina 
4218 McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

(O) 919-962-3174 Marion Strandh, Assistant 
(C) 



~ro~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:13 PM 

Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

New Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

All, 
Please note that the Compliance office has officially changed your second segment declaration to read as follows: 

$st practice(20 hours):’ 

Last practice (20 hours):, 

Week declaration: Sun Sat 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding this change. 

Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NLI request 

I’m OK with our signing him as long as      understands that we are not oNigated to admit him. Realistically, as long as no additional charges or h~fractions are 

added to his record, I think we all agreed he would be OK for         As with any student-athlete, if we sign him and then find out that something has occurred, we 

w.:_~uld r~-:~conskter his admissi.:_~n status. His offk:iai offer of admission wiil not go out un~:il late If you prefer, w~-_~ coukt hold it k)t~g~-_~r than that. Ei~:her way, h~:_~ is 

required to let us know if anything else .%curs. 

~3ottom tine.,.J’m OK with his signing. Let me know if you want to discuss this further. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: ¯ NLI request 

Barbara, 

Your thoughts? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: -iqmmermans, Torn 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:29 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: NLI request 

Vince, 

Just got the k~llowing NLI r*-:~quest from 

(:at~ yOLE le[ flu? I~now wh~lt his admission StatLES iSP 

Thanks! 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:n’~arkos@ur~ca~.unc.ed~.E] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Fwd: Form Returned: NLI-ASA Information Form.pdf 

This kid is not cleared with Admissions he was supposed to come in 

signing him,,, 

Lance 

> > > "Negalha, Jeff" <[[’3%j]%:’~.Z%3£tu.> 

Form Returned: NL[ ASA ]nforrnation Forrn.pdf 

6:38 PM >>> 

but something popped up before he got here. See if VinceiBarbara (Admissions) is ok with us 

The attached file is the filled out form, Please open it to review the data. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NLI Signees 

Thanks, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:28 PM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Subject: RE: February NLI Signees 

I will speak with appropriate parties and let you know, Thmlks. 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Monday, :7:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Jeff Negalha 
Subject: Re: NLI Signees 

Vince 

We would like to sign Lo a books scholarship. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

On at 8:34 PM, "Vince llle" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Head Coaches. 

As you all know, the upcoming signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday, If you have requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email by 

the end of this week. 

If you need additional infommtion or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of NorlJh Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

!iiZ:!:J-::ii2):2:~Ji~JJ!i:i.::J-:!:i.[~}j! 
<imageOO2.jpg > 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 5, 2013 5:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC ~-~ Notre Dame 

unc usc in charlotte 2015 tv lmaguage.docx 

Vince, 

Was going to send the below to Michael Strickland at the ACC Let me know if you are good with this as written or if you see ant’ needed edits. 

Michael, 

Congratulations on ?’our new position at the ACC. I look forward to working with you. 

Please see the below exchange between Larry Ga[lo and ]Vhchae[ Kelly. Can you update us on when we will know what years we will playing Notre Dame? Our request as written below is 
unchanged We are close to an agreement to play South Carolina in Charlotte on Labor Day weekend in .015 and need to know what years we will play Notre Dame or at least at a minimum 
need to know that we will not play Notre Dame in 2015 before :finalizing that agreement. 

Also, the proposed TV rights language in the South Carolina in Charkrtte game agreement is attached. Will you please let us know if this language is acceptable to the ACC? 

Thank you for your help on these questions. 

Rick Steinbacher 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles I)rive 
Chapel tliH, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu 
mobile: 
www.goheels.com 
@goheels 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ]Vhchael Kelly [mailto:mkell’¢(a)theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 21,2012 7:32 PM 
To: Larry Ga]lo 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Corey Holliday; Vince Ille 
Subject: Re: UNC ~- Notre Dame 

Understood. Thank you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 7:20 PM. "Larly Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.Lmc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael 
> 

> Hopeful that you and your family are getting ready to enjoy the Holidays. 
> 

> Thank you for your voice mail and willingness to assist us in when we would like to play Notre Dame. Simply stated, we would like to play ND as soon as possible, but here are the 
specifics: 
> 

> 1. we don’t want our request (2), if it cannot be worked out, to result in playing ND in later years rather than sooner 
> 

> 2. like to play ND in 2014 & 2016 ~ makes no difference whether home or away either year; in 2017 (H) & 2018 (A) we have a home and home with Ohio State, so we are tlying to avoid 
those years in having two top 5-10 opponents 
> 

> Thanks for your consideration and if you need more information, please let rue know! 
> 

> Take care and Happy Holidays! 
> 

> La~ 
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Miami Sanctions ’Imminent’ 

Synopsis: 

Sources close to the University of Miami have told reporters that a decision about the school’s 

NCAA sanction will be made soon. The school has been under investigation for almost two 

years, and a conclusion to the investigation will reach the school in the coming weeks. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2013/01/13/2603762/delivery-of-ncaa-allegations- 

against.html#storylink=misearch 

http://espn.go.c~m/c~ege-f~tba~/st~r~7/-/id/8838~88/ncaa-reviewing-allegations-vs-miami- 

hurricanes-report-says 
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Penn State Lawsuit 

Synopsis: 

Legal experts say that Gov. Corbett’s lawsuit against the NCAA will not be successful because 

of the difficulty of proof. 

"Brandt says the Governor will likely have to overcome challenges to his ability to even bring 

the lawsuit, which could end the battle over sanctions before it even begins." 

Article: 

http ://phil adelphia, cb slocal, corn/2013/01 /13/legal-experts-say-gov-corb etts-ncaa-1 awsuit-wont- 

go -far/ 
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Syracuse Player Out 

Synopsis: 

Syracuse basketball has benched senior forward James Southerland because of an unspecified 

eligibility matter. The school did not announce a specific reason or timetable for his suspension 

from the team. 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/mens-c~l~ege-basketball/st~ry/ /id/883 77 4~/syracuse-~range-bench-james- 

southerland-eligibility-issue 
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Wyoming Suspends Player 

Synopsis: 

Wyoming basketball has suspended Luke Martinez after he was arrested and charged for 

participating in a bar fight on December 30. 

Article: 

http :iiespn.go. comimens-college-basketballistoryi iidi8843733iluke-martinez-suspended- 

wyoming-cowboys-b ar-fi ght 
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Keep Manziel Out of Trouble 

Synopsis: 

Oklahoma Defensive Coordinator Mike Stoops was quoted in a recent interview of saying that 

they need to keep Johnny Manziel out of jail and off of Twitter for him to reach his full potential. 

Article: 

http:iibleacherreport.comiarticlesi1481177-johnny-manziel-oklahoma-dc-mike-stoops-takes- 

shot-at-heisman-winner 
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Faculty Claims ’No Warning’ 

Synopsis: 

Lloyd Kramer, chair of the history department, said that he was never warned of irregular 

independent study classes. The article by Dan Kane claims that, "He said athletics officials and 

academic support staff knew about the academic irregularities but continued to help athletes 

enroll in the classes because the Faculty Committee on Athletics in 2002 and 2006 told them not 

to worry about how a professor taught a class." 

Article: 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013i01/11i2600399ifaculty-member-there-was-no- 

warninghtml#storylink=misearch 

http :iiww~’.dailytarheel. corn/article/2013/01 ifaculty-dividedpoverpreport 

Response: 

Most reader comments are saying that Jan Boxill is a part of the cover up and that there is still 

more to this story. Others claim that the Martin Report was not thorough enough. 

"Sounds like somebody needs to step back in and resolve this issue before more mudslinging 

occurs...oh, wait, that’s what Martin should have done in the first place. I guess that means it’s 

time for an INDEPENDENT investigation and not one where the answers were given to Martin 

ahead of time in a nice, neat little box." 
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UNC Budget Debate 

Synopsis: 

UNC and the Board of Trustees is waiting to hear about the new 2013 budget, and are hoping for 

the best. 

"But while the budget battles in 2011 and 2009 both led to major cuts for higher education, the 

improved economy means UNC might be in line for a funding boost this time around. UNC chief 

operating officer Charlie Perusse. ’If the University stays (at) 13 percent of the state 

budget...over a five-year period, we could expect to get $200-250 million cumulatively,’ says 

UNC chief operating officer Charlie Perusse. ’(That’s) about $40-50 million of new money 

annually going forward, if that five-year budget held.’" 

Article: 

http:iichapelboro.comiUNC-Officials-Gear-Up-For-Budget-Debatei15260048 
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NC State Chancellor Gets Raise 

Synopsis: 

The UNC Board of Trustees voted to give Randy Woodson a raise and retention bonus to stay as 

NC State’s chancellor. Woodson was rumored to be leaving for the University of Florida, but has 

decided to stay. His salary increased by $63,000 to $495,000 and "will also receive a one-time 

retention payment of $112,630 in non-state funds by March 31, to be paid by N.C. State 

University." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. newsob server, comi2013/01 / 11/2600388incsu-1 eader-gets- 146-p ercent- 

raise.html#storylink=misearch 
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ACC Football Model 

Synopsis: 

The ACC announced a new model for football scheduling for the expanded conference. Each 

team will play an eight game schedule, six of which are divisional and two cross-divisional. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/01/11/2600171 iacc-b egins-new-footb all- 

schedulinghtml#storylink=misearch 
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Possible ACC Network 

Synopsis: 

Members of the ACC have formed a committee and partnered with Wasserman Media Group in 

order to explore the benefits of an ACC Network. The conference is currently locked in a 15 year 

deal with ESPN, but is considering the feasibility- of a new- network. 

Article: 

http://www.sportsbusinessdaily.com/Journal/Issues/2013/01/14/Colleges/ACC.aspx 
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NCAA Spending Gap 

Synopsis: 

At the annual NCAA conference in Texas a study was released on Wednesday that showed the 

spending of sports in major conferences passed $100,000 per student athlete. The study also 

showed gaps in spending between academics and athletics, with the SEC spending almost 12 

times as much on athletics than academics per student. This has become a hot-button issues and 

will be discussed by sitting bodies like the Knight Commission. 

Article: 

http ://www.n ewsob server, com/2013/01 /16/2610396/study-highlights-spending-gap s. html 
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Lawsuits and the NCAA 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA is facing a possible new era in its history: one dictated by lawsuits. These lawsuits 

may shape the future of the governing body, and lawyers may end up making a bigger impact on 

the association than members. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2013/01/15/2609484/increase-in-court-cases- 

could.html#storylink=misearch 
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NCAA Withdraws Colloquium 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA on Monday pulled the plug on its Scholarly Colloquium, canceling financial 

support for future academic conferences and announcing plans to wind down its investment in 

the forum’s scholarly j ournal, following a sometimes-contentious six-year run." 

Article: 

http://chronicle.c~m/bl~gs/players/ncaa-withdraws-~nancial-supp~rt-f~r-its-sch~arly- 

colloquium/32309 
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Concussions in the NCAA 

Synopsis: 

A recent article promoted by USA Today explores the role that the NCAA has with concussions 

and notes that the NCAA has not done as much in preventing them as other associations. 

Concussions are one of the biggest problems that college athletics will face, according to the 

article. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. sportsonearth, comiarticlei40980196/ 
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’Shady’ Recruiting and Fighting at USC 

Synopsis: 

USC has been under the microscope for a few seasons, but the recent reports that USC had a 

fight in the locker room and that Lane Kiffin has "shady" recruiting practices is only adding fuel 

to the fire. USC was caught fighting in their locker room after their bowl game loss this winter. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday. com/story/gameon/2013/01 /15/lane-kiffin-usc-commitment-kyle-fitt s- 

scholarship/1835969/ 

http :iiwww.usatoday. comistoryigameoni2013/01 / 16iu sc-lane-kiffin-locker-room- 

altercation/1839029/ 
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McAdoo Case Decided 

Synopsis: 

Michael McAdoo, who sued both UNC and the NCAA lost his appeals case on Tuesday. The 

courts said that McAdoo’s dismissal from the UNC football team did not have any bearing on his 

future and therefore he did not lose any potential monetary gains. 

Article: http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013/01i16i2608820iappeals-court-sides-with-unc- 

ncaa.html http ://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/O1/appeals-court-mles-against-former- 

player-michael-mcadoo-in-suit-against-ncaa-unc 

Reaction: 

Reaction to this ruling is interesting and divisive. McAdoo’s case has continued to bring out the 

skeptics of UNC and college athletics, calling the school cheaters and questioning the national 

championships at the school. Others are questioning whether the NCAA has the power over 

players like McAdoo. 

"What I find interesting about the ruling is the fact the justices say this didn’t hurt McAdoo’s 

ability to earn, calling the situations "hypothetical". Isn’t it hypothetical when a court gives 

millions to the family of someone who is negligently killed? You can bet this mess affect the 

amount of cash McAdoo got initially. It may not affect his lifetime earnings much if he plays to a 

high level. Quite frankly, I don’t think McAdoo should ever get a dime out of UNC but I do think 

the NCAA has to be reeled in from decisions that affect players who can’t get their case 

legitimately heard by an unbiased party. The NCAA appeals process is a sham. And, on the high 

school level, we have the same issue with the NCHSAA. Who are the NCAA and NCHSAA 

amenable to? 
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UNC Grade Distribution 

Synopsis: 

UNC will be launching a new program that will allow professors to look at grade distributions of 

their classes as well as their colleagues classes. This could have big implications for the grade 

process as the university is t@ng to make the process transparent. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. dailytarheel, comiarticlei2013/01 igrade-patterns-to-b e-viewable 
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ACC Graduation Gap 

Synopsis: 

Researcher at the College Sports Research Institute published their third annual Adjusted 

Graduation Gap study. The study found that the ACC severely lags behind the other 30 Division 

I basketball conferences in graduation rates. 

"Although its gap closed five percentage points from 201 l, the ACC ranks last among the 

NCAA’s 30 Division I men’s basketball conferences, boasting the largest gap in graduation rates 

between players and the general full-time student body: 36 percentage points. The average is a 

gap of 20 percentage points." 

Article: 

http :iiww~’. dailytarheel, corn/article/2013/01/50f4d51 a21 eac 
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Six Underclassmen Head to the Draft 

Synopsis: 

Wednesday is the deadline for players to declare for the NFL Draft, and six ACC underclassmen 

have declared that they will leave early from their schools for the pros. A record 74 players have 

declared for the draft this year. 

Article: 

http ~//acc.bl~gs.starnews~n~ine.c~m/3444 5/seven-acc-underc~assmen-dec~are-f~r-n~-draft/ 
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FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 7:43 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emafl.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <uncaa exe stat~@gro ups. unc.edu> 

Re: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 

Spencer Welborn typically coordinates our academic awards...I forwarded 
the email to him. 

--Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 17, 2013, at 7:11 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc edu> 

wro be: 

> Seems like we had a lot of candidates for these awards 
> Who cooridnabes the effort? 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Amy Yakola <ayakola@theacc org<mailto:ayakola(~r)theacc.or~>> 
> Date: Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:28 PM 
> To: "Steve Duzan (sduzan@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:sduzan~admin.fsu.edu>)" 
<sduzan@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:sduzan(£admin fsu.edu>>, "Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@admin.fsu. edu<mailto:vfuchs~a&nin.fsu edu>)" 
<vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu<mailto:vfuchs(@admin.fsu.edu>>, "Dean Buchan 
(dbuchan@athletics gatech edu<m ailto :dbuchan(~r)ath [etics. ~atech.edu>)" 
< dbuc han@ath letic s.gatec h. edu<mailto:dbuchan~athl etics ~atech edu>>, 
"Paul 
Griffin(pgriffin@athletics.gatech edu<mai [to:pgriffin!~athletics.~atech.edu> )" 
<pgriffin @athletics.gatech.edu<m ailto:p~riffln(~r)athletics ~atech edu>>, 
"Phyllis M LaBaw 
(plabaw@athletics gatech edu<mailto :p [abaw@ath letics gatech edu>)" 
<plabaw@athletics.gatech. edu<mailto: plabaw(~athletics.gatech.edu>>, 
"Theresa Wenzel 
(twenzel@athletics.gatech. edu<mailto :twenzel,@,athletics.gatech. edu>)" 
<twenzel@athletics.gat ech.edu<mailto:twenzell~athletics.gatech.edu>>, 

"Brad B ates(brad.bat es@bc.edu<mailto:brad.bates(~bc.edu>)" 
<brad.bates@bc.edu<mailto:brad.batesl~bc.edu>>, "Chris Cameron 
(cameroch@bc.edu<mailto:camerochl~bc.edu>)" 
<cameroch@bc.edu<mailto:cameroch,@,bc.edu>>, "Dr. Dard 
Miller(dard.miller @bc .edu<rr~ailto :dard.lniller,@,bc. edu>)" 
<dard.lniller@bc.edu<mailto:dard.rr~illcr(~,bc.edu>>, "Jo@ Mooradian 
(mooradj o@bc.edu<mailto:mooradio(~bc.edu>)" 
<mooradjo@bc.edu<mailto:moorad]o(~bc.edu>>, "Tim Bourret 
(btilnoth@clelnson.edu<mailto :btimothl~clemson. edu>)" 
<btimoth@clemson.edu<mailto:btimoth@clemson.edu>>, "Dan 
Radakovich(drad@clemson.edu<lnailto :drad,@,clemson.edu>)" 
<drad@clemson.edu<mailto:dr adl~clemson.edu>>, "Barbara 
Kenne@-DLxon(kbarbar@clemson.edu<mailto :kbarbarl~clemson.edu>)" 
<kbarbar@clemson.edu<mailto:kbarbar(g,)clemson.edu>>. "Rebecca Bowman 
(rbowman@clemson.edu<mailto:rbowrr~an(g,)clemson.edu>)" 
<rbowman@clemson.edu<mailto:rbowlr~an~clemson.edu>>, "Art Chase 
(cha sea@duaa, duke. edu<mailto: chasea(~duaa, duke. edu>)" 
<chasea@duaa.duke.edu<mailto :chasea~duaa.duke.edu>>. "Heather 
Ryan(hryan@duaa. duke. edu<mailto:tnyan@duaa.duke.edu>)" 
<hlTan@duaa. duke. edu<mailto:hryan@duaa.duke.edu>>, "Jaclyn Jacki Silar 
(isilar@duaa.duke.edu<mailto:jsilar@duaa.duke.edu>)" 
<jsilar@duaa.duke.edu<mailto:jsilar@duaa.duke edu>>, Kevin White 
<kwhite@duaa.duke.edu<mailto:kwhite@duaa.duke.edu>>, Bubba Cumaingham 
<bubbac@email.unc edu<mailto:bubbac@email unc.edu>>, "Elliott Finebloom 
(efineblo om@iisu edu<mailto :efinebloom@fsu. edu>)" 
<efinebloom@fsu.edu<mailto:efinebloom@fsu edu>>, 
"rspetma n@fsu edu<mailto :rspetman@fsu.edu>" 
<rspetman@fsu edu<mailto:rspetman@fsu.edu>>, "Blake James 
(bj ames@miami.edu<mailto:biames@miami edu>)" 
<bj ames@miami.edu<mailto:bianaes@miami.edu>>, "Chris Freet 

(c tlceetY@miami.edu<mailto:c.freet@miami edu>)" 
<c.freet@miami.edu<mailto:c tlceetYd)miami.edu>>, "David Wyman 
(d.wyman@rmami. edu<mailto:d wyman@miami edu>)" 
<d.wyman@miami.e&a<mailto:d.~man(~miami.edu>>, "Jennifer Strawley 
(j strawley@miami, edu<mailto :j. strawle¥@rmami, edu>)" 
<j.strawley@miami edu<mailto:j.strawle, i-@miami edu>>, "Almabelle Myers 
(annabelle myers@ncsuedu<mailt°:annabelle myers@ncsu.edu>)" 
<annabelle 

myers@ncsuedu<mailt°:almabelle mgers@ncsu.edu>>,"Carrie 

Leger (carrieleger@ncsu.edu<mailto:carrie le~er@ncsu.edu>)" 
<carrie leger@ncsuedu<mailto:carrie le~er@ncsu.edu>>, "Debbie Yow 

(dD’ow@ncsu edu<mailto :d vow@ncsu.edu>)" 
<dj~ow@ncsu.edu<mailto:d vow@ncsu.edu>>, "Michelle Lee 
(michellelee@ncsu.edu<mailto:michelle lee@ncsu.edu>)" 



<micheIle lee@ncsu.edu<maiIto:micheIle lee(@ncsu edu>>, "ChrisUchacz 
(cuchacy~a)um d. edu<mailto :cuch acz~umd edu>)" 
< cuchacz@mnd edu<mailtu:cuchacz(~umd.edu>>, Kevin Anderson 
<kevina@ umd.edu<mailto:kevina(~r!umd.edu>>, "Lori Eb<lebihara@mnd edu<mailto:lebihara~mnd edu>>, "Zack 
B olno(zboln o@umd.edu<mailtu:zboIno(a)umd.edu>)" 
<zbolno@umd edu<mai[to :zboIno~umd edu>>, Steve Kirschn er 
<stevekirschner@unc.edu<mailto:stevekirschner(~r!unc edu>>, "Beth (Olympic 

Miller" <bmiller@uncaa unc edu<mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>>, "Robert 
(stud Mercer" <rmercer@uncaa.unc edu<mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>>, 
Rick Steinbacher 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :rsteinbacher ,@,rmcaa.unc. edu>>, "Adrien 
Harraway (ah4nb@virginia. edu<mailto: ah4nb,@,virginia, edu>)" 
<ah4nb@virginia.edu<mailto :ah4nb(~virginia. edu>>, 
"cklge@irginia.edu<mailto:cklge,@,virginia.edu>" 
<cklge@virginia.edu<mailto:cklge(~virginia.edu>>, "Jml Dares 
(j imdaves@irginia, edu<mailto:i imdaves (d~,,virginia. edu>)" 
<jmldaves@virginia.edu<mailto: iilndavesc~virginia.edu>>, "Jane Miller 
(jm2y@irginia.edu<mailto:im2v,@virginia.edu>)" 
<im2y@irginia. edu<mailto:im2yl~virginia, edu>>, "Shelia Meek 
(SSln2b@virginia. edu<mailto:ssm2b(~,virginia.edu>)" 
< ssm2b@irginia, edu<raailto: ssra2b(d~,virginia, edu>>, "Jermaine Hohles 
(jehohnes@t.edu<mailto:ieholmes(~vt.edu>)" 
<j ehohnes@vt, edu<mailto :ieholmes,@vt. edu>>, "Lisa Rudd 

(lmdd@vt.edu<mailto :lmdd(~vt.edu>)" 
<lrudd@t.edu<mailto:lrudd,@,vt.edu>>, "Sharon McCloskey 
(sracclosk@t.edu<mailto :smcclosk(@vt. edu>)" 
<smcclosk@vt. edu<mailto:smcclosk(~vt.edu>>. "David 
Smith(vtsid@vt .edu<mailto:vtsid(~vt. edu>)" 
<vtsid@vt.edu<mailto:vtsid(~vt.edu>>, 
"weaveri @yr. edu<mailto :weaver i (~vt. edu>" 
<weaveri @yr. edu<mailto :weaver i (~vt. edu> >, "Jane 
Caldwell(caldwejh@,~i’u.edu<mailto:caldweih@wfu.edu>)" 
<caldwejh@wfu.edu<mailto:caldwejh@wfu.edu>>, "Steve Shutt 
(shmtsj@wfu.edu<mailto:shuttsj@wfu.edu>)" 
<shuttsj @wfu edu<mailto:shuttsj @wfu. edu>>, "Barbara 
Walker(wa lkerbg@wfu.edu<mailto :walkerbg@~vih edu>)" 
<walkerbg @wi’u. edu<mailto :walkerb g@wfu, edu >>, 

"wellmanr@wfu. edu<mailto :welhnanr@wfu. edu>" 
<wellmanr@wfu. edu<mailto:wellmanr@wfh edu>> 
> Cc: Amy Ufnowski <auihowski@theacc.org<mailto:aufnowski@theacc. org>>, 
Brian IVlorrison <bmorrison@theacc.org<mailto:bmorrison@theacc.org>>, Char 
Zoller <czoller@theacc.org<mailto:czoller@theacc.org>>, Donald Moore 
<dmoore@theacc.org<mailto:dmoore@theacc.org>>, George Lane 
<glane@theacc org<mailto:glane@thea cc.org>>, 
"kpierce@theacc.org<mailto:kpierce@theacc org>" 
<kpierce@theacc.org<mailto:kpierce@theacc org>>, Lee Butler 
<lbutler@theacc. org<mailto :lbutler@theacc.org>>, ikike Firm 
<mfirm@theacc.org<mailto:mfirm@thea cc org>>, Nora Lynn Finch 
<nlfinch@theacc.org<mailto:nlfinch@theacc.org>>, Steve Phillips 
<sphillips@theacc org<mailto:sphillips@theacc org>> 
> Subject: 2012 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year - Fall Sports 
> 

> 2012 ACCScholar-Athletes of the Year Fall Sports 
> 

> Janua~ 17, 2013 
> 

> TO: ACC Athletics Directors 
> ACC Academic Advisors 
> ACC Senior Woman Administrators 
> ACC Sports Information Directors 
> 

> FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, Public Relations & 
Marketing 
> 

> RI~: 
Sports 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

2012 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nominations Fall 

Men’s (;ross Country 
Women’s Cross Country 
Field Hockey 
Volleyball 
Men’s Soccer 
Women’s Soccer 

> Attached please find the nomination forms for the 2012 Fall Sports 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year. The nomination forms are being sent to the 
Athletic Directors, Academic Advisors, Senior Woman Administrators and 
the Sports Information Directors. 
> 

> The fina[ nomination J2~r the Scholar-Athletes of the Year must come 
from the Athletic Director’s office. 
> 

> ’]7he selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made 
by a committee appointed by the Commissioner and headed by the Senior 
Associate Conmfissioner, Public Relations & Marketing. 
> 

> ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 
> 

>1. Candidates must be in tl-~eir third or fomth year of athletic 
competition. 
> 2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 
percent athletic achievement. 



> 3 Candidates must have a 3.0 grade pointas well as a 3.0 during the last two semesters (Spring 2012 and Fall 
2012). 
> 4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport 
> 

> A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination I ask that you forward 
your nomination only to my attention Once nominations are received, the 
Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will be selected and announced by 
the conference omce IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS, PLEASE 
t~X~II, 1’,/1I*; FOR THE RECORI) T[IAT YOU IIAVE NO NOX’f[NATIONS. 
> 

> Please submit your nominees by Wednesday, Februa17 6, 2013. If you 
have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 
> 

> 

> Amy Yakola 
> ACC Senior Associate Conm~issioner 
> Public Relations and Marketing 
> 

> 4512 Wcybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
> ayakola@theacc, org<mailto:ayakola~,theacc.org> 
> Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 
> 

> [Description: ACC 2012 EmailSigna~ue] 
> 

> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 
> <image001 .png> 
> <Ballot-M Soccer(2012).doc> 
> <Ballot-M Soccer(2012).pdfb- 
> <Ballot-Volleyball(2012).doc> 
> <Ballot-Volleyball(2012).pdf~ 
> <Ballot-W Cross Country(2012).doc> 
> <Ballot-W Cross Country(2012).pdib 
> <Ballot-W Soccer(2012).doc> 
> CBallot-W Soccer(2012).pdL- 
> <Ballot- Field Hockey(2012).doc> 
> �Ballot- Field Hockey(2012) pdf> 
> <Ballot-M Cross Country(2012) doc> 
> CBallot-M Cross Country(2012).pdL- 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Penn State Money in Special Account 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced Thursday that $12 million in sanction money from Penn State is being 

held for now. Where this money and the rest of the $60 million fine will go are currently being 

discussed in two large legal cases against the NCAA. 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/01/17/2614103/ncaa-says-penn-state-fine- 

money.html#storylink=misearch 
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Emmert Trying to Add ’Common Sense’ 

Synopsis: 

NCAA president Mark Emmert is trying to bring common sense to college sports, and is trying 

to change the current way in which the organization presides. 

"Emmert wants athletic departments to focus their attention on two key premises: Fair play on 

the field and academic success off of it. And Emmert is willing to throw away the traditional 

book, literally. He supports a package of sweeping rule changes that would allow college athletes 

and recruits to accept more money to cover expenses for non-scholastic events, earn more prize 

money and allow schools and conference officials to pay for medical expenses of athletes. The 

proposals also include the creation of a uniform recruiting calendar for all sports, eliminating 

regulating how coaches communicate with recruits and how- often they can contact them outside 

of no-contact periods, which will remain in place." 

Article: 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2013i01i17i2612886iemmert-prefers-ncaas-more- 

common.html#storylink=misearch 
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NCPA Study 

Synopsis: 

A recent study published by the National College Players Association found that 86% of college 

athletes live below the poverty line, as well as other interesting facts, acting as an advocacy 

group for collegiate athletes. 

Article: 

http ://aol ~ sportingn ews. com/ncaa-footb al I/story/2013 -01 - 15/student-athletes-poverty-p aid- 

scholarships-ncpa-texas-duke 
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Investigation at Syracuse 

Synopsis: 

The suspension of Syracuse basketball player James Southerland is reportedly linked to a NCAA 

academic investigation at the school. Sources claim it has to do with a tutor and a term paper. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. syracuse, comiorangeb asketb all/index, ssfi2013/01/syracuse forward_j ame s_souther. 

html 
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Florida Player Suspended 

Synopsis: 

Florida Gators offensive lineman Jessamen Dunker has been suspended from the team after his 

arrest for stealing a scooter. 

Article: 

http:iiespn.go.comicollege-footballistoryi iidi8857517ij essamen-dunker-florida-gators- 

suspended-coach-muschamp 
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Social Media Use and Misuse 

Synopsis: 

The Manti Te’o hoax could lead to some big changes for college athletes and how they use 

online social media. 

"Over the last several years, numerous college athletic departments have adopted harsh policies 

and punishments for the usage of social media by their student athletes. While some universities 

have embraced the usage of social media as a brand building tool for student-athletes, the 

majority have done everything in their power to limit or even outright ban the usage of 

platforms such as Twitter and Facebook. While some universities have chosen to outsource the 

monitoring of student-athlete social media use to third-party contractors, the maj ofity fail to 

provide any sort of proper training or support to insure that student athletes are equipped to deal 

with the day to day interactions that may occur on such platforms." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. forb es. comisite sij asonb elzeri2013/01/18imanti-teo-hoax- saga-tipping-point-in-ncaa- 

social-media-revolution/ 
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UNC System Proposes New Budget 

Synopsis: 

The UNC System Board of Governors announced the plan for finances for the new strategic 

plan. The total spending would come out to be $266 million over five years, with special 

emphasis on new programs and increasing graduation rates. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsob server, comi2013/01/17/2614516iunc-system-proposes-266-million, html 
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in MLS Draft 

Synopsis: 

Sophomore was chosen by Sporting Kansas City as the 14th pick in 

the MLS SuperDraft after signing with Generation by Adidas. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.dailytarheel. comiarticle, -potential-top-pick-in-mls-draft 

http://www.kansascity.com/2013/01/17/4016127/sporting-kc-takes-midfielder- 
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Sexual Assault at UNC 

Synopsis: 

The most recent problem to hit UNC is the new case against them with the Board of Education. 

Five students are claiming that UNC did not handle their sexual assaults in the appropriate 

manner, and by "protecting the rapists." 

Article: 

http:iiwww.huffingtonpost.comi2013iO1i16iunc-sexual-assault n 2488383.html?ref=topbar 

http :iiwww. dailytarheel, comiarticlei2013/01/50f8 ca9b c71 da 

Reaction: 

Reaction on and off campus has been a mix of outrage and disbelief at the UNC administration 

in the way they handle sexual assault. The recent buzzword surrounding this article online and on 

campus has been "culture of silence." 

A few sources, including PackPride, have speculated if athletes are being protected in sexual 

assault cases in order to keep them eligible. 
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Maryland Suing ACC 

Synopsis: 

Maryland is suing the ACC over the $52.3 million exit fee, claiming a violation of anti-trust law 

against the conference. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.bloomb erg cominewsi20 13 -0 1 - 1 8imar571and- sues-college-footb all-league-on- 

penalty-for-leaving- 1 -.html 
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Woodson Calls for Simpler NCAA 

Synopsis: 

NC State chancellor Randy Woodson spoke to the Raleigh Sports Club and publicly called for a 

simpler, smaller NCAA. 

"My guess is if you got a whole room full of university presidents and asked them to tell you 

what they thought of the NCAA and the regulations, they would tell you they’re too complex, 

too difficult to comply with," Woodson said. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. news ob server, comi2 013/01 / 17/2 612 5 8 0/wood son - simpl er- stab 1 e-ncaa- 

would.html#storylink=mi search 
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ACC 3rd in Value 

Synopsis: 

Forbes ranked the ACC as the 3rd most valuable conference after the Big 10 and PAC-12. 

Article: 

http:iiww~,.forbes.comipicturesiemdm451meli3-acci 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 19, 2013 2:16 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Question for you 

FYI 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Thorp>, Holden Thorp <holden thorp__@__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Date: Saturday, January 19, 2013 8:03 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Question for you 

Have been out of town and am just hearing about this. Will call Randy. Tx. H 

Holden Thorp, Chancellor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-962-1365 

On Jan 18, 2013, at 11:38 PM, ’lCunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Very disturbing process 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "llle, Vince" <.~_[[.e__@.e__r~_~_a_]!.__L] .n_ _c_ :. _e_ .d. _ _L] . > 
Date: January 19, 2013, 9:54:20 AM GMT+07:00 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <b__ub__b__ac_@_e_!’n__a_~_[: .u_n_._c_:.e_d__u.> 
Subject: Fwd: Question for you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "file, Vince" <illeOemaiLunc.edu> 
Date: January lg, 2013, 6:29:19 PM EST 

To: "Brad Hostetter (bhostet:ter@theacc.org)" <bhost:ett:er@Lheacc.org> 

cc: ".c___a_Lr!e _d_£y[_e_@__n__%__u_:_e___d___u_" <_c__a__r__r_!_e_ d__9__y_Le____@__!l£_S_~:__e___d__u_.> 
Subject: FW: Question for you 

Brad, 

Is this how it works in the ACC? Do yon think it is appropriate for a current complimlce administrator at another league 

institution, who is also a tbnner NCAA enforcement sVaff member helself, to "stm~t asking specific questions of folks on the 

NCAA enforcement sta£f and interpretative staff about how and why UNC’s circumstances do not constitute violations of 

NCAA roles..." and to oiler assurances that she won’t "stop asking questions until I get logical answers that are based on 

NCAA rides and associated interpretations?" At a minimum, an obvious concern is the establishment of may precedent 

whereby Carrie or any other ACC counterpart can interact with, participate in, or possibly even exert improper influence on 

the NCAA enforcement stall" s evaluation of a fellow conference member. But Brad, yon know me pretty well. If that’s what 

we do around here, just let me know because I’m willing and able k~ j ump right in. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

[ 
i~ cid:JLSG 

..... : BXX/I EM 
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From: Carrie Doyle [__m___a_j_l___t#__;__c__a__d___o_y_[_e__3___@__n___c__s__u__:_e_.__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 4:31 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Question for you 



Vince - I responded to an individual inquiry. While you may disagree with my opinion, I expressed 

concerns also held by others, not ,just me. I regret the response has been widely circulated, however. 

Carrie A. Doyle 

came do¥1e,@~nc su.edu 

w~v.gopack.com/compliance 
"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are 

subject to the NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 

On Fd, Jml 18, 2013 at 2:55 PM, Ille, Vince <.i_!!__e_@_e___n_)_~_l_:__q_r_Lc_:_e___d__u> wrote: 

Came, 
The "message" below was brought to my attention today. It has appeared on Inside Carolina (_l!t__ti?-_,!,_/__r_&b___d_=ss£?__u__t=_c_o_!ig:’__r__n_b_:~R_x__~ 

s 78&~1408&~] 1191168 ). Is this message or any potion thereof authentic? Was any portion of it produced by you or 

anyone in your department? I would appreciate yon letling me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

Hi, ~ ...... [ Thanks for your email[ From what I understand, the NCAA is currently reviewing the Governor’s report and will determine 
whether NCAA rules violations have taken place. I have heard that if there was no athletics department involvement in the academic 
fraud (e.g., arranging the fraud, asking for the fraud to take place, facilitating the fraud), that the NCAA’s view is that it would not be 
considered a violation of NCAA rules. They also cite that it was not only student-athletes who benefited from the fraud, that "normal" 
students did as wee 

In my view, if a student-athlete is involved in academic fraud, and the institution then allows that student-athlete to compete in 
intercollegiate competition, then a violation of NCAA rules has occurred. The interpretation below details how this analysis should 
take place. Personally, I am waiting to see what the NCAA will do with the Governor’s report, if anything, before I start asking 
specific questions of folks on the NCAA enforcement staff and interpretative staff about how and why UNC’s circumstances do not 
constitute violations of NCAA rules, and I’m not going to stop asking questions until I get logical answers that are based on NCAA 
rules and associated interpretations. Stay tuned. 

Official Interpretation 

Academic Fraud (I) 
Date Published: September 6, 2000 

Item Ref: 3 

I nterpt~tation: 

The subcommittee reviewed the application of Bylaw 10.1-(b) as it relates to academic fraud and agreed that the following guidelines 
generally should be used in determining whether an incident of academic fraud should be reported to the NCAA as a violation of 
Bylaw 10.1-(b) or should be handled exclusively at the institutional level in accordance with its policies applicable to all students. 

The subcommittee confirmed that an institution is required to report a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b) any time an institutional staff 
member (e.g., coach, professor, tutor, teaching assistant) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit or false 
transcripts for a prospective or enrolled student-athlete, regardless of whether the institutional staff member acted alone or in 
concert with the prospective or enrolled student-athlete. The subcommittee confirmed that an institution is required to report a 
violation of Bylaw 10-1-(b) any time a student-athlete, acting alone or in concert with others, knowingly becomes involved in 
arranging fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts, regardless of whether such conduct results in an erroneous declaration of 
eligibility. If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g., cheating on a test, plagiarism on a term paper) with no 
involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not required to report a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b), unless the 
academic offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes for the institution. 
Finally, the subcommittee noted that in all cases in which a student-athlete knowingly engages in conduct that violates institutional 
policies, the institution is required to handle a student-athlete’s academic offense in accordance with its established academic 
policies applicable to all students, regardless of whether the violation is reportable under Bylaw 10.1-(b)] or whether the student- 

athlete was acting alone or in concert with others. [Reference: Bylaw 10.1-(b)] 

% 

Carrie A. Doyle 
Sr. Assoc. AD for Compliance 
North Carolina State University 

. _c_ _a_ _r_ rj_ _e _d___o_g J_ _e_ @ _n_ _ _c_ _s_ ~ L_e___d__U 

www.gopack.com/complia nce 

<imageOO3.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 21, 2013 11:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

RE: Billbomds 

We are going to stick with the two original designs that are currently running on the billboard in Charlotte. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Lance Markos [maito:markos@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2013 10:20 AN 
To: Stembacher, Rick; Vince Tile 
Subject: Fwd: Billboards 

Additional info from the ACC on tiffs. 

Sent fi~om mr’ iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter(2~theacc.org> 

Date: Janua~ 19, 2013, 9:19:18 AM EST 

To: "I,ance Markos" <markos(tbunc~m.unc.edu>, "Mart Burgemeister" <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Subject: RE: Billboards 

I.ance and Matt 

Gix, en flae prospeet’s name, I ;m~ concerned Nat thL~; is veU similar to the situation thal led to 1he violation noted in the violalion. Fir.% I am not eomfortaNe 

wit[~ the NoE~h being in larger letters since tha~ is a known targeted prospect’s name...the same prospect that- raised all fl~e concerns related to the spring 

practice ;rod m~tograph sessk~ns at- his high school lasl spring. I am co~Nde~t thai eve~T ofl~er school would raise flais as a concern m a similar ~ay thai ended 

will3 the noted violation ~eport. ’~rhc %Ve Want You in Blue" billboard may be ok but I ~ euld hope fl~is is a board t[~at exists tb~ou~)~out- fl~e state if you’re 

going to saggesl to ;myone 1hat- the localion of the board and proximity k~ the prospecl are no1 purposeful. 

At. lJ3e end of fl~e day, this is a factual issue...there is either ~ecruiting mofiw~fion or not there sh~uldn’~ be any need to %stablish" ~easonable arguments to 

del’end fl3e billboards. I don’t want to get into a wa2: of billboards fl~rougfiout our tbotprint and would suggest fl~at I ~rt ~ot comlbrtable wit3 ff~e ’North’" being 

in dit}’erenl [bn~ e~ the billboard unless it is the clem’ markeling cmnl:}aign t[u’oughout the sta~c. 

I.et us l-mow if you want to discuss i~ more detail. I am just getting c:mght up atier being out so apologize lbr m? delay in ]mnping in. 

Brad 

From: Burgemeister, Matt 

Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 11:09 AN 

To: Lance Narkos 

Cc: Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject: RE: Billboards 

Hi Lance, 
Thanks for sharing these, I think there are a couple of interesting issues. At initial glance, neither appear to have an overtly recruiting message so I’m not sure 
the content is problematic, though you’re probably more likely to get more questions about the "North" billboard. But the bylaw says "designed to solicit the 
enrollment of a prospective student-athlete," so your description gives me a little hesitation as it seems to indicate there may be some recruiting motivation here. 
Unfortunately, there isn’t much interpretive guidance on LSDBI. My understanding is that the institution would have the responsibility to determine whether the 
billboards/materials am marketing versus recruiting, and the institution has to be comfortable that the billboards are for a promotional purpose (and to defend 
them if asked by another institution, the conference or NCAA). 

There is one secondary violation report that is somewhat helpful. While the details of the content may not match directly, it does seem to indicate that the 
coach’s involvement in developing content makes it harder to refute that the item has a recruiting purpose if there is confusion. I don’t think it is a requirement 
that the coach not be involved in the content, but the lack of involvement would seem to help support that it was for marketing rather than recruiting purposes. 
Essentially, it is tougher to defend a football recruiting board that is "okayed" by the marketing staff than a marketing/promotional material that involves the sport. 
Another potential explanation would be that the boards are part of a marketing/branding campaign, in which case they would presumably appear in multiple 
locations, which helps support that it is not targeted toward a particular prospect (as opposed to a small number near the prospect’s home and school). 
I hope these thoughts are helpful. Let us know if you have any further questions. Thanks, 

Matt 

Student-Athlete ReinslatemenVSecondary Case 

Secondary Case Number: 51519 SA Reinstatement Case Number: 0 

Secondary Decision Date:March 15, 2012 SA Reinstatement Decision Date: 

Division: I 

Involved Sports: Football 

Facts: 

The athletics department contracted ruth an outside vendor to lease billboards around the state promoting the department,. Specifically, the billboards 

included quotes from institutional slaffthat were directed at the recruitment of prospective student-athletes. 

Additional Facts: 

Inslitution Action: 
Billboards removed. Compliance slaffto review all future content and locations of billboards. All coaches and sport-specific personnel prohobited t~om 
being consulted or having input regaarding billboards. Letter of admonishment issued to involved staff member. Involved staff member required m attend 
rules seminar. 
EnIbrcement Action: 

No furflmr action. 

Eligib~i~ Action: 
STAFF: 
Rationale: 



STAFF: 

Ret~rences 

Legislative Re~[erences Other 

Div. Number Title Interpretations: 0 

I    13,4.3,1 Recruiting Advertisements. Education Column: 0 

From: Lance Markos [.__m___aj!_t_p_i__r[j_a__tLk_Q_s__~___u___n__c__a___a_~__u___n__c_~__e__d__u] 

Sent-" Tuesday, January 15, 2013 9:45 PM 

To-" Burgemeister, Matt 

Subject: Billboards 

Hey Matt, 

How’s it going? I’ve got two possible billboards that I need to run by you that we’re planning on using down in the Charlotte area. They’ll be electronic, 

rotating billboards that will be located between Concord and Charlotte onI 85. The primary focus is to held us sell tickets for next football season down in 

that part of the state 

Our Marketing staff, who oversees all ticket sale promotions, is comfortable with these two specific billboards for their purposes. The question is whether or 

not we have an issue from 13.4.3,1 and Recruiting Advertisements. For instance, you’ll notice that the North is larger than the rest of the text in one of them. In 

the context of placing this clown near the South Carolina border, it could reasonably be said that we are staking our territory out with South Carolina, even as 

it emphasizes what just happens to be the last name of the prospect. The ad also clearly invites the general public to purchase their tickets with us; we have no 

interest in the prospect purchasing tickets, so it may be reasonably argued that these are not directed at him. 

Can you give us the conference’s take on these particular advertisements and whether or not we have any issues with 13.4.3.1 or not? The ambiguity is 

intentional but we also hope with in the letter of the bylaw. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 
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Rulebook Changes Adopted 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA Board of Directors officially changed the NCAA rulebook by taking away thousands 

of roles and changing some others to slim down the rules. These changes will be effective 

August 1 ~t 

Article: 

http://aol.sportingnews.com/ncaa-football/story/2013-01-19/ncaa-rulebook-changes-recruiting- 

eligiblity-coaches-contact-emmert 

http://www.insidehighered.c~m/news/2~3/~/2~/division-i-trims-ruleb~k-deregulates- 

recruiting 
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Iowa Request Denied 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA denied Iowa basketball’s request to wear a j ersey with "Street" on the back of their 

jerseys to honor a fallen former player. 

Article: 

http :i/sports.yahoo. comiblogsincaab-the-daggerincaa-denies-iowa-request-wear-j erseys- 

honoring-memory- 171113023--ncaab.html 
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Notre Dame Didn’t Disclose Hoax 

Synopsis: 

Notre Dame decided not to tell about the Manti Te’o hoax until after the BCS title game, 

according to the university. This was done after the university confirmed that it was a hoax, as 

they did not want to distract the players from the game. 

Article: 

http ://sportsillustrated. cnn. com/college-footb all/news/20130120/m anti -teo-notre-dame- 

hoax.api?sct=uk t2 a6 
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NCAA ’Still Talking’ With UNC 

Synopsis: 

Mark Emmert said at the NCAA convention in Texas last week that the association will still be 

looking into UNC and the academic scandal. The association will be looking into whether the 

academic scandal let athletes benefit or not. 

"If there is an academic issue inside an institution that is, is not particularly related to athletics ... 

in other words, it’s an issue where a course isn’t being handled appropriately, but let’s say it’s 

open to all student athletes and not singling out student athletes, and it has nothing to do with an 

athletic program and a department, then that’s the institution’s issue rather than an NCAA issue." 

Article: 

http :iiww~-.newsob server.corn/2013/01/19/2617382incaa-chief-were-still- 

talking.html#storylink=misearch 

Reaction: 

Reader comments on the N&O website span 4 pages, mostly with comments saying that the 

NCAA will hammer UNC and that "banners will come down." Many still are expressing their 

frustration with the Martin Report, saying that UNC is just trying to cover up the athletic side of 

the scandal. 

"The NCAA and UNC have been "talking" for three years about the history, of corruption at 

UNC. The three years of denial and deflection have given UNC a well deserved national 

reputation as a school that cheats. The sad part is the "leaders" in charge of the cover up and spin 

are still in charge because that is who the faculty and students want running the school." 
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g5% :or UN¢ academic fraud s.candal consists :or a.thietes, and NCAA~s 
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NCAA chie£ Weh,e s£ill talking ’.~s~ith UNC: Ma~k Emmert says= at the 
associa.tbn?s annual con~esenoe that.: if a£hletes ....... dK~:~it.~:2pv:z.Q!,~! 
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Dan Wolk.e~ i::!i::[}.;:-’.~i’::yV::iii::~:.-:~ir~                                     17’ .isn 

~mmmr~ says "~academic s.tanda~ds and academic in~egri~ is fi~s.t and 
fo~emos~ a university issue"" in response to question about 
UN¢...uh... 
i!! i.’. ii ;::~ ’,i ~::! 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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ACC Network Probability 

Synopsis: 

A Bleacher Report article broke down how an ACC Network would work, and how possible it 

could be. 

Article: 

http :iibleacherreport. comiarticlesi1494650-j ust-exactly-how-hard-would-it-be-for-the-acc-to- 

start-a-network 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 10:49 AM 

Tricomi, William T <will tricomi@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Thanks, Will. We were interested in discussing options for spaces within Cone Kenfield that met the confinement requirements. After we have a general idea of possible 

locations, we will pursue this process further. Additionally, it looks as though we don’t need a facility specific policy for alcohol service at the center, but I wanted to 

verify that I am correct in that interpretation. 

Vince, are you available within either of those time frames on Monday or Tuesday? 

Paul 

> > > "Tricomi, William T" <will_tricomi@unc.edu > 1/23/2013 10:43 AM > > > 

Paul, 

Sure. I am available on Monday anytime from 2:00 on. On Tuesday, I am free from 3:00 on. I do want to give you the same reminder that I gave Rick last week when 

he asked me some questions about Athletics’ plans for the        signing day event. I can answer questions about NC ABC laws and questions about the 

University’s alcohol policy. But I am not in a position to make policy decisions on alcohol on behalf of the University. That role is for the Provost’s office and!or the 

Chancellor. Here is the pertinent language from the University’s alcohol policy: 

"Alcohol may be served, displayed and consumed at invitation-only, private functions hosted by individuals that are held at the Ackland Art Museum, the Paul Green Theatre, 
the James M. Johnston Center for Undergaduate Excellence, the Friday Continuing Education Center, the Kenan Center, the George Watts Hill Alunmi Center, the 
Morehead Planetarium Building, the Knapp-Sanders Building, the Rizzo Center. Gerraxd Hall, tlyde Hall, the FedEx Global Education Center, the North Carolina Botanical 
Garden, and pm-ts of Caxroll Hall, the Smith Center and Kouw Natatorium. To the e~ent these facilities are available for use by other UniversiU administrative units, 
arrangements for such events must be made with the particular facility. Each of these University facilities where alcohol may be served shall maintain facilib,-specific 
procedures for the service of alcohol at the facility, which shall be designed to manage risk and comply with applicable laws and regulations. It is the responsibility of the unit 
hosting the event to comply fully with the thcilib~’s policy on alcohol. 
Any University unit wishing to serve and allow for the display and consumption of alcoholic beverages in a facility or open space other than those listed above may do so only 
it! 

(1) a request is submitted by the Depaxtment Chair or Director of the University unit hosting the event (using the attached request form); 
(2) the event is a University-sponsored, invitation-only, private function; 
(3) perlnission is received from the Dean of its academic unit or from the appropriate Vice Chancellor (ifa non-academic unit); and 
(4) permission is received t]’om the Provost’s Office." 

Thanks, 
Will 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 23, 2013 10:04 AM 

To: Tricomi, William T 
Cc: Vince Tlle 
Subject: 

Will, 
Vince and Iwould love to go out to the 

noon I am wide open Monday Wednesday. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Center with you to discuss possible service of alcohol. Do you have any availability early next week? Other than lunch plans at 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dear Vince, 

Matt Jakoubek <mjakonbek@mail.uri.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 23, 2013 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Permission to Contact: 

Trmasfer Release .pdf 

The University of Rhode Island grants your institution permission to contact 

please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 

S ~ea~-~ey Ro~d~ Suite Z 

Fax~ 40 J,,S74,2J,5S 

student-athlete If you have any further questions, 



UNIVERSFFY OF RHODE ISLAND 
Depa~m.e~t of Ath~.etics 

Three Kearley Road, Suite ()r~e 
Kingstons, Rhode ]Island 02881 

wwwo. GoRhody. corn 

January 23, 2013 

To Whom it May Concern: 

One of our student-athletes, has expressed interest in the possibility of transferring to your institution and 

participating in yore program. In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, the University of Rhode 

Island grants you permission to contact her. We wish the best of success in her future academic and athletic 

endeavors. 

hNuiries pertaining to            academic standing, continuing eligibility status or satisfacto~’-progress should be 
directed to the Compliance Office at (401) 874-2281. 

If you have any additional questions, please contact the Compliance Office. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew D. Jakoubek 
Compliance Coordinator 
University of Rhode Island 
3 Keaney Road, Suite # 1 
Kingston, RI 02882 

The University of Rhode Island is an equal opportunity employer committed to the principles of attirmative action. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Report 

Compliance Media Report .docx 

Here’s today’s. 

Thmll~s! 

On Mou, 

Thanks 

From: 

at 4:44 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hope you enjoyed your weekend too. 

[mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Today’s Report 

3:04 PM 

Is attached. A bit of a slow news day today.., mast be all of the NFL coverage instead. 

Hope you had a nice weekend! 

(&~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail. corn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Comlnunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport A&ninistration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:40 PM 

Johnson, Shelley tt <shelljo6)unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin~)uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Restivo < srestivo(~)uncaa.u nc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> 

Staff meeting 

)uncaa.unc.edu;~; Sandy 

Staff, 

l will be out of the office tomorrow afternoon (really, I’m not trying to avoid meeting with you all) and Friday. Let’s cancel our Thursday meeting this week. 

Have a great weekend. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hello, 

Kim Green <KimG@gators.ufl.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Jamie McCloskey <JamieM@gators.utl.edu-~ 

trmlsfer 

Our coaches have asked us to submit a waiver on behalf of your former UNC 
Florida this spring to be closer to her mother who has some health challenges. 

Please provide a statement asserting your support (or lack of) for a waiver to allow 

If you have questions, do not hesitate to contact me. Thank you. 

Kiln Green 
Associate A.D. Compliance 
University Athletic Assoc 

Go Gators[ 

Sent licom my iPad 

student-athlete to allow- her to compete this spring. She transferred to 

to be immediately eligible to compete this spring 



From: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 8:36 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: transfer 

I’ll handle No problem. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:12 AM, "I11e, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> "vvrote: 

> Not sure who coordinates this. Can you please ibrward to appropriate stafl"? Thanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kim Green [mailto:KunG@gators ufi.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Jamie McCloskey 
> Subject: transfer 
> 

> Hello, 
> Our coaches have asked us to submit a waiver on behalf of your furmer UNC 
to Florida this spring to be closer to her mother who has some health challenges. 
> 
> Please provide a statement asserting your support (or lack u~ [’or a waiver to alluw 
> 

> If you have questmns, do not hesitate to contact me Thank yuu. 
> 

> Kun Green 
> Assuciate A.D. Compliance 
> Umversity Athletic Assoc. 
> 

> Go Gators! 
> 

> Sent :from my iPad 

student-athlete to allow her to compete this spring She transferred 

tu be immediately eligible to compete this spring. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 9:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

intern Interview 

Good Morning All, 

I have received several emails from first year graduate students expressing an interest in interviewing for the Compliance internship. I have listed the below the times that they 

are available, Please let me know if any of these times do NOT work for you or if you have a preference for days/times, I will do my best to make a master schedule and get it 

out to you all soon. 

1/29 after lpm 

2/1 anytime 
2/7 after lpm 

2/1 anytime 

2/8 before noon 

2/1 anytime 

1/29 after 3:15 

1/30 after 1:15 

1/31 after 3:15 

2/1 anytime before 2:00 

Let me know your thoughts and we will get these scheduled, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:30 AM 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: intern interview 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

The only time for any of these that does not work for me is on 2/7 after 1 pm i’ve got something that afternoon already. Every other time works for me. Thanks!! 

> > > Samantha Kirby 1/24/2013 9:47 AM > > > 

Good Morning All, 

[ have received several emails from first year graduate students expressing an interest in interviewing for the Compliance internship, ] have listed the below the times that they 

are available. Please let me know if any of these times do NOT work for you or if you have a preference for days/times, [will do my best to make a master schedule and get it 
out to you all soon. 

1/29 after lpm 

2/1 anytime 
2/7 after lpm 

2/1 anytime 

2/8 before noon 

2/1 anytime 

1/29 after 3:15 

1/30 after 1:15 

1/31 after 3:15 
2/1 anytime before 2:00 

Let me know your thoughts and we will get these scheduled, 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtr>; 

Re: Intern Interview 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

I can do those times as well 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Subject: Intern Interview 
Date: Thu             4:58 pm 

~uncaa.unc.edu> "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 

>>> "I[le, Vince" <ille@email uric edu> 2013-01-24T16:59:05 047(y40 >>> 
Please see my current availability added to the message beluw. ’]’hanks 

Frum 5(a)uncaa uric edu] 
Sent: Thursday ):47 AM 
To: Ille, Vmce; Lance Markos; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Intern Interview 

(iuud Morning All, 

I have received several emails ftum first year graduate students expressing an interest in interviewing fur the Compliance internship. I have listed the below the times that the?’ are available. 
Please let me know if any of these times du NOT wurk for you or if you have a preference for days/times. I will do my best to make a master schedule and get it out tu yuu all suon. 

1,’29- aider 1 pm 2-3:15pm and al~r 5pm 
2/1- awtlme 8-noon and after 3pro 
2,’7- after lpm NO 

2/1- awtlme 8-noon and after 3pro 
2/8- befure noun YES 

2/1- awtlme 8-noon and after 3pro 

1/29- afte* 3:15 after 5pm 
1/30- after 1:15 after 2:30pm 
1/31- after 3:15 YES 
2/1 - anytime before 2:00 after 3pm 

Let me know your thoughts and we will get these scheduled. 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edtp 

Sent: Thursday, 10:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: [SAAC]: Checking in 

Vince, 

I apologize for the delay in getting back to you... I’ve had a stick?- note on my computer to email you for two weeks now. We am meeting with SAAC this coming 

Wednesday, and I am foreseeing more topics for discussion (hence the &lay.) 

I roll be in touch this week about tying to set up a time that works for you. Hope you are staying wmrn tJlrough this cold front... I’m ready for the true North Carolina 

to be back in lull tbrce. 

Hope you have a great weekend. 

Best, 

L2NC Chapel Hill Class of 

@live.talc.edu 

1/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 5:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge ¯ @gmail.com> 

FW: Wake judge keeps warrants related to UNC football case sealed 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, January 24, 2013 3:40 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Kevin (fb Best" 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Wake judge keeps warrants related to UNC football case sealed 

Wake judge keeps warrants related to UNC football case sealed 
By Anne Blythe - ablythe@newsobserver.corn 

PUBLISHED IN: NEWS 

RALEIGH A Wake County judge sent a message on Thursday to state investigators 
probing possible sports-agent activity in connection with the UNC-Chapel Hill football 
program. 

Any search warrants in Wake County that investigators have asked to be shielded from 
public scrutiny will be unsealed in 45 days, Judge Donald Stephens said. 

Related Stories 

Related Images 

"I’m well aware this is an investigation that’s extremely complicated," Stephens said from the bench. "It’s been going on two and a half 
years. It’s about to be concluded." 

Without disclosing what was in three sealed documents in Wake County, Stephens acknowledged that they included details that would be 
of much interest to the public. 

Assistant District Attorney Howard Cummings went before Stephens on Thursday to ask the judge to keep the contents of public warrants 
related to the investigation under seal. 

Amanda Martin, a la,~Ter representing media organizations fighting the seal, asked whether such "secrecy in a system that values 
openness" was in the public’s interest. 

Since July 2010, agents with the Secretary of State’s office have been looking into the possibility that sports agents provided UNC football 
players in3proper benefits. 

State law prohibits agents seeking to sign tip athletes from providing anything of value to the players unless they have a signed contract. 

The state probe came on the heels of an NCAA investigation that led to sanctions at UNC and to players being kicked off the team. 

The NCAA launched an investigation in June 2010 into the possibility of players’ receiving improper benefits from agents. That 
investigation led to further allegations of academic misconduct among players. 

Since then, Butch Davis resigned as the UNC-CH football coach. Dick Baddour am3ounced his resignation as UNC-CH athletics director 
sooner than he had planned. UNC-Ctt Chancellor Holden Thorp almounced that he will step down this stumner after a scandal involving a 
top-fundraiser and academic fraud found in the African-American studies department. 

Previous warrants have provided a glimpse of the investigation by’ the Secretary of State, whose office is tasked with the oversight of 
agents. 

In March 2011, a warrant executed by the Secretary of State’s office alleged that Gary Wichard, a sports agent who has since died, paid 
former Tar Heel football player Marvin Austin to travel to California. 

The warrant also stated that Wichard said he and Austin had several phone conversations, beginning with contact initiated by Wichard in 
January 2009. According to North Carolina law, an agent must be registered in the state to initiate contact with an athlete. 

Wichard’s registration in North Carolina expired on Dec. 31, 1998 and had not been renewed, according to the warrant. 



The NFL Players Association suspended Wichard’s contract adviser stares in December 2010 for nine months for having impermissible 
co~rm~unications with Austin. 

Wichard died in March 2011. 

North Carolina dismissed Austin from the team for the 2010 season for receiving benefits that UNC athletic director Dick Baddour 
estimated at between $10,000 and $13,000. The waiTant contended that Austin received benefits before the 2009 season, when he played 
for the Tar Heels as a.junior. 

A violation of North Carolina’s uniform athlete agent act is a Class I felow, carrying a maximum prison sentence of 15 months. A civil 
penal~7 of up to $25,000 can also be assessed. 

In the hearing in Wake County Superior Court on Wednesday, Stephens revealed that two warrants related to the Secretary of State’s case 
had been sealed since October and at least one warrant in Georgia linked to the investigation was under seal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < :@gmail.com> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 7:58 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

Re: Wake judge keeps wanants related to UNC football case sealed 

I agree. Safe travels, 

Paul 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 5:13 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunninghaall 

Director of Athletics 

University of Nortk Carolina 

From: <Kirschner>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, January 24, 2013 3:40 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningharn <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppog~e@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Kevin (fb Best" 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Wake judge keeps warrants related to UNC football case sealed 

Wake judge keeps warrants related to UNC football case sealed 
By Anne Blythe - ablythe@newsobserver.com 

PUBLISHED IN: NEW’IS 

RALEIGH A Wake County .judge sent a message on Thursday to state 
investigators probing possible sports-agent activity in connection with the UNC- 
Chapel Hill football program. 

Any search warrants in Wake County that investigators have asked to be shielded 
from public scrutiW will be unsealed in 45 day’s, Judge Donald Stephens said. 

Related Stories 

Related Images 

"I’m well aware this is an investigation that’s extremely complicated," Stephens said from the bench. "It’s been going on two 
and a half years. It’s about to be concluded." 

Without disclosing what was in three sealed doculnents in Wake County, Stephens acknowledged that they included details that 
would be of much interest to the public. 

Assistant District Attorney Howard Cummings went before Stephens on Thursday to ask the judge to keep the contents of 
public warrants related to the investigation under seal. 

Amanda Martin, a la~’er representing media organizations fighting the seal, asked whether such "secrecy in a system that 
values openness" was in the public’s interest. 

Since July 2010, agents with the Secretary of State’s office have been looking into the possibility that sports agents provided 
UNC football players improper benefits. 

State law prohibits agents seeking to sign tip athletes from providing anything of value to the players unless they have a signed 
contract. 

The state probe came on the heels of an NCAA investigation that led to sanctions at UNC and to players being kicked off the 
team. 

The NCAA launched an investigation in June 2010 into the possibility of players’ receiving improper benefits from agents. That 
investigation led to further allegations of academic misconduct among players. 

Since then, Butch Davis resigned as the UNC-CH football coach. Dick Baddour announced his resignation as UNC-CH 
athletics director sooner than he had plam~ed. UNC-CH Chancellor Holden Thorp announced that he will step down this 
summer after a scandal involving a top-fundraiser and academic fraud found in the African-American studies department. 



Previous warrams have provided a glimpse of the investigation by the Secretary of State, whose office is tasked with the 
oversight of agents. 

In March 2011, a warrant executed by the Secretary of State’s office alleged that Gary Wichard, a sports agent who has since 
died, paid fbrmer Tar Heel fbotball player Marvin Austin to travel to California. 

The warrant also stated that Wichard said he and Austin had several phone conversations, begilming with contact initiated by 
Wichard in January 2009. According to North Carolina law, an agent must be registered in the state to initiate contact with an 
athlete. 

Wichard’s registration in North Carolina expired on Dec. 31, 1998 and had not been renewed, according to the warrant. 

The NFL Players Association suspended Wichard’s contract adviser status in December 2010 for nine months for having 
impem~issible communications with Austin. 

Wichard died in March 2011. 

North Carolina dismissed Austin from the team for the 2010 season for receiving benefits that UNC athletic director Dick 
Baddour estimated at between $10,000 and $13,000. The warrant contended that Austin received benefits before the 2009 
season, when he played for the Tar Heels as a junior. 

A violation of North Carolina’s uniform athlete agent act is a Class I felony, carrying a maximum prison sentence of 15 months. 
A civil penalty of up to $25,000 can also be assessed. 

In the hearing in Wake County Superior Court on Wednesday, Stephens revealed that two warrants related to the Secretary of 
State’s case had been sealed since October and at least one warrant in Georgia linked to the investigation was under seal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Finalized intern ]nterview Schedule 

Below if the finalized schedule for intern interviews. Once ] receive their cover letters and resumes ] will pass those along. Please let me know if there are any issues that arise 

with this schedule, 

Tuesday 1/29 2:00pm 

Wednesday 1/30 3:00pm 

Friday 2/1 lO:OOam 

Friday 2/1 3:00pm 

Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brewer. Gunter S <coachbrew@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 12:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated BillboaJcd Design 

We would use the pics of the proposed bill board 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 11:58 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiDmcnedu> wrote: 

The images didn’t come through so I can’t ~e what you are ret~rencing. Can you resend? Thanks. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 
We have this on our approved Unc stationa~ as a pic. Can u use it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 9:06 PM, Wince Ille" <ille@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Brewer, 

I’ve attached modified versions of the billboard designs you sent me earlier this week. We have shared these ruth the ACC and we’re trying 

to get an OK for both. Either Lance Markos or I will let you lmow as soon as we hem anything. If yon have any questions, please just give 

me a call (cell is ). Thanks and hope all is going well on the road. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib, of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOO3.jpg > 

<UNC Digital Billboard-5.jpg> 

<UNC DigitalBillboard- 4a.j pg> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 12:42 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc.edu> 

RE: Updated Billboard Design 

As long as the photo is put in the body of the letter, on our letterhead, that’s fine from this end, 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/25/2013 12:27 PM > > > 

I’ll let Lance weigh in. He handles mterpletations of the rules for us. 

From-" Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2053 52:55 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We would use the pics of the proposed bill board 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 11:58 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille(/~email.unc.edu~~ wrote: 

The images didn’t come thl~)ugh so I can’t see what you are referencing. Can you resend? Thanks. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent" Friday, January 25, 2013 10:39 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We have this on our approved Unc stationary as a pic. Can u use it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 9:06 PM~ "Vince Ille" <i]!.e_(a2.ej .n_a:iLu_!.!c_:_e_.d_t~> wrote: 

Coach Brewer, 

I’ve attached modified versions of the billboard designs you sent me earlier this week. We have shared these with the ACC and we’re tgr’ing to 

get an OK tbr both. Either Lance Markos or I will let you know as soon as we hear awthing. If you have any questions, please just give me a 

call (cell is Thanks and hope all is going well on the road. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

ij:j!ij2~2i~!~i-~-:_:~.-~!-2?:2~2:-j!:-?L 
<imageOO3jpg> 

<UNC DigitaJ Billbx~a,d-5.jpg> 

~UNC Digital Billboayd- 4a j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 12:44 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated Billboard Design 

Aren’t they the billboards he wanted to actually put up? Doesn’t really matter since we can tailor photos and put them on letterhead with pretty much anything. But he’s fine 

using the ones we’ve already seen in that manner if he wants too. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/25/2013 12:42 PM > > > 

Do you have the photos he is referencing? 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 12:42 PM 
To= Ille, Vince; Brewer, Gunter S 
Subject-" RE: Updated Billboard Design 

As long as the photo is put in the body of the letter, on our letterhead, that’s fine from this end, 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc,edu > 1/25/2013 12:27 PM > > > 

I’ll let Lance weigh in. tie handles interpretations of the rules tbr us. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent= Friday, January 25, 2023 12:15 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We would use the pics of the proposed bill board 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 11:58 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~email.anc.edu~~ wrote: 

The images didn’t come through so I can’t see what you are referencing. Can you resend? Thanks. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent= Friday, January 25, 2013 10:39 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We have this on our approved Unc sCationaDl as a pic. Can n use it? 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 9:06 PM, "Vince Ille" <ille(a)~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Coach Brewer, 
I’ve attached modified versions of the billboard designs you sent me earlier this week. We have shared these ruth the ACC and we’re t~’ing to 

get an OK for both. Either Lance Markos or I roll let yon know as soon as we hear anything. If you have any questions, please just give me a 

call (cell is ;. Thanks and hope all is going well on the road. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 
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F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 12:49 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrewQunc.edu> 

RE: Updated Billboard Design 

And Gunter, to be clear you are referencing the two photos of the billboards we aren’t actually putting up, correct’? Or are there newer photos!versions that we need to look 

at? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/25/2013 12:27 PM > > > 

I’ll let Lance weigh in. He handles mterpletations of the rules for us. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 12:15 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We would use the pics of the proposed bill board 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 11:58 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~email.unc.edu~~ wrote: 

The images didn’t come thl~)ugh so I can’t see what you are referencing. Can you resend? Thanks. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 10:39 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We have this on our approved Unc stationary as a pic. Can u use it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 9:06 PM~ "Vince Ille" <i]!.e_(a2.e.!n._a:i]:.u__!!c_A.d_k~> wrote: 

Coach Brewer, 

I’ve attached modified versions of the billboard designs you sent me earlier this week. We have shared these with the ACC and we’re trying to 

get an OK [br both. Either Lance Markos or I will let you know as soon as we hear awthing. If you have any questions, please just give me a 

call (cell is ,. Thanks and hope all is going well on the road. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
ij :j! ij2 ~21 ~! ~i-~-:_ ::_ ~!2 ~- ::2 ~2 "J! :!. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 1:01 PM 

Brewer, Gunter S <coachbrew@unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Updated Billboard Design 

Perfect thanks!! 

> > > "Brewer, Gunter S" <coachbrew@unc,edu > 1/25/2013 12:53 PM > > > 

The two we wanted to put up 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 12:49 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

And Gunter, to be clear you are referencing the two photos of the billboards we aren’t actually putting up, correct? Or are there newer photos/versions that 

we need to look at? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <[[je_Qemail.u nc.edu > 1/25/2013 12:27 PM > > > 

I’ll let Lance weigh in. He handles interpretations of the rules for us. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent: Friday, January 25, 2013 12:15 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We would use the pics of the proposed bill board 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 25, 2013, at 11:58 AM, "Ille, Vince" <i[l__e_[~?email.unc.edu> wrote: 

The images didn’t come through so I can’t see what you are referencing. Can you resend? Thanks. 

From: Brewer, Gunter S 
Sent; Friday, January 25, 2013 :!.0:39 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Updated Billboard Design 

We have this on our approved Unc stationa~ as a pic. Can u use it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 9:06 PM, "Vince Ille" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Brewer, 
I’ve attached modified versions of the billboard designs you sent me earlier this week. We have shared these with the ACC and 

we’re trying to get an OK tbr both. Either Lm~ce Markos or I will let you know as soon as we hear anything. If you have any 
questions, please just give me a call (cell is Thanks and hope all is going well on the road. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

<image003dpg > 
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From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Attached. 

Stay safe in this weather._ it’s nas~ out there. 

On Wed, 

Thanks 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Here’s today’s. 

Thanks! 

On Mon, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 3:04 PM 
To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Today’s Report 

at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <ille,~emaJl.mac.edu> wrote: 

(@gmail.com] 
4:24 PM 

at 4:44 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hope you enjoyed your weekend too. 

[mailto: @cjmail,com] 

Is attached. A bit of a slow news day today.., mast be all of the NFL coverage instead. 

Hope you had a nice weekend! 

~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail.com 
UniversitT of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~<mail.com 
Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karlton W Creech <kcreech@unc.edtc, 

Saturday, Januao~ 26, 2013 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

F~xecutive TeaJn Meeting - IMPORTANT 

Executive Team, 

In our next meeting on Tuesday, January 29th we will devote most of our time to conference affiliation 

Bubba has asked that we &vide our Team, and take sides in a conference affiliation role play where we oiler persuasive arguments in support of the merits of our assigned conference 

Feel free to collaborate with your respective Teammates, or you may choose to make your own arguments. At the very least, please be prepared to make a 2-3 minute opening argument, and 
then be prepared to defend your position and challenge the position of others. We will attempt to have a "formal" discussion so that questions and answers may be respectfully considered. 
Bubba will ser~e as the discussion facilitator 

Assignments: 

ACC - Steve Kirschner, John Montgome~z, Karlton Creech 

SEC - Vince Ille, La~ Gallo, Martma Ballen 

B10 - Clint Gwalmey, Beth Miller, Rick Stembacher 

Please call me if you have any questions at 

Thanks, 

Karlton 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, 10:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Missing classes for 12-day camp 

FYI. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Bullm& Melissa M." <_r_@__t_~J_!a__r__@2~_e___n_!_@_=_uj!_c_=e___ql__u_> 

Date: 10:11:59 PM EST 

To: ~ ]_bL_e_:__uj !_c=_e__d___u_> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson¢~email.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac¢~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Missing classes for 12-day      camp 

Dear       This decision is up to you, but frankly [ don’t understand how any college      association or coach would schedule a twelve-day camp 

in the middle of the semester. Athletes have a hard enough time as it is keeping up with their class work. Somed~ing like Lf~is :12-day camp makes it 

even more difficult. 1 am cc’ing your coach here, for he needs to send me a message, explaining how he expects his players to keep up with their 

academic work and why this soccer camp is so important for you and other players to attend. This situation is not your fault, but his for scheduling 

such a long absence in the midst of classes. 

Sincerely, 
MNissa M. guftard 

Professor of His[ow 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 5:47 PM 
To: Bullard, Melissa M. 
Subject: Missing class 

Dear Professor Bullard, 
I have been asked to join the full team in .Jacksonville, Florida for a training camp next week. This is a great opportunity for me because it is 
what i have been training for, for so many years. Unfortunately i will be away from        I am aware that this is a very long time to be away and i will miss a 
lot of school. However this is a once in a life time opportunity. I will keep up with my readings and assignments. I am sorry for the inconvenience. Thanks 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Monday, 8:34 AM 

Christopher B. Kennedy(ckenne@@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu>; Bret Cowley 

<bcoMey@athletics.gatech.edu>; Jerome Rodgers (jrodger@athletics.gatechedu); Merlene Altken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); 

Marquita Am~stead <maymstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; Dan Bartholomae (dbarfl~olomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gundennan 

<kgundemlan@athletics.pitt.edu>; Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu) <reyesya@bc.Date: Man>; Aaron Aaker (aake@bc.edu); Brandi 

Guerinot(brandi.guerino@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Wood?" 

(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcanlpb2@clemson.edu); Cindy Hartmann 

(chartmann@duaa.duke.edn); Niesha Campbell(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov 

(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edn); Jim Curry (jmcurry@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edn); Tom Timmermans i             ~gmaJl.com); 

Lance Maxkos <           @hotmail.com>;                             ~live.unc.edtc,; Dan Raben (d.rabenl @miami.edu); 
Deborah Foley(dfoley@miami.edn); Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu; Tony Hemandez (thernandez@miami.edn); Brett Luy 

(bdl 11 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick <mcsl I c@my.i~u.edu>; CarrieDoyle (cardedoyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson <craig anderson@ncsu.edu>; Jason Greco <jpgreco@ncsu.edu>; MichelleLee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford <mpford@ncsu.edtr~; Chris James(cmjame02@syr.edu); D~m I~f (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlea~ 

Wagner (efleasem@syr.edu); ttem~an Fr~ier <hrfr~ie@syr.edu>; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; Dr. Louis Marcoccia 
<hnarcocc@syr.edu>; Co@ Gambler(cgmnbler@umd.edu); Dan Trump (dtrumlaa)umd.edu); Kristi Giddings <giddings@umd.edu>; 

Mathew Franck (mfranck(&!umd.edu); Erin Moran (e.moran2@umianfi.edn); Lance Markos <mMco@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edtc,; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmemlans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Mmkos 

(am@irginia.edu); Eric Baumgaxtner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@vilginia.edu); Heather La2c’on <herobert@vt.edu>; 

Bridget McSorley (mcsoflbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edn); Viclde Saffo-Kantaka <vsaffoka@v~t.edu;,; Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfn.edu); ToddHairston (hairstc~wfu.edu) <hairstc@wfu.Subject: Level II ~eminder - Januao~ 

Hi all, 
Please remember to submit any completed Level II violation reports by the end of the day Friday so that they may be included in the report to the NCAA. 
Thanks and have a great week, 
Matt 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 9:30 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Patterson Medal housing 

Lance ~ 

I assume that it is OK NCAA wise for us to provide actual & necessary expenses to a former student athlete to return to campus to receive an award? Just want to be sure. 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:15 AM > > > 

Sounds good ~ thanks, Michael! 

> > > Ellen Culler 1/28/2013 9:12 AM > > > 

Thanks, Michael!!! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu > 1/28/2013 9:12 AM > > > 

Ellen, 

Find out how many rooms she needs and for what nights and VII try and get he in the Courtyard down by the Friday Center. 

Michael 

From. Ellen Culler [mailto:eculler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3anuary 28, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Rick Steinbacher 
Cc= Beale, Michael; Larry Gallo 
Subject" Patterson Medal housing 

Good morning, 

winner of the Patterson Medal, has inquired about hotel accommodations for the weekend of February, 15-17, to travel back to 

Chapel Hill to receive her medal. In the past, we have expected winners to pay for both their travel and lodging (always bothered me a bit). Anyway, 

might we be able to offer       a room (and maybe a second room for her parents) from one of our trades? I suggested that     talk to Karen, 

but this SEEMS to me to be an Athletic Department thing rather than a sport-specific thing??? 

Thanks for your consideration! 

E 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.uncredu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Finalized Intern Interview Schedule 

Vince, 
You can take as little or as much time as you would like with the candidates. Usually we tell them to allow at minimum one hour for the process and then we can split that up 

between you, Tom, and Lance, 

Sam 

> > > "Ilia, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > L:O0 PM > > > 

Thanks for scheduling these How much time do yon suggesl I reserve for meeting with each candidate? 

From: _~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:08 AM 
To: llle, Vince; Lance Markos; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Finalized Intern Interview Schedule 

Below if the finalized schedule for intern interviews. Once I receive their cover letters and resumes I will pass those along. Please let me know if there are any issues that arise 

with this schedule. 

Tuesday 1/29 2:00pm 

Wednesday 1/30 3:00pm 

Friday 2/1 lO:OOam 

Friday 2/1 3:00pm 

Thanks! 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 10:49 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Patterson Medal housing 

It’s fine from my end for us to provide expenses for 

Lance 

to come back to get the Patterson Medal. Thanks. 

> > > Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:30 AM > > > 

Lance ~ 

I assume that it is OK NCAA wise for us to provide actual & necessary expenses to a former student athlete to return to campus to receive an award? Just want to be sure, 

Thanks, 
Larry 

>>> Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:15 AM >>> 

Sounds good ~ thanks, Michael! 

> > > Ellen Culler 1/28/2013 9:12 AM > > > 

Thanks, Michael!!! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 1/28/2013 9:12 AM >>> 

Ellen, 

Find out how many rooms she needs and for what nights and I’ll try and get he in the Courtyard down by the Friday Center. 

Michael 

From: Ellen Culler [mailto:eculler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, January 28, 2013 9:08 AM 

To; Creech, Karlton W; Rick Steinbacher 
Cc: Beale, Michael; Larry Gallo 
Subject" Patterson Medal housing 

Good morning, 

winner of the Patterson Medal, has inquired about hotel accommodations for the weekend of February, 15-17, to travel back to 

Chapel Hill to receive her medal, in the past, we have expected winners to pay for both their travel and lodging (always bothered me a bit). Anyway, 

might we be able to offer       a room (and maybe a second room for her parents) from one of our trades? ] suggested that     talk to Karen, 

but this SEEMS to me to be an Athletic Department thing rather than a sport-specific thing??? 

Thanks for your consideration! 

E 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

ectlller@u ncaa.u nc.ed LI 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 10:52 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Patterson Medal housing 

10 4 ~ thanks, Lance! 

> > > Lance Markos 1/28/2013 10:49 AM > > > 

it’s fine from my end for us to provide expenses for 

Lance 

to come back to get the Patterson Medal. Thanks. 

> > > Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:30 AM > > > 

Lance ~ 

I assume that it is OK NCAA wise for us to provide actual & necessary expenses to a former student athlete to return to campus to receive an award? Just want to be sure. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:15 AM > > > 

Sounds good ~ thanks, Michael! 

> > > Ellen Culler 1/28/2013 9:12 AM > > > 

Thanks, Michael!!! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu > 1/28/2013 9:12 AM > > > 

Ellen, 

Find out how many rooms she needs and for what nights and VII try and get he in the Courtyard down by the Friday Center. 

Michael 

From: Ellen Culler [mailto:eculler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 9:08 AM 

To: Creech, Karlton W; Rick Steinbacher 
Co: Beale, Michael; Larry Gallo 
Subject: Patterson Medal housing 

Good morning, 

. winner of the Patterson Medal, has inquired about hotel accommodations for the weekend of February, 15-17, to travel back to 

Chapel Hill to receive her medal. In the past, we have expected winners to pay for both their travel and lodging (always bothered me a bit). Anyway, 

might we be able to offer       a room (and maybe a second room for her parents) from one of our trades? I suggested that     talk to Karen, 

but this SEEMS to me to be an Athletic Department thing rather than a sport-specific thing??? 

Thanks for your consideration! 

E 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler(~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 11:00 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Patterson Medal housing 

Thanks very much, Lance I know this will be good news for !! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 10:51 AM >>> 

10 4 ~ thanks, Lance! 

> > > Lance Markos 1/28/2013 10:49 AM > > > 

It’s fine from my end for us to provide expenses for 

Lance 

to come back to get the Patterson Medal. Thanks. 

> > > Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:30 AM > > > 

Lance ~ 

I assume that it is OK NCAA wise for us to provide actual & necessary expenses to a former student athlete to return to campus to receive an award? Just want to be sure. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Larry Gallo 1/28/2013 9:15 AM > > > 

Sounds good ~ thanks, Michael! 

> > > Ellen Culler 1/28/2013 9:12 AM > > > 

Thanks, Michael!!! 

Ellen B, Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962,7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc,edu> 1/28/2013 9:12 AM >>> 

Ellen, 

Find out how many rooms she needs and for what nights and I’ll try and get he in the Courtyard down by the Friday Center. 

Michael 

From: Ellen Culler [mailto:eculler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, January 28, 2013 9:08 AM 

To" Creech, Karlton W, Rick Steinbacher 
Cc: Beale, Michael; Larry Gallo 
Subject; Patterson Medal housing 

Good morninq, 

winner of the Patterson Medal, has inquired about hotel accommodations for the weekend of February, 15-17, to travel back to 

Chapel Hill to receive her medal. In the past, we have expected winners to pay for both their travel and lodging (always bothered me a bit). Anyway, 

might we be able to offer       a room (and maybe a second room for her parents) from one of our trades? I suggested that     talk to Karen, 

but this SEEMS to me to be an Athletic Department thing rather than a sport-specific thing??? 

Thanks for your consideration! 

E 
Ellen B. Culler 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919.962.7855 
eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary < kdeary@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, January 28, 2013 3:23 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Kyle Lang < klang@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michad 

Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Softball Broadcasts this Spring 

Coach Papa 

Hope all is well. We’ve just finished wrangling a spring broadcast schedule between ESPN and the ACC and ] wanted to let you know what our live production schedule for 

softball will be for this Spring. Here’s what we’ve got: 

2/13 Radford(doubleheader) Stream 
3/6 USCUpstate Stream 

3/10 Boston College Stream 

3/29 Virginia Tech Stream 

4/2 Appalachian State Stream 

4/3 JMU(Doubleheader) Stream 

4/6 UVA (Doubleheader) ESPN3 
4/7 UVA ESPN3 

4/10 Elon Stream 

4/24 UNCG Stream 
Depending on some equipment needs for other productions, we have the potential to add 1 or 2 more streamed events. These are in addition to the ESPN3!ESPNU 

production of the GA Tech series. The ESPN3 broadcast will be produced out of our Smith Center control room. Kyle Lang in the New Media office will be coordinating the 

broadcast specifics.The streamed games will be single camera, natural sound broadcasts from Anderson Stadium. 

If you have any questions about any of our productions, please do not hesitate to ask, 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 
Assistant Athletic Director- New Media 
Univ of North Carolina Athletics 
Dean Smith Center 
kcleary(~ uncaa, unc.edu 
919-843-2076 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:08 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: FW: UNC mileage form 

scan0003.pdf 

Hi Coach P, 
Will you please print this, sign, then forward to Vince for his approval? It is for 

>>> @hp.com> 4:02 PM >>> 

Found it! 

official visit mileage. Thanks, julie 

From: Julie Domina [mailto:jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: FVV: UNC mileage form 

Hi again 

Our compliance dept doesn’t have a record of the form...meaning we lost it somewhere along the way. I apologize for the inconvenience, but can you resign the form and 

scan/email or fax to me? 919 843 8175. So sorry about this!! Thanks, julie 

>>> ~hp.com> 2:06 PM >>> 

Hi,]ulie, 

I wanted to let you know that I did not gel a reimbursement check for the mileage t:rorn 

Thanks, 

official visiL I’m no[ sure how long it takes, but I wanted you Lo know. 

From:       ~verizon.net [mailto      @verizon.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:51 PM 
To: Ferraro, Julie 
Subject: Fw: UNC mileage form 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: "Julie Domina" <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 16:40:55 0400 

To: , ~verizon.net > 
Subject: UNC mileage form 

Hi 

Please fill out this form, sign and return to me either via scan!email, fax, or snail mail. 

My fax # is 919.843.8175 and mailing address is: 

Carolina Athletics 

Julie Domina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

thanks!! 
Julie Domina 

Olympic Sports Administration 

Office: 919.962.5552 

Fax: 919843.8175 

idomina@uncaa.unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Prospect Reimbursement Form - Travel Origh~ating After 7ol.20tl 1 

Name o f Prospect Prospect SSN 

Address 

Person(s ) accompanying prospect: 

Name Relationship 

Mother 

Father 

MILEAGE CALCULATION 

Date A~Tiving 

~%m home # of Miles 282 

]:)ate Leaving 

To home ~ of Mi~e~ 282 

Mileage Reimbursement ITotal Mileage x $.555imi|e) 

Other (Cab, Parking, Airtgre, Baggage, Toils° etc. 
--Please attach receipts taped to a blank 8o5" x 11" skeet of paper 

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE/PAID TO PARTY 

Total Mileage 564 
........................... 

X $ 555 

$ 313.02 

$ 313.02 

The above anaount [-]..was oaid in cash to Drosoect i] is owed to prospect (via check rea3 

Date 

Date 

Date 

Prospect’s Signatur~ 

Co~eh’s Signature (that provided funds) 

Head Coach’s gig:nature 

Sport Supervisor’s Signature 

[)ate 

APPROVED: 

Office of Compliance Signature 

t For Travel Originating After 7/1,2011 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi Vince, 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [SAAC]: Next Week 

I met ruth Cricket regarding SAAC updates, and Joy Renner will be joining the clew to talk about chaining the e~t interview process. Looking forward to meeting 
with you soon. 

Best, 

On, 

Thanks 

enjoy your weekend. 

Villce 

On 

at 11:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" < ille~)emaJl.uuc.edu> wrote: 

[ hope your spring semester is going as planned. I’ll wait to hear from you sometime next week and look forwmd to meeting. Hope you 

at 10:04 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

I apologize for the delay in getting back to you... I’ve had a sticky note on my computer to email you for two weeks now. We are meeting 

with SAAC this coming Wednesday, and I ~un fore~eing more topics for discussion (hence the delay.) 

I roll be in touch this week about trying to set up a lime that works for you. Hope you are staying warm through this cold front... I’m ready 

for the true North Carolina to be back in full force. 

Hope you have a great weekend. 

Best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 9:27 AM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Tennis meet and greet 

CAROLINA TENNIS 2013 meet and greet invite.docx 

Hi Vince, 
We are putting on a "meet and greet" the team this Saturday. I have attached the invitation so please check it out and let me know if you can make it! 

Thanks, 

Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

anundsen@uncaa,unc.edu 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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NCAA May Change Rules on Agents 

Synopsis: 

There has been a serious NCAA rule change proposal that may allow potential student athletes to 

contact sports agents. 

"The proposal, pushed most vigorously by the American Baseball Coaches Association, would 

permit prospective student-athletes in sports with non-opt-in drafts to have an agent negotiate a 

potential professional contract, not just an advisor who is supposed to review and offer his 

opinion on a contract offered to the prospect. The agreement with the agent would have to cease 

when the athlete enrolled at a Division I school and benefits of any kind from the agent would 

still be prohibited." 

Article: 

http :iiww~,. sportsagentblog, comi2013/01/08incaa-considering-rule-that-will-allow-some- 

prospective-student-athletes-to-sign-with-agents/ 

http :iiwww. athleticscholarships.neti2013/01 i03iallowing-prospects-in-some-sports-to-have- 

agents-gaining-steam.htm 
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Bowl Game Gifts 

Synopsis: 

One writer at Bleacher Report delves into the world of corporate gifts for players in bowl games 

and asks the question to why the NCAA turns a blind eye to these gifts, but does not allow other 

types of gifts. 

Article: 

http ://bl eacherreport, com/arti cl es/1468198-ncaa-b owl -gain e-pl ayer-gifts-one-m ore-probl em- 

with-the-ncaa? search_query=NCAA 
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Pros and Cons of Recruiting Changes 

Synopsis: 

A recent article broke down the pros and cons of the new" NCAA recruiting rules, claiming that 

the impact on football could be drastic. 

"Under the existing rules, coaches can’t call prospects or visit them off-campus until July 1 

before their senior season. Proposal 13-2 pushes the start of the contact period back a year and 

will allow coaches to have six in-home visits with prospects as a junior and six more as a senior. 

Proposal 13-3 will allow unlimited and unregulated phone calls, texts and electronic 

communication to prospects. Current rules outlaw text messages and only allow one phone call 

from the coach to the prospect per week." 

Article: 

http :iibleacherreport. comiarticlesi 1477220-how-new-ncaa-legislation-could-impact-college- 

football-recruiting 
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No Abuse at Washington State 

Synopsis: 

An independent study by the Pac-12 found that there was no physical or mental abuse in the 

football program by coach Mike Leach. This comes after former player Marquess Wilson 

claimed (and later recanted) that the coaching staff was abusing him and other players. 

Article: 

http ://espn.go. com/college-football/story/ /id/882 5 502/pac- I 2-study-finds-no-abuse-washington- 

state-cougars-football 

http :iiwww.usatoday.comistoryisportsincaafi2013/01 i08ipac- 12-study-finds-no-abuse-in-wsu- 

football-under-leach/1818437/ 
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Strategic Plan 

Synopsis: 

The UNC Athletic Department released a new plan on Wednesday, announcing the strategic plan 

for the next four years. 

Article: 

http :iiblogs.newsob server.comiuncnowiunc-athletic-director-bubba-cunningham-on-strategic- 

plan-issues-affecting-unc-athletic-depart 

http :iiwww. dailytarheel, corn/article/2013/01/athletic-department-releases-3 -year-plan 

Reaction: 

The general reader reaction on the News and Observer online and on InsideCarolina is that this 

seems to be a PR stunt. 
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UNC System Wants Graduates 

Synopsis: 

The UNC System announced that they are now working towards raising the total graduation rate 

by 2025. 

"The projected goals will be discussed this week by the UNC Advisory Committee on Strategic 

Directions and the UNC Board of Governors, which will eventually vote on the plan. The effort 

has drawn criticism from some faculty and students who say they haven’t had enough 

representation on an advisory committee made up mostly of higher education, corporate and 

government leaders." 

Article: 

http :iiww~-.newsob server.comi2013/01/08/2590951 iunc-wants-to-pump-up-degree- 

production.html#storylink=misearch 
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Martin Still Responding 

Synopsis: 

Jim Martin is still having to play defense after he announced his findings on December 20. A 

recent article by InsideCarolina explores his statements in defense of his report, including 

statements that have pulled articles from publications such as Forbes. 

Article: 

http:iinorthcarolina.scout.comi2i1255792.html 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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New Rules Enforcement Model 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA is in the process of changing their enforcement structure, and broke down the types 

of infractions and punishments in a recent article. 

"Seeking stronger sanctions and a clearer ’if you do this, then you can expect that’ model for 

violations and penalties, the Enforcement Working Group developed a matrix that succinctly 

lays out the consequences that can be expected for various breaches of conduct." 

Article: 

http:iiwww.ncaa.orgiwpsiwcmiconnectipublicincaairesourcesilatest+newsi2013/violator+beware 

-penalties+in+new+enforcement+structure+pack+a+punch 
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NCAA Grants Buckeye Fifth Year 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA and Ohio State announced that running back Jordan Hall had been granted a fifth 

year because of an injury to his knee. Hall had to petition for the fifth year because he had played 

in each of his four prior seasons. 

Article: 

http ://buckeyextra. di spatch, com/content/stori es/2013/01 /11/ncaa-grants-h all -an-extrayear. html 
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Manziel ’Adjusting’ 

Synopsis: 

Johnny Manziel has faced a lot of scrutiny since he won the Heisman Trophy this year. He has 

caught a lot of criticism for his partying and his social media use, but the football player claims 

that he is trying to change his ways and not make the same mistakes again. 

Article: 

http ://e spn. go. com/college-footb all/story/ /id/8833829/j ohnny-manziel-texas-aggies-adj usting- 

fame-says-trying-avoid-same-mistakes 
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Social Media Causes Criticism 

Synopsis: 

Twitter may be a revolutionary tool for many, but it is becoming hard for athletes to manage. A 

USA Today report looked into how Twitter has turned into trouble for many college athletes and 

how there needs to be some sort of thought process before the athlete tweets. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/coll ege/other/2013/01 /10/coil ege-athl etes-twitter- 

criti ci sm -j ohnny-m anzi el-kentucky/18 2 3 9 5 9/ 
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Pitt Assault Case 

Synopsis: 

Pitt football players Ray Graham, Lafayette Pitts and Devin Street have had their misdemeanor 

assault and conspiracy charges reduced to disorderly conduct counts. The players are charged 

with surrounding another student and punching him. 

Article: 

http ://sports.yahoo. com/news/pitt-football-players-assault-charges- 154456999--ncaaf. html 
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UNC Board of Governors Plan 

Synopsis: 

The UNC System Board of Governors is currently drafting and discussing a new strategic plan 

that will guide all &the universities in the system for the next five years. The plan includes new 

academic standards and will be voted upon in Februau. 

Article: 

http ://www. dailytarheel, com/article/2013/01/unc- system-b oard-of-governors-to-di scuss- 

controversial-strategic-plan 
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Admissions and Athletes 

Synopsis: 

The Admissions Office at UNC is implementing a new formula to predict the academic success 

of athletic recruits in order to allow an athlete to attend the school. The admissions office must 

sign off on all recruits and in some cases will meet as a panel to discuss the admittance of the 

recruit. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. dailytarheel, comiarticlei2013/01 iadmi ssions-adopts-formula-to-predict-academic- 

success-of-athletes 
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Forbes and Martin 

Synopsis: 

A few weeks ago, a writer for Forbes.corn posted an article claiming that comments made by Jim 

Martin were "fraudulent" in a blog post resembling that of a previously published article by the 

News and Observer. The article was deleted from the Forbes website, but the author has posted a 

new article explaining why he decided to delete it. In his rationale, he claims that he stands 

behind his former work, but thought that his language was too "harsh." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. forb es. corn/site sidarrenheitneri2013/01 i09iwhy-i-pulled-my-article-titled-university- 

of-north -carolinas-fraud-running-deeper/ 

Reaction: 

Many readers on the site are calling the new post "embarrassing for Forbes" and claim that the 

author was plagiarizing on the News and Observer. 

"Honestly, this is just embarrassing for Forbes. First, Mr. Heitner removed his blog post 

immediately following former Governor Martin sending him a written response pointing out the 

factual errors made in the post. So it is likely that the removal had little to do with the "writing 

and tone" &the post as Mr. Heitner would have us believe .... Forbes should demand more from 

their bloggers. Cowardice and untruthfulness should never be rewarded." 
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ACC Realignment and Schedules 

Synopsis: 

The ACC released football schedules for the 2013 season, including the two new teams added to 

the conference. The expansion of the conference has changed some "marquis games" that were 

traditionally played. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday. com/story/sport s/n caaf/acc/2013/01 /11/acc-realignment-im pacts-2013- 

football-schedules/1826955/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derrick Gragg Jr <dgraggir~emich.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 15, 2013 10:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Touching Ba~ (Football Scheduling) 

Morning Vince and Hapw New Year. I an1 just reaching out to tly to re-connect on tbotball scheduling for 2015. Please let me know if you are available to speak this 

week. My number is 734-487- 5277. Thanks’. Demck Gragg 

From: "Vince IIle" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg J¢’ <dgraggjr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 7:37:09 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Derrick, 

Sorry we keep missing each other. We remain interested in discussing your availability to play here October 3, 2015. I’m tied up in meetings tomorrow after 11 a.m. 

but have good availability before that. Look forw~xd to talking with you any time you can. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 7:21 PN 
To: ’Derrick Gragg Jr’ 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Sounds great. Look forward to talking with you then. Thanks Derrick. 

From: Derrick Gragg Jr [mailto;dgraggjr(,~emich.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2022 7:20 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Vince, I should be freed up around 2:15. Try me on my direct line 734-487-5277. Also, my cell is             . Thanks. DG 

From: Wince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg Jr" <dgragfljr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 7:13:10 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

OK, thanks. Yon have any time tomon’ow for a call? I have good availability after around 1:30 p.m. 

From: Derrick Gragg Jr [.__m___a_!J~_;_d__g_r__a__ggj_r_f~__e_tn[_c__h__:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, December :tO, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Vince, yes that is the exact date we have open. We have been negotiating with another BCS school tbr the same date during the past few months, so I’m trying to wrap 

it up one way or another as soon as I coda. Hope your faanily is doing well also. DG 

From: "Vince IIle" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg Jr" <dgraggjr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 6:25:59 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Demck, 

Jns’t following up, do you ,still have potential availability, for football here on October 3, 2015? If so, would like to discuss whenever yon’re available. Hope you and 

your family ale well. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: ’Derrick Gragg Jr’ 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Derrick, 

Sorry. it’s taken me so long to get back with you. Would you be available for a call tomorrow? Look forwald to talking with you when you have a chance. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report .docx 

Attached. Hope all is well. 

On Mon, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 

at 6:59 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

@gmail,com] 
4:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached. Have a great day! 

On Fri, at 6:51 PM, Ille, Vince < ille(&~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks L. Hope you enjoy a great weekend as well. 

From: [mailto: ;@qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1:00 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached. Have a great weekend! 

On Wed, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Report 

...is atiached. 

Thmll~s! 

at 8:29 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[mailto .@, gmail.com] 
3:15 PM 

@gmaiLcom 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adn’dnistration 

@gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

,@,gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Coramtmication 



Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

@gmail. corn 
University of Nort2a Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Comlnunication 
F~xercise and Sport Science: Sport A&ninistration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:01 AM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNCAA-ExeStaff <u ncaa_exestaff@grou ps.unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball meeting follow-up 

Joe, 

Thanks, great information. 

Appreciated the meeting as well. We will continue to pursue additional resources the best we can. 

We will start by getting a locker room status. 

Then move down your list in that order. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 6:16 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Beth (Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Volleyball meeting follow-up 

Hi Bubba, 

Thank you for the opportunity to meet today and discuss our volleyball program. 

I appreciate you taking the time to listen to the state of where things are, and some of the things we need to keep moving forward. 

I want our volleyball program to be in front of the line with your strategic plan. I mentioned that we shared the slide presentation with our team and have already had 

numerous discussions about the objectives with our staff as well. 

To meet those goals there are a few issues that I feel need some attention. 

As I mentioned in our time earlier today and numerous previous meetings, the LOCKER ROOM PROJECT is so important to us with recruiting, and keeping a quality place 

for our present team. We need to have a plan in place so we can correctly inform our prospects about our future plans. 

In STAFFING, I am my concerned especially for our first assistant Eve Rackham. I do think she may take an offer to visit with Virginia Commonwealth 

as they have called her numerous times about their head coach position. I think East Carolina University will be an opportunity she may listen to as well. 
It would be a major setback at this time if we were to lose her from our staff. Iwould like to know more on how to handle this, so that Ican advise her honestly, and in the 

best way possible. 

The other issue I spoke about was TUTORING and making more available for all of our student athletes without having to pay for the resources. 

There are other things I would like to talk about again in the future; as this meeting has me thinking more about the future and how we can get our program to be a 

consistent contender in the top 10 of the NCAA. I feel we have a good tradition of success in the ACC, but that is not the ultimate goal. I have our sights on winning the 

Conference as we return the majority of our team for next fall. As you may know in the past 4 5 years so many other ACC volleyball programs have invested significantly 

into their programs in salary, recruiting, facilities and staffing. We are on a roll at UNC with strong on court success and recruiting while earning an RP] of #14 nationally 

and ranking of #22 during the season in the AVCA coaches poll. The timing is right to add some resources to compliment our success and this will allow us to build the 

program we all want at the national level, 

One of the items I failed to mention which will help bring us to the next level nationally is hiring a Director of Operations position for volleyball. If you look at the top 

twenty five programs in the country, one of the obvious similarities is they each have a D of Ops. The other item as you have already witnessed is the home environment 
and creating consistent attendance. One of the key items I find significant in recruiting is the home crowd that we face in the Big 10, Big 12, SEC, etc. That has to do with 

the band, marketing, and the possibility that we could be charging ADMISSION for our games. This past season we ranked #30 nationally in attendance for Division I 

volleyball largely due to the efforts of           and            and,            We need to explore this avenue and see if the time is right to make this change 

for season ticket holders, and marketing our home events. I feel there are only three NCAAWOMEN’S sports on our campuses that have the potential to generate some 

revenue: basketball, soccer and volleyball. 

ACADEMICALLY, I also wanted to mention in the fall semester, that we had FIVE of our players on the DEAN’S LIST while NINE of our players are on track to be on the 

ACC Honor Roll. 

However, the other item to discuss is the need for additional funding for Summer School, 

I have attached THREE documents as I said I would from our meeting from this past fall which are the AVCA Division I Salary Survey, and the top Twenty Five 

comparisons, and Division I program support. Note: in the ACC only 8 of the twelve responded to the survey (FSU, and Virginia, did not respond and their salaries are 
among the top in the conference. So the averages do not include their information). 

I look forward to meeting with you again at your convenience and perhaps discuss your vision for volleyball and how we can meet those goals together. 

Thank you again. I appreciate your leadership for our department and look forward to working with you to reach all of our goals and making our mark for volleyball at 

the national level. 

Go Heels!, 
JOE SAGU LA 

Head Volleyball Coach 

U NIVERSITY OF NORT H CARO LINA 

Carmichael Arena 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:30 AM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Policy (minutes and release) 

Thanks, I believe our(not the conference)recognition of these students and coaches is appropriate and promoting ticket sales in Charlotte is key to our long term success. The 

context in the meeting was all about conference recognition. Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <r_i.c__k_.s_t_.e_L_@.__e_.._m_.a__[!:_9_n_.£:._e_..d_ .u_> 
Date= Wednesday, January 16, 2013 7:35 PM 

To: Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningharn <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: ACC Policy (minutes and release) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Yakola, Amy" <_a__y__a__k___o_]__a___C__m__t___h__e___a__c__c__.__o__r_~[> 

Date: January 16, 2013, 7:23:48 PM EST 

To: "Steinbacher, Rick (_r_[_c__k__s__t__e__L_@___e___m___a_j!_:_u___n__c_:__e__d__#.)" <[[c___k__s__t__e_~___@__e___m___a__j!_:_u__n___c_:_e___d___u_.>, "Rick Steinbacher (r__s__t__e__[_n__b___a__£h___e__E_@__u__!!£a___a__:_u__n___c__._e___d___u_.)" <~-s--t~-e-!--n--b-~-~--c-~--Le--r---(‘~#~-n--c--a-~-a-~-u-]--Lc-~--e--d---u-> 

Subject: ACC Policy (minutes and release) 

Rick, 
I thought it would be helpful to send along the portion of the minutes and public release that I referenced during our calls. 
I’ll look forward to connecting with you in the neat- future and appreciate your help in ensuring that the policies voted upon 
by the league’s membership are followed and that accurate messaging is used throughout your initiatives. 
Thanks, Amy 

Divisional/Regular Season Championship and Trophy for Ineligible Teams. There was discussion regarding teams deemed ineligible for conference 

championship play by the NCAA and after discussion, 

It was MOVED: 

"If a team is deemed ineligible for conference championship play by the NCAA, they will not be eligible to be acknowledged as division!regular 

season champions or receive trophies". 

It was further MOVED: 

"If an ineligible team emerges as a division champion, the second place team will be acknowledged as division/regular season champion". 

ACC Announces Future Scheduling Formats and Policies 
Football, men=e & women’s basketball and baseball highlighted in announcement from the ACC Fall Business Meetings. 

Oct. 3, 2012 
Needham, Mass. (theACC.com) - Atlantic Coast Conference Commissioner John Swofford announced today future scheduling formats and conference policies as approved by the ACC’s 
Faculty Athletic Representatives and Athletics Directors. The announcement was made following the annual ACC Fall Business Meetings. 

"The addition of Notre Dame gives us an opportunity to reinforce a number of conference rivalries in basketball and Olympic sports while also giving our schools greater flexibility in 

nonconference football scheduling," said ACC Commissioner John Swofford. "With Pitt, Syracuse and Notre Dame joining us, it is an exciting time in our league and our schools have made 
decisions that position us extremely well for the future." 

A breakdown of the action items are listed below: 

Football 

With the addition of Notre Dame playing five games annually against ACC teams, the league has determined it will play an eight-game conference schedule for 2013 and beyond. Divisions, 
primary crossover partners and rotating opponents from the opposite division will remain consistent to what was previously announced. 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball 

The ACC will continue to play an 18-game conference schedule with the addition of Notre Dame The scheduling model will be based on a two-partner format. 

Each year, teams will play every league opponent at least once with the two partners playing home and away annually. In addition to the four annual games against partners, the remaining 14 
conference games will feature home and away games with two rotating opponents and five home-only games and five road-only games. 

The two-primary-partner format preserves competitive balance and builds upon traditional rivalries while providing the opportunity to create new ones 

Boston College - Notre Dame and Syracuse 

Clemson - Florida State and Georgia Tech 
Duke - North Carolina and Wake Forest 

Florida State - Clemson and Miami 

Georgia Tech - Clemson and Notre Dame 

Maryland - Pitt and Virginia 

Miami - Florida State and Virginia Tech 
North Carolina - Duke and NC State 

NC State - North Carolina and Wake Forest 

Notre Dame - Boston College and Georgia Tech 
Pitt- Maryland and Syracuse 

Syracuse - Boston College and Pitt 

Virginia - Maryland and Virginia Tech 

Virginia Tech - Miami and Virginia 

Wake Forest- Duke and NC State 
Following the regular season, the ACC Tournament format will continue to feature all league members The Tournament will begin with three games on Wednesday, followed by four games on 

Thursday and Friday, two semifinals on Saturday and the championship game on Sunday The top four seeds will continue to receive byes into Friday’s quarterfinal round. 

In the annual ACC/B1G Challenge, the decision was made to include the 12 teams with the best RPI from the previous year. 

Baseball 
Beginning with the 2014 season, the ACC Baseball Championship will feature 10 teams in a six-day event A double-elimination format will be used Tuesday through Friday followed by two 

single-elimination games on Saturday and the Championship Game on Sunday. 



Conference Policy and Procedures 
The decision was made that should a member institution be ineligible for postseason competition due to NCAA sanctions, it will be ineligible for regular season or divisional recognition 

Amy Yakola 
ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, .X’C 27407 
avakola@thea~w.or~ 
Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 

.Xi Description: ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew B Bowers <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 12:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ptx~gge@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

agent registration questionnaire 

Hey- 

I’ve finished inputting all the quefftions into the agent registration questionnaire we’ve been talking about. It is not available for the public to view vet bm I would like you 

to take a look and let me know if it seems like it’ll meet your needs. Bear in mind, this is a starting point and not a finished product. 

A t~w things to keep in mind: 

1. I’ve prootiead the questionnaire a few times, but this is my first time putting together ~mething like this for GoHeels.com, and it’s possible I’ve made mistakes that 

I’ve missed. Please bear with me and forgive me tbr any emirs - your corrections and thoughts are appreciated. 

2. An electronic signature isn’t possible at the end of the questionnaire. I’ve handled that situation as best as I can given our restrictions with what NeuLion can do. Let 

me know your thoughts on how you’d like to proceed with that. 

3. Once this is functional, an agent’s answers can automatically be emailed to you (or a~lyone you designate). The answers also can be outputted to an Excel file, I’m 

told. Or both. 

4. It is not possible for agents to upload attachinents of any kind through this ques~tionnaire. They will have to be sent to you separately, either as an email attachmem 

or as a hard coW. 

5. There is flexibility as thr as ifa question is mandatoty to be answered or not. I’ve tried to set things up properly with regard to that, but let me know your thoughts. 

Here’s the link for you to check out: 

http:/iwww.goheels.conv’quest/Questionaire.dbml?OID 166721&DB OEM ID 3350 

This is only the questionnaire - we’ll put together something to make PDFs available for download, but that will be separate from this. 

Let me know what you think. I hope it’s a good starting point to move toward creating what you had in mind. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

¯ mobile 
GoHeels.com 



Sent via e-mail JanualT 17, 2013 

Vince Ille 
Sr. Assoc. Athletic DirectodComplianceiSmdent Services 
UNC Athletic Department 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
ille@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dear Mr. Ille: 

Gregg Wilson, Men’s and Women’s Swimming Coach has requested permission to speak with 
. a member of the UNC Men’s Swimming team. 

We would appreciate your permission to contact in accordance with NCAA bylaw 13.1.1.3. 

Please feel free to contact me if there are any questions and send correspondence to my attention 
at:            UC Santa Barbara Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Office of Compliance 
ICA Building # 1209A - Santa Barbara, CA 93106-5200 

~@nlsn.com 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Kaia Hedlund 
Intemn Director of Compliance 
Phone: 805-893-8219 
E-Mail:            @msn.com 

C: Diane O’Brien - diane.obrien@athletics.ucsb.edu 
Gregg Wilson - gregg.wilson@athletics.ucsb.edu 
Kayla Smith - kayla.smith@athletics.ucsb.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 3:04 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: agent registration questionnaire 

Working on that now. Just wanted you to have the update that it is being created. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 1/17/2013 3:01 PM > > > 
I’ll rely on you to review and modi~ where you think it is necessary. Thanks. 

From: Matthew B Bowers [mailto:mattbowers@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 12:32 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge 
Subject: agent registration questionnaire 
Hey - 

I’ve finished inputting all the questions into the agent registration questionnaire we’ve been talking about. It is not available for file punic to view yet but I would like you to 

take a look and let me know if it seems like it’ll meet your needs. Bea in min& this is a starting point and not a finished product. 

A few things to keep in mind: 

1. I’ve proofread the quesfiormair¢ a few times, but this is my first time puthng together something like this for GoHeels.com, and it’s possible I’ve nrade mistakes that I’ve 

missed. Please bear with me and forgive me for any errors - your corrections and thoughts are appreciated. 

2. An electronic signature isn’t possible at the end of the questionnaire. I’ve handled that situation as best as I can given our restrictions with what NeuLion can do. Let me 
know your thoughts on how you’d like to proceed with that. 

3. Once this is thnctional, an agent’s answ-ers can automatically be emailed to you (or anyone you designate). The answers also can be outputted to an Excel tile, I’m told. 

Or both. 

4. It is not possible fi)r agents to upload attachments of any kind through this questionnaire. They roll have to be sent to you ~parately, either as an emaJl attachment or 

as a hard copy. 

5. There is flexibility as tar as ifa question is mandatory to be answered or not. I’ve tried to set firings up properly wifil legaxd to that, but let me know your thoughts. 
Here’s the link for you to check out: 

Tiffs is only the questionnaire - we’ll put together somefiring to maJce PDFs available for download, but that will be separate from this. 

Let me know what you think. I hope it’s a good starting point to move toward creating what you had in mind. 

- nth 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 
mattbowers@unc,edu 
(919) 962-7259 - once 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:04 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]fie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Permission to Contact 

LJNC.pdf 

For you... 

>>> Kaia Hedlund < 

Dear Vince, 

Attached is a request to contact 

Thank you 

Kaia Hedlund 

Interim Director of Compliance 

UC Santa Barbara 

~@msn,com 

~msn.com; 2:25 PM > >> 

member Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this matter. 



Sent via e-mail JanualT 17, 2013 

Vince Ille 
Sr. Assoc. Athletic DirectodComplianceiSmdent Services 
UNC Athletic Department 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
ille@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dear Mr. Ille: 

Gregg Wilson, Men’s and Women’s Swimming Coach has requested permission to speak with 
. a member of the UNC Men’s Swimming team. 

We would appreciate your permission to contact in accordance with NCAA bylaw 13.1.1.3. 

Please feel free to contact me if there are any questions and send correspondence to my attention 
at:            UC Santa Barbara Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Office of Compliance 
ICA Building # 1209A - Santa Barbara, CA 93106-5200 

~@nlsn.com 

Thank you for your assistance in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Kaia Hedlund 
Intemn Director of Compliance 
Phone: 805-893-8219 
E-Mail:            ~b)msn.com 

C: Diane O’Brien - diane.obrien@athletics.ucsb.edu 
Gregg Wilson - gregg.wilson@athletics.ucsb.edu 
Kayla Smith - kayla.smith@athletics.ucsb.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hare, Geolge (Public Safeb~) <ghare@psafeb,.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 5:34 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Homeland Security Survey for Kenan and SAC 

Darryl Aspev 
IjS Departm~_mt of Homeland Security 
Protectiw~ Security Advisor 
Raleigh, NC 
(9&9) 855-.1042 Office 

; lVIobil~_~/B P; 
Iv]obile 

Hi Paul, 
I just received a call from Darryl Aspey. DHS has identified our athletic facilities (Kenan and SAC) as critical infrastructures to Homeland Security. DHS has asked Darryl to 
inquire of UNC’s interest in having a security survey conducted of our facilities. He will sending me a request, Express Statement, to conduct a security survey at a time 
convenient to athletic staff. If we agree and sign off probably you and me), he plugs us into their computer for scheduling. The survey will ask a ton of Qs, takes about 5-6 hrs, 
and collects information related to security, power, lighting, electrical, water, gas, perimeter security, surveillance, etc. DHS then takes that information and creates a 
"Dashboard" (blueprint) of comparative information and data in relation to athletic facilities across the country. They have done 100s and include Clemson, S.C. and NCSU 
(NCSU plans on a second one soon). The Dashboard frames the recommendations based on worse case scenarios during an athletic event. 
Their point of contact is always the DPS of a particular university and, in this case, me. But he knows it must have the full support and assistance of the Athletic Department. 
We have worked with Darryl before when they conducted the same survey for our building and the Cogen Plant. He is smooth to work with. 
I wanted to present this to you to allow you to have discussions with the AD and among your staff. They would need the commitment of IT, facilities, operations, etc, i.e. all 
those with functional expertise to help answer the Qs. 
We can talk later. Just wanted to put this on your radar screen. 
George 
Lt. Col. George B. Hare, Deputy Chief 
UNC-CH Department of Public Safety 
285 Manning Dr. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 

(O) 919-966-4994 
(F) 919-843-6160 
ghare@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 18, 2013 11:00 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Re: ACC Policy (minutes mid release) 

Amy Yakola called me today and asked me if we were proceeding with our plans relative to ACC coastal champ recognition. I told her we were. She asked me to tell 

you that the conference office thinks you should call John Swofford to discuss their strong objections to what we are doing. I told her I would pass that along to you as 

best I could. Rick 

On Jan 17, 2013, at 3:29 AM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bnbbac(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, I believe our(not the conference)recognition of these students and coaches is appropriate and promoting ticket sales in Charlotte is key to our 

long tenn success. The context in the meeting was all about conference recognition. Thanks, 

Bubba Cnnningha~l 

Director of AtNetics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Steinbacher>, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 7:35 PM 

To: Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: ACC Policy (minutes and release) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Yakola, Amy" <ayakola?tbtheacc.org> 

Date: January 16, 2013, 7:23:48 PM EST 

To: "Steinbacher, Rick (rickstei(i~emaJlamc.edn)" <rickstei¢~emaJl.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher (rstembache~uncaaamc.edu)" 

Subject: ACC Policy (minutes mid release) 

Rick, 
I thought it would be helpful to send along the portion of the minutes and public release that I referenced during 
our calls. 
I’ll look forward to connecting with you in the near future and appreciate your help in ensuring that the policies 
voted upon by the league’s membership are followed and that accurate messaging is used throughout your 
initiatives. 
Thanks, Amy 
Q::~i~i@::~i::N~i::i::i::Z~iN::NN::I::iNi@::i::i::iN::~iNi~i~ 
Divisional/Regular Season Championship and Trophy for Ineligible Teams. There was discussion regarding teams deemed ineligible for 

conference championship play by the NCAA and after discussion, 

It was MOVED: 

"If a team is deemed ineligible for conference championship play by the NCAA, they will not be eligible to be acknowledged as 

division/regular season champions or receive trophies". 

It was further MOVED: 

"If an ineligible team emerges as a division champion, the second place team will be acknowledged as division/regular season 

champion". 

ACC Announces Future Scheduling Formats and Policies 
Football men’s & women’s basketball and baseball highlighted in announcement [rom the ACC Fall Business Meetings. 

Oct. 3, 2012 
Needham, Mass. (theACC.som) - Atlantic Coast Conference Commissioner John Swofford announced today future scheduling formats and conference policies as 

approved by the ACC’s Faculty Athletic Representatives and Athletics Directors. The announcement was made following the annual ACC Fall Business Meetings 
"The addition of Notre Dame gives us an opportunity to reinforce a number of conference rivalries in basketball and Olympic sports while also giving our schools greater 

flexibility in nonconference football scheduling," said ACC Commissioner John Swofford. "With Pitt, Syracuse and Notre Dame joining us, it is an exciting time in our league and 

our schools have made decisions that position us extremely well for the future." 

A breakdown of the action items are listed below: 
Football 

With the addition of Notre Dame playing five games annually against ACC teams, the league has determined it will play an eight-game conference schedule for 2013 and 

beyond Divisions, primary crossover partners and rotating opponents from the opposite division will remain consistent to what was previously announced. 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball 
The ACC will continue to play an 18-game conference schedule with the addition of Notre Dame. The scheduling model will be based on a two-partner format. 

Each year, teams will play every league opponent at least once with the two partners playing home and away annually. In addition to the four annual games against partners, 

the remaining 14 conference games will feature home and away games with two rotating opponents and five home-only games and five road-only games. 

The two-primary-partner format preserves competitive balance and builds upon traditional rivalries while providing the opportunity to create new ones. 
Boston College - Notre Dame and Syracuse 

Clemson - Florida State and Georgia Tech 

Duke - North Carolina and Wake Forest 

Florida State - Clemson and Miami 



Georgia Tech - Clemson and Notre Dame 
Maryland - Pitt and Virginia 

Miami - Florida State and Virginia Tech 
North Carolina - Duke and NC State 

NC State - North Carolina and Wake Forest 
Notre Dame - Boston College and Georgia Tech 
Pitt- Maryland and Syracuse 

Syracuse - Boston College and Pitt 

Virginia - Maryland and Virginia Tech 

Virginia Tech - Miami and Virginia 
Wake Forest- Duke and NC State 

Following the regular season, the ACC Tournament format will continue to feature all league members. The Tournament will begin with three games on Wednesday, followed 

by four games on Thursday and Friday, two semifinals on Saturday and the championship game on Sunday. The top four seeds will continue to receive byes into Friday’s 
quarterfinal round. 

In the annual ACC/B1G Challenge, the decision was made to include the 12 teams with the best RPI from the previous year. 

Baseball 

Beginning with the 2014 season, the ACC Baseball Championship will feature 10 teams in a six-day event. A double-elimination format will be used Tuesday through Friday 

followed by two single-elimination games on Saturday and the Championship Game on Sunday. 

Conference Policy and Procedures 
The decision was made that should a member institution be ineligible for postseason competition due to NCAA sanctions, it will be ineligible for regular season or divisional 

recognition. 

Amy Yakola 
ACC Senior Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, b[C 27407 
ayakola@theacc.org 
Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 

~iI Description: ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu.edtc, 

Friday, Janualy 18, 2013 4:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Question tbr you 

Vince - I responded to an individual inquiry. While you may disagree with my opinion, I expressed concerns also held by others, not just 

me. I regret the response has been widely circulated, however. 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records 

Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 

On Fri, Jan 18, 2013 at 2:55 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Came, 

The "message" below was brought to my attention today. It has appeared on Inside Carolina (http:i/mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s 78&~1408&t 11191168 ). Is this 
message or any potion thereof authentic? Was m:y portion of it produced by you or m:yone in your deparhn:ent? I would appreciate you letting me know. Thanks for 
your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of Nortk Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

i!~i 
cid:JLSG 

BXVIEM 

KZ.IMAG 

E 27ipg 

Hi, * ...... ! Thanks for your email! From what I understand, the NCAA is currently reviewing the Governor’s report and will determine whether NCAA rules violations have 
taken place. I have heard that if there was no athletics department involvement in the academic fraud (e.g., arranging the fraud, asking for the fraud to take place, facilitating 
the fraud), that the NCAA’s view is that it would not be considered a violation of NCAA rules. They also cite that it was not only student-athletes who benefited from the 

fraud, that "normal" students did as well. 

In my view, if a student-athlete is involved in academic fraud, and the institution then allows that student-athlete to compete in intercollegiate competition, then a violation of 
NCAA rules has occurred. The interpretation below details how this analysis should take place. Personally, I am waiting to see what the NCAA will do with the Governor’s 

report, if anything, before I start asking specific questions of folks on the NCAA enforcement staff and interpretative staff about how and why UNC’s circumstances do not 
constitute violations of NCAA rules, and I’m not going to stop asking questions until I get logical answers that are based on NCAA rules and associated interpretations. 
Stay tuned. 

Official Interpretation 

Academic Fraud (I) 
Date Published: September 6, 2000 
Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

The subcommittee reviewed the application of Bylaw 10.1-(b) as it relates to academic fraud and agreed that the following guidelines generally should be used in 
determining whether an incident of academic fraud should be reported to the NCAA as a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b) or should be handled exclusively at the institutional level 
in accordance with its policies applicable to all students. 

The subcommittee confirmed that an institution is required to report a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b) any time an institutional staff member (e.g., coach, professor, tutor, 
teaching assistant) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or enrolled student-athlete, regardless of whether the 
institutional staff member acted alone or in concert with the prospective or enrolled student-athlete. The subcommittee confirmed that an institution is required to report a 
violation of Bylaw 10-1-(b) any time a student-athlete, acting alone or in concert with others, knowingly becomes involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit or false 



transcripts, regardless of whether such conduct results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility. If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g., cheating on a test, 
plagiarism on a term pape0 with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not required to report a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b), unless the academic 
offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes for the institution. Finally, the subcommittee noted that in all cases 
in which a student-athlete knowingly engages in conduct that violates institutional policies, the institution is required to handle a student-athlete’s academic offense in 
accordance with its established academic policies applicable to all students, regardless of whether the violation is reportable under Bylaw 10.1-(b)] or whether the student- 
athlete was acting alone or in concert with others. [Reference: Bylaw 10.1-(b)] 

Carrie A. Doyle 
Sr. Assoc. AD for Compliance 
North Carolina State University 

~ncsu .edu 
w, wv.gopack.com/complia nce 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:35 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Today’s is pretty long! 

Hope you have a great weekend. 

On Wed, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

at 7:59 PM, Ille, Vince <ille,~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

[mailto: @gmail,com] 
4:30 PMI 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attached. Hope all is well. 

On Mon, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Mlonday, 

at 6:59 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.anc.eda> wrote: 

[mailto:           @gmail.com] 
4:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached. Have a great day! 

On Fri, at 6:51 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope you eNoy a great weekend as well. 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1:00 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached. Have a great weekend! 

On Wed, 

Thanks 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

...is attached. 

Thanks! 

at 8:29 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[mailto:           ~qmail.com] 
3:15 PM 

2~mail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



,@,glnail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Commtmication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

(£~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport A&ninistration 

~mail.com 
Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email¯unc¯edu> 

Saturday, January. 19, 2013 12:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Question tbr you 

That is wrong. She has no business weighing in on tilts topic¯ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 19, 2013, at 9:54 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emat.anc.edu> wTote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.anc.edu> 
Date: January 18, 2013, 6:29:19 PM EST 

To: "Brad Hostetter (bhostetter({~theacc.org)" <bhostetter({~theacc.org> 

Cc: "carrie dovle(~)ncsu.edu" <carrie dovle(?~ncsu.edu> 
Subject: F~: (.)uestion for you 

Brad, 

Is this how it w-orks in the ACC? Do you think it is appropriate tbr a current compliance administrator at another league institution, who is 

ala~ a tbnner NCAA entbrcement sta~" member herseK to "start asking specific questions of tblks on the NCAA enforcement staff’and 
interpretative staff’about how and why UNC’s circumstances do not constitute violations of NC~AJk idles..." and to offer assurances that she 

won’t "stop asking questions until I get logical answers that are based on NCAA rules and associated interpretations?" At a minimum, an 

obvious concern is the es~tablislmlent of any plecedent whereby Carrie or any other ACC counterpart can interact with, participate in, or 

possibly even exeln[ improper influence on the NC.&A enforcement stafl" s evaluation of a fellow conference member. But Brad, you know 

me pretty well. If that’s what we do around here, just let me know because I’m willing and able to jump right in. Thanks for your help¯ 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

1~ 
iI cid:JLSG 

BXVlEM 
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.!’.:(G,!’.~’.~.::’.,i 
From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyk3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 18, 2013 4:31 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Question for you 

Vince - T responded to an individual inquiry. While you may disagree with my opinion, T expressed concerns also 

held by others, not just me. I regret the response has been widely circulated, however. 

Carrie A. Doyle 

came doyle(?~ncsu¯edu 

w~x~v.£oNck.com/com pliance 
"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the 
NC Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 

On Fri, Jan 18, 2013 at 2:55 PM, Ille, Vince <i!_l__e__@__e!_n_~L__uj!_c_=_e_£t__u_> wrote: 

Carrie, 

The "message" below was brought to my attention today. It has appeared on Inside Carolina (http:i,’mbd¯scout.com/mb.aspx? 

s 78&f 1408&~11191168 ). Is this message or any potion thereof authentic? Was any portion of it produced by you or anyone in your 

department? I would appreciate you letting me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 



Hi, * ...... ! Thanks for your email! From what I understand, the NCAA is currently reviewing the Governor’s report and will determine whether NCAA 
rules violations have taken place. I have heard that if there was no athletics department involvement in the academic fl~ud (e.g., arranging the 
fraud, asking for the fraud to take place, facilitating the fraud), that the NCAA’s view is that it would not be considered a violation of NCAA rules. 
They also cite that it was not only student-athletes who benefited from the fraud, that "normal" students did as well. 

In my view, if a student-athlete is involved in academic fraud, and the institution then allows that student-athlete to compete in intercollegiate 
competition, then a violation of NCAA rules has occurred. The interpretation below details how this analysis should take place. Personally, I am 
waiting to see what the NCAA will do with the Governor’s report, if anything, before I start asking specific questions of folks on the NCAA 
enfomement staff and interpretative staff about how and why UNC’s circumstances do not constitute violations of NCAA rules, and I’m not going to 
stop asking questions until I get logical answers that are based on NCAA rules and associated interpretations. Stay tuned. 

Official Interpretation 

Academic Fraud (I) 
Date Published: September 6, 2000 
Item Ref: 3 

Interpretation: 

The subcommittee reviewed the application of Bylaw 10.1-(b) as it relates to academic fraud and agreed that the following guidelines generally 
should be used in determining whether an incident of academic fraud should be reported to the NCAA as a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b) or should be 
handled exclusively at the institutional level in accordance with its policies applicable to all students. 

The subcommittee confirmed that an institution is required to report a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b) any time an institutional staff member (e.g., 
coach, professor, tutor, teaching assistant) is knowingly involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or 
enrolled student-athlete, regardless of whether the institutional staff member acted alone or in concert with the prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete. The subcommittee confirmed that an institution is required to report a violation of Bylaw 10-1-(b) any time a student-athlete, acting alone or 
in concert with others, knowingly becomes involved in arranging fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts, regardless of whether such 
conduct results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility. If a student-athlete commits an academic offense (e.g., cheating on a test, plagiarism on 
a term paper) with no involvement of an institutional staff member, the institution is not required to report a violation of Bylaw 10.1-(b), unless the 
academic offense results in an erroneous declaration of eligibility and the student-athlete subsequently competes for the institution. Finally, the 
subcommittee noted that in all cases in which a student-athlete knowingly engages in conduct that violates institutional policies, the institution is 
required to handle a student-athlete’s academic offense in accordance with its established academic policies applicable to all students, regardless 
of whether the violation is reportable under Bylaw 10.1-(b)] or whether the student-athlete was acting alone or in concert with others. [Reference: 
Bylaw 10.1 -(b)] 

Carrie A. Doyle 
Sr. Assoc. AD for Compliance 
North Carolina State University 

carrie doyle@ncsu.edu 
~___w__~g__o_ p__’_a___c__k_~__c_’_o__Ln_/_ ~__o_ E~_ p_[[’_a__r_Lc___e_ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Janua~ 19, 2013 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Billl:xmsds 

Additional into from the ACC on this. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frora: "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Date: January 19, 2013, 9:19:18 AM EST 

To: "I,ance Markos" <markos(tbunc~m.unc.edu>, "Matt Burgemeister" <mbilrgemeister@theacc.org> 

Subject: RE: Billboards 

<’.--[ifmso 9]--><!--[endit]--> 

Lat~ce and Ma*t 

Give~ the prospeet’s ~ame, I tort concerned *hat thi:~ is very :dmilar to the sitaafion fl~a* led to the violatio~ ~oted in the violation~ FirsL I a~n no* eomfort~ible 

~ Na a~e North beit~g i~ larger letters sit~ce thai is a known targeted prospect’s t~ame....ihe same prospect lha* raised NI lbe concerns t’e]aed to the spring 

practice ~md auteN:aph session,s at his hig~ sehoo~ last spring~ I san eo~Nde~t that every oflaer school would raise this as a concern in a :dmilar way that ended 

with lbe noted viola~ion report. ’H~e "We Waist You in Bh~e" billboard may be ok but I would hope ~bis is a board tha:~ exists ~hroughot~ ~be state ifyot~’re 

goi*3g to suggest to anyone t~at the location of the board and proximiU to the prospe~x a~e ~ot purposefifl. 

A~ the end of~be day, this is a factaal issue...therc is; either recruiting me, Nation or no~ fl~ere shotfldn’t be a~y t~eed ~o ~estab]ish" rcaso~N?le argtm~ents to 

defend fl~e billboards. I do~’t want to get i*m~ a war’ of billboards fl~rougheu~ o~r fi)(q)fi*~t m~d would suggest flint I am not comf’ormble wi~h t~e "North" being 

in difl’crent l’on* or the billboard unle:~s R is the clear m~’keting eampaig~ throughm~t flae state~ 

Let us M~ow if 3,ou wm~t to discuss in more detail. I am just getting camght up after being o~t so apologize [br my delay i*~ jntN)ing in. 

Brad 

From: Burgemeister, Matt 

Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 11:09 AN 

To: Lance Narkos 

Co: Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject: RE: Billboards 

Hi Lance, 
Thanks for sharing these, I think there are a couple of interesting issues. At initial glance, neither appear to have an overtly recruiting message so l’m not sure 
the content is problematic, though you’re probably more likely to get more questions about the "North" billboard. But the bylaw says "designed to solicit the 
enrollment of a prospective student-athlete," so your description 9ives me a little hesitation as it seems to indicate there may be some recruiting motivation here. 
Unfortunately, there isn’t mush interpretive guidance on LSDBI. My understanding is that the institution would have the responsibility to determine whether the 
billboardslmaterials are marketing versus recruiting, and the institution has to be comfortable that the billboards are for a promotional purpose (and to defend 
them if asked by another institution, the conference or NC:AA). 
There is one secondary violation report that is somewhat helpful. While the details of the content may not match directly, it does seem to indicate that the 
ooaeh’s involvement in developing content makes it harder to refute that the item has a recruiting purpose if there is confusion. I don’t think it is a requirement 
that the eoaoh not be involved in the content, but the lack of involvement would seem to help support that it was for marketing rather than recruiting purposes. 
Essentially, it is tougher to defend a football recruiting board that is "okayed" by the marketing staff than a marketinglpromotional material that involves the sport. 
Another potential explanation would be that the boards are part of a marketinglbmnding campaign, in which case they would presumably appear in multiple 
locations, which helps support that it is not targeted toward a particular prospect (as opposed to a small number near the prospeet’s home and school). 
I hope these thoughts are helpful. Let us know if you have any further questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

Student-Athlete ReinsIatement/Secondary Case 

Secondary Case Ntmiber: 51519 SA Reinstatement Case Nmnber: 0 

Secondary Decision Date:March 15, 2012 SA Reinstatement Decision Date: 

Division: I 

Involved Sports: Football 

Facts: 

The athletics department contracted with an outside vendor to lea~ billboards around the state promoting the department,. Specifically, the billboards 

included quotes ti-om institutionaJ staffthat were directed at the recruitment of prospective student-athletes. 

Additional Facts: 

Insqdtution Action: 

Billboards removed. Compliance staff’to review all future content m~d locations of billboards. All coaches and sport-specific personnel prohobited fiom 
being consulted or having input regaacding billboards. Letter of admonishinent issued to involved sIafl’member. Involved s~fl’member required to attend 
rules seminar. 
Enforcement Action: 
No further action. 
EligibiliD- Action: 
STAFF: 
RationaJ, e: 

STAFF: 

Ret~rences 

.I_:._e_gi_~! ~fi. ~ .e__ .R._e_.{ e__~:e_._n_.c_’_e_~ Other 

])iv. Number Title Interpretations: 0 

I    13.4.3.1 Recruiting Advertisements. Education Column: 0 



From: Lance Markos [.__m___a_!J_t__o_i~)_a__[_k__o__s_~__u___n__c__a___a_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 9:45 PM 

To: Burgemeister, Matt 

Subject: Billboards 

Hey Matt, 

How’s it going? I’ve got two possible billboards that I need to run by you that we’re planning on using down in the Charlotte area. They’ll be electronic, 

rotating billboards that will be located between Concord and Charlotte on I 85. The primary focus is to help us sell tickets for next football season down in 

that part of the state. 

Our Marketing staff, who oversees all ticket sale promotions, is comfortable with these two specific billboards for their purposes. The question is whether or 

not we have an issue from 13.4.3.1 and Recruiting Advertisements. For instance, you’ll notice that the North is larger than time rest of the text ill one of them. In 

the context of placing this down near the South Carolina border, it could reasonably be said that we are staking our territory out with South Carolina, even as 

it emphasizes what just happens to be the last name of the prospect. The ad also clearly invites the general public to purchase their tickets with us; we have no 

interest in the prospect purchasing tickets, so it may be reasonably argued that these are not directed at him. 

Can you give us the conference’s take on these particular advertisements and whether or not we have any issues with 13.4.3.1 or not? The ambiguity is 

intentional but we also hope with in the letter of the bylaw. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 19, 2013 8:26 PM 

ACC Intern <webintern@theacc.org>; Aaron Keck <Akeck@1360wchl.com>; Aaron Schoonmaker <sports@wral.com>; Andrew 

Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Chansky <          @gmail.com>; Associated Press <apraleigh@ap.org>; Barry Leffler 

<bleffler@1360wchl.com>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Chapel Hill 

News <chnsports@nando.com>; Charlotte Observer <obsports@charlotteobserver.com>; Chris Moore 

_~gmail.com>; College Tennis Online <supportstaff@collegetennisonline.com>; Daily Tar Heel 

<sports@dailytarheel.com>; Durham Herald-Sun <sports@heraldsun.com>; Greensboro News & Record <sports@news- 

record.com>; Griff Thompson <sss2@pipeline.com>; Heather Hirschman <hhirschman@theacc.org>; file, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Kip Coons.        @bellsouth.net>; News 14 Carolina <sports@news14.com>; Raleigh News & 

Observer <sports@newsobserver.com>; Steve Phillips <sphillips@theacc.org>; WCHL 1 <news@wchl.com>; WCHL Radio 

<news@wch11360.com>; WCHL2 <info@chapelboro.com>; WCHL3 <jordan@chapelboro.com>; Winston-Salem Journal 

<sports@wsjournal.com>; Ufnowski, Amy <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Tar Heels Finish Opening Day 2-0 

Tar Heels Finish Opening Day 2-0 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(January 19, 2013) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -- The 18th-ranked North Carolina men’s tennis team finished off its opening day with a 6-1 win over Gardner-Webb, leaving the Tar Heels with 

a spotless 2-0 mark after the opening day of competition. Earlier on Saturday, Carolina defeated Wofford 7-0 in its season opener at Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. 

The Tar Heels claimed early momentum as they swept all three doubles matches while dropping only five games. Freshman Stuart DePaolo and sophomore 

Oystein Steiro were first off the court at #3 as they defeated Benjamin Kaszas and Joao Poli 8-1. That was followed up quickly with a win at #1 doubles by the 44th- 

ranked duo of Esben Hess-Olesen and Nelson Vick as it defeated Ernest Alberch and Matthew Parker 8-1. UNC’s Brett Clark and William Parker also won for the Tar 

Heels at the #2 doubles spot. 

U NC went on to win the first five singles matches off the court to build a winning 6-0 advantage before the Bulldogs captured the #6 singles match. Carolina 

captured all five of the matches at the top-seeded positions in straight sets. Junior Nelson Vick won decisively 6-1, 6-0 at #2 singles while William Parker earned a 

6-1, 6-3 decision at #3 singles. 

Senior Taylor Meyer turned in one of the finest performances of the day as he defeated Matthew Parker of the Bulldogs 6-4, 6-0 at #5 singles, clinching shortly 

after Esben Hess-Olesen bageled Adam Knutsson-Sundblad in the second set of a 6-3, 6-0 triumph. Oystein Steiro had the last point for UNC as he downed Ernest 

Alberch at #4 singles by a 6-4, 6-3 score. 

The Tar Heels will next be in action on Friday, January 19 in the ITA Kickoff Event being hosted by the University of Illinois at the Atkins Tennis Center. U NC will 

meet Tulsa at 2 p.m. in the first of two matches followed by Illinois against Tennessee at 6 p.m. The two winners meet on Saturday for a spot in the ITA Indoor 

Nationals February 15-18 in Seattle, Wash. 

#18 North Carolina 6, Gardner-Webb 1 

Doubles (Team Winning Majority Of Matches Earns One Team Point) 

Order of match finish: (3, 1, 2) 

1. #44 Esben Hess-Olesen and Nelson Vick (UNC) d. Ernest Alberch and Matthew Parker (GW), 8-1 

2. Brett Clark and William Parker (UNC) d. Adam Knutsson-Sundblad and Nikita Zverkov (GW), 8-3 

3. Stuart DePaolo and Oystein Steiro (UNC) d. Benjamin Kaszas and Joao Poll (GW), 8-1 

Singles (One Team Point Per Singles Match) 

Order of match finish: (2, 3, 1, 5, 4, 6) 

1. #18 Esben Hess-Olesen (UNC) d. Adam Knutsson-Sundblad (GW), 6-3, 6-0 

2. #58 Nelson Vick (UNC) d. Roman Piftor (GW), 6-1, 6-0 

3. #102 William Parker (UNC) d. Benjamin Kaszas (GW), 6-1, 6-3 

4. Oystein Steiro (UNC) d. Ernest Alberch (GW), 6-4, 6-3 

S. Taylor Meyer (UNC) d. Matthew Parker (GW), 6-4, 6-0 

6. Brendan Dempsey (GW) d. Maik Ulrich (UNC), 3-6, 6-3, 6-2 

Records: North Carolina (2-0), Gardner-Webb (0-1) 

Dave Clark Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 (office) 

cell) 

Davelohse@unc.edu 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:04 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Today’s Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report docx 

Is attached. A bit of a slow news day today._ must be all of the NFL coverage instead. 

Hope you had a nice weekend! 

~gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 10:14 PM 

Ron Miller --nmller~i@uncaa.unc.e&P, Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@emml.unc.edu;~; ’Beth Miller’ <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu~; ’I,ance Markos’ 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Info on recruits 

Ron and Josh, 

As we prepare to release decisions for first deadline applicants, I wanted to check in with you on the students listed below. All of these students have a 

competitive admissions decision of deny. If you plan to slot any of these students, please let me know ASAP. If you would like us to consider deferring any of 

t:hese st:t~denl:s, h:’t me know that as well. if Vot~ know you will not be awarding a slot, we will go ahead and send the deny n.:_~tification. (As a remind~:_~r, anyone 

b~:_~ir~g deterred will rec~:_~ive not:ification from us t:hat w~-_~ are asking for their fall semester grades and we will notify th~:_~ student in lat~-_~ March of a final admissions 

decision.) 

If at all possible, please respond by 9:00 AM Thursday morning, January 24th. 

Thanks. 
garba ra 

From: Polk, Barbara -1o 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: Ron Miller 
Co: Ille, Vince; Bunting, Mike; Beth Miller; Lance Markos 
Subject: RE: Info on recruits 

"~.O~L 

In advance of our m ee~inl.,, th~s afl:ernoon, please see the at-t~ched, 

Thanks. 

P~arbara 
Barbara 1. [-’o[k 

0 ffice of lh!derg~ad uate Admb;~;ior, s 
tJgtiV(:l’~;ity of North Ca~o]it!a at Chapel Hill 
PhoBic: 9U)-.960-.39 ?~9 

From: Ron Miller [mailto:rmiller~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 12:17 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Cc: ]lie, Vince; Bunting, Hike; Beth Hiller; Lance Harkos 
Subject: Info on recruits 
Hi Barbara: 

As you discussed with Josh earlier today, I am forwarding all the information [ have collected on our recruits as of 6PM today. Attached is an excel file with a summary sheet 
of all of our known recruits, a legend to help understand the color coding and a couple of wish lists. The one with the possible competitive admits being the key one now, and 
the additional Slot list for later on. There is one individual we would like to use or last slot for. Her name is              but she is currently in 

and may miss the application deadline as she will not be back until after the 7th. Is this an issue? Josh and I look forward to meeting with you next week. 

Coach Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 10:29 PM 

Ron Miller -mmller~i@uncaa.unc.edtv-, Webb, Josh <jdwebb@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@email.unc.edu>; ’Beth Miller’ <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’I,ance Markos’ 

< marko@uncaa.unc .edu> 

RE: Info on recruits 

Sorry for the extra emait but there is one more for the list ..... 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 10:14 PM 
To: ’Ron Miller’; Webb, Josh 
Co: Ille, Vince; Buntine, Mike: ’Beth Miller’; ’Lance Markos’; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: Info on recruits 

Ron and Josh, 

As we prepare to release decisions for first deadline applicants, I wanted to check in with you on the students listed below. Atl of these students have a 

competitive admissions decision of deny. If you plan to slot any of these students, please let rne know ASAP. If you would like us to consider deferring any o1: 

these students, let me know that as well. If you know you will not be awarding a slot, we will go ahead and send the deng notification. (As a reminder, angone 

k>Ang de[erred wiil rec~-Ave not:ificati.:_~n from us t:hat w~-_~ are asking for their fall semester grades and we wili not:ify th~:_~ student in iab-:~ March of a final admissions 

decision.) 

It: at all possible, please respond by 9:00 AM Thursday morrfing, January 24th. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

From: Polk, Barbara 30 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 12:13 PN 
To: Ron Miller 
Co: Ille, Vince; Buntinq, Mike; Beth Miller; Lance Markos 
Subject: RE: Info on recruits 

~.on, 

In advance of our m eetinl.,, this al~:ernoon, pRase see the att~ched, 

Thanks. 

Barbara 
~-arbara !. Po~k 
Deputy Director 
Office of {~r..dergradnate Adm{ssio]’.s 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-39.~9 

From: Ron Miller [mailto:rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 12:17 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Cc: llle, Vince; BuntinQ, Mike; Beth Miller; Lance Markos 
Subject: Info on recruits 
Hi Barbara: 

As you discussed with Josh earlier today, I am forwarding all the information I have collected on our recruits as of 6PM today. Attached is an excel file with a summary sheet 
of all of our known recruits, a legend to help understand the color coding and a couple of wish lists. The one with the possible competitive admits being the key one now, and 
the additional Slot list for later on. There is one individual we would like to use or last slot for. Her name is              but she is currently 

and may miss the application deadline as she will not be back until after the 7th. Is this an issue? Josh and I look forward to meeting with you next week. 

Coach Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

update 

Hello Vince, 
Just wanted to give you a quick update. I attended the blue/white scrimmaqe on Saturday and it went pretty well. Our freshman hit a home run 

and is playing really well, as well as many others. ] also attended the       Game operations meeting yesterday. The meeting covered promotions, parking, facilities issues 

and staffing for the upcoming season. ] thought it went pretty well, and you have probably seen the email list that were produced for notification of game time changes and 

things of that nature. 

I spoke briefly with Donna afterwards, and she said that she was going to try to set up a meeting with you in the coming weeks, so [ wanted to give you a heads up on that as 

well. Just wanted to shoot you a quick email and let you know this information. I hope all is well, and if you have any questions, or if there is anything ]can do to help, please 

let me know. 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 9:40 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: update 

I was not copied on the original email that went out about the ops meeting, [ bumped into Ellen last week [ believe, and she asked if [ would like to sit in. [ didn’t have anything 

to add, but it was interesting to hear how all the details are covered. Ellen was tlnere, someone from facilities, Abbey from Sports information, Catherine, the director of Ops, 

and the team manager and Deborah Hawkins from parking, the 2 parking attendants for the season, and Kathy Duffy, who works the       games for Game ops. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >          9:34 AM > > > 
Thanks Mike. How were you notified of the game ops meeting? Did I miss that in an email? Look forward to talking with Donna, 

On at 9:30 AM, "Michael Perkins" <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello Vince, 
> 

> Just wanted to give you a quick update. I attended the blue/white scrimmade on Saturday and it went pretty well. Our freshman hit a home 

run and is playing really well, as well as many others. I also attended the       Game operations meeting yesterday. The meeting covered promotions, parking, facilities 

issues and staffing for the upcoming season. ] thought it went pretty well, and you have probably seen the email list that were produced for notification of game time ctnanges 

and things of that nature. 
> 

> [ spoke briefly with Donna afterwards, and she said that she was going to try to set up a meeting with you in the coming weeks, so ] wanted to give you a heads up on that 

as well. Just wanted to shoot you a quick email and let you know this information. ] hope all is well, and if you have any questions, or if there is anything I can do to help, 

please let me know. 
> 

> Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 10:15 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Hotel Bill 

Hi Vince, 
Today, I should be sending over a hotel bill for a recruit. This bill seemed to get lost in the Center and has not been paid and is past due. If could sign it 

today and send it back to Greg Lewinter in time Business Office, then I would really appreciate it. Ijust want to continue to maintain time relationship we have with the local 

Courtyard Marriott. Thanks and have a great rest of this sunny day! 

Best, 
Greg 

Greg Lewinter 

UNC Athletic Business Office 

lewinter@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

[Cell) 
919 962 5200 (Work) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu.edu:> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 2:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday MBB game 

Vince - Just wanted to check in with you to see if you needed anything that I could assist with, in the event you were coming to the MBB 

game on Saturday... parking, tickets, campus map, directions, etc. Let me know if I can help with any need that you may have. -C 

Carrie A. Doyle 

9J 9-3 k54)dO4 (ql)~2c<) 

carrie dovle~incsu.edu 

w~v.gopack.com/compliance 

"All electronic mail messages m connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records 
Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 
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For Depar~entai User0nly: 

VINCE I LLE/OCTOBER 9/12/12 

Dept Use Only 

AD’S OFFICE 

1 
Create Date 0rrgilr’2/2012 

rill 

Req u i red 

Posted 

Prepared By: 

NAME DIANEM CROCKER 

EMAIL DcROCKER@U NCAA.UNC. EDU 

PHONEII(919) 84’3-9270 1[ ~~ 

Dept. Approvals      J[     Acct. Approvals 
I. J~q. I1¥ t~N fi¥ 1 

1~ ,N N.’t[~.. N ~~N N ’]~N N t 
i:: ..:View.:Notepad .i 

’:!!,u.si ;~ess Offi¢:e 

¯ ~ t 9/12/2012 htm s :/h tsa~s .unc. eduifrsiFR STalke ¯ 



Ch Request -UNC-CH FRS Check Request System Page 1 of 1 

View Notepad Records for Check Request Number: K484767 

Total Number of Notepad Entries: t 

Number 
1 

Operator Date Time 

KATHY GRI GGS 09112/2012 12:09:t4 

TEMPORARY LIVING (FOR OCTOBER)AND POWER OVERAGE (FROM 

AUGUST) FOR SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHELTIC DIRECTOR VlNCE ILLE 

htt#s:i/itsapps.unc.eduifrsiFRSTalker 9/I2/2012 



Print Barcode Page 1 of 1 

UNC DZSBURSEMENT SERVICES FAX COVER PAGE 
CHECK REQUEST 

K484767 

U T C H K ! N D X 

C    K 4 8 ,4 7 6 7 

~-,:,r~ Line At~tie~:ic 

PREPARER’S NAME: DZANE MCROCKER 

PREPARER’S PHONE; 9198439270 

PREPARER’S EMAIL: DCROCKER@UNCAA.UNC.EDU 

FAX COVER PAGE WITH ATTACHHENTS TO DISBURSEHENT 
SERVICES 

919 843=24!9 

Fax Serveris notavailablefrom 2 AN to 4 AN Eastern Time, 

https://viewstar~m~c~edu/UNCDisbursementwebService/GenerateBarC~de~aspx?USAGE-~.. 9/I2/2012 



Page 1 of 1 

To: 
Central Audit 
Disbursement Services 

CB t220 
t04 Airport Drive 

Supporting documentation for on-line check request number:K484767 

From: DIANE M CROCKER !DCROCKER@UNCAA.UNC.EDU 

CB#: 8550 Phone: (919) 843-9270 
NOTEPAD: 

TEMPORARY LIVING (FOR OCTOBER) AND POWER OVERAGE (FROM 

AUGUST) FOR SENIOR ASSOCIATE ATHELTtC DIRECTOR VINCE ILLE 

(Signature,if required) 
Name: 

Signature is required when reimbursement is for out of pocket business expenses to an individual, who is the 
disbursina authority for the account to which the expense will be char qed. The signature should be either of 
the following: (1) person of higher authority or (2) the business manager or other person designated to review 
and approve expense transactions for the department, school, college or division. 

Payee Type: Business 

Account Numbers 

3-19031-1531 

httn.~.iiits~r~s_unc.edu/f?siFRSTalker 9/12/2012 



Tempor_ ary 
P.O. Box91648 
Raldgh, NC27675 

LivingCon’ ny 

Phone# 9t9.881-2364 Fax# 919-881-2367 

Invoice 
Date Invoice # 

9/12/2012 92729 

Bill To: 

UNC Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275 !5 

Month 

October 1 - October 29, 2012 
Utility Overage-electric (Duke 
Energy) July 31-Aug 3 rith (cap 
of $120 altowed per month) 

A 

Terms P.O. No. 

Due By the 1st of the Month 

Due Date 

Property Description Quantity 

}0dayn otice tova cat � is re 

29 

t0/1/2012 

Rate 

qui re d 

Tenant Name 

Vince & Hie 

Amount 

Sales Tax (13.0%) 

Total 

S0.rt0 

//----. 



"~.. Energy 
TEMPORARY LIVING CO _ 

:ervice From: JUL31 to AUG30 (30 Days) 

1338857499 
Account Number 2 
Ve rification Code 08,’3112012 
Bill Date 09/25!20!2 
Current Charges Past Due Alter 

Your next scheduled reeler reading wil! occur between SEP 28 and OCT 03 

$0,00 $0o00 

vIETER METER READINGS: 
MULTI- 

’,lUMBER PREVIOUS PRESENT 
PLIER 

¯ 1379 1 
375755 

$152.23 $0.00 $152.23 

TOTAL RATE SCH EDULE 
AMOU NT 

USAGE DESCRipTION 

1,43Z KWH RE ResidentiatSrv<AII Electric 
147.31 

- .4.9 
Renewable Energy Rider 4..-�3 

~o~t’-. Sales Tax 

I Amoun, Due                    --15Z.Z3] 

% 

indicate your telephone number is ???-$??-???? .If,,} 

I°: 
A late payment charge of 1,0 % will be added to any past due 1 

j u~ility balance not paid within 25 days of the bill date. 

j 

Stamps aren’t cheap 
PapeMess Billing is, because it’s FREE. You can pay your bill right now in just a few clicks. It’s 
simple, convenient, and secure, http:llwww.duke-energy.com/GoPaperless 

Duke Energy oilers a green power choice tor customers 
Make a contribution to the solution and support solar orwind power lot as little as $4 a month, 

All contributions are tax-free and tax-deductible. Find out how at www.duke-energy,com/ncgp or call 

1=800-943-7585.             "’’ 

pO~)X 1090 CHARLOTTE NO 28201-1090 
For Correspondence: DUKE PHONE: 800-777-9898 www.duke-energy.com 

Rk-"Tt){:~"4 "T~41S pORTION WFrN YOUR pA~d~I~24TTO TNE ADDRES£ g,~.LOW TMAI’4K YOU FOR YoUR BUSINESS. 

001~:~2 

CREDIT CODE 

501 

991338857499020000000152230000’00000000 88 
0 88 

"TEMPORARY LIVING CO 
PC BOX 91648 
RALEIGH NC 27675-1648 

1338857~,99 
AcCount Number 

2: 
Verification Code 

Amount Due ~ 
$!52 + Z:$ 

Current Charges Past Due Alter 
09/Z5/2812 

-TLz _Duke 

PC BOX 70516 
CHARLOTTE NC 28272-0516 

Visit us at www.duke-energy,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 4:51 PM 

Renner, Joy J qlo~Renner@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorbn@emml.unc.edw~ 

RE: Joy - next Wednesday at 11:30 FW: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience smveys 

Thanks, Joy. i should be able to join the meeting. 

Lissa 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:29 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Broome, Lissa L; Norton, Molly 
Subject: FW: Joy - next Wednesday at 11:30 FW: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 
f believe we have a m~-:~eting set: to begin the rew~mping of the Student Athlet~:_~ Experience surw?y project, it looks like w~-_~ can all make i1: at ].I:30 next Wednesday 

at Ernie Wifliamson Conference Room 236, 

Lissa if you can make it, you are very welcome to join us. AIter this init1~I meedng~ ~ wi~I be stepping out of the project undI you are ready to have FAC inv~Ivec 

again. As it proceeds to a solid draft -it would be good to float it to Barbara, John, and Glynis for review and comment as this is their topic area on FAC. 

Thanks again for all the assistance with scheduling and making this happen. 

J OV 
JoV J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and D[re.::l:or 
Un[w!rsil:¥ of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medi.::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcindurant Hail 
32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’4OT~CE: TNs ,.>-mail message, ir!,::Jud[rlg al:t;~chments, if any, [s irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and rt]ay cot~taiR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 
privileged ma~er[ai, Any ---unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution [s proi~ibi~ed, If you are no,’_ the intended recip[en[~ please contact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the or[&~[nal message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may he subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCt3S, oh. Lt32). Stude~t educational records are sub,oct to EERIPA, 

From: Edwards, Teresa P 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:53 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy - next Wednesday at 11:30 FW: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

Hi Joy, 

Yes, Jean meet at 11:3C. Wedn~-:~sday. As long as there is parking, I can drive myself. But thanks for the offer. 

Teresa 

Teresa P. Edwards 

Assistant D#ecter for Survey Research and Devel.opmer~t 

H. W. Odum InstituLe for Research in Secia[ Science 

University ei North Carolina .. Chapel Hi![ 

CB# 3355, 24 ,~annhN Ha[[ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3355 

Phone: (919) 843-0253 

Fax: (919} 962-4777 

emafl: Teresa_Edwards(,# u nc.ed u 

http://www.odum.unc.edu 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 2:38 PM 

To: Edwards, Teresa P 
Subject: Joy - next Wednesday at 11:30 RN: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

Hi Teresa! 

[et me know if Wed at :1.:].:~0 at the Athletics offices in Ernie Williamson would work for you, See email below from Molly Norton their administrative assistant. You 

can park there (instructions below) or lean swing by and pick you up on--campus and take you over it that would help with your scheduling. 

if this works for you, you can respond t:o me and [ will forward to Molly to confirm the space and time. 

Joy 
.Joy J. Rennet, M.A, Rr(R), FADRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and D[r~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 ,~i l,ge_k 

Cell 
91.9-:: 56-~951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq [nessager [[2c:h.ld[ng attachments, 11: any, is inter!deal onb/f.:)r the .-person or entity to v,,hk:h [t is addressed and may cor!l:ain .::onfident[al and/or 
prk~qegedma1:erh}~Any~.~unauti~r~zedrev[ew~use,d~sc[osure~rd[str[but~)n[s~r)~ b ~d fVo a~ not1 e ne d~d ’ ~ ~ erl, please co!~tac:t the sender by reply e-maq ;~nd 
destroy all copkgs of l:he original message. 
Email correspondence to a~d from this address may he subject to the North Caroff~a Public Records law and may he disclosed to third parties By an 

authorized state officia~ (INCGS, Cho $32)o Student educationa~ records are suh:iect to FERPA, 



From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, .January 02, 2013 2:31 PM 
To: Renner, .Joy .1 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 
Hi .Ioy, 

Wednesday, January 9 at :~.:[:30arn will work for ~}ubba and Vince, I’w-:~ reserved the second floor conference room (23(-~) of the Ernie Willianlson ALhletic Center 

(directly beside Bubba’s office) for the meedng i1: that works for you and Teresa. 

You and Teresa can park in Lhe back gated lot behind the Wilfiamson Center. Simply dial 236 on the keypad by the guardhouse and ~ate to be let inside the lot. 

Please let me know if I need to confirm this meeting with Teresa as well or if you will reach out to her. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc,edu> 

Date: January 2, 2013, 11:29:22 AM CST 

To: "llle, Vince" <[[[_e____@___e___n_2_a__[Lu___n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

HI Guys! 

Below are the times next week (7th) that Teresa Edwards is available to meet about the survey development. If it works, I would like to join you. Let 

me know your availability and ability to meet with her on campus or here in the reed school. 

"~’4e×" ~’,,.eei’ i’:’n (on~f)ielel~ o,(~e!~ (!~ Wednesday ~::.’,"hi. ’i’i~.~rsda~~ irP, ava:lat)ie alter i:i, !~!~d ~-,’ida~ i:~eio:’e ,]~i:~r,q W( L~h:/so:’r~eI~".,i,,",~ :,,", ii’,e~e -,v<~rk:-~ 

Wi’,e~ e wo!~l(i we mee’~ ? Wo~iid yo~ g~’,.:~: ~’ome i’,e~ e ? I don’,~ know wh~:,re d’,,e .~ti’~ieti~’:~ ioik:~ .~re t~o~:~:,d, b!~t Ti’,~i,~’,:da’,.: I~li be i,~" %./’ooi oi: Med irom ~" ~o 

:]:l and F~id.t~y i’ii be hod(ling to the hot:~,ital S:or a 2::"..0 ,m:t:eting. {ior which I {~,:tiaiiv w.t~lk thro{~gt~ i<enar’,, ,:ratio<. is: tF, at’s bv cF,.tmce where they .: ,,"e), t:o 

if i :1~’:t. d to CO:Ti~:" t’:’..’ yO=..,’ g~./y~: L:I:d it’s ,qe,.ir o~lt. (:f ti-i,:’..,:~b, s(’t:~:.d=..,’iirii: it L:ttaci~’:(i [o o:I~’: of til(::’~t, r":eetir’~:.:~ wo~.~k’.,’ be help,,<~i if i:.,.:’..,:~:~i’~le " 

I am open on Wednesday between 10:30 and 1 and Thursday 8 to 9:30; 10:30-1:30; and Friday 11 to 2:30. 

Thanks -Joy 
Joy .I. Rennet, M,A,, RT(R), FAEIRS 
ASSO(’[~1:~! Pro~essor ~ind Director 

Uniw!rsil:y of Norl:h Caroiin;} al: Ch;~pel IHill 
St:hooi of Medh:ine 
CB t~7"J.30 UNC-CH BondLi!’ant Hall 
32~-A So{Ri~ (:oh.lmbia SL 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599.-TJ.30 

97[ 9-.9 6 [:J-.5 ~ 47 Des k 

Cell 

971%.961%5951. Fax 

-COI’,~FIDENTIAI.IT’~ NOTICE: This e-mail message, ind~iding al:taci~rnents, i~ ;~rly, is inl:ended only for the -person or .,’~r!1:i1:¥ 1:o wi~i(:~ i[ is addressed and rna¥ contain 

confid.,’~r!l:ial and/or privqeged rnal:ed;~l. Any -.--~inai;thodzed revF,’~w, use, disclosi;re .:)r dhil:r[but[on is proi~ibited, If you are not [he [rltended recipient, ple;}se .::.:)hi:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and destroy all copies of the original message, 

E~ai~ correspondence te and fro~ this address ~ay be s~bject ~o the ~er~h Carolina P~blic Records ~aw add may be disclosed to third ~ar~ies 

by an a~tbod~ed state offi¢ia~ (NGGS, cb, :t32), Student ed#cationa~ records are s#bje~t to }=ffRPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January. 5, 2013 2:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: championship rings 

’][’hat’s what I got too. One less reason to say no but it looks pennissible from our end. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5, 2013, at 10:33 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille((-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It looks like a yes to my original question. Do you agree? 

On Jan 5, 2013, at 8:38 AM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I did get a response from Matt - see below - but I’m still not entirely sure what the answer is after reading it a couple of times though I think I 

know what he’s tying to say. Read it, see what yon thiN< he’s saying, and if we think he’s saying the same thing, we go with it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bulgemeister. Matt" <mbu~emeister@theacc~o~> 

Date: January. 4, 2013, 7:01:44 PM EST 

To: "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ce: "Brad Hostetter" <bhostetter@theacc.org>, "Shamaree Brown" <sbrown(tbtheacc.org> 

Subject: RE: championship rings 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><!--[endifl--> 

Hi Lance, 

I think you could use SAF; however, there would have to be separate awards. That is, you could not use SAF to increase/exceed 
the limit of the participation award and provide a single item greater than $225/425, but you could provide the participation award, 
and then use SAF for an additional award/item (e.g., the ring). So you’re not providing the "championship award" but you are 
providing an additional recognition via the SAF funds. 

Hope this makes sense, let me know if you have other follow-up questions. Thanks and have a good weekend, 

Matt 

From: Lance Markos [E_~_a__[Lt__o__:_t_n_a__r___kg__%~__u_D__c__a___a_,__u_D__c_,__e__d___u] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 203.3 9:3.7 AM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: RE: FW: Level II Violations 

No problem. 

And just got some extra questions on the division champ rings again as it relates to the SAF. Since we can’t do it under the 

Conference Championship Award bylaw, would we be able to use SAF since the fund allows us to provide things that aren’t 
otherwise permissible? Figured you might be able to holler at Shamaree to see if that’s the deal. And if we still can’t do it per ACC 

policy, then that’s ok. But since it’s not permissible per the bylaw, we were asked if we could use SAF as an alternative. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Bu rgemeister, Matt" < mburgerneister@theacc,org > 1/4/2013 9:00 AM > > > 

Thanks Lance! 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 203.3 8:59 AM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt 
Co: Ille, Vince;               Pogge, Paul; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Level II Violations 

Hi Matt, 

See attached for the most updated violation chart for UNC. If you have any questions,just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

From: rn bu rgerr)e[ster@theaccorg 

To: aaker@bc,edu; adominato@fsu.edu; aqray3@clemson.edu; wcampb2@clemson,edu; as2cz@eservices.virqinia.edu; 
am@virginia.edu; bboswell@athletics.gatech,edu; cbwoody@clemson,edu; brandi.guerinot@bc.edu; bcowley@athletics,gatech.edu; 

bdlIZ@my, fsu.edu; mcsorlbb@vt.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu;          @ncsu,edu; cmjameO2@svr,edu; 

ckennedy@acpub.duke,edu; chartmann@duaadul<e.edu; cgambler@umd.edu;              @ncsu.edu;         @ncsu,edu; 



emb8p@vh’@nia.edu; e.moran2@umiami.edu; erleasem@syr,edu; herobert@vtedu; hrfrazie@syr,edu;jpmullin@syr,edu; 

j_r__o___d__~_e!_s_~2__a__t:t)]__e_#_~_s_~.q_a__Le__@~__d__u_.; j_r_%_u__r__rZ_~_[_tu__,~__d__u_S .k~_u__r_kd__~_r_tD__a__r_~_~£t:t)]__e__t;_£_s_,pj__t_t_:#_¢_u_; Lk_e__lLz-$_@__rt_)La_tDi#_¢_u_; _e_[j_e___b_y__k_~_~Lwj:__u_!_d_S 
qiddings@umd.edu;           @hotmail.com; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; mcsllc@mv.fsu.edu; marmstead@athletics.qatech.edu; 

t’nfrar)d<@ut’nd.edu; @r)csu,edu; rr)aid<en@ath[edcsgatech,edu; @ncsu,edu; ncampbe[[@dqaa~duke,edu; 

ppogqe@uncaa.unc.edu; rslavis@virqinia.edu; ~live,unc.edu; ~)uncaa.unc.edu; shelfer@duaa.duke,edu; 
saellis@clemsen.edu; tparl<er@vtedu; hairstct@wfu.edu; tmesibov@duaa.duke,edu; timmermans@uncaa,unc.edu; 

@qmai[:com; thernandez@m[ami.eduj vfuchs@fsu~edu; vsarfoka@vt:edL[; i[[e@uncaa.unc:edu; revesva@bqedu; 

zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu 
CO: ._b__h___o___s__~£Lt__e__r__@__%e_#_£c__~_o__r_g; .s___b__r__o__Zv__%~__%e_#_£c__~_o__r_g; ._k__k_#__o__!)__e__¢~__@_#__a__q_q~__o!~ 

Date: Thu, 3 Jan 2013 16:59:57 0500 
Subject: Level H Violations 

Hello all, 
I hope you all had a great holidays and got to enjoy a bit of a break. Since I did not send a request for Level II violation reports prior 
to the holidays, I am doing so now. If you have any completed Level II violation reports from December (or earlie0 that you have not 
submitted, I would appreciate you forwarding them to me by the end of the day tomorrow so that they may be included in the report 
to the NCAA. 
Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Phone: 336-369-4641 

<image001.png > 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
~ ~_~_ ~.l_{q £e ~ ~_~. _~ _t%u_&~_.. _e_ @__~ 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Student Athlete Stipends 

Synopsis: 

The debate on whether student athletes should receive stipends continues, and Mark Emmert is 

trying to make a big push for the idea. Opponents say that a stipend may violate amateurism. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.newsob server, comi2013/01/06/2586626imore-for-college-athletes- 

not.html#storylink=misearch 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and/or Criminal Issues 
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Sports Gambling in New Jersey 

Synopsis: 

A columnist for the AP claims that New Jersey’s attempt to build a facility to include sports 

gambling should, and will, happen. He claims that opposition to sports gambling is rooted in the 

past and that it is time to allow gambling on games to reach beyond Las Vegas. 

Article: 

http ://www.newsobserver.com/2013/O l /O5/258543 3/column-new-jersey-betting- 

should.html#storylink=misearch 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Johnny Football Celebrates 

Synopsis: 

Papparazzi in Dallas caught Heisman winner Johnny Manziel out for a night of celebrating in 

Dallas after Texas A&M won the Cotton Bowl. In the pictures, the 20-year old is drinking Dora 

Perignon and partying in a 21 and up club. This has left some asking if the NCAA will step in. 

Article: 

http ://www.tmz. com/2013/01/06/j ohnny-m anzi el-football-texas-am-champagne-photo/ 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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UNC to Big 10? 

Synopsis: 

Rumors about conference realignment have started again on InsideCarolina, this time claiming 

that UNC and GT will be leaving for the Big Ten. 

Article: 

http :iimbd. scout.comimb, aspx? s=78&f= 1410&t= 11145330 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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ACC Goes Bowling 

Synopsis: 

The ACC did remarkably well in Bowls this year with a 4-2 record, including a BCS win by 

Florida State. However, the conference got little coverage despite their successes, which left a 

News and Observer reporter to ask, will they ever get the football coverage of other conferences? 

Another article from Tallahassee claims that the bowl victories of the ACC do not reflect just 

how talented the conference really is, and that the ACC is just as strong as other conferences. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsob server.comi2013/01/05/2583826iacc-wins-b owls-but-gets- 

little.html#storylink=misearch 

http ://www.tallahassee. com/story/2013301050030/Lamar-column-ACC-football -results-don-t- 

match-league-s-talent?nclick_check= 1 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 7, 2013 5:49 PM 

[hcultyathletic@ ~k~L uric .edu 

Joy - next ASPSA Director Candidate 

I hope FAC members will be available to interview our last ASPSA director candidate             . I have attached his documents for review. The final schedule 

arrived today and we are on for Tuesday, January 15 at 10:30 to 11:30 at the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center. If it would help, I can try to pick up some of you on 

main campus and drive over to the center. I can also see about parking for you over at the Center. Let me know that you are available I will make arrangements. 

See everyone tomorrow, 

Joy 

Joy J. Renr~ec N1.A, ~[(R), F,qEIRS 

Associat(_¯ Professor lind [3ir(_~ctof 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hili 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~]. l, [.e_k 
Celi 

919-9 t::6-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOI~CE: iNs e-reicH messi~ge, i~cludmg i~ttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_mded oniv for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/~or 
privileged materi;~i. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 
dest!’oy all coph~s of the original message. 

Email correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~cl may be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 
a~thodzed state Officia~ (INCGS, cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: Documents.pdt~’, size: 1360423 bytes] 

Attaclunents: 

Documents.pdf 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_l/t_!r?__s_-!)’_~_,_~i=_u__~3_c_:__e__d_~_p_?_r__m__J_) from the Faculb~ Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t rei~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 4:11 PM 

Molly Norton < m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Die, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: ASPSA Director Search 

Molly, 

I have an ACC Womeffs Basketball conference call on Jan. 15 at 1:30, so will be unable to participate in the interview. I enjoyed meeting the other two candidates and am 

sorry I’ll miss seeing 

Thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > "Cu nningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email,u nc.edu > 1/8/2013 10:19 AM > > > 
Dear Executive Stalt~ 

The search committee responsible for recommending candidates for the open ASPSA Director position will bring the third candidate to cmnpus for interviews and 

meetings on Tuesday, January 15. The third candidate is~            who is currently employed as the Associate Director of Academic Services for Student-Athletes 

at the                       Please note that we have incorporated into the schedule an opportuni~ for our executive s~affto meet with      on Tuesday, 
January 15 from 1:30 until 2:15 p.m. in the E~TAC AD conference room. Please contact Molly Norton at mbnorton,~);unc.edu to inform her whether or not you 

can attend. 
application materiaJs are altached. Note that it is not appropriate [br you or others to contact his retbrences or any other individuals (e.g., coaches and staffat 

etc.) regarding the candidate’s background or interest at this time. If you have any questions, please contact Vince Ille at (919) 962-4631 or ille(a~)unc.edu 

Please plan to attend if your schedule permits. Thanks for your help. 

Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 
~ ~,~A.,"~ .~:.’~,~<:~~e? ~:~s’,’.~:,~ L,’.,’,~.~*’e ~L,’s’~ar~i.,vh ,~ ~¢~’.,":~::~." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 8, 2013 10:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Requested Infonnation "Pioneers in Skirts" 

FYI 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: Beth Miller <bmiller(a)~mcaa.unc.e&l> 

Date: January 8, 2013, 3:58:55 PM EST 

To: Bubba Culminghmn <bubbac~)email.unc.edu>, < slevekirschner@unc.edu >, "Larry. Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Ken Cleaw 
<kclearv(~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <m~arkos(&~uncaa.unc.edu>, Moxtjna Ballen <mballen~)uncaa.unc.edu>, "Paul Pogge" 

<ppogge~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc:            ~z) gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: Requested Information "Honeers in Skirts" 

I don’t have aaly issues with this other thin1 "the filming has alma@ been done aa~d she is just asking for permission. I think the topic is good and this could 

be a worthM~ile documentaw, if it’s done well. If we would have had the Location Release Form prior to tihning, I would have included some facility use 

restrictions, but they aren’t pertinent now. I presume "the filming was arranged between Coach Hatchell and Ashley Mafia, without consultation. I believe 

Paul will likely address the future use of the video material in both agreements. 

I agree that we should see the finished product of UNC segments and Coach Hatchell’s part before it is released. 

Thank~ 

~-Beth 

>>> LarU Gallo 1/8/’2013 2:20 PM >>> 
Folks: 
I aJn asking fbr your assistance and opinion regm’ding "the lbllowing. 
I have been contacted by Ashley Maria, a Carolina grad, and she has requested that we review the lbllowing. Ashley wants to have Coach Hatchell be a 
part of her documentary, and we need to decide if we are comtbrtable with Coach Hatchell’s involvenmat. 
1. Bubba, Beth, and Martina ~ as the sport supervisors, aW issues? 
2. Steve .~ a~ny PR, communications, etc. concerns? 
3. Paul ~- any legal issues (see aVtachments)? Univ. Counsel need to be involved at all? .~ your call 
4. Rick and Ken ~- any media, rights, etc. issues? 
5. Lance ~-any NC,A~\ issues? how about the use of any present "identifiable" S-A’s in the documentau? are there a~y special roles for documenta~-ies vs. 
films’? 
6. Am I missing anyone or anything else? 
Eveuone, please review the entire email, the attachments, and view the video. I would appreciate if you could review this information by the end of this 
week and get back with me with your thoughts. 
One point made by Ashley ~ she only sent us 4 plus minutes of video, and she states in her email that her crew shot over 3 hours of video. Naturally, we 
are not going to review 3 plus hours of video now, but what we can ask Ashley, if we approve her reques’t to move tbrward, that she let us see the 
finished product of video used regarding Coach Hatchell and ~mything else dealing with UNC ~ make sense? 
Thank you tbr your a.ssistance ~ appreciate it. 
Regards, 
Larry 

>>> Ashley Maria ~gmaJl.com> 1/8/2013 10:45 AM >>> 

Hi Larry, 

Below is some information for our documentary as well as attached industry-standard documents that we need signed/approved. 

A description of the documents: 

Location Release Form [or (Tarmichael Arena and Coach Hatchell’s o[[~ce. -- This tbm~ gives me the right to footage I fihned in these two locations. I 

believe vo~u need to fill it out and approve this form before I can move forward with the footage. If it’s not you, then please let me know who to contact. 

Documentary Release P’orm - This form allows me to use Coach Hatchell in the film. I want to get ,/our approval before I get Coach Hatchell to sign the 

foml. Once I get your "okay," then I will send it to her assistant. 

Sample Footage: 



Below is a link and password to SAMPLE FOOTAGE of Mint we filmed on Wednesday, Jan 2nd. Please note that this is not the only tbotage we will be 

using, but it is the hi~llighks. We filmed about 3 hours of footage, and rm a£raJ d that would be ditticult to email. If you would like to see everything, then 

please let me know by Wednesday. I am leaving town on Sunday. 

LINK: https://vimeo.com/56961374 
PASSWORD: 

A bit more information about "Pioneers in Skirts" -- 

"Pioneers in Skirts" is about working women and their continued evolution in the workplace. The documentary moves through the past 1 O0 

years to show how women lobbiedjbr basic rights and equal treatment in the workjbrce. It was when they worked together that changes were 
ttlade. 

Together. An ea,sy concept to grasp, but are we doing it today? This film explores a problem: young women the 20-somethings no longer 

Joel the need to work together. The past is the past, tight? 

No. ]he struggle to equality is still quite fragile and present. We still have a wco,s to go. ]bgether. 

How do we do this? How do we create a new generation of ~pport? This documentary ,,ill search for this answer. 

To lean1 more, please visit the website here: http:i/ashle,/-maria.com/movies’pioneers-h-skirt.V 

The Goal 

The goal for the movie is to share it with the masses. It is a passion project of mine since graduating from film school, and now I mn making it my fifll time 

job. The film will be shown in t~stivals, theater~ you nanle it. Our goal is to share this movie with as many people as we can - not to make money - but to 

share the stories. 

Coach Hatcheli 
My main reason for interviewing Coach Hatchell is to get her point of view of coaching and mentoring today’s woman. I would like her to speak on how 

she has changed her coaching technique over the years as the women changed. She mentioned this at a talk a little over a month ago, and I simply want to 

get these words on camera. 

Going Furfller ~AdND V~]aat I Need From YOU 

Once I get UNC’s approval to use the footage filmed on Wednesday Jan 2nd, then I will proceed with an editor. Let me know if you have any further 

concerns. 

If you have fnrther qnestions, do not hesitate to call me. 

I look fon~,ard to hearing t?om you and moving tbrwaacd on this documentary ruth Coach ttatchell! 

Thanks, Lally, for your help. 

Ashley 

__ 

Ashley Mafia 
Writer/Director 

@qmail.com 

MFA Film & TV Production I use School of Cinematic Arts 
Website: ~,.asbley-maria.com I Life After Film School Blog: www.ashlev-maria.com/blog 

Follow Me on Twitter: ,~AsbleyMafia I Check out My Videos: www.vimeo.com/asbleymaria 

Check out my latest prqject "Pioneers in Skirts" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 9:06 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~ 

Joy - little early k~day 

Good morning! 

On a quick class break - if I can arrive a little early before 10:30 - could the four of us have a quick conversation before our meeting with Theresa? 

Jo? J. Re!w!er, M.A., r’~T(R), FAEIRS 

AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei FIll[, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r3-51LWDesk 

Ce[i 

919-966-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALIgY NOqCE: This e-mail message, iqcludh~g attachments, if am/, is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiw to wi~ich 1~ is addressed and raa~" co!~ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[er[ai, Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is prohibi[ed, If you are no~ tkle intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy" all copies of the original message, 

Entail eerrespol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~ties by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu~, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 9:13 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Cunnmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - little emty today 

Ok with me. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2013, at 9.06 AM, Renner, Joy J Joy Renner(/~med.unc¯edu> wrote: 

Good morning! 

On a quick class break -if I can arrive a little early before 10:30 -could the four of us have a quick conversation before our meeting with Theresa? 

log J. Renner~ M.A., RT(R)~ FAEIRS 

;-’~ssoch~te Professor and Director 

Universit’~ of North Carolina 1~[ Chapel Hill 

S(:hool of Medicine 
CB ~7!30 UNC-.CI-~ gondur;:nt I-~N[ 

32Z-.A South Columbia 51: 

Ch:~!el Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

9J.9-gS6-SZ47Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l-h[s e-malt Pr~essage, including attachments, 11: ang, [s intended o¢!ly [or [Pie -person or e!~[i[V [o which it is addressed and may con:a[n 

confide!~ [ia[ at!d/or privileged material. Any --ur!authorized reviea,~ use, disc[osdre or dish’[button is prohibited. If you are not the ha:ended recipient, piease con[acE the 

sender b,l reply e-mail and des[ro,l all copies of the original message. 

Emai~ correspondence t~ and from this address may be subject to the N~B Carolina Public Records la~ and may be disclosed to third parties 

by an authorizeg state (ffficial (NCGS, oh, ~,32), Stuge~t egucati(mal rec(~rds are subject to ~ERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu,; 

Wednesday, January, 9, 2013 10:47 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Joy - little early today 

Is the meeting at 10:30 or 11:307 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 9:E3 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Joy - little early today 

Ok with me. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2013, at 9:06 AM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning! 

On a quick class break -if I can arrive a little early before 10:30 -could the four of us have a quick conversation before our meeting with Theresa? 
Joy .I. Rennet, M.A., F~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associate P?’o{esso[ and Dired:or 

Uniw!rsil:y of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
Cg ~71.30 bg’,~C-CH ~3ond~i!’ant Hall 

321-A Souti~ Columbia 5L 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 2759%7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIL?ENTIALr]’¢ NOTICE: -[h[s e-mail message, including attachmen[s, if any, is intended only for the -person or entiW to which i[ is addressed and maV contai n 
confidential and/or privileged material. Ang --unaL:[}~orized review, use, disclosk:re or distribution i5 proi~ibi[ed, you ate not [he intended recipient please contact the 
sender b7 reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the original message. 
Emaff corresponde~ce te and from this address may be s~bject to the INe~±b Carolina P~blic Recer~ls ~aw a~d may he disc~e.~ed to third pa~±ies 
by a~ authorized state ~>ff~e~a~ (NCGSo eh, ~.32.), S[~de~t ed~cat~>t~a~ rec~>r~s are s~bjee[ to FERn&, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 3:42 PM 

Heather Brooks < hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <iiie@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmilier@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgdggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-PTC 

pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contactfor 

like additional information on i 

Thanks, 

student athlete at ,a . Let me know if you have any questions or if you would 

Comp|~ance Assi~stant 



~, 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... " ~’.%.,x..c .,.,.S ................ 

DTPATtI’/\,t{:N i 07 i\-{-H L{{-{ {C?, 

Januav 9, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Fo~.¢r~Year CoUege Prospects, Pepperdine 

University grm~ts your institution permission to discuss furore academic and athletics 

plans with            > a                   and               student:athleteo 

This is in regards to her transfer to your institution. 

The student-athlete may be contacted at @yahoo.corn 

Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns. Thank you for your 

attention to this matter. 

Si,~cerety, 

Brian M. Ban’io 

Associate Director of ¯Athletics 

Pepperdine University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 6:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

managers and travel letters 

Vince- 

Can you help me with something? We were told late last semester that managers could not get travel letters. As I am sure you know, teams do take managers on 

the road, and in the past have been able to use the letter to be excused from class. WBB is asking for some clarification as to why they can’t have letters now, and 

what they should do about taking managers to away games and missing class. 

Any help would be appreciated. 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bri_ d~erbc’~)unc aa ~mc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu’- 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 7:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: managers and travel letters 

They get priority registration and we usually help assist them with registration if they ask. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 6:17 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject" RE: managers and travel letters 

Do student managers have access to anv services over in Loudermilk or services otherwise provided by ASPSA? 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 6:05 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: managers and travel letters 

Vince- 

Can you help me with something? We were told late last semester that managers could not get travel letters. As I am sure you know, teams do take managers on 

the road, and in the past have been able to use the letter to be excused from class. WBB is asking for some clarification as to why they can’t have letters now, and 

what they should do about taking managers to away games and missing class. 

Any help would be appreciated. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bri dg erbc’~unc aa ~mc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Hle, Vince <iHe@emaH.unc.edu> 

FW: information request 

From: <Kane>, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:14 PM 

To: "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd:                information request 

One other request. Has the NCAA been in contact with UNC regarding this case since the Martin report was released? And have any additional records beyond the report been 

provided in the past three months, such as the meeting minutes of the faculty advisory committee? If so, could you please send those to me, along with any correspondence to or 

from the NCAA. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date:Thu, Jan 10, 2013 at 12:20 PM 
Subject: 

To: "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Karen and Steve, 

As more becomes clear in the academic fraud scandal, I would like to know if U NC officials told the NCAA, as it was investigating 

academic help from a tutor, that all three of those classes at the center of that investigation were lecture-style classes that never met. 

for receiving impermissible 

He took the first of these three classes as an incoming freshmen, the other two before he became a sophomore. It would seem reasonable to believe that it would have been to his 

benefit if the university had disclosed to the NCAA that these classes never met, leaving        and other students with having to do a lengthy research paper, ostensibly on their 

own, though as we know, the athletes had the help of tutors and academic counselors in the support program. 

So far, I have not seen anything in the record that indicates UNC officials made this known to the NCAA during that investigation. I would appreciate someone providing 

information that indicates whether this happened or not. If it did not happen, I would like to know why. If it did happen, I would like to know why the NCAA did not consider it a 

factor in declaring        ineligible to play. 

I would also like to know if this information was shared with the honor court, and if so, how it was handled there. 

Hope you are doing well, 

Staff Writei 

919-829-4861 <~f~i<< 

ceil 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 4:32 PM 

@gmail.com > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Agents 

Would you like to meet with Vince Ille and myself on Tuesday or Wednesday evening next week to discuss representation? We are happy to help you and give you some 

insights on the process, 

Please let us know, 

Paul Pogge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Thursday,, Janua~ 10, 2013 5:38 PM 

Carlos Somoa~o @gmail.com> 

Thompson, Jennitbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; JeffNegaJha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Grant Porter < gtporte@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 Fall SoccePMeffs Soccer Weeldy Report 

Ca~"]os, 

It should not prevent his admission unless he finishes with a low GPA, A GPA bdow 2,0 would prevent our offering admission, A GPA below a 2,(~2,g would 
make us wonder if he can handle tile work here and may prevent admission, If he gets a reasonable SPA and does not go over 15 hours of credit, he shonM be OK. 
If he goes over 15 hours, he will lose one semester in residence here bt~t cotfld still be admitted, 

~f this does not make any sense, give me a call tomorrow and we can discuss it. 

Thanks, 

From: Carlos Somoano [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 4:54 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Co: Thompson, Jennifer C; Jeff Negalha; Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Grant Porter; Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: 2013 Fall Soccer-Men’s Soccer Weekly Report 

Barbara 

has graduated high school and I have recommended to him to take 6-9 hours at a commmfily college. Will this be a problem? 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 2:32 PM, "Barbara Jo Polk" <._b_p_RL_k_@a_~_~!is__s_i_9__r_t_s:_kLrLc_:_e_ft___u:_> wrote: 

l-t~ Iefl:, 

Thanks for the update. 

I hope all went well %r                       as they arr~ved to beg~n classes this week. lust FY[....since they go on the slot list f.r 20:13, they ~ll 
continue to show on your weekly repot’t, We’ve noted though that they were admitted for the spring 2013 ter’m. 

We’ve also moved :             application from spring 2013 to fall 2013, [ also have emailed h~m to let him know that ffhe enrolls in courses 
anywhere else or is charged with anything between now and the fall term, he must let us know tmnledJatelJ¢. I hope neither w~lI apply, 

Let me know if yo~ need anything else, Thanks, 

Barbara 

Barbara ~, Polk 
Dep~)ty I)[rector 
O[]lce o[’Undevgrad~)ate Admiss[om~ 
Hr [vcvs[1N of North Carolina at Chapel tii[] 
Phor e.: 919-966-39{~9 

From: Jeff Negalha [.m___a_j!_to__$0e__g_a__Lh___a@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 9:25 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C 

Co: Carlos Somoano; Grant Porter; Lance Markos; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 2013 Fall Soccer-Men’s Soccer Weekly Report 

Hi, Barbara: 
Hapw New Year! 

Per your request we axe no longer recruiting 
spring admits in case you would like to VaSe them offthe report. 
Thank you, and plea~ let me know if you need m~ything else. 

.left 

. As a reminder 
is still pending tbr spring admission. 

ale 

<image002dpg> 



>>> <noreply~;unc,edu;~ 1/4/2013 5:01 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance (compliance) Markos <maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Initial- Eligibility Waiver - 

Thanks 

Great job Lance. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 7:35 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> Please note that Lance prepared the initial eligibility waiver attached yesterday, submitting it at 10:49 pm, and the waiver was approved by 9:30 this morning. The waiver was submitted and 
the NCAA staff approved it even while the Eligibility Center was still reviewing the course in question Great work by Lance which accelerated the definitive positive result for Carlos and 
the student-athlete. Thought you should know.. 
> 

> From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa unc edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Janualy 09, 2013 10:49 PM 
> To: Brad Hostetter 
> Cc: Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Thorp, Holden; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Carlos Somoano 
> Subject: Initial-Eligibility Waiver- 
> 

>All, 
> 

> Please see attached for an initial eligibility waiver submitted on behalf of 
know. Thanks!! 
> 

> Lance 
> 

> 

> Lance Markos 
> Director of Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
> Phone: (919) 843-7259 
> Fax: (919) 962-6002 
> markos@uncaa, un c edu<mailto :markos(~uncaa.unc. edu> 
> <              ]EEW Letter.pdJ’> 

, a prospect who is planning on enrolling this semester at UNC. If you have any questions, j ust let me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edtv"~ 

Re: InitiaJ- Eligibili~ Waiver - 

Vince. I appreciate you letting us know the waiver was approved so quickly. Great work, Lance!’. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 7:35 P1M, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><’.--[endif]--> 

Please note that Lance prepared the initial eligibilib~ waiver attached yesterday, submitting it at 10:49 pm, and the waiver was approved by 9:30 this 
morning. The waiver was submitted and the NCAA staff’approved it even while the EligiNliF Center was still reviemng the course in question. Great 

work by Lance which accelerated the definitive positive result for Carlos and the s~mdent-athlete. Thought you should know... 

From: Lance Markos [__m_a_j_[t_o;_t_n___a_r__k_9_s_@__u__tLc__a__a__=_u__tLC_#_._du] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 10:49 PM 

To: Brad Hostetter 
Ce: llle, VJnce; Broome, LJssa L; Thorp, Holden; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Carlos Somoano 
Subject: Initial-Eligibility Waiver 

All, 
Please see attached for an initial eligibility waiver submitted on behalf of 
have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: [919) 843-7259 

Fax: [919) 962-6002 

markos(~uncaa.unc.edu 

, a prospect who is planning on enrolling this semester at UNC. If you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 4:40 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: FW: Initial-Eligibility Waiver 

Well done, Lance ,~ we appreciate your work in presenting this PSA’s case with its supporting information, and then ultimately "getting the right decision." Thank you! 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 1/10/2013 7:35 PM > > > 

Please note that Lance prepared the initial eligibilib’ waiver attached yesterday; submitting it at 10:49 pro, and the waiver was approved by 9:30 tiffs morning. The waiver 
was submitted and the NCAA staffapproved it even while the Eligibili~ Center was still reviemng the course in question. Great work by Lance which accelerated the 

definitive positive result for Carlos and the student-athlete. Thought you should know... 

From. Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 09, 2013 10:49 PM 
To-" Brad Hostetter 
C:c; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Thorp, Holden; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningharn; Carlos Somoano 
Subject" Initial-Eligibility Waiver - 

All, 

Please see attached for an initial eligibility waiver submitted on behalf of 

questions, just let me know, Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director o1’ Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 1343-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uneaa.une.edn 

, a prospect who is planning on enrolling this semester at UNC. If you have any 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Friday, Janual~’ 11, 2013 6:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Racl~am ~-’rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Transfer spot 

Hi Vince, 

I would like to request a transfer space for next fall’s class. 

We have a young lady visiting us in two weeks fiom the 

She is a           who is very interested in UNC. She is looking at 5 ~hools at this time 

but I feel we have a good chance at her. She is an excellent player and outstanding student, 3.7 gpa at 

She should be an easy admit form the admissions process, and may even be admissible on her own. 

We have her traJ~script now and will get tbedback t?om Admissions soon. 

She would have 2 years to play tbr us mid will &finitely be an impact player in the ACC. 

ThaNes 

Joe 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Ca~michael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 once 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 8:20 AM 

Spencer We[born <we[born@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@emai[.unc.edu>; Larry Gal[o <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Econ - Professor Art Benavie 

Spencer, I have asked my guys to report to me any incidents in which they feel there exists a clear bias against them in class. 

informed me yesterday that he approached his Econ prof. as instructed with the travel letter provided and this guy immediately handed the paper back to 

and told him that he could tell his coach and academic advisor that he would not be signing anything, Further "the only acceptable excuse to miss class is death", He went on 

to state that he did not consider traveling with your team a valid excuse. 

I have two questions: 

1). What are we going to do about this? 

2). Why the heck are we putting student athletes in this knucklehead’s class? 

C.D. 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelborn@email.unc.edtc~ 

Friday, January 11, 2013 8:37 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc .edtc,; Laity Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc .edu> 

RE: Econ    Professor Art Benavie 

We are not puLting kids in the courses. They enroJt in courses in which they are interested in the course content such as     with this course. This is a class 

that     sought out and enrolled in due to his interest in the subject,     was also in an ECON based class last semester that he enjoyed, 

2, In addition is in this class on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon which there should be no travel issues, 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January ii, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
C¢: Larry Gallo; Vince Ille 
Subject: Econ - Professor Art Benavie 

Spencer, [ have asked my guys to report to me any incidents in which they feel there exists a clear bias against them in class. 
informed me yesterday that he approached his Ecor prof. as instructed with the travel letter provided and this guy immediately handed the paper back to 

and told him that he could tell his coach and academic advisor that he would not be signing anything. Further "the only acceptable excuse to miss class is death". He went on 

to state that he did not consider traveling with your team a valid excuse. 

I have two questions: 

1). What are we going to do about this? 

2), Why the heck are we putting student athletes in this knucklehead’s class? 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 9:00 AM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

life, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gal[o <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Econ - Professor Art Benavie 

Spencer, got your phone message, thank you. It was very good news about this professor; he obviously just likes to set a "tone" and his bark is worse than his bite. I will 

continue to send you anything I get like this but in the future I will leave Vince and Larry off at least until I speak with you so as not to waste their time. 

I’ll tell     to not worry about it. 

Thanks again, we’re off to PA 

CD. 

> > > "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc,edu > 1/11/2013 8:37 AM > > > 

1. We are not putting kids in the courses~ They enroll in courses in which they are interested in the course content such as     with this course. This is a class 

that     sought out and enrolled in due to his interest in the subjecL     was also in an ECON based class last semester that be enjoyed. 

2. In addition, is in this class on Tuesday and Thursday afternoon which there should be no travel issues. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, January 11, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: Welbom, Spencer 
Co: Larry Gallo; Vince Ille 
Subject: Econ - Professor Ar~ Benavie 

Spencer, I have asked rny guys to report to me any incidents in which they feel there exists a clear bias against them in class. 
informed me yesterday that he approached his Econ prof. as instructed with the travel letter provided and this guy immediately handed the paper back to 

and told him that he could tell his coach and academic advisor that he would not be signing anything. Further "the only acceptable excuse to miss class is death". He went on 

to state that he did not consider traveling with your team a valid excuse. 

I have two questions: 

1). What are we going to do about this? 

2). Why the heck are we putting student athletes in this knucklehead’s class? 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 9:10 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Econ . Professor Art Benavie 

Very Interesting (Artie Johnson)! Thankst 

>>> C D Mock 1/11/2013 8:19 AM >>> 
Spencer, I have asked my guys to report to me any incidents in which they feel there exists a clear bias against them in class. 

informed me yesterday that he approached his Econ prof. as instructed with the travel Letter provided and this guy immediately handed the paper back to 

and told him that he could tell his coach and academic advisor that he would not be signing anything. Further "the only acceptable excuse to miss class is death". He went on 

to state that he did not consider traveling with your team a valid excuse, 

I have two questions: 
1). What are we going to do about this? 
2). Why the heck are we putting student athletes in this knucklehead’s class? 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 9:12 AM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Econ Professor Art Benavie 

Makes sense to me ~ ~rhanks! 

> > > "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu > 1/11/2013 8:37 AM > > > 

1. We are r~ot putting kids in the courses~ They enroll in courses in which they are interested in the course content such as     with this cou~se. This is a class 

that     sought out and enrolled in due to his interest in the subject,     was also in an ECON based c ass ast semester that he enjoyed. 

2. In ~dditkbn, is in this clas~ on Tuesday and Thursday ~fterfloofl which there sh.:_~uld be n.:_~ tr~vel issues. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: Welbom, Spencer 
Ce" Larry Gallo; Vince Ille 
Subject= Econ - Professor Art Benavie 

Spencer, I have asked my guys to report to me any incidents in which they feel there exists a clear bias against them in class. 
informed me yesterday that he approached his Econ prof, as instructed with the travel letter provided and this guy immediately handed the paper back to 

andtold him that he could tell his coach and academic advisor that he would not be signing anything, Further "the only acceptable excuse to miss class is death", He went on 

to state that he did not consider traveling with your team a valid excuse. 

I have two questions: 
1). What are we going to do about this? 

2). Why the heck are we putting student athletes in this knucklehead’s class? 
C.D. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 9:13 AM 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Econ - Professor Art Benavie 

Sounds like a plan ~ thanks very much! 

> > > C D Mock 1/11/2013 8:59 AM > > > 

Spencer, got your phone message, thank you. It was very good news about this professor; he obviously just likes to set a "tone" and his bark is worse than his bite. I will 

continue to send you anything I get like this but in the future ] will leave Vince and Larry off at least until I speak with you so as not to waste their time. 

I11 tell     to not worry about it. 

Thanks again, we’re off to PA 

C.D. 

> > > "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu > 1/11/2013 8:37 AM > > > 

We are not putting kids in the courses. They enroll in courses in which they are interested in the course content such as     with this course, This is a class 

that     sought out and enrolled in due to his interest in the subject,     was also hi an ECON based class last semester that he enjoyed, 

2, In additkm, is in this class on Tuesday and Thursday afternoort wMch there should be no t:ravel issues 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Cc: Larry Gallo; Vince llle 
Subject: Econ - Professor Art Benavie 

Spencer, f have asked my guys to report to me any incidents in which they feel there exists a clear bias against them in class. 

informed me yesterday that he approached his Econ prof. as instructed with the travel letter provided and this guy immediately handed the paper back to 

and told him that he could tell his coach and academic advisor that he would not be signing anything. Further "the only acceptable excuse to miss class is death". He went on 

to state that he did not consider traveling with your team a valid excuse. 

I have two questions: 

1). What are we going to do about this? 

2), Why the heck are we putting student athletes in this knucklehead’s class? 

C.D. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Price @gmail.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 9:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks 

24th we do not have rooms. 25 and 26 we can. 

Jay Price 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2013, at 9:38 PNI, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~]email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jay, 

Great talking with you tonight. Good luck with the upcoming interview. 

Our men’s tennis team will be in Champaign tbr the ITA Kickoff’January 24-26. They told me they’re staying at the Courtyard for $100/night for doubles. 

Would much rather have them s~tay with you. Sam Paul, our head coach, is a great guy. You’ll maJly like him if you get a chmace to meet. I’ll probably call 

Heather also to see if Peter will be in town that weekend. Sam would enioy meeting him I’m sum. 

I’ll find out from Jackie what that sldlls assessment thing is about. Will be back in touch as soon as I reach her. My best to you and the fmlfily. 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University. of North Cm~olina 

(919) 962-4631 

<imageOOB.jpg > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 11, 2013 11:21 AM 

’skirschner@uncaa. unc. edff <skirschiler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Draft response 

Please take a look at this draft response. If you are OK with this, I will share with others who also need to see if before sending to Kane~ 
Dan: as you know, we cannot tank to you about academic matters involving an individual student. The NCAA has not been in contact with the University since the 
Martin report was released° (T~ue?} The UNC Com#{ance Oft:k:e has not ~)~ovided addit{onal records beyond the report: in the pas~: three months, 
Ki~en M .:>:_~ n 

Director, UNC News Services 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) %2-8.%.~ 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:15 PM 
To: Noon, Karen B; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: Fwd:              information request 
One other request. Has the NCAA been in contact with [TNC regarding this case since the Martin report was released? And have any additional records beyond the 

report been provided in the past three months, such as the meeting minutes of the faculty, advisor?- committee? If so, could you please .send those to me, along ruth any 

correspondence to or from the NCAA. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Statt’Writer 

.......... Fopa, arded message .......... 

From: Kane, Dan <._d___k__a___n__e__(~newsobser~,er.conl> 
Date: Thu, Jan 10, 2013 at 12:20 PM 
Subject: 

To: "Moon, Karen B" <kmen moon(2~unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <steveldrsclmet@:unc.edu> 

Karen and Steve, 

As more becomes clear in the academic t?aud scandal, I would like to know ifUNC olticials told the NCAA, as it was investigating tbr receiving 

impermissible academic help from a tutor, that all three of those clasps at the center of that investigation were lecture-style classes that never met. 

He took the first of these three classes as an incoming freshmen, the other two before he becmne a sophomore. It would seem lvasonable to believe that it would have 

been to his benefit if the university, had disclosed to the NCAA that these classes never met, leaving        mid other students with having to do a lengthy lesearch 

papel; ostensibly on their own, though as we know. the athletes had the help of tutors and academic counselors in the suppod program. 

So fro; I have not seen anything in the record that indicates UNC officials made this known to the NCAA during that inves~gation. I would appreciate someone 
providing information that indicates whether this happened or not. If it did not happen, I would like to know why. If it did happen, I would like to know why the NCAA 

did not consider it a factor in declaring        ineligible to play. 

I would also like to know if this information was shared ruth the honor court, and if so, how it was handled there. 
Hope you are doing well, 

919-829-4861 o~T~’<~ 
ceii 

Dan Kane 
Stal~" ~Tliter 

919-829-4861 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, Janumy 11, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report 1-11-13.docx 

Today’s is attached. Have a great weekend! 

On Wed, Jan 9, 2013 at 8:29 PM, Ille, Vince <ille,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

From:             [mailto:           ~0gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:15 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Report 

...is attached. 

Thanks! 

5ib~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~9~mail. cora 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Cormnunication: Reporting & Sports Comm~mication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrainistration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, Janum7 11, 2013 1:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <Jlle@email.unc.edu> 

RE: information request 

Thanks. I am here most of the afternoon. Thanks for the return call. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Service; 

The Univ~-’_!rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 952-8595 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 12:52 PM 

To: Moon, Karen B 

Subject: FW: information request 

garen, 

Please see below in response to your nressage and phone call. I’ll call you back shortly. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 6:55 PM 

To: Kirschner, Steve; Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: RE:              information request 

Please see my responses below in red. Thanks. 

From: Steve Kirschner [__m___a_jJ_~LS_t__e_.__v__e___k_Lr__s__c__h__t)__e_E@__u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Cunningham. Bubba: Ille. Vince 
Subject: FW: information request 
fyi 

From: <Kane>, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Thursday, January 10, 2013 3:14 PM 

To: "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <_s._te_x.e__k_!_r._sc__h_.n__e_r _@ _u_ .n_ c_ : e_ _d_ .y. > 

Subject: Fwd:                information request 

One other request. Has the NCAA been in contact with UNC regarding this case since the Martin report was released? And have any additional records beyond the report been 

provided in the past three months [NONE TO MY KNOWLEDGE/NONE FROM THE COMPLIANCE OFFICE], such as the meeting minutes of the faculty advisory committee [NO] ? If 

so, could you please send those to me, along with any correspondence to or from the NCAA [NONE TO MY KNOWLEDGE "regarding this case"/NONE TO OR FSOM THE 

COMPUANCE OFFICE "regarding this case"]. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Ka no, Da n <dka ne@newsobserver.com > 

Date:Thu. Jan 10. 2013 at 12:20 PM 

Subject: 

To: "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <st:evekirschner@unc.edu> 

Karen and Steve, 

As more becomes clear in the academic fraud scandal, I would like to know if U NC officials told the NCAA, as it was investigating for receiving impermissible 

academic help from a tutor, that all three of those classes at the center of that investigation were lecture-style classes that never met. 

He took the first of these three classes as an incoming freshmen, the other two before he became a sophomore. It would seem reasonable to believe that it would have been to his 

benefit if the university had disclosed to the NCAA that these classes never met, leaving        and other students with having to do a lengthy research paper, ostensibly on their 

own, though as we know, the athletes had the help of tutors and academic counselors in the support program. 

So far, I have not seen anything in the record that indicates UNC officials made this known to the NCAA during that investigation. I would appreciate someone providing 

information that indicates whether this happened or not. If it did not happen, I would like to know why. If it did happen, I would like to know why the NCAA did not consider it a 

factor in declaring        ineligible to play. 

I would also like to know if this information was shared with the honor court, and if so, how it was handled there. 

Hope you are doing well, 

::~ ,~ii? W,"i’< I 

919-829-4861 office. ............................. 
ceil 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

919-829-4861 



Fl"Om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Requesting Slot 

Vince, 

Track and Field would like to request a slot for the following prospective student athletes 

Josh Langley 

UNC Track and Field 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:31 PM 

Aaron York < ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Holds 

All, 

Please see below for the list of sports who are on hold for delinquent paperwork for the month of December. 

Track and Field 

Football 

W Lacrosse 

W Basketball 

Also, Rowing is currently up to date and no longer has their hold on from the previous month. If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence Cunningham ?}me.com> 

Saturday, Januao~ 12, 2013 9:52 AM 

Chest Rick <rchryst@trottlaw.com>; Montgome~; John R <jmon~unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.tmc.edtr~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@email.unc.edu> 

Playbook’s ultimate questionnaire for NFL coaching candidates - ESPN 

This is excellent. 

http://espn.go.com/blog/playbook/fandom/post/ /idJ16855/the-ultimate-mq-coach-inte1~’iew-script 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Nolth Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, January 12, 2013 12:03 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Report 

They went after him pretty hard for that, Nice to see there are people out there who think for themselves and can assess the validity of a claim, not just mindlessly believe 

everything they read. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 1/11/2013 6:54 PM > > > 

Note the one on Marlin and Forbes. When you follow the link to Forbes, read down to the bottom and then open up the comments. Comments are interesting. 

From:             [mailto:           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Today’s is attached. Have a great weekend! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 9:16 AM 

Aaron York < ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane Crocker < dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clare Duffy <duff~,ce@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Chris Keyes < kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter < lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chad 

Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa 

Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 

<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

W Basketball Hold 

Business Office Staff, 
You may release the hold on women’s basketball, as they are completely caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 14, 2013 4:09 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report 1-14-13.docx 

Today’s is attached. Have a great day! 

On Fri, Jan 11, 2013 at 6:51 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope you enjoy a great weekend as well. 

From:             [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, January ll, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

~cjmail.com] 

Today’s is attached. Have a great weekend! 

On Wed, Jan 9, 2013 at 8:29 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

From:              [mailto:           ;@qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 3:15 PI 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

...is attached. 

Thanks! 

@gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Spolt Science: Sport A&ninistration 

~,gmail.coln 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jottrnalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrmnistration 

??~mail. corn 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 5:42 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Softball live coverage 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ciarra Watkins <ciarrajw@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Donna 

Hope all is well. had mentioned that you had some questions about live event coverage this season during your staff meeting today. Here’s what is planned: 

We will try to cover as many games as possible via a single camera stream. This is 1 camera shooting and encoding the game on site with natural sound audio. We started 

doing this in the fall and have had very positive feedback. The specific schedule still needs to be determined. 
] am still working with [TS to determine the feasibility of getting enough fiber to cover some games via ESPN& [ will keep everyone in the loop as [ get more information on 

that. The ESPN3 schedule is also to be determined. 

Here’s the scheduling lowdown we are waiting for the spring sports broadcast schedule from the ACC to set our spring sports. We are hopeful that all sports are on TVat 

some point during the season. We can’t determine ESPN3 until we figure out what’s on TV, or single camera streams until we know both of the above. As always, we will have 

conflicts on days when multiple sports are competing at home and we will need to equitably work out those issues. 

Hope this dears up some of the questions you have. [’ve been told ! should have broadcast schedules from the conference this week, so we can start building schedules from 

that point. Please reach out to me directly if you’ve got any questions about this or any other issues for New Media. 

Thanks and [will be back in touch as soon as [have more information. Good luck with all of your pre season work. 

Ken 
Ken Cleary 
Assistant Athletic Director- New Media 
Univ of North Carolina Athletics 
Dean Smith Center 
kcleary~ uncaa, unc.edu 
919-843-2076 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kids2 Carolina- ~gmaJl.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 4:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Kids2Carolina Winter Update 

breakfast 118.jpg 

Winter Update ticom Kids2Carolina! 

First and foremost, I hope you had a wonderful holiday season and a 
great start to 2013 Looking back on the ?’ear, Kids2Carolina feels 
like we had a great first ?’ear. We were able to send over 1400 kids 
to football games this past ?,ear These are kids that traveled all 
across the state to come visit UNC, from southwest Virginia to 
Asheville and from Boone to Wilmington Our mission at Kids2Carolina 
is to enrich the lives of underprivileged youth by providing access to 
a world-class universib" and state of the art athletic venues. Through 
attending athletic events and experiencing a "Carolina Game day", kids 
in our commum~ will have the opportuni~" to be a part of a college 
setting, inspiring them to be on a path to higher education! 

We felt that like that is a great start, but we are no where near 
satisfied. We could not have gotten this far without your 
contribution and we are grateful to have such passionate support. 

This spring, we would like to send kids to Boshamer stadium to watch 
the #1 Baseball team in the land We are currently nailing down 
logistics with UNC but we are taking donations to help us get kids on 
to campus so that they can have a unique opportunity to visit a world 
class educational institution. If you are interested in donating 
please visit our website or contact me. 

We also of course are accepting basketball and soon, baseball ticket 
donations which can be mailed to Kids2Carolina, P. O Box 9135 Chapel 
Hill 27514. These will either be given directly to kids or auctioned 
offand in turn the auction money will go to buying more tickets ]2>r 
kids. 

We are also looking for anyone who would like to help support the 

program with their time and effort, please contact me if you have any 

would like to help out this spring[ 

Thank you for all your support! Feel free to forward this message to 
anyone who may be interested in our program. 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org Follow- Our blog[ 

http:i/w~.facebook.com/Kids2Carolina 

https:i/twitter.com/kids2carolina 

Kids2carolina is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina 

Please refer to our website for any questions you may have. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 6:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unoedu> 

Track and Field Slots 

VJnce, 

Below is a list of the prospective student athletes that we have committed and need an admission slot, We are still recruiting and anticipate more to come in the following 

months. 

I keep forgetting to tell you, Mike Turk says hello. ] saw him over Christmas and he sends his regards, 

(committed last night) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 11:32 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: 

Not an issue from our end for bylaw 16. We can certainly do it out of SAF if we want to but their budget can cover it without it being an issue. 

Lance 

16.4.1 Permissible. 

Identified medical expense benefits incidental to a student athlete’s participation in intercollegiate athletics that may be financed by the institution are: (Revised." 4/29/04) 

(a) Medical insurance; (Revised." 8/4/08) 

(b) Death and dismemberment insurance for travel connected with intercollegiate athletics competition and practice; 

(c) Drug rehabilitation expenses; 

(d) Counseling expenses related to the treatment of eating disorders; (Adopted." 1/!1/89) 

(e) Special individual expenses resulting from a permanent disability that precludes further athletics participation. The illness or injury producing the disability must involve a 

former student athlete or have occurred while the student athlete was enrolled at the institution, or while the prospective student athlete was on an official paid visit to the 

institution’s campus. An institution or outside agency, or both, may raise money through donations, benefits or like activities to assist the student athlete or a prospective 

student athlete. All funds secured shall be controlled by the institution, and the money shall be used exclusively to meet these expenses; 

(f) Glasses, contact lenses or protective eye wear (e.g., goggles) for student athletes who require visual correction in order to participate in intercollegiate athletics; 

(g) Medical examinations at any time; (Revised: 4/29/04) 

(h) Expenses for medical treatment (including transportation and other related costs). Such expenses may include the cost of traveling to the location of medical treatment or 

the provision of actual and necessary living expenses for the student athlete to be treated at a site on or off the campus during the summer months while the student athlete 

is not actually attending classes. Medical documentation shall be available to support the necessity of the treatment at the location in question; and (Revised." 4/29/04) 

(i) Medical expenses (including surgical expenses, medication, rehabilitation and physical therapy expenses and dental expenses). 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/16/2013 11:29 AM > > > 

Do you think this permissible per a current bylaw? If not, can we use SAF tbr such expenses if the depaxtment wants to do that? Thanks. 

From: Mario Ciocca [mailto:ciocca@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 16, 2013 9:17 AM 
To= Ille, Vince; Corey Holliday 

(:::c= Trulock, Scott 
Subject: 

Vince, 

My question is if cost is an issue is, then is this something we could provide without being considered an extra benefit. The reasoning being we are trying to 

completely workup         and part of that is 

Thanks for your time and let me know if I should be directing this to someone else. 

Mario 

Marie Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
James A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, includin9 any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

May,s, Sally’ D <smays@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday’,               4:39 PM 

Paul, Sampson <spaul@uncaa.anc.e&~; Phillip~ Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc,edu>; biener@uncaa.unc.edu 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu-~; Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu);                    @live.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Medical Conditions for Men’s Tennis 

Just a reminder about some existing medical conditions for men’s tennis. As Coaches and Administrators you may be involved as a part of our Emergency Action Plan 

and we would like you to be aware of some particular medical conditions that may affect our athletes. 

We do not have any athletes who have a positive sickle cell trait, 

One athlete that has controlled asthma and uses an inhaler: 

Sally Mays MA, ATC, I_AT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Volleyball, Wrestling, Nen’s and Women’s Tennis 
smays@email,unc,edu 
919 962 2067 (w) 

(c) 
919 843 4982 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:04 AM 

Ricky May @yahoo.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cricket (stud Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Leads/Strategic Plan ....... 

Thanks for the update. Let me know more details when you get them. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Ricky May < @yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: Ricky May. @yahoo.corn> 

Date: Wednesday, January 9, 2013 9:59 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Leads/Strategic Plan ....... 

Bubba-- 

I enjoyed reading Carolina Leads just now. If you decide to add senior level expense on the revenue side of your strategic plans, I’m still interested. 

On another note, for the past few months I have been working with Richard Harrill, who heads the Campus Y, on an idea that’s been in my head for a few years 

involving sports entrepreneurship. If we can get this idea formalized, it would involve me making a financial commitment for a minimum of five years to fund Carolina 

students going overseas to start sports oriented for profit ventures. These would be businesses that the students create and operate. I would hope that once we have 

the details of the program finalized so we can show it to you that this program would be something that Carolina Athletics would want to support. It could be a 

great "cross campus" vehicle for your department to get involved with. We will be in touch soon. 

Ricky May 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kaia Hedlund < @msn.com> 
Thursday, 2:25 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
diane.obrien@athletics.ucsb.edu; gregg.wilson@athletics.ucsb.edu; kayla.smith@athletics.ucsb.edu 

Permission to Contact 

UNC.pdf 

Dear Vince, 

Attached is a request to contact UNC 

Thank you 

Kaia Hedlund 
Interim Director of Compliance 
UC Santa Barbara 

~msn.com 

Team member . Please contact me if you have any questions regarding this matter. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu:~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.~mc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Heading to Miami’? Here’s what you need to know! 

We started doing these right around the time I left ND. At N-D we worked with a professor and students in the film and theatre department to direct the clips I have looked around some at 

UNC in the past year and think we could do something similar with the journalist/broadcasting school. Lets discuss during our next staffmeeting and see of this is something we want to live 

folavar d with. 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Ille, Vince" <il le@email.unc .edu> 
To: "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa unc edu>, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@uncaa unc.edu>: 

<tlmmermans@uncaa unc.edu> 
Subject: Heading to Miami? Here’s what you need to know! 
Date:                 7:04 pm 

}uncaa.unc edu>, "Tom Timmerm ans" 

>>> "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.unc.edu 719:04:46.479109 >>> 

Click on the special message :[’or fans from their Compliance Offme. Alsu the YuuTube videos and educatiun links from there Pret~ guod stuf[’. 

Use this link to view a web version of this message<http://pacmail em marketin~hq.net/c html? 
ufl a&rtr un&s x7ieu2,Smvt.e6,9pcv,33ai,ew9<,leu9gD,/ILM MID 402905&MLM MLZD 510&MLM SITEID 2008000154&MLM UNIQUEID a9ad41_’3e61&X/2LM MZD 402905&MLM 1.3NI~ 

[http://pacmail.emmarketinahq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 01.~if] 

[http://pacmail.emmarketinahq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 02.~if] 

[http://pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main:header/ND email header y2 03.gif]<http://pacmaihemmarketinghq.net/c html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s xTicu2.8rnvt,e6,7kgc,3xlj,ewgg,leu9&MLM MID~402905&MLM L2NIQUEID a9ad4i>e61> 

[http:/)pacmaihem.1~mrketitNhq.nct/content/2008000154/1Tmin header/ND email header v2 04.gill 

[http:/)pacmaihem.1~mrketitNhq.nct/content/2008000154/1Tmin header/ND email header v2 05.gill 

[http:/;’pacmaihem.1narketitNhq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 06.gif]<http:i/pacmaihem.lnarketinghq.netic.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7icu2,Sm~.,e6,cbpe,2c92,ew9g,leu9&MLM MID 402905&MLM L~N’IQUEID a9ad4f3e61> 

[http://pacmaihemanarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND cmail header v2 07.gif] 

[http://pacmaihemanarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND cmail header v2 08.gif] 

[http://pacmaihemanarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND cmail header v2 09.gifl<http://pacmaihemanarketinghq.net/c.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieu2,Smvt,e6,b9xe,Shty,cw9g,leug&MLM FcKD 402905&MLM LFNIQUEID a9ad4fae61> 

[http:/)pacmaihem.1~mrketitNhq.nct/content/2008000154/1Tmin header/ND email header v2 10.gill 

[http:/;’pacmaihem.1narketin~hcl.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 ll.aif] 

[http:/;’pacmaihem.1narketin~hcl.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 12.air] 

[http:/;’pacmaihem.1narketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main header/ND emailheader v2 13.gif]<http:i/pacmaihem.lnarketinghq.netic.html? 

ufl a&rtr on&s x7icu2,Sm~..e6,tmvk.ebm5,ew9g,leu9&MLM MID 402905&MLM LFNIQUEID a9ad4f3e61> 

[http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 14.gif] 

[http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 15.gif]<http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/c.html? 

taft a&rtr on&s x7ieu2,8mv~,.e6~7@n,£’c~4.ew9g,leug&MLM MID-402905&MLM UNIq~U~ID a9ad4f3e61> 

[http://pacmaihemmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main header/iX,Z) email header v2 16.gill 

[http://pacmaihemmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main headel-/lxZ) email header v2 17.gii]<http://pacmaihemmarketinghq.netic html? 

utl a&ltr on&s~xTieu2,Smvt~e6,gs33,k3zj,ew9g,leu9&MLM MID -402905&MLM UNIQU~ID a9ad4f3e61> 

[http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 18.gif] 

[http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 19.gif]<http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/c.html? 

taft a&rtr on&s~x7ieu2~8mvt.e6.a5ec,btS,ew9g.leug&MLivl MID 402905&MLM UNIq~U~ID a9ad4f3e61> 

[http://pacmaihemmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main header/iX,Z) email header v2 20.gill 

[http://pacmaihemmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/main headel-/lxZ) email header v2 21.aii]<http://pacmail.emmarketinahq.netic html? 
u~l a&;ltr on&;s x7ieu2.8mvt, e6.780r,5iii, ew9g,leu9&MLM 1WED 402905&IVlLM UN2QUEID agad4t3e61> 

[http://pacmaihem.marketinghqnet/content/2008000154/main header/ND email header v2 22.~if] 



[http:i/pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/contenti2008000154/BCS email.ipg]<http:i/pacmail.emmarketinghq.netic.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieu2,8mvt,e6,kew5,gmst,ew9g,leug&MLM MID 402905&MLM UNIQUEID a9ad413e61> 
[http://pacmail.emmarkctinghq.net/contcnt/2008000154/galrledav app.ipg]<http://pacmail.emlr~arketinghq.net/c.html? 

ufl a&ttr on&s x7ieu2.Smvt,e6,eepg, lvgh, ewgg,leu9&MLM MID 402905&MLM UNIQUEID a9ad413e61> 
[http://pacmail.em.marketitNhq.nct/content/2008000154/SpecialMcssage.ipg]<http:i/pacmail.em.marketinghq.netic.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s xTicu2,Srnvt,e6,i9o,klll, ewgg,leu9&MLM ~ 402905&MLM L]NIQUEID a9ad41~e61> 
[http:i/pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/UoI~ND ieromeBettis.i pg]<http :~,’pacmail.emmarketin~hq.net/c.html? 
ufl a&rtr on&s xTieu2,Srnvt, e6,9a0i,iiit, ewgg,leu9&MLM ~ 402905&MLM L]NIQUEID a9ad41~e61> 
[http :i/pacmail. em.marketinghq.neticontent/2008000154/DVD%20Set%20Ad, ipg]<http :/?pacmail. em.marketinghq.netic.html ? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieu2,Smvt, e6,83ii,b~pg,cw9g,leug&MLM MID 402905&MLM LrNIQUEID a9ad41~e61> 

[http:i/pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/content/2008000154/header 3/fboter 3.ipg] 

Please do not reply- to this email. Questions or comments may be sent to: Notre Dame Tickets<mailto:sellerl .seller1. l~nd.edu?subiect eMail+Response>. 

Click here<httr~ :/ipacmail. emlrmrketin~hcl.net/c.html ? 
ufl a&rtr on&s xTieu2,Smvt,e6,~tcb,bl2w,ew9~,lcu9&MLM MLID 510&MLM D]xrIOUEID a9ad4f3e61&MLM MID~02905&N!LM ~ 402905&MLM L]NIOUEID agad4f3e61> to 

modify your profile or to unsubscribe. By opting-out of this service, you will not receive email notifications regarding season ticket renewals, ticket availability, priority- ordering deadlines, 
special announcements, or regular updates from Notre Dame Athletics. 

Forward to a Friend<http://pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/c.l~tlrfl? 
utl a&ltr on&s xTieu2,Smvt~e6,a47i,220k~ew9gJeu9&EMAIL ADDRESS ~aol.com&hdLM D]’,IIOUEID a9ad4f3e61&hdLM bid 402905&~!LM MID 492905&N!LM L’NIQUE]I 
[Facebook] 

Share on Facebook’. <http://pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/’chtml? 
utl a&ltr on&s xTieu2,Smvt~e6,2mep~5tkb,ew9g,leu9&N!LM SOCID ddde835eSbg~96c4518dcdf54d3533c2cSaa78e0262a4b04c5d44e77b70605b31ee5&N!LM MID -402905&MLM UNIQUEID 

[Twitter] 

Post on Twitter! <http:/?pacmail.emmarketinghq.net/chtml? 
ufl a&rtr on&s x7ieu2,Sm, A,e6695q,ps3~ew9g,leug&b!LbISOCID ddde835eSbg~96c4518dccff34d3533c2cSaa78e0262a4b04c5d44e77b70605b31ee5&I~!LM MID-402905&b!Lbl UNIQLNID 

[http:/Tpacmail.emmarketmghqnet/images/mlopenposthtml?rtr on&siteid 2008000154&mid 402905&mlid 510&uid a9ad413e61] 
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1 CLARE DUFFY 07/30/2012 10:17:03 

MOVING EXPENSES FOR SENIOR ASSC AD, VINCE ILLE 

TEMPORARY LJVING ARRANGEMENTS 

81t -8t31 I2012 

CHAPEL HILL NO 

":’"::"=~ 
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Print Barcode Page I of i 

UNC DISBURSEMENT SERVICES FAX COVER PAGE 

CHECK REQUEST 
K463291 

U T O H K I N D X 

C i K 4 6 3 2 9 1 

PREPARER’S; NAME: DIANE HCROCKER 

PREPARER’S PHONE: 9198439270 

PREPARER’S EMAIL: DCROCKER@UNCAA,UNC, EDU 

FAX COVER PAGE WITH ATTACHNENTS TO DISBURSEMENT 
SERVICES 

9!9 843-2419 

Fax Server is not available from 2 AN to 4 AN Eastern Time, 

, 1 . " ¯ https://v1ewstar.un~edu/UNCD1sbursementWebServ1~e/GenerateBa~C~de~aspx?USAGE~.~ 7/30/2012 



Page 1 of 1 

To: 

Central Audit 
Disbursement Services 

CB 1220 
t04 Airport Drive 

Supporting documentation for on-line check request number:K463291 

From:    DIANE M CROCKER !DCROCKER@UNCAA.UNC.EDU 

CB#: 8550               Phone: (9!9) 843-9270 

(Signature,if required) 
Name: 

Signature is required when reimbursement is for out of pocket business expenses to an individual, who is the 
disbursing authority for the account to which the expense will be charged. The signature shouid be either of 
the following: (1) person of higher authority or (2) the business manager or other person designated to review 
and approve expense transactions for the department, school, college or division. 

Payee Type: Business 

Account Numbers 

3-19030-1531 



l 

’ Tempor_ ary Living Con~any. 
P.O. Box91648 
Raldgh, NC27675 

Phone# 9t9~81-2364 Fax# 9194381-2367 

invoi_m- 
Date invoice # 

7/26/2012 92491 

Bil! To: 

I UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hi[l, NC 27515 

Month 

July 31, 2012 

August ! - August 3i, 2012 

[ 
I 

P,O, No. Terms Due Date Tenant Name 

Viuce & Ille 

Amount 

Due prior to move in 

Property Description Quantity 

Thank you for yo ur b Jsiness 

7/31/2012 

Rate 

1 
31 

! 

Sales Tax (13.0%) $o.00 

Total 
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Ch Request -UNC-CH FRS Check Request System Page 1 of I 

View Notepad Records for Check Request Number: K475499 

Totar Number of Notepad Entries: t 

Operator Date Time 

KATHY GRIGGS 08/23/2012 08:37:39 

TEMPORARY LIVING EXPENSES FOR VINCE ILLE, SR. ASSOCIATE 

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SEPT I-SEPT 30 2012 

iEDITi i ; RETU~-N ,i 

https :iiitsapps ,unc.eduifi-siFRSTalker 8/23/20 ! 2 



Print Barcode Page 1 of 1 

UNC DISBURSEMENT SERVICES FAX COVER PAGE 

CHECK REQUEST 
K475499 

U T C H K I N O X 

C K 4 7 5 4 9 9 

:.L-;;i!’. n L to Ai ? 
.:..,< hhis daLe 

pREPARI=R’S NAME: DIANE MCROCKER 

PREPARER’S PHONE: 919843:9270 

PREPARER"S EMAIL: DCROCKER@UNCAA, UNC.EDU 

FAX COVER PAGE WITH ATTACHMENTS TO DISBURSEMENT 
SERVICES 

919 B43-24!9 
Fax Server is not available from 2 AH to 4 AH Eastern Time, 

https:#viewstar.unc.edui~CDisbursementWebService/GenerateBarC°de-aspx?USAGE "’" 8/23/2012 



Page 1 of I 

To: 
Central Audit 
Disbursement Services 

CB t220 
104 Airport Drive 

Supporting documentation for on-line check request number:K475499 

From: DIANE M CROCKER iDCROCKER@UNCAA.UNC,EDU 

CB#: 8550 Phone: (919) 843-9270 
NOTEPAD: 

TEMPORARY LIVING EXPENSES FOR VINCE ILLE, SR. ASSOCIATE 

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR SEPT I-SEPT 30 2012 

(Signature,if required) 
Name: 

Signature is required when reimbursement is for out of pocket business expenses to an individual, who is the 
disbursinq authoritv for the account to which the expense will be charqed: The signature shouid be either of 
the following: (1) person of higher authority or (2) the business manager or other person designated to review 
and approve expense transactions for the department, school, college or division. 

Payee Type: Business 

Account Numbers 

3-19030-!53t 

[ Return :l 

https:i/itsapp s, unc.eduifrsiFRSTalker                                               8/23/2012 



Temp0r_ ary 
P.O. Box91648 
Raldgh, NC27675 

Living Con~any 

Phone# 919~81-2364 Fax# 9194381-2367 

lnvoi 
Date Invoice # 

8/1612012 92612 

Bill To: 

UNC Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hil!, NC 27515 

Month 

Sept 1 - Sept 30, 2012 

PLEASE ASK THE 
ACCOUNTING 
DEPARTMENT TO MAIL 
PAYMENT BY SEPTEMBER 
1ST. 
THANK YOU. 

P.O, No. 

Property Description 

Thank you for 

Terms Due Date Tenant Name 

Vince & Ille 

Amount 

Due By the 1st of the Month 

Quantity 

yo ur b lsiness 

9/1/20!2 

Rate 

30 

Sales Tax (13.0%) 

Total 

$0.00 

J ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 11:49 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-* 

Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 

JoyJ. Rem~er~ M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Pro[essor ar!d Dh’ecLor 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

B21-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-966-.5147Desl,: 
Celi 

919-966-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AM"Y NO"ICE: ]his ~_~--mai] message, including attachn-~ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from tins address may he s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 1:29 PM 

Ciocca, Marie F <ciocc~email.unc.edu>; Woodard, tlarold <hareM woodard@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<st~xme@admissions.unc.edw~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edw~; Thorp, Holden 
<holdenthorp@unc.edw~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edw~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - FAC Meeting Tuesday, JanuaD~ 8 

Attached is the draft agenda for FAC this coming Tuesday. We will begin the meeting at 4:30 in105 South Building. 

Happy New Year to All! 

Joy 

Jo~/J. Renner, M.A., r’~T(R), FAEIRS 

AssociaEe Professor and Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 

Chapei FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r3-51LWDesk 

Celi 

919-966-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALIgY NOqCE: 71115 e-mail message, includh~g attachments, if am/, is in~ended only for the -person o!’ entiw to wi~ich 1~ is addressed and may contain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged mater[ai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are Aot the mtend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Entail eerrespo~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina P~blic Reeerds ~aw ol~d may he disposed to third pa~ties by a~ 

a~therized scale official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Renner, Joy J <lay Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 1:30 PM 

Ciocca, Maria F <ciocc@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, ttarold <haroM woodard@unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M 
<st~rme@admissions.unc.edu;~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Thorp, Holden 
<holdenthorp@unc.edu;~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu;~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Joy Renner - FAC Meeting Tuesday, Janualy 8 Attachment 

FAC 2012-2013 1 Agenda.docx 

Sorry forgot the a[ti~chmerd: 

Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 

&ssociate Profe55or a!~d [)[re,::l:or 

Un[ve!’sil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 

32!-A S,:)ul:h CoMmbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; ..>-mail message, ir!,::Jud[r].~ al:t;~chments, if any, is irltet~dted ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and rt]ay t:ot~t;}JR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Ar!~, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not the [hi:ended recipient, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by reply u-.mall and 

destroy all cOpies Of the original !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :L32), Stude~t educatio~al records are sub~ect to FERIPA, 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 1:29 PM 

To" Ciocca, Maria F; Woodard, Harold; Farmer, Stephen M; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Thorp, Holden; Polk, Barbara Jo 

Co-" Lissa Broome Oissa_broome@unc.edu) (lissa broome@unc.edu) 

Subject: Joy Renner - FAC Meeting Tuesday, 3anuary 8 

Attached is the draft agenda for FAC this coming Tuesday. We will begin the meeting at 4:30 in 105 South Building. 

Happy New Year to All] 

Joy 

Joy J, Runner, M.A, r4-r(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and L~ir~_~ctor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

Sc:hool of Medic:the 

CB #7.130 UNC-CH B,:)ndurar!l: Hall 

321.-A South Cciiumbia $1:. 

Chapel Hill, N( 27599-7130 

919-956-5L47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-~95::L Fa~ 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maq message, i!~c:h,ld[ng attachments, it: am/, is JRt,:?r!,:Je,:J Onb/for the .-person or enti%, to whk:h it is add!’e55ed and ,,’nay corfl:airl ,.’:oRf[den[[a[ and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:er[al. A!w -.--un;~uti~o!’ized !’ev:ew, use, dh:ck)sure or d:str[butk)n :s prohibited. If Vou are not the intended !’ecipkent, please co!~tac:t the sender by !’eply e-maq and 

destroy all copkes of l:he original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may he subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may he disclosed to third parties By an 

authorized state officiM (NCGS, cho :t32)o Student educationM records are subject to F~RPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stephen M Farmer <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 4, 2013 5:05 PM 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~-~ 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Dear Barbara (with copies to Vince and C.D.): 
Thank you for the time and the great care you’ve given to this student and to this decision. I don’t know how you could have been more respectful to him or more 
responsible to the University. 
I am grateful to you, as always, for your wisdom, your professionalism, and your commitment. 
Steve 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; ille@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Mock, Conrad D Jr, Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: 
Dear Steve and Vince, 
As you kno~% C.D. and I met ~dth      this morning. In addition, be%re speaking with     , I spoke in detail w~ith the      detective who investigated the 
situation and      counselor. After spending much of the day weighing all sides of the issue, I have admitted      for the spring semester. That admission 
comes with a requirement that he meet with Erik Hunter m the Dean of Students Office no later than Friday, ]anuary 11. 
1 will add a complete report to      ; record. In the end, while [ could make an argument in either direction, I made the decision Chat [ felt was the most fair to 
the student and was supported by conversations with the Dean of Students O~ice at       the Dean of Students Office here, th e       police department, 

counselor and t,wo in-person meetings with ] 
I hope fl}r everyone’s sake, that I made the right decision. 1 don’t believe that will let us down. As we all know though, there is no such thing as a sure bet. 

Let me know if you have any questions or if you would like a copy of the full report once [ have completed it. 
Have a good weekend. 
Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 5:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J ~\loyRenne@med.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

SCORES 2010.pdf 

Joy, 

Since not aft hours are "countable," there is data from a 2010 NCAA Survey of student-athletes that they report spending 43.3 hours per week in-season on athtedc 

activities for FBS Football, 42,1 in Baseball, 39.2 in Men’s Basketball, 37.5 in Women’s Basketball, 33,3 in all other Women’s Sports, and 32,0 in All Other Men’s 

Sports (see p. 17 of the attachment and pages 16-20 generally). This sometimes exceeds the time they report spending on academic activities in-season (p. 18). 

Page 20 shows the percentage of student.-athh?t:es who report that they would prefi?r to ape_rod less t:ime on athh-:d:ics. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:28 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Ce: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject: FW: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Joy, 

Student-athlete participation in what the NCz’u~ refers to as "countable atNeticoJly related activities" is defined and regulated by the various rules in NCAA Bylaw-, 

Article 17. I’ve attached the following that may be helpful for the purpose you describe below: 

1. A copy of rules education information that was presented to all student-athletes at the beginning of the 2012-13 academic year (see slide 11); 

2. A summa~ of applicable rules shared ruth SAAC members last spring; 

3. A summapy ~f app~icab~e rules that is shared mth student- ath~etes and p~s~ed at vari~us ~cati~ns inc~uding team ~cker r~ms; and 

4. A copy of the electronic [brm used by coaches to record and report their student-athletes’ paVticipation in countable athletically related activitie~ including some 

san~ples completed and submitted to the Compliance Office this year. 

I hope this intbnnafion is helptul. If you have any questions or require additional in[brmation, please let me know. 

Viuce 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 
Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 
Joy J, Rennet, M.A, £f(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor ;rod D[r~_~ctor 
Un[w_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel H[li 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321-A South Coiumbia St 
Chap~-~i Hill, NC 2759%7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 
Cell 

91.9-~: 56-5951 Fa~ 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY biOT]CE: This e-maq message, [!~c:lud[ng attachments, if a!W, is inter!ded oniy f,:)r the .-person or entity to which it is addressed and may c:or!l:ain ,.’:o[~f[den[[ai and/or 
privileged mal:erhsl. A!b, -.--unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distr[butk)n is ~ r)~ b ~d lye a~ not1 e ne d~d ’ ~ ~ erl, please co!~tac:t the sender by reply e-mail ;~nd 
destroy all copk~s of l:he original message. 
Entail correspondence to and from this address may Be subject to the North Carolina Public Reeor~ls law and may be disclosed to third parties By an 

a~thorized state offieia~ (NCGS, the :L32)o St~Bdent ed~eatiEna~ records are subject to FERPA° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 5:55 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <We@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Thank you Lissa 

Should this be shared with FAC as well. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:23 PM 
To: 1lie, Vince; Renner, Joy 3 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

,Joy, 

Since not all hours ar,-_~ "k:ountable," ther,:_~ is data from a 2010 NCAA Survey of studet~t.-athlet:es that they report spending 43,3 hours per we,-A~ in-season on athletic 

activities for FBS Football, 42,1 in Baseball, 39.2 in M~-’_~n’s Basketball, 37.6 in Wornen’s Basketball, 33,3 in all otfu:_~r Wom~:_m’s Sports, and 32,0 in All Other Men’s 

Sports (see p. :17 of the attachment and pages :16-.20 generatly)~ This sometimes exceeds the Lime they report spending on academic activities in-season (p. 3_8). 

Page 20 shows the percentage of student-athletes who report that they would prefer to spored less time on athletics, 

l.issa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary 04, 2013 4:28 PM 
To: Runner, Joy J 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Joy, 

Student-athlete participation in what the NCAA retbrs m as "countable atNetically related activities" is defined and regulated by the various rules in NCAA Bylaw, 

Article 17. I’ve attached the tbllowing that may be helpthl tbr the purpose you describe below: 

1. A cow of rules educafion information that was presented to all student-athletes at the beginning of the 2012-13 academic year (see slide 11); 

2. A summary of applicable rules shaxed with SAAC members last spring; 

3. A summary of applicable rules that is shased with s~udent-athletes and posted at various locations including team locker rooms; a~d 

4. Acopyoftheelectronic form nsed by coaches to record mld report their stadent-athletes’ participa~aonincountableathlefic~Jlyrelatedacfivities, including some 

smnples completed and submitted to the Compliance Office this yeas. 

I hope this information is helpthl. If you have any questions or require additions] informatio~ please let me know. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 

Jo~/J, Re!~r!er, bl,A., £T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa[e Professor arid £~irector 
Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel }~[11 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r~-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-966-595"_,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: Thb e-mail message, iqclud[ng attachments, if aqy, is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may cot~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[er[ai. Aqy ---unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proidbi[ed. If you are no,’_ the intended recipient, please coqtact the sender b? reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the or[~[nal !’qessage. 

Entail correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state officiM (INCGS, ch, 132), Student educationM records are subject ta FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc¯edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 6:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Thanks 

Maybe I could ask the FAC to see if they can contact a student or two on their respective teams and ask about the time they expend on athletics - thoughts? 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:52 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

I’ll let Lissa weigh in on legaJity of student-athlete names on the CARA,’Practice Form. I suspect it is ok though? CARA stands for "countable athletically related 

activities" which is the terminology used by the NCAA in the applicable bylaws. We don’t count or record the "non-countable hours" so that infomlafion isn’t available 

from our records¯ Anecdotes would be the best we can do there¯ I don’t have any concerns with these records being reviewed by anyone. Thanks Joy. 

From: P, enner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:47 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 
This is very helpful information. The example CARA (might be stupid question but you can tell me what this acronym represents) has student names on it. Is it okay to share it 

with the other documents. 

Also, would it be possible to get a couple of example weeks from the student perspective from say 5 to 6 sports (football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and maybe 
three other sports that you think are representative) where they include the "non-countables" - travel, pre-practice time (dress and taping), etc.., of a somewhat typical week. 

I think this information will be very informative for FAC, ARG, and the general faculty. Are there any of these documents you would not want posted for faculty? 

You guys make-up an incredible three-some team that I wish others could know what you are doing to insure high integrity within our athletics program. 

Joy 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Joy, 

Student-athlete participation in what the NCAA refers to as "comatable athleticaJly related activities" is defined and regulated by the various rules in NCAA Bylaw, 

Article 17. I’ve attached the following that may be helpful for the purpose you describe below: 

1. A copy of rules education infornmtion that was presented to all student-athletes at the beginning of the 2012-13 academic year (see slide 11 ); 

2. A summary of applicable roles she:red ruth SAA_C members lasl spring; 

3. A summary of applicable rules that is she:red ruth student-athletes and posted at various locations including team locker rooms; and 

4. Acowoftheelectronic form used by coaches to record and report their student-athletes’ participalion in countable athletically related activities, including some 

samples completed and submitted to the Compliance Office this year. 

I hope this information is helpful¯ If you have any questions or require additional infonnation, please let me know. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rer!!~er, M.A¯, RT(P,), FAE~RS 
Assodate Professor ar!d Dh’ec[or 
Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desl,: 
Zeli 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AUTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtitv to wi ,ich it i_ addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bject to the North Caroffna P~blic Records Raw a~d may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ {NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educationM records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Subcommittee Meetings 

Vince, thanks very much. If Corey and Joe have updated documents for any of these four, we’d be glad to receive them. We’ll look forward to the roster, too. 

Thank you again and hope you have a good weekend. 

Steve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 6:46 PN 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Meetings 

Steve, 

I’ve talked with Corey and think , , and will be ready for review at our next meeting. I should have the 

updated prospect roster fiom Corey sometime Monday morning. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Friday, 11:19 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Meetings 

Vince, thank you very much. We’d like to get the materials posted for review as soon as possible on Monday, since we’re meeting first thing Wednesday. 

It would be very helpful for us to have an updated roster of students who’re verbally committed, as well as any students Corey believes are average or better 

chances to sign in a few weeks. My guess is that the subcommittee will want to know something about the shape of the whole class before they make too many 

decisions. 

Thank you again and please call if you’d like to discuss. 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 8:54 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen H 

C¢: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Meetings 

Steve, 

ThaJlks tbr the mes~ge. I hope you and your lhmily eNoyed the holidays. 

I’ve communicated with Corey Holliday and would like to schedule at least 3-4 prospective footbe]l team members for review at the meeting on . Fve asked 

Corey to identify his pretbrences and will let you know as soon as I know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Thursday, 11:06 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Subcommittee Meetings 

Dear Vince (with a copy to Barbara): 

I hope this message finds you well and your new year off to a good start. I also hope you were able to get some well-earned rest over the holidays. 

l’m writing to touch base about the subcommittee meeting that’s scheduled for Wednesday,         , from 9 to 10:30a. If the department will be presenting any 

candidates, will you please let me know as soon as possible so that we can prepare the credentials for the group? 

We have additional meetings scheduled for: 

* Tuesday,. , I-2:30p 

* Tuesday, ,8:30-i0a 

If you think that we’ll need additional time at either of these meetings or an additional meeting, please let me know that, too, and we will work on revising the 

schedule. 

Thank you for your advice. Again, I hope you are well. 

Steve 

Stephen Farmer 

Vice Provost for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.966.3992 

sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karlton W Creech <kcreech@unc.edu;, 

Friday, January 4, 2013 7:19 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-> 

Re: Industry, Related Work 

ATT00001 .jpe 

Thanks Paul. This is glvat information. Bubba is mostly intereffted in current commitments and upcoming commitments for 2013-2014. 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Jan 4, 2013, at 6:52 PM, "Paul Pogge" <pl~x)gge@uncaa.anc.edu> wrote: 

Karlton, 

I hope this is what you were looldng for. Please let me know if you need anything else. I am out Monday and Tuesday but aall looldng forward to our 

conversation Wednesday. 

Have a great weekend, 

Paul 

>>> "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech(~)unc.edu> 1/4/2013 5:35 PM >>> 

Thank you for your continued support of the weekly reporting system. 

As we head into the spring semester, Bubba will be preparing the first Operations Report for the Chancellor. The subject matter of this report will be 

taken directly from your weekly reports. 

After the first Operations Report is submitted to the Chancellor, Bubba will share the Report with each of you for your feedback. 

Bubba has requested one detailed piece of information for next week’s weekly report from each unit. 

Please include a listing of ALL current year industry related "outside activities" for you and ALL of your staff in next week’s report. Examples would be 

ACC and NCAA committees, NACDA and its sub-organizations, workshops, continuing education, etc. 

There is no right or wrong answer on this. Bubba just needs to have knowledge of the work our staff is involved in outside of Carolina. 

Thank you for your attention to this request, and please feel free to contact me with any questions. 

All the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 843-6432 - office 

-cell 

k_c_ _r~ ~c_~.@_u_.n__c__#_A _u_ 

<mJme-alachment.jpg> 

<Risk Management and Agents- 1-4-12.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J ~3oy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 7:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

I agree - that is why I am going to go I believe for giving ranges ...... can be as low as X and as high as X depending on XYZ There are only a few who want definite numbers; 

I believe most faculty (like myself) would just like to have an idea of what the real time burden can be. 

I hope you have a good weekend. No more emails from me (I almost promise) 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 7:24 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

That might be belpful, just be cautious abxmt numerical estimates. 

When doing exit interviews, I’ve aJways tbund this is difficult Ibr stadent-athletes to quantify if they give it much thought at all. Even some oftbe most basic variables (a 

week with home contests compared to a week with away contests) cause great fluctuations in the "non-countable activities" that they don’t count and aren’t clearly 

defined. The "countable athleticaJly related activities" are defined. ’~on-countable activities" are not, and so the de facto &finifion (everything else that we do, but they 

don’t count) includes different things to difi~rent individuals. The correct answer would be different every week at times~ over 30 hours variance ifthe student-atblete 

counts his or her travel and hotel time associated with away competitions and as a "non-countable activity" whether he or she may be s~dying on the bus/in the hotel or 

not. That is why e:dt surveys aJways focus on level of comfort, or satisfaction, or expectations, etc. instead of numerical estimates. But I understand some people like 

and will expect mmlbers. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 6:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 
Thanks 
Maybe I could ask the FAC to see if they can contact a student or two on their respective teams and ask about the time they expend on athletics - thoughts? 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:52 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Ce: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

I’ll let Lissa weigh in on legaliF of student-athlete names on the CARA/Practice Form. I suspect it is ok though? CARA stands for "countable athlefically related 

activities" which is the terminology used by the NCAA in the applicable bylaws. We don’t count or record the "non-countable hours" so that information isn’t available 

from our records. Anecdotes would be the best we can do there. I don’t have any concerns with these records being reviewed by anyone. Thanks Joy. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:47 PM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 
This is very helpful information. The example CARA (might be stupid question but you can tell me what this acronym represents) has student names on it. Is it okay to share it 

with the other documents. 

Also, would it be possible to get a couple of example weeks from the student perspective from say 5 to 6 sports (football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and maybe 
three other sports that you think are representative) where they include the "non-countables" - travel, pre-practice time (dress and taping), etc.., of a somewhat typical week. 

I think this information will be very informative for FAC, ARG, and the general faculty. Are there any of these documents you would not want posted for faculty? 

You guys make-up an incredible three-some team that I wish others could know what you are doing to insure high integrity within our athletics program. 

Joy 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Ce: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Joy, 

Student-athlete participation in what the NC!u~ refers to as "countable atbleticaJly related activities" is defined and regulated by the various rules in NCAA Bylaw-, 

Article 17. I’ve attached the following that may be helpful for the purpose you describe below: 

1. A cow ofrnles education information that was presented to all student-athletes at the beginning of the 2012-13 academic year (see slide 11); 

2. A summau of applicable rules shared with SAAC members last spring; 

3. A summary of applicable rules that is shared with student-athletes aald posited at various locations including team locker rooms; and 

4. Acopyoftheelectronic form used by coaches to record and report their student-athletes’ participatlonincountableathleficallyrelatedacfivifies, including some 

samples completed and submitted to the Compliance Office this year. 

I hope this i~fformation is helpful. If you have any questions or require additional information, please let me know. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:49 AM 



To: Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 

.~o~,.I. Rem~_% M.A., RI(R), F.a,E~RS 

Associate Professor a~d Director 

Universit¥ of ~Jorth Carolina at Ci~apel Hiii 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

B21-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC ~!7599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.514.7Desk 
::eli 

919-9 ~ 6-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mai] message, indudin~,~ attachn-:ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person oF ~-mtitv to which it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/o~ 
plffvde~ed material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ ori#~inal m~_~ssa[~_¯ 
E~’~ail correspe~le~¢e to a~d from this address may be s~l>ject to the Noah Caro~i~a P~l~li¢ Re�orBs Raw a~l may be ~lisdose~l to thir~l parties by am 
autheri~e~ state offidal {~t1¢G8, <:h, :~:~:2), $t~emt e~atiomal records are s~bject to FERPA, 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~; 

Saturday, JanuaD~ 5, 2013 9:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J ~\loyRenne@med.unc.edu> 

Cunnmgham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

All ---The Office of University Counsel should make this interpretation. I think it could be argued that ever it: this information is an education record that it could be 

disclosed to "school officials with a legitimate educational interest," but that’s OUC’s call, not mine. 

[issa 

From, Ille, Vince 
Sent, Friday, January 04, 2013 5:53 PM 
To= Renner, Joy J 
Co" Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject, RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

I’ll let Lissa weigh in on legali~ of student-athlete names on the CARA/Practice Form. I suspect it is ok though? CARA stands for "countable athletically’ related 

activities" which is the terminology used by the NCAA in the applicable bylaws. We don’t count or record the "non-countable hours" so that infonnafion isn’t available 

from our records. Anecdotes would be the best we can do there. I don’t have any concerns with these records being reviewed by anyone. Thanks Joy. 

From, Renner, Joy J 

Sent, Friday, January 04, 2013 5:47 PM 

To= llle, Vince 
12e= Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject, RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 
This is very helpful information. The example CARA (might be stupid question but you can tell me what this acronym represents) has student names on it. Is it okay to share it 
with the other documents. 

Also, would it be possible to get a couple of example weeks from the student perspective from say 5 to 6 sports (football, men’s basketball, women’s basketball, and maybe 
three other sports that you think are representative) where they include the "non-countables" - travel, pre-practice time (dress and taping), etc.., of a somewhat typical week. 

I think this information will be very informative for FAC, ARG, and the general faculty. Are there any of these documents you would not want posted for faculty? 

You guys make-up an incredible three-some team that I wish others could know what you are doing to insure high integrity within our athletics program. 

Joy 

From, llle, Vince 
Sent, Friday, January 04, 2013 4:27 PM 
To= Renner, Joy J 
Co" Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject, FW: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Joy, 

Student-athlete participation in what the NCAA retErs to as "countable atbletically related activities" is defined and regulated by the various rules in NCAA Bylaw, 

Article 17. I’ve attached the following that may be helpful for the purpose you describe below: 

1. A cow of roles education intbrmation that was presented to all student-athletes at the beginning of the 2012-13 academic year (see slide 11); 

2. A summau of applicable roles shared with SAAC members last spring; 

3. A summaD" of applicable rules that is shaxed with student-athletes and posted at various locations including team locker rooms; a~d 

4. Acowoftheelectronic form nsed by coaches to record and repolt their student-athletes’ participationinconntableathleficallyrelatedacfivifies, including some 

samples completed and submitted to the Compliance Office this year. 

I hope this hfformafion is helpful. If you have any questions or require additional infommtion, please let me know. 

Vince 

From, Renner, Joy J 
Sent, Friday, January 04, 2013 11:49 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject, Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 
Jo? J. Re!~qer, M.A., r’~T(R), [-AEIRS 
AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
.~21-A South Coiumbia St 
Chap(_~i Hd[, NC 27599-7130 

_.1.., 9~6 ,~]. l, [.e_k 
.’_’eli 

91.9-966-~]95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi~CE: iNs e-reicH messi~ge, including i~ttachments, if any, is int,_reded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materi;~i. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you al’e Rot the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase conti~ct the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspo~clence t<} and from this address may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Rec<}rds law a~cl ma~/be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 
authorized state offieia~ (NCGS, eho :t32)o Student edueationa~ records are subject to FERPA, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Saturday, January 5, 2013 9:52 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J ~\loyRenne@med.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Vince, 

Excellent points. I think those caveats are necessary if we present this information to FAC. I think the NCAA survey data received some publicity when it was 

released a couple of years ago. It also suggests that tl~e "noncountable" I~ours do still count to the students. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:46 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 

Co: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Lissa, 
Thanks for sharing the resnlts of that survey. Let’s please note that the responses are not specific to the experience of the UNC student-athletes who may be the focus 

of the ARG. Paflicipation rates are low (for example, oNy 799 FBS football student-athletes represents less than 10%). We should be able to start collecting our own 

data that is responsive to our interests and the interests of the ARG when our student-athlete exit interview survey is revised and implemented. 

Hope everyone enjoys the weekend. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 5:23 PN 
To: Ille, Vince; Renner, Joy J 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

J oV, 

Since not aH hours are "countable," there is data from a 2010 NCAA Survey of student-athletes that they report spending 43.3 hours per week in-season on athletic 

activities for Fag Football, 42,;[ in Baseball, 39.2 in Men’s Basketball, 37£ in Women’s gasketbaU, 33,3 in all other Women’s Sports, and 32,0 h~ All Other Men’s 

Sports (see p. 27 of the attachment and pages 26-20 generaUg), This sometimes exceeds the time they report spending on academic activities in-season (p. 18), 

Page 20 shows the percentage of student.-athh:~t:es who report that they would prefer to sp¢_md less Lime on athh-:d:ics. 

Liana 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 4:28 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Joy, 

Student-athlete participation in what the NCAA refers to as "countable athletically related activities" is defined mid regulated by the various rules in NCAA Bylaw, 

Article 17. I’ve attached the follomng that may be helpfifl for the purpose you describe below: 

1. A copy of rules education information that was presented to all student-athletes at the beginning of the 2012-13 academic year (see slide 11); 

2. A summary of applicable rules shared ruth SAAC members last spring; 

3. A summary of applicable rules that is shased with student-athletes and posted at various locations including team locker rooms; aa~d 

4. A copy of the electronic tbrm used by coaches to record and report their student-athletes’ paNcipation in countable athletically related activitie~ including some 

saanples completed and submitted to the Compliaa~ce Office this year. 

I hope this intbrmafion is helptul. If you have a~y questions or require additional in[brmation, please let me know. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - question from ARG on countable hours 

Here is the question from ARG that I would like to include a response to FAC on Tuesday and during my presentation to Faculty Council on Friday and send to the 

ARG group. 

"The ARG requests that the athletics department explain what it regards as "countable hours" of sport-related activity for its sport teams. We need to have 

accurate measures, and accurate measuring instruments, to determine the kinds of balances our athletes strike in their schedules. " 

Your thoughts and input and guidance is appreciated. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renner. M.A, ra-r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Proh~ssor and D[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
So:heel of Medic:[he 
CB #7.130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
32J.-A South CoiurY~bia $1:, 
Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7.130 

91.9-956-5L47Desk 

:ell 

91.9-956-~95Z Fa~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January. 5, 2013 5:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Tom TimmermaJls <fimmermm~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Correct All of the 2013’s for volleyball are non-scholarship kids. They brought in 7 kids last year with at least 5 on scholarship so this is a lighter year for them. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5, 2013, at 4:21 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> OK thanks, that’s good to know. I have four names pulled from Barbara Polk’s list They include: and . Do we know if any or all of 
these prospects are plamaing to el~roll here? If we don’t for sure, no problem. I’ll just check with Joe 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tom Tlmmermans [mailto:timmennansO~uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 3:52 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6IE5v~nVtYmV’y[E5MSSBTaWduZWVz-~ ?> 
> 

> They didn’t sign anyone I think the kids they have coming in are walk ons 
> 

> Lance might have more info 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 
> 

Reply message ..... 

> From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> 
> To: "Lance Markos" <rnarkos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 
> Subject: November NLI Signees 
> Date: Sat, Jan 5, 2013 3:46 pm 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> 2013 -01-05T 15:46:26.067783 >>> 
> Did we not sign any volleyball prospects in November 2012, or did we all just miss the fact that there were none on the attached document we reviewed? I’ve checked volleyball’s page on 
our website and see no reference to signees in November among their news headlines, lI’we did sign some volleyball prospects to NLIs with scholarship agreements, please forward me a list 
of names. Thanks. 
> 

> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 6:50 PM 
> To: ’Lance Markos’; Polk, Barbara Jo (bpolk@adrnissions.unc.edu); ’Tom Timmetmans’ 
> Cc: Woodard, Harold (harold woodard@tmc.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
> Subject: November NLI Signees 
> 

> All, 
> Please see the updated version attached and let me know if any additions/deletions/updates/changes should be made. Thanks for your help. 
> Vince 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, January. 5, 2013 5:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Tom TimmermaJls <fimmermm~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

And I believe all 4 plan on el~rolling too. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 5, 2013, at 4:21 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> OK thanks, that’s good to know. I have four names pulled from Barbara Polk’s list They include: and . Do we know if any or all of 
these prospects are plamaing to el~roll here? If we don’t tbr sure, no problem. I’ll just check with Joe 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> Frnm: Tnm Tlmmermans [maiIto:timmermans~uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, January 05, 2013 3:52 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
> Subject: ?uff-8?B?UmU6IE5v~nVtYmV’y[E5MSSBTaWduZWVz-~ ?> 
> 

> ’]?he?" didn’t sign anyone I think the kids they have coming in are walk uns 
> 

> Lance might have mure info 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> Sent frum my Verizon Wireless Phone 
> 

Reply message ..... 

> From: "IlIe, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> 
> Tu: "Lance Markos" <rnarkos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa unc edu> 
> Subject: November NLI Signees 
> Date: Sat, Jan 5, 2013 3:46 pm 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@eruail.unc. edu> 2013 -01-05T 15:46:26.067783 >>> 
> Did we not sign any volleyball prospects in November 2012, or did we all just miss the fact that there were none on the attached document we reviewed? I’ve checked volleyball’s page on 
our website and see no reference to signees in November among their news headlines, l£we did sign some volleyball prospects to NLIs with scholarship agreements, please forward me a list 
of names. Thanks. 
> 

> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 6:50 PM 
> To: ’Lance Markos’; Polk, Barbara Jn (bpolk@adrnissions.unc.edu); ’Tom Timmem~ans’ 
> Cc: Wondard, Harold (harold woudard@mlc.edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
> Subject: November NLI Signees 
> 

> All, 
> Please see the updated version attached and let me know if any additions/deletions/updates/changes should be made. Thanks for your help. 
> Vince 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 6:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

DTI {-- subcommittee on special talent 

Mr. Ille, 

My name is                and I work for The Daily Tar Heel. I’ve been looking into the processes of the advisory committee of undergraduate admissions 

subcommittee on special talents, and I would really appreciate it ifI could ask you a few quick quefftions on how the subcommittee works with the athletics department 

to select the most qualified student athletes. I am already speaking to Steve Farmer about this, but I would like your pel~pective as the senior associate director of 

athletics as well as a member of the subcommittee. Please let me know if you would be rolling to speak to me and when would be the best time. My deadline is 

Tuesday. It shouldn’t take more than a few minutes. Thank you tbr your time, and have a nice day. 

Assistant University Editor 

The Daily Tar Heel 

m: 

o: (919)’843-4529 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Shults <bill.shult,~jumpfo~avard.com> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 7, 2013 12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Happy New Year 

Vince- 

I trust that you were able to get away from the office during the Holidays and spend some quality time with family. Are you going to the NCAA convention? I’ll be 

there January 15-17 and would love to chat if you get to Dallas. Hope all is well with your search for compliance folks and please let me know if I can help in any 

way. 

Best, 

-Bill 

Vi,’e P~ e:;ide~? I*,~" C~:~Pt>iiam:,:, i .!~:~_,’:’_.:~?_!~_1_.’_.!7_,:~19_~:~. 

:l :[2 ~ g.zmgarPoi~ g~ Ct~ic.: go, il_ k;O~~07 
<,’.: 3122?g:~..294}:~ I m 

Have Feedback? Let ~.Es know wi~at you ti~ink, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 12:50 PM 

jihaJ sell@prioritysports.b~ 

Ille, Mince <ille@email.mm.edu-~ 
Re: UNC Agent Registlation I Mike McCartney 

Thal~kyou, Jimmy. I am traveling today and tomorrow but will review this in~nediatelywhen I return to Chapel Hill tomon-ownight. We appreciate your efforts to abide byourAgentand 
Advisor Program. 
Sincerely, 
Paul Pogge 

>>> "J I. Halsell" <j iha lsell@prioritysports biz> 01/07/13 12:23 PM >>> 

Paul & Vince: 

I hope all is well and that your new year is off to a great start Attached 
is a copy of Mike McCartney’s UNC agent registration; please review it and 
let me l,mow if you need :further information before I mail the hard-copy, 
original to you Thanks! 

Jimmy "J.I." tlalseH 

Director of Football Analytics & Contract Advisor 

Priority Sports & Entertaimnent 

325 North La Salle, Suite 650 

Chicago, IL 60654 

Email i <mailto:JIHalsell@PrioritvSports.biz> JIHalsell@Priori~ Sports.biz 

Tel1312.664.7700 

Coil[ 

Fax1312.664.5172 

URL l <http://www.prioritysports.biz;> www.Priori~’Football.biz 

TwitterI @PrioritySports I @SalaryCapl01 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 2:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report 1-7-13.docx 

Happy- BCS Day! 

Attached is today’s report. 

(And thmlks for the update on Friday... you have no idea how appreciative I am for your help) 

On Fri, Jan 4, 2013 at 6:14 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks I hope you do as well. Most NCAA staff roll be back at work on Monday. I’ll make a couple morn calls to tly to reach someone regarding the 

internships. 

From:             [mailtc            @qmail.coml 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 3:23 plVl 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Attached. 

Hope you have a nice weekend! 

On Wed, Jan 2, 2013 at 6:21 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

From:             [mailtc            ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 3:21 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Happy 2013 ! 

Attached is today’s report.., because I didn’t get you one Monday, I tried to make this one date as far back as I could (soW about that!). 

,@,gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sprats Cornmtmication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail.com 
University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Spolt Science: Sport Administration 

&gmail. cora 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Joumalisrn and Mass Cormnunication: Reporting & Sports Commtmication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer~admissions.nnc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 7, 2013 4:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr> 

RE: FW: Subcommittee Meetings 

Vince, thank you. This is really helpful. 

STeve 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 12:06 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: FW: Subcommittee Meetings 

Steve, 

I received this information from Corey Holliday today and hope it is helpful. ’]"hanks 

Vmce 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 7:12 PM 
To: I[le, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Meetings 

Vince, thanks very much. K Core.’/and Joe have updated documents for any of these four, we’d be glad to receive them. We’ll look forward to the roster, too. 

Thank you again and hope you have a good weekend 

Steve 

From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Friday, Janualy 04, 2013 6:46 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcorrm~ittee _’vfeetings 
Steve, 

I’ve talked with Corey and think 
from Corey sometime Monday morning. Thanks for yout help. 

Vince 

will be ready for review at out next meeting. I should have the updated prospect roster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 5:19 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Information About Scheduling 

OK ~ here we go ~ I say that we stand pat and play ODU on 12/12/13 ~ then have a short week as well as our opponent! We can discuss further, but we need to tell Michael 

ASAP. 

Thanks 

Larry 

>>> "Kelly, Michael" <mkelly@theacc.org> 1/7/2013 5:03 PM >>> 

By conference rule, Iwould need to have both teams play on Saturday in that situation. Thursday teams need to have either equal 5 days or at least 7 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2013, at 4:29 PM, "Larry Gallo" <athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael ~ 

I understand ~ if keeping our ODU game on Saturday, Ocotber 12th assists you with your scheduling, we will leave it as is, IF our Thursday Night Opponent 

does not have the option of moving their October 12th game (whether it is a conference or non conference game). 

In other words, it will be locked in that both Carolina and ???? will play on October 12th and October 17th ~ etched in stone and no changes allowed. If this 

cannot be guaranteed, then we may want to change our ODU game ~ make sense? 

Thanks so much! Appreciate your assistance. 

Larry 

> > > "Kelly, Michael" <mkellv@theacc.orq > 1/7/2013 2:36 PM > > > 

Assuming your ODU game was fixed and ]lard to move, I was planning to have your opponent also be on equal prep time in terms of having played the 

Saturday prior. If you choose to char~ge it for .:_~l:her rea~on% please let me I~now asap. 

Thanks! 

Michael Kefty 

Senior Associate Commissioner (Broadcasting/Communications/Football) 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybddge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Direct: 336-.369-1219 

Mobile: 

Email: mkellv(~theacc.orq 
Twitter: MKetlyACC 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, JanuaD, 8, 2013 8:56 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Lewis, Faye T <tlewis@email.unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr"~ 

FAC meedng with 

Hi Joy, 

Just wanted to let you know that the FAC has the first floor board room in the EWAC reserved for the meeting with on Tuesday, January 15 from 

lO:30am until 11:30am. The first floor board room is directly to your left when you walk through the main doors of the EWAC into the lobby. 

Parking is available in the gated lot behind the EWAC. Anyone who plans to drive to the meeting can pull up to the guardhouse and gate and dial 236 on the keypad 

to be let inside the lot. 

Please let me know if you or any of the FAC members have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

(.i~.,, I-le~k,! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:48 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Info 

Baseball_8.10.12.pdf; Gaines, Bryant_Baseball.pdf 

VJnce, 
Attached is Bryant’s signed Volunteer Assistant Coach Regulations and the Coaches Designation sheet with him listed as a volunteer. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >         3:44 PM > > > 
Is Bryant Gaines a volunteer coach? If so, could he be evaluating a prospect in 
what you find. Thanks for your help. 

Begin forwarded message: 

before ? Please check our internal records, ACS, etc. and let me know 

From: 2~)yahoo.com> 

Date: 2:02:54 PM EST 

To: 

Subject: lntb 

Reply-To: [~ .y_~_t_h_ ~ o :.cs?.g.l_> 

Hey, can I ask a favor of Vince. If he is willing,     has emailed the assistant baseall coach twice about coming on Sunday of that weekend to see the 

campus and watch the game. He has not responded. I need to book our airfare before we get within thirty days or we are going to have to drive, which I 
really don’t want to do. 

Could Vince possibly mention to the ba~ball coach that he has reached out nad jusl need to know if they are interested in us coming to see the school. Th~ 
T ~-~ach watci~d him pith the w~kend ~tbre ~fi and ~id hi~ h~ iiked i~i~ ~if!~ ~ ~ ar~ j ~sl ~ifi~ io ~iio’~,,, ~ 

If Vince isn’t comfortable, I understand. I am just twing to make some progress before it is too late. Otherwise, we probably won’t come up there and will 

just go to 

Let me know your thoughts. We only have a few days to get aJffare done I ~lieve Ng ~i~Ne ig Bfifi~ Gaines ~ gomethi~g like Nat 

Thanks 

((-&’ahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 2:20 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vince, 
Initially we signed 

Thanks, 

Tom 

to a fall only scholarship agreements. From what [ am hearing, he is back this fall. Am I ok to renew him for the spring? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com-~ 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 3:15 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Report 

Compliance Media Report 1-9-13.docx 

...is attached. 

Thmllcs! 

~gmail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



Compliance Media Report Addendum 

Martin Report Response 

Synopsis: 

With the Martin Report finally being released on Thursday morning, a slew of responses have hit 

social media (Twitter, Facebook) and online forums (PackPride, InsideCarolina). These reactions 

are generally split by opinion of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Those who are 

siding against the university claim that the Martin Report is a farse and an attempt by UNC to 

cover their tracks. Some of these believe that the fact that the scandal starts in 1997 is an attempt 

to protect former coach Dean Smith. Although Martin says that the scandal is strictly academic, 

many are saying that the AFRIiAFAM department created this scandal to harbor athletes and to 

inflate their grades. On the other side, those who side with the unvisersity claim that the Martin 

Report is honest and that the scandal is over. There is some speculation that the publication the 

Raleigh News and Observer will be breaking a new story in the next few days that question the 

Martin Report and its findings. 

Articles: 

http ://www.newsob server.com/2012/12/20/2556839/martin-report-suspect-unc-classes.html 

http :iiwww.dailytarheel. comiarticlei2012/12ilong-awaited-martin-report-further-indicts-african- 

and-afro-american-studies 

http:iiespn.go.comiblogiacciposti iidi50226iunc-report-reveals-academic-fraud 



Screen Shots of Selected Social Media: 
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’ii ii{i 
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~:~.g T]I~ Fa.~ i ::ii 

BRE, .KING: NEWS: Martin Repert: No: ano~malies; ouL~ld~. ,~F~61 
depadme~r~ dating ba@{ to Ii9g:4 Keep up with breaking news .... ,t.. ,~":/.-: 
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ii£>i: ii::~¸ 8 i::i ~:::ii 
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M~gha~ F~r~:~k: :::i:i:.!i 1{.!,iii" :?:~ni:::i~ci<,~ ;{:IIU                                   ::!n~ 

UNC. a;cademic bwestigatio:n ~’~p.ort ~e:leas.ed- hie iyiUQHISd~ ’’~\~’e ;can 
say with contidence this: was net an athle£ic scandal.’" 
i:::Xi: 3 ;ii d: 

,=_,,,,,,,-=, ,,,,,,, 

@ Report: Suspe.ct U NC c lasses stretc heal ba;c k to I~ 997 
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[q~Cl? N~.~ WNCN i i",~ii!!iC; iT 
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Triad S~-o:r~s Netwo~’k 
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S.~a~News ACC                                      i ~=-n 
":~:,~~ Wasn’~ meant for you. I wondered aloud eariie~ how long 

i~ wo:uld take for State. fans. to get snarky about the Mattir~ repor~ 
ii:: O ii ,::i~W( ,::i i:V [}Tii !!:il i:i ,:] ii :!:i 

Rob~ ~ Wi[ ~i,~m~, : ~:::i ,i:i~ ~::~ s ... ~::i ~ ~::~ i::; ~ ~::i e i .... .......... 

a heaIl.y LOLOLOLOL at a.nyoae: expecting something damning to 
come fro, m i’~-la~in’s. ~epo~. 
ii!i!i i3 ;!i== ==i d 
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Umm .... RT ::::,3!:da~ka~enando: The: ~’:e#o~ is out. Former Gov..Jim 
Matin says in a le~:e:~- to UNC trustees: ;’"This, was no~ an athletic 
scandal ..... "~ 
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Why don’t they just hand o, ut the ~po:rt & let peeple: ~-ead it? Is: 
~,-~,ar~i~ going to, read it ....:.:L us? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edup, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 2, 2013 10:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: N mM O Op Ed 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of Norfil Carolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Frora: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac¢~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Janua~ 2, 2013, 9:46:01 AM CST To: 
Don Curtis <._d__c_’__u_!_l_i_s~_c_’A~!_t_i_sLn___e__d__i__~_L_c_o__r__n- > 

Cc: "Russell, SaNe Shuping" <S~.~..~.!N:S.h...u..p.i1)2,.:[(..p..s..~![@.b..!ac~k..r.p.c..~.~.:.c..9r..n..>, "Tholp, Holden" <~_lp!__ql__e__r!___t__l!p!i~_~__u_!N:__e__d___t!>, "Cunninghmn, Bubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Schuettpelz, Erin C" < ecs@unc.edu>. "dsosnik@nba.com" < dsosnik@nba.com~, ’            ’,~)’ahoo.com" 
~vahoo.com>, "blwde(d~pittcomaaagement.com" <bhvde(~)pittcomanagement.com>. "Felicia.washington(d~klgates.com" 

<Felicia.washington~klgates.com>, "KLandis(d;plexu~scap.com" <KLmldis.~d;plexuscap.com>, "Caudill, Walter Lowry" <wlcaud(l~email.unc.e&~>, 

"p~rauer(d;Noomberg.net" <pgrauer(d~bloomkerg.net>, "plclavcf~mit.edu" <plclavcf~mit.e&~>, "slemercf~Nuehillgroup.com" <slemet,@bluehillgmup.com>, 

~-z;gmal.com" <          /~gmail.com>. "whargrove(d;brookspierce.com" <whar~rove(d~brookspierce.com>, 

(a)msn.com"               (/~msn.com>, "C~umbles, Julia Spmnt" <itflia.grumble~a)unc.edu>, "Strohn, Leslie Chanbers" 

<strohm~;emaihmc.edu~% "Davis, Nancy K" <nancy davis2~unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: N and O Op Ed 

I believe that is their end game, but as fro as I know and as the facts are today there is no suggestion that the NCAA is coming back. The NCl’u~ always 

reserves the right to come back should additional information be discovered, but more of the same as indicated in the Martin report does it appear to meet 

that standard. 

We are contintfing to stay in contact with the NCAA on a regula~r basis. 

Thanks. 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of NortJh Carolina 

On Jan 2, 2013, at 9:35 AM, "Don Curtis" <_d___c_u__r_t_i__s’_~)_curtismedia.corn> wrote: 

Another’ editorial today. Where are they going. They keep suggesting thqat the NCAA is continued to investigate and suggesting that 
further penalties might be forthcoming~ Do they know anything we don’t know? Unbelievable, 

From: Russell, Sallie Shuping [mailto:Sallie.Shuping.Russell@Nackrock.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 01, 2013 1:47 AM 
To: ’b_oJ_d___e__n_____t_b__o_rp_@~Ln___c_~_e___d_~[’; ’._b__u__b__b__a___c_Q__e___n!_ajLu_n___c_,__e__d__u’; ’_e__c__s__@__u___n_c_~__e__d___u_’; ’_d___s__o__s___ni_k__@__n_b__a__~_c__o__m_.’;          ~y__a_b__o___o_,__c__o_ml; 
’bhyde@pittcomanagement.com’; ’dcurtis@curtismed!agom’; ’Felicia.washington~klgates~com!; ’Kkandis@plexuscap.com’; 
’wlcaud@email.unc.edu’; ’pgrauer@Noomberg.nett; ’pklay@mit.edu’; ’slerner@bluehillgroup.com’;           9gmail.com’; 
’wharqrove@brookspierce.com’;               ~msn.com’ 
Cc: ’j__u_lj_a__:gE_u___r[)_b_Le_s_@__u___n__c_:__e__c_l_g.’; ’_s_t__Eo_h__Ln_@_e_.__m___a__iLu___O__c_:_e___d___u_.’; ’_n___a__n___c_y__d__a___v_j_s__~unc.edu’ 
Subject: Re: N and 00p Ed 
Just got in and had a chance to read this. It is spot on and so refreshing to read, Thanks for getting us an early cc. 

Happy New Year to all! 

SSR 

Sa[lie Shuping--Russet[ 

Managing Director, NackRock 

919-4:1.6-6860 

From: Thorp, Holden [mailto:holden thorp@unc.edu] 

Sent: Nonday, December 3:!., 2012 03:54 PP1 
To: Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Doug Sosnik <dsosnik@nba,com>; Alston Gardner 

.@_ y_ _a_ _h_ _ _o_ _o_ _ : _c_ _ _o_ _ _m_ _ > ; Barbara Hyde <_b__h__y_d___e__@N~_c___o_m_a___n__a__g_e____m___e_p___t:__c__o____m_>; Don Curtis <.c_!_c___u_~j_s___@__c_g_t_t_!_s___r£_)_e_.__d_j__a_~_c___o___r£_)>; Felicia Washington 
<Felicia.Washington@klgates.com>; Kel Landis <klandis@plexuscap.com>; Caudill, Walter Lowry <wlcaud@email.unc.edu>; Peter Grauer 
<pgrauer@bloomberg.net>; Phillip L Clay <plclay@MIT.EDU>; Russell, Sallie Shuping; Steve Lerner <slerner@bluehillqroup.com>; Will 
Leimenstoll.          @_g_rj__~__a_!!,__c__o__E_~.>; Wade Hargrove <~W~H~A~R~G~R~V~E~@~b~r~k~s~p~j~e~r~e~,~c~9~m~>; ’John Townsend’,               ~_msn.com> 
Co: Grumbles, Julia Sprunt <julia.grumbles@unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Nancy K 

<nancy davis@unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: N and 00p Ed 

AlL 



Att~ cl’u-’_u:~ is a draft: of an <~J ~rom {_-:overru:~r Martin that h~s been submitted to the N&C) They h~we ~gr~-_u:~d to run i1:, apparently 

in dose to this form with a few trims. I expecL we’ll see it [his week, 

The Governor’s statemenLs speak for themselves. I"m proud that I was able to recruit him to this [ask, 

Holden 

THIS MESSAGE AND ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL, PROPRIETARY, AND MAY BE PRIVILEGED. If this 
message was misdirected, BlackRock, Inc. and its subsidiaries, ("BlackRock") does not waive any confi&ntiality or privilege. If you axe not 

the intended recipient please noti~ us immediately and destroy the message without disclosing its contents to anyone. Any distribution, use 

or copying of this e-mail or the infommtion it contains by’ other than ml intended recipient is unauthorized. The views and opinions expressed 
in this e-mail message axe the authofs own and may not reflect the views and opinions of BlackRock, unless the author is anthorized by 

BlackRock to express such views or opinions on its behalf. All email sent to or from this address is subject to electronic storage and review 

by BlackRock. Although BlackRock operates anti-vires programs, it does not accept ~vsponsibility for an5, damage whatsoever caused by 
viruses being passed. 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Give me a call when you have a minute~ Nothing urgent---I can ask your opinion for what I wanted to talk about on Friday by phone --anytime between now and 

then. i will be leaving my desk in a few minutes until about 2 but then back until a conference call at 4:30. Office 91q~.,147. Tomorrow --. I am available before 11 

and aft~:_~r 3:30. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

Jo¥ J. Rennet, M.A, Rr(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor ;~nd Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 

321-A South Coh~rnbia 5t 

Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 .~i l, L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-966-69SI Fax 
-.CONFIDENIIALFFY NOIICE: this e-n-~;~[I messi~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, is int~_~nded onig for the --person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materi;~i. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution [s proi?ibited. If you aFe not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase conti~ct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all coph~s of i:he original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may he di~:losed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thorized state offi¢ia~ {NCGS, eho I32}o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are sub,oct to FERPA° 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, January 01, 2013 7:31 plVl 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

If we start at 9 1 can call in, unless you think we will talk longer than 30 minutes. My meeting with Carlos is in my office. Thanks Joy. 

On Dec 31, 2012, at 10:05 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will see if Lissa and Bubba can change to 1:30. I will get back to you. 

Happy New Year! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2012, at 6:13 PM, "llle, Vince" <!.[[ .e__ .@._e__m__a_!J_:._u_..n_c_: .e_ _d_ .u_ _ > wrote: 

Joy, 

I have to meet with Carlos Somoano and Paul Pogge regarding agent issnes on Friday at 9:30 am. I’m available to meeVcall in earlier that 

morning or after 1:30 pm. Hope you’re eNoying the holidays and look forward to talking again soon. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 8:11 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 
Hi Guys! 

How about we talk at 9:00 on Friday? Vince, can you come to my office and Bubba you can call in? 919 966-5147 
In particular, I would like to hear your thoughts on admissions which will be our primary topic for the next FAC meeting. 

Looking forward to a productive and positive 2013, year ahead working with you. 

Joy 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Any time is ok 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 7:40 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Any particular days and times that would interfere less with your time away? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 6:38 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be out all week but can call in. 



Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 4:01 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@ernail,unc,edu> wrote: 

tti Joy, 

I’m alse available ever?., day next week except Tuesday. I believe Bubba will be out of town next 

week though. 

Clwlstmas was great. I hope you’ve enjoyed the holidays as well and I look forward to meeting with 

you if you’d like. Thmlks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy O 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 3:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Greetings] 

Do you guys have any time next week that we can meet and catch up on a few things before the 

next FAC meeting? I should be working every day next week except Tuesday. 

I hope you had a little time to enjoy the holidays with family. 

Joy 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A. R1-(£}~ [:ArZIR5 
Assoda[e Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel I-{[i] 
School o[ Med[c[r~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondk:rant Hall 
321-A 5ou[h Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-51,¢7Desk 
Cell 

919-9~6-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-maii P~essage, [nelL:cling at[achP~ents, if any, is [!~[ended only for the -person 
or e!~[i[y [o which it is addressed and may contain confide!~[ial and/or privileged material. Any --- 
u!~ak:[horized review, use~ disdcsure or disa’ibution is p!’oh[bited. If you are not the intended recipient, piease 
contact the sender b,i reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original P~essage. 
~[~t~ail CO[l[leSpo~}de[~ce tO add f[io~t~l this address n~ay be subject to tlhe North CaroEns Public 
Records law a~d r~ay be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an authorized state official (NCGS, cho 
&32). Student educatienM records are s~bject te FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 1:05 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnoVton@emaJ 1. unc.e&l> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

What works’? 

We can go to them also. 

Bubba 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

Begin forwa:ded message: 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <._J_~_?,}_2__I_~_e___nj)__e_!!~n!_e_d_=_uj)__c_=_e__d_95, 

Date: January 2, 2013, 11:29:22 AM CST 
¯, . ¯ ¯ ~;-,    ~ .> .................................................. 
Io: Ille Vmce --llleLq,emml.unc.edu~, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac~2email.anc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

HI Guys! 

Below are the times next week (7th) that Teresa Edwards is available to meet about the survey development. If it works, I would like to join you. Let 

me know your availability and ability to meet with her on campus or here in the med school. 

"Next week I’m completely open on Wednesday (9th). Thursday I’m available after 11, and Friday before 2pm. Would something in there work? 

Where would we meet? Would you guys come here? I don’t know where the athletics folks are housed, but Thursday I’ll be in School of Med from 9 to 

11 and Friday I’ll be heading to the hospital for a 2:30 meeting, (for which I usually walk through Kenan station, if that’s by chance where they are), so 

if I need to come to you guys and it’s near one of those, scheduling it attached to one of those meetings would be helpful if possible." 

I am open on Wednesday between 10:30 and i and Thursday 8 to 9:30; 10:30-1:30; and Friday 11 to 2:30. 

Thanks -Joy 
Joy J, Renner~ M.A., RT(R)~ F,"~EIRS 
/2~ssoc[ilte Professor and Director 
U!~iversity of North Caroli!~a :3t Chapul Hiil 
School of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-.CI-~ Bondurant Hi31[ 
32 I-.A Sou~?! Columbia Si:. 
C?!:3~!el Hill, NC 27599-7!30 

9J.9-gS6-Si47Desk 

Cull 

919-9r36-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: l-i~[s e-mail pr~essage, h~c[uding attac!’!!’rmnts, [1: ang, [s intended or!ly for the -person or e!~tit’¢ to w~’fich it is addressed and ma~/con:ain 

confide!~ tia[ at!d/or privileged material. Any --at!authorized ruview~ use, disclosure or d[str[but[on is pro~’!ibitud, if you are not the in:ended recipient, piease contac: the 

sender by ruplg e-mail and destroy all copies of the ori~inal pr~essage. 

EmaH correspondence to a~,l from tlhis a~!~lre&s may be sub~ect to the North Caro~b~a Public Reco~s law and may be disclo.~e~! t~ third pa~ties 

by ,~n authorize~! state official (NC(?$, oh, 132), Stu~le~t e~lueatio1~al records are subject to FI~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 2:31 PM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edw* 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-* 

]~NV~: Joy - meeting wifll Teresa Edwaxds on student athlete experience surveys 

Hi Joy, 

Wednesday, January 9 at :H :30am will work for Bubba and Vince. I’ve reserved the second floor conference room (236) of the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

(directly beside Bubba’s office) for the mee~:ing if that works for you and Teresa. 

You and Teresa can park in ~:he back gated lot behind the WilJiamson Center Simph., dial 23~ on the keypad by the guardhouse and gate to be let inside the lot. 

Please tel me know if I need to toni:ira this meeting with Teresa as welt or if you wilt reach out to her. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: January 2, 20:13, :1:1:29:22 AM CST 

To: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

HI Guys! 

Below are the times next week (7th) that Teresa Edwards is available to meet about the survey development. If it works, I would like to join you. Let 

me know your availability and ability to meet with her on campus or here in the reed school. 

"~’~ e x ~, ~:,~, ~-’. e i~: i’ :-’.,~i ;.: o n: p i ~., ,t e I y o ,o ~. ri ;.~ri W ~. d i’: e s d ~ ~. { !3 ~ I" }. "," i ~ L/r S d ?: y i’ r,~ ~ v~ i I u b i ~., ?: l: ~ ~. r }. :i.. ,.i ri d ~: r i d ~ :/L’. ~. fo :"e 2 p r,~L W ;.~.i I d s o :".,~i ~’: ,t ~’., i ,~ ~ i ,~ i b e r e ,,,.v o r k ? 

",,:Vi~e,,"e ’,:~ould v’,,.e ,,"qee~ ? ’,&&:L~id -:’c~!.: ~dy!~ < on~e he,,"e) I do,,",’I ki~< w ’,,.q~ere ii’,e a"hiei:i<s ioiks are t~< L~!~ed. but "i’hL~r!:day I~li ix! :i~ S<:tx:~oi <f ::’,4 ed ii< r,~’, 3 io 

’.}. !~!~d i’,’:da’:’ i’ii be t~ead:i~g ~<:~ @~e t~< !@i"al for a ?:.}L’., r,~’,eei:ir~., (io:" v’,,.i’,:ch I !.:!:L~aiiv v’,,.alk ’hro!.@~ i{er~a,,", !:i:a~io:".,, if l:i~a~’~ i>v ci~a:".,<:e ~.’,,i’,er e 1:hey are); !~< 

]i: i nixed ’~o con~e ’~o ’do~i gdys arid i,~’~: n::,8~ o~e ol ’~iiOS:L!* ~:Ctied~iii~i!:{ i’~ al i aci’/t~c~ ~Jo ont? oi "i~ose ,qi::,t~’~i,q,~5 wodi{~ i’,t? i’,t~l~’>i:di ii isossil)l::,,u 

I am open on Wednesday between :10:30 and :1 and Thursday 8 to 9:30; :10:30- :1:30; and Friday :1:1 to 2:30. 

Thanks -Joy 

Joy L Rennet, M.A., R-r(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Ur!iversity of North Carolir!a at Chapel Hill 

Schooi ot: Medicine 

CS #7130 Uf~C-CI-~ Sondu!’ant I-~all 

L’~22"--A Souti~ Columbia 5L 

Ci~ape] ~-Iili, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALrl’{ NO[IC{~: -rh[s e-mail r’ne55a~e, incldding attachmen[s, if any is intended o!~ly for the -person or er!tity to which i[ is addressed and may contain 

confider!tial a!~dior privileged !’r, aterial. Any ---d!~au[horized review, use, disclosure or distribution i5 proi~ibi[ed. If you are not [Fie intended recipient, please contact the 

sender b? reply e-rnaii and destro? ail copies of the original message. 

Email eorrespo~de~ce te a~d from this address may be subject to the IFle~±h Carolina Public Returns ~aw a~d may he disdo,~d to third pa~±ies 

by a~ authorized state officiM (NCG$, oh, 132), Student ed~catio~M records are 5~hject to FERPA, 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Pennsylvania Suing NCAA 

Synopsis: 

Pennsylvania governor Tom Corbett announced that the state will be suing the NCAA in light of 

the Jerry Sandusky scandal at Penn State University. The state is filing the lawsuit claiming that 

the NCAA overstepped in the matter, and that the sanctions should be different. 

Article: 

http ~//espn.g~. c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~l/st~ry/ /id/88~297 5/pennsylvania-g~v-t~m-c~rbett-wants- 

toss-ncaa-sanctions-penn-state-nittany-lions 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



NYU and College Athletics 

Synopsis: 

NYU released a video symposium on college athletics, discussing whether or not the i-ales and 

regulations in college athletics are effective. 

Article: 

http~//www.sp~rtsagentb~g.c~m/2~3/0~/~/nyu-~aw-c~l~ege-ath~etics-is-anyone-in-charge/ 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



NCAA DI Rules Changes 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA is changing and deregulating some of the older and "unenforceable" rules. The rule 

changes will face a vote on January 19th. The NCAA also hopes to create a stipend plan for 

student athletes. 

Article: 

http~//www.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/public/ncaa/res~urces/latest+news/2~3/breakd~wn+~f+ 

division+i+rules+changes 

http :iiwww.cb ssports.comicollegefootballiblogij eremy-fowleri21483211 incaa-president-mark- 

emmert-hopes-to-unveil-new-stipend-plan-in-april 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Texas Sexual Assault 

Synopsis: 

An attorney for one of the two Texas football players accused of sexual assault before the 

AlamoBowl claims that the assault did not occur. This comes after Mack Brown suspended two 

players before the bowl, and two unidentified football players were charged with sexual assault. 

Article: 

http ://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/college-football/news/20121231/texas-football-assault- 

case.api?sct=uk t2 a18 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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Martin Report and Clarity 

Synopsis: 

A Lumberton, NC newspaper published an editorial claiming that the Martin Report shows some 

clarity and thoroughness, although other media outlets choose to continue to print debunked 

facts. 

Article: 

._http:iiwww.robesonian.comiviewifull_storyi21270082iarticle-Clarity-at-UNC 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Conflicting Statements 

Synopsis: 

The Raleigh News and Observer is continuing to investigate the Martin Report. The most recent 

piece claims that report was too narrow in scope and does not match minutes taken at Board of 

Trustee meetings. The paper claims that the Martin Report was wrong about "red flags" raised 

over the academic fraud in the AFAM department. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.newsob server.comi2013/01/01/2576484istatements-conflct-with-the- 

martin.html#storylink=misearch 

http ://www.newsobserver. com/2012/12/29/2 5 72848/minutes-dont-confirm-martin- 

report.html#stovylink=mi search 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



Butch Davis Contract 

Synopsis: 

According to multiple reports, all that is keeping former football coach Butch Davis from 

accepting a j ob at another university is his contract with UNC UNC owes him $1.8 but may not 

have to pay it if he goes to another school. 

Article: 

http ://www. sbn ati on. com/college-footb all/2012/12/28/3810216/butch-davi s-contract-north- 

carolina-flu 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Duke Lacrosse 

Synopsis: 

A part of the Duke Lacrosse case reached the Fourth Circuit court where a decision was made. 

"The Fourth Circuit held that all the Fourth Amendment claims by the Duke lacrosse players 

against the investigating police officers should have been dismissed on qualified immunity 

grounds. The court did allow state law malicious prosecution claims by the three indicted 

players, but not by the 30+ players who never were indicted, to proceed" 

Article: 

http ://sports-law.bl ogspot, com/2012/12/fourth-circuit-on-duke-1 acrosse, html 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 8:28 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

I am open 8 to 8:30; 12 to 1; and 3 on. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 2, 2013, at 7:43 PM "Ille Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joy, 

I’ll t~" to give you a call in the morning if that still works ibr you. Thanks and look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Renner, 3oy J 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 12:35 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Give me a call when you have a minute. Nothing urgent ---I can ask your opinion t:or what I wanted to talk about on Friday by phone .-- anytime 

between now and then. 1 will be leaving my desk in a few minutes until about 2 but then back until a conference call at 4:30. Office 9~1a~47. 

Tomorrow---I am available before 11 and after 3:30, 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy .I. Rennet, M,A,, r,;T(R), FAEIRS 

~SSOC[~l:~! P?’o~esso[ ~iDd Director 

Uniw!rsil:y of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
Cg t~71.30 UNC-CH ~3ondu!’ant Hall 

32~-A Souti~ Columbia 5L 
Ci~apel Flili, NC 27599.-71.30 

9 !9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 !9-.9615-.5951 Fax 

-COI’,~FE[)ENTIALIT’¢ NOTICE: This .,’e-mail message, including al:taciwnents, i[ arl’~, i5 intended only for 1:he -person or er!l:il:y 1:o wi~ich i[ is addressed and may contain 

confider!l:ial and/or privileged mal:eN;~l. Any -.--unauthoNzed review, use, disclosure .,’)r dh;l:ribution i5 proiqbited, If you are not ~he intended recipient, please .,’:onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and de51:rov all copies of the original message, 

Email eorrespo~#ence te and from this address may be s~bject ko the North Carolina P~b~ic Records ~aw an# may be #isdosed to tbir# par~ies 

by an auti~ori~ea state offi¢iM (NCGS, ¢1~, ~32), St#aent ed#cationM records are s#b~eet to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, January 01, 2013 7:31 PM 

To: Renner, Joy .l 

Subject: Re: .]oy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

If we start at 9 1 can call in, unless you think we will talk longer than 30 minutes. My meeting with Carlos is in my office. Thanks Joy. 

On Dec 31, 2012, at 10:O5 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <J_ .o__y__.R__e_n___n_ .e_r_.@_m__e_._d_.__u_.n_c_:e__d_._u_> wrote: 

I will see if Lissa and Bubba can change to 1:30. I will get back to you. 

Happy New Year! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2012, at 6:13 PM, "llle, Vince" <[!.[#_@__e_.._m_.a__[!=gj)__c_.._#_.d__.u_.> wrote: 

Joy, 

I have to meet with Carlos Somom~o and Paul Pogge regarding agent issues on Friday at 9:30 am. I’m available to meet/caJ1 in 

earlier that morning or after 1:30 pm. ttope you’re enjoying the holidays and look [brward to taJkmg again soon. Thaalks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 8:11 PM 
To: CunnJngham, Bubba; Tile, VJnce 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 
Hi Guys! 

How about we talk at 9:00 on Friday? Vince, can you come to my office and Bubba you can call in? 919 966-5147 
In particular, I would like to hear your thoughts on admissions which will be our primary topic for the next FAC meeting. 

Looking forward to a productive and positive 2013, year ahead working with you, 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .I 
Subject: Re: Joy Rennet - ? time next week to meet 

Any time is ok 



Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 7:40 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <J_o_y I~_e__q .q e__r_ @_. _m_. _e_ .d_: .u_n__c_.__e_d__u.> wrote: 

Any particular days and times that would interfere less with your time away? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 6:38 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be out all week but can call in. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 4:01 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@emaiN.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joy, 

I’m also available every day next week except Tuesday. I believe Bubba will be out of 

town next week though. 

Christmas was great. I hope you’ve enjoyed the holidays as well and I look forward to 

meeting with you if you’d like. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent" Friday, December 28, 2012 3:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba, Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 
Greetings! 

Do you guys have any time next week that we can meet and catch up on a few things 

before the next FAC meeting? I should be working every day next week except 

Tuesday. 

I hope you had a little time to enjoy the holidays with family. 

Joy 

Jo~/J. Renner, M.A. RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor a!~d Director 
Un[versiW o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sci~ool o[ Medicine 
CB #7"_.’30 UNC-CH gor~durar~L Hali 

321-A South ColuP~b[a St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-72,’30 

919-9~5-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9~5-5952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NO-riCE: This e-marl message, it!eluding attaci~me!~Ls, if any, is intended oniy 
for the -person or er~LiLy Lo which Jt Js addressed and may contain conf[dentiai and!or 
privfieg~_~d material. Any -.--.unauti~or[zed review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If 
you ar~_¯ not the intend~_~d recipi~_mt, piease contact the sender by repit/~_~--ilqaii and destrog ail 
copies of the originai message. 
En~ai~ ¢orrespo~Se~ce to and from this a88ress ~nay be subject to the No~th 
Carelh~a PuNic Records Raw a~d r~ay be disdosea to thh-d parties by an 
a~thodzed state o~’l~ieia~ (NCG$, ebo $32)° Student edueationM records are 
subject to FI~RPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, JanuaD, 3, 2013 8:19 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tinal inv tbr utility overages at SV apt 

Vince- 

Did you pay this, if so will need proof of payment to reimburse you or do I need to pay temporary living company, thanks. 

,,",i}~el[c T.}i~e~ic~"s 01:i[ce 

-} .~i C Aft.:’i<-i 

91l 9-843 ~ !;8"~4 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Ce: 
Subject: FW: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Kathy, 

I’m not sure why we are just receiving these bills now, but I would like to be ~imbursed for these expenses related to the temporary housing provided me and my 

family this fall. Please let me know what steps I need to take to be reimburse& Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From:       [__m__a__[Lt__q_      ~___a_~__n__e_._t] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 12:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fw: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
..... Forwarded Message .... 
From: Dawn Santori <Dawn@temporarylivingcompany.com> 
To:        @at$. net".       ~att. net> 

Sent: Fri, December 21, 2012 10:18:23 AM 
Subject: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Hello. 

Attached is the final invoice for utility overages at the Southern Village apartment. I have also attached copies of the actual utility bills for your records. This 

amount will be charged to the VISA card on file for payment by our accounting department. 

Thank you. 

Dawn Santori 

Temporary Living Company 

(919) 881-2364 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Januao, 3, 2013 9:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tinal inv tbr utility overages at SV apt 

Thanks. 

i.i N (; .~\I i--i ~:.t i c 5 
91%;"~3--58g i 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 9:27 AM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: RE: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

They charged our VISA. I’ll request receipt and ibrwoJrd to you. 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Vince- 

Did you pay this, if so will need proot: ot: paymen[ to reimburse you or do I need to pay temporary living company, thanks. 

".~ ~.~ C .&t~",.:Ei cs 

’-? :l ? - ,-~.--i 3 - 5 ~.<-:~ 4. 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille(,~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:28 PM 

To: Griggs, Kathy 

Cc: 
Subject: FW: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Kathy, 

Fm not sure why we are jusl receiving these bi]]s now, but I would like to be reimbursed tbr these expenses related to the temporal housing provided me and my 

t:amily this tS, ll. Please let me know what steps I need to take to be reimbursed. Thmlks for your help. 

Villce 

From’, . ~att.net] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2022 12:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fw: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
..... Forwarded Message .... 
From: Dawn Santori <._D_a___w__t)_~__N_Ln_l~_qE_a_PL]jyj_t)g_c_9___m_Ra__t)Z:gR[~> 

To:’       ~att.net" <       @art.net> 
Sent: Fri, December 21, 2012 10:18:23 AM 
Subject: final inv for unity overages at SV apt 

Hello. 

Attached is the final invoice for utility overages at the Southern Village apartment, l have also attached copies of the actual utility bills for your records. This 

amount will be charged to the VISA card on file for payment by our accounting department. 

Thank you. 

Dawn Santori 

Temporary Living Company 

(919) 881-2364 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 11:09 AM 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copeland@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Precious 

< precious_barnes@unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fall 2012 International taxes 

Thank you for your assistance with this, Jackie ~ hope you are well, and Happy New Year! 

Take care, 

La rryy 

> > > "Copeland, Jacquelyn D" <jackie_copeland@unc.edu > 1/3/2013 10:48 AM > > > 

Tom, 

These will disburse tonight, in our normal job stream. 

holds removed. 

was disbursed manually today, let me know if any others need to be disbursed during the day to have Cashier 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 11:57 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <tirnrnermans@uncaa,unc.edu > wrote: 

Jackie, 

Below is the list of all international SA’s who paid taxes on their room and board for the fall of 2012. Please disburse the reimbursement amount to their 
accourlt. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Room Board After taxes Reimburse 

9 NR $ 3,478 $ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 l; 651.77 

11 NR $ 3,478 $ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 t; 851.77 

9 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

10/F12 NR $ 3,478 $ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 t; 651.77 

9S NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

12 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 l; 558.95 

11 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

W11/F12 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

12 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

12 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 3,406.90 l; 1,460.10 

12 NR $ 2,815 $ $ 2,543.33 t; 271.67 

11 NR $ $ 1,299.77 t; 69.23 

10 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

11 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

11 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

11 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

11 NR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 



FFOIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cassandra B Gregory <grego~c@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 11:31 AM 

CopelaJld, Jacquelyn D <iackie copeland@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@~mcaa.unc.edu-~; Tom Timmermans 

<timmennaJls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Barnes, Precious <:precious ba~nes@unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edt~- 

RE: Fall 2012 International taxes 

Jackie 

Did you set this up to be re[:und to the student seeing that they don"t owe any funds? 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 03, 2013 11:09 AM 
To= Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Gregory, Cassandra B; Barnes, Precious; Vince Ille; Lance Plarkos; 
Subject= Re: Fall 2012 International taxes 

Thank you for your assistance with this, Jackie ~ hope you are well, and Happy New Year! 

Take care, 
Larryy 

> > > "Copeland, Jacquelyn D" <jackie...copeland@unc.edu > 1/3/2013 10:48 AM > > > 

Tom, 

These will disburse tonight, in our normal job stream, was disbursed manually today, let me know if any others need to be disbursed during the day to have Cashier 

holds removed. 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 11:57AM, "Tom Timmermans" <tirnrnermans@uncaa,unc.edu> wrote: 

Jackie, 
Below is the list of all international SA’s who paid taxes on their room and board for the fall of 2012. Please disburse the reimbursement amount to their 

account. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Room Board After taxes Reimburse 

9 NR ~ 3,478 ~ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 l; 651.77 

11 NR ~ 3,478 ~; 2,052 $ 4,878.23 1; 651.77 

9 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 ~, 558.95 

10/F12 NR ~ 3,478 ~ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 ~ 651.77 

9S NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

12 NR ~ 2,815 ~; 2,052 $ 4,308.05 1; 558.95 

11 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 ~ 558.95 

W11/F12 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 ~, 558.95 

12 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 t; 558.95 

12 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 3,406.90 l; 1,460.10 
12 NR ~ 2,815 ~; $ 2,543.33 1; 271.67 

11 NR ~ li369 ~ $ 1,299.77 ~, 69.23 

10 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 ~ 558.95 

11 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 l; 558.95 

11 NR ~ 2,815 ~; 2,052 $ 4,308.05 1; 558.95 

11 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $    4,308.05 ~ 558.95 

11 NR ~ 2,815 ~ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 ~ 558.95 

Tom TJmme~mans i Assislant Director of Compliance/Fin, Aid I Urfiversity of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919,962,6(i(:12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January, 3, 2013 11:36 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

C,D,, 

Happy New Year, I hope y~-m had a g,>~d holiday. 
just touching base re: . Did yoa ge~ the OK from Vince for another mid-year, transfer slot for 

Thanks for letting me k~ow, 
Barbara 
[~-ar];ara 1, Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of IJr._dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolir_.a at Chapel Hall 
Phone: 019-966-3980 

? If so, I’ll admit him today, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jacquelyn D Copeland <jacldecopeland@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 12:14 PM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Barnes, Precious <precious barnes@unc.edw~; Lain.. ~ Gallo -~athgallo@uncaa.unc.e&P; Lance Markos 

<ma&os@uncaa.unc.edt~-; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall 2012 International t~xes 

Cassandra, 

As I understand it, the only item type Gwen set up that is required to pay specific charges is GIA tuition & fees. Everything else will create a refund for those who don’t 

owe. 

Jackie 

On Jan 3, 2013, at 11:31 AM, "Grego1% Cassandra B" <ajie_gg__r.y_£(a~_email.unc.edu > wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><’.--[endif]--> 

Jackie 

Did you set this up to be refund to the student seeing ths[ they don’t owe any t:unds? 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent," Thursday, January 03, 2013 11:09 AM 
To," Copeland, 3acquelyn D; Tom Timmermans 
Co," Gregory, Cassandra B; Barnes, Precious; Vince 1lie; Lance Markos; 
Subject," Re: Fall 2012 International taxes 

Thank you for your assistance with this, Jackie ~ hope you are well, and Happy New Year! 

Take care, 
La rryy 

> > > "Copeland, Jacquelyn D" <iackie copeland@unc.edu > 1/3/2013 10:48 AM > > > 

Tom, 
These will disburse tonight, in our normal job stream, was disbursed manually today, let me know if any others need to be disbursed during the day 

to have Cashier holds removed, 

Thanks, 

Jackie 

On Dec 18, 2012, at 11:57 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

Jackie, 
Below is the list of all international SA’s who paid taxes on their room and board for the fall of 2012. Please disburse the reimbursement amount 

to their account. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

Room Board After taxes Reimburse 

) SIR $ 3,478 $ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 $ 651.77 

11 SIR $ 3,478 $ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 $ 651.77 

? SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

10/F12 SIR $ 3,478 $ 2,052 $ 4,878.23 $ 651.77 

~S SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

12 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

11 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

A/11/F12 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

12 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

12 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 3,406.90 $ 1,460.10 

12 SIR $ 2,815 $ $ 2,543.33 $ 271.67 

11 SIR $ ~i369 $ $ 1,299.77 $ 69.23 

10 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

11 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

11 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 

11 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $    4,308.05 $ 558.95 

11 SIR $ 2,815 $ 2,052 $ 4,308.05 $ 558.95 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: NAAC Convention - Advancing ]ntegrity 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

FY[ 

> > > Lance Markos <lancemarkos@hotmail.com > 3:21 PM >>> 

From: mburgemeister@theacc.org 

To: aaker@bc.edu; adominato@fsu.edu; agray3@clemson.edu; wcampb2@clemson.edu; as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu; am@virginia.edu; bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu; 
cbwoody@clemson.edu; brandi.guerinot@bc.edu; bcowley@athletics.gatech.edu; bdl11@my.fsu.edu; mcsorlbb@vt.edu; carly.pariseau@bc.edu; carde_doyle@ncsu.edu; 

cmjame02@syr.edu; ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu; chartmann@duaa.duke.edu; cgambler@umd.edu; craig anderson@ncsu.edu; ceander4@ncsu.edu; 

dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu; dmisaf@syr.edu; d.rabenl@miami.edu; dtrump@umd.edu; dfoley@miami.edu; Imarcocc@syr.edu; embSp@virginia.edu; 

e.moran2@umiami.edu; erleasem@syr.edu; herobert@vt.edu; hrfrazie@syr.edu; jpmullin@syr.edu; jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu;jmcurry@fsu.edu; 

kgunderman@athletics.pitt.edu; k.kelly3@miami.edu; ellebykc@wfu.edu; giddings@umd.edu; lancemarkos@hotmail.com; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; mcsllc@my.fsu.edu; 
marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu; mfranck@umd.edu; mpford@ncsu.edu; maitken@athletics.gatech.edu; michelle_lee@ncsu.edu; ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu; 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; rslavis@virginia.edu;       @live.unc.edu; slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu; shelfer@duaa.duke.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; tparker@vt.edu; hairstct@wfu.edu; 

tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu; timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu; _~gmail.com; thernandez@miami.edu; vfuchs@fsu.edu; vsarfoka@vt.edu; ille@uncaa.unc.edu; 

reyesya@bc.edu; zsau nders@athletics.pitt.edu 

CC: bhostetter@theacc.org; sbrown@theacc.org; kkoone@theacc.org 

Date: Mon,            )9:30:59 0500 

Subject: FW: 2013 NAAC Convention Advancing integrity 

Hello all, 

Please see below for information on next June’s NAAC Convention from Meeghan Ford, ACC Liaison for the NAAC Convention. Note specifically that the hotel reservation 

process has begun, and registration will begin in February. Please let Meeghan know if you have any questions. Thanks and have a great weekend, 

Matt 

From= Meeghan Ford [mailto:mpford@ncsu.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

To: Burgemeister, Matt 

Subject: NAAC Convention - Advancing Integrity 

Hi Matt, 

I have been assigned as the ACC NAAC Convention Liaison. 

Preparation for the 2013 NAAC Convention - Advancing Integrity in Orlando, FL (June 12 13th) is well underway. Once again, we are excited about the direction our 

Association is headed. You will find this year’s programming to address the upcoming changes our profession will experience. We encourage you and your membership to 

attend this year’s convention. Over the upcoming months, our goal is to provide ongoing communication and announcements. We believe this approach will aid our 

Association with increasing new membership and help educate our leaders on the mission of NAAC. We ask for your assistance with spreading the word to your members 

during conference calls and in person meetings about the upcoming convention. As information becomes available, I will be sure to send it your way. 

If you have questions involving the 2013 NAAC Convention - Advancing Integrity, please feel free to contact me. 

Registration for the 2013 NAAC Convention - Advancing Integrity will go live in February 2013. In the meantime, hotel registration for Orlando, FL is already live. Make your 

reservation today! 

htt p://vwvw, nacd a.co m!co nve ntio n!na cd a convention.html 

Once again, thank you and Happy Holidays! 

Res pectfu I ly, 

Meeghan 

Meeghan Ford 

Director of Compliance 

NC State Athletics 

919 515 2560 (office) 

(cell) 

919 515 6306 (fax) 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public Records Law and may be 

disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy, <kgrigg,N@~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Statement showing we paid ruth our visa tbr utiliies 

Figured I better check with Martina on this, see her response below~ If you have questions please check with her, thanks. 

Hi Kathy, 

Happy New Year to you! The Board of Trustees pre approved a temporary housing allowance for Vince in the amount of 

payments to Corporate Concepts (see below). 

Aug 1’ 

Sep 4 

Sep 27 
Total 

We have already exceeded the approved amount by 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Martina 

Based on our records, we made three 

so we cannot process any additional payments related to Vince’s temporary housing. 

,.ii,i C 2’~)fi cik’~" 

~~ :l %. f,.’:[.?. ;;34 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 2:41 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject: FW: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Will this receipt work? 

From: Griggs, Kathy 

Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:19 AM 

To: IIM, Vince 
Subject: RE: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Vince-. 

Did you pay this, it: so wilt need proof of payment to reimburse you or do I need to pay temporary living company, thanks. 

A’hk:tic f)ir<<~ r :< :))ic~, 

LiNC A’~)fi ¢iic~" 

~~ 2l %. f’.’:[.?. ;;34 

From: Vince 1lie [ma!!to:!lle~ema!l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 4:28 PM 

To: Griggs, Kathy 
Cc: 
Subject: FW: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Kathy, 

I’m not sure why we are just receiving these bills now, but I would like to be reimbursed for these expenses related to the temporary housing provided me and my 

thmily this thll. Please let me know what steps I need to take to be reimbursed. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: ................................. .@..a_ .~_~ .n__e_..t ] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 12:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fw: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
..... Forwarded Message .... 
From: Dawn Santori <Dawn(@temporarylivingcompany.com> 
To:’        ~at’L net" <       ~att.net> 

Sent: Fri, December 21, 2012 10:18:23 AM 
Subject: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Hello. 

Attached is the final invoice for utility overages at the Southern Village apartment. I have also attached copies of the actual utility bills for your records. This 

amount will be charged to the VISA card on file for payment by our accounting department. 

Thank you. 

Dawn Santori 

Temporary Living Company 

(919) 881-2364 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS] 

From:                     ~att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 12:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Vince, I wonder if this will work’? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaarded message: 



From: Dawn Santofi <Dawn(a)Aemporao’livingcom~my.com> 

Date: Jmmary 3, 2013 10:27:08 AM EST 

To:                    (a~att.net~ 

Subject: RE: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Hi, 

Will this attached VISA receipt slip work? 

Thard~s, 

Dawn 

From: @art.net] 

Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 10:05 AM 

To: Dawn Santori 
Subject: Re: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Dawn, 

Is there any way you can show on the actual invoice that we paid the bill (like a receipt) with our credit card? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

KrisU Sromovsky <ksromovslcy@temple.edu> 

Thursday,, Janua~ 3, 2013 4:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

permission to contact request 

request for pmmission to contact- .pdf 

t tel[o Vh, ce, 

P[ease see the attached permission to contact request for 

Thank you so much for your time, 

Kristy 

Kristy .I3armoJ~ ,~rc~movs@ 

Comp[Jat~ce ~. Student Services Coordinator 

Temple [ Jn iverstty 

(p): 215.204.2790 

(f): 215.204.7343 



REQUEST FOR PERMISSION TO CONTACT 

Date: January 3, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

_has expressed in interest in transferring to Temple University. Therefore, 

Temple University is requesting permission, as per NCAA bylaw 13.1.1.3, to contact him/her regarding 

the possibility of a transfer to compete for out                   team. 

Permission Granted 

Permission Denied 

Reason: 

Signature Date 

Title Name of Institution 

Please fax back this sheet to 215.204.7343. Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. If 

there are any questions, please feel free to contact me at 215.204.2790. 

Sincerely, 

Kristy Bannon Sromovsky 

Compliance and Student Services 

Coordinator 

Temple University 

225.204.2790 

FAX 225.204.7343 

ksromovsky@tem ple.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 4:55 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: - Walk On 

Yes. He is off our mid year scholarship list. We are still awaiting a test score and then determine the next course of action with him, 

Joe 

Joe }taydon 

Director of Football Operation, s 
U~dversity of Noith Ca*olina 
Phone: 919,843,2372 
Fax: 919.962.0393 
haydon@m~caa~unc,eda 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1/3/2013 4:49 PM > > > 

off our mid-year scholarship list’? 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Ille, Vince; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject:              - Walk On 

Hi Barbara, 

Happy New Year! Let’s start the new year on a fun note.....the attached has academic information on . He is a recruit that we were considering as a 

scholarship student athlete but has decided to takea preferred walk on spot with us. He hasa2.315 PGPAand so isalevel2. Here’sthe kicker(he’s not a kicker, he’s 

actually a .... he graduated last year from has been at for the first semester and is ready to enroll right now! , as I type this, is on his way 

over to to get transcripts, teacher recs, etc. and to begin his application. Can you take a look so that we can discuss. 

Thanks! 

Joe 

Joe Haydon 
Di*ector of Football Operations 
U~iversi~y of N ord~ Carolina 
Phone: 919.81,3.2572 
Yax: 9 ] 9.’.:}6~.0393 

b_a.::4_o_.~_~_~u_*>_:~_a::~__*!’__=~_d_3~ 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Jmmary 3, 2013 5:28 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

C,D,, 

Vh~ce and ] just spoke about situation, 1’11 let Vh~ce speak %r himself but [ d~ think we need to be concerned about h~ddent at I’m 
basing my opinion on statem ent an d the conversation ~ had ,a4tb the Assistant Dean of Students at , At the same time, I wa s ~mpressed with 
the fi~ct that      came to talk with me about the ir~cJdent 1% riot sure if he did so at your urging or of his own accord, but the visit helped his case, 

Next steps: I will contact our Dean of Students office to see what their concerns are, Once I’ve talked with them I will let you know where we are with 
admission, 

Please fl’.d free to give me a call if you war~t to talk more about this ca~e, 

Barbara 

Barbara !, Polk 
])eputy D~rector 
0 Mce of Unde.rgraduate. Admissions 
1 ~nh~crsRy o(North Carolina at Chapd Hill 
Phone.: 91%96@3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 5:01 PM 
1"o: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: 

Barbara, after speaking with 

Thanks, 
CD. 

about this disciplinary issue, doesn’t sound like anything we need to be concerned with. Let me know if you guys disagree. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Marfina BaJlen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 6:26 PM 

Michael Perkins <mperkms@uncaa.unc.e&P 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Stntement showing we paid with our visa tbr ufiliies 

Mike, 

Please pull the invoices associated with the three payments to Corporate Concepts, scan them and send to Vince. 

Thank~ 

MaNna 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

Frora: "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Janua~ 3, 2013, 4:42:21 PM EST 

To: "MaNna K Ballen" <mballen~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: F~V: Statement showing we paid with our ~Jsa for utRiies 

Martina, 

Is there an itemized list of the expenses that comprise each payment referenced below? If so, can I review them? I want to be sure that there are only 

temporal housing charges among the reported. Thanks. 

Vince 

From; Griggs, Kathy 
Sent; Thursday, January 03, 2013 4:12 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject; RE: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utilJJes 

Figured I better check with Martina on this, see her response below. If you have questions please check with her, thanks. 

Hi Kathy, 

Happy New Year to you! The Board of Trustees pre approved a temporary tnousing allowance for Vince in the amount of 

made three payments to Corporate Concepts (see below). 

Aug ]_ 

Sep 4 

Sep 27 

Total 

We have already exceeded the approved amount by so we cannot process any additional payments related to Vince’s temporary housing. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 

Martina 

Based on our records, we 

}(,:~ti:y (; r i.::.g~ 

Aki&. ~:i<" i)ir<~:h:,~,’% O,?i<’e 

’~:~ ~i C Atbk:t’c,: 

9i % 5~.:i 3-58:..~4- 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Thursday, January 03, 2013 2:41 PM 

To; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject; FW: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utliies 

9,rill this receipt work? 

From; Griggs, Kathy 
Sent-" Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:19 AN 
To= llle, Vince 
Subject; RE: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
Vince- 

Did you pay this, if so will need proof of payment to reimburse you or do I need to pay temporary living company, thanks, 

t(ati:y (..r i.::.g~ 
A,i~"rd,:-,-4",~i~,,~ As,:s,~p- 

Ati:k ~:i<" i)ir<~:h/,"s O~?i<’e 

From; Vince Ille [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, December 21, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Ce-" 
Subject-" FW: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Kathy, 
I’m not sum why we are just receiving these bills now, but I would like to be reimbursed tbr these expenses minted to the temporary housing provided me 

and my t;amily this fall. Please let me know what steps I need to take to be reimbursed. Thanks tbr your help. 



Vince 

From: , :@art.net] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 22:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fw: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
..... Forwarded Message .... 

From: Dawn Santori <Dawn@temporarylivingcompany.com> 

To:        ,~att.net" <       ~. art.net> 

Sent: Fri, December 21, 2012 10:18:23 AM 
Subject: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 

Hello. 

Attached is the final invoice for utility overages at the Southern Village apartment. I have also attached copies of the actual utility bills for your 

records. This amount will be charged to the VISA card on file for payment by our accounting department. 

Thank you. 

Dawn Santori 

Temporary Living Company 

(919) 881-2364 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS! 

From:                     @attnet] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 12:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Vince, I wonder iftJlis will work? 

Sent ti~)m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dawn Santori <.[__)_La_w_r!(a)__t_e___n_!~?!?__u_1~_!i_k:Lr_lg_c_’gn![NEy:cgn!> 

Date: January 3, 2013 10:27:08 AM EST 

To:                  ~att.net> 
Subject: RE: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Hi, 

Will ~:his at~:a(:hed VISA rec~-Apt slip work? 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Dawn 

From:                     }art.net] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 20:05 AM 

To: Dawn Santori 
Subject: Re: Statement showing we paid with our visa for utiliies 

Dawn, 

Is there any way you can show on the actual invoice that we paid the bill (like a receipt) with our credit card? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 7:52 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Barbara, I just again discussed this with to make sure I wasn’t missing any details. Here is what I understand happened: 

One of       friends was being cheated on by a girl in       dorm. He ratted the girl out. The girl and her roommate found out and came to his room and proceeded to 
scream at him for this. roommate thought this was comical and got out his camcorder to tape the event. When the girl’s left, roommate told he was 
putting the tape on youtube, told him if he did not destroy the tape, would. This was the "threat". insists that this is all he was ever accused of saying and 
all he ever admitted to saying. There was no personal threat of any kind= He insists to me that this is the entire story= 

Do you have more than this? If not, then I hardly think this is something that would prevent someone from being enrolled. Especially an excellent student from a very upscale 
family with no other issues than this. This is not a kid I am going to fight for. He is a very good student from NC and a very nice kid who will help us as a workout partner in 
the wrestling room. He is not a key guy. If you guys say "no", it is what it is. However, unless there is something significantly more than what he’s telling me, this just doesn’t 
seem very damning to me and I think it would be a great injustice to let it affect his life. 

Please let me know if there is more to this than what he is telling me as this would greatly change my position. 

Thankyou, 

C,D, 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 01/03/13 5:28 PM >>> 

<!-[if mso 9]-><!-[endif]-> 

VJnce and I just spoke ahout situation, I*ll let VJnce speak for himself hut ] do think we need to he concerned about incident at 

I’m basin f] my opinion on statement a~d the convel’satJo~ I had with the AssistAnt Dean of Students at , At tl~e same time, I was impressed 

with the fact that      came 1o talk w~th me aboa[ d~e incident. Um not sate if he (lid so at 5~our urging or’ of his owr~ accord, but the visit helped his case, 

Next steps: I will contadt ou]: Dean of Students offide to see w]~at their conde~’ns are. Ox~ce I’ve tt~lked with them I will Jet you know whe~’e we t~l’e with 

admission, 

Please feel fi’ee to ~¢~ve rne a call ~fyou want to talk more ahout this case, 

[_{~l’hara 

Barba~’a ] Polk 

Depui7 ])ireclo~" 

0 f{ice of Ut,.dergraduate Admissions 

Uaiversity of North Q~roii~,4~ at Chapel Hill 

t:’]lo~l~: 919-.966-.’~989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 5:01 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 

Barbara, after speaking with 

Thanks, 

C.D. 

about this disciplinary issue, doesn’t sound like anything we need to be concerned with. Let me know if you guys disagree. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 8:51 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Franklin Roland <franklin_farmer@med.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo 
<bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: 

C.D., 

Thanks for talking with      again. The information you have is different from what I heard from the Assistant beon of Students at 

talk with you tonight if you want to give me a call on my celk              If not tonight, we can talk tomorrow. 

Give me a call at your convenience. Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

I would be happy to 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 7:51 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Barbara, I just again discussed this with to make sure I wasn’t missing any detaJls. Here is what I understazld happened: 

One of       fiiends was being cheated on by a girl in       dotal. He ratted the girl out The girl and her roommate found out and came to his room and 

proceeded to scream at him for this.       roommate thought this was comical and got out his camcorder to tape the event. When the girl’s left,       roommate 

told      he was putting the tape on youtube,      told him if he did not deslroy the tape,      would. This was the "threat".      insists that this is all he was 

ever accused of saying and all he ever admitted to saying. There was no personal threat of rely kind. He insists to me that this is the entire stow,. 

Do you have more than this? If not, "then I hmrdly think this is something that would prevent someone from being enrolled. Especially an excellent studem ti~m a very 

upscale thmily with no other issues than this. This is not a kid I am going to fight tbr. tte is a ve~ good student from NC and a very nice kid who will help us as a 

workout partner in the wrestling room. He is not a key guy. If you guys say "no", it is what it is. However, unless there is something significantly more than what he’s 

telling me, thisj ust doesn’t seem ve~ dammng to me m~d I think it would be a great inj ustice to let it affect his litE. 

Please let me know if there is more to this than what he is telling me as this would greatly change my position. 

Thank you, 

C.D. 

.~z~ ..... Pc~lk, Barbara Jo"             <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 01/03/13 5:28 PM >>> 

C. r_)., 

Vince arid I lUSt spo]{e about sRuadon, I’IJ let Vince speak for ]Jrnseifbut ] ,.d.l). thin]{ we need to he concerned about inddent at 
]’m basing my opinion on statement and d~e conversation I [md wqth d~e Assistant Dean of Students ~fl: At: the same time, I was impressed 
with the fact that      came to talk ~dth me about the incident i’m not sure if he d~d so at your ur}~ng or ofh~s ow~ accord hut the visit helped his case. 

Next steps: ] x,vill contact our Dean of Students off:ice to see what their concerns ~tre. Once I’ve talked with them [ will Dt you know where we are with 
adm~sskm. 

Please feel free to gbve me a call ~fyou want to talk mor’e about this case, 

Barbara 

}mtg~at:{ ]. Polk 
Depu [y I] b’ectot 
Oflk:c oll ip, detgraduate Admiss[ot!e; 
Universi{7 (}[North Carolb,,a at Chapel }{ill 
Phone: 919-966<3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 5:01 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 



Barbara, after speaking with 

Thanks, 

C.D. 

about this disciplinary issue, doesn’t sound like anything we need to be concerned with. Let me know if you guys disagree. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 9:00 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Steve and Vince, 

Given the discrepancy in stories, the short time we have to make a decision and the fact that this student is not one C.D. feels strongly about, I am reversing my 

position. At this point, I think we should deny admission. In fairness to     , I would be agreeable to meeting with him and C.b. together to discuss the differences 

in what we’ve heard. Vince...if we go that route and you would like to join us, we can schedule this meeting around your calendar. We should, however, try to resolve 

this tomorrow. 

Thoughts? 

Barbara 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:51 PM 
To: C D Mock 
Cc: Ilia, Vince; Farmer, Franklin Roland; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 

C.D., 

Thanks for talking with      again. The information you have is different from what I heard from the Assistant bean of Students at 

talk with you tonight if you want to give me a call on my cell:             . If not tonight, we can talk tomorrow. 

I would be happy to 

Give me a call at your convenience. Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy birector 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel HIll 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 7:51 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Barbara, I just again discussed this with to make sure I wasn’t missing any details. Here is what I understand happened: 

One of       friends was being cheated on by a girl in      ~ dolm. He ratted the girl out. The gift and her roommate found out and crone to his room and 

proceeded to scream at him for this       roommate thought this was comical and got oat his camcorder to tape the event. When the gift’s left,       roommate 

told      he was putting the tape on youtube,      told him if he did not deshoy the tape,      would. This was the "threat".      insists that this is all he was 

ever accused of saying and all he ever admitted to saying. There was no personal threat of any kind. He insists to me that this is the entire ,story,. 

Do you have more than this? If not, then I hardly think this is something that wotfld prevent someone from being enrolled. Especially an excellent student from a very, 
upscale lhmily ruth no other issues than this. This is not a kid I am going to light for. He is a very good stadent t?rom NC and a ve~ nice kid who will help us as a 

workout partner in the wrestling room. tie is not a key guy. If you guys ~y "no", it is what it is. However, unless there is something significantly more than M~at he’s 

telling me, this just doesn’t seem very damning to me and I think it would be a great iNustice to let it affect his life. 

i~lease let me know if there is more to this than what he is telling me as this would greatly change my position. 

Thank you, 

C=D. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu> 01/03/13 5:28 PM >>> 

C.D., 

Vince a~d I just spoke about situation. I’I11et Vince speak for himseI[ but ~ _c!_~2 think we need to be concerned about incident at 
Yrn basing my opi~xion on statement arid the conversatior~ I bad with the >,ssJstant Dea~x of Students at . At the same time, I was impressed 
wRh the fact that      came to talk w~tb me about the inddent. I’m not sure if be did so at your urging or’ o[his Oul,ri acco,td, bu[J the "visit helped b~s case, 



Next steps: ~ wlff contact our Dean of,Students office to see what their concerns are. Once I’ve talked with them [ wlff let yon know where we are w~fl~ 
admission. 

Please feel fi’ee to give me a call if you want to talk more ;:tbouk tiffs case, 

E~arbar~a 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 5:01 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 

Barbara, after speaking witl~ 

Thanks, 

C.D. 

about this disciplinary issue, doesn’t sound like anything we need to be concerned with, Let me know if you guys disagree. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januav 3, 2013 9:55 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fanner, Stephen M <stimne@admissions.~mc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu:~ 

Meeting with CD and student 

~ince, 

I just [eft you a voice mail message about this meeting. I’ve talked with C.D. and we have tentatively scheduled a meeting for 9:30 tomorrow morning for C.D., 

and me. If you would like to join us for that meeting but 9:30 is not convenient for you, please let me know ASAP. We will do our best to reschedu~e to accommodate 

your calendar. 

Barbara 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:31 PM 

@uncg.edu> 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Follow Up 

Dear 

Thank you for this message and for taking the time to drop by the office this afternoon. 

I have spoken with Coach Mock and we would like to meet with you tomorrow- morning at 9:30 in my office. The purpose of the meeting is to review all of the details of the incident at 
that led to the Conduct Probation. 

If 9:30 is not convenient for you, please let me know immediately so we can reschedule. Also, please check your email in the morning before you come to the Admissions Office There is a 
chance we may need to reschedule for later in the day. If that happens, you will hear from me by 9:00 AM. If you have not received an additional email from me by 9:00 tomorrow morning, 
please assume that we will meet at 9:30 in my office 

Thank you, again, for the immediate attention you have given this situation. ! will see you in the morning 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Polk 

Barbara J Polk 
Senior Associate and Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: ’@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Follow Up 

[)ear Mrs. Polk, 

I appreciate your time this afternoon as I know you are very busy I apologize for your inconvenience over this situation. I will promise you that as a UNC student and future graduate that I 
will always make you proud 

Sincerely, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 5:50 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FY[ ~ wanted to be sure you were aware of this "professionalism." 

Larry 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArtide.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205870758 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4,2013 6:30 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Barbara, thank you for all the time you’re devoting to understanding this student, s circumstances and to treating him fairly. 

Needless to say, if it should turn out that he told CD one story but you another, that will be a major problem. 

Steve 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 9:00 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tile, Vince; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: 

Steve and Vince, 

Given the discrepancy in stories, the short time we have to make a decision and the fact that this student is not one C.D. feels strongly about, I am reversing my 

position. At this point, I think we should deny admission. In fairness to      I would be agreeable to meeting with him and C.b. together to discuss the differences 

in what we’ve heard. Vince...if we go that route and you would like to join us, we can schedule this meeting around your calendar. We should, however, try to resolve 

this tomorrow. 

Thoughts? 

Barbara 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 8:51 PM 
To: C D Mock 
Cc= Ne, Vince; Farmer, Franklin Roland; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 

C.D., 

Thanks for talking with      again. The information you have is different from what I heard from the Assistant bean of Students at 

talk with you tonight if you want to give me a call on my cell              . If not tonight, we can talk tomorrow. 

I would be happy to 

Give me a call at your convenience. Talk to you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy birector 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at dhapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 03, 2013 7:51 PM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Tlle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Barbara, I just again discussed this with to make sure I wasn’t missing any details. Here is what I understand happened: 

One of       friends was being cheated on by a girl in       donn. He ratted the girl out. The girl and her roommate found out and crone to his room and 

proceeded to scream at him for this.       roommate thought this was comical and got out his camcorder to tape the event. When the girl’s left,       roommate 

told      he was putting the tape on youtube,      told him if he did not deshoy the tape,      would. This was the "threat".      insists that this is all he was 

ever accused of saying and all he ever admitted to saying. There was no personal threat of any kind. He insists to me that this is the entire story,. 

Do you have more than this? If not, then I hardly think this is something that wotfld prevent someone from being enrolled. Especially an excellent student from a very, 

upscale lhmily with no other issues than this. This is not a kid I am going to light for. He is a very good student t]com NC and a ve~ nice kid who will help us as a 

workout partner in the wrestling room. tte is not a key guy. If you guys ~y "no", it is what it is. However, unless there is something signific~mtly more than M~at he’s 

telling me, this just doesn’t seem very damning to me and I think it would be a great iNustice to let it affect his life. 

Please let me know if there is more to this than what he is telling me as this would greatly change my position. 



Thank yo u, 

C.D. 

>>> "Polk Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 01/03/13 5:28 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

Vincc m~d I just spoke about s~tuation. I’ll let Vincc spc~& for h~mself but I do thk~k we nced to bc concerned about inddent at 
Ym basing my ~@nio~ on statem e~t arid the c~versat~or~ I had wRh th e AssJsta~t Dean of Stt~de~ ts a t At the same t~me, [ wa s impressed 
with the fact that      came to talk wRb me about the incident. Fm not sure if be did so at your urgh~g or of his own accord, b~it the visit helped his case. 

Next steps: I will contact ot~r Dem) of Studet)ts office to see what their concerns re’e. Once I’ve talked w~th them I wi~] ~et you know where we are with 
admission. 

Please fee~ fl:ee to give me a call if you want to talk more abo~t this case. 

Barbara 

[~-arbara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of {f~dergraduate Admissior~s 
University of North Caro]i~m at Chapel II~111 
Phone: 9] 9-96(5-39.~9 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Thursday, January 03, 2013 5:02 PM 
To" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 

Barbara, after speaking with 

Thanks, 
C.D. 

about this disciplinary issue, doesn’t sound like anything we need to be concerned with. Let me know if you guys disagree. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 8:58 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Division Championship Rings 

FY] If we have to use SAF, we can but we usually have some $$ in the budget for participation awards over there. Hope this helps thanks. 

Lance 

> > > "Burgemeister, Matt" < mburgemeister@theacc.org 8:39 AM > > > 

Hi Lance, 

Happy new year, I hope you had a great holidays as well. 

I believe the awards would need to be counted in the participation award limit. A conference champion award (separate award limit) could only be provided to a team/individual 
recognized by the conference as a regular- or post-season champion, not to a division champion or an "unofficial" champion. Since awards are a permissible benefit, you would 
not have to use SAF to purchase the rings; however, you could if you want to. 

I hope this helps, let us know if you have any further questions. Thanks and have a nice weekend, 

Matt 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:37 AM 
To" Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject-" Division Championship Rings 

Hey Matt, 

How’s it going? Hope you had a great holiday!! Had a couple of quick questions on championship rings for winning the Coastal Division in Football this year. Are we able to 

qualify Division Championships for the separate limit under 16.1.4.2 or does it need to be an official Conference Championship? Or do we need to cover the rings under the 

Annual Participation Awards limit for each SA? Either way, no big deal just need to know how to proceed. 

Also, just wanted to confirm that we are ok using SAF for the rings. They are on the list of sample uses of the fund that Shamaree handed out at the Fall meetings but just 

wanted to get confirmation. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 9:49 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ron Miller <rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: [nfo on Fencing recruits 

Ron~ 

Great summary and break down of your recruits. I’m sure this will be very helpful as you discuss the admissions issues with Barbara. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

> > > Ron Miller 1/4/2013 12:16 AM > > > 

Hi Barbara: 

As you discussed with Josh earlier today, [ am forwarding all the information ] have collected on our recruits as of 6PM today. Attached is an excel file with a summary sheet 

of all of our known recruits, a legend to help understand the color coding and a couple of wish lists. The one with the possible competitive admits being the key one now, and 
the additional Slot list for later on. There is one individual we would like to use or last slot for. Her name is             , but she is currently in      on the 

and may miss the application deadline as she will not be back until after the 7th. fs this an issue? Josh and [ look forward to meeting with you next week. 

Coach Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday~ L0:55 AM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; HelenBuchanan                   @gmail.com>; 

live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohseOunc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting 

<abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana 

Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee 

<lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TV for game 

FYI 

The home game against Miami will be televised by ESPN. It had been listed as ESPN or ESPN2. 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 3:23 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Attached. 

Hope yon have a nice weekend! 

On Wed, 

Thanks Sarah. 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Happy     ! 

at 6:21 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

~gmail.com] 
3:21 PM 

Attached is today’s report.., because I didn’t get you one Monday, I tried to make this one date as far back as I could (soW about that!). 

(~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~gmail. corn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill : 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Comlnunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport A&ninistration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 4:34 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: CARA Logs Document 

No problem! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 4:31 PM >>> 

Thanks for your help, 

From: , [mailto: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:40 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: CARA Logs Document 

Hey Vince, 

Please find attached a PDF of the CARA logs you requested. I have also attached the locker room flyer on countable hours. Let me know if you have any questions or if I can 

offer any further assistance. 
Thank~ 
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Kabongo’s Ban Reduced 

Synopsis: 

Texas basketball player Myck Kabongo’s NCAA sanction was reduced from one year to 23 

games. 

"The NCAA continued to punish any coach or player who doesn’t provide factual information 

during an interview with the school or enforcement, handing down a stringent 23-game 

suspension Friday to Texas sophomore guard Myck Kabongo. Kabongo originally was banned 

for a year by the NCAA, but an appeals/reinstatement committee reduced the penalty to 23 

games, which includes the 11 games the Longhorns (7-4) already have played." 

Article: 

http :iiespn. go. comimens-college-basketballistoryi /id/8771177incaa-reduces-suspension-texas- 

longhorns-myck-kabongo-23-games 
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NCAA Rules on Recruiting May Change 

Synopsis: 

"The NCAA released a package of proposals Friday that would change the recruiting calendar, 

lift restrictions on how and how often coaches can contact recruits, and allow athletes to accept 

more money for participating in non-scholastic events. All the proposals are expected to be voted 

on Jan. 19 at the NCAA’s annual convention near Dallas. If approved, they could take effect 

Aug. 1 ." 

Article: 

http~//espn.g~.c~m/c~ege-sp~rts/st~ry/ /id/877~824/ncaa-c~nsidering-pr~p~sals-change- 

recruiting 

http~//ww~.ncaa.c~m/news/ncaa/artic~e/2~12-~2-23/ncaa-c~nside~ng-package-pr~p~sals-would- 

change-recruiting-calendar 
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Oregon to Face NCAA Hearing 

Synopsis: 

Oregon is facing a hearing from the NCAA about the possible use of a scout. Chip Kelly, coach 

of the football program, said that the school cooperated fully. 

Article: 

http~//espn.go.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~l/st~ry//id/8764~76/~reg~n-ducks-ncaa-hearing-sc~ut-wi~lie- 

lyles-according-source 

http~//espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-f~~tba~l/st~ry/ /id/8768552/chip-kel~y-says-~reg~n-ducks- 

cooperated-fully-probe 
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NCAA Investigator Fired 

Synopsis: 

According to the LA Times, the NCAA has fired investigator Abigail Grantstein. Grantstien was 

the lead investigator on the Shabazz Muhammed case. 

Article: 

http ://arti cl es.latimes, corn/2012/dec/20/sports/1 a-sp- 1221 -muhammad-ncaa-20121221 
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Secrecy of NCAA 

Synopsis: 

An LA Times article examines the protocols of the NCAA investigation team, and says that they 

need to change the way they do their work. 

"’The NCAA does not operate like a prosecutor’s office or a police department where there are 

clearly understood constitutional limits,’ said Geoffrey C. Rapp, a University of Toledo law 

professor and editor of the Sports Law blog ’They don’t have a structure in place to ensure 

consistency.’" 

Article: 

http ://www.1 atim es. com/sports/coll ege/usc/la-sp-ncaa-20121224,0,4684050, story 
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Texas Tech Pulls Three from Bowl 

Synopsis: 

Texas Tech announced that three of their players will not be participating in the Meineke Car 

Care Bowl because of violation of team rules. Starting defensive back Cornelius Douglas, 

linebacker Chris Payne and backup defensive tackle Leon Mackey won’t play in the bowl game. 

Article: 

http://espn.go.com/college-football/bowlsl 2/story/ /id/8777827/texas-tech-red-raiders-pull-3- 

bowl-breaking-rules 
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UCLA Player Suspended 

Synopsis: 

UCLA suspended football player Tevin McDonald from playing in the Holiday Bowl after he 

broke unspecified team rules. 

Article: 

http :iiespn.go. comilos-angelesicollege-footballistoi?/iiidi8773110itevin-mcdonald-ucla-bruins- 

suspended-bridgepoint-education-holiday-bowl 
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The News and Observer Reacts to the Martin Report 

Synopsis: 

The Raleigh News and Observer has answered the Martin Report with a series of articles that 

highlight what happened, the accuracy of the report and opinions surrounding it. Ned Barnett’s 

editorial piece claims that leaders at UNC have responded poorly to the academic scandal at 

UNC and that the school used to have a higher standard. Another article examines whether 

academics and high-level athletics can live in harmony on the campus, and Holden Thorp’s role 

in making them coexist before he steps down. Three other articles claim that the report is 

incomplete at best, and a complete failure at other times, and that more should come of Martin’s 

investigati on. 

Article: 

http:iiww~,.newsobserver.comi2012/12/23/2563169iunc-leaders-have-responded- 

poorly.html#storylink=misearch 

http :iiwww.newsob server.corn/2012/12/22/2561980iat-unc-a-battle-over-two- 

cultures.html#storylink=misearch 

http ://www.newsobserver.com/2012/12/21/2560082/the-many-maddening-failures- 

of.html#sto~link=misearch 

http:iiww~,.newsobserver.comi2012i12i21i2559161imartins-unc-report-notable- 

for.html#storylink=misearch 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2012i12i20i2557829ia-grade-for-the-martin-probe- 

incomplete.html#storylink=misearch 
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What Will the NCAA do with the Martin Report? 

Synopsis: 

A report by the News and Observer and an ESPN Blogger both asked the question on whether or 

not the NCAA will return to Chapel Hill in the wake of the Martin Report. The article claims that 

the NCAA is keeping tabs on the situation, but there is no further information regarding the 

scandal at this time. 

Article: 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2012i12i20i2558037iin-the-wake-of-martin-report- 

what.html#storylink=misearch 

http://espn.go.com/blog/acc/post/ /id/50297/will-the-ncaa-return-to-unc 
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More Martin Report Links 

Synopsis: 

Most of the same information, just covered by different outlets. Most of the reports say that the 

Martin Report was exactly as expected, but other outlets claim the report added nothing new to 

the information about the scandal. Some even say that the report was just as scandalous as the 

incident investigated. 

Article: 

http :/ /www~insi dehi ghered~ c~m/news/2 ~ ~ 2/ ~ 2/2 ~ /unc-scanda~-rep~rt-c~ ears-ath~ eti cs-f acu~ ty-n~- 

show-classes-date-back-further 

http ://www.j ournalnow, com/news/state_regi on/article_4cb 7f6e2-4d5 f- 11 e2-9163- 

001a4bcf6878.html 

http :iiaol. sportingnews, comincaa-footb all/story/2012-12-21 inorth-carolina-unc-academi c- 

scandal-julius-peppers-african-studies 
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Butch Davis 

Synopsis: 

Former head football coach Butch Davis released a statement after the Martin Report. The short 

statement announces that the Martin Report found that he was innocent in the academic scandal 

and that he is dedicated to education. 

Article: 

http :iiwww.wral. corn/asset/news/education/2012/12/20/11902503 iBUTCH_DAVIS_S TATEME 

NT IN RESPONSE_TO_MARTIN_REPORT.pdf 
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Calipari Challenges NCAA on Food 

Synopsis: 

John Calipari has come out with statements challenging the NCAA on their diet and food rules. 

"The Collegiate and Professional Sports Dietitians Association is backing Calipari and other 

coaches, demanding the NCAA allow- ’unlimited interval feedings as needed throughout the day 

to fully restore athletes and make them whole again.’" 

Article: 

http :iiwww.oregonlive. comicollegebasketballiindex, ssfi2012/12ij ohn_calipari_concerned_with_ 

n.html 
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NCAA Punishment 

Synopsis: 

An article in the New York Post is examining how the NCAA doles out its punishment, 

claiming that the association should punish coaches just as much as it does the players. 

"The NCAA continues to take a hard stance when dealing with athletes. Not so much with 

coaches whose programs commit violations under their watch." 

Article: 

http ://www.nyp~st.c~m/p/b~gs/c~egesp~rts/p~sting~ayers-ncaa-sh~u~d-punish-Z9jt2NPlYs 

Kd6upCRWOMgJ#axzz2GCAGEDT5 
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Syracuse Suspends Two Players 

Synopsis: 

Syracuse football team has suspended sophomore running back Adonis Ameen-Moore and junior 

tight end Max Beaulieu from the New Era Pinstripe Bowl for breaking unspecified athletic 

department roles. 

Article: 

http ://e spn. go. com/coll ege-footb all/b owl s 12/story/ /i d/8 7 7 9 8 8 7/adoni s - am een-m oore-m ax- 

beaulieu-syracuse-orange-held-new-era-pinstripe-bowl 
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Oklahoma Starter Arrested 

Synopsis: 

Oklahoma football starter Stacy McGee was arrested for allegedly driving under the influence 

and driving with a suspended license. McGee may not participate in the Cotton Bowl as a result. 

Article: 

http :iie spn. go. comicoll ege-footb al lib owl s 1 2istor57i ii di8 7 7 8 3 8 6istacy -m cgee- okl ahom a- s ooners- 

arrested-dui-driving-suspended-license 
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Player Fails Drug Test 

Synopsis: 

UCLA football player Tevin McDonald failed his third drug test and is suspended from playing 

in the Holiday Bowl. 

Article: 

http :iiwww. fan nati on. corn/truth and rum orsivi ewi3 5 815 0 -ucl as- tevi n-m cdon al d-to-mi s s -b owl- 

._a___f_:_t___e___r_=_t____e___s___t__i___n__g:p o s i fi v e - fo r - p___o___t_~:_?___s___c___t__-_t_Lk___=_t___2__=a 14&eref--from SI 
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Mary Willingham’s Blog 

Synopsis: 

Mary Willingham, one former UNC employee who claimed that academic fraud was happening 

at UNC has a blog On this blog she posts articles about the corruptness of athletics and how they 

clash with academics, and her time at UNC. It has been continuously updated, with the last post 

on 12/26. 

Article: 

http :iiathleticsvsacademics.comi 

Reaction: 

The reaction on Inside Carolina tends to be that Willingham is trying to expose scandal that isn’t 

there. Many are expressing their amusement at the blog 

http :iimb d. scout, comimb, aspx? s=78&f= 1408&t= 11099383 
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Open Records and Special Admits in the ACC 

Synopsis: 

A Baltimore Sun reporter issued several open records requests to schools in the ACC to research 

how special admits do in the classroom 

"The findings - that special admits tend to maintain worse college GPAs, graduate at a lower 

rate and leave school at a higher rate than other athletes - raise more questions. Are "special 

admits" policies useful because they provide universities with more diversity and offer athletes - 

some of whom are the first in their families to attend college - important educational 

opportunities? Or do the policies exploit athletes by admitting them on the basis of their physical 

talents without a realistic chance to compete academically?" 

Article: 

http :iiarticles.baltimoresun. comi2012-12-24isportsibal-public-records-requests-yield-glimpse-of- 

acc-speci al-admit-athl ere s-20121222 1 athl etes-georgi a-tech-important-deb ate 

http :iiarticles.baltimoresun. comi2012-12-22isportsib s-sp-acc-sports-special-admits- 

20121222 1 athletes-graduation-success-rate-college-courses 
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NCAA Rule Change Make Sense 

Synopsis: 

A Philadelphia news outlet examines the proposed rule changes to NCAA recruiting and that 

these changes will make a good impact on the association and that they finally may make sense. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.phillyburb s. comiblogsilondon_ballingisign-of-apocalypse-ncaa-making- 

sense/article c2e94d78-51 lc-1 le2-ad2f-0019bb30f3 la.html 
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Texas Suspends Two 

Synopsis: 

Texas Football suspended two players from the Alamo Bowl after the allegations of a sexual 

assault in San Antonio. The players have not been identified. 

Article: 

http :iie spn. go. comicoll ege-footb al lib owl s 12istors, i ii di8787252/texas -1 onghom s - su sp end-2 - 

valero-alamo-bowl-amid-reported-investigation 

http ://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~egef~tba~/bl~g/eye-~n-c~ege-f~tba~/2 ~ 464 568/tw~- 

longhorns-suspended-amidst-sexual-assault-investigation 
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Louisville Sued 

Synopsis: 

The University of Louisville and Coach Charlie Strong are facing a lawsuit after a former player 

claims he was beaten in the school’s football locker room in 2010. 

Article: 

http :iie spn. go. comicoll ege-footb al l/story/ ii di8 7 8 7 5 41 iex -1 oui svi 11 e- cardi n al s-pl ayer-p atri ck- 

grant-sues-school-coach-charlie-strong 

http ://www.cbssp~rts.c~m/c~egef~tba~/bl~g/eye-~n-c~ege-f~tba~/2 ~ 4644 5 5/f~rmer- 

louisville-player-claims-he-was-asked-to-cover-up-an-attack-by-teammates 
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Athletics, Academics and the Carolina Way 

Synopsis: 

A new opinion piece by the News and Observer claims that UNC should reform after the recent 

scandal and follow the precedent set by former system president Bill Friday. 

"But now-, UNC-Chapel Hill has an opportunity to honor a man and his movement, and to restore 

the "Carolina Way," which used to mean a school that played well and by the roles and set an 

example for others. But that term is sadly inappropriate now. Let the university create a Friday 

Commission to revive that example, to chart the course for institutions that do not want to 

sacrifice their integrity on an altar of athletic success." 

Article: 

http~//ww~’.news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~2/~2/27/256847~/a-new-way.html#st~rylink=misearch 
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Maryland Exit Fee 

Synopsis: 

The current legal battle over the ACC exit fee from the University of Maryland is currently 

stalling the conference realignment puzzle. The exit fee from Maryl and could steady the ACC 

considerably, or cause problems depending or whether or not the conference wins the lawsuit. 

"If the ACC collects its $50 million -- and it believes the deal is ironclad -- the league can point 

to security. If that total somehow gets negotiated down significantly, the ACC might want to 

issue another press release about a unified front." 

Article: 

_http ://www. cb ssports, com/collegefootball/bl og/j eremy-fowler/21460161/acc-maryland-exit-fee- 

lawsuit-could-stall-realignment-among-power-conferences 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rice, Bobby <brice@hmsracing.com> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 6:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Amy’s minivan 

Resend 

Sent from my Ipad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Rice, Bobby" <brice@hmsracing.com<mailto:brice@hmsracing.com>> 
Date: December 28, 2012 5:44:03 PMEST 

To: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu<mailto:ille@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Re: Amy’s minivan 

Vince, 
I did not get a Craig parking pass with my dealer ticket program this year. Can you check on them for me? 

Also, Clint said he would do what he could to find a place we could move downstairs in the Dome. I have donated for a long time outside the dealer program and am in the top 5-10% ore 
over and contributors in points I told Clint it does not seem fair for dealers with less points are treated the same as Rhodes who have made cash donations for a long time as well as 
currently giving cars Thanks for your help. 

How is your car? Ira different model would work better for you, let me know. Some day when I am in town for some time I will come over and buy you a sandwich [’or lunch. 

’]?hanks again 
Bobby Rice 

Sent from my Ipad 

On Nnv 28, 2012, at 10:58 P2% "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaihunc.edu<mai[to:ille(~emaihunc.edu>> wrote: 

iX/It. Rice, 

My name is Vince IlIe; Bubba Cunningham hired me in late July to be Senior Associate Athletic Director here at UNC. ]X/iy current responsibilities include our compliance office and staf]. 
student-athlete development, liaison to ASPSA and admissions, and sport program oversight for %otbal[ (with Bubba and Rick Steinbacher), men’s tennis and softbalh I was most recently 
Senior Associate AD at the L’niversity of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign where I worked for over 14 years. Prior to Illinois, I worked in athletics at the University of Cincinnati, the Umversity 
of Oklahoma and the L’niversity of Massachusetts in Amherst 

Clint forwarded me the message below and I apologize for not reaching out to you be]i~re now I understand that it is his plan that I receive the vehicle that has been assigned to Am?" 
Herman. Should I contact Mike I)esmond, Eddie Jones (gentlemen whose names I see below in related messages) or another representative of yours to make whatever arrangements might 
be necessary to transfer the vehicle from Amy to me? 

Clint has let me know that you and your people are great to work with and that you are a strong supporter of our coaches, staff, programs and department. I look forward to meeting you 
sometime in the future and hope you will call on me if there is ever anything I can do to help you 

’]?hank you, 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office (919) 9622~631 
Mobile 
]lie@uric. edu<mailto :ille,@,unc. edu> 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailtn:cgwaltnev,@,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Th~ucsday, October 25, 2012 11:44 AM 
To: Bobby Rice 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 

Bobby, 

Yes, we still want the vehicle. Vince Ille, our new- Sr. Associate AD will take over this relationship. I am copying him on this email, so you can start a dialogue with him. As for 2 tickets, I 
have 2 I can give you. I just need name for Will Call. 

Thanks for all you do, and please let me know what else I can do to help you. 

Clint 

On 10/24/2012 at 5:35 PM. in message 
<96C0790C-8298~43CC-81AS-E636ET02F552@lmasracing com<mailto:96C0790C-8298-43CC-81AS-E636E702F552@hmsracmg corn>>, "Rice, Bobby" 
<brice@hmsracing com<mailto:brice@lm~sracing corn>> wrote: 
Hey Clint, 
2 things I presume you will still want the vehicle per below that 
Amy has 
been driving Let me know if I need to trade it out on a different 
model if 
it would be more suitable for who you transfer driver rigNs tlcom 



Amy. 

Secondly, l have all 8 NC State tickets spoken for and have a request 
for 2 
more. Do you know of 2 extra that ] can buy ? 

’]?hanks. 
Bobby 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Desmond, Mike" 

<Mike.Desm~nd@HendrickAut~.c~m<mai~t~:Mike.Desm~nd(~}HendrickAut~.c~m><mai~t~:Mike.Desm~nd(~}HendrickAut~.c~m>> 
Date: October 24, 2012 2:54:53 PM CDT 
To: Bobby Rice <BRice@~nsracing.c~ra<1nai~t~:BRice(~‘I~asracing.c~1n><1nai~t~:BRice‘@‘I~asracing.c~1n>> 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin folwarded message: 

From: "Jones, Eddie" 

<Eddie. Jones@HendrickAuto.com<mailto:Eddie. Jones(&HendrickAuto.com><mailto:Eddie. Jones@HendrickAuto.com><mailto:Eddie 
. Jones@HendrickAuto.com>> 
Date: October 24, 2012, 1:19:41 PMCDT 
To: "Desmond, Mike" 

<Mike.Desm~nd@HendrickAut~.c~m<mai~t~:Mike.Desm~nd@HendrickAut~.c~m><mai~t~:Mike.Desm~nd@HendrickAut~.c~m><mai~t~:2v~k 
e.Desmond@Hendriclc~uto com<mailto:e Desmond@Hendriclc~uto corn>>> 

Amy Herman is in the Athletic Department at UNC. She is driving a 
Dodge 
vehicle as a demo She is going to be transfbrring to a position she 
says 
will not include a vehicle. I don’t know how that will affect our 
demo 
situation at L,~’C but thought I would let you know-. 

Eddie Jones 
Office Manager 
Hendrick Dodge 
Hendrick Fiat 

919-388-4131 (office) 
:ell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 6:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Bobby Rice 

Not sure what happened on the parking but we will get it out to him. As for location, he and I just need to have a conversation so we can get in the same page 

I will follow up after the New Year. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 6:23 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Clint, 
> Please note Bobby Rice’s requests and comments below. Can we send him the parking pass? Please advise as to how- you would like me to respond to the request for the parking pass and 
the consideration of seat location for basketball. Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Rice, Bobby [mailto:brice@hmsracing.com] 
> Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 6:06 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 
> 

> Resend 
> 

> Sent from my Ipad 
> 

> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Rice, Bobby" <brice@hmsracing.com<mailto:brine(@hmsracin~ corn>> 
> Date: December 28, 2012 5:44:03 PM EST 

> To: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu<mailto:ille(a)email uric edu>> 
> Subject: Re: Amy’s mimvan 
> 

> Vince, 
> I did not get a Craig parking pass with my dealer ticket program this year Can you check on them for me’? 
> 

> Also, Clint said he would do what he could to find a place we could move downstairs in the Dome. I have donated %r a long time outside the dealer program and am in the top 5-10% ofe 
over and contributors in points I told Clint it does not seem ]’air %r dealers with less points are treated the same as Rhodes who have made cash donations for a long time as well as 
currently giwng cars Thanks for your help. 
> 

> How is your car? If a different model would work better for you, let me know. Some day when I am in town for some time I will come over and buy you a sandwich for lunch. 
> 

> Thanks again. 
> Bobby Rice 
> 
> Sent from my Ipad 
> 

> 

> On Nov 28, 2012, at 10:58 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@enraih unc. edu<mailt o :ille,@,emaih unc. edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Mr. Rice, 
> 

> My name is Vince Ille; Bubba Cutmingham hired me in late July to be Senior Associate Athletic Director here at UNC. My current responsibilities include out compliance office and staff, 
student-athlete dcvelopnrent, liaison to ASPSA and admissions, and sport program oversight for football (with Bubba and Rick Steinbacher), men’s tennis and softball. I was nrost recently 
Senior Associate AD at the University of Illinois in Urbana-Champaign where I worked for over 14 years. Prior to Illinois, I worked in athletics at the University of Cincimlati, the University 
of Oklahoma and the University of Massachusetts in Amherst. 
> 

> Clint forwarded me the message below and I apologize for not reaching out to you before now. I utlderstand that it is his plan that I receive the vehicle that has been assigned to Amy 
Herman. Should I contact Mike Desmond, Eddie Jones (gentlemen whose names I see below in related nressages) or another representative of yours to make whatever alTangements might 
be necessary to transfe~ the vehicle front Amy to me? 
> 

> Clint has let me know that you and your people are great to work with and that you are a strong supporter of our coaches, staff, programs and department. I look forward to meeting you 
sometime in the future and hope you will call on me if there is ever anything I can do to help you. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> Vince Ille 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Office (919) 962~4631 Mobile q 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Clint Owaltney [mailto:cgwaltnev@utacaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:44 AM 
> To: Bobby Rice 
> Cc: ]lle, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Fwd: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 
> 

> Bobby, 

ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille@unc.edu> 



> 

> Yes, we still want the vehicle. Vince Ille, our new Sr. Associate AID will take over this relationship I am copying him on this email, so you can start a dialogue with him As for 2 tickets, ! 
have 2 I can give you. I just need name for Will (;all. 
> 

> ’]?hanks :for all you do, and please let me know what else I can do to help you 
> 

> Clint 
> 

> On 10/24/2012 at 5:35 PM, m message 
> <96C0790C-8298 43CC’-81 A8-E636E702F552@tmlsracmg. c om<mailto:96C0790C-8298-43CC-81 A8-E636E702F552(~hmsracing.corn> >, "Rice, Bobby" 
> <brice@hmsracing.com<mailto:briceCd?hmsracing.com>> wrote: 
> Hcy Clint, 
> 2 things. I presume you will still want the vehicle per below that AtW has been driving. Let me know if I need to trade it out on a different model if it would be more suitable for who you 
transfe~ driver rights from Amy. 
> 

> Secondly-, I have all 8 NC State tickets spoken for and have a request for 2 more. Do you know of 2 extra that I can buy’.’ 
> 

> Thanks. 
> Bobby 
> 

> Sent from my it)hone 
> 

> Begin fot~,arded message: 
> 

> From: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

> <_’vfike.Desmond@HendrickAuto.com<mailto:Mike.Desmond~HcndrickAuto. com><mailto:Mike.Desmond~HcndrickAuto.com>> 
> Date: October 24, 2012 2:54:53 PM CDT 
> To: Bobby Rice <BRice@hrnsracing.c~m<mai~t~:BRice(&~nnsracina.c~m><mai~t~:BRice(~I~nsracina.c~m>> 
> Subject: Fwd: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Jones, Eddie" 
> 

> <Eddie.Jones@HendrickAuto. com<mailto:Eddie Jones@HendrickAuto. com><mailto:Eddie Jones@Hench-ickAuto.com><mailto:Eddie 
>. Jones@Hendriclca.ut o corn>> 
> Date: October 24, 2012, 1:19:41 PM CDT 
> To: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

> <Mike Desmond@HendrickAuto com<mailto:Mike.Desmond(~a)HendrickAuto, com><mailto:Mike.DesmondCl)HendrickAuto.com><mailto:Mik 
> e Desmond@HendrickAuto.com<mailto:e Desmond@HendrickAuto.com>>> 
> 

> Am?’ Herman is in the Athletic Department at UNC She is driving a Dodge vehicle as a demo She is going to be transferring to a position she says will not include a vehicle. I don’t know 
how- that will affect our demo situation at LTNC but thought I would let you know 
> 

> Eddie Jones 
> Office Manager 
> Hendrick Dodge 
> Hendrick Fiat 
> 919-388-4131 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penner, Joy 3 <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 8:11 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Hi Guys! 

How about we talk at 9:00 on Friday? Vince, can you come to my office and Bubba you can call in? 919 966-5147 
In particular, I would like to hear your thoughts on admissions which will be our primary topic for the next FAC meeting, 

Looking forward to a productive and positive 2013, year ahead working with you, 

Joy 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Any time is ok 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

. f,, < On Dec 28, 2012, at 7:40 PM, Renner, Joy. Jo’/ Renner(2~medmnc.edu> wrote: 

Any pmXicular days and times that would interfere less with your time away? 

Sent fkma my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 6:38 PM, "Cunninghanl, Bubba" <b__u_.b_li..c_~(~2.e_! .n_a:il_:__u[_tc_:e_._@_ > wrote: 

I will be out all week but can call in. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 4:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joy, 
I’m also available every, day next week except Tuesday. I believe Bubba will be om of town next week though. 

Christmas was great. I hope you’ve enjoyed the holidays as well and I look forward to meeting ruth you if you’d like. That,s. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 3:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Greetings! 

Do you guys have any time next week that we can meet and catch up on a few things before the next FAC meeting? I 

should be worldng every day next week except Tuesday. 

I hope you had a little time to enjoy the holidays with family. 

Joy 

Jo~, J. Rennet. M.A. RT(R}, FAEIRS 
Assoda,’_e Professor and Director 
Unk, ersiW of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 tJNC-CH gonduran[ Hall 
B21-A Soath Colupr~bia St, 
Chapei }-Iill, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r~-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-96r~-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENI-IALI-rY NO-r~CE: 7hb e-mall message, inciudir!g at[achmen.s, if am/, b intended onl,/for the -person or en[ibt [o which it is 
addressed ar!d may contah~ confidential and/or privileged material. Any ---L:nau~hor[zed review, use, disclosure or dbtribution [s 
prohibited. If you are not the it!tended recipient, please contact the sender b’¢ tepid, e-mail and destroy, ai] copies of the original message. 
Emai~ ~orrespo~denee to an~ from this a~ress may be subject to tt~e North Caro~i~a PuMi~ Records law a~l may be 

disclosed to third pa~±ies by an authorized state official (NCGS° oh. :t32), Student educational records are subject to 
FERPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 II:I0 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Emailed with Lissa today and she has got the appeal committee all ready to go for when we get word that is going to appeal. We’ll just need to get word to her at that 

time. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/28/2012 4:53 PM > > > 

Ivly o~fly concern and reason for sharing is to ensure we process this according to our applicable policies and within the timeframe required by NCAA rule~ which 1 

referenced in my original message. Thanks for the help and the additional information pertaining to provided below. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2012 10:16 PN 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller 
Subject-" Re: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding Zac Bennett 

I’ve given Lissa a heads up that an appeal might be coming her way and she thought that the first week in January would be the earliest it could be heard, The bylaw on the 

definition of a Business Day is listed below we should still be fine to de it in early January. 

More importantly, we probably need to check with Spencer to see if would even be eligible for the transfer exception; he’s a disaster academically and the includes a 

withdrawal from this past semester on November 30, 2012 plus a sub 2.0 GPA he needs a 2.0 GPA per NCAA rules to be eligible for competition. Our objection might be 

moot since he might not be academically eligible to compete here anyway. 
It looks like he’s planning to transfer to Pitt I’d imagine that would strengthen our case if it goes to appeal as they’re coming in to the conference in the Fall. 

Vince Attached is a brief letter notifying    of our denial of his request for the one time transfer exception and his opportunity to appeal. Once he notifies Bubba that he 

would like to appeal, then we can put him in touch with Lissa at that point. 

If anyone has any questions, just let me know, Thanks. 

Lance 

14,02,2 Business Day, 
A business clay is any weekday that is not recognized as a national holiday, including any weekday during which an institution is closed for other reasons (e.g., holiday break). 

>>> Beth Miller 12/21/2012 7:42 PM >>> 

Vlnce, 
Larry is correct regarding the appeal logistics. Lissa has a committee or will appoint members to comprise the committee. She typically has faculty and a student athlete on 

the committee. C.D. seems to have a strong opinion on this, but there should be thoughtful conversation regarding the situation before going into the appeal....we would want 

to be reasonably confident we could win it, It may depend on who the local college is. 

I agree about the timing, that an appeal hearing could not take place until after the first of the year and may depend on when faculty members are back in town. 

Best wishes to you and your family for a wonderful Christmas !! 

~Beth 

> > > Larry Gallo 12/21/2012 7:08 PM > > > 

Vince ~ 

Amy Herman handled the logistics/notification/organization, etc. with coach, parents of time S A, time S A, etc. ~ Lissa Broome conducted time hearing along with the others (?) 

who are on the appeal’s committee ~ don’t believe we have a set/standing committee except for Lissa ~ each time we have a hearing we have had different 

University/Department staff on the committee with Lissa ~ Lissa is the constant being the FAR. Lance, you may have more specifics that can assist Vince with this matter. 

Hope this helps, and given the time of year I don’t see how we can have a hearing until after the first of the year at the earliest. As you know, Vince, some correspondence has 

to exchange hands before the hearing can be scheduled. 

Take care, 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12/21/2012 6:04 PM > > > 

Larry and Beth, 

Who handles the denial of transfer releases and the NCAA-mandated process for notification and hearing opportunities? The thther sending us this mes~ge late today 

triggers NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in 2012-13 NCl’u~k Manual). Since we have now received his written request, I believe we must graJat or 

deny the request within seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in 2012-13 NCAA Mmmal tbr definition of a "business day"). 

Please let me know if and how I need to be involved in this process. 

Hope you and your ~hmilies enjoy the holidays. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 5:40 PM 
To-, Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great Christmas! 

C.D. 

>>> "llle, Mince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 12/21/12 4:15 PM >>> 
CD, 
Confidentially at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student l~ferenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I will communicate 

with : accordingly. Thaaflcs. 

Vince 
From: ~aol,com [mailto: @aol.com] 



Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Cc: ,@pitt.edu 
Subiect: Transfer and eliclibility recluest reclardincl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 29, 2012 6:58 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Understand, Vince ~ thank you. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/28/2012 4:53 PM > > > 
My olfly concern and reason for sharing is to ensure we process this according to our applicable policies and within the timeframe required by NCAA rule~ which 1 

referenced in my original message. Thanks for the help and the additional information pertaining to provided below. 

From= Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent= Saturday, December 22, 2012 10:16 PM 
Tot llle, Vince; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller 
Subject= Re: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

I’ve given Lissa a heads up that an appeal might be coming her way and she thought that the first week in January would be the earliest it could be heard, The bylaw on the 

definition of a Business Day is listed below we should still be fine to do it in early January. 

More importantly, we probably need to check with Spencer to see if    would even be eligible for the transfer exception; he’s a disaster academically and the includes a 

withdrawal from this past semester on November 30, 2012 plus a sub 2.0 GPA he needs a 2.0 GPA per NCAA rules to be eligible for competition. Our objection might be 

moot since he might not be academically eligible to compete here anyway. 
It looks like he’s planning to transfer to Pitt I’d imagine that would strengthen our case if it goes to appeal as they’re coming in to the conference in the Fall. 

Vince Attached is a brief letter notifying    of our denial of his request for the one time transfer exception and his opportunity to appeal. Once he notifies Bubba that he 

would like to appeal, then we can put him in touch with Lissa at that point. 

If anyone has any questions, just let me know, Thanks. 

Lance 

14.02,2 Business Day, 
A business clay is any weekday that is not recognized as a national holiday, including any weekday during which an institution is closed for other reasons (e.g., holiday break). 

>>> Beth Miller 12/21/2012 7:42 PM >>> 

Vlnce, 
Larry is correct regarding the appeal logistics. Lissa has a committee or will appoint members to comprise the committee. She typically has faculty and a student athlete on 

the committee. C.D. seems to have a strong opinion on this, but there should be thoughtful conversation regarding the situation before going into the appeal....we would want 

to be reasonably confident we could win it, It may depend on who the local college is. 

I agree about the timing, that an appeal hearing could not take place until after the first of the year and may depend on when faculty members are back in town. 

Best wishes to you and your family for a wonderful Christmas !! 

~Beth 

> > > Larry Gallo 12/21/2012 7:08 PM > > > 

Vince ~ 

Amy Herman handled the logistics/notification/organization, etc. with coach, parents of time S A, time S A, etc. ~ Lissa Broome conducted time hearing along with the others (?) 

who are on the appeal’s committee ~ don’t believe we have a set/standing committee except for LJssa ~ each time we have a hearing we have had different 

University/Department staff on the committee with Lissa ~ Lissa is the constant being the FAR. Lance, you may have more specifics that can assist VJnce with this matter. 

Hope this helps, and given the time of year I don’t see how we can have a hearing until after the first of the year at the earliest. As you know, Vince, some correspondence has 

to exchange hands before the hearing can be scheduled. 

Take care, 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12/21/2012 6:04 PM > > > 

Larry and Beth, 

Who handles the denial of transfer releases and the NCAA-mandated process for notification and hearing opportunities? The thther sending us this mes~ge late today 

triggers NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in 2012-13 NC?u~k Manual). Since we have now received his written request, I believe we must grant or 

deny the request within seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in 2012-13 NCAA Mmmal tbr definition of a "business day"). 

Please let me know if and how I need to be involved in this process. 

Hope you and your families enjoy the holidays. 

Vince 

From= C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa~unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, December 21, 2012 £40 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great Christmas! 

C.D. 

>>> "llle, Mince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 12/21/12 4:15 PM >>> 
CD, 
Confidentially at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student l~ferenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I will communicate 

with accordingly. Thanks. 

Vince 
From= @aol,com [mailto ,~aol.com] 



Sent: Friday, ’. 3:57 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Cc: @pitt.edu 
Subject" Transfer and eligibility request recjardinq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, December 29, 2012 4:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: trying to reach you 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: John Blanchard <j~b(a)uncaa.anc.edu> 

Date: December 29, 2012, 3:19:04 I?M EST 

To: Dan Kane <~tkaue~)newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Re: trying to reach you 

Dan, 

A couple of observations are noted below. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Kane, Dan" <dlcane(~newsobsel~zer.com> 12/29/2012 12:43 AM >>> 
Robert and John, 

I am ~dng to reach you again to talk about what was discussed ruth the Faculty Committee on Athletics regarding independent studies and no- show 

classes regarding the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. The Martin report makes reference to two attempts -- in 2002 and 2006 -- by 

the athletic department and ASPSA to alert the faculty athletics committee about concerns with those classes but the committee did not see an issue. I 

have looked at committee minutes and have talked ruth committee members who say they do not recall any sort of warning or concern. 

I would appreciate your contacting me to tell me what you know ahmt what happened in those meetings, mad if you have written documentation to please 

provide it. 

The Martin Report was an exhaustive report covering every class and student dating back to 1994 and they attempted to gather 

information from all sources. They followed leads from anyone willing to provide information. I did interview with Governor Martin 

and told him my recollection of the meeting. I cannot help you with other people’s recall. However, I remember specifics of the 

conversation in the meeting which I shared with Governor Martin. Following the Auburn story, I informed the Faculty Committee on 

Athletics of issues that I considered similar and was told on two occasions in that meeting that faculty have autonomy and latitude to 

teach courses as they see fit and it was not our role to question the faculty’s choice of teaching methods. Their response to me was 

framed by the academic freedom argument which Governor Martin addressed in his oral report to the Board of Trustees. 

I would also like to know why this apparent knoMedge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month, mid whether the NC?~k had been 

informed of no-show classes when it investigated Jennifer Wiley, Michael McAdoo and any other footbdll players who may have been in no-show 

classes. 
I cannot help you with why this apparent knowledge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month. Just because you 
did not know it does not mean it was not widely known. I know that this interaction with the FAC was discussed several times 
amongst campus leadership, in terms of the NCAA, I am not in a position to comment on what they did or did not know. 

Thallks for your time, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, December 29, 2012 5:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: trying to reach you 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: John Blanchard <j~b(a)uncaa.anc.edu> 

Date: December 29, 2012, 3:19:04 I?M EST 

To: Dan Kane <~tkaue~)newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Re: trying to reach you 

Dan, 

A couple of observations are noted below. John 

John Blanchard 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515-2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-9533 

Fax: (919) 843-2327>>> "Kane, Dan" <dlcane(~newsobsel~zer.com> 12/29/2012 12:43 AM >>> 
Robert and John, 

I am ~dng to reach you again to talk about what was discussed ruth the Faculty Committee on Athletics regarding independent studies and no- show 

classes regarding the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. The Martin report makes reference to two attempts -- in 2002 and 2006 -- by 

the athletic department and ASPSA to alert the faculty athletics committee about concerns with those classes but the committee did not see an issue. I 

have looked at committee minutes and have talked ruth committee members who say they do not recall any sort of warning or concern. 

I would appreciate your contacting me to tell me what you know ahmt what happened in those meetings, mad if you have written documentation to please 

provide it. 

The Martin Report was an exhaustive report covering every class and student dating back to 1994 and they attempted to gather 

information from all sources. They followed leads from anyone willing to provide information. I did interview with Governor Martin 

and told him my recollection of the meeting. I cannot help you with other people’s recall. However, I remember specifics of the 

conversation in the meeting which I shared with Governor Martin. Following the Auburn story, I informed the Faculty Committee on 

Athletics of issues that I considered similar and was told on two occasions in that meeting that faculty have autonomy and latitude to 

teach courses as they see fit and it was not our role to question the faculty’s choice of teaching methods. Their response to me was 

framed by the academic freedom argument which Governor Martin addressed in his oral report to the Board of Trustees. 

I would also like to know why this apparent knoMedge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month, mid whether the NC?~k had been 

informed of no-show classes when it investigated Jennifer Wiley, Michael McAdoo and any other footbdll players who may have been in no-show 

classes. 
I cannot help you with why this apparent knowledge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month. Just because you 
did not know it does not mean it was not widely known. I know that this interaction with the FAC was discussed several times 
amongst campus leadership, in terms of the NCAA, I am not in a position to comment on what they did or did not know. 

Thallks for your time, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, December 29, 2012 5:21 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: trying to reach you 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: John Blanchard <i~b(a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: December 29, 2012, 1:57:10 I?M EST 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: tr~ing to reach you 

Sere from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Kane, Dan" <dkane~b~newsobserver.com> 

Date: December 28, 2012 9:43:55 PM PST 

To: "Robert J Jr Mercer" <rmerce~)email.unc.edu>, "John G Blmachald" <iohnblanchard(&unc.edu> 
Subject: trying to reach you 

Robert and John, 

I am trying to reach you again to talk about what was discussed ruth the Faculty Committee on Athletics regarding independent studies mad 

no-show classes regarding the Department of Africma and Afi~o-American Studies. The Martin report makes reference to two attempts -- in 

2002 and 2006 -- by the athletic department and ASPSA to alert the faculD’ athletics committee about concerns with those classes but the 
committee did not see an issue. I have looked at committee minutes and have talked with committee members who say they do not recall any 

sort of warning or concern. 

I would appreciate your contacting me to tell me what you know about what happened in those meetings, and if you have written 
documentation to please provide it. 

I would also like to know why this apparent knowledge of a problem did not become public until earlier this month, and whether the NCAA 

had been infornled of no-show classes when it investigated Jennifer Wiley, Michael McAdoo and a~y other football players who may have 

been in no-show classes. 

Thanks for your time, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Sunday, 10:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: 40 days! 

Vince and Mike, if you go to the link that Tony has in the email below- it features LSU s videoboard- it is a big reason why we need to have a videoboard and find a 

way to get one. Adds so much to game and stadium atmosphere. Carolina Baseball is on their second videoboard and I still have the same scoreboal~t I had when I 

moved to Anderson in 2006. That scoreboard is in excess of 12 yrs old. I met with 2 reps from NEVCO last summer. They are another company besides Daktronics 

that specializes in scoreboard and videoboards. I wanted to get es~timates of what I was looking at cost wise -a modest one with features I am looking for is about 

$270-280,000. Carolina Baseball’s was about $500,000. Just thought I would put that out there. Donna 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: "Tow Baldwin" <tonvb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date:                   ,11:12:17 PM EST 

To: "Boo Gillette" <bgillet,@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Donna Papa" <dip~)uncaa.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edtr~, 

t~live.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu >, " 

~live.unc.edu>, " ........ ~live.unc.edu>, " 

~live.unc.edu>. ’                    ~live.unc.edu>, ’ ....... 
~live.unc.edu>," l)live.anc.edu>, ’ 

~)live.unc.edu>, " ............. a)live.unc.edu>, ’ 

~live.anc.edu>, " (a) vahoo.com>, 
Subject: 40 days! 

~gmail.com>, 

l~live.unc.edu ~, ’ 

?~live.unc.edu >, 

~live.unc.edu>, " 

&live.unc.edu>, 

&live.unc.edu>, "i 

~:live.unc.edu>, 

?bJive.unc.edu> 

~yahoo.com> 

,~Jive.unc.e&l>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

HeyAll- 

I hope that you had a great day and feel great about the work that you pnt in. Remember, it is less about the quantity and more about the quality. If you 

took 10 great smngs today or made 10 great pitches then that is building confidence towards doing it when it counts. Challenge yourselfl Don’t give 

yourself the "out" of one more. Train yourself for doing it when it matters the mofft. 

Our second opponent of the season is LSU. They have a very good teanl and play in a great atmosphere. The crowd will be fired up (they have a group 

of"crazies" right behind their dugout that really get into it and they play the music LOUD there). I have attached a link to their intl~o video fi~om last year 

that they played before line-ups (http:i/~vw.youtube.com/watch?v bvSv41 fvLSs). They are coming offa trip to the Women’s College World Series and 

are going to be lull of confidence. They have one of the toughes~t pitchers that we will face all scason, tter stuffis good and she doesn’t flinch. She is going 

to come right at us. I an~ jacked up right now just thinking about it cause here is the deal.., we are going to kick their butt!!! 

Their run to the World Series could be us this year!!!! If you scoffor laugh at that notion, then you should turn in your ticket. If you think that is j ust 

dreaming, then get out of the way. The truth is, we are better than they were last year. They hit .220 as a team, they hit 13 HR’s, they fielded .964 as a 

team, and their ERA was 1.58. They had TWO significant players/starters hit under .200 ! ! ! The secret.., they made it through the entire season as a team! 

They all wanted to keep playing. They didn’t want the season to end. They played their best ball at the end of the year when it mattered the most. We can 

do that!!’. 

We are going to be a veiN good temn. To be a GREAT team, we are going to have to be 24 strong’. Eve~ person playing a role each day, whatever it is. 

The key for us to kick their butt is this.., we have to walk to that line when the crowd is going crazy, we have to stand on that line while they playing this 

year’s intm video (showing both of their homeruns from last year) showing their run to the CWS, and be able to look them right in the eye and not flinch 

one bit. To believe without a doubt that we are going to win. If we hope we can win or think that we can win then we are done. That attitude is the 

difference. 
How do we get it? Beat them tomorrow!’. Find a way to do something that makes you a more confident player than the LSU player. Challenge yourself. 

If you only have 10 or 15 minutes because your schedule is thll.., then do this: 

1. Go to www.espn3.com 

2. Type in "sofiba]r’ into the search box (it will say nothing tbund) 

3. Click on the "Replay" button (it will still say nothing ibund) 

4. Click on the "Lafft 7 days button" and switch it to "All" 

5. There will be a bunch of videos on there that you can watch. There is a handful of our future opponents on there. Particularly, there is a bunch of video 

on LSU. 

6. Watch any of the LSU videos. Watch Fico pitch and start to see what she does. I can tell you but it means more and will have a greater impact if you 

see it. See how she pitches right handed hitters. How does she pitch lefty’s? What is the theme? How does she pitch slappers? They have a new SS and 

lB. The other players were on teanl last year and are filling in at LF and catcher. What do their slappers do? What else can you see. 

Do you think that they will take 10-15 min to watch UNC video? 

I mn telling you fight now we are not going to back down from them. Start by winning tomorrow! 

Go Heels! 
Coach Tony 
Tony Baldwin 
Assistant Softball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
tonvbaldwin(~unc, edu 
Cell 
@UNCCoachTony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham ~ ?}gmail.com~ 

Monday, December 31, 2012 10:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <jmont@unc.edu~; Kir~hner, Steve <stevekirsclme@unc.edu>; [,any GaJlo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.e&~; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.e&P; Kevin Best <kbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

The Robesonia~ 

FYI. 

http://www robesonian.com/view/full StOlW/21270082/article-C1aritv-at-UNt~ 

Bubba 

Sent l~com my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < @gmail.com> 

Monday, December 31, 2012 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ptx~gge@tmcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: The Robesonian 

Forward with appropriate comments. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2012, at 9:54 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Yes, wider distribution would be good. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Bubba Cunningham [_mailto: ~gmail com] 
> Sent: Monday, December 31, 2012 10:49 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince; iVlontgomery, John R; Kirschner, Steve; LaiTy Gallo; Beth ivliller; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher 
> Subject: The Robesonian 
> 

>F22 
> 

> http://www.robesoniancom/view/fullstorvi21270082/article-Claritv-at-UNC 
> 

> 

> Bubba 
> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 31, 2012 3:55 PM 

greenba@appstate.edu 

bentleyjmo@appstate.edu; reederjb@appstate.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; 

Timmenn~s <limmemlans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re Urgent! 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Hi Barbara, 

UNC has no objectmn to being granted the one time transfer exception. If you need anything else, just let us know Thanks and Happy New Year! 

Lance 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31,2012, at 2:35 PM, "Barbara Green" <greenba@appstate.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Folks, 
> 

> 

> 

> I received this release back from but I have not been able 
> to reach her :[’or clarification before we have this transfer compete 
> tomorrow. Right now, he is rea@ to go unattached in          but I think 
> he should be able to be        for us if someone in your compliance o£fice 
> could clarify this for us. In question 13, it asks if you would give us an 
> e×ception to the transfer residence requirement and you answered 
> non-applicable. The situation with permission to utilize the 
> one-time-transfer exception is based on       having transferred to you from 
>                because the program was discontinued there Therefore, he 
> never would have utilized the one-time transfer exception to come to 
> UNC-Chapel Hill. Therefore, we would like your permission to utilize the 
> exception to the transfer residence requirement. If one of you could 
> respond to me regarding this I would appreciate it.       would like to 

for us tomorrow in the                  but we need your permission 
> on this to permit him to do so. 
> 

> 

> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Barbara A. Green 
> 

> Director of Compliance 
> 
> APPALAC’HIAN STATE LrNIVERSITY-ATHLETICS 
> 

> 425 Jack Branch Drive 
> 

> Boone, NC 28608 
> 

> <http ://www. goasu.com/> w~a~v GoASU corn 
> 

> Email: greenba@appstate.edu 
> 

> O: (828) 262-7843 
> 

> C: 
> 

> 

> 

> yosefcolormedium-Flip 
> 

> 

> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <image001 gi£> 
> <image004 prig> 
> <Smith-Full Release-lYNC-CH-12-16-12.pdtb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 31, 2012 10:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

I will see if Lissa and Bubba can change to 1:30. I roll get back to you. 

Happy New Year! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 31, 2012, at 6:13 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joy, 

I have to meet with Carlos Somoano aJ~d Paul Pogge regarding agent issues on Friday at 9:30 am. I’m avaJlable to meet/call in earlier that morning or aJler 

1:30 pm. Hope you’re eNoying the holidays and look forwaxd to talking again soon. ThaJ~ks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 8:11 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 

Subject: RE: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Hi Guys[ 

How about we talk at 9:00 on Friday? Vince, can you come to my office and Bubba you can call in? 919 966-5147 
In particular, I would like to hear your thoughts on admissions which will be our primary topic for the next FAC meeting. 

Looking forward to a productive and positive 2013, year ahead working with you. 

Joy 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 7:47 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .I 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Any time is ok 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 7:40 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <JoX Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Any particular days and times that would interfere less with your time away? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 6:38 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will be out all week but can call in. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 4:01 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joy, 

I’m also available eve~, day ne~ week except Tuesday. I believe Bubba roll be out of town next week though. 

Clmstmas was great. I hope you’ve enjoyed the holidays as well and I look forward to meeting with yon if you’d 

like. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 3:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Greetings! 

Do you guys have any time next week that we can meet and catch up on a few things before the next FAC 

meeting? I should be working every day next week except Tuesday. 

I hope you had a little time to enjoy the holidays with family. 

Joy 
Joy J Rennet, M.A., ~[(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
University of North Caroiina i~t Chapel Hili 
Scheoi of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CR Bondurant R;~il 
32 J.-A South Columbia St. 
Ci~;~pel Hill, NC 27599-7130 



9 ~. 9-9615-.5 ~ 47 Desk 

Ceil 

9 ~. 9-9615-.5951. Fax 

-CONFEDENTIAI.ITY NOTICE: Th[~ e.-mail me~sa~3e, ir!c]ud[nff, al:taci~r~lerlts, [~ any, [5 irll:e!~de, d o!~h/for l:he -p.,’~r~.,’)r! or entity 1:o 

which [~ is addressed and mav contain cord:identia[ and/or priv[leged material, Any -.--unauti~c>rized review, use, disclosi;re 

or di~d:ribi;tion is prohib[i:ed. Ef you a!’e not ti~e intended recipient, please cont;}c:~ the sender by !’eply e-mail ar!d destroy all 

copies o1: the original !’nessa~e, 

Entail correspondence to ar~,~ ~’:ron~ this address maay be ~bject Ice the North Carolina P~b~ic Records law 

a~d m~af be di~losed te thi~’d pa~±ie,~ by a~ authori~e~ ,~tate official {I~C~S, oh, :L32), Stu~e~t e~u~atio~al 

records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 8:36 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Thank you, Vince. 

> > > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8:33 AM >>> 

Please note that our institution objects to grantin~ 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

From: @aol.com [maJlto: 
Sent: l-nclay, 3:57 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc 
Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

@aol.com] 

the one-time transfer exception. Please see the attached letter for the official notice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:42 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

@aol.com; Gallo, Jr., [,arty A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tlansfer and eligibiliF request regmding 

Vince, apparently, after speaking with 
athletics. 
’]?hank you, CD. 

the one-time exception is not the issue The issue is getting a waiver from academic requirements which I explained does not involve 

Sent li~om my iPhone 

On at 8:34 AM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Please note that our institution objects to granting 
> 

> Vince Ille 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> (919) 962-4631 
> iHe@un c edu<mailto:ille(@unc edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: ??)aol.com [mailto: ~)aol.com] 
> Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Cc: rbw@pitt.edu 
> Subject: Transfer and eligibili~ request regarding 
> 

> 

the one-time transfer exception. Please see the attached letter [’or the official notice 

> My son was diagnosed with and was excused from school and training last by saw after having a dream about and 
having multiple thoughts and ideas about Since then has been seen and received and is now- doing much better, would like to return to school and 
continue to be able to at where he will be able to continue to get the care and attention that I as a father have reasoned was neglected during his career at 
Carolina. To do this will need to be released front UNC retroactively as of the end of the semester This will allow to complete the process for being able to move on with 
his life and continue into the future. 
> 

> 

> Office 
> Cell 
> <TEXT.htrn> 
> <UNC COMPLIANCE OTTE Denial for .doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:47 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu >; Cunningham, Bubba < bubbac@email.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

C,D. 

Thanks ~ I may be incorrect, and I shall defer to Vince, but to waive the academic requirements (satisfactory progress) I believe it would require our academic support folks 
to submit to the NCAA a waiver so    would have been eligible here at UNC had he remained. 

Just my two cents worth, and I may be wrong, 

Thanks, 

Larry 

>>> C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vince, apparently, after speaking with 

not involve athletics. 

Thank you, C.D. 

8:41AM >>> 

the one time exception is not the issue. The issue is getting a waiver from academic requirements which I explained does 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:34 AM, "[lie, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > wrote: 

> 

> 

> Please note that our institution objects to granting 
> 

> Vince Ille 

> Senior Associate Athletic Director 

> University of North Carolina 

> (919) 962 4631 

> ille@unc.edu < mailto:ille@unc.edu > 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: ~aol.com [mailto: 

> Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 

> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: rbw@pitt,edu 

> Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regardinc 
> 

> 

time one time transfer exception. Please see time attached letter for time official notice. 

@aol.com] 

> My son was diagnosed with and was excused from school and training last by saw after having a dream about 

and having multiple thoughts and ideas about Since then    has been seen I and received and is now doing much better. 

would like to return to school and continue to be able to at where he will be able to continue to get the care and attention that I as a father have 

reasoned    was neglected during his career at Carolina. To do this will need to be released from UNC retroactively as of the end of the semester This will 

allow to complete the process for being able to move on with his life and continue into the future. 
> 

> 

> Office 

> Cell 

> <TEXT.htm > 

> <UNC COMPLfANCE OTTE Denial fo~ .doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:51 AM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

agent is Tony Fleming of Impact Sports out of Miami. Fleming and Mitch Frankel are two guys [ have been watching for since day 1. singled them out as 

some of the dirtiest agents out there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:07 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tlansfer and eligibiliF request regarding 

That has absolutely not changed¯ I agree, it would have been nice to know-¯ Apparently he’s tlying to transfer to a and compete next or so he says. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:49 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> OK, that would have been helpful to know¯ But I suppose our answer regarding the one-time transfer exception will remain the same, even if he does receive a waiver tlcom the academic 
requirements he failed to meet? In other words, we will still object to his receiving the one-time transfer exception in an?- case should it apply? If that has changed since we last spoke, please 
let me l~ow. ’]’hanks. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: C D Mock [mailto:cd(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:42 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Cc:          ~aol.com; Gallo, Jr, Larry A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Lance Markos 
> Subject: ?u~-8?B?UmU6Z~&‘yYW5/ZmVy~C~FuZCB~bG~naWJpbCJ~eSByZXF~ZXLN~lHJ~2~ZG~uZyBaYWMgQmVubmV~d~ ?> 
> Vince, apparently, after speaking with the one-time excepuon is not the issue¯ The issue is getting a waiver from academic requirements which I explained does not invotve 
athletics. 
> ’]’hank you, C.D 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 
> 

> On at 8:34 AM, "IHe, Vince" <iHe@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>> Please note that our institution objects to granting the one-time transfer exception. Please see the attached letter for the official notice. 
>> 

>> Vince Ille 
>> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> (919) 962-4631 
>> ille@unc, edu<mailto :ille(~unc. edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From ~aol.com [mailto (~,aol.com] 
>> Sent: Friday, ~:57 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Cc: rbw@pitt.edn 
>> Subiect: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
>> 

>> 

>> My son was diagnosed with 
and having multiple thoughts and ideas about 
and continue to be able to        at 
Carolina. To do this    will need to be released from UNC retroactively as of the end of the 
his life and continue into the future. 
>> 

>> 

>> Office 
>> Cell 
>> <TEXT.htm> 
>> <UNC COMPLIANCE OTTE Denial foi .doc> 
> 

and was excused from school and training last     by              saw         after having a dream about 
¯ Since then    has been seen    and received        and is now doing much better¯    would like to return to school 

where he will be able to continue to get the care and attention that I as a father have reasoned     was neglected during his career at 
semestel      This will allow    to complete the process for being able to move on with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Lany Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@email.unc.edu>; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tlansfer and eligibiliF request regarding 

Spencer has replied to 
stare he gets opportunities .... 

as far as what they need to do. It’s tlmstrating, the kid doesn’t do what he’s supposed to do when he’s here and now we’re supposed to scramble to make 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:47 A ~ "Larry (3 al lo" <athgal lo@unc aa uric edu> wro be: 

> CI).-, 

> 

> Thanks -, I may be incorrect, and ] shall defer to Vince, but to waive the academic requirements (satisfactory progress) I believe it would require our academic support folks to submit to the 

NCAA a waiver so    would have been eligible here at UNC had he remained 

> Just my two cents worth, and I may be wrong 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Larry 

> 

> 

> >>> C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 8:41 AM >>> 

> Vince, apparently, ~fter speaking with , the one-time exception is not the issue. The issue is getting a waiver from academic requirements which I explained does not involve 

athletics. 

> ’]’hank you, C.D 

> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 

> 

> On , at 8:34 AM, "IHe, Vince" <iHe@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>1 

>> 

> > Please note that our institution objects to granting the one-time transfer exception. Please see the attached letter for the official notice. 

>> 

> > Vince Ille 

> > Senior Associate Athletic Director 

> > Universi~ of North Carolina 

> > (919) 962~531 

> > ille@unc.edu<mailto:ille(~mlc.edu> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > From: ~aol.com [mailto ’~aol.com] 

> > Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 

> > To: Ille, Vince 

> > Cc: rbw@pitt.edu 

> > Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

>> 

>> 

> > IVfy son            was diagnosed with          and was excused ftom school and training last     by i             saw-         after having a dream about 

and having multiple thoughts and ideas about Since then has been seen and received and is now doing much better, would like to return to school 

and continue to be able to at where he will be able to continue to get the care and attention that I as a father have reasoned was neglected during his career at 

Carolina. To do this    will need to be released from UNC retroactively as of the end of the      semester      This will allow    to complete the process for being able to move on with 

his life and continue into the future. 
>> 

>> 

> > Office 
> > Cell 
> > <TEXT.htm> 
> > <UNC COMPLIANCE OTTE Denial fol .doc> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To; 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 9:55 AM 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich 

<griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Pamela Higiey <phigiey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <dchdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

< squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gal[o <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-PTC 

.pdf 

All, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact 

like more information on 

Happy New Year! 

, a men’s student athlete at Let me know if you have any questions or if you would 



® 

UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA 

January 2,2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, the University of Florida hereby grants your 
institution permission to contact student-athlete             regarding his possible 
interest in attending your institution and participating in the sport of 

Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me via phone at 
352.375.4683 x6036 or e-mail at kimg@gators.ufl.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Kimberly Green 
Associate Athletics Director 
Compliance 

Fax: 352.384.2725 

Cc: Jamie McCIoskey 
Jeremy Foley 
Gregg Troy 

UNIVERSF[YA[HLE[IC,,-~’,SSOCI,AI"ION, IN(::. ~ P.(:}. BOX 144.85 ~, GAINESV&LE, FLORIDA 32604-2485 @ :352-3;"_q:-4683 ~ F,AX 352-384-2725 

EQUAl OPPOR~ UN] fY EMP[ O’YER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

l@gmail.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Non-ACC Release 

Non-ACC.pdf 

Please find attached the blanket non ACC release from Coach Hatchell. This is what you will need to present to any schools regarding your transfer. Let me know if you have 

any questions. 

Thanks, 



To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with N CAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Four-Year College Prospects, the University of 
North Carolina grants all non-ACC institutions (including Pitt, Syracuse, and Notre Dame) 
permissmn to discuss future academic and athletics plans with                   a 

student-athlete. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Compliance Assistant 

cc:    Sylvia Hatchell, Head Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:21 AM 

@gmail.com 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gdggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

<twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Non-ACC Release 

_Non-ACC.pdf 

[ apologize for resending your release, but [ forgot to include Louisville in the list of ACC schools. The attached release is what you should give to schools. Let me know if you 

have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

>>> 10:04 AM >>> 

Please find attached the blanket non ACC release from Coach Hatchell. This is what you will need to present to any schools regarding your transfer. Let me know if you have 

any questions. 

Thanks, 



Sg~l~:~{~’~-~, ~$U*~,’~.:L:~ ~¯ ~i:*~’~:i~,~i {~:*~i l:’,,’~i~*-¥i 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Four-Year College Prospects, the University of 
North Carolina grants all non-ACC institutions (including Pitt, Syracuse, Louisville, and Notre 
Dame) permission to discuss future academic and athletics plans with                  , a 

student-athlete. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Compliance Assistant 

cc:    Sylvia Hatchell, Head Coach 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 1024 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

N ewsletter 

Hey Guys, 

I am working on the Compliance Newsletter for January and wanted to see if there is anything yall would like me to touch on. Currently there is information on January 

Enrollees, Camp Brochures, and NLI Signing Period. 

Thanks! 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, January. 2, 2013 11:10 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; La]~ce Markos <markos~uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Transfer Appeal 

Template for Letter Notifying of Opportunity to Appeal OTTE Denial.doc 

Hi Vince & Lance --- 

Let me know if/when I need to get a group together to hear an appeal. 

I.issa 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 2:05 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Transfer Appeal 

Hey Lissa, 

Haven’t heard anything back from Vince about where we are in the process he was in contact with the father. Attached is the letter I gave him for the dad last week [ 

couldn’t find what Amy had done in the past so [just threw something together. If I hear anything I will let you know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 12/28/2012 9:55 AM > > > 
Hi Lance Just checking in on this. Was the transfer appeal denied? Can you send me a copy of what you sent to him about the appeal process? We’ll need to determine 

the availability of the student and the Coach Mock (or an assistant) to participate in person or by phone. I propose for the committee 

Me (as chair) 
Joy Renner (Chair of FAC) 

Barbara Osborne (faculty FAC member participated in one last year) 
Dean Demetrius Brown from Student Affairs (participated in one last year) 

(student athlete participated in one last year) 

So it would be the same committee we used last year with Joy Renner substituting for Steve Reznick who was then FAC chair, but who is no longer on FAC. 

Thanks and Happy New Year! 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.u nc.ed u/centers/banld ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ._h__t_t_p__:!_Zs__s__r_[?~_c___o___n_!Zauthor=248720 

Original Message 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2012 6:42 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Transfer Appeal 

I would think so. We just heard from the dad yesterday and no one on our end thought it could be any sooner. We haven’t gotten back to the dad or kid yet but still have a 

few days. [11 keep you posted. Thanks!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 22, 2012, at 6:33 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Ok. Thanks for the heads up. Is the first week of January soon enough? 

> Lissa 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Dec 22, 2012, at 5:04 PM, "Lance Markos" <[ZLa__r_J_<__o__s___@_u__r_Lc~La_~_£[£LC_:_e___d__£[> wrote: 
> 

> > Hey Lissa, 
>> 

>> Just wanted to give you a heads up that we’ll probably be denying a former the one time transfer exception in the next day or so and will be notifying him of the 

appeals process. His name is           Do you need anything specific from my end? We haven’t drafted the letter yet notifying him of this and I haven’t found anything in 

Amy’s files. Once I have something, I’ll send it along but wanted to at least give you a heads up since I know you have to arrange the appeal and gather some folks together 



to hear it. Thanks!! 

>> 

> > Lance 



ERN~E WILLIAMSON AT~4LE’IIC CENTEI~ 

~.O. BOX Z~.2~6 

CH.APEL .HILL~ NC ~’513 

T ~x9.962.6ooo 

ww w.t~’thee|b|ue.con~ 

Dear 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 114.5.5.2.10 (d), the UNC Department of Athletics objects to 
the use of the one-time transfer exception to NCAA transfer rules fo~ 

Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.1 (see attached), should you wish to appeal the decision to 
deny you the use of the one-time transfer exception, you are permitted to pursue a hearing with 
an entity outside of the Department of Athletics. This request should be put in writing to our 
Director of Athletics, Bubba Cunningham, at bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu. Thi s letter fulfills the 
requirements of Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.1 regarding notification of the right to appeal. 

We wish you the best of luck with your future plans. 

Sincerely, 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 

CC~ Bubba Cunningham 
Larry Gallo 
CD Mock 



14.5.5.2.10.1 Hearing Opportunity. 

If the student’s previous institution denies his or her written request for the release, the institution 
shall inform the student-athlete in writing that he or she, upon written request, shall be provided 
a hearing conducted by an institutional entity or committee outside of the athletics department 
(e.g., the office of student affairs; office of the dean of students; or a committee composed of the 
faculty athletics representative, student-athletes and non-athletics faculty/staff members). The 
institution shall conduct the hearing and provide written results of the hearing to the student- 
athlete within 15 business days (see Bylaw 14.02.2) of receipt of the student-athlete’s written 
request for a hearing. The student-athlete shall be provided the opportunity to actively participate 
(e.g., in person, via telephone) in the hearing. If the institution fails to conduct the hearing or 
provide the written results to the student-athlete within 15 business days, the release shall be 
granted by default and the institution shall provide a written release to the student-athlete. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 11:35 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Gdggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PTC 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact for 

like more information on 

Happy New Yeart 

,a student-athlete. Let me know if you have any questions, or if you would 



TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

To Whom It May Concern 

Jason Strong, Director of Compliance 
Boston University 

January 2, 2013 

Permission to Contact 

In accordance with the provisions of NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Boston University grants permission to contact the 
student-athlete named below regarding a potential transfer to your institution. 

Name: 

Sport: 

Please note that for student-athletes who participate in sports within thc America East Confcrence, if the student- 
athlete named above transfers to an America East ConfErence school, the student-athlete may be subject to the 
America East Conference Intra-Conference Transfer Rifle, which has more restrictive transfer provisions than the 
NCAA. 

If you have amr questions or need additional information, please contact: 

Entail: js_t__r___o____n_g(?_~_b__~_.__e___d___t_~ 
Phone: (617) 353-0384 
Fax:    (617) 353-5286 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesda 11:41 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Men’s Basketball Practice Schedule 2nd half of year 

MBB Practice Schedule ]].doc 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sorry if you already received this ~ wanted to be sure that you got it ~ I think it has to be approved by Lissa Broome, FAR. 

Again, just wanted to be sure you got it! 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > Cynthia Stone 

Cynthia Friend 

Men’s Basketball Office 

University of North Carolina 

P,O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

phone: 919 962 1154 

fax: 919 962 2306 

0:54 AM > > > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 12:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.e&P; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy - meeting with Teresa Edwards on student athlete experience surveys 

HI Guys! 

Below are the times next week (7th) that Teresa Edwards is available to meet about the survey development. If it works, I would like to join you. Let me know 

your availability and ability to meet with her on campus or here in the med school. 

"Next week I’m completely open on Wednesday (9th). Thursday I’m available after 11, and Friday before 2pm. Would something in there work? 

Where would we meet? Would you guys come here? I don’t know where the athletics folks are housed, but Thursday I’ll be in School of Med from 9 to 11 and 

Friday I’ll be heading to the hospital for a 2:30 meeting, (for which I usually walk through Kenan station, if that’s by chance where they are), so if I need to come to 

you guys and it’s near one of those, scheduling it attached to one of those meetings would be helpful if possible." 

I am open on Wednesday between 10:30 and i and Thursday 8 to 9:30; 10:30 - 1:30; and Friday 11 to 2:30. 

Thanks -Joy 

Jo~,J. Renn~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Ci~roiina at Cili~pel Hdi 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9eS..5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AL]T’¢ ~’,IOT~CE: This e.-ma[I r~]essage, ir!,,’:lud[n,~ al:t;~chments, if ;}r!y, [5 inte!~ded onh/for 1:he -person o!’ entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and r~]ay co!~t;}ir~ c:onfidenth}i and/o!’ 
privileged mi}ter[ai. At!V .--.-unaut ?!,,’)rized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or d[sl:r[bufion is proi~ibited. If you are not the [hi:ended recip[enL please, cor!l:a,.’:l: 1:he’ sende, r by re’ply e-.n~a[I and 
destroy all copies Of the original !’ness;~ge. 
Ernail correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject [co the North Carolina P~blic Records ~a~ a~d may he disclosed [co third parties by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, ¢h, :t32), Student educational records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 2:58 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Information from an Agent 

Thanks very much for the quick response. I will disregard this information. 

Paul 

> > > Eric Hoots 1/2/2013 2:47 PM > > > 

Paul, 

You can just disregard that information. Coach Williams will handle all of the agent request for our guys after they decide to declare for the draft. 

Thanks. 

Hoots 

>>> Paul Pogge 1/2/2013 2:40 PM >>> 

Hoots, 
Matthew Garvey, a basketball agent, sent me some informational material over the holidays that he desired to be provided to Our policy is such that 

the head coach has the authority to either permit or decline provision of such correspondence. Is this something that Coach Williams would like provided to 

held for later, or disregarded? 

Happy to be of assistance per his preference. 

Thanks very much, 
Paul 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, January 2, 2013 3:21 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report 1-2-13.docx 

Happy 2013 ! 

Attached is today’s report.., because I didn’t get you one Monday, I tried to make this one date as far back as I could (son s~ about that!). 

~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
[ixercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~:27 PM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson < sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dead Period 

Dead Period - - Basebail.pdf 

Coaches, 
Just a quick reminder that you are in a dead period starting tomorrow through January 6th for the ABCA Convention. Attached is some info from the ACC on the dead period 

recruiting limits. If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 4:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Vince, 
Happy 2013[ I hope you had a good holiday. 
lust checking in re:            . Any upd~tes fi’om the department re: willingness to have him as part of the       program? Since he’s a potential admit for 
spring, I wrested to touch base soo~er rather thm~ later. If the department is OK ~th him, we can move f~ aa~ard. If ~ot, we ~qI1 move in that direction instead. 
Talk to you soon, 
Barbara 
t~avban~ J. Polk 
Depu ty I? irector 
Ogk:e ofl indetgraduate Admissk}t!s 
U~ivet’si{y o{’Novth Carolina at Chag~e[ }{ill 

Phoebe: 9"1 ’9-’:) 6 6-230 0.9 



Compliance Media Report 

Created for: Senior Associate Athletic Director Vince Ille 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



NCAA Files Suit Against New Jersey 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA and the four major professional leagues have all filed suit against the state of New 

Jersey for potentially allowing sports gambling. "The leagues sued Gov. Chris Christie in August 

after he announced plans to allow gambling on pro and college games at casinos and racetracks. 

New Jersey’s legislature passed a sports betting law earlier in the year." 

Article: 

http ://espn.g~.c~m/new-y~rk/nh~/st~ry/ /id/872399 ~/pr~-leagues-ncaa-~le-brief-new-jersey- 

betting-law 

http ://www.usat~day.c~m/st~ry/sp~rts/2~ ~ 2/ ~2/~7/new-jersey-gambling-baseba~~-n~-nba- 

colleges/1754321/ 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Emmert Pushing for Athlete Stipends 

Synopsis: 

NCAA president Mark Emmert is trying to get a $2000 stipend for athletes for expenses not 

covered by scholarships. He is being met with mixed reactions to this idea. 

Article: 

http :iiw~,.usnews. cominewsisportsiarticlesi2012/12i05incaas-emmert-still-pushing-for-athlete- 

stipends 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



NCAA and Concussions 

Synopsis: 

A Deadspin article is exploring why the NCAA has no stance on concussions. The conclusion is 

that the NCAA would rather not be responsible for injuries in order to be completely hands off 

and legally unbound. The article claims it will take a on-field tragedy in order for the NCAA to 

create a concussions protocol. 

Article: 

http :iideadspin. comi 5 966607 iwhy-the-ncaa-doesnt-care-about-concussi ons 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Johnny Football is New Territory for NCAA 

Synopsis: 

The nickname for Texas A&M player Johnny Manziel has become just as prominent as the 

player himself, The nickname offers an interesting new paradigm for football programs and the 

NCAA alike: how should it be handled? 

"It is an unknown in terms of athletics, apparel sales, NCAA regulations and trademark law." 

Article: 

http :iiwww. cb ssports, comicollegefootballistoryi21307249/j ohnny-football-has-winner-for- 

name-now-j ust-needs-heisman 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORA~[AT } 



Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Wrestler Suspended at Northern Iowa 

Synopsis: 

NCAA qualifier Joe Colon was suspended from the Northern Iowa wrestling team for breaking 

team rules and not following the Honor Code this semester. He also was charged for drunk 

driving in April. 

Article: 

http~//www.examiner.c~m/artic~e/n~rthern-i~wa-dismisses-ncaa-qua~ifier-j~e-c~on-from- 

wrestling-team 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 

{ PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } 



Larry Fedora Staying 

Synopsis: 

Larry Fedora is staying at UNC, a recruit told the News and Observer on Thursday. Fedora told 

he recruit that he has no plans to leave the school for the University of Tennessee. 

Article: 

http://b~~gs.news~bserver.c~m/uncn~w/unc-c~ach-~arry-fed~ra-c~nvinces-recruit-that-fed~ra- 

will-remain-the-tar-heel s-coach#storylink=misearch 

http:iinorthcarolina.scout.comi2i1246785.html 

Reaction: 

Reaction is mixed between readers. Many said that Fedora must be lying, others say that this 

settles it and it must be the truth. Some agreement is around as a lot of comments discuss the 

validity of the source that first broke the story. 

"The same internet source that the N&0 used to report Fedora was interested in the Tennessee 

job (I guess they have no real journalists left in Raleigh who can do their own "work") is now 

reporting Fedora has turned down Tennessee." 
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Fedora Reportedly Turned Down Big Offer 

Synopsis: 

A forum on InsideCarolina is saying that Larry Fedora turned down a large offer from the 

University of Tennessee, reportedly "more money than I’ d ever thought I’ d see." 

Link: 

_http:iimbd. scout.comimb.aspx? s=78&f= 1408&t= 11032460 

http ://www2.nbc 17. corn/sports/2012/dec/07/2/report-uncs-fedora-turned-down-more-m oney-i- 

ever-t-ar-2840889i 

Reaction: 

Reaction among Tar Heel fans is generally relief, with lingering confusion if the coach actually 

interviewed with UT or not. 

"Saw that, and was just about to post this. That is awesome. I’m glad he’s here and I’m glad he is 

happy at UNC I’ll tell you this, if he showed that type of loyalty, then UNC (fans) needs to show 

him that type of loyalty as well, and he deserves a raise next year." 

"Still doesn’t mean there was an interview. He had to hear what they had offered the other guys 

and his offer would have probably been in that area, so by declining to interview he essentially 

turned down the money." 
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UNC Rumor Control 

Synopsis: 

A Wilmington Star-News editorial claims that UNC should do a better j ob controlling rumors, 

especially when it comes to an issue as big as the Fedora rumors. The article claims that Fedora 

should have made his own statement and that AD Cunningham should refrain from making 

statements that fuel the fire. 

Link: 

http :iiacc.bl ogs. starnewsonline, comi33733 imayb e-next-time-fedora-and-cunningham-will-do-a- 

b etter-j ob-of-rum or- control/ 
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North Carolina Third in Athletic Revenue 

Synopsis: 

Data compiled from the Board of Education shows that UNC is third in Athletic Department 

revenue in the ACC after Florida State and Virginia. UNC is sixth in profit, but leads the league 

with revenue with Duke in Men’s Basketball. 

Article: 

http~//b~~gs.news~bserver.c~m/staten~w/~~rida-state-virginia-~ead-acc-in-ath~etic-department- 

revenue 
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NC State Professor in Trouble 

Synopsis: 

NC State professor apparently used public funds to take expensive trips to the Outer Banks, 

according to a WIL&L report. The university is looking into this possible violation. 

Article: 

http ://www.wral. com/nc-audit-scrutinizes-prof-s-summer-beach-trips/118 50696/ 
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ACC Presidents Release Statement 

Synopsis: 

Presidents of ACC schools have released a statement saying that they stand behind the league 

and remain committed to the ACC. By doing this the presidents are showing their strength as a 

league. 

Article: 

http ://www.theacc. com/genrel/120612aab.html 

http :iiwww. foxsportscarolinas, comi 12/06/12iACC-shows-strength-with-unifi ed- 

statemenilanding_acc.html?blockID=831689&feedlD=3894 

http ://e spn. go. corn/college-sports/story/ /id/8721127/atl antic-coast-conference-speculati on- 

more-defections-totally-false 

Reaction: 

One ESPN writer says that they don’t buy the solidarity: 

"I don’t buy it, you don’t buy it, and even the ACC presidents, if injected with truth serum, don’t 

buy one word of this. Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany wouldn’t buy it, either, if he wasn’t so 

busy counting his money." 

http ://e spn. go. com/blog/ncfn ati on/post/ /id/73626/acc- solidarity-no-match-for-b 1 g-money 
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Big Ten Still Eyeing More Members 

Synopsis: 

The Big Ten may still be interested in expanding again. Some potential members that have been 

discussed have been Virginia, Georgia Tech and North Carolina. 

Article: 

_http:iiespn.go.comicollege-footballistoryi /id/8718339/16-team-big-ten-michigan-state- 

spartans-ad-mark-hollis-sees-advantages 
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Solomon Poole Eligible 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced that Solomon Poole can begin playing for the Georgia Tech basketball 

team as early as Monday. Poole signed with the school in November, and his brother will join 

him in playing for the team when he becomes eligible next week after transferring from the 

University of Kentucky. 

Article: 

http://espn.go.c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketball/st~ry//id/87479~4/s~l~m~n-p~~~e-ge~rgia-tech- 

yellow-j ackets-rul ed-eligibl e-ncaa 
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Emmert Confronted 

Synopsis: 

NCAA President Mark Emmert was confronted by a former Penn State player, Franco Harris and 

documentarian John Ziegler. A controversy has surrounded the confrontation, as stories differ as 

to what exactly happened. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday. com/story/gameon/2012/12/13/franco-harri s-p enn-state-ncaa-mark- 

emmerti1766037i 
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SEC Will Not Punish Helmet to Helmet Hit 

Synopsis: 

The SEC announced that Alabama defensive end Quinton Dial will not be suspended for his hit 

on Georgia quarterback Aaron Murray during the December I st hit. The hit, a huge helmet to 

helmet blow, will be handled internally by the schools. 

Article: 

http ://espn. go. com/college-football/story/ /id/8746761/alabama-crimson-ti de-quinton-dial-face- 

suspension-hit 
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Rutgers Coach Suspended and Fined 

Synopsis: 

Rutgers head men’s basketball coach, Mike Rice, was suspended three games and fined $50,000 

this week for breaking athletic department policy. Rice was punished for inappropriate behavior 

and language, but did not break NCAA rules according to the school. 

Article: 

http ://e spn. go. com/new-y ork/m en s -col 1 ege -b asketb al l/story/ /i d/8744573/mi ke -ri ce- coach - 

rutgers-scarlet-knights-suspended-three-games-fined 
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St. Joe’s Suspends Player 

Synopsis: 

St. Joe’s basketball team has suspended junior forward Halil Kanacevic for two games and a 

week of practice for unsportsmanlike conduct against Villanova. He will be able to play in games 

on December 31, and is in trouble after making a rode gesture against Villanova. 

Article: 

http://espn.go.com/mens-college-basketball/story/ /id/87417 52/saint-j oseph-hawks-suspend- 

halil-kanacevic-two-games 
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Gio Bernard Entering NFL Draft 

Synopsis: 

Tailback Giovani Bernard officially announced that he will be entering the 20113 NFL. 

Article: 

http:iinorthcarolina.scout.comi2i1249239.html 

http ://www.newsob server.corn/2012/12/14/2544428/uncs-gio-bernard-will-enter-nil .html 

Reaction: 

Generally a mixed reaction, many sad to see him leave UNC, many happy for him to succeed in 

the NFL. 
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Maryland: Money Versus Tradition 

Synopsis: 

A new long-form article in the Washington Post analyzed Maryland’s move to the Big Ten. The 

article highlights the straggling athletic department and why it chose to change leagues. The 

number one reason was the revenue generated by the Big Ten. 

Article: 

http ://www.washingtonpost.com/sports/colleges/maryland-to-big-ten-its-money-versus- 

tradition/2012/12/11/3 c5dal 6c-3 fd0-11 e2-ae43-cf49 lb837f7b_story.html 
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NCAA and Football 

Synopsis: 

The culture of big time NCAA football has drastically changed, especially with conference 

realignment. One blogger examined the role the NCAA has with big time football and is 

wondering, do big conferences need the NCAA? Is this the beginning of the end of the NCAA? 

Article: 

http://deadspin.com/5968190/what-if-college-football-abandoned-the-ncaa 

http:iiwww.washingtonmonthly.comicollege_guideiblogiis this the beginning_of the_e.php 
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Should Players Get Paid? 

Synopsis: 

Cincinnati basketball coach Mike Cronin said that NCAA players deserve to get paid because of 

the large amounts of money that get thrown around. Thi s was a reactive statement from the 

conference realignment fallout. 

"The other issues Cronin raised, of non-revenue athletes having their lives and educations 

disrupted nonstop by the extreme and illogical travel demands, hardly get spoken of, either. 

Unless the discussion is about whether their sports will live or die because of these realignments, 

as is the case at Maryland and Rutgers in their jump from insolvency to the Big Ten." 

Article: 

http :iiaol. sportingnews, comisportisto15Ti2012-12-16iathletes-deserve-their-cut-in-ncaa- 

conference-money-grab 
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Player Dismissed for Racial Tweet 

Synopsis: 

A North Alabama football player was dismissed from his team for tweeting a racial slur about 

President Obama during hi s address about the Newtown, CT shootings. Bradley Patterson, a 

walk-on, was dismissed by the athletic department once the tweet was discovered. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday. com/story/gameon/2012/12/17/north-alab am a-footb all-player-raci st-tweet- 

president-obamai 1774795/ 
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Michigan Suspends Players 

Synopsis: 

Three Michigan football players have been suspended from playing in the Outback Bowl for 

breaking unspecified team rules. Two of these players have been in trouble with rule breaking in 

the past. 

Article: 

http ://www.usatoday.com/story/sports/ncaaf/bigten/2012/12/1l 6/mi chigan-suspends-3 -players- 

for-outb ack-b owl/1773231 / 
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Arizona Throws Punches 

Synopsis: 

Two football players from the University of Arizona threw punches during their bowl game 

against Nevada. The cause of the fight is unknown. 

Article: 

http:iiww~,.usatoday.comistoryigameoni2012/12/15iarizona-teammates-fight-new-mexico- 

bowl/1771535/ 
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UNC Academics to be Reviewed 

Synopsis: 

The Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges, is coming to 

Chapel Hill to review UNC’s handling of the academic fraud in the African and Afro-American 

Studies department. The review will especially look into classes taken by student-athletes. 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/l 2/14/2545326/accrediting-agency-to-review- 

academic.html#storylink=misearch 
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UNC Leads Director’s Cup Standings 

Synopsis: 

UNC leads the Director’s Cup standings after six of the Fall sports champions have been 

crowned. 

Article: 

http://acc.b~~gs.starnews~n~ine.c~m/33899/unc-~eads-direct~rs-cup-standings-at-~east-f~r-n~w/ 
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Notre Dame in Unique Situation 

Synopsis: 

Notre Dame has found itself fight in the middle of the Big East fallout after the 7 Catholic non- 

football schools have decided to leave. This leaves Notre Dame with many questions of where 

they will play their sports besides football. 

Article: 

http ://sportsillustrated~ cnn~ com/college-footb all/news/20121217/notre-dame-j ack- 

swarbficki?sct=hp_t2_a2&eref=sihp 
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Penn State Chairwoman Steps Down 

Synopsis: 

Chairwoman of Penn State’s Board of Trustees, Karen Peetz, is stepping down and will not run 

again for the position after January 1 st, 2013. As chairwoman she was chosen to help clean up the 

university- after the NCAA levied unparalleled sanctions against the school. 

Article: 

http~//msn.f~xsp~rts.c~m/c~egef~tba~l/st~ry/karen-peetz-penn-state-board-of-trustees- 

chairwoman-wont-run-again-j erry-sandusky-aftermath- 121812 
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NCAA Can’t Cap Salaries 

Synopsis: 

Forbes looked into the calls for capping NCAA coaches salaries and found that this would be 

illegal. Under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, the NCAA has no power to cap salaries of coaches. 

Article: 

http :iiww~,.forbes. comisitesimarcedelmani2012/12/19iwhy-a-salary-cap-on-ncaa-coaches-i s- 

illegal/ 
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NCAA Denies Long Extra Year 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA announced that they will not give Oregon offensive lineman Kyle Long an extra year 

of eligibility. Long asked for a medical redshirt because of chemical dependency but the NCAA 

refused. 

Article: 

http://espn.go.com/blog/pacl2/post//id/51389/ncaa-denies-oregon-og-longs-appeal 
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Robinson Pleads Guilty 

Synopsis: 

Michigan quarterback Denard Robinson plead guilty to driving with a revoked or suspended 

license. The resolution of the case means that Robinson can participate in Michigan’s bowl 

game. 

Article: 

http ://espn .go. com/coll ege-football/story/ /id/8758223/denard-robinson-michigan-wolverines- 

pleads-guilty-driving-suspended-revoked-license 
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Utah State Player Arrested 

Synopsis: 

One Utah State football player and one mentor were arrested for misdemeanors after their bowl 

game on Saturday. The charges include batter5, and trespassing. 

Article: 

http :i/sports .yahoo. cominewsiutah-state-player-arrested-bowl- 165423910--ncaaf. html 
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Martin Report 

Synopsis: 

Former governor Jim Martin is due to report his investigation on the UNC academic scandal on 

Thursday. This comes after Holden Thorp chose him to look into the scandal at the school and 

present his finding to the Board of Trustees 

Article: 

http://b~gs.news~bserver.c~m/iteam/much-anticipated-rep~rt-~n-unc-academic-fraud-case-due- 

thursday 

Reaction: 

The News and Observer claims that it will cover the scandal all Wednesday night through 

Thursday, and reader comment say that nothing will come of the report. 

A Kentucky message board claims that the school has too much power and that the scandal will 

be forgotten about: http:iiblogs.newsobserver.comiiteamimuch-anticipated-report-on-unc- 

academic-fraud-case-due-thursday 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jef~ansseu.com> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 3:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: touching base next week 

Thanks Vince! 

Based on the Martin report of it being more of an academic than 
athletic issue, hopefully you are going to have a little more 
peacefi~l holiday break :-) 

Enjoy your time with your family! 

Jeff 

>Thanks Jeff. I appreciate you reaching out and making time to meet. 
>rll take a look at the data and communicate with some of the key 
>folks here. Happy holidays to you and your family. 
> 

>Vince 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jefIi@jeffianssen.com] 
>Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:06 PM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: RE: touching base next week 
> 

>Vince, 

> 

>REAIJ.Y appreciate the chance to share my perspective with you. 
>THANKS for listening! tlere is the mid-year feedback on the Rising 
>Stars.. 
> 

>Guod luck and leadership tumurrow! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

> 

>>JetI. 
>> 

>>Thanks fur the message and my apologies J2~r the delayed respunse. 
>>Will you be around tumurrow? I know it’s late notice, but I can 
>>currently meet tumurruw at 3 if that :fits intu yuur plans 
>> 

>>Vince 
>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: Jeff Janssen [mailtu:jefff~jeffianssen.com] 
>>Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 10:31 AM 
>>To: Ille, Vince 
>>Subject: touching base next week 
>> 

>>Hey Vince, 
>> 

>>Nice seeing you at the softball holiday party - glad we got the 
>>important role of judging and taste-testing the cakest :-) 
>> 

>>Just wanted to see if you might have some time next week for me to 
>>touch base with you. I’ll be around all week so almost any day before 
>>4:00 pm would work for me. Let me know if you have some time to connect 
>>for 30 minutes or so. 
>> 

>>Thanks! 
>> 

>>Jeff 
>> 

>>__ 

>>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>> 

>>phone: 1-888-721-TEA2~ fax: (919) 303~4338 
>>address: 
>> 

>>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a 
>>difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>>(SALSC) http ://w~a~w. salsc.org 
> 

> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 

>phone: 1-888-721 -TE~A~L fax: (919) 303-4338 
>address: 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~z to make 



>a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://www.salsc or~ 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-T[{AM, l:ax: (919)303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count:y to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc. org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 4:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

We need to talk about      just to be sure you are OK with his recent behavioral issues. 
Th~s ~s the first Ym hearing of             for spring. His prospect f~.,t’m indicated         If you approve though, I can nave him to sprmg. 

was actually on last year’s couut since she was admittecl [or the fail ancl clefeired her enrollment until spring. 
Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 12:08 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: 

Should we add 

From: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 2:33 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: 
VJn ce. 

[o.f~ one off the list and have nm,v updated it, 
Barbara 
[~arbam ! Polk 
De pul}’ ])irec~or 
0 f{ice of Ui~dergraduate Adm[ssiors 
University el’North gate,ilia at Chapel tt[11 
Phone: 919-.9{06-.3989 

From: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: ’bjpolk@unc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: 
Vii;Ice, 

This is what I have so Nr but Ym still checking for additional reformation that may haze come in more recently. 
Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 5:25 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: Fwd: 

Barb, 

How many mid-year admits are we up to now, including 

Vince 

from ? Thanks. 

Begin forwaMed message: 

From: Carlos Somoano <csomoano([J)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: December 14, 2012, 4:05:44 PM EST 

To: Vince Ille <ille(a)email.uuc.edu> 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 5:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

YH probably have a coupD more f~r you in the next day or P~vo, Fm worMng o~ the ful] roster, spring and fall, and am fi~ding a couple we can move to competitive 
admit statt~s, Merry Christmas© 
When do you wart{ to speud ] ]/2 miR~utes talking about ? 
}~-arbara 1. Pork 
Deputy Director 
Office of Ur..dergradnate Adm{ssior.s 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Pall] 
Phone: 919-966-39.~9 

From= llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2022 4:58 PM 
To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 
OK, thanlcs for the information. Will be happy’ to discuss I believe is spring but will check with Harlis. So, I don’t have to count against my 180? 

That’s one I didn’t know I had! 

From= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent= Thursday, December 20, 2012 4:39 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 
We nec.d to talk about      ju~t to be sure. you are OK with his recent behavioral Jssuee~, 
’this Js the first Vrn hearing of             for spring, t-l~s prospect form indicated         If you approve though, [ can move him t~-~ spr~ug. 

was act~ally o~ last year’s count sJ~ce she was admitted foR" the fail arid deferred her enrollment m~til spring. 
}-_¢arbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, December 20, 2012 12:08 PM 
To= Polk Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: 
Should we add 9 

From= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 2:33 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 
VJtlce, 

I left one offthe list and have now updated it, 
}-_¢arbara 
}~m~t~an~ J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 {rice. o{~1 ~rde ~gradu ate Admiss ions 
l,J~live vsi~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel }{il~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -9 6 6-3 q 89 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent= Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:08 PM 
To= llle, Vince 
Cc: ’bjpolk@unc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: 
VJrlce, 

Th~s ~s what [ have so ~’ar b~[t Vrn st~I1 checking ~br additiw~aI ~nforrnat~ou that may have c~-m~e m mope recently. 
Barbara 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 5:25 PM 
To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Fwd: 

Barb, 



ttow mmly mid-year admits are we up to now, mclnding from ? Than~. 

Vince 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: Carlos Somoano <csomoano,@~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: December 14, 2012, 4:05:44 PM EST 

To: Vince Ille <i_lle@emaJl~unc~e&~> 
Subject: 

Just checking in with you if we can proceed with him for January. if it works out. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 9:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: addresses 

gubba Cunningham 

Holden Thorp 

Dwight Stone 

Molly Norton 

I do not have home addresses for everyone else~ For the Athletic Department staff, you can ask HR. for the addresses (Joyce is out of the office today, but Tracy is 

h~:_~re). 

Additionally, you can sornetimes find home addresses in the UNC canli:a~s directory. This is what l found for Lissa Broome in the directory: 

Lissa Broome 

Hope t:his is somewhat helpful! 
Thanks, 
Molly 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 8:17 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: FW: addresses 
Molly, 

Is there a place where I can get the home mailing addres~s for the people listed below? 
Bubba CulminghaJn 
La~y Gallo 

Beth Miller 

Ma(tina Ba]len 

Steve Kirschner 
Molly Norton 

Paul Pogge 

Mike Sheraton 
Thn SmitJ~ 
Vic Koem:m~ 

Dan Dish 
Zach Womack 
Larry Fedora 
Donna Papa 

Stun Paul 

Lou Hemandez 

Dmght Stone 

Holden Thorp 

Lissa Broome 
Brian KaJbas 
Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Friday, December 21, 2012 11:04 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. (athgallo@~mcaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu> 

FW: College Football Doping 

Larry, Vince, and Joanna -- 

From my own clipping sel-¢ice, an article that discusses college athlete drug testing with an emphasis on steroids and references the UNC policy on steroids. 

Happy holidays to one and all, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:12 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: College Football Doping 

http://espn.g~.c~m/c~~~ege-Ib~tba~~/st~rv/ /id/876553~/ster~ids-~~~m-ma~~r-c~~~ege-fo~tba~~-rep~rt-savs 

Good ESPN alticle on doping in college football, UNC is mentioned as a school with a strict steroid policy. I think you’d be interested in reading it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cleveland, Jomana Carey <jomana@unc.edtc, 

Friday, December 21, 2012 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <ioa~na@unc.edu> 

Re: College Football Doping 

Thanks, Lissa Happy Holidays to you! 

Joanna Carey Cleveland 
Associate University Counsel 
Office of University Counsel 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Sent li’om my iPhone 

On Dec 21,2012, at 11:03 ANd. "Broome, Lissa L" <[broome@email.Lmc.edu> wrote: 

> Larpi, Vince, and Joanna -- 
> 

> From my own clipping service, an article that discusses college athlete drug testing with an emphasis on steroids and references the UNC policy on steroids. 
> 

> Happy holidays to one and all, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:                          "~r)nc.rr.com ] 
> Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:l 2 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: College Football Doping 
> 

> http://espn.<o.com/colleae-football/storv/ /id/8765531/steroids-loom-maior-colleae-football-report-savs 
> 

> Good ESPN article on doping in college football, UNC is mentioned as a school with a strict steroid policy I think you’d be interested in reading it. 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 3:08 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carey <joanna@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: College Football Doping 

@nc.rr.com]; Cleveland, Joanna 

Lissa ~ 

Thank you and for sharing ~ take care and Happy Holidays! 

Larry 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc,edu > 12/21/2012 11:03 AM > > > 

Larry, Vince, and Joanna 

From my own clipping service, an article that discusses college athlete drug testing with an emphasis on steroids and references the UNC policy on steroids. 

Happy holidays to one and all, 

Lissa 

Original Message 

From: 9nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2012 10:12 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: College Football Doping 

http:!!espn,go.com!college football/story//id/8765531/steroids loom major college football report says 

Good ESPN article on doping in college football, UNC is mentioned as a school with a strict steroid policy. I think you’d be interested in reading it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Vince, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full scholarship 
and did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way too much of my time. This 

nothing but a game the dad is Naying to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, significant resources, and then pulled out after 
going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the 
system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up = please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great         [ 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

Confidentially at this point, do you have an5’ objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I roll comnmnicate 

with accordingly. Thanks. 

Vince 

From; @aol.com [mailto:r .~aol.com] 
Sent; Friday, 3:57 PM 
To; Ille, Vince 
Co; 
Subject; Transfer and eligibility request regarding 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, i 6:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Yes sir, lance and his staff 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(gl)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, that’s why I forwarded to you first. Do you know who handles the denials of releases and the NCAA-mm~dated appeals process? Sending us this 

mes~ge late today could also have been an attempt to beat the system, if someone has advised the tather of the requirements of NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 

and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in         NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, we must grant or deny the request within 

seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in        NCAA Manual). 

I will try to find out who handles these requests and the notification of the hearing opportunity. Thmdcs. 

Hope you and your Ihmily enjoy the 

Vince 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, 5:40 P! 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vinee, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full 
scholarship and did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way 
too much of my time.                           nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, 
significant resources, and then pulled out after going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. 
Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great         ! 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

Contidentia]ly at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let nre know. Based upon your response, I will 

communicate with accoldingly. Thmlks. 

Vince 
From: ~baol.com [rnailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent= Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: 
Subject-" Transfer and eligibility request regarding 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

I would appreciate being notified of the heaxing. This gw roll tly everything. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(gl)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, that’s why I forwarded to you first. Do you know who handles the denials of releases and the NCAA-mm~dated appeals process? Sending us this 

mes~ge late today could also have been an attempt to beat the system, if someone has advised the tather of the requirements of NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 

and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in         NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, we must grant or deny the request within 

seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in        NCAA Manual). 

I will try to find out who handles these requests and the notification of the hearing opportunity. Thmdcs. 

Hope you and your Ihmily enjoy the 

Vince 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, 5:40 P! 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vince, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full 
scholarship and did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way 
too much of my time.                           nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, 
significant resources, and then pulled out after going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. 
Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great        ,! 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

Contidentia]ly at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let nre know. Based upon your response, I will 

communicate with accoldingly. Thmlks. 

Vince 
From: @aoLcom [rnailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: 
Subject: Transfer and eligibilit,/request regardinc 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:09 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Vince ~ 

Amy Herman handled the logistics!notification/organization, etc. with coach, parents of the S A, the S A, etc. ~ Lissa Broome conducted the hearing along with the others (?) 

who are on the appeal’s committee ~ don’t believe we have a set/standing committee except for Ussa ~ each time we have a hearing we have had different 

University/Department staff on the committee with Lissa ~ Lissa is the constant being the FAR. Lance, you may have more specifics that can assist Vince with this matter. 

Hope this helps, and given the time of year I don’t see how we can have a hearing until after the at the earliest. As you know, Vince, some correspondence has 

to exchange hands before the hearing can be scheduled. 

Take care, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 6:04 PM > > > 

Larry and Beth, 

Who handles the denial of transfer releases and the NCAA-mandated process for notification and hearing opportunities? The father sending us this message late today 

triggers NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in        NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, I believe we must grant or 

deny the request within seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in NCAA Manual for definition of a "business day"). 

Please let me know if and how I need to be involved in this process. 

ttope you and your t~milies eNoy the 

Vince 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vince, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full scholarship and 
did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way too much of my time. This 

is nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, significant resources, and then pulled out after 
going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the 
system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great         [ 

>>> "Ine, Vince" <Ne@email,unc,edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

Confidentially at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I will communicate 

with accordingly. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: ~__a _q!,_c___o_m [m_a__[LLq @_ _a_ _o_ J_ , _c_ _o_ _m_ . ] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: 
Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Vince, 
Larry is correct regarding the appeal logistics. Lissa has a committee or will appoint members to comprise the committee. She typically has faculty and a student-athlete on the 

committee,    seems to have a strong opinion on this, but there should be thoughtful conversation regarding the situation before going into the appeal....we would want to be 
reasonably confident we could win it. It may depend on who the local college is. 
3[ agree about the timing, that an appeal hearing could not take place until after the and may depend on when faculty members are back in town. 

Best wishes to you and your family for a wonderful !! 
~Beth 

>>> Larry Gallo 7:08 PM >>> 
Vince 
Amy Herman handled the logistics/notification!organization, etc. with coach, parents of the S-A, the S-A, etc. ~ Lissa Broome conducted the hearing along with the others (?) 
who are on the appeal’s committee N don’t believe we have a set/standing committee except for Lissa ~ each time we have a hearing we have had different 
University/Department staff on the committee with Lissa N Lissa is the constant being the FAR. Lance, you may have more specifics that can assist Vince with this matter. 
Hope this helps, and given the time of year I don’t see how we can have a hearing until after the at the earliest. As you know, Vince, some correspondence has 
to exchange hands before the hearing can be scheduled. 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 6:04 PM >>> 

Larry and Beth, 

Who handles the denial of transI~r releases and "the NCAA-mandated process tbr notification and hearing opportunities? The t:ather sending us this message late today 

triggers NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 and 13.1 .1.3.1 (see page 49 in        NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, I believe we must grant or 

deny the request mthin seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02. l on page 45 in NCAA Manual for definition of a "business day"). 

Please let me know if and how I need to be involved in this process. 

Hope you and your families enjoy the 

Mince 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:40 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vince, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full scholarship and 
did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way too much of my time. This 

nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, significant resources, and then pulled out after 
going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the 
system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great         { 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

2 ) Confidentially at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student refelvnced below" t lease let me know. Based upon your response, I will communicate 

with accordingly. Thanks. 

Uince 

From: ~aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, :57 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc 
Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:01 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Thanks, Beth. 

>>> Beth Miller 7:42 PM >>> 

Mince, 
Larry is correct regarding the appeal logistics. Lissa has a committee or will appoint members to comprise the committee. She typically has faculty and a student athlete on 

the cornmittee     seems to have a strong opinion on this, but there should be thoughtful conversation regarding the situation before going into the appeal._.we would want 

to be reasonably confident we could win it. It may depend on who the local college is. 

I agree about the timing, that an appeal hearing could not take place until after the and may depend on when faculty members are back in town. 

Best wishes to you and your family for a wonderful !! 

~Beth 

>>> LarryGallo 7:08 PM >>> 

Vince ~ 

Amy Herman handled the logistics/notification/organization, etc. with coach, parents of the S A, the S A, etc. ~ Lissa Broome conducted the hearing along with the others (?) 

who are on the appeal’s committee ~ don’t believe we have a set/standing committee except for Lissa ~ each time we have a hearing we have had different 

University/Department staff on the committee with Lissa ~ Lissa is time constant being the FAR. Lance, you may have more specifics that can assist Vince with this matter. 

Hope this helps, and given the time of year I don’t see how we can have a hearing until after the at the earliest. As you know, Vince, some correspondence has 

to exchange hands before the hearing can be scheduled. 

Take care, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 6:04 PM > > > 

Larry aJld Beth, 

Who handles the denial of trmlsfer releases and the NC?u’k-maJldated process for notification and heanng opportunities’? The t&ther sending us this message late today 

triggers NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 mid 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in        NCAA Mmmal). Since we have now received his written request, I believe we must grmlt or 

deny the request within seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in NCAA Manual for definition of a "business day"). 

Please let me know if and how I need to be involved in this process. 

Hope you mid your families enjoy the 

Vince 

From: ~uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:40 PM 
Te: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vince, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full scholarship and 
did absolutely nothing. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way too much of my time. This 

is nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, significant resources, and then pulled out after 
going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the 
system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great         ! 

>>> "llle, Vince" <i!!eL~.email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

) ) Confidentially at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student refelenced below’., t lease let me know. Based upon your response, I will communicate 

with accordingly. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: :,@aol.com [mailto ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: 
Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 2L 2012 10:58 PM 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Re: update 

Matt, 
This is great news Thanks vel5’ much for your work on this. I imagine it’s been tedious and we really appreciate your help. 
Happy holidays, 
Paul 

>>> "Bowers, Matthew-B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 12/21/12 16:09 PM >>> 

Paul - 

Hi, hope you’re well. I just wanted to update you on the project I’m working on for you 

I’m in the midst of creating your online questiolmaire for placement on GoHeels.com<http://GoHeels com>. I can arrange pret~ much evewthing you wanted with the questionnaire, 
including all completed forms being emailed directly to you and the abili~z to export responses into an Excel spreadsheet. 

The one thing I cannot do is have the built-in abili~ tbr agents to upload flies that are then sent to you as attachments to an email. Our web provider is not able to do that What I can do is 
put a note at the end instructing agents to email you those files as attachments --- but there is no way to automate the process. 

Your registration form is pretty long and the process of setting things up is tedious, but I’m about halfway done. At some point after the holidays I’ll send you a draft fl~r you to approve 
before anything goes live It shouldn’t be a problem to get this rolling in January 

If I have any questions along the way, 1’11 let you know In the meantime, I wanted to reassure you that I haven’t forgotten about you and that your project is in the works. 

Talk to you soon, and happy holidays 
-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director 

UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu<mailto :mattbowers(a)unc.edu> 
1919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com<http://GoHeels.com> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 1:14 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: final inv tbr utility overages at SV apt 

I will need copy of bill and proof of payment-either credit card statement or canceled check I will be out next week, back Jan 2. 

Thanks for the gift card! Will enjoy using it Happy holidays to you and your family. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 21, 2012, at 4:29 PM, "Vince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Kathy, 
> I’m not sure why we are just receiving these bills now, but I would like to be reimbursed ibr these expenses related to the temporary housing provided me and my family this fall. Please let 
me know what steps I need to take to be reimbursed Thanks for your help 
> Vmce 
> 

> From: [mailto @at.net] 
> Sent: Friday, December 21, 2012 12:02 PM 
> To: file, Vince 
> Subject: Fw: final inv for utility overages at SV apt 
> 

> 

> 

Forwarded Message .... 
> From: Dawn Santori <Dawn@tempuraryhvingcumpanv.com<mailtu:Dawn(&!tempuralwhvin~cumpanv corn-> 

> To          @att.net<mailto         ~att.net>"          @att.net<maiko         ~att net>> 
> Sent: Fri, December 21, 2012 10:18:23 AM 
> Subject: :final inv [’or utility uverages at SV apt 
> Hellu. 
> Attached is the final invoice fur utility uverages at the Suuthern Village apartment I have also attached copies uf the actual utility bills for your records This amuunt will be charged tu 
the VISA c&rd on file for payment by our accuuntlng department 
> Thank you 
> Dawn Santuri 
> Tempurapy Living Cumpany 
> (919) 881-23(% 
> 

> ttAPPY ttOLIDAYS[ 
> <I[le final inv Jl)r utilities 93168.pdf> 
> <water biIMSTA-IlIe (Aug 16-Sept 16, 2012).pd.[’> 
> <water bill-YI{S Fnergy-[lle (Sept 16-Oct 16, 2012).pdf> 
> <water bill-[STA-llle (Oct 16-Nov 16, 2012).pdf> 
> <electric-Duke Energ3,-II]e (Aug 30-Sept 30).pdJ%> 
> <electric-Duke Energy-llle (Sept 28-Oct 30).pdf> 
> <electric-Duke Energy-Ii]e (Oct 30-Nuv 29).pdf> 
> <AVG certification.txt> 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:16 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 

Template for Letter Notifying of Opportunity to Appeal OTTE Denial.dec 

I’ve given Lissa a heads up that an appeal might be coming her way and she thought that the first week in would be the earliest it could be heard. The bylaw on the 

definition of a Business Day is listed below we should still be fine to do it in early 

More importantly, we probably need to check with Spencer to see if    Nould even be eligible for the transfer exception; he’s a disaster academically and the includes a 

withdrawal from this past semester on                  plus a sub 2,0 GPA he needs a 2.0 GPA per NCAA rules to be eligible for competition, Our objection might be 

moot since he might not be academically eligible to compete here anyway, 
It looks like he’s planning to transfer to I’d imagine that would strengthen our case if it goes to appeal as they’re coming in to the conference in the Fall, 

Vince Attached is a brief letter notifying of our denial of his request for the one time transfer exception and his opportunity to appeal, Once he notifies Bubba that he 

would like to appeal, then we can put him in touch with Lissa at that point, 

If anyone has any questions, just let me know, Thanks, 

Lance 

14.02.2 Business Day. 
A business day is any weekday that is not recognized as a national holiday, including any weekday during which an institution is closed for other reasons (e.g., holiday break). 

>>> Beth Miller 7:42 PM >>> 

VJnce, 
Larry is correct regarding the appeal logistics. Lissa has a committee or will appoint members to comprise the committee. She typically has faculty and a student athlete on 

the committee,    seems to have a strong opinion on this, but there should be thoughtful conversation regarding the situation before going into the appeaL..we would want 

to be reasonably confident we could win it. It may depend on who the local college is. 

I agree about the timing, that an appeal hearing could not take place until after and may depend on when faculty members are back in town. 

Best wishes to you and your farnily for a wonderful !! 

~Beth 

>>> LarryGallo 7:08 PM >>> 

Vince ~ 

Amy Herman handled the logistics!notification/organization, etc. with coach, parents of the S A, the S A, etc. ~ Lissa Broome conducted the hearing along with the others (?) 

who are on the appeal’s comrnittee ~ don’t believe we have a set!standing committee except for Ussa ~ each time we have a hearing we have had different 

University/Department staff on the committee with Lissa ~ Lissa is the constant being the FAR, Lance, you may have more specifics that can assist Vince with this matter, 

Hope this helps, and given the time of year I don’t see how we can have a hearing until after at the earliest. As you know, Vince, some correspondence has 

to exchange hands before the hearing can be scheduled, 

Take care, 
Larry 

> > > ’2lie, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 6:04 PM > > > 

Lan7 and Betk 

Who handles the denial of transfer releases and the NCAA-mandated process for notification and hearing opportunities? The father sending us this message late today 

triggers NCAA Bylaws 13.1.1.3 and 13.1.1.3.1 (see page 49 in        NCAA Manual). Since we have now received his written request, I believe we must grant or 

deny the request within seven business days (see NCAA Bylaw 13.02.1 on page 45 in NCAA Manual for definition of a "business day"). 

Please let me know if and how I need to be involved in tllis process. 

}tope you and your t~milies enjoy the 

Vince 

From: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:40 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 
Vinoe, I absolutely object to providing a release for this young man. This is the biggest bunch of hogwash I have ever heard. This young man came here on a full soholaBhip and 
did absolutely nothinq. He soaked up a tremendous amount of time from Sports Medicine, Academic Support (please see Spencer), and way too much of my time. This 

is nothing but a game the dad is playing to try and enable his son. He cost us a slot, a lot of money, significant resources, and then pulled out after 
going on vacation in       instead of taking summer school - costing us 2 APR points. I was involved with Dr. Hack on this and this is all about finding a way around the 
system with no accountability. 
Why do you think he is not contacting me? 
Thanks for the heads up - please do not release him. Happy to discuss in full with you anytime. 
Have a great         [ 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 4:15 PM >>> 

Confidenlially at this point, do you have any objection to releasing the student referenced below? Please let me know. Based upon your response, I will communicate 

with accordingly. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: @aoLcom [p~ailto !@aol,com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:57 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
C:¢: 
Subject: Transfer and eligibility request regarding 





ERN~E WILLIAMSON AT~4LE’IIC CENTEI~ 

~.O. BOX Z~.2~6 

CH.APEL .HILL~ NC ~’513 

T ~x9.962.6ooo 

ww w.t~’thee|b|ue.con~ 

Dear 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 114.5.5.2.10 (d), the UNC Department of Athletics objects to 
the use of the one-time transfer exception to NCAA transfer rules for 

Pursuant to NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.1 (see attached), should you wish to appeal the decision to 
deny you the use of the one-time transfer exception, you are permitted to pursue a hearing with 
an entity outside of the Department of Athletics. This request should be put in writing to our 
Director of Athletics, Bubba Cunningham, at bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu. Thi s letter fulfills the 
requirements of Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.1 regarding notification of the right to appeal. 

We wish you the best of luck with your future plans. 

Sincerely, 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletics Director 

CC~ Bubba Cunningham 
Larry Gallo 



14.5.5.2.10.1 Hearing Opportunity. 

If the student’s previous institution denies his or her written request for the release, the institution 
shall inform the student-athlete in writing that he or she, upon written request, shall be provided 
a hearing conducted by an institutional entity or committee outside of the athletics department 
(e.g., the office of student affairs; office of the dean of students; or a committee composed of the 
faculty athletics representative, student-athletes and non-athletics faculty/staff members). The 
institution shall conduct the hearing and provide written results of the hearing to the student- 
athlete within 15 business days (see Bylaw 14.02.2) of receipt of the student-athlete’s written 
request for a hearing. The student-athlete shall be provided the opportunity to actively participate 
(e.g., in person, via telephone) in the hearing. If the institution fails to conduct the hearing or 
provide the written results to the student-athlete within 15 business days, the release shall be 
granted by default and the institution shall provide a written release to the student-athlete. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, December 23, 2012 2:03 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FYI 

By Derek Rowles 

CHAPEL HILL (WTVD) -- Well-known and longfime Tar Heel Sports Properties employee Art Chanslu was fired Wednesday after 18 years as Associate 

General Manager and Account Executive for the compmay. 

Chansl~- confirmed the news to Eyewimess News over the phone, but had no further comment. 

The firing comes atter an email surfaced in a recent release of documents requested by ABC 11. The email is written to UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp, outlining a 

contingency plan he thought UNC should follow if the school decided to replace head coach Butch Davis. 

Click here to read "the email (.txtf) 

In the em~Jl, Chansky wrote: "this must be an extremely difficult situation to deal with as the moving parts change almost d~Jly. What to say for the good the 

university in the short mn and long run axe tough words to craft." 

Chansky added: "If, at the end of this ordeal, we need to find a new football coach, that does not necessarily mean a huge step backward for the program, both on 

the field and financially. Not if we are lraveling a paralM path to plan for such a contingency." 

Chansky also revealed the names of several individt~als, including Big 10 Commissioner Jim Delany, who could possibly help in a coaching search. 

Chansky wrote: "like many alumni, I am sick over how this scandal has tainted the 50-yeax reputation of a school that has done it the right way ... most of the time, 

that stain cannot be erased without a complete change of command." 

Also in the em~Jl, Chansky admitted a coaching change "would divide our alumni and fans because Butch is so populm in some circles. 

Ga~ Sobba, the head of Tar Heel Sports Properties insists Chanslcy resigned and said Chansl~ has been "a tremendous resource" and wished him the best. 

Along with his position at Tar Heel Sports Properties, Chansky was also the author of several books about UNC sports and the Carolina-Duke Rivalry. 

Charism- was also the man behind the Carlyle Cup, which until the company went out of business was an all-sport competition between UNC and Duke. 

Classifieds I Report A Typo I Send Tip ] Get Alerts ] See Click Fix 

Follow @abcll on Twitter I Become afro on Facebook 

(Cowright ~2012 WTVD-TV/DT. All Rights Reserved.) 

Get more Sports ~> 

TAGS: unc ibotball, sports 

CommentNow Emal] Print Report atypo [] 

San1 Paul 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Final grades 

Sam Patti 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From:"Town~nd, Jeun" <jto~ lsend(a;uuc edu>- 

Date:                  3:48:40 PM EST 

To: "Stun Paul" <sp.’.a_u_!~(~..u_n_£~k_t_Ln_£:.e__d_._u_ > 

Subject: RE: Fblal grades 

Yes. 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:37 PM 
To-" Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Re: Final grades 
Thank you 

Are those Team grade totals at the end now without 

Sam Paul 

On , at 3:07 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <itownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

Here are the final grades--the cumulative gpa really goes up when we take out the three fifth years. 

all made Dean’s List. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919 962 95.38 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

<Men’sTennis Fall    grades.pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtD 

Sunday, 7:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [SAAC]: Student-Athlete/Gotteels.com Thoughts 

Vince, 

I would love that. Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. 

Hope you and your family have a great holiday as well. 

Best, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

~live.unc.edu 

On Dec 23, 2012, at 3:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emml.mac.edu> 
wrote: 

I’ve only been at UNC for a short time (a little less than 5 months), but the observations you offered in your message below are very similar to some of 
my own. Maybe after the break we can meet to share some ideas? 

Thanks for sharing the great news regarding your brother. I hope your rehab goes as expected and you and your family enjoy the holidays. 

Vince 

Begin foBv-arded message: 

From: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: ~ 2:56:11 PM EST 
To: ~{blive.unc.edtf> 

Cc: "Ille, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.edtr~, "Steinbacher. Rick" <rickstei~emaiLunc.edu>, "Cricket (stud serv) Lane" 
<cricket(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [S:L~C]: Student-Athlete/GoHeels.eom Thoughts 

Great. Thanks. 

We will get right on the info you sent. 

Have a MelD" Chrislmas. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:36 PM, 

Bubba, 

@live. unc.edu> wrote: 

As       was beginning his search, and scanning the websites of the schools he was speaking with, I felt myself going through 

the recruiting process once again (but always selling UNC, obviously.) I’ve felt strongly fi}r a while that the TarIleelBlue, now 

GoHeels.com<http:/iGoHeels.com> website doesn’t feature the most up-to-date student-athlete leadership activity, or the 



easiest access to it. I think this is ~mething we can easily improve. We have so many academic and athletic accomplishments 

to share-- all we have to do it get them out there. (For e.g. one of the sites below features Elite 89 winners. Since the last 

award t~amred on the website, we’ve had at least 3-4 more runners.] The fbllowing links from the 

Gotteels.com<http://GoHeels.com> website are a few examples. 

I did some research on other institutions, and found Georgetown’s SAAC/Leadership Academy site. I think this is the best one 

I’ve seen (after looking at roughly 15 schools.) It’s clear~ concise, mid easy to navigate. [l’m plmming on developing a SAAC 

logo over break, and hopefully we can utilize this, or something like it.] 

I’d love to hear your thoughts on this. as I think this fits perfectly into the Athletic Strategic Plma. It’s an easy fix, but up-to-date 

and easy to navigate websites speak volumes about a ~hool and the organ~ation within it. I firmly believe UNC provides the 

best possible student-athlete experience, and I want recruits [and everyone else] to easily access all that student-athletes 

accomplish. 

Wishing you and all the Cunningham’s a tim, reloxing holiday season. 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Website Updates 

http://cs~c.unc.edtv’athletic-counseling-program?SITE~JNC&DB OEM ID 3350 

http://cssac.unc.edw’atbletic- counselir~- pmgran~/academic- awards- and- honol5 

http://w~v.ta~heelblue.conv’ot/unc- academic- award- ~xchives.html 

Reseal~ch on Other Universities: 

http://www.guhoyeLs.com/ol/saac and leadership.html 

[cid:F7725168-A711-4F51-B87B-1D3FA869AF43~b, hsdl .de.comcast.net.] 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

"c~live.unc.edu<mailt~ ~live.unc.edu> 

<Georgetown.png> 

<Georgetown.png > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, December 24, 2012 2:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Report with some Odds and Ends 

Compliance Media Report 12-24-12.docx 

Mr. Ille, 

I’ll tly- to keep a long winded email short, you are probably swamped today! 

First: Attached is today’s report. 

Second: Thank you so much for coming to our party on Friday. It was lovely to have you, and my parents were thrilled to get a chance to talk with you. They wanted 

me to extend and invitation to you and your timfily to come out to the t~rm for dinner in the futare so that you all may see it in the daylight.., or if the girls would like to 
"meet" the horses, they axe more than welcome’. 

Third: wanted me to send you his emaJl address if you would like to take a campus tour ruth him: 

and I know he would treat you and your family to an awesome afternoon. 

Fourth: After the holidays, do you think you would still help me ruth the Any help is much appreciated. 

Fifth: A very meny Christmas to you and yours.., hope that Santa Claus is good to you all! 

~aol.com. He’s a wonderful friend of ours, 

~p.mail. cora 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Cormnunication: Reporting & Sports Comlrmnication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrainistration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail,com> 

Wednesday, December 26, 2012 4:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Report 

Compliance Media Report 12-26-12.docx 

Is attached. 

Thmllcs! 

~gmail.com 
University oi North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 2:51 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <deselm@email.unc.edu>; caitlin.chambers@gmail.com; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; 
Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Angie Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Beth Miller <bmiller@unca&unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@unca&unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Competition Cancellation 

All, 

I just wanted to let you all knew that the diving competition scheduled for tomorrow at Duke (Duke vs. UNC) has been cancelled. We will be training as normal here at UNC 
until we leave for the Tennessee Invite on January 1st. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 

Jenny 

Jenny Johansen 
Diving Coach 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

Phone: 919-962-7261 
Ceil: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 6:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thank You! 

I think I mentioned te you both that I met Pat McCrory (governor elect) and spoke with him for a while at that golf event I went to with our family friend this fall. When I met him, 
I told him that it would be fun to have him to a game sometime so he could meet you guys. I sent him a note to say congratulations after the election and got this response 
below from his Schedule Director. Any particular thoughts on a game or timeframe you’d like me to mention to her? 

>>> Meredith McCullen <meredith@patmccrory.com> 12/27/12 12:32 PM >>> 
Good Afternoon Paul, 
I hope this finds you doing well. Allow me to formally introduce myself, my name is Meredith McCullen and I currently serve as Schedule Director for Governor- 
elect McCrory. First and foremost, thank you for the kind note to the Governor-elect, as well as the invite to attend a Carolina Basketball game. I will discuss this 
further with the Governor. If you have any questions or concerns at all, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
Happy New Year! 
Meredith 
Meredith R. McCullen 

(cell) 

919-733-1860 (office) 

Schedule Director 

Office of the Governor-Elect, The State of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 10:42 PM 

Kirschner, Steve ~stevekir~hne@~mc.edtv~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scholarship Dinner 

What do you think’? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Tom Smith <          ,%gmaJl.com> 

Date: December 27, 2012, 7:45:22 PM EST 
To: "Mack, Kenneth R" <kmack(&unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac(&~email.unc.edu>, "Montgomery, John R" <imont(&nnc.edu> 

Subject: Scholarship Dinner 

Hope this finds you well and that you are having a wonderful holiday season. I see that the scholarship dinner has been scheduled for 
January. We talked about this at the last board meeting regarding some positive coverage from the N&O. As this will be my first one of 
these, you gentlemen will have a much better feel for whether or not it makes sense to invite a writer from the paper. As I understand it, 
this is a very positive evening showcasing many of our student athletes. Of course, if there is any opportunity to shoot ourselves in the 
foot, we should stay away from the idea. 
Let me know your thoughts. I assume we have someone who could make that contact. If not, I would be happy to do so. Happy New 
Year. 
Tom Smith 
The Merry Band Farm 

¢b,,gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 27, 2012 10:44 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cuunmgham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You’. 

Good idea. Sooner the better. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 27, 2012, at 6:39 PM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge(tbuncaa.unc.edw~ wrote: 

I think I mentioned to you both that I met Pat McCrory (governor elect) and spoke with him for a while at that golf event I went to with our family friend 

this fall. When I met him, I told him that it would be fun to have him to a game sometime so he could meet you guys. I sent him a note to say 

congratulations after the election mid got this response below from his Schedule Director. Any particular thoughts on a game or timeframe you’d like me to 

mention to her? 

>>> Meredith McCullen <memdith~ patmccro~w.com> 12/27/12 12:32 PM >>> 

Good Afternoon Paul, 
I hope this finds you doing well. Allow me to formally introduce myself, my name is Meredith McCullen and I currently serve as Schedule Director for 
Governor-elect McCrory. First and foremost, thank you for the kind note to the Governor-elect, as well as the invite to attend a Carolina Basketball 
game. I will discuss this further with the Governor. If you have any questions or concerns at all, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
Happy New Year! 
Meredith 
Meredith R. McCullen 

(cell) 

919-733-1860 (office) 
Schedule Director 

Office of the Governor-Elect, The State of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday 3:41 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report 12-28-12.docx 

Is attached. Have a great day’. 

On Thu, Dec 20, 2012 at 6:10 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:40 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Here’s a synopsis of response. Hope you have a great day. 

On at 6:48 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

If you don’t mind, that would be helpfid. Thmllcs 

O11 , at 7:30 PM, ,@gmail.com> wrote: 

Yes I believe it will... Would you like me to keep tabs on twitter etc for you tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2012, at 4:14 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.eduv wrote: 

Thanks I think it roll pick up a little bit tomorrow .... 

From: Sarah Sessoms [rnailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:13 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Been a couple of slow news days, but here’s today’s report. 

Thanks! 

?~gmail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~,glnail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 2013 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Cornm~mication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

sarahsessoms@~mail, com 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 2013 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Spurts Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administratiun 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 3:53 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - ? time next week to lneet 

Greetings! 

Do you guys have any time next week that we can meet and catch up on a few things before the next FAC meeting? I should be working every day next week 

except Tuesday. 

I hope you had a little time to enjoy the holidays with family. 

Joy 

Joy J, Rennet, M.A, ~[(R), FAEIRS 

Associat(_¯ Professor and D[r(_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel HiN 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bor~durant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St 

Chap~_d Hdl, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .->i h L’.e_k 

:eli 

919 -966-,"395 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IALITY NOI]CE: [his e-maN message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privileged material. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi?ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copkgs of i:he original message. 

Email correspondence t<} and from this address may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~cl ma~/be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thorized state official (INCGS, Cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cational records are subject to FERPA° 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, December 28, 2012 6:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Refiner, Joy J <Joy Relme@med.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

I will be out all week but can call in. 

Bubba 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On Dec 28, 2012, at 4:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <Jlle@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Joy, 

I’m also awJlable evely day next week except Tuesday. I believe Bubba will be out of town next week though. 

Chrislmas was great. I hope you’ve enjoyed the holidays as well and I look forward to meeting ruth you if you’d like. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, December 28, 2012 3:53 PM 
To-" Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject-" Joy Renner - ? time next week to meet 

Greetings! 

Do you guys have any time next week that we can meet and catch up on a few things before the next FAC meeting? I should be working every day 

next week except Tuesday. 

I hope you had a little time to enjoy the holidays with family, 

Joy 
Joy" J, Renne!’, N’LA,, RI-(R), FAEIRS 
Associate [-~rofessor and Director 
U!~iversibt of i~aor th Carolh~a at Chapel I-iiil 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A Sou:Y! Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9r36-5147Desk 
Cull 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 1-his e-mail message h~cluding attachments, ff an% is in[ended oqly [or the -person or e!~i~y ~o which it is addressed and may contain 
confide!~Lial and/or privileged maLerial. Any --unauthorized reviea~, use, disclosure o!’ dis~r[bu Jon is [:rohib[ted. If you are not the intended recipient, piease conLact Lhe 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies o1: the original message, 
Emai~ correspondence to a~¢l from this a~!~lre.~,s may be subject to the No~tb Caro~i~a Public RecO~ldS law a~II4 ~’~t~ay be 4isclose~! to third parties 

by an authorized stale official (NCGS, the 132)o Student educational records are subject to FERPAo 
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Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa z-djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 8, 2012 10:25 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - REVISED’.!!!’. 

Vince thank you. There is a commitment form that has to be signed and 
sent in for them to hold us a spot. I think it is in the attachment I 
sent you Please let me know if that is not te case. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 9:25 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@elnail.unc edu> wrote: 

> OK, thanks for the information I support us participating in the 
tournament so long as you are able to raise the necessary funds that are 
required beyond the program’s operating budget Looks like you’ve done 
this successfully before. 
> 

> Thanks for keeping me in the loop, and thanks again for the invite to 
your team’s holiday gathering. You guys did a great job with that. I 
enjoy being around you, your coaches, the team, and the support staff 
Good times.. 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp(a)uncaa uric. edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 3:56 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - 
REVISED!H [[ 
> 

> Vince have not been fi)r 6 years. Also it was the only time we ever 
went so this would be the second time ever. I raised all the money 
outside my budget. We will get a 5,000 guarantee which [ know will prob 
a couple of days of meals and hotel I broke the trip up where donors 
covered flights, luau etc. Donna 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Dec 7, 2012, at 1:37 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I)onna, 

>> How oRen do we go to Hawaii? When was the last time we went? Can you 
> account k)r the expense in your budget and special accounts? Thanks. 
>> Vince 
>> 

>> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dlp@uncaa unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Diday, December 07, 2012 12:14 PM 
>> To: IHe, Vince 
>> Subject: Fwd: Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: Universi~ of Hawaii - 
> REVISED!!!!! 
>> 

>> Mince, 

>> I would like to get your approval on this so we dont get closed out. 
> These dates get filled up fast. We got closed out last year. I have 
two dates as possible openings that match up. 
>> Thanks Donna 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> [cid:image001.jpg@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
>> Camps & Clinics: 
> www.carolinasoftballcamps.com<http ://www.car olinasoftballcamps.com/> 

>> Facebonk: Universi~" of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
>> Twitter: @L~CSoi~ball 
>> 

>> 

>> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
>> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 
>> 4 TLME ACC COACH OF THE ",rEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
>> 11 ALL-.~dERICANS 11 ACADEMIC ALL-.~dERICANS 
>> 4 ACC REGL~LAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
>> 2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 
>> [cid:image002 png@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
>> 

>>>>> Robert Coolen <coolen@hawaii edu<mailto:coolen@hawaii.edu>> 
> 12,,’5/2012 3:02 P\{ >>> 
>> Aloha Donna, 
>> Either tournament is fine[ I’ll await your commitment fOlTll to 
generate 
> a contract We have a $5,000 guarantee available to oiler at this 
time. 

>> Aloha, 
>> Bob 
>> Head Coach Bob Coolen 
>> University of Hawaii 



>> 1337 Lower Campus Rd. 
>> Honolulu, Eli 96822 
>> 808-956-4506 (\V) 
>>           ((;ell) 
>> 808-956-9771 (Fax) 
>> www HawaiiAthl etics, c om <http ://www. h awaiiathletic s. c ore/> 
>> 
>> 

>> On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 9:58 ~L\’I, Donna Papa 
> <dip@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:dip(~uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
>> Bob, 
>> Also, how does Feb 28 look as well? 
>> Donna 
>> 

>> [cid:image001.jpg@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
>> Camps & Clinics: 
> www.carolinasoftballcamps.com<http ://www.car olinasoftballcamps.com/> 

>> Facebook: Universi~" of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
>> Twitter: @L2qCSotiball 
>> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
>> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 
>> 4 TLME ACC COACH OF THE "*rEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
>> 11 ALL-.aaMERICANS 11 ACADEMIC ALL-.aaMERICANS 
>> 4 ACC REGL~LAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
>> 2001 ACC CHAM])IONS 
>> [cid:irnage002.png@01CDD47F.EB 390490] 

>>>>> Robert Coolen <coolcn@hawaii.edu<mailto:coolen~hawaii.edu>> 
> 12/4/2012 5:21 PM>>> 
>> Aloha!! 
>> Just received word from our conference that we will be starting 
> corffe*ence play- in 2014 the weekend of March 15th! Therefore, our 
proposed tottrnament schedule that was previously emailed to everyone a 
week ago has been revised to retie> We will delete the "Rainbow- Wahine Softball Classic Tottrnaruent" 
> scheduled for March 12-15, 2014 at the present time. 
>> Please see the attached REVISED 2014 Universi~z of Hawaii Softball 
> Tournament packet fbr the commitment form that goes along with your 
desire to attend one of our tournaments You can email me with your 
intentions and I will let you know what the guarantee amount will be for 
that tournament. Since last week’s email, I have tentatively filled the 
"Hawaii Spring Fling Tournament", pending one more commitment form so as 
to generate a contract Once a contract is generated, you will have 30 
days to have the contract signed by your administration since we need to 
commit teams well in advance. Too many teams cancel their verbal 
commitments in the months of July & August and it is velT difficult to 
fill a tournament slot at that time. Please understand[[ 
>> Mahalo! 
>> Happy- Holidayst ! 
>> Head Coach Bob Coolen 
>> University of Hawaii 
>> 1337 Lower Campus Rd. 
>> 808-956-9771<te1:808-956-9771> (Fax) 
>> www.HawaiLAthletics com<http ://www.hawaiiathletics.com/> 
>> 
>> <TEXT.htm> 
>> <image001.jpg> 
>> <unage002 png> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa z-djp@uncaa.unc.edu~’- 

Monday, December 10, 2012 6:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - REVISED!!!!’. 

I will sign and have my secretal7 fax over to you tomorrow-. Thal"iks 
Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 6:10 Pivi. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email nnc edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 
> The electronic copy I have just has a place for the head coach. Do you 
want to sign that first, then send it over to me to approve and return? 
Not sure how we do this here, I may be making it more complicated than 
necessary. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dlp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Saturday, December 08, 2012 10:25 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: Universi~z of Hawaii - 
REVISED[![[! 
> 

> Vince thank you. There is a commitment form that has to be signed and 
sent in for them to hold us a spot I think it is in the attachment I 
sent you. Please let me know if that is not te case. Donna 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 
> 

> On Dec 7, 2012, at 9:25 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <iHe@emaii.nnc.edu:> wrote: 
> 

>> OK, thanks J2~r the information. I support us participating in the 
> tournament so long as you are able to raise the necessaW funds that 
are required beyond the program’s operating budget. Looks like you’ve 
done this successfully before. 
>> 

>> Thanks for keeping me in the loop, and thanks again Jk~r the invite to 
> your team’s holiday gathering You guys did a great job with that. I 
enjoy being around you, your coaches, the team, and the support staff. 
> Gnnd times... 
>> 

>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dlp@uncaa unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 3:56 PM 
>> To: IHe, Vince 
>> Subject: Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - 
> REVISEDt!tt t 
>> 

>> Vince have not been for 6 years. Also it was the only time we evcr 
> went so this would be the second time ever. I raised all the money 
outside ray budget. We will get a 5,000 guarantee which I know will prob 
a couple of day-s of meals and hotel. I broke the trip up where donors 
covered flights, luau etc. Donna 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Dec 7, 2012, at 1:37 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Donna, 
>>> How often do we go to Hawaii? When was the last time we went? Can 
you 
>> account for the expense in your budget and special accotmts? Thanks. 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 12:14 PM 
>>> To: Ille, Vince 
>>> Subject: Fwd: Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - 
>> REVISEDt!t tt 
>>> 

>>> Vince, 
>>> I would like to get your approval on this so we dont get closed out 
>> These dates get filled up fast. We got closed out last year. I have 
> two dates as possible openings that match up. 
>>> Thalzks Donna 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> [cid:image001 jpg@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
>>> Camps & Clinics: 
>> www carolinasoftballcamps.com<http://www, carolinasoftballcamps cona/> 
>>> Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 



>>> Twitter: @UNCSoftball 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
>>> 8 STRAIGtIT NCAA APPEAI~NCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 
>>> 4 TIME ACC COACH ()F ’]’} ]I¢~ YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
>>> 11 ALL-AJX,fiERICANS 11 ACAI)F, MIC A[~L-Ak,fiERICANS 
>>> 4 ACC R!~GULAR SEASON CtIAMPIONSHIPS 
>>> 2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 
>>> [cid:image002.png@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
>>> 

>>>>>> Robert Coolen <coolen@hawaii.edu<mailto:coolcn@,,hawaii.edu>> 
>> 12/5/2012 3:02 PM >>> 
>>> Aloha Donna, 
>>> Either tournament is fine[ I’ll await yo~tr commitment form to 
> generate 
>> a contract. We have a $5,000 guarantee available to off;or at this 
> time. 
>>> Aloha, 
>>> Bob 
>>> Head Coach Bob Coolen 
>>> University of Hawaii 
>>> 1337 Lower Camptts Rd. 
>>> Honolukk HI 96822 

>>> 808-956-4506 (~Ar) 
>>>            Cell) 
>>> 808-956-9771 ~ax) 
>>> www.HawaiiAthletics.com<httt~:/iwww.hawaiiathletics, corn/> 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 9:58 A_’vi, Donna Papa 
>> <djp@nncaa.unc.edu<mailto:djp@uncaa.nnc.edu>> wrote: 
>>> Bob, 
>>> Also, how does Feb 28 look as well’.’ 
>>> Donna 
>>> 

>>> [cid:image001 jpg@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
>>> Camps & Clinics: 
>> www carolinasoftballcamps.com<h>>> Twitter: @krNCSoftball 
>>> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
>>> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 
>>> 4 TIE,fiE ACC COACH OF THE ",/lEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
>>> 11 ALL-Af/fiERICANS 11 ACADEMIC ALL-Af/fiERICANS 
>>> 4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CEL4MPIONSHIPS 
>>> 2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 
>>> [cid:image002.png@01CDD47F EB390490] 

>>>>>> Robert Coolen <coolen@hawaii edu<mailto:coolen@hawaii edu>> 
>> 12/4/2012 5:21 P\{ >>> 
>>> Aloha!! 
>>> Just received word from our confbrence that we will be starting 
>> conference play in 2014 the weekend of March 15th! Therefore, our 
> proposed tournament schedule that was previously emailed to everyone a 
week ago has been revised to retie> We will delete the "Rainbow- Wahine 
Softball Classic Tournament" 
>> scheduled for March 12-15, 2014 at the present time. 
>>> Please see the attached REVISED 2014 University of Hawaii Softball 
>> Tournament packet for the commitment form that goes along with your 
> desire to attend one of our tournaments You can email me withyour 
intentions and I will let you know what the guarantee amount will be for 
that tournament Since last week’s email, I have tentatively filled the 
"Hawaii Spring Fling Tournament", pending one more connnitment form so as 
to generate a contract. Once a contract is generated, you will have 30 
days to have the contract signed by your administration since we need to 
commit teams well in advance. Tnn maW teams cancel their verbal 
commitments in the months of July & August and it is very difficult to 
fill a tournament slot at that time Please understand[! 
>>> Mahalo[ 
>>> Happy Holidays[[ 
>>> IIead Coach Bob Coolen 
>>> UmversiW of Hawaii 
>>~- 1337 Lower Campus Rd. 
>>> 808-956-9771<te1:808-956-9771> @’ax) 
>>~- www.HawaiiAthletics com<http://www.hawaiiathletics, com/~- 
>>> 

>>> <-"]"}~;X’]?.htm > 
>>> <image001 .jpg> 
>>~- <Cimage002.png> 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shackelford. Brian <Brian.Shackelford@HendrickAuto.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 1:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Introduction t?om UNC 

Vince --- My name is Bri~,n Sh~,ckelford, I am the Assistant Controller here at the C~,rv Auto Mall, Your primary cont~,cts are Mike Desmond and K~,tie Darden, and I ~,m 

the secondary contact. 

Have you received a n~-_~w car yet? if so, did you provide a (:o~ly of your driw:_~r’s license and insurance cow:_~rag~:_~? 

T h a n k s 

Brian 

Briar~ Shackelford, C~A Assis[ant Controller 

C.~ry Ac,,,to M~.:li 

Di:" ~!~:~ -- 5’:(5’- 2~??,5." -42122 

C~fli - 

From: "llle, Vince" <]J!e@email.unc.edu> 

Date: December 4, 2012, 8:39:08 PM EST 

To: "Desmond, Mike" <Mike.Desmond@HendrickAuto.com> 

Subject: Introduction from UNC 

Mr. Desmond, 
My name is Vince Ille; Bubba Cunningham hired me in late July to be Senior Asa~ciate Athletic Director here at UNC. My current responsibilities include 

our compliance office and staff; student-athlete development, liaison to ASPSA and admissions, and sport program oversight tbr tbotball (with Bubba and 

Rick Steinbacher), men’s te~mis and softball. I was most recently Senior Associate AD at the University of Illinois in Urbana- Champaign where I worked 

for over 14 years. Prior to Illinois, I worked in athletics at the University of Cincinnati, the University of Oklahoma and the University of Massachusetts in 

Amherst 

Clint Gwaltney fom’a~ded me the message below and I apologize for not reaching out to you before now. I understald that it is his plan that I receive a 

vehicle from our program supporters who were previously was assisting Amy Herman. Can you please direct me to the appropriate contact person and 

possibly advise me regarding anything I need to do to make whatever a~ralgements might be necessary,? 

Clint has shared with me that you and your people are great to work with. I look forward to meeting you sometime in the future and hope you will call on 

me if there is ever anything I can do to help you. 

Thalk you, 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office (919) 962-4631 

Mobile 

i_l_!_e__(q2~__n_c__: e_d__~_! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwaltne,v,@,uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:44 AM 

To: Bobby Rice 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 

Bobby, 

Yes, we still want the vehicle. Vince Ille, our new Sr. Asmciate AD will taJae over this relationship. I am copying him on this email, so you can sta~rt a 

dialogue with him. As tbr 2 tickets, I have 2 1 ca1 give you. I just need name tbr Will Call. 
Thanks for all you do, and please let me know what else I can do to help you. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/24/2012 at 5:35 PM, in message 

<96C0790C-8298-43CC-81A8- E636I!;702F552~{hmsracirLiLcom>, "Rice, Bobby" 

<brice(~) hmsracing.com> wrote: 

> Hey Clink 

> 2 things. I presume you will still wait the vehicle per below that 

Amy has 

> been driving. Let me know ifI need to trade it out on a different 

model if 

> it would be more suitable Ibr who you transt~r driver rights firom 

Amy. 
> 

> Secondly, I have all 8 NC State tickets spoken for and have a request 

for2 

> more. Do you know of 2 extra that I ca1 buy? 
> 

> Thanks. 

> Bobby 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



> Begin Ii?rwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desmond@HendrickAuto.com<rnailto: Mike.Desrnond~)Hend~ ckAuto.com>> 

> Date: October 24, 2012 2:54:53 PM CDT 
> To: Bobby Rice < !3-R-j-c-e.~2h.:..r.~.~.~:~i-n.~:.c.‘.(.?Ln.:‘5...n.::-a.4.~-t~?:.I.3N~..e.~]::~!.~i:::~.:~:~ >> 

> Subject: Fwd: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin tbrwaxded message: 
> 

> From: ".lone~ Eddie" 
> 

< ]2.~..d..i..e.::[..~..r~.e.~2-[:!-.e.!:~1-~.c...k..~.~....u..ts?:..c..9-.n.).2~-.r.~:a.i~.ts?;1~;.d..~.i..%.J.~.?-r.~..e.~ ~2~ !_[__e_r_~!-t_!j__c___L__~_~j! R:gs?mxm ailt o: E ddi e 
> .__J_~_?__n___e_~2~:Le__r_:_~_~__:_i__c___b__~__u__ts?:__c__?__r~: >> 
> Date: October 24, 2012, 1:19:41 PM CDT 

> To: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desmond(~HendfickAuto~com<mailto:Mike Desn~ond(~)HendrickAuto.com><mailto:Mik 

> e De smond(~)Hend riclcA_uto .corn>> 
> 

> Amy Henna: is in the Athletic Department at IJNC. She is driving a 

Dodge 

> vehicle as a demo. She is going m be transt}rring to a position she 

says 

> roll not include a vehicle. I don’t know how that will alt’ect our 

demo 

> situation at UNC but thought I would let you know. 
> 

> Eddie Jones 

> Office Manager 

> Hendrick Dodge 

> ttendrick Fiat 

> 919-388-4131 (oNce) 

>             (cell) 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shackelford. Brian <Brian.Shackelford@HendrickAuto.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Laakso, Tommy -<Fommy.Laakso@ttendrickAuto.com>; Desmond, Mike <Mike.Desmond@HendrickAuto.com>; Darden, Katie 

<:Katie.Darden@Hendrickauto.com> 

RE: Introduction from UNC 

Vince--It: that is what Tommy told you, then that is the plan. Please call any of us if you have problems. 
Brian 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 3:59 PM 
To: Shackelford, Brian 
Subject= RE: Introduction from UNC 
Brian~ 

Thanks for your message. I sent the message below along with the attached document to Tommy Laakso this morning, per his request during my telephone 

conversation with him last night. We arranged fi~r me to pick up a vehicle at 7:30 p.m. tonight. Is this arrangement still acceptable and will I pick up the vehicle at the 

Cary Auto Mall? 

I look fi)rward to working with you, Mike and Katie. If you need any additional inlbrmation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Univelsity of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 8:20 AM 
To: ’tommy.laakso@hendrickauto.com’ 
Subject= Information Requested 
Tommy, 

The attached is the information we discussed last night. If you need any- additional documentation or have any questions, please just let me lolow. I appreciate your help 

and look tbrwaxd to meeting you guys tonight. See you or Greg at 7:30 p.m. at your dealership. Thanks tbr all your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel t till 

(919) 962-4631 

i_lLe_:~Lu_ ~_~: _e_d__u 
From: Shackelford, Brian [maiJto:Brian.Shackelford@HendrickAuto.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 11, 2012 1:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Introduction from UNC 
Vinc~:_~ - My nam~:_~ is Brian Shacl~efford, I am the Assb.d:ant Controlh:_~r here at the Cary Auto Mall. Your primary ~:ontacts are Mike Desmond and Ka~:ie Darden, and t am 
the secondary contacL 
Have you received a new car yet? If so, did you provide a copy ot: your driver’s license and insurance coverage.> 
Thanks 
Brian 
B~iah Sh,%~elford~ CI#A i A~!~is~ard: Cord:!’oller 

i’Sir oct: --. ~_}i~_}.-388- 4:122 

Brian.Shackelford @ HenddckAuto.com 

From: "ille, Vince" <ille@ernaii.unc.edu> 
Date: December 4, 20:12, 8:39:08 PM EST 
To: "Desmond, Mike" <._M_.[k_._e_:._D_.e_s__m_p_._q#_ .@.__..H_ .e__n_.d__r_[c_.k..A_ .u__t_.o._:.c__o.__n_!> 
Subject: Introduction from UNC 

Mr. Desmond, 

My name is Vince Ille; Bubba Cumlinghmn hired me in late July to be Senior Associate Athletic Director here at UNC. My current responsibilities include 

our compliance office and staff s~udent-athlete development, liaison to ASPSA and admissions, and sport program oversight for football (ruth Bubba and 

Rick Steinbacher), men’s tennis and softball. I was most recently Senior Associate AD at the University of Illinois in Urbana- Champaign where I worked 

for over 14 years. Prior to Illinois, I worked in athletics at the University of Cincinnati, the University of Oklalloma and the University of Massachusetts in 

Amhersl. 

Clint Gwaltaey tbrwasded me the message below and I apologize tbr not reaching out to you betbre now. I understaJld that it is his plan flint I receive a 

vehicle ti~)m our progrmn supporters who were previously was assisting Amy ttennan. Can you plea~ direct me to the appropriate contact person and 

possibly advise me regarding anything I need to do to make Mmtever arrangements might be necessary? 

Clint has shared with me that you and your people are great to work with. I look tbrward to meeting you sometime in fire future and hope you will call on 

me if there is ever anything I can do to help you. 

Thank you, 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office (919) 962-4631 

Mobile 



ille@~tmc.edu 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwaltney(~bancaa.unc.e&~] 

Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:44 AM 

To: Bobby Rice 

Cc: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 

Bobby~ 

Yes, we still want the vehicle. Vince Ille, our new Sr. Associate AD will take over this Mationship. I am copying him on this email, so yon can start a 

dialogue ruth him. As for 2 tickets, I have 2 1 can give you. I just need name for Will Call. 

Thanks for all yon do, and please let me know what else I can do to help you. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/24/2012 at 5:35 PM, in message 

<96C0790C-8298-43CC-81A8-E636E702F552(tbhmsracing.com>, "Rice, Bobby" 

<brice(a)~hinsracing.com> wrote: 

> ttey Clint, 

> 2 things. I presume you will still want the vehicle per below that 

Amy has 

> been driving. Let me know ifI need to trade it out on a different 

model if 

> it wotfld be more sNtable for who you transfer driver rights from 

Amy. 
> 

> Secondly, I have all 8 NC State tickets spoken for and have a request 

for2 

> more. Do you know of 2 extra that I can buy? 
> 

> Thanks. 
> Bobby 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desn~ond(&t{endrickAtao.com<mailto:Mike.Desmond(a))tendrickA uto.com>> 

> Date: October 24, 2012 2:54:53 PM CDT 

> To: Bobby Rice <BRice(a;hmsracillg.conr-maillo:BRice(a)hnlsmcing.conl>> 

> Subject: Fwd: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Jones, Eddie" 
> 

<Eddie~J~nes~HendrickAtlto‘c~m<mMto:EdNe.J~n~s(a~HendrickAuto"c~m><me~to:Eddie 

>. Jone s(a)MendrickA t lto.com>> 

> Date: October 24, 2012, 1:19:41 PM CDT 

> To: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<.__M_i__k_e_:_I__)_e_~!:_n_~?_~3_d__(~]_t_e_n__d_r_i_~_ls LX___u_~?:__c_R_r__n_sgy_a_i_l__t!?2_M_i__k__%!2~5~_Ln_d_~2~ Ll_e_r_~5t_!j__c_L__~_t_~_t_R:m_t _r_~?, <m Mto: Mik 

> e. De smond¢~)H endricb~,mto .corn>> 
> 

> Amy He~rnan is in the Athletic Department at UNC. She is driving a 

Dodge 

> vehicle as a demo. She is going to be transfening to a position she 

says 

> will not include a vehicle. I don’t know how that will attbct our 

demo 

> situation at UNC but thought I would let you know. 
> 

> Eddie Jones 

> Office Manager 

> Hendrick Dodge 

> Hendrick Fiat 

> 919-388-4131 (office) 

>             (cell) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 7:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Vince, thank you very much. We thought we’d use the time to touch base about the future, just in case we’re called upon to provide any details following the next meeting of 
the trustees. Steve 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 6:40 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Steve and Barbara, 

I received Barbara’s voicemail message from earlier today mid will plan to see you at Jackson Hall next Tuesday at 2 p.m. whether the subcommittee meets or not. If 

either of you believe that meeting is unnecessary, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 5:53 PM 

To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara 3o; Woodard, Harold 
C¢: Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on December 28. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

if for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https:i!share.unc.eduisites!ugaisubcommitteeiSitePagesiHome.aspx. You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (!heimer@admissions.unc.edu; copied here) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, ;7:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Report 

My family and I are thrilled that you’re coming. If you need directions, please let me know... GPS directions can sometimes be off: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:06 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(9)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks mM also thanks you for the invitation to your ~amily’s party next Friday. I look tbrward to seeing you there. 

From: @qmai!,coml 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:3:t PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Attached. 

Hope yoffre having a nice afternoon, 

On Mon, at 5:21 PM, Ill e, Vince <ille(9)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks These reports are great and very helpt’ul. I’ll pass on your holiday plans in the event anyone needs additional help m-ound here during the 

break. 
From: _~_g _~ _~_a__[!,__c__o__~ _~] 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Today’s Report 
Is attached. 

Also wanted to let you know that my exams finish up tomolrow (YES!) and I’m staying in Hillsborough for the duration of the break. If the Athletic 

Department needs anything over the break, even if it is just someone to fill in on the telephones while people me on holiday’, please don’t hesitate to 

contact me. I am more than hapw to help. 

Have a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derrick Gragg Jr <dgraggir@emich.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:15 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Touching Ba~ (Football Scheduling) 

Vince, thanks for reaching am again. Let’s try, to connect before your 11 a.m. meeting. Thanks. Derrick 

From: "Vince IIle" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg J¢’ <dgraggjr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 7:37:09 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Derrick, 

Sorry we keep missing each other. We remain interested in discussing your availability to play here October 3, 2015. I’m tied up in meetings tomorrow after 11 a.m. 

but have good availabili~ betbre flint. Look tbrwayd to talking with you any time you c~m. Th~mks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 7:21 PN 
To: ’Derrick Gragg J¢ 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Sounds great. Look forward to talking wifia you then. Thanks Derrick. 

From: Derrick Gragg Jr [__m_a_j_[_t__o_i__d_g_r__a_ggjE@__e__r_[]}__£t]=e__c_l__u] 
Sent: Monday, December :t0, 2012 7:20 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Vince, I should be freed up around 2:15. TU me on my direct line 734-487-5277. Also, my cell is Thanks. DG 

From: "Vince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg Jr" <dgraggjr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 7:13:10 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

OK, thanks. Yon have any time tomon’ow for a call? I have good availability after around 1:30 p.m. 

From: Derrick Gragg Jr [__m___a_iJ_t__o__:__d__g_r__a__ggj_r__@_e_m__Lc__h__~__e__d__u] 
Sent: Monday, December :tO, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Vince, yes that is the exact date we have open. We have been negotiating with another BCS school for the same date during the past few months, so I’m tD’ing to wrap 

it up one way or another as soon as I coda. Hope your fmnily is doing well also. DG 

From: "Vince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg Jr" <dgraggjr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 6:25:59 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Derrick, 

Jns~t following up, do you ,still have potential availability, for football here on October 3, 2015? If so, would like to discuss whenever yon’re available. Hope you and 

your family are well. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 9:32 PM 
To: ’Derrick Gragg Jr’ 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Derrick, 

Sorry it’s taken me so long to get back with you. Would yon be available for a call tomorrow? Look forwald to talking wifll you when you have a chance. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 11:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekJr~hne@unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Untitled 

A lot here. 

http://espnwisconsincom/commol~/more.php?m 49&post id 16611 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:21 AM 

Jeff Stanley <jstanley@hcc.com > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NCAA Disability insurance N UNC-Chapel Hill 

J eff: 

Good morning! Hopeful all is well. 

Could you please review the student-athletes listed below, and please let me know if any one is eligible for the disability insurance 

program? I know that they will have to complete the one page questionnaire, etc., but I just want to do a little preliminary work. 

For your convenience, below is the link to the if you wish to review each student-athletes information. 

http:/iwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.d bm I? 

SPSID:667866&SPID=12962&DB LANG:C&SITE:UNC&DB OEM ID:3350&SORT ORDER=2&Q SEASON=2012&PRINTABLE PAGE: 
As always, thanks very much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

St. Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

NCAA Disability Insurance N Football Student-Athlete Candidates: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:21 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <6ckstei@emaJl.unc.edw* 

RE: Conference Call with Johtmy Harris 

Rick, Vince, and Larry, 

The conference call with Johnny Harris is confirmed for Tuesday, December :[8 at 8:30am, Please plan to meet in Bubba’s office and you all will call Mr. Harris on his 

cell phone I 

"f’h a n ks, 

Molly 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 20J.2 4:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Conference Call with Johnny Harris 

Yes ~ ] am available from 8 to 9:30 AM ~ executive staff has been invited to Martina’s Office Holiday Breakfast at 9:30 AM. 

Thank you, Molly. 

> > > "Norton, Molly" < mbnorton@email.unc.edu > 12/12/2012 3:13 PM > > > 
Vince, Rick, and Larry, 

Are you available anytime between 8:00am and lO:OOam on Tuesday, December 18 for a conference call with Johnny Harris? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

G<~ He~ds! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:55 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: NCAA Disability Insurance N UNC-Chapel Hill Football 

Good idea. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/13/2012 8:42 AM > > > 

Let’s put on your list to do this again in early July. Answers could change. Thanks. 

From= Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, December :!.3, 2012 8:21 AM 
To: Jeff Stanley 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge 
Subject= NCAA Disability Insurance ~ UNC-Chapel Hill Football 

Jeff: 

Good morning! Hopeful all is well. 

Could you please review the student athletes listed below, and please let me know if any one is eligible for the disability insurance program? I know that they will have to 

complete the one page questionnaire, etc., but Ijust want to do a little preliminary work. 
For your convenience, below is the link to the 2012 Football Roster if you wish to review each student athletes information. 

http://vwvw.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=667866&SPID=Z2962&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SORT ORDER=2&Q SEASON=2012&PRINTABLE PAGE= 

As always, thanks very much for your assistance. 

Regards, 

Larry Gal}o, Jr. 

Sr. Associate Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

NCAA Disability Insurance ~ Football Student Athlete Candidates: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 



FroFn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 9:24 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markosOuncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu>: @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Holds 

Clare, 

Please put, or keep, holds on the following sports: 

will let you know when each hold can be removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:35 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa 

Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law 

<lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

< twilliam s@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from 

Thanks! 

They are all caught up on compliance paperwork. 



Frowl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:08 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hold 

Hey Clare, 

You can remove the hold from 

Thanks! 

as they are all caught up with Compliance Paperwork. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Friday, December 14, 2012 12:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

How do I get approved by the school to recruit football players 

Vince 
I am an NFL agent based in NYC and am interested in finding out howto get approved by your school to recruit players. As of today, I have been approved by the state of North 

Carolina. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Brad Berkowitz 

@a_ol.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Smart --~Stuart.Brown@icemiller.com> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 1:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

ice miller collegiate sports practice notes 

notes cooperative principle lmlguage in notice ofinquily 12.2012-c.pdt, notes new ncaa dl enforcement model 12.2012-c.pdf 

Vince, 

I hope you are well and having a good conclusion to the fall semester. 

As you know, it certainly has been a significant fall from the perspective of NCAA Division I compliance developments. 

Two notes about compliance issues which Mark, Carrie, and I thought might interest you and your colleagues are attached. 

The first note summarizes some significant changes in the newly adopted Division I compliance model. It is important for coaches and athletics administrators to 

understand just how much the potential negative consequences of NCAA violations (even essentially inadvertent violations) have increased under the new 

model. 

The second note discusses the "Cooperative Principle" expectations that the NCAA enforcement staff has for schools involved in a NCAA investigation. It highlights 

why school representatives need to be careful not to accidently violate the enforcement staff’s expectations by in good faith taking action that would often be 

considered reasonable and helpful in non-NCAA inquiries. 

Best wishes for an enjoyable holiday season and start of 2013. 

Stu Brown 

Stuart L. Brown, Esq. 

ICE MILLER LLP 

One American Square 

Suite 2900 

Indianapolis, IN 46282-0200 

Cell: 

Office: 317-236-2342 

Fax: 317-592-4628 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Except to the extent that this advice concerns the qualification of any qualified plaJL to ensure compliance with U.S. Treasury 
Department Regulations, we are now reqnired to advise you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, aJly federal ta~x advice contained in this communication, including 

any attachments, is not intended or written by us to be used, mad cannot be used, by anyone lbr the purpose of avoiding federal tax penalties that may be imposed by 
the federal government or for promoting, marketing or recommending to another pmly any tax-related matters addressed herein. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This E-mail and any attachments axe confidential and may be protected by legal privilege. If you are not the intended recipienL be 
aware that an?’ disclosure, cowing, dis~aibution, or use of this E-mail or any attachment is prohibited. If you have received this E-mail in en~r, please notify us 

immediately by returning it to the sender and delete this coW from your system. 
Thank you. 

ICE MILLER LLP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:32 PM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dead Period 

Dead Period - - Track, Cross Country.pdf 

Coaches, 

Just a quick reminder on your dead period from Dec. 17 20 along with an attachment, courtesy of the ACC, on the activities that are permissible or prohibited during that 

time. If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 14, 2012 2:38 PM 

]lle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: How do ! get approved by the school to recruit football players 

I called and emailed him the registration materials, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 12/14/2012 12:53 PM > > > 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: <              @aol.com > 

Date: December 14, 2012, 12:29:47 PM EST 

To: Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: How do I get approved by the school to recruit football players 

Vince 
I am an NFL agent based in NYC and am interested in finding out how to get approved by your school to recruit players. As of today, I have been approved by the 
state of North Carolina. 
I look fow~ard to hearing fl~m you. 
Brad Berkowitz 

~aol.com 



FFOlII, 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 3:17 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edw~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Conference Call with Joh~my Harris 

I arn going to be on a plane to New York for a major sponsorship pitch to Tirne Warner Cable. I will compile my LhoughLs and share them with Larry and Vince on 

Monday, 
Th a F~ ks~ 

Rick 

From= Norton, Holly 
Sent= Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:21 AM 
To= Larry Gallo; 1lie, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= RE: Conference Call with Johnny Harris 

Rick, Vince, and Larry, 

"l’fu-:~ conference (:all with Jofulfly Harris is c.:_~nfirm~-:~d for Tuesday, December 3.8 a~: 8::30am. Please plat~ to m~-:~e~: in gubba’a office and you all wilt call Mr Harris on his 

cell phone 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From= Larry Gallo [malto:athgallo.@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, December 12, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= Re: Conference Call with Johnny Harris 

Yes ~ I am available from 8 to 9:30 AM ~ executive staff has been invited to Martina’s Office Holiday Breakfast at 9:30 AM. 

Thank you, Molly. 

>>> "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email,unc.edu> 12/12/2012 3:13 PM >>> 

Vince, Rick, and Larry, 

Are you available anytime between 8:00am and lO:OOam on Tuesday, December 18 for a conference call with Johnny Harris? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

m.__b__n_._o_.r__Lo_ n_ @_ u_ _n_ . .c_ _. . .e_ d__u_ 
<,2 <,’, ,qeel::, ! 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Norton, Moll), <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 5:05 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emaJl.unc.edu>; I,arry Gallo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

RE: Conference Call with Joh~my Harris 

Thanks for" letting me know. 

From-" Steinbacher, Rick 
Senti= Friday, December 14, 2012 3:17 PN 
To; Norton, Molly; Larry Gallo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Conference Call with Johnny Harris 

I arn go#~g to be on a plane to New York for a major sponsorship pitch to Tirne Warner Cable. I will compile my LhoughLs and share them wkh Larry and Vince on 

Monday. 

Th a n ks, 

Rick 

Fromi= Norton, Molly 
Senti= Thursday, December 13, 2012 8:21 AM 
To; Larry Gallo; llle, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject== RE: Conference Call with Johnny Harris 

Rick, Vince, and Larry, 

The conference call with Johnny Harris is confirmed for Tuesday, December :1.8 at 8:30am. Please plan to meet in Bubba’s office and you all will call Mr. Harris on his 

cell phone:            ), 

Th a rlks~ 

Molly 

Fromi= Larry Gallo [mailto:athqallo@uncaa.unc.edul 

Senti= Wednesday, December 12, 2012 4:20 PM 
To-" Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Steinbacher, Rick 

Subject== Re: Conference Call with Johnny Harris 

Yes ~ I am available from 8 to 9:30 AM ~ executive staff has been invited to Martina’s Office Holiday Breakfast at 9:30 AM. 

Thank you, Molly. 

>>> "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@emaikunc.edu> 12/12/2012 3:13 PM >>> 
Vince, Rick, and Larry, 

Are you available anytime between 8:00am and lO:OOam on Tuesday, December 18 for a conference call with Johnny Harris? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 
Go ,qeels ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 14, 2012 5:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Phone Bill 

Hi Vince, 
I saw your note on your phone bill statement regarding your phone bill charge for the line Upon your arrival at UNC a phone was ordered for you. After realizing 
that this line wasn’t needed immediately we suspended it for 3 months= After exceeding this time period the phone was made active per the contract and is ready at your 
convenience and when your other phone expires. [ hope this clears up any confusion. 

Chris Keyes 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 2013 
B.A. EXSS-Sport Administration, Economics 
UNC Athletic Department intern - Business Office 
704.726.5503 Direct 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 5:38 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Today’s Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

So sorry for the delay toda), I’ve been out running Chrifftmas errands for my family. 

However, today’s report is attached. Have a lovely weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 15, 2012 12:01 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@emaiJ.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

Lucas story on 

If you haven’t read Adam Lucas’s story on I suggest you pull up a chair and have a read. You’ll be glad you did. 

http://www.Boheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205825163 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neil Stratton <nstratton@insidetheleague.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 9:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lucas story on 

Actually, 1 already have this up on my screen. Read it last night. Very good story, and thanks for sending it along. Have an awesome day, buddy, and let me know if 

you get that notarized copy. 

Thanks for beinga friend and an ITL patron 

Nell Stra Lion 

Special advisor, ’11 Eastham Energy College All-Star Garne 

Executive Director, ’08 Hkda Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

Presidem:, inside the I_eague 

www insklethelea~ue .corn 

832A4&3350 

Skype: insidetheleague 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday, December 17, 2012 7:39 AM 
To: itl@insidetheleague,com 
Subject: FW: Lucas story on 

Nell, 

Interesting read that you may not have seen yet. All the best and hope you enjoy the holidays. 

Vince 

From: Steve Kirschner [mailto:stevekirschner@unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, December 15, 2012 12:01 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: Lucas story on 
If you haven’t read Adam Lucas’s story on            I suggest you pull up a chair and have a read. You’ll be glad you did. 

http:!!www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205825163 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 4:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s Report 

Compliance Media Report 12-17-12.docx 

Today’s is attached. 

Hope you’re having a nice Monday. 

On Fri, Dec 14, 2012 at 6:37 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope you have a great weekend. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 5:38 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Today’s Report 

So sorry for the delay today, i’ve been out running Clwls~tmas erraalds for my family. 

However, today’s report is attached. Have a lovely weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:00 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Upcoming Dead Period 

Dead Period -         - Mens gasketball.pdf 

MBB Staff, 
Just a quick reminder that you guys are in a dead period from December 24th 26th next week. Also attached is a handout from the ACC on dead period recruiting activities. If 

you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 
Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, !:01 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - Womens Basketball.pdf 

WBB Staff, 
Just a quick reminder that you guys are in a dead period from 

you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

next week. Also attached is a handout from the ACC on dead period recruiting activities. If 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

P.O. Box 2126 

CHAPEL HILL 27515 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

v j 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:35 PM 

gwa]le@admin.umass.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@email.unc.edu> 

Football Scheduling 

Garrett, 

Larry Gallo told me about your conversation with him today. I am in New York today and tomorrow. Is there a time on Thursday 12/20 (anytime after 10 am) or 

Friday 12/21 (anytime before 1:30 pm) we can connect on the phone to discuss possible scheduling options? 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Rick Steinbacher 

UNC Athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

~IiI1Ce, 

Tt~i~; i~; wl~at I have ~o Nr but I’m still claecldng for additional informatiot~ t[~at may ~mze come in more recently. 
Barbara 

From= Ille, Vince 

Sent= Friday, December :t4, 2012 5:25 PN 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Fwd: 

Barb, 

How many mid-year admits are we up to now, including 

Vince 

from ? Thanks. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Carlos Somoano <._c_~?__r!~__o__a_n_o_@_uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Date: December 14, 2012, 4:05:44 PM EST 

To: Vince Ille <ille¢~)email.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

VillCe, 

Just checking in with you if we cm~ proceed with him tbr Januaw if it works out. Thanks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jefljanssen.com> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 10:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: touching base next week 

Thanks Vince, 

3 works great. I’ll see you then.. 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

>Jeitl 
> 

>Thanks for the message and my apologies for the delayed response. 
>Will you be around tomorrow? I know it’s late notice, but I can 
>currently meet tomorrow at 3 if that fits into your plans. 
> 

>Vince 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff~)jeffjanssen corn] 
>Sent: Friday, December 14, 2012 10:31 AM 
>To: Ille, Vince 
>Subject: touching base next week 
> 

>Hey Vince, 
> 

>Nice seeing you at the sol~ball holiday par~" - glad we got the 
>important role of judging and taste-testing the cakes! :-) 
> 

>Just wanted to see if you might have some time next week for me to 
>touch base with you. I’ll be around all week so almost any day before 
>4:00 pm would work for me. Let me know ffyou have some time to 
>connect for 30 minutes or so. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>__ 

>Jeff Janssen, M S 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
> 

>phone: 1-888-721 -TEAM. fax: (919) 303-4338 
>address: 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countlT to make 
>a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://www.salsc.ora 

Jeff Janssen. M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TE.~4. fax: (919) 303-4338 
ad&ess: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countW to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww.salsc. org 



From: Evrard, Richard <EvrardR@bsk.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Counters 

Got it, Vince. I will ceview and let you know. 

Rick 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:14 AM 
To: Evrard, Richard 
Subject: FW: Counters 

After reading it last night and refreshing my memory, the facts look a little more promising to me. I’m not sure if we could/should tE to request additional relief fi~om the 

decision they made or challenge the sta[F s interpretation of how the rules axe applied. 

Thanks Rick. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:51 PM 
To: Richard Evrard (_E_y_La__Ec_LR_(~__b_s_k_:_c_9_t_n_) 
Subject:                 Counters 

Rick, 

Per our conversation laser night, I’d appreciate your opinion. Thanks for your help. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:14 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Fall Evaluation Issue 

See attached. I combined it all into a PDF. You can also access this information directly through the NCAA’s AMA system in the future, if need be. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jj__e_~__e_ELa_j_[:_u__r_]_c_~__e__d____u_.> 1:02 PM > > > 

Thanlcs Amy. Can you please send me a copy of all information, documents, emails, waiver, etc. related to the issue we had with 

believe it ended with a waiver approved and our being limited to 19 initials for this signing period. 

and this fall? I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher < @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 9:41 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Martina Ba]len <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

USA TODAY 

http:/im.usatodav corn/article/sports/1777719?preferredArticleViewMode single 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Garrett Waller <gwalle@admin.umass.edtr~ 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 10:20 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Football Scheduling 

Rick, 

Thanks for the quick response. I am travelling on Friday most of the day so Thursday would be best. Give me a call at either of the numbers below. 

Best, 

Garrett Wailer 

Assistant: AD 

4:13-577-.2825 office 

cell 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 3:35 PM 
"re: Garrett Waller 
(::c: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Football Scheduling 

Garrett, 

Larry Gallo told me about your conversation with him today. I am in New York today and tomorrow. Is there a time on Thursday :12/20 (anytime after :10 am) or 

Friday :12/2:1 (anytime before :1:30 pro) we can connect on the phone to discuss possible scheduling options? 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Rick Steinbacher 

UNC Athletics 

919-606-6354 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 11:34 AM 

Garrett Waller <gwalle@admin.umass.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Football Scheduling 

Sounds good. I’ll call you at 1I am tomorrow. 

Rick 

From: Garrett Waller [mailto:gwaller@admin.umass.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 10:20 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Co: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: Football Scheduling 

Ricl~, 

Thanks for Lhe quick response. I am travelling on Friday mosL o[: the day so Thursday would be best. Give me a call at either of the numbers below. 

Best, 

Garrett Waller 

Assistant AD 

413-.577-282(-; offic~:_~ 

cell 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 20:t2 3:35 PM 
To: Garrett Waller 
Co: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Football Scheduling 

Garrett, 

Larry Gallo told me about your conversation with him today. I am in New York today and tomorrow. Is there a time on Thursday :12/20 (anytime after :10 am) or 

Friday :12/2:1 (anytime before :1:30 pro) we can connect on the phone to discuss possible scheduling options? 

I look forward to speaking with you. 

Rick Steinbacher 

UNC Athletics 

9:19-606-6354 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 2:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtv~ 

RE: 

~Iince, 

I left. one offthe list and have now updated it, 
Barbara 
[~arbara !. Polk 
Depu~-[)irectc~r 
Office of Ur.de~graduate Admissions 
University of North (]arolir.a at Chapel }{ill 
Pb, op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent: Tuesday, December 18, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: ’bjpolk@unc.edu’ 
Subject: RE: 
Villce, 

This is what I ~a\,’e so ~hr’ but [~ln slilI checking ~br additioual il~formalio~ t~at may have come iu more recenlly~ 
Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, December 24, 20:t2 5:25 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Fwd: 

Barb, 

How many mid-year admits are we up to now, including 

Vince 

’ from ? Thanks. 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Carlos Somoano <_c_s_qg!9".a__r_l.9~(~i.km_c_’.~: _u_r!_c_:._e_d__u> 

Date: December 14, 2012, 4:05:44 PM EST 

To: Vince Ille <ille(a)email.~mc.edu> 
Subject: 

Vi nce, 

Just checking in with you if we can proceed with him for January if’it works out. Thanks. 



Fl’oln~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Report 

Compliance Media Report 12-19-12.docx 

Been a conple of slow news days, but here’s today’s report. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:24 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Report 

These are really good. I appreciate you sharing them. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/19/2012 4:22 PM > > > 
From:                              @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:13 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Been a couple of slow news days, but here’s today’s report 

Thanks! 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 7:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Relyort 

Yes I believe it will... Would you like me to keep tabs on m, itter etc for you tomolTow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2012, at 4:14 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(g~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks I think it roll pick up a little bit tomorrow .... 
From: @qma[!,coml 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:13 PH 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 
Been a couple of slow news days, but here’s today’s report. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel P Gitterman <danielg@emailamc.edu;, 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 7:59 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

We spoke the other day on a confidential matter. Do you have a minute - 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Assoc. Professor, PuNic Policy 
Director, Graduate Studies 
UNC-CH 
via IPhone4 



Vince Ille, a member of the UNC Department of Athletics since July of 2012, serves as Senior Associate 

Athletic Director. In this role, he oversees UNC’s compliance and student-athlete development offices, 

and is the athletic department’s liaison to the Academic Services Program for Student-Athletes. Ille also 

assists with sport program oversight for the football program and is the primary sport administrator for 

men’s tennis and softball. 

Before arriving at UNC, Ille spent 14 years at the University of Illinois, where he was a Senior Associate 

Athletic Director and served as the administrator for 11 of the department’s 19 varsity sport programs. Ille 

also supervised the operation of the department’s $1.5 million summer camp and clinic program, provided 

oversight of the operation of the Armor7 Track and Floor and served as advisor to the Director of 

Athletics and the Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance for all significant NCAA and Big Ten rules 

compliance issues. He was the university’s designated Athletics Certification Liaison, managed the 

institution’s participation in the NCAA Division I Athletics Certification process, and wrote the 

institution’s 2007-08 NCAA Self-Study Report. Ille also served the College of Applied Health Sciences 

by teaching Introduction to Sport Law to undergraduate Sport Management majors. 

Before beginning his Illinois tenure in 1998, Ille spent six years (1991-97) as Assistant Athletic Director 

for Compliance and Student Services at the University of Cincinnati. In addition to compliance 

responsibilities there, he also coordinated, monitored and reported the determination of student-athlete 

eligibility, managed 11 varsity sport programs, served as the depamnent’s first CHAMPS/Life Skills 

Coordinator and managed the provision of student services for all student-athletes. 

Ille was a Compliance Assistant at the University of Oklahoma from 1989-1991 where he also helped 

administer the Athletic Department’s courtesy car program and its substance abuse education and testing 

program. 

An Oklahoma native, Ille earned a Bachelor of Business Administration from the University of Oklahoma 

in 1985 and a Master of Science in Sport Management from the University of Massachusetts in Amherst, 

Massachusetts in 1990. He and his wife have two children q b and reside in 

Chapel Hill. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:18 PM 

Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Periods - - Mens Lacrosse.pdf; Dead Period - - Mens Lacrosse.pdf 

Coaches, 
Just a quick reminder that you’ve got a dead period coming up over the New Year from 

regarding the dead period. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

See attached for some helpful info from the ACC 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 4:40 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Re: Reg~rt 

Compliance Media Report Addendum 12-20-12.docx 

Here’s a synopsis of response. Hope you have a great day. 

On Thu, Dec 20, 2012 at 6:48 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
If you don’t mind, that would be helpfid. Thmllcs 

On Dec 19, 2012, at 7:30 PM, [a)gmail.com> wrote: 

Yes I believe it will... Would you like me to keep tabs on twitter etc for you tomonow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2012, at 4:14 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.eduv wrote: 

Thanks I think it roll pick up a little bit tomorrow .... 

From:                              @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 19, 2012 4:13 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Been a couple of slow news days, but here’s today’s report. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 10:16 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Approved Student Absences 

This is tricky. I think a conversation with Harold and Athletics would be helpful to see what could be the appropriate process for December and early January and 

then we will address it as soon as we return. Has there been just the one instance where there was an issue or is this bigger than I am aware.> 

[ do appreciate l:he urgency to resoM:, this for the students and the tearns and their planning. [ )~s~: want us ~:o have ~:ime to think this through, so we do not create a 

rH:_~w pr.:)bl~:_~m hl the? proc~:_~ss of soJvi[lg [:~rlis orH?. 

Joy 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIR5 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Un[w_~rsity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

.~21-A South Coiul-nbia 5t 

Chap(_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~i l, [.e_k 
Celi 

919-9564)951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOIICE: Ibis e-n-~aH message, including attachments, if any, is int(_mded only for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiai. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur(_¯ or distribution is proi?ibited, if you are not the intend(_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copkms of the original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may he disclosed to third pa~±ies b~/an 

a~thorized state officia~ {INCGN. cho I32)o Student educationa~ records are sub,oct to FERPA° 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:07 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 

Thanks Joy. Do you have any suggestions for what can be done for the ffmdents who serve as support staf[’before the time we are able to resolve this issue? 1 

understand that the meeting in Jantm~ is early, so that might help for participation in spring semester, but some have already had to deal with unexpected academic 

consequences this ti~ll. I will pass along whatever additional advice you believe is appropriate. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: llle, Vince, Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 
We may need to delay this to our January meeting to allow the policies and procedures members of the Committee to tafk with various people/groups who are 

involved in this policy and provide a comprehensive review of the issues, current policy, and proposed policy changes, if needed. While this may appear’ as an 

easy fix on the surface, as you know sometimes it is the easy things that can become a major issue. I am just trying to think this through and be sure we are not 

missing an}, bigger University consideratiom There ix the overall discussion of what constitutes an excused absence. I.issa have we sent to EPC the rewrite of the 

language for the guih:_d:ir~ and [aculty handbook that clarifi~:_r; the existing policy? This might be a good time ~:o ch_~the ow_wall policy which will provide clarity 

to this specific practice of the policy. 

I am not frying to complicate things, just insure we are taking advantage of all the "questions" come up to improve the experience here for all students and those 

connected to athletics. This has occurred with many of the other changes such as the policy regarding independent studies courses, faculty teaching Ioads...etc._ All 

these discussions have resulted in a stronger academic and overall University community. 

Jo~/J. Rent!or, M.A. rFr(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and £Sirector 
Unk, ersitg o[ North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Med[dne 
CB ,~712"~0 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South ColuPr~bia S[. 
Chapei Hd[, NC 27599-7130 

919-98rS-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-986-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NO]ICE: 71"ds em~aH message, including attachments, ff any, is in.:ended only for the -person or enti.:y to wi~ich i~ is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Ar!y ---unauthorized review, dse, disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not [Pie intended tec[p[en[, please one!tact the sender b? reply e-mall and 
destroV all copies of [Pie original message. 
Email correspo~de~ce te and from this address may be s~bject to the IFIe~±h Carolina IP~blic Records ~aw a~d may he disclosed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

aathorized state official (NCGN, ch, I32), Student educational records are subSect to FERPA° 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 

I believe that Joy will be adding this to the agenda. It is an appropriate issue for FAC for the reasons you describe below. I’ve attached a draft of the most recent 

alternative for our use if we have to manage the process for student support staf£ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2012 12:18 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Ille, Vince; Beth Milieu Larry Gallo; Cunningham, Bubba; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Approved Student Absences 

Should we add this issue to the FAC meeting agenda for this week? 

One letter is the way to go. Athletics should not be the entity sending it to faculty. 

Managers, trainers, video staff and cheerleaders have been a part of the system here since its inception. I do not think we need to exclude them now. 



Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Nov 30, 2012, at 10:16 AM, "Broome, Ussa L" <lbroome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince ---Yve marked some modest editing suggestions on the attachment. This letter looks a little dift:erent than the last version that I saw of the 

student-athlete travel letter, I don’t know if we want the two letters to be the same to the extent possible, but ’¢ou might want to consider that, I 

think (but have not seen the final version) that the student-athlete travel letter has a place for the student’s and facult’¢ member’s signatures, 

Ym fine with the letter you have proposed. I don’t: think that any approval is need¢_~d, but since we haw:, FAC coming up t:his Tuesday it might be a good 

idea ~:o ask Joy ~:o add a short discussion of this to th¢_~ agenda to see if FAC has any other advic¢_~ on this ma~:ter, We could also tall~ about the method 

for follow-up with faculty who have questions. Harold should be at the meeting and it: he is unwilling to be a contact person on this, I am happy to 

help follow up if needed, 

Thin, ks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chap¢_~l Hill, NC 27599-3:~80 

919,962,?’0t’;6 

.h...t..t.~:.~/~.w-w...:h~.w..:~.r3~c..:~e..~d..~d~c...e.~n...t.~e..r..s./~b..~.n...k.~Ln.~ 
Access rnv papers on 88£N at: http;!/ssrn.comfauthor=248720 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 9:53 AM 
To" Beth Miller; Larry Gallo 
¢c-" Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject" RE: Approved Student Absences 
Do you have aJly suggestions"recommendations related to the dral?t letter attached and how it will be distributed and used? 

I,issa, do we need ~me kind of approval? Should we nofil}’ t~ulty that they roll now be receiving such letters ti~m the Athletic Departmen~"Bubba 
instead of the ASPSA Director (as occurred in the past)? 

I mlticipate providing these letters to the ASPSA counselors for distribution to the student support stalt’who are assisting the counselor’s designated sport 
programs. IfI receive questions from facul~, I will forwaxd queries to the sport program administrator to verify schedules, travel parties, etc. IfI receive 
commuuicafion from facul~ that references the student’s participation in the course or an~hing related to academic issues, I can forwaJrd such 
communication to the appropriate ASPSA counselor, or if Harold objects to their participation as he has with regard to his own, perhaps to Lissa. 

I would like to implement this as soon as possible and would appreciate your feedback. Thmlks for your help. 
Vince 

From: Beth Miller [__m___ajJ_t_o_Lb_E)j!!__e__r__@__u__tlC___a__a__~_u__tlC__~_e_d_u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo 
Subject; Re: Approved Student Absences 
Vince and Larry, 
This looks good and I agree with Larry’s edits..,,,also, it may be beneficial to add a sentence regarding NCAA Post Season Championships...,ie. 
In the instance the team is selected for the NCAA Post Season Championship Tournament, the student will have a very limited time to notify you of the 
upcoming absence, but will do so as soon as possible, 
thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > Larry Gallo 11/28/2012 6:03 AM > > > 

Beth & Vince ~ 

Please see attached document for my thoughts, 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/27/2012 3:38 PM > > > 
Beth and Larry, 
I’ve worked ruth WaJly Richardson to create this drat:t. I would appreciate your review and thoughts. After I have your suggeslions, I will consult Lis~ 
Broome and speaJc with Bubba about this. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 11:42 AM 

Renner, Joy J qloy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Approved Student Absences 

Hi ,Joy--- I don’t know if we have student manager, etc. who will need the letter before then, but if so, we’ll need to come up with something if Harold is unwilling 

to send out the letter. We should endeavor to have some closure on this issue near the beginning of the semester since that is when those travel letters typically 

get transmitt~:_~d to faculty, I have not yet done mv rearrang~:_m’~ent of the current abs~:_mc~:_~ policy, but will put it on my calendar for this we~:_~k 

kissa 

From: Renner, Joy -1 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 

We may need to delay this to our January meeting to allow the policies and procedures members of the Committee to talk with various people!groups who are 

invoN, ed in this policy and provide a comprehensive review of the issues; current policy, and proposed policy changes; if needed. While this may appear as an 

~-_~asy [ix on the surface, as VOU know sometimes it is the easy things that can become a maior issue I am just trying i:o think this through and be sure we an-:~ not 

missing any bigg~:_~r University consideral:ion. There is ~:he overall discussion of what constitutes an excused abs~:_mce, Lissa have we s~-_mt to EPC the rewrite of the 

language [:or the gu[fetJn and faculty handbook that claritJes the existing policy.," This rnight be a good tffne to ck-z~the overall policy which wilt provide clarity 

to this specific practice o[: the policy. 

I am not trying to complicate things, just insure we are taking advantage of all the "questions" come up to improve the experience here for all students and those 

connected to athletics~ This has occurred with many of the other changes such as the policy regarding independent studies courses; faculty teaching Ioads._etc... All 

~:t~ese discussions haw:_~ resulted in a stronger academic and overall Uniw:_~rsity community, 
h)y J. Rot!nor, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pr,:)hessor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
Sc:hool of Medic:[he 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
321.-A Sou~h C¢>iurnbi;~ 51: 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759%7.130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~95:L Fa~ 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq !’nessage, i!~c:lud[ng attachments, if any, is inter!dad oniy for the .-person or entity to whk:h [t is add!’e55ed and !’nay cor!l:ain ,::onfiden[[ai and/or 
privileged real:orb}i. Any -.--unauti~o!’ized review, use, disciosure or dis[r[butk)n is prohibil:ed. If you are! not the h~[ended !’ecipkent, please contac:[ the! sender by !’eply e-mail and 
dest!’oy all copkes of the original message. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state efficiM (NCGS, cho :~32)o Student educstionM records are sub~ect to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Cc: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 

I believe that Joy will be adding this to the agenda. It is an appropriate issue for FAC for the reasons you describe below. I’ve attached a draft of the most recent 

alternative for our use if we have to manage the process for student support stattl 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2012 12:18 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Tile, Vince; Beth Miller; Larry Gallo; Cunningham, Bubba; Renner, Joy -1 
Subject: Re: Approved Student Absences 
Should we add this issue to the FAC meeting agenda for this week? 

One letter is the way to go. Athletics should not be the entity sending it to faculty. 

Managers, trainers, video staff and cheerleaders have been a part of the system here since its inception. I do not think we need to exclude them now. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Nov 30, 20:12, at :10::16 AM, "Broome, Ussa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince --I’ve marked some modest editing suggestions on the attachment This letter looks a little different than the last version that I saw of the 

studenbathlel:e travel letter. I don’t know if w~-_~ wan~: the two le~:ters to be tfu:_~ same to tfu:_~ ~-:~xt~:_mt possible, bu~: you might: want to consider that. I 

think (but have not s~-:~en the final version) that the student.-ai:hleLe travel lei:Ler has a place For the stud~:_mt’s and faculty memb~:_~r’s signatun:_~s. 

Fm fine with the letter you have proposed. I don’t think that any approval is needed, but since we have FAC coming up this Tuesday it might be a good 

idea to ask Joy to add a short discussion ot: this to the agenda to see if FAC has any other advice on this matter. We could also talk about the rnethod 

for follow-up with faculty who have questions. Harold should be at the meeting and if he is unwiNng to be a contact person on this, I am happy to 

help follow up if needed. 

"]’fumks~ 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director; Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB~!3380, Van Heck~->.Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hifl, NC 27599-.g380 



919,962,70{’]6 
b ttp’./_L~w_w_:b_w:_y_n_c:_ed_uL_c_e_n_t_9~L_9_{~k_[9_~ 
Access m}, paper’s on SSRN at: http_~i_iss_r_n:_cg_9)_/a_yt_h_or-_248Z_2~ 
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From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 9:53 AM 
To; Beth Miller; Larry Gallo 
Cc-" Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 
Do you have any suggestions/recommendations related to the dral] letter attached and how it will be distributed and used? 

Lissa, do we need some kind of approval? Should we notify faculty that they roll now be receiving such letters from the Athledc Departmenlv’Bubba 

instead of the ASPSA Director (as occurred in the past)? 

I mNcipate providing these letters to the ASPSA counselors for distribution to the student suppod styli’who are assisting the counselor’s designated sport 

progmJns. IfI receive questions from facul~, I will forw~xd queries to the sport program administrator to verify schedules, travel parties, etc. IfI receive 

communication from facul~ that references the student’s participation in the course or an~hing related to academic issues, I can forward such 

communication to the appropriate ASPSA counselor, or if Harold objects to their participation as he has with regard to his own, perhaps to Lissa. 

I would like to implement this as soon as possible and would appreciate your feedback. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Beth Miller [__m___a_jJ_t___O_L_b_~j]]__e__r_~_u__t)_c___a__a__~_u__t)_c__&c_[_u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:18 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo 
Subject; Re: Approved Student Absences 
Vince and Larry, 
This looks good and I agree with Larry’s edits.._,also, it rnay be beneficial to add a sentence regarding NCAA Post Season Championships...,ie. 
In the instance the team is selected for the NCAA Post Season Championship Tournament, the student will have a very limited time to notify you of the 
upcoming absence, but will do so as soon as possible, 
thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > Larry Gallo 11/28/2012 6:03 AM > > > 

Beth 8£ Vince ~ 

Please see attached document for my thoughts, 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/27/2012 3:38 PM > > > 
Beth and Larry, 

I’ve worked with Wa]ly Richazdson to create this draft I would appreciate your review and thoughts. Alter I have your suggestions, I will consult Lissa 

Broome and speak with Bubba about this. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

<UNC AD Manager travel letter v2 11 27 2012.doc:~> 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Issues, Investigations or Sanctions 
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Tulsa Investigation Continues 

Synopsis: 

A meeting between an NCAA investigator and the Athletics Director, Ross Parmley, from the 

University of Tulsa are supposedly scheduled to meet today at an off campus location. Parmley 

was placed on administrative leave after it was found that he was implicated in a gambling 

scandal. The NCAA is in Tulsa investigating Parmley’s role in the scandal. 

Article: 

http://www.tu~saw~d.c~m/sp~rtsextra/TU/artic~e.aspx?subjectid=94&artic~eid=2~2~2~3 94 0 

Itisbe508050 
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NCAA Changes Lacrosse Rulebook 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA is changing roles for college lacrosse. Among the i-ale changes are regulations on 

sideline behavior and cross-checking 

Article: 

http ~//ww~’. c~ egecr~sse, c~m/2~12/ ~ 2/3 /3 7 l 6 5~2/ncaa-lacr~sse-rul es-changes-sh~t-cl ~ck-face- 

off-v-u-pocket-stringing 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Bernie Fine Case 

Synopsis: 

The chief of police in Syracuse said that the men (former ball boys) accusing former Syracuse 

basketball coach Bernie Fine of sexually assaulting them are credible sources. Federal 

prosecutors closed the case against Fine two weeks ago without charging him. 

Article: 

http~//espn.g~.c~m/mens-c~~~ege-basketball/st~ry/ /id/8695294/syracuse-p~lice-chief-says- 

accusers-bernie-fine-case-credible 
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Topic Three: 

UNC Athletics 
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NCAA Fund and UNC 

Synopsis: 

A Daily Tar Heel report on Monday broke down the use of funds for athletic tutors, including the 

athletic budget and NCAA support. 

"This year’s budget accords ’academic support,’ a category mostly made of tutoring spending, 

$120,000 less in department-generated money than last year. That’s a nearly 24 percent drop 

from last year. An increasingly large chunk of the NCAA money is making up the difference. 

Two years ago, about $25,000 of the money was used for academic support, said Amy Herman, 

the former associate athletic director for compliance in an interview that took place before her 

resignation Friday. Last year, that amount was $100,000. This year, it will be $200,000, or about 

half of tutoring spending. 

Article: 

http ://www.dailytarheel. com/article/2012/12/ncaa-funds-academic-support 
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Letter to the Editor 

Synopsis: 

A letter to the editor in Saturday’s News and Observer claims that the system in place with UNC 

Athletics is exploiting athletes, especially by allowing them to cheat. 

Article: 

http :iiwv,~,. newsob server, comi2012/12/01/2516646isteve-young-athl etes- 

exploited.html#storylink=misearch 
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Speculation on Pack Pride 

Synopsis: 

One user on PackPride claims that UNC Athletics is paying players, including women’s soccer 

players. Other users claim that the News and Observer is sitting on a "nuclear bomb" about UNC 

Athletics that the paper will publish right before they launch a new online platform. 

"130 of the 686 enrollments in phony classes that were originally reported by UNC were by 

athletes in sports "Other than FB and Mens’ BB." How many were by Women’s soccer players? 

UNC refuses to answer. Why? It doesn’t violate FERPA to tell us how many. Thorp knows. 

Wonder if he’s still proud of the title they won this afternoon? Maybe Martin will tell us how 

many of them cheated-- with the school’s help." (User RS74) 

Link: 

http://mbd.scout.com/mb.aspx?s=178&f=2515&t=10491190&p=43 
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Topic Four: 

Around the ACC 
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Georgia Tech Not Leaving ACC 

Synopsis: 

Georgia Tech President G.P. Peterson told the press that the school is not leaving the ACC and 

that all rumors to the contrary are false. John Swofford also echoed these thoughts. 

Article: 

http ://blogs. aj c. com/georgia-tech- sports/2012/12/01/peterson-tech-not-going-anywhere/ 
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Larry Fedora Rumors 

Compliance Media Report 
Special Addendum 

Synopsis: 

Many sources are saying that UNC Head Football Coach Larry Fedora will be interviewed by the 

University of Tennessee today. 

One source claims that, "Fedora feels he was misled by the UNC administration regarding the 

school’s NCAA issues and academic requirements. He or his agent began to float his name in 

connection to a couple of searches and it’s believed he would seriously consider ditching Chapel 

Hill after one season. Tennessee is expected to interview one candidate today and both industry 

and sources in Knoxville tell us Fedora will be that interview." 

Links: 

http :iiwww¢. mrsec, comi2012/12isec-coaching-carousel-update- 12412/ 

http:iimbd.scout.comimb.aspx?s=78&f=1408&t=10753866&p=3 

http~//www.wbir.c~m/sp~rts/artic~e/2442~9/5/V~~quest-Hart-interviewing-NC-c~ach-Larry- 

Fedora-for-UT-j ob 

Social Media Reaction: 

Many users are speculating the truth of this rumor on Inside Carolina, Twitter, Pack Pride and 

even through Tennessee media outlets. A lot of noise is being made that Fedora is not happy with 

UNC administration and that more NCAA investigation and sanctions are to occur in Chapel 

Hill. Others are wondering why Fedora would take a PR hit with Tar Heel fans just to interview 

for this j ob. 
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That’s =good inSo ~,~,i~w fedora was aI ~am:s club event in 
NYC I.ast rlig|lt and said he was net intiervi:ewing" 
{[i:~qi>:d<~ ~,. Ret:!y t:~,. RvCw#et ~; Fs,<Tiife ~ Mei:~> 

Fedora and :~:t. !’:.~ ~~’ AD Bubba ~.unnm,~sham a~°e in N~ ~_. today for NFF 
banque[ Basi~cally a big convention ~0¢ ADs/head ~ootball co=aches. 
i::::OiiCi;L#;~:.~!i:C! ::i}!~ iii:i:!i..ii:}:iX:!~ i:i}i..i:iii :ibiiiii:i!;:rrl :i!iiKi ii Oii:i:.:!i:i 

iiiiii:~::ii: !i:: ri q 

F~dora intewiewing for Tennessee~ i~ true doesn’t surprise me:. I :de 
get a strong m~ercenau vibe from him. 
i:.:.! i!:ii:.} ~:::i p: C 

~hri~,~i;a ~ :. i! k.:~: ~:.:~;.! y.. i3 o ri I iD ~:~ ii:                                       ;?: }} :#:ri 

... RT ~.A:~iiq~ue~:;it.co:m so:pods UNCs Larpt Fedora 
will int:e~/i:ew wi~h Vois today. Final th~e:e o..f G:undy~ St~ong~ Fedo:r:a. 
is 0 (3:#e (2:8 i:(! L ii0 ::::=:1C 01:? 8 :/ 

@ 
ACG SpO~ 

Hmmm RT -£:aques~!:.com repolS.~ UNC’s La.r~ 

Fedo~’a will inte~i~ew wi~h Vois today. 

i:: 0 i i ::~=.:,i~ (.:~: 2 b:!~ ~qrii:ii i:~ ii!~: ii!! i[~)i:.:~ rri: 

ii!!xii 8 n d 

} ::::i 
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F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:36 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

Let me see what [ can do... 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/5/2012 10:29 AM > > > 

We don’t have to roll out entire program tomorrow. Maybe we just administer the form then present the program to temn at a later date. I agree that the intro nmst be 
ve~ thorough and persuasive. 

From. Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 10:23 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

Sure. Is it the whole team? I was envisioning having a Power Point, etc. when we introduced the program to the team. I also thought it would be good to provide some 

background information as an example on one guy to show them what we can do, I want to look very prepared and structured. Thoughts? If you’d like to do this tomorrow, I 

can definitely see what I am able to put together by then. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu > 12/5/2012 10:18 AM > > > 

You available at the time below? We could give them m~ intro of the agent prograJn and administer "the lbrm if you want. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto: markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 9:06 AM 

To: Andre Williams; Corey Holliday 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge;              : Tom Timmermans 

Subject= Re: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

Paul or Vince, 
Is this something one of you might be able to attend to meet with the team about? If not, Ican handle it but thought it would make sense for one of you to be there. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> Andre Williams 12/4/2012 4:48 PM >>> 

Lance, 
We are actually scheduled to have a team meeting on Thursday, December 6th at 4:15 pm. By any chance could we have a compliance representative review the information 

included in the document during this time? it will ensure that all of our student athletes are well informed and provided an opportunity to ask questions if they have any 

questions, In addition, we could provide pens for each of them to sign paperwork, Please let me know your thoughts, 
Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of NorlJ1 Carolina at Chapel tlill 

Depallment of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awilllians~tmcaa.unc.edu 

>>> Lance Markos 12/4/2012 2:11 PM >>> 
i’ll leave it to you guys to figure out who should sign it but if you think they should receive it, , etc.), then they should also sign it after they read it. Feel free to send 

down the signed copies to me. Thanks!! 

>>> Corey Holliday 12/4/2012 12:23 PM >>> 
What the signature page? Does everyone need to sign and return that page? 

Core?- Holliday 
Associate Athletic Dtrector 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 

>>> LanceMarkos 12/4/2012 12:18 PM >>> 
Corey and .~mdr e’, 

Please see the attached annual memo for SA’s considering turning professional. Please distribute as necessary. Thanks!! 

Lance 



> > > "Burg emeister, Matt" < mburg emeis ter (?l)theacc~> 12/4/2012 12:13 PM > > > 

Good a]~ernoon, 
The NCAA recently punished the NFL Education Memo :tbr footbal] student-ath]etes who are considering a professiona[ career Please distribute as appropriate on your campus, and let us 

know ffyou have an?’ questions. ’]?hanks, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welkin1, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 12:56 PM 

CunningMm, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Woodard, }tarold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Programs 

Thanks. I know for a fact that will be s candidate for the Jh’n McKay scholarship as we have already begun the process. 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, December 05, 2012 12:30 PM 
To: [lie, Vince; Welborn, Spencer; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Programs 

FYI. 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaJ-ded message: 

From: Loft Thomas <!_t__h_s2Ln2a:__~_lZc:L~__=:c_?!:g> 

Date: December 3, 2012, 4:25:00 PM EST 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: NCIUk Walter Byers and aim McKay Scholarship Programs 

To view an onlh’~e version of this email, click I’_,.e32~. 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Faculty Athletics Representatives ] 

Directors of Athletics          ] 

Senior Woman Administrators ] 

-- at NCAA Member Institutions. 

FROM: Kathleen McNeely 

Vice President of Administration and Chief Financial Officer. 

SUBJECT: 2012-13 NCAA Walter Byers and Jim McKay Scholarship Nominations. 

The period tbr FARs’ nominations for the distinguished 2012-13 Walter Byers and Jim McKW 

Scholarships is now open. Nominations must be pos~narked not later than Friday, January 25, 

2013. 

The Walter Byers Scholarship Progranl provides one male and one female s~dent-athlete to 

receive a $24,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding undergraduate 

achievement (minimum of 3.5 cumulative grade point average) and potential for success in 

postgraduate study and their chosen careers. The scholarship may be renewed for a second year. 

Application information can be obtained by clicking hem. 

The Jim McKay Scholarship Progrmn provides for one male and one t}male student-athlete to 

receive a $10,000 postgraduate scholarship in recognition of outstanding academic achievement 

(minimum of 3.5 cumulative grade point average) and potential to make a major contribution in the 

sports communications induslry. 

Application information can be obtained by .c_:l_i__c_k__i__r_tg__h__e_!_v_.. 

Should you have any questions regarding these two scholarship programs please contact Lori 
Thomas at lthomas@ncaa.otg or at 317/917-6683. 

Thank you vew much for your assistaJ~ce. 

KM:hnt 

Click here to forward this raaiiing with you pesona n’essage 

"]’h~s email ’,.t, as sent Lo: bubbac@unca~.unc.edu 
This erne. ii was sen,’: by: NCAA 

PO Box 6222, [rldiar~a~olis, IN 4~,206 

Click here to be removed fiom this mailing list-. 

% 
Click !2~_:2e. to vie~ oul privacy polio 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:21 PM 

Tony Baldwin <k~nyb@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@~mcaa.unc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ptx~gge@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Licensing question 

Thanks for checking. We are in the process of getting a similar agreement for baseball for certain "protective" products tbr them to use that Nike does not produce. EvoShield is currently in 
possession of a document for baseball that they are completing If they would do the same for you, it would speed up the process. At that point, Paul Pogge has been working with Legal on 
the wording, so you would want to send the document to him. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 12/5/2012 at 1:13 P,N{ in message <50BFSE]-)4.338 : 0 : 56588>, Tony Baldwin 

wro be: 

> Hey (;lint, 

> 

> I hope that all is well. I have a quick question and I’m not totally sure if 

> you are the person to ask but here goes.. 

> 

> We (softball) have been approached by a company called EvoShield to put 

> together an agreement with them. EvoShield is a company that makes protective 

> gear such as elbow and foot protection. Basically, we would use them (not 

> official wording) as our official supplier of specialS" protection gear. 

> 

> The websibe is http:i/www.evoshieid com/Softball-Probective-Gear-s/33 htm. 

> As you may know, they already list UNC on their websibe. I believe their 

> director of baseball sales, Mike Cavasinni, played baseball here at Carolina 

> 

> I just want to make sure that this is ok and does not infringe on any other 

> licenses that we might have in place. 

> 

> Thanks for your help. 

> 

> Tony 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Tony Baldwin 

> 

> Assistant Softball Coach 

> Universi~" of North Carolina 

> tonybaldwin@unc.edu 

> Ccll: 

> @L~N’CCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:41 PM 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Licensing question 

Ok perfect. Thanks a bunch for the info. 

Here is what we have been talking about. 

Ii i I1[- I v i I - i i i) - I - I . II i . . i 

http:iivcww.evoshield.comiEvoShield Batter s Leg Guard p/a111.htm 

i I - i i i ~    - i [-    .[* . 

http://www.evoshield.com/EvoShield Protective Wrist Guard Softball p/al51.htm 

I know that this is not anything official but I thought that it would give you an idea of what we are looking at. Like I mentioned, EvoShield is supposed to send something along 

by the end of the week. I will certainly forward that information to you when I receive it. 

Thanks again and have a great afternoon. 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonvbaldwin@unc.edu 

Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 

>>> Paul Pogge 12/5/2012 1:27 PM >>> 

Tony, 

Thanks for checking on this. Technically, we have already granted these rights to Nike. As Clint mentioned, however, we are already working on a similar issue with baseball, 

To get this in place for the softball program, we will need a list of items from EvoShield that (a) Nike does not produce and (b) Evoshield and the coaching staff wish to have 

our softball team wear. Once we have this list of items, we can work with Nike to see if they will allow us to do this. If Nike grants their approval, we will secure a written 

release from Nike, then subsequently contract with EvoShield. 

I hope this helps. 

Paul 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 12/5/2012 1:21 PM > > > 

Tony, 

Thanks for checking We are in the process of getting a similar agreement for baseball for certain "protective" products for them to use that Nike does not produce. 

EvoShield is currently in possession of a document for baseball that they are completing, If they would do the same for you, it would speed up the process. At that point, Paul 

Pogge has been working with Legal on the wording, so you would want to send the document to him. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

> > > On 12/5/2012 at 1:13 PM, in message <50BF8ED4.338 : 0 : 56588>, Tony Baldwin 

wrote: 

> Hey Clint, 
> 

> [ hope that all is well. ] have a quick question and I’r’n not totally sure if 

> you are the person to ask but here goes... 
> 

> We (softball) have been approached by a company called EvoShield to put 

> together an agreement with them. EvoShield is a company that makes protective 

> gear such as elbow and foot protection. Basically, we would use them (not 

> official wording) as our official supplier of specialty protection gear. 
> 

> The website is http://www.evoshield.com/Softball Protective Gear s/33.htm. 
> As you may know, they already list UNC on their website. ] believe their 

> director of baseball sales, Mike Cavasinni, played baseball here at Carolina. 
> 

> I just want to make sure that this is ok and does not infringe on any other 

> licenses that we might have in place. 
> 

> Thanks for your help. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 



> Tony Baldwin 
> 

> Assistant Softball Coach 
> University of North Carolina 

> tonybaldwin@unc.edu 
> Cell: 

> @UNCCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:05 PM 

csomoano@uncaa.uuc.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edu>; jnegalha@~mcaa.unc.edu; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Committee meeting 

Hi Carlos, 

I just left you a l~-mg voice mail message ab~-mt our next committee meeting. It is scheduled for Monday, December 10th, ,~a-e you available to meet with the 

committee at 1:15 on Monday to discuss ? Also, do you know if Spencer (I ~hink be’s your academic counselor) is available to loin you for ~hat 
meetiug? 
I currently have      ’s transcript, senior year courses, nob_~tion re: taking US histoW on-line and 2 letters of recommendation that were included w~th his 
application, Do you have any additioual print material you would like to share with the comm[~ee? If so, l’m sorW for the short uotice but we would need tbat 
information by tomorrow morning. Nothing else is required so we may be good to go with what we have. 
Feel free ~o g~ve me a call if that’s easier ~han emaiI. Thanks. 
Barbara 
Barbara J~ PoIk 
Depn~- Direc~w 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 4:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Committee meeting 

VJnce, 

No need to make a change. I simply fort~ot as [ was preparing the materials for the col0mJttee. I apologi.~<e. 
Sorry. 
Barbara 

From: Ille. Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 4:18 P! 
To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: FW: Committee meeting 
Barbara, 

With the previous cases, we had arranged that I would notify the head coach. Then you would tbllow up with arranging a specific time. Do you want to change the 
procedure moving forwasd? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille. Vince 
Sent: Wednesday. December 05. 2012 4:16 PI 
To: csomoano~uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 30 (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Committee meeting 
Carlos, 
Please be prepared to present the academic credentials and academic plans for             to the faculty committee during its meeting on Monday, December 10 in 

Jackson Hall’s small media room. It appears from the message below that a start time for your presentation has been proposed. 

Please ensure that all materials required tbr the review m-e received by Barbara Polk. ’][’he necessary, materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), 

test score(s), and the information Barbara references below as well as any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the 

meeting, committee members will expect to see and hear specific infornmtion about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved 

by the committee have performed, and some insight into your team’ s culture. I’ve previously sent you the two documents attached to help you prepare. 

If you have any’ questions or require additional i~fformation, please contact Barbara or me. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 3:05 plvl 
To: csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu 
Co: Ille, Vince; j__n__e__cj_a__[D_a__~_u__Ll__c__a__a__=_U__D_C__:_e_c!_u_J Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Committee meeting 
Hi Carlos, 

I just left you a long voice mail message about our next committee meeting. It is scheduled for Monday, December i0°’. ,~M’e you available to meet ~tb the 

committee at 1:15 on Monday to discuss ? Also, do you know if Spencer (I think he’s your academic counselor) is available to join you for that 
meeting? 
I currently have      ’s transcript, senior year courses, notation re: taking US history on-line and 2 letters of recommendation that were included ~th his 
application. Do you have any additional print raateda] you would like to share w-ith the committee? If so, Vm sotW for the short notice but we would need that 
information by tomorrow morning. Nothing else is required so we may be good to go ~,~Jth what we have. 
Feel free to give me a call if that’s easier than emaiL Thanks. 
Barbara 
Barbara !. Polk 
[)ep~ty D ireck~r 
Ogi(:e o{’1 indetgraduate Admissk}t!s 
U~ivevsily o{’Novth Carol[P,a a~t Chapel }{i1] 

Phone: 9"19-’2) 6 6-3g,q.9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Pawlik <jlpawlik@umich.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Permission to contact 

.pdf 

Good afternoon- 

Per the request of the student-athlete, attached is permission to contact 

is included on this emaJl ( ~)umich.edu). 

Thanks 

studem- athlete 

doe Pa~lik 

Director of Compliance, E~i~biliVy 

The Universi~- of Midiigan 

1000 State Street 

Anti Arbor, M148109 

7.~4-936-8256 Office .................................. 

7.34-763-7342 Fax .................................. 



The University of Michigan 

Athletic Department 
Complia~ce Services Office 

1000 South State Street 
Ann Arbor, M1 48109o2201 

Ph: (734) 615~734I Fax: (734) 763~7342 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw ! 3,1.1.3, the University of Michigan is granting a release to 
student-athlete . As such, all other schools have permission to 
contact him. 

If I c~ provide any ~rther infon~aation or assistance, please contact me at (734) 936-8256 or 
jlpawlik@umich.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Pawlik 
Director of Compliance, Eligibility 
Department of Athletics 
University of Michig~ 
(734) 936-8256 
jlpawlik@umich.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 11:37 AM 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmHler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Bea[e <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dead Period 

Dead Period - Dec 2012 - Volleyball, Sand VolleybalLpdf 

Coaches, 
You’ll be in a dead period starting next week on December 12 for the rest of the month. There is a small exception for evaluations within 30 miles of Louisville, KY for the Final 

Four this year, See attached for more information. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 2:29 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markosC0uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ASA for attached 

NLI-ASA Information Form - .doc 

Vince and Lance, 
Sam just called and said he had spoken to both Barbara and you, and told me that this kid ( 

confirm before sending out the scholarship agreement. 

Tom 

>>> Sam Paul 12/6/2012 1:51 PM >>> 

) has a slot and is good to go to enroll in the spring Just want to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Margaret Murton <mmurton@lagardere-unlimited.com> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 2:46 PM 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: "Quicl<" favor 

Of course! Agents will be Sam Duvall and Stuart Duguid. Both are WELL aware of NCAA rules but please let me know if you have anything you want me to forward 
along to them and ill make sure to get it to them! 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 

5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 859 

Washington, DC 29015 

T: 202.721.9527 M:            F: 202.721.7291 

~:~:,:’~:;~::ili : nlmurton@Jaclardere-unlimited.corn 

www.laqardere-unlirnited.corn 

From: Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 6 Dec 2012 14:37:38 -0500 

To: Cameron Thaney <cthaney@lagardere-unlimited.com>, Margaret Murton <mmurton@lagardere-unlimited.com> 

Subject: "Quick" favor 

Good afternoon, 

Thought earlier went great as long as you didn’t have stay too long and visit with Sam??!??! 

Need to get a little info from you and Erica in advance of Saturday N specifically the names of any agents or runners who will be in attendance 

at Saturday’s festivities. We’re thrilled to host anyone associated with your agency; however, we need to make certain that those individuals are 

made aware of our protocol regarding contact with current players. Nothing to worry about N we’re simply obligated to keep everything on the 

up-and-up. 

Looking forward to seeing you all at 5:00 p.m. - it should be a pretty neat event. 

Thanks so much for your cooperation! 

Ellen 
Ellen B. Culler 
Assistant Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
919.962.7855 
eculler@uncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Thursday, 3:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaH.unc.edu>; Helen Buchanan < @gmail.com>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 

<mbowers@ uncaa.u nc.edu> 

Statement from the ACC Council of Presidents 

Statement from the ACC Council of Presidents 

Statement on Deoember 6, 2012= 

Dec. 6, 2012 

"We, the undersigned presidents of the Atlantic Coast Conference, wish to express our commitment to preserve and protect the future of our 
outstanding league. We want to be clear that the speculation about ACC schools in negotiations or considering alternatives to the ACC are 

totally false. The presidents of the ACC are united in our commitment to a strong and enduring conference. The ACC has long been a leader 
in intercollegiate athletics, both academically and athletically, and the constitution of our existing and future member schools will maintain the 
A CC’S position as one of the nation’s premier conferences." 

Fr. William Leahy, Boston College 

Mr. James Barker, Clemson University 

Dr. Richard Brodhead, Duke University 
Dr. Eric Barton, Florida State University 

Dr. G.P "Bud" Peterson, Georgia Institute of Technology 

Dr. James Ramsey, University of Louisville 

Dr Donna Shalala, University of Miami 
Dr Holden Thorp, University of North Carolina 

Dr Randy Woodson, North Carolina State University 

Fr. John Jenkins, University of Notre Dame 

Dr. Mark Nordenberg, University of Pittsburgh 
Dr. Nancy Cantor, Syracuse University 

Dr. Teresa Sullivan, University of Virginia 

Dr. Charles Steger, Virginia Polytechnic Institute & State University 

Dr Nathan Hatch, Wake Forest University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar < @gmail.com> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 8:41 AM 

Ille, Vince cille@email.unc.edu~ 

Anson Dorrance ~-anson@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Meeting next week 

Vince, 

Let’s meet next Wednesday if that is still open for you. What time works for you an where? 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 9:58 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: ASA for attached 

This is him. He’s got a 2.944 core GPA!970 SAT to be a Level 2 (2.331 PGPA). His      transcripts are over in Adrnissions for review. I’m going to call    later today to get 

the scoop to see if there is anything else there. And I’m going to get Sam to get some info from on what he’s been up to since he left last summer we’ve got 

various forms that we use to find out the info on the amateurism front that I’ll get with Sam on. 

Lance 

> > > "Tile, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12/6/2012 7:18 PM > > > 

Lance, 

If this is the from who was reportedly not em~olled in Fall 2012 and planned to enroll at Spring 2013 and now is not, can you please contact 

the compliance offices at and to determine if they are aware of any amateurism and/or eligibility issnes? What process’forms do we use to complete 

amateurism reviews on sludent-athletes such as     subsequent to their amateurism certification by the NCAA? 

AI~), have you evaJuated his traJlscript(s)? If so, is he a level 2 or higher? If he is a transfer, have his college transcripts been evaluated to determine whether he will meet 

NCAA transfer eligibility reqniremenLs if he enrolls here? Thanks tbr any intbmmtion you caJl provide. 

Vince 

From-" Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent," Thursday, December 06, 2012 2:29 PM 

To" Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Subject-" Fwd: ASA for i    attached 

Vince and Lance, 
Sam just called and said he had spoken to both Barbara and you, and told me that this kid ( 

confirm before sending out the scholarship agreement 

Tom 

) has a slot and is good to go to enroll in the spring. Just want to 

>>> Sam Paul 12/6/2012 1:51 PM >>> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 11:13 AM 

Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Steinberg 

<jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas < mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shane Parrish 

<sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: CCACA: Permissible to provide undergraduate assistant coaches up to six complimentary admissions to 

postseason event 

FYI for future reference... 

> > > "Burgemeister, Matt" < mburgemeister@theacc.org > 12/7/2012 11:09 AM > > > 
Please see below for an announcement from the AMA staff regarding complimentary admissions to a postseason contest for an undergraduate assistant coach. It does not 
appear there will be an interpretation issued, just an update to the Figure in the manual. Please let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Joseph D’Antonio 
Sent" Thursday, December 06, 20:!.2 8:02 PM 
To: CCACA Discussion List (CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org) 
Subject-" [CCACA] CCACA: Permissible to provide undergraduate assistant coaches up to six complimentary admissions to postseason event 
Helk) k~ All: 
Please see the below inferma[ion [hat we have received from the NCAA ~eg~’~rding p~oviding undergraduate assistant coaches with complimentary a(h’nissions 1o postseason 
events: 

The academic and membership affairs staff was recently asked by a Division I conference whether it is permissible to 
provide an undergraduate student assistant coach up to six complimentary admissions to a postseason event (i.e., 
provide the undergraduate student assistant coach the opportunity to receive the same number of complimentary 
admissions as a student-athlete who participates in or is a member of a team participating in a postseason event). 
The staff reviewed the question and agreed that it is permissible to provide an undergraduate student assistant coach up 
to six complimentary admissions to a postseason event. The staff will update Figure 11-1 to reflect this response. 
Bes~ Always’.! 
JOEY D. 
Joseph F. D’Antonio, Jr., Esq. 
St. Associate Commissioner for Gov, & Compliance 
The BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row \Nest 

Providence, RI 02903 
jdanton!o(~bigeast:org 
Office: (401) BIG-EAST (244o3278) 
Cell: 
Hol’ne: 

Fax:    (401) 273©424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge <paul.pogge@gmail.com> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 12:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

http://m.espngocom/general/blogs/blogpost?blogname playbooktrending&id 11826 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:20 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <de~lm@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Hi Rich, 
I hope all is well. 
I think we’ve had some confusion surrounding We had him on our list as a mid-year admit to er~roI! m JanuaW so we sent him an admission offer for 
JanuaW, His mother just called aad said that ~s incorrect, Hi.~ pJans are to complete the year at ’s and enroll in August, Doe.~ that square with what you 
now know? He is listed on the prospect form arid or~ the l~st ~hat Vince assembled as mid ~year. 
No problem on our end moviag him to the fail but I just wanted to double-check with you bef~}re doing so, 
Tt~anks. 
Barbara 
t~avban~ J. Polk 
Depu ty I? irec~r 
OgR:e o{~1 indetgraduate Admiss[ot!s 
U~ivevsi{y o{’Novth Carolina at Chag~e{ }{ill 
Phone: ’)1 q-q66-:39 {~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Friday,                 1:24 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@email.unc.edtc" 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu:* 

I hope all is well ~dth you, 
As you kno~; we admitted for lanuaW enr~llment, St~e received her official admission letter this week, Her Morn is calling because they are not sure 

what to do next, where to send *brms, etc, Since we only admit a very limited nmnber of student-athletes for t]~e spring sere ester, we do not have a fir] packet of 
printed materials for t’aem, [We ~ypically send a printed brochure with dates and in%rmation pertaining to fad[ enrollment only.) Should we direct the l:arnily to 

you or to jenn for advice and "next steps"? 
Thanks for Iett~ng me know your thoughts. I’1I wait to hear from yon before calling back. 

Barbara 
t~avba~ J. Polk 
Depu ty I? irector 
OflR:e o{’1 ir, deEgradua~e Admissiot!s 
[J~ivet’si{y o{’Nov01 Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-~}56-B9{}~) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, December 7, 2012 1:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: 

RE_ .m sg 

Closing the loop on this topic from earlier in the week. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson~ Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 1:53 PM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.tmc.edu-* 

RE: 

I just talked to Lee May, Assodate Dean and Director of Undergraduate AdvLsing, and she communicated to me that i 

¯ He has completed his course requirements and the 120 hours needed to be awarded his Public Policy degree. 

will offidally graduates this 

Wally 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 07, 20:!-2 1:46 PM 
To: Richardson, WaUy 
Subject: 

Wally, 

In your email regarding 

Thanks very much, 
Paul 

, you mentioned that we should be fine as long as his graduation is official Can you confirm that it will be? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 2:16 PM 

{hcul[yathletic@ ~kaL unc .edu 

Joy - sorry forgot the attachment 

.Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor imd [3[r~_~cter 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 

321.-A South Coiumbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~J. h [’.e_k 

Celi 

919-9 t::~3-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFI[)EN"IALITY NOi]CE: [hb e-mit[I messitge, i~cluding ;tttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privileged materiiti. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please co~titct the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email Correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina P~blic Rec<}rds law a~cl may be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thodzed state offieia~ (INCGS, Cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: "FAC Fac Council Update Dec 2012.ppe~", size: 212976 bytes] 

Attachments: 

FAC Fac Council Update Dec 2012.pptx 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (ht14?s-/’,!sakai:unc.edu, portaJ) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t rei~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar < @gmail.com> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 2:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <a~son@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting next week 

Not stare how much time we need but let’s shoot tbr 10 at McCaskill soccer center. Do you want Anson there? 

Chris 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 11:53 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Chris, 
> Next Wednesday any time between 8-10:30 a.m. is good Ibr me. We can meet wherever you guys want Just let me know time and place. Thanks. 
> Vince 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Chris Ducar [rnailtu       /r!gmail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 8:41 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: 2msun Dorrance 
> Subject: Meeting next week 
> 

> Vince, 
> 

> Let’s meet next Wednesday if that is still open for you. What time works [’or yuu an where? 
> 

> Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 2:24 PM 

{hcultyathletic@ ~kaL unc .edu 

Joy - sorry - one more time 

.Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor imd [3[r~_~cter 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bor~duri~nt Hi~il 

321.-A South Coiumbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~J. h L’.e_k 

Cell 

919-9 t::~3-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IALIiY NOi]CE: [his e-mitN messitge, i~cluding ;tttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 

privNeged materiiti. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please co~titct the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email Correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina P~blic Rec<}rds law a~cl ma~/be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thorized state official (INCGS, Cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~eational records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: "FAC Fac Council Update Dec 2012.ppe~", size: 212976 bytes] 

Attachments: 

FAC Fac Council Update Dec 2012.pptx 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (htl~psv’,!sakai:unc.edu, portaJ) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t rei~rences. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 3:36 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Re~rt 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Today’s report is attached. 

Have a great weekend! 

On Wed, at 6:25 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~:emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks . Hope you aJce doing well. 

From:: [mailto: ~.~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ’.3:39 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Hi Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Have a great rest of the week, 

~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Comm~mication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~mail.com 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: 

]]onna, 

Thanks. We’ll call Morn back. She dkl ~ndicate that they had received the admission letter. Not st~re what the concern is but VII give i~iom a call back. 
Barbara 
Barbara !, Polk 
Depu~-[)irectcw 
Office of Ur~de~Nraduate Admissions 
University of North (]arolir~a at Chapel }{ill 
P b, op, e: 919-9t,6-39~~9 

From: Donna Papa [mailto:djp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:35 PN 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Re: 

Barbara, we have been working with them a lot this week getting them in touch with the major players. They still have not received their letter as of today. I think 
they feel they need that to do some of the things they need to getting PID etc. thanks Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:24 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Donna, 
I hope all is well with you. 
As you know, we admitted for ]anuaD" enrollment. She received her official admission letter this week. Her Morn is calling because 
they are not sure what to do next, where to send forms, etc. Since we only admit a veW limited number of stadent-athletes for the spring semester, 
we do not have a flfil packet of printed materials for them. [We typically send a printed brochure ~,~ith dates and information pertaining to fall 
enrollment only.) Should we direct the family to you or to ]enn for advice and "next steps’",,’ 
Thanks fbr letting me knowyour thoughts. V1] wait to hear from you before calling back, 
Barbara 
Barbara 1. Polk 
I)epu~" Director 
O[I]ce of Undergraduate Admissions 
UnlvcrsRy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa z-djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 3:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - REVISED’.!!!’. 

Vince have not been for 6 years. Also it was the only time we ever went 
so this would be the second time ever. I raised all the money outside my 
budget. We will get a 5,000 guarantee which I know will prob a couple of 
days of meals and hotel. I broke the trip up where donors covered 
flights, luau etc. Domaa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 1:37 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 

> How often do we go to Hawaii? When was the last time we went? Can you 
account for the expense in your budget and special accounts? Thanks 
> Vmce 
> 

> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dlp@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 12:14 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Fwd: Re: 2014 Tournament Dates: University of Hawaii - 
REVISED[![[! 
> 

> VJllce, 

> I would like to get your approval on this so we dont get closed out. 
These dates get filled up fast We got c[used out last year I have twu 
dates as possible openings that match up. 
> Thanks Donna 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:image001 .jpg@01(X)D471LEB390490] 
> Camps & Clinics: 
www carolinasuftbaHcamps com<http ://www carolinasuftbaftcamps, com/> 
> Facebuok: University uf North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
> Twitter: @UNCSuftbal[ 
> 

> 

> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 N(;2~ tIOSTS 
> 4 ~[IME ACC COACH OF THE YEIkR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
> 11 ALL-AMERICANS 11 ACADEX~f[C ALL-AMERICANS 
> 4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
> 2001 ACC CHA~\~fPIONS 
> [cid:image002 png@01CIN)47b’.EB390490] 
> 

>>>> Robert Coolen <coolen@hawaii.edu<mailto:coolen,@hawaii.edu>> 
12/5/2012 3:02 PM >>> 
> Aloha Donna, 
> Either tournament is fine[ I’ll await your commitment form to generate 
a contract. We have a $5,000 guarantee available to offe* at this time. 
> Aloha, 
> Bob 
> Head Coach Bob Coolen 
> University of Hawaii 
> 1337 Lower Campus Rd. 
> Honolulu, HI 96822 
> 808-956-4506 @V) 
>           (,Cell) 
> 808-956-9771 (Fax) > wwwHawaiiAthleticsc°m<http://wwwhawaiiathleticsc°m"> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, Dec 5, 2012 at 9:58 ANL Donna Papa 
<djp@uncaa.nnc. edu<mailto :dig(~uncaa.unc. edu>> wrote: 
> Bob, 
> Also, how does Feb 28 look as well? 
> Donna 
> 

> [cid:irnage001 .jpg@01CDD47F.EB390490] 
> Camps & Clinics: 
www. carolinasoftballcamps, com<http ://www. carolinasoftballcamps com/> 
> Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
> Twitter: @UNCSof’tball 
> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 
> 4 TE,~4E ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
> 11 ALL-AivIERICANS 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AivIERICANS 
> 4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
> 2001 ACC CHA2vfPIONS 
> [cid:image002.prg@01CDD47F EE390490] 

>>>> Robert Coolen <coolen@hawaii.edu<mailto:coolen@hawaii.edu>> 
12/4/2012 5:21 PM>>> 



> Aloha!! 
> Just received word from our conference that we will be starting 
conference play in 2014 the weekend of March 15th! Therefore, our 
proposed tournament schedule that was previously emailed to everyone a 
week ago has been revised to reflect the four tournaments that we will 
definitely be hosting and not five that was listed in the first emaih 
We will delete the "Rainbow Wahine Softball Classic Tournament" 
scheduled for March 12-15, 2014 at the present time. 
> Please see the attached REVISED 2014 University of Hawaii Sol~ball 
Tournanrent packet fi~r the conm~itment form that goes along with your 
desire to attend one of our tom-naments. You can email me with your 
intentions and I will let you know what the guarantee amount will be for 
that tournament. Since last week’s email, I have tentatively filled the 
"Hawaii Spring Fling Tournanrent", pending one more conm~itment form so as 
to generate a contract. Once a contract is generated, you will have 30 
days to have the contract signed by your administration since we need to 
commit teams well in advance. Too many teams cancel their verbal 
commitments in the months of July & August and it is very difficult to 
fill a tournament slot at that tinre. Please understand[[ 
> Mahalo! 
> Happy Holidays!! 
> Head Coach Bob Coolen 
> University of Hawaii 
> 1337 Lower Campus Rd. 
> 808-956-9771 <te1:808-956-9771> (Fax) 
> www.HawaiiAthletics.com<http://www.hawaiiathletics.cor~,’> 
> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 
> <image001 .jpg> 
> <irnage002.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kellie Catanach <kcatanach@duaa.duke.edtc, 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 1:12 PM 

Jacki Silar <jsilax@duaa.duke.edu>; Mitch Moser <mmoser@duaa.duke.edu> 

ACC Facilities Survey Results 

ACC Facilities Results Chaxt.docx 

Good Afternoon, 

Attached are the compiled results of the ACC Facilities Survey we sent to you at the end of October. Please feel free to share it with your facilities people or whoever 

you think would have an interest in it! Thank you so much for your assistance in helping us complete this ix:search, we really do appreciate it! 

Have a wonderful holiday season’. 

Kellie 

Kellie Cataalach 

Duke University 

Administrative and Chmnpionships Assistant 

Kcatanach@duaa.duke.edu 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:07 PM 

Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: , and ] 

l~dch, 

Tha~aks. Prospect fom~s fbr both       and i     indicated spring     . We’ll cancel them for spring a~ad reissue their offers of admission for fall     . If you 
hear from them, please let them M~ow that they will receive m~other letter of admission in late bnumT. ThW should wait tmtil they receive that notification to pay 
their deposit:, 

Thanks, again m~d have a good weekend. 

Barbara 

Barbara !. I~olk 
Deputy l)~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of North Carobna at Cl’.apel Hill 
Phone: 9119-96.6-3q ~19 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:53 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Fwd: and 

Barbara: 

This is the ernail from ..may want to check on 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 
Phone: 919 966 5340 

Cell: 
Fax: 919 962 6002 

WWW. U nc.ed U 

~x_w_:_t a__r_b_~_[b_Lu_ e_: c_co_ m 

from Virginia, too. ?? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 8, 2012 6:50 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Take off your list 
Thank you 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 9:20 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Sam, 
> Should I still have 
> Vmce 

on any of my admissions lists? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 8, 2012 2:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar < 

Re: Meeting next week 

@gmail.com > 

I will be there .... this is too important!!!! Recruiting is our life blood! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Chris Ducar < @gmail.com> 12/7/2012 2:23 PM >>> 

Not sure how much time we need but let’s shoot for 10 at McCaskill soccer center, Do you want Anson there? 

Chris 

On Dec 7, 2012, at 11:53 AM, "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Chris, 

> Next Wednesday any time between 8 10:30 a.m. is good for me. We can meet wherever you guys want. Just let me know time and place. Thanks. 

> Vince 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Chris Ducar [mailto:       @gmail.corn] 
> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 8:41 AM 

> To: Ille, Vince 
> Cc: Anson Uorrance 

> Subject: Meeting next week 
> 

> Vince, 
> 

> Let’s meet next Wednesday if that is still open for you. What time works for you an where? 
> 

> Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 10, 2012 9:16 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Requesting Admission Slots 

Vince, 
I forgot to include a request for pre admit letters to these young men and women. Is that possible? 

Josh 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12/6/2012 9:52 PM > > > 

Barbara, 

Please see the request t?om Josh below. All are approved tbr admission slots. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Josh Langley [mailto:jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 06, 2012 4:44 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos; Harlis Meaders 
Subject: Requesting Admission Slots 

Vince, 

The following prospective student athletes have verbally committed to us and we are requesting admission slots. 

Thank you for your time 

Josh Langley 

UNC Track and Field 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 2:47 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com>; @live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 
<davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 
Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 
Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"Park and Ride" not running from University Mall for UNC-ECU game 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 

Monday, December 10, 2012 

Contact: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258) 

Tar Heel Express Shuttles to Saturday’s North Carolina-East Carolina Men’s Basketball Game 

The University Mall park and ride will not operate for the UNC-ECU basketball game 

CHAPEL HILL - Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Saturday, December 15, 2012, for the North Carolina basketball game 

against East Carolina, scheduled for 12 noon at the Dean E. Smith Center. However, due to the holiday season, shuttles will not operate from the University Mall 

park and ride for this game. 

Shuttles will begin at 9 a.m. from the Friday Center, and 10:30 a.m. from the Southern Village and Jones Ferry park and rides. Shuttles drop passengers off and pick 

up again on Bowles Drive in front of the Smith Center. The shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, running every 10 to 15 minutes between 

the park and rides and Smith Center. The shuttles operate for 45 minutes following the game. 

Shuttle rides are $5 for a round-trip or $3 for a one-way trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website atwww.chtransit.org or call a customer service representative at 919-969- 

4900 (press 1). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 3:43 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com>; 
<        @live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 
<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 
<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 

<mbowers@ uncaa.u nc.edu> 

CORRECTION -- times are updated, one location added 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

University of North Carolina 

Athletic Communications 

Monday, December 10, 2012 

Contact: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258) 

Tar Heel Express Shuttles to Saturday’s North Carolina-East Carolina Men’s Basketball Game 

The University Mall park and ride will not operate for the UNC-ECU basketball game 

CHAPEL HILL - Chapel Hill Transit (CHT) will provide Tar Heel Express shuttle service on Saturday, December 15, 2012, for the North Carolina basketball game 

against East Carolina, scheduled for 12 noon at the Dean E. Smith Center. However, due to the holiday season, shuttles will not operate from the University Mall 

park and ride for this game. 

Shuttles will begin at 1.0:30 a.m. from the Friday Center, Southern Village and Jones Ferry park and rides. Shuttles will also be available from the Carolina Coffee 

Shop located at 138 East FranMin Street (no parking provided)~ Shuttles drop passengers off and pick up again on Bowles Drive in front of the Smith Center. The 

shuttles will provide continuous and fully accessible service, running every 10 to 15 minutes between the park and rides and Smith Center. The shuttles operate 

for 45 minutes following the game. 

Shuttle rides are $5 for a round-trip or ~;3 for a one-way trip. 

For additional information on the Tar Heel Express Shuttle, please visit CHT’s website at__w____w____w__.__c___h__t__r__a___n___s_Lt_:__o_£g or call a customer service representative at 919-969- 

4900 (press 1). 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 10, 2012 6:31 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Contact Inform ation 

Thank you. 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/10/2012 6:27 PM > > > 

You have this? FYI... 

From. Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 06, 2012 11:13 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Rick Steinbacher 
C:c; Corey Holliday; Larry Fedora 
Subject:       Contact Information 

All, 
Please find below contact information for 

mobile 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Stndent-Athlete Development 

Universibl of Norlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c; 
(1) 919.962.0393 

awillliams(~buncaa.unc.e& ~ 

; brotheO: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derrick Gragg Jr <~dgraggir@emich.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 7:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Touching Ba~ (Football Scheduling) 

Vince, I should be freed up around 2:15. Tly me on my direct line 734-487-5277. Also, my cell is . Thmaks. DG 

From: "Vince IIle" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Derrick Gragg J¢’ <dgraggjr@emich.edu> 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 7:13:10 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

OK, thanks. You have any time tomorrow tbr a call? I have good availability aiter around 1:30 p.m. 

From= Derrick Gragg Jr [mailto:dgraggjr@emich.edu] 

Sent= Monday, December 20, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject; Re: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Vince, yes that is the exact date we have open. We have been negotiating with another BCS school for the same date during the past few months, so I’m t~ing to wrap 

it up one way’ or another as soon as I can. Hope your family is doing well also. DG 

From: "Vince Ille" <!_[[_e_@__e____m____ajJ_:_y_0__c__:_e_d___u_.> 

To: "Derrick Gragg Jr" <_d__fl_ra_g.gj_r__@__e__m__[_c___h_:__e___d____u_.> 
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2012 6:25:59 PM 
Subject: RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 

Dexrick, 

Just following up, do you still have potential availability for tbotball here on October 3, 2015? If ~, would like to discuss whenever you’re available, t{ope you and 

your Dirtily axe well. 

Vince 

From= llle, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, December 06, 2012 9:32 PM 
To; ’Derrick Gragg Jr’ 
Subject= RE: Touching Base (Football Scheduling) 
Derrick, 

Sorry it’s taken me so long to get back with you. Would you be available for a call tomorrow? Look forwaN to talking ruth you when you have a chance. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < @gmail.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 9:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Ghost on elevator 

http://~welvisdurancom/pages/whatwetalkedabout.html?feed 136656&article 10596485 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Have the NFLPA stuff already. Have multiple requests in with the SOS. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >           9:29 AM > > > 

Try to get all NC SOS and NFLPAinfo on Rosenhaus ASAP. Thanks. 

On , at 9:04 AM, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Corey, 

> ]just received a call from Drew Rosenhaus, who expressed this desire to speak with ] know ] checked with you last week on this for another advisor, but tnas there been 

any change with regards to how Coach Fedora would like to handle situation? (Or has made his decision yet?) 

> Thanks very much for your help with this. 

> Paul 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 5:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: December 18lh meeting 

VJnce, 

FootbMl does not need to attend tilis meetint~. In addition, Steve will to~cI~ base with Laynr~ to see if she wotfld be corolla’table ~dth everyone votJnt: 
electio~ically in this case. If sl~e Js agreeable, we will not need to meet. If sl~e has any reservations, we will meet but I do~’t think a~yone l:rom f~otbaI] wall need to 
be present. 
’thanks. 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2012 5:13 Plvl 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
C¢: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: December 18th meeting 
Barbara, 

The only tbotball prospect who will be read?, for committee review next Tuesday roll be . Do you think it will be necessary, to ask football 
representatives to attend since his issue is not one related to his PGPA level? Please just let me know. 

Also, football currently is planning to hold on : absent improved test scores. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Tuesday, December 11, 2022 3:30 PM 
To: Ifle, Vince 
C¢: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: December 18th meeUng 
Vince, 

We’re sd~eduled to receive all the materials for the meeting on tl~e J~8tb no later than tomorrow. Do you know how many football ~-ili be bringing? There are no 

other teams who need to present on the 18th, r~ght? ¢dso, can we do anything to he p Harold gather feedback from his staff? 

Thanks, 
Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 12:19 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

We’re actually going to do it down in Bubba’s conference room shouldn’t be too long than we can go to Kent’s thing... 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu >            11:40 AM > > > 

Given wbb and Kent’s deal, do we want to reschedule or cancel today’s compliance meeting? 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:31 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Today’s Report 

Attach: Compliance Media Report .docx 

Attached. 

Hope you’re having a nice afternoon, 

On Mon, at 5:21 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks These reports axe great and vel?l helpthl. I’ll pass on your holiday plans in the event anyone needs additional help around here during the break. 

From. @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:05 PM 
To" llle, Vince 
Subject" Today’s Report 

Is attached. 

Also wanted to let you know that my exams finish up tomorrow (YES’.) and I’m staying in Hillsborough for the duration of the break. If the Athletic Depar~aent 

needs anything over the break, even if it is just someone to fill in on the telephones while people are on holiday, please don’t hesitate to contact me. I am more than 

happy to help. 

tiave a good day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 5:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Follow Up 

/ 

Thank you for taking the time meet with us today and ask questions about the contracts before signing them. To summarize the main point of our discussion, you may sign 

the standard NFLPA Representation agreement assuming the changes Vince mentioned are made. You cannot sign any of the other agreements (marketing agreement, 

expense agreement, licensing agreement, etc.) you showed us and should be sure not to do so. Additionally, please make sure the NFLPA standard representation agreement 

you sign does not reference any other agreements, particularly in section 3 (and also ensure that you check the box that indicates you do not have other agreements in 

place). 

I’d also like to remind you of the importance of careful abidance by the NCAA rules we discussed, particularly as they pertain to improper benefits, training, and expenses. 

Your situation is different than most and you need to be careful that you follow all applicable rules as you attempt to maintain your eligibility in     while pursuing possible 
opportunities in the     By copy of this email to Lance Markos, I am informing him of the rules education that took place today. 

As always, we are here to assist you however we can. If you have any questions, please continue to ask us so that we can work with you for your benefit. Thanks again for your 

communication and best of luck on your finals. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 5:03 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Disability Insurance 

Larry, 

Would you mind checking with the NCAA to see if the student athletes below qualify for disability insurance? Thanks very much, 
Paul 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:01 PM 

Farnrer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FootbaJ1 

Thanks, Steve, 
We need to change, level fl’om :1 to 2. He t~ow has a 930 S.AT, core SPA of 2.967 and a PGPA of 2.30:1. 

~ high school gpa st~ould also be updated to 3,579, 
Those are the only addRio~aal cha~ages that ] see that we need to make. 
Thanks, 
BP 

From: Farmer, Stephen bl 
Sent: Thursday, 5:53 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Football 
Here you go. I think I updated this correctly. Let me know if either of you would like to talk. Steve 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Football 

4:55 PM 

Steve, 

only haw’ a pal3er version a~d it’s no lon~er a dean copy, Can you se~d both Vince and me a clean copy? 
Thanks. 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday,. ............ , .... 4:44 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Football 
Barb, 
Can you please email me a clean cow? I can add the updates. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 1:!.:36 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Football 
VJnce, 

The only chat~ges that I am aware of are the chat~ges related to 
This change n~oves h~m to Level 2, 

fie now has a CR score of 4.60, M score of 470, CR+M score of 930 and a new PGPA of 2,:30L 

1 ant not awg, re of a~ay changes for or anyone else. l’m copying Steve on this message in case he has additional infbrmation. 
Let me l<*~ow if:¢ou need any th~ng else, 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, I 11:00 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Football 
Importance: High 
Barbara, 
Bubba and I are preparing to meet with Coach Fedora soon regarding admissions and academics. At my meeting with Steve last week, lie gave me a one-page 

summary of file 18 football prospects who have committed to UNC fol The information included each prospect’s level, PGPA, NCAA Core, High Score, CR, 

M, WR, CR+M, ACT, Equiv, HS GPA, Meets MAR, and Entry. 

Can you please provide me the most current version of "that summary tbr football. I understaJad thai is now a level 2, not sure if we have more scores 

tbI , etc. 

This would help Bubba, Lain., and I better evaluate the current sIatus and shape of the     recruiting class and could guide some decisions. Thanks very much for 

your help. 

Vince 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 9:53 AM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~£ unc .edu 

Joy Renner - FAC meeting information tbr Dec 4 

Greetings and yes it is time for another FAC meeting! 

You will find materials posted on the FAC Sakai site that are important for our meeting next Tuesday. 

Our December meeting will focus on our education on and information request about admissions and our student athletes. We will have guests from UGA and 

Layna and Bev to guide us through a careful review of all things admissions at UNC related to our student athletes. Then we will formulate what additional 

information or input we would like to receive which will be posted on Sakai. At our January meeting we will conclude our discussion on admissions (for this year) 

and develop any communication documents and policy and procedure recommendations from the Committee. 

So... December- information; January discussion and informed FAC response. 

You can find materials both under: 

Athletics Committee Materials - Meetings -Agendas and Handouts and minutes or 

Athletic Committee Materials - Reviewed and Monitored Topics -Admissions 

Let me know if there is information that you already know you would like to receive related to admissions (beyond what is posted). There will be another 

document with some helpful comparison statistics that will be posted later today. 

The draft agenda is posted as well. If there is anything you want brought up on Tuesday - please let me know and I will adjust the agenda. 

Large thank you to Layna and Bev for preparing information for our discussion and leading us on Tuesday through the materials. 

See everyone on Tuesday. 

Jo¥ J, Runner, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 
Ass,:)(:iate Pr,:)h~ssor i}r!d D[rec:tor 
UniversitV of North Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel Hill 
School of Medk:[ne 
CB #71:30 UNC-CH Bondur;~r!i: H;~II 
B2].-A Sou~h Coiumbi;~ 51:, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 
91.9-956-~951 ga~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-niilq !~qessilge, i!~c:lud[ng ;}ti:achments, i1: am/, is inter!dud onb/f.:)r the .-person or entity to whh:h it is add!’e55ed and !’nay cor!l:ain .,’:or~fiden[[ai and/or 

privileged mal:er[:}i. A!w -.--un;~uti~o!’ized !’ev:ew, use, disciosure or d:s[r[buth)n :s prohibil:ed. If Vou are not the h~[ended !’eciph~nt, please co!~t:}c:[ the sender by !’eply e-maq and 

destroy all coph~s of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state efficiM (NCGS, cho :t32)o Student educationM records are subject to F~RPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc~edw’portal) from the Faculty. Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 30, 2012 10:45 AM 

Mike Epperly <mepperly@rmasecurity.com > 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Agents 

Thanks, Mike. I11 let Vince speak to that specifically. 

> > > "Mike Epperly" <mepperly@rmasecurity.corn> 11/30/2012 10:39 AM > > > 

Let me see what I can do, Did you guys want this billed on the existing matter (with Rusty) or do you want to open a new one? Do you have a budget for this work? 

Michael Eppedy 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 9:16 AM 
To: Mike Epperly 
Cc: Vince Tlle 
Subject: Agents 

Mike, 

I have placed a call with the Secretary of State contact you gave us. He is trying to find someone in a different division who is more familiar with the information we need and 

has indicated he will have them contact me. I am still waiting to hear from them, however, and was hoping you might be able to get us some background information on the 

individuals listed below. We are trying to get this information to two of our seniors who will be making decisions on an agent in the next few days. 

Thanks very much for any background information on these individuals you can provide. 

Paul 

Drew Smith; Goal Line Football; Tysons Comer, VA; 

Kevin Conner; Universal Sports and Entertainment Management; Atlanta, GA; 

Kyle Joseph Thomas; Premier Sports and Entertainment; Mooresville, NC; 

Michael D. "Mook" Williams; Symmetry; Boston, MA; 

Cary Mark Fabrikant; Riverdale, NY; 

Michael G. Celli; Celli & Associates; Long Branch, N J; 

Eugene Parker; Maximum Sports Management; Fort Wayne, IN; 

Craig Turnage; Comprehensive Sports Management; Hot Springs, AR; 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Epperly <mepperly@nnasecurity.com> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 10:45 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

R22: Agents 

Okay. When you guys get a chance, give rne a catl at the ot:fice. I did a little reseat’oh on state purchasing and contracting rules last night. You may be interested in 

what I found. 

Michael Eppedy 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 10:45 AM 
To: Mike Epperly 
Cc: Vince 1lie 
Subject: RE: Agents 

Thanks, Mike. I’ll let Vince speak to that specifically. 

> > > "Mike Epperly" <ELe_p___p__e__r_[y_@_[E_~Ls__e___c__u__r_j_t_y~__c__o__r_[!> 11/30/2012 10:39 AM > > > 

Le[ me see what I can do. Did you guys want this billed on the exisdng matter (with Rusty) or do you want [o open a new one? Do you have a budget t:or this work? 

Michael Epperty 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 9:16 AN 
To: Mike Epperly 
Cc: Vince Ille 
Subject: Agents 

Mike, 

I have placed a call with the Secretary of State contact you gave us. He is trying to find someone in a different division who is more familiar with the information we need and 
has indicated he will have them contact me. I am still waiting to hear from them, however, and was hoping you might be able to get us some background information on the 

individuals listed below. We are trying to get this information to two of our seniors who will be making decisions on an agent in the next few days. 

Thanks very much for any background information on these individuals you can provide. 

Paul 

Drew Smith; Goal Line Football; Tysons Corner, VA; " 

Kevin Conner; Universal Sports and Entertainment Management; Atlanta, GA;. 

Kyle Joseph Thomas; Premier Sports and Entertainment; Mooresville, NC; 

Michael D. "Mook" Williams; Symmetry; Boston, MA; 
Cary Mark Fabrikant; Riverdale, NY; 

Michael G. Cell;; Cell; & Associates; Long Branch, N J; 

Eugene Parker; Maximum Sports Management; Fort Wayne, IN; 

Craig Turnage; Comprehensive Sports Management; Hot Springs, AR; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:28 PM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@unca&unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Joe, 

Is there any chance he could remove at lea~t one deficiency prior to enrolling? It looks like the 4th math could be the best bet rather than getting one year of foreign 

language covered. Either way though, any chance? If not, then I don’ think we can go to committee with 3 deficiencies. If he can remove at least one, we can talk 

about it further. 

I understand that the coaches may not want to discuss this with him since he’s a highly sought after recruit but I don’t think there’s a way around it. 

Let me know if you want to talk more about this one. I’ll be in the office all week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

5eNor Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Joe Haydon [haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, ! 12:33 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: 

Barbara, 
Per our conversation, would we still be able to explore the possibility of replacing a ’low-end’ academic commit if we were to bring in ? The coaches are still 

extremely interested in . AgaJ,~ we have no idea if he is even going to commit to us since he’s a national recruit that’s looking at several different schools. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu> ] 

Joe~ 

2:25 PM >>> 

Just to confirm our phone conversation, I would not advise Coach Kap to continue his recruitment o[: this student. He is deficient three MCR courses in two areas, 

rnad~ and foreign language. As is stated in d~e updated policy, a student can have no mo~e than one MCR deficiency in orde~ to be admitted. In addition, d~e 

cumulative effect of adding another student to the incoming class who is deficient in his academic preparation is not a positive one. 

I’m sorry to be the bearer of bad news, I.et me know if you have any questions~ 

Thanks for asking the question in advance of Coach Kap’s planned trip~ 

Barbara 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                :[:[:45 AH 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen N 
Cc: Holliday, Corey L; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: 

We have computed a 2.826 core GPAin 11.5 core units. All five of his senior year courses will count towards his core GPA as well in order to reach the 16 course minimum. 

Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Joe 

Joe Haydon 

Director of Food;all ()peratio~s 
1 ?niversity of North Carolina 
Phone: 919.84".2572 
Fax: 919,962.0393 
havdon@uncaa.unc,edu 

> > > "Poll<, Barbara Jo" <._b_p__o_!k___@_a_c!_E]i_s__sj__o__r_]_S_ALn___c_,e___d_!p 

Joe, 

What have you computed t:or his NCAA core GPA? 

11:38 AM >>> 



l’h ~ n ks 

BP 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto’haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                11:28 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Co: Holliday, Corey L; Vince Ille 
Subject:. 

Hi Steve and Barbara, 

Please see the attached transcript for ~. He is currently commkted to but has expressed a sincere interest in UNC along with a 
couple other schools. His full senior year schedule is not on the transcript. However, Coach Kap said that he is also in, 

He’s a pretty good student however, he has not taken any foreign language and will probably be math deficient as well. He’s one of those kids that can go anywhere he wants 

(Alabama, Florida, Georgia, etc.,). Coach Kap, is heading down there to see him tomorrow and is looking to possibly bring him in on an official visit next weekend. The 

question for you is: Is it worth our time/effort!money to continue to recruit this kid (possibly could get admkted with additional information) or is it a pipe dream and that we 

should back away. Please let me knowyour thoughts. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

Joe Itaydon 
Director of FootbatI Operation, s 
University of North Ca*olina 
Phone: 919.g43,2572 

Fax: 919.962,039~ 
havdon@m~caa,m~c.edu 

> > > <y_D_c/z4o_tLbA[[~_uZLCa~Lu_[]c_&d_u.> 11/28/2012 10:51 AM > > > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 10:24 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Women in Sports Day 

Thanks for the heads up. What are we plmming? 

Are we looking to honor some people? Intros at halftime’? 

All good options. 

Bubba 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

at 10:57 AM, "Cricket Lane" <cricket@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba, 

Just wanted to let you kilow that we are undel~Jdng an event for National Girls and Women in Sports Day. The event will be spearheaded by two 

student-athletes (                 and                . 

We are having our first committee meeting tomorrow. 

Thanks. 

Cricket 

>>> On at 7:43 PM, in message <66d78a57aed140ab9784afda8b98cd74(b~its-msxht3.ad.unc.edu>, ’ 
< ~)live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

G reetings, 

Cricket Lane, Jenn Townsend,              ~nd I would like to extend an invitation for you to be on the planning committee for A 

National Girls and Women in Sports Day event here at UNC. On                 National Girls and Women in Sports Day will be 

celebrated by thousands of sports educators, coaches, athletes, sponsors, students and parents across the country. We want to make an 

impact and celebrate women and sports here in Chapel Hill. The four of us are really excited about having a chance to encourage women 

to participate in sports. 

We are planning to have the event on                prior to the Women’s Basketball game versus Duke. Your participation in the 

committee and the event would be very beneficial to making this program a success. Please let me know if you are interested in 

participating in this committee. We would like to meet either November 29th at 6pm or November 30th at noon. If none of these times 

work and you still would like to participate in the committee please let me know and we can make arrangements. We are excited for the 

opportunity to work with you on this event to encourage participation. 

Thank you for taking your time, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sports Science 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Betllel <bbethel@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Student Data 

Vince, 

i have a suggestion. Final grades will start coming in at the end of the week, and most will be in next week. Instead of speculating now, why don’t I wait until all 

the grades are in and then send you that data? 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading mid Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudelrnilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cmnpns Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbet~el@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 10:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student Data 

Got it. I’ll bring you those sheets later today. 

Bradley R°H, Bethel ] l{e;~ding ;rod Wrking Spec]alJs[ 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progr;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Catn[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

F (919) 962-8247 

bradle? ,bethel@unc,e&~ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:16 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Student Data 

That would require we wait another week to address some of the issues we’ve discussed. A number of adnfissions decisions axe being made now and others will be 
made by then. We call wait if we have to, but it would be berter if we didn’t. 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 9:4:1 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Student Data 
Importance: High 

Vince, 

I have a suggestion. Final grades will start coming in at the end of the week, and most will be in next week. Instead of speculating now, why don’t I wait until all 

the grades are in and then send you that data? 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading aaad Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudemfilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C ~            F (919) 962-8247 

_b__r~ge_.y_:_t_,__e__t!~_S~ @ ~_~_:s__d_~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 2:24 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

@aol.com; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Admissions meeting for our 2013 

Mince, 

I think we have 99% of what we need to have our meeting....It was like pulling teeth! So sorry. 

I am out of town until next Monday night but if we can meet sometime that week (week of the lOth) let me know and we’ll make it happen. 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 2:36 PM 

Heather Brooks < hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

|lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiiler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- PTC 

pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact for 

questions, or if you would like additional information on Jordan. 

Thanks! 

student athlete at the Let me know if you have any 



November 30, 2012 

Dear Ms. Herman, 

, a former student-athlete at Central Michigan University, has expressed 
an interest in attending your institution to participate in the sport of           Pursuant 
to Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Central Michigan University grants permission to your institution to 
speak with If you have any questions regarding this matter, please call me at (989) 
774-1105. 

Sincerely, 

Benjy Wilber 
Assistant Athletic Director/Compliance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:17 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: 

Just got word back from the ACC confirming no training expenses, so that is correct for 

> > > "tile, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/30/2012 9:18 PM > > > 

Thanks Lance. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 2:15 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Here are some basics I threw together, Hope this helps,.. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 11/30/2012 8:50 AM > > > 

Lance, 

Is this something you can put together [br me to&?’? We need to provide this to ASAP. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 9:03 AM 

To: Amy Herman (.a_j_s__c___h__a___e__Q_M_n___c__a___a_N_n___c_=e__d___u_); Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Paul Pogge (ppoqge@uncaa,unc,edu) 
Subject: 

Amy/Lance, 

may remain in school this spring to attend classes and . I learned this when I met with him last night regarding agents and agent selection. Based 

upon the conversation, I believe he is veD interested in signing a representation agreement with Bus Cook. Can one of you please create a rules educalion document that 

summarizes NCAA rules fl~at aJtbct what he can and can’t do as it relates to signing with an agent, receiving training (or any other) expenses l]com m~ agent, signing 

agreements with others who may represent him for marketing/promotions/sponsorships, etc.,, with the corresponding NCAA Bylaw cites? 

Thanks for ?’our help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

;uncaa.unc.edu~; 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Papa Inducted Into NFCA tIall Of Fame 

LrNC ATHLETIC CONflVIUNICATIONS 

FOR RELEASE: Monda) 
CONTACT: Abbey Doran (adoran@uncaa unc. edu, 919-962-1160) 

Papa haducted Into NFCA Hall Of Fame 

(View photo gallery online: 

http://www.goheels.cormPhotoAlburndbml?DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OF~M ID 3350&PALBID 547152) 

ORLANDO, Fla. - North Carolina head coach Domaa J Papa was inducted 
into the National Fastpitch Coaches Association Hall of Fame this past 
Friday at the 2012 ik~FCA National Convention in Orlando, Fla. 

Papa, along with fblmer Palomar Junior College head coach Mark Eldridge 
and Oklahoma head coach Patty Gasso joined one of softball’s most elite 
fraternities with their induction into the NFCA Hall of Fame. 

The trio’s induction, rewarding each of them for legendary careers 
shaping and molding student-athletes into successful people both on and 
off the field of play, raised the all-time total of NFCA Hall of Famers 
to 58. With each inductee having surpassed the prestigious 1,000-victory 
plateau, the group has combined to win over 3,100 games, possesses a 
nation a[ titl e (G assu at Oklahuma) and has to tal ed 42 regular season or 
league tournament championships and 81 All-American hunurees. 

"I would like to thank everyone who came and supported me in Orlando 
fi~r my induction into the National Fastpitch Coaches Hall Of Fame," Papa 
said. "I would also like to thank everyone involved in putting this 
event on as well as those individuals that celebrated with me I had so 
much support fi-om administration, alumni, family, fidends and staffthat 
were in attendance in Orlando. [ also received many texts and emails 
from so maW people excited fi~r me " 

"It was by far one u:[’the must special nights of my life that I will 
cherish :[’ur a lung time to come. It was just so much fun, and to have a 
former UNC player and assistant, Beverly Smith, introduce me was 
awesome It is so special because it is a statement about your body of 
work as a coach I cuuldn’t be in that position if it were nut for all 
of my current and past players and assistants." 

"Coaching is all abuut building relationships. I owe a lot to so many 
for making this wonderful night possible," Papa said 

With over 1,000 career victories at North Carolina, Papa has created a 
winning culture in Chapel ttill that is rivaled by :[’ew. Under her 
tutelage, since joining the program as its head coach prior to the 1986 
campaign, the Tar Heels have had 24 winning seasons, including the last 
14 in a row-, and have been to the NCAA tournament in 10 of the past 12 
years. 

With Papa at the helm, Carolina has won five regular-season ACC titles 
and one cotfference tournament crown while becoming a peretmial top 25 
program. While she has guided her team to success as a group, she has 
also helped numerous players achieve individual success including 11 
All-Americans and 59 All-Region honorees. No stranger to accolades 
herself, Papa was named as the ACC Coach of the Year in 1996, 1998, 
2000, 2008 and 2012. 

"Coach Papa is the type of coach that every athlete wants to play for 
and every assistant is honored to work for," assistant head coach Boo 
Gillette said. "She truly cares about her student-athletes and staff as 
people first. Coach Papa has not only nurtured UNC into one of the 
finest softball programs in the country but also into a family. She does 
everything with the highest of ethics, and she is very deserving of this 
honor. Dotma J. Papa is the University of North Carolina, and the 
University of North Carolina is Dotma J. Papa." 

A legend in the Cal JC ranks, Eldridge ended a stellar career at 
Palomar College in 2010, completing his 32-year tenure with a record of 
1083-304-6. Under his guidance, Eldridge led the Comets to 27 conference 
titles and three state titles, produced 29 All-Americans and was named 

the Calitbrnia Coach of the Year on six occasions. 

Eldridge is the first Hall of Fame inductee fi-om a Cal JC school and 
the thirdjuinor college coach overall Over the span of his career, he 
helped over 150 u:[’his players move on to play at a four-year 
restitution. Also a highly successful women’s golf coach, in 2008 he was 
named as the Pacific Coast Corfference Women’s Coach of’the Year Jf~r all 
spurts. 

In 18 seasons as the head coach of Oklahoma, (iassu has built the 
Souners into a national powerhouse and placed herself among the elite 



coaches in collegiate softball OU has made 18 NCAA regional appearances 
and seven trips to the Women’s College World Series, winning the 
national title in Gasso’s :first appearance in 2000 and :finishing second 
overall in 2012 With over 1,000 career wins combining both her efl’orts 
at Oklahoma and Long Beach City College, Gasso has also won :five Big XII 
regular season-titles and four conference tournament championships. 

During her tenure with the Sooners, Gasso has produced 41 
All-Americans, 88 All-Region selections and 118 All-Conference honorees 
In addition to the awards for her team, Gasso herself has been the 
recipient of numerous accolades. She is a five-time Big XII Coach of the 
Year, a six-time NFCA Regional Coaching Staff of the Year honoree, a 
member of the 2000 NFCA National Coaching Staff of the Year and an 
inductee into the Long Beach City College Hall of Champions. 

After the banquet, NFCA First Vice President and chairperson of the 
Hall of Fame committee Kathryn Gleason stepped to the podium to name the 
four members of 2013 NFCA Hall of Fame class. California University 
Pennsylvania head coach Rick Bertagnolli, Florida Atlantic head coach 
Joan Joyce, Minnesota State-Mankato head coach Lori Meyer and University 
of Alabama head coach Patrick Murphy will join 58 other members next 
year when they are inducted into NFCA Hall of Fame at the 2013 NFCA 
Convention in Orlando, Fla. 

In 19 seasons as the head coach of California University Pennsylvania 
softball, Bertagnolli has guided the Vulcans to 667 victories and 
personally owns 929 total wins during a 28-year coaching career that 
also included stops at Wabash Valley Junior College and South 
Carolina-Spartanburg. 

A two-time NFCA National Coach of the Year (1997, 1998), a four-time 
NFCA Regional Coach of the Year (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998) and an 11 -time 
Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference (PSAC) West Coach of the Year, 
Beltagnolli has led Cal U to a pair of national titles (1997, 1998) and 
16 NCAA Tournament appearances, while his Vulcan teams have appeared in 
the PSAC Championship Game 12 tinaes and set a N(IAA record with 
88-consecutive conference wins from 1994-99. 

Under his guidance numerous Vulcan players have also garnered national, 
regional and conference recognition. He has coached 29 NFCA 
All-Americans, 75 NFCA all-region honorees and over 100 all-conference 
players 

For the past 28 years and 1,507 total games, Meyer has been the driving 
force behind the Minnesota State-Mankato softball program A 927-game 

winner, she has coached 18 All-Americans, 71 all-conference (North 
Central Conference & Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference) performers 
and 99 academic all-conference recipients She and her staffwere also 
honored as the 2011 b,~’CA Central Region Coaching Staffof the Year. 

During her career Minnesota State has secured three NCC titles (1987, 
1989, 2007) and one NSIC title (2012), made ten trips to the NCAA 
Division II National Tournament (1987, 1989, 1995, 1997, 2007, 2008, 
2009, 2010, 2011, 2012) and a pair of trips to the NCAA Championships 
(1987 and 2011). 

As the only head coach Florida Atlantic has ever known in its 18-season 
histoly’, Joyce has directed the Owls program to over 700 total 
victories, eight-consecutive Atlantic Sun Conference Championships 
(1997-2004) -- nine in all (2006) -- and seven NCAA Tournament 
appearances (1999-20(/4, 2006). In FAIYs initial season as a member of 
the Sun Belt Conference, the Owls were also crowned regu]ar season and 
conference tournament champions. 

The five-time A-Sun Coach of the Year and 2007 Sun Belt Coach of the 
Year has also lent her talents as the head coach of the FAU women’s goll! 
squad since 1996. 

A member of the National Amateur Softball Hull of Fame and a 
multi-sport athlete who played softball, basketball, volleyball and was 

also a member of the Ladies Professional Go]f Association (LPGA) for 19 
years, Joyce has already been inducted into nine hal]s of:fame, tier 
enshrinements include the Pa]m Beach County Sports Ita[l of Fame, 

Connecticut Women’s tta[] of Fame, the Connecticut Women’s Basketball 
tIal[ of Fame, the tIank O’DonneIl Hall of Fame, the Fairfield Connty 
Sports Hall of Fame, the International Softball Federation Ita[] of Fame, 
the National Amateur Softball Hall of Fame, the Greater Waterbury Ha]l 
nf Fame, and is one of on]y three Americans who have been inducted into 
the ]mernational Women’s Sports I]MI of Fame In 1976 she was also a 
runner-up f’or the Women’s Sports Magazine Athlete nfthe Year. 

She holds a career pitching record of 753 wins and 42 losses. Included 
in those totals are 150 no-hit, no-run games and 50 perfect el’torts At 
the plate she posted a career batting average of .324 and counts 
striking out Ted Williams in 1961 as one of her most notable 
achievements. 

For a school widely known for its high-profile coaches, Murphy has 
built a powerhouse program at Alabama that befits an athletic depaltment 
known for major success over nnnlerous sports. A 772-game winner during a 
15-year softball coaching career, he recently reached the top of the 



mountain by guiding his Crimson Tide to the 2012 Division I National 
Championship. The national title marked the first for any Southeastern 
Conference program and only the second all-time :for a school East of the 
Mississippi River (Michigan - 2005). For his efforts he and his st~ff 
were named the 2012 NI~’CA D1vision I Na tional Coaching S taft of the 
Year 

His teams have now made eight Women’s College World Series appearances, 
won four regular-season SEC crowns and four SEC Tournament titles, 
reached the NC~AA Tournament for 14 consecutive seasons and totaled 10 
campaigns witi~ 5~)-plus wins. 

From an individual standpoint, Murphy has tutored players who have 
reaped 74 total All-American honors, while having 78 players receive 
All-SEC accolades and 69 individuals garner NFCA All-Region honors. His 
teams have been just as successful in the classroom, with 12 Academic 
All-Arnericans and 152 All-SEC Academic selections to his credit. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Report 

Compliance Media Report 12-3-12.docx 

Hi Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Have a nice Mlemoon, 

On Fri, Nov 30, 2012 at 8:26 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks     . Hope you have a great weekend as well. 

From:             [mailto            ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 20:1.2 4:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Deal Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Hope you have a wonderful weekend! 

Thank~ 

~mail.com 
Unlversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

,@,gmail. corn 
Urdversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:38 PM 

Christopher B. Kennedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu>; JeromeRodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead <mannstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Brandi Guelinot(brandi.guerinoV~:bc.edu); Carly 
Pariseau(carly.parisean@bc.edn); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edn); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody 

(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcanlpb2@clemson.edu); Cindy Hartmann 

(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell(ncampbell@dnaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.dnke.edu); Todd Mesibov 

(tmesibov@dnaa.duke.edn); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edn>; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@esel~ices.virginia.edu); Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edu); Bret Cowley <bcowley@fsu.edu~; Jim Curry, (jmcurry@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tom 

Timmemmns             ~gmail.com); Lance Markos -~           ~hotm~Jl.com>;                       ~live.unc.edu>; Dan 

Raben (d.mbenl@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Khadian Kelly(k.kelly3@miami.edu; David Reed (reed@miami.edu); 

Tony Hernandez (themandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy (bdll 1 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick <mcsl lc@my.fsu.edu>; Carrie Doyle 

(came doyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Ander~n (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson <craig anderson@ncsu.edu-~; MichelleLee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford <mpford@ncsu.edtr~; Chris James(cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan I~f (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlea~ 

Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman Frazier <hrfl~azie@~r.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <jpmullin@syr.edu>; Dr. Louis Marcoccia 

<lmaxcocc@syr.edu-~; Zac Saunders(zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu) <bhostette@theacc.org>; Katie Koone <kkoone@theacc.org>; 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org >; Co@ Gamblel~cgamble@nmd.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@umd.edn); Mathew Franck 

(mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.moran2@umialni.edu); Lance Moxkos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edtc,;                      (~buncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmemlans@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Art Mmkos 

(am@irginia.edu); Eric Baumgoxtmer(emb8p@vilginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.edn); Heather LaFon <herobefl@vt.edu>; Bridget 

McSorley (mcsoflbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Vickie Sarfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@vt.edu~; Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wl’u.edu); ToddHairston (hairstctDate: Mon, 3 Dec 2012 15:37:13 -0500 

Dec. 11 conference call 

Good afternoon, 
I hope you had a nice weekend. This serves as a reminder of our conference call scheduled for next Tuesday, December 11, at 11:00 a.m. It is also a request to submit any 
agenda items that you would like to discuss by this Friday, December 7. An agenda and supplemental materials will be distributed prior to the call. 

Thanks, 

Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, December 3, 2012 3:52 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: F!!V: Report 

I’d love to see these when they come in .... 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12/3/2012 3:42 PM > > > 

~ompiles these every Monday’, Wednesday and Friday’ for me. Do yon want me to send you copies when I receive them? 

From= ’. [mailto            ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, December 03, 2012 3:31 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 

Hi Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Have a nice afternoon, 

On Fri, Nov 30, 2012 at 8:26 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Hope you have a great weekend as well. 

From:             [mailto:           ~qmail.com] 
Sent= enaay, November 30, 2012 4:42 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Report 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Hope you have a wonderful weekend! 

Thanks, 

,~i~gm ai]. corn 
Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 

~ ~ Kl__rLa__l_]_.__c__o_ g! 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Con~nunication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Monday, December 3, 2012 4:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Papa Inducted Into NFCA Hall Of Fame 

Thanks Vince It was an awesome night Very special. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 3, 2012, at 3:32 PM. "I11e, Vince" <ille@email.unc edu> wrote: 

> Congratulations Donna on the well-desel-¢ed accolades Bubba said the event was a special one befitting your man?’ accomplishments on and offthe field 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:            [mailto:      @uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 3:27 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Sul~iect: Papa Inducted Into NFCA Hall Of Fame 
> 

> UNC ATHLETIC COMMLqXTICATIONS 

> FOR RELEASE: Monday, Dec. 3, 2012 
> CONTACT: @nncaa.unc.edu, 919-%52-1160) 
> 
> Papa Inducted Into NFCA ttal[ Of Fame 
> (View photo gallery online: 
>http://www.~oheelscon~,’PhotoAlbumdbml?DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OF.M [[) 3350&PALBID 547152) 
> 

> ORLANDO, Fla. - North Carolina head coach Donna J. Papa was inducted into the National Fastpitch Coaches Association ttaH of Fame this past Friday at the 2012 NFCA National 
Convention in Orlando, Fla 
> 

> Papa, along with 1briner Palomar Junior College head coach Mark Eldridge and Oklahoma head coach Patty G asso joined one of softball’s most elite fraternities with their induction into the 
NFCA ttall of Fame. 
> 

> ’]?he trio’s induction, rewarding each of them for legendary careers shaping and molding student-athletes into successful people both on and offthe field o17 play, raised the all-time total of 
NFCA tIal[ of Famers to 58. With each inductee having surpassed the prestigious 1,000-victory plateau, the group has combined to win over 3,100 games, possesses a national title (Gasso 
at Oklahoma) and has totaled 42 regular season or league tournament championships and 81 All-American honorees. 
> 

> "I would like to thank everyone who came and supported me in Orlando for my induction into the National Fastpitch Coaches Hall Of Fame," Papa said "I would also like to thank 
everyone involved in putting this event on as well as those individuals that celebrated with me. I had so much support from administration, alumni, family, friends and staff that were in 
attendance in Orlando I also received many texts and emails from so many people excited :for me." 
> 

> "It was by far one of the most special nights of my life that I will cherish [’or a long time to come It was just so much fun, and to have a former UNC player and assistant, Beverly Smith, 
introduce me was awesome. It is so special because it is a statement about your body of work as a coach. I couldn’t be in that position if it were not for all of my current and past players and 
assistants." 
> 

> "Coaching is all about building relationships I owe a lot to so many fi~r making this wonderful night possible," Papa said 
> 

> With over 1,000 career victories at North Carolina, Papa has created a winning culture in Chapel tIill that is rivaled by few. Under her tutelage, since j oining the program as its head coach 
prior to the 1986 canrpaign, the Tar Heels have had 24 winning seasons, including the last 
> 14 in a row, and have been to the NCAA tournament in 10 of the past 12 years. 
> 

> With Papa at the helm, Carolina has won five regular-season ACC titles and one conference tournament crown while becoming a perennial top 25 program. While she has guided her team 
to success as a group, she has also helped numerous players achieve individual success including 11 All-Americans and 59 All-Region honorees. No stranger to accolades herself. Papa 
was named as the ACC Coach of the Year in 1996, 1998, 2000, 2008 and 2012. 
> 

> "Coach Papa is the ~pe of coach that every athlete wants to play for and every assistant is honored to work for," assistant head coach Boo Gillette said. "She truly cares about her 
student-athletes and staff as people first. Coach Papa has not only nurtured UNC into one of the finest softball programs in the country but also into a family. She does everything with the 
highest of ethics, and she is very deserving of this honor. Donna J. Papa is the Universi~" of North Carolina, and the University of North Carolina is Donna J. Papa." 
> 

> A legend in the Cal JC ranks, Eldridge ended a stellar career at Palomar College in 2010, completing his 32-year temtre with a record of 1083-304-6. Under his guidance, Eldridge led the 
Comets to 27 conference titles and three state titles, produced 29 All-Arnericans and was named the California Coach of the Year on six occasions. 
> 

> 

> 

> Eldridge is the first Hall of Fame inductee from a Cal JC school and the third junior college coach overall. Over the span of his career, he helped over 150 of his players move on to play at a 
fi~ur-year institution. Also a highly successful women’s golf coach, in 2008 he was named as the Pacific Coast Conference Women’s Coach of the Year for all sports. 
> 

> In 18 seasons as the head coach of Oklahoma, Oasso has built the Sooners into a national powerhouse and placed herself among the elite coaches in collegiate softball. OU has made 18 
NCAA regional appearances and seven trips to the Women’s College World Series, winning the national title in Oasso’s first appearance in 2000 and finishing second overall in 2012. With 
over 1,000 career wins combining both her efforts at Oklahoma and Long Beach Ci~ College, Gasso has also won five Big XII regular season-titles and four conference tournament 
chanrpionships. 
> 

> During her tenure with the Sooners, Gasso has produced 41 All-Americans, 88 All-Region selections and 118 All-Conference honorees 
> In addition to the awards for her team, Oasso herself has been the recipient of mnnerous accolades She is a five-tnne Big XII Coach of the Year, a sLx-time NFCA Regional Coaching St.aft 
of the Year honoree, a member of the 2000 lx.~’CA National Coaching Staff of the Year and an inductee into the Long Beach City College Hall of Champions. 
> 
> After the banquet, NFCA First Vice President and chairperson of the Hall of Fame committee Kathryn Gleason stepped to the podium to name the four members of 2013 NFCA Hall of Fame 
class. California Umversi~z Pennsylvania head coach Rick Bertagnnlli, Florida Atlantic head coach Joan Joyce, Minnesota State-Mankato head coach Lori Meyer and University of Alabama 
head coach Patrick Murphy will join 58 other members next year when they are inducted into NFCA Hall of Fame at the 2013 NFCA Convention in Orlando, Fla. 
> 

> In 19 seasons as the head coach of California University Pennsylvania softball, Bertagnolli has guided the Vulcans to 667 victories and personally owns 929 total wins during a 28-year 
coaching career that also included stops at Wabash Valley Junior College and South Carolina-Spartanburg. 
> 

> A two-time NFCA National Coach of the Year (1997, 1998), a four-tinae NFCA Regional Coach offlae Year (1995, 1996, 1997, 1998) and an 11-time Pennsylvania State Athletic Conference 
@SAC) West Coach of the Year, Bertagnolli has led Cal U to a pair of national titles (1997, 1998) and 



> 16 NCAA Tournament appearances, while his Vulcan teams have appeared in the PSAC Championship Game 12 times and set a NCAA record with 88-consecutive conference wins from 
1994-99 
> 

> Under his guidance nmnerous Vulcan players have also garnered natinnal, regional and conference recognition tie has coached 29 NFCA All-Americans, 75 NFCA all-region honorees 
and over 100 all-conference players. 
> 

> For the past 28 years and 1,507 total games, Meyer has been the driving :force behind the Minnesota State-Mankato softball program. A 927-game winner, she has coached 18 All- 
Americans, 71 all-conference (North Central Conference & Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference) performers and 99 academic all-conference recipients She and her staff were also 
honored as the 2011 NFCA Central Reginn Coaching Staff of the Year 
> 
> During her career Minnesota State has secured three NCC titles (1987, 1989, 2007) and one NSIC title (2012), made ten trips to the NCAA Divisiun II Natiunal Tournament (1987, 1989, 1995, 
1997, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012) and a pair of trips to the NCAA Champiunships 
> (1987 and 2011). 
> 

> As the only- head coach Florida Atlantic has ever known in its 18-seasun histol~/, Joyce has directed the Owls progranr to over 700 total victories, eight-consecutive Atlantic Sun 
Conference Championships 
> (1997-2004) - nine in all (2006) - and seven NCAA Tournament appearances (1999-2004, 2006). In FAU’s initial season as a munther of the Sun Belt Conference, tire Owls were also 
crowned regular season and conference tournament chanrpiuns. 
> 

> The five-tinre A-Sun Coach of the Year and 2007 Sun Belt Coach of the Year has also lent her talents as the head coach of the FAU women’s golf squad since 1996. 
> 

> A member of the National Amateur So~ball Hall of Fame and a rrmlti-sport athlete who played softball, basketball, volleyball and was also a member of the Ladies Professional Golf 
Association (LPGA) for 19 years, Joyce has alrea@ been inducted into nitre halls of fame. Her enshrinements include the Palm Beach Count" Spolts Hall of Farue, Connecticut Women’s Hall 
of Fanre, the Connecticut Wonren’s Basketball Hall of Fame, the Hat~: O’Dounell Hall of Fanre, the Fairfield Count" Sports Hall of Fame, the International Sol, ball Federation Hall of Farue, tire 
Natiunal Amateur Softball Hall of Fame, the Greater Waterhrtry Hall of Fame, and is one of only- three Americans who have been inducted into the International Wonren’s Sports Hall of 
Fame. In 1976 she was also a rutmer-up for the Women’s Sports Magazine Athlete of the Year. 
> 

> She holds a career pitching record of 753 wins and 42 losses. Included in tl-mse totals are 150 no-hit, no-run games and 50 perfect efforts. At the plate she posted a career batting average 
of .324 and counts striking out Ted Williams in 1961 as one of her most notable achievements. 
> 

> For a school widely known for its high-profile coaches, IX~Iurphy has built a powerhouse program at Alabama that befits an athletic department known for major success over numerous 
sports. A 772-ganre winner during a 15-year softball coaching career, ire recently reached tire top of the ruountain by guiding his Crinrson Tide to the 2012 Division I National Championship. 
The national title nrarked the first for any Southeastern Conference program and only the second all-time for a school East of the Mississippi River (Michigan - 2005). For his effolts ire and 
his staff were named the 2012 NFCA Division I National Coaching Staff of the Year. 
> 

> His teams have now made eight Women’s College World Series appearances, won four regular-seasun SEC crowns and four SEC Tournament titles, reached the NCAA Tournament for 14 
consecutive seasons and totaled 10 campaigns with 50-plus wins 
> 

> From an individual standpoint, Murphy has tutored players who have reaped 74 total All-American honors, while having 78 players receive All-SEC accolades and 69 individuals garner 
NFCA All-Region honors His teams have been just as successful in the classroom, with 12 Academic All-Americans and 152 All-SEC Academic selections to his credit 
> 
> 
>___ 

> 

> LrNC Athletic Conm~unications 
> MA. Candidate, Sport Administration The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>c: 
> o: 919-962-1160 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 6:03 PM 

Christopher B. Kennedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.ga’tech.edu>; JeromeRodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead <mannstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Zac Sannders(zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu); Aaron Aaker (aa3~e@bc.edu); Brandi 
Guerinot(brandi.gaerino@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau(carly.parisea@bc.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Amanda Gray 

(aglay3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephmfie Ellison (saellis@clemson.eda); Aaldy Cmnpbell 

(wcmnpb2@clemson.eda); Cindy Haxtmann(ch~xtmmm@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell(ncmnpbell@duaa.duke.eda); Sarah Helfer 

(shelfe@duaa.duke.eda); Todd Mesibov(tmesibov@duaa.duke.eda); Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh 

(as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Alex Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu); Bret Cowley <bcoMey~fsu.edu;,; Jim Cuny-(jmcurry@fsu.edu); 

Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tom Timmermans �            ~gm~Jl.com); Lmlce Markos ~           ~hotmail.com>;    , 

@live.unc.edtc,; Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoleyQ@miaml.edu); Khadian Kelly 

(k.kelly3@miami.edu; David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Tony Hemandez (themandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy ([xtl 11 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa 

Sprick <mcsl lc@my.fsu.edu>; Carrie Doyle(camedoyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson 

<craig anderson@ncsu.edu-~; MichelleLee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford <mptbrd@ncsu.edu>; Chris JaJnes 

(cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf(dmi~i@)syr.edu); Erlease Wagner(edeasem@syr.edu); Hennan Frazier <hrti~zie@syr.edtr~; Jamie Mullin 
~pmullin@@r.edu>; Dr. Louis MaJccoccia <lmarcocc@s.~,r.edu>; Co@ Gmnbler(cgamble@umd.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); 

Mathew Franck (mfrmMc@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.mormt2@umimni.edu); Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.eda>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edtc,; ....... ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemmns <timmemlmas@uncaa.anc.edu>; Art Mm’kos 

(am@irginia.edu); Eric Baumgoxtmer(emb8p@vilginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.eda); Heather LaFon <herobe(t@vt.edu>; Bridget 

McSorley (mcsorlbb a)vt.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Vickie Saxfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@t.edu>; Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfu.edu); ToddHairston (hairstc~wTu.edu) 

FW: Washington State job opening 

Advertisement.doc 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Mike Matthews 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 9:34 PM 

To: CCACA Discussion 
Co: Gary Gray; Megan Boone; Kate Charipar; Kyle Pifer; Bill Clever; Kyle Brennan; Alex Parker; Stephen Webb; Chris Stivers; Ellen Ferris; Lyla Clerry; Bill Morgan; Alanna Ellis; 
Matt Elliott; Julie Manning; Bob Minnix 
Subject: [CCACA] Washington State job opening 
All: 

Steve Robeltello is off to Fresno State, so .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 6:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Dec. 11 con[~rence call 

Yes we will be 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Lance iVlarkos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <tinm~ermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Dec. 11 conference call 
Date: Mon, Dec 3, 2012 6:54 pm 

>>> "If]e, Vince" <ille@email uric edu> 2012-12-03’I718:54:54244830 >>> 
Lance and Tom, 
You guys on this call7 Thanks 
Vmce 

Frum: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mbur~emeister(a)theacc oral 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 3:38 PM 
To: Christopher B. Kermedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Buswell; JerumeRodgers (lrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics gatech edu); Marquita 
Armstead; I)an Bartholomae (dbarthulomae@athletics pitt.edu); Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc edu); Brandi Guerinot(brandi.guerinut@bc edu); Carly Pariseau(carly.pariseau@bc edu); Yadira 
Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson edu); Brad Wuody(cbwoody@clemson edu); Stephanie Ellisun (saellis@clemson edu); Andy Campbell 
(wcampb2@clemson.edu); (;in@ Hartmann(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell(ncampbell@duaa duke.edu); Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa dnke.edu); Todd Mesibuv 
(tmesibov@duaa duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eser, dces.virginia.edu); Alex Dominatu(adominato@fsu.edu); Bret Cowley; Jim Curry (jmcurry@fsu.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tom Timmermans (         ~)gmaihcom); Lance Markus;              ; Dan Raben (d rabenl@miami.edu); Deburah Foley (dfoley@miami.edu); Khadian Kelly 
(k.kelly3@miami edu; David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Tuny Hemandez (thernandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy (bd[11 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; Carrie Dujde(carrie doyle@ncsu edu); 
Craig Andersun (ceander4@ncsu edu); Craig Anderson; MJchelleLee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Furd; Chris James(cmjame02@syr.edu); I)an Isaf (dmisaf(a)syr.edu); Erlease 
Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); tlerman Framer; Jamie Mullin; Dr. Luuis Marcoccia; Zac Saunders(zsaunders@athletics.pitt edu); Katie Koune; Shamaree Brown; Cody Gambler 
(cgambler@umd edu); I)an Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); Mathew Franck (m[’ranck@umd edu); Erin Moran(e moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos; Paul Pogge;              ; Tom 
Timmermans; Art Markos (am@irginia edu); Eric Baumgartner(embSp@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.edu); Heather LaFon; Bridget McSurley (mcsurlbb@t.edu); Tim Parker 
(tparker@t.edu); Vickie Sarfu-Kantaka; Kirsten Elleby(ellebykc@wfu.edu); Tuddt]airston (hairstct]-)ate: Mun, 3 Dec 2012 15:37:13 -0500 
Sublect: Dec. 11 conference call 

Good afternoon, 

I hope you had a nice weekend. This serves as a reminder of our COl’fference call scheduled for next Tuesday-, Deccmber 11, at 11:00 a.m. It is also a request to submit any agenda items that 
you would like to discuss by this Friday, December 7. An agenda and supplemental materials will be distributed prior to the call. 

Thanks, 

Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Epperly <mepperly@rmasecurity.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 7:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Agents 

I think so. We could also use email or a phone call when time is of the essence. 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Mike. I’ve talked with Paul about our arrangement. Can we set this up as personal services with an engagement letter? 

From: Mike Epperly [mailto:mepperly@rmasecurity.com] 

Sere: Monday, December 03, 2012 4:14 PM 

To: Paul Pogge 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Agents 

Gentlemen: 

Please click on the links below to open, save and print the follomng reports. Some of the files are qNte large, so it may take a few minutes to open. 

Let me know if you have any trouble opening the reports. Also, please let me know once you have saved them locally, so I can remove them from the viewing folder. 

I am s~dll worldng on Drew Smith. I have included as much information as I have, but mn having some difficulty getting his UAAA disclosures from PA. I will ibm,aacd 

them once I receive them. 
Best regards, 

Mike 

Michael Epperly 

Risk Management Associates, Inc. 

From: Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 5:35 PM 

To: Mike Epperly 

Cc: Vince Ille 

Subject: RE: Agents 

Mike, 
This is great. I don’t think you guys need to spend the time putting them in a formal report, as we can combine them ruth the information we have already. Thanks for 

your work on this. We know it was a quick turnaround. 

As for the fee arrangement. I will let Vince speak to that. 

Thanks again, 

Paul 

:~>> "Mike Epperly" <mepperly@rmasecurity.com<mailto:mepperly@rmasecurity.com-~ 11/30/2012 5:07 PM ~-~ 

Pan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Loo~ Ends 

I will check in with you tomonow morning. Will get it figured out. 

Clint 

On Dec 3, 2012, at 8:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91--><’.--[endiI]--> 

ClinL 

I sent an email to Bobby Rice last Wednesday but haven’t he~xd back. Do you have a contact number for him or, before I call, should I first try to reach 

Mike Desmond or Eddie Jones (guys whose names appee¢ in the email chain you originally fol~varded me)? I don’t know whether or not Amy returned 

the vehicle she was driving today per her email below. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [~__a__[[_to_Lajs__c_[_~__ae__@__u___nca___a__#___nc_=e_du] 
Sent= Friday, November 30, 2012 9:39 AN 
To= Ille, Vince; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen 
Subject= Loose Ends 

All, 
Thought I would check in and let you all know the following: 

Monda~ 
2) I also will be getting a new phone hopefully over the weekend or early next week. Was going to do it today, but is sick, so and I likely won’t be 

able to make it out, lwill bring mine back to Stephen early next week, and will also return the dealer car paperwork to Aaron on the same trip. 
3) My computer will be returned to Kent by end of day today. 

4) I have returned my keys and fob to Clara. 

5) I have returned my basketball tickets to Tim Sabo. 

Please let me know if there is something I have forgotten. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Rela~rt 

Compliance Media Addendum 12-4-12.docx 

Hi Mr. Ille, 

Sony to bother you on a Tuesday. I have created an addendum to my usual reports based on rumors flooding Twitter today and thought it may be useful. It is attached. 

Have a nice day, 

On Mon, Dec 3, 2012 at 3:41 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~em~Jl.nnc.edn> wrote: 

Thanks 

From: mailto: ;@qmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, 3:31 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Report 

Hi Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Have a nice afleruoo~ 

On Fri, Nov 30, 2012 at 8:26 PM, Ille, Vince <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks      Hope you have a great weekend as well. 

From:             [mailto:           @qmail.com] 
Sent= l-nday, November 30, 2012 4:42 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Hope yon have a wonderful weekend! 

Thanks, 

~gmail.com 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Adrmnistration 

~@gmail.com 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



i~mail, corn 
University ot North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Conm~unication: Reporting & Sports Com.qmrfic~tion 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



Eroln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 12:13 PM 

Christopher B. Kennedy(ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu>; JeromeRodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maJtken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead <marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Zac Sannders(zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu); Aaron Aaker (aa~e@bc.edu); Brandi 
Guerinot(brandi.gaerino@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau(carly.parisea@bc.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Amanda Gray 

(aglay3@clemson.edu); Brad Woody(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephmaie Ellison (saellis@clemson.eda); Andy Cmnpbell 

(wcmnpb2@clemson.eda); Cindy Haxtmann(ch~xtmmm@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell(ncampbell@duaa.duke.eda); Sarah Helfer 

(shelfe@duaa.duke.eda); Todd Mesibov(tmesibov@duaa.duke.eda); Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh 

(as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Alex Dominato(adominato@fsu.edu); Bret Cowley <bcoMey~fsu.edtc,; Jim Cuny-(jmcurry@fsu.edu); 

Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tom Timmermans             ~gm~Jl.com); Lmlce Markos <          @hotmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edtc,; Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Deborah Foley (dfoley@mlaml.edu); Khadian Kelly 

(k.kelly3@miami.edu; David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Tony Hemandez (themandez@miami.edu); Brett Luy ([xll 11 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa 

Sprick <mcsl lc@my.fsu.edu>; Carrie Doyle(carriedoyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson 

<craig anderson@ncsu.edu-~; MichelleLee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford <mptbrd@ncsu.edu>; Chris JaJnes 

(cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf(dmi~i~a)syr.edu); Erlease Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Hennan Frazier <hrti~zie@syr.edw~; Jamie Mullin 

~pmullin@s?r.edu>; Dr. Louis MaJccoccia <lmarcocc@s3,r.edu>; Co@ Gmnbler(cgamble@umd.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); 

Mathew Franck (mfrmMc@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.mormt2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.eda>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edtc,;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemmns <tinnnemlmas@uncaa.anc.edu>; Art Mm’kos 

(am@irginia.edu); Eric Baumgoxmer(emb8p@vilginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.eda); Heather LaFon <herobe(t@vt.edu>; Bridget 

McSorley (mcsorlbb a)vt.edu); Tim Parker (tparkel~bvt.edu); Vickie Saxfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@t.edu>; Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfu.edu); ToddHairston (hairstc~wTu.edu) 

Brad Hostetter <bhostette@theacc.org>; Katie Koone <kkoone@theacc.org>; Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

FootbaJl EducationaJ Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

2013 Division I NFL Educational Memo.pdf 

Good afternoon, 
The NCAA recently published the NFL Education Memo for football student-athletes who are considering a professional career. Please distribute as appropriate on your 
campus, and let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 1:27 PM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >;        @gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos ~         @gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss 

< @gmail.com >; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

update 

Larry, thanks for the phone call. I think I will answer every’thing in this email. 
was ejected from East Stroudsburg tourney for "flagrant misconduct". Trevor Chinn was present and this is actually fairly common in our sport, just 

because of the nature of two guys in direct combat for 7 minutes. It is almost always the guy retaliating who gets nailed. During a match, his opponent hit him very hard and 

the ref only saw    retaliate. Trevor felt the ref over reacted, but it is what it is,       is a good kid and is not prone to misconduct issues. He went to          to watch 

the team and his brother but he did not compete. 
The team continues to improve; ~ntermat currently has us ranked 27th nationally with 4 guys (40% of our team) ranked in the top 20,               leads the team currently 

ranked 6th nationally. This is exciting considering the starting lineup is all         and In January, we expect to get                     in at    (currently 
moved up from 149 to cover that weigtnt), anottner    in and ’ finally cleared to . All 

will strengthen our current starting line up. Continuing to avoid injuries will’be critical, shattered his nose at and will be out for several weeks. 

Good timing, because we have no backup at .... 
The team will be here training until December 20, and will return Dec. 26.     and          will take 10 guys to Midlands in Chicago late December, while Chinn and I will 

take time rest of the team to the Souttnern Scuffle in Chattanooga. Both excellent tournaments. 
With regard to your question Larry about slots, I have spoken with Vince and I understand we have two slots left; it is unlikely we will get more this year. We understand the 

challenge with admissions and we remain hopeful of positive changes in the future. I’m convinced Vince understands how important this issue is to us and is doing all he can 

to help. We have signed six solid recruits, five of them and we plan to get two more big guys to provide more depth. 

Let me know if anyone has any questions. Thanks for all you do. 
C.D. Mock & Staff 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

>>>"[lle, Vince"<ille@email.unc.edu> . .     2:10PM >>> 

Put this on your liWc~Jendar for ne~ year. This should be something that we do as part of the agent p~ogram. 

From" Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:18 PM 
To: Andre Williams; Corey Hollidav 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge ; Torn Timmermans 
Subject: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

Corey and Andre’, 

Please see the attached annual memo for SA’s considering turning professional. Please distribute as necessary. Thanks!! 
Lance 

> > > "Burgemeister, Matt" < mburcleme[ster@theacc.orcl> 12:13 PM > > > 
Good afternoon, 
The NCAA recently published the NFL Education Memo for football student-athletes who are considering a professional career. Please distribute as appropriate on your 
campus, and let us know if you have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

CHERYL PITTENGER <CPITTENGER@UT.EDU> 

Wednesday, 9:09 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Permission To Contact 

Permission from .doc 

Attached is permission from The University of 

ini 

Cher Pittenger 

Director of Compliance 

The University of Tampa 

813-257-3000 

to contact regarding his interest in transferring to your institution and participating 



Vince Ille 
University of North Carolina 

RE: Name: 
Sport: 

The above student-athlete has contacted The University of Athletic Department 
concerning transfer to your university. 

In accordance with NCAA guidelines, we are giving you permi ssion to contact this student. 
Please note; this is not a release, only permission to contact. 

Thank you for your attention to this request. 

Sincerely, 

Cher Pittenger 

Cher Pittenger 
Director of Compliance & Student Athlete Services 
Ph: 813-257-3000 

Fax: 813-253-6288 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:23 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

Sure. Is it the whole team? I was envisioning having a Power Point, etc, when we introduced the program to the team. I also thought it would be good to provide some 

background information as an example on one guy to show them what we can do. I want to look very prepared and structured. Thoughts? If you’d like to do this tomorrow, I 
can definitely see what [ am able to put together by then. 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/5/2012 10:18 AM > > > 

You available at the time below? We could give them an intro of the agent progrmn mid administer the form if you want. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 9:06 AM 
To: Andre Williams; Corey Holliday 
Co: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge; Samantha Kirby; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc, 

Paul or Vince, 
Is this something one of you might be able to attend to meet wkh the team about? If not, Ican handle it but thought it would make sense for one of you to be there. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Andre Williams 12/4/2012 4:48 PM > > > 

Lance, 

We are actually scheduled to have a team meeting on Thursday, December 6th at 4:15 pm. By any chance could we have a compliance representative review the information 

included in the document during this time? It will ensure that all of our student athletes are well informed and provided an opportunity to ask questions if they have any 

questions. In addition, we could provide pens for each of them to sign paperwork. Please let me know your thoughts. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

UNversibl of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(1) 919.962.0393 

awilllianls(~bnncaaa mc.edu 

>>> Lance Markos 12/4/2012 2:11 PM >>> 

I’ll leave it to you guys to figure out who should sign it but if you think they should receive it ( , etc.), then they should also sign it after they read it. Feel free to send 

down the signed copies to me. Thanks!! 

>>> Corey Holliday 12/4/2012 12:23 PM >>> 
What the signature page? Does everyone need to sign and return that page? 

Corey H o]liday 
Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Footba[] Center 
PO. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (Ra2<) 

> >> Lance Markos 12/4; 2012 12:18 PM > >> 
Corey and Andre’, 

Please see the attached annual memo for SA’s considering turning profcssinnah Please distribute as necessary. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Burg emeister, Matt" < mburg emeis ter,~¢%theacc.org> 12/4/2012 12:13 PM > > > 

Good af ernoon, 
The NCAA recently published the NFL Education Memo for football student-athletes who are considering a professional career. Please distribute as appropriate on your campus, and let us 
know if’you have an), questions. Thanks, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 10:44 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

thanks!! 

> > > "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 12/5/2012 10:42 AM > > > 

Andre, 

Paul Pogge and I will explain the intbrnmtion and administer the tbrm. Where is the team meeting tomorrow? Will the entire team be there? If,so, the 

document/intbmmtion only applies to some of the team members. Perhaps you, Corey, Paul and I could identitY.., those student-athletes and meet with jusl them atter the 

temn meeling? If so, how much time will we have? Thanks. 

Uince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 05, 2012 9:06 AN 
To; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday 
Cc= Tile, Vince; Paul Pogge;             ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Football Educational Memo - Draft, Agents, etc. 

Paul or Vince, 
Is this something one of you might be able to attend to meet with the team about? If not, Ican handle it but thought it would make sense for one of you to be there. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Andre Williams 12/4/2012 4:48 PM > > > 

Lance, 
We are actually scheduled to have a team meeting on Thursday, December 6th at 4:15 pm. By any chance could we have a compliance representative review the information 

included in the document during this time? It will ensure that all of our student athletes are well informed and provided an opportunity to ask questions if they have any 

questions. In addition, we could provide pens for each of them to sign paperwork. Please let me know your thoughts. 
Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awillliams(thmcaaa mc.edu 

>>> Lance Markos 12/4/2012 2:11 PM >>> 
I’ll leave it to you guys to figure out who should sign it but if you think they should receive it, etc.), then they should also sign it after they read it. Feel free to send 

down the signed copies to me. Thanks!! 

>>> Corey Holliday 12/4/2012 12:23 PM >>> 
What the signature page? Does everyone need to sign and return that page? 

Cnrey H o]liday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Fnotbal] Center 

PO. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (}"2~X) 

>>> Lance Markos 12/4,’2012 12:18 PM>>> 
Core}’ and Andre’, 

Please see the attached annual memo [br SA’s considering turning professional Please distribute as necessary. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Burg emeister, Matt" < mburo, emeis ter (?~theacc.org> 12/4/2012 12:13 PM > > > 

Good at~ crnoon, 
The NCAA recently published the NFL Education Memo for football student-athletes who are considering a professional career. Please distribute as appropriate on your campus, and let us 
know iPyou have any questions. Thanks, 
Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 12:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Retx~rt 

Yes. This is very good. 

Bubba 

Sent from my, iPhone 

On Dec 3, 2012, at 3:42 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

compiles these eveU Monday, Wedne~ay mid Friday tbr me. Do you want me to send you copies when I receive them? 
From:             [maiito:           L~_g__t!_!a__[L_c__o___t!_}] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Report 
Hi Mr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Have a nice afternoon, 

On Fri, Nov 30, 2012 at 8:26 PM, Ille, Vince <ille@emafl.mac.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Hope yon have a great weekend as well. 
From: [mailto: @gma!!,com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Report 
Dear Nlr. Ille, 

Attached is today’s report. 

Hope yon have a wonderful weekend’, 

Thank~ 

g~r__~)_~_tJ_:_c_52_g! 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Joumalisrn and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Commtmication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Spolt Administration 

<Compliance Media Report docx> 

~i~gmail.com 
Umversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Journalism and Mass Communication: Reporting & Sports Communication 
Exercise and Sport Science: Sport Administration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 1:27 PM 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltneyQuncaa.unc.edu >; Tony Baldwin <tonybQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Licensing question 

Tony, 

Thanks for checking on this, Technically, we have already granted these rights to Nike. As Clint mentioned, however, we are already working on a similar issue with baseball, 

To get this in place for the softball program, we will need a list of items from EvoShield that (a) Nike does not produce and (b) Evoshield and the coaching staff wish to have 

our softball team wear, Once we have this list of items, we can work with Nike to see if they will allow us to do this, If Nike grants their approval, we will secure a written 

release from Nike, then subsequently contract with Evoghield. 

[ hope this helps, 

Paul 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 12/5/2012 1:21 PM > > > 

Tony, 

Thanks for checking. We are in the process of getting a similar agreement for baseball for certain "protective" products for them to use that Nike does not produce. 

EvoShield is currently in possession of a document for baseball that they are completing. If they would do the same for you, it would speed up the process, At that point, Paul 

Pogge has been working with Legal on the wording, so you would want to send the document to him, 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 12/5/2012 at 1:13 PM, in message <50BF8ED4.338 : 0 : 565887, Tony Baldwin 

wrote: 

> Hey Clint, 
> 

> I hope that all is well, I have a quick question and I’m not totally sure if 

> you are time person to ask but here goes.., 
> 

> We (softball) have been approached by a company called EvoShield to put 

> together an agreement with them, EvoShield is a company that makes protective 

> gear such as elbow and foot protection, Basically, we would use them (not 

> official wording) as our official supplier of specialty protection gear, 
> 

> The website is http:/iwww.evoshield.com/Softball Protective Gear s/33,htm, 
> As you may know, they already list UNC on their website, I believe their 

> director of baseball sales, Mike Cavasinni, played baseball here at Carolina, 
> 

> I just want to make sure that this is ok and does not infringe on any other 

> licenses that we might have in place, 
> 

> Thanks for your help. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Tony Baldwin 
> 

> Assistant Softball Coach 
> University of North Carolina 

> tonybaldwin@unc.edu 
> Cell: 
> @UNCCoachTony 
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Mary Willingham, a tutor at UNC-CH, came forward with more academic allegations 

from the year 2008. She claims many athletes were receiving help/grades or taking 

classes without attending them. 

http:iiwww.newsobserver.comi2012i11i17i2490476iinsider-unc-tolerated-cheatinghtml 

® Many articles about this: 

http :iicollegebasketballtalk.nbcsports.comi2012/11/18iunc-academic-scandal- 

deepens-staffer-says-some-tar-heel-athletes-she-oversaw-had-never-read-a-booki 

http ://www. cb ssports.com/collegebasketball/blog/eye-on-coll ege- 

basketball/21041599/report-unc-whistleblower-goes-public-claims-school- 

blatantly-tolerated-academic-cheating 

http://deadspin.com/5961550/unc-academic-scandal-continues-reportedly- 

tolerated-cheating 

http://www.rantsports.com/ncaa-basketball/2012/11/19/whistleblower-for-unc- 

academic-scandal-goes-public/ 

One online blog, Rant Sports, is claiming that the NCAA is being lenient with UNC. 

They assert that the NCAA should step up and sanction the school for cheating with their 

athletes. 

http :iiwww. rantsports, comincaa-b asketb all/2012/11 / 18iwhen-will-the-ncaa-step-up-and- 

punish-north-carolina/ 

Miami has sanctioned itself in a bowl ban for the second straight year to show the NCAA 

that they are taking allegations seriously. This comes at a crucial time in the ACC with 

UNC already under sanctions and GT possibly having to request a waiver from the 

NCAA to participate in a bowl. 

http ://e spn. go. com/college-footb all/story/ /id/8651616/miami-hurri canes-self-impose- 

second-straight-bowl-ban 

The NCAA is asking former players to speak with them about allegations against the 

school. If the former players do not speak with them, the NCAA is assuming that they are 

guilty. 

http :i/sports .yahoo. comiblogsincaaf-dr-saturdayincaa-former-miami-players-talk-us-ll- 

assume- 162438762--ncaaf.html 

http :iibleacherreport.comiarticlesi 1417224-miami-hurricanes-reasoning-of-ncaa- 

ultimatum-to-former-players-unclear 

Linda Robertson of the Miami Herald writes in her opinion that the self-imposed 

sanctions were a smart move for Miami in the long run, helping them brace themselves 



during the NCAA investigation. 
http:iiwww.miamiherald.comi2012/11/20/3105596ihurricanes-donna-shalala-made.html 

Anti-NCAA shirts are being sold at the University of Miami. The shirts call the 

organization "communist" and claim that they overstep their bounds. This comes as a 

result to the self-imposed bowl ban. The same shirts were sold at Penn State University 

earlier thi s year. 

http ://www. cb ssports.com/collegefootball/blog/eye-on-coll ege- 

football/21081268/communist-themed-anti-ncaa-shirt-gets-a-miami-edition 

Miami’s Athletic Department will still be getting their equal share of bowl revenue 

despite the self-imposed sanctions. 

http:iiwwwmiamiherald.comi2012/11/20/3105464ium-athletic-department-will-still.html 

State senator Thom Goolsby is calling for a criminal probe and resignation as a result of 

the academic scandal at UNC-CH. The state senator asked in an online column for a 

change in policy. 

http://v~w.wra~.c~m/sen-g~sby-ca~s-for-criminal-pr~be-trustees-to-resign-at- 

unci11797826/ 

Some questions are still swirling about the Shabazz Muhammad case. The LA Times 

reports that the NCAA is now looking into a conversation overhead on an airplane about 

Shabazz Muhammad’s eligibility. The NCAA is investigating the claims surrounding this 

conversati on. 

http ://www. fox sportswest, com/11/20/12/NCAA-investigati ng-Muhammad- 

conversation/landing ucla.html?blockID=82318 l&feedID=3707 

Lawyers are questioning Muhammad’s sanctions by the NCAA, citing that the player 

may have been prejudged by the NCAA before the investigation. 

http :iibleacherreport. comiarticlesi 1409838-report-lawyers-suspect-ncaa-prej udged- 

shabazz-muhammads-eligibility-case 

Shabazz Muhammad is now playing full-time at UCLA. "The NCAA said that UCLA’s 

sanctions against Muhammad were sufficient after the school required him to sit out three 

games and repay $1,600 in impermissible benefits. The NCAA and UCLA found that 

Muhammad accepted travel and lodging during three unofficial visits to Duke and North 

Carolina." 

http ;//www. cb ssports, com/collegeb asketb all/gam etracker/recap/NCAAB_20121120_UG 

A@UCLA/freshman-muhammad-scores-20-no-11 -ucla-fends-off-georgia 



Shabazz Muhammad was reinstated after questions about his amateur status came into 

play. The NCAA were satisfied with the sanctions and he made his debut after sitting out 

for 3 games and repaying impermissible benefits. Muhammad tweeted "#FREE" once he 

was reinstated. 

http :iiwww.usatoday.comistoi)Tisportsincaabi2012i11/16incaa-reinstates-ucla-shabazz- 

muhammadi 1710617/ 

Ohio State is looking at a unique situation. They are undefeated this year yet were 

determined ineligible for a bowl game this season due to NCAA sanctions. There is some 

speculation that a self-imposed bowl ban may have kept the NCAA from banning them 

again this season, but the Athletic Director at OSU says that he does not want to 

speculate. 

http :iie spn. go. comicoll ege-footb al 1isto~i ii di8654095 iohi o- state-buckeye s- ad-con si der- 

self-imposed-ban 

Urban Meyer’s contract and bonuses at OSU are being re-evalutated due to sanctions and 

bowl bans at the school. The contract originally contained language that would penalize 

Meyer or keep him from getting a bonus if problems existed. Because of the special 

circumstances that Meyer is facing this year the school is changing the wording 

http :iiv,~Tw.news- 

press.comiusatodayiarticlei17131557odyssey=modlnewswellltextlSportsls 

San Diego State University basketball player Winston Shepard will be reinstated 

Wednesday after a three game suspension for breaking an unspecified NCAA rule. 

http ://www. cb ssports, com/collegeb asketb all/gametracker/previ ewiNCAAB_2012112 I_A 

RKPB@ SDGSTiarkpine-bluffsan-diego-st-preview 

Winston Shepard broke an NCAA rule that was reported to the compliance staff at SDSU 

which was in turn reported to the NCAA. it was announced on November 13 that he 

would miss three upcoming games. 

http :iisportsillustrated. cnn.comi2012ibasketballincaai 11 / 13/Winston- Shepard- 

suspended.apiindex.html 

The NCAA announced on November 16 that more penalties were being l everaged against 

the University of Tennessee football program. 

"The violations occurred in 2009 when former assistant Willie Mack Garza... illegally 

funded a prospect’s unofficial visit and misled NCAA enforcement officials during 

questioning. The penalties include Tennessee’s probation being extended by two years, a 

reduction in the number of official visits this school year from 51 to 47, fewer evaluation 

days for the coaches and a ban on providing free tickets to recruits for the first two 



Southeastern Conference games next season." 

http :i/sports.yahoo. cominewsicollege-football-roundup-ncaa-hits-232010153 --ncaaf.html 

Toledo’s men’s basketball team is trying to rebuild their program although NCAA 

sanctions have completely changed the culture for the team. 

http :iiwww.toledoblade.comiUTi2012/11/21 iToledo-basketball-at-0-3-dealing-with-road- 

dates-NCAA-sanctions.html 

The University of Alaska has self-reported NCAA violations due to a maj or compliance 

problem. The university played with 17 ineligible athletes from 2007-2011. Alaska self- 

reported the issues after they were discovered by their compliance director. 

http :iinewsminer. comiviewifull_storyi20830068iarticle-NCAA-to-investigate- 

infractions-at-UAF?instance=home_news_window left top_l 

http :iiwww.westerncollegehockeyblog comi2012/11 / 14/3648108ialaska-cuts-two- 

hockey-scholarships-over-ncaa-violations 

Coach K is worried about the future of the ACC, and says that it is time to "circle the 

wagons" to see what the future holds. 

http :iisportsillustrated. cnn. comi2012iwritersipete_thameli 11 / 19iCoach-Krzyzewski- 

Marylandiindex.html#ixzz2Chw9BMds 
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Topic One: 

NCAA Investigations and/or Sanctions 
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Auburn University Investigation 

Synopsis: 

Auburn University’s football team is being investigated by the NCAA for possible recruitment 

violations by assistant coaches Trooper Taylor and Chris Luper. Players that have been examined 

so far have been Jovon Robinson for possible violations in regards to his high school transcript. 

Robinson’s Dodge Challenger has also been called into question. Auburn has declined to 

comment. This new has broken one day before the "Iron Bowl". 

Articles: 

http:iiespn.go.comicollege-footballistoryi /id/8661192incaa-investigating-aubum-recruiting- 

assi stant-coaches-sources-say 

http :iiwww¢.wsfa. comistoui20160438iauburn-university-declines-comment-on-reported-ncaa- 

investigation 

http :iiprogress.montgomeryadverti set. corn/article/20121122/SPORT S 0402/311220016/? odyssey 

=tab [mostpopularltext[BUSINES S 

http :iiprogress.montgomeryadverti ser. corn/article/20121122/SPORTS0402/311220016/? odyssey 

=tab [mostpopularltext[BU SINES S 

http ://bleacherreport. com/articles/14118010-auburn-football-how-new-ncaa-investigation-will- 

impact-tigers-recruiting 

http://www¢.jacks~nsun.c~m/usat~day/artic~e/~72~53&usatref=sp~rtsm~d?~dyssey=m~d~newsw 

el l[textlSports[p 
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Investigations of Indiana Basketball 

Synopsis: 

Indiana freshmen players Hanner Mosquera-Perea and Peter Jurkin got an answer from the 

NCAA on Wednesday. The NCAA suspended both players for nine games for receiving 

impermissible benefits while being recruited. The players were allowed to travel to Brooklyn to 

support the team, but will still have to sit out the next four games according to their appeal 

hearing. According to the NCAA, "Jurkin and Perea accepted approximately $6,000 and $8,000, 

respectively, in impermissible benefits from an Indiana University booster. The recruiting 

inducements were provided on multiple occasions during the student-athletes’ recruitment, and 

included plane tickets, meals, housing, a laptop, cell phone and clothing." 

Articles: 

http :iiwww.ncaa. orgiwpsiwcmiconnectipubliciNCAAiResourcesiLatest+N ewsi2012/November/ 

NCAA+appeals+committee+decides+IU+case 

http:iiespn.go.comiblogicollegebasketballnationitagiinameikatz-3-point-shot 
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Investigation of Texas Basketball 

Synopsis: 

The NCAA is also looking into sophomore Texas player Myck Kabongo, but has not released 

any decision yet. Kabongo is being investigated for a possible impermissible trip to Cleveland 

last spring. Texas refuses to play him until he is cleared by the NCAA. 

Article: 

http:iiespn.go.comiblogicollegebasketballnationitagiinameikatz-3-point-shot 
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University of Southern California Football 

Synopsis: 

A judge says that the NCAA was malicious in their investigation of USC Football program and 

player Reggie Bush. "The NCAA’s report on ethical breaches by Todd McNair was flawed, and 

the former coach has shown a probability he can win his defamation claims, Los Angeles 

Superior Court Judge Frederick Shaller said." Shaller’s 10 page ruling claims that the NCAA 

showed "ill will" to USC’ s McNair. The lawsuit claims that the NCAA’ s investigation was "one- 

sided" against the program. The NCAA is preparing to appeal the ruling. 

Articles: 

http :i/sports .yahoo. cominewsij udge-says-ncaa-malicious-usc-230220643 --ncaaf. html 

http:iilosangeles, sbnation.comi2012/11/21/3677898ijudge-todd-mcnair-ncaa-malicious-usc- 

investigati on 

http ://sportsillustrated.cnn.com/2012/footb all/ncaa/11/21/ncaa-malicious-todd-m cnair- 

investigation.apiindex.html 
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Topic Two: 

Misconduct and!or Criminal Issues 
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Morehead State University Basketball Coach 

Synopsis: 

Morehead State University suspended their head coach, Sean Woods, for one game after he 

pushed one of his own players during the loss to the University of Kentucky. Thi s was his second 

maj or encounter with one of his players during a game, and also received scolding for making 

comments about the lack of basketball knowledge in today’s players. 

Articles: 

http ://e spn. go. com/m en s- col 1 ege-b asketb al l/story/ /i d/8665553/s ean-wood s-m oreh ead - state- 

eagles-suspended-one-game 

http :iiespn. go. comimens-college-basketballistoryi /id/8662812imorehead-state-eagl es-coach- 

sean-woods-faces-discipline-conduct 

http ://www. courier-j ournal, com/article/20121122/SPORT S 12/311220040~’Iorehead-State- 

looks-into-basketball-coach-Sean-Woods-conduct-dufing-game-against-Kentucky 
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Steve Kirschner Responds to Latest Article 

Synopsis: 

Steve Kirschner, Senior Associate Director of Athletics for Communications wrote a letter to the 

editor &the News and Observer to help combat the claims first discussed in a November 18th 

article. 

Article: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/l 1/21/2499208/steve-kirschner-we-want- 

educational.html#stoI~qink=cpy 

Responses: 

In response to the letter to the editor, many readers and commenters are calling for an external 

investigati on. Some are even claiming that fraud dates back decades, into Dean Smith’s era. 

Comments about the scandal has also popped up on other articles, and on websites such as Pack 

Pride. 

http ://mbd. scout, com/mb, aspx? s= 178&f=2515&t= 10491190 

Reader comment: 

ahmodkolodz: "Here’s the question.., since the university is wasting tax money on their 

internal reviews that nobody believes are genuine, why not settle this once and for all and 

get an independent investigation started?" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 10:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edw~; Montgomery, John R <jmonl@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@anc.edu~; Martina 

(business) Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Beth (Olympic Spts) Miller <bmille@ancaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly 

<mbnorton@email.unc .edt~-; Steinbacher, Rick < ricks~tei@email.unc .edu>; Clint (tickets) Gwaltney <cgwalmey@uncaa.unc .edt~- 

Fwd: J faculty--athletics- forum] Athletes and admissions: UNC- Chapel Hill’s procedures 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Deborah L Stroman <~tstro,@~unc.edu> 

Date: 2:30:41 PM EST 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: [faculty-athletics-folagn] Athletes and admissions: UNC-Chapel Hill’s procedures 

DLS from my iPhone. 

Begin tbr~x-arded mes~ge: 

From: Jay Smith <iaysmith(d~email.unc.edu> 

Date:                  ,11:30:26 AM EST 

To: discussion <faculW--athletics-fomm~)listsel~z.unc.edu > 

Cc: discussion <faculN--athletics-fomm(~?listsel~z.unc.edu > 
Subject: Re: [faculty--atlfletics-formn] Atlfletes and admissions: UNC-Chapel Hill’s procedures 

Reply-To: Jay Smith <ia,/smith((~email.unc.edu> 

Thank you again, Richard (our first messages obviously crossed in the ether.) Your deconstruction of Fanneds piece, though not filled with 

the contempt I would have used [’.], is ve~ instructive. I also caught the "poor choices of others" reference, and I’ll tell you what I think he 
was doing there: HE was stigmatizing the "cheaters" like etc., leaving aside the corrupt institntional context that had set 

them up to cheat-or-l?aJl from the very beginning. 

He used this "we should celebrate, not stigmatize" point in his UniversiU Gazette intel~Aew a few weeks back. and it prompted a pointed 

exchange with me (OK, maybe I was a little contemptuous) as well as an eft’off on my paint to collect some more statistics on athletics 

admissions--I’ll let the list know when he gives me the ~mmbers. I reject with curses the argument that only those who defend the sys~tem as is 

are the ones who are "standing behind" the athletes. That’s a red herring if ever there was one. And, again, I think it deserves to be called out 
as such in public. I hope yotill let Steve know that we’re watching his words carefiflly... 

On 10:44 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Colleagues, 

At the outset I want to apologize for the lengthy nature of this post. 
Havlng spent the past three months (and really the past 13 years) conducting 
content analyses of NCAA natlonal offlce, association and member university 
documents, speeches, op-ed pleces, etc., I wanted to call your attention to 

Steve Farmer’s (Vice Provost for enrollment and undergraduate admissions) 
oplnlon plece in today’s N & O 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2012/11/24/2499222/athletes-and-admlsslons-unc- 

chapel.html 

While in a previous discussion of Steve Kirschner’s opinion piece, I noted he is hired by the 

university (through our athletlc department) to engage in publlc relations on behalf of 

athletics, Steve Farmer is not specifically hired to engage in public relations activities on 

behalf of UNC-CH. As a result, I found it interesting that the title of hls piece has llttle if 

anything to do with the substance of his opinion piece. 

In addition, there are several interesting highlights to Mr. Farmer’s editorial. I think a 

discussion of several points is worthwhile and consistent with a macro examination of the 

institution of college sport and of the situation on our campus specifically 

A close reading of his essay reveals Mr. Farmer does not specifically identify the number of 



"special admissions" the admissions office makes each year (upon the recommendation of the 

Advisory Committee on Undergrad Admissions and the Subcommittee on Special Talent). However, 

his statement "A small share of these choices - an average of 20 students each year since 2005 

- involve prospective student-athletes" suggests there are at least a hundred or hundreds of 

such admissions each year. In addition, he does not identify if there is a specific sport that 

garners the majority of these 20 yearly special admissions. This subtle use of language 

deflects attention from a discussion of the use of special admissions as a strategy to increase 

the athletic talent pool for a specific sport. Nor does it allow for a determination of EXACTLY 

how many (or the percentage) of such "special admissions" that athletics (or any specific 

sport) been granted each year since 2005. 

A second significant element within his editorial is a plea that such special admission 
students not be "stigmatized," 

But most of these students have either graduated or made progress towards their degrees, and they have done so by working incredibiy 

hard - pemaps ~arder than most of us will ever work at anything in our lives These students, in my view, deserve to be celebrated not 

disparaged as "exceptions" or stigmatized by the poor choices of ethers 

The nuanced language of the phrase "most of these students have either graduated or made 

progress towards their degrees should not be overlooked, since "progress towards their degrees" 

is iridicative of the practice of keeping athletes eligible in order for them to leave in good 

academic standard, but without a degree, a situation clearly identified by Mary Willingham. 

This practice is statistically abetted by the use of the NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate (6SR), 

which removes from a graduation rate denominator any athlete who makes progress toward a degree 

and leaves a university in "good academic standing" (i.e. e].ig~ble to compete according to NCAA 

standards). In this phrase Steve, intentionally or’ coincidentally) uses the term "most" to lump 

those who actually graduate (leaving aside any discussion of the quality of their education) 

with those who simply retain their eligibility prior to leaving a university (e,g, Dropping 
out, transferring, etc,), This process by which athletes are kept in good academic standing and 
make progress toward a degree is the very practice ~ary Willingham has identified, 

Also, at the end of the paragraph, is the phrase "the poor’ choices of others." While allowing 

for poor choices having been made, Mr. Farmer fails to identify the "others." Are the others 

the UNC admissions office, the Advisory Committee, the coaches who recruit them, the NCAA 

national office, the media, the fans? 

Are the poor choices made within the very admissions process he is defending? Throughout his 

piece he fails to acknowledge the existence and effect on the admissions process of a 

commercialized college-sport enterprise that relies upon athletically-talented football 
players, 

Finally, he justifies our 53 special admissions by saying: 

Of the 53 football players recommended for admission by the facuity committee over the iast five years; mere than half were offered 

scholarships by top-30 public or private universities [hree-fou~ths were offered schoiarships by one of these schoois or by other pubiic 

universities in Ner[h Carolina. 

This is ’begging the question,’ (a logical fallacy) by referring to the admissions practices of 

other members of the college sport enterprise ".n order to justify our admiss’.ons policies, An 

example of this fallacy might be an eight.-year old saying to his morn, "]ohn’s morn lets him eat 

pizza and dririk beer for breakfast, why cari’t I?" 

Simply put, Mr, Farmer refers to the efficacy of UNC’s special admissions standards in relation 
to that of other un~versities~ but does not J.dent~fy if these players who were recommended for 

admission "offered scho].arsh~ps" were offered such scholarships through a special, admissions 

process. If the other top 30 public or priwFte universities also field big-time FBS football 

programs, they may well utilize a special admissions process just like ours° That does not mean 

any oF the admissions processes are rigorous or legitimate. It simply means they have similar 

processes. This p’.zza and beer analogy is spec’.ous at best and disingenuous at worst. "Everyone 

else has special admissions, so our process must not be questioned. Referring to other 

admissions processes, that may or’ may not be compromised, as a justification for one’s own 

admissions process is clearly begging the question. 

Finally, he subtly accuses any critics of not "standing behind these students," This subtle 

attac~ on Sack’s (2@@9) "intellectual. elitists" paints concerned faculty critics as not caring 

about these students who "deserve to be celebrated, not disparaged as ’exceptions’ or 

stigmatized." Criticizing the status quo is therefore equated with not caring about students, 

This subtle reframing of the discussion is very effective, since Mr, Farmer and the 

unidentified ’we’ who are "always working hard to improve," are placed in stark contrast to 

those who would tear down the integrity of a system that led the struggling aspiring student- 

athletes to join ’us,’ This aspirat~onal language is very effective at painting the institution 

(UNC & college sport) as providing educational opportunities to these "student-athletes," This 

use of language was used repeatedly by Myles Brand to place the NCAA arid college sport as 

descendants of the civil rights movement, 

I welcome the opportunity to discuss my reading of Mr, Farmer’s letter, with any of you on th~s 

list. [ also plan to seek an opportunity to discuss this with Steve at a time convenient for 



him. I do not seek this dialogue to - in Jay’s words - "fight [ire with fire," Nor do I have 

contempt for this process or the tactics employed, Ho’,~ever, the tactics and language emp].oyed 

should be subject to crit’.cal scho].ar].y examination. 

Z apologize if there are grammatical, spelling, or’ syntactic errors in this post, but Z have to 

begin watching football today, By the way, during the telecasts count up the number of 

"educationai" re-Ferences during the teiecastso Makes fop interesting viewing of these 

educat~.onai sporting events:) 

Cheers 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina aL Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:[9.962-3507 

Cell 

Fax -. 919.962--6235 

~oul:t;ail@erq;~il .u r~c.e,’tu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

!~:’t~’’~z!Ze~x~:s~:!4.r’~c:~e~:~!~at:?~:~(.5?~!~(1~:~:~c~!~!~!!~t!~:’‘~:~I?5?~(.~:’~:~!~:~(11!L~i~st [~.!:.i.t?.r.~.~f@:.eDL!e~L~ 

CSRI website: ty.ty.ty.:!~!!c:.e:.Q.~!~.c:s.~:!. 

CSR[ Conference on College Sport website: www.(:srico~fere~:ce.or~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You axe currently subscribed to t:acul~--athletics- forum as: iavsmith({bemaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtr/u?i~48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&~PT&l facultv-- 

atNelics- forum&o 32461607 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or ,send a blank email to leave-32461607-48699857.65997791Mb45b38d9f69522ac998ca9~)listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to t~culty--athletics- forum as: dstro(~unc.edn. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edtr/u?id~8699886.7b78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6&n T&I facult~--athlelics- 

forum&o 32461661 

(It may be necessao, to cut and pas~te the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32461661-48699886.Tb78768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6(~a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Ticket Violation 

Yes, Gallo has asked that [ send out the PowerPoint to all of Executive Staff. I will do so today. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11:03 AM > > > 

OK, thanks. Our staffmeeting ended after 10:30 this morning so most (all?) of us were rulable to attend the legislation meeting. Cml you please email me coW of what 

was distributed to the coaches at that meeting and the PowerPoint if one was used? Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:28 AN 
To: llle, Vince; Lance Markos 
Subject: RE: Ticket Violation 

Yes, I’ve got it on file. 

Amy 

> > > Lance Markos            9:27 AM > > > 

I haven’t seen anything Amy, have you gotten anything? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e_£_n_~[jJALn___q:gc_!__u_> 7:14 PM >>> 

Did we ever get the receipt? 

From: Amy Herman [tD__ajJ__tg__La_j_s__c___h_a___e__~_u_n___c__a___a_=u_n___c_=_e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday,                1:28 PM 
To: Stafford-Odom, I nsna L; bylwa Hatchell 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject:             Ticket Violation 

Trish, I left you a voicemail with this information, too, but wanted to be sure you received this ASAP, since it is an eligibility issue for 
are going to need to make a donation to the charity of their choice (make sure it’s a legitimate 501(c)(3) charitable u,ga,.Ladon) in the amount of $40, which 

is the value of the impermissible hard tickets he received ($8 x 5 tickets). This is the standard penalty for violations in which hard tickets are issued. We will need a copy of the 

receipt of the donation on file in my office before      will be permitted to compete aqain so it needs to happen ASAP. 
My suggestion would be for him to go online and make a donation that will provide an emailed receipt. Then he can forward the receipt to me at .a_i_s__c_b__a__e___@__u__[!_c__a__a__&r_Lc_:_o____d___u_.. We 

just need to be sure that it shows either his name or       as the donator on the receipt, and that it is for at least $40. 

Again, this must be taken care of prior to the game tomorrow night, so time is of the essence! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FrorTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Angela Reckart < reckart@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Impermissible Tweets 

Angela, 

See below. Are these results/names of prospects? If so, you need to remove all such tweets (and re tweets) immediately. This is a publicity issue, as you are not permitted to 

promote the names/results of PSAs who have not signed NLI’s with us. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. If these are recruits, we will have to report this as a violation. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

New course record in the midwest! 

Girls results flora feotlocker Midwest c~r~#l,~,s!mYmb 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Claape] Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 3:42 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu> 

FW: Thanks 

FYI 

From: Alexander Ismail <           ~gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, November 26, 2012 11:01 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Thanks 

Hi Steve, 

I wanted to thank you for writing a response to the N&O’s article that questioned the integrity of the U NC Academic Support program. It has been tough to see the entire UNC 

Athletic Department repeatedly disparaged for encouraging academic cheating in numerous articles from the N&O. My former teammates and I were happy to finally see 

someone question the validity of their "facts" and show the true intent of these journalists, whose assertions are dubious and misleading. Thanks again. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Ismail 

UNC Swimming 2007-2010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carlos Somoano < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:38 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edu’~; Carlos Somomlo <csomoano@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Barbara 

Thanks for your attention to this. We train Wednesday 230 - 5 pm and I don’t think I can miss this one. December is ok. It would be great to meet tomorrow if you 

have some time. Let me know a time and I will t~ to make it work. Thanks. 

Carlos Somomlo 
UNC Soccer 

O11 , at 6:31 PM, "Barbara Jo Polk" <bix)lk@admissions.uncnedu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~) 9]--><’.--[endi/]--> 

Car~os, 

Congratt~lations o~ yot~r weekend successes and good h~ck this week[ 

We have two options for 

Option :l) %:7 to get him on the agenda fbr Nis week’s meeting. The meeting is sched~ded %r WednesdaN 3:30-5:00, Vm not sure bow that works 
with your travel/practice schedule, 

Option 2) Present his case to the committee on , Tt]at meeti~g is schedt]led %r 1:00-2:30, 

If possible, [ wot~ld recommend going ~th option 2, ~fyon believe this to be too urge~t to wait tbot~gh, we can try f~.,r this Wednesday, Either way, 
I’m available tomorrow to meet/talk with you. 

Feel f~ee to either emaJ] me or gNe me a call tonight on my cell: 

Tt~anks, 

}3arbara I. Polk 
I) e]~’u ~y Director 
Omce of Undergraduate Adm~ssior~s 
lh~i~,,crsity of North Carolina at Chapel [i~ll 
}~ |’..or.. e: 919-96~%39,’39 

From== Carlos Sornoano [mailto:csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent== Mlonday, 5:39 PM 
To; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc-" llle, Vince 
Subject== 

Barbara, 
We have a level 1 

committee. Thanks for your help. 

<imageOO$.jpg > 

that we would like to have admitted in January. Can we meet or speak about him? We will also need to have him before the 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~ : 7:56 PM 

Carlos Somoano < ~gmail.com>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; csomom~o@tmcaa.unc.edu 

Re: 

Carlos, 
How does 10:30 tomorrow morning work for you? 
Barbara 

Connected by DROD on Vedzon ~4Zirelese 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Carlos Somoano <            ~gmail.com> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Cc: "llle, Vince" <illerd)email.unc.edu>, Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, )0:37:58 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: 

Barbara 
Thanks for your attention to tiffs. We train Wednesday 230 - 5 pm and I don’t think I can miss this one. December is ok. It would be great to meet tomonow 

if you have some time. Let me know a time and I will tly to maJce it work. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

On at 6:31 PM, "Barbara Jo Polk" <bpolkt~)admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

CaHo% 

Congratulations or~ your weekend successes and good luck this week! 

We have ~vo options for 

Option 1) ’1"W to get him on the agenda for th~s week’s meeting, The meet~ug ~s scheduled for Wednesday, 3:30-5:00. Vm not sme how that 
works with your travel/practice schedule. 

Option 2) Present h~s case Lo the committee on . That meet~ug ix schedu]ed for :1:00-.2:30, 

IfposstMe, I wou]d recommend goir~g with option 2, If you believe this to be too regent to wait though, we can tW for this Wednesday, 
E~ther way, I’m available tomorrow to meet/talk with you. 

Feel free to eRher emMI me or give me a call tonight ~-m my cell 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Sarbara !. Polk 
Depu [y D [rector 
Office. ofl ~devgradua~c Adm~ssk)m; 
H~liversi~g of North Carol[ra at Chapel t{il~ 
Pbo~le: 919-966-3989 

From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:39 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Cc: llle, Vince 
Subject: 

Barbara, 

We have a level 1 that we would like to have admitted in January. Can we meet or speak about him? We will also need to have him 



before the committee. Thanks for your help, 

<imageOOijpg > 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, 6:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Following Up 

Vince, thank you. I will call you on your cell at 8:45. Steve 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: Following Up 

9:51 PM 

Steve, 

The day got away from me, as Mondays often do. I’m available to talk tomorrow morning if you’d like. Before 9 would be best for me. I look forward to it. Thmlks for 

your help. 

Vinc~ 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Following Up 

Dear Vince: 

8:52 AM 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving and were able to catch your breath. 

When you have a minute, may we talk about the students who’ve scheduled official visits during December? 

Thank you and look forward to talking with you. 

Steve 

From: Joe Haydon [.__m___a_!J_t__o__:_[La_y_cJ_9__n__~__u__n___c__a__a__,__u__n___c_#_.__d___u] 
Sent: Monday, 8:45 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Official Visit Weekend Update 

No Problem at all Steve. Here are the 4 scheduled December visits: 

Please let me know if there is any other information you need at this time. 

Joe 

> > > "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions.u nc,edu >            8:34 AM > > > 

Joe, thank you. Would you be willing to share the names of the December visitors with Barbara and me? We’d be grateful. If you’ve already shared with Barbara, please 

disregard. 

Congratulations on a very successful season. I hope the students and the staff feel great about what you accomplished. 

Thank you again and see you soon. 

Steve 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Official Visit Update: 

For planning purposes, here is what our upcoming official visit weekend schedule looks like as of today (*subject to change*): 

Weekend of No Official Visits Scheduled 

Weekend of i Recruit scheduled to visit 

Weekend of 3 Recruits are scheduled to visit (all 3 are mid year graduates) 

Also remember that the weekend of                 will be our very large official visit weekend...most likely between 15 20 official visits that weekend. We will update with 
itineraries and information as each weekend approaches. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe ilaydon 
Director of Footbatl Operation, s 
University of North Caiolina 
Phone: 9[9.848.2572 
FaK: 919.962.0393 
h avdon@l~ ca arm3 c. e dl~ 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  7:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow’s meeting 

Thanks Vince...Hope you had a great break as well. Let’s connect if things slow down (not sure they do for you)....for lunch or something! let me know...Joe 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>           4:56 PM >>> 

That’s great Joe. Thanks ve~ much for the update. Hope you and your family enjoyed the holiday-. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:28 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; grescN, Joe 
Ce: llle, Vince; Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 
Barbara...I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. 

Just an update on              SAT scores....he went up to an 

Thanks, Joe 
and will be a level 2. 

>>> : _~2j__n_e_:_c_’!?~!> 3:52 PM >-’a> 

Hi Joe, 

:didn’t receive a form but I had the college board send the scores to the admissions office. 

Thamk you, 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolb’(-tadmissions.unc.edu> : 54 PM >>> 

H~ ]oe, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are in agreement ~hat you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting, They have re~qewed      infl~rmation and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss and nmke a recommendation without 
needing to rake your time, I would interpret tha~ as a sign that they anticipate a positive recommendat:ion, If my interpretation ~s incorrect, I feel certain they 
would provide you the opportunity to make your case ~n person, For now though, you are off the hook for tomorro~s meeting, 
Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns, 
Barbara 
Barbara ]. Polk 
Deputy Dh’ector 
Of{~ce of U~dergt’adtmte Adrrdsskms 

University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: qlq-966-398q 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Harley <skhaney~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~ 9:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes tbr Spring Semester 

Hello Vince, 
It is the same list I sent earlier: 

Thanks 

Sarah 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 7:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <j_l_[e_£a2__e_!A’_a_i[__t_Ln_c:__e__d___u_> wrote: 

Head Coaches, 

I understand that you complete forms and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate file evaluation and admission of your 

incoming s~udent-athletes. However, I ask that you please forward me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete6~) you expect to initiate their 

fuU-time enrolhnent here to participate in your program beginning the,           semester. 

The faculb’ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday, 

Tuesday,            Monday.             and Tuesday,             It is important that I have afinal and definitive list of these incoming 
student-athletes to ensure timely review and admission decisions. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks lbr your help. 

Vince IUe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 9:56 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Farewell, Carolina Friends... 

Thanks, Vince, for your kind words, [ wish you, the Compliance staff, and the Department the best of luck moving forward, 

Amy 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11/27/2012 8:42 AM > >> 

Amy, 

If there is ever an~hing I can do to help you, please let me know. Thanks for everything you’ve done for the university, compliance office and all others you’ve served 

and supported throughout the years here. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 2:31 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Subject" Farewell, Carolina Friends... 

Carolina Athletics Family, 

I wasn’t sure how to start this farewell message. I thought about quoting song lyrics (that always makes people smile, right?!?), but, in the end, I decided to just go with what is 

in my heart. So, with sadness in the present, but optimism for the future, I write to inform you that I have resigned my position as Associate AD for Compliance. My last day in 
the office will be this Friday, November 30th. 

Iwant to thank you all for making the past 12 years some of the best of my life! As a transplanted Missourian, you all have "shown me" what makes Carolina such an amazing 

place. I feel honored to have been able to serve coaches, staff, and student athletes who are committed to being great, and doing so with integrity. As a compliance officer, I 

could have asked for nothing more. [ am proud of all we have accomplished together. 

For the foreseeable future, my family will remain in the Chapel Hill area. I hope to stay in touch! My personal email address is }qmail.com. 
Best wishes to you all, and GO HEELS! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Harley <skhaney~uncaa.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes tbr Spring Semestel 

My fault completely. We do not have any spring 

SolD" ibr the mix up. 

Sarah 

admits. The list I sent was for our fall kids. is off our fall however. 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 10:35 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Sarah, 
The list you sent previously also included 

incoming s~udent-athletes who roll stm~t school here in (i admits). Are any of the three you reference below, or, 

you listed previously, scheduled to enroll mid begin talcing classes here in 

I apologize if the message below wasn’t more clear. Thmlks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Sarah Haney [mailto:skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:04 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semester : 
Hello Vince, 
It is the same list I sent earlier: 

. But please note my specific question in this mos~t recent request. I’m trying t,, ;Ao,,i r,,- 
vvho 

Thanks 

Sarah 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:54 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Head Coaches, 

I understaald that you complete fomls and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation and admission 

of your incoming s~dent-athletes. However, I ask that you pleasefotward me the name(s) of any incoming student-atMete(s) you 

expect to initiate their full-time enrollment here to participate in your program beginning the Spring     semester. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of s~dent- athletes is scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday, 
; Tuesday, Monday, i . and Tuesday, . It is important that I have afinal and 

definitive list of these incoming s~udent-athletes to ensure timely review mid admission decisions. 

If you need additional inlbnnation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ~ 12:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&L> 

RE: tomol~w’s meeting 

I’m around 17-19 of Dec if you want to grab lunch. Thanks 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>           8:10 AM ~>> 
Would love to do that. I’m hopeful that December may offer aJl opportunity or two. Thanks Joe. 

From: 3oe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:31 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: tomorrovCs meeting 
Thanks Vince...Hope you had a great break as well. Let’s connect if things slow down (not sure they do for you)....for lunch or something! 
let me know...Joe 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <i!l_.e_@.e__r .n__~_~.i!:._u_!)_c_:__esJ~>           ~:56 PM >>> 
That’s great Joe. Thanks vel?l much for the update. Hope you and your family enjoyed the holiday. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailtolbreschi@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, : 7:28 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o; Breschi, 3oe 
Cc: llle, Vince; Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 
Barbara...I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. 

Just an update on               SAT scores....he went up to an 

Thanks, Joe 

and will be a level 2. 

>>> < :@n!_e_:__c_o_Ln_) 3:52 PM >>> 

Hi Joe, 

didn’t receive a form but I had the college board send the scores to the admissions office. 

Thank yon, 

> >: > "Po lk, B arbara J o" < ._b_ ~?_1_ ~@ _@__tr_l_i_ s si£ _n_ S=kLn_ £:_e_d_u_> 2:54 P M > > > 
~qi Joe, 
A quick update for tom orrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chah, and they are in agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed       infbrmation and feel that the case is such that the committee can d~scuss and nmke a recommendation ,,~slthout 
needing to take your time, 1 would interpret that as a s~gn that they antidpate a posNve recommendation, If my mterpr’etation is incor’recL 1 feel certain they 
would provide you the opportunity to nmke your case m person. For now though, you are off the hook for tomorrow% meeting. 
Please let me know ffyou have any questions/concerns. 
Barbara 
Barbara ]. Polk 
l)epu[y Direchx" 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
Un~vers~[y of North Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-96(;-3989 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John D ~dsteph@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 1:11 PM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Neblett, Enrique W <enebletV~:email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <saJye@email.unc.edu>; 

Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu-~; A. T. Panter             ~gmail.com); Woodard, Harold <haJrold woodard@unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu>; Remler, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&l> 

I~E;: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

Hello everyone, 

The meeting will be Monday, December 3 at 4pro in Global Education Center 32:[t. That’s my office which is just big enough. 1 will try to get a larger room which will 

be more comfortable but the default is my office. 

J.:_~h n 

John D. S~.ephens 

Lenski Professor of: Potiticaf Sdence and Sociology 

Director, Center for European Studies; European Union Center for Excellence; Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 

O:_mter [or European Studies 

Uniw:,rsitv o[ North Car’oliru~ 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3449 

Global Education Center 32:1I 

jdsteph@unc.edu 

http:!!www.unc.ed u!~j dsteph/!ndex.html 

office: 919--952-4634, cell: , h.:_~me: 

Frem: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:13 AM 

To: Neblett, Enrique W; Stephens, John D; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Dara Hi A. T. Panter (abigail.panter@gmail.com); Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Rennet, Joy J; Ille, 
Vince 
Subject: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

All, 

John Stephens asked me to contact everyone about setting up a ASPSA Faculty Advisory Sub Committee meeting next week or the first week of December. The meeting will 
be held in John Stephen’s office at the Global Education Center 3222 building. Please let me know what dates and times would work best for you. I will confirm as soon as 

everyone has respond. 

Thank you, 

Nate Yarbrough 
John D. Stephens 

Lenski Professor of Political Science and Sociology 

Director, Center for European Studies, European Union Center for Excellence, Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 

Center for European Studies 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 

Global Education Center 3211 

Office 919-962-4634 

I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Meeting". 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http:i/doodle.com/276fecx8rkShwssm 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-9:19-962-9537 

C- 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John D ~dsteph@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:52 PM 

Yarbrough, Mate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Neblett, Elmque W <enebler~,email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edu>; 

Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu-*; A. T. Panter (           @gmail.com); Woodard, Harold <haJcold~¥oodard@unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu>; Remler, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

The meedng will be in the Degerry Board Room, GEC 3009. John 

From: Stephens, ]john D 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 1:21 PM 
To: Yarbrough, Nate; Neblett, Enrique W; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Dara M; A. T. Panter ( ~gmail.com); Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, ]joy .1; 1lie, 
Vince 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

Hello everyone, 

The meeting wilJ be Moru:h;y, [)ec~-:~mber 3 ~;t: 4pro in GlobaJ Education Center 32:1.I. That’s rny office which is just big ~-:mough, I will t:ry to get a larg~-:~r room which wiJl 

be more comfortable but the default is my ot:fice~ 

John 

John D. Stephens 

[.~-:m~,~ld Professor of Political Sci~:_mc~:_~ and Sociology 

Director, O:_mter for [-uropear~ Studies, European Union Cent:er fl:~r E>:cel[ence, Tnms-Adantk: Mast~:_~rs Program 

Center for European Studies 

UniversiW of Nor’d~ Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-34:19 

{:-:loba[ Education Center 32:1.I 

idsteph@unc.edu 

._h_Lt_p__-/Lw____w____w__:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_Z 22_d__s__t___e_p__h/j__n__@ ~:h ~ ~ ! 
office: 9:19-9~2~2-4634, cell: home: 

From-" Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:13 AN 
To-" Neblett, Enrique W; Stephens, John D; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Dara N; A. T. Panter ( Co?gmail.com); Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, ]joy .1; Ille, 
Vince 
Subject-" ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

All, 

John Stephens asked me to contact everyone about setting up a ASPSA Faculty Advisory Sub Committee meeting next week or the first week of December. The meeting will 
be held in John Stephen’s office at the Global Education Center 323_2 building. Please let me know what dates and times would work best for you. I will confirm as soon as 

everyone has respond. 

Thank you, 

Nate Yarbrough 

John D. Stephens 

Lenski Professor of Political Science and Sociology 

Director, Center for European Studies, European Union Center for Excellence, Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 

Center for European Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 
Global Education Center 3211 
Office 919-962-4634 

I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Meeting". 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http:i/doodle.com!276fecx8rk5hwssm 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John D ~dsteph@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:53 PM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Neblett, Elmque W <enebletV~,email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <saJyer@email.unc.edu>; 

Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu-~; A. T. Panter (           ~gmail.com); Woodard, Harold <haJcold~¥oodard@unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu>; Remler, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

GEC 3009 is on die North side of the building, toward the Carolina Inn. 

From: Stephens, ]john D 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:52 PN 
To: Yarbrough, Mate; Neblett, Enrique W; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Dara M; ’A. T. Panter 
Vince 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

The meeting will be in the Degerry Board Room, GEC ~,009~ John 

From: Stephens, John D 
Sent: Tuesday, November 27, 2012 l:iI PM 
To: Yarbrough, Nate; Neblett, Enrique W; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Dara M; A. T. Panter ( 
Vince 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

Hello everyone, 

~gmail.com)’; Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Rennet, ]joy .1; Ille, 

.~gmail.com); Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, ]joy -I; Ille, 

The meeting witl be Monday, Decernber 3 at 4pro in Global Education Center 321I. That’s my office which is just big enough. I wilt try to get a larger roorn which will 

be more comfortable but the default is my office. 

.John 

John D, Stephens 

Lenski Professor of Political Science and Sociology 

Director, Center for European Studies, European Union Center for Excellence, Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 

Center for European Studies 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-344_9 

Global Education Center 321I 

[dsteph@unc.edu 

http:!iwww.unc.edui~jdstephiindex.html 

office: 9:1.9-962..4(534, celh , horne: 

From: Yarbrough, Nate 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: Neblett, Enrique W; Stephens, John D; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Data N; A. T. Panter ! .~gmail.com); Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Rennet, ]joy .1; IIle, 
Vince 
Subject: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

All, 

John Stephens asked me to contact everyone about setting up a ASPSA Faculty Advisory Sub Committee meeting next week or the first week of December. The meeting will 

be held in John Stephen’s office at the Global Education Center 3211 building. Please let me know what dates and times would work best for you. I will confirm as soon as 

everyone has respond. 

Thank you, 

Nate Yarbrough 
John D. Stephens 

Lenski Professor of Political Science and Sociology 

Director, Center for European Studies, European Union Center for Excellence, Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 

Center for European Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 
Global Education Center 3211 
Office 919-962-4634 

I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Meeting", 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http:/idoodle.com/276fecx8rk5hwssm 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C 



FFOIll, 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 5:51 PM 

Markos, Lance M <maxkos@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IVLN~ 

La nee, 

Do have time this week to talk about the weekly repot’ring process? 

Thanks, 

garlton 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 7:26 PM 

To: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: FW: MAP 

From: Lance Markos [._r!_)_a__[Ltg_;_Ln_a_£_kgs(@__u_D__caa__~__u_D__c_~ed___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11:17 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Amy Herman; : Tom Timmermans 
Subject: NAP 

Attached is this week’s MAP... 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; :              <       ~live.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Haflis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Waiver 

Dawn and Joey, 

has contacted us regarding her desire to seek a waiver of the residence requirement to be eligible immediately to compete in the sport of     upon her 

enrollment in                           , in January. Please accept this email as the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s statement of support for the waiver, 

Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions. 

Take care, 

Amy 

A~" }¸¸ ti~¸ i~,’., ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@oncaa.onc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:25 AM 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: MAP 

Hey Karlton, 

I just had a meeting tomorrow afternoon get cancelled if that works for you;just swing by whenever. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu > .......... 5:51 PM >>> 

La nee, 

Do have time this week to talk about the weekly repot’ring process? 

Thanks, 

Karlton 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent= Wednesday, 

To: Creech, Karlton W 
Subject= FW: MAP 

7:26 PM 

From= Lance Markos [mailto: markos@uo_£_a__a__:__u_E£:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:17 AM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Cc= Amy Herman; ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject= MAP 

Attached is this week’s MAP... 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Betllel <bbethel@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Today 

Vince, are you free to meet today at 4 or 5? I will have some data for you. 

Bradley R.lt. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of Nol~th Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Studelg-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         ¯ i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:01 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Happy Holidays 

Paul, 
Doug’s contact info is below. I also have another cell number for him: 

I have a cell number for Mark Paschal but not sure if it is current or not: 

Let me know if Ican help in connecting with Mark or Doug. 

Rick 

>>> "Paschal, Doug" < ~cbscsp.com > 12/19/2010 6:05 PM > > > 

I also want you to know I went over our pricing for the digital boards for Kenan prior to submittal. As always, I have ratcheted down our bid to as close to cost as 

possible. It goes without saying why. Please let me know if there is anything else my team or I can do to secure the business. I’m confident we have the established 

relationships with all involved, the trust to do this project on time and within budget, and we will always address immediately any issue that ever arises. 

Thanks and I hope to see you in Nashville. 

Doug Paschal 

CBS Collegiate Sports Properties 

704-541-5812 (O) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:13 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Van 

Trey, this is fine with me. 

Josh, we have paperwork for 2 official visitors, with 2 parents coming with each. So 6 total people. Is that accurate? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Josh Langley 11/28/2012 9:50 AM > > > 

T rey, 

Are there any vans available this weekend? It is for recruits coming in on official visits this weekend and we would like to show them around campus. 

Thank you for any consideration you can give us. 

Josh 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Befllel, Bradley Richard <bbefllel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Today 

Yes, Can you meet here? 

Bradley Roll, Bethel I Readit~g ;rod Writing Specialist 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Sul~port Pro?,y;m~ fbr Stude~t-.\lhleles 

Lot~dermilk Cemer [br Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

ChageI Hill NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C         ¯ i F (1919) 962-8247 

bradle? .bethel@~mc.e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 !0:05 AM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: RE: Today 

I’m available after 7 p.m. tonight. Will that work? 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:57 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Today 
Importance: High 

Vince, are you free to meet today at 4 or 5? I will have some data for you. 

Bradley R.II. Bethel I Reading mid Writhlg Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Calnpus Box 3107 

Chapel ttill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         j F (919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel(c~tmc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaamnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: tomol~w’s meeting 

The 19th works great, at noon’. Be in touch! 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>           6:33 PM >>~ 

Let’s go December 19 if you can. I’ll be pretty hungry- by tJlen. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:28 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: tomorrow’s meeting 

I’m around 17-19 of Dec if you want to grab lunch. Thanks 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemail.anc.edu>           8:10 AM >>> 

Would love to do that. I’m hopethl that December may oflbr an opportuni~ or two. Thanks Joe. 

From: Joe Breschi [_m_ajltolb£e%ch_L(~_un_caa_:_un_c:e._d_u] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:31 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: tomorrow’s meeting 
Thanks Vince...Hope you had a great break as well. Let’s connect if things slow down (not sure the?; do for you)....for lunch or something! 
let me know...Joe 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <i!l_.e_2;~ie__r.n__~_~.i!:._u_!)_c_:__es_t~>           4:56 PM >>> 
That’s great Joe. Thanks vely much for the update. Hope you and your family enjoyed the holiday. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:28 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o; Breschi, 3oe 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 
Barbara...I hope you had a ~ood Thanksgiving. 

Just an update on SAT scores....he went up to an 1120 and "will be a level 2. 

Thanks, Joe 

>-*> @me.corn> 3:52 PM >>> 

Hi Joe, 
critical reading 

math 

Jidfft receive a form but I had the college board send the scores to the admissions office. 

Thank you, 

. J ~v¸, 
¯ , 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo ~- _t?tN[l_!!~:_~__r_ll!_ssL_o_!)_s:__u__rLc_:__e__d___u_‘ 2:54 PM >>> 

H~ ]oe, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken wRh Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are Jn agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting, They have reviewed       information and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time, ] would interpret that as a s~gn that they antidpate a positive recommendation, If my ~nterpretat~on ~s h~correc% ] feel certain they 
would pro~4de you the opp ortun~" to make your case in person. For now though, you are off the hook f~r tomorrow’s meeting. 

Please let me know ffyoa have any questions/concerns. 
Barbara 

}?arbara J, Polk 
Deputy D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
Unh~ersi~" of Nortl:, Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9(;6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:37 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; < ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Van 

We have 30V’s this weekend 

+ parents 

- parents 

+ parents 
visit was changed with to this date. She was originally scheduled for earlier in Nov. 

> > > Amy Herman 10:12 AM > > > 

Trey, this is fine with me. 

Josh, we have paperwork for 2 official visitors, with 2 parents coming with each, So 6 total people, Is that accurate? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Josh Langley 9:50AM >>> 

T rey, 

Are there any vans available this weekend? It is for recruits coming in on official visits this weekend and we would like to show them around campus. 

Thank you for any consideration you can give us. 

Josh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

F~r: 

Vince, 

I sent the message below to Anson and Chris while I was in a hurry~ As a resuK, while I meant to copy you on it, I did not. Sorry~ 

Bar ba ra 

From: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:43 AM 

To: bucar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Polk, Barbara .lo; Thompson, Jennifer C 

Subject’, 

Anson and Chris, 

I hope you had a good flight yesterday afternoon. 

I know you’re focused on this weekend but I wanted to go ahead and send you an email re:           (I don’t want to forget to send it next week.) 

I just spoke with      ; Dad. He said that because she was away for two months with                                                             . He 

asked if we could defer her enrollment for that reason. Since she will not meet the conditions for spring admission, I told him we could consider her application for 

the fall term rather than spring term. The bottom line is the same, assuming this does not alter your level of interest in her. I also advised him that needed 

to contact you directly about this change in her graduation status. He said they would contact you but wanted to wait until after this weekend. 

Unless this changes your plan to slot her, I will move her application from spring admission to fall admission. Let me know if this works for you. 

Thanks and good luck this weekend. 

Barbara 
[;arbara ], PoH~ 
De pul~i ])ireck~r 
0 l’{~ce of U~!dergrad uate Admissions 
University of North Caro]h!a at Chapel Hill 
PI~one: 919..966..i-1989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqqs <kqriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. < _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Van 

Thanks, we’ll be sure we have everything on our end and get back to you if we don’t, 

Amy 

>>> Josh Langley 10:36 AM >>> 

We have 30V’s this weekend 

+ parents 

- parents 

+ parents 
; visit was changed with to this date. She was originally scheduled for earlier in Nov. 

>>> Amy Herman : 10:12 AM >>> 

Trey, this is fine with me. 

Josh, we have paperwork for 2 official visitors, with 2 parents coming with each, So 6 total people, Is that accurate? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Josh Langle~ 9:50AM >>> 

T rey, 

Are there any vans available this weekend? It is for recruits coming in on official visits this weekend and we would like to show them around campus. 

Thank you for any consideration you can give us. 

Josh 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 12:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

RE: Today 

I’ll see you then. 

Bradley Roll. Bethel I Readh~g ;rod Writing Specialist 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progy;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C(         i F (1919) 962-8247 

bradle? .bethel@~mc.e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:10 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: RE: Today 

Yes. Fil be in KFC to meet with 

From" Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject" RE: Today 

Yes, Can you meet here? 

Bradley R°I[L l-?,ethel I Readh~g ;rod Writing S{~ecialist 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progy;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 [ T (919) 962-2237 

F (1919) 962-8247 

_b__r~D_.y_:_t?__e__t!~_~! Z~ ~_~_:~__d_~ 
From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:05 AM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Today 

I’m available after 7 p.m. tonight. Will that work? 

From= Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel~emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:57 AM 
To" file, Vince 
Subject: Today 
Importance, High 

Vince, are you free to meet today at 4 or 5? I will have some data for you. 

Bradley R.IL Bethel I Reading mid Writhlg Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (.         [ F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethel,?b, unc.edu 

Last one should end around 6:45. I’ll j ust stop by aJ~ter that if ok wifl~ you. Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

can meet with us about agents at 6:45 tonight. Looks like we can take care of most of them in one night. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbet~el@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 2:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Today 

I’ll see you at 5, 

Bradley RoH, Bethel I Readh~g ;rod Writing Specialist 

University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progr;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hMes 

Lot~dermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

C          i F (1919) 962-8247 

bradle? .bethel@unc.e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 2B, 2012 2:05 PN 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: RE: Today 

5 still OK? needs to reschedule/br 7 so I can now meet you 5-5:40 there. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 11:10 AN 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Today 

Yes. I’ll be in KFC to meet with 

From: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Today 

Yes C~m you meet here? 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Readhg a~d Wrking Specially 

UMx, ersi~y of’North C;~r~lina at ChN)d I{iH 

Academic S~gw>*t Program t’o~ Student-.z\t[~letes 

I ,oudermilk Cet}~er for Excdlet}ce 

344 Ridge Rd. i CatN)us Box: 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 T (919) 962-:2237 

[ F (91!)) 962-8247 

b radley.beth el(a;unc, edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:05 AN 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: RE: Today 

I’m available after 7 p.m. tonight. Will that work? 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:57 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Today 
Importance: High 
Vince, are you free to meet today at 4 or 5? I will have some data for you. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading mid Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradleE:bethel@ unc.edu 

Last one should end around 6:45. I’ll just stop by after that if ok ruth you. Thanks. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,                  9:54 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmillerQuncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricketQuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’~ 

<tim mermansQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Waiver 

Greg, 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is in full support of the waiver of the residence requirement being requested by your institution on behalf of 

We wish the best of luck! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vince 

Trulock, Scott <trulock@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, ~                 8:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtP 

has his follow up appointment scheduled for Jan 14 & 15 up at the 
¯ Give me a call when you have a moment to discuss travel arrangements. 

Try me on my cell at 

Thanks 

Scott Trulock, MA ATC 

Head Athletic Trainer for Football 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-0102 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ]                 11:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fanner, Stephen M <sthnne@admissions.tmc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Football 

~/ince, 

The only c[~anges t[~at I am awm’e of are the d~anges re~a~ed to Fie now has a CR score of 460, N score of 4,70, Ct~+M score of 930 and a new PGPA of 2.30~l. 

’rh~s ci~ar~ge moves i~N~ to Level 2. 
] am uot aware of any changes for or anyoue e~se. Ym copying Steve on this message in case he has addRioual in%rma~:ion. 
Let me know if you need auyth~ug else. 
P~arbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AN 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Football 
Importance: High 
Barbara, 
Bubba and I are preparing to meet with Coach Fedora soon regarding admissions aud academics. At my meeting with Steve last week. he gave me a one-page 

summary of the 18 football prospects who have committed to UNC for The information included each prospect’s level, PGPA, NCAA Core, High Score, CR, 

M, WR, CR+M, ACT, Equiv, HS GPA, Meets MAR, and Entry. 
Can you olea~ orovide me the most current version of that summary for tbotball. I understaJrd tha is now a level 2, not sure if we have more scores 

li)r , etc. 
This would help Bubba, Larry and I better evaluate the current status and shape of the     recruiting class and could guide some decisions. Thanks very mach tbr 

your he|p. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ~ ; 11:46 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FootbaJl 

Vince, we heard informally tha 

One thing not reflected on the sheet: 

Steve 

has new scores but haven’t received them, I don’t think. 

is level 1 because he does not meet mcr. Barbara, if that’s not correct, please clar@. 

"Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

VJl3ce, 

The only chm~ges tha~ ~ am aware ofare the chm~ges relate~l ~o tJe now has a CR score of 460, M score of 470, CR+M score of 930 and a new PGPA of 2.30L 
This change moves him to Level 2, 
I am not aware of any changes for ar m~yone else. I’m copying Steve on th~s message m cast he has additional infm’matiom 
Let me ks~ow if you l~eed aW thing else, 
ECarbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, I 11:00 AN 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Football 
Importance: High 
Barbara, 
Bubba and I are preparing to meet with Coach Fedora soon regarding admissions and academics. At my meeting with Steve last week, he gave me a one-page 

summary of the 18 football prospects who have committed to UNC for The information included each prospect’s level, PGPA, NCAA Core, High Score, CR, 

M, WR, CR+M, ACT, Equiv, HS GPA, Meets MAR, and Entry. 

Can you please provide me the most current version of that summary for football. I tmderstand that is now a level 2, not sure if we have more scores 

for , etc. 

This would help Bubba, Larry and I better evaluate the current status and shape of the     recruiting class and could guide some decisions. Thanks veD~ much for 
your help. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:22 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@axtmissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Football 

1 am coutacting the counsdor at ....                   to verify          math situatiou and how it aligns with their graduation requirements. 1 believe Steve is 
correct in that        ,vi~l probably be short ~.~ ~mit of Math. I’ll ~et you know as s,> m as I hear from his counselor. 
We also need to ~pdate his HS GPA to 3,579, which is reflected on his most recent b’auscript, 
t~arbara 

From: Farmer, Stephen H 
Sent: Thursday, 11:46 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Football 
Vince, we heaacd intbrmally that’ has new scores but haven’t received them, I don’t think. 
One thing not reflected on the sheet: is level 1 becau~ he does not meet mcr. Barbara, if that’s not correct, please clarify. 

Steve 

"Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b__g21__k£a2__a_djLn__i_ssip__n_s:__u__lLcL:_e_d__g_> wrote: 

~/i,qCe, 

The only chanp, es that 1 am aware of are the chanp, es related to , He ~ow has a CR score of 460, M score of 470, CR+M score of 930 and a new PgPk of 2.30:1. 
This ct~ange moves t~im to Level 2. 
] am ~aot aware of any changes for or anyo~ae e~se, Fm copying Steve on this message tn case he has additto~aal informa~,ion, 
Let me knowifyoa need anything else. 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 11:00 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Football 
Importance: High 
Barbara, 
Bubba and I are preparing to meet ruth Coach Fedora mort regarding admissions and academics. At my meeting ruth Steve last week, he gave me a one-page 

summaty of the 18 football prospects who have committed to UNC for The inf°nnati°n included each pr°spect’s level’ PGPA’ NCAA C°re’ High Sc°re’ CR’ 

M, WR, CR+M, ACT, Equiv, HS GPA, Meets MAR, and Entry. 

Can you plea~ provide me the most current version of that summary for tbotball. I understmld that is now a level 2, not sure if we have more scores 
for , etc. 

This would help Bubba, Larry, aJld I better evaluate the current seams and shape of the     recruiting class and could guide some decisions. Thanks very much for 

your help. 

Viuce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sihnner@admissions.unc.edu> 

FW: i 

Steve is correct, will be deficient 1/2 m~til of math which places him at level :l, 

BP 

P.avban~ J. Polk 
I) epu ty D [rector 
0 f~ice of 1 ~rde vgradu ate Admiss ior.s 
U~liversi~g of North Carol[ra at Chapel 11i1~ 
P ~] o~] e: 9 "l 9 -9 6 6-3 q ~9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[hursday, ] :57 PM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.ur/c.edu> 

Fwd: Women in Sports [bay 

Bubba, 
Just wanted to let you know that we are undertaking an event for National Girls and Women in Sports Day. [he event will be spearheaded by two 

student athletes (                 and                ). J 

We are having our first comrnittee meeting tomorrow. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

">>:> On at 7:43 PM, in message <:66d78a57aed140ab9784afda8b98cd74@its msxht3.ad.unc.edu% " 
< c£Olive.u nc.edu > wrote: 

Greetings, 

Cricket Lane, Jenn Townsend, and I would like to extend an invitation for you to be on the planning committee for A National Girls and 

Women in Sports Day event here at UNC. On , National Girls and Women in Sports Day will be celebrated by thousands of sports 

educators, coaches, athletes, sponsors, students and parents across the country. We want to make an impact and celebrate women and sports here in 

Chapel Hill. The four of us are really excited about having a chance to encourage women to participate in sports. 

We are planning to have the event on                prior to the Women’s Basketball game versus Duke. Your participation in the committee and the 

event would be very beneficial to making this program a success. Please let me know if you are interested in participating in this committee. We would 

like to meet either November 29th at 6pm or November 30th at noon. If none of these times work and you still would like to participate in the committee 

please let me know and we can make arrangements. We are excited for the opportunity to work with you on this event to encourage participation. 

Thank you for taking your time, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Exercise and Sports Science 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< buncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 4:00 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <j[ang[ey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Har[is Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Track and Field Hold 

Clare, 

You can release the hold on Track and Field. They are all caught up with compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:55 PM 

Famrer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I~: Football 

~teve, 

I only hmze a paper version and it’s no longer a clean copy. Can you send both Vince and me a clean copy? 
’thanks. 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 4:44 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Football 
Barb, 
Can you please email me a clean cow? I can add the updates. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 11:36 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Farmer, Stephen H; Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: RE: Football 
Vlnce, 

’the only changes that ] am aware of are the changes related t~ 
This change moves him to Level 2, 

Fie now has a CR score of 460, M scor’e of 470, CR~-M scor’e of 930 and a new PGPA of 2.30I. 

][ am not aware of any changes fol or anyone else. I’m copying Steve on this message in ease he has additional Jnfi a-marion. 
Let nre knowifyou need anything else, 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, ii:00 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara 30 
Subject: Football 
Importance: High 
Barbara, 
Bubba and I are preparing to meet with Coach Fedora soon regarding admissions and academics. At my meeting with Steve last week he gave me a one-page 

summary of the 18 football prospects who have committed to UNC for The infommtion included each prospect’s level, PGPA, NCAA Core, High Score, CR, 

M, WR, CR ~ M, ACT, Equiv, HS GPA, Meets MAR, and Entry. 

Can you please provide me the most current version of that summau for football. I understand that is now a level 2, not sure if we have more scores 

for etc. 

This would help Bubba, Larry and I better evaluate the current slatus and shape of the     recruiting class and could guide some decisions. Thanks veu much for 

your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 5:15 PM 

Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, KMton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Kirschner, 

Steve ~<stevekirschne@unc.edtr~; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edtr~; mbaJlen@uncaa.unc.edu; bmille@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, 
Vince <ille@emaJl.tmc.edu>; Gwalmey, Clinton R <cgwal’me@emaJl.tmc.edu> 

Out of the Office on Friday, November 30 

Executive Staff: 

I will be out of the office tomorrow (Friday, November 30). If you need to reach me, please call my cell 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

(.’~.,, I-lee~,! 

) or email me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Football 

Vince, 
Level 1 are committee cases. 
Bp 

Connected by DROiD on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, 23:06:24 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: Football 

Barbara, 
Are cases for the committee level 1 or level 3? Not sure if I just need to revise the document? Thanks. 

Vince 

From= Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent-" Thursday, 5:53 PM 
To-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Football 

Here you go. I think I updated this correctly. Let me know if either of you would like to talk. Steve 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent-" Thursday, 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 

Co= Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Football 

4:55 PM 

Steve, 

on]’¢ have a paper version and it’s no longer a clean copy, Can you send both Vmce and me a clean copy.," 

Thanks, 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent" Thursday, 4:44 PM 
To; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject= RE: Football 
Barb, 
Can you please email me a cleml cow? I can add the updates. Thanks. 

Vince 

From" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent= Thursday, 11:36 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince 
Cc: Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject= RE: Football 
V~nce, 

The only changes that [ am aware of are the changes related to 
of 2.3(!:1. Tiffs change moves h~m to Level 2. 
l am not aware of any changes for 
Let me know ffyou need anything else, 
Barbara 

From; Ille, VJnce 
Sent: Thu 

He now[ms a CR score of 460, M score of 470, CR+M score of 930 and a new PGPA 

)r anyone else. l’m copying Steve on N~s message in case he has additional information, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:54 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: 

My Last Parting Question....msg 

Amy’s got questions in to the ACC on this one and we’re waiting to hear back. And is 

would his class schedule look like, if so? 

likely to be out of Chapel Hill training for the draft during the semester? What 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > g:50 AM > > > 

Lance, 

Is this something you can put together for me today? We need to provide this to 

Vince 

ASAP. Thanks. 

From." Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 9:03 AM 
To: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Markos, Lance M 
Co-" Paul Pogge (ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: 
Amy/Lance, 

may remain in school this spring to attend classes and run I learned this when I met with him last night regarding agents and agent selection. Based 

upon the co~versation I believe he is very interested in signing a representation agreement with Bus Cook. Can one of you please create a roles education document that 

summarizes NCAA rules that affect what he can and can’t do as it relates to signing with an agent, receiving training (or any other) expenses t~om an agent, signing 

agreements with others who may represent him tbr marketing/pmmotion~sponsorships, etc.,, with the corresponding NCAA Bylaw cites? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:03 AM 

Brad Hostetter < bhostetter@theacc.org >; Matt Burgemeister < m burgemeister@theacc.org > 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

My Last Parting Question... 

Hey, guys! Since ] only have a day and a half left, ] feel comfortable promising that this will be the last interp request that I will send you. To keep my promise, if I have any 

more, I will make Lance take them. : ) 

We have a ;tudent athlete who is planning to sign an agent (to represent him in very soon. However, he is contemplating staying in school and competing on our 

team this spring. So we’re trying to get our arms around what that means... 

I know that he is okay with signing an agency contract, provided it spells out that it is for 12.3.1 is clear on that. And I also know that, per 15.3.1,4, we can provide him with 

scholarship money. But here are my questions: 

1) We don’t have to change his GIA to     for the spring, do we? I would think we can keep him as a counter, right’? 

2) ] assume that 12.3.1 and sport specific contracts applies also to individuals that he might wish to sign agreements with to represent him for marketing/sponsorship 

opportunities, provided they are specific to the sport of        Is that correct? I know, of course, that he can’t actually HAVE any sponsorship deals while still in college, (as 

in the             ~ case), but I don’t think it limits him from just signing on these sorts of "agents", again, assuming the contracts are specific to the sport of        (if that 
is possible), is that right? 

3) In terms of expenses from these individuals while he is still in college. Because of the timing, it will be likely that the s a will wish to take part in training sessions to prepare 

for the draft. Can his agent(s) provide these expenses? My gut tells me no, based on 12.3.1.2, but I am wondering if I am missing something that would make this okay? 

So, based on the way I am thinking, it is fine for him to sign specific agent(s), but not fine for him to receive any expenses at all from them until after his college 

participation in     has concluded. I’m sure it’s not that easy, though, so please set me straight! 

Also, if you wouldn’t mind copying Lance when you reply, that would be great. I’r’n officially handing this one off to him... 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 30, 2012 9:16 AM 

m epperly@rmasecurity.com 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Agents 

Mike, 

I have placed a call with the Secretary of State contact you gave us. He is trying to find someone in a different division who is more familiar with the information we need and 
has indicated he will have them contact me. I am still waiting to hear from them, however, and was hoping you might be able to get us some background information on the 

individuals listed below. We are trying to get this information to two of our seniors who will be making decisions on an agent in the next few days. 
Thanks very much for any background information on these individuals you can provide, 

Paul 

Drew Smith; Goal Line Football; Tysons Corner, VA; " 

Kevin Conner; Universal Sports and Entertainment Management; Atlanta, GA; 

Kyle Joseph Thomas; Premier Sports and Entertainment; Mooresville, NC; 

Michael D. "Mook" Williams; Symmetry; Boston, MA; 

Car,/Mark Fabrikant; Riverdale, NY 

Michael G. Celli; Celli & Associates; Long Branch, N J; :           I 

Eugene Parker; Maximum Sports Management; Fort Wayne, IN; 

Craig Turnage; Comprehensive Sports Management; Hot Springs, AR; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:35 AM 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich 

<griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

< squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu >; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; < )uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

PTC 

_ pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact for 

to at UNC because does not offer a 

if you would like further information on 

~yahoo,com 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

(919)-537-3350 

a student at                                 contacted our department about wanting to 

program. I have included the email address that her contact came from. Let me know if you have any questions or 



WOLFPACK ATHLETICS 

LOYOLA 
UNIVERSITY 
NEW ORLEANS 

To Whom It May Concern: 

This letter will serve as a release to contact for                      a student at Loyola University 
New Orleans.      did not participate in athletics at Loyola. If she decides to enroll at your institution 
please fax or email me the official release form from your school and I will expedite the process. My 
fax number is (504)864-7380 or email tharold@lovno.edu. We wish the best of luck in her 
future endeavors. If you have any further questions feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Tommy Harold 
Compliance Officer 

6363 St, Charles Avenue, Campus Box 53, New Orleans. LA 70118, 504~864.7225. FAX: 504B64.7380. http:iiwolfpack.loyno.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 10:07 AM 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgrigcts@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
< ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Listserves 

Kent, 
Can you go ahead and remove me from the Compliance and Athletics Administration Groupwise listserves? I’m okay with staying on the Everyone listserve until rny account 

is closed in a couple of weeks. Compliance crew, you can take me off of your "homegrown" listserves, too, if you have any... 

Thanks! 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 3:49 PM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Pope < m pope@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; ~ < @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel home during Christmas break 

Coach Holladay, 
Yes, we can use the student assistance fund to pay for travel home during Christmas break, 
Mike: Please send all documentation to ’                     ~uncaa.unc.edu_) and charge the flights to the student assistance fund account, 

Let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns, 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 8:37 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes for Semester 

Vlnce, 
we have a mid year kid but i think we have already admitted her: 

All the best!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/19/2012 7:54 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 
I understand that you complete forms and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation and admission of your incoming ,student- 

athletes. Howeve~ I ask that you please forward me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate their full-time enrollment here to 

participate in your program beginning the            semester. 
The faculb’ committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is ~heduled to meet again on the fi~llowing dates: Wednesday, November 28; Tuesday, December 

4; Monday, December 10; and Tue~ay, December 18. It is important that I have afinM and definitive list of these incoming student-athletes to ensure timely review 

and admission decisions. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes tbl Semester 

Vince, our incoming for the of is What other information do you need? Thanks have a great Thanksgiving. Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 7:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(2~emaJLunc~edt~> wrote: 

Head Coaches, 

I ~mderstaJ~d that you complete tbrms and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation and admission of your 

incoming student-athletes, ttowever, I ask that you please forvvard me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate their 

full-time enrollment here to participate in your program beginning the            semester. 
The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of stadent-athletes is scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday, November 28; 

Tuesday, December 4; Mondas~ December 10; and Tuesday, December 18. It is important that I have a final and definitive list of these incoming 

student-athletes to ensure timely review and admission decisions. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 10:02 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mount St. Mary’s- PTC 

Mount St. Marys_M Soccer.pdf 

Coaches, 
Please find attached the blanket release for the Mount St. Marys Men’s Soccer Team. The sport will be discontinued at the conclusion of the 

have any questions or ff you would like more information on a specific student-athlete. 

Good Luck this weekend! 

season. Let me know if you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:14 AM 

Andrew DiBitetto <afdibite@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mount St. Marys- PTC 

Mount St. Marys M Golf.pdf 

Coaches, 
Please find attached the blanket release for the Mount St. Marys Men’s Golf team. The program will be discontinued at the conclusion of the 

have any questions or if you would like more information on a specific student athlete. 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

season. Let me know if you 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa z-djp@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes tbr Semester 

The?’ are both actually good. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2012, at 8:43 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ok, thanks 

> 

> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 8:23 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Sul~iect: RE: Admission of Student-Athletes for Semester 
> 

> Great. ]1"the?’ are interested in being bat girls they are welcome. I 
am not sure if one of them is too old based on NCAA rules but would love 
to meet them. 
> Dolma 
> 

> 

> [Descriptinn: C:’,Users~,djp’,Desktup~,DJP signature4 jpg] 
> 

> [cid:image00 hjpg@01Cl)C6FB.03 I~FCAB0] 
> 

> Camps & Clinics: 
www.carulinasoffballcamps.com < http ://wv,~,.carulinasoftbalicamps cum/> 
> Facebnnk: Uinverslty of Nurth Carolina Tar tlee[ Suftba[] 
> Twitter: @UNCSoflba]I 
> 

> 

> CAROLINA SOFTBALl, 
> 8 S~I~[~AIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NCAA HOSTS 
> 4 ’F~/fE ACC COACIt OF ~[ItE YF~R: 1996, 1998, 20(/0, & 2008 
> l I ALL-AME[~ICANS l 1 ACADEMIC ALL-AME[~ICANS 
> 4 ACC REG ULAR SEASON CI tA?,/fPIONSHIPS 
> 2001 ACC CtIAMPIONS 
> [cid:umNe003.png@01 CDC6[~’B.03EFCAD0] 
> 

> [cid:image005.jpg@01CDC6t;B.03 I~t;CAB0] 

>>>> "I]le, Vmce" <i[le@emaiI.nnc.edu<mailtu:i]le(@emai].nnc.edu>> 
11 ,’20,’2012 8:00 AM >>> 
> That’s it Donna. I have      on our list and was just checking with 
evewune to make sure we dun’t miss anyune or have any surprises 
> 

> Thanks and hope you enjoy the holiday. I took my girls over to your 
stadium last weekend just to show them what it looks like. They are 
excited about going to games this spring. 
> 

> From: Donna Papa [ruailto:djp(~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 7:33 AM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Admission of Student-Athletes for Semester 
> 

> Vince, our incoming for the of is What other 
information do you need? Thanks have a great Thanksgiving. Donna 
> 

> Sent from my if)hone 
> 

> On Nov 19, 2012, at 7:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" 
<ille@email.unc.edu<mailto:ille(~cmail.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> Head Coaches, 
> 

> I understand that you complete forms and provide documents to a number 
of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation and admission of 
your incoming student-athletes. However, I ask that you please forward 
me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate 
their full-time enlolhnent here to participate in your program beginning 
the semester 
> 

> The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes 
is scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday, November 
28; Tuesday, December 4; Monday, December 10; and Tuesday, December 18. 
It is important that I have a final and definitive list of these 
incoming student-athletes to ensure timely review and a&nission 
decisions 
> 

> If you need additional information or have any questions, please just 
let me know. Thalg:S for your help 
> 

> Vince Ille 



> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <image001 .jpg> 
> <image002.jpg> 
> <image003.png> 
> <image005.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 10:53 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes for Semester 

Vince here are the quvs we have coming in so far: 

This is NOT a final list as we have two more slots we are working on. I just want to point out that when our administration asked us what we needed this year in order to meet 

Bubba’s goals of top in the conference and top ten nationally, we responded "admissions, admissions, admissions. I detailed in my overall strategic plan why we needed 
more bodies and where we were relative to our competition. 

The response thus far is our slots have been REDUCED, 

I realize you are dealing with a lot and you only have what you have on your plate. However, when I fly to Nebraska to wrestle and see over 40 lockers with names in their 

wrestling locker room, it only adds to our frustration ...... 

CD. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/19/2012 7:54 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 

I understand that you complete [bnns and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation aJx¢t admission of your incoming student- 

athletes. However, I ask that youpleaseforward me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate their full-time enrollment here to 

participate in your program beginning the            semester. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday, November 28; Tuesday, December 

4; Monday, December 10; and Tuesday, December 18. It is important that I have a final and definitive list of these incoming student-athletes to ensure timely review 

and admission decisions. 

If you need additional information or have any qnestions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:13 AM 

Neblett, Enrique W <eneblett@email.unc.edu>; Stephens, John D <jdsteph@unc.edtr~; Salyer, Sherry L <salye@email.unc.edtr~; Slivka, 

Dara M <slivk~a)email.unc.edu>; A. T. Panter (            ~gmail.com); Woodard, Harold <harold woodar~unc.edtr~; Broome, 

Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Renner, Joy J ~\loyRenne@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

All, 
John Stephens asked me to contact everyone about setting up a ASPSA Faculty Advisory Sub Committee meeting next week or the first week of December. The meeting will 
be held in John Stephen’s office at the Global Education Center 3211 building. Please let me know what dates and times would work best for you. I will confirm as soon as 
everyone has respond. 
Thank you, 
Nate Yarbrough 
John D. Stephens 
Lenski Professor of Political Science and Sociology 
Director, Center for European Studies, European Union Center for Excellence, Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 
Center for European Studies 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 
Global Education Center 3211 
Office 919-962-4634 

I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Meeting". 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http:i/doodle.com/276fecx8rkShwssm 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D ~ackiecopeland@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 1:34 PM 

Tom Timmennaa~s <timmennaJls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.mac.edu>; Welbom, Spencer 

< swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edt~- 

Re: 

Hi. 

For institutional aid, if he is not in an approved senior tmdefload, he would only qualify for a prorated ]?ell grant and sludent loans if h initially emolls part time. If he 
enrolls full time and drops hours after census date, he remains eligible for all aid disbursed at flint time. AI~, after census date the Cashier won’t adj ust his charges. 

Jackie 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 6:46 PM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmelmma~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

This coming spring I will be participating in Carlos has mentioned that he would 
like to keep both involved with school in the hopes that they wil/return next fall. I believe the intended plan is to 
have them both enrolled in online classes,       is receiving institutional aid and     is receiving a full athletics scholarship. 

NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time 
program (meaning 12 credits). 

I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a 
full-time program. Therefore there is a realistic change that      will want to drop below full-time at some 
point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they want to keep providing the 
aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 

In regards to        I have cc’ed 3ackie Copeland on this e-mail. 3ackie can you please let us know, how 
institutional aid is handle with online classes, and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part- 
time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 

Thanks! 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 2:06 PM 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie copeland@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thanks Jackie! What is the census date for this spring semester? 

Tom 

> > > "Copeland, Jacquelyn D" <jacMe_copeland@unc.edu > 11/20/2012 1:33 PM > > > 

Hi. 

For institutional aid, if he is not in an approved senior undefload, he would only qualify for a prorated Pell grant and studeL~t loans if h initially enrolls part time. If he enrolls 

full tirne and drops hours after census date, he remains eligible for all aid disbursed at that time. Also, after census date the Cashier won’t adjust his charges. 

Jackie 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 6:46 PM, "Torn Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

This coming spring             will be participating in                          Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both 
involved with school in the hopes that they will return next fall. I believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online classes,      is receiving 
institutional aid and     is receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially 

enrolled in a minimum full-time program (meaning 1.7. credits). 

I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore 
there is a realistic change that      will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the 
institution to decide if they want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they 

want to do in       case, 

In regards to       . I have cc’ed Jackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with 
online classes, and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part- 

time. 

Thanks! 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:02 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer < swelborn@email.unc.edu >; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

< csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Tom, I will be glad to discuss      situation with whomever appropriate. He is very important to the success of our team, so with a recommendation from Carlos, ] am 
comfortable providing him with athletic aid in the spring, if that is important for him to return next fall, I am also supportive of receiving aid, based on Jacl<ie’s 

response. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

>>> Tom Timmermans 11/19/2012 6:46 PM >>> 
All, 

This coming spring             will be participating in                          Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both             involved with 
school in the hopes that they will return next fall. I believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online classes,      is receiving institutional aid and     is 

receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time program 
(meaning 12 credits). 

I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 
realistic change that     will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they 
want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 

In regards to       , T have cc’ed Jackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online classes, 
and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 

Thanks! 

Tom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 5:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes tbr Semester 

Not planning to admit anyone new in the      at this time. Will let you know if it changes,               withdrew this semester for medical reasons. I mn not sure 

if she roll return in the spring. It is my understaalding that she will have to be approved by the dean before returning. 

Jan Mann 

UNC Women’s Golf 

Office: 919-962-4273 

Cell: 

On Nov 19, 2012, at 7:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Head Coaches, 
I understand that you complete forms and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to ihcilitate the evaluation and admission of your 

incoming s~udent-athletes. However, I ask that you please forward me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate their 

full-time enrollment here to participate in your program beginning the            semester. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday, November 28; 

Tuesday, December 4; Monday. December 10; and Tuesday, December 18. It is important that I have afinal and definitive list of these incoming 
student-athletes to ensure timely review and admission decisions. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me l, mow. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 9:27 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>;Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions List 

The only updates ] have are on the     front. 

ACT scores and she’s officially a Level 2 the scores are: 24 Eng./23 Math/25 Read./22 Sci. 93 Total (24 Composite). 

is still at 15 on her ACT English score after her October ACT score. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/20/2012 8:03 PM > > > 

All, 

Please see the updated version of our list which now includes prospects who intend to enroll here in January 2013 and a few who may not receive athletic aid. Please let 

me know if any additions/deletions/updates/changes should be made. Thanks for you: help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 9:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I am ok with Carlos’s idea to keep them on aid. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

F ro m: < III e >, V i n c e < !!!__e_@__e_. _m_a__!!_._u_n__c_:__e_ .d_ u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:42 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 

< !--[if mso 9]-->< !--[endif]--> 

I believe this is )’our call. Don’t know if you have discussed it with Beth, but noticed you aren’t copied on her email below. 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Ellen Culler; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Carlos Somoano 
Subject: Re: 

Tom, [ will be glad to discuss      situation with whomever appropriate, He is very important to the success of our team, so with a recommendation from Carlos, I am 

comfortable providing him with athletic aid in the spring, if that is important for him to return next fall. I am also supportive of receiving aid, based on Jackie’s 

response. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

In regards to       , I have cc’ed Jackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online 
classes, and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 

Thanks! 
Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 9:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince <!!!__e__@__e____m___a__i_!:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 9:59 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: 

I agree and will communicate that to Beth. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, November 21, 2012 9:40 AM 

To: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

I am ok with Carlos’s idea to keep them on aid. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <llle>, Vince <[!!__e__@__e____m___a__i_!:y__n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:42 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 

I believe this is your call. Don’t know if you have discussed it with Beth, but noticed you aren’t copied on her emaJl below. 

From: Beth Mtiller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Ellen Culler; Tom Timmermans 
Co: Welborn, Spencer; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Carlos Somoano 
Subject: Re: 

Tom, I will be glad to discuss      situation with whomever appropriate. He is very important to the success of our team, so with a recommendation from Carlos, I am 
comfortable providing him with athletic aid in the spring, if that is important for him to return next fall. I am also supportive of receiving aid, based on Jackie’s 

response. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

>>> Tom Timmerrnans 11/19/2012 6:46 PM >>> 
All, 
This coming spring         ~i!i b6 P~i~iP~Sg i5                 C~i~ E~ ~6~i55~d ~ h~ ~U!d !ike ~ k~eP b0~h         iS~i~d 

wi~h ~h~i i~ ~ h~P~ ~ ~ey ~iii ~ ~ f~ii i b~ii~ ~ i~d~d Pi~ i~ to ~ ~ b~ ~!!~d i~ ~!i~ ~i~    is receiving institutional aid and 

p~og~a~ (meaBing !2 c~edits); 
I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 

In regards to       , I have cc’ed 3ackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online 
classes, and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 
Thanks! 
Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 10:19 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer < swelborn@email.unc.edu >; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu >; Carlos Somoano 

< csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Sounds good. Thanks, Vince. 

~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 11/21/2012 10:02 AM > > > 

I’ve discussed this with Bubba. We are in agreement that it is most app~opriate to support the recommendation by Carlos. Thanks to eveo~one for collecting the 

information for review. Please contact me if you have auy questions or need additional information. 

Vince 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:02 PM 

To-" Ille, Vince; Ellen Culler; Tom Timmermans 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Carlos Somoano 
Subject: Re: 

Tom, I will be glad to discuss      situation with whomever appropriate. He is very important to the success of our team, so with a recommendation from Carlos, I am 

comfortable providing him with athletic aid in the spring, if that is important for him to return next fall, I am also supportive of receiving aid, based on Jackie’s 

response, 

thanks, 

~Beth 

>>> Tom Timmermans 11/19/2012 6:46 PM >>> 
All, 
This coming spring             will be participating in                         , Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both             involved with 
school in the hopes that they will return next fall. I believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online classes,      is receiving institutional aid and     is 
receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time program 
(meaning 12 credits). 
I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 
realistic change that     will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they 
want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 
In regards to       , I have cc’ed Jackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online classes, 
and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 
Thanks! 
Tom 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

MAP 

doc 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

Attached is this week’s MAP... 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

llle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

MAP 

doc 

buncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Timmermans 

Attached is this week’s MAP... 

Lance 



Flrom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 
Attach: 

Nortou, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11:33 AM 

~gmail.com); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; ppogge@uucaa.unc.edu 

AD Box Guests For Maryland Game 

AD Box Guests M~’land.docx 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton(c~unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 12:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Report 

Compliance Media Report 11-21-12.docx 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

Thank you so much for meeting ruth me on Monday and setting this research job up. I have enjoyed doing the work so far. 

Attached is my first report to you about what is going on. I know you are very busy with your job m~d the holiday coming up, but M~en you get a minute please let me 

know if’this is what you want. If it is not, please don’t hesitate to critique it and send me in the right direction as I want to make sure that this becomes exactly what is 

needed and nothing less. I will also send you one on Friday as well. 

Hope you and yours have a very happy Thanksgiving, 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - MARYLAND - 11/24/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, Doron Tamari 

Stephen Boyd, Rob Stewart 
Jimmy Roberson, Tracy Harris (check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Bernie Williams, Greg Lewinter 

Chadie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

Kathy Duffy (Sections 100-105/106) 
Kelly Davis (Sections 106/107-111/112) 

Kim Murray (Sections 200-205/206) 
Kyle Milks (Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (Roaming after end of 1st quarter) 
(Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson (leaving after halftime), Patrick Varker, 
Donna Cox (check-in) 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Carly Dressier 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: Open 
Gate 2: Christina Rizk 
Gate 3: Kevin Fortier 

Gate 5: Hannah Lebowitz 
Gate 6: Chip Lewis 

Blue Zone South: Jason Steinberg 

Blue Zone North: Simon Scholl 
Will Call Drop off: Jennell 

Mclntosh 
Recruit Check in: Kacie Albert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, I 1:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: WRESTLING N Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semester 

Sounds good, Vince ~ in Provo, UT and should be back by half time tomorrow. Have a good day! 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >. . 1:11 PM > > > 

Thanks Larry. Hope you and your fanriiy enjoyed We can discuss when you have a few minutes. See you at the gmne tomorrow. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:44 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: WRESTLING ~ Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semester 

Appreciate this information and perspective, Vince ~ I spoke to C.D. about this yesterday afternoon ~ I believe that he better understands, but that remains to be seen as we 

will be moving forward. 

Need to discuss with you his, ~ he has been suspended for the ;pring Semester ~ APR issue? ~ need your strategy guidance. 

Take care ~ i! 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >            8:01 PM > > > 
No action required, just an FYI to keep you in the loop. Thanks Lar~. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:08 PM 
To: ’C D Mock’ 
Subject: RE: Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semester : 
Thanks for the information CD. Are any of the guy’s listed below enrolling in ? 

Regarding administration, your needs, and the strategic plan, I recall we had an open and direct conversation when I met with you and Coach Kolat on ’, to 

discuss admissions and slots. I recall discussing how many you’ve had, how many you will be guaxanteed for Fall :    , the past issues with retention, etc. I’ve 

gua~:anteed you an allocation of 9 (8 froslvJ transfer) for      No promises for the future, but if we had been bringing in an average of 9 new student-athletes each year 

(which is less than your actual in           ) and ~edshirfing only 4, we would have as many as Nebraska has in our room right now. Even with an attrition rote as high 

as 15°,/o each year, we could still have our 40 guys in the room. 

As we discussed in the meeting in September, it is the attrition rate that has created the current issue with the squad size. I will do everything I can to help you, but I’m 

unable to solve the multi-year retention issue ruth admissions slots this year. I understand the frustration and like you, wonld prefer an admissions process that did not 
allocate a limited number of tomJ slots tbr our varsity sport programs. 

It looks like wrestled well in Lincoln. Looking forward to the next home dual in 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd(@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, .tO: 53 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semester 
Vince here are the guys we have coming in so far: 

This is NOT a final list as we have two more slots we are working on, l just want to point out that when our administration asked us what we needed this year in order to meet 

Bubba’s goals of top in the conference and top ten nationally, we responded "admissions, admissions, admissions. I detailed in my overall strategic plan why we needed 

more bodies and where we were relative to our competition. 

The response thus far is our slots have been REDUCED. 

I realize you are dealing with a lot and you only have what you have on your plate. However, when I fly to Nebraska to wrestle and see over 40 lockers with names in their 

wrestling locker room, it only adds to our frustration ...... 

C,D. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_:n_~tjJS_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 7:54 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 
I understand that you complete forms and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation and admission of your incoming student- 

athletes. However, I ask that youpleaseforward me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate their fidl-time enrollment here to 

participate in your program beginning the           ’semester. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is ,scheduled to meet again on the following dates: Wednesday,             Tuesday, 
Monday, i ; and Tue~tay, It is important that I have afinal and definitive list ofthe~ incoming student-athletes to ensnre timely review 

and admission decisions. 

If you need additional inIbnnation or have may questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 4:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Rev,~rt 

Attach: Compliance Media Report docx 

Good Afternoon, Mr. Ille, 

Attached is my ,second report. I organized this one differently, as you suggested. Hope it’s up to standards! 

Thanks, and stay warm at the tbotbaJl game tomorrow, 

On Wed, at 1:47 PM, Ille, Vince <ille~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

That report is excellent. A few suggestions for moving forward, it might be helpful to group these in some logical way. I roll leave that to your discretion, but I think 

ma)~e by topic fi~t (e.g., NCAA Issues, Agent Issues, Criminal Issues, etc.) and then within those topic areas by individual or ins~dtution involved (UNC, SDSU, 

Ohio State, etc.). Also, Mrere the news involves UNC and/or our athletic depa~ment, your sense of the reaction to the news (e.g., a summary or sampling of reader 

responses to the article, tweet~ etc.) would be insightful. We might also want to include a standard cover sheet, table of contents and some headers or a numbering 

system? Again, that’s your choice. 

I’m really happy with the report. I plan to share these with Bubba and key senior s~ff members. Thanks so much for agreeing to provide this valuable assistance to 

our depal~lent. I hope you and your family enjoy a 

Vince 

From: ;@gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:56 PM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Report 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

Thank you so nmch for meeting ruth me on Monday and setting this research job up. I have enjoyed doing the work so far. 

Attached is my first report to you aleut what is going on. I know you are very busy with your job and the holiday coming up, but when you get a minute pleaae let 

me know if this is what you want. If it is not, please dofft hesitate to critique it and send me in the right direction as I want to make sure that this becomes exactly 

what is needed and nothing less. I will also send you one on Friday as well. 

Hope you and yoms have a very 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < 7(}gmail.com~ 

Friday, November 23, 2012 5:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Montgomery, John R <imont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Kir~hner, Steve 

<stevekirschne@unc.edu-~; Lain.., Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwalmey 

<cgwaltney@ uncaa.unc.edu>; MaNna BaJlen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Tomorrow about 1:00/1:15 

Tomorrow as soon as coach fedora walks into the Kenan building aI’ter the old well walk we are going to his office to present a small gift/token of appreciation to Holden. If you can (or 
would like) to be there you are welcome. If not available that’s fine I just wanted to give you the option 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fllim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 8:23 PM 

~gmml.com 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~; John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edtr~; Kir~hner, Steve 
<stevekimchne@unc.edt~-; Laity Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gw~Jtney <cgw~Jtney@uncaa.unc.edl~>; Maxtina B~Jlen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu;>; Rick Steinbacher ~-~rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

Re: Tomonow about 1:00/1:15 

Bubba, 
I appreciate the invitation and would love to be there, but I will be at the wbb game at that time. 
Thanks, 
,-.Beth 

On Nov 23, 2012, at 5:20 PM, "Bubba Cunningham @gmail corn>" " @gmail corn> wrote: 

> Tomorrow as soon as coach fedora walks into the Kenan building after the old well walk we are going to his office to present a small gift/token of appreciation to }7olden. If you can (or 
would like) to be there you are welcome If not available that’s fine I just wanted to give you the option. 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 11:34 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubba.cunningham@gmail.com >; Montgomery, John R 

<jmont@unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Kirschner, Steve < stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tomorrow about 1:00/1:15 

Thanks for the invitation, Bubba ~ sorry I won’t be able to attend ~ flying back from Provo and don’t arrive at RDU until 3:20 PM. 
Please give my regards and express my sincere appreciation to Holden and for all that he has done for our University and Department of Athletics. 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> Bubba Cunningham <~                  @gmail.com> 11/23/2012 5:20 PM >>> 

Tomorrow as soon as coach fedora walks into the Kenan building after the old well walk we are going to his office to present a small gift/token of appreciation to Holden. If 

you can (or would like) to be there you are welcome. If not available that’s fine I just wanted to give you the option. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John D ~dsteph@unc.edtc, 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 10:14 AM 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Neblett, Elm que W <enebletV~,email.unc.edu>; Salyer, Sherry L <saJye@email.unc.edu>; 

Slivka, Dara M <slivka@email.unc.edu-~; A. T. Panter (abigail.pante@gmail.com); Woodard, Harold <haJcold woodard@unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Remler, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

Hi everyone, 

If you have not done the doodle, could you please go ahead and do it. It is looking like Monday, Dec 3 at 4pro and Tuesday, Dec 4 at 10am are the best times. I hope 

the rest of you can make one of those times. 

John 

From; Yarbrough, Nate 

Sent; Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:13 AM 

To; Neblett, Enrique W; Stephens, John D; Salyer, Sherry L; Slivka, Dara M; A. T. Panter I @gmail.com); Woodard, Harold; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J; Ille, 

Vince 
Subject; ASPSA Sub-Committee Meeting 

All, 

John Stephens asked me to contact everyone about setting up a ASPSA Faculty Advisory Sub Committee meeting next week or the first week of December. The meeting will 

be held in John Stephen’s office at the Global Education Center 3211 building. Please let me know what dates and times would work best for you. I will confirm as soon as 

everyone has respond. 

Thank you, 

Nate Yarbrough 
John D. Stephens 

Lenski Professor of Political Science and Sociology 

Director, Center for European Studies, European Union Center for Excellence, Trans-Atlantic Masters Program 

Center for European Studies 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3449 

Global Education Center 3211 

Office 919-962-4634 

I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Meeting". 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http:/idoodle.com/276fecx8rk5hwssm 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  7:28 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Barbara...I hope you had a good 

Just an update on SAT scores....he went up to ar 

Thanks, Joe 

and roll be a level 2. 

>>> @me.com> 3:52 PM >>> 

tti Joe, 

didn’t receive a form but I had the college board send the scores to the admissions office. 

Thank you, 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 2:54 PM >>> 
Hi De, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are in agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have re~qewed       reformation and feel that tim case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time. I would interpret that as a sign that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my interpretation is incorrect, I feel certain they would 
provide you the opportunity to make your case in person. For now though, you are offthe hook for tomorrow’s meeting. 
Please let me know if you have any questions/concerns. 
Barbara 
t?arbara J. Polk 
Deputy DiE’ei:tor 
Of{ice of Ul~dergt’ad u3te AdrrtJsskms 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: qlq-966-3¢~,qq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~                 8:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Following Up 

Dear Vince: 

I hope you had a good and were able to catch your breath. 

When you have a minute, may we talk about the students who’ve scheduled official visits during December? 

Thank you and look forward to talking with you. 

Steve 

From: Joe Haydon [mailto:haydon@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:45 AM 
To" Farmer, Stephen M 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Official Visit Weekend Update 

No Problem at all Steve. Here are the 4 scheduled visits: 

Please let me know if there is any other information you need at this time. 

Joe 

> > > "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>            8:34 AM > > > 

Joe, thank you. Would you be willing to share the names of the December visitors with Barbara and me? We’d be 
grateful. If you’ve already shared with Barbara, please disregard. 

Congratulations on a very successful season. I hope the students and the staff feel great about what you accomplished. 

Thank you again and see you soon. 

Steve 



Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Official Visit Update: 

For planning purposes, here is what our upcoming official visit weekend schedule looks like as of today (*subject to 

change*): 

Weekend of No Official Visits Scheduled 

Weekend of 1 Recruit scheduled to visit 

Weekend of : 3 Recruits are scheduled to visit (all 3 are mid-year graduates) 

Also remember that the weekend of                  will be our very large official visit weekend...most likely between 

15-20 official visits that weekend. We will update with itineraries and information as each weekend approaches. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Joe Haydon 
Director of Football Operations 

Urfiversity of North {~’olirm 

Phone: 9:19,843,2572 

Fax: 919,962,0393 

baydon@uncaaamc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 9:15 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@aol.com; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance 

<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

W Soccer Hold 

Clare, 

You can release the hold on Women’s Soccer. They are all caught up on paperwork. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:27 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Ticket Violation 

I haven’t seen anything Amy, have you gotten anything? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 7:14 PM > > > 

Did we ever get the receipt? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                1:28 PM 
To: Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; Sylvia Hatchell 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject:             Ticket Violation 

Trish, I left you a voicemail with this information, too, but wanted to be sure you received this ASAP, since it is an eligibility issue for 

are going to need to make a donation to the charity of their choice (make sure it’s a legitimate 501(c)(3) charitable organization) in the amount of $40, which 

is the value of the impermissible hard tickets he received ($8 x 5 tickets). This is the standard penalty for violations in which hard tickets are issued. We will need a copy of the 

receipt of the donation on file in my office before      will be permitted to compete aqain so it needs to happen ASAP. 

My suggestion would be for him to go online and make a donation that will provide an emailed receipt. Then he can forward the receipt to me at aischae@uncaa.unc.edu. We 
just need to be sure that it shows either his name or       as the donator on the receipt, and that it is for at least $40. 

Again, this must be taken care of prior to the game tomorrow night, so time is of the essence! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

An~,~ }~,~i’~ x n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
Unb~’ersity of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@nncaa,nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:28 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Ticket Violation 

Yes, I’ve got it on file. 

Amy 

> > > Lance Markos      /2012 9:27 AM > > > 

I haven’t seen anything Amy, have you gotten anything? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 7:14 PM >>> 

Did we ever get the receipt? 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                1:28 PM 
To: Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; Sylvia Hatchell 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject:            Ticket Violation 

Trish, I left you a voicemail with this information, too, but wanted to be sure you received this ASAP, since it is an eligibility issue for 

are going to need to make a donation to the charity of their choice (make sure it’s a legitimate 501(c)(3) charitable organization) in the amount of $40, which 

is the value of the impermissible hard tickets he received ($8 x 5 tickets). This is the standard penalty for violations in which hard tickets are issued. We will need a copy of the 

receipt of the donation on file in my office before      will be permitted to compete aqain so it needs to happen ASAP. 

My suggestion would be for him to go online and make a donation that will provide an emailed receipt. Then he can forward the receipt to me at aischae@uncaa.unc.edu. We 
just need to be sure that it shows either his name or       as the donator on the receipt, and that it is for at least $40. 

Again, this must be taken care of prior to the game tomorrow night, so time is of the essence! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

An~,~ }~,~i’~" x n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
UnNersity of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@nncaa,nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 1:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Voting Chart - Coaches/Staff Opinions 

Coaches Voting Positions ( .doc 

Lissa, 
See attached for the voting chart that has been completed based on the results of the meeting today, as well as conversations we have had with other affected staff 

members/coaches. 

You will note that there are a few where I included some comments, but did not declare a vote. Those were ones where the vote was very close, so I thought it best to give 
you the comments and allow you to determine how we should vote, institutionally, 

I am copying Bubba and Vince on this email, so they can certainly feel free to chime in if they have opinions on any of these. We’re working to get a copy of the PowerPoint 

we used, complete with the votes from the coaches, off of the computer in the FB Center, Once we get that, I will forward it along, as well (so that you can see how the 

coaches’ votes ended up on each proposal). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~+~o~ +~+++~ ~’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’<~+~o~+~:~ ~+~~+~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Application for the 2013- 
Staff are available for 14 postgraduate 
conference meetings, internship program is 
webinars or video available 
conferences to discuss until December 7. 
the IPP this fall. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~N~ Interpretations Line Closed 1’< ..... be," 22-23. The NCAA 

national office will be closed November 22-23. The A~£A_ 
Interpretations Li .... ill b ....... ilable on those dates. N ..... 1 
business hours will resume November 26. 1 
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Please click on the links below to view updates. 
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feedback are always welcome and appreciated. 
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Ciick here t:o forward t-ilis mailing wid’~ ’~,,,;l:r personaJ message. 

l’~’!is err!all was senL to: mburgerneister@theacc.org 
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P.O, Box 62T:t2, [ndiar~apelis, IN 46206 

Click heFe to be removed f=+ora this maihng hst, 

% 
CJick her.......~e to view our privacy poh,:y. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

Students get in free with OneCards. No problem on my end. Thanks. 
Tim 
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F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:28 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

All of our GA’s are Nsted in the system as "Non Degree Graduate" students. So I think we’re fine, based on what Eric (UVA) said below, 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/15/2012 10:20 AM > > > 
Ok, thanks, I agree with your previous message to Brad, 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 9:46 AM, "Amy Herman" <a_.b__c_b_a_.e___@_,y_L!_ca__a__~_u_,EV_~_e_.d__.u_.> wrote: 

Another one. I am having Lance do a little bit of research to determine how our institution classifies these students. At UVA, it’s through the School of Education. 

I’m having Lance start with the Registrar’s Office and go from there, 

Amy 

> > > "Baumgartner, Eric (emb8p)" <embgp@eservices.virginia,edu > 11/15/2012 9:32 AM > > > 
f was able to speak with Leeland this morning ~md based on how UVA classifies the students--non degr~-:~e s~-:~eking graduate students, l’u:_~ said we are ok, 

From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:32 AN 
To: Baumgartner, Eric (emb8p) 
Cc: Amy Herman (aischae@uncaa.unc.edu); Jerome Rodgers (irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu) 
Subject." Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

T guess it would depend upon whether this interp is considered a "confirmation" or a "determination." 

On Wed, Nov 14, 2012 at 4:47 PM, Baumgartner, Eric (embgp) <embgp~,~eservicesmirgmia.edu> wrote: 

;kre the rest of us in violation of the rule (which the bylaw clearly states-policies of the institution), Isn’t that what the NCAA is pushing for, institutional 

policies to driw:_~ their athletics programs? 
From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:44 PM 
To: Baumgartner, Eric (embSp) 
¢c: Amy Herman (aischae@uncaa.unc.edu), Jerome Rodgers (irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu) 
Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

Tf we could find something in writing from the Add, that would be significantly helpful. Late today we submitted an SLR waiver, 

and Brad notified Kelly Brooks th~ others may want to piggyback on that, if it is approved. 2 will let you know when T hear 

anything. 

On Wed, Nov 14, 2012 at 4:41 PM, Baumgartner, Eric (embgp) <embgp(~)eservices.vir~inia.edu> wrote: 

So, wl’u~: are w~-_~ going ~:o do? 

Our people believe they got an interp from the ACC previously that perrnitted this. 
From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 9:44 AM 
To: Amy Herman ( _a_ j _s_ _c_ _h_ _ _a_ _ _e_ _@_ _U_ _ D_ _c_ _a_ _a_ _ : _U_ _ D_ _C_ : _e_ ._ _d_ _ _u ) ; Carly Pariseau (.c___a_E[y~_p__a__E[_S__e__a___u__@__b___c_:_e_.__d___u); Carrie Doyle (_c__a__Erj__e c_l__o__y_Le__@_D__C__S__U__&(_!_u_,); Cindy Hartmann 
(c[~artrnann@duaa.duke,edu); Dan Bartholomae (dbart:holornae(@athleticsj~itt.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd,edu); David Reed (reed@miam!.edu); Eric 
Baumgartner (embSp@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers (irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry 
(imcurry@admin.fsu.edu); Stephanie EIIison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

This is a summary that was pulled together by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school information is 

inaccurate. 

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3(a2ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for this poll on the heels of my damp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues on this. If 

you don’t know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in advance! I look 

forward to seeing everyone tomorrow! -Cad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by 

institutional policy. 

¯ What is your institutional policy? 

° Are they required to be in Graduate School? 

° Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate Certificate program 

or some other program affiliated with the Graduate School? 
Carrie A. Doyle 

,><,’os’/]7 ( ;<~.roTL sa ~’Sas,:~ ~,’m ~&’;I~TZI> 
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came doyle~;ncau.edu 

w~5~’.gopack.com/compliance 
"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 

Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Email to 

You are correct. He should show ID when picking up general will call, but he doesn’t sign and he doesn’t document the other guests. 

> > > On at 3:28 PM, in message <B8B780E1 75FA 4065 A2AD 984752ADC6B2@email=unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu> wrote: 

So, when the guest shows up for the five tickets, does he show ID? Then does he sign anything to acknowledge compliance upon receipt of the five tickets? 

Understanding now that your answer below means that he is not required to write down names of other four guests which is exposure we should address. Thanks Tim. 

On at 3:22 PM, "Tim Sabo" <_t:_S~L_b__o___@___u_[!_c__a__a__~_u__r_Lc_~__e__d____u_.> wrote: 

Amy is correct. If someone picks up five tickets, we don’t have a means to identify all of the guests. 

> > > On at 3:18 PM, in message <C19AIDA0 DE7E 4BAF AD04 F56EE93B513E@email.unc.edu >, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Tim, 
Can you please answer the question below for us? In the scenario proposed below, what occurs when the guest with the five comp tickets reserved in 

his name shows up at will call? Thanks, 

Vince 

On , at 5:24 AM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Tim will be able to answer your first question better than me, Fm sure, but, based on my understanding, individuals who receive tickets 

via Will Call are not required to individually sign in when they pick them up. So I don’t believe we currently have a process in place to 

obtain the names!!ignatures of all individuals who receive a complimentary ticket from the sport allotment. 
I am attaching to this a breakdown of tickets that Tim gave me yesterday regarding the     ticket allotment. I don’t have a similar 

document from the other sports for whom we charge admission, but I bet that Tim can run those lists for us= 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <j_[[&_@_eLL!_a_[j=__U_D__C_~&_d__u_.> 5:18 PM >>> 

Amy, 

I think this is an appropriate step at the moment 

I have a question for you and Tim. If a friend/potential guest contacts a                  :oaching staff member (or 

etc.) to ask for 5 complimentary tickets to a game, or 5 from the program’s allotment for which the fi~iend/potential 
gues~t will pay, mid the coaching sta[Fprogram agrees to accommodate that request, what record do we keep of the resulting 

transaction? In other words, when the guest walks up to will call and shows their I.D. to pick up or buy the 5 tickets, is there any 

record of who the other four people are? I understand that it is ~metimes dill]cult [br the guest to tell the coaches definitively who 

his/her four guests will be if he/she requests the tickets a week in advance tbr example, but when he/she shows up to pick up the 

tickets or pay for them, does that guest have to sign an~hing that includes a compliance- related statement (not for use by prospects, 

coaches of prospects, not for sale, resale, not received for trade of ml~hing of value, etc.) and requires the guest to write down the 

names of the other four people who will use the tickets to that game? 

Also, how many tickets (for complimentary use or sale in a mariner unavailable to the general punic) are made available to each of 

the sport progrmns for whose events we charge admission? 

Thmlks tbr the inlbnna~d on. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; lqm Sabo 

Subject: Email to 

Vince, are you okay with me sending the below email and enhancing our monitoring requirements as described within? 

Tim, please let me know if there is anything you think I need to add from your perspective. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Staff, 

In light of our recent complimentary ticket violation, please be reminded of the following regulations: 

1) Parents/Relatives/Friends of student-athletes may receive complimentary admissions only via the Player Guest pass list 
system. It is not permissible, at any time, for these individuals to receive hard tickets. Additionally, student athletes are permitted to 

receive no more than 4 complimentary admissions to each game, though they ARE permitted to share amongst themselves, provided 

they do so through the TicketTaker program. Remember that managers and other staff members are NOT permitted to "share" their 

complimentary admissions with student athletes. 



2) Coaches of prospects (high school, AAU, JuCo), or other individuals responsible for teaching or directing activities in which prospects 

participate (e.g., guidance counselors, athletic directors) are permitted to receive two complimentary admissions only via a pass list. 

Hard tickets may not be issued to these individuals at any time. 
3) Though not specifically a ticket issue, please keep in mind that we are not permitted to arrange parking for parents!relatives/friends 

of student athletes or for coaches of prospects or prospects on unofficial visits. Parking may only be arranged for prospects on official 

visits. 

Enhanced Monitoring Requirements 

Additionally, as a result of this violation and to improve our monitoring of complimentary admissions, the Compliance Office will require 

that your staff provide our office with a list of all individuals who receive all tickets issued by your staff out of your Ticket Office allotment 

(including tickets issued directly to coaching staff members). If season tickets have been distributed to various individuals to date, please 

feel free to make note of that upfront on a separate "Season Ticket" list, and we will not require that information for that individual on a 

game by game basis. But to the extent that tickets are distributed on a game by game basis, we wiIJ need these reports following each 

game. Please submit them to me within 2 business days following each game. The report should include the name of the individual that 

receives the ticket and their connection to the program. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about these reminders and this new monitoring requirement. Also, please let me know who 

on the staff will be responsible for maintaining the game by game lists and submitting them to me. The first report will be due following 

the game tomorrow night. 

Thank you for your assistance with this. 

Amy 

<mime attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 4:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

What is your proposed program exactly? 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Fowler <ierem¥.foMer~cbsinteraclive.com> wrote: 

Sounds good, talk to you in a bit. 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:15 AM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. I met with Mark Bartlestein mad Mike McCaxtney in tlreir Chicago offices to discuss the industry in general, ~)me of their experiences, some of mine, and our 

proposed program. It was very productive and tbr me, very valuable time invested. Look fbrwarct to talking. Thanks. 

From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:jeremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 

Sent-" Friday, November 16, 2012 12:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject." Re: Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

OK, sounds good. Talk soon. Can you confirm you’ve met ruth a Priorib’ Sports rep? 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~,~email.unc.edtc> wrote: 

~m~ 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well. Sorry fbr the delay in responding. I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you might 

imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume has been very, high. I will be meeting with six tbotball stadent-atllletes separately regarding agents/advisors 
begirming in less than an hour. I’ll tin to call you as soon as I can. I apologize again for the &lay in returning your call but hope you understand. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: 3eremy Fowler [mailto:jeremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 16, 2012 10:20 AM 

1"o" llle, Vince 
Subject; Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program and how it’s a little bit ofa dilt~rent approach fi-om others. Was 

curious to see if you had a minute today to "talk abxmt it. Thmlks 

Jeremy FoMer 

National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFoMelCBS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 5:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Stay with the plan to talk but don’t provide all the details if they me not formalized yet. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 16, 2012, at4:15 PM, Ille, Vmce -ille@emad.unc.edu ~ Tote. 

Seriously? I’m not sure I should to talk to this person. 
From: 3eremy Fowler [._t!_~_a__[[_to_;je_E_e_my:_f£k_vJer@cbsinteractive.com] 
Sent: F~i~iiiN~N~iii~iiiii~i~ii~ii~ii~N 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Ofi Ffi N6~162012 at 9:28 AM (Note !~i28P[vl EST) Jeremy Fowler <j_e___r__e_Ln_y_:_t_~__w__!__e__r_@__c_b_~i__n__t__ejLa__c_’fi__K_e_:£~Lr~5, wrote: 

Sounds good, talk to you in a bit. 

O~ Fri NSv i6 2012 at 9:15 AM, (Not~ i2 i5 PIVl ~S~)Ille, Vince <ille(F~emaJl.unc~edu> wrote: 

Yes, I met with Mark Bartlestein and Mike McCaxtney in their Chicago offices to discuss the indust~ in general, some of their experiences, some of mine, 

and our proposed program. It was ve~ productive and for me, ve~ valuable time invested. Look forward to talking. Thanks. 
From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
sent: F~i~ Nov~m~ ~6i 20!Z ~:~! ~M 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 
OK, sounds good. Talk soon. 

Ofi Ffi N6~ 16 2012 at 9:04 AM, (N6te 12 0~ PM ES f) Ille Vince <ille@email.unc.edtc> wrote: 
Jeremy, 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well S~ru fo~ the de!dr i~ respo~ I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you 

might imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume has been very, high. ~ wiii N me~fifi~ wit~ ~i~ footbali ~tu~nt atblete~ ~rate!y ~gardi~g 

~g ~ nts~ ~v i ~ vs b ~ g i ~ N ~g i ~!~ ss ~han an hour!!! ~ to ~ al!yo ~ ~ ~ )apo!~ g ~ ~ ag ~i fo ~ the de!ay i ~ ~tumii~ g Y)tu~ al! but h~ ~ ~ ) 
t~d~gNh~ Thanks. 

Vince 
From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
sent: F~ia~ Nov~m~ ~6 20!~ ~0:Z0 m 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 
Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program mid how it’s a little bit of a different approach from othels. 
Was curious to see if you had a minute today to talk about it. Thanks 

Jeremy Fowler 

National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFowlerCBS 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 7:19 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Your Request 

i0 4!! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" ille@emaikunc.edu > 1:1./16/2012 12:00 PM > > 

OK, thanks Lar~. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:27 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Your Request 

Spoke to my contact ~ they have nothing on or about the date you referenced. OK? 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc,edu > 11/13/2012 5:00 PM > > > 

OK, thanks Larry. Safe travels. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo(~@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Yes, I will, Vince. 

Also, I will not be able to meet with you and Rick tomorrow morning ~ traveling to Charlotte at 7:00 AM, 

Take care and hope you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailrunc.edu > 11/13/2012 4:33 PM > > > 
LarD’, 
When you return, can you please reach out to your contact at DPS to lind out if 

paNcularly interested in anything that may have occurred on 

Vince 

has recemly been involved in m~y issue ruth campus police¯ I’m 

¯ Thanks for your help. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 19, 2012 8:40 AM 

l[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton 

< kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Bailen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Position description 

Thanks, Vince. I’ll review this and modify the position. One thing that I need to mention, 
if you anticipate offering a salary greater that what     is currently making, that needs to be 
approved prior to us posting this, I see that the upper level of the range is close to        more than 
what     is currently making, and you also want to give     an increase, Before I submit 
the modification, please discuss the range with Bubba, Karlton and Martina as we want to make sure 
we can cover the salary needs for your area, Even though we do not post the salary, once we 
begin recruitment you need to knowwhat salary pool you have to work with, and we need to 
encumber the correct funding for all positions in your area. 
Thanks, 
Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/18/2012 3:21 PM > > > 

Joyce, 

I’ve attached a revised Word doc for the position description. Using the format yon referenced in the message below, the necessary revisions appear to include: 

Position Status: Open 

Supervisor: Vince Ille 

Position Summary: Change to reflect the language from the document attached. 

Principal Functions: Change to reflect the language from the document attached. Note the percentage eltbrt lbr #1-20%, #2-20%, #3-20%, #4-10%, #5- 5%, #6- 5%, 

#7-5%, #8-5%, #9-10% 

Education Requirements: Change to reflect the language t?om the document attached. 

Qualifications and Experience Requirements: Change to reflect the language from the document attached. 

Approximate Salary Range: From per year to per year 

I think that should take care of the Associate AD Position. If yon have any questions or reqnire additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From. 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:48 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Kathy Dutton 
Subject: Position description 

VJnce, 

Attached are two versions of the Associate Athletic Director for Compliance: one is the Word doc which you can modify; the other is the official description as is on file with 

the University. Please use the format of the pdf version to modify the Word doc, as it requires certain information 

we will need to submit an updated description (i.e. percentages, title, salary range, etc.). 

FYI, We must submit a modification for campus approval before we can initiate the recruitment process. For that we will need: 

Names and PID’s of the search committee members (Note: all members must take the on line training for search committee 

members and we will send you the link once even,thing is in place) 
Where to advertise (other than the NCAA Market and the Black Coaches & Administrators job site) 

I just wanted to go ahead and let you know what information we need to get the process started. If you have any questions, please let me or Kathy Dutton know. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtP; Bubba Cunninghan~ <bubbac@ancaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: More Re: Party, in Atlanta tbr Signees 

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "StaJ~tbrd-Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom~email.unc.edu> 

Date: November 19, 2012, 3:21:07 AM ttST 

To: "Amy Hero,an" <aischae¢~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: More Re: Party in Atlanta for Signees 

Sorry, Amy. I just noticed this email. We were discouraged and have decided agains~t any form of video. We mailed signed Congratalatory letters last 

week. 

Trisha 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Nov 16, 2012, at 8:34 AM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Trisl~, 

Have you all made a decision regarding how you will ~nd a congraeeiatory message to the signees? 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 10/25,/2012 3:25 PM >>> 

Trisl~ 
As we just discussed on the phone, the only exception available to provide video to prospective seedent-athletes (even those that have 

signed) is to send "necessary- pre-enrolhnent information" to them in a video format. So, for example, video playbooks or ganle clips that 

they need to see@. The bylaws below spell out this regulation. Please let me know how you all decide you roll get a congratulatory message 

to the signees. As I mentioned, you can either send something in writing for them to read at the party,, or you may set up a Skype call of 

some tort to olt~r congratulations "in person" that evening. 

In addition, you have indicated that               roll be [hnding the pa~y lbr the signees and their lhmilies/t?iends, and that she has no 

previous relationship with UNC. I have also continned with both the Rams Club and the Ticket Office that     has never joined the Rams 

Club, nor has she purchased season tickets. So, based on this in[brmation, she is not yet a booster and, thus, is permitted to provide benefits 

to he1         friends and future teammates. So we axe all set from that angle. 

I will wait to hear back from you with potential solutions to the outs*anding congraeelatoly message issue. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

1.4.1,5 Video/Audio Materials. 

An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show "to, play tbr or provide to a prospective student-athlete except as specified 

in this section. Permissible video or attdio material may only be provided to a prospective student-athlete via ~m electronic mail attachment or 

hypeflinL except as provided in Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4. [D] (Adopted. 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94. Reviseck 1/9/96 e/fective 8/l/96, 12/12/06, 

1/8/OZ 1/16/10, 3/29/10, 4~28/71 effective 8/7/71, 6/73/11) 
13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to _MI Students. 

Official academic admissions and seedent- services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to 

prospective seedent-athletes. (Revised. #16/10, 3/29/’10) 

13.4,1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play [br or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material 

includes only general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. [DJ 6-tdopted: 

1H 6/J O, Revised: 3/29/70) 

13.4.1.5.3 Computer-Generated Recruiting I resentations. 

An institution may produce a computer-generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation so~-are) to show to, play for or provide 

to aprospective seedent-athlete, subjecttothe following provisions: [D] (Adopted. 1/8/OZRevised 1/14/’08, 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

(a) The pre~ntation may be posted to the institution’s website; 

(b) The presentation may include general intbrmational video/audio material that relates "to an institution or its athletics programs and is not 
created for recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective s~dent-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity- outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Inform afion~ 



An institution mW provide any necesmry pre- enrolhneut intbrmation (that is not otherwise considered to be genera] intbrmation related to an 
institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities in a video fimnat (e.g., video 
playI-~ook, games clips) m a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed aNational Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid 
agreement, or has been officially accepted lbr enrollment. S ach intbrma’don may be provided via a digital media storage device (e.g., DVD, 
flash drive). [See Bylaw 13.4.1.1-(h).] [D] L4dopted i2/26/06, Revised. i/i6/IO, 3,~/10, 6/73/i!) 

>>> Amy Herman 10/24,/2012 9:06 PM >>> 

Trisha, 

I was forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to mom for the paW she is planning for the 

signees in November. I’m going to need some details on this paW so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they 

shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain m me what will be occurring, who will be paying, m~d what the signees and their 

{~milies/friends roll be receiving? The "thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving aJ154Jhing they shouldn’t l]rom 

boosters, etc. 

I’m certainly not ~ying that this is a no-go, and I don’t mean to alarm you, but I would like to have more details about what will be occurring 
before the plmming goes much further. If you don’t know the details and you would like to have room call me, I am happy to talk 

to her. Feel free to give her my number (919-962-7853). 

I’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs mid released them to the media, I 

don’t think there will be any problems with this, bm I will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 
Thanks. I look forward to talking to you about the details of this pal~’. I am going to be in Camlichuel tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting 

from 10-11. Maybe I’ll stop by your office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 212(5 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Porter < gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M Soccer Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Men’s Soccer. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggsQuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Mount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact - MSOC and MGO 

MSMU Permission to contact- MSOC.pdf; MSMU Permission to contact- MGO.pdf 

Ill take this over for now, with Amy in Hawaii, 

FY[ 

Forwarded message 

From: Burgemeister, Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.orq> 

Date: Mon,            at 4:15 PM 
Subject: FW: Mount St. MaQ/s Permission to Contact MSOC and MGO 

To: "Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu)" <aaker@bc.edu >, "Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu)" <adominato@fsu.edu >, "Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu)" 

<agrav3@clemson.edu>, "Amy Herman (aischae@unc.edu)" <aischae@unc.edu>, "Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu)" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu)" <wcampb2@clemson.edu >, "Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eser~, ces v rg n a e~" <as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu >, "Art Markos (am@virginia.edu)" 
<am@virginia.edu >, Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu >, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv@clemson.edu)" <cbwoodv@clemson.edu >, "Brandi Guerinot 

(brandi.guerinot@bc.edu)" <brandi.guerinot@bc.edu>, Bret Cowley <bcowley@fsu.edu>, "Brett Luy (bdl11@my.fsu.edu)" <bd111@my.fsu.edu>, "Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu)" <mcsorlbb@vt.edu >, "Carly Panseau (carlv.panseau@bc.edu)" <carly.panseau@bc.edu >, "Carrie Doyle (carne_dovle@ncsu.edu)" 
<carrie doyle@ncsu.edu>, "Chris James (cmiame02@syr.edu)" <cmiame02@syr.edu >, "Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedv@acpub.duke.edu)" <ckennedv@acpub.duke.edu>, 

"Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu)" <chartmann@duaa.duke.edu>, "Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu)" <cgambler@umd.edu>, Craig Anderson 
<craig anderson@ncsu.edu>, "Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu)" <ceander4@ncsu.edu>, "Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu)" 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Dan fsaf (dmisaf@syr.edu)" <dmisaf@syr.edu>, "Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu)" <d.rabenl@miami.edu>, "Dan Trump 

(dtrum~)@umd.edu)" <dtrump@umd.edu>, "David Reed (reed@miami.edu)" <reed@miami.edu>, "Deborah Foley (dfolev@miami.edu)" <dfoley@miami.edu>, "Dr. Louis 

Marcoccia" <h’narcocc@syr.edu >, "Eric Baumgartner (embSp@virginia.edu)" <embSp@virginia.edu>, "Erin Moran (e.moran2@umiarni.edu)" <e.moran2@umiami.edu>, 

"Erlease Wagner (erleasem@svr.edu)" <erleasem@syr.edu>, Heather LaFon <herobert@vt.edu>, Herman Frazier <hrfrazie@syr.edu>, Jamie Mullin <ilomullin@svr.edu>, 

"Jerome Rodgers 0rodgers@athletics.gatech.edu)" <jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry ~Lmcurry@fsu.edu)" <jmcurry@fsu.edu>, "Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu" 
<k.kellv3@miami.edu>, "Kirsten Elleby (ellebvkc@wfu.edu)" <ellebvkc@wfu.edu>, "Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu)" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, Marissa Sprick 

<mcsllc@my.fsu.edu>, Marquita Armstead <marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu)" <mfranck@umd.edu>. 
)ncsu.edu >, "Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu)" <maitken@athletics.qatech.edu >, "Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.edu >, 

"Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu)" <ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppoqqe@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu)" 

<rslavis@virqinia.edu>,                        ~live.unc.edu)" <       @live.unc.edu>,                        @uncaa.unc.edu)" <       @uncaa.unc.edu>, "Sarah 
Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu)" <shelfer@duaa.duke.edu>, "Stephanle Lllison (saellis@clemson.edu)" <saellis@clemson.edu >, "Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu)" 

<tparker@vt.edu >, "Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu)" <hairstct@wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu)" <tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu>, Tom Timmerman 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans               ~qmail.com)" <             @qmail.com>, "Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu)" 
<thernandez@miarni.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@fsu.edu>, Vickie Sarfo Kantaka <vsarfoka@vt.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya@bc.edu >, "Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu)" <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu > 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-i2.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Kelly Webb 
Sent: Monday, 2:41 PM 
To= CCACA-talk@lists.pac- 12.orq 
Subject= [CCACA] Mount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact - MSOC and MGO 

Good afternoon all 

Mount St. Mary’s University has announced that theywill discontinue their men’s soccer and men’s golf programs at the conclusion of this academic year. [ have attached 

blanket permission to contact memos for the affected student athletes of those teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a good day, 

Kelly 

ii!i kwebb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 6:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

All, 

This coming spring             will be participating in                          Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both     and     involved with 
school in the hopes that they will return next fall. I believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online dasses,      is receiving institutional aid and     is 
receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time program 

(meaning 12 credits). 

I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 
realistic change that      will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they 
want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 

In regards to       , I have cc’ed Jackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online 

classes, and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 

Thanks! 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 19, 2012 7:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: 

Thanks very much. Keep me posted if you hear more,,. 
Paul 

> > > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/19/2012 7:25 PM > > > 
FYI - AI>R implications 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 6:46 PM 

To: 111e, Vince; Beth Miller; Ellen Culler 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer; Copeland, _lacquelyn D; Carlos Somoano 
Subject: 
All, 
This coming spring             will be participating in                          Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both             involved with 
school in the hopes that they will return next fall. 1 believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online classes,      is receiving institutional aid and     is 
receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time program 
(meaning 12 credits). 
I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 
realistic change that     will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they 
want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 
In regards to        I have cc’ed 3ackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online classes, 
and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 
Thanks! 
Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 9:37 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: 

Thanks! 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Readh~g ;rod Writing Specialist 

University of North C~u’olir~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progy;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel@unc,e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 5:57 PM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: Fwd: RE: 
Bradley, 

Hope this is helpful. Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kane, Kristin Marie" <kanel@illinois.edu> 

Date: November 6, 2012, 10:37:07 AM EST 

To: "llle, Vince" <[!_[_e____@__e__n__!_a__[!:_9__n___c_:__e___d__u__.> 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Vince-. 

Good to hear from you! Hope things are going well there for you. Say hi to our other former Illini-er’s if you see them. I communicate with Disch and 

I.ou ever’,, once in awhile. I have put my responses by the questions below. 

tf you need anything else, pleas~-:~ Jet me I~now. 

Kristin 

From: Zlle, Vince [mailto:j!le@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 10:44 AM 
To: Kane, Kristin Marie 
Subject: 

Kris~ii~ 
How are things in Champaign? I hope you’re well and your sta£f is ready for the final push to the end of the semester. 

Can you or someone on your sta£f help me with the message below? Our lead learning specialist is to,ing to collect some infommtion for adminislrators in 

our College of Arts and Sciences. If you or someone there can help him with his questions, I would really appreciate it. 
Good luck the rest of the academic year. From a distance, the football deal looks like it could be a little rough. I imagine that’s maldng things more dit~eult 

in a lot of ways. I know you all can work your way through it and make the best of the si~amlion. If there’s ever an~hing I can ever do to help you, please 
just let me know. Please pass on a hello to Byroney, Shad, Tom, Jeff, etc. 

Vince 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 8:51 AN 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Supporting Student-Athletes 

Vince, 

I’m trying to wrap up a project I’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier 

universities. I haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at Illinois, and so I’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kdstin Kane, 

and, if so, would you mind forwarding the below questions to her? 

1. Does Illinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 101 for non-science majors and 

Biology 111 for science majors. There are numerous science courses for non-majors on our c~mlpus. Things like ATMS 120 (Sew-_~re and Hazardous 

Weather) or GEOL 100 are int:ended for non--science maiors, We have some biology courses that ~r’e required for students majoring in biology 

(In 1SO) and ones that are for nor>biology majors (In I00). 

2. Does Illinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, 

students who score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English 100. Students are placed into their college writing 

classes based on their ACT English scores. We have RHET 101/I02 (two s~-’_m~esters of cours~:_~s) for studerd:s b~-’_~low a cert~in score. Taldng th~-_~se 

two classes will fl.ElfiJl tfu:_~ fleshman composition requirement. We have bask: math classes (MATH 012.- CoHeg~:_~ Algebr~) t:hat are ofh:_~red to 

sLudeets who cannot meet the placement test scores (all students have to take math placement exams upon admission Lo Lhe university) t:or 

pre-catcLdus or beyond. These math classes do not count t:or degree credit t:or sLudents. 

3. Does Illinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? Illinois does not offer study skills 

courses. Most majors/colleges on our campus have some type of freshman orientation class (1 credit hour) for students in their college!majors. 

There is l:ypk:allv a h:,ss.:_~n or two in her~:_~ about study skills/time msmagement, etc., but the courses s3r’e not st:rictly for that topic. W~-’_~ teach a 

student--~t:hlete only "Freshman chess" thr.:_~ugh our Life Skills prograrn. Our student--~t:Metes DO NOT receive a gr~de or college cr~-_~dit fl)r this, 

but they are giver study hatl hours for their participation. This cover’s academic integrity, study skills, dine e~ar~agement, social media/media 

training, alcohol!drug education, personal safety!responsibility, financial responsibility, etc. 

4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? Ninois has two fuIMime learning specialists, One works 

just with football, ~md the other worlds with all or:her sports. 



In addition to the data above, I’m including the number of majors a school offers. Illinois’s website says it offers approximately 150 majors. W~-_~ offer 

I50 majors at Illinois. 

I’m surveying 15 top tier schools with Division I athletics programs. Illinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When ] 

have their information, I’ll happily send a chart showing the data for the 15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular 

challenges underprepared students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel [ Reading aJld Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Ceanpus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         I F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethek~)unc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:18 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.e&P 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-> 

RE: Joy - Student atlflete survey discussion 

Do you want to coordinate with Vince’s schedule? Of gubba’s availability .-- I can do Thursday at 5:00 if on main campus; 5:I5 in rny off:ice; 5:30 in his off:ice. Friday I 

can do 5:00 following the faculty council meeting. 

Thank you for checking Bubba’s schedule. If you want rne to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinate with Vince 

and you guys can let me know th~-_~ day and tirne 

J OV 

JogJ. Rem~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Un[w!!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 

S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gondura!~t Hail 

32!-A South CoMrr~bia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71..-;0 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY ~’40T~CE: This e.-maH message, ir!.::lud[ng al:tachments, if ar!y, is inte!~ded onh/for 1:he -peR;on o!’ entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and rtlay t:o!~t;}JR c:onfidenth}i and/o!’ 
privileged materiai, Ar!y .--.-urlauth,:)rized review, use, disclosure .:)r dh;l:ribution hi prohibited, If you are not the [rll:erlded re(:[p[ent, please cor!l:a.::l: 1:he sender by reply e.rnaH and 
destroy all topee5 Of the ()r[g:rlal message, 
Email eorrespondenge to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s’~ate official (NCGS, oh. :L32). Student educatio~al reeords are subject to FERIPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Hi Joy, 

Here’s Bubba’s availability this week: 

Thursday, Novernber 8: after’ 5:00prn 

Friday, November 9: 1:00pro --:l:4.5pm OR 5:00pro - 5:30pro 

f [ yo u n e~-_~d da tesiti m es [or n ext wee k, pl ea s e h:_d: m e know, 

Thanks, 

Motly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <.Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12:10:02 PM EST 

To; "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I lmow schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between 1 and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy ,L Rennet, M,A,, Rl(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Uniw!rsity of North Caro]in;~ at Chapel Hiil 
School of Medicine_¯ 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
32]-A Souti~ Cok,lmbia St, 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599.-71.30 

9 i9-.96t5-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 i9-.96t5-.5951. Fax 

-CO~’,~FIDENTIAI.IT’¢ NOTICE: This e-mail message, including al:taciwnents, i~ any, i5 inl:ended ci!~ly for l:he -peR;on or er!l:il:¥ 1:o wi~ich it is addressed and may contain 

con~ider!l:ial and/o!’ priviieged material. Ar!y -.--u!~authoNzed review, use, disclosi;re or dh;l:r[but[on is proi~ibited. If you are not the intended redpient, please ,::onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and desl:roy all copies of l:he original message. 

Email eorresponde#ce to and from this address may he s~bjeet to the Nor~:h Carolina P~blic Records ~aw add may he disclosed to third par~ies 

by a# authorized state offi¢iM (NCG$, eb, :t32), Student ed#cationM records are s#bjeet to FffRPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Vhlce, hope things are going well. I wanted to reiterate how much I appreciate you visiting with us and appreciate greatly your concern to do it the right way at 

North Carolina. I look forward to possibly visiting Chapel Hill. 

Hope your rru:_~et:ing went well later that week. 

Mike 

From: II[e, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 2:04 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

I can do that. Thanks Mike. 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Vince, any chance we can move the meeting Monday to 1:00? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 1:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ilie(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That works fine. I’ll see you both there on Monday. Thales vein much for maldng time to meet with me. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.bizl 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
GreaL Both Mark BarteJstein and I will b~-_~ here at the Priority .:_~ffice. t~,; it ok to meet h~-:~re? We’re at 325 N. [.aSalh:,, Suite t-;S0. 
Mike 

From: I[[e, Vince [mailto:ille@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 
Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please j ust let me know. I look tbrward to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vir~ce: 
Monday would be gr~-:~at What time w.:_~uld work kxr you? 
] look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derlkq@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vlnce~ 

Good taJldng with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCaztney and Rick Smith ale available to meet with you while you aJre in 

Chicago it would be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked ruth the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair~ honest, and consistent. He 

looked at the list of agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had 

at UNC. I made him aware of several attempts to get information to the school all which have been tmsuccessful. Vince is ruing to thi~k outside the box 

and create a program that is unique that connects agents and players during the season not just a one time thing. He knows that if you try to keep them 

separate it roll create problems. Hopefidly, you both are avaJlable sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a 

date that works best for yon. 

Vince s~ated "that [inns like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quali~ agencies who tbllow the rules representing UNC players so 

that the program can be a model tbr other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Deryk Gihnore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - once 
]__)__e___r.v__k_g_@_~L)_~_t1.’_~PL)__r_t_~:__b_i~ 

F:~:’i:~:::ri’~:?s ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a tiring regarded as more important than others 



( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <Ne@email.unc.edu> 
To: "_d___e_~_k_g@_l?_[j__o_!it_ys~___o_~§_~_b_j__z_" <_(J__@_r_y__kg_@p_!L[g_r_i!y_sp__Q_r_J_s:__b_lz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

De~yk, 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the Universi~ of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at file Universi~ of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor 

Program for our student-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our s~ffand he will assist me ruth this effort. We have created a framework for what 

we think can be an efficient and effective program that roll accommodate the needs and interests of our s~udent- athletes and those who seek to represent 

them as they transition to professional careers. 

I roll be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any eltbrt you could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with repre~ntatives of your agency. It would be very valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and 

direction l]com key participants. 
Can you please let me lmow if Rick an4/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very" much. Thanks for your 

help and let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille(~)unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norkm, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete suwey discussion 

So 1 can do 5:05 Thursday if we meet on central campus, 5:I5 if hi my office or 5:30 if in 8ubba’s office. My first choice would be if you guys can meet at 5:00 but I do 

not know what VOU have bumping up next to this 5:00 time so I can do whatever works for 8ubba and Vince. 

Joy 

h)y J, Rer!neh M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Ass.;x:iate Pr.;)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medic:[he 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 

321-A Sou~h Coiurnbia 51:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~951 Fa~ 
-CGNFIDENT~AL~TY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ including a~tachmen,’_s, it: any, is intended oniy for ~he -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confidenLiai and/or 
privileged material. Any --unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ew, use, disciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please con[ac[ [he sender b,l reply e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original rnessa~e. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state officiM (NCGS, eho :~32)o Student educationM records a~:le sub~ect to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: 3o,/- Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below tbr Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at O[JC fi~om 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From: Renner, Joy .I 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 I:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
[,"O ~/OU waist to coordinate with Vince’s ;chedule? Of ~3ubba’s availability - I can d.:) Thursday at 5:00 iF on main campus; 5:I5 in my office; 5:30 in his office, Friday I 

can do 5:00 following the facutW council meeting. 

Thank you for checking Bubba’s schedule. If you want me to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinate with Vince 

and VOU guvs can let me know the day and time. 

,l oy 

Jl)¥ J, Rer!!~er, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Ass.;x:iate Pr.;)h~ssor and O[rec:tor 
tJn[versib~, of ~’4or [}a Carolina a[ Ci~anel Flqi 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENFb~,UI-Y NOTICE: lhis e<nad message~ h~clud[ng a[tachments [1: am/, is intended oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain con,[den[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Any --unau J~o!’[zed review, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is r: rohib[ted. I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
£mail correspondence to a~d from this address may be subject to the North CaroE~a Public Records law and [nay be 4i~lose4 to third parties by an 

authorized state offieiM (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to F£RPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Hi Joy, 

H~-’_~re’s 8ubba’s availability this w,-_~ek: 

Thursday, November 8: after 5:00pm 

)    ¢ Friday, November 9: :1:00pro --- l:45pm CR z~.O0pm - 5:30pro 

I[: you need dates/times [:or next week, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <J__o__y. Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12::10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: loy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

l had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute, I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in :10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 



today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fd - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between I and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work ouL 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy .I. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
ASSO¢[~1:~! P!’o~e550F ~iDd Dired:or 

Uniw!rsil:y of Norl:h Carolin;} al: Chapel HHI 
Schooi of Medicine 
C:B ~71.30 UNC-CH ~ondu!’ant Hall 
32~-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hili~ NC 27599.-7£30 

9 ! 9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9!9-9615-5951 Fax 

-CONFI[’;ENTIAI.ITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including al:taci~rnents, if any, is inl:ended cinly for the -person cir er!l:il:y 1:o wi~ich i[ is addressed and rnay contain 

ccinfider!l:h~l and/or privileged !;qaterial. Any -.--unai;thoNzed review, use, disclcisi;re or d[sl:ribution is prcii~ibited. If you are not ~he intended recipient, ple;}se ,::onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and dezii:roy ~[I c:op[es of the original message. 

Enaail correspondence te and from this address may be s~bjeet to the Nerth Carolina P~bli¢ Recerds ~a~ and may be disclosed to third pa~ties 

by a~ autt~ori~e8 state effi¢ia~ (NCGS, ¢t~, $32), St~Sent eS~catie~a~ reeergs are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; No~m, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

So Molly --.looks like you are the decider. You can see what Bubba has pre-5:00 and post 5:SO so where would be best to meet? 

Jov 

Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel }I[IE 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
321-A South Colurq bia SL 

Chapei Flfll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
"2eli 

919-965-595"_.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tl’fis e-mall message, iqcludh~g attachments, if aqy, is in.:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti.:y to wi~[ch [.: is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are no~ the intended tec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 
i~mail corresponde~ce to and from this address may be subject to the INo~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disc~osed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (INCGS, cho :I,32)o Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do any of the three. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:58 PN 
To: [lie, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So t can do 5:05 Thursday if we meet on central campuL 5:I5 if in rm/office or 5:30 if in gubba"; offic~:_~. My first choice woukd be if you guys can meet ~t 5:(}0 but I do 

not know what you have burnping up next to d~is 5:00 time so I can do whatever works [:or gubba and Vince. 

Jov 
Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. £7(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
321-A South Colurq bia SL 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

q cs~ - - ,-..z--t 3 _.1., 9~26 .~1. h L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-9t~64;95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IAUTY NOi]CE: [his e-mall message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidentfai and/or 
privileged material. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you al’e Rot the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence to aed from this address may be subject to the INor~h Carolina Public Records law a~d ma’g be disclosed to third pa~±iea by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, ch, :I,32), Student educational records are subSect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below for Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at OUC from 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 20:[2 :[::[8 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Do you want to coordinate with Vince’s schedule? Of 8ubba’s availability ---I can do Thursday at 5:00 if on rosin carnpus~ 5:t5 in my office; 5:30 in his office. Friday I 

can do 5:00 [olk)wing the fi~culb/council me~-:d:ing. 

Tha]~k you for checking Bubba’s scheduh?, ff you wm~t m~-_~ to coordinate with Vince, I cm~ and th~-:m let you know the ch~y and tirne or you can coordinate with Vmce 

and you guys can let me know the day and dine. 

Joy 
.Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £r(R} FAE]RS 
Associate_¯ Professor and L~ir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Wli 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

q 321-a South Coiumbia St 
¯--tcqc 7 ~ Chap~_d Hill, NC 2,.>_. ~- 1,_,0 

q ¢~ - - ,-..z--t 3 _.1., 9~26 .~]. h L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-9t~64;95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IAUTY NOi]CE: [his e-mall message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidentfai and/or 
privileged material. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you al’e Rot the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#o~de~ce to and from this address may be subject to the INor~h Caro~iea Public Records law a~d ma’g be disclosed to third pa~±iea by an 



authorized ~tate official {NCGS, ¢h. Lt32}. Student educational records are ~biect to FERPA. 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J 
Subject: FVV: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Hi Joy~ 

Here’s Bubba’s availability this week: 

Thursday, November 8: after 5:00pro 

Friday, November 9: :~:OOpm - :[:45pm OR 5:00prn - 5:30pm 

f [ ye u n e~-_~d ~:h~ tesiti m es for n ext wee k, pl ea s e h-:d: m e kr~ow. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12:10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Ule, Vince" <!!!__e____@____e____m___a__i_!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way fer me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how yeu 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10 - 20 min depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between i and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy ,L Renner, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Uniw!rsity of North Caro]in~ at Chapel Hiil 
Schooi of Medicim_¯ 
CP~ #7130 UNC-CH P~ondurant Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel HJli, NC 27599--7130 

919-.966-.51,~TDesk 
Cell 

919-.966-.695i Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALIP~ NOTICE: li~is ~_~-mail message, ir~cluding attaci ,ments, if any, is intend _d onh/for the -p~_~rson or ~_~ntit¥ to which it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any -.--unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi Jbited. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, pie~se contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and destroy, all copies of the ori~inal message. 
Emai~ correspo~de~ce to a~d from this address may be s~l~jeet to the North Caro~i~a P~l~lic Records law a~d may be disdose~ to third ~a~ties 
by an a~thorized stance offieia~ (NCGS, ¢h, 132), Student educatioRa~ ~e¢ords a~e subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 3:50 PM 

Renner, Joy J cloy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

If you all could meet in 8ubba’s office at 5:30pro tomorrow (Thursday), that would be great. 

Joy --- please call me at 919-962-8200 (office) or (cell) and I will let you in the building since the moors automatically lock at 5:00pro. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, .lo,/J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: ][lie, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So [’vqolIv ---looks like you are the decider. You can see what 8ubba has pre-5:00 and post 5:30 so where would be best to meet? 

Joy 
h)y J. Rer!ner, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pr,;)h~ssor ar!d D[r.;K:tor 
University of North Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel Hill 
So:heel of Medic:[he 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
321-A Sou~h Coiurnbia 51: 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~95:L Fa~ 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, i!~c:lud[ng attachments, if any, is inter!deal oni? for the .-person or entity to whk:h it is add!’essed and may cor!l:ain ,;:onfhden[[ai and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:er[al. Any -.--unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ew, use, disciosure or d[s[r[butk)n :s prohibil:ed. If you are! not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please contac:[ the! sender by !’eply e-maq and 
destroy all copk~s of the prig[rail message. 
Email correspendenee to arid from this address may be subject to the North Caro~ir~a Publie Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state effi¢ia~ (NCGS, eho I32)o Student educstienM records are sub~e~t to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Renner, 3oy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do any of the three. 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:58 PM 
To: ][lle, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So I can do 5:05 Thursday if we meet on cenLral campus, 5:I5 if in my office or 5:30 if in gubba’s ot:fice~ My first choice would be if you guys can meet aL 5:00 but I do 

not know what you have bumping up next to this 5:00 time so I can do whatever works for gubba and Vince. 

,Joy 
JOy Jr Rer!!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Asso(:iate Pr,;)h~ssor ar!d O[rec:tor 
tJniversib~, of North Carolina a~ Ci~anel Flili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-~951 Fax 
-CONFIDEN:b~.L~TY NOTICE: This e-mail !’r~essage~ [ncludh~g a~tachments 1t: an,i, is intended oniy for ~he -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and !’r~ay contain con,]denl.iai and/or 
privileged material. Any --unau J~o!’[zed !’eview, use, dbciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted. I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the ori#$nal raessa~e. 
£mail correspendenee to s~d from this address may be subject to the North CareEr,s Publie Records law and ~nay be di~lesed to third parties by an 

authorized state afficiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educatienM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below for Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at OUC from 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Co: ][lle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 3oy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Do you want to coordinate with Vince’s schedule? Of Bubba’s availability - [ can do Thursday at 5:00 iF on main campus; 5::[5 in my office; 5:30 in his office, Friday [ 

can do 5:00 following the facuff:y council meeting. 

Thank you for checking Bubba’s schedule. If you want me to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinaLe with Vince 

and you guys can let me know the day and time. 

,Joy 
JogJ. Renner~ M.A., R1(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh’ec[or 
tJniversib~, of Nor [1~ Carolina a[ Ci~anel Hdi 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 



B2J.-A SouLh Coiurnbia $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

91.9-E~56-SJ.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-E~56-e951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUT~’ NOTICE: This e-ni:lq !’ness:lge, [!~c:lud[ng :lti:achments, [1: a!W, is inter!dud oniv for the .-person or entity to which it is add!’essed and may cor!l:ain ,::onf[denL[ai and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:erhll. A!~y -.--un;~uti~o!’ized !’ev:ew, use, disciosure or d:s[r[but[on :s prohibited. If you are not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~t:lc:[ the! sender by !’eply e-marl and 
dest!’oy all copies of i:he original message. 
Entail correspondence to and from tbi~ address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law aRd may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state ot~i¢ia~ (NCG$, the I32)o Student educationa~ reco~’~s a~:le sub~ect to F~IRPAo 

From: Norton, Piolly 
Sent" Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject-" FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Joy, 

H~-_~re’s Bubba’s availability this w~-_~ek: 

Thursday, November 8: af[er 5:00pro 

Friday, November 9: :1:00pro --- I:45pm OR 5:00pro - 5:30pro 

If you need dates!times~ for next week, please let me know. 

ihanks, 

Molly 

From: "Rennet, Joy J" <Joy Repper@nled.upc.edq> 

Date: November 7, 20:12, :12::10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc~edu> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in :10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between :12 and :1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between :1 and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
JoyJ, Renne!’, M.A., RT{R), FAEIRS 
/-’~s:ioch}tt? Professor and DirecLo!’ 
U!dversity of North Car,:)li!~a :i~ Chapel Hiil 
School of l’~,ledi(:ir~e 
CB ~7:30 UNC-.CI-~ gondurant lq:lll 

321-.A South Co]ur’nbia St, 
Ch:l,oe, I Hill, NC 27599-7:30 

EvJ.9-956-Si47Desk 

:ell 

EvJ.9-956-6E~5i Fax 

¯ -CONFID~NTIA[.ITY NOTICe: Tills e-mail raessage, inch;cling aLtachmenl:s, if any, is intended ,,?r!b¢ [or Lhe-pe!’son or e!~titV to which [i: is add!’essed :lrld maV contain 

confide!~tial :lr!dior privileged r~ateriak Any --.-ur!:iul:horized review, LISe, dJsclosLire o!’ distribution is prohib[l:ed, if you a!’e not i:he intended recipient, piease c:ont;~(:t the 

sender by reply e-mail and des[roy :lfl cop:us of [he original message, 

Emai~ correspondence to a~d f~om this add~es,~ may be subject to the ~orth Carolina Public Records law a~ ~ay be ~ise~osed to thi~ parties 

by an a~thorize~ state officia~ (NOES, oh, 132), Student e~ueatio~a~ records are subject to FI~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <<loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 4:55 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Thanks Molly! 

Jo~i J. Rer!r~er, M.A., R](P,), FAE~R5 
Associate Professor aqd Dh’ector 

tJniversi[y of ~’~or [h Carolina at Ci~apel klqi 

School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduraqt Hall 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-9.’66-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9.’66-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENilAL~TY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~hlic Records law and may he disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NICG$, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
If you all could meet in Bubba’s office at 5:30pm tomorrow (Thursday}, that would be great. 

.Joy--[)lease call rne at 919-962-8200 (office) or (cell) and I will let you in the building since the doors automatically loci( at 5:OOpm~ 

"[’banks~ 

Molly 

From: Renner, .lay J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So Molly --looks like you are the dodder. You can see what Bubba has pre-5:00 and post 5:30 so where would be best to meet? 

Jev 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RTR, F t~E RS 
Associate Professor a!~d D[re,.’:l:or 
Un[ve!’sil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gcindura!~[ Hail 

321-A Soulh Co urabia St. 
Chapei Hill NC 2759£*-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’,10T~CE: This e.-maH message, ir!,.’:lud[ng al:tachments, if at!y, is inte!~ded onh/for 1:he -person or’ enl:ity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and may co!~taiR c:onfidenth}i and/or 
privileged materiai. Ar!y .--.-unaut h,,’)rized review, use, disck)sure ,.’)r dh;l:ribution hi prohibited. If you are not Lhe [rltended re(:[p[enL, please cor!l:a,.’:t 1:he sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies Of the original message. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~hject to the North Carolina P~hlic Records ~a~ and may he disclosed to third [~arties by an 

authorized scare official (NCGS, oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do any of the three. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:58 P! 
To: 111e, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So I can do 5:05 Thursday it: we meet on central campus, 5:I5 it: in my office or 5:30 il: in gubba’s off:ice. My first choice would be it: you guys can meet at 5:00 but I do 

not know what you have bumping up ne×t to this 5:00 time so 1 can do whatever works for Bubba and Vince~ 

Jov 
Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. [’~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor a!:d Director 
Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel ~-~[11 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bin SL 

Chapei HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-98r~-S147Desk 

Celi 

919-986-595"_,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~a[I message, iqclud[ng attachments, if at!y, [s in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[er[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, dse, disclosure or distribution [s proi~ibi[ed. If you are no,’_ the intended recipient, please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies oi: the or[~[nal message. 

E~ail correspoede~ce te a~d from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw aed may be disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare officia~ (NCGS. cho :I.32)o Student educationa~ records are sub~ect to FERPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 



Sent= Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, .loy 3; Norton, Molly 
Subject= RE: .loy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below for Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at OUC from 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From= Renner, 3oy J 
Sent= Wednesday, November 07, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc= llle, Vince 
Subject= RE: .loy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Do you want to coordinat~-_~ with Vince’s schedule? Of gubba’s aw~ilability - f can do "bur;day at 5:00 if on main carnpus; 5:15 in rny offic~-_~; 5:30 in hi~.; office. ~r:riday f 

can do 5:00 following t:he faculty council me~-_d:ing, 

Thank you for cheddng Bubba’s schedule. I[: you want me to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinate with Vince 

and you guys can let me know the day and dine. 

Joy 

Jo? J. Re!~r!er, M.A., r~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa.:e Professor at~d Director 
Unk, e!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel }l[ll 
School of Med[dne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
321-A South Colum bia 5L 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-96f3-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-96 f3-6952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NO]ICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if at!y, [s in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged ma[eriai. Any --unauthorized review, dse, disclosure or distribution [s proidbi[ed. If you are no.’_ [Pie intended redpien[, please contact the sender by reply em~aH and 
destroy all copies of [he or[~inal rr, essage. 
Entail eerresponde~ce to and from this address may be sebject to the INo~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw and may be di,~osed to third pa~±ies by an 

aathorized state official (INCGS, d~, I32), Student educational records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent= Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject= FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Joy, 

Here’s Bubba’s availability this week: 

Thursday, November 8: alter 5:00pro 

Friday, N.:)vemb~-:~r 9: l:00prn - l:45pnl OR 5:00pro-- 5:30prn 

If you need dates/times for next week, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc:edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12:10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

l had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and i if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between i and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rennet, M.A., R-r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 
Schooi of Medicine 
CS ~7130 UNC-CH Sondd!’an.: Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
CitaDel Hfli, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-52,’ 47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-5951 Fax 
-CONFE)ENTIALI]’¢ NOTICE: -rIh[s e-mail messag, e, including attaci~men[s, if any [s intended ordy for the -person or er!tiW to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain 

+ confidential a!~dior privdeged material. Any --u!~aufl]orized review, use, disclosure or distribution [s proidbi~ed. If you are not Lhe m~ended redpient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the original message. 
E~nail corresponde~(:e to and frown this address ~nay be sebject to the INo~±b Carolina P~bli(: Records ~aw a~d may he disde,sed to third ~a~±ies 

bV a~ authorized state afficiM t[NCGS, oh, 132), Student ed~catianM retards are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcmech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 12:42 PM 

Perkins, Michael R qnrperkin@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu>; Montgomew, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, 
Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <’d mcpherson@unc.edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kecleau@email.unc.edu>; Crowder, Kenneth C <crowderl@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike 
qnbunting@email.unc.edu>; jcaI:e@mmaa.mm.edu; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@email.unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Jwce L <mgofe~}email.unc.edu>; 
Pennington, Kent <jkp@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael qnbeaJe@email.unc.edu>; 
abitting@uncaa.unc.edu; Gatz, GregoU <ggg@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; 
Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <nj fulton@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clinton R <cgwaltne@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <ricks~tei@email.unc.e&l>; Ballen, Martina K 
-<mballen@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@tmc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Laru A. 
--~athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <betkl@email.unc.edn>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

MAP Book Quick Sheet Template 

UNC - Quicksheetdoc; UNC - Quicksheet SAMPLE FORMAT.doc 

Unit Managers, 

Thank you for taking the time to meet about our new written management and reporting system. As we discussed, we are implementing the weekly reporting 

portion of the system immediately for all unit managers. 

Attached please find templates for the MAP Book Quick Sheet reporting system. 

The first document is blank and is the document you will use for your report. Also attached is a sample document which illustrates the format for entering your 

information. 

General guidelines: 

1. Font 

a. Calibri 12 

b. no bold or italics 

c. Sentence form capitalization 

2. Accomplishments 

a. List topic first following by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In priority order 

3. Projects and Tasks 

a. List topic first following by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In priority order 

4. Significant Dates 

a. List date first followed by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In chronological order 

c. Include significant events, vacation, professional travel, etc. 

5. Professional Development and Education 

a. List staff member first followed by a dash (-) and brief description 

6. Other Information 

a. List topic first following by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In priority order 

7. ALL QUICK SHEETS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY AT 12 NOON 

8. Attached weekly report to an email to your Executive Staff representative and copy Bubba Cunningham and Karlton Creech 

9. Once emailed, print copy of report and insert into your MAP book binder 

10. Please do not include confidential information 

Thank you for your support of this initiative. Please feel free to ask any questions. 

All the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 843-6432 

kcreech@unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 3:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I~,V: 

Vince, thank you. What’s the timeline on the ~fli? We can put the credentials together and get them to LaDla mid others if necessary. Steve 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Steve and Barbara, 

Coach DeSelm would like to send aNational Letter of Intent to sign. Please note the intbnnation from Lance below. 

I apologize for the timing of this request, but would it be possible for the appropriate individuals to review this student? It appears he is currently 10 points away from 

being a Level 2 cmldidate, so may have some similarity to one of our other prospective students who was initially identified for committee review on Wednesday, but 

was approved mthout a presentation from the head coach. 

We will not issue an NLI without approval. I know that any assistance or feedback you could provide would be appreciated. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:27 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince, 
See attached for the latest or a possible swimming recruit fo~ . His academic profile isn’t the most straight forward but I think we’ve gotten it figured out. 

The student just committed last night to the coaches and we’ve been working to get his academic profile squared away. If you have any questions, just let me know or feel 

free to check in with Rich. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

Excellent point.,, 

I believe several resources available on the J:Drive in the "Leadership Academy" folder would suffice, namely Word Documents called "bCLA Program Overview" 

and "Frequently Asl~ed Questions". All terms shouh:~ be cow:_~red -save [or the term MAP (Manager’s Action ~tarmer) That is the term used on the binders Karlton 

distribut~:_~d to Unit Manag~-:~rs - the [olders and O.uick Sheet reporting structure having been recommended by Cardinal Advisors. 

As for the Unit Strategic Plan noted on my Quick Sheet, I meant to say the Leadership Academy cornponent of the Linit Strategic Plan for Student-Athlete 

Development. Cricket asked that I complete this smaUer aspect of the larger Unit Strategic Plan. It is rny understanding that Cricket has just involved herseH:, me, 

in the process to date and that once this is complete, then yes, you and Matt would be brought into the process. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
S-bject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

Shelley, 

Thanks for the Quick Sheet. Is there a single place or document that provides a definitior~’description for all of the terminology used when describing the bCLA mid its 

aclivifies (like a glossa~ or something)? If so, can you please provide me a link? That might be helpful for me, maybe Bubba, and likely the Chancellor who will 

ultimately receive these reports. Defining things like veteran leaders, rising stax. GAP year, MAP, leaders of distinction, how we employ 360-degree feedback 

(http:i/edweb.sdsu.edu,’people/arossett/pieiIntervenfionJ360 1 .htm), and aJay other terminology specific k~ the program might be helpful. I’m thinking about a 

Chancellor (a new one in July) reading a retx~rt or aJ~ executive summary, and being able to understand what happens in the N2LA and the significance of that. 

Also, I notice that for next week one of your tasks is to complete the Unit Strategic Plan. Who has been involved in that process to date? After completing this next 

week, is that when Matt Terrell and I would meet with you to review and discuss the plaJ~? 

Thmlks for your help. 

Vlnce 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu; 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 8:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

A bCtA glossary with the aforementioned terms will be included with my next Quick Sheet. 

From: [lie, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:23 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

OK, thanks for the information. Could someone on your staff use the resources that are already available on the J:Drive to create a document for this purpose? That 

would be beneficial to those who receive the report. Thanks for your help. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 
Excellent point... 

I believe several resources available on the J:Drive in the "Leadership Academy" folder would suffice, namely Word Documents called "bCLA Program Overview" 

and "Frequently Asl~ed (~uestions". All terms sbouh:~ be (:ow-_~red -save [or the term MAP (Manager’s Action rdarmer) That is the ~:erm used .:_~n the binders Kariton 

distributed to Unit Managers --- the t:ofders and Quick Sheet reporting structure having been recommended by Cardinal Advisors. 

As for the Unit Strategic Plan noted on my Quick Sheet, I rneant to say the Leade~ship Academy cornponent of the Linit Strategic Plan for Student-Athlete 

Development. Cricket asked that I complete this smaller aspect of the larger Unit Strategic Plan. It is my understanding that Cricket has j~JSt involved herself, me, 

in the process to date and that once this is complete, then yes, you and Matt would be brought into the process~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

Shelley, 

Thanks for the Quick Sheet. Is there a single place or document that provides a definitior~’descfiption for all of the terminology used when describing the bCLA mid its 

activities (like a glossa~ or something)? If so, can you please provide me a link? That might be helpful for me, maybe Bubba, and likely the Chancellor who will 

ultimately receive these reports. Defining things like veteran leaders, rising stax. GAP year, MAP, leaders of distinction, how we employ 360-degree feedback 

(http://edweb.sdsu.edu/peopleiarossetgpie/Inte~entioud360 1 .htm), mid any other terminology specific to the program might be helpful. I’m thinking about a 

Chancellor (a new one in July) reading a retx~rt or aJ~ executive summary, and being able to understand what happens in the N2LA and the significance of that. 

Also, I notice that for next week one of your tasks is to complete the Unit Strategic Plan. Who has been involved in that process to date’? After completing this next 

week, is that when Matt Terrell and I would meet with you to review and discuss the plaJ~? 

ThaJ~ks liar your help. 

Viuce 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 8:57 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

buncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting 

Compliance crew, 

Would you all be okay with moving our Compliance staff meeting to Wednesdays at lp instead of Thursdays? 

Amy 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ,uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting Change 

All, 
Effective immediately, our staff meetings will occur on Wednesdays at lp. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Staff Meeting 

Thanks. Let’s keep it Wednesdays at 1 for this semester, and then we cad change if we need to in January. 

Amy 

>) 9:05 AM >>> 

Next semester I may be late to all of them, b!c our class is Wednesdays at 12 (at Finley) and I doubt they stick to the hour. 

>>> Tom Timmermans 9:56 PM >>> 

Works for me 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

Reply message 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu> 

To: "Kathy Gnggs" <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu: 
uncaa,unc.edu >, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Cc: "Vince [lie" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Staff Meeting 

Date: Sun            ! 8:57 pm 

> > > "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance crew, 

20:57:16.692241 > > > 

Would you all be okay with moving our Compliance staff meeting to Wednesdays at lp instead of Thursdays? 

Amy 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.uric.edtr~ 

Monday, 11: 52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtv~; Broome, Lis~ L <lbvoome@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyounl@unc.edu>; Amy Helman 

<aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; La~., Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edw~; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kamen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Elite 89 Award - Field Hockey 

Hello All: 

This email is to notify you that I have submitted the nomination for NCAA Elite 89 Award (Field Hockey). I worked with Tony to find the individual 

with the highest GPA that will be representing UNC at the Field Hockey Final Four, 

This award will be presented to the student athlete with the highest GPA that has qualified for the NCAA Championships in Norfolk, Please let me know if you have any 

questions, 

Coach Shelton, good luck to you and your team in Virginia. 
Spencer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroomeCc0email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 

<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin < dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Elite 89 Award - Field Hockey 

Thank you, Spencer 

Take care, 

Larry 

is a very deserving nominee ~ let’s be hopeful that she is selected for this award! 

> > > "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu > 11:52 AM > > > 

Hello All: 

This email is to notify you that [ have submitted the nomination for 
NCAA Elite 89 Award (Field Hockey). [ worked with Tony to find the individual with 

the highest GPA that will be representing UNC at the Field Hockey Final Four. 
This award will be presented to the student athlete with the highest GPA that has qualified for the NCAA Championships in Norfolk. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Coach Shelton, good luck to you and your team in Virginia. 

Spencer 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds 

Clare, 
Please put holds on the following sports: 

W Lacrosse 

Softball 

Rowing 

M Soccer 
W Soccer 

Swimming 

Track 

Lance 

Mli let you know when each hold can be removed, Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Yes, I will, Vince, 
Also, I will not be able to meet with you and Rick tomorrow morning ~ traveling to Charlotte at 7:00 AM. 

Take care and hope you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 4:33 PM > > > 

La~y, 

When yon returrL can you please reach out to your contact at DPS to find out if 

particularly interested in an?thing that may have occurred on 

Vince 

has recently been involved in any issue with campus police. I’m 
Thanks lbr your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                  3:21 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: for weekly phone calls: is it you can’t call a guy for 7 days after you call or does it go by the calendar week where ! could 

call Friday and then the following Tuesday? 

The calendar week is defined as Sunday through Saturday. So 1 call between those days. So, yes, you can call Friday and then the following Tuesday. 

Amy 

>>> C D Mock 3:02 PM >>> 

for weekly phone calls: is it you can’t call a guy for 7 days after you call or does it go by the calendar week where ] could call Friday and then the following Tuesday? 

CD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:28 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

ACC GA composite.pdf 

How about THIS one?!?!? 

>>> Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu,edu> 11/13/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All - At our ACC Compliance meeting I had asked Brad to review with the NCAA the question of whether Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed to be in Graduate 

School. The answer that Leeland provided him yesterday afternoon over the phone was that Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed to be in Graduate School. It is 

my understanding that Brad is crafting language to send to the conference.., and it is also my understanding that the interp is that they are required to be in Graduate 

School, even if institutional policy does not require them to be in a specific deqree proqram. From the chart that I sent (and is attached again), it appears that Georgia 

Tech, UNC, Virginia and NC State are those programs that most adversely affected. We are currently crafting a Legislative Relief Waiver for the NCAA staff’s 

review. Wanted to let you know asap so that you have time to take steps to rectify prior to Saturday’s game. 

On Mort, Nov 12, 2012 at 9:44 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsuledU> wrote: 

This is a summary that was pulled together by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school information is inaccurate. 

On Mort, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsuledU > wrote: 

Sorry for this poll on the heels of my damp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues on this. If you don’t 

know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in advance! T look forward to seeing 

everyone tomorrow! -dad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by institutional 

policy. 

¯ What is your institutional policy? 

¯ Are they required to be in Graduate School? 

¯ Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate Certificate program or some other program affiliated 

with the Graduate School? 

Carrie A. Doyle 
5r. Ass~< AL* for (-en!p~ionce 

919 515 0604 (o/i~ice) 
’c ~, ff h 

~ncsu.edu 
wvw.qopack.com/com plia nce 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which ore sent to or received by this account are subject to the IVC Public Records Low and may 

be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

Our GA’s have never been accepted into the Graduate School. And the bylaw doesn’t say they have to be. We can discuss tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 9:40 PM, "Ilia, Vince" <ille(2~emaJLunc~e&~> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91- -><’.--[endiI]--> 

????? 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:28 PM 

To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

How about THIS one?!?!? 

> > > Carrie Doyle <_c__a___d___o_y_[e::_~_@_r_!_c__s___u_=_e___d_~[> 11/13/2012 5:06 PM > > > 

All - At our ACC Compliance meeting I had asked Brad to review with the NCAA the question of whether Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed to 

be in Graduate School. The answer that Leeland provided him yesterday afternoon over the phone was that Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed 

to be in Graduate School. It is my understanding that Brad is crafting language to send to the conference.., and it is also my understanding that the 

interp is that they are required to be in Graduate School, even if institutional policy does not require them to be in a specific deqree proqram. From the 

chart that I sent (and is attached again), it appears that Georgia Tech, UNC, Virginia and NC State are those programs that most adversely affected. 

We are currently crafting a Legislative Relief Waiver for the NCAA staff’s review. Wanted to let you know asap so that you have time to take steps to 

rectify prior to Saturday’s game. 

On Man, Nov 12, 2012 at 9:44 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu,edu> wrote: 

This is a summary that was pulled together by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school information is 

inaccurate. 

On Man, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for this poll on the heels of my Camp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues on this. If 

you don’t know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in advance] I look 

forward to seeing everyone tomorrow! -Cad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by 

institutional policy. 

¯ What is your institutional policy? 

¯ Are they required to be in Graduate School? 

¯ Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate Certificate program or some other program 

affiliated with the Graduate School? 

Carrie A. Doyle 

No~;q~ C,~ro~inci 5~a~e University, 
919 525 0604 ;i>~?,:~g 

(cd!) 

carrie doyle@ncsuledU 
._w__L_wL___:~_o_~_a___c__k_~__c__o__r_L~!___c__o__r_L~Jj~_D__c_~. 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the IVC Public Records 
Law and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday                  9:45 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine 

Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Softball Hold 

Clare, 

You can release the hold on Softball. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thankst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 11:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille6)email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(~)email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae6}uncaa.unc.edu% Larry 

Gallo <athgallo~0uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbacC®uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer lownsend <jtownsend(~puncaa.unc.edu> 

C~}live.u nc.edu :> 

Hovember SAAC Meeting 

SAAC Athletic Adm n strators, 

Our November SAAC meeting will be held Thursday, 

Thanks, 

C ric ket 

at 7pro in the Loudermilk Center. Please forward any agenda items to me by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday                  12:21 PM 

Clare Duff)/<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea 

Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaneyQuncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Rowing Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Rowing. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 
Thanks! 



Position #: 1000520 

Base Dept: 9801 - Ath Director of Atlfletics 

Position Create Date: 07/06/2007 

Position Data 

Position Working Title: 

Base Dept: 

Pelm/Temp: 

Name of CurrenVLast SPA 

Position Incumbent: 

Supervisor PID,,~Name: 

Supervisor Title: 

Position Summaxy: 

Principal Functions: 

Education Requirements: 

Qualification & Experience 

Requirements: 

Approximate Salary Range - 

From: 

Approximate SalaU Range - 

To: 

UNC-CH EPAWeb Personnel Action System 

Position Information Form 

Position Working Title: 

Position Type: 

Associate Athletic Dir. for Compliance 

NF 

Associate Athletic Dir. for Compliance 

9801 - A’d~ Director of Athletics 

Pennanent 

Position Status: Filled 

Position Type: Non-FaculU 

EPA Non-FactflU Indicator:    InstructionaJ~ 

EPA Non- Faculty Subcategou: 

’, LORENZO GALLO FFE: 1.00 Full-timeiPaxt-time:Full-fime 

Senior Associate Director 

Reporting to the Senior Associate Director of Athletics the Associate Athletic Director tbr Compliance has restx~nsibility to 

develop, implement, coordinate, and administer NCAA, ACC, and UNC compliance initiatives related to all aspects of 

compliance. 

Percentage 

Effort 
Description 

1.50% Issue interpretation of NCAA and ACC rules and regulations to coaches, s~dent-athletes. Department of 

Athletics’ administrators and staf£ institutional administrators and staf£ and boosters. Maintain daily contact with 
the NCAA and ACC regarding interpretative issues. Serve as the liasion to the NCAA and ACC, along with 

various institutional offices, including, but not limited to, the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid and fire Office 

of Student Accounts mad University Receivables. Abide by all IYNC, ACC, and NCAA regulations. 

2.20% Administer the DepaJ~ment of Aflaletics’ grant-h-aid program, including fire National Letter of Intent Program and 

Carolina Computing Initiative. Fonnulate and present an an annual budget proposal to the Executive Committee 

of the Educational Foundation, Inc. 

3.15% hnplement the NCAA Rules Education Program for UNC student-athletes, coaches, Department of Athletics 

administrators and statl~ and institutional administrators mad staff" Oversee, educate, and supervise the Graduate 

Compliance Interns(s). Conduct team eligibility meetings to educate student -athletes about NCAA and ACC 
roles and regulations and insh-uct s~dent-athletes regarding the completion ofNC/L~k, ACC, and institutional 

eligibili~ tblms. 

4.10% Investigate and report violations of NCAA and ACC roles and regulations. Prepare and file various reports, 

waivers, and appeals to appropriate governing bodies within the NCAA and ACC. 

5.5% Serve as instructor in the Department of Exercise and Sport Science, presenting a curriculum for an 8-week 916 

session )program in NC!’u~k Compliance. 

Master degree in a related field from an accredited institution. 

Five years of knowledge and experience in the administration and interpretation of NCAA policies and procedures. Demonstrated 

competencies in communication and presentation of NCAA and ACC rides and regulations to coaches, student athletes, 

administrators and stall; institutional administrat,~ and staff, and boosters. 

$ 60,000 per Year 

$100,000 per Year 

Associated PID Information 

Associated PID Employee Name 

AMY HERMAN 

Position Classification Attributes (HR Use Only) 

Salary Band: 

Position Restudy/Freeze Upon Vacancy: 5 

Campus Approval: 

Prim ao" Rank Title 

Director 

JCAT: 427-X-00 - Institutional Policy/Compliance Professional 

CUPA Code: 6011 - Assoc/Asst Athletic Director for Compliance 

Approved - 05/01/2004 GA Approval: N/A - 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:01 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

Hi Tracey, 

We cannot provide tickets to ANY recruit tonight since it is currently a dead period. All after signing legislation (texting, unlimited contact (some exceptions) for the four we 

signed today, doesn’t start until 12.01 tomorrow. 

The bylaw is below: 

13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.7.1 Delivery of Letter of Intent. Next Cite: 13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

There shall be no limit on the number of contacts by the institution with a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 

or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: [D] (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 

4/27/06, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. Next Cite: 13.1.5.9 Prohibited Practice Activities. 

The following conditions continue to apply: [D] (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) Any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact period 

and shall not exceed one visit per week; 

(b) In football, contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution shall be confined to the permissible contact period and the spring 

evaluation period (see Bylaw 13.17.4). Contact at the educational institution during the contact period shall not exceed one visit per week. A visit to 

the educational institution during the spring evaluation period that only includes contact with a signed prospective student-athlete shall be 

considered one of the institution’s two permissible days at the institution (see Bylaw 13.1.7.9.2); 

(c) No in-person, off-campus contact may be made during a "dead period"; (Revised: 10/15/10) 

(d) No on- or off-campus contact (including correspondence and telephone calls) may be made by a representative of the institution’s athletics 

interests except those involving permissible pre-enrollment activities (e.g., a discussion of summer employment arrangements); and 

(e) Contact at the site of a prospective student-athlete’s competition shall continue to be governed by the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. Note: 

Contact with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians at the site of the prospective student-athlete’s competition shall be 

permitted (see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1). 

13.02,5.5 Dead Period. 

Previous Cite: 13.02.5.4 Quiet Period. Next Cite: 13.02.5.5.1 Exception -- Women’s Volleyball. 

A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s campus 

or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits an 

institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at 

which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.8.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during 

a dead period. (Revised." 1/11/94) 

>>> TraceyWilliams            L2:47 PM >>> 

Hello Tom, ] think I sent this from my cell earlier to Amy but not sure that it went through. Is it ok to give our recruit tickets tonight to the Order of the Belltower who will be 

doing some things at our game tonight? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmermans 

Yes you may 

12:17 PM >>> 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

12:06 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 



On , at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> 

> I have received and validated the NL[’s?ASA’s for the following: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> You may release their names. Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12,01 am of 

> 

> Congrats on the class! 

> Tom 

> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:05 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

LOU Hello Tom, I know we can not give tickets to recruits but the Order of the Belltower are our College Students? May we provide the tickets to them so that they will be 

used? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmermans 1:00 PM >>> 

Hi Tracey, 

We cannot provide tickets to ANY recruit tonight since it is currently a dead period. All after signing legislation (texting, unlimited contact (some exceptions) for the four we 

signed today, doesn’t start until 12.01 tomorrow. 

The bylaw is below: 

13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.7.1 Delivery of Letter of Intent. Next Cite: 13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

There shall be no limit on the number of contacts by the institution with a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 

or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: [D] (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 

4/27/06, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. Next Cite: 13.1.5.9 Prohibited Practice Activities. 

The following conditions continue to apply: [D] (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) Any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact period 

and shall not exceed one visit per week; 

(b) In football, contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution shall be confined to the permissible contact period and the spring 

evaluation period (see Bylaw 13.17.4). Contact at the educational institution during the contact period shall not exceed one visit per week. A visit to 

the educational institution during the spring evaluation period that only includes contact with a signed prospective student-athlete shall be 

considered one of the institution’s two permissible days at the institution (see Bylaw 13.1.7.9.2); 

(c) No in-person, off-campus contact may be made during a "dead period"; (Revised: 10/15/10) 

(d) No on- or off-campus contact (including correspondence and telephone calls) may be made by a representative of the institution’s athletics 

interests except those involving permissible pre-enrollment activities (e.g., a discussion of summer employment arrangements); and 

(e) Contact at the site of a prospective student-athlete’s competition shall continue to be governed by the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. Note: 

Contact with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians at the site of the prospective student-athlete’s competition shall be 

permitted (see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1). 

13.02.5.5 Dead Period. 

Previous Cite: 13.02.5.4 Quiet Period. Next Cite: 13.02.5.5.1 Exception -- Women’s Volleyball. 

A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s campus 

or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits an 

institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at 

which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.8.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during 

a dead period. (Revised: 1/11/94) 

>>> TraceyWilliams            12:47 PM >>> 

Hello Tom, I think I sent this from my cell earlier to Amy but not sure that it went through. Is it ok to give our recruit tickets tonight to the Order of the Belltower who will be 

doing some things at our game tonight? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmerrnans 

Yes you may 

12:17 PM >>> 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

’,12:06 PM >>> 



Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> 

> I have received and validated the NLI’s?ASA’s for the following: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> You may release their names. Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12.01 am of 

> 

> Congrats on the class! 

> Tom 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Form Returned: NLl-ASA%20]nformation%20Form.pdf 

It’s for the kid that was eventually admitted competitively. They’re just signing to books to bind him. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >           1:07 PM > > > 

The attached form doesn’t include info entered when opened on my phone. Can you give me the name? Is he a November NLI guy. Is he already on our list of November 

NLIs? If so, how many guys do we now have signing for wrestling? What admissions level? Sorry, on bus and don’t have access to the list. Thanks. 

On , at 12:48 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

See attached he’sgood,.. 

>>>CDMock 10:57 AM >>> 

Form Returned: NLI ASA%20Information%20Form.pdf 

The attached file is the filled out form. Please open it to review the data. 

<IMAGE.jpg> 

< NL[ ASA%20Information%20Form,pdf> 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

Oh ok. So the order of the Belltower is the UNC student group supporting women’s basketball, Don’t UNC students get in free with OneCards? From an NCAA perspective 

you can give the tickets to this group, might want to check with the ticket office to see if they have any issues with it. 

Tom 

>>> TraceyWilliams            1:04 PM >>> 

LOL! Hello Tom, I know we can not give tickets to recruits but the Order of the Belltower are our College Students? May we provide the tickets to them so that they will be 

used? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmermans 1:00 PM >>> 

Hi Tracey, 

We cannot provide tickets to ANY recruit tonight since it is currently a dead period. All after signing legislation (texting, unlimited contact (some exceptions) for the four we 

signed today, doesn’t start until 12.01 tomorrow. 

The bylaw is below: 

13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.7.1 Delivery of Letter of Intent. Next Cite: 13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

There shall be no limit on the number of contacts by the institution with a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 

or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: [D] (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 

4/27/06, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. Next Cite: 13.1.5.9 Prohibited Practice Activities. 

The following conditions continue to apply: [D] (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) Any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact period 

and shall not exceed one visit per week; 

(b) In football, contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution shall be confined to the permissible contact period and the spring 

evaluation period (see Bylaw 13.17.4). Contact at the educational institution during the contact period shall not exceed one visit per week. A visit to 

the educational institution during the spring evaluation period that only includes contact with a signed prospective student-athlete shall be 

considered one of the institution’s two permissible days at the institution (see Bylaw 13.1.7.9.2); 

(c) No in-person, off-campus contact may be made during a "dead period"; (Revised: 10/15/10) 

(d) No on- or off-campus contact (including correspondence and telephone calls) may be made by a representative of the institution’s athletics 

interests except those involving permissible pre-enrollment activities (e.g., a discussion of summer employment arrangements); and 

(e) Contact at the site of a prospective student-athlete’s competition shall continue to be governed by the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. Note: 

Contact with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians at the site of the prospective student-athlete’s competition shall be 

permitted (see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1). 

13,02,5.5 Dead Period. 

Previous Cite: 13.02.5.4 Quiet Period. Next Cite: 13.02.5.5.1 Exception -- Women’s Volleyball. 

A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s campus 

or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits an 

institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at 

which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.8.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during 

a dead period. (Revised." 1/11/94) 

>>> TraceyWilliams            12:47 PM >>> 

Hello Tom, ] think I sent this from my cell earlier to Amy but not sure that it went through. Is it ok to give our recruit tickets tonight to the Order of the Belltower who will be 

doing some things at our game tonight? Thanks, Tracey 



>>> Tom Timmermans 12:17 PM >>> 

Yes you may 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliarns@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

12:06 PM >>> 

at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timrnermans@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> 

> [ have received and validated the NLI’s?ASA’s for the following: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> You may release their names. Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12.01 am of 

> 

> Congrats on the class! 

> Tom 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student 

FYI 

I will give you a call about this. 

Harold 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Talenti, Francesca P 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Student 

IO:O1AM 

Dear Dr Woodard, 

a student of mine, handed me a note signed by you, releasing a student-athlete from having to attend class on Thursday I am confused, as is not an athlete. 
Rather, from what she tells me, she holds a job with the                       I’ve already written her asking for clarification, but thought I’d ask you for clarification as well: are employees 
to be exempt along with student-athletes? I called the number on the fblrn, but your voice-mail picked up. I thought it would be easier to explain this situation in writing. 

Thank you’. 
Francesca Talenti 
Professor 
Department u:[’Communication Studies 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:53 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski < estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Griff Helfrich < griffh@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; Jenny Johansen 

<jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming Hold 

Hey Clare, 
You can remove the hold from Swimming. They are all caught up with compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Spring Admits for 

Villce, 

Below is the current list of spring admits %r Janua~ that I am working fl’om. Does this square ~dth any list you may have? If not, whom am I missing or 
whom do I have that ts no longer a spring admit? Kyou prefer; 1 can go directly to the coaches for this information bat did not want to ask them to duplicate 
effi~rts if you have already asked for the same thing. 
Thanks, 
Barbara 

** Has arrest record that must be cleared before he can be admitted: 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Admits lbr 

What??77 You’re on the bus? No l~lane to ~:ly from ;RDU to Charlottesville? It would be a 15 minute ilight! © 

Have a good trip and bring back the W![![! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Re: Spring Admits for 

Barbara, 
I’m on bus to Virginia, but will check my list when I return. I will also communicate directly with all coaches to ensure we have all potential spring admits. Thanks 

for your help. 

Vince 

On at 3:24 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <b~2olk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Below is the current list of spring admits for Janual7 that I am working from. Does this sq~ are wit’a any list you may have? If r~ot, whom am I 

missing or whom do [ have that is no longer a spring admit? ]fyotJ prefer, 1 can go directly to the coaches for this information but did not want to ask 

them to duplicat.e e~forts i~you have already asked for the same thing. 
Thanks. 
l~arbara 

** }{as arrest record that must be cleared before he can be admitted: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Admits lbr 

good tbr you, 

ECP 
}~m~ban~ J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 {~ice o{~1 ~de [gradu ate Admiss [oi~s 
U~livm’si~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel 11i1~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 PN 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Re: Spring Admits for 

We intend to remain an operation that exemplifies fiscal responsibility. Thanks, and hope we can make it happen tomorrow night :) 

On at 3:44 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b__p___o__[k____@_.___a___d___m___Ls__s_j_9_D__S_:__u___n__c_:___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

What???? Ym~*,e on the bus? No plane to fly [)’om RDU to Charlottesville? It would be a :15 minute tlight! {~) 

Have a good t];ip an d bring ba ck th e W{{{{{ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, ! 3:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Spring Admits for 

Barbara, 
l’rn on bus to Virginia, but will check my list when I return. I will also communicate directly with all coaches to ensure we have all potential spring 

admits. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

On at 3:24 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edv> wrote: 

Vil~ce, 

Below is the cnrrent list of spring admits %r JanuaW that I am working fl’om. Does this square ~dth any list you may have? If not, 

whom am I missing or whom do I have that is no longer a spring admit? if you prefer, ] can go directly to the coaches for this 

informatior~ hut did not want to ask them to duplicate efforts if you have already asked for the same thing. 

Thanks, 

Barhara 

** Has ari;est record that must be cleared befbre he can be admitted: 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

women’s basketball violation 

Mince, 
Coach Hatchell was informed by Amy that Billy Lee would have to be removed from the bench for 4 games. We would like to meet with you to discuss the interpretation of 

what Billy can and can not do. They met with Susan MaLoy last year and believe they are following the guidelines, so would Jike to cJarify it. 

Are you available to meet sometime Friday morning? 

thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: women’s basketball violation 

OK......thanks, Vince, 
~Beth 

>> > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >            5:47 PM >>> 

] will be happy to meet. [t may not be Friday though. Lets try to touch base Friday to schedule something. Thanks Beth, 

On r at 5:12 PM, "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Vince, 
> 

> Coach Hatchell was informed by Amy that Billy Lee would have to be removed from the bench for 4 games. We would like to meet with you to discuss the interpretation of 

what Billy can and can not do. They met with Susan Maloy last year and believe they are following the guidelines, so would like to clarify it. 
> 

> Are you available to meet sometime Friday morning? 
> 

> thanks, 

> ,~ Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:48 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

NCAA Championship Game 

Hi Vince, 
I know you are in Charlottesville, so thought I would send an email to see if you would like to go on the University plane to Norfolk for the 

game on Sunday .... (if we win on Friday), The game is at 1:00 pm and we would leave RDU around 10:15 am. 

Please let me know if you would like to make the trip.......hope you can go. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

, NCAA Championship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:49 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: NCAA Championship Game 

VJnce, 

~Beth 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email.uncedu > 

Beth, 

PM >>> 

Vince 

On at 11:49 AM, "Beth Miller" <brniller@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi Vince, 
> 

> I know you are in Charlottesville, so thought I would send an email to see if you would like to go on the University plane to Norfolk for the 

game on Sunday ...... (if we win on Friday), The game is at 1:00 prn and we would leave RDU around 10:15 am. 
> 

> Please let me know if you would like to make time trip.......hope you can go. 
> 

> thanks, 

> ~ Beth 

NCAA Championship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 9:27 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Your Request 

Spoke to my contact ~ they have nothing on or about the date you referenced, OK? 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/13/2012 5:00 PM > > > 

OK, thanks Larry, Safe travels, 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject," Re: 

Yes, I will, Vince. 
Also, [ will not be able to meet with you and Rick tomorrow morning ~ traveling to Charlotte at 7:00 AM, 

Take care and hope you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 11/13/2012 4:33 PM > > > 
LarD’, 
When you return, can you please reach out to your contact at DPS to find out if 

particularly interested in anything that may have occuned on 

Vince 

has recently been involved in any issue ruth campus police¯ I’m 

¯ Thanks for your help¯ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program and how it’s a little bit of a different approach from others. Was curious 

to see if you had a minute today to talk about it. Thanks 

Jeremy FoMer 

National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFoMerCBS 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Ryan <Po~an7@luc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 11:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Career Up-date 

Wow. Great move to UNC. I would imagine Chapel Hill is a little more livable thin1 Urbmla/Champaign 

Stay safe 

Patrick J. Ryan 

Ott]ce of Advancement 

Loyola University- Chicago 

820 North Michigan Ave #1709 

Chicago, Ill 60611 

312-915-7641 (direct) 

~,cell) 

Lwola University’ Chicago: Preparing people to lead extraordinau lives. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11/16/2012 10:19:50 AM >>¢ 

Pat, 

Congrats on the move! Hope the transition is an easy one and you and your tSmily are doing well. Busy here at UNC as you might imagine... 

Vince 

From: Patrick Ryan [mailto:pryan7@luc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:12 PM 
To: Patrick Ryan 
Co: Patrick Ryan 
Subject: Career Up-date 

Dear friends, 
I wanted to let you know that, after nine years, I’ll be leaving Loyola U niversity Chicago at the end of this month. I’ve accepted a p osition in the 
Office of Alumni Relations and Development at Northwestern University as The Director of Major Gifts-East Coast - excepting New York City. Once I 
get my new work contact information, I will pass it along. 
I wish you and yours a safe and healthy up-coming holiday season. 
Stay in touch 
Pat Ryan 

L~gmail.com 
cell # 

Patrick J. RVan 

Office of Advancement 

Loyola University - Chicago 

820 North Michigan Ave. #1709 

Chicago, ~L 60611 

312-915-7641 (direct line) 

312-915-7595(fax) 

(cell) 

Loyola University Chicago: Preparing people to lead extraordinary lives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

OK, sounds good. Talk soon. Can you coltfinn you’ve met with a Priority Spo(ts rep? 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jeremy, 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well. Sony tbr the delay in responding. I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you might 
imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume ha.s been veU high. I will be meeting with six tbotbaJl stadent-athletes ~parately regarding agentgadvisors 
beginning in less tha~ an hour. I’ll try to call you as soon as I can. I atx~logize again ti)r the delay in returning your call but hope you understand. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 

Sent-" Friday, November :[6, 2012 :[0:20 AM 

To-" Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba receutly about your ageut program and how it’s a little bit of a different approach from others. Was 
curious to see if you had a minute to&y to talk atx~ut it. Thanks 

Jeremy Fowler 
National College Football Insi&r, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFowlerCBS 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Sounds good, taJk to you in a bit. 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:15 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I met ruth Mark Bartlestein and Mike McCartney in their Chicago offices to discuss the industry in general, some of their experiences, some of mine, and our 

proposed program. It was very. productive and for me, vely valuable time invested. Look forward to talking. Thanks. 

From: 3eremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

OK, sounds good. Talk soon. Can you confirm you’ve met with a Priority Sports rep? 

On Ffi, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jeremy, 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well. Sorry. for the delay in responding. I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you might 

imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume has been veU high. I roll be meeting with six football s~udent-athletes separately regarding agents/advisors 
beginning in less than an hoar. I’ll try to call you as soon as I can. I apologize again tbr the delay in returning your call but hope you understand. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: 3eremy Fowler [mailto:jeremy.fowler@cbsinteracUve.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:20 AN 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program and how it’s a little bit of a different approach from others. Was 

curious to see if you had a minute today to talk about it. Thanks 

Jeremy Fowler 
National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFowlerCBS 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:39 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Fwd: GIA INFO 

Definitely, let’s discuss it at our next staff meeting Amy, can you add it to the agenda? Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/16/2012 11:36 AM > > > 

This is where our current process breaks down. is not a guy that Sam Paul identified as a signee when I specifically asked him about it. Nor have I received any 

request or update regarding potential signees since the initial message below until the message farm Lance. Now we are signing him to an NLI? 

If this information was imbedded in one of the transcript reviews or one of Barbara’s forms, that’s not going to work because I can’t be searching for infomlafion, and the 

allocation of admissions slots (for wlfich I’m held accountable) has to be taken into account before we sign a prospect. I’ve not allocated a slot for        It appears he 

now must have one? We will need to change the procedure and should discuss this. Can one of you guys add it to the agenda for our next compliance st~£f meeting? 

Thanks. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:35 AM 
To: Torn ~mmermans 
C:c: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd:      GIA INFO 

is good to sign see attached... 

Lance 

>>> Tom Timmermans 11/15/2012 10:31 AM >>> 

>>> Sam Paul 11/15/2012 10:30 AM >>> 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 11:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

is ~y ~nly N~l~nbO~ NL! An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 16, 2012 3:49 PM 

l[[e, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Fwd: GIA INFO 

I am not sure if you will meet without me this Wed or not, since it’s right before Thanksgiving. If this hasn’t been discussed by next Wed.’s meeting, I will add it to the agenda. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Lance Markos 11/16/2012 12:38 PM >>> 

Definitely, let’s discuss it at our next staff meeting Amy, can you add it to the agenda? Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 11/16/2012 11:36 AM > > > 

This is where our current D~ocess breaks down. is not a guy that Sam Paul identified as a signee when I specifically asked him about it. Nor hm,e I received any 

requefft or update regarding potential signees since the initial message below until the message from Lance. Now we are signing him to an NLI? 

If this inli)rmation was imbedded in one of the transcript reviews or one of Barbara’s lbnns, that’s not going to work because I can’t be searching for information, and the 

allocation of admissions slots (for which I’m held accountable) has to be taken into account before we sign a prospect. I’ve not allocated a slot tbr       . It appears he 

now must have one? We will need to change the procedure and should discuss this. Can one of you guys acid it to the agenda for our next compliance start’meeting? 
Thanks. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:35 AM 
To: Tom -nmmermans 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd:      GIA INFO 

is good to sign see attached,,. 

Lance 

>>> Tom Timmermans 11/15/2012 i0:31 AM >>> 

> > > Sam Paul 11/15/2012 10:30 AM > > > 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, October 28, 2012 11:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: November NLI Signees 

i~ NY #n!Y N##ONbO~ N~! An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:14 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Vince, 
If you would rather wait until Amy gets back to meet, will you please call to talk with her about it and let her know you aren’t avoiding the meeting, but would rather wait 

until Amy gets back? is concerned that the decision was made without speaking to her or and is anxious to discuss it. 

Her cell: 

thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/16/2012 5:33 PM > > > 
Beth, 

I received your message ~egarding a meeting ruth      I think it might be best to have that meeting at a time when Amy can attend. She and     separately witnessed 

the actions that led to the decision that was made. Amy is also ,still our senior s~ff member who interprets the application of NCAA rules, and I imagine there roll be 

requests for such assis~nce during any meeting of this nature. Unless you object. I propose that we meet with Amy when she returns. Also, please note that I support the 

decision that has been made as does Bubba. We can discuss in more detail if you’d like. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

Glint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mIx~wers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmace Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu;>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

FYI, in case you haven’t already seen this. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: "HermmL Amy S" <aiNI_!~_(q2_e__gr4jLu__r_!c__:_e___d__u__> 

Date:,                 5:46:56 PM EDT 

To: "Amy Herman" <Ns_c_’__[_t_g__e_2~)__tLn__c_’_~:__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___u_2- 
Subject: Fwd: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

Sent ti~m~ my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burgemeister, Matt" <!__rL[?__u_!g__e_LrLe_i__s_N!~O3__I!_e__~Lc__c_:£!:g> 

Date:                  5:43:36 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker ( ~_t_k__ej2~__b__c_’_:_e___@_)" <~_a___k__e___r:~)__~?__c_:__e__d_____u>, "Aimee Cetunny (.g_[~y~)_g__d___nj_i_lS:_{~_~!:_e___d__~!)" <.g_[~_ty~2_g__d___nj_i_lS:_{~_~!:_e___d__~!>, "Alex 

Dominate (a~_t_~!~_t_~0]_I_)__u_:__e__@_)" < adominato~_l_~__u_:_e_$t___u_ >, "Alex Eaton (_~_Le_~t_~t_@__tLn_!_d__:_e_$t___u_)’’ <-’.’_a__e__gt£__n_[~-’:_u_Lr_t$t_:__e_d__g>, "Ammada Gray 

(agrav3(d~clemmn.edu)" <agrav3(gl)clemson.edu>, "Amy Herman (aischae~unc.edu)" <aischae(gl)unc.edu>, "Amy Hermma 

(ai schae(~:l)uncaa.unc.edu)" <ai schae(/guncaa.unc~edu>, "Andy Campbell (wcampb2(~:l)clemson.edu)" <wcam pb2(&,clemson.edn >, "Angel 
Cavanaugh (as2cz(/geselxqces.virginia.edu)" <as2cz(d~eset’~’ices.viNinia.edu>, "Art Markos (am~vi~inia.edu)" <am(/gvilginia.edu>, "Bert 

Locklin (blockdin(a)v%edu)" <blocklin~?))vt.e&~>, Brad Boswell <bboswell~athletics.gatech.edu:>, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv(Fgclemson.edu)" 

<cbwoodv@clemson.edu>, "Brandi GuerinN (bmndi.guerinot~,7~bc.edu)" <brandi.guerinok@bcvdu>, Bret Cowley <bcoMey(a)fsu.edu>, 

"Brett Luy (bdll I @my.fsu.e&0" <bdll 1 (a)mv.t?~u.edu>, "Bridget McSofley (mcsorlbb(a)~.e&l)" <mcsorlbb(a)vt.edu>. "Carly Pariseau 

(carly.Nrisemi@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseml(a)bc.edu>, "Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu)" <carrie dovle(/~ncsu.edu>, "Cathy Jones 

(cmjones~{admmfsu.e&l)" <cmiones~;admin.l?m.edu>, "Chris James (cmiame02g{~%edu)" <cmiame02(a)svr.edu>, "Christopher B. 

Kemmdy (_c_’_k__ej)__r!_e_d2f_(~_~Lc_p__g__[?_:_d_t_t_l_i__e_:_e___c_~_U)" <~t__n_e_d_2i@_’_a__c__pub.duke.edu>, "Cindy Hm~unann (_c_13_~__u_~_r_~3~__n_~2__d___u__g_a_:__d_u_k__e_:__e__d___u_)" 

<_c__h__~r__tj~2_~_t__u__:a__a_:st__u___k__e__:_e___d__~_!>, "Cod?, Gambler (_c_xg__r_@J__e__E~2__t_tg~_t_:_e___d__g.)" <.c_g:a_5__n___b_J__e__r__@_un~d.edu>, "Craig Anderson (._c__e__g__r!_@jL4__(~!)__c_}__u_:__e__d___~!)" 

< ceander420i__n_c_~__u_:_e___@_.>, "Dan Bartholomae (_@_~g_t__I!@2__n_)__~Le_@_~_t_tJi~_!_e_t!_~:~jt!:gd~)" <st_b__~__u_,[tS?J~?~!_a__e__@_a__t__I__fl__e__t_i__c_~:l:?i_t_,:__e_d__t!>, "Dan Isaf 

.... _-) L ...... ’ ".~2"~ " Raben d rabenl ~)mi~wni edu)" <d rabenl ~)mi~wni edu’, (dtrumt-~2~)umd:edu)" (drmsN(a s’~Ledu) <dm~sal~&s~r.edu-,, "Dan ( .... ~ .... . ....... , "DanTrump 

<dtmmp~umd~edu>, "Daniie Daluisio (ddeduisio@athletics.gatech~edu)" <ddalnisio(a)athk:tics.gatech.edu >, "David Reed 

(med@miami.edu)" <reed(d~mieani.edu>, "Deborah Foley (dible’~a)miami.edu)" <dfolevf~)miami.edu>, "Eric Baumgartner 

(emb81~?>virginia.edu)" <emb8p~virginia.edu>, "Erin Moran (e.momn2(g~)umieani.edu)" <e.momn2(d~umiamLedu>, "Eflease Wagner 

(erleasem(?gs,/r.edu)" <efleasem(a)svr.e&~>, "Heather Robertson (hembert(d~vt.edu)" <herober~’?gvt~edu>, "Jemfifer Smatiago 

(iasantiago(a)admm.Nu.edu)" <iasantiago@admin.t~u.edu>, "Jerome Rodgers (irodgers(a)athletics.gatech.edu)" 

<irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry (imcmD’@t?~u.edu)" <imcurryg{fsu~edu>, "Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu" 

<k.kellv3@miami.edu,>, "Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfit.edu)" <ellebykc@v~41Ledu>, "Lance Markos (markos(/~uncaa.tmc.edu)" 
<markoa@uncaa.tmc.edu>, Marissa Sprick <mcsl I c(a~)mv.fim.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mt?anck~)umd.edu)" <mtianck(/~mndvdu>, 

Meeghan Ford < !~j_n___c_’_~_t_L_e___d___u_>, "Medene Aitken (mm~_e___n_:~;!a~[_e__t_i__c___s_:gr_a__t__e__c_J~:_e___@_)" <mm_fl__,__e__n__:~):a__~[e__t_ic___s_:£ra__t__e__c__J~:_e_du:>, "Michelle Lee 

(Ln__i__cJ~_e_!!_e___J__e_ei__&__n__c_’_~_tL_e__d_t_0’’ <g~_ic_J~_e_l!_e___J_e_e__(a)_~__c__~J_:e_d__~J?’,’                          ~0Le___rg_@_:__u__r!_c_:_e_st____~, ’ 

g~ _ _u_ ! )_ _c_ _~_t_’:a_ : _ _u_ _r! _c_ : _e_ st_ _ _u_ ’ > , "Niesha Campbell (._r_Lc__a_~!R_b___e_!~’~_d___~_~2aS_L_d___u_k_e__:_e___d___u_)" <._n___c_’_a_g_tl?__b__e__lJ_(~_d___t_~:__@___k__e__:_e___d___u_>, Paul 

Pogge < ppog~e’,&_-~!uncaa.unc.edu~>, "Rob Slavis (rslmzjs)) vilgjnia.edu )" < rsJavig&_-~,:yirainia.edu> "Robin Pate (robin pate@ncsu.edu )" 
<robin pate(?gncsu.edu>, "Robin Queen (rqueen~admin.fsu.e&T <rqueen(d~admin£su.edu>, "Rocky- Mosquera 

(m~osquera~f~)athletics.pitt.edu)" <mmsquera’[gathletics.pitt.edu>, "                     "[glive.unc.edu)" <~      &lNexmc~edu>, 

~?uncaa.utm.e&) ~uncaa.unc.e&>, Sara Shaw <sshaxvf~)fsu.edu>, "Sarah Heifer 
(shelfer@&~aa~duke~edu)" <shelfer~duaa.duke.edu>, "Stephanie Ellison (saellis([gclemson.edu)" <saellis(g~)clemson.edu>, "Susan Maloy 
(sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.e&,)" <sbmdov(a) uncaa.unc.edt#, "Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu)" <tl.mrker@vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston 

(hairstct@wfu.edu)" <hairstcf@v~4"tLe&t>, "Todd Mesibov (mmsilx)v@dugm.duke.edu)" <tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu-~, "Tom Timmermans 

~bgmml.com)" <             ~)gmail.com>, "Tom Timmermans (timmemmna@u~maa.unc.edu)" 

<timmennan~uncaa.unc.edu>, "ToW tlemandez (themande~zg{miami:edu)’’ <themandez(a)miami.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs 

(Z_l_’__u__cJ)_~@_f_~_t_L_e__d_t!)" <v~_s_’~_I_)__u_:__e__@_ >, "Vicld Sartb-Kantaka (5_N_t_r_t_’__o__’~___d2__~Z_e__cj__u_)" .~J:di~’~_:_t_:_e___d__tj:,, Vince Ille--’i]~02:_u_g_c__g_a_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.>, 

"Yadira Reyes (_ri_e_z_e__~2:~__b__c_’_:_e_st___u_)"--’._r__e_/_e_sz_g_,@bc.edu>, "Zac Saunders (~>a_~_~_~__d_~:g_a_t___hLe__t_i_gS:~Lt_Le___~!_U)" <~_~:O):a_t___hLe__t_i_gS:~i_t_L_e__~!_U> 
Ce: "Hostetter, Brad" <.b_ .h_gs_t..e__t.t__e_._r_(a~t_._h_.e_Ac_’.c_:~2_*:g>, "Brown, Shamaree" <s_[?__r£?!vLn_~02_t__I!_e_a_c__c_’_:9_rg.> 

Subject: I*~,¥: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

All, 
I thought you would be interested to see the below information that was distributed to basketball SIDs today (third email in the chain), if you 



haven’t already received questions. Steve Mallonee also confirmed for another conference that he did provide this guidance as well as some 
explanation (next email). 
It relates to the prohibition on publicity of a basketball scrimmage, though I suppose could also apply to publicity of skill instruction. Essentially, it 
clarifies that "publicity" is referring to publicity in advance of the event to make the media/public aware of it. But a coach or student-athlete could 
comment on the scrimmage after the fact, both confirming that it occurred and also speaking generally about performance (but not an official 
score). As Steve notes, this could include a media release or interview, but presumably also social media, etc. Additional guidance is also 
available in a May 1,2008, educational column (below). 
I hope this information helpful, please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks and have a good weekend, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-369-4641 

Educational Column 

Title : Informal Basketball Practice Scrimmages (I) 

Item Ref : 1 

Date Published: May 1, 2008 

Educational Colmnn: 
NCAA Division I institutions should note that in basketball, NCAA Bylaw 17.5.5.3-0) (practice scrimmage) permits an informal practice 

scrimmage ruth outside competition to be exempted from an institution’s ma~mum number of contesls, provided: (1) the scrimmage is 

conducted in private (i.e., not open to the punic) and without official scoring; and (2) only those athletics department staff members 

necessary to conduct the scrimmage are present during the scrimmage. 

In women’s basketball, an institution may’ play two informal practice scrimmages during any’ year it does not use any of the exemptions set 
forth in Bylaws 17.5.5.3-(g) (foreign temn in U.S.-women’s basketball); 17.5.5.3-(h) (USA basketball club -- women’s basketball); or 

17.5.5.3-(i) (exhiNtion against a non-NCAA Division I tbur-yeas collegiate institution) or may play one practice scrimmage and either one 

exhibition contest against a tbreign team in the United States. one exhiNtion contest againsl a "club" member of USA basketball or one 

exhiNtion contest against a tbur-yeaJr collegiate inslita’don (other than an NCAA Division I institution). 

In men’s basketball, an institution may play two practice scrimmages during any year it does not use an exemption set forth in Bylaw 

17.5.5.3-(i) (exhibition against a non-NCAA Division I four-yea:r collegiate institution) or may play one practice scrimmage and one 
e:dlibition contest against a non-NCAA Division I four-yeax collegiate institution. 

Below axe some commonly asked questions and answers designed to assist Division I institutions in applying this legislation. 

Question: When is the first opportuni~ to conduct a practice scrimnrage? 

Answer: The first opporttmity to conduct a practice scrimmage is the same day as the first opportunity to practice [i.e., 5 p.m. the 

Friday nearest October 15 (effective August 1, 2008)]. Further, a practice scrimmage may be conducted at any point during the season. 

Question: May the practice scrimmage be punished on the institution’s season schedule? 

Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not be included on the institution’s punished season schedule. 

Question: May the practice scrimmage count against either of the participating institutions’ won/loss records? 

Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not count against either team’s won/loss records. 

Question: May anyone (e.g., media; student-athletes’ families) other than the participating institutions’ coaches, student-athlete~ 

athletics department stalt’members (e.g., trainers, managers) attend the practice scrimmage? 

Answer:     Only" athletics department staff members and tilose individuals necessa~" to conduct the practice scrimmage may be present 

during the scrimmage. Further, tile institution must ensure the scrimmage is free from public view and media are not in attendance. 

Question: May prospective student-athletes attend tile practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Only prospective student-atNetes (and those accompanying the prospective student-athletes) who are making official visits 

to the host inslittmon may attend the practice scrimmage. Pl~ospective student-athletes on unofficial visits may not attend such a practice 
scrimmage. 

Question:    If the facilib, in which the practice scrimmage is conducted is a facility that is normally open to the general public or student 

tx~dy during the lime of the scrimmage, may the general public or student body attend the scnmmage? 

Answer:      No. Only athletics department staffmembers mad those individuals necessary to conduct the practice scrimmage may be 

present during the scrimmage. 

Queslion: May the host institution’s statistics crew work the practice scrimmage? 

Answer: Yes. ’][’he hosl institution’s statistics crew may work the practice scrimmage even if members of the crew are not members of 

the host institution’s athletics depmlment staff. 

Q~ eStlOn .............. May a~ o~ial ~Qre an~/Qr stat!st!~s fo~ ~ prac~e s~nmm~e ~ keptO 
swei N An 6 N~iaIse ore ~nd/6 g~ Sti~ ~ fo*! ~he ~*!~fi~ fi ~ifig e may n6t be ~e pt H ~weve~ian ]~sti~it~6~ may Ice ep ~6 

~i~d: or ~Ni s~i~ ~ fo ~ 0rivate ~ ~ stituti ~i~ ~ ay i~ ~ N ~h~ ~ ~ ~ re ~ ~ stati sti~ ~ wspaN fi~N~i cip ati fig i~ N Ng )~ N ~ 

An~w~ ~ ~ stua~atN~te~ of ~iti~{ ~eam Nay p~i~i~tei a~ int~wi~w w~ti~ tl)~ m~diN provided 6Nm~ts aN 

i i~itea to fl~ p~fi~ fi m~g~ifi g~fi ~ral a~a ifi ~ i rite rvi~ wa~ no i~taBii~fi~d B)~i the ~ho~l ~ prom~ m ~ ac~N mag Th~ or 
~tud ~ ~t-~N ~ g i5 ay N ~ o N N~ fi~ ~N ci f!: ~ al!y ~ 8: ~:g ~ ~ :N: o ~ an)::and/o ~:iNiv~ d(ia!: slud ~i)~ atia!et~: ~Nf!: g f!: ~ g 

Question: May’ ti~e practice scrimmage be videotaped? 

Answer: Both temns may videotape tim practice scrimmage as long as the footage is used oNy by the participating tean~s and is not 

published in any manner (e.g., posted on a participating institution’s Web site, video may not be provided to other institutions for scouting). 

Question: Do the daily and weekly hour limitations apply to the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: All student-athletes participating in the practice ,scrimmage are subject to the daily and weekly hour limitations. A practice 

scrimmage is considered to be a contest. Therefore, participation in the practice scrimmage and any associated athletically related activities 

couN as three hours regardless of the actual duration of the scrimmage or associated athletically related activities. 

Question: May practice (e.g., review of videotape) be conducted after the scrimmage? 

Answer: No. A practice scrimmage is considered to be a contest and practice may not be conducted following competition. 

[References: Bylaws 17.1.6.3.2 (competition day), 17.1.6.3.2.1 (practice prohibited after competition), 17.5.3.1 (practice scrimmages), 

17.5.5.3 (annual exemptions) and a staffinterpretation, (11/8/06, Item No. 1)] 



From: Mallonee, Steve 
Sent: Friday, 10:24 AM 
Subject: RE: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

I did clarify h:~r the US}3WA that the i~tent of the rule wa~; that the scrimmage~ were condLEcted in priw~cy, not pLd_~liciT_ed in advance, free 

from public view and do not im~olw:~ official scori~g, f told him that if ~:he media is sl:anding outside the door afl:er such a scrimmage, that 

may raise issues as to w~ether it was publicized By the institution~ However, I don’t think d~ere is a problem if after the fact, the coach 

wants to talk about a scrirnmage in response to media inquiries, on a weekly coaches show or for that matter in a press release 

[obviously there should be no official score]. I don’t really see the harm there. One of the reasons the rule is there is to ensure that the 

scrimmage is just that, a scrimmage to prepare the team for the upcoming season, and not in essence an additional game. Comments 

made after the fact really do not compromise that intenL You are more than welcome to share ~:his re%~onse if m:~cessary. 

From: John Akers [[n_a_!_l___tg__;__o___ff_j_c___e__r__s__,r~__u__s___b__w___a__,_c___o_~_] 
Sent: Thu         4-:30 PM 
Subject: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

Please share the following note with your men’s basketball school SID colleagues 

To Division I Men’s Basketball BID’s: 

This weekend, a number of your programs will hold scrimmages between Division T 
schools that, by NCAA rule, the media will not be allowed to attend, 

However, in an effort to clear up some confusion on this rule, we have received 
confirmation that bylaw 17.3.3.1-[a] does allow for comment about these scrimmages 
after they have been held. 

According to Steve Mallonee, who serves as a liaison to the NCAA’s Division I Men’s 
Basketball Issues Committee, the rule "does not preclude an institution from making 
general comments after the fact in response to a media inquiry." There would be no 
rules violation, he said, as long as the school provided no advance publicity of the 
scrimmage. 

We hope this clears up some questions that have been raised by our members regarding 
these scrimmages. 

3ohn Akers, USBWA 
COgmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 12:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - final call lbr input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

I received a response today from the deputy director and he hopes to get back to me soon with a possible project person. I sent them the draft survey to give 

them some idea of the work that was already done so they recognized that we just needed editing and consideration of the input from FAC and your folks. 

So as you said, as soon as we have a name, we can forward him/her all the feedback we have and have them raise a shot at a combined edited instrument and then 

send it out for final tw~-:~aking. I gave them a tirneline of roughly Nov :~.2 to haw:, an edit:ed document out and then Nov 20 for us t.:_~ provide the feedback on the final 

document which would give another week for them putting the survey in Quattrix so it will be ready to go for you for the December grads. How does that sound to 

you? 
Jo,/]. Renneh M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9.’-~ ~-.514.7 Des k 
Celi 

91%966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~IY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, inch.iding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
pdvdeged mateHai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or dish’[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ origh-~al m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :~32}, Student educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Joy, 

Do you know if anyone has been assigned to our project yet? I am also collecting some feedback from our staff. I will forward that to you as it might be of interest to 

the committee. 

My current plan is to wait to hear who has been assigned to our task, then forward this individual the draft survey and all of the feedback collected and meet with the 

person to discuss some priorities. The resulting draft from the Odum Institute would then be reviewed by a couple of people before a final draft is created. 

Thanks for your help with this project. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:30 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 
Hi Vince! 

Hopefully I will be talking with them tomorrow to see about getting the ball rolling on the editing of the survey. I hope they will have a survey designer available soon. When I 
talk with the director I will let him know that Bubba and Holden are also behind this getting done through their office and the need to have it happen soon. Since they edit 

surveys and design them for electronic delivery all the time, my thought it is will not take them long, since the questions are pretty much already done. T will let you know as 
soon as they assign a person to the project. 

Probably the most efficient way to move forward is to give them the survey electronically with the FAC input emails and whatever written input instructions you want to give 
them and let them work on a draft. Then we can get a couple of people together to give the input for the final version to be sure everyone’s assessment needs and goals are 
met. If there are other question areas you want included that were not on the original survey instrument, be sure to include them in your written instructions so we can make 
sure they know all the additions that need to be made for the first draft. 

i hope this will lighten at least some of the load you and your staff are under right now, not to have to spend time formatting a survey. There are many important items under 

you where you will be making important improvements and working toward the Athletics strategic plan. 1 really appreciate all you are doing. 

Joy 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 7:23 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Thanks for your help with this Joy. I would like to meet ruth the appropriate person at the Odum Institute. Do you have a contact that I can call? 

I plan to use the original survey instrument we provided for comment and all the suggestions collected through November 2 as a starting point for discussion with the 

whomever you recommend. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:40 PM 

To: facultyathletics@sa kaLu nc.edu 
Subject: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Greetings! 

Just wanted to send a friendly soft reminder to any FAC members who wanted to provide input on the survey instrument. Thanks to so many of you who have 

already shared some great suggestions and insights into the document. The ct~13ff date for input will be Friday, November 2 so we can wrap up and have a ready 

to go instrument and system by December so Vince and the Athletics Department can capture data from the December graduating students. 

After consulting with several people, it has been decided that we will seek assistance from the Odum Institute. They can take the survey instrument provided by 



Vince and with all the FAC input develop an instrument that is edited, consolidated, and reorganized for a clean, comprehensive instrument from which much 

information can be drawn and utilized to make informed decisions. The student athletes will complete the instrument online so the data can be dumped intoa 

database in Institutional Research. Both Athletics and FAC and whomever else the Chancellor deems appropriate can access and analyze the data in preparation for 

ongoing development of a strong and forward thinking student athlete experience. 

For our November meeting we will be wrapping up the Student Athlete Experience component of our revision planning for this year. We should know about the 

final survey instrument and Vince will explain how Athletics will be implementing the new process to insure a higher percentage of students who complete the 

survey. Then we will move into a discussion of what FAC’s role will be in the assessment of the student athlete experience on the UNC campus. 

Also, for those of you with further team contacts and experiences, please share those with me as well for our ongoing experience evaluation of the team liaison 

role. 

Thank you again for your role in strengthening the bond between athletics and academics. 

Joy 
h)y J, Rennet, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)ciate Pr,:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 
Universi%, of M)rth Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel t-Iili 
Sc:hool of Medic:[he 
CB #7.130 UNC-CH B,,’)ndurant Hall 
321.-A 5ciu~h Cciiumbi;~ $1:, 
Chapel Hill, N( 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fax 

-CONFIDEN[~AUTY NOTICE: This e<na[I messa~:je, [!~clud[ng a[tachmenEs, 11: a!~y, is intended on%, for [he ~person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[[ai and/or 

privileged material. A!W --unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ew, use, disciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender bg reply em’~aq and 

destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Pub, lie Records law a~d may be disclosed to third par[ies by an 

s~thori~ed state effi¢iM (NCG$, eh, :~32), Student eduestionM records are subject to F~RPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of NorlJh Carolina at Chapel ttill (https:,’, sakai.uncnedu/portal ) from the Facu]b, Athletics Committee 

site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Kristin Marie <kanel @illinois.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Vince- 

Good to hear from you! Hope thhlgs are going well there for you. Say hi to our other former Illini-er’s if you see them. 1 communicate with Disch and Lou every 

once in awhiJe, f haw:" put my responses by the quest:ions below. 

f [ yO~.E n e e d a r~ yth i ng els e, pl e a ~.~e I et m e Imow 
Kristin 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 10:44 AM 

To: Kane, Kristin Marie 
Subject: 

KristJn, 

How are things in Champaign? I hope you’re well and >’our staffis ready tbr the final push m the end of the semester. 
Can you or mmeone on your stall’help me with the message below? Our lead leaaTmg specMist is trying to collect some infbrmafion tbr administrators in our College of 
Arts and Sciences. If you or someone them can help him with his questions~ I would really appreciate it. 
Good luck the rest of the academic year. From a distamce, the football deal looks like it could be a little rough. I imagine that’s malting things more difficult in a lot of 
ways. I know you all can work your way through it and make the best of the situalion. If there’s ever an~hing I can ever do to help you, please just let me know. 
Please pass on a hello to Byroney, Shari, Tom, Jeff, etc. 
Vince 
From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 8:52 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Supporting Student-Athletes 

Vince, 

l’m trying to wrap up a project l’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier universities. I 

haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at lllinois, and so l’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kristin Kane, and, if so, would you mind 

forwarding the below questions to her? 

:1. Does Illinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 101 for non-science majors and Biology 1:11 for 

science majors. There are numerou~.~ scier~ce course; h:!r nor~- maj.:_~rs .:_~r~ our carQpu~.L Things like ATMS :12(} (Severe and Hazardous Weather) or G EOL :10(} are 

intended t:or non-science majors~ We have some biology courses that are required for students majoring in biology (IB 150) and ones that are for nor>biology 

majors (IB I00). 

2. Does Illinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, students who 

score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English 100. St:udents are placed into their college wrK:ing classes based on their A(’T 

English scores. We have RHET :10:1/:1{}2 (two sernesters of courses} for students bek)w a certain score. Taking these two ciasses will fuifill the freshman 

composition requirement. We have Basic math classes (MATH 012- College Algebra) that are offered to students who cannot meet the #acement test scores 

{all students have to take math placement exams upon admission to the university) t:or pre--calcufus or beyond. These math classes do not count for degree 

credit for students. 

3. Does Illinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? Illinois does not offer study skiUs courses. Most 

majors/colleges on our campus haw:_~ some type of freshman orientation class (I credit hour) for students in their college/majors. There ix typically a lesson 

or two in here about study sldllsit:ir~’>_~ management, etc., but the courses are not stri(:dy {or that: topic. We teach a student:-athh:_d:e only "freshman class" 

through our Life Skills progranL Our student-athletes DO NOT receive a grade or college credit for" this, but they are given study haU hours for their 

participation. This covers academic integrity, study skills, time management, social media!media training, alcohol!drug education, personal 

safety!responsibility, financial responsibility, etc. 

4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? Illinois has two full-time learning specialists. One works just: with 

football, and the other worlds with all or:her sports 

In addition to the data above, I’m including the number of majors a school offers. IIlinois’s website says it offers approximately 150 majors. We offer :150 majors at 

Illinois. 

I’m surveying 15 top tier schools with Division I athletics programs. Illinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When I have their 

information, I’ll happily send a chart showing the data for the :15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular challenges underprepared 

students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading mid Writhlg Specialist 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Acadenfic Support Progl"am for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (         F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel(a~nnc.e&l 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Transportation: wrestling 

C,D., 

I heard back from the ACC. As I feared, they have said that this is not permissible, and that they have told others this in the past, because there is still the benefit of the 

transportation being arranged and available to them in a manner that is not available to the general public. So if you want me to talk to the other schools that are doing this 

and see what, if any, interpretation they have received (it’s possible that they just don’t check with compliance?), please let me know what schools and I will contact their 

compliance staffs, Otherwise, these guys will have to make transportation arrangements themselves. The ACC certainly understands and is sympathetic to the safety issues 

involved, but that doesn’t change the interpretive issues. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae~a~uncae ,, n~, ~,,~,, 
>>> C D Mock 11:40 AM >>> 
Assuming no one gets hurt, which unfortunately isn’t likely, we will have 26 total wrestlers going, 4 coaches and 1 AT. The cost is $ 3,450. Others are doing this ...... 

>>> Amy Herman          11:37AM >>> 

Let me talk to the ACC and figure out if they are willing to let us determine a "rate" for each rider on the charter bus and have the guys pay that amount. 

How much will the total bus cost be? And how many individuals (exactly!) will be on the bus? Those are the numbers I will need, please, No promises, but I will see what I can 
do. 

Amy 

>>>CDMock .0:35AM >>> 

Amy, I STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason I feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with the NCAA but I don’t really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. THIS IS A HUGE 

SAFETY ISSUE AND SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT. Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open on I     via charter bus. Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday. Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pro to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in the morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way. The other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAAif necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 
someone gets hurt. If it’s about "interp", then maybe we just find a way to do it’? 

Respectfully, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 125:i.A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Amy Herman           [0:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e,g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entr~7 fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 



A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution rnay not provide any 
expenses to the participating student athlete. ]he student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. This includes the institution providing transportation (e.q., individual ridinq on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C.D, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmackQunc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos 

@gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss         )gma com >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

< tjchinn@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Transportation: wrestling 

Ok, thanks for trying Amy. I guess the ACC is going to wait until someone gets hurt or killed before they are going to do anything about this ...... 

> > > Amy Hermar 11:00 AM > > > 

C.D,, 

I heard back from the ACC. As I feared, they have said that this is not permissible, and that they have told others this in the past, because there is still the benefit of time 

transportation being arranged and available to them in a manner that is not available to the general public, So if you want me to talk to the other schools that are doing this 

and see what, if any, interpretation they have received (it’s possible that they just don’t check with compliance?), please let me know what schools and I will contact their 

compliance staffs. Otherwise, these guys will have to make transportation arrangements themselves. The ACC certainly understands and is sympathetic to the safety issues 

involved, but that doesn’t change the interpretive issues. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>CDMock          11:40 AM >>> 
Assuming no one gets hurt, which unfortunately isn’t likely, we will have 26 total wrestlers going, 4 coaches and 1 AT, The cost is $ 3,450. Others are doing this ...... 

> > > Amy Herman          11:37 AM > > > 

Let me talk to the ACC and figure out if they are willing to let us determine a "rate" for each rider on the charter bus and have the guys pay that amount. 

How much will the total bus cost be? And how many individuals (exactly!) will be on the bus? Those are the numbers I will need, please. No promises, but I will see what I can 

do. 

Amy 

>>>CDMock .0:35AM >>> 

Amy, I STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason I feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with the NCAA but I doWt really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. THIS IS A HUGE 

SAFETY ISSUE AND SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT. Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open on      , via charter bus. Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday. Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pm to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in time morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way. Time other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAAif necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 

someone gets hurt. If it’s about "interp", then maybe we just find a way to do it? 

Respectfully, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room :i.251A 

PO Box 2i26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275i5 

(9i9) 962-52i2 

>>> Amy Herman           L0:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e.g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 



Educational Column: 

Q: ]s it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (eLgL, ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participatinq student athlete. The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside cornpetition when provided expenses from the 
institution. _T___h Ls__j_L!_c_[_u___d__e___s___t_b__e__j_L!s__t_Lt _u__t_j__o__n___p__r__o___v_’Ld__Ln__g___t_[aL~ ~ ~ £~_~j_9_~_~ ~.g~.__[D_dj_yi~ M_a L[i_d j_L~ a__Q_~_~ ~_m_b M_~_~ Q__~ m ~ ~j~i£ D}_3 £_a[!_M_~ ~ a ~_[~ ~_d__p_a £ ;j_~i~ a_~ L 

>>>CDMock ’.2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C.D. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:10 PM 

Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwakney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>;_                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

H.S. Team Practice on Saturday, 

Angie, 

Same rules apply as in the email below, so we are good with School using our practice gym for practice on Saturday, as their home court is unavailable. ] am again 

copying the Men’s Basketball staff, so that they are aware that this team will be using the practice gym and they should avoid the area so as to avoid a tryout issue. Please 

confirm with the h,s, coach Angle, that the team will not be using our facility en route to an actual competition, as that would result in additional stipulations in terms of 

impermissible contact with our coaching staff. 
[ believe you mentioned that the team will likely stay after their practice and watch our guys practice. This is fine, as we will just treat it as an unofficial visit. And, since it is a 

Recruiting Period on Saturday, it would be permissible for our coaches to have on campus contact with the team following the team’s practice (assuming, again, that it is just 

a normal practice and time team is not en route to a competition). 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Angle Bitting 10:28 AM >>> 

Amy 

We don’t charge them and it’s usually me and a manager who are here with the team during the practice, Thanks, 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E, Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 10:11 AM > > > 

Angle, 

This is fine, provided they go through the same facility usage process of other high school teams that request to practice in our facility. Do we charge them for this usage? [ 

can’t remember,,. 

] am copying the basketball staff on this email so that they know that this team will have "reported on call" in preparation for their competition in Greensboro the next day. 

Thus, pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.6.2 (b), it is not permissible for our staff to have any contact with time team while they are on campus that day. ] know that someone will have to 
let them in the building, get them to the locker room and the court, etc. Who would do that generally? Would it be someone on your staff? 

Thanks for checking on this! 

Amy 

> > > Angle Bitting         9:29 AM > > > 

Will do thanks for the information. 

http://w~wv.g reensborocoliseu m.com/event~ 
Is it ok for them to practice here? Thanks. 

has requested to practice here on Sunday, January 15. They are playing in Greensboro the next day 

annual mlk day nc scholastic classic 

Angelyn S, Bitting 

Dean E, Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 9:26 AM > > > 

Angie, 

if it’s a high school team, then it’s fine. You just need to be certain, any time you get these requests, that the team is scholastic, not AAU, club, or any other nonscholastic team. 

is the team on their way to a competition? That’s another thing that you should always ask, because there are contact restrictions associated with situations where they are. 

It’s probably a good idea, in the future, to make me aware any time a team of prospects is going to practice on campus, as well as to let me know the circumstances behind 

it (e.g., on their way to a tournament). That way I can talk to time coaches in advance to make sure they know whether or not they can have any contact with them while the 

team is here, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Angle Bitting         3:58 PM > > > 

Just got a call from a team wanting to practice here on MLK Sunday is that ok? 

Thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa,u nc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:15 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas 

Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kkschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: H.S. Team Practice on Saturday, 

Thanks Amy for the information! 

Kaye Former player is the coach at School and would like to bring his team to watch practice on Saturday after using the practice gym. Before I call 

him back to confirm everything for Saturday, I wanted to make sure it was ok for him to bring his team to watch. Thanks!! 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 12:10 PM > > > 

Angie, 

Same rules apply as in the email below, so we are good with          School using our practice gym for practice on Saturday, as their home court is unavailable. I am again 

copying the Men’s Basketball staff, so that they are aware that this team will be using time practice gym and they should avoid time area so as to avoid a tryout issue. Please 

confirm with the h.s. coach Angle, that the team will not be using our facility en route to an actual competition, as that would result in additional stipulations in terms of 

impermissible contact with our coaching staff. 

I believe you mentioned that the team will likely stay after their practice and watch our guys practice. This is fine, as we will just treat it as an unofficial visit. And, since it is a 

Recruiting Period on Saturday, it would be permissible for our coaches to have on campus contact with the team following the team’s practice (assuming, again, that it is just 

a normal practice and the team is not en route to a competition). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :.: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Angle Bitting 10:28 AM >>> 

Amy 

We don’t charge them and it’s usually me and a manager who are here with time team during the practice. Thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 10:11 AM > > > 

Angie, 

This is fine, provided they go through the same facility usage process of other high school teams that request to practice in our facility. Do we charge them for this usage? I 

can’t remember... 

I am copying the basketball staff on this email so that they know that this team will have "reported on call" in preparation for their competition in Greensboro the next day. 

Thus, pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.6.2 (b), it is not permissible for our staff to have any contact with the team while they are on campus that day. I know that someone will have to 
let them in the building, get them to the locker room and the court, etc. Who would do that generally? Would it be someone on your staff? 

Thanks for checking on this! 

Amy 

> > > Angle Bitting         9:29 AM > > > 

Will do thanks for the information. 

high school) has requested to practice here on Sunday, 

http://www.greensborocoliseum.com/eventi annual mlk day nc scholastic classic 
Is it ok for them to practice here? Thanks. 

They are playing in Greensboro the next day 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa,u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 9:26 AM > > > 

Angie, 

if it’s a high school team, then it’s fine. You just need to be certain, any time you get these requests, that the team is scholastic, not AAU, club, or any other nonscholastic team. 

is the team on their way to a competition? That’s another thing that you should always ask, because there are contact restrictions associated with situations where they are, 

it’s probably a good idea, in the future, to make me aware any time a team of prospects is going to practice on campus, as well as to let me know the circumstances behind 

it (e.g,, on their way to a tournament), That way I can talk to the coaches in advance to make sure they know whether or not they can have any contact with them while the 

team is here. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



>>> Angie Bitting         3:58 PM >>> 
Just got a call from a team wanting to practice here on MLK Sunday - is that ok? 

Thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitth~g 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abittinq@uncaa.u nc.edu 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Transcript 

l-ii Tracey, 

If you cou]d be here to meet wid~ d~e committee at I 0:00 tomorrow morning, that would be great. 

Let me kt~ow if you have any other questi~msicorR:erns. 
See you in the morning. 
Barbara 

Barbara !. I~olk 
Deputy D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of North Carolhm at Chapel Hill 

From, Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:28 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, is there a time yet for us to meet with the committee tomorrow or did we take 

blessed! Smile! Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu > 2:41 PM >>> 

OK, Got it, 

off the committee table for now to go ahead and sign. LOL! Be 

P, arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy DJre.ctor 

Office ofUlldergrad uate Admisskms 

University of North Carolhla at Cl:ape] HJ][ 
Phone: {il %-966-3{Lq{i 

From, Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Monday, 2:40 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

The letter is the second page in the book that I gave you for each of the committee members 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc.edu > 2:38 PM >>> 

tt~ Tracey, 

I dotYt think so tm~ess Vtt~ce would ~ike Lhe committee Lo see ~L 

[’~ a Fb al:a 

tqarbara ]. Po]k 
Deputy Dh’ector 
Office of Undergraduate Admisskms 
U nive~sity of Not’t],, {;arolina at Chafe] Hill 
Phone: 919.-966-,19 fl9 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Senti Monday, 2:36 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, do I need to email you another letter that just has ; name on it for Signing Day for the Committee? Thanks, Tracey 



> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 

Yes Js off the tahle. 

BP 

2:22 PM >>> 

Barbara ], Polk 

Deputy Director 

0 ffk:e of Unde.rgraduate. Admissions 

1 ~nivcrsRy oi’North Caro[hm at (~hapel Hill 

Phone.: 9119-966-3989 

From: Tracey Williams [malto:twillia___m___s__@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:2:[ PN 
To= Polk, Barbara In 
Subject= RE: , Transcript 

Yes and I do have a list of the courses that 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admiss]ons.unc,edu > 

Tracey, 

currently taking. Also does this mean thai 

2:15 PM >>> 

is off the committee table? Thanks, Tracey 

Thanks, Based on all of this information, she does not need the faculty recommendation for admission. You and Coach HatchelI only need to focus or~ 
the faculty dbc[~ssion, Speaking of         rio you have her senior yea[" courses? 

Thanks, Tra cey. 

Barbara 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2::[:[ PM 
To= Polk, Barbara 3o 
Co= Tracey Williams 
Subject= RE: "ranscript 

Hello Barbara, attached i~ current report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b_j?__o__[_k___@_a__c_!__r[j__s__sj__o__r_)_%_L_Ln___c_:_e___d__L_[: :03 PM >>> 

Thanks, ’rracW. Do you have her senior year courses? Sped~cally, we need to know ff she English and Math IV thb year, 

Barbara 

From= Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday,                2:0:[ PN 
To= Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Tracey Williams 
Subject= Fwd:           ranscript 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(@admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tomolrow~s meeting 

Hi Jenny, 
I’m just touching base with you about tomorrow’s faculty meeting. The group would like to meet witi~ you at 9:30 in the morning, here in the Admissions Office. 
]n thinking about      cecord, l think it would be great if you could be prepared to talk about the she received her      year, as well as her overall record, 
What steps would you take to ensure she has every chance to be succe.~vsflJl here? Why do you think she could be successful? ]n addition, the group will want to 

know about your overall team culture, particularly as it relates to academics, 
Let me know if you have any question s. l’ll see you in the morning, 
Barbara 
Barbara J~ Polk 
Depn~- Director 
0 fllce of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~_,6-3989 



FlxNll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday,                 2:52 PM 

Fo~ Mike <foxc@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sciackso@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

rolnorfow~s meeting 

Mike and Scott, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoke~ with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are in agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed      information and feel ~hat the case is such that the committee can disc~ss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your ttrae. I wouJd nterp "et that a-~v a sign that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my interpretation is ir~correct, I feel certain they 
would p~’ovide y<m the opportunity 1o make your case in person. For now ~hoagh, you are off the hook for tomorrow’s meet:ing. 
Please let me know if you have any questior~s!concerns. 
Barbara 
Barbara !~ Polk 
Dep~t~- Direc~w 
0 fllce of Undergrad:ta~.e Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~_,6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

Bre~hi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

tomorrow’s meeting 

Hi ~oe, 
A quick update ~br tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken w~ith Layna Nosley, tile committee chair, and they are in a~’eement tt~at you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting, They have reviewed      : information and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time, I would interpret that as a sign that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my interpretation is incorrect, I feel certain they 
would provide you the opportunity to make your case in person. For now though, you are off ti~e hook for tomorrow’s meeting, 
Please let rae know if you have any questions!concerns, 
l~arbara 
Barbara !~ Polk 
Depn~- Direc~w 
0 flice of Undergradnate Admissions 
University of Norl.h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - any avaJlabili~ l~)morrow (Wed) 10:30 to 11 

Hi Vince! 

I think we can have a window of opportunity to meet with the Director of the Odum Institute at 10:30 on Wednesday. If you are available, that would be great. If 

not, I can meet with him and get the ball rolling with the comments and survey we have to date. 

So many balls in the air and moving at hyperspeed..._.but I believe at least we are moving in a good direction and juggling balls instead of spinning our wheels. 

See you at 4:30. I suppose you saw on the agenda, the opportunity for you to describe the process that will be used to assure higher participation in the exit 

surveys/interviews for this year. 

Joy 

Jo~/J. Re!~r!er, M.A., ~’~T(R), FAEIRS 

AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel WII 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 

B 21-A So uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: This em~a[I message, iqclud[ng at[achments, if aqy, is in,:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti:_y to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[er[ai, Aqy --unau,:horized review, use, disclosure or d[str[bu,’Jon is proi~ibi[ed, If you are no,’- [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

des,:roy all copies ot: the original message, 

IEn~ail correspol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw a~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



FFoln; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:38 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edtP 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Awesome Barbara...great news. 

Thmlks for the update and information concerning 
tomorrow’s meeting? 

I greatly appreciate your support of men’s lacrosse! 

Joe 

Does this mean that I can send him an NLI next week or should I wait to hear from you after 

>~> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu:~ 2:54 PM >>> 
Hi Joe, 
A qnick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are in agreement that yon do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed       information and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time. I would interpret that as a s~gn that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my ~nterpre~tion Js incorrect, I feel cer~m~ they would 
provide you the opportunity to make your case in person, For now though, you are offthe hook for tomorrow’s meeting, 
Please let me know ffyou ha;,e any questions!concerns, 
Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
L’.niversity of North Carolina at Cl’..apel [til! 
Phone: q’] q..960-29 ~tq 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:46 PM 

Joe Bmschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bmschi, Joe <bmschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenna~s <fimmemlans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow’s meeting 

.joe, 

Watt to hear from me after tomorrow’s meetinp,. At the sanre time, my best guess is that you wi]l have approval to send d~e NLI by tomorrow aft:elnoon, if not 
sooner. 

Barbara 
}~arbara J. }k~lk 

I)eputy Director 
Ofi}ee of Undetgradua~te Ad],¢tissiort~; 
U nivetsity of Nm’th Carolina at Cha~t~el [till 
Phone: 9"J 9..966 -,~9 f-t9 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Breschi, Joe 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Awesome Barbara,..great news. 
Thanks for the update and information concerning 
hear from you after tomorrow’s meeting? 
I greatly appreciate your support of men’s lacrosse! 
Joe 

Does this mean that I can send him an NLI next week or should I wait to 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <blxflk@admissions.unc.e&l> 2:54 PM >>> 
Hi Joe, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and thW are in agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting, They have reviewed       information and ft,’el that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time. I would interpret that as a s~gn that they antidpate a positive recommendation. If my ~nterpre~tion is incorrect, I feel cer~m~ they would 
provide you the opportunity to make your case in person. For’ now though, you are off the hook for tomorrow’s meet:ing, 
Please let me know ffyou have any questions!concerns. 
Barbara 
Barbara J~ Polk 

[," e p ug¢ I)~rector 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

U niversity of North Carolina at Ct’.,apel Hill 

Phone: 919..966-,:~9 f19 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tue sday,                 3: 55 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmemlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow’s meeting 

Will do.,.thanks Barbara! 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 3:46 PM >>> 

Wmt to hear from me after tomorrow’s meeting, At the same t~me, my best guess is ttmt you wi]~ have approval to send the NL1 by tomorrow after~oon, if~ot 
sooner, 

[¢arbara 
t?arbara ]. Po~k 
l)ep u%z D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiaa~ous 
l ir*[ver,~;i~.v" ol’North Caro[im~ at (]’,ape] Hill 
Ph{m{:: ~)1~)-966-398~) 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Breschi, Joe 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Awesome Barbara...great news. 
Thanks for the update and information concerning 
hear from you after tomorrow’s meeting? 
I greatly appreciate your support of men’s lacrosse! 
,Joe 

Does this mean that I can send him an NLI next week or should I wait to 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <btx)lk@admissions.tmc.edu> 2:54 PM >>> 
kli Joe, 
A quick update for tom orrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chaiL a~d they are in agreemeut that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed       reformation and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss m~d make a recommendation ~aithout 
needing to take your tbne. 1 would interpret that as a sign that they amidpate a posNve recommendation. If my m~erpretation b incorrecL 1 feel certain they 
would provide you the opportunity to nmke your case m person. For now though, you are off the hook for tomorrov~/s meeting. 
Please let me know if you have any question, s/concerns. 
Barbara 
{~m’bara !. Polk 
l)epu~y Director 
0 [l!ice o [’ U ride rgra(bate Ad ~.~ is s io n s 
UniversRy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-96(;-3989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock, Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu> 

Tuesday,, November 6, 2012 5:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SID StaffUpdate 

Better pay, better hours. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Droid 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Peacock, Christopher R" <peacock@illinois.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Nov 6, 2012 22:35:48 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: SID Staff Update 

Koon dog? Why? 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 2:52 PM, "Peacock, Christopher R" <peacock(~illinois.edu> wrote: 

FYI 
<image00 
1 .png> 

Cads PeacoeR 
Associate Director of Development 
Division of IntarcoJJegiate Athietics i University of Jiiinois 
1;’00 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
Office: 21~" 333 9615 J Cell: 
peacock~,illin ois.ed u 

<ima 

ge00 
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g> <image004.png> 

From: Brown, Kent William 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 20:[2 :[:50 PN 
To-" DIA Exchange Sports Information Notifications 
Subject: SID Staff Update 
As many of you may have heard, Asst. SID Mike Koon has accepted a position in the College of Engineering and will be leaving the DIA on Dec. :[. Mike has 

spent the last :[4 years in the Sports Information Office, working with virtually every sport at one time or another, serving as PA announcer and radio voice 

for the Fighting Illini. He’ll be greatly missed, but we wish him nothing but the best as he moves on in his career. 

Ben Taylor will take on responsibilities as SID for the Fighting Illini women’s basketball team once Mike leaves. We’ll begin a search for a new member of 

our staff immediately. 

<667D6C Kent Brown 
Assistant Athletics Director/Media Relations 

g0-2gBB-Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
4AC9- 1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 

A5DB- Phone: 217244.6533 I Mobile: 

84BA555 Twitter: 
1B204 <ECEA2D57-C09B-4659- 83D3-DE6DACCOEC 1B 

[49].png> [49] 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: SAVE THE DATE: Novem ber 20 - NACDA Webinar 

ALOHA! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu ~" 

In Hawaii? 

5:41 PM > > > 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Date:                 1:37:25 PM EST 

To: Vince <ille@emaJl.unc,edu>, Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <rnarkos@uncaa,unc.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc,edu>, 

~uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: SAVE THE DATE: November 20 - NACDA Webinar 

FYI. I will be in Hawaii, but thought this might be of interest to you, Paul, or maybe some of the rest of you, as well, 

Amy 

> > > NACDA <nacda@neulJonnetwork.com > 1:27 PM > > > 
....................................................................................................................... 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                6:58 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ule, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Transportation 

CD, 
[ know you have some concerns about the safety of student athletes’ travel to a particular upcoming event. If you feel there is a legitimate threat to the safety of the student 

athletes, I would encourage you to have them stay here. I am unfamiliar with all of the details of this, but I thought I’d weigh in from a risk management perspective. 

It sounds like a challenging situation and I’m sorry you all have run into these difficulties. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@Amcaa.unc.edu’- 

Tuesday,, 7:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: This week’s committee cases 

Vince, 

No womes, I nnl prepared to deal ruth it, will you be there tomorrow? 
Hope the meeting is going well, 

Jermy 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 5:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.nnc.e&P wrote: 

I wasn’t expecting your required attendance. Since sending the original mesmge below, I had not heaacd ti-om Barbara betbre I left the ottice last night at 

10:30. I’ve been in a meeting all day. so maybe she tried to contact me earlier today. I apologize for the contusion. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.unc.edu> 

Date:                 5:21:50 PM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: This week’s committee cases 

I was hoping Jenny wouldn’t be required to attend. I apologue but I’ve been in a meeting since this morning and won’t be done until aronnd 
9:30 tonight. I’ll check emails and texts again atler that. Thanks Barbara. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "llle. Vince" <illef~email.nnc.edu> 

Date: 11:24:59 AM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@~admissions.nnc~edu> 
Subject: RE: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Barbara, 
Yes, those are the prospects who are currently level one that our coaches hope to sign in November. I snppose the only issue 

to be detennined is whether we want the Jenny Levy to attend when      toesn’t have a test score. My personal opinion is 

that it would be helpful for the committee to review infommtion for both ...and     then either recommend or approve what is 

communicated to the signee upon their signing. I’m open to your thoughts and any" suggestions you may have. Thanks. 

Vinco 

From: Barbara 30 Polk [mailto:bpolk~Nadmissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: This week’s committee cases 
Hi Vince, 
I hope you had a good weekend. 
] want to double-check the committee cases we have for Wednesday. Please Jet me know if 1~ am missing someone or ~f 
there are any other changes/corrections. 

W. Lacrosse: 

Once we have confirmed that these are the correct cases, weql let the coaches know what time they be here. 
As always, thanks for yo~r help. 
[¢arbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:03 PM 

Dennis Papadatos < dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Redshirting 

No problem. Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

> > > Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thanks so much for your due diligence on the matter. 

Dennis Papadatos 

UNC Tar Heel Wrestling 

Assistant Coach 

8:57 PM > > > 

O n It 8:54 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> If weighing in doesn’t result in him being required to compete (by Wrestling playing rules), and it really does just involve standing on a scale, then he would not jeopardize 

his redshirt simply by weighing in. It’s essentially an "eligibility" process that all wrestlers have to go through to be able to compete in the match, whether they do so or not. 

So I am comfortable saying that just weighing in would not ruin his redshirt opportunity if you decide not to use him in the match. 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> >>> Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu> 8:44 PM >>> 

> Yes we may use him to compete. It might be a decision right at his exact match time. And all your assumptions on weigh ins are correct. Everything ] have been told as long 
as he doesn’t actually compete he is still redshirting. It makes sense too, we just don’t want to hurt his red shirt if we choose to not use him, but want the option too. As of 

right now he most likely not compete in the dual meet. 
> 

> Dennis Papadatos 

> UNC Tar Heel Wrestling 

> Assistant Coach 
> 

>>> Amy Herman 8:39 PM >>> 

Dennis, 
I’m not real familiar with the ins and outs of Wrestling matches, so please help me understand. My impression of weigh ins has always been that the guys strip down and 

stand on a scale to see if they make weight. Is that all there is to it? And, what is it that you get out of it that would want you to have a potential red shirt weigh in? Is it such 

that you have everyone weigh in that MIGHT compete, so that you can wait to make that call later? Is that why you would do it? Just trying to know all that this consists of so I 
can make a call on it. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Dennis Papadatos 

Amy, 

3:12 PM >>> 

I wanted to check a rule with you for this next match, I have seen other teams do this before and was told that this is in fact the rule, but I wanted to double check before we 

do it ourselves. The situation is that we have a true freshman that we are debating on red shirting this year. We plan on weighing him in on Friday at the match, but may not 

wrestle him. The rule as I understand it, is if the athlete does not compete, he can continue to red shirt because he didn’t compete even though he weighed in. I have seen 

and heard of programs bring red shirts on away events, and weigh them in, but when they didn’t compete they continued to red shirt. The ruling was you can pay for their 

travel as a red shirt like a manager as long as they don’t compete in time event. But this is not time case here anyway since this is a home match, but Iwanted to see just in case 

for the future. But for now we plan on weighing in a true freshman at this home match, who has not competed for us yet, so the question is if we weigh him in and he doesn’t 

wrestle, can he still red shirt? My understanding and what i have always been told is yes. Can you check and call the NCAA on this to make sure. Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Papadatos 

Assistant Wrestling Coach 

UNC Tar Heel Wrestling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlaR@Amcaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday,, 9:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: This week’s committee cases 

I can come over earlier if we want to connect prior 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:52 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~emaJl.unc~edu> wrote: 

Jenny, 

I will be there. I’m disappointed you have to attend though. I’ll see you there. 

Vince 

On at 7:12 PM, "Jenny Levy" <_u_j)_c_3_~_-J_a:_,i@._u__r!c__~_ta_:u__r_Lc_:e__~_t.g> wrote: 

Mince, 

No womes~ I am prepared to deal with it, will you be there tomorrow? 

Hope the meeting is going well, 

Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~;emailamc.edu> wrote: 

I wasn’t expecting your required attendance. Since sending the original message below, I had not heard ti~m Barbara betbre I 
left the office last night at 10:30. I’ve been in a meeting all day, so maybe she tried to contact me earlier today. I apologize for 

the confusion. 

Begin forwaMed message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)email.unc.edu> 

Date: 5:21:50 PM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(/~admissions.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: This week’s committee cases 

I was hoping JenW wouldn’t be required to attend. I apologize but I’ve been in a meeting since "this morning and 
won’t be done until around 9:30 tonight. I’ll check emails and texts again after that. Thanks Bmbam. 

Begin fol-warded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> 

Date: 11:24:59 AM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpelk(&admissions.unc.e&~> 
Subject: RE: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Barbara, 
Yes, those axe the prospects who axe currently level one that our coaches hope to sign in 

November. I suppose the only issue to be detmmined is whether we want the Jenny Levy to attend 

when     ]oesn’t have a test score. My personal oninion is that it would be helpful for the 

committee to review information for both...and     then either recommend or approve what is 

communicated to the signee upon their signing. I’m open to your thoughts and any suggestions you 

may, have. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara .lo Polk [.~)_a__[[t_9__Lb_~9_[k_f_,~_a___cLm__j_s__s__[_o__n_s_:_u___n_c_:_e__d_u] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: This week’s committee cases 
H~ Vince, 
I hope you had a good weekend, 
I want to double-check the committee cases we have for Wednesday. Please let me know tfI am 
missing someone or if there are any other changes!corrections. 

W. Lacrosse: 



Once we have confirmed that these are the co,’rect cases, weql let the coaches k~ow what tbne 
they be here. 
As always, thanks for you, help. 
Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penner, Joy .1 <.loy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 10:05 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - any availability tomorrow (Wed) 10:30 to 11 

The main person is not available tomorrow at 10:30 so how about at 10:30 tomorrow I see what initial questions Tom has and then you can meet with them when they assign 
the project to a person(s). 
Does that sound like a plan? 

Joy 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 9:51 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - any availability tomorrow (Wed) 10:30 to 11 

I think I can make it if 10:45 will work. Is that ok’? I hope Bubba explained to you why I was unable to attend the FAC meeting today. I would not miss that meeting 
unless it was unavoidable. Thanks Joy. 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 3:37 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner(?~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince! 

I think we can have a window of opportunity to meet with the Director of the Odum Institute at 10:30 on Wednesday. If you are available, that would 

be great. If not, I can meet with him and get the ball rolling with the comments and survey we have to date. 

So many balls in the air and moving at hyperspeed......but I believe at least we are moving in a good direction and juggling balls instead of spinning our 

wheels. 

See you at 4:30. I suppose you saw on the agenda, the opportunity for you to describe the process that will be used to assure higher participation in 

the exit surveys/interviews for this year. 

Joy 

Joy ,L Rennet, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Uniw!rsity of North Carolin~ at Chapel Hiil 

School of Medicine_¯ 
CB #7]..::tO UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St, 

C~apel Hili, NC 27599--71.30 

919-.966-.51,$TDesk 
Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENiIAUP¢ NOTICE: li~is ~_~-mail message, including attad ,ments, if any, is intend _d only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtit¥ to which it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi,ibited. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, .~iei~se contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and debtl’og aiJ copies of the ol’[ginaJ message. 
Emai~ correspondence to a~d from this addre~s may be s~bject to the Noah Caro~b~a P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ies 
b’f an a~tborized state effi¢iM (NCGS, eb, 132), Student educatie~M recerds are subjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

msg 

Mince, 

See the attached e mail from Barbara. 

Let me know if I am ok to send out his NL[!ASA 

Tom 

>>> Mike Fox 9:31AM >>> 

Tom, 
Please send me his NLI and ASAwhen you can. 
thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.mlc.edu-> 

Wednesday,                 9:30 AM 

Fo~ Mike <foxc@email .uec.edu>~; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Mike arid Scott, 

Approved m~d seeding pre-admit letter. Eeioy breaNhst. 

Barbara 
[~-arba]’a 1. Polk 
D epu.ty l)~recto]" 
ONce of {,’.ndergraduate Adm~ssior, s 
"0 niversi~ of N orth (;;~ro~ina at Chapel H~ll 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:40 AM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu2 

Hi Jem~y, 
was approved ~th the conditions indicated below, 

"Approved with condition: No fall qual~er grades below a C-; must have comparable test scores to PSAT scores; If there is a grade below a C- committee will want 
to review again. BP 11-7-12" 
Let me know if you have any quesL-ions. Thanks for the grea{ job you did this morning, 
Barbara 
[~arbara ], Polk 

De pul~i ])ireck~r 

0 f~ii:e of U~!derg~’ad uate Adm[ssiop, s 
University of North Carolim~ at Chapel HIll 
Pt~olte: 9 ff 9-.966-.1"~989 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:44 AM 

Tom Timmemm~s <timmermaJ~ uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfbx@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: 

Tom and Mike, 

[*m sit~.ing next to Virtue and he asked me to communicate his approval for the NL[ to he ser~t 

ThmJ{s. 

Barbara 

l?arbara ], Polk 
Deput:¢ Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
Uui~rsi%~ of North Carolim~ at Chape] Hi]! 
Phoue: 9~ 9J)66-3989 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Mike Fox 
Subject: Re: Fwd: 

I need to get approval from Vince before I can send it, I have it ready to go, so as soon as I hear from him, I will send it your way. 

Tom 

>>> Mike Fox 11/7/2012 9:31 AM >>> 

Tom, 
Please send me his NLI and AgAwhen you can. 

thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:52 AM 

WiUiams- Johnson, Tracey D <tdwillia@email.unc.edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@emml.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sthrme@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

SyI;rJa and Trace5,, 
The committee approved with the conditiol~ that her test scores are comparable to her PSAT scores. 
Thanks to both of you and to Beth for meeting with the committee today. I believe everyone was impressed with the work Beth has done and the direction of 
your program, 
Please let in e know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Barbara 
[~ar];ara 1, PoH~ 
De pul~i ])irecior 
0 ffice of U~!dergrad uate Admissions 
University of North Caro]it!a ai: Chapel Hill 
PIlolte: 919-.966-.i-1989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday. 12:08 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Thank you Mr. IIle, we really appreciate your support and the outstanding job that Beth does for our young ladies. Thank you again, Tracey 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >          11:23 AM > > > 

Thanks very much to all three of you for your presentation to the committee this morning. You all did a great job representing our department, the women’s basketball 

program and yourselves. I appreciate the time and effort. 

Vince 

From-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:52 AN 
To; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Cc: Die, Vince; Farmer, Stephen N; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 

Sylvia and Tracey, 

The comm~:ee approved         wRh the condR~on that her test scores are comparable to her PSAT scores. 

Thanks to both of you and to Beth for meeting with the committee today. I believe everyone was impressed w~th the work Beth has dolce and the direction of your 

program. 

Please let me know if you have any question, s or cm~cerns. 

Barbara 
}Jarbara I. Polk 
[)epugq I)~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
g’.nJversJty of Nortl’, Carolina at C|:.apel H~I! 
Phone: 919-96(;-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 12:10 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy - Student athlete survey di~ussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the best way for 

me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10-20 min depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between 1 and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 

Jo~,J. Rem~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh-ector 
University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
B21-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desk 
i Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AM"Y NO"ICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, ir?ch.Eding attachn-~ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~b]ect to the Noah Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:14 PM 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: interview request 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:13 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: interview request 

[ have two voice messages too. If [ knew how to foFward them, I would. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> 11/7/2012 11:40 AM > > > 

Jennifer, 

I am trying to reach you to talk to you about a story that I am working on regarding the academic support program for student athletes. It has to do with the fact that 
when you joined the program in the summer of 2009, basketball players stopped enrolling in the so called paper or no show classes offered out of the department of 

African and Afro American studies. I have left you phone messages about this as well. I would appreciate it if you would call me at the phone numbers listed below. 

Thanks for your time, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

919 829 4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <~loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - numbers question 

How many Dec grad athletes do we usually have and how many spring grad athletes do we usually have .... 

Joy 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 

School of Medicine 

CB #71240 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A SO uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei Hdl, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5952: Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Thb e-mall message, includh~g attachments, it any, is in,:ended only for the -person o!’ enti,:y to wi~[ch [,’_ is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged mater[ai, Any --unauEhorized review, dse, disclosure or d[stHbuE[on is proidbited, If you are noE the intended redp[ent, please contact the sender by reply e-mall and 

desEroy all copies of the original t;qessage. 

Entail correspol~de~ce to and from this address may be sebject to the IFlo~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorizea state official (NCGS, ch, I32), Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday 3:57 PM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Official Visit calls 

Yes, it includes while the PSA is in transit to the visit. See Bylaw 13.1.3,3.1.1 below, 
Amy 
13.13.3.11 Telephone Calls in Conjunction With Official Visit. 

Athletics department staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the 

prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his or her official visit. (See Bylaw 

11.7.1.2.2.) (Adopted: 1/16/10 effective 8/1/10) 

>>> Joe Haydon 3:43 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
[just want to confirm: Staff (myself, Marcus, etc.) can make calls to recruits while they are here on official visits. Does that time period start when they are en route to UNC for 
the start of the official visit? 
Thanks, 
Joe 
Joe Haydon 
Diiector of Football Operations 

U~iversi~y of N or~h (]arolin~ 

Pho*xe: 919.81,3.2572 
Fax: 9 ] 9,’,:)6~.0~g98 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 5:54 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: NLIs 

They’re coming but won’t be on GIA, so no NLIs for them. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 11/7/2012 8:17 AM > > > 

won’t be signing with us? 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 20i2 7:45 PM 
To: Kathy Griggs; Torn -i3mmermans 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject:      NiTs 

See attached for the NLIs hold on until we get the go ahead from Vince she’s not cleared by Admissions yet. 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday :8:28 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc=edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince~ 

We received NLI/ASA request for the following Currently they are not on your spreadsheet. 

Tom 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 6:50 PM >>> 
<!--[if mso 9]--><!--[endif]--> 

All, 

Please see the updated version attached and let me know if any additions/deletions,’update~’changes should be made, Thanks for )’our help, 

Vince 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, Wally <wficha@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 7:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Vince, 
No progress on speaking to on having do an internship through them for his requirement. I called one of the professors 3[ am familiar with and have not heard 
back from her yet. In the meantime, has enrolled in Exss for spring 2023 which is the class in his major that fulfills the requirement. I will let you know if anything 
else develops with this case. 
Wally 

From: Vince Ille [ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 7:22 PM 
To; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: 

Wally, 
Any progress with and the possible internship for the 

please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

course he needs’? Just checking. I want to keep this on my list, so if there is anything I can do to assist, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 1                8:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Academics 

Hi Vince --.This was also discussed at FAC on Tuesday since CD also contacted Bey Foster, his FAC liaison. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Academics 

11:30 AM 

Lissa, 

I don’t know if this is a situation we might want to share with appropriate groups at some time or not. But I want k~ keep you in the loop on any issue that involves 

student-athletes and thculty. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                10:01 AM 
To: Mack, Ken; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham 
Cc:        ~gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos; Kyle Kiss; Trevor Chinn; Spencer Welborn 
Subject: Academics 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday. He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue. However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s/a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare, We all know how irnportant review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s. The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling. I wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout, We drive in vans to              check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 

workout, We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        is supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC. 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. Iwant to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair. We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s/a’s and when something like this happens they get a different message. I hope at some point we are 

able to change this, 

Res pectfu I ly, 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Oarmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, [1:20 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting 

We will meet today at lp and discuss the happenings at ACC Meetings... 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <]oyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:15 PM 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; CLARK SMITH Dhotmail.com >; Angle 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry < candrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton 

< kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 

< rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Hum phries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> ....... _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

David Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: It’s that time again--2nd Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot-Luck[! 

Here we go! The list of "gourmet" side dishes is beginning to growl! Please let me know what you plan on bringing! 

We are also taking volunteers to provide the turkey and ham. if you are willing to provide either...dust let me know!! 

it won’t be Thanksgiving without ol’ Tom Turkey and Happy Ham!! 

Here’s what we have so far: 

Joyce crock pot mac ’n cheese 

Amy rolls (note: it’s something that isn’t green!) 

Molly sweet potato pie 

Kent beverages 

Rachel her world famous brie ’n crackers 

Paul paper goods (he said he is know for his paper products!) 

Clark jello (ask him what his secret recipe is!) 

Rick Kiersten’s famous snickerdoodle cookies 

Michael this should be awesome, as he is waiting on his cookbooks to inspire him on what to bring...hmmmm ....... 

Gonna be a great feast next Tuesday!! 

And while we are preparing for feasting and enjoying this wonderful holiday, let’s see what we can do to help folks less fortunate than we are. 

To promote Kent’s wonderful suggestion, please bring non perishable and canned food items on Tuesday to donate 

to the Food Bank. Kent and Kathy D. have offered to deliver our donations. What a great way to share our good fortunes, 

and make Thanksgiving a true giving of thanks for others. 

Joyce 

>>> Joyce Dalgleisk .     1:33 PM >>> 

Mmmmm.....good!! Time again for our annual Thanksgiving Pot luck luncheon!! 

A time of fun, food, laughter, food, giving of thanks, food, more laughter, food, food and more food!!! 

Mark you calendars, get your creative culinary juices flowing and let me know what you 

plan to bring so we don’t have tons of duplicate dishes!! 

WHEN: Tuesday, 

TIME: 11:30 gathering time and turkey carving time 

WHERE: EWAC "Banquet Hall" (Room 216) 

Can’t wait for the festivities to begin!! 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:09 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Vince 

Sent from my iPhoue 

On , at 9:05 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille({~emaJl.unc~edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endi/]--> 

I just sent Barbara an email. IfI don’t hear from her, you or I can just give her a call. I know she is traveling now. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:37 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Cc: Mack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Subject: 

Lance/Vince, can you guys give me some advice on at what point I should contact Barbara on a decision for this kid? Still have heard nothing from her, 

is the kid who we want to be admitted competitively. 
<imageOO2.jpg> 

This 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Barbara, he only took the math portion of SAT, he already had taken and scored 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 1:02 AM > > > 

C.D.7 

Thanks for this information. The attached scores are only the mathematics score. Do you have his updated critical reading and writing scores? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Barbara 
Connected by DROID on Vefizon Wireless 

Original message 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, 18:57:16 GMT+00:00 
Subject: 

Updated board scores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

You should have his previous scores. If you don’t, let me know and we will send them over. 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 1:02 AM > > > 

C.D,7 

Thanks for this information. The attached scores are only the mathematics score. Do you have his updated critical reading and writing scores? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Barbara 
Connected by DROID on Verizon Wire!ess 

Original message 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tue, 18:57:16 GMT+00:00 
Subject: 

Updated board scores 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - GEORGIA TECH - 1 1/10/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps (departing at 3:15 p.m.) 

Ray Shearon, Allison Bass (departing at 3:15 p.m.) 

(departing at 3:15 p.m.), 
Jimmy Roberson, Tracy Harris (check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Bernie Williams 

Charlie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
iSections 106/107-111/112) 

(Sections 200-205/206) 
Kyle Milks (Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (Roaming after end of 1st quarter) 
(Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein (departing at 3:15 p.m.) Charles Robinson replaces 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Grant Leiendecker 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

Gary Burns 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: 
Gate 2: 

Gate 3: 
Gate 5: 
Gate 6: 
Blue Zone South: 

Blue Zone North: 
Will Call Drop off 
Recruit Check in: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:33 PM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; )uncaa unc edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MBB Legislative Proposals 

MBB Proposals.pdf 

Coach Holladay, 

There are 2 legislative proposals in the hopper specific to MBB. Can you talk to Coach Williams about these and let me know what your position is on them? 

1) 84 A: VV~II eliminate the 5p start time on the permissible practice date, which basically means that you could practice at any time on the first permissible day of 

practice. 

2) 85: Would establish a new means by which the first date of practice will be determined. Instead of the Friday nearest, , it would change to "the date that 

is 40 days before the date of the institution’s first regular season contest." Additionally, it would specify that during those 40 days, an institution would not be permitted to 
engage in more than 30 days of countable athletically related activities before its first regular season contest. So, essentially, you would have to take 10 days off during those 

first 40 days of practice. 

Please let me know whether you all support these proposals or not. In case you want additional information about the rationale for the proposals, ] am attaching a PDF 

with the full text of the proposal. 

Along with your positions, if you have additional comments that you would like for us to provide to the ACC, please let me know that, too, and ] will pass them on through 

Lissa at voting time. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:02 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Swim/Dive Pre Admit Letter requests 

Looks correct to me, 

Tom 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2:59 PM >>> 

Just to make sure I’m onthe same page, only will be sent NLI from the list below. Is that correct? Thanks. 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Friday, I               8:11 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Larry Gallo 
Subject" Swim/Dive Pre Admit Letter requests 

Barbara: 

From my review of today’s Admissions report .... 

Please send, as soon as possibile, a pre admit letter to the following: 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
.__w’2__v___w__._g__o_b_~__e_[_s_:_c_£4 E! 

www.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:11 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 1st Quarter Grades for (WLAX) 

Hi Everyone, 
Please see unofficial grades from 

Have a great weekend! 

>>> > 

Dear Coach Barnes, 

Here is what I have on for the 1st Quarter: 

2:58 PM > > > 

Hope this helps....sorry could not get to you until today. Let rne know if you or the admission committee need anything further. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lalce Markos <marko@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Introduction aM Contact Information 

It appears as though Matt’s emails won’t come through to us in (koupWise, either... :-( 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hermal, Amy S" <ai schae(i~email amc.edu> 

Date:                5:47:26 PM EDT 

To: "Amy t temm~" <aj schae(a) unc~m amc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Introduction and Contact Information 

Sere from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bu~emeister, Matt" <mbu~emeister@theacc.org> 
Date:                3:08:45 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu)" <aaker(a)bc.edu>, "Aimee Letum~y (aletu~my(a)adminZsu.edu)" <aletu~my@adminZsu.edu>, "Alex 
" " ~ ~" " ~ Alex Eaton (aeat~ niau nd.~&~) <aeaton(a~umd.edu>, "Amanda Gray Dommato(adommat>ic~fs~edn) <adominato(a~tLedu>, " ~ ~ " 

( 
~y_._3_£q2__c_]__ej:_n__~?__n_:__e__d___t_0’ ’ < _~_tg !5_t.v 3 @ _c_’_l_ _e_ _ _n_ :t ! ~r_L _e_d_ _u>, "Amy U enn ml ( _~ £ _@__g__e_ ~)__u_n__c_2 _e_d___u- )"~-~aj_~_c_]za_e/~__uj)__c_:__e__d_gT,, "Amy Herman 

(aj_~_c_]za_e/~uncaa.mlc.edu)" ~ai__s__c_!)__a_~__u__r!_c__~_t_’4:__ujzc_:__e_d__u>, "Andy Campbell (3:y__c_j4!inji?_b__2_@_c__l__e_E!~Rr_t__:e_d_u__)" <32Lc__~_~!R_b_2_C~2__c_!__e__r__n_m!)_:_e___@_ >, "Angel 

Cavanaugh (~2e..~.e..r.Z~c...e..~:i*.;g.i!).i‘.4.~e...d...u..)’’~N~.(a2..e.N.~.j..c..e...s.~yg.i..r1i~.e...d....~>, "Art Markos (’_a_4N~2Ej!gi_l~i~:_e__d___t_0" <-~y_i__rgj___m_:_a_:_e___d___u_>, "Bea 

Locklin (blockljn@vt.edu)" <blocMin@vt.edu>, Brad Boswell <bboswell@atNetics.gatech.edu>, "Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu)" 

<cbwoodv(aMera~:m.edu>, "Bmndi Guerinot (brandi.guerinot(d~bc.e&0" <braMi.guefinot~bc.edu>, Brat Cowley <bcowle>a)fsu.edu>, 

"Brett LW (bdll 1 ([gmv.fsu.e&0" <bdll l(~mv.fsu.edu>, "Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb,@~vt.e&0" qncsorlbb~vt.edu>, "Carly Pariseau 

(carlv.pariseau(f~)bc~edu)" <carly~pafiseau(~bc.edu>, "Came DwIe (came doyle([gncsu.edu)" <carrie do,,de@ncsu.edu>, "Cathy Jones 

(cmiones(~admin.fsu.edu)" <cmjolms(g~)adrain.fsu.edu>, "Chris James (cmiame02(~syr.edu)" <cmiame02@syr.edu>, "Christopher B. 

Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu)" <ckennedv(,;~acpub.duke.edu>, "Cindy Haa:tmaim (charlmann@duaa.dtke.edn)" 

<clmrtmann(i~duaa.duke.edu>, "Cody Gambler (cgambleffa) umd.edu)" <cgamNer(i~umd.edu>, "Craig Andermn (ceander4@ncsu.edu)" 

<cemMer4(a)ncstLedu~>, "Dan Bartholomae (dbar~holonme@athletics.pitt.edu)" <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Dan Isaf 

(dmisafft{syr.edu)" <dmisat~&syr.edu>, "Dan Raben (d.rabe!~l~;miami:edu)" <d.rabeM (a2miani:edu>, "Dan Trump (d~am~a2tmM:edu)" 

<~__r_w_0)__u_~!_~_~:__e_d__~!>, "DaNe Daluisio (_d_~_~La_!__u_j_~{R@_@!Le__t_j__c_~:g_~_t_t__e__c_’__~_L_e__d_~!)" <._d_&_’__]___u__i_~i£@~_fl_)_!__e_tj__c_~:g~t__e_c__I!:_e_d_u_>, "David Reed 

(_Le__e_st_~2__n_)_i_g__r_~3i_:_e_d__g.)" <!:_e_e__~_~_(a2__r_~3i::a__r__n__i_:_e_d__a>, "Deborah Foley (st__t_~Le_.v@Lr_ti_s_4__r_ti:_e_d_u_)" <._d_fi?_l__e_.~!@L_n!_’_a_4N:_e_d__g.>, "Eric Baumgs~’tner 

(_e___nj__l?__8j:_-/~_y_iN!)_i~:_e_d__~!y <.e___r_@__8_’pL~25!iN_~3i_g_:_e___d____~, "Erin Moran (._e_:~!9_L~_Ln__2__@__u__r_~z~::a_Ln__i_:_e_d_u_)" <.e_A:n__££_aj_g_(a2_t_~__n_j_i~_n_j_i:_e_d__t_~>, "Erlease Wagner 

(erleasemi%syr:edu) <-edeamm!~z)syr:edu~-, Heather Robertson (hembert@vt.edu) <herobe~*@vt.edu>, "Jmmifer Santiago 
(iasanfiago~a&nin.fsu.eduY’ <iasanfi~o(?gMmin.fsuMu>, "Jerome Rodgers (irodgers~athletics.gatech.edu)" 

<irodgers(a)athlefics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry (imcurrv(?gfsuMu)" <imcunv~fsu.edu>, "Khadian Kelly (k.kelN3(?gmiami.edu" 
<k.kell,i3~n~iami.e&~>, "Kirsten Elleby (elleb’ikc~w~.e&)" <ellebvkc(a)wfu.edu>, "Lance Markos (mmkos(d~uncaa.unc.e&H’ 

<mmko~@~uncaa.unc.e&~>, Marissa Sprick <mcsl lc(a)my~gu~edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranclg(-gurad.edu)" <mframk(d~umd.edu>, 

Meeghm~ Ford <mplbrd@ncsu.edu>, "Merlene Aitken (maitken(a)athletics.gatech.e&0" <maitken(a)athletics.gatech.edu>, "Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee(tbncsu.edu)" <michelle lee(i~ncsu.edu>,                                       ?~email.tmc.e&P, 
u))mcaaamc.edu>, "Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.dnke.edu)" <ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu>, Paul 

Pogge <ppogge(tbmmaa.unc.edu~>, "Rob Slavis (rsh~s(a~)vi~inia.edu)" <rslaviart{vi!~mia.edu>, "Robin Pate (robin pate(i~ncsn.edu)" 

<g?_~_?!r_!__tLaj~!)_c__}_u__:_e_d__~j7,, "Robin Queen (m_~Le__e___n_~O2_g__d___n_)_i__n_:_t_)__u_:_e___@_)" <_r__q__u__e_e__rL(a2_’_a_d__r__n_j__r_L_l)__u_:__e__d_t_t.>, "Rocky Mosquera 

( __m__!~_?_~t _u__e__r_g_,@_~_t_t_!:~_Le_fi__c_~:p_ j_t_!:_e_d_u_ )’ ’ < L~__r_t_~_?__sK _u__e2~.~ _a_ _t_ _I_ _fl_ _e_ _t_ i _ _c_ ~: P_i_t_t_:_e_d_ _a>,’                                ~_21is_e__:_u_n_c_:_e_d__t_t_7", 

~)mcaa.unc.edu> Sara Shaw <sshaw@fisu.edu> "Sarah Helfer 
(shelfer(a)duaa.duke.edu) .... shelier(&duaa.duke.edu>, StephaNe Ellison (saellis~    ~_~cle nson:edu) <~saellis~)clemson-~    ~_~       .edu>, Susan Malov, 

(sbmalov(?~unc~.unc.edu)" <sbraalov~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tim Parker (tpa/ker~vt.edu)" <tparker~f~)vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston 

(hait~tct~i~v~t’u.edu)" <hairstct(a)wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (tmesilxw(gMuaa.duke.edu)" <traesibov~duaa.duke.edu>, "Tom Timmermam 

~gmail.cora)" <            ~)gmail.com >, "Tom Timmermans (timmennat~@xmcaaamc.edu)" 

<tin~raemmns,~?~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tony Hemandez (themandez~n~iami.e&0" <themandez~miamLedu>, "Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfi~chs~;t?~u.edu)" <vthcha@fsn.edu>, "Vicki Saflb-Km~taka (vsarfoka~vt.edu)" <vsartbka@vt.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.~mc.edu>, 
"Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya~;bc.edu>, "Zac Saunders (zsaunders(a)athletics.piti.edu)" <zsamMers(a)athletics.piti.edu~> 

Ce: "}tostetter, Brad" <bhostetter(i~theacc.org>, "Brown, Shamaree" <sbrown@theacc.org>, "}taith, Tracey" <thaith(&theacc.org> 

Subject: Introduction and Contact Information 

Happy Friday everyone, 
I hope this note finds you all doing well. Now that I have officially started in the ACC office, I wanted to send a quick note of introduction. I have had 
the chance to speak or exchange email with some of you this week, but wanted to touch base with everyone. I am excited to join the ACC and 
look forward to working with each of you. The compliance meeting in a couple weeks should give me a chance to meet some of you that I do not 
already know. 
I also wanted to make sure everyone has my contact information, which is included below. Next week, we will distribute updated information on 



staff responsibilities and who to contact for what issues. In the meantime, please don’t hesitate to let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks and have a great weekend, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
E ]__b__u__r_ g_&r_[)_e__ Ls_’_t_&r_ @_t__h__&a___c_’_c__:_o__r_ g 
Phone: 336-369-4641 
Cell: 
Fax: 336-369-0065 

Xll c, id:image002 p-rig@0 !CD,~’~DED 8 !8FED00 

<imageO01 .png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

Brian Kalbas < bka[bas@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C[int Gwaltney <cgwa[tney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Posse <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

and ScoreBands 

Brian, 
Here is my take on this situation, along with the appropriate bylaws. 

There is an exception (Bylaw 12.1.2.4.13, pasted below in blue) that permits prospective student athletes (who have not yet become student athletes) to receive free 

equipment and apparel directly from manufacturers, provided the following circumstances are met: 

1) The items have to be related to the sport of tennis (in this case) and have to be received by       directly from the manufacturer. It appears this would be met. 

2)      cannot enter into an arrangement with the manufacturer that would let      go to commercial establishments that sell the product and select items from that 

vendor. In other words, if ScoreBands are sold at Dick’s Sporting Goods, the ScoreBands folks cannot permit       to go to Dick’s Sporting Goods and select ScoreBands 

equipment/apparel, The only way she can get the equipment!apparel is directly from the rnanufacturer no commercial establishment that sells the product can be involved. 

Again, this shouldn’t be too difficult, 

3) Our coaching staff cannot be at all involved in the process of connecting       with a manufacturer, it seems from the email that ScoreBands approached 

themselves, but please confirm Brian, that you were not involved on the front end of this at all. 

If all of these circumstances are met, then it is fine for to receive free equipment and apparel from ScoreBands. However, her receipt of these items must cease 
immediately when she becomes a student-athlete. Will be coming to summer school next summer prior to enrollment? If so, then we would want for her to cut off 

receipt of this equipment/apparel upon her enrollment in summer school in June. 

Now, with regard to the promotion of the product, another rule comes into play (Bylaws 12.5.2.1 and 12.5.2.1.1, pasted below in red). While such an activity is strictly 

prohibited for student athletes, there is legislation that permits a prospective student athlete, prior to enrollment, to permit the use of her name or picture to advertise or 

promote the sale of a commercial product. Additionally, prospective student athletes can receive remuneration for endorsing a commercial product through his/her use of 

the product. HOWEVER, the caveat here is that immediately upon becoming a student-athlete,       would need to take the necessary steps to retract her 
permission for the use of her picture in any advertising for ScoreBands, and she would have to cease all remuneration for such an arrangement, To be sure that we_ 

have covered our bases with this we will need to have something formal in writino from ScoreBands that indicates time date on which all remuneration and use of 
name!picture in any form of advertisement would cease, At this point, as well, would have to cease all advertising that she is doing on behalf of the company, as well 

(e,g,, social media chatter, etc.), 

With regard to payment based on commission for referrals, I agree with the ScoreBands folks that this would not be permitted, as it would go beyond "remuneration for 

endorsing a product through her use of the product". So we need to stay away from any payments of this sort. 

So, based on this information, here is a summary of what we can do: 

1) It is permissible for ScoreBands to provide       Mth ScoreBands, as well as other ScoreBand shirts/gear, provided it is qear specifically related to the sport of tennis 

(per Bylaw 12.1.2.4.13), So it would need to be tennis specific gear, not simply gear with a ScoreBands logo, etc. 

2) ScoreBands would be permitted to use        lame and images of her in their promotional materials. 

3)       would be permitted to provide a testimonial and mention ScoreBands on her social media accounts, as well as spread the word amongst players and coaches, 

4) BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY, all of the above activities would have to cease as of a specific date, which we will work together to determine, Once the appropriate date is 

determined we will need something in writing, signed by both ScoreBands reps and that indicate their complete understanding of this regulation and commitment to 

compliance with it. 

So, in conclusion, here is the future task list as I see it: 

1) Brian, please confirm that you were not involved with ScoreBands or n the solicitation of this opportunity. 

2) Please submit a list of gear/clothing/equipment that will be provided to We will review this list, confirm that it is tennis specific, and keep it on file. 

3) Brian, please confirm whether or not will be attending 2nd session summer school next year (if that decision has been made), This will assist me in determining the 

date on which all arrangements must cease. 

4) Once I have determined a date, I will draft up a statement for both ScoreBands and Lo sign regarding the termination of any promotional activities and receipt of 

equipment/gear. 

I hope this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any questions, and I will await the information requested above. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

12.1,2.4.13 Exception for Receipt of Free Equipment and Apparel Items by a Prospective Student-Athlete, 

It is permissible for prospective student athletes (as opposed to student athletes) to receive free equipment and apparel items for personal use from apparel or equipment 

manufacturers or distributors under the following circumstances: (Adopted: 1/11/97) 

(a) 1he apparel or equipment items are related to the prospective student athlete’s sport and are received directly from an apparel or equipment manufacturer or distributor; 

(b) The prospective student athlete does not enter into an arrangement (e.g., open account) with an apparel or equipment manufacturer or distributor that permits the 

prospective student athlete to select apparel and equipment items from a commercial establishment of the manufacturer or distributor; and 

(c) A rrlember institution’s coach is not involved in any manner in identifying or assisting an apparel or equipment marlufacturer or distributor in determining whether a 

prospective student athlete is to receive any apparel or equipment items. 

12.5 2.1 Advertisements and Promotions After Becoming a Student-Athlete, 

After becoming a student athlete, an individual simal[ not be eligible for participation in intercoilegiate athletics if time individual: 

(a) Accepts any remuneration for or permits the use of his or her name or picture to ;advertise, recommend or promote directly the sale or use of a commercial product or 
service of ary kh’d; or 

(b) Receives remuneration for endorsing a commercial product or service through the individuai’s use of such product or service. 

:[2,5.2,1,1 Exceptions, 

1he irdividuai’s eiigibiJi:y wii[ not be affec:ed, provided the irdividual participated in such activities prior :o enrolJment and the individual: 

(a) Meets the conditions set fortim in Bylaw 12.5,1.3 timat wouid permit continuation of such activities; or 

(b) Takes appropriate steps upon becominq a student athiete ro retract permission for the use of his or her name or picture and ceases receipt of any remuneration for such 



an arrangement, 

/\ n~, i~, ¢- i" ~:~ :.: n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brian Kalba! 7:47AM >>> 

Lance and Amy 

This is an email from who is going to sign with us in 

me know if any, all or nothing can be done with this company?? 

Thanks 

She was asking me if this was legal by NCAA standards to promote this product. Can you let 

>>> @yahoo.com> 6:20 PM >>> 

Sorry for some reason I couldn’t forward it so I just copied and pasted the message below. Thanks! 

Thanks so much for getting back to me! 

We are aware of this issue and absolutely do not want to infringe on your eligibility. This too is our first concern. 

As a new company with a new product, we are mainly trying to get the word out about ScoreBand. So, if it would not infringe on your eligibility, what 
we would like to do is: 

- Supply you with an assortment of ScoreBands to wear during play/practice/or off the court 
- Supply you with ScoreBand shirts/gear 
- Release on social media that you are a new ScoreBand player/ambassador 
- Use images of you playing with ScoreBand 
- Ask for a testimonial supporting the product (assuming you like it!) 
- Request that you mention us on your social media accounts and spread the word amongst other players and coaches 

I am pretty sure that direct payment to you would be a violation, otherwise, we could consider a commission for referrals as well. 

Let me know what you think and if any of the above would be a violation. Thanks!" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, I 2:25 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

I’m not sure why you don’t have more current docs but we will get them over to you; including his most recent board results. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> _~:17 PM >>> 

C.D1, 

SorD" for the delay, For snme reason, your eaHk~r emaiI went into my spanl box. ] think we r~ow have that issue fixed, 

The cmTent transcript ] have %]:      )nly reflects his grades through the M]] of his jm~ior year, Those fail grades declined from his earlier per%rmance, Be%re I 
can determine if t~e can be competitive, ~[ n eed to see a transc~’ipt reflecting t~s entire jblil[OY year pe~’formance, If you call get tidal %r hie, I’]1 ~’e~qew it ASAP, 
(Transcript we have shows h~s high school GPA as    and his class rar~k as ] only ,nent-~on tile rank as an k~d~cation that a doesn’t necessarily 
represent what it once did.} 

Based on out-off.state competittvenes needs a slot ~or admission, 

Let me know if you have other questions or you ape able to get current transcript 

E~a~’bara 

}~arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy D~re.ctor 

Office ofU1xiergrad uate Admisskms 

lJn~vers~tv of North Carolil]a at CD.ape] Hi][ 
Phone: {il {i--966 -3{~,q{i 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Markos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara!JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; theywill go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~ 

Re: FW: - Review of Admission 

Thanks Vince, look forward to seeing you next week. 

Have a safe weekend. Joe 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu;, 7:03 PM >>~ 

Joe, 

Was wrong about time next week. Please note that aJ~d Barbara will assign you a time. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 7:02 PM 
To: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Montgomery, John R (jmont@unc.edu), ’Matt Terrell’~ Woodard, Harold (harold_woodard@unc.edu)~ Welborn, Spencer (swelborn@email.unc.edu), Polk, Barbara 3o 
(bpolkOadmissions.unc.edu) 
Subject - Review of Admission 
Coach Bmschi, 
Please be prepared to presen!         academic credentials and academic plan to the faculty committee during its meeting that ~ifi~ at ~ ~ i~ ~ ~@ne~ay 

in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 
Please ensure that all nmterials required for the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessary materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 

score(s) (which may already be on file?), and any additional printed intbrmation you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee 

members will expect to ~e and hear specific intbrmation about your team’s academic pertbrmance, how current and past team members approved by the committee 

have perfonned, and some insight into your team’s culture. Fve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional information, please 

contact Barbara or me. Thanks for your help. 
gince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Friday, 9:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: 

gince, 

Yes I would, my schedule has been packed this week, heading out on recruiting trail for weekend. 
Is Monday too late to talk? 
Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

OI at 2:51 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Jemay, 
> If you would still like to consider signing 
> Vmce 
> 

> From: Ille, Vmce 
> Sent: Thursday, 7:43 PM 
> To: Levy, Jelmifer S 
> Subject: RE: Touching base about a 
> 

> Jenny, 
> Please give me a call if you’d like to sign 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
> To: ’Jenny Levy’ 
> Subject: RE: Touching base about a signee 
> 

> Hi Jenny, 
> Just left you a voicemail Please call me on my cell phone 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Jenny Levv [mmltcvuncwl~x({r)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Touching base about a signee 
> 

> Hi Vmce, 
> 

in November, please contact me Thanks. 

signee 

in November We’ll need to talk. Thanks 

whenever you want to discuss Thanks. 

> Let me know when a good time would be to talk via Phone about           one of out 
SAT score for her and her core GPA is a So I have a few questions to ask you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jenny 
> 

> 

> [cid:image001 .jpg@01 CDB866.86TD148D0]<http ://tarheelblue. c stv. c omisports/w-lacr os/unc-w-lacr os-bodv .html> 
> 

> [cid:image002.jpg@01CDB866.86TD148D0]<http://www.facebook.comiuncwlax> [cid:mlage003.jpg@01CDB866.86D148D0] <http:/itwitter.com/LrNC~3,%ax> 
> 

> Carolina : Surr~ler Camps 
> REGISTER NOWt 
> ~axw.carolinalacrossecamps.com;<http:i/w~ax.carolinalacrossecamps.corrb’> 
> 

> 

> 

> <TEXT.h~n> 
> <image001.jpg> 
> <image002.jpg> 
> <image003.jpg> 

commitments She is taking the SAT’s this weekend for the first time, so we do not have an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:13 AM 

~aol.com; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu~; Blanchard, John G <johnblanchar@unc.edu> 

Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Appendix B Spring PRAC.pdf 

Vince and Doc, 

Please see below and attached. For a number of semesters our cheedeading team has applied for and been granted priority registration. One previous semester 

it was denied but then granted after an appeal, whUe all the others it was granted based on the initial application. Given the numerous practice and game 

commitments priority r~-_~gistration is w?ry important h:~r these students, particularly so in the spring when postseason trav~:_~l h:~r men’s and wom~:_~n’s bask~:_d:ball 

tak~-_!s tl’u:_!m on the-_! road a gr~-_!at deal. 

Their application for’.          was denied. Head Coach Brown Wafters has [:oflowed up with Chris Derickson in the registr~q5 office and provided more 

information, b[Jt with registration beginning on Tuesday Brown and 1 are both concerned that there was not enough time allowed for an appeal process. 

If either of you know of any additional steps that Brown or I can take to help secure priority registration for the Cheerleading squad in please let us 

know 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brown Waiters [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 7:22 PP1 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: My contact information 
Chris, 
I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration is a privilege and I appreciate the opportunity to apply for it. I have attached some additional 
information about our program. If you would, please read it. If you think there is anything that I have not included or that might be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. 
Thanks again. 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

To: bnwunc ~_a__o__[:_c___o_m > 
Sent: Fri, I 12:16 pm 
Subject: My contact information 

Brown - 
Here’s my contact information, including my direct number below. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962 -8289 
F- 919-962-1655 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 2:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I can call tonight? Or tomolTow after 1130 

Sent from my iPhone 

Oli at 2:27 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Monday isn’t too late. When are you available for a call? I’m in meetings from 7:30-11:30 then have a short break to talk before the next thing.. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jelmy Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:34 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU61ENhclm~51FJ1ZWQ    ?> 
> glnce, 

> Yes I would, my schedule has been packed this week, heading out on recruiting trail for weekend. 
> Is Monday too late to talk? 
> Jenny 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 2:51 PM. "Ille, Vince" <i]le@emai].unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Jenny, 
>> If you would still like to consider signing n November, please contact me ’]7hanks. 
>> VJllce 

>> 

>> From: If]e, Vmce 
>> Sent: ~Ihursday, 7:43 PM 
>> To: Levy, Jennifer S 
>> SubJect: RE: Touching base about a signee 
>> 

>> Jenny, 
>> Please give me a call if you’d like to sign n November We’ll need to talk Thanks. 
>> Vince 
>> 

>> From: ]lie, Vince 
>> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
>> To: ’Jenny Levy’ 
>> Subject: RE: Touching base about a ~ignee 
>> 

>> Hi Jenny, 
>> Just le[’t you a voicemail. Please call me on my cell phone ~’henever you want to discuss Thanks. 
>> VJllce 

>> 

>> From: Jenny Levy [mailto:uncwlax,@,uncaa.tmc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Touching base about a ~ignee 
>> 

>> Hi Vince, 
>> 

>> Let me 1,mow when a good time would be to talk via Phone about one of our 
SAT score for her and her core So I have a few questions to ask your 
>> 

>> Thatfi(s, 
>> 

>> Jenny 
>> 

>> 

>> [cid:image001.jpg@01CDB866.86D~48D~]<http://tarheelb~ue.cstv.c~m;sp~rts/W-~acr~s&nc-w~acr~s-b~dv.htm~> 
>> 

>> [cid:imageOO2.jpg@O1CDB866.86D148DO]<http://www.facebook.com,’tmcwlax> [cid:image003.jpg@01CDB866.86D148D0] <http:i/twittcr.com/L~’~’CVVLax> 
>> 

>> Carolina Sun.her Camps 
>> REGISTER NOW! 
>> www. car olinalacrossecamps, com,’<http :i/www. carolinalacrossecamps, corr~’> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> <TEXT htm~ 
>> <image001.jpg> 
>> <image002.jpg> 
>> <image003.jpg> 
> 

corrmfitments. She is taking the SAT’s this weekend for the first time, so we do not have an 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@Amcaa.unc.edu’- 

Sunday, 5:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Will do- have a good night, 
Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tomorrow after 11:30 is good¯ Please call my cell 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jenny Levy [mailto:ul~cwlaxPa)uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 2:50 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Sulziect: ?utf-8?B?UmU61EETnc1~x51FJ1ZWQ ?> 
> I can call tonigN? Or tomorrow after 1130 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

¯ Thanks. 

conm~itments. She is taking the SAT’s this weekend for the first time, so vie do not have an 

> On , at 2:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Mnnday isn’t too late When are you available for a call? I’m m meetings from 7:30-1 ] :30 then have a short break to talk before the next thing¯¯ 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jenny Le’~" [mailto:uncwhx~uncaa.unc edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 9:34 PM 
>> To: IHe, Vince 
>> Sutzject: ?ut[-8?B?UmU6IENhcmx5IFJIZWQ ?> 
>> Vince, 
>> Yes I would, my schedule has been packed this week, heading out on recruiting trail for weekend¯ 
>> Is Monday to() late to talk? 
>> Jenny 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 2:51 PM, "Ille, Vince" <iHe@emaihunc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Jenny, 
>>> If you would still like to consider signing in November, please contact me. Thanks¯ 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Ille, Vince 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 7:43 PM 
>>> To: Levy, Jennifer S 
>>> Subject: RE: Touching base about a signee 
>>> 

>>> Jemly, 
>>> Please gb, re me a call if you’d like to sigl ," in November. We’ll need to talk. Thanks. 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Ille, Vince 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
>>> To: ’Jenny Levy’ 
>>> Subject: RE: Touching base about a :ignee 
>>> 

>>> Hi Jenny, 
>>> Just left you a voicemail. Please call me on my cell phone whenever you want to discuss Thanks. 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Jenny Lewj [mailto:tmcwlax(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 
>>> To: Ille, Vince 
>>> Subject: Touching base about a signee 
>>> 

>>> Hi Vince, 
>>> 

>>> Let me know when a good time would be to talk via Phone abou one of our 
SAT score for her and her cor, So I have a few questions to ask your 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 

>>> Jenny 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> [cid:image001 jpg@01CDB866.86D148D0]<http://tarheelblue.cstv, com/sports/w-lacros/unc-w-lacros-bo@.html> 
>>> 

>>> [cid:imageOO2jpg@O1CDB866.86D148DO]<http://wwwfacebook.com/uncwlax> [cid:image003.jpg@01CDB866 86D148D0] <http://twitter com/UNCWLax> 
>>> 

>>> Carolina ummer Camps 
>>> REGISTER NOW[ 
>>> ww~a, carolinalacrossecamps com/<http://www.carolinalacrossecamps com/> 
>>> 



>>> 

>>> 

>>> <TEXT hun> 

>>> <image001 jpg> 

>>> <image002.jpg> 

>>> <image003 jpg> 

> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 7:05 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Based on my experience with previous priority registration meetings, there was much more discussion this time about each group’s application. ] cannot remember everything 
that was discussed about cheerleading, but I do think that one of the issues was that, in the past, they only submitted some members of their squads. This year was the first 

year they submitted everyone’s names and I don’t think they did a clear job of differentiating why this year was different. They might have been better off just listing those 

who actually travel with the basketball teams and who have the most time commitments because I think the committee is aware that the same cheerleader is not cheering at a 

men’s basketball game, a women’s basketball game and at time wrestling meet. 

In general, I think there was a sense among the committee that they were just rubber stamping these applications in the past and they denied all the groups who did not 

provide enough data to show why they truly needed priority registration. Cheerleading was not the only group denied who had been approved in the past. I was a little 

scared for a while that they were going to deny our off season sports, too (which they decided to separate into a separate group even though we submitted all athletes 

together). [ think it would be helpful if the cheerleading coach included a more thorough sample schedule. We create Excel spreadsheets which show a typical schedule for 

every single athletic team and I think that helps our application. 

My understanding is that the committee is going to only be able to decide appeals through email because they do not have time to meet again. Maybe if they submit more 

documentation of a typical weekly schedule, that might help? 
Let me know if you need more information, 

Jenn 

>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 2:21 PM >>> 

,JellYl, 

Any thoughts? Thmlks. 

ViIICe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Saturday,                 7:13 AM 

To:       ~aol.com; llle, Vince; Blanchard, John G 
Subject: Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Vince and Doc, 

Please see b~-_~low a~ld attac~rled. For a number o~ semesters our cheerleading team has appli~-’_~d for afld been grarlted priority r~-’_~gisl:ratiorl. Ofle previous semester it 

was denied buL then granted afLer an appeal, while all the others it was granted based on Lhe initial applicatiorL Given the numerous practice and game 

commitments priority registration is very imporLant for these students, particularly so in Lhe spring when postseason travel for men’s and women’s baskeL~alf takes 

them on the road a great deal 

Their application for           was deni~-:~d. Head Coach [~rown Waiters has followed up with Chris Derickson in the regist:rar"s office and provid~-:~d rnore 

inR~rrnation, but: with registration beginning on Tuesday Brown and t are both concerned that: there was not ~-:mough time allowed for an appeal process, 

If either of you know of any additional steps thaL Brown or I can Lake Lo help secure priority registration for the Cheerleading squad in ! please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brown Waiters :_@_a__o__Lc__9___m_] 
Sent: Friday, 7:22 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: My contact information 

Chris, 
I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration is a privilege and I appreciate the opportunity to apply for it. I have attached some additional 
information about our program. If you would, please read it. If you think there is anything that I have not included or that might be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. 
Thanks again. 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson(Lg, unc.edu> 

To:l ~,aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, 12:16 pm 
Subject: My contact information 

Brown - 
Here’s my contact information, including my direct number below. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, I 7:28 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Vince, 
I have not been involved either. [ was going suggest contacting Jenn as she did lead the effort for student athletes. So, you’ve got it covered. We did have a faculty person 

who was a great contact for us but he is no longer involved. Wish I could help more. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O, Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327>>> "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 2:23 PM >>> 

John, 

Any thoughts would be appreciated. I was not involved in the application process at any point. I believe that Harold had Jenn Townsend take the lead on this issue. I’ve 

emailed her asking for her ideas as well. Thanks. 

Uince 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Saturday,                7:13 AM 
To’, "     @aol.com; Ille, Vince; Blanchard, John G 
Subject= Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Vince and Doc, 

Please see below and attached. For a number of semesters our cheerteading team has applied for’ and been granted priority registration. One previous semester it 

was denied but then granted after an appeal, while all the others it was granted based on the initial applicatiorL Given the numerous practice and garne 

commitments priority registration is very important for these students, particularly so in the spring when postseason travel for men’s and women’s basketball takes 

them on the road a great deal 

Their applical:k)n for            ,~,as deni~-:~d. Head Coach grown Waiters has followed up with Chris Derickson in the regis~:rar"s office and provid~-:~d rnore 

information, bu~: with registration beginning on Tuesday Brown and t are both concerned tha~: there was not ~-:mough time allowed for an appeal process. 

If either of you know of any additional steps that Brown or’l can take to help secure priority registration for’ the Cheerleading squad in please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brown Waiters @__a__o__Lc___o___m__] 
Sent= Friday, 7:22 PN 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: Ply contact information 

Chris, 
I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration is a privilege and I appreciate the opportunity to apply for it. I have attached some additional 
information about our program. If you would, please read it. If you think there is anything that I have not included or that might be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. 
Thanks again. 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The. Unive.r.~itv of North Carolina 

; cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <9__d___e__t~Lc__k_s_o___n_@_u__z~_9_~e__d___u_> 
To: ;@aol.corn> 
Sent: Fri, 12:16 pm 
Subject: My contact information 

Brown -- 

Here’s my contact information, including my direct number below. 
Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 9:07 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

iPads on Basketball Bench 

MBB Staff, 

See below. It is not permissible, in the sport of MBB, for individuals on the bench to have iPads, tablets, laptops, and other electronic devices, 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_ g ~ £__h__&£ ~E _t_ E _~£_&_a_:_t_ E _~£_: ~LI__u_ 

> > > "Burgemeister, Matt" < mburgemeister@theacc.org > 

Good afternoon all, 

5:59 PM >>> 

Our office has received questions from a couple institutions regarding the use of iPads on the men’s basketball bench, so I thought a note to each of you may be helpful. We 
have received confirmation from the NCAA that iPads, tablets, laptops and other devices are not allowed in the bench area for men’s basketball, regardless of the purpose of the 
device (e.g., stats, playbook, video). 
I’m not an expert on basketball rules, but what I believe to be the relevant portion of the rule book for men’s basketball is copied below. 
If you or your coaches have specific follow-up questions, my recommendation would be to check with the Playing Rules staff at the NCAA, specifically Ty Halpin (MBB; 
thalpingb.ncaa.org). He would have a better understanding of the rule. 
I hope this is helpful. Thanks and have a great weekend, 

Matt 
Section 6. (Men) CLASS B TECHNICAL INFRACTIONS 
Art. 2. A technical foul shall be assessed to a coach and all bench personnel for the following infractions: 
d. Using electronic transmission (including but not limited to headsets, telephones, television, radio, audio or video Internet broadcast, heart monitor devices, 
computers), or knowledge gained resulting from thereof, for coaching purposes, to cornmur:icate to and/or from the bench area or using replay ec!ttiprnent at 
courtside for coaching purposes. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: Harold Woodard 

Vince, 
Sorry I didn’t get a chance to chat this weekend. Let me know if you have a couple minutes today and we’ll get it done. Thanks. 

Tim 

>>> On 11/2/2012 at 5:53 PM, in message <FBDOFDE871B7904A83367318C6191905032FIF81@ITS MSXMBSiM.ad.unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu> wrote: 

T~ 

Sow I missed you today. You can give me a call anytime this weekend on my cell phone so we can discuss. Thanks. 

VillCe 

From: Tim Sabo [mailto:tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 11:16 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Harold Woodard 

Let’s chat about this one. Just give me a call when you get a minute. Thanks. 

Tim 

> > > On 11/2/2012 at 8:51 AM, in message <c4b243d22:].be4ccca49a2ec72fc9d856@ITS MSXHT0.ad.u nc.edu >, "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Tin~ 

Did Robert Mercer receive comp basketball tickets? If so, will we p~ovide the same to Harold Woodmd while he is Interim Director of ASPSA? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Mary Alyson Touloupas [mailto:mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 8:43 AN 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Harold Woodard 

Hi Vince 

I am working on getting the complimentaFy staff tickets for men’s basketball ready for distribution. Currently, we do not have any tickets for Harold. Should he 

receive tickets? 

Thanks! 

Mary Alyson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbet~el@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks. Vii let you know. 
Bradley Roll, Bethel I Reading ;rod Writing Specialist 
University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progy;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 
Loudermilk Cemer t’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Catn[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 
C          i F (1919) 962-8247 
bradle? .be*hel@~mc.e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 3:26 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: 
Brad, 

I haven’t heard back from Kfistin yet. If you don’t by mid-week, plea~ let me know. There are others in the department there who can provide this intbrmation. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 :t:t:44 AN 
To: ’Kanei@illinois.edu’ 
Subject: 

Kris~in, 

How are things in Chmnpaign? I hope you’re well and your staffis ready for the final push to the end of the semester. 

Can you or someone on your s~ff help me with the message below? Our lead learning ,specialist is trying to collect some infommtion for administrators in our College of 
Arts and Sciences. If you or someone there can help him with his questions, I would really appreciate it. 

Good luck the rest of the academic year. From a distance, the tbotball deal looks like it could be a little rough. I imagine that’s making things more difficult in a lot of 

ways. I know you all cm~ work your way through it ~md make the best of the situation. Iftbere’s ever anything I can ever do to help you, please just let me know. 

Please pass on a hello to Bymney, Shari, Tom, Jett~ etc. 

Vince 
From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, November 0:t, 2012 8:5J. AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Supporting Student-Athletes 
Vince, 
l’m trying to wrap up a project l’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier universities. I 
haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at lllinois, and so l’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kristin Kane, and, if so, would you mind 
forwarding the below questions to her? 

I. Does lllinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 10:1 for non-science majors and Biology :11:1 for 
science majors. 

2. Does lllinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, students who 
score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English :100. 

3. Does lllinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? 
4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? 

In addition to the data above, l’rn including the number of majors a school offers, lllinois’s website says it offers approximately :150 majors. 
l’m surveying :IS top tier schools with Division I athletics programs, lllinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When I have their 
information, VII happily send a chart showing the data for the :15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular challenges underprepared 
students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 
Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill. NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C (         i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel(a)nnc.e&l 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday,               ;9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Larry, Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy, Gaa-th 

<cgaa-th@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefansld <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Rich, 

Tha~ks fbr the updates. The reports have been updated arid the pre-admJt ]etters should rnai[ tomorrow. 

{~avbava !r Polk 
l)elmty ])irectov 
0 []!icc ol’Und(:rgra~duat(: Adt~3issions 
l irtivers;ity o[’Norl 1! Caro[Jgta a[ C]’,ape] Hill 
Ph{m{:: ~)1~)-966-398~) 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                8:48 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; wnce 1lie; Lance Markos 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Larry Gallo; Christy Garth, Eric Stefanski; Jenny Johansen; Mike Litzinger 
Subject: 

ALL: 

New activity regarding Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving recruiting 

Coming to UNC: 

Goina Elsewhere: 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 23_26 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753_4 23_26 

Phone: 93_9 966 5340 

Fax: 93_9 962 3_603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 2753_4 

www.goheels,com 
www.u nc.ed u 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M onday, 9:47 AM 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Compliance Question 

Sue, 

if the reason for his trip to campus this time is to bring his son on an unofficial visit, then it is a trip related to recruitment and we cannot give him a parking pass, even 

though we would in other circumstances, it sounds like that is the case? We have to separate out recruiting trips and just general trips to campus when it comes to providing 

benefits to scholarship donors/former players/etc. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a.ischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue_walsh@unc.edu; 9:43 AM >>> 
One of our scholarship donors and a former will be in town for the Maryland game and has requested a parking permit. He does not have season 

tickets, but we would have normally given him the permit (as we have done in the past), because of the fact he is a scholarship donor. I found out, however, that his 

son will be here that weekend on an unofficial visit with the I didn’t want to cause any problems by giving him the permit. Are we okay doing so given 

the circumstances? 

Sue Walsh 

Director of Endowment & Stewardship 
The Rams Club 
PO Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27525 
929 843 2000 (o) 
919 843 5777 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M onday, 9:49 AM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

< pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IWLCA Presidents Cup Tournament 

Women’s Lacrosse Staff; 
See below for a blmlket waiver that was approved by the NCAA for W Lax last week. It allows coaches to attend the IWLCA Presidents Cup tournament on Friday, 

November 16th, even though evaluations axe normally limited to Saturday" and Sunday that weekend. Keep in mind that this does not affect the dead period on Tlmrschy, 

November 15th. 
Please let me know if yon have any’ questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

NC/L~ Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 13.17.6 (women’s lacrosse). 

November 2, 2012. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legisla’dve Relief approved a blanket waiver to permit Division I women’s lacrosse 

coaches to attend the November 16, 2012, Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches Association (IWI,CA) President’s Cup tournament. The Division I recruiting 

period legislation specifies that evaluations of prospective student-athletes in women’s lacrosse activities are limited to the three weekends (Saturday and Sunday) prior to 

Thanksgiving. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted the IWLCA supports the waiver and the President’s Cup tournament start date was changed to 

accommodate the unexpected high number of teams regifftered to participate. The subcommittee also noted the IWLCA annual meeting mid Preside~ffs Cup tournament 

are held in conjunction to maximize efficiency for both women’s lacrosse coaches and prospective student-athletes. In addition, the subcommittee noted Division II and 

Division III women’s lacrosse coaches are permitted to ew]uate at the tournament Friday, November 16. Finally’, the subcommittee noted this as a one-time requesl and 

future similar requests may be denied. See Case No. 290866 in AM)\ Online via the seaJrch tab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <s~[hrmer@admissions.unc.edu:~ 

This week’s committee cases 

Hi Vince, 
I hope you had a good weekend. 
I want to double-check {he commit{ee cases we have for Wednesday. Please le{ me know if I am rnissir~g sorneor~e or if there are any other char~ges/corrections, 

Once we have cc, l~fii’med that these are the correct cases, we’ll let the coaches know what time they be here. 

As always, thanks for your help. 
Barbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:54 AM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ilie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

NCAA Waiver re: Recruiting 2-Year College Prospects 

MBB Staff, 

See below for a blanket waiver that was approved by the NCAA that allows MBB coaches to contact two year college prospects after 4p when the prospect’s institution does 

not define an "academic day". This is related to Bylaw 13.1.6.1 and the phrase "during the time of day when classes are in session". Essentially, if the two=year school does 
not define a day (e.g., 8a-3p or 9a-Sp), coaches are permitted to say that classes end at 4p,even if the college offers classes through the evening/night. Note that the 
individual prospect must have completed his class schedule for the day. Also note that if the college does define an academic day. the institutional policy would supersede the 

waiver. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

NC,~ Division I l,egislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver with Conditions for NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.1 (men’s 

basketb~i). November 2, 2012. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved, with condition~ a blanket waiver to permit 

on-campus contact after 4 p.m. local time with men’s basketball prospective student-athletes at two-year institutions that do not define an academic day, for men’s 

basketball recruiting periods through April 30, 2014, provided all of the prospective student-athletes’ classes for the day have concluded prior to the contact occumng. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2011 -99 included the prohibition in men’s basketball for maldng on-campus contact with prospective student-athletes during the time of 

the day when classes are in session. For proposes of on-cmnpus contacts ruth prospective student-athletes during the time of day when classes are in session, the high 

school or two year institution defines the regular academic day (e.g. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.). Once the regular academic day is over then it would be permissible to have on- 

campus contact ruth a prospective student-athlete. Ifa prospective student-athlete at a two-year institution has night class it would not be permissible to have contact on- 

campus during that time as well. The subcommittee based its decision on the unintended consequences of the application of the legislation on some two-year prospective 

student-athletes whose institutions do not define the regulax academic day. Finally, if an institution is seeking additional legislative relief beyond what is provided through 

the blanket waiver, the institution may submit a legislative relief waiver request to the NCAA staff through AMA Online. Case No. 283725 can be found in AMA Online 

via the search tab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? £m being told by other coaches they can 

pay a fee. How does that work? 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e.g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November :[.7, 2005 

Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when thaL student athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only hh’nself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete. The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C.D, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Transportation: wrestling 

Amy, I STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason I feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with the NCAA but I don’t really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. THIS IS A HUGE 

SAFETY ISSUE AND SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT. Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open on       via charter bus, Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday. Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pm to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in the morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way, The other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAA if necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 

someone gets hurt. If it’s about "interp", then maybe wejust find a way to do it? 

Respectfully, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2:i.26 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Arny Herman          10:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e.g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Educational Column 

Competinq Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as art individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide arty 
expenses to the participating student athlete, The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C,D, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, please make sure Barbara has most current board score which we got last month. 
C.D. 

> > > Lance Markos 10:28 AM > > > 
Barbara, 
Attached is the most recent version of transcript that I know I sent over a little while ago. Hopefully this helps give you a better idea on his competitiveness. 
Lance 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

Sony for the delay, For some reason, your earlier enmi[ went into my spare box. 1 think we now have that issue l~xed. 

The current tlT;:tllSclJpt I have for     only reflects his grades through the fall of his junior year. Those fall grades declined Dora his earlier performance. Before I 
can determine ff he can be competitive, ~ need to see a trar~script reflecting his engre junior year pertbrmance. If you car~ get that for me, I’lI review ~t ASAP. 
(Tran script we have shows hb high school GPA a s an d his class rank as ~ only mention th e rank as an indication that a doesn’t n ecessari]y 
represent what ~t once did,) 

Based on out-of-state competitiveness, ~eeds a slot: for admission, 

Let me kn ow ff you have other questions or yot~ are abD to get current transcript 

Barbara 

Barbara ], Po]k 
[)epub’ DJt’ector 
O[f~ce of Unde%~’adtmte Admissions 
{JuJw~’sJty of North Carolina at Chapel HJl! 
Phoue: 9~ 9-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, L:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Markos 
Subject-" admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look thern over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:46 AM 

~hcultyathletic@~k~J.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - FAC meeting tomorrow (Tuesday) 

A large thank you to all for doing the "homework" for this meeting and providing input on the student athlete experience survey instrument. 

Tomorrow’s meeting topic will be on defining and refining the process for the student athlete experience and a decision for the role of FAC in this process. So 

bring your thoughts and perspectives on FAC and its involvement with the survey and with student interviews. We have one personnel issue to discuss in closed 

session and one student athlete academic issue to discuss in closed session. 

See you all tomorrow afternoon. I believe the Chancellor is the only person we will have missing tomorrow. If anyone else will not be able to join us, let me know. 

Joy 

Jo,/J. Rem~er~ M.A., RT(R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Un[versit¥ of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9 %-.5147Desl,: 
:-ell 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his (_~--mail message, [nch.Eding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or (_mtity to which it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender bs, reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of th(_¯ original m(_~ssag(_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~[lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, cb, :~32), $tudemt educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (ht~q;~s-i,!sakai:unc.edu, portaJ) from file Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11:32 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,ance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

CD, 

Can we also get his senior year courses7 One of his transcripts indicates English plus 3 dectives, I need to know what those electiw:s are to help determine 
competitiveness. 

Thanks. 

[-3arhalTa 

}?arbara ]. Folk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate AdmJsskms 
U nivetsity of Not’th Carolina at Chattel Hill 
Phone: q’~ q.-96(; -39 ~]q 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo, Lance Markos 
C¢: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille 
Subject= RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, please make sure Barbara has 

C.D. 

most current board score which we got last month. 

> > > Lance Markos 10:28 AM > > > 

Barbara, 
Attached is the most recent version of :ranscript that I know I sent over a little while ago. Hopefully this helps give you a better idea on his competitiveness. 

Lance 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@acJmissions,unc.edu > 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

SotW %r d~e delay. For some reason, your earlier email went into my spare box, ] think we now have that issue fixed, 

The current transcript ~ have %r     only reflects his grades through the fall of his junior year. Those lift[ grades declined fl’om his earfier per%finance, Be%re I 
can determine il: he can be competitive, ] need to see a trat~script reflecgng his entire junior year performance, Ifyou cat~ get that for m< I’ll review it ASAP, 
(Transcript we have shows his high school GPA as~    and his class rank as . ] only mention the rank as an indication that a doesn’t necessarJ]y 
represent what tt once {lid.} 

Based on out-of:state competitiveness, 3eeds a slot lbr admission. 

Let me know if you have other questions or you are able to get current transcript, 

Barbara 

Barbara ], I~olk 
Deputy D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of North Carobna at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-96.6-39 ~19 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
C:c: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince IIle; Lance Markos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 11:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <st~rme@admissions.unc.e&P 

RE: This week’s committee cases 

Vince, {with a copy to Steve) 

Based on the conversation we t~ad last week, I would recommend that all of these students come to committee. As you haze indicated, the committee may choose 

not to make a definitive recommendation but they could agree to recommend ff certain spedfic academic levels are achieved. They could also potentially agree to 

some language for the cover lette~; as need be. 

Sb:~ve_,,,p] ea se weigh ~n, 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 11:25 AN 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Barbara, 

Yes, those are the prospects who are currently level one that our coaches hope to sign in November. I suppose the only issue to be determined is whether we walt the 

Jenny Levy to attend when     doesn’t have a test score. My personal opinion is that it would be helpful for the committee to review information for both 

and then either recommend or approve what is communicated to the signee upon their signing. I’m open to your thoughts and a~y suggestions you may have. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara 3o Polk [__m_a_j_[t_o_;__b_p_o_J__k__O__a___d___t!)_(s_sj__o__n___s_=qn__c_:__e__d__u] 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 9:54 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you had a good weekend, 

1 w’ant to double-check th e committee cases we have for Wedn esday, Please let me kriow Jf [ am m~ssmg someone or’ if there are any other changes/corrections. 

Once we have confirmed that these are the correct cases, we’ll let the coaches know what time they be here. 
As always, thanks for your help. 
£¢arbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:38 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ....... @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Transportation: wrestling 

Let rne tall< to the ACC and figure out if they are willing to let us determine a "rate" for each rider on the charter bus and have the guys pay that amount. 

How much will the total bus cost be? And how many individuals (exactly!) will be on the bus? Those are the numbers I will need, please. No promises, but I will see what I can 

do, 

Amy 

>>>CDMock 10:35AM >>> 

Amy, [ STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason ] feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with time NCAA but I don’t really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. TH[S ]S A HUGE 

SAFETYISSUEAND SOMEONE IS GO]NG TO GET HURT, Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open         via charter bus. Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday, Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pm to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in the morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way. The other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAA if necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 
someone gets hurt. if it’s about "interp", then maybe we just find a way to do it? 

Respectfully, 

CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Amy Herman :         10:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp, Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (eg., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e,g,, ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete. The student athlete is considered to be representing time institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. _T_ _b_i_s__j_r_] _c_[ y_ __d_ _e___ _s___t_ b__e__j_r_] _s_ _t_i_t_ _u_ :_t] __o_ _n___p___r_ g__v_[ _d__ L n__g___t:r__a__r_ ]_s_9__£4 _r_ _t__a__tj__o_ _r_ L_( ~_g=_[D__d_ J_Yi _d _u___a_ j__[j__d_ j_r_].g___o_ D___t_ ~__a_LT!___b_ _u__ _s___t_ _o____c_£4 E ]p__~__t] _t_i_o__ [! )__t_ _o____a__[Z__u_ _r_La__Lt_ _a_ __c_!] _e:__d___p__a_£~__c_ i p___a_ _r_]_t_~ 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules govermng redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

CD, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:38 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

Sure, will have them to you asap Barbara, thanks. 
C.D. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 11:31 AM >>> 

C,D, 

Car~ we also gel hb senior yea]" courses? One of his transcr~pLs indicaLes Enghsh plus 3 dectives, I rmed to know what those electives are to help determine 
competitiveness, 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

t~arbara ], Po]k 
Deputy Director 
OKice of U~dergraduate Admissions 
{~uJwrsJty of North Carolim~ at (:bapel Hfl! 
Pboue: 9J9-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Lance Markos 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Tile 
Subject-" RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, please make sure Barbara has 

C.D. 

most current board score which we got last month. 

> > > Lance Markos 10:28 AM > > > 

Barbara, 
Attached is the most recent version ol 

Lance 

transcript that I know I sent over a little while ago. Hopefully this helps give you a better idea on his competitiveness, 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolkOadmissions.unc.edu > 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

SorW %r the delay~ For some reason, yore esther emai~ went into my spare box. I think we m-~w have that bsue fixed, 

The current transcript ] have for     only reflects his grades through d~e fall of his junior year, Those fall grades declined l]~om his earlier performance, Be%re I 
can determine if he can be competltwe, I n eed to see a transcript reflecting h~s entire junior year performance, If you can get that for m< I’ll re,dew it ASAP, 
(Transcript vve have shows his high school GPA as and his claus rar~k as ,1 only menhon the rank as an ir~dtcation that a toesn’t necessarily 
represent what it once did.} 

Based on out-of!.stab~ competitweness, needs a s]oL for admission, 

Let me know if you have other questions or you are able to get current transcript 

[~arbara 

P, arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy D~re.ctor 

OfSce ofUlldergraO uate Admisskms 

Un~veysRy of NoFth (]arolh]a at Chapel Hill 
Pho[]e: 9] 9--966-39,q9 

From: C D Mock [__m___a_j_[t___qL_c__d__@__u___n__c__a___a_,_uD__c_,__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Markos 
Subject= admissions: wrestling 

Barbara!JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about          . We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Brown Walters @aol com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blaa~chard, John G <johnblanchaxd@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <ijtown@email.unc.ed~ 

RE: My contact infomlafion 

BFOWn, 

Great news! Thanks for handling this as professionally as you did and thanks to any help anyone copied here was able to provide. 

Rick 

From-" Brown Waiters [mailt ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Derickson, tmnsmpner w 
Subject: Re: My contact information 
Chris, 
I greatly appreciate your willingness to assist with this process and glad the kids will be able to benefit from pre-registration. 

Thanks, 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <cdericksen@unc.edu> 
To: Brown \N~lto.r~ }_@_a__QLq_o__[_-0.> 
Sent: Mon 8:17 am 
Subject: RE: My contact information 

I’m still waiting on one vote to make it official, but we have enough votes to 

overturn the original decision and to grant the cheer]eading group priority 

registration. Will begin LlpdaLing their appointments this morn:[ng so thaL t:hey 

will be set when registration begins tomorrow. Congratulations on the 

successful appeal. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F-     919-962-i655 

Fro’~’: Brown Walters 3aol.co"~] 

Sent: Friday, 7:22 PH 

To: DerJckson, Christopher P 

Subject: Re: Hy contact information 

Chris, 

I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration 

is a privilege and T appreciate the opportunity to apply for it.    I have 

attached some additioria] informatiori about our program. If you would, please 

read Jr. if you thirik Lhere is anything that i have not: inelLaded or that might 

be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. Thanks again. 

Brown Walters 

Varsity Cheer Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

cel] 

..... Origina] Hessage ..... 

Fro11: D~yickso[i, Chlistopher P <cderic]cse[!@u~lc.odl> 

T o : @ ~ o 1 . e om> 

Sent: Fri, 12:16 pm 

Subject: Hy contact information 

Brown 

Here’s my corR:acL informatiori, including my direct number below. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



31 ( 8 SAS~6 Noxth CaRpus So;< 23 OO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-210~ 

91%-962-8289 

F- 91 ~-9@2-1655 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; : _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting 

I am fine with this, provided it is just students and staff in attendance, which I am assuming it will be, But if food is provided and the kid is on an unofficial visit, he will not be 

able to have any (unless you want to figure out the per person rate and get money from him), If it’s an official visit, it would have to count as one of the provided meals for 

the day, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Cricket Lane <cricket@u ncaa.unc.edu > 11:49 AM > > > 

Jeff, 

I’m not sure.... I’ll check with Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:47 AM, "Jeff Negalha" <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Cricket, can a recruit attend? 
> 

> 

> > > > Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu ; 5:58 AM > > > 

> Greetings! 
> 

> Just a friendly reminder Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pm (November 5th) in the Loudermilk Center on the 3rd floor. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

> Sent from myiPad 

> <TEXT.htm > 

> <IMAGE,jpg > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

Amy Hennan <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha <jnegaJha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu:.; Tom Timmemlans 

<timmernlaals@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting 

No food served .... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:57 AM, "Amy Hennan" <ai~hae(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am fine with this, provided it is just students and staff’in ariendmlce, which I mn assuming it will be. But if ibod is provided and the kid is on an unofficial 

visit, he roll not be able to have rely (unless you want to figure out the per-person rate and get money from him). Ififs an official visit, it would have to 

count as one of the provided meals for the day. 

Amy 

:"~’,~, ?; }[ 4.~," ~? z~ ~’, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Cricket Lane <cricket(~)uncaa.unc.edu> 
Jell, 

11:49 AM >>> 

I’m not sure..., rll check with Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 11:47 AM, "JeffNegalha" <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu-* wrote: 

> Cricket, can a recruit attend? 
> 

> 

>>>> Cricket Lane <cricket4~)uncaa.unc.edu> 6:58 AM x>> 
> Cheetings! 
> 

> Just a fiiendly reminder - Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pro (November 5th) in the Loudermilk Center on the 3rd floor. 
;> 

> Thanks, 

> Cricket 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 

> <TEXT.htm> 

> <IMAGE.j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha -~ negalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, [2:00 PM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@ancaa.unc.edu>; Lance Maackos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul l?ogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edw,; Tom Timmemlans 

<timmernlaals@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting 

Great. Thin,ks. It’s an official visit. The kids nanle is roll be the host. 

JeffNegalha 

University of North Caacolina 

Men’s Soccer 

www.unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 

On at 11:57 AM, "Amy Herman" <aischae~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am fine ruth this, provided it is just students and staff in attendance, which I am assuming it roll be. But if food is provided and the kid is on an unofficial 

visit, he roll not be able to have any (unless you want to figure out the per-person rate and get money from him). If it’s an official visit, it would have to 

count as one of the provided meals for the day. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Cricket Lane <cricket!~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jeff, 

11:49 AM >>> 

I’m not sure.... I’ll check with Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Oil , at 11:47 AM, "JeffNegalha" <inegalha(&uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cricket, can a recruit attend? 
;> 

>:~>> Cricket Lane <crickek@~uncaa.unc.edtr> : 6:58 AM >-~> 

> Greeting!! 
> 

> Just a friendly reminder - Cmolina CREED meeling tonight 7pm ( 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Cricket 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 

> <TEXT.htm> 

> <IMAGE.jpg> 

, in the Loudennilk Center on the 3rd floor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 1:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

requested NLI 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Mondw, 2:15 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Fa~ner, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.nnc.edt~> 

RE: Transcript 

Tra ce}/, 

Thanks, Eased on aH of this in f~rmatJon, she does not need the faculty reconrmendatton fbr admission, You and Coach Hatchell onEy need to focus on 

the faculty discussion, Speaking oJ         do you have her senior year courses? 

Than ks, Tracey, 

Barbara 

From: Tracey Williams rmailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~_::[:[ PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: RE Transcript 

Hello Barbara, attached is :urrent report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > :03 PM >>> 

Thanks, Tracey, Do you have her senior year courses7 Specifically, we need to know if she English and Math IV this year, 

E;arbara 

P, arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy Director 

Office ofUlldevgrad uate Admissions 

Uniw:vsity of North Caroli~la at Cltapel Hfl[ 
P hont~: ~il ~i--966 -39,q~i 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                2:0:[ PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: Fwd:           transcript 

for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:47 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Transcript 

Vince, 
See below. Just wanted to run it by you. Lance said that when a PSAis a committee case they cannot get pulled off the table anymore. Are you ok with me sending the 

NLIiASA or do you want me to wait until committee approval? 

Thanks, 
Tom 

>>> TraceyWilliams         ’.2:35 PM >>> 

Hello Torn,      is off the committee table. We will know abou on Wednesday 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc,edu > 2:22 PM >>> 

Yes is off the tab]e, 

BP 

{~arba~’a !, Polk 
l)eputy Director 
0 ll!k:c ofUnd(:rgra~duat(: Ai~missions 
I ird~mrsity ofN(alh (:aro[ina at Chapel Hill 
Phort{:: 919-966-3989 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, !:21 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Yes and I do have a list of the courses that is currently taking. Also does this mean that is off the committee table? Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpo[k@admissions.unc.edu > 2:15 PM > > > 

TF~ cey, 

Thanks= };ased on all of this mfl)rmation, she does ~ot need the facu]W recommendation for admissiom You and Coach ttatchdl on%7 ~eed to focus on 
the faculty dbcussion. Speaking of         do you have her senior year courses? 

Tha~ks, Tracey, 

Barbara 

From: Tracey Williams fmailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 2:11 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara ao 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, attached is current report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc.edu > ::03 PM >>> 

ThmJ(s, Trace)’. Do you have her senior yea]: courses? Specificall2; we need to know if she English and Math IV this year, 

Barbara 

l~arbara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate AdmissJon~ 
!~uJ~rsJty of North Carolina at (:hape] HH! 
Phoue: 9JgJ)66-3989 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 :01 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: Fwd:          Transcript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maureen A Hm~’ <m-harty@northwestem.edu~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

Moving to the NCAA 

All 

I apologize for the informal mass email but I wanted everyone to know I have accepted a position at the NCAA in Indianapolis. I am so excited about this new 

adventure. It is a newly created position with the focus on educating and communicating with the NCAA Division I membership regarding the progress of the Rules 

Working Groups. 

My last day at NU will be November 16th. The best way to reach me is through my gmail account al               pgmail.com. My cell will stay the same for now 

I will be keeping my home here for a while so I will be back and forth between Indy and Chicago, 

All of you have influenced my career and/or life in some way so the fact that I have been offered this new opportunity is a tribute to you] 

Thanks and keep in touch. 

Mo 

Maureen A. Harty 

Associate Athletics Director 

Northwestern University 

p) 847-491-4646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@tmc.edtr’- 
Mondw,                 3:43 PM 

Ille, Vince ville@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Thanks, Vince. Receipt confirmed. Thanks for the good work. I’ll be back in touch with any updates. 

- Matt 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday 9:02 PM 

To: Terrell, Matt 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: FVV: November NLI Signees 

Atlached is a cop>, of the most recent version for men’s temfis for you. We me willing to revisit aM/or revise if you think that’s necessau. Thanks. 

From: Sam Paul [malto:sDaul@uncamunc#d_.d_u] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

is my only November NLL An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:04 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

I didn’t see an attachment on this one. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/5/2012 8:57 PM > > > 

Thanks tbr the infommfion Lance. All, please see the updated version attached. It is my undersmaading that,           is no longer a level one thus faculty review is not 

required. I’ve attached a revised version of the November NLI list. Please let me know if any additions/deletions/updates/changes should be made. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 1:49 PM 

To: Ille, Vinr~ 
Subject: 

requested NLI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Tra~ript 

Vince, 
You are correct. V~th the information we received today 
Barbara 

Connected by DROiD 0,7 Verizon Wireless 

s no longer a level 1. 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <boolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, 1:47:16 GMT+00:OO 
Subject: RE Transcript 

Barbara, 

Does your message below mean that 

provided ruth the messages below. Thank you. 

Vince 

is no longer a level one? Is she now a level 2 or 3? .lust checking, since I’ve not yet seen what Tracey 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Sent= Monday, 2:15 PM 
To: Tracey Williams 
Cc= 1lie, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE:          Transcript 

Trace},, 

Thanks, Based on all of this infnrmatior~, she does not rmed the faculty recommer~datJon for admission, You arid Coach Hatchell only need to fncus on 
for the f~cult:y discussiom Speaking ol         do yo~t have her senior year courses? 

Thanks, Tra coy, 

Barhara 

From= Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~_:11 PM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Tracey Williams 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, attached is current report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Poll<, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 2:03 PM > > > 

Thanks, Tracey, Do you have her senior’ yea, courses? SpecificaI1}/, we need to know t[ she gnglish arid Math IV this year, 

Barhara 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, I               2:01 PM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject= Fwd:           -ranscript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:29 PM 

Tailgate Intb tbr Nov 10fl~ game UNC vs. Georgia Tech 

Hello Tea Heel Feanilies- 

It’s November eald we are thankful for all the THFPO tailgates have meant to our Tar Heel Families. Let the good times keep rolling! Fabulous limes, fabulous food 

and fabulous company. It continues to provide a wonderful way for families to connect before the game. Tailgate starts at 10:30am. Game kickoff is at 12:30pm. 

Tailgate Menu: BBQ, cornbread, green beens, baked potato salad, fruit, dessert, tea, lemonade and water...yummy’. ! ! ! ! 

Click here to get more details and RSVP for THFPO tailgate - RSVP deadline Thurs. Nov 8th at midnight 
Go Heels! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:41 PM 

Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Periods- - Mens Lacrosse.pdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:42 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l[le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - Field Hockey.pdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:42 PM 

Boo Gillette <bgi[let@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - SoftbalLpdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:43 PM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathv GriClClS < kclriclcls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - - Track, Cross Country.pdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602 
(312) 450-6600 tel 
(312) 450-6601 fax 
www.uniformlaws.org 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: PARTICIPANTS IN STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

FROM: 

RE: 

DALE G. HIGER, CHAIR, ULC STUDY COMMITTEE ON AMENDING 
THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND AGENTS ACT 
JOHN A. SEBERT, ULC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND 
AGENTS ACT 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 6, 2012 

Introduction 

Last January, the Uniform Law Commission ("ULC’), also known as the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,1 established a Study Committee to 
consider whether it would be beneficial to review and amend the Uniform Athlete and Agents 
Act. The current Uniform Athlete and Agents Act ("UAAA") was adopted by the ULC in 2000 
and has been adopted in forty-three states.2 

1The Uniform Law Commission (ULC), now 121 years old, provides states with non-partisa~ well-conceived 

and well-drafted legislation that brings clarity and stabilib: to critical areas of the law. ULC’s work supports the 
federal system and facilitates the movement of individuals and the business of organizations with rules that are 
consistent from state to state. 

Uniforn~ Law Commissioners nmst be lawyers, qualified to practice law. They are lawyer-legislators, attorneys in 
private practice, state and federal judges, law professors, and legislative staff attorneys, who have been appointed 
by state governments as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to research, draft 
and promote enactment of uniform state laws in areas where uniformity is desirable and practical. 

The task of the Study Conunittee is to gather infornmtion and viewpoints from a broad assemblage of interested 
persons and organizations, to evaluate the input, and to report to the Confcrence’s Executive Committee its 
recommendations as to whether drafting should be undertaken and, if so, the outlines of a desirable uniform or 
model act. 

2UAAA has been adopted in whole or in part in: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 
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In November 2011 a "Summit" on the UAAA was held in Washington, DC, under the 
auspices of the NCAA. The Summit was attended by representatives of a large range of 
organizations interested in the act and in intercollegiate athletics, including representatives from 
the ULC. Among the conclusions from the Summit was a request that the UAAA be re- 
examined for possible improvements. After the Summit, ULC commissioners prepared a 
proposal that led to the establishment of the Study Committee. 

The Study Committee has developed a tentative list of issues that it believes should be 
considered in the process of determining whether the ULC should undertake a project to draft 
amendments to the UAAA. That list is summarized later in this memorandum and more fully 
explicated in the attached "Issues Memorandum." 

The Study Committee is organizing a "stakeholders meeting" to help it further evaluate 
the desirability and feasibility of a uniform law amending and expanding upon the current 
provisions of UAAA. As always, we are particularly interested in all stakeholders’ views on the 
prospects for enactment of such a law. Following that stakeholders’ meeting, the Study 
Committee will develop a final recommendation to the ULC Scope and Program Committee 
concerning whether to move forward to form a drafting committee and, if so, the topics that 
should be included in the drafting proj ect. 

The Stakeholders Meeting will be held on Thursday, November 1, 2012, at the 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel, 480 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, D.C. The meeting will mn from 
10:00 a.m. to no later than 4:00 p.m., and a light lunch will be served. 

We would welcome your participation in this meeting and hope you or a representative of 
your organization will be able to attend in person (or participate by conference call). Please 
return the attached response form, indicating whether you or another representative of your 
organization will be able to attend in person or participate by conference call. We would 
appreciate receiviml a response from you by October 13, 2012. 

Io Subjects for Discussion among Stakeholders 

The following is a brief list of issues that the Study Committee hopes will be explored at 
the Stakeholders’ Meeting; these issues are discussed in more detail in the attached "Issues 
Memorandum", and a copy of the UAAA also is attached. 

1.     If a project to amend the UAAA were undertaken, which of the following issues should 
be considered by a drafting committee, understanding that even a preliminary assessment to 
address an issue does not mean that it ultimately would be addressed in a revised act: 

a. Should the definition of "athlete agent" in the UAAA be expanded, or should the 
scope of the act be adjusted, to cover evolving practice? 

b. Does the registration system work, or are there considerations that need to be added? 
Are there other alternatives to the existing system? 
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c. Should the act require agents to procure a surety bond prior to engaging in conduct 
governed by the act? 

d. Should agents be required to notify educational institutions prior to contacting a 
student-athlete that is enrolled? 

e. Should agents be prohibited from representing both student-athletes and coaches from 
the same institution? 

f. Are there elements that could be changed or added to the act that would clarify 
enforcement authority, or make the act more likely to be enforced by state regulators? 

g. Are there additional matters that should be considered in any potential revision to the 
act? 

2. Considering everything, do you believe that the UAAA should be amended? 

3.     Would you or your organization be willing to participate actively in a drafting project, if 
one were established? 

4.     Assuming any revised act was acceptable to your organization, would your organization 
be willing to assist the ULC in getting it enacted by state legislatures? 

Ultimately, the Study committee and the ULC are interested in your views as to whether 
there is a need for amendments to the UAAA and whether you believe that, if the amendments 
were well-crafted, there is a reasonable possibility that a substantial number of states would 
enact the legislation. 

II. Conclusion 

We hope that the Stakeholders’ Meeting will provide the Study Committee with the 
information necessary to make a recommendation concerning whether to proceed to drafting 
amendments to the UAAA. Such a recommendation would be considered by the ULC Scope 
and Program Committee and its Executive Committee in January 20113. If a drafting committee 
is appointed, we would expect it to begin work promptly and hopefully to have a draft for initial 
consideration by the ULC at its 2014 Annual Meeting and a draft for final adoption at the ULC 
2015 Annual Meeting. 

Uniform Law Commission drafting processes are open and transparent. Drafting 
Committees are comprised of ULC commissioners, a reporter (often an academic) is recruited, 

and there are one or more advisors from the American Bar Association. In addition, we seek to 
involve a wide range of entities and individuals who are interested in and have knowledge about 
the topic being considered to participate as observers in the drafting committee meetings. 
Observers are invited to attend and participate actively in all drafting committee meetings and 
receive copies of all materials that are distributed in advance of drafting committee meetings. 
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If you have any questions or wish more information about this project, please contact the 
ULC’s Executive Director John Sebert, 312-450-6603, (email: john.sebert@uniformlaws.org)or 
Dale G Higer, Study Committee Chair, at 208-871-5012 (email:       ~msn.com). 

Attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layua <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 4:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J <\loy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

student athlete survey instrument 

Hi Vince (and Joy): 

I took a look at the survey draft, and I have a few suggestions, mostly related to the early parts, 

A.4 - in asking students to report HS GPA, you may want to specify weighted or unweighted; students usually think of this, in my experience, in terms of weighted 

(which gives extra points for AP and Honors classes). So just good to be able to accurately compare across students. 

A.5 -allow students to select more than 1 major, to account for double majors. 

In this section (A.5 and 6), it would be useful to ask "intended major when you arrived at U NC" as well. This would provide different information than the "did 

athletics interfere with your choice of major?" item. Many students change their minds (athletes and non-athletes alike), but charting the changes in majors could 

be quite interesting (e.g. pre reed to business). 

A.7 -allow "prefer not to answer," as well as multiple categories (e.g. Hispanic and African-American) 

B.4 - I’rn not sure what "trust the faculty" means - does this refer to trust them to treat all students equally? Trust them to be fair in their assessment procedures? 

Trust them to discuss personal information? Trust them to be subject experts? It seems like students will read this question in many different ways, which will 

lead to answers that are all over the map. 

B.8 Aren’t students required to seek guidance, at least in terms of registering for courses or evaluating progress toward graduation. Or does this question meant to 

get at "beyond the normal"? 

B.11 to B.16 -just a general comment on the way in which these questions are worded: they are ’framed’ in a way that may bias the answers (all of them are along 

the lines of "athletics were not a barrier to academics"). These are likely to generate answers that affirm (e.g. academics was privileged over athletics). If they 

were asked in the opposite direction (e.g. "my grades suffered due to my participation in sports"), you would probably be more likely to get answers that leaned in 

the other direction. One way to avoid these "framing effects" is to randomize the way the questions are asked across surveys, e.g. half of the surveys use the 

"positive frame" version that’s here, and half use the "negative frame." I know this is probably more than you want to hear about survey item design, but there’s 

lots of evidence to suggest that how things are asked really affects the answers one gets. 

All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

[)~-_q:~artrnent of PoJitical Science 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Elill, NC 27599--3265 

www.unc,edu/~lmosleyi 

From= Renner, Joy .1 [mailto:.]oy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject= .]oy Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon! 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince Ille. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to have a tin,raft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (.ille@email.unc.edu.) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review tastNe are being asked for faculty input so let’s do not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 

Jo’~, J. Re!~r!er, M.A., r{T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa.:e Professor at~d Director 
Unk, ersit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #712~0 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPr~bia SL 
Chapei H[IJ, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r3-5147Desk 

CeJi 

919-96 r3-5952,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, ir!cludh~g attachments, if any, is in,:e!~ded only for the -person or enti,:y to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 

privileged mater[ai, Ar!’¢ --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited, If you are no~ the intended rec[p[en[~ please cot!tact the sender b’~, reply e-mail and 

destroy" all copies of the oriel[hal t’rtessage, 

Entail cerrespol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Recerds ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized state official (NCGS, cho :1,32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "UNC SA Exit Sur~ey REVISED DRAFT 10 21 2012.docx", size: 45571 bytes] 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel tlJll (https:/:, sakai.unc.edu/portal ) from the Faculb, Athletics Committee 



site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications a’t My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,, October 27, 2012 11:04 AM 

~att.net>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting 

Please help me remember to add these into my Garmin tonight and take my Gannin tomorrow? Thanks. 

National Rental Car: 560 Bessie Coleman Drive, Chicago, IL 60666 

Rosemont Hilton: 5550 North River Road, Rosemont IL 60018 
Priority: 325 N. LaSalle, Suite 650, Chicago IL 

Mark Bartelstein and Mike McCartney 

BTI: 190 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 540, Chicago, IL 60603 

Brad Leshnock 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vince, any chance we can move the meeting Monday to 1:00? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 1:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That works fine. I’ll ~e you both there on Monday. Thanks very much for maJdng time to meet with me. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
GreaL Both Mark BartNstein and I will be here at the Priority office. Is it ok to meet here? We’re at 325 N. LaSNle, Suite 550. 
Mike 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 
Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please j ust let me know. I look tbrwaacd to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Hike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports,biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vivace: 

Monday would be great. What time would work [:or you? 
I look l:orward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derckq@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Co: Ille, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vince, 

Good talking with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCaztney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in 

Chicago it would be beneficial tbr you and the program. Mike is an Ahmm of UNC and Rick has worked ruth the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is thic honest, and consistent. He 

looked at the list of agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had 

at UNC. I made him aware of several attempts to get information to the school all which have been unsuccessthl. Vince is trying to tlfink outside the box 

and create a program that is unique that connects agents and players during the season not just a one time thing. He knows that if you lly to keep them 

separate it roll create problems. Hopefully, you both are available sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a 

date that works best for yon. 

Vince stated that firms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quality agencies who follow the rules representing UNC players so 

that the program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you am not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Deryk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

Dervkg@prioriFsports.biz 

i::i:~;c:~’it?: ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( IMority Sports... we put you first ) 
From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 



To: "deryk.q@prioritysports.biz" <deryk,q@prioritysports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk, 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well mad enjoying the work. 

As I men’doned during our telephone call, I lett the University of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priodties is to create an active an viable Agent mid Advisor 

Program for our stadent-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staff and he will assist me ruth this effolnL We have created a framework for what 

we think can be an efficient and effective program that will accommodate the needs mid interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent 

them as they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any effort yon could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with representatives of your agency. It would be ve~ valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice mid 

direction from key paNcipants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your 
help and let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib, of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

i_l_!_e__@~_Ln_ £:_e__d_t ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Monday, ~:06 AM 

Christopher B. Kenne@ (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Aaron Aaker (aaI:e@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerino@bc.edu); Carly 

Pariseau (carly.pariseat~bc.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chaxtmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell 

(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shel[~@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@enmJl.unc.edu>; ~live.mm.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh(as2cz@eservices.virgilfia.edu); TomTimmermmls 

( ~!gmail.com); @live.unc.edt#,; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf(dmisaf@syr.edu); 

Erlease Wagnel~erleasem@syr.edu); Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); CodyGambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Dan Trump 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu); Hemmn, Amy S <ajschae@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>: :(aquncaa.unc.edu); Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.tmc.edtP; Susan Maloy <sbma]oy@uncaa.unc.edtr--; ~uncaa.unc.edtr--; Tom Timmennans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos(am@virginia.edu); EricBaumgartner (embSp@vlrglnia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.edu); 

Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Heather Robertson (hember ,,~Svtedu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb~}vtedu); Tim Parker 

(tparker@vtedu); VickiSaflb-Kmataka (vsarfoka@vtedu) 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

FW: NCAA LSDBi Armouncements Update - Division I Legislative 

WLAX Recruiting Ca]endm.pdi, WLAX Recruiting C~]endar-Nov only.pdf 

Good morning, 
I wanted to make sure you all saw the updated women’s lacrosse recruiting calendar that was posted on Friday. Not sure what the specific change was, but the updated 
version is attached for your reference. Thanks, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-369-4641 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mburgemeister@wac.org] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:36 AM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

..... Forwarded message ..... 

From: "NCAA LSDBi Atmouncement Updates" <_r!_e_!xs__I__)__Lri_e__c_’__t!~Ln__c_’:~_Lg__rg> 

Date:                9:32 am 

Subject: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

To: "Matt Burgemeis~ter’’ <mburgemeister(d~wac.otg> 

~ LSDBi Announcements L~date 

’]?he 12~lluwing notificatiuns have been pusted on the LSI)Bi annuuncements page in the last 24 hours. 

Women’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar (I) 

Please note there has been ml update to the women’s lacrosse color calendar for the month of November. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent to: mburgemeister@wac.org 

This en’laii was sen,’: by: The National Golte#iat8 Athletic Association 

700 W, WashJrlg~on SLreeL ~r~diauapoiis, ~N 46206 

Click here to be removed from this mailing list, 

% 
Click [Z~L.! to view ot:r privacy poiicy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:03 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - Exit survey/interview instrument 

Any chance we can have a joint call around 2:15 today? Just wanted to give you my thoughts on where to go from here with the instrument so we can have it all 

ready to go for the December grads. 

I would be on my cell phone if you guys can somehow be in the office together this afternoon. I know this is a long shot but thought I would try. I 

would be free again around 5:15. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

JoyJ. Renneh M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ec[or 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B21-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AM"Y NO"ICE: ]his ~_~--nqail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Em~il correspondence to and from this address may he s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:17 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@ med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - Exit survey/interview instrument 

I can make a 2:15 or 5:15 call. Vince is out of town, not sure what his availability is as he is flying today. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Renner>, Joy J <J__o___y____R___e__n___n___e__r____@__m___e___d__:_u___n___c__=e___d___u__> 

Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:03 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy Renner - Exit survey!interview instrument 

Any chance we can have a joint call around 2:15 today? Just wanted to give you my thoughts on where to go from here with the instrument so we can have it all 

ready to go for the December grads. 

I would be on my cell phone if you guys can somehow be in the office together this afternoon. I know this is a long shot but thought I would try. I 

would be free again around 5:15. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

JoyJ. Reins_% t’vLA., ~1(~), F.a,E~RS 

Associate Professor a~d Director 

University of ~Jorth C~roiina at Ci1~pel Hiii 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC ~!7599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-9~6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT~AL~]Y NO]I~’JE: 1his ~_~--mai] message, including attachments~ if ~n~,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtitV to which it is addressed and may tenth, h1 confidenti~i and/or 
privileged m~teriai. Any -----unauti]odzed review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssa~_¯ 
Er~ail correspo~lence to a~d from this address may be s~bject to the Noah Caro~i~a P~l~lic Records Raw a~l may be ~lisdose~l to thir~l paH:ies by an 
autborize~ ~tate officia~ {NCGS, ch, :~3:2). St~e~t e~catiema~ records are ~bject to FERPA, 



Page 1 of 1 

- Permission to Contact- 

From: Alex Robles <ar022@bucknell.edu> 
To: < @uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: 10/30/2012 2:52 PM 
Subject: Permission to Contact- 

Dear 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3 your institution has Bucknell University’s permission to 
speak with              to discuss the possibility of transferring and participating in the sport of 

at your institution. 

Please contact me at ~70-~/7-~,~JTu should you require any additional information. 

Sincerely, 
Alex 

% 
Alex Robles 
Assis[a.r-~[ AlhIetics Di.rectov for Compliance and S[udent Services 
Suckne]l University 
Lewisburg, PA }~/8o / 

~~e :///C :/Users/s~kirb~5/ AppData/L~ca~/Temp/XPgrpwise/5~8FE9C2uncath~eticsuncaa l ~... 10/30/2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 5:03 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Timmenna~s <limmemlans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Selling Game-Worn Jerseys 

@uncaa.unc.edtP; Tom 

FYI. Please make sure his name doesn’t show up anywhere! 

Sent Dam my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Burgemeister, Matt" <mbmgemeister~7~theacc.org> 

Date: October 30, 2012, 4:58:11 PM EDT 

To: "Amy Helma~" < Ns_c_’__[l_’_a__e_~]__t_Ln__c_’_~:__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___u_?~ 

Cc: "Brad Hosntetter" < .b_ } l_ R s _t .e_ _t t_ _e_ _r2(~it_}le_?4.c_’c_:q!ig>, "Shamaree Brown" <s_bj2q~Lr_@2._th__e_ ’.a_c_’._c_=c21/g> 

Subject: RE: Selling Game-Worn Jerseys 

<!--[if rosa 91--><’.--[endif]--> 

Hi Amy, 

Fve usually seen this where all of the team’s jerseys were auctioned (e.g., after a game where special uniforms were worn), but I don’t think the application of 
the bylaw would change whether it is ’100 or one. I agree this would be permissible even for only one jersey/uniform as long as it meets all elements of ’12.5.’1 .’1, 
including removing the name from the uniform and not using the name or photo in the auction info. 

I hope this helps. Let me know if you’d like to discuss further. Thanks, 

Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-369-4641 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto;aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 30, 2012 2:19 PN 
To-" Burgemeister, Matt 
C¢-" Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject; Selling Game-Worn Jerseys 

Matt, 

My first question for you! 

We have an online auction that we run through our goheels.com site. After our game vs. State last weekend, we would like to sell uniform 

(jersey, pants, socks, etc.) on this site. We plan to take the name off of the jersey, but, of course, leave his number    on it. 

Is this okay, per 12.5.1.1? We are not using his name, picture, or likeness, but it will be obvious to the world whose it is, of course, when we sell it and say that 

it’s "game worn", 

I’m pretty sure this has happened before, in fact our Marketing folks say that Michigan did it last year with their Quarterback after a game, but [ wanted to 

check in and get confirmation from you. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae’~a:uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < @gmail.com: 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:06 PM 

Kevin (fb comm) Best <kbes@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, S’teve <stevekir~bner@unc.edtv>; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@ancaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.~mc.edtr> 

Total Person Program offers opportunities for success to student-athletes - The Mea~eater 

FYI. 

What was their APR and GSR? 

http:/~www.themaneater.c~1rdst~ries/2~12,/1~/3~/t~ta~-pers~n-pr~ram-~ffers÷~p~rtunities-suc cess-/ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:28 AM 

Bubba CunninghaJn < @gmail.com>; Kevin (Ib comm) Best <kbes~uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Re: Total Person Progrmll offers opportunities for success to student-athletes The Maneater 

20O5 
Overall GSR 84% 
Overall FGR 69% 
Football GSR 73, FGR 59 
MBB GSR 67, FGR 36 

APR 
2011 
All sports at least 958 
Football 972 
men’s basketball 974 
Baseball 987 
Women’s’ basketball 986 

On 10,"30,"12 9:05 PM, "Bubba Cunningham" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>FYI. 

> 

>What was their APR and GSR? 

> 

> 

>http ://www.themaneater com/stories/2012i l O/30/total-person-program-offers- 

>opportunities-success-/ 

> 

> 

>Bubba 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:10 AM 

Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille0 Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to Virginia Tech for 

our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night, 
asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our s/a’s expected to 

perform under this kind of an environment? 
What can be done about this? If the answer is nothing,       will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event until Monday 

night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday. He needs a day at least to study. 
It is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances, The kid wants to do well, he has gone to them both well 

in advance, and [ can’t believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:51 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

-PTC 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact for 

like more information on 

Happy Halloween! 

,. Let me know if you have any questions or if would 



10/31/12 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Division II Bylaw 13.1.1.2, Francis Marion University grants 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill permission to contact 

If you have any questions, please contact me at kcombs(~,fmanon.edu or 843- 

661-4627 

Sincerely, 

K. Ashleigh Combs 
Director of Compliance 
Francis Marion University 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:59 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Woodard, Harold < harold woodard@unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Athletics tutoring situation 

Hello Dean Woodard and Vince, 
I am writing to express my concern about out tutoring situation. 

The policy regarding providing tutoring support for our student-athletes is causing some very significant 
affects on our team’s ability to be successful academically. 

I understand there have been some difficult decisions regarding tutors and the funding. However, the 
policy of not enabling our student-athletes to provide their own tutors needs to be re-evaluated. 
I have had at least two student-athletes in this situation this semester, but will address this one specifically at this time. 
One of our team                         is a      and majoring in EXSS and minoring in Chemistry/Biology 

She has earned a 3.74 gpa. Her goal is to attend Medical School or Dental School, and as you know GPAis significant 
in being selected to the best possible programs. She is everything good we want our student-athletes to be academically, athletically, 
as a leader, and in the community. She is also a member of our Leadership Academy, on the SAC Council, and directs our Volleyball Community Outreach. 

Presently       is taking a class in Chemistry which is very challenging, and we are in-season. However because her GPA is high {above 2.5) she 

is denied any individual tutoring in any classes by our academic support program. Presently there is a one hour a week session of Chemistry tutoring being 
offered by the department for all of our athletes, but only offered on Sunday nights. There are well over 20+ student-athletes needing assistance so the 
room is crowded and not productive for most. With our team in-season schedule and the large number of students needing assistance this is far from being 
a situation where "tutoring" and learning is productive. The on-campus tutors that the Learning Center have available on campus do not meet the time 
requirements of a student-athlete with practices, team travel, weight lifting, team meetings, etc. 

is receiving financial aid to attend UNC, but has met with her parents and they are willing to help pay for an occasional individual tutor. Yet she is 

unable to hire anyone because of the present policy in place for our department where student-athletes are not permitted to have a tutor unless they come 
directly from our Academic Support program. If I      was a regular student at UNC she would be able to pay for tutoring services as needed, and earn the 
GPA she needs in this class, yet we are denying her this opportunity. 

I understand the new goals of the department are for us to be the top three in the ACC academically and top ten nationally. However, if this is the objecti, 
then we need to re-evaluate the rules which can allow our student-athletes to be successful at Carolina, earn high honors, reach their goals, be great 
representatives of what is good in college athletics {and not just graduate). I am sure there are other coaches who have similar situations and are 

concerned about this as well. 
I appreciate you taking the time to look into this situation and appreciate any feedback you can provide. 
Thank you again, 

Joe Sagula 

HEAD VOLLEYBALL COACH 
Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 
cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:40 PM 

~hcul~athletic@~kaJ.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - final call tbr input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Greetings! 

Just wanted to send a friendly soft reminder to any FA~ members who wanted to provide input on the survey instrument. Thanks to so many of you who have 

already shared some great suggestions and insights into the document. The ct~t~ff date for input will be Friday, November 2 so we can wrap up and have a ready 

to go instrument and system by December so Vince and the Athletics Department can capture data from the December graduating students. 

After consulting with several people, it has been decided that we will seek assistance from the Odum Institute. They can take the survey instrument provided by 

Vince and with all the FAC input develop an instrument that is edited, consolidated, and reorganized for a clean, comprehensive instrument from which much 

information can be drawn and utilized to make informed decisions. The student athletes will complete the instrument online so the data can be dumped into a 

database in Institutional Research. Both Athletics and FAC and whomever else the Chancellor deems appropriate can access and analyze the data in preparation for 

ongoing development of a strong and forward thinking student athlete experience. 

For our November meeting we will be wrapping up the Student Athlete Experience component of our revision planning for this year. We should know about the 

final survey instrument and Vince will explain how Athletics will be implementing the new process to insure a higher percentage of students who complete the 

survey. Then we will move into a discussion of what FAC’s role will be in the assessment of the student athlete experience on the UNC campus. 

Also, for those of you with further team contacts and experiences, please share those with me as well for our ongoing experience evaluation of the team liaison 

role. 

Thank you again for your role in strengthening the bond between athletics and academics. 

Joy 
Jo~,.I. Rem~_% M.A., RI(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
Universit¥ of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, inch.iding attachn-:ents, if at%,, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be sul>ject to the Noah Carolina P~#lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ {NCGS, ch. :t32). Studemt educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.uuc.eduipo~]) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Shults <bill.shult,~jumpforward.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

l just came across your name on the UNC website and didn’t realize that you had moved to Chapel Hill. Congratulations and good luck! Larry Gallo is an old friend 

(former compliance at Wake) from back in the day when I was in compliance at FSU. Please tell him I said hello. 

Best, 

-Bill 

Bill Shults 

Vice President foB" Compliance 

office: 312..784-?_949 

celk 

24/7 Support Lime: (866} 499-0564 
This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient. 
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient) please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - final call lbr input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Hi Vince! 

Hopefully I will be talking with them tomorrow to see about getting the ball rolling on the editing of the survey. I hope they will have a survey designer available soon. When I 
talk with the director I will let him know that Bubba and Holden are also behind this getting done through their office and the need to have it happen soon. Since they edit 
surveys and design them for electronic delivery all the time, my thought it is will not take them long, since the questions are pretty much already done. I will let you know as 
soon as they assign a person to the project. 

Probably the most efficient way to move forward is to give them the survey electronically with the FAC input emails and whatever written input instructions you want to give 
them and let them work on a draft. Then we can get a couple of people together to give the input for the final version to be sure everyone’s assessment needs and goals are 
met. If there are other question areas you want included that were not on the original survey instrument, be sure to include them in your written instructions so we can make 
sure they know all the additions that need to be made for the first draft. 

I hope this will lighten at least some of the load you and your staff are under right now; not to have to spend time formatting a survey. There are many important items under 
you where you will be making important improvements and working toward the Athletics strategic plan. I really appreciate all you are doing. 

Joy 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 7:23 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .I 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Thmlks for your help with this Joy. I would like to meet with the appropriate person at the Odum Institute. Do you have a contact that I cml call’? 

I plml to use the original survey instrument we provided for comment and all the suggestions collected through November 2 as a starting point ibr discussion with the 

whomever you recommend. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 32, 2012 2:40 PM 
To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Greetings! 

Just wanted to send a friendly soft reminder to any FAC members who wanted to provide input on the survey instrument. Thanks to so many of you who have 

already shared some great suggestions and insights into the document. The c~ff date for input will be Friday, November 2 so we can wrap up and have a ready 

to go instrument and system by December so Vince and the Athletics Department can capture data from the December graduating students. 

After consulting with several people, it has been decided that we will seek assistance from the Odum Institute. They can take the survey instrument provided by 

Vince and with all the FAC input develop an instrument that is edited, consolidated, and reorganized for a clean, comprehensive instrument from which much 

information can be drawn and utilized to make informed decisions. The student athletes will complete the instrument online so the data can be dumped into a 

database in Institutional Research. Both Athletics and FAC and whomever else the Chancellor deems appropriate can access and analyze the data in preparation for 

ongoing development of a strong and forward thinldng student athlete experience. 

For our November meeting we will be wrapping up the Student Athlete Experience component of our revision planning for this year. We should know about the 

final survey instrument and Vince will explain how Athletics will be implementing the new process to insure a higher percentage of students who complete the 

survey. Then we will move into a discussion of what FAC’s role will be in the assessment of the student athlete experience on the UNC campus. 

Also, for those of you with further team contacts and experiences, please share those with me as well for our ongoing experience evaluation of the team liaison 

role. 

Thank you again for your role in strengthening the bond between athletics and academics. 

Joy 

Jo,l J. Renner~ M.A., RI(R), FAEff~S 
Associate Professor and Dh’ec[or 
Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondklra~!t }~all 
321-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

91%956-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENr~AL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, inch.iding attachn-:ents, if an~,, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Rny -----unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may he subject to the Noah Caroffna P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ {NCGS, ch, :t32), $tudemt educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_l!t_!r?__s_-!)’_~_~_~i:__u__~zc_:__e__d___~_p___e_r__m__~__) from the l:’aculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, ( 9:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Academic Issue 

Thanks Vince. 

I did receive a copy of this. 

I will give you a call about this. 

I will ~y that the responsc from the professors is fax ti-om "ridiculous." 

The student was given letters to prescnt to each instructor during the first week of class seating which dates they would need to miss class due to travel tbr their six, ft. 
StudenLs are not to expect instructors to excuse them ti-om dates not included in the initial letter.....m~d neither should instructors. Since students should receive a 

syllabus on the firs~t day of class tbr each course that lists when tests, quizzes and other assignments me due for the entire semester, they should know when multiple 

assignments axe due in the same week and sometimes on the same day’ and prepare accordingly. 

The student is doing well academically mid is scheduled to meet with his academic counselor later this week. Coach Mock is way off-base on this one. 

Take care. 

Harold 

Sent ti~n~ my iPad 

On at 8:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email xmc.edu> wrote: 

A copy to you in case yon weren’t informed of this. Thmlks. 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:10 AM 
To-" Spencer Welborn 

Cc-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams )next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to 

Virginia Tech for our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night. 

asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our s/a’s 

expected to perform under this kind of an environment? 

What can be clone about this? If the answer is nothing,       will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event 

until Monday night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday. He needs a day at least to study. 

It is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances. The kid wants to do well, he has gone to 
them both well in advance, and I can’t believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Swimming 

VJnce, 

think I copied you on the email b~t is a "no longer recruited". 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:23 P! 
To" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject" RE: Swimming 
Thanks Barbara. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 8:29 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject; Swimming 
VJn ce, 

Attached is the most recent in%rnmtion I have on swimming. Tt~ere is one prospect, 
for clarification and will let you know what I hear hack. 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Barbara 

that I’m not 1(I(1% sure Rich is slotting. I’ve emailed him 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 4:40 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Thanks. 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@emaiku nc.edu > 10/31/2012 10:21 PM > > > 

A hello from a friend of yours.,, 

V 

From= Bill Shults [mailto: bill,stlults@jumpforward,com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:45 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

l just came across your name on the UNC website and didn’t realize that you had moved to Chapel Hill. Congratulations and good luck! Larry Gallo is an old friend 

(former compliance at Wake) from back in the day when I was in compliance at FSU. Please tell him I said hello. 

Best, 

-Bill 
gift Shults 

Vice President for Compliance 

office: 312-.7[#4-2[-)4[-) 

celh 

24/7 Support Line: {866} 499-05C:4 
This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient. 
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are got the ioteoded 
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient) please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete all copies oftMs message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~miugham < @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Total Per~n Program oilers opportunities for success to student-athletes The Ma~eater 

Imagine that. People the know and trust actually get better performance. Novel 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 

On Oct 31, 2012, at 8:42 PM, "I11e, Vince" <ille@email.unc edu> wrote: 

> I believe their Academic Support (or Total Person Program) is a unit within the Athletic Department and reports to the Athletic Director? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kirschner, Steve 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:28 AM 
> To: Bubba Cunningham; Kevin (fb comm) Best; Kirschner, Steve; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Total Person Program offers opportunities for success to student-athletes The Maneater 
> 

> 2005 
> Overall GSR 84% 
> Overall FGR 69% 
> Football GSR 73, FGR 59 
> MBB GSR 67, FGR 36 
> 
> APR 
>2011 
> All sports at least 958 
> Football 972 
> men’s basketball 974 
> Baseball 987 
> Women’s’ basketball 986 
> 

> On 10/30/12 9:05 P2% "Bubba Cunningham", ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> FYI 
>> 
>> What was their APR and GSR? 
>> 

>> 

>> http ://wv, as,.themaneater com/stories/2012/l O/30/total-person-pro~ram-offers- 
>> opportunities-success-i 
>> 

>> 

>> Bubba 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thu rsd ay, 8:46 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting Today 

Canceled. But feel free to meet without me and share leftover candy if you would like. : ) 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard BeflM <bbethel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November l, 2012 8:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Supporting Student-Athletes 

VJnce, 

I’m trying to wrap up a project I’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier universities. I 

haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at lllinois, and so l’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kfistin Kane, and, if so, would you mind 

forwarding the below questions to her? 

1. Does lllinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 101 for non-science majors and Biology 111 for 

science majors. 

2. Does illinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, students who 

score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English 100. 

3. Does Illinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? 

4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? 

in addition to the data above, l’m including the number of majors a school offers, lilinois’s website says it offers approximately 150 majors. 

i’m surveying 15 top tier schools with Division I athletics programs. Illinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When I have their 

information, I’II happily send a chart showing the data for the 15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular challenges underprepared 

students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Hennan ~aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Trisha StMtbrd-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Your words requested. 

Any compliance issues that need to be addressed? 

It concerns me that no one from compliance was copied when there is a statemem in the email that suggests there are associated issues. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Direck~r of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: Trisha L Staflbrd-Odom <tsodom,@~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: October 21, 2012, 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek -~cheek(r~email.nnc.edu~, ",r~live.unc.edu>, Hany Stafford <harry staflbrd(~med.unc.edu>, 

"Andrew Calder" <acalder(~uncaa.tmc.edu>, Billy Lee <bilMee,@~nncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb(&uncaa.unc.edu~, Clarissa Adams 

<cadams(&~uncaa.unc.edu>, Jason Beaulieu <ibeaulie(&uncaa.unc.edu>, Jane High <jhigh(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Law <lawdawg(~uncaa.unc.edu;>, 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Tracey Williams <twilliams,@~nncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tax Heel, 
event will De bnnday, November 25, 2012 in Atlanta, GA. 

is deep into planning an extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our commits. The 

Though NCAA rules will not permit our Staff to attend, our presence is veD~ much desired!      has requested that we put together a 3-ish minute 

VIDEO PRESENTATION to be played at the pal~. The video would have each of us congratulating, encouraging, & welcoming and the 

others into their futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Dilector. Bubba Cunningham. 

I have spoken with        and she is ready to make us all look good on fil!! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITH 

spend 5 minutes getting your words on tape. 

FttIS WEEK tbr her to 

Also, for we coaches        also needs to use our 5 minutes to film answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project to be played 

during random home games. I herefore, dress appropriately (Trisha). Hahaha’. 

We ale pressing fol-vvard, ’Far Heels! 

Thank you, 

TSO 

Sent from my iPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:54 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Your words requested. 

More Re Party in Atlanta for Signees.msg 

Bubba, 
I apologize for not copying you on the email that I sent to the coaches after speaking with Trish about this on the phone. See attached. We have had no further contact on this 

yet, so I do not know how the coaches have decided that they will handle the congratulatory message issue. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Cu nningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.u nc,edu > 11/1/2012 9:13 AM > > > 

Any compliance issues that need to be addressed? 

It concerns me that no one from compliance was copied when there is a statement in the email that suggests there are associated issues. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Trisha L Stafford Odom <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Date: October 21, 2012, 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek <dcheek@email.unc.edu: @live.unc.edu>, Harry Stafford <harw stafford@med.unc.edu>, "Andrew Calder" 

<acalder@uncaa.unc,edu>, Billy Lee <bilMee@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa,unc.edu>, Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >, Jason 

Beaulieu <]beaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >, Jane High <jhiqh@uncaa.unc.edu >, Greg Law <lawdawq@uncaa.unc.edu >, Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >, 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cc: <bubbac@email.unc,edu > 

Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tar Heel, 
be Sunday, November 25, 2012 in Atlanta, GA. 

is deep into planning an extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our commits, The event will 

Though NCAA rules will not permit our Staff to attend, our presence is very much desired!     has requested that we put together a 3 ish minute VIDEO 

PRESENTATION to be played at the party. The video would have each of us congratulating, encouraging, & welcoming and the others into their 

futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Director, Bubba Cunningham. 

I have spoken with       and she is ready to make us all look good on film! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITH 

getting your words on tape. 

THIS WEEK for her to spend 5 minutes 

Also, for we coaches,       also needs to use our 5 minutes to film answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project to be played during 

random home games, Therefore, dress appropriately (Trisha), Hahaha! 

We are pressing forward, Tar Heels! 

Thank you, 

TSO 

Sent from my JPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 3:26 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More Re: Party in Atlanta for Signees 

Trish, 

As we just discussed on the phone, the only exception available to provide video to prospective student athletes (even those that have signed) is to send "necessary pre 

enrollment information" to them in a video format. So, for example, video playbooks or game clips that they need to study, The bylaws below spell out this regulation. Please 

let me know howyou all decide you will get a congratulatory message to the signees. As I mentioned, you can either send something Jn writing for them to read at the party, 
or you may set up a Skype call of some sort to offer congratulations "in person" that evening. 

In addition, you have indicated that              will be funding the party for the signees and their families/friends, and that she has no previous relationship with UNC. I 

have also confirmed with both the Rams Club and the Ticket Office that     qas never joined the Rams Club, nor has she purchased season tickets. So, based on this 

information, she is not yet a booster and, thus, is permitted to provide benehts to her          friends and future teammates. So we are all set from that angle, 

! will wait to hear back from you with potential solutions to the outstanding congratulatory message issue. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

1.4.1.5 Video/Audio Materials. 

An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete except as specified in this 

section. Permissible video or audio material may only be provided to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail attachment or hyperlink, 

except as provided in Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4. [D] (Adopted: 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94, Revised." 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 12/12/06, 1/8/07, 1/16/10, 

3/29/10, 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11, 6/13/11) 

13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to All Students. 

Official academic admissions and student-services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to prospective 

student-athletes. (Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes 

only general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. [D] (Adopted: 1/16/10, 

Revised: 3/29/10) 

13.4,1.5.3 Computer-Generated Recruiting Presentations. 

An institution may produce a computer-generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show to, play for or provide to a 

prospective student-athlete, subject to the following provisions: [D] (Adopted: 1/8/07, Revised: 1/14/08, 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

(a) The presentation may be posted to the institution’s website; 

(b) The presentation may include general informational video/audio material that relates to an institution or its athletics programs and is not 

created for recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Information. 

An institution may provide any necessary pre-enrollment information (that is not otherwise considered to be general information related to an 

institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities in a video format (e.g., video playbook, 

games clips) to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement, or 

has been officially accepted for enrollment. Such information may be provided via a digital media storage device (e.g., DVD, flash drive). [See Bylaw 

13.4.1.1-(h).] [D] (Adopted: 12/26/06, Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10, 6/13/11) 

> > > Amy Herman 10/24/2012 9:06 PM > > > 

Trisha, 

Iwas forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to mom for the party she is planning for the signees in November. I’m going to 

need some details on this party so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain to me what will be occurring, who will be paying, and what the signees and their families!friends will be receiving? 

Time thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving anything they shouldn’t from boosters, etc. 

i’m certainly not saying that this is a no go, and [ don’t cnean to alarm you, but [would like to have more details about what will be occurring before the planning goes much 

further, if you don’t know the details and you would like to haw          ~nom call me, i am happy to talk to her. Feel free to give her my number (919 962 7853). 

i’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs and released them to the media, i don’t think there will be any problems 

with this, but i will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 

Thanks, i look forward to talking to you about the details of this party. I am going to be in Carmichael tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting from 10 11, Maybe I’ll stop by your 

office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

..",.m ~ ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Shults <bill.shult,~@jumpforward.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

Please let me know if JumpForward can ever be of assistance to UNC~ I know that Amy would tell me each year that they are happy with ACS, but we hear that 

som~-_~ coaches don’l: agree We’d b~:_~ happy to come to campus for a presen~:atkm, if you think it might help. No pressure, and if you agree [:hat things are free with 

the coaches the way it is., l:hal:’s great. Please let John Nanchard know I said hello too, fu:_!s a great guy and a valuabh:_~ r~-:m.:_~urce. 

Thank you, 

--Bill 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 20:12:10:20 PM 
To: Bill Shults 
Subject: RE: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Thanks Bill. I’ll give your regards to Larry. He’s a great guy to work with. Hope you and yours are well. 

Vince 

From: Bill Shults [m_aj_[t_o_;__bj]!:_s__h___uJ_t__s__@j_u__t_n_p_Lo_r_w_~[d_:g~m] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12 5:45 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

I just came across your name on the UNC website and didn’t realize that you had moved to Chapel Hill. Congratulations and good luck! Larry Guile is an old friend 

(former compliance at Wake) from back in the day when I was in compliance at FSU. Please tell him I said hello. 

Best, 

-Bill 

Bill ShuJts 

Vice President for Compmiance 

o ffk:e: 312--784-?_949 

celk 

24/7 Support Line: (866} 499-0564 
This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient, 
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient} please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 9:58 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.uncedu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.uncedu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Recruiting Calendar 

Track Recruiting Calendar.pdf 

Track Staff, 
See attached for an updated recruiting calendar. I’m not sure exactly what was changed/revised, but there was reference to it being something in the month of December. So 

please review carefully! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edus, 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 10:00 AM 

Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Academic Issue 

Hi Vince --.There is faculty legislation on missing class to represen[ the University, but it may not apply in this situation where the studen[ can be in class but doesn’t 

want to take the text. From the instructor’s perspective, this might mean writing another test, I understand CD’s frustration, but I’m not sure the solution is to keep 

the kid in Virginia Tech anon:her day, ~-:~specialiy i[ ~:he rest of the team wiil be re~:urning Sunday ~-:~vening. I agre~-:~ tha~: an accommodation by the pro[essor seems 

reasonabl~-:~, but I am not sure i~: is requir~-:~d under our legislation. We have as a pr~:!ject rewriting th~-_~ class a~:tendance policy for all s~:udenl:s to make it more rational. 

It has been added on to over the years and is not kind of a mish-rnash. One o[: the more recent additions was based on a statute that permits students to ~T~iss two 

days of class for religious observance. The current policy’s appeal procedure is to go Lo Lhe course instructor’s immediate academic supervisor. 

I.issa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 8:20 PH 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: P-W: Academic Issue 

Lis~ 

I tbrwarded a copy to Harold. Is a situation like the one described below ~mething you would consider addressing on our cmnpus? Thanks and hope you’re feeling 

betler soon. 

Mince 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:10 AM 
To: Spencer Welborn 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to Virginia Tech for 

our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night. 

asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our sia’s expected to 

pertorm under this kind of an environment? 

What can be done about this? ff the answer is nothing,        will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event until Monday 

night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday. He needs a day at least to study. 
ft is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances. The kid wants to do well, he has gone to them both well 

in advance, and [ cmYt believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Orth, Zach 
Thursday, November 01, 2012 11:12 AM 
Samer Kalaf q @gmail.com) 

Stabile, Regina 

Follow-up - (Public Records Requested 9.11.2012) 

Public Records Letter _ Samer Kalaf ll.l.2012.pdf 

Dear Samer Kalaf, 

Please see the attached PDF which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile. While we are still processing these records, as a courtesy 
to you we wanted to send you this advance notice that these records will be available for pick-up after 2 PM today. 
Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth 

Business Services Coordinator 

Qffice of University Counsel 

The University c~[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 

222 t~;ast Cameron A venue 

Chapel [Jill, North Carolina 2 7599-9105 

http://www, uric. edu/depts/le~aU 

Direct Line: 9 l 9-843-8894 

Main Ofjice Line: 919-962-1219 

Uacsimile: 919-843-1617 

Electronic ~,~5ail: orlh(a~emaiL unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Orth, Zach 
Thursday, November 01, 2012 11:15 AM 
’ @gmail.com’ 

Stabile, Regina 

Follow-up - (Public Records Requested 9.12.2012) 

Public Records Letter_ Sarah Glen ll.l.2012.pdf 

Dear Ms. Glen, 

Please see the attached PDF which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile. While we are still processing these records, as a courtesy 
to you we wanted to send you this advance notice that these records will be available for pick-up after 2 PM today. 
Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth 

Business Services Coordinator 

Qffbe of University Counsel 

The University c~[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron ,4 venue 

Chapel [Jill, North Carolina 2 7599-9105 

http:/Twww, uric. edu/depts/le~aU 

Direct Line: 9 l 9-843-8894 

Main Office Line: 919-962-1219 

Uacsimile: 919-843-1617 

Electronic ~,~ail: orlh(a~emaiL unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE:            - Review of Admission 

Thanks Vince, 

It is wonderful behlg kept in the loop about ootential student-athletes. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 0i, 2022 7:02 plVl 

To: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Montaomerv. ,1ohn R; Terrell, Matt; Woodard, Harold; Welborn, Spencer; Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject:           - Review of Admission 

Coach Breschi, 

Please be prepared to present              academic credentials and academic plan to the faculty committee during its meeting that begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, 

November 7 in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 

Please ensure that all materials required for the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessary" materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 

score(s) (which may’ already- be on file?), and any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee 

members roll expect to see and hear specific information about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved by the committee 

have performed, and some insight into your team’s culture. I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall tbr your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional intbrmation, please 
contact Barbaaca or me. Thanks tbr your help. 

VillCe 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&L> 

RE: - Review of Admission 

Thank you. I will speak to Joe. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:13 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE:            Review of Admission 

Spenceg 

No problem. Do you plan to work with Joe to develop the presentation tbr the committee? Will you attend with Joe? The t~edback that I received after yesterday’s 

meeting is "that the committee members do appreciate the academic counselor’s attendance and participation. I’ll let you and Joe consult on this. If you have any questions 

or need additionaJ information, please jus~t let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent" Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:08 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE:           - Review of Admission 

Thanks Vince. 

ll: is wonderful being kept in the loop ab.:_~ul: p.:_~l:ential ~.;tudent.-al:hh:,l:es. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:02 PM 

To: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Montgomery, John R; Terrell, Matt; Woodard, Harold; Welborn, Spencer; Polk, Barbara 3o 

Subject:           - Review of Admission 

Coach Bmschi, 

Please be prepared to present              academic credentials and academic plan to the thculty committee during its meeting that begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, 
November 7 in Jackson I-Ial] ’s small media room. 

Please ensure that all materials required tbr the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessau materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 
score(s) (which may alma@ be on tile?), mid any additional printed iatbrmation you would like tile committee members to consider. During tile meeting, committee 
members will expect to see and hem specific information about your team’s academic performance, how current mid past team members approved by the committee 
have performed, mid some insight into your temn’s culture. I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have rely qnestions or require additional infommtion, please 
contact Barbara or me. Thm~s for your help. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: - Review of Admission 

Excellent prep. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 

On Nov 1, 2012, at 7:08 P2~k "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> Please be prepared to present the academic credentials and academic plans for to the facul~z committee during its meeting that begins at 9 a.m on 
Wednesday, November 7 in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 
> Please ensure that all materials required for the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessary materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test score(s) (which 
may already be on file?), and any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee members will expect to see and hear 
specific information about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved by the committee have performed, and some insight into your team’s culture. 
I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 
> Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Barbara or 
me. Thanks for your help. 
> Vmce 
> <UNC Subcommittee on Athletics Admissions - Charge and Procedures - Janual3’ 2010pdf> 
> <UNC Subcommittee on Athletics Admissions - Overview and Considerations :[’or Coaches.pdl~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:14 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Barbara, [wrote you a week or so ago about           I forwarded you his new updated board scores which showed an improvement. He was on the fence to being a 

competitive admit prior to this increase and I was hoping this would push him over the line. 

I need to know asap as he has other programs pushing him and we are going to lose him if we cannot get him in. 

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M < sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting 

V]aee, 

I don’t think I wo~]d bring them without test ~cores, How do we know if Ney are level 1, 2 or 3 without this in fm~ma~:ion? Si~ace the scores play such a major role tn 
the EGP& ~t’s hard %r me to believe that the committee would act on them ~dthout this infiwmation. Do we know if the students hmm taken e~ther SAT/ACT and 
have opted ~aot to relea,~e ~he score,~, or have they truly ~aot taken either exam yeU 

Fm here al~ day, with the exception of a lunch meeting from ~A:30-1:I 5. Feel fi’ee to call if you want to di~ct~s~ this. 

Barbara 

garbara !. Polk 
l)eputy l)~rector 
()ffice of Undergraduate Admiaa~ous 
15n~vers~tV of North Carolina at Chapel t~i]I 
Phone: 9119 -9~.6-59 ~19 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, " 8:01 PH 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject:[ meeting 

I see          only has a PSAT score. Will the committee consider her tbr at lea.st admissions with conditions? We also have 
no test score. Will the committee consider her lbr at least admissions with conditions? Thanks. 

who has 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 7:08 PH 
To: Sylvia Hatchell (_s__h___a__t__c_[_Le_!!_~__u__n___c__a__a__:__u_t_Lc_:_e_.__d___u) 
Co: ’Bubba Cunningham’; Beth Hiller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Ballen, Hartina K; Woodard, Harold (harold woodard@unc.edu); Beth Bridget (bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu); Polk, 
Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu) 
Subject:                            r - Review of Admission 

Coach Hatchell, 

Please be prepared to present the academic credentials and academic plans for 
begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday,           in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 

to the faculty committee dtmng its meeting that 

Please ensure that all materials required tbr the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessau materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 
score(s) (which may already be on file?), and any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee 
members will expect to ~e and hear specific inlbnnation about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved by the committee 
have pertbmmd, and some insight into your team’s culture. I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional information, please 
contact Barbma or me. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, lO:O1 AM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dgmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos < @gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss < ~gmail.com >; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday. He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue, However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s!a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare. We all know how important review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s. The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling [ wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout. We drive in vans to Blacksburg, VA, check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 

workout. We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        is supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC, 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. f want to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair. We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s/a’s and when something Like this happens they get a different message. [ hope at some point we are 

able to change this. 

Res pectfu I ly, 

C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room i25iA 

PO Box 2i26 

Chapel Hill, NC 275i5 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

-baseball 

Vince and Barbara, 
and his family are scheduled to take their official visit They have plane tickets, etc. ready for that weekend. 

Just an FYI as I meet with the committee 2 days before they are scheduled to arrive on campus. 

A little scary. 
Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;> 

Friday,                 12:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Academics 

Thanks, Vince. I appreciate being in the loop on these issues. This sounds like sonlething that would be appropriate for discussion at the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. I think our policy is very clear on this, and I agree that the climate right now is not one which many faculbi members would be inclined to cut a break for 

a sLudenl:-athlete. Hopefi.Eliy, the sLudent can make the most of the tirne ~:hat l’u-:~ has available before ~:he team leaves [or the tri~) and his time on Lhe wav to the 

match to g~-_d: sorne meaningful studying done 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Academics 

.1:30 AM 

Lissa, 

I don’t know if this is a situation we might want to shaJce with appropriate groups at some time or not. But I want to keep you in the loop on any issue that involves 

student-athletes and faculb’. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [m_aj_[t_o_;_£_d__@_u___nca___a.un___c_=_ed___u_] 
Sent: Friday,                 10:01 AM 
To: Mack, Ken; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham 

Cc:        bg__m___a_jJ_&o____m_j Dionisios Papadatos; Kyle Kiss; Trevor Chinn; Spencer Welborn 
Subject= Academics 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday. He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue. However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s/a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare. We all know how important review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s. The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling. [ wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout. We drive in vans to Blacksburg, VA, check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 
workout. We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        is supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC. 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. I want to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair. We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s!a’s and when something like this happens they get a different message. [ hope at some point we are 

able to change this. 

Res pectfu I ly, 
CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichaei Arena. Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill. NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



~rolTI- 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:18 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< m arkos@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who [ believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



FrOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:24 PM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos @gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss ~gmafl.com >; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Admissions 

Guys, relative to the email ]just sent to Barbara, understand there are three other guys on out" list who are close to competitive admits. NONE of these guys are "slots". They 

are bodies in the room, who will also help our team GPA. We push for these kids because although they don’t immediately help us to be more competitive on the mat, they 

provide for bodies in the room at no cost, and help our academics. 
We never get these guys in. The current "slot" system allows Barbara to tell me if [ want them to slot them. Or, she treats them like all the other applicants and delays their 

decision until Spring, which is basically a death sentence for us. This is one of the battles to getting our team GPA up. 

I’m just keeping you informed. 
CD. 



Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 2:17 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

C,D,, 

Sony for the dday, For some reason, your earlier entail went into my spare box. 1 think we now have that issue fixed, 

The current transcript I have for     only reflects his grades through the fal~ of his junior year, Those fall grades declined from his earlier performance. Before I 
can determine ~f IRe can be competitWe, I need to see a tR’ar~script reflecting IRis entire junior year pertbrmance. If you car~ get that for me, I’ll review it ASAP. 
(Tran script we have shows his high school GPA as and his class rank as ¯ I only mention th e rank as an indication that a doesn’t n ecessarfiy 
represent what it once did,) 

Based on out-of-state competitiveness, needs a slot: for admission, 

Let me kn ow ff yot~ have other questions or yot~ are able to get ctm’ent transcript 

Barbara 

lJarbara ], Polk 
l]eputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
!~ui~rsi%~ of North {:arolim~ at Chapel Hfl! 
Phoue: 9~ 9-q66-3989 

From: C D Mlock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
12e: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Mlarkos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara!JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today aboul We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Wamng until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not qet in other schools courtinq them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C,D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:24 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, let’s get Barbara all up to date stuff, Need copy of his most current board scores as well, 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

Sorry for the delay. For some reason, your earlier email went into my spare box, ] think we now haw~ that issue fixed, 

The current transcript ] have fo      rely reflects his grades through the fall of his junior yeaF, Those f~fll grades declined from his cariier performance, Bef~ax, I 
can determine if he can be competitive, 1 need to see a transcript reflecting his entire junior’ year performance, if you can get that for me, I’]1 review it ASAP, 
(Transcript we have shows his high school GPA as and his class rank as .1 only mention the rank as an indication that a doesn’t necessarily 
represent what tt once did.} 

Based on out-of-state compel:itiveness needs a slot ~br admission, 

Let me know if you have other questions or you are able to get current transcript, 

Barbara 

garbara ]. Polk 
Deputy l)~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of Nortl:, (;aroiina at Chapel t~flI 
Phone: 919-9~.6-39 ~19 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince IIle; Lance larkos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/IT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



FFoln; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpollc2~admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:27 PM 

Scott Jackson <siackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sco{t, 

Thanks fbr fbrwarding this information, We’ll get R in fi:ont of the commRtee, 

Barbara 

Barbara !, Polk 
])eputy ])Jrector 
0 ffk:e of Unde.rgraduate. Admissions 
1 ~nh~crsRy o(North Carolina at Chapd Hill 
Phone.: 91%966<{989 

From: Scott Jackson [mailto:sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:34 AM 
1"o: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Vince Ille; Mike Fox 
Subject: 

Barbara: 

Good morning! Hope all is well for you. I am attaching information that will give insight to athletic and academic background. 

The first attachment includes his latest transcript showing his senior year classes along with his SAT score and his school profile, In addition, I have gathered letters of 

recommendation form his guidance counselor and one of his teachers who can speak to his character and academic habits, The last document profiles our recruiting time line 

with    and includes some indicator of his athletic ability, 
I am also attaching links at the bottom of this email to show the stature of his ability and how it may affect our program moving forward,    is a great kid and extremely 

talented in a lot of ways, We are grateful for the committee’s review of all that brings to the table, 

As always, thanks for all you do for us! 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 0308 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

sia c_l< S__Q_[]_@ u n c a a. u n c. e d u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:37 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: - Competitive Admit Plan 

Vince, please see Lance’s comments under       below. What the heck is Barbara doing? They need to get their act together over there this is serious stuff. She says she 

doesn’t have documents, she says our emails go to spam....,,.this stuff has some sense of urgency to it and she doesn’t get that. k’sjust business as usual with her and it’s 

very frustrating, 

Lance, do you want to handle this with Barbara or do [ get her updated stuff.._.again? 

CD, 

>>>CDMock 4:56PM >>> 

Lance, I read your email to Trevor and Icopied Vince on this because [ don’t understand why she can’t say"he’ll be a competitive admit if he does this and this". Why is that 

a problem? Again, unless I’m missing something that attitude demonstrates a lack of flexibility and willingness to work with us and that is NOT what Steve Farmer presented to 
us at our meeting with him. If an athlete can get to a competitive status for admissions, why would we all not be encouraging that? 

Am [ missing something as to why that is an issue? 

C,D, 

> > > Trevor Chinn 

Ok thanks for clarifying. 

~,:07 PM >>> 

>>> Lance Markos 2:47 PM >>> 

i evaluated on his final junior year grades, so she should’ve had those. Not sure why she wouldn’t have everything. And she’s not going to say if he gets ’Grades X, Y, and Z", 

then he’ll be competitive, She’s going to say she’ll have to evaluate him at the time and make a decision then, rll make sure she has the updated info just to be sure but it still 

sounds like we’ll be waiting until January when he gets his fall grades,,, 

> > > Trevor Chinn 3:32 PM > > > 

She evaluated him off the old transcripts when you had the updated ones? The ones [just sent over have his end of year junior grades that her comments asked for. So did 

his end of junior year grades show improvement enough that he should be reconsidered? Specifically, if he got straight A’s this fall would he be competitive? [s there a 

hypothetical scenario that he would have to match in order to be admitted? i’m just trying to make sense of the system. 

Regardless, as it stands now we have to push him off until after this first semester to see how his grades have held up so I’m not in any rush here. But it does make our job 

easier if [ can push him off and tell him exactly what is within his control to get in and if he doesn’t meet those requirements he has to take his chances in the spring if we 

have a slot left we can use it on him but we can’t make any guarantees at this point... 

>>> Lance Marko~ 12:58 PM >>> 

Hey Trevor, 

We had the updated transcripts; unfortunately that’s what BP was going off of when she eval’d him. 

Lance 

>>> Trevor Chinn 1:49 PM >>> 

Comments: 

"As of today, he would need a slot for admission. Grades declined junior year, fall semester and include a C. Based on 

end of junior year grades!senior fall grades, we could reconsider for competitive admit. For now though, he will need a 

slot. BP 

We have updated transcripts on file for him which [ thought were sent to you and Barbara also. Here they are again so we can hopefully put a more complete plan together 

for him. 

Thanks, 
Trevor 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

SatuMay, 3:56 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu-~ 

Scott, 
Are you guys still recruitinf Fie is currently a level 1. 
Thanks for updating me on his recraJtir~g status. 
Barbara 
Bavban~ J. Polk 
Depu ty I? irec~r 
Ogk:e o{’1 indetgraduate Admissiot!s 
[J~ivevsi{y o{’Novth Carolina at Chapel }{ill 

Phoebe: 9"1 9-’:)66-23q,q9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Gilmore, Detyk -<terykg@prioritysla~rts.biz> 

I:NV: Meeting 

Vince: 

Monday would be great, What time would work for you? 
I look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From, Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derykg@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 2% 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Co: Ille, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject" Re: Meeting 
Vince, 

Good talking with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it would 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair, honest, and consistent. He looked at the list 

of agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had at UNC. I made him aware of 

several attempts lo get infimnation to the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is ~aying to think oukside the box and create a progranl that is unique that 

connec~Ls agems and players during the ~a~n not jna a one time thing. He knows that if yon try to keep them separate it will create problems. Hopefully, yon tx?th are 

available ~metime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a date that works best ii?r you. 

Vince stated that firms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quality agencies who follow the roles representing UNC players so that the 

program cart be a model for other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Derek Gibnore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - once 

Del~:kg(~)prioriWs ~:~rts .biz 

ii:::~:ii::~:&b: " nora1 (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <iJJ_9__~9__t_n’_a_jL_u__n_c_:__ed_u_.> 

To: "derykg@prioritysporls.biz" <detykg@priorityspotls.biz> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 

Subject: Meeting 

De ryk, 

It was good catching up ruth you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the Universib~ of Illinois in July to accept a SeNor Associate Athletic Director position at the UniversiF of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor Program for our s~udent- 

athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staff’and he will assist me with this effort. We have created a fiamework for what we think can be an efficient and effective 

program that roll accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent them as they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tue~ay, October 29-30 and would appreciate any effi~rt you could make to help me schedule a meeting with 

representatives of your agency. It would be ve~, valuable to me to receive t~edback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and direction from key 

participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet ruth me Mien I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your help and let’ s 

stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Atlfletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc~e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:34 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Meeting 

Locking it in the safe... 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/24/2012 1:32 PM > > > 
For our agent tiles 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:33 PM 
To: ’Mike McCartney’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 

Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please just let me know. I look fo:vvaxd to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports,biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: [lie, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vh~ce: 
IVlot~dav would be gre~L Wh~t l:im~-_~ would worl~ for you? 
I look fl)rward to meeting wi~:h you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [malto:derykq@prioritysports.biz1 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Cc: TIM, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
ViIlce, 

Good taJldng with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCaxtney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it would 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair~ honest, and consistent. He looked at the list of 

agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had at UNC. I made him aware of 

several attempts to get infolrnation to the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is lrying to think outside the box and create a program that is unique that 

connects agents and players during the season not just a one time thing. He knows that if you tly- to keep them separate it roll create problems. Hopefiflly, you both are 

available ,sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a date that works best for you. 

Vince stated that tirms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quaJity agencies who follow the rules representing UNC players ~ that the 

program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you axe not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Deryk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 
.E_e_~:__k_~ p___U_~_U__t.~p_~_r_b::__b_~ 

ii>::.:i:~’:.:~’i:~::!:’ ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of behlg regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priori~: Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "._d_#_!y__k_g_@r2__r_[9_[j_ty__s_’p_9_!_t__s_=b_i_z_" <_d___e_~_k_..q@p_[j£!i[t_y__s_ports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m happy to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the U niversiU of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of North Cmolina 

at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent arid Advisor Program for our student-atlfletes. 

We’ve hired an attorney to join our stall" and he will assist me ruth this effort. We have created a tiamework for what we think can be an efficient and ellEctive program 

that will accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent them as they transition to professional careers. 

I roll be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any efibrt you could make to help me schedule a meeting with 

representatives of your agency. It would be ve~ wJuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed pl:ogram, as well as general advice and direction from key 
participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very mach Thanks for your help and let’s stay 

in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of NolCh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 
ille,.%unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Great~ Both Mark Bartelstein and I will be here at the Priority office. Is it ok to meet here? We’re at 325 N. {.aSalle, Suite 650. 
Mike 

From: II[e, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:!.2 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 
Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please jus~ let me know. I look fonvard to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [._t!_)_a__[Lt_9_2t_n__Lk_e_t_n_@p__tiLo_r_L_~__s_p_o__~_s_:__b_[z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 J.J.:3J. AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vince: 
Monday would be great. What time would work for you? 
I look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [~)_a__[[_t__o_~__d___e_ty__k_g_@_p__ti(_o__r_[_t,A__s_p__o__r___N__~_b__[_z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:!.2 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCar~ney; Rick Smith 
Co: Ille, Vince; Mark BartelsteJn 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Mince, 

Good talking ruth you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith am available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it wotdd 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair, honest, and consistent. He looked at the list 

of agents represented by former LINC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had at UNC. I made him aware of 

several attempts to get inibrmation m the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is "wying m think oukside the box and create a program "that is unique that 

connecLs agents and players during the ~a~n not just a one time thing. He knows that if you tD’ to keep them separate it will create problems, ttopefully, you tx~th are 

available ~metime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a date that works best Ibr you. 

Vince stated that finns like ours should be representing players at IYNC and he wants quality agencies who tbllow the roles representing IYNC players so that the 
program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet ruth him. Thanks 

De~Tck Gibnore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

Dervkg(~)prioriWs~:~rts~biz 

ii:::~:ik~::di~b: " nora1 (pl. priorities) 

1 the eondifion of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <ilJ_e___@9__t_n__’_4jb__q_n_c,_:__e__d_u_> 

To: "derykg@prioritysports.biz" <detykg@priorityspotts.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

De ryk, 

It was good catching up ruth you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the Universib, of Illinois in July to accept a SeNor Associate Athletic Director position at the UniversiF of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. it is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor Program for our s~udent- 

athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staffand he roll assist me with this effort. We have created a fiamework for what we think can be an efficient and effective 

program that roll accommodate the needs and interests of our strident-athletes and those who seek to represent them as they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tue~ay, October 29-30 and would appreciate any eitbrt you could make "to help me schedule a meeting with 

representatives of your agency. It would be ve~, valuable to me to receive t~edback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and direction from key 

participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet ruth me M~en I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your help and let’ s 

stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc~e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback - proposed su~ey questions tbr the Student Athlete Experience 

I think the best way to proceed would be to wait until all the feedback is h~ this week and then work on the draft. We can talk about the best way to go about 

modifying the survey once we have everyone’s input and we see what resources might be available for survey development. 1 think we need your brain and ideas 

so that is the best use of your huge talent but the basic Lime consuming work of designing the survey could fall Lo someone who has Lhe time or is paid to haw:, the 

time to forma~: it and put it in~:o a useable and defensiMe questionnaire design. 

What do you think? 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 

School of Medich-~e 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 .~1. l, L’.e_k 

Celi 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOI~CE: [his e-n-~ail message, i~cludmg attachments, if a~¥, is int~_mded oniv for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged materiai. Ar~,, ----Llnal.~thorized review, iJse, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. [f you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase co~tact the sender b¥ reply e-mail and 

destroy all copk~s of i:he original message. 

Email corres#o~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies b~] an 
a~thorized state offieia~ {INCGS, eho $32)° St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are sub:~ect to FERPA° 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; Renner, Joy J 
Subject-" RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 
John, 
Thanks for the great feedback. I’ve inserted notes in your message below- and appreciate your help. Please forward any additional suggestions or reactions you may 

have. 

Joy, do you hmTe guidance on how you would like me to incorporate recommendations? Do I accept all based uIyon emails I receive? Do you want to weigh in betbre I 

begin modil}’ing the draJ~t each time? I would appreciate your thoughts. Thanks to both of you lbr your input. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 23, 2012 4:32 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince 
Subject; Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 
Feedback from John Stephens 
Overall 

l. Quite comprehensive covers all key points for FAC data needs. Ve~ good job, Vmce. 

2. Some queslion about ordering of sections; ifthis came from advice of survey experts, I am fine with it. For inst~]lce: Academics, then Social life, then 
)) ) 1 HIS $\ AS NOel AI) ’ I(,1~ FROM SURVEY EXPERTS. TI" ACADEMIC SUt t ORT t ROGRd\M why "insert" Social Life seclion between the two? ~" ~ ~    " V ’ 

AI 1/EARS THIS SECTION _MIGHT BE BEST AFTER "[’HE STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT SECTION BUT AM OPEN TO 

SUGGESTIONS° 

3. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM quite detailed too long? Questions seem to overlap. Again, if this comes from survey expert advice, I am happy to 

defer. THIS WAS NOT ADVICE FROM SUR~ EY EXI: ERTS. PLEASE NOTE I WILL PROVIDE THIS SECTION TO HAROLD 
/ WOODARD FOR HIS REYIE%~ TODAY WHEN WE MEET° I "WILL ASK tIE AND HIS ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS TO REVIE%~ AND 

MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS. I "WILL NOTE YOUR OBSERVATION AND SHARE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

4. Biggest point and * key part tbr FAC discussion key concern about t~ulty generally: how do coaches and other DIA staff stress the importance of 

academics across the board. RE: Coaches and Support for Academic endeavors - Question of emphasis and link to the DIA strategic plan 
K.1S        My coaches were concerned about and supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 
SUGGESTED EDIT: My coaches were CONSISTENTLY supportive of my academic goals and priorities. I LIKE TIIIS SUG~;ESTION. 
K.16 My head coach fostered a strong academic atmosphere. 
K.17 The coaching staff expected me to do more than just earn the grades I needed to remain eligible. 
Add a text box after these questions. - Please provide illustrations of the degree of support, or lack of support, for your academic goals and requirements. O1~ 

W[I’H ME 
Also - for discussion by FAC - whether to move this to the Academics section, RE: to reinforce how instructors-coaches are both parts of the academic 
experience. \VE CAN REVISE ACCORDING TO THE PREEEI’~ENCES OF EAC. 

More detailed comments 
A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION good, ve~ complete. Wondering about order of some items, and might want to move A/5 and A/6 to the 

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE Section and can be grouped with B/10 OK WITH ME 
B.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. - Wonderful question, but I think it is too broad and hard to answer. Are you asking S-As if they trusted their instructors? Or their 
opinion of other faculty where they have had less contact [and probably can only form their impressions via second-hand reports of their friends, roommates, 
teammates, etc.]? This question could be omitted unless I am missing the point of this question compared to others. I A:~ INCI,INED TO ASK EOR A 

)    z MODIFIED QUESTION THAT MIGHT BE MORE CLEAIL OR ~L~YBE WE (:OULD INCORI ORATE A TEXT BOX. IT O(:CURS TO ME 
THAT I’M REGULARLY A WITNESS TO DISCUSSIONS AND READ COMMENTS REGAPd)ING WHETHER OR NOT ATHLETICS IS 

~’TRUSTED" OR CAN BE TRUSTED. TRUST, OR LACK OF IT, SEEMS TO BE THE RESULT OEA RELATIONSHIP OR INTERACTIONS 

THAT INVOLVE MORE THAN ONE PARTY. GIVEN THE CURRENT EN$ IRONMENT, I~,~\NY DISCUSSIONS~ COMMENTARY, ETC., IT 

MIGHT BE HELPFUl, TO KN-O’vV ttO’vV THE OTHER PARTY TO THE RELATIONSHIP (IN THIS CASE, STUDENT-ATHLETES) FEELS 

ABOUT IT AND TtlEIR LEVEL OF TRUST. 
Questions B.11-16- I hope there was advice from the Odum Institute about how to phrase these questions. Wondering if at least some mix of positive/negative 



will assure well-considered, honest answers WE CAN CERTAINLY SOLICIT ADVICE FROM THE ODUM INSTITUTE, I BELIEVE ALL 

QUESTIONS WERE ASKED FROM TtIE POSITIVE ONLY TO CREATE SIMPLIFIED SCORING (LOW IS BAD, HIGH IS GOOD) BUT 

UNDERSTAND THAT SCORING CAN BE REVISED EASILY. THERE WERE OTHER CONSIDERATIONS WE CAN DISCUSS TttAT MAY 

NOT BE AS IMPORTANT AS YOUR RECOMMENDATION. 

C.8 probably good to give an example or two in parentheses to clarify this questiorOKWITI [ ME 
E.6 -seems out of place, should be within the ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM section YES 

From: Renner, .Ioy J [.1oy_RennerOmed.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: falC U J~latb ] etjcsl~S alka k Din C ~l~ dl U, 

Subject: 3o,! Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon] 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince llle. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to have a finNlraft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (!_[!__e____@____e___m____a_]_[_.__u___n__c__:__e___d__u__) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review task. We are being asked for faculty input s6sldb not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 

Jo~,L Rem~_% M.A., ~I(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.5952 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: lhis ~_~--mail message, [nch.id[ng attachments, if at%,, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
pFvdeged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distFbution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Er~ail correspondence to a~d from this address may be s~l>ject to the North Caro~i~a P~l~li¢ Records Raw a~d may be disclosed to third pad:ies by an 
authorized state offidal {NCGS, oh, :~32). Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "UNC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT ]0 2] 2012.docx", size: 4557] b~es] 

Attachments: 

UNC SA Exit S u~vey RE VISED DIL~t!’T ] 0 21 2012.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (ht~[~S~]~(l~:~ka~l:~Jl[[~:e~l~()~a[l) f[]onl the FaculW Atlfletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Wolkspace > t references. 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Middle Last 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please note that thesefimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

Compliance Office Section 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please now that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNONE 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please now that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNONE 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please now that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNONE 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback - proposed su~ey questions tbr the Student Athlete Experience 

I think we are formh~g a productive and experienced team. (notice I did not say wise and all knowing) 

Joy 

Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. [{T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Ce[i 

919-965-5952,’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlqb em~a[I message, iqcludh~g attachments, if any, is inte!~ded only for the -person o!’ entity to wi~[ch it is addressed and may co!~tain corffident[aE and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution [s proidbited. If you are not [Pie intended redp[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy" all copies of the original message. 
Entail corresponde#ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Peblic. Records ~aw and may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:[2 4::[4 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 

My blain and modest talent tell me to follow your lead. I’ll collect all input and wait to make some changes. I will be sending the draft to unit heads over here to solicit 

their input and will collect that for the group’s review as well. Thanks Joy. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 3:08 PN 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 

[ think the best way 1:o proc*:_~ed woukJ be to wait until all the fl:_~edback is in this week and then work on the draft:. W,-_~ can talk about the best way to go about 

modifying the survey once we have everyone’s input and we see what resources might be available for survey development. I think we need your’ brain and ideas 

so that is the best use of your huge talent but the basic dine consuming work of designing the survey could fall [o someone who has [he time or is paid to have the 

time to format it and put it into a useable and defensible questionnaire design. 

What do you think? 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
&ssociate Professor a!~d D[re,::l:or 
Un[ve!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Ce[i 

919-965-5952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg]CE: Thb e-mail message, iqclud[ng attachments, if ar!y~ [s inte!~ded only for the -person o!’ entity to wi~[ch [t is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, dse~ disclosure or distribution [s proidbited. If you are not the intended rec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~/ reply e-mail and 
destroy" all copies of the original message. 
Entail cerresponde~ce te and from this address may be sebject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Recerds ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

aatherized stale official (NCGS, ch. I32). Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:[2 2:53 PN 
To: Stephens, John B; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 

Joh~L 

Thanks for the great feedback. I’ve inserted notes in your message below and appreciate your help. Please forward any additional suggestions or reactions you may 

have. 

Joy, do you have guidance on how you would like me to incorporate recommendations? Do I accept all based upon emails I receive? Do you want to weigh in betbre I 

begin modi~ing the draft each time? I would apDvciate your thoughts. Thanks to both of you for your input. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 20:[2 4:32 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 
Feedback from John Stephens 

Overall 

l. Quite complvhensive covers all key points for FAC data needs. Very good job, Vince. 

2. Some question about ordering of sections; if this came from advice of survey experts, I mn fine with it. For instaJ~ce: Academics, then Social life, then 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM why °°insert" Social Life section between the two? THIS ~,¥AS NOT ADVICE FROM SURVEY EXPERTS. IT 

APPEARS THiS SECTION MIGHT BE BEST AFTER THE STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT SECTION BUT AM OPEN TO 

SUGGESTIONS. 

3. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM quite detailed too long’? Questions seem to overlap. Again, if this comes from survey expert advice, I am happy to 

defer. Tills WAS NOT ,M)VICE FROM SURYEY EXPERTS. PLI’:ASE NOTE I WILl] PROVIDE Tills SECTION TO tIAROLD 



WOODARD FOR HIS REVIEW TODAY WHEN WE MEET. I WILI, ASK HE AND HIS ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS TO REVIEW AND 

MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS, I WILL NOTE YOETR OBSERVATION AND SHARE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

4. Big~est point and * key part for FAC discussion keyc~ncemaboutfacu~genera~y:howd~c~achesand~therD~Astafl‘stresstheimp~rtance~f 

academics across the board. RE: Coaches and Support for Academic endeavors - Question of emphasis and link to the DIA strategic plan 
K.15        My coaches were concerned about and supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 
SUGGESTED EDIT: My coaches were CONSISTENTLY supportive of my academic goals and priorities. I LIKE TIJIS SU(-~GESTION. 
K.16 My head coach fostered a strong academic atmosphere. 
K.17 The coaching staff expected me to do more than just earn the grades I needed to remain eligible. 
Add a text box after these questions. - Please provide illustrations of the degree of support, or lack of support, for your academic goals and requirements. OK 

WITH ME 
Also - for discussion by FAC - whether to move this to the Academics section, RE: to reinforce how instructors-coaches are both parts of the academic 
experience. WE CAN REVISE ACCOILDIN G TO THE PREEERENCES OF EAC. 

More detailed comments 
A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION good, very complete. Wondering about order of some items, and might want to move A/5 and A/6 to the 

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE Section and can be grouped with Bi10 OK WITH ME 
g.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. - Wonderful question, but I think it is too broad and hard to answer. Are you asking S-As if they trusted their instructors? Or their 
opinion of other faculty where they have had less contact [and probably can only form their impressions via second-hand reports of their friends, roommates, 

teammates, etc.]? This question could be omitted unless I am missing the point of this question compared to others. I AM INCLINED TO ASK EOR A 

MODIFIED QUESTION TItAT MIGItT BE MORE CLEAR. OR MAYBE WE COULI) INCORPORATE A TEXT BOX. IT OCCURS TO ME 
’I’I~L,\T I’M REGULARLY A WITNESS TO DISCUSSIONS AND READ COMMENTS REGARDING WHETHER OR NOT ATHLETICS IS 

"TRUSTED" OR CAN BE TRUSTED. TRUST, OR LACK OF IT, SEEMS TO BE THE RESULT OF A RELATIONSHIP OR INTEI~kCTIONS 

THAT INVOLVE MORE THAN ONE PARTY. GIVEN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT, MANY DISCUSSIONS, COMMENTARY, ETC., IT 

MIGHT BE HELPFUL TO I/dNOW HOW THE OTHER PARTY TO THE RELATIONSHIP (IN THIS CASE, STUDENT-ATHLETES) FEELS 
ABOUT IT AND THEIR LEVEL OF TRUST° 
Questions B.11-16- I hope there was advice from the Odum Institute about how to phrase these questions. Wondering if at least some mix of positive/negative 

will assure well-considered, honest answers WE CAN CERTAINLY SOLICIT ADVICE FROM THE ODUM INSTITUTE. I BELIEVE ALL 

QUESTIONS WERE ASKED FROM THE POSITIVE ONLY TO CREATE SIMPLIFIED SCORING (LOW IS BAD, HIGH IS GOOD) BUT 

UNDERSTAND THAT SCORING CAN BE REVISED EASILY. THERE WERE OTHER CONSIDERATIONS WE CAN DISCUSS TtIAT MAY 

NOT BE AS IMPORTANT AS YOUR RECOMMENDATION. 

C.8 probably good to give an example or two in parentheses to clarify this questioffOKWITH ME 
E.6 -seems out of place, should be within the ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM section YES 

From: Renner, Joy .1 [3oy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: falC U J~latb J etjcsl~S alka k Uln C ~l~ dl U, 

Subject: Joy Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon] 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince IIle. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to have a finNIraft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (.ille@email.unc.edu.) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review task. We are being asked for faculty input sdsldb not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 

Jo~, J. Rem~_% M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 

Celi 

91%966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~ALUY NO"ICE: This ~_~--mail message, b~cludh-~g attachn-~ents, [f any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain conf[dentiai and/or 

pFvi]eged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distFbution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Email corresp@ndence to a~d from this address may be s~bject to the North Caroli~a P~bli¢ Re¢or~ls law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state offidM {NCGS, ch, :t32), Student educational records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 
[see attachment: "IINC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT I0 21 2012.docx", size: 45571 b~es] 

Attachments: 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel tfill (https]/sakaj=jmc:edtr’po!lal) f?om the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtp 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Vince, 

I apologize for not getting a clearer reply to you about the date and time of our meeting. 

I appreciai:e your patience and under:,d:anding and look forward t.:) seeing you tornorrow. 

Harokt 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:09 PM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: Unit Strategic Plans 

Harold, 

It appears that the scheduling process became a bit contused. I don’t think I received anything fiom Dara regarding Thursday after my message below, but no won-ies. 

I’ve made the change to my calendar and will see you over in Londermilk at 3:30 tomorrow. Thanks and look forward to meeling with you. 

Vince 

From: Slivka, Dara M 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:41 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 
i’m :,;.:)rry Vince, I should have said 30 minutes past the end of the 2:30 meei:ing, whh::h means he c.:_~uldn’t gel Lo you uni:i[ 3:30 since the 2:30 meeting won’t end 

until 3:00. Fve gone ahead and scheduled your meedng for 3:30 p,m, Does that work for you? 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Data Slivl<a 

Center for Student Academic Counseiing 

UNC at Chapel Hfil 

919-966-2:[.47. 

slivka@email.unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t7, 2012 8:05 PM 

To: SlJvka, Dara M 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Dara, 

I can meet with Dean Woodard next Wednesday at 3pm in his office at Loudermilk. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Slivka, Dara M 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: ][lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Vince, 

Dean Woodard asked that 1 contact you to schedule a meeting with him next week, preferably Wednesday or Thursday. What times are you available on either of 

those days? With exception o~ at 2:30-.?;:00 on Thursday, HarohJ’s calendar is open. He would need to walk to/from I_oudermiik for the 2:30 meel:ing, so leave a 30 

period on each end around the 2:30 meeting. 

Best regards, 

Data 

Data 51ivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseiing 

UNC at Chapel Hiil 

919-966-2143 
slivka@email.unc.edu 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Tuesday, October :1.6, 2012:1.0:27 PM 

To: Slivka, Dara M 
Subject: Fwd: Unit Strategic Plans 

Dara, 
Please contact Vince Ille ( pronounced "ill-lee") and schedule an appointment for us to meet Next week would be fine, especially on Wednesday or Thursday. 
We will meet in my Loudermilk once (2103). 

Thanks Ibr sharing the photo of Michelle Obama’. 

tt 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbm,acded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: October 16, 2012 6:36:42 PM EDT 

To: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard(a)mnc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Unit Strategic Plans 



Harold, 

Please note the intbnnalion below. Can we please schedule a time to meet to discuss the strategic planning that is currently ta]dng place mthin ASPSA 

and the expectations that have been communicated to me too? Thanks and I look fol-ward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [__m___a_!]__b£;g~__t__e_r__r__e_]J_@__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent-" Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince, Terrell, Matt 
Subject," Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Ulfit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department The goal is to complete these plans by I)ecember 
31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to 
the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, ] am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have 
discussed these questions as a staff; while with another ! will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you The end result should be an electronic 
document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither full?’ inclusive or 
exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

o Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing &Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

clmt Gwaltney 

c~ Game Operations 

o Smith (;enter 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

c~ Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 



o Rams Club Operations & Armual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth IVtiller & LaW Gallo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have an?’ questions, or would like me to attend your discussions I’m here to help in aW way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-57771M 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

C.B. McGrath 

,/7 ,: :: 

Amy Herman ? 

Transfer Student-Athlete Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away- Contests !Inclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championship or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during his first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team Durin~ a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory concerning       participation during the 

academic year. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank 

youT 

Hubert Davis 
Clint Gwaltney 
Steve Kirschner 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:13 AM 

bmcgilli@us£edu 

Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Football Scheduling Discussion 

Bill, 

Good to talk with you today. We hope to have our conference home and away slates as well as the year’s we will play Notre Dame by next week. 

Are you available to talk on Thursday, 11/1 in the afternoon (I can do anytime after 1 pm) or Friday, 11/2 anytime all day? 

Thanks and good luck this weekend against Syracuse. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

__w____w____w__:g 9_h___e___e__[_s_:_£ 9__m__. 

@goheels 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:18 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Dave Schmktt <dschmid~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions info 

No...Viuce said he will take care of it 

Sem f!~om my Verizo~t ~f~reTess 4G L77~ DROID 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Kirsh .... 

Do you want to address with wrestling or do you want me to? I am fine either way. 

Rick 

From: Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:11 AM 
To: Kirschner, Steve 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Re: admissions info 
The admissions info is not anywhere on GoHeels.com. It appears to be on the UNC Wrestling site that is run by their "alumni". 

>>> "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>         11:33 PM >>> 
I only heard today frorr      and      regarding the admission info that is supposedly on one of our team web site pages 
Have you all checked your sports? 
Please let me know either way...thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 9:19 AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> ’. @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- Year in Residence 

Transfer SA Satisfying Year in Residence MBB).pdf 

e.g., 

See attached, Please print a copy and give it to 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

as well, Don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

C.B. McGrath 

,/7 ,: :: 

Amy Herman ? 

Transfer Student-Athlete Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away- Contests !Inclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championship or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during his first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team Durin~ a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory concerning       participation during the 

academic year. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank 

youT 

Hubert Davis 
Clint Gwaltney 
Steve Kirschner 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:05 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Application 

Barbara, 

Just an FY[ on one of our mid year kids she’s on top of things and [just want to make sure you had the enrollment terms moving to covered. Not sure when 

you usually do that but just wanted to touch base on    and any others since [ know they have to be updated manually at some point to enroll in the Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > ~verizon.net> 7:33 AM > > > 

Lance, 

[ know there is usually a long waiting period after applying and hearing back, but [just checked my application’s status and it has it listed at 

put because [didn’t have an option and [just wanted to make sure it was okay and everything haha 

[ know that is what [ 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:12 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Baseball signees 

Vince and Barbara, 
We received new SAT scores on both today and they are both now Level II’s. 

made    SAT and has a 

made a and has a 

We are awaiting scores on            as well, 

So for now the only Level ] we would like to take forward is Will this be 

Mike 

and will I be involved? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:42 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Hello Vince, 

We do not have official commitments from everyone at this point, but the offers have been made to: 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Sarah 

Sarah K. Haney 
Carolina Women’s Rowing Head Coach 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office 919 962 8278 
Cell 
Fax 919 843 8175>>> "[lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the emly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~ia elnail early this week. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,           . I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportuniU to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional infimnation or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cliut Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:44 AM 

Bobby Rice <brice@hmsracing.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emsil.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fwd: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 

Bobby, 

Yes, we still want the vehicle. Vince Ille, our new Sr. Associate AD 
will take over this relationship. I am copying him on this email, so 
you can start a dialogue with him As for 2 tickets, I have 2 I can 
give you. I just need name for Will Call. 

Thanks for all you do, and please let me know what else I can do to 
help you 

(;lint 

>>> On 10,’24/2012 at 5:35 PM, in message 
<96C0790C-829843CC-81AS-E636E702F552@hmsracing cum>, "Rice, Bobby" 
<brice@hmsracmg cum> wrote: 
> Hey (;lint, 
> 2 things I presume you will still want the vehicle per below that 
Amy has 
> been driving. Let me knuw ifI need to trade it out un a different 
model it" 
> it would be more suitable J;~r who you transfer driver rights from 
Amy. 
> 

> Secondly, I have all 8 NC State tickets spul<en fur and have a request 
fur 2 
> more Do you knuw uf 2 e×tra that I can buy? 
> 

> Thanks. 
> Bobby 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 
> 
> Begin fot~arded message: 
> 

> From: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desmond@HendrickAut o. c om<mailto :Mike.Desmond(~,HendrickAut o. corn>> 
> Date: October 24, 2012 2:54:53 PM CDT 
> To: Bobby Rice <BRice@hrnsracing.com<mailto:BRice(~t~nsracing.com>> 
> Subject: Fwd: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Jones, Eddie" 
> 

<Eddie. Jones@HendrickAuto.com<mailto:Eddie. Jones~HendrickAuto.com><mailto:Eddie 
>. Jones@HendrickAut o.com>> 
> Date: October 24, 2012, 1:19:41 PM CDT 
> To: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desmond@HendrickAut o. c om<mailto :Mike.Desmond@HendrickAut o. com><nlailto :Ix~Lik 
> e.Desmond@HendrickAuto, corn>> 
> 
> Amy Herman is in the Athletic Department at UNC. She is driving a 
Dodge 
> vehicle as a demu. She is going to be transferring to a position she 
says 
> will not include a vehicle. I don’t know how that will affect our 
demo 
> situation at UNC but thought I would let you know. 
> 

> Eddie Jones 
> Office Manager 
> Hendrick Dodge 
> Hendrick Fiat 

> 919-388-4131 (office) 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Thursday’, October 25, 2012 12:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Vince, may chmlce we can move the meeting Monday to 1:007 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 1:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That works fine. I’ll ~e you both there on Monday. Thanks very much for making time to meet with me. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.Nz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Great. Both IV]ark BartNstein and I will be here at the Priority office. Is it ok to meet here? We’re at 325 N. LaSNle, Suite 550. 
Mike 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 

Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday’? If so, please just let me know. I look forward to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [__m_a_jJ___tg__;___m_j__k__e____m__@_p_y_lotj__tg__s_p_o~_s__:_b_j__z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: RN: Meeting 
Vince: 
Monday would be great. What time would work for you? 
I look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [Ln___a_jJ__tg__~d_e___ry__k_g_@_p__r_j_o__E[_ty__s£__o_E_N___~_b_j__z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Co: llle, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vince, 

Good talking ruth you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in 

Chicago it would be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked ruth the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 
Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at II,LINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is ti~ic honest, and consistent. He 

looked at the list of agents represented by tbnner IYNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble "they had 

at UNC. I made him aware of several attempts to get intbnnation to the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is trying to "think outside the box 

mid create a program that is ~mique that connects agents mid players during the sea~m not just a one time thing. He knows that if you try to keep them 
separate it roll create problems. Hopefully, you both are available sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a 

date that works best for you. 

Vince stated that fimls like ours should be represelNng players at UNC mad he wants qualiD" agencies who follow the rules representing UNC players so 

that the program cml be a model for other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet with him. Thanks 
Deryk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - olfice 

De~kg(2~ prioritvsports, biz 

}:~"~:~:udt!!: ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( IMority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <!!!e~ernail.unc.edu> 
To: "dergkg@prioritysports.biz" <derykg@prioritysports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk, 

It was good catching up ruth yon this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the University, of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor 

Program tbr our student-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staffand he will assist me with this ettbrt. We have created a timnework for what 

we think can be an etticient and ett~ctive prograJn that will accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent 

them as they transition to professional careers. 



I roll be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any eltbrt you could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with repre~ntatives of your agency. It would be very valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and 

direction l]com key participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks tbr your 

help mid let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille(~)uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:01 PM 

Karen She[ton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Missing Class Time During ACC Tny 

Ka re n, 

Got your message about taking the team to a hotel on Thursday night of the ACC tournament and them missing class on Friday before your competition. From a compliance 

perspective, this is fine, provided you are conducting pre game activities on Friday morning that are associated with that day’s contest. ] am including both a bylaw and an 
interp below that help our case with this one. 

Have you gotten Gallo’s approval on this? That, [ think, would be your last step, if you haven’t taken care of it already. 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

17.1,6.6.2,1 Exception -- Championship Practice. 

At any conference or NCAA championship, student.-athletes from the team representing the host institution shall be permitted to miss class time to 

attend practice activities conducted the day before the corr~petition. (Adopted: 4/27/00, Revised: 4/26/01) 

Staff interpretation 

Class time missed for home contest 

Da~e Publisi~eci: May 22, 1991 

item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Ciass ]ime Missed for Hor:,’e Contest: Reviewed NCAA Bylaw 17.1.5.5 1 (no class time missed for practice activities) and deterr:,’iPed that no class time shall be missed for 

practice activities on the day of a home contest unless time student ati~lete i~as reported for the home contest, inciuding associated pregame activities necessaPy for that day’s 

home contest. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:47 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Scooter Form 

FYI. Paperwork is now complete from our end. 

>>> Andre Williams 

Amy, 

Just met with 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

2:41 PM >>> 

I believe he completed his Scooter Form. Please let me know if he needs to do anything else, 

Andre’ Willimns 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(l) 919.962.0393 

awillliamstb~uncaa.~mc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman           11:42 AM >>> 

I just released the new car form to He should click on this link and log in with his ONYEN and password. 

https://itsapps.u nc.ed u iacs 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: ~ncsu.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting on 

Hello Mr. Ille, Thank you for taking time out of your busy day to let me interview you and have some questions of mine a~swered. I’m solD" I was not able to be there 
when you came back due to my parking time rumling out. Good luck to you guys this Saturday even though you are facing N.C State. Hope you axe having a good 
day. 

Sincereb, 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:26 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchel[@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More Re: Party in~ for Signees 

Trish, 

As we just discussed on the phone, the only exception available to provide video to prospective student athletes (even those that have signed) is to send "necessary pre 

enrollment information" to them in a video format. So, for example, video playbooks or game clips that they need to study, The bylaws below spell out this regulation. Please 

let me know howyou all decide you will get a congratulatory message to the signees. As I mentioned, you can either send something Jn writing for them to read at the party, 
or you may set up a Skype call of some sort to offer congratulations "in person" that evening. 

In addition, you have indicated that              will be funding the party for the signees and their families/friends, and that she has no previous relationship with UNC. I 

have also confirmed with both the Rams Club and the Ticket Office that     has never joined the Rams Club, nor has she purchased season tickets. So, based on this 

information, she is not yet a booster and, thus, is permitted to provide benefits to her daughter’s friends and future teammates. So we are all set from that angle, 

[ will wait to hear back from you with potential solutions to the outstanding congratulatory message issue. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

1.4.1.5 Video/Audio Materials. 

An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete except as specified in this 

section. Permissible video or audio material may only be provided to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail attachment or hyperlink, 

except as provided in Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4. [D] (Adopted: 1/11/94 e[i:ective 8/1/94, Revised." 1/9/96 e[!:ective 8/1/96, 12/12/06, 1/8/07, 1/16/10, 

3/29/10, 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11, 6/13/11) 

13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to All Students. 

Official academic admissions and student-services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to prospective 

student-athletes. (Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes 

only general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. [D] (Adopted: 1/16/10, 

Revised: 3/29/10) 

13.4,1.5.3 Computer-Generated Recruiting Presentations. 

An institution may produce a computer-generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show to, play for or provide to a 

prospective student-athlete, subject to the following provisions: [D] (Adopted: 1/8/07, Revised: 1/14/08, 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

(a) The presentation may be posted to the institution’s website; 

(b) The presentation may include general informational video/audio material that relates to an institution or its athletics programs and is not 

created for recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Information. 

An institution may provide any necessary pre-enrollment information (that is not otherwise considered to be general information related to an 

institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities in a video format (e.g., video playbook, 

games clips) to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement, or 

has been officially accepted for enrollment. Such information may be provided via a digital media storage device (e.g., DVD, flash drive). [See Bylaw 

13.4.1.1-(h).] [D] (Adopted: 12/26/06, Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10, 6/13/11) 

>>> Amy Herman ~:06 PM >>> 

Trisha, 

] was forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to          mom for the party she is planning for the signees in          I’m going to 

need some details on this party so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain to me what will be occurring, who will be paying, and what the signees and their families!friends will be receiving? 

The thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving anything they shouldn’t from boosters, etc. 

I’m certainly not saying that this is a no go, and [ don’t cnean to alarm you, but Iwould like to have more details about what will be occurring before the planning goes much 

further. If you don’t know the details and you would like to have          mom call me, I am happy to talk to her. Feel free to give her my number (919 962 7853). 

I’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs and released them to the media, I don’t think there will be any problems 

with this, but I will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 

Thanks, I look forward to talking to you about the details of this party. I am going to be in Carmichael tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting from 10 11. Maybe I’ll stop by your 

office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

..\m ~ il~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursda~ 5:06 PM 

llJe, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

gmail.com>; @live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 

Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels fare well in NCAA Graduation Success Rates 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
THURSDAY, q 

CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258, stevekirschner@unc.edu) 
TAR HEELS FARE WELL IN NCAA GRADUATION SUCCESS RATES 
CHAPEL HILL- The NCAA released data today that shows the University of North Carolina’s latest Graduation Success Rate for student-athletes 

is 88 percent, eight percentage points higher than the national average. 

Eleven Tar Heel teams that reflect the incoming freshman class of 2005 scored a perfect 100percent, including men’s and women’s fencing, field 

hockey, women’s golf, gymnastics, women’s lacrosse, rowing, women’s swimming and diving, men’s and women’s tennis and volleyball. 

Additionally, 15 of Carolina’s sports measured 90 percent or greater. 

In addition to the teams scoring 100 percent, Carolina teams measuring above the national average of 80 percent include women’s track and 

field/cross country (95%), baseball (94%), men’s basketball (91%), men’s swimming and diving (91%), men’s golf (89%), men’s lacrosse (89%) 

and softball (89%). Women’s basketball (79%), men’s soccer (78%), wrestling (76%) and football (75%) all scored at least 75 percent. 

Men’s basketball’s GSR of 91 percent is 17 points above the national average, while football’s GSR of 75 percent is five percent better than the 

national norm. 

"I’d like to congratulate our student-athletes and coaches whose programs achieved 100 percent scores," says Director of Athletics Bubba 

Cunningham. "That is what we strive for in all of our programs. We are proud of the commitment and effort of our student-athletes. They 

balance meeting their academic responsibilities and representing the University in athletics competition at a highly successfulrate. 

"l am very pleased we had such a high number of our teams that performed above the national average, including the football and men’s 

basketball teams. Our university is committed to supporting these students so that they have the best opportunities to achieve both academically 
and athletically at the highest level. We know we can accomplish both of these goals successfully at Carolina." 

The NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate includes transfer students and student-athletes wholeave in good academic standing. The current GSRs are 

based on the enteringclasses from 2002-03 to 2005-06. 



Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Attendees of MAP Book Training Session 

Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

October 26, 2012 

Follow-Up to Training Session 

Thank you for attending the MAP Book Training Session last week. I appreciated you taking time 

out of your schedule to contribute to our progress. It was a pleasure to have Tom Thomas with 

us to moderate this process as we move through the installation of a professional management 

system for our Department of Athletics. 

Following our session, I spoke with Tom and he was excited with our staff, our direction and the 

road ahead. In short - ours is a path filled with both significant opportunities and challenges. 
On a personal note, I grow more excited with our progress, with each passing day. I also want 

to thank you, for all you have done for our program. 

In my closing comments at our session with Tom, I know I spoke as to the opportunities we 

have and how we need to improve as a team- but I also want you to know how proud I am of 

all you and the accomplishments that you have helped our program to achieve. Thank you for 

your dedication and for your trust in our Vision, Mission, Core Values and Priorities. 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I wanted to remind you of a few points: 

, 

Installation of the MAP Books 

I have great confidence in the collective knowledge and experience of our Executive Staff 

and Senior Staff. As Tom noted on several occasions: "No one of us is as smart as all of us!" 

We become a powerful group as we work together in a collaborative manner. With this in 

mind, it’s appropriate for us to make the investment of our time. There’s no shortcut here - 

so let’s put in our best-effort to make this an excellent management system. 

Our system will help us to provide effective management of the Units we lead, and at the 

same time, provide clear reporting for our Executive Team, and in preparation of the 

Chancellor’s Monthly Operations Report by Karlton Creech. In addition, this process will 

allow us to establish and reinforce standards across the Department. 



Bubba Cunningham 

Memo- Page 2 

, 

Chief of Staff - Karlton Creech 

Special thanks to Kariton for spearheading this process and serving as our Plan 

Administrator for the installation of the MAP Books. Tom assures me that this is not an 

enviable position. In this role, Karlton will be responsible (along with you) for the 

installation and refinement of the MAP Books and the related reporting system. As this 

system requires collaboration and closer communications with all units of the Department, I 

ask for your cooperation in working with Karlton as he moves us forward. Please consider 

any requests from Kariton amongst your top priorities. 

, 

Reading Plan 
I have asked Karlton to pick up a copy of 2 books Tom recommended during our session. 

The first is titled The Slight Edge by Jeff Olson, The next is The Score Takes Care of Itself by 

Bill Walsh. Both books speak to the establishment of "standards of excellence" and the 

power of incremental change. 

So let’s get going with our reading plan! Ongoing personal and professional development 

will help us in countless ways. It will bring an infusion of new ideas and skill sets to assist us 

in this process as we work with a dizzying array of constituent groups. Please call Tom if you 

have any questions or concerns regarding your personal or professional development. I 

know from experience that Tom remains available to speak with you at any time. His cell 

phone is              and his email is Thomas@cardinaladvisors.com 

° Ongoing Communication 
Thank you very much for providing input and insights during your meeting. I have attached 

a document from Karlton which contains the group’s "Closing Comments." 

If you have any additional questions, concerns or suggestions for improvement - please see 

Karlton (or myself) and we will do our best to respond in a timely manner. 



Closing Comments from October 18, 2012 
MAP Book Install Meeting 

Molly Norton 
¯ This is new and different 
¯ There will be lots of questions from our staff 

Clint Gwaltney 
¯ I must know my staff better and understand what they do 
¯ Excited about the new challenges and systems 

Steve Kirschner 

We’re seeing a shift in direction of the department towards formal planning 

This forces us to think about our processes 

Vince llle 
¯ Everyone’s value to the organization is to "make things happen" 
¯ This process will help make things happen 

Martina Ballen 
¯ MAP Books will force us to implement the strategic plan with a living document 
¯ We need to carefully check the MAP Books before we distribute 

Rick Steinbacher 
¯ Excited about this- concerned about being able to crawl, walk run 
¯ I will need to be patient with the implementation 

Beth Miller 
¯ l like the product 
¯ Reporting will be valuable 

Larry Gallo 
¯ Professional development is critical for this process 
¯ The process will help build relationships 

John Montgomery 
¯ We will be more effective and efficient 
¯ Unit managers will be able to grow and create positive turnover 

Karlton Creech 
¯ My goal is to serve this Staff in a way that will make each of you better at your own jobs 
¯ I will need your help and support when we start implementing the system 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:33 PN 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Names of MBB prospects for NLrs 

Yes, we can be ready. All three will need to go before the committee. We are waiting on s SAT scores which were supposed to come in today. There is a slight chance that 
he could be okay and not need to be reviewed. 

Just let me know what else you need. I have submitted everything 3[ have to Barbara for everyone but 

Jenn 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>          10:14:31 PM >>> 

Can you be ready to go with men’s basketball prospects [br 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday,               7:34 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend 0townsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RN: Names of MBB prospects for NL3[’s 

Jerdl, 

Will all three require facul~ review on either 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:00 AM 
To: ’C B McGrath’ 
Subject: RE: Names of IVlBB prospects for NL3[’s 

Thanks CB. Appreciate the intbrmation. 

From: C B McGrath lmailto:cmcqrath@uncaa,unc,edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:58 AM 
To: 3[lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Names of MBB prospects for NL3[’s 

Vince, 
We are qoinq to send out three NLI’s for sure this early period. Their names are: 

meeting? Please let me know. I’d like to sche&de them if possible. ThaJlks. 

? Thanks. 

Let me know if you need any other info. 
CB McGrath 
Men’s Basketball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Baseball signees and 

Ok tllanks. As I have expressed earlier we need to sign tiffs young man. 

here. Mike. 

I assume all is going to go well 

On , at 2:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><’.--[endif]--> 

Coach Fox, 

I will be working out details with Barbara, but I expect the review of 
let yon know when the schedule is finalized. Thanks. 

Vince 

s credentials to occur at the meeting scheduled for ¯ I’ll 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:12 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Baseball signees    ~and 

Vince and Barbara, 

We received new SAT scores on both today and they are both now Level [[’s. 

made 870 SAT and has a 3.40 Core GPA for a PGPA of 2.383 

made a 1170 and has a 2.50 core GPA for a PGPA of 2.375 

We are awaiting scores on            as well. 

So for now the only Level I we would like to take forward is . Will this be 

Mike 

and will I be involved? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:24 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.uncedu > 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>;Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NL] Signees 

A couple of quick thoughts... 

I talked to Jenn earlier this week about the guys and it sounds like they’ll all be Level l’s, Waiting on SAT scores from earlier this month on 

1,100 to be Level 2.      is not committed yet. 

We should be getting an NLI for                for          didn’t see him on the list. 

And for wasn’t highlighted but she is a Level 1. 

Lance 

but he’ll need about 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 8:35 PM > > > 
Barbara, Lance and Tom, 
I’ve now received responses from all head coaches who received the message below. Attached is a cow of a list created from the responses received from the coaches, 

infonnafion ti~m the Athletics Summary Reports, and infonnafion from the Unotticial Transcript Reviews. 

As we prepare for the                          [~culty committee meetings, can you plea~ review the attached and let me know if may 

additionffdeletions/update~changes’etc, should be made? I roll communicate witl~ bead coaches who currently have prospects listed at level one to contirm the status of 

those prospect(s). Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Nonday, 1:46 PM 
To: ’uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’breschi@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Rich DeSelm’; ’Derek Galvin’; ’Sylvia Hatchell’; ’Mike Fox’; ’rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Andrew Sapp’; 
’janmann@uncaa.unc.edu’; "Sarah Haney’; "Donna Papa’; ’spaul@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu’; "C D Mock’; Williams, Roy A; Holladay, 
Joe Randall 
Ce: ’Tom Timmermans’; Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Polk, Barbara 30 (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Woodard, Harold; Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: November NLI Signees 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early- signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The fac~db~ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,             I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your a~ticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sf~rme@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday’s meeting 

Hi Vince, 
Thanks fur the email. I have a 9:00 meeting Wednesday morning ])tit should be back in the otf]ce by :1 (!:30. Vm available any time after that to talk/meet with you. 
Let me kn ow what works for you an d VII plau accord~r@y. 
Have a good trip. 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2012 5:44 PN 
To" Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: Wednesday’s meeting 
Hi Barbara, 
Hope you had a sale trip. It looks like we should have the one prospect and three prospects on the agenda for the October 31 meeting. I’ll be 

in Chicago Suuday through Tuesday but back in the office Wednesday morning. I hope we can talk at some point early Wedne~tay if you’re available to talk abx) ut the 

process used during the meetings and reviews. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:28 PI 
To: Farmer, Stephen N; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Wednesday’s meeting 
Vince, 

Just checking in to see if you anticipate the faculty reviewing any cases during Wednesday’s meeting. If so, we will need those students’ names by 
9:00 Monday morning. Once we know the number of cases/teams we will schedule the specific time for each team’s presentation. 

Thanks 

Barbara 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:09 PM 

[[[e, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

template sports plan goal sheet vl - MTEN.docx 

s my only November NLI. An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                7:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Hey Vince 

roll be taking the SAT’s this Weekend. 

He ended up not taking the SAT’s earlier this month because he showed up at the HS and it was full (I gave him notice about retaking them right after I heard fiom 

admissions he was a level 1 and he couldn’t per-register). At any rate, can we hold offtaking him to committee until after he gets the scores? What’s the process if he 

can’t get them prior tc       ) 

Thanks tbr your help and I hope you had a great weekend, joe 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 8:43 PM >>> 

Joe, 
Any i&a when     may receive the score from his most recent SAT? The faculty" review committee has meetings scheduled fol 

applicants. Do you want to include : on the agenda for , or do you think he might receive his score after that date but before 

advisc. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Tuesday, 6:01 PM 
To; ’Joe Breschi’ 
Subject-" RE: November NLI Signees 

OK, thanks. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto: brescN .@, uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:59 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: November NLI Signees 
Sounds good .... is 10 points away from Level 2 on the SAT’s and I will let them know when he gets the results back. 

.and ~ to review 

? Please 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <i!l_.e_2;~2.e__r .n__~_t.i!:._u_!)_c_:__es_tt~:            i:48 PM >>> 
Thanks Joe. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. I’ll get back to you regarding i 

From-" Joe Breschi lmailto: breschi@uncaa~unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:41 PM 
To; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Re: November NLI Signees 

Hi Vince, 

Great job today explaining the Scoop with what’s going on around the investigation and beyond, its much appreciated. 

Here is our list we’ve received from Admissions.....Only 1 level one and he’s waiting for his SAT scores to get back. 

Let me know if you need further information. 

All the best. 

Joe 

and what we may need to do to prepare lbr potential facul~ review. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 

ttead Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  . If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this eaHy signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The Faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday, I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity" to review the current records ofaJ1 such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



[:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Movies on road Trips 

I am fine with movies both days, as I would consider that to be reasonable entertainment. Thanks for checking! 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Joe Haydon 2:02 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

For our Thursday night game in Virginia, we are thinldng about going to the movies on Wednesday night (normal routine) as well as Thursday morning since there is 

absolutely nothing to do or watch on TV (unless you like soap operas or the 12th edition of SportsCenter). Is it OK to do this or are we only able to do one of the movies? 

Thanks, 
Joe 

jo*: Haydon 
DiIector of Football Operations 
U~iversi]y of N or~h Carolin~ 
Pho*xe: 919.81,3.2572 
Fax: 9 HL’.:)62.0~98 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,               6:32 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unoedu >                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unoedu> 

Today 

Amy 

I’}1 be working from home today, Don’t hesitate to cail!email if you need something. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:41 PM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

PTC 

pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contactfor 

you would like more information about 

Thanks, 

. Let me know if you have any questions or if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,               8:46 PM 

Heather Brooks < hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated VB Recruiting Calendar 

Worn ens VolleybalLl.pdf 

Volleyball staff, 
The NCAA has released an updated recruiting calendar for Volleyball. Please see attached. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 5:54 PM 

FW: RE: FW: 

Hi 

Hm sorry; I did not realize that you hadn’t heard from anyone yet. 

I am foB:_~wing up with our compliance sl:aff. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:50 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: RE: FW: 

I assume tomorrow does not work 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:01 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ,Mr, 

"]’hat~ks for the clarification. I will let the corqpliaru::e staff know that you are available to meet tomorrow either at lO:OOam or late it~ the afternoon. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:56 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Thanks Molly. I am a Unctrusted and have an : 

rules. This week works next dies not 

who is being recruited in Want to make sure I follow the 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:52 PM, "Norton, Molly" < ..m__b_n_._o_._r_t_..o_ .n__ .@.._ .e__m.__a_!J_._._u_E~_c_.._e_._d_..u_.> wrote: 

Hi i 

I wanted to check in to darit:y your request to meet with the compliance stafL Are you available this Friday (tomorrow) or next Friday, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

M oily No rton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:[26 

Campus Box 8500 

(:~qaI3el Hill, N(: 2"7};_’[5 

919-962--8200 (phone) 

919--952-74.90 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

<.?o }~eels ! 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of 

111 check on Friday am. 

::12:38 AM 

not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, ’ . wrote: 

Two things. 
1. We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if anything works. 

2. I would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so that I do not run afoul 

of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter       If possible I would also like to bring with me 

my friend               whose daughter,      , is being recruited in       The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:57 AM 

Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: ]:NV: 

Thank you both for your help’. Lance - I will be on the lookout for them around 10 and let you know when they arrive. 

Sent fi~om mr’ iPhone 

On at 8:10 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos(tbmmaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Molly, 

I’ll be around at 10 for      his daughter and their fiJends tomonow. Just grab me when they get here and if Bubbds conference room is open then, we 

can just jump in there for a bit. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> 7:07 PM >>> 
Lance, 
Molly thinks it is this Friday at 10. Can you do that? If so, I’ll send him an email confirming the date mid time. Thanks. 
Mince 

From: Lance Markos [m_a_j_[t_o_Lt_n___arko_s@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Subject: Re: FMi: 

I can do either Friday at 10 am,just let me know. 

> > > Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu >            8:32 AM > > > 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give Jnfo on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously can’t do it 

tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "Ille, ’vqnce" <iJ_[e_@_e__t!]_a__[[:_u__r_]_c__&d___u_.> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, 8ubba 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
C:c: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’II check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, wrote: 

Two things. 

1. <!--[if !supportLBts]--><!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let 

me know if anything works. 

2. <!--[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment 

compliance person so that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter 

If possible I would also like to bring with me my friend               whose daughter,       is being recruited in 

The best time for us is i0 am Friday morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could 

also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 19, 2012 1:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Plaa~ Goal Sheet 

Thanks, Vince! Sorry that we couldn’t get the meethlg worked out for a date when you’re in town. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 1:04 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Molly, 

I will try to call in at that time. Right now, my schedule for that day is fluid as I’m trying to set up meetings with various player agents in the Chicago area. I will do 

my best to be available to call in. Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 19, 2012, at 12:32 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ricl% Corey, Vince, and Mat[:, 

Coach Fedora is available for the football strategic plan process meeting on Tuesday, October 30 at lO:OOam. Please let me know if this dale and tirne 

works for you. 

Vince --. I know you will be calling into the meeting since you are out of town that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L; Joines, Melinda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Molly and Melinda, 

Can you help us schedule two meetings to dbcuv.; the at:tached d.:_~curnent: 

1) Bubba Cum~ingham, C.:_~rey Holliday, Vince flh:_L, Matt rerrell, r¢icl¢ Steinbacher 

Preliminary meedng to discuss Football StraLegic Plan Process 

Week of 10/22 or 10/29 ---90 minutes 

2) Bubba Cunningham, Larry Fedora, Corey Hollidav, Vince ]lie, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 

Meeting to discuss FootbNI Strategic Plan Process 

Week o[ 10/29 -60 rninutes 

Thanks, 

Rid( 

From: Matt Terre[I [ma[Ito:mterrell@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gal[o; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Vince ]lie 
Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning 
meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina [ Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club [ Director of External Operations 
0 919-g43-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

Thmlks. It is great having you to work with as we all sort out what things will look like as weave forward. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 19, 2012, at 3:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~h<email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I think that covers it. Thanks Joy. I’ll t~+ to compile a list of potentiaJ survey questions ~metime this weekend so the FAC members will have time to 

review and offer their recommended additions, revisions, etc. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday,               2:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

Greeting all! 

So to follow-up on our discussions yesterday to be sure I know what I need to be doing ..... 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->lssue of faculty soliciting athletes for courses - Lissa!Bubba will talk with Karen about the current email 

and I will talk with her about her suggestions to bring to FAC for a discussion on communication and policy with faculty regarding messaging 

related to course offerings 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <P-[endif]-->Feedback from FAC on survey/interview instrument to be used by Athletics with graduating athletes - I 

will wait to hear from Vince on what instrument he wants me to send to FAC for input; I will clarify for FAC members right now that they will 

be receiving the instrument so just to sit tight on reviewing any existing documents; ?? Bubba and Vince will find out about administering the 

survey with data stored in institutional Research (?) using an online database(?) so athletics and FAC can have access to the data to address 

any questions or for planning for polities/procedures/change in the future. (this part I am probably the least sure about where we left it) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <P-[endif]-->Lissa and I, and John, Glynis, and Barbara will have a discussion of what role we see for FAC in student 

athlete experience assessment and run it by athletics for tweaking of this portion of the assessment (in addition to what athletics is going to 

do); have a suggested role up for FAC to review (in addition to Vince’s plan and rationale for athletics assessment so everyone knows what 

that part will look like too) prior to next meeting so finalized version can come out of the November meeting and we have a plan for 2022- 

2013. 

Anything else? 

Thanks for the conversation, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rennec M.A., r~-r(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina ;It Chapel Hill 
School of tVledicine 
Ct3 #7130 UNC-.CH Bondtsrant Hall 
327.-.A Souti~ Columbia St, 
Ci]apel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-g66-5J.47Desk 

Cell 
919-966-6959_ Fax 
--CONFID[N"IAt.rIh< NOrlC[: Ti~’~,i_ e-mail m~_~ssag~_L including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is intended only for the_¯ -person or entity to wi~ich it is address~_~d and may contal n 
confidential and/or privileged material. Any --.-t;nauthOl’ized I’eview, use, disclosure oF distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the original message. 
Ernail correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 
by an authorized slk~te official (NCGS, oh< 132)< Student educatio~al records are subject to FERPA< 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Friday, 9:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Waiver Request and Appeal tbr 

Vit]ce 

No woITies...this helps me relay to K~uq Wha~ ~he issue is. N~t st~re if Roy is ~fill engaging you,/\ms, or others at fl~e NCAA on fl~is buI let me k~ow if?ou ~eed ~pjfl~Mg 
from me. :\f~er readit~g through tN~, flae only thi~g ~[ am wondering is iftl~e NCAA staff considered flaat ~bis ride i~ likely to go a~ a3 by thk~; tm~e ~aex~ year and allow more 
insti*Nio~ml discretions.. ,in oflaer woN:% you"ll be able to do thi:~ without a waiver if*bat proposal is adopted, You tbi~k that was con:ddered? 
I ,et me know if you and Amy 0~ink ~[ e;m bdp it} a~yway. O~bets~ is;u, have a good weekc~M. 
Brad 

From: Ne, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:58 Pb,1 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: NC~0~ Waiver Request and Appeal for 
Brad, 
Sorry. I haven’t had an opportunity to call you back yet today. Before I do, I thought it might be helpful for you to have the attached documents that are related to the 

questions you asked in your voicemail message. Amy Hemlan is out of town until next Tuesday so I can’t confirm ruth 100°/6 certain~, but I believe the first document 

includes the rationale she submitted for the waiver request. The second includes the rationale she submitted for the appeal. I will fol-ward you related emails as well and 

tly to call before the end of the day. If not, I’ll call your voicemail later this evening or tomolrow. Hope this helps in the meantime. 
Thanks and hope you and your family aace well. It was good visiting ruth you hem in Chapel Hill on your las* visit. Thanks for malting the time to do that. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Saturday 1:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Waiver Request and Appeal tbr 

Thmlks for the update. Interesting given fact that committee ~Jready rev’d. Tough to chmlge after that an explain change to committee. Oh we’ll, good ibr you guys. 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I believe NCAA has already flipped decision. Told Amy they decided beibre the Kalz article. If so, they should add in their letter m us to explain. Thanks 

Brad. 

On at 9:55 PM, "Hostetter, Brad" <.b_}~_Rg_t.e__tt__e_r:g,~t_}~e_:a_.c_’c_:q_,:g> wrote: 

Vjnce 

No worries~..this helps me relay to K~u’l wha~ the issue is. Not sure i~" Roy is still et*gaging you, Amy, or u,hers a~ the NCAA on *his but le* me 
know if you oeed an?/{hing t?om me. After reading flarough flais~ ~he only thing I am wondering is if the NCAA staff" considered lhat this role is 
likely to go away by this time next ?ca" a~d allow more institutional di:~eretiom..in o, her words, ? ou’l~ be able to do this wi*hout a waiver if that 
proposal is adopted. You lhink that was considered? 
Let me know if you and Amy flfiok 17 can help in anyway. Otherwise, ha~e a good weekend. 
Brad 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2%8 P! 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: NCAA Waiver Request and Appeal for 
Brad, 

SoW I haven’t had an oppormniW to call you back yet today. Before I do, I thought it might be helpful for you to have the attached 

documents that are related 1,~ the questions you asked in your voicemail message. Amy Herman is out of town until next Tuesday so I can’t 

confirm with 100% certainty, but I believe "the firs~t document includes the rationale she submitted for the waiver request. The second includes 

the rationale she submitted for the appeal. I roll tbrvwacd you related emmls as well and ~y to caJd before the end of the day. If not, I’ll call 

your voicemail later this evening or tomom~w. Hope this helps in the meaJ~fime. 
Thmlks and hope you mid your fmnily are well. It was good visiting with you here in Chapel Hill on your last visit. Thanl<s for making the time 

to do that. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your words requested. 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Tfisha L StaJtbrd- Odom <tsodom~b~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek <zMleek(c))email.unc.edu:>,                           ~live.unc.edu>, Harry. Staflbrd <hasrv staflbrd(&med.unc.edu>, 

"Andrew Cal&f’ <acalder(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Billy Lee <bilMee,@~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bndgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clarissa Adams 

<cadams(&~uncaa.unc.edu>, Jason Beaulieu <ibeaulie(&~uncaa.unc.edu >, Jane High <ilfigh(&uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Law <lawdaw~(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, 

SyMa Hatchell < shatchell(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Tracey Williams <twilliams(&uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tax Heel, 
event will be Sunday,                 in. 

is deep into planning m~ extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our commits. The 

Though NCl’uzk rules will not permit our Staff’to attend, our presence is very much desired!     . has requested that we put together a 3-ish minute 

VIDEO PRESENTATION to be played at the party. The video would have each of us congratulating, encouraging, & welcoming and the 

others into their futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Directol; Bubba Cunningham. 

I have spoken ruth       and she is ready to make us all look good on fil!! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITH, 

spend 5 mimltes getting your words on tape. 

THIS WEEK for her to 

Also, for we coaches,        also needs to use our 5 minutes to fihn answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project to be played 
during random home games. Therefore, dress appropriately (Trisha). Hahaha! 

We are pressing forward, Tar Heels! 

Thmlk york 

TSO 

Sent from IW iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,, 2:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your words requested. 

No, I know notMlg about it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:37 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t see you copied below, ttave you been in con ’tact with the staB’regarding this plan? Thanks. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Sunday, 2:28 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Your words requested, 

I?YI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Trisha L Sta£tbrd-Odom <._k_s_~2_~_t_~2Ln__@__ejLn_:_a_il:__u__rLc_:_e___cJ__u- > 

Date: 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek <._d__@_e__e_k_~{_e___r!L~_t_i_!:__tLn__c_’_:_e_d____~, ~_l_i__~:_e__:_~Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_>, Hm~ Staffbrd 
<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>, "Andrew Calder" <acalder’,h-)mcaa.unc.edu>, Billy Lee <bi!Mee@uncaa.nnc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" 
<bridgerb.%utmaa.unc.edu>, Clarissa Adams <cadams(&,nncaa~unc.edu>, Jason Beaulieu <i beaulie(a)uncaa.unc~edu>, Jane High 

<jhigh(a)uncaa.nnc.edu>, Greg Law <lawdawg(2~uncaa.utm.edu>, SyMa Hatchell <shatchell(a)nncaa.nnc.edw>, Tracey Willimns 

<twilliams.%uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bub bac (?l)email.u nc .edu> 
Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tar Heel, 
commits. The event will be Sunday, in 

is deep into planning an extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our 

Though NCAA rules will not pemlit our Staffto attend, our presence is veU much desired!      aas requested that we put together a 3-ish 
minute VIDEO PRESENTATION to be played at the proW. The video would have each of us congratulaling, encouraging, & welcoming 

and the others into their futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Director, Bubba 
Cunningham. 

I have spoken with        a~d she is ready to make us all look good on fil!! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITtt, 
for her to spend 5 minutes getting your words on tape. 

THIS Vv%EK 

Also, for we coaches,        also needs to use our 5 minutes to fihn answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project 

to be played during random home games. Therefore, dress appropriately (Trisha). Hahaha! 

We are pressing forward, Tar Heels! 

Thank you, 

TSO 

Seut t?om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: the COMM issue 

FYI 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Jay S mith <i aysmith(a)emaJl, unc.edu> 

Date:                2:56:06 PM EDT 

To: <hwoodard,@ email.unc.edu> 
Subject: the COMM issue 

Dear Harold: 

I’m soriy to add to your plate of work and womes, but the latest revelations in the N&O are veD~ troubling to me. Specifically, I’m concerned that what 

seems an obvious instance of plagiarism in COMM                      was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made 

its way to the honor system. Are support stuff not bound by the honor code? How in the world could anyone have decided NOT to report such a thing 

while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA? (This happened, to remind you, in the             . I want to urge you, and others in and 

around the academic support system, to investigate this entire aft’air. Why was the instructor in this case inclined to report the fraud not to the honor 

system Nit to academic support? To whom did she speak and what was she told? What conversations occurred aiterwalds? Was John Blanchard ever 

apprised of this situation, tbr example? Did anyone consider doing "the right thing and turning this case over to the honor system? Why was ~moflrer course 

of action, or inaction, chosen instead? I fl~ink these questions need to be asked, and official conclusions need to be lnade publtic; otherwise, the 

community’s teetering confidence in the academic support system will surely collapse entirely. There seems to be a thriving "plagia~sm culture" over there, 

and it needs to be confronted and addressed. I’d happily talk to you in person if you’d like. 

Besk 
Jay Smifll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 8:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

That sound great. I am giving a test right now anyway and will not be do e with class until 10 and then have back to back meetings until 1:30 so I won’t be sending it 

out until this a£emoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 7:55 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(9)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joy, 

I apologize that I was not able to complete the draft last night. I’m still trying to add some items fi~r Dr. Ciocca, but should have this to you sometime this 

moming. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 3:18 P! 

To: Renner, Joy .l 
Subject: RE: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

I think that covers it. Thanlcs Joy. I’ll try to compile a list of potential survey questions sometime this weekend so the FAC members will have time to 

review and offer their recommended additions, revisions, etc. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

Greeting all! 

So to follow-up on our discussions yesterday to be sure I know what I need to be doing ..... 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->lssue of faculty soliciting athletes for courses - Lissa/Bubba will talk with Karen about the current email 

and I will talk with her about her suggestions to bring to FAC for a discussion on communication and policy with faculty regarding messaging 

related to course offerings 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <P-[endif]-->Feedback from FAC on survey/interview instrument to be used by Athletics with graduating athletes - I 

will wait to hear from Vince on what instrument he wants me to send to FAC for input; I will clarify for FAC members right now that they will 

be receiving the instrument so just to sit tight on reviewing any existing documents; ?? Bubba and Vince will find out about administering the 

survey with data stored in Institutional Research (?) using an online database(?) so athletics and FAC can have access to the data to address 

any questions or for planning for policies/procedures/change in the future. (this part I am probably the least sure about where we left it) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <P-[endif]-->Lissa and I, and John, Glynis, and Barbara will have a discussion of what role we see for FAC in student 

athlete experience assessment and run it by athletics for tweaking of this portion of the assessment (in addition to what athletics is going to 

do); have a suggested role up for FAC to review (in addition to Vince’s plan and rationale for athletics assessment so everyone knows what 

that part will look like too) prior to next meeting so finalized version can come out of the November meeting and we have a plan for 2012- 

2013. 

Anything else? 

Thanks for the conversation, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rel?neG M.,%, I-~-r(R), FAEIRS 

/kssocfate Professor al?d Director 

Ur!ivers[W of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
C}} ii7130 UNC-CH }}ondu!’an~ Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia 5L 
Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-514TDesk 
Cell 

919-966-r3951 t:ax 
-CONI:IDENTIALrF¢ NOTICE: -r~is e-mail messa~e, including attaci~rnen[s, if any is intended o!qg for the -person or er!titv to wi~ich i[ is addressed and may contain 

+ confider!tial a!~dlor privileged material, An~" --u!~aufl~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proiqbited, If you ate not Lhe in<ended recipient, please contact the 
sender b~, reply e-maii and destroy, ail copies of the original message, 
Email eorrespo~de~ce te and from this address may be sebjeet to the INe~±b Carolina IP~blic Recer~ls law a~d may he disclo.sed to third pa~±ies 
by a~ authorized state official (NICGSo oh, 132), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 1:59 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Track and Field Hold 

Hey Clare, 

Track is all caught up with Compliance paperwork so you can release their hold. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:01 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: November NLI Signees 

CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

> > > "IIle, Mince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the emly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early signing period, please forward me the nanle(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week 

The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportuniF to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional information or have any qnestions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting 
Thanks 

but she would not sign in November but would need a slot. 

>>> ’qlle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>         2:05 PM >>> 

Thanks Brian. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: Bnan Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <.[[[#_@_e__tn’_a_)_[#__D_C__,#__d__u__> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please folwcard me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early tiffs week. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your mlticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the cmTent records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any qnestions, please just let me know. Thmlks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:11 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Just a "heads up".....some coaches might have offered slots to s/a’s but are not having them sign NLI’s. For example, full student aid people can’t accept scholarships. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >           2:06 PM > > > 

Thanks CD. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 
> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_n_~tjL_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the emly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~ia email early this week. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportuni~ to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional infi)nnation or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               2:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu > 

Re: November NLI Signees 

VJnce, 
We intend to offer a full scholarship to 

need additional information. 

Jan 

We would like to sign her during the early signing period. She is from Please let me know if you 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office." 919 962-4273 goheels.com 
Cell:            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Focebook." UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches~ 
As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or lnore prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~ia email early this week. 

The t~ulty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday           and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I cm~ have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes betbre these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional intbrnmtion or hmTe any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:45 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: November NLI Signees 

No Level l’s for l 

> > > qlle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

FYI 

From: ..]an Mann [mailto:janmann@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
We intend to offer a full scholarship to 

need additional information. 

Jan 

2:40 PM >>> 

We would like to sign her during the early signing period, She is from Please let me know if you 

JAN MAN N 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 
Cell,"            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jle@email.urlc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday, If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early- signing period, please fomvard me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The facul~ committee fllat reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday-,           and Wednesday,             I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your a~ticipated signee(s) so I cml have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective studem-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               3:42 PM 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: - PTC 

Attach: Volleyball.pdf 

Coaches, 
Please see the attached Permission to Contactfor 

furtherinformation on 

Thanks, 

a volleyball student athlete at Let me knowif you have any questions or would like any 



INDIANA UNIVERSITY ATHLETICS 

Compliance Office 
Permission to Contact 

Date Sent: 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Indiana University grants permission for your 

coaching staff to contact regarding transferring to your 

institution to participate in the sport of Volleyball 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 812-855-9970 or by email at 

karnold@indiana.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Arnold 

Asst. Compliance/Athletic Financial Aid Officer 

Indiana University Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Coach 

Anitra House 

Rev. 2/12 g:\PTC and Release 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 3:46 PM 

@twcny.rr.com > 

bill palladino @aol.com >; Cindy Cone ¯ @gmail.com >; Jason Sisneros ¯ @gmail.com >; 

@msn.com>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

trust me, it is so hard for anyone to get into school here we embrace everyone that the admissions committee does. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > @twcny.rr.com > 11:24 AM > > > 
Dear Anson: 
Just wanted you to know that I am asking the Board to consider my case....please don’t count me out! I will let you know the outcome. Hopefully, I will see you soon, as 
planned. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Mondw, 4:11 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edw-; Fammr, Stephen M <sfammr@admissions.unc.edu>; t~echa, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

FW: 

~ son, 

Thanks! The fact that you did not offe~~ be~~ any scholarship money helps, She would need faculty review% even ~t she becomes higher than a Level 1 based on grades 

from couises she repeated, because of her unique circumstances. Facuhy review can only occur fl~r a scbolai’ship candidate. N~-~ scbolarsbtp._.no faculty review. 

We’]] review be~" application in the same manner we would for any other student, including conside~’ation other ]ealn~ng cha]]enges, and knowing the lack of 

scholarship money will be yet another component of ore" consideration, 
gaH~ara 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE:, 

Barbara, 
excellent! 

And thank you for "protecting" us. We did not offer this kid any scholarship money. I know the mother is upset but I am sure all the schools that chased her before would love 

to have her now, if she would only just call them. Just shows how people value the Carolina Brand. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 3:48 PM > > > 

Anson, 

Thanks fl~r keeping me ~n the loop. ] had anothel long conversation w~th         on Friday. She’s persistent[ I told her we would revk~w 

as Jt is complete and would send her the decision as soon as we ]:save it, rather than waiting until 

Yl] keep you posted, 

Barbara 
}~rbar~ I. Polk 
I)cputy I)i[’cctor 
0ft}ce of Undetgrad, ua~te Adl,ctJssiorts 

IJ nivetsity of Novt]’, Carolina at Chaise] Hill 
Phone: 9"J %-966-J9 f~9 

From: Anson Dorrance [__m___ajJ___tg_L_a_E_s__o___n__(@__u_E_c__a__a__:_u__E_c_#_.__d__u_.] 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: 
Cc: bill palladino: Cindy Cone; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: 

Jess, 

trust me, it is so hard for anyone to get into school here we embrace everyone that the admissions committee does. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > @twcny.rr,com > 11:24 AM > > > 
Dear Anson: 
Just wanted you to know that I am asking the Board to consider my case....please don’t count me out! I will let you know the outcome. Hopefully, I will see you soon, as 

planned. 

application as s~~on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Great, Just hope she wants to sign. 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, ChapelHill, NC 27515 

Office: 919-962-4273 goheels.com 

Cell:             Fax: 919-843-4062 

Facebook: UNC Women, Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 4:06 PM > > > 

Thanks Jan. I believe that Lance has some of her academic records and we shouldn’t have any issue with her signing in November. 

From= Jan Mann [mailto:janmann@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:39 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 

We intend to offer a full scholarship to 

need additional information, 

Jan 

We would like to sign her during the early signing period. She is from Please let me know if you 

JAN MAN N 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Of~ce: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 
Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC WometYs Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <jJj__e_@__e_E!_a_j_[~_u__r_)_c_~__e__d___u_.> .:45 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The facul~ committee tlmt reviews the admission of s~dent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,             I would appreciate 
the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me kuow. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: i November NLI 

I haven’t seen any updates on 

OV. 

since we reviewed her. And was planning on taking the ACT this month, I think. We used PSAT scores 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 4:21 PM > > > 

Lance, 

For 

1. Do you know if’    has taken ACT or SAT and earned al improved score since the one recorded on her unofficial transcript review? 

2. Do we have any record of taking an ACT or SAT yet’? 

Thanks. 

for her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

That is correct. She is visiting We also have a mid yem enrollee this Her name is . Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have her down as a potential signeeislot. My recollection is that you had not yet decided whether you wanted to sign her. Is that still correct? Were we 

al so talking aleut a potential midyeax admit? 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting but she would not sign in but would need a slot. 
Thanks 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>         2:05 PM >>> 
Thanks Brian. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 
}lead Coaches, 
As you all know, the early signing period tbr the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via em ail 
early fllis week 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday             I 

would appreciate the name(s) ofyonr anticipated signee(s) so I can have ml oppol~nity to review the current records of all such prospective student- 
athletes before these meetings are held. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:38 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: November NLI Signees 

She’s all set she graduated in June and delayed until       since she’s not on aid, She’s final certified with both academic and amateurism certifications for 

and just deferred her admission from this past year to the spring. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 4:35 PM > > > 

Do you have what you need to evaluate Is she a transfer or an eedly/late high school graduate’? Thanks. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

That is correct. She is visiting We also have a mid year enrollee this Her name is ,Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:28 PM, "llle, Vince" <iile@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have her down as a potential signeeislot. My recollection is that you had not yet decided whether you wanted to sign her. Is that still correct? Were we 

also taJking about a potential midyeax admit’? 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting but she would not sign in but would need a slot. 
Thanks 

>>> "llle, Vince" <[[[e_@_e__[_n__’_a_jJ_:_u___r_~__c__:e__d__u_.>         2:05 PM >>> 

’I’hmlks Brian. Just want to maJ<e sure I don’t miss aaayone. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <illeCi~.email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 

As you all lmow, the em’ly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to 

request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email 
early tiffs week. 

The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday, I would 

appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an optx~lunib~ to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes 

before these meetings are held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: November NLI Signees 

Good question, She ends up being a 

> > > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >           4:41 PM > > > 
OK, know what her test scores were? It looks like she may not have had one when we did the evaluation for Is she a ? Thanks. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:38 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: November NLI Signees 
She’s all set she graduated in June and delayed until since she’s not on aid. She’s final certified with both academic and amateurism certifications for 
and just deferred her admission from this past year to the spring. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_O~tjL_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_>           4:35 PM > > > 
Do you have what you need to evaluate "~ ~ Is she a transfer or an early/late high school graduate’? Thanks. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 
That is correct. She is visiting We also have a mid year enrollee this . Her name is Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, "llle, Vince" <iile@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have her down as a potential signeeislot. My recollection is that you had not yet decided whether yon wanted to sign her. Is that still correct? Were we 

also talking about a potential midyeax admit’? 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting but she would not sign in but would need a slot. 
Thanks 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille(~,email.unc.edu>         2:05 PM >>> 

Thanks Brian. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: Brian Kalbas [.__m___a_!!_t__o_J__b___k__a_J__b__a___s__@_g_t)p___a__a__=g__n__c__&c_l__u_] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <[[[&@_e__Ln__’_a_jJ_&r_Lc__:&_d__u_.> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 
As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent tegins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to 

request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the nmne(s) of the prospect(s) via email 

early tiffs week. 

The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would 

appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) ,so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes 

beibre these meetings are held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

If they are a level 2 or 3 we just slot them 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:32 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

OK, thanks. Appreciate the intbrmation. If you had guys that were full student aid and no NLI, did "they typically go to the [hculty committee betbre the 

early signing period or was their review based utxm some other timet?ameischedule? 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:11 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Just a "heads up".....some coaches might have offered slots to s!a’s but are not having them sign NLI’s. For example, full student aid people can’t accept 

scholarships. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >            2:06 PM > > > 

Thanlcs CD. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: C O Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa__~_u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ijJ__e_~__e_[zLa_j_[&r_]_c_~_o____d__L_[ > 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all l~low, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you haYe requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~Ja 

email early this week 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,             I 

would appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have aJ~ opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student- 

athletes be[bre these meetings are held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any question~ please j ust let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

That’s correct. I only brought this up because your original email asked coaches to send you names of those people who we created NLI’s for. I assumed you were checking 
your count of slots. I just wanted to make sure you knew there were probably slots out there that were not necessarily getting NLI’s. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>         6:18 PM >>> 

OK, so you mean that you don’t need to wony about any timing issues, right’? You use the slot, I have them on my list, Barbara has them on hers, and they get 

admitted whenever all their documents are in. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:13 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

If they are a level 2 or 3 we just slot them 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 2:32 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[!_e_._@ e_._m_._a_i_[: .u_ n c_ : _e_ . _d_ .u_> wrote: 

OK, thanks. Appreciate the information. If you had guys that were full student aid and no NLI, did they’ blpically go to the facul~ committee before the 

early signing period or was their review based upon some other timeframeisehedule? 

From: C D Mock [E}_a__[!_t_9__:__c__d___@__u__t)p___a__a__,_u___n__c_=e_d_u_] 
Sent: Monday, 2:11 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLT Signees 

Just a "heads up".....seme coaches might have offered slots to s/a’s but are not having them sign NLI’s. For example, full student aid people can’t accept 

scholarships, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]jJ__e_~..b___e_L’O__a_j_[:_u__r_Lc__._o____d___u_ >            2:06 PM > > > 

Thanks CD. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu! 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 
As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects tbr this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email 

early this week. 

The faculb’ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday:          and Wednesday,,            I 

would appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an oppormni~ to review the current records of all such prospective student- 

athletes before these meetings are held. 

If you need additional information or have any, questions, please just let me l, mow. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~;,ahoo.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:32 PM 

THFPO tailgate Info tbr UNC vs. NC State 

Hello Tar Heel Families- 

Exciting game coining up this weekend against NC State’. Go Heels! Game Kickofftime is 12:30pm and will be on ACC Network. 

¯ THFPO tailgate time start fime is 10:30am 

¯ Menu is Hamburgers, Vegetarian Burgers, Baked Beans, Baked Potato Salad. Fruit, Cookies, Brownies, Tea, Lemonade and Bottled Water 

¯ Click Here to RSVP tbr Tailgate 
¯ Click Here to Vohmteer to Help - Just 1/2 shifts needed - Thank You! 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellafion Guiddine 
ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot g/uarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer fiom the RSVPs. 
To ensure your spot at the tailgate, please submit 7your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. AW individual who notifies at or email 
~gmail.com 

24 HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, 
thus if we m-e unable to sell your’ticket you will be responsible tbr fitll pwment. 

AW notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tax Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickslei@email.unc.edu-~; Montgomery, John R <jmont@uuc.e&P; Terrell, Mart 

<mterrell@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Beth Miller <bmiller@uucaa.uuc.e&~>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Sport Plmls 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans 

Please allow this message to serve as a friendly reminder that our goal is to complete the sport plans (as part of the overall Strategic Plan) by October 31. I have enjoyed the 

opportunity to sit in on several of the discussions thus far, and look forward to helping where I can with the other sports plans being done. 

Once you have completed the goal sheet with your coaches and forwarded them to me, I will combine them for consistent formatting. Additionally, I will look for commonalities in 

comments and concerns from the coaches so that the Executive Staff can identify issues to address as a group over the coming months. (Note: Please do not worry about formatting 

your goal sheets before sending them to me, as many coaches have provided their notes in simple typed documents thus far). 

Please let me know if you need assistance from me as you proceed. Thanks for the great work thus far[ 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 

P~,~2".,’tC:~l.I~i4,k," PF~5","’~’II;~ I\~1~’IS5.~-’.,(",~I ,~:R¢:~I\~I OCTF~E~’IR ~1: 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans (Completion by October 31} 
I am attaching the two-page template we discussed at your Executive Staff meeting on Monday. This is a sample template ... I will be pulling together the data for your specific sport(s) 

over the next few days, and will be ready to share that info with you and your coaches soon. 

As we discussed, each sport should complete this exercise by October 31. Please notify me of a time where you and your coach(es) can meet to discuss the template, its content and 

further steps. I am here to help facilitate the process with you. To allow enough time for any necessary follow-up activity, these meetings should likely be scheduled in the next 2-3 

weeks. 

A similar process will take place with each business unit (completion date by December 31). If you are prepared to schedule those meetings, I am available to facilitate there too. 

Thanks for your attention to this important next step in our strategic planning. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - ? resend on the survey form 

Hi Vince! 

Can you resend the form you want me to send to FAC for comment? 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
Associate Profe55or and [)[rector 
Unive!’sil:y o~ Norl:h C~roiina al: C?H~pel Hill 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gonduran~ Hail 

32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759%.71.30 

I cannot open the document, I downloaded yesterday for some reason. 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

:eli 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; e.-mail message, in,::Jud[n.~ al:[;~chments, if ;}r!y, is intendt:,d ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and n~ay t:ont;}in c:onfidenl:i;}i and/or 

privileged nii}teHai. Any .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [ni:ended recip[enL please, conl:a,::l: the, sende, r by re, ply e-mall and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the or[g:rlal !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCGN, oh, J.32), Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Options Vince Ille 

Thanks, I need your PID number to enter this into system. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:25 PH 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject-" RE: Travel Options Vince Ille 

Kathy, 

I prefer the follomng: 

American nonstop $699.60 

AA2069M 28OCTS RDUORD 1015A 1115A 

AA1972L 30OCTT ORDRDU 710P IO00P 

My date of birt~ is Please let me know if you need any additional information. Thanks for your help. 

VJuce 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Travel Options Vince Ille 

Let me know if any of these 

work thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cindi Atwater <CindiAtwater@anthonytravel.com> 

Date: October 22, 2012, 12:51:49 PM EDT 

To: <[<_g_r_[gg_s__@__e___m____a_)_[:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: Travel Options Vince Ille 

American nonstop $699.60 

AA2069M 28OCTS RDUORD 1015A 1115A 

AA1972L 30OCTT ORDRDU 710P IO00P 

Southwest (TO MIDWAY AIRPORT) $493.40 (return is connection via St. Louis (STL) 
WN 410Y 28OCT S RDUMDW 1015A 1115A 

WN 119Y 30OCTT MDWSTL 515P 620P 

WN 259Y 30OCT T STLRDU 725P 1010P 

Air Tran (TO MiDWAYAIRPORT) $485.20 via Atlanta (ATL) 

FL 494B 28OCT S RDUATL 810A 933A 

FL 91B 28OCT S ATLMDW 1200N 1253P 

FL 580Z 30OCT T M DWATL 455P 741P 

FL 130Z 30OCT T ATLRDU 1030P 1153P 

US Airways via Charlotte (CLT) $625.20 
US g21V 28OCT S RDUCLT 910A 1018A 

US 924V 28OCT S CLTORD 1140A 124@ 

US 927S 30OCTT ORDCLT 420P 710P 
US1602S 30OCTT CLTRDU 805P g57P 

Delta via Atlanta (ATL} $777.20 
DLg74H 28OCTS RDUATL 945A 1107A 

DL1342H 28OCT S ATLORD 1225P 127P 
DLlg77H 30OCTT ORDATL 445P 743P 

DL g89H 30OCT T ATLRDU 835P 1005P 

Thanks, Kathy. I will need his date of birth & name as it appears on his photo ID when you’re ready to book something. Also, how is this being 

charged? To which credit card? 

Thanks! 

Oi L.,,.oJ i /~t\~,’ak,~. 

Anthony Travel, inc. 
UniversHy of North Carolina 
344 Ridge Road 
Loudermilk Center Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843.5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
North America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010, 2009, & 2007 Wbrfd Travet AwardsTM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Hello Vince, 
Gymnastics will be issuing NLIs to two prospective student athletes on Wednesday, 

Thank you, Derek 

They are 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: ~f__a___c__e___b__o___o___k_~_c___q__m__Z_u__[!_cg.v__[~_D___a__s__tj__c__s_ 
Web Page: www, tarheelblue.com 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu ; 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early- signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The facul~ committee fllat reviews the admission of s~dent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,            . I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:19 PM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

OV Expenses for Aunt 

C.B., 

Got your voicemail. We can pay round trip transportation, meals, and lodging expenses only if it is a parent or legal guardian of the PSA (Bylaws are 13.5.2.6.1 and 

13.6,7.1.1). So if the PSA’s aunt is not legally identified as a legal guardian, she will have to be on her own for those expenses (unless, of course, she shares a room with the 

PSA’s mother and there is no additional cost for an extra occupant). But, in such a case, she would still have to pay her own transportation and meal expenses. 

if there is a chance that she IS a legal guardian, we would just need a copy of the document that indicates such. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 4:32 PM 

Renner, Joy J qloy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Feedback - proposed survey questions for "the Student Athlete Experience 

Feedback from John Stephens 

Overall 
1. Quite comprehensive -covers all key points for FAC data needs. Very good job, Vince. 

2. Some question about ordering of sections; if this came from advice of survey experts, I am fine with it. For instance: Academics, then Social life, then 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM -why "insert" Social Life section between the two? 

3. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM -quite detailed -too long? Questions seem to overlap. Again, if this comes from survey expert advice, I am happy to defer. 

4. Biggest point and * key part for FAC discussion - key concern about faculty generally: how do coaches and other DIA staff stress the importance of 

academics across the board. RE: Coaches and Support for Academic endeavors - Question of emphasis and link to the DIA strategic plan 

K.15      My coaches were concerned about and supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 

SUGGESTED EDIT: My coaches were CONSISTENTLY supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 

K.16 My head coach fostered a strong academic atmosphere. 

K.17 The coaching staff expected me to do more than just earn the grades I needed to remain eligible. 

Add a text box after these questions - Please provide illustrations of the degree of support, or lack of support, for your academic goals and requirements. 

Also - for discussion by FAC - whether to move this to the Academics section, RE: to reinforce how instructors-coaches are both parts of the academic 
experience. 

More detailed comments 

A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION -good, very complete. Wondering about order of some items, and might want to move Ai5 and Ai6 to the ACADEMIC 

EXPERIENCE Section -and can be grouped with B/IO 

B.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. -Wonderful question, but I think it is too broad and hard to answer. Are you asking S-As if they trusted their instructors? Or their 

opinion of other faculty where they have had less contact [and probably can only form their impressions via second-hand reports of their friends, roommates, 

teammates, etc.]? This question could be omitted unless I am missing the point of this question compared to others. 

Questions B.11-16- I hope there was advice from the Odum Institute about how to phrase these questions. Wondering if at least some mix of positive/negative 

will assure well-considered, honest answers 
C.8    probably good to give an example or two in parentheses to clarify this question 

E.6 -seems out of place, should be within the ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM section 

From: Renner, Joy J [3oy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To" facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject" Joy Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon] 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince Ille. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to haveafinNIraft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (ille@email.unc.edu.) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review task. We are being asked for faculty input sdslelb not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 
h)y J, Rennet, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)date Pr,:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
School of Medidne 
CB #7.130 UNC-CH B,:)ndurant Hall 
321-A 5ciu~h Coiumbi;~ $1:, 
Chapel I-4[]1, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fa~ 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, [!~c:lud[ng attachments, [f any, is inter!ded oniy f,:)r the .-person or enti%, to whh:h [t is add!’essed and may contain ,::onf[den[iai and/or 
privileged material, A!W --unauti~o!’[zed !’ev[ew, use, d[sciosure or distribution [s prohibited, If you are not the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ the sender b,i reply e-l’~a[I and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Entail corresl#ondence to and from thin address may be subject to the NortB Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
suti~ori~ed state efficiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educstionM recor~ls are subject to F~RPAo 

[see attachment: "UNC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT 10 21 2012.docx", size: 45571 b~1es] 

Attaclmaents: 

UNC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT I0 21 2012.docx 

’][’his automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_[!t_![?__s_!)i~_*_¢__’~Lu__~zc_:__e__d_~£p__~_?_r__m_J_) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 5:59 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Plm~s 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2012, at 5:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Donna, 

Just a reminder.., can you please email me a cop?, of the revised plan tbr spitball that you, Mike and I worked on last week? Thanks. 
Mince 

From-" Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:28 AM 

To: llle, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Terrell, Matt; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney 

Subject: Sport Plans 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans 

Please allow this message to serve as a friendly reminder that our goal is to complete the sport plans (as part of the overall Strategic Plan) by October 31. I have 

enjoyed the opportunity to sit in on several of the discussions thus far, and look forward to helping where I can with the other sports plans being done. 

Once you have completed the goal sheet with your coaches and forwarded them to me, I will combine them for consistent formatting. Additionally, I will look for 

commonalities in comments and concerns from the coaches so that the Executive Staff can identify issues to address as a group over the coming months. (Note: Please 

do not worry about formatting your goal sheets before sending them to me, as many coaches have provided their notes in simple typed documents thus far). 

Please let me know if you need assistance from me as you proceed. Thanks for the great work thus far! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-g43-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 ] M 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans (Completion by October 31) 

I am attaching the two-page template we discussed at your Executive Staff meeting on Monday. This is a sample template ... I will be pulling together the data for your 

specific sport(s) over the next few days, and will be ready to share that info with you and your coaches soon. 

As we discussed, each sport should complete this exercise by October 33.. Please notify me of a time where you and your coach(es) can meet to discuss the template, its 

content and further steps. I am here to help facilitate the process with you. To allow enough time for any necessary follow-up activity, these meetings should likely be 

scheduled in the next 2-3 weeks. 

A similar process will take place with each business unit (completion date by December 33.). If you are prepared to schedule those meetings, I am available to facilitate 

there too. 

Thanks for your attention to this important next step in our strategic planning. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                5:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Sounds good.., is 10 points away from Level 2 on the SAT’s and I will let them know when he gets the results back. 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu~           5:48 PM >>v 

Thanks Joe. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. I’ll get back to yon regarding 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:41 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Hi Vince, 
Great job today explaining the Scoop with what’s going on around the investigation and beyond, its much appreciated. 

tlere is our list we’ve received from Admissions.....Only 1 level one and he’s waiting for his SAT scores to get back. 

Let me know if you need further information. 

All the best. 
Joe 

and what we may need to do to prepare for potential faculty- review. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu~ 1:45 PM >>> 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                   If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 
The thculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the nmne(s) of your anticipated signee(s) ~) I can have an opportunity to review the current records ofa]l such prospective student-athletes betbre these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional information or have may questions, please j us~t let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents ?}yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:49 PM 

Problem Corrected - UNC vsNC State Tailgate RSVP 

Hello Tea Heel Families- 

Our sincere apologies. We had a little technics] gliche. If you had trouble signing up, i~s fixed now. 

° C~ick }i.er~ ~o RSVP? ~:,;r ~lai~ 

¯ C~ick }i.e~<~ kx VoluE:leer m Heh-~ - hlst 1,2 shi{~s needed - Th:mk ’(,~I 

Have a great day! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Names of MBB prospects for NLI’s 

Vince, 

We are going to send out three NLl’s for sure this early period, Their names are: 

Let me know if you need any other info. 

CB McGrath 
Men’s Basketball 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deryk Gilmore <derykg@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:23 AM 

Mike McCar’mey <mikem@prioritystx~rts.biz>; Rick Smith ~aol.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&P; Mark Bartelstein <mbartl 3@prioritysports.biz> 

Re: Meeting 

Vince, 

Good taJking ruth you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it would 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair. honest, and consistent. He looked at the list 

of agents represented by tbrmer [INC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players &bring all the trouble they had at [INC. I made him aware of 

several attempts to get inlbnnation to the ~hool all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is trying to think outside the box and create a program that is unique that 

connects agents and players during the ~a~n not just a one time thing, tie knows that if you try to keep them ~paYate it will create problems. Hopefnlly, you both are 

available sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if ffieir is a date that works best tbr you. 

Vince s~tated that firms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quaJi~ agencies who follow the roles representing UNC playels so that the 

program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you axe not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Dervk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

Derykg@priori~sports.biz 

ii:’:~:ii ,~@. ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "derykg@prioritysports.biz" <derykg@prioritysports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk, 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m happy to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the University of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor Program 

for our student-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staff and he will assist me with this effort. We have created a framework for what we think 

can be an efficient and effective program that will accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent them as 

they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any effort you could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with representatives of your agency. It would be very valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and direction 

from key participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your help 

and let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: the COMM issue 

Vince, 

I have us meeting tomorrow (Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. 

Harold 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PN 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: the COMM issue 

Harold, 

Are we still meeting today in your off~ce at 3:30? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Harold Woodard [mailto:harold woodard@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: the COMM issue 

FYI 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbm,a2cded message: 

From: Jay Smith <iaysmith(a)email.unc.edu> 

Date:     "          2:56:06 PM EDT 

To: <hwo(~ dard!~;)email~ amc.edu> 

Subject: the COMM issue 

Dear Harold: 

I’m sorry, to add to your plate of work and worries, but the latest revelations in the N&O are very troubling to me. Specifically, I’m concerned that what 

seems an obvious instance of plagiarism in COMM                      ~was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made 

its way to the honor system. Are support stuff’not bound by the honor code’? How in the world could anyone have decided NOT to report such a thing 

while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA? (This happened, to remind you, in the             t. I want to urge you, and others in and 

around the academic support system, to investigate this entire affair. Why was the instructor in this case inclined to report the fraud not to the honor 

system but to academic support? To whom did she speak and what was she told? What conversations occurred aiterwalvts? Waa John Blanchard ever 

apprised of this situation, tbr example? Did a~yone consider doing "the right thing and turning this case over to the honor system? Why was ~mother course 

of action, or inaction, chosen instead? I think these questions need to be asked, and official conclusions need to be made public; otherwise, the 

community’s teetering confidence in the academic support system will surely collapse entirely. There seems to be a thriving "plagiarism culture" over there, 

and it needs to be confronted and addressed. I’d happily talk to you in person if you’d like. 

Best, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:07 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Party in for Signees 

Trisha, 
Iwas forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to morn for the party she is planning for the signees in I’m going to 

need some details on this party so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain to me what will be occurring, who will be paying, and what the signees and their families!friends will be receiving? 

The thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving anything they shouldn’t from boosters, etc. 

I’m certainly not saying that this is a no go, and I don’t mean to alarm you, but Iwould like to have more details about what will be occurring before the planning goes much 

further. If you don’t know the details and you would like to have          morn call me, I am happy to talk to her, Feel free to give her my number (919 962 7853). 

I’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs and released them to the media, ] don’t think there will be any problems 

with this, but I will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 

Thanks, I look forward to talking to you about the details of this party. I am going to be in Carmichael tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting from 10 11, Maybe I’ll stop by your 

office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

..\~ ~ ilc~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents < ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:02 PM 

Gentle reminder THFPO tailgate RSVPs needed by Oct 25 

Hello Tea Heel Families- 

Gentle reminder the RSVP deadline is midnight Thursday, Oct 25th. The earlier you reserve the better as it helps us prepare accordingly. 

¯ Click Here t~, KS VP tlx Taib.a.,.e 

¯ Click Here to V,:Iini:.:ec io HelR - 3%s~ L’2 cliffs E:eeded - 7hm~1.: You! 

Go Heels! 

TttFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Swai, Beams (Public Safe~) <bswai@PSAFETY.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:34 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apology 

ML Cunningha~TL 

Unfortunately, per the Orange County District Attorney’s office, neither of the two emails meet the elements of a crime for them to prosecute, I have already 

explained this to Mr~ Pogge. We will issue a Notice of Trespass for all of campus when he comes to meet with me on November 5 as he is currently out 

o[ state, 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:48 PM 

To: Swai, Beatus (Public Safety) 
Co: Gallo, Lorenzo A. (Athletics Director of Athletics); Cunningham, Bubba; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Paul Pogge; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Apology 

I don’t understand this, 

Where did it come from and why? 

Which of the two emails is he referring to? 

I see it’s an apology, but I am still concerned about the student’s safety and expect we will pursue the second email and then determine what steps to take next 

including prosecution. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "Beatus (Public Safety) Swai" <.b_s__w_._a_!_@_P_._S_ .A_F__E_ ._TY_.:U__N__C_:_E_._D_ .U_.> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thu rsd ay, 9:09 AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.uncedu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.uncedu> @uncaa.uncedu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- Year in Residence 

Transfer SA Satisfying Year in Residence MBB).pdf 

e.g., 

See attached, Please print a copy and give it to 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

as well, Don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:37 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@~mc.edu>; CEnt GwaJtney 

<cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

ILg: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Either one works for rne. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Molly Norton [mailto:mbnorton@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Clint Gwaltney; Tim Sabo 
Subject; FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vh~ce, ~nd .John, 

Please let me know of youl" ~vailability to meet with Bubba on either: 

Monday, Oct.:_~ber 15 at 2:00pro 

OR 

Tuesday, October 16 aL 2:00pm 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cmmingham, Bubbd’ <bubbac@email.tmc.edu> 

Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltney" < c_gj~:_&l_..t£_.e_~j:~)~_u_._n_.c:Laj_:.u_n_9_.._e_..d__~!> "l{ick Steinbacher" <!:s_t__e_i__n_b__&£!!_e_!i@__uj!_c_~:__ujL£:_e_d__u>, "Tim Sabo" <.t_s_a_b_£@__uj!_c_~:__kLn__c_’_:_e_~t___u_>, "Vince 

Ille" <i_l_]~a~_ej__r_lj4i!_:_~_Ln__c_’_:_e__d_t!>, "John R MontgomeD," ~ig_l~_t_@LLn_£:_e_d__~!> 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <._b___u__b_[?j_a_£’(a~i__ej:n_j_a_i_i_:__q_r!_c_:__e__d___u_.> 2012-10-08T21:01:14.262469 >>> 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Culmingham 

Director of Atbletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday < ~.~!_a_h£_9_:_c_£!:_n_.< _r__n_~]_k)_i ~:z::a_]!%&_c_£__r[!>> 
Reply-To: Bill Saturday < ............................. ~.v__&_h_RR:££_Lr_l.< !:_n__:a_i!_t_£; @2’_a_!K)9:_£9__n_! >> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Curmingham <bubbac(&~email.u~lc.edu <mailto:bu bbac,@~emaiL unc .edu> > 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, ~m~ething to think about. When it comes to buiMing a program perception is reality. The Northwea corner of the endzone, aka ’"the aJuminum 

jungle" looks awthl game Mter game. It will only fill early tbr a big gane or a night game. Our audents are just too apathetic aJld there axe not enough of 

them that caJ~e enough fight now to make "the effort. Why not take two sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for 

$20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant aflbrd $60 "tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC t~ns out there 

who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 

get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student falbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way KenaJl was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other studium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visiNe seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empb~ for 

any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC lbotball. 

- Bill 

From: Bubba Curalingham <,r?.u...b...b.a...c.~..uJ).c.~:u..n.£:.e.d..u.<.n.l..a.4..!.t~.b..u...b...b.a.c.‘@.~.Br.l.c.~:.~1.r.l£:e~.~>> 

To: Bill Saturday <         ~Li~v_&_h_R~_?_:_c_’£_Lr_p !:_n__:a_i!_t_£1         @:f_’_a_J_!99:_£9__n_! ~> 

Sent: Ffiday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 



Bill, 

Thanks lbr the thoughks. I will read them and "take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The Universi~ of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday < %~yahoo.con~<mailkx ,~);yahoo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo tbr ~me general musings about the current state oftbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty 

painthl, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thanks, Bill 

M+ SecnreStor Stored: total 22164b~es; 
File Name Expi~ Date Size 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx<http:iiarchive02.tmcaa.unc.edui72473b62685132e6de09fb5d59dN866> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 

22164b~tes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:43 AM 

Steinbacher. Rick <rickstei@emml.tmc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl. unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Clint GwaJmey 

<cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

IrE: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Thank you all for your quick responses. Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro seems to work bes[ t:or everyone so please cont:irm that date and time on your calendars. 

The meeting will take place in the AD conference room, 

7hanks, 

Molly 

From: Nolly Norton [._n)_aj[to_2[n_b___n__o__[t__o___n__~__e_m_aj_[=_u__[Lc_#_~!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; (:lint Gwaltney; Tim Sabo 
Subject: FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UN(: Football 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 

Please let: m~-_~ know of your avaibbi[ity to meet with gubba on either: 

Mot’Fdav, O(:[:ob~:_~r :[[-; at 2:00pro 
OR 
Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(&mnaJl.uuc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltney" <cgwaltney(tbuncaa.mlc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tim Sabo" <tsabo@uncaa. unc.e&J>, "Vince 

Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu>, "John R Montgomeu" <imont(tb unc.edu> 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <_b_@_b__~Lc_@ e n mil.unc.edu> 2012-10- 08T21:01:14.262469 >>> 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 ,sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

B ubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Norlk Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday, 9~iEa_bo9: _c.9.n_l_<w.a_~_l._t9; ............................. ~)y_{_Lh_ .o_o_:c_._o__r._n_.>> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < (a22:~!)_99_=_c_9__r_~:<._n!_@__t~?- _@t~[t~?~:_c_’~?Ln_>> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bnbba Cunningham <bubbac((-gemail.unc~edu<mailto:bubbac(gl)email.unc.e&~>> 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, ,something to think about. When it comes to building a program perception is reality. The Northwest comer of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 
jungle" looks awful game alter game. It will only fill early for a big game or a night game. Our mtdents are just too apathetic and there axe not enough of 
them that care enough right now to make the eflbrt. Why not take two sections away fi-om the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats tbr 
$20 to the public until the stadems prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who croat afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC tZans out there 
who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get slmt out ~br some games mad create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 
get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased mvenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fmabase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kenml was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other s~dium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assnming we build a running program) these will stay empF for 

any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC fi)otball. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cmmingham <.b-u..b.[:~...c.~it.~..n..c.’.~..:.u.r..lc.:e..d.t.1<1.n.a~i!t..~.i.b-u..b...b-~.~u.Ac.a~’.a.:.u~.1~:e~k> 

To: Bill Satmday < ............................. ~2_E~!!%E_c_9__r_~:<._n!_@__tg-         ~t~?R:_c_!?Ln_.>> 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 



B~, 

Thanks lbr the thoughks. I will read them and "take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningh~an 

Director of Athletics 

The Universi~ of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday < (a~)yahoo.com<mail~tx f;yahoo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel ttill. Please see attached memo tbr ~me general musings about the current state oftbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty 
painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thanks, Bill 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22164b~es; 
File Name Expi~ Date Size 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx<http:iiarchive02.uncaa.uuc.edui72473b62685132e6de09fb5d59dN866> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 

22164bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 12, 2012 11:15 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: information obtained .... 

Sure thing. Have a fun trip! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
_b__ricig_e__r___b_@__u__r_~_c__a___a_~__u__n___c_:_e___d_~ 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/12/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

Beth, 

I can already tell that I will not be able to make it over to Loudennilk today. Can you please secure the information and then call Paul Pogge to arrange a time when he 

can pick it up for me? I’ve informed him to expect a telephone call from you. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:11 PM 

To: ’Beth Bridger’ 

Subject: RE: information obtained .... 

OK, thanks. I’ll tI?" to get over there before noon. I have to be oi1 the bus ruth football shortly thereafter. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: information obtained .... 

Any time around noon, would probably be best. I have some recruits around 1/130, 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridqerb@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/11/2012 8:12 PM > > > 

Thank you Beth. What time can I stop by tomorrow? 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb(.Ouncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:51 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: information obtained .... 

information obtained .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
._b_~__d__a_e_rb_@__u___0__c__a_a~_u__r_~_c_=_e__d___u_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:36 AM 

Amy Herman <a, ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemlans 

<~tinl Inernlaal s@ unc aa .unc .edu> 

Re: Rumble in the Pit 

Amy, really? LOL. He was gonna cover the pit stop when the?’ have to refuel. No one coaches during wrestle-offs 

Sent from my iPhone 

On a t 9:44 >~M, "Amy Herman <aj schae@unc aa. unc. edu>" <aj schae@uncaa.un c edu> wro re: 

> C.D., 
> 

> Just a reminder that while Kevin Hap~ick is serving as "guest coach" on Monday, he cannot actually perform any coaching functions, as that would cause him to become a countable 
coach for us. So if he wants to stand on the side and cheer on the team, that is fine, but he should not provide any instruction. 
> 

> Hope it’s a great day[[ 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~Mny 
> 

> Sent from my 1Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

F~r: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 

2:24 PM 

Hi! My name is                  and I am a         on the                 team I was wondering if it would be appropriate to have an Athlete’s Bible Study. In talking to several 
religious athletes, we all find it frustrating to not be able to make it to our home church’s bible study. ’]?he dilemmas usually include the limited time in between class, practice and study hall 
Our coaches all do a fine job of taking our best interest at heart We are hoping to build a Christian family among our athletes so that we can strive to be better student-athletes with the help 
of religious motivatmn If you approve of this (we really hope that you do) would you allow our guest Pastor to use a room on the 3rd floor of l,oudermilk @7 pro, so that we could 
conveniently walk down to study hall’? I’ve already recruited a Pastor that is more than willing to cooperate with the University/Universi~’s Athletic program rules and compliances. Please 
take into consideration that this is something that will benefit most if not all of your fellow student athletes. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu’>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu’>; Woodard, t larold <-’harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 

Vince, 

There are several Bible Study groups that are specifically gear to athletes. I know at least one meets here in Loudermilk on the 3rd floor. The groups that I 

know are long standing and met in our old building and football lounge. Not sure if is aware of that. We probably need to establish a protocol 

for new groups wanting to meet in Loudermilk. 

I hanks, 

Cricket 

>>> On at 5:02 PM, in message <512e706be]3944fea80e]28fi36692525(c0I IS MSXH 10.ad.unc.edu>, "[lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Cricket and Harold, 

How do we typically respond to requests such as the one below? Please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Original Message 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: 

4:57 PM 

Original Message 
From: 
Bent: Sunday, 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 

2:24 PM 

Hi! My name is                and I am a        on the               team. I was wondering if it would be appropriate to have an 

Athlete’s Bible Study. In talking to several religious athletes, we all find it frustrating to not be able to make it to our home church’s bible study. I he 

dilemmas usually include the limited time in between class, practice and study hall. Our coaches all do a fine job of taking our best interest at heart. 

We are hoping to build a Christian family among our athletes so that we can strive to be better student athletes with the help of religious motivation. 

If you approve of this (we really hope that you do) would you allow our guest Pastor to use a room on the 3rd floor of l oudermilk (@7 pm, so that we 

could conveniently walk down to study hall? I’ve already recruited a Pastor that is more than willing to cooperate with the Universi~’/Universi~"s 

Athletic program rules and compliances. Please take into consideration that this is something that will benefit most if not all of your fellow student 

athletes. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 9:12 PM 

Randy Eaton <jreaton@email.wcu.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Football Schedule 

Sure. I can talk anytime on FFiday {call my cell phone at ). Let me know what works best for you. Please tell Mark hello and good luck at Eion for me. 
Rick Steinbacher 

From: Randy Eaton [mailto:jreaton@email.wcu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 3:44 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Football Schedule 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note and the call. I have rny weekly meeting with Coach Speir on ThuFsday. Do you have time to tall( on Friday? 

Thanks! 

Randy 

Ra~dy E~2~o~ 
D~e.c~:or of A#det~cs 
Western Caro~n¢, Ut#vers#ty 

C~#owhee, NC 28723 
Phone: 82B~227W338 
Fax: g28-227W68g 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Randy Eaton 
Subject: Football Schedule 

Randy, 

I hope you are doing well and wish you the best of luck against the Citadel tomorrow. We have had discussions about future opponents for Carolina football and 

would like to discuss having Western Carolina come play in Kenan Stadium sometime in the next few years, perhaps as soon as 2014. Can you let me know a time 

we can discuss this on the phone next week? 

Thanks and again, good luck tomorrow. 

Rick 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

._ww__w:_g_o h e e I s. co m 

@goheels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Vince ---)Jst checked my mail ---thanks for giving the document to me. Tile note you put on it mentions a meeting tomorrow with Sam, What time are you plannhlg 

to meet with hh~? If possible, I’d love to join, And if you want to meet before, just let me know. 

i’hanks, 

T i m 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major’ Gift Direc[or I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

C): 9~.9.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsrnith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:28 PP1 
To: Sam Paul (spaul@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Sam, 

Please let me know when you might have some time next week to meet and discuss the next steps for our strategic planning process. I know that you provided "goals 

and concerns" on 2/2/2012 per Bubba’s request. We can probably use a lot ofinformalion from that document to help us ruth the current assignment. I’ve attached the 

template that all sports will use for this. Yot~ Tim and I can meet to share thoughts and ideas. Thanks for ?,our help. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [Ln___a_jJ_~L__m__t__e_._ty__e_J_[_@_U__L~__c_#_.__d__u_] 

Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PN 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Rick Steinbacher 

Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

template sports plma goal sheet v 1 .docx 

Matt, Vince, and Rick, 

What is your availability to meet (for the preliminary meeting) between 11:30am and :[:30pm on Wednesday, October 24? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L; Joines, Nelinda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Molly and Melinda, 

Can you hel~) us schedule two rneetings to discuss the attached docunlen[:: 

1) gubba Cunningharn, Corey Holliday, Vince Ille, Matt lerrell, Rick S~:einbacher 

Preliminary meeting to discuss Footbalf Strategic Plan Process 

Week of 10/22 or I0/29 .-- 90 minutes 

2) Bubba Cunningham, Larry Fedora, Corey Holliday, Vince llle, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 

Meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 

Week of I0/29 - {5(} minutes 

[hanks, 

Rick 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille 
Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~rell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports PlaJ~ Goal Sheet 

Good by me. 
- Matt 

From. Norton, Molly 

Sent" Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

To" Terrell, Matt; Tile, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject; FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Matt, Vince, and Rick, 

What is your availability to meet {[:or the prelirninary meeting) between 1I:30am and :l:30pm on Wednesday, October 24? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 20:1.2 2:06 PN 
To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L; Joines, Melinda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Molly and Metinda, 

Can you help us schedule two meetings to discuss the attached document: 

1) gubba Cunningham, Corer Holliday, Vince Ille, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 

Preliminary me~-:d:ing to discuss Pootball Strategic Plan Process 

W~-_~ek of 10/22 or 1.0/29 - 90 minut~:_~s 

2) Bubba Cunningham, Larry Fedora, Corey Hotliday, Vince life, Matt Terretl, Rick SLeinbacher 

Meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 

Week of I0/29- 60 minutes 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From" Matt Terrell [n)_a__[!_to_2m_ter_E_e_!J_@_u___nc_:__ed___u] 
Sent; Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PH 

To; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille 
Subject" Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports PlaJ~ Goal Sheet 

Perfect. I’ll be there (assuming the baby doesn’t come tonight/tomorrow AM). 

Let me know if you want me to do any pre-work besides reading the doc you gave me and the sport program strategic plans. 

7hanks, 

T i m 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major’ Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

C): 9~.9.843.6448 I F: 919.843.57717 I M: 

tdsrnith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 

From: TIM, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:50 AM 

To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: RE: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Sorry. Tim. Stun replied to the email I sent you two with a phone call to set up the meeting and I failed to call you. We’re on for 11 in in?’ office tomorrow. Hope you 

can make it. Thanks. 

From: Smith, -tim Dillon 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2022 9:42 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Vinc~:_~ -iw;t check~:_~d rny mail - thanks for giving the document to rne The not~:_~ you put on it mentiorr; a meeting tomorrow with Sam. What time a r~-_~ you planning 

to meet with him? If possible, I’d love to join. And if you want to meet before, just let rne know. 

Thanks, 

Tim 

7irru:~l:hy D. Smith 

Major Gift Direct:or I UNC r~ams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 [ M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Sam Paul (_s_R_a_g_[@_g_t)_c___a__a__:_u___n__c_:__e__cJ__u_) 

Co: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Sam, 

Please let me know when you might have some thne next week to meet and di~uss the next steps for our strategic planning process. I know that you provided "goals 
and concerns" on 2/2/2012 per Bubba’s request. We can probably use a lot of information from that document to help us with the current assignment. I’ve attached the 
template that all sports will use tbr this. You, Tim and I can meet to share thoughts and ideas. Thanks tbr your help. 
Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 9:1.9-g43-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Laa~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

RE: 

gince, 

I have never had a request such as this, so I can’t oiler a personal example 

I suggest you contact the Dean of Students office for guidance on this. Over the years there have been several student groups that have organized bible stud,,, sessions and used various 
buildings on campus. The Dean’s office will likely be aware of this and should be able to describe how they were accommodated. 

Harold 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, 5:02 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Wuodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: 

Cricket and Harold, 

How do we typically respond to requests such as the one below? Please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Sutziect: FW: 

4:57 PM 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Stmday, 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sutziect: 

2:24 PM 

Hi! My name is                  and ! am a         un the                 team I was wondering if it wuuld be appropriate tu have an Athlete’s Bible Study. In talking to several 
religiuus athletes, we all find it frustrating to not be able to make it tu our home church’s bible study The dilemmas usually include the limited time in between class, practice and study hall. 
Our coaches all do a fine job of taking uur best interest at heart. We are huping to build a Christian family among uur athletes su that we can strive to be better student-athletes with the help 
uf religious mutivation. If you approve uf this (we really hope that you do) would you allow our guest Pastor tu use a room un the 3rd floor of Loudermilk @7 pm, su that we cuuld 
conveniently walk down to study hall? I’ve already recruited a Pastur that is more than willing tu cuuperate with the University/University’s Athletic program rules and compliances. Please 
take into cunsideration that this is something that will benefit most if nut all ofyuur felluw student athletes. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rhonda Kflpatrick <RhondaK@SPORTS.UGA.EDU> 

Tuesday, 11:36 AM 

II[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

permission to contact - 

incoming Permission to Contact -                  .docx 

Good morning, 

The University of Georgia is requesting to speak to 
Thanks for your help. 

Rhonda 

student-athlete, . Can you please complete the attached form and return it at your earliest convenience. 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics & Eligibility 

University of: Georgia Athletic Association 

rhonda kCq~sports.uga.edu 

"Go Dawgs!" 

This email may contain material that is confidential and privileged for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without 

express permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies. 



University of Georgia Compliance Office 

Permission to Contact - Incoming 

University of North Carolina 
ille@uncaa.unc, edu 

SENT VIA EIVIAIL 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Per NCAA Byl aw 13.1.1.3, the University of Georgia is requesting permission from your institution 
to speak with student-athlete,                       about the possibility of transferring to our 
institution. Please complete at your earliest opportunity and scaniemail or fax this form back to us at 
706.542.4291. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at’ 

Permission Granted Permission Not Granted 

Signature 

Title 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics and Eligibility 
rhondak@sports.uga, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ilie@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaioy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: permission to contact - 

incoming Permission to Contact - .docx 

For you._ ] haven’t heard about this, so give Donna a call on it, please, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Rhonda Kilpatrick < Rhonda K@SPORTS.UGA.EDU > 

Good morning, 

11:36 AM >>> 

The University of Georgia is requesting to speak to 

coDvenJence. 

Thanks for your help. 

student athlete, 

Rhonda 

, Can you please complete the attached form and return it at your earliest 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics & Eligibility 

University of Georgia Athletic Association 

rhondak@sports.uga.edu 

"Go Dawgs!" 

This email may contain material that is confidential and privileged for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without express 

permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies. 



University of Georgia Compliance Office 

Permission to Contact - Incoming 

University of North Carolina 
ille@uncaa.unc, edu 

SENT VIA EIVIAIL 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Per NCAA Byl aw 13.1.1.3, the University of Georgia is requesting permission from your institution 
to speak with student-athlete,                      , about the possibility of transferring to our 
institution. Please complete at your earliest opportunity and scaniemail or fax this form back to us at 
706.542.4291. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at 

Permission Granted Permission Not Granted 

Signature 

Title 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics and Eligibility 
rhondak@sports.uga, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:04 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnoVton@emaJ 1. uuc.edu> 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@emaiL unc.edu-~ 

Re: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Yes book it Thanks 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 9:47 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Matt, Vince, and Rick, 
> 

> What is your availabili~ to meet (for the preliminary meeting) between 11:30am and 1:30pro on Wednesday, October 24? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

> From: Steinbacher, Rick 
> Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
> To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Core.’/L; Joines, Melmda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
> Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
> 
> Molly and Melinda, 
> 

> (;an you help us schedule two meetings to discuss the attached document: 
> 

> 

> 1 ) Bubba Cunningham, (;ore?’ tlolliday, Vince Ille, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 
> 

> Preliminary meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 
> 

> We& of 10/22 or 10/29 9(/minutes 
> 

> 

> 2) Bubba Cunningham, l,arry Fedora, Corey Holiiday, Vince Ilie, Matt TerreH, Rick Steinbacher 
> 

> Meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 
> 

> Week of 10/29 60 minutes 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Rick 
> 

> From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mtelTell(d~,,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PM 
> To: Cumfingham, Bubba; Stembacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clmt Gwaltney; Vince Ille 
> Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
> 

> Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
> 

> - Matt 
> 

> 

> Matt Terrell 
> The University of Nolth Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 
> The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
> O 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 ] M 
> 

> <template sports plan goal sheet vl .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:39 PM 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Duke game 

Jones 

As we all know, the ACC does tile scheduling ~ yes, for years the Duke Carolina game was the last game of the season ~ it is not a rule that it has to be the last game, but 

just worked out that way for years. A few/couple of years ago our Duke game was also not the last game of the season. 

If you were to ask Duke, I believe they would say that they are not very partial to it always being the last game of the season ~ as we know, we have a "new" AD at Duke. Given 

the history of the programs’ success, I believe that Carolina was good with playing Duke the last game since the inference was that it would be an easy game and UNC could 

end the year with a "W," As we all know, that was and is not always so! 

With 14 teams and ND now in the ACC scheduling picture, ] believe that all is up for grabs regarding who you play and when you play ~ and remember TV will have input in 

the scheduling models, 

This is probably more than you want to know ~ have a good show tonight! 

Larry 

> > > Jones Angell 10/16/2012 1:26 PM > > > 

Coach GalIoiKB 
We have received a couple of questions for tonight’s Larry Fedora Live show about why the Duke game is not the last game of the season, 

Is there any specific reason for that this season, or is it just the way things worked out? 

Thanks! 

Jones 

Jones Angell 

Tar Heel Sports Network 

Assistant Director of New Media 

University of North Carolina 

919 932 7418 (office) 

(cell) 

@JonesAngell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Practice question 

Tony, 

Unfortunately, since Fall Break has been designated as "off" days in the Softball playing season, and, thus, the days are not counting toward your 132 day limit, you are not 

permitted to engage in any countable activities with the student athletes, So they will just have to work out on their own those days. You are not permitted to be present, 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Baldwin 3:54 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Hope you are having a great day. Quick question, with fall break coming up/here, we have several girls that are not going anywhere for the break. They have asked me if I can 

work with them on their hitting during the break. Is this allowed if we count this toward their hours? Given that we are still in our 20 week practice time, does this fall in a 

window where I may still work with them? 

Thanks, 
Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@, unc.edu 
Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; CulminghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I know we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you meet with 

Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight calendars, this late schedule 

change request might not work. 

h)y J, Refiner, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Pr,:)h~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 

University/of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medic:[he 

CB #7130 UNC-CH B,,’)ndurar!t Hall 

321.-A 5ciu~h CcihJmbi;~ 51:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-5951 Fa~ 

-CONFIDENT~ALF-Y NOI-ICE: lhis e<na[I message, [tlClLidh~g a~tachmen,’_s, [1: a!W, is intended oniy For d~e -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[[ai and/or 

privileged material, A!W --unauti~o!’[zed !’ev[ew, k:se, d[sciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited, if you are not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply em’~aq and 

destroy all copies oF the original raessa~e, 

Entail cerresl#endenee to and from thin address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Reeor~ls law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state effi¢iM (NCGS, eh, 132), Student educstienM recerds are subject to F~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emailamc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J *\loyRenne@med.unc.edu~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

Works for me too so we should be all set, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:09 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

That will work for me. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I know we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you meet with 

Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight calendars, this late schedule 

change request might not work. 

Jov.I. Renn~_% M.A., RI(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hiii 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~)6-.514.7Desk 
Cell 

919-9~)6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, including attachn-:ents, if at:V, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain conf[dentiai and/or 
privileged material. Rny -----unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.mail and 
destroy all cop[~!5 of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may he s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records Raw and may be disclosed to third par~ies by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, oh, 1:~2), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process ruth our stall, since I will not be lesponsible 

for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am?; 
Please note the information below. Cml we please schedule a time for you and I to discuss the s~_rategic planning and the expectations that have been 

communicated to me? Thanks and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AN 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject-" Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by 

December 33_. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has 

been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have 

discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an 

electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or 

exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Vince Ille 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Academic Support 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Leadership Academy 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Compliance 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Karlton Creech 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Human Resources 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Facilities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Finley Golf Course 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Martina Ballen 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->) <!--[endif]-->Business 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Rick Steinbacher 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Communications 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Marketing & Promotions 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Emerging Media 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Tar Heel Sports Properties 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Clint Gwaltney 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Game Operations 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Smith Center 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Computer Technology 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!-[endif]-->Strength & Conditioning 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Sports Medicine 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->> <!--[endif]-->Equipment 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->John Montgomery 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Rams Club Major Gifts 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Rams Club Financial 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->> <!--[endif]-->Ticket Office 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Athletic Programs 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!-[endif]-->Support 
Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
O 93_9-843-643_2 I F 93_9-843-5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J<Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~; Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Joy- Thin,day’s meeting 

Thanks guys! Where are we meeting? I didn’t put that in my calendar. Will I be able to park somewhere close by? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:30 PM, "Broome, Llssa L qb~oome, a)emafl.unc.edu wrote. 

Works for me to.:) so we should be all set. 

l_issa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:09 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

That will work for me. 

From: Renner, .Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I know we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you 

meet with Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight 

calendars, this late schedule change request might not work. 
JoyJ~ Rel~ner, b,4.,%, R-r (R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
Ur!iversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
CB ~HI30 U~’~C-CH Bondd!’an:_ Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hi[i, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-52.’ 47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-r3951 t:ax 
-CONFIDENTIALr]’f NOTICE: -[Ibis e-mail messa~e, including attaci~men[s, if any is intended o!dg for the -person or er!tity to wi~ich i[ is addressed and may contain 
confider!tial a!~dior privdeged material. Ang --u!~au[horized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proidbi[ed, If you are not [he intended redpient, please contact the 
sender by reply ~_~-maii and destroy ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Emai~ eorrespol~de~ce te and from thin address may be s~bject to the INe~±b Carolina IP~blic Recer~s ~a~ a~d may be disde,sed to third pa~±ies 
by a~ s~thorized state af~iciM (NICGSo oh, 132), Student ed~catianM recards are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emailamc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:07 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bub "bac@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I assume Bubba’s office on the 2nd floor of the EWAC~ I usually borrow a service permit and gate card (from tile law school) and park behind tile Smith Center~ 

l.issa 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:05 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co" Tile, Vince; Renner, Joy 3; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

Thanks guys! Where are we meeting? I didn’t put that in my calendar. Will I be able to park somewhere close by? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:30 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Works [er me too SO We should be all se[:. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:09 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

That will work for me. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I Imow we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you 

meet with Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight 

calendars, this late schedule change request might not work. 
JogJ. Rennet, M.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 
Assoc[a[e Professor and Direc[or 
U!~iversi~y of NorLh Caroli!~a aL Chapel Hiil 
School of Medicine 
Cg 87130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32Z-A 5ou~h Columbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-51,$?Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENiIRI_If’g NOTICE: li?i5 ~_~-mail message, includhlg attaci ,merits, if an% i5 intended only for tile -p~_~rson or ~_~ntity to which it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial a~d/or privileged material. Any -.-u~authorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi,ib[ted. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, piei~se contact tile 
sender b~, reply e-n-~aii and destroy, aiJ copies of the original message. 
Emai~ correspendence to and frem this addre.~.s may be subject to the North Caroffna Public Reco~ldS law aB1~d ~’nay be disclosed te third parties 
by an authorized state officiaR (NCGS, cho 1.32)o Student educationaR records are subject to FERPAo 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

Sounds good, thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 7:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, let’s meet when you’re back next week. 

From: Amy Herman [ma]lto:aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:51 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process with our staff, since I will 

not be responsible for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am~; 
Please note the information below. Can we please schedule a time for you and I to discuss the strategic planning and the expectations fllat 

have been communicated to me? Thanks and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [t_n___a_jJtg_LE_~r_r__e_JJ_@__u___n__c__&c_l__u_] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 

To: llle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these 

plans by December 31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional 

discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to tall< through their plan 

a#er they have discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. 

The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes 

the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither 

fully inclusive or exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 
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Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Harvick Scholarship 

[ had spoken to Ken Mack about this scholarship when they were working on it with Kevin Harvick, mostly from the publicity perspective. [ was under the impression, though, 

that the scholarship was simply going to fund an athletics GIA for a student athlete already receiving it. When I saw the other day that it was              though, [ knew we 

had an issue, as he is receiving need based institutional aid, not athletics aid. [ have been in touch with Ken to figure out what they THOUGHT they were going to be able to 

do, as [ don’t believe there is anyway that this scholarship isn’t going to be countable toward team limits, as it’s restricted to a thus not meeting Bylaw 15.2.6.3 

(a). 
They will likely have to restructure this and have Harvick simply give money to the Rams Club to fund an athletics GIA. I will keep you all informed of the resolution that [ work 

through with Ken. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_s£t_~__a_e~_~__u__n£_a___a_:__u__n£:_t’_dx! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/16/2012 4:57 PM > > > 

http:i/rowdyspeedway,con~           kevin- harvick- l’oundation- awards- tidl- fide- ~holarship- to- unc- sludent- athlete/ 

Not sure who receives and reviews this kind of thing for us. Has the infonnation on this scholarship already been reviewed "to determine if it is countable against individual 

and/or teaJn limits? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:33 PM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Program 

Joe, 

Thanks for the website. "The Program" looks AMAZING. 

The one thing that it made me think about, though, is the involvement of "The Program" instructors in our practice sessions. From what I can see in the demo video on the 

site, the instructors will not be conducting lacrosse specific skill training or instruction that would cause them to cross the line into a countable coaching staff member. Instead, 

it appears as thougtn they will be conducting strengttn, conditioning, and leaderstnip sessions with the student athletes, similar to wtnat our strength and conditioning coaches 

would generally do. 

So this is still okay from my perspective, provided you can confirm that these instructors will not conduct ANY on or off field coaching activities related specifically to 

lacrosse. Also, you should probably check with Joyce to see if there is anything that must be done from the HR perspective, i’m assuming there is an exception for the hiring 

of outside consultants, whictn is essentially what you’re doing for thi 2 day course, but [ would check with tner to be sure, as well as with the Business Office to determine how 

this can/should be paid for. 

Once I get confirmation from you that these instructors will only perform general conditioning activities, and nothing sport specific (offensive/defensive alignments, use of 

lacrosse equipment, etc.), we will be good to go from the compliance perspective. 
Thanks! 

Amy 

;\,q~ %’ i~,’ ,~’z:- 3 ,q 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Breschi 

Hi Amy 

2:02 PM > > > 

! would like to add a week to our playing and practice time for 

The goal would be to have the team participate in "The Program" on Monday and Tuesday q ) on campus. 

We are always looking for new ways to build the team and prepare for the season ahead and this looks like a great opportunity. 

I’m meeting with John Montgomery tomorrow to discuss this and see if it’s ok to do through our special account. 

Thanks for your help. 

The website is (theprogram.org) if you want to take a look. 

Thanks 

Joe 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:40 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

You want to schedule a time? Here are some open blocks I have. Anything in here work for you? 

Tuesday: 9a 10:30a, lp 2:45p 

Wednesday: 11a 2p 

Thursday:12p lp;2p 4p 

Friday: 9a 2p 

Amy 

> > > "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/16/2012 7:28 PM > > > 

OK, let’s meet when you’re back next week. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:51 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Unit Strategic Plans 
I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process with our staff, since I will not be 

responsible for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, 

Please note the information below. Can we please schedule a time for you and I to discuss the strategic planning and the expectations that have been 

communicated to me? Thanlcs and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [._n~_a__[Lto:_m_ter_E_e_J!_~__un___c_=ed___u_] 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by 

December 31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has 

been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. i am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan afterthey have 

discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an 

electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or 

exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince file 

© Academic Support 

© Student-Athlete Services 

c~ Leadership Academy 

© Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

© Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

© Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

0 Communications 

© Marketing & Promotions 

© Emerging Media 

© Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 

© Game Operations 

© Smith Center 

© Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gall© 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 



Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 8:31 AM 

Amy Herman < ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: The Program 

Thanks AMY 

Correct, there is NO lacrosse related coaching by the program, in fact we don’t start with equipment and sticks until the 

I will also check with Joyce, but I believe we can pay out of our special account ..... did something similar in the past. Thanks. Joe 

>>> Amy Herman 10:32 PM >>> 

Joe, 
Thanks for the website. "The Program" looks AMAZING. 

The one thing that it made me think about, though, is the involvement of "The Program" instructors in our practice sessions. From what I can see in the demo video on the 

site, the instructors will not be conducting lacrosse specific skill training or instruction that would cause them to cross the line into a countable coaching staff member. Instead, 

it appears as though they will be conducting strength, conditioning, and leadership sessions with the student athletes, similar to what our strength and conditioning coaches 

would generally do. 

So this is still okay from my perspective, provided you can confirm that these instructors will not conduct ANY on or off field coaching activities related specifically to 

lacrosse. Also, you should probably check with Joyce to see if there is anything that must be done from the HR perspective. I’m assuming there is an exception for the hiring 

of outside consultants, which is essentially what you’re doing for thi 2 day course, but I would check with her to be sure, as well as with the Business Office to determine how 

this can/should be paid for, 

Once I get confirmation from you that these instructors will only perform general conditioning activities, and nothing sport specific (offensive/defensive alignments, use of 

lacrosse equipment, etc.), we will be good to go from the compliance perspective. 
Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 212(5 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Joe Breschi 

Hi Amy 

2:02 PM > > > 

I would like to add a week to our playing and practice time for 

The goal would be to have the team participate in "The Program" on Monday and Tuesday on campus. 

We are always looking for new ways to build the team and prepare for the season ahead and this looks like a great opportunity. 

I’m meeting with John Montgomery tomorrow to discuss this and see if it’s ok to do through our special account. 

Thanks for your help. 

The website is (theprogram.org) if you want to take a look. 

Thanks 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:34 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

Sounds great. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 17, 2012, at 8:23 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

ttow about new Thur~tay at 2? 

From: Amy Herman [maflto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2022 20:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

You want to schedule a time? Here are some open blocks I have. Anything in here work for you? 

Tuesday: 9a 10:30a, lp 2:45p 

Wednesday: 11a 2p 

Thursday: 12p lp; 2p 4p 

Friday: 9a 2p 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <i]]__e_9~__e_[zLa_j_Lu__r_Lc__._o____d_![ > 10/16/2012 7:28 PM > > > 

OK, let’s meet when you’re back next week. 

From: Amy Herman [maflto:aischaeOuncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2022 6:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process with our staff, since I will 

not be responsible for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "file, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, 

Please note the inlbnnation below. Can we plea~ schedule a time tbr you and I to discuss the strategic planning and the expectations that 

have been communicated to me? Thanks and I look tbnYard to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto: mterrelV.0unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 25, 2022 10:32 AN 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these 

plans by December 31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an 

additional discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan 

afterthey have discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. 

The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes 

the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither 

fully inclusive or exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

® Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

o Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

® Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

: Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

O Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

: Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 



© Game Operations 

© Smith Center 

© Computer Technology 

: Strength & Conditioning 

© Sports Medicine 

© Equipment 

John Montgomery 

© Rams Club Major Gifts 

© Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

© Rams Club Financial 

© Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gall© 

o Athletic Programs 
o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good lucid 
- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slivka, Dara M <slivka@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Vince, 

Dean Woodard asked that 1 contact you to schedule a meeting with him next week, preferably Wednesday or Thursday. What times are you available on either of 

l:hose days? With exception of at 2:30-.?;:00 on Thursday, Harold’s calendar is open. He would need to walk to/from I_oudermiik for the 2:30 meeting, so leave a 30 

period on each end around the 2:30 raee[:ing 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Dara $1ivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseiing 

UNC at Chapel Hiil 

919-966-2143 

slfvka@emaii,unc,edu 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:27 PM 
To: Slivka, Dara M 
Subject: Fwd: Unit Strategic Plans 

Dara, 
Plea~ contact Vince Ille ( pronounced "ill-lee") and ~hedule an appointment for us to meet. Next week would be fine, especially on Wednesday or Thursday. 
We will meet in my Loudermilk once (2103). 

Thanks Ii~r sharing the photo of Michelle Obama’. 

t] 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin ibm,aacded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.uuc.edu> 

Date: October 16, 2012 6:36:42 PM EDT 

To: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Unit Strategic Plans 

Harold, 

Please note the inibnna’don below. Can we please schedule a time to meet to discuss the strategic planning that is currently taJdng place mthin ASPSA 

and the expectations that have been communicated to me too? Thanks and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [__m___ajLto___;g]_t__e_r__r__eJ!_@_u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 20::[2 10:32 AM 
To: Ille, Vince, Terrell, Matt 
Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department The goal is to complete these plans by I)ecember 
31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staffmeeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to 
the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, ] am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have 
discussed these questions as a staff; while with another ! will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you The end result should be an electronic 
document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your preview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or 
exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

> Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 



o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

c, Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clmt Gwaltney 

o Game Operations 

o Smith (;enter 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

c, Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major OiRs 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fnnd 

o Rams Club Financial 

c, Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Ga[lo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions I’m here to help in aW way I can. Gnnd luckt 

- Matt 

Matt Terrel[ 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 IF 919-843-57771M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 9:14 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: The Program 

Who are the folks who conduct this program? 

Joyce 

> > > Joe Breschi 8:30 AM > > > 

Thanks AMY 

Correct, there is NO lacrosse related coaching by the program, in fact we don’t start with equipment and sticks until the             ! 

I will also check with Joyce, but ! believe we can pay out of our special account ..... did something similar in the past. Thanks. Joe 

>>> Amy Herman 10:32 PM >>> 

Joe, 

Thanks for the website. "The Program" looks AMAZING. 

The one thing that it made me think about, though, is the involvement of "The Program" instructors in our practice sessions. From what I can see in the demo video on the 

site, the instructors will not be conducting lacrosse specific skill training or instruction that would cause them to cross the line into a countable coaching staff member. [nstead, 

it appears as though they will be conducting strength, conditioning, and leadership sessions with the student athletes, similar to what our strength and conditioning coaches 

would generally do. 

So this is still okay from my perspective, provided you can confirm that these instructors will not conduct ANY on or off field coaching activities related specifically to 

lacrosse. Also, you should probably check with Joyce to see if there is anything that must be done from the HR perspective. I’m assuming there is an exception for the hiring 

of outside consultants, which is essentially what you’re doing for thi 2 day course, but I would check with her to be sure, as well as with the Business Office to determine how 

this can/should be paid for, 

Once I get confirmation from you that these instructors will only perform general conditioning activities, and nothing sport specific (offensive!defensive alignments, use of 

lacrosse equipment, etc.), we will be qood to go from the compliance perspective. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Breschi 

Hi Amy 

2:02 PM > > > 

I would like to add a week to our playing and practice time for 

The goal would be to have the team participate in "The Program" on Monday and Tuesday on campus. 

We are always looking for new ways to build the team and prepare for the season ahead and this looks like a great opportunity. 

I’m meeting with John Montgomery tomorrow to discuss this and see if it’s ok to do through our special account. 

Thanks for your help. 

The website is (theprogram.org) if you want to take a look. 

Thanks 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -<aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <maxko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmennans@~mcaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Harvick Scholarship (to KM 

Talked to Sue Walsh and Ken Mack about this this morning. No funds m-e actually being given to     He is a                student. The funds have been 

donated to the schol~acship endowment, so it’s really just an honora~ award to     , which is obviously not at all how they make it sound in their press release. 

Regardless, all is fine ruth this, as is only getting institutional need-based (non-countable) aid. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 10:07 PM, "Amy Herman" <_a_~s_@_a_e_~OLu__ll_c2_&3_:_tLn_c_:_e___ql__u_. > wrote: 

I had spoken to Ken Mack about this scholarship when they were working on it ruth Kevin Harvick~ mostly from the publiciD" perspective. I was under 

the impression, though, that the scholarship was simply going to fund an athletics GIA for a sVddent-athlete already receiving it. When I saw the other day 

that it was              though, I kilew we had an issue, as he is receiving need-based institutional aid, not athletics aid. I have been in touch with Ken 

to figure out what they THOUGHT they were going to be able to do, as I don’t believe there is any way that this scholarship isn’t going to be countable 
towa~vl team limits, as it’s restricted to a            , thus not meeting Bylaw 15.2.6.3 (a). 

They roll likely have to refftmcture this and have Harvick simply give money to the Rams Club to fund an athletics GIA. I roll keep you all informed of the 
resolution that I work through with Ken. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 4:57 PM -~>> 

http://row@speedway.con~: ,’keviu- harvick- ~bunda~ion- awards- fi~l- ri&- ~holarship- to- uuc- s~udent- athlete/ 
Not sure who receives and reviews this kind of thing for us. Has the iIffonnation on this scholarship already been reviewed to &termine if it is countable 

against individual mid/or team limits? Thmaks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on fllat, bm maybe you have more infomlation? 

Lance generally hmldles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously can’t do it 

tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <i!J_.e_2;~i.e__rn_a_i_!=.u_!)._c_:._e£l_U> wrote: 

Alny or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet ruth the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, @bluehillgroup.com> wrote: 

Two things. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->:l. <!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if 

anything works. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <[--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so 

that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter . If possible I would also like to bring 

with me my friend whose daughter, is being recruited in The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:21 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FIN: 

I can do either Friday at 10 am,just let me know. 

>>> Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>            8:32 AM >>> 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, ] can do it. Obviously can’t do it tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, __@__b_ku_e_h_jl_[g_r__o___u_£:__c_o___m__.> wrote: 

Two things. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if 

anything works. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so 

that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter If possible I would also like to bring 

with me my friend whose daughter, is being recruited in . The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

That works for me, no problem I’ll just start copying them on the emails to the coaches and that should get us there. Thanks!! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 

Lance, 

8:25 AM >>> 

I was in a meeting this week with the academic coun~lors. Many mentioned that to this tx~int, they have not received the unofficial transcript reviews in advm~ce of 

otticial visits, admissions decisions, signing, etc. The only excepEons might be               (Jerm does her own) a]ad       (Joe does these with you?). Do you 

have any objection to adding the counselor for the sport program to the distribution list lbr communications such as the one below? We can discuss the details if 
necessary. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              5:16 PM 

To:     @aN.corn; Anson Dorrance; Chris Ducar 
Ce: Polk, Barbara 3o; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Chris Ducar/Bill Palladino 

Lance Markos 

NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me, If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: FW: 

Hi Vince, 

I will check with to see what date he is requesting to meet. 

Also, KarRon confirmed l:hat the meeting wil:h            is in the AlP cotfference room al: :h30 today. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 11:44 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fwd: Re: FW: 

Molly, 

Is the request below for this Friday or next? Also, I’II be at Loudermilk until 1:15 but should make it back for 1:30. If that meeting isn’t in 2nd floor conference room, 

can you please let me know? Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amy Herman <aischae~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:32:36 AM EDT 

To: <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FW: 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously 

can’t do it tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parems next Friday at lO? Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
C¢: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 9:55 PM, , wrote: 

Two things. 

:i. We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if anything works. 

2. I would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so that I do not run afoul 

of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter       If possible I would also like to bring with me 

my friend               , whose daughter,       is being recruited in diving. The best time for us is :10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

1~: FW: 

Meeting request is for tomorrow (Friday). 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:56 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Thanks Molly. I am a Unc trusted and have an 

works next dies not 

who is being recruited in Want to make sure I follow the rules. This week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:52 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I wanted to check in to clarify your request to meet with the compliance staff. Are you availaMe d~is Friday (tomorrow) or next Friday, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executiw:_~ Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University o1: North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill., NC 27515 

919-962..8200 (phon~-:!) 

919--962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 

To: 
Co: Norton, Molly; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, ’ > wrote: 

Two things. 

1. We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if anything works. 

2. I would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so that I do not run afoul of any 

regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter       If possible I would also like to bring with me my friend 

whose daughter,       is being recruited in,      The best time for us is 10 am Friday morning. If this does not work 

we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:1 0 PM 

Rich DeSelm <richde~lm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

17),22: Women’s swim commitments 

Hi Pdch, 

All three students below should receive their pre-admit letters by eaHy next: week, They are schedu]ed to mail tomorrow. 

If ar~y of them missed the ilK’st deadline date of            . we car~ st-~] cor~side, them %, early notificatb-m t[ they complete their applicatb-m s by, 

x,viH need all of the Jr materials no later than the 371 ~;~: in order to officially notil~ them at the e~d of ~anuary, 

Let me know if you need anything e]se, Thanks, 

Sarhara 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,              2:54 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: Women’s swim commitments 

ALL: 

The following women made commitments to us this past weekend. A few items: 

1) I would like to request the "likely letter" for each of these three wornen, 

2) They all tell me they intend to apply Deadline I, but may/may not actually get that accomplished, 

Must EVERY single portion of the application be in by to be considered "on time" for Deadline I? 
Three WSW Commitments 

she stated she intends to get her application in Deadline I. 

Accordinq to your feedback, Barbara, she is competitive for admission. 

We 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~__v____w~___v_:g_o__!)__e_~js_~_c__o__r_D. 

www.u nc.ed u 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:40 PM 

Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Thompmn, Jennil}r C <jcthompmn@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Maxkos <markos@uncaa.unc.edt~>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk a~admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Swim/Dive t}edback 

[)[ease see corll[rle[lts below, 

From: Rich DeSelm [maflto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               12:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: Swim/Dive feedback 

Barbara, JT & Vince & Lance: 
Some feedback from this morning’s reports: 

WOMEN: 
any chance she would be a competitive admit? ,~i-~>.,’~ tf>~ i.,’,,fi>,~’,~’~ai:{~>.,’,, ~:~ < ~,,’~’~’e.,",tfy t’,~.,’~,.’e, ~f~,~t ’,~v~i~ .,",~,~t<:i a ~g>t ~>.," ad.,’~io,~. 

committed to Tennessee 

declined our offer for a slot and GIA this week 

committed to Tennessee (i.P, nce, cio you think wiil they ca[’, her eiigible?) 

declined our offer for a slot and GIA this week 

committed to UVA 

has told us she is not interested 

MEN: 

committed to Yale this week 

any chance he would be a competitive admit? He plans to have app in by Deadline I We need to check his officia~ residency status. :~t appea~,s 

that this ma’¢ be his first year in N¢ since most of his high school work was in ~{L 

we are slotting; could he receive a likely letter?. Pre-admit wiml mail 

any chance he would be a cornpetitive admit? Yes, we can admit competitively. Let me know if you wouM like a pre-admit Netter sent, 
Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w~_~ ~g_Q_h__&_e_[_s_:~9_E] 
WWW.U nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring admits 

Yes. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

at 7:43 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Carlos, 
> Is a level 1 ? Thanks. 
> 

> From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano(~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 
> To: I]le, Vince 
> Subject: Spring admits 
> 

> Vince, 
> Just to confirm. We will have four students enroll 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:tmage001.jpg@01CDAD68 (2513I)Dt:0] 
> <TEXT.htm> 
> <image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:10 PM 

Molly Norton < m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

l[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: FW: 

Hey Molly, 

1’11 be around at 10 for 

there for a bit. Thanks!! 

Lance 

his daughter and their friends tomorrow. Just grab me when they get here and if Bubba’s conference room is open then, we can just jump in 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 7:07 PM > > > 

Lance, 

Molly thinks it is this Friday at 10= Can you do that’? If so, I’ll send him an email confirming the date and time. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Subject: Re: FW: 

I carl do either Friday at 10 am,just let me know. 

> > > Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu >            8:32 AM > > > 
Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously can’t do it tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaikunc,edu> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AN 

To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, wrote: 

Two things. 

1. <F-[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if 

anything works. 

2. <!--[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so 

that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter If possible I would also like to bring 

with me my friend whose daughter, is being recruited in The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday’, 8:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Questions 

Thanks Vince. I will also be bringing ruth me my friend whose daughter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is also being recruited 

Please note that Lance Marko~ our Director tbr CompliaJ~ce, can meet with you at 10 a.m. tomorrow to discuss any questions you might have regarding 

the recruitment of your daughter to participate in NCAA Division I intercollegiate athletics. Mr. Maskos’ oltice is located on the second floor (220) of the 

Emie Williamson Athletic Center. We have a receptionist on the first floor of the building M~o can assist you. If you have may questions or require 

additional information, please contact me. We look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 8:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Questions 

Thanks again 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:29 PM "Ille Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s great We look forward to seeing you both. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:28 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Recruiting Questions 

Thanks Vince. I will also be bringing with me my friend whose daughter is also being recruited 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:25 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[!_e_.@_e_._m_._a_j_[z..U_ n__c_:_e_._d_..u_> wrote: 

Please note that Lmace Markos, our Director for Complimace, can meet with you at 10 a.m. tomom~w to discuss any questions you might 

have regarding the recruitment of your daughter to participate in NCAA Division I intercollegiate athletics. Mr. MaJckos’ office is located on 

the second floor (220) of the Emie Williamson Athletic Center. We have a receptionist on the firs~t floor of the building who can assist you. If 

you have may questions or require additional inibnnation, plea~ contact me. We look tbrward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiF of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Basketball Hosting 

and I can meet anytime Thursday, Let me know if you have twenty minutes to spare. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               3:57 PM 

IILe, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

recruit 

Vince and Larry, 
is our top recruit for the class. He is a right now 

not have any new scores or Core GPA on him prior to 
We spent over two years recruiting     He had his pick of schools throughout the country. 
He is projected right now to be a top 5 10 pick in the     MLB draft. However his dad is an attorney in 

so from a pro standpoint that may help us. [f he does end up on our campus he will be a starting 

We need to take him to the committee soon so that we can sign him 

Mike 

and does not re take the SAT until November. So we will 

and education is very important to his parents. He is also only 

for us as a freshman. He is that good! 



From: Bubba Cu~miugham 

Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 8:07 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Subject: [,ink from Trotter 

@gmail.com~ 

www.newsobselwer.com/2012/10/20/2425386/more- plagiarism- questions- haunt.hlml 

Download the official Trotter app here 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @yahoo.corn 

Sent: Monday, 1 O: 10 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Good Morning, 
Sor~z to bother you but I was wondering if I can schedule a meeting with you just to discuss something 
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PAYM,~NT                 INV. DATE 

CASH 

I0:09             14:30 
LINE OPCODE TECH TYPE MOT/~S 

LOA~ER BDC Appointment created 
01:59 :00pm taken 

by Brenda Lacy 

LIST        NET     TOTAL 
PLEASE VISIT OURWEBSITE AT: .... 
WWW.JOHNSONLEXUS.COM TO SCHEDULE YOUR ~XT 
SERVICE. APP0!NTMENTOR:..CALLUS.AT : 
(919)433-8835, (919)433-8800 OR (888)725-3987 

’: :r 
¯ , . ’’.. 

" ’,:’ 

ON BEHALF OF S~RVJC{NG {3~24_~R, HER.F.BY CERTIFY THAT THE 
INFORMATtON CONTAINED HEREON tS ACCURATE UNLESS OTHERWIS~ 
SHOWN, SERVICES DESCR|BEDWERE PERFORMEDAT NO CHARGE TO 
OWNER, THEREWAS NO INDICATION FROM THe. P3~P]F=ARANCEOF-FME 
VI~HJ¢LE OR OTNERW|.~t~, THAT ANY PART REPAIRED OR REPLACED 
UNDER THIS CLAtM HAD ~EEN CONNECI"F-O ~N ANY WAY WITH ANY 
ACC..~DE~T, NEGLIGENGE (DR MISUSE. RECORDS SUPPORTING THiS 
CLAIM ARE AVAILABL~ FOR (1) YEAR FRO~ THE DATE OF PAYMENT 
NOT|FICA]]ON AT THE SERVICING DEALER FOR INSPPCT~0N B%l" 
MANUFACTURER’S RERRESENTATIV,~, 

- hUSTOMER ~S~NATU~E 

" "O~$C~PTION           TOTALS 
LABOR AMOUNT ’ 

2 0’5 . 7 Q ", ’ ..... 
PARTS AMOUN+ " , 0.00 
GAS, OIL, LUBE 0.0 0 

Mt$C, CHARGES . 14.9 9 
TOTAL CHARGES , 2 2 O- 6 9 
LSS$ IN$URANCE O. 0 0 
SALES TAX 0- 0 0 

PL~,~SE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT 

... 220 ; 6 9 



October 6, 2012 

VIRGINIA TECH G~AY NEWS & NOTES 

STAFFING DEPLOYMENT 

Command 

Operations 

Game Management 
Public Safety 

Show Pros 

EMS 
Chapel Hill Fire 

Field Level 

Roaming 

Ellen Culler 

Chief Jeff McCracken 

Colonel George Hare 

Ron Campbell 

Deborah Hawkins 

Fred Stipe 

Chief Matthew Mauzy 

Fire Marshall Matt Lawrence 

Clint Gwaltney 

John Brunner 

Catherine Greene 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

South Side 

North Side 

Tickets 

Gate 3 Ticket Office / WC 

Gate 3 Player Guest 

Brian Bersticker 
Tim Sabo (roaming) 

(Roaming 
w/scanner program) 

Disability 

Re-seats North Side 

South Side 

West End Zone 

Facilities 

(on Fac Rep) 

Plumbing 

Electrical / TV’s 

Trash / General 
Housekeeping 

Davey Cockman 

Johnny Heath 

Kevin Robinson 

Connie Conway 



IIo    TIMING FORMAT 

8:00 a.m. 

N 8:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

10:44 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

11:29 p.m. 

11:44 a.m. 

12:04 p.m. 

12:07 p.m. 

12:08 p.m. 

12:14:20 p.m. 

12:20 p.m. 

12:25:30 p.m. 

12:26 p.m. 

12:29 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. 

Vendor check-in begins at Gate 2, Gate 6 and Blue Zone South 

Virginia Tech equipment staff arrives via their equipment truck 

Game officials arrive (notification by J.D. and Darrick) 

Athletic Operations Staff Report 

Virginia Tech team buses arrive 

Vendor check-in ends / Volunteer Ushers and group report/Athletic Operations 

Assumes Control of gates 

105-Minute Pre-game Management Meeting (South Tunnel) 

Gates open - GAME 1 

Men’s Basketball pre-game tailgate starts 

Loudermilk 1st and 2nd floors cleared 

Drums and tubas arrive South Tunnel 

Teams leave field 

UNC band enters West End Concourse 

Band accesses field from Portals 114-115 & 116-117 

National anthem begins 

Band Performance Ends 

Carolina takes the field 

Football recruits to seats via Section 114 

~.~eat the Hokies!!! 

Virginia Tech post-game team meal delivery - Popeye’s (North Tunnel) 

GAME MANAGEMENT 

4. Wristband Colors of the Day 

> Vendors & ALL Bags (affixed at Gate 2 & Gate 6 for vendors - sign-in required) 

Premium Seating (affixed at entry points of respective boxes - each patron should have a game 

ticket) 

Pope Box 
North Koury 

South Koury 
Chancellor’s Box 

All BZ 

BZ North Terrace 

BZ South Terrace 



Carolina Livery & McLaurin Parking (Gate 6); Chapel Hill Transit (Gate 2) and UNC DPS 

Transportation and Parking Employees (Any issues contact Deborah Hawkins in Command) 

Chapel Hill Transit, Carolina Livery, Chapel Hill Transit, DPS Transportation - C~’<~li~ 
~l~e~ McLaurin - Purple Tattoo 

i~ Tar Heel Express Parking Lot Wristbands 

Friday Center 

University Mall 

Jones Ferry 
Southern Village 

Blue + "’letter" 

Purple + "letter" 

Red + "letter’" 

0 

Fans Standing/Cheering: There is no rule that says fans must sit in their seats. Fans have the 

right to stand in front of their seats during play as long as doing so presents no safety risks to 
themselves or those around them. If fans are using foul language or other aggressive gestures 

towards other fans, personnel or participants - that is grounds for addressing and even removal 

with assistance from Public Safety Officers. 

Home and visiting coaches’ transport: UNC Coaches will access the SE Elevator on golf carts 

from/to KFC to/through Gate 6 passing by Gate 5. Visiting Coaches utilize Gate 6 via golf cart. 

Show Pros must communicate to Command. Gate 6 staff must be ready pre-game/halftime. 

O Lettermen’s Halftime Reception: Carolina Football Lettermen, with a valid Lettermen’s ID card, 

will be admitted to the Lettermen’s Lounge located behind Section 125 (underneath the South 

Koury Box) starting with 2:00 left in the 2nd quarter through the conclusion of the 3rd quarter. 

Show Pros will assist with admission. Teresa Vanderford from the Football Office will supervise. 

Media Will Call: Media Will Call is located under a white tent at Gate 6 and opens two hours 

prior to kickoff. This Will Call location closes at the end of the first quarter. Any media arriving 

after this time may pick up their credential from the Gate 3 Will Call Window. 

.:. Medical, Incident, and Maintenance Reports: It is IMPERATIVE that all medical/security 

incident and maintenance requests be documented. Forms are available in your folders & check- 

in binder. 

O 

O 

Mezzanine: The Southside Mezzanine is Sections A-K and Rows A, B and C. Access to the 
Mezzanine is through the Southeast Mezzanine elevator. 

Parking Control Employees: All Chapel Hill Transit, McLaurin and Carolina Livery workers may 

only enter at Gate 2 & Gate 6 via their sign-in list & must possess the respective wristband for 

this game. If they cause problems, they must surrender their wristbands/credential & should be 

escorted from the stadium. They may not enter Kenan until the check-in supervisor has received 

their group’s staffing list. 

+ Scanners: Scanners will be delivered to Gate 6 for the South Side and Gate 2 for the North Side 

approximately 2 1/2 hours prior to kick-off. The scanners are sufficient to efficiently scan 

tickets for patrons entering the stadium. Staff should not publicly complain to patrons 

regarding any issue related to the scanners. 

4, Smoking: The NO SMOKING policy extends to Electronic Cigarettes. 



+ Trash Collectors: Four men from LPSC will arrive at Gate 6 approximately two hours prior to 

kick off to haul trash and sweep trash throughout the stadium. Upon their arrival, contact Kevin 

Robinson and issue them wristbands. They have been instructed to be mindful of pedestrian 

traffic. 

+ Usher Briefings: Please emphasize for Ushers to introduce themselves to the Law Enforcement 

Officer assigned for their section as well as near-bye Show Pros & THAH Staff to assist if the 

Usher Supervisor is unavailable for whatever reason. 

+ Vendor Check-in: All vendors without a credential must check in via Gate 2 or 6 and adhere to 

entrance policies & receive a wristband. THAH & Rocky Top Staff Check-in at Blue Zone South. 

Check in ends at 10:30 a.m. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

+ Radios: We plan to operate on Channel 4 - OPS R A (Operations Repeater Analog). This signal 

should be the strongest, but it will require users to hold down your button a full second before 

you can begin your transmission. There will also be a slight delay after releasing your button 

following your transmission. 

+ Radio Protocol 
First Listen for other radio traffic/transmissions 
Second Push button and hold for one count 

Third Identify the individual you are calling AND yourself 

+ 

+ 

Emergency Medical Service Protocol 
Identify yourself, the nature of the problem and your precise location. 

Confirm the ABC’s: Alert, Breathing and Conscious 

New Phones: Due to University policies, we have new phones and many new phone numbers. 

You DO NOT need to dial a "7" to get an outside line and after you do, dial the 10 digit number 

(including area code) you may need to press the "dial" button. 



THE UN IVE RSIT¥ 
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D~PARTMENT OF 
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Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, 1N 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

This letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. 
Steve Rubin, Assistant Track and Field Coach at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(UNC), sent one impermissible text message to , a senior prospective student- 
athlete. 

While in Tampa, Florida on Sunday,                 to conduct an off-campus contact with 
, Coach Rubin telephoned and left a voicemaii message with        to confirm the 

time and location for their meeting later that day. Approximately an hour later, after seeing a 
missed call on his phone from an unknown number,        sent a text message to the number, 
asking for the caller’s identity and informing him/her that he was in church. Sorry to have 
interrupted the church service, Coach Rubin immediately responded via text with an apology. 
When Coach Rubin informed Head Track and Field Coach, Harlis Meaders (who was 
accompanying Coach Rubin on the trip), of the contact, Coach Meaders immediately informed 
Coach Rubin that such contact via text message was not permissible. Coach Rubin informed the 
Compliance staffofthe violation upon their remm to campus the next week. 

As a result of this violation, the Track and Field coaching staff will be precluded from having 
any written or telephonic communication with        tbr a two-week time period ( 
tkrough           ). 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Sincerely,,~                  /, 

Director of Athletics 



CC1 Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Vince ille, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Beth Miller, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Dr. Cricket Lane, Assistant Athletics Director 
Mr. Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Mr. Harlis Meaders, Head Track and Field Coach 
Mr. Steve Rubin, Assistant Track and Field Coach 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 4:04 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~£ uric .edu 

Joy - REMINDER - FAC tomorrow 

Greetings and WARM wishes today! 

This is a reminder about our FAC meeting tomorrow beginning at 4:30 in 105 South Building. Final agenda will be posted tonight. 

It is critical to review a couple of documents: 

Minutes from last meeting 

Documents posted under Student Athlete Experience in the Committee Resource Materials folder -see previous email regarding the suggested order for review. 

Skeleton of Agenda 

Beginning- information from the Chancellor, AD, and FAR 

1st topic - Evolution of role of team liaisons 

2nd topic -Student Athlete Experience - Ist Discussion of data from last year and recommendations and 2nd Discussion of what data, how collected, how analyzed, 

who does it and what does it all mean moving forward - best practices and informed derision-making. 

We have two members who will be joining us a little later due to class commitments (please leave two chairs near the door open for them to slip in) and Andy 

Perrin is not available tomorrow. I do have Andy’s thoughts and comments on our topics and I look forward to having an engaged discussion with all of us present. 

Joy 
Joy J, Runner, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 
School of Medic:[no 
CB ~71:30 UNC-CH Bondurar!i: Hall 
321.-A 5ou~h C¢iiumbi;~ 51:, 
Chapel I-HII, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 
91.9-956-egscL Fa~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, ir~c:lud[ng ati:achments, if arW, is inter!dud onb/for the .-person or entitV to whk:h it is addressed and may cor!l:ain ,.’:onfhden[[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:erhll. ArW -.--un;~uti~orized review, use, disciosure or d[s[r[butk)n :s prohibil:ed. If Vou are not the in[ended recip[eni:, pk~ase cor~tac:[ the! sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy aH (:opk:’s of i:he original message. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state .fficiM (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educstionM records are subject to FgRPAo 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:/Tsakai.unc~edw’por~al) from the Facnl~ Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Vince, 

No worries. I have the list you provided me today and I’ll keep an eye on it as the responses come in. More than anything, I wanted to get the lists out so the coaches 

would give them some thought. I’m also hoping it will push the coaches to let us know if they have dropped anyone from their list. I won’t send any letters until I 

know you have met with the coach ond have finalized slots for that particular team. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:12 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-AdmJt Letters 

Barbara, 
I’ve not yet met with Coach Dorrance to discuss how many slots will be allocated to his p~ogram. You and I didn’t discuss women’s soccer during our telephone 

conversation today. I certainly haven’t had any discussion ruth anyone about 11 slots for women’s soccer. I’m open to your suggestions regarding what may or may 

not be done at this point now. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Ce: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 
Anson aud Chris, 
Please confirm that you would like us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below, Keep in mind that we will not send a pre-admit letter to a Level ~l 
candidake ur~til that car~didate has been reconunended for admission by the NculLy committee. Once a pre-admit lek[er is sent, if the s[udent meets [he cor~di[ions 
established in the letter, and the student applies tbr admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots, The only exception will be for a student who is 
a competitive admit and would be offered admission ~thout regard %r athletics. 
I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive. Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 
mail within three business days. The weekly report w~iI confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, the reason for 
withholding it will also be in the reporL 
Please let me know ffyou have any questions. 
Thanks. 
Barbara 

De pul~i l)irec{or 

0 f{ice of Uadergrad uate Admb;~ior, s 

University of North Caro]im~ at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 9] 9-1966-13989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: M. Tennis: Pre-Admit Letters 

One more quick note.....in the emails I sent today I did not differentiate between first year prospects and transfers. Sorry for the confusion. 

BP 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:24 PH 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: H. Tennis: Pre-Admit Letters 

Barbara, 

I’ve not yet met with Coach Paul to discuss how many slots will be allocated k) his program. Please don’t release any other letters until we have more infommtion. 

Thanks tbr your help. 

Mince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:28 PH 
To: Paul, Sampson L 
Co: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: M. Tennis: Pre-Admit Letters 
Sa n’l~ 

Please confirm that you would Uke us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below. Keep ~n m~nd that we will not send a pre-admit letter to a Level 1 
candidate unkil that candidake has been recomn~ended for admission by the faculty connnRtee, Once a pre-admit letter is sent, if the student meets the conditions 
established in the letter, and the strident applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. The ordy exception will be for a student who is 
a competitive admit and would be offered admission without regard for athletics. 
l’ve attached a copy of the pro-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive, Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 
mail ~dthin three business days. The weekly report will confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, the reason for 
withholding ~t will also be m ~he report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
garhara 

B ar]:~ara I. Polk 
Depu~ {)[rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss[ons 
University of North Carolb,.a at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Got it. If a coach responds and I haven’t heard from you yet re: the number of slots they have, I’ll let them know they need to confirm that number with you before I 

can send the letters. If you prefer, I wan’t send any letters until you’ve met with all the coaches. I can easily email them and tell them I "jumped the gun" with these 

emails. No one has pushed yet for the letters. Let me know what you’re most comfortable with and I’ll work accordingly. 

BP 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:30 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pro-Admit Letters 

I j ust don’t want the coaches to mis~kenly believe and plan as though they have an e s~bli shed number of slots if they haven’t discussed it with me. What happens if a 

coach responds to confinn per your request a~d he/she is confirming acceptance of something they don’t have? 

From: Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:24 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 
Vince, 

No worries. I have the list you provided me today and I’ll keep an eye on it as the responses come in. More than anything, I wanted to get the lists out so the coaches 
would give them some thought. I’m also hoping it will push the coaches to let us know if they have dropped anyone from their’ li~. I won’t send any letters until I 
know you have met with the coach and have finalized slots for that particular team. 
Barbara 
Barbara J. Polk 
Senior Associate and Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:12 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Adrnit Letters 

Barbara, 
I’ve not yet met ruth Coach Dormnce to discuss how mauy slots will be allocated to his program. You and I didn’t discuss women’s soccer during our telephone 

conversation today. I certainly haven’t had any discussion ruth auyone about 11 slots for women’s soccer. I’m open to your suggestions regarding what may or may 

not be done at this point now. Thauhs. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
C¢: Tile, Vince; Thompson, ,1ennifer C; Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Subject: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 
Anson and Clni~, 
Please confirm that you woukt like us to send a pre-admit Jotter to the students indicated below. Keep ~n m~nd that we will not send a pre-admit letter to a LeveJ 1 
candidate until that candidate has been recomn~ended for adn~ission by the faculty connnittee, Once a pro-admit Ietter is sent, if the student n~eets the conditions 
established in the letter, and the strident applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. The only exception will be for a student who is 
a competitive admit and would be offered admission ~Mthout regard for athletics. 
l’ve attached a copy of the pro-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive, Once [ received your emaiJ confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 
mail ;~dthin three business days. The weekly report wil! confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, the reason for 
withholding ~t will also be m the report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Barbara 

t{avban~ I. Polk 
Depu ty I? [reck}r 
Office o[1 indevgradua[e Admiss[ot!~ 
[Jnivevsi{y o[Nov[h Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Phone: 9"l 9-’:1 6 6-239,q.9 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Vince, 

We’re good. I’ll follow 1 and 2 below. 

If you have any questions/qualms at all, just let me know. In the meantime, I’ll continue to copy you on all communications. 

BP 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:47 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Barbara, 

"If a coach responds and ]2 haven’t heard from you yet re: the number of slots they have, I’ll let them know they need to confirm that number with you before I can 

send the letters." OK 

"I won’t send any letters until you’ve met with all the coaches." You can go "ahead and send out the letters for programs we discussed on the telephone today 

if/when you receive the confirmation you requested in your message. I believe men’s soccer (7) is the only program we discussed on the telephone for 

which you listed more than ~,e discussed (6 in their case, but I am planning for one or possibly two more so I think we are ok with them). 

I can easily email them and tell them I "jumped the gun" with these emails. ~t~m don’t need to do this. Let’s just agree to follow the t~,o above. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:38 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Got it. If a coach responds and I haven’t heard from you yet re: the number of slots they have, I’ll let them know they need to confirm that number with you before I 

can send the letters. If you prefer, No one has pushed yet for the letters. Let me know what you’re most comfortable with and I’ll work accordingly. 

BP 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:30 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W, Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

I just don’t want the coaches to mistakenly believe and plan as though they have an established number of slots if they haven’t discussed it with me. What happens if a 

coach responds to confinn per your request a~d he/she is confirming acceptance of something they don’t have? 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:24 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Mince, 

No worries. I have the list you provided me today and I’ll keep an eye on it as the responses come in. More than anything, I wanted to get the lists out so the coaches 

would give them some thought. I’m also hoping it will push the coaches to let us know if they have dropped anyone from their’ li~t. I won’t send any letters until I 

know you have met with the coach and have finalized slots for that particular team. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:12 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Barbara, 

I’ve not yet met with Coach Dorrance to discuss how many slots will be allocated to his progran. You and I didn’t discuss women’s soccer during our telephone 

conversation today. I certainly haven’t had any discussion ruth anyone about 11 slots for women’s soccer. I’m open to your sugges~dons regarding what may or may 

not be done at this point now. Thanlcs. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:00 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV, Ducar, Chris 
C¢: Tile, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara 3o 



Subject: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Anson and Chris, 

Please confirm Lhat you would lfl~e us to send a pro-admit leLLer t~ the sLudents indicated below. Keep in mind that we will not send a pro-admit letLer to a Level 

candidate until that candkiate has been recommended fbr admission hy the faculty committee. Once a pre-adn-dt letter ~s sent, if the student meets the conditions 

established m the letter, and the student applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots, The only exception will be for a student who is 

a competitive admit arid would be offered adn-dssJon without regard for athletics. 

I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive. Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 

mail within three business days. The weeMy report will confirm that the pre-admJt has been sent. If we were not abD to send the letter, the reason for 

withholding it ~Ii also be in the report. 

Plea~se let me know if you halve amy questions, 

Thanks, 

Barbara 

Barba]~a ]. Polk 
Depu~ [,’, ire ck}~" 
Office of Up.dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Phone: ’~I q-q66-398q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:01 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday, ~yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < ,@yahoo.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, something to "think about. When it comes to building a prograJn perception is reality. The Northwest corner of the endzone, aka "the aluminum jungle" looks 

awful game at:ter game. It will only fill early tbr a big game or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough of them that care enough fight 

now to make the effort. Why not take two sections away from the sla~dents until "they prove they cm~ fill it? Sell those seats for $20 to "the public until the students prove 

they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who ca~nt afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC t:ans out there who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a 

bunch of students get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased 

revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 

Second, as you lalow due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other stadium has this condition? Unfort. they are the 

most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fa]lbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some more blue collar fans in 

there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empty for any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Bill Saturday            .~,yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 16,2011 9:22 AM 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bill 
’][’hmlks for the thoughts. I will read them mid take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>~> On 11/14,/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel ttill. Plea~ see attached memo for some general musings about the current state of lbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty, painful, but 
you should probably hear it so you cml hit the ground running. Good luck. 

]haNcs~ Bill 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx :,un, 12 [:~b 20.,2 i~5:07;:J.?; 05:20 22.1.b.~.byles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 8:20 AM 

[hcultyathletic@ ~k~L unc .edu 

Joy Renner - missing document lbr today’s di~ussion 

John Stephens let me know we were missing one document on the Sakai site for your review and to guide some discussion this afternoon. I know this is very late 

notice but if you have a few minutes and can look it over and bring your thoughts this afternoon, that will be appreciated. I will post it as well on the Sakai site 

under our October Meeting information and under the Student Athlete Experience folder. 

Sorry for the late posting - my error not that of the hard working student athlete experience crew. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renr~ec N1.A, ~[(R), F,qEIRS 

Associat(_¯ Professor lind [3ir(_~ctof 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hili 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~]. l, [.e_k 
,’_’eli 

919 -9 t:: 6-."J 9S J. Fax 
-.CONFI[)EN"IALIIY NOI]CE: [hb e-reicH messi~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, [s int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materi;~i. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi?ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 
dest!’oy all coph~s of the original message. 
Email correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~cl may be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 
a~thodzed state offieia~ (INCGS, cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: "2012 FAC Student-Athlete Experience-Overview-Final.doc", size: 52224 bytes] 

Attaclunents: 

2012 ]:AC Student-Athlete Expedence-Overview-l:inaLdoc 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_t/t_!r?__s_-!)’_~_~_~i=_u__~3_c_:__e__d_~_p_?_r__m__J_) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t ret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 11:23 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompsonQadmissions.unc.edu>; ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

PRE ADMIT LETTERS - BASEBALL 

Barbara: 

1. Please go ahead send tlne following students who were on your first list a pre admit letter: 

2. Please adc]~ the following students to the pre admit letter list wlno were not on the first list you sent and please go ahead and send ttnem the letter: 

3. The following students are Level l’s and we will do not want the pre admit letter sent: 

Finally, we have one level 1 student who is 30 points away on the SAT from beinq a Level 2. His name is             . He will be the only Level i we would like to have 

permission to sign in the Early Signing Period. He is arguably ttne best pitcher in the country and will likely sign a professional contract out of thigh school. If we do not sign 

him this fall he will sign with another school. He is registered to take the November SAT and my guess is that he will indeed get the 30 points he needs, Since there is no 

committee case anymore, how do we go about a review of his profile and move forward wittn signing him this fall? 
Thanks!! 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 0308 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:13 PM 

[hcul~athletic@ ~kaL unc .edu 

Joy Renner - clarification on documents for October meeting 

You may have been puzzled by the document emailed this morning. False alarm, it was already posted to Sakai so you did not receive a "new" document today. 

All meeting preparation readings for today’s meeting can be found two ways on the Sakai site: 

Committee Meeting materials - Reviewed and Monitored Topics -Student Athlete Experience 

OR 

Committee Meeting materials - Meetings - Agendas and Handouts - October 

See you this afternoon, 

Joy 
Jo’y J. Re!~qer, M.A. ~’ff(R), FAEIRS 
Associa,’_e Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel WII 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei kl[ll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, it any, is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiw to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~tain corffident[al and/o!’ 

privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are no.’_ [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy" all copies of the original message. 

Entail eorrespo~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disclosed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_s]:(__s:_a__k_:_a_j_:_y__r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_:t?£_~ta[) from the Faculty. Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:41 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Canarias Basketball Academy 

All, 

We discussed the Canarias Basketball Academy on our ACC conference call this morning. Since [ haven’t heard anything from you all about it, [ assume you aren’t currently 

recruiting within it. But [just wanted you to be aware that Canarias is currently considered a nonscholastic entib, by the NCAA, so we should not be evaluating any of their 

competitions. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:44 PM 

Bill Saturday, ~yahoo.com> 

Sabo Tim (tickets) <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steinbacher Rick (mktg) <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gwaltney Cliut (tickets) 
<~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~- 

Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

More good thoughts. Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Oct 9, 2012, at 11:44 AM, "Bill Saturday .... (~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Just to follow up, as I understand it that is not the "fraternity section" but it becomes that by default as they are the last students who make their way to the 

game. It is the least desirable section therefore the laser to fill up.The student gate is on the other side and these sections are both the furthest away from the 

entrance and the worst from a sun standpoint. Another way to address it would be to somehow incentive the students who do get their early to sit there 

first. Maybe they get more fever points for sitting over there, some type of coupon, or something...., do something to make those sections the place where 

the first to arrive go instead of the last. Maybe move the band over there? 

Again, I have been passionately going to games since the early 90’s. When we get good and stop having so many noon games it will somewhat take care 

ofitselt; but would be something to think about for the short tenn. For noon g~unes and no-name lbes it roll always struggle to fill. Our student make-up 

with so many t~males mad being a smaller enrollment (for a state public) make this so. 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~,email.unc.edu> 

To: Bill Saturday <           @,yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, October 8, 2012 8:59 PM 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Thanks, we roll do some of these I was really disappointed in the fraternity section. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University, of North Cm~olina 

From: Bill Saturday. @yahoo.corn> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < @yahoo.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, sometlfing to think about. When it comes to building a program perception is reality. The Northwest comer of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 

jungle" loolcs awful game after game. It will only fill early for a big game or a night ganle. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough of 

them that care enough right now to make the effort. Why not take two sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for 
$20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant aflbrd $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC thns out there 

who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of studeuts get shut out tbr some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 

get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other s~adium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there Mlile demand builds? Until the ba~dwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empty for 

any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbacCb..uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Bill Saturday <           @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Friday, December 16,2011 9:22 AM 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bill 
Thanks for the thoughts. I will read them and take them into consideration. 



I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of AtNetics 

The Universi~ of Nort~ Carolina 

P O Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>>> On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Bubb~ welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for some genemJ musings about the current state of football at UNC. Some of it is pletty 

painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thanks. Bill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:02 PM 

cgwaltaey@uncaa.unc.edu; Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu); tsabo@tmcaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Montgome~, John R <imont@tmc.edtr"~ 

FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 

Please let me know of your ~v,~ilability to meet with Bubba on either: 

Monday, October ~..5 i~t 2:00pro 

OR 

Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubbd’ <bubbac@email.tmc.edu> 

Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltney" < c_g3~:~_kl_..tg___.e_,z_[~):_u_.n__.c_LaO_._:.u._n_9_..e__d._t_!> "Rick Steinbacher" <!/s_t__e_i__n_b__~_LcJ)__e_!/~__uj)__c_~:__ujl_cL:_e_d__u>, "Tim Sabo" <.t_._s__a_b_o_~__uj)__c_~:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_~t___u_>, "Vince 

Ille" <i_lJ~a~_ej__r_lj4i!_&Ln__c_’_:_e__d_t!>, "John R Montgomely" ~[g_l~_t_@__t_Ln__cL:_e_d__t!> 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(?~emailxmc.edu> 2012-10- 08T21:01:14.262469 >>~ 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Atbletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday @yahoo.com<mailto: ~vahoo.com>> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < (d~,,,ahoo.com<mailto: ~vahoo.com>> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Curmingham <bubbac(&~email.utlc.edu <mailto:bu bbac,@~email.unc .eduv> 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, ~)mething to think akrout. When it comes to building a program perception is reality. The Northwesl comer of the endzone, aka ’"the aluminum 

jungle" looks awthl game Mter game. It will only fill early tbr a big gmne or a night game. Our sludents are just too apathetic and there axe not enough of 

them that cme enough right now to make the effort. Why not take two sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for 

$20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC fans out there 

who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 

get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fmlbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other ,stadium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visiNe seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empty for 

any non top 25 (troth teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC lbotball. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Curalingham <’9_u_._b_..b_a_._c_@._uj)_c_~: .u..n..c.‘.:.e.d..u.<.n.l..a.4..Lt9.b..u...b...b.a.c.‘@.t.Br.l.c.~:.t1.r.l.c:g~.V>> 

To: Bill Saturday ........................... (@,,ahoo.com<mailto:          ~yahoo.com>~ 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bill, 

Thanks tbr the thoughts. I will read "them and take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 



Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

On 11 / 14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill S amrday < ~y__~_~__o_~_?_:_c_£~!i_n_.< !:_n_ai]_~?_; @:f~Jloo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for ~me general musings about the current state of football at UNC. Some of it is pretty. 
painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22164bytes; 

File Name Expiry Date Size 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx<http:i,’archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/72473652685132e6de09fb5d59df9866> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 

22164bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <imont@~mc.edtr~; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: I~W: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

16th is better for me. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/9/2012 at 3:01 PM, in message 
<9E6E674113917743B4602666BF4A7683E17A87@ITS-MSJxXVIB S3M. ad.unc, edu>, "Norton, 
Molly" <mhnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 
> 

> Please let me know- of your availability to meet with Bubba on either: 
> 

> Monday, October 15 at 2:00pm 
> 

> OR 
> 

> Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Mully 
> 

> 

Reply message ..... 
> Frum: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu<mailtu:bubbac(~email.unc edu>> 
> Date: Man, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pin 
> Subject: Weicume to Chapel Hil[ - UNC Foutba]l 

> To: "Clint Gwaltney" <cgwaitney@uncaa.unc.edu<mailtu:c~wa]tney~uncaa unc.edu>>, 
> "Rick Steinbacher" 

><rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:rsteinbacher(a)uncaa unc.edu>>, "Tim Sabu" 
> <tsabo@uncaa.unc edu<mai]tu:tsabo(a)uncaa.unc.edu>>, "Vince Ilie" 
> <ille@email.unc.edu<maiko:ille~email unc.edu>>, "Juhn R Montgumery" 
> <jmont@unc.edu<mai]to:imont(~unc edu~> 
> 

> 

> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emai].unc edu<mailtu:bubbac~email.unc.edu>> 
> 2012-10-08’121:01:14262469 >>> 
> FYI 
> 

> I want tu pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 
> Let’s discuss. 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<mailto: c~vahoo.com><mailto: 

> @ahoo. cam>> 
> Reply-To: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<mailto: ~yahoo.colr~><mailto 
> @yahoo. corn>> 
> Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 
> To: Bubba Curmingham 
> <bubbac@emai~.unc.edu<ruai~t~:bubbac(~emai~.unc.edu><ruai~t~:bubbac@cmai~.m1c.ed 
>u>> 

> Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L~’C Football 
> 

> Bubba, something to think about. When it comes to building a program 
> perception is reality. The Northwest corner of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 
> jtmgle" looks avgul game after game. It will only fill early for a big game 
> or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough 
> of them that care enough right now to make the effort. V~Sny not take two 
> sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those 
> seats for $20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get 
> some rowdies in there who cant afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC fans 
> out there who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students 
> get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it 
> to get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue 
> while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 
> 

> Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the 
> worst seats in the house. What other stadium has this condition? Unfort. they 
> are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all 
> they see is an apathetic fanbase Why not sell these for $20 and get some 
> more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners 
> come back (assuming we build a wilming program) these will stay empty for any 
> non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 
> 

> Just some thoughts. The Nolth side of the stadium needs to represent better 



> as that is al] the nation sees when watching UNC footbal]. 
> 
> -Bill 
> 

> 

> From: Bubba Cunnmgham 
> < bubbac @uncaa.unc edu<mailto :bubbac~mncaa unc.edu> <m ai]to:bubbac@ uncaa.unc.ed 
>u>> 
> To: Bill Saturday 
> <            @yahoo.com<mailto:            ~,{ aho o. c ora><raailto: 

> @ahoo. corn>> 
> Sent: Friday, Decembcr 16, 2011 9:22 AM 
> Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - U2X-C Football 
> 

> Bill, 
> 
> That~ks for the thoughts. I will read them and take them into consideration. 
> 

> I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> Lawrence "Bubba" Curmingham 
> Director of Athletics 
> The University of North Carolina 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 

> On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday 

> <            ~yahoo.com<mailto:            @yahoo.cora><raailto:            ~y 
> ahoo.com>> wrote: 
> Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for some general 
> musings about the current state of football at UNC Some of it is pretty 
> painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running 
> Good luck. 
> 

> Thanks, Bill 
> 

> 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22164bytes; 
> File Name Expi~’ Date Size 
> UNC Football Pruner 
> (2).docx<http://archiveO2.uncaanncedu/72473b62685132e6deO9fb5d59df9866> 
> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 22164bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:28 PM 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaJtney@~mcaa.~mc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email. unc.edu>; NoVam, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu-~; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Sabo <t~bo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~b2: bW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Works for me too 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwalmev@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Montgomery, John R; Rick Steinbacher; Tim Sabo 
Subject: Re: FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L’NC Football 

16th is better tbr me. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/9/2012 at 3:01 PM, in message 
<9FxSFx574113917743B4602666BF4A7683E17A87@ITS-MSX5/2BS3M.ad.unc.edu>, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> Chnt, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 
> 

> Please let me know of your availability to meet with Bubba on either: 
> 

> Monday, October 15 at 2:00pro 
> 

> OR 
> 

> Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pm 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

> 

Reply message ..... 
> From: "Cunningham, Bubba" 
><bubbac@emaihunc edu<mailto :bubbac~email.unc.edu>> 
> Date: ?,/Ion, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 prn 
> Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 
> To: "Clint Gwaltney" 
><cgwaltney@uncaa.unc edu<m ailto :c~walmev (@uncaa.unc edu>>, 
> "Rick Steinbacher" 
><rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu<mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu>>, "Tim Sabo" 
> <tsabo@uncaa unc.edu<mailto:tsabo@uncaa.unc edu>>, "Vince Ille" 
> <ille@email.~mc.edu<mailto:ille,@,emaihunc.edu>>, "John R Montgonrery" 

> <imont @tmc. edu<mailto: imontCd~,,unc, edu >> 
> 

> 

> "Cumfingham, Bubba" 
> <bubbac@el~aihunc.edu<mailto:bubbac,@,enraihunc.edu>> 
> 2012-10-08T21:01:14.262469 >>> 
> FYI 
> 

> I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 
> Let’s discuss. 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<nrailto: c~vahoo.com><mailto: 
> 

> @yahoo. cora>> 
> Reply-To: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<nrailto: ~@yahoo.com><mailto: 
> 

> @ahoo. com>> 
> Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 
> To: Bubba Curmingham 
> <bubbac@emaihunc.edu<mailto:bubbac@email.unc edu><mailto:bubbac@email 
> .unc.ed 
>u>> 

> Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L’2X-C Football 
> 

> Bubba, something to think about. V~rhen it comes to building a program 
> perception is remit?’. The Northwest corner of the endzone, aka "the 
> aluminum jungle" looks awful game after game. It will only fill earl?’ 
> for a big game or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic 
> and there are not enough of them that care enough right now to make 
> the eflbrt Why not take two sections away from the students until 
> they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for $20 to the public 
> until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there 
> who cant afford $60 tickets Tons ofhardcore L’2X-C fans out there who 



> would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut 
> out for some games and create DEMAND Only then will the?" see to it to 
> get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 
> 

> Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows 
> are the worst seats in the house What other stadium has this 
> condition? l.Jn]k~r t. the?’ are the most visible seats and to people 
> watching this (recruits, others) all the?" see is an apathetic fanbase. 
> Why not sell these Jk~r $20 and get some more blue collar rims in there 
> while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we 
> build a winning program) these will stay empty for any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 
> 

> Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadiunl needs to represent 
> better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 
> 

> -Bill 
> 

> 

> From: Bubba Ctumingham 
> <bubbac @uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :bubbac,@,uncaa.unc.edu><mailto:bubbac@uncaa 
> .~lc.ed 
>u>> 

> To: Bill Saturday 
> @yahoo.com<mailto: (£~¥ aho o. c om><mailto: 
> 

> @ahoo. cam>> 
> Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 
> Subiect: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L~N’C’ Football 
> 

> Bill, 
> 

> Thanks for the thoughts. I will read them and take them into consideration. 
> 

> I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> The University of North Carolina 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 

> On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill SatLtrday 
> < @yahoo.com<mailto: @ahoo.com><mailto: 
> ’@y 
> ahoo.coln>> wrote: 
> Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for some 
> general musings about the current state of football at UNC Some of it 
> is pretty painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground rulming. 
> Good luck. 
> 

> Thanks, Bill 
> 

> 
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F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:48 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

The 16th works for me. Thanks. 

Tim 

> > > On 10/9/2012 at 3:01 PM, in message <9E6E674113917743B4602666BF4A7683E17A87@ITS MSXMBS3Mad.unc.edu >, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu > 

wrote: 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 

Please let me kt~ow of yOLEr availability to men-A: with gubbi~ on ~-:~itl’u-:~r: 

OR 

Tuesday, October’ I6 at 2:00prn 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a)emaJl.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltaey" <cgwaltney(a;~mcaa.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" <rstembacher~;uncaa.~mc.edu>, "Tim Sabo" <tsabo(&uncaa.unc.edu% "Vince 

Ille" <ille(i~email.unc.edu-~, "John R Montgomery" <jmontg{unc.edu> 

"Cu~mingham, Bubba" < _b_u_b__b_a_c_(~ _e g! _@_:__u__lLc::__e_d__t! > 2012-10-08T21:01:14.262469 > >> 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fiatemities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday < ~O2yahoo.corn<mailto: tL{.~!_a___h_R~_?:__c_R_r_ll >> 
Reply-To: Bill Saturday < ~X_a__l!c_?~?:__c_~_?__n_!<gr_a_~_l__t~2; ~Lv_~_~__o_9_:_c___o__r__n_.>> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cmmingham <bubbac~)emaJl .unc.edu<nlailto:bubbac~emaJl.~mc.edu>> 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, something to think about. When it comes to building a program perception is realib’. The Northwefft corner of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 

j ungle" looks awful game aJ~’ter game. It will only till eMy for a big game or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough of 

them that care enough fight now to make the ettbrt. Why not take two ~ctions away from the students until they prove they can fill it’? Sell those seak~ 

for $20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant altbrd $60 tickeks. Tons of hardcore UNC tans out 

there who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut out liar some gmnes and create DEMAND. Only then will they ~e 

to it to get there on time, if at all. MemNme you get some increased revenue while maldng it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kena~ was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other stadium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get 

some more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winNng program) these roll stay 

emp~ for any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac(~uncaa.unc.edu<maJlto:bubbac~)uncaa.unc.edu~-> 
J < To: Bill Saturday <_ ........................... ’_~):_:a__[_~9__o_:__c_~_?__n_! gr_a_~ _l_ _t_ _o_ ; ............................ :~Lv_~_~__oL)_:_c_o__r__n_.>> 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 



Thanks for the thoughts. I roll read them and take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunninghall 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday < ~;yahoo.com<mailto: @~hoo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel }till. Please ,see attached memo tbr ~me general musings about the current state oftbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty 

paJnthl, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thalks, Bill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 7:23 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaiL unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu> 

Service Idea 

An interesting concept from Mississippi State ... a service "club". 

b_~ p_ jL_b_j_t_=!~Lu___F2LA__~ Z 
- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Radio guest ?? 

??? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Mel Lems <       ,%art.net> 

Date: October 9, 2012, 4:03:42 PM EDT 
To: Bubba Culminghmn <bubbac~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Radio guest ?? 

BC: Art & I have had our scheduled guest for this week’s Good Sports pre-game show have to back out. 

It occurs to me that perhaps you would like one of your new AthDept hires to be formally introduced to the Greater Chapel Hill sports audience. 

I can guarantee 15 minutes of"softball" questions such as "what the heck is a compliance officer any way?".., and "do you like NC barbecue?" etc. 

Actually we have enough headsets to interview BOTtt if you hate to choose ??? 

It is an in-studio show at 12:30 PM Saturday afternoon. 

Mel / "BobLee" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lm~ce Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edt~-; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about Ram Rules #2: Prospect Publicity 

That is a great quefftion! Yes, provided you do so at your own initiative (i.e., your coach doesn’t ask’tell you to do it), it is fine for you to accept friend requests from 

prospects. 

Thanks for asking! 

AIW 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:12 AM, ~live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hello, 

I have a question relating to Ram Rules #2: Prospect Publicity. I understand that we are not supposed to communicate publicly with recruits via Facebook. Are 
we still allowed to accept Facebook friend requests from recruits? 

Just wanted to make sure! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 10:55 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FORMAL NOTICE: Priority Registration for Spring 2013 

YES! 

For the past several semesters, we pull all of our teams (28) information together and submit as a package to the PRAC. This is how they have asked for the information. Jenn 

Townsend helps put all of it together, and we have to have it to her by this Friday. This is why too, I asked for the managers PIDS as they are included in priority registration 

as well. 

All covered doesn’t guarantee approval, but so far so good... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Rich DeSelm 10/10/2012 5:28 AM > > > 

Beth, VJnce: 
Just to be sure, will someone be doing this for the student athletes? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

vcww.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

> > > "no reply@u nc.edu" <no reply@unc.edu > 10/9/2012 10:10 PM > > > 

In December 2007 the Faculty Council of the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill adopted a Policy for Priority Registration. The 

University Registrar announces the membership of the Priority 

Registration Advisory Committee and the process and timeline for 
submitting requests for priority registration on behalf of student 

groups FOR SPRING EARLY REGISTRATION. 

The official responsible for students who are potentially eligible for 

priority registration will send the Registrar an application form along 

with a list of students who are recommended for priority registration 

NOT LATER THAN FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2012. Complete details are 

available on the Registrar’s website, 

http://registrar.unc.edu/registration/registration policies/priority registration advisory committee/ 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the University Registrar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Gift from recruit 

Yes,[ am fine with that, as it was initiated and paid for by the PSAas a personal thank you, Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

A~ }~ "~!I c~ ~" ~i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Josh Langley 11:14 AM > > > 

Amy, 

One of our recruits sent a couple of bags of coffee as a thank you to 

Josh 

and for hosting her. Is this permissible? 



~ronrl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                11:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; tissa 

Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <-kgnggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Disposition of Shoot-A-Way Issue 

Shoot-A-Way NCAA Disposition.pdf; Shoot-A-Way.com Response.pdf 

All, 
See attached from the NCAA. This is in reference to the letter of inquh-y we received regarding a potential violation surrounding a Shoot A Way video by 

student athletes. I have attached our July response letter to the NCAA as a reminder to you all of the details of the situation. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



P,O, Box 8222 

InctianapoJis, h~diana: 46206 

Te!ephone: 3!7/£17^6222 

Ms. Amy Herman 

Associate Athletics Director/Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Skipper Bowles Drive 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. Herman: 

This is in reference to your         report in response to my               letter 

concerning a possible violation of NCAA rules involving the possible impermissible use 

of student-athletes’ images. 

Based upon the information you have submitted, it appears that no violation occurred, 

and no further action by the NCAA is warranted at this time. 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. Please contact 
me if you have any questions. 

..... Si’!cer !x  .................................................. 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 

JB:f~/53223 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 
Nix. John Swofford 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

A~7 association of more than L200 members servin, g the studetTt-athlete 
E~al 0p#ort~niWiAffirmative Action Employer 



,:i~ ¢ C~ i/,,!i :*i: i~~ ~E fill i~,~,"i i~ L IL 
EP..NtE ~’ILLIAMSON AT~-~LF.TIC CENTER 

RO. BOX Z~.~6 

CHAPEL ~IILL+ NC :~75~5 

T 919,962.6ooo 

F 9i9,962,6002 

www, tarheelblue.com 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Ms. Beall: 

I write in response to a letter of inquiry sent by you, via email, on (see attached). 

The individuals featured in the videos are no longer enrolled student-athletes. They are 

Based on information we received 
from Coach Sylvia Hatchell, this video was shot following the          season, after 

had completed their eligibility. 

Since these individuals were no longer eligible student-athletes bound by Bylaw 12.5.2.3.2 at the 
time the video was filmed and posted to the company’s website, we do not believe a violation of 
this legislation has occurred. 

Please contact me with any additional questions and concerns. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Amy"~rman 

Associate Director of Athletics 

enclosure 

CC~ Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Vince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
Beth Miller, Senior Associate Director of AthleticsiSWA 
Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-d Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Timmerm~s <’dmmermans@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 13.12.2.1 (c) 

~uncaa.unc.e&P; Tom 

C .g., 

See below. Can’t pay them for demonstrating... 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’aJcded message: 

From: "Brown, Shmn~xee" <s_~?__r£!x_n_@_t__l!_e_a_c__c_’_:9__rgP 

Date:                2:58:58 PM EDT 
To: "Amy Herman" <aischae(?~uncaa.tmc.edu>, ’ ........ -" Brad Hos~etter --bhostettevc~theacc.org~> 

Subject: RE: 13.12.2.1 (c) 

<!--[ifma~ 9]--><’.--[endil]--> 

Amy, 

Brad and f feel that a coi~ches clinic wot~ld be inch~ded in byli~w 13.12.2.:1. biased ot~ the opening s~-:mtence that a student--at:hlet:e employed in "any" 

camp or clinic ~T~USt meet the requirements. So, if the student--aUflete(s) are only lecturing or demonstrating, they cot~tdn’t be con?pensated. 

Hope this helps, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree 1° grown 

Director o)" Student-AtMete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast (:onference 

336-369-4542 -Phone 

33(’;--369- 0065 - I’-’a x 

<imi~ge0D14~ng> 

From: Amy Herman [__r&a__[[_t_9_Laj__s_£[La__e___@__u___n__c__a___a__#___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent= Wednesday,               12:17 PM 
To: Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject= 13.12.2.1 (c) 

Brad and Shamaree, 
Our MBB coaches are holding a coaching clinic next weekend during our fall break. They would like to use our s a’s as demonstrators at the camp, which is 

fine, provided they count the hours (which are unlimited during fall break, anyway, so that is not a problem). 
However, they have asked if they can pay the student athletes for their time (as clinic employees, essentially). Does 13,12.2,1 (c) cover coaching clinics, too, in 

that they can’t be paid if they are just demonstrators? Based on the definition in 13.12.1.1, a coaching clinic wouldn’t meet the definition of a camp, since no 

prospects would be participating, but I also see that, in Bylaw 13,12.2.2.2, the NCAA spells out that it includes coaching clinics. 

What’s your take on this? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(a;uncaa.unc.ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 7:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sla~rts PlaJl Goal Sheet 

So I would like to meet tues as staff. Will send you what I had put together earlier. Would like input. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 9:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 
> Please let me know when you might have some time next week to meet and discuss the next steps for our strategic plamaing process. I know that you previously provided a one-year, 
three-year, and five-year "Plan for Success and Objectives" per Bubba’s request We can probably use a lot of information from that document to help us with the CUlTent assignment. I’ve 
attached the template that all sports will use for this. You, Mike and I can meet to share thoughts and ideas. Thanks for your help. 
> Vmce 
> 

> 

> From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday,                 3:16 PM 
> To: Cumaingham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Rick Steinbacher 
> Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
> 

> Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
> 

> - Matt 
> 

> 

> Matt Ten-eli 
> The Umversity of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
> ’]7he Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

> O 919-843-6412 IF 919-843-57771M 
> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <template sports plan goal sheet vl - SOFTBAI~L.docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:27 AM 

[hcul~athletic@~kaJ.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - FAC miscellaJleous items 

Good morning! 

Thank you for your preparation for and participation in our meeting on Tuesday. I will send fo[lp~nformation later (such as the description of our role as team 

liaisons). 

Couple of things: 

Majors night with the athletes Tuesday evening went very well - I can comment more later. I have been asked by one of our visitors to find out how the invitations 

for majors representatives went out as his department had not heard about it. So I will follow-up on that question. 

Here is a good story -I feel like I am always sending you the negative articles information so this is a change of pad~ttp:/!vwc¢¢.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 
DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205709042 
Attached is the information for each team that was requested on Tuesday. I hope to have a directory resource of contact information shortly. 

Hope you have a wonderful Thursday, 

Joy 
h)y J, Ren!~er, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)date Pr,:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 
University/of North Carolina at Ci~apel t-Iili 
School of Medidne 
CB #71:30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
B21.-A Sou~h Coiumbi;~ 51:, 
Chapel H;II, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fa~ 

-CCNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e<nail messa~:,e, i!~clLIdh~r a~tachmen,’_s, if any, is intended oniy for d~e -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confidenLiai and/or 

privileged material, Any --unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited, If you are not the in[ended recipient, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-n’~aq and 

destroy all copies of the original raessa&~e. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Recor~ts law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state ¢sfficiM (NCGS, oh, :t32)o Student educationM recoras are subject to FgRPAo 

[see attachment: "CoW of sport program roster.xlsx", size: 16537 bytes] 

At "~chments: 

Cop3, of sport program roster.x]lsx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:iisakai.unc.eduipo~J) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday. 12:06 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mileage for Parents in Two Different Cars on OV 

All, 
Per Tracey’s request, [ wanted to send you all the bylaws that indicate that we are only permitted to provide mileage reimbursement for the car in which the prospect is 
traveling on a visit. So if two sets of parents/step parents drive in different cars, the only one to which we can provide mileage is the one in which the PSA rides. 
[ hope this helps! 
Thanks, 
Amy 
13,5.2.1 General Restrictions° 

A member institution may pay the prospective student--athlete’s actual round--trip transportation costs for his or her official visit to its campus from 

any location, provided the prospective student-athlete returns to the original point of departure, or if return transportation is provided to the 

prospective student-athlete’s home, educational institution or site of competition, the cost does not exceed round-trip expenses from the 

prospective student-athlete’s original point of departure. Use of a limousine or helicopter for such transportatior~ is prohibited. [R] (Revised: 1/9/06, 

5/26/06) 
13,5.2.2 Automobile Transportation, 
If a prospective student-athlete travels by automobile on an official paid visit, the institution may pay round-trip expenses to the individual 

hn___c___u__r__rj_L2g___t__h____e____e___x_p___e__L2_S___e_ (except the prospective student-athlete’s coach as set forth in Bylaw _1__3_.__8__.___1__._’_2_) at the same mileage rate it allows its own 

personnel. Any automobile may be used by the prospective student-athlete, provided the automobile is not owned or operated or its use arranged 

by the institution or any representative of its ath[etics interests. [R] (Revised: 1/22/94) 
13.5,2.2.1 Prospective Student-Athlete’s Friends or Relatives. 

A prospective student-athlete’s friends, relatives or legal guardians may receive cost-free transportation to visit a member institution’s campus 

only by accompanying the prospective student-athlete at the time the prospective student-athlete travels in an automobile to visit the campus. (See 

Bylaw 13.5.2.6.1.) (Revised: 10/22/21 effective 8/1/22) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO ]Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a[ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 1:42 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]nfo on Flash Drives 

All, 

Our ability to provide information to prospects via a flash drive ended on August 1, 2011 with the passing of Proposal 2010 38 B, which was centered primarily around the 

provision of media guides to prospects. Therefore, information that we wish to provide them must be via email attachments, hyperlinks, or in hard copy (all as further 

described in Bylaw 13.4.1). 

Therefore, we are not permitted to have flash drives "lying around" time WBB offices that contain information that might be of interest to PSAs and members of the general 

public. However, if a campus entity (e,g,, the Admissions Office) were to put THEIR materials (created for prospective students in general) on such a flash drive and make them 

available to anyone who enters their office and wishes to have one, that would be permissible for PSAs to obtain in that manner, as well (pursuant to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.1, copied 

below), 
Please let me know if you have any further questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.]. Media Available to All Students. 

Official academic admissions and student services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to prospective student athletes, (Revised: 

1/16/I 0: 3/29/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:55 PM 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: identify Player in Photo 

Sue, 

If it is a Rams Club publication, it is fine to use a picture of a current student athlete. I don’t know the format of the newsletter or Jf this Js an issue at all, but I would just avoid 

using the picture on a page of the newsletter that might also have any sort of commercial advertisement (if those even exist), 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~ )__a_~_~_~_n__£_a___a_:_~_n__£:_~_:_d__x ! 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue walsh@unc.edu> 12:33 PM >>> 

Please ~,~ee below, ,c~n I sue a pi(:t:ure of a current studerH:-athlete in our planned ~ivingiendowrnent newsletter that is sent to all our scholarship donors? 

From: Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:59 AM 
To: Walsh, Sue 
Subject: RE: Identify Player in Photo 
I think so but I would check with compliance to be certain. 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue walsh@_u__D£:#__d__u__> 10:52 AM >>> 

PS Since he is a current sLude]lt-athlete, am I allowed to use his photo in our planned #~ivingiendowment n~-:~wsletter that goes to our scholarship donors? 

From" Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:50 AM 
To: Walsh, Sue 
Subject: Re: Identify Player in Photo 
That would be 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue walsh@unc.edu> 10:45 AM >>> 

Can you tell me wo the pitcher is in the attached baseball photo? I am sure I should know, but I do not! 

Sue Walsh 

Director of Endowment & Stewardship 

The Rams Club 

PO Box 2445 
Chapel Hill, NC27515 
919 843 2000 (o) 

929 843 5777 (f) 
"~:.:::x:.~tk~q ,:e." i: i.p : ;~f ~h::.::.~f~ ."~thh.’ti: i. ’ 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: L.A Times 

Steve, 
I just fowvarded you a voicemail about this. Let me know if you want to discuss. I am out of the office tomorrow, but will be back on Monday. 

Amy 

>>> "Holmes, Baxter" <Baxter.Holmes@latimes.com> 
Hey Amy, 

2:17 PM > > > 

Baxter Holmes with the Los Angeles Times here. Hope you’re well. Just wanted to reach out and confirm a fact T was given that involves your department. Basically, T’ve been 
told by two people with direct knowledge that an unofficial visit to North Carolina made by                                      and that was paid for by 

was cleared through your department as being, basically, okay. The trip was either on            or           It may have been some other day, but I believe 
those were the right dates. Anyway, because it involves your department, T wanted to check. I left you a voicemail detailing some of this, but T wanted to shoot you an e-mail just 
as well. Please get back to me today if you can. You can reach me on my cell:            . Look forward to hearing from you. 

Many thanks, 

Baxter Holmes 
Staff Writer 
Los Angeles Times 

Mobile: 
E-mail: baxter.holmes@latimes.com 
Twitter: 



FFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:29 PM 

MelLems < @art.net> 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtP 

Radio guest ?? 

Mel, 

Thanks for your note. Vince and I will both be down in Miami at the football game, but we can offer Paul Pogge as a guest on the radio show if that works for you. 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

From: Mel Lems <      @art.net> 

Date: October 9, 2012, 4:03:42 PM EDT 

To: B ubba Cunningham <bubbac,~;email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Radio guest ?? 

BC: Art & I have had our scheduled guest for this week’s Good Sports pre-game show have to back out. 

It occurs to me that perhaps you would like one of your new AthDept hires to be formally introduced to the Greater Chapel Hill sports audience. 

I can guarantee 15 minutes of"softball" questions such as %vhat the heck is a compliance officer any way?".., and "do you like NC barbecue?" etc. 

Actually we have enough headsets to interview BOTtt if you hate to choose ??? 

It is an in-studio show at 12:30 PM Saturday afternoon. 

Mel / "BobLee" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

information obtained .... 

information obtained .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:56 PM 

Jack Evans <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Definition of a Staff Member 

Jack, 
Yes, based on this information, I am comfortable that we can consider you a volunteer employee. There are several instances in the manual (and in interps) where volunteers 

are considered institutional staff members, so ] am comfortable using that definition in this case, as well. 

Just be sure that you meet with them on campus or, if they are on OFFICIAL visits, you must stay within 30 miles of campus. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Evans, Jack" < EvansJ @kenan flagler.unc,edu > ’. 4:14 PM > > > 

Well, ] am the chair of the Board of Governors of UNC Press and I have just been given an assignment by Chancellor Thorp, even though neither of these activities puts me on 

the payroll. In addition, as you may know, ] still serve on the NCAA Committee on Academic Performance and ]just got appointed to an NCAA group called the Data Analysis 

and Research Network. The latter activities don’t exactly make me a UNC staff member, but I would think the activities that are part of the university do. Does that pass muster 

with you? 

Thanks, 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Hettleman Professor of Business Emeritus 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

UNC Chapel Hill 

4706 McColl, CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962 4602 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, ’. 3:54 PM 

To: Evans, Jack 
Subject: Re: A Question 

I think ] have to toss this one back to you for an answer. Are you still considered an institutional staff member? If yes, then it is fine for prospects to meet with you. But, if not, 

then they can’t. 

Is that an easy answer to give? Probably not, since, as you state, you are still doing things within the university. Being an institutional staff member doesn’t necessarily mean 

you have to be on the payroll. But you have to be considered by some unit to be a staff member, even if it is as a volunteer, so to speak. 

Thoughts? 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@u ncaa.u nc.edu < mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

> > > "Evans, Jack" <EvansJ@kenan flagler.unc.edu <mailto:EvansJ@kenan flagler.unc.edu > > 
Hi Amy, 

3:46 PM > > > 



My question is about recruiting, Even though ] am (nominally) retired (and still doing things within the university), [ get occasional requests from some of our coaches to meet 

with prospective student athletes who have an interest in majoring in business so, they are asking me in my role as a (former) faculty member to discuss the academic 

program, is this ok under NCAA rules or should ] be referring them to someone else within KFBS? 

Thanks and all best wishes, 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Hettleman Professor of Business Emeritus 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

UNC Chapel Hill 

4706 McColl, CB 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962 4602 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: information obtained .... 

Any time around noon, would probably be best. I have some recruits around 1/130. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
_b__r_]_c_!.q_e__r__b_ f~__u__r_~_c__a___a_~__u__n___c_~_e___d_~ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/11/2012 8:12 PM > > > 

Thank you Beth. What time can I stop by tomorrow? 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2022 4:51 plVl 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: information obtained .... 

information obtained .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                9:29 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.uncedu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.uncedu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

Clare, 

Please place holds on the following teams: 

will let you know when they are up to date and can be released. Thanks!! 

Lance 



@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                3:25 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppoggeOuncaa.unc.edu >; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaulOuncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermansOuncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tfipp <tphillipsQuncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Men’s Tennis Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Men’s Tennis. They are all caught up on compliance paperwork, 

Thanks! 



@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                3:26 PM 

Clare Duff3/<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen 

<jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu >;                      Duncaa.unc.edu >; Quinn, Sean 

<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming Hold 

Hey Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Swimming. They are all caught up on paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:26 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: UNC Wrestling 

Just a FYi ~ enjoy your weekend. 

>>> Lai!! Gallo           4:25 PM >>> 

C.D. ~ This is great ~ really looking forward to seeing this on Monday and really hope we have a good crowd ~ I think we will. 
One thing ttnat just crossed my mind ~ AND I KNOW THAT YOU KNOW ABOUT THiS ~ let’s be absolutely sure that none of your wrestlers participating on Monday miss class 

~ as you know you cannot miss class for practices or a promotional events ~ I just want us to be certain in case we are ever asked, 

Again, really looking forward to Monday ~ have a god weekend and take care, 

Larry 

>>>CDMock 1:18PM >>> 

Parents, just wanted to give you a "heads up" that hopefully, your son has already informed you about: 

"THE RUMBLE iN THE PIT" takes place Monday at noon, in the Pit on campus. We are putting a mat in the pit and doing a "Black & Blue" wrestle off. NASCAR driver Kevin 
Harvick will be present to sign autographs and support the event. Kevin recently gave a scholarship to UNC Wrestling. 

This is primarily a promotional event but will also get the guys used to wrestling in front of a crowd, We plan to make it available for you to watch live on your computer and 

Kolat is working on that through his website now. Will let you know if that happens. 

Pray for nice weather please ..... 

Coach Mock 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:44 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemians 

<tilIl InerlIlaal s@ unc aa .unc .edu> 

Rumble in the Pit 

CD, 

Just a reminder that while Kevin ttarvick is serving as "guest coach" on Monday, he cannot actually perform an?’ coaching functions, as that would cause him to become a countable coach 
[’or us. So if he wants to stand on the side and cheer on the team, that is fine, but he should not provide an?’ instruction. 

Hope it’s a great day!t 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent l~;om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday 5:43 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr>; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; L~mce Ma~kos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~!uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmelmans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Missing Class 

Gallo indicated that some of your guys had sought permission to miss class tomorrow for the Rumble in the Pit. Unfortunately, there is legislation that precludes student-athletes from 
missing class for practice, regardless of whether they have permission to do so. So the guys will not be permitted to wrestle during their class time 

Sorry 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by December 31. A 

template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is 

reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan aft:er they have discussed these 

questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in 

Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or exclusive, but 

gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

c Academic Support 

o Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

o Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 

o Game Operations 

o Smith Center 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mtenell@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Unit Strategic Plans 

management plalming tool v2.docx 

Forgot the attachment .+. 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by December 31. A 

template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is 

reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have discussed these 

questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in 

Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or exclusive, but 

gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

o Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

o Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 

o Game Operations 

o Smith Center 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 959-843-5412 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu >; Amy Herman < ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Katrina 

Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

¯ uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lacrosse Hold 

Clare, 

You may remove the hold on women’s lacrosse. They are up to date with compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:20 AM 

C D Mock < cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: BMOC 

Promotional Activities Release Agreement.pdf 

Sorry, guys. This email was originally sent to my "other" email account originally, which ] don’t check as often as my "work" one. 

I am fine with this, but we will need to get the attached statement completed by the s a’s that participate, as well as a representative of the organization hosting the event. It 

states all rules that must be followed in order for s a involvement to be permissible. 

Please get these statements signed and sent back to me, C.D.. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > 10:15 AM >>> 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: C D Hock 
Cc: Herman, Amy S 
Subject: RE: BHOC 

9:41 PM 

CD, 

I arn OK with this it: it is Ok compliance wise~ I have copied Amy Herman to get her ok. 

Thanks for checking, 

Rick 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:02 PN 
Tot Steinbacher, RICK 
Subject: Fwd: BMOC 

Rick, are you guys ok with our guys doing this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F ro m: _@_[Lv__e__~_u___n__q _e___d__L_[ > 

Date: 5:02:30 PM EDT 

To: .@ Jj__v_ez Ln___c_=_e___d_3[ > 

Subject: BMOC 

Dear Coach, 

Zeta Tau Alpha is hosting our very first Big Man on Campus competition this year in support of Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. This event is held by 

many Zeta chapters around the nation and has been a huge success in raising money to support the fight against Breast Cancer in our nation, 

The event will be held on Sunday,            at 7:30pm in the Great Hall of the Union. Tickets will be on sale before the event and can be purchased from 

Zeta Tau Alpha members or from the Union Box Office. 

We will begin registering guys from various organizations on campus starting on Monday, but the reason we are contacting you is to obtain official permission 

for your athletes to be a part of both our event and our cause. Each contestant will be part of an opening number at time start of time event, will be introduced 

through a formalwear round and will answer the question "Why should you be Big Man on Campus". They will then perform a talent and finally, be part of the 

swimwear themed Question and Answer round. The finale will be a "think pink" theme to reinforce our efforts of the previous week. 

Their outfits, talents, and "speeches" will be pre approved by Zeta Tau Alpha officials in order to ensure that the event is both appropriate and in good taste so 

that everyone involved in the event can enjoy the evening. Part of how the gentlemen will advance in the competition and how they will eventually win the title of 

"Big Man on Campus" will be based on how much money is donated in their name throughout the week and at the start of the event. This is to bring the focus 

back onto our cause of raising money for the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation and Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. 

We would love if your athletes would be a part of our event, so please let us know what you think about the event and if you have any questions at all. We can 

work with the team to accommodate various rules or regulations about advertising and anything else that may be a concern. 



Thanks so much, 

~__e_m ~i Lu__r_~_c_:__e__a___u_. 

CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 10:38 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby < slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: FW: BMOC 

Thank you ~ sound like a fun time and done for a good cause ~ sure our wrestling student athletes will enjoyit. 

>>> Amy Herman          10:19 AM >>> 

Sorry, guys. This email was originally sent to my "other" email account originally, which ] don’t check as often as my "work" one, 

] am fine with this, but we will need to get the attached statement completed by the s a’s that participate, as well as a representative of the organization hosting the event, it 

states all rules that must be followed in order for s a involvement to be permissible, 

Please get these statements signed and sent back to me, C.D.. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed ~:~ 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > 10:15 AM >>> 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: C D Mock 
Cc: Herman, Amy S 
Subject: RE: BMOC 

9:41 PM 

CD, 

I am OK with this if it is Ok compliance wise~ I have copied Amy Herman to get her ok, 

Thanks fl:~r chec:kin~, 

Rick 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[:02 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Fwd: BMOC 

Rick, are you guys ok with our guys doing this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: i}live,unc.edu > 
Date: 5:02:30 PM EDT 

To: @live,unc.edu > 
Subject: BMOC 

Dear Coach, 

Zeta Tau Alpha is hosting our very first Big Man on Campus competition this year in support of Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. This event is held by 

many Zeta chapters around the nation and has been a huge success in raising money to support the fight against Breast Cancer in our nation. 

The event will be held on Sunday,            at 7:30pm in the Great Hall of the Union. Tickets will be on sale before the event and can be purchased from 

Zeta Tau Alpha members or from the Union Box Office. 

We will begin registering guys from various organizations on campus starting on Monday, but the reason we are contacting you is to obtain official permission 

for your athletes to be a part of both our event and our cause, Each contestant will be part of an opening number at the start of the event, will be introduced 

through a formalwear round and will answer the question "Why should you be Big Man on Campus", They will then perform a talent and finally, be part of the 

swimwear therned Question and Answer round. The finale will be a "think pink" therne to reinforce our efforts of the previous week, 

Their outfits, talents, and "speeches" will be pre approved by Zeta Tau Alpha officials in order to ensure that the event is both appropriate and in good taste so 

that everyone involved in the event can enjoy the evening Part of how the gentlemen will advance in the competition and how they will eventually win the title of 

"Big Man on Campus" will be based on how much money is donated in their name throughout the week and at the start of the event, This is to bring the focus 
back onto our cause of raising money for the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation and Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. 



We would love if your athletes would be a part of our event, so please let us know what you think about the event and if you have any questions at all, We can 

work with the team to accommodate various rules or regulations about advertising and anything else that may be a concern, 

Thanks so much, 

Zeta Tau Alpha BMOC Chair, 

UNC Chapel Hill, 

,~’.gemail.u nc,edu 

C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@eraail.unc.edu>; Paul Friga <PaulFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Kadton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<lsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~b2: U of Maxyland Releases Strategic Plan 

I really liked the online presentation. The fight song was a nice touch 
as well 

(;lint 

>>> On 10/3/2012 at 11:03 AM, in message 
<33 E78F7CCCA7444DB9I~’43DODBBF70EE D1 AC 8358A@ITS -MSXMB S 2F. ad un c edu>, 
"Terrel[, 
Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

http://~r fx. cstv. con~,schouls/md/The-Marylan d-Way/#<http://grfx, cstv cum/schuo[ 

> s/md/The-Maryland-Wayi> 
> It’s amazing to me how some ufthe words that come intu play are 
very 
> similar. I like our straightforward appruach. 
> - Matt 
> 

> From: Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Fri~a~kenan-fla~ler unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:01 AM 
> To: Ballen, Martina (Athletics Business Office); Miller, Clara (Ath 
Olympic 
> Spurts); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); C~waltney, 
Clintun 
> (Ath Ticket Orifice); Montgumery, John R; Creech, Karltun W; Gallu, 
Lorenzo 
> (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matt; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath 
Sports 
> Marketing); Steve Kirschner; Vince Ille 
> Subject: RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> Not too bad. Has anyone seen the full strategic plan? 
> 

> [Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue 
background[ 
> Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 
> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
> Director of S.T.A.R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 
> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Kenan-Flagler Business School 
> McColl Building - CB 3490 
> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
> 919-962-3786 - office 
> - mobile 
> pnf@unc, edu<mailto :mff~-~unc. edu> 
> www.paulfriga.com<http:i/www.paulfri~a.con~/> 
> Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 
> 

> From: Martina Ballen 
> 

[mailtu :mballen@uncaa uric edu]<mailto :[mailto:mballen@uncaa uric edu]> 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:52 AM 
> To: Miller, Clara (Aria Olympic Sports); Culmingham, Lawrence (Ath 
Director 
> of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath Ticket Office); John 
Montgomery; 
> Karlton Creech; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, 
Matthew 
> (Ath Educational Foundation); Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports 
Marketing); Steve 
> Kirschner; Vince Ille 
> Cc: Friga, Paul 
> Subject: U of Ma~land Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> http://www umterps.col~’genrel/092712aae html 
> 

> 

> Mawland’s strategic plan focuses on The MaiTland Way (interesting), 
which 
> is defined to mean that every person associated with the athletics 
department 
> will demonstrate Maryland pride each day by being: Passionate, 
Responsible, 
> Innovative, Determined and Excellent. 
> 

> P - Passionate 
> R - Responsible 



> I - Innovative 
> D - Determined 
> E - ][~;xcellent 
> 

> 

> [cid:image002dpg@01CDA156.BF303780] 
> Martina K Ballen 
> Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil] 
> PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> Office (919) 962-2715 
> Cell 
> Fax (919) 962-0125 
> mballen@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:mballen(@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:26 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

Agree with Clint ~ online presentation is well done ~ "bells and whistles" were good.., we should take note when the time comes for ours to be rolled out! 

LG 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 10/3/2012 11:18 AM > > > 

I really liked the online presentation. The fight song was a nice touch as well. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/3/2012 at 11:03 AM, in message 

<33E78F7CCCA7444DB9F43DODBBF70EEDIAC8358A@ITS MSXMBS2F.ad.unc.edu>, "Terrell, 

Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
> http://grfx.cstv.com!schools/md/The Maryland Way/#<http:!/qrfx.cstv.com/school 
> s/md/The MaFy’land Way/> 

> Its amazing to me how some of the words that come into play are very 

> similar. I like our straightforward approach. 
> Matt 
> 

> From: Friga, Paul ]mailto:Paul Friga@..kenan flagler.unc,edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:01 AM 

> To: Ballen, Martina (Athletics Business Office); Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic 

> Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton 

> (Ath Ticket Office); Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Lorenzo 

> (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matt; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports 

> Marketing); Steve Kirschner; Vince Ille 

> Subject: RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> Not too bad. Has anyone seen the full strategic plan? 
> 

> [Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w blue background] 

> Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 

> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

> Director of S.T.A.R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Kenan Flagler Business School 

> McColl Building CB 3490 

> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

> 919 962 3786 office 
> mobile 

> pnf@unc.edu < mailto:pnf@unc.edu > 

> www.paulfriga.com <http://www.paulfriga.com/> 

> Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 
> 

> From: Martina Ballen 

> [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edul < mailto:[mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edul > 

> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:52 AM 

> To: Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director 

> of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath Ticket Office); John Montgomery; 

> Karlton Creech; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matthew 
> (Ath Educational Foundation); Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Steve 

> Kirschner; Vince Ille 
> Cc: Friga, Paul 

> Subject: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> http:!/www.u mterps.com/genrel/092712aae.html 
> 

> 

> Maryland’s strategic plan focuses on The Man/land Way (interesting), which 

> is defined to mean that every person associated with the athletics department 

> will demonstrate Maryland pride each day by being: Passionate, Responsible, 

> Innovative, Determined and Excellent. 
> 

> P Passionate 

> R Responsible 

> I Innovative 
> D Determined 
> E Excellent 
> 



> 

> [cid:image002.ipg @01CDA156.B F303780] 
> Martina K, Ballen 

> Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> Office (919) 962 2715 

> Cell 

> Fax (919) 962 0125 

> mballen@uncaa.unc,edu < rnailto:mballen@u ncaa.unc,edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; HelenBuchanan ~gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>, Matt Bowers 

<mbowers@ uncaa.u nc.edu> 

UNC athletes face issues on social media 

UNC athletes face issues on social media 
By Elizabeth Kemp I The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC students celebrated the tight to fl’ee speech Tuesday -- and learned why, for student athletes, that right is limited. 

The UNC Center for Media Law and Policy organized a panel Tuesday called "Why Can’t We Tweet? The First ~anendment, UNC Athletes and Social Media" to 

discuss why the social media aeeoun ks of student athletes at~ closely monitored. 

The panel was part of UNC’s fourth annual Filst Amendment Day celebration. 

The panelists at the forum included UNCAssociate Athletic Director Paul Pogge, professor of exercise and sport science Barbara Osborne,UNC field hockey 

team member Meghan Lyons, and The Daily Tar Heel Sports Editor Brandon Moree. 

The issue ~t’ ath]et~s’ ti’e~~ speech comes into question with the use of Varsi~ Monitor, a third pat)" monitorin g system used by the athletic department to access 

athletes’ social media accounts to oversee posts. 

"When student athletes come, they pledge to follow the code of con duct an d register their Twitter and Faeebook with Varsi~ Monitor," Pogge said. 

"Athletes make a choice to be part of the team, and part of that is to follow the guidelines set." 

The specific guidelines UNC’s athletic department applies to student athletes ate ~vaJlabh!~ on OoHeels.eom under "Compliance." 

The policy states that student athletes must conduct themselves in a responsible and respectful manner at all times. 

Chadd Pierce, a senior on the vatsib7 track and field team and a communication studies major, said he doesn’t have a problem with athletic regulation. 

"As an athlete, it’s a privilege to be on the team that you are on. I really like our University’s policy on social media," he said. 

Osborne addressed the legal side of the issue, defending its eonsfitufionality. 

"I can say unequivocally that (monitors) do not violate free speech rights or privacy rights," she said. 

"Free speech doesn’t mean you can say whatever you want, at any time, for any reason, without having repercussions. As long as the school has a good reason, to 

maintain order and discipline, it can regulate the time, place and manner (of speech)." 

Members of the pand said varsity- athletes are always in the public eye, and social media posts reflect not only themselves, but also their teammates and 

Universib~. 

Lyons summed up the reglflations on athletes’ social media in a quote she said her team follows. 

"To whom much is given, much is expected." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu:4 PaulFrig@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu:~; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@nnc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina B~Jlen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Kirschner < sldrschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

I also like the way they rolled it out. They predominantly did all of the work internally and had it ready to go, but held off for mYhile since they had dropped sports. 
Their SWA was the lead person in developing their plm~, so if we want aW inibnnation regarding it, I’ll be glad to facilitate. 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 11:04 AM, "Terrell, Matt" <g!t_e_._r£e_l_!~i2)U_p_.c_=.e_d_._tp- wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 91--><’.--[endif]--> 

http://~rfx.cstv.com/sehools/md?Fhe- MmMand-Wavi# 

It’s amazing to me how some of the words that come into play are very similar. I like our straightforward approach. 

- Matt 

From: Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 :t1:0:t AM 
To: Ballen, IVlartina (Athletics Business Office); Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath 
Ticket Office); Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matt; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Steve 
Kirschner; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

Not too bad, Has anyone seen the ftdl strategic plan? 

<image()Dl.jpg> 

Paul N° Friga, Ph,D, 

Associate Professor of Strategy and E~trepreneurship 

Director of S,T,A,R, DBP and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ke~amFlagfer Business School 
McColl Building - CB :’~490 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
9:[9-962-3786 - office 

- mobile 
pnf@unc.edu 
www.paulfriga.com 
Shaping Leaders I Drivin~ Results 

From: Martina Ballen [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:52 AM 
To: Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath -ticket Office); John Montgomery; Karlton 
Creech; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matthew (Ath Educational Foundation); Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Steve Kirschner; 
Vince Ille 
Cc: Friga, Paul 
Subject: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

h ttp:/!www.u rn terps.com/gerlrel!O92712aae.htrnl 
Maryland’s strategic plan focuses on The Maryland Way (interesting), which is defined to mean that every person associated with the athletics department will 

demonstrate Maryland pride each day by being: Passionate, Responsible, Innovative, Determined and Excellent. 

P Passionate 

R Responsible 

I Innovative 

D Determined 

E Excellent 

<imageOO2.jpg > 
MaNna K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The UniversitN of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

mballen(@unca a.un c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moutgomeu, John R ~mon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Donations Question 

My preference is to pay for it --rams club. I jus~t don’t like small campaigns. Or we could do half and maybe the former player could step up. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:45 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)email.utlc.edu> wrote: 

John, 

I’ll let you set parameters on M~o they can contact and what they can request. If you can keep me in the loop I’d appreciate that. Thanks. 

Vince 

From-" John R Montgomery [mailto:jmont@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:00 AH 
To-" Amy Herman 
Ce-" Ille, Vince; ; Montgomery, John R; Lance Markos; Martina Ballen 
Subject-" Re: Softball Donations Question 

-- What is the budget Ibr the reception? 

Thank~ 

John 

Sent from iW iPhone 

On , at 8:50 AM, "Amy Herman" <~i__s__c_!!_a__e__@ancaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will you be simply sending a request for donations to assist with these expenses? There aren’t any compliance issues with this sort of 
fundraising for the program, but I am going to coW Martina Ballen, John Montgomeu, and Vince Ille on this email to make sure there isn’t 

anything you need to be aware of from "their end. They will resvmd if they have any concerns. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 
>>> 

Good morning, 

?{live.unc.edu> 7:16 AM >>> 

We axe looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception for Coach Papa followin~ . I wanted to 
check with you firs~t though about any roles and/or policies that we should be awaace of before reaching out to people. It will mainly be myself 
sending out emails and invites and our assistants may do a little as well. We axe planning to send an emaJl to current parents as well as some 
past parents and a few of our big supporters also. Are there any issues with this or policies I should be aware of before sending out an 
emaJl?? 
Thanks for your help’. Have a great day. 

@live.unc.edu 

~_:__c___a_r___N___n___a____s___o____ff_b__aJLc____a_mp___s__,___c___o_m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:41 PM 

Rick Stdnbacher (rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu); Montgomery, John R <imont@unc.edu-*; mba]len@uncaa.unc.edu; 

bmille@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; [,any Gallo (athgallo@~mcaa.unc.edu); Kir~hner, Steve 

<stevekirschne@ unc.edu>; cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu> 

Out of office Thursday and Friday (October 4 & 5) 

Executive Staff: 

Just wanted to let you all know that I will be out of the office tomorrow and Friday. I can be reached on my cell q 

issue arises, please contact Karlton. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

and by email, but if a time sensitive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <slevekir~hne@unc.edtr~; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC General Alumni Association :: Thorp to Step Down as Chancellor in June 2013 ] 

Good example of what we do not need to do. Why do we feel compelled to criticize ourselves. The issues in AFAM, athletics, etc are not widespread. We don’t like 

the coverage we are getting now we aggregate the articles and send them out to our our alumni. 

http://alumni.unc .edu/article.aspx?si&9112 

UNC General Alumni Association :: Thorp to Step Down as 

Chancellor in June 2o13 [ 

Posted Sept. 17, 2012 

Read letters from readers 

or submit a letter. 

Thorp to Step Down as Chancellor in June 2013 

Chancellor Holden Thorp ’86 told UNC System President Thomas Ross’75 (JD) on Sunday that he plans to resign at 

the end of the academic year. According to a UNC news release, Thorp said he would be leaving because it is best for 

the future of the University. 

Thorp told Ross he is willing to stay beyond June 30, if needed, to avoid any gap in leadership until a successor can be 
in place. Thorp, who holds a Kenan Professorship, ~dll return to the faculty of the chemistry department, where he was 

a longtime professor, researcher and a former chair. 

Over the past two years, the Universit3~’s athletics program has gone from being consistently listed among the model 

programs in the country -- in competitiveness, academics and integrity -- to being a regular on the list of schools 

caught breaking NCAA rules. 

The football program scandal led Thorp to fire head coach Butch Davis just before the start of the 2Oll season, not 

because Davis personally bent the rules but because, Thorp said, a leadership change was critical to UNC’s reform 

efforts. Now the chancellor is opening a door to new leadership at the top. 

Trustees Chair Wade Hargrove ’62 said the trustees tried to talk him out of stepping down. "Holden has the till 

support of the Board of Trustees, and we have tried to talk him out of this decision. I respect his unwavering 

commitment to always do what he thinl~ best serves the University. Holden Thorp has done an exemplary job as 

chancellor, especially in improving a v~ide range of processes and academic and fiscal management procedures. It is 

inspirational to see the passion that Holden has for the University and the positive intpact a research university can 

have on society." 

The investigation of the football program turned up another scandal in which academic fraud was found to be 

~4despread in the department of African and Afro-American studies. More than 50 courses, with football players 

making up a significant percentage of enrollment, were found to have met little if at all. The AFAM ntatter is or has 

been the subject of four separate investigations. 

In the midst of all this, Mlat UNC officials said was a mock transcript designed to help stttdents and advisers use a 

computer program to help plot a student’s course of stu@ turned out to be that of Julius Peppers ’o2, who was a star 

athlete, an AFAM major and one of a handful of students who played both football and basketball. Peppers’ transcript 

is that of a low academic performer who apparently logged no grades for his fall senior semester, his last on the 

football team. The transcript offers fodder for those who suspect special protection for star athletes on the academic 



side. 

Most recently, Vice Chancellor for Umversity Advancement Matt Kupec ’8o resigned after he was questioned about 

travel expenses charged to the University for trips taken with another fundraising officer with whom he was in a 

relationship -- travel that might not have been for University business. His companion, major gifts officer Tami 

Hansbrough, also resigned her position. Thorp had told Kupec he could not hire Hansbrough because of a policy 

against nepotism. But Thorp allowed Winston Crisp ’92 (JD), vice chancellor for student affairs, to hire Hansbrough as 

a development officer in his department. 

"I will always do what is best for this University," Thorp said. "This wasn’t an easy decision personally. But when I 
thought about the University and how important it’s been to me, to North Carolinians and to hundreds of thousands 
of alunmi, my answer became clear. 

"Over the last two years, we have identified a number of areas that need improvement. We have a good start on 

reforms that are important for the future of this University. I have pledged that we will be a better university, and I am 

lOO percent confident in that. We still have work to do, and I intend to be fully engaged in that until the day I walk out 

of this office." 

"Chancellor Thorp’s love of and devotion to UNC-Chapel Hill are beyond question," Ross said. "I have accepted his 
announcement ~4th considerable sadness, but fully understand he is acting in what he believes to be the best interests 
of UNC-Chapel Hill and the entire University. Whether you’re measuring the quality of its students, the productivity of 
its faculty, or the benefits of its world-class research, Carolina has made great strides during his tenure." 

By announcing his intentions now, Ross said that Thorp can devote his full attention and focus over the next nine 

months to making sure that the problems identified on the campus have been fully corrected and that the many new 

policies, procedures and safeguards that have been implemented to prevent similar issues in the future are adequate 

and represent best practices. 

"It Mll also allow for an orderly transition in leadership, an important consideration given that the campus is without 

a chief development officer and tim provost has announced his intention to retire, as well," Ross said. "I ~411, of course, 

be working closely with UNC-Chapel Hill Board of Trustees Chair Wade Hargrove to quickly launch a search for a 

Successor." 

Thorp took office as the University’s loth chancellor on July 1, 2008. He graduated with a bachelor’s degree in 
chemistry with honors. Through his faculty research, he developed technology for electronic DNA chips and founded 
spin-off companies. He also raised money for a science complex that has helped boost faculty research productix4ty, 
served as director of the University~’s Morehead Planetarium and Science Center and was dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences before being named chancellor. 

A North Carolina native, Thorp grew up in a Fayetteville family with ties to UNC dating to the 18oos. 

More online... 

¯ Faculty, Others on Campus Hope Thorp Will Reconsider 

News report fi’om September 9,..012 

¯ Student Reaction: Mix of Sadness, Confusion 

News report from September 2012 

¯ Kupec Resigns Over Travel Expense Questions 

News report from September 2012 

¯ Thorp Says Martin Has Freedom to Decide What Needs to be Done 

News reports from August 2012 

° UNC Plans Wide-Ranging Rex4ew of Academics-Athletics Relationship 



News report from August 2012 

¯ FacMtv Committee: Should UNC Athletes Be Academically Separate? 

News report fi’om July 2012 

° The UNC’s Faculty Executive Committee report 

¯ Only Football Players Took Hastily Arranged Summer Class, Taught in Absentia 

News report from June 2o12 

¯ SBI Probing Fraud Report in African, Afro-American Studies 

News report from May 2o12 

° Department Chair Linked to Football Probe Resigns 

News report from September 2oll 

¯ Holden Thorp ’86 Named loth Chancellor 

News report from May 2oo8 

¯ Earning His Stripes: Holden Thorp ’86 heard many different muses on his rapid rise to the chancellorship. From 

the July/August 2oo8 Carolina Alumni Review, available online to GAA members. 

° Caring for the Heart of a Research UniversibT: A few days before he took over as dean of the College of Arts and 

Sciences in July, Holden Thorp ’86 spoke to the Board of Directors of the General Alumni Association about his 

vision for the University’s largest academic unit. 

From the September/October 2007 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review, available online to GAA members. 

¯ Chemistry Chair Thorp Chosen As Dean of Arts and Sciences 

News report fi’om February 2oo7 

° Thorp to December Graduates: Hark the Sound of the Beatles 

News report fi’om December 2006 

° Commencement Address bv Professor Holden Thorp ’86 

From December 2oo6 

¯ Thorp Leaving Morehead Center to Head Chemistry Department 

News report from February 2005 

¯ Thorp Named Distinguished Youn~ Alumnus 

From the November/December 2oo2 issue of the Carolina Almnni Review, available online to GAA members. 

° The Art of the Possible: He spent a lot of time as a kid hanging from the theater rafters. Holden Thorp ’86 didn’t 

know he’d be a brilliant chemist, but he was learning how to make science sing and dance. Now the University 

has shoved him to center stage. 

From the January/Februarg 2002 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review, available online to GAA members. 

Thoughts about this? 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 I:II PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: PTV: Guests for AD Box: Virginia Tech Game 

Is Molly going to send them the pregame information that has specific time coordination or are we going to coordinate with each group individually? 

Looking forward to helping out. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/3/2012 1:03 PM > > > 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:22 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Tile, Vince 
Subject: Guests for AD Box: Virginia Tech Game 

Lee &      Fowler 

Paul Hoolahan (Executive Director of the Sugar Bowl), plus wife, daughter & daughter’s friend 

Jeff Galloway (plus one) 

Gregg Gaugh (met at the Bell Cup) plus three 

Gary McKenna (Director of National Sales for Nike Golf), plus three 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton~unc.edu 

Go ,~teel:~ ! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:21 PM 

Bike to Uganda event 

Dear Executive Staff & Head Coaches: 

Recently, I received an invitation from , a and the , to participate in the annual "Bike to Uganda" event. I 

plan to stop by the Pit at 2:30pm on Wednesday, . I only intend to ride for a very short time as this is not a significant physical workout or time 

commitment. Please see below for additional information about the event from the original email invitation that Erin sent to me. 

Please let Molly Norton (__rn____b___n__o___r__t__o___n__@__u___n__£.__e___d___u_.) know if you can join me in the Pit for a few minutes next Wednesday for this great cause. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Every October students come together to symbolically "Bike to Uganda" in the Pit while raising funds to build primary schools for children in Uganda. Not only are 

we bringing the Carolina Community together to raise funds for a great cause we are also encouraging doing this through exercise. Over 1000 students participate 

in the event and we think it would be amazing if the Athletic Director of this great school could show his support by coming out and biking, even if only for 5 

minutes. I am including a video of UVA’s Bike to Uganda which led to the building of a school that was visited by former President Bill Clinton just a few weeks ago 

to give you an idea of what we are trying to accomplish and why we work so hard for this cause. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMZ8nhNZmTl&feature=youtu.be 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - catch up 

If you have a few minutes to catch-up on the latest information and upcoming meeting on Friday, I would like to chat. 

I am in my office this afternoon working until a conference call 4:30 to 5:30. 

Jo’y J. Renqer, M.A. ~’~T(R), FAEIRS 

AssociaEe Professor and Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel WII 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A So uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOglCE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, it aqy, is in~ended only for the -person o!’ entiw to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may contain corffident[al and/o!’ 

privileged mater[ai, Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited, If you are no~ [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies of the original message, 

Entail correspol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the IFle~±h Carolina Peblic. Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disc~osed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <st~rme@admissions.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Vince, 

Just in case we don’t connect by phone this afternoon, here is the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting. Steve will be sending out an official version later today. 

1. Introductions of committee members 

2. Review of committee charge and procedures 

3. Review year-end data from the 2011-2012 year 

4. Preliminary conversation of goals for the coming year (This conversation is to begin the thought process. The in-depth conversation will occur at the next 

meeting.) 

On another note, Steve and I are wondering if it’s possible to get another 10 minutes on the agenda for an up-coming coaches’ meeting. I’ll fill you in on the details 

when we next talk. 

I’II be in the office until S:O0 this afternoon. If you want to talk tonight, you can reach me on my cell:            ,. 

See you in the morning. 

Barbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Car Registration Update 

Torn was holding their        checks until they turned in the necessary paperwork. I’m guessing that some of them have brought the info over to get their checks, but that 

it’s not scanned into the system yet because Sam has been out of the office all week sick. 

Will update you tomorrow after I talk to Tom. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy, 

Was all of this completed? Thanks. 

Uince 

7:15 PM >>> 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:51 AM 
To: Joe Holladay 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: MBB Car Registration Update 

Tom Timmermans 

Coach Holladay, 

Here is an update for you with the status of the guys’ car paperwork. Items in red are outstanding in at least some degree. 

Two requests of you: 

1) I would like confirmation from you that it is your understanding that the s a’s listed below that indicated "no car and no scooter" don’t, indeed, have either. 

2) It looks like we have more work to do with , and to complete their files. I would suggest having them schedule a time to come 

see me so that we can be sure that I will be here, 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 

1) Has NOT completed the car form ~hrough ACS. 

2) Has NO[ submitted a valid copy of his car registration. 

1) ]ndica~.es that the source of ful’ds for his car is "car payrnel,{", but then says that there is no loan [ need clarifica{ion or! what this means. Piease have 

answer tinis question, it’s possibie that he wili need to re cio the form, ~,,s ’weil, witi~ infor!’m’,tion about the ioan (if there is one). 

2) HAS submitted a valid car registration, 

, and 

1) Have indicated that they will not have access to a car or a scooter during the academic year. Is this your understanding for all of these guys, as well? 

1) Indicates ~h~,,t there is no outstanding loan on his , wMch 

contact me to get this squared away? 

2) Turneci in a tetr~porary marker receipt, which was issued in February of 
{o ge: a copy of it. 

come see US 10 

1) Has a complete Automobile Form on file. 

2) Has submitted an insurance card, but not a registration card. We will need a valid registration card to complete his file. 

1) Has NOT re done the car form througiq ACS, 

2) Has NOT subm]t~ed a vaiici copy of i~is car recjistn,,tion. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_g_s_£__h_a__£~X!!~_£_g_a:x!!~_£_~_e_~t___u_. 

. I’m guessing ~here IS a loan and he didn’t understand the form Can you have him 

and was onlyvalid for 30 days. So he shouid have an actuai registration at this point. We need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:54 PM 

Rich DeSe[m < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; Wa[sh, Sue <sue wa[sh@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gal[o 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqqs <kqriqcls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: summer funding 

Rich, 
See below in red (and blue, since I’m feeling patriotic). 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm 

Amy: 

ii:16 AM >>> 

If we have the funding, are we allowed to pay for the travel, lodging, food expenses to take NCAA eligible swimmers/divers to train at the Olympic Training Center and attend 

a meet in California next summer? 

What is the meet? is it something that would qualify under al’y part of Bylaw 16.8.1.3 (pasted below in blue)? if not, there is nothing that allows an h’stitution to provide 

transportation expenses for summer travel to work out arid compete. 

16.8.1.3 Other Competition. 

During an academic year in which a student athlete is eligible to represent an institution in athletics competition (or in the following summeO, an institution may provide actual 

and necessary expenses related to participation in the following activities: [R] (Revised: 1/10/92, 1/14/97) 

(a) Established national championship events (including junior national championships); 

(b) Specific competition (e.g., Olympic Trials) from whkh participants may directly qualify for the Olympic Games, Pan American Games, World Championships, World Cup, 

World University Games and World University Championships; and (Revised." 1/9/96 effecdve 8/1/96, 1_/8/07 effective 8/1./07, 1./1.4/1.2) 

(c) Not more than two national team tryout competition events, including events from which participants are selected for another tier of tryout competition or events from 
which final selections are made for the national team that will participate in the Olympic Games, Pan American Games, World Championships, WoHd Cup, World University 

Games or World University Championships. (Adopted: 1./8/07 eflectiw. 8/1./07, Redsed." 1./1.4/1.2, 4/26/1.2) 

And, may we pay for our 3 Canadians to attend their World Championship Trials in April and send a coach? Andior...if their clubs are able/willing to pay for them to attend 

this meet, is that allowed’? 

It sounds iike these Canadian World Championship Triais would fit under 16.8.1.3 (b) above, but we would need confirmation of that. ]f so, then we are permitted to pay 

expenses for them ~o attend. [hey would NOT be able to have their expenses paid by their club team, however, as it would presumably still be during the academic year, 

which means that our student athletes are not permitted to represent an outside team in competition (per Byiaw 14.7.1, pasted below). 

[.astiy, it IS perrnissib[e (per Bybw 17.1.1.:[, pasted below) for our coaches ~o engaqe in coaching activkies with student athletes during their p?,rticipation in events that fal[ 

under Byiaws 16.8.1.3 (a) and (b). So if these Canadian World Championship Trials can directly quaiify the student atl~letes for tl~e Worid Cl~ampionships, then we can pay their 

expenses ,~nd send a coach. 

14.7.1 Outside Competition -- Sports Other Than Basketball. 

A student athlete in any sport other than basketball who participates during the academic year as a member of any outside team in any noncollegiate, amateur competition 

becomes ineligible for intercollegiate competition unless eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student Athlete Reinstatement A student athlete is permitted to practice 

on such a team. (Adopted." 1./1.0/91. effecdve 8/1./91.~ Revised." 1./1.6/93, 1./1.1./94, 1./1.0/05) 

IZ1.1.1 Playing Season -- Athletically Related Activities. 

The playing (practice and competition) season for a particular sport is the only time within which a member institution is permitted to conduct countable athletically related 

activities (see Bylaw 17.02.1) except as set forth in Bylaws 17.1.6.2 and 17.9.6. However, a coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities with a student athlete 

during the student athlete’s participation in events listed in Bylaws 16.8.1.3 (a) and 16.81.3 (b) or Bylaw 168.1.3 (b). (Revised: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05) 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

vcww.qoheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - catch up 

Sorry - just finished up with a meeting. 

If you have a few minutes in the morning (Thursday) I should be working at my desk between 9:30 and 12:30. This isn’t a big deal, just wanted to hear your thoughts. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 6:04 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - catch up 

Joy, 

Just read your email below. If you are available for a call, please let me know. Thaulcs. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - catch up 

If you have a few minutes to catch-up on the latest information and upcoming meeting on Friday, I would like to chat. 

I am in my office this afternoon working until a conference call 4:30 to 5:30. 
Jo7 J. Re!~r!er, M.A., ~T(R), FAEIRS 
AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Flill, NC 27599-7130 

919-96f3-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-96 f3-5952.’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALIgY NOqCE: This e-mail message, iqcluding attachments, if ar!y~ is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~ich 1~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[eriai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibi[ed. If you are no.’_ [Pie intended rec[pienL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mail and 

des,:rog all copies of tkle or[~[nal message. 

Entail correspo~dence t<} and from this address may be subject to the NK}~±h Carolina Public RecK}rds ~aw s~d may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thorized s~ate official (NCGS, cbo :{32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 9:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - catch up 

Sounds good 

Sent from my iPod 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 9:32 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

No problem. I should be back ti-om Jackson Hall around 10:30 tomorrow morning and will tw to call you then. Thanks Joy. 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 8:55 PM, Renner, J% J <Joy Renner@mednunc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry - just finished up with a meeting. 

If you have a few minutes in the morning (Thursday) I should be working at my desk between 9:30 and 12:30. This isn’t a big deal, just wanted to 

hear your thoughts. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 6:04 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - catch up 

Joy, 

Jusl read your emaJl below. If you are available tbr a call, please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - catch up 

If you have a few minutes to catch-up on the latest information and upcoming meeting on Friday, I would like to chat. 

I am in my office this afternoon working until a conference call 4:30 to 5:30. 
JoyJ. Renne!’, M.A. RT(~}, FAEIRS 
Assoc[a[e Professor and Direo’_or 
UniversiLy of North Carolina a,: Chapel Hiil 
5ci~ool of Med[ci!~e 
CB #7"_.’30 UNC-CH gondurant ~-Iali 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9~S-51,~7[?esk 
Ceil 

,:9 . =~ 6,.~J Fax 
-CQNFIDtiN]l~,l_l[V NO[~CtI: This e-maii message, including attachments if any, is intended only for the -.person or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain confidential i~nd,’or privileged material Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prehibit~_~d. If you are net the_¯ int~_mded 
recipient, ple~se contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy, all copies of the original message. 
Et~ai~ c¢>rrespoedence to and from this addres.s may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~bffe Records law and t~ay be disclosed to 

third pa~±ies by an a~thc>rized state official (INC~3S, oh, 132), gt~dent educational records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:28 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 

Vince, 

The meeting is set for Tuesday, Oct 9th from 1 2pm in the 2nd floor conference room of the Loudermilk Center. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 10/3/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

Wally, 

Do you know if this meeting was ever set? Thanks= 

Vince 

From" Slivka, Dara M 
Sent= Thursday, September 27, 2012 6:50 PM 
To-" Holliday, Corey L; Beth Bridger (bridgerbOuncaa.unc.edu); Richardson, Wally; llle, Vince; Collins, Marcus L; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 
Impor~nce: High 

Discussion on integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 2G13 
Where: 2rid Floor Loudermilk Cor’fere~ce Room (tentative) 

This will be a preliminary discussion to explore the process of integrating athletes into the Summer Bridge program in 

20:[3. This conversation needs to take place prior to October :[2. 

Please visit this link to indicated dates/times you are available: h[tP:iidoodle.cominudSbrcraxkisq4xw 
Best regards, 
Dara 

Dara Slivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseling 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-2:[43 

slivka¢cbemail, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 

Vince, 
I appreciate your efforts greatly! 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Prograrn for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 10/4/2012 8:01 AM > > > 

Thanks Wally. Just t~’ing to make sure I am not losing track of any of the numerous committees, meetings, etc. that are currently engaged in attempts to assist your 

efforts. 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 6:28 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Neeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 

Vince, 
The meeting is set for Tuesday, Oct 9th from 1 2pm in the 2nd floor conference room of the Loudermilk Center. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jle(~ernail.unc.edu > 10/3/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

w~Jb; 
Do you know if this meeting was ever set? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Slivka, Dara M 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 6:50 PN 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Beth Bridger (bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu); Richardson, Wally; Ille, Vince; Collins, Marcus L; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 
Importance: High 

Discussion on integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 2013 
Where: 2rid Floor Loudermilk Conferer’,,ce Room (tentative) 

This will be a preliminary discussion to explore the process of integrating athletes into the Summer Bridge program in 

2013, This conversation needs to take place prior to October 12, 

Please visit this link to indicated dates/times you are available; http://doodle,com/nudSbrcraxkhq4xw 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Dara Slivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseling 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

919-966-2143 

slivka@email,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents < ?}yahoo.corn> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:42 AM 

Impt Food Update for THFPO Tailgate on Saturday; RSVPs due by midnight Oct 4th 

Hello Tin Heel Families: 

¯ Additions made to Branch Theme Menu. Metal is Bacon, Egg & Cheese Biscuits; Quiches; Fruit; Bagels; Muffins; Fruit, Juice, Yogurt Parfaits, Tea (Sweet & 

Unsweet) & Bottled Water. 
¯ Gentle reminder, RSVP cut offis midNght Thursday, Oct 4th. 

¯ Oct 6th THFPO Tailgate starts at 10:30a: Click Here to RSVP ; Click Here to Volunteer 

Go tteels! 

THFPO 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importaalce of building commuuiW and an amlosphere of fmnily for all our Football 

Parents, their families and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate evelyone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the 

process for °walk ups’ during our tailgating events. First and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompmfied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. With us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food 
ordered... ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your spot at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we unders~nd untbreseen things come up. Any individual who notifies               at              or email              @gmail.com 24 

HOURS 1N ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to scll your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are unable 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible tbr full payment. 

Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows axe expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tax Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:44 PM 

Kirschner, Steve ~stevekir~hne@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Op Ed Piece 

Here is our writer. He stands ready to go and is awaiting our direction. I can explain more when we talk. 

See link below: 

http://www~med.unc.edu/burn/s~uthern..pr~grams-f~r~medica~disasters/ems/instruct~rs~1/bruce..a...cairns-md..facs 

Rick 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

.r_.s__t_.~Ln_ .b__a_.c_ .h__e_.r_ @_.u__ n_._c_.a_~_._ u_._n_.~_._..e_ d__u. 
mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:13 PM 

Morgan, Laura H <laura_morgan@unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Installation on your Calendars N Saturday, October 12, 2013 

Laura: 

We have a home football game scheduled on Saturday October 12, 2013. We traditionally ask the ACC not to schedule a home game for us on the Saturday of Fall Break, 

which in 2013 is October 19th. They try to accommodate us, but there are no guarantees. 

Hope this helps all in their planning. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

P.S. University day in 2013 is on a Saturday? [ cannot recall such occurrinq. 

>> "Morgan, Laura H" <[aura rnorgan(o)unc.edu> 10/4/2012 12:19 PM >>> 

Hi Folks, 

Can we put this on calendars for next year - installation of the new chancellor on Saturday, October 12th. It is tradition that it would take place on the next 

University Day after the Chancellor is named, so we can expect to have it take place next October. 

If we could have it on athletic, academic, public safety calendars for consideration when making plans for next fall. 

Thanks so much 

Laura 

Laura Hayes Morgan 

Director of University Events 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919.843.6321/office 

:ell 

Twitter: @uncevents 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Laura H Morgan <lanra morgan@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:15 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Culminghmll --~bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney --~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Installation oi1 your Calendars ,- Saturday, October 12, 2013 

Thanks---I hate even talking 2013 when it is barely October. 

Ibm 

From-" Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 2:13 PM 

To: Norgan, Laura H; Ellen Culler 

Ce: Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille; Rick Steinbacher 

Subject; Installation on your Calendars N Saturday, October 12, 2013 

Laura: 

We have a home football game scheduled on Saturday October 12, 2013. We traditionally ask the ACC not to schedule a home game for us on the Saturday of Fall Break, 

wtnich in 2013 is October 19th. They try to accommodate us, but there are no guarantees. 

Hope this helps all in their planning. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

P.S. University day in 2013 is on a Saturday? I cannot recall such occurrinq. 

> > "Morgan, Laura H" <laura mori.q_a__r_!_@__u__r_!_c_~__e__d___u_.> 10/4/2012 12:19 PM > > > 

Hi Folks, 
th Can we put this on calendars for next year-installation of the new chancellor on Saturday, October 12 . It is tradition that it would take place on the next 

University Day after the Chancellor is named, so we can expect to have it take place next October. 

If we could have it on athletic, academic, public safety calendars for consideration when making plans for next fall. 

Thanks so much 

Laura 

Laura Hayes Morgan 

Director of University Events 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919.843.6321/office 

!cell 

Twitter: @uncevents 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 3:31 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]fie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billyiee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmilier@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane 

High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Puncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

< tim m erm ans@u ncaa.u nc.edu > _~u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Subject: State Fair 

Tracey, 
If UNC Athletics, or specifically the Women’s Basketball team, wants to sponsor a booth at the fair and let student athletes sign autographs, [ am fine with that. But, to 

reiterate, they CANNOT sign autographs at a booth sponsored by an external organization (like Fan Feet or any other commercial entity). 

Let me knowwhat you end up deciding to do! 

Amy 

..\~ ~ ..l~:~’~n ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
Universily ol North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

B ubba C unningham (bubbac@ uncaa, m~c.e&0 

Re: Meelmg 

Thanks Viuce. Yes, we will reserve space for Steve on 10/23. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct4, 2012, at 3:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" < 1 e@ema tnc edt> wrote 

Please note Barbara’s request below. It appears that our next coaches’ meeting is scheduled tbr October 23. Can we add Steve to the agenda? tte 

would like to address the recent media report on the future admission standards for student-athletes (e.g., some comments attributed to Chancellor’s 

Thorp). Thanks. 

From-" Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 3:32 PM 

To-" Ille, Vince 
Cc-" Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject-" Meeting 

Vince, 

Just in case we don’t connect by phone this afternoon, here is the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting. Steve will be sending out an official version later 

today. 

<!n[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->lntroductions of committee members 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Review of committee charge and procedures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Review year-end data from the 2011-2012 year 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->Preliminary conversation of goals for the coming year (This conversation is to begin the thought process. 

The in-depth conversation will occur at the next meeting.) 

{he 6{ Steve}ndia~ 6nBe~in]i~i~i ~ssibie{6~e{an6~be Ominuteso h eagendafoeanupcoming~6~h ~e{iS~ itiifili~6bifi 

on tS~ 8~ail~ ~Een ~e next talk 

I’II be in the office until 5:00 this afternoon. If you want to talk tonight, you can reach me on my cell: 

See you in the morning. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Deem <deem@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:34 AM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu-~; Ills, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@email.unc.edu~; George (Public Safety) 

(ghare@psafety.unc.edu) Hare; Cleveland, Joanna CaJcey <joanna@unc.edu> 

JakubiaL Maria ~akubi~k@email.unc.edu>; Lems, Kristen Simonsen <kslewis@email.unc.edu>; Tficomi, Willimu T 

<will tficomi@nnc.edu> 

RE: Crime Reporting in Athletics Meeting 

Dear’ All, 

Thank you for your timely responses. The below-referenced meeting will take place Tuesday, October 16th from 9:00 to 12:00 AM at the Office of University 

Counsel, ~[$0 gynum Hall, 

You should receive an Outk)ok calendar request confirming these det:ails in a Few minutes. Please let me I~now if you have any question:;. 

Best regards, 

Joe 

From: Deem, Joseph 

Seat= Thursday, October 04, 20:[2 4-:38 PM 
To" Hare, George (Public Safety) (ghare@psafety.unc.edu); Penn, Ann E; Pogge, Paul; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
C¢: Tricomi, William T; Lewis, Kristen Simonsen; ]akubiak, Maria 
Subject: Crime Reporting in Athletics Meeting 

Dear All, 

Kristen Lewis, Higher Education Fellow in the Office of University Counsel, has asked that I schedule a time when each of you can meet in the coming weeks. The 

meeting will be to discuss Athletics’ response to the concerns raised in the Penn State Freeh Report, specifically how the department handles crime reporting and 

concerns about sexual harassment. The meeting will include discussion of current training and policies as well as brain-storming potential changes. 

Considering the size of the group and the topic, a meeting length of two hours has been suggested. With a busy group and such a large chunk of time, we are 

suggesting a variety of potential dates. The meeting will take place at the Office of University Counsel, in Bynum Hall. 

Would you please enter your availability in this doodle poll? 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you in advance] 

Best regards, 

Joe 
Joseph Deem, Business Services Coordinator 

Office of University Counsel I ._U__N___C__-__C___h__a_£__e_[__H_j][ 
110 Bynum Hall I CB # 9105 

222 E Cameron Ave I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(direct) I (919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

Vince, 

Kelly McBryan <kelly.mcbrya~l@villanova.edt~ 

Friday,               8:55 AM 

Ille, Vmce ~ille@email.unc.edu~ 

APR Tracer 

APR Transfer .pdf 

I have attached an APR transfer tracer for one of our former student-athletes, 

Thank you, 

Kelly 

Kelly McBryan 

Compliance Intern 

Vlllanova University 

Kelly.mcbrya nCOvillanova.edu 

¯ Please fill it out at your earliest convenience¯ 



VILLANOVA 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

UNIVERSITY 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance/Student Services 
University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

A former member of our Women’s        : Program, 
institution and was granted permission to contact you. 

, expressed an interest in transferring to your 

For APR verification and to determine the APR retention point adjustment, we are requesting confirmation of enrollment 

at your institution. If possible, please have someone from your Registrar’s Office select the appropriate response below 

and attach a transcript or class schedule to veriff this enrollment. 

Please return it to me via fax or email as soon as possible. 

i;;;i ~ Enrolled full time                      at UNC Chapel Hill. 

(Semester entered) 

Did not enroll full time at UNC Chapel Hill. 

(Print Name & Title) (Phone) 

(Signature) (Date) 

Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you need additional information please feel free to contact Katie 

LeGrand ~ or via e-mail Katherine.LeGrand@villanova.edu. We would appreciate a fax response at (610) 

519-6884. 

Sincerely, 

Katie LeGrand 
Director of Compliance 

800 LANCASTER AVENUE VILLANOVA PE~SYLVANIA 19085- ] 674 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edtr~ 

Friday,               9:53 AM 

Bubba C~mningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <We@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekir~hner@unc.edu> 

FW: Follow up in regard k~        paper 

Proposed response. I would like us to agree on a response before I send it around to the others. 

Andy, 

Thank you for your email. As the News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, we are happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. Further, it would be 

helpful to know where you obtained this material. The source of this material would be helpful in our attempts to gather more information and conduct our review. At this point, it 

appears the source is more interested in turning over incomplete documents to the News & Observer than assisting the institution. 

As for your questions: 

1. That information in protected by FERPA. As recently as             . Judge Manning stated in the public records case of which the N&O was a plaintiff, "Plaintiffs and 

defendants agree (which is unusual) that student-athlete information relating to academics (grades, courses, honor court proceedings, crip course information, and investigations 

into the true academic side) are covered by FERPA." 

2 & 3. Our compliance office is not going to explain to any media source the methods and procedures used to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules compliance. 

To date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s assertion that the document in your possession, which was possibly obtained illegally, was the 

student’s working draft. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Wednesday,               12:53 PM 

To: "Thorp, Holden" <holden thorp@unc.edu>, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Co: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Follow up in regard to       paper 

Dr. Thorp, Ms. Moon, Mr. Best: 

I wanted to follow up in regard to the paper we have previously addressed. 

To date, the university says: 

1. The athletics compliance office interviewed the student on Thursday, 

2. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. 

3. The university policy on retention of final papers is one year. 

4. The student does not wish to talk about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

5. The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

6. The student has remained eligible to compete in athletics. 

The News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter. If you have anything further to add, please provide it. Please consider this to be a standing and ongoing 

request for information in regard to this matter. 

The News & Observer requests the following information: 

1. Did the student receive a passing grade in this paper class? What was the grade? 

2. What do you mean by "continue to monitor and review"? Please explain what steps are under way in this regard, if any. If there are not active steps being taken, please say so. 

3. Is the university seeking other work related to this student and reviewing it? 

I am providing as attachment to this email 3 things that may or may not be of interest: 

1. Paper. The draft paper, with my marks indicating plagiarized material. 

2. Sources. The source material that matches what is in the paper. 

3. Feedback. The feedback forms sent to athlete support personnel that show what was going on with this paper in the days before it was due. 

I am available at 

Andy Curliss 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:03 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

MIA Plumber 

And he’s still not here. 

Since [ was going to have to leave early this afternoon, anyway, I am just going to work from home today. Please holler if you need anything. See you all on Monday. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:24 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, 

Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

Re: Follow up in regard to paper 

I softened the response. 

Andy, 

Thank you for your email. As the News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, we are happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. 

As for your questions: 

1. That information in protected by FERPA. On             . Judge Manning stated in the public records case of which the N&O was a plaintiff, "Plaintiffs and defendants agree 

(which is unusual) that student-athlete information relating to academics (grades, courses, honor court proceedings, crip course information, and investigations into the true 

academic side) are covered by FERPA." 

2 & 3. It is not appropriate for the Compliance Office to detail the methods and procedures used to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules compliance. 

To date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s assertion that the document in your possession was the student’s working draft. 

Kevin 

From: <Best>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,               9:53 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Follow up in regard to       paper 

Proposed response. I would like us to agree on a response before I send it around to the others. 

Andy, 

Thank you for your email. As the News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, we are happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. Further, it would be 

helpful to know where you obtained this material. The source of this material would be helpful in our attempts to gather more information and conduct our review. At this point, it 

appears the source is more interested in turning over incomplete documents to the News & Observer than assisting the institution. 

As for your questions: 

1. That information in protected by FERPA. As recently as             , Judge Manning stated in the public records case of which the N&O was a plaintiff, "Plaintiffs and 

defendants agree (which is unusual) that student-athlete information relating to academics (grades, courses, honor court proceedings, crip course information, and investigations 

into the true academic side) are covered by FERPA." 

2 & 3. Our compliance office is not going to explain to any media source the methods and procedures used to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules compliance. 

To date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s assertion that the document in your possession, which was possibly obtained illegally, was the 

student’s working draft. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Cudiss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Wednesday,               22:53 PM 

To: "Thorp, Holden" <holden thorp@unc.edu>, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Cc: Andy Curliss <acudiss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Follow up in regard to       paper 

Dr. Thorp, Ms. Moon, Mr. Best: 

I wanted to follow up in regard to the paper we have previously addressed. 

To date, the university says: 

1. The athletics compliance office interviewed the student on 

2. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. 

3. The university policy on retention of final papers is one year. 

4. The student does not wish to talk about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

5~ The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

6. The student has remained eligible to compete in athletics. 

The News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, if you have anything further to add, please provide it. Please consider this to be a standing and ongoing 

request for information in regard to this matter~ 



The News & Observer requests the following information: 

1. Did the student receive a passing grade in this paper class? What was the grade? 

2. What do you mean by "continue to monitor and review"? Please explain what steps are under way in this regard, if any. If there are not active steps being taken, please say so. 

3. Is the university seeking other work related to this student and reviewing it? 

I am providing as attachment to this email 3 things that may or may not be of interest: 

1. Paper. The draft paper, with my marks indicating plagiarized material. 

2. Sources. The source material that matches what is in the paper. 

3. Feedback. The feedback forms sent to athlete support personnel that show what was going on with this paper in the days before it was due. 

I am available at 

Andy Curliss 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:17 AM 

@aol.com; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; noreply@unc.edu; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fall - W 

Let’s get a review of our entire class for what "level" they will be for admission (1,2 or 3) before we start slinging around "slots". Because of the "new" recruits we have "fallen 

into" we are going to have to release some of these kids that want to come to us. ] have told              to look elsewhere and we need to be honorable with some 

others that no longer compete with this amazing second life class we may end up with and of course, the sooner we tell them, the better. 

So Chris spend every minute of every day getting all of this done (right now you are more valuable to us in the office, John is doing a great job for us on the field) and then 
let’s meet with Vince and see how many recommendations we are going to be given. This could end up one of our greatest recruiting classes of all time, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > < noreply@unc.edu > 5:01 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:01 PM 

Adrian Beros < Beros-Adrian@aramark.com >; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; mauzy@sorescue.org; Hawkins, 

Deborah Lynn < Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu > 

i[le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Piunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Potential Men’s Tennis fund-raiser 

HAPPY Friday!!! 

Just when you thought it would be safe go back in the water, I’m going to throw another potential event on your calendars. Mary Rob, Mike Bunting, KRob and I just met with 

Coach Paul and representatives of John Isner currently ranked #11 in singles on the ATP World Tour and the highest ranked American male regarding a fund raising event 
at Cone Kenfield on Saturday, December 8 DUPJiNG THE DAY ves, there is a men’s basketball game at 7:30 that evening. 

All profits will go to Lineberger the connection? 

Lots of details are still to be negotiated a contract is still to be signed, but we will, I imagine, be assisting from a little bit to a Iotta bit. This will NOT be our event per se, 

but as it is in one of our facilities, we will be involved in the planning and we will be advising and making suggestions. His agency is out of DC, so the more we can help, the 

easier this will be on them the classic: help THEM look good! 

This event has the opportunity to showcase Carolina tennis both men’s and women’s, so at least on the Ops end we’re fully committed to helping in any way we can. Fred, 

Matthew and Deborah we can chat tomorrow in Command thisisaV]Pevent~r~.H~UTTHE~IPFRILL~.~getthefee~ingthatthem~stimp~rtantwaywecanhe~pwi~be 
to have people leave with a really positive experience so that the "best" VIP’s are happy to spend $$$ at the Carolina Inn that evening during their silent auction. 

Fred and Sarah, we are NOT talking about big numbers AT ALL, but we are ONLY talking about A reamers, Matthew, one team for coverage from the kids clinic through the 

matches. Deborah, we’ll need to chat about your representation. And Adrian, there will be the opportunity to sell and possibly do a light meal in whatever VTP areas we/they 
identify, but we’ll probably want to bring Mat on board in other words, we’ll want to "dress up" our concessions, 

For us, T see this as something new, something really worthwhile, and honestly, something fun. I promise to keep you in the loop over the next two months!!! 

I assured them we’ve got this, so let’s blow them away when the time comes!!! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 
eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:26 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Potential Men’s Tennis fund-raiser 

Honestly, it will be our privilege it’s something fresh and new and I know I can speak for our collective staff in saying that it will be awfully rewarding to help in any way we 
can!!! We will do our best to insure it’s a win win all the way around!!! 

Have a great rest of the day and let’s get a win tomorrow!!! 

Ellen B, Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa,unc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/5/2012 12:23 PM > > > 

Ellen, 

Thanks veu much for the assistance. I know it means a lot to Coach Paul, will help our programs, and is sure to impress the Isner family and those who suppofi the 

f~ily and Lineberger. I’m sure the event will be a success. 

Vince 

From: Ellen Culler [mailto:eculler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Friday, October 05, 2012 12:01 PM 
To-" Adrian Beros;        ~grnail.com;       @gmail.com; mauzy@sorescue.org; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
C¢: llle, Vince; Mary Rob Plunkett; Paul Pogge; Sam Paul 
Subject: Potential Men’s Tennis fund-raiser 

HAPPY Friday!!! 

Just when you thought it would be safe go back in the water, I’m going to throw another potential event on your calendars. Mary Rob, Mike Bunting, KRob and I just met with 

Coach Paul and representatives of John Isner currently ranked #11 in singles on the ATP World Tour and the highest ranked American male regarding a fund raising event 

at Cone Kenfieldon Saturday, December S DUI~NG THE DAY yes, there isa men’s basketball game at 7:30 that evening. 

All profits will go to Lineberger the connection? 

Lots of details are still to be negotiated a contract is still to be signed, but we will, I imagine, be assisting from a little bit to a Iotta bit. This will NOT be our event per se, 

but as it is in one of our facilities, we will be involved in the planning and we will be advising and maldng suggestions. His agency is out of DC, so the more we can help, the 

easier this will be on them the classic: help THEM look good! 

This event has the opportunity to showcase Carolina tennis both men’s and women’s, so at least on the Ops end we’re fully committed to helping in any way we can. Fred, 

Matthew and Deborah we can chat tomorrow in Command thisisa~I~eventwrr~~UTT~E~~PFR~~~S~Igetthefee~ingthatthem~stimp~rtantwaywecanhe~pwi~~be 

to have people leave with a really positive experience so that the "best" VIP’s are happy to spend $$$ at the Carolina Inn that evening during their silent auction. 

Fred and Sarah, we are NOT talking about big numbers AT ALL, but we are ONLY talking about A teamers. Matthew, one team for coverage from the kids clinic through the 

matches. Deborah, we’ll need to chat about your representation, And Adrian, there will be the opportunity to sell and possibly do a light meal in whatever VIP areas we/they 

identify, but we’ll probably want to bring Mat on board in other words, we’ll want to "dress up" our concessions. 

For us, I see this as something new, something really worthwhile, and honestly, something fun, [ promise to keep you in the loop over the next two months!!! 

I assured them we’ve got this, so let’s blow them away when the time comes!!! 

Ellen 

Ellen B, Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa,unc.edu 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - VIRGINIA TECH - 10/6/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Adam Phelps 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
~,Sections 106/107-111/112) 

, (Sections 200-205/206) 
Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Stacey Harris (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
GATE 1 

GATE 2 

GATE 3 

GATE 5 

GATE 6 

BZS I 
BZN 
T.O. Kenneth Chip Lewis (WC 

Dropoff) 

(Recruits) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Dssa Broome <lissa_broome@uncedu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo 

Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell 

< cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reinstatement Case 

All, 

Just talked to the NCAA. They have reinstated , so she is good to go tonight. And, staff, the NCAA staff member made it a point to tell me that, while 

working on the case, she went to goheels.com and checked out Roamin’ Gnomin’. And she said that he made her smile today, So he’s doing his jo!! Let’s just not let him do it 

at any other commercial locations in the future! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@Lmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Violation 

Yes. that is true, and I will work oi1 the verbiage to make this point cleat. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[if ms) 9]--><’.--[endi[]--> 

Shotdd we note that all student-athletes certified as eligible on 

compete on                 if not for the error? If that is a fact... 

had met all NCAA and ACC eligibility requirements and were eligible to 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:10 plVl 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Violation 

It’s violation day for me, See attached, and let me know if you have any suggested edits, The standard penalty for this is $500 per s a, but we will see if the 

NCAAimposes it in this case. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Violation 

The only 2 things I have outs’taMing with him are the Tracey Stottbrd-Odom Twitter issue mad the Disney Institute. Will let you know if I think of ~ything else over the 

weekend. You can also ask him about possible replacements for me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. Any thoughts on priorities tbr Hostetter on Monday? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:30 plVl 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Violation 

Yes, that is true, mid I will work on the verbiage to make this point clear. Thanks. 

Sent th)m my iPhone 

On at 2:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Should we note that all student-athletes certified as eligible on              had met all NCAA and ACC eligibility, requirements and 

were eligible to compete on                 if not for the enor? If that is a fact... 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Violation 

It’s violation day for me. See attached, and let me know if you have any suggested edits. The standard penalty for this is $500 per s a, but we will 

see if the NCAAimposes it in this case. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@tmcaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

http:!iwww.news-record.com!blog/S6:[O1!entry!:[54:l.97 

You probably saw this already. Good response from Wes Miller. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

_w____w____w__:_g_o h e e I s. co m 

@goheels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 8:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Violation 

Competition Prior to Eligibility Certification l.docx 

Attached. The change is the last sentence on the first page. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2:17 PM >>> 

Should we note that all student-athletes certified as eligible on 

if not lbr the error? If that is a fact... 

had met all NCAA and ACC eligibility requirements and were eligible to compete on 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Violation 

It’s violation day for me. See attached, and let me know if you have any suggested edits. The standard penalty for this is $500 per s a, but we will see if the NCAA imposes it 

in this case, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, 1N 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

Thi s letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaws 14.01.1 Institutional Responsibi#ty, 

14.10.1 htstimtional Responsibi#ty for Eligibi#ty ( "ertifica#on, and 14.10.2 Squad List Form. 
Jenny Levy, Head Women’s        Coach at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(UNC), permitted her team to compete on one occasion prior to the official certification of the 
student-athletes’ eligibility and prior to the completion of the squad list. 

On~              , the Compliance staff approved the     Fall Women’s        schedule, 
which identified the team’s initial date of competition as                Therefore, the 
Registrar’s Office and other institutional staff charged with eligibility certification used this date 

to determine the date by which all student-athletes must be certified as eligible to compete. 

On , the Compliance staff was notified that the Women’s team had 
participated in their first date of competition the week prior, on Friday, ., 
prior to the team being certified as eligible to compete. Subsequent to the schedule being 
approved, Coach Levy had changed the first date of competition and failed to notify the 
Compliance staff of the change. While she did notify both the Women’s         sport 
administrators and the Athletic Communications staff member assigned to her sport, none of 
these individuals understood it to be their responsibility to confirm the change with the 
Compliance staff. Additionally, when asked about the violation, Coach Levy indicated that she 
mistakenly believed that the "Eligible to Practice" memo she received for her team in late 
August was the only document that she needed prior to competition; as a result, she did not 
contact the Compliance staff in advance of the first competition. 

As a result of this violation, Coach Levy has been reminded that there is both an "Eligible to 
Practice" and an "Eligible to Compete" memo, and that each must be received prior to engaging 
in the applicable activity. Additionally, all coaches, sport administrators, and Athletics 
Communications staff members have been instructed to notify the Compliance staff of any 
proposed schedule changes prior to approving and/or publicizing them. It should be noted that 
all Women’s         student-athletes who participated on                  had met all 

NCAA and ACC eligibility requirements prior to the competition and were ultimately certified 



as eligible to compete by the Registrar’s Office on              , the same day that the 
violation was discovered. Therefore, had the Compliance staff and Registrar’s Office known of 
the change in competition date, the team would have been certified in advance. 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence R. Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mr. Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. Rick Steinbacher, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. John Brunner, Director of Athletic Operations 

Mr. Matt Bowers, Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
Mr. Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Ms. Jenny Levy, Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:59 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Admissions Slots 

Hi Vince, 
Was yesterday’s football game fun, or what? We had recruits here on official visits and I could not have asked for a better weekend of Carolina excitement and 

great weather! As far as transfers or potential mid year enrollees in the or recruiting classes, I do not foresee any in at this point in time. 

Thank you, Derek 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/uncqvmnastics 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue.corn 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Also, forgot to ask.., any from    and 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 8:12 AM 
To: ’Derek Galvin’ 
Subject: RE: Admissions Slots 

Derek. 

8:15 AM > > > 
classes transfers or potential mid-yeax enrollees? 

Thanks tbr the information. You can count on the numbers you’ve proiected tbr and below. Let’s meet to discuss and beyond. I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Derek Galvin [mailto:derekq@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:57 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Beth Miller; Kevin Best 
Subject: Re: Admissions Slots 

Hello Vince, 

The following is a listing of time Admissions slots used by          over the past three years: 

2 slots for out of state students . (both were Academic All 
Americans this past year GPA ~hnvp ~ q~ 

2 slots for in state students was an Academic All American 

this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for out of state students (was an incentive slot), 

In     of     we graduated 5 of 14 team members 

For time entering class signing in needs 3 out of state slots, 1 in 

state prospect will be admitted competitively 

For the     entering class Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots and possibly I in state slot 

In     of     we will graduate 5 of 13 tearn members 

For time     entering class Gymnastics needs 2 out of state slots and 2 in state slots 

We have made verbal offers, and have received verbal commitments from the recruits in our     and     entering classes. The Admission slot requests listed above are 

essential to the          program pursuing a position as a Top 10 program nationally. 

Thank you for your consideration, Derek 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/uncqymnastics 

Web Page: ~_&’LW__,__[a__r_k~_&_e_[_b__[_u____e_~_c_£4E! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:53 PM > > > 

All tlead Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) m-e held with each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me ahvady to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an oppormni~ 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportunity to approach 

each of you individually. I tmderstand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Mondw, October 8, 2012 10:03 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Addresses 

Lee & Carol Fowler 

Gary McKenna 

Nike Golf 

I am trying t:o g~-_~t Papal Hoolahan’s address from Clint and will contact Jim DeJany’s office t:o g~-_d: addresses oF t:he gr.::tup that you played golf with 

From= Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 08, 2012 8:35 AM 
To= Norton, Molly 
Cc: Vince Tlle 
Subject: Addresses 

Molly, 

Do you have the mailing addresses and contact information for the people Bubba hosted this weekend? The group included Paul Hoolahan from the Sugar Bowl, Lee Fowler, 

and Gary (don’t know the last name) from Nike, We would also love to have the contact information for Jim Delany and his group so we can send follow up notes as 

appropriate to those people as well, 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:18 AM 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

l~W¢: Mailing Addresses 

From: Big Ten - Barbara Greenbaum [mailto:bgreenbaum@bigten.org] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 10:15 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Mailing Addresses 

Hi Molly, 

Ali is well here (iust getting colder) -hope you are doing well. 

Art Chansky 

Paul Camnitz 

Eddie Fogler 

Rich Gersten 

Ron Guenther 

I don’t know if Charles Waddell played, 

Barb 

Barbara Greenbaum i Exec<ttive Assistant to Commissio~se~ I Big Te~s Conferelsce 
I~00 W, Hig<Jins Road, Pa~k Rid~Je, IL 80068 
©flick: 847 696 /0 ~ 0 ~xt /32 :: Fax: 847 696 0~ 5 I httc~::iww’~,, biat~l om 

From: Norton, Molly [mailto:mbnorton@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 9:05 AN 
To: Big Ten - Barbara Greenbaum 
Subject: Mailing Addresses 

Hi Barb, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. Do you have the mailing addresses of Commissioner Delany’s friends that played golf at Finley on September 27? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@~mcaa.unc.edtv~; Clint GwaJmey <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SpolnLs Plan Goal Sheet 

template sports plma goal sheet v 1 .docx 

Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-5412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:25 PM 

I[le, Vince <i[le@emaiLunc.edu >; Brad Hostetter < bhostetter@theacc.org >; Thorp, Holden < holden_thorp@unc.edu >; 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <[issa_broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Origgs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UNC Track and Field Text Message Violation 

Track Text Message Violation.pdf 

All, 

See attached for a violation report that will be submitted to the NCAA this afternoon. Note that you will not receive a hard copy of this report. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Comp]iance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 
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Senior Student-Athlete Exit Interviews, Fall 2011 and Spring 2011 

Prepared by Glynis Cowell 

Summary of Results 

Overall, the student-athletes interviewed felt their academic and athletic experiences at UNC-CH were 
very positive. The majority agreed they made the right decision in attending this university and would 
choose to do so again as student-athletes. Their specific comments on a variety of issues are summarized 
in this report: academic experience including relationships with faculty, disadvantages of being a 
student- athlete, coaches’ support of academic pursuits, experiences with the Academic Support and 
Academic Advising Programs, and knowledge of academic dishonesty; student development focused on 
services provided; athletic experience including instruction from coaches, support from Sports 
Medicine, team climate, equipment and facilities, and availability of Athletics Administration; and 
general comments regarding positive aspects of the overall experience and suggestions for improvement. 
The summary is followed by some recommendations based on these results. 

I. Academic Experience 

Overall experience. The maj ority of student-athletes interviewed were pleased with their academic 
experiences at UNC-CH and described them as positive and challenging with regard to balancing 
schedules. A few mentioned learning from adversity, and for the most part, feeling supported. Two 
others felt they could have been pushed more academically. 

Relationships with faculty. While some expressed that it is difficult to be a student and an athlete, 
especially with regard to office hours, absences and missed exams due to competition, others described 
their relationships with faculty as good, indicating that in general, professors are supportive and 
accommodating. 

Disadvantages of student-athletes with regard to academics. Disadvantages with regard to class 
attendance were also mentioned here, along with the sense that expectations for some first-year student- 
athletes could be higher, based upon the level of preparation coming out of high school. Completing a 
major in Education is a challenge for student-athletes, as are internships. 

Coaches’ support of academic pursuits. In general, student-athletes felt their coaches were 
encouraging and supportive of academics, although there were some differences among sports. 

Academic Support. Comments were mixed regarding guidance received and there were some issues 
reported related to the tutoring program including availability and quality of tutors for specific courses. 

Academic dishonesty. While they recognized that there is academic dishonesty among students in 
general, the consensus was that academic dishonesty is not a serious issue for student-athletes. 

II. Student Development 
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Available services. Student-athletes voiced a variety of opinions regarding student development. For the 
most part, they were complimentary of the services. With regard to drug education seminars, many felt 
that focus should be on specific data/information and testimonials rather than on advice. Comments on 
community service opportunities were positive, citing a variety of experiences including working with 
Habitat for Humanity, serving in soup kitchens, acting as big buddies and making hospital visits. While 
some student-athletes stated they did not take advantage of career development services, primarily due 
to lack of time and/or of awareness of the resources, others felt it is a good resource that is becoming 
more visible and could perhaps take advantage of social media to publicize resources and events. The 
use of graduate athlete mentors was also discussed to promote career development. Comments were also 
positive regarding the Carolina Leadership Academy, with special praise for the Veteran Leaders 
Program. 

III. Athletic Experience 

Overall experience. The majority agreed they had a good experience as an athlete at UNC-CH. There 
was some discussion of issues caused by coaching changes and coaches’ handling of student-athletes 
who lack commitment and a strong work ethic on and off the field. 

Coaches: instruction and development. Those who responded indicated that coaches did teach the 
athletes their sport and helped them develop into better athletes. 

Sports Medicine. Comments regarding doctors and trainers were varied but for the most part positive. 
Issues expressed involved uneven coverage across teams, a large team that had only 1 head trainer and 2 
graduate assistants who could not meet all the needs of those student-athletes, coaches overriding a 
trainer’s guidance, and some disagreement with how the research on concussions impacts play. 
Comments were favorabl e with regard to the strength and conditioning staff and the nutrition program. 
Concerning the sports psychologists, student-athletes indicated that some teams may not be aware of this 
service while others could have taken advantage of the resource if it were more positively viewed and 
more readily available. The suggestion was made that the sports psychologists meet individually with 

teams. 

Team climate with respect to diversity, hazing, gambling, alcohol and other drugs. A few student- 
athletes shared specific comments: one regarding a positive team experience with an openly gay/lesbian 
team member, and two negative remarks involving separate racial groups within a team and a hazing 
issue that was addressed by the Athletic Department and the Dean of Students. Beyond a mention of 
small-scale poker, there were no issues regarding gambling. Comments about alcohol and other drugs 
suggested that alcohol is readily available but use varies by team and the individuals on a team. There 
was a comment about marijuana use by a specific team whose student-athletes were reportedly able to 
get around the drug tests. 

Equipment and facilities. Most student-athletes who responded reported issues with facilities. The 
women’s tennis facility is off campus which affects attendance. The suggestion was made to hold one or 
two home matches at the Cobb courts. The rowing team holds "home" meets on Lake Wheeler and for 
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practice and training they share space with the public at University Lake where bathrooms are 
sometimes locked, racks do not fit all kinds of boats and the lake is too small for a full race. The fencing 
team has reportedly had one home meet in four years. According to one student athlete, EXSS classes 
have a 2-mile run while the team is practicing and people from the community also run on the track 
during practice. Also mentioned was the lack of coverage by the DTH of some teams. 

Availability of Athletics Administration. While several student-athletes felt they could contact the 
Athletics Administration with issues, and some already had, to others it did not appear to be clear whom 
to contact. A suggestion was made that administrators could travel to competition once or twice so 
student-athletes could get to know them. 

IV. General Comments 
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Most positive aspects of overall experience. There were numerous positive aspects mentioned by the 
student-athletes. There were multiple comments on the atmosphere of Carolina athletics, including 
excellence, camaraderie and pride. There were also several comments regarding the Carolina Leadership 
Program, team relationships, development as an athlete, time management, networking with coaches and 
others and the Academic Support Program and staff. Other positive comments involved training 
facilities, including for non-revenue sports, history professors, perspective on life and life lessons. 

Suggestions for improvement. The comments included a need for more information for graduate 
school and an earlier start with career services; more equitable investment in facilities across sports; 
coaching issues involving managing internal conflicts, balancing influence and power among 
physicians, trainers, and coaches, and the need for a workshop for coaches on how to communicate with 
female student-athletes about weight; more out-of-state travel for the track team and a home meet for the 
fencing team; and upholding the 20-hour/week work limit. 

Perceived constraints of being an athlete. There were few responses for this category, perhaps because 
they had already voiced their opinions in responding to previous questions, however study abroad was 
not possible for one and a lack of time to focus on post-graduation plans was an issue for another. 

Decision to attend UNC and as a student-athlete. The majority agreed they would choose to attend 
UNC again and as a student-athlete. One group was asked to share their best moments at UNC and also 
what they would do differently if they could. Best moments ranged from personal reflections regarding 
family, to spending time with teammates, to playing in championships. Comments regarding what they 
would do differently included taking greater advantage of academics and campus activities, thinking 
more on his/her own and placing less trust in advising and in one case, coaches. 

Additional comments. One student-athlete shared that he/she had the great opportunity of entering as a 
walk-on and leaving as a scholarship athlete. Another mentioned that the student-athletes who 
participate in the exit interview-s are generally those who have taken advantage of resources. 

Recommendations to consider 
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Procednral notes. The interviews that yielded the data summarized in this report were conducted with 

The maj ors listed for these student-athletes were: 
African American Studies (l), Anthropology (1), Art (1), Biology (2), Business (1), Chemistry (l), 
Communication Studies (7), Economics (3), English (2), Exercise and Sports Sciences (9), History (2), 
Journalism (6), Mathematics (2), Pharmacy (1), Political Science (2) and Psychology (2). The interviews 
covered student-athletes’ academic experiences, student development, and athletic experiences. The 
interviews were conducted by members of the Faculty Athletics Committee (Byers, Cowell, Foster, 
Reznick and Stephens) and athletic administrators (Blanchard, Cunningham, Gallo, Lane and Miller). 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 6:31 PM 

Ken Cleary <kclea~@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@anc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoot@ancaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeaJe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbachel~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Agreeing with Ken, I’d think that if they’re shooting for highlights and not live or full archived coverage, then these requests aren’t that differem fi’om WRAL, V~VD, 

Inside Carolina or any other media outlet with a video camera. 

- Matt 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 4:26 PM, "Ken Cleaw" <kclem3,(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

My two cents - as we already have a live partner in ESPN, they can’t do it live. We wouldn’t want them to post full coverage of the event to compete with 

ESPN’s archive. If they want to shoot highlights, I don’t think there’s a problem ruth that. ’][’hey would have to shoot baseline the sanle way evelyone else 

does. 

Ken 

>>~ "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirscMeff~unc.edu-, 9/25/2012 4:17 PM >>> 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              pgmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My nmne is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highea 

level. We film high school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http://~,w.youtube.com/tloopmixtape. 

We have reached over 200 million views on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports 
olga~zations. 

I mn ema~Jing you because we wanted to cover the Tax Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D 1 Midnight 

Madness events and UNC is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team tiffs veal since we have been following most of the roster closely 

since they were in high school. In fact our next video is a high school highlight reel of UNCs If you have any questions please feel flee to 

contact me through e-mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676= 7794 

@gmail.com 

I also have a similar request from tiffs guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season 
preview video for Tar Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 

(919) 740-5368 
www.yce!anpr od uctions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@.unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning         ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

Bryce 

For what purpose would you be videotaping the event? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 6:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

I’m teachhlg a class until I2 and would arrive way too late to enjoy it~ Perhaps next time. 1 am a guest lecturer on Friday and it’s not a regular Friday commitment. 

Beverly B~ Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 74(50 

Cardngton Half #3_008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%7460 

Phone: 9:[9 9~6-4[-~35 

FAX: 919 843-.6212 

Email: gev_Foster@unc.edu 

From: ]lie, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 i0:15 PM 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Re: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

I will ask Wally about his method of distribution. Sorry you caJl’t join us on Friday. I believe some members of the FAC axe plmming to attend. 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 9:50 PM, "Foster, Beverly B." <bbtbster~ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. i’d be interested in learning d~e distribution list. Unt:ortunately I am teaching at that time and can’t get away. 

Beverly B. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

S(:hooJ of Nursing, CB# 7480 

Carrington Hall #1008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hifl, NC 27599-.7460 

Phone: 919 966-4995 

FAX: 9:1.9 843- 6212 
Ernaik Bey Foster@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 20:[2 9:47 PM 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Fwd: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

Beverly, 

The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Vince 

September 23, 2012 

Dear Professor, 

On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we 

would like to invite you to our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place 

during the traditional lunch hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on the 5th floor. This will be an 

opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group 

at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, 

September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by Wednesday at 5pm to wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or (91.9) 962-9893. 

We look forward to seeing you Friday! 

Wall?- Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College ofAlts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (VV) 
(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Car Registration Update 

Coach Holladay, 

Here is an update for you with the status of the guys’ car paperwork. Items in red are outstanding in at least some degree. 

Two requests of you: 

1) I would like confirmation from you that it is your understanding that the s a’s listed below that indicated "no car and no scooter" don’t, indeed, have either. 

2) It looks like we have more work to do with to complete their files. I would suggest having them schedule a time to come 

see me so that we can be sure that I will be here. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 

i) Has NO[ compie[ed d’e car form [hrough ACS. 

2) Has NOT submitted a valid copy of his car registration. 

1) Indicates that the source of funds for his car is "car payment’=, but then says that there is no loan. i need clarification on what this means. Please have 

answer tills question, it’s possibie that he wili need to re do the form, as weil, witi~ infor!’nation about the ioan (if there is one). 

2) HAS submitted a valid car registration. 

come see US to 

1) Have indicated that they will not have access to a car or a scooter during the academic year. Is this your understanding for all of these guys, as well? 

i) irdicates that there is no outstanding loan on his Land Rover, which belorgs to his sister, i’!’q guessh’g there IS a loan and he didn’t understand tl’e form Carl you have him 

contact me to (_let this squareci away’~ 

2) [urned in a {emporaly marker receipt, which was issued in ~:ebruary of and was only valid for 30 days. So he shouid have an actuai registratiol" at this point. We need 

to get a copy of it. 

1) Has a complete Automobile Form on file. 

2) Has sub!’nitted an insurance card, but not a registration card. We will need a valid registration card to co!’npie[e his fiie. 

:[) H~,s NOT re done the car form through ACS, 

2) Has NO[ submitted a vaiid copy of his car registration. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu >; _~gmai[.com; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wolfpack Open 

C,D., 

Per our discussion, I am approving your 2012 2013 schedule, based on the understanding that any student athletes wrestling in the Wolfpack Open on Sunday, 11/11/12, will 

be wrestling unattached, which means that they cannot represent UNC, wear our uniform, receive coaching!instruction, or receive any expenses from us to attend, They will 
have to drive themselves to time event and pay any fee associated with their entering, 

Keep in mind that the only student athletes who can attend this event are those that are eligible for competition, Since the event is open only to collegiate competitors, it is 

considered intercollegiate competition (as opposed to a truly open event), So student athletes who are not declared eligible to compete by our office will not be permitted to 

attend this event. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

S ta ff ]nterpre~a ~iorl 

Open Event and Competition 

Date Published: FebruP, ry 21, 1997 

item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a Open Event and Competition: The legislative ser,,ices s~aff confirmed that P, stucient athlete who is not eliqible for intercollegiate cornpe~ifiort (e.q., nonquaiifie:, partial 

quaiifie0 may participate in an open event involving noncollegiate competitors and collegiate competitors (including an open event in which time collegiate competitors receive 

expenses from and/or score points for their !espec~ive instkutions), provided the student a~hlete pays his or her own expenses to ti~e competition, does not wear ~he 
institution’s uniform or score points for the insEitutiorl, [:1~1~3.r.~:~‘.d~.[L.a£L~:y..r.~:[‘L~.~.1~]~Lts..2n.[y...9P.~:[z.L~..c~[!e.g.iate..c~[zt~.etit~[:s..[s..c.9.(]si(!.c:~ed..i.[]te.%~j).e~a.L%c.~r~]9~:t?.Lt9.(]..(as..~p.p.~s~:d..]~9. 

an open even~). Thus, a student athlete wi]o is no~ eligibie for intercollegiate competition may not participate in such P,n even~. [References: NC/V\ ByiP, w ].4,02.6 (a) 
(intercollegiate competitioP) aPd 05/08/95 Official interpretation, item 1] 

Educational Column 

Competinq Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 

Item Ref: i 

Educatiorlal Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete, The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution, This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

Q: May an unattached student athlete wear the uniform of the institution? 

A: No, Wearing the uniform of the institution constitutes representation of the institution; therefore, the student athlete, by rule, would not be considered to be competing 

unattached if he or she were wearing the institution’s uniform. If the student athlete triggers NCAA Bylaw 14.02.6 (intercollegiate competition), the student athlete must be 

eligible to represent the institution in outside competition, 

Q: Is the institution permitted to provide athletics training support and other medical services prior to and after the match for student athletes who are competing 

unattached? 

A: No, As a general rule, such expenses may not be provided by the h~stitution when the student athlete is competing unattached The provision of such services constitutes 

the receipt of expenses related to the competition, if the trainer (or other service provider) has been designated by the competition host to provide services to all 

participants; however, such serYices may be provided to the unattached student athletes. 

Q: is it permissible for institutional coaches to provide coaching and instruction to an unattached student athlete dui"ing competition? 

A: No, A student athlete who receives coaching or instruction (e.g,, technique, comrnents related to performance, suggestions) from his or her coach while competing in an 

individual competition is considered to be representing the institution. As a result, the student athlete must be eligible to represent the institution and such participation would 

constitute the use of one of the four seasons of competition. Further, institutional coaching staff members may not direct participating student athletes to engage in coaching 

or instructional activities with student athletes from the same institution who are competing unattached. [Note: A coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities 

with a student athlete during the student athlete’s participation in established national championship events (including junior national championships and Olympic, Pan 

American, World Championships, World Cup and World University Games qualifying competition.] 

Q: [s it permissible for a sports club to provide expenses (e.g., travel, meals, lodging, uniform) to an individual competing unattached? 



A: A student athlete is permitted to receive actual and necessan! expenses from an amateur team only when representing such a team in competition. [f a student athlete 

receives expenses from a club team, he or she would be representing that club team, as opposed to being considered unattached, ]t is important to note that in Division ] 
sports other than basketball, a student athlete may not represent an outside team (note exceptions in Bylaw 14.7.3.1) in competition during the academic year, except during 

vacation periods outside of the declared playing and practice season. In NCAA Divisions :[[ and ]I:[, a student athlete is permitted to represent an outside team at any time 

provided the competition takes place outside the declared playing and practice season, Thus, if the student athlete is competing unattached (i.e., not representing the 

institution or any other team), all expenses must be self funded, unless an exception exists (e,g,, national team competition). Please note that Divisions ] and ]I coaching staff 

members shall not be involved in any capacity, including coaching or as an administrator, during the academic year, with a club team that includes student athletes from their 

own team, ]n Division :(:[[, an institutional coaching staff rnember rnay not be involved with a wrestling dub team that includes their own student athletes at any tirne, including 
outside the academic year. [Bylaws 12.1,1.1.4,3 (Divisions ]/l]/i]I); 14,7.1 and 17,30.9,1.2.1 (Divisions ]!ID; 14.7.1,3 (Division ]); 14.7.1,1.1 and 14.7,3.4 (Division ID; 14.7.Z5 and 

17..B0,8.1,1 (Division ]:(1)], 

Q: May an unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation be identified in any rrlanner (e,g., in a prograrn, by an announcer)? 

A: identification of the unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation, in and of itself, does not constitute representation of the institution in intercollegiate competition; 

however, it is advisable that the unattached student athlete’s participation is clearly defined as being independent of the institution in order to avoid any confusion related to 

the student athlete’s participation, 



Intercollegiate Athletics 

TO: Vince Ille, Sr. Associate Athletic Director Compliance 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

From: Jennifer Sansevero, JD., Associate Director of Athletics 
UNCG 

Re: APR Request (student-athlete transfer) 

According to our records, the student-athlete listed above is a former student-athlete at UNCG 
and has transferred to your institution for this term. In an attempt to properly certify this 
student’s APR points for the most recent cohort, we are asking for your assistance. As per the 
directive of the Committee on Academic Performance, in order to request relief from the 
retention point for the          APR cohort we are required to confirm that thi s student 
immediately transferred elsewhere and is considered a full-time enrolled student at your 
institution as of the Fall     term. 

Please assist us by checking the appropriate box below affirming this student’s enrollment status 
at your institution and returning to us via fax at 336-334-4063. 

Thank you for your assistance with this request. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Sansevero, J.D. 
Associate Athletic Director 

__ Student was regularly enrolled 
full-time at your institution as of the 
Fall     term. 

Student was NOT enrolled 
full-time at your institution as of the 
Fall     term. 

337 HHP Building, UNCG, PO Box 26168, Greensboro NC 27402-6168 
336-334-5952 Fax 336-334-4063 

UNCGSpartans.com 

We discover and develop champions in life. ~ The Spartan Way 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

To: Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: DTtt Inten, iew 

Hi Mr Ille, my name is                                                    and I’m writing a sto~ about graduation rates among UNC football players I’ve heard that the graduation rates 
here at LrNC are higher than those of other schools in our conference and was wondering if you could confirm this. There was a stu@ released earlier this week about the graduation rates of 
Ii~otball players being far lower than those of normal students (the stu@ however only tbcuses on conferences as a whole). In light of this I was hoping that I could get an interview with 
you either at some point tomorrow to talk about how UNC stands in the ACC. You can reach me by email or at              Thank you for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham ?}gmail.com~ 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 5:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thorp: UNC’s standaJcds tbr athletes will rise ] CharlotteObserver.com 

Is this consistent with your meetings with Steve mid B~xbara? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Ds <ds(a)dstonebuilders.com> 

Date: September 26, 2012, 10:38:29 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: ~Ihorp: UNC’s standards for athletes will rise I CharlotteObserver.com 

http://www.chm~tte~bse1~er.c~m/2~ ~2/~9/26/35 59647/th~r~-uncs-standards-f~r-ath~etes.htm~ 

Sere from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 8:57 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 

Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Definition of "Direct Contact" 

All, 
See below. I’ve literally been meaning to get clarification on this for years, it seems. Thanks, Amy, for providing the impetus to actually get it done! 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding how this applies to the question you asked, Amy. And, once you figure out the details of what you are being asked to 

do, please share that with us so that we can all be on the same page going in. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ n~, i~, ¢- i" ~:~ :.: n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc,org." ’ 8:44 AM >>> 

Amy 

I am eomt\~rtabk: wifl~ a Q&A session as lm3g as itL~; a Q&A wifl~ the ~ hole ~rt~up and not o~e-.on-.one o~ ¢~¢~ small group Oxxmd mbk:-.~ype) Q&:A. The question,s havc to 
stay general h~ nature bui I’m eom~’oi1:fble that ihey can take questions at the e~Kt of the presentation.. ,similar to what happens at regional seminar after a presentation, 

Brad 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:56 PM 

To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: "Direct Contact" 

Brad, 
What is your take on the definition of "direct contact" in letter c in this bylaw? Are Q&A sessions at the end of a presentation considered direct contact? I’ve often wondered 

this, but never gotten confirmation on it from anyone! 

We’ve got a Gymnastics coach that has been asked to give a presentation on the process of recruiting (not institution specific, just the process in general), and I think it falls 

under this bylaw, but I don’t know if Ican tell her that she needs to talk and leave, or whether it would be okay to have Q&Aat the end (and then depart, avoiding any one 

on one conversations that would DEFINITELY be direct contact). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13,1.8.2 Banquets or Meetings at Locations Other Than a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 
A coach may speak at a meeting or banquel aI which prospective student-athletes are in attendance at a ]ocalion other than a prospechve student-athlete’s educational institution (excepI 
during a dead period per Bylaw 13.0255) outside of a contact period (recruiting period in men’s baskelba]l) or may speak at such a meeting or banquet during a contacI period (recruiting 
period in men’s basketball) without using one of the inslitution’s permissible contacts or evalualions, provided: (Revised: 4/15/02 10/27/11 ej]bcZive 8,/1/12) 

(a) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by an entity other than the coach’s irrstitution 

(b) ’]7he coach does not make a recrmting presentation in cortiur~ction with the appearance; 

(c) The coach does not [rave any direct contact with an?’ prospective student-athlete (or a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) in attendance; and 

(d) ’]7he coach does not engage in any evaluation acuvities. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a ischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thu rsd a) 9:02 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; ~gmail.com; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

buncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

< tjchinn@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Wolfpack Open 

Thanks very much, Amy. 

> > > Amy Herma 12:51 PM > > > 

C,D., 
Per our discussion, [ am approving your 2012 2013 schedule, based on the understanding that any student athletes wrestling in the Wolfpack Open on Sunday, 11/11/12, will 

be wrestling unattached, which means that ttney cannot represent UNC, wear our uniform, receive coactning/instruction, or receive any expenses from us to attend. They will 
have to drive themselves to the event and pay any fee associated with their entering. 

Keep in mind that the only student athletes who can attend this event are those that are eligible for competition. Since the event is open only to collegiate competitors, it is 

considered intercollegiate competkion (as opposed to a truly open event). So student athletes who are not declared eligible to compete by our office will not be permitted to 

attend this event. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Staff Interpretation 

Open Event and Competition 

Da[e Published: February 21, 1997 
Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Open Event and Competkion: ]he legislative selvices staff coPfirmed [ha[ a student a[hlete wl’o is riot eligible [or intercoliegiate competition (e.g,, nonquaiifier, partial 

quaiifier) may partkipa~e in an open event involving noncollegiate competitors and collegiate competitors (including an open event in which the collegiate competitors !eceive 

expenses from and/or score points for tl’eir respective institutions), provided the studeP[ athlete pays his or her own expenses to ~he competition, does no[ wear the 

institution’s uniform or score points for the institution. However. an event that is only ogen to colieqiate comDetitors is considered intercoliegiate comgetition (as opposed to 

{~D..S‘@.~L(::~.[~t)...~:1y.%A.~!~y~!£::[~L:~:t~[&t~..~‘4!]2ji.[‘.9i£::[i~i.k..~!~..~9L~]t~£~.9~[~:t&.~2E~p.~ti!~[S~[~.[~.~.Lp~E:t]i~.p~t:&.~.[~.~y.~.[L{~L~&(]b [References: NCAA Byiaw 14.02,6 (a) 

(intercollegiate competition) and 05/08/95 Official interpretat)on, item 1]. 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 

Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (e,g,, ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete. ]he student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution, This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

Q: May an unattached student athlete wear the uniform of the institution? 

A: No. Wearing the uniform of the institution constkutes representation of the institution; therefore, the student athlete, by rule, would not be considered to be competing 

unattached if he or she were wearing the institution’s uniform, if the student athlete trigqers NCAA Bylaw 14,02,6 (intercollegiate competition), the student athlete must be 
eligible to represent the institution in outside competkion. 

Q: Is the institution permitted to provide athletics training support and other medical services prior to and after the match for student athletes who are competing 

unattached? 

A: No, As a general rule, such expenses may not be provided by time institution when the student athlete is competing unattached. The provision of such services constitutes 

the receipt of expenses related to the competition. If the trainer (or other service provider) has been designated by the competition host to provide services to all 

participants; however, such services may be provided to the unattached student athletes. 

Q: is it permissible for institutional coaches to provide coaching and instruction to an unattached student athlete during competition? 

A: No. A student athlete who receives coaching or instruction (e.g., technique, comments related to performarlce, suggestions) from his or her coach while competing in an 
individual competition is considered to be representing time institution. As a result, the student athlete must be eligible to represent time institution and such participation would 

constitute the use of one of the four seasons of competition. Further, institutional coaching staff members may not direct participating student athletes to engage in coaching 

or instructional activities with student athletes from the same institution who are competing unattached. [Note: A coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities 

with a student athlete durinq time student athlete’s participation in established national championship events (including junior national championships and Olympic, Pan 



American, World Championships, World Cup and World University Games qualifying competition.] 

Q: Is it permissible for a sports club to provide expenses (e.g., travel, meals, lodging, uniform) to an individual competing unattached? 

A: A student athlete is permitted to receive actual and necessary expenses from an amateur team only when representing such a team in competition. If a student athlete 

receives expenses from a club team, he or she would be representing that club team, as opposed to being considered unattached. It is important to note that in Division I 

sports other than basl<etball, a student athlete may not represent an outside team (note exceptions in Bylaw ].4.,7..B.:[) in competition during the academic year, except during 

vacation periods outside of the declared playing and practice season. In NCAA Divisions I[ and III, a student athlete is permitted to represent an outside team at any time 

provided the competition takes place outside the declared playing and practice season, Thus, if the student athlete is competing unattached (i,e., not representing the 

institution or any other team), all expenses must be self funded, unless an exception exists (e,g,, national team competition). Please note that Divisions ] and ]1 coaching staff 

members shall not be involved in any capacity, including coaching or as an administrator, during the academic year, with a club team that includes student athletes from their 

own team, In Division I][, an institutional coaching staff member may not be involved with a wrestling dub team that includes their own student athletes at any time, including 
outside the academic year. [Bylaws 12.1.1,1.4.3 (Divisions [/I]/IH); 54.7,5 and 17.B0.9.:L2.Z (Divisions ]!]D; 54,7.5.3 (Division 1); 14.7.1.1.1 and 14.7.3.4 (Division [D; 54,7.2.5 and 

57.-:~0,8.5,Z (Division ]II)], 

Q: May an unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation be identified in any manner (e.g., in a program, by an announcer)? 

A: Identification of the unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation, in and of itself, does not constitute representation of the institution in intercollegiate competition; 

however, it is advisable that the unattached student athlete’s participation is dearly defined as being independent of the institution in order to avoid any confusion related to 

the student athlete’s participation, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thu rsd ay, 9:40 AM 

Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Coaches’ Clinic at High School 

Billy, 

I will call you to make sure you get this information, but wanted to get it to you in writing, too. 

Per the Jnterp below, any staff member that attends a coaching clinic at a high school uses the one permissible visit to that high school for the week, and it also must count as 

an evaluation. Since you are not permitted to evaluate, it is not permissible for you to attend time coaching clinic. 

Thanks for checking. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Amy 
Official Interpretation Attending a Coaching Clinic at a Prospect’s Educational Institution During an Evaluation Period (I) 

Date Published: March 14, 2001 

Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 
__A___n__ kr_~_ _s_’_t_[! __u_ !Lq _’_V_4 L _s_l~Lf_f__ m_e__m b__e_ _r__ __wb_ _o___ _a__!_t_ ~_ _n_ _d___s__ __a__ _c__ _o_ ~Lc_bj_n_ g__ _c_’!i _r_~j _c___ _a__t__ __a__ p_ _Lo_ _s_" ~_ __e_ ~’_t’_ _s__ __e_ _d___u_ _c__ "_a_ _t Lo__r_~_ _a__L Ln_ _s_’_t_[! _u__!j __0_ _’_!_ L s_’__ _c_" b_ "_a_ _r_ g ~_ _d__ __w__[Lh__ __a_ _v__ Ls_! _t__ Lq_ _tiLe__ p_ [ _o_ ~ ~_ __e_ ~’_t’_ _s__ __e_ 4 _u__ _c_ "_a_ _t_Lo__[LaJ_ i_r_~_ _s_’_t_[! __u_ !i__q _’_!,_ _r_ ~g __a_ _LdJ__e_ _s_’~_ _o__[ 

whether classes are in session. Thus, such activity is not permissible outside a contact or evaluation period. In sports other than football, such activity constitutes an evaluation 
if it occurs during a contact or evaluation period. Jn Division I-A and I-AA football, such activity is considered an evaluation if it occurs during either the spring or the fall evaluation 
period, but is considered a contact if it occurs during a contact period. The subcommittee noted if such activity occurs during the spring football evaluation period, it may be 
counted as either an academic or an athletics evaluatiOnu [References: Bylaws 13.02.6 (evaluation), 13.02.3.1 (evaluation activities during contact period-divisions I-A and I-AA 
football), 13.1.5.1 (visit to prospect’s educational institution-football and basketball), 13.1.5.1.2 (visits during contact period-divisions I-A and I-AA football), 13.1.5.1.3 (visits 
during evaluation period-basketball), 13.1.8.1 (visit without contact to prospect’s educational institution) and 03/09/00 official interpretation, Item No. 1] 

i’,,m v i~,~.’ ,~’z’~ J= ,q 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Tennis Incoming Frosh During Summer 

Summer Conditioning Regulations (not FB or BB) - 2012.doc 

Tripp, 

He can work out with our strength and conditioning staff, provided he is enrolled in summer school. And he could certainly hit with the guys on the team the coaches just 

can’t be around. I think I sent you the attached already, but you would just need to read the parts that are applicable to incoming PSAs who are enrolled in summer school. 

Amy 

>>> Tripp Phillips 1:11 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Ok, thanks so much for doing all of that follow up. 

If he still wanted to come to summer school, what is permissable? He can do the work with the strength coach, and he could practice at the courts correct? I know he would 

have to set up his own hits and we can’t coach him, but he could ask guys on the team if they wanted to hit and do it on his own? Is that right? 

Not sure if he will still be interested as a lot of the reason was to work with us. That said, he really wanted to get acclimated to UNC as well and he doesn’t have a great 

training scenario at home next summer. He may still want to do it. [just want to make sure that what [ tell them is correct in terms of what is allowed so he can make the best 

decision for himself. 

Thanks Amy! 

Tdpp 

> > > Amy Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu >          2:43 PM > > > 

See below. So far, no Compliance staff thinks it’s okay. Which certainly doesn’t mean it’s not happening,just that it shouldn’t be... 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bartholomae, Daniel Dunlop" <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu> 

Date:                  3:00:15 PM EDT 

To: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tennis Incoming Fresh During Summer 

<! [if mso9] > <! [endif] > 

Amy, 

Thanks for the h~-’_~ads up. You certainly have a l:ennis coach who is on the ball asking you about this in September, 

f would agree with your interpretatk)n. Admittedly (a~ld embarrassingly)., our website is a bit outdated and the proc~-:~ss to g~-_d: it updated has not bee~l 

handled welt. (Even the staff lisdng is incorrect.). 

I had actually asked to take most of the info down, but this *,,viii give me an excuse to accelerate that. 

The language you see was done about 7 years agoD LJ C not sur’e where the inter’p came from but I imagine it stemmed frorn a lot of confusion about 

the~ ]~new~ 1~ rules in those areas. The rules ed we do with our coaches does not indude this lan~uage~ 

I appreciate the heads up and hope you are well! 

Dan 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, L: 59 PM 
Tot Bartholomae, Daniel Dunlop 
Subject: Tennis Incoming Frosh During Summer 

Hi, Dan! 
Got a random question for you. 

Our M Tennis assistant coach has asked me if incoming frosh enrolled in summer school prior to initial full time enrollment are permitted to engage in voluntary 

practice activities with the coaching staff (similar to how returning s a’s can do so under 17.22.6.1.1). 

My understanding is that the only workouts permitted for these individuals are those conducted by our strength coaches during summer school enrollment (per 



13,11.3,10). ] can’t find anything that permits actual practice activities with a coaching staff member, But, based on this blurb from your website, it seems as 

though it must exist somewhere! 
EXCEPTIONS: 

SUMMER ][NDIVIDUAIL WORKOUT SESSIONS 

(Pitt teams that this exception applies to: cross country/track & fiend, women’s gymnastics, swimming and divin9~ women’s tennis and wrestling.) 

A coach may participate in individual workout sessions with student athletes from the coach’s team during the summer, provided the request for such assistance 

is initiated by the student athlete. This also applies to incominq prospective student athletes (including transfers) that have signed a NI_:( and/or are receiving akJ 

for sumiffler school. 

Can you help me?!? 

Amy 

A~" ~ ~<:~ ix’., ~ ~x 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
_a__ j ~_£ __h__a___c_L~_)~_~_]__(_:~!: ~_~_]__£ ~_e___c]___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:38 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Barbara, not sure if you’re back yet but just wondering where are we with ? 
C.D. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: DTH IntenTiew 

Well I’ll have all weekend if a phone interview- would work with you I would definitely be interested in setting up an appointment this week though if by phone won’t work out 

On            at 9:10 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> He?- 
> Soto, it took me so long to return your message. I’m not able to meet with you this week and hope you understand I arrived here approximately 2 months ago and my calendar has been 
jammed up since the day I arrived Maybe we can arrange a time to meet next week? Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: _ ?~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: DTH Interview 
> 

> Hi IVh- Ille, my name is ’ and I’m writing a story about graduation rates among UNC football players. I’ve heard that the graduation rates 
here at LTNC are higher than those of other schools in our conference and was wondering if you could confirm this. There was a study released earlier this week about the graduation rates of 
football players being far lower than those of normal students (the stud?, however only tbcuses on conferences as a whole). In light of this I was hoping that I could get an interview with 
you either at some point tomorrow to talk about how UNC stands in the ACC. You can reach me by email or at              Thank you for your time! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:36 AM 

Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 

Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, 

Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmkh@unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

< ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Mack < kmack@vzw.blackberry.net> 

New Approval Process Guidelines 

UNC Athletic Business Office Approval Processes.docx 

Good morning, 

Please see the attached document outlining the new Business Office approval guidelines, If you have any questions about any of this, please don’t hesitate to contact me, 

Thanks, 

AthLetic Business Office 

UNC Chapel Hill 

919 962 0011 (O) 

919 962 0125 (F) 

duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - IDAHO - 9/29/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, John Dougherty 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Charlie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
Sections 106/107-111/112) 

, (Sections 200-205/206) 
Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson (leaving at halftime) 

Stacey Harris (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Allison Bass 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods (late -12:45ish) 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: 
Gate 2: 

Gate 3: 
Gate 5: 
Gate 6: 
Blue Zone South: 

Blue Zone North: 

Will Call Drop off: 

Recruit Check in: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:58 PM 

Tracey Haith <thaith@theacc.org >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UNC Cancelled Official Visit Form 

Cancelled Official Visit.pdf 

All, 
See attached, This form is required to be submitted to the ACC because we called more than once this week, in anticipation of his official visit. 

Sam, can you please file this wittn this official visit paperwork? Tracey, let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Haydon 8:22 AM >>> 

UPDATE: will no longer be coming for an official visit this weekend. We will not tnave any official visits this weekend...we will just have our standard game day 

u nofficial visits, 

Joe 



ACe 
CANCELLED OFFICIAL VISIT 

Per Bylaw 13.1.3.3.1, if a scheduled official visit is cancelled due W circumstances beyond the control of the 

prmpect or the institution, there shall be no institutional violations nor shall it affect the prmpect’s eligibility. 

However, the institution shall submit report to the cotfference office noting the cancellation of the official visit 

and the reasons for such cancellation. Please note that only those official visits that have been cancelled and 

the coach conducted un#mited phone calls prior to the visit are required to be documented and submitted. 

Institution: UNC - CH Date of Cancelled Visit: 

Prospect’ s Name: Sport: Football 

Reason for Cancellation: 
[---] Weather 
[---] Family Emergency 
El Scheduling Conflict 
[-] Flight Cancellation 
[~ Prospect No Longer Interested 
[--] Other: 

2012-13 48-HOUR EXCEPTION 

Per Bylaw 13.6.4.2, an official visit may extend beyond 48-hours fi)r reasons beyond the control of the 

prospect student-athlete and the institution (e.g., inclement weather conditions, natural disaster; flight delays 

or cancellations, airport security activity). In such instances, the institution shall submit a report to the 
conference oJfice noting the details of the circumstances. 

Institution: Date of Visit: 

Prospect’ s Name: Sport: 

Reason for Exception: 
[-7 Weather 
[-] Natural Disaster 
[---] Flight Delays or Cancellations 
[~ Airport Security Activity 

Other: 

Institutions are required to maintain all supporting documentation on file and be able to provide such 

information upon request. Forms must be submitted to the Conference Office immediately following each 

occurrence. 

Date Si 

Assoc. AD for Compliance 
Title 

SUBMIT TO: 
(, Tracey Haith - thaith(~theacc.org - Fax: 336-369-0065 

/ Updated 8/212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                  10:02 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thought you all would enjoy this... 

View Account 

Team/Squad: 

From Account: 
Status: ActiveUnprotected, Foliowers=49,:L83, Following=370, Number of Tweets=8,289 

"@Atwice_4: @ I’ll give you one dollar if you follow me" NCAA violation! SorY~/cant do it! 

View Message_ 
Keyword s: NCAA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:12 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bg]llet@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djpOuncaa.unc.edu> 

The Gnome 

Boo and 
Could you guys pull down the Gnome video on THB? Sounds like it’s pretty much a commercial for Sutton’s, so we need to remove it since it’s got our SA’s in it. Also, please 

send us the other videos we have on the schedule so that we carl make sure we don’t have any issues from our end. 

Please let me know when the current video has been removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M onday, 10:49 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: The Gnome 

Thanks      !! I just saw the other two on the Bell Tower and Ford’s Theatre, which are both fine from our end. If either you or Boo can send us the others prior to their 

posting, we can be sure we don’t have any issues like the one we had with Sutton’s. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> 10:22 AM >>> 
Lance- 

I’ve taken down the video and the article, but it sometimes takes a few minutes to adjust on the website. 

Boo has the list of places (which mostly includes campus locations) where the other videos will take place. 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Communications 
M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
c: 
o: 919-962-1160 

>>> Lance Markos 9:22 AM >>> 
Boo and 

Could you guys pull down the Gnome video on THB? Sounds like it’s pretty much a commercial for Sutton’s, so we need to remove it since it’s got our SA’s in it. Also, please 
send us the other videos we have on the schedule so that we can make sure we don’t have any issues from our end. 

Please let me know when the current video has been removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: Tarheel Parents ~}yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:42 AM 

To: 

Subject: RSVP and Volunteer Sign Ups for Oct 6th THFPO Tailgate 

Hello Tea Heel Feanilies- 
Hope everyone is d~ now!! Great mn against Idaho & great turn out for our first rainy tailgate - we sure got cozy & had a blast’.! Big game this week against the 

Virginia Tech Hokies! Both teams need the win and their fans travel well. Thus, our boys and coaches need our support to cheer them on to victor! ’. So Wear Your 

White Everyone for the White Out!’. Let’s make a statement together!! 

Oct 6th TIIFPO Tailgate: Click Here to Volunteer - It is becoming a problem not having enough volur~teers. We need your help u? cor~tinae making this saccessthl. 

Jus~ I/2 hour shifts make a BIG dil’li~rence! To make it all work it ~akes 15 voltm~eers each ~ailgate, if you havefft helped yet {hi s is yotar chance to give b,,Jck to tho~ 

who have given their thne each week l~ date a break. TtlFPO tailgate starts at 10:30a; ends at 11:30a - Brunch Theme this week/blks! Click Here to RSVP 

THI~’PO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importaalce of building communiU and an atulosphere of feanily for all our Football 

Parents, their families and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate evel~one and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the 

process for °walk ups’ during our tailgating events. First and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompmlied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgafing event. With us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food 
ordered... ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your spot at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we unders~nd untbreseen things come up. Any individual who notifies               at              or email              (~a)gmail.com 24 

HOURS 1N ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to ~11 your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are unable 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible tbr full payment. 

Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows axe expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tax Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: The Gnome 

Hey 

The one in the student union with the Alpine Bagel plug needs to be kept from being put up on goheels.com. The other 4 The Pit, Lowdermilk, Blue Zone, and the 

Undergraduate Library are all fine from our end. 

Boo if you want to re do the Student Union one to just profile the union itself, you can. But there shouldn’t be any reference to Alpine Bagel (commercial entity) and you 

should shoot it in a way that keeps it out of the video. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> 11:08 AM >>> 
Lance, 

rve attached several more videos that the team filmed but have not been posted yet. Can you let me know which of these are approved? 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Communications 
M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
c: 
o: 919-962-1160 

>>> Lance Markos 10:48 AM >>> 
Thanks [! I just saw the other two on the Bell Tower and Ford’s Theatre, which are both fine from our end. If either you or Boo can send us the others prior to their posting, 
we can be sure we don’t have any issues like the one we had with Sutton’s. Thanks![ 

Lance 

>>> 10:22 AM>>> 
Lance- 

rve taken down the video and the article, but it sometimes takes a few minutes to adjust on the website. 

Boo has the list of places (which mostly includes campus locations) where the other videos will take place. 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Communications 
M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 
o: 919-962-1160 

>>> Lance Markos 9:12 AM >>> 
Boo and 

Could you guys pull down the Gnome video on THB? Sounds like it’s pretty much a commercial for Sutton’s, so we need to remove it since it’s got our SA’s in it. Also, please 
send us the other videos we have on the schedule so that we can make sure we don’t have any issues from our end. 

Please let me know when the current video has been removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monda~ ~:24 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Volunteer approval 

Thanks, Joyce! 

> > > Joyce Dalgleish 

Anson, 
Please note that 

Joyce 

3:11 PM >>> 

has been approved as a volunteer assistant coach effective today, October 1, 2012. He may begin working as a volunteer, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN MBNORTON> on behalf of 
Cunningham, Bubba </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN LAWRENCE RICHARD CUNNINGHAM (BUBBAC)CI0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 5:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edt~- 

kW: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pro 

Just realized they were all in the gcc line. Here is the tist (you can probably just copy and paste into the "to" line ot: the ernail you are sending): 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; csornoano@uncaa~unc.edu; uncwlax@uncaa~unc.edu; breschi@uncaa.unc.edu; Rich DeSelm (richdeselm@uncaa~unc.edu); 

meaders@uncaa,unc.edu; Derek Galvin (derekg@uncaa,unc,edu); Nadia Lynch (nlvnch@uncaa,unc,edu); Sylvia Hatchell (shatchell@uncaa,unc,edu); Mike Fox 

(mfo>:@uncaa.unc edu}; ’rmilh:_~r@ut~caa ut~c.~:_~du’; ’Karen Shelton (kcs@uncaa,unc,edu)’; ’M~-’_~linda Joim-:~s {mjoines@uncaa,unc.~:_~du)’; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa unc.~:_~du>; janmann@uncaa,unc,edu; ’Sarah Han~:_~y (skhanev@uncaa.unc, edu)’; ’Donna Papa (djp@uncaa,unc,edu)’; spaul@uncaa,unc.edu; 

bkafbas@uncaa.unc.edu; ’-sagufa@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’C D Mock (cd@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’Larry Gaflo {athgafto@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’itle@unc.edu’; ’Rick Steinbacher 

(rsteir~bacher@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’bubbac@unc.edu’; ’cgwattney@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Montgomery, John R (jmont@unc.edu}’; ’brniller@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

’mba]len@uncaa,unc.edu’; ’Creech, garlton W {kcreech@unc,edu}’; ’Kirschner, Steve Andrew (stevekirschner@unc,edu}’; ’Broome, [.issa L 

(]broome@emaiLunc.edu}’; Kedora@uncaa.unc,edu; Thorp, Holden <holden...thorp@unc,edu>; ’mbnorton@unc,edu’ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:10 PN 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Head Coaches: 

and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse!guest can attend. 

and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Qmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: checking in 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: October 1, 2012, 8:05:11 PM EDT 
T o: "Cunningham, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.:,gfq~ejr_l:4j!:.uj!c_:_e_.d_t_.~2~ 

Subject: Fwd: RE: eheckingin 

Steve Kirschner 

Ut~iversio, o/ :Vurth Carolina 

St. A,~sociate ~UJ’.for Communicatiot~s 

(919) 47.5-2695 

........ Origins] Message ........ 
Subject: RE: checking in 
From: KaJren B Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 
To: "Kirschner, Steve" <s~evekirschner~unc.edu>,"Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <stmlmn~email.unc.edu>,"Reid, Dee" -<leemid(d~unc.edu>,"McFarland, 
Michael B" <mike mcfarland~unc.edu>,"Davis, Nancy K" <nancy davis~unc.edu>."Stabile, Regina" <regina staNle(a)unc.e&~>,Kevin Best 
<kbes~,%uncaa.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Follow up 
Kilter1 ~’~oor~ 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-8595 

From-" Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobsel~er,com] 
Seat-" Monday, October 0i, 20:[2 :[2:5:[ PM 
To-" Moon, Karen B 
Subject-" checking in 
Karen, 

Could you provide me the details if anything has (or roll happen) happened today or last week regarding the following: 

1 .) personnel changes mthin the Athletic Department, the College of Arts & Sciences mid the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, such as 

hires, departures, suspensions or demotions. 

2.) contact betw,een the university and the NCAA, and what was said or provided. 

3.) new reforms that are in response to the infommtion we passed to you last week regarding the academic support program. 

4.) changes on the football team or other sports related to "the information we provided you last week. 

I am also interested in any other important reaction "to the stoW we published Sunday. 
Hope you had a good weekend, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the following weekend. I could 

possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head C’ooch, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC275!5 
Office: 92.9 962 4273 goheels,com 
Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Gall 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with Jolm Blanchalfl, Steve Fmlner, Barbara Polk mid some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that Jolm described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held ruth each head coach 
and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is detemfined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opportunity 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuniW to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks tbr your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC275!5 

Office: 919 962 4273 gohee&com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:09 PM > > > 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

VJnce, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the following 

weekend. [ could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2!26, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 g_ _o_ h _e_ _e_ _/_s_ : _ _c_ _o_ _n_ 3 
Celt            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John B lanchard, Steve Fa~ner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots [br our sport programs. Dud ng this 

transition period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has snccessfially managed 

over the years. It is my anderslanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion 

(s) me held with each head coach and based upon priorities for your pl~ogranl, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stalds. If I’ve not had an 

opportmfib" to talk witJl you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had 

an oppoltunib, to approach each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:19 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Sounds good. Do I need to do anything prior to the meeting? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 gohee&com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:18 PM > > > 
Ok, thanks Jan. I’m in EWAC 2nd floor. Next door to Larry Gallo. See you then. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 qoheels.com 

Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:09 PM > > > 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <j_~_[D_r_’_n___a__n__L~__@__u__r_]_c___a__a_.__U_D__C_~&_d__u__> wrote: 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the 
following weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 ~?oheels.com 
Cell: 919 357 3735 Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "file, Vince" <i!Je@emaiLunc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve FaJlner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. 

During this transition period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he 
has snccessfidly managed over the yeaxs. It is my unders~nding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transtbr 

students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held with each head coach and based upon priorities tbr your program, a number of admissions 

slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss thi~ if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If 

I’ve not had an opportuni~ to talk ruth you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I 

apologize that I’ve not had an opportuni~ to approach each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:26 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Nope and thanks. 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2125, Chapel Hit/, NC275!5 

Office: 919 962 4273 goheel£com 

Ce!b            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:25 PM > > > 
No, I don’t think so. Not unless you have some kind of unprecedented request. See you then and good luck in Georgia. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:19 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds good. Do I need to do anything prior to the meeting? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 qoheels.corn 

Cell:            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@emaihJnc.edu > 10/$/2012 9:18 PM > > > 

Ok, thanks Jan. I’m in EWAC 2nd floor. Next door to Larry Gallo. See you then. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <]_&Q__m___a__D__Q_@__u__n___c__a___a_&Q_C_~_e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2226, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 gahee&com 

Celt            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "]lie, Vince" <i_[[&_~_gr_[!_a_iLu__D__C_~&_d__u_.> 10/1/2012 9:09 PM > > > 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <]anmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

VJFIce, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel 

Invitational the following weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following 

week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 qoheels.com 
Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaikunc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 
I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve Fanner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots tbr our 

sport programs. During this transition period (new 3-level sys~tem, new personnel, etc.) I plaJ~ to continue to use the strategy that 

John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my understanding that no sport has any guaranteed 

slots for either incoming, mid-yeast or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held with each head coach and based 

upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is detennined. 

For those of you who have approached me aJready to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a totaJ number of slots, then that 

agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opportanib" to talk with you about admissions slots tbr your program, please contact me so 

we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuni~ to approach each of you individually. I understand 

your need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 7:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Eve Rackhaan <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Admissions Slots 

Hi Vince, 
Thanks for the email. 

I would like to confirm with you our admissions plans when you have some time. 
Based on our previous discussions regarding recruiting plans tbr 2013-2015 we were plarming to bring in 4 players in the class of 2013, and 4 in th class of 2014. 

I tbel confident that the quality of students we have committed at this time tbr 2013 and 2014 could allow us at least one in each class to be a competitive admit and 

perhaps not need a slot. 

Let me know when you have ~)me time and we can contirm this outline tbr the future. 

Thanks 

Joe 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 

Carmichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 10/1/2012 5:53 PM >>> 

All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked ruth John Blanchard, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of yon about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 
period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transt~r students. Instead, individual di~ussion(s) are held with each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you M~o have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opporttmit.5, 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuniW to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: Tarheel Parents ~}yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:36 AM 

To: 

Subject: UPDATE: RSVP and Volunteer Sign Ups tbr Oct 6th TttFPO Tailgate 

Hi Folks: Our sincerest apologies, we had some technical difficulties. Folks were having trouble with the RSVP and Volunteer weblinks for the THFf~ Oct 6th 

Tailgate. It should be fixed now!’. See original message below for &tails. --THFPO 

Hello Tax Heel Families- 
Hope eveuone is dU now!! Great mn against Idaho & great turn out for our first ratW tailgate - we sure got cozy & had a blast’.! Big game this week against the 
Virginia Tech HoMes! Both teams need the win and their fans travel well. Thus, our boys and coaches need our support to cheer them on to victou! ’. So Wear Your 
White Everyone tbr the White Out!’. Let’s make a statement together!! 

Oct 6th TIIFPO Tailgate: Click Here "to Volunteer - It is becoming a problem not having enough volunteers. We need your help u) continue making this successful. 

Just I/2 hour shifts make a BIG diPii~rence! To make it all work it takes 15 vo]tmteers each tailgate, if you havefft helped yet lhi s is yot~r chance to give N’Jck to tho~ 

who have given their tiure each week to date a break. THFPO tailgate starts at 10:30a; ends at 11:30a - Branch Theme this week folks! Click Here to RSVP 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importmlce of building community and an atumsphere of fmnily for all our Football 

Parents, their families and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate evelTone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the 

process for ’walk ups’ dtmng our tailgating events. Fi~t and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, fanrily and friends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompanied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. With us having to pay the caterer for the mnount of food 

ordered... ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups. we cannot guarantee we will have tbod to accommodate you baaed on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your stx)t at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we unders~nd untbreseen things come up. AW individual who notifies              : at              or email              :(a)~mail.com 24 

HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are ramble 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible for full payment. 

Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows axe expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in a&ance for your cooperation, partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:33 AM 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Response 

Passing this along for discussion. 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 

Two questions: 

1. Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 

Andy Curliss 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, SepL 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

_n 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:41 AM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: Response 

I have a meeting at EWAC at 10 that should last about an hour. How about 11 am in your office? 

From: <llle>, Vince <i!/e(~emaiMmc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:38 AM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbesL@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Response 

I can meet with you and Steve whenever you me ready. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 9:33 AN 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Kirschner, Steve; Tile, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: FW: Response 
Passing this along for discussion. 

From: < Cu rliss>, An dy Cu fl iss <a__c__u_.r_]_[_s_s @._n e_._w_.s_o b_.s_e r_v e_.r_: .c_o m_> 
Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 
Two questions: 
1~ Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 
Andy Curliss 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest:~?unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

Andy Cudiss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:47 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: Response 

I have an 11 am meeting already... I can do 1145 at the earliest 

Steve Kirschner 

IJniw~.rs~ty of North Coroiina 

Sr. Assodote AO.for Communicotions 

S~.nt ffo.m my Verizon Wire.less 4G L TE DRO{D 

"Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

I have a meeting at EWAC at 10 that should last about an hour. How about 11 am in your office? 

From: <llle>, Vince <[!_l__e____@___e____m___a__i_!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:38 AM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Response 

I can meet with you and Steve whenever you are ready. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Kirschner, Steve; 111e, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: FW: Response 
Passing this along for discussion. 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 
Two questions: 

1~ Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 
Andy Curliss 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest:@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

Andy Cudiss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Hello Vince, 
The following is a listing of the Admissions slots used by Gymnastics over the past three years: 

2 slots for out of state students                              (both were Academic All 

Americans this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for in state students ( was an Academic All American 

this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for out of state students (was an incentive slot), 
In May of     we graduated 5 of 14 team members 

For the entering class signing in November , Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots, 1 in 

state prospect will be admitted competitively 

For time     entering class Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots and possibly $ in state slot 

In May of     we will graduate 5 of 13 team members 

For the     entering class Gymnastics needs 2 out of state slots and 2 in state slots 

We have made verbal offers, and have received verbal cornmitments from the recruits in our and 

essential to the gymnastics program pursuing a position as a Top 10 program nationally, 

Thank you for your consideration, Derek 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: w~v, facebook.com/uncgymnastics 
Web Page: ~_v_~_t_~_Lr_hl__e_ej__b_J~Le__&o__r_D. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:53 PM > > > 

All Head Coaches, 

entering classes. The Admission slot requests listed above are 

Fve talked mlh John Blanchard, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that Jolm described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held ruth each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had ml opportunity 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuni~ to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:24 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, ]just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior to) the season 

asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those changes to me. This allows us to 

make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing, 
Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Competition Schedule Changes 

No. Those approvals are done via email (first by sport supervisor and then by me) and then I send out the necessary revision in an email to the Schedule Approval listserve 
and everyone changes it on their own version. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/2/2012 12:48 PM > > > 

Are coaches reqaired to submit ml aallended version of the original schedule that we are asked to approve? 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Tuesday,               12:24 PM 
To= Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket Lane; 
Ellen Culler; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Michael BeaM; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Cc-" Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, I just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior to) the season 

asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those changes to me. This allows us to 

make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing. 

Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:15 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Softball Game - Rescheduled 

Donna, 
told me that you got the UNC G game rescheduled. Can you please confirm that you have rescheduled it for 10/77 I have copied Vince on this email so that he can 

formally approve it once you’ve confirmed this date, 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:27 PM 

acurliss@ newsobserver.com 

Re: Response 

Andy, 

1. 

2. 

Kevin 

From: <Best>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 10:21 PM 

To: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Acknowledging receipt. I’ll follow up tomorrow. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 

Two questions: 

1. Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 

Andy Curliss 

The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

The student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protecte& 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

Andy Cudiss 

The News & Observer 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Dear Tony llle, 

We met Saturday in an elevator at Kenan Stadium and rd like to thank you for taking the time to speak with me and my son        Even more than that I’d like to thank you 
for coming here to Carolina and taking on the job that you have. I don’t suppose I have to tell you how important your work here is going to be at this juncture in the life of the 
Carolina community. 

I look forward to any future contacts you and I might happen to have. 

Go Heels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:45 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

FW: Response 

? 

Fair to say "the documents we received last week." 

or "the documents we received last week and any other information we receive as a result." 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:40 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

What does #1 mean? 

That is, what information is being reviewed? 

Andy 

On Tue, Oct 2, 2012 at 3:27 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 
Andy, 

1. 

2~ 

Kevin 

From: <Best>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 10:21 PM 

To: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Acknowledging receipt. I’ll follow up tomorrow. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 

Two questions: 

1. Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 

Andy Curliss 

The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

The student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 



u_ 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:47 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volunteer Coach and Private Lessons 

Sam, 

Per our conversation this afternoon, I think time interp below (in blue) sheds some light on time topic. As you will see, in order for a coach to create a local sports club, it has to 

be established to participate in competition, not just to provide instruction. Also, based on this interp, I don’t believe Cameron’s current arrangement of leasing court space 

to provide lessons to prospect aged (and other) individuals is going to meet the requirement that he be "employed by a local sports club.., that is an established, ongoing 

club" that participates in competition as a club. 

I think the next step is to figure out the extent to which Cameron’s livelihood depends on working with prospect aged individuals in his current set up. Because he’s likely 

going to either have to drop that age group entirely, or start running actual camps/clinics through your camp set up (which obviously have to abide by all NCAA camp 

regulations). 

Also, I found an interp (pasted below in red) that clarifies that the regulations concerning tryouts are NOT gender specific. In other words, Cameron would no.__tt be able to 
continue giving lessons to prospect aged girls. The ban on working with prospects is for both genders. 

Let me know when you have information about the extent to which this affects Cameron’s ability to continue to make a living while serving as our volunteer, and we’ll go from 

there. 

Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Coach’s involvement with local sports club 

Date Published: September :[6, 1999 

Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 

2. Coach’s invoNement with local sports club: An institution coachinq staff member who is employed by a local sports club (e.g., racquet club, golf club, swim club) may 

provide individual instruction to prospects or serve as a coach for the club’s team that involves prospects, provided the club is an established, ongoing club, and all 

prospects participating in said activities are legal residents of the area (within a 50 mile radius of the institution). The committee noted that if an institution’s coach wishes to 

organize his or her own club that includes prospective student athletes, such a club must be an established, ongoing dub that is engaged in competitive activities and is not 

formed only to provide instruction to prospects. [References: 13.12.2.4 (local sports clubs) and [C 12/17/92, Item No. 8] 

Sta ff interpretation 

One on one skill instruction 

Date Published: March :1]., 1994 

item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a One on one skill instruction: The [eglslative services staff copfirmed that the application of NCAA Byiaw 13.12,1 is pot gepder specific, For example, al" institutiolYs men’s 
swimming coach may not engage in one on one hmstruct]onal sessions in the sport of swimmhmg with a femaie prospective student athlete, [References: 13.12.1 (prohibited 

activities), and 06/21/89 staff minutes, item No, :[ c] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 10:00 PM 

Meaders, }tarlis James <meaders@unc.edt~> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Maxkos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I:NV: Invitalion to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Hi Harlis, 

How is the transition going? If you have lingering questions about the admissions process, please let me know I would be happy to talk with you or meet with your staff again if that would 
be helpful. 

On another note, we’ve received a few emails, like the one below, through our general email inbox. Would you like us to iblavard them to you or would you prefer we delete them? I don’t 
know- anything about beRecruited so I have no idea if these merit any further consideration 

Thanks for providing some direction. 

Barbara 

..... Original Message ..... 

The beRecruited Team 

Like beRecruited on Facebook, follow @beRecruited on Twitter, or get the Laest with beRecruited’s Blog 

Ifyou&#39;d like to unsubscribe arid stop receiving these emails click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Competition Schedule Changes 

Yes, good idea. Thanks, ~-Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 2, 2012, at 12:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

Can we add this as m~ item tbr discussion at our next meeting of sport supervisors? Thanks. 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:51 PM 
To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Competition Schedule Changes 

No. Those approvals are done via email (first by sport supervisor and then by me) and then I send out the necessary revision in an email to the Schedule 

Approval listserve and everyone changes it on their own version. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12:48 PM >>> 

Are coaches required to submit m~ aJnended version of the original schedule that we aJre asked to approve? 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday,               12:24 PM 
To-" Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint 
Gwaltney; Cricket Lane; Ellen Culler; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Ce-" llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, I just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior 

to) the season asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those 

changes to me. This allows us to make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing. 

Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

.."0~, "~, }[ ,t. ~," ~ ~ ~’., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Donations Question 

Willyou be simply sending a requestfordonationsto assist with these expenses? There aren’tany complianceissues with this sort offundraising forthe program, but[am 

going to copy Martina Ballen, John Montgomery, and Vince ]lie on this emailto make sure thereisn’tanything you need to be aware offrom their end. They willrespond if 

they have any concerns, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> 

Good morning, 

@live.unc.edu > 7:16 AM > > > 

We are looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception for Coach Papa following her Hall of Fame induction, ] wanted to check with you first though about 

any rules and/or policies that we should be aware of before reaching out to people. It will mainly be myself sending out emails and invites and our assistants may do a little 

as well, We are planning to send an email to current parents as well as some past parents and a few of our big supporters also. Are there any issues with this or policies I 

should be aware of before sending out an email?? 

Thanks for your help! Have a great day. 

~live.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John R Montgomeo, <jmom@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:00 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @live.anc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmonV~:unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maxtina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Donations Question 

-- What is the budget for the reception? 

Thanks, 

John 

Sent tix)m my iPhone 

On , at 8:50 AM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will you be simply sending a request for donations to assist with these expenses? There m~en’t any- compliance issues with this sort of fundmising for the 

progran, but I am going to copy MaNna Ba]len, John Montgomery, and Vince Ille on this email to make sure there isn’t anything you need to be aware of 

from their end. They roll respond if they have any concerns. 

Thanks. 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Good morning, 
))live.unc.edu> 7:16 AM >>> 

We are looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception tbr Coach Papa tbllowing her Hall of Fame induction. I wanted to check with 

you first though about a~ly rules and/or policies that we should be aware of beibre reaching out to people. It roll mainly be myself sending out emaJls and 

invites and our assistants may do a little as well. We are planning to send an email to current parents as well as some past parents and a few of our big 

suppofiers also. Are there any issues ruth this or policies I should be aware of before sending out an email?? 

Thanks for your help! Have a great day. 

@live.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <a]schaeQuncaa.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu > 

LOANER CAR INVOICE 

incoice paid from lexus i.pdf 

Vince & Amy, 

Attached is a scanned pdf copy of the invoice we received from the Johnson Lexus dealership. 

I have a faxed copy as well here in my office if you need that as well. 

Page 2 section B NON SMOKER LOANER CAR IS PROVIDED AS A COURTESY 

as    ’s vehicle was being service over the weekend of 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks 

Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

U NIVERSITY OF NORT H CARO LINA 

Carmichael Arena 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 $228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:22 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Guests for AD Box: Virgilfia Tech Game 

Lee & Fowler 

Paul Hoolahan (Executive Director of the Sugar Bowl), plus wife, daughter & daughter’s friend 

Jeff Galloway (plus one) 

Gregg Gaugh (met at the Bell Cup) plus three 

Gary McKenna (Director of National Sales for Nike Golf), plus three 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ohio State Compliance Report 

Saw this article, and figured I e mail it send it out. It has a link to the actual report. It is only 805 pages long 

http://www.toledoblade,com!Ohio State/2012!10!O3!Report details how OSU has added steps compliance staff since violations,html 

Tom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu~> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC News - Preliminaly Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

I arn not sure. I’d have to check with Bubba. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Has anyone responded to Bubba’s questions below? 

From: Bubba Cunningham [A)_a__[[_t__o_;_[. ~g._m_.a_]J=_c_.o_n_)] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

2 2 

http://uncnews.unc.edui 

unenews.une.edu ........................................................................................................... 

(Note: The following statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg’s official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina eotmties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-x~inning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~witers, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community activists. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that provided six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source ~:ith a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for ser~ice initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 

lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranldng in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 
91.2 percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office 
of Undergraduate Adntissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning 
and on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the 
admissions office uses the test ~ith the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~4ng ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 610-710, math; and 58o-69o, ~¢iting. The average total score was 1938 ~dth the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and ntath eontbined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading 
plus math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 



For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (30 last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
¯ 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at tile University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, 
the most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistw 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ dounlalism and mass communication 
¯ Pharmaey 
° Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
, Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identifying themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to loA percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identif3dng themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identif3dng themselves as American Indian or Alaskan 
Native increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their fanfilies to graduate from a four-year college or 
university fell slightly, from 18.9 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, down from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

~pplied Admitted Enrolled 

N.C. ),975 4,966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

All 29,507 7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

]lApplied [&dmitted ]Enrolled ] 

13,226 11,259 ~766 ] 

Average college GPA: 3.44 



The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 

137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 50 percent scored tile follo~ing ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--critical reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, _(9__Lg_)__9_~=:3_691 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, (Q1¢)) ¢)62-85Q3 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC News - Preliminao, Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Ok, thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 i0:38 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

OK, I’ll askthe others first. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:36 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

[ arn not sure. I’d have to check with Bubba. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Has anyone responded to Bubba’s questions below? 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailtc }qmail.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud serv) Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

ifitere~tifig arti~i~ B~i~w ihat prompted fl,~ ~ii~fi~ 

o 

What NN~nt ~th~ AN~m~ N~mi s~l~ are fi~$/g~nerati~n? 

h t._t_p_;/_:’i U_r__~.c.;__~.e__:5:~: U_]:.c_:.e._d_.:_L/_ 

unenews.une.edu 
(Note: The following statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg’s official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-whming researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~vTiters, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community actixdsts. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that pro,Aded six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source with a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 

lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 
91.2 percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office 
of Undergraduate Admissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning 
and on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the 
admissions office uses the test with the stronger results. 



The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141 o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 50 percent scored tim following ranges on each component: 

590-7o0, critical reading; 61o-71o, math; and 580-690, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math combined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading 
plus math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (30 last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
¯ 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
° 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, 
the most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistw 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ Journalism and mass communication 
° Pharmacy 
° Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
¯ Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identifying themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan 
Native increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-year college or 
university fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, do~vn from 89 last year. International enrolhnent has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

~ppRed Achni~ed EnroRed 
N.C. ~,975 4,966 3,214 
Outofsmte 19,532 2,889 714 
All 29,507 7,855 3,928 



Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

IApp       L dmi.ed         Ir o ed 1 
113,226 11,259 1766 [ 

Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 9o40 on the SAT and between 113o and 

137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 50 percent scored the following ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--critical reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (919) 966-36m 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, (~lg) 962-8593 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:36 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John G <johnblanchardQunc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

< stevekirschner@unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Bubba and I discussed at breakfast two weeks ago. We are all set on these. Sorry for not communicating about this. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O, Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu > 9/18/2012 10:40 AM > > > 

Have either of you guys responded to g ubba’s questions below? If not, who among us should get this information? Thanks. 

From: Bubba Cunningham [__m___a_jJ_t__o__’~ ........................................ ~_g__n_~__a__[[,_c___o_m] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud sew) Blanchard; Vince Tile 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

http:iiuncnews.unc.edu/ 

uncnews.unc.edu .......................................................................................................... 

(Note: The jbllowing statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the University% official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at tim University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,507 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-winning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and writers, as well as champion student-athletes 
and comnmnity actMsts. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that proxqded six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
° Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source with a patent pending. 
° Being recognized in the State of" the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked ~4thin the top 
lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 91.2 
percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning and 
on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the admissions 
office uses the test with the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the following ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 610-710, math; and 58o-69o, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the follm~4ng sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math combined. 



Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading plus 
math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (30 last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
¯ 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, the 
most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistry 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ Journalism and mass communication 
¯ Pharmacy 
¯ Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
° Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identif3dng themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identif34ng themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan Native 
increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-3~ar college or universib~ 
fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, do~ from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

Applied ’~dmitted Enrolled 

N.C. 9,975 L966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

N1 29,507 [7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

[Appli~ ]A,tmitt~ [gm-olle,t 
[3,226 11,259 1766 



Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 
137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~4ng ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--eritieal reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (919) 966~621 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, (919) 962-8593 

Bubba 
Sent th)m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

We decided there was no info, that would be of use to us. I told Bubba ] would follow up with Barbara but he does not have it as a priority item after our discussion. Call if 

you have any questions, Hey, rock ’on!:) 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > ’2lie, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/18/2012 5:37 PM > > > 

No problem. Thanks John. Caal you forward me a copy of that information too? 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:36 PM 

To= Ille, Vince; Nanchard, John G; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject= Re: FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Bubba and I discussed at breakfast two weeks ago. We are all set on these. Sorry for not communicating about this. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille(~Oemail.unc.edu > 9/18/2012 10:40 AM > > > 

Have either of you guys responded to B ubba’s questions below? If not, who mnong us should get this information? Thanks. 

From: Bubba Cunningham L_ma__[Lto: ...................................... L@_gt_n_a_!!_&ot_n_,] 

Sent= Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To= Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud sen/) Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject= UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

i~tere~fi~g astid~ below lhat prompted lheN q~sti~ 

~eti~ review ~ii~ ~duati~ data by sport fifi~ rac} fo~ ~h} ~st ~pl} ~y~firs 

http://uncnews.unc.edu/ 

uncnews.unc.edu ........................................................................................................... 

(Note: The f!)llowing statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg~ official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students Mlo started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-~inning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~ters, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community activists. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Orgaifizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that provided six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source ~ith a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 
1o, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last }~ar to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 91.2 
percent scored 4.o or higher. 



Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office of 
Undergrad uate Admissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning and 
on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the admissions 
office uses the test ~ith the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored bebveen 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~ing ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 610-710, math; and 58o-69o, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math combined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading plus 
math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (3o last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
. 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
. 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, the 
most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistry 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ Journalism and mass communication 
¯ Pharmacy 
¯ Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
¯ Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the tburth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identifying themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan Native 
increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-year college or university 
fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, do~ from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 



Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

Applied ,’~&nitted Enrolled 

N.C. 9,975 ~,966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

All 29,507 7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

]Appli~ IA,tmitt~ Ign,’olled 
[3,226 11,259 1766 

Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 
137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~4ng ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--eritieal reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (91:9) 966ff~621 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, C9__!9_)__9_fig_:__8_5~3 

Bubba 
Sent th)m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:25 PM 

Merri tt Norv ell <mnorvell@dhrintemational .corn> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: new recruiting tool 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks. Good thought on the recruiting expenses. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2012, at 4:28 PM, "Merritt Norvell" <mnorvell(d~dhrintenlational.corn> wrote: 

Bubba, thanks for your response, and thanks for taking time to investigate~ I know how busy you must be these days. I kind of went through a similar 

situation when I arrived at MSLL They are really time killers. In fact it cost me about S:].M in attorney fees to clean it up. One figure you might want to 

Iool~ at i5; how much are you r¢_~ally spending on recruiting? Could there be a bett¢_~r way to reduce cost at~d enhanc¢_~ ¢_~ffici¢_mcies. f don’t think most ADs 

spend much time ~:hinking about ~:otal recruit:my cost because it is so dik~:ed, Think about it, I bet it’s more that~ you tMnk. 

ge well ~T~y friend, 

Merritt Norve[I 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:39 PM 
To: IVlerritt Norvell 
Subject: RE: new recruiting tool 

Dear Merritt, 

Thank you very much for your note and information regarding _S_portsBoard.com. Jenny Levy, our women’s lacrosse coach, has used it and she does like 

the product. She will be sharing her knowledge of the product with all of our coaches. 

Hope all is well with you. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Merritt Norvell [mailto:mnorvell@dhrinternational.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September :1:[, 2012 3:59 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: new recruiting tool 

Bubba, 

I am on the Advisory Board of West Shore Technologies which has developed a new software called SportsBoard which helps coaches process 

recruiting, scouting and player evaluations information more efficiently and effectively. It greatly reduces travel and manual processing time of 

information because it works off of hand held devises and the new Cloud technology. The software is downloaded from the Apple App store to run 

on IPhones and IPads which most coaches use today. Your Women’s Lacrosse coach is currently using it. You can look at it on SportsBoard.com. We can 

demo it right at you desk PC via Webinar. Please visit with your Women’s LaCrosse to see how she likes it and give some thought to maybe expanding 

its use to other sports ,especially the Olympic sports. Like to hear back from you for feedback and if you want to see a webinar presentation. It’s slick 

and you should look at it. I can be reached at cell- or office: 517-885-9010. Hope all is going well. 

Best, 

Merri~ ,L Nol-vell, J re Ph,D, 
[b:ecugve Vice President and Man~gin9 Director 
Giob~l Head. Educ~do:: Practice 

DHR In ~ernational 
6639 Cenh]r~on Dr. I Sv~te 14o i Lansing, M[ I 48197 
T: 5~.7-Sge>-gu=ui F: 517-886-9u42 I n~norvett@dhrqnternationaLcom 
For ove~ 2O years ~Hg InLern~Lionai ha3 been a leading, prk, ateiy held provider of e×ec~t’,~e search ",el u kio¢ls wiLil more !hat150 wholly owned offices £p~ rlflTtlg the globe DHR’s renowned consultanLs speciaiize Ttl ~ii irld,,sLries and 

runt1 orm in order r~ ~rov de u nparaiieied senTo~ level execut’ve search. ,na~lagemenL assessment and success or~ plarmTng servTces taTie~ed to the Llnq ue qual t es and s~edficatTons M our seiect d[enL base. sot mere rfforrnatTen on DI4R 

InLemations i, a %op 5" executive sea~ ci: Frm, visiL hLLp:/iwww .di:rinLernationai car:: 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: question fi-om Robbi... 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 
University of Nortk Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Nancy K Davis <_r!~J_)__c_.~Z__c_tj42iis~)__ujLc_:__e__d_t!> 

Date: September 19, 2012 9:36:02 AM EDT 

To: < ~ _k_i !:~__h___n_ ~2~ _d__:_~Lr_Lc_:_e___@_ > 
Subject: FW: question from Robbi... 

From: Gardner, Paul [mailto:paul_gardner@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, September :[9, 203.2 9:33. AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Brannan, Tiffany; McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: RE: question from Robbi... 
It’s my understanding that compliance spoke to the NCAA who said it was ok since she conducted business and was working for the Dental Foundation. We 
couldn’t ever find anything on paper, but I think Dick told Williams that it was fine during their phone call. Tiffany might ck again with Robert Foy to see what he 

remembers. 
Her trip to Memphis wasn’t officially approved on paper by Bodager, but from what I understand he verbally approved it. And, of course, it was ok’d by the dean 
after she provided documentation (since the DFNC didn’t have an executive director any longer since Bodager was gone). Development officers from many 
schools on campus (and from other schools in those tournaments) attended the tournaments. The reason we didn’t have a history of it is because Dean Stature 
and Carol represented us when I was at the DFNC from 98-05. Williams didn’t attend, Tami had good tickets, so it was natural that she would go and represent 
the DFNC. 

Sent from my Samsung JackTM, 8 Windows Mobile® smartphone from AT&T 

From: Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 3.9, 203.2 9:3.9 AN 
To: Gardner, Paul <p~a~u~!~g~a~r~d~n~e~r~@~D~E~N~TI~S~Y~U~N~C~E~D~U~>; Brannan, Tiffany <~t~[~a~y-~b~La~D~n~a~@~D~E~N~SI~R~Y~U~N~C~:~E~D~U~>; McFarland, Michael B 

<mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: question from Robbi... 

From:       @aoLcom [mailto       @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 3.9, 203.2 9:3.2 AN 
To: Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: question from RobN... 
Good morning, Steve and Nancy. I hope you are well. 
rm hoping one (or both) of you might be able to answer a couple of questions about the Tami Hansbrough/travel expense issue. 
According to the dental school/audit documents that were released yesterday, Dick Baddour saw a copy of the audit (which included that Tami Hansbrough’s 
trip to Memphis wasn’t pre-approved). Did the athletics compliance office take a look at that information after the report came out? Was any of the information 
forwarded to the NCAA? Is the compliance office taking another look at it now, and might it be forwarded to the NCAA (and why or why not)? 

Could you give me a call on this subject? 

Thanks, 
Robbi Pickeral 
ESPN.com 
cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

MikePope@anfllonytvavel.com; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~; Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwallney <cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Steve Kir~hner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans 

<timmennml@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

MBB Waiver Decision 

The subcommittee voted to uphold the staffs decision, so we are not permitted to leave campus for California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesda? 11:00 AM 

MikePope@anthonUtravel.com; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Lain.~ Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaaxmc.edu>; Lm~ce Maxkos <markos@uncaa.unc.edw~; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Steve Kir~hner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans 
<timmelmo~n@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Re: MBB W~Jver Decision 

Ouch! 

Thanks for your efforts, 
(;lint 

>>> On         at 10:56 AM; in message <5059I)D14.CA1 : 148 : 27981 >, Amy tlerman 
<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> The subcommittee voted to uphold the stafPs decision, so we are not 
> pennitted to leave campus J2~r California unti[ Wednesday night at 11:00 pm 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope <IvlikePope@anthon~ravel.com> 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Amy Herman <aj ~hae@ uncaa, unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ill e@email.unc .edu>; Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa. unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwalmey <cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Steve Kir~hner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans 

<timmennma@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

I~E: MBB Waiver Decision 

YUCK! Good t~z though Amy. 

Mike Pope 
Account Manager 

Anthony Travel 
UNC Athletics I)epartment - Loudermilk Center 
344 Ridge Road 
PO Bnx 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-843-5580 Phone 
919-843-5297 Fax 

North America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010 World Travel AwardsT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Henmm [mailto:aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday                   10:56 AM 
To: Mike Pope; ille@emaihunc.edu; Larry GaHo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Lance Markos; Nadia Lynch; Steve Kirschner; 
Sutziect: MBB Waiver Decision 

’]7he subcommittee w~ted to uphold the staffs decision, so we are not permitted to leave campus Jk~r California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

; Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 12:56 PM 

Dick Weiss < @aol.com>; Jeff Goodman < @aol.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Andy Katz 

<andy.d.katz@espn3.com>; Gary Parrish < @gmail.com>; Jay Bilas <bilasj@mvalaw.com>; Mike DeCourcy 

< ,@yahoo.com> 

Helen Buchanan < @gmail.com>; [ @live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 

Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Williams undergoes surgery to remove tumor kidney 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNCIATIONS 
WEDNESDAY, 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner ( stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

CAROLINA’S ROY WILLIAMS UNDERGOES SURGERY 
CHAPEL HILL -- University of North Carolina men’s basketball coach Roy Williams underwent a roboticpartial nephrectomy at UNC 

Hospitals this morning to remove a tumor from his right kidney. 
Dr. Eric Wallen, professor of urology at UNC, and co-surgeon Dr. Mathew Raynor led the surgical team, which took three and a half hours to 

complete the operation. Doctors discovered the presence of the tumor during a physical earlier this month. 

Dr. Wallen says Williams, 62, should be able to coach when the Tar Heels begin practice for the 2012-13 season on Saturday, October 13m. 
Williams may have a second surgery to remove a tumor from his left kidney at a later date and could be sidelined for a few practices. 

"The surgery went well and according to plan," said Dr. Wallen. "Coach Williams did great. I fully expect him to coach this season and for 
years to come. He could miss some practice time if we perform another procedure sometime in October, but he would be able to resume his 
coaching duties prior to the start of the regular season." 

"Our thoughts and prayers are with Coach Williams and his family for a full recovery," says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba 
Cunningham. "Obviously his health and prognosis are my greatest concerns. He’s in great hands with the medical staffat UNC Hospitals. The 
basketball team is also in outstanding hands with Steve Robinson, CB McGrath, Hubert Davis and ]oe Holladay. As Coach Williams frequently 
says, he has the best staff’ in the country and I know they will do an excellent job as CoachWilliams recuperates. We will be ready for his return 
as soon as he is able to do so, but I have stressed to him that he returns only when he has been given the medical approval and he is ready to do 
that. Hopefully that will be soon and for a long, long time to come." 

Williams is entering his 10th season as the head coach of the Tar tIeels and 25th as a college head coach, tie is a member of the Naismith 
Basketball Hall of Fame and Collegiate Basketball Hall of Fame, has led Carolina to national championships in 2005 and 2009, another Final Four 
in 2008, Elite Eights in 2007, 2011 and 2012, five NCAA Tournament No. 1 seeds, seven Associated Press Top 10 final rankings, six ACC regular- 
season titles, two ACC Tournament crowns, five 30-win seasons and developed 13 first-round NBA Draft picks. 

ESPN, Sports Illustrated, The Sporting News and Fox Sports named him the Coach of the Decade for 2000-2009. Williams led Kansas and 
Carolina to 33 NCAA Tournament wins in the 2000s, eight more than any other coach. 

The Asheville native has directed teams at Kansas and UNC to a record of 675-169. His winning percentage of .800 is the fourth highest in the 
history of college basketball and No. i among active coaches. He is one of 13 coaches to win multiple national championships, joining an 
illustrious list that includes only two other ACC coaches - Dean Smith and Mike Krzyzewski. 

Carolina is 257-68 (.791) in his nine seasons. He has set UNC coaching records for most wins for one year (36 in 2007-08), two years (70 in 
2008-09), three years (101 from 2007-09), four years (124 from 2006-09), five years (157 from 2005-09), six years (176 from 2004-09), seven 
years (206 from 2005-12) and is tied for the most in any eight-year span (225, tied with 1991-98). 

At Carolina, Williams has coached two National Players of the Year (Scan May in 2005, Tyler Hansbrough in 2008), three Bob Cousy Award 
winners presented to the best point guard in the country (Raymond Felton in 2005, Ty Lawson in 2009, Kendall Marshall in 2012), three ACC 
Players of the Year (Hansbrough in 2008, Lawson in 2009, Tyler Zeller in 2012), two ACC Athletes of the Year (May in 2005, Hansbrough in 
2008), four ACC Rookies of the Year (Marvin Williams in 2005,Hansbrough in 2006, Brandan Wright in 2007, Harrison Barnes in 2011), two 
Final Four MOPs (May in 2005, Wayne Ellington in 2009) and 16 NBA Draft picks. 

"Patti and 1 send all best wishes to Coach Williams and his family," says Chancellor Holden Thorp. "All of us at Carolina are thinking about 
him, hoping he recovers quickly and looking forward to having him back with us soon." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgalio@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

MikePope@anthonytravel.com; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBB Waiver Decision 

Thanks ~ tough decision ~ appreciate you trying to get this done, Amy! 

>>> Clint Gwaltney 10:59 AM >>> 

Ouch! 

Thanks for your efforts, 

Clint 

> > > On          at 10:56 AM, in message <5059DD14.CA1 : 148 : 27981>, Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu > wrote: 

> The subcommittee voted to uphold the staff’s decision, so we are not 

> permitted to leave campus for California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic Plan 

I Lhink we would benefit from having our routines disrupLed more as we brainstorm ways Lo improve! 

As I’ve said before, where there is chalIenfie, there is opportunity, 

Bra~lley R.H° Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

[ Tnj ve~s{ty ~[ Norfl~ (. aroKn~ at Ch~g~el ttill 

Academic Support Pro.,r~ram %r Studenlo/\tldctes 

Loudemailk Center Jb~ Excellence 

344 R idge R d. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel t-lill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962°2237 

I F (919) 962-.g247 

bradley~ bethel@unc~edu 

From: Vince llle [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Strategic Plan 

Yes, I believe most would agree that some of our changes have disrupted ~)me roulines. Thanks and I’m looking lbrwaxd to working with you, Harold and the staB’on 

this. 

From: Bradley Bethel [mailto:bbethel@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:38 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Terrell, Natt 
Subject: Strategic Plan 

Matt and Vince, 

This morning I watched the video linked below on the Harvard Business Network. I’m sure you’ll see how it is relevant to our departmental efforts to move forward and 

improve with the strategic plan. 

b~t.~t.p..jZ..b.~[.~..g.s.~!!.b..r.~.~.~2q/.yLd.~e...~.~2.~...1..2.Z~.~?.&~.~.~j.r.!.n.~.~.y.:a.t....e.~d~i~y£4~L£9.@b.tm~. 

Bradley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <s~rohm@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Phone Message 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks for your message. I just finished up with today’s meetings. If you’d like to talk tonight, l’ll be free after 9 pro. Ik4y home number is 

[.~:_!sl h:~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 20J.2 1:30 PM 

To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: Phone Message 

Leslie, 

I left a telephone message for you this afternoon ruth one of your stalt’members. I undelst~xld that you me preparing for meetings. Can you please call me when you 

have time to discuss a cunent issue with me? Thank you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: 

Not at all. Richard And Balry axe cousins and they mn the family scrap metal business together. Barry is mmTied to Anna. Richard to Suzmme. 

Great family. And for what it’s worth, Richard is much more involved with us. Both are great to us, but Bar~ came on the trip because of Richard. 

Happy to fill you in more an)lJme. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 919.843.6448 

e: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2012, at 9.58 AM, Ille, Vmce --flle,a,emml.unc.edu~ wrote. 

He did and I appreciate it. Do you recall which one was the guy who operates the family scrap metal business? I was thinking that was Barry? Do you 

kmow his wife’s name? Thanks Tim. Son7 to be a nuisance, I’ll take better notes next time. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:24 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 
Sounds good. Also --. told me he got all the address over to you. If not, just let me know. ;~nd if you need!want any background on the guys, )~st 

say the word 

Tim 

TirnoLhy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director [ UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919,843,5448 I F: 9:1.9,843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www,rarnsclub,com 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:21 AM 
To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: RE: 

Thmlks Tim. The presentation last night was OK. I went to his first one at 6:30pm. I believe they videotaped it so you can probably take a look if you’re 

interested. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 20:[2 :[0:22 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 
Vince- sure. I copied one of our interns on that last email and asked him to get you the desired info tomorrow. And VII get him to get 

you Kent’s too. Glad you’re sending the notes. I’m sure the guys will appreciated it. 

I hope tonight went well. Sorry I wasn’t able to make it, 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 10:17 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[! .e__@.._ .e__m__a_!_L._u_..n_ .c_._ .e__d_.u__> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I would like to write a note to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead of email) and 

also include one for Kent Taylor? 

On at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

- please send Vince the mailing addresses for the guys below. As a heads up for you 

under M. Allen Wilson and Len White isT. L White on 

Richard Gordon - @windstrearn.net 

Ralph Teal - 
__@__.___t__h___e__t_e__a__Lc_o___m_p____a___qy_.__c__9___m__" 

Dwight Stone- ~dstonebuilders.com 

Allen Wilson - @us.gt.com 

Tommy Watkins - @schellbray.com 

Len White - @alliance-regret.cam 

- Allen Wilson is listed 

. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 



Barry Gordon - corn 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: t_._d_ s__rO_! t__h_._@__u_.n__c_: e__d_._u_ 
Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Tim, 
Can you please tbrward me the haines and mailing addres~s for the Big Hitters who traveled ruth us to Louisville 

and Kent Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:57 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatche[I <shatchel[@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Thank you! I will get these sent in tomorrow. 

Amy 

>>> "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@ernail.unc.edu> 9/19/2012 5:43 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Here are the phone records you said the NCAA has requested of my husband. ] do hope at this point this is all that is needed of me. 

Thank you, 

Trisha 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dewayne Odom@ahm,honda.com" <Dewayne Odom@ahm.honda,com> 

To: "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Hello Dewayne, 

Please see Call Detail Records for period: (January 2012 August 2012) 

Let me know if I can assist you further. 

(See attached file: DOdom_April 2012 Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: 
DOdom Feb 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom Jan 2012_Usage 

Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_March 2012_Usage Summary,pdf)(See 

attached file: DOdom Aug 2012_Usage Summap/,pdf)(See attached file: 

DOdom_July 2012_Usage Summary,pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_May 2012_Usage 

Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom June 2012_Usage Summary.pdf) 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ]SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm,honda.com 

From: Dewayne Odom!AHM/AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM!AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:38 AM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Call detail period is correct. 

Thanks, 

DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., ]nc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

cell 

dewayne odom@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dedra Castle/AHMiAM/HONDA 

To: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM!HONDA@HONDAAM 



Date: 09/19/2012 12:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Good morning, 

Working on this today, you should have shortly. 

Please confirm CALL DETAIL usage periods below, 

JanuaFy 2012 (Usage) August 2012 (Usage)?? 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ]SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle!AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:34 AM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Dedra, 

Any luck with getting the records from Verizon yet. Please let me know 

Thanks, 

DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

cell 

dewayne odom@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA 
To: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 03:47 PM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Sure Thing ! 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@a hrn.honda.corn 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHM!AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM!AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 12:46 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Tomorrow would be great!! Monday is doable. Appreciate the assistance, Call 

me if you have any questions, Dewayne 

I 
> 

IFr°m: I 
I > 



IDedra Castle                                                                         I 

I 
> 

ITo: I 
I > 

IDewayne Odom                                                                        I 

I > 
ICc: I 
I > 

IPhomma Xayasith 

I 
> 

IDate: I 
I > 

109/13/2012 12:17 PM PDT 

I 
> 

ISubject: I 

I > 

ICall Detail                                                                         I 

Hello There Mister Odom, 

Phommajust reached out to me for assistance in retrieving your call 

detail. 

What time frame are we working with. 

I may be able to provide for you by this afternoon. If not, no later than 

Monday. 

Is this doable ? 

Kind Regards ~ 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:02 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 

Amy 

Offidal Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (1) 

Date Published: September 6, 200:[ 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e,g,, meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.B (extra benefit) and 16,12,2,1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No, 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/19/2012 5:06 PM > > > 
Am)g 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She informed me that she ’~made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for room because she was really 

special mad we’re going to miss having her around" but then realized she should check it out ruth the Complimace Office before sending it, She said the ornament was 

°’cute but it’s not worth a~ything." Is it permissible for her to send the item to mother? Thanks. 

Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 7:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Olcay. I have done some review already and can summarize for yon fairly quicldy. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 7:47 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91--><’.--[endiI]--> 

Let’s "take a look after our meeting at 1 ? Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:57 plVl 
To: Stafford-adam, Trisha L 
Cc: llle, Vince; Sylvia Hatchell 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Thank you! [ will get these sent in tomorrow. 
Amy 

> > > "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@email,unc.edu > 9/19/2012 5:43 PM > > > 
Amy, 

Here are the phone records you said the NCAA has requested of my husband. ] do hope at this point this is all that is needed of me, 

Thank you, 

Trisha 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dewayne Odom@ahmhonda.corn" <Dewayne Odom@ahm.honda.com> 
To: "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <.t__s__o___d___o__r_:n___@__o___Ln___a_jj_&r_Lc_._o____d___u_.> 

Subject: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Hello Dewayne, 

Please see Call Detail Records for period: (January 2012 August 2012) 

Let me know if I can assist you further. 

(See attached file: DOdom_April 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: 

DOdom Feb 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_Jan 2012_Usage 

Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_March 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See 

attached file: DOdom_Aug 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: 

DOdom_July 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_May 2012_Usage 
Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_June 2012_Usage Summar¥.pdf) 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahmhonda.com 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM!HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM!AM!HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:38 AM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Call detail period is correct. 

Thanks, 



DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

cell 

-d-~-e-~v---a~t-n-~--~--d-~-~-~L‘~--a~L1r-:n-~L~-~--r-Ld--~-a-~-c-~-~-~E]. 

From: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA 
To: Dewayne Odom/AHMiAMiHONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 12:37 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Good morning, 

Working on this today, you should have shortly. 

Please confirm CALL DETAIL usage periods below, 

JanuaQ/ 2012 (Usage) August 2012 (Usage)?? 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor [SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda,com 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHMiAM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:34 AM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Dedra, 
Any luck with getting the records from Verizon yet. Please let me know 

Thanks, 

DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

:ell 

dewayne odom@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA 
To: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 03:47 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Sure Thing ! 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor [SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda.com 



Frorn: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra CastleiAHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 12:46 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Tomorrow would be great!! Monday is doable. Appreciate the assistance. Call 

me if you have any questions. Dewayne 

I 
> 

IFr°m: I 
I > 

IDedra Castle 

I 
> 

ITo: I 
I > 

IDewayne Odom                                                                        I 

I 
> 

ICc: I 
I > 

IPhomma Xayasith 

I 
> 

IDate: I 
I > 

109/13/2012 12:17 PM PDT                                                                 I 

I 
> 

ISubject: I 

I > 

ICall Detail                                                                         I 

Hello There Mister Odom, 

Phomma just reached out to me for assistance in retrieving your call 

detail. 

What time frame are we working with. 

I may be able to provide for you by this afternoon. If not, no later than 

Monday. 

Is this doable ? 

Kind Regards ~ 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahrn,honda.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:08 AM 

Packer, Cathy <clpacker@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: First Amendment Day 

Hi Cathy, 

Thanks for getting back to me. I’m looking forward to joining all of you for the conversation. I have heard good things about you and your colleagues in the School of 

Journalism and we are excited by this opportunity to support the academic enterprise. 

Best, 
Paul 

> > > "Packer, Cathy" <clpacker@email.unc.edu > 9/19/2012 2:48 PM > > > 

Hello Paul, 

Sorry I’ve taken a while to get back to you. First Amendrnent Day planning is chaotic, to say the least. However, I think your panel is going to be terrific. [ can’t tell you how 

much f appreciate your willingness to participate. 

There are a few specific topics Iwould like you to be prepared to address, topics that people often ask me about but that I can’t answer. Does the NCAA have rules about 

student athletes’ use of social media? Do student athletes sign away their First Amendment and privacy rights (either explicitly or implicitly) when they join our sports teams 

and/or accept a scholarship? Could you bring with you a copy of what they sign? What is the athletic department’s policy on social media? What are the team policies? Why 

do they have the policies they have? 

I assume this won’t be a problem. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Here’s the description of the panel, including when and where it will be: 

2 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. 

WHY CAN’T WE TWEET? THE FIRST AMENDMENT, UNC ATHLETES AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

Carroll Hall Room 33 
A representative of the UNC athletic department, a sports law expert and athletes will discuss Carolina’s athletic department and team social media 

policies, how other schools and states are addressing this issue, and whether UNC policies violate the First Amendment and privacy rights of 

UNC’s student athletes. Panelists will include UNC Associate Athletic Director Paul Pogge and Barbara Osborne, an attorney and associate 

professor in UNC’s Department of Exercise and Sports Science. Read more about Osborne here: http://exss.anc.edu/facu]ty--and.-staff/associate-- 

professors/barbara--osborne/. The panel will be moderated by Roxanne Coche, a Ph.D. student in the School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication who studies sports journalism. 

Thanks, Paul. I look forward to meeting you. 

Tell Roy I hope he recovers quickly! 

Cathy 

Cathy Packer, Ph.D. 

W. Horace Carter Distinguished Professor 

Co-Director of the UNC Center for Media Law and Policy 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

358 Carroll Hall, Campus Box 3365 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919 962 4077 

Email: clpacker@email.unc.edu 

http:i/medialaw.u nc,ed u 

From: Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2012 20:08:22 -0400 

To: UNC Chapel Hill School of Journalism <clpacker@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: First Amendment 

Cathy, 

I have been asked to serve on your panel on First Amendment Day and am looking forward to joining in your discussion. Is there any additional information on the event 

you can provide? Thanks very much for including us. I look forward to meeting you in person. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents "@yahoo.corn> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 9:32 AM 

Tar Heel Parem RSVP for Sept 22 Important Update 

Hello Tea Heel Feanilies- 

Go Heels! Friendly reminder, the RSVP deadline is midnight Thin, Sept 20 for the Tea Heel Football Parent Tailgate hosted by THFPO coming up this Saturday. We 

have over 53 people signed up already. And just 5 more volunteers needed:-) 

CLICK HERE TO ADD YOUR RSVP/VOLUNTEER FOR TAR HEEL PARENT TAILGATE ON SEPT 22 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline 
We, the THFPO, understand the importance of building community and an atmosphere of family for all our Football Parents, their families and 
friends. 
What better way than a meal together. 
In an effort to accommodate everyone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the process for ’walk ups’ during our tailgating events. 
First and foremost...tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must be accompanied by a family 
member. 
Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. V~th us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food ordered...ALL 
reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 
Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure 
your spot at the tailgate, please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. Any individual who notifies              at             or email 
@gmail.com 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot 

qoarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are unable to sell your ticket you will be responsible for full payment. 
Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 
THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:00 AM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqcls <kqriclqs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Make A Wish 

Promotional Activities Release Agreement.pdf 

Cricket, 
left me a voicemail, so [ thought ] would respond in writing with what we will need. ] don’t have an email address for her, so could you pass this on to her, as well? 

For our student athletes to participate in the Make A Wish activity, they will just need to sign the attached statement, and you will need to get someone from the Make A Wish 
Foundation to sign, too. This should be the standard form that you have completed any time our student athletes participate in these sorts of activities. Once complete, the 

forms should be sent to us in Compliance. 

Assuming all of the regulations on the form can be met by the Make AWish folks, it would then be fine for them to use photos from the event on their Facebook pages, etc. 

Thanks for checking, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 11:20 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

All, 

will need to leave work about 1 or 1:30 to help them at the airport. 

I’m not sure what my plans will be for the next week or so. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

. As a result, I 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:26 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; )uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Staff Meeting 

Didn’t mean to infer that you all had to cancel staff meeting if you still want/need to meet. I just won’t be there to lead, and I haven’t put together an agenda. So if someone 

else wants to take the lead on it, that is fine. 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 11:20 AM > > > 

All, 

..... j 

/\ ~)~, ~: i:l < I" i::i ~: ~) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schaeCaAmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 12:39 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

I am fine with this. Thanks. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/19/2012 10:50 PM > > > 

Yes, ] think so based upon the item and the description, If you agree, I’ll pass it on and copy you. 

On Sep 19, 2012, at 10:02 PM, "Amy Herman" <_a_.Ls__c_b3Le___@__U__LLc__a__a__~_u_D__c_=9__d___u_ > wrote: 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 
Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (]) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: :[ 

[nLerpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an 

institutional athletics representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 (general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item 

No, 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <[[j#_@#_[D__a_jLL_[D__c_:_e___d___u_> 9/19/2012 5:06 PM > > > 
Am% 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She informed me that she ’~made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for morn because she 
was really si:~eia| and we’re going to miss having her m~ound" but then ma|ized she should check it out with the Compliance Office before sending it. She 

said the ornament was %ute but it’s not worth an~Jling." Is it permissible for her to send the item to mother? Thanks. 
Vince 

And hope the tield trip was a success! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:04 PM 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 

< sue walsh@unc.edu >; Amy Herman < ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>;                   ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris < sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sport financial approvals 

To Administrative Assistants: 

I wanted to let you know that we are ready to transition the administrative approval for our sports’ financial documents to the Primary Administrator for each sport,....this 
includes all forms except Check Requests. Only check requests $5,000 or over will go to the sport administrator for approval.......you will send the ones under $5,000 directly 

to the business office after the coach approves them. Beginning Monday, September 24, you will receive the coach’s approval as in the past, and then send the financial 

forms (expense reports, etc.) to the Sport Administrator listed below for approval, rather than send all of them to me. 

Also, proposed schedule forms will now go to the appropriate Primary Sport Administrator for approval. 

If you have any questions, please let me or Martina Ballen know. 

Thank you for your assistance in making this a smooth transition. 

~Beth 

Baseball Larry Gallo 

W. Basketball Beth Miller 

Fencing Beth Miller 

Field Hockey Larry Gallo 

M. Golf John Montgomery 

W. Golf Beth Miller 

Gymnastics Beth Miller 

M. Lacrosse John Montgomery 

W. Lacrosse Rick Steinbacher 

Rowing Beth Miller 

M. Soccer Beth Miller 

W. Soccer Larry Gallo 

Softball Vince Ille 

Swimming/Diving Larry Gallo 

M, Tennis Vince Ille 

W. Tennis Clint Gwaltney 

Track & Field!Cross Country Beth Miller 

Volleyball Beth Miller 

Wrestling Larry Gallo 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:52 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~ 

ppogge@uucaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday 

Bubba is meeting Tilden Martin with the Chick-fiI-A Bowl in the AD Box at 2:45pm on Saturday 

Bubba is meeting Eric Pores with the Orange Bowl in the Press Box at 3:00pro on Saturday. 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

. .m__..b_ .n__o_r_t_.o__~_@_.u__n_.c__._~_V. 

cell 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Compliance Question ti~)m Patti Thorp 

We are not recruiting any relative of Thanks. 

Eric Hoots 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 12:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 
Bdbre I reslamd to Patti Thorp, cm~ you guys please continn that we are not currently recruiting any relative of Ham~n Barnes? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 20:1.2 10:02 PN 
To: IIle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Compliance Question from patti Thorp 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 
Amy 
Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

~hl~ [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2,1 (general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16,02,3 (extra benefit) and 16,12,2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official 

interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 9/19/2012 5:06 PM > > > 
Amy. 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She infi~rmed me that she ’5nade a needlepoint Christmas ornament for because 
she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around" but then reM~ed she should check it out with the Compliance Office beibre ,sending it. 

She said the ornament was "cute but it’s not worth anything." Is it pennissiNe tbr her to ,send fl~e item to ? Thanks. 
Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Amy Hemmn (ai schae@uncaa.tmc.edu) 

RE: Compliance question 

Thanks so much[ Patti 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:30 plVl 
To: Thorp, Patti W 
Cc: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Compliance question 
Patti, 
’I’hm~s for the message and please forgive me for the late response. I’ve consulted ruth Amy Herman who is our Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and 

resident expe(t on the application of all rules in the NCAA Manual. We agree that the item you describe in your message would be considered a "nominal benefit" as 

defined in the September 6, 2001 Official NCAA Interpretation copied below. Additionally, we’ve received coafirmation that we are not currently recruiting anyone 

related to 

If yon have any questions or concerns, please just let me know. I’m vely- hopeful that we will all enjoy a more satis~ing outcome this Saturday. In light of your 

superstition, I roll limit my movements in and around the stadium! 

Thanks for checking with us. I appreciate your help. 

Vince 
Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 200:[. 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of rlorninal value (e,g,, meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 3.3.2.3. 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 3_6.02.3 (extra benefit) and 3_6,3_2.2,3_ (general rule) and a 3_/6/89 official interpretation, Item No, 2 f 3_] 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Compliance question 

Hi Vince! It was great to be with you at the game on Saturday although I have taken note that we have lost both of the games in which you and I have been in the 

same box. So hopefully, since I probably will not see you this Saturday, we will have a different outcome. (As you can tell I am a superstitious freak.) 

Anyway, I made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for                     because she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around but then I 

panicked about the "gifts to parents" thing and thought I should check it out with you before sending it. It’s cute but it’s not worth anything. What do you think? Is 

that ok? 

So many thanks for your willingness to join our family and try to keep us straight! 

All best! Patti Thorp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

@gmail .cam> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; mbnorkm@unc.edu 

RE: Checking In 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Things are moving ve~ quicHy here at Cm~olina and I’m glad you’re back. 

I hope we have a chance to visit in the near future. I will ask Molly to set up a lime that’s convenient for you. 

Thanks again for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:34 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Checking In 
Dear Mr. Culminghaan, 

I wanted to send yon a quick note and check in with you. I realize you have been extremely busy as of late, especially since the beginning of fall sports. Saturday was 

an awesome (however, hot) da55 and you must be very proud of yourself for the breath of fresh air that blew through Chapel Hill because of your efforts. It is a rely 

exciting time for Carolina Athletics, and football season is going to be an absolute blast. 

If your busy schedule ever calms down, it would be great ifI could come and visit ruth you. Know that I am still interested in getting to know your job better, if there is 

any room for me! 

Thanks in advance, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:57 PM 

]tie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Update 

I am flying home early tomorrow morning. Vince, sorry that we will have to reschedule our meeting again. 
My return plans are still up in the air, but [ will let you know when ] can. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Amy ttem~aJl <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lany Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Kathy Griggs 

<kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Today 

Just and FYI I am out of the office today traveling up to notre dame for the Michigan game 

Have a great weekend[ 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Amy Hen:nan" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Larry GaHo" <athgalk)@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’Wince IHe" <i]le@uncaa unc edu>, "Kathy Griggs" <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Paul Pogge" 
<ppogge@uncaa unc edu>, " ~)uncaa unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa uric edu> 
Subject: Staff Meeting 
Date: Thu,             11:20 am 

>>> "Am?" Hen:nan" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
All, 

11:20:28.911137 >>> 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 @ax) 
ajschae@tmcaa.unc.edu 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - EAST CAROLINA - 9/22/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, Byron Sanders 

Stephen Bovd,           , Jimmy Roberson, 
(check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Greg Lewinter, Bernie Williams 

Chadie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
Sections 106/107-111/112) 

(Sections 200-205/206) 
~ections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (late) (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James 
Hamm) 
Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 

Gate 1: 

Gate 2: 

Gate 3: 

Gate 5: 

Gate 6: 

Blue Zone South: 

Blue Zone North: 

Will Call Drop off: 

Recruit Check in: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 12:02 AM 

Paul Pogge ~gmaJl.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Nol’ton, Molly <mbno~m@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Panthers 

Yes, this looks ve~z good. 
I would like to do this. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On 9/23/12 10:19 PM, "Paul Pogge" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>Bubba, 
> 

>Here are several pages of documents I thought we could use as part of 
>the welcome packet we send to visitors you invite to football games 
>The attached :file includes a cover letter, a game day schedule (times 
>will need to be ad]usted each game), :field guidelines, and some facts 
>about the UniversiW and Tar Flee[ sports. We can print a map to go 
>with each packet as well. 
> 

>What do you think about expanding this "pregame experience" to 
>eventually include strategically-chosen people from throughout the 
>campus and state cotlmlunities’.’ Even if people don’t sit in your box as 
>your personal guests for the game, it might be beneficial to offer the 
>chance to watch pregame warm-ups to conm~uniW leaders, select faculty 
>members, Board members, Chamber presidents, etc. I think it could be 
>a really effective way to build bridges with academic units of campus 
>and various community constituents across Carolina. It would be 
>fairly easy for me to meet a group of people in a designated location 
>before each game, bring them down to the field, then escort them back 
>up to the concourse or your box before kickoff. 
> 

>I’ll be happy to help however you’d like. Have a great trip. 
> 

>Paul 
> 

>__ 

>Paul Pogge 
>Attorney at Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly, <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 12:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Mailing Address tbr Tilden Martin 

From: Lindsay Fletcher [mailto:lfletcher@cfabowl.com] 

Sent" Monday, September 24, 2012 11:56 AM 
To" Norton, Molly 
Subject; RE: Mailing Address for Tilden Martin 

Molly, 

Thank you t:or hosting Mm! 

Tilden Martin 

Lindsay 

From: Norton, Molly [_r_ELa_((Lo__:_[~_b__&qLt_9__&@_e___m___a_j_L_U_EtC__#_~!__uj 

Seat-" Monday, September 24, 2012 11:42 AM 
To-" Lindsay Fletcher 
Subject; Mailing Address for Tilden Martin 

Hi Lindsay, 

Thanks for coordinating Mr. Martin’s visit to Chapel Hill last weekend. What is the best mailing address to use to send Mr. Martin a note? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

m_b__n_ .o_ _r.t_ 0__n_._@__u_.n__c_:_e__d_._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:19 PM 

Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about Newsletters 

Stephen, 

I think we should avoid this, as people that come into your lobby are likely going to be limited to a small number of people, which will include prospects. I view this a bit 

differently than leaving them on a table at a game (just as an example), where members of the general public will frequent. So since these are items that could only be 

provided in either black and white to a PSAas an attachment to a letter or included in color as an attachment to an emai[, I think we should avoid leaving these out in the 
lobby. 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

A~ }~ }!Isr ~¸" ~i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Stephen Toomy 6:31 AM >>> 

Good morning! We have extra newsletters that we sent out to our Family and Alumni list. Can I leave some copies in our lobby attached to our 

locker room? or do I need to make sure that they are not around when prospective student athletes are coming to campus? 

Thank you 

Stephen Toomy 

Director of Operations 

Men’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

344 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27510 

508-439-2938 

stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:25 PM 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thought I would forward on to you the official interp that was issued re: the home school situation... 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Teams of Prospective Student-Athletes not Organized Under the Auspices of a Scholastic Governing Body (I) 
Date Publistned: September 20, 2012 

Type: Official Interpretation 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee confirmed that a team made up of prospective student athletes (e.g., home school or academy team) that is not organized or administered under the 

auspices of a scholastic governing body is considered a nonscholastic team. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 1B.1.7.8 (basketball evaluations), 1B.1.7.8.1 (men’s basketball), 1B.1.7.8.2 (women’s basketball), 13.1.7.8.B (coaches’ attendance at 

basketball events) and 1B.1.7.9,4 (scholastic and nonscholastic activities bowl subdivision football)] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

~optonline.net> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: new grant offer 

It would be helpful if you could forward me any information you have received about this grant so that I can confirm that it is permissible for to receive it. If it’s USOC, it’s 

probably okay, but I would have to know details before ] can say that for certain, 

Since     is receiving a full scholarship from us, he would not be able to use these grant funds during the academic year for expenses associated with normal living in CH. 

Those expenses are to be covered by his scholarship. So any grant funding he receives and spends during his senior year will have to be on "other" training trips, etc., similar 

to the stipulations put on the earlier fund he’s received. 

Once he graduates, though, if he is here training and not receiving scholarship funds from us, then those funds would be limited only by the manner specified by the USOC. At 

that point, his amateur status will no longer be an issue for us at UNC, so he would have to answer only to the USOC in terms of the permissibility of the expenses covered by 

their funds. 

I hope this is helpful. Essentially, he has to abide by the NCAA regulations in place until after he graduates from UNC, After that point, it will only be rules put in place by the 

USOC. 

Thanks, and I will await details from you as to the nature of this potential grant. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~optonline.net> 7:56 AM > > > 

Hi Amy, 

I hope all is well with you. We are looking forward to our trip to UNC next weekend. It is such a great place, and it is always great to see 

I am writing to ask a few questions about a potential USOC grant that     has been invited to apply for again this year. It is a different grant than last year. 

I do not have a lot of information about it yet, and I am not sure if he will actually get any award, but I wanted to check with you about it first, before we apply. The application 
deadline is Oct 8 and the decision is made after Jan gl. 

Just a few questions ..... 

When is his NCAA eligibility no longer a factor with these grants? I know                                                            after graduation, 

Would he be able to use any potential grant money for expenses at that time? After he graduates? Or even before that, after his season ends in March? (i.e, his rent in CH 

and living expenses?). It will be helpful to know this for the application process and to plan for his expenses next Spring. 

to take advantage of this opportunity. I appreciate all of your help with this and his prior grant. It is such a tedious process, but well worth the effort for 

Thanks, 

Sincerely, 

Sent from rny iPad 



Fron’l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FINAL MBB Recruiting Service Update (9.24.2012) 

All, 

Here is an updated list of where we stand with the various recruiting services. Looks like we are DONE with the ones that you all have indicated we are (or potentially might be 

in the future) using! 

Remember that, should you wish to purchase any other services, you must obtain prior approval from our office. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

APPROVED 

1. BALLPLAYERS 

2. Big Shots Schneider All Star Recruiting Service 

3. BurlisonOnBasketball 

4. Catlett Scouting Service CSS 

5. Dave Telep Scouting Services, LLC 

6. Gerry Freitas Hoop Review 

7. HSBI Report 

8. Van Coleman’s HotlOOHoops 

9. Mullen’s Sports Enterprises, Inc, 

10. Prep Spotlight 

11, Preps Plus Services 

12. RCS Sports 

13. Mike Kunstadt’s Texas Basketball Review 

14. The Guide 

15. The Hoop Scoop 

16, The National Recruiting Report 

17. New England Recruiting Report 

18. TJ Hoops Scouting Service 

19. Illinois Spot Lite 

20, All Star Scouting Servie (Bob Gibbons) 

21. Evan Daniels Scouting 

22. Star Hoopers of Tomorrow S.H,O.T 

23. Southeast Regional Basketball Report 

NOT CONSIDERED A RECRUn’ING SERVICE 
1. PrepTracker 

2. Collegiate Basketball Times/Basketball Times Hoop Group 

3. Hoops USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 3:54 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; )uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Richmond Men’s Soccer- PTC 

Richmond Men’s Soccer S-As.pdf 

Coaches, 

The University of Richmond will be discontinuing their men’s soccer program at the conclusion of the 2012 fall season, therefore [ have attached a blanket letter allowing you 

to contact all of their current men’s soccer student athletes. If you have any questions about the blank release please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 24, 2012 7:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Coach Fedora - Academic Lunches 

Vince, 

We are having one of the academic luncheons this Friday at 12pm. It will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. 

WaLty 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/24/2012 6:48 PM > > > 

Wally, 

Is Coach Fedora supposed to do one of the lunches with facul~ this Friday’? Just checking, Thmlks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 24, 2012 10:27 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Coach Fedora - Academic Lunches 

So far we have the following attending: Robert Pleasants (Educ), David Navalinsky (Dram), Steve May (Comm), Deb Stroman (Exss), Melinda Manning (Plcy), A.S. Agbe Davies 

(Anth), Barbara Osborne (Exss), Deborah & Richard Southall (Exss). 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(Q 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/24/2012 8:31 PM > > > 

Ok, who do we have attending this far? 

On Sep 24, 2012, at 7:15 PM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

We are having one of the academic luncheons this Friday at 12pm. It will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
~c) 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <jj_[&@_&E)_a__[[:_U__L~__c_g__d___u_.> 9/24/2012 6:48 PM > > > 

Wolly, 

Is Coach Fedora supposed to do one of the lunches with faculty this Friday? Just checking. Thanks. 

Mince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatcheli@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mbailen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>i @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RNAL WBB Recruiting Service Update 

All, 
Thanks for the clarification on the Ronnie Till service, Clarissa. It is included below by its new name, the Carolina Scouting Report. 

Here is an updated list of where we stand with the various recruiting services. Looks like we are DONE with the ones that you all have indicated we are using! 

Remember that, should you wish to purchase any other services, you must obtain prior approval from our office. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

APPROVED 
All Star Girls Report 

The Juco Journal 

Hoops in the South (Guy Coleman) 

Blue Star Basketball Report 

Passion Hoops [nternational 

JumpOffPlus National Report 

Tri State Report 

Carolina Scouting Report (Ronnie Till) 

NOT CONSIDERED A RECRUrffNG SERVICE (have NCAA verification) 
PrepTracker 

Scoutware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.uncedu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

FYI 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > :[:20 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <._b___h__o___s__t__e__t__t__e__r_@__t_[q___e__a___c__c_:g_[’g.> 
Date:                  :[1:58:19 AM EDT 

Subject." New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

Please join me in congratulating and welcoming Matt Burgemeister to the ACC staff" as the _Assistant Commissioner for CompEance and Governance. Matt 
comes to the ACC from the Western Athletic Conference where he held the same title for the past two years. Prior to the WAC, Matt spent four years at the 
NC,%~\ and a year and a half as a compliance graduate assistmlt at the University of Texas. Matt received his undergraduate degree from the University of 
Utah and a graduate degree from the University- of Texas. Matt will be staxting in the office fnll-time on Monday October 22. As we get him set up with 
contact information Ibr the ACC, I will pass that along. 
Thaxtks for your patience as we’ve worked through this process. We are excited to get Matt on board!!! 
Brad Hostetter 
Senior _Associate Commissioner 
Complianc e/Gove m ance/Humaaa Resources 
Atlantic Coast Colfference 
Email: bh ostett er(a)theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
F a,-:: 336-369-0065 
<image003.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Subscription Receipt for Inside the League 

Idon’t think so, Mind ifI use this one? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/25/2012 1:25 PM > > > 

Did Molly set you up with a subscription too? 

Original Message 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:59 PM 

To: ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Subscription Receipt for Inside the League 

VJnce, 

rve set up your subscription. For registration purposes, I used your 

your password if you’d like, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Original Message 

From: service@paypal.com [maJlto:service@paypal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:57 PM 

To: mbnorton@unc.edu 

Subject: Subscription Receipt for inside the League 

Hello Lawrence Cunningham, 

You should be able to change 

You have successfully signed up for a subscription to Inside the League using PayPal. 

Your first subscription payment, for $25.00 USD, has already been sent to Inside the League. 

Subscription Details 

Date of sign up: Aug 23, 2012 

Subscription Name: Inside the League 

Subscription Number: S 8E1/V31989NU299921W 

Subscription Terms: 

$25.00 USD for each month 

Your subscription will automatically renew at the rates stated above unless you cancel prior to the end of the billing period. 

If you have any questions or concerns about this subscription, please contact Inside time League. 

Contact Information 

Business Name: Inside the League 

Contact Email: nstratton@insJdetheleague.com Contact Phone: 832 443 3350 

Notification Preferences 

Right now, we don’t send you an emaJl every time you make a payment for this subscription. To change your Notifications preferences, log in to your PayPal account, go to 

your Profile, and click My settings. 

Cancelling Your Subscription 

If you would like to cancel this subscription, log in to your PayPal account and go to the "History" subtab of the "My Account" tab, Choose "Subscriptions" from the pull down 
"Show" menu and press the "Submit" button. Choose this subscription, and click on its "Details" link. You will be taken to a Transaction Details page from which you may 

cancel your subscription. Cancelling your subscription will immediately stop all future scheduled payments for this subscription. 



Thanks, 

PayPal 

PROT ECT YOU R PASSWORD 

NEVER give your password to anyone, including PayPal employees, Protect yourself against fraudulent websites by opening a new web browser (e,g, ]nternet Explorer or 

Firefox) and typing in the PayPal URL every time you log in to your account. 

Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. For assistance, log in to your PayPal account and click the Help link in the 

top right corner of any PayPal page. 

PPID PP266 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, .< :3:50 PM 

Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Work with Clubs 

Noninstitutional Privately Owned Camps and Clinics.pdf 

Amy, 

I left you a voicemail on what I TH[NK was your cell phone! 

The basics are that you are no longer permitted to work with prospect aged individuals in club activities, unless it meets the definition of a local sports club (B0 mile radius of 

our campus). So any choreography work for prospect aged individuals outside of this radius would be considered tryouts and are, thus, impermissible. 
Derek also mentioned something about you working an outside clinic. Because you are now a coaching staff member, all clinics that you work outside of UNC still have to 

meet the regulations in place for institutional camps. I’m attaching a copy of our outside camp/clinic form that identifies all of these rules. Take a look at it and we can discuss 

whether the clinic you were speaking of meets these guidelines. 

Lastly, regarding doing a presentation on recruiting regulations for an outside club. Bylaw 13.1.8.2 (pasted below) covers these sorts of scenarios (assuming the event would 

NOT be at a high school), i don’t believe that letters a, b, or d are going to cause you any problems, particularly when the purpose is to go over the recruiting rules with 

members of these clubs. However, the part about not having direct contact with the prospects or parents/guardians will be tricky. We have to figure out where the line is 

drawn, specifically in terms of Q&A sessions. For example, is it "direct contact" if a PSA asks a question in front of the whole group at the end and you answer it? Or is it only 

"direct contact" if a PSA comes up to you after the session is over and it’s I on 17 

I am going to ask this question of the ACC. [ feel like I have asked it before, and have yet to get an answer that I can remember! [ will let you know what ] find out on that, 

Happy to talk through anything that [ didn’t cover here! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Z3.1.8.2 Banquets or Meetings at Locations Other Than a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 

A coach may speak at a meeting or banquet at which prospective student athletes are in attendance at a location other than a prospective student athlete’s educational 

institution (except during a dead period per Bylaw ]_3.02.B.5) outside of a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) or may speak at such a meeting or banquet 

during a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) without using one of the institution’s permissible contacts or evaluations, provided: (Revised." 4/’15/’0_9, 20/27/22 

effective 8/i/12) 

(a) fhe meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by an entity other than the coach’s institution; 

(b) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 

(c) The coach does not have any direct contact with any prospective student athlete (or a prospective student athlete’s parents or legal guardians) in attendance; and 

(d) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities, 

/\ e,~, i{ ~- i" ~:" :.: e, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>, Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>, Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My name is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highest level. We film high school, 

college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http://www.youtube.com/Hoopmixtape. We have reached over 200 million views on Youtube 

and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports organizations. 

I am emailing you because we wanted to cover the Tar Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D1 Midnight Madness events and UNC 

is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team this year, since we have been following most of the roster closely since they were in high school. In fact our next video is a 

high school highlight reel of U NC’s          If you have a ny questions please feel free to contact me through e-mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676 - 7794 

~gmail.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season preview video for Tar 
Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 
(919) 740-5368 
www,ycelanproductions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning          ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

g~ce 

For what purpose would you be videotaping the event? 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 4:26 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Bowers < m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

My two cents as we already have a live partner in ESPN, they can’t do it live. We wouldn’t want them to post full coverage of the event to compete with ESPN’s archive. If 

they want to shoot highlights, ] don’t think there’s a problem with that. They would have to shoot baseline the same way everyone else does. 

Ken 

> > > "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu > 9/25/2012 4:17 PM > > > 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My name is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopcmxtape Inc. Hoopcmxtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highest level. We film high 

school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http://www.youtube.com/Hoopmixtape. We have reached over 200 million views 

on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports organizations. 

I am emailing you because we wanted to cover the Tar Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D1 Midnight Madness events and 

UNC is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team this year, since we have been following most of the roster closely since they were in high school. In fact our 

next video is a high school highlight reel of UNC’s          If you have any questions please feel free to contact me through e mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676 7794 

@qmail.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season preview video for Tar 
Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 
(919} 740-5368 
www.ycelanproductions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc=edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning          .i~,vahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

B~ce 
For what purpose would yon be videotaping the evenr? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 4:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Bowers < m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Since ESPN is covering the event in its entirety on ESPN3 and doing cut ins on ESPNU, I think we should reserve all other use of the content for ourselves/THSP. 

Rick 

> > > "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu > 9/25/2012 4:17 PM > > > 
Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My name is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highest level. We film high 

school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http:iivcww.youtube.com/Hoopmixtape. We have reached over 200 million views 
on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nil<e, HBO, and several other sports organizations. 

I am emailing you because we wanted to cover the Tar Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D1 Midnight Madness events and 

UNC is our main focus, We feel UNC is the most exciting team this year, since we have been following most of the roster closely since they were in high school, In fact our 

next video is a high school highlight reel of UNC’s          If you have any questions please feel free to contact me through e mail or phone, 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676 7794 

~gmail.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed severn UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season preview video for Tar 
Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 

(919) 740-5368 
www.ycelanproductions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(~..unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning          ,~.yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

B~ce 

For what purpose would yon be videotaping the evenr? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Fnday 

Thanks, Fd be interested in learning the distribution list, Unfortunately I am teaching a,t that time a, nd can’t get awa, g, 

Beverly B, Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergr~dual:e Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carr]ngton Half #I008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H]fl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-4[-N.5 

FAX: 919 843-.6212 

Email: gev_Foster@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:47 PN 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Fwd: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

Beverly, 

The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Vince 

September 23, 2012 
Dear Professor, 
On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we would like to 
invite you to our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch 
hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on the 5th floor. This will be an opportunity for you to converse with 
colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of 
his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by Wednesday at 5pm to 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or ~_19) 962.-9893. We look forward to seeing you Friday[ 

Wall?, Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Universi~" of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W~) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 8:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy tterman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtP; Lance Markos <maxko@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

I will be working from home and be back tomolTow 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Am?" Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Sut~iect: FW: 
Date: Tue,              :35 pm 

!uncaa unc edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>, "Vince I[le" <i[le@email unc edu> 

>>> "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa unc.edu>          ’I715:35:55893317 >>> 

Maybe the CCE should be 3 hours I’m sure the coaches would go for that.. 

>>> Amy tlerman          :31 PM >>> 
Interesting. I worked with Christian very briefly on a NAAC education subcommittee. 

>>> "[lle, Vince" <i[le@email.unc edu~" 3:24 PM >>> 

Do you guys know Christian Spears? 3 hours, huh? 

http ://chronicle.corn~logs~layers~ow-competent-are-compliance-officcrs-thegr e-ab out-t o-find-out/31422 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

Brian Kalbas < bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C[int Owaltney <cgwa[tney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tennis Channel Show 

Participation in Media Activities.pdf 

Brian, 
See attached for the form that will need to be signed by eact~ participating student athlete and also by a representative of the show, Please 9o over it with the show 

representative to make sure that every requirement in the form is bein9 followed! 

Also, as I mentioned on the phone this morning, please get us something in writing detailing the scope of the project as it relates to our student athletes, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kwadjo Steele <~kosteele@uncg.eduv 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

APR Transfer Confirmation- 

Transi~r Tracer Fore1 ~df 

Vince, 

Attached is a trmlsfer tracer form for 

retx~rting. 

Please let me know if you have a~y questions. 

Thanks, 

who enrolled at UNC Chapel Hill this fall. We need co~kfirmation of his enrollment for our APR 

Kwadj o Steele 

Assistant AD for Student Development 

Spartan Athletics 

Cell 

Fax (336) 334-4063 

www.UNCGSpartans.com 
"We discover and develop champions in lit~"- The Spartan Way 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:21 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Yes, if you go to uncaa.unc.edu, there is a link that says ’Staff Manual’. The user name i and the password i.~ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/10/2012 7:41 PM > > > 

Thanks Amy. Where can I find the version of the Statt’Manual from which the information was taken? It appears your attachment was revised in 2011? Checked the J 
drive and it has the ’07-08 Stall’Manual revised in 2007. There is an ’08-09 item that contains a link to which I cannot gain access. Should I be looking somewhere else? 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, September 10, 2012 10:13 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

See attached. I found a blurb on this in the Staff Manual, Scheduling section. It’s the first bullet on the 2nd page. 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman <_aj_s__c__!)_a___e_5~uncaa.unc.edu > 9/9/2012 10:30 PM > > > 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever seen it in writing,just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be in the 

Staff Manual? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <~_~j_s__c__t!_a___e__@__u__r_Lc__a_~h_U__L~__c_:&_d__u__> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While Isee a benefit to stressing the 2 words that [ had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off 

before they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days 

per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:\P.,i } I~,!~" L",~, P,, P., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (f~x) 
aischae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc,edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy- 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1} You mighL noL want to underline words at the beginning o[: the appeal, Sometimes people view thaL as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive from the get go, If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then VII go with your)Jdgment on that. 

2) At one point you state tha t the "extla evening of missed campus time meets institutionaJ policy." It might be good to state what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good kEck, 



l_issa 

From: Amy Herman [__m___a_j_[_t__o_Laj__s__£L!__a__e__@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To-" Mtike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/20:[2 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must 

have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for 

comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. [n actuality, we 
have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we 

can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there 

were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the 
subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that 

was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

A,’"¢ 5 fio’~ ’m ¢" "" 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.eclu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach tnas asked ttnat we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to tnelp us, Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4DSF 9241 F7:L7AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
< ~ _a__[?_t_ b__o__r_] y_t_ _r_ _a_ _v_ _ _e_ [ : _c_ £4 E ] > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 1Zpm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after llpm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <.a..t.b-ga[].r.4.@-.u.r.Lc..a.~Lu.-L~-.c-g..d.-.u.~<m#i[LQ~#-th~a]]-Q-@-u~!~9-a~#-[x~#~!#-> > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 



> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one.,, 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ~schae@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc,edu > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smite Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:13 PM 

Beth Miller <bmilleg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgome1% John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Office Session 

Beth --- 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to rnake this rneeting. My guess is John Montgornery & Karlton Creecb will have to miss it as weft due to another meeting we already 

have on the books, 

If possible, I’d love to schedule a make-up meeting where I (or the 3 of us) could still meet with the business office to get the information and get brought up to 

sp~-’_~ed, Please just let: m~:_~ know what t ]leed to do to make that h~)~)en, 

[im 

Timothy D. Snlid~ 

Major Gift Director ] IJNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 2753.5 

O: 9:1.9~843,6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.corn 

From: Beth Hiller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 5:14 PH 
To: Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Smith, Tim Dillon; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket 
Lane; Ellen Culler; Vince Ille; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Michael Beale; Hike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Co: Hartina Ballen 
Subject: Business Office Session 

All, 

We have scheduled a session with Martina and the Business Office staff for Primary and Secondary Sport Administrators. This session will be on Sept. 20 from 8:30 - 10:00 
am. in Loudermilk room 2303.. The purpose of this session is to review the approval process for all pertinent business office forms that are subrnitted by our coaches. Once 

we have completed this session, Primary Sport Administrators will be responsible for the review!approval of these forms for their sports; however, this is important 

information for even/one since, there may be occasions when Secondary Sport Administrators are asked to facilitate the process. It will also be beneficial that all Sport 

Administrators have an understanding of the procedures our coaches must follow. 

If you are unable to attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know, We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 20. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:49 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Office Session 

Tim, 
Please check with John, as he cleared this date and time on his schedule before we scheduled this meeting. Sue Walsh also thought she may have a conflict, but said today 

that she could make this meeting,.....] don’t know if that is the same meeting you have, though. 

] understand if you can’t make the meeting with the business office staff and believe they will be happy to arrange a "make up" session for those who have conflicts. We’ll wait 

to see how marly are unable to attend and let Martina determine the best way to handle the "make up" session. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

>>> "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu > 9/12/2012 5:12 PM >>> 

Beth --- 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to rnake this rneeting. My guess is John Montgornery & Karlton Creech will have to miss it as weft due to another meeting we already 

have on the books. 

If possible, I’d love to schedule a make-up meeting where I (or the 3 of us) could still meet with the business office to get the information and get brought up to 

speed. Please just let me know what I need to do to make that happen. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director [ UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2445, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 9:].9~843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Tuesday, September i:[, 2012 5:14 PM 
To; Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Smith, Tim Dillon; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket 
Lane; Ellen Culler; Vince Ille; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Cc: Martina Ballen 
Subject; Business Office Session 

All, 

We have scheduled a session with Martina and the Business Office staff for Primary and Secondary Sport Administrators. This session will be on Sept. 20 from 8:30 - 10:00 
am. in Loudermilk room 2301. The purpose of this session is to review the approval process for aH pertinent business office forms that are submitted by our coaches. Once 

we have completed this session, Primary Sport Administrators will be responsible for the review!approval of these forms for their sports; however, this is important 

information for even/one since, there may be occasions when Secondary Sport Administrators are asked to facilitate the process. ]t will also be beneficial that all Sport 

Administrators have an understanding of the procedures our coaches must follow. 

if you are unable to attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know. We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 20. 

All the best, 
~Beth 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Montgome~, John R <jmont@unc.edu; 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 10:12 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Office Session 

Beth, 

That is my fault as I did not have our endowment seat assignment day(s) on rny calendar. Our fundraisers wilt need to be d~ere as they work closely with their 

donors and know their preferences within the Smith Center. 

Sorry I missed that on the calendar. This might impact more than Tim so let me check with other fundraisers. 

John 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John P,; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: RE: Business Office Session 

Tim, 

Please check with John, as he cleared this date and time on his schedule before we scheduled this meeting. Sue Walsh also thought she may have a conflict, but said today 

that she could make this meeting,.....] don’t know if that is the same meeting you have, though. 

i understand if you can’t make the meeting with the business office staff and believe they will be happy to arrange a "make up" session for those who have conflicts. We’ll wait 

to see how many are unable to attend and let Martina determine the best way to handle the "make up" session. 

thanks, 
,~Beth 

> > > "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu > 9/12/2012 5:12 PM > > > 

Beth - 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to rnake this meeting. My guess is John Montgornery & Karlton Creecb will have to miss it as weft due to another meeting we already 

have on the books. 

If possible, Vd love to schedule a make-up meeting where I (or the 3 of us) could still meet with the business office to get the information and get brought up to 

speed. Please just let me know what I need to do to make that happen. 

Th a n ks, 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift: Director I UNC Rams Ck~b 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, N¢ 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 5:14 PN 
To: Montgomery, John P,; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Smith, Tim Dillon; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket 
Lane; Ellen Culler; Vince Ille; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Co: Martina Ballen 
Subject: Business Office Session 

All, 

We have scheduled a session with Martina and the Business Office staff for Primary and Secondary Sport Adcninistrators. This session will be on Sept. 20 from 8:30 - 10:00 
am. in Loudermi]k room 2301. The purpose of this session is to review the approval process for all pertinent business office forms that are submitted by our coaches. Once 
we have completed this session, Primary Sport Administrators will be responsible for the review!approval of these forrns for their sports; however, this is important 
information for everyone since, there may be occasions when Secondary Sport Administrators are asked to facilitate the process. It will also be beneficial that all Sport 
Administrators have an understanding of the procedures our coaches must follow, 

If you are unable to attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know. We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 20. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group I and me) in the 

next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics that has responsibility or a 

stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different ideas for 

these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what Athletics may want or 

need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s always been done and slower to 

consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for more of your valuable time. 

It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the athletics administration (while 

we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) tbllow up meeting. 

Thanks for getting back so quickly! I’ll check with everyone else, but Thursday at 4. definitely works for me, and I might be able to shift an appohltment on Friday 

morning if necessary, Will let you know everyone else’s availability asap! 

See you at the soccer game tomorrow? 

B a r ba ra 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:,rsitv of North Carolina 
309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8805 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:1.9,982.5:[73 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:16 PM 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
$,,bject: RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting, 

Hi Barbara, 

I would be happy to meet with you and members of your group. I have a schedule conflict for the date and time yon propose below, but I could meet Monday 9/17, 

Wednesday 9/19 or Thursday 9/20 at 4. I also have some availabili~ Friday morning 9/21. Do any of those options work for yon? If not, we can look at the following 

week. 

I look forward to it and thanlcs for all your help. 

Mince 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group and me) in the 

next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics that has responsibility or a 

stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different ideas for 

these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what Athletics may want or 

need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s always been done and slower to 

consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for more of your valuable time. 

It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the athletics administration (while 

we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: _s_p___o__[_t_La____w____@___u___n__£:__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, September 14, 2012 7:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FAC student-afl~lete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

I can attend bm if you want To do it yourself that is fine also. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib~ ofNoNa C~Jcolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Osborne, Barbara" <spor~lawf;tmc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2012 8:04:56 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <i.!!e_f~e_!r_lail__.t_t_n__c_..e__d__t_~> 
Cc: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.~_(q~e_!r_l:4i!:.u__!!c_:_e_.d_t_.v3~ 

Subject: FAC student-atMete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience groul: and 

me) in the next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics 

that has responsibility or a stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different 

ideas for these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what 

Athletics may want or need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s 

always been done and slower to consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for more of your 

valuable time. It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the 

athletics administration (while we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: _s_portlaw @ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 8:20 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: FAC student-athlete experience (su~ey) follow up meeting. 

Ok. Thanks 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib, of Norfll Carolina 

On Sep 14, 2012, at 8:03 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll let you know when it is scheduled (see NgNighted options I ~nt to Barbara last night). Up to you if you can/want to attend. Thanks. 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Friday, September 14, 2012 7:29 AM 

To= llle, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

I can attend but if you want To do it yourself that is fine also. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From= llle, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, September 13, 2012 9:14 PM 
To= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= Re: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

That sounds great. Either day works for me. I’ll miss soccer tomorrow. Heading to Louisville with football. Good luck here. Thanks. 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 8:19 PM, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank; for getting bacl~ so quickly! I’ll check with everyone else, but: Thursday at 4 definitely worlds for me., and t might be able to shift an appointment 

on Friday rnormng if m?ces;ary, Will let you Mmw ew?ryone else’s availability asap! 

See you at the soccer garne Lomorrow? 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

~!’.<ercise and Spot[ S£:iet~ce 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 275153 

Phone: 9I%962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From= Tile, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, September :1.3, 2012 8:16 PM 

To= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Barbara, 
I would be happy to meet with you and members of your group. I have a schedule conflict for the date and time you protx~se below ~! i ~ukt mee! 
M6iiday 9 lTi WedneSday 9 19 o~ ~May 9/20 ~ I ~go ~ave go~ ~i~ability Friday ~iiig 9 21 Do any of those options work for you? If not, 
we can look at the tbllowing week. 
I look tbrwaacd to it and thanks for all your help. 
Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2012 8:04:56 PM EDT 

To: "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <b__u_._b_ .b_a_.£ ._@_e__m__a_![:u__n_c__._.e_d__u_> 

Subject: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting, 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group, 

and me) in the next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite 

anyone else from Athletics that has responsibility or a stake in the process. 

l’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may 

have different ideas for these processes moving forward, l’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this 

process, separate from what Athletics may want or need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the 

committee seem very set in the way it’s always been done and slower to consider alternatives @ 



That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for 

more of your valuable time. It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how 

FAC can support/assist the athletics administration (while we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 10:41 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) tbllow up meeting. 

Thursday at 4:00pro works for us. Can you come to my office in Woollen Gym 309? 

Have fun at football--- I’ll be trghlg to catch the field hockey/men’s soccer double header. Q 

C-:o Heels, 

B a r ba ra 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gvrn 

CB 8805 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:1.9.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September :1.3, 20:[2 9::[4 PN 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Re: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

That sounds great. Either day works for me. I’ll miss soccer tomorrow. Heading to Louisville with football. Good luck here. Thanks. 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 8:19 PM, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for getting back so quickly! 1’11 check with everyone else, but Thursday at 4 definitely works for me, and I might be able to shift an appointment 

on Friday morning if necessary. Will h?~: you kn.:_~w ~-:weryone else’s availabili~:y asap] 

Se*:_! you at the ;occer game-:! t.:_~morrow? 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:_!rsity .:Dr North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5:L7~ 

E~¥u~il: sportlaw@anc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September :[3, 20:[2 8::[6 PM 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi BoJrbara, 

I would be happy to meet with you and members of your group. I have a schedule conflict for the date and time you propose below, but I could meet 

Monday 9/17, Wednesday 9/19 or Thursday 9/’20 at 4. I also have some availabilib’ Friday morning 9/21. Do any of those options work for you? If not, 

we can look at the following week. 

I look forward to it and thanks for all your help. 

Vince 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, September :[3, 20:[2 8:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group                             , and 

me) in the next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics 

that has responsibility or a stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different 

ideas for these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what 

Athletics may want or need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s 

always been done and slower to consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so i’m asking for more of your 

valuable time. It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the 

athletics administration (while we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 



CB8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone:919.962.5173 

Email:sportlaw@~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:06 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds 

I forgot to CC you all on the emails about hold releases, but all sports are now caught up on paperwork and off hold! 
Sorry :) 



From: "~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 

To: _}!gmail.c°m-- 

Subject: Sept 14 Tar Heel Parent Impt Update 

Hello "Far Heel Football Parents and Guardians- 
It has come to our attention that some folks are NOT getting our email messages from my gmaJl Mdmss or the Tar Heel Football Parent Organization’s (THFPO) 
yahoo email address. PLEASE check your spam/jtmk folders. To fix this issue, you need to ADD my             ~gmaJl.com account to your email address 
book an&’or ..... ~vahoo.com. You should tbeu not have aW trouble receiving future emoJls. 

Just a reminder for the first year of THFPO, foils make their own away game tailgating arrangements. The next THFPO tailgate is Sept 22 for the UNC vs ECU game. 

If you are traveling to Kentucky this weekend fbr the Louisville game, feel tree to text and connect with us. We will be there! 

(cell) 

:(cell) and 

Go Heels’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, September 15, 2012 10:39 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Football or tbr MPLCA 

We need a process for requests. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: Brad Minter        ~_£_u_!2b___eJ_l_R!~Ls_t_i__c_s:_c_+£Lr!.> 
Date: September 10, 2012 12:23:24 PM EDT 

To: ’"_l?LLb_b_~_c_~)__ujL£:_e_d___u_’" <_b_u_b_b__&_c_@_unc.edn>, ’"!__r~Ri_l)__e___s_@LLn__c_’:~L_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_’" <._r_l~jS?i__r_Le_~__u__r!_c__~_~::a_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.> 
Subject: RE: Football or for MPLCA 

Gentlemen, 
Good Afternoon. 
I wanted to check back with you and see if you all may be able to help us this year with our items for the Silent Auction. 
If you would like, we can set a minimum bid for your donation. Since your donation is tax deductible you will receive a confirmation and receipt letter shortly 
following the event. You will also receive recognition in the Auction program and the website (http://www.larqerthaNifeformike.erq/) 
Donations can be mailed to the address below, or please contact me (email/phone) and I have someone who would be glad to stop by and pick it up. 
Please let me know if you need us to fill out any paperwork or if there is anything else I can do to assist. 
Thanks again, 
Brad 

From-" Brad Minter 
Sent-" Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:50 AM 

To: ’_b___u___b__b__a___c_C~__U_L~__c_:_e_.~!_u__’; ’._n_&o_Ln__e___s__~__u__t~__c___a__a__~_u___n__c_:__e_d_u_.’ 
Subject-" Football or for MPLCA 
Dear Mr. Cunningham & Coach Fedora, 
You do not know me, but I am with the Michael R Pascucci Lung Cancer Association and I am an Associate Director. 
Mike played football in college and through MPLCA we raise money for lung cancer research in his memory. 

This year we are celebrating our 5th year of ScucciFest on September 22nd, 2012 and we want to make it that much more special. 

We were hoping you might be able to help us this year with a football autographed by Coach Fedora. 
In the past we have received an Autographed ball from Coach London at the University of Virginia and Coach Frank Beamer from Virginia Tech and would love to 
see which ball from the 3 schools, including UNC-Chapel, has the most attention at our silent auction. 

Even though Mike went to the University Virginia, we still get a ton of UNC-Chapel Hill supporters at this event. Due to the fantastic competitive nature of UNC- 
Chapel Hill versus the University of Virginia, we don’t want to have you all miss out with your supporters at this event. We get nearly 400 people plus each year 
at this event with an estimated 500 this year. 
We miss Mike very much but he lives on through this organization and we plan to raise the most money this year than we have in years past. 
Of course, any and all are invited to come, but we do understand this is football season. 
We thank you in advance for any help you may be able to provide this year and feel free to contact the organization or request any documentation needed 
should you be able to assist. 
Also, If it would be helpful for us to send a ball to be signed, we can do that as well to help in our request. 
Sincerely, 
Brad Minter 
Associate Director 
Michael R Pascucci Lung Cancer Association 

- Cell 

~.largerthanlifeformike.org - Alternative Email 
Brad Minter 
Tn~id~ £ales Representative I Curbell Plastics, Inc. l 10402 Lakeddge Pkwy, Suite 800 Ashland, VA 23005 

&_c__u__r_b__e_J!#_!_a___s__tLc__s_,_c___o_m__ I ~,_c___u_r__b___e_lM_a___s__tLc__s_,__c__o_m_ 

Curbell Plastics has been supplying plastic sheet, rod, tube, films, adhesives, sealants, tapes, prototyping and tooling materials, and fabricated parts for over 70 
years. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the named addressee you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the 

intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:36 AM 

Creech. Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fundraiser 

Another 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib, of Norih Carolina 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Kelly Bossman           (a)nc.rr.com> 

Date: September 12, 2012 10:17:31 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac(~unc.edu> 
Subject: Ftmdraiser 

Hi, 
and we are having a fundraiser for her on September 23, 2012 in Garner, NC.                   v 

and must go every 8 weeks. This is the reason for our fundraiser. I was hoping that maybe we could get some tickets (any sport) 
donated to auction at our fundraiser. We sure know a lot of Carolina fans! This would help us so much, please let me know if it’s a possiblity. Thank you, 

Kelly Bossman 

i~,nc.rr.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturda~ 2:43 PM 

Rich DeSelm < dchdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Worlc Cham pionships 

Yes, as this would fall under the Outside Competition Exception in Bylaw 14.7.3 (d) and (e). Working through this with her professors will be the most important piece of this. 

Once she is officially selected, please let me know so [ can put a note in her file, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm ! 3:22 PM >>> 

Amy: 

may be selected for the USA team attending the World 

her exams, would she be allowed to participate? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Championships, in December This is during exams. [f she is and can work out 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:59 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Stephanie Peacock World Short Course Championships 

Thanks to all for the heads up ~ get academics in the loop ASAP (Jenn Townsend??), Appreciate it. 

>>> Amy Herman         2:43 PM >>> 

Yes, as this would fall under the Outside Competition Exception in Bylaw 14.7.3 (d) and (e). Working through this with her professors will be the most important piece of this. 

Once she is officially selected, please let me know so I can put a note in her file, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm ! 3:22 PM >>> 

Amy: 

may be selected for the USA team attending the World 

her exams, would she be allowed to participate? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Championships, in December This is during exams. If she is and can work out 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <jmonV~:unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Where are the Carolina Livery. Attendmlts helping the ADA’s offthe ADA Shuttle’s- SERIOUS LIABILITY ISSUES 9-16-12 

Actually he does have some good ideas about service. Let’s discuss. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Bill Ipock    c~billipock.com> 

Date: September 16, 2012 9:30:58 AM EDT 

To: Deborah Hawkins <deborah(&~psafety.unc.edu> 

Cc: Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <babbac~)unc.edu>, "John Montgomery" <imont(~ad.unc.edu>, "MacL Kermeth R" 

<kmack(~unc.edu> 

Subject: \Vhere are the Carolina Livery Attendants helping the ADA’s off the ADA Shuttle’s- SERIOUS LL~BILITY ISSUES 9-16-12 

Hi Deborah !I! I have copied in newbies...Bubba & Tim...because..I wanted them to know..about how you and 
your people at Public Safety maintain eontinuous flow on game day. [ admire you very mueh!!.Bubba & Tim... 
please consider observing ...... stand in front of Woollen Gym after one game .... and watch Public Safeb~ moving 5 
lanes of exiting traffie..eontinuousflow...a thing of beauty.. 

Deborah, I noticed there were no Carolina LiveW Personnel helping the ADA’s off and on the ADA Shuttles at the 
ELON game??? Have you had budget cuts??? SERIOUS LIABILITY ISSUES Exists.???. There are Carolina 
Livery people every where at Basketball games dressed infirst class outfits..helping our ADA’s off & on these ADA 
Shuttles.. yet none at the Elon game.???...Deborah ,Please Reply ALL ...... That First Step...12 " is what our 
Legends talk about..How about a 6"inch step- up- stool to help em out..?? 

We need a ’Feel Good story out of Chapel Hill fight now???? Right now..right in the middle of the 
season...we need to send The Media to the ACU LOT..and let the Rams Club ADA’s park where they 
would like to park.???..The Media..you know..would not want those 75 spots next to the 50 yard 
line gate..if they knew they were taking them away from the ADA’s ...... ??? ..... ( including The News & 
Observer )..We need spaces for the 3 TV trueks..but the rest of the Media have rolling suit eases..or take 
nothing in but their laptops for there pre game prep...The Media arrive early..Why does the Media have to 
use covered up handicapped spots hz the Campus Health Services Lot at the 50 yard line????? 

Selfishly-- if everyone just admitted that we can do a better job ~4th the ADA’s...Donations and Living trusts 
would just flow in to The Office of Development...& our Aflfletie Scholarship Funds.??? 

You know..this ADA Shuttle thing started out right....but then ..the ADA’s grew in numbers-and then we built 
lots with acceptable ADA grades ( Campus Health Services Lot...Bell Tower Deck..& Rams Head 
Deck )..and then the Blue Zone gave us acceptable grades..all around Kenan...We need to jtkst pare 
down the ACU Lot shuttle for visitors & non rams club ADA’s..and move the Rams Club ADA’s next to Kenan-- 
regardless of the number of points.. 

Brenda has been in charge for a long long tilne..Brenda will veri~~ she has never had even one full lot..ever???? 
and with the addition of StubHub..Brenda ~sill never have any full lots???? 

in the mean time - serious liability/risk management issues exist .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 11:27 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emml.unc.edtr’~; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John 

R <jmon@unc.edu:>; Kirschner~ Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Beth Miller --%mille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews 

<jandmws@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priceless Gem 

Great. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2012, at 10:19 AM, "Rick Steinbacher" <._r _s_t_e__ill_~c__h_.e_ _r~;~i_u_._n_c_’j~_L_gn__c_:_e_~t_u_> wrote: 

We are all set to do the presentation between the 1 st and 2nd qumnters of the NC State game. We’ll follow up with Beth to coordinate all the logistics of 

the presentation. 

Rick 

>>> "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekfi~chner~Tl)unc,edu;> 9/14/2012 9:17 AM >>> 
The priceless gem has been printed (with Oct 27 as the date). All I have to do is get Bubba and Holden to sign it then I will get it framed. 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, September 14, 2012 8:42 AM 

To: Rick Steinbacher <rsteirtbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Cc: Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Priceless Gem 

Kirsch and Steiny, 

Where are we on the Priceless Gem for 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, [:07 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markosQuncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >i ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Norld Cham pionships 

Thank you, Rich. 

>>> Rich DeSelm 

ALL: 

Even if she is invited, 

11:32 AM >>> 

is leaning toward declining due to exams. I will keep you posted. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 

>>> LarryGallo 2:59 PM >>> 

Thanks to all for the heads up ~ get academics in the loop ASAP (Jenn Townsend??), Appreciate it. 

>>> Amy Hermar          2:43 PM >>> 

Yes, as this would fall under the Outside Competition Exception in Bylaw 14.7.3 (d) and (e). Working through this with her professors will be the most important piece of this. 

Once she is officially selected, please let me know so [ can put a note in her file, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm 3:22 PM >>> 

Amy: 

may be selected for the USA team attending the World 

her exams, would she be allowed to participate? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Championships, in December This is during exams. If she is and can work out 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 8:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; s ’@gmail.com; )live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > ~live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; Ilsy 

Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Abbey Doran < adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Boo Gillette < bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna 

Papa < djp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ray Chandler Memorial Softball Tournament, 

Ray Chandler Memorial Softball Tournament Schedule docx 

Schedule is attached, thanks,]ulie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:08 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Housing for an Alum 

Sarah, 
Got your message. Unfortunately, this type of benefit (free housing to an alum by a booste0 is impermissible, as it exceeds the "occasional basis" standard set forth in the 

interp below. I arn fine with your parents assisting vith finding housing possibilities in their hometown, but she should not receive a discounted rate as a result of them 

connecting her with the opportunity. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receivh~g Benefits Subsequent to -Exhausth~g Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 1B.2.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcmech@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 9:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fundraiser 

We need to figure it out, but it’s probably not a topic lbr the whole group. 

I’m going to start ruth Clint to see what we have in place already. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:54 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Has this a]rea@ been discussed at an Executive Sta£f meeting? Do we have a procedure or someone identified to revise our current procedure? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:36 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Fundraiser 

Another 

B ubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~ of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly Bossman           (&mc.rr.com> 

Date: September 12, 2012 10:17:31 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac@unc.edu-~ 
Subject: Ftmdraiser 

Hi, 
and we are having a fundraiser for her on September 23, 2012 in Garner, NC. 
and must go every 8 weeks. This is the reason for our fundraiser. I was hoping that maybe we could 

get some tickets (any sport) donated to auction at our fundraiser. We sure know a lot of Carolina fans! This would help us so much, please let me 
know if it’s a possiblity. Thank you, 
Kelly Bossman 

~no.rr.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ilie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; .~ @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

and 

Rich, 
Since the q fit under Bylaw 14,7.3 (e) and 16.8.1.3 (b), I am not going to add it to the official team schedule, as it is actually just an 

exception to the outside competition legislation and does not have to count as a date of competition for the student athletes, 

Also, with          since this meet is outside of time playing season and does not meet any of time bylaws necessary in order for us to be able to provide funding, she will 

need to use her Direct Athlete Support funding to fund all aspects of her trip to Additionally, she must only represent herself in the competition, and can’t engage in 

such competition as a member of any outside team, 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this information, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm 10:09 AM >>> 

Amy: 

Attached is a revised meet schedule. The major additions on this are: 

Tile reason for these additions are: 

we have and national level swimmers, 

This competition will serve as their team selection meet for time World Championships to be held next summer, ~ Barcelona, 

primarily due to a USA directive that n the USA Swimming Direct Athlete Supporl n three Grand Prix meets 

is receiving Direct Support) may need to attend this competition, 

Of course, to travel to these meets, any swimmers must be in great academic standing, Please let me know what else you need, Thank you! 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Mis~’ <mpyech~admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Hawkin~ Jane M <jmh@math.unc.edw-; Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna 
<mosley@unc.edu>; Lee May <lee may@unc.edtr>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; Napoleon Byars 

@gmail.com>; Byar~ Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyaxs@email.unc.edu>; Woodasd, ttarold <harold woodard@unc.edtr> 

Athletic Subcommittee - Meeting Requests 

Dea~ Committee Members - 

Steve Farmer asked that we try to schedule two committee meetings between now and the end of October The October meetings should last 60-minutes each and will take place here in 
Jackson Hall. Please use the below link to record your availabili~z. 

http ://doodle.col~’uzr22a9wsw~dv3a9 

We would also like to find a standing time the group can meet on a bi-weekly basis J2~r the months of Nov, Dec, and Jan. Please let me know if you are available on aW of the below options. 
We should allow 90 minutes for the bi-weekly meetings and the meetings will take place here in Jackson Hail 

Tuesdays    3:00 pm - 4:30 pin or 3:30 pm - 5 pm 
Wednesdays 10:00 am - 11:30 am 
Fridays    9:00 am - 10:00 am or 11:00 am - 12:30 pin 

Thank you all :for your help in getting these meetings on the calendar. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the I)irector of Undergraduate Admissions 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
mpyech a@admissions.unc, edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 @~×) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unoedu > 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

catching up 

It seems like a big game of tag between you and I! 

I am not sure if you were planning on attending our staff meeting tomorrow, esp since it is the Strategic Plan meeting. [f you were, [ was hoping I could steal a few minutes 

from you before hand to talk about the "report" item. 

Hope you have a great Monday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mten~ell@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 2:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Sports Strategic Plans 

To: Primary & Secondary Sports Administrators 

Re: Sports Strategic Plans 

As a next step in bringing the Strategic Plan to action within our department, each sports program and business unit will develop its own plan of program- or unit-specific strategic 

goals and actions. Our goal is to have the sport plans complete by October 31, and the unit plans complete by December 31. The plans will be complementary to the strategic plan we 

are currently sharing internally, and rolling out in October. 

The strategic plan will be shared with the coaches on September 25 at the coaches’ meeting, where we will also introduce the program-specific plan concept. A written template is 

being developed for use in this process, and will be shared with you upon its completion (in the next week or so), as well as at this meeting. 

I will be in touch with you soon to schedule meetings with you and your coaching staffs so that we can complete this process by October 31. We will need to work with each staff to 

analyze their current position (academically, competitively, financially), and to develop their own goals for this academic year, the short-term (3-5 gears) and the long-term (5-10 

years). 

Being in-season for many sports, it is a difficult time to tackle such an exercise. Your participation and input is critical to making this process work. I want to be a facilitator to you in 

this process ... it is important that each of you takes the lead along with your coaches to make your program and this athletics department the best in the nation. With your efforts, we 

can truly leod in aft that we do. 

Thanks[ I’ll be in touch. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 5:13 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Rule Clarification: PSAs On Benches 

Meant to copy all of you on this. 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 5:12 PM >>> 

Okay, thanks. 

Lance, please tell our coaches that as long as the PSAs are in their seats by game time, we have no problem with them being on the sideline during warm ups. Which is what 

we’ve always told them in the past, as well. 

Amy 

/\ ~ i~ ¢- I" ~:~ :; ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" @theacc.org > 5:10 PM > > > 

Amy 

I checked h~ wiCa some colleagues and e veryo~¢ has rcspondcd in a shnila~ man~cr ¢,mi you ha~¢. ~ am no~ su~e of the o~igh~ o~ purpose o[" the cmail from ihc NSCTkA but it 
sounds lfl<e the application is more strict flma~ ~myone has ever used and would be chaa~ge in direction, Others have seen fl3e question come to fl3em in recen~ weeks at*d 
responded tha{ PSA’s could be do~n ~bere l\~r warm-~ps hut need to be h~ seas for 0~e g;m~e, 

Let me know it’you need awthh3g else on this, 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, " 9:29 AM 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: Rule Clarification: PSAs On Benches 

Brad, 

See below from the Soccer Coaches Association. I don’t necessarily agree with this, do you? I have never heard that "conduct of the event" begins at the time the gates open 

and doesn’t end until "the lights are off". I know that FB programs all over the country have PSAs on the sideline during pre game warm ups, etc. 

Or are we to take this literally and say that as long as the PSAs aren’t SEATED in the BENCH AREA, it’s okay? Because [ think most of the time they are standing on the sidelines 

(at least at FB games, not sure about soccer). 

Anyway, if this is true that PSAs aren’t supposed to be on the sidelines during warm ups or post game, then I think it’s something that needs to be explained nationally in all 

sports. Because I’m fairly certain that right now everyone is interpreting "during the conduct of the event" as once the clock starts until the game is over. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~_La_g~_~__u___n__£_a___a_:__u___n__£:_£_d__x ! 

>>> Robert Kehoe 

Hello Coaches. 
~nscaa,com> 9:58 PM >>> 

It has been brought to my attention that there is a difference of opinion in the coaching community, and in compliance offices, re. recruits visiting campus and being on and 

around the benches during games. It seems that the difference in opinion may be associated with the mention of (including intermission) in Bylaw 13.6.7.2. However, in 

checking with the NCAA it is to be made very clear that "conducting the event" basically means from when the gates open for warm ups until the lights go off, and psa’s are 

not to be on or around the bench at any time. 

Here is the language of the Bylaw and the underlines are my additions to specify where psa’s are, and are not, to be during the competition event. ,S~teh admissions may 
provide seating only in the general seating area qf the.lheili.tv used for condueting the event. Providing seating during the eonduet of the event (ineluding intermission) Jor the 
prospeetive student-athlete or those persons accompanying the prospeetive student-athlete in the faeility’s press box, special seating box(es9 or bench area is spee~fically prohibited 

In summary, please understand that there is no "gray area"to be left to institutional interpretation. 

All the best as the season continues. 

Rob 

Rob Rebec 



Director of Coiiege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas Citv, KS 6610:[ 

Wisconsin Office: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAAColle~e I Facebook 

Innovate to Elevate! Join us in Ind¥ for the 2013 NSCAA Convention. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny ~bigten.org> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 5:27 PM 

Compliance Group ~bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley @bigten.org> 

Women’s Basketball Academic Year Evaluations 

MBB~ Q ~and+A~ Vol+ 43.pdf 

ALL- 

We have received questions from several institutions regarding academic year evaluations in women’s basketball, and specifically, the definition of "regular 

scholastic activities". The questions have centered around the updated legislation (Bylaw 13.1.7.8.2) that restricts academic year evals in women’s basketball to 

the following: 

(1) Regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments and practices. 

(2) Regular scholastic activities involving prospective student-athletes enrolled only at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities occur. 

(3) Evaluations at nonscholasUc events during the women’s basketball prospective student-athlete’s academic year during the last full weekend (including 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall contact period and the Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the spring evaluation period. 

As previously mentioned, several institutions have asked for clarification as to what actually constitutes "regular scholastic activities involving PSAs enrolled only 

at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities take place". Although there is no legislative or interpretive language that specifies this definition for 

women’s basketball, we can draw on the language that the NCAA has used for men’s basketball to define this phrase. The highlighted portion in both the 

9/26/2011 Ed Column (copied below) and the Men’s Basketball legislative Q & A document (attached) are instructive in defining a "regular scholastic activity" in the 

following manner: 

The activity has been approved by the appropriate authority at the HS as a regular scholastic activity; 

The activity involves ONLY students enrolled at the HS where the activity is occurring; and, 

The activity may not be scheduled/organized for the purpose of allowing coaches to observe PSAs in the activity. 

Hope this helps to provide further clarity on this issue, but please feel free to contact us with any further questions! 

Thanks, 

Kerry 

Educational Colmnn 

NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1.7.8 -- Evaluation Days -- Basketball -- Attendance at Scholastic and Nonscholastic Events During the Academic Year (I) 

Date ~]blished: September 26, 2011 

Educational Column: 
NCAA Division I institutions should note the following restrictions apply to evaluations in men’s and women’s basketball during the academic year: 

General 
For purposes of applying the legislation, a regular scholastic activity is any activity involving only students enrolled at a particular high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college that has been approved by the appropriate authority at the scholastic institution. An activity that is organized 
for the purpose of allowing a college coach or coaches to observe prospects demonstrating their athletics skill is not considered a regular scholastic 
activity, and would constitute an impermissible tryout. 
Men’s Basketball 

¯ During the academic year evaluation periods and the March and April contact periods, evaluations are limited to regularly scheduled high school, 

preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments and practices and regular scholastic activities involving student-athletes 
enrolled only at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities occur. 

¯ F o re x am pie, D iv is ion I m e nl s b as k e ~ 6 a! !¢ o a c 5 e s m a y a ~ ~ e n d 51 gh s c 50 o!pi¢ E-upg a m e s d ur i n g a desig n a ~ e c o n ~ at to e ~ a! u a ~ion 

period during the academic ~eari prov!ded the activ!ty has been approved b he appropriate authorit~ at the high schoo!asa r egu!ar 

i n sti~u~ionai c oa c~es ~o o bse~e the prospective s~u~ent-a~!e~es p a ~!ci paring i n t~e a¢~! v i~yi 

Evaluations may occur at the National Basketball Association (NBA) predraft camp. 

Women’s Basketball 

During the academic year, evaluations may occur at regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and two-year college 

contests/tournaments and practices; and pick-up games and open gyms. 

,~ During the last full weekend of the fall contact period and the weekend of the spring evaluation period, evaluations at nonscholastic events that 

are certified per Bylaw 13.19, including events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state, national or international 
governing body but are organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose, are permitted. 

Evaluations at nonscholastic events during the academic year evaluation period shall not occur during any weekend (including Friday, Saturday 

and Sunday) during which the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT national standardized tests are administered. If the national standardized tests are 
administered on a date that conflicts with the fall nonscholastic evaluation weekend, evaluations at nonscholastic events shall be permissible 
during the first full weekend (including Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall/winter evaluation period. If the national standardized tests is 
administered on a date that conflicts with the spring nonscholastic evaluation weekend, the five-day evaluation period in April shall shift to the 
second Friday following the initial date of the spring National Letter of Intent signing period through the following Tuesday. 

For example, the first conflict between the testing date for the ACT and the identified five day evaluation period in April will occur in 
2012. The ACT is scheduled for April 14, 2012. The five day evaluation period would be April 13-17. The five day evaluation period will 
shift to April 20-24 with the nonscholastic evaluation weekend being April 20-22. 

Evaluations may occur during an evaluation period at nonscholastic events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state 

(e.g., state high school association), national (e.g., National Junior College Athletic Association) or international governing body (e.g., USA 
Basketball, United States Olympic Committee or international equivalent) and are not organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose. 

[References: Bylaws 13.1.7.8 (evaluation days -- basketball), 13.18 (basketball event certification -- men’s basketball), 13.19 (basketball event 
certification -- women’s basketball); Proposal No. 2010-35 (recruiting -- basketball evaluation -- women’s basketball -- nonscholastic evaluations 
during academic year -- national standardized testing weekend); and educational columns 3/12/2007 and 2/18/2011, which have been archived] 



Notice about Educational Columns= Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of 

legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations 
applicable at the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations 
on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted 
as necessary in order to address timely issues. 

:: http:.’£~,,q,, bigten o:q 



From: Tarheel Parents "@yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Monday, 7:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RSVPs tbr UNC vs. ECU TttFPO Tailgate deadline Thursday Sept 20 

Hello Tar Heel Families: 
Go Heels! It’s time to tailgate! Let the good times roll[ Chase Rice, a country singer and a former UNC football player who also appeared in the 
Amazing Race TV show will be performing outside our tailgate on       . Also, a port a potty station will be available this time by the Ram’s 
statue. Lastly, we have combined the RSVPs and Volunteer Sign Up Sheet. If you signed up to volunteer at or since the last tailgate, your name 
has already been typed in online. Be sure to RSVP! CLICK HERE TO RSVP for UNC vs ECU Tailqate on       @ 1:30p 

¯ VERY IMPORTANT! RSVPs are due by midnight Thursday, 
at entrance of tailgate - see THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation policy below. 

to enter the tailgate - Remember, CASH ONLY - pay 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline 
We, the THFPO, understand the importance of building community and an atmosphere of family for all our Football Parents, their families and 
friends. 
What better way than a meal together. 
In an effort to accommodate everyone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the process for ’walk ups’ during our tailgating events. 
First and foremost...tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must be accompanied by a family 
member. 
Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. V~th us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food ordered...ALL reservations 
are considered cash and MUST be paid. 
~,,%;aJk ups, we car~#ot ~uarar~tee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your 
spot at the tailgate, please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. Any individual who notifies                            or email 
~amail.com 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cennot _quarentee 

your tBc~.e~ will be sold, thus if we are unable to sell your ticket you will be responsible for full payment. 
Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 
THFPO 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <ldsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

~live.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

please send Vince file mailing addresses for the guys below. As a heads up for you 

L. White on Sunset Drive. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard Gordnn - kbwindstream.net 
Ralph Teal - (a~thetealcompany.com 
Dwight Stone - ’ %dstonebuilders.com 

Allen Wilson - i ..... ~__q_~:g_t_:_c_’~?_Lr_t. 

Tommy Watldns - .2~ s. _c_l:_Le_!!l?_._r a22_c_..oj..n_. 

Len White " @~L~Z~_r!_c__e_z__r_~)_g__n&t:_c_’~?_Lr_t. 

Barry. Gordon-      ~)g_ordoniron.com 

Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen Wilson and Len White is T. 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

Tim Snfith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: tdsmith~unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~email.unc.edu~> wrote: 

T~ 
Can you please forward me the names and mailing addresses for the Big Hitters who gaveled ruth us to Louisville and Kent Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@uncMu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Vince - sure. I copied one of our interns              on that last emM and asked him to get you the desired info tomorrow. And I’ll get him to get you Kent’s too. 

Glad you’re sending the notes. I’m sure the guys will appreciated it. 

I hope tonight went well. Sony I wasn’t able to make it. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: Ld_~Ln_i_fl3~_U_rLc_:_e_~t___u_ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 10:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(g;)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I would like to write a nole to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead ofemail) and aJso include one 

for Kent Taylor? 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ nmnes and emMs are below. 

- please send Vince the mailing addresses for the gays below. As a heads up for you Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen 

Wilson mM Len White is T. L. White on Sunset Drive. An5, questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard GoMon -         (d~windstream.net 
Ralph Teal- " " ~thetealcompany.com 
Dwight Skme - " ~;dstonebuilders.com 

Allen Wilson- "" ~;us.gt.com 
Tommy Watkins - 2bschellbray.com 
Len White - tl)alliance- mgmt.com 
Ban5, Gordon - ~gR_ri_ql~_lli!Lo_!)_:c~?~! 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have may other questions. 

All the best. 

Tin 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: .t__d__sLn_i_t_!i~a nc. e d u 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~emedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tim, 

C~m you please lbn~,ard me the names and mailing addresses tbr the Big tlitters who traveled with us m Louisville and Kent 

Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny < @bigten.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:39 AM 

Compliance Group ~bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawle? ~(~t~lgten.org> 

Trotter / Facebook clarification 

ALL- 

We have received several questions in recent months regarding Twitter, and specifically, the "follow" function. Unlike ~:acebook, where staff members may not 

initiate or accept "friend" requests until the time when it is permissible to send electronically transmitted correspondence to a PSA, Twitter is a bit less restrictive 

in terms of a coach’s ability to "follow" a PSA. We haw:_~ had previous communication with the NCAA which has confirmed our positi.:)n that both a coach [ollowing 

PSAs and PSAs following a coach is permissible at arw time due to Twitter being de[ined as a rnicroblog, ihe permissible dates to send electronically transmitted 

correspondence are only applicable for Twitter’ if the "@ replies", "mentions" or "direct messaging" functions are used. 

Hope this helps, but please let us know if you have any additional questions! 

Thanks, 

Kerry 

Kerry B, Kelslsy I Associate Director, Compliance I Big Yer~ Cohferelsce 
:: hl~:Ix/i,~’,,<’w t;}ql!::~. ;~ ~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sounds good. Also -- told me he got all the address over to you. If not, just let me know. And if you need!want any background on the guys, just say the word. 

Tim 
Timothy D, Smith 

Major Gift Direcl:or [ UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel HIll, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.5448 I F: 919.843.5777 [ 

tdsmith@unc.edu J www.ramsclub.com 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:21 AM 

To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks Tim. The presentation last night was OK. I went to his first one at 6:30pm. I believe they videotaped it so you can probably take a look if you’re interested. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 i0:22 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 
Vince- sure. I copied one of our interns               ?n that last email and asked him to get you the desired info tomorrow. And I’II get him to get you Kent’s 

too. Glad you’re sending the notes, l’m sure the guys will appreciated it. 

I hope tonight went well. Sorry I wasn’t able to make it. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 10:17 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I would like to write a note to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead of email) and also include 

one for Kent Taylor? 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

please send Vince the mailing addresses for the guys below. As a heads up for you 

Wilson and Len White is T. L. White on Sunset Drive. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard Gordon - ~windstream.net 

Ralph Teal Pthetealcompany.com 
Dwight Stone~ @ d s t o n e b_y_[]..d_ e__r_s__.£_q._m_. 

Allen Wilson - ~us.gt.com 

Tommy Watkins ~schellbray.com 

Len White - @alliance-regret.corn 

Barry Gordon ~gordoniron.com 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

, - Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: t.d s m._[t h .@ u .n c: e d.y_ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tim, 

Can you please fbrward me the names and mailing addresses for the Big tIitters who traveled with us to Louisville and Kent 
Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny        @bigten.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:45 AM 

Comp|iance Group < "~bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley < @bigten.org>; Big Ten - Madeline Russel 

NLI Inslitulional Commitment Fore1 

Institutional Commitment Fonn 2012-13.pdf 

~bigten.ovg> 

ALL- 
Please see the attached NLI Institutional Commitment Form for 2012-13. As you will not on the actual form, these are to be completed and sent to the Conference 

office (to either Madeline or Kerry) by Thursday, November 1st. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Kerry 
~errv ~, ~er~r~v I A~sociste Director’, Com#lis~c÷ I ~iq Te~ Co#federate 

[~!!ii’,__L~_’2{-~_f:"_L_?,_!:23_~?£~_2d2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:38 AM 

DgmaiLcom 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

THFPO Rules Education Document.pdf 

H      ! My name is Amy Herman, and ] am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with Vince IIle. 

He asked me to put together a rules education document that outlines the vadous NCAA ru}es that are "in p}ay" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief email text I’ve written for you below in red, I would greatly appreciate it! 

Also, once you have a chance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have. 
I look forward to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises, 

Take care, 
Amy 

The Compliance Office has put together the attached document that provides NCAA rules education for groups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute finis to the 

membership as a means to actively engage ail of us and ensure that we are ali educated aPd informed 
Should you i~ave any questions about the regulations outlined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Herman at aisci~ae@uncaa,unc.edu or 919 962 7853. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:40 PM 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I),22: Admissions 

Hi Eve, 

Thanks for this information. 

On another note, we’ve been holding meetings wkh individual coacMng staffs to discuss their questions/concerns regarding admissions and the new PGPA/tevel 

system. Th e m eel:ings a re not req u ired but let me I~ now if th e vol eyball coaching sta If would like to get toget:h er. 

Thanks, again, 

Barbara 

From: Eve Rackham [mailto:rackham@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent," Friday, September :[4, 2012 :[:37 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Cc-" Joe Sagula 
Subject: Re: Admissions 

Hi Barbara, 
Thank you for the email. I have attached our contact info for all 3 coaches here. If you need anything else from us, please let me know. 

Thank you for all you do! 

GO 7"fi£ hi&!:£S.:" 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@unc.edu 

w__w___w___.go h eels .co rn 

http:flwvcw.facebook.cornlcarolinavoleyball 

http:lltwitter.comluncvolleybal 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 9/:10/20:12 12:06 PM > > > 

Dear All, 

I hope everyone’s fall semester is off to a good start. I am writing with just a few reminders for the coming year. 

-Attached is the "Coaches Contact Information" form you can use to let us know which members of your coaching staff you would like added to this list serv. Some of 

you have already submitted this form. If you haven’t and would still like to, it’s not too late. 

-Attached is the PGPA (Predicted Grade Point Average) calculator. This is the calculator we discussed in the coaches’ meeting on August 22nd. We will also review the 

calculator when we hold our individual coaching staff meetings. 

-The PGPA calculator will indicate if a student is a Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3 for admissions purposes. All Level 1 prospects must be reviewed by the faculty before 

being admitted. 

- If you have not scheduled an individual staff meeting and would still like to, just let me know. These meetings are not mandatory but are available if you have 

questions/concerns about the admissions process. 

-If you have any student-athletes whom you would like considered for the spring 20:13 semester, the application deadline is December :1. All spring admits must be 

admitted with a slot. 

-When completing the Student-Athlete Prospect Form, please complete the form in its entirety. Incomplete forms will be returned to the coach. Attached is a copy 

of this form. 

-Jennifer Thompson, or JT as we call her, has replaced Missy in working with athletics. JT’s email address is jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu and her phone number 

is (9:19) 966-7:194. If you are coming into the office and would like to see/talk with JT, please ask the counselor at the receptionist’s desk to locate her for you. 

As always, feel free to send your questions/comments directly to me. I look forward to working with each of you during the coming year. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director" 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:45 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

20 Hr Week Practice Schedules 2012 of 9.18.12.docx 

Gentleman, 
Coach Papa asked that I provide you all with a copy of our practice schedule for the fall, I attached the schedule below. Please let us know if you have any questions, 

Have a great day, 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@unc,edu 
Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 



Softball Practice Schedules: Fall 

* visor, sleeves, and socks 
always match each other.* 

Visor 
Shirt 

Shorts 
Pants 
Socks 

Monday Wednesday Friday Weekend 

CB 
White 

CB 
Navy 

CB 

Tuesday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Navy 
Gray 
Navy 
Navy 
Navy 

CB 
Navy 

CB 
Gray 
CB 

Thursday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Navy 
CB 

Navy 
Navy 
Navy 

CB 
Black 

CB 
Gray 
CB 

Weights & Conditioning 
(Conditioning@Anderson 2:15p lO:30a 2:15p 7:30a 2:15p 
Softball Stadium unless 

inclement weather) 

Early Bullpen 
7:15a 3:45p 8:45a 3:45p 

Early Hitting 
7:15a 3:45p 8:45a 3:45p 

Team Practice 

4:15p 7:45a 9:15a 

Hitters and 
Pitchers 
practice- See alt 
schedule for 
groups and times 

4:15p 

Inclement 
Weather 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 

Schedule (@ Eddie Smith or 
Baseball) 

*Class Conflicts 

TBA 

Extra Hitting Schedule:      *Before start time: Hitting Warm-Up* 

Monday     I Tuesday I    Wednesday    I     Thursday     I    Friday    I 

Early Bullpen Schedule: 

Monday 
Conflicts 

Early Bullpen 

*Before start time: heat, stretch, throw overhand, long toss, & spinner spins* 

Tuesday     Wednesday     Thursday Friday Weekends 

Live pitchers 

*Check with Boo for 
live start time 

Bullpen during 
practice 

No live pitchers 

3:30-4:30 

5-6p 

Scrimmage or 
game - See 



l Monday 9/17 Hitter Practice Schedule 

Hitting Group #1 - 3:30- 4:30pro in cages (warm-up on own prior) 

1 

Slapping Group- 3:30 - 4:30pro on field (warm-up on own prior) 

Video Session 4:30 - 5:00pro 
All hitters 

Hitting Group #2 - 5:t0 - 6:10pro in cages (warm-up on own prior) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 

All, 
I will be out of the office tomorrow, chaperoning a field trip for Ivie. Let’s hope the rain is done after today,.. 

See you Thursday. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Working with JeffJanssen 

He is expensive. We paid him         ast yr for 5 sessions. This year 
were looking to do more of a workshop ~zpe setting For the fall. I. 
Need to see if his Reamdown is similar. I will let you klmw tomorrow. 
Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2012, at 8:05 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 
> Let me find out what the standard procedure has been. Also, how much 
has Jeff asked to be paid? Thanks and I’ll get back to you. 
> Vmce 
> 

> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:00 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Working with Jeff Janssen 
> 

> gJilce, 

> Last year we hired Jeff in the fall to work with our team on the 
Mental. We are lnnking to have him work with us again this fall We have 
chosen the book the Energy Bus by John Gordon as our theme. We are 
stressing accountability - Being the driver of your bus so to speak. 
Fueling your ride with positive energy. Not having energy vampires 
aboard, having enthusiasm 
> We always take a team bonding trip. Some have been coupled with games 
others have not I have spoken to Amy about our bonding weekend and know 
that ffwe are not playing a game we have to have an element of practice 
within that time frame and we need to stay in NC We are playing next 
Friday evening and were planning on going next Sat and Sun We have a 
place in Wilmington for our retreat/weekend. We have been doing this 
for years. It is a great way J2~r our team to mesh and build. 
> I would like to hire Jeffagain and have spoken with him about it He 
is not cheap and we will have to fund it from our upcoming Oct and Nov 
clinics. 
> What do you need me to do li~om your end? 
> Donna 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:image001.jpg@01Cl)95Da.DD356130] 
> Camps & Clinics: 
www carolinasoftballcamps com<http ://www carolinasoftballcamps, com/> 
> Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
> Twitter: @UNCSoftball 
> 

> 

> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NC.%~k HOSTS 
> 4 TLME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
> 11 ALL-AMERICANS 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 
> 4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CtL~kMPIONSHIPS 
> 2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 
> [cid:image002.png@01CD95Da.DD356130] 
> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 
> <image001 .jpg> 
> <irnage002.png> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                  8:47 PM 

Amy Herman <a.ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; LaJ~ce Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermmls <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

Hello Amy- 

Great to hear from you! This is education is ve~ helpful. I have already sent the message with attachment to who manages our group email account. 

You are on the general distribution list along ruth Vince. Thus, you should see it when it goes ont. If you don’t let me know. Also, I noticed there are more folks from 

UNC on the ’CC’ than we have in our current email distribntion list. If it is helpful and you would like us to acid these tblks we certainly can, just let us know. We can 

do that too. We look tbrwaJrd to continued communication with you all as well. Go Heels! 

(c) 

On Tue, at 11:37 AM, Amy Herman <aischae~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, My name is Amy Herman, and I am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with Vince 

Ille. He asked me to put together a rules education document that outlines the various NCAA rules that are "in play" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief ernail text I’ve written for you below in red, [ would greatly appreciate 

it! Also, once you have a chance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have. 

[ look forward to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises. 

Take care, 

Amy 

The Compliance Office has put togeti~er ti~e attached document that provides NCAA rules education for groups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute this to 

the membership as a means to acdvely engage all of us anti ensure that we are all eciucated anti informeci. 

Shouid you have any questions about the reguiations outiined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Herman at a[schae@uncaa.unc.edu or 919 962 7853. 

/\m ~ .,ri c: c.q ~-’. :~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:01 PM 

@gmail.com > 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

If you could add Tom Timmermans (timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu), ttnat would be great. We will share with the others wtnen/if we need to. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 
>>> 

Hello Amy 

:@gmail.com> 8:46 PM >>> 

Great to hear from you! This is education is very helpful. I have already sent the message with attachment to who manages our group email account. You are 

on ttne general distribution list along with Vince. Thus, you should see it when it goes out. If you don’t let me know. Also, I noticed there are more folks from UNC on the ’CC’ 

than we have in our current email distribution list. If it is helpful and you would like us to add these folks we certainly can, just let us know. We can do that too. We look 

fo~vard to continued communication with you all as well. Go Heels! 

(c) 

On Tue, at 11:37 AM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi,     ! My name is Amy Herman, and I am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with Vince 

]lie. He asked me to put together a rules education document that outlines the various NCAA rules that are "in play" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief email text I’ve written for you below in red, [ would greatly appreciate it! 

Also, once you have a ctnance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have. 

[ look fo~vard to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises. 

Take care, 
Amy 

The Compliance Office has put together ~he attached document that provides NCAA rules education for siroups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute this to the 

membership as a rnear!s 1o activeiy engage ali of us and ensure that we are aJl educated and informed. 

Should you have any questions about the reguiations outlined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Herman at aischae@uncaa.unc.edu or 919 962 7853. 

/’~,~ ?. }[ ~. ~. ,:-~- ~:~ ,:-~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:12 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@gmail.com >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Chris Ducar Temporary Replacement 

All, 

As you may know, Chris is having and will be unable to perform coaching duties for 2 weeks. Therefore, pending HR approval and pursuant to Bylaw 

11.7.1.1,1.2, Anson has decided to replace Chris temporarily with John Cone. The dates of the replacement will be from September 19 (or as soon as approval is granted) 

through October 3, 2012. 

John will ONLY perform on field coaching duties with goalkeepers at team practices, He will NOT take on any recruiting responsibilities, 

Sam, please PDF this email and save it to the Coaches Designation file. 

Let me know if anyone has any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:15 PM 

~bellsouth.net> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edw*; Amy Herma~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.e&P; Tom Timmermans <fimmerman@uncaa.unc.e&P 

Re: Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

Hi 

Can you add this UNC staff person to both the general list and planning committee list? See below. Thanks, 

On Tue, at 9:01 PM, Amy Herman <ai schae,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

If you could add Tom Timmermans (timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu), that would be great. We will share with the others when/if we need to. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(a~uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> @gmail.com> 8:46 PM >>> 

Hello Amy 

Great to hear from you! This is education is very helpful. I have already sent the message with attachment to who manages our group email account. 

You are on the general distribution list along with Vince. Thus, you should see it when it goes out. If you don’t let me know. Also, I noticed there are more folks from 

UNC on the ’CC than we have in our current email distribution list. If it is helpful and you would like us to add these folks we certainly can,just let us know. We can do 

that too. We look forward to continued communication with you all as well. Go Heels! 

(c) 

On Tue,             at 11:37 AM, Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi,     ! My name is Amy Herman, and I am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with 

Vince llle. He asked me to put together a rules education docurnent that outlines the various NCAA rules that are "in play" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief email text I’ve written for you below in red, I would greatly 

appreciate it! Also, once you have a chance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you rnay have. 
I look forward to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises. 

Take care, 
N~ny 

The Compliance Office inas put together the ~?ttached document that provkJes NCJV\ rules education for groups such as ours. They inave asked me to distribute this 

to the membersi~ip as a means to activeiy engage ali of us and ensure that we are all educated and informed, 
Should you have any questions about the rectui~,tions outlined, please cio no~ hesitate to cont~,c~ Amy Herman at ajschae@uncaa.unc edu or 919 962 7853 

.."t]~ ". }[~s~~’.,~, ~ ~’., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919,962,6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tarheel Parents ((~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:45 PM 

Rules Education ii~r Tax Heel FootbaJ1 Parents Organization 

THFPO Rules Education Document.pdf 

Hello Tax Heel Parents! VeD~ hnpo~ant hffo! 

The Compliance Office has put together the attached document that provides NCAA rules education tbr groups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute this to 

the membership as a memos to actively engage all of us and ensure that we are all educated and intbrmed. 

Should you have any questions about the regulations outlined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Hennm~ at aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu or 919-962- 

7853. 

THFPO President 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Compliance question 

Hi Vince! It was great to be with you at the game on Saturday although I have taken note that we have lost both of the games in which you and I have been in the 

same box. So hopefully, since I probably will not see you this Saturday, we will have a different outcome. (As you can tell I am a superstitious freak.) 

Anyway, i made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for                morn because she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around but then I 

panicked about the "gifts to parents" thing and thought i should check it out with you before sending it. It’s cute but it’s not worth anything. What do you think? Is 

that ok? 

So many thanks for your willingness to join our family and try to keep us straight! 

All best! Patti Thorp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sauls, Jonathan C <j sauls@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Martin, Doris I, <dorism@email.unc.edu> 

Need to reschedule meeting today 

Hi Vince, 

With regret, I need to reschedule our meeting today. I have 
[ am sorW for an?- inconvenience and look I~rward to rescheduling soon 

Best regards, 

JONATHAN" C. SAErLS i DEAN" OF STUDENTS 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
Campus Box 5100 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-5100 
v 919-966-4042 i 1! 919-843-9778 i 711 (NC-RN~AY) 
Emai[: jsauls@emaiLunc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:53 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

Thanks Vince, ] appreciate it. Practice has been going well, My family is coming up on Monday and the moving truck is coming on Tuesday! I’m looking forward to them 

getting here but [ sure wish we could unpack with a snap of the fingers! 

Have a great day. 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@unc.edu 
Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/18/2012 7:28 PM > > > 

Thanks Tony. Hope you’re settling in and recovering from the move. 

From. Tony Baldwin [mailto:tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:45 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Nichael Perkins 
Cc: Donna Papa 
Subject: UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

Gentleman, 
Coach Papa asked that I provide you all with a copy of our practice schedule for the fall, I attached the schedule below, Please let us know if you have any questions, 

Have a great day, 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@unc,edu 

Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

polk 

Barbara Polk will be coming to present at our staff meeting about admissions on Oct 16. She would like for you to attend as well. 
Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb(.~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 1:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

RE: wrestJing 

Thanks 

Joy]. Renneh M.A., K](R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #7"1.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9.’65-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

9:1_9-9,’66-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~IY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, [nch.iding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti?or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender bg reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 12:31 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: wrestling 

Ok from both Coach Kolat and Dr. Umble. 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 10:47 AM, "Renner, Joy J" -<loy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Would you like me to have Coach Kolat ask Dr. Umble as a courtesy? 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 9:07 AN 
To: Renner, Joy J (Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: wrestling 

Here you go. Thanks Joy. 

From: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 9:04 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: wrestling 

Vince, 

It’s fine for Joy to share this. It’s a letter of appreciation, not a performance review, so you’re good to go. Sounds like a presentation we’d all 

enjoy’. 

Leslie 

From: C D Hock [gD_[Ltg_Lc__d__@__u___n__c__a___a_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:45 PH 
To: Hack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Co: Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject: wrestling 

Just wanted to pass this along with regard to building bridges to the academic community. Coach Kolat did a class today for Dr. 

Umble and below are his comments. 

From: Umble, Karl E <umble@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 5:43 PM 

Subject: RE: Thanks for having me 



To: cary kolat ~b_gr[?~[]L._c.o__r[?.> 

Cary, 
You knocked it out of the park. It really was great and served exactly the purposes I had hoped. 
The students were really excited about it, and will long remember it. It will be a highlight of my course. After you left we had a great 
time of discussing all the wisdom in what you shared; there was incredible commonality with everything we talk in health care about 
regarding recruiting the right people, coaching up talent, setting performance goals for individuals, teams, and organization, etc. I 
also appreciated your talking about how you help the students with all of life, and provide a home away from home for them. It was 
fantastic. You are doing amazing work. 
I will definitely want you to come back next year to do the same thing. Thanks for already offering to do so. 
Also, many congratulations for being named Associate Head Coach. I really look forward to following the team this year. If it would 
help you in any way, please feel free to forward my letter to CD or to the Athletic Director. I really appreciate what you did for us 
today. 
Again, many thanks Cary. 
Karl Umble 
P.S. If any of your students are interested in the Health Professions broadly speaking, the Bachelor of Science in Public Health is a 
great major, and you could send them to me to discuss the program. Its a very strong major with great students and I would 
certainly recommend it. 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., IVl.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Nanagement 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919,966.8214 (o~ce) 

(cell) 

From: cary kolat         ~_g__m____a__iJ__.__c___om] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:24 PM 
To: Umble, Karl E 
Subject: Thanks for having me 

Karl 

Thanks tbr having me speak to the class today! I hope I did a good job and 

was intbrmative. This was out of my element but hopethlly I was able to 

accomplish what you were looking Ibr. 

If you are going to do this each year or semester I would be happy to do it 

again for you any time! 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/’7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and I,eam it Smart at KOI.AT.COM 

<ATT00001.png> 
<ATT00002,png> 
<ATT00003.png>Siqn up for Our Email Newsletter 
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Ge? a !~i{j::aiu:~: iike l.hl£. CLICK NKRK, 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 
Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at _K_._Q__L_A__T_=._C_ .Q_ .k_4_ 
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602 

www.uniformlaws.org 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: PARTICIPANTS IN STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

FROM: 

RE: 

DALE G. HIGER, CHAIR, ULC STUDY COMMITTEE ON AMENDING 
THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND AGENTS ACT 
JOHN A. SEBERT, ULC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND 
AGENTS ACT 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 6, 2012 

Introduction 

Last January, the Uniform Law Commission ("ULC’), also known as the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,1 established a Study Committee to 
consider whether it would be beneficial to review and amend the Uniform Athlete and Agents 
Act. The current Uniform Athlete and Agents Act ("UAAA") was adopted by the ULC in 2000 
and has been adopted in forty-three states.2 

1The Uniform Law Commission (ULC), now 121 years old, provides states with non-partisa~ well-conceived 

and well-drafted legislation that brings clarity and stabilibr to critical areas of the law. ULC’s work supports the 
federal system and facilitates the movement of individuals and the business of organizations with rules that are 
consistent from state to state. 

Uniforn~ Law Commissioners nmst be lawyers, qualified to practice law. They are lawyer-legislators, attorneys in 
private practice, state and federal judges, law professors, and legislative staff attorneys, who have been appointed 
by state governments as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to research, draft 
and promote enactment of uniform state laws in areas where uniformity is desirable and practical. 

The task of the Study Conunittee is to gather infornmtion and viewpoints from a broad assemblage of interested 
persons and organizations, to evaluate the input, and to report to the Confcrence’s Executive Committee its 
recommendations as to whether drafting should be undertaken and, if so, the outlines of a desirable uniform or 
model act. 

2UAAA has been adopted in whole or in part in: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampstfire, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 
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In November 2011 a "Summit" on the UAAA was held in Washington, DC, under the 
auspices of the NCAA. The Summit was attended by representatives of a large range of 
organizations interested in the act and in intercollegiate athletics, including representatives from 
the ULC. Among the conclusions from the Summit was a request that the UAAA be re- 
examined for possible improvements. After the Summit, ULC commissioners prepared a 
proposal that led to the establishment of the Study Committee. 

The Study Committee has developed a tentative list of issues that it believes should be 
considered in the process of determining whether the ULC should undertake a project to draft 
amendments to the UAAA. That list is summarized later in this memorandum and more fully 
explicated in the attached "Issues Memorandum." 

The Study Committee is organizing a "stakeholders meeting" to help it further evaluate 
the desirability and feasibility of a uniform law amending and expanding upon the current 
provisions of UAAA. As always, we are particularly interested in all stakeholders’ views on the 
prospects for enactment of such a law. Following that stakeholders’ meeting, the Study 
Committee will develop a final recommendation to the ULC Scope and Program Committee 
concerning whether to move forward to form a drafting committee and, if so, the topics that 
should be included in the drafting proj ect. 

The Stakeholders Meeting will be held on Thursday, November 1, 2012, at the 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel, 480 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, D.C. The meeting will mn from 
10:00 a.m. to no later than 4:00 p.m., and a light lunch will be served. 

We would welcome your participation in this meeting and hope you or a representative of 
your organization will be able to attend in person (or participate by conference call). Please 
return the attached response form, indicating whether you or another representative of your 
organization will be able to attend in person or participate by conference call. We would 
appreciate receiviml a response from you by October 13, 2012. 

Io Subjects for Discussion among Stakeholders 

The following is a brief list of issues that the Study Committee hopes will be explored at 
the Stakeholders’ Meeting; these issues are discussed in more detail in the attached "Issues 
Memorandum", and a copy of the UAAA also is attached. 

1.     If a project to amend the UAAA were undertaken, which of the following issues should 
be considered by a drafting committee, understanding that even a preliminary assessment to 
address an issue does not mean that it ultimately would be addressed in a revised act: 

a. Should the definition of "athlete agent" in the UAAA be expanded, or should the 
scope of the act be adjusted, to cover evolving practice? 

b. Does the registration system work, or are there considerations that need to be added? 
Are there other alternatives to the existing system? 
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c. Should the act require agents to procure a surety bond prior to engaging in conduct 
governed by the act? 

d. Should agents be required to notify educational institutions prior to contacting a 
student-athlete that is enrolled? 

e. Should agents be prohibited from representing both student-athletes and coaches from 
the same institution? 

f. Are there elements that could be changed or added to the act that would clarify 
enforcement authority, or make the act more likely to be enforced by state regulators? 

g. Are there additional matters that should be considered in any potential revision to the 
act? 

2. Considering everything, do you believe that the UAAA should be amended? 

3.     Would you or your organization be willing to participate actively in a drafting project, if 
one were established? 

4.     Assuming any revised act was acceptable to your organization, would your organization 
be willing to assist the ULC in getting it enacted by state legislatures? 

Ultimately, the Study committee and the ULC are interested in your views as to whether 
there is a need for amendments to the UAAA and whether you believe that, if the amendments 
were well-crafted, there is a reasonable possibility that a substantial number of states would 
enact the legislation. 

II. Conclusion 

We hope that the Stakeholders’ Meeting will provide the Study Committee with the 
information necessary to make a recommendation concerning whether to proceed to drafting 
amendments to the UAAA. Such a recommendation would be considered by the ULC Scope 
and Program Committee and its Executive Committee in January 20113. If a drafting committee 
is appointed, we would expect it to begin work promptly and hopefully to have a draft for initial 
consideration by the ULC at its 2014 Annual Meeting and a draft for final adoption at the ULC 
2015 Annual Meeting. 

Uniform Law Commission drafting processes are open and transparent. Drafting 
Committees are comprised of ULC commissioners, a reporter (often an academic) is recruited, 

and there are one or more advisors from the American Bar Association. In addition, we seek to 
involve a wide range of entities and individuals who are interested in and have knowledge about 
the topic being considered to participate as observers in the drafting committee meetings. 
Observers are invited to attend and participate actively in all drafting committee meetings and 
receive copies of all materials that are distributed in advance of drafting committee meetings. 
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If you have any questions or wish more information about this project, please contact the 
ULC’s Executive Director John Sebert, ~uniformlaws.org) or 
Dale G Higer, Study Committee Chair, at @msn.com). 

Attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:13 PM 

Mike Pope < @~ .com>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Appeal Rationale.docx; 11361.pdf; 13806.pdf 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions!comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, [ particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, ] will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
I heard from time NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday, I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i,e,, only a charter flight at ,~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation, If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :.: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonvtravel.com >, Mike Pope 
< ?anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pm, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. [ don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. [ 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> [ heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When [ asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permkted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universky of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa’unc’edu < mailt°:ajschae@u ncaa’u nc’edu > 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope @anthonytravel.com> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:12 PM 

Amy HennaJ1 ~mjschae@uncaa.unc.e&P; [,any Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <iholladay@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome --qissa broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

--qcgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <maxkos@uncaa.unc.edtp; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<sldrschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; )!uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edtP 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Amy, 

I’ve read your draft ot: Lhe rationale of the appeal. The staLernents you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU to the west coast, in the 

permissible time window are accurate. 

In an earlier emait to me you had requested my comment to the desirabiliW of a specific flight on Soud~west Airlines which has a later departure time than the flighL 

we have selected. I responded to your email indicating that the later Southwest flight required a connection with a change of planes, and that our preferred flight 

had a stop scheduled, but: no chang~:_~ of planes. As I stated in my email to you the later [light poses a greater possibility of a missed connection than our preferred 

flight, thus it: is a less desirable traw?l option. I just wanted to make sure that you saw my r~:_~sp.:)nse to your question, in case you n~-_~ed additional rationaF:~ for our 

selection of the earlier flighL 

Let rne know if you need anything t:urther from me. 

Thanks~ 

Mike Pope 

Account Manager 

A!-~i:h oqy ]!?, ~; el 

U [’4 C A I b i e[k:s ()~?.,,? a!l:i~ e!~i: - I.ou d ei’i~ili~ Ce q [ e r 

:~4.,~ Rid.,,~e Road 
PO go× 2;26 

Chapel Hili NC 275:15 

919-843-5580 Phone 

9_1_9-843.-5297 }tax 

201 ~) Wo!’ki Travel i\v,,~,~rds:~’~ 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 
statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. twill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 
of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 



Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.~ } ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~j._s_£b__a_:,_’_d_’_~X!J_]_£aa~X!J_]_£_~£d__u_. 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal, 

] have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<.-~--B-~-B-~-E--A--Z~-1--3-~:ZZ--~--6-~:--4---D--8-~:~-9---2--4-~-1-::-F~-7--1-~-7--A---F~-2-~-~--8-~-~---2---D-5~D~tk~9~D~t£a~e[:c£4m>~ Mike Pope 
< @anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pro, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight, Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, ] don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM > > > 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 



> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae(,~u ncaa,u nc.ed u < mailto:aischae~u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:28 PM 

~aJlthonytravel.com 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; lis~ broome@unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<Subbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwa]tney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu~" ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemlmas <timmemlma@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Yes, thanks, Mike. I attempted to incorporate this thought into the rationale (when comparing our case to the 2nd case precedem). While I was unable to say that we 
were requesting the latest flight of the a£temoon, I believe I use the phrase "appropriately accommodate" (or ~mething similar - I don’t have it in front of me fight now) 
to attempt to paint this picture without going into the specific details. I am comtbrtable with the rationale you gave, because I believe the layover on the later flight is oNy 
about 45 minutes. Not much room for error there with tx~tenfial flight delays. 

Please let me know if you have concerns about the accuracy oftlfis wording. That is one of the sections I have marked to continue to review mysel£ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:13 PM, "Mike Pope < ~anthonylravel.co~?!> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91- -><’.--[endif]--> 

Amy, 

I’ve read your draft of the rationale of the appeal. The statements you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU to the west 

coast, in the permissible time window are accurate, 

In an earlier emaii to Pae you had requested my cornnlent to the desirability of a specific flight: on Southwest Airlines whk:h has a later departure 

time than the flight we have selected. ~ respor~ded to you~ ernail indicating that the ~ater Southwest flight required a connection with a change of 

planes, and that our preferred flight had a stop scheduled, but no c~lange of planes. As ] staled in my email [o you the later flight poses a grea[er 

possibility of a missed connection than our 0referred flight, thus it is a less desirable travel option, liust wanted to make sure that you saw my 

response to your question, in case you need additional rationale for our selection of the earlier flight. 

Let me know if you need arwt:hmg h.Erther from me, 

TharFks, 

M ike Pope 

Account Manager 

A~hor~y Trav~q 

U IS{; Athlvtics Dvpa~tment ~ .oudermiik Cvr:te~ 

344 Ridge Roa~ 

Chapei I-tiil NC 2’75:{S 

919--843-5580 Phone 

919-843-5297 Fax 

2010 W.’~rld Tr;~;,el Aw.a~d:*TM 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To-" Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 

Subject; Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that 

all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, [ will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:\P,,i ", I{c~" L",~, a P,, 
Associate AD for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of 

our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have 

to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, 

as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of time permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses 

under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial 

flights, I can’t help but think time result of time waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized 

just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a 

welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got 

approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have 

comments or suggestions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~uncaa.unc~edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

> > > On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athqallo@uncaa.unc,edu<mailto:athqa[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I dofft agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. 1 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 



> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (].e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making, Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one.., 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope         _ ,e@anthon~ravel.com> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:36 PM 

Amy Herman ~’~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; lissa broome@unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint GwaJtney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul l?ogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschnel(~buncaa.unc.edu>: ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermmas <timmermma@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Arfly 

I think your comments axe clear mad accurate regarding the flights. I just wmated to make sure you had the inibrmation you requested 

Let me know if you need more from me 

Mike 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:28 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(/z)uncaa.unc~edu> wrote: 

Yes, thanks, Mike. I attempted to incorporate this thought into the rationale (when comparing our case to the 2nd case precedent). While I was unable to 

say that we were requesting the latest flight of the Mtemoon, I believe I use the phrase "appropriately accommodate" (or something similar - I don’t have it 

in front of me fight now) k~ attempt to paint this picture mthout going into the specific details. I am comfortable ruth the rationale you gave, because I 

believe the layover on the later flight is only abxmt 45 minutes. Not much mona [br error there with tx~tenfiaJ flight delays. 

Please let me know if you have concerns about the accuracy of this wording. That is one of the sections I have marked to continue to review mysel£ 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:13 PM, "Mike Pope ~(tbanthon’dravel.com> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><!--[endit]--> 

Am’,,, 

I’ve read your draft of the rationale of the appeal. The statements you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU 

to the west coast, in th¢_~ p¢_m’qissible tinu:, window are accurate 

In an earlier email to me you had request¢_~d rny (:o~’mler~t to the desirability of a sp¢_~cific flight on Southwest Airlines which has a later 

departure time than d~e flight we have selected. I responded to your email indicating that d~e later Soud~west flight required a 

connection with a change o1: planes, and d~at our preferred flight had a stop scheduled, but no change of planes. As I stated in my email 

to you the later flight poses a greater possibility of a missed connection than our preferred flight, thus it is a less desirable travel option. 

I just wanted to make sure that you saw my response to your question, in case you need additional rationale for our selection of the 

ea di¢_~r flight 

Let m¢_~ know if you need anything further from m¢_~. 

thanks. 

Mike Pope 

Account Manager 

Anthony Tr-~vvl 

UNC Athietics Dep~-~rtmcnt I.oudvrmilk (’enter 

:,~44 Ridii:e I’~o;!~d 

P(" [-!(~x :712(-? 

Chapel Hili NC 275I~, 

9].9-843-5S80 Phone 
9~.9-g43-5297 Fax 

2010 ;&/o!’ki ’r my,el i\v,,~,>rd,~i~’~ 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 



Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for IBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 3.0a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we t~ave to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" ;~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/203.2 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amywill work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed witt~ Coach whett~er he would want to ct~arter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Cllnt 

>>> On 9/6/203_2 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA73_3 7706 4D8F 9243_ F73_7AF20802D@anthonytrave!~com>, Mike Pope 
< ~t)anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That ]s correct. There are no scheduled flights after 3.3.pro, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 3_3_pm would be a charter flight, Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 203_2, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, ] don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 



> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM > > > 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,. 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:26 AM 

Mike Pope. banthonytravel.com >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Amy: 

Presentation of the facts in your appeal are right on target, and you present good information and rationale based upon case precedent ~ unless we are all "missing 

something," in my opinion the appeal should be a slam dunk IF the NCAA examines their previous decisions based upon THEIR case precedent. 

Very much appreciate your work on this ~ have a good day! 

Larry 

> > > Amy Herman 9/8/2012 9:12 PM > > > 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that i reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, [ particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, [ will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
[ heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday, [ will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, [ will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what ]will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what i’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com >, Mike Pope 

< ,)anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 

> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pro. 



> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with time NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I arn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 
> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lissa L Broome <lbl~oome@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 4:30 PM 

Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com>; Amy Herman <aj~hae@uucaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <maxkos@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<sldrsclmer@uncaa.uuc.edu>; ~)uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edtP, 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Hi Amy - 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1) You might not want to undeHine words at the beginning of the appeal. Sornetimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and get defensive from the get 

go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then I’ll go with your judgment on that. 

2) At on e point you slate that the "extra evening of missed campus time meets institutional policy." It might be good to state what that policy is is it the number of 

days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ L",~, }~, ¢- I" ~?~ :.: L’, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/20:1_2 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have licnited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window frocn 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 



Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<-~----B--~-~--E-:--A-}7-1:~-~-:!~}7--~-~-6-:~-4-~-D-~-8--F!-:--9--2---4-1-:£~1-~--A--E:~2-~---8--~-~-2-~-D-~-@--a--r-Lt-Ll--~--n--y---t-~yej~cQ£l>~ Mike Pope 

)anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pro. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc,edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM > > > 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu < mailto:ajschae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 9:16 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgdggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Appeal Rationale.docx 

Thanks, Lissa. While ] see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off before they even read the 

appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email,unc.edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --. 

Good job, as usual Only two suggestions: 

I) You might not want to underline words at the beginnh~g of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and get defensive from the get 

go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then 1’11 go with VOUr judgment on that. 

2) At on e point you state th at the "extra evening of missed campus time meets institutional tx)licy.’’ It might be good to state what that policy is is it the number of 

days missed per ~mester tbr athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
C:c: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirrn that all of my 

statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments!suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 

limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at .~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights‘ I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 



of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, Jt is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa~unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would/<now what our options are, 

Thanks, 
ClJnt 

> > > On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4DSF 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel,con~>, Mike Pope 
< ~anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent frorn my iPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athciajJo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athqaJlo@uncaa.unc,edu>> wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the tirne that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I arn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 
> tearn to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,. 
> 

> Amy 



> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962,6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc,edu < mailto:ajschae@u ncaa,u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:15 PM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJrolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@tmcaa.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t wmlt to turn anyone offbefore 

they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class chys per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks. 

Amy 

.:’0~, ~,; }[ ,t. ~," ~? z~ ~’., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
.,_a£s__c__h~__~:~ ~_~ __u__r__~: X _a__=__u__r__~: X C ~!_U 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbloome(~)emaJLunc~edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy .... 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1) You might not want to underline words at the begirming of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and get 

defensive from the get go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then 1’11 go with your judgment on that. 

2) At~nep~inty~ustatethatthe"extmevening~fmissedcampustimemeetsins~tnt~nal~licy.,,Itmightbeg~dt~statewhatthat~icyis is 

it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good tuck, 

Lissa 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that 

all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, Iwill need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of 



our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the apPeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have 

to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, in actuality, we have both, 

as there is very limited flight availability (i,e,, only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses 

under the legislation, if we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial 

flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized 
just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a 

welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare ttnis waiver to the one that we filed and got 

approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s wtnat I will be attempting to draft in a way ttnat sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have 

comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.Uncnedu 

>>> Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM >>> 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

] have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anttnonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
!__a_ D__t:!] £4 _n__y__t_La__y ej_&__o__[:0. > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> < ~Lt:b g ~j_Lo___@_~_L~__c__a_~_Xr_Lc_:~_dx < r_Y__~_ij_t__o__ La__t_ L~ ¢&o__ @ __u__n___c__a__a__,_u__r_!_c_ m__d___u_ > > wro t e: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, I 

> assume that ttnere are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart), They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are fligtnt options available within time permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday cnorning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said ttnat this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 



> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,, 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> a[schae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:a~schae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

<:Appeal Rationale.doc:~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:30 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJ.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Dlaft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ start? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever seen it in writing, just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be 

in the Staff’Manual? 

Sent fl~om my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a;emailamcnedu> wrote: 

Where can I get a coW of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunninghanl 

Director of Athletics 

University of Nort~ Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone 

offbefi~re they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining mad added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class 

days per semester). 

See attached tbr current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

.:’", n~, }~, ¢- r ~?~ :? n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email. uric.edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --. 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

I) You might not want to underline words at the beginning of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive from the get go, If you l:hink it’s necessary t.:) get their attent:ion, then I’ll go with your judgm~:_~nl: .:)n that 

2) At ~ne point y~u state that the "extm eve~ng of missed campus time meets ~nstituti~nal p~ic~y.,, It might be go~d to s1ate what that 
policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

[.issa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Nike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; 3oe Holladay 
C¢: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

; Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actualky, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, f will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amywil[ work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 

@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11prn. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously rnore 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc,edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during time time that 

> we have requested these waivers. [ don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> f am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, [ 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> [ heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 

> 



> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.785B (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aischae@uncaa.unc,edu < mailto:ajschae@u ncaa,u nc.edu > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Vince I lle <i.[[ .e_ .@__e_m_a_!]_:_u__n_£._ .e_d__u.> 

Date: Monday, September 10, 2012 8:23 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Draft of Appeal for M88 Waiver 

I’ve requested a copy of the policy from Harold and will forward it to you when received. Thanks. 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, September 09, 2012 10:30 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 

C¢: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

I’m guessing t?om the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever ~en it in writing, j ust know of it l}om approving competition schedules. It might also be 

in the StaJl’ManuaJ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(&~emad.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a coW of the missed class policy? 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiU of North Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <_~s_c_’__%_&e_2~i__kLn__c_’_~:_~_Lr_l_£:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone 

offbefore they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed 

class days per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Anly 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

~>> "Broome, Lissa L" < lbroome@email.[mc.e&B> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >~> 

Hi Amy--- 

Good job, as usual Only two suggestions: 

1) You might not want to underline words at the beginning of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and 

g~-’A: defensive fr.:_~m ~:he get go. if you think it’s r~ec~-:~’.~’;ary to g~-’A: their a~:~:entkm ~:hen t’11 go with your .[udgn~ent on that. 



2) At one point you state that the "extra evening ofmissed campus time meets in~tutional policy." It might be good ~ s~te what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

"[’t’Fard<s ~t’Kt good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [[n_a_jJ__t#__La_j_s__c___h_a___e__#~__u__n___c__a___a_,__u__n___c_,_9__d___u_] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 20:[2 9::[3 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

; Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but well have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know 

if you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/20:12 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in rnessage 
<5BBEA7Z3 7706 4DSF 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 

@ar!thonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after llpm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after llpm would be a charter flight. Obviously rnore 

> expensive. 



> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athga]]o£’~uncaa.unc.edu<rrla]lto:aLhga]lo@uncaa,unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> [ heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> a[schae@u ncaa.u nc,ed u < rnailto:a~lschae~u ncaa,u nc.ed u > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

Sounds great. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/10/2012 8:36 AM > > > 

We should discuss sometime next week. Thanks. 

From-" Larry Gallo [maflto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 7:53 AM 
To: llle, Vince; Paul Pogge 

Subject: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 
Vince & Paul ~ 

If you have already received this information, sorry to clutter your inbox ~ ] thought it would be something that you would want to be aware of. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Rachel Hewitt         )__u_D_ij:__o__r_[T~_j_a___w___%o__r.g.> 9/6/2012 12:23 PM > > > 

Good Morning Stakeholders, 

At the request of John Sebert, Executive Director of the ULC, I am distributing an invitation to a meeting to discuss possible amendments to the Uniform 

Athlete and Agents Act. The three attachments contain details about the meeting. Please let me know if you have trouble opening the attachments, or if you 

prefer to receive hard copies, 

Best, 

N~-~ chcl HewiI.L 

I i l N~ Wabas]? Ave., Suite i~}:l(~ 

Chic;?go, IL ~50(~}:2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 9:58 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

io 4! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/10/2012 8:35 AM > > > 

Great information. I had not received a copy of this. While at Illinois, I believe tkis information was sent to the campus’ government relations contact. Thanks for 

forwarding La~Tr’. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 7:53 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge 
Subject: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

Vince & Paul ~ 

If you have already received this information, sorry to clutter your inbox ~ I thought it would be something that you would want to be aware of. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

>>> Rachel Hewitt <      @uniformlaws.org> 9/6/2012 12:23 PM >>> 

Good Morning Stakeholders, 

At the request of John Sebert, Executive Director of the ULC, I am distributing an invitation to a meeting to discuss possible amendments to the Uniform 

Athlete and Agents Act. The three attachments contain details about the meeting. Please let me know if you have trouble opening the attachments, or if you 

prefer to receive hard copies. 

Best, 

R~-~ the1 E..’ ew il. t 

A.q<..o~bW & Deu~:L-)pme~t Ass~st~2nt 
U~[ferm :Law Comm~ss:~o:a 

I i] N, Wabash Ave., Suite i~}:lo 

Chic;?go, IL GOG~}:2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 10:13 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

XlLScheduling_Policies_Procedu res.pdf 

See attached. I found a blurb on this in the Staff Manual, Scheduling section. It’s the first bullet on the 2nd page. 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 9/9/2012 10:30 PM >>> 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think rve ever seen it in writing,just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be in the 

Staff Manual? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <__b__u___b___b__a___c_Q__e_[ELa_j_Lu__r_Lc_~__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While [ see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off 

before they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days 

per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

.:" P,~, ". }i ~ ~," ~ ~ 9 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae~uncaa.unc.edu 

> >> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc,edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >> > 

HiAmy- 

Good iob, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1) You might: not: want to und~-:~rline words at t h~-_~ b~-:~ginning of the appeal. Som~-_d:imes people view that: as "shouting" in wdting and 

get defensive from the get go. if you think iL’s necessary to get tl’u-:~ir attention, then I’ll go with your iudgmenL on that, 

2) At one point you state tha [: the "extra evening of missed cmnpus time meets institutional policy." It might be good to state what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

[.iSSa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 

To; Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc; Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject; Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up, 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae~a>uncaa.unc,ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must 

have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday, I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for 

comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we 

have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i,e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for time first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we 

can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there 

were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the 

subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that 

was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
_a_j schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

< ~-B--B-~B~-z~-1--3-~:~-z~-~--6-~:~-4--L-]--8-~9-~-4---1-::-F:~-1-~LA--FL-2--~-~-8--~-2-L-]~@~-a--r-Lt:~!-c4D~t:~9~E!~>~ Mike Pope 

@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
Larry 

That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pro. 

The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 
expensive. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 

Well ~ Iguess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 

Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 

Thanks. 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> ] heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart), They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 



> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When [ asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> .a~.s..c..!~.a...e.5~..u.L!.c..a...a.:..u.D..c.~ec!.u..<E!.a..[[.t..~.Z.a‘Ls..c.FLa...e.~Ln...c..a...a.~.u..r.Lc.~.e..d..u.> 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monda) 10:28 AM 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amv Herman <nischaedabuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; ]@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Decor at Local Restaurants 

Paul, 

There is an interpretation (see below) that touches on this issue, in that it allows establishments to hang pictures of enrolled student athletes on its walls, provided there is 

nothing that indicates that the student athlete is endorsing the commercial establishment. I know that Sutton’s has pictures hanging everywhere of recognizable people 

(including current and former student athletes) who have dined there, but since this is their decor, [ don’t believe it crosses the line into making an endorsement. Now, if there 

is one that is autographed with a personalized message about the current s a endorsing Suttons, then [ think it would cross ttnat line. 

I haven’t been to [PB in a while, so I don’t know if they have a similar decor? 

I believe this is something that we can certainly informally "check on" at some of these places, particularly if the individual identified specific places to you where they know it’s 

happening, It might also be something that we can add to our local business educational piece for next year. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Staff Interpretation 

Commercial establishment hanging pictures of student athletes 

Date Publistned: March 6, 1987 
Item Ref: 7 a 

Interpretation: 

Pursuant to Case No. 46, the staff agreed that it would be permissible for a commercial establistnment to tnang pictures of enrolled student athletes on its walls, provided 

there is nothing in the make up of the picture that would indicate that the student athlete was making an expressed or implied endorsement of the commercial establishment 
or its products. 

/\ ~3~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :.: ~3 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Paul Pogge 9:44AM >>> 

Amy, 

I know you all are probably on this already, but I had someone mention to me in the course of my risk management researctn that I should be cognizant of local businesses 

trying to highlight the fact that student athletes bought/ate at their establishment. I’ve been largely staying away from the NCAA specific issues in the course of this project 

since I know you all do a great job with those pieces, but I was curious if we monitor places like Sutton’s, IP3s, etc. Let me know what you think. If it’s an excuse to go eat lunch 

there, [ can surely help "monitor" those restaurants if need be! 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 11:40 AM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~£ uric .edu 

Joy Renner - Sakai additions 

You will find the folders for our assigned topics under Committee Materials Reviewed and Monitored Topics 

For October we will be concentrating our discussion on the Student Athlete Experience so pay particular attention to the materials posted there. Currently you will 

find the student athlete survey and interview documents for what is happening now. Glynis, John, and Barbara you can post materials for reading under that 

folder or any food for thought. If any of you have a problem posting, let me know and I can post it for you or Anne Whisnant. In this folder there is also an 

example survey from another institution for everyone to review. 

I posted some of the discussion that has been occurring on this topic under Forums on the Sakai site. Please continue to go there to add your thoughts for Glynis, 

John, or Barbara to use as they bring forth their ideas on this topic for discussion in October. If possible, we should complete the discussion of any revisions to 

instruments or process in October so changes can be implemented after the fall interviews and surveys but before the spring distribution. I look forward to the 

discussion. 

Joy 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, ~[(R), FAEIRS 
Assoc:iat~_¯ Professor and [3[r~_~ctol" 
Un[w-~rsitg of North Carolina at Chapel H[li 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTg NOTICE: This e-maq message, [r~c:lud[ng ati:achments, [f arW, is inter!deal onb/for the .-person or entity to whh:h [t is addressed and may cor!l:ain ,.’:onfhden[[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:er[al. ArW -.--un;~uti~orized review, use, disciosure or d[s[r[buth)n :s pr,:)hibil:ed. If you are not the intended recip[eni:, please cor~tac:[ the! sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the original rnessa~e. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state officia~ (INCGS, Cho I32)o Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc~edw’por~al) from the Facnl~ Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 2:04 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Appeal Submitted 

Appeal Rationale.pdf 

All, 
See attached for the appeal information that Ijust submitted to the NCAA. I’m assuming we should know tomorrow how it shakes out... 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:56 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Clarifications 

MBB Staff, 

We received a few clarifications from the ACC specific to the changes in the MBB recruiting calendar, so I wanted to pass them on to you. I don’t believe either will come as a 

surprise to you, as both mesh with what we’ve told you in the past: 

Recruiting Opportunities In One Day 

If a coach watches a junior at practice and then has a permissible contact with him at tile high school after that practice on the same day, it still counts as 2_ recruiting 
opportunities (one contact and one evaluation). 

Contacts During School Day 

The ACC has heard that there are several schools who are having (or planning to have) contact with PSAs during a "basketball class" that is conducted during the school day. 

Please be reminded that you cannot have contact with PSAs during any time during the school day, regardless of what study period (or otherwise) the PSA is in. While you can 

EVALUATE during a class period (provided you have permission from the school administration), you are not permitted to have contact, and this includes "bumps" or 

arranged encounters (e.g., outside the locker room), It is your responsibility to make sure that no contact at all is made until the regular classes for the school day are over. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about these, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday ’:00 PM 

II[e, Vince <illeOemail.unc.edu>; Larry Gall@ <athgal[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Kentucky Basketball Dorms 

Check this video out. Pretty impressive... 

> > > Joe Holladay 9/10/2012 5:14 PM > > > 
UNBELIEVABLE? How is this possible? 

Joe Holladay 

Director of Operations 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

P.O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 1154 

www tm-beelblue corn 

> > > Eric Hoots 9/10/2012 10:32 AM > > > 

http://www.coachcaL com/16170/2012/09/no-place-like-home-uks-new-qold-standard-in-housing/ 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McPhee, Sarah E < ~illinois.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 11:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Compliance Meeting 

Compliance Group HOTEL RES FORM.doc 

From." Big Ten - Madeline Russell [mailto: ~bigten.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Compliance Group 
Cc; Big Ten - Kerry Kenny 
Subject-" Compliance Meeting 

Hi! Guess what time it is? Make your room reservations NOW. Feel free to forward this info to anyone I haven’t covered. NOTE that we are using a different hotel 

this time. If you need transportation from the hotel, there will be a one-time shuttle on Monday, 10/29 to get you here for noon lunch and a one-time shuttle to 

get you here Tuesday morning for a 7:30am breakfast. The exact shuttle times will be sent as we get closer to the meeting date. Also, please use one form for each 

room you reserve (less confusing for the hotel reservationist). The hotel is located just south of the Marriott off of Cumberland or Dee Roads - distance is 3- 

4minutes further © Can’t wait to see all of you......Contact me with any questions. 

Madeline Russell I Compliance Assistant ] Big Ten Conference 

1500 W Hiaains Rd. iPark Ridae. IL 60068 

http:Hwww.bLqten:orA I t-ollow us on I wetter & Pacebook 



BIG TEN CONFERENCE 
HOTEL RESERVATION FORM 

A room block has been reserved at the Renaissance Hotel for our October 29-30, 
2012 meeting at the Big Ten Conference Headquarters. Meeting starts at noon on 
10/29 for Compliance Coordinators. The rate is $129 (good till 10/12). Self-parking 
is $10 additional. Please use A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH ROOM. If you are 
unable to attend, it is your responsibility to cancel your reservation before 4pro on 
the date of arrival by calling 
Name:                                     Organization or University: 

2nd person in room: 
Ad d tess: 

City: State: Zip: 

E-Mail Address: 

Phone: Fax: 

Arrival: Departure: 

HOTEL ACCOM MODATIONS: Renaissance Chicago O’Hare Suites 
8500 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60631 
773-329-2811 

Type of accommodations: 
(please circle) 

Credit Card #: 

Expiration date: 

King 
Double/Double 

This hotel has a smoke- 
free policy 

Type: 
Visa, Master Card, 
American Express, Diners 
Club, Carte Blanche; 
Discover 

Name on credit card: 

Signature: 

Please return to Madeline ASAP- fax #847-696-1 t50 or return 
via email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday. 3:34 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

I know you are in meetings this afternoon, but Inside Carolina contacted me again about the article for them. They have asked for a deadline extension until the end of the 

business day tomorrow. Do you think this is something you could finish before then? 
Thank~ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2:37 PM >>> 

I hope to get to that by the end of the week. Thanks 

From,, @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

To-" llle, Vince 
Subject= Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

:rom Inside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him, Just let me know what kind of time you will need and I will relay that to him, 
Th~nL-cl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 9:14 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Leadership Project 

I will talk to Joyce today. Are we okay with making it an 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/12/2012 7:22 AM > > > 

Ok, thanks Amy. The next two days will be filled with admissions meetings involving coaches and Barbara Polk over at Jackson Hall. Sorry the scheduling is so difficult right 
FLOW. 

I think he discussed it with you as well? Let’s move forward with Joyce to make that happen. I’ll talk with Bubba again 

~s soon as I can, The trip to Louisville should be a good opportunity. 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 9:04 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

Okay. Let’s shoot for right after staff mtg, whatever time that ends up being. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent frorn my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 8:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail,unc.edu> wrote: 

If nothing changes before Thursday, I have 8-9 and right after our compliance sla1"f meeting. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:42 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Leadership Project 

Those times dofft work for me, as my husband is traveling. How about Thursday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11,2012, at 4:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I have never heard of nor have I been told of may of this. If we meet tomorrow it has k~ be betbre 8 am or maybe after 4:15- 

4:30. I have meetings all day (most axe at Jackson tlall with coaches and admissions). 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 1:48 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: Leadership Project 

Do you know about this plan? I will add to list of things to talk to you about, You have any time tomorrow? I will be around 8:45 and 

am open until the Compliance Staff Strategic Plan briefing at lp. 

Amy 

> > > Corey Holliday 9/3/2012 9:00 AM > > > 
Here’s some brief thoughts on the Leadership trip, obviously you can feel in the real dctails on leadership activities and conm~unity service. 
Thanks again for your assistance 

Thursday, November 29th 
Seniors Leave UNC for Disney 
Group Dinner in Orlando for seniors 

Friday November 30th 
ALM - Disney Leadership activities 
Early PM - Community Service Activity 
PM - Group Droner 

Saturday December 1st 
AM - Disney Leadership activities 
PM - Seniors on own at Disney 
PM - Group Dinner 

Sunday December 2rid 
Seniors return to Chapel Hill 



Traveling with Seniors - Cricket Lane, (;ore?" Holliday 

Core?’ Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
Umversity of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Cen ter 
P.O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:36 AM 

Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.uncedu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        .~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

Clare, 

Please put holds on the following sports: 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

A411 let you know when they are clear. Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:57 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Heather Brooks < hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes < sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball and Volleyball Holds 

Clare, 

Baseball and Volleyball are both caught up on their Compliance Paperwork and can be taken off hold. 

Thank You! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 11:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Weekly Report 

Sorry I haven’t caught up with you yet, [ thought [ may be able to catch you after the speaker yesterday. 

I have to head over to WBB for a bit, but should be back around 130. Are you free at all this afternoon? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/10/2012 8:27 AM > > > 

Beth, 

I shared our thoughts with Beth Miller, Larry Gallo, Rick Steinbacher and John Montgomery Friday Mternoon at our meeting. If you’re available sometime this morning, 

plea~ let me know and I’ll give you a call to [bllow up with you. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 i0:56 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Report 

Vince ~ FYI! 

>>> TonyYount 9/9/2012 10:28 AM >>> 

Administrators, 

I’ve been told by supervisors in rny office not to send the academic weekly report to you until a decision is made from above as to whether that is appropriate. I certainly 
didn’t mean to cause any controversy and I’ll await clearance before passing them along to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Update on Appeal 

All, 

I checked in with the NCAA on the appeal this morning, and below is the response I received. Looks like it could be a while before we know... As soon as I have the answer, I 

will get back with you. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

I-4i Amy, 1he subcommittee has one full business week (beginning last night at 5 p,m. EST)to render its decision on DI SLR appeals, Therefore the latest you will hear from me 

regarding their decision will be next Wednesday morning, September 19, Should the subcommittee reach a decision before that time, I will deliver it to you or your staff ASAP. 

Please do not hestitate to follow up with me directly if you have any additional questions regarding this process, Thanks! EmiLy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_g_s_£__h___a__t’_~X!_[_~_£_~_~_ _a__:X!_[_~.£_~_e_~ ]___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:32 PM 

Mike Pope ¯ ~anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>. @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Update on Appeal 

Thank you for the update, Amy! 

>>> Amy Herman 9/12/2012 11:54 AM >>> 

All, 

I checked in with the NCAA on the appeal this morning, and below is the response [ received. Looks like it could be a while before we know... As soon as I have the answer, i 

will get back with you. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Hi Amy, The subcommittee has one full business week (beginning last night at 5 p.m. EST) to render its decision on D[ SLR appeals. Therefore the latest you will hear from me 

regarding their decision will be next Wednesday morning, September :[9. Should the subcommittee reach a decision before that time, I will deliver it to you or your staff ASAP. 

Please do not hesitate to follow up with me directly if you have any additional questions regarding this process. Thanks! Emily 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: !email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 3:35 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: IC article 

Hi Vince, 

I meant to thank you for taking the time to answer our questions yesterday and to welcome you to the university. 

Best wishes, 

116 South Bounda~ Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Email: tmc~edu 

Sign up to receive monthly e-alerts for new UNC Press books and 

special web oilers: http:/iuncpress.unc~eduiioin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 3:49 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting Confirmation 

Barbara, 
I sent you an ernail (see below), Leah and I are looking forward to meeting with you. 

Jan 

JAN MAN N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 

Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

>>> Jan Mann 9/5/2012 9:39 PM >>> 

Barbara, 
Leah and [ look forward to meeting with you on September 13th at 10:00 a.m. in the Admissions Office. 

Thank you for taking the time to go over the changes in the admissions process for our student athletes. 

Go Heels, 
Jan 

JAN MAN N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 

Cell." 919 357 3735 Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 9/5/2012 9:34 PM >>> 

Dear Jan, 

Just a quick note to confirm our meeting on Thursday, September 13 at 10:00 in the Admissions Office, Jackson Hall. By copy of this email, I am inviting Beth, Karlton, 

John and Vince to join us, as their schedules allow. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 13th and having an opportunity to talk in more detail about changes in the admissions process for student-athletes. I am also 

eager to hear your thoughts/concerns/feedback on how we work together for this group of students. 

I’ll see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3999 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:54 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Holds 

The business office will hold a coaching staff’s reimbursements if they haven’t gotten us everything we need from the prior month. We don’t hold any advances (team travel, 
OV host money) or anything for any non staff folks (prospect reimbursements, vendors, etc.) that might have to do with a particular team. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/12/2012 4:40 PM > > > 

LaHoe, 

What does a "hold" mean? What are the ramifications to the stM’f that has one? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:36 AM 
To: Clare Duffy 
Co: Ille, Vince, Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Holds 

Clare, 
Please put holds on the following sports: 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

Samantha will let you know when they are clear. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Tom Timmermans 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:17 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@ernail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < rnarkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Staff Meeting Today 

The conflict I have is getting some wins during noon basketball (and getting to know some people from different departments, look at it as an athletics department 

networking opportunity). To keep you all from seeing me as a hot mess, without showering, I asked if it was ok if we start at 1.15. 

>>> Amy Herman 9/13/2012 9:09 AM >>> 

All, 

Due to a conflict in Tom’s schedule today, we need to move our staff meeting to 1:15p. [ believe we should still finish by 2p. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 30, 2012 9:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Statement - NCAA 

I may stay the entire time until noon....call Kevin with your thoughts on updated draft because h has to send back to NCAA 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 8:39 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

OK. When does BOG meeting end? I have meeting this morning from 9:30-10:30, luncheon from 11:45-1 mad meeting 1-2. Other than that, I’ll be in 

here. Thanks Steve. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:37 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
I"II be over to talk after BOG if that works for you. 

From: <llle>, Vince <il!e~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:36 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@t, nc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement- NCAA 

Thank you. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:35 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
He’s in a strategic plan meeting then going to BOG. I am also going to BOG. We are tabling the "release" today as there is no way to get everyone here to agree on 

the language before we can send to the NCAA for their final approval. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:33 AM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <_k___e___v_!__n___b___e__s__t____@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Kirschner, Steve" <.s__t___e__v___e__k!_r__s___c__h___n___e___r___@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement- NCAA 

I shared my thoughts with Bubba during phone call this morning. We can discuss if necessaxy. I believe he is in a meeting until 8:30-97 Thmlks. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 7:17 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
I understand. I will send an updated statement we agree on to Stacey this morning, but it’s unlikely she’ll be able to give final approval by 9 am eastern given the 

hour time difference in Indy. 

Kevin 

From: <Davis>, Nancy Davis <nancy davis@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 6:41 AM 

To: Kevin Best <_k___e___v_!__n___b_e__s__L@__q_n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, Leslie Strohm <_s__t__r_p_h____m_____@__e_m___a!J_:__u_n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Bubba Cunningham <._b_q_b___b___a___c_~__u___n___c__a__a__:__u__n__c_:__e___d___q.>, Steve Kirschner 

< . _s_ _t_ _e_ _ _v_ _e_ _ ls_ !_ _r_ _s_ _c_h_n_ _e_ _ _r_ ~__u___n___c_:__e_d_q >, "111 e, V i n c e" < !!_!_e__~__e__n__!_a__!!:__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__.> 

Cc: "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

All, we can"t isme l:hi; today unless we get approval in t:im~:_~ for Hokten to mention in his 9 am. remark; at the Board o~ Governors panel. It: wouk~ be 

bad form [or him not to tell the BOG in person and th~-_~n for us to issue it later 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:56 PM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Ille, Vince 

Co: Thorp, Holden; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
She signed off on the original draft I sent around earlier. She would like to see our revised draft tomorrow morning. 

From: <Strohm>, Leslie Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edt,> 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:49 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Nancy Davis 

<._n__ancv__d__a_v__!_s__@ q_n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "llle, Vince" <!!_!__e _@.___e__rn_a__!!_:_qnc_:__e___d___u_.> 

Cc: "Thorp, Holden" <._h__9_!__d___e___n___t__12__o___rp__~__q__n__c__:__e__d___u_.>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <._h__a___r__t_!~i__n__@__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

Kevin, 

Thard~s for the ernail. Has St:acey signed off on this? rh~:_~re are several t:weaks not:ed below that are important. I’w:_~ also cc"d Jonathan Nartlyn. Since he 

has played a significant role in this endeavor, I want to rnake sure he is comfortable with the wording. 

Ym happy to discuss. 

Thanks, 

Leslie 



REVISED Draft 
In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 
The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in African and Afro-American 
Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of these issues and they agreed to do that. A member 
of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 
With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior Associate Dean 
Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty AND STAFF in African and Afro-American Studies, 
academic support counselors and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the department. They also reviewed [DELETE: relevant 
documents, inciudingj student course work. 
Based on THE joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or student-athlete eligibility 

issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because STUDENT-ATHLETES WERE NOT TREATED DIFFERENTLY FROM OTHER 
STUDENTS IN THESE CLASSES. NO INSTANCE WAS FOUND OF A STUDENT RECEIVING A GRADE WHO HAD NOT SUBMITTED WRITTEN WORK. 
As a result, the NCAA did not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the 

Committee on Infractions. 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen GIL subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro-American Studies. In May, 
the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 
On AUGUSY 23, 2012, UNIVERSF[Y COUNSEL Strohm and SENIOR ASSOCIATE Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The 
NCAA staff re-affirmed to University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken based on the information currently available. 
University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:50 P! 
To: Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Draft Statement - NCAA 
Based on conversations with Stacey Osburn of the NCAA, here is a draft statement we can discuss. 
Draft 
In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 
The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in African and Afro-American 
Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of these issues and they agreed to do that. A member 
of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 
With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior Associate Dean 
Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty in African and Afro-American Studies, academic 
support counselors and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the department. They also reviewed relevant documents including 

student course work. 
Based on our joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or student-athlete eligibility 
issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because students in these classes, including student-athletes, were assigned 
work, work was done and it was graded. As a result, the NCAA did not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s 
appearance in October 2011 before the Committee on Infractions. 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gill subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro-American Studies. In May, 
the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 
On Aug, 157777, Vice Chancellor Strohm and Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The NCAA staff re-affirmed to 
University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken based on the information currently available. 
University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 30, 2012 9:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Statement - NCAA 

Remind me to get you a cell phone card 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 9:40 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, what’s his cell number? Thanks. 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 9:32 AM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekir~hner¢~)unc.ed~- wrote: 

I may stay the entire time until noon....call Kevin ruth your thoughts on updated draft because h has to send back to NCAA 

Steve Kirsehner 
Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

919-475-2695 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 8:39 AM, "Ille~ Vince" <i_l.Le_[~i._e__r._n_~L_uj!c_: _e._@_> wrote: 

OK. When does BOG meeting end’? I have meeting this morning fiom 9:30-10:30, luncheon from 11:45-1 and meeting 1-2. 

Other than that, I’ll be in here. Thanks Steve. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:37 AM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 

I"II be over to talk after BOG if that works for you. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:36 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <st_ .e__v_..e_k_!rs_(:__h__.n_ .e__r_.._@ _u_ . .n_ c_ .._ e_ _d_ _ .u_ . > 
Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

Thank you. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:35 AN 

To: Ille, Vince; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement = NCAA 
He’s in a strategic plan meeting then going to BOG. I am also going to BOG. We are tabling the "release" today as there is no way to get 

everyone here to agree on the language before we can send to the NCAA for their final approval. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 20:12 8:33 AM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

I shared my thoughts with Bubba during phone call this morning. We can discuss if necessary. I believe he is in a meeting until 

8:30-9? Thanks. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 7:17 AN 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Tile, Vince 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
I understand. I will send an updated statement we agree on to Stacey this morning, but it’s unlikely she’ll be able to give final approval by 

9 am eastern given the hour time difference in Indy. 

Kevin 

From: <Davis>, Nancy Davis <nancy dav!sL~unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 20:12 6:4:1 AM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu>, Leslie Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <._h___a__r__t_!_y__n____@___u___n___c_:__e__d___u__> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

All, we can’t issue this today unless we get approval in time for Holden to mention in his 9 a.m. remarks at the Board of 

Governors panel. It would be bad form for him not to tell the BOG in person and then for us to issue it later. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 



Sent; Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:56 PM 
To; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; 1lie, Vince 
Cc; Thorp, Holden; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject; Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
She signed off on the original draft I sent around earlier. She would like to see our revised draft tomorrow morning. 

From: <Strohm>, Leslie Strohm <strohrn@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:49 PM 

To: Kevin Best <._k__e___v_!__n___b___e__s__t__@__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.>, Bubba Cunningham <._b___u___b___b__a___c___@_.___u___n___c__a___a__.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>, Steve Kirschner 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Nancy Davis <nancy...davis@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@emaiMJnc.edu> 

Cc: "Thorp, Holden" <holden.. thorp@unc.edu>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

F~evin, 

Thanks for the emafl. Has Stacey signed off on this? There are several tweaks noted below that are importanL I’ve also cc’d 

Jonathan Hartb~’n, Since he has played a significant role in this endeavor, [ want to make sure he is comfortable with the 

wording. 

f’m happy to di~;cuss, 

Th a~Iks, 

Leslie 

REVISED Draft 

In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 

The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in 

African and Afro-American Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of 

these issues and they agreed to do that. A member of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several 

times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 

With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior 

Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty AND 

STAFF in African and Afro-American Studies, academic support counselors and student-athletes who had taken 

multiple courses in the department. They also reviewed [DELEIE: relevant documenLs, including] student course 

work. 

Based on THE joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or 

student-athlete eligibility issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because STUDENT- 

ATHLETES WERE NOT TREATED DIFFERENTLY FROM OTHER STUDENT5 IN THESE CLASSES. NO INSTANCE WAS 

FOUND OF A STUDENT RECEIVING A GRADE WHO HAD NOT SUBMIJq-ED WRITTEN WORK. As a result, the NCAA did 

not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the 

Committee on Infractions. 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen GIL subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro- 

American Studies. In May, the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 

On AUGUST 23, 2012, UNIVERSITY COUNSEL Strohm and SENIOR ASSOCIATE Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the 

enforcement staff. The NCAA staff re-affirmed to University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken 

based on the information currently available. 

University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 

From: Best, Kevin S, 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:50 PM 
To; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Tile, Vince 
Subject; Draft Statement- NCAA 

Based on conversations with Stacey Osburn of the NCAA, here is a draft statement we can discuss. 

Draft 

In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 

The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in 

African and Afro-American Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of 

these issues and they agreed to do that. A member of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several 

times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 

With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior 

Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty in African 

and Afro-American Studies, academic support counselors and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the 

department. They also reviewed relevant documents including student course work. 

Based on our joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or 

student-athlete eligibility issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because students in these 

classes, including student-athletes, were assigned work, work was done and it was graded. As a result, the NCAA did 

not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the 

Committee on Infractions. 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gill subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro- 

American Studies. In May, the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 

On Aug. 157777, Vice Chancellor Strohm and Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The NCAA 

staff re-affirmed to University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken based on the information 

currently available. 

University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:09 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Most definitely! 
I emailed Clint and Tim 
Hope all is well 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On at 3:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sam, 
> Is this something you want to do? Sounds like it could be a nice opportunity-. Please keep me in the loop Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cawaltnev@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 2:18 PM 
> To: Tim Thompson; Sam Paul 
> Cc: Ille, Vmce; Smith, Tim Dillon 
> Subject: Re: FW: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> Thanks Tim What a great opportunity for Men’s Tennis 
> 

> Clint 
> 

>>>> On at 11:17 AM, in message 
> <201208311517 q7Vl~’HCbj042942@barrierL241.nike.com>, "Thompson, Tim" 
> <Tim Thornpson@nike cam> wrote: 
>> Salla, 

>> Hope you are well 
>> 

>> Nlke would like to work with UNC Men’s Tennis with our testing program 
>> m Teunis.(See Below) 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in doing this? This is a great program as the 
>> team will get new product for testing 
>> 

>> Let me l~ow if you would like to do this and I will communicate with 
>> Ian Crawford to get you set up 
>> 

>> Thanks so much 
>> 

>> 

>> Tim Thompson 
>> Nike College Sports Marketing Field Director 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Crawford, Ian 
>> Sent: Thursday, 4:56 PM 
>> To: Thompson, Tim 
>> Cc: S~ner, Julie 
>> Subject: Teunis Product Testing with U2x,-C 
>> 

>> Hello Tm~, 
>> 

>> This summer the tennis ~roup had an intern from North Carolina, 
>>                        is headed back to Chapel Hill to finish school 
>> and assist the tennis program now- that his eligibility has expired. 
>> The footwear development team for tennis would like to work with North 
>> Carolina’s men’s tennis team. Nike already maintains a footwear 
>> product testing relationship for running, baseball and men’s training. 
>> If appropriate, can you assist me in extending this to tennis? If you 
>> are available for a phone conversation, I would enjoy speaking with you regarding this opportunity. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> Ian 
>> 

>> 

>> 1 
>> Ian Crawford 
>> Analyst, Basketball + Tennis 
>> Nike Footwear Product Testing 
>> Direct Phone: (503) 671-5774 
>> https ://producttesting.nike. com<https://producttesting.nike, com/> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Friday, :42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

What time and what day would be best for you 
rm in all week. 
Thanks 
Sam 
Sam Paul 

On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking maybe 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Friday 5:09 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU6IFRlbm5pcyBQcm9kdWNOIFRlc3Rpbmcgd210aCBVTkiM ?> 
> Most definitely[ 
> ! emailed 
> ttope all is well 
> Sam 
> 

> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 3:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i]le@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Sam, 
>> Is this something you want to do’} Sounds like it could be a nice oppormni~. Please keep me in the loop Thanks. 
>> Vince 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: (;lint Gwaltney [maitto:c~waltnev(~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 2:18 PM 
>> To: 
>> Cc: Ille, Vince; Smith, T~n Dillon 
>> Subject: Re: t’~W: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
>> 

>> Thanks Tim. What a great opportunity for Men’s Tennis 
>> 
>> clmt 
>> 

>>>>> Oi ~t 11 : 17 AM, in message 
>> <201208311517.q7VFHCbj042942@barricrL241 .nikc.com>, "Thompson, Tint" 
>> <Tirn.Thompson@nike.com> wrote: 
>>> SanL 
>>> Hope you are well. 
>>> 

>>> Nike would like to work with UNC Men’s Tennis with our testing 
>>> program in Temits.(See Below) 
>>> 

>>> Would you be interested in doing this? This is a great program as the 
>>> team will get new product for testing. 
>>> 

>>> Lot me know it’you would like to do this and I will connnnnicate with 
>>> Ian Crawford to get you set tip. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks so much 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Tim Thompson 
>>> Nike College Spolts Marketing Field Director 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> From: Crawfbrd, Ian 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 56 PM 
>>> To: Thompson, Tim 
>>> Cc: Styner, Julie 
>>> Subject: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
>>> 

>>> Hello Tim, 
>>> 

>>> This stunmer the tennis group had an intern from North Carolina, 
>>                          : headed back to Chapel Hill to finish 
>>> school and assist the tennis program now that his eligibility’ has expired. 

and I could come out there if you are available Please just let me know Thanks and 



>>> The footwear development team for tennis would ]ike to work with 
>>> NoAh Carolina’s men’s tennis team NNe alrea@ maintains a 
>>> footwear product testing relationship for running, baseba]l and men’s training 
>>> If appropriate, can you assist me in extending this to tennis? If 
>>> you are available for a phone conversauon, I would enjoy speaking with you regarding this opportunity. 
>>> 

>>> Thank you, 
>>> Ian 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 1 
>>> Ian Crawford 
>>> Analyst, Basketball + Temlis 
>>> Nike Footwear Product Testing 
>>> Direct Phone: (503) 671-5774 
>>> htt ps :i/producttestitN.nike.corn<https ://producttesting.nike.com/> 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

I’ll see you then. Is Tim going to be able to make it ? Have your girls been watching the Open? 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On , at 4:40 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s plan to meet Wednesda~ 

enjoyed your holiday weekend. 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa unc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, 5:55 PM 

> To: Ille, Vmce 

> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU6IFRlbm5pcyBQcm9kdWNOIFRlc3Rpbmcgd21OaCBVTldv~ ?> 

> Before noon would be better for me. I look forward to our meeting. 

> Hope you and your family enjuy labor day Sam 

> 

> 

> Sam Pau[ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 

> 

>> Wednesday, 

well 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: Sam Paul [mailtu:spaul(a)uncaa.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Friday, 5:42 PM 

>> To: IHe, Vince 

>> Subject: 

>> ?utf-8 ?B? UmU6IFR lbm5pcyBQcm9kd\VNOIFRlc3Rpbmcgd210aCBVTkM ?> 

>> What time and what day would be best for yuu I’m in all week 

> > Th ank s 

>> Salla 

>> Sam Paul 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thitlking maybe 

and hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

> 

t 9AM at the tennis facility. Sam, if anything comes up and we need to reschedule, please just let me know Thanks and hope you guys 

at 6:12 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille(~email unc edu> wrote 

would be a goud day J7~r me. I currently could meet any time before noun and also early afiernuon. I’m copyinj to see if that day might wurk fur him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@ UFIC.CdU~~ 

Tuesday, 12:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Looking forward to it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or :, at 4:39 P~% "Ille. Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s plan to meet Wednesday, 
enjoyed your holiday weekend. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> [~’rom: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, ~ 6:55 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> Before noon would be better for me I look forward to our meeting 
> Elope you and your family enjoy labor day Sam 
> 

> 

> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Wednesday, 
well. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul(~,uncaa.unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 5:42 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: 

at 9AM at the tennis facility. Sam, if anything comes up and we need to reschedule, please just let me know Thanks and hope you guys 

at 6:12 PM, "bile, Vince" <i lle@emai h uric edn> wrote: 

would be a good day for me. I currently could meet any time before noon and also early afternoon. I’m copying 

>> ?ut f- 8 ?B ?UmU61FRlbrnSpcyBQcm9kdWN01FRlc 3Rpblncgd210aCBVTtdd ?> 
>> V~q~at time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week. 
>> Thanks 
>> Sam 
>> Sam Paul 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking mayb~ 
and hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 
> 

to see if that day might work lbr him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me l~mw. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:38 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~ka£ unc .edu 

Joy Renner - Today’s agenda and plan 

Greetings! 

I apologize for the late agenda. The last few weeks have been busy, gathering thoughts and information and it is all coming together today. So with that said, you 

will find attached to this email the agenda for today. We will have a very full meeting and the agenda is open for additions, deletions, expansions to the topics of 

discussion. I am just providing direction to the meeting not mandates. 

New items posted to the Sakai site: 

Agenda under Committee Resources in the Agenda Folder 

Glossary under Committee Resources in the Orientation Folder 

Documents from COlA under Committee Resources in the External reports Folder 

If you have not done so and can squeeze in some time before our meeting, please review the orientation video, the agenda, and the glossary. If you are unsure of 

your team and content expert assignments, please review those as well. 

Questions, let me know. 

See you at 4:30 today in 105 South Building 

Joy 
JOyJ, Ren!~er~ M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Assodate Pro[essor and Dh’ec[or 
tJniversib~, of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ Chapel Hqi 
School of Medidne 
CB fl7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaEI 
B21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Rill, NC 27599-7130 

919@66-5147Desk 
Cell 

919@66-6951 Fax 
-CGNFIDENgb~,UTY NOTICE: This e<nad message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments [1: a!W, is intended or@ for [}ae -person or en[ity [o ~’,,h[ch it is addressed and may contain confiden[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. A!W --unau ~i~o!’[zed !’evie~’,,, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted. I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply em’~ail and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e, 
Email co~’~’espondence to a~d from tlhis add~’ess may be subject to tt~e North Caro~b~a Public Records law and may be di~losed to third parties by an 
authorized ~ate afficiM (NCG$o eb. :t32). Student educationM recor,ts are subject to FERPA, 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https-i,!sakai, unc.edu, portaJ) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t rei~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:40 PM 

/hcnl~athletic@~k~J.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - Agenda attached 

Too quick on the click -agenda attached. 

Jo,i J. Ren!~eh M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of ~’4or [h Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7150 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 

Cell 

919-9";6-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, b~cludh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-l-nail and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Em~il correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~#lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state <}fficiM (NICG$, ch. Lt32). Student educationM records are s~bject to FERPA, 

" 3 ) " ~ ¯ [see attachment: FAC 2012-201_ 09 Agenda.d( cx, size. 26611 bytes] 

Attachments: 

LA__C’__ -_.2_#._ .d_a  

Thi s automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu;po~lal) t?om the Faculty Athletics Committee 
site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 2:37 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

]nside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

Zachary Read from [nside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him. Just let me know what kind of time you will need and [ will relay ttnat to him. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 2:42 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: inside Carolina Article 

Sounds good. Thanks Vince! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 9/4/2012 2:37 PM > > > 

I hope to get to that by the end of the week. Thanks 

From:             [mailto    . ;@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 2:37 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

Zachary Read from Inside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him. Just let me know what kind of time you will need and I will relay that to him. 

Thanks! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 11:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Vince 

Thanks, Vince, Based on this info, it seems that my interest will be primarily in how the event will "engage players from our program". 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Please see Sam’s message below and the attached documents. I have no experience to date with bow we view opportunities like this one. There will obviously be issues 

to consider that include facilities, donors, compliance, etc. 

If you have any qneffdons or concerns, please let me know as soon as possible. I’ll talk more with Sam about this today jus~t to collect more information from his 

perspective. If necessa~, we can discuss at our ne:~ sport mmlagers’ meeting. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From" Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04-, 2012 10:24- AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc= Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Vince 
Vince 

logistically. Thanks. 

>>> Margaret Murton <mmurton@laqardere-unlimited.com> 08/31/12 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event. I’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a tentative 

schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December gth and would ideally host about 1000 spectators for the 
event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC 

Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss 

format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional 

details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and VII speak with you soon. 

Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

¯ 11am - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

¯ Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

¯ lpm - Singles match between both pros 

¯ 2pm- Autograph signing 

¯ 6 - 10 - Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 
5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20015 
T: 202.721.9527 M: 202.731.6239 F: 202.721.7201 
~ J__a~_r_d_~ r__e__-__u___nJ!_m_i_t__e___d_,_c___o__m 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggsQuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmiehael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 1:05 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~L unc .edu 

Joy Renner - input for Faculty Council on Friday 

As I put together thoughts this evening for the presentation at Faculty Council related to athletics, I would appreciate your input on what you feel would be 

important to include in my remarks and discussion. 

Thank you for the help, 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
&ssociate Profe55or a!~d [)[rector 
Unive!’sil:y o[ Norl:h C;~ro[ina al: C?H~pel Hill 
S,::hoo[ of Med[,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gor~dura!~t Hail 

32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-,71,30 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: TNs e.-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r].~ al:t;~chments, if any, [s irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and rt]ay t:ot~t;}iR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged material Ar!~, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~iMted. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[en[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by re’ply e-mall and 

destroy all cOpies Of the original !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may he s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s~tate official (NCGN. oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA. 

Thi s automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai,unc.edtv’po~lal) t?om the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pretbrences. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <ldsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 2:23 PM 

Paul, Sampan L <saJnpaul@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.tmc.edu> 

Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Sam & Vince - 

Great seeing you guys this morning. I checked with our accountant and here’s the info we discussed: 

Total amount in men’s tennis operating endowment (as of 6/30/12) - $278,680.35 

Amount of distribution (as of 6/30/12) - $15,734.98 

Hope this helps. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 ] M: 

t_d_._s_mj._th@u__q.c_:.e__d_u_. I .w__w_~:_r._a_m__.s_c_!_u_._b_:._c_.o_m_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

Rich DeSe[m < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

I[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger 

< m[itzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: NC Open Water 

Competing Unattached.doc 

I’m assuming this is an "open" event in which anyone can enter (i.e., not open just to collegiate swimmers)? If that is time case, and all of time individuals meet this and all other 

requirements on the attached form, then this is all that [ need for it to not be considered intercollegiate competition. 

So your first date of competition against outside competition will be 10/13, correct? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Rich DeSelm 11:37 AM >>> 

Amy: 

We have NO ONE entering/competing in the NC OPEN Water o~ 

The following people have entered the Pier 2 Pier Swim on . They 

are providing their own transportation, entering and paying for the meet on their own. 

We will have them complete an Competing as an Individual ("Unattached") form and 

submit it prior to departure, too, 

Is this all you need? 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962-1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
wve~v.u nc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:35 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Is in today? is anyone over there today? 

HA. Sorry Vince, didn’t mean for you to get that. I was just messing with Amy and Lance, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc,edu > 3:20 PM > > > 

Coach, 

I’m over here eve~ day. Either here or somewhere on campus. My cell number is 

you want. 

Vince 

Is there ~mething you need? If so, plea~ give me a call M]enever 

From-" C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,                 12:18 PM 
To; Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Is      in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

; Tom Timmermans 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Is in today? is anyone over there today? 

Yes, he did a live show in our wrestling room on You Tube Sunday night; it was awesome, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc,edu > 3:39 PM > > > 

OK, no problem. But call me on my cell if you ever need anything. I subscribed to kolat.com last night and looked around the site. That’s unbelievable. 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 

HA. Sorry Vince, didn’t mean for you to get that. I was just messing with Amy and Lance. 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 3:20 PM >>> 

Coach, 

I’m over here eveu day. Either here or somewhere on campus. My cell number i 
you want. 

Vince 

Is there something you need? If so, please give me a call whenever 

From: C D Mock L_m___a_[[t_o_zc_d___Q__u_!Lc__a_a__#_!~_c__&(_[u_] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 12:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Gdggs; Lance Harkos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Is      in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

; Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 7:36 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Ballen, Martina K 

<mballen@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FVV: Vince 

VJnce, 
This is a good cause and we traditionally support UNC affiliated charity projects; however, there may be quite a few things to consider with this proposal, since we would not 

be the sponsors. May be a good discussion for an Executive Staff meeting, to make sure everyone weighs in on the issues. Just my thoughts ...... 

~Beth 

> > > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Please see S~Jn’s message below and the attached documents. I have no experience to date with how we view oppoltunities like this one. There will obviously be issues 

to consider that include facilities, donors, compliance, etc. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know as soon as possible. I’ll talk more with Sam about this today jus~ to collect more information from his 

perspective. If necessa~, we can discuss at our next sport managers’ meeting. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:24 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Vince 
Vince 
I would like to discuss the email below tomorrow if possible. I think it would benefit a great cause if all the proceeds directly benefit UNC’s Lineberger. 

received her cancer treatments at Lineberger and thus they had a strong interest in having this event at our indoor facility. I just want to make sure we can do this 
logistically. Thanks. 

>>> Margaret Murton <mmurton@laqardere-unlimited.com> 08/31/12 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event. I’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a tentative 

schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December 8th and would ideally host about 1000 spectators for the 

event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC 

Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss 

format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional 

details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and I’II speak with you soon. 

Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

¯ 11am - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

¯ Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

¯ lpm - Singles match between both pros 

¯ 2pm- Autograph signing 

¯ 6- 10- Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 
5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20015 
T: 202.721.9527 M: F: 202.721.7201 
~&a~Ar_d_~_r__e__-__u__~!!_mj_t__e___d_~_c___o_m 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 8:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Still waiting on confirmation, but I believe it’s money he can use today (to be distributed in FY 13). Will let you know as soon as I hear. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith(tb unc.edu 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Sep 5, 2012, at 3:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i_l_!_e_£q2_e__!p_ai!:_p__n_c_:_e_d__u__.> wrote: 

Thauks Tim. Does the "amount of dismbution" total of $15,734 represent the amount available for Sam to distribute in FY13 or the amount he has 

aheady spent as of June 30, 2012? Jufft want to be clear. Thanks again for the help and runNng out to visit ruth Sam today. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 05, 2012 2:23 PM 
To-" Paul, Sampson L; IIle, Vince 
Subject-" Hen’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Sam & Vince - 

Great seeing you guys this morning. I checked with our accountant and here’s the info we discussed: 

Total amount in men’s tennis operating endowment (as of 6/30/12) - ~278,680.35 

Amount of distribution (as of 6/30/12) - $15,734.98 

Hope this helps. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 ] F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., LinTy A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Mack Ken <kmack@unc.edt~>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmlce Ma:rkos < ma:rkos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I),22: wlestJing 

We are currently scheduled, as Vince indicated, to meet on Wednesday, September :12, 10:30 in the Admissions Of[ice. I[: you have questions or concerns that need 

to be addressed before that meeting, please let me know. I’m on work-related travel this week but you can reach me on my cell by calling 

In general, the only thing that is different from previous years is the change from committee cases to the level approach. To help you move forward, I’m attaching 

the PGPA (predicted grade point average)!Level calculator. You should be able to enter the information and the PGPA and Level will automatically populate. We will 

go through this in more detail w[len we meet on the :12th. ]tl [.T~.~’~ of the cases Vve reviewed so far, studenLs who were committee cases in d~e past would have been 

Level 1 under d~e new system. Those who were not commiLtee cases, would mosL likely have been Level 2 or Level 3. Again, ] can’t guarantee you d~at pasL 

committee cases will always equate to Level 1 and that all others will always equate to Levels 2 or 3 but that’s what we have seen in most cases. 

Let: me know if you hav,:_~ additkmal qu,:_~;tkms between now and next week. Otherwise, weql review all of this in detail when we meet on t:he 12th, 

}3arbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-:3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Vince Ille 
Co: Lance Markos 
Subject: wrestling 

I was wondering if a specific time and place had been established for our meeting on Sept. 12. We are very anxious for this meeting as we are confused as to how to handle 

recruits at this point and we are in the middle of our recruiting season bringing recruits in to campus. 

Thank you, 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena. Room 125:LA 

PO Box 2:i.26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September S, 2012 9:40 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting Confirmation 

Barbara, 
Leah and [ look forward to meeting with you on September 13th at 10:00 a.m. in the Admissions Office. 

Thank you for taking the time to go over the changes in the admissions process for our student athletes. 

Go Heels, 
Jan 

JAN MAN N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Of~ce: 919 962 4273 gohee&com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 9/5/2012 9:34 PM >>> 

Dear Jan, 

Just a quick note to confirm our meeting on Thursday, September 13 at 10:00 in the Admissions Office, Jackson Hall. By copy of this email, I am inviting Beth, Karlton, 

John and Vince to join us, as their schedules allow. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 13th and having an opportunity to talk in more detail about changes in the admissions process for student-athletes. I am also 

eager to hear your thoughts/concerns/feedback on how we work together for this group of students. 

I’ll see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate DirecLor 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 10:11 PM 

Polk, Baxbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.~mc.edu-~; Mack, 

Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; John Blmlchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: wrestling 

Awesome! Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 5, 2012, at 9:30 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifm~ 9]--><!--[endil]--> 

We are currently scheduled, as Vince indicated, to meet on Wednesday, September :[2, 10:30 in the Admissions Office. If you have questions or 

concerns that need to be addressed before that meeting, please let me know. I’m on world-related travel this week but you can reach me on my cell 

by calling 

In general, the only thing that is different from previous years is the change from cornmittee cases to the level approach. To help you move forward, 

I’rn attaching the PGPA (predicted grade point average)/Level calculator. You should be able to enter the information and the PGPA and Level wifl 
automatically 

populate. We will go through this in more detail when we meet on the :].2th. In i~os.t- of the cases five reviewed so far, students who 

were committee cases in the past would have been Level :J. umber the new system. Those who were not committee cases, would most likely have 

been Level 2 or Level ?,. Again, t can’t guarantee you that past comrnittee cases will always equate to Level :~. and that all others will always equ~te to 

Levels 2 or 3 but that’s what we have seen in most cases. 

Let me know if you have additional questions between now and next week. Otherwise, we’ll review all of this in detail when we meet on the I2th, 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From. C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 3:40 PM 
To-" Polk, Barbara 3o; Vince Ille 
Co; Lance Markos 
Subject" wrestling 

Iwas wondering if a specific time and place had been established for our meeting on Sept. 12. We are ven/anxious for this meeting as we are confused as to 

how to handle recruits at this point and we are in the middle of our recruiting season bringing recruits in to campus. 

Thank you, 
C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room !25ZA 

PO Box 2/26 

Chapel Hill, NO 275/5 

(919) 962-52/2 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterlell@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 12:30 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edu~’~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edw~; Martina Ba]len <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Briefing Schedule 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. I have included the 

current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is strongly 

encouraged ... as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print. I am under the assumption that you will invite your staffs, and that 

I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m.        Academic Services (Loudermilk) 

Wednesday, September 12 

Marketing & Communications (EWA~t]Floor) 

Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

Business office (Loudermilk) 

9:00 a.m. 

I:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m. 

Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m. 

10:15 a.m. 

Unscheduled Groups 

Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 

Facilities (Upper Club) 

Operations (Upper Club) 

Sports Medicine!Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student-Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 

Administrative Staff (TBD, MNlresponsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 5:59 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbacQemail.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

< m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Briefing Schedule 

Matt: 

Well done! 

Just my two cents worth: 

1. Maybe S A Services and Academic Support/Services can be scheduled at the same time? 

2. Equipment room and Human Resources staff are not included unless they will all be in the Admin. Staff mtg. I also assume that the Admin. Staff includes all of the clerical. 

secretarial, admin, asst. staff of our Dept. 

3. Coaching Staff (Head and Assts.) ~ I assume the meeting you had a few weeks ago suffices? 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" <rnterrell@unc.edu > 9/6/2012 12:29 AM > > > 
To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. I have included 

the current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is 

strongly encouraged ... as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print. I am under the assumption that you will invite 
your staffs, and that I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m. Academic Services (Loudermilk) 

Wednesday, September 12 

9:00 a.m. Marketing & Communications (EWAC 1st Floor) 

1:00 p.m. Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

3:00 p.m. Business Office (Loudermilk) 
Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m. Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 
Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m. Facilities (Upper Club) 

10:15 a.m, Operations (Upper Club) 

Unscheduled Groups 

Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 

Administrative Staff (TBD, Matt’s responsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 7:51 AM 

]lle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Kathy Onggs <kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Today 

Dale has several scattered meetings that he can’t miss today, so he and I are going to do "shift work" with the still sick      , So I will be working from home when I’m able, 

Lance, regarding a potential handout to discuss at SAAC tonight I haven’t yet seen the agenda, so I don’t know if there will be any time for you, but I thought it would be an 

opportunity to give them an overview of what we spent our SAF dollars on last year, since that is something we go over with them each year, Thought it would be quick and 

easy for us to pull something together on it last-minute, as Sam has already done a summary from last year, 

II1 work on an actual handout and get it to you later. 
Sorry I will miss Wrestling this afternoon, There will also be several non Wrestlers there, so be sure they sign in, Ones that are supposed to be coming are: 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 8:11 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Briefing Schedule 

Vince ~ 

Your approach makes perfect sense to me ~ if you believe that is best for the two units, then drive on and [ respect the plan! 

Thanks for your response. 

Larry 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/6/2012 7:15 AM > > > 

La~y, 

I see Academic Sel, vices and Student Services eventually working together as they develop their strategic plans. For the first briefing, presentation and aNculation of the 

concepts, etc., I would like for Student Services to have their own opportunity to review and thi~k about this from their perspective. I would like for them to understand 

the overall plan and start to develop some of their own ideas for their part of the s~hategic plan before we involve Harold, Arts and Sciences, etc. but if you feel strongly 

about combining the groups, I am open to further consideration. 

Mince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:59 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba; Tile, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick Steinbacher; Steve 
Kirschner 
Subject= Re: Briefing Schedule 

Matt: 

Well done! 

Just my two cents worth: 

1. Maybe S A Services and Academic Support!Services can be scheduled at the same time? 

2. Equipment room and Human Resources staff are not included unless they will all be in the Admin. Staff mtg. [ also assume that the Admin, Staff includes all of the clerical, 

secretarial, admin, asst. staff of our Dept. 

3. Coaching Staff (Head and Assts.) ,~ I assume the meeting you had a few weeks ago suffices? 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < mterrell@Linc.edu > 9/6/2012 12:29 AM > > > 
To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. [ have included 

the current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is 

strongly encouraged ... as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print. I am under the assumption that you will invite 
your staffs, and that I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m. Academic Services (Loudermilk) 
Wednesday, September 12 

9:00 a.m. Marketing & Communications (EWAC $st Floor) 

1:00 p.m. Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

3:00 p.m, Business Office (Loudermilk) 
Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m, Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 
Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m, Facilities (Upper Club) 

10:15 a.m. Operations (Upper Club) 

Unscheduled Groups 

Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 
Adrninistrative Staff (TBD, Matt’s responsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 8:51 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Sam Patti 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Margaret Mutton <mmurton@lag~ardere-unlimited.com>" <mmu~on¢~lagaatere- unlimited.corn> 

Date: September 5, 2012 1:57:43 PM EDT 

To: "Stun Paul" <sR’_a_u_!~)__u_n__c2~_Lt_Ln__c_’_:_e_d___u_ > 
Cc: "Lily Fardshisheh" <!i_12L(~!~,_~__d__e2_e___-__@_Lr_~3i_~_d__:_c_~_r_~3 > 

Subject: RE: 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Hi Sa rn --. 

Thanks again for taking the time to discuss the event further~ Below are a few additional details as requested. After reviewing, please let rne know if 

you have an’,, additional questions, Otherwise, let rne I<now if it would be feasible to get approval to use the Tennis Facility by Fridrsy as we are hoping 

to begin pr.:_~moting the ew:_mt and ~:icket on-sale date next week. Once we have a verbal agreement, we can draft a f.:_~rma[ (:ot~tract outlining all of the 

details beh:~w and any additional requests on your end. 

Many thanks and I look forward [o having [he opportuni[y to work with you and your team to build a grea[ event! 

Best~ 

Margaret 

Event Format: 

Saturday, December 8 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->:llam - Youth Clinic with John Isner and Celebrity Emcee Wayne Bryan 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + Guest Appearance) and 2 additional players (Potentially 

Nick Monroe or an additional UNC players) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->:lpm - Singles match between both pros 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->2pm - Autograph signing 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->6-10: Dinner and Auction- Carolina Inn 

Operations: 

Lagardere Unlimited will handle all event operations and UNC Tennis Center will only be expected to serve as the host facility of the event. As the 

event manager, Lagardere’s responsibilities will include but not be limited to the following: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Onsite Ticketing 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Staffing and Volunteers 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Facility set-up including concessions, bleachers, security (in conjunction with UNC, also please let us know 

what your on-site capabilities and restrictions are for concessions) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Securing Sponsors and On-Site Sponsor activation (please let us know if there are any conflicts that we 

need to be aware of) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Securing Talent (John Isner will secure additional Pro for the Singles match, but we will work with U NC to 

incorporate former or current players to help promote tennis program) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Pre-event promotions, Invites, and Ticket Sales 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Management of dinner and auction including auction items, programming and speakers 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Manage relationship with UNC Lineberger 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Liable for any damage to the courts/facility directly related to the event and will secure all necessary 

event insurance 

Although we will take full responsibility for securing the items mentioned above, we would welcome any suggestions or recommendations 

specifically as it relates to engaging local tennis clubs and country clubs, recruiting volunteers (i.e. ball kids), securing any necessary vendors (i.e. 

concessions and bleachers) and overall event promotions. 

As the host venue, U NC will receive extensive exposure in all event marketing materials and press releases. And although the main focus of the event 

will be to promote the great work of U NC Lineberger through the efforts of John Isner, we will work in conjunction with your team to promote your 

programs and facility. 

From, Margaret Murton 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 20:[2 :[:[:33 AM 

To: ’spaul@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
C¢: Lily Fardshisheh 
Subject: 20:[2 Isner Charity Challenge 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event, l’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a 

tentative schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December gth and would ideally host about 
1000 spectators for the event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all 

proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation 

that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing 

the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and I’II speak with you soon. 



Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[endif]-->lIam - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

<!--[endif]-->Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

<!--[endif]-->lpm -Singles match between both pros 

<!--[endif]-->2pm - Autograph signing 

<!--[endif]-->6 - 10 - Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagardere Unlimited 

5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 

Washington, DC 20015 

T: 202.721.9527 M: F: 202.721.7201 

www.lag arde re-unlimited,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 9:20 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.e&~; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.~mc.edu>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodma~@emml.unc.edu> 

l~g: Meeting in Preparation ibr Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

I have advising appointments trois afternoon already scheduled. --.there is an opening from 4 to 4:20 if 4:00 would work for everyone. I will be in Steele so it: we 

could meet in Steele or very close by, that would help. I can be available at 5:00 if it would work to meet past 5:00. 

,l oy 

h)y J. Rer!!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Pr,;)h~ssor ar!d Director 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medi(:[ne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 

321-A 5ou[h Coiumbia St, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-51,1.7Desk 

Cell 
919-956-8951 Fax 
-CONFIDENg~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ h~clud[ng a[tachments H: a!W, is inter!deal oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may car!rain conf[den[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Ar~y ---unau J~ofized review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohibited. I, you are no. the in[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ d~e sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Email correspendence to a~d from this address may be subject to ti~e North Caro~b~a Public Reco~Ida law and ~ay be di~losed to ti~ird parties by an 
authorized state efficiM (NCGS. oh. :t32). Student educatienM recerds are subject to FERPA. 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2022 8:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy 3; Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Preparation for Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear All, 
IS/e cleared Dr. Gil’s calendar and she is now available between 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
Let me know if that works. 
Alexis 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2022 8:29 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc edu); Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Meeting in Preparation for TomorroWs Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear Alh 

gubba would like for this meedng Lo Lake place today if aL all possible, gubba is free anytime today (up until 7:OOpm) except for 12:30 --. 1:45pm when he has a 

speaking er~gagen~ent. 

Thanks 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 12:39 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Lissa Broome 0issa broome@unc.edu); ille@unc.edu; Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A 
Co: Goldston, Linda R ([[D_C_!_a__g_o_!_c_l__s__t__o_D__@__u_n__c__#__c_l__u_); Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba Thursday or Friday 

Dear All: 

8ubba asked me to schedule a meeting with you all for this week, if possible. Please let me know of your availability tomorrow and/or Friday. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 9:31 AM 

Renner, Joy J qloy Rermer@med.unc.edu-~; Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.tmc.edu>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodma~@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: Meeting in Preparation tbr Tomonow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Vm sorry for all of the back and ford~. I’ve spoken with Bubba again and it seems like 2:00pro tomorrow {Friday} might be the best tirne to meet since d~at tirne 

worked for everyone even if some people have to leave a little early or come a little late. 

Ale>:is, can you please reserve the con[erence room in South? 

Thanks, 

Motly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 9:20 AM 

To: Cline, Alexis L; Norton, MolIw Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Preparation for Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

could meet: in St:eele or very dose by, that would help I can be available at 5:00 if it woukt work to rneet past 5:00. 

Joy 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, Rr(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 
School of Medich-~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coiurrlbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~. l, L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-956-5951 t:ax 
-.CONt:IDENTIALIiY NOi~CE: [his e-mi~il messi~ge, i~cluding i~ttachments, if a~¥, is int~_mded oniy for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged materii~i. A~,’ ----unauthorized review, i~se, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is proi?ibited, if you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards law and ma’g be disclosed to third pa~l:ies by an 

a~thorized state officia~ {NCGS, eho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are sub:~ect to F~RPA° 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 8:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy J; Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu), Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Preparation for Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear All, 
IS/e cleared Dr. Gil’s calendar and she is now available between 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
Let me know if that works. 
Alexis 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 8:29 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc.edu), Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Meeting in Preparation for TomorroWs Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear AtI: 

Bubba would like for this meeting to take place today if at all possible, gubba is free am/time today (up until 7:00pro) except for t2:30 --. :l.:45pm when he has a 

speaking engagement. 

Thank’;, 

Motly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 :[2:39 PM 
To: Renner, ]oy 3, Lissa Broome 0issa broome@unc.edu); ille@unc.edu; Gil, Karen M, Owen, Bobbi A 
Co: Goldston, Linda R (linda...qoldston@unc.edu), Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba Thursday or Friday 

Dear All: 

Bubba asked me to schedule a meeting with you all for this week, if possible. Please let me know of your availability tomorrow and!or Friday. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

p?_b__n_..o_ _r.t_ .o__n_._@.. __u_.n__.c_:_.e__d_._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, : 10:44 AM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqcls < kqriclcls@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tournament Evaluations at a High School 

Staff, 

The below interp is the same we’ve given you in the past, but I just wanted you to know that the staff has issued what they call a "confirmation" of it. Please let us know if you 

tnave any questions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Tournament Observations During a Contact Period -- 
Date Published: 

Type: Staff interpretation 

Item Ref: d 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff confirmed that, in                  an institutional staff member’s visit to a prospective student athlete’s educational institution 

on consecutive days during a particular week within a contact period to observe a tournament or a tier of a tournament counts as a single visit to ttnat educational institution 

for that week. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.4.2 I 

been arctnived] 

13.1.4.2.3.1 (tournament exception) and a staff interpretation (3/8/95, ]tem Ref: a) which has 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a[ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:41 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l[le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqqs <kqriqqs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

JVaiver for California 

All, 
I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 48 hour time period 

(Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight (as opposed, again, to the Thursday 

morning commercial flights at the same cost), 
When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue 6,e,, not wanting the team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the afternoon the day before the 

game, as well as them not missing any class), they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction with one of the above 2 factors (i,e,, limited flight options 

or cost savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these waivers. 

Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making, Unless we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill battle), we will not be permitted 

to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday night, 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,, 

Amy 

.,\m ~ ilc~’~ ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1:43 PM 

Amy Herman ~’ai~hae@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Larry Gallo ~’athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Mike 
Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa. unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmlce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.uuc.edt~-:                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Waiver tbr California 

Thanks I will discuss with Coach and get back to you 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On {t 1:40 PM; m message : 148 : 27981 >, Amy Herman 
wro b~: 

>AH, 
> 

> ] heard back from the NCAA today (Emil?’ Capehart). They have denied our 
> waiver, saying that there are flight options avai]abIe within the permissible 
> 48-hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 
> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercia[ flights at the same 
> cost) 
> 

> When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e, not wanting the 
> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive unti[ the 
> afternoon the day beJbre the game, as we]l as them not missing any class), 
> the?" said that this factor is really only considered if it is in coNunction 
> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 
> savings). She stated that, in-and-of-itself, student-athlete welfare is not 
> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making. Unless we 
> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 
> battle), we will not be permitted to leave C!xAdI°US until 1 lp ET on Wednesday 
> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> A~W 
> 

> 

> Amy Hemlan 
> 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universib" of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:35 PM 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce 

Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FY]-vacation 

I will be away Friday through Tuesday the : Molly has the service permit. Check with Angie Bitting to schedule a conference room. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:26 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that we have requested these waivers. Idon’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but I am sure that 

we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 

Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I assume that there are no 

flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 

Thanks, 

>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

All, 
I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 48 hour time period 

(Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight (as opposed, again, to the Thursday 

morning commercial flights at the same cost). 

When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i,e., not wanting time team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the afternoon the day before the 

game, as well as them not missing any class), they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options 

or cost savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these waivers. 

Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making Unless we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill battle), we will not be permitted 

to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday night. 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 

Amy 

.~’,~ ~ ":Ie~ :" :i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope <IvlikePope@anthon~ravel.com> 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

LarD’ Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Hennan ~aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

La~ 

That is correct. There are no scheduled flights al?ter 1 lpm. 

The any way to depart alter 1 lpm would be a charter flight. Obviously more expensive. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "LarI7 Gallo" <athgallo,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that we have requeffted these waivers. I don’t agree ruth the NCAA’s reasoning, 

but I am sure that we roll hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 

Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we roll not be able to leave until Thursday, correct? ~- due to flight availabiliF and access. I assume 
that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 

Thanks. 

>>> Amy Herman 9/6,/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our waiver, saying that there are flight options available mthin the permissible 

48-hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated ruth the Wednesday flight 

(as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights atthe sanrc cost). 

When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the team to have to leave early TNlrsday morning and not arrive until the afternoon 

the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction ruth one of the 

above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost savings). She stated that, in-and-of-itself; student-athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these 

waivers. 

Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making. Unless we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill battle), we 

will not be permitled to leave CAMPUS until 1 lp ET on Wednesday night. 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.9(52.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (Nx) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 6:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Volleyba]l this weekend 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University, of Nortk Carolina 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Joe Sagula <i saaula%uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 2:48:02 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu>, Beth Miller <bmille~uncaa.nnc.edu>, Michael Beale <mbeale~)uncaa.unc.edu >, Tow Yount 

<ton,yy~ount(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: VoReyball tiffs weekend 

Hello Bubba, Dr. Miller, Michael and Tony, 

Our volleyball team is excited to play, at HOME this weekend and ready to defend our home court - Camfichael Arena against some good competition. 

As is our tradition we will have two "guest coaches" join us on the bench lbr the 7:00 PM match on Friday evening. 

Lissa Bmome, our Faculty Athletics Representative will be with us at 6:00 PM to join us in tim locker room for our pre-game meeting mad on the bench 

for tim match; 
and Dean Harold Woodard will be our second guest coach for the evening and Dean Woodard will also join our team for our pie-game meal at 3:00 PM 

I waaated to keep you up to date with our guest coach program as you may see these special UNC people from time to time sitting with the temn. 

I have also invited John Stephens from the School of Government and Joy Renner. They plan to attend another match later this year. 

We anticipate having a very, good turnout throughout the year of faculty and special guests on the team bench mid at pre-game meals so they become 

familiar with our siudent-athletes and coaches. 

I know it is a busy" time for all, but I wotdd also like you to join us anytime through out the year lbr our pre-game meals as well, and tomorrow as well as 
we open the HOME season 2012. 
Tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 7, our team meal will be at 3:00 PM, at 411 \Vest on Franklin Street. 
Dean Woodard will be them but Lissa Broome cannot attend that part of the day. 

If you cml attend tomorrow’s meal please let me know by 11:00 AM so I can provide the restaurant an accurate number for seating. 

Thanks again for your continued support, we all look forward to a great weekend. 
GO HEELS! 
Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA 

Cannichael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:35 AM 

Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <iholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Allay Herm~m <ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edtr>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.~mc.edtr>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos(&~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemla~s <timmemm~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBB Waiver ibr California 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference ol!fice to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 
I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning 

Mike would you please k~ok into Thursday options .just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
(;lint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 
<5BBEA713-77(;64D8F-9241-F717AF20802I)@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
< MlkePope@anth onytravel.com> wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct There are no scheduled flights after 1 lpm 
> 

> The only way to depart after 1 lprn would be a charter flight Obviously more 
> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 
> 
> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athgallo(~uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 
> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 
> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 
> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 
> assume that there are no flights front RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Hennan 9,’6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capchart). They" have denied our 
> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 
> 48-hour time period (Thursday nmrning instead of Wednesday- night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 
> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday nroming commercial flights at the same 
> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 
> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 
> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 
> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 
> with one of the above 2 factors (ie., limited flight options or cost 
> savings). She stated that, in-and-of-itself, student-athlete welfare is not 
> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making Unless we 
> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly’ an uphill 
> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 1 lp ET on Wednesday 
> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919962.6002 (tax) 
> aj schae@uncaa, un c edu<m ai]to:aj schae(a)uncaa unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 8:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Volleyball this weekend 

Yes that would be nice. They invited me as well but 1 was booked but he sent a very warm and invithsg email for new collaboration. 

JoyJ. Renner, M.A,, RT(P,), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ CitaDel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 

B21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-71B0 

919-956-.5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENilAL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, includh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mai[ and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Em~il correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state <}fficia[ (NCGS, ch, Lt32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 8:40 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: Volleyball this weekend 
When I receive things like this or hear of things like this, would you like me to share them with you? Thanks Joy. See you this afternoon. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 2:48:02 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac@email.uuc.edu>, Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, Michael Beale <mbeale(u)mlcaa.unc.edu>, Tony Yount 

<gmyy ount(a~uncaa.unc.eda> 

Subject: Volleyball this weekend 

Hello Bubba, Dr. Miller, Michael and Tony, 

Our volleyball team is excited to play at HOME this weekend and ready to defend our home court - Cannichael Arena against some good competition. 

As is our tradition we roll have two "guest coaches" join us on the bench for the 7:00 PM match on Friday evening. 
I,issa Broome, our Facul~ Athletics Repre~ntative will be with us at 6:00 PM to join us in the locker room [br our pre-gaJne meeting and on the bench 

tbr the match; 
m~d Dem~ Harold Woodm-d roll be our second guest coach [br the evening and Dean Woodard will also join our team tbr our pre-game meal at 3:00 PM 

I wa~ted to keep you up to date with our guest coach program as you may see these special UNC people from time to time sitting ruth the teaJn. 

I have also invited John Stephens from the School of Government and Joy ReImer. They plan to attend another match later this year. 

We anticipate having a very good turnout throughout the year of t:aculb, and special guests on the team bench and at pre-ga~le meals so they become 

faalfilia~ with our s~mdent-athletes and coaches. 

I lalow it is a buu time for all, but I would also like you to join us an~ime through om the year for our pre-game meals as well, and tomorrow as well as 

we open the HOME season 2012. 

Tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 7, our temn meal roll be at 3:00 PM, at 411 West on Franklin Street. 

Dean Woodard will be there but Lissa Broome cannot attend that part of the day. 

If you can attend tomorrow’s meal please let me know by 11:00 AM so I cm~ provide the restaurant m~ accurate number [br seating. 
Thanks again for your continued support, we all look fom’ard to a great weekend. 

GO HEELS! 

Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Casmichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday 9:10 AM 

Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 

< m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rich DeSelm 

< richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Media Guides to Prospects/Families 

Pamela, 

Bylaw 13.4.1,1.2 (pasted below) does not permit us to provide media guides free of charge to prospects, parents, schools, or coaches, even if they are available to the 

general public free of charge. As a result of this legislation change a couple of years ago, I believe our Athletics Communications Office now charges for all media guides 

requested by members of the general public. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions but there is no way for us to get printed copies of media guides to prospects or their families free of charge. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

13.4,1.2..2 Athletics Publication. 

An instkution may produce a printed media quide; however, an institution shall not provide a printed media guide or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 
13.4.1.2. to a prospective student athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student athlete’s educational instkution or any individual involved in the 

coaching of a prospective student athlete. It is not permissible to make a printed media guide or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 2.3.4J..2. available 

free of charge to a prospective student athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student athlete’s educational institution or any individual involved in the 

coaching of a prospective student athlete, even if such publications are available to other members of the qeneral public free of charge. An institution may not create a 

printed portfolio of information (e.g., pictures) to be used in the recruiting process. An institution may only provide a media guide to a prospective student athlete via an 

electronic mail attachment or hyperlink. [D] (Adopted." 4/29/I0 effective 8/1/10, Revise.d: .~iL~iL~ effecth,e 8/.1/11) 

>>> "Higley, Pamela" <phigley@unc.edu> 3:32. PM >>> 

Hi Amy: 

Rich and I were just talking about Media Guides and want to make sure we understand the rules on their availability to recruits/prospects and their family. 

We believe that we cannot give a Media Guide to a recruit/prospect or their family. However, if Media Guides are in our reception area and available for the public, a 

recruk/prospect or their family can take one if they choose. 

Are we correct? Don’t want to do anything that will get us in hot water:)! 

Thanks Amy. 

Pamela Holt Higley 

UNC Swimming & Diving 

92.9 962 5294 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope <IvlikePope@anthon~ravel.com> 

Friday, 9:15 AM 

Lany Ga]lo <afl~gallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@ uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy HennaJ~ <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos(&,uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschnel~buncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemla~s <timmemla~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: MBB Waiver for California 

(;lint, 

I will discuss with Coach Holiday some of the logistica[ options for scheduled flights on Thursday, and report back. 

Mike Pope 
Account Manager 

Anthony Travel 
UNC Athletics Department - Loudermiik (;enter 
344 Ridge Road 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-843-5580 Phone 

919-843-5297 Fax 

North America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010 World Travel AwardsT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:c~waltnev,@,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                    ’,:35 AM 
To: Mike Pope; Larry Gallo; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Amy Herman; Bubba C~mningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Re: MBB Waiver for California 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 
I hax e not yet discussed with ~oach whether he would want to charter o1 leave early Th~trsday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know- what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> O          tt 7:44 PM, in message 
<5BBEA713-7706-4DSF-9241-F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com> wrote: 
> Larcj 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 1 lpm. 
> 
> The only way to depart aftcr 1 lpm would be a chalter flight. Obviously- 

> nrore expensive. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 6:26 PM, "Larry’ Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc edu<mailto :athgallo@uncaa unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well --~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the 
> time that we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the 
> NCAA’s reasoning, but I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc if we appeal 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able 
> to leave until Thursday, correct? -- due to flight availability and 
> access. I assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 
> PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Hemaal 1:40 PM >>> 
> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart) They have denied 
> our waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the 
> permissible 48-hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday 
> night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated 
> with the Wednesday flight (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning 
> commercial flights at the same cost) 
> 

> When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e, not 
> wanting the team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not 
> arrive unti[ the afternoon the day before the game, as well as them 
> not missing any class), the?" said that this factor is really only 
> considered if it is in conjunction with one of the above 2 factors 
> (i.e, limited flight options or cost savings). She stated that, 
> m-and-of-itself, student-athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these waivers. 

; Tom Timmermans 



> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making Unless 
> we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an 
> uphill battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 1 lp ET 
> on Wednesday night. 
> 
> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aj schae@uncaa.~lc, edu<mailt o:ai schae(d~,,uncaa.unc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 10:09 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Court resurthcing costs 

Thanks for the update 

Sam Paul 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 9:01 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

You may have aJready received this fiom Brian, but just wanted to make sure you’re in the loop on this. 

From= Bunting, Hike [mailto:mbunting@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 3:49 PM 

To= _c_g__w_a__[t_£Le_y_@_g_t!c___aa__=_u___nc_:__ed___u_j p_D_9_gg_e__@___u_D__ca___a_=_u_D_G=_e_.__d___u_; .b_.k_a_[b_._a_.s,C~_u_D.ca_.&.tJ_E£=.e_c_!_u., Willie Scroggs 

Subject= Court resurfacing costs 

Gentlemen: 

I just spoke to Dwight Johnson with Americourt, the company that made the repairs to courts 1-3 in the spring, and I wanted to share some budget 

numbers and information. Dwight estimates the following: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->$37,200- resurface all 6 stadium courts. This is a 3-coat system that will hide any repairs and also repair 

any "birdbath" situations that we have. Price includes resurfacing all areas inside the fence. Price includes replacing existing Iogos. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The resurfacing will not include any warranty related to future cracks or bubbling due to the age and 

unknown condition of the underlying asphalt and subgrade. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->$2000- replace!repair the net post that is leaning 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Based on the cost of the repairs we made in the spring we should expect a cost of approximately $100 per 

repair for the spots that are bubbling up. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->ln perfect weather (no rain and temperatures above 50 degrees) the 3-coat resurfacing can be completed 

in 10-12 days. 

So, it looks like we could reasonably expect to do everything we want to do for around $40,000. Let me know if there are any other options I need to 

explore at this time. 

All the best, 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

(cell) 

!32".?_’_,.’?_,:_.2._~)~3,:24j._:’,~"c2:3.~?.~j. 

i~:,’,.::~?Ui! i .~i ( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 10:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: wrestJing 

Yes thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would you like me to have Coach Kolat ask Dr. Umble as a courtesy? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2022 9:07 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J (Joy Renner@med.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: wrestling 

Here you go. Thanks Joy. 

From: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2022 9:04 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: wrestling 

Vince, 

It’s fine for Joy to share this. It’s a letter of appreciation, not a perfomla~ce review, so you’re good to go. Sounds like a presentation we’d all enjoy! 

Leslie 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:45 PM 

To: Mack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject: wrestling 

Just wanted to pass this along with regard to building bridges to the academic community. Coach Kolat did a class today for Dr. Umble and 

below are his comments. 

From: Umble, Karl E <umble@email.unc.edu > 
Date: Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 5:43 PM 

Subject: RE: Thanks for having me 

To: cary kolat          ~gmail.com > 

Cary, 
You knocked it out of the park. It really was great and served exactly the purposes I had hoped. 
The students were really excited about it, and will long remember it. It will be a highlight of my course. After you left we had a great time of 
discussing all the wisdom in what you shared; there was incredible commonality with everything we talk in health care about regarding recruiting 
the right people, coaching up talent, setting performance goals for individuals, teams, and organization, etc. I also appreciated your talking about 
how you help the students with all of life, and provide a home away from home for them. It was fantastic. You are doing amazing work. 
I will definitely want you to come back next year to do the same thing. Thanks for already offering to do so. 
Also, many congratulations for being named Associate Head Coach. I really look forward to following the team this year. If it would help you in any 
way, please feel free to forward my letter to CD or to the Athletic Director. I really appreciate what you did for us today. 
Again, many thanks Cary. 
Karl Umble 
P.S. If any of your students are interested in the Health Professions broadly speaking, the Bachelor of Science in Public Health is a great major, and 
you could send them to me to discuss the program. Its a very strong major with great students and I would certainly recommend it. 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 

North Carolina Institute for Public Health 

Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

9._1_9_: 9_6__6_.: 8__2__1_._4 (office) 
(cell) 

From: cary kolat         ~bgma com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:24 PM 
To: Umble, Karl E 



Subject: Thanks for having me 

Karl 

Thanks for having me speak to the class today’. I hope I did a good job mid 

was iIffonnative. ’][’his was out of my element but hopefully I was able to 

accomplish what you were looking for. 

If you are going to do this each year or semester I would be hapw to do it 

again for you any time! 

Gary 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at KOLAT.COM 

<A]-[OOOO1.png> 
<ATg00002.png’, 
<ATT00003.png>SEqn up for Our Email Newsletter 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at KOLAT.COM 

<ATT00005> 

<ATT00006> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 7, 2012 3:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <umble~emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock,~email.unc.edu>, ~gmail.com" @gmail.com> 

Cary, CD: 

Thanks for your call CD. 

If you need it, this is the course that Cary spoke in: 

HPM 330 
Introduction to Health Organization Leadership, Management, and Behavior 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 

I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about Cary’s presentation still. 

KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919.966.8214 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday 5:07 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgdggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments!suggestions you have to me. 

Ttne basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Ttnen, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While ttney said that s a welfare catYt be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Clint Gwaltney        ’. 8:34AM >>> 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Ttnanks, 

Clint 

>> > Or          at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel,com >, Mike Pope 

< MikePope@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight, Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the ticne that 

> we have requested these waivers, I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ acn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming ttnat the NCAA’s decision does not ctnange, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 



> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about ttne student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> wittn one of ttne above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7,2012 6:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: 

Please let us know how it goes. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 09/07/12 4:16 PM >>> 

That’ s great. I’ve sent this and all the other info to Joy Renner. These things are very helpful. ’I’ha~ks for forwarding. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 3:06 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forw~xded message: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <umNe~emailxmc~edu> 

Date:                 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock(tbemail.tmc.edu:~ 

Thanks for your call 
If you need it, this is the course that ~    spoke in: 
HPM 

Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about 
KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 6165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

929.966.8214 (office) 

presentation still, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7,2012 9:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: Fwd: 

That’s great!     will be excited to know he contributed to the cause. 
Have a great weekend. 
C=D. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 09/07/12 8:20 PM >>> 
CD, 

Joy Renner finished her presentation to the Faculty Council today by sharing the email communication between Dr. Umble and Coach Kolat. She pointed out that this is an 
excellent example of the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 

I appreciate you forwarding the message and then today, following up on short notice with Dr. Umble before Joy’s presentation. Thanks for your help and have a great 
weekend. 

Vince 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "C D Mock" <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please let us know how it goes. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 09/07/12 4:16 PM >>> 
That’s great. I’ve sent this and all the other inIi~ to Joy Renner. These things are very helpftd. Thanks for tbrwarding. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 20:1.2 3:06 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <._u__Lr_Lb_!__e_@2~_e___nj__a_4_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <crnoc~a2emaiL unc.edu> ", 

Thanks for your call CD. 

If you need it, this is the course that 
HPM 

spoke in: 

Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
3[ spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about 

KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919.966.8214 (office) 

; presentation still. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 7:53 AM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

Athlete Agents Stakeholder invitation September 2012.doc; Athlete Agents Stakeholders Response Form.doc; Athlete Agents 

Stakeholders issues Memo September 2012.doc 

Vince & Paul ~ 

If you have already received this information, sorry to clutter your inbox ~ ] thought it would be something that you would want to be aware of. 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > Rachel Hewitt        @uniformlaws.org > 9/6/2012 12:23 PM > > > 

Good Morning Stakeholders, 

At the request of John Sebert, Executive Director of the ULC, I am distributing an invitation to a meeting to discuss possible amendments to the Uniform 

Athlete and Agents Act. The three attachments contain details about the meeting. Please let me know if you have trouble opening the attachments, or if you 

prefer to receive hard copies. 

Best, 

N~-~ chol }::ewRt 

} [} N. W~:~b4,~.s]~ Ave:., Suit~ [~}I() 

(.’}l]C@}~>O, [[, 606012 



U 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chica¢lo, IL 60602 

www.uniformlaws.org 

Response Form 

STAKEHOLDERS MEETING RE: POSSIBLE DRAFTING OF 
REVISIONS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AGENTS ACT 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel 

480 L’Enfant Plaza, SW 
Washington, D.C. 

Please indicate your availability to participate on November 1. 

I plan to: 

[ ] Attend the meeting in person on Thursday, November 1, 2012. 

[ ] Participate in the meeting by conference call. 

[ ] I cannot attend but wish to be kept informed by e-mail about this project. 

Name: 

Organization: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Please return this form by October 13, 2012 to: 

Rachel Hewitt 
Uniform Law Commission 

Via Email: ~uniformlaws.org or fax: 312.450.6612 



A M A: O i~¸~i iii iii ~i~:i~,e 
Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatement Request 

Division: I Case ID: 

Date: 

............................................. !s .!l~.!s [ef!~:!es[ ro { n~.L!.!!!.~p.!.e studen !7 at!:~.[~:!.e.s? 

NCAA ID 

First Name 

Last N am e 

Date of Birth 

G en der 

No 

2208W18220 

Fem ale 

..... Case Priodtization I~sforrnation ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

:::: Cases are prioritized based on nextdate of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. : :: 

i ii 

Date of Initial Collegiate Enrolh~ent 
:{ ............................................................................................................................................. 

ii Date of Initial Enrollm ent at Current Insitution (if different) 



Case  nformation 

..................................................................................................................... ec.r.L .! g. 

iiii ii Recru i~ n g Su b-Case Types 
i iili 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations i ii 

ii :: All Requests :: 

i i i ............ 
H as th.e (nst!~!!:!tion (!eC!.are~!the Stu de~st:.ath(ete!.!} eligible?- Yes ~ ~ 

iiii 

ii i Does the institution need to report an NCAAsecondary i ii ~ ~ ¯ , Yes ~ ~ iiii ii .................................................................... 
violation (level 1)’~ 

:~ :::: ~ 

:/: :: i ii 
ii i 

Asofthedateofsubnsittingthisrequest, how nsany seasons of ~ ~ 

ii i intercollegiate competition does the student-athlete have i ii 

i iiii ~ ~ .................................................................... Was.:~h.e.st!~.!!e!~!:: ath I e!e.recr!~.(te!!~ No i ii 
iiii 

iiii ii Will or has the studen~-a~hle[e been offered or received ~ ~ 
ii i ................................................................. 

atts! e!! c~ I~(..r e! a!e(~t f(n an ci al a).d?- No i ii 
iiii ii List all collegiate institutions thestudent-athlete attended i ii 

i iiii 

ii i Term/Year School Name Division School Type Full/PartTime Competed? Practiced? Received Aid? i ii 

:::::: Case Ir~form~tion ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : 

ii ~ All Requests                                                                                                :/: 

ii i ................................................................................ D.at e.v.! °.!.a!!pn. ° ccu.[[ed. :: :::: 
iiii 

iiii 

ii i How was theviolation discovered? After the brief group interaction described below, Coach i ii 
ii i ....................................................................................................................................... Stafford-Odu m reported that she was approached by i ii 
ii i another Division I coach who questioned the contact i ii 
ii i shehadjusthadwith Mr. Kinnebrew. According to i ii 
ii i Coach Stafford-Odum, itwas not until this i ii 
iiii ii conversation that she discovered that Mr. Kinnebrew ii iiii 

ii i 
wasactuallycoachingateaminthetournament. Coach i ii 

ii i Stafford-Odum immediately reported theviolation to i ii 
ii i HeadWomen’s Basketball Coach, SylviaHatchell, i ii 

ii i 
who, in turn, notified the Com pliance staff, i ii 

iiii ii List all individuals involved in theviolation Coach TrishaStafford-Odum,Assistant UNC ii iiii 

ii i .................................................................................................................................................... Women’s Basketball Coach; Mr. Elbert Kinnebrew, i ii 
:::: :: coach/administratorofCal Sparks non-scholasticteam :: :::: 



: 

ii i List any self-im posed institutional action and/or conferenco 

........................................................................... action 

ii i Describe the facts associated with this request 

ii i What are any relevant mitigating circumstances that should be 
~ ~ considered when reviewing the request? 

The Com pliance staff has provided additional rules 
education to the Wom en’s Basketball coaching staff 
regarding contact regulations associated with the July 
Evaluation Periods. Additionally, theWomen’s 
Basketball coaching staff’s July 2013 Evaluation 
Period will be reduced by two days, and their 2012- 
2013 recruiting person days will be reduced by 2 (from 
100 to 98). 

On July 8, 2012, Coach Stafford-Odum was 
evaluating at the Fila Nationals girls basketball 
tournament held at Suwanee SportsAcademy in 
Suwanee, Georgia_ According to Coach Stafford- 
Odum, while she was standing in the lobby at the 
event, she and two coaches from other NCAA Division 
I institutions were approached by Elbert Kinnebrew, an 
associate of Mike White (the event operator), and Mr. 
Kinnebrew and the three coaches proceeded to have a 
brief group conversation. 

Coach Stafford-Odum indicated that she did not, at the 
time, realize that Mr. Kinnebrew was in attendance at 

.......................................................................................................................................was the event to coach a team. Rather, she believed that heconversation,discussionsevents,event, there just Coach assisting asoccurred he Stafford-Odum often Mike during does White at various theStated i nbrief the that group operation west no coast recruiting of the 

ii i 
Provide cite(s) of applicable legislation or interpretation 

iiiii Restrictions-- 

ii i Men’s and 

iii Women’s 

iiii ii Basketball 

!! ! Add Leqjslation or Interpretation 

ii i .... r~roy~de c~e !:!Uq!~rs of a!~XE4£e~!£nt re!eva!:!f !£ t!~!s/eque~t SAR #32980 

ii i Haveyou previously contacted any NCAAsta[f regarding this 

: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 

i iiii 
: :::: 

i iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
:::: 

iiii 
iiii 
iiii 

:::: 

iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;> 

Thursday, Angust 23, 2012 11:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

From: Bubba Cunningharn [mailto: ~@gmail,corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 plVl 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud serv) Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 
Interesting article below that prompted these questions. 

Can we find out what % of the Alkican American students axe ~a’s? 

What percent of the s/a’s axe first generation? 

What percent of the Atiic~m American s’gs axe first generation? 

Let’s review our graduation data by sport and race for the past couple of years. 

h _t_t_ P__ ?_/:!__u__r! _c__r! _e__~:~ ~ = _u__~! _c_ :_ _e_ _d_t_(_ 

uncnews.unc.edu 

(Note: The following statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg’s official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-winning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~Titers, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community actixists. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that provided six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source ~dth a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 
lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 
91.2 percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office 
of Undergraduate Adnlissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning 
and on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the 
admissions office uses the test with the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 1780 and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~ing ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 61o-71o, math; and 58o-69o, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math eonlbined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading 
plus math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (3o last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 



¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
. 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, 
the most popular majors included: 

¯ Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistry 
¯ Psychology 
. Political Science 
° ,Journalism and mass communication 
° Pharmacy 
¯ Nursing 
. Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
¯ Economies 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identi~ing themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan 
Native increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-year college or 
university fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, down from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

Applied Admitted Enrolled 

N.C. ~,975 4,966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

All 29,507 7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

[APPlied      ~dmitted         ]Enrolled [ 

[13,226 11,259 1_766 ] 

Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 1690 and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 
137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follov~4ng ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--eritieal reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (91!:9) 966-3621: 



News Services contact: Mike McFarland, _(9_1_9_)__R6__2_:._8_59_3 

Bubba 
Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joy Renner@med.unc.edu 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 3:30 PM 

Joy Renner - UNC Team Intbnnation Posted 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Joy Renner 

Greetings! 

I hope everyone’s fall semester began well and we are all feeling the energy ficom our student body aa they renew and reinvigorate our campus. 

The basic infonnation related to our 28 sports is now posted on our SaJ~ai site. As your schedule allows, please familiarize yourself with your assigned teams and let me 

know ifthere aJce questions you might have related to your teams, additional intbnnation request, and discussion items lbr our meetings this coming yeax. As with aJl 

discussions and reviews this yem~ everyone is welcome to review all materials, not just those specifically designated. 

My thanks to the Athletics Department and particularly Vince Ille mid (graduate assistant in compliance) in preparing these documents for us. 

The orientation video is near completion and roll be posted to the Sakai site next week. The appl~oximate fune is 16 minutes for the video and provides an overview of 

athletics here on this campus. It roll be helpful if everyone has reviewed the video and information before our first meeting in September. Additional materials will be 

posted over the coming week. 

See you September 4th! 

Joy 

This forwaxded message was sent via The UnNersi~ of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Facul~ Athletics Committee" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Faculty Atlfletics Committee. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 9:00 PM 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coaches’ Use of Institutional Vans 

T rey, 

i will respond below in red. Let me know if you have any other questions and, generally speaking, I always think it’s a good idea for you to run any abnormal uses of the vans 

by me before signing coaches up. And, by abnormal, i mean anything other than team transportation surrounding competition, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ][]:ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Trey Parnell 8/26/2012 9:20 AM > > > 

Amy, 

Good morning. I wanted to touch base with you concerning our transportation fleet and vehicle usage. I want to make sure I’m following all compliance rules and regulations. 

I have some examples that I’d like to run by you: 

First, the majority of the vehicle requests are for team transportation, I feel confident with these since they are either teams requesting vans to go to an away 

competition!practice or for a trip to RDU. 

Yes, this is fine. 

However, I do have teams requesting vans for use for recruiting and other non team travel events. These are the ones that I wanted to check with you on. When the teams do 

request a vehicle for recruiting they normally do not provide much info. Here are a few examples off the top of my head that I’d like to run by you: 

M Basketball requests 2 vans for each home football game to take players/family/staff to Bosh for a tailgate and then to the football game. I’m not sure if they transport 

recruits in these vehicles, but will find out from Eric Hoots. 

For student athletes, .T would tail tills reasonable iocal transportation, so we’re fine with them. We shouM NOT be transporting parents of current student athietes, but I don’t 
think we are. ] think they use this primarily for transpoEting our team/coaches, as weli as fOE prospects that are on theiE official aE’d unofficial visits. 1his transportation, since it 

is on campus, is fine Please confirm with Eric that this is whom the vans will be used to transport. 

Gymnastics requests vans to use for recruiting. Most of the time Derek uses the vans to go to check out recruits, but there are times when he will use the van to pick up a 

recruit from the airport and then drive them around campus. 

If time coaches are transporting more prospects than they can fit in ttmeir personal cars, it is fine for them to use our vehicles to do so. 

Softball has requested the use of vans for i think two home football game weekend. Their request just says use for recruiting and they will be going locally. So I’m guessing 

they are going to transport people to and from time football game as well as shuttling around campus. 

I’m guessing this is the same as the above situation with Gymnastics, but please ask the SB staff to touch base with me to confirm that before providing timem witim a vehicle. 

Softball also has requested vans for a team bonding trip. W Soccer also has a team trip each year to Ocean Isle Beach. 

W Soccer’s trip is during ti~eir pre season, so we can provide transportation for them to practice within the state of NC. I’m not sure when SB’s rdp is, but they would need to 
cl’eck with us to be sure it is within their season. Please I’ave tl’em check with us al’d get confirmatior! of tha~ before issuing them a vehicJe. 

Baseball has already requested, and i’m sure Field Hockey will as well, to use vans to go to the state fair. 

Time only time this would be permitted is if these sports are in timeir playing season and are using this as entertainment during a vacation period. So it wouid imave to be over 
Fali Break, and the reams will have to be in ti~eir 20 hour season Baseball’s fall season encis on October ].6th, wi~ich is not yet Fali Break, so [ cion’r see a scenario wi~ere they 

wouid be able to use vans. They know this rule, as we have had issues with it in the past surrounding time State Fair, so they shouid contact me about this if they think they have 
figured out a way ro make it work. Field Hockey W[LI. be in their season, so tills would be permissibie for them. 

I can get more information on the recruiting/non team travel trips if you would like me to. Also, when I get a request that is not team travel should I run it by you before I 

confirm it with the teams? 

Yes, !)lease! 

I know these examples are vague, but I wanted to get in touch with you before the vans start going out for the fall. Anyway, just let me know what )nfo you need for the trips 
as well as how you want me to handle these requests and 1’11 do so. 

Trey Parnell 

UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Phone: 919 962 3506 

Fax: 919 843 5972 



CI4[~%~F.Z l-tiLl., NC a’)’$15 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE~ Transfer Student-Athlete ( ) Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away_ Contests ~]nclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of her expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championship or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during her first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team During a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host/Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during her first 
academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory concerning     ?s participation during the Fall, 
semester. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank youT 

Women’s Basketball Coaching Staff 
Bubba Cunningham 
Beth Miller 
Martina Ballen 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:26 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Natalie 

Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tsMsk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Year in Residence 

Year in Residence.pdf 

Please see attached for a memo detailing the regulations in place for      during his year in residence at UNC. Please let me know if you have any questions about this. I am 
copying on this email, but please make sure that he receives a copy of this, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Mike Fox 

,/7 ,: :: 

Amy Herman ? 

Transfer Student-Athlete (] ) Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away- Contests !Inclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championships or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during his first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team Durin~ a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory. If you should have any questions, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. We are pleased that      has joined us at Carolina. Thank youT 

Baseball Staff 
Larry Gallo 
Michael Beale 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 12:37 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: article for Inside Carolina 

Vince, 

Please see below the questions for the Inside Carolina article that we discussed last week. You can either send this back to Zachary directly or send me your answers and I will 
continue communication with him. 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 
> > > "Read, Zachary" <zread@email.u nc.edu > 8/24/2012 8:55 AM > > > 

Hi 

As a profile, we’ll ask a range of questions. The writing of the article will be a little tricky because Vince and I aren’t talking to each other live, so if I can get some full 

quotes in response to the questions below that would be great. Also, if I need to ask a follow-up question or two next week, I hope that’s OK. Thanks so much for 

your help, and thank Vince for me. Here we go: 

First, when did you get here and how has the adjustment been for you and your family? 

How long have you worked in college athletics? 

When you were an undergraduate at Oklahoma, before you went on in school, did you know you were going to be involved in athletics? 

What is it that attracts you to university life and collegiate athletics? 

I noticed that you worked at Cincinnati (my wife’s home--we’re heading up there for Labor Day) and at Illinois--it would be good to hear what you like about each 

of those places and what you see in common in Chapel Hill and at UNC, and also what’s different here. 

What is it about UNC that drew you here professionally and personally? 

Please describe your role at UNC. I know that you’ll be overseeing softball and men’s tennis, but you’ll also be "the liaison with academic advising and counseling for 

student-athletes," according to the Chancellor’s recent statement. Talk a little bit about that and how "remaining independent of athletics and._part of the College 

of Arts and Sciences" will benefit the university. 

What challenges do you see in your role generally in college athletics and then in stepping in at a sensitive time at UNC? 

How will the compliance program change with your leadership? 

Talk about your relationship with Bubba Cunningham and how it will be working with him. 

How supportive have you found the people at UNC to be? 

From:             [mailto      @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:48 PM 
To-" Read, Zachary 
Subject" RE: article for Inside Carolina 

I think if emailing answers is ok, then that is better for him. With the quickly approaching school year it is difficult to find time in the day for meetings, but he is more than 

willing to answer questions via email. 

> > > "Read, Zachary" <zread@email.unc.edu > 8/15/2012 3:46 PM > > > 

Thanks,         . I can probably do that, but I’m also happy to extend the timeframe a bit it: Mr~ Ifle would like to meet in person later in the ~T~ontt’L Either way is 

OK, and we do appreciate the time. 

Regards, 

Zach 

From:             [mailto:      ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:33 PM 
To; Read, Zachary 
Subject; Re: article for Inside Carolina 

Zach, 
I spoke with Vince and he is willing to answer questions, but his time is extremely limited right now. He said the only way he could really do the interview was if you emailed 

him a set of questions and he could just fill in the responses. Let me know if this is still something you want to do. 

Thank You, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 
> > > "Read, Zachary" <zread@email.unc.edu > 8/15/2012 9:20 AM > > > 

Dear 

My name is Zach Read, and I write for Inside Carolina Magazine. As we prepare the November issue, we thought it would be interesting to run a profile of Vince IIle 

for Tar Heels fans. Is there any chance Mr. Ille is available for an interview sometime between tomorrow and next Wednesday? The interview would probably take 

about 30 minutes, and I’d be happy to drop by the office. 

I look forward to hearing from you and thank you in advance for your time. 

Best regards, 



Zach 

Zacha~ Read 
Associate Editor 

University of North Carolina Press 

116 South Boundary, Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Voice: 919.962.0536 Fax: 919.966.3829 

Email: Zacha~-i Read~b~unc.edu 

Sign up to receive monthly e-alerts for new UNC Press books and special 
web offers: ~g!)~__tLr_Lc_Er__e_s&__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_:~i£i__n- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Brietings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have 

the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if i’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong, i will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

Operations ... Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Clint 

¯ Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

¯ Rams Club ..,John 

¯ Ticket Office _. John 

¯ Administrative Staff _, Karlton 

¯ Facilities _~ Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... l(arlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Kadton 

¯ Business Office ,_ Martir~a 

¯ Communications ... Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

¯ Compliance ,,. Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services _, Vince 

¯ Coaches ,., TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 959-843-643.2 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 27, 2012 1:56 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 

< shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Penalties for Violations 

All, 
See below. September 1st is correct[ 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 8/9/2012 3:17 PM >>> 

Staff, 

Please see below for the penalties we are self imposing for the phone call violation with and the Twitter violation with and 

Effective immediately, no phone calls, FaceTime, Skype, or instant messenger conversations with her AT ALL until September 1, 2012, This means that none of you 
are permitted to initiate any of these types of communication, nor are you permitted to answer if she initiates any of these types of communication with you. You should not 

even answer solely to tell her you can’t talk! ]f you would like to send her an email and tell her that you will not be able to communicate with her via these methods until 

September 1st, that would be fine, 

Can send no recruiting correspondence (letters, emails, Twitter direct messages, facebook personal messages, etc.) to her between the dates of August 12th and 

September 8th. 

Can send no recruiting correspondence (letters, emails, Twitter direct messages, facebook personal messages, etc.) to her between the dates of August 12th and 

August 25th. 
Please let me know if you have any questions at all about what is or isn’t permissible to do with any of these 3 PSAs. If there is any question at all, such as a type of 

communication that I didn’t specifically mention above be sure to ask about it BEFORE utilizinq it! It is imperative that we not have any "hiccups" with enforcing these penalties. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII, 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu; 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thanks --. this wift work t:ine t:or our commitLee. I will be sending out an agenda t:or the first meeting to you and gubba hopefully on Wed or Thurs. Send me anything 

in particular you guys would like on the agenda before then if possible. 

Jo’¢ J. Renner, M.A., RT(r{}, [:AEIRS 

Assoc[a[e Professor and Director 

Un[versi[y of No!’~h Carolina a~ Chapel H[il 

5ci~ool of Medi@~e 

CB #72.’30 UNC-CFI Bonduran[ Flali 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147£)esk 
Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-raaii message, [nciudir!g at[achl~’~er!ts, if any, is i!~[ended only for the -persor! or enti[y to which i[ is addressed a!~d may contain co!~fider!tial a!~dior 
nriviieged l~’~aterial, AnV --d!~aL:[horized review, use, disclosL:re or distribL:[io!~ is prohibited, If you are r!o[ [he it!tended recipie!~L please contact [Pie se!~der b’¢ tepid, e-mail and destroy, 
ail copies of the original message, 
En~ai~ cerrespondence to and fron~ this address n~sy be subject to the No~±lh Carolina P~bli¢ Records law a~d may be disc~esed to third ps~ties by s~ 

a~thori~ed s~ate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: [lie, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Document for Joy Rennet 

Joy, 

I can provide you and your committee more infommtion about practice times as the semester unfolds. With school s~xting, we will begin receiving documentation of all 

required athletic-related activities from evew sport program as required by NCAA rules. If you’d like, maybe during the committee’s next meeting I can describe this 

process, what is and isn’t documented, and we can talk more about what additional information you and the committee members might find helpful. I’ll be happy to 

facilitate the sharing of information. 

Thanks for coming to our all-staffmeeting this morning. I’m son71 didn’t have an opportunity to catch yon there to discuss this in more detail. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Sunday, 3:09 PM 
To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thank you - this is an excellent start. If time and effort allow, I would like to beef up the section on commitment - when is practice (rather than "afternoon") and how much time 
on average does the athlete have committed by the coach and how much time do most athletes stay engaged in some way with their sport per week. 

Please thank 

Joy 

for me. With this quick turnaround you did a very nice job and I know you guys have lots of projects going on right now. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: ~__u___n__c__a___a_ ~_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) 
Subject: I-W: Document tor Joy Renner 

Joy, 

Attached are the fuct sheets you requested for each sport program. If you or any of your committee members have any questions or need additional information, please 

just let me know. The intbrmation was collected and recorded by                       is a Graduate Assislant in our Compliance Office who is assigned a varieU 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putting this intbnnation together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 

Mince 

From: [ma!lto @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Renner 

Vlnce, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



August 28, 20112 

Mark VanAlstyne 
Head Cross Couni~" Coach 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear Mark, 

As a result of              participation in                     prior to his completion of 
NCAA required paperwork, we have reported to the ACC a violation of Bylaw 14.1.4.1. This 
bylaw specifically indicates that a student-athlete must sign the NCAA Drag Testing Consent 
Form prior to engaging in any practice sessions with the team. 

It is the responsibility of all coaching staff and support staff members to review- all "Eligible to 
Practice" memorandums received from the Compliance staff and to withhold student-athletes 
from practice until they have completed all required NCAA paperwork. Failure to do so results 
in preventable violations such as this. Please note that any future violation of this bylaw must be 
sent to the NCAA for processing and will result in additional penalties. Thanks for your 
professionalism in dealing with this issue. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 

Bubba Cunningham 
Beth Miller 
Cricket Lane 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[uesday, August 28, 2012 7:] ] PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu’- 

Re: FW: Briefings 

Vince, 

Do you want Academics in this meeting?? 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

:> >’- On 8/28/2012 at 5:10 PM, in message <FBDOFDE87]B7904A83367318C6191905032385AT@ITS MSXMBS1M.ad.unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" 

<ille(~)email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Cricket, 

Can you please check with Shelley, Dmla mid your s~ffto identif7 potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to 

me and I’ll t17 to schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: llle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can 

have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if l’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have 

the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

- Operations .,. Clint 

- Sports Medicine ... Clint 

- Strength & Conditioning ... Clirlt 

o Rams Club .,. :~obn 

o Ticket Office ,,. John 

- Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

- Facilities ,,. Karlt.on 

- Finley Golf Course .., Karlton 

,, Sport Support Staff .., Karltor~ 

- Business Office ,., Mar~ina 

o Communications .., Kick 

o Marketing/New Media ,,, ~tid~ 

o Compliance ,,, Virmce 

- Student-Athlete Services ... Vin~e 

- Coaches .,~ TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:07 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Briefings 

The most ideal time that week that i know we would all have available would be Thursday, 9/13 at our staff meeting time (l:00p), We could either use our conference room 

across the hall or go upstairs to Matt, whichever works better for him. 

If that date/time doesn’t work, let me know and [ can investigate others. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 8/28/2012 4:59 PM > > > 

Amy, 

Cml yon please check with the compliance s~fi’to idenli~ potential dates, limes and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to me and I’ll try 

to ,schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince, Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our Athletics 

staff the chance to learn about the pJan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to scheduJe these briefings in the week of September 3_0 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a time 

or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (i need room to set up a projector), or we can have the 

meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

,, Operations .., Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Ciint 

o Strength & Conditioning _. Clint 

o Rams Club ,,, John 

o Ticket Office ,,. John 

o Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

o Facilities .., Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Karltorl 

Business Office ,., Martina 

o Communications .., Rick 

o Marketing/New Media _, Rick 

o Compliance _. Vim’:e 

o Student-Athlete Services ,,~ Vince 

¯ Coaches ... TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 93_9-843-643_2 I F 93_9-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 8:44 AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson 

< srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Contact Regulations - Information Sheet for MBB Prospects.docx 

Coaches, 
In July, Natalie sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball, I have finally gotten around to editinq it to make it accurate for 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to       following the PSA’s sophomore year. And 

it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our website (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:49 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee 

<billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <[awdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchel[ <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 

Williams < twilliam s@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Contact Regulations - information Sheet for WBB Prospects.docx 

WBB Staff, 

In July, Natalie sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 
during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball. [ have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’sjunior 

year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our websJte (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:17 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Oreg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatche[I 

< shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Hello Amy, thanks for the info. It looks good. I had already created one and sent to Tom last week for approval or changes, ] will definitely use this one as well, thanks, Tracey 

>>> Amy Herman 8/29/2012 8:48 AM >>> 

WBB Staff, 

In July,       sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball. f have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’s junior 

year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our website (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:21 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Oreg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatche[I 

< shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ;@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Womens Basketball Recruiting Rules.12.docx 

Hello Amy, the one I did was more specific to Juniors. I do not want them to get confused with contacts since we can not contact them until their senior year. Please see 

attached and see if you have any suggestions or additions. Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Amy Herman 8/29/2012 8:48 AM >>> 

WBB Staff, 
In July,       sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball. I have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and!or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’s junior 
year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or emaJl. Our goal Js also to get these documents on our websJte (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Comp]iance 
University of North CaroEna 
Department of Ath|etics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 

9] 9.962.78S3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schaeg~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:34 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Womens Basketball Recruiting Rules.12 (Amy suggestions).docx 

Tracey, 

I made a couple of very minor additions to the attached, but Tom had done a great job of adding in some things for you already, so you’re in good shape! Thanks for asking 

us to review! 

Amy 

> > > Tracey Williams 8/29/2012 9:20 AM > > > 

Hello Amy, the one I did was more specific to Juniors. I do not want them to get confused with contacts since we can not contact them until their senior year. Please see 

attached and see if you have any suggestions or additions, Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Amy Herman 8/29/2012 8:48 AM >>> 

WBB Staff, 
In July,       sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball, [ have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’s junior 

year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our website (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again, 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 2012 Academic Lunches 

Vince, 
Below is the email with the dates of the scheduled academic lunches and the Invite a Professor to Practice event. Hope you are able to make it this Friday. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Prograrn for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > Andre Williams 8/4/2012 9:53 AM > > > 
Wally & Robert, 

Please find below the dates for our 2012 Academic Lunches: 

1o Friday, August 31st 

2. Friday, September 28th 

3. November, November 9th 

All Academic Lunches will be scheduled between 12:00 pm 1:00 pm on Friday afternoons. Coach Fedora has blocked his schedule to speak between 12:15 pm 12:30 pm. 

At your earliest convenience, can you please let us know where you would like to hold the luncheons (i.e. 5th floor of Kenan Football Center). 

Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any additional questions or concerns as you continue to plan and coordinate this years academic lunches. 

Note: We have scheduled "Invite a Professor to Practice" for Tuesday, October 30th. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Willimns 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Deparbnent of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awilllimns(~)uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 ] 0:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edus- 

Re: Briefings 

Vince, 

I am just concerned with how separate the Academic people are already feeling. I attend their meetings but I understand if you want them separated. 

Just let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

C ric ket 

>>> On 8/28/2012 at 9:00 PM, in message <B38A7619 EBB8 4113 A931 03EOED5FDB3C@ernail.unc.edu>, ’iIHe, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 

My thought is that you and your staff might be better served by a separate rneeting, but I’rn open to suggestions. 

Vince 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 7:11 Ply/, "Cricket Lane" #cricketCc0uncaa unc edu> wrote: ¯ ._:_____:____:____,,:_.: ......... :______:________:= .......... 

Vince, 

Do you want Academics in this meeting?? 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

- Matt 

> :> > On 8/28/2012 at 5:10 PM, in message <FBDOFDE871B7904A83367318C6191905032385A7@[TS I\ASXMBSllvl.ad.unc.edu>, "Ille, 

Vince" <i_[[ct~_t!)a_j_[:!J_.r_)c_L:~c_:!_tj.> wrote: 

Cricket. 
Can you please check with Shelley, Dana and your staffto idenlif?~ potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below’., t lease 

pass the info on to me and I’ll try to schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent; Nonday, August 27, 20:[2 :[:53 PM 

To: file, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject= Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full 

plan - giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please 

get back to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need 

room to set up a projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger 

group, or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance[ 

- Operations ..~ Clint 

¯ Sports Medicine ... Clint 

- Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

Rams Club ...John 

¯ Ticket Office ... John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ... Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Karlton 

Business Office ... Martina 

Communications _. Rick 

Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

Compliance ... Vin~e 

Student-Athlete Services ... Vin~e 

Coaches ~=, TBD bow we will handle 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:14 AM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Skill Instruction - Limit of 4 Student-Athletes 

Donna, 
No more than 4 s a’s can participate in skill instruction at any one time, regardless of the facility. So even though you have 2 fields, you can’t have 1 coach working with 4 on 

one field and another coach working with another 4 on the other field, Only 4 s a’s at any given time, 
Also,    , your student coach who has exhausted eligibility, is considered a coaching staff member now, not a student athlete, so she doesn’t have to count in the limit of 4 

student athletes while she is involved in assisting with coaching during these sessions. However, should you all ever venture into the world of male practice players (with prior 

approval from Lance, of course!), they WOULD have to count in the limit of 4. 

Let me know if you have any other questions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:06 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NFL Feature on VB 

Jason, 

Great question. 

Kevin and Vince, 

Please see below and let me know your thoughts. I am torn on this and your thoughts would be helpful. 

Rick 

>>> Jason Andrews 8/29/2012 4:01 PM >>> 

Rick, 

I’ve got a question about the Tar Heels in the NFL feature that we typically run in the 4th quarter. Ken suggested I ask you for your input. I know that Hakeem Nicks has been a 

hot topic and Bubba has mentioned that we stay away from using him for anything. Should I take him out of the feature? It will be pretty obvious to the crowd that our best 
NFL player is not highlighted. We will get blow back either way but wanted to get your opinion. 

Any insight would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Jason 

Jason Andrews 

Assistant Director of New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Davis Whitfield --’davis@nchsaa.org> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 6:01 PM 

Amy Hennan <’aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy’ Griggs <kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; a]uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmemlalls@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Re: Feature Article for Game Program 

AiTly, 

I don’t like this ruling since the stow is genetic and does not name specific school~ but I also understa]M your position and the need to take caution. 

We will move forward according to your directive. Thanks tbr working with us m~d for the tbllow up. 

Take care. 

D~vis Whitfie~d 
Co,7~m~.ss.,o,~.o,- 

davis@ nchsaa.crg 

No,’tls Carolina Hi�is S~chooi/sSr~letic ,~,ssociatior~ 

www (~L’iIssa Orf:l 

1 r ~, Follow NOHSAA : on Twitter 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 8:43 PM, Amy Herman w-rote: 

<Prog Feature i 2.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:34 AM 

@aol.com; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

< pacman@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutzOuncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreenQuncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - no email!! 

Yes, and the magic date on which you can start sending her general correspondence (letters, emails, etc.) is January 5, 2013. So please put this date in your calendars 

somewhere! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
P@ Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Lance Markos 8/30/2012 9:32 AM >>> 

W Soccer staff, 
Just an FYI that we’ve got to not email for the next 18 weeks due to our violation from last September when we had her graduation date wrong in the system. Since 

she’s write able starting tomorrow, we’re not able to for the next 4 plus months. Hopefully, it’s not an issue but if we’re still recruiting her, please proceed accordingly. 
Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 12:31 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

All, 

Let’s meet at lp, just to touch base and see how everyone is doing with everything. I won’t have a formal agenda, but will print the Calendar so we can discuss it as necessary. 

If you haven’t updated dates of days you’ve done "stuff" on there, please go in and do that so that we’re working with time most accurate calendar at the meeting. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Bunting < m bunting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Rowing Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

Our Compliance Meeting with the Rowing team will be held in Loudermilk 2301 next Wednesday, 9/4, at 4p. We were originally scheduled for the Concourse Club, but have 

figured out a seating arrangement in 2301 that is appropriate for a large team. 

Rowing staff, please pass this change on to the student athletes! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

,:"k~ v ~ ~’=~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:30 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: GoHeels.com transition to NeuLion update 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/30/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Coaches, 
In late May, the Athletic Department and Tar Heels Sports Properties (Learfield) made the decision to switch website providers for GoHeels.com from CBS Sports to NeuLion. 

NeuLion has been in the college website market for several years, and recently became much more aggressive in acquiring some of the nation’s top schools. After hearing 

NeuLion’s presentation and proposal, we elected to make a change. The decision was based on several factors - financial offer, video capabilities, flexibility of design, 

customer service, marketing opportunities, etc. 

CBS Sports was our provider for more than 14 years and we had generated thousands of pages of content and uploaded countless photos to TarHeelBlue.com. The 

migration of data from CBS to NeuLion (content/photos!video) has proven to be more difficult than either the Athletic Department, Tar Heel Sports Properties or NeuLion 

envisioned, In addition, the content management system (how we post stories, photos and videos) is drastically different and requires training by all UNC employees who 

post on the new site. 

Some of the issues we’ve identified can be fixed relatively quickly by your respective Athletic Communications, Marketing or New Media contact. Many othes must be fixed by 

NeuLion and its technical staff, including archived rosters/stats and previously uploaded photos. On Monday, we had a conference call with NeuLion to address our concerns 

and they have responded with incremental resources for our site. We are hopeful these additional resources will make a difference and resolve a majority of the issues soon. 

Going forward, If there is anything you see that needs to be addressed, please let us know, 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Rick Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@Lmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; B~mting, Mike <mbunting@email.unc.ectu>; Bile Tyler <btiMey@uncaa.unc.edu->; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu->; Kathy Gfiggs <kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Maxkos <masko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 

<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Re: Rowing Fall Compliance Meeting 

Sor~, ! It’s Tuesday the 4th! 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 2:56 PM, "Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[endit]--> 

Amy, I think the 4u~ is Tuesday, Can you confirm the meeting date? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,              :[:34 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Brie Tyler; Beth Miller; Vince llle; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Natalie Lutz; Paul Pogge; Stephen Frazier Wong; Sarah Haney; 

Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Rowing Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

Our Compliance Meeting with the Rowing tearn will be held in Loudermilk 2301 next Wednesday, 9/4, at 4p. We were originally scheduled for the Concourse 
Club, but have figured out a seating arrangement in 2301 that is appropriate for a large team. 

Rowing staff, please pass this change on to the student athletes! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
_a_ j ~_~ LLa__~ ~_~__tl~_ La__~__L__tl~_::__o__d____u_ 



Froill; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope < @anthonytravel.com> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman ~aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo -~flagallo@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu% Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay ~holladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: C~]itbmia Wawer 

Hey grny, 

This is consistent with the discussion we had yesterday, and with the information I senL to you. Please let me know if you need any further information from me. 

F~m: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:28 PM 
To= Mike Pope; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille; Joe Holladay; Steve Kirschner 
Subject-" California Waiver 

All, 

Please see attached for the rationale for the waiver requesting permission to be able to leave campus prior to the 48 hour time restriction in place prior to competition. 

Coach Holladay, could you please confirm that the times in the document are correct, in terms of when we would need to leave campus based on the various scenarios? [ 

went with 2:00p for our preferred flight, because I didn’t think you would want to leave any earlier than that, and I wanted to be sure to cover us should we want to leave that 

early. 

I have already gotten confirmation from Mike Pope that my summary of the flight information is correct. So, as soon as I hear back from you, Coach Holladay, I will be ready 

to submit the waiver. 

For the rest of you, please review and let me know ASAP if you have any questions or concerns about the information included, or if you have any additional information that 

you believe would be helpful for this waiver. I would like to submit the waiver tomorrow if at all possible, as I know we need to get these flights booked. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~Vuncaa.unc.ed u 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Briefings 

I will only be able to attend for the first horn; as I have to leave at 2p that day. I will pass on to everyone else. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 4:34 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaiDmc.e&J> wrote: 

Am?; 

The strategic plan briefing for the compliance s~mJt’is ~t tbr Wednesday, September 12 t?om 1:00- 3:00 p.m. in the RaJn’s Club Conference Room. Please 

pass along to all appropriate s~ff Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:59 PM 
To: Amy Herman (aischae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Briefings 

Am~; 
Can you plea~ check with the compliance s~talt’to identit~ potential date~ times and location {br the meeting requested below? Plea~ pass the info on to 

me and I’ll tly m ~hedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan - 

giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back 

to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a 

projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, 

or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[endif]-->Operations ,.. Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <]--[endif]-->Sports Medicine ... Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->gtrength & Conditioning ... Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Rams Club ...John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Ticket Office ...John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <]--[endif]-->Facilities ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Einley Golf Course ... Kar]ton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[endif]-->Sport Support Staff _. Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Business Office _. Martina 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Communications ... Rick 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <]--[endif]-->Marketing/New Media ... Rkk 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Compliance ... Vince 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services ... V]nce 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Coaches ... TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:39 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmemmns@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@enmJ.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Briefings 

FYI. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin fonYazded message: 

Fr(~rn: "Ille, Vince" <ille@emalamc.edu> 
Date: August 30, 2012 4:34:59 PM EDT 
To: "Amy Helma~" < _~s_c_’__~_Ea__e_~i__tLn__c_’_~:__u__rLc_:__e__d___u_~- 
Subject: RE: Briefings 

Amy; 

The strategic plan briefing for the compliance staffis set for Wednesday, September 12 from 1:00-3:00 p.m. in the Ram’s Club Conference Room. Please 

pass along to all appropriate s~fl: Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:59 PM 

To: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: FW: Briefings 

Amy, 
Can you please check with the compliance staffto identify potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to 

me and I’ll try. to schedule with Matt. Thmhks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [m_a_j_[~L_m__~_rre__[[~u___n_g_#__d_t_tl 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan - 

giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back 

to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a 

projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, 

or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Operations ... Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Sports Medicine _. Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <]--[endif]-->Strength & Conditioning ..~ Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Rams Club ._John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <]--[endif]-->Ticket Office ...John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Administrative Staff .,. t{adton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Facilities _. Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Sport Support Staff ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <]--[endif]-->Business Office ... Martina 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Communications .., Rick 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Marketing/New Media _. Ricl{ 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Compliance ... Vince 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services ... Vince 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[en dif]-->Coaches ._ TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 9:19-843-64:[2 ] F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Davis Whittield --~davis@uchsaa.org> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:50 PM 

Amy Herman vaj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgrigg@tmcaa.unc.edu->; Lance Markos <marko@tmcaa.unc.edu-~; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tinllnernlaals@uncaa.uuc .edu> 

Re: Feature Article for Game Program 

Certainly understand Amy, thmflcs again for making this work, we sincerely appreciate the help and opportuui~. 

HmTe a great weekend’. 

da,,,is@ r~chsaa a;g 

North Carolin,’_~ kliflh Schooi Athle[i¢ Assoc[a[ion 

www rK:DSa ~ or(j 

]~i Follow NCHSAA 
on Twitter 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 12:00 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Thanks, Davis, for understanding. Because recruiting regulations preclude us from promoting high school coaches, student athletes, teams, or, in your case, 

the high school association, I don’t feel comfortable saying that this insert into the game program would not cross this line, specifically given the directive 

we received from the NCAA about not "arranging, promoting, etc." the ceremony. I feel this insert would be a promotional item, regardless of thegeneric 

nature of its wording. 

On a positive note, I’m extremely excited that we are being permitted to hold the half time ceremony! I know it’s a tradition that you all, and the recipients 

of the awards, cherish. 

Take care, 

Amy 

A,,n ), [lc,’ ,m ~" ,," 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Davis Whitfield <davis@..nchsaa.org> 8/29/2012 6:00 PM >>> 

Amy: 

I don’t like this ruling since the story is generic and does not name specific schools, but I also understand your position and the need to take caution. 

We will move forward according to your directive. Thanks for working with us and for the follow up. 

Take care. 

Davis }~ hitfield 
()ori?p?i&sioMe.y 

No!l:h Ca[.:,ii!~. ~ bii..~h Schocq Athi.~[K: Associa[ic.n 

wwwqcbsa~3 orfj 

<Mail Attachment,gif> <Mail Attachment,qif> 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 8:43 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

<Prog Feature 12.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:13 PM 

Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.uncedu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqcls <kclriqcls@uncaa.uncedu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tailgate Documentation 

Staff, 

I know you know the drill on how we must charge family members of recruits for these meals (aside from PSAs and accompanying parents on official visits), but I’m going to 

remind you anyway. : ) 

We must be careful to charge the actual per person rate for all individuals required to pay for the meal. This includes all catering costs, including food, paper supplies, 

additional catering charges, etc. It will be necessary for you to keep a per game document that identifies all associated costs, along wittn a list of all attendees (clearing 

delineating between those that we covered and those that paid themselves), so that it will be quite clear what the per person cost for the meal is. This documentation should 

accompany the monies to the Business Office for deposit into whatever account you all determine is appropriate. We will then review!approve the documentation through our 

typical review of official/unofficial visit paperwork. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Ttnanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Ellen Cullel 12:19 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Please allow this email to serve as confirmation that the Men’s Lacrosse program has been given approval to host a recruiting "tailgate" in the Men’s Lacrosse Locker Room 

in the Loudermilk Center prior to <each> home football game. 

The lacrosse program will utilize the (flexible) service of Rocky Top for their catering needs. 

No vehicular parking will be made available nor access given to the Ram Head Tunnel or Loudermilk Lot. 

Additionally, during their time in their home locker room, no member of the coaching staff, outside of Coach Breschi, is permitted to access the Blue Zone (i.e. the Concourse 

Club, the Upper Club nor the suite level). Ttne coaching staff also understands ttnat access to the media room will be unavailable during fine entire length of their tailgate. 

The coaching staff agrees to clear the locker roorn no later than 45 minutes prior to kick off (the standard time for all first and second floor visitors), but they will still access 

to the field area for the purpose of recruiting. 

Finally, the men’s lacrosse staff will assume the responsibility of monitoring and admitting recruits through an entrance that should be pre determined and that entrance 

information should be shared with Richie, John Brunner and our Loudermilk parking monitors, John Dubis and Darnck Woods. 

Coach Breschi and I had a more than upbeat conversation about this request and we are in complete agreement ttnat the lacrosse program will abide by the aforementioned 

policies and directions. It would be helpful if the times of the tailgate were shared with all those receiving this email by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the respective 

tnome game. 

We are excited that the affected parties were able to approve this request and we hope this brings positive results for such a deserving team!!! 

Hope all goes well on Saturday and let us know, please, if any future adjustments need to be made! 

GO HEELS! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.uncedu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:26 PM 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: DaMatha High School 

Ellen, 
Thanks for letting me know about this. From what I gather, this is about getting the team into the stadium without causing hold ups to the line, right? If that is the intent, and 

all we’re doing is keeping a gate separate for them to facilitate this, then ] do not have any concerns. They will still not receive hard tickets and will be signing in just as all 

other PSAs are we are just working to keep the traffic flow moving. 

So this sounds fine to me. 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Ellen Culler 8/30/2012 2:56 PM >>> 
I think we should make certain that this "special arrangement" is acceptable from a compliance standpoint! 

>> 

> Bernie Williams ¯ ;@yahoo.com > 8/30/2012 2:53 PM > > > 
The biggest issue will probably be that this is thirty minutes into generaJ admission. I suggest that we reserve the spot next to the players’ guest entrance line and those two 

separate gates to bring these recruits into the stadium. We can move two ticket scanners and a ShowPro there temporarily to clear them through and turn them over to 

the tbotboJl staff" There’s enough separate space in that area for 100 people to gather. We should communicate that in advance to these guys. 

tlave a great day! 

Bernie 

From: John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: arphelps@email.unc.edu; 1        ~gmail.com;         ~gmail.com; Sarah Seely,        @gmail.com>; Tim Bennett,              @hotmail.com>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 
<mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; @yahoo.corn 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 11:53 AM 
Subject: Fwd: DaMatha High School 

All~ 

Please read the information below and respond with questions and concerns I can relay back to the Football stall" 

John 

>>Ellen B. Culler 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina 
919.962.7855 
ecu]ler@uncaa unc edu 
> Joe Haydon 8/30/’2012 11:38 AM >>> 

John, 
The DaMatl~a ttigh School fbotball team will be attending this weekend’s game. There axe about 100 of them total (including coaches & staff). They will sign in and get 

their recruit tickets at Gate 3 about an hour or so befbre the game. They will also get a ’Tar Heel Ibot’ name tag to wear as well (our general recruits wear a football 

shaped naJne tag). We plan on having a couple members from our slaffmeet them as they come in to gate 3 and then walk them down the slairway in the northwest 

comer of the stadium mtd then onto the field to watch warm-ups. We will have them stay in the area behind the endzone on the north side of the tmmel to in order to keep 
them separated from our regulax recruits that come out and go to the southside of the tunnel. Once our team leaves the field at the 22:00 mark we will take DaMatha 

back up that comer stairway to their seats in section 212. ’][’hen once the band enters, we will move our regular recruits from the southside of the tannel to the northside of 

the tmmel. Could you alel~ Show-][~ros that this tea~l will be conling down the northwest s~tair~-ay a~ld ca~ enter the field....they should all have the tar lleel footbaJ,1 

sticker as a ’credential’ Any thoughts our concerns? 

Thmlks, 

Joe 

Joe [{aydon 

Director c~f t"ootba[1 Operations 
University of North Carc~lina 
p]3ol~le: ( r ~ o c,r~ 91~.84.).zot ~ 
Fax: 9190962.0393 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:54 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Violation 

C.D., 

We heard back from the NCAA on the text message violation with (when you texted his dad about camp logistics). 

They are requiring us to not have any written or telephonic communication with him for 5 weeks. This means that we (the entire coaching staff) will not be able to 

communicate with him in any manner (not even if he attempts to call you or sends you an email) from September I through October 5th, with permissible contact resuming 
on October 6th. 

Call me tomorrow and let’s discuss the ramifications of this. I didn’t start the 5 weeks until Saturday so that you would be able to send him an email or call him tomorrow (if 

you haven’t already used your call this week) and explain to him that you’ll have to be MIA for 5 weeks. It’s certainly fine for you to explain to him that it’s because of those 

text messages if that helps your explanation up to you. 

I don’t even know if you’re still recruiting this kid or not, so maybe you’re not and this isn’t even an issue. But that’s where we are with it, so let’s talk tomorrow and make sure 

we’re all on the same page. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Kelly <mkelly@theacc.olg> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:33 AM 

Lan7 Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.edu-~; Ben Tafio <btafio@theacc.org>; Tficomi, William T <will tficomi@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Non-Conference Football Contract (latest edition for the ACC) 

I have no issue with the suggested radio edit being part of an edited version of fine actual template. 

As for dates, if this is with regard to ODU and a potential Oct 12 date, I have no issue with that either but I would suggesl double checking with Coach Fedora and 
B ubba Cunningham. The Coaches and ADs talked a lot in Amelia about keeping non conference games confined to the first four weeks or last tw’o weeks of season. It 

certainly is not a rule or policy by any means because it is sometimes not possible and I obviously will work with whatever nonconference schedule I receive firom the 

collective 14 schools, but I did want to make sure you all are comfortable with whatever dates you choose and the ramifications of having more early season 

contbrence gmnes if you have noncontErence gaines in October. 

Thanks! 

Michael Kelly 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Direct: 336-369-1219 

Mobile: i 
EmaSl: .’@theacc.org 

Twitter: @1 

On Aug 31, 2012, at 5:13 AM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@ancaa amc.edui~ wrote: 

Michael: 

Good morning. 

Could you please review the attached "latest version" (7/16/12) of the ACC’s Non-Conference Football Contract. We have asked our Legal Counsel to 

review the contract (this is our common practice here at UNC with any contract we use), and to offer any suggested edits. He has done so, and we would 

like to know if you have any objection to us incorporating these edits as we move forward in using this contract for our filture non-conference football 

games. Please see the email below. 

Thanks velT much, and we appreciate your assistance. 

Take care, 

Lain.., 

>~> "Tricomi, William T" <__w__i!J___J_J__i__c_’~?_Lr_Li_@__u__r_Lc_:_e_d__t!> 8/30/2012 11:02 AM >>> 

Attached is a revised draft showing our edits in Track Changes. Please check the language I added regarding audio internet broadcasts, and let me 

know if any changes should be made. If the ACC would prefer that we use an addendum rather than editing this ACC template, we could create an 

addendum i~stead. 

"Provided, however, the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast of the Game on the Visiting Institution’s official 

website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio network." 

Thanks, 
Will 
W:IIiar.n T. ’Yrk’emi 

Associate Liniveu~ily Counsel 
Ti;e Unive,~sity of No,qh Careiina at Ch;~pel Hiii 
’i 10 Byeum Hall, Campus [Sex 9105 

Ci;al)~.’} Hill NC 27599-9105 

phone: 919°843-5329 

iax: 9’[ 9~843~’i6’i 7 

ern;~il: will tricomi(@u~;c,ed~ 

<ACC Non-conference FootballCompetition Agreement (00059555-2).DOCX> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:38 AM 

Michael Kelly < m kelly@theacc.org > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Tricomi, William T <will_tricomi@unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Non-Conference Football Contract (latest edition for the ACC) 

Thanks very much, Michael. 
As we have discussed so often, I am a big supporter of the first 4 weeks of the season being for non conference games. 

Rick, Vince, and I shall discuss and get with Coach and Bubba. 

Take care, 
Larry 

> > > "Kelly, Michael" < mkelly@theacc.org > 8/31/2012 7:33 AM > > > 

I have no issue with the suggested radio edit being part of an edited version of the actual template. 

As for dates, if this is with regard to ODU and a potential Oct 12 date, I have no issue with that either but Iwould suggest double checking with Coach Fedora and Bubba 

Cunningham. The Coaches and ADs talked a lot in Amelia about keeping non conference games confined to the first four weeks or last two weeks of season. It certainly is not 

a rule or policy by any means because it is sometimes not possible and I obviously will work with whatever nonconference schedule I receive from the collective 14 schools, 

but I did want to make sure you all are comfortable with whatever dates you choose and the ramifications of having more early season conference games if you have 

nonconference games in October. 

Thanks! 

Michael Kelly 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Direct: 336 369 1219 

Mobile: 

Email: .’@theacc.org 
Twitter: @ 

On Aug 31, 2012, at 5:13 AM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael: 

Good morning. 

Could you please review the attached "latest version" (7/16/12) of the ACC’s Non Conference Football Contract. We have asked our Legal Counsel to review the 

contract (this is our common practice here at UNC with any contract we use), and to offer any suggested edits. He has done so, and we would like to know if 

you have any objection to us incorporating these edits as we move forward in using this contract for our future non conference football games, Please see the 

email below. 

Thanks very much, and we appreciate your assistance. 

Take care, 

Larry 

> > > "Tricomi, William T" <will tricomi@__u__n___c_~_e___d__u_.> 8/30/2012 11:02 AM > > > 

Attached is a revised draft showing our edits in Track Changes. Please check the language I added regarding audio internet broadcasts, and let me know 

if any changes should be made. If the ACC woumd prefer that we use an addendum rather tha~ editing this ACC tempmate, we could create an addendum 

instead. 

"Provided, however, the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast of the Game on the Visiting Institution’s official 

website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio network," 

Thanks, 
Will 

Wiiii~m T. "[’dc,’~mi 

Assod~te L!nive~si~y Cou,n, sel 

The Unive~÷,ity of No4h Carolina at Ci;apei Hill 
110 Bymim Haii, Carnpus Box 9105 
Ch~pel Hiii, ~’.iO 27599..9195 

phone: 919-843~5329 

%x: 919-843o1617 

emaii: will tricomi@unc.edu 

<ACC Non conference FootbalICompetition Agreement (00059555 2).DOCX> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:42 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Direct Message to 1st yearjunior college SA 

Tracey, 

Phone calls and e mails (direct messages) are permissible. Just make sure you follow the same guidelines as with any other recruit. 

Just keep in mind that there are some specific rules around contacting a first year student in junior college. (Bylaw 12.11.2, below) 

13.1.1.2 Two-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. 

A prospective student-athlete who was not a qualifier as defined in Bylaw 14.02.11.1 and who is enrolled in the first year of a two-year college may 

not be contacted in person on or off an institution’s campus for recruiting purposes. 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa,unc.edu > 8/31/2012 9:01 AM > > > 

Hello Tom is it permissible for us to direct message a prospect who is now in there first year of junior college? I am on brain freeze right now. Thanks Tracey 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:43 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Violation 

It’s not an issue; we have not spoken to him in months. He was AJ’s contact and AJ is no longer with us. We are no longer recruiting him and he will not call us. 

Perhaps there is some confusion, my issue was witb , not 

CD, 

>>> Amy Herman 8/30/2012 8:54 PM >>> 

C.D., 
We heard back from the NCAA on the text message violation with (when you texted his dad about camp logistics). 

They are requiring us to not have any written or telephonic communication with him for 5 weeks. This means that we (the entire coaching staff) will not be able to 

communicate with him in any manner (not even if he attempts to call you or sends Vou an email) from September 1 throuqh October 5th, with permissible contact resuming 
on October 6th. 

Call me tomorrow and let’s discuss the ramifications of this. I didn’t start the 5 weeks until Saturday so that you would be able to send him an email or call him tomorrow (if 

you haven’t already used your call this week) and explain to him that you’ll have to be MIA for 5 weel<s, It’s certainly fine for you to explain to him that it’s because of those 

text messages if that helps your explanation up to you. 

I don’t even know if you’re still recruiting this kid or not, so maybe you’re not and this isn’t even an issue. But that’s where we are with it, so let’s talk tomorrow and make sure 

we’re all on the same page. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 31, 2012 10:17 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Violation 

Bummer. I deciphered the NCAA’s coding wrnnn in the letter! It IS        that they put the additinal penalty on. That’s what I get for trying to be productive at 9p at night. So 
take everything I said below and apply it to        So give me a call when you get a chance, 

> > > C D Mock 8/31/2012 9:42 AM > > > 
It’s not an issue; we have not spoken to him in months. He was AJ’s contact and AJ is no longer with us. We are no longer recruiting him and he will not call us. 

Perhaps there is some confusion, my issue was with , not 

C,D. 

>>> Amy Herman 8/30/2012 8:54 PM >>> 

C.D,, 
We heard back from the NCAA on the text message violation with (when you texted his dad about camp logistics). 

They are requiring us to not have any written or telephonic communication with him for 5 weeks. This means that we (the entire coaching staff) will not be able to 

communicate with him in any manner (not even if he attempts to call you or sends you an email) from September 1 through October 5th, with permissible contact resuming 
on October 6ttn. 

Call me tomorrow and let’s discuss the ramifications of this. I didn’t start the 5 weeks until Saturday so that you would be able to send him an email or call him tomorrow (if 

you haven’t already used your call this week) and explain to him that you’ll have to be MIA for 5 weeks, It’s certainly fine for you to explain to him that it’s because of those 

text messages if that helps your explanation up to you. 

I don’t even know if you’re still recruiting ttnis kid or not, so maybe you’re not and this istYt even an issue. But that’s where we are wittn it, so let’s talk tomorrow and make sure 

we’re all on the same page. 

Ttnanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 1:14 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 

< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs < cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Koenig 

<skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermansQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Tailgate Documentation 

Thanks Amy 

Coach Feifs is all over it! 

We appreciate your help and assistance with this. 

Have a safe weekend. 

Joe 

>>> Amy Herman 8/30/2012 8:13 PM >>> 

Men’s Lacrosse Staff, 

I know you know the drill on how we must charge family members of recruits for these meals (aside from PSAs and accompanying parents on official visits), but i’m going to 

remind you anyway. : ) 

We must be careful to charge the actual per person rate for all individuals required to pay for the meal. This includes all catering costs, including food, paper supplies, 

additional catering charges, etc. It will be necessary for you to keep a per game document that identifies all associated costs, along with a list of all attendees (clearing 

delineating between those that we covered and those that paid themselves), so that it will be quite clear what the per person cost for the meal is. This documentation should 

accompany the monies to the Business Office for deposit into whatever account you all determine is appropriate. We will then review/approve the documentation through our 

typical review of official/unofficial visit paperwork. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Ellen Culler 8/30/2012 12:19 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Please allow this email to serve as confirmation that the Men’s Lacrosse program has been given approval to host a recruiting "tailgate" in the Men’s Lacrosse Locker Room 

in the Loudermilk Center prior to <each> home football game. 

The lacrosse program will utilize the (flexible) service of Rocky Top for their catering needs. 

No vehicular parking will be made available nor access given to the Ram Head Tunnel or Loudermilk Lot, 

Additionally, during their time in their home locker room, no member of the coaching staff, outside of Coach Breschi, is permitted to access the Blue Zone (i.e. the Concourse 

Club, the Upper Club nor the suite level). The coaching staff also understands that access to the media room will be unavailable during the entire length of their tailgate. 

The coaching staff agrees to clear the locker room no later than 45 minutes prior to kick off (the standard time for all first and second floor visitors), but they will still access 

to the field area for the purpose of recruiting. 

Finally, the men’s lacrosse staff will assume the responsibility of monitoring and admitting recruits through an entrance that should be pre determined and that entrance 

information should be shared with Richie, John Brunner and our Loudermilk parking monitors, John Dubis and Darrick Woods, 

Coach Breschi and [ had a more than upbeat conversation about this request and we are in complete agreement that the lacrosse program will abide by the aforementioned 

policies and directions. It would be helpful if the times of the tailgate were shared with all those receiving this email by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the respective 

home game. 

We are excited that the affected parties were able to approve this request and we hope this brings positive results for such a deserving team!!! 

Hope all goes well on Saturday and let us know, please, if any future adjustments need to be made! 

GO HEELS! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
919.962,7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, I 3:00 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Owaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Folks, 

thanks, 
~Beth 

has a meeting already scheduled from 9:30 10:30 on but has the rest of the day open. What other times on are you available to meet? 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

~email.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting 

As of right now anytime EXCEPT 11:45 AM to 1:30 PM! Thank you. 

>>> Beth Miller 3:00 PM >>> 

Folks, 
las a meeting already scheduled from 9:30 10:30 on 

thanks, 
~Beth 

, but has the rest of the day open. What other times or are you available to meet? 



From: Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:51 PM 

To: ~email .unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

. Not a great way to stalnt the labor day weekend, but hopethlly I will be out by Sunday aM able to travel with the team on Wednesday. 

Enjoy your first UNC J 

Andrew Sapp 

UNC Golf 

On at 3:48 PM, > wrote: 

Andrew, 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - ELON - 9/1/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, Grant Leiendecker 

Stephen Boyd, Peter Chalfin, Jimmy Roberson, 
Tracy Harris (check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Greg Lewinter, Bernie Williams 

Charlie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

Kathy Duffy (Sections 100-105/106) 
Kelly Davis (Sections 106/107-111/112) 

Kim Murray, (Sections 200-205/206) 
Kyle Milks (Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Tim Kelly 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV’ & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: 
Gate 2: 
Gate 3: 
Gate 5: 
Gate 6: 
Blue Zone South: 
Blue Zone North: 
Will Call Drop off: 
Recruit Check in: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: meeting 

Thanks, Vince. I’ll get back with you when I get everyone’s times. 
~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/31/2012 3:49 PM > > > 

Currently, rely time after 2 pin. Thanks Beth. 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,. _          3:00 PI 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; John Montgomery; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: meeting 

Folks, 

thanks, 

~Beth 

has a meeting already scheduled from 9:30 10:30 on Sept. 13, but has the rest of the day open. What other times on Sept. 13 are you available to meet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Before noon would be better for me I look forward to our meeting. 
Hope you and your family enjoy labor day 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On at 6:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Wednesday, would be a good day for me I currently could meet any time before noon and also early afternoon. I’m copying 
well. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: SamPaN [mailto:spaul@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, ~ 5:42 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: ?uff-8’?B’?UmU6II:Rlbm5pcy[3Qcm9kdWNOII:R[c3Rpbmcgd21OaCBV’lTdVi ?> 
> What time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week. 
> Thanks 
> Sam 
> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Or at 5:25 PM, "IHe, Vince" <ille@emaihunc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking maybe 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

to see if that day might work for him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know Thanks and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@ UFIc.odu~> 

Friday, 10:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

I’d love to come by Just let me know the time that works best for both of you. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:12 PM; "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

> Wednesday, would be a good day for me I currently could meet any time beJ2~re noon and also early afternoon. I’m copyin~ 
well 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 5:42 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> What time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week 
> Thanks 
> Sam 
> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@cmail.unc. edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thit~zing mayb~ 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

to see if that day might work for him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know. Thanks and 



FFOITI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Copelmad, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopelaud@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:56 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edw*; Ille, Vmce <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tom Timmemlans <limmennans a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

Hi Vince, 

The appeals are heard by members of the Comrnittee on Scholarships & Student Aid. This committee is appointed by the CbanceUor, and current membership can be 

found by following this Unk: http://facc~un.unc.edu/c~mmittees~2/a~p~inted~c~mmittees/sch~arships~awards-and-student~aid~c~mmittee/ 

Charles Daye, Law Professor, has chaired each appeal I have done (since 2003). In general, if a student has a signed statement indicating they understand a 

scholarship will not be renewed t present Profl-_~ssor Day~:_~ with the stud~:_~nt’s app~-_~al and he prepares a response h:~r the student In g~-_~neral, appeals ar~-_~ not tak~-_~n 

before the full cornmitt~:_u:, if the student: has documentation on fih:_~ acknowledging it will be t:errninated. [ can also recall an inst:ance where a disciplinary contract 

was signed and the student proceeded to do many of the things he agreed he would not, and Prot:essor Daye responded directly to that request without calUng 

parties before the t:ult committee. The only instance where I can imagine we would take such an appeal to the fuU committee is if the student were to allege he/she 

were forced to sign the statement or that it was a forged signature. 

Jackie 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:20 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

i will forward this on to Jackie in the Scholarship Office, as she coordinates these appeals for their office. We aren’t involved in that process. Jackie, can you respond on this? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~ )__a_~j~)__u__~£_a___a_:__u__~£:_t;_d__X ! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:17 AM > > > 

OK, that’s good. Who are the members (and who is "the Chair) of the committee that hear appeals by student-athletes tbr reductions, cancellations and non-renewals? 

This isn’t something I need to know now, just whenever you can. ’I’hmlks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwith this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his!her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his!her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

V) nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

FYI 



> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 
(c) 
(0 919.962.0393 
awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 5:26 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~L unc .edu 

Joy Renner - TeaJn Assignmenks 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if he!she had any, in particular 

sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number of teams for each 

committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is the list of 

teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (I have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their entire 

experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
Joy J. Ren~er, M.A, ~[(R), FAEIRS 
Assoc:iat~_¯ Professor ~md [3[r~_~ctor 
Un[w-~rsity of North Carolina at C~apel HHi 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fa~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-ni:lq mess:ice, i!~c:lud[ng :lti:achments, if a!W, is inter!deal onb/for the .-person or entity to whk:h [t is addressed and may cor!l:ain .,’:onfhden[[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mater[ill. A!W -.--un;~uti~orized review, use, disciosure or d[s[r[butk)n :s prohibil:ed. If you are not the intended recip[eni:, please co!~tiic:[ the! sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the or:g[nal message. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state officia~ (INCGS, oh, I32), Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: "Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

Attachments: 

Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx 

/ ’][’his automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_llt_![?__s:!)t~_*_¢~Lu__~:c_:__e__d_~_p_?_r__m__J__) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:24 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Balien <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Crowe < mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and ] discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 
As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 
the non Olympic Games sports. 
Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively communicate this to the sport programs not included. 
Thanks, 
Rick 

> > > Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM > > > 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy tiffs year that would involve each of your teams and I was hoping and to get 

your approval and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team mid the women’s 

basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more extx)sure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s participation in both the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact per~m on your staff’to help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to tbllow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the Late Night Olympics axe still in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your team might wish to be involved. Feel free to call me on my cell phone at or email me if you have any queslions. Also feel free to contact 

Rachel Penny with any ques~tions in the marketing department at rfpenny@uncaa.nnc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 6:35 PM 

Maxtina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Business Office Tinkling Session 

Thanks for clarifying. With all that is going on, I am going to pass. I really appreciate yon letting me know. 

Clint 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 6:06 PM, "Martina Ballen" <mbaJlen@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cliut and Vince, 
I believe that you indicated that you would come to the business office training session tomorrow, but I wanted you to see the agenda to determine if you 

want to attend. The session will be focused more on procedures for handling the different types of transactions in our office. It is &signed for the 

adminis~trative assistants who typically handle the paperwork. 

MaNna 

<IMAGE.BMP-> 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The Universi/y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Off’ice (919) 962-2715 

Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

!_@_ _a_[[t_~L@._u n c a a. ~n c .edu 

<UNC Athletic Business Office Training Session Agenda.docx> 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:25 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; John Blmlchaxd <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

P,2;: Admissions Information 

Hi Harlis, 

It was nice to meet you this afternoon. Thank you for your good questions/cornrnents. 

As you may have seen from my "out of office" message, I’m officially on vacation until Tuesday, September 4, I am then "on the road" talking with NC high school counselors 
September 5 7, ] apologize for asking you to wait but could we get together the week of September 10th? What dates and times work for you? 

I look forward to working with you and am eager to help you learn more about the student athlete admissions process at UNC. 

Welcome back to UNC, 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Adrnissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From: Harlis Meaders [mailto:meaders@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:20 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Information 

Ms. Poll<, 
Thanks for taking time out of your schedule to speak to me and the other head coaches today. As the new guyiwould like for you to meet with me and the rest of my staff. 

We are willing to work around your schedule but would like to me as soon as possible. On Thursday we are open from 2 5pm. 

Coach Meaders 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 8:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner- Team Assignments 

Terrific’. Thales for the team effort pulling all this together. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:40 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks Joy. I have a staffmember t?om our office collecting the team GPA information and the normal practice times for each sport. I hope to have "the 

thct sheets k~ you by the end of the day Thur~tay. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:26 PM 

To: f_a___c__u__t~_a__t__h_!__e__tj__c__s_@_s_~__k__a_j_~_u___n__c_,__e___d__u_. 
Subject: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if hei,she had any, in 

particular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number 

of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is 

the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (l have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their 

entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
.log .f. Rennet, M,0,,, RT(R), FAEIRS 
ASSOC[~1:~! PFo~essoP ~iDd Director 

Uniw!rsil:y of NoM:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB ~71.30 U]’,~C-CH ~ondci!’ant Hall 
32~-is. Sotlti~ Columbia St, 
Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599.-7].30 

9 !9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 !9-.9615-.5951. Fax 

-CONFEf)ENTIAI.ITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, inclciding al:taciwnents, if ;~n% is intended only for the -p,,’erson or entity to wi~k:h i[ is addressed and may contain 

confider!l:ial and/or privileged mal:erial. Any -.--cinauthorized review, use, disclosure or d[51:ribution is proi~ibited. If you are not [he [rltended recipient, please ,::orll:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii arid desi:rov all copies of the original message, 

Eroail eorrespo~�tence te and froro this address roay be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records laN an¢t may be �tisdosed to tbir¢t par[ies 

bf a~ aett~od~ed state official (NCGS, eta, 132), Student ed~cationM records are s~bjeet to FffRI~A, 

[see attachment: "Team Assigranent 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 b~es] 

Attaclmaeats: 

Team A ssignment 2012 2013.docx 

This automatic notification message was sere by The UniveBity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edulportal) from the FaculO’ Athletics 

Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:28 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Crowe < mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

Rick and Eric: 

This is great concept!idea and know it will be well received by both our student athletes and fans. 

One thought ~ just to be sure, it would be good if you run the idea by the compliance staff (Amy) about "competition" between the M&W basketball teams and other teams 

~ we don’t want this fun stuff to bleed over in what could be considered organized competition, which could be contrary to NCAA rules ~ it’s good to be sure! 

Thanks and best of luck with this plan for Late Night With Roy. 

Larry 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/21/2012 6:23 PM > > > 
All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and I discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports, 

Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively communicate this to the sport programs not included. 

Thanks, 
Rick 

>>> Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams and I was hoping and to get 

your approval and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night ruth Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team and the women’s 
basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may oNy need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire temn would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be re~nTed and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have gmnes, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s paNcipation in both the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact person on your staffto help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to follow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the Late Night Olympics are fftill in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your team might rash to be involved. Feel free to call me on my cell phone at or email me if you have any questions. Also feel free to contact 

Rachel PenW with any questions in the marketing department at rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 
Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Meffs Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <\loyRenne@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner- Team Assignments 

’I’hmlks for all your work on this. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

¯ " v " < :v On Aug 21,2012, at 5.26 PM, J% J Renner Jo,’ Renner(/~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if he/she had any, in 

particular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number 

of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is 

the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (l have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their 

entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Univers[ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
C[3 #7130 UNC-CI-I [3onduran,: Hall 
322-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-96S-5 J.dTDesk 
Cell 

91.9-96S-6951 I:ax 
--CONI:~DENTIALIW NOiI(-E: [i~,i_ e-n-~ail m~_~ssag~_% including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is intended only for the_¯ -person or enti%, to wi~ich it is address~_~d and ma~, contal n 
confidential and/or privileged rllateria], Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure oF distribution is proiqbited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply ~_~-maii and destroy ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards ~aw a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 

by a~ authorized state effieiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educatianM reeards are subject to FERPA, 

[see atlachment: "Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

Attachments: 

Team A ssignment 2012 2013.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill (https://sakai.unc.edu,’porbd) from the Facul~ Athletics 

Committee site. 
> ) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace t references¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:58 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner- Team Assignments 

Thmlks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 8:41 PM, ’Wince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is working on collecting this. We only have a couple of things left. 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 
Terrific! Thanks for the team effort pulling all this together. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:40 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Joy. I have a staffmember from our office collecting the team GPA inibnnation and the normal practice times for each sv)rt. I hope 

to have the fact sheets to you by the end of the day Thursday. 

Vince 

From: Rennet, _loy.l [mailto:.]oy Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:26 PM 
To: La_c_ _uJ_ _W_ _a_ _t_ bJ _e2j _c_ _s_ _@_ _s_ _a_ _ _k _aj ,_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ = _ _e_ _d_ _ _u- 
Subject: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if 

he/she had any, in parUcular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of parUdpation so there 

is some variance in the number of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The 

document is the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (I have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes 

and their entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
Joy J, Rennet, M.A., RT{R); FAEIRS 
Asso.::ia[e Professor and Director 
Universi[y of North CaroFna at Chapel Hiil 
Sci~ool ..’)~ Medici!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
321-.A Soul:h Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

919-965-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-raaii message, [ndudir!g a:Aachmer!ts, if any, is i!~.ended only for ,:he -person or e!~.ity ~.o which it is addressed and may 

contain con[ider!tial and/or privileged material, Any ---unauLhorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proh[biEed, If you are not the [nEended 

recip[e!~t, please con~.ao: the sender by reply" e-!’r, ail and des~.ro,i all copies of Uqe original message, 

Ernai~ correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the INor[l~ Carolina Pubffc Records law and may be disclosed to 

third pa~±ies by an authorize~! state official (INCG$, oh, £32), Student educatio~M recor~ls are subject to FgRPA, 

[see attachment: "Team Assig~maent 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

A ’ttachments: 

Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the 

Faculty Athletics Committee site. 

You cm~ modil}’ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Montgomery 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

~@yahoo.com> 

sent to wrong address yesterday ..... 

has given $400 lifetime and has not purchased season tickets. The email on the accountLwhich is inactive) is 
address 

Sent from ray iPhone 

2~mail.unc.edu. That is usually a student email 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mick Hokanson < m hokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Softball Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

The Softball Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Thursday, August 30th, at 9:45a in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all of your 

student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:42 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 

< drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Max Norris < norris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett 

<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

The M and W Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Tuesday, August 28th, at 2:45p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all 

of your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Brian and Sam, I know you each might have a student athlete or two who has class until 3:15p that day. These student athletes should plan to come to the meeting 

immediately after their class. We are having a session with our Track team at 3:30p that they should plan to attend to fulfill this requirement. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:27 PM 

Paul Pogge < ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Task Force on Minors on Campus 

You will get to know a lot of people here and it will serve us well. 

Thanks for volunteering. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Carney>, Bruce Carney <bruce@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:53 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cc: "Hunt, Andrew" <.h___u___n___a___n____@__.___e___m____a__!Lu___n__c__:_e___d___u__>, "p_p___o_gg_e____@____u___n__c__a___a__=__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_" <p__p__9_gg_e____@___u___n__£_a___a_:__u___n__c__=_e___d___u_.>, "llle, Vince" <!_[Le____@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__£:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: Task Force on Minors on Campus 

Many thanks~ ~.~ubba, and welcom~-:~ t.:_~ the effort, Paul, 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Bruce 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Carney, Bruce William 

Cc: Hunt, Andrew; ppogqe@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Task Force on Minors on Campus 

Dear Bruce, 

Thank you very much for your letter regarding the Task Force on Minors on Campus. Our new Associate Athletic Director, Paul Pogge, has been charged with the 

responsibilities of summer camps and risk assessment as it relates to various issues throughout the athletic department. Paul will be an excellent addition to the 

Task Force and will serve as our liaison. 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this Task Force. It is an important group that will provide keen insight to an obviously critical issue. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MaNna Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Business Office Training Session 

Vince, 

We can definitely do that for you. I’ll ,set something up. 

MaNna 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:33 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[eMit]--> 

Thanks Martina. If the intended purpose is to help the administrative assist~xlts, then I should probably not attend. Maybe there will be some other 

opportunity in the thture for you and your staff’to provide us ruth some more general training or information regarding your office’s policie~ procedures 

and or functions. Thanks for inviting me. 

Vinco 

From: Martina Ballen [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:06 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject-" Business Office Training Session 

Clint and Vince, 
I believe that you indicated that you would come to the business office training session tomorrow, but I wanted you to see the agenda to determine if you 
want to attend, The session will be focused more on procedures for handling the different types of transactions in our office, It is designed for the 
administrative assistants who typically handle the paperwork. 
Martina 
<imageOO2,jpg > 
Mnrtina K. Ballen 

Senior Associa/e Director of Athletics arid CFO 

The Univ~-si/y of North Cmolina at Chapel ttill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell, 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

m b allen(O~ll n c~ a.url c .e d~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:40 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volunteer and part time staff 

We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 

Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 
John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

vcww.goheels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:56 AM 

~hcultyathlefi cs~ ~kaL unc .edu 

Joy Renner - Committee tbcus topics 

Good morning! 

I have uploaded the committee member assignments for the focus topics for this coming year. As with the team assignments, I reviewed your preferences and 

considered other committee involvement for some of you. New members of the committee have one area of focus and returning members have two areas of 

focus. ~ have attached the document to this emai~ and posted it on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials. 

As I mentioned this summer, this does not exclude anyone from participating in reviews of a topic prior to our monthly meetings. This structure just provides us 

with assurance that someone on the committee has his/her attention focused on a particular area so nothing drops through cracks during very busy times. I ft 

recognize we all have busy academic lives and this committee work must find its way into your schedule and effort priorities. While I need everyone’s attention, 

expertise, and wisdom in each and every monthly meeting, you will find that you are not "on" for each meeting in terms of developing discussion points. The 

framework for discussions will be coming next, when I find a few minutes to work on it. 

At our first meeting, Sept 4 we will develop our discussion questions and information needs related to each topic. This will provide each committee member 

direction related to becoming the committee expert on your focused topic(s). 

As always, questions and comments are very welcome. 

Joy 

Jo,l J. Ren!~er~ M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh’ector 
Urwversib/ of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ Chapel Hqi 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-514.7Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CQNFIDENTb~,L~TY NOTICE: ]Ibis e-mail message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments H: a!W, is intended oniy for [}ae -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material, A!W ---unau J~o!’[zed !’eview, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted, I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the ori#,qnal raessa~e, 
Email correspendence to a~l from tlhis a~l~lress may be subject to tl~e No~th Caro~b~a Public Reco~Iris law and ~ay be di~losed to tl~ird parties by an 
authorized state effieiM (NICGS, eb. Lt32). Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 2103.docx", size: 13491 b~tes] 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.uuc.eduipo~J) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:31 AM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~gmail.com; Kyle Kiss ~ @gmail.com >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Wrestling Fall Compliance Meeting 

It is on our team calendar. Thank you. 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(9:1_9) 962-5212 

>>> Amy Herman 8/21/2012 9:33 PM >>> 

All, 
The Wrestling Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Thursday, September 6th, at 3:30p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all of 

your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10: I 1 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Sorry for the confusion Vince. It is my understanding from gubba that he wants you and Harold to a12end the meetings. You are on the Sakai site for the 

c~mmi12ee so you have access to all the c~mmi12ee materials and information induding the list of meetings scheduled for the year‘ If you talk with Bubba and 

has changed his mind., h:~L m~:_~ know and t can taD-:~ you off the r.:_~ster for the (:ommiLte~:_~ this y~-:~ar, 

f have notified Larry Galio atld Joht) Nanchard and Marie Ciocco 1:hal this year they are not expecb:_~d to attetld the meetings, Sorry I did net notify you that w~-_~ 

were expecting you_,.,I guess I thought Bubba had mentioned it. Again, I apologize t:or the oversight and lack o1: l:ollo’,g:hrough. 

ff you have any problems accessing the Sakai site or have questions, let me know, 

Welcome to FAC! 

,l oy 
Joy J. Rer!!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)c[ate Pr,:)h~ssor ar!d Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
School of Medi(:[ne 
CB #7J.30 UNC-CH B,:)ndurar!t Hall 
B2I-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919@56-51,1.7Desk 
Cell 

919@56-8951 Fax 
-CONFIDENF~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments H: a!w, is inter!deal oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which [t is addressed and may car!rain conf[den[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Any ---unau J~orized review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohibited. I, you are no. the in[ended recipient, please con[ac[ d~e sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Email correspondence to a~d from this address may be subject to the North Caro~b~a Public Reco~Ida law and ~ay be di~losed to third parties b’~ an 

authori~e~JJ state officiM (NC6S, oh. :t32). Student educationM records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From-" Ille, Vince 
Seat= Wednesday, August 22, 20:[2 :[0:04 AM 
To: Renner, .]oy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Thanks Joy. You refbrence the September 4 meeting in your message below. Do you plan to have Bubba, t iarold and/or I artend fl]ese meetings on a regular basis or 

only when invited? I just want to be sure that I don’t miss meetings I’in expected to attend. We really appreciate your effol~s to lead the committee. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:.loy...Renner@med.unc.edul 

Sent-" Wednesday, August 22, 20:[2 8:56 AlVl 

To" facultyathlet!~@sa ka!:~nc:ed~ 
Subject-" Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 
Good morning! 

I have uploaded the committee member assignments for the focus topics for this coming year. As with the team assignments, I reviewed your preferences and 

considered other committee involvement for some of you. New members of the committee have one area of focus and returning members have two areas of 

focus. ~ have attached the document to this emai~ and posted it on the Sakai committee site under Athletics committee Materials. 

As I mentioned this summer, this does not exclude anyone from participating in reviews of a topic prior to our monthly meetings. This structure just provides us 

with assurance that someone on the committee has his/her attention focused on a particular area so nothing drops through cracks during very busy times. I ft 

recognize we all have busy academic lives and this committee work must find its way into your schedule and effort priorities. While I need everyone’s attention, 

expertise, and wisdom in each and every monthly meeting, you will find that you are not "on" for each meeting in terms of developing discussion points. The 

framework for discussions will be coming next, when I find a few minutes to work on it. 

At our first meeting, Sept 4 we will develop our discussion questions and information needs related to each topic. This will provide each committee member 

direction related to becoming the committee expert on your focused topic(s). 

As always, questions and comments are very welcome. 

Joy 

Jo~, .I. Renn~_% M.A. EI(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh-ector 

University of North Caroiina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
B2!-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei Hill NC ’~7r99 "’~’ "’" ~. 2). _ -.1 j.bk~ 

919-9,’-~ 6-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9,’-~ 6-.t~ 951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~TY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, includh-~g attachments, if a~?y, is intended oniv for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may £oRtaJl3 confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized revie’¢,i, Lise, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.l-~ail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third ~ad:ies by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 210~ .docx. size: 13491 bytes] 

Attachment: 

FACFocusTopics 2012 - 2103.docx 



This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_s]:(__s2_a__k__’_a_j_:_9__r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_it?~2_~Ja[) from the Facnl~ Atlfletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:11 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <]ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

9uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Volunteer and part time staff 

John, 
I don’t think we had a form for volunteer ushers!game day staff last year? Are you sure you’re not talking about something from Joyce on the HR side? 

Amy 

> > > John Brunner 8/22/2012 8:40 AM > > > 

We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 
Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 

John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

www.qoheels.com 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:21 AM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Admissions Information 

Harlb, 

Since .JT is also new to this process, [ think it would be best if I could meet with you. Do you have any th’ne late this afternoon? If so, 1 could meet with you before [ 

leave town. (By late, [ mean 4:30 or S:O0) If this doesn’t work, it will need to be the week of September 10. [f it helps, I.ance Markos is also a good resource for this 

process. 

I_et me know about [:his a[t~-_~rnoon and weql plan [rom there 

Barbara 

Barbara ]. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

91%966-3989 

From: Harlg Headers [mailto:meaders@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, August 22, 2012 :[0::[:[ AM 
To: Polk, Barbara ]o 
Subject: RE: Admissions Information 

Barbara, 
Thanks for the quick reply. I hope you enjoy your vacation and you take some time away from the phone and your email. Perhaps JT could give us a rough run through prior 

to the Sept. 10 and we can have a more complete session when you return. As you can imagine we are on the phones recruiting every night and I want to take advantage of 

this surge of energy all of the coaches have. However, we can wait until you return if you think it would be best. 

Harlis 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 8/21/2012 8:25 PM >>> 

Hi Harlis, 

It was nice to meet you this afternoon. Thank you for your qood questions/comments. 

As you may have seen frorn lay "out of office" message, I’rrl officially on vacation until Tuesday, September 4, ] am then "on the road" talking with NC high school counselors 

September 5 7. I apologize for asking you to wait but could we get together the week of September 10th? What dates and times work for you? 

I look forward to working with you and am eager to help you learn more about the student athlete admissions process at UNC. 

Welcome back to UNC. 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-96{5.-3989 

From: Harlis Headers [_n]a_[Ltg:_Lr[ga_d_ers@U_[Lc_aa_~u_[]_g_~gd_M] 
Senti Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:20 PH 

To: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Subject-" Admissions Information 

Ms, Polk, 
Thanks for taking time out of your schedule to speak to me and the other head coaches today, As the new guyIwould like for you to meet with me and the rest of my staff, 

We are willing to work around your schedule but would like to me as soon as possible, On Thursday we are open from 2 5pm. 

Coach Meaders 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Meetings 

Vince and John, 

As you’ve seen, I’ve emailed the coaches about the possibility of individual team meetings. Vince.....from our last conversation, I took away that I should go ahead 

and schedule these meetings and you, John and the senior administrative liaison would join us as schedules allow. Please let me know if I misunderstood your 

intentions. Also, can you provide a list of administrative liaisons so I know who to include when confirming the meeting dates and times? 

If it’s easier to discuss this via phone, please call my cell: . Thanks for your help. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at ChapeJ Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:50 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E 

<annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; @gmail.com; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 

< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris < sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policy Meeting Agenda 

12-13 Agenda.docx 

All, 
I wanted to pass on to you the final agenda for the meetings tonight and tomorrow in Carmichael at 7p. See attached. 

As student athletes arrive tonight, their coaches will have rosters on which to take roll, and we will distribute the policy packets. Once ever~jone has arrived and is settled in, 
we will begin the meeting, hopefully right around 7p. Bubba will lead off the meetings with a brief welcome, and will also then introduce the Sport Supervisors that are 

present. 

When he is finished, Bubba will introduce Joanna to give her talk on Harassment!Discrimination. Joanna will then pass the microphone to Mary Ellen or ]lsy (whichever is 
present), and we’ll work down the agenda from there. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I am including below the (hopefully!) final list of what sports will attend each night. If there are last minute changes, ] will forward 

them to the specific sport’s supervisors. 
Thanks! See you all tonight/tomorrow. 

Amy 

August 22 

Baseball 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse- M 

Rowing 

Soccer - M 

Soccer - W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis - M 

Tennis - W 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

August 23 

Basketball - M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf - M 

Golf - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Track/Cross Country 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North CaroEna 
Department of Ath|etics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hfl], NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 11:41 AM 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Off-Campus Recruiting At Any One Time (11.7.4.3) 

Coach Rob, 
During the academic year, a coach that is replaced on the road (Coach #3) must stop recruiting before Coach #4 can begin, though Coach #4 doesn’t have to wait until Coach 

#3 actually returns to campus. However, once Coach #3 is replaced, he must return to campus before going back on the road recruiting. 

The bylaw says it better than I can! See below. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

11.7,4.3 Off-Campus Recruiting -- At Any One Time. 

It is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided the 
total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her 

recruiting activities before another coach may begin any off campus recruiting activity. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in additional recruiting activities until after 

he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. (Adopted." 1/:[0/93, Revised: 4/28/05 e~ective 8/1/05, 12/13/05) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 12:18 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomom~o@uncaa.unc.edu,> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <alhgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 
<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@mmaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday 

Carlos, 

Sounds good...I agree that the other recognition things Rachel 
mentioned are good. It will be a simple and elegant remembrance of 
that his family and :friends will appreciate. 
Thanks, 
,-.Beth 

Sent from my ]Phone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 11:07 AM, "Carlos Somoano" <csornoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> Yes Also, I like what Rachel has come up with. However, we do not 
plan on retiring the jersey. We brought them up to the funeral And I 
agree about the pa announcement with the post game press conference. I 
think that would be too emotional for the game night. I would like to 
make sure we do something simple and elegant but not over the top. Any 
other thoughts would be appreciated. Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu> 8/21/2012 11:24 PM >>> 
> Carlos, 
> (;an you send me ’s letter, so I can share it with Bubba, etc.? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ,-Beth 
> 

> Sent from my ]Phone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> 

> 

> From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@eruail.unc.edu> 
> Date: August 21, 2012 10:21:53 PMEDT 
> To: "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: "LaiTy Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’Wince Ille" <ille@eruail.unc.edu>, "Steve 
Kirschner" <stcvekir schner@unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Saturday 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Yes, I think we should send it to coaches. And I think we should 
honor     in the appropriate way on Friday- night. The attachment was 
not included but I have read it. 
> 

> Beth please forward the attachment to this list. 
> Steiny any thoughts on how to honor him? 
> Kirsch How should we send the note to coaches’.’ 
> Should Cricket/’Shelley be included some how-? 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: "Beth (Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Tuesday-, August 21, 2012 7:54 PM 

> To: Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, LarO, Ctallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>, Rachel Penn?’ <rfpenny@uncaa unc.edu>, Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> Subject: Re: Saturday 
> 

> 

> Carlos, 
> 

> I think this is well-said and would be good to send to our coaches 
I’ll copy Bubba to see if he would like to add anything. 
> 

> ~-Beth 
> 
>>>> Carlos Somoano 8/21/2012 5:52 PM >>> 
> Beth 
> Thoughts on sending this out .... 



> 

> 

> Coaches, 
> As you all know, our suddenly passed away on 
Sunday, was obviously a great player for our program 
More importantly he was a great teammate, student, friend, leader, 
mentor, and an overall representative of UNC and UNC athletics. 

meant so much to me and our players and coaches, but I also know 
he touched the lives of many other student-athbtes here on campus. We 
are going to recognize     before our home opener this Saturday at 7pm; 
his family will be in attendance. I wanted all student-athletes to be 
aware of this so the?" could be part of us honoring the legacy he left 
here. We are not seeking attendance. Rather, wanting those who were 
touched by him to be part of the night as we celebrate his impact on UNC 
athletics. 
> Lastly-, as coaches, I l~low we are all looking for ways to impact our 
kids. Attached is a letter     wrote to our captains and players as he 
graduated from UNC and the leadcrship academy in Deccmber. I wanted to 
share it as it is a wonderful representation of who he was and what he 
meant to our program. Thanks. 
> Carlos Somoano 
> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <IMAGE.jpg> 
> <IMAOE.jpeg> 
> <           .doc> 

> <Letter from the     family.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Brad Dancer @aol.com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposed NCAA Toum. Change 

On recruiting trip. Will follow up more later. Huge fan if the sm~Jl changes. No wealn up and shorter doubles. Not certain about tie break yet. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 10:51, "Ille, Vince" <ille(F~email.u~lc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

Brad, 
WTF? Are we in thvor of this? I’m curious m know your opinion, ttope all is well there in Illinois. Will t~ to catch up with you when some of llae dust 

settles. Thanks. 

V 
http:/iww~,ncaa.cominews/tennis men/article/2012~08 19/di tennis committee proposes changes 2014 championships 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Smite Tim Dillon <tdsmith(@unc.e&l> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

FW:      Fall Compliance Meeting 

I will be at the meeting tonight, but I’m already schedule to be traveling on Tuesday, the 28th (day of the 

you o1~ with me missing it? If it will h~-’Ap, I can easily catch up with Amy / I_anc~-’_~ to get anyl:hing I miss. 

compliance meeting). Will this throw you off or are 

Sorry about the con~licl:, 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Ma-or Gift Director’ I UNC Rams Club 

P~O~ Box 2445, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 9:[9.843.64.48 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

[dsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsdub.com 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:42 PM 
To= Smith, Tim Dillon; Sara Anundsen; Brian Kalbas; Clint Gwaltney; Andrew Parker; Vince 1lie; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Streett; Sam Paul; Tom Timmermans; Phillips, Tripp 
Subject: Fall Compliance Meeting 

Max Norris; Paul Pogge; Shelly 

All, 
The Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Tuesday, August 28th, at 2:45p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all 

of your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 
Brian and    , I know you each might have a student athlete or twn who has class until 3:15p that day. These student athletes should plan to come to the meetinq 

immediately after their class. We are having a session with our team at 3:30p that they should plan to attend to fulfill this requirement. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
DeparOnent of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27’515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:05 PM 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Do you have a moment to talk about transportation 

Christy, 

See below in blue, an excerpt from the 8/17/2012 Educational Column on Campus Visits that I sent out the other day. 1 believe this gets you there, provided you don’t modify 

the UNC van in anyway. 

Further, coaches may rent vehicles for transportation purposes as needed, pursuant to institutional policy, provided those vehicles are considered basic transportation and 

not modified in any manner for this purpose. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Christy Garth 8/22/2012 1:33 PM > > > 

Hi Guys! 

Quick questions for you...our OV recruiting weekends are growing larger than our personal vehicles can transport recruits. Is it legal to reserve/rent a 25 passenger bus for 

the Friday of our recruiting weekends to get athletes to their various academic appointments? 
Van rental through UNC Motorpool is $15/hour and comes with a driver... 

Thanks folks! :) 
:: i>. :.i : ::’." :::’::.:.::’: ............ :............. 

i.ii:.~.:i C !!i:~.:: :.~:~:~:.~~:!i:i :!i.i: ::::::::::::::::::::: .ill:: : i. C:::: ~ :::: :. : 

:[’:: ii 

:i :.: i ~:; :. :!ik :!i~::~ ::::. ~ ;~::~:~:~: !: 

~@~::?~: ~i~i i~iiii ~i~iiii ~i~:~!::ii: i~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:41 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Volunteer and part time staff 

Illinois is not the only place that has had problems with this, apparently! We reported a violation several years ago, b!c I discovered that we had the CHHS Lacrosse, 

Cheerleading, and Field Hockey booster organizations working our football and MBB games in facility and operations positions. Needless to say, our Operations staff is all 

over it now. : ) 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 8/22/2012 1:29 PM > > > 

A3ny, 

I can’t recall, is it permissible tbr groups of prospects (AAU programs, high school ba~ball teams, high school booster groups, high school baJad boosters, etc.) to be 

emplos~d to work our events? I do remember tiffs topic once gave Ry~n fits at Illinois. I believe it involved selling programs, worldng concession~ cleaning the stadium... 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2022 20:11 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; 3ohn Brunner; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Re: Volunteer and part time staff 

’; Tom Timmermans 

John, 

I don’t think we had a form for volunteer ushers/game day staff last year? Are you sure you’re not talking about something from Joyce on the HR side? 

Amy 

> > > John Brunner 8/22/2012 8:40 AM > > > 
We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 

Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 

John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

www.qoheels,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,               5:57 PM 

lile, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tweet 

Just FYL 

Amy 
View Account 

Team/Squad: Women’s 

From Account: 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Followers=441, Following=247, Number of Tweets=7,837 

i love how in my drama 160 ~!ass we have a few athletes from pretty much every sports team 

_View Messacj#_ 
Keyword s: class, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 

Great! Just let me know what Ican help with and if I should get 

Thanks! 

Rachel 

in touch with 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
r fpenn¥C~ uncaa.unc.ed u 
(919) 952-5499 

@ 
Become a Facebook Fan[ 
(~UNC Athletics 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/21/2012 8:13 PM > > > 

Rachel, 

Great to meet you too. Thanks for the newsletter. I copied you on a message I sent to Dean Woodard. He showed interest when I discussed it with him earlier today. 

Vince 

From: Rachel Penny [mailto:rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:25 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 

VJnce, 

It was great meeting with you last week. Please let me know how the Faculty & Staff program can assist in the strategic goals of the department. I have attached the newsletter 

from May, We did not produce any newsletters over the summer, but will resume for September. 

Thanks! 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
rf#enny(a~ uncaa.unc.ed u 
(919) 962-5499 

Become a Facebook Fan[ 
~] U NC Athletics 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc,edu > 8/21/2012 8:22 AM > > > 

Rachel, 

Can you please tbrward me a cow of the most recent Faculty and Staff Newsletter? I would like to forward it to Haacold Woodard along with the suggestion that an 

ASPSA staff member and Turner Walston might collaborate on items regaacding our s~tudent-alhletes’ academic success for inclusion in future distributions. ThaJ~ks for 

meeting last week. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:29 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

All, 
Unless you all have something that we need to all get together to discuss, we will cancel staff meeting today and continue to grind through the first week of 

class/meetings/etc. 

Consider the meeting cancelled unless you hear back from me, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.~ ~ .~l ~:~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:32 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: entertainment money 

Yes, Beth, this is fine. Bylaw 17.28.1.9 allows for $20 cash to be provided for unitemized incidental expenses on foreign tours. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

17,28.1.9 Per Diem. 

An institution may provide a student athlete $20 cash per day to cover unitemized inddental expenses incurred in connection with a foreign tour in his or her particular sport. 

1his expense allowance may be provided each day of the tour, up to a maximum of 21 days. (Adopted." 11/1/01, Revised: 7/30/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Cl’mpel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Miller 8/22/2012 8:18 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Can wbb give $20 per day entertainment money to SAwhile on trip to Europe? [ know it is ok for post season, but not sure about foreign trips. 

thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:03 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re cou nter statu s 

Yes. My plan is to get a waiver in today on it, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/23/2012 9:12 AM > > > 

Can we please discuss the issue regarding as soon as you return? Corey and Coach Fedora just called me to ask me some questions about it. I’m not familiar 

ruth the situation. Thin,ks. 

Vince 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Dancer < Gaol.com> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed NCAA Tourn. Change 

no question - at some point I think we will get to a cumulative score where eve~ game counts to add the most pressure. How’s NC? 
B 

Brad Daneer 
Men’s Tennis Coaeh 
The University of Illinois 
Atkins Tennis Center 
18oo South Wright Street 

Urbana, IL 61802 

(217) 244-6471 
www.illinimenstennis.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

To: Brad Dmacer <          ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 22, 2012 1:07 pm 

Subject: RE: Proposed NCAA Toum. Change 

OK, I guess 3rd set tiebreak is the one I donDt get. Reminds me of the PK role in soccer. Tough way to end what might be the most important match the guy plays.. 

talk later. 

From: Brad Dancer [mailto:         @aol com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Proposed NCAA Tourn. Change 

On recruiting trip. Will follow up more later, ttuge fan if the small changes. No warm up and shorter doubles. Not certain about tie break yet. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 10:51, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brad, 
WTF? Are we in ihvor of this? I Dm curious to know your opinion. Hope all is well there in Illinois. Will try. to catch up with you when some of the dust 

settles. Thanks. 

V 
h ttp://www, n c a a. c o m/news it e rm i s-men/arti c 1 e/2012- 08-19/di-t e nn i s- c o n~’nitt ee-p r o p o s e s- c h an g e s- 2014-c h amp i o n s h i p s 



~roiTi- 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 1:15 PM 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschaeQuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

No, they should be treated like members of the general public, which I’m assuming does not have access to your services. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> "Mays, Sally D" <smays@email.unc.edu > 8/23/2012 12:3_7 PM >>> 
Amy 

There are two wrestlers who are not academically eligible this semester and not enrolled in school. However they are enrolled in online classes. Are we able to see them since 
they are probably not paying the student service fees? 

Thank you 

Sally Mays MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Volleyball, Wrestling, Men’s and Women’s Tennis 

smays@email.unc.edu 
919 962 2067 (w) 

(c) 
919 843 4982 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 203_2 4:21 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 

Thank you! I look forward to it. 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

r fpenrly@ uncaa.unc.ed u 

(919) 962-5499 

@ 
Become a Facebook Fan[ 

@UNC Athletics 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/22/2012 8:40 PM > > > 
I’ll let you lalow if this moves forward. Thanks. 

From= Woodard, Harold 
Sent= Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 
Hi Vince, 
]h~nks [or sharing this newsh:,t:t:er. I agree, it offers an excellent medium h:~r us t:o deliver news about our stude[~Ls’ academic success to an audie]~ce w~-’_~ r~-’_~lly want 
1:O reach, 

I look forward to discussing this t:urther. I would hope that Dana agrees. 
I am scheduled to be out of town all of next week, but I would like to meet with you before I leave to discuss a couple of matters. Now is your schedule on Thursday 
and Friday’? 
Hsrold 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:10 PN 
Te: Woodard, Harold 
Co: Rachel Penny (__ff_Ee_£[Ey(~__u_E_£_a_a_,_u__t)_%e__c_l__u_) 
Subject: RN: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 
Dean Woodard, 

The attached newsletter is the one I referenced during our discussion prior to today’s meeting. Rachel Penny, our Assistant Director of Marketing, has done a great job 

organizing and engaging a group of faculty and staff whose interests include athletics. I believe that she now has over 2,000 people on her distribntion list for the 

newslerter and has led our department’s e[tbrt to cultivate this growing group. 

I met with Rachel last week to discuss a varieb, of topics. We both agreed that the newsletter could be an eltEctive vehicle for pre~nting la~sitive messages about our 

student-athletes’ many academic experiences and achievements. I believe that a gentleman n~uned Turner Wa] ston has volunteered in the past to help us write and edit 

items for inclusion in the newsletter. I believe that he writes articles tbr GoHeels.com and Tar Heel Monthly. Do you think this is something that D~ma Gelin might want to 

work on with Turner? 

This might be mlother way that we can communicate our successes to a group we’d like to target. Please let me know if you’d like additional information or want to 

discuss this opportunib’. Thanks mid we appreciate you attending the meeting today. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ifl@iusidetheleague.com 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

nstratton@insidetheleag ue.com 

Welcome to Inside the League! 

% 
Dear ille. 

Welcome to www insidetheieague.com ! We are excited t~at you ~ave decided to become a part of the inside t~e League community. Below is your usemame and your password: 

Username: 

Password: 

You’re alrqos[ there Befo!~ w~ can acl:ival:~ your ~,qcount one last sl:~p must be [aken to complel:~ your regJ.c;[latiorl 

Please note - you must complete this last step to become a registered member. Click here to activate your account. 

If you are an existing I TL client subscriber on our old platform, piease disregard this last step. You will be verified and activated momentariiy. If you have any questions; please don’t 

hesitate to contact us 

Thank you, 

N~fii Stral:ten 

Irlside [ile League 

(832) 443-3350 

www.insideth elea~lue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

FW: Subscription Receipt lbr Inside the League 

gince, 

I’ve set tap your subscription¯ For registration purposes, I used your email address (ille@unc edu), the usemame: 
you’d like. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: service@paypal corn [mailto:service@paypal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:57 PM 

To: mbnortun@unc, edu 
Subject: Subscription Receipt tbr Inside the League 

Hello Lawrence Curmingham, 

You have successfully signed up for a subscription to Inside the League using PayPal. 

Your first subscriptiun payment, fur $25.00 USD, has already been sent tu Inside the League. 

, and password: ¯ You should be able to change your password if 

Subscriptiun Details 

Date uf sign up: Aug 23, 2012 
Subscriptiun Name: Inside the League 
Subscription Number: 

Subscriptiun Terms: 
$25.00 USD fur each month 

Your subscriptiun will automatically renew at the rates stated above unless you cancel prior to the end of the billing period¯ 
If you have any questions or cuncerns about this subscription, please cuntact Inside the League 

Contact [nfurmatiun 

Business Name: Inside the League 
Contact Email: nstratton@insidetheleague.cum Contact Phone: 832443-3350 

Notification Preferences 

Right now, we don’t send you an email evely time you make a payment for this subscription. To change your Notifications preferences, log in to your PayPal account, go to yo~tr Profile, and 
click My settings¯ 

Cancelling Your Subscription 

If you would like to cancel this subscription, log in to your PayPal account and go to the ’HistolT" subtab of the "My Account" tab. Choose "Subscriptions" from the pull-down "Show-" 
menu and press the "Submit" button. Choose this subscription, and click on its "Details" link. You will be taken to a Transaction Details page front which you may cancel your subscription. 
Cancelling your subscription will irrmrediately stop all future scheduled paynrents for this subscription¯ 

Thanks, 

PayPal 

PROTECT YOUR PASSWORD 

NEVER give your password to anyone, including PayPal employees Protect yourself against fraudulent websites by opening a new web browser (eg. Internet Explorer or Firelbx) and 
typing in the PayPal URL eveW time you log in to your account 

Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response¯ For assistance, log in to your PayPal account and click the Help link in the top right 
corner of any PayPal page 



PPID PP266 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Saturday 

Felt compelled to add one more 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Beth Miller <bmiller(a)~mcaa.unc.edu> 
Date: August 23, 2012 5:53:25 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Culminghmn <bubbac~)email.unc.edu~, Rachel Penny <rfpenny~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Larry. Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <steveldmchnev~)unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille~)emaJl.mm.edu> 

Subject: Re: Saturday 

Rachel, 

This is all very. good and roll be extremely meaningful to everyone who knew 

together. 

@m 

..... especially his family. Thanks for your assistance in pulling it all 

>>> Rachel Penny 8/23/2012 5:19 PM >>> 

AU- 

Aiier meeting with Carlos and Groat today, we are planning to move tbrward with all elements below. I believe Ellen is handling the plans for fl~e 

Thankyou! 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

r fpenng(~ uncaa.unc.ed u 

(919) 962-5499 
@ 
Become a Facebook Fan! 
@UNC Athletics 

>>> Rick Steinbacher 8/22/2012 9:59 PM >:~> 

Bubba, 
Rachel has had numerous discussions with Beth. Carlos and Assistant Coach Grant Porter about potential elements to honor 

and Grant are meeting again tomorrow to choose the final elements. 

The potential elements include: 

WOMEN’S Game - Friday, 8/24 at 7 pm vs. Florida 

and his parents. She 

¯ Moment of silence 

¯ Promotions table with paper and drop box to submit written tributes to 

¯ Carolina Blue ribbons for fans to wear in    !s honor 

behind the press box 

MEN’ Game - Saturday, 8/25 at 7 pm vs. Gardner Webb 

¯ Carolina Blue ribbons for ihns to wear in !s honor 
¯ Display of Flowers 

¯ Large Picture on Display of 

¯ Promotions table with paper and drop box to submit written tributes to 

¯ Moment of silence 
¯ - ~aiated on the field 

¯ 500 ’- T- Shirts given to lhns 

¯ Players wearing arm bands himoring 

¯ VIP seating and escort for 

behind the press box 

’s parents to watch game m~d the tribute (Ellen and John are handling) 

Let me mid Rachel know if you have any questions or suggestions. 

Thank~ 
Rick 

>v~ "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> 8/’21/2012 10:21 PM >>> 

Yes, I think we should send it to coaches. And I think we should honor in the appropriate way on Friday night. The attachment was not included but 

I have read it. 



Beth please tbrward the attachment to this lisL 

Steiny any thoughts on how to honor him? 

Kirsc~How should we send the note to coaches? 

Should CrickeL/Shelley be included some how? 

Bubba Cunninghaall 

Director of AtNetics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "Beth (Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:54 PM 

To: Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

(::c: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rid< Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Saturday 

Carlos, 

Ithink this is well said and would be good to send to our coaches. I’ll copy Bubba to see if he would like to add anything. 
~Beth 

>>> Carlos Somoano 8/21/2012 5:52 PM >>> 
Beth 

Thoughts on sending this out .... 

Coaches, 

As you all know, our               "     suddenly passed away on Sunday,               was obviously a great player for our program. 
More importantly he was a great teammate, student, friend, leader, mentor, and an overall representative of UNC and UNC athletics. 

meant so much to me and our players and coaches, but I also know he touched the lives of many other student-athletes here on campus. 

We are going to recognize    before our home opener this Saturday at 7pm; his family will be in attendance. I wanted all student-athletes 

to be aware of this so they could be part of us honoring the legacy he left here. We are not seeking attendance. Rather, wanting those who 

were touched by him to be part of the night as we celebrate his impact on UNC atNetics. 

Lastly, as coaches, I know we are all looking for ways to impact our kids. Attached is a letter    wrote to our captains and players as he 

graduated from UNC and the leadership academy in December. I wanted to share it as it is a wonderful representation of who he was and 

what he meant to our program. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

<mime attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Document for Joy Rennet 

No problem. Let me know if there is anything else I can assist with! 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 8:42 AM >>> 

Thanks . I appreciate the help ruth tllis= 

From: [mailto: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Renner 

Vince, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee, Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 11:37 AM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@gmail.com 

wrestling 

Adopt a Staff Member.docx 

This is something my Associate Head Coach, Cary Kolat came up with and we would like to pursue this with your 

permission. 

Please let me know if there is any suggestions or objections to us doing this. 

Thank you, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 24, 2012 12:46 PM 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

Rick and Eric, 
I’m working on this from the perspective of how (or IF) it "counts" as countable activities for either the MBB team or the other teams when they are participating in these 

competitions. I’rn in conversations with the ACC about this and will let you know when I have resolution, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~n i~ ¢- i" r:~ :: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Larry Gallo 8/21/2012 8:27 PM > > > 

Rick and Eric: 

This is great concept!idea and know it will be well received by both our student athletes and fans. 

One thought ~ just to be sure, it would be good if you run the idea by the compliance staff (Amy) about "competition" between the M&W basketball teams and other teams 

~ we don’t want this fun stuff to bleed over in what could be considered organized competition, which could be contrary to NCAA rules ~ it’s good to be sure! 

Thanks and best of luck with this plan for Late Night With Roy. 

Larry 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/21/2012 6:23 PM > > > 
All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and ] discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports. 

Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively comrnunicate this to the sport programs not included. 

Thanks, 
Rick 

>>> Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea tbr Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams aJ~d I was hoping and to get 

your approwJ and feedback. 

Our idea is lo have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team and the women’s 
basketball temn. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 
enjoy the entitle event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes mid give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Fnday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September 1 st whether we can count on your temn’s participation in both the fihned competitions mid the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact person on your staffto help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to follow up with them ruth more details &s they 

become available. 

The idea of the Late Night Olympics axe still in the initial s~ges mad I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your teaJn might wish k~ be involved. Feel free to call me on my ceil phone at              or email me if you have any questions. Also tbel free to contact 



Rachel Penny with a~y questions in the marketing department at rt~oenny@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric ttoots 
Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 12:55 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

Terrific, Amy ~ thanks very much! 

> > > Amy Herman 8/24/2012 12:45 PM > > > 

Rick and Eric, 
I’m working on this from the perspective of how (or IF) it "counts" as countable activities for either the MBB team or the other teams when they are participating in these 

competitions, i’m in conversations with the ACC about this and will let you know when I have resolution. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Larry Gallo 8/21/2012 8:27 PM > > > 

Rick and Eric: 

This is great concept/idea and know it will be well received by both our student athletes and fans. 

One thought ~ just to be sure, it would be good if you run the idea by the compliance staff (Amy) about "competition" between the Maw basketball teams and other teams 

~ we don’t want this fun stuff to bleed over in what could be considered organized competition, which could be contrary to NCAA rules ~ it’s good to be sure! 

Thanks and best of luck with this plan for Late Night With Roy. 

Larry 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/21/2012 6:23 PM > > > 
All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and ] discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports. 

Please let me know if you tnave any questions / concerns or think we stnould proactively communicate finis to the sport programs not included. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

> > > Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM > > > 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams and I was hoping and to get 

your approwJ and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team and the women’s 
basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s participation in both the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 



12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact person on your staffto help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to tbllow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the [,ate Night Olympics are still in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your temn might wish to be involved. Feel free to call nre on nay cell phone at or email nre if you have may questions. Also feel t?ee to contact 

Rachel Penny with any ques~tions in the marketing department at rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 1:07 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Info to send Sept I to prospects that we are writing. 

Womens Basketball Recruiting Rules.12 (Tom Changes).docx 

Tracey, 

See attached for some minor edits I made. I used track changes so you can see what Idid, and all you need to do is approve them. 

In regards to your other questions, any evaluation or observation made during the same day would only count as one evaluation. So picking up a transcript and watching 

practice would only count as one. (Bylaw 13.1.7.7, see below) 

Now a different situation would be if you are having face to face contact with a prospect at the prospect’s school and on your way out pick up a transcript. This would only 

count as a contact and not a contact plus evaluation. So any eval that is not observing an athletic actMty does not need to count. (Bylaw 13.1.7.16, see below) 
Similar as above, a situation where you have face to face contact with a prospect at the prospect’s school and later in the day observe athletically related activies (e.g, 

practice or a game), you would have to count it as both a contact and an evaluation. (Bylaw 13.1.7.16, see below) 

Note that 13.1.7.16 is only in play when the contact/evaluation occurs at the prospect educational institution. 

13.1.7.7 On Same Day. 

Any number of evaluations or observations made during the same calendar day (defined as 12:01 a.m. to midnight) shall count as one evaluation. 

(Adopted." 1/16/93) 

13.1.7.16 Evaluations/Contact at Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 

In sports other than football, if a coach makes an in-person recruiting contact at a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution, all 

evaluations (oUter than observations of athletically rdated activiLies) made on that calendar day at the prospective student-athlete’s educational 

institution shall not count among the permissible number of evaluations (set forth in Bylaw 13.1.7) for any prospective student-athlete at that 

institution in the applicable sport. In football, any evaluation activity that occurs during a permissible contact period shall count only as a contact 

per Bylaws 13.02.4.1 and 13.02.7.1. (Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 1/10/95 effective 8/1/95, 10/14/06) 

> > > Tracey Williams 8/24/2012 10:24 AM > > > 

Hello Tom, 1 am planning on including some recruiting key notes to our prospects that we are writing as of Sept. 1. Please review and make sure that 1 am accurate with my 

info and is there anything else I should include. I really wanted to include the 7 opportunities that we can see our juniors. Do you have any idea of how I should word it. Now 

that contacts override evaluations if done on the same day. Are we able to get a transcript in the morning and watch a practice in the afternoon and it still be one evaluation? 

Thanks, Tracey 

PS We may] also get your cell phone so if we have things that come up last minute I can call you? Susan actually gave me the cell and home. LOL! I know some people do not 

have home anymore. LOL! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary <mail@sf-notifications.com~ 

Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

[~iI UNCAthletics ] 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 

by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

Vince - 

Below are the download links to the video we did for the Faculty Athletic Committee (per the 

email thread from Joy Renner). It’s a long video, as we tried to include all of the information 

Joy had asked for. If there’s anything you’d like to see changed, please let me know and we 

can work on it. 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 

used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and it’s 

an easy way to send files that are too large to e-mail. 

Username: 

Password: 

Click here to view folder 

If the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 

below into your web browser: 

https://uncathletics.sharefile.com/?cmd=f&id=fo303048-b525-4bbe-bcOb- 

305429e6fda3&uh=bp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:13 PM 

IIJe, Vince <ilIe@email.unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

ESPN names Carolina BasketbaJJ natJonls top program in the Jast 50 years 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 24, 2012 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner { , .s___t___e___v___e___k___i_E_s__c___l~ne__!:__@_____u___n___c__:ed_u) 

ESPN names Carolina Basketball the nation’s top program in the last 50 years 
Chapel Hill -- ESPN.com named the University of North Carolina men’s basketball program the No. 1 program in the nation over the last 50 

years. The ranking is based on a statistical formula devised by ESPN that took into account such achievements as winning national and 

conference championships, winning percentage, NCAA Tournament appearances, All-Americas and top NBA draft picks. 

ESPN.com selected a "starting five" for the Tar Heels that included guards Phil Ford and Michael Jordan and forwards Tyler Hansbrough, Antawn 

Jamison and ]ames Worthy. 

UCLA was second in ESPN’s rankings followed in the top 10 by Kentucky, Duke, Kansas, Louisville, Indiana, Syracuse, Connecticut and Arizona. 

Over the last 50 years, the Tar Heels have won NCAA championships in 1982, 1993, 2005 and 2009, an NIT title, 27 regular-season ACC 

championships and 16 ACC Tournament titles. Carolina has finished in the Top 10 in the final Associated Press poll 31 times in the last 50 years. 

The Tar Heels won 25 or more games 30 times and had nine 30-win seasons in that span. 

The Tar Heels have played in the NCAA Tournament 39 times in the last 50 years and in that time advanced to 16 Final Fours, seven 

championship games and won 101 NCAA Tournament contests. 

Four head coaches - Dean Smith, Bill Guthridge, Matt Doherty and Roy Williams - have directed the Tar Heel program in the last 50 years. Each 

of them won national coach of the year honors while at UNC. Smith and Williams are members of the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame. 

Eight different Tar Heels have earned National Player of the Year honors in the last five decades, including Ford (1978), Worthy (1982),Jordan 

(1983 and 1984), Kenny Smith (1987), Jerry Stackhouse (1995), ]amison (1998), Sean May (2005) and Hansbrough (2008). Ford, Jordan 

(1984), Jamison and Hansbrough each won consensus player of the year honors. 

NBA teams have selected 41 Tar Heels in the first round of the draft in the last 50 years. Four Tar Heels - Harrison Barnes, Kendall Marshall, 

John Henson and Tyler Zeller - were first round picks in the 2012 NBA Draft. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Friday, August 24, 2012 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

Great news. One question - did you watch the wmv or the QuickTime? I didn’t watch the wmv, mid didn’t notice on the QuickTime. 

We will get it fixed on Monday. 

Thanks for getting back so quick. Have a great weekend. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2012, at 5:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaJl.unc.e&J> wrote: 

Ken, 

I like the video. I believe Joy already, noted the speech/timing issue toward the en& but this should be a vew effective message for the membels of the 

FAC. Thanks for all of your work on this. 

Vince 

From: Ken Clear,/[mailto:mail@sf-notifications.com] 

Sent-" Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 PI 

To-" Ille, Vince 

Subject: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

[~;iI UNCAthletics ] 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 

by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

Vince - 

Below are the download links to the video we did for the Faculty Athletic Committee (per the 

email thread from Joy Renner). It’s a long video, as we tried to include all of the information 

.]oy had asked for. If there’s anything you’d like to see changed, please let me know and we 

can work on it. 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 
used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and it’s 
an easy way to send files that are too large to e-maih 

Username: 
Password:! 

Click here to view folder 

If: the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 
below into your web browser: 
https:!/uncathletics.sharefile.com/?cmd =f&id=fo303048-b525-4bbe-bc0b- 
3054.29e6fda3&uh =bE 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 3:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&L> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thank you - this is an excellent start. If time and effort allow, I would like to beef up the section on commitment - when is practice (rather than "afternoon") and how much time 
on average does the athlete have committed by the coach and how much time do most athletes stay engaged in some way with their sport per week. 

Please thank for me. With this quick turnaround you did a very nice job and I know you guys have lots of projects going on right now. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Co: ~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Document for 3oy Rennet 

Joy, 

Attached are the fact sheets you requested tbr each sport program. If you or a~y of your committee members have a~y questions or need additional intbrmatio~l, please 

j ust let me know. The information was collected and recorded by                         is a Graduate Assistant in our Compliance ONce who is assigned a variety 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putljng this inIbmmtion together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 

Vince 

From: [mailto: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,. 4::t0 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Rennet 

Vlnce, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@comcast.net; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu >; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; TraceyWilliams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Year in Residence 

Year in Residence.pdf 

One more semester for     to complete her year in residence! See attached for the memo describing what she can and can’t do/receive during this fall term. Please let me 

know if you have any questions about this. I am copying on this email, but please be sure she receives a copy of this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..’,.~ ~ ~l~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 5:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: November CompliaJ~ce Meeting 

Yes, the ACC limits it to 2, because it was staNng to get out of control with schools bringing 5-6 people. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 1,2012, at 5:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~) 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

ls the limit to 2 a limit imposed by the "~CC? If so, I think you should represent us and take the person you think would be most appropriate. Your call 

l:hough. Thanks 

From" Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 0:[, 20:[2 :[:52 PM 
To" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: November Compliance Meeting 

Vii’ice, 

See below. Not sure if you envision going to these meetings or not. Please let me know. Historically, Lance and ] have attended, and Tom has filled in for me 

on occasion if I have a conflict just to get some experience. Only 2 people from each school are permitted to attend. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu> 8/1/2012 1:11 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.orc~> 

Date: August 1, 2012 1:07:55 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker (~y_a__L<__e__r__@_’_b__c_’_=_e__c_!_u__)" <_a___a__k__o___E_@___b__c_=_o____d___u_.>, "Aimee Leturmy (_a_[_e___LU__Er_[?.y__@__a__d__r_:n__[D_~[_s__u__=gc_!_u__)" <_a_J__e__t:_u_£[Z~_y_@__a___d_E]jD_=f_s__u_=_o____d___u_.>, "Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edu)" <adominato@fsu.edu >, "Alex Eaton (aeaton@urnd.edu)" <aeaton@umd.edu >, "Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu)" 

<._a_g[E_a_y__::_~_@__c_[&E]_S__9_D_:_e___d_~[>, "Amy Herman (.a_j.s_’__c_b_:a__o=_@_u__D_c_’_:_e__c_!_u__)" <_a_j__s__c_[z_a_&_@_u___t]_c__&d___u__.>, "Amy Herman (~_d_s__c__tLa___e__@__u__r_Lc__a___a_:_u__D__c_:&_d__u_)" 

<aischae@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clemson.edu)" <wcampb2@clemson.edu >, "Angel Cavanaugh 

(as2cz@eservices,virgjnia.edu)" <as2cz@eservices.virg[nia#du>, "Art Markos (arr?@virg[n[a#du)" <a[rl@v[rgir?ja:edu>, "Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu)" <blocklin@vt.edu >, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv@clemson.edu)" <cbwoody@clemson,edu >, "Brandi Guerinot 

(brandi.guerinot@bc.edu)" <brandi.guerinot@bc.edu>, "Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu,edu)" <bcowley@mailer,fsu.edu >, "Brett Luy 

(bdJ11@my.fsu.edu)" <bd111@mv.fSL[:edL[>, "Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu)" <rncsorlbb@vt:edLt>, "Carly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseau@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseau@bc.edu>, "Carrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu,edu)" <carrie doyle@ncsu,edu>, "Cathy Jones 

(_c___n_~_O__Q_e___s_@__a___d___m__j_B:_f__s__u__&_d__u)" <_c___m_j__q_n___e__s__@__a___d___m__j_QJ__s__u_~__e__d___u_.>, "Chris James (.c___m__j._a___n_!_e___0__2_@__s_y__r_&d___u_)" <_c___m_j_aj_D__e___0__2__@_s_yL_e___d___u_>, "Christopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.duke,edu)" <ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu >, "Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa,duke.edu)" <chartmann@duaa,duke.edu>, 

"Cody Gambler (_c_~_a___n:L_b_j_e___E_@_U__L’0__d__:&_d__u_)" <_c_g_a__r_[?__b_j__e__r_@__u___n:Ld__:_e___d__L_[>, "Craig Anderson (_c_p____a_D__d__e£_4___@__n___c__s__u__:ec_!__u_)" <ceander4@_n___c__s__u__:&_d__u__>, "Dan 

Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athleticspitt,edu)" <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu >, "Dan [saf (dmisaf@syr.edu)" <drnisaf@syr.edu >, "Dan 
Raben (_d__:E~_L_b_gr_]_Z__@_E]j~[E]Le__d___u_)" <._d_z_a___b___e__@__@_Ln__La__r_:n__[:gc_]__u_>, "Dan Trump (.(_]_t_[![E]p___@__u__E]_c_]=_o____d_~D" <._d__t_r___u_E]p__@~[EL_d_=_e___d_~[>, "Danie Daluisio 

(ddalLlisio@athletics.gatech.edu)" <ddaluisio@atNetics.gatech,edu>, "David Reed (reed@miami.edu)" <reed@miami.edLl>, "Deborah Foley 

(dfoley@rr)ja[n[:edq)" <dfoley@lniarni.edu>, "Eric Baumgartner (ernbSp@viLgjnia.edu)" <ernbSp@virg)?ja:edu>, "Erlease Wagner 

(erleasem@svr.edu)" <erleasem@svr.edLl>, "Heather Robertson (herobert@vt,edu)" <herobert@vt,edu>, "Jennifer Santiago 

(jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu)" <jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu>, "Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu)" 

< irodqers @a th[eti cs .cj atech~ed u >, "Jim Cu rry ([mcL[n~’@ fs u~ed u)" <im cu rr¥@fsu,edu >, "Ki rste n El le by (el le bykc@wfu .edu)" < eJleb,/kc@wfu .edu >, 

"Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu)" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu)" <mfranck@umd.edu>, "Merlene 
Aitken (m_aj_t_g__e_L!@_a___@_[gtj_c__s_,_q_a__Le___c_L~:__e__d___u_)" <.r_’_n_jt]_t__k__e__r_)_@__a__t_[?j__e__t_Lc__s_:g_a__t_&c__t!:_o____d_~[ >, "Michelle Lee (E!j__c_!)_o___[[#_L_e_&@_D__c__s__u_=_e__d___u_)" <.r_:n_j__c_b__e_]J_o___[&_e_@_r_Lc__s___u_:gc_!__u_>, 

~email.unc,edu)" @email.unc.edu >, ~uncaa.unc,edu)" ~uncaa,unc.edu>, "Niesha Campbell 

(_n___c__a__r_L~2o____b__o___[[@duaa.duke,edu)" <r_)_c_#_E~_p___b__~Jj__@__d___u___a__a__~_d_~tk__e_:_e___d_~[>, "Randolph Childress (.c_k~_[Ld__r_E@_Lv__f__u__&d___u_)" <_c_LlJ_L_d__r__r_@___w___f__u_:_e___d___u_>, "Rob Slavis 

(rslavis@virginia,edu)" <rslavis@virginia.edu >, "Robin Pate (robin..pate@ncsu.edu)" <robin..pate@ncsu.edu>, "Robin Queen 

(.r___q_u__&o___t]_@__a__c_!_E]j_r_]j__s__u__&d___u_)" < Eq__u_&_e_D__@__a___d__r_[]j_t]J__s__u__:&_d__u__>, "Rocky Mosquera (.r_ELO___s__o._u___e_E&@~Lt_[]j__e__t_Lc__s_:p_j_t__L_e__d___u_)" < .r__ELo__s_qy_~z_a__@__a__t_b_[gt_j_%:#__j_t__t_:&_d_y_ >, 

@live.unc.edu)" < g)live.unc.edu >, ~)uncaa.Linc.edu)" @uncaa.u nc.edu >, 

"Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke,edu)" <shelfer@duaa.duke.edu>, ’%tephanie Ellison (saellis@clernson.edu)" <sae s@c err son edu>, "Susan 

Maloy (sbmalov@uncaa.unc,edu)" <sbmalov@Lincaa.unc.edu>, "Tiffini Grimes (tqrimes@athletics.gatech,edu)" <tgrimes@athletics,gatech.edu >, 

"Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu)" <tparker@vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu,edu)" <hairstct@wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov 

(.t___n_!_e___s_Lb__o___v_’_@__d___u__a___a_:_d___u___k__e_=_e__d___u_)" <.t___n_!_e___s_Lb__o___v_’_@__d__L_La___a_:_d___u___k__e_=_e__d___u_.>, "T om Timmermans (           ~.g__m____a_[Lc___o___n_!)" <           ~.g__m___a__[Lc___o___m__>, "Tom 

Timmermans (timmerrnans@uncaa.unc.edu)" <timmerrnans@uncaa.unc,edu>, "Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miarni.edu)" 
<_titLo___Er_La__r_Ld__gz___@_E!j__a_Ln__Le___d_~[>, "Vanessa Fuchs (. _v_ _f_ _u_ _c_ b_ _s_ @ _f_ _s_ _u_ = _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) " < _v_ _f_ _u_ _c_ b_ _s_ @ _f_ _s_ _u_ = _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . > , "Vicki Sarfo Kantaka (_v__s___a_Ef__o___k__a___@__v___Lo____d___u_)" <.v___s#__r__f_r_4k__a_@___v__L_e__d___u_.>, 

"Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya@bc.edu>, "Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt,edu)" <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu> 
C¢: "Brown, Shamaree" <.s__b___r__o__Ly_r_L@_LtLo=_:a__c__c_L_o__r_fl>, "Hostetter, Brad" <._b__tLo___s__tLe__t__Le_E_@__t_Ll__e__a___c__c_:_o__tig.>, "Haith, Tracey" <_t_[)_a__LtitL@__t[~_&_a__c__c__._9__r_g.> 

SubJect: November Compliance Meeting 



.X::.... ACC 12- 

member 

seal 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF TIlE COMMISSIONER 

MEMORANDUM 
Compliance Directors 
Lindsey Babcock Assistamt Colnmissioner/Compliance & Governance 
August 1, 2012 
Fall 2012 ACC Compliance Meeting 

The fall meeting of the ACC Compliance Directors will be held November 6-7, 2012 in Greensboro, NC. 
The meeting will be held at the Conference Office and will begin at 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday and conclude no 
later than 12:00 noon on Wednesday. Lunch and dinner on Tuesday will be provided as well as breakfast 
vouchers for use at the hotel on Wednesday morning. 
The ACC will provide expenses (transportation, lodging and meals) for one full-time compliance stall" person 
to attend the meeting. Attendees should pay their own expenses (including hotel) and the ACC will provide am 
expense report tbr reimbursements at the conchision of the meeting. One additional full-time compliance stall" 
member may’ attend the meetings at their institution’s expense. A block of rooms has been reserved at the 
Grandover Resort in Greensboro. Reservations may be made by contacting the hotel directly at 1-800-472- 

6301 no later than October 15, 2012. Ask for reservations and mention that you are with the "ACC 
Compliance Group" for the corporate rate of $160. 
Please make your flight reservations as soon as possible. If you require ground transportation ti"oin the 
Greensboro airport (GSO) or the Raleigh/Durham airport (RDU) please contact us for further information. 
The conference will not reimburse for a rental car from the PTI airport. 
Use the enclosed form to submit agenda items for the meeting and to identify individuals planning to attend no 
later than October 15, 2012. The final agenda will be forwarded to you prior to the meeting. If you have amy’ 
questions or concerns please feel free to contact Tracey Haith. 
cc:    Brad Hostetter 

Shamaree Brown 
Tracey Haith 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° PO DRAVCER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ° CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECItNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECItNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ ~VAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

Lindsey ](. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBa b(~oc]~tIleacc.o r~ 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

.~i ACC email signaturesites 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 11:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC follow-ups 

Next Wednesday and Thursday mornings are packed for me with faculty planning meetings for 2012-2013 academic year. I will be down your way on Thursday afternoon for a 
substance abuse policy meeting and after that a meeting with Paul Pogge. Would you like to meet following my meeting with Paul, I am estimating around 4:00? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

}ti Joy, 

I believe we met brietly in Bubba’s oltice on my tirst day here? Is there a time when we can meet to discuss the infbrmation we’ve gathered tbr each temn and perhaps 

talk a little more about the Faculty Atlfletic Committee? I see that you are out of the office this week. Currently, Wednesday and ’I’hulsday morning next week are 

possibilities for me. Thanks and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Rennet, Joy 3 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject-" RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy..Renner@med.unc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season!competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that 
stand out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

>~ "Cu~mingham, Bubba" <bubbac(~)emaJl.uuc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>b 

Dea r Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to 

you today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince llle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
SuDject: b-~l: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to irnagine how bu~,w you are these days.,,,,i[ you h~ve a chance to respond to a couple of thing; below, that would be w?ry helpful to me. 

In particular orient~;~:ion and the Fact Sheets ~;re ~:he most pressing and th~-_~ ~-_~mails to co~ches ~nd stag can fu~ppen lat~-_~r in August 
Joy J, Renne!’, M.A., RT{R}, FAEIRS 
Asso.,’:h}[e Profe55or and Director 
Linivers[b{ of No!’th CaroUna a~ Chapel Iqiil 
School ,,’)~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
321-.A South Columbia St. 
Chapel }~iil, NC 27599-7!30 



919-965-5147Desk 

C,:~EI 
919-965-6951 F;~x 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTECE: This e-rnaii message, [ncli;ding att;~c:hrm’~r!ts, if anV. is i!~erlded only re!’ the -persor! or entity ~ci which it is addressed a!~d ni;~y ,::ontair! cci!~ [idenl:ial a!~d/’or 
priviieged material. Any -.--u!~authorized review, use, disclosure or disl:ribi;[ici!~ is prohibited. E~ yciu are r!o[ ti~e inl:e!~de, d rec:ipie!~t, please c:ontact [he seRder by reF!iy e-mail and destrci~/ 
al] copies of 1:he original message, 
E~ai~ correspondence to and fre~ this address ~nay be subject to Iche Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and n~ay be disclosed to Ichir# parties by a~ 
a~thorize8 state official (NCG$, c}~, ~3:~}, StuSe~t eSucatienal federals are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Seat: Tuesday, July 3:[, 20:[2 3:3:[ PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC -check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

.Iov J, Rennet, M,,~,,, RT(R}, FAF.ERS 
Associate P!’ofesso!’ and Di!’ector 
UniversH:y el: Norti~ Caroiin;~ al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:ir!e 
C}] #7130 UNC-CH }]ond~rant Hail 
321-A South Colt:rRb[a S[, 
Chapel H[i], NC 27599-71B0 

92’ 9-966~5:].47 Desk 

Ceil 
9"_,’ 9-966~6951 Fax 
-CONF~DENTEAU]Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachme!~ Ls, if any, is it!tended only ,or J~e -perso!~ or entity to wh[ci~ it is addressed ar!d may conta[!~ cor!fiden~ial at!d!or 

+ + privileged material Any --L:r!authorized review, use, disclosure or dis[!’[but[o¢! is p!’oh[bited, If you are !~ot the inlet!deal recip[er!t, please con ~ac~ the sende!’ by repl,i em~ail and des[ro,i 
all copies of[he original l~’~essage, 
~nail ¢o~’~’espo~e~ce to a~d f~’o~n this a~’ess ~ay be subject te the Nerth Ca~’ol#~a P~b~i~ Records law a~ may be ~is~lose~ te thir~ parties by an 
a~thori~ed state official (INCGS° oh, ~t32), Student educational records are sabject to FERPA, 



FFOlIII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC follow-ups 

I have you on my calendar. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:49 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

Yes, that will work for me too. I’ll also be in the substance abuse policy meeting. Thanks and see you then. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy 3 

Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 11:43 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 
Next Wednesday and Thursday mornings are packed for me with faculty planning meetings for 2012-2013 academic year. I will be down your way on Thursday afternoon for a 
substance abuse policy meeting and after that a meeting with Paul Pogge. Would you like to meet following my meeting with Paul, I am estimating around 4:00? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Hi Joy-, 

I believe we met briefly- in Bubba’s office on my first day here? Is there a time when we can meet to discuss the i~ffonnation we’ve gathered for each team and perhaps 

talk a little more about the FaculU Athletic Committee? I see that you are out of the office this week. Currently, Wednesday and Thursday morning next week are 

possibilities tbr me. Thanks and I look forward to meeting ruth you. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Ce: llle, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@medunc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 

Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. if you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that 
stand out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

>:~> "Cumfingham, Bubba" <~?__u_b_~_c_’_(a2__e__Lr_l_~_l_=_u_!)__c_:__e__d_t!> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to 

you today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance, took forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 



Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject," FVV: Joy Renner - FAC foflow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days_...if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to rne. 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets a r~-_~ the most pr~-_~ssing and the emails to coaches and staff can happen later in August. 

.Iov L Renner, M.A. RT(R}, FAEERS 
Assoc:[ate Professor and Director 
UniversH:y of Norti~ Carolina al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:ir!e 
CB #7130 Lfl’,~C-CH }]ondurant Hall 
321.-A South Coh;r~]bia S[. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71..-30 

9 ~ 9-.96~.-51.47Desk 

9 ~ 9-.96~.-6951 Fax 
-CONF~DE[4TEAUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message, [rlcluding atl:a.::hrne!~ b~ if any, is ir!l:ended only for the -.perso!~ or entH:y 1:o wh[.::h [1: is addressed arid may c:onta[!~ cor!fidential at!d/or 
privileged material Any -- -i;r!aul:hoHzed review, use, disclosure or distribul:ior! is prohibited, li: you are !~o1: the inter!ded re.::ip[er!l:, please contact l:he sender by reply e.-mail and des[r.:)y 
all copies of the origklal message. 
Email correspondence te aad from this address may be subject te the North ~Saroliaa Public Records law and may be disclosed te third parties by a~ 
aL~thori~ed state official (I~CGS, cho 132)o Student educatio~al recorgs are subject te FERPA, 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC -check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 20:12-20:13 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

JOy ], Rennet, M.A., RT{R)~ FAEIRS 
Asso(:ia[e Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School ,:)f Med[ci!~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH [3ondL:rant Hali 
32Z-A South Columbia St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-51,%?Desk 

919-965-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-rna[i message, hack:ding a~tachn’~er!ts, if any, is [!~tended only for ,’_he -persor! or en~ity to which it is addressed a!~d may contair! co!~[idential a!~dior 

priviie-:;ed material. AnV --u!~au[hor[zed review, use, disclosure or dbtribu[io!~ is prohibited. I[ you are r!o[ ti~e inte!~ded recipie!~[, please con~ac~ [Pie sender by repi~, e-marl and destro], 

aH copies of the original message, 

En~ai~ correspondence to and fren~ this address ~ay be a~bject to the Nm±h Carolina ~blic Records la~ a~d may be disde~d to thi~:~ pa~tiea by a~ 

aathorize~ state official (NCGS. oh° :132)° ~tu~e~t e~ucational records are s~bject to F:ERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 6:12 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Potential Professional Sports Counseling Panel? 

Vince and Paul, 
I’ve had this emailin myinbox, just holding ontoitin case this process evercame to fruition. Atthis point, I’m going to passtheinformation on to you, foryou to dowith 

what you wish. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/9/2012 3:57 PM >>> 

HI Amy --- Some other names (in sddidon to the ones you have beiow) for consideration: 

Winston Crisp (trahled as a lawyer and great iudgment) 

Patrick Akos (former football player and at School of Education -- 

Jeffrey Hirsch (labor and employment law at the law school} 

Allen Snively (Kenan-Flagler---has the investment expertise, but I don’t know him), http:!/www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu!facultyidirectoryifinanceiallen-snively 

And, I’d be happy to help out if you need me. t’rn back teaching Contracts this y~-_~ar. 

H.:_~pe this helps, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2012 1:53 PM 
To-" Lissa Broome 
Cc: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Potential Professional Sports Counseling Panel? 

: Susan Maloy; ; Tom l]mmermans 

Lissa, 

We (Compliance and Football) have been tossing around the idea of maybe trying to get a Professional Sports Counseling Panel started on campus, There are several bylaws 

(which I will copy below) that speak to the composition and role of such a panel, but we thought we would check with you to see if you knew of individuals off the top of your 

head that might be interested in serving the hlstitution in such a manner. 

A few names that came to mind through our brainstorming: 

Barbara Osborne 

Charles Day 

Erik Hunter 

Maybe someone from Business School in the area of fiscal management? 

Maybe someone from the law school with an interest in sports contracts? 

Might you have any thoughts about these individuals or potential others? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

12.3.4 Professional Sports Counseling Panel. 

It is permissible for an authorized institutional prot~ssiona] sports counseling panel to: 

(a) Advise a student-athlete about a furore professional career; 

(b) Assist a student-athlete with arrangeroents :[br securing a loan for the purpose of purchasing insurance against a disabling injuIiy or illness and with arrangements for purchasing such 
insurance; (Adopted: 1/16/93, Revised: 1/16/10) 

(c) Review a proposed pro[’essiona] sports contract; 

(d) Meet with the student-athlete and representatives of pro]~ssional teams; 

(e) Cotmnunicate directly (e.g., m person, by mail or telephone) with represematives of a professional athletics team to assist in securing a tryout with that team :for a student-athlete; 
(Adopted: 1/71lie4) 

(f) A ssist the smdent.-ath]ete m the selection of an agent by participating with the student-athlete m interviews of agents, by reviewing written information player agents send to the student- 

athlete and by having direct commanication with those individuals who can comment about the abilities; of art agent (e.g, other agents;, a professional league’s players’ association); and 

(Adopted: I/I 1/94) 

(g) Visit with player agents or represematives o:t’ptofessiona] athletics teams to assist the studem..athlete in determining his or her market value (eg., potential salmy, dt a:t’t status) (Adopted: 

I/7 Z/’94) 

12.3.41 Appointment by President or Chancellor. 

This pane[ sha]l consist of at least three persons appointed by the institution’s president or chancellor (or his or her designated representative li-om outside the athletics depamnenO. (:!qevised.- 
3/~%06) 



12 3.4.2 Composition. 

The majority of panel members shall be full--tirne employees omside of the institution’s athletics department. Not more than one panel mernber may be an athletics department staJ!f mernber. NO 
sports agent or any person employed by a sports agent or agency may be a mernbet of the panel All panel members shall be identified to the NCAA national oflice. (Rm,ised: 1/I 1/94, 

1/1 o,o5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcamunc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 6:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Contests Counting Toward NCAA Minimums 

Based oi1 how I read this, it sounds like there have been schools that have had to try this "re-scoring" method to meet the milfimums, and it finally came to the NCAA’s 

attention. But the Cabinet is definitely saying that this is not, nor has it ever been, permissible. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 8, 2012, at 7:39 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[if’m~) 9]--><’.--[endi[]--> 

You mean this hasn’t always been how the rule was applied? The only way I could ever ,see anyone even t~ing this in the past is if the schools 
paflicipating in a meet sponsored by another entity (like maybe the big meet held in NYC evew Janualy?) got together and maybe decided to score it in a 

manner that was different then how the sponsor publicly scored the meet. I don’t know, appexently somebody was doing this... 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 08, 2012 5:33 PM 
To-" Andrew Dubs; Kendra Warren; Davian Clarke; Josh Langley; HaNs Meaders; Nicole Hudson: Angela Reckart; Shelly Streett; Mark VanAlstyne 
Ce-" llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Beth Miller; Cricket Lane; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Contests Counting Toward NCAA Minimums 

Staff, 
We received information from the NCAA today that I want to be sure you are aware of as you plan your schedule for the season. 

Historically, I know there have been years when we have come close to not participating in the minimum number of contests required for NCAA sports 

s po n so rs hi p, As yo u willse e below, it is not pe rcnissible for a n ins titu tie n to 

i~i~i~ ~hi~i ~ii~!~ ~aii~ ~h~ i~i~i~ ~d RE SCORE ~!~ ~n~ a~ ~ ii~s~i~Oti~ ~sus i~S~i~U~iO~ve~i ~d~ ¢~ ~V~ 

m~ ~b~r~ ! ~r~ ~w~d ~b~ re~i~ ~iNrn~ 

Please be aware of this as you are planning your schedule. Remember that for Indoor Track and Outdoor Track, we must have at least 6 contests each to 

meet the sports sponsorship requirement, and ACC’s may count as 1 toward these totals. 

Certainly let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Division 1 Sports Sponsorship Minimum (Tontesl~’ Requirements Counting ~ulti-Team Events in Individual Sports - NCAA B~ lau s 20.9. 4.3.3 

and 20. 9. 4. 3.3. I. The cabinet agreed that pumuant to current legish,tioni iJ th~ st)onsor qf a~ ~veh~ conducts the event either with no team 

scor#L~ or with institutions achiev#~g a single score against other competing institution,s; it is’ not pet~nissible for an institution to take the 

re,s~dts and score the event as an institution-versus-in~’titution e~ enL The cabinet noted that ,~tch a practice in essence wouht render 

meaningless the intended appfication of Byh:tws 20.9~ 4. 3.3 anti’or 20.9. 4. 3.3~ L 77re cabinet directed the NCzL4 A cademic andMembership 

Services st~to develop and publish an educational column that includes specific examples to clarify the application of the ruleJbr the Division 

I membership. 

20.9.4.3.3 Counting Multiteam Events in Individual Sp~rts. 

In the individaN sv~rts, not more than three institutioa-versus-institutior~ meetings shall be coumed as cordests m any mulliteam competition (e.g., 

quadrangular track and field meet). If the institution achier, es a single score in competition wilh the other competing institutions (e.g., a conference 

chanpionship), it shall be counted as one contest. ~’isecZ ]/10,’90 e[leetive 9~1,’90, b70/95) 

2CI.9.4.3.3.1 Meets Wkh No Team Scorhlg. 

In the indivJ&al sport~, a meet a ~x, hich no team sconng is kept couuts as a contest fbr the purv~se ofmeefiug the minmmm-coutest requirement. 

provided at least the mininnm~ ra m-~ber ofpalicipants per Bylaw 20.9.4..3 participate on fl-~e institution’s team. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIJll, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 1:33 PM 

O’Barr, Allen W <allen obarr@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sauls, 

Jonathan C <jsauls@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 

<Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu >; Blackburn, Dean < blackburn@unc.edu >; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu >; Larry 

Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Hooker < dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Meeting N PARKING 

Reminder about parking; dial on key pad at parking gate on Tar Heel Blvd (the right after the EWAC) and park anywhere in the back lot. 

>>> Larry Gallo 8/13/2012 1:18 PM >>> 

OUR MEETING THIS Thursday W]LL NOW BE IN THE RAMS CLUB CON~:ERENCE ROOM 

LOCATED ON THE 3RD FLOOR OF TNE EWAC. THIS IS THE SAME LOCATION OF OUR June 

MEETING! 

Thank you and see you Thursday at 1:30 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Colleagues: 

I trust that your summer has gone well! 

This email serves as a reminder for our next scheduled meeting: 

Thursday, August 16TN ~ 1:30 ~M TO 3:30 PM ~ Ern(e Williamson Athletks Center, 2nd floor AD’s Conference Room #236 

Please notify Kathy Gdggs kgriggs@uncaa,unc.edu ONLY IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND THIS MEETING, 

Please note the following six (6) attachments to this email. If you wish to have hard copies of these documents, please feel free to print them and bring to our meeting. 

Z. current "substance abuse" policy 

2. the agenda from our 6/19/12 meeting AND the present disciplinary summary (we will continue to use this agenda in our 8/16/12 meeting) 

3. proposed second positive test penalty adjustment 

4. notes from the 6/19/12 meeting 

5. edits to the current policy suggested by Joanna Carey Cleveland, Associate University Counsel 

6. UNC CH Campus Wellness Center ~ Release of Information Form 

Thank you, and I look forward to seeing you on August 16th. 

Be well, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:11 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.tmc.edtr>; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr>; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney vcgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher~)uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

z~kenml- flagler.unc .edu>; ~kenml- flagler.mlc.edu ); ~kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu) 

Next Steps 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Next Steps 

Thanks for a productive session this morning. To clarify what we discussed, here are the next steps in our process, and how they might affect you: 

I am cleaning up some of the language and formatting of our objectives, initiatives and action steps. Paul and I will take a pass at assigning "ownership" of individual 

objectives tomorrow morning. 

I will send the updated implementation plan with assignments to the Task Force after the Consulting Team meets in the morning. This plan will have the new language and 

formatting complete with suggested ownership noted. 

If there are any suggested ownership changes, please make those by Thursday via email response to me. 

For any objective over which you have ownership, you should review the language, the action steps and possible metrics. Your suggested changes/additions!subtractions 

should be submitted back to me by 3:00 p.m. on Monday. I will compile the updated implementation plan (based on the suggestions from you) for discussion at our next 

meeting on Tuesday at 10:00 a.m. 

Thanks for the good work. VII be in touch with an updated implementation plan tomorrow. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Videos to Prospects 

Yes, dating back to the old-school highlight videos, we have always told coaches that we need to review and approve in adwxlce any videos they wish to use in the 

recruiting process. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2012, at 5:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i~!~f~S4~.~P~i!.d!.~#2~!) wrote: 

<!--[if’m~) 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

: 9 Is this the ldnd oftlfing you would ask to review first? How do we request and rex iew video that is created and use& A conversation for tomolrow 

maybe... 

ThanLs Amy. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, August 13, 20:1.2 3:40 PM 
To: Steve Robinson 
Co-" llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject; Videos to Prospects 

Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 

Coach Rob, 

You can certainly create "general interest" videos such as this one and send it as an attachment to an email to PSAs, boosters, alums, etc. But you can’t 

produce video material that is created specifically for recruiting, as that would be contrary to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.2. So you wouldn’t be able to create a video and 

talk directly to prospects, (e.g., "This is where you could play, live, work out, etc.") Rather, you could do a video that is formatted such that it could be of 

interest to the general public (e.g., "This is where the Tar Heels play, live, work out, etc.") and send that as an attachment. 

So it’s all about how the material is presented, As long as you can show that you’re not creating it just for recruiting (by, for example, putting it on GoHeels for 

the general public) and aren’t structuring the voiceover specifically to recruits, we can probably get you there, 

I’m guessing that this is something that our New Media staff can help with. I doubt you need this company. 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio matefi~d to show to, play lbr or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such rnatefial mchides only’ 

geneM information related to an institution or its athletics progrwals and is not created lbr recruiting pmlx)~s, lID] (:~dopted: 1/16’10, Revised 3/29/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> Steve Robinson 8/13/2012 3:19 PM >>> 

Amy is this something legal we could use in recruiting thru emails etc, 

Dear Steve, 

I took the liberty to send you a live personal message of Head Coach Brad Stevens promoting his program at Butler U. Text emails have their 

purpose. Highlight clips are exciting but everyone has them. However, them is tremendous power of persuasion in a virtual live message 

frequently emailed directly from the staff or your players to prospects, alumni, fans, and boosters. On your PC: click on the arrow below. On your 

iPhone or tablet: click "Click here" lx, then click the arrow 2x. For more info check my website located on the template or feel free to contact me 

anytime. Thanks, Joe 

OHck here if you a.~e un~bte to view this image. 

<inlageOOl.jpg > 

This Video Ema}i aent to: srsbo@@~s~aa,~,a¢,ed~, by: ~efor~tbleties.eon~ 

:c :ms~;I;s.c::be please £[[¢k..(!.’-).E.%T:;ik [-:usio:l i 1319 Kmgo,.~..~;¯ ~..~J [-31.~i~de~ i F::. i :335!0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Videos to Prospects 

:-) 

I remind our coaches and video staffon a yearly basis to send me anything they wish to use for recruiting for our review. A lot of what they produce really is general 

interest stuff that goes on G~,Heds c~,m. We don’t review any of that in advance, as I think we would have to hire someone full-time to do that job alone! So we ask to 

review only the pieces that they create primarily for recruiting so that we can assure that it isn’t inappl~opriately targeted to recruits. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Ille, Vince" <#.!!5~$~!~.~i~.:!4~?c.=t(d.!43, wrote: 

OK, that’s what I figured. I guess football has their own video staff ruth a lot of students? I was just wondering how and when we reviewed all of their 

output. I agree with your response to Coach Robinson. I’m sure our video staffcan create a more compelling piece. Incidentally, the Buffer Way?? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, August 23, 2012 7:04 PMI 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Videos to Prospects 

Yes, dating back to the old- school lfighlight videos, we have aJways told coaches that we need to review and approve in advance any videos they wish to 

use in the recruiting process. 

Ainy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Is this the kind of thing you would ask to review first? How do we request and review video that is created and used? A conversation lbr 

tomorrow maybe... 

Thmlks Amy. 

From: Amy Herman [.~?;?~.[[:.:.%~j.~.{;!?~.e~R{?~?~.&{?~L:~!~j. 

Sent: Mlonday, August 23, 2012 3:40 PMI 
To: Steve Robinson 
Co: llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 

Subject: Videos to Prospects 
: Paul Pogge ; Tom -r]mmermans 

Coach Rob, 
You can certainly create "general interest" videos such as this one and send it as an attachment to an email to PSAs, boosters, alums, etc. But 

you can’t produce video material that is created specifically for recruiting, as that would be contrary to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.2. So you wouldn’t be able 

to create a video and talk directly to prospects, (e.g., "This is where you could play, live, work out, etc,") Rather, you could do a video that is 

formatted such that it could be of interest to the general public (e.g., "This is where the Tar Heels play, live, work out, etc.") and send that as an 

attachment. 

So it’s all about how the material is presented. As long as you can show that you’re not creating it just for recruiting (by, for example, putting it 

on GoHeels for the general public) and aren’t structuring the voiceover specifically to recruits, we can probably get you there. 

I’m guessing that this is something that our New Media staff can help with. I doubt you need this company. 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to Show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material 

includes only general information related to an ins¢itulion or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes, [DI (Adopled: 

1/16/10, Revised" 3/29/70) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > Steve Robinson 8/13/2012 3:19 PM > > > 



Amy is this something legal we could use in recruiting thru emails etc. 

Dear Steve, 

! took the liberty to send you a live personal message of Head Coach Brad Stevens promoting his program at Butler U. Text emails 

have their purpose. Highlight clips are exciting but everyone has them. However, there is tremendous power of persuasion in a 

virtual live message frequently emailed directly from the staff or your players to prospects, alumni, fans, and boosters. On your PC: 

click on the arrow below. On your iPhone or tablet: click "Click here" lx, then click the arrow 2x. For more info check my website 

located on the template or feel free to contact me anytime. Thanks, Joe 

Olick here if you {ire un~:ble ~o view this image, 

<lmageOO£jpg> 

This Video ~-meii se!st to: ssobo~secaaAene,e~8 by ~eforatBle~"iss,som 

[o ~ms ubsor::be, i;k’-~as i.~ ,’:jjg.[~.~S.t~/.t~ [ a::k Fu,s::ori I ’~ $i 9 i<ing.sw.>y Read i Star,den i Ft. i 335 IO 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: information for New Faculty Cmte on Athletics Chair 

FYf regarding the academic information that Joy Renner asked for. I guess all of the information is in an annual report that Bubba has. Maybe Molly can get it and makea 

copy for Joy?    should be wrapping up our portion of the information today, I think. 

just remove the academic section from the sports’ pages, 

Thanks., 
Amy 

>>> Beth Bridger          12:16 PM >>> 

Ok Nate is going to compile a booklet for you, we don’t want to email this type of information. 

It may also be worth asking Beth Miller or Bubba for the report, as they get it as well. Could you possibly ask them so we don’t have duplicate efforts. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> Amy Herman          12:01 PM >>> 

I don’t have access to those reports, so if someone over there has them and wants to compile it for me, that would be great. 

>>> Beth Bridger          12:00 PM >>> 

Can you just use the annual reports Robert gives to the coaches every year? This information, ] believe is already on there. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 11:57 AM >>> 

Academic Counselors, 
We are putting together some information on all 28 sport programs to share with Joy Renner, the new chair of the Faculty Committee on Athletics. 

She has asked for some sport specific information that we cannot provide, so I am asking each of you to respond to this email with the below information for each of your 

teams. 

We need this information by Wednesday ( ) at 5p in order to include it in the packet we will give Joy on Thursday hopefully it is something that you can easily access and 

pass on to us. 
For each team you have: 

1. Average Team GPA for the following academic years: 

2008 2009 

2009 2010 

2010 2011 
2011 2012 
2. Any other important academic information about the team you would like Joy to know? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Participation Numbers, Historically 

Last 5 years of squad sizes for XC and Track!Field. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

2007 2008: 

Men XC: 21 

Men Track: 42 

Women XC: 14 
Women Track: 42 

2008 2009: 

Men XC: 19 

Men Track: 40 

Women XC: 13 

Women Track: 42 

2009 2010: 

Men XC: 12 

Men Track: 46 

Women XC: 16 

Women Track: 39 

2010 2011: 
Men XC: 15 
Men Track: 45 

Women XC: 15 

Women Track: 38 

2011 2012: 

Men XC: 17 

Men Track: 45 

Women XC: 17 

Women Track: 38 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Schaffer ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, Angust 14, 2012 1:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact InIb 

Vince thar~ks for the e maii and sorry for the delay in responding to you. we are filing with the NCAA a petition to overturn any susper~sions on behaif of 

¯ Wiil cc it to you wher~ we file it. Also wher~ever you want to chat g;ve me a cali. Here to help, Ii~anks arid have a great day. peter 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August :10, 20:!.2 8:09 AM 
To: peter@agentaa.com 
Subject: Contact Info 

Mr. Schaft~r, 

My current contact information is: 

Office phone: (919) 962-4631 

Cell Phone: 

EmM address: iJ_l__e_~OL_uj!_c_:__e__@_ 

Thm~s for the conversation yesterday. At some point, I’d like to heal your thoughts on some things we may do to mod@ the institution’s Agent and Advisor Program 

for our student-athletes. I’ll be soliciting feedback from various sources mM would appreciate it if you would be willing to share your opinions and experience. 

Vlnce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SAF for $2,000 MEA? 

Shamaree, 

Can you please confirm that it is permissible for us to use SAF for the $2,000 MEA that was promised to the incoming frosh who signed their ASAs in November? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:07 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SAF for $2,000 MEA? 

Shamaree, 
Please ignore. Tom has already asked you this! My fault... 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 1:44 PM >>> 

Shamaree, 
Can you please confirm that it is permissible for us to use SAF for the $2,000 MEA that was promised to the incoming frosh who signed their ASAs in November? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~chaeC~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

Bubba, Clint, and Steve, 
The I    fall compliance meeting with the student athletes will be held on September 5th at 3p in the 

schedule. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Recruiting Lounge. Please feel free to attend if it works with your 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,, 3:38 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Compliance Meeting 

Forgot to copy you on this. 

>>> Amy Herman 3:37 PM >>> 

The fall compliance meeting for student athletes will be held at 8a on 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.m ~ .~l~:~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

in Loudermilk 2301. Please feel free to attend if it fits within your schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:40 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

The 

your schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fall Compliance Meeting with student athletes will be held on at 3p in Loudermilk 2301. Please feel free to attend if it fits within 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:42 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

The Fall Compliance Meeting will be held on 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a1 schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

at 4p in the Concourse Club, Please feel free to attend if it works within your schedule, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 4:39 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unoedu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unoedu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

No holds for any sports this month. Thanks!! 
Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 7:54 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

:@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

Th~ . fall compliance meeting with the student athletes will be held on Monday, 
schedules permit. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

.~\~ ~ ::I~’~ :P :i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

at 9a in Loudermilk 2301. Please feel free to attend if your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012iSpring/Sum mer2013. 

Thanks Mr. Ille, Iwill be sure to do so in the future. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College afArts & Sciences 
Academic Support far Student-Athletes 
Loudermi[k Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599,3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 
we]born (@ uncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu > 8/14/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

Spencer, 

John Blanchald tells me that you are our stalt’person who coordinates all postgraduate scholmships mid awalds for the department? Can you please forward the 

scholarship opportunity below to your distribution list? Moving forwmd, cml you also please add the sport program administrators mid Tom Timmemmn as additional 

recipients? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:19 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

Vince, 

This has been done through the academic counselors. One of them, Spencer Welborn, coordinates all the postgraduate scholarships and awards for the department. So, 

Dicky would send it to me and I would send it to Spencer and copy Robert. Spencer would take it from there. 

I think with Bubba’s vision of sport administrators they should be involved also. Tom, too. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 
Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <j_[[e__@_gr_L~_iLu__~?__c_:e__d__u_.> 8/13/2012 6:38 PM > > > 

John, 

How this infommtion has been distributed in the past? From you to all head coaches mid academic counselors with maybe a copy to Tom and the sport administrators? 

Thought I should check with you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Bubba Cunningham [m___a_!Ltq2_b__ubb___ac~__e _m_ajJ_~_u__t!c__~_e_c!_u_] 

Sent: Nonday, August 13, 2012 2:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-CompleLion Award ApplicaLion is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 
FYI 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Betty Reagan <breagan@ncaa.org> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 9:09 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Ellen Summers <esummers@ncaa.org> 

Subject: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

ME1MORANDIUM 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 

Directors of Athletics ] of NCAA Division I Member 
Facul~ Athletics Representatives ] Institutions. 

Senior Woman Administrators ] 

August 13, 2012 

FROM: Ellen Summers 
Librarian. 

SUBJECT: 2012-13 NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awmd P~ogram. 

The application for the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards for the ranter/spring/summer 2013 is now available at w~v.ncaa.or~. 

To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I member institution; enrolled originally in or before Januao~ 
2008; exhausted institutional eligibility for athletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives t?om seven NCAA Division I member institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awaJcds to be made to 

less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is important to stress to your students that they must fill out the application completely and provide 
supporting documents in order to be considered for this a~,ard. 



The completed application m~d supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office m~d be postmarked no later than September 21. The committee will 

make its decisions on funding by October 31. 

Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or esummers(&ncaa.org, or Betty Reagan at 317-917-6367 or breagan(i~ncaa,org if you have questions about this award or the 

application. 

ELS:br 



Betty Reagm~ 

NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Betty Reagan 
NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Thi s emiil and any .~Lt,i.-:h~</enLs ma%, contain NC~S~, <x.nfidenLia] and pri,,~ileqc<’~ infor~</ati<~n. If ,]ou are no’t Lhe intenqicc~ re<:ipi~,nt, 

please notify the sender iKa-~@diately by return eK’ail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or lise of 

this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and mdy be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 9:25 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

]nside Carolina Article 

Vince, 
Below see the email [ received from the Associate Editor of [nside Carolina. ]C is an unaffiliated message board for a lot of Carolina fans and donors. They cover all men’s 

basketball and football events, and then sometimes update fans on all the Olympic sports as well. ] am more than willing to work with Zach to set this up if you want to. Please 

let me know how you would like me to respond. 

Thanks! 

Dear 

My name is Zach Read, and [ write for Inside Carolina Magazine. As we prepare the November issue, we thought it would be interesting to run a profile of Vince ]lie for Tar 

Heels fans. ]s there any chance Mr. [lie is available for an interview sometime between tomorrow and next Wednesday? The interview would probably take about 30 minutes, 

and ]’d be happy to drop by the office. 

] look forward to hearing from you and thank you in advance for your time. 

Best regards, 

Zach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Am,/Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: volunteer position 

Volunteer Assistant Coach Regulation.pdf 

Dave, 
We just need to get Bryant to sign our Volunteer Coach Form see attached before he’s good with us, And we’ve already got Bryant on our coaches designation list, so 

we’re good there, Once Bryant signs the attached and Joyce clears him, he’s good to go, 
We’ll also want him to take the Coaches Exam since we require all coaches who will be participating in recruiting, even if it’s just on campus, to take it, We’ll need to get him 

set up with Lissa Broome to knock that out at some point, 

That’s all we’ve got on our end, Let me know if you have any questions, Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Dave Arenda: 11:04 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

With Robert Woodard taking a coaching position at UNC W recently, we are in the process of filling that volunteer coaching position. We have submitted papeFwork to Joyce 

for Bryant Gaines. The criminal background check is still Jn progress with the other new hires for the semester. She did mention that we needed approval from compliance as 

well and to clear it with your office. Coach Fox is out of the office until tomorrow and asked that I follow up with you and get the approval necessary so that Bryant can be 

involved with staff meetings,etc, later this week. 

Let me know what [ need to do .... 

thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:35 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: volunteer position 

Dave, 

Just one other thing. Will Bryant have any other job? [ know that the Volunteer Baseball Coach position is generally a full time job, even though it’s unpaid, but if he will be 
doing anything else to make money, we will need to know what that is so that we can confirm that it’s a permissible activity for a coach. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Lance Markos 11:33 AM >>> 

Dave, 

We just need to get Bryant to sign our Volunteer Coach Form see attached before he’s good with us. And we’ve already got Bryant on our coaches designation list, so 

we’re good there, Once Bryant signs the attached and Joyce clears him, he’s good to go. 

We’ll also want him to take the Coaches Exam since we require all coaches who will be participating in recruiting, even if it’s just on campus, to take it. We’ll need to get him 
set up with Lissa Broome to knock that out at some point. 

That’s all we’ve got on our end. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Dave Arendas 11:04 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

With Robert Woodard taking a coaching position at UNC W recently, we are in the process of filling that volunteer coaching position. We have submitted papeFwork to Joyce 

for Bryant Gaines. The criminal background check is still in progress with the other new hires for the semester. She did mention that we needed approval from compliance as 

well and to clear it with your office. Coach Fox is out of the office until tomorrow and asked that I follow up with you and get the approval necessary so that Bryant can be 
involved with staff meetings,etc, later this week. 

Let me know what [ need to do .... 

thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:03 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney ~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina Ba]len <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~kenml- flagler.unc.edu>;, @kenml- flagler.unc.edu ); @kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu) 

Important Ne~ Step - "Ownership" 

cm~olina athletics fftrategic plan - draft.docx 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: important Next Step - "Ownership" 

I acknowledge that this is a long email message ... please read through to the end, as the topic is an important next stop in our process. 

In our last meeting, we discussed "ownership" of the objectives we will put forth as part of our Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics. Ownership ofstrotegic objectives is cruciol to success 

in strategic planning execution. Important notes on "ownership" in relation to our plan moving forward: 

We have made preliminary ownership assignments based upon the nature of the objectives and your position in the department ... and have shared these with Bubba. They are 

included in the attached document. 

The long-term expectations for ownership (four years) are to organize your team to accomplish the objective, to continually develop and complete the actions, and to report 

regularly to the Executive Staff and future meetings of the Task Force on progress. You do not have to do all of the tasks in your objective personally, but you will be the leader 

(the "owner"!) for that objective’s completion. I will be available to assist where needed as well. 

The short-term expectations for ownership (by Monday) are to carefully examine the wording of the objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and to submit any suggested 

changes to me by Monday at 1:00 p.m. You are encouraged to take a big-picture look at the initiatives too ... to see if they are bold and innovative enough to achieve our vision. 

The medium-term expectations (over the next year) are to develop timing estimates for the actions, individual assignments and resource requirements. I will work with you at 

this level over the next year, and assist in strategic plans for individual units and sports programs that you manage. 

The ownership assignments are included in the attached document. This document is the rough draft for what will eventually become our approved Strategic Plan for Carolina 

Athletics. In some cases, the objectives are shared by multiple staff members; in these instances, each of the assigned staff members should draft their own suggestions for the 

objective to share. 

Your homework ... B’Sie~sse i’ead through ~sour ass[g~ed objectives ~srefuily, msd note ~3~%, changes (i~3~guage and tone) ~/ou suggest. Additional[% ple~sse suggest an’i initiatives, a~.tio~s or 

iI~etdcs tb~st yo~ wrest to add (the ones included in this plan were generated at our retreat or in subsequent discussion, and are by no means exhaustive; be creative in establishing 

corporate level ideas in this plan [). You should send your suggestions to me by :[:00 p.m. oil Monday. Your suggestions will be folded into the updated document we will review at our 

Tuesday meeting (and eventually share with the Advisory Committee). Please remember to be bold and innovative[ 

This is a vital step in our process. Please make the time between now and Monday to give this thoughtful consideration. Please let me know if you have questions, or need additional 

guidance or support. I look forward to seeing your ideas, and sharing them with the entire Task Force on Tuesday. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M ’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:26 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hiring High School Teacher as Volunteer Coach 

Coaches Designation Form (Sports other than Football).pdf; Coaching Staff Limitations.pdf 

Great, thanks, Donna. Be sure to let me know if you plan to change this housing arrangement in the future. 

I am happy to talk to Suzanne and help answer any questions she has about the below information concerning what she can and catYt do as our volunteer coach. 

We also still need your Coaches Designation Form. See attached. Please complete and send to Samantha, and she will forward to you the various forms that these individuals 

will need to complete for our records. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 3:11 PM >>> 

AmyI own the house. She has no ownership in the house. Yes that has been the agreement from dec. tithe present 

The payment will continue as it has been. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:06 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Donna. For my records, please answer the following questions. 

1) Do you personally own the house? 

2) Does she have any ownership in the house at all? 

3) Was the you pay mortgage, she pays all bills arrangement put into place in December of 2011 when she moved in? 

4) Will this arrangement continue going forward during her time as your volunteer coach? 

5) Will you make it a point to notify me if this arrangement were to change in any way while she serves as your volunteer? 

T 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Donna Papa 1:10 PM >>> 

Amy, 

She has lived there since December 2011. She pays all of the bills electric etc, I pay the mortgage. 

At present the arrangement is still the same. 

Do you need anything else. 

Donna 

1. dan 

<IMAGEjpg> 
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>>> Amy Herman 8:45 PM >>> 

Donna, 
She would definitely have to stop coaching the high school team immediately (per the bylaw pasted below in blue). But provided we have documentation 

showing that she is paying "her share" of the rent/bills, her living with you isn’t an issue. We just have to be able to show that the arrangement has remained 

consistent both before she became your assistant and after. Please send me an email that indicates how [onq she has been your housemate, what the rent/bill 

arrangement is, and confirm that the arrangement will remain the same. Then we will be covered from the angle of not providing her housing at a discounted 

rate in an attempt to "pay" our volunteer coach. 



The other aspect of this of which we need to be aware and on top of is that once she becomes a coaching staff member, she will not be able to engage in 

recruiting activities off campus. Including at her school. So she should absolutely refrain from having any conversations with any prospects about UNC. Since she 

will no longer be the softball coach, there shouldn’t be any reason for her to have these conversations, anyway. It’s definitely a tough spot for her to be in, being 

our coach but being surrounded by prospects every day, so she will need to be very clear in her stance that she cannot have recruiting conversations. She 

should only have generic conversations as required by her position as a teacher at the school. Any questions at all about Softball at UNC need to be directed 

either to one of our countable coaches or to the PSA’s new high school coach. 

Believe it or not, there is actually an interp "out there" that talks about this situation. I’m pasting it below (in red), as well. It speaks specifically to whether 

teachers who are also institutional coaches are permitted to attend the high school team’s contests. The answer is yes, provided she does so only as a teacher 

and does not act as a UNC recruiter, is not directed to attend for evaluation purposes, and doesn’t report back to the rest of the coaching staff. Since she will 

not be a countable coach who can recruit off campus, there will NEVER be a time when she can engage in recruiting activities, even if it happens to be a 

recruiting period (per the last sentence of the bylaw). 

I hope this all makes sense. Last thing. I don’t know if she is involved in any local sports club, but remember that she is bound by that legislation, too. So if she 

wants to coach any outside team at all (other than ours), she will need to seek our approval before doing so. 

Let me know if you have any questions. And be sure to send me that email about the housing arrangements. And, as always, to get with Joyce about the 

volunteer coach hiring process. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

11,4.1 High School, Preparatory School or Two-Year College Coach. 

An institution may not employ a high school, preparatory school or two year college coach who remains a coach in the same sport at the high school, 
preparatory school or two year college. This provision does not preclude employment of a high school, preparatory school or two year college coach in a 

different sport. Men’s and women’s teams in the same sport are considered different sports for purposes of this legislation. Men’s and women’s teams in the 

same sport are considered different sports even if an athlete from the opposite gender is playing on a high school, preparatory school or two year college 

men’s or women’s team, provided the team is classified as a separate team (as opposed to a "mixed" team) by the appropriate institution or the state high 

school, preparatory school or two year college governing body. (See Bylaw 13.12.2.2 for regulations relating to the employment of high school, preparatory 

school or two year college coaches in institutional camps or clinics.) (Revised." 1/10/91, 3/16/07, 1/16/10) 

Staff [nterpretation 

High schooi {eacher who is member of ins{itu don’s coaching staff 

Date Published: November 30, 1988 
Item Ref: a 

interpFetatJon: 

a. Higim School Teacher Who is Member of Institution’s Coaciming Staff: Determined timat Bylaw I 2 (contact restrictions) and Byiaw I 3 (evaluation periods) would 

not preclude a higl" school teacher wl’o is a member of a member irlstitudon’s coaching staff from a{tending his or her I’igir school’s contest or havirg face to 

face encounters with prospective student athietes, provided he does not act as an insdtutionai recruiter (e.g., is not directed to evaiuate prospective student 

athietes, cioes not report back to the institution’s coaching staff, does no~ contac~ prospective s~ucient atNetes for recruiting purposes), with ~he understandinq 

that time coach is subject to time contact and evaiuadon restrictions when performing recruithmg activities as opposed to normal teacher activities. See 9/17/87 LIC: 
[tem No. 8. 

:"\:~i } .,rio: P.,i e’. :~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Donna Papa 1:43 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Don’t know why this popped into my head Ithink it was that ECU case but my housemate is a high school teacher and also coaches a high school softball team 

in wake county. Iwould like to hire her as my volunteer. Is it an issue that she lives in the house. As long as she pays rent that should not be a problem correct? 

And she would be giving up her high school coaching. She would still teach at the high school. 

Donna 

<IMAGEjpg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:23 AIvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Site Visit 

Hi Vince, 

Your meeting with Mark Jackson is confhlTned for Friday, August 24 at 2:00pm in your office. I will tD- to get a better idea of how long he’d like to meet, but if you are able, it would be great if 
you could block off 2-4pm for this meeting. I’ve given Mark directions to the Williamson Center. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mark Jackson [mailto:mwl@usc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:40 PM 
To: Norton, Moll?’ 
Subject: Re: Site Visit 

Molly: 

Thank you so much. Friday, August 24 at 2:00 pm works great. Anything with the facilities would be a bol’iUS 

My cell is 

Thanks, 
Mark 

On Aug 15, 2012, at 10:31 AM, Norton, Molly wrote: 

> Hi Mark, 
> 

> Thanks Jk~r your follow up email I’m sorry that I haven’t gotten back in touch with you be:tore now. 
> 

> Right now, I can schedule your meeting with Vince Ille Vince is the Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and Student Services. Vince is available to meet with you from 2- 
4pm on Thursday, August 23 or 2-4pm on Friday, August 24. Do either of those timeframes and dates work for you? 
> 
> I will be back in touch with you about a meeting with one of the Associate ADs regarding facilities and development. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

> 

> Molly Norton 
> Executive Assistant to 
> Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 
> The University of North Carolina 
> PO. Box 2126 
> Campus Box 8500 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 919-962-8200 (phone) 

> 919-962-7490 (fax) 
> mbnorton@unc, edu 
> 

> Go Heels! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Mark Jackson [mailto:mwifd~,,usc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:05 AM 
> To: Norton, Molly 
> Subject: Site Visit 
> 

> Molly: 
> 

> I think I talked you last week about a site visit LrNC and a possible meeting with Bubba and/or someone on his senior staff. Was wondering it this is going to work out as I am putting 
together final plans. I am available anytime from T!~mrsday afternoon thru Friday to meet. My focus is on APR rates, faciliw improvements, and overall ftmdraising strategy discussion. 
Really hoping this can work out. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Mark 
> 

> Mark Jackson 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> Unw 
> 

> 



From- 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 11:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaii.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Untitled Message.msg 

here Js the travel letter for professors... 
Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hi11 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:00 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Tweet 

Vince, 

See below. ] know you suggested we copy sport administrators on these, but there are some instances, like below, when it’s borderline in my mind as to whether we need to 

inform the sport administrators. ] believe, had he spelled out the full word below, that it would have been something to forward on, but when he says what he says below, do 

you want to be notified? Just trying to figure out what you want to know about and what you don’t... 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman ll:57AM >>> 

Andre’, 

FYI. 

Amy 

, View Account 

Team/Squad: 

From Account: 

Status: Active_Unprotected, Followers=l,104, Following=293, Number of Tweets=6,647 

First ~r~c~iC~ Wasn’t Good Enough (I Guess) So F It We Going To Turn Up Again.. 

View Message 

Keyword s: practice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:47 PM 

Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Anqie Bitfinq <abitfinq@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Summer Camp 

Hi, Hubert! Angie and ] were talking today and she asked me if it would be okay if you still wanted to do your summer camp in the future, now that you are one of our 

coaches. I know you took this past summer off from the camp, so I don’t know if it’s even something you want to entertain in the future, but I wanted you to know that we 

could probably find a way to make it work. It would be an "institutional camp" by virtue of you being a staff member, which means you would have to follow all of the NCAA 

rules regarding camps, so we would just need to have a discussion to see if you can do what you want to do within those boundaries. 

Anyway, just wanted to drop you a note and let you know that if/when you start to think about it for the future, let’s sit down and talk before you get too far down the 

planning road. 

Hope all is going well! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:30 PM 

Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lissa Broome <[issa_broome@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Gfiggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <n[utz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Enforcement Decision Letter 

Dedsion.pdf 

Mike and Scott, 
See attached. This is the final report from the Enforcement staff, indicating that this case is officially closed in their books. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



August 15, 2012 

Shippir~i0vemi~ht Adcir-ess: 

i802 No~zo Warlord S~: Oriw~ 

h~diar~s~pelis, Indiana 46202 

~P~.~],,~*...J. r’l C ".’J z3.0 r 

Ms. Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. Herman: 

This is in reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s June 18 report in 
response to your May 29 submission to student-athlete reinstatement concerning a 
violation of NCAA rules involving assistant baseball coach Scott Jackson and 
prospective student-athlete              (AMA Online Case No. 216025). 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred, based on 
the following facts from the AMA Online summarization: 

During 2012 spring semester, baseball assistant coach had impermissible 
telephone contact with a prospective student-athlete prior to July 1 
following the completion of PSA’s junior year in high school, which is 
contrary to the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.3.1. Specifically, assistant 
coach inadvertently placed a call to PSA May 1, 2012, while his cellular 
phone was in his pocket. Assistant coach was unaware call had been 
made and did not engage in any conversation with PSA. Upon review of 
his call history May 7, assistant coach noticed call to PSA and 
immediately contacted compliance office to report violation. 

In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondaw and that 
no further action should be taken by the NCAA in the matter. 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

An associatio# of more thar~ t,208 members servir~g the s:tur]ent-athiete 
Eqaal Opporl~mity/A~mlativo. Acti0n ~9ley~r 



Ms. Amy Herman 
August 15, 2012 
Page 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

~ / ~.,,,~, ........... /     ~ c-~ ~! 

) / 
Cory Grant 
Enforcement Staff 

CG:~/53146 

Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 8:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu>; Anqie Bitfinq <abitfing@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Your Summer Camp 

Just F~. 

>>> Amy Herman          8:49 PM >>> 

Okay, thanks, Hubert! If at any point you change your mind,just holler! 

Amy 

>>> Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.edu," 4:02 PM >>> 

Hey Amy...thank you so much for the information...as much as my wife and I loved doing our Christian basketball camp the last 15yrs, I still don’t think we can do it...with me 

working our UNC Bball camp, recruiting and other responsibilities with the players in summer school, I want to have some time with the family:)...thank you very much...Hubert 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:46 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Hubert! Angle and ]were talking today and she asked me if it would be okay if you still wanted to do your summer camp in the future, now that you are one 

of our coaches. ] know you took this past summer off from the camp, so I don’t know if it’s even something you want to entertain in the future, but ] wanted you 

to know that we could probably find a way to make it work. It would be an "institutional camp" by virtue of you being a staff member, which means you would 

have to follow all of the NCAA rules regarding camps, so we would just need to have a discussion to see if you can do what you want to do within those 

boundaries. 

Anyway, just wanted to drop you a note and let you know that if/when you start to think about it for the future, let’s sit down and talk before you get too far 

down the planning road. 

Hope all is going well! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a[ schae(~uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:06 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated Repot 

Except TSOjust emailed me and said to forget it, they’re not going to recruit the girl and we don’t need to reinstate her. So nowI have to change it back into just an 

Enforcement report. Ahhhhhhhh... 

Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/16/2012 9:04 PM > > > 

Thanks Amy. Looks ready to me. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:20 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Updated       Repot 

Mince, 

See attached for the wording changes we discussed. Please confirm that this is okay with you, so that I can forward to Bubba for his approval. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 12:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@nnc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu~; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Clint GwaJtney <cgwaltney@uncaa. unc.edu~-; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kansas Athletics to Honor Student-Athletes at Inaugural Rock Chalk Choice Awards - IC&N SAS OFFICIAL ATHLETIC SITE 

This looks excellent. 

http ://www.kuathletics. corn/sports/academics/spec°rel/OS1412aaa.hmal 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 6:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham < @gmail.com >; Kirschner, Steve 

< stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Kansas Athletics to Honor Student-Athletes at Inaugural Rock Chalk Choice Awards - KANSAS OFFICIAL ATHLETIC SITE 

I also saw this, Bubba ~ I agree ~ good stuff! 

>>> Bubba Cunningham , @gmail.com> 8/17/2012 12:12 AM >>> 

This looks excellent. 

http://~w.kuathletics,com/s ports!academics!spec rel/081412aaa,html 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:50 AM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <                 @gmail.com >; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Owaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Kansas Athletics to Honor Student-Athletes at inaugural Rock Chalk Choice Awards - KANSAS OFFiCiAL ATHLETIC SiTE 

This looks great as a stand a lone or perhaps incorporate into our All Sports Banquet. 

~Beth 

>>> Bubba Cunningham < 

This looks excellent. 

@gmail.com > 8/17/2012 12:12 AM > > > 

http://www.kuathletics.com/s ports!academics/spec rel/O81412aaa.html 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:39 PM 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@em ail.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You r Voicem ail 

Coach Rob, 
You and CB must be thinking along time same lines ;n preparat]on for the recru;ting per;od he asked me that same question yesterday! That rule hasn’t changed, so you can 

still have 1 evaluation and 1 contact on the same day, and it would have to count as 2 of your 7 total permitted recruiting opportunities. 
Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kessler, Jim <jim kessle@unc.edu;, 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:23 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bfidgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Bailey, Tiltimy <tmbailey@emaiL unc.edu> 

Announcement 

Beth - first - sorry to hear about the whole thing, but glad you are back. 

FYI - the following email annotmcement went out to all who are enabled in our database. It will be repeated next Tuesday 21 August and 
Friday 24 August. The information is on the front page of our website under "Announcements." If any student did not receive this, have 
them contact us so we can sort out the problem. JK 

Welcome Back - we hope your summer break was restful 

If you have graduated, please let us know and we will remove you from the mailing list. 

Students with Chronic Medical Conditions: 

Students with Chronic Medical conditions, please contact us by a) stopping by the office or b) emaiL Jim_Kess[er(¢unc.edu or 

.T__!_f___f__a___n_y=__B___a__!_!__e_y_@__u___n___c__:__e___d____u_ and let’s discuss faculty notifications and how we may assist. 

ALL OTHER STUDENTS: 

Professor Notification Emails - beginning Friday August 24, 2012 and must be compteted by Friday, September 21, 2012 

After your schedule is finalized and you have attended all of your classes at [east twice, you may begin submitting information to send 

information to your faculty/course instructors about examination accommodations at: 

http://accessibi[ity.unc.edu [Link] Registered Students [Link] Facutty Notification Letters. 

As always, you will receive a copy of the emai[. You then MUST communicate with each faculty to make arrangements about where you 

will be taking examinations. 

Again - Faculty Notification Emai[s doses on Friday, September 21, 2012. 

SchedulinN Examination - beginning Friday, August 31, 2012 and dosing on Wednesday, November 28, 2012 (Regular and Final Examination) 

Please refer to: htt~//accessibi~it~unc~edu/students/reqistered-students/Ru~de~ines~a~ternative-testin~ 

Examinations are to be scheduled on-line at: http://accessibi[ity.unc.edu ([ink) Registered Students ([ink) Schedule Examination 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Examinations must be schedule 3 complete business days (does not include Saturday ~t Sunday) 

before the exam. The ’scheduling’ day (when you S~o online) and day of the exam does NOT count as a business day. Therefore, for 

a Friday exam, it must be scheduled on Monday. So scheduling the exam a week prior is recommended. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Exams SHOULD be scheduled for the entire semester, however, if you drop the course, please notify 

Accessibility Resources so we can remove the remaining exams and notification to your faculty. 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->. <[--[endit]-->//you fail to schedule an examination, plan to take it with the class. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endit]--> If you purposefut[y schedute an exam for another day/time so that it can be scheduled on-fine (an 

Honor Code Viotation), ptan to take the examination with the crass. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->lf an examination is reschedu[ed, have the facutty contact us via emai[ indicating the new date/time 

of the examination. 

C[assnotes - Beginning Tuesday, August 28, 2012, contact accessibilityresources@unc.edu. Request for c[assnotes must be made by Friday, 

September 7, 2012. 

Livescribe Smartpens: If 
you are interested in checking out a smartpen, please e-mail .a...c..c.~.e.~.s.E!.[2.i.!.!~..W.1:.e.~s..~...u...r..c...e...s.~)...u...n...c.:..e...d..t..l" and in the subject line put "Smartpen Check-out". 

Smartpens will be checked out on a first come, first serve basis. 

Alternative Textbooks - please refer to: http://accessibi~iW.unc.edu/students/registered~students/e~text~pr~ducti~n~guide~ines 

If you have any questions contact Ms. Cynthia Hopkins (Cynthia=Hopkins@unc.edu), Ms. Tiffany Bailey [Tiffany=Bailev@unc.edu) or Jim Kessler 

(]im_Kessler@unc.edu) or call Accessibility Resources at 919-962-8300. 

Jim Kessler, Director 

Accessibility Resources & Service 

CB# 7214 SASB North 

Suite 2126 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7214 

919-962-8300 (V) 



919-962-4748 (F) 

711 (T) NC RELAY 

httP~//accesibility.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Matt Terrell <mtenvll@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:04 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edtv~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Befl~ Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney ~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina BaJlen qnballen@ uncaa.unc.edu>; MollyNorton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fi-igap <friga~a)ken~xl-flagler.unc.edu>; Shefaali Singh (sheFaaJi sin~l@kenml-flagler.unc.edu); Shelby (Shelby Benson@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu) Benson 

Reminder-- "Homework" 

cmx31ina athletics fftrategic plan - drafl.docx 

With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have a productive meeting on 

Tuesday. I know each of us is very busy, but vv¢ :’.,!!;-<.~ k:;;~.e ~’.~c?: ~:1.~ y"~: :":’.,!~::~:~.~" ~.’::ur .:!cm?e’;’<::~.~ c’:;:.::gr:me’:!;! for us to progress fully on a project into which we have put so much time 

and effort. Your homework reminder: 

The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ..o and 

submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 

we will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you ... without your additional input in 

your area of expertise, the objective will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give meaningful 

thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 10:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder -- "Homework" 

Thanks, Vince. Great comments, and obviously you gave it some thought. I appreciate it. 

- Matt 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent-’ Sunday, August 19, 2012 6:18 PM 

To: Terrell, Matt 

Subject: RE: Reminder--"Homework" 

Matt, 
Attached is my first swing at the items that have my name attached to them If you have any question~ plea~ let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From-’ Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 3:04 PM 

To-" CunNngham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick 

Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 

Cc-" frigap; Shefaali Singh (shefaali singh.@kenamflaqNer.unc.edu); Shelby (Shelby genson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) Benson 

Subject-’ Reminder --"Homework" 

With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have a productive meeting on 

Tuesday. I know each of us is very busy, but we’ ~.~.::<~ h.,v’~¢ .-<mh o[ ~..c:P ~ c:~:.:;~e~.- ?.~ ;’ ~m~,’.:~w~H: u’s~W:?~,’.:~:’: for us to progress fully on a project into which we have put so much time 

and effort. Your homework reminder: 

The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and 
submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at I:00 p.m, 

We will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you _. without your additional input in 

your area of expertise, the objective will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give meaningful 

thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 

I Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-64:[2 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:35 AM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtv~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Reminder -- "Homework" 

Matt, 

Looks good to me One question, should 8 e. be "within" instead of "with"? Vince, how does it read to you since we are sharing this one? 

Thal~ks for all of your hard work. 

Clint 

>>> On 8/17,’2012 ,at 3:03 PM, m message 
<33E78F7CCCA7444DB9F43DODBBF70EEDI ABE597D@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Terrell, 
Matt" <mterreH@unc edu> wrote: 
> With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting be%re we go to the Advisory 
> Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have 
> a productive meeting on 3Tuesday. I know each of us is very busy, but we must 
> have each of you complete your homework assignment [’or us to progress fully 
> on a project into which we have put so much time and efl2~rt. Your homework 
> reminder: 
> 

> ’]’he owner of each o bj ec tire sh o ul d carefully examine the wording of his or 
> her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and submit any 
> suggested changes to me by Monday at 1:00 pm 
> 

> We will review each objective and the supporting initiauves and actions at 
> Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you .. 
> without your additional input in your area of expertise, the objective will 
> not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective 
> over the next [’our years. Please find the time to give meaningful thought and 
> action to your assigned objective(s) I look forward to hearing from you by 
> Monday at 1:00 pm 
> 

> 

> - Matt 
> 

> Matt Terrell 
> The University of North Carolina 
> The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
> O 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 ] M 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cliut Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder -- "Homework" 

WOW!’.!! A heck of a Sunday. 

I will go with you on this. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 8/20/2012 at 8:44 AM, in message 
<FBI3¢gFDE871B7904A83367318 C61919050323253D@ITS -iMS>C’~B S 1 M. ad. uric. edu>, "Ille, 

Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Clint, 
> 

> I just left the word out altogether. I’ve attached the draft that I sent to 
> Matt last night If you open it you may find I could have gone a little 
> overboard in response to Matt’s instructions that included 
> "imperative..homework assigmnent, progress fully., owner., carefully 
> examine., you are the owner, give meaningful thought and action. ?" 
> 

> Aast my thoughts on a rain?- Sunday evening. Thanks. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: (;lint Gwaltney [mailto:c~waltnevfa)uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 8:35 AM 
> To: Terrell, Matt 
> Cc: ]lie, Vmce 
> SubJect: Re: Reminder -- "Homework" 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> Looks good to me One question, should 8 e. be "within" instead of "with"? 
> Vince, how does it read to you since we are sharing this one? 
> 

> Thanks for all of your hard work. 
> 

> Clint 
> 

>>>> On 8/17/2012 at 3:03 PM, m message 
> <33E78F7CCCA7444DB9I~’43DODBBF70EF.D1ABE597D@ITS-MSXMBS2M ad.unc.edu>, "Ten-ell, 
> Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the 
>> Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is 
>> imperative that we have a productive meeting on Tuesday. I know each 
>> of us is very bus?,, but we must have each of you complete your 
>> honrework assignment for us to progress fully on a prqiect into which 
>> we have put so much time and effort. Your homework 
>> rerinnder: 
>> 

>> The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of 
>> his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and nretrics ... 
>> and submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 
>> 

>> We will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and 
>> actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to 
> you ... 
>> without your additional input in yurtr area of expertise, the objective 
>> will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that 
>> objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give 
>> meaningful thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look 
>> forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 pro. 
>> 

>> 

>> - Matt 
>> 

>> Matt Terrell 
>> The Universi~ of North Carolina 
>> The Rams Club I Director of External Operations O 919-843-6412iF 
>> 919-843-5777 i M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:16 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney ~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina BaJlen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu;>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Today & TomolTow 

A few things: 

¯ I do not have us down to meet today ... making sure we’re okay with that. 

¯ I have received some of the "homework" responses, and will compile the thoughts with the original document this afternoon and evening. I will bring printed copies to the 

meeting tomorrow, and have the gist of everything on the screen for our two-minute reviews. 

Paul, can you please send us a brief agenda as you have it for tomorrow’s meeting? I want to make sure I have things ready. 

Thanks! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:21 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

< m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Today & Tomorrow 

Thank you, Matt ~ see you tomorrow! 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < mterrell@unc.edu > 8/20/2012 10:15 AM > > > 

A few things: 

* [ do not have us down to meet today ,,, making sure we’re okay with that, 

*     I have received some of the "homework" responses, and will compile the thoughts with the original document this afternoon and evening, [ will bring printed copies to 

the meeting tomorrow, and have the gist of everything on the screen for our two minute reviews, 

* Paul, can you please send us a brief agenda as you have it for tomorrow’s meeting? Iwant to make sure I have things ready, 

Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Time University of North Carolina 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mtenell@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:29 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.tmc.edw~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W ~&creech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larly Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwalmey <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina Ballen <mba|len@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Nort~m 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Email 

Sorry gang ._ that last email was meant for the ConsultingTeam. See you tomorrow! 

And thanks to those of you who have already sent in your "homework" ... good stuff. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 [ F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

TenNs fonnat chaJ~ges_. 

Vince-here’s a link to the story. 

http~//straightsets.b~gs.n~times.c~m/2~].2/08/17/c~ege-piayers~criticize-changes-in-ruies/?smid=tw-n~timessp~rts&seid=auto 

I look forward to getting together on all this. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director { UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsrnith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <~tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Tennis changes 

Vince -looks like it hasn’t been approved yet- 

http:i!www.nca a.com/news/tennis-men/artic~e/2~:[2-08-:~.9/di-tennis-c~mmittee~pr~p~ses-changes~2~14~champi~nships 

Looks like vote is set for September. Sorry for jumping the gun. 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 ] M: 

tdsmiLh@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwkh this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his!her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his!her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 
(c) 
(0 919.962.0393 
awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:20 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

I will forward this on to Jackie in the Scholarship Office, as she coordinates these appeals for their office. We aren’t involved in that process. Jackie, can you respond on this? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:17 AM > > > 

OK, that’s good. Who are fl~e members (and who is "the Chair) of the committee that hear appeals by student-athletes tbr reductions, cancellations and non-renewals? 

This isn’t something I need to know now, just whenever you cm~. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

To; llle, Vince 
Subject; Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwith this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[e@email,unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his/her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his!her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [_E]_a__[[_t__o_Lc_!]£4jJj__d___a_y___C~__U_£LC__a_#_:_u__tl_C_~&d___u__[ 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

FYI 

> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919,962.9119 

(c) 



(f) 919.962.0393 

awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Inside the League <itl@insidetheleague.com> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:26 AM 

Inside "the League <nstratton@insidetheleague.com> 

IIle, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Inside the League Web Site Inquily 

% 
Dear Vince Ille, 

Inside the League appreciates your interest "four inquh-y has been received and it is important to us An F[L representative will get back with you as soon as possible. 

Fer your records, below is what you submitted. 

Name: Vince lib 

Ema    e@u (: e( U 

Phone: 

Comments: Neil, 

When I was at Illinois, vve subscribed to your service and I know Ryan Squire was appreciative of ali the information and assistance you provided, i would iike to subscribe here at North 

Carolina i’ve been toid we don’t currently subscribe to your service? If that is true, can you please foR~,’ard me a telephone contact number? The staff member who is processing the 

subscription has requested a contact number Please let me know if you have any questions My cell number ls . lhanks in advance for your help 

Vince 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Inside the League Web Site InquiD, 

Thanks, Vince. No need for you to call Neil about the subscription (unless you want to catch up with him!). I will handle the subscription for you. 

raise ca re, 

M.:_~lly 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Monday, August 20, 20:[2 :[:!.:57 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject" FW: Inside the League Web Site Inquiry 

Molly, 

Infommtion for you below. Thanks for ?’our help. 

Vince 

From: Neil Stratton [mailto:nstratton(~insidetheleague.com] 
Sent-" Monday, August 20, 20[2 [1:4-2 AM 

To" llle, Vince 
Subject-" R/V: Inside the League Web Site Inquiry 

Hey Vince! Great hearing from you and f Io.:_~k forward to working with you. My c~-AI i; below, Today i; ~acke~t tightly, but call wh~-_mew?r you can and t’11 get back to 

you as soon as is possible. 

At your convenience, go here--www~ins!detheleague~comireg!ster.asp--and we’ll get you going. 

Have an awesome day, 

Neil Stratton 

Special advisor, ’:i:1 Eastham Energy College All-Star Game 

Executive Director, ’08 Hula Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

President, Inside the League 

www.insidetheleague.com 

Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 20, 2012 12:03 PM 

I,arry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, Karlkm W <kcreech@unc.edu>; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; bmille@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu; Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu); Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; MontgomeD, John R <jmonl@unc.edu> 

FW: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pro 

Dear Executive Staff: 

liust wanted to clarify that all of you are invited to the Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner at the Cunningham’s house on Sunday, August 28 beginning at 6:00pro. 

If you have not already RSVPed, please let me know by Wednesday morning if you and your spouse!guest plan to attend the dinner on August 26. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Frera: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:10 PM 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00prn 

Dear Head Coaches: 

Tina and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse/guest can attend. 

Tina and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 4:17 PM 

Hie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meet the Teacher 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

I’ve got Meet the Teacher morning with Ivie tomorrow for 1st grade. It runs from 9:15a to 11, so I will be in shortly before lunch. 

Lance or Tom, if either of you want to go to the Track staff meeting, feel free. I don’t have anything specific that I need to go over with them this week, Maybe touch base with 

them to see if they have anything specific they want to cover? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:23 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmithCc0unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 

Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 

< tphillips@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

< eculler@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Proposed NCAA Tourn. Change 

FYI! Thanks. 

http://www.ncaa.com/news/tennis men/article/2012 08 19/di tennis committee proposes changes 2014 championships 



From: @live.tmc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Welcome & Softball 

Hi Mr. Ille, 
I just wanted to shoot you an email to say that it was nice to meet you on Sunday at the Rookie Brunch. I have heard many great tllings about you and I am excited 

that you have been assigned to softball so that I will get the chance to work alongside you more. As a student in the graduate sport administration program tiffs is my 

passion and my career aspirations. I’d love to talk with you more about your path mid experiences as well as to help out with anything yon hm, e going on both related 

directly to softball and the athletic depar~nent in general. Being a dual degree student. I am most interested in the legal side of sports and compliance, so I would love 

to get more experience in that field and learn more of the ins and outs of compliance. Please let me know if there are any projects I can help ruth or times I can come 

in mad learn more about what you do on a daily basis botll with compliance mad student services. I look forwaxd to hearing back from you. Again, it was great to meet 

you on Sunday, our staff’is looking forwaxd to having you as our administrator. Welcome to Chapel Hill! 

J.D. Candidate UNC School of Law 
M.A. Candidate Sport Administration 
UNC 

@live.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M ichael Beale < m beale@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

RE: Tar Heel Seatbacks 

Will do. 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/21/2012 2:40 PM > > > 
Sounds good. Sign us up. Thanks. 

Original Message 

From: Michael Beale [mailto:mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Tar Heel Seatbacks 

They are very helpful from a comfort standpoint and do not reduce leg room. We can install them for the first game and if you don’t like them we can have them removed 

before the 2nd game. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

#GoHeels 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 2:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael, 
> What do you think, are these good to have? Ithink Iwill request that they be added to our four seats unless you tell me that they significantly reduce leg room. Thanks. 
> Vince 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rstdnbacher@uncaa,unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 1:57 PM 

> To: Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Steve Kirschner 

> Cc: Michael Beale; Tim Sabo 

> Subject: Tar Heel Seatbacks 
> 

> If anyone would like to have Tar Heel Seatbacks installed in your comp athletic department football seats (for free) please let Michael Beale know. He will confirm locations 

with Tim and get them installed for the first game. 
> 

> Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:31 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; rsteinbacher@uucaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to 

you today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From= Renner, Joy _I 
Sent= Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= FW: .loy Renner - FAC follow-ups 
f can only begin I:o imagine how busy you are [:hese days....if you have a chanc~-:~ t.:_~ r~-:~q:~.:_~nd to a couple of things below, that would be very h,-:~lpful to me. 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets are the most pressing and the emails Lo coaches and staff can happen later in August. 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEiRS 
Associate_¯ Professor lind Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondur~mt H~il 
521-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1.., 9~6 .->i l,[:.e_k 
Celi 

91.9 -966-.’-; 951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: this e-m;~H mess;~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, is int~_~nded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materi;~i. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase co~t;~ct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#o~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina P~blic Records law a~d mar be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thodzed state officia~ {INCGS. Cho $32)o Strident ed~cationa~ records are sub,oct to FERPA° 

From= Renner, Joy ] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject" Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information!Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an 

email request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV!IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with 

something like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -if they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams!sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition!season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay 

on track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

Jo~, J. Rem~_% M.A. RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate! Pl’ofe55or a~d Dh-ector 

Umversit¥ of North C;~roiina at Ci?;~pel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcindura!~t Hail 
321-A South Co umbia St. 
Chapei Hql, NC 27599-.7130 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; e.-mail message, ir!,::Jud[r].~ al:t;~chments, if any, is ir~tet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h [t is addressed and r~]ay cot~t;}iR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:07 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Posse < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Brother, the High School FB Coach (Bylaw 13.1.2.3 

Wally, 

I got your IM regarding your brother, the high school FB coach in GA, and your desire to meet him at his practice on Wednesday. 

Per Bylaw 13.1.2.3 (b), copied below, [ ar’n fine with this, provided you 1) do not perform any sort of evaluations of the prospects that are participating and do not report back 

anything to our coaching staff re: the practice activities or skill of the PSAs, and 2) do not have direct contact with any prospects, parents, or coaches participating in the 

activity (with the exception, of course, of your brother). We also generally ask that individuals in this sort of situation, though it isn’t specifically referenced in the bylaw, refrain 

from wearing any Carolina gear while in attendance at these events. Wearing UNC gear could encourage a PSA, parent, friend, etc. to approach you and strike up a 

conversation, which could inadvertently lead to a violation of my 2rid stipulation above. So it’s better safe than sorFy to not draw attention to yourself as a potential UNC 

connection. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

1-:L1,2.-:~ Genera[ Restrictions -- Staff Members and Governing Board. 

file following are additional restrictions that apply to an institution’s staff members and governing board. [D] (Revised:4/27/O0) 

(b) Noncoaching Staff Members with Sport-Specific ResponsibiEties. A noncoaching staff member with sport specific responsibilities (except a staff member who only 

performs clerical duties) shall not attend an on or off campus athletics event in the staff member’s sport that involves prospective student athletes (e.g., high school contest, 

noninstitutional sports camp) unless the staff member is an immediate family member or legal guardian of a participant in the activity. A staff member who is an immediate 

family member or legal guardian of a participant may attend such an event, subject to the following conditions: (Adopted: .1/_1_6/_1_0, Revised." 4/’13/’10, 4/2..°,/.10) 

(i) Attendance shall not be for evaluation purposes (the staff member shall not provide information related to the performance of a prospective student athlete back to the 

institution’s coaching staff); and 

(ii) fhe staff member shall not have direct contact with a prospective student athlete or a prospective student athlete’s parent (or legal guardian) or coach (other than the 

immediate family member, if applicable) participating in the activity. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 7:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard from either CD or John. Last time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

~lLl st FYI.....Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:           isecure and confidential) 

Ba r ba ra~ 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after Spin. l also sent him an ernail asking him to give me a call and understand that John Blanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara 3o Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

Te: Mock, Conrad D .lr; 1lie, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara 3o; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

OfFice of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North C:~r’olin:~ ~t Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from        . His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:02 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check with other s~ff (assuming he has adminislrative assistance from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at’_ L last year as a Is this tJle student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 7:50 PN 

To: file, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Last time I spoke with John Z believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE           [secure and confidential) 

[-~a rba ra, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders[and that John Bfanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr, Ille, Vince, John Blanchard 
(::c: Polk, Barbara Jo, Thompson, Jennifer C, Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Monday-, August 6, 2012 8:38 PM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeling 

11:30 works for me, Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 8:31 PM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <s~trohm(a)emai/.uuc.edu> wrote: 

tti Vince, 

I have meetings until 11:30, but could meet at Bynum them if that works for you and Lissa. 

Also, I know you called this afternoon. If you’d like to talk tonight, my home number is 

Thanks. 

Leslie 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:54 PM, "Ille, Vince <.~madalncvdu> wrote: 

Leslie, 
I talked with Lissa Broome briefly this afternoon. Are you available to meet with us tomorrow morning sometime? I believe that Lissa is 

available any time after 9:30 and l’d like to meet in your building if possible. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hemlan, Amy S <~ajschae@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, August 6, 2012 9:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Amy tterman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Re: Infomlation for Joy Renner 

~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

We will work on this. Stun, please sIart on this and let me know if you have questions. 

Vince, can you do me a favor and smtch the email address you use for me to aischae({guncaa.unc~edu? I’m one of the few people that actually keep these 2 accoums 

separate. And this is my fun/junk account that I don’t keep up with as ~egularly. 

Thank~ 
Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 7:04 PM, "Ille, Vince" < iJl_.e_2(h~2..e__r..n_a_i_!:._u__llq:__e.!_lU_> wrote: 

Amy; 

Joy Renner has asked us for some help that I believe may be easy to do with ACS, at least I hope it is. She has requested a document for each of our 

varsity teams that includes the name of the sport, a list of the names of eveD, coach for that sport, and a list of the names of all student-atNete team 

members for the sport (no other information, just names oNy). I’ve never used ACS, but this sounds like an ad hoc report that might be easily generated. 

Can you let me know? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 6:29 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~ 

Thank you for this information. 

Vince and I met yesterday morning (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discussed that since ACS is administered in the Compliance Office that he would work with Amy Herman in 

formulating the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student athletes) for each team. Are you OK with us going in this direction? I am happy to proceed in any manner you wish. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >> > 
Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince IIle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From= Renner, Joy .] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days_...if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to me~ 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets are the most pressing and the emails to coaches and staff can happen later in August. 
JOyJ, Rennet, M.A., R[(R), FAEff{S 
Assodate Professor arid Director 
Univers[t’¢ ot: Norti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SchOOl O1: Med[ciqe 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A Souti~ Colurab[a St. 
Chapel I-liil~ NC 27599-71B0 

9"-,’ 9-96~-5147Desk 

Ceil 
9"_,’ 9-966-6951 Fax 
-CONF~DENTIALI]Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, indudi!~g a~tachme!~ is, if any, is iqtended only for ti~e -perso!~ or ent[ty to which it is addressed aqd may contain coqfide!~[ial aqd!or 
privile~ed material. Any --uqauthorized review: use, disclosure or dis[ributioq is prohibited. If you are !~ot the i!~[ended recipieqt, please con~ac[ the seqder by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the or[~inal n’~essage. 
~ai~ ¢o~’~’espo~e~e to a~8 fro~ tt~is a88~’ess ~ay be subject to the Ne~th Garoli~a PubE~ Reeords law an~ n~af be ~is~lose~ te thir~ parties by an 
a~thori~ed ~ate official (NCG$o oh, ~.32), Student ed~¢atio~al records a~e sabject to F~RPAo 

From." Renner, Joy .] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject; Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August :13th SO staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

Jo’f J, Rennet, M.A., RT([~}~ FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of Nor,:h Carolina at Chapel Hiil 



9 ~ 9-.96 ~.-51.47Desk 

Ceil 
9 ~ 9-.96 ~.-I:]gsJ. Fa× 

-’CONF~DE]’,~TIALITY NOTICE: This e-maU message, inckld[!~ atl:achme!~ h~, if any, is Jr!tended only for ti~e -.perso!~ or ent;l:y to which h: is addressed ar!d ma~/c:onta[n cord:ide!~tial ar!d/or 

privile~ed material. Any --c:r~authorized review, use, disclosure or dis[ributio:! is p!’oh[bited. [f ?’ou are !~ot the [!~[ended recipier~t, please contac[ the see!tier by reph/e-mail and des[ro,i 

all copies of [Pie orlon[hal l~’~essa~je. 

Er~ail correspondence to and ~rer~ this address n~ay be subje@ to the North Carolina Pub~i~ Reeords law and ~na~/be disclosed te third parties by a~ 

a~tho~’i~edJ .-~ate offieial (NCGg, ~ho 132)o $t~e~t e~¢atio~al ~’e¢oi’ds are s~bje~t to FI~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:34 AM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy_Renner@med.u nc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What [ need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:28 AM 
To" Cunningham, Bubba 
C¢" Renner, Joy J; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~- 
Thank you lbr this information. 

Vince and I met yesterday morning (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discus~d that since ACS is axtministered in the Compliance Office that he would work with Amy 
Herman in formulating the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student-athletes) for each team. Ale you OK ruth us going in this direction? I am hapw to proceed in any 

manner you rash. 

Thank you mid have a good day. 

Larry. 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>~ 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PI 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only b~-:~gm to imagine h.:_~w busy you are these days.....if you have a chance to respond to a couple of thing; below, that would be v~-:~ry hel~l[u] [o me. 

In particular oriental:ion and the Fact Sheets are ~:he most pressing and th~-_~ ~-’_m~aiis to coaches and staff can happen later in August. 
]oyJ. Rennet, M.A., Ri(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi[y of No!’th Carolina at Chapel Hiil 
Sci~ool o~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
32.l-.~ South Columbia SI:. 
Chapel lqiil, NC 27599-7!30 

919-96[~-5147Desk 

Cell 



-CQNF]DENTIAI.ITY NQTECE: This e-.rnaii message, inciudir!g att;}c:hmer!ts, if anV, is in[end..’~d only for’ the -persor! or ent[[y to which it is addressed and may ,::ontain co.,",[id.:~r!l:ial and/or 
priviieged material. Any -.--unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:ribiRion is prohibited. E[ you are r!o~ the ir!l:ended recipient, please contact ~he sender by repb/e-mail and destroy 
a[J copies of i:he t)r[~iRaJ message, 

[~ai~ cerrespoa#e~ce to and fro~ this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~b~ic Records law am# a~ay be #isc~ese# to thir# pa~ies by a~ 

a~thorizee stLate official (f~{:GSo oh, ~3~}, St~Se~t eS~catie#al federals are s#bje~t to FERPA, 

From: Rennet, 3oy J 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3:[, 20:[2 3:3:[ PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ] 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August :1:3th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-20:13 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 
.k)y J. R.:~nner, M.A., RT(R}, FAEERS 
Assoc:[ai:e Professor and Director 
Universii:y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicir!e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl: Hall 
$21.-A South Coh;rnbia SL 
Chapel I-Ui], NC 27599-7130 

................................ 

919-968-51-.4 7Desk 
Ceil 

919-96~-6951 Fax 
-CONF~DENTIALF]Y NOTICE: This e-!;qail message, indud[!ig a~tachme!~ Is, if any, is it!tended onk¢ for tile -perso!l or ent[tV to which it is addressed ar!d may contain cor!l:ide!l[iaJ at!d!or 
pr[vile~{ed material, Any --ur!authorized re’dew~ use, disclosure or dis[r[but[or! is prohibited, If Vou are !~ot the [!~[ended recip[er!t, please contac[ the sender by repbi e-mail and destroy 
all copies of [he or[~{inal message, 
~ai~ ¢o~’~’espo~e~e to a~ [~’o~ this a~’ess ~ay be s~bject to the Nertb <:aroli~a P~b~i~ Reeords law an~ ~ay be ~is~ose~ he tbir~ parties b~ an 
a~tborbed .-~ate offieial (NCG$, cbo :~32)o Student ed~catio~al reco~’~s are s~bject to F~JRPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

FYI~ 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.u nc.edu > 8/7/2012 9:39 AM > > > 
Thanks and thank to Vince too! 

From: Larry Ga]lo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
C:c: Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ne 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what :you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, mid Vince roll be the point N~son with this gathering of information project. 

Take case, and have a good day. Call if you need anylhing! 

Regards, 

Larry 

>>> "Rennel; Joy J" ~oy Renne@med.unc.edu> 8/7/2012 7:41 AM >>> 

Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 

different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 

there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 

Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
C:c: Renner, .toy J; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~- 

Thank you for this i~ffo~rnation. 

Vince and I met yesterday moming (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discussed that since ACS is administered in the Compliance Ott~ce that he would work with Amy 

Hennan in [bnnulafing the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student-athletes) [br each team. Are you OK with us going in this direction? I am happy to proceed in any 

mmmer you wish. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Larry" 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days~,...if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to me~ 



h’~ par~iCLiIar .LJriF4r~b~tior~ arid the Fac’t ~’~heets .~rF4 the most prF43sing arid the en]aiI3 ~o coaches and s~af[ ca~ happF4r~ later h~ .August. 

.IoV L Renner, M,~4~r~ RT(R}, FAKERS 

ASSOC:[ate Professor ar)d Diret:tof 

Uniw~rsii:V of N,:)rti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SchOol Oil: Medicir!e 

CB #7Z30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321.-A Souti~ Coli;mbia SL 

Chapel Hii], NC 27599-7£30 

9 ~ 9-.96e.-51.47Desk 
Ceil 

9 ~ 9-.96 e.-I59SJ. F.~× 
-CONFIDE~’~Tb~LITY NOTICE: This e-!~qail message, Mclud[!~ atl:achme!~s, if anv, is Jr!tended only for ti~e -.perso!~ or entH:y to which 11: is addressed ar!d may contain cor!fide!~tial ar!d/or 
privileged material, Any --.-i;r!aul:horized review, use, disclosure or distribul:k)r! is prohibked, If you are !~o1: 1:he i!~tended re,::ipkml:, please contact l:he ser!der by reph/,:~-mail and destroy 

all copies Ot the orig[rlal rr~essa~e, 

Email correspondence to am# ~’rom this a##ress n~ay be sabjec~c to the IN~}Ah Carolina Public Records Jaw aM may be ~ismJose~ t~ third parties by a~ 

a#thorized ~ate official (NCG$, ~ho 132)o St~de~t ed~¢atio~al reco~’es are s~b~ect te FI~RPA, 
From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th SO staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV!IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-20!3 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 
JciV J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAKIRS 
Asso,::k~e Professor and Director 
Univers[[y of North Carolina at Chapel 1-41[I 
Sci~ool o~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
32.l-.A South Columbia SI:. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.1.30 

919-955-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-955-6951 Fa~ 

-CONFIDENT[AUTY NOTICE: This e-rnaii message, mciudir!g a,’4achmer!ts, if any, is i!~[ended only for ,’-he -persor! or en,:[[y ,:o which i[ is addressed a!~d may contain co!~fider!tial a!~dior 

priviieged l~’~aterial, AnV --u!~aL4horized review, use, disclosL:re or distribL4io!~ is prohibited. I[ you are r!o[ [he it!tended recipie!~L please con[act [Pie se!~der b’v repiy e-mail and destroy 

ail copies of the original message, 

E~ai~ cerrespon#eRce ~co and fro~ this address may be s~jeet to ~che North CaroliRa P~lic Records law an# ~ay be #isc~ese# to ~chir# pa~ies by a~ 

a~thorize~ slate official (}~CGS, oh, ~3:~), SteSe~t eSecatie~al re~erds are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cficke’(~:unc.edtr~; Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Plmls 

Vince, No But Cricket may know of him. John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:01 Ah4, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Cricket and John, 
> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past? Thal~ks 
> Vince 
> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl(£earlsuttle.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa unc edu; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
> 

> Great to hear from you Bubba[ 
> 

> I have developed three new workshops that I am 
> currently conducting for both the NFL and Ermversity 
> teams. ’]’he program titles are: 
> 

> Victory Olfthe Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life 
> Team Building for hnproved Team Performance 
> Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively 
> 

> The program descriptions are attached. [ am also attaching 
> the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 
> 

> I have been doing some extended training (instead of one 
> workshop - a series of workshop over a set period of time) 
> with a few universib" sports teams that you might find 
> interesting. 
> 

> I look forward to discussing the Leadership Academy with you. 
> You can reach me on my cell at 
> 
> In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website 
www.earlsuttle.com<http:/iwww.earlsuttle.com> 
> in particular the University page that highlights some of my 
> work with college sports teams. 
> 

> Stay well, 
> 

> Dr. Earl 
> 

> Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 
> Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 
> 770-992-4433 (office) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Curmingham, Bubba 

<bubba c@email unc.edu<mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> Earl, 
> 

> Thank you vecz much for your note We’ve had quite a bit of 
transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary 
focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince Ille on 
this email If you can provide information for them to review, that 
would be great. 
> 
> Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle 

[mailto:earl@earlsuttle.com<mailto:earl@earlsuttle corn>] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: Fall Plans 



> 

> Greetings Bubba, 
> 

> I am planning my calendar for the fall -- thought it would be 
> a good time to check back with you. 
> 

> Right now, I am in my office pretty much all this week 
> (unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 
> base You can reach me at 
> 

> Or if you would like me to call you - just email me 
> the best nmnber and a good time for your schedule. 
> 

> Looking forward to speaking with you, 
> 

> Dr. Earl 
> 

> Earl L. Suttle, PhD. 
> Leadership Success International, LLC 
> 

> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 

> <Victo15~ Off The Field - TakingControl of Your Personal Life. doc> 
> <Team Building for Improved Team Perfomlance.doc> 
> <Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively.doc> 
> <Alcohol and Drug Education - College Sports Teams - Program.doc> 
> <Dr. Earl Suttle Bio - 2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:10 AM 

llle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Vince, 
It’s the Time Information Management system. All non exempt salaried and hourly employees record time into this system to be paid from 

and to keep up with leave accruals. 

All EPA and SPA exempt employees’ leave is managed in this system by submitting leave reports from which we enter each employee’s 

info into the system to keep up with leave accruals. 

Hope that helps. I’ll give you a test on that later today. 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/7/2012 10:04 AM > > > 

Joyce, 

What is TIM? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 9:33 AN 
To: ¯ Montross, Eric S; 

; Ille, Vince; Matson, .]anis Evelyn; 

Amy Herman;, Adam Lucas; Anson Dorrance; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron 
Brian BersticKer; Bradley Bethel; Brenda Haithcock; 

IMPORTANT: For TIM Users - TIM Scheduled Downtime TONIGHT 
Subject: 

Please note the following message pertaining to TIM downtime tonight, August 7th. 

If you have any questions please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Joyce 

From: TIM Support 

Date: August 7, 2012 

Subject: TIM Scheduled Downtime 

TIN will be taken down for maintenance at 7:00 pm tonight, Tuesday, August 7, 20i2. During the downtime window, users will not be able to log in. We expect the system to be 
online again by li:00 pm. 
* Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to Iogin during the downtime period. Times in or out for work during the downtime should be submitted to the Manager or TIM 
Administrator for manual entry. 
* Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system during the downtime period, lqmes in or out for work during the downtime should be submitted to the 
Manager or TIM Administrator for manual entry. 
* SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt Employees will not be able to log into the TIM system during the downtime period. They will be 
able to enter data in TIM when the system is back online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:15 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Plans 

Vince, 

One more quick note ...Bubba admittedly forgets that Shelley Johnson 
runs the leadership academy, not Cricket. Just an FYI. John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> OK, thanks John 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: John Blanchard [mailto :j gb@uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:03 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Cc: Lane, Cricket; Blanchard, John G 
> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
> 
> Vince, No. But Cricket may know of him. John 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:01 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Cricket and John, 
>> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past’? Thanks 
>> VJilce 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Earl Suttle [mailtn:earl(@earlsuttle.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
>> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
>> Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa uric edu; Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
>> 

>> Great to hear from you Bubba[ 
>> 

>> I have developed three new workshops that I am currently conducting 
>> for both the NFL and University teams. ’]’he program titles are: 
>> 
>> Victory Off the Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life Team 
>> Building for Improved Team Performance Managing Healthy Relationships 

>> EffectiveIy 
>> 

>> The program descriptions are attached. I am also attaching the 
>> program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 
>> 

>> I have been doing sonre extended training (instead of one workshop - a 

>> series of workshop over a set period of time) with a few universi~" 
>> sports teams that you might find interesting. 
>> 

>> I look forward to discussing the Leadership Acadenry with you. 
>> You can reach me on ray cell at 
>> 

>> hi the meantime, please feel free to visit tW website 
> w~wi.earlsuttle.com<http://www.earlsuttle.com> 
>> in particular the Universi~" page that highlights some of my work 
with 
>> college sports teams. 
>> 

>> Stay well, 
>> 

>> Dr. Earl 
>> 

>> Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 
>> Leadership Success International, LLC 
>            (cell) 
>> 770-992-4433 (ofiice) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM. Cunningham, Bubba 

> <bubbac@email unc edu<mailt°:bubbac@emailuncedu>> wrote: >> Earl, 
>> 

>> Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of 



> transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary 
focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince I[le on 
this emaiL If you can provide in:gormation for them to review, that 
would be great. 
>> 

>> Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 
>> Bubba 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Earl Suttle 

> [mailto:earl,@,earlsuttle. com<mailto:earl(~ earlsuttle, corn>] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
>> To: Cunninghara, Bubba 
>> Subject: Fall Plans 
>> 

>> Greetings Bubba, 
>> 

>> I am planning my calendar for the fall -- thought it would be a good 
>> time to check back with you. 
>> 

>> Right now, I am in my office pretty- much all this week (unusual for 
>> me), so it would be a great time to touch base. You can reach rue at 
>> 

>> 

>> Or if you would like me to call you -- just email rue the best number 
>> and a good time for your schedule. 
>> 

>> Looking forward to speaking with you, 
>> 

>> Dr. Earl 
>> 

>> Earl L. Sut;le, Ph.D. 
>> Leadership Success International, LLC 
>> 

>> 

>> <TEXT htm~ 
>> <Victor?, Off The Field - TakingControl of Your Personal Lifb doc> 
>> <Team Building for Improved Team Performance doc> <Managing Healthy 
>> Relationships Effbctively.doc> <Alcohol and Drug Education - College 
>> Sports Teams - Program doc> <Dr. Earl Suttle BiG - 2012doc> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Joy Renner - FAC tbllow-ups 

I will be out of the office from the 6th through the lOth. If you need to reach me, I can be reached me at 

the time I am away. 

Joy Renner 

. I will have limited email availability during 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nathan John <yarbl~o9@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August 

Mr. Ille, 

Our next ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August before the start of the semester. We are looking at the weeks of August 6th- 10th or August 

13th- 17th at 4:00 pm. Please let me know what day works best for you to attend. I will confirm as soon as I hear from everyone. The meeting will be held 

on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

To response I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August". 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http://doodle.com/z7wnb63twzgwcryb 

Thank You, 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:45 AM 

cmerrill@ncaa.org 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Level H Violation Report 

Cindi, 
See below for the information that was sent to the ACC back in early June. 

Thanks, 

Am 

iiiililiiii~li~l~t~l~iiiilililili 

Level II 6/4/12 13.10.8 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Depar[ment of A[hle[ics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

AC used photos of the four PSAs as the 
background of her Twitter home page. The 
PSAs are projected    graduates and, thus, 
have not signed NLIs with the institution. The 
Compliance Staff discovered the violation 
during its regular review of Twitter pages. 

AC was immediately instruc:[ed to 
remove the photos from the 
Twitter background Rules 
education was conducted with the 
AC, and a letter of admonishment 
was issued. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket(£)uncaa.unc.edu> 

[uesday, August 7, 2012 ]]:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <illeCbemail.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgbCbuncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Plans 

Vince, 

I have not.., and he has not been recomrnended by any of my colleagues. I will check around regarding tile schools on his website. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

:> > > John Blanchard <jgb6)uncaa.unc.edu> 8/7/2012 10:02 AM > > s> 

\iince, No. But Cricket may know of him. John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:0] Alvl, "llle, \/ince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cricket and John, 

s> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past? Thanks. 

> Vince 

> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earlC®earlsuttle.com] 

:> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 

> To: Cunningham, Bubba 

> Cc: cricket(~Puncaa.unc.edu; jgb(c0uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 

:> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 

> 

> Great to hear from you Bubba! 

:> 

> ] have developed three new workshops that [ am 

;- currently conducting for both the NFL and University 

> teams. The program titles are: 

> 

;- Victory Off the Field Taking Control of Your Personal Life 

> Team Building for Improved Team Performance 

> Managing Healthy Relationships liffectively 

> 

> TtTe program descriptions are altached. ] am also attaching 

> the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 

> 

> [ have been doing some extended training (instead of one 

> workshop a series of workshop over a set period of time) 

> with a few university sports teams dlat you might find 

> interesting. 

> 

> ] look forward to discussing the I eadership Academy with you. 

;- You can reach me on my cell at 

> 

> In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website 

www.earlsuttle.com < http:/!www.earlsuttle.com;- 

> in particular the Universi~ page that highlights some of my 

> work with college sports teams. 

> 

> Stay well, 

:> 

> Dr. Earl 

> 

> Earl L. Sutde. Ph.D. 

> I eadership Success International, I[C 

(cell) 

> 770 992 4433 (office) 
> 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at q:02 PM, Cunningham, Bubba 

< bu bbacL@email.u nc.edu < mailto:bubbac(q)email.u nc.edu > > wrote: 

:> Earl, 
> 

> Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of 

transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary 

focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince Ille on 

this email. If you can provide information for them to review, that 

would be great. 

> 

"> Thanks again, ttope to see you soon. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> Bubba 

:> 

> 

> From: Earl Sut~le 

[mailto:ea rl(6) ea rlsuttle.com < mailto:ea rl6) ea rlsuttle.com >] 

> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 

> ~[o: Cunningham, Bubba 

> Subiect: Fall Plans 
> 

"> Greetings Bubba, 

> 

> ] am planning my calendar for the fall thought it would be 

"> a good time to check back with you. 

> 

:> Right now, I am in my office pretty much all this week 

> (unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 

> base. You can reach me at 
:> 

> Or if you would like me to call you just email me 

> the best number and a good time for your schedule. 

:> 

> I ooking forward to speaking with you, 

> 

> Dr. Earl 

> 

"> Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 

> Leadership Success International, LLC 

> 

> 

> <lEXT.htm> 

:> <Victory Off The Field TakingControl of Your Personal Life.doc> 

> <Team Building for Improved Team Performance.doe> 

> <Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively.doc> 

:> <-’Alcohol and Drug Education College Sports Teams Program.doc> 

> <Dr. Earl Suttle Bio 2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edtp 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 5:00 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Plans 

I don’t believe that we have met, Vince. I too look forward to that happening as well as talking to you about BCLA. We are now the Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership 
Academy. No, to the best of my knowledge, we have not worked with Dr. Suttle. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 10:24 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: FW: Fall Plans 

Shelle55 
I’m not sure if we’ve met yet? If not, I hope to soon. Please see the messages below and the information attached. Is Dr. Suttle someone we’ve worked with in the 

past? Thanks and I look forward to visiting with you about CLA. I’ve heard so man?, great things about the progrmn. 

Vlnce 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Blanchard, John G 
Subject: FW: Fall Plans 
(J~eket and M?~L 

Virlce 

From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl@earlsuttle,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; Nb~uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
Great to hear t?om you Bubba! 

I have developed three new workshops that I am 

currently conducting lbr both the NFL and Universi~ 

teams. The program rifles are: 

Victo~ Offthe Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life 

Team Building for Improved Team Performance 

Managing Healthy Relationships Ett~ctively 

The program descriptions are attached. I mn also attaching 

the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 

I have been doing some extended training (instead of one 

workshop - a series of workshop over a set period of time) 

with a few universi~ stxwts teams that you might find 
interesting. 

I look fi~rward to discussing fl~e I,eadership Academy wifl~ you. 

You can reach me on my cell al 

In the meantime, pleaae feel free to visit my website WWWnearlsutfle.com 

in pmlicular the University page that highlights some of my 

work with college sports teams. 

Stay well, 

Dr. Earl 

Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 
Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 

770-992-4433 (office) 

On Men, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac(~ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Earl, 

Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our prima~ focuses. I have copied Cricket 

Lane, John Blanchard. and Vince Ille on this email. If you can provide information for them to review, that would be great. 

Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincereb; 

Bubba 

From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl@earlsuttle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3:t, 2012 i:t:27 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Fall Plans 

Greetings Bubba, 

I am planning my calendar for the fall- thought it would be 

a good time to check back with you. 

Right now, J am in my office pretty much all this week 

(unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 

base. You can reach me ai 
Or if you would Jike me to call you - iust email me 



the best number and a good time for your schedule. 
Looking forward to speaking with you, 
Dr. Earl 

Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 
Leadership Success International, LLC 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 7:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard a word from CD or from anyone else~ I’ll let you know if I do. Iql also let you know if/when we hear from 

rhanks for checking. 

B a r ba ra 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear from Coach Mock or aliyone else regardin~ today? Thanks. 

VilEe 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: [secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn the process. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from         His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check ruth other staff’(assuming he has adminislrative assifftaJlce t?om someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion with the student something that is typically done by telephone or is he expected to meet with you in peram? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at last yeac as a Is this the student who has applied lbr admission here? 

Thalks tbr your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 7:50 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ~ (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard from either CO or John. Last time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from Cb yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for’ any other student. Once we hear’ his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PN 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

f tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email ~r;king him to give me a call and understand that .John Blanchard is out of 

town. Have you had arty conversation with either regarding your’ message below? Thanks, 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject’. (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 



All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete fol His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 8:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Website 

We have not. The old website didn’t have the anonymous tip option and since this one is not live nobody knows about it. Might be something we want to discuss closer to 
when the webpage is ready to go. 
Tom 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 08/07/12 6:34 PM >>> 
<!-[if mso 9]-><!-[endif]-> 

Toni, 

Have we received any anonymous tips? What is our procedure for when we do? Nice job on the site. 

Vince 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 02, 2012 2:08 PM 
To: ]lie, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Website 

Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Just wanted to follow up. The website is http:/icompliance.web.unc.ed~ I am in no way creative enough to have started this from scratch, so it is based of the Alabama 
Website, t:_]_t__tip__j/__/__~kv_:_r__o__[[_t_Ld___e_:_c___o_E)/___c__r_4E)p__[ja_[]£_eZ, which might be helpful to look at for ideas when you are adding content to your section. 

Tom 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Augnst 8, 2012 8:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vir~ce, 

Thanks. I wonder if is wkh him and that’s why we haven’t heard from him either??? 

On another note, we’re tying up loose ends for the entering class this week. I’ll let you know, as well as the specific coach, if there are any other student athletes 

[or whom w~-_~ still need final transcripts Once we haw:_~ finished this proc~:_~ss, I’ll be back in touch with thoughts about rneeting with th~:_~ individual coaching staffs. 

You’ll probably b-:~ar from me early next week regarding thaL 

Thanks, again. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Depu[y Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 8:39 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE [secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mack’s administtative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere with some 

members of the teanf’ engaged in some tbrm of team-building activity. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sam to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:44 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Thanks Barbara. I just tried to call Coach Mock on his cell phone and wasn’t able to reach him. I did leave a message requesting he call me back and directing his 

attention to the email he’s received from you regarding the admissions issue. Sorry I’m so late in follomng up on this today. I roll let yon know ifI hear 

a~ythin~. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent= Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:50 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard a word from CD or from anyone else. I’ll let you know if I do. Iql also let you know if/when we hear from 

Thanks for checking. 

B a r ba ra 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject= RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear from Coach Mock or aiyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn the process. I appreciate the help. 

Mince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent= Monday, August 06, 2012 8:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb"s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a writ-fen explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from         His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 



Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check with other s~ff(assuming he has administrative assistance from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at last year as a Is this tile student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 7:50 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Lost time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI_...Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: Die, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

[~a rba ra., 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders[and that John Nanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

Te: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for . His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mtenell@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 8:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Draft hnplementation from Retreat 

notes 20120806 v4.pdf 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Draft implementation 

Thank you for a good session on Friday. The Consulting Team looked through the notes from our review/brainstorming session, and organized them into the attached document. The 

document includes draft versions of the strategy statements, an abridged objectives and initiatives (we’ll explain the change in terminology at our next meeting), and a more detailed 

objectives/initiatives/actions/metrics plan. 

Please read through this document carefully. We will use Monday’s meeting of the Task Force to review it fully, and to make initial adjustments, i ask you to pay particular attention to 

several items: 

¯ Did we miss any objectives or initiatives? 

¯ Did we miss any action steps (included as bullet points under each initiative)? Please note that we intentionally did not drill down into great detail on actions, as the detail 

will come through in the business unit plans to be built over the next year. 

¯ Are we bold enough in our statements? Will this iaspire our constituencies? 

¯ How will the messages be received by each constituency we have? 

¯ Do these objectives, initiatives and actions address our vision, and embrace our core values? 

We are off to a great start with his phase. I look forward to hearing your feedback on Monday. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions or comments. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



FrOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 9:48 AM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oallo <athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

SAF 

Shamaree, 

]just wanted to give you a heads up to let you know that we will most likely (pending Bubba’s approval] be usinq SAF to charter a flight to Chicago for our 

attend Kirk Urso’s funeral on Saturday. ]’m not sure if you’ve heard, but Kirk was a captain on our             team who passed away earlier this week. 

The plane will be chartered for the entire team (roughly 34 student athletes), as well as the coaching staff and some University and Department administrators. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

team to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 9:50 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Team Building 

We do not have a form for them for this purpose. The coaches are told that they must receive prior approval regarding these trips from us. On this one, specifically, we are 

aware of the trip that CD is on with several members of his team everyone met at the camp site and is paying their own expenses. 
That said, ] do think it would be a good form for us to create. Did you have one at Illinois? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >         8:42 AM > > > 

Do our coaches complete any kind of[bnn, have any procedure, or provide any notice to the Compliance Ofl]ce when they engage in off-campus out-of-season team 

building activities with their student-athletes? Again, just twing m learn as I go... ThaJlks. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AN 
To; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject" RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara. 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s admiNstrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountaJns somewhere with some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activib~. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 2:10 PM 

Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on S unday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Head Coaches: 

and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pm. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse/guest can attend. 

Tina and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Information for Joy Renner 

Duncaa.unc.edu> 

Sam is working on this, and I’m guessing that the portion of it that she can do will definitely be done by next Thursday. The info Joy asked for regarding the Academic piece 

will have to be sent to the Academic staff to complete, so I can’t promise they can do their part by next Thursday, but we can send it them and ask them to do it by that time... 

Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/8/2052 2:59 PM > > > 

Amy and Sam, 

As ~°heads up" for you, Joy will be over here next Thursday for throe separate meetings (one with me). Will we have the information referenced below compiled betbre 

then? Thmlks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, Auaust 07, 2012 8:19 AM 
To: Amy Herman; 
Subject: RE: Information for Joy Renner 

Amy and Sam, 

I’ve received more specific information about Joy’s request. In an email to Bubba last Friday, she has asked for a ’Tact sheet" for each pmgr~Jn tilat includes: 

;?4,o~t, ~" r,I: ~t~i~,te~ (r~r,t r~me5}, r~me~ ~md res~;r,~sibiiitie5 -_’rod cor~t~ct infr,rm-_’~tior~ o~ co-_’~ching s t-_’~I:i: ~r~d other’ ~t~i:f; p~’~c~ice ~-ct’edule~- (e~tir~te} ~’~ ~r~ir~ing 

r~ct-:ed~le~. 8¢~d Co~~(~d~.i’~iOr~i~.egK.,OI3 ii:foriT:stior?..." 

We may want to touch base tiffs morning before we begin creating tim documents I referenced below. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Herman, Amy S 

Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 9:38 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Amy Herman; 
Subject: Re: Information for Joy Rennet 

We will work on this. Sam, please start on this and let me know if you have questions. 

Vince, can you do me a favor and switch the email address you use for me to ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu? I’m one of the few people that actually keep these 2 accounts 

separate. And this is my fun/junk account that I don’t keep up with as regularly. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 7:04 PM, "llle, Vince" <.[!]_e___@_.__e_._m__a_(!.u__n__c__._e_._d_ .u_> wrote: 

Am?; 
Joy Renner has asked us for some help that I believe may be easy to do ruth ACS, at least I hope it is. She has requested a document for each of our 

varsity teams that includes the name of the stx~rt, a list of the names ofeve~ coach lbr that sport, and a list of tim names of all student-athlete team members 

for the sport (no oti~er information, just names only). I’ve never used ACS, but this sounds like an ad hoc report that might be easily generated. Can you let 

me know? Thanks. 

Vince 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:40 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <]cthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara,     will be sending you an email explaining the situation and will include documents and links to the                   he entered, which apparently adversely 
affected his semester. The program sounds credible to me but had [ known about this ahead of time, and considered it could h~ave had this kind of effect on his grades, ] 

would have told him not to enter the program. 

Please let me know what ] can do to help. 

Thank you, 

CD. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> .1:27AM >>> 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for _ His spring grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet with 

us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel HiJl 

919-965.-9989 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 

<dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangiey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Contests Counting Toward NCAA Minimums 

Staff, 

We received information from the NCAA today that I want to be sure you are aware of as you plan your schedule for the season, 

Historically, I know there have been years when we have come close to not participating in the minimum number of contests required for NCAA sports sponsorship, As you 

will see below, it is not permissible for an institution to take a meet that originally had either no team scoring or was scored with an institution achieving a single score against 

other institutions and RE SCORE the event as an institution versus institution event in order to count the event as more than i contest toward the required minimums, 

Please be aware of this as you are planning your schedule, Remember that for Indoor Track and Outdoor Track, we must have at least 6 contests each to meet the sports 

sponsorship requirement, and ACC’s may count as 1 toward these totals, 

Certainly let me know if you have any questions about this, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Division I SporLs’ SpoJ~sorship J~finimum Contests Req~dremenls Counting Multi-Team Events in Individual Sports - NCAA Bylaws 20.9. 4. 3.3 and 

20. 9. 4. 3.3.1. The cabinet agreed that pursuant to current legish~tion, if dte sponsor of an event cond~tcts lhe ~.went either with no team scoring or wilh 

institutions achievi~ a single score against olher competing institutions, it is not pet~ni,~’ible f!)r an instiluHon to lake the results and score the event as an 

institution-versus-institution event. The cabinet noted that such a practice in essence would render meaningless the intended application of t~ivlaws 20.9. 4. 3.3 
ancb%)r 20.9. 4.3.3.1. The cabinet directed the N(2@~ A eademie and~#mbership Services staJf m develop and publish an educational column that inchtdes 

specific examples m clariJj~ #~e applic~aion of the rule for the Division 1 membership. 

20.9.4.3.3 Cotmti~g Multiteam Events in I~dbiduM Sports, 

In the individual sporta not more than ft~ee institution-ver,~s-institution meefiugs shall be counted as contests in at%" mNfiteam competition (eg, quadraug~flar track m~d 

field meet). If the institution acNeves a single score in competition with the other competing iu,~titutions (e.g., a co~fference championship), it stroll I:v cou:nted as one 

contest. (Revised },T&O0 @ctive 9~7~90, 1/10/95) 

20.9.4.3.3.1 Meets "~"itl~ No Team ScoHr~g, 

In the indiviAml slx)lts, a meet at which no ~e~Jn scoring is kept counts as a con~es~ ibr the purpose of meeting the nfiniman~-contest reqmremen% provi&d at leas~ the 

mininmm mmlber of particiI,~Jl~s per Bylaw 20:.9.:f}.:3 participate on the instita~ion’s team. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (tax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Permission to Contact 

Vince, 

See below for the bylaw we discussed this morning. We don’t have to report a violation for failing to respond to her request for "all ACC schools". But ] will follow up with 
to determine if she has what she needs/wants. If she wants permission to contact other ACC schools, we still have 1 day on our 10 day timeline to either grant or 

deny. 
Thanks, 
Amy 
13.1.1.3 Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. 

An athletics staff member or other representative of the institution’s athletics interests shall not make contact with the student-athlete of another 

NC,~ or NAIA four-year collegiate institution, directly or indirectly, without first obtaining the written permission of the first institution’s athletics 

director (or an athletics administrator designated by the athletics director) to do so, regardless of who makes the initial contact. If permission is not 

granted, the second institution shall not encourage the transfer and the institution shall not provide athletically related financial assistance to the 

student-athlete until the student-athlete has attended the second institution for one academic year. If permission is granted to contact the student- 

athlete, all applicable NCAA recruiting rules apply. If an institution receives a written request from a student-athlete to permit another institution to 

contact the student-athlete about transferring, the institution shall grant or deny the request within seven business days (see Bylaw 13.02.1) of 

receipt of the request. If the institution fails to respond to the student-athlete’s written request within seven business days, permission shall be 

qranted by default and the institution shall provide written permission to the student-athlete. (Revised." 1/10/91, 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/26/01, 

4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday,              2:15 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Natalie Lutz < nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unoedu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Permission to Contact Follow-Up 

Just following up on the initial request that you sent on        regarding seeking permission to contact ACC institutions about transferring. We were under the impression 

that the                  was the institution with which you wished to speak, which is why we provided that permission letter. We are still denying you permission to speak 

with other ACC institutions, but want you to know that you have the opportunity to appeal this decision to an institutional entity outside of athletics. 

Please let me know if you wish to speak to other ACC institutions and, thus, desire to pursue an appeal in this regard. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a j schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 4:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi, Mr. Ille: 
I just wanted to let you know that I just heard your voicemail today. I have been out of the office and finally had a chance to call in and check my messages today. I would love 
to have the opportunity to talk to you at your convenience. I will be back in the office on Monday. You can also reach me on my cell phone at 

Welcome to Carolina! 

I look forward to speaking with you soon, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

A ssociate D ireclor 

Academic Support Program for SlndenbAlhletes 

College Of Arts and Sciences 

U niversily of N orlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:08 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Kerry Kenny <kkenny@bigten.org> 

Fwd: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Strength and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOW-UP 

All~ 

As follow-up to the earlier emails re FB s/c coaches, FYI on the below. Consequently, consider our advice amended to allow an individual to spot as described below 

without including the individual in the limit of 5 s/c coaches. Beyond that, our advice remains unchanged. 

ThaJ~ks, 

Chad 

Begin fbm’axded message: 

Fr~n: Joseph D’Antonio <l~_lLt~?_llj~2@,__b_jg__e__a___s_t_:__ojg.> 

Date: August 9, 2012 3:25:42 PM CDT 

To: "CCACA Discussion List (CCACA-talk(c-~lis~s.pac- 12.org)" <CCACA-talk~lists.pac- 12.org> 

Subject: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Stren~h and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOV¢-UP 

Reply-To: CCACA Discussion <CCACA-talk(&lists.pac- 12.org> 

Hello to All: 
Please be advised that I am writing in follow-up to yesterday’s conference call and the discussion we had surrounding bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 (see below) and the 
section of the bylaw that states that "not more than 5 weight and strength coaches are permitted to work with a football program in any capacity, including all 
workouts (required and voluntary), practices and game related activities." 
AMA has confirmed for me that "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights is considered a safety monitoring activity, as opposed to an activity in 
which the person doing the "spotting" is providing instruction. Consequently, a person that is just "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights would 
not count toward the limit of 5 weight and strength coaches that are noted in the bylaw. 
It should be noted that AMA has also confirmed that it will be the responsibility of each institution to monitor that any person who is not part of the 5 weight and 
strength coaches that are noted in the bylaw, and is "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights, is not providing direction, instruction or coaching 
to the football student-athlete. 
Best Always!! 
JOEY D. 

A weight (strength and conditioning) coach may conduct flexibility, warm-up and physical conditioning activities prior to any game and 
prior to or during any practice or other organized activities without being included in the limitations on number of coaches. 

!ght~ ~e~g~ a~he~a~epe~mi~d~o~ ith ~00~b~!!P~0g~ a~ycap~i~ ~!uding~!!~o~o~ts(~equi~d~n 

(Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/12) 
Joseph F. D’Antonio, Jr., Esq. 
Sr. Associate Commissioner for Gov. & Compliance 

The BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[ _d__a__[_~_t__o___n_i_o__@__b_ j g ~__a__s_’_t_=_o__r_ g 

Office: (40’1) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
Cell: 
Home: 

Fax:    (401) 273-0424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:28 PM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: initial Eligibility Waiver - 

Thanks!! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

That’s great! Thanks Lance. 

’. 9:27 PM >>> 

On , at 8:26 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

All, 
See the attached waiver that was submitted on behalf of 

waiver was actually approved by the NCAA staff around 6:30 this evening, so 

If you have any questions, just let me know, Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Merkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uneaa.une.edu 

our team earlier today around 1 pm, In what may be a new record, the 
is all cleared to rejoin the team for preseason camp. 

Letter.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, _ 9:03 AM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Initial Eligibility Waiver - 

thanks, Lance. This waiver fol 
~Beth 

Nas well done.......especially very convincing in order to get approval so quickly. Much appreciated ! 

>>> Lance Markos 8:25 PM >>> 

All, 

See the attached waiver that was subrnitted on behalf of 

actually approved by the NCAA staff around 6:30 this evening, so 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
I) irector of Compliance 

for our         team earlier today around 1 pm, In what may be a new record, the waiver was 

is all cleared to re join the team for preseason camp, 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athle tics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ uneaa,une.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 9:47 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Initial Eligibility Waiver - 

Grea work, Lance ~ thank you! 

9:03 AM >>> 

thanks, Lance. This waiver fol 
~Beth 

was well done_,,,..especially very convincing in order to get approval so quickly, Much appreciated ! 

>>> Lance Markos g:25 PM >>> 

All, 

See the attached waiver that was submitted on behalf of 

actually approved by the NCAA staff around 6:30 this evening, so 

if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uneaa.une.edu 

: for oul.         team earlier today around 1 pm. In what may be a new record, the waiver was 

is all cleared to rejoin the team for preseason camp. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Website 

All, 
Just an FYI that I added a few items to the website today, specifically under the Student-Athletes, Coaches & Staff, and Alumni & Boosters tabs, [ uploaded the various rules ed 

documents we created for and added brief descriptions for each. As Tom said, it’s fairly easy to edit and add information and it looks very, clean when you view 

the page, 

Just wanted to let everyone know in case you have a little time to check out the page this weekend, 

Thanks! 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Rules Education 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 843 4738 
~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

meeting location 

Mr, Ille 

We meet in the Conference Room on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 84B 5669 

(c) 

bd dgerb(.~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 12:50 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC incidental Expense Waivers 

20120813123942978.pdf 

Shamaree, 
See attached for our annual Leadership Academy IEX’s. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..’,.m ~ ..[¢~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell ~mtenell@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:16 .AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Deni~n Survey 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 203 responses 

from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit assessment, and we 

will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, i cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a great effort! 

P.S. ... Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNiT EMPLOYEES RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

Operations 6 5 100.0% 

st~h!~ s~i~ I. 

Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches                     65          54      83.1% 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ~ ~::::::::::: :1:::::::::: :~ :~:::::::::: :1::: :~ :+: ~ :~::: 

Business Office 8 5 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 15 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I N’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 6:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Outlook 

Vince, 

Sorry for the inconvenience today with email, hopefully it is all straightened out. I exported your frequent contacts and added them to your Outlook contacts, 

hopefully these are the contacts you lost when I removed the UNCAA account from your phone. I copied your sent mail from groupwise into your sent folder in 

Outlook. It looks like you had already straightened out your calendar. It also looks like the forwarding is working correctly. Please do not hesitate to let me know if 

there is anything else. 

Thanks, 

Christy 

HTS--()SS ! TNC At Meties 
Urdversity of Nordl Carolina 

Chapel Hi]I, NC 27’5~5 

C__h__r__i_s_~:____~_u___i_t_~_@__u____n___e_:_e:,__d____u_ 

919-&43--5296 o L~’ice 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Trisha L Stattbrd-Odom <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 3:16 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gliggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                :@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~!uncaa.unc.edtc,; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Re: Camp for Little Kids 

Thank you for your prompt response to this! Yes. I would like to begin this endeavor next summer and I will begin working on a gmne plan. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:27 PIVI, "Amy Herman" <aischae(dbuncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, Trish. Wanted to drop you a quick note to follow up on our conversation last week regmding you having a camp for young kids (i.e., non-prospect- 

aged). Since no prospect-aged kids will attend, the restrictions on such a camp are a bit looser. Howevel; we would s’till require that you complete the 
necessary, paperwork and get appropriate approvals along the way, including: 

1) Getting advance Compliance approval of all advertising items (camp brochure, website, etc.) 

2) Completing Outside Coaches’ Employment Roster, S-A Employment Roster, Free/Reduced Admission Roster, Camp/CliNc Financial Analysis 

Lds discuss more as you put together a plan for tiffs. I assume the canlp will be next summer? 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatche[l@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IIle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgalloQuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

USA Basketball 3 x 3 

Women’s basketball staff, 

I wanted to follow up on your question in regards to the FIBA 3 x 3 World Championships (http://www.fiba.comipaqes/enq/fc/3x3ievents/3x3 events wc.asp). I am assuming 
that you are interested in attending the U18 event, which is held in Madrid, Spain (let me know if this is correct). The women’s basketball calendar 

specifically allows the following: 

Evaluations permitted at nonscholastic women’s basketball events. 

Because of the above you can attend, but keep in mind that you will have to count it both as an evaluation and person days. 
Let me know if you have any additional questions. Hope you all are enjoying your time in Prague! 

Tom 

Coaches’ Attendance at Elite International Events. 

Coaching staff members may attend Olympic, Pan American, World Championships, World Cup, World University Games or World University Championships competition that 

occurs outside the permissible contact and evaluation periods. However, attendance at qualifying competition for such events including tryouts, and attendance at junior level 

competition (e.g., Youth Olympic Games, Junior World Championships U19 World University Games) that may be associated with the specified elite international events 
remains subiect to the applicable recruitinq calendars. (Adopted." 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, Revised." 8/11/11,1/14/12) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~Tell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Denison Survey 

I’m to sure Vince. Ifs closed, but I’ll need to check ifI can still get in (doubtful). The ques~tions are in the review PDF I emailed last evening.., and each had a sliding 

scale with levels of agreement (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree). There wasn’t mD’t21ing else to the survey beyond those six questions. 

- Matt 

Matt Tenell 

The Rams Club - The UniversiF of North Carolina 
Sent farm my iPad 

On Aug 1,2012, at 6:50 PM, "Ilia, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[if rosa 911--><!--[endit]--> 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of ttne survey if possible. 

From." Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:31 AM 

To-" Terrell, Matt 
$,,bjeet: Re: Denison Survey 

Thanks Matt, I appreciate all the information on the strategic planning process, And thanks for the offer to meet with me to help me catch up a bit. I’m t@ng 

to manage my schedule so I can set aside some time to do that, 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible, 

If you’ve already sent this to rne I apologize, The incoming flow has been heavy to date, 
Thanks again and I hope to identify a few times when I might be able to meet before checking your availability, 

Vince 

>>> "Terrell, Matt" <E!_t_gr_r_eJk@__u__tLq_e__d__u.> 7/31/2012 9:15 AM >>> 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 

203 responses from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit 

assessment, and we will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later 

date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, I cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a 

great effort ! 

P.S. ... Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these 

areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNIT EMPLOYEES RESPONSES RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Operations 6 6 100.0% 

Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

~i~& ~#~i##~, ~, ~ , ~i~ 
Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches                     65          54       83.1% 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Business Office g 6 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 16 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~rell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Denison Survey 

Correction ... sixty questions. 

- Matt 

Matt Tenell 

The Rmns Club - The University of North Carolina 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Aug 1,2012, at 6:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[endifJ--> 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of ttne survey if possible. 

From," Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3uly 31, 2012 10:31 AN 
To: Terrell, Matt 
Subject-" Re: Denison Survey 

Thanks Matt. I appreciate all the information on the strategic planning process. And thanks for the offer to meet with me to help me catch up a bit. I’m t@ng 

to manage my schedule so I can set aside some time to do that. 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible. 

If you’ve already sent this to rne I apologize. The incoming flow has been heavy to date. 
Thanks again and I hope to identify a few times when I might be able to meet before checking your availability. 

Vince 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" <mterrel!@unc.edu> 7/31/2012 9:15 AM > > > 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 

203 responses from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit 

assessment, and we will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later 

date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, I cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a 

great effort ! 

P.S. ... Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these 

areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNIT EMPLOYEES RESPONSES RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Operations 6 6 100.0% 
:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

st~�l~t~A~h!~e ~ ~, ~, ~, 
Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

~i~& ~i~, ~, 
Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches 65 54 83.1% 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Business Office 8 6 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 16 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:42 PM 

Rich DeSe[m < nchdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: RE: 13.1.6.2 and Swim Meets 

Rich, 
I agree with you, but, per you scenario//2, in order to have contact on 8/12, the PSA MUST have been released after competition on 8/11, and there can’t be any 

commitments/responsibilities with the coach!team that day. So it’s not just whether or not they are required to report to the competition site it goes beyond that. Based on 

what Brad is saying, if there is any team/required activities in which they must participate on 8/12, then contact on that day is a no go. 

Hope this helps? 

Amy 

>>> Rich DeSelm 8/1/2012 4:33 PM >>> 

Amy: 

OK, Found it again...so, based upon how I am reading Brad’s explanation, may we do the following if we speak with the prospect’s coach to sort out what is being "required" 

of the prospect? 

If a rising senior prospect competes in the US OPEN (August 7 11, 2012) and is also competing in JUNIOR NATIONALS August 13 17): 

we may speak to them after their last event at the US OPEN if they are released by their coach and if: 

1) this occurs only up to and through the end of the final day, August 11, of the US OPEN 

or 

2) this occurs on August 12 only if they are not required to report to the competition site on that day. 

Is this correct? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels,com 

>>> Amy Herman 6/25/2012 9:32 PM >>> 

Rich, 

I kept this in rny Jnbox in case you ended up having strong feelings that we should push this. I also know that you’re probably on the road recruiting and just haven’t had a 

chance to respond! 

If you don’t mind, can you respond quickly and just let me know whether or not we’re fine leaving this as a "no contact" time? Or, if you want to push it, just tell me that and 

we can hash it out later when you have time. 

Essentially, I’m just trying to figure out if I can file this email away or not! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 6/19/2012 9:33 PM >>> 

Rich, 

See below, As you can see, I think the various scenarios with which you’re dealing for the handful of PSAs that are there for both meets are going to be so individualized that 

it’s going to be impossible to be clearcut in providing an answer as to whether contact is okay on that day/days in between the meets. 

If I remember correctly, you said that various college coaches are confused each year about how this should be applied, right? Some coaches have contact, others don’t? I 

can see how that might be the case, particularly with the various examples that Brad gives below. 

I think the bottom line is that we should avoid having conversations on these day(s) in between the meets. If the contact you would have with time PSAs would be at the pool, 

and presumably their coaches would be around, too, then it is likely that they’ve got some team responsibilities and, thus, would be considered to have reported on call for 

the next event. 

If you feel strongly otherwise and believe you can make a case such as what Brad describes in his Sunday/Monday scenario below, let’s tall< further, Otherwise, I think we keep 

it as a "no", given the complexity of determining every PSAs individual situation. 
Thoughts’? 

Amy 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc.org > 6/19/2012 5:35 PM > > > 

Amy 

In my opiniot*, you caJ~ use the ] 3.1.6.2-e in between the separate meets in a D:etty limited ~,ay, ’II~e l~mguage in that bylaw pe~:mits the contact to be after release fl’om the 
i’~t competition at}d PRIOR TO TRAVEI, to ~he secot~d. So~ practically speakit~g, I’m t~ot sure ii" it will work since the~e is t~o tram’el to ~he seeot~d competition 1)l;~ if’a 
prospect has the lb[lo>&~g schedule Ym com~’ortab]e wifl~ using it: 

Sm}da3 : Meet 1 e~ds and coach releases partieip;m~ to parents, 

Monday: F*’ee day 

Tuesday: Coach requires paticipatit to be in locale a~d engaged k~ activities (e.g., pracdee)~ 



Wed Sun: Meet 2. 

In my example, contract al~c’r the m¢c’t Su[~d~%~ wouk] be ok, Monday is debatable because tba~ p~esumably is a tra:vel day {])r fl~osc" who did not paEtJcipa~c" in meet l but I 
ca~ defbnd allowing cow,tact iffl~ey are i~ 1he k~cale due l<~ participation in meet I and completely free fi:om ;my eommitmerd to their coach. If there is any eommi~menl a~ aI1 
~o the temn i[~ p~ep tbr meet 2 o[~ Monday, ][ ~ ould say Mo~lday is no ¢omact. Also. ig ~he coach does [~ot ~echnically release file prospec~ after gae mee~ Sunday, no con~a~x 
should occur, eve~ on Monday, because they are still o~ call for the second meet. It’s dicky and probabl? worih ul~der:4anding whxt the practical realities are give~ ihe timing 
and usual practices tletwee[~ mee~s belbre commul~ica~i~lg this broadly. Also in~erested in wha~ fi)ll<s ha~’e done in gae pas~ and bow you percei~ e ogae~ schools are applying 
ii? 

BFad 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 8:41 PM 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
C¢: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Fwd: RE: :t3.1.6.2 and Swim Meets 

Brad, 
See below from our Swim coach, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

: Susan Maloy; ; Tom Timmermans 

>>> Rich DeSelm 6/18/2012 8:39 PM >>> 
Amy: 

Thank you for pursuing this, The answer to Brad’s #1 a significant majority of participants at the second meet (Junior Nationals)have not competed in the first meet (US 

OPEN/Senior Nationals), Sometimes, a few of them will come to the last day or two of Seniors and swim an event or two, stay over, then swim the full Junior Nationals both 

meets are usually 4 1/2 days long. 

Typically, it is often rising Seniors who are a large part of the group that competes in both because: 

these meets are their last chance to "prove" themselves to college coaches 

these rising seniors get maximum exposure competing in front of college coaches 

if allowable, they get maximum face time with college coaches 

Hope this helps,,. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue,com 

>>> Amy Herman 6/18/2012 8:26 PM >>> 

Rich, 
See below, Note the question in #:1 that Brad has about that scenario, What’s the answer? 

Amy 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.orq > 6/18/2012 4:46 PM > > > 

/\my 

l, 

} lad 

Are there di*tL;rem pal~icipants in each swim meet? Obviously, it sotmds like some pmticipants compete i~ both but are the?’ distinctly di,fl’erent enough fl~at there are 

;~t least some participants who are different or ~here are separate qualii]cadon eq~ eme ~ts 

Because the prospec~ still has competi6o~l remaining in the same evenL contact caBnot be made uB~il ;~Rer his or her final e~,eB~ arid they are released Even if there 

is a gap in bet~ een the prosperO’s competitive e~ents, those days are "prior to a~e competilion" and after they reported on call. ’l}~e inteq) below refers ~o (b) bat if 

yo ~ c )mbine i~ wig~ (d~. I believe i~ co~lt]rms yo ~r ~ 1 ]e ~cdor arid rBy take. 

Official Interpretation 

Contacts at practice or competition site in individual sports 

Date Published: August J.1, 1993 
Item Ref: 3 

3. Contacts at practice or competition site in individual sports: It is not permissible for an institutional staff member to make contact with a prospect once the prospect 
reports on call (at the direction of the prospect’s coach or comparable authority) on the day or days prior to an individual competition. [Reference: 13.1.6.2-(b) 
(practice or competition site)] 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 2:33 PM 

To: Hostetter, Brad 
C¢: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Susan Maloy; ; Tom Timmermans 



Subject: 13.1.6.2 and Swim Meets 

Brad, 

Since we’ve had you in this bylaw in the last few days, I thought I would just continue on with the fun... 

We had a meeting with our swim coaches a couple of weeks ago, and the following 2 situations came up: 

2) Each summer, there are 2 separate swim meets that are held in the same location. They are distinct events, and there is a day or two in between where there is no 

competition. How do we treat that per 23.2.6,2? Can we consider it an "extended road trip" under letter (e)? Which would mean that once the first meet is over, our coaches 

could have contact with the PSA before the second meet starts? Our coaches say that every year they’re walking around asking each other what the rule is, not knowing if they 
can talk to the PSAs or not. So I told them I would get your take. 

2) Also, in the same bylaw, how does letter (d) apply to individual sports? There are often days during meets where an individual student athlete doesn’t have an event in 

which to compete, but the meet itself is conducted on consecutive days. I want to say that since there’s not a break in the actual meet, there shouldn’t be contact from the 

start of the meet until the end of it, but I don’t want my coaches to be at a disadvantage if other schools/conferences are interpreting this differently. 

Thanks for your help! 

Amy 

.,\~ ~ ..l ~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

~_U~_c___h__~__t~_~X!ELc__~_L_a_~X!ELc__~_c__i__u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,.             7:46 PM 

gle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler < eculler@uncaa.uncedu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.uncedu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beaie <mbeaie@uncaa.uncedu>;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < ffpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.uncedu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiiler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Schedule 

Schedule.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the approved 2012 2013 Rowing Schedule. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.~ ~ ..i~’~n ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

IIle, Vince < ille@em ail.unoedu >; Tony Tucker H < antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler < eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  Puncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < ffpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Warren 

<coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Schedule 

Schedule.pdf 

All, 
See attached for the 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Schedule. Note that this is for men and women. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 8:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Coaches - Strategic Plm~ Action Steps 

To: Carolina Coaches 
Re: Next Phase in Strategic Plan -Action Steps 

Thank you for a productive session yesterday to discuss the progress on our Strategic Plan. As mentioned in that meeting, your participation in this process in vital to our success. 

As a follow-up to something mentioned yesterday, I am asking for some quick assistance. Tomorrow (Friday), the task force working on the strategic plan will have a retreat. At this 

retreat, we will begin formulating the goals and action steps necessary to accomplish our vision for Carolina Athletics ... to be leaders in all that we do - academic, athletics and 

ad ministration. If you have any action steps that you think Carolina Athletics should employ to make us better and achieve that vision, please forward them to me. 

I know it’s quick turnaround, but any suggested action steps received before tomorrow will be discussed at the retreat. If you want to take more time, and forward your suggestions in 

the next week, I will make sure they are thrown into discussions over the next couple of weeks as well; tomorrow’s retreat is not our final step in this process. I encourage you to share 

your ideas on all areas of our operations -academics, athletics, administration, and in regards to alignment within the university. Your insights in all facets of our operation are 

appreciated, i will keep the source of all suggestions confidential. 

Your input will help us be better, and make us leaders in all that we do. Thanks in advance for the input, and for your continued service to our University, our department and our 

student-athletes. Go Heels! 

- Matt 

Matt Terreil 

The University of North Carolina 

Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:01 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

My thought was that we would leave it on there solely because we hope to be back in post season next year and it’s a way to educate them on the rules one more time. But if 
you think it’s a sensitive topic and want us to take it out, we can. 

Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu ; 9:02 AM >>> 

Should we delete post-season references for the football meeting this year (noticed that on comp ticket slide, may be in other places-not sure)? Just a thought... 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday,          ’. 11:47 AM 
To= Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject= Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow ( at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to ttne PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit, 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #11 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway, 
Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

~ki schae~uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Kids2 Carolina < @gmail.com > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>: @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kids2Carolina.org 

Cody, 

After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description of how you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and confirm, via response 

email, that everything [ state below is correct. 
1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or time University, 

2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office for the Group Rate of 

$10/ticket (which is available to any entity that wishes to purchase them). 

3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church youth groups) to provide 

to youth in their organization, 

4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the tickets based on their own established policies of doing so, in no way do Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or 

any individual or entity affiliated with UNC or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of the donation. 

Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer involved in any manner in 

the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 

Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If everything is accurate, please 

confirm that via response email. 

Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman         3:16 PM >>> 

Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new office building next to 

the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office number is 221, on time 2nd floor of that building. You would just enter at time Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to 

the second floor, 

Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kids2 Carolina ¯ 

Hi, Amy. 

@gmail.com ; 9:37 AM > > > 

I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

program. Iam in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

manipulate my schedule. 

I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

bad side of not being compliant. 

Cody 

On Wed,           at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 
> Cody, 
> 

> Per our conversation, please expect a call and/or email from Amy Herman, 

> our Associate AD for Compliance. 
> 

> Amy, Codv’s email is @gmail.com and his cell number is 
> 



> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Rick Steinbacher 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kids2 CaJ;olina < @gm~il.com~ 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 12:18 PM 

Amy Herman <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; I,arry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rstembache@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenn~s <timmenn~s@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Good Afternoon, 

I can c(mfirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 
available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who waft< with youths 

and 4 That I, Kids2caroiina nor UNC has nothing to do with the 
selection of who the tickets are given to, once the?, are in the hands 
of the organ izations 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, AtW Herman <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 
> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am conffortable with your description of how 
> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 
> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the ErNC Ticket 
> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other enti%" within ErNC Athletics or 
> the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 
> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the trig(2 Ticket Office 
> for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any entity that 
> wishes to purchase thenr). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 
> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 
> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are pemfitted to distribute the tickets 
> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 
> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 
> or UNC Athletics assist in an?’ manner in the selection of the recipients of 
> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 
> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in an?- manner in the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 
> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 
> does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 
> information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If 
> evewthing is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
> PC Bo× 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (of[ice) 
> 919962.6002 ¢[’a×) 
> ajschae@uncaa unc.edu 



> 

> 

>>>> Am?" Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM >>> 
> Eli, Cod?’[ Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 
> office is in the Emie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the lhirly new" 
> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office 
> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building You would just enter at 
> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 
> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universib" of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aj schae@unc aa.unc, edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina ~gmail.com> 8/1/2012 9:37 AM >>> 
> Hi, ~y-. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 
> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Afffletic 
> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 
> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 
> compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 
> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cod?- 
> 
> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 A\{, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Cod?-, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email fi-om An~y Herman, 
>> our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Am,/, Codv’s email is @gmail corn and his cell number is 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Website 

All, 
Just wanted to follow up. The website is http://compliance,web,unc,edu/I am in no way creative enough to have started this from scratch, so it is based of the Alabarna 

Website, http://www, rolltide,com/compliance/, which might be helpful to look at for ideas when you are adding content to your section. 
Tom 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 2:33 PM 

Andrew Dubs < adubs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: release statement docx 

release statement docx.msg 

Coaches, 

Please see the following Permission to Contact for 
Thanks! 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 

student athlete. Let me know if you would like any more information on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williford, Mao’ Cassandra <willifoMm@uncw.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:25 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

release statement docx 

release statement docx 

has notified UNCW Athletics that she is transferring to UNC. Thank you! 

Sandy Williford 



:Z!:I! "    " , "     " T -x       "’~ " ~" "~    7"                                                                                         " ~ "        ,    "     " "~ r "~ " N¸ 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

UNC Compliance 

Sandy Williford, Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance 

Release from UNCW for 

The University of North Carolina Wilmington grants a release for               to transfer in the sport 

of I will complete a transfer tracer on arrival via fax, 910-962- 

3002 or email, willifordm@uncw.edu. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Williford 

Assistant AD for Compliance 





F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:49 AM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Pope < mpope@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Change in Official Visit Regulations 

Staff, 
Just a reminder that Bylaw 13.6.2.2.1 became effective on , which means that you can now bring rising seniors in on official visits, even if they haven’t started classes 

for their senior year, 

Also, remember that we are now permitted to pay travel expenses for a PSA’s parents or legal guardians (up to 2 people) to travel to campus with the PSA. We will continue 

to use the same procedures (e.g., Anthony Travel for flight booking and reimbursements for meals in transit if time PSA and parenst/guardians submit receipts). 

I’m attaching the various bylaws below, Let us know if you have any questions! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13.6,2.2.1 First Opportunity to Visit. 

In sports other than men’s basketball, a prospective student athlete may not be provided an expense paid visit earlier than time opening day of classes of the prospective 
s t u d e n t a th I e te’ s s e n i o r ye a r i n h i g h s c h o o I. ]:_r_] r_:n__e D_ ~ _s_ _ _b_ _ _a_ _s_ _k_ e_ _tL _b_ _ _a_ [ L ~L ~ £_o___s_p_e__c__t_j_v___e___s___t_u___d__e D__tL:__a__tL!]J__e__t_& l:n___a_y___~ !Q_Lb_e_p ~ Q_yjd #_d _a £L ex ~ e_D s_e::p~jd_v[sit _e_a £[]e_L tL!]a D__J~D_y ~r~ _1 Q L his &y £1]£4 £ 

year in high school. [O] (Revised: 11ZZ/01 effectiw~. 4/1/0Z 4Z~/02, 8!:5/04, 4/28/05, 5/12/05, 10/27ZL~ e.[’[ective 8/’,{./12) 
1-].6A.1.2 Lodging in the Locale of the Institution Before Visit. 

A prospective student athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour period if the prospective student athlete arrives in the locale 

too late to begin the official visit that <Jay. :[n sports other than men’s basketball, such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the 

prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) before the start of the 48 hour period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room, if 

applicable. [n men’s basketball an institution may provide such expenses for a prospective student athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) 
.-w--i~-Lh-~-~-u--t-~-b--e--g~-r-]-n-~[D-g~-Lh~-4---8-::[]~-~--L-L~-~p#~[j~9~d~ (Adopted: 9/24/0_9, 10/27/11 e[fectwe 8/1/12) 

13.6.Z1.1 I~eals and Lodging While in Transit. 

It is permissible for an institution to pay a prospective student athlete’s actual costs for reasonable expenses (e.g., meals, lodging) incurred while traveling to and from 

campus on the official visit. In men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual costs for meals and lodging fora prospective student athlete’s parer)ts or legal guardians 

(expenses for up to two people) that are incurred while traveling to and from campus to accompany the prospective student athlete on his official visit. (Revised." 10/27/11 

effective 8/1Z12) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:43 PM 

Fore Mike <foxc@email.unc.e&~; Jackson, Scott C <sciackso@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-d Thompson, JenniIbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bla~chard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mike and Scott, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received a final transcript from We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting 

this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August i0, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Direct_or and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:48 PM 

Joe }taydon <haydon@uucaa. unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-d Thompson, Jennitbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.uuc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Blanchard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Joe, 
I hope the first day of camp is going well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that .~ agreed to a criminal background check as part of his final community standards review. He has been notified by 

Certiphi, the company that conducts the background checks, but he has not consented or paid for the check. We’ve emailed him directly about this but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. At this point, he needs to notify Certiphi that he authorizes the review and pay the fee. Once that’s done, they 

will send the results directly to us. If we don’t have results by Friday, August 10, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:57 PM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edtr% Myer~ Patrick Jacob <patmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, Jenni[~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Jolm Blmachard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Joe and Pat, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for (The version we have is unofficial and does not include 

a final graduation date.) We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, his 

enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

DepuLy Director" and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

91.9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:00 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomom~o@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, Jenni[br C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; John Blmachard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Carlos, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that agreed to a criminal background check as part of his final community standards review. He has been notified 

by Certiphi, the company that conducts the background checks, but he has not consented or paid for the check. We’ve emailed him directly about this but could 

use your help in getting this last piece of information in. At this point, he needs to notify Certiphi that he authorizes the review and pay the fee. Once that’s done, 

they will send the results directly to us. If we don’t have results by Friday, August 10, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:02 PM 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~; Thompson, JenniIbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bla~chard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Rich, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received the final community standards form from We’ve emailed him directly but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Direct_or and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Adrnissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:04 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pebame@emaJl.uuc.e&P; Jenny I,evy <uucwlax@uncaa.uuc.e&P 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-d Thompson, JenniIEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bb~chard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Jenny and Phil, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for . We’ve emailed her directly but could use your help in 

getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, her enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage her to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966- ~989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Men’s tennis & getting together 

Vince, 

Great meeting you the other day. I thought I’d reach out to see if you’d like to try and grab lunch one day in the next week or two - to get to know each other 

better and to talk a little about the men’s tennis program. If lunch is a bad time, I can easily just come down to your office too. 

l’m looking forward to working with you. And again, welcome to Carolina. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director J UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 J M: 

.t_..d_ s_._m_[ t_.h__..@_, _.u__.n__c_:_e_._d_..u_ I . .w__..w_..w__:r_a___n_!_s_.c_t ~_b_: c_._o_, m 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:31 PM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz < ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’. 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Skill Instruction Dates 

Staff, 

As you all know, outside of your declared 20 hour per week playing season, but during the academic year, countable activities are limited to weights, conditioning, and 

individual skill instruction. The total time spent on these activities can be no more than 8 hours per week, of which no more than 2 hours can be individual skill instruction. 

In addition, you must have 2 required days off each week during the off season. None of this information has changed. 

it is permissible for coaches to engage in this prescribed amount of skill instruction with an unlimited number of student athletes at certain times during the year. 

In addition, all countable activities (]ncluding weights, conditioning and skill instruction) are prohibited during the fall term in the week prior to final exams through the end of 
finals. 

The chart below details how this individual skill instruction regulation applies to our academic calendar (based on the Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

you’ve submitted to us). 

no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

Fall Season, no more than 4 student athletes at a time on skill instruction days 

:all Season, unlimited number of student athletes at a time on skill instruction days 

inlJmited number of student athletes at a time 

) NO COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 
’40 COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 

no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

unlimited number of student athletes at a time 

start of Spring Season 

Also, please note that the prohibition aqainst countable activities beainninq November 29th applies even to voluntary workouts in which the student athlete wishes to work out 

on his/her own. ]t would not be permissible for our coaching staff members to be present at those workouts. Additionally, voluntary workouts must meet all stipulations 
in Bylaw 17.02.13 (Voluntary Athletically Related Activities) on page 211 in the 2012-2013 NCAA Manual (which you all will be receiving soon!), 

Let us know if you have any questions about this! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 3:08 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~; Thompson, Jennii~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bmales, Plfilip E <pebame@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Blmachard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Le~T <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Barbara, 
Thank you. I am on it. -Phil. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 2:04 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(tbadmissionsamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jenny and Phil, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for We’ve emailed her directly but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, her enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage her to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919--966- 39"39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

~gmail.com 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edw~; Thompson, Jennii~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bmales, Philip E <pebame@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bb~chard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Le~T <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Barbara 

I just spoke w/ and she is working on it immediately. Thanks for the heads up. Take care. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(abadmissionsamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jenny and Phil, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for We’ve emailed her directly but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, her enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage her to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919--966- 39"39 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Chrisb~ H. <ChfisV Suits@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 5:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: po bx~x or apartment as forwarding address? 

Vince, 

Sorry you are having problems, if outlook is asking for your password even when you continue to check the box to remember your password... Your username 

should b~-:~ ad\.:)nyen (your ony~-:~n) and the passw.:)rd (your onyet~ password) [:her~ make sur~:_~ you ch~:_~ck the b.:)x 1:o remember your credentials. 

[et me Imow if this helps. 

Christy 

ChHs~j ig~dg~ 
ITS-OSS U N C Athletics 

Unive*~ity of North Carolina 

Chapd Hill, NC 275~5 

Christy suitsCwune.edu 

cd] 

9~9-843-5296 once 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:51 PM 
To-" Suits, Christy H.; Pennington, Kent 
Subject; RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 
The login requ~-’_~st for my password I~eep’; popping up. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent; Friday, August 03, 2012 4:42 PM 
To-" Suits, Christy H. (Christy Suits@unc.edu); Pennington, Kent 
Subject-" RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

Never mind, I don’t know why but all the emails just showed up. There is some Idnd of problem though when I enter my password to access my eamail in Outlook. 

From= TIM, Vince 
Sent; Friday, August 03, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Pennington, Kent; Suits, Christy H. 
$..bjeet; FM!: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 
My email is not working again. Something wrong with my password? Can someone please help me with this? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@uncMu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 7:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Men’s tennis & getting k~gether 

I completely understand. Unfortunately, I am in Greensboro on the 14th. I aau in town Monday and Friday that week and could meet most dines either of those days 

(Except MoMay from about 11-2). If it’s easier for you, I can also easily meet outside the "normal" hours too. 

All the best. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: t__d__~!:n__ifl_!~_u__r!c__:_e_~t__u__ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 7:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I’m looking forward to working with you as well. The "wave" has kind of rushed over me and I’m trying to catch my breath. Maybe we can 

meet sometime the week of August I2? I think Tuesday, August :14 might work for me. Please just let me know if that works with your calendar, if so, 

can we set a time for noon? Not sure if VII have time to leave building for kmch though. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Seat: Friday, August 03, 2012 2:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Mten’s tennis & getting together 

Vince, 

Great meeting you the other day. I thought I’d reach out to see if you’d like to try and grab lunch one day in the next week or two-to get to know 

each other better and to talk a little about the men’s tennis program. If lunch is a bad time, I can easily just come down to your office too. 

I’m looking forward to working with you. And again, welcome to Carolina. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

O: 9:19.843.6448 I F: 9:19.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 7:25 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

Fall Compliance Meeting Packet.pdf 

See attached. We have printed copies in the office if you want one of those on Monday. 

Amy 

> > > "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 6:45 PM > > > 

An’w, 

C~m you pleas~-:~ send me or have som~-:~.:_~ne giw-:~ me a copy of the "(:ompliance packet" refl:_~renced in th~-_~ PP? Thanl~s. 

Viru::e 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, July 30, 2022 1:[:47 AM 
To= Larry Gallo; Vince Tile; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject= Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

: Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow (W Soccer at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit, 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #1l 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway, 
Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 8:22 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: 

Vince, 

Some of the emails have assistant coaches copied, but you and [ are the only others in Athletics. Academic counselors are not involved in admissions. Lance Markos does all 

the work ups, except for football (Joe Haydon) and men’s basketball (Jenn Townsend, who is an academic counselor). Coaches are good about email. 

Vince, [ enjoyed our time as well. You have a big job and f want to be helpful to you. [ am out of town seeing one of my Royals teams early next week. [ will be in the office 

Thursday and Friday, and maybe some Wednesday afternoon. [ will be glad to meet at your convenience. 

Have a great weekend. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "[lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/3/2012 7:11 PM > > > 

John, 

For ~ll o~ t h e’~-’_~ messages se]li: by [~arb~ra, ~re the academic coun’~-’_~k)rs copied? Are their secretari~:_r~ copied ? t don’t know any of these people and just want to make 

sure l:hat ~:he coaches are r~-:~ceiving these ~rorn another st~ff member if they aren’t reading th~-_~ir own ernails daily, 

Thanks very much for your time yesterday. That meanL a lot to me and was very helpful. ] had a productive and enlightening meeting with Barbara and Steve today. 

They are fully supportive of you and I workirlg on the admissions issues together~ Barbara told me Lhat she would send all her communications to both of us. 

I hope I cm~ foflow up with you on some other things next week if you cm~, Again, I really appreciate it. 

Vince 

From= Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Breschb Joe; Myers, Patrick Jacob 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy; Tile, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject= 

Dear Joe and Pat, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for              (The version we have is unofficial and does not include a 

final graduation date.) We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting this last piece of information in. if we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, his 

enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-:3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:00 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Kids2Carolina.org 

I will confirm that he intended to put boosters in #4, 

I didn’t ask for the charities’ contact information originally because Cody confirmed that he was working all with 501c3’s and I believed that taking it two steps removed from 

us selling the tickets out of our Ticket Office was far enough for us to go. But if you believe I should get that information, Iwill do so. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >         7:53 PM > > > 
Should we ask him to forward a list of the charitable organizations to whom he gives these and a contact person and number for each charity? Also, are we satisfied that all 

of time correspondence below covers the situation where a booster gives him $, then asks him to give the tickets to a charity and/or prospect selected by the booster? In your 

#4 you reference boosters. In his response, he does not. 1" suppose it would have been easier if he would have just answered "I confirm" or "yes," You gave him the chance to 

do that... 

Original Message 

From: Kids2 Carolina rmailtc @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 

To: Amy Herman 

Cc: 1"lie, Vince; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 

Subject: Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher Tom Timmermans 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths. 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the selection of who the tickets are c iven to, once they are in the hands of the organizations, 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description 

> of how you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the 

> following and confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC 
> Ticket Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entitywithin UNC 

> Athletics or the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket 
> Office for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any 

> entity that wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to 

> charitable organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine 

> Foundation, local church youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the 

> tickets based on their own established policies of doing so, In no 

> way do Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity 

> affiliated with UNC or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the 

> selection of the recipients of the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to 

> you in the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is 

> no longer involved in any manner in the distribution of the tickets, 1. 

> am comfortable that your process of providing the tickets to these 

> charitable organizations does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning Should there be anything in the 



> above information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to 

> clarify. If everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 3:16 PM >>> 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 

> 10a? My office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is 

> the fairly new office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium 

> complex. My office number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. 

> You would just enter at the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor, 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina _~gmail.com> 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> > Cody, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy 

> > Herman, our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Amv, Codv’s email is 
> 

>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Rick Steinbacher 
>> 

9:37 AM >>> 

@grnail.com and his cell number is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:03 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Cody, 

I have a couple of follow up questions for you. In your confirmation email below, #4, you did not reference booster involvement. Can you confirm that when!if UNC boosters 

donate funds to your project, you do not permit them to specify to which organization and/or specific youth they wish for the tickets to go? We need to confirm that boosters 

aren’t at all involved in the selection of either the organization or the specific youth to whom the tickets are provided. 

Lastly, as you distribute tickets, could you please send me an email with time name(s) of the organizations and contact information for a person there that I can contact if we 

need to confirm that noone other than the charity themself is involved in the selection of the recipients? I would appreciate that! 

Thanks again so much for your help with this. 

Take care, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/2/2012 12:18 PM >>> 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 

available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths. 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the 

selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands 

of the organizations, 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, ] am comfortable with your description of how 

> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 

> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket 
> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or 

> the University, 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office 

> for the Group Rate of $10!ticket (which is available to any entity that 

> wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 

> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 

> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the tickets 

> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 

> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 

> or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of 

> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 

> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in any rnanner in the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 



> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 

> does not conflict with NCAA regulations, 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 

> information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If 

> everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM > > > 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 

> office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new 

> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office 

> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. You would just enter at 

> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Kids2 Carolina <l<ids2carolina@gmail,com > 8/1/2012 9:37 AM > > > 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules, ] have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 
> > Cody, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy Herman, 

> > our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Amy, Cody’s email is kids2carolina@grnail.com and his cell number is 

>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 



> > Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:10 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Thank you, Cody. I will await that information. It’s rny understanding from our meeting that the only Foundation you’ve provided the tickets to thus far is the Me Fine 
Foundation, correct? Who was your contact person there? Moving on, if you can just add it to your "to do" list as you make the ticket donations to send me a quick email with 

the contact information, I would appreciate it! 

Amy 

> > > Kids2 Carolina < kids2carolina@g mail,corn > 8/3/2012 9:07 PM > > > 

Yes I can confirm that I seek out and make all judgment on which organizations we provide tickets to. 

I can send you contact info for organizations that we give to, 

On Aug 3, 2012 9:03 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cody, 

I have a couple of follow up questions for you, In your confirmation email below, #4, you did not reference booster involvement, Can you confirm that when!if UNC 

boosters donate funds to your project, you do not permit them to specify to which organization and/or specific youth they wish for the tickets to go? We need to confirm 

that boosters aren’t at all involved in the selection of either the organization or the specific youth to whom the tickets are provided, 

Lastly, as you distribute tickets, could you please send me an email with the name(s) of time organizations and contact information for a person there that I can contact if 

we need to confirm that noone other than the charity themself is involved in the selection of the recipients? I would appreciate that! 

Thanks again so much for your help with this. 

Take care, 
~ny 

~" 2¸ ti~¸ i~,’., ~ i~, 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Kids2 Carolina < kids2carolina@grnail.corn > 8/2/2012 12:18 PM > > > 

Good Afternoon, 

] can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 

available to the general public, 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths, 

and 4. That I, KJds2carolJna nor UNC has nothing to do with the 

selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands 

of the organizations, 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description of how 

> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 

> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket 

> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or 

> the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office 

> for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any entity that 

> wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 

> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 



> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are perrnitted to distribute the tickets 
> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 

> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 

> or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of 

> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 

> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in any manner in the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 

> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 

> does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 

> inforrnation that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify, If 

> everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 

> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962,7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa.u nc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM > > > 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 

> office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new 

> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office 

> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. You would just enter at 

> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962,6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.u nc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Kids2 Carolina < kids2carolina@gmail,com > 8/1/2012 9:37 AM > > > 
> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and ] am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 



> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

> > Cody, 
>> 

> > Per our conversation, please expect a call and/or email from Amy Herman, 

> > our Associate AD for Compliance, 
>> 

>> Amv. Codv’s email is kids2carolina@gmail.com and his cell number is 

> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Rick Steinbacher 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:28 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Thanks, Cody. The safest way for you to do it from my perspective, as we discussed on Thursday, is for you to require that the non profit organizations to whom you donate 

the tickets issue them only to individuals in the 8th grade and below, and that they confirm that they, alone, will make the decisions as to whom to give the tickets. And, on the 

front end, of course, that you alone choose the charities that receive time tickets. While I don’t have a problem with individuals giving you suggestions of organizations, if it 

ever appears as though someone is trying to take it further than that in terms of being involved in the selection process, that should raise a red flag to you, and you should 

not hesitate to contact me with the information. 

Amy 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/3/2012 9:22 PM >>> 

Amy, 

I will be contributing to 1, possibly 2 more organizations over the weekend. [ will send you all the contact info for what [ have done so far Sunday night or Monday Morning, 

While no boosters are selecting organizations/youth to specifically give to, [ have had people offer up ideas. [ think it is best [ write up some guidelines for receiving the 

tickets that falls within ncaa guidelines and keeps UNC away from any gray areas, I will also take care of this, this weekend and send you a copy, If you have any input on what 

to include feel free. 

Cody 

On Aug 3, 2012 9:10 PM, "Amy Herman" <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you, Cody, I will await that information. It’s my understanding from our meeting that the only Foundation you’ve provided the tickets to thus far is the Me Fine 

Foundation, correct? Who was your contact person there? Moving on, if you can just add it to your "to do" list as you make the ticket donations to send me a quick email 

with the contact information, I would appreciate it! 

Arny 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/3/2012 9:07 PM >>> 

Yes I can confirm that [ seek out and make all judgment on which organizations we provide tickets to. 

I can send you contact info for organizations that we give to. 

On Aug 3, 2012 9:03 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cody, 

[ have a couple of follow up questions for you. In your confirmation email below, #4, you did not reference booster involvement. Can you confirm that when/If UNC 

boosters donate funds to your project, you do not permit them to specify to which organization and/or specific youth they wish for the tickets to go? We need to 

confirm that boosters aren’t at all involved in the selection of either the organization or the specific youth to whom the tickets are provided. 

Lastly, as you distribute tickets, could you please send me an email with the name(s) of the organizations and contact information for a person there that [ can contact 

if we need to confirm that noone other than the charity themself is involved in time selection of time recipients? I would appreciate that! 

Thanks again so much for your help with this. 

Take care, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@qmail.com> 8/2/2012 12:18 PM >>> 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2, That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 

available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths, 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the 

selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands 

of the organizations. 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 



Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description of how 

> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 

> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket 

> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or 

> the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office 

> for the Group Rate of $10iticket (which is available to any entity that 

> wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 

> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 

> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization, 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the tickets 

> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 

> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 

> or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of 

> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 

> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in any manner in time distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 

> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 

> does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 

> information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If 

> everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM >>> 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 

> office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new 

> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex, My office 

> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building, You would just enter at 

> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/1/2012 9:37 AM >>> 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. Ijust need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look fol~vard to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and Iam all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> > Cody, 
>> 

> > Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy Herman, 

> > our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Amv. Codv’s email is kids2carolina@gmail.com and his cell number is 
>: 

>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 11:08 PM 

Amy HermaJa <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edw~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Fedora, Frances P <pfedora@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Delayed Enrollment Waiver APPROVED 

Great job. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 6:03 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

delayed enrolhnent waiver has been approved’. He is now officially eligible to compete this season mid will have 5 5ears to play 4 seasons of 

eligibility. See attached for the NC,~k decision. 

Please pass the good news on to him, Joe. Thanks for everyone’s help on this! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

< Waiver Decision.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Chrisb’ H. <ChfisV Suits@unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 10:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 5 Strength Coaches? 

JUNK mail is just a filter, when you received it did you mark sender as trusted? 

I know it is difficult but you are on the university mail server outside of athletics so you will need to be diligent in checking your junk mail and also 
the groupwise spam filter at http:/iuncaa.unc.edu checking and allowing emails that may be being caught. 

I can meet you Monday to see if I can help smooth sine of this out for you, we can add all of the unc possible domains to your allow list in the 
groupwise spam filters and try the same for the junk filter for exchange 

Connected by DRO!D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Suits, Christy H." <Christy_Suits@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sat, Aug 4, 2012 00:59:45 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: 5 Strength Coaches? 

??? This was just deliveredto my junk emai]. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Scnt: Friday, August 03, 2012 8:54 PM 
To: Corey Holliday; Luis Hernandez 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Clint Gwaltncy; Kathy Griggs; LaiTy Fedora; Lance Markos; 
Subject: 5 Strength Coaches? 

Paul Pogge; , Tom Tirmnermans 

Lou and Corcy, 

Now that August 1st has passed and we are officially limited to 5 strength coaches working with our Football student-athletes, can you please confirm that the following 5 
individuals are the only people (other than the head coach, 9 assistants, 4 GAs, and Sam Aiken) that will be working with out student-athletes in their Strength and Conditioning 
activities ? 

Lou Hernandez 
Zack Womack 
Steve Sigler 
Kevin Mitchell 
Simon Haake 

Thanks. If there is ANYONE else that is involved in any capacity, please let rue l~low so we can talk through their role. 

Arfly 

.aJ~ly Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9199627853 (office) 
919.9626002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc edu <mailto:ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham. @gmail.com~ 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 11:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: random thoughts ..... 

FYI. 

Game 1. Let’s get ALL our s~ff in the blue zone and encourage them to go into the seats. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: MelLewis        "{batt.net> 

Date: August 3, 2012 3:26:49 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: random thoughts ..... 
~gmail.com> 

Our plans to improve the ofl~rings of the Kenan Lettermen Lounge have hit a snag thanks to a not-unpredictable minor functionary. But nothing Don McC 

or I deem worth "telling Bubba about". We can zig zag a bit and gain a bit of ground. We will hold "the Bubba card" tbr bigger battles. :-) 

Next time you chat with Larry ..... Apparently he has grand plans to energize the UNC FB Fanbase .... lets caqi it "SEC-~ize our fans" ...... in 
their seats 30 minutes before kickofi; be loud, cheer on defense, quiet on offense, stay until 00:00, etc etc yadda yadda ...... He will be the 7th-8th 

UNC FB coach to roll out that plan. It could go all tire way back to Jim Tartan. 

About the only enduring aspect of these repeated efforts to SEC-azizie our i:ans is getting them to wear Carolina Blue much more than they used to. "Turn 
It Blue" (a promotion during the Norwood Teague era) has caught on. I fear any such grandiose promotions designed to get everyone in their seats 30 

minutes/kickoffcould be an embarrassing un-success. I’m being realistic, not just being pessimis~tic here. 

The Old Well Walk and Tar Heel Town are, of course, just copies of familiar concepts in play all across the country-. They are "fine" for what they are. 

We will NEVER be "The Crrove". 

I lear LF is going k~ t?eak Mren he looks at The Blue Zone during any game not starting alter 6 PM. Unless you shut down the hospitality buffets and herd 

everyone out of the Blue Zone interior areas with cattle prods, the BZ seats will be 60% occupied AT MOST. Paying premium prices to roast in an early 

September midday sun ain’t nobody’s idea of fun .... when the alternative is air-conditioned complimentmy buffets in the BZ function spaces. I don’t recall 

the Blue Zone seats EVER being more than 70% occupied at any time last year despite the seat owners being in the stadium but not in sight. 12:30 starts 

are BRUTAL in the BZ and on the North Side during Sept and early October. 

I fear any so(t of Red Bull hyped plea to "act like crazy SEC fans by doing the following ........ " is going to meet rolled eyes and smirks. Our fan base has 

heard it all many many times and will tune it out. I don’t want LF, or you, to look foolish. 

Win about 4 ganles in early season including finally beating State and then you’ll have some leverage. :-) 

Mel 

MeM Lewis’ E-ADDRESS: 

~att.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschne@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 1:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

HelenBuchanau <                 ~gmail.com>;                            ~live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<~tavelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschnel; Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jefliey Camamti 

<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dmaa Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt~c)!uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Bes~t 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC’s Cunningham on the death of Kirk Urso 

FOR iMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 5, 2012 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina director of athletics Bubba Cunningham has issued the following statement on the death this morning 
of Kirk Urso, a rookie midfielder for the Columbus (Ohio) Crew and a captain on the Tar Heels’ 2011 men’s soccer team that won the NCAA 
championship: 

"In the very brief time I spent with Kirk it became evident that he was a natural leader. His enthusiasm was contagious to all who knew him. He had 
a positive and inspirational impact on his team, and many other student-athletes at Carolina. Our deepest sympathy and condolences go out to 
Kirk’s family and friends. His teammates and fellow students are devastated by the news and we will do all we can to support them and his family 
in this incredibly tragic and sorrowful time." 
Men’s soccer head coach Carlos Somoano is traveling and is currently not available for comment. Contact Dave Schmidt (919-619-3344) with 
further questions. 
Urso’s bioqraphical information is as follows: 
Senior - 2011 Season: Graduated with a degree in economics ° Team captain on UNC’s national championship team ° AII-NCAA Tournament 
selection ° Second team AII-ACC selection ¯ Appeared in all 26 matches with 24 starts in the midfield ¯ Made his fourth straight NCAA College 
Cup appearance ° Tallied three goals and seven assists. Finished his career with 15 goals and 24 assists in 90 games ° Lowe’s Senior CLASS 
Award Nominee ° Distributed a pair of assists against NC State in the ACC quarterfinal win. Notched a goal and an assist in the NCAA 
Tournament, including an assist on the game winner against Saint Mary’s. 

Junior -2010 Season: ACC Academic Scholar-Athlete Of The Year. Named AII-ACC second team. Selected to the ACC All-Tournament 
Team ¯ Ranked second on the team with 15 points on the year thanks to five goals and fiveassists. Twice notched game winners ° The game 
winner against Virginia came on a short corner that bent into the goal. Also notched the game winner against Wofford when he converted a free 
kick in overtime to knock off the Terriers ° Tallied an assist in back-to-back games in the ACC Tournament against NC State and against Boston 
College. 

Sophomore - 2009 Season: One of five players to start in all 22 contests ° Tallied four goals and a team-high six assists on the year ¯ Scored 
against Drake in the NCAA Quarterfinals ¯ Had a pair of assists in the second round of the NCAA Tournament against Brown ¯ Named to the 
ACC All-Academic team for the second consecutive season= 

Freshman - 2008 Season : Soccer America Freshman All-America selection ° Led Carolina with six assists and ranked fourth with 12 points on 
three goals ° Scored twice in the NCAA Tournament to help lead the Tar Heels to the College Cup ¯ Volleyed home the unassisted game-winner 
against No. 15 Northwestern from 15 yards out in the 61 st minute in the NCAA quarterfinal. First career goal came in the tie with No= 14 UCLA on 
a free kick goal and earned a spot on the Deacon Fall Classic All-Tournament Team ¯ Named to the ACC Academic Honor Roll and was named 
to the Dean’s List in the Spring 2009 semester ° Enrolled at Carolina in January 2008 and earned a spot on the Dean’s List in his first semester. 

Prep - Edison Academy : Graduate of the Edison Academy in Bradenton, Fla., as a member of the U.S. Under-17 National Team Residency 
Program ° Played with the U.S. U-17 Team atthe 2007 FIFA U-17 World Cup in Korea and scored the game=winning goal against Belgium to 
send the United States to the second round ° Also a member of U.S. U-15 and U-16 national teams ° Named to the 2007 PARADE High School 
All-America squad and the 2006 NSCAAiadidas Youth All-America team ¯ Selected to the 2006 adidas ESP Camp ° Played with the Region II 
ODP Team since 2004 and earned an outstanding achievement award for Illinois ODP in 2005 ° Played club soccer with Chicago Sockers FC for 
eight years and served as team captain. 

Personal : Born Kirk Jon Urso ° The son of Michael and Sandra Urso ° Born March 6, 1990, in Downers Grove, Ill. ° Has one brother. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 1:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

UNCIs Cunningham on the death of former Tar Heel captain Kirk Urso 

Some of you are getting this for a second time...my apologies...just wanted to make sure the sport administrators list received it 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 5, 2012 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina director of athletics Bubba Cunningham has issued the following statement on the death this morning 
of Kirk Urso, a rookie midfielder for the Columbus (Ohio) Crew and a captain on the Tar Heels’ 2011 men’s soccer team that won the NCAA 
championship: 

"In the very brief time I spent with Kirk it became evident that he was a natural leader. His enthusiasm was contagious to all who knew him. He had 
a positive and inspirational impact on his team, and many other student-athletes at Carolina. Our deepest sympathy and condolences go out to 
Kirk’s family and friends. His teammates and fellow students are devastated by the news and we will do all we can to support them and his family 
in this incredibly tragic and sorrowful time=" 
Men’s soccer head coach Carlos Somoano is traveling and is currently not available for comment. Contact Dave Schmidt ( ~with 
further questions. 
Urso’s bioqraphical information is as follows: 
Senior - 2011 Season: Graduated with a degree in economics ° Team captain on UNC’s national championship team ° AII-NCAA Tournament 
selection = Second team AII-ACC selection ¯ Appeared in all 26 matches with 24 starts in the midfield ¯ Made his fourth straight NCAA College 
Cup appearance ° Tallied three goals and seven assists, Finished his career with 15 goals and 24 assists in 90 games ° Lowe’s Senior CLASS 
Award Nominee ° Distributed a pair of assists against NC State in the ACC quarterfinal win, Notched a goal and an assist in the NCAA 
Tournament, including an assist on the game winner against Saint Mary’s. 

Junior -2010 Season: ACC Academic Scholar-Athlete Of The Year, Named AII-ACC second team ° Selected to the ACC All-Tournament 
Team ¯ Ranked second on the team with 15 points on the year thanks to five goals and fiveassists ° Twice notched game winners = The game 
winner against Virginia came on a short corner that bent into the goal, Also notched the game winner against Wofford when he converted a free 
kick in overtime to knock off the Terriers ° Tallied an assist in back-to-back games in the ACC Tournament against NC State and against Boston 
College. 

Sophomore - 2009 Season: One of five players to start in all 22 contests ° Tallied four goals and a team-high six assists on the year ° Scored 
against Drake in the NCAA Quarterfinals ¯ Had a pair of assists in the second round of the NCAA Tournament against Brown ¯ Named to the 
ACC All-Academic team for the second consecutive season= 

Freshman - 2008 Season : Soccer America Freshman All-America selection ¯ Led Carolina with six assists and ranked fourth with 12 points on 
three goals = Scored twice in the NCAA Tournament to help lead the Tar Heels to the College Cup ¯ Volleyed home the unassisted game-winner 
against No. 15 Northwestern from 15 yards out in the 61 st minute in the NCAA quarterfinal, First career goal came in the tie with No= 14 UCLA on 
a free kick goal and earned a spot on the Deacon Fall Classic All-Tournament Team ¯ Named to the ACC Academic Honor Roll and was named 
to the Dean’s List in the Spring 2009 semester, Enrolled at Carolina in January 2008 and earned a spot on the Dean’s List in his first semester. 

Prep - Edison Academy : Graduate of the Edison Academy in Bradenton, Fla., as a member of the U.S. Under-17 National Team Residency 
Program ° Played with the U.S. U-17 Team atthe 2007 FIFA U-17 World Cup in Korea and scored the game=winning goal against Belgium to 
send the United States to the second round ° Also a member of U.S. U-15 and U-16 national teams ¯ Named to the 2007 PARADE High School 
All-America squad and the 2006 NSCAAiadidas Youth All-America team ¯ Selected to the 2006 adidas ESP Camp ¯ Played with the Region II 
ODP Team since 2004 and earned an outstanding achievement award for Illinois ODP in 2005 ° Played club soccer with Chicago Sockers FC for 
eight years and served as team captain. 

Personal : Born Kirk Jon Urso ° The son of Michael and Sandra Urso, Born March 6, 1990, in Downers Grove, Ill. ° Has one brother. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 8:29 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Men’s & Women’s Soccer 

Steve, Dave, and Schmidty ~ just wanted to be sure you know what was going on with our soccer teams. 

Clint ~ get you up to speed with what Dr. Ciocca and his crew have been and are doing. 

Cricket, Robert, & Doc ~ also wanted you informed. 

Vince ~ wanted you in ttne loop. 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > Larry Gallo 8/5/2012 8:13 PM > > > 

Bubba ~ 

I wanted to give you a recap of the day to be certain that you are up to speed on things. You may already know all contained below, but I wanted to be sure you knew all that 

was done today, especially with the women’s team ~ its players, coaches, and staff 

I went to women’s soccer practice this morning and spoke wittn the coaches, players, and the wsoccer sports medicine staff regarding     ; passing. Ttne women’s team 

traveled to Ocean Isle this afternoon for a week of training "at the beach," and will play a scrimmage on Wednesday vs. UNC Wilmington. They will return to Chapel Hill on 

Friday. 

At the time I was with them at practice and after practice, all the players seemed to be OK ~ women’s soccer has a veteran head athletics trainer in Nicole Fava and she will 

be keeping "the pulse of and eye on" ttne players to see how they are doing. Anson and his coactning staff are also well in tune. 

One women’s soccer player,              had a close relationship with     and she was with a friend this and the friend’s family in Raleigh this morning. I do not believe 

that      Nent witln the tearn to train at the beach. Anson and Nicole feel that      is in good hands, but will be checking in on her. Anson has told her to take all the time 

she needs to sort out this tragedy. 

Tomorrow at 10:00 AM, Beth and I will be meeting with the men’s soccer players, coaches, and staff at the soccer center. Dr. Ciocca, along with counselors and staff from the 

Campus Wellness Center, will be present and ready to offer the entire soccer program any services, support, etc. needed. Men’s soccer begins team practice on Thursday. 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thanks and take care, 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrim sley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 6, 2012 9:52 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Locker? 

Absolutely. The locker room we use for Men’s Staff is in the South Tunnel and it has a sign at the door for Official’s Locker Room. You may use a locker in there. The combo 

to the door is         The only thing I ask is that we clear out of the locker room for home game weekends so we can allot the lockers for the officiating crew. Thanks and I 

look forward to meeting you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/6/2012 9:44 AM > > > 

Richie, 

I’m one of the new guys here and I met with John Blanchard last week. Among his good advice was the suggestion that I could contact you for access to a locker room 

over in his building? I need to start working out and John suggested that I could do that over there and if I bring my own lock, there may be a locker available in the 

area where his is? If that’s ok, I’d love to arrange that. If this is something we should discuss in more detail, please just let me know and I’ll give you a call. Thanks in 

advance for any help or direction you can offer. I look forward to meeting you sometime. 

Vine IIle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 6, 2012 11:27 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchaxd <igb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<nlpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

(secure and confidential) 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

O[fice o[ Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-3989 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M ichael Beale < m beale@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Monday, August 6, 2012 5:33 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Vince, 
We are asking coaches to work directly with the students assigned to their respective sports. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 ON) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/6/2012 5:22 PM > > > 

Thanks Michael. For men’s tennis and softball, do all marketing issues go straight to the student assigned the sport or is each student supervised!supported by one 

of the full-time staff members? Just tr’~,hlg to connect the dots at this point_Thanks, 

From: Michael Beale [mailto:mbeale@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Barnwell, Jayne Williams; Oliver, Ann K; Kidd, Alison Parsons; ckalbrig; McPherson, Dawn D; Aldridge, Diane Scobie; Lowe, DiAnne Knox; Montross, Eric S; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge; Ellis, Ginny; Holland, Janine W; Montgomery, John R; Jones, Kim; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; McCauley, Donald F; Dubnansky, Marjorie M; Megaloudis, Dino; Terrell, 
Matt; Baber, Nellie C; Higley, Pamela; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Catoe, Velvet E; Aguilar, Alain ]; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince; Matson, ]anis Evelyn; 

Taylor, Latoya ]; Petschauer, Meredith A; Mays, Sally D; Brickner, Thomas E; Roberts, Terry Kermit; Waicus, Kelly M; Sparrow, Christopher A; Chad Wade; Maddox, Danny; 
Kivett, Mitchell R; Young, Randall P; David Thomas; Jonathan Guthrie; Michael Copeland; Ronnie Pendleton; William Modlin; Day, Brian C; Roberts, Logan; Creighton, Robert A; 
Kamath, Ganesh M; Stafford, Harry C; Spang, Jeffrey 3; Taft, Tim; Ilsy Chappell; Lee Roberts; Nick Fulton; Adrian Beros; Angie Bitting; Andrew Calder; Council, Albert C; 
Andrew Dubs; Andrew DiBitetto; Grant, Arron ]; Amy Herman; Angie King; Adam Lucas; Anson Dorrance; Tony Tucker If; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron 
York; Sanders, Benjamin A; Brian Bersticker; Bradley Bethel; Mark Knowles; Bob Ellis;         Bobby Gales; Boo Gillette; Brittany Renn; Brenda Haithcock; Brittany Holland; 
Brian Holman; Bobby Hundlew Eric Biener; Billy Lee; Brian KSubject Marketing Office Staff Responsibilities for 2012-13 
Subject: 

As we prepare for another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware of a few changes that have taken place in the Marketing Office over the 
summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pursue an exciting family business venture. We thank him for his four years of service including his leadership in many social and digital media 

projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both the Marketing office and the 

Athletics Department for a number of years. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any questions you might have 

about who does what in our office and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 ON) 
(c) 

919-962-1653 (Fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:01 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Marketing ONce St~£f Responsibilities for 2012-13 

Michael why are we the only spring sport without someone? Us and volleyball had had the same person. I do not understand. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 5:07 PM, "Michael Beale" <mbeale(a)m~caa.unc.edu> wrote: 

As we prepare tbr another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware ofa t~w changes that have tg~en place in the Marketing 

ONce over the summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pursue an exciting family business venture. We thank him for his foul years of sere’ice including his leadership in m~y social 

and digital media projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing. Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both the 

Maxketing office and the Athletics Depart~nent for a number of ye~xs. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet ruth all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any 

questions you might have about who does what in our once and do not hesitate to call any of us ruth questions, etc. 

Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael BeaJe 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University. of No(th Carolina 

Ernie Williaallson Athletics Center 

450 Sldpper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

<Marketing Staff Re sponsibili ties.xlsx:~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:15 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Marketing Office Sta£f Responsibilities for 2012-13 

Donna, 

You do have ml individual assigned specifically to market softball. When Jeffleft it was decided that we would not fill Ns position ruth a full-time person. We are 

utilizing grad students to cover many of Jeffs responsibilities moving forward. Is there a time tomorrow I cma give you a call or stop by your oNce to discuss in more 

detail? 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistaalt Athletic Director 

Universib~ of Norfll Carolina 

#GoHeels 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:01 PM, "Donna Papa <dip(~uncaa.nnc.edu>" <dip(~nncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael why are we the only spring sport withom someone? Us and volleyball had had the same pelion. I do not understand. 

Sent ti~)m my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 5:07 PM, "Michael Beale" <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

As we prepare for another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware ofa tEw changes that have taken place in 

the Maacketing Office over the summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pm5ue an exciting fmmly business venture. We thank him for his four yem5 of service including his leadership 

in many social and digital media projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing. Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both 

the Marketing once and the Athletics Department for a number of years. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily 

basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact intbrmation as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please retEr to this 

for any questions you might have abxmt who does what in our once and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Go tteels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

Universib’ of North Carolina 
Emie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

<MMceting Staff Re sponsibilities.xls~x> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,. 8:01 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S-A Throwing Out First Pitch at National PSA Tny 

Donna, 
i’ve done some looking into this issue, and my initial reaction is that your s a should avoid doing this. Since it’s a 16U natiional tournament, it’s obviously going to involve 

PSAs, and it’s unclear to me who is running the tournament. But that fact that you say it’s a national tournament leads me to wonder if there are any recruiting services or 

commercial entities involved in hosting the tournament, in which case we would need to be very wary of what our s a’s involvement is and how it is represented/promoted by 
the external entities. 

if she were being honored for something and it were a professional game, it would likely be a different story, But a national tournament of PSAs where she is not being 
honored leads me down a path of caution. Ttnere are too many things that could go wrong for me to say it’s okay, particularly without knowing any of the details. 

If the s a has any more information to provide that you think would change my mind on this one, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <s~trohm@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeling 

Hi Vince, 

I have meetings until 11:30, but could meet at Bynum then, if that works for you and Lissa. 

AI~, I know you called this a£temoon. If you’d like to "talk tonight, my home number is 

Thank~ 

Leslie 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:54 PM, "Ille. Vince" < j_ll_.e_2(~2..e__r..n_~!_i_!:._u__llc_:__e.!_lU_> wrote: 

Leslie, 

I talked with Lissa Broome briefly this afternoon. Are you available to meet with us tomorrow morning sometime? I believe that Lissa is available any 

time after 9:30 and l’d like to meet in your building if possible. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 5:21 AM 

Ille, Vincent Gregow <ille@emml.unc.e&D 

Re: 2012 JDRF Event 

Sounds great! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju123, 2012, at 11:14 PM, "Ille, Vincent Grego~" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am?; 

We used a "Donations Policy" that covered all titans of requests (autographs, t~e tickets, autographed ball~ auction items tbr charity, etc.). I can share 

that ruth you when I arrive and maybe we can discuss how we might be able to modify the g~licy to fit the various types of requests mad volume eveo~one 

receives at UNC. We can acid that to our list’. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 5:34 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Norton, Molly; Rick Steinbacher; Kirschner, Steve; 111e, Vincent Gregory 
Subject: Re: Fwd: 2012 JDRF Event 

My suggestion wotfld be to expand our current autograph policy to extend to all donation/anction requests, as well, with the process being started ruth a 

tbnn "that is completed and submitted originally to Compliance. We can then approve per NCAA regulations and farm out to the area involved (tickets, 

sport- specific requests, etc.). 

That might not go quite as thr as yoffre thinking in terms of centraJization, but I do think that all requests should initially go through Compliance. 

Amy 

/’,.77,’., 2, ~.,’cr~L’, :.~, 71 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853c@ (office) 

919.962.6002C@ (fax) 

aj schae@uncaaxmc edu 
>~ "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbacI~)emaiLunc.edu> 7/’23/2012 4:59 PM >>> 

I want to centralize auction/donation requests to one person or department. 
Any recommendations? 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiF of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Crigler, Laura" <Criglel~LabCotp.com> 

Date: July 23, 2012 2:29:07 PM EDT 

To: "bubbac([f unc.edu" <bubbac(2~unc.edu> 
Subject: 2012 JDRF Event 

LabCorp is holding its annual JDRF (Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation) event on October 5, 2012 from 11am-2pm. We are having 
food and activities such as a dunking booth, bean bag toss, pluck a duck, bungee run, guess how many is the jar, karaoke and a silent 

auction. We are looking for donations for the event from local businesses. We do this yearly; this is our 3rd year in Greensboro. We just 
moved in on June 25, 2010. All proceeds are donated directly to JDRF and LabCorp foots the bill for the food and rental of equipment. We 
have people driving from all across the triad, VA and from the triangle area. Please let me know if you are able to donate tickets or 
memorabilia for us to auction. We will have 500 people attending this event. Feel free to contact me with any questions. Tax ID#: 

JDRF is a 501© (3) tax-exempt corporation. 
Regards, 

Prolc’ct {’;p~ ci~hs I ,,\8::~:nJ d:t ~i )n 

[70] PJr~ecto[~ R,:)a(’~ 

(Jzeensboro, l’.:C 27407 

Tele; 336 232 611@~@ 

Va;x: 536 232 69601~ 

I ’.mail: CtiF, lel~,L~b Corp.com 
-This e-mail and an?- attachments may contain CONFIDENTIAL information, including PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION. If you 



are not the intended recipient, any use or disclosure of this information is STRICTLY PROHIBITED; you aye requested to delete this e-mail 

and any attachments, notify the sender immediately, m~d notify the LabCorp Privacy Officer at priwacyoIt]cer(~labcorp corn or ca 1 (877) 

23-HIPAA, (877) 234-4722~@. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;. 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 10:25 PM 

Ille, Vincent Grego~ <ille@emml.unc.e&~> 

Fwd: Kids2Carolina.org...Filling up Kenan..with your help..and your own group email..Please Forward..& REPLY Al,L..with your 

comments.. 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Erom: Amy Herman <aischae~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: July 24, 2012 10:10:50 PM EDT 

To: Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Wade H Hargrove <whar~rove(~)brookspierce.com>. <bubbac(~emaJl.unc.edu>, Clint GwaJtney <cp.waJtney(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 

<ppogge(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Kids2Carolina.org...Filling up Kenan..with your help..and your own group email..Please Forward..& REPLY ALL ..with 

your comlnents.. 

Yes, Rick, if you could pass his contact intbrmation on to me, I will ~nd him an email and reques"t more intbrmation. From my perspective, rm concerned 

primarily about to whom the tickets will be donated and how the recipient of the tickets will be chosen. 

Thanks for the hems up on this, LG. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

I)epartment of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

g~i schae@uncaa.unc, edu 
>>> Rick Steinbacher 7/24/2012 8:45 PM >>> 

Amy and Larry, 

The organizer of this eftbrt asked me if we would endorse what he was doing and allow them to use our marks. I told them that we could not endorse this, 

nor allow our marks to be used. I appreciate his efforts to help us sell available tickets and then donate them to worthwhile causes. I have some other "risk 

management" concerns which I discussed with Paul lx~day. 

He is planning to purchase group tickets at the same rate we are promoting publicly and then donate them back to local 501 (c) 3 orgmfizations. 

That is the extent of what I know. Am551 have his contact number and email address if we need to get more iIffolmation. 

Thank~ 

Rick 

>>> Larry Gallo 7/24/2012 8:29 PM ~> 

Amy ~ 

I don’t know if you heard about this? Is it permissible per NCAA guidelines ~- wanted you to know. 

Thank~ 
Larry 

>>> Bill Ipock <.               > 7/24/2012 6:33 PM >>> 

Please make $10 per ticket Donations for Idaho & Elon tickets for Kids2carolina.or~ ,Payable to : Kids2Carolin~.or~..and send to me@428 

Downing Dr ,Chesapeake, Va 23322..I roll get funds tol~ds2Carolina.or~, in Chapel Hill...I already prepaid for 100 tickets@Sl0 = SI,000 

mysel£..!’.! 

Promoting young people & families & churches..( rich orpoor )from your home town the opportunity to walk across and experience a college campus 

for a day...Rick Steinbacher & Clint Gwalmey..gave us the Group Pricing ( $10 ea )...UNC Admin, The GAA, The Development Office, and 

YOU..need to put your Group Emails to Work..and spread the Good News..and fill up Kenan for those two games..Young people can be at the noon 

Elon gmne...and be home by dinner time..Air Tran, South~,est, and Jet Blue have cheap Sept flights tbr day trippers..DC, Atlanta, Philly, $59ea 
~,ay..Boston, Chicago $98.. 

Quote from Mike Pope, Anthony Travel " Inbound day trippers is a vktually an untapped market.". 

The same wind that knocked us down..a couple of notehes. .is the very same wind, .by the very same maker..that will bring us baek up very fast.. !! 

PLEASE REPLY ALL with your feelings., comments.. 



Get this...Cody, a 24 yr old student ( who launched Kids2Carolina.or~ ) has aheady collected..$8,000 ( including my $1,000 ) for 800 Kids 
tickets..He just got tired of the empty seats,.and people laughing at us... 

Get this..Cody was from...Northern Virginia,.now lives in Chapel Hill..and is a 3rd year student ..at Virginia Tech..and drives down for every UNC 

home ganle’. !( could not afibrd out of state tuition ) 

Get this...most of his donations have been received by PayPaL 

Get this..tla!Ita!..UNC does not even accept PayPal for tickets or contributions???? 

We CAN learn from these young people!!! 

Cody & I will do ALL THE WORK_All you have to do is.. 

Forward this emaJl and attachment to your Group Email Affinity Groups.. 

Send donations by PayPal or donations by check for the UNC Kids Elon & Idaho Tickets.. 

SEE ATTACHMENT..Please REPLY ALL..with your comments. ,feelings.. or donations to fill up Kenan..Please peruse Kids2Cm’olina.or~.. !! 

I thank you very much!!! 

THE POWER OF YOUR OWN GROUP EMAILS!!!!COLLECTIVELY WILL FILL KENAN.. 



July 25, 2012 

EIIkNtE ~’~LL~AMNON ATI-~L~.TIC C~NTt".R 

RO. BOX Z~a6 

45o SKIPPER BOWLES I)IL. (OHi~’~r?) 

CItAPEL I’IILL, NC :~75t5 

F 9i9.962,6oo2 

www, tarheelblue.com 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Ms. Beall: 

I write in response to a letter of inquiry sent by you, via email, on July 20, 2012 (see attached). 

The individ,al~ feanJred in the videc~ are nc~ lon~er enrolled student-athletes. They are 

Based on information we received 
from Coach Sylvia Hatchell, this video was shot following the 2009-2010 season, after 
and        had completed their eligibility. 

Since these individuals were no longer eligible student-athletes bound by Bylaw 12.5.2.3.2 at the 
time the video was filmed and posted to the company’s website, we do not believe a violation of 
this legislation has occurred. 

Please contact me with any additional questions and concerns. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Amy’H~rman 
Associate Director of Athletics 

enclosure 

CC~ Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Vince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
Beth Miller, Senior Associate Director of AthleticsiSWA 
Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:30 PM 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome 

<lissa broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UNC Violation Report 

Cell Phone Violation.pdf; Receipt.pdf 

All, 

Please see attached for a violation report that was submitted to the NCAA today. Note that you will not receive hard copies of this report. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

.,\m ? ilcr~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc,edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

ar CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF 

ATHLETICS 

P.O. BOX 2126 

SMITH CENTER 

SKIPPER BO\VLES DKIVE (DELIVEIK~() 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27515 

T 919.96z.6oo~ 

F 919.962.6ooz 

www.tarheelblue.com 

Christopher Strobel 

Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, tN 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

This letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaw t2.1.2.1.6, Preferential Treatment, Benefits, or 

Services. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill                 Student-Athlete, 

accepted a discount on a cell phone repair service based on her status as a student-athlete. 

On        ,         a rising           contacted a local iPhone repair service to have her cracked 
iPhone screen replaced. When the employee arrived at          dorm room to do the repair and 
realized that       was a member of the                team, he offered       a discount on 
the service. Unaware that this constituted a violation,"       accepted the $15 discount. The violation 
was discovered when tweeted about receiving a discount, and the tweet was read by a 
Compliance staff member. 

As a result of this violation, the Compliance staffhas reviewed preferential treatment regulations with 
and will again stress this topic with all student-athletes at the upcoming fall compliance 

meetings. In addition, was required to donate $15 to the charity of her choice, the 
. Attached is a copy of the receipt showing this donation. 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

R, 

Director of Athletics 

ccI Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Woman Administrator 
Ms. Martina Ball, n, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



EROM 

~.__    n      c~/~ 

DOLLARS 

O CASH 

OHECK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            3:38 PM 

Tracey Williams < twilliam s@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <[lle@email.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 
<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: USA Basketball 3 x 3 

Tracey, 
Who is Carol? I’m still going to need information about the events. I’m glad she thinks it’s okay, but we need to do our own due diligence to make sure. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Tracey William:           3:21 PM > > > 
Hello, [ spoke with Carol Callen today. Carol indicated that it is okay to attend USA Basketball events as long as it is during an evaluation period that falls under the NCAA 

Calendar. Let me know if you need additional info. Thanks, Tracey 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            3:38 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L 

<tsodom @era ail.unc.edu > 

Re: USA Basketball 3 x 3 

Tracey, 
Who is Carol? I’m still going to need information about the events, i’m glad she thinks it’s okay, but we need to do out" own due diligence to make sure, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tracey Williarn!           3:21 PM > > > 
Hello, [ spoke with Carol Callen today. Carol indicated that it is okay to attend USA Basketball events as long as it is during an evaluation period that falls under the NCAA 

Calendar. Let me know if you need additional info. Thanks, Tracey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

Dyahoo.com 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>;                          @live.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: .pdf 

Mr. Brown, 
Please see attached for a permission letter for 

Note that     may only participate in this 

and Tuesday, Though the 

participation. 

I am copying both and our 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

might extend beyond the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end of 

staff on this email. Please let me know if any of you have any questions, 

to participate in the 

on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on Tuesday, 

permissible 



Via email at: 

Dear 

@yahoo.com 

The at 
- to be conducted Tuesdays between and. , has 

been approved by the NCAA          Certification Staff in accordance with Bylaw 30.14, 
, and Bylaw 14.7.4(a)Exceptions- 

With this letter, I grant             , a 
North Carolina, permissi on to participate in the 

ONLY for the remaining certified 

student-athlete at the University of 

dates of Tuesday,, ~ and Tuesday, 

Please contact my office with questions or concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

cc:    Coach Tracev Williams-Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,           ’. 4:09 PM 

Dyahoo.com 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>: Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

< twiliiam s@u ncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @live.u nc.edu > 

Subject: ~ Permission - 

Attach: ,.pdf 

Mr, Brown, 
Please see attached for a permission letter for 

Note that     may only participate in this 
and Tuesday, ,, Though the 

participation. 

I am copying both [ and our 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~schae~ahuncaa.unc.edu 

, might extend beyond , the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end of 

staff on this email. Please let me know if any of you have any questions. 

to participate in the 
on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on Tuesday, 

permissible 



SF;I~:~{~’~-~, ~$U*~,’~.:L:~ ~¯ ~::*~’~:i~,~i {~:*~i l:’,,’~i~*-¥i 

Via email at: 

Dear ] 

~yahoo.com 

The at 
m to be conducted Tuesdays between and , has 

been approved by the NCAA Certification Staff in accordance with Bylaw 30.14, 
and Bylaw 14.7.4(a) Exceptions- 

With this letter, I grant            ~, a                  student-athlete at the University of 
North Carolina, permissi on to participate in the 

ONLY for the remaining certified league dates of Tuesday, and Tuesday, 

Please contact my office with questions or concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

cc:    Coach Tracey Williams-Johnson 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:17 AM 

Ille, Vincent Grego~ <ille@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: Louisville team trip 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:06 AM 
To: ’Rick Steinbacher’ 
Co: Corey Holliday; Vince llle 
Subject: RE: Louisville team trip 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Let’s schedule the meeting for 1:00pm on Tuesday, Juh/31. The me~-:d:ing will take place:_! in Lhe AD Co~]ference Room. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:26 AN 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc: Corey Holliday; Vince Tile 

Subject= Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/31 at noon and 2:00 pro. I could do 1:00 - 1:45 or 3:30 on. Thanks, Rick 

On Ju125, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football. Can we schedule this meeting for some time after ll:OOam on Tuesday, July 31? 

Please let me know of your availability that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 

To: Norton, Molly 

Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trip 

Molly, 

Can you alert Bubba, thanks. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

.... Stevens, Emily L" " <emi!y.stevens@unc.edu> 07/24/2012 10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey! 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow-up via email, too. Holden, Thorp would like to join the team for the 

Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let me know what else you may need from the Chancellor’s office to confirm this. Hope the 

Holliday family is having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon! See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks! 

Emily L Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PN 

To: Stevens, Emily L 
Co: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 



We need help with football in the fall, Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for the game on 9/15, and we would need to 

take      with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we can arrange this? 

Thanks so much! 

<Headeg> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Telrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vincent Gregory <ille@email.unc.edu>; ille@uucaa.unc.edu 

Strategic PlaJ~ 

Steve & Vince - 

I write to give you a heads-up on future emails you will receive from me. gubba wants the two of you to join our Strategic Plan Task Force from this point forward. We are entering 

Phase 3 of our process (implementation is following Assessment and Visioning), and will spend the next month sorting through objectives, goals and action steps. Steve, I will pull you 

in more fully on the communication oftNs plan as we progress further. 

I will send you guys several calendar requests. If you would like, I can also schedule a time separate from the task force meeting to catch each of you up on what has gone into the 

process, the structure of who’s working on what, and our goals moving forward. Please let me know a good time if you want to talk. 

I’m glad you’ll be a part of this. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 12:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Task Force - Preparation tbr Retreat 

objectives aggregated 20120725.docx 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Preparation for August 3 Retreat 

Thanks for a productive session yesterday. We made great progress in a very important area of our process. Please find attached the aggregated objectives as we left them yesterday. 

As you’ll recall, we established four priorities -Alignment, Academic Leadership, Athletic Leadership and Administrative Leadership. Under those four priorities, we established 17 

objectives. Included in the attachment, you will find several action steps, each of which was derived from suggested objectives and our discussion. Please note that the actions are far 

from complete, but should be a good leap-off point for our retreat. 

Your homework in preparation for the retreat: Please read through the objectives carefully, and formulate goals and action steps for each objective. We will share these at the retreat, 

and consolidate our thoughts moving forward. Remember that goals are measurable ways to see if we accomplish the objective, and action steps are the things we will do to meet 

those goals and thusly, the objectives. You should have your objectives, goals and supporting actions ready to discuss at the retreat. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Telrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 12:19 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr~ 

Task Force - Preparation tbr Retreat 

objectives aggregated 20120725.docx 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Preparation for August 3 Retreat 

Thanks for a productive session yesterday. We made great progress in a very important area of our process. Please find attached the aggregated objectives as we left them yesterday. 

As you’ll recall, we established four priorities -Alignment, Academic Leadership, Athletic Leadership and Administrative Leadership. Under those four priorities, we established 17 

objectives. Included in the attachment, you will find several action steps, each of which was derived from suggested objectives and our discussion. Please note that the actions are far 

from complete, but should be a good leap-off point for our retreat. 

Your homework in preparation for the retreat: Please read through the objectives carefully, and formulate goals and action steps for each objective. We will share these at the retreat, 

and consolidate our thoughts moving forward. Remember that goals are measurable ways to see if we accomplish the objective, and action steps are the things we will do to meet 

those goals and thusly, the objectives. You should have your objectives, goals and supporting actions ready to discuss at the retreat. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 3:53 PM 

IIle, Vincent Gregory <ille@email.unc.edu> 

GO HEELS-champs Lifeskills 

My son plays I for Carolina..I sent you some CHAMPS-LIFESKILLS INFO. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Friday,            4:16 AM 

Amy Hennan ~a, ischae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edw,;                 ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~nncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenna~ls <timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 

Willimns <twilliam@uncaa.unc.edw, 

Re: Pmrnission - 

Thank you Mrs, Herman I will see to it tha play only on the dates below¯ 

From: Amy Herman <ajachae@uneaa.unc.edu> 
To: ,@yahoo.corn 

Cc: @live.unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>:                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:09 PM 
Subject: Permission - 

Please see attached for a permission letter tbr 

Note that may only participate in this 

Tuesday, t and Tuesday,, 
of permissible participation. 

I am copying both and our 

Thanks, 

A~W 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27111 
919.962.78f3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

L to participate in the 

on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on 
¯ Though the       might extend beyond         the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end 

staB’on this email. Please let me know if a~y of yon have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.cam> 

Friday,            4:16 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu-~; Lain.., Gallo <athgallo@uncaa~mc.edtr>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaaunc.edu-~; Kathy (kiggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <meckos@uncaa.unc.edw,;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenna~s <timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 

Willimns <twilliam@uncaa.unc.edw, 

Re: Permission - 

Thank you Mrs. Herman I will see to it thai 

CliffBrown 

play only on the dates below. 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uneaa.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn 

Cc: ,@ive.unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>: Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday 1:09 PM 
Subject: Permission - 

Please see attached for a permission letter tbr 

Note that may only participate in this 

Tuesday, and Tuesday, 
of permissible participation. 

I am copying both mid our 

Thanks, 

AIW 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

to participate in the 

on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on 

. Though the league might extend beyond         the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end 

staB’on this email. Please let me know if ~y of you have any questions. 



FFOlIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 27, 2012 9:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I~,V: info 

Hi Vince, 

David Walsh called for you. His contact hlformation is below whenever you have a free moment to return his call, 

Th a n ks, 

Molly 

From: Angie King [mailto:aking@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: info 

here’s the info. 

David Walsh 

Deputy AD 

University of Richmond 

(804)289 8009 

cell# 



From: Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:40 AM 

To: ille@uncaa.~mc.edu 

Subject: FW: info 

Hi Vince, 

David Walsh called for you. His contact hlformation is below whenever you have a free moment to return his call 

Th a n ks, 

Molly 

From: Angie King [mailto:aking@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: info 

here’s the info. 

David Walsh 

Deputy AD 

University of Richmond 

(804)289 8009 

cell# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Release 

.pdf 

[just spoke with Coach Meaders. He said that he indicated to you that he would grant you permission to speak to the 

graduate school here at UNC. He did not say that he would give you permission to speak to all ACC schools. 
See attached for the release to speak with 

Thanks, 

Amy 

~, provided you also apply to 

Associate AD lor Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 

Good Norning, 
~live.unc.edu > 11:10 AM >>> 

I sent Coach Meaders a request for a release to ACC institutions on July 10 and received an email back from him a few days later. ][ spoke with 
him on the phone on Friday, July 13 and he told me he would get a release to ACC sent over to me right away. I did not receive a release early 
the next week. I sent Coach Meaders another email just to ask about the release on July 18 and have not heard back from him yet. I would like 
to receive my release to ACC institutions, just as Coach Meaders had told me he would, so that ] can start my process. 

Thank you very much, 



To Whom it May" Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, t%m’-Year College Prospects, the University of 
North Carolina grants th~ permission to discuss furore academic and 
athletics plans with a student-athlete. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Amy S. Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

Harlis Meaders 
Beth Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 1! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 

<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon 

Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >: Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

< m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Palanjian < palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Change 

The game time for the 

Thanks, 

Amy 

.,\m ~ .~l~’~ ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

game vs. Old Dominion has been changed to 6p. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Palanjian < palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel 

Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris 

< sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Hum phries < shum phri@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Change 

The game time for the 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

game vs. Old Dominion has been changed to 6p. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:45 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Regulations for 

Staff, 

See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAA yesterday. Essentially, it takes the regulations that were already in place for prospects and applies them to 

the parents/legal guardians for whom we can now provide transportation expenses on official visits. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect and the parents/legal guardians arrive in the locale too late at night 

to start their visit. As always, before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same 
page. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Meals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit (1) 
Date Published: o 

Type: Staff interpretation 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for men’s basketball prospective student athletes while in transit to an official visit 

and confirmed the following: 

A prospective student athlete and his parents o1 legal guardians (up to two people) may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginrling tile 48 houl official 

visit period in instances in which the prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) arrive in the locale too late to begin the official visit 

that day, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to 

the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including time cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

a. A prospective student athlete and his parents or leqal guardians (up to two people) may receive a drive thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department 

staff member from the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for 

any other individual who is accornpanyinq the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to time start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

b. A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a "sit dowrf’ meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the 

institution while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of arriwal for an official visit or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to time institution’s 

campus with an athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour 

official visit period. Under these circumstances, the prospective student athlete’s spouse and/or children may also receive such a meal. 

c, A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of their place of Iodqing without beqinning the 

48 hour official visit period in instances in which they arrive in the locale of time institution too late to begin time official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff 

members or student athletes are present during the meal, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete 

on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period 

[References: NCAA Bylaws :[3.6.4.1 (4.8 hour period defined), 13.6,6 (accomrnodations on official visit), 13.6.7,1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6,7.7 (meals on official 

visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student athlete) and 1-:L6,9 (lodging for additional persons); official 

interpretations (03/26/09, item No. 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No. 18); and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:45 PM 

-Basketball Mens <-Basketbal/Mens@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Regulations for 

Staff, 
See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAA yesterday. Essentially, it takes the regulations that were already in place for prospects and applies them to 

the parents/legal guardians for whom we can now provide transportation expenses on official visits. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect and the parents/legal guardians arrive in the locale too late at night 

to start their visit. As always, before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same 

page. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Meals and Lodginq while in transit to Official Visit 

Date Published: 

lype: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

the academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for men’s basketball prospective student athletes while in transit to an official visit 

and confin’ned the following: 

A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour official 

visit period in instances in which the prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) arrive in the locale too late to begin the official visit 

that day, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accornpanying the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to 
the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

a. A prospective student athlete and his parents or leqal guardians (up to two people) may receive a drive thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department 

staff member from the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 flour official visit period, Such expenses may not be provided for 

any other individual who is accompanyinq the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to time start of the 48 hour official visit period, 

b. A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a "sit down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the 
institution while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of arrival for an official visit or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to time institution’s 

campus with an athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour 

official visit period. Under these circumstances, the prospective student athlete’s spouse and/or children may also receive such a meal. 

c, A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of their place of Iodqing without beqinning the 

48 hour official visit period in instances in which they arrive in the locale of the institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff 

members or student athletes are present during the meal, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete 

on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48 hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6.7.7 (meals on official 

visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or leqal quardian of prospective student athlete) and 1.3.6,9 (lodging for additional persons); official 

interpretations (03/26/09, Item No. 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No. 18); and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 27, 2012 8:50 PM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Transportation Regulations 

Coaches of All Sports OTHER THAN Men’s Basketball, 

See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAAyesterday. 

The good news is that none of this information is different than what we have told you in the past the staff just took the tirne to put all of this in writing so it’s clear across 

the membership. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect arrives in the locale too late at night to start his/her visit. As always, 
before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same page. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Meals and Lodginq while in [ransit to Official Visit Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball (-/) 

Date Published: 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: b 

Interpretation: 

rhe academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for prospective student athletes while in transit to an official visit in sports other 

than men’s basketball and confirmed time following: 

a. A prospective student athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period in instances in which he or she arrives h~ 

the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the 

official visit (e.g,, parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

b. A prospective student athlete may receive a drive thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department staff member from the major airport or bus or train 

station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying time 

prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

c. A prospective student athlete may receive a "sit down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution while accompanied by an athletics 

department staff member at the time of his or her arrival for an official visit or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to the institution’s campus with an athletics departmerlt 

staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour official visit period. Under these 

circumstances, the prospective student athlete’s parents (or legal guardians), spouse and/or children may also receive such a meal. 

d. A prospective student athlete may receive a meal at or in time vicinity of his or her place of lodging without beginning the 48 hour official visit period in instances in which 

he or she arrives in the locale of time institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff members or student athletes are present 

during the i’neaI. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, 

children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13,6.4.1 (48 hour period defined), 13,6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13,6.7.1,1 (meals and lodging while in transi0, 13,6.7.7 (meals on official 

visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student athlete) and 13.6,9 (lodging for additional persons); official 

interpretations (03/26/09, Item No, 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No, :[8) and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 5:28 PM 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>                  @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge 

I thought we had Paul added to the Compliance listserve, but I don’t see him on there. Can you add him, please? 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assis~nt coach - Tony Baldwin 

Yes we have Win AD. We will get you access. 

Good call taking to Beth. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju128, 2012, at 4:34 PM, ’Wince Ille" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we subscribe to WinAD? If so, can I have access? I will plan to talk with Beth about the proposed salary unless you recommend otherwise. Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Vince Ille <ille(~uncaa.unc.edu>" <ille~,~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: July 28, 2012 4:28:12 PM EDT 

To: "Donna Papa" <cli~a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Thanks Donna. I’ll look for the resume. Congratulations on the selection. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dj[g&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldmn ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His 

projected start date will be September 1 st. I would like to recommend his salary, be 

I roll forward you both a coW of Ns resume. 
Thank you. 

Donna 

<IMAGE.jpg> 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 11:03 PM 

Donna Papa ~djp@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Larry Ga]lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce DaJgleish <joyce&~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Donna, 

Sounds good. I’m glad Tony will be joining ?;our staff; 

Sent fk~n~ my iPad 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <djp(~)uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Ton?; Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His projected start date will be 
September 1 st. I would like to recommend his sala~ be 

I roll forward you both a copy of his resume. 

Thank yon. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assis~nt coach - Tony Baldwin 

Hi Vince, 
First of all, welcome to Carolina. I’m glad you roll be joining us. 

You can certainly come by tomorrow moming.....would love to see you. I should be around all morning. My office is in Carmichael Arena on the 2nd floor. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

On Ju129, 2012, at 10:21 AM, "Vince Ille <ille(a)uncaa.unc.edu>" <ille~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Beth, 
z o Can I slop b? on Monday morning sometime ~ Thanks. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dip(&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His projected start 

date will be September I st. I would like to recommend his salary, be 

I will tbrward you h)fl~ a coW of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 6:40 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Sounds good. You can drive down the driveway in front of Carmichael and when you get to the parking gate, press the button and let our receptionist know you have a 

meeting with me. You can park in one of the two visitor spaces on the right curve. 

See you tomorrow. 

~Beth 

>>> Vince IIle <ille@uncaa,unc.edu > 7/29/2012 3:04 PM >>> 

Thanks Beth. I’m happy to be here and look forward to working with you and everyone else. I’ll try to swing by sometime before noon and am looking forward to it. See you 
then, 

Vince 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 1:38 PM, "Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>" <bm er@uncaa uncedu> wrote 

Hi Vince, 
First of all, welcome to Carolina. I’m glad you will be joining us. 

You can certainly come by tomorrow morning,,..would love to see you. I should be around all morning, My office is in Carmichael Arena on the 2nd floor, 

[ look forward to seeing you. 

~Beth 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 10:21 AM, "’vq nce Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Beth, 
Can I stop by on Monday morning sometime? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dip@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. lille, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His projected 

start date will be September 1st. I would like to recommend his salary be 

I will forward you both a copy of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3uly 30, 2012 7:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Theatre Room in Stadium 

We’ve had that discussion without much resolution. In the past they’ve used it for gameday recruiting purposes (highlight tapes, season and gameday previews, etc...) since we 
don’t have access to Swofford (the team room) due to gameday activities. It is a great setting for small groups that we use on occasion. 
I’m sure that we will continue to use it as recruiting tool on in-season weekends to enhance the gameday experience of the prospects and also steer the message of where 
we’re trying to move the program toward... 
Any ideas on your side? 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2012 1:07 PM >>> 
Walt, 

Yesterday Bubba gave me a brief tour of the construction project in Lou’s area. One area we walked through was a small theatre room. 

I’m curious to know what you and the staff think of that area and how you plan to use it for recruiting, etc. It appears to have some potential, rd like to discuss that with the 
appropriate person and thought I might start with you as RC. If someone else is a more appropriate contact, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3uly 30, 2012 7:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Theatre Room in Stadium 

Me and the recruiting arm of our operation. We haven’t needed it since we really prefer to show highlights and multimedia type recruiting things in Swofford. Since rm the young 
guy T’m kind of the idea guy... 
Any and all help is appreciated... 

Walt Bell/TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 7:54-AM >>> 
Yes, a few. Who has been involved in your di~ussions to date? 

If I’m notj umping over the top of other people mad previous decisions that have been made, I’d like to discuss some ideas wilh you. Thanks. 

>>> Walt Bell 7/30/2012 7:46 AM >>> 
We’ve had that discussion without much resolution. In the past they’ve used it for gameday recruiting purposes (highlight tapes, season and gameday previews, etc...) since we 
don’t have access to Swofford (the team room) due to gameday activities. It is a great setting for small groups that we use on occasion. 
I’m sure that we will continue to use it as recruiting tool on in-season weekends to enhance the gameday experience of the prospects and also steer the message of where 
we’re trying to move the program toward... 
Any ideas on your side? 

Walt Bell/TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2012 1:07 PM >>> 
Walt, 

Yesterday Bubba gave me a brief tour of the construction project in Lofts area. One area we walked through was a small theatre room. 

I’m curious to know what you and the staff think of that area and how you plan to use it for recruiting, etc. It appears to have some potential. I’d like to discuss that with the 
appropriate person and thought I might start with you as RC. If someone else is a more appropriate contact, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3uly 30, 2012 8:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Theatre Room in Stadium 

Any time this evening after 4:30-5 would be fine... 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:12 AM >>> 
Sounds good. When is a good time for me to meet you over there? I have open times today and again tomorrow afternoon. 

>>> Walt Bell 7/30/2012 7:57 AM >>> 
Me and the recruiting arm of our operation. We haven’t needed it since we really prefer to show highlights and multimedia type recruiting things in Swofford. Since I’m the young 
guy rm kind of the idea guy... 
Any and all help is appreciated... 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 7:54 AM >>> 
Yes, a few. Who has been involved in your discussions to date? 

If I’m not jumping over the top of other people and previous decisions that have been made, I’d like to discuss some ideas with you. Thanks. 

>>> Walt Bell 7/30/2012 7:46 AM >>> 
We’ve had that discussion without much resolution. In the past they’ve used it for gameday recruiting purposes (highlight tapes, season and gameday previews, etc...) since we 
don’t have access to Swofford (the team room) due to gameday activities. It is a great setting for small groups that we use on occasion. 
I’m sure that we will continue to use it as recruiting tool on in-season weekends to enhance the gameday experience of the prospects and also steer the message of where 
we’re trying to move the program toward... 
Any ideas on your side? 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2012 1:07 PM >>> 
Walt, 

Yesterday Bubba gave me a brief tour of the construction project in Lofts area. One area we walked through was a small theatre room. 

I’m curious to know what you and the staff think of that area and how you plan to use it for recruiting, etc. It appears to have some potential. I’d like to discuss that with the 
appropriate person and thought I might start with you as RC. If someone else is a more appropriate contact, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M onda:~            8:39 AM 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athctallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Recruiting Calendar 

Attach: pdf 

Sorry, Joe, I hadn’t sent it out yet. But it’s online at this link: 
http:iincaa.orgiwps/wcmimyconnectidO6eaaOO4b53caalbe8cffdOae33e5ab/2012 13 D[ FootbalI.pdf?MOD=AJPERES 

You do have to log into your ncaa.org account to access it. 

I’m also attaching the PDF. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Joe Haydon 7:57AM >>> 

Amy, 
My apologies if you’ve sent this out before, but I’m unable to find the recruiting calendar for the 

still only find this year’s calendar which ends tomorrow. 

Joe 

academic year. Typically it’s on the NCAA website by now but I can 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,            8:39 AM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa,unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Recruiting Calendar 

Attach: pdf 

Sorry, Joe, ] hadn’t sent it out yet. But it’s online at this link: 

http:iincaa.orq/wps/wcmimyconnectidO6eaaOO4b53caalbe8cffdOae33e5ab/ 

You do have to log into your ncaa.org account to access it. 
I’m also attaching the PDF. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

pdf?MOD=AJPERES 

>>> Joe Haydon 7:57 AM >>> 

Amy, 
My apologies if you’ve sent this out before, but I’m unable to find the recruiting calendar for the 

still only find this year’s calendar which ends tomorrow. 
Joe 

academic year. Typically it’s on the NCAA website by now but I can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 

< dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hariis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett < sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Calendar 

pdf 

Staff, 
See attached for the Recruiting Calendar. You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa.org/wps/wcm!myconnect/9413bc804bf66c6b9b25dfe36db4ed03/: +Recruiting +Calendar.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES 

Thanks, 
Amy 



FrOlTI" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,            8:41 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Calendar 

pdf 

Staff, 

See attached for the Recruiting Calendar, You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
http://ncaa.orq/wps/wcm/mvconnect/9413bc804bf66c6b£b25dfe36db4ed03 

~Recruitinq +Calendar.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:42 AM 

-Basketball Mens <-Basketball_Mens@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

MBB Recruiting Calendar 

MBB Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 MBB Recruiting Calendar, You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well, Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa,orq/wps/wcm/myconnect/5305c1804b44cda79c46ddd0ae33e5abiDI+M + B asketball.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES&CACH EID=5305c1804b44cda79c46ddd0ae33e5ab 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919M962.6002 (fax) 

aischae@uncaa.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:43 AM 

-Basketball Womens <-Basketball_Womens@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince IIle <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

WBB Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

WBB Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 WBB Recruiting Calendar. You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa.orq/wps/wcm/myconnect/259555804b53bOc99723b798b2d2e5a] gNBasketball.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:45 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

Baseball Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Baseball Recruiting Calendar. You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/myc~nnect/~6caeb8~4b54323181~6d~d~ae33e5ab/Baseba~.pdf?M~D=AJPERES 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:46 AM 

-Football <-Football@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince IIle <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <     _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

Football Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Football Recruiting Calendar, You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa,orq/wps/wcm/myconnect/dO6eaaOO4b53caalbe8cffdOae33e5ab/2012 13 DI FootbalI.pdf?MOD=AJPERES 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:47 AM 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; <, ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <~     buncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

Softball Recruiting Calendar 

Softball Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Softball Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
http://ncaa.~rq/wps/wcm/m~c~nnect/c2a22d~~4b54338f8168d5d~ae33e5ab/S~ftbai~~pdf?M~D=Aj~ERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schaedauncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:50 AM 

-Volleyball <-Volleyball@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.uncedu>;           <     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

Volleyball Recruiting Calendar 

Volleyball Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Volleyball Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

h tt p://n c a a.o rq/wp s/wc m/m yc o n n e ct/45 e e b9804b 568456907 l d 5d O a e 33e 5 a b Akto m e n s + Volleyb a ll.p d f? M 0 D = AJ P E R E S 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27S1S 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:52 AM 

-Lacrosse Mens <-Lacrosse_Mens@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince IIle <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <     Duncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
.< ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M Lax Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

Men’s Lacrosse Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Men’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to 

have an ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
htt~://ncaa.~rq/w~s/wcm/mYc~nnect/4adf1d8~4b56824a9~5~d5d~ae33e5ab/Mens+Lacr~sse.~df?M~D=AJPERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:53 AM 

-Lacrosee Womens <-Lacrosee WomensQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgalloQuncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <illeOuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;            <     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

W Lax Recruiting Calendar 

Women’s Lacrosse Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Women’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to 

have an ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
i~ttp://ncaa~rg/wps/wcm/mVc~nnect/9522aa8~4becb55b8f899f816c7ab6~5/W~mens+Lacr~sse.pdf?M~D=AJ~ERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 S 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919M962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaaMunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 10:52 AM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Treating freshman 

Hey Alain, 

As long as those incoming students were enrolled in Summer School, you can consider them student athletes for the purpose of providing treatment. Once they start Summer 

School, they are no longer considered recruits per the Awards and Benefits bylaw (16), which is the bylaw that permits us to provide medical expenses. 

If they did not attend Summer School (i.e. live here locally and just came over to train with the guys), then we can’t provide any treatment until pre season practice starts next 

week. Does that help? Thanks!! 

Lance 

13.02.12 Prospective Student-Athlete. 

A prospective student attnlete is a student who has started classes for the ninth grade. In addition, a student who has not started classes for the ninth grade becomes a 

prospective student athlete if the institution provides such an individual (or the individual’s relatives or friends) any financial assistance or other benefits that the institution 

does not provide to prospective students generally. An individual remains a prospective student athlete until one of the following occurs (whichever is earlier): 

(a) The individual officially registers and enrolls in a minimum full time program of studies and attends classes in any term of a four year collegiate institution’s regular 

academic year (excluding summer); or 

(b) The individual participates in a regular squad practice or competition at a four year collegiate institution that occurs before the beginning of any term; or (Revised." 

1/11/89, 1/10/90) 

(c) The individual officially registers and enrolls and attends classes during the summer prior to initial enrollment. 

13.02.12.1 Application. 

An individual who is no longer considered a prospective student athlete per Bylaw 13.02.12 (c) shall not be subject to the contact limitations in Bylaw 13 and shall be 
considered a student athlete for purposes of Bylaw 16. The individual is still a prospective student athlete for purposes of applying the remaining provisions of Bylaw 13 and 

other bylaws. 

> > > "Aguilar, Alain J" <alaguila@email.u nc.edu > 7/30/2012 10:43 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

I hope you’re doing well. Is it ok for me to care for injuries that incoming students sustained during captains practice? Or can I not care for them until practice officially starts? 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 

Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 

EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration Director 

Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall CB 8700 

Ctnapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919 843 2033 

(c) 

Office Hours: MWF 10 12 Woollen 314 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:49 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

I have CTOPS tomorrow but otherwise am fine with doing 11 through 19 

Tom 

>>> Amy Herman 11:47 AM >>> 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). [ have made some adjustments to the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit. 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #11 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway. 

Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

Yes, I will fill in tomorrow for you, Tom. There might be a few conflicts with some of us throughout the schedule of these meetings, so we will all just have to be ready to fill in 

when necessary, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tom Timmermans 11:48 AM > > > 

I have CTOPS tomorrow but otherwise am fine with doing 11 through 19 

Tom 

> > > Amy Herman 11:47 AM > > > 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow I at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit, 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #11 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway, 
Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 12:05 PM 

Tony Baldwin ~ @gmail.com > 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Redept confirmation of HR paperwork 

Tony, 

Thank you for both your ernail and phone message. I have received your information, and should I have any questions I will let you know, 

Please be reminded that you appointment is contingent on all the satisfactory completion of approvals, background checks and verifications. 

Once those have all been received then an official offer can be extended, I look forward to meeting you in the near future. 

Thanks, 

Joyce Dalgleish 

Human Resources Mgr. 

Dept. of Athletics 

(919)962 7850 > > > Tony Baldwin ¯ 

Ms, Joyce, 

@grnail.corn > 7/30/2012 11:52 AM > > > 

My name is Tony Baldwin and I am going to be joining the UNC Softball coaching staff this year. Coach Papa had forwarded me some paperwork and asked me to fax it to 

your office. I completed the information and faxed it up this morning. ]just wanted to confirm that you had received that paperwork. If you could confirm that you have 
everything that you need, I would really appreciate it. Also, please let me know if you have any questions or if you need more information. 

Thanks and have a great day! 

Tony 

cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:22 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim 

Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu >; Ille, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen 

Culler < eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris < sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

12-13 Agenda.docx 

Sport Administrators, 

See below for an email that was just sent to all coaches. If it fits your schedule, please plan to attend the policy meeting(s) that your team(s) will be attending. There will be a 

brief time at the beginning of the meeting where we will introduce each sport administrator who is in attendance, 

Attached is the tentative agenda for the policy meetings. 

Also, as we continue to schedule the other Compliance only fall meetings, [ will be sure to notify each sport administrator, in hopes that you might also be able to attend 

those meetings, schedule permitting. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 12:11 PM >>> 

Coaches, 
As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our teams on Wednesday,            and Thursday, 

in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night, The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives, As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled 

time, The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes, 

I have heard back from all sports now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending See below list, Keep in mind that at least one coach from each 

team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team, 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, 
Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Soccer W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 

Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, 
Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 

Lacrosse W 

Rowing 

at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

at 7p Carmichael Arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell 

<ichappell@unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Agenda.docx 

Policy Meeting Presenters, 

Please see below for an email that went to all coaches earlier today. I am also attaching the tentative agenda for the Policy Meetings. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel t{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 12:11 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our teams on Wednesday,            and Thursday, 

in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night. The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives. As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled 

time. The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes. 

I have heard back from all sports now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending. See below list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each 

team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team. 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, 
Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Soccer W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 

Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, 
Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 

Lacrosse W 

Rowing 

at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

at 7p Carmichael Arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell 

< ichappell@unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>                  @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Agenda.docx 

Policy Meeting Presenters, 

Please see below for an email that went to all coaches earlier today. I am also attaching the tentative agenda for the Policy Meetings. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel t{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 12:11 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our teams on Wednesday,            and Thursday, 

in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night. The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives. As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled 

time. The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes. 

I have heard back from all sports now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending. See below list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each 

team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team. 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, 
Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Soccer W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 

Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, 
Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 

Lacrosse W 

Rowing 

at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

at 7p Carmichael Arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance < anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Holman 

<bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 

< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams < cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs < cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy 

<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 

<mtoulouD~uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Change in Player-Guest Admissions Process for Student-Athletes 

Staffs, 
In an effort to provide a more streamlined process, as well as to maintain appropriate NCAA documentation, the Ticket Office will require that your student athletes, 

beginning this year, complete their complimentary player guest admissions for home games through an online system called TicketTaker. 

This system has been used successfully by the Ticket Office for several years in other sports, and we believe it will be a great addition to yours, as well. The Ticket Office will 

contact you prior to the start of your season to set up a brief training session for your student athletes. 

If you have questions about the process in the meantime, please feel free to contact the Ticket Office staff directly. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..",.~ ~ ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Dillon Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 2:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Amy, 

Not sure if you need / want an RSVP, but I will be there. 

Thanks, 
Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 
W: 919.843.6448 
M: 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from lny iPad 

On Jul 30, 2012, at 12:22 PiVl, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sport Administrators, 
> 

> See below for an emai[ that was just sent to all coaches If it fits your schedule, please plan to attend the policy meeting(s) that your team(s) will be attending. There will be a brief time at 
the beginning ufthe meeting where we will introduce each sport administratur who is in attendance. 
> 

> Attached is the tentative agenda for the policy meetings 
> 

> Also, as we continue to schedule the other Cumpliance-only fall meetings, I will be sure to notify each sport administrator, in hopes that you might also be able to attend those meetings, 
schedule-permitting 
> 

> Please let me know ifyuu have any questions. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 
> 

> >>> Amy Herman 7/30/2012 12:11 PM >>> 
> Coaches, 
> 

> As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large-gruup meetings fur all of our teams on Wednesday, August 22nd and Thursday, August 23rd in 
Cannichael Arena at 7p each night The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student-athletes will annum policy information from various campus representatives. As a 
reminder, there will be no cumpliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance-unly meeting at another scheduled time The policy meeting should last no 
longer than 45 minutes. 
> 

> I have heard back from all sports now regarding which uf these Policy Meetings your team will be attending See below list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each team will need 
to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team. 
> 

> Please let me know- ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> A~W 
> 

> Wednesday, August 22nd at 7p, Cannichael Arena 
> 

> Baseball 
> Basketball - W 
> Golf- M 
> Gylnnastics 
> Lacrosse - M 
> Soccer - M 
> Soccer - W 
> Softball 
> Swimming 
> Tennis - M 
> Tetmis - W 
> Track and Field 
> Volleyball 
> VVr estling 
> 

> Thursday, August 23rd at 7p, Carmichael Arena 
> 

> Basketball - M 
> Fencing 
> Field Hockey 
> Golf- W 
> Lacrosse - W 
> Rowing 
> <12-13 Agenda.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:49 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cindy Hartmann <chartmann@duaa.duke.edu>; ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S-A Development Workshop at Non-institutional Camp 

Yes, Cricket, this is permissible per Bylaw 13.12.2.3.7, which is pasted below. Please note that you are NOT permitted to give any sort of a recruiting presentation for UNC! So 

as long as you stick to a generic s a development workshop, you’ll be safe. 

I’m copy Cindy (my counterpart at Duke) on this email, as well, so that she can see the answer I’m giving. Hopefully she agrees with me! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

3-3,].2,2.3.7 Noncoaching Athletics Staff Members witl~ Department-Wide Responsibilities. 

A noncoaching athletics staff member with department wide responsibilities may present an educational session at a noninstitutional, privately owned camp/clinic that is not 

operated under the restrictions applicable to institutional camps/clinics, provided the staff member does not make a recruiting presentation. [D] (Adopted." 4/29/04 effecdve 
8/Z/04, Revise.d: 8115/04) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ][{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Cricket Lane 7/30/203_2 4:39 PM > > > 

Amy, 

I have been asked (along with my counterpart at Duke) to present two student athlete development workshops. I don’t think there’s a problem but wanted to run by you. It is 

an elite camp for boy’s basketball. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

> > > Latoya Williams . 

Hi Cricket, 

#gmail.com > 7/30/203_2 4:3_5 PM > > > 

Thanks for coming on such a short notice. I am about to book the flights. Will you be traveling from NC to MS and back to NC or to ATL? As soon as I get that information I 

will book the flights and send you and Leslie your confirmation numbers. Also, I have attached a copy of the brochure so you can see who we are and what we are doing. If 

you have any questions please feel free to contact me via the information provided below. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

LaToya M Williams, M.Ed & M.PA 

The 4th Quarter Agency, CEO 

"The DIFFERENCE in Your Next Sport Event" 

w~wv.the4thq uarteraqencv.com 

)qmail.com 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:49 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Corn pliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cindy Hartmann <chartmann@duaa.duke.edu > 

S-A Development Workshop at Non-Institutional Camp 

Yes, Cricket, this is permissible per Bylaw 13.12.2.3.7, which is pasted below. Please note that you are NOT permitted to give any sort of a recruiting presentation for UNC! So 

as long as you stick to a generic s a development workshop, you’ll be safe. 
I’m copy Cindy (5 counterpart at Duke) on this ernail, as well, so that she can see the answer I’m giving, Hopefully she agrees with me! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13.12,2.3.7 Noncoaching Athletics Staff Members with Department-Wide Responsibilities. 

A noncoaching athletics staff rnember with department wide responsibilities may present an educational session at a noninstitutional, privately owned camp/clinic that is not 
operated under the restrictions applicable to institutional camps/clinics, provided the staff member does not make a recruiting presentation. [D] (Adopted." 4/29/04 effecdve 

8/’1./04, Revised: 8/:5/04) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Cricket Lane 7/30/2012 4:39 PM > > > 

Amy, 

I have been asked (along with my counterpart at Duke) to present two student athlete development workshops. I don’t think there’s a problem but wanted to run by you. It is 

an elite camp for boy’s basketball. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

>>> Latoya Williams < 

Hi Cricket, 

~gmail.com > 7/30/2012 4:15 PM > > > 

Thanks for coming on such a short notice. I am about to book the flights. Will you be traveling from NC to MS and back to NC or to ATL? As soon as I get that information I 

will book the flights and send you and Leslie your confirmation numbers. AIso, I have attached a copy of the brochure so you can see who we are and what we are doing. If 

you have any questions please feel free to contact me via the information provided below. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

LaToya M. Williams, M.Ed & M.PA 

The 4th Quarter Agency, CEO 

"The DIFFERENCE in Your Next Sport Event" 

www.the4thq uarteragency.com 

Iqmail.com 
cell 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,            10:27 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Camp for Little Kids 

Hey, Trish. Wanted to drop you a quick note to follow up on our conversation last week regarding you having a camp for young kids (i,e., non prospect aged). Since no 

prospect aged kids will attend, the restrictions on such a camp are a bit looser. However, we would still require that you complete the necessary paperwork and get 

appropriate approvals along the way, including: 
1) Getting advance Compliance approval of all advertising items (camp brochure, website, etc.) 
2) Completing Outside Coaches’ Employment Roster, S A Employment Roster, Free/Reduced Admission Roster, Camp/Clinic Financial Analysis 

Let’s discuss more as you put together a plan for this. Iassume the camp will be next summer? 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris~ H. Suits -<Christ?- Suits@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&P 

RE: Re: Outlook 

Good Morning, 

I will be happy to assist. I do have a busy morning but should be able to get you taken care of. If you want to let me know a time that works for you after your 

meeting. You can call me at             or text me. I will be running around a bit so my ceU will be the best way to contact me, 

Where is your ,:)f~k:e? 

Christy 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:21 AN 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Outlook 

Christy, 

Can we set up a time to meet for conversion to Outlook, setting up my phone, etc.? I know this is your first day back so you’re probably very busy. I would just like to get on 

your calendar if possible. Thanks. 

Vi nce 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:15 AM > > > 

Chrism./, 

I undersland that you will be back in the office tomorrow? I’m one of the two new guys and am hoping to see you tomorrow about Outlook and my phone. I have a staff 

sneering scheduled for 9 am but will be available before that if you are. Thanks and I look forward to sneering you. 

Vince Ille 

> > > Kent Pennington 7/30/2012 8:00 AM > > > 

you need to contact Christy about Outlook. Send her an email. Anytime you need support with outlook, you will need to contact her. 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 7:59 AM > > > 
Kent. 
I’ve talked "to Bubba about my preference fbr Outlook over CrroupWise. Can you please help me install this on my computer this morning? Also, I still have some 

queslions regarding how my iPhone is set-up. I believe you mentioned that’s something Christy does? If she’s back tomorrow, I’d appreciate her help with this. 

Thanks tbr your help Kent. I appreciate it. 

Vince 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

I[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athqaHo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

.doc 

All, 
See attached for the draft of the agenda for our meeting tomorrow (1p, Rm 216). Please let me know if you have any additions to make. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony, Yount<tonsuount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday,, 4:12 PM 

Kamn Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS registration 

is having trouble with admissions and registration. I told her I would let you know. 

TH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 
Date: 2:47:47 PM EST 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CTOPS registration 

Hey Tony! 

I’ve been ruing to register for CTOPS- and it’s a good thing that you are holding fl]at spot open for me, [-ecause I’m not able to register. After several 
phone calls with admissions, it turns out that I still have the s~tus of an applicant, so I cannot register or create an ONYEN, eiflmr. The man at 
admissions said for you to call admissions help if you gws needed any help or had any questions. Is them anything that I can do to help change my status 
to admitted ths~ter? 

Thanks tbr all of your help, 

--- On Mon~ Fony Yount <tonyyount(a)d4ncaa. unc. edit> wrote: 

From: Tonv Yount <ton>yount(&uncan unc edn> J J .> ¯ . 

Subject: CTOPS registration 
To: 

Cc: "Karen Shelton" <kcs(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,                 , 12:17 PM 

Ladies, 

Here are better directions for the CTOPS registration process, I hope this is helpful. 

Tony 

CTOPS DIRECTIONS: 
Here is what you will need to do: 
1. Go to http:lhny.unc.eduL Once you are on the page, you will need to click the "sign in" button on the right hand side. You will then need to enter 
the Onyen (username) you created and your password. 

*if you do not have your usemame and password, visit onyen.unc.edu and follow instruction to "create your onyen/password" 
2. A new screen appears and about halfway down the page in the middle, there will be a section titled "Enrollment". Right underneath, that title, it will 
have another subsection titled "Orientation". Click on the link to "CTOPS and TTOPS Orientation". 
3. A new screen, entitled Carolina Orientation, appears. Please read and compmete all information. Select the session that I emailed about earlier, 

or another if you are unable to attend the one when we are holding a spot for you. 

4. You will have to fill out the information completely and also put down the information for anyone who will be attending orientation with you (i.e. your 
morn, dad, sister, brother, whomever) and you should also include if they would like to stay on campus during your Orientation. 

5. After you have completed the final page of the registration form, you will be presented with a page summarizing all of your registration information. 
Please be sure to review the summary page for any errors that need to be corrected. The summary page will also list the total fee due 
for your summer orientation registration. 

Don’t pick lemons. 

See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo’. Autos. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:03 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

right, but under the guidelines for 9th and 10 semesters, a redshifl year is one of the reasons to grant the extxa time. Finishing a 2nd degree is specifically outlined as not 

acceptable. We’d need to run this by Lance, Susml and Barbara Lucido in Steele Building to see if playing a 2nd sport passes muster under the new rules, which have 

changed since            went through the system. I would hate for the extra semesters to be denied next year at this time which would really mess her up. 

The 4th bullet opens the door a bit, but then is up to the judgment of the Dean’s Office. 

The 5th bullet, the redshirt year, is automati 

Here are the rules: 

Petitions are usually approved for lhe lbllowing: 

¯ Not graduating due to nfissing requiremenls ltlal are ollly ol"f~red in spring or IM1 

temzs on Calnpus, despite best el’foi,~s to complete these in a tilnely inanner. 

¯ Completing art Honors thesis 

¯ Studying abroad in a Slat@ Abroad progimn that requires the studenl to be 

ellrolled as an nndeigraduate 

¯ Serving the Uuiversily comrnunily via special sludenl activities lhat signiiicanlly 

benefil the canlpus commuuily 

¯ Serving the Universily as a red-shii~ed studenl-alhlete or in the capacity of student 

persotmel ilnpollant to a varsily tealn and endorsed by lhe team’s coaching staff 

¯ Failing a reqaired comse lbr graduation in 1tie final semester 

Most common reasons Ibr which ml additional semestei is approved: 

¯ Change of majoi-s as recomnlended by academic advisor 

¯ Loss oftransf~- credits 

¯ Financial need necessitating heavy employnlent hours, thus reducing abili~ to 

take 15-hour semesters or attend stormier sessions 

¯ Health-related matters. Personal and f:alilily situations that necessitated supporl from the student 

¯ Com-se sequences--com-ses not offered every semester 

¯ Repeated coul-ses that are required for the maj or and were tailed on a previous 

attenlpt 

¯ Hours of "C" not suffident in maj or core 

Petitions are usually deified for tile following: 

¯ to conlplete a second inaj or 

¯ to conlplete a luinor 

¯ to raise a grade point average 

¯ to take prerequisites for graduate or professional school 

¯ to take com-ses related to employnlent, to change major from BA to BS degree 

On , at 9:49 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Thanks Tony- we would not need to red-shirt her- as she has 2 years left on the :lock 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>        8:38:03 PN >>> 

Wed aflen~oon would be great lbr me. Wofft take 5 minutes, but I want k~ make sure they hear what I have to tell them and don’t lose it in an email. 

FoI       ;he would need to apply tbr 9th and 10th semesters through the Demfs office. If she redshirts this year, that shouldn’t be an issue. If she 

doesn’t redshirt, it becomes a bit trickier. 

Academically, she will have 89 of 120 hours done at the end of this semester and will be 9 hours short of her comm degree. To maJ<e it work 

academically, she would have to declare a 2nd majol; and earn 18 hours of credit tou,ard that 2nd major next fall and spring to satisfy the NCAA, so its 

a decision she would need to make quickly (which 2nd major to pursue), so that she could get it declared next week, and then scheduled for the fall. 

Its doable - with a redshirt declaration, and a 2nd major declaration. 

Ton?, 

On , at 3:52 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

HiTony-le~stouch base on Wednesday AM toplan a time- mostlikely after practice, 

Also- we may ask herto do a Sth year, isit an option academically?Whatwouldwe need todo? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

12:54:41 PN >>> 



There are many more progress reports on this week’s report. Remember that an * denotes a grade from a professor. Without an *, the 

grade is my best guess based on what the kids have told me. 

It would be ve~ helpful ifI could have 3-4 minutes at the beginning or end of practice one day next week to go over just a couple of things 

about lcgistration for summer (        ) mid tall (               ). 

I will have, after spring breaL a list for you that details for each student on your team their graduation progress s~tus - (are they on pace to 

graduate? do they need summer school hours to maintain eligibility for the fall?). 

Tony 

Study Hall 
[ Woml~n~s Lacl’ossl~ 

4 hours 0 rninu[es 

6 ho~:s 7 mif~t:Les 

Weekly 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 10:29 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

yes 

On , at 10:12 PM, Jenny Le~T wrote: 

OK- then last year was her red-shirt year! She practiced and did not compete- does that work? 
Thanks -3L 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>        10:03:29 PM >>> 

right, but under the guidelines tbr 9th and 10 semesters, a redshirt year is one of the reasons to graJ]t the extra time. Finishing a 2rid degree is specifically 

outlined as not acceptable. We’d need to run this by Lance, SusaJ] and Barbara Lucido in Steele Building to see if playing a 2rid sport passes muster 
under the new Idles, which have changed since ent through the sTstem. I would hate for the extra semesters to be denied ne?~ year at this 

time which would really mess her up. 

The 4th bullet opens the door a bit, but then is up to the judgment of the Dean’s Office. 
The 5th bullet the redshirt year, is automatic. 

Just want to be safe. 

Tony 

Here axe the roles: 

Petitions are usually approved for the following: 

Not graduating due to missing reqnilements that are oldy altered in spring or 1:all 

telallS on campus, despite best efforls to complete these in a timely manner. 

Conlpleting atl Honors thesis 

SRtdying abroad in a Study Abroad program that reqnires the student to be 

enrolled as all ulMelgraduate 

Serving t!re University commulli~/via special sRtdelLt activities that significantly 

benefit the campus commumty 

Serving the Univel-sity as a red-shifted student-athlete or in the capacity of student 

persomlel important to a varsity team and endorsed by the team,s coaching staff 

Falling a reqlm’ed calve for graduation in t!le final s~nester 

Most common reasons for which an additional semester is approved: 

Change of majors as recomm~lded by academic advisor 

Loss of transfer credits 

Financial need necessitating heavy emplo}anent ham-s, thus reducing ability to 

take 15-ham- senlesters or attend summer sessions 

Health-related matters    Personal and l:amily situations that necessitated support from tile sRtdent 

Course sequences--com-ses not offered eveiy semester 

Repeated courses that are reqoired for t!le major and were failed on a previous 

attempt 

Hours of,,C%o not sufficient in major core 

Petitions are usually denied for the following: 

to complete a second major 

to conlplete a minor 

to raise a grade point average 

to take prereqnisites for graduate or professional school 

to take com-ses related to employment to change Inaj or from BA to BS degree 

On , at 9:49 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Thanks Tony- we would not need to red-shirt her- as she has 2 years left on the lacrosse clock 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >        8: 38:03 PM > > > 
Wed afternoon would be great for me. Won’t take 5 minutes, but I want to make sure they hear what I have to tell them and don’t lose it in 

an emM. 

FaT      she would need to apply for 9th aM 10th semesters through the Dean’s office. If she redshirts this yem, that shouldn’t be an issue. 

If she does~ft redshirt, it becomes a bit triclder. 

Academically, she roll have 89 of 120 hours done at the end of this semester and roll be 9 hours short of her comm degree. To make it 

work academically, she would have to declare a 2nd major, and earn 18 hours of credit toward that 2rid major next fall and spring to satisfy 

the NCAA, so its a decision she would need to make quickly (which 2nd major to pursue), so that she could get it declared next week, and 

then scheduled for the fall. 

Its doable - with a redshirt declaration, and a 2nd major declaration. 



Tony 

On , at 3:52 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Hi Tony- let’s touch base on Wednesday AM to plan a time- most likely after practice. 
Also- we may ask her to do a 5th year, is it an option academically? What would we need to do? 

Thanks, 
3enny 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc,edu> 

Coaches, 

12:54:41 PN >>> 

There are many more progress reports on this week’s report. Remember that an * denotes a grade from a professor. Without 

an *, the grade is my best guess based on what the kids hm~e told me. 

It would be ve~ helpful ifI could have 3-4 minutes at the beginning or end of practice one day next week to go over just a 

couple of things about registration tbr summer (        ) and full (              ). 

I will have, after spring breaJ~ a list for you that details tbr each student on your team their graduation progress status - (are 

they on pace to graduate? do they need summer ,school hours to maintain eligibility liJr the thll?). 

Tony 

Study Hal~ 

Weeldy 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?uouut@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

redshirt 

Jermy, 

Talked with Susan Maloy this am about possible redshirt fo            She confirmed what I suspected that she w-ill need to declare a 2nd major, and have that in 

place for the . She also confirmed there would be no redshirt issues aud the application for 9th and 10th semester would be on solid ground, and should go 

smoothly. 

Good luck today in Denver. 

Tony 

On , at 10:12 PM, Jenny Levy~ wrote: 

OK- then last year was her red-shirt year! She practiced and did not compete- does that work? 
Thanks -3L 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>         20:03:29 PM >>> 
right, but under the guidelines for 9th and 10 senresters, a redshilt year is one of the rea~ns to grant the extra time. Finislting a 2nd degree is specifically 

outlined as not acceptable. We’d need m run this by Lance, Susan and Barbara Lucido in Steele Building m see if playing a 2nd sport passes muster 

under the new rules, M~ich have changed since went through the system. I would hate tbr the extra semesters to be denied next year at this 

time Milch would really mess her up. 

The 4th bullet opens the door a bit, but then is up to the judgment of the Dean’s Office. 

The 5th bullet, the redshirt year, is automatic. 

Just want to be safe. 

Tony 

Here axe the rules: 

Petitions me usually approved for the following: 

Not graduating due to nfissing reqairemenis ltlai are ollly off~red in spring or f:all 

reims on cmnpus, despite best ell’oils to complete these in a timely rammer. 

Completing an Honors thesis 

ShLdying abroad in a Stu@ Abroad progrmn that reqaires the student to be 

einolled as art undelgrMuaie 

Serving the University comrnuniiy via special shLdeni activities that significantly 

benefit the campus community 

Serving the Univelsiiy as a red-shii~ed studeni-aihlete or in the capacity of student 

persormel important to a vm-siiy team and endorsed by the tearn,s coactfing staff 

Falling a reqaired comse for graduation in tile finn selnester 

Most COlmnon reasons for wtfich art additional semester is approved: 

Change of majors as iecomrnended by acaderrfic advisor 

Loss of transfer credits 

Financial need necessitating heavy employment ham-s, thus reducing abili~ to 

take 15-ham- semesters or attend sunlmer sessions 

Health-related illatlers    Personal and t~anlily sihlations that necessitated support from the student 

Com-se sequences--com-ses not offered eveiy semester 

Repeated courses that are required for tile major alLd were failed on a previous 

attempt 

Hours of,,C%o not sufficient ill nlajor core 

Petitions are usually deified for the follomng: 

to complete a second illaior 

to conlplete a nlinor 

to raise a grade point average 

to take prerequisites for graduate or professional school 

to take com-ses related to employment to change maj or from BA to BS degree 

On , at 9:49 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Thanks Tony- we would not need to red-shirt her- as she has 2 years left on the lacrosse clock 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount(o)uncaa.unc,edu>        8:38:03 PM >>> 
Wed aiteruoon would be great tbr me. Won’t take 5 minutes, but I want to make sure they hear what I have to tell them and don’t lose it in 

~m email. 



Fol      she would need to apply lbr 9th and 10th semesters through the Dean’s ottice. If she redshirts this year, that shouldn’t be an issue. 

If she doesn’t redshirt, it becomes a bit trickier. 

Academically, she will have 89 of 120 hours done at the end of this semester and roll be 9 hours short of her comm degree. To make it 
work academically, she would have to declare a 2nd major, and earn 18 hours of credit toward that 2nd major ne~ fall and spring to satisfy 

the NCAA, so its a decision she would need to make quicldy (which 2nd major to pursue), so that she could get it declared next week, and 

then scheduled for the fall. 

Its doable - with a redshirt declaration, and a 2nd major declaration. 

Tony- 

On , at 3:52 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Hi Tony- let’s touch base on Wednesday AM to plan a time- most likely after practice. 
Also- we may ask her to do a 5th year, is it an option academically? What would we need to do? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc.edu> 
Coaches, 

12:54:41 PM >>> 

’][’here are many more progress reports on this week s repofi. Remember that an denotes a grade from a professor. Without 

an *, the grade is my best guess based on what the kids have told me. 

It would be very- helpful ifI could have 3-4 minutes at the beginning or end of practice one day ne~ week to go over jns~t a 

couple of things about registration for summer (        ) and fall (               I. 

I will hmTe, after spring break, a list tbr you that details for each student on your team their graduation progress status - (are 

they on pace "to graduate? do they need summer school hours to maintain eligibility tbr the Fall?). 

Tony 

Studv Hall 

Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 10:08 AM 

csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: No pager 

Ckds~l 

My Mac won’t allow a connection with uncaa email this morning. The message is "The server l~emmed the error: The sel-~zer "mail.uncaa.unc.edu" refused to allow a 

connection on port 143." 

Can I do anything about that? 

Tony 

On Mar 22, 2010, at 8:51 AM, Christy. Suits wrote: 

Good Morning All, 

My pager seems to have disappeared, so if you need to contact me please send email to christy suits@unc.edu or call or texl 
Thanks, 
Christy Suits 
Christy Suits 
ITS Systems Consultant 
UNC Athletics 
Office: {919’~843-5296 

Email: Ch risty_Suits@u nc.ed u 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:32 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

The CTOPS session that they want you to attend is . I think all the recruits will be there excep 

I am almost certain, but you should check ruth the coaches, that your CTOPS session is July 

On             at 9:22 PM,        wrote: 

My email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

the SAT Math 2. I aheady have Statistics credit and I’m pretty positive I 

am going to get some sort of Calculus credit. Is it still necessary to 
take the SAT Math 2? Also do you know which date they are wanting me to go 

to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <ton~oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: HUGE FAVOR 

What do you need 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:22 PM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> please please please! i will owe u forever...not that i dont already! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kath~n Bums <kjbums@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 3:19 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST 142 

Dear Tony, 
Thanks; I er~ioyed working with you in 2008, and I know the students 
benefited from your sessions! I will be on leave in fall 2010, so these 
versions of Hist142 won’t be taught by me History’s undergrad 
coordinator, Miles Fletcher, can let you know who will be teaching these 
sections of the course I should be back to teaching a large Hist142 
class myself in fall 2011. 

All best, 
Kathryn 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Dr Burns 
> 

> Tony Yount here from the Academic Center Ibr Student Athletes. In the fall of 2008 you graciously allowed me to sit in on your class and conduct Supplemental Instruction sessions for 
our students. I would certainly like the opportunity to do that with you again in the coming fall semester I notice that there are 2 sections in the fall and that the classes will be smaller. Will 
you be teaching both either section? both sections? 
> 

> You are terrific and our students certainly enjoy your class 
> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, at]fce 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <ton~oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 5:38 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Exaan review conflict 

That is wonderful. Jenny thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 28, 2010, at 5:17 PM, "Jenny Slingluff-Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu 
> wrote: 

> We switched practice to go from 1-230ish 
Original Message ..... 

> From:Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc edu> 

> To: Jennifer Cook <cookF@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To: Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc edu> 
> 

> Sent: 4/28/2010 2:17:26 PM 
> Subject: Fwd: Exam review conflict 
> 
> is also in the class The final is 90% of their grade 
> for the course Mary Willingham is running the review 
> 

> 

> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

>> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc edu> 
>> Date: April 28, 2010 12:32:57 PMEDT 

>> To: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu>, Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> >, Jenn Cook <cookjr@uncaa unc.edu> 
>> Subject: Exam review conflict 
>> 

>> We j ust added an exam review for EDUC [ at 3 pm tomorrow. ’]’he 
>> exam is Friday night, may be the only person with that 
>> conflict. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:40 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu-* 

Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Fall 

If you can find another yes. Or any other. Lass that gives you 
some ilexibility. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:47 PM, @email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> I got an email last week mJbrming me that my english class is 
> canceled 
> for the fall That leaves me at 12 hours, do you think ! should 
> sign up 
> for another class?’? 
> 

> ’]?hanks 
> 

>i 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <ton~oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:44 PM 

@email xmc.edtv~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Thmaks 

That was one of the most amazing notes I’ve ever gotten It choked me 
up and when beth came over looking for Kleenex I knew I needed to get 
out of there. 

Thank you so much for the things that you said That means the world 
to me. And we are friends. That’s not going away 

I’m out of town until Monday. Hope to see you next week 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

.~emml.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Self paced 

I think that she has already used her summer school money but it’s 
worth a phone call. I think the self paced course is the best option 
for you at this point. Let me know- what you pick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:26 PM, "i ’ < @email unc edu> 
wrote: 

> Hey Tony thank you for the emaih I’m definitely going to do a self 
> paced course online, beJ2~re I sign up, do you think Jenny would be 
> able to pay for this? One course is over $500 so hopefully something 
> could work out, hope to hear from you. Thanks 
> 

> 

> University of North Carolina-(~l 

> 

> 

> On , at 9:56 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Tonight’s photoshoot is now online. Enjoy. 
>> 

>> http : /i~ alierv ane. com/uncletony#100 599 
>> 

>> ToW 
>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount <ton~,oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:31 PM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School and the AC 

No. Beginning of your last semester Janual7 will be the right time. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:12 PM, @email unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> He?’ Tony, random question - should I be applying for graduation now? 



FiYiln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~] , < ~comcast.neL~ 

Tuesday, 8:24 PM 

Younl, Tony <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CTOPS m~d course selection 

Hi Mr Yount, 
I called CTOPS and the?- are filled up for the session right before summer 
camp starts. I just emailed Coach Levy, but she said that she couldn’t do 
anything to try to get her in, but that you might have an idea Just 
thought I would try to see if there is anything you can do’.         can’t 
do the sessions in July, for that is when we will be on our family vacation. 

If nothing else, she will have to sign up ii~r the 
session, but I am not sure if that will conflict with ??? 

Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ton?- Yount [mailto:tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: CTOPS and course selection 

Did you go to this web site and then log in with your onyen and password? 

http ://m~,’.unc edu/dt 

That’s the first step. Once you log in, it should lead you to register. I 
can’t see that page because its restricted to students, but that’s where you 
go to register. You can try tomorrow afternoon and call me when you’re 
tpying to get it done. We’ll work it out. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
Kenan Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 

On at 9:59 PM, wrote: 

> Tony, 
> I couldn’t figure out how to sign up for orientation, I tried twice or 
> so but could not figure it out on the website[ I wanted to do the 

with all the other incoming freshman! If you could help 
> me in signing up that would be great! Thank you so much[ 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Ton?" Yount [mailto :tonyyount(d),,uncaa.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 
> To: Undisclosed-recipients: 
> Subject: CTOPS and course selection 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> I hope you’re really er~ioying the end of high school. If you have no 
> alrea@ done so please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation 
> session. We will need to spend some time together before that session 
> talking about your academic plans for the fall and the registration 
process when you get here. 
> My office and cell manbelS are listed below. Cell is the best number 
> to reach me. Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have 
> about academics at Carolina. 
> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan g. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             8:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi Tony, 
Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for 

with her scheduling down tile stretch for eligibility purposes (18 hour rule, etc.). 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

. She now has 4 years of eligibility remaining. I’m sure we’ll have to do some trickery 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: reset 2 

test 
On, , at 1:34 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> sdlIiasd;lfl,:j adlf 

> 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:29 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: ThaJ~k you! 

Hi Tony! 

I just wanted to let you know that I was accepted into        ! I am so 
completely happy and surprised but I wanted to let you know- that I 
absolutely could not have done it without your help. Thank you for not 
only writing my recommendation (,which must have been lovely if it 
helped me get in) but for also supporting me now and for the past four 
years There really is no one else like you out there and I am so 
grateful to have you in my life. 

I was wondering if you could send me your mailing address so that I 
could send something your way via snail mail :) 

Thank you again, Ton?- 

The Universiry of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schoul uf Juurnalism and Mass Communication 

(a),gm ai[. c om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.tmc.edu-- 

Sunday, 5:15 PM 

@gmail.com; jtole@email.unc.edu;     @email.unc.edu; leeds@email.unc.edu;     ~emaJl.unc.edu 

JennitEr Cook <cookj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselma~ <mtbike@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tony.youn@gmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu:>; JeraW Slingluff-Lew <uncM~x@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Preseason Screenings and Mouthgaurds 

EveiTone, 

We will plan the preseason screenings for                 for Monday,            from 3-6 PM We will have Jules working in the Gfeller Center doing baseline concussion testing and 
&{’>’self (reed l~x screenings) and Barnett (mvmt screenings) in Stallings-Evans The schedule is as :follows .... 

3 PM: Seniors in Sailings-Evans. Freshmen - Group 1 GfelIer Center (           ~,[la.I)) 
4 PM: Juniors in Stallings-Evans. Freshmen - Group 2 in Stallings-Evans to be screened ( 
**at 4:30 Freshmen Groups will switch** 
5 PM: Sophomores in Stalling>Evans 

Hopefully done by 6 PM with freshmen concussion testing and screening and upperclassmen med hx and screening. 

Mouth guards for freshmen and any upperclassmen with damaged molds will occur on Thursday, 
DFP at 1 PM The other half will go to the DFP at 2:30 PM 

at Tarrson Hall (Dental Faculty Practice). Half of the group will go to the 

you all will be responsible for helping the freshmen get to and from the DFP. 

Please let me know if there are any issues. I will send an email to the team detailing this schedule so evepjone is aware 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-8519 (O) 

(c) 



From- 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,         ,2010 7:38 PM 

~a)email.unc.edu 

Re: i need helppp 

OK - Fisrst - which Psyc class are you trying to get into? 

and absolutely 

On             at 7:22 PM,     wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I need helppppp ughhh I am still trying to get into that psyc    class and 

it’s still closed so I am not sure whatto do! Help me pleaseee ). The 

teacher mentioned emailing the direck~r of the psych program or ~)mething 

like that ~ should I email her or ~mle0aing?? 

Thankssss, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 1:36 PM 

@unc.edu 

Re: anticipated ~mderloads 

Sarah 

Thank you so nmch.           has decided not to underload due to insurance issues. 

follomng up ruth her right now. I will go to practice and find 

Tony 

On ,, at 10:54 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony 

I’m trying to approve student athlete underloads ASAP, and I just wanted to let you know that I still haven’t received underload applications from 

l’m out of the office tomorrow, so if they could send them in ASAP (and if you wouldn’t mind emailing me 

to let me know to look for them), I can try to approve them before 5 so they can participate in their games this weekend. 

Sincerely 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday~ 1:37 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Syllabus 

yOU 

On it 1:22 PM wrote: 

Here they are! 

You’re the best Tony!! 

ThaJlks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 3:51 PM 

~webmail. unc.edu 

Re: Classes 

Math    Fulfills one of your math requirements 

You’ve taken Math , and Math    roll complete your math requirements. There are no Math issues for you if you successfully complete MATH 

O11 at 3:43 PM, ~webmail. unc.edu wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m sorry we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out evelything on my own. My roommate just told me however, that MATH 

doesn’t fulfill the matJl requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some help finding another class tJlat fillfills that and works w/my schedule. Thanks! 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBeny D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, [0:48 AM 

sbmaloy@ ancaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Probation and 

You have caused consternation throughout the Connect Carolina universe. 

I’m proud. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Covalt, Carolyn S" <covalt@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              8:46:43 AM EDT 
To: "Lucido, Barbara E" <biucido@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Probation and 

Barbara and Tony, 

(Hi Tony!) I have looked at record in PS and do not see a "DISC" row, which would mean "Discontinuation." This can happen if a student calculates as ineligible but I 

do not see it. In fact, s only ’row’ in Program/Plan is her Matriculation row. She is term activated for this term and is eligible to enroll.. 

Having said that, I am not entirely sure how we are tracking students in PS in regards to Probation, other than with their Eligibility status, and I know that those components of 

PS are not fully up and functional yet. From the PS side it looks like this student is ’fine,’ and I don’t see anything that will prevent her from anything, if there is something else I 

can help with her, just let me know. 

Tony, I am concerned that you cannot see ConnectCarolina at all were you all not invited to or encouraged to attend trainings over the summer? You should at least have 

some access it would seem. ? 

Carolyn 

From: Luddo, Barbara E 
Sent: Friday, 8:29 AM 
To: Covalt, Carolyn S 
Subject: FW: Probation and 

Carolyn 

Do you understand this? By the way, the PID isn’t for this student. 

Barbara 

Barbara I.ucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Prograrn 

The lJmversity of North Car.:_~lina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:110 

Phon,:_~: (919} 843.-334:1 Fa>:: (9~.9} 9(72..6&88 

Academic Advising"; webpage: http:/iadvising.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount I-mailto:tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:06 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Fwd: Probation and 

Barbara, 

I hope its beginning to cahn down up there.                                      - is on academic probation from the spring and last 

summer. Her GPA is just below a 2.0. Susan MaJoy sent me an emaJl indicated that somewhere in Connect Carolina (which we can’t see in our 

building) she is listed as "Dismissed". On SIS, she is listed as "computed ineligible". She has followed the proper steps for academic probation 

and the email from Cynthia Demetriou granting probation is attached below. Susan Maloy suggested that I let you know so that the SIS records 

could reflect her probation status. 

Thanks 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:               5:31:13 PM EDT 
To: "Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 
Susan, 

Here is the probation-granting email for 
Tony 
Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: @email.unc.edu> 
Date: 5:23:37 PM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 



........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Probation 

Date:                l 0:49:21 -0400 

From: "Demetriot~ Cynthia" <cyndem(~bemail.anc.edu> 

To: ’                          ~iemail.unc.edu> 

the university 

of nortJl carolina 

at chapel hill 

office of undergraduate 

education 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 
steele building f(919) 843-6557 
chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 

[cid:image001 .png@01CB3AOC. 05988010] 

Dear 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted. This request has been 

granted probation for one semester only. The probationary status is valid 

only in the specific semester for which it is granted. If you withdraw from 

or do not enroll in the fall semester: you roll have to re-petition 

the appeals committee. 

All students on academic probation must go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http:/iwww.s~udentsuccess.uncredu/> as soon as 

possible and follow the~ steps: 

1. Complete the Self-Assessment. 

2. Complete the online Student Success Seminar. 

3. Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar. 

4. Make an appointment with an academic 

advisor<http://advising.unc.edw’advisinp_/~heduleanappl>. 

*    All students on probation are expected to meet with an academic 

advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress 

towaxds returning to good s~tanding. 

*    You must make an appointment using the online appointment 

scheduler: ! Ltt__r?-:!,_/_~_~ ~i_l)_%t_B__n__c_’_:_e_d__t_B:! 
*    Walk-in appointments carmot be used to fulfill the probation 

requirements. 

*    You must bring the completed Self-Assessment and the signed 

Probation Contract to the meeting ruth the advisor. 

***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 
be placed on your account preventing you ficom registering for future 

courses.*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still must complete the 

steps listed above. 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 
the Bounce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 

on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resilienc~, scholastic and 

personal skills. To register for Bounce Back, email Dr. Schmitz- Sciborski 



at schmilz@email.anc.edu<mailto:~hmitz(a)~email.unc,edu>. 

Your probational term of enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill is critical in 
determining your academic thture. It is a one semester opportunity to 

return to good academic standing. Yon must earn a cumulative GPA of at 

least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 

of the semester. Carefully review the requirements for good academic 
standing. 

The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 

success. Go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http:/iwww-.s~udentsuccess.unc,edu/> as soon as 

possible to start taking the steps necessary to return to good academic 

~anding! 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Requirements tbr Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the follomng 

number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 

24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 

36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 

51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 
63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 

78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 

Special permission of the dean to enter a Nnth semester 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

www.stadentsuccess.unc.edu<ht~p://www.smdenk~uccess.t mc.edu-~ 

www.firstgenemtion.unc.edu<http://www,fir~genemtion.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday ,2:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Met w/ today she seems to be doing well and on top of things. I told her I would check in with you to get feedback from her professors and potentially start practice 

next Thursday (given that we have good feedback). 

I have also invited her to join us for the meeting on Monday. 

Thanks Jenny 

I enjoyed your e mail yesterday to the team, and addressed it with them at practice. Funny it was already on my notes to talk about prior to even reading your e mail. We 

need to have a strong emphasis with our girls to take care of their business, listen better/the first time, and being more independent with finding answers to questions on 

their own. Currently, we are lazy listeners and check out when info is being told because they can and know that someone will fill them in. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"~udy mann@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 9:47 PM 

judy mann@med.unc.edu; Tony Yotmt <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAl,: Non- systemic and Non-Invasive Treatment tbr Depression Now Available 

The Department of Psychiatly is pleased to announce that it is now 
providing treatment with the NeuroStar Transcranial Magnetic 
Stimulation (TMS) Therapy system The NeuroStar TMS Therapy system is 
the first and only device of its kind to be cleared for the treatment of 
depression by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (October 2008). 

TMS Therapy is a non-systemic (does not circulate in the bloodstream 
throughout the bo@) and non-invasive (does not involve surgery) form of 
neuromodulation that delivers highly-focused 2vlRI-strength magnetic 
pulses to stimulate nerve ceils in an area of the brain that is linked 
to depression NeuroStar TMS Therapy is a 40-minute outpatient 
procedure that is prescribed by a psychiatrist, does not require 
anesthesia or sedation, and patients remain awake and alert. The 
treatment is typically administered daily for 4-6 weeks. 

For more information about ~S, please contact Shirley Morter, 
A&nmistrative Director of UNC Mental Health Specialists al 
shirleymorter@med unc edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your informational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:37 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edtp 

Subject: paper 

to print 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid." 

[] [] [] [][]-John14:27 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no reply@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 8:53 PM 

noreply@unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Administrative Review of Jacqueline Resnick, Director for ORD 

To: Members of the Lr’~C Chapel Hill Faculty, Staff and Students 

From: Ru@ Juliano, Chair, Administrative Review Committee 

Re: Administrative Review- of Jacqueline Resnick, Director for Office of 
Research Development 

October 27, 2010 

Invitation to Provide Input to the Administrative Review of Jacqueline 
Resnick, Director, Office of Research Development 

As required by University regulations, a committee has been appointed to 
conduct a regular administrative review- of Jacqueline ("Jacki") Resnick, 
Director for the UNC Office of Research Development (ORD). The ORD’s 
mission is to engage researchers in the development of interdisciplinary 
research and to support the research needs of faculty throughout the 
universi~/. With this email, the members of the committee are inviting 
your comments about Ms Resnick’s leadership as Director. For more 
information about the ORD, please see the following link: 

http :i/research.unc edu/ord/. 

The committee invites your participation in this review process by 
offering comments about how Ms. Resnick’s perl2mnance as Director is 
viewed by faculty, staff, and students at UNC-Chapel Hill Suggestions 
regarding improving the overall functioning of the ORD are also welcome. 

We encourage you to contribute in the following ways: 

1) The committee has scheduled an open public hearing session to receive 
comments at the following time: 

Friday, November 12, 1:00-3:0(;~m 

Location: 307 South Building, 3rd Floor Corfference Room (Cameron Ave, 

across from Old Well) 

If you wish to schedule a time to meet with the committee, please 
contact Nan Sanseverino in the Ol!fice of Federal Affairs at 
nan sanseverino@unc.edu or 919843.0050. Request for a meeting time 
must be made no later than November 10, 2010. 

2) You may provide written statements to the Chair or other members o17 
the committee. All written comments should be cmailed to 

nan sanscverino@unc.edu or mailed to: The Review Committee, Jacki 
Resnick Administrative Rcvicw, Office of Federal Affairs, Univcrsity of 
Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, 300 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 7006, Chapel 

Hill, NC 27599-7006. 

3) You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee members. 
Please feel free to contact COlrm~ittee members directly or Nan 
Sanscverino to schedule a time. 

Anonymity and Confidentiality 

Written Comments: University regulations prohibit anonymous written 
comments in the review process. Written conmmnts will be kept 
confidential by the conmfittee members and will not be shared with anyone 
else. There is one exception to that con£identiali~, however. North 
Carolina law requires that all written comments - whether on paper or by 
email - become a part of Ms. Resnick’s personnel file and available to 
her for review. 

Oral Colrm~ents: Oral comments in this process, whether in a public 
hearing or individual conversations with cormnittee members, will be kept 
confidential. The comments or any notes about oral comments do not 
become a part of Ms. Resnick’s personnel file. If you request anonymity 
for oral comments, your identi~ will be known only by the conm~ittee and 
it will be kept confidential by them. A master list of everyone making 
oral conm~ents will be included in the final report, but the report will 
not attribute comments to anyone who has requested anonymity. 

Please share this invitation with anyone you think has an interest in 
the UNC Ofi)ce of Research Development and its services 

The deadline for submitting comments regarding Ms. Resnick’s performance 
to the committee is Friday, December 3, 2010, by 5:00pm. We appreciate 
everyone’s assistance with this very important process. 

The committee membership: 



Committee Chair: 

Dr Ru@ Juliano 
Associate Dean 
UNC School of Pharmacy 
1072 Genetic Medicine Bldg, CB 7362 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599 
Tel.: 919-9664383 
Email: rudyjuliano@med.unc.edu 

Committee Members: 

Dr. Larry Band 
Director of Carolina Institute 12)r the Environment 
UNC Geography Department Chair 
304 Saunders Hall, CB 3220 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
’]?el.: 919-962-3921 

Emaih lband@email unc edu 

Peggye Di]worth-Anderson 
Professor and Director 
UNC Health Policy and Management 
1102d Mcgavran-(ireenberg Hall 
CB 7411 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7411 
Tel.: 919-843-2494 

Email: dilwor th@emai].unc, edu 

Peter J Mucha 
Chairman and Associate Professor 
UNC Department of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced Materials 
304B Phillips tlall, CB 3250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250 
Tel. 919-843-2550 

Email: mucha@unc.edu 

Ken Tinda11 
Senior Vice President, Science and Business Development 
North Carolina Biotechnolog~" Center 
15 T.W. Alexander Drb,,e, PO Box 13547 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-3547 
Tel. : 
Email:          @ncbiotech.org 

Irene Zipper. MSW 
Clinical Professor, Director of Family Support Network 
UNC School of Social Work 

D-9 Carr Mill, CB 7340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7340 
Tel.: 919-966-6395 
Email: izipper@unc.edu 

Point of contact for scheduling times to meet with the conmfittee: 

Nan Sanseverino 
Office of Federal Affairs 
300 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 7006 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7006 
Tel.: 919.843.0050 

Email: nansanseverino@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Photoshop 

I figured everything out. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

Hey Tony, 

I completely slept through my tutor appointment Sunday night and I 
apologize. I was so exhausted from the weekend in Winston Salem where I had 
to share uncomfortable beds and deal with snoring and I really did not 
sleep. I know this is not an excuse but I will not be so careless in the 
future Again, sorry[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email amc .edu> 

Monday, 8:49 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tony Yount 

Picking up my Notebook 

mac.com> 

Hey Tony! 

Sorry I didn’t get back to you right away, I was in a meeting that got out 
at 11:30pm ugh. Are you going to be in your office around 12:30pm? I was 
hoping to stop by after class and pick up my notebook. If you won’t be 
there, do you mind just leaving it on your desk anyways? 

Let me know if this won’t work for some reason! Thanks! 



From: ~emaikunc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 9:38 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton),youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: ma~h 

Hey Tony, 

So we got our maria scores back and my final is a 68 which is a D+ My 
professor emailed us and said that "grades were final and no requests will 
be considered/approved" but I am only 2 points away from a C- and thats 
what I need if I ever want to take Math 231 (which I don’t know if I need 
to as a pre-req for the Buisness school if that is even an option anymore) 
Do you think I should email her or is there anything else you think I can 
do to somehow- move my grade up because the D is really killing my GPA. 

Thanks, 



From: ~email.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Hi Tony 

Hi Tony! 

How are you doing? rm             and I’m one of the incoming freshman 
for the              I’ve been accepted and created my onyen but I 
haven’t signed up for CTOPS because I still need to check when the dates of 
my graduation and prom are Is there anything else I should be doing 
besides signing up for summer courses? Let me know-, thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

INFORMATIONAL: Nominations tbr the Order of the Grail- Valkyries 

Hello, 

The Order of the Grail-Valkyries is now accepting nominations! Founded 
in 1920 and 1941, the Order of the Grail-Vallu~ ries recognizes students 
of outstanding character who have made significant contributions to our 
university’s academic climate through excellence in scholarship, dynamic 
leadership, and innovative sel-,zice Juniors, seniors, graduate 
students, faculty, and administrators are all eligible for nomination. 

Nominations will close on Tuesday, 

To nominate at1 individual, please follow the link below-: 

OGV Nomination Form 

https://spreadsheets.~oogle.com/viewfonn?hl en&forn~ev dFZOaiVqRmJBTElx,%VcGlaT1FX()INUNEE6MQ#~id 0 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email the 
{~email unc edu). 

’]?his email is sponsored by: The Order of the Grail-Va]kynes 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your in]2mnational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bellsouth.net> 

Saturday, 10:26 AM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball and CTOPS RegiS_ration 

Hey Tony, 

I am in the process right now of trying to register for the session 11 CTOPS, and I finished filling out the wllole thing, mid when I get the option to pay by check!money 

order, an error page comes up. (https:/icf.unc.edu/signup’process check pavment.cfm?pid 720091877&paymentMethod check) So it is not allowing me to finish 

with the registration... I roll keep trying and see if an:dhing ends np working! Thank you for all of the information with this. 

And my UNC emad address is:      ~email.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Mon, 8:22:55 PM 
Subject: Volleyball and CTOPS Registration 

Congratulations on your admission to Carolina. 

Now we have some things that you need to do, and one of them happens vely quickly - in fact, tiffs Wednesday, 

1. First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID in the University’s computer system. This roll allow yon to register for CTOPS, CaJrolina’s 

freshmen orientation p~ogram that all incoming students mns~ attend during the coming summer. 

CTOPS is a two-day program. There are 16 different sessions during the summer. The coaches have reserved a spot for you in session 11, We chose 
that date because Carolina’s               occurs at the same time and if you’re able to attend session 11 of CTOPS, then you’d only need to make one trip to 

Chapel Hill next summer. We realize that sehi)ol sche&des, thmily vacations, or other tgctors may make that particular date impossible for you, but if you axe able to, 

we’d like tbr you to register tbr that session. Registration tbr CTOPS begins at 9 am this Wednesday,       We can continue to reserve that spot in Session 11 tbr 

you until        but not at:ter that date. 

2. To register for CTOPS, you must have your UNC ONYEN and email established. When that’s done, go to http://my.unc.edu/mid log into the univel5iu’s system 

with your ONYEN and PID. Tile link to register for CTOPS is in your "enrollmen~ portlet. When you have successfiflly registered, please email me and let me know 

whicll session you’re in. Your CTOPS fees will be covered by your scholarship. Expenses for other family members who come with you roll not. Instructions for getting 

your fees covered by the athletic department appear below my contact info. 

Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNC email account for all correspondence going fo~vard. There roll be several more emails coming about preparation for your 

year at Carolina. We’re glad to have you with us. (If you haven’t yet established your UNC email account, please do so by going to onven.unc.edu and get that done. 

Your Personal IDentification number was included in your acceptance letter. If you don’t have that, I can send it lx~ you.) 

Tony Yom~t 

Academic Adviser for 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 
email: ton’ys’onnt(~uncaa.unc.edu 

Directions for Registration: 

1. Once enrolh’nent deposit is paid/deferred, the student will need to log into the MyUNC Portal (http://my.unc,edu) to register for Orientation (link is located on the 

student’s Enrollment portlet). 

2. Register for an open session of Orientation if the student has been pre approved for an athletics held seat in a specific session that has been closed/filled, they will 

need to indicate that in the email (presented later) 

3. Once registration is complete, choose the "Pay By Check" option at the end of the registration. 

4. Email newstudents@unc.edu to confirm registration errlai[ will need to contain student’s name, PID, and for which session they need to be registered (if not already in 

that session). For example: 

[ (Insert Name and HD) just registered for the CTOPS session on (Insert Bate). [ will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me 

know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

5. NSCPP will respond to the student via ernail with a confirmation to include the session, Athletic balance paid, and any charges due for remaining balances (e.g., parents’ 

charges, extra night stays, etc.). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 10:10 PM 

@email .unc.edu 

Re: V~q,AX Baseline Testing 

Happy Birthday 

Tony 

On at 10:02 .A2,A, "vvrote: 

> 

> Tony, 
> Thank you for putting that list together. 
> 

> It seems that at least 4 of them would be available to come at noon. 
> Preferably 4 of the 5 that get done at 11AM. I will assume form this 
> that we will be able to start at 12, let me know if anything else 
> interferes. 
> 

> Thanks -- 
> 
> ’]’he University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> ;@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>> Duug, 
>> 

>> Please find below a list ufthe freshmen lax girls, and suph 
>> transfer              folluwed by the time that their class 
>> schedule ends on Munday, 
>> 

11:00 am 
not yet scheduled - CTOPS un Thursday & Friday 

>> 

>> 

>> nextweek 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

11:00 am 

11:00 am 

12:50 pm 

11:00 am 

11:00 am 

noun 

>> Looking forward to seeing you all 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> On , at 4:41 P-’vL Doug Halverson wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> I already set the schedule for screenings from 1-5 so I will have 
>>> to check class schedules to find out if our frestmlen can make 
>>> that earlier time slot. I would assume I can find four of them 
>>> to make it but I’ll check with Tony. Hopefully we can make it 
>>> work otherwise we will just have to schedule them at another 
>>> time. The biggest issue will be if one of our girls has a class 
>>> from         on     ’ which would prevent her from making either 
>>> of those time slots. Please make sttre you have leset~zed the 
>>> 12-1:15 tinre slot tmtil I figttre out their schedules. 
>>> Tony, can you confirm the freshmen class schedules yet? I need 
>>> four of thenr to nreet at 12 on Monday,             and then 
>>> the other four need to meet her at 1:15. Let me kmow if their 
>>> class schedules can make this work. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 

>>> Doug 
>>> 

>>> S. Doug Halverson NE~, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
>>> StaffAthletic Trainer 
>>> Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> Kenan Football Center 
>>> PO Box 2126 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
>>> 919-962-8519 (O) 
>>>           (c) 
>>> 919-843-9121 (F) 
>>> 

>>> >>> @email unc edu> ’ 11:11 AM 
>>> >>> 



>>> 

>>> Doug, 
>>> Not everyone has switched over to the new calendar :for the 
>>> concussion 
>>> research lab and as a result we had someone else book it on 
>>> from 2:304:30. I am wondering if we could arrange Jk~r the first 
>>> group 
>>> of 4 to corne 12-1 : 15 and the second group of 4 to come 1 : 15 -2:30. 
>>> This 
>>> way we could still keep the date and what has been scheduled at 
>>> 2:30. 
>>> Let me know as soon as possible. Sorry for the inconvenience. 
>>> __ 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 

>>> " ~email.~mc.edu 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

UNC HONOR CODE Fall2012print.pdf 

Thanks for your message. It is unfortunate that your bu~’ schedule precludes us from talking again, but I understaJld and I share your desire for communicating clearly 

and addressing specific topics. 

During our telephone conversation on September 27, 2012, you indicated that you graduated from the University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As a student here, 

and then later as an employee of the Academic Support Program tbr Stadent-Athletes (ASPSA) mthin the College of Arts and Sciences, it is my anderstanding that 

you were made aware of the institution’s Honor Code (see http:i/s~udentconduct.unc.edu,’site,~’studentconduct.unc.edu,’files’Fall2012print.pdl" and the attached 2012 

tidl version) at various times. 

Our records indicate that in JanuaD’ 2010, you were provided in-per~n training to be employed as a tutor tbr ASPSA. During this training, you were reminded of the 
) inslitution’s Honor Code, provided a copy of the ASPSA Tutor Handbook [~r~/attaCh~dl which was reviewed with you by representatives fiom ASt SA and the 

compliance office, cautioned on what is and is not acceptable tutoring assis~tance, and provided examples of"academic fraud, unacceptable tutoring practices and extra 

benefits." At the conclusion of your tutor training, you signed and dated an Academic Honesty, Policy ]Nine/attaChed] whereby you confirmed that you "received 

training regarding NCAA and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations, specifically academic fraud and extra benefits" and that yon understood your "role as 

an inslitutionaJ s~taffmember..." and agreed to "adhere to all NCAA, UNC and Academic Support Center policies." 

Our records also indicate that you were provided in-person training to be employed as an academic mentor for ASPSA_ During this training, you were again reminded 

of the institution’s Honor Code and provided a copy of the ASPSA Mentor Handbook IN~niattach~d~. This handbook was reviewed with you by representatives 

from ASPSA and the compliance office, and you were counseled on what is and is not acceptable mentoring assistance. 
Finally, we have a record of an Academic ttonesty Testimonial [N~n atta~d] that you signed on April 16, 2010 to co]Nrm that you did not engage in any form of 

impermissible activity, "neither committed nor witnes~d any academically fraudulent behavior according m NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistaJ~ce policies 

and regulations" and that you "did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor mtuessed the giving of extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as 

stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletic Compliance Office." 

Specifically, did you ever at any time provide any student-athlete any form of academic assistance or extra benefits that may constitute a violation of 
NCAA rules or Universi~ policy’? 
Also, is the Academic Honest3’ Testimonial that you signed on April 16, 2010 a valid and accurate confirmation flint you "neither committed nor 

witnessed any academically fi’audulent bdmvior according to NC_/U~ regulations mid UNC academic assistance policies and regulations" and that you 
"did not engage in NC.~k violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of extra benefit(s) according to NC;~ regulations as stated in the 
NC~LA~ Manual and presented in training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletic Compliance Office"? 

If you have any questions, concerns or would like to provide any additional i~fformation to me, please don’t hesitate to call. Thank you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:32 AM 

)elworth@ncaa.org 

Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince I[le <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pub[icing Probation ]nformation through Alumni Publication 

Jim, 

Pursuant to Penalty #11(b), found on page 25 of UNC’s Public Infractions Report, I write to inform you that we have chosen the Carolina Alumni Review to satisfy the 

requirement that we annually publicize information about our probation in an alumni publication, 

Below is the text that will appear once annually, for the next three years, in that publication. 

"The UNC football program is on probation until March :[1, 2015 for NCAA violations stemming from three areas 1) a former tutor committing academic fraud with student 

athletes and providing irnpermissib[e benefits; 2) the provision of impermissible benefits to student athletes by various individuals, including sports agents and their 

associates; 3) unethical conduct by a former assistant coach, The penalties in the case included: public reprimand and censure; three years of probation; three year show 

cause penalty for a former assistant football coach; postseason ban for the 2012 football season; reduction of football scholarships by a total of 15 during three academic 

years; vacation of wins during the 2008 and 2009 seasons; a $50,000 fine; disassociation of both the former tutor and a former student athlete who served as an agent 

runner," 

As required by the report, please respond with confirmation that this publication is appropriate and approved by the Committee on Infractions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Hie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Publicing Probation Information through Alumni Publication 

All, 
See below from time NCAA, We’re good to go with this. 

Amy 

/\ 8~ i~ ¢- I" n" :.: 8 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.nnc.edu 

> > > "Elworth, Jim" <jelworth@ncaa.org > 9:34 AM >>> 

Thank you Amy. This language, and the alumni magazine you have chosen for publication, are acceptable to Lbe commiLtee. Thank you for your prompt attention to 

this matter, and please let me know if I can assist you in any other way. 

Jim Etwor’tb 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 10:32 AM 

To= Elworth, Jim 
Cc; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Timmermans 
Subject; Publicing Probation Information through Alumni Publication 

; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ; Tom 

Jim, 

Pursuant to Penalty #11(b), found on page 25 of UNC’s Public Infractions Report, I write to inform you that we have chosen the Carolina Alumni Review to satisfy the 

requirement that we annually publicize information about our probation in an alumni publication. 

Below is the text that will appear once annually, for the next three years, in that publication. 

"The UNC football program is on probation until March 11, 2015 for NCAA violations stemming from three areas 1) a former tutor committing academic fraud with student 

athletes and providinq impermissible benefits; 2) the provision of impermissible benefits to student athletes by various individuals, including sports agents and their 

associates; -:~) unethical conduct by a former assistant coach. The penalties in the case included: public reprimand and censure; three years of probation; three year show 

cause penalty for a former assistant football coach; postseason ban for the 2012 football season; reduction of football scholarships by a total of 15 durinq three academic 
years; vacation of wins during the 2008 and 2009 seasons; a $50,000 fine; disassociation of both the former tutor and a former student athlete who served as an agent 

runner." 

As required by the report, please respond with confirmation that this publication is appropriate and approved by the Committee on Infractions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~ k_a_~f~}__u____n__£_a___a__~__u____n__£~_£_d__x ! 
"his email and ar±y attacPments may contain NCAA confidential a~ld privileged i~lfoslllatior±. If you a~e r±ot the intended zecipier’t, 

please notify the sende:L :hmrlediately by £e%L]rrz emaii, Jelete this :~}ssage arid destz)y any co~ies. A:ly dJsseminatio:l or use of 

this information ;)y a person othe~ than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Montgome~; John R ~mon@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 6:54 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Herman Amy (compliance) <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vincent Grego~ 

<ille@email.unc.edw,; Steinbacher Rick (mktg) <lsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; GaJlo Larry, 

<athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edw, 

Re: 2012 JDRF Event 

VeD~ good idea. We have lots of requesls each year and Janine handles this for us. I need to get an idea of how many ix:quests we receive. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju123, 2012, at 2:59 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(tbemaJlamc.edu~> wrote: 

I want to centralize auctiolv’donafion requests to one person or depafiment. 

Any recommendations? 

Bubba Cunninghaall 

Director of Athletics 

University- of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Crigler, Lama" <CrigM@LabCorp.com> 

Date: July 23, 2012 2:29:07 PM EDT 

To: "_b___@__b_~_c_~a!__u__~!c:_:_e_a__u_ "~ _b__u___b___b__~_~__c_~__u_!zc_:__e___d____u> 
SuMect: 2012 JDRF Event 

LabCorp is holding its annual JDRF (Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation) event on October 5, 2012 from llam-2pm. We are having 
food and activities such as a dunking booth, bean bag toss, pluck a duck, bungee run, guess how many is the jar, karaoke and a silent 

auction. We are looking for donations for the event from local businesses. We do this yearly; this is our 3rd year in Greensboro. We just 
moved in on June 25, 2010. All proceeds are donated directly to JDRF and LabCorp foots the bill for the food and rental of equipment. We 
have people driving from all across the triad, VA and from the triangle area. Please let me know if you are able to donate tickets or 
memorabilia for us to auction. We will have 500 people attending this event. Feel free to contact me with any questions. Tax ID#: 

JDRF is a 501© (3) tax-exempt corporation. 
Regards, 
[ au ra .[, ( ;rind ~ 
P~,:)},:ct };pecia[i ;t A dmirtis tJ:a~Jc:,~a 
}~o~t ~’2r~d igil[Jnp; 

1701 Pmecroft Road 
(}r~ c~r~sbo:.:), NC -[C; i07 

Tele: 2!,3~; 232 ~;1 [4 

Emai]: Cri£lel@[ ,: b(}ofp.com 

[~i cid:image00! 
.p!lc@0lCB0 
C79.69CB20 

10 

-Tiffs e-mail and any attachments may contain CONFIDENTIAL intbnnalion, including PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION. If you 

are not the intended recipient, any use or disclosure of this intbnnation is STRICTLY PROHIBrFED; you are requested to delete this e-mail 
and any attachments, notify the sender immediately, mid notify the LabColp Privacy ONcer at p_!~y_~2__f_i_i__c__e_!~21_a_b__c_’L?!_?_:_c_’L?_Lr_t, or call (877) 

23-HIPAA / (877) 234-4722. 

<image001 .j pg> 



Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) 962-7853 (office) 
(cell) 

Lance Harkos 
Director of Compliance 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-7259 (office) 
(          ;(cell) 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletics Director 
ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) ???-???? (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Student Affairs 

Student-Athletes 

Basketball - M 
Football 
Field Hockey 

Baseball 
Fencing- M and W 
Soccer - M 
Soccer -W 
Swimming- M and W 

Gymnastics 
Rowing 
Softball 
Tennis - M 
Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 
Track and Field - M and W 
Volleyball 

timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu Wrestling 
(919) 962-7851 (office) 

(cell) 

TBD 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Rules Education 
?@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-4738 (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Golf - M 
Golf-W 
Lacrosse - M 
Lacrosse -W 

............... ! !~ ~cialty areas 

Compliance Audits 
Legislation 
Violations 
Waivers 

Initial Eligibility 
Continuing Eligibility 
APPiGrad Rates 

Contracts 
Sports Camps 
Special Accounts 
Monitoring 
ACS 

Financial Aid 
Agent Program 
Student-Athlete Issues 

Rules Education 

Monitoring 
Student Assistance Fund 

Primary Compliance 
Contact for 

Administrators 
(campus/department) 

General Counsel 
FAR/Faculty Boa rd 
Audit/Advisory 
Student Affairs 

Admissions 
Reg istra r 
Academic Support Center 

Business Office 
Ticket Office 
Strength and Conditioning 
Anthony Travel 
Facilities/Operations 

Scholarship Office 
Cashier’s Office 
Student Stores 
Rams Club (scholarships) 
S-A Development 
Sports Information 
Equipment 
Marketing 

SAAC 
Rams Club (education) 



Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) 962-7853 (office) 
(cell) 

Lance Harkos 
Director of Compliance 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-7259 (office) 

(cell) 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletics Director 
ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) ???-???? (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Student Affairs 

Student-Athletes 

Basketball - M 
Football 
Field Hockey 

Baseball 
Fencing- M and W 
Soccer - M 
Soccer -W 
Swimming- M and W 

Gymnastics 
Rowing 
Softball 
Tennis - M 
Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 
Track and Field - M and W 
Volleyball 

timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu Wrestling 
(919) 962-7851 (office) 

(cell) 

TBD 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Rules Education 
?@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-4738 (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Golf - M 
Golf-W 
Lacrosse - M 
Lacrosse -W 

............... ! !~ ~cialty areas 

Compliance Audits 
Legislation 
Violations 
Waivers 

Initial Eligibility 
Continuing Eligibility 
APPiGrad Rates 

Contracts 
Sports Camps 
Special Accounts 
Monitoring 
ACS 

Financial Aid 
Agent Program 
Student-Athlete Issues 

Rules Education 

Monitoring 
Student Assistance Fund 

Primary Compliance 
Contact for 

Administrators 
(campus/department) 

General Counsel 
FAR/Faculty Boa rd 
Audit/Advisory 
Student Affairs 

Admissions 
Reg istra r 
Academic Support Center 

Business Office 
Ticket Office 
Strength and Conditioning 
Anthony Travel 
Facilities/Operations 

Scholarship Office 
Cashier’s Office 
Student Stores 
Rams Club (scholarships) 
S-A Development 
Sports Information 
Equipment 
Marketing 

SAAC 
Rams Club (education) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Ga[Io <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

HS Football Practice On-Cam pus 

Kevin, 

I’ve got a couple of questions, and a couple of answers... 

Questions first! 
1) Do you know the date? Are we talking about a typical high school football game, during the fall? Or is this some "other" sort of event being held this summer? 

2) You say it’s Dematha High School. [ would need confirmation that it’s the actual high school team, not a team that might include students from multiple high schools (e.g., 

like you might find in some of the 7 on 7 leagues that are growing in popularity). 

3) How would something like this mesh with our Facility Policy? Does our policy allow for outside entities such as a high school to utilize the fields? 

4) Monte has a local phone number, so [ am interested to know what his connection is to Dematha. 

And now some answers: 

1) Generally speaking, it is permissible for a scholastic entity to utilize our facilities for practice actb/ities. But the following regulations are in play: 

a. No athletics department staff members or boosters can be involved in the conduct, promotion, or administration of the activity 

b. All department staff can do is supervise the use of the facilities (e.g., your staff being there to assist with any field preparation, etc.) 
2) Additionally, as [ intimated in Question #3 above, such use must obviously fall within our Facility Use Policy. We cannot make any exceptions to our policy for a high school, 

as it would be considered a recruiting offer/inducement to do so. But provided use of the facility is permitted under our policy, and we abide by the policy, it is okay. We also 

need to be able to say that this is an opportunity we would make available to other high schools if we are able to "make it work", as you say. We don’t want to be in the 

position where we have to defend why we let Dematha H.S. practice here, but not some other school that has a similar request. 

3) Depending on the answers to Questions #’s i and 2 above, [ will likely have more information to add, specifically about recruiting restrictions (depending on the recruiting 

calendar of the time in question) and confirmation that we can host such an event (see the bylaw below for the reason [ need clarification on 112). 

So we have a bit of work to do to get there, but it’s definitely do able if everything shakes out... 
Amy 

:[3.1:[ ]..].0 Nor~scho[a~ti¢ Practice or Competitior~ -- Bowl Subdivision Football 

]E" bowi subdivision football, aE" ins~i[utJon [including any ins~i[utJona[ depar[men[ (e.g, ath[e[ics, recreatJona[iin~rar:,’urai)] shall Pot hos~, sponsor or conduc[ a noPscholastic 

footbal[ practice or competition (e.g.: seven on seven events) in whiciq footbail prospective student athletes participate on its campus or at an off campus facility regularly 

used by the institution for practice and/or cor:,’petJ~ion by any of the ins~itutJoP’s sport programs. (Adopr.ed: !/!4/i2; o conr.mr_t s~gned be~bre 8/25,/22 n!oy be hot~ore6~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Kevin Robinson 11:15 AM > > > 

Amy, 

] hope you are well. Marcus Berry with the football program has put an associate of Dematha High School in touch with me about trying to line up somewhere for them to 

practice before a game that they have in the area. His name is Monte Evans, I don’t know how is associated with the school. We can make it work if you say we 

can do it. Thanks for you help. 

Kevin T. Robinson 

Di rector of Facilities 

University of North Carolina Athletic Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu > 

HS Football Practice On-Cam pus 

Kevin, 
I’ve got a couple of questions, and a couple of answers... 

Questions first! 
1) Do you know the date? Are we talking about a typical high school football game, during the fall? Or is this some "other" sort of event being held this summer? 

2) You say it’s Dematha High School. I would need confirmation ttnat it’s the actual high school team, not a team that might include students from multiple high schools (e.g., 

like you might find in some of the 7 on 7 leagues that are growing in popularity). 

3) How would something like this mesh with our Facility Policy? Does our policy allow for outside entities such as a high school to utilize the fields? 

4) Monte has a local phone number, so I am interested to know what his connection is to Dematha. 

And now some answers: 

1) Generally speaking, it is permissible for a scholastic entity to utilize our facilities for practice activities. But the following regulations are in play: 

a. No athletics department staff members or boosters can be involved in the conduct, promotion, or administration of the activity 

b. All department staff can do is supervise the use of the facilities (e.g., your staff being there to assist with any field preparation, etc.) 
2) Additionally, as I intimated in Question #3 above, such use must obviously fall within our Facility Use Policy. We cannot make any exceptions to our policy for a high school, 

as it would be considered a recruiting offer/inducement to do so. But provided use of the facility is permitted under our policy, and we abide by the policy, it is okay. We also 

need to be able to say that this is an opportunity we would make available to other high schools if we are able to "make it work", as you say. We don’t want to be in the 

position where we have to defend wtny we let Dematha H.S. practice here, but not some other sctnool that has a similar request. 

3) Depending on the answers to Questions #’s i and 2 above, I will likely have more information to add, specifically about recruiting restrictions (depending on the recruiting 

calendar of the time in question) and confirmation that we can host such an event (see the bylaw below for the reason I need clarification on #2). 

So we have a bit of work to do to get there, but it’s definitely do able if everything shakes out... 

Amy 

1311110 Nonscho[astic Practice or Competition -- Bowl Subdivision Footba[[o 

In bowi subdivision football, an institution [including any institutional department (e.g., atinletics, recreationaljntramura[)] sinai[ not host, sponsor or conduct a nonschoiastk 

foorbali practice or competition (e.g., seven on se-’en events) in which footba[I prospective student athletes participate on its campus or ar an off campus facility !eguiady 

used by {he insJ {ution for practice and/or compe{ition by any of the instku {ion’s sport programs (Adopte~d: i/24/1Z a contt,act sign.ed before 8/15/11 m,’_b, be honored) 

/\ t’q }~, < I" ~:" :.: t’, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kevin Robinson !11:15 AM >>> 

Amy, 

I hope you are well, Marcus Bern! with the football program has put an associate of Dematha High Sctnool in touch with me about trying to line up somewhere for them to 

practice before a game that they have in the area. His name is Monte Evans, I don’t know how is associated with the school, We can make it work if you say we 

can do it. Thanks for you help, 

Kevin T. Robinson 

Di rector of Facilities 

University of North Carolina Athletic Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:24 AM 

Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Solicitation on Twitter 

Hoots, 
Just an FYI that this organization is tweeting a bunch of our guys trying to encourage them to come to their fundraising event. It’s likely that the guys are all going to be gone, 
but just wanted it to be on you all’s radar.,, Please mention it to the guys, and if any of them DO have any interest in attending, let’s talk about it to be sure they are following 
proper procedure (assuming that the organizers might be willing to give them free admission, etc.). 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Justin Watts View Account 
Team!Squad: 

From Account: Justin Watts (Justin Watts) 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Fo[Iowers=15,784, Following=599, Number of Tweets=6,279 
Maybe "@J4K!~:@MyNameisJWatts Represent it this Friday @ our all white event! hope to see you and your friends there[ h~pY~ co/9NR1CtuN" 
View Messaqe 

kJnk: httpJ/t.ce/9N R 1CtuN 
kJnk: http:/&ce/9N R 1GtuN 
Keywords: http, kids, white, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, N C 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:24 AM 

Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Solicitation on Twitter 

Hoots, 
Just an FYI that this organization is tweeting a bunch of our guys trying to encourage them to come to their fundraising event. It’s likely that the guys are all going to be gone, 
but just wanted it to be on you all’s radar.,, Please mention it to the guys, and if any of them DO have any interest in attending, let’s talk about it to be sure they are following 
proper procedure (assuming that the organizers might be willing to give them free admission, etc.). 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Justin Watts View Account 
Team!Sauad: 

From Account: Justin Watts (Justin Watts) 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Fo[Iowers=15,784, Following=599, Number of Tweets=6,279 
Maybe D@J4K!d~:@MyNameisJWatts Represent it this Friday @ our all w~!te event[ hope to see you and your friends there! h~p://t co/gNR1CtuND 
View Messaqe 

kJnk: httpJ&ce/9NR1CtuN 
kJnk: http:/&ce/9N R 1GtuN 
Keywords: http, kids, white, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, N C 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 10:40 AM 

jbeall@ncaa.or9 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

< tim merm ans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brad Hostetter < bhostetter@theacc.or9 >; Thorp, Holden < holden thorp@u nc.edu >; Lissa 

Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu > 

Response to UNC Letter of Inquiry (53223) 

Shoot-A-Way.corn Response.pdf; NC Chapel Hill 53223 inquiry.pdf 

.lane, 

Please see attached, and let me know Jf you have any further questions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..",.~ ~ ".l c~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 8:49 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edtv~ 

MATH tutoring 

.edu> 

In order to make your tutor sessions with     more productive,     needs a heads up about what you’re going to be working on in that week’s session. Please go on 

blackboard and copy- and email to me whatever i~fformation you have about the assignments from blackboard so that I can send them on to      Please do this at 

least 24 hours BEFORE your tutoring session so that     has time to figure out the math involved and be ready to help you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: CTOPS registration 

Thanks for that heads up. I forwarded your email to Coach Shelton and I"m sure she’ll contact the appropriate officials in admissions 

On           , at 2:47 PM,              wrote: 

Hey Tony-! 

I’ve been trying to register for CTOPS- and it’s a good thing that you are holding that stx~t open/br me, because I’m not able to register. After several 

phone calls with admissions, it rams out that I still have the s~tus of an applicant, so I cannot register or create an ON’r~N, either. The man at 

admissions said tbr you to call admissions help if you guys needed any help or had any questions. Is there anything that I c~m do to help change my status 

to admitted i:aster? 

Thanks for all of your help, 

--- On Moll, , Tony Yomlt <tonyyount@uncaa. une. edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <toiwyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: CTOPS registration 

To: 

Cc: "Karen Shelton" <kcs@uncaa.unc.edt~- 
Date: Monday,                 12:17 PM 

Ladies, 

Here are better directions for the CTC)PS registration process. I hope this is helpful. 

Tony 

CTC)PS DIRECTIONS: 
Here is what you will need to do: 
1. Go to http:llm¥.unc.eduh Once you are on the page, you will need to click the "sign in" button on the right hand side. You will then need to enter 
the Onyen (username) you created and your password. 

*if you do not have your usemame and password, visit onven.unc.edu and follow instruction to "create your onyen/password" 
2. A new screen appears and about halfway down the page in the middle, there will be a section titled "Enrollment". Right underneath, that title, it will 
have another subsection titled "Orientation". Click on the link to "CTOPS and TTOPS Orientation". 
3. A new screen, entitled Carolina Orientation, appears. Please lead and complete all information. Select the session that I emailed about earlier, 
or another if you are unable to attend the one when we are holding a spot for you. 

4. You will have to fill out the information completely and also put down the information for anyone who will be attending orientation with you (i.e. your 
mom, dad, sister, brother, whomever) and you should also include if they would like to stay on campus during your Orientation. 

5. After you have completed the final page of the registration form, you will be presented with a page summarizing all of your registration information. 
Please be sure to review the summary page for any errors that need to be corrected. The summary page will also list the total fee due 
for your summer orientation registration. 

Don’t pick lemons. 

See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton)~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:32 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edtr’~ 

Schedule 

Here it is: 

Let me know if changes need to be made. 

About the BUSI tutors for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

Kristen Carr <ckristen@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Jenn Cook <cookj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jenny Levy 

<uncMax@uncaa. unc.edu> 

After falling fax shofi of study hall hours last weeL 

She needs a wake up call before things slip away. 

Tony 

~as a no- show at her EXSS tutor session last night. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

Fall ~mester 

I hate to have to ask you to do this but it is necessary. Apparently, the reason that your fall grades fron          lave not poffted is that we have no official transcrint 

from         Lat lists fal     grades. Susan Maloy and Lmlce Markos in our compliance once have asked that you get another official transcript fiom        so 

that we can properly credit you for hours earned last fall. Please request that transcript as quickly as possible. 

When you get the transcript in the mail, do not open it. Bring the unopened env 



From: Tow Yount<ton3~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:02 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thalks 

On 

glad you got that taken care o£ When yon make your travel plans, it would be great to build about 90 minutes in for a meeting Sunday evening, Jun 

at 2:21 PM,         vrote: 

Dear Toll},, 

I have registered for the CTOPS session 2 ( 

earl}, to meet mad talk atxmt class registration’! 

b. Should we come down 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

--~gang@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 10:03 PM 

Jeongok.Logm~@notit~.unc.edu; Yount, Tony’ <tonyyounl@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking Korem~ Participants (ages 21-60) 

Are you Korean and between 21-60 years of age? 

Then you may be eligible to participate in a research study to help us 
learn about risk factors for hypertension and arterial stiffness. 

Participation in the study will take approximately 2hours. 

We will ask you to complete questionnaires about your general health, 
stress, coping, and emotions. 
And we will: 
1. Take your height, weight, and blood pressure. 
2. Place small sensors on your skin to determine your arterial pulse and 
measure the electrical activity of your heart (EKG) 
3. Provide you with $30 in cash 

There are no needles or blood draws! 

For more reformation, please call or email: Jeongok Logan, MSN, RN 
gang@email.unc.edu) 

Support for this prc~ject is provided by National Research Service Award 
(NRSA), National Institute uftleaIth (N]E[I), and the Biobehaviura[ 
Laboratury at 
the Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hil[ 

’]7his study was approved by the Public Health-Nursing IRB on March, 15, 
2010 (The IRB approval number: 09-1431) 

’]7his email is sponsored by: UNC at Chapel tli]l 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. Tu set your iN2mnational mass 
email preference, [ugon tu the un-line directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:49 AM 

~email.~mc.edu 

http://careers.unc.edu/aboumcs/s~ffhtml 

Find Ga~ Miller and schedule ma appointment and get credit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, ::05 PM 

@email .unc.edu 

https:#s4.its.unc.edu/sis~a&n/xfereq.hUnl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vangelder, Maxielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:48 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 5/6/13 - 16.11.1.7 - Apparel in the Summer 

AH L: 

Please see today Is Daily Compliance Item. Let us know if you have any questions or concerns about the infon~nation provided below. 

Thank you. 

Marielh? 

Marielle A. van(:~elder 

Associate ALMetic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

F~’,<: (919) 9{52--6002 
rnw~ngelder@unc edu 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Several softball Ocean State University student-athletes will be attending summer school and would like to 
continue with workouts. They asked the equipment manager for a few apparel items for their workouts. Is it 
permissible for the institution to provide these student-athletes with apparel? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 6/11193- Student-athlete using institutional 
athletics apparel during the summer- states that a student-athlete may use institutional athletics 
apparel (per the institution’s normal issuance and retrieval policy) during a summer vacation period. Further, 
such a policy does not have to be applicable to all students and the student-athlete may use laundry 
services for the athletics apparel. [References: 16.12.1.6 (summer use of athletics equipment). This minute 
incorporates the 05/27/92 staff minutes, item c, which has been archived.] 

Jennit~r M. CondaJcas 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance, SWA Liai~m 
BIG EAST Cont~rence 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:39 AM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

I feel like a pinball. 

Barbara says that Rocky- Horton should fix it. Sometimes its really good to be one of the little people, 

Tony 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              4:03:05 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 

Tony 

I don’t know how this happened, because it’s correct aU the way through SSII on SIS-so it must have happened in the migration. Can’t Rocky Horton [:ix 

it? He works in OUR! 

8arbara I.ucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

]he University of North (;arolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

2[002 Steele Building; CB g:].IO 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759{-?-31:[0 

Phone: (919) 843-334.1 Fax: (9.19) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:38 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Fwd: 

Barbara, 

Another PeopleSoft issue. Apparently, in the transition from SIS to PeopleSoft,                ’s EXSS Sports Admin Concentration was dropped. 

informs me that she still intends to pursue the Sport Admin concentration. From the email below, it appears the the Sport Admin info was 

dropped. It sill appears correctly in SIS. Susan Maloy suggested that I email you to be sure the PeopleSoft is properly updated. 

Thank you. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:              2:17:11 PM EDT 
To: "Tony Yount" <~t~9~~~n~yy~~~~~~u~~~~n~~~t~@~~u~~~~n~~~~c~~~a~~~~a~~~~~u~~~~n~~~c~~~.~~e~~~~d~~~~u~~> 
Subject: Re: 

You may want to call Barbara Lucido to be sure that PeopleSoft is updated to reflect her correct major. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >          2:00 PM > > > 

I just talked with      . She is still an EXSS Sport Admin Concentration. It still shows that on SIS and we don’t know why it would have been changed in 

Connect Carolina. She has made no change and intends to stay in Sport Admin 
Tony 

On            , at 1:45 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Tony, 
Do you know anything about this change? 
Susan 

From: "Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@emaiLunc:edu> 
Date:               1:13:17 PM EDT 
To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Lineberry, Crystal Nolan" <._cJj__n____e____b___e___r___ry@unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 

It looks like the Sport Admin. Concentration was dropped from her program plan stack. Should she now be certified based on the standard EXSS 

major or was this an error? Thanks 

Rocky James Horton 
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From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ~: 16 PM 

To: ~carolina.rr.com 

Subject: inib 

Hi 

So good to meet ruth you and your parents this weekend. Here are some links that you mind find useful. 

First of all, you already have a PID - Here it is: 

And on your page in ConnectCarolina, it looks like you roll be able to register for classes beginning on So that’s much better than I thought when me met 

yesterday. 

Since you have a PID, you should be able to to to this site mad mid create your UNC onyen, email address mid password so that you cml start using the UNC system. 

https://onyen.unc.edw’cgi- bi~/unc idiser~’ices 

click that you agree and then enter the required information mid Create your onyen and email. 

The link m the First Year Guide is here: 
advi~ing~nc.edui         G~i~ 
the last 2 pages have the testing, placement, and AP credit intbrmation. Your AP US and AP English scores are already in the system, as is your SAT Math results. 

So what we’ll be able m do after the other students have registered in early November is look m see what classes are still open and have you ready to register by 
) ¯ You should read the info carefully that will be sent when your admissions letter an-ives, t ay close attention to maything about Academic Advising. You’ll need to 

have some contact ruth them before you are allowed to register, and we’ll want to get that done before 



FlrOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday 8:04 PM 

kcs@uncaa.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Math course 

Coach, 

One thing I should have added to our discussion and to Coach’s email is this: If the decision is that you will graduate in Dec.     without the SOCI degree, we must 

save the MATH class for fall of     so that you will have one course in your final semester that is degree applicable. After the spring semester, your I       degree 

will be finished except for that course. Adding the SOCI major as soon as the decision is made, would eliminate that issue and you could take MATH in summer 

school 

Tony 



From: Tow Yount<ton3yount@uncaa’unc’edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 Plvl 

To: @email .unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 

just come by tomonow - we’ll go downstairs and ask you some tough questions 

On , at 12:07 PM, vrote: 

hey "tow, 

so i emailed     md she hasnt gotten back to me yet. can you do me a 

favor? if she is in her office when your axe at your office con you ask her 

if she roll be available tomorrow at like 10:40? im going to come over to 

see you so if shes there i would like to talk to her’. 

Thaaks, 



From: Tony Yount<ton3~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ~ 3:18 PM 

To: @em~Jl.nnc.edu 

Subject: Re: Books 

Dear Miss 

If yon would take the time to read the whole email, your question would be answered. 

"2. SPRING BOOK PURCHASE 
For those on book scholarship - Compliance folks will be on the 5th floor of the AC beginning 

¯ 

. " 

" " k " They’ will be there the same hours dunng the following wee . 

On , at 2:17 PM, wrote: 

from 10 - 2, to approve book purchase forms. 

Tony, 

My flight is scheduled to not get back here until the’ I was 

just wondering how an11 will get my books because I will miss the date 

compliance is sigxling the forms. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 3:20 PM 

To: ~emml.nnc.edu 

Subject: Re: Books 

Dear Miss, 

If you would take the time to read the whole email, your question would be answered. 

"2. SPRING BOOK PURCHASE 

For those on book scholarship - Compliance folks roll be on the 5th floor of the AC beginning Jan 7. from 10 - 2, to approve book purchase forms. 

They will be there the same hours during the tbllowing week. " 

The words "beginning Jan 7" and "the stone hours.., the Ibllowing week." would be the relevmat words in these instances. 

I hope that you read questions on your exoalls more thoro 

On            , at 2:17 PM,      wrote: 

Tony, 

My flight is sche&lled to not get back here until the 9tJ1 of January. I was 

just wondering how am I roll get my books because I roll miss the date 

compliance is signing the tbrms. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

To: ~gmaJl.com 

Subject: Worksheet ? 

Just checking worksheets. Wanted to be sure that you have a plan for completing your lab science, and your foreign language Gen College requirements. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:00 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: AC Open til 11 

He?" 

Just got your 2nd email. That’s good news. What’s the new grade? 

I jus~t looked at your spring ,schedule. Do you intend to drop one of those classes? That is a very heavy load, ruth some travel and heavy lax responsibilities on you? 

Let me know if you’re planning to drop one of those. 

On at 9:42 AM, ~email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Sony to bother you on break but I just leceived a grade in my port    that I do not think is correct, I got a C~ while     with very, similar grades and 

less participation in class received a B ~, I don’t know what I got on the final but I don’t think I did poorly enough to get a C~, I emailed my teacher but 

he said he doesn’t like to discuss grades over email and said I could come taJk to him when school starts, but if he did make a mistake, could a change to 

my grade be made at this time? 

Sorry again, hope your having a good break! 

....... Original Message ...... 

From: Tony Yoant 

To: Undisclosed-recipieats: <~; 

Subject: AC Open Ill 11 

Sent:           4:25 PM 

5th floor should be open unlil 11 for s~dy beginning Wed - Friday, and then Sun - Wed of ne,’d week. 

Sent via BlackBeny from T-Mobile 



From: Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tx~oks 

firfft time heeaing that from a~yone - I doubt that is the case. I roll forwmd to Amy Hemlan for advice. 

On , at 4:40 PM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, my books tbr the fall have yet to be paid. Is that across the 

board for students-athletes? Thanks. Hope you are having a wonderful break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Grade still missing 

Business school is notoriously late with grades. No surprise there. Have just a bit of patience. 

On            , at 11:47 AM.      ., wrote: 

had a great semester grade wise 

Tony, 

Hey! SoW to bug you, but two things, first -- I got a B in Adv. 

Micro!!!!’. Dang! All that work on the final and paper must’ve helped 

somehow. And second, my grade tbr BUSI    is still missing, I’ve emaJled 

the professor twice about it. Let me know if there’s anything I can do. 

Thmlks! 



FrO]Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony YounV4on?youut(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 12:35 PM 

ai schae@uncaa, unc.edu 

Re: Question 

Am?~ 

has earned 112 hours through fall 2010, and is registered for 15 more in the spring. She will complete her requirements in May. 

On Dec 22, 2010, at 12:09 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Carl you confirm that 
will complete her remaining coursework in the spring? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 4:23 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: ulxtated list of majors 

almost done ruth the academic repo(t for Jenny. All that is in there, and I’ll include you on the email. Majors are listed on the garde 

On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of: Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:42 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: ulxtated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors, Connect Cm~olina is a disaster, 

On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of: Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(919) 962-0612 (tax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:43 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: ulxtated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors. Connect Carolina is a disaster, old forms don’t work anymore. We are struggling 

with providing information accurately and in good form. This isn’t it, but it is 

On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

19191 962-7259 Iofficel 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut@uncaa.unc.edu;" 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:43 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: updated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors. Connect Carolina is a disaster, old forms don’t work anymore. We are struggling 

with providing information accurately mid in good form. This isn’t it, but it is the most updated list available. 









On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

19191 ~bZ-Ub12 ItaxJ 

TarHeelBlue.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut@uncaa.unc.edu;" 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:44 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: updated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors. Connect Carolina is a disaster, old forms don’t work anymore. We are struggling 

with providing information accurately mid in good form. This isn’t it, but it is the most updated list available. 









On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy {particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

i919i 962-0 12 ira×) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 1:40 AM 

gfnlton@ uncaa.unc.edu; kc@uncaa.unc.edu 

updated liszt 

Coaches, 

The Academic Report that I sent to you yesterday or the day before did not include           aame on the Dean’s list. She is on the Dean’s List and had an 

outstanding semester. One of he1          grades posted ve~ late and I forgot to add her to the list once that grade poffted. 

Sor~ for that mistake. The new and updated report is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:59 PM 

;kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Re: Registration help 

SolD" you dropped it. Porter was just tlying to reduce his class size. The course with him isn’t h~xd. 

On          , at 10:45 AM,.             wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hope you had a wonderful Christmas and New Year. 

A few weeks ago, I received an email from Prof. Porter where he explained that his Afam :ourse was very challenging and was not a good choice 

for a non-major who was just trying to fulfill the US diversity requirement (this was precisely my case). So, I decided to drop that class. 

The alternative I have been looking at is M USC    (I                  which was only offered to part-time students at first. Now, the Connect 

Carolina portal says that "Restrictions have been partially removed to allow full-time students to register" but it still won’t let me do so. I was hoping 

you knew why this is and if there is anything we can do that will let me enroll in this class. I need this course to graduate in May. 

Thank you for your help and kind regards, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tom~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 11:00 PM 

enan- flagler.unc.edu 

Re: Registration help 

SolD" you dropped it. Po(ter was just trying to reduce his class size. The course ruth him is~ft hard. Usually, they roll let you register for the MUSC courses ruth 

section numbe~     ast within the week before class. Try it again tomorrow, and if you can’t register tomorrow, then eln~il the prof mid ask when it will open up. 

sections are part of the ~qnd the restrictions should be gone soon, but the prof could tell you what you need 

On , at 10:45 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hope you had a wonderful Christmas and New Year. 

A few weeks ago, I received an email from Prof. Porter where he explained that his Afarr :ourse was very challenging and was not a good choice 

for a non-major who was just trying to fulfill the US diversity requirement (this was precisely my case). So, I decided to drop that class. 

The alternative I have been looking at is MUSC                       , which was only offered to part-time students at first. Now, the Connect 

Carolina portal says that "Restrictions have been partially removed to allow full-time students to register" but it still won’t let me do so. I was hoping 

you knew why this is and if there is anything we can do that will let me enroll in this class. I need this course to graduate in May. 

Thank you for your help and kind regards, 



From: Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, 12:17 PM 

To: ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: & textbooks. 

Hadn’t thought of that, but I’m sure her parents could order pickup and shipping of the package via UPS or FedEx. 

On , at 10:07 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of the scholarship budget. 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <]:__k_4_kj___O___R__]}_O__[~@__s__t£4_r_e:£_n___c_:_e___d_£ > 8:34 AM >>> 

Sure - yOkE Can give me the books needed and address and I’tl take care of it on rny end; wotYt need a signature your authorization is good enough. 

You are ok w!us charging the athletic office the postage fee.> I’ll email you the receipt. 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

A/R Supervisor, Student Stores 

(919) 962-2412 
(919} 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 
"Never underestimate [he power of words.. They can eleva[e the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fwd: & textbooks. 

Toni, 
Is there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine? 

Amy 

> >> Tony Yount <.t__o__[ly__,y___o___u__r_Lt__@_flLT_La_j_L_c__o__[:O.> : 

Amy, 

10:39 AM > > > 

will be missing the first 2 weeks of class through with the . She emailed me this morning asking 

about textbooks, Obviously she’d like to have them in so that she can do the reading and keep up in her classes, Can I go to the store and get her 

textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to her by FedEx? 

Tony 



From: Tony, Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To: ~emaJl. unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: & textbooks. 

Student Stores will package your textbooks and send them to you, but athletics can’t pay for that out of scholarship budget. Would your parents be willing to order a 

UPS pickup and shipment to you 

We would need the exact address for you for deliveu. I’m working on this ruth Amy, now. Let me know if your parents are rolling. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:              10:07:08 AM MST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: RE:          & textbooks. 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of the scholarship budget. 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu > 8:34 AM >>> 

Sure- you can give me the books needed and address and Iql take care of it on my end; won’t need a signature your authorization is good enough. 

You are ok w/us charging the athletic office the postage fee? I’ll email you the receipt. 

t h i~ n ks 

Toni Horton 

AiR Supervisor, Student Stores 

(9:19} 962-24.:12 

(9:19) 962-9722 fax 

tmhodon @_stom.u nc.edu 
"Never underestimate the. power of words.. They can elevate 1he spirit or wound 1he soul" 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, [ 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fwd: k textbooks. 

Toni, 
Is there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine’? 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tony.yount@qmail.com > 

Amy, 

1_0:39 AM > > > 

MII be missing the first 2 weeks of class through She emailed me this morning asking 
about textbooks. Obviously she’d like to have them in    ;o that she can do the reading and keep up in her classes. Can l go to the store and get her 

textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to her by FedEx? 

Tony 



From: Ton’,, Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 12:22 PM 

To: ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 1 & texth)oks. 

0 

working, on a book list now 

at 10:20 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

through Friday. Will be in the office Satmflay and hope to have this finalized by then. 

Yes, I think it would be cleaner if the student athlete were to pay for the shipping. I11 check with Toni and see how we can make that work. 

In the meantime, can you be putting together a list of the books sine needs? I ttnink I’ll be able to send that list to Toni and she will collect the books and ship 

them for us (assuming we get the shipping part figured out). 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >         12:18 PM > > > 

Hadn’t thought of that, but I’m sure her parents could order pickup and shipping of the package via UPS or FedEx. Would that work? 

Ot at 10:07 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of time sctnolarstnip budget, 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <:[}_M___U__O____R__T___O____N___@__s__t__o__E_e_:_U__L~__q~&_d__u__> ::34 AM > > > 

Sure-- you can give me the books needed and address and I’1f take care ot:it on my end; won’t need s signature your authorization is 

good enough. You are ok w/us charging the athletic office the postage fee? rll email you the receipt. 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

AiR Supervisor, StudenL Stores 

{919) 962--2412 

(919) 962-9722 fax 

t mhorton ~,store.unc.ed u 
"Never underestimate the power of words_ They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fwd: Malmberg & textbooks, 

Toni, 
Is there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine? 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <_Lo_£~_X=y__o___u_EL@_g_r_D~[jLc___o___r[!> 

Amy, 

10:39 AM >>> 

will be missing the first 2 weeks of class through She emailed me this 

morning asking about textbooks, Obviously she’d like to have them in so that she can do the reading and keep up in her classes. Can I go 

to the store and get her textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to her by FedEx? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Malmbe~ & textbooks. 

I talked       nto coming to Chapel Hill this weekend, meeting her professors on the first 2 days of class, and flying tc    on Wednesday. No need for special book 

arrangements. She will get them herself. Its better for her to see her profs before leaving and 

On           . at 10:33 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Once she gets the book list done, forward it to me, along with her schedule, so I can have Shelly/Erin confirm that we can pay for them all. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 12:22 PM > > > 

is working on a book list now. I’m in %qll be in the office Saturday and hope to have this finalized by then. I’ve asked 

to check with her parents about paying for the shipping. I’ll update you when I hear back from her. 

On at 10:20 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Yes, I think it would be cleaner if the student athlete were to pay for the shipping. I’ll check with Toni and see how we can make that work. 

In the meantime, can you be putting together a list of the books she needs? I think I’ll be able to send that list to Toni and she will collect the 

books and ship them for us (assuming we get the shipping part figured out). 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >          2:18 PM > > > 

Hadn’t thought of that, but I’m sure her parents could order pickup and shipping of the package via UPS or FedEx. Would that work? 

Or ., at 10:07 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of the scholarship 

budget. 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <][__M___F:!_O____R__T___O____N__@_s__t__o__E_e_:_U__LtC_:g(_[_u_> 8:34 AM > > > 

Sure- you can give me the books needed and address and Iql take care of it on my end; won’t need a signature your 

authorization is good enough. You are ok w!us charging the athletic office the postage fee? Iql email you the receipt 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

AiR Supervisor, Student Stores 

(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
trnhotton@slore~unc~edu 
"Never underestimate 1he power of words.. They can elevale the spirit or wound the souF 

From: Amy Herman rmailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fw~ ~ textbooks, 

Toni, 

[s there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine? 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tony.vount@omail.com > 
Amy, 

10:39 AM >>> 

will be missing the first 2 weeks of class through . She 

emailed me this morning asking about textbooks. Obviously she’d like to have them it"    o that she can do the reading and 

keep up in her classes. Can I go to the store and get her textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to 

her by FedEx? 

Tony 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday,. 11:26 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

Re: COMM 

I don’t know anything about screen wriling but it sounds like a time intensive course to take. I just talked with Molly Bancroft in the COMM department and they have 

nothing open. I’ve been so swamped this morning that I haven’t been able to look for classes. I’ll do that later this evening. You could go to COMM : md tell me 
what you th 

On            at 10:26 AM                 wrote: 

Tony. My Intemet is down at the moment mid I am about to go to math class at 10. I had signed up for comm _ :lass. I was 
wondering if you had any ideas for a class, or ifI should continue to take it even though it is tb~ ttope you had a good break! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, January. 11, 2011 11:18 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: 12-Hour Report and Holds Report 

Good luck with that. I talked with Sarah Jacobson in Advising and asked her where studems would actually be able to see eviden 

On Jan 11,2011, at 11:12 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Thanks. [ will update this once I am able to see verification of graduation in Connect. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 1/11/2011 10:50 AM > > > 

Hey Susan, 

Probably not a big issue, but from the 12 hour report 

graduated and aren’t here anymore, 

Tony 

have all 

On Jan 11, 2011, at 10:15 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Good Morning All, 

Attached is this morning’s 12 hour report and holds report. Obviously there are a number of students on the list who are no longer enrolled 

or graduated, Once we receive Change of Status forms, this will be cleaned up, Just you can sift through those names for now. 

Also, I am home today since the kids are off, If you need anything, give my cell phone a call. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa,unc,edu 

<l.ll.ll.xlsx> < Holds 1.11.11.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, : 18 PM 

~email .unc.edu 

j sagula@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Study Hall 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

Susan, 

Can we send underload approvals via email without a human signature? I 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wical, Lora" <wical@unc.edu> 
Date:                12:39:50 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Glenn (Ath Academic Counselor)" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: 

Attached is documentation regarding degree requirements and her request for a senior underload, 

Lora Wical 

Lora Wical :.: Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 .:. McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 .. tel 919.962.3170 .. fax 919.962.6964 
wical(i~,unc.edu :. w~v.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

t_.o__c_’ /,~o~:, l~ I\:’>:¸ ~i0~. ~ ~3 ¸.39’¸54 -04~0 ’?S?2~;t.~V?.~::s 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday ~:38 PM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re 

I don’t tlfink    s required mlymore and I believe that change applies to cunent students. That’s the concensus of my buddies over here. It is not listed on the new 

worksheet. And according to Lords letter for     , she doesn’t indicate that she needs it. I will ask     ’ to get a signature for the underload. 

On, at 2:30 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

It was always be preferrable to have a signature, So if she can get it, that would probably be best, By your review, does she not need BUS[ 

only course that I show she is missing as it relates to this letter. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > " 

has a hard copy, but it was also not signed. " 

12:23 PM >>> 

r can get a signature tomorrow if its needed. 

Thatisthe 

On at 2:17 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Is there any reason why Lora Wical did not sign it? I guess this is alright since it came from her email. Thanks. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 12:54 PM > > > 

Susan, 

Can we send underload approvals via email without a human signature? Is this sufficient for 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wical, Lora" <wical@unc.edu> 
Date                12:39:50 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Glenn (Ath Academic Counselor)" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: 

Attached is documentation regarding degree requirements and her request for a senior underload. 

Lora Wical 

Lora Wical :. Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 .: McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599=3490 .. tel 919.962.3170 ... fax 919.962.6964 

wical(~),unc.edu .:. ~’~.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

i!ii/~ ~i~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~iii~¸~i~ ~ ~ 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 9:25 AM 

To: Lacrosse 

Subject: Tutors 

Ladies~ 

Tutoring schedules are being formed now. If you already know that you’d like to work ruth a tutor regularly this semester, let me know asap so we can get you into t]m 

system. When you email or text, include tke class number, the section number, and the night that you’d prefer. 

I roll be out of the office tomon~ow morning until 11 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 8:55 PM 

~email. unc.edu; ~berkeley.edu; 

meeting time 

~email.~mc.edu 

Ladie~ 

I have all tJle freshmen ,scheduled now, so I’d like to set meeting times for each of you next week 



Flmln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,               9:13 PM 

@email.unc.edu; ~berkeley.edu 

meeting time 

~email.unc edu 

Ladies~ 

I have all the freshmen scheduled now, so I’d like to set meeting times for each of you next week if you’d log on to FB chat when you take a s~aldy break and let’s pick 

a time 

are already 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:33 PM 

j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sophomore appts 

Coach, 

AppoinUnents ruth all set for ne~ week 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 3:52 PM 

Erica Behm <ebehm@email.tmc.edu> 

EXSS 

Tutor Session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 4:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Jan Mann <j aJlmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject" 

Tony Yount ~ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:19 PIVl 

~email.unc.edu> 

Jan Mann ~,jmamann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

EXSS    tutoring with on Monday nights at 7 pm this semester 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Fridav. 4:21 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: BUSI 

Tutoring for BUSI    wifll on Wednesday 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:22 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edtr~ 

Subject: EXSS 

Tutoring for EXSS    with 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, ~:23 PM 

To: ~emaJl .unc.edu"~ 

Subject: ENGL and ENGL 

Tutoring for both classes witll 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:53 PM 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@ancaa.unc.edu> 

Drop deadline and study hall 

Ladies, 

Tomorrow, Monday is the last day to drop classes online. Check with me first. Under no circumstances can you drop below 12 hours. 

Tutoring, also begins this week. I emailed appt notices on Friday. If you need a tutor, and you’re willing to commit to a weekly meeting with "that tutor, please email me 

to set up an appt. If you j ust need sporadic help, and don’t want to commit to a weekly session, remember that tutoring for almost all classes is available on a drop-in 

basis in Dey Hall on Tues and Wed evenings - 6-9 pm. Info is here: http://learmngcenter.unc.edw’servicegPeer%20Tutoring 

Study Hall, for those of you who have required hours, begins ths week. We’re open 6 - 10 Sun - Thursday. It should be less crowded than the fall, and remember that 

you can get hours in the morning and altemoon when you don’t have practice. Please be responsible enough to sign in and out properly each day you are in the At. 

Weekly meetings for freshmen begin on the normal schedule. Sophomores, this is your week to meet with me. Please emaJ1 your syllabi if you have not done so. 

We’re told that the new AC is 9 days ahead of schedule and on budget - vely good news for having the building ready for us in August. 

I should be in the office normal hours until Friday, when I roll have surgeu at file hospital. Its planned for one overnight in the hospital and fllen release. Should be 
back in the office next Tuesday ifaJl goes as planned. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

Hello 

The information you seek is not on the website yet, and when I called to ask about it, they were so impressed that an incoming is already planning ahead so well. 

She did tell me that the registration information will be live on at 9 am. The 2-day sessions occur on MiTues and Thnrs/Ffi each week. They begin 

and continue through The resume on through the end of the month. So you can plml yonr session and if you log in on the Nh, you shonld 

have a great chance at getting the session that you want. 

I hope this is helpful. We’re looking forward to having join us. IfI can be of further help, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Volleyball 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 

On at 11:37 AM wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
I was talkin.q with Eve Rackham and she asked me to get in touch with you to find out the dates for orientation this summer, will be starting with 

the girls’         team there this fall and they would like for her to attend their summer camp July 14-17. Apparently, they try to get the girls to schedule their 
orientation during or around the camp dates. 

Therefore if you could help me out with the choices for orientation dates, I would greatly appreciate it. 
Thanks for your help, 

"Lil’e isff t a [~:~ut wa king for the storm to pa ss. it’ s a [~:a~t la~ rmng to da ncc it~ ti~e rain." 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

Click here to learn more including how to order! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony, Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AIM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Learning disability report 

The next step after testing is that you have to write an impact statement so that the committee can review your test scores, your impact statement, and decide on the 

level of services that you can get. So the next step is on you. You can come see Beth Lyons (2 cubicles from me) and she can tell you what you need to put into your 
statement. Once you get it writte~L then the p~ocess can move forward. 

is Friday, so I’ll miss that day, and likely, Monday, too. 

011 at 10:47 AM, sinead wrote: 

Hi TonTr, 

After I got tested for ADHD and other learning disabilities~ the results 

were: I have ADHD, a writing and a reading disabili~. 

In order for me to get extra time on assignments and exams in class, I need 

to have a report for the teachers. 

Do you kmow who I can get the report off? 

When is your operation? 

ThaJlk you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 9:09 PM 

,~,~em all. unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu> 

No meetings today 

~email.unc.edu>: @emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Today was much beVter than yes~terday, but still not feeling well enough to come back in to the office yet. 

No meetings today. 

Tony 



From: Tony Yount<tom~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 8:09 PM 

To: @ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PID 

Thaxflcs 

I 

On Feb 1,2011, at 8:01 PM, wrote: 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:09 PM 

To: ~emaJl.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PID 

Th~ks 

It roll get here before you know it. 

Look for an email from me early next week about registering for CTOPS. 

On at 8:01 PM, wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday,                10:36 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Study Hall Horns 

Coach, 

has earned 4 hours and 12 minutes of study hall time this week. Added to the hour she got last week. She is at 5 hours and 12 mimltes for the 2 week period, 

needing another 2 hours and 48 minutes to complete the hours due this week. 

She has made up the hours that she missed last week. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 12:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor- GEOL 

your scholalship will cover it 

On          , at 11:17 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, hope you well:) 

im in a bit of a pickle so for drama we have to purchase priveldge cards to 

go and watch plays but the problme is they ~y they stopped seeling on the 

29th of january is there any chance I cm~ still somehow purchase it as my 

scholarship/book covers this? 

thanks 

On Thu, 

wrote: 

09:56:14 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You have a GEOL Lab tutor session each Wed night at 8 pm. 

Please attend every week. Iftbr some reason you are unable to attend. 

email or text me ~Jlead of time so that I can notify, the tutor. 

These sessions occur each week. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tom~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday 12:27 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor- GEOL 

your scholarship roll cover it 

On           at 11:17 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, hope you well:) 

im in a bit of a pickle so for drama we have to purchase priveldge cards to 

go and watch plays but the problme is they ~y they stopped seeling on the 

is there any chance I cm~ still somehow purchase it as my 

scholarship/book covers this? 

thanks 

On Thu, 

wrote: 

)9:56:14 -0500, Tony Yount <tonwoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You have a GEOL Lab tutor session each Wed night at 8 pm. 

Please attend every week. Iftbr some reason you are unable to attend. 

email or text me ~Jlead of time so that I can notify, the tutor. 

These sessions occur each week. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Question about ~hedules tonight! 

Seton, 

First, let me tell you how nmch I enjoyed seein~ ’Playin~ for Time’. I kno~ quite well, so I went to the play, and when I entered the theatre, I saw your 

mom. It was great to see her. And it took absolutely no time to figure out that you were 

her daughter. Your performance was wonderfifl, mad I really enjoyed it. I look forward to meeting you. 

I will email each of them today.          ;ession should not be impacted at all. 

On l           . at 9:25 AM, seton wrote: 

shotdd amve just at~ter 8/br a brief check in with you tonight. 

Hi, Tony! 

I mentor                  ., (separately now) on Mondays and Wednesdays, 

but I know they have some sort of event tonight. Are either one of them 

coming AFTER the event for mentofing, or are they just taking the night 

off? 

Just wonderin!! 

Thank~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 8, 2011 2:09 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

She is now thinldng that she will do the general EXSS degree. 

On Feb 8, 2011, at 1:22 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Does qeed to change her concentration? I have her with 

let me knowwhat she is thinking. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

but she is not taking any EXSS courses toward this concentration. Just 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?young,~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:28 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edtr> 

Changing Major declaJcation 

Since you no longer intend to pursue 
EXSS major, you need to schedule an appt with an adviser in Steele Building and change your major to 

the ~egular EXSS. 

This is an important thing to take care of because of the way the NCAA counts hours toward eligibility and majors and your major that is officially on record actually 

needs to be the one that you a 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hey 

Thank for sending that along. 

I sent a long emaJl last night to your b 

On           at 10:00 PM, ~-rote: 

Hey Tony, 

This is :. I believe you told us to 

send you an email using our UNC emaJl accounts so that is u, hat tiffs is. Let 

me know if there is an~hing else you need me to do at this time. Talk to 

you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 8:38 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Thanks 

I’ll forward this to Jenny. No problem at all. We knew we would probably lose some folks due to school schedules. If you can get here by 

help you thiou~h it. I 

On           at 8:05 AM,        @email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony- I figured I should email you ruth my unc account, ~ that you 

have this address now. I mailed nay deposit check out yesterday. I am 

not able to attend the Ctops on        because I still am in school 

m~d have graduation that week, I roll email Coach Jenny al~ to let her 
know. Thmflc you- 

, I’ll still be here to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Tony’. 

Thanks lbr sending that along. 

You mentioned summer classes. Do you intend to be here for 2nd session in Chapel Hill? Or are you talking about co 

On            t 9:17 AM         vrote: 

Hi Tony! 

How are you doing? This i~ one of the incoming t?eshmm~ tbr 

I’ve been accepted and this is my onyen account! I’m not 

going to register tbr CTOPS yet because it might be during my prom and 

gladuation. I have to find that information out. Is there anything else I 

should be doing beside signing up for summer classes’? Let me know, thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 1:55 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Study Hall Hours 

The report this week shows that you’re short hours. I fixed the Monday morning session for you but the rest of the doesn’t show 4 hom~. 

Please ~nd me and email and copy to coach explaining why you’re short. 

Thank~ 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu~; 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmennan@unc.e&L> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE;: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her, She is not missing first day o[: SS1. MAC program begins May 17~1~. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 
Yes. I can give her a book form as long as Tom Tinlmermans has included her on the summer school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school 

scholarship tbnn ,so I assume he will. He hasfft sent us that list, however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day lbr the B school), she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t 

get dropped. 

Tony 

On , at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham~iunc.edu> 
wrote: 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the Ifh and will be looking to get the books on the :].5th. Should we iust bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student 2 years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, 

so we’ll start there. 

On , at 9:18 AM, rackham <mc~lam!i~;u~lc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad studet~ts ot~ scholarship to get: books? 

~!~:;O ?:.:~:~;:i: .i:.~2L,!!i;.!’ 
Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Ass~stm~t Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of Nort}~ Caro]t~a 

Carm~cbael Arena/Volleyball 

3:I_0 South Road 

Chapel Hill NC 275_15 

919-962-5233 (o} 

9f9-84343543 (t) 

rackham@une,edu 

~ ~y:aO__e_e_!__s_:__c__o____m__ 
http:fiwww~facebook.comlcarolinavolleyball 

http:l~witteLcom!m~cwlleybalt 

www.ca rolin avolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 9::!.6 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works d~e same way as with regular students. Once she gels to campus, she wilt need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the 

form to student stores and get the required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until 

to get them or how it works? 

?’hanks. 

~i:];i:i::;? :i!:?:i:~!:ii! HE.i:.i:ii!:.::.iii.!: 

Sincerely, 

Eve I~ackbam 

is here to get her books, She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything 



Assistant Volleyball Coach 

lJnivers~ty of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/VolleybaH 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (e) 

(c) 
~19~_4_,3~,5_~ 
rackham@un¢,edu 

ww~v,~oheels,~om 

~h~P~/~l~;~f~e~b~k~c~m~!~r~!~v~!~!~!!~ 
http:I!twRtar,comia ncvNleybatl 
~:~::~::~:_c__~_r_p__En___~Xg__!!~zb__~!_!:_c__9__m_ 
From: [mailto @f u edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date:            6:44 PM 

Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 

Cc: ttorton, Diane drone horton,ra~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Wooldndge, Gina" <GJna Wooldridge(i~kenan-flag]er.anc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 
I received the last text book designation for the summer tmrn. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Course Number Course Name Instructor 

MAC 700 Introduction to Financial Accounting Hand 

MAC 865 Microeconomics Chavis 

Gma 

MAC 701 Managerial Accounting Skender 
MAC 709 Financial Management Wang 

MAC 703A Legal System & Tort Liability for Business Barringer 

MAC 710 Financial Reporting A Stubben 

MAC 741 Introduction to Business Tax Edwards 

Textbook 
Financial Accounting, Harrison, Horngren, and Th, 
Courspack - available through UNC Student Stores 
Managerial Accounting, Tools for Business Decisic 
Paul D. Kimmel and Donald E. Kieso. 
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 9th ed. Ross, 
Business Law and the Regulation of Business, 11t] 
*Note: eBook edition is NOT acceptable. 
Intermediate Accounting, 14th Edition by Kieso, ~ 
Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities (5th 
862350; McGraw-Hill. *Note: the publication date 

<image001 .jpg>Twitter ] <image002.jpg> Lirlkedln i <image003.jpg> Facebook j <image004 jpg>MAC Journey BIo£ [ <imageoos.ipg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ U NC’s I<enan-Flagler Bu siness School 

9"~%962.3186 ¯ gina woo[dridge@kenan-fiagier.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.Lu%.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmelrnans, Tom" <fimmelrnans@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:52 AM 

mcldlam <mckham@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <ton~.Toun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Updated te:dbook list - summer 

It will be send out a little later this week. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: Yount, Tony 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her. She is not missing first day of SS:L MAC program begins May 17th. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes. I can give her a book fern1 as long as Tom Timmermans has included her on the summer ,school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school 

scholarship form so I assnme he will. He hasn’t sent us that list however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day tbr the B .school). she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t 

get dropped. 

Tony 

On , at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham(a)unc.e&l> 

wrote: 

th Ok thanks. She arrives late on the :l-/]tt~ and will be looking to get the books on the 15 . ShouM we )Jst bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had aJl EXSS grad student 2 years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, 

so we’ll start there. 

On , at 9:18 AM, rackham <racldmm,@~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
Do you know if it: works th~-_~ same way for Grad students on scholarship to get bo.:_~ks? 

~i:i;i=i::;? :i!:)~:i~!:ii! H:iZi:.i:iL.::.iil !: 

S~ncerely; 

Eve Rackbam 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Carmichae]l ArenaiVol]leyball 

310 So~tb IRoad 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919-962-5233 (o) 

919-843-8543 

rackham@unc.edu 

_~_~:fl_o__b__e__e__!~_;~_~__m__. 

http:/Iwww.facebook.com/carolinavNleyball 

htt p:h~witter.com/tmcvolteyball 

www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Torn 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: rackharn 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretW sure it works the same way as w, iU~ regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the 

form to student stores and get the required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: FrMay, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today~ Do you know if she needs to do anything 

to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 



Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

lhfiversity of North Carolina 

Carmichael ArenaiVolleybaH 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 275_1.5 

919-962-5233 (o} 

919-843-8543 (t) 

rackh~m@tme,edu 

http:ilwww,f~cebook,comlcarolinavolleyball 

http:l~witter,com!m~cwlleyb~lt 
www.ca rolin avollevball.com 
From, [.tD_~jJ_t_9_; _,@ f[u_~_e_~Lu_] 
Sent, Friday, 4:42 PM 
To, rackham 
Subject" Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 
.......... Fo1~varded message .......... 

From: "Wooldfidge, Gina" <~:i_i!La____~_~_~!22!__djj~!_JLe_r_l_’_a__rL-___fl__~_Lg!__e£:~!nc_:ed~!> 

Date:            6:44 PM 

Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 

Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane hortou~kenan-flaaler.unc.edu>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridae(a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 
I received the last text book designation for the summer tenn. Plea~ see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Course Number Course Name Instructor 

MAC 700 Introduction to Financial Accounting ttand 

MAC 865 Microeconomics Chavis 

Gina 

MAC 701 Managerial Accounting SLender 

MAC 709 Financial Management Wang 

MAC 703A Legal System & Tort Liability for Business Barringer 

MAC 710 Financial Reporting A Stubben 

MAC 741 Introduction to Business Tax Edwards 

Textbook 

Financial Accounting, Harrison, Horngren, and Th, 

Courspack - available through UNC Student Stores 

Managerial Accounting, Tools for Business Decisic 

Paul D. Kimmel and Donald E. Kieso. 

Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 9th ed. Ross, 

Business Law and the Regulation of Business, 11t] 
*Note: eBook edition is NOT acceptable. 

Intermediate Accounting, 14th Edition by Kieso, 

Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities (Sth 
862350; McGraw-Hill. *Note: the publication date 

<image001 .jpg>Twitter ] <image002.jpg> Linkedln i <image003.jpg> Fszeboo!<, I <image004 ipg>MAC Journey B!og [ <imageoos,jpg>YouTube 

Gina M.Wooldrldge ¯ Assistan[ Director, Mas[er of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Fiagler Busir’,ess Sohool 

919.962.~186 ¯ ,~ina wooldrid~e(~.kenan-fia~ier.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 8:06 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Medical School 

Dear Dr. Roper, 

My name is , and I am currently a fieshman at UNC. I am 

intelested in attending upon graduating from Cal~olina, but I 

am in a bit of a unique situation. I am also a member of the 

team at Cm~olina on full scholarship, and I plan to use all four years of eligibility. However, I can feasibly graduate 

with a double major and minor (while fultilling the necessary, 

requirements) in three years, which leaves me with a year of eligibility 

and no coursework. 

Consequently, I mn considering the possibility of applying to the 

and beginning my first year of studies during my fourth 

year of eligibility. After doing a little research, however, I have come 

across a new dilemma. With my practJ.ce schedule, I would not be 

able to all of the first-year courses. Based on the 

Calendar, the                            class coincides almost 

exactly’ ruth our practice time. Thus, the question I would like to ask you 

is: ifI am awarded admission into the                      for the fall 
of    , would it be possible for me to take most, but not all, of the 

first year             courses and make up those courses my schedule 

will not accommodate the follomng summer, or in subsequent years? 

Thank you very much tbr your time and consideration. 

On            at 7:21 PM,      wrote: 

Dear Dr. Roper, 

My name is , and am currently a freshman at UNC. I am 
interested in attending upon graduating from Carolina, but I 
am in a bit of a unique situation, am also a member ofthe 

team at Carolina on full scholarship, and I plan to compete for 
the entirety my four years of eligibility. However, I can feasibly graduate 
with a double major and minor (while fulfilling the necessary 
requirements) in three years, which leaves me with a year of eligibility 
and no coursework. 

Consequently, I am considering the possibility of applying to the 
and beginning my first year of studies during my fourth 

year of eligibility. After doing a little research, however, I have come 
across a new dilemma. With my practice schedule, I would not be 
able to all of the first-year courses. Based on the 

Calendar, the                           class coincides almost 
exactly with our practice time. Thus, the question I would like to ask you 
is: if I am awarded admission into the                     for the fall 
of would it be possible for me to take most, but not all, ofthe 
first year courses and make up those courses my schedule 
will not accommodate the following summer, or in subsequent years? 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

janmalm@uncaa, unc.edu 

pearley@uncaa, unc.edu 

grade update 

All the missing grades are in except 

on Dean’s List. 

socI test. 

I’ll send the lull retx~rt wh 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

grades 

Talked with Susan Maloy this morning. 

missing grade in WMST    roll not affect her eligibility and she’s cleared for this weekend and the playoffs. The good news is that when the WMST 

grade is posted, it should get her to 18 hours for the year and we won’t lose the APR point that we would have had she remained a WMST major. So happy news all 

around. 

last grade has posted. No Dean’s List for her. is the o 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:47 PM 

To: 

Ce: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu; ~cox.net; 

Subject: grads pics 
me,com 

http:/igallery.me.com 

and I took photos this morning. 

Thought you might enjoy them. 

Other pictures from the year that are up on my website will come down 

ENoy - have great summers. 

so if you want them, you should download "them betbre then. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Another Question... 

Hello 

Good questions - don’t ever hesitate. 

Well, if you already have a prescription, yon can transfer that prescription to Student Health. There is a pharmacy in the building where students, and student athletes 

are treated. Most students get their prescriptions there. Here is a link to those services. 

http:/icampushealth.unc.edu/ 

Between summer school and thll semester Coach Sagula usually houses the team in a local hotel. Last summer it was a Marriott. 

He will get you that information in plenty of time to get settled thele with the rest of the team. 

Domls open for at noon. You’ll be able to check in and move in at that time. 

Anything else, you can let me lolow. 

Your CTOPS orientation is, I think~ ,scheduled now during your summer school classes. That’s really not a problem as your class will always take precedent over the 
orientation sessions, but you could call the CTOPS office and see if you could change to a session that’s jns~t before your summer school sIarts, if you want 

On at 6:44 PM, wrote: 

Hi~ 

I don’t know if this goes to you or not, but I was wondering how I would 

get perscriptions for medication at UNC... (not like being sick staff, like 

ADHD F10e stuff). 
Actually I have another question. Do you know where I will be living after 

summer school but before fall semester? Or who I should ask? 

Oh, sor~ i have a third question. Do you know when I can move into the 

dorms for summer school? Or when I should anyways? 

Sorry to be asking ,so many questions. 

Thanks Ibr all the help. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc ,edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:48 PM 

To: ~ email .unc .edu 

Subject: transcript 

hello dear 

Working on trmlscripts and worksheets today. 
Just wanted to be certain that you knew that in order to come back for your 5th year, you’ll need to be at 105 hours. Right now you’re at 80. If you take 12 fall hours 

and 12 springs hours, you’ll be one hour short for coming backyour 5th year, so one of the semes~ters next year, or summer school, you’ll need to pick up enough 

hours to get you to 105. 

I hope summer is being good to you. Take care 

Tony 

(i do hope this email wasn’t ’inappropriate’. Perhaps I shouldn’t have asked about your summer. Entirely too personal.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu; @email.~mc.edu 

august graduation 

is your deadline to apply 

Here is the link to the info 

Here is the link to the application 

http://advising .unc.edu,’forseNors/S ummerGraduafionApplicafion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

@gmail.com 

Re: I~Sat subject test 

congrats~ that places you out of Math 

that’s great. 

which is prerequisite for the upper level math classes at Carolina and that’s a really valuable thing to have taken care of so 

Will you be lransferring in your foreign language credit? Send me the name of the college giving the credit and let me check if for you. They will probably insist that you 

take the foreign language test anyway, but its short and won’t take much time. But I’d like to check the foreign language credit that you think you’re going to get just to 

be sure. 

On . at 9:02 PM, ~ @gmail.com wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to let you know that I got a    on math SAT subject test. Does that place me out of a math class’? Also, I am wondering if I have to take 

the language placement test because I will have all my foreign lmlguage credits. Thanks! 

Ps. I am coming down to orientation on. 

Seut from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Saturday, May 29, 2010 9:51 AM 

To: .~Ihndj services.com 

Subject: website link 

Fred, 

Here is the link to the banquet night phots 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, May 30, 2010 11:16 PM 

pearley@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re:              All-American Scholass - Mus~t Submit Final Transcript 

P. 

So sorry. I traveled with               to Baltimore and hm, en 

On             at 4:40 PM, Patricia Earley wrote: 

Tony, 
The National Golf Coaches Association(NGCA) is now ready for the next step in identifying the All American Scholars. 
l nominated            and                , but according to my records, only,               is above a cumulative 3.5 gpa. (        is not eligible 

since she did not compete enough this spring) 

The NGCAwants the following fo 
All nominations submitted to date are conditional. For a player to receive this honor, we must receive a mailed hard copy of the individual’s 

final Spring transcript postmarked by       . The transcript can be an official or unofficial and must demonstrate the student-athlete’s 

cumulative GPA. Please highlight the GPA on the transcript so we can easily find it. 
I can’t remember how we have done this in past years... What is the best way for me to take care of this? 
Thanks! 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

~earlev@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: "Roger Yaffe" <roger@ngca.com> 
Date:            9:00:47 AM EDT 
To: <dl@lists.ngca.com> 
Subject: [NGCA Div I] NGCA All-American Scholars - Must Submit Final Transcript 
Reply-To: <roger@ngca.com> 

To All Division I Coaches, 

The will be announced the week of 

All nominations submitted to date are conditional. For a player to receive this honor, we must receive a mailed hard copy of the individual’s 

final Spring transcript postmarked by        The transcript can be an official or unofficial and must demonstrate the student-athlete’s 

cumulative GPA. Please highlight the GPA on the transcript so we can easily find it. 

Transcripts must be mailed to our address below (and not faxed or emailed). As the NGCA has received nearly 500 nominations, I am not 

going to contact individual coaches to alert them that we have received the final transcripts. It is your responsibility to ensure they are 

mailed. 

If you have a student-athlete that you nominated but did not make the required 3.50 cumulative GPA, please email me to alert us. 

Please contact me with questions. Thank you. 
********************* 

Roger M. Yaffe 

Executive Director 

National Golf Coaches Association 

5905 NW 54th Circle 

Coral Springs, FL 33067 

Phone/Fax: (800) 381-0769 

www.ngca.com 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:22 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Ce: j sagula@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

You will be able to get your computer before summer school starts. Scott Amato (samato@email.unc.edu) is the person for you to contact. The easiest thing to do 

would be to go to the regular distribution on Tuesday afternoon        and get the computer from hirn, but you need to make that contact with him and set that 

appointment up, based on your own schedule. I believe that you told me that you will be here on that day. 

I hope this helps. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:            11:07:33 AM EDT 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Tony, 

See below from ourcontact with the RamShop. Probably easiesttojust give his emailaddressto 

Thanks, 

Amy 

and have her contact him directly to set something up! 

> > > Scott Amato <samato@email.unc.edu > 11:05 AM > > > 
Amy 

what day will she be on campus, we distro on Tuesday and Fridays 

Starting this Friday 

you can give her rny email and i will work with her, sorry i missed this 
one last week. 

Scott 

"I do not fear computers. I feat" lack of them." 

Isaac Asimov 

On Wed, at 11:24 AM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Scott, 

> 

> will be attending 2nd session summer school in advance of her CTOPS 

> session. Can she pick up her laptop in advance of 2nd session? What’s the 

> easiest way? For her to come during the computer distribution session for 
> the session? If so, what day/time does that happen? 
> 

> Or could she set up a time otherwise to do it with you or your staff? 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Assistant AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?youut(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 1 l:12 AM 

aischae@tmcaa.unc.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uucaa.uuc.edu 

Re: 

Susau, 

As of last week, Beth Lyons has assumed responsibility for 

Thanks 

Tony 

for academic advising, and I have assumed responsibility, for 

On at 8:45 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for She now has, years of eligibility remaining. I’m sure we’ll have 

to do some trickery with her scheduling down the stretch for eligibility purposes (18 hour rule, etc.). 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,u nc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

aischae@tmcaa.unc.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re:i 

Susan, 

As of last week, Beth Lyons has assumed responsibility, for          for academic advising, and I have assumed responsibility for 

team knows of the smtch,            does not as of right now. Karen returns to town next week and we’ll talk about it then. 

’. The 

Thanks 

Tony 

On at 8:45 AM, Susan B. Maloy wTote: 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for She now has 

to do some trickery with her scheduling down the stretch for eligibility purposes (18 hour rule, etc.). 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

years of eligibility remaining. I’m sure we’ll have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony YounV-ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,             12:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Summer School Schedule 

So good to have you in Chapel Hill. Just a few words about summer school and my schedule. 

In summer school, things happen quickly. You have until 5 pm Friday of this week, just the 2nd day into the session, to decide to drop one class and add another using 

the online scheduling through student central. If you tlfinlq after the first or second day of class, that you might want to change classes, you should call me immediately 

and let’s "talk about it. Your readings and assignmems will accumulate quickly. Staying ahead of assignments and readings is critical Ibr success in summer school. The 

very first lecture where you think you might need a tutor, you need to let me know that afternoon. 

I will not be in the AC Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. My summer hours axe intermittent since they don’t allocate money to pay me for time in the summer. But 

I can be available to see you with just a te-d or a phone call. Don’t hesitate. I will be in on Monday and i would appreciate a visit Monday after each of you finish your 

classes that day just to check in and see how things are going. 

Good luck. Its a short session. Getting of to a great start this week is important. Getting your GPA off to a great start this summer is importaalt. Make it happen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday’,             6:24 PM 

@emaJl.unc.e&l 

Summer School Schedule 

So good to have you in Chapel Hill. Just a few words about summer school and my schedule. 

In summer school, things happen quickly. You have until 5 pm Friday of this week, just the 2nd day into the session, to decide to drop one class and add another using 

the online scheduling through student central If you think, after the first or second day of class, that you might want to change classc~ you should call me immediately 

and let’s talk about it. Your readings and assignments will accumulate quickly. Staying ahead of assignments and readings is critical liar success in summer school. The 

very first lecture Mrere you think you might need a tutor, you need to let me know that o£temoon. 

My advice to you is think carefully about staying in EXSS                       ~ and by reputation is a very difficult coursc. We will have a tutor tbr that course, 

but the amount of memorization necessary to be successful is quite high. There are easier classes available. So please consider that carefully after you attend the first 

class tomonow~ and you have a chance to look at the syllabus, hear the require 

I will not be in the AC Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. My summer hours axe intermittent since they don’t allocate money to pay me for time in the       . But 

I can be available to see you with just a te~ or a phone call. Don’t hesitate. I will be in on Monday and I would appreciate a visit Monday after each of you finish your 

classes that day just to check in and see how things are going. 

Good luck. Its a short session. Getting of to a great start this week is important. Getting your GPA off to a great start this summer is imtx~at. Make it happen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:59 AM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: So encouraged 

Jenny. 

Here are some relevant emails about studems requesting to do other things during CTOPS sessions that the CTOPS folks sent to us 

Here are a few more reminders that Shandol from CTOPS sent us: 

On a related note, we’ve received a few more requests from athletes about moving up their registration times as they need to leave early for some other activities/events. 

Unfortunately, we are unable to request/change registration times as all registration and advising times are pre set and require coordination from several personnel across campus 

to ensure that students can indeed register during the program. 

Ira student should need to leave CTOPS early, the student should contact me at the Orientation Help Desk (located next to the Union Information Desk) and I will work to get them 

in touch with Barbara Lucido in Academic Advising. Barbara can help students register over the phone on the next business day following CTOPS. However, please note that the 

course availability for registering on an "off CTOPS" day is extremely limited (more limited compared to the assigned registration time) so the student has a much better chance of 
getting the classes they would like to take during their assigned registration time. We are more than happy to assist athletes in this way as we utilize this procedure for any student 

who runs into a situation in which they need to leave the program early without registering at CTOPS. 

Last, we’ve had a few athletes indicate their coach requested that they come meet with them during CTOPS. The best times for students to meet with coaches and/or advisors during 

CTOPS is during the following times: 

Lunch on Day 1: 12:15pm to l:00pm 

Dinner on Day1: 6:15pm to 7:15pm 

Breakfast on Day 2: Z’15am to 7:50pm 

Lunch on Day 2 (depends on their group assignment) 

It tends to work best if the student lets their OL know that they will be meeting with staff during the meal time so that the OL can let them know where the next session is after meaL 

Here are a few more reminders that Shandol from CTOPS sent us: 

On at 9:54 AM, Jenny Slingluff-I~evy (Jenny Slingluff- Levy) wrote: 

Tony we are t@ng to get the freshmen physicals done while they are here. Do you have any idea of their C TOPS schedule on Monday and Tuesday? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 
******************************** 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 
******************************** 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >          6:11 PM > > > 

All 8 incoming frosh scheduled for Sunday, Very encouraging, Very happy, 

at 3 

at4 

5 

at 6 

E7 

at8 

at 9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Saturday, 5:56 PM 

@art.net 

Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @gmail.com> 
Date: 5:28:10 PM EDT 
To: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tony, 

Great to see you last week in Chapel Hill....seems I always run into someone when we’re in town and it’s fun to be surprised in that way! You look well 

and seem happy --- your job seems one for which you’ve been preparing your whole life, a great combination of all of your interests and skills. Good for 
you! 

Please do share my email address with      It would be nice to catch up ruth her some time. 

I,ooking forward to the next chance we cross paths. Unlil then, take good care ofyourselt: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 8:34 PM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Coach Shelton~ 

I had          come in Wednesday- afternoon for a brief checkin on her classes during 2nd session. She seemed to be doing well and from the information that she 

provided, seems poised to earn a couple of Bs in her first 2 classes at Carolina. She seems happy and to be adjusting well. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 2:46 PM 

~email. unc.edu 

Recitation switch? 

I hope your summer is good and that Connect Carolina is now your best friend. 

is registered for HIST    section 001. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

aJldersons@pitt.kl 2.nc. us; ~email.unc.edu: 

CTOPS and class scheduling 

~yahoo.com; }email.unc.edu 

Ladies, 

I just talked with Joe about your schedule for the next several days. He said that when the two of you finish with your doctor appointments on Fridav morning, that you 

should come to see me in the Pope Box oil the North side of Kenan Stadium so that we can get you prepped for your CTOPS registration session     has already 

gotten hers done. Contact info is below. Looking forward to seeing you Friday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 11:16 PM 

.~email.unc.edu 

Fall Schedules 

He~; 

Vew sony to hear that you roll have to take some of the courses you already have credit for. And if you actually do that. you’ll need to make an appt with your 

universit?, adviser and there is a form or some procedure where you indicate that you want to refuse credit for those certain courses. Susan MaJoy will love you even 

more. Haha. 

The coaches will be fine with you in 5 classes. Don’t worry abxmt that. Phi Beta Kappa says 
ENGI, class. Don’t even think about that again. 

can take whatever she wants, especially if one is a low level 

August 2, the last CTOPS session (actually TSOPS) should end in the early afternoon. I believe that the last scheduled registration session that day ends at 4:50 pm. 

That’s when I think the system will open up, but you could tly earlier. Classes that are not restricted are available now, I believe. 

You can’t take a class that you are using to fulfill a gen ed requirement pass/fuil - so the comp class is out. If the ENGL class does not fulfill a requirement, you could 

take it pass/fail. 

Headed west tomorrow - excited - Good luck with the schedule. See you soon. 

Ton?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday,           ~4:1 ,, PM 

~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Fall Schedules 

Ladie~ 

Just a reminder that each of needs to add hours in order to be eligible to practice on the first day of classes. 



From: Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, August 2, 2010 1:14 PM 

To: aJncculle@email xmc.edu 

Subject: EXSS 

Ashley; 

- incoming player, is straggling ruth her schedule mad would like to add EXSS 

could help us with that, it would be wonderful. 

I hope you and Connect Carolina have become good friends. We are straggling quite a bit over in Academics. 

, sect 001 to her fall schedule, If you 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:54 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Re: classes : ( 

Don’t freak out. You have lots of time betbre classes sSart, and some of those ENGL    classes will open. You can keep checking, several times a day if you’re by a 

computer. You can write to professors asking them to add you to their classes. Nothing wrong ruth that at all. You can also go to their classes on the first day and ask 

if they roll add you to the class roles. Lots of time and lots of options still available. Not time to panic. 

On , at 11:46 AM, wrote: 

I’ll be back in the office on August 16. 

Hi Tony’. Sorry to bother you if you are still on your vacation. Fxen after drop add, ALL the English    classes are closed and I strongly tbel that it’s 

vital that i get into that class based on my potential majors. Did I hear you can write a protbssor and plead with them to get into their class? What do you 

think my chances are??? I only have 12 hours and I’m freaking out a bit. Thanks! - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

kmile@emml.unc.edu 

Recitation help 

Hello Wmada, 

I’m in Jackson, Wyoming on a 2 week trip loving the cool temperatures. 

is enrolled in CLAS She was only able to get into the recitation section, . which roll conflict ruth field 

hockey pracUce. It she could get into either recitation that would solve her recitation problem. If you can help with this we would 

really appreciate it. 

ThaJlks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

kmile@emml.unc.edu 

Recitation help 

Hello Kim, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic adviser for the field hockey program here at Carolina. One of our students, 

is enrolled in CLAS        . She was only able to get into the recitation section                    which will conflict with field hockey 

practice/and or travel for games away from Chapel Hill. If she could get into either recitation                           . that would solve her recitation scheduling 

problem. Is there a way that you can help with this? Should she contact you directly? We would really appreciate it any advice that you can give us. 

ThaJlks so much. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday 10:46 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Updates 

Hey 

Looking forward to you guys getting here. CH is boring without students. 

I’m glad you’ve got the transeript. I’ll take care of that as soon as I get it. Glad you got the email about the Blinn courses. Would you forward that to me so that I can 

print it and put it in your folder. I just checked and the AP stat course isn’t listed yet. I’ll show you where you can check that on your own when you get here. 

PSYC    at     is fine. I don’t know an~hing about INLS    at all. But you’ve done your homework. And we can always ac[iust your schedule after semester 

starts if you don’t like the course. I like the idea of maximizing GPA for Business school. I’ll ask at the office tomorrow if anyone kilows anything about INLS 

On              at 8:14 PM,            wrote: 

Tony, 

I think you get back from Colorado tomorrow. I also just returned from Estes Park, CO for a wedding a few days ago. I hope you enjoyed the 

mountains just as much as I did. I have been going through my classes again and I have a few more questions if you have time to answer before we leave 

on Wednesday for Chapel Hill. First, I have received my official transeript sealed, so I will be able to hand deliver that to you as soon as possible when 

we get to Chapel Hill. I also got an email that said all of my transfer courses have been accepted, not including the summer Geology course yet. I did not 

kilow where to look to see that my AP Statistics score for STOR    has officially transferred as well. 

After looking back through my classes for this fall, I am thinking about making one change in my schedule, but I wanted to double check ruth you first. I 

really think I would like to take PSYC    next summer in                   ~t            .,. I tEel like this is a very general Psychology course that 

would be transtErable to UNC for three more hours. Do you think this will work? If,so, I have tbund an opening in INLS    at the same time on 

mornings. While this is not the INLS : . it did seem that people pertbrmed pretty well in it. Do you know an~thing about this INLS    course? I 

think this change could possibly be one that would help me maximize my GPA lbr getting into the 

I also have a few questions about BUSI    and ECON    and I will check with you when I get there on those. I look forward to seeing you this week 

and hearing from you about your thoughts on this possible schedule change. Thank you for your help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

@email .unc.edu 

Re: Adding Classes 

the unpaid balance was probably the reason. There are still some seats in some classes reserved for the last CTOPS session this Thmsday and Friday. Why don’t you 

On            , at 8:49 AM.        wrote: 

Good Morning Tony’. 

I payed the balance on my account and it now says I do not owe anything. I 

tried to add more classes and I always get this response: "You are unable 

to enroll in this class at this time. Available seats are reserved mad you 

do not meet the reserve capacity requirements." I am going to call my 

advisor this morning and see what he says as well. 

Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:08 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

Re: Adding Classes 

the unpaid baJance was probably the reason. There are still some seats in some classes reserved for the laser CTOPS session this Thursday and Friday. Why don’t you 

tu registering for a class that is open, any class that freslmaen typically don’t take. If you can register for an upper level class that is not restricted, then your registration 

is cleared. Try that. You can immediately drop the class. I just want to see if you can ~egister for open, non-reand get back to me. 

On~            , at 8:49 AM,         wrote: 

Good Morning Tony’. 

I payed the balance on my account and it now says I do not owe anything. I 

tried to add more classes and I always get this response: "You are unable 

to enroll in this class at this time. Available seats are reserved and you 

do not meet the reserve capacity requirements." I mn going to call my 

advisor this morning and see what he says as well. 

Have a g~eat day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

WaclnaMay,                9:06 AM 

@webmail. unc.edu 

Re: Fall Schedule 

Good morning 

I’m excited too about working with your team. I don’t have anything scheduled today until a 

The two hours before our team meeting on Thursday axe flee. 

Anytime Friday between 9:30 and 3:00 

team meeting at 3:30. 

On. , at 8:57 AM, @webmail.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

My nmne is                and I am on the           team here. I an1 really excited about you being our new academic advisor! I would like to 

set up a time to taJk to you about my thll schedule and some changes that I can maJce. I am a      in school but I mn taking a    season, so technically 

I have     more semesters. Our preseason is coming to all end soon and I would love to meet with you sometime before tuesday. Let me know what 
times work for you and I can see which ones work into our preseason schedule. Thanks! 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBeny D 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 10:54 AM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

gfulton@uncaa.~mc.edu; spring~ 1 @ uncaa.unc.edu 

updated schedules 

As oftNs morning. 

is not included because she will not have a ,schedule until Friday afternoon. Apparently, she has not regis~tered for CTOPS but I think we can get that 

done fllis afternoon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 4:24 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Two more mentor cmadidates 

Beth, 

I talked with the coaches today. We think that these two kids are good candidates for the mentor program. 

SAT Reading - 450 

Wriling - 460 

Math- 500 

SAT Reading - 460 

Writing - 490 

Math - 490 

’s schedtfle is flee each evening and on Wed afternoons. 

doesh’t have a schedule yet kecause she hasn’t been to CTOPS. 

Thanks 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 11:34 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Fall Schedule 

3:30 Thursday at Henry. s~mdium in the team room. 

Coming early works. I’ll be there at 3 and hope to see you.. 

Tony 

On. at 9:10 PM, wrote: 

Tony, 

I know I should probably know this...but when is our meeting on thursday? 

Coining in a half hour or more before that meeting will probably be prefect! 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

09:09:47 -0400, Tony Yount <ton~onn~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good morning 

I’m excited too about working with your team. I don’t have anything 

scheduled today until a volleyball team meeting at 3:30. 

The two hours before our team meeting on Thursday are free. 

Anydme Friday between 9:30 and 3:00. 

Monday after 9:30 looks clear as well. So just pick a time that works for 

you and your practice schedule and let me know. 

Tony 

On at 8:57 AM, ~!webmail.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

all 

My name is and I am on the tean here. I 

am really excited abxmt you being our new academic advisor! I would like 

to set up atime to talk to you about my fall schedule and some changes 

that I can make. I mn a in school but I am taking a    L seaso~ 

so technically I have more semesters. Our preseason is coming to 

end soon and I would love to meet with you sometime before tuesday. Let 

me know what times work for you and I can see which ones work into our 

preseason schedule. Thanks! 



Sent on the Sprintr 1 Now Nerwork from my BlackBerry3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 2010 10:40 PM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu 

HIST 

Ladie~ 

I went to the HIST dept today and tried to fix your schedules. There is a HIST    recitation at 10 am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:14 PM 

janmmm@uncaa.unc.edu 

wed nights 

Coach, 

Eadier when we went to lunch we talked about hmdng a wed night 2 hour session for the freshmen, 

wanted to check to see if we still want to do that. I’m good with Wednesday evenings, but wanted 

. and any olher team member who wanted to come. Just 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:29 AM 

To: ,~@emaJl.~mc.edu 

Subject: ~rry 

I got ml early (for me) morning text from a player with ml 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, ) 5:01 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: 

Susan, 

She has met ruth her adviser, appealed for probation, and it has been granted. She has been identified ruth                . She has met with Beth Lyons and the 

report roll amve from Philadelphia on Monday. She has already requested tutoring assistance in some of her fall classes. Since was eraoiled in summer school and 

earned the 3 hours that she needed to have enough hours to return to Carolina in the fall. Her GPA is below a 2.0 and that explains the ineligibili~, but she went 

through the Academic Probation guidelines and has completed those required self-evaluations, and the probation letter, which was approved. I roll ask her to fola~-ard 
me the email that granted her a semester of probation m~d forward that to you. 

I have never seen that screen that was included. Interesting. I just left a message for 

probation semester. Is that what you need? Do I need to get anything else? 

to call me so that I can get the evidence to you that she was granted a 

Tony 

On at 2:03 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you look into this per UNC? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 
_s_b_m_a_J__o_g_@__u__D__c__a__a__&_n__c_~_e___d___u_. 

From: "Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               1:43:52 PM EDT 
To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Lineberry, Crystal Nolan" <clineberry@unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Susan, 

Her record indicates that she is currently ineligible per UNC eligibility rules. Her EOT eligibility in SIS following the Spring and Summer is "Computed 

Ineligible" and there is no new information in PS. I’ve attached a screenshot of the most recent academic standing information in PS. We discussed 

academic standing in a recent meeting and I believe Chris stated that only end of term information will be displayed in PS so the         tab will 

probably not be updated until the end of the semester. I’m not sure why she wasn’t granted probation. The standing actually says "dismissed" in PS 

and she appears to be enrolled in 12 hours for the Fall. 

Rocky Jarnes ttorton 

Degree Audit and NC,%~\ Compliance Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 7:40 PM 

~email. unc.edu 

Re: i need helppp 

OK - First - Milch Psyc class are you trying to get into? 

and absolutely you should em~Jl whoever the teacher said you should email. 

On            , at 7:22 PM,      wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I need helppppp ughhh I am still trying to get ink~ that psyc    class and 

it’s still closed so I am not sure what to do! ttelp me pleaseee ). The 

teacher mentioned emailing the direck~r of the psych program or something 

like that so should I email her or something?? 

Thankssss, 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 2010 9:41 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Undefload li~rm 

Jen, 

I got 

process. 

Tony 

undefload form today. Have yon done yonr paperwork yet to get your undefload approved? Please call me and update me on where you are in that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 1:36 PM 

sjacobson@unc.edu 

Re: anticipated ~mderloads 

Sarah 

Thank you so much. 

ROW, 

has decided not to undefload. ¯ I’m following up with her right 

Tony 

On Aug 26, 2010, at 10:54 AM, Jacobson, Sarah wrote: 

Hi Tony 

I’m trying to approve student athlete underloads ASAP, and I just wanted to let you know that I still haven’t received underload applications from 

and . l’m out of the office tomorrow, so if they could send them in ASAP (and if you wouldn’t mind emailing me 

to let me know to look for them), I can try to approve them before 5 so they can participate in their games this weekend. 

Sincerely 

Sarah Jacobson 



FFOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?5’ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               3:51 PM 

@webmail. unc.edu 

Re: Classes 

Math    fulfills one of your math requirements 

You’ve taken Math , mid Math    will complete your math requirements. There are no Math issues for you. 

O11 ¯ , at 3:43 PM, @webmail. unc.edu wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m son)’ we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out evelything on my own. My roommate just told me however, that MATH 
doesn’t fulfill the math requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some help finding another class fllat fillfills that and works w/my schedule. Thanks! 

Sent on the Sprint ~ Now Network from my BlackBen)~ D 



From: Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:33 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Books 

come to the AC on Monday - get a new bookfopn signed on the 5th floor like you did before. Bring a printed copy f 

On             , at 7:16 PM,            wrote: 

Tony, 
My Drama    professor posted on Blackboard that we need a textbook for his class, but it was not on my original book list so I do not have the book. 

Do I just go to the book store and get the book and then bring you the receipt or is there a different way I am supposed to get the book before his class 

next Tueatay? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:32 PM 

@emall.nnc.edu 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

that might work but To be iS, Jr to all my freslnnen, I’ll start putting appt times oi1 my 

calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first 

email that I get after 9 tomonow evening and go from there. 

O11 , at 7:25 PM, @email.unc.edu wrote: 

To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 

calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first 

email that I get after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton35~ount@uncaa.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, 10:28 AM 

kalli~n@emaJ 1. unc.edu 

Kim, received 
Good morning. Yesnterday during the afternoorL Lacrosse Coach Jenny Le~)~ called me with news that one of our first years, 
news of a                        I can provide you details if you would like to know. The student has gone to         to be with her family for 48 hours and we 

expect her back her Wednesday night. She tried to email her professors last night but the UNC system was down and she could not get the emails out. In lieu of that, I 

emailed her professors and infolmed them that she would be absent today and tomorrow. But we certai~lly wanted your office to know. If there is an54hing that the 

student, or I need to do, please let me know. 

The email fllat i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony, Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Monday,                 10:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Feedback 

Thank you so nmch. You are great with our kids. 

You can divide time with as you see fit. If you split them, should go firfft since practices could often nm past the 7pm time. 

Mentoring She will probably have trouble with HIST but we just hired a tutor last week who can help with that, and I’ll put in the requests 

On 2010, at 11:07 AM, sfreiber wrote: 

I worked with                  on Thursday and everything went well. I 

finally have a new computer, but no microsoft word yet so rll send the 

feedback fol~n along later. 

I also wanted to check on two things: 

1. What time am I meeting ruth ? I did 7-9 on 

Thursday, but I wanted to double check. 

2. Am I mentoring       or just tutoring her in Spanish? I’m fine to do 

either one, but I wasn’t sure. 

Thanks! 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:37 PM 

To: @email .unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Grades 

’][’hat’s great news. Thanks. 

And you have a SOCI tutor 

On          , at 7:17 PM, 

Hi Tow~ 

- appt 
~email.unc.edu wrote: 

I gota 100 on nay first sociolo~ paper’. 

That’s all the grades I have so far. 

Thmlks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 9:29 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: graduation s~tus 

That email is all you need, no need to meet ruth her again. 

Have a great weeke 

On          , at 9:24 AM,       wrote: 

Tony, 

Should I still go meet with Sarah in person about my audit? My meeting got 
double booked, so S axah did the audit for me, but I’m just wondering if I 

should go in mid meet with her. 

Here is the email she just sent me. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: RE: graduation slams pending 

Date: Thu,          ,08:47:46 -0400 
From: "Jacobson, Sarah" <sjacobson@unc.edu> 

To: ’                     ~email.mlc.edt~ 

Hi 

We can definitely meet so that I can assure you that you’re all set to 

graduate, but as we’ve aJready completed your review in full, I can also 

just assure yon over email that as long as you pass 2: ART    and ART 

this semester, you’ll be cleared to graduate m December. Of course, 

if you still want to come in, we can definitely set up a time to do so. 

Sincerely 

Sarah Jacobson 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:04 PM 

To: Jacobson, Sarah 

Subject: RE: gradnation status pending 

Sarah, 

Is there rely way I could come meet with you aid get an audit to make sure I 

can graduate. I had a meeting with Lee May (I think that was her name) but 

she cancelled on me, and Tony Yaunt recommended that I come see you. 

Let me know. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:21 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Placement 

Hi 

Welcome to Carolina. 

Your English placement is based on your SAT wriling score, or on your ACT English score. No need for another test. Here is a link that has placement infomlation for 

English, Math, and Language, and a chart of all AP or IB tests that Carolina honors, and the scores required. 

advising,une,edui FYG 

Any time you have a question, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

On , at 7:05 PM, wrote: 

Dear Mr. Yount, 

My nanre is             and I am one of the       recruits Ii)r    . I met you when I visited with my Mom last year. I know that the SAT 2 is 

used tbr math placement, and I aJn planning on taking this in June. Is there anything I need to do lbr english placement? 

Thanks for your help’. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

To: @webmail.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 

’][’he mmmsl drop is the surest way to take care of it, but its mmoying. You have to to do Steele Building mid get a form, and a Dean’s signature. Then you bring that 

form, and evidence that you’ve returned the book (if you’re on book scholarship) to me for a signature and a stamp, and then take it to SASB Nolffi to the registrar’s 

office on the 3rd f 

On at 12:40 PM, ~webmail.tmc.edu wrote: 

Tony’, 

The math class is still on my schedule. The teacher said she was going to drop me but I "think I’m still on tire roster. Should I manuafly drop it? And if so 

how do I do that? 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry D 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tony Yonnt <ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Date: Mon,           121:25:15 
To: Undisclosed-recipients: <>;<Invalid address> 

Cc: Karen Sheltonckcs@uncaa.nnc.edu> 
Subject: Study ttall 

Ladie~ 

I hope the White House visit was marvelous. 

For those of you assigned study hall hours, 4 hours this week for the 6 hour people, 3 hours this week for the 4 hour people - since you missed Sunday 
night. 

There is NO STUDY HALL ON MONDAY NIGHTS. As I told you at the first team meeting this fall, the 5th floor of the Pope Box is reserved on 

Monday nights for CREED, Rising Stars, Veteran Leaders and other meetings. Yon may not earn study- hall hours on Monday nights for open study. The 

email that I sent to you following the change in hours fiom 8 to 10 for study hall did list Stmday - Thurs nights. That was my error. 

If you are scheduled for a tutor on Monday nights in the Pope Box, 3rd floor. Those hours count. Go to the 5th floor and sign in, quietly ~ as not to 

interrupt tire meeting that may be going on, and tlren return to the 3rd floor to meet with your tutor. Then remember to sign out. 

If yon missed your weekly meeting today t please come by Tue~ Thurs or Friday mn and make that up. 

Have a great week. 

Tony 



FlrOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~oun~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday,             2010 12:58 PM 

~optonline.net 

Re: 

Camping was great - thank you. 

It was really nice to meet you and your dad. Here are the links to the items that we mentioned. Please don’t hesitate to ask any questions that 

First Year Guide: 
advising,une,edut         ~Guide 

First Year Seminars: 
v, sv, sv, i, u n c.edu!~.si 

The entire University Bulletin: 
v,;v,;v,/, unc.edu/ugra?dbull~tin 

On at 12:41 PM, wrote: 

Tony. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me mad my Dad. I 

was hoping you could send me the link for the academic material you 

showed us. I was really impressed with your support system for the 

athletes. Hope you had fun on the camping trip, see you soon. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 1:49 PM 

To: uncM ax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: .. ~optonline.net> 
Date: 12i41:48 PM EDT 

To: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me mad my Dad. I 

was hoping you could send me the link for the academic material you 

showed us. I was really impressed with your support system for the 

athletes. Hope you had thn on the camping trip, see you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 7:12 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

Susan, 

Here is the letter from Lee May 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "May, Lee" <Lee May@unc.edu> 
Date:                  5:43:36 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Glenn (Ath Academic Counselor)" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Tony, 
Let me know if you need anything else. 

Bests, 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, PhD ¯ Associate Director for Advising & Admissions, BSBA Program 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919 843 5708 . fax 919.962.6964 ¯ ._L__e___e____~La__y_Lt~._u___n__c_~__e__d__LJ_ ¯ __vp___&,’_~2_k__e___n__a___n__-_f_[_a_g.[_e__r_=_u___n__c__=_e__d___u_ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

NCAA document 20 :[0.doc W~d, ~ ~ ,4.: ,4.~ .~ :~n~ ~ 06,1-3~byt~s 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 10:03 PM 

To: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: ? 

we discovered this afternoon what the problem is. When I entered the pid and into tbr seniors~ it was getting ldcked out of the system because se~fiors, for some 
reason, have hyphens after the 4th digit. I’ll put the iIffo in tomorrow morning and hope to have it scheduled 

On            , at 7:05 PM,               wrote: 

tutor??? i have an exam next week i would really like one!! ???? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 PM 

~emM.unc.edu 

Re: Bad day 

absolutely, 

and you are not bad at college 

you are making grades that are surprising to you because you aren’t used to them, but they are not surprising at all for college freshmen in their first semester - 

especially freshmen who have missed so many classes and spend much of their day on the practice field 

I heard so memy bad grades today, you’re just not used to making grades in the 80s. And a month or so from now, on the 2nd round of tests, you’ll see your grades 

going up. But absolutely let’s t~’ the tutor route. Come by tomorrow or Friday if you want and we’ll get the tutor requests in earlier so you cem get started next week. 

But in the en& you will adjust your test- preparation approach. You’ll adjust your note-taking and study approach, and you’ll get better at college like you get better at 

playing on the practice field.Like you adjust when ;you shift from your high school temn to the national reran, or to           at this level. There is no magic formula. 

You’ll get there and you’re going to be a great student, and a great player with many opportunities for gro~th and leadership while you’re here. 

You’re fine. You’re not doing anything w~ong. You’ll make the adjus~tments because you won’t let yourself settle for anything less than success. 

On           , at 10:09 PM,        wrote: 

Tony, 

I think I am bad at college and I need help: I just got an 80% on my psych 

exam. I studied on my own a tremendous amount, but I think I need to start 

taking advantage of the other stady/leaming resources because I am 

obviously not studying the "right" way. When we meet on Monday, can we go 

over some other options about tutors, etc? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonvvount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 10:13 PM 

r@email, unc.edu 

ECON tutoring 

Hello 

I’m sony to have to do this. I feel 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:25 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: PItYS tutor 

The only tutor that we have that can do physics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ToW Yount<ton3uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday: 11:03 PM 

Lacrosse 

@uncaa.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Have a tutor? - Need a tutor? - Read this 

~email.unc.edu ~uncaa.unc.edu 

Ladies, 

If you already have a scheduled weekly session ruth a tutor, please be reminded that if you miss two sessions ruth )-our tutor, you will lose the privilege of seeing that 

tutor. Its a harsh policy. Its necessary because of the very limited space that we have for tutoring, the very limited resources we have to pay tutors, and the need to be 
as efficient as tx)ssible in the use of that space, and of that money. 

If you are going to miss a session due to team travel or some other legitimate reason, you need to email me 24 hours ahead of time. I will forward the email to Kym 

Orr, the counselor who schedules the tutoring sessions and that abscnce will be excused. Sessions are scheduled tbr the stone day m~d time each week for the duration 

of the semester. That may not be convenient, but it is the only reasonable way to schedule hundreds of appointments each week. 

So please meet )’our tutors at the appointed time, or notify me ahead time if you can’t. 

If you need a new tutor, please send me an email or contact me when I’m in the office. I cannot access the syslem that we use to schedule tutors from home. I will put 

the request in the morning after I receive the email. (five Kym 24 hours from the time I make the request until to get the appointment scheduled. If you haven’t heard 

anything from Kym in 2 days, let me know. But don’t expect an appt within hours after making the request. And don’t wait until 2 days before a test to request a tutor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

knorr@uncaa.~mc.edu 

tutoring absences 

Kym, 

will not be at tutoring tonight, and a lot of other students too, due to the performance of As You Like It th 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 11:33 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Compliance questions 

Susan, 

Just checking on some things after reading that l and 
tutor was no longer employed by us - an extra benefit. 

My questions are different since they are about students who are no longer here. 

Can I write recommendation letters for my former students applying to grad school who are no longer students here? 

Can I help former students of mine who axe no longer here with grad school applications (advice and proofreading)? 

Can I edit papers ibr former students who are no longer here, but are attending grad school somewhere else’? 

issues in the football mess were related to advice that they got from the tutor after 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 10:56 PM 

~emml.anc.edu 

Wednesday Meeting 

I have an appointment and will need to leave the once just before 11 on Wednesday and I will miss our regtflar meeting. I will be in the office from 8 - 10 on Tuesday 

night and I hope that you’ll come by then and meet with me. If you can’t come then, please t~ to catch me on Thursday. 

I read your paper Friday night. You write well, and I thought tJle content was good. Sor~ I didn’t get to it in time to do you some good. 

I enjoyed watching you play. I enjoyed talking with your morn, and I’m glad that you get to have a visit home 

Sorry about the inconvenience. 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

uncM ax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Spring exam schedule 

Jel~rly, 

Spring exam schedules me up: 

Here is the schedule 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, ~                 11:31 PM 

aim.corn 

Re: SCALE courses 

Hi 

Welcome to Carolina. You’re going to have to help me by telling me what SCALE classes are? 

On           ), at 5:51 PM,           ~@aim.com wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Jenny told me to email you about SCALE classes, I was just wondering if they tmnstErred over to UNC, I am taJdng 6 SCALE classes in high school this 

year. Please let me know as soon as possible. 

Thank You, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: Tony Yount<ton)~oullt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Re: 

Hi 

This is such an unusual question for me to get and I really hate to have to to this but we are not allowed to release ssaldent PID numbers. 

her PID should be ou her admission letter, if you still have that, but we are not allowed to put that number out into cyberspace. 

can give it to yon or 

So son~i. 

I cafft imagine that you have to have a PID tbr package deliver},. Kids who order things from cataJogues for shoes, clothes, etc I’m sure, don’t provide their PID 

numbers. I 

Tony 

On at 2 20 PM,. @aol.com wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Could you tell me 
Thank you, 

UNC PID # (student ID). I would like to send her a care package, and apparently I need that info on it. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, l 1:21 AM 

To: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: dropping 

not without some support fix~m Wellness and some emotional or traumatic thing that has happened to you. 

You can always appeal to the Dean of Students, but I you would need a really good reason, and in the current NCAA 

On            at 11:04 AM,              wrote: 

hey tony! i know the drop date has passed but i just got my test grades 

back and i aJn not doing well in vikings at all’.! is there anyway i can drop 

it~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, ) 2:01 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Spring Classes 

Tuesday is better than Monday to look at classes, but I will be in Monday night fiom 8 - 10 for that purpose as well. 

There is no worksheet yet. That’s coming in Decembe 

On at 1:48 PM,         wrote: 

Hey Tony! 

I was wondering if you had any time next monday the    ,r tuesday the 

to meet about classes for next semester. I already picked classes and have 

them in my shopping cart. I just want to make sure I’m on track. Is there 

a worksheet of the classes we have taken and what we have not yet ihlfilled 

on connect carolina like there was on student central? 

Thanks’.! 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 11:15 PM 

To: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Thanks! 

Solry I couldn’t talk earlier - the office was swamped with a haJf dozen folks waiting 

I’m sonT you had a crapw day and I hope your life is back in order. I am def plmming to see 

going ruth your roomies, then I’ll see you there. 

O at 5:06 PM, wrote: 

Hey~ 

Just wanted to say thank you for your help and patience today’. I really 

appreciate it since I was a little fiazzled. I actually lost the only set 

of my car keys last night and my phone is locked in ~ car that I had 
to borrow this morning to get to weights. 

Also wanted to see if you wanted to go see i      ; play on Thursday night. 

I think our roommates are going to go as well. Let me know! 

Thanks again’.!!! 

play Thursday night and i’d love to go with you. But if you’re 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

To: ~emaJl.anc.edu 

Subject: Re: holds?? 

The sponsored account is not relewJlt and will not cause a hold 

On           , at 11:12 AM,      wrote: 

Hey tony,. 
On connect Carolina student center, if it says ’sponsored account’ 
underneath holds, does that mean I have a hold? its kind of cont’using, and 
when I click on it it says .... 
You holds: 
Item List 
Hold Item Amount Institution Start Term End Term Start 
Date End Date Department 
Sponsored Account USD UNC-Chapel Hill 
Student Accts&UNC Receivables 

What does this mean?! 
Thanks 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Advising Programs in the 
College of Arts and Soiences and the General College 
Telephone: (919) 966-5116 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3 ! i 0, Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3105 
intemet: http:/!www.unc.eduiadvising 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Professors of: 
Dram , Section 
Engl , Section 
Hist Section, 
Plays , Section 
Psyc Section 

Harold Woodard, Associate De~ 

RE: PID#: 

This memorandum is to advise you that i       wilI be absent from her classes 
Wednesday, through Friday, due to Please 
provide her with assistance in letting her rnnk~_~,~ ~ ........ t~t,~,,; ..... ~,~ t.~ ~-" ^~_z 

during this time. 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authority to prescribe 
attendance regulations for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse absences from 
classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you have 
questions or if you need additional information. 

ec: 

student permanent record 

~ony Yount, Athletic Counselor 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Advising Progrmns in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
Telephone: (919) 966-5116 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3110, Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3105 
internet: http:i/www.unc.edu/advislng 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Professors of: 
Dram Section 
Dram Section 
Drmn Section 
Poli Section, 
Educ , Section, 
Lift Section 

RE: PID#: 

This memorandum is to advise you that will be absent from her classes 
Tuesday, through Wednesday, due to a 
Please provide he,- ,~,if~ .~~;o~ .... ~.. 1,,+,;.,~ ~.~ o, ............... ,_ L_. ............................ s .... mo~-ut, ,my wu&/qulzzes she has 
missed during this time, 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authoritv to prescribe 
attendance regulations for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse absences from 

classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you have 
questions or if you need additional information. 

cc; 

student permanent record 

~Tbny Yount, Athletic Counselor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Buchanan, Helen" <helenb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 6:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 

AL~o available online: http://w+v~v.goheeL~.congl/ie.wArtich,..dbml?DB ()L,141 ID=3350&ATCLID=207134772 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -April 9, 2013 
TRACK & FIEI,D CONTACT: Helen Buchanan, helenb@unc, edu, 919-962- ] ] 60(o),            (c) 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The Carolina track and field program will host the UNC Facul~ Mile at the Joe Hilton Invitational oi1 Saturday, April 13th, at the Irwin Belk 

Track. 

"I am ve~ excited to host the first annual faculty mile as a part of the Joe Hilton Invitational," said head coach Haflis Meaders, "The idea started as a way to close the 

gap that somelimes exist between atNetics and academia. It roll provide an opportunity for our student athletes to see some of their instructors outside of the 

classroom and office hours in a fun environment." 

The UNC Faculty Mile will kick offat approximately 3:40 p.m. A full schedule of the day’s events can be found here. 

"I hope that it will be a lot of fun [br eve~one and I encourage anyone interested to take part in this great outreach of being Tar Iteels together," said Coach Meaders. 

The race is open to any present or past thculty member or UNC stall’. Participation is fi-ee and trophies will be awarded to the top male and the top female. 

Entries will be accepted until 9 p.m. on Thursday, April 1 lth. Please email Coach Meaders to participate. 

Related Links: 

MeAfee 3Iile To tfonor UNC Great: _h__(!p_-:S)~__uj__~,__~,=goheeLs’.com~UiewArticle.dbml?DB LANG C&SIT~" UNC&DB OEM l]) 3350&A TCLlD 207111561 
Joe IIilton Invitational Schedule 

.h..(!p..~S)~.~uJ~g<2.~.~..e..e..~..~.%~c.y2~.j.].~2j33~5~1~{~(~2~Q~[3Jq~gUilt£~{~E{£~?~@~DB I=AN(; C&SPID ] 2972&DB OEM lD 3350c~SPSII) 667905&57TF UN(7 

Helen Buchanan 

U NC Athletic Communications 
Communications Assistant 
helenb@unc.edu 
(o) 919-962-1160 
(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 2:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrmlce <an~n@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tom Sander <pacmml@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonb~ount~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester grades 

Toll},, 

I really appreciate this email because my math and POLI grades come as a total shock. Based offofmy work in my ninth class, I got a 74 m~d a 70 on my first two 

extorts, 100 percent on my homework, and failed my third exam. 

As tbr Poll, I was under the impression from my teacher that I had a D, and have been working really hard to catch up and get a C. 

For Psyc I jus~t have to do three more internships to bring my grade back to a B. 

And in English she just posted on SaJcai that I had an A. 

I’m working really hard in my classes and honestly don’t know what else to say other than I’m failing exams. I worked ruth Beth Lyons in getting e~ra assistance but 

apparently that won’t be available until next fall. 

I can come in and meet with you at any point and discuss this further. 

Th~mk you so much tbr your concern, and I’m going to keep grinding m bring up Math and Poll. I know I will not finish with an F at the end of the semester as long as I 

can get decent grades on my last two exams. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:51 PM, "Yount, Ton},-" <tonvTount@unc.edu-; wrote: 

>. 

> 

> Today the 3rd progress came in this week with a~ F on it. They are in PSYC - F based on 70% ofthe work tbr the course. 

> MATtt - F (55.7) based on 52 % of the work in the course. 

>POLI - F based on 55% ofthe work in the course. 
> 

> PSYC - C 

> ENGL - no progress report. 
> 

> You have reported to me that ENGL is going well. Assuming a grade of B in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of 1.0 and a cumulative GPA ofjus~t 

over a 1.8 at te end of your freshman year. 
> 

> If your semester ends as it appears above, there are two proNems. A 2.0 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the University. To avoid academic 
probation and return to a 2.0 GPA [br fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer school DRAM    oNine class. 
> 

> The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your fi~eshm~m year. 24 hours passed are required by the University to 

return lbr your sophomore year. Again, the summer school online course could restore your eligibility. 
> 

> Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress repolnts and if things are truly as bad as the progress repolnts indicate, your eligibility is in jeopardy. I 

encourage you to update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with F grades above, and meet with profs and do what you need to do so that 

your semester does not end this way. 
> 

> Tony 
>. 

>. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

L@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:29 AM 

ToW Yount <k)nyyom~l@unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Senior Day pictures 

Thanks Tow, they’re groa!! 

On at 2:26 PM, Yount, Tow wrote: 

> Ladies 
> 
> Pictures t?om this mn - https:/7www.ic~ud.c~m/photostream/#A3Grq~zwGqAinZ;A23AADC~-AC62-4~D3-BFC7-2D~AE63DB5A~ 
> 

> Enjoy 
> 

> ToW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Dear Tony, 

I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact schedule for this? Is it okay that I did 

that? Son5, this is so late, I have been ve~ busy ruth school. 

Thanks! 

From: Yount. Tony [tonyyoun@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 

To: 

Subject: Orientation for Cmolina 

Ladies, 

Most of you have your UNC emails addresses now. Thanks for taking care of that. 

me know that its done. 

please do that as soon as possible and email me letting 

We’re expecting all of you except      tbr freshmen orientation July 11 and 12. I’ll be available tbr meetings with you, and your parents if they axe attending 

orientation, on Wednesday afternoon and evening, July 10, to get you read5, tbr your orientation scheduling session. As your travel plans get seL you can let me know 

when yoffd like to meet on that Wednesday. 

If any of you alv choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, 

June 19 - July 9 and won’t be available for those sessions. 

Please send me an emaJl when your Orientation regislration gets confirmed. 

Ton?, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton)~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Second Session Summer School 

Thank you, Tony! 

I have sent the emails per your request. I look forwaJcd to talking to you. 

From: Yount, Tony ]ton?yountC~unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:36 PM 

To: 

Cc: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Second Session Summer School 

Tom Sander just in[brmed me "that you’ll be attending second session summer school. There are ~me "things that you need to take care of thifly quickly. 

1. You need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office and ask that your enrollment date be moved forward to second session summer school. 

The email address is adjct@email.unc.edu. That needs to be done as soon as possible. 

2. You need to send an email to advisingfors~mdentatlfletesAAP@unc.edu asking for their advice in choosing courses to take. You nmst be cleared by an adviser to 

register and the purpose of this email is to get adviser approval. 

In each email you should identify yourself as an incoming fieshmen women’s player. Give your and use your UNC emaJl account to send the email. 

will also be attending second session and it would be great if the two of you decided to take the ~me course, though that is not essential. All 

freshmen have to take ENGL    , and the English deparlment ficowns upon multiple absences in that course. Taking that course in the summer Mren you will not need 

to miss a class for      is a good class to consider. I spent some time on the phone with      earlier in the week explaining how to search tbr classes on the 
registration. I would be happy to do that with you at your convenience. My cell is 

I hope to talk with you soon. 

Tony Yount 

Academics Counselor. Women’s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, h l0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Ok perfect! Thank yoi 

From: Yount, Tony [tonsTount@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thnrsday, 8:57 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Summer School 

I believe that Jennifer was referring to general financial aid from the University, or to fedemJ loan or aid programs, and not to athletic scholarships. I’ve checked with 

other folks here in our building and it is quite norms] for athletics to pay for summer school, so the money that Anson promised yon should be available without any 

restriction. Checked in with Anson this morning and he agrees - athletic scholarship money that he promised will be available to you for summer school. 

Tony 

On , at 12:17 AM, ~live.unc.edu<mailto ~live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Jmmit~r emsJled me back today and told me that I will be able to register tbr my courts on the connectearolina website, bnt she also told me that since im officially 
admitted to the fall semester that im not eligable to use financial aid for the summer. Anion had told me dad that they were taking care of everything except 1 class. 

Whenever you get a chance can yon clari~ which one it is. 

Thankvou(: 

From: Yount. Tony [t,~mVyount@unc.edu<mailto:ton~ount@tmc.edtcq 

Sent: Wednesday 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: Summer School 

Nice to speak with you today. Looldng forvvsxd to meeting you. 

Please let me know when you complete your Orientation mgist~ation. I’ll include those insurrections here: 

Then to register for summer school yoffll need to write two emails: 

The first to Dean Myra Wyrick in the Advi sing Office at UNC. Her email address is: wyrick@emsJl.unc.edu<mailto:wyrick@email.unc.edtv>. (five her your name, your 

PID number. Identit}¢ yourself as an incoming freshman player who would like to enroll in S ummer Session 2 tbr the smmner of You should ask for her 

advice about courses to take. 

Then you need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is: adjct~)email.unc.edu<mailto:adjcti~]email.unc.edu> 

Give her your name and PID number. Identi~ yourself as an incoming freshman      player and mques~t that your enrollment date be rolled folavard to Summer 

Session 2 for the summer of    . Tell Jennifer that you have emailed Dean W~’rick. 

Here is a link to the summer school courses offered this summer: 

http://summer.unc.edu/conrses/summer- -course-lis{ngs- by- department- or- schooF 

Courses are listed by departmem and be sure to scroll down to second session. 

We talked about ENGL as one good choice, especially you will miss severs] dws of class due to team travel. 
We talked about Pt IlL to thltill your philosophy requirement and to engage you in a course about dilticult medical issues. 
I learned about JOMC (Journalism)    lust this afternoon. The class carries 3 hours of credit but only meets fiom July 10 - 24 from 9 am - 12:15 mn daily. It is 
taught by Tim Crothers, who writes for Sports Illustrated and wrote the biography of Anson. Its about Sports Repo(dng. 
’][’here me so many courses for you to take. Why don’t yon browse and select some that sound interesting to you and we can talk after you’ve done that. 

I am also going to ask to send you a list of possible courses from a student’s perspective. Then lets chat and decide soon. 

Call or text any time. Let me know what I can do to help. 



Tony 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

"Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 3:29 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>;      @aol.com;                      @gmail.com); Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B MaJoy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonTryount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount is our new academic advisor .... he is a pro!’. 

We got you some $ ..... the cost tbr a course is $2,700 .... we got you $2,000. I hope that helps. Good luck 

to set it up. Let’s get you graduated!!’. 

with EVERYTHING! Connect with Tom or Tony 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jmailto: ~!gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A Iv 
Subject: Hola 

Hey Aalson- 

I need to take my last course to finish. The online classes start in two weeks. I just wmlted to ask in case you had extra money, if the program would be willing to pay 

tbr it or help me. I’m living offa low salm3., and my parents are over stretched because they have taken on all my bills etc that I can’t pay. Let me know if there is a~y 

way. I may have to wait until later to take the course if it doesn’t come together but I will figure it out regardless..lust thought I would ask. Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~(}gmaiLcom > 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

ton~ount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

O~fline course 

Hi Tony- 

Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there 

any one or two hour credit oNine courses? All I saw was three hour. 

Thank you, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmaibeom> 

Thursday, 8:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Thank you for Four help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so nmch higher and is there a time when 

it goes down? 

Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 

Sent tixm~ my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tow" <ton~youn@m~c.edu> wrote: 

[; 

~> 

> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the aln tomorrow and have an answer ibr you by the end of the day. 
> 

> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should be possible online at 

http://w~v, fridaycenter.unc .edu/cp/cco/emolhnent.hlm 
> 

> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
> 

> Ton5, 
> 

> 

> On . at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 

> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony- 

>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll’? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are 

there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

?}gmail¯com> 

Friday, 12:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc¯edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahem and enroll online? How am we doing it financially? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On ) ) . at 6 17 PM, Y( unt, T( W <tonyyoun@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The answer to the first question is budget cuts fk~m the State legislature. 
> 

> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in- state tuition. 
> 

> Sorry, to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts¯ A lot has changed since you were here¯ 
> 

>- 

> On at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>. 

>> Thank you for your help¯ The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under into years ago¯ Why is the price so much higher and is there a lime 

when it goes down? 
>> 

>> Also, since part oI it s being paid thr( ugh the temn, ~s ~t possible to get the in state tuition? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>>- 

>>> 

>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by file end of the day¯ 
>>> 

>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Regis~tration should be tx~ssible online at 

http://www.ti’idaycenter.unc .edu/cp cco, enrollment.htm 
>>> 

>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers¯ 
>>> 

>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 4:24 PM ~gmail.com> 

>>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>> Thanks for helping out with this¯ t tow should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me [br what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are 

there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour¯ 
>>>> 

>>>> Thank you, 
>~>): 

>>>> 

z ) >>>> Sent from m? it hone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:48 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NOAA.org 

Men’s basketball teams will be allowed to begin their first practice - celebrated at many schools with Midnight Madness events - up to two weeks earlier than in the past, starting this fall 

The proposal was finalized at the close of the Division I Board of Directors meeting Thursday. 

Last month, the Legislative Council amended and approved the long-tabled measure that will allow men’s basketball teams to conduct 30 days of practice in the six weeks before their 

first regular-season game. In the past, practice began roughly four weeks before the regular season. 

A separate proposal that eliminated the requirement that the first practice begin no earlier than 5 p.m. on the first allowable day was also adopted. 

The rule change brings the men’s basketball practice start date closer to that of the women’s teams. Women’s basketball teams begin no earlier than 40 days before the first regular- 

season game, with a limit of 30 days of practice. 

The measures had been tabled since April 2012, when the Legislative Council tabled the bulk of the proposals in that year’s cycle to allow the Rules Working Group to fulfill its charge of 

making the Division I rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. 

The rule creates a flexible preseason practice schedule that allows practice days and off days instead of the current schedule that leads to practice occurring every possible day. The 

more flexible approach provides coaches with the ability to determine howto use practice opportunities. 

The original proposal allowed practice to start 40 days before the first game, but the Council members adjusted the rule to accommodate for Midnight Madness events often planned 

around the first men’s basketball practice. Because a significant number of teams start playing games on the first day the rules allow it (the second Friday in November), the first day for 

practice would fall on a Sunday, which is not conducive to Midnight Madness events Expanding the time period to 42 days allows the first practice to be held on a Friday 

The Women’s Basketball Coaches Association expressed preference to maintain its current 40-day period as an expansion posed potential conflicts with a weekend when recruiting 

can occur. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:08 AM 

km~ount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

I wanted to let you know I will be attending the first year orientation with my parents on July 17 and 18th and will be driving down on Wednesday, the 

16th. 

Looking forward to meeting with you. 

Enjoy your vacation, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc,edtr~ 

Saturda5, 3:39 PM 

ton~ount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

I~¢V: First Yem Orientation Confirmalion 

Hi Tony, 
I registered for the orientation and I have sent them an email to ask if they could put me for session 17 like you said. Just wanted to let you know. 
Hope you are doing well, 

Van: newstudents@unc.edu [newstudents@unc.edu] 
Verzonden= vrijdag          18:39 
Aan @hotmail.com 
CC-" 
Onderwerp: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

PID: 
Session 16: 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If you have questions about your reservation, 
please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 
Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before 
your Orientation session, please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New Student and 
Carolina Parent Proqrams website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests interested in 
learning more about local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud to partner with some 
of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here 
for more information. 
A, Language Placement 
Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to attending 
New Student Orientation. If you are taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps below to 
ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at www.unc.edu/languageplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other than French, German, Latin and 
Spanish, please visit the Foreiqn Lanquaqe Placement Webpaqe or call the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent 
Programs at 919-962-8304. 
B. Academic Preparation 
Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning your 
coursework. Visit advis(nq.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted Students" 
section.To help facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an on-line 
academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new first-year students must 
complete the on-line module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related to academic 
advising will be addressed when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 
C, Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 
If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to meet the various demands of 
University life, please visit http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self-identify with the 
Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 
We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit http://newstudents.unc.edu/to checkout 
additional information related to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged to visit 
http:!/parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 
919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 6:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

New em~Jl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:55 PM 

Tow Yount <tonyyomat@unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Is it okay ifI s~y in Carmichael throughout Orientation’? I’m not sure ifI am registered for ovemights throughout orientation because I had camp then. 

Thmlks! 

From: Yount. Tony [tonyyoun@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:14 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Orientation for Ca~:olina 

Hello 

I jus* went over to Carmichael to check on your camp registration. You registered for both sessions, and that’s fine. Most of the incoming freshmen are registered for 

the first session, mid then roll move into their orientation doml. Your orientation roll begin at 8 am on Thursday morning and roll continue until sometime in the late 

afternoon on Friday. You can go to       camp until Thursday morning at 8 am, but you’ll need to switch to Caacolina’s orientation and slay with that group until 

Friday afternoon, and then you can go back to       cmnp. It is not a problem. 

Tow 

On at 11:03 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Tow, 
> I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact schedule for this? Is it okay that I 

did that? SoW this is so late, I have been vmy busy with school. 
> 

> Thanks’. 
> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [ton~Toun@unc.edu] 

> Sent: Thursdav, 9:53 AM 

> To: 

> Subject: Orientation for Carolina 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Most of you have your UNC emaJls addresses now. Thanks for taking care of that. 

me lmow that its done. 
> 

> We’re expecting all of you except for ti-eshmen orientation July l I and 12. I’ll be available for meetings with you, m~d your parents if they are attending 

orientation, on Wednesday afternoon m~d evening, July 10, to get you ready tbr your oriemation scheduling session. As your travel plans get set, you can let me know 

when yoffd like to meet on that Wednesday. 
> 

> If any of you are choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, 

June 19 - July 9 and woIft be available for those sessions. 
> 

> Please send me ml email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

please do that as soon as possible and email me letting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: New emoJl 

I already ~egistered, I will be coming July 11 and 12 

On at 9:41 AM, "Yount, Tony-" <ton~woun@unc.edu;, wrote: 

> Thanks 
> 

> Now, when you get registered tbr orientation, please let me know when you axe coming. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 6:29 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>. 

>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Updated te:dbook list - summer 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the tfh and will be looking to get the books on the :].5th. Should we iust bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never bad a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball bad an EXSS grad student 2 years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, 

so we’ll start there. 

On , at 9:18 AM, rackham <mckham(?~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Do you k[~ow if it works the same way for Grad Sb.Edet~ts Ot~ scholarship to get: books? 

GO ?:.:~:~;:i: .i:.~2L,!!i;.!’ 
S~ncere~y, 

Eve Rackham 

Ass~stm~t Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of Nortb Carol~a 

fiarmicbael Arena/Volleyball 
3:I_0 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 275_15 

919-962-5233 (o} 

............................. (~) 

919-84343543 (t) 

rackham@tme,edu 

http:i/www.facebook.comlcarolinavolleyball 

http:l~witter.com!m~cvNleybalt 

www.ca rolinavollevball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the 

form to student stores and get the required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until 

to get them or how it works? 

T~ar~ks. 

~i:i;i:i::;? :i!:?:i~!:;i! :i~i~E.i:.i:ii!:..::.i; !: 

S~ncerely; 

Eve Rackbam 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South l~oad 

CbapeI Hill, NC 275:15 

919-962-5233 (o) 

919-84343543 

rackham@unc,edu 

_~;_w:fl o_h___e__e__!~_:~_o__m__. 

http:/Iwww.faeebook.eom/earolinavolleyball 

htt p:t![witter,com/tmevolteyball 

www.ca rolinavollegball,com 
From:. [mailto: @fiq~edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PN 
To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

ix here to get her books, She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything 



.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldrktge~i;kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: [)pdated textbook list - summer 

To: 

Cc: "HoltorL Diane" <ktEa__13_e____!39__r_[._%r_@2~_!__e_!:r_a__13:__{!gg!_e£:_Ur~:~st_u>, "Wool&idge, Gina" <.(.~!1.rf.a.~£~2.~...d..ri.d£~@k.e.~.n.£-~.-...~.]..a.g1..e..r.:.t.~.c..:~.d...t1> 

Summer MAC Students, 
I received the last text book designation for the summer tmrn. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Course Number Course Name Instructor 
MAC 700 Introduction to Financial Accounting Hand 
MAC 865 Microeconomics Chavis 

Gma 

MAC 701 Managerial Accounting Skender 
MAC 709 Financial Management Wang 

MAC 703A Legal System & Tort Liability for Business Barringer 

MAC 710 Financial Reporting A Stubben 

MAC 741 Introduction to Business Tax Edwards 

Textbook 
Financial Accounting, Harrison, Horngren, and Th, 
Courspack - available through UNC Student Stores 
Managerial Accounting, Tools for Business Decisic 
Paul D. Kimmel and Donald E. Kieso. 
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 9th ed. Ross, 
Business Law and the Regulation of Business, 11t] 
*Note: eBook edition is NOT acceptable. 
Intermediate Accounting, 14th Edition by Kieso, ~ 
Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities (5th 
862350; McGraw-Hill. *Note: the publication date 

<image001 .jpg>Twitter ] <image002.jpg> Lirlked[n i <image003.jpg> Facebook ] <image004 jpg>MAC Journe~ Bloat [ <imageoos.ipg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldrldge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ U NC’s Kenan-Flagler Bu siness School 

919.962.3186, girla_wookJridge@kenan-fiagier.unc.edu, www.kenan-flagler.up, c.edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Result.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

ACT 

Hi Tow’, 

I j ust wanted to let you know that I got my ACT score back. My composite score without writing was a 31 and on math I got a 28... Woohoo! :) 
I did have the scorn sent to UNC. 

Hope "things are going well lbr you! Talk k~ you soon! 

Thank~ 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 5:34 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyount@nnc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Tony, 

TNs email along ruth the confirmation of my registration with the Friday center are the emails I have gotten from Ms. Mcdonnell. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "McDonnell, Carol B" <.c_.b___r._n_.c3t_£!!_r!(a~_e__l_r_?:ai.l_:._u_r_Lc_:.e_d__u> 

Date: ,8:11:58 AM EDT 

To: @gr_ra__i!_: c___o__m > 
Subject: RE: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Thank you. You are dear. I need to wait until your application for readmission goes through Lo get the courses on your’ sumrner schedule. Currently 
your application is not complete and you don’t have a summer term to enroll yet. Please visit the ConnectCarolina site to view the status of your 
admission. 
However, f will send you confirmation thief: you can begin work on May 14 in the 2 dass~:_~s and get th~-_~ courses on y.:_~ur scheduh:_~ .:_~nc~:_~ the process 
abow:~ is com#et:e 

&,,/,4~/b.~,,,,~Y 

Student Services Nt[anager 
Frida? Center for Contim~ing Education 
"() nNersity of N orth C aa~l ina at Chapel Hill 
CB41 (!20 
Chapel Hill NC 2759% I020 
919-962--1.105 
fax 919--952- 5549 
’i’~e~KJ OlJr s[~)["ies ;/[ 

l¥idavcenterAmc.edujstorie s 

Fwm: [ m_ajJ_t_q; ._@_g_m__ajLc_9__m] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: HcDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: Re: UNC Friday Center course registration request 
Hi Ms. McDonnell, 
I am not sure you are the person I should be informing or ifI need to call the Friday Center but the holds on mr" account should be lifted (I paid everything 

today). Please let me lmow if there is anything else I need to do in order to be able to register for classes. 

Thanks again. 

Best Regards, 

@g__m____ajL_c___9___m___ 

On at 8:50 AM, Carol McDonnell <cbmcdonn~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

IMPORTANT UPDATE ON YOUR REQUEST TO REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING: 

Course: RELI 
Title: 
Course Type: Carolina Courses Online 
NC Residency CMm: Non-Resident 
Tuilion: $2,736.12 

Additional Comments: 

You have a past due account hold aid a parking hold on your account that blocks registration, Plea~ contact the Friday Center when your account is 
cleaed for registration. 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 



The Friday Center tbr Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, CB# 1020, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 800-862-5669 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.mlc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: IMPORTANT REGISTIUkTION INFORMATION 

Tony, 

TNs email I received from the registrar along ruth a notice about summer session 2 as well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but none of them roll let me 

regiffter for classing be they say that I need pernrission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fon~’axded message: 

Fr~n: Regis~tral’s Office < registmtionservices(~unc.edu> 

Date: ,7:58:56 PM EDT 

To: < ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT REGIST1La.TION INFORI~kTION 

Dear 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access your course planner and 

the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration which roll be open at the date and time specified in your enrollment appointment. The link to log in 

to your ConnectCarolina Student Center to access all of these services can be found through the MyUNC Portal at http://m,i.unc.edu. On the MyUNC 

Portal page, click on the ColmectCarolina Student Center link to sign in with your onyen and password. A regis~tration guide with ilffonnation on 

registration can be found on the ONce of the Universib~ Registrais webpage at http://regis~trar.nnc.edu by clicking on Registration. If you have any 

questions about registration after reviemng this email and ilffonnation on our website, feel flee to contact us at registrationservices(~unc.edu. 

REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate s~ldents axe divided into smaller groups based on the immber of completed terms in residence before they axe assigned a time. Students 

who have completed a higher number of terms in residence would be given an earlier regis~tration start date than students ruth fewer completed terms in 

residence. Within each grouping of completed tenns in residence, students are randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may regis~ter any time atter your registration appointment day and time. Appointments run ti-om 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The purpose of 

this process is to spread registration over "time so that the computer system can better handle the load. 

To find out your registration date/time ibr     Summer I, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under Enrollment Dates, and 
select the tenn. You will also see your Registration/Advising Option on this site as determined by the various Deans’ Offices and departments. Please pay 
close attention to any correspondence you may receive from your Dean’s Office or department to detennine what you need to do before your 
appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCaacolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through the My[INC Portal, by clicking on "Update Personal Intbm3ation" on 
the top left. 

OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration Sys~tem using your ONYEN/PASSWORD s~rting on the date and time of your registration 

appointment. After this time, the Regifftration System under Co~mectCm~olina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 hours/day, 7 days/week) other than 



occasional times when "the system is down tbr maintenance. Please note support t?om campus offices will only be available during normal business hours. 

For advising infonnation and complete registration infonnatio~l, go to the Ofl]ce of the University Regis~tmr’s homepage (http://registrar.unc.edu) and select 

the     Summer I Registration link. 

Please note that the initial regifftration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, firs~t-year Law-, first-year MBA, mid all EMBA and Master of Accounting students 

will be handled by their School Regis~treas. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you are not permitted to ~egister. 

Al~, please take time to review important University policies located at http://registmr.unc.edu, under Registration aJ~d then RegiS_ration Policies. 

Thmlk you~ 

Office of the UniversiU Regis’tmr 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: IMPORTANT REGISTILlkTION INFORMATION 

I have not received an actual email. But I did accept to my re admittance on connectcarolina. I assumed that’s all I needed to do. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 5:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks lbr sending those things along. Do you an email that confirms that that you have been readmitted to the University? That seems to be the hangup at 
this point. 

Tony 

On at 5:35 PM, ~live.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Tony, 

This email I received from the registrar along ruth a notice about summer session 2 as well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but 

none of them will let me register tbr classing be they say that I need pennission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: Reaistrar’s Office <registrationservices~unc.edu> 

Date: 7:58:56 PM EDT 

To: -~ (~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Dear. 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your ConnectCa~rolina Student Center, you may search for classes, 

access your course planner and the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration which will be open at the date and time 
specified in your enrollment appointment. The link to log in to your ConnectCarolina Student Center to access all of these 

services can be found through the MyUNC Portal at http:#mv.unc.edu. On the MyUNC Portal page, click on the 

ConnectCarolina Student Center link to sign in with your onyen and password. A registration guide with information on 

registration can be found on the Office of the University Regis~tra/s webpage at http:i/registrar.unc.edu by clicking on 

Registration. If you have any qnestions about registration after reviewing this email and information on our website, feel ficee to 

contact us at registmtionservices@mac.edu. 

REGISTIL~\TION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the number of completed terms in residence before they are 

assigned a time. Students who have completed a higher number of terms in residence would be given an earlier registration start 

date than students with fewer completed telrns in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms in residence, students axe 

randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and prot}ssional school studeuts axe also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may register any time after your regis~tration appointment day and time. Appointments mn from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, 

Monday-Friday. The purpose of this process is to spread registration over time so that the computer system can better handle 

the load. 

To find out your registration date/time for Summer I, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link 



under Enrollment Dates, and select the tenn. You will al~ ~e your Registration/Advising Option on this site as determined by 

the various Deans’ Offices and departments. Please pay close attention to any correspondence you nmy receive from your 

Dean’s Office or department to determine what you need to do betbre your appointment date. 

U se the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators through the registjation period and to view your 

schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through the MyUNC Portal, by clicking on "Update 
Personal Information" on the top left. 

OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration System using your ONYEN/PASSWORD starting on the date and time of 

your registration appointment. After this time, the Registration System under Co~meclCaxolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule 

(24 hours/day, 7 days/week) other than occasiouaJ times when the system is down for maintenance. Please note support from 

campus offices will only be available during normal business hours. For advising information and complete registration 

i~fformation, go to the Office of the University- Registrar’s homepage (htlp:i/registrar.unc.edu) and select the Summer I 

Registration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, first-year Law, first-year MBA, and all EMBA and 

Master of Accounting students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you axe not 

permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at http:#mgistrar.unc.edu, trader Registration and then 
Registration Policies. 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:34 PM 

To: tonyyount@unc.edu 

Bee: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Update 

HI Tony, 

First of all, thank you so much for taking the time to guide me through the orientation registration process and welcoming me to the UNC 

After thinking hard about the offer Coach      ~ extended a few weeks back, I have decided not to enroll at UNC next fall. I am so grateful for the opportunity to play at 
Carolina, but I felt I should not join the program unless I was 100% certain of my decision. If there is anything else I need to do to rescind my deposit or un-reserve my spot at 
orientation please let me know how I can go about it. 

Again, thank you so much and I am so sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

Sincerely, 



From: ~(}gmail.com > 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: AP exams 

Hey Tony’. I was wondering if you could tell me what I have to get on my AP statifftics and AP government exaans to get credit. ’][’hank you ill let you know how flley 

go...msh me luck please because I need it haha’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:41 PM 

To: mcldlam@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: and Visit 

I’d ask the team doctor or Sally. They would know somebody at the hospital who could meet with her. 

are taking Psyc . Might be fun fo~       to see how AP PSYC compares to the entry course level PSYC here. 

We don’t have any vb players em~olled in any science classes this semester except for PSYC (other than EXSS classes) 

O11 , at 12:53 PM, Eve Rackham wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Any thoughts on who might be a good person for Medicine/Pediatrics7 OR a person on our team who has a class in something that is relevant? Gracias :) 

>>> " <. > 12:50 PM >>> 

Thanks Eve. As of now,      ~ thinks she wants to go into Medicine/Pediatrics. That could definitely change, but I’m sure she’d love to sit in on any class. 
She loves her AP Psych class that she is currently taking. 

Thanks for aii your help. I look forward to meeting you and having 

Blessings, 

get familiar with the team & the campus. 

"} t onor o,~e a notber a l~>ve ? ou, sels e,s 

From= Eve Rackham [mailto:rackham@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To= 
Subject=      and Visit 

Hi 
It was great to talk with you last night. I am starting to put together the itinerary for ; visit next week. I wanted to see if you could tell me if 
thought about what she might like to study? We are trying to have her attend a class and or meet with someone from that dept if possible. 
Thanks so much and hope to hear from you soon :) 
:~::.;© :i’;’:iiR iq’E:!:::LS:: 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

has 



Women’s Volleyball 

PO BOX 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@unc.edu 
www=tarheelblue.com 

http://twitter.com/uncvolleyball 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Summer school 

Attached is the information that I have so tax. 

Here is the short list for summer needs. 

¯ 3 hours online through IYNC 

¯ 6 hours online courses through IYi’,IC 

- 3 hours online through UNC 

3 hours online fllrough UNC 

- 6 hours credit through s~dy abroad 

3 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours online through UNC - SOCI. and HIST 

- 6 hours online classes through UNC ~ 3 hours UNC 1st session 

6 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours at UNC 2nd session 

- 3 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours online through UNC 

- 3 hours online through UNC 

- 3 hours online through UNC - SOCI 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, i 1:01 PM 

~yahoo.com 
~hedule 

Are you going to the AC tonight? wants to know. I fllink thai says you’re going in tonight but I didn’t konw 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, ] 9:30 PM 

To: .~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

I am aJmost certain, but you should check ruth the coaches, that your CTOPS weeken 

On             at 9:22 PM,        wrote: 

Hi Tony! 

My email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

the SAT Math 2. I aheady have Statistics credit and I’m pretty positive I 

am going to get some sort of Calculus credit. Is it fftill necessaly to 

take the SAT Math 2’? Also do you know Milch date they are wanting me to go 

to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:32 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

I am almost certain, but you should check ruth the coaches, that your CTOPS session is July 

On             at 9:22 PM,         wrote: 

My email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

the SAT Math 2. I aheady have Statistics credit and I’m pretty positive I 

am going to get some sort of Calculus credit. Is it still necessary to 
take the SAT Math 2? Also do you know which date they are wanting me to go 

to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday 10:48 AM 

janma~m@uncaa, unc.edu 

Was here today at 10 - we planned her schedule ibr the fall and got her set up in the new legistxation syfftem. She says her courses ale going well this semester. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Online Summer School Regis~tmtion 

then you do NOT enter your credit, and you ONLY check third pafly payment and list the athletic department. 

On . at 10:00 PM, wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

So I aJn doing all "the registration stuffibr online summer school right 

now and I am just a little confused about the payment. My total money 

that is owed for 2 classes ($1,758) is the same as my total award 

dollars granted even though it is supposed to be 50%, I think. The 

sheets that Jenny" gave to us today" at prac says that is the full amount 

due for 6 hours is $1,758 so I am not sure what to do because the 

balance due is $0. 

Thanks, talk to you soon. 

Tony Yount wrote: 

Ladies, 

You only need to read this if you are registering for ONLINE summer 

school. Online snmmer school enrollment does NOT happen on Student 

Central. There is a separate site. Current juniors and sophomores will 

register Thur~tay morning at 8:00 am. Current freshmen will register 

Friday morning at 8:00 ran. 

Here is the web address to register for summer school. 

http://~x~vw, fridaycenter.unc.edu’cp/cco/enrollment.htm 

Click on the enroll online button and lbllow the directions there. 

You will be asked to provide information on a form similar to the one 

you can find here: 

http:i/w~.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/cco forms’enrlform.htm 

Fill out the form completely. If yon are on full scholarship, you may 

select NoIth Caacolina resident tbr tuition purposes. You do not have to 

till out the residency tbm~. Your athletic ~holaacship will handle "that. 

If you are NOT on full scholarship, a~nd you are NOT from North Carolina, 

you will select Nonresident for tuition purposes. 



If that is the case, you will need to pay, with credit card, the 

difference between the amo~mt that you owe, and the amount that you are 

getting in scholalship from your coach. You will need to get that 

iatbnnation from your coach BEFORb2 your registration time. 

If you axe on full scholarship, you will select Third Paxty Payment: 

*List ATHLETICS. That will be sufficient. If your coaches have cleared 

your tuition with Amy tterman in compliance, there should be no problem.* 

¯ If you have questions~ call me on Wednesda5 so that everyone is 

prepared for Thursday morning.* 

*Tony* 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

@email.uuc.edu 

Re: online summer school 

not yet - you’ll lmow when you get an email 

On            , at 8:11 AM, sel wrote: 

Tony, 

How do I know if I’m enrolled in a class or not? I think everything 

worked, but is there like a schedule or something you can go to? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 8:20 AM 

j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu 

Phone numbers 

I thought that I had phone numbers for and , but I don’t. I have heard nothing from eifller of them since I sent the 



From: Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:02 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: ThaJlks 

Thanks for tile email address update and the CTOPS date. I look forward to planning your schedule when you get here. 

I’m in Missouri now with the team getting ready for regionals on Saturday. 

Tony 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, April 9, 2010 10:43 PM 

To: ~gmaJl.com 

Subje~: Ordinary Miracle 

It’s not that unusual 

W hen #,w(;r’yt h ing is beaut ifu L 

It’s just another ordim,,ry miracb,0 today, 

The sky knows when it’s time to snow, 

[)on’t need to teach a seed to grow. 

It’s just another ordinary miracle today, 

Life is like,~ a gift th~;y say 

Wral~ped up for you everyday; 

Open up and find a v, ay 

To !?ire some of your own. 

Isn’t it remarkabW? 

Like every tim~; a rain dr’op falls, 

l~’s just another ordinary miracle to@,y, 

Birds in winter have their fling 

But dw~ys make it home by spring~ 

It’s just another ordinary miracie today. 

When you wake up everyday 

Please don’t throw your dreams away; 

Hold them close to your heart 

Cause we’re dl a part 

Of the ordinary miracle. 

Ordinary m irac[e 

bo you ward to see ~, mir’ade? 

ohh ohh ohh, ohhh ohh ohh.~, 

11 seems so exceptional 

That things ju~ work out after all. 

It’s jus’r another ordin~,,r’y miracle "today. 

Sun comes up and shines so bright 

And disappears again at night. 

It’s just another ordinary miracle today, 

ohh ohh ohh, ohh ohhh ohh.~, 

Z’r’s just another ordinary miracle today, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday- 10:36 AM 

derekg@uncaa.unc.edu 

and PSYC 

Progress report today in the class we’re womed about. With 60% of the grade in she has a 



From: Tow Yount<ton39’ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 10:39 AM 

To: 

Cc: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: and PSYC 

Progress report today in the class we’re worried about¯ With 60% of the grade in she has a     . Better than 1 hoped¯ Significant improvement from test 1 to test 2¯ 

a " she can do an optional paper and improve the grade¯ Professor s ys,        seems to miss more class than I expected¯ I have suggested she meet with me to review 

mis~d material." 

This class should not result in an In fact, with the optional paper, a meeting with the pro[}ssor0 and a good final, it could be a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonF~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:57 PM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email. unc.edu 

summer school registration 

Ladies~ 

I checked with admissions today. They have cleared you to register, but there is what is called an ’adviser hold’ on your registration account, because you have not 

been to orientation, and you have not met with an adviser. We made a phone call today to start the process of lifting that adviser hold. When that happens, and it could 

happen tomorrow, I will be in touch ruth each of you about which courses to take and how to register. 

Until then, you can go to this website: http://regweb.oit.unc.edt~courseseaxcl~/ 

Where it says ’Term’ you should select Summer 2 

Then you can select a subject and select search. It roll list all the courses that are taught by that department in second session of summer school. You can think about 
what you’d like to take. 

I hope 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,. 11:17 PM 

To: Gymna,stJcs 

Ce: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu; ~cox.net; 

Subject: Regional Pictures 

~me.com 

Ladies, 

Here is the web address for picm~vs from regionals. Many thanks to 

are many more but these are the ones that I think are best. En 

; dad for the use of his lens for the weekend. I put maybe 20% of the pictures up. There 



From: Ton5’ Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 8:10 AM 

To: ~email.~mc.edu 

Subject: phil 

Here is the link to enroll in Phil    online. 

http://w~v.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 

Here is t 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~’ount@uncaa.unc.edt~> 

Sent: Thursday 11:52 AM 

To: ~email .unc.edu 

Subject: COMM 

We just got an email explaining that the old COM1V that meets the PH requir 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton?, Yount<ton?yount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday~ April 16, 2010 8:16 AM 

aJncculle@email.unc edu 

EXSS 

Ashley, 

¯ Could you please help them out by adding them to that class? 

~-ere unable to get into EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 10:42 AM 

~kena~- tlagler.unc.edu 

Re: Stop on diploma 

She called back - she’ll check on it and email me - I’ll forward that 

On at 10:04 AM. wrote: 

Thanks, you’re the best! 

On 9:43 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just called Amy Herman about that. I’ll get an answer for you soon. No need for Jenny to deal with this. Amy Herman is the right person 

and I’m on it. 

On , at 9:35 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony- 

My dad called the cashiers office today because there is a payment owed and therefore a stop on my graduation diploma. 

They say that the athletic department has not paid for my books yet. Is this something that I should bring up with Jenny or 

the athletic dept? Thanks!! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday,             10:51 AM 

@email.unc.eda ~email.unc.edu 

summer registration 

Ladies, 

We are now ready to decide what classes you would like to take. As soon as w 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday,             10:51 AM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu 

summer registration 

LadieK 

We are now ready to decide what clasps vou would like to take. As soon as we do that, you will email an adviser and explain your intentions and then she will clear 
j J 

yOU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 10:53 AM 

~email.unc.edu; @email. unc.edu 

summer registration 

Ladies~ 

We are now ready to decide what classes you would like to take. As soon as we do that, you roll email an adviser and explain your intentions and then she will clear 

yon to register. 

Sorry this is taldng so long, but the Universi~ is big and it moves slowly. Sunday eve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, ~ 8:06 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Medical School 

Oll at 7:21 PM, 

Dear Dr. Roper, 

wrote: 

My name is , and I am currently a freshman at UNC. I am 
interested in attending i upon graduating from Carolina, but I 
am in a bit of a unique situation. I am also a member ofthe 

team at Carolina on full scholarship, and I plan to compete for 
the entirety my four years of eligibility. However, I can feasibly graduate 
with a double major and minor (while fulfilling the necessary 
requirements) in three years, which leaves me with a year of eligibility 
and no coursework. 

Consequently, I am considering the possibility of applying to the 
and beginning my first year of studies during my fourth 

year of eligibility. After doing a little research, however, I have come 
across a new dilemma. With my practice schedule, I would not be 
able to all of the first-year courses. Based on the 

Calendar, the                           class coincides almost 
exactly with our practice time. Thus, the question I would like to ask you 
is: if I am awarded admission into the                     for the fall 
of    , would it be possible for me to take most, but not all, ofthe 
first year medical school courses and make up those courses my schedule 
will not accommodate the following summer, or in subsequent years? 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 11:21 AM 

aJncculle@email xmc.edu 

EXSS sect 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 5:18 PM 

aJncculle@email xmc.edu 

Asheb; 

One of my 

other girls. 

) would also like to enroll in EXSS , section If you could help uThanks so much for your help with the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 11:05 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Paper for 

Will you still read papers for the non-basketball folks? 

ansidme after 6. 

I didn’t want to 

asked for you today. She can meet after from 12:15 to 2 each day, and 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

To: Golf 

Subject: e~Jns 

Ladies~ 

If any of you have any exam issues due to your play in Regionals in Greenville, please let me know. Coach Mann tells me that you have taJked to professors and 

ever~thing is in order. I roll be in Greenville either Wednesday or Thursday evening to give an e~m. Dean Stenross can grant otficial tmiversity e~m excuses if 

you need tJlem. Please let me know this week if you need to do 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu; rackhaJn@uncaa.unc.edu; tfilag@uncaa.unc.edu 

is now registered for ANTH md PSYC    2nd session 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 12:05 AM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Grads 

I’ll be glad to do that mid we’re talking about a time, thought I don’t think 

On May 4, 2010, at 11:59 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

will be part of that since 

Hey - 

I’m wondering if you might be willing to shoot some graduation photos of our               like you did last year --- the quintet was scheduled to 

show up at the Old Well this afternoon after the student athlete graduation ceremony to get a photo taken and I don’t think they made it for 

whatever reason. 

loved the grad photos you took last year and they were terrific additions to the media guide. If there’s any way you could do the same thing 

with this group at some point, I’d be very appreciative. 

Let me know what you think - thanks. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday 9:03 AM 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Battery 

Ams~ 

The ,student is 

Sorry it took this long. I had to go to Greenville, NC yes~terday and give an exam to a 

Tony 

who is competing down there. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday 1:26 PM 

j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu 

mckham@uncaa, unc.edu; ttila~@uncaa.unc.edu 

grade report 

Coaches 

Grade report is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               2:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

Okay great, thanks Tony. 

On Sun, 14:05:47 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Amy called. You are to do books like all other athletes. No changes. She 
> has everything worked out about getting the money in the right place. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On , at 11:57 AM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> great sounds goodT Thanks TonyTT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Good news about ENGL 
>>> 
>>> gave me the letter and I called Amy Herman to ask about it, but 
>>> she 
>>> was out Friday and I left a message. I expect to hear from her on 
>>> Monday. 
>>> But your name is on the book list and up to $800 of books will be 
>>> covered 
>>> by athletics according to that list. So come in Monday and get a book 
>> form 
>>> approved and then go and charge your books. 
>>> 
>>> rll let you know if that money can be applied to your account for 
other 
>>> purposes after Amy calls me back. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On 
>>> 

>>>> 

16:13:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

, at 1:31 PM, wrote: 



>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

I got into the english class i wanted tot So in 17 hours now. Did 

give you a copy of that letter i was telling you about? 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

On Thu,            20:27:44 -0400, Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Th~in~ soundsreally oddto me. Ijustcheckedthebooklist 
>> provided 
>>>> by 
>>>>> compliancetoguideusas wesignbook ~rmsandyournameisonthe 
>>>>>list 
>>>>> andthereisnodollaramountattached. Ifth~le~ercametoyouby 
>>>>> email, please ~rwarditto me. Ifnot, tell me whosentit?Ican 
>>>>> call 
>>>> Amy 
>>>>> Herman tomorrow and see wh~ she says, but I’m not aware of a system 
>>>>> th~ 
>>>>> just has a ce~ain dollar amount attached o~er than the $800 th~ 
he 
>>>> NCAA 
>>>>> allows. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> On~ ,~ 6:16PM, wrote: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Tony, thisyear, on myle~erle~ing meknow wh~ ~hleticaidi 
>> would 
>>>>>> be 
>>>>>> 

"books". 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>> ~r 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just 

Do 

you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be 
doing 
all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying 

the 
difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

On Tue,            16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

>>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>>> Ladies, 
>>>>>>> 



>>>>>>> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start 
>>>>>>> of 
>>>>>>> classes. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At 
midnight 
>>>>>> Friday 
>>>>>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you 
are 
>>>> not 
>>>>>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some 
>>>>>>> courses 
>>>>>> will 
>>>>>>> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add 
>>>>>>> a 

2nd 
freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

2. Textbook purchase: 
If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms 

>>>>>>> can 
>>>>>> be 
>>>>>>> approved: 
>>>>>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY 
>>>>>>> during 
>>>>>>> these times. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 
>>>>>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>>>>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after September 1. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> See you soon. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               12:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

yayyyy thanks T T T 

On Wed, 
wrote: 
> you’re in EXSS 
> 
> Tony 

12:16:27 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 1:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

They could contact the instructors to see if they were willing to 
overenroll their classes. I just don’t have permission to override any 
except    Thanks. 

-Ashley 

On 8/25/2010 12:12 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> Thanks Ashley, 
> 
> Are there other EXSS classes they could enter? 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On Aug 25, 2010, at 11:07 AM, Ashley McCullen wrote: 
> 
>> I can add the person to section 001 but there are no more spaces in 
>> section 002. Let me know what they would like to do. Thanks. 
>> 
>> -Ashley 
>> 

>> 

>> On 8/25/2010 9:44 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
>>> Ashley, 
>>> 
>>> Three more requests for EXSS 
Thank you so much. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
>>> Kenan Field House 
>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>" cell 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>>__ 

>> Ashley McCullen 

if its not too late for you to get these 

EXSS 

EXSS 

- EXSS 

players in. 



>> Administrative Support Specialist 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-2022 
>> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy (Jenny Slingluff-Levy) <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 11:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: updated schedules 

Tony - I am going to wait another week before committing everyone’s schedule to memory - as they do tend to change 

these first few days! 

Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 8/18/2010 10:51 AM > > > 

As of this morning. 

not yet included because she has no schedule until Fri afternoon. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<~ @mms.att.net> 
Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony it’s      . I’m in class and need to access the Internet. I just bought a Mac and have no idea how to 
work it. Could you please help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               1:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Syllabus 

Here they areT 
You’re the best TonyT T 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~webmail.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Tony, 

I’m sorry we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out everything on my own. My roommate just 
told me however, that MATH doesn’t fulfill the math requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some help 
finding another class that fulfills that and works w/my schedule. ThanksT 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @webmail.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:31 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Tony, 

Thank you so muchT I’m sure she was confused. Thanks againT 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 15:52:11 
To: < @webmail.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Classes 

Math    fulfills one of your math requirements 

You’ve taken Math    , and Math    will complete your math requirements. There are no Math issues for you 
if you successfully complete MATH 

Tony 

On , at 3:43 PM, ~webmail.unc.edu wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 
> I’m sorry we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out everything on my own. My roommate 
just told me however, that MATH doesn’t fulfill the math requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some 
help finding another class that fulfills that and works w/my schedule. ThanksT 
> 

> Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Span 

Thanks T 
....... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: 

Subject: Span 
Sent:             10:40 AM 

gscowell@unc.edu 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@endurancemag. com> 

Saturday,               5:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Ton T... Tutors 

Hey TonT 

So here are the classes I would looooveee to have tutors for. They are my only 2 so I am really trying to do 
well :)... Econ    and Econ    , for both courses they are the only section. I had       as a rotor for business 
calculus and he was awesomeT Oh and if possible I was looking to get a rotor for 2 days for each course. Sorry 
sounds demanding but you know me TonT Anyways thanks again so much you are the bestT T 

Hope you are having a great weekendT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday,               7:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Books 

Tony, 

My Drama    professor posted on Blackboard that we need a textbook for his class, but it was not on my 
original book list so I do not have the book. Do I just go to the book store and get the book and then bring you? 
the receipt or is there a different way I?am supposed to?get the book before his class next Tuesday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               9:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

HI tony, could I come at 9.30 on a Wednesday? 
Thanks 

On Sat, 23:27:38 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays (except 12:15) 
> Or 9:30 - 2:30 Tues - Thurs. 
> 
> Send me an email before 9 pm tomorrow. If you wait until after 9, the 
true 
> freshmen will get their chance, so let’s get it done. 
> 
> Good luck tomorrow morning against Iowa. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 3:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meeting 

Tony, 

Most Monday, Wednesday, Fridays work well for me after 9:50. I could 
make it to your office any of those days by 10:05. Does Wednesday at 
10:05 work for you? 

Hope you’re having a nice weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               3:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hey Tony, 

I was wondering ifI could schedule my appointment on Wednesdays at 10:15? 

thanks 

On Sun. 00:43:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> Aug. 30. 
> 
> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               5:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hey Tony T 
I’m so so so so so so so sorry about not coming in to see you at the end of 
last week. 
I feel horrible about that- i just completely missed the end of that email. 
Ugh. I can get a five on Calc BC, but can’t read. 
Would Mondays at 9:30 work for you? 
Thanks for everything! 
I am attaching my syllabuses (syllabi? syllabese?) 
I have lots ofreadingT :) 

On Sun, 00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> Aug. 30. 
> 
> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               6:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Oh dear, I’m going from bad to worse here. 
Thanks Tony, I’ll shoot you one tonight. 

On Sun, 18:06:37 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> thanks for the syllabi, but please read the scheduling email carefully 
> 
> from the last email - I want to be fair to all my teams and let the 
> process start at the same time for everybody, so rll repeat these two 
> sentences from last night. 
> 
> "To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
> calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first email 
that 
> I get after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there." 
> 
> so be the first to email at or after 9 tonight 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On~ at 5:59 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony T 
>> I’m so so so so so so so sorry about not coming in to see you at the end 
>> of 
>> last week. 
>> I feel horrible about that- i just completely missed the end of that 
>> email. 
>> Ugh. I can get a five on Calc BC, but can’t read. 
>> Would Mondays at 9:30 work for you? 
>> Thanks for everything! 
>> I am attaching my syllabuses (syllabi? syllabese?) 
>> I have lots ofreadingT :) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sun, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 

00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



>>> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
>>> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
>> Monday, 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
>> calendar 
>>> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first email that I 
get 
>>> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
>> constantly 
>>> updated online at this address: 
>>> http ://ical.me.com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
>>> 
>>> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
>> Tues 
>>> - Thurs. 
>>> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the 
calendar 
>> to 
>>> see if the slot you want is still open. 
>>> 
>>> So let’s get it done. 
>>> 
>>> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
>> done 
>>> SO. 

>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 7:26 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Can i do wednesday at 11 ? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same 
> time every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week 
> of Monday, 
> 
> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
> calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first 
> email that I get after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My 
> schedule will be constantly updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 
> 2:30 Tues - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the 
> calendar to see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
> done so. 
> 

> Good luck against Iowa. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Could I have the 11 : 15 slot on Wednesdays? 

On Sun, 00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:3 9 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meeting 

Tony, 

Can I set up my weekly meeting on Wednesday at 10:15 am? Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

> Hey Tony, 
> Here are my syllabi and it would be great for me to meet 9:30 on 
Thursdays. 
> Let me know if that is good for youT And I got into the 
> so I dropped my history like we talked about. 
> Thanks, 
> 

class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:50 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Tony, 
Does 1 : 15 work for you? 

On Sun, 00:43:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hi TonyT I would rather have my meeting with you on Monday if that is 
possible, my last class is over t 10:45... can you do anything around 11 or 
after that? Just let me know! ThanksT 

On Sun, 00:43:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 6:32 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

ok so i went to write another email i’d been putting off (monday is yahoo email day) and found this so my 
response is extremely prompt, sounds like word is out and it’s a little bit of a mess. that’s ok. its good i can 
choose to stay out of the _ scene. 
and starting tonight- the grades are turning around, if you could, i need one honest opinion- a no bs, how likely 
am i to be readmitted (80% 10% or what), just so i can see ifi really need to get mailing these wild west 
applications that i want to save for grad school (do they have do grants? for that kinda thing even ifur the 
ultimate transfer student lol). ok that’s all i need to know, if you have an estimation, maybe you dont- the 
admissions folks aren’t very forthcoming, alright, group project with pizza on the way here soon. no more 
emailin :) gonna try to teach some bball to kids down at a rec center this week. should be interesting. 

thanks 

skiing, montana, awesome, saw a special on white water boogie boarding? can u beat that? 

--- On Mon, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Weekly meeting? 
> To: ~yahoo.com> 
> Date: Monday, 5:46 PM 
> I’m so glad that you emailed me back. 
> And I absolute hate the we can’t have the conversation I’d 
> like to have because of the evil NCAA. But here’s what 
> pisses me off the most, and I apologize for the way it 
> turned out. Of course I had to report our conversation to 
> compliance. Before long the whole team knew and that didn’t 
> come from me. And what I did not want was for you to be 
> besieged with calls and questions and recruiting talk when 
> you’re looking for space to decide your own future. I know 
> ’is a tight community and word would come out of 
> and people would know eventually, but you had called me in 
> confidence and I hate that it went so far so fast from what 
> I had to do to follow the NCAA rules. The good thing is that 
> if you don’t ask for a release from or you don’t 
> answer your phone, you don’t have to talk about college 
> to anybody. At least that is still under your control and 
> nobody can take that control away from you. Power - such a 
> wonderful thing. 
> 

> You should never let those B’s turn into C’s ever, but 
> that’s not really my question to you. My question is: 
> "Why isn’t your comment - I really ought not to let those 
> A’s turn into B’s? You know how I feel about that. 
> Pick it up. Get motivated. Don’t make me come up there. 
> 



> 

> Take care. Make good decisions. Get your grades up. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 5:09 PM, wrote: 
> 

> > Tony, 
> > hey, sorry for the delayed response- i have email 
> reaction time issues. :). and i knew you would report me to 
> the ncaaT it’s all good though- somebody’s gotta regulate 
> something i suppose. 
> > and thank you for the river guide tips. its a good 
> backup plan. let’s just face it though- it would be really 
> fantastic if the admissions folks just accepted my 
> application and take a proud midwestern anti-college 
> back (not because their aren’t a lot of really good things 
> and ppl about    but just b/c u gotta float your own 
> boat), the ppl at admission said they would fill me in after 
> they got my transcript from here so i really ought not to 
> let those b’s turn into c’s (get motivated right). 
> > but whatever happens there are a lot of options out 
> there (like the wild west which i will get to eventually) 
> and you gotta go for it. thanks for helping me reach that 
> conclusion. 
> 

> 

> 

>> 

> > my best to all, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > --- On Sat, 
> wrote: 
>> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

~yahoo.com> 
7:26 PM 

> >> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> >> Subject: Re: Weekly meeting? 
> >> To: 
> >> Date: Saturday, 
> >> hey 
> >> 

> >> thanks for the update. I am proud of you for 
> making your 
> >> own decisions and following your own path. I hope 



> you find 
> >> what you’re looking for and find some peace and 
> some 
> >> happiness. Really happy that your roommate is cool 
> about 
> >> that situation. And good luck with that boyfriend 
> thing. 
> >> Remember that 99% of college boys are not worthy - 
>be 
> >> careful. 
> >> 

> >> I’m doing well. I’m so happy to be in contact with 
> my 
> >> favorite meeting skipper. 
> >> 

> >> Full disclosure requires me to do this. As much as 
> I think 
> >> the NCAA is a ridiculous organization, I am what 
> the NCAA 
> >> deems an "Institutional representative" for the 
> University 
> >> of North Carolina. I was obligated to report our 
> >> conversation to our compliance director, Lance 
> Markos. I 
> >> committed no NCAA violation in talking with you, 
> and it is 
> >> absolutely OK for us to continue to communicate 
> with each 
> >> other about general issues about life, decisions 
> you’re 
> >> making, and topics that friends would normally 
> >> discuss. And I hope that we continue to do 
> that. Our 
> >> conversation last Sunday was great, and did not 
> violate any 
> >> NCAA rules. You asked about coming back to school 
>at 
> >> Carolina and that was fine. We didn’t talk about 
> you playing 
> >~ at Carolina again, and that’s the way it will 
> have to 
> >> stay. In order for us to talk about returning to 
> UNC and 
> >> being a part of the team, you would have to 
> ask for, 
> >> and be granted, a release from so that 
> you could 
> >> communicate with athletic staff at any other 
> school. You can 
> >> certainly communicate with admissions officials 
> from any 
> >> school. But if athletics is going to be a part of 
> the 
> >> conversation for you at any NCAA institution, 



> you’ll need to 
> >> ask for a release from 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> Nice to hear from you. Proud of you. Keep me 
> updated. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> >> Take care 
> >> Tony 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> On at 4:12 PM, wrote: 
> >> 

> >>> hey tony, 
> >>> so i promised a progress report and even 
> though i’m 
> >> pretty bad at such activities.., i did go talk to 
> the coach. 
> >> i told her no more college and she said that 
> was a 

> >> bummer but if i wanted to come back after a break 
> that she 
> >> would welcome that. so i’m looking into some other 
> options 
> >> for next semester, one of them being river guide 
> along with 
> >> some other colleges along with reapplying to unc. 
> SO 

> >> hopefully one of those options works out and leads 
> to some 
> >> hiking and club sports and goofin off and a 
> boyfriend:) im 
> >> gonna finish out the quarter and my roomate is 
> alright with 
> >> everything and looking for someone else to live 
> with. so 



> >> that’s all that. 
> >>> thanks again for talking with me the other 
> day. nice 
> >> win over VA the other day too. i dont know how the 
> buckeyes 
> >> managed to beat 121 st ranked new mexico state 
> today lol 
> >>> hope you’re doin good, 
> >>) 

> >>> 

> >>> --- On Wed, 
> >> wrote: 
> >>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> How are you? 
> >>>> 

> >>>> Tony 
> >>>> 

> >>> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: Weekly meeting? 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
How many meetings are you skip this 
semester? 

> >>> 

> >>> 

> >> 

> >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               11:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Oh haha woops I thought it was everyday...but now that its just one day a 
week how about Wednesday at 12:00? 

On Sun, 22:53:41 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> well, it would help if I knew which day you wanted to come at 1 : 15 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> Does 1 : 15 work for you? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

at 10:49 PM, wrote: 

>> 

>> On Sun, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
>>> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
>> Monday, 
>>> 

00:43: 55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

>>> 

>>> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
>> calendar 
>>> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first email that I 
get 
>>> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
>> constantly 
>>> updated online at this address: 
>>> http ://ical.me.com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
>>> 
>>> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
>> Tues 
>>> - Thurs. 
>>> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the 
calendar 
>> to 
>>> see if the slot you want is still open. 
>>> 

>>> So let’s get it done. 



>>> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
>> done 
>>> SO. 

>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, 5:10 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

Tony, 
hey, sorry for the delayed response- i have email reaction time issues. :). and i knew you would report me to the 
ncaaT it’s all good though- somebody’s gotta regulate something i suppose. 
and thank you for the river guide tips. its a good backup plan. let’s just face it though- it would be really 
fantastic if the admissions folks just accepted my application and take a proud midwestern anti-college 
back (not because their aren’t a lot of really good things and ppl about    but just b/c u gotta float your own 
boat), the ppl at admission said they would fill me in after they got my transcript from here so i really ought not 
to let those b’s turn into c’s (get motivated right). 
but whatever happens there are a lot of options out there (like the wild west which i will get to eventually) and 
you gotta go for it. thanks for helping me reach that conclusion. 

my best to all, 

--- On Sat, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Weekly meeting? 
> To: @yahoo.com> 
> Date: Saturday, 7:26 PM 
> hey 
> 
> thanks for the update. I am proud of you for making your 
> own decisions and following your own path. I hope you find 
> what you’re looking for and find some peace and some 
> happiness. Really happy that your roommate is cool about 
> that situation. And good luck with that boyfriend thing. 
> Remember that 99% of college boys are not worthy - be 
> careful. 
> 
> I’m doing well. I’m so happy to be in contact with my 
> favorite meeting skipper. 
> 
> Full disclosure requires me to do this. As much as I think 
> the NCAA is a ridiculous organization, I am what the NCAA 
> deems an "Institutional representative" for the University 
> of North Carolina. I was obligated to report our 
> conversation to our compliance director, Lance Markos. I 
> committed no NCAA violation in talking with you, and it is 
> absolutely OK for us to continue to communicate with each 
> other about general issues about life, decisions you’re 
> making, and topics that friends would normally 
> discuss. And I hope that we continue to do that. Our 



> conversation last Sunday was great, and did not violate any 
> NCAA rules. You asked about coming back to school at 
> Carolina and that was fine. We didn’t talk about you playing 
>    at Carolina again, and that’s the way it will have to 
> stay. In order for us to talk about returning to UNC and 
> being a part of the    team, you would have to ask for, 
> and be granted, a release from " -      so that you could 
> communicate with athletic staff at any other school. You can 
> certainly communicate with admissions officials from any 
> school. But if athletics is going to be a part of the 
> conversation for you at any NCAA institution, you’ll need to 
> ask for a release from 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Nice to hear from you. Proud of you. Keep me updated. 

> 

> Take care 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On 
> 

> > hey tony, 

at 4:12 PM, wrote: 

> > so i promised a progress report and even though i’m 
> pretty bad at such activities.., i did go talk to the coach. 
> i told her no more college    and she said that was a 
> bummer but if i wanted to come back after a break that she 
> would welcome that. so i’m looking into some other options 
> for next semester, one of them being river guide along with 
> some other colleges along with reapplying to unc. so 
> hopefully one of those options works out and leads to some 
> hiking and club sports and goofin off and a boyfriend:) im 
> gonna finish out the quarter and my roomate is alright with 
> everything and looking for someone else to live with. so 
> that’s all that. 
> > thanks again for talking with me the other day. nice 
> win over VA the other day too. i dont know how the buckeyes 
> managed to beat 121 st ranked new mexico state today lol 
> > hope you’re doin good, 
>> 

>> 

> > --- On Wed, 
> wrote: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>> 



> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: Weekly meeting? 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
How many meetings are you skip this 
semester? 

How are you? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:56 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bus Ride Meal back to Chapel Hill 

if you see anyone on this list, Please tell them to get their order in. Thank You 

>>> Phil Barnes 1:58 PM >>> 
SUNDAY - BUS RIDE BACK! Please get to me by 9am on FRIDAY! -Thanks! 

Bread: Sub Roll Only 

Toppings: Mustard (Yellow, Deli, Honey), Mayo, Oil, Vinegar, Lett., Tom., Onions 

ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Provolone Cheese, Thumanns Hot Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa Salami 

OLD ITALIAN: Dry Cured Capacola, Sharp Provolone & Prosciutto 

MILD ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Provolone Cheese, Thumanns Sweet Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa Salami 

MILD SHARP ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Sharp Provolone, Thumanns Sweet Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa 

Salami 

SCHWARTZlE: Thumanns Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Cole Slaw & Russian Dressing 

SHARP ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Sharp Provolone, Thumanns Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa Salami 

AUDIE: Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Thumanns Oven Roasted Beef & New Yorker American Cheese 

TURKEY SCHWARTZlE: Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Swiss Cheese, Cole Slaw & Russian Dressing 

ROAST BEEF SCHWARTZlE: Thumanns Oven Roasted Beef, Swiss Cheese, Cole Slaw & Russian Dressing 

BIG "T": Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Imported Ham & NY American Cheese 

TURKEY BREAST: Finest Quality Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast 

TUNA DELIGHT: White Tuna (Not Pre-Mixed) & Light Swiss Cheese Topped with Roasted Peppers 

HEALTHY CHEESE: Choice of Light Swiss Cheese or Slender American Cheese 



SLIM "T": Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Low Sodium Ham & Slender American Cheese 

HEALTHY HAM & CHEESE: Thummans Low Sodium Ham & Choice of Light Swiss Cheese or Slender American 

CHICKEN COLLETE: Chicken Cutlet & Thumanns Smoked Tavern Ham with Swiss Cheese 

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA: Chicken Cutlet with Homestyle Marinara and Melted Provolone Cheese 

OLD FASHIONED MEATBALL: with Homestyle Marinara Shredded Parmesan, Romano Cheeses 

Carolina Winter Elite Camp 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Golf Course Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 10:35 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Advising 

Dear Tony, 

Thank you very much for sharing your thoughts for improving the quality 
of collaboration between Academic Counselors and Academic Advisers. Your 
ideas merit serious consideration and will be included in the 
discussions to come. If you think of other possible strategies, please 
do not hesitate to share those as well. 

I am most grateful to have you on our team and look forward to your 
continued assistance in addressing this critical issue. 

Take care. 

Harold 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Dean Woodard, 
> 
> Thank you for meeting with the Athletic Academic Counselors Monday in 
> Kenan Field House, and for guiding us through a discussion about the 
> two groups of advisers that work with our athletes. 
> 
> You asked for ideas and feedback and here is some of that, for what 
> its worth. 
> 
> I believe that the most important reason that Steele Bldg advisers and 
> Kenan Field House advisers do not function well together is that we do 
> not know each other well. I believe that we have an opportunity to 
> make short term progress in that area if both sets of advisers could 
> be trained on the new PeopleSoft software together. Both groups will 
> be doing essentially the same thing with that software. Both groups 
> will need training. If that training could occur as one group, both 
> groups would have the opportunity to spend time together, learn a new 
> system together, and establish a better working relationship. 
> 
> The idea that I heard on Monday that was most attractive to me was the 
> idea that several Steele Bldg advisers could be paired with the Kenan 
> Field House advisers. The Steele folks could learn the NCAA 
> regulations that we must deal with. If our athletes, and the Kenan 
> advisers were dealing with a limited pool of Steele advisers, there 
> would be more communication, understanding, and cooperation. There are 
> so many Steele advisers that we don’t get to know them all. If a 
> smaller corps of Steele advisers dealt with all athletes, I believe we 
> would all fare better in the respect and communication areas. 
> 
> The other idea that intrigued me is this one. In my 30 year teaching 



> career, I found it enormously useful to be given a day when I could 
> shadow someone else’s workday in the school - another teacher, a 

> counselor, an administrator. I believe that both sets of advisers 
> would learn quite a bit by spending a day with an adviser in the other 
> setting. I would love to see what a day is like for the Steele folks. 
> I could see how they advise, what resources they use, and learn from 
> them how to be more complete and thorough in the advice that I give to 
> my students. I believe that they would benefit by spending a day with 
> us. They would see how well we actually know our students on a 
> personal basis. They would see how much of our time is truly spent on 
> being an academic counselor to help our kids in the classroom, and 
> they could observe how little time we actually spend on eligibility 
> issues. I believe that both teams would reap benefits from spending a 
> day in the shoes of the other set of advisers. 
> 

> Thank you again for leading us to explore options to improve our 
> services to our kids. I consider a great honor to work for my alma 
> mater, and I look forward to the opportunity to improve the services 
> we offer to our kids. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean 
Office for Student Academic Counseling 
CB# 3437/105-A Abernethy Hall 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 

Phone: (919) 966-2143 
Fax: (919) 843-8134 
E-mail: harold_woodard@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, i 2:36 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

They will have signed. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Sent: 2:34:11 PM 
Subject: Re: Weekly 

The sooner the better for me. 5:30 would be great. 

Will they have signed LOI’s by then. Will I be able to send printed 
material home with them? 

Tony 

On at 2:31 PM, Jan Mann wrote: 

> Tony, 
> Thanks for coming to the banquet. I know it meant a lot to to 
> have you there. And it certainly meant a lot to Patricia and me. 
> Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well.         is tired todayT 
> Said she was up making corrections on her paper. Thanks for helping 
> her. As for the recruits, I think I pick up      at 4:45 from the 
> airport. If you want to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too 
> late? 
> Thanks, 
> Jan 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount 
> To: Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: Patricia Earley <peafley@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 
> Sent: 10:32:08 AM 
> Subject: Weekly 
> 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. 
> Very much appreciated. 
> 
> Please find 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly 
> with the great news that both your freshmen are performing at a 
> Dean’s List pace for their first semesters. I also read HIST papers 
> for last night, paper was outstanding, 
> and I’d guess A level, was weaker than her last effort, 



> probably a C level. 
> 

> Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with 
> courses and class times. I thought it might be useful for you to 
> see.         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 
> 12 hour minimum,        schedule will likely need some adjustment 
> since her recent admission to the Minor program. 
> 

> I also need to nail down a schedule for meeting with the committed 
> recruits this weekend. The sooner the better on Friday would suit me 
> best. 
> 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               11 : 16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meeting 

Thanks T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 10:24 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Hi, 

Um would 10am on thursday work? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:36 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday night 

Hi Tony, 

told me last night that they are going to California this weekend 
and that she is not sure when they will be back on Sunday. Do you know 
what time they are getting back? Should I plan to go Sunday night? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~carolina.rr.com> 

Thursday, 8:19 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SH hours 

Tony, 

Just wanted to make sure that my hours for today were recorded in the system. I completed my last 1 hour and 8 
mins of my six hours today from 1:45pm until 3:15pm so i should have more than 6 hours. Is that right? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

’@rams. att.net> 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony it’s      I’m in class and need to access the Internet. I just bought a Mac and have no idea how to 

work it. Could you please help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:24 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Could I have the 11 : 15 slot on Wednesdays? 

On Sun, 00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:07 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall 

Good luck with everything tomorrow- Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: 

To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 

@email.unc.edu> 
r@email.unc.edu> 
,~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:57:00 PM 
Subject: Study Hall 

Due to closed AC on Sunday and Monday nights 

4 hours required for the 6 hour people 

3 hours required for the 4 hour people 

no meetings this week. See you next week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  9:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 219648bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/bc9e772981 e 18f0c34323059da01 a4ab 
File Name: .DOC 
Expiry Date: Tue, 08:53:06 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/9585785f581 e9af49bc2e67109c 10c46 
File Name: .DOC 
Expiry Date: Tue, 08:53:06 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:38 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Week of June 21 

Hey Tony T 

I’ll be in Chapel Hill for the week of June 21. I’m in town to work the 
lacrosse camp from          but other than that should have some free 
time Wed.-Fri.. Because I am no longer doing the cognitive science minor, 
and didn’t take psyc    this summer I need to rework my schedule. I would 
like to pick up another class so I still only have 4 hours in the spring, 
and drop pscy    and maybe ;. I would love some help figuring out what 
to do if you will be in town. 

Hope summer is going great! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:43 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Language 

Thanks Tony :) 

On Thu, 22:11:40 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> yes, and you will get an email very soon giving you instructions on how 
and 
> when to take the test. That should probably get to you by the end of next 
> week 
> 

> On at 10:05 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony 
>> I was also wondering when I ahve to take a language test. Do i ahve ot 
>> take 
>> the test before CTOPS? 
>> 

>> Thanks :)))) 
>> 

>> On Mon, 
>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Glad you’re doing well. I checked our list this morning and it shows 
>>> that 
>>> you are registered for session 4, June 14 & 15. 
>>> 
>>> So check your registration, but I think you’re set for June 14 & 15 for 
>>> CTOPS. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 6:00 PM, wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Hey Tony T 
>>>> How have you been? I’ve been great, ready for summer school. I signed 
>>>> up 
>>>> for CTOPS on the dates of July 19th and 20th only because June 14th 
and 
>>>> 15th were not one of the options available. Can you work some majic 
and 
>>>> get 
>>>> me into CTOPS in June? I believe the reason why I am reporting to UNC 

12:29:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



>>>> 

>>>> 

does 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

on 

June 13th is becuase of CTOPS the next day. So if CTOPS changes so 

the 
Day I report. 

ThanksT TT T :)))) 

On Thu,            12:52:41 -0400, Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>I wasabletogetyouregistered ~rthetwoclassesth~ you 
>>>>>selected. 
>>>>If 
>>>>> you go to Student Central and check your schedule, you should be able 
>> to 
>>>>> see it here. So registration is done, and now you should be able to 
>>>>>sign 
>>>>> up ~r housing. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               8:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Review_Letter to Tony 

Hi 
Your letter is good. I appreciate you taking care of things. Good job. 
Also to review our discussion this morning and make sure we are on the same page with things for this week: 

1. You are required to make 8 hours of study hall this week ( ) due to the fact you only completed 4.5 last 
week t, ) 
2. 6 of those hours must be complete by Wednesday morning ( I, or you will not travel with the team to Wake 
Forest. 
3. The remainder of your hours need to be compete by the end of the week (Friday) as usual. 
4. Your letter to Tony (as written below) is complete. 
I know that your grades are off to a good start and commend you on your work. Please know we must maintain 
these academic guidelines for all members of our team, and 
I appreciate your cooperation and efforts. I look forward to your continued excellence in the classroom and on the 
volleyball court. 
Have a good night. 
Coach JS 

Joe Sagula, [] [] Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA[] [] [] 
P.O. Box 2126 - Carmichael ARENA -[] 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC[] 27515[] [] [] 

email: ~unc.edu [] 

[] (919) 962-5228 office[] [] [] [] [] [] [] (919~ 843-8543 fax 
[] home[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] cell 
[] CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAMPS: [] [] I 1[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] 

[] CAMP email:                 ~.¥ahoo.com [] 
[] Website: [] www.carolinavolleyball.com 

[] OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS: [] [] www.tarheelblue.com 

On 3:30 PM, wrote: 

Hey Coach, 

This is what my letter to Tony says, it’s handwritten and I’m going to 
leave it on his desk. (I don’t know where to find a xerox machine) 

"Hey Tony, 
I wanted to apologize for missing my meeting with you on Tuesday. I feel 
reallybad for sleeping through it; I promise that will never happen again. 
I was not only hurting myself academically, i was also extremely rude to 
you. Thank you so much for helping me with my classes and having patience 
with me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  10:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/b 94171 f201 f555 e21420c651 e03 ccbff 
File Name: ~ doc 
Expiry Date: Sat, 21:11:55 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  5:03 PM 

Maggie Peck <mj peck@email.unc, edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc. edu> 

t@email.unc.edu>; i ~email.unc.edu>; 
@,email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; i 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>;, 
@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc, edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@,email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>: 
<       @email.unc.edu>; 1 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc. edu>: 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Treatments until Break 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

,@email.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
~email.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

@email.unc.edu> 

Helllllo ladies, 

Christmas party is now at 216 Finley... Please pass along the word. 

See you all tonightT 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Maggie Peck 
To: Phil Barnes 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 



Cc~ 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: Doug Halverson 
Cc: Tony Yount 
Cc: Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Subj ect: Treatments until Break 
Sent:             12:25 PM 

Ladies, 

Just wanted to remind you that after today, treatments will be done by 
appointment only. Those of you who have been doing rehab should have 
already worked something out (and if not, please do ASAP). Otherwise, if 
you need anything, just let me,     , or Doug know and we’ll set up a 
time. Thanks, and good luck on finalsT 

Maggie 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:51 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Student Research Survey Pay $5. Take it now 

Hey Tony, 
just got your last email and then i received this one too haha. Do you know 
if im allowed to do this per ncaa regulations? Sorry to keep hitting you 
with all these questions 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: UNC Student Research Survey Pay $5. Take it now 
Date: Tue,           00:52:02-0800 
From: "Student Pollster" < r@us.edirectl.com> 
To: ""< @email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: @us.edirectl.com 

Hello i 

Looking to earn some spare money at UNC? Sign up Now: 
http://studentpollster, com 
Student panelists at University of North Carolina are needed for 
educational surveys. Sign up to take student research surveys that pay an 
average of $5 per survey. This opportunity is currently exclusive to 
college students at University of North Carolina, and helps put serious 
money in the pockets of motivated students. (http://studentpollster.com) 

Earn $5 for taking a short survey now: 
Click here to get started (http://studentpollster.com/) 

For more information go to: StudentPollster.com 
(http://studentpollster.com/) 
This opportunity is currently limited to students at: University of North 
Carolina 



We take your privacy very seriously. 
2010, SmdentPollster.com, PO Box 241269 Los Angeles, CA 90024 
This email was sent to mcmalm@email.unc.edu 
You are currently subscribed to this newsletter. 
You can safely one-click unsubscribe 
(http://go.edirect 1.com/1/a/5ri/6a/x00p/fk/ak-p/exclude.htm) at any time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:42 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: JOMC 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: JOMC 
Date: Fri, 12:04:40 -0500 
From: ~email.unc.edu> 
To: <j sweeney@email.unc, edu> 

Professor Sweeney, 

Hi, I lust found out that the current course that I am in JOMC 
does not count toward my Immersion. Last semester I took JOMC 

I am graduating senior and need JOMC      to graduate. I would really 
appreciate if you could add me to the class so I will be able to graduate 
on time. 

Let me know and thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:39 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tour question 

Thanks Tony! Have a good night! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 21:03:37 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: tour question 

Hey 

You’ll be great. They will love you. And they’ll be able to see how much you love this place and that’s what will impress 
them the most. 

you need: 
2 semesters of English 
3 semesters of a foreign language 
2 semesters of Math 
2 sciences, one of the two has to have a lab 
3 social sciences 
performing arts, 
literary arts 
philosophy 

but they can place out of so many of those requirements with AP/IB test scores, or community college courses that they 
take at home. 

but don’t worry about remembering it all. safest thing is, if you’re not sure, just to tell them that they will get to see me 
later in the recruiting process and that I can answer all their academic questions 

goodluck 

Tony 

On , at 5:23 PM, wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, 
> I hope you are feeling a little better each day! I am giving my first tour 
> tomorrow at 9 am and I wanted to make sure its really good. So just to 
> double check you need 3 semesters of a Foreign Language and English, one 
> Science and one Science Lab, one math class, are there any other 
> requirements I should know about to tell the parents? And is there anything 
> particular you think I should talk about tomorrow. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting 

Wednesdays 9:30am 
On Tue, 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> I’m going to begin building my weekly meetings schedule Thursday evening 
> with the freshmen. Wanted to give you first chance to pick an appt time 
> 
> any time from 9:30 am til practice starts, Mon - Thursday. 
> 
> Let me know what works for you by Thursday morning and rll get you on 
the 
> schedule 
> 
> Tony 

14:07:13 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 16:25 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: correction 

Hey TonTT How was your new yearT???T im sure it was amazing out west :) 
But i have a question that either answer is totally fine haha but i just 
want to make sure that i am either off or on book scholarship since i 
quit.., since basically nothing has changed want to make sure of this 
before i go spend my life’s savings at the bookstore :) 

Thanks TonT 

See you mondaaaaayT 

ony Yount wrote: 
> book forms will be signed only from 10 - 12 on Friday --- NOT until 2 as 
> I earlier informed you. 
> 
> The web address where you can get book titles for your scheduled courses 
> is here: 
> http ://store 107.collegestoreonline.com/ePO S?this_category= 110& store= 107&form=shared3 %2fgm% 
2fmain%2ehtml&de sign= 107 
> <http://store107.collegestoreonline.com/ePOS?this_category=l 10&store=107&form=shared3%2fgm% 
2fmain%2ehtml&de sign= 107> 
> 
> click on "textbook lookup" 
> log in with onyen and password and enter your course titles. 
> Remember that we can only buy "Required" textbooks for you 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Comment from Tony regarding study hall 

Tony has indicated to me that you continue to be short on study hall hours. What is the deal? I don’t understand why 

we can’t get this straight! If it shows that the hours are not there, then we have a problem. You need to get it worked 

out right away. You also need to get the books to him from the classes you dropped a month ago. 

Let’s talk about this. 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~h-)om nil unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:56 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and Stops 

Tony, 

Found the emailT T haha sorry I never check my email. I looked at your 
schedule and I noticed you have an opening for Monday at 11, could you 
possibly write me in for that time to work on my schedule? thanks a lot and 
sorry this has taken so long. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:58 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Have a tutor - Need a tutor - Read this 

Tony, 

I believe that this will be the second time i miss the tutor but this 
time i can’t help it because we have a gameT Is there anything i can do? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> If you already have a scheduled weekly session with a tutor, please 
> be reminded that if you miss two sessions with your tutor, you will 
> lose the privilege of seeing that tutor. Its a harsh policy. Its 
> necessary because of the very limited space that we have for 
> tutoring, the very limited resources we have to pay tutors, and the 
> need to be as efficient as possible in the use of that space, and of 
> that money. 
> 
> If you are going to miss a session due to team travel or some other 
> legitimate reason, you need to email me 24 hours ahead of time. I 
> will forward the email to Kym Orr, the counselor who schedules the 
> tutoring sessions and that absence will be excused. Sessions are 
> scheduled for the same day and time each week for the duration of the 
> semester. That may not be convenient, but it is the only reasonable 
> way to schedule hundreds of appointments each week. 
> 
> So please meet your tutors at the appointed time, or notify me ahead 
> time if you can’t. 
> 
> If you need a new tutor, please send me an email or contact me when 
> I’m in the office. I cannot access the system that we use to schedule 
> tutors from home. I will put the request in the morning after I 
> receive the email. Give Kym 24 hours from the time I make the request 
> until to get the appointment scheduled. If you haven’t heard anything 
> from Kym in 2 days, let me know. But don’t expect an appt within 
> hours after making the request. And don’t wait until 2 days before a 
> test to request a tutor. Its not likely to happen that quickly. Plan 
> ahead. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 7, 2010 1:11 PM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Lutheridge Reservation Packet 

Thanks - yep must have missed it or forgot about it! 

I have played phone tag with Amy yesterday and today =- hopefully will connect in the next hour. 

Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19-21) 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 1/7/2010 11:47 AM > > > 

Yeah, This forward is from Oct 30 for the fall 2010 retreat. Probably got lost. A credit card would be fine to hold the 

reservation and then pay from next year’s budget. I don’t think that will be a problem. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tony Yount <       _ @mac.com> 
Date: October 30, 2009 1:15:55 PM EDT 
To: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Lutheridge Reservation Packet 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Suzanne Delap <sdelap@llmi.org> 
Date: October 28, 2009 5:19:56 PM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <        @mac.com> 
Subject: Lutheridge Reservation Packet 

Thank you for your reservation at Lutherid~le for September 10, 2010, to September 12, 
2010. We’re excited that you have chosen Lutherid~le for your retreat! 
Attached you wi[[ find: 

Your persona[ reservation a~Ireement 
Directions for understandin~lyour a~Ireement 
Reservation and Cancellation PoUcies for LLMI 

In order to be better stewards of resources, we ask that you visit our website to download 



the remaining documents you will need for your retreat. Please use this Link to visit the 
Forms page of our website: http://www.ttmi.net/about/HMForms.aspx. You will need to 
download the following documents: 

z~ Letter regarding safety issues for Lutheridge 
z~ LLMI Partial Waiver and Release for Individuals (please see that all 

participants sign a copy ) 
~< Directions to Lutheridge. 

The following are dates you wiLL need to note: 
Guarantee Date: June 18, 2010 
Final Numbers, Housing Assignments, and ScheduLe Due: August 10, 2010 

Please return a si~Ined copy of the reservation a~Ireement alon~l with your deposit, to 
our offices to secure your reservation. 
Please reference all future correspondence with ~Iroup name and date of retreat. 
We’re Looking forward to having you with us! PLease Let me know how I can help you 
further. 

Peace, 
Suzanne Delap 
LLMI Marketing Assistant 
Lutheridge+Lutherock Ministries 
8281684-2361 x309 
sdelap®llmi.or~ 
www. llmi. net 

For more information about our retreat facilities, please visit www.lutherid~e.com and 
www. lutherock, com. 

"Let us then be up and doing, With a heart for any fate; Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to wait." Psalm of Life -Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

Please consider the environment before prMtMg this e-mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Glynis S. Cowell" <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 2:11 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SPAN    and 

BTW, do you have a sense of how she is doing in the course? 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
007 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 12:09 PM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: Re: SPAN    and 

Glynis, 

Good morning. She heard about SPAN    from a teammate,           . I believe that she had a telephone 
conversation with someone in Dey Hall before the semester started who approved the registration for . Her 
other language proficiency is Latin, if I recall correctly. 

Barbara Lucido in advising has approved the SPAN    , SPAN i path for her language requirement, so this 
particular student is set. But it would be great to have it clarified in the bulletin next year. 

Thanks so much for looking into this for us. 

Tony 

On Sep 23, 2010, at 11:46 AM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 
> Can you tell me her language in which she is proficient and remind me how she decided on 
> 
>g 
> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
> Director, Spanish Language Program 
> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
> Dey 220, CB 3170 
> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
> 007 Steele Bldg. 
> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
> 

> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 



> Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:43 PM 
> To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
> Subject: Re: SPAN and 
> 

> Dr. Cowell, 
> 

> Thank you. That explanation does make sense. The adviser in Steele had told my student that she would have 
to go back and take SPAN     Your email clarifies the situation,        will sign up for SPAN    this 
spring and complete her language requirement. 
> 
> Thank you so much. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On Sep 22, 2010, at 4:14 PM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> Technically, our Romance Language courses numbered and, (SPAN, FREN, ITAL, PORT) are 
designed for students who are already proficient in a foreign language and so therefore should have fulfilled the 
lang req with that other language. Since the Bulletin lists as a prereq to , a student can fulfill the fl req in 
that way. 
>> 
>> However, the UG Bulletin does not list    and    as fulfilling the foreign language requirement. I’ve 
asked our chair to add that to our dept info in the next Bulletin. If you look at p. 30 of the U.G. Bulletin it does 
not list    and as courses that can be used to satisfy the req (but the to path will work, although 
highly unusual). 
>> 

>> Does that make sense? 
>> 
>> Best, 
>> Glynis 
>> 
>> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
>> Director, Spanish Language Program 
>> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>>Dey 220, CB 3170 
>> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
>> 007 Steele Bldg. 
>> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 1:08 PM 
>> To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
>> Subject: Re: SPAN and 
>> 
>> Dr. Cowell, 
>> 
>> Thanks so much for sending that document over about native speakers and language placement. There was 
another question in the email about SPAN,        and the language requirement, i 

, is enrolled in and intends to take either SPAN    or    to complete her language 
requirement. In our constant review of athlete schedules, Susan Maloy in our compliance office asked me to 
verify with you that        will be able to complete her foreign language requirement by taking SPAN, 



and either    or 
>> 

>> One of the Steele Building academic advisers emailed and told her that    and, are not 
acceptable to meet the SPAN languages requirements and told her that she would have to start with SPAN 
My questions are, can SPAN    and    meet the FL requirement toward graduation. Can        complete 
SPAN    this semester and enroll in SPAN next semester and meet the foreign language requirement? 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On Aug 27, 2010, at 1:21 PM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi Tony, 
>>> 
>>> Here is the doc. 
>>> 

>>> best, 
>>> Glynis 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Glynis Cowell, Phi) 
>>> Director, Spanish Language Program 
>>> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>>> I)ey 220, CB 3170 
>>> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
>>> 007 Steele Bldg. 
>>> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
>>> 

>>> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 2:39 PM 
>>> To: gscowell@unc.edu 
>>> Subject: SPAN. and 
>>> 
>>> Dr. Cowell, 
>>> 
>>> I hope things are beginning to slow down a bit over there. I have a question about SPAN and 

is enrolled in and intends to take either SPAN or    to 
complete her language requirement. In our constant review of athlete schedules, Susan Maloy in our compliance 
office asked me to verify with you that will be able to complete her foreign language requirement by 
taking SPAN    and either    or Thank you. 
>>> 
>>> One more question regarding foreign language,     is recruiting a        player. I don’t believe that we 
teach        here. Is there a policy that allows a foreign student fluent in her native language to use ENGL as 
her foreign language when she gets to Carolina? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks so much. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, 
>>> North Box, Kenan Stadium 



>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>>            , cell<Language Placement Guidelines 1-18-2010.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 11:54 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

college course 

org> 

Hi Mr. Yount, 

I am planning on taking this economics course this summer at’                 I want to get your input on 
whether this is a good choice, and I also want to make sure that it will transfer to UNC. 

ECON        MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES UNITS: 3.00 STATUS: Open 
CLASS NO: 1416 CLASS MEETS FROM 7/5 TO 8/5 
MEETING TIME(S) / DAY(S): 6:00:00PM- 9:55:00PM, M W TYPE: LEC BLDG / RM: ST 110 
INSTRUCTOR: Stephen Kcenich 
GEND CATEGORY: II.C.2. 

Thanks you so much for your timeT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sun i ,4:02 PM 
To:i 

Cc: Jenny Levy; Phil Barnes; Jenn Cook 
Subject: To do list - 

Ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. It was a pleasure meeting with you this morning. 

Here is a list of upcoming things to do regarding your admission and matriculation at Carolina. 

1. When you get your acceptance letter and are assigned your Carolina PID, please email that info to me. 

2. After getting your PID, go to onyen.unc.edu and create your email account, onyen and password. Send me an 
email using that email account. 

3. Have your junior year AP or IB exam scores forwarded to Carolina if you have any. 

4. In February (I will send you a reminder email) please register to attend CTOPS (Carolina’s incoming 
freshmen orientation program). Jenny will provide you with dates for lacrosse camp. Please register for a 
CTOPS session close to those dates if you can. The earlier you register, the more likely you are to get the date 
that you want. The earlier in the summer you can come, the better it is for us, around those lacrosse camp dates. 

5. Be certain that any AP/IB/SAT tests that you take forward your scores directly to UNC - CH 



6. Check the colleges, and community colleges in your area about the possibility of taking a summer school 
course. Check with me to see if the course will transfer. Remember to bring transcripts for any courses taken in 
high school or next summer through another school to me next fall in a sealed envelope. 

Below are links to useful websites that contain information about academics at Carolina: 

First Year Guide - information about classes, AP/IB credit and registration, class placement etc. 

advising.unc.edu/,’ Guide 

First Year Seminars - information about first year seminars ( all may not be offered next year) 

www.unc.edu/fys/ 

Transfer Equivalency Page - let’s you check to see if courses taken at other colleges will transfer into Carolina 

https://www.unc.edu/sis/adm/xfereq.html 

Thanks for choosing Carolina. I look forward to working with each of you. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@cox.net> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 8:13 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Regional Pictures 

Thanks so much Tony T I am running out the door to catch a flight to     to 
see my mother, but will take my computer and hopefully get a chance to look 
at them. Your pictures are always great! 
See you at graduation 

PS Would you remind to apply for Phi Beta Kappa? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 11 : 18 PM 
To: Undisclosed-recipients: 
Cc: Derek Galvin; 1     @me.com;          L 
Subj ect: Regional Pictures 

Ladies, 

Here is the web address for pictures from regionals. Many thanks to 
dad for the use of his lens for the weekend. I put maybe 20% of 

the pictures up. There are many more but these are the ones that I think are 
best. Enjoy. 

http://gallery.me.com/uncletony#100571 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:31 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

waithera <waithera@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, February 23, 2010 1:47 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Dear Mr. Yount, 
Thanks for the update! I will wait and see what the decision will entail. 
However, I am willing to work in favor of the students’ best interest. 
Thanks again. 

Dr. Waithera 

On Mon, 22 Feb 2010 21:27:17 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Professors, 
> 
> An update for you on the condition of ~, enrolled 
> with you this spring. Following the from 9 days ago, 
has 
> not yet been cleared to practice or compete for the          team. The 
> results from          testing today were troubling because so little 
> progress has been made. We are certainly going to drop one class to 
reduce 
> her load, but more serious discussions will take place over the next 2 
> weeks including the possibility of appeals to reduce her class load, or 
> perhaps even the necessity of a medical withdrawal. That decision will 
come 
> in the next 2 weeks and will be made by and her parents in 
> consultation with her coach and her doctors. 
> 
> Getting going in the morning and concentration for any length of time are 
> two things that are proving quite difficult. Class attendance may be 
> irregular at best. I will continue to keep you updated on her situation 
as 
> more decisions are made concerning her status for the remainder of the 
> semester. 
> 

> Thank you for your patience and understanding as we try to decide what is 
> best for this student. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
>            , cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1 : 18 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; :@email.unc.edu 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:38 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: SPAN 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: SPAN 
Date: Thu,          04:17:14 +0000 
From: "Cowell, Glynis S." <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 
To:                           ~email.unc.edu> 

If you check the note attached to the course I am guessing that you will 
find that it has a service-learning component. We have only one section of 

that is restricted/needs props permission. If that is the case, pls 
contact Dr. Wooten at wooten@email.unc, edu 

gc 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:3 8 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule helpT 

Hey Tony, 

So... rumor has it HIST    is no longer the way to go for the fall. In any 
case, any chance I can stop by tomorrow to go over a final attempt at a 
schedule for the fall. Also, PORT    doesn’t require any prerequisites or 
Spanish background does it... random. Thanks so much and see you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 5:19 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Sagula <jsagula@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Finances 

Hi Coach and Tony. My "my unc" account says that I haven’t paid 200 dollars 
for summer II and 1200 dollars for fall      I don’t know what I am being 
charged for though. So I was wondering if one of you could help me figure 
that out. 
Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:41 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: JOMC 

For some reason I only have the messages that I sent. Not the returned ones 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: JOMC 
Date: Fri, 12:07:42 -0500 
From: @email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary V Kayye <kayye@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Kayye, 

Hi I am in sort of a dilemma. I am currently in JOMC      Law of 
Cyberspace with      . I realized today that I am in the wrong section 
that counts toward my Immersion. I took JOMC    last semester. I am a 
current senior and I really need JOMC,     to fulfill this require. I 
would really appreciate if you would add me to the class. Let me know your 
thoughts. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:33 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: History    Review 

Thursday afternoon works better for me.. I have an exam at 8 on Friday 
and my brain might be a little warped if I come right afterwards haha. 
Let me know what time works for you and I’ll be thereT 

On Mon,           at 7:39 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Thanks for the info. I’ve got some reviewing to do. 
> 
> I think some of us are going to get together at 10:00am on Friday, but a Thursday afternoon session is also 
doable. 
> Let me know. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Hey Tony, 

, at 5: 53 PM, wrote: 

>> Here are the essay questions for the    final. I was thinking we 
>> could meet sometime on Thursday to review? That day is best for me 
>> but if Wednesday or Friday is better for you I can make it happen. 
>> Just pick a day/time that works for you, after 12:30 on Wednesday I am 
>> completely free (other than a date with the library., ha) Thanks so 
>> much T 
>>- 

>> 

>> 

>> History final exam study guide 
>> 

>> 

>> 1. Drawing on Harms’s reconstruction of the Diligent’s 1731 voyage, 

>> discuss: where did slaves come from? (Who sold them, for what, and 
>> why?) If you were a slave bought for transport aboard the Diligent, 
>> was resistance possible? 
>> 

>> 

>> 2. Were enslaved people in Brazil able to use spiritual practices as 
>> an effective form of resistance to colonial conditions? 
>> 

>> 

>> 3. What were the Bourbon reforms intended to do? What effects 
>> (intentional and otherwise) did they have? 
>> 

>> 

>> 4. Why did the Andes explode in rebellion in 1780? What did the 
>> rebels want, and what did they achieve? 



>> 5. What kind of political thinker was Simon Bolivar, based on the 
>> 1812 and 1815 writings we read? What were his models, his goals? 
>> 

>> 6. During the Spanish American wars of independence (1808-1824), 
>> which portions of the population were most inclined to support 
>> independence from Spain, and why? Which were least inclined? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Human Resources Central <      ~elkcreek.ais.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 9:42 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

State Health Plan Enrollment - IMPORTANT 

**This is an automated email message. Please do not reply to this email** 

We have been advised by ebenefitsNow, the vendor for the University’s enrollment Website, that your login ID 
has been modified and does not conform to the standard login ID (first name, first letter of your last name and 
the last four digits of your Social Security number) that was communicated via email and posted on the 
enrollment login page. You have been assigned a non-standard login ID because: 
* you have a hyphenated first name; 
* your first name is too short or not on record; 
* you have two first names with a space in between both names; 
* your first name is more than ten letters (i.e. the name Christopher is 11 letters); or 
* another USER within the Benefit Focus system already has the login ID that would have matched 
the standardized format for your login ID. 

To log in to the benefits enrollment system, please use the following login ID: 
LOGIN ID: 

PASSWORD: you must type and your PID number (i.e. 
is capitalized and case sensitive. 

9. Remember only the in 

Link to benefit enrollment system: https://unc.hrintouch.com 
If you are unable to log in after using the login ID provided in this email, please call Benefit Focus at 1-866- 
822-8688 for assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ,10:34 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH 

Tony, 

I just got an email from my MATH teacher and after further review of the 
requirements they say that I cannot be in the class because I don’t fulfill 
the class pre-reqs. The teacher says that I can get into either MATH or 

to try and fulfill the QR requirement, but all of them are during our 
practice time. What should I do? Are there any other classes that you think 
I could get into this late into the semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:54 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Absence Letters, & 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 2:09 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Absence Letters ( & ) 

Absence Ltrs t & ).pdf 

Hey Tony, 

The attached letters are for your records. I’ve sent letters to the 
following: 
Instructors for both students 
Academic Advising (permanent file) 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:01 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: syllabuses 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

syllabuses 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 25763bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/4edcacb74367cb 55 ef45 f970ef32a968 
File Name: Spanish    .docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 11:27:32 -0500 
Size: 25763bytes 



¯ ¯ 7 WI, EKLY III, POIIT 
Friday, 

NAME llRS 

4.2 

PSYC So much better than last week. Grades aren’t great, but she is so much more relaxed. PHYS exam, which had terrified her, 

PHYS found her with a score 9 points above the class average. Must be at least a B. PSYC was a D+, ECON a C. Not great, but 

ENGL not disasters and all can be improved. She was so much happier today. Really good to see. 

INLS 

ECON 

SOCI 

PSYC 

LFIT 

SPAN 

ENGL 

Has clone well scheduling make up exams and papers with profs. She is off to a rough start in SPAN. Meeting with a tutor 

tonight. Will reschedule a missed SOCI exam with the instructor tomorrow. Has a paper due date on Tues that she will discuss 

with prof on 

High school foreign language? 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@comcast.net 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Fire-Year Orientation 

I look forwmd to meeting you! 

From: Yount, Tony [ton~yotm@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:36 PM 

To: 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sandel; Thomas J 
Subject: Firs~t-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

, congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting your offer of admissions. 

I’m looking forward to meeting ruth you before and during your filet-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 

and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel Hill and available to meet with you, and parents if they will be 

coming with you, the afternoon or evening betbre your scheduled session to get you prepared for registration tbr the thll semester. 

Some of those sessions will fill. I advise you to identit~ the session that you will be attending as soon as possible and get registered. (Again, that carl happen tmtil the 

admissions offer has been accepted by you.) When you do register for your orientalion session, please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 8:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday,, 

HIST    8:00PM with 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 8:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

HIST    8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

ENGL    8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

ENGL:    8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 10:30 AM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>, Scott M Oliaro <oliaro@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Walk On for 

Hi All, 

Just so you are all aware, 

unfortunately she was 

Please reach out to her, if need be. 

Any questions let me know. 

Thank you. 

~carolina.rr.com has been accepted into UNC on her own and will be walking on this Fail was accepted as a walk on at 

Grant 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyoun~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:24 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dave Clark Lohse <davelohse@~mc.edu-*; ToW Yount <ton~,oun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated recruit info 

Thanks Tom 

Some additional updates - 3 more of the first-years have unc email addres~s and 2 of them have sche&ded Orientation sessions. 

,@live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

has scheduled Orientation for and has scheduled Orientation 

Tony 

On Apr 11, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Thomas J Sander <pacman(~unc.edu;, 
wrote: 

Tony and Dave, 
Here’s an updated list. Worth has a new email, and several girls are on the unc email system now. I now have cell phones too. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

<:            info.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonD,onn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

~g@email .unc.edu 

Re: FW: NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

Thank you for your emaih I would be happy to proctor a Math quiz for      I will be able to print the quiz in the team hotel. I usually try to the give quiz as close to the time that your 
students will be taking it back in CH, which would mean between 9:30 and 10:45 Thursday morning,       time That should eliminate any possibility of communication from students in the 
class to     , or the reverse. I can either bring the secure quiz back to you by Monday morning, delivering it personally to the Math dept, or I can have the quiz scanned in the hotel and 
emailed back to you, as you prefer Our game on Thursday is in the evening. There will be a one hour practice on Thursday morning at a time yet to be determined, but will be able to 
take the quiz velT close to the time students are taking in CH. 

Thank you for being flexible with our team. I look forward to receiving the quiz Iicom you by emaih Please let me klmw if you need aW more information. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s G oil and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Goochmm, Sue E" 2:14 PM >>> 
Dear Mr. Yount, 

is a student in my Math class this semester and is concerned about missing a quiz this week due to her traveling with the team. To be fair to the others in the class, since I 
have a policy of no make-up quizzes (although one grade can be dropped), I cannot allow her to take it late However she has said that you can proctor it If you can do so by Thursday 
afternoon, I will email a copy of it to you tomorrow afternoon. Will you be able to print it out while traveling with the team? 

Thanks :[’or the assisatnce, 
Sue (3 oodman 

Professor of Mathematics 
CB#3250 
UNC-(~I 

From ~-llive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:05 PM 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: NCAA’s and (;lass corff]ict 

Professor Goodman, 

Our academic Counselor ToW Yount will be traveling with us on the trip and has said the he can adrninister/proctor any exams or quizzes that our teachers will not allow us to make up. I 
was wondering if you would be OK with Mr. Yotmt giving me my quiz on Thursday. His information is below if you would like to contact him. I will also stop by to give you a hard copy of 
the letter that Mr. Yount addressed to all of our professors. 

Look forward to your response. 

Tony Yount 
(office) 919-962-9535 
(cel] 
t onyy ount@unca a.unc, edu 

From: Goodrnan, Sue E [seg@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:13 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: NC’AA’s and Class cot~t]ict 

Hi 

Since I have not allowed others to make up quizzes, I don’t think I can do it for you. But I can drop the lowest quiz grade so it won’t hurt your grade. Or if you can take it tomorrow (Tuesday) 
morning, we can arrange that. 

Congratulations on making the tournament! Good luck! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O1~ at 10:19 PM, ’ " > wrote: 

Professor Goodman, 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving About 2 hours ago found out that the          team made the NCAA tournament and our first opponent resides in           We play on Thursday, 
so therefore we are leaving on Tuesday mid-day. Right now it looks like our flight will be leaving at 2:22pm. With all of this said, there is a great chance that I will not be able to attend 

class at all this week I am aware that we have a quiz on Thursday and I know that you normally do not give make-up exams However, is there a possibility that I can make tap Thursday’s 
quiz when I return? I have completed most of the homework for Chapter 11 and I was planning on asking questions during Tuesday’s class period but since I won’t be there either, I feel that 



ifI tried to take it tomorrow, I wouldn’t be prepared to be successful on the quiz 

Thank you in advance for your understanding and I look forward to hearing from you 

@live unc edu 

From: Goodman, Sue E [seg@ernaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ¯ 9:47 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Monday Office Hours 

Hi 

If you have questions, I could meet with you about 1:00 this afternoon. We will also have time in class tomorrow for questions on the homework or anything else with Chapter 1. 

Hope your games went well! 
--seg 

From: ~,live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:27 PM 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Subject: Monday Office Hours 

Professor Goodman, 

My name is          and I am in your Math        on Tuesday- and Thursday’s. I had to leave ,/our class early- last Thursday because the          team was traveling that day. Now that 
we are back, I was wondering if there was any way that I could come in tomorrow, Monday        and go over what I missed for the second half of class? I was going to complete the 
homework problems tonight and if I run into any trouble with those I was going to bring those questions as well. Tomorrow, I am free between 11:10 and 2pru. Please let me know if you can 
accommodate me at between those times. If you are busy, I am free between the same time bracket on Wednesday. Look forward to hearing froln you. 

.~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:36 PM 

seg@email.unc.edu 

RE: FW: NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

I am sorry to be a bother, but the file attachment came through as a very tiny Mime file that could not be opened or printed. I don’t 
know what the problem was. Is it possible to attach it as a word document, or a pdf file? 

Thanks 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Goodman, Sue E" 
Mr. Yotmt, 

2:23 PM >>> 

The quiz for is attached. 15-20 minutes should be allowed. 
Thanks for your help, 
--seg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:28 PM 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Subject: Re: FW: NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

Thank you for your email. I would be happy to proctor a Math quiz for     I will be able to print the quiz in the team hotel. I usually 
try to the give quiz as close to the time that your students will be taking it back in CH, which would mean between 9:30 and 10:45 
Thursday morning,       time. That should eliminate any possibility of communication from students in the class to      or the 
reverse. I can either bring the secure quiz back to you by Monday morning, delivering it personally to the Math dept., or I can have the 
quiz scanned in the hotel and emailed back to you, as you prefer. Our game on Thursday is in the evening. There will be a one hour 
practice on Thursday morning at a time yet to be determined, but will be able to take the quiz very close to the time students are 
taking in CH. 

Thank you for being flexible with our team. I look forward to receiving the quiz from you by email. Please let me know if you need 
any more information. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse office - 919-962-9535 cell - 

>>> "Goodman, Sue E" 2:14 PM >>> 



Dear Mr. Yount, 

is a student in my Math    class this semester and is concerned about missing a quiz this week due to her traveling with 
the team. To be fair to the others in the class, since I have a policy of no make-up quizzes (although one grade can be dropped), I 
cannot allow her to take it late. However she has said that you can proctor it. If you can do so by Thursday afternoon, I will email a 
copy of it to you tomorrow afternoon. Will you be able to print it out while traveling with the team? 

Thanks for the assisatnce, 
Sue Goodman 

Professor of Mathematics 
CB#3250 
UNC-CH 

From~ 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Cc: Yount, Tanv 
Subject: RE: 

~live.unc.edu] 
2:05 PM 

NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

Our academic Counselor Tony Yount will be traveling with us on the trip and has said the he can administer/proctor any exams or 
quizzes that our teachers will not allow us to make up. I was wondering if you would be OK with Mr. Yount giving me my quiz on 
Thursday. His information is below if you would like to contact him. I will also stop by to give you a hard copy of the letter that Mr. 
Yount addressed to all of our professors. 

Look forward to your response. 

Tony Yount 
(office) 919-962-9535 
(cell) 
tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: Goodman. Sue E lse~(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:13 AM 
To: 

Subject: Re: ~CAA’s and Class conflict 

Hi 

Since I have not allowed others to make up quizzes, I don’t think I can do it for you. But I can drop the lowest quiz grade so it won’t 
hurt your grade. Or if you can take it tomorrow (Tuesday) morning, we can arrange that. 

Congratulations on making the tournament! Good luck! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:19 PM, ’ " > wrote: 

Professor Goodman, 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. About 2 hours ago found out that the         team made the NCAA tournament and our first 

opponent resides in California. We play on Thursday, i     so therefore we are leaving on Tuesday mid-day. Right now it looks like 
our flight will be leaving at 2:22pm. With all of this said, there is a great chance that I will not be able to attend class at all this week. I 
am aware that we have a quiz on Thursday and I know that you normally do not give make-up exams. However, is there a possibility 

that I can make up Thursday’s quiz when I return? I have completed most of the homework for Chapter 11 and I was planning on 
asking questions during Tuesday’s class period but since I won’t be there either, I feel that if I tried to take it tomorrow, I wouldn’t be 
prepared to be successful on the quiz. 

Thank you in advance for your understanding and I look forward to hearing from you. 



~live.unc.edu 

From: Goodman, Sue E [seg@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:47 AM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Monday Office Hours 

Hi 

ff you have questions, I could meet with you about 1:00 this afternoon. We will also have time in class tomorrow for questions on the 
homework or anything else with Chapter 1. 

Hope your games went well! 
--seg 

From 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Subject: Monday Office Hours 

~,live.unc.edu] 
6:27 PM 

Professor Goodman, 

My name is and I am in your Math on Tuesday and Thursday’s. I had to leave your class early last Thursday 
because the team was traveling that day. Now that we are back, I was wondering if there was any way that I could come in 
tomorrow, Monday and go over what I missed for the second half of class? I was going to complete the homework problems 
tonight and if I rtm into any trouble with those I was going to bring those questions as well. Tomorrow, I am free between 11:10 and 
2pm. Please let me know if you can accommodate me at between those times. If you are busy, I am free between the same time 
bracket on Wednesday. Look forward to hearing from you. 

@live.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 156392bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/7746970047298bfdc00ecald34ea23 lb 
File Name: quiz 4.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 14:23:08 -0500 
Size: 156392bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday: 10:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~carolina.rr.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Academic Situation 

Good morning 

I have received a copy of your email on Sunday as you have taken the first steps by communicating with Tony and me by 

knowledging your academic probation and 

ineligibility. 

I am very troubled and disappointed by the results of your classwork this fall semester, as I am sure you and your family are as well. 

m not really sure how everything will 

resolve itself at this point for you with your academics and volleyball. 

Back in August, we discussed your focus after your summer school grades and you promised me at that time 

~ings would change, and that you learned your lesson. 

You were suspended from team activities twice early in the semester. We had a few brief meetings, followed by a lengthy meeting 

i Saturday, September 10th with you and 

your mother. At that time, we expressed our concern about the urgency for you to change your academic efforts, your 

mmunication with coaches, advisors, and most 
importantly your professors. Our concern has always been your ability to achieve success at UNC academically and earn your 

~gree along with being part of our volleyball 

program. We have always felt you have the aptitude to do the work, and be successful. 

:)uring the semester we (staff) had a few brief meetings with you followed by a commitment to have you do your class work and 
Jdy in the coaches’ office three times a 
tceek for the last four weeks of the semester. You may recall our recent meeting with Tony and myself discussing specific 
eparation for a meeting with your English 

professor again. Then at our end of the year player meeting you expressed concern over one classes but felt 

)nfident you could pass the other difficult one, and that you 

should achieve higher grades in your other two classes. Unfortunately, these things did not happen, and you 

’e in this very difficult and challenging situation. And yet with 

all of this,         I still believe you can achieve success at UNC. 

fou had a wonderful semester on the volleyball court. 

. you improved a great deal and achieved so much success with your team through the season. 

am very proud of your efforts on the court in only your first season of play. I was overwhelmed and proud as you may have noticed 

th my own 

.~motions when I announced your ACC distinction in Raleigh. Your ability to grow as a player, being coached and making the 

~cessary efforts to 

achieve success was duly noted. I feel you can have a great future ahead of you in volleyball at UNC IF you are ready to make the 

~cessary changes. 

Now however, I am at a point where I am truly puzzled, anxious, and unsure where we go at this time. 

~lumerous times our staff (academic and volleyball) and myself expressed our concerns and frequent warnings of what could happen 

~ou didn’t make the necessary 

:hanges. Unfortunately all of those things have now occurred. 

I-he first step as you now know is to appeal to UNC in order to return this spring semester and try to prove yourself academically. 

(now you have started the process and you have very specific directions as provided by Tony Yount. 

:ertainly hope you take this opportunity to do a great job with your appeal. 



ks we had previously informed you, the appeal needs to be completed by you; written extremely well; and on time in order to have 

:hance of a positive decision. 

3eing able to handle multiple tasks seems to be an issue for you and the discipline to complete your important tasks on time with a 

lality effort. 

.~ncourage you to spend all your time getting this done so you can return to UNC this spring. Hopefully this will happen. 

~lease keep us all informed about the process as you complete specific items, communicate with campus personnel, and hopefully 

ceive approval for academic probation. 

:)nce this is resolved, we then we will meet on campus and discuss how volleyball fits with your plan. As you know you will be 

_~ligible to compete in any team 

:ompetitions this spring and this hurts your development and has a serious impact on our team for the spring semester. 

First you need to develop a specific action plan of how to get yourself back in good academic standing. 

also want to see a specific plan of action about your commitment to our team, and how your academic work fits into our team’s 

re values both on and off the court. 

Nill also develop a plan, and we will compare notes and see if we can develop a constructive partnership for the future. 

we are responsible for bringing you to Carolina to be a part of our program, but you, and only you are responsible for 

eping yourself here at UNC. 

~1o one can do this for you, not your morn, your dad or anyone else. It all comes down to your decisions, your future choices and 

,ur commitment. 

I believe you are fully capable of achieving success. The road ahead will be mostly uphill for the next year, but you can do 

’ou need to find your focus. This period of time will be challenging, and it will have a significant impact on your life for years to 

me. 

.~xpect you will have to work hard at it for quite a while, and maybe even struggle with it at times. You may make a few mistakes 

)ng the way, but you are fully capable and 

lave the means. This recent failure can be useful, and educational, and motivate you. As long as you don’t give up, stay 

cused on what you really want over the year, and 

it will pay-off. 

I-he good news, you can change your results by changing your mind-set. A mind-set looking to change and growth is the answer for 

aximizing your potential. We have 

:he resources here to support you. You can improve your future and career by using the opportunity you have by attending the 

liversity of North Carolina. I believe talent 

~rows with persistence and effort, if you believe the same then you will mature greatly over the next year. If you have this mindset 

grow then you can improve. 

~o, now what! 
(ou need to get started NOW. Develop your plan. Move in the right direction, even if your plan isn’t totally complete.., start it 

day. You need to understand your 

;trengths, embrace your weaknesses, and pursue a passion for change. If you do this, then your hard work will begin to feel easier 

)ng the way. But you need to get it 

;tarted with a 100% commitment. 

=OCUS ON THINGS THAT MA-I-I-E R, on things that have specific meaning to you and staying with your plan. Stay connected to your 

pport people who care, your coaches, 

/our advisers, your family and friends. This will help you stay moving in the right direction. 

Mso some simple advise "to get the right things done, you need to learn to choose what to iqnore, which is as important as choosing 

~ere to focus." 

fyou really want to get things done, decide when and where you are going to do it. 

:arefully plan each day ahead. Build each day’s plan, and choose to ignore the things that get in the way.Use your 

lendar/planning book as a guide and your to-do list. 

~,nd lastly        , look back and learn at the end of each day. Spend a few minutes at the end of every day thinking about what 

,u learned. These minutes are key to 



~aking tomorrow even better than today. 

_et me know if you need anything. 

M ERRY CHRISTMAS, 
:oach JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"mindfulness@med.unc. edu" <mindfulness@med.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:37 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Mindfulness Courses for Stress & Pain Management-REGISTER 
TODAYT 

Are you looking for a new way to deal with stress, anxiety, pain, and 
difficult interactions with others? 

Do you want to learn how to slow down and enjoy your life? 

Mindfulness can make a difference! 

The UNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-body awareness that will teach you how 
to slow down and set priorities while remaining calm, focused and 
relaxed in the midst of a busy life. These practices will enhance your 
body’s natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind’s 
clarity and insight. 

This program follows Jon Kabat-Zinn’s model and is offered by the 
Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical Medicine 
& Rehabilitation). 

For detailed information about our basic foundation courses, visit the 
Program on Integrative Medicine website at 
http ://www.med.unc. edu/phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program/basic-foundation-course-mindfulness-based- 
stress-reduction. 

UPCOMING WINTER 2012 FOUNDATION MINDFULNES S COURSES: 

1) THURSDAY MORNINGS, 9:30am-12:00pm, beginning JANUARY 12 (required 
orientation) through MARCH 8, 2012, taught by Paula Huffman at the UNC 
Wellness Center at Meadowmont 

2) THURSDAY EVENINGS, 6:00pm-8:30pm, beginning JANUARY 12 (required 
orientation) through MARCH 8, 2012, taught by Paula Huffman at the 
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

3) TUESDAY MORNINGS, 9:30am- 12:00pm, beginning FEBRUARY 7 (required 
orientation) through APRIL 3, 2012, taught by Mary Love May at the UNC 
Wellness Center at Meadowmont 

4) TUESDAY EVENINGS, 6:00pm-8:30pm, beginning FEBRUARY 7 (required 
orientation) through APRIL 3, 2012, taught by Mary Love May at the 
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

For information about upcoming course schedules, tuition, and tuition 
reductions for research participation, visit our website at 



http://www, med.unc, edu/phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program. To regi ster for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the registration form 
at the link above as well. 

Questions? Contact the Program by phone at 
mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

or by email at 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu 
Re:                  Information Meeting 

I would put the college stuff in the PG section since it is after your high school graduation. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> [ 5:02 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Hope this finds you well. I have been working on the         scholarship application and in the accomplishments section of the 
application there is only room for things that you have done/accomplished in high school. There is a section, though, called PG which 
I think refers to post-graduate (not college) stuff so there is no real area to put college accomplishments in the application. Do you 
have any recommendations as to how I should proceed? Thanks and I hope you are having a great break thus far. 

On , at 9:46 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

> At least you made it to the            ! That is awesome! 
> Good luck with finals, look torward to reading your application. 
> Best, 
> Abbey 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ~.live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, ~ 11:48 PM 
> To: Abbey Greenber~ 
> Subject: Re: . Information Meeting 
> 

> Unfortunately we actually lost in the , game but we had a great season and we are already preparing for next year! 
Thanks so much again and I will let you know if I have any more questions! 
> 

) 

> On l , at 10:02 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
> 
>> No worries! How did the go?! 
>> Just email or call if you have any other questions. 
>> Best, 
>> Abbey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 3:26 PM 
>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>> Subject: Re:i Information Meeting 
>> 
>> Abbey, 
>> 
>> Thanks so much! I know my situation is very abnormal so I just thank you all for working with me. Also, sorry I could not attend 



the make up information session but I was playing in the NCAA                   in i        last week and we left on 
Wednesday night other wise I would have been there! Hope you have had a great thanksgiving break thus far. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 11:27 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi 
>>> 
>>> Jeanne Kirschner forwarded me your email. I am SO sorry about the meeting that was canceled. Jeanne told me about you last 
year so I am familiar with your situation. Please provide an average of your GPA and your transcript from both semesters. Please 
email with any other questions and best of luck with the application. 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> 

>>> Abbey 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 PM 
>>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>>> Subject: FW:I Information Meeting 
>>> 

>>> We need to talk about this .... 
>>> 

>>> Jeanne 
>>> 

>>> ..... Ori~iual Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: ~!ive.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, i 5:21 PM 
>>> To: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Subject: Information Meeting 
>>> 
>>> Mrs. Kirshner, 
>>> 
>>> Hi, hope this finds you well. Just wanted to touch base with you and tell you how excited I am about applying for the 
Scholarship. I tried to go to an information session last night in Manning 209 but it was canceled. I did have a couple of questions in 
regards to my particular situation. I have been working through the application and I noticed that when it asks for your GPA it only 
asks for your first semester GPA (which would obviously be normal for most first year students). Do you want me to put my 
cumulative GPA or just my first semester GPA from the spring since I will have been at UNC for two semesters come time when the 
application is due? Also, when it asks for your transcript I assume you would want mine from both semesters, correct? Just want to 
work out some of the kinks with my application and what not. Thanks so much and hope to see you soon! 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, i                4:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:                  Information Meeting 

okay thanks T 

, at 9:34 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> I would put the college stuff in the PG section since it is after your high school graduation. 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
> office - 919-962-9535 
> cell - 
> 

>>>> 5:02 PM >>> 
> Tony, 
> 
> Hope this finds you well. I have been working on the scholarship application and in the 
accomplishments section of the application there is only room for things that you have done/accomplished in 
high school. There is a section, though, called PG which I think refers to post-graduate (not college) stuff so 
there is no real area to put college accomplishments in the application. Do you have any recommendations as to 
how I should proceed? Thanks and I hope you are having a great break thus far. 
> 

> 

> On l , at 9:46 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
> 
>> At least you made it to the T That is awesome! 
>> Good luck with finals, look forward to reading your application. 
>> Best, 
>> Abbey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 
>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:48 PM 

Information Meeting 

>> Unfortunately we actually lost in the game but we had a great season and we are already 
preparing for next yearT Thanks so much again and 1 will let you know if I have any more questionsT 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 10:02 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
>> 
>>> No worriesT How did the go?T 
>>> Just email or call if you have any other questions. 



>>> Best, 
>>> Abbey 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: 
>>> Sent: Fridayl ~ 
>>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>>> Subject: Re: 
>>> 

>>> Abbey, 
>>> 

@live.unc.edu] 
3:26 PM 

Information Meeting 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Hi 
>>>> 

>>>> Jeanne Kirschner forwarded me your email. I am SO sorry about the meeting that was canceled. Jeanne 
told me about you last year so I am familiar with your situation. Please provide an average of your GPA and 
your transcript from both semesters. Please email with any other questions and best of luck with the application. 
>>>> 

Best, 

, at 11:27 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

Abbey 

Original Message ..... 
From: Jeanne Kirschner 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 PM 
To: Abbey Greenberg 
Subject: FW: Robertson Scholars Information Meeting 

We need to talk about this .... 

Jeanne 

Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i 5:21 PM 
To: Jeanne Kirschner 
Subj ect: Information Meeting 

Mrs. Kirshner, 

>>>> Hi, hope this finds you well. Just wanted to touch base with you and tell you how excited I am about 
applying for the          Scholarship. I tried to go to an information session last night in Manning 209 but it 
was canceled. I did have a couple of questions in regards to my particular situation. I have been working 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Thanks so muchT I know my situation is very abnormal so I just thank you all for workin~ with me. Also, 
sorry I could not attend the make up information session but I was playing in the NCAA 
in          last week and we left on Wednesday night other wise I would have been thereT Hope you have had 
a great thanksgiving break thus far. 
>>> 

Thanks again, 



through the application and I noticed that when it asks for your GPA it only asks for your first semester GPA 
(which would obviously be normal for most first year students). Do you want me to put my cumulative GPA or 
iust my first semester GPA from the spring since I will have been at UNC for two semesters come time when 
the application is due? Also, when it asks for your transcript I assume you would want mine from both 
semesters, correct? Just want to work out some of the kinks with my application and what not. Thanks so much 
and hope to see you soonT 
>>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



¯ ¯ 7 WI, EKLY III, POIIT 
Friday, 

LFIT ~-004 

ENGL -021 

ECON -006 

HIST -001 

DRAM .001 

ROML )01 

So far,       is feeling confident about all of her classes. Last week of September will be challenging with midterms, but so 

far, things are going well. 

I was quite impressed with      tonight when we talked about her classes. She is the kind of kid that simply will not let 

herself fall behind. In every class she was up to date with readings and assignments. Loves the DRAM class, bored in ROML, 

challenged in ECON. So far, displaying a good work ethic. 

LFIT -005 

MATH -001 

INLS -002 

PSYC " 002 

ANTH .006 

ECON -007 

load is relatively tough, and the last week in Sept she has miclterms back to back. To this point, she seems confident, 

with a good work ethic. She hasn’t fallen behind on anything yet. Good habits. 

GEOG -00 

GEOG -00 

ENGL -002 

PSYC : .003 

MATH -004 

LFIT -001 

DRAM -001 

DRAM -001 

MATH 001 

GEOG ~-00 

ENGL )-002 

came in today to begin the process of declaring Geography to be her major. 

ventured to Dey Hall to try out the free tutoring service provided for all students on campus Tues & Wed nights. 

She got great help and had a positive experience and I was proud of her for taking that initiative and making that happen. 

Last week in Sept is going to be really tough for her with several miclterms. Her organization skills are quite good. 

PAGE 1 OF 2 



GEOL -001 

LFIT . , v,-001 

DRAM -001 

POLl 06 

ANTI- 006 

She is on top of that situation and in contact with Beth 

Lyons. POLl is going to be difficult for her. We talked about some of the things she should know. She has a current events 

assignment this Friday and Obama’s speech in Charlotte Thursday night will take care of that for her. She says DRAM is 

boring and is worried about quotations on the tests. Hard schedule. Lots of reading comprehension needed and that is hard 

for her. Talked about tutoring and the opportunities in Dey Hall and in the Learning Center. 

LFIT .002 

EDUC ¯ 001 

GEOG -00 

ENGL -012 

SOCI -001 

POLl 006 

iii  .oliii-- 

says that she feels nervous abuot falling behind. But she isn’t falling behind. Two major exams the last week in Sept but 

for now, its just the reading that troubles her. POLl is her toughest reading class and we talked about the Constitution and 

what she needed to know about it. She is so conscientious. I don’t think there’s a chance of her falling behind. 

First week of October is    ’s tough week with many big events on tap for her. We emphasized the importance of writing 

papers far enough in advance to have the read by tutors before turning them in. She really needs to follow that advice. She 

seems happy, and confident, but I think the first round of exams/papers will be an awakening for her. 

LFIT -001 

JOMC 001 

GEOL 001 

ANTH 006 

ECON -007 

DRAM -001 

ECON -001 

STOR .003 

RUSS -001 

COMM _ -00 

PSYC .003 

LFIT -002 

DRAM >-002 

EDUC -001 

ART ;-001 

SPAN :-003 

HIST 1 006 

Off to a good start on LFIT quizzes. Still waiting for one syllabus from her. Was nervous about today’s running test. Still in the 

part of the semester where things seem manageable with no midterms or papers looming. Last week in Sept is when things 

will get hard and crowded. For now, all is well. 

was in today to start the process for declaring as her major. 

Just spent 30 minutes with          . She’s going to have a very hard time here. She stresses so much over what she has to do 

that she doesn’t spend time doing what she is stressing over. She showed me her Spanish online homework situation and it is 

staggering how far behind she is only 2 weeks into the semester. She was clicking on things to get credit, but not reading or 

actually doing the work. Then she complained that the prof was actually making her do the work. Organization is a real 

issue, as is actual focus on doing the work. She needs to drop a class to significantly lighten her work load and we talked 

about that today but she doesn’t want to get behind. I hope that by next week she will be ready to make that decision. 

ENGL . vv.072 

PSYC -002 

HIST 007 

EDUC -001 

LFIT _ 1-004 

DRAM -001 

Last week in Sept is        s first week of big events. I don’t sense a lot of confidence in 

converstation was cut short by other things in the office. 

this week, though our 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:03 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting on Tuesday 

Yeah. That’s fine with me. See you around 2.20. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: 

Subj ect: meeting on Tuesday 
Sent:            10:58 PM 

I have to run an errand from 1:45 til 2:15, so I won’t be there at 2, but will be 15 minutes later. Will that work? 

Tony 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 9:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

orientation 

Tony, 
I just wanted to let you know that I registered for the June 21-22 
orientation date. Also, I decided to stick with the level 1 Math SAT so I 
will have that score sent directly to Carolina. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 6:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hist paper 

Hey Tony, 
Just wanted to know whether you had read my paper yet, I was hoping to hand 
it in tomorrow. 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, February 24, 2010 8:02 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>;- 
Sports Medicine <-Sports Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Strength Coaches <- 

Strength Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

NCAA: Michigan Football Made 5 Major Rule Violations 

Colleagues: 

Please read this short article about what the University of Michigan Football Team is facing. I am going to make an 

educated guess here when I say that "it’s game on" ~ the NCAA will no doubt make the rules involved with these 

allegations a strong point of emphasis to both the NCAA Membership (that’s us) and its enforcement staff. 

If you have any questions about who is allowed to coach and perform coaching duties, how coaching duties are defined 

(what non-coaches can and cannot do), the rules surrounding what is permissible with weight training and conditioning, 
and what counts and doesn’t as a countable athletically related activity (in the 8 hr. and 20 hr. limits), please contact a 

member of our Compliance Staff. 

There is no question that many folks in college athletics will be reading and following this story and will be interested in 

its final resolution. Also, there is absolutely no doubt in my mind that_some of these same people following this 

story, who are presently involved in college athletics, will no doubt do some sort of an evaluation as to how these NCAA 

rules are being followed in their athletics program. 

Therefore, it is far better to ask for permission rather than forgiveness, and as you try to speculate as to what the 

outcome for Michigan Football/Athletics might be, it will be apparent that whatever "they will be found guilty of," it was 

not/will never be worth trying to circumvent the NCAA rules! Please think about it! 

BE CAREFUL OUT THERE, and please feel free to share this information with whomever you wish! 

Take care, 
Larry 

NCAA: U-M football made 5 major rule violations 

By MARK SNYDER, MICHAEL ROSENBERG AND JIM SCHAEFER 
FREE PRESS STAFF WRITERS 

The NCAA has issued a notice of allegations to the University of Michigan alleging five major violations in its 

football program. University officials just released the report this afternoon. Incoming athletic director David 



Brandon said the school would be sticking with head coach Rich Rodriguez. 

"We view these allegations seriously," Michigan president Mary Sue Coleman¯ We will make all necessary changes¯ 

What we will not do is make excuses¯" 

Among the allegations, which stemmed from a Detroit Free Press report on alleged rules abuses by the program: 

¯ From January 2008 through this past September, the program exceeded the permissible limit on the number of 

coaches by five. The NCAA alleges that five quality control staff members illegally engaged in on- and off-field 

coaching activities. 

¯ From January 2008 through at least last September, the school permitted football staff members to illegally 

monitor and conduct voluntary summer workouts and impermissible activities outside the playing season. The 

NCAA also alleges that U-M required players to participate in summer conditioning for disciplinary purposes, and 

exceed time limits for countable athletically related activities during and outside the playing season. 

¯ Graduate assistant coach Alex Herron provided "false and misleading information to the institution and 

enforcement staff" during the investigation. 

¯ Coach Rodriguez "failed to promote an atmosphere of compliance within the football program and failed to 

adequately monitor the duties and activities of quality control staff members, a graduate assistant coach and a 

student assistant coach, and the time limits for athletically related activities." 

¯ From January 2008 through at least this past September, the athletics department "failed to adequately monitor 

its football program to assure compliance regarding the limitations on the number, duties and activities of 

countable football coaches and time limits for countable athletically related activities." 

These are the first major violations ever alleged against the football program. 

Brandon said the issues have already begun to be assessed internally and corrected including the processes that 

led to the breakdowns. 

Brandon also said "Rich Rodriguez is our football coach and he will be our football coach next year." 

Michigan may be subject under the "Repeat violator" rule, because these allegations occurred within the five years 

since the NCAA sanctioned U-M for violations within its basketball program¯ 

The university expects to go before the NCAA committee on infractions in August. That committee will determine 
what sanctions, if any, to impose. 

Michigan could self impose sanctions before then, but officials said at today’s news conference it was premature to 
talk about any resolution¯ 

In late August, the Free Press first reported that the Michigan football program consistently violated NCAA rules 

governing off-season workouts, in-season demands on players and mandatory summer activities under Rodriguez, 

according to current and former players. 

Players on the 2008 and 2009 teams described training and practice sessions that far exceeded limits set by the 

NCAA, which governs college athletics. The restrictions are designed to protect players’ well-being, ensure 

adequate study time and prevent schools from gaining an unfair competitive advantage. 



The players, who did not want to be identified because they said they feared repercussions from coaches, said the 

violations occurred the direction of Rodriguez’s staff. 

"We know the practice and off-season rules, and we stay within the guidelines," Rodriguez said in a statement 

issued at the time. "We follow the rules and have always been completely committed to being compliant with all 

NCAA rules." 

U-M compliance director Judy Van Horn said at that time that that the athletic staffs and coaches are well-informed 

of the rules and that spot checks were conducted. She also stated that "We have not had any reason to self-report 

any violations in this area with any of our sports." 

The school announced an internal investigation, and the NCAA followed suit, announcing it would conduct a probe 

in conjunction with the school. 

The Free Press reports prompted passionate responses, from die-hard supporters claiming a media attack on 

Rodriguez to others who said the allegations sullied the school’s reputation. 

At the regularly scheduled Monday press conference in the days following the Free Press articles, Rodriguez stood 

at the podium and gave an extended, 14-minute monologue to open the press conference. 

With tears on his face, he said he was "very proud of the way our players have worked." He praised strength coach 

Mike Barwis, who oversaw many of the off-season activities that were alleged to have violated extended hours. 

The investigation continued behind closed doors for the next six weeks, with very few public comments. 

On Oct. 26, Michigan released the NCAA’s "notice of inquiry," a letter the school had received on Oct. 23, stating 

that the initial probe had gathered enough evidence to continue digging. 

In that notice, the NCAA wrote it hoped to conclude its investigation by Dec. 31. At that point, Michigan referred all 

queries to the NCAA. 

Coleman’s only public comments since came at a basketball game on Jan. 14. 

"I’m not anxious, I’m not anxious," she said. "I’ve said all along I want to see what the issues are and we’ll deal with 

the issues. But I’m not anxious." 

STEVE IGRSCHNER 

Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 

University of North Carolina 

Direct Office: (919) 962-7258 

Cell: 

Home: 

Email: stevekirschner@u nc.edu 

Internet: TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:48 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Foreign Language Placement Test 

Tony, 

I was just wondering if I have to take the Foreign Language Placement 
Test, because at the end of this year I will have fulfilled my Foreign 
Language requirement. 

Thanks:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday,                 1:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Foreign Language Placement Test 

Tony, 

I was just wondering if I still had to sign up for the Foreign Language test because at the end of this year I will 
have already fulfilled my language requirement though my highschool classes. 

Thank-youT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              8:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More good news 

Great news -thanks Tony 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:26:07 PM 
Subj ect: More good news 

disastrous DRAM test was incorrectly scored. The real grade was a 72, which she followed with a C- 
on the first paper. C- is where she is not, not an F. The F in Math will disappear when she drops that course. 
Disaster averted. 

She made that happen by going to the prof and advocating for herself (with quite a bit of prodding). Good news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

;@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, l 1:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall Hours 

I’ll follow all instructions, but i will never vote democraticT T T T T 

On Thu, 10:26:09 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies 
> 
> Study hall hours are earned on the computer. The system works. You are 
> all in the AC so much that getting to 6 hours shouldn’t be a problem 
> even if you forget to log in for a day. 
> 
> BUT - logging in and out appropriately - that’s the way to get hours. 
> You don’t need to tell me that you forgot. You don’t need to ask me to 
> fix your hours. I’m done with that. You need to be responsible and do 
> it the right way and take care of your own hours. What’s on the 
> computer is what is going to get reported to the coaches. Do it the 
> right way. 
> 
> If you forget to log out at night, the system will log you out at 
> midnight and you will no hours for that day. 
> 

> If you are signed in for more than 3 hours, the system may log you out 
> and you could get no hours for that study time. 
> 
> So remember to sign in AND sign out. 
> 
> Don’t leave yourself signed in for periods longer than 3 hours. 
> 

> Do NOT sign in for your weekly meeting - that’s not study time. 
> 
> Do make A’s on everything, do all your homework, never touch a drop of 
> alcohol, recycle, be kind to animals, help old people cross the street 
> safely, and vote Democratic. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@verizon.net> 

Sunday,             2:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math placement 

Tony, 
I just wanted to let you know that I got my math subj ect test score 
back and I got a 620 which is a lot better than 1 thought. I took 
level 1 so I know that tested me out of the course that I would not 
get credit for but I’m not sure what it placed me into. Maybe we could 
work a math into my first semester schedule now since I did not get 
most of the classes I tired to register for. I know we have a little 
while before the add/drop day so just let me know what you think 
whenever you get the chance. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            10:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

Tony, 

Hey we can I guess meet wednesday after class if you’d like tot 
I’m doing good I had a long weekend but its going goodT Hope you had a 
good 4th of July T 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> 

> 

> How are your courses going? Can we have a check-in after class Wed or 
> Thurs where you come by my office and let’s see how you’re doing? 
> 
> Let me know. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            11:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

Sound great I’ll give you a call Wednesday :) 

On Mon. 22:25:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Can we have a check-in either Wed or Thursday after class this week, just 
> to see how you’re doing. , we can also meet about your fall schedule 
and 
> go over that process if you haven’t already built your shopping cart. 
> 
> Let me know. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            10:54 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

No problem, I get out of class around 1 so I’ll see you after that? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Thanks 
> See you Wednesday 
> 

> On 
> 

>> Tony, 
>> 

, what time do you get out of class? 

at 10:40 PM, @ email.unc, edu wrote: 

>>> 

>>> Let me know. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

>> Hey we can I guess meet wednesday after class if you’d like tot 
>> I’m doing good I had a long weekend but its going goodT Hope you had a 
>> good 4th of July T 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> How are your courses going? Can we have a check-in after class Wed or 
>>> Thurs where you come by my office and let’s see how you’re doing? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,.           4:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

That sounds great! 
I haven’t done anything with my fall schedule yet, so I’d love some help 
with that. 
rll talk to and then we will give you a call T 
Thanks, Tony T TT 

On Mon, 22:25:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Can we have a check-in either Wed or Thursday after class this week, just 
> to see how you’re doing. , we can also meet about your fall schedule 
and 
> go over that process if you haven’t already built your shopping cart. 
> 
> Let me know. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,,           6:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

That’d be great, we will see you thenT 

On Tue, 16:56:28 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> can you come by after class tomorrow - I’ll be in the office then and 
that 
> would be a good time 
> 

> 

> On at 4:54 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> That sounds great! 
>> I haven’t done anything with my fall schedule yet, so I’d love some help 
>> with that. 
>> I’ll talk to and then we will give you a call T 
>> Thanks, Tony T TT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> Can we have a check-in either Wed or Thursday after class this week, 
>>> just 
>>> to see how you’re doing, we can also meet about your fall schedule 
>> and 
>>> go over that process if you haven’t already built your shopping cart. 
>>> 
>>> Let me know. 
>>> 

22:25:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            11:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ldeas for Maj ors 

Hey Tony, 

Quick question.., first, will you be in tomorrow- any chance I can 
come by and talk to you about some deciding major information... 1 
thought I had completely decided to apply to the school of Journalism 
and try to double major in Poli Sci but l’m still thinking about 
Business and wondering if I should take BUS1    (or - whichever is 
the prereq I forget at the moment) to get a feel for it before 
deciding. I ended up taking POLl i in - -        - so I have that one 
under my belt.., and I plan on taking ECONI in the spring (out of 
season). To apply to the Business school do I have to have completed 
all the prerequisites or can I take some of them after applying? Sorry 
for all the random questions - we finish at 12ish/lish tomorrow and 
rd love to come chat! 

Thanks so muchT - :) 

On at 11:08 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> l’m pretty excited about that too. Really glad that I get to work 
> with you. 
> 

> 

> The waitlists will probably move sometime around August 2. You could 
> move up before then, but most things are frozen until CTOPS is over 
> for all the courses that are open to freshmen. So I wouldn’t look 
> for it to change in July. You can keep checking, but it will most 
> likely change around August 2, and I do think that you will get in 
> the class. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:56 AM, ~ wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony T 
>> 
>> I just ran into Coach today and she told me you are our new academic 
>> advisorTT TT rm so happy and just wanted to tell you haa - but also 
>> 1 had a 
>> quick question- I know I am #1 on the waiting list for INLS 
>> (...and l’m 
>> not sure how it happened because I was told I got the last spot in 
>> the 
>> class but I was told it would probably work out anyway?) When do 
>> you think 



>> I will find out ifI got moved into the class and is there anyway 
>> you can 
>> help me? Thanks so much and see you soonTT 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,,            12:31 AM 

Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@uncaal.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math Maj or --> Engineering Grad School? 

Hi Beth, 

Sorry to bother you, but I’ve come across a question that I’m not sure how 
to find the answer to. One of my primary motives for pursuing a maj or in 
Mathematics is to leave the door open for going to graduate school in 
Engineering, if I decide sometime in the next 3 years that engineering is a 
career path I would like to explore. However, through some preliminary 
Google research, I’ve learned that this may not actually be the case. Thus, 
my question is: Can you help me find the prerequisite requirements for 
graduate school in Engineering, particularly at schools with highly-ranked 
graduate Engineering programs? (I would most likely be interested in Civil 
or Mechanical Engineering rather than something like Chemical or Electrical 
Engineering.) Whether or not a Mathematics BS keeps the Engineering door 
open may actually be a determining factor in my major choices, which is the 
only reason I felt the need to pester you with this question now. Thanks 
for your help- sorry for the trouble. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            12:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Math Major--> Engineering Grad School? 

Hahaha...I may just leave it to chance- Put all of my possible maj ors in a 
hat and pick 2. 

Thanks though- I really appreciate your help. 

On Mon, 00:36:35 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> - the revelation is coming in august - relax 
> 
> I have a friend currently in med school at Carolina who spent time in 
> engineering at Princeton. She will have good advice. I’ll get back to you 
> 

> On , at 12:31 AM, ikoma wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hi Beth, 
>> 
>> Sorry to bother you, but I’ve come across a question that I’m not sure 
>> how 
>> to find the answer to. One of my primary motives for pursuing a maj or in 
>> Mathematics is to leave the door open for going to graduate school in 
>> Engineering, if I decide sometime in the next 3 years that engineering 
is 
>> a 

>> career path I would like to explore. However, through some preliminary 
>> Google research, I’ve learned that this may not actually be the case. 
>> Thus, 
>> my question is: Can you help me find the prerequisite requirements for 
>> graduate school in Engineering, particularly at schools with 
>> highly-ranked 
>> graduate Engineering programs? (I would most likely be interested in 
>> Civil 
>> or Mechanical Engineering rather than something like Chemical or 
>> Electrical 
>> Engineering.) Whether or not a Mathematics BS keeps the Engineering door 
>> open may actually be a determining factor in my major choices, which is 
>> the 
>> only reason I felt the need to pester you with this question now. Thanks 
>> for your help- sorry for the trouble. 
>> 
>> Sincerely, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

r@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,             7:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP scores 

Hey Tony T 
I just found out my AP scores. I got a 3 on economics and a 4 on stats I think that means I got credit for both 
right? 
Thanks T 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:51 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

JOMC Assignment 

Hey Tony, 
I have a JOMC assignment for Newswriting in which we are suppose to 
write a personality feature or profile on a campus leader. I was 
wondering if I could possibly interview you because of all the things 
you do for this university and elsewhere. 
Just Let Me Know, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:05 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS tutor 

Okay that sounds greatT Thanks Tony T 

On Tue, 
wrote: 
> 

> 8pm 
> 

> 

> Tony 

10:49:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

will meet with you Sunday evenings in the Rams Room at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:15 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall sign in 

Tony, 

I believe I only have 5 hours and 45 min of study hall credit this week. I 
tried to go in there this morning between classes to get another hour in 
but the computer was not letting me sign in and I couldn’t find anyone to 
help me. I have been to the UL this week for a few hours and have done 
studying there. 

Thanks T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:31 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Tony, 
Thanks for coming to the banquet. I know it meant a lot to to have you there. And it certainly meant a lot 
to and me. 
Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well. is tired today! Said she was up making corrections on her 
paper. Thanks for helping her. As for the recruits, I think I pick up at 4:45 from the airport. If you want 
to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too late? 
Thanks, 
Jan 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc, edu> 
Cc: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10:32:08 AM 
Subject: Weekly 

Ladies, 

Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. Very much appreciated. 

Please find 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly with the great news that both your freshmen 
are performing at a Dean’s List pace for their first semesters. I also read HIST papers for 
last night,       paper was outstanding, and I’d guess A level,          was weaker than her last effort, 
probably a C level. 

Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with courses and class times. I thought it might be useful 
for you to see.         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 12 hour minimum,        schedule 
will likely need some adjustment since her recent admission to the Business Minor program. 

I also need to nail down a schedule for meeting with the committed recruits this weekend. The sooner the better 
on Friday would suit me best.                     have convinced me to take them camping this weekend. 
That’s just too funny an opportunity to miss, so if you could help me by setting that schedule, I’d appreciate it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 9:49 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: An Apology 

Tony, 
Are you up and want to talk? I will also step in and talk to these guys. I am also willing to use the "practice 
carrot" to get these guys to buckle down. 
Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 8:35:02 PM 
Subject: Fwd: An Apology 

After the episode described below (which was witnessed by      ) where 
I wanted to physically throw       out of my office,      and I 
were working on her spring schedule and I vented to her for a bit. I 
am so frustrated by these freshmen and their refusal to work seriously 
and efficiently and apart from their distracting fellow freshmen. I am 
clearly not the best person to be their adviser. If you want to try 
somebody else in that position, rll understand. 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: 8:10:01 PM EDT 
> To: @email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: An Apology 
> 

> 

> 

> I’m sorry that I let my frustration boil over into anger today. I’m 
> the grownup, and that shouldn’t have happened and I’m sorry that it 
> did. 
> 
> When you said today that you didn’t want to do anything at Carolina 
> but play        and that when        was over you’d just ’marry 
> well’, that really made me angry. I’m old enough to remember when 
> women couldn’t come to Carolina, when women didn’t get athletic 
> scholarships, when women didn’t have equal rights and opportunities. 
> As you sat there today, taking full advantage of what they had 
> accomplished, and then so carelessly dismissed any sense of 
> responsibility, ready to rely on a man to take care of you after 
> playing - that’s just revolting to me. And it was the second time 
> I’ve heard that from freshmen this year and I couldn’t listen to 
> it anymore, or have you in the room. 
> 



> What I should have done is calmly explained those things to you and 
> reminded you of the amazing opportunity you have to play 
> while getting a top quality college education. I didn’t do my job 
> very well today, and I apologize for that. 
> 

> I confess that I am at a complete loss as to what to do with you and 
> your class. I’ve never encountered a group with so little 
> intellectual curiosity about anything, that is so resistant to 
> learning anything. I taught in a high school where students were 
> eager to learn, competitive to be the best, who fought each other 
> for spots in the best colleges in the country. I am clearly the 
> wrong person to be the academic adviser for this freshman class of 
>        players. I don’t know how to deal with people who don’t 
> care whether they learn or not. 
> 
> Those frustrations aside, I should not have lost my temper today, 
> and again, I apologize for that. 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> , cell 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             9:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

add/drop day 

Hey Tony, 
I have been playiing around with my Connect Carolina shopping cart since 
the add/drop day is coming up soon and I just wanted to clear what I was 
planning on changing with you. As of now, I am only enrolled in 12 hours so 
I was going to drop the Anthropology class I am in and add the English 
that I need and Math because I tested out of Math    . I did not see 
any open Spanish but ifI add the Math and English without the 
Spanish that would give me 15 hours. If you have any other suggestions on 
what I should change just let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             11:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: language 

Hey Tony, 

Another quick question... I talked to            and she told me that 
Spanisl:    is l&2 combined and I found a section open for the fall - 
but its at the same time I signed up for Geology-- I know there is a 
Geology section on TR too but it looks like it is closed as of now... 
I looked up the teacher on Blinkness and looks really good.. (http://unc.blinkness.com/professor/unc-cana- 
jimenez-m 
) 76% A’s and 24% B’s with 0 C’s and 0 D’s ... Do you think I should 
or can possibly switch to the TR section of Geology and try to drop 
the Poli    if I have to drop one.., or wait and take Geology later I 
was planning on taking the Geology Lab in the spring after having 
taken it this fall but I was just wondering what you think about this- 
it sounds like the teacher is good for this one- The TR Geology is 
9:30-10:45 (during my INLS) - or I would be open to taking a different 
science that I could take a lab with later if you had any suggestions 
for that? 

Thanks so muchT 

On at 10:41 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Hey 
> 
> I had a start Chinese 3 years ago when he was a 
> freshman. In that first semester he was in the AC about 5 hours/week 
> just working on Chinese. He really struggled with the sheer amount 
> of time it took to memorize the symbols. He wasn’t as good a student 
> as you are, but the time commitment for Chinese is really huge. 
> That’s based on only one student though. 
> 
> You can take POLl online. I have a doing that and I 
> talked with her this week. She says it isn’t too bad. 
> 
> Good luck 
> 

> 

> On , at 8:51 AM, wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony T 
>> 
>> I’m going to take the latin placement exam today- but had a quick 
>> question - what do you think about Chinese...? There is still a 
>> section open online I could sign up for for the fall and theres only 
>> one spot left and I blinknessed the professor.., possibly instead of 
>> POLl    (...and I could take that online in the summer?) Thanks so 



>> muchT Here’s the links for the professor (blinkness) and the site .... 
>>- 

>> 

>> http ://www.unc. edu/sis/clsched/fall/CHIN.html 
>> http ://unc.blinkness. com/professor/unc-park-young-mae 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On , at 1:00 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
>> 

>>> http ://www.unc. edu/languageplacement/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            7:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: add/drop day 

Sorry Tony, I have no idea what I was looking at when I sent that but I 
tested out of Math and into Math so I will try to get into that 
class on I will keep checking back for the Spanish and if 
anything changed I will let you know. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, 
wrote: 
> Hey 
> 

13:35:32 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> Getting into ENGL    is a great idea. I’m all for that. I don’t quite 
> understand the Math thing though. Usually people place out of Math I 
> don’t know Math so help me understand what you’re doing there. The 
> Spanish courses are nuts - almost all filled, and you’re going to have to 
> be very lucky to find an open section. The more often you log in to the 
> system to check, the better your odds will be. Good luck 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 9:33 PM, corzel wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> I have been playiing around with my Connect Carolina shopping cart since 
>> the add/drop day is coming up soon and I just wanted to clear what I was 
>> planning on changing with you. As of now, I am only enrolled in 12 hours 
>> SO 

>> I was going to drop the Anthropology class I am in and add the English 
>> 
>> that I need and Math because I tested out of Math I did not see 
>> any open Spanish but if I add the Math and English without the 
>> Spanish that would give me 15 hours. If you have any other suggestions 
on 
>> what I should change just let me know. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:03 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

spanish    success T 

successT she added me T :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fall semester 

Hey Tony, 

I am currently only enrolled in three classes for the fall and would like 
to pick up two more for the semester. I need to check and see what I am 
currently enrolled in, but my pid is          if you wanted to check it 
out and maybe throw some suggestions at me. I am a history minor if that 
helps at all and am interested in the Holocaust class. Please let me know 
what you think and if you are out and about no worries! Thanks a lot and I 
think I speak for the team when I say how excited we are to have you on 
board as our new academic advisorT T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             2:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, have a few questions. I think I may need to take a few additional 
courses that I wasn’t planning on for the purpose of med school 
requirements. My AP credits are turning out to kind of hurt me. I have 8 
credit hours worth of physics at UNC from AP’s and some med schools won’t 
accept that so I may need to take the second of the two physics courses. 
Also, I haven’t taken any English here because of placing out with SAT 
scores. Similar issue. So I think I may take a low level English class. I 
found one that fits in my fall schedule. But the addition of that class 
would mean 5 classes this fall with 17 credit hours (something I’m sure the 
coaches won’t like to hear). On           when is the earliest you can 
get on to add courses? And what is the situation with pass/fail? what can i 
declare pass/fail? If i add the english class can i declare my comp class 
pass/fail (I’m taking it to fulfill the philosophy requirement). I think i 
may try to take the physics i need in the spring which would mean taking 
around 13 credit hours instead ofunderloading. But it may be what i have 
to do. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            ,9:15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Gotcha. Well so for the physics then, I can worry about that form sometime 
this fall before spring registration. I see ENGL    intro to fiction open, 
so I will try to get in that on monday (i tried today, but it didn’t work). 
I could try to get into an ENGL    (and do the form thing) but with all 
the freshmen taking it I don’t have good chances trying to get into one. So 
I think this should be good. Understand about the pass/fail. I don’t think 
I’ll take the english class pass/fail just because I think if I’m gonna do 
this for the med schools, they might want to see a grade. Great, thanks 
Tony for your help. 

On Wed, 23:16:14 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 
> Very sorry to hear that you will have to take some of the courses you 
> already have credit for. And if you actually do that, you’ll need to make 
> an appt with your university adviser and there is a form or some 
procedure 
> where you indicate that you want to refuse credit for those certain 
> courses. Susan Maloy will love you even more. Haha. 
> 
> The coaches will be fine with you in 5 classes. Don’t worry about that. 
Phi 
> Beta Kappa says can take whatever she wants, especially if one 
is 
> a low level ENGL class. Don’t even think about that again. 
> 
> the last CTOPS session (actually TSOPS) should end in the early 
> afternoon. I believe that the last scheduled registration session that 
day 
> ends at 4:50 pm. That’s when I think the system will open up, but you 
could 
> try earlier. Classes that are not restricted are available now, I 
believe. 
> 
> You can’t take a class that you are using to fulfill a gen ed requirement 
> pass/fail - so the comp class is out. If the ENGL class does not fulfill 
a 
> requirement, you could take it pass/fail. 
> 
> Headed west tomorrow - excited - Good luck with the schedule. See you 
soon. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             12:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

schedule 

Hey Tony, 
I was just re-doing my shopping cart for and was wondering if 
there were any other classes I should be including. After ctops I was 
enrolled in Geology, Psyc    Poli    , History     and Drama    With 
the classes I hope to add on the 2nd I will have Engl    and drop geology 
and Span    and drop something else. I was just wondering if you had any 
suggestions for my schedule. 
Thanks T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday,             1:22 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chem 

Hi Beth, 

So I got this email from my CHEM     professor earlier today, and I was 
wondering if I could get reimbursed for purchasing the additional novels we 
will be using for the class. I’m pretty sure we will have required readings 
from these two novels, so I think they meet the NCAA criteria for being 
covered by the book scholarship, but I could be wrong. I only ask because I 
want to get the books relatively soon so that I can get a head start on the 
reading, and I’m not sure if I should just go to the local Borders/Barnes 
and Noble or find the best deals on Amazon, Ebay, Glyde, etc. 

Thanks in advance, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Chem 
Date: Fri,          ,17:24:54 -0400 (EDT) 
From: schoenfisch@UNC.EDU 
To: schoenfisch@UNC.EDU 

Greetings, 
I will be your professor for Chem this fall. We are going to have a 
great semester, and hopefully learn a lot a long the way. I’m looking 
forward to meeting you all next month. 

In addition to using the analytical chemistry text book and solutions 
manual that are available for purchase at the UNC bookstore, we will be 
reading the following two novels: 

1. "Surely You’re Joking, Mr. FeynmanT (Adventures of a Curious Character)" 
by Richard P. Feynman 

2. "Cantor’s Dilemma: A Novel" by Carl Djerassi 

The caveat is that you will have to purchase these someplace other than the 
bookstore. I did this purposely because both new and used copies are 
available at amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com at much lower prices than I 
believe the bookstore would charge. Please order them for delivery before 
our class meets. (We will start reading Surely You’re Joking the first week 
of class.) 

Enjoy the rest of your summer/breakT 
Mark Schoenfisch 
Professor of Chemistry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              2:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: fall semester 

Hey Tony, 

Thanks for your help, I was also thinking about changing my major to 
communications. I have had a tough time with biology    and maybe want to 
re-think my major. If this is too late then please let me know and we can 
discuss what other steps I need to take maybe, but I will look at classes 
sometime today and also tomorrow before I register. Let me know if you 
think any history classes would work with my current scheduleT 

On Wed, 22:44:38 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Thanks for those very kind words. I am truly excited. 
> 

> I will look at some things at the office tomorrow (didn’t go in today), 
but 
> I can tell you that the Holocaust class is great, and usually filled with 
> seniors who register first. My guess is that you’ll need to save that one 
> for your senior year. I look at other HIST classes tomorrow, but I wanted 
> to make sure that you knew that you could search for classes by dept, AND 
> by time and day, so it makes things a little easier. And you’ll want to 
> start searching around 3 pm on That’s when the system should 
open 
> up after CTOPS stuff is done. 
> 
> I also wanted to put the bug in your ear that taking BIOL at a 
> community college and transferring it in is what most of my kids do. It 
> makes life easier. Something to think about for next summer. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 10:55 AM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> I am currently only enrolled in three classes for the fall and would 
like 
>> to pick up two more for the semester. I need to check and see what I am 



>> currently enrolled in, but my pid is           if you wanted to check it 
>> out and maybe throw some suggestions at me. I am a history minor if that 
>> helps at all and am interested in the Holocaust class. Please let me 
know 

>> what you think and if you are out and about no worries! Thanks a lot and 
>> I 
>> think I speak for the team when I say how excited we are to have you on 
>> board as our new academic advisorT T 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To- 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Monday, 1 1:24 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Hey Tony, 
Just wondering if you were able to get me in personal health. 
Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Okay great! I’ll try getting in the class today as well. ThanksT 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To:            ~gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Classes 
Sent:            11:32 AM 

Hey 

Not yet. The person in EXSS dept does that for us just before classes start. You should keep trying to get in on 
your own. rll send her that email about a week before classes start. 

Tony 

On , at 9:23 AM, @gmail.com wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> Just wondering if you were able to get me in personal health. 
> Thanks T 
> 
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Tuesday and thursday 9:30 to 10:45 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To:            ~gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Classes 
Sent:            12:53 PM 

which section of    do you want to be in? what times and days? 

On at 9:42 AM, @gmail.com wrote: 

> Okay great! I’ll try getting in the class today as well. ThanksT 
Original Message ...... 

> From: Tony Yount 
> To:          _ ~gmail.com 
> Subject: Re: Classes 
> Sent: 11:32 AM 
> 
> Hey 
> 
> Not yet. The person in EXSS dept does that for us just before classes start. You should keep trying to get in 
on your own. I’ll send her that email about a week before classes start. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> On at 9:23 AM, @gmail.com wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> Just wondering if you were able to get me in personal health. 
>> Thanks T 
>> 
>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: fall semester 

I looked online today for the comm classes you had mentioned and none of 
them were available and if they were, I already had a class at that timeT I 
will definitely come and sit down with you at some point when you are back, 
but I will continue to try and find one more class for my scheduleT thanks 
for your help and hope you are enjoying your vacation. 

On Sun, 12:18:05 -0600, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> it is not too late to switch to be a COMM major for you. If you can add a 
> COMM class,                  ~ that would be a good way to know if you 
> like that maj or. For now, add classes to get yourself into enough hours. 
> When I get back on the    , you and I should sit down together with your 
> transcript and a computer and look at what is going to be best for you 
> going forward. 
> 

> 

> On , at 12:10 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help, I was also thinking about changing my major to 
>> communications. I have had a tough time with biology and maybe want 
>> to 
>> re-think my major. If this is too late then please let me know and we 
can 
>> discuss what other steps I need to take maybe, but I will look at 
classes 
>> sometime today and also tomorrow before I register. Let me know if you 
>> think any history classes would work with my current scheduleT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Thanks for those very kind words. I am truly excited. 
>>> 

>>> I will look at some things at the office tomorrow (didn’t go in today), 
>> but 
>>> I can tell you that the Holocaust class is great, and usually filled 
>>> with 

22:44:38 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



>>> seniors who register first. My guess is that you’ll need to save that 
>>> one 
>>> for your senior year. I look at other HIST classes tomorrow, but I 
>>> wanted 
>>> to make sure that you knew that you could search for classes by dept, 
>>> AND 
>>> by time and day, so it makes things a little easier. And you’ll want to 
>>> start searching around 3 pm on That’s when the system should 
>> open 
>>> up after CTOPS stuff is done. 
>>> 
>>> I also wanted to put the bug in your ear that taking BIOL at a 
>>> community college and transferring it in is what most of my kids do. It 
>>> makes life easier. Something to think about for next summer. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

Tony 

On at 10:55 AM, wrote: 

>>>> 

currently enrolled in, but my pid is if you wanted to check 
it 
out and maybe throw some suggestions at me. I am a history minor if 
that 

>>>> helps at all and am interested in the Holocaust class. Please let me 
>> know 
>>>> what you think and if you are out and about no worries! Thanks a lot 
>>>> and 
>>>> I 
>>>> think I speak for the team when I say how excited we are to have you 
on 
>>>> board as our new academic advisorT T 
>>>> 

am 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Hey Tony, 
>>>> 

>>>> I am cu~ently only enrolled in three classes ~r the ~11 and would 
>> like 
>>>> to pick up two more ~r the semester. I need to check and see wh~ I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              12:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, 

I can’t find where on the portal I need to click to enroll in new 
classes or see my current schedule. I keep trying different things but 
it is just taking me in circles. What link should I be looking for to 
get be to add a class or see my schedule? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Fall Schedules - 
>         is the date that the scheduling process should open up upon 
> thecompletion of all CTOPS sessions scheduled during the summer. For 
> those of you that need to change schedules, that would be the date to 
> begin looking at your options for the fall. I have reviewed all the 
> current schedules. All but three of you are all in enough hours to 
> begin practice in the fall. As you adjust your schedules, please keep 
> me informed as you change classes. Remember that you have to be 
> enrolled in 12 hours on the first day of classes          in order 
> to begin practice. For the three who need to add hours, you will get 
> individual emails from me before Tuesday, 
> 

> My schedule - 
> I’m leaving for the Rocky Mountains on and will return to the 
> office on the 4th floor of the Pope Box on I will 
> occasionally check email and will respond to phone calls and texts 
> when I have service. Wyoming and Montana are blissfully remote and I 
> will have no service for days at a time. I’ll post pictures on FB 
> when I can. 
> 
> Mixed results - 
> I have just reviewed each of your worksheets and found that (assuming 
> everyone passes all summer school courses) 12 of you are actually 
> ahead of graduation pace and that is outstanding. Collectively, you 



> are 99 hours ahead of normal graduation pace (56 of those are 
>          ~ of 15 hrs/semester. That is wonderful news. But 11 of you 
> are behind graduation pace (46 hours between those 11). That is 
> something that must be addressed next summer. So if you are behind, 
> you should plan on taking at least 6 hours next summer, and on 
> falling no further behind during the current academic year. 
> 
> Enjoy the rest of your summers. Keep me informed as you change your 
> schedules, rll see you at a team meeting in August. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              6:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, 

Hope you are having a great time in the mountainsT I had a quick 
question - no rush at all - I just realized I forgot to switch my 
recitation for CLAS                - I could only get into the 
Recitation at 2 on Fridays at the time of enrolling but I’m going to 
have to switch to either                 (Friday at 11:00) -- 
should I just wait and talk to the recitation teacher when I get the 
syllabus or try and email them now? See you soonT 

:) 

On at 11:49 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I am very excited to be your new academic adviser. It is quite an 
> honor to be a part of the            program and to get to work 
> with Coach Shelton and all of you. I look forward to getting to know 
> each of you and becoming more familiar with your academic plans and 
> needs. I have just completed an audit of your fall schedules and 
> your worksheets. Some of you need to add hours to your schedules in 
> order to be eligible to participate in practices that are held on 
> and after the first day of classes on August 24. You’ll get an 
> individual email from me if you are in that situation. 
> 
> Fall Schedules - 
> The afternoon of August 2 is the date that the scheduling process 
> should open up upon the completion of all CTOPS sessions scheduled 
> during the summer. For those of you that need to change schedules, 
> that would be the date to begin looking at your options for the 
> fall. As you adjust your schedules, please keep me informed as you 
> change classes. Remember that you have to be enrolled in 12 hours on 
> the first day of classes August 24 in order to participate in 
> practice after classes start. 
> 
> My schedule - 
> I’m leaving for the Rocky Mountains on July 30 and will return to 
> the office on the 4th floor of the Pope Box on August 16. I will 
> occasionally check email and will respond to phone calls and texts 
> when I have cell service. Wyoming and Montana are blissfully remote 
> and I will have no service for days at a time. rll post pictures on 
> Facebook when I can. For the fall, my hours will be from 9:30 - 2:30 
> weekdays in the Pope Box. I am a part time employee of the athletic 
> department, but you will find that I am constantly online and quite 
> available by phone, text, AIM, Google chat, Facebook chat, and 
> flexible about setting times to meet outside the regular hours if 



> needed. 
> 

> Enjoy the brief few weeks that your have left before practice 
> starts. I will miss seeing you at the welcome back dinner for the 
> team. I’ll be in Montana that night. Keep me informed as you change 
> your schedules, rll see you at a team meeting in August and I look 
> forward to working with each of you. 
> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 
> North Box, Kenan Stadium 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday,              9:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Geology 

Hey Tony, I tried signing up for my geology lab but it wouldn’t let me 
because technically I would be in "too many hours". I think the only 
reason it said that, is because spanish is a 4 credit class.., so 
technically I would be in "an extra hour" with the lab. Is there a way 
to get around that so I can take my lab in the fall? 

Let me knowT Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,              3:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony T 

So I was able to get into soci    this fall, so I’m in 12 hours now. I’m 
currently in psyc    still which I’m not sure I want to stay in. Anyways 
I would like to get in to one more really easy class so that in the spring 
I only need to take 4 hours. 

Also, I’m really interested in taking soci it’s not offered this fall 
from what I found, do you know if it’s offered in the spring? 

My class schedule right now is psyc    , soci , soci 
Ideally I could also get in to exss , poli    , or exss 
place of the psyc    . Let me know what you think. 

, and drama 
possibly in 

Hope your travels are going well T 

On Tue, 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Fall Schedules - 
> August 2 is the date that the scheduling process should open up upon the 
> completion of all CTOPS sessions scheduled during the summer. For those 
of 
> you that need to change schedules, that would be the date to begin 
looking 
> at your options for the fall. I have reviewed all the current schedules. 
> All but three of you are all in enough hours to begin practice in the 
fall. 
> As you adjust your schedules, please keep me informed as you change 
> classes. Remember that you have to be enrolled in 12 hours on the first 

12:57:15 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 



day 
> of classes August 24 in order to begin practice. For the three who need 
to 
> add hours, you will get individual emails from me before Tuesday, August 

> 

> My schedule - 
> I’m leaving for the Rocky Mountains on July 30 and will return to the 
> office on the 4th floor of the Pope Box on August 16. I will occasionally 
> check email and will respond to phone calls and texts when I have 
service. 
> Wyoming and Montana are blissfully remote and I will have no service for 
> days at a time. I’ll post pictures on FB when I can. 
> 
> Mixed results - 
> I have just reviewed each of your worksheets and found that (assuming 
> everyone passes all summer school courses) 12 of you are actually ahead 
of 
> graduation pace and that is outstanding. Collectively, you are 99 hours 
> ahead of normal graduation pace (56 of those are          ~of 15 
> hrs/semester. That is wonderful news. But 11 of you are behind graduation 
> pace (46 hours between those 11). That is something that must be 
addressed 
> next summer. So if you are behind, you should plan on taking at least 6 
> hours next summer, and on falling no further behind during the current 
> academic year. 
> 
> Enjoy the rest of your summers. Keep me informed as you change your 
> schedules, rll see you at a team meeting in August. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 6, 2010 4:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>;-Head 

Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Welcome Back Picnic and Carolina CREED Meeting - Monday, August 30th 

Coaches, 

The "Welcome Back Picnic" will be held on Monday, August 30th at 6pm at the Eddie Smith Indoor 

Facility. There will be a very brief program, lots of food and fun. Please make sure that all your 
student-athletes are aware of this annual event. First-year student-athlete must stay for the first 

Carolina CREED Meeting that will start immediately after the picnic (probably 7:15pm) 

Thanks and please contact me if you have any questions, 
Cricket 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 

(mobile) 
cricket@unc.edu 
~-----~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 6, 2010 4:09 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <- 

Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

< shelljo@ u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Welcome Back Picnic and Carolina CREED Meeting - Monday, August 30th 

Cricket, 

Just wanted to let you know that our men’s soccer team has a home exhibition game vs. the Raleigh Railhawks at 7:00 pm, on Aug. 

30., so they will not be able to participate. 

Thanks, 

Beth 

93et/t 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
F.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27~1 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 

>>> Cricket Lane 8/6/2010 3:59 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

The "Welcome Back Picnic" will be held on Monday, August 30th at 6pm at the Eddie Smith Indoor Facility. There will be a very 

brief program, lots of food and fun. Please make sure that all your student-athletes are aware of this annual event. First-year 

student-athlete must stay for the first Carolina CREED Meeting that will start immediately after the picnic (probably 7:15pm) 

Thanks and please contact me if you have any questions, 

Cricket 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 
(mobile) 

cricket@unc.edu 

~------~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,              12:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, 

Another quick question.., just after looking over more reviews of CLAS 
and thinking more about the Greeks and the nine required books for 

that class :/I’m a little nervous and I was thinking I could always 
still try to take HIST    next fall and cover the same requirements 
(when the regular teacher is back)-- I was looking for classes to 
replace it with if that were to be a good option and I randomly found 
a section of ECON    but its at night (TuTh 7:30- 8:45) but its with 
Brian Jenkins (good choice according to blinknessT) I was thinking 
this might be a good way to try it ... ? could always drop- but I was 
wondering what you thought about this option? Totally random but 
thankssT T :) 

Hope vacation is going well T 

:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,              4:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Courses 

Hey Tony T 

Hope your summer is going well. I’ve seen some beautiful pictures on 
Facebook that look very fun! 

I’m planning on taking one, maybe two online classes this fall and 
wanted your opinion on which classes you recommend I take. I’m not 
necessarily looking to fill any requirements but am more concerned 
with easy A classes. 

Anyway, whenever you get a chance I would really appreciate your input. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Sunday,              6:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Geology 

Sounds good-thanks Tony T 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:58 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Your Steele building adviser can override the limits on hours. You can email or call and ask for permission to 
do that. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On , at 7:05 AM, 
> 
>> Hey Tony, I tried signing up for my geology lab but it wouldn’t let me 
>> because technically I would be in "too many hours". I think the only 
>> reason it said that, is because spanish is a 4 credit class.., so 
>> technically I would be in "an extra hour" with the lab. Is there a way 
>> to get around that so I can take my lab in the fall? 
>> 
>> Let me knowT Thanks, 
>; 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Saturday, 4:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

hey tony, 
so i promised a progress report and even though i’m pretty bad at such activities.., i did go talk to the coach, i 
told her no more college    and she said that was a bummer but if i wanted to come back after a break that she 
would welcome that. so i’m looking into some other options for next semester, one of them being river guide 
along with some other colleges along with reapplying to unc. so hopefully one of those options works out and 
leads to some hiking and club sports and goofin off and a boyfriend:) im gonna finish out the quarter and my 
roomate is alright with everything and looking for someone else to live with. so that’s all that. 
thanks again for talking with me the other day. nice win over VA the other day too. i dont know how the 
buckeyes managed to beat 121 st ranked new mexico state today lol 
hope you’re doin good, 

--- On Wed, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subj ect: Weekly meeting? 
> To:’ @yahoo.com> 
> Date: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
> How many meetings are you skip this 
> semester? 
> 

> How are you? 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               4:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting tomorrow 

Hey Tony T 

Could     and I come in around 10:45am? She has to go to the training 
room at 11, so it would work out nicely. I could meet with you when she’s 
done. Good to see you today new official advisor (even though you’ve been 
my unofficial advisor for a whileT) 

Let me knowT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               6:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i would be 
receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books". Do 
you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be doing 
all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying for the 
difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 

On Tue, 16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 
> 
> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 
> classes. 
> 

> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At midnight 
Friday 
> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you are not 
> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
will 
> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 2nd 
> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 
> 
> 2. Textbook purchase: 
> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms can 
be 
> approved: 
> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY during 
> these times. 
> 

> Mon, - noon - 3 pm 
> Tues - Fri, - 10 am - 2 pm 
> Mon - Tues, - 10 am - 2 pm 
> 
> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after 
> 

> See you soon. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               10:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my schedual 

Hey so here is my schedual; I was wondering what you thought of it and if 
you think i need to make any changes. 

Fall Schedule 
Class Schedule 
DRAM 

Center Dramatic Art - Rm 0125 
Laurence 
ENGI_ 

Greenlaw - Rm 0317 
Shaughnessey 
GEOG 
LEC (2374)~ 
Global Center - Rm 1015 
Palis 
PSYC 
LEC (1851) 
Hamilton Hall - Rm 0100 
Bagley,Fabficant, Penn 
RELI 
LEC (1803) 
Graham Memorial - Rm 0210 
Ehrman 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               8:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

Okay, well I can bring you a copy of the letter when i get back to school 
(it was mailed). Are you in your office today? It was from Shirley A. Ort 
and the Committee on Scholarships, Awards, and Student Aid. And it says it 
was an athletics award for the academic year. Ok, thanks TonyT 
See you soonT 

On Thu, 20:27:44 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> That info sounds really odd to me. I just checked the book list provided 
by 
> compliance to guide us as we sign book forms and your name is on the list 
> and there is no dollar amount attached. If that letter came to you by 
> email, please forward it to me. If not, tell me who sent it? I can call 
Amy 
> Herman tomorrow and see what she says, but I’m not aware of a system that 
> just has a certain dollar amount attached other than the $800 that the 
NCAA 
> allows. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On , at 6:16 PM. wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i would 
>> be 
>> receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books". Do 
>> you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be 
>> doing 
>> all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying for 
>> the 
>> difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 
>> 

>; 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 

16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 



>>> 

>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 
>>> classes. 
>>> 

>>> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At midnight 
>> Friday 
>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you are 
not 
>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
>> will 
>>> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 
>>> 2nd 
>>> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 
>>> 
>>> 2. Textbook purchase: 
>>> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms can 
>> be 
>>> approved: 
>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY during 
>>> these times. 
>>> 
>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 
>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> 
>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after September 1. 
>>> 

>>> See you soon. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutors 

forgot to ask you earlier about tutors for SPAN    and ECON 
:) ... trying not to worry just on my mind- Are we still going to 

have tutoring on Mondays or Sundays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               1:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Question about Busi 

Hey Tony T T 

Hahaha i had a quick question about Busi    . So i got dropped from my JOMC 
class bc i was waitlisted and i dunno ifi am gonna be able to get into 
that class. If that happens it would be awesome if i could take Busi 
But i was looking at the requirements and it said pre or co requisite was 
ECON Is that still applicable even though i only have to take 
ECON now? 

oh and do i need to do any preparation for the business school application 
right now?/ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday,               9:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Tony, 

This is                from the           team we have maybe met a 
couple of times, but I wanted to let you know that I am very happy that you 
are our new adviser. I have a question regarding my schedule because I 
want to add something else. There was a class, PHIL     I was enrolled in 
but it now says that I have dropped it, but I don’t remember doing so. I 
wanted to complete my philosophy requirement and I have been trying to get 
into PHIL    at         with a rec and this class was open on Thurs and 
was closed Friday and I could not add during the period because of CTOPS. 
I was wondering is there a way for me to possibly get into that class 
because I really wanted to get most of my gen ed requirements done this 
semester so I could concentrate more on my major and minor from then on? 
Let me know what you think or if you have any ideas. Thank you so muchT 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               1:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

I got into the english    class i wanted tot So in 17 hours now. Did 
give you a copy of that letter i was telling you about? 

On Thu, 20:27:44 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> That info sounds really odd to me. I just checked the book list provided 
by 
> compliance to guide us as we sign book forms and your name is on the list 
> and there is no dollar amount attached. If that letter came to you by 
> email, please forward it to me. If not, tell me who sent it? I can call 
Amy 
> Herman tomorrow and see what she says, but I’m not aware of a system that 
> just has a certain dollar amount attached other than the $800 that the 
NCAA 
> allows. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On at 6:16 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i would 
>> be 
>> receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books". Do 
>> you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be 
>> doing 
>> all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying for 
>> the 
>> difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 
>>> 
>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 
>>> classes. 



>>> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At midnight 
>> Friday 
>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you are 
not 

>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
>> will 
>>> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 
>>> 2nd 
>>> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 
>>> 

>>> 2. Textbook purchase: 
>>> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms can 
>> be 
>>> approved: 
>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY during 
>>> these times. 
>>> 

>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 
>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> 

>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after September 1. 
>>> 

>>> See you soon. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

S aturday,               4: 2 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule question 

Hi Tony, 

I was able to add English    to my schedule, but I really want to take 
French    this semester. The French class I want is during the English 
time slot. I emailed the french teacher, Prof. Heitsch, to see if she could 
add me to her class. She said she is not allowed to add me and that I have 
to come to the first day of class to see if there is availability. Should I 
go to the first day of French class and skip English? or cut my losses and 
stick with the English class? The reason I want to take French so badly 
this semester is because I don’t want to forget what I learned in high 
school French. 
I hope this made sense...Thanks in advance for your input. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               4:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule question 

Okay, that’s what I’ll do. Thank you Tony. 

On Sat, 16:27:31 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Makes perfect sense, and I would gamble on the first day and go to FREN 

> hoping to get in. You’ll have no trouble covering the absence on the 
first 
> day of ENGL    . If the FREN teacher announces early in the class that 
> there will be no additions, then you should go on over to ENGL and get 
the 
> syllabus and get credit for attendance the first day. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

, at 4:19 PM, mcmalm wrote: 

>> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 

>> I was able to add English    to my schedule, but I really want to take 
>> French    this semester. The French class I want is during the English 
>> time slot. I emailed the french teacher, Prof. Heitsch, to see if she 
>> could 
>> add me to her class. She said she is not allowed to add me and that I 
>> have 
>> to come to the first day of class to see if there is availability. 
Should 
>> I 

>> go to the first day of French class and skip English? or cut my losses 
>> and 
>> stick with the English class? The reason I want to take French so badly 
>> this semester is because I don’t want to forget what I learned in high 
>> school French. 
>> I hope this made sense...Thanks in advance for your input. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 8:42 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony 

Sorry I didn’t get back to you. I just got your message this morning. My 
phone wasn’t telling me I had a message last Wednesday, Thursday, and 
Friday. 

But I see that     is now registered, so she must have figured out 
that she needed to connect with the math dept in order to get her 
advisor approval flag lifted. 

Hope you had a great weekend. 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:11 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

these r the responses that i got 

Hi 

The decision is made each semester, depending on the instructor teaching 
the course and what he or she actually plans to teach. We look for at 
least 30% German(ic) content. And of course, not ever course is offered 
every semester. 

HIST .-is sometimes borderline. If a German LAC 
section is included, we generally allow it to count if the student takes 
both the main course and the LAC. 

So yes, you may be able to take HIST    toward the German Studies major at 
some point--but for the time being you shouldn’t assume that you can take 
it in any given semester until you have seen the list or talked to Dr 
Starkey. 

She also sent this to me 

Hi 

I contacted other departments weeks ago, but not every department is 
proactive on this, so I don’t have enough responses yet to finish the list. 
It’s complicated by the fact that I’m currently home with flu and 
bronchitis. (And I cannot access my work computer from home, so I can’t 
even look at the working list for you.) 

From memory: I do expect that the list will include courses in History, 
Music, and Philosophy, and hopefully also in Economics and/or Political 
Science. So you might look at the courses offered next spring in those 
departments, and look for courses that seem like they might have at least 
30% German content. And you should certainly discuss your options with Dr 
Starkey, at kstarkey@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI EXAM REVIEW: SupplementallnstructionProgramFall prg 

Both Wednesday and Thursday sessions will be 2 hours long beginning at 5pm in Carrington 209 in preparation 
for Monday’s exam. Please come prepared with questions. SI will not meet the week of Thanksgiving. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holly Millman < @verizon.net> 

Checking inT 

Hey Tony T Hope your having a great day! 

Just wanted to say hi and let you know how classes wentT I love my 3-D art    class so far, the teacher is a 
graduate assistant and he’s awesome! It looks like we are having 5 projects, which are worth 75 percent of our 
grade and 20 percent being critiques and discussions leaving 5 percent to attendance at artist lectures. The due 
dates for the projects are: 
Sept. 7th- 1 st proj ect due 
Sept. 23rd- 2nd project due 
Oct. 14th- 3rd project due 
Oct. 28th- 4th project due 
Nov. 16th- 5th proj ect due 
Dec. 9th- Final proj ect due 

Ill let you know if anything changes and the grades as they come in. 

As far as my sex and gender in society class, I have Kleinman, who seems like a great teacher. The break down 
for that class is as follows: 

25- papers and quizzes based on the readings. I have a paper due every tuesday on the readings from the 
syllabus. The grading system is a check (full credit), check minus (half credit), and zero. 
I have a quiz every thursday on the readings. 
20- We get the opportunity to co-facilitate a class with the professor and a few classmates. This involves 
meeting with the group and professor to discuss the readings of that day and go about planning the class. 
5-class participation 
50-exams 

When we decide a weekly meeting I will also bring you copies of the handouts. 

I also set up a meeting with DDS for monday a 1 lam. I will have the full report and will go over my 
accommodations with them. 

I have also introduced via email my organizational coach Holly Millman and Beth Lyons, so everyone will be 
on the same paget 

Let me know if there is anything you need from me and ill stop by later this weekT 

Thanks T 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               6:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Tony, 

Hi. I have a question. I have two Comm classes and neither one of 
them is in my concentration. I am supposed to have atleast 4 out of 7 
from my concentration and 3 can be other elective comm classes. I 
already have 2 from outside of my concentration and there aren’t any 
classes that I can take this semester that are in my concentration. So 
I was wondering, is it even worth it for me to take both of these comm 
classes when only one of them will count towards my maj or? I was 
thinking I could drop one of them and then pick up another class so 
that I have 12 hours. I haven’t dropped either one of them so I still 
currently have 12 hours. Hopefully you can helpT ThanksT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 6:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

OKay, thanks a lotT See you soon. 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> You would graduate with an extra COMM class counting as an elective. 
> That is not a problem. You’re allowed to count up to 45 hours from 
> COMM, or 15 hours beyond classes required for your maj or as elective 
> hours. Do you like both COMM classes? If so, you can stay in. If not, 
> and you can find another class open that you want to take, then grab 
> that one. You have options here, so take the classes that you most 
> want to take. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 6:00 PM, @email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 

>> Tony, 
>> 
>> Hi. I have a question. I have two Comm classes and neither one of 
>> them is in my concentration. I am supposed to have atleast 4 out of 7 
>> from my concentration and 3 can be other elective comm classes. I 
>> already have 2 from outside of my concentration and there aren’t any 
>> classes that I can take this semester that are in my concentration. So 
>> I was wondering, is it even worth it for me to take both of these comm 
>> classes when only one of them will count towards my maj or? I was 
>> thinking I could drop one of them and then pick up another class so 
>> that I have 12 hours. I haven’t dropped either one of them so I still 
>> currently have 12 hours. Hopefully you can helpT ThanksT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               7:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutors 

Hi Tony, 
Just wanted to let you know that I would like a one on one rotor in: 
BUSI 
STOR 

My only bad night for a rotor is Monday nights. 
I had as a rotor last semester and really liked him, he is very 
helpful! 
Thanks so muchT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 11:07 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I can add the person to section 001 but there are no more spaces in 
section 002. Let me know what they would like to do. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

On 8/25/2010 9:44 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> Ashley, 
> 
> Three more requests for EXSS 
you so much. 
> 
> EXSS 
> 
> EXSS 
> 
> - EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> , cell 
> 

> 

if its not too late for you to get these players in. Thank 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 11:10 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

is now enrolled in EXSS 

-Ashley 

Thanks. 

On 8/25/2010 9:44 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> Ashley, 
> 
> Three more requests for EXSS 
you so much. 
> 

EXSS 

EXSS 

- EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 

cell 
> 

> 

if its not too late for you to get these players in. Thank 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              10:19 AM 

@email.unc.edu; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question about next week 

Phil, 

I’m not working on this. This class is with the crazy anti-athlete prof that would let me sit in on classes. 
What we had talked about yesterday was making sure that                                     (there may be more) could 
attend that class on Wed from 12:00 - 12:50, even if it meant me driving them up later in the afternoon. 

So to schedule that extra recitation session, which is really nice of them, they do need to know what time people will be leaving. And I 
will be happy to drive       and the Hist    kids up later, if that would help. 

Tony 

>>> Phil Barnes         10:05 AM >>> 
I think Tony is working on this? Please let me know if he is. 

Carolina Elite Camp 
Carolina Rising Star, 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.962.3865 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 9:18 AM >>> 
Phil, 

a bunch of us are in a history class together where we are required to 
go to a recitation on fridays that we are going to miss, and they are 
going to try and hold an extra session for us on wednesday before we 
leave for accs but they need to know what time we are leaving. 

Thanks 

Quoting Phil Barnes <pbarnes@tmcaa.unc.edu>: 

> Itin for ODU 
> 
> Carolina Elite Camp 
> Carolina Rising Star~ 
> http ://unclaxcamps,goo~lepa~e s. com/ 
> 
> Phil Barnes 
> Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
> University of North Carolina 
> P.O. Box 2126 
> Room 302 



> 216 Finley Rd. 
> Chapel Hill~ NC 27515 

> 919.962.6682 
> Fax: 919.962.3865 

> www.tarheelblue.com 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               1:21 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martinson, Patricia 
<pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online Course 

Amy, 

Sally and Patricia are in Daytona at the ACC tournament through Sunday. 

Your understanding of the facts is exactly right. There is no particular reason or interest in SOCI 
other requirements, and there are courses at other hours that do not conflict with practice. 

in connection with her major or 

Of        first 5 semesters at Carolina, she’s been in 15 hours in only two them, (2.1 and 2.6 GPA). In the three semesters that she’s 
been enrolled in less than 15 hours (2.8, 2.8, 3.2 GPA) she has performed at a much higher level. This student has     . The more 
classes, labs, recitations she has to focus on, the more her performance drops, especially when she takes classes in which she has no 
interest. She and I made the decision to register for 15 hours for Fall 08 based two key facts. In order to graduate on time, she needs 6 
hours in the summer, 15 in the fall, leaving 13 for her final semester. The 15 that we chose for the fall includes one course for her 
COMM major, COMP    which fulfills the philosophical perspective and enjoys a great reputation on campus as being both 
interesting and easy, an AFAM course that interests her with the same reputation, an EXSS first course that usually produces good 
grades, and the PORT    with a prof that she enjoys; 15 hours, but not a hard semester, and all with a high level of interest on her 
part. 

When the PORT    conflicted with practice, we talked about going with 12, but she wants to graduate on time. The online option 
suits her learning style. She likes organized, structured situations. The fifteen assignments in the SOCI    fit that learning style. She 
is focused and works ahead. The way that she approaches learning coupled with the fact that she can work on the course through the 
summer, she will likely be finished with the majority of the requirements because classes start in August. Of all the courses offered 
through the self-paced option by UNC-CH, that was the course that held the most interest for her. 

So, my best two arguments to allow an exception to the self-paced course policy during a regular semester are these: 
One, for this particular student with her academic skill set and her learning style, it is the academic schedule most likely to be 
successful for her. 
Two, Given the course choices remaining, she may opt to stay in 12 hours for the fall, 13 for the spring, and take an online course next 
summer to graduate. If that course would be funded by the university as part of her scholarship, in the long run does it matter whether 
that course occurs this summer or next? 

I hope those reasons are good enough. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 
Tony, Sally, and Patricia, 

10:10 AM >>> 

Given the facts that Tony describes below, I’m a bit hesitant to approve this online course for       for the fall. I understand that the 
timing of her PORT    course is causing problems with practice, and I appreciate this concern. However, the course that she is 
wanting to take online is only an elective course, not a course in her major. Which means (unless I’m mistaken), that she could take 
ANY 3-hour course and get the same credit as she will with this online course. I know you said, Tony, that you reviewed the available 
courses with       and she said she didn’t have interest in taking any of them, but I’m afraid this is not enough of a reason for us to 
spend additional funds for an online course when she will be enrolled in 12 "regular" hours, as well. 

That being said, I’m not entirely closing the door on this, but I need more info in support of this specific path. Is there a particular 
reason why she is interested in this course specifically? Are the other regular courses (that are held at better times) just HORRIBLE? 
Anything you can give me as a reason to make an exception to our policy on funding online courses during the regular academic year? 

Thanks for your help. 

Amy 



Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 2:13 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Are you working while on vacation? 

SOCI    fulfills 3 of her elective hours required for graduation. It does not fulfill a perspectives course. 
We sat together and explored the courses still open at the times that she had available to take classes and did not find a course that she 
had any interest in taking. 

She is enrolled in 6 hours in summer school first session. 

She is currently enrolled in 15 hours for         When she successfully registers for SOCI online, she will drop PORT 
which occurs at the time that conflicts with practice, leaving her enrolled in 12 hours for Ln regular university classes, 3 
additional hours in self-paced SOCI 

At the end of the fall semester    assuming successful completion of the 2 summer school, courses, the 4 university courses, and the 
self-paced course, she will ha~ ~ ,~umpleted 107 of her 120 hours and be on track to graduate on time. 

ff there’s anything else I can do to help, please let me know. I hope you had a great vacation. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 6:44 PM >>> 
Tony, 

See attached. Does this course fulfill a requirement for        And am I to assume that she wasn’t able to find a suitable alternative 
that met on the other afternoons (as you and I discussed)? If not, please also confirm that she will be in 9 other hours, bringing her to 
12 with this course. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             11:41 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online Course 

>>> Amy Herman 8:21 AM >>> 
Tony, 

Thank you for your detailed explanation of the fact scenario surrounding       and her desire to take SOCI    in the fall, on top of 
12 regular hours. Based on the information you’ve provided, I believe this situation warrants an exception to our general policy on 
funding online courses during the regular academic year. Not only does it appear to be in the best interest of the student, but it also 
appears as though it will aid her greatly in her goal to graduate on time. 

I will send the memo to the Friday Center this morning authorizing payment for the course so that       can register. Once you 
receive a copy of that memo (via email), you can encourage       to finalize her registration in the course. 

Again, thanks for your assistance in helping me to understand this situation. 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Amy, 

Thank you very much. 

Tony 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Youn 2:13 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Are you working while on vacation? 

SOCI    fulfills 3 of her elective hours required for graduation. It does not fulfill a perspectives course. 
We sat together and explored the courses still open at the times that she had available to take classes and did not find a course that she 



had any interest in taking. 

She is enrolled in 6 hours in summer school first session. 

She is currently enrolled in 15 hours for fall     When she successfully registers for SOCI    online, she will drop PORT 
which occurs at the time that conflicts with practice, leaving her enrolled in 12 hours for fall in regular university classes, 3 
additional hours in self-paced SOCI 

At the end of the fall semester assuming successful completion of the 2 summer school, courses, the 4 university courses, and the 
self-paced course, she will have completed 107 of her 120 hours and be on track to graduate on time. 

ff there’s anything else I can do to help, please let me know. I hope you had a great vacation. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 6:44 PM >>> 

Tony, 

See attached. Does this course fulfill a requirement for        And am I to assume that she wasn’t able to find a suitable alternative 
that met on the other afternoons (as you and I discussed)? If not, please also confirm that she will be in 9 other hours, bringing her to 
12 with this course. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, "            3:34 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Practice Tuesday/Wednesday 

You know that 
Right? 

will miss film and the first hour of practice. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Hi guys, 

3:27 PM >>> 

We are still waiting on the NCAA with our travel plans for later this week. This is a little shorter week then last - so before we know 
it we will be on a plane to Syracuse. 

The following is what we do know... Jerry will be here starting tomorrow at practice. Nothing grandiose is planned accept that he is 
here with us, blending in to where we are, bringing energy in a way only Jerry can! 

Tuesday 
2:00 - Attack/Middie film at Facility 

2:30- 4:30 practice on NAVY 

Wednesday 
2:00 - Defense/Middie film at facility 
2:30-4:30 practice 

TBD - Team dinner and small activity:) 
Dinner recommendations will be taken by 

Thursday - TBD 
Most likely leaving Thursday - people taking summer school, let teachers know that you will potentially miss Thursday and Friday 

of class for NCAA competition 

See you tomorrow - IT IS ABOUT US! 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            4:20 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: semester grade report. 

I did completely notice a difference on the sidelines. I loved that you huddled with your coaches before you addressed the team at timeouts and before halftime. I loved 
your timeout call in the first half at exactly the right time to slow- their early run. I love the no-call on a timeout in the second half when they closed within one. You 
showed confidence in our kids that they were in control and could handle it, and they responded.I saw- real teaching on the sidelines during the game, positive 
reinforcement when kids came off the field. I saw- wonderful communication between you and the offense on the field in the second half and I saw- some kids step up 
and show- some leadership at making sure that everybody on the field was on the right offense and in the right place. And I saw- the kids thoroughly engaged in the game 
from almost the start to the finish. And I know- that it came from what you did at practice for the past two weeks because I could sense it from conversations with the 
kids over that two week span. They didn’t feel very good about themselves when they came home from C’ville two weeks ago. That really began to change and to be 
noticeable to me just before exams were over. They were excited about the new- stuff that you put in at practice and they were so much more energized on the trip last 
weekend. Its not hard to turn a team’s attitude around after a big win, but you did it after a tough loss, and you did it thoroughly and completely in about a week and 
half. That’s good coaching and you deserve congratulations for that. 
But here’s the best thing that I observed Sunday. We didn’t steal one from Virginia. We beat them. We took a shot at the opening of the game, answered that shot, 
responded to a run, and shut down a team that had all the confidence in the world in its ability to come back and win. It wasn’t just a win, it was a dominating 
performance and it reminded me of watching the field hockey team mow- down opponents last fall, dominating almost all of them in the process with both talent and 
organization and leadership. The stats said that game was close on Sunday, but in the end it wasn’t, and the better team, and the better prepared team, won. 

Now-, can I put on my coaching/worrying hat and tell you the two things that scare me this week? 
1. As odd as this may seem, I’d be worried about overconfidence this weekend. Everybody on this team knows that we’ve had talent to do to everyone what we did to 
UVa on Sunday. I think they respect Northwestern, MD and Penn and the revenge factor will be great motivation in the Final Four. They’d better respect Syracuse. Its 
so hard to get to the Final Four. The current phrase is ’trap game’. We should win this game on talent, but we could lose this game through overconfidence. As illogical 
as it is for a team with 6 losses to be overconfident - it could happen with these players. A little swagger is good. Too much swagger could be disastrous. Find that right 
balance and be national coach of the week two weeks in a row-. 
2. Jerry. I’d be worried about too much Jerry. What you said on the bus, and at the end of the email - It is about us - I’m not sure they see Jerry as ’us’ at this point. He 
hasn’t been through what they have. Jerry’s great at discussion and if I were Jerry and wanted to be a part of’us’ again. I’d have a session where he listened while they 
told him the story of the season, to make him a part of ’us’ again. My sense of the team is that they’ve moved on from Jerry. Their last memory of him being here, unless 
I missed a visit, includes the loss to Penn. I’d add Jerry in sprinkles and dashes, but not a full course meal. 

Thanks for letting be a part. I’ll shut up now-. But I’m really fired up to win this whole thing. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy          3:31 PM >>> 
WOW - thanks Tony - what a great reflection of your hard work and commitment to our players. Thank you so much. You have worked your Tony magic and I am so 
glad that you are a part of our team fabric. 

You had a big part to do with the win on Sunday too. I am sure you noticed a different dynamic on the sidelines with the coaches at game time. We too went to work 
after the ACC’s :) 

I will let you know- the travel arrangements as soon as I know- something. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc, edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps,goo~lepa~es.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:24 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade Report 

Both BIOL and MATH are the only sections, respectively, this semester. Fortunately the BIOL instructor is reasonable and often 
athlete-friendly. I am about to call her. 

The noon practice time is actually much better than I’d hoped. What would be really great is to let the kids with 11:30 classes 
Thursday actually go to those classes and then leave the classroom at noon, arriving a practice just a few minutes late? That way they’d 
get credit for attending the Thursday class. I could pick them up at the door of the classroom at noon and have them to the field by 
12:05. 

Is that doable? 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

9:13 AM >>> 

We will be taking a private charter. They are checking on the time availability for us now - it looks like plane potentially leaving at 
4pm. Which puts practice at 12-2pm, bus leaved for Airport at 2:30. Originally they had it scheduled for lpm which put practice 
even earlier. 

Is there an earlier Math 

We do not have practice time at Syracuse - per the NCAA rules. 
practice because Friday is a shoot around. 

I know this impacts the freshmen the most. 

Not much flexibility on Thursday. 

class that those guys could go to on Thursday? Biology is the other issue - is there an earlier class? 

We need to get a practice in before we leave and it is an important 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 8:42 AM >>> 
Coaches, 

This one includes the missing COMM grades. The only grade missing now is      PWAD 
That will put her over a 3.0 as well and mean that               were at 3.0 or better. 

in which she needs to finish a paper. 

Please let me know the departure time on Thursday for the kids asap so I can text them. When they talk to their professors today, I 
want them to have the most accurate information that they can have. I hate for them to ask for 2 of the first 4 days offif they really 
don’t have to. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:26 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade Report 

Dr. DeSaix (BIOL) wasn’t in. I left a message. 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

9:13 AM >>> 

We will be taking a private charter. They are checking on the time availability for us now - it looks like plane potentially leaving at 
4pm. Which puts practice at 12-2pm, bus leaved for Airport at 2:30. Originally they had it scheduled for lpm which put practice 
even earlier. 

Is there an earlier Math    class that those guys could go to on Thursday? Biology is the other issue - is there an earlier class? 

We do not have practice time at Syracuse - per the NCAA rules. We need to get a practice in before we leave and it is an important 
practice because Friday is a shoot around. 

I know this impacts the freshmen the most. 

Not much flexibility on Thursday. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 8:42 AM >>> 
Coaches, 

This one includes the missing COMM grades. The only grade missing now is      PWAD 
That will put her over a 3.0 as well and mean that           girls were at 3.0 or better. 

in which she needs to finish a paper. 

Please let me know the departure time on Thursday for the kids asap so I can text them. When they talk to their professors today, I 
want them to have the most accurate information that they can have. I hate for them to ask for 2 of the first 4 days offif they really 
don’t have to. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:22 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday travel plans 

Does this mean I get to go with you? 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy         9:56 AM >>> 
Here is our travel itinerary for Thursday. I give this to you now so people with summer school can plan ahead. 

12-2 practice at Navy 
Shower at facility 
2:30 bus departs from Finley 
4pm private charter to Ithaca, NY 
6pm arrive in Ithaca, NY 
Team heads to dinner - TBA 
To hotel in Syracuse 

We are traveling in people clothes 

See you at practice today 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEB SITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.~ooglepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:14 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Honor Roll 

16 kids on ACC Honor Roll this year - up from 12 last year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday:             1:25 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Lat Am Hist 

Too late for that. Her class is packed with 150 students already. It fulfills 4 requirements on their graduation worksheets so its popular. Can’t put amy of the freshmen in 
because its full. 

Where axe you now-? 

Tony 

>>>                        ~gmail.com>         1:22 PM >>> 
No problem -- I thought it might be useful for you to know- as you get 
students’ fall schedules set up. 

On Tue, at 1:15 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Thanks for talking with her and for that head’s up. We appreciate it. 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 1:11 PM, wrote: 

> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 

>> Hope your summer is going well. Just wanted to let you know- that I’ve 

>> been in touch with Kathryn Bums (she sent me an email asking about 

>> SI) and, while I don’t think she’s made a decision yet because she 

>> wants to consult with her co-teacher and the TAs first, I think things 

>> are looking good. 
>> 

>> Happy hiking, 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Y ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday,             3:46 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Lat Am Hist 

fl~at’s a great heads up for us for registration - thanks 

Congrats on finished the comp. Hope you enjoyed the mountains. 

Tony 

>>>                          ~gmail.com>          1:29 PM >>> 
I think it will be opening up for more enrollment soon -- Kathryn 
expects about 200. Things are changing because the History dept is 
getting a new Latin Americanist who will be co-teaching with Kathryn, 
and they’ve added more TAs. Now there are 4 TAs which means 
technically they can have as many as 220 students. So keep an eye on 
it. She’s a fantastic teacher and Lat Am hist is really cool. 

I just finished up a comp about a week ago, spent last week in the 
mountains, and am now back in CH (or, to be more precise, Saxapahaw), 
working from home. 

On Tue,              it 1:24 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Too late for that. Her class is packed with 150 students already. It fulfills 4 requirements on their graduation worksheets so its popular. 
Can’t put any of the freshmen in because its full. 
> 

> Where are you now? 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

>>>> ~gmail.com> 1:22 PM >>> 
> No problem -- I thought it might be useful for you to know as you get 
> students’ fall schedules set up. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, at 1 : 15 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks for talking with her and for that head’s up. We appreciate it. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 1:11 PM, wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Tony, 
>>> 

>>> Hope your summer is going well. Just wanted to let you know that I’ve 
>>> been in touch with Kathryn Bums (she sent me an email asking about 
>>> SI) and, while I don’t think she’s made a decision yet because she 
>>> wants to consult with her co-teacher and the TAs first, I think things 
>>> are looking good. 
>>> 

>>> Happy hiking, 
>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 11, 2008 11:11 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce <j oyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

onyen 

Joyce, 

Robert Mercer just stuck his head in my door and said that you need my ONYEN 

If you need anything else, let me know. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  4:28 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 0915 

Coaches, 

Thanks for a marvelous weekend. 

Weekly is attached. Last week we made appts, with each freshman for a session with the university adviser, required before 
registration for spring semester. First tests and papers are hitting most of them this week. 

Photos from the weekend are up at 
gallery, me.com!uncletony# 100233 

enjoy 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              ~ 9:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Registration Issues 

Great - that’s priority registration and where it should be. Thanks. 

My 7:30 and 7:45 times I mentioned inthe email were 30 minutes off. All is good. 

>>> <         @email.unc.edu>         9:33 AM >>> 
My registration time says 8:15. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Susan, 

You do so amuse me when you ask me questions hoping that I will know something that you don’t. My idea of a mid year cert is a 
breath mint that one takes July 1. 

I have no idea why she is labeled as a mid-year cert. She was 
She is planning to take a redshirt year. Am I close to the answer? Does that help? 

and missed her spring season in 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12:30 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
I am trying to figure out why we have 

Thanks, 
Susan 

labled as a mid-year cert. Any idea? 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                1:41 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

graduation is now posted and listed as a graduation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, February 21, 2010 4:21 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Banquet 

Coach 

Tony Yount in the Academic Center here. T know you’re having your national championship banquet Saturday night. Is 

that open to folks like me to come in and watch the videos and the speeches and the awards. I would love to get to see 

and the rest be honored. 

If that’s possible, please let me know. I’d really appreciate it. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More good news 

disastrous DRAM test was incorrectly scored. The real grade was a 72, which she followed with a C- on the first 
paper. C- is where she is not, not an F. The F in Math will disappear when she drops that course. Disaster averted. 

She made that happen by going to the prof and advocating for herself (with quite a bit of prodding). Good news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:15 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Summer School (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, "              12:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Part. 001 

Tony, 

I talked with coach and she said that since I was not on athletic scholarship anymore she cannot cover my 
summer school. I also talked to my parents and they said they could cover it, so no big deal. 

On my ConnectCarolina, it says I have a hold on All Enrollment Activity dating back to January 25th. Any clue 
of why this is still on there? 

Attached is what John Sweeney wrote to Dulcie Straughan giving me permission to take an independent study 
with him over the summer. 

> 

> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 53080bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/3652a9b5940087b3600a755325a6edd9 
File Name: terynbrill.doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 12:14:46 -0400 
Size: 53080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday,               2:33 PM 

Fwd: RE: 

FILE.msg 

@gmail.com 

Enrollment (from groupwise) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              2:33 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Enrollment 

This link should help you when it’s time to register. You may want to look at other information while on the web (i.e. advising.unc.edu, so that you 
can familiarize yourself with the campus and all it has to offer. Be sure to let me know if you have questions. 

http://regweb.oit.unc.edu/students/regref.php 

I enjoyed talking with you and your Dad! Best of luck! 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: ,@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: luesday, 12:)) I~M 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 

Dear Barbara, 

That’s great, let’s talk at 2:00. My dad has a conference line that we can use. Dial 

Thanks again for your help. 

Best regards, 

then enter the seven digit access code 2438821#. 

--- On Tue 2ucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

From: Lucido. Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: 1 Enrollment 
To: @yahoo.com<mailto: @yahoo.com>> 
Date: Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

Dear 

I look forward to speaking with you (and your dad) this afternoon at 2:00. My office number is listed below. 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, i 11: 02 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 

@yaJloo.com] 

Dear Barbara Lucido, 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly! I’d love to talk to you today at 2:00 pm. Is it okay if my dad is on the line with me? He’s at work, but we 
can work something out. 

Thanks for your help and attention. 

Best regards, 

--- On Mon, Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.nnc.edu</mc/compose?to=blucido@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

From: Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.nnc.edu</mc/compose?to=blucido@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 
To: @yahoo.com</mc/compose?to= ~yaJloo.com>> 
Cc:’ ~gmail.com</mc/compose?to= :@gmail.com>" - ~gmail. com</mc/compo se?to: 
Date: Monday, 1:27 PM 

Dear 

@gmail.com>> 

Thank you for your email. 

I am available this Tuesday (tomorrow) at 2:00 or 4:30 and on Friday, the 25th, at 2:30 or 4:00 to speak with you. I assume that this will be a phone 
conversation? Please let me know your time preference, and I will expect your call then. 

Best regards, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of NortJl Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: 

Sent: Monday, - 12:49 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: t~gmail.com 
Subject: Enrollment 

~yahoo.com] 

Barbara Lucido, 

I’ve requested my enrollment date to be moved forward so that I may enroll in the first summer session. I’m planning on taking Englis~    for one 
course, and my other course still needs to be chosen. I would like to have a conversation with you before I register for classes. Is there a time that you 
are free to talk to me this week? If you could email me back with some openings in your schedule, I’d really appreciate it. 



Thank you for your thne alld attention. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:38 PM 

:@gmail.com 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               5:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: UNC Friday Center course registration request 
Date: Tue,            17:25:01 -0400 (El)T) 
From: cbmcdonn@email.unc, edu 
To:        ~email.unc.edu 

Dear MS 

Re: IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON YOUR ONLINE COURSE ENROLLMENT. 
READ AND PRINT FOR YOUR RECORDS. 

REGISTRATION: 
We received your request for the course(s) below and it will be reviewed. 
You will be contacted if we need additional information or need to inform 
you about problems. 

CONFIRMING ENROLLMENT: 
You will be sent confirmation/course access information through U.S. mail 
or email. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED COURSE ACCESS INFORMATION PRIOR TO THE 
FIRST DAY OF CLASS, CONTACT OUR OFFICE IMMEDIATELY at bisese@unc.edu 

CHECK YOUR ENROLLMENT IN CONNECTCAROLINA: 
Enrollment in the UNC registration system should appear in a few days 
depending on your status with the university. 
1-3 days if you are a currently enrolled student at UNC-CH 
3-4 days if you have never been enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill or are being 
readmitted 

CONNECTCAROLINA STUDENT CENTER ACCESS TO YOUR SCHEDULE OF CLASSES: 
Go to my.unc.edu 
Sign in with your ONYEN AND ONYEN PASSWORD 
Click on ConnectCarolina Student Center 

BILLING: 
All students, even full-time UNC-CH students, must pay the additional 
course tuition as stated at the Friday Center web site. You will be 
notified, by the Student Account Services office, via your UNC-CH email 
account, when your bill is ready to be viewed online and how to access the 
bill. 

Once you are confirmed in the class and class has begun, you are liable 
for tuition and fees. Deadlines for cancelling, dropping and withdrawing 
for tuition credit are stated at our web site. 



If you have questions about the Connect Carolina billing process, visit 
http://finance.unc.edu and select Student Account Services. 

A summary of your request follows. 

Course: COMM 
Title: 
Type: Carolina Courses Online 
NC Residency Claim: Non-Resident 
Term: Summer 
Tuition: $2,376.00 
Fees: Education and Technology: $33.48 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 800-862-5669 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday,             1 9:34 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Fall Classes (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i 9:34 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Classes 

Hi Tony, 

I just had a hold pop up on myUNC (it may have been there for a while, but 
I just now noticed it). It says All Enrollment Activity is on hold because 
permission is needed to A/D. I’m assuming that means add/drop, but the only 
class I dropped was the day before classes started (this spring) and was an 
english class that I didn’t need to take--but I dropped it online and 
haven’t been enrolled in it at all this semester. Please let me know ifI 
need to call somebody to get this sorted out. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:30 PM 

Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu> 

Re: answering your phone message 

Nell, 

Thank you for getting back to me. I just talked with 
geog 

and she has decided to stay with the Korean class and will not be adding 

Thanks again 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 27, 2011, at 2:11 PM, "Phillips, Nell K" <nphillip@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> I will add to Geog    but there is a time conflict with KOR I can swap the classes or she can drop it. 
> CTOPS is controlling the enrollment numbers for Geog , probably why she could not enroll. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Nell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 1:53 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

The switch is correct. Any word on 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13,2011, at 1:20 PM, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Switched into session 14 instead of 11 on her own. I am assuming that this is a visa issue? Let me know which session she should be 
in. 
> 

> thanks! 
> 
> Jenn 
> 
> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:48 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: letter 

Yes 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:05 AM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> Are you able to meet at 1 lam? There are some things that I would like for her to change in her letter. 
> 
> I tweaked my response a little. Please take a look. Not sure what more I can include. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

>>>> Tony Yount 5:07 PM >>> 
> 

> 

> Date: Thursday, 
> Dear NCAA: 
> 
> In regards to my previous statement, you have proposed a couple questions that were worth me answering. One was, []The student- 
athlete stated that when she registered for JOMC     []the section number was buffed in the website and there was no way [] to 
know that the section I registered for was wrong without strenuous searching that I didn[]t realize was necessary. [] Is this an accurate 
statement? Both my academic counselor, Tony Yount, and myself, after the fact, found it difficult in the registration process to come 
across this information. After looking at ConnectCarolina, our registration website, did we than see the tiny link that suggested we 
continue to the School of Journalism website. Once on the website, we had to click through two more links to finally come across the 
information that ConnectCarolina was to provide. 
> Another question, []Do all JOMC majors have to determine on their own which sections are degree applicable?[] All JOMC majors 
are given an academic worksheet that projects their concentration course schedule. From this worksheet, students are given the courses 
that they need for their major. Here is where they determine which courses to take. From ConnectCarolina is where students determine 
if the course is available for that semester. Usually if a course is offered, there are multiple sections of that course available at different 
times to fit into students[] schedules. This means that all the sections are the same, but with different professors, and are degree 
applicable. This has been the case for all of my courses except for the JOMC    This is the first time that each section of the course 
was different and not degree applicable. Like I stated above, it was very hard to figure out which section of JOMC    was the 
appropriate section for my degree. 
> The last question, [] Should the student-athlete have been advised regarding the specific section of JOMC    in which to enroll? [] 
After I determined my major, the only reason I would go see my journalism counselor, Sharon Jones, was if I could not get into the 
course that I wanted or if the course needed department approval to enroll. It is not mandatory that students make regular 
appointments with their prospective department counselors. They are simply there to advise and direct questions that arise. Students 
are subjected to follow their academic worksheets for their majors and concentrations. If I would have found out sooner that the 
specific section of JOMC    I was in did not count toward my major and was not degree applicable, would I than have gone to see 
Sharon Jones in advance. In the Fall     when Tony Yount and I went over the courses I was going to take in the Spring 
everything looked on track according to my academic worksheet. This meant that no questions were to be projected to Sharon Jones 
and meant there was no reason for me to see her. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> <ptd waiver- response to    ncaa.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 9:29 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I will take care of that. 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2011, at 9:26 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Patricia and Tony, 
> 

> So after looking into it here is the deal: 
athletic GIA was $2688. The difference is $2136 for which 
> 
> Can one of you please let know. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Tom 
> 
>>>> Tony Yount 8/9/2011 8:59 AM >>> 
> 

> Tom, 
> 

took 2 online classes. Each online class costs $2,412 for a total of $4824. 
is responsible for. 

> I spoke with Patricia Earley and last night about her inability to register, registered for summer school with me 
in my office, and we just registered for 2 classes. Connect Carolina shows dropped classes and there are no dropped classes listed for 
her for summer 2011, so I don’t understand where the problem is. Would you please keep me updated today as you work on this 
problem? 
> 
> Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               5:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Billing Statement Notification 

You don’t need to do anything. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:13 PM, ~emall.unc.edu> < ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, what should i do with that?;) 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: UNC Billing Statement Notification 
> Date: Mon, 17:07:48 -0400 (EDT) 
> From: cashier@unc.edu 
> To: ~email.unc.edu 
> 
> BILL NOTIFICATION 
> 
> STATEMENT NOTIFICATION 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear Student, 
> 
> Your student account statement is ready to be viewed online. [] Please read 
> this entire email. 
> 
> TO ACCES S YOUR STATEMENT: 
> 

> * 

> 

> Login to my.unc.edu. [] 
> * 

> 

> Click the ConnectCarolina Student Center in the middle of the page. [] 
> * 

> 

> Select Charges/Bills from the drop down menu in the Finances section. [] 
> * 

> 

> Scroll to the bottom and click on the last blue invoice number 
> * 

> 

> The PDF statement will pop up into a new window (Allow Popups.) 
> 
> You may print this document or email it as an attachment, if you want to 
> provide it to another person, like a parent. 
> 
> PROXY ACCESS: [] You may grant access to another person (such as a parent) 
> to view and pay your bills online. Detailed instructions are available at: [] 
> http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/campus-solutions/home/fall- -student -billing. html 
> [ll. 
> 

> PAYMENT OPTIONS: Select "make a payment" in the Student Center to pay by 
> checking account or MasterCard. Allow pop ups in your internet browser¯ [] We 
> are unable to accept payment by phone¯ Mail a check payment, with your PID 



> clearly noted to University Cashier, 2215 SASB North, CB #1400, Chapel 
> Hill, NC 27599-1400. See cashier.unc.edu [2] for more information. 
> 
> DUE DATE: [] The due date associated with new charges on this statement is 
>          . [] ff you have deferred charges that were due      , they are 
> still not due until        . [] Please be aware that some portion of your 
> balance may already be past due. Please review the "Charges/Bills page" to 
> know the exact due dates of all outstanding charges. 
> 
> FINANCIAL AID: If you have received a financial aid award notification, 
> most of your financial aid for Fall     will have already been applied. If 
> you were expecting financial aid and have not been notified of an award 
> package, please check your "to do" list in the Student Center or contact 
> the Office of Scholarships & Student Aid via Aidinfo@unc.edu [3]. Financial 
> aid eligibility is determined on a rolling basis throughout the spring and 
> summer. Please be sure to respond to all requests for information promptly 
> to ensure timely notification of aid eligibility. 
> 
> STATEMENT REVISIONS: [] Transactions that happen after this statement will 
> be reflected on NEXT month’s statement. 
> 
> Best Regards, 
> 

> University Cashier 
> 

> 

> 

> Links: 

> [1] 
> http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/campus-solutions/home/fall. 
> [2] http://www.cashier.unc.edu 
> [3] mailto:Aidinfo~,unc.edu 

-student-billing.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 1:43 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my tickets 

Hello Shane, 

Basketball tickets. Mine were mailed, I"m sure, to an old address that was in the system, in the 

Tony Yount 

I now live at: 

Let me know what I need to do to make it right 

Thanks 

Tony 

I hope you get to go to San Diego 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office - 919-962-9535 

cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 13,2011 10:36 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Wednesday’s tutorial schedule 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,                  10:36 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday’s tutorial schedule 

Hello, 

Typically, I tutor           and               at 7 and             at 8.      is always at 8 because she 
has a chem tutor at 7; sometimes the other 2 come at 8 anyway, so I know they are typically free during that 
hour. 

Could you please ask                if they could come at 8 for anatomy this week? I’m trying to switch the 
schedule around a bit because my bio 101 students in class have a test on Friday, so I want to be able to 
devote some extra time to them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  12:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

RE: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

Fortunately, was successful in earning a trip to the Final Four this weekend. I believe that has an exam this 
week in your BIOL    =lass. I will be leaving with the team on Wednesday afternoon and will be available in to proctor an 
exam for her following whatever conditions and instructions you would like to set, if you give permission for her to take the exam 
while on the trip. I could pick up a paper copy of the exam before we leave on Wednesday, or receive it by email nearer the actual date 
and time that you would like it given. 

My cell number is and I would be happy to facilitate in any way that I can. Please let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" 7:38 PM >>> 

Great. I’ll hope that we do have a reason to work this out then! 
Thanks for the advanced planning, 

Kelly A Hogan, Phi) 

Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter.com!Hogan_Shemer 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the team at Carolina. forwarded me your email 
concerning a November exam date that she might miss due to participation in the Final Four in . First, we have to earn the 
position in the Final Four, and we haven’t done that, so I don’t want to jump the gun too much. But if we are lucky enough to make it, I 
will be accompanying the team on that trip, and I would be happy to proctor her exam in . I will look forward to working out 
the details with you should we earn the right to be there. 



Thank you for being so flexible in allowing to take her exam on the road. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

7:25 PM >>> 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Bio 
Date: Tue, 11:38:47 +0000 
From: "Hogan, I~elly A" 
To: 

Your coach or assistant coach may serve as a proctor while you are away if 
you take it earlier or around the same time the other students take it. You 
will be given a different version of the exam too. 
ffyou would like to pursue this, have one of your coaches contact me about 
proctoring it on that day. Thanks. 

Alternatively, this can be the exam you drop. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

(919)-843-6047 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:05 PM 

@unc.edu 

and NCAA 

Dr. 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Counselor for the            team.                         is on that 
team and enrolled in your PHIL class this fall. She told me this morning that she has a quiz on Friday. The team leaves 
Wednesday afternoon for l and she will miss Friday’s class. I would be happy to administer that quiz for her on Friday if you 
are willing to allow it. I can pick up a printed copy before we leave, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. 

We certainly appreciate your willingness to work with      and I am happy to facilitate. My cell number is 
you decide that it would be acceptable for me to give the quiz to      while on the trip. 

should 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc. edu 
and NCAA Final Four 

Dr. Turchi, 

is in your ECON and she tells me that she has an exam on Thursday. I will be 
accompanying the team on its trip to the Final Four, departing Wednesday evening. If you would allow, I would be happy to 
administer the exam while on the trip. I could pick up a hard copy before departure, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. 
There are mandatory practices on Thursday scheduled by the NCAA, but there will be time for ; L to take an exam as well. 

My cell is I look forward to hearing from you, and will be happy to give the exam under the conditions that you outline. 

Thanks for your work with 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 1:34 PM 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - Academic Check 

Hello Doug, 

Thanks for the email. I have not talked with her, but she is marvelously responsible and I’m sure she has worked with professors. But 
its something that I will check on. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell- 

>>> Doug Halverson 11/14/11 11:05 AM >>> 

Tony, 

has had some trouble of the past 10 days with increased back pain that has decreased her ability to sit for long periods 
of time. 

This has led to some missed classes and the need to leave some classes early. 
professors where needed and that she can get her notes from classmates. 

has maintained that she is communicating with 

She does not think these misses and early departures will be an issue for her grades but I wanted to follow up with you to make sure 
you are aware and if further follow up is needed with professors (from you or me/Waicus) to substantiate her issues that we get that 
done. 

Let me know your thoughts and if you see any issues. 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-2602 (O) 

(c) 
919-843-9121 (F) 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 3:10 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: RE: Bio 101 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Bio 

Tony, 
Great newsT I will send it by email, probably on Wednesday AM once the exam is proofread and finalized. I 
would like for her to take it at as close to 9AM as possible (mainly because of technology being a means for 
students to communicate freely once the exam is out there). 

She would have 50 minutes to complete it. 

Kelly 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan_Shemer 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday~ 12:17 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: RE: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

Fortunately,            was successful in earning a trip to the Final Four this weekend. I believe that 
has an exam this week in your BIOL    class. I will be leaving with the team on Wednesday afternoon 

and will be available in         to proctor an exam for her following whatever conditions and instructions 
you would like to set, if you give permission for her to take the exam while on the trip. I could pick up a paper 
copy of the exam before we leave on Wednesday, or receive it by email nearer the actual date and time that you 
would like it given. 

My cell number is 
I can be of assistance. 

and I would be happy to facilitate in any way that I can. Please let me know if 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 



Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" 7:38 PM >>> 

Great. I’ll hope that we do have a reason to work this out thenT 
Thanks for the advanced planning, Sassi. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan_Shemer 

From: Tony Yount [tonvvount~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the           team at Carolina. 
forwarded me your email concerning a November exam date that she might miss due to participation in the 
Final Four in l        . First, we have to earn the position in the Final Four, and we haven’t done that, so I 
don’t want to jump the gun too much. But if we are lucky enough to make it, I will be accompanying the team 
on that trip, and I would be happy to proctor her exam in . I will look forward to working out the 
details with you should we earn the right to be there. 

Thank you for being so flexible in allowing to take her exam on the road. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> " 7:25 PM >>> 



........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Bio 
Date: Tue, 11:38:47 +0000 
From: "Hogan, I~elly A" 
To: 

Your Coach or assistant coach may serve as a proctor while you are away if 
you take it earlier or around the same time the other students take it. You 
will be given a different version of the exam too. 
If you would like to pursue this, have one of your coaches contact me about 
proctoring it on that day. Thanks. 

Alternatively, this can be the exam you drop. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
(919)-843-6047 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14,2011 4:57 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: and NCAA Final Four 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Turchi, Boone A" <BOONE_TURCHI@UNC.EDU> 

Monday~                  4:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.de) 

RE: and NCAA Final Four 

Hi Tony - 
As long as your name isn’t Jennifer, I believe we can work this out. Here’s how it will work: rll prepare a sealed 
packet to be picked up by     and delivered unopened by her to you on Wednesday. The packet will contain 
instructions for administering the exam attached to the outside. Inside will be a test paper, a blue scantron and 
another addressed envelope in which to seal all material, including the original envelope. The test should be 
administered sometime on Thursday at        and your convenience. Please don’t open the test packet before 
Thursday. You’ll write your name across the flap of the sealed envelope to be delivered back to the addressee at 
107 Gardner Hall as soon as practicable, hopefully on the following Monday after a National championship 
celebration. 
Cheers, Boone 

Professor Boone A. Turchi 
Department of Economics -- UNC Carolina Population Center 
CB# 3305 Gardner Hall CB #8120 University Square 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 123 W. Franklin Street 
(919) 966-5348 Chapel Hill, NC 27516-3997 

email: Boone_Turchi@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:11 PM 
To: Turchi, Boone A 
Subj ect: and NCAA Final Four 

Dr. Turchi, 

is in your ECON    - , and she tells me that she has an exam on 
Thursday. I will be accompanying the team on its trip to the Final Four, departing Wednesday evening. If you 
would allow, I would be happy to administer the exam while on the trip. I could pick up a hard copy before 
departure, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. There are mandatory practices on Thursday 
scheduled by the NCAA, but there will be time for     to take an exam as well. 

My cell is             I look forward to hearing from you, and will be happy to give the exam under the 
conditions that you outline. 

Thanks for your work with 

Tony 



Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse office - 919-962-9535 cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

comello@email.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

& NCAA quit 

Ms. Comello, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Counselor for the           team at Carolina. I will be accompanying the 
team when it leaves tomorrow for         and the NCAA Final Four this weekend. I would be happy to give an exam to      if 
that meets with your approval. We have designated study time available on Thursday afternoon in the team hotel and I would control 
custody of the exam and deliver it to Carroll Hall on Monday upon our return. 

I would be happy to follow any instructions for the exam that you give, if you are willing to allow to take the exam while in 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 12:01 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday game tickets 

Shane, 

Still haven’t received my tickets for the basketball season. I have to travel with field hockey to their Final Four this weekend. Was 
hoping to be able to send tickets to her. Any chance I could pick up Sunday tickets this afternoon or tomorrow morning? We’re 
leaving at 2 on Wednesday to fly to 

ff that doesn’t work, could they be left at will call for Susan Peacock? 

Let me know what I need to do. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:14 PM 

mohudley@unc.edu 

NCAA and exam 

Ms. Hudley, 

Thank you for your email. I will be accompanying the team when we leave on Wednesday evening. I will be happy to proctor the 
exam for you. Friday late afternoon, or Saturday would be good times for the girls to take the exam. I could pick up a hard copy before 
we leave, or accept an email version at your convenience. We can try, and are usually reasonably successful, in administering the 
exam as near to the time that students take it in the classroom as possible. The NCAA does mandate practice and game times which 
we cannot change, but within those limits, we will follow whatever instructions you give. 

My cell is 

Thank you for being flexible and allowing the girls to work on their academic responsibilities while traveling. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:33 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: DEPT LUNCH NOV 29th RSVP 

I will be there 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> Kathy Griggs 11/16/11 2:26 PM >>> 
As you know Bubba has invited us all to a Department Lunch on Tuesday November 29th at 12 noon at the Blue Zone Concourse 
Club. Due to the Thanksgiving holiday please RSVP to me (kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu) NO LATER THAN TUESDAY NOVEMBER 
22nd. We hope everyone will be able to attend. Thanks and Happy Thanksgiving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:20 PM 

sayre-mccord@unc, edu 

Re: and NCAA 

Professor Sayre-McCord 

had practice this morning in at the Final Four. We have built a 3 hour study window into our schedule today, 
from 2 - 5 this afternoon. I plan to give       the exam at 3, following your instructions as outlined below. If you would email the 
exam to my tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu address, we would be so appreciative. 

Thank you. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell- 

>>> "Sayre-McCord, GeofP’ ~ :58 PM >>> 
Tony, 
Excellent. If you would email me Thursday morning, I will send you the exam. You should give 
a closed notes, closed book, quiz, so she should have nothing with her except a pen to mark her answers. 
-- Geoff 

Geoffrey Sayre-McCord 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

30 minutes for the quiz. It is 

On , at 1:04 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Dr. Sayre-Mccord 
> 

> My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Counselor for the team. is on that 
team and enrolled in your PHIL - class this fall. She told me this morning that she has a quiz on Friday. The team leaves 
Wednesday afternoon for and she will miss Friday’s class. I would be happy to administer that quiz for her on Friday if you 
are willing to allow it. I can pick up a printed copy before we leave, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. 
> 

> 

> We certainly appreciate your willingness to work with and I am happy to facilitate. My cell number is should 
you decide that it would be acceptable for me to give the quiz to while on the trip. 
> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 



> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Field Hockey~ Volleyball~ Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
> office - 919-962-9535 
> cell - 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:24 PM 

comello@email.unc.edu 

RE: Proctoring Test 

Dr. Comello, 

I plan to give exams this afternoon at 3 for those           players at the Final Four who need to take tests. If you could email 
’s exam to this email address, that would be wonderful. Thank you. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell. 

>>> "Comello, Maria Leonora G"              PM >>> 
Hi      - Yes, the test is ready, and I do have hard copies in the office. However, I won’t be around in the morning before you have 
to hit the road. I’ll email it to Tony directly, and he can then print it out and proctor the exam. Does that sound OK? 

Safe travels, and Go Heels! 

Cheers, 
NC 

Maria Leonora (Nori) G. Comello, PhD 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Carroll Hall 226 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:25 PM 
To: Comello, Maria Leonora G 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Proctoring Test 

I know in class you said it was okay for me to have my test proctored on Thursday. I’m not sure if you are done making the test or not, 
but we will be departing tomorrow at noon so I just want to remind you to get in contact with Tony so you can give him the test. 

Thanks so much for allowing this.. GO HEELS! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday:                  10:31 AM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc.edu; comello@email.unc.edu; dbnav@email.unc.edu; 
leek@email.unc.edu; mohudley@unc.edu; sayre-mccord@unc.edu 

NCAA and exams 

Professors, 

Thank you all for your flexibility and understanding in helping our student-athletes complete their academic responsibilities off 
campus while they are competing in the Final Four. of our girls took exams either Thursday or Friday. All exams have been 
completed and are secure with me in signed envelopes. 

Since our return day and time are as yet undetermined, and since the return could involve multiple airlines and different cities with 
various members of our traveling party traveling independently, I intend to keep the exams with me until my return to campus on 
Monday morning. I will personally deliver the exams to your respective departments by 10 am. 

Thanks again. My cell is 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 6:50 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: question about a student’s athletic absence 

She left Chapel Hill at 1 pm Wednesday and arrived in         to the Marriott around 5. All rooms are equipped with wireless. 
There is also a business center in the hotel with computers that she could have used. I am traveling with the team and have already 
given 9 exams to team members. She has no excuse. 

I asked her this afternoon why she hadn’t submitted the paper and she told me that she couldn’t get online. But I did, and I could have 
helped her had she asked. We just returned to the hotel, and I will ask her at dinner if she has submitted the paper and offer to help her 
get online to so do. That will let me know if she has indeed finished the assignment. 

Her coach and I are very interested in her attendance in your class. Could you please let me know the number of absences that she has 
in your class? 

Thank you very much. We are very disappointed in her academic performance to date. Thank you for contacting me about the paper. 
We appreciate it. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> 12:12 PM >>> 

Hello, 

is in my English class, and I have two questions about her recent absence for the NCAA tournament on 
Thursday, 

The students had an assignment due on Thursday at 8 a.m., and I would like to know the following, please: On what dates was 
team traveling? And did they have internet access while traveling? 

I’m asking these questions in order to determine whether to count 
the information! 

; paper late once she submits it. Thank you very much for 

Best, 

Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Candidate 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 7:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: question about a student’s athletic absence 

Follow - up 

After dinner this evening, I helped get online and she told me that she would upload the paper immediately. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell 

>>> 12:12 PM >>> 

Hello, 

is in my English class, and I have two questions about her recent absence for the NCAA tournament on 
Thursday, 

The students had an assignment due on Thursday at 8 a.m., and I would like to know the following, please: On what dates was 
. team traveling? And did they have internet access while traveling? 

I’m asking these questions in order to determine whether to count 
the information! 

paper late once she submits it. Thank you very much for 

Best, 

Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Candidate 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:26 AM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc.edu; comello@email.unc.edu; dbnav@email.unc.edu; 
leek@email.unc.edu; mohudley@unc.edu; sayre-mccord@unc.edu 

Fwd: NCAA and exams 

FILE.msg 

All exams were delivered to department offices or the professors by 10 am. Thank you all for your cooperation. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  10:31 AM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc.edu; comello@email.unc.edu; dbnav@email.unc.edu; 
leek@email.unc.edu; mohudley@unc.edu; sayre-mccord@unc.edu 

NCAA and exams 

Professors, 

Thank you all for your flexibility and understanding in helping our student-athletes complete their academic 
responsibilities off campus while they are competing in the Final Four.      of our girls took exams either 
Thursday or Friday. All exams have been completed and are secure with me in signed envelopes. 

Since our return day and time are as yet undetermined, and since the return could involve multiple airlines and 
different cities with various members of our traveling party traveling independently, I intend to keep the exams 
with me until my return to campus on Monday morning. I will personally deliver the exams to your respective 
departments by 10 am. 

Thanks again. My cell is 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 3:46 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tickets’ 

Shane, 

The original printing, sent to my Carrboro address, arrived by forwarded mail today. OK to use them? 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 11:32 AM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3 things we do well 

Bubba, 

Sorry I’m late with this. Was with volleyball in CA last week. 

What we do very well? 
We give our athletes, most of whom are less talented academically than the normal Carolina student, the chance to have a marvelous 
academic experience and to prepare themselves for a career. In September, I accompanied the women [] s lacrosse team on a retreat to the 
NC mountains for some climbing, hiking, team building and goal setting. The conversation in the van that I drove on the way to the 
mountains could have been recorded for a recruiting video for our athletic program and for our University. By the time the recent 
graduate (volunteer assistant coach) a senior double major, and a sophomore in the honors program finished describing the truly mind- 
expanding experiences that they had been able to have because they came to Carolina, the freshmen in the van were a little bit in awe, 
and a little bit in shock about the opportunities in front of them. I [] m an alum (class of [] 72) and I don [] t think I [] ve ever been prouder 
of my University than I was that day. I had been a witness to the growth and development of the minds of each of those young women. 
Truly, on that day, I was convinced that the academic part of our mission to train student athletes was proceeding as it should. 
I have 3 fears about the continued success of that mission. 
1. University budget cuts that will restrict class scheduling options for our students. True priority registration, and not the current 
practice that only allows priority for freshmen over other freshmen, sophs over other sophs, etc, would go a long way to solve that 
problem. 
2. Limited funding for our tutoring program caused discussions to occur this fall about limiting our tutors to students whose GPA was 
below a 2.5. We should not do that. Students with 2.9 GPAs who need a bit of a boost to get into the Journalism or Business schools 
should not be denied the help that we can give them. 
3. To be successful at Carolina, a 900 combined Math, Verbal score is, in my experience, the minimum to be successful. Our desire to 
be competitive leads to acceptance of kids whose chances to be successful here are marginal at best. I don []t know how to solve that 
problem, but by admitting those with such serious needs, we run the risk of draining resources that other kids need, just to keep those at 
risk from failing. 

What do we do poorly? 
I believe that we are poorly organized as a department. I believe that for each student athlete, there should be an athletic department 

official that is higher in rank than their coaches available to that athlete for conversations. There are many assistants ADs. I believe that 
each of them should have 2 or 3 teams to supervise and occasionally travel with (especially when NCAA trips are made). That AD 
should be around his or her teams enough to know the players individually to the point that the players would feel comfortable talking to 
that AD about serious issues if they arise. The administration would be better informed about the day-to-day practices of the coaches and 
the dynamic that exists in the practice and travel settings. Especially after the events at Penn State and Syracuse in recent weeks, this 
would seem to be a wise precaution. 

Anything else you should know. 

This is a family oriented department. The Carolina Family. Because of Coach Smith, we take that very seriously here. All the head 
coaches that are alums is evidence of that. So many dept employees are alums. Having said that, most of us recognize that it was time for 
some outside the family leadership. Your opening remarks to the department were marvelous and we need to be shaken from our 
complacency. Shake us up. Thanks for coming here. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:11 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: [seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:08 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

The following letter was sent to Chancellor Thorp about 
two weeks ago: 

December 5, 2011 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Since the beginning of the economic downturn, SEANC District 25 has sought to assist even more employees with 
grievances and many other concerns. We have written to you previously about some of these concerns, and you 
instructed Brenda Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources, to meet with our representatives. She has ignored your 
directive. 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in complaints. These include: 

race, gender, and age discrimination 

failure to honor veteranl~s preference 

hiring temporary employees and students to replace career employees 

failure to honor reduction-in-force priority 

failure to provide lateral transfers to avoid layoffs 

disciplinary actions against employees for incidents that happened months ago 

failure to honor our public records request 

failure to establish accurate affirmative action goals 

requiring employees to work overtime without noting it on time sheets 

retaliation for our employee advocacy 

Some are violations of state law and policies, some also violations of federal laws, and the last is a clear violation of the 
U.S. Constitution. 



Previously, Vice Chancellor Richard Mann assured us that your administration would abide by laws and policies. As 
President Ross seeks to eliminate the rights and protections of career employees under the State Personnel Act, he has 
tried to reassure us that our legal rights and protections would not be violated. At the same time, it is has become 
apparent to us, and to the community of labor attorneys, that the philosophy of UNC HR is to protect management at all 
costs and force employees to go to court. UNC~,s left hand doesn~,t seem to know what the right hand is doing. 

We applaud your actions that produced the PRM Report and subsequent actions in Housekeeping. We will continue to 
follow the implementation of PRM~,s many recommendations. However, we note that the report was not favorable 
toward UNC HR, outlining their complicity, sometimes active and sometimes passive, in failing to protect the rights and 
interests of employees. This situation is not limited to Housekeeping. It is widespread. 

We would hope that UNC could come out the other side of this economic downturn with an intact, productive, and 
relatively happy work force. Instead, your HR department is endorsing a race to the bottom, the treatment of long-time, 
dedicated staff as if they are disposable, and conflict with employee advocates. SEANC District 25 plans to ramp up our 
efforts on behalf of employees. 

Very truly yours, 

Description: C:\Users\Hutton\Desktop\smh_sig nature.jpg 

Steven M. H utton 

Communications Chair 

SEANC District 25 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: @yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 10:30 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Your Academic Situation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 1:59 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Please Read - Email 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 1:56 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Please Read - Email 

Hello Everyone, 

There has been a lot of email discussions, since September, with the campus retiring the old ONYEN email IMAP server, and the 

migrations of all staff onyen accounts to the new campus Exchange (outlook) server the new onyen email system and issues of 

forwarding the campus onyen email accounts from the Exchange (outlook.unc.edu) to our groupwise uncaa.unc.edu email server. 

The ’Old’ 1MAP Onyen email server: 

This is where you logged into http://webmail.unc.edu as a student or staff with another department and you may have also 

accessed it through ’Thunderbird email client. This server will be retired January 3rd 2012. All of the ONYEN accounts have been 

transferred to the new campus Exchange (http://outlook.unc.edu). 

- If you are still receiving the emails from campus about your IMAP email accounts Please follow the options 

Option 1 - Should have already been completed by me when I moved the ONYEN accounts but you can log into http://webmaiL unc.edu and 

see if there is anything you wish to keep, then follow the steps for option 1, or call me and I will assist. (Christy) 

1) (Optional) Migrate your legacy IMAP email (webmail.unc.edu, imap.unc.edu) to your current Exchange account (outlook.unc.edu), 

please go to https://m¥.ad.unc.edu/Migrator.aspx. Once there, please log in and click submit. ( then log into http:!!outlook.unc.edu to 

see your onyen email on the new campus email server) 

Option 2 is asking that you foflow this link to close the old webmail.unc.edu (IMAP) account. 

2) Go to http://my.ad.unc.edu/ImapDeprovision.aspx, log in and click submit to confirm that you no longer need your legacy IMAP email 

and that your legacy account can be permanently archived to deep storage (tape) and only accessible administratively in certain 

situations as requested and approved through the Provost’s office and the Office of University Counsel. One should consider it deleted 

at this point as it will not be available to you. 

Important!! everyone, other than departments using outlook, please check your campus Exchange account by going to 
http://outlook.unc.edu and make sure that you are not missing any email and that email is forwarding to your groupwise account. 

If you are using outlook for your email please be sure to check your groupwise account at http:!!uncaa.unc.edu and verify that you are 
receiving all of your mail from the Groupwise server. 

In either instance, if forwarding is NOT working, as it should, please contact me so I can assist with fixing the issue. 

Thank you for your time and attention 

Christy Suits 

ITS-OSS UNC Athletics 

christy suits@unc.edu 
cell 

919-843-5296 ofc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20,2011 9:50 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Mindfulness Courses for Stress & Pain Management-REGISTER TODAY! 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 2:30 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Out the rest of the day 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 2:30 PM 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out the rest of the day 

All, 

I will be out of the office the rest of the day with 
tomorrow but waiting to see how I feel in the morning 

¯ I hope to be back 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 5:03 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Re: Robertson Scholars Information Meeting 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  5:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:                  Information Meeting 

Tony, 

Hope this finds you well. I have been working on the         scholarship application and in the 
accomplishments section of the application there is only room for things that you have done/accomplished in 
high school. There is a section, though, called PG which I think refers to post-graduate (not college) stuff so 
there is no real area to put college accomplishments in the application. Do you have any recommendations as to 
how I should proceed? Thanks and I hope you are having a great break thus far. 

On at 9:46 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

> At least you made it to the             T That is awesome! 
> Good luck with finals, look forward to reading your application. 
> Best, 
> Abbey 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 
> To: Abbey Greenberg 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:48 PM 

Information Meeting 

> Unfortunately we actually lost in the game but we had a great season and we are already 
preparing for next yearT Thanks so much again and I will let you know if I have any more questionsT 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:02 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
> 
>> No worries! How did the go?T 
>> Just email or call if you have any other questions. 
>> Best, 
>> Abbey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: 
>> Sent: Friday, i 
>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

>> Abbey, 
>> 

@live.unc.edu] 
3:26 PM 

Information Meeting 

>> Thanks so muchT I know my situation is very abnormal so I just thank you all for working with me. Also, 
sorry I could not attend the make up information session but I was playing in the NCAA 



in          last week and we left on Wednesday night other wise I would have been thereT Hope you have had 
a great thanksgiving break thus far. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, 
>> 

>> 

>> On 
>> 

>>> Hi 
>>> 

, at 11:27 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

>>> Jeanne Kirschner forwarded me your email. I am SO sorry about the meeting that was canceled. Jeanne 
told me about you last year so I am familiar with your situation. Please provide an average of your GPA and 
your transcript from both semesters. Please email with any other questions and best of luck with the application. 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> 
>>> Abbey 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 PM 
>>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>>> Subj ect: FW: , Information Meeting 
>>> 
>>> We need to talk about this .... 
>>> 

>>> Jeanne 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 5:21 PM 
>>> To: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Subj ect: Information Meeting 
>>> 

>>> Mrs. Kirshner, 
>>> 
>>> Hi, hope this finds you well. Just wanted to touch base with you and tell you how excited I am about 
applying for the          Scholarship. I tried to go to an information session last night in Manning 209 but it 
was canceled. I did have a couple of questions in regards to my particular situation. I have been working 
through the application and I noticed that when it asks for your GPA it only asks for your first semester GPA 
(which would obviously be normal for most first year students). Do you want me to put my cumulative GPA or 
just my first semester GPA from the spring since I will have been at UNC for two semesters come time when 
the application is due? Also, when it asks for your transcript I assume you would want mine from both 
semesters, correct? Just want to work out some of the kinks with my application and what not. Thanks so much 
and hope to see you soonT 
>>> 

>>2 

>>2 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 23,2011 4:56 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Re: Robertson Scholars Information Meeting 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:44 AM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Basketball Camp 

Hello Kaye, 

Just checking to see if you had moved                       from Session 2 to Session 1 this summer? We had talked on the 
phone recently about that. Just wanted tO make sure that the paperwork is in order for him to come to the first one. 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            2:49 PM 

_ ~aol.com 

UNC and Academics 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Adviser to the UNC 
will be joining us as a               ~. Congratulations. 

team. Jenny just told me today that you 

I will be emailing you quite a bit of information in the next hour about orientation, setting up your email account, passwords, etc. I 
need to know when you are coming to freshman orientation. I usually spend about an hour with each incoming player getting 
them prepped to register for classes for the fall semester. 

Those emails will come from my gmail account - @gmail.com 

Please let me know when you’re coming to orientation and I look forward to working with you. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 10:13 AM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
< pbarnes@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Weekly 

lax.pdf 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached. 

They were asked for 4 study hall hours this week due to our closure Labor Day weekend. 

just a few tenths short. 

i, and were 

Tutoring in the Academic Center is significantly reduced from last year due to budget restrictions and other factors, but 
tutoring is available for all athletes in almost all subjects in Dey Hall on campus each Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Our kids should take advantage of that service and your encouragement would be wonderful. 

The last week in September is the most popular week for midterms, with the first week in October a close second. Those 

two weeks will produce some extra busy, extra stressed students, especially among the freshmen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, ,11:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Happy Birthday 

Thanks tonyyT I hope your feeling better from your       and 
everything went wellT im gonna try to stop by and say hi soonT 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> I hope you have a great one. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vmagelder, Marielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:10 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 5/28/13- 11.7.4.3 - Baton Rule 

Good Morning--- 

Please see today’s Dally Compliance Item regarding off-campus recruiting limitations. 

Keep the following exceptions to 8ylaw :H.7.4..~ in mind .... 

Jtme, July and August: 

5port:s other than t3asketball - The replaced coach is not r,-_~quired to rot:urn to t:he mst:itut:ion’,.; campt~s beror,-_~ ,-_mgaging in additional recruiting activities, 

provided not more t:han th~:_~ p~-_~rmissible number of off-campus r~-:~cruit~:_~rs in t:he particular sport engage in off-campt~s recruiting activiti,-:~s each day. 

BasketbaNh 

DuriF~8 Lhe July ~-’_~valuatio~l periods it~ basketball, a replaced coach is not r~-_~quired to reLum to Lhe it~stil:uLioF~’s can~pus befor~:_~ ~-_~18agi~lg ir~ additiorH~l 

recruiting activities, provided not more than three coaches engage in off--campus recruiting activities each day, 

(astb/, as is noted below, the limitation on the number of coaches who may recruit off-campus at any one time has been eliminated effective August t, 2013. 

Let us know if you have all’{ questions or concerns. 

Thank yo~ 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate ALMetic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 9{52--6002 

mvangelder@unc~ed~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii!iii  iiiiii ii iiiiii ii 

))i 

With the spring evaluation period coming to an end, the football coaches at Ocean State University want to 
make sure they get in a few last recruiting trips. The total number of permissible recruiters is on the road 
recruiting today and the first assistant coach will complete his recruiting activities at noon. Another assistant 
coach will replace him and begin recruiting at lpm today. The first assistant coach would like to recruit again 
tomorrow. Does he have to return to campus prior to engaging in additional recruiting activities? 
Yes. NC,g.A Bylaw 11.7.4.3 states that it is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off- 
campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided 
the total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the 
permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her recruiting activities before another 
coach may begin any off-campus recruiting activity. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in 
additional recruiting activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 
Please note with the adoption of RWG-11-4, the limitation on the number of coaches who may 
recruit off-campus at any one time has been eliminated. This legislation as an Auqust 1, 2013 
effective date. 





Weekly Report 

Saturday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

yes - that is .3 hours - not 3 hours. Didn’t see her much this week. 

missed working on a brief History reaction paper with her because she waited til the last minute. 

concentrated on her schedule this week. 
reports a 100 on a Math test, and a ’D’ on an ECON test - which upset her a great deal. She is 

finding college to be more of a challenge than she thought it might be academically. I think she’s fine 

but just somewhat surprised. 

mostly worked on her schedule 

good meeting - outstanding Halloween costume - busy weeks ahead but she is organized for it and 

appears headed for a semester with a GPA close to 3 if all continues to go well 

slept through her meeting (morning after Halloween) - short on hours this week. Says she doesn’t have 

much to do academically. Worked on her schedule 

worked on schedule, is very focused now on academics. 

no hours - I see her rarely - she appears to be up and down on academics and l’m concerned about her 

heading into exams, l’m going to ask her to come see me next week to check in. 

worked on her schedule for next semester 

nice conversation about her issues with getting things done and going to class. Worked on her schedule. 

tells me she had more hours. I cannot find any evidence. Missed her meeting and had to make it up late. 

Worked on her schedule. 

she plans ahead very well and the low hours here do not concern me. 

no hours, l’m going to ask her to come in next week also just to check in about her situation before 

exams. 



Weekly Report 

Saturday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reports a ’B’ on a PSYC test. 

Worked on schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2007 4:19 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

Mlaxl 1.09.pdf 

Coach, 

Congrats~ 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reports two grades of "B" in ENGL, a 70 in GEOG and a 68 in GEOL. Schedule for spring is in 

good shape. 

reports an 82 on a Span test. Spring schedule is solid. Wi[[ address low study ha[[ hours in the 

weekly meeting this week. 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~i i i i i i i i i i i~i~i ~i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
reports a 76 on an ECON test. Spring schedule is solid. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an 86 on an ENGL project. Spring schedule is in good shape. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Put together a great schedule for next semester. No problems with 

no new grades. Still working on some wait[isted classes for his schedule. Still monitoring the STOR class 

this semester very closely 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an "A-" on an ENGL paper. Schedule is in good shape for next semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
decided to abandon CHIN as his language and that’s a good decision for the amount of time he wi[[ have 

to devote to other classes. Good schedule next semester. 

solid schedule next semester. 

I saw several times studying this week in the AC, but he did not show for his regular weekly 

meeting. 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:57 AM 

Markos, Lance <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance, 

transcript on the 184 screen now includes 3 hours for ENGL 
and is he cleared to play? 

by exam and he’s at 49 hours. Are we finished with him now 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:53 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

C. O’Maxa, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Freshmen update 

Good morning, 

I met with last night for an hour to work on the HIST exam ( j oined them for a while because the freshmen, 

thinking that I wasn’t going to be with them alter fall semester, got me a present and they gave it to me - its hanging in my office wall now). We had a good hour on the 

test but               were exhausted so we’re going at it again Wed night. 

said that        was fine when she got back to her dorm - pleasant, under control and in good shape. The emotion that we saw at the end of practice was gone. 

Collectively, I think they consider the situation resolved and done. They can’t imagine making the decision to try and come back to the team. In fact, (we 

studied in the team room at Henry Stadium) on the way out they discovered that had apparently already taken her nameplate from her locker and they decided 

to move      locker over to j oin the rest of the freshmen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:54 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

’@email.unc.edu 

Re: Hours 

Don’t come in tonight. I think that you and     and Jenny and I will sit down together one day soon before practice and talk. I know 
how much the two of you hate this. I’m not, and I’m sure that you’re not, interested in going back and forth about hours and schedules 
for the next 5 weeks til spring break. I had a similar conversation with     last night. I suggested to her, and I suggest to you that 
you think of the very best arguments that you can make that are specific to your schedule for this semester that 6 hours in the AC 
simply is not practical or productive. I suggest that you offer some alternative plan that would assure Jenny and me that you are 
current in all your classes, and that offers us some way to monitor your progress through the semester. Then let’s have a conversation 
that makes a plan that the 4 of us can live with, and stick to. 

I haven’t talked to Jenny yet. I was hoping to let the situation settle a bit before dealing with this. I will talk with her 
tomorrow. 
I’ve copied this to      The two of you need to come up with a plan that you can live with, that let’s us monitor your progress 
through the semester in a verifiable, and meaningful way. 

We’ll talk next week. 

Tony 

>>> < 

tony- 
~email.unc.edu> 5:37 PM >>> 

so weve had meetings mon tues and wed. you said that i need to get 2 
hours..its 530 now.. and theres a basketball game tonight so i will 
have no where to park?., what do you want me to do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Hours 

I understand about keeping the meetings separate. 
Let’s wait to have that conversation next week. 

Tony 

>>> @email.tmc.edu> ,12:52 PM >>> 
Hey tony- 

Okay well i didn’t go in last night obviously- but i wanted to email 
you because- i don’t want to meet like me     and jenny- i think that 
i have different reasons then she does as too why 6 hrs just wont work 
for me this semester. Last semester was the best I’ve ever done and i 
know that the same needs to be done for this semester, my problem is 
not being able to do hours at night because of group meetings for 
projects in 2 classes of mine. You mentioned coming in m and w but the 
problem with that is i have lifting at 9 am then class at 11. so i 
could get that one hour but that would be the most i could on those 
days because then i go right to practice. I rather keep our need for 
study hall separate because if we go up to her together she will not 
listen. I know      had talked to her last semester and worked out a 
schedule. I may talk to her either today after practice or on monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                10:24 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Sally, 

Good morning. Nothing really to report. 

continues to impress me with her commitment to get things done early. She is on top of her academics so far this semester. 
missed her meeting last week, a sin for which she has been severely chastised. I did see her several other times in the week 

and all seems well. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:28 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weely Report 

Coach, 

came in for her first weekly meeting and it was a good get-to-know you session. 
and I checked in with each other by IM and she reports that her professors have been very understanding 

I am about to send an email to your sophomores inviting them in to talk about the process and timing of declaring a major. When 
regular meeting time just to talk about her academic progress, as you suggested in our conversation last week. 

Congratulations on your win Friday night. I’m looking forward to seeing the team perform on Sunday. 

Ton?, 

comes in, we will set a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2008 10:05 AM 

mac. com 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/learning2.html 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/learning2.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               11:58 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Roster Check for Priority Registration 

Coach, 

We’re preparing for the first run of priority registration. I want to be certain that I have the roster listed correctly so that no students are 
left out. 

Here’s what I have, minus the seniors. 
If I’ve missed anyone who needs to be scheduled for next fall, please let me know. 

Tony 



Weekly Report 

Tuesday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

_ has her semester organized and under control She had two small assignments due last week in 
COMP and HIST, nothing major this week. No worries here. 

has taken a major HIST    exam - no grade yet, and she has a COMM speech, and a STAT exam 

this week. Her study habits are exemplary. No worries here. 

i O 36 Z z Y ~ s 

wi[[ finish the remaining requirements from the COMM course from last semester on Friday of this 

week. She did her two hours and seems fine with the arrangement that we have in place. 

0 ~S 

has taken a HIST    exam - no grade yet. She has 3 major events this week: GERM exam, DRAM 

exam, ENGL speech. She’s doing we[[. 

Wonderfully organized and on top of a[[ events in her schedule. Big events for her start next week. She’s 

very determined to not slide below a 3.0 again. 

2i72~ 0 Y 

reports a few grades. CLAR midterm was a 78: CLAR essay was an 85, an ENGL paper was 95. 

ENGL project due on Friday. 

~42 0 Y 

ENGL teacher has been very critical of her writing. She’s taking the criticism very seriously and 

using resources here to raise her grade. Early grades have been in the C range. SPAN and ENGL paper 

are major assignments this week. 

2i575 0 Y 

Has taken a HIST    exam - no grade yet. 

Major GEOG paper that she must begin this week. It’s a difficult assignment and its her whole grade 

for the course. 

iS z z 0 Y 

The happiest news of the week is       88 in her first CLAR midterm. She took a DRAM    exam 

today. The saddest news of the week is that she reverted to the old      at the end of last week. 

Missed a recitation for HIST and turned a paper in [ate, and was [ate for another class. It was the first 

blip I’ve noticed in an otherwise good semester. We talked about it and about sliding back to bad habits. 

She says she’s on track again. Some encouragement would be good, and it bears watching closely. 

2i~6 0 ~ 

is the only HIST    to get her firs test back: B+, which is excellent. She has a SPAN exam 

tomorrow and she needs to bring her ENGL papers to me. She’s feeling better too. 

2 

Was in the AC for 4 hours and with a good attitude. Whatever you guys said to her worked. 

8~ 0 Y 

No grades yet - BIOL exam this week. Great shape. 

2 iX 23 0 0 n 0 



Weekly Report 

GPA 

2008 

Tuesday, 

Tutorials Hours 
Required Req Met Meeting 

missed her meeting fast week. She was in yesterday. No major grades yet. 



Weekly Report 

Tuesday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

~i~73 0 0 

was in this week to talk about majors. She eliminated many and now has a direction, and an 

appointment with her university adviser to formally declare the major sometime in March. 

0 Y 

was in for her meeting. She hasn’t had major grades yet, but has two exams this week: PSYC on 

Tuesday and DRAM    on FMday. She managed the absences due to surgery very we[[, and appears 

caught up with her work. 

2i 80 y 

was in. Her big academic events began last Thursday with a Math test and continue on Wednesday 

of this week with a Chemistry Test. She is very organized. 

2i60 0 0 

came in with and went through the same process of elimination with majors. I think she’s 

leaning to EXSS and has an appointment with her university adviser to make the declaration. We also 

discussed a tutor for her anatomy class, and I gave a her [ink that she can use to make contact with the 

tutor. I’[[ follow up with this week to see that she has made that contact. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:54 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Thursday Tutoring 

- go to the big session tonight with from7- 9 in213 A 

I just spoke with Spencer and that’s what we decided you should do. 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 8:44 AM >>> 
Mr. Yount, 

This is                                  , I attend your 
tutoring session on Thursday nights from 7:30 to 8:30 P.M. Obviously 
you have a very busy schedule, but I was wondering if there was any 
other time you tutor for history    this week, or if there is any 
other day/time I could come in to see you because of a prior engagement 
on Thursday at 7:30. If not, no worries, I just wanted to make sure I 
couldn’t do it before I canceled. If you could just let me know I would 
greatly appreciate it. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
Re: History Question 

I could look at it from 10 - 10:30 - the rest of my day is pretty full. I’m not really very strong in NC History though, just full 
disclosure. Always taught American - never taught NC. 

>>>- ~email.unc.edu: 7:38 PM >>> 
Tony, 
This is i ,ha I am in History : this 

semester which is ] I have a 5-6 page paper due 
this monday as a test grade and I was wondering if i could meet with 
you possibly tomorrow or friday and look over what i have so far. I 
think i may need some help with the organization of ideas and I have a 
few questions about the topic. Tomorrow, thursday Feb. 14, I am free 
anytime before 11 and between 12-2. Thank you and have a good evening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2008 9:37 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit visit 

Coach, 

I’ll be here today probably until around 2:30 if you want to bring someone by. Spencer told me that you had called. 

The number in my office is 962 9535. 

My cell is 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 25, 2008 9:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I asked one of her teammates about it Thursday night and 
and that she’s all finished. 

told me that she had passed the January administration of that exam 

I will email to confirm. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/25/2008 8:42 AM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
Just wondered if you could find out if     ever took the grammar test. She is still not recorded as graduated. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:06 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
Re: hours 

Hey 

Friday’s fine - no problem at all. I’m going to the Jerry session with the parents on Saturday. Can’t wait to see what you’ve been 
exposed to. 

Tony 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 1:31 PM >>> 
hey tony- 

would it be possible for me to get my two hours on friday since this 
week we’ve been busy with practice and now that Jerry is going to be 
around? or do like 3/4 hours next week? i haven’t been about to get in 
this week and now we have practices and games on top of meetings with 
Jerry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:30 PM 

dchaggis@email.unc.edu 

Professor Haggis, 

currently enrolled in your CLAP, course this semester, 

¯ She should return to class this week, 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to do to fulfill her requirements for your 
course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:33 PM 

kstrong@email.unc.edu 

Professor Strong, 

currently enrolled in your DRAM course this semester, 

She should return to class this week, 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to make up in order to fulfill her 
requirements for your course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:37 PM 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Professor Stroman, 

currently enrolled in your EXSS course this semester, 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to make up in order to fulfill her 
requirements for your course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:44 PM 

eforeman@email.unc.edu 

Professor Foreman, 

currently enrolled in your PHIL course this semester, 

I suggested that she email you about that issue. 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to make up in order to fulfill her 
requirements for your course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Gymnastics Team 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              2:46 PM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu~" 

Professor notification 
@email.unc.edu 

All your profs should have received email a 

in any way. 

last week, 
I hope they are good to you as you return to class. Please let me know if I can help 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: paper/class 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for beingso flexible and understanding. I spent a brief time with Saturday afternoon. 

Thanks again 

Tony Yount 
Gymnastics Academic Adviser 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>        5:04 PM >>> 
Hi     I am sony to hear about your situation. This assignment allowed 
for - one month to complete. Regardless, and knowing your commitment to 
success, I will accept your paper by Thursday at 9:00 p.m. (Remember 
to submit to the Digital Dropbox.) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

UNC - EXSS - CB 8605 
Sport Administration 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 
htVo ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administxation/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu [.mailto: 
Sent: Monday, i 12:00 PM 
To: dstroman@emall.unc.edu 
Subject: paper/class 

~,email.unc.edu] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This is I wanted to email 
you about the paper and missing class on friday and today. 

I 
was wondering ifyoucould give me an extension on the paper? I have 
been working on it                                       I 
think my advisor said he was going to email you today but I thought I 
should tell you myself. 

Thanks for understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              11:00 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: 

In the AC tonight with students scheduled from 7:30 - 8:30. I’ll be in a 7, or be happy to stay after 8:30. 

Also be in Friday am from around 10 - noon 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 10:18 AM >>> 
hey tony-~ 

3 things.. 

1. Can we meet at some point this week to go over what classes i need 
to take next semester so i get all required classes done with. what 
nights are you in the ac? a 

3. i also wanted to go over possible summer classes. Im still unsure if 
im goil~ ta take classes down here or take them at a community college 
back in     so i wanted to see if credits would transfer and what not. 
As well as see what classes i should do for that. 

2. I emailed my comm    teacher again -- i think we are definite for 
March 20th at 12:30 to get that squared away. I’ll let you know for 
sure when she gets back to me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2008 10:27 AM 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow Dinner 

Katy, 

Thanks for the invite. My gymnasts compete in Raleigh tonight and I’m going over to watch them and meet a friend for dinner. Sorry 
I’ll miss the gathering. 

>>> Katy C. O’Mara 3/13/2008 5:59 PM >>> 
Plan on eating dinner at Jenny’s house tomorrow evening. Not sure of the time - likely around 5:30-6:00 PM. Maggiano’s will be 
served (meatballs, pasta, salads, grilled chicken, etc.). AT’s and Tony, feel free to join. We have some serious food coming our way. 

- got you both gluten-free pasta. 

See you tomorrow! 

Sleep well tonight... 

Katy 

GO HEEL S ! 

Katy O’Mara 
Assistant Coach Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Office: 919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,              11:01 AM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Info 

Patricia, 

I’m so sorry it took this long. 

Anyway: 

Fall Dean’s List: 

Team GPA for the semester was 3.131 
Cumulative GPA for the team is 2.999 

If there’s anything else you need, let me know. 

had GPAs high enough but weren’t in enough hours for credit to earn Dean’s List) 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2008 9:49 AM 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; melita@email.unc.edu 

Professors Stroman and Melita 

a student in your respectively, missed your classes today 

called me yesterday. She expects to fly back to North Carolina tlus evemng and she should return to your classes on Wednesday 
morning. 

Thanks for your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser for 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2008 3:20 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

online course 

Amy, 

I haven’t been able to talk with      so far today. I am almost certain that the course is MUSC 
this evening and get back to you in the am. Sorry its taken so long. 

but I will confirm that with her 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2008 9:56 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: online course 

Amy, 

does want to register for MUSC online this summer. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 3/18/2008 3:49 PM >>> 
No problem, Tony. I will send the memo as soon as I hear back from you. 

>>> Tony Yount 3/18/2008 3:20 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I haven’t been able to talk with      so far today. I am almost certain that the course is MUSC 
this evening and get back to you in the am. Sorry its taken so long. 

Tony 

but I will confirm that with her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              12:54 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Jenny 

Thanks for getting things straight with Amy for online course. 

was in today and wants to go to both summer sessions. She says she’s talked with you.     ¢dll need both sessions to graduate 

on time next May. 

was in yesterday and wants to take summer school first session. I told her to talk with you soon. As more indicate they want 

too, 1’11 make sure they talk with you. 

I’m really glad the kids got to go 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:02 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Add to the wants-to-go-to-summer-school list. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 7:42 PM 

Bowers, Matt <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lax Info 

Mail.msg 

Matt, 

I hope you’re well. I traveled with women’s lax to Oregon. Took lots of pictures of the kids and the game. They are up on web site that 
I will add to for the rest of the season. Pictures are in high resolution, certainly good enough for next year’s media guide, or tarheelblue 
if you want to use any. There’s a download button on the site. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 7:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:40 AM 

@gmail.com 

Re: history paper 

Hey 

I don’t have any sources sitting in my office but probably have some at home. Lots of ideas. Post WWlI I would write about our 
economic domination of Europe, Marshall Plan, world wide acceptance of the US Dollar as the medium of monetary exchange, US 
military bases permanently constructed in Europe, NATO, the location of UN headquarters in NYC. Even the penetration into 
European markets of McDonalds and Coca Cola. Call me, or come by if you want to talk about it. 

Tony 

>>~"            @gmail.com>         10:34 AM >>> 
Hey tonyl I am working on my history paper about "americanization in western europe" We have an outline due tomorrow and I was 
wondering if you knew of any good sources or had any ideas. Thanks!! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               11:10 AM 

@email.unc.edu 
Re: summer online 

Hey 

I just looked over your sheet again and this looks like a good plan. Have you talked to Jenny about her paying for your summer 
school? When you register for online stuff that Athletics is paying for, Jenny has to call Amy Herman and clear it. Amy then needs to 
notify the Friday Center thay you will be registering, and we’ll need the specific course name, number, and section number so that 
Amy can clear you for registration. 

Tony 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 10:07 AM >>> 
Hey tony- 

Okay so Ive been looking at online courses that are offered through the 
Friday center-- 

I feel like i need to register soonbc most classes only offer 15 seats. 

Would it work to take AFRI 101 and Soci 130 (to fulfill perspectives 
that i need) 

And then to take one class over Christmas break next year> 

Please let me know if that would work 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2008 2:23 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Just called and left a message with the person at the J-School who should be able to inform us. I’ll let you know what we hear back 
from her. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/25/2008 12:15 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
I keep checking periodically to see if she has officially graduated. As of today she has not. Any word on the status of this? May need 
to call the J School to find out the details. If she has completed everything, it is possible that it could have gotten overlooked. 

Thank you for your help with this. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               l 1 : 15 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday Dinner 

Really looking forward to it. I’ll probably arrive around 11 and find our team at 18 or 1, and watch them for the afternoon. I can get 
directions after the round. Thanks for the proper dress update. I’ll try to not embarrass you. So happy for. 

Tony 

>>> Sally Austin 3/26/2008 9:19 AM >>> 
Tony, 

We are so glad that you are coming to watch us and to dinner. The dress is casual. It is pretty low key, but always a good meal. Ben 
Cone and his family are donors. 

By the way: qualified to play. We are excited that she is going. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

See you Friday. 

Sally 

sally austin 
saustin@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 3/25/2008 11:11 AM >>> 
Ladies, 

I would love to be a part of Friday afternoon and dinner. Thank you for the invitation. Please let me know what the appropriate dress 
for the dinner is. I can follow from the course. I’m bringing my camera Friday. The kids think I should have their pictures on my door 
too. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2008 1:29 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: COS 

Susan, 

I am continuing to meet with her weekly and continuing to monitor and assist in the effort to have her finish the semester in good 
standing. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/27/2008 12:07 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
FYI regarding                   She will remain on athletics aid this semester. Please continue to monitor her eligibility 
throughout this term despite her change in status. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               9:28 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Ladies, 

Thanks so much for including me in Friday’s activities. I really enjoyed the day, and especially getting to meet so many of the parents. 
I don’t know if the girl’s shared the web address of the pictures I put online, or if you saw them, but here they are. 

On the academic front, this week’s focus is to build schedules for schedule is set for next year with 
no obligations after 11 am so there should be no practice conflicts there. 

The second round of progress reports will go to professors this week so that we can get a read on the freshmen before exams start. 

is scheduled for enough hours in the fall to graduate in December. 

Thanks again for a great experience. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: summer online 

AFRI and AFAM don’t do exactly the same things. 
The AFR1    will meet your non-western history requirement. The AFAM 
need a non-western. 

will not. AFAM ] is a western history and you 

SOCI    will fill your cultural diversity requirement and your last Social Science course for your General College classes. 

@email.unc.edu> 6:30 PM >>> 

I was trying to register for summer online classes and Afri    is 
full-- does Afam    fulfill the same perspective’? and then im doing 
soci    which has seats. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

come on 

just a little visit 

tell me how- you’re doing with your classes 

that’s all 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             3:39 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: come on 

hey- 

glad you’re doing ok 
11:30 would be wonderful 
looking forward to seeing you 

>>> ~email.unc.edu~" 
Tony Yount wrote: 
>just a little visit 
> tell me how you’re doing with your classes 
> that’s all 
> 
> Tony 
> 
Hi Tony, 
Not trying to ignore you! I came by yesterday around 3... can I stop by 
tomorrow around 11:30? Also I’m doing fine, sorry to worry you. 
Sincerely, 

3:34 PM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2008 12:37 PM 

@aol.com 

progress 

Hi 

came in to see me this morning. It was good to see her. We checked in on all her courses. DRAM i ~hould be an ’A’ by the 
time she’s finished next month. The other 3 courses look like C grades in the worst case scenario - or B grades in the best case 
scenario. My best guess is that she will finish with a spring GPA in the neighborhood of the she earned first semester. Not great, 
but certainly not the disaster it could have been. And that will leave her with hours credit earned for the first year, which is NCAA 
eligible without summer school. All that is really good news. 

But, I think, the best news is that she was as relaxed as I have seen her since I met her for the first time in the fall. She convinced me 
that she’s going to her classes, that she’s on top of what she needs to do. We found the GEOG tutor and he gave her some 
definitions that will help on next Monday’s test. 

I was very encouraged. 

Take care 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2008 2:22 PM 

SHJONES@email.unc.edu 

Ms. Jones, 

I am the academic adviser for the                 over in the Kenan Field House. We are rapidly nearing the date when we must 
submit APR and graduation records for our teams to the NCAA.                               has completed 120 hours in the 

, and has told us that she has passed the grammar/spelling test that was adnumstered in January. 

We have been checking her official transcript for a couple of months now, hoping that it will show that she has graduated. Can you 
give us some guidance as to whether or not she has completed her degree? 

Thank you very much for your help and for your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Support Center for Student Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            3:18 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fri Schedule 

Patricia, 

I’ll be in tomorrow am around 11. I’ll check with you then about a time to meet with 

Kids are raving about yesterday’s practice. Great to hear. That’s some good coaching to have kids as excited about practice as they 
were yesterday. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2008 8:39 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

question 

Susan 

credit that we talked about several weeks ago came in for our scheduling meeting with a 4 year 

plan worked out for a double major in                       ~-ith courses selected through her graduation in May      She has herself in BIOL courses every 
semester. I’d like to bring it to you and have you look it over to check for eligibility issues that might arise. 

If you think that’s a good idea, then let me know a good time. After registration on Saturday, life gets considerably less complicated for me. 

I sent Sharon Jones in the JOMC School an email aboul No response yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2008 11:31 AM 

Ockenfuss, Rob <athlgradrec@unc.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

Rob, 

I’ll be there on the 30th. 

Tony 

>>> Rob Ockenfuss <athlgradrec@unc.edu> 4/4/2008 11:26 AM >>> 
Hello, 

Attached is your invitation to the 2nd annual Graduation Reception to be 
held Wednesday, April 30th. The ceremony will begin at 2 p.m. and will 
be followed by a reception where refreshments will be served. 

Please follow the directions for RSVP on the invitation. To do so, you 
can reply directly to this e-mail. 

Thank you and we look forward to having seeing you at this special event. 

Best, 

Rob Ockenfuss 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, ¯            1:09 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

I talked to 
replace it. 

last night. She is resigned to changing that course and will be looking to add an 8 am class on the days that you lift to 

>>> Patricia Martinson 1:07 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Thanks so much for the update! Looks great! 

I talked to       last week about this. She is not very happy that she is not going to be able to take the elective that she wants to 
take. I tried to come up with some options for her. Maybe she can take that elective next spring? She was supposed to be asking 
some people about a different elective that works with her schedule. Maybe she can take an online class? She can get stubborn when 
it comes to this but we need her to fix it for the TEAM. 

Have a great week and thanks again for meeting with last Friday. 

Patricia Martinson 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Tony Yount 1:00 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

My review of summer and fall registration shows these things: 

Looking at 
finish in 

Only 

are registered for summer school. 

’egistxations and where the kids will be when         starts,     azill be 13 hours from graduation and should 
.. will be 5 hours from graduation and well be able to take an underload and graduate 

will be 4 hours behind normal graduation pace, easily fixed with one summer school session. 

will be 6 hours ahead of normal pace will be 5 hours ahead. 

will be in 14 hours for the fall. The rest will be in 15 hours. 

hould be the only golfer with an afternoon conflict for qualifying. We intend to work on that this week. 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

Patricia has sent me the contact information for the incoming freshmen and that will be my focus this week. I really enjoyed my time 
with 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not 
many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Good question. 

First, she’s not going to fail that course if she’ll spend time with me on the paper. 
Second, she is registered for 3 hours in summer school so that 3 hours would get her to 24 in the event that GEOG does turn out to be an F. 

Her GPA is high enough that even with an F, she’d still be above a 2.0 so that should not be an issue. 

So I think we’re OK even if that grade does turn out to be disastrous, and I don’t think it will. 

Tony 

>>> Phil Barnes 1:39 PM >>> 

Thanks. How would "F" in Geography effect her eligibility for NCAA’s? 
Would she be eligible.., because it looks like she could only earn 9 credit hrs for the semester? 

Please let meknow. 

Carolina Elite Camp 

Carolina Rising Stars 

http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.6682 

Fax: 919.962.3865 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Tony Yount 1:28 PM >>> 
Coaches 

Congratulations on the weekend. 

I did a summer and fall registration audit on Sunday. Here’s what I found. 

Registered for summer school 

Based on current registration foJ pace to graduate on the normal 4 year track: 

able to graduate on time or with one online or summer school class. 

All should be 

All can be covered by summer school so that they can graduate on time. 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

was in for a nice meeting last Wed. See note in the report. Good news there. 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            1:49 PM 

Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Yes - Policy says that you need: 

A. 2.0 GPA 
B. " 24 academic hours to enter a 3rd semester (30 hours is recommended). 

>>> Phil Barnes        1:46 PM >>> 
Would summer school be able to be counted? 

>>> Tony Yount 
Good question. 

1:45 PM >>> 

First, she’s not going to fail that course if she’ll spend time with me on the paper. 
Second, she is registered for 3 hours in summer school so that 3 hours would get her to 24 in the event that GEOG does turn out to be 
an F. 

Her GPA is high enough that even with an F, she’d still be above a 2.0 so that should not be an issue. 

So I think we’re OK even if that grade does turn out to be disastrous, and I don’t think it will. 

Tony 

>>> Phil Barnes 1:39 PM >>> 
Thanks. How would F" in Geography effect her eligibility for NCAA’s? 
Would she be eligible.., because it looks like she could only earn 9 credit hrs for the semester? 

Please let me know. 

Carolina Elite Camp 
Carolina Rising Stars Camp ( 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.962.3865 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Tony Yount 1:28 PM >>> 
Coaches 

Congratulations on the weekend. 

I did a summer and fall registration audit on Sunday. Here’s what I found. 

Registered for summer school 



Based on current registration fo~ pace to ~raduate on the normal 4 year track: 
will be 2 hours behind normal pace, 

All should be able to graduate on time or with one online or summer school class. 

school so that they can graduate on time. 
All can be covered by summer 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

was in for a nice meeting last Wed. See note in the report. Good news there. 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not 
many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            2:20 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

When we talked last night, we said that she would come in this week and we’d look for classes, i     definition of a hard class is one 
that you need to go to once a week. There are certainly 8am and 10 am classes available, just not ones as easy at PORT    - that’s 
really the problem for her. I’ll work on her. 

>>> Patricia Martinson 
Tony, 

2:03 PM >>> 

Now she says that she does not have it figured out. Still has herself getting out at 1:50 on Monday-Wed-Friday. As of right now the 
girls will be playing all of their 18 hole rounds on the weekends. She says she doesn’t think it is fair to take a hard class instead and 
says there are no 8am available. I told her to keep working on it. Maybe you can take a look at what is still available or a class that is 
full that the professor might let her in. 

thanks so much. 

Patricia Martinson 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
919.843.4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount        1:09 PM >>> 
I talked to last night. She is resigned to changing that course and will be looking to add an 8 am class on the days that you lift to 
replace it. 

>>> Patricia Martinson 1:07 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Thanks so much for the update! Looks great! 

I talked to       last week about this. She is not very happy that she is not going to be able to take the elective that she wants to 
take. I tried to come up with some options for her. Maybe she can take that elective next spring? She was supposed to be asking 
some people about a different elective that works with her schedule. Maybe she can take an online class? She can get stubborn when 
it comes to this but we need her to fix it for the TEAM. 

Have a great week and thanks again for meeting with last Friday. 

Patricia Martinson 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
919.843.4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 1:00 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

My review of summer and fall registration shows these things: 

are registered for summer school. 

Looking al registrations and where the kids will be when 
finish in 

starts,           13 hours from graduation and should 
5 hours from graduation and well be able to take an undefload and graduate : 



will be 4 hours behind normal graduation pace, easily fixed with one summer school session. 

will be 6 hours ahead of normal pace, will be 5 hours ahead. 

Only will be in 14 hours for the fall. The rest will be in 15 hours. 

should be the only golfer with an afternoon conflict for qualifying. We intend to work on that this week. 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

Patricia has sent me the contact information for the incoming freshmen and that will be my focus this week. I really enjoyed my time 
with 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not 
many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,            3:47 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Jenny 

I missed            on the summer school list, probably because I had the kids grouped by class and she is a senior and I forgot 
about the redshirt. She is currently registered for 6 hours, and I just talked with her and she said that she had emailed you. Sorry I 

didn’t have her name on the original list. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 9:39 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question 

Hey Susan, 

Early afternoon, around 2 OK to look at schedule? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/7/2008 9:35 AM >>> 
I would be happy to look at it with you. I am open any time tomorrow. Let me know what works for you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Tony Yount 4/3/2008 8:39 PM >>> 
Susan 

that we talked about several weeks ago came in for our 
scheduling meeting with a 4 year plan worked out for a double major in ]                   ~ with courses selected through her 
graduation in May 2011. She has herself in BIOL courses every semester. I’d like to bring it to you and have you look it over to check 
for eligibility issues that might arise. 

If you think that’s a good idea, then let me know a good time. After registration on Saturday, life gets considerably less complicated 
for me. 

I sent Sharon Jones in the JOMC School an email abou! No response yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 9:47 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question 

yes, great day to escape and walk a bit 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/8/2008 9:46 AM >>> 

That’s perfect! Are you planning to come here? 

>>> Tony Yount 4/8/2008 9:38 AM >>> 
Hey Susan, 

Early afternoon, around 2 OK to look at schedule? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/7/2008 9:35 AM >>> 
I would be happy to look at it with you. I am open any time tomorrow. Let me know what works for you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Tony Yount 4/3/2008 8:39 PM >>> 
Susan 

that we talked about several weeks ago came in for our 
scheduling meeting with a 4 year plan worked out for a double major in l                    with courses selected through her 
graduation in May 2011. She has herself in BIOL courses every semester. I’d like to bring it to you and have you look it over to check 
for eligibility issues that might arise. 

ff you think that’s a good idea, then let me know a good time. After registration on Saturday, life gets considerably less complicated 
for me. 

I sent Sharon Jones in the JOMC School an email aboul No response yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ton?’ Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:15 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Maxa, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Freshmen 

Hi guys 

Registration is over and life is a little easier up here. I’d like to make contact with the incoming freshmen very soon, asking about their C-TOPS dates and letting them 
know- about the need to take the SAT-II for Math placement. Can I get a list of names, numbers and emails? Or if come down and put the information into my computer. 

If I could have that by Thursday, it would be really helpful. 

Phil,     was in last night working on her paper. Thanks for encouraging her to do that. The situation is not as bad as she had first described to me. There were 4 

problems to fix and we worked on all of them last night. That situation is under control. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,.           12:27 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally 
<saustin@uncaa.unc. edu> 

class schedule 

Coaches 

Just worked witL 
HED 

and chose a self-paced online class. 
, that should get her the 3 hours that she needs toward graduation. 

I know that Amy Herman needs to contact the Friday Center to set up the registration and Amy is on vacation until April 17, but 

has made a decision and we should be fine for practice in the fall. 

Sally, if I understand the process, you have to let Amy know the course so that she can alert the Friday Center before 
register. 

tries to 

Hope this works out OK. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2008 3:04 PM 

~mac.com 

Fwd: 

.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             12:24 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gymnastics 

Hi Tony, 

The following four young ladies will be j oining the gymnastics team as freshmen student athletes during the fall 

Thank you for assisting them in their pre-registration planning. 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office Phone: 919-962-5213 
Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11,2008 1:07 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Ms. 

I serve as the Academic Adviser to the 
your detailed and informative progress report that we just received. 
report from late February. Obviously that is not the case. 

vho is in your ENGL Thank you so much for 
had convinced me that the late submission of material that you mentioned in the first progress 

assured me in a conversation yesterday about the progress report that her passing the course is not in j eopaxdy and that there are ample opportunities and 
remaining assignments for her to successful in the course. I know- (from a 30 year career as a high school teacher in Chapel Hill) that what I am about to ask is a pain, 
and I apologize for that. But it would really help me in working witl      if you could tell me the assignments she has left to submit, and the due date. 

Thank you for your time and you good progress reports that axe so helpful to us. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Support Center for Student Athletes 

962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 11:10 AM 

mac. com 
Fwd: Re: 

Mail.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 13, 2008 4:18 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hello, Tony. Thank you for contacting me sbout 
performance in my English    class. 

Most of       problems with missing due dates did occur earlier in 
the semester, so she is mostly correct about that. But she continues 
to have a problem with general disorganization: not responding to 
emails on time, "losing" papers on her computer (i.e., not 
remembering where she saved things and thus having to write them more 
than once), turning in papers that only partially fulfill the 
instructions for the assignment, and having to be reminded several 
times about requirements when other students have no trouble getting 
them taken care of. 

The most recent progress report that I sent you represented about 60% 
of her grade. She has since turned in two more assignments, and 
still has about the same grade as the one she had when I turned in 
the form. There are still two important assignments due this 
semester, however: a portfolio due this Wednesday (April 16th) and a 
multimedia proj ect due the following Wednesday (April 23rd.) The 
portfolio assignment requires her to rewrite 3 of her previous papers 
and is worth 20% of the final grade. The multimedia project is a 
group project worth 12% of the final grade, and the outcome will 
depend largely on how well she and her group members can work together. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to help you. 

Kind regards, 

Teaching Fellow 
Dept. of English and Comparative Literature 

On Apr 11, 2008, at 1:07 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Ms. 
> 

> I serve as the Academic Adviser to the and to 
> who is in your ENGL class. 
> Thank you so much for your detailed and informative progress report 
> that we just received,      had convinced me that the late 
> submission of material that you mentioned in the first progress 
> report from late February. Obviously that is not the case. 
> 
> assured me in a conversation yesterday about the progress 
> report that her passing the course is not in j eopardy and that 
> there are ample opportunities and remaining assignments for her to 
> successful in the course. I know (from a 30 year career as a high 
> school teacher in Chapel Hill) that what I am about to ask is a 



> pain, and I apologize for that. But it would really help me in 
> working with      if you could tell me the assignments she has 
> left to submit, and the due date. 
> 
> Thank you for your time and you good progress reports that are so 
> helpful to us. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Support Center for Student Athletes 
> 962-9535 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 2:12 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thank you so much for that response. 
has been told to cc me with her rewritten portfolio by Wed am or she will not be allowed to make the trip. She told me 

earlier today that 2 of the papers are finished. 

Thanks again for your help. 

Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Support Center for Student Athletes 
> 962-9535 
> 

@email.unc.edu> 4/13/2008 4:17 PM >>> 
Hello, Tony. Thank you for contacting me sbou! 
performance in my Englis]     class. 

Most o        ~mblems with missing due dates did occur earlier in 
the semester, so she is mostly correct about that. But she continues 
to have a problem with general disorganization: not responding to 
emails on time, "losing" papers on her computer (i.e., not 
remembering where she saved things and thus having to write them more 
than once), turning in papers that only partially fulfill the 
instructions for the assignment, and having to be reminded several 
times about requirements when other students have no trouble getting 
them taken care of. 

The most recent progress report that I sent you represented about 60% 

of her grade. She has since turned in two more assignments, and 
still has about the same glade as the one she had when I turned in 

the form. There are still two important assignments due this 
semester, however: a portfolio due this Wednesday (April 16th) and a 

multimedia project due the following Wednesday (April 23rd.) The 
portfolio assignment requires her to rewrite 3 of her previous papers 
and is worth 20% of the final grade. The multimedia project is a 
group project worth 12% of the final grade, and the outcome will 
depend largely on how well she and her group members can work together. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to help you. 

Kind regards, 

I eacnlng P ellOW 

Dept. of English and Comparative Literature 

OnApr 11, 2008, at 1:07 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Ms. 
> 

> I serve as the Academic Adviser to 
who is in your ENGL           class. 

> Thank you so much for your detailed and informative progress report 
> that we just received,      had convinced me that the late 
> submission of material that you mentioned in the first progress 
> report from late February. Obviously that is not the case. 



assured me in a conversation yesterday about the progress 
> report that her passing the course is not in jeopardy and that 
> there are ample opportunities and remaining assignments for her to 
> successful in the course. I know (from a 30 year career as a high 
> school teacher in Chapel Hill) that what I am about to ask is a 
> pain, and I apologize for that. But it would really help me in 
> working with     if you could tell me the assignments she has 
> left to submit, and the due date. 
> 
> Thank you for your time and you good progress reports that are so 
> helpful to us. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Support Center for Student Athletes 
> 962-9535 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 3:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

MS. 

team. Unfortunately 
a student in your COMM        class, asked me to write to you. She is a member ol 

will miss 3 of the last 5 classes of the semester due to games and travel. 
I believe that she mentioned a conflict with presentation dates. 

Lhe coaches have ordered a departure time of 10 am’ 

She asked me to inform you of these conflicts. She will be communicating with you about the end of the semester obligations, ff I can 
be of any assistance, please let me know. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Advisel 
Support Center for Student Athletes 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:3 7 PM 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re          - Incoming 

thanks Katy, 

found that out when her email came back to me this week. 
I do have it fixed now 

I had 2 calls within 15 minutes of practice being cancelled -                 coming in to work on papers. Kids really are 
appreciating that gift of time.    coming in at 7. Thanks for helping them out this way. 

Tony 

>>> Katy C. O’Mata         4:34 PM >>> 
Looking at your sheet, I think you have         email entered incorrectly. It’s: 

GO HEELS! 

Katy O’Mara 
Assistant Coach Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Office: 919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              2:13 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: correction to class 

Amy, 

Are you working while on vacation? 

SOCI    fulfills 3 of her elective hours required for graduation. It does not fulfill a perspectives course. 
We sat together and explored the courses still open at the times that she had available to take classes and did not find a course that she 
had any interest in taking. 

She is enrolled in 6 hours in summer school first session. 

She is currently enrolled in 15 hours for fall     When she successfully registers for SOCI 
which occurs at the time that conflicts with practice, leaving her enrolled in 12 hours for fall 
additional hours in self-paced SOCI 

online, she will drop PORT 
n regular university classes, 3 

At the end of the fall semester assuming successful completion of the 2 summer school, courses, the 4 university courses, and the 
self-paced course, she will have completed 107 of her 120 hours and be on track to graduate on time. 

ff there’s anything else I can do to help, please let me know. I hope you had a great vacation. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 5:44 PM >>> 
Tony, 

See attached. Does this course fulfill a requirement for        And am I to assume that she wasn’t able to find a suitable alternative 
that met on the other afternoons (as you and I discussed)? If not, please also confirm that she will be in 9 other hours, bringing her to 
12 with this course. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:43 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Jenny, 

Do you have summer school forms for me to sign? I didn’t know about those until Sally and Derek sent some to me for signatures 
before going on to Amy Herman. 

Good news about the D- on       progress report. New report in today says that she’s improved and is on track, with a good final, to 
have a C in that course. One less thing to worry about. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2008 12:06 PM 

Ockenfuss, Rob <athlgradrec@unc.edu> 

Rob, 

will not be ~raduating in May. She’s going to take 6 hours next fall and finish then. 
I have emailed         and hope to get a response from her soon. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2008 2:14 PM 

mac. com 

Dr. Pearson, 

Dr. Pearson, 

Thank you for writing to Robert Mercer about your concerns about the HIST    students who also play ]       I serve as the 
academic advisei                                      zcas in the Academic Center this morning and we’ve already had a 
conversation about her unfortunate choice of words in her email that certainly did indicate to you that her coaches were not concerned 
with the team’s academic performance. 

As their academic counselor, I accompanied the women’s team to Charlottesville last weekend and spent most of my weekend in a 
double sized room suite that was designated by our coaches as our study area. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vmagelder, Marielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 5:40 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/21/13 - 14.1.8.1 - Receipt of Degree 

?lease see todayLJs Daily Compliance Item regarding graduate student-atMete eligibifity and a recent update from May :16, 2013 which was provided by NCAA staff 

to clarify Question No. 7 regarding transfers occurring after completion of all degree requirements but prior to receipt of the degree, 

Let us know if you have an}, questions or concerns. 

"har~k you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 9{52--7&53 

Fax: {9:19) 9(42- 5002 

mvangelder@unc,edu 
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Hail Mary is a football student-athlete who will be transferring to Ocean State University (OSU) this fall. Hail 
will have all the requirements met for graduation at his current school prior to transferring to OSU, but he will 
not have received his degree prior to the transfer. Is Hail still eligible to use the graduate one-time transfer 
exception? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Educational Column- 4111113- Graduate Student-Athlete Eligibility (I)- 
states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that a student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or 
professional school of the same institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree, 
a student-athlete who is enrolled and seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at the same 
institution, or a student-athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full-time student at the same 
institution while taking course work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree as defined 
and documented by the institution, may participate in intercollegiate athletics, provided the student has 
eligibility remaining and such participation occurs within the applicable five-year period. 
Further, a graduate student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or professional school of an institution other 
than the institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree may participate in 
intercollegiate athletics if the student fulfills the conditions of the one-time transfer exception and has eligibility 
remaining. 
Finally, a graduate student-athlete who does not meet the one-time transfer exception due to participation in :::::::: 
a sport for which the exception is not available, shall qualify for the one-time transfer exception as a ::i::i 
graduate student, provided the student: iiii 
(a) Fulfills the remaining conditions of the one-time transfer exception; i~i~ 
(b) Has at least one season of competition remaining; and ::i::i 
(c) The student’s previous institution did not renew his or her athletically related financial aid for the following i::i:: 
academic year. ~i~i 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of iiii 
graduate student-athlete eligibility legislation, i~i~ 
Admission and Enrollment i~i~ 
Question No. t: Is it permissible for a graduate student-athlete to compete if he or she is considered a iiiiii 
nondegree seeking graduate student? ~i~i 
Answer: No. Graduate student-athletes must be regularly enrolled, degree seeking students, iiiiii 
Question No. 2: Is a graduate student-athlete who is a regularly enrolled, degree seeking student eligible to 
compete even though he or she is not enrolled in a specific graduate degree program (e.g., graduate at 
large)? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 3: Is a graduate student-athlete eligible to compete if he or she is a regularly enrolled, 
degree seeking student but is required to earn, as a condition of continued enrollment in the graduate 
program, an enhanced grade-point-average (e.g., 3.00 or above) in each term of his or her first academic 
year as a graduate student at the certifying institution? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student-athlete is considered to be in good academic standing as interpreted for 
all students by the appropriate academic officials at the institution. 



Transfer Graduate Student-Athletes 
Question No. 4: May a student-athlete use the graduate student one-time transfer exception to pursue a 
second baccalaureate degree at the next institution? 
Answer: No. A student-athlete who has previously graduated must be enrolled in a graduate or professional 
school at the next institution to qualify for the one-time transfer exception. 
Question No, 5: Can a student-athlete who graduates after three years and has more than one season of 
competition remaining use the graduate student one-time transfer exception? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student meets the requirements of the exception and is regularly enrolled as a 
degree seeking student in a graduate or professional school at the next institution. 
Question No. 6: In sports for which the standard one-time transfer exception does not apply, may a 
student-athlete who is notified of the nonrenewal of athletics aid after indicating intent to transfer to another 
institution use the one-time transfer exception for graduate student eligibility? 
Answer: Yes. The timing of the nonrenewal of athletics aid does not impact a student-athlete’s ability to 
qualify for the graduate student one-time transfer exception, provided all criteria for the exception are met. 
Q~es~i~ iN~,~o 7: May ~" s~ude..qt-~’thi~-te who trar~sfer~" after ¢omple.tir~g ait n~-,ce.ssa~y d~’~,:lree re.q~ire.mervts 
for c]raduatiori fl’or’..i ~- four-year institution but prior to r÷-ceiving a dec]rue be eiic]ibie to use the c]raduate or’..e- 
ti n"e trc-r’sfer exceptior’..? 
A#swer" Yes~ p.."ovJded the st~dent,-ad~lete is accepted f~r er’..roihnent as a degree seeking strident ir~ a 
gradua,e or profl-~ssior~al schooi of an instit~stion o,her thar~ the ir~stitutior~ he or she previousiy a,tended as an 

Question No. 8: Nay a baseball or basketball graduate student-athlete who qualifies for the one-time 
transfer exception but initially enrolls as a full-time student at the certifying institution after the first term of 
the academic year (e.g., midyear transfer) be eligible for competition immediately? 
Answer: No. Such a student-athlete cannot be eligible for competition until the following academic year. 
Progress-Toward Degree Certification 
Question No, 9: Is a football student-athlete who graduated with a baccalaureate degree required to earn 
nine semester hours or eight quarter hours and the APR eligibility point during the fall term to be eligible for all 
contests during the following playing season? 
Answer: No. 
Question No. 10: Must credits earned by a graduate or postbaccalaureate student-athlete be degree 
applicable to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement? 
Answer: Credits acceptable toward any degree program offered by the certifying institution (graduate or 
undergraduate) may be used to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement, provided the student- 
athlete is permitted to complete such courses in accordance with published institutional policies applicable to 
graduate students. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.6.1 (admission), 14.1.6.1.1 (special admission), 14.1.8 (graduate 
student/postbaccalaureate participation), 14.1.8.1 (one-time transfer exception), 14.5.2.2.10 (one-time 
transfer exception), 14.4.3.1-(c) (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements) 14.4.3.1.6 (additional requirements 
-- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regaining eligibility for two contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full eligibility -- one-time 
exception), 14.4.3.5-(c) (exceptions to progress-toward-degree rule - graduate student/postbaccalaureate 
exception), staff interpretations (09/26/2006, Item No. la, 03/15/2013, Item No. a), and official 
interpretations (4/17/2007, Item No. 15-a, 10/19/2012, Item No. 3)] 
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prog reports from professors: 
DRAM - B based on 20% of coursework 
PSYC ¯ A based on 23% of coursework 
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progress reports: 
PSYC - g based on 23% of coursework 

ENGL - B- based on 30% of coursework 

SPAN - B based on 26% coursework 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

prog reports: 
SPAN g based on 30% of coursework 

DRAM C based on 20% 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~!~i~i~!~!~i~i!~i~i~i~!~!~i~i~i~i!!~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~i~!~i~!~!i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i¸ 
~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~!i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i¸ 

prog reports: 

ENGL     B based on 33% of grade. 

can’t make his meeting on time, always switches days on me. Seems OK in his classes. Hard to get a 

read on him. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     C- based on 40% 

instructor notes that a few assignments had been submitted [ate and that affected his grade 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiii ............ ~!~ii~ii~i!~ii~i~ii~i!i~i~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Prog reports: 
ECON B based on 30% percent of grade 

reports a B on a feeder paper for ENGL. SoUd student, in control of his academics. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
prog reports: 
ENGL     A- based on 30% of coursework 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::: : : : :>     ::: ~ : ......... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiii! i i  i!  i ! !!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
prog reports: 

ENGL     B based on 33% of coursework 

Advised by that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

prog report: 
GEOL B- based on 25% of grade. 

reports a 91 in DRAM and B in ENGL as grades for this week. Solid student. No problems. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no prog reports or grades to report from this week. 

no prog reports. 
reports a 91 on an ENGL major paper. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
but only bdef[y due to a hectic Fnday for both of us. 

Davie, Matt Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, Matt is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

prog reports from professors: 
DRAM     C- based on 20% of coursework 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.......... iii~!ii~i~ii~i~!ii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

prog reports: 
SPAN g based on 30% of coursework 

DRAM C based on 20% 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~!~+i+~+i+!~i+i~+!~!+i+~i!+i+i~i+~!~+!+i+~i+i~i!!~+i+~i+i~+i+!~i+i~+i+~!+~+i+~!+!i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i¸ 
i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~+!i~+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i¸ 

prog reports: 

ENGL     B based on 33% of grade. 

can’t make his meeting on time, atways switches days on me. Seems OK in his ctasses. Hard to get a 

read on him. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     C- based on 40% 

instructor notes that a few assignments had been submitted rate and that affected his grade 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiii ............. ~!~ii~ii~i!~ii~i~ii~i!i~i~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Prog reports: 
ECON     B based on 30% percent of grade 

reports a B on a feeder paper for ENGL. Sotid student, in controt of his academics. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     A- based on 30% of coursework 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::: : : : ::     ::: ~ : ......... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~!~i~i!~i~!~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

prog reports: 
ENGL     B based on 33% of coursework 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

prog report: 
GEOL B- based on 25% of grade. 

"eports a 91 in DRAM and B in ENGL as grades for this week. Solid student. No problems. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no prog reports or grades to report from Jamie this week. 

no prog reports. 
reports a 91 on an ENGL major paper. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
but only bdef[y due to a hectic Fnday for both of us. 

Davie, Matt Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, Matt is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               3:06 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Prog Report 

Wow 

Very good sign that she admitted those things to you. Should I tall with John Blanchard about the counseling situation for our 
athletes? Do you want me to do anything other than continue to monitor her academics? My life is considerably less-complicated after 

today since all the sophs are registered. I could meet with her daily and check every homework assignment? 

She seems very accepting of the fact that we’re trying to help her. But I don’t want to push that too far and alienate her. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

10:01 AM >>> 

I thought I would share this e-mail with you from 
can work with. 

It certainly explains a lot. I am working on getting her a counselor that she 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http ://unclaxcamps.googlepages. corn/home 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 5: 3 7 PM >>> 
Jenny, 

I just feel like it is absolutely ridiculous that you even have to be 
e-mailing me right now. I’m so mad at myself. I feel like I’m always 
writing to you telling you why/how/what and that I don’t do anything 
about it. I’m hesitant to even write these words because it appears I 
have no integrity thus far. 

Apparently this whole transition into college is harder for me than I 

have even been letting even myself know. Tuesday morning my alarm 
didn’t go off so I missed class. This morning I woke up and realized I 
didn’t have the work done so I figured I would not go to class rather 

than face the embarrassment of not having my work done yet again. 

I can’t believe I am even having to write this to you fight now. I am 
actually shocked that I have to write it. We have never really 
discussed this before but I have been                       for a 
while now. I started counseling when I was a freshman in high school 
and it has been the best thing that has ever happened to me. Basically, 
what I am trying to say is that I think that the transition into college 
has me a bit rattled and maybe I need more help that I have willing to 
admit. I’m going to try and get some counseling on campus because I 
think it’s time I realized I need to get some help because it is coming 
in the way of me doing my work. 

I hope you don’t think I’m trying to excuse my behavior - There is 
absolutely no excuse for not going to class and not getting my work 



done. I’m just trying to help you understand that this is hard for me 
and I am not going to give up. I knew freshman year was going to be 
difficult for me but I’ve kind of been in denial about my struggle. 

I am so sorry that you even have to read this e-mail from me. I’m not 
going to make any promises because at this point the gap between what 
I’ve said and done is quite large. All I can tell you is that I am not 
willing to give up and somehow I still believe that Carolina is going to 
work out for me. 

Thank you so much for everything you’ve done, I am going to prove to you 
that I appreciate it, 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

................................................ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

reports an 80 in DRAM 
proactive about next semester’s schedule, seems in good shape 

Working on his schedule for next semester - all seems welt. Progress report from professor: 

ENGL B 

meeting missed due to my doctor’s appointment on Thursday. Not his fault. I have no explanation for his 

tow study halt hours. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
good news from his university academic adviser about math credits, is free to take what he wants 

in math. Upcoming week has major paper due. 

good meeting. On track with designing his schedule. Great with study hall time. 

has set himself up for a very good first semester. We are still watching the STOR class, but all else 

seems in good shape. Major test grade in STOR will come soon. 

reports a 13 grade on a GEOL exam. Everything is good here. ExceUent use of the AC and study 
hall hours. Progress reports from professors: 
DRAM A- 

HIST A- 
Neither of those classes is easy and those are outstanding grades. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports the following grades: 

CHIN - 79 

ENGL - B- 

ECON - C 
grades are usually on the B/C border and performance on finals wilt likely determine the kind of 

semester he will have. 

schedule next semester is largely set. He is proactive and working well. 

reports a 91 on an ECON midterm. 

Confidence issues I worried about early on are completely gone. has adjusted well. 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 
Oct 16th 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:38 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Senior stuff 

Thanks, 

dropped by yesterday with proof that he had met his study hall hours last week so my weekly report on him should be 
corrected to 4 hours. We talked about the importance of letting me know by Friday afternoon when I compile the report. 

I think that I mentioned that the candidates being interviewed would be here next Friday & Monday. The correct dates are next 
Thursday, the 15th, and Monday, the 19th. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock         5:50 PM >>> 
Tony, the only guys actually graduating that I know of are 

>>> Tony Yount 5:01 PM >>> 
Coach 

The folks who plan the separate graduation event for graduating athletes wants a list of seniors that will graduate at some point in 
2008. I would hate to leave someone offthat list. Am I missing one of your wrestlers? 

Thanks, 
Tony 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

had a major Hist test 1119. She studied quite a bit with me this week. We checked her spring 

semester schedule and she did we[[ with that process. She’s struggling a bit in a couple of non-academic 

areas. We talked a bit today and wi[[ again early next week. I’[[ probably ca[[ you on Monday. 

also a major HIST test 11/9 that she prepared for we[[ and felt good about. Reports a 94 on a SPAN test. 

Her spring semester schedule is good, wait[isted for one course. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 ’4:45 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2 

Amy, 

who wants to graduate in , currently has earned 89 hours, is enrolled in 12 this semester and 
registered for 16 in the      That would leave her 3 hours short of graduation in     She would like to take a self-paced course 
through the Friday Center and graduate on time. She asked me to find out if the University would pay for that course. 

who wants to graduate in l , currently has 59 hours. She is enrolled in 15 this fall, actually plans to 
take 12 hours in spring - -~ 6 in first session summer school in ~ 15 hours in fall .12 hours in spring q , leaving her 1 hour short to 
graduate with her class in       . She also wants to take COMM    (which counts toward her major) as a self-paced course. The 
course is available now. The cost is $798 for out of state. She’s done her homework on the course and wants to know if the University 
will pay for it. 

Thanks for any guidance you can give. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:40 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2 

Thanks Amy. 

I’ll forward the policy to 
take the course later. 

and let her see that she does not meet that criteria since she’s still in her junior year and could 

I appreciate your quick response. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 9:53 AM >>> 
Tony, 

is receiving institutional need-based aid, not athletics aid, so we are not able to fund her self-paced course. It would be 
fine for her to take it (provided she doesn’t need it for full-time enrollment, since it doesn’t show up on her record until the end), but 
she would have to pay for it on her own. 

does qualify for possible funding for online/self-paced courses, but based on the information you gave me, it’s hard for me to 
discern if she meets any of the requirements in our policy for funding online courses. See attached for this policy. If you believe she 
meets the criteria, please provide me with the applicable information and we’ll see what we can do. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 4:44 PM >>> 
Amy, 

who wants to graduate in ;, currently has earned 89 hours, is enrolled in 12 this semester and 
registered for 16 in the spring. That would leave her 3 hours short of graduation in May. She would like to take a self-paced course 
through the Friday Center and graduate on time. She asked me to find out if the University would pay for that course. 

who wants to graduate in , currently has 59 hours. She is enrolled in 15 this fall, actually plans to 
take 12 hours in springq ,6 in first session summer school in 15 hours in fall ,12 hours in spring , leaving her 1 hour short to 
graduate with her class in May . She also wants to take COMM    (which counts toward her major) as a self-paced course. The 
course is available now. The cost is $798 for out of state. She’s done her homework on the course and wants to know if the University 
will pay for it. 

Thanks for any guidance you can give. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  5:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON 

I just received a progress report Sandra Campo, your ECON 
quoted here: 

professor. The grade she lists for you is a ’D’. Her comments are 

stopped coming to the lectures when his classmates started presenting their projects. Attendance and participation are 20% 
of his grade. He is not doing so well this far. I warned the students that at the final some questions will relate to the projects as 
presented. It does not seem to bother 

She lists 10/22, 11/02, 11/07,11/09 as days when she took attendance and you were not there. 

Please take care of your responsibility there. Going to class is an easy way to get 20% credit toward your grade for the course. I didn’t 
feel like this could wait until our meeting next week. We all worked too hard to get your eligibility cleared. Let’s don’t let grades cause 
a problem for next semester. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 3:15 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach, 

Called - left a message and asked him to call me back. 

Tony 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtt> 

Monday,                 ’4:17 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jelmy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Jenny, 

Just got an updated progress report from . ENGL instructor. Her current grade is up to a 69 and the comments were very positive since she last checked in 

with an October progress report. Says that is doing well. 

was in with me today and we talked about schedules and finals and study organization. Good meeting. MATH is the biggest worry for her now-. 

Just wanted to share the good ENGL news. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:44 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach 

I had a good conversation with      yesterday. We got him set up with an ONYEN and a password so that he can access student 
central and schedule classes now. What I need to appropriately advise him before he puts a schedule together is a copy of his 
transcript so that we don’t put him in classes that he will get credit for. I think you told me that you have a copy of his transcript. Is 
there a good time that I could get that from you? 

Also, from Dr. Kable concerning DRAM                                   , his progress report indicated that both of them 
dropped over 50 points from the first test to the second. Their current average is an ’F’ and both progress reports indicated that. I met 
with each of them about that grade and their explanations weren’t satisfactory. There is time and enough ungraded material that should 
allow both of them to salvage a passing grade, but it is disappointing. 

Tony 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

we reviewed her exam schedule, study time, preparation,       has a shot at bettering a 3.0 but I 

think a realistic GPA for her this semester will be around a 2.8 or 2.9. 

reviewed exam schedule and preparation, has a good chance to finish above a 3.0 for the 

semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                8:49 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Update 

Coach, 

Thanks for bringing the transcript over.       and I had a good conversation yesterday. We looked online at the transfer credits page 
on the UNC Admissions website. Clearly, 18 of his hours will transfer in without question. I advised him to get the course syllabi from 
Towson for the other courses so that he can take them to his university academic dean to begin the process to get credit for the other 
courses that were not listed. We looked at his academic worksheet and I showed him how to use the online course search engine to 
look for courses he would like to take. 

We’re going to talk again on and actually make a schedule for him. At that point, I’ll let him know about his new adviser and 
encourage him to come in and meet as soon as gets to campus in January. comes on duty . ] 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  2:29 PM 

Lohse, Dave <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Men’s Lacrosse Info 

Dave, 

Doug Roberts asked me to handle your info requests about Men’s Lacrosse. 

ACC Honor Roll - 

Dean’s List ........ 

Dean’s List 

This list includes current team members, and does not include those who graduated in    . Do you want those as well? 

A new academic counselor has been hired, but assignment of teams has not yet been finalized so we don’t know yet who will be 
handling men’s lacrosse next semester. 

I hope this is helpful. 

Tony Yount 
Interim Academic Counselor for Men’s Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:19 PM 

Lohse, Dave <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Men’s Lacrosse Info 

Dave, 

I just checked the roster on tarheelblue.com. None of the seniors listed were Dean’s List on 

>>> Dave Lohse <dlohse@tmcaa.unc.edu>          2:30 PM >>> 
Tony: If there were any 2007 team members who are no longer here I would 
definitely want to add them to the list. Thanks for your help. 

On 2:28 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dave, 
> 

> Doug Roberts asked me to handle your info requests about Men’s Lacrosse. 
> 
> ACC Honor Roll - 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dean’s List 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dean’s List ’, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> This list includes current team members, and does not include those who 
> graduated in l Do you want those as well? 
> 
> A new academic counselor has been hired, but assignment of teams has not yet 
> been finalized so we don’t know yet who will be handling men’s lacrosse next 
> semester. 



> I hope this is helpful. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Interim Academic Counselor for Men’s Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:02 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach, 

(C+) and      (C) saved their rough DRAMA 
hope, learned good lessons in the process. 

situations and pulled out respectable grades for the course, and, I 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  10:15 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good news 

Math grade isn’t up yet, but the rest of them are and she’s clear to play - no eligibility issues, no academic probation 

issues to deal with - even if the Math grade is an F - she’s OK. 

I just called her so she knows and she’s very relieved. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:41 PM 

Bowers, Matt <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lax info 

Matt, 

Here’s what I’ve got: 

Women’s Lax Dean’s List i 

Women’s Lax Dean’s List 

If you need anything else, please me know. 

Take care 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  9:07 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EDUC 

When I checked wrestlers grades this weekend, I found an "Incomplete" listed for you in Dr. Unks EDUC    class. You need to get 
in touch with him as soon as you can and find out what you need to do to get that IN removed from your traitscript. If you’re still in 
Chapel Hill, you should go to Peabody Hall today and tU to find him. His office number is 212-D Peabody Hall. The university 
counts an "IN" as an ’F’ when computing GPA, so the sooner you take care of that, the better your chances are to have the GPA you 

need to be eligible both academically and athletically. 

Please keep Coach and me informed as you get this IN cleared. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

grade update 

Sally, 

Thanks for coming by yesterday. I really appreciated that. 

There axe 7 grades still not posted for your kids. When they are all in, I’ll send the full grade report. 
Team fall semester GPA is at 3.174 - cumulative at 3.00 at this point. 
Only     is below- a 3.0 for the semester (2.66) 

Unless some of those 7 grades are disasters, there are no academic or eligibility issues to deal with. 

Full report will follow- when its available. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11 : 15 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

grade update 

Jenny, 

There are 14 individual grades not yet posted for your kids. I will send the full grade report when those grades come in. 
Current fall semester team GPA is at 2.973 - cumulative at 2.887. 

Freshmen:                          are above a 3.0. The rest are above a 2.5 except 
eligibility issues by a lot of hard studying at the end of the semester. Proud of her. 

(2.077) who avoided probation and 

My study hall friends from last semester: 
is missing one grade (AFRI ) so far has a 3.208 raising her cumulative to 2.561 and she should escape study hall. Her 

semester included 16 hours with 1 lab and 2 recitations. 

earned a 3.0 and a cumulative of 2.642 to rise above the study hall standard. 

earned a 3.175 and a cumulative of 2.622 to rise above the study hall standard. 

earned a 2.525 and her cumulative is up to 2.433. That’s real progress for a sem that included Math and lab science. 

is missing 2 grades due to illness during finals. Her two posted grades are A- and B- 

is missing AFRI    but has a 2.8 on her other 9 hours and raised her GPA from 1.96 to 2.125. 

There are 4 fall GPAs below a 2.5 - ((2.34) (2.3151 

Cumulative GPAs below 2.5 - only 4 - down from 7 last semester. 

(1.650 and missing two grades) in addition to 

Full report to follow when its available. Some minor shifting may occur, but this seems to be great news. I’m especially proud of the 
freshmen and the study hall kids that I saw so often this semester. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:35 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

grade update 

Coach, 

There are 38 individual grades still missing for your players. When the full report is available, I’ll send it to you. 

Fall semester team GPA 2.892 - cumulative team GPA 2.846 

The freshmen: 
are above a 3.0 

(still missing 2 grades), are above a 2.5 
above a 2.3 

finished with a 1.915. Separate email about him already sent. 

Others: 
- missing ECON grade -current fall GPA of 1.325 

- fall GPA of 1.7 
- missing HIST grade - current fall GPA of 1.92 
missing 2 grades - current fall GPA of 1.767 

everybody else safely above a 2.0 

Full report to follow when all the grades are in. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:31 PM 

Bowers, Matt <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: info 

Have a great holiday 
Tony 

>>> Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>          3:46 PM >>> 
Tony - one thing I forgot to ask you for is an updated list of majors for 

Could you please shoot one my way when you have a chance? 

Thanks. 
-mb 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Fri,      2007 16:04:10 -0500 
> To: Tony Yount <tonvyount@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
> Conversation: info 
> Subject: Re: info 
> 
> Thank you! Have a good weekend. 
> -mb 
> 

> 

> 

> Matt Bowers 



> Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
> Director of Internet Services 
> UNC Athletics 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
> 
> (919) 962-7259 
> (919) 962-0612 (fax) 
> TarHeelBlue.com 
> 

> 

>> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> Date: Fri,      2007 13:41:13 -0500 
>> To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> Subject: info 
>> 

>> Matt, 
>> 
>> Hem’s what I’ve got: 
>> 
>> Dean’s List Fall 2006 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dean’s List Spring 2007 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> If you need anything else, please me know. 
>> 
>> Take care 
>> 
>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:12 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 
grade update 

Coach, 

Your kids still have 13 individual grades missing so I’ll send the full report tomorrow morning. 

finished with a 2.169 up from yesterday 
finished with a 1.920 up from yesterday 

finished with a 1.667 up from yesterday 

Dean’s List: 

will likely be on this list also) 

will be on Academic Probation with the university, but he will be eligible by NCAA standards. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:27 AM 

mac. com 
recap 

For next semester, we talked about the following today. 

Study Hall - 6 hrs/week - check in with me, not on the computer, if I’m in the building 

we talked about a way for to earn their way out of study hall with excellent progress reports at mid semester. 

no study hall but a weekly check-in with me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:05 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

yes 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 
Hi Tony, 
Do you have that 

Thanks, 
Susan 

9:56 AM >>> 

is ineligible for Spring due to GPA? He needs a 1.9 and has 1.825. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:07 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

he also had concussions issues this fall and likely will not be cleared to compete anyway, and the concussion may have contributed to 
the F in STOR, but I don’t suppose there’s any reason you need to know that - doesn’t change anything. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 
Hi Tony, 
Do you have that 

9:56 AM >>> 

is ineligible for Spring due to GPA? He needs a 1.9 and has 1.825. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:25 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Athletes with less than 12 hours 

Susan, 

From my Sports, 

has finished 120 hours an is not enrolled this semester. 
has finished requirements for her degree. 

just got into another course and is currently in 12 hours. 
, is a senior and her underload paperwork was filed Friday. 

So, at least right now, I believe that all my children are OK. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy    ~2008 9:41 AM >>> 
Here is the 12 hour report today from AdmissionPros. Those who have graduated or left school may not have been noted in the 
system yet so they are still showing up in AdmissionPros. We will get that cleaned up soon. Please keep me updated. 

Thanks 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               11:48 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: chmage of status 

Thanks for that. 

I contacted Kim Allison in Academic Services this am about      continued absence from her classes so far this semester. Kim will officially notify her professors and 
her university academic adviser about her absence and will hold her spots in those courses,    just dropped a COMM class to get down to 14 hours for the semester. 

just picked that same COMM class up to get up to 12 hours for the semester so right now-, everybody is OK hours wise to begin practice. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 10:56 AM >>> 
is a junior walk-on for She has decided to NOT continue to play. Please take her off our squad list. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc, edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: change of status 

My cell is 

yours? 

>>> Jenny Slinghiff-Levy          11:49 AM >>> 
Great thanks -    hopefully will be back later this week. She had a small complication with the 
have not heard from her today - I will keep you posted. 

Do you have a cell number? 

Jenny 

Jenny Slinghiff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

they gave her on Friday. I 

>>> Tony Yount 
Thanks for that. 

11:48 AM >>> 

I contacted Kim Allison in Academic Services this am about     continued absence from her classes so far this semester. Kim will 
officially notify her professors and her university academic adviser about her absence and will hold her spots in those courses. 
just dropped a COMM class to get down to 14 hours for the semester,      just picked that same COMM class up to get up to 12 
hours for the semester so right now, everybody is OK hours wise to begin practice. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slinghiff-Levy          10:56 AM >>> 
is a junior walk-on for women’s lacrosse. She has decided to NOT continue to play. Please take her off our squad list. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slinghiff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ; 11:25 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report - Jma 18 

Sally, 

All your golfers are enrolled in the appropriate number of hours. 

have set regular weekly meeting times with me. I checked in with both this week and their schedules are manageable and appropriate. Since both 
of them axe above a 2.5, I won’t be tracking study hall hours for them this semester unless you tell me otherwise. 

Deadlines for them: and they are aware of these two. 
Jan 23 - Last day to drop classes on their own. 
Feb 8 - Seniors must apply for graduation 

I hope all is well. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1 1:28 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report - Jan 18 

Derek, 

All your gymnasts are enrolled in the appropriate number of hours. 

have set regular weekly meeting times with me. I met with      this week and will start meeting with     next 
week. Since both of them are above a 2.5, I won’t be tracking study hall hours for them this semester unless you tell me otherwise. 

Deadlines that they all should be aware of: 
Jan 23 - Last day to drop classes on their own, but most of your underclassmen can’t drop a course because it would put them below 

12 hours. 
Feb 8 - Seniors must apply for graduation 

I hope all is well. Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               11:42 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report - Jan 18 

Jenny, 

All your women are enrolled in the appropriate number of hours. 

All freshmen have set regular weekly meeting times with me, I’ve seen all of them except          who is due in next week. Since 
all but     are above a 2.5, 1 won’t be tracking study hall hours for them this semester unless you tell me otherwise,      was in for 

well over 6 hours this week and has a great attitude and is excited about her classes. 

did not come in this week to see me as we asked them to do at the first team meeting. They did not 
sign in for any study hall hours this week. They will claim, I’m sure that they didn’t know, but they were both present at the team 
meeting when we asked all with a GPA under 2.5 to come see me. I will talk to the Saturday at practice (if I’m there and filming at 9 - 
Jarrett is filming if practice is at 11), or email them on Sunday and expect to see them on Monday. 

Deadlines: 
Jan 23 - Last day to drop classes on their own. 
Feb 8 - Seniors must apply for graduation 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:50 AM 

~email.unc.edu 
Re: Set up meeting 

Yeah, that’s fine. Normally, I don’t work on Fridays but I will this week because of the Monday holiday. 10 is great - see you then. 

Tony 

>>> < ~email.unc.edu> 12:08 PM >>> 
Hey Tow- 
Sorry i didnt realize i needed to meet with you already since weve been 
incontact- 

Can we meet this friday at 10? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:29 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

Sally, 

Nice to see you at the basketball game. 

Not much to report,                  were both in last week for conversations. 
focused and directed toward academics and golf. 

I’ve reviewed courses and schedules with both for the semester and things seem fine. 

in particular this semester, seems more 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:3 5 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Jenny, 

came if for meetings. They are to start 6 hours of study hall/week this week, checking in with me when I’m in the 

building, and on the computer when I’m not. 

were in and both are fine right now. 

The freshmen: 
dropped a Phil class last week before the deadline to lighten her load. 

I had to cancel meetings with which we’ll make up next week. 

6 of the freshmen have a HIST exam on Friday. We’ll set a study time after practice today. 

No other issues to report right now. 

Tony 

met her study hall hours last week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:3 7 PM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach, 

I don’t work on Fridays so the weekly report will most likely arrive Mondays. 

I met with last week and her schedule is in order and all her professors know ~ this week. 

did not come if for her meeting last week. I hope to see her Wednesday and talk about her schedule for this semester. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                12:10 PM 

@email.unc.edu 
Re: hours 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. I’m glad you’re working on COMM    and I know that group projects happen in that class. 
I’m trying to be flexible but you have to understand that what Jenny and I want are verifiable hours. I agree that your Tues/Thurs 
schedule doesn’t leave time for morning hours. But there is some flexibility Mon & Wed. and there are evening hours when you could 
come in. So for this week, let’s have you find a way to get 2 hours in the AC, either by checking in with me or on the computer, and 
then next week, do the 6 in the AC like we talked about last week. 

>>> < ~email.unc.edu> 8:00 PM >>> 
hey tony- 

Just wanted to let you know that i am over at the UL working on a group 
project we have for comm    (8-10) tonight-- were going to be meeting 
2 other times this week at night because of every ones schedules- how 
does that work for hours because I’m not going to be able to go into 
the ac during the day bc of classes/practice and lifting this 
semester..? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                1:33 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

came by for her regular meeting this am and stayed for about 45 minutes. We had a good conversation. At your convenience, 
why don’t you give me a call and I can share what I learned. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vangelder, Mazielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 24, 2013 8:23 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 5/24/13 - Current Event 

Appeals court revives case against video game 
maker 
U SATO DAY. coln 

A federal appeals court panel on Tuesday overturned a district court ruling that had dismissed a former 
Rutgers football player’s lawsuit against video game manufacturer Electronic Arts for illegally using his likeness 
and biographical information in its college football games. 
By a 2-1 vote, judges in the 3rd Circuit returned the case to U.S. District Court in New Jersey for further 
proceedings consistent with its opinion. 
Michael Rubin, a lawyer who argued for the plaintiff before the Circuit Court panel, said Wednesday that 
when the case resumes at the district court level, his side will file a motion seeking to have the case certified 
as a class action. 
EA spokesman John Reseburg said the company intends to "seek further court review." Asked Wednesday 
whether that would mean asking for a review of the case by all judges of the 3rd Circuit or trying to take the 
case to the Supreme Court, Reseburg said: "It’s too soon to tell." 
Tuesday’s opinion, written by Circuit Judge Joseph A. Greenaway Jr., (and a dissent by Judge Thomas L. 
Ambro) includes observations about some of the same issues being contested in two other federal cases. 
There is a wider-ranging anti-trust lawsuit before a federal district court in California against EA, the NCAA and 
Collegiate Licensing Co., the nation’s leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm, and a case 
parallel to that one currently under consideration by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 
The anti-trust suit, whose named plaintiffs include former UCLA basketball star Ed O’Bannon, concerns the 
use of college football and men’s basketball players’ names and likenesses and is heading toward a hearing 
June 20 on whether it will certified as a class action. If the O’Bannon case is certified as a class action, it likely 
would bring thousands of current and former college athletes into the case and potentially place billions of 
dollars in damages at stake. 
Meanwhile, three judges from the 9th Circuit are still considering an appeal from EA in a case related to the 
O’Bannon proceeding that involves former Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller and EA’s use 
of his likeness in video games.The three judges heard arguments on that matter in July 2012. In a footnote 
to his Tuesday ruling, Judge Greenaway wrote that the Keller case "is simply our own case incarnated in 
California." 
A transcript of the oral arguments before Greenaway and the 3rd Circuit panel were entered into the record 
of the Keller case last October. 
Also potentially noteworthy about Tuesday’s ruling: it came aPcer the case had been argued before a panel 
of judges that included one temporarily assigned to the 3rd Circuit, which has jurisdiction over New Jersey, 
Delaware and Pennsylvania, from the 9th Circuit, which has jurisdiction over several western states including 
California. (This judge, A. Wallace Tashima, was not among the judges handling the appeal in the Keller 
case.) 
A ruling in EA’s favor in the Keller case could set the stage for a Supreme Court review because two federal 
circuit courts would be in opposition on the same legal issue. 
The New Jersey case involves Ryan Hart, a Rutgers quarterback for the 2002 through the 2005 seasons. 



He filed a presumptive class-action suit in November 2009. U.S. District Judge Freda Wolfson dismissed the 
case in September 2011, saying that EA’s use of Hart’s likeness was protected by the First Amendment, 
which offers a shield to video games as expressive speech. 
However, Greenaway wrote: "As with other types of expressive conduct, the protection afforded to games 
can be limited in situations where the right of free expression necessarily conflicts with other protected rights. 
The instant case presents one such situation." 

He noted that EA college football video game’s "success owes to its focus on realism and detail" and that "in 
NCAA Football 2006, Rutgers’ quarterback, player number 13, is 6’2" tall, weighs 197 pounds and resembles 
Hart." 
Greenaway, in another part of the opinion, writes: "~ the digital avatar does closely resemble the genuine 
article. Not only does the digital avatar match Appellant in terms of hair color, hair style and skin tone, but 
the avatar’s accessories mimic those worn by (Hart) during his time as a Rutgers player. The information, as 
has already been noted, also accurately tracks (Hart’s) vital and biographical details .... 
"The digital Ryan Hart does what the actual Ryan Hart did while at Rutgers: he plays college football, in digital 
recreations of college football stadiums, filled with all the trappings of a college football game." 
On a more general basis, Greenaway wrote that EA "seeks to create a realistic depiction of college football 
for the users. Part of this realism involves generating realistic representations of the various college teams 
which includes the realistic representations of the players." 
How this could affect the O’Bannon case remains to be seen. 
For example, a filing made public on Monday includes portions of a deposition from one of the other named 
plaintiffs in the case, former Connecticut basketball player Tate George, in which George said that the 
avatars in several versions of a video game that are supposed to represent him do not resemble him. 
George also said the face of his avatar also appears on other players representing other teams. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 

Jennifer M. CondaJcas 
Associate Commissioner tbr Compliance / SWA Liai~n 

BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 
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Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

no major grades or academic events this week. Begins tutoring at Elem for EDUC    HIST 
grade should come back on Friday. Seems to be doing well. 

reports an 80 on a BIOL exam and a 58 on a DRAM exam. Blames low study hall hours on failure of tutors 
to report his attendance. I told him to email her for confirmation of his hours. I have no definitive 
answer for you. 3 weeks in a row - knows the difficulty now and could handle this himself by 
being here and by signing into study hall. 

iiiiiiiiiii !i   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Anatomy test did not go well at all. Reported a 36. Is working with professor about writing for extra 
credit. Other courses are under control. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
low study hall hours, will check at meeting this week about that. Reports a 65 on GEOL test and a 65 on 
DRAM test. Does not seem confident academically. Should be in study hall more hours. 

ECON midterm was a 73. First ENGL feeder paper was an A. seems to be figuring things out. 
Hours are low - will check with him at meeting this week. 

Impressed with his organization. Reports a 71 on DRAM and a 77on GEOL. Set him up with advising 
appointments to prepare for scheduling next semester. 

in good shape. Discussed and AFRI project and an ECON test which was last week. 

Low hours credited on study hall. First week of October has several big events. Nature student who 
seems to have things under control. 

iiiiiiiiiii !i!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
much improved this week with 80 on the paper that he submitted late in the EXSS class. 

better meeting than the week before. GEOL and ENGL grades should come in this week and we’ll get a 
real progress report on his academics 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
First HIST grade a 69. ENGL grade a 96. Studies during the day here in the AC. He seems to have a 
handle on how to get things done, but the HIST grade was low. I don’t have a clear handle on his 
academic ability yet. 

much better meeting this week. Discussed the need to be here for tutoring rather than at the Law 
School at night. First ECON test was a 54 - which prompted the recommendation to be here with our 
ECON tutor. 

............................................... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

ENGL grades of 75 and 77 for the week. Advising appt made.     needs a lot of guidance about how to 

make his way through the university. Needs to develop more independence and responsibility. 

Academics are going to be a struggle with him. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

did not meet hours this week 

made a 79.5 on Dr. Barney’s HIS-I- exam. Very proud of the work she did there. Had another B 
grade for a major grade last week. Her hard work is being rewarded. 

I’m sure she studied more than that at the AC. DRAM - 94. SPAN - 84. PSYC - 81.5. ECON - 9?-. Terrific 
grades. No worries here. 

EXSS test was an 84. Her first grade at the ’B’ [eve[ and she was happy. 

talked about schedules for next semester prior to her Portland trip. 

Two ’B’ grades this week. 84 in GERM and 84 in EXSS. Solid performances. 

has become very conscientious about her responsibilities and working on papers early and getting help. I 
see real improvement in her approach to her academics. 

I saw no recorded hours this week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
8?- on an ENGL paper but she did not use the writing lab and she should. Working with to get her 
cleared for extra test time. A ways to go yet on that but she needs it. 

C on an ENGL paper. Not confident academically and I think that she wi[[ struggle with her courses for 
some time. 

EXSS grade was an 87. She’[[ make it through just fine. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii0ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Here more than 6 hours actually. 94 in BIOL, 98 in DRAM (and was upset it wasn’t higher) and an 86 in 

HIST. I ask her if she was dealing with making a ’B’ successfully and she said she was. Fun conversation. 

She’s not obsessed with good grades, but she gets them anyway. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
82 in EXSS. Solid score. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

uneventful week academically - no grades to report - great used of the Academic Center. ~ in good 

shape 

came by [ate in the week to reschedu[e the weekly meeting. We’re set for Monday early 

afternoon now. I hope that he now understands the 5 ways that he can legitimately earn hours and we’[[ 

begin again with        with a fresh start Monday afternoon. 

PSYC test upcoming, ECOH grade should report this week. I think he’s handling things this semester so 

far. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
nothing major to report this week. My sense is that     is going to struggle throughout the semester. 

He doesn’t seem confident academically and his scores so far back that up. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no grades to report. Hours are low for the second week in a row. 

had a 77 to report in GEOL and a 71 to report in DRAM. Recommended an appt with University 

adviser to answer transfer credits and hours questions. Responsible kid. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no new grades to report. Hot worried about 

another good meeting with He is set up we[[ to have a good semester grade-wise if he performs 

on his tests. 

iiiiiiiiiii !i   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii°iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
another good meeting with who reported a B in EHGL and a 68 in GEOL (lowest grad gets 

dropped). No dear picture in his other 2 classes - but we should have those grades next week. 

HIST paper due last Friday - no grades to report this week. 

reports an A- on an EHGL paper and a 76 on EXSS. Responsible kid who wants to do we[[. 

wit[ continue to need constant tutoring to make it through HIST 151. Thinking about taking EDUC 
passlfai[ - probably a good idea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               8:53 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Jenny, 

Thanks for the feedback on 

Mary told me on Friday that the evaluation process for         designation at Carolina was completed and she did not meet the 
standard for services here. At the end of our weekly last week, I took    down to Mary’s office where Mary shared some other ideas 
that might lead to qualification for services. Mary senses a reluctance from    to get on board with that program,     schedule this 
fall is such that there are very few grades for her to report to this point so that’s why I used the ’treading water’ phrase. I just don’t 
know fight now whether she’s in trouble or not. My guess, and its only a guess, is that the first round of tests might bring a real 
surprise for her (and in EDUC    , the only test is a final), hasn’t been using the writing lab, despite encouragement from Mary 
and me to do so. 

I think you’re exactly right about We’ll keep working on them over here. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slinghiff-Levy 
Thanks Tony, 

8:37 PM >>> 

in the past year. I know she is sorking with Mary as well. She is a hard worker in the classroom and 
comes froma good high school - however, since we have never worked with her before, I am not sure where her strengths and 
weaknesses lie academically. 

probably will struggle because I do not think she brings good study habits from high school. She was up and down grade wise. 
You may know better - but it may be a time management thing and also knowing how to study most effectively. 

ffyou have any suggestions on how we can get these guys on the fight track - let em know, 

Thanks -- Jenny 

Jenny Slinghiff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

2005 Carolina Lacrosse Camps 
June 10-12 Elite Day Clinic in Central Square, NY 
June 19-22 Rising Stars Camp in Chapel Hill, NC 
June 24-26 Carolina Elite Camp in Chapel Hill, NC 
Information and On-line registration available at tarheelblue.com 

>>> Tony Yount 7:36 PM >>> 
Jenny, 

Some of the girl’s hours were a bit short because of the scrimmage,                          are the two freshmen that I think 
may struggle with the academic end of things. I get a sense that they’re treading water right now and we’ll have a clear picture of their 
progress after Fall Break. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                8:3 8 AM 

Garman, Herb <herb.garman@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you very much for that information. 

Tony Yount 

>>> "Herb Garman" <herb.garman@unc.edu> 
Mr. Yount, 

/2007 6:25 PM >>> 

I apologize that it has taken me so long to get back to you.           received a 94 on her first exam. I can not take attendance as 
the class is so large and the exam is the only thing to signify her grade to this point. 

Thank you 

Herb Garman 
Associate Director, Center for Dramatic Art 
Department of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3230 Center for Dramatic Art, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 
919-962-1557 herb.garman@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:23 PM 
To: herb.garman@unc.edu 
Subject: 

Dr. Garman 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in DRAM        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday                2:33 PM 

Martin, John <jmaxtin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I’ll get that to you on Monday 

Tony 

>>> John Martin 10:56 AM >>> 

Tony - 
Can you please send me an updated list of 
the media guide by early next week. 
Thanks in advance for your help. 
John 

John Martin 
Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919.962.0084 

Fax: 919.962.0612 

majors and let me know- of any that were on the Dean’s List last year? I need this information for use in 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

good meeting - academic situation is very good. HIST progress report from prof showed a grade of 

87 based on 40% of course work. Only report received. 

competition in Tenn prevented meeting and many study ha[[ hours this week. Academic situation is very 
good. HIST    progress report from prof showed a grade of 87 based on 40% of work. Only progress 
report received. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Progress reports from professors: 

GEOL B based on 20% of grade 

GEOG C+ based on 30% of grade 

ENGL - B- based on 30% of grade 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii !i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
prog report: 
GEOL     F based on 20% of grade 

reports that he has talked with the professor about his situation. He also reports that his other 

classes are in better shape. No other prog reports have come in on him yet. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     B based on 33% of grade. 

can’t make his meeting on time, always switches days on me. Seems OK in his classes. Hard to get a 

read on him. 

no prog reports from professors 
reports a 72.5 on a POLl exam. 

Prog reports: 
ECON     B based on 30% percent of grade 

reports a B on a feeder paper for ENGL. Solid student, in control of his academics. 

prog reports: 
DRAM B+ based on 28% of grade 

SPAN 89 based on 29% of grade 

Everything is good except for an STOR class. We are waiting on a grade in that do decide whether or not 

to drop the crass. 

prog report: 
GEOL B- based on 25% of grade. 

reports a 91 in DRAM and B in ENGL as grades for this week. Solid student. No problems. 

no prog reports or grades to report from Jamie this week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no prog reports. 

reports a 91 on an ENGL major paper. 

but only briefly due to a hectic Friday for both of us. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday,               4:16 PM 

Martin, John <jmartin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

John, 

No 

Majors: 

on the Dean’s List last year. 

I hope this is what you needed. Please let me know if there are other things that you need. 

Tony 

Tony - 

Can you please send me an updated list of wrestling majors and let me know of any 
information for use in the media guide by early next week. 
Thanks in advance for your help. 
John 

that were on the Dean’s List last year? I need this 

John Martin 
Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919.962.0084 
Fax: 919.962.0612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 1 : 18 PM 

- - @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall hours - updated info. 

Good Morning Coach, 

Certainly there has been much discussion over here about the reporting of hours, and some things here will change as a result. 

The first thing I did this morning is go and get the study hall laptop computer and check it. The following ARE in the data 
base with correct PID numbers registered for them. 

The computer that they are to use to sign in for study hall hour credit is the laptop computer in the study hall in the auditorium. This 
was clearly communicated to them in the initial freshman meeting at the beginning of the year. 

The following        have logged in to the study hall computer at some point in the semester (followed by their total hours for the 
semester on the study hall computer): 

for a team total of 16.65 hours for the 
semester to date. 

That does not include hours from the writing lab, or hours from scheduled appointments with tutors. Robert has charged me with 
generating a report for the semester to date that will attempt to document study hall hours from regular study hall, the writing lab, and 
assigned tutoring sessions and track whether the tutor was present, the students were present, and whether or not feedback forms were 
filed. I will be working on that report this week and hope to have it completed by Thursday afternoon. That report will include my 
other 3 teams as well. The other teams are not having trouble with meeting hours or with the reporting of hours, so I hope the research 
that I’m about to do will uncover what it is about        that is different in the process. The only thing that I can put my finger on 
fight now without having completed my review is that my other 3 teams use the study hall for hours, and        doesn’t. ( 

14.29 hours by 2 57.05 hours by 42.60 hours by 

I understand your frustration. It frustrates me to send the reports that might not be complete, as I have mentioned to you before. I 
would be happy to come to a meeting with the freshmen and explain how hours are counted if you think that would help. I can only 
report hours that I can see. They can help me see the hours by coming by or emailing me on Fridays and telling me what hours they 
think that they have earned. We could try that. Certainly I’m not out to make their lives miserable, or yours. I just want to report to you 
accurately what they have done. 

Tony 

>>> 5:37 PM >>> 
Tony, I wrote to Robert this morning regarding the study hall hours situation and I copy him here. I planned on having most of my 
freshman and a few upper-classmen meet at 6:30am tomorrow so they can learn to go to study hall. After practice this evening I met 
with each one on your weekly report. 

They are absolutely adamant that not only are most of them doing their six hours, but most of them are doing more than that. Several 
of them vouched for each other. There is absolutely no doubt in my mind they are telling the truth.....the freshman are still scared of 



me. 

Here is what they said: 

They are supposed to check-in on the computer in the study hall lab. Almost all of them say that they are not entered on the computer 
system. They have tried on numerous occasions to check in and nothing comes up when they type in their PID. So, they go over to 
the writing lab and sign in (proving they were them). 

says he did "at least" 6 hours last week, not 4. He has three tutors and he says it has been a recurring problem that the tutors 
do not turn in attendance. 

You show zero for     he went crazy because he also stated he had way over 6 hours; 2 hours on tutors alone of which he has not 
missed a session. All the guys say     lives in the academic Center. 

two hours tutors and always is there. 

You had 4.25 for he says that is absolutely wrong. He has at least 6 plus last week, which I guess counts. 

You have 1 hour for         and he said last week he logged at least 7 hours over there. He indicated that his tutor last night never 
showed up, which I am l~earing a lot. 

Three of my guys have geology tutor and they all say she has no idea what she is doing. She is a Spanish teacher and knows 
absolutely nothing about geology. 

Please understand that I am in no way complaining. However, when written reports go out every week showing that my guys are not 
making an effort it creates a perception that is not good for me or my program. If they are not getting it done I have absolutely no 
problem holding them accountable. However, I can’t do that if it is not their fault, especially if they are getting it done. ff we are 
going to track these guys hours and hold them accountable then we need to get a system that works. At the very least their names 
should be on the main check-in computer. 

I greatly appreciate what you do for us and I hope this is taken as productive feedback. 

Let me know what I can do or if you feel I am offbase. 

Carmichael Gym, Room 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                1:30 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: I will be Late to practice 

Robert’s answer is certainly more knowledgeable that mine would have been. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock         7 12:16 PM >>> 
Tony, are these teachers allowed to do this? I was under the impression we had a better repoire with these people than this. Who do I 
see to complain about this? Not that it’s a big deal that he’s missing practice but what is next? 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 

>>>                   ~email.unc.edu>          7:56 PM >>> 
Hey coach my teacher is making me go see him tomorrow at 3:00 pm so 
that mean i will be late to practice. I tired to tell him i had 
practice but he said he wouldnt change the time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                1 O: 10 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coach, 

This week’s report includes two weeks worth of progress reports. I did not do hours last week due to the short week and a required 
meeting for them that made earning hours difficult, both have excellent progress reports and are in good shape 
academically. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2007 10:20 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly 

wrestllingl0.21.pdf 

Coach, 

This week’s report contains all the progress report information we have received to date. So far, your            have a 2.07 

collective GPA based on those progress reports to date. I didn’t include study hall hours for last week due to the short week and the 
required meeting that interfered with their study hall time. We start a new tutor reporting system this week that should help with the 
accuracy of the information that I send to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2007 10:50 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

Mlaxl0.21.pdf 

Coach, 

This week’s report includes all of the progress reports we have received to date. I did not include hours last week due to the short week 
and a required meeting for the freshmen that made hours difficult to get.             have a collective GPA of 2.7 based on the 
progress reports we’ve received so far. Also, they are clocking in at 107% of their assigned study hall time. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:56 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

one more 

I omitted a prog report on 
EXSS    C based on 30% of coursework. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

abigelow@email.unc.edu 

Prog Report 

I am Tony Yount, Academic Adviser in the Student Support Center for Student Athletes. Thank you for your recent progress report 
concerning a student in your ENGL    class. Your detailed comments were very useful to us as her coach and I met 
with to address the time managemem issues in your class, and in other areas of her time here at Carolina. We have put several 
ideas into practice that we hope will improve her performance. Very few instructors take the time to give us the excellem feedback 
that you gave us about      Thank you again. We hope that you will see positive results in the coming weeks. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,,               3:34 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

more progress reports 

more progress reports just arrived. 

)RAM 
)RAM 
- DRAM 

¯ DRAM 
¯ DRAM 

B 
F 

C 
F 
D 

based on 20% of coursework 

BIOL B- (based on first two tests. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               ’ 8:49 AM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC 

Thanks Patricia, 

will need to turn in her schedule information before she leaves on Wednesday. She and I have already talked about that and she 
has the proper form. 

Take care, 
Tony 

>>> Patricia Martinson 6:05 PM >>> 
HI Tony, 

Just wanted to let you know who would be traveling to our last tournament. We will be playing at 
We leave Wednesday afternoon. First round is Friday and final round is Sunday. 

Lineup: 

tournament at 

Have a great week! 

Go Tar Heels! 
Patricia Martinson 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Assistant Women’s Golf Coach 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 843-4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                8:52 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:        Majors 

Please let me know if I can help in any other way. 

Tony 

>>> Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony: 

Can you send me the majors of the 
sure what I have hasn’t changed. 

Thanks ! 

Lee 

Lee Snyder 
UNC Athletic Communications 
919-962-8095 
Fax: 919-962-0612 
P. O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 
www.TarHeelBlue.com 

1:14 PM >>> 

team members. I want to make 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                11:54 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Prog Report 

Re_ Prog Report.msg 

Jenny, 

Everything that I have seen from 
since our meeting with her seems good, but this is a very disturbing email from her 

ENGL prof about class attendance in the ENGL class. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<abigelow@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               ’9:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Prog Report 

Dear Tony, 

Thanks for your input. I’m glad that      has worked out a plan to 
improve her performance in the class. Unfortunately, I’m not sure that 
it’s working. She and I met yesterday, but I’m not sure that I got 
through to her. 

She missed both classes this week, bringing her total number of 
absences to 5. That includes, per departmental policy, a missed 
conference and a draft workshop day on which she didn’t bring a draft 
workshop. 

In a Tuesday/Thursday section of English            students are 
allowed to miss 2 classes. If they miss 6, equivalent to 3 weeks of 
coursework, they fail the course. 

currently has a 58% in the course, but she is close to failing 
due to attendance. Do you have any way to get in touch with her tutor 
to update him/her? 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Bigelow 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
Greenlaw 307 
CB #3520 

School of Romance Languages 
Dey mailbox #407 
CB #3170 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> I am Tony Yount, Academic Adviser in the Student Support Center for 
> Student Athletes. Thank you for your recent progress report 
> concerning              a student in your ENGL    class. Your 
> detailed comments were very useful to us as her coach and I met with 
>      to address the time management issues in your class, and in 
> other areas of her time here at Carolina. We have put several ideas 
> into practice that we hope will improve her performance. Very few 
> instructors take the time to give us the excellent feedback that you 
> gave us about      Thank you again. We hope that you will see 
> positive results in the coming weeks. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> 

> 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

new prog report: 

ENGL     A- based on 40% of coursework. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2007 5:19 PM 

mac. com 
Fwd: Re: Weekly 

Re_ Weekly.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                2:28 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Anything you can do to let his teachers know would be 
appreciated. Hopefully, he will be a little better tomorrow. 

>>> Tony Yount 
Coach, 

2:10 PM >>> 

emailed their hours to me on Friday as we had asked. 

were right on target, matched our records exactly,          didn’t and I’m still working on that. 

No one else emailed hours. In general though, the hours were much closer to the assigned hours last week. A 
step in the right direction for us over here with our new system, and for the freshmen. 
Tony 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               8:58 AM 

kstrong@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Professors, 

Sophomore 
He spent the day Monday at the 

dental school in quite a bit of pain. We hope his condition improves 
day-by-day. We wanted to let you know. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor - Student Athlete Support Services 
843-2328 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

the poor child is really sick. We worked on her schedule and I wi[[ check with her tomorrow to see if 

she’s been able to register. 

good to see her again after a long time. We spent our time on her schedule for next semester. 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

this meeting we spent the entire time working on his schedule for next semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
is was in on Friday and we scheduled him for next semester. 

schedule for next semester was our focus at his meeting this week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
had a good ECON score to report. 

Spent the rest of the time planning his spring semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a C on a POLl test 

focus of this week’s meeting was his schedule 

schedule planning was the focus of the meeting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a B on an ENGL paper 

schedule for next semester is worked out 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an 81 on a CHIN test 

schedule for next semester was the focus of this week’s meeting 

reports a bad CHEM test - 42 

reports a good ENGL feeer - 92 

reports a solid ECON grade of 78 

worked on schedule for next semester 

schedule for next semester is done 

focused on the schedule. His good study ha[[ work continues. 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, Matt is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

no new grades - worked on schedule 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no new grades - worked on schedule 
checked his new schedule Sat morning and it is too hard for him - will address that this week. 

reports a 50 on a GEOI_ test (class avg 67) 

Worked on his schedule. 

iiiiiiiiii !i 2 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
anatomy (EXSS    , is a major concern - other courses seem under control. 

no new grades - worked on schedule 

is in the middle of a tough stretch of tests but wasn’t here working very much last week. Worked 
on his schedule at his meeting. 

great schedule set - in good shape - no new grades 

will get some major test scores back this week. 

reports a 93 on Geo[ Lab 

didn’t see this week 

good meeting this week with StiU seems on track for a GPA over 2.5 this semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
tried to work on his schedule (freshmen registered Saturday) but he seemed disinterested. We’ll check 

his schedule this week. 

didn’t see him this week, assume that his health issues were the reason. 

no new grades - worked on schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 2:34 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops 

Coach Austin, 

I thoroughly enjoyed Friday night’s Executive Cup dinner. What a great reward it must be for you to watch those kids grow over the 4 
or 5 years that you have them. I’m sorry that      ~ grandmother couldn’t attend, but feel very fortunate that I got to sit in her chair 
and witness that event. You obviously run a very impressive program and its been an honor to work with you and your kids this fall. 

Mary Willingham from the Academic Center is offering three workshops over the next several Sundays. 
11/11 reading for content, note taking 
11/18 academic writing and proper citation 
12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

My feeling is that I’ll assign both                  to attend the final session about exam prep. I’ll assign      to attend the 
session on academic writing, mainly because she showed me a POLI paper that earned a ’D’ and was poorly done. I am confident that 
both are capable note takers. This is a new part of the job for me and I didn’t want to assign tasks to your players without informing 
you and asking if you further advice for me. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops and Study Hall 

was the only freshmen to email me his study hall hours for the week. 
This week as they come to see me, I’m checking over last week’s hours with them. 
I had         for 3.5. He said he had 5.5 and he was right. I tracked down the tutor and confirmed the hours. 
Lopes said he had 3 instead of the 1 that I had. I can’t confirm that until tonight. 

Bottom line - if they send the hours each week that they think they have, I can usually confirm them and have accurate reports. 

Mary Willinghaan is offering three workshops over the next several Sunday nights: 

11/11 reading for content, note taking 
11/18 academic writing and proper citation 
12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

My thinking is that all the freshmen should attend the exam prep workshop on 
I think that                     could benefit from the note-taking workshop. 

I wanted to run that by you before I assigned those sessions. Any thoughts or recommendations before I inform the kids? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 4:43 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops 

Mary Willingham is offering three workshops over the next several Sunday nights: 

11/l 1 reading for content, note taking 
11/18 academic writing and proper citation 
12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

My thinking is that all the freshmen should attend tile exam prep workshop on 12/2. 
I think                          would benefit from the note-taking session. 

I thought I would send an email to all the freshmen announcing the workshops and telling them that we expect them to attend the 
finals prep workshop (for study hall hours credit, of course) and then send a separate email to               encouraging them to 

go to the reading/note-taking session. 

I wanted to run those thoughts by you before sending the emails. Any advice or direction for me? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 8:51 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

travel letters 

Coach 

was just in asking for a travel letter for this fall. All students were told at the beginning of the semester that we would have 
travel letters here for them for 2 weeks, and after that, the athletes could get them from the coaches. I do remember those instructions 
being given to them. If I can get my hands on a travel letter today, I’ll make copies and bring them over to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:01 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Senior stuff 

Coach 

The folks who plan the separate graduation event for graduating athletes wants a list of seniors that will graduate at some point in 
2008. I would hate to leave someone offthat list. Am I missing one of your wrestlers? 

Thanks, 
Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vangelder, Marielle A" <invangelder@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21,2013 8:11 AM 

UNCAA-Eveiyone <uncaa-eveiyone@groups .unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Itenl- 5/20/13- 15¯2¯8¯1.2, 16.5.2- Stmuner Aid vs. Sununer Expenses 

All [] 

Please see yesterday[]s Daily Compliance Item. 

As is outlined in the scenario below, a student may not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the full cost 

of room and board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student-athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns about student-athletes who are enrolled in summer school AND continue to participate in postseason competition. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Clay Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Clay and a few of his teammates have 
qualified for the NCAA championships, so they are required to remain on campus to practice. Additionally, 
Clay has enrolled in summer school classes that will take place while he is preparing for the tournament. 
Clay is receiving a full athletic scholarship to cover his summer school expenses. As part of his full 
scholarship, Clay will receive the full cost of room and board. 

Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide Clay with the same room and board stipend as his 
teammates that are not enrolled in summer school? 

No. Clay is receiving financial aid to cover the full cost of room and board, and he is not permitted to 
receive any expenses in excess of the full cost of room and board. I~l¢AA Staff Interpretation- 
5/13/11- Summer Financial Aid and Vacation Period Expenses (I)- states that a student-athlete 
who is enrolled in an institution’s summer term, and is required to remain on campus for organized practice 
sessions (e.g., practice in preparation for an NCAA championship), may receive financial aid in accordance 
with the summer financial-aid legislation and vacation-period expenses, provided the student-athlete does 
not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the 
full cost of room and board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student- 
athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes), 16.5.2 (vacation-period expenses) and 
staff interpretation (04/12/1991, Item Ref d), which has been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 
icondaras(~bi~east.or~ www.bi~east.or~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:36 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

FYI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Emma Mae 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Lance. 

10:36 AM 

Sorry for the delay. I have been out of the office,      has made at least o C or better in her Spring     courses. Once her records 
are updated, I will officially do her evaluation. Hopefully, that should take place before the end of the day. 

Emma Robinson 
Transfer Credit Evaluator 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
CB#2200 Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2200 

Email: erobinson@admissions.unc.edu 
General Admission 919-843-3625 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Robinson, Emma Mae 
Subject: FW: 

10:39 AM 

Hey Emma, 

Was wondering if you could check       final UGA transcript to make sure she got C’s or better this past semester. Sounds like it’s 
arrived with her application and we just need to make sure we’re advising her properly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

10:05 AM 

I know that admissions now has her transcript, but I don’t know the grades. I’ll email her and ask. This is what I sent to her last week. 
I just want to be sure that we are meeting eligibility requirements so that she can play. 

the requirements that you need to fulfill are HS, VP, LA, PH, CI, QR, EE, US, LFIT and WB. 

You have basically two paths to choose for second session summer school. You need 4 hours credit. All students at Carolina have to 
take an LFIT class (like a PE class in high school). It is for one hour credit. Classes are offered in beginning jogging (LFIT     and 



exercise and conditioning (LFIT    ,. ff you combined an LFIT class with one of the classes listed below, you would get the hours 
that you need. Or you can delay the LFIT and take 2 summer session courses. 

I list these classes below simply because they would fill multiple requirements for you. It looks like the minimum number of courses 
you will need to complete your general education requirements is about 5 if you take advantage of classes that fulfill more than one 
requirement. When you are cleared to register, it would be most helpful if we could have a phone conversation when you are ready to 
select classes. 

AFAM (HS & US) 
ART (VP & WB) 
AMST (LA & US) 
WMST (LA & US) 
PHIL (PH & WI3) 
RELI (PH & WB) 
PHIL (PH & US) 

On , at 9:57 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Attached is where we ended up with her transfer credits - if those 4 hours of credit fit for her major and she’ll have 60% met after 
SS, then go for it. 
> 

> Also, do you have her final grades from UGA? Just want to be sure she has C’s or better from this past spring so that I know we can 
count on the 9 hours from this past semester to get to 68. 
> 
> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc, edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 

> should be admitted today or tomorrow. Would we be OK with putting her in an LFIT and one 3 hr summer school course 
(that fulfills at least 2 Gen Ed requirements) for summer II. I want to be certain that 4 hours is what we need to have her eligible for 
fall. Can you confirm that before she registers? 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 12:23 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Underload approval letter 

Susan, 

More trials with Tony learning the job. I think that I just sent you a fax at noon Wednesday of an underload approval for 
). If it did not get to you, please let me know and I’ll do better on the next attempt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2007 9:00 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Underload approval letter 

About to send again, with Doug’s instruction. 

who was under 12 hours yesterday, has added SPAN 

Tony 

and is up to 13 hours again. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/30/2007 8:28 AM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
I am in today and do not see an underload form for 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 8/29/2007 12:23 PM >>> 
Susan, 

More trials with Tony learning the job. I think that I just sent you a fax at noon Wednesday of an underload approval for 
If it did not get to you, please let me know and I’ll do better on the next attempt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2007 10:57 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FAX 

your fax number - 2-6002 - just rings and rings. I never get the digital sounds. Perhaps I have no communication skills with 20th 
century devices. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/30/2007 10:15 AM >>> 
No sign of the fax yet. Yes, is no longer showing up on the 12 hour report. So he is all set. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:06 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mau Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance to 
visit. I have enjoyed meeting your        and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 
available this morning and all of your freshmen should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your        logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your met or exceeded the 4 hours that 

were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your 
tutors assigned for them? 

who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send 
that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:17 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach Haus, 

I have enjoyed meeting your         and I’m learning new- things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably expecting a weekly report. I just learned about 
weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me. First meetings with have already occurred and the rest will happen next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just available this morning and all of 
your         should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For 
this week, we recorded no hours by any of your          In their defense, the schedules didn’t go out today. However, at our meeting last Friday, and at Sunday night’s 

meeting, they were informed of the hours and that English and Math tutors were available on a drop in basis. Apparently, none chose to take advantage of 
those services on their own. Next Friday I can provide you a much more detailed accounting of and hours as the system will be up and working. The center is 
closed Sunday and Monday nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about the few- you have who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours aJld/or tutors assigned for them? 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send that to me, I would greatly 
appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I cam help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:25 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach Austi~ 

I enjoyed meeting you and your team on Wednesday. I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

Both        have scheduled weekly appointments with me. I met with      today and the first meeting with        will occur 
next week. I got to visit with both of them Wednesday night as they are both in a HIST class and I will double as their tutor this 
semester. They’re both great kids and are very happy to be here. 

Study Hall was a bit chaotic this week as we are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. 
and        were marvelously responsible and each earned more than 6 hours this week individually in spite of the fact that they did 
not get the final version of the schedule until mid-week. 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with the team. If you could have someone 
send that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 9:32 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Important! 

Good morning Coach and thanks for the quick response. 

does have a meeting scheduled, but his request came in at 6:20 Friday afternoon after I had sent you the list of those who 
hadn’t. I confirmed his appointment at 6:25 Friday afternoon. So he didn’t lie to anyone, he just didn’t come through with the whole 
time sequence. But he is set with an appointment now. 

also emailed me Friday evening and we set an appointment time so is OK. 

emailed me and told me that he wasn’t a        but your email makes clear that he is to see me and go to tutoring. I 
received an email from him this morning and his appointment is set. 

At this point, are the two that have NOT scheduled appointments. 

I will send a separate email shortly with an attached Excel spreadsheet that will include weekly meeting times and tutoring schedules 
for all your        and for 

I will email                                                               this afternoon and ask them to come in to see 
me this week so that we can talk about their schedules and their needs for this semester. I will let you know when those meetings are 
set and would welcome the chance to talk with you about each kid. 

Thanks for being so clear in your communication with your team and with me. It certainly helps me do my job. The 
confusion is my fault. That situation has been corrected. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Separate email with schedules to follow from my @gmail.com account. 

>>> C D Mock        8:51 AM >>> 
Tony, here is another one I got as response. seems to think he did set up a meeting time with you ..... 

>>>        ~email.unc.edu>        8:40 PM >>> 
Quoting c D Mock <cd@uncaa.tmc.edu>: 

> All                        were told to schedule a weekly 
> appointment with Tony in the Academic Center. It was very clear that 
> this was to be done by last Friday. Only four guys accomplished 
> this; The following did NOT: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> If this is not completed by ALL of these guys by Wednesday at 5pm, 
> the entire team will meet this coming Friday morning at 7:00am for 
> conditioning; it will not be pleasant. 
> 

> 

> Study Hall for all starts this week. You should have 



> received an email with the hours you are scheduled to be at study 
> hall. If you did not, YOU need to contact Tony TODAY! There will 
> be no excuses and no exceptions; miss study hall or tutorial and you 
> will incur early morning workouts. Continue to miss and you will 
> lose scholarship and miss competitions. 
> 

> 

> Finally, the following people have not responded to my prior email 
> regarding parking passes. I need the make and type of your car, your 
> plates, and the state. The list will be sent in on Wednesday 
> morning. If I don’t have this info. by then, you are not getting a 
> parking pass.: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> C.D. Mock 
> UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
> 
> Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> (919) 962-5212 
> coach I have a scheduled meeting already with Tony. Its mondays at 12:15 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:39 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

just came by. Appointment with him set for Fridays at 10:20. 

is the only one left unscheduled. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:33 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Hey, 

I think that 4 hours is reasonable for this week since we were closed for 2 nights. Meeting scheduled tutor appointments should have 
priority. 

You have 4 players below a 2.2. 

Is    still on the team? I just looked at her schedule and it just shows 3 courses for the fall. 
For l we are offering specific tutoring sessions for her GEOL and POLI classes this fall. 
For we are offering tutoring in PSYC 
For we don’t offer sessions in any of her classes. 

What seems reasonable to me for             in their situation is to require                to attend the structured tutor 
sessions in the evening for their specific classes, and to allow them and    to get hours during the day by working in the writing lab 
from 11 - 3, or checking in with me and working in the study room next door. That keeps them out of the big study room with all the 

maintains some separation from study hall, but still requires them to put in the time since their GPAs don’t match their 
teammates. 

ff that’s agreeable, I’ll do the emails and get the scheduled tutoring session times to them. I’d welcome other ideas. Let me know. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
How many hours do the 

1:51 PM >>> 
need this week? I will see my team today and reiterate the important of making their hours. 

FYI. who do not get their hours will have "breakfast club training" in the AM for missed hours. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http ://unclaxcamps.googlepages. corn/home 

>>> Tony Yount 4:06 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mary Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance to 
visit. I have enjoyed meeting your        and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 



available this morning and all of your        should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your        logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your met or exceeded the 4 hours that 
were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your 
tutors assigned for them? 

who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send 
that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:54 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics 

Allthe and now have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 
A meeting in your office with the 5 you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required 
to meet with me weekly with evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, 
conversations to convince me that they’ve done the reading,etc.) that they are handling the responsibilities of the course. The first 
failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will result in required 
check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and       (DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they 
should be assigned to attend those sessions each week. 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think.’? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:55 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

dropped a chem class and lab this afternoon just after 1 pm and that puts her below 12 hours and she should not practice. 
She’ll show up on the 12 hour list tomorrow morning I’m sure. 

Other players below a 2.5: 
structured study hall hours in GEOL 

¯ no structured hours 
- structured hours in GEOL 

¯ structured hours in HIST 
- no structured hours 

and MATH    for her 

So, should I email these students and the ones from the previous email informing them of the specific review sessions and times that 
we are requiring them to attend? Shall I also tell them they can get hours in the writing lab from 11 - 3 during the day and through me 
at other times by checking in at my office. I wait for your reply before sending anything to them. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

3:19 PM >>> 

is no longer on the team. I will make sure she is taken off our roster. 
her about hours today. 

is still on the team - I will check in with 

Are there any other players with a CUM GPA below a 2.5? That is usually my cut off. I would suggest that any of my players below 
a 2.5 I            ,, use structured study hours if available and then any other hours they need they can get during the day. 

Our goal as a team is to be above a 3.0 each semester. Last spring we fell below that which I am disappointed about. 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 2:32 PM >>> 
Hey, 

I think that 4 hours is reasonable for this week since we were closed for 2 nights. Meeting scheduled tutor appointments should have 
priority. 

You have 4 players below a 2.2. 

Is still on the team? I just looked at her schedule and it just shows 3 courses for the fall. 
For , we are offering specific tutoring sessions for her GEOL and POLI classes this fall. 
For , we are offering tutoring in PSYC 
For we don’t offer sessions in any of her classes. 

What seems reasonable to me for in their situation is to require to attend the structured tutor 



sessions in the evening for their specific classes, and to allow them and    to get hours during the day by working in the writing lab 
from 11 - 3, or checking in with me and working in the study room next door. That keeps them out of the big study room with all the 

maintains some separation from study hall, but still requires them to put in the time since their GPAs don’t match their 
teammates. 

ff that’s agreeable, I’ll do the emails and get the scheduled tutoring session times to them. I’d welcome other ideas. Let me know. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
How many hours do the 

1:51 PM >>> 
need this week? I will see my team today and reiterate the important of making their hours. 

FYI. who do not get their hours will have "breakfast club training" in the AM for missed hours. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.~ooglepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 4:06 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mary Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance to 
visit. I have enjoyed meeting your        and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 
available this morning and all of your        should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your        logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your met or exceeded the 4 hours that 
were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your 
tutors assigned for them? 

who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send 
that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:57 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Important! 

Coach, 

I will hold off on emailing the 5 about meeting with me until getting your feedback on my previous email. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        9:34 AM >>> 
Thanks Tony, attached is a complete contact sheet for the team. 

>>> Tony Yount        9:31 AM >>> 
Good morning Coach and thanks for the quick response. 

does have a meeting scheduled, but his request came in at 6:20 Friday afternoon after I had sent you the list of those who 
hadn’t. I confirmed his appointment at 6:25 Friday afternoon. So he didn’t lie to anyone, he just didn’t come through with the whole 
time sequence. But he is set with an appointment now. 

also emailed me Friday evening and we set an appointment time so is OK. 

emailed me and told me that he wasn’t a        but your email makes clear that he is to see me and go to tutoring. I 
received an email from him this morning and his appointment is set. 

At this point, are the two that have NOT scheduled appointments. 

I will send a separate email shortly with an attached Excel spreadsheet that will include weekly meeting times and tutoring schedules 
for all your        and for 

I will email                                                               this afternoon and ask them to come in to see 
me this week so that we can talk about their schedules and their needs for this semester. I will let you know when those meetings are 
set and would welcome the chance to talk with you about each kid. 

Thanks for being so clear in your communication with your team and with me. It certainly helps me do my job. The 
confusion is my fault. That situation has been corrected. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Separate email with schedules to follow from my ~gmail.com account. 

>>> C D Mock        8:51 AM >>> 
Tony, here is another one I got as response. seems to think he did set up a meeting time with you ..... 

>>> <       ~email.unc.edu>        8:40 PM >>> 
Quoting C D Mock <cd@uncaa.tmc.edu>: 

> All        and new transfers were told to schedule a weekly 
> appointment with Tony in the Academic Center. It was very clear that 
> this was to be done by last Friday. Only four guys accomplished 
> this; The following did NOT: 
> 

> 

> 



> If this is not completed by ALL of these guys by Wednesday at 5pm, 
> the entire team will meet this coming Friday morning at 7:00am for 
> conditioning; it will not be pleasant. 
> 

> 

> Study Hall for all starts this week. You should have 
> received an email with the hours you are scheduled to be at study 
> hall. If you did not, YOU need to contact Tony TODAY! There will 
> be no excuses and no exceptions; miss study hall or tutorial and you 
> will incur early morning workouts. Continue to miss and you will 
> lose scholarship and miss competitions. 
> 

> 

> Finally, the following people have not responded to my prior email 
> regarding parking passes. I need the make and type of your car, your 
> plates, and the state. The list will be sent in on Wednesday 
> morning. If I don’t have this info. by then, you are not getting a 
> parking pass.: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> C.D. Mock 
> UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
> 
> Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> (919) 962-5212 
> coach I have a scheduled meeting already with Tony. Its mondays at 12:15 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                4:54 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Coach, 

Is there a time just before or after you practice when we could meet with them? I tutor Wed and Thurs nights - 7 - 10. I can be available on short notice almost any other 
times, and I’ll bring the tutoring assignments for                  with me. I’d love to get them started this week. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 4:32 PM >>> 
I think that is awesome. How- would you like to proceed? 

>>> Tony Yount 
All the 

2:53 PM >>> 
now- have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 

A meeting in your office with the 5 you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required to meet with me weekly with 

evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, conversations to convince me that they’ve done the reading, etc.) that they 

axe handling the responsibilities of the course. The first failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will 

result in required check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and 
those sessions each week. 

(DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they should be assigned to attend 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:45 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Friday before they lift sounds good to me. I’d guess 20 minutes would be enough to set expectations for them, a weekly meeting time 
with each one, and to hear the same points of emphasis from both of us at the same time. 

We could meet in room 227 to have enough room. 

Thanks, 
Tony 

>>> C D Mock        8:31 AM >>> 
How long will it take? We lift over there Friday at 4:15; we can do it before that. If you want to go sooner, we lift today at 3pm and I 
can bring them up to you after weight training which will be about 4:15 or so? 

>>> Tony Yount 4:54 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Is there a time just before or after you practice when we could meet with them? I tutor Wed and Thurs nights - 7 - 10. I can be 
available on short notice almost any other times, and I’ll bring the tutoring assignments for with me. I’d love to get 
them started this week. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        4:32 PM >>> 
I think that is awesome. How would you like to proceed? 

>>> Tony Yount 
All the 

2:53 PM >>> 
now have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 
A meeting in your office with the 5 you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required 
to meet with me weekly with evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, 
conversations to convince me that they’ve done the reading,etc.) that they are handling the responsibilities of the course. The first 
failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will result in required 
check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and       (DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they 
should be assigned to attend those sessions each week. 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Reports 

just left my office. She has an add form signed by an EXSS professor with permission to add the class. She is on her way to 
her advising team’s office to process the paperwork. I caught that yesterday afternoon and called Jenny and left a message that 
should not practice. I’m learning. That situation should be cleared by this afternoon. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 
Here is today’s report. 

9:23 AM >>> 

Tony,          w. lax, has bee added to the report. Do you know her status? Looks like she dropped CHEM 
may not practice today until she has officially registered for 12 hours. Please let me know. 

yesterday. She 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:12 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Academics 

Friday at 3:15 in room 227. I’ll be ready. 
Thanks, 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 9:04 AM >>> 
I will have them there by 3:15 

>>> Tony Yount        8:44 AM >>> 
Friday before they lift sounds good to me. I’d guess 20 minutes would be enough to set expectations for them, a weekly meeting time with each 
one, and to hear the same points of emphasis from both of us at the same time. 

We could meet in room 227 to have enough room. 

Thanks, 
Tony 

>>> C D Mock 8:31 AM >>> 
How long will it take? We lift over there Friday at 4:15; we can do it before that. If you want to go sooner, we lift today at 3pm and I can bring 
them up to you after weight training which will be about 4:15 or so? 

>>> Tony Yount 4:54 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Is there a time just before or after you practice when we could meet with them? I tutor Wed and Thurs nights - 7 - 10. I can be available on short 
notice almost any other times, and I’ll bring the tutoring assignments for                 with me. I’d love to get them started this week. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 4:32 PM >>> 
I think that is awesome. How would you like to proceed? 

>>> Tony Yount 
All the 

2:53 PM >>> 
now have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 
A meeting in your office with the 5 , you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required to meet 
with me weekly with evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, conversations to convince me 
that they’ve done the reading,etc.) that they are handling the responsibilities of the course. The first failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure 
to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will result in required check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate 
for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and       (DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they should be 
assigned to attend those sessions each week. 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:58 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 

just came by and asked about an appointment. Based on this email from you, I told him that he does not need a weekly 
appointment. I asked him to check with you at practice today to see if there had been a change. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock         1:55 PM >>> 
walk-ons do not need to be included; I will get you contact list 

>>> Tony Yount 1:07 PM >>> 
Coach, 

came by my office this am and asked about tutoring schedules and hours. Do you want your walkons included in 
those tutoring assignments and in your weekly report? If so, are there other        like       that I should add? 

ff its possible, a list of the team members with contact info would be very helpful to me if someone in your office could send it to me. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 11:54 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

I’m tracking down now. Called her coach and they actually have their first practice next Monday, so they haven’t practiced yet. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/6/2007 9:49 AM >>> 
Today’s report. 

Kym, any update on 

Tony, it looks like 
activities yesterday. 

situation was not resolved. She is still in an underload. I hope she did not participate in an practice 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 11:30 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wrestling 

Looking forward to today’s meeting. Can I get a heads up why was added to the list? 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        12:51 PM >>> 
Some of you have asked about when we are offfor the Holidays so you can plan accordingly. It is difficult to make time 
commitments at this time since a lot will be determined by where we are at the time. However, you should expect to be off for Fall 
Break from               (that means we practice 

Although we do not have class over Thanksgiving on I would not recommend going home unless you live very 
close. We will most likely have some light workouts to get ready for Vegas. If you know you are not going to Vegas I have no 
problem with you going home during that break. 

For Holidays we are planning on keeping most of you through i            Some of you will be permitted to leave after exams but 
most of you will stay through the      Conversely, most of you will be required to return for 6pm practice on             Some 
of you will not return until classes begin on          I will discuss that specifically later as we get closer to the date. If you have 
questions about when you need to be here let me know. This is the best I can do right now. 

Reminder: following people are to meet with me over at the Academic Center at Tony’s office on Friday before lifting at 3:15: 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                4:16 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wrestling 

Thanks for bringing them over. The meeting schedule is as follows: 
Tuesdays - 1:20 
Tuesdays - 1:40 
Tuesdays - 2:00 

- Tuesdays- 2:20 
- Wednesdays - noon 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        12:18 PM >>> 
He dropped a class which gives him no le-way and I just wanted him there to hear what you had to say .... 

>>> Tony Yount        11:30 AM >>> 
Looking forward to today’s meeting. Can I get a heads up why was added to the list? 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        12:51 PM >>> 
Some of you have asked about when we are offfor the Holidays so you can plan accordingly. It is difficult to make time 
commitments at this time since a lot will be determined by where we are at the time. However, you should expect to be off for Fall 
Break from               (that means we practice 

Although we do not have class over Thanksgiving on               I would not recommend going home unless you live very 
close. We will most likely have some light workouts to get ready for Vegas. If you know you are not going to Vegas I have no 
problem with you going home during that break. 

For Holidays we are planning on keeping most of you through             Some of you will be permitted to leave after exams but 
most of you will stay through the 19th. Conversely, most of you will be required to return for 6pm practice on             Some 
of you will not return until classes begin on January 9. I will discuss that specifically later as we get closer to the date. If you have 
questions about when you need to be here let me know. This is the best I can do right now. 

Reminder: following people are to meet with me over at the Academic Center at Tony’s office on Friday before lifting at 3:15: 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  8:28 AM 
Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Report... 

graduated degree awarded. She’s taking grad school courses. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy         8:51 AM >>> 
Here is the 12 hour report for today. Nothing has changed. 

I still do not have underload approval forms on file for the following people: 

Anything you can do to help obtain that information would be very helpful. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Dropped course 

It occurred to me just after you left my office with the drop form that I should have asked you about your reasons for dropping, and I 
should have looked at your transcript to see if there were implications for graduation. As I look at your transcript, it looks like you’ll 
need 17 hours in the spring to graduate. I encourage you to schedule a meeting soon with your academic adviser for the university and 
have someone in that office check your transcript to see that all is in order for you to graduate. They have the final authority in that 
area. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly meetings 

Coach 

all               have met with me this week. they had their academic information as I had requested. We have schedules for their 
exams, papers, assignments for the semester, on time and prepared, was prepared but had 
forgotten his meeting time, was late, and needed a reminder. So far so good. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:35 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

.doc.pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

serious student, up to date on courses and assignments. Important tests begin next week. 

reports that her first Engtish paper was She does not have a major test for 2 more weeks. 
Sheis engaged, up to date, responsibte. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

GEOL tutor has been found. DRAM still an issue. Study Ha[[ hours not met. Tutor schedule conflicts 

should not keep him from earning hours. 

Seems to be in control - wi[[ address study ha[[ hours issue next week. Major tests begin next week. 

Confident student. Came to the meeting prepared. We have a schedule now for his academic semester. 

Anticipate no problems. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii !i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
I had a better feeling about his confidence [eve[ this week. His first 2 major tests are 2 weeks away. 

Mature kid. Takes advantage of tutor opportunities. Up to date on courses. Anticipate not problems 

good meeting with him. Seems to be a bright kid. Some issues with organization that bear watching. Wi[[ 

address study ha[[ hours next week. STOR class may take some extra effort. 

Has a relatively heavy load that wi[[ need dose attention. Uses his resources we[[. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii !i!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an    on the first PSYC test. Up and down results in CHIN - a course he is working very 

hard on. Seems more organized and academically sound this week than last. 

Great kid. Very organized. ECON is his biggest worry and he is working with the tutor. I am confident 
about his adacemic success. 

More confident this week than last. Organized and in good shape. Major tests start next week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:50 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Wlaxweekly    pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

ALL the records I could accumulate by Friday shows short on hours this week. I wiLL check with her 
about that. 

worked hard on her history Last week. 

very impressed with her academic capability and her maturity and ability to manage many interest. 

Anticipate no problems with 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

wiLL check with about her Low hours. 

First two midterms for are this week in MATH ~t DRAM. She seems OK and on top of things. 

=: .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

weeky meeting scheduled for Wed afternoons instead of study haLL hours. We wiLL begin this week. 

her minor quizzes are good so far. Major Math test this week - 2 more midterms next week. On top of 

her schedule. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
She’s very confident in her academic ability, and its been difficult to get her into a meeting. First 

meeting was fine and she was prepared with syLLabi to make a calendar of major academic events. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

very responsible about earning hours 

First major DRAM exam is this week. TaLked about foLLowing through on paperwork for extended time on 

tests, which she wiLL need. 

Seems up to date on her courses and responsibilities. 

Good meeting. Up to date and on top of things academicaLLy. 
::::: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

told me that she has all her work done and is up to date in all courses 

first midterm this week in HIST. compLeteLy grounded in all areas. Great kid 

nice kid, been in to see me about history. ResponsibLe about earning hours with a great attitude. 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

Reports a good SPAN quiz grade. Midterm in DRAM this week. 

Academically, I think she’s in good shape. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                   12:01 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

weekl;y    pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

schedule is challenging and midterms begin for him this week. He missed his HIST    tutorial with 

me last week. I’[[ find out why when we meet tomorrow. 

Good meeting with who appears to be managing we[[. His first midterm is on Friday. 

has a drama midterm this week. Good meeting. Anticipate no problems from him. 

Of the upperclassmen that I met,        was the most serious of those 5 students. Was understanding 
and appreciative of the way we’ve chosen to handle his low grades. He had evidence that he is working 

in a[[ his courses. 

Midterms start this week. Uses study ha[[ we[[. He seems a bit nervous about academics. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
seem more clued in this week. A[[ over study ha[[ last week. I fee[ better about him after this 

meeting. 

Good impression of from our first meeting. He seemed organized and focused. 

iiiiiiii 
came prepared to the first weekly meeting and was serious and cooperative. 

needs to bring me documentation on transfer hours when he gets it in the mail Good meeting. 
Impressed with his command of his schedule. 

::::::::: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

i iiiiiiii 
[ate to the first meeting but he was prepared with syllabi and we made a schedule of his major 

academic events this semester. 

iiiiiii ................... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
had his information with him. He’s worded about his SOCI class. We discussed tutoring options. Wi[[ 
monitor him closely. Seems less committed than to correcting his academic 
situation. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii ii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
has his first major midterm this week in HIST. He’s in the building often for study hours during the 

day, but not much at night. 
::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiii ................ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Nice kid and had his material Worried about ECON. Tutoring possibilities explored. Talked him into 

waiting to drop SOCI    . Wi[[ check on that tomorrow. 

 : .i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

Seemed more in control of his academics this week. Beginning to understand how much time and effort 
it wi[[ take. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:56 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

was in for her weekly meeting today. Her PID was incorrectly entered into the study hall computer which prevented her 
from getting credit for some of her hours last week. I made the correction this morning with her sitting there. Should be no problems 
in the future. 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Thanks Tony 

2:00 PM >>> 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepag~es.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 11:49 AM >>> 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                    4:01 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: 

and I had a nice meeting this morning. We discussed the implications and the timing of the possibility of dropping the STOR class to lighten his load this 
semester. The fact that he came in with 9 hours credit certainly makes that a viable option. The end result of our discussion was that he will stay in the class until after 
the first midterm exam on      and evaluate at that time. He seemed encouraged by his most recent grade in the STOR class and the help that he had gotten from 

an amazing math tutor that works with us here. We agreed that he would concentrate this week on the two midterms that he has in other classes, and that next 
Tuesday, his focus would return to the STOR class in preparation for the first midterm there in 

I emphasized to him that the decision to drop is his. The last day to drop a class this semester is       He seemed comfortable with hanging on to the STOR until after 
the midterm. There will be plenty of time to drop the course after that exam if things don’t go well. 

Just wanted to keep you in the loop. 

Tony 

>>>~ ~aol.com> 

Dear Mr. Yount, 

8:19 AM >>> 

Thanks for keeping me informed.?      is a very bright and hard working young man.?     needs to decide before it’s too late whether to drop a class.? It appears to 
me that he is spending too much time trying to figure out stors and doesn’t have the time for his other classes which is stressing him ont.?In addition to taking taking 16 
difficult credits, he is going to physical therapy,    training, study hall and tutoring.? I just wanted someone to monitor his emotional state and consult with him 
whether or not to drop a class.??He seems to be having a difficult time prioritizing due to being overwhelmed.??Thanks?again for keeping me in the loop. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:15 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: help 

>>> Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony: 

8:56 AM >>> 

I need the who made Dean’s List last fall and spring 

Thanks ! 

Lee 

On 8:37 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Lee, 
> 

> Yesterday when you called, I was deep in the middle of a tutoring session with 
> 3 of our athletes delving into the causes, misunderstandings, mistakes made 
> during the Vietnam War. I jotted down what you needed from me on the backs of 
> one of the sheets of paper in front of me. That paper also contained things I 
> had written for the students and one of them took it with her. 
> 
> Bottom line. I know that you called and asked for information and I think I 
> remember that it was            but I confess that I don’t remember what I 
> need to get for you. Please remind me. 
> 
> I apologize - rookie mistake. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:45 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Varied 

has a weekly meeting time scheduled and a tutor schedule. 

were in for their weekly meetings today. The other two are scheduled later in the week. 

had 2 good grades to report, is a bit nervous in Anatomy but otherwise in good shape. 

struggled on a test because he said he did not know that the profs notes were online and on powerpoint that he could have used 
to prepare for the exam. Found out AFTER the test he says. Also he was unaware that participation in experiments were required for 
PSYC. He hadn’t read his syllabus. We agreed he would schedule his experiments this week and I reminded him of tutoring sessions 
appropriate to his needs. 

may have failed to earn credit for an assignment that is 10% of his grade because he submitted it late. A long story about an 
expired OI~£YEN password was his excuse. I sent him directly to the professor with assignment in hand and told him to try and submit 
the paper in person. 

Another bad week from and I think we should talk about assigning required study hall hours. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             2007 4:33 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

weekly    .pdf 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

He’s going to drop POLl     Upper [eve[ course and very difficult for him. Good decision. Struggling 

with MATH - more tutor time recommended. He worked hard with me this week on his HIST test today. 

worked pretty hard on a HIST test this week (taken today). Major GEOL test next week. Has had trouble 

making his way to the tutor. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
only NOT to make his weekly meeting this week. Also did NOT make his hours this week. I was 

impressed with this kid, but he didn’t perform this week. 

iiiiiii 
reports his first 2 Social PSYC grades are Good news. Worried about Anatomy. Good meeting. 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~i i i i i i i i i i i~i~i ~i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
first two major tests are next week. Seemed a bit more confident in today’s meeting. Uses study 

hat[ weft. 

has figured out the study ha[[ system and is using it we[[. Much better than the first week. 
Cruising until early October when major tests start for him. 

shifted DRAM tutor schedule to accommodate him. GEOL test today, and DRAM next Monday wi[[ give us 
a read on his ability. Uses study hall well. 

great meeting. Understands what and why we are requiring him to do. Needs help with ECON and 
we found a tutor. Solid everywhere else. 

emai[ed you earlier - not a good meeting. Missed an assignment - made lame excuses 

Persona[ responsibility is an issue. He hadn’t read his syllabi - said he was unaware of too many 

requirements to be successful academically 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
worked with me on HIST exam that he took today. Conscientious about study ha[[ hours, but I 

wonder how much studying he’s doing outside of that time. 

but only after being reminded and making the meeting a day [ate. Has an ECON exam Monday that wi[[ 

dominate his weekend. Also and ENGL paper due this week. Likely to drop SOC Too many hours to 

manage. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

First HIST    did not go we[[ - no score yet but he knows he brew it. Working now regu[arty with a HIST 
tutor. No real ENGL grades yet. Academics are going to be a struggle for him. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  10:49 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

weekb pdf 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

reports a on a DRAM midterm and an on an ENGL paper. Tutor schedule conflicts have been 

resolved. Seems more confident each week. 

reports a on a SPAN test. 2 major tests this week. Working on extended time for test-taking. Good 

idea 

2 major tests next week. Competent and seems to be in good shape academically. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
3 major tests this week. We discussed time management and preparation. Could be a rough week for 

next week. 

resolved a tutor issue for ECON which he had requested, seems aware of what he needs and 
what he needs to do. 

trouble with STOR class and may drop after exam. Nice use of study hall this week. SPAN and 
DRAM exams this week. 

reports a on his first ENGL paper. HIST test last FMday. appears to be managing well. 

started ECON tutoring - big test this week. Working hard in CHIN class. First ENGL paper was a 

a pleasure to meet with 2 major tests this week. Seems committed and organized. Uses study 
hall well. 

3 major tests this week. Welcome to college. Talked about study time management and preparation. 
Big week for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  2:59 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: meetings 

called 10 minutes into the time allotted for his meeting. He said he’d be here tomorrow at 11:40. 

made his meeting today. He had missed a deadline for turning in a paper last week. He saw the professor, who accepted the 
paper, and he got an on the assignment. I saw the paper today and he was penalized points for the late factor, had a much 
better week and was up to date. Major test for him tomorrow. 

was in with a bad grade          in his first Anatomy test. He studied a lot of things that weren’t on the test and didn’t study 
a lot of things that were. He’s already talked with the professor and has convinced me that he’s doing the right things to correct that 
situation. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 2:10 PM >>> 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 1:53 PM >>> 
coach, 
i am going to miss the meeting with tony today i know it is late and 
all but i didnt bring clothes to practice today and i went home to get 
them and i cant get back until someone comes home i will however see 
him tomorrow to make up what i missed, sorry to make a hassle and i 
know you will be pissed but know im not trying to make you do anymore 
work i made a mistake today sorry 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Finmace Office 

here’s the i~ffo Amy sent me about your scholarship mad costs. Please forward to your parents. 

From Amy Herman: 
Tony, 

Got your message. I sent the Cashier’s Office an email to confirm, but we are paying $7,271 toward semester tuition, which I believe should leave a 

tuition charge of $2,405.50 for her to pay. Then she would also need to pay any other charges that are on the bill (e. g., fees, room, board plan, etc.). 

You can feel free to pass this information on to her. I will also let you know- when I get the confirmation from the Cashier’s Office. 

Thmaks, 
Amy 

and then from the cashier’s office, your parents should get a bill for $7047.79 - which is the amount they owe after your scholarship was subtracted from the total. 

Please let your parents know-. I hope this helps. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:35 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Thank you. Info shared with 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman         11:25 AM >>> 
FYI from the Cashier’s Office. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 
They have not paid anything, so she owes $7047.79. 

11:21 AM>>> 

Amy Herman wrote: 
> Cassandra, 
> 

> Can you tell me how much she needs to pay for the    and how that 
> breaks down? She’s confused about her bill. I know we’re paying $7,271 
> toward her tuition, so she should owe $2,405.50 for tuition, but 
> I’m not sure what her other charges are for the term (e.g., fees, room, 
> board). 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:23 PM 

herb.garman@unc.edu 

Dr. Garman 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in DRAM        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:28 PM 

mapes@email.unc.edu 

Dr. Mapes 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in GEOL        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:29 PM 

neta@email.unc.edu 

Professor Neta, 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

gladchuk@email.unc.edu 

Ms. Gladchuk 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in PHYA        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

rabinowitz@unc.edu 

Dr. Rabinowitz 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                 team here at Carolina. One of our athletes,                           is in POLI 
with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist Jennifer through this semester. If you could provide a brief update 
concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:3 8 PM 

nnix@email.unc.edu 

Mr. Nix 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in POLI        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Mr. Priselac 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:40 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Not on the roster that you sent to me but registration sent a drop form to me for approval. His form cannot be processed because he 
has outstanding traffic violations with the university. Do you have contact with him, or a phone number. I will email him, but his form 
can’t get processed until he fulfills the traffic obligation. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  3:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 

Thank you very much for this information and for your time. 

Tony 

>>>l @email.unc.edu> 1:33 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
So far I don’t have much substantive information to provide you. 
According to my records has only attended one recitation (the 
first). For two of those three absences she emailed me in advance 
that she would not be attending recitation to attend to religious 
obligations. 

As far as graded work goes, the students have only had one graded 
assignment, and based on that assignment I have no concerns about her 
progress. 

I hope this helps, 
Matt Priselac 

On , at 4:40 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Mr. Priselac 
> 
> My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the 
> team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
>           is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am 
> looking for any information that you could provide to help me 
> assist Jennifer through this semester. If you could provide a brief 
> update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance 
> record in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I 
> would greatly appreciate it. 
> 
> Thank you very much for your help and your time. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Center for Student Athletes 
> 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reported an 81 in HIST and and 80 on a POLl paper. Good start for her. And she was on time for 

her meetings and sessions this week, a great improvement. She’s off to a solid start academically. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

reports a 78 on HIST and 70% on a Po[i paper. Disappointed in her grades but I think its normal 

adjustment to college and I’m not worried about her academically. She’s solid and works hard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:3 7 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coach, 

I’m sorry that this report is late. I was introduced to APR’s. When I think I have a handle on something, they give me something new 
to learn. 

and study hall hours are a problem for the 3rd week in a row. He says that he does not get credit for hours that he 
spends with our tutors. I asked him to email the tutors for confirmation of his hours. I have heard nothing from him since I asked him 
to do that. could meet those hours by actually signing in to study hall and working there to avoid the problem he is having 
with reporting. 

Frankly, the hour reporting system is flawed. I can attest that the hours I send to you were put in. I can see flaws in the system when 
tutors don’t report that students were with them. 

The tutor that you wrote about who failed to show up twice is being replaced. 

Tony 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reports an 82 on his GEOL midterm. No problems 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a 62 in GEOL and a 74 in DRAM. Hours are down but due to dinner at Coach’s house. 

reports a 98 in ECON and an 85 in JAPA. Solid student 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a 58 in ECON - we[[ below class avg. 3 major grades should come in this week and we’[[ have a 

handle on      academics. I am worried. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no major grades yet - no problems anticipated 

85 in SPAN and 88 in DRAM were two good grades this week. Major STOR test next week and then we’[[ 

decide to drop or keep that class. His confidence grows each week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
very impressed with his ability to handle himself and his responsibilities. HIST test was an 89 - excellent 

grade in that class. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports 64 in ECON and 64 in CHIN. Grades not spectacular - puts in lots of hours of work. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a 65 on ECON and an 85 on ENGL. I am still unclear about his academic abilities. No major tests 

for a while now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               1:41 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Re msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Priselac <priselac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  1:33 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Tony, 
So far I don’t have much substantive information to provide you. 
According to my records    has only attended one recitation (the 
first). For two of those three absences she emailed me in advance 
that she would not be attending recitation to attend to religious 
obligations. 

As far as graded work goes, the students have only had one graded 
assignment, and based on that assignment I have no concerns about her 
progress. 

I hope this helps, 

On at 4:40 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Mr. 
> 
> My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the 
> team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
>           ~is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am 
> looking for any information that you could provide to help me 
> assist       through this semester. If you could provide a brief 
> update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance 
> record in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I 
> would greatly appreciate it. 
> 
> Thank you very much for your help and your time. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Center for Student Athletes 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,              9:23 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Re_ msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<gladchuk@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               6:18 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Tony, 
is recieved a 90 on her exam, however, participation is 50% of her 

grade. If you could help me in making sure she comes, that would be 
great. 

Julie 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ms. Gladchuk 
> 

> My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the 
> team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
>            is in PHYA        with you this semester. I am looking 
> for any information that you could provide to help me assist 
> through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning 
> her academic progress with you, her attendance record in your class, 
> and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly 
> appreciate it. 
> 
> Thank you very much for your help and your time. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Center for Student Athletes 
> 

> 



Weekly Report 

Saturday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

no meeting this week due to competition on Friday. 

:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i ................ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiii ................ 

reports a 78 on HIST and 70% on a Po[i paper. Disappointed in her grades but I think its normal 

adjustment to college and I’m not worried about her academically. She’s solid and works hard. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               7:3 6 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Jenny, 

Some of the girl’s hours were a bit short because of the scrinnnage, 
are the two freshmen that I think 

may struggle with the academic end of things. I get a sense that they’re treading water right now and we’ll have a clear picture of their 

progress after 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               7:3 9 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coach, 

Some kids are short hours. Several tutors did not report hours this week and some of the kids are short due to that. I wish I could 

accurately report their hours but frankly, the system here is flawed. The hours that I do report to you, I am confident that the kids were 
here. BUt it is possible that they were with tutors and those hours were not reported. 

and I are clear and on the same page now. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@generationcompanies. com> 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

@generationcompanies.com; Tony’ ’Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tonv Yount <tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good morning Tony. We talked about ~etting together as you will be on 
vacation during our orientation           I believe you are leaving 

What is the best day of the week and best time of the day to come see you? 
ffyou have preferred dates or times, let me know. 
How long should we plan to meet? 
Does need to complete the foreign language placement test before we 
meet with you? 

Thanks, 

r@generationcompanies.com 

www.generationcompanies.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:ton¥¥ount@unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, PM 
To: ¯ @generationcompanies.com> 
Subject: Re: My account! 

Hello 

Thanks for you email. I think that this link will help clarify the Math 
situation. These requirements were recently changed which probably explains 
why the high school counselors didn’t know. 

There are scenarios where the placement tests aren’t necessary. For example, 
students majoring Communication Studies don’t have to take Math courses in 
that require Math    placement, but that is a rare exception. If 
knows for certain what she wants to major in, I can check and let you know 
if the placement tests are necessary, but most students are not certain, and 
taking the placement test is usually necessary. 

http ://math.unc.edu/for-undergrads/placement-info 



It says on that page that the test should be taken during the senior year 
and the scores available by orientation. That is optimal, but not required. 
I actually recommend that students have a firm idea of a major before taking 
math courses, since so many majors require different courses. So taking 
courses other than math in the first year is fine. 

I hope this helps. My cell is 
questions. 

and I’m happy to answer 

Tony 

On 

< 

, at 2:03 PM, Jeff Casfleberry 
@generationcompanies.com> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, I’m         dad. We look forward to working with you. On 
> this placement test subject, just to clarify, I now understand she 
> must take one of these tests in order to place out of Math but 
> does she have to take one of the tests even if she plans to take Math 
> 
> We’re trying to determine how we missed the need to take this. 
>         ; advisor in high school who also happens to be the upper 
> school director knows the ins and outs at UNC and we asked him 
> repeatedly if there was anything missing. I’ve asked several of 
> teammates also going and the parents didn’t realize a separate math 
> placement test was needed. Are we missing something? I feel like we 
> missed knowing this was needed until we saw it in one of your recent 
emails. 
> 
> Thanks for any color you can provide on this! Take care, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

’@generationcompanies.com 

> www.generationcompanies.com 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday. 1:32 PM 
> To : ’@generationcompanies.com 
> Subject: FW: My account! 
> 

> 

@live.unc.edu] 



> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday~ 7:48 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: My account! 
> 

> Hi 
> 

> Thanks for the update. 
> 
> Regular Math does not count for Math placement, but the ACT does. You 
> need a Math score of 27 on the ACT Math to place out of MATH    or a 
> score of 520 on either the SAT Math Subject Test 1 or 2 to place out of 
MATH 
> Doesn’t matter which test you take, but you’ll have to take one before 
> you take Math at Carolina. 
> 
> You signed up for Orientation I believe in Session 8. I’ll be on 
> vacation then. I normally spend about an hour with each incoming 
> freshman walking you guys through the registration process that you 
> have to go through during your orientation session. I’d really like to 
> do that with you sometime before I head west on       . ff you’ve got 
> an hour that we could do that between now and then, that would be great. 
Will you be in CH for anything? 
> Let me know what you think. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 7:08 PM, Cameron Hardy Castleberry 
> ~live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the 
>> regular 
> math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I need 
> to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test! ACT? 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@generationcompmaies.com> 

Wednesday: 12:26 PM 

@generationcompmaies.com; Tony’ ’Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Great Tony. We’ll work to have all of this completed and get back to you 
with some dates and times to meet. 

Thanks, 

’@generationcompanies.com 

www.generationcompanies, com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount~)nnc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday,             12:21 PM 
To: " ’(~generationcompanies.com> 
Subject: Re: 

should complete the foreign language exam before we meet. She should 
also complete a scheduling module that will be emailed to her by the 
orientation folks two weeks before her assigned date. It would be good if we 
could meet after she has completed both of those items. 

I would suggest meeting the week of My schedule is pretty 
flexible and I could easily meet you and in the evening as well. My 
days are mostly clear after 11 am any day that week. If you prefer to meet 
in the evening, Tu Wed or Thurs are best. 

Let me know- what works. 

Tony 

On at 9:57 AM, / 
@generationcompanies.com> 

wrote: 

> Good morning Tony. We talked about ~etting together as you will be on 
> vacation during our orientation I believe you are leaving 
> 

> 

> What is the best day of the week and best time of the day to come see you? 
> If you have preferred dates or times, let me know-. 
> How- long should we plan to meet? 
> Does         need to complete the foreign language placement test 
> before we mee~ with you? 
> 
> Thanks, 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

@generationcompanies.com 

> www.generationcompanies, com 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonvyount(~a)unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, i 3:09 PM 
> To: @generationcompanies.com> 
> Subject: Re: My account! 
> 

> Helle 
> 

> Thanks for you email. I think that this link will help clarify the 
> Math situation. These requirements were recently changed which 
> probably explains why the high school counselors didn’t know-. 
> 

> There axe scenarios where the placement tests aren’t necessary. For 
> example, students majoring Communication Studies don’t have to take 
> Math courses in that require Math    placement, but that is a rare 
> exception. If         knows for certain what she wants to major in, I 
> can check and let you know- if the placement tests axe necessary, but 
> most students are not certain, and taking the placement test is usually 
necessary. 
> 

> http://math.unc, edu/for-undergrads/placement-info 
> 

> It says on that page that the test should be taken during the senior 
> year and the scores available by orientation. That is optimal, but not 
required. 
> I actually recommend that students have a firm idea of a maj or before 
> taking math courses, since so many majors require different courses. 
> So taking courses other than math in the first year is fine. 
> 

> I hope this helps. My cell is and I’m happy to answer 
> questions. 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On , at 2:03 PM, 
> ¢@generationcompanies.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony, I’m dad. We look forward to working with you. 
>> On this placement test subject, just to clarify, I now- understand 
>> she must taJ~e one of these tests in order to place out of Math 
>> but does she have to take one of the tests even if she plans to take Math 

>> 

>> We’re trying to determine how- we missed the need to take this. 
>>         . advisor in high school who also happens to be the upper 
>> school director knows the ins and outs at UNC and we asked him 
>> repeatedly if there was anything missing. I’ve asked several of 

teammates also going and the parents didn’t realize a separate 
>> math placement test was needed. Are we missing something? I feel 
>> like we missed knowing this was needed until we saw- it in one of your 
>> recent 



> emails. 
>> 

>> Thanks for any color you can provide on this! Take care, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>> 

>~" ’@generationcompanies.com 
>> 

>> www.generationcompaaies.com 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @live.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 1:32 PM 
>> Tc ~generatloncompanies.com 
>> SubJect: p w: My account! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
>> Senl: Tuesdnv 7:48 PM 
>> To: 

>> Subject: Re: My account! 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> Thanks for the update. 
>> 

>> Regular Math does not count for Math placement, but the ACT does. You 
>> need a Math score of 27 on the ACT Math to place out of MATH or 
>> a score of 520 on either the SAT Math Subject Test 1 or 2 to place 
>> out of 
> MATH 
>> Doesn’t matter which test you tale, but you’ll have to take one 
>> before you take Math at Carolina. 
>> 

>> You signed up for Orientation I believe in Session 8. I’ll be on 
>> vacation then. I normally spend about an hour with each incoming 
>> freshman walking you guys through the registration process that you 
>> have to go through during your orientation session. I’d really like 
>> to do that with you sometime before I head west on       . If you’ve 
>> got an hour that we could do that between now- and tlaen, tlaat would be 
great. 
> Will you be in CH for anything? 
>> Let me know- what you think. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 7:08 PM, 
>> @live.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the 
>>> regular 
>> math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I 
>> need to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 



2~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

summer classes 

Hi, Tony, 

Could I still sign up for summer classes? I know you told me I don’t really have to take any, but I’m still worried about my 
fall schedule and I figure I’m going to be in town anyway I think. If you could let me know, I would really appreciate it! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

summer classes 

Hi, Tony, 

Could I still sign up for summer classes? I know you told me I don’t really have to take any, but I’m still worried about my 
fall schedule and I figure I’m going to be in town anyway I think. If you could let me know, I would really appreciate it! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

l@live.unc.edu> 
Saturday,            6:3 5 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Orientation prep 

Tony, 

The only question I have is how many hours do I sign up for again? I also have around 5 or 6 classes in my shopping cart if you want 
to take a look. 

Thank you, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Orientation prep 

Well, let me ask if you’ve taken your language test, and if you’ve completed the orientation training module that they sent to you? You 
need to have both done before you come. And do you have courses in your shopping cart? That’s the main thing - having multiple 
backups in your shopping cart so that when you don’t get your first choices, you can very quickly make adjustments if you don’t get 
into all your first choices. 

Entirely up to you though. But work on that shopping cart - that’s the main thing. 

Tony 

On , at 5:09 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> I don’t mind not meeting again but if you think it is beneficial for me to go again then I can totally stop by because I still need to get 
my book for summer class and my one card. 
> 

> Just let me know if you want to meet again. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday: 2:12 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Orientation prep 
> 

> 

> 

> Are you going to come over for an orientation prep session with me before orientation starts on Monday? I’ve set aside Sunday 
afternoon and evening to meet with the 7 of you that are coming. 
> 
> But we’ve already met, so you might be comfortable without another meeting with me. Its up to you. Let me know if you’d like to 
come. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            8: 5 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Orientation prep 

Okay thank you! We also need to be done by 2 correct? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Orientation prep 

you should sign up for 16 hours - 5 regular classes and a 1 hour LFIT class. Get that credit out of the way in the off season. 

you’ll want 20 courses in your shopping cart at least - lots of backups, because your odds of getting your first choices aren’t all that 
good. You’ll save yourself lots of time on Tuesday if you have already done the searching for your backup classes. 

Tony 

On , at 6:35 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> The only question I have is how many hours do I sign up for again? I also have around 5 or 6 classes in my shopping cart if you 
want to take a look. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> From: Yotmt, Tony |tonvvount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Orientation prep 
> 
> Well, let me ask if you’ve taken your language test, and if you’ve completed the orientation training module that they sent to you? 
You need to have both done before you come. And do you have courses in your shopping cart? That’s the main thing - having multiple 
backups in your shopping cart so that when you don’t get your first choices, you can very quickly make adjustments if you don’t get 
into all your first choices. 
> 
> Entirely up to you though. But work on that shopping cart - that’s the main thing. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 5:09 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> I don’t mind not meeting again but if you think it is beneficial for me to go again then I can totally stop by because I still need to 
get my book for summer class and my one card. 
>> 

>> Just let me know if you want to meet again. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Yount, Tony [tonvyount@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday,            2:12 PM 



>> To: : 
>> Subject: Orientation prep 
>> 

>> Are you going to come over for an orientation prep session with me before orientation starts on Monday? I’ve set aside Sunday 
afternoon and evening to meet with the 7 of you that are coming. 
>> 

>> But we’ve already met, so you might be comfortable without another meeting with me. Its up to you. Let me know if you’d like to 
come. 
>> 
>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:49 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Hi Tony! I’m really really sorry but we axe running behind schedule is there anyway we could move the meeting to later around 6 or 7? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesdav. 8:04 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

5 is perfect. I’ll see you in my office. Bring your mom. And be sure to bring the results of your foreign language exam and that you have completed the online module 
that is mentioned in the email. You won’t be allowed to register until you’ve finished. 

See you Sunday at 5. 

if you need directions 

Thanks 

Tony 

On , at 3:55 PM, ~live.unc.edu<mailto C~live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hi! I am planning on arriving in chapel hill on Sunday afternoon. Are you available around 5? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu<mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu>] 
Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 
To: 

Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Ladies, 

Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It would be enormously helpful if we 
(and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation starts on Monday morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and 
evening,       to meet with you to plan and prepare for the process of scheduling. I promise you it will be time well spent. 

If you are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you live close and want to come to CH 
before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know- when you axe available. We will meet in my office in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. 

By the time you get to CH you should have done these things: 

Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 

Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you will be allowed to register. You should 
complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 

I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet before 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            1:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Okay sounds good. Ill let you know when I arrive. 
Thank you so much! 
See you soon 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

I already have a 7 o’clock. If you get to Chapel Hill by six lets do it then if not we’ll need to move it to eight. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:49 PM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony! I’m really really sorry but we are miming behind schedule is there anyway we could move the meeting to later around 6 or 
7? 
> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday: 8:04 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 
> 
> 5 is perfect. I’ll see you in my office. Bring your mom. And be sure to bring the results of your foreign language exam and that you 
have completed the online module that is mentioned in the email. You won’t be allowed to register until you’ve finished. 
> 

> See you Sunday at 5. 
> 
> if you need directions 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 3:55 PM, 
> 

@live.unc. edu<mailto: @live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

> Hi! I am planning on arriving in chapel hill on Sunday afternoon. Are you available around 5? 
> 
> From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu<mailto:tonyvount~unc.edu>] 
> Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 
> To: 

> Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 
> 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It 
would be enormously helpful if we (and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation 
starts on Monday morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and evening, to meet with you to plan and prepare for the 
process of scheduling. I promise you it will be time well spent. 
> 
> If you are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If 
you live close and want to come to CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my 



office in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. 
> 
> By the time you get to CH you should have done these things: 
> 
> Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement! 
> 
> Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you 
will be allowed to register. You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 
> 
> I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet before 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Sunday,            5: 55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~aol.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Absolutely yes to the class. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 2, 2013, at 5:38 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jan, 

Met with             today. Wow. Very impressed. She has been prescheduled (Due to 
Morehead and Honors) into 3 classes that all are in the afternoon. One a seminar, easy to change. 
One an ENGL     specific to Business, but also easy to change. The third class is the one 
described below. It fulfills her Honors requirement and is a marvelous opportunity. It only meets 
one day (Thursday) each week from noon - 3:15.             didn’t want special treatment or to 
ask for special favors, but the opportunity to take this class is so wonderful that I thought it worth 
asking if she could miss once/week. She will be fine if you say no, 

Tony 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday,            9:46 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 

All she needed to do was send her transcripts, etc into admissions. I have a call into her now and will find out what the deal is. 

Chris 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:41 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: FW: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto: ] 
Sent: Monday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 

reports a grade of    on her first PORT    exam. Happy news. She has a paper due this Friday and will be working with our 
writing tutor Tues and Thursday afternoons to be certain that the paper is in good shape. 

From what I can see on Connect Carolina,       admission decision has not yet been made. That worries me since 2 weeks from 
today we need to be able to register her for summer II classes, and there are hoops to jump through before that can happen. Do you 
know anything about her admission status? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

stats 

@live.unc.edu> 

Yo T, does, have any spare slot today? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            4:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor 

Is there anyway you can ask him if we can go an hour earlier tomorrow then and do 2 hours? So instead of 5-6 go from 4-6? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sorry 
> 

> Tony 

will be out of town and unavailable for tutoring Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            11:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

chemistry 

Hi Tony, 

It’s I came and asked for a chem tutor recently. We just got our second test back in chem    and I got a 

on it. I am just really worried because I did all the reading and problems assigned up until the test and always go to 
class and pay attention. I studied literally all day Friday, Saturday, and Sunday leading up until the test on Monday, 
reread the chapters, went over notes, and even made notecards on the important ideas and equations from each chapter. 
I also did practice problems and was doing well on them and felt ready for the test. I even felt that I had done well on 
the test when I was taking it so I was really surprised and worried when I received my test grade back. I’m going in to 

meet with the teacher, but I am at a loss for what else I can do. 

I’m worried that the class is going to affect my GPA badly but I know it is too late to drop the class now, so I was 
wondering if you knew if there was anything else I could do like pass/fail the class or if I could how that would affect 
everything. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:22 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

chemistry 

Hi Tony, 

It’s 
I came and asked for a chem tutor recently. We just got our second test back in chem    and I got a 

on it. I am just really worried because I did all the reading and problems assigned up until the test and always go to 
class and pay attention. I studied literally all day Friday, Saturday, and Sunday leading up until the test on Monday, 
reread the chapters, went over notes, and even made notecards on the important ideas and equations from each chapter. 
I also did practice problems and was doing well on them and felt ready for the test. I even felt that I had done well on 
the test when I was taking it so I was really surprised and worried when I received my test grade back. I’m going in to 

meet with the teacher, but I am at a loss for what else I can do. 

I’m worried that the class is going to affect my GPA badly but I know it is too late to drop the class now, so I was 
wondering if you knew if there was anything else I could do like pass/fail the class or if I could how that would affect 

everything. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:13 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday Feedback Forms - 

.pdf 

Attached are the feedback forms from 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 AM 
To: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          07:47:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



CHEM 

TUTOR Fi: i: I)BACK FORM 

ROOM # 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

AI)VISOR: Susan Maloy 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 06:00 PM 

DATE: 

[] arrive on time? 

[] put away al] unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

[] respond to instruction without compJaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes!reading since last session? 



i11 

PORT 

TUTOR Fi, I I)ilACK FORM 
Tuesday, 

ii i iiii 

ROOM # WL 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

DATE: 

Susan MaIoy 

03:00 PM 

[] arrive on time? 

Q put away air unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

[] respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

[] completed notes/reading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

<no subject> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Yo my favorite person ever in the history of the world. Does have any extra open slots today? 



f>>L<!-- Email Converted by LAW--> 
<HTML> 
<head><META http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"><META 
name="Author" content="Novell GroupWise WebAccess"></head> 
<body style=’font-family: Helvetica, Arial, sans-serif; font-size: 13px; ’> 
<table border="0" width="95%"> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>From:</strong> </td><td>Logan Ripley 

&It; rllogan@ u ncaa. unc. ed u&gt; </td > </tr> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>Sent:</strong> </td><td>Wednesday, 5:00 
PM</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>To:</strong> 

</td><td>tonyyount@unc.edu</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Bcc:</strong> </td><td>Tony Yount 

&lt;tonyyou nt@ u ncaa. unc. ed u&gt; </td > </tr> 
<fr><fd valign="top" width="100"><strong>Subject:</strong> </td><td>Re: Fwd: 

academics</td></tr> 
</table> <hr color="#000000" size="2" noshade><br><div>Thanks so 

much!!!<br><br></div>&gt;&gt;&gt; "Yount, Tony" &lt;tonyyount@unc.edu&gt; 2:12 
PM &gt;&gt;&gt;<br> <br> <div><br> <div>Begin forwarded message:</div> <br 
class="Apple-interchange-newline"> <blockquote type="cite"> <div style="margin: 0px;"> 
<span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium;’><b>From: 
</b></span><span style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium;’>TONY YOUNT &lt;<a 
href="mailto:gyount@email.unc.edu">gyount@email.unc.edu</a>&gt;<br> </span></div> 
<div style="margin: 0px;"> <span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font- 
size: medium;’><b>Subject: </b></span><span style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: 
medium;’><b>Re:            &amp;      academics</b><br> </span></div> <div 
style="margin: 0px;"> <span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: 
medium;’><b>Date: </b></span><span style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: 
medium;’;            3:53:37 PM EDT<br> </span></div> <div style="margin: 0px;"> 
<span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium:’><b>To: 
</b></span><soan style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium;’>           &lt;<a 
href="mailto:       @email.unc.edu":       @email.unc.edu</a>&gt;<br> </span></div> 
</blockquote> <div><br> </div> <br> <blockquote type="cite"> <div style="word-wrap: break- 
word;-webkit-nbsp-mode: space;-webkit-line-break: after-white-space;"> <div> <div> 
<div> </div> <div><br> </div> <div>Elite 89 Award - NCAA Championship 
weekend - highest GPA among those participating in the Final 
Four&nbsp;</div> <div><br> </div> <div>Yeardley Love Unsung Hero Award - 
spring     </div> <div><br> </div> <div>Journalism School Scholarship plus an invitation to 
write a senior Honor’s Thesis-            .’/div> <div><br> </div> <div><!--StartFragment- 
-> <p class="MsoNormal">Dean’s List:&nbsp; &nbsp;4<Xxml:namespace prefix = o 
/><o:p></o:p></p> <p 
c~ass=’’Ms~N~rma~’’>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp; <o:p></o:p></p> <p class="MsoNormal">ACC 
Honor Roll:&nbsp; 18<o:p></o:p></p> <p 
c~ass=’’Ms~N~rma~’’>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp; 

<o:p></o:p></p> <6- 
EndFragment--></div> <div><br> </div> <div><br> </div> <div>On at 3:38 PM, 

&lt;<a 



href="mailto:      @email.unc.edu":       @email.unc.edu</a>&gt;</div> 
<div>&nbsp;wrote:</div> <br class="Apple-interchange-newline"> <blockquote type="cite"> 
<div style="font:/normal Helvetica; text-transform: none; text-indent: 0px; letter-spacing: 
normal; word-spacing: 0px; white-space: normal; orphans: 2; widows: 2; -webkit-text-size- 
adjust: auto; -webkit-text-stroke-width: 0px;" lang="EN-US" vlink="purple" link="blue"> <div 
style="page: WordSectionl ;" class="WordSectionl"> <div style="margin: 0in 0in Opt; font- 
family: Calibri, sans-serif; font-size: 11 pt;"> Hi tony!<o:p></o:p></div> <div style="margin: 0in 
0in Opt; font-family: Calibri, sans-serif; font-size: 1 lpt;"> <o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></div> <div 
style="margin: 0in 0in Opt; font-family: Calibri, sans-serif; font-size: 1 lpt;"> Hope you had a 
great trip to philly with the gals!&nbsp; So exciting!&nbsp; Can you send me info on any 
academic honors earned by          &amp;           # Thanks! 

,’o:p></o:p></div> </div> </div> </blockquote> </div> <br> </div> </div> </blockquote> 
</div> <br> 

</BODY></HTML> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:24 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday Feedback Forms - 

.pdf 

Attached are the feedback forms from 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday 8:11 AM 
To: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu; 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:11:00 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



STOR 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

DATF4 

TUTOR I;LLI)I~A(,ll FORM 
Wednesday, 

ROOM # 

Tony Yount 

06:00 PM 

arrive on time? 

put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

present his!her goals for the session? 

bring all necessary books and materials? 

respond to instruction without complaint or critidsm? 

¯ ~ ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes/reading since last session? 

t 

/ 

! 

(- 



TUTOR FEEI)IIM’A  FORM 
Weduesday, Juue 05, 2013 

ECON ROOM # E 

~ive on time? ......... 
NAME: 

~/~.ut away all unnecessary electronic devices? SP01UI’: 
~f’yesent hislher goals for the session? 

_4tl)VISOR: Tony Yount 
~ bring all necessary books and materials? 

TUTOR: ~espond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

’[UTOIUAL TIME: 05:00 PM -~ask questions and volunteer information? 

DATE: 
~completed notes/reading since last session? 

i 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: Jenn Townsend 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 05:00 F’M 

DATE: 

......... ,,,, ,,, ,,,, 

~jarrive on time? 

L~/put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 
~’ present his/her goals for the session? 

~//~ring all necessary books and materials? 

~jj;espond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 
vf,ask questions and volunteer information? 

~completed notes/reading since last session? 

[ ! 

! T ...... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 8:27 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday Feedback Forms - 

pdf 

Attached are the feedback forms from Wednesday: 

From: scanner@unc.edn [scalmer@unc.edn] 
Sent: Thursday: 8:11 AM 
To: sbmaloy@email.unc.edn; 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:11:27 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



i|ml 

MATI~ 

TUTOR FEI I)llA( K FORM 
Wednesday, 

ii iii 

ROOM # F 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIML:: 

I)ATE: 

Tony Yount 

07:00 PM 

[] arrive on time? 

D put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his!her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

D respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes,reading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Schmidt, Dave" <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            1:3 0 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Super Regional Game Times 

FYI on potential schedule changes. 

NCAA CHAPEL HILL SUPER REGIONAL GAME TIMES UPDATE 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The weather forecast for the Chapel Hill area on Friday includes the threat of inclement weather 
throughout the day and it may affect the NCAA Chapel Hill Super Regional schedule. 

A decision will be made by 11:00 a.m. Friday whether the scheduled first pitch of 1:00 p.m. will occur or if a change to 
the schedule will be made. 

GoHeels.com and on twitter @DiamondHeels will have further updates. 

Dave Schmidt 
University of North Carolina 
Assistant Athletic Communications Director 
Office - (919) 962-0084 
Cell - 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:25 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Feedback Forms - 

pdf 

See attached. 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scanner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday: 8:18 AM 
To: ; sbmaloy @email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:18:43 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



TUTOR Fi Ei)llACK FORM 
Thursday, 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIMi!: 

DATE: 

ROOM # 

Susan Maloy 

06:00 PM 

arrive on time? 

put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

present his/her goals for the session? 

bring all necessary books and materials? 

respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes/reading since last session? 



EXSS 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAl, TIME: 

DATE: 

TUTOR I;ltLI)IIACK FORM 

ROOM # 

Susan Maloy 

03:00 PM 

[] arrive on time? 

[] put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

D completed notes/reading since last session? 

WL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:28 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Feedback Forms - 

.pdf 

See attached 

From: scanner&unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:19 AM 
To: ; sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:19:47 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



,i ij i,i1| 

STOR 

TUTOR F I LI)BA(,K FORM 
Thursday, 

iiii iii 

ROOM # 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

DATE: 

Tony Yount 

07:00 PM 

Q arrive on time? 

put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

D bring all necessary books and materials? 
[] respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed noteslreading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Friday,           5:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: update 

Hey Tony, 

Just got my grade back for the first assignment, and I got an Good start so far and I’m keeping up with the forums which are the 
majority of our final grade. Next assignment is due next Friday and I’m already on it. 

I’ll email you if I have any concerns about anything! 

Thank you! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 
To: 

Subject: update 

How about another update? 

Any grades yet? 

Hope you’re having a good summer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            11:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch? 

Would love that!! Tuesday sounds great 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tuesday or Thursday this week, or Monday next week? 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:58 PM 

@gmail.com; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Letter for 

honor court letter            .docx i 

Tony 

Attached is the letter I have written on behalf of 

For the Honor Court 

Let me know your thoughts, edits, etc, before I give it to 

Thanks 

JS 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

P.O. BO~ z126 

CHAPEl, HII,I,, NC z7515 

1 lead Volleyball Coach 

() 919.962.5228 

F 919.843.8543 

G 

j sagu/a@unc aa.unc .e du 

O££ice o£ Student Conduct 
University o£ North Carolina 
SASB North Suite 8183 
Chapel Hill, NC 2?599-5888 

Dear Members o£ the UNC Honor Court, 

I am writing today on behal£ o£                I have known 
past three years having recruited her as a student-athlete 
the University o£ North Carolina. 

£or the 
player to 

I understand        is being charged with "unauthorized collaboration in 
connection with academic work." I have kept a close handle on the academic 
progress o£ the students on our team this          school year. My purpose was 
to encourage them to make use o£ all o£ the academic resources we provide, 
(study hall, tutors, advising, etc) as well as having a disciplined and 
consistent e££ort throughout the semester. I can attest that through my 
meetings throughout the semester with       that she has made signi£icant 
e££orts and put the time into her academics especially this spring semester. 
So upon hearing about this charge I am very puzzled. 

is a person, athlete and student o£ high integrity and honesty. She 
is one o£ the young leaders o£ our team. She understands the rules o£ the honor 
system as we have discussed them numerous times as a team and with individuals. 
So she £ully understands the consequences £or any her actions as a student and 
as an athlete both on and o££ the court. 

The consequences £or student-athletes are signi£icantly more punishing 
than the typical Carolina student. I £eel that                 situation was an 
unintended misunderstanding and thus creating a perceived in£raction. I have 
discussed the circumstances regarding this Drama class at length, where she was 
averaging a    throughout the semester. Knowing that       was earning an 
excellent academic progress, she would not knowingly put hersel£ in jeopardy in 
any o£ her classes. 

is an athlete that competes in the £all semester. I£ there were 
potential sanctions placed upon       where she is £orced to be away £rom the 
team in the £all semester, it could result in a loss o£ her athletic 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

P.O. BO~ z126 

CHAPEl, HII,I,, NC z7515 

1 lead Volleyball Coach 

() 919.962.5228 

F 919.843.8543 

G 

j sagu/a@unc aa.unc .e du 

scholarship as well as other signi£icant setbacks to her career as a student 
and athlete. Our team is schedule to travel on a £oreign tour next spring 
semester, and any sanction could put her participation in jeopardy as well. 
The signi£icance o£ this is that          aspirations to eventually play 
pro£essionally overseas upon graduation would be at risk as well, since this 
will be her chance £or in person evaluations. Ultimately a loss o£ 
participation £or would also result in a punishment £or our entire 
team £or the season as well, since she is a signi£icant returning player 
and an integral part o£ our team. 

has made great strides this year as a student, making the most o£ 
the opportunities that UNC has to o££er. She has also chosen to attend summer 
sessions I & II just so she can make academic progress with potential £or ACC 
Honor Roll during the season, as well with the possibility o£ graduating in 7 
semesters (with her summer classes). 

She has a disciplined work ethic, has excellent class attendance, and 
genuinely interested in all o£ her classes as a       year student. As an 
athlete she is punctual and one o£ the hardest workers on the team. She knows 
how to achieve success with a competitive spirit and with high integrity. I 
also know       and her £amily £or three years and I know she is a person o£ 
excellent character. 

I request your care£ul attention to this unique situation both £rom my 

experiences with               as a student-athlete and the circumstances that 
have created this state o£ a££airs. 

Thank you £or your time and attention to this. 

Respect£ully submitted, 

JOSEPH A. SAGULA 
Head Volleyball Coach 

jsagula#unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

If I am majoring in ESS do I need to take the math placement test for Chem 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: First-Year Orientation 

Thanks 

It would be great if we could spend an hour together after your flight gets in on Sunday. 

See you soon. 

Tony 

On , at 2:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello Tony, 
> 

> I scheduled my orienation for the fifth session during the week of camp. My flight arrives Sunday night late and I depart on Thursday 
after camp. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
>To: 

> Cc: Levy, Jennifer 
> Subject: First-Year Orientation 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> 

possible. 
> 

- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

session you’ll be attending. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 

> I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll get 
you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those two 
days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 
> 

> We expect most of you to attend Session 5, since that session is so close to our camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my vacation 
time this summer will be from so I will not on campus for orientation sessions 6 - 9. I will be around for all the other 
sessions. 
> 

> When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             11 : 5 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch? 

That sounds good to me! How about 1:00? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:34 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Excellent 
> 
> Can we be old school and meet at the Carolina Coffee Shop on Franklin St? Great place to get a booth and have a good 
conversation. What time suits you? 
> 

> 

> On , at 11:05 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Would love that!! Tuesday sounds great 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 9:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Tuesday or Thursday this week, or Monday next week? 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,             12:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Center summer hours 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you are doing great! 
I would really like to speak with you this week (or the next one). Which are your office hours? 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,             12:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Center summer hours 

I could go Thursday @1. Does that work for you? 

Thank you 

De: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Enviado: lunes, 11:43 
Para: 
Asunto: Re: Academic Center summer hours 

9:30 til 2 each day until next Wednesday, when I leave for vacation. Looking at your schedule, I could meet you after your BUSI class 
after 1 today, Thurs or Friday this week. I have conflicts in the afternoon on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Let me know what works. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 12:08 PM, @live.unc.edu> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Hope you are doing great! 
> I would really like to speak with you this week (or the next one). Which are your office hours? 
> Thank you! 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             2:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Session II 

Hi Tony, 

I will definitely need a tutor for Econ. Thanks so much. And you’re saying I need to buy the textbook myself? 

Have a great trip! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:02 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyotmt@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Connect Carolina tells me you’re registered for summer school classes. Compliance tells me that you are NOT on the textbook list so 
you are on your own in that area. 
> 
> I will be out of town and in the west for the first 3 weeks of summer school. I will return July 10 and be in the office from that point 
on. 

> 

> If you anticipate needing a tutor for summer school, please let me know now and I can make the request. Otherwise, if you discover 
that you need a tutor during the second session, please go to see Susan Maloy, whose office is across the hall from mine toward the 
lobby. Susan Maloy (Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>) 962-9892 is her number. 
> 
> Of course you can text and email and I’ll respond as soon as I am in an area with some kind of cell service. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,             2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer II text books 

Hey Tony, 
If I don’t enroll in a class for summer session 2 will I still be able to enroll in the fall? I’m just double checking bc it would be better 
for my work schedule if I didn’t take a class 2nd session but I will work around a class if I have to. 

Let me know. Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:33 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> The four of you are on the summer session II book list, so you will need to see me to get your book forms signed. 
> 
> But, I am leaving town on the afternoon of Tuesday, for a 3 week vacation in the west. It would be so helpful if you are in 
town on Tuesday, if you would come by the office and get the book forms signed. We are horribly short-staffed this summer (4 
counselors away for the summer) and if you come in Tuesday, you won’t have to bother someone else in my absence. If you can’t, go 
see another counselor to get your books after Tuesday afternoon next week. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             5:3 7 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer II text books 

Hey Tony ! 

I got my text book for 8 dollars on amazon so I won’t need a book form! That’s okay from your end right? Just making sure the book 
form is just for financial reimbursement. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:33 PM 
To: 

Subject: Summer II text books 

Ladies, 

The four of you are on the summer session II book list, so you will need to see me to get your book forms signed. 

But, I am leaving town on the afternoon of Tuesday,       for a 3 week vacation in the west. It would be so helpful if you are in 
town on Tuesday, if you would come by the office and get the book forms signed. We are horribly short-staffed this summer (4 
counselors away for the summer) and if you come in Tuesday, you won’t have to bother someone else in my absence. If you can’t, go 
see another counselor to get your books after Tuesday afternoon next week. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:02 AM 

@live.unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: your namesake 

Not sure how I feel about sharing my name! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:16 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M maxkos@emall.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

And I’ll follow- up with Admissions to find out what it says on their end. I’ll let you know- but I’m guessing she’s fine; just want to get her ready for the fall too... :-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

10:05 AM 

I know- that admissions now- has her transcript, but I don’t know- the grades. I’ll email her and ask. This is what I sent to her last week. I just want to be sure that we are 
meeting eligibility requirements so that she can play. 

the requirements that you need to fulfill axe HS, VP, LA, PH, CI, QR, EL, US, LFIT and WB. 

You have basically two paths to choose for second session summer school. You need 4 hours credit. All students at Carolina have to take am LFIT class (like a PE class 
in high school). It is for one hour credit. Classes are offered in beginning jogging (LFIT    ~ and exercise and conditioning (LFIT    ~. If you combined am LFIT class 
with one of the classes listed below-, you would get the hours that you need. Or you can delay the LFIT and take 2 summer session courses. 

I list these classes below- simply because they would fill multiple requirements for you. It looks like the minimum number of courses you will need to complete your 
general education requirements is about 5 if you take advantage of classes that fulfill more than one requirement. When you are cleared to register, it would be most 
helpful if we could have a phone conversation when you are ready to select classes. 

AFAM (HS & US) 

ART ~VP & WB) 

AMSI .... (LA & US) 

WMST (LA & US) 

PHIL (PH & WB) 

RELI (PH & WB) 

PHIL (PH & US) 

On at 9:57 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Attached is where we ended up with her transfer credits - if those 4 hours of credit fit for her major and she’ll have 60% met after SS, then go for it. 
> 

> Also, do you have her final grades from ? Just want to be sure she has or better from this past spring so that I know- we can count on the 9 hours from this 
past semester to get to 
> 

> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailtoXongyount(~@unc~du] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 

> should be admitted today or tomorrow-. Would we be OK with putting her in an LFIT and one 3 hr summer school course (that fulfills at least 2 Gen Ed 
requirements) for summer II. I want to be certain that 4 hours is what we need to have her eligible for fall. Can you confirm that before she registers? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> . do c x> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             12:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Chris, please follow up on this until she is registered in the correct number of hours to make her eligible to 
compete with us this fall. And please let me know this email is working and you are on it. Thank youT All the 
best from Amsterdam. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

was not able to view her admissions decision last night, and therefore could not accept the offer of 
enrollment. I just checked again this morning and its not up. I’m getting nervous about getting her registered for 
summer school because there are hoops to jump through after she accepts her offer of admission. 

Tony 

On at 10:18 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we get her in what she needs? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Before Anson beats me to death... 
From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <~admissions.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Yay BARB!!!!! 

Let’s get that 411 lunch on the calendar for next week now!!! You have any time free Mon-Wed? 

Bird 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Friday, 9:54 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject" RE: Before Anson beats me to death... 



Tell Anson to go lift some weights©..Yes, we have what we need to complete her admissions process. 

decision should be available on her MyCarolina page Monday night after 6:00. 

No need to thank me for saving your life ..... really ..... I mean it ...... no, really ..... happy to do it ..... just 

something else I can check off my bucket list ..... save a life: done .... 

Now that l’ve saved it, don’t waste it. I fully expect you to have a mmmaaarrrrrvvvvvveeeellllllllous 

weekend. © 

Her 

BP 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Do you have any good news for me on 

life hangs in the balance. ,-) 

transcripts arriving at the Admissions Palace? My 

Little Birdie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uga.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:00 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: admissions decision is up 

Awesome. I just sent those two emails, but unfortunately had to from my UGA email account as I was having some trouble setting up 
my unc email and got too frustrated haha. I’m going to keep trying to get this unc email account to complete but hopefully my uga one 
will do in the mean time. ff not I’ll send out the same emails again immediately once my unc address is finalized. 

Let me know if there is anything else I need to do. Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:53 PM 
To: 

Subject: admissions decision is up 

You can go online now and accept your admission. I just saw that the decision is up. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:11 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

got itT 

Ok this is my unc email address it finally went through! Should i resend those emails or will the uga address suffice for 
now? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: is admitted. 

Happy days! 

On at 9:15 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Good news that accepted her offer of admission and now has unc email 
> 
> Hoping to get her registered tomorrow. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

@live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Thompson, Jennifer C" <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:28 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 

I just updated request for Summer Session 2. She may begin enrolling for the Summer Session II. 

Thanks, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: 

10:24 AM 

Jennifer, 

Thank you for clearing the way for to register for second session summer school. You should have received an email 
today from a transfer from , also seeking clearance to register for second session. I just wanted to let 
you know that she will also be on an athletics scholarship for the summer session. 

Thanks so much for helping clear the way for our students to register. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, women’s soccer and field hockey 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT "         @mac.com> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:57 AM 

TONY YOUNT <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

asdfasdfasdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2007 1:10 PM 

mac. com 
test 

lj af;ldsj fa;sldkgh;aslkdfg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:23 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

EDUC 

Were you able to get Dr. Unks to add you to EDUC 
get it set. 

last night? If not, please come by today and let’s work on your schedule and 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday: 1:08 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

walkons 

Coach, 

came by my office this am and asked about tutoring schedules and hours. Do you want your walkons included in those tutoring assignments and in your 
weekly report? If so, axe there other         like        that I should add? 

If its possible, a list of the team members with contact info would be very helpful to me if someone in your office could send it to me. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Monday,            10:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her. She is not missing first day of SS1. MAC program begins 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes. I can give her a book form as long as Tom Timmermans has included her on the summer school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school scholarship form so I 
assume he will. He hasn’t sent us that list, however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day for the B school), she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t get dropped. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham~unc.edu> 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the 14th and will be looking to get the books on the 15th. Should we just bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, so we’ll start there. 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:18 AM, rackham ~rackham@_unc.edu> 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad students on scholarship to get books? 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
_h__t_tp://www.faceboo k.com/ca roli n avolleyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Monday, 9:16 AM 

To: rackham 
Subject= RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the form to student stores and get the 

required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 



I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 

www.floheels.com 
h__t_tg:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavollevvyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: _@_ _fi_u_ = _e_ _d_ _u.] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PN 
To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 
To: 
Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane horton~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina WooldridRe~kenan-flaRler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 

I received the last text book designation for the summer term. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Gina 

Course Number 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 
i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiii~i~ ~’::~ ~iiiiii MAC 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i MAC 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

Course Name Instructor Textbook 

Hand 

Chavis 

Skender 

Wang 

Barringer 

Stubben 

E dwards 

<image001.jpg> _T_w_~__t_ej. I <image002.jpg> .l__hLk_e__dJn.I <image003.jpg> .E_a_qe__b_o__o_k_ I <image004.Jpg>-M--A--(-_-J-°--u-r-n--ez-B-L°-g I <imageoo5.jpg>YouTube 

Gina NL Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ gina wooldridge(~kena n-flagler.u nc.ed u ¯ www.kena n-fla~ler.u nc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Monday,            10:52 AM 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

It will be send out a little later this week. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: Yount, Tony 

C¢: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her. She is not missing first day of SS1. MAC program begins 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes. I can give her a book form as long as Tom Timmermans has included her on the summer school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school scholarship form so I 
assume he will. He hasn’t sent us that list, however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day for the B school), she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t get dropped. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham~unc.edu> 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the 14th and will be looking to get the books on the 15th. Should we just bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, so we’ll start there. 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:18 AM, rackham ~rackham~unc.edu> 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad students on scholarship to get books? 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

__ (c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham~,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
h__t_tp:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavollevvyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Monday, 9:16 AM 

To: rackham 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the form to student stores and get the 

required books. 

Tom 



From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 

~:gpheels.com 
http:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavolleyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: ~fiu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 

To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 
Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane horton@__k_e__n__a__n_-__fl__aAl__e_r_&n__c_:_e_(_l__u>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridg_e_@,k__e_n__a__n__-_fl__a_gler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 

I received the last text book designation for the summer term. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Gina 

Course Number 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: MAC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC ............................................ 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

iiiiN    iiiiii MAc 
i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. MAC 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

Course Name Instructor Textbook 

Hand 

Chavis 

Skender 

Wang 

Barringer 

Stubben 

E dwards 
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Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Directob Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

9j_cl:9__6Zd1_8__6_¯ gLI3_a _w_9_o_J_dj_i_d_g_e_@__k_e_LLa_E-_f_l_a~er.u nc.ed u ¯ www.kenan-fla.Kler.u nc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            4:43 PM 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: VB Summer School_SPECIAL REQUEST= 

Joe, 

we will cover tuition, fees, room and $300 towards board. I am not at my computer but I think that is in line with everybody else. 
Can you complete a form and get Tony to sign off on it. 

I will also reach out to the cashiers office to remove the pre payment hold. Might be tomorrow before they remove it. Until the hold 
has been removed she won’t be able to register. 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 3:47 PM, "Joe Sagula" <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tom 
> I wanted to get this to you as soon as possible. Our summer school situation has changed a little since we last spoke in that I need to 
make another request. 
> As of our last communication (SEE BELOW), one of our student-athletes,                is only attending Summer Session 1, 
and thus the allotted and approved ftmds for her second session ($1685) were not going to be used. You had indicated that I could 
redistribute these ftmds amongst other team members. However I had decided not to do that and keep the awards as we had previously 
approved. 
> However, based on some grades I now need to make a special/late request on behalf of one of our rising seniors 
(see attached email request by      to me) I would like to support      to be able to attend Summer Session I to take a 3 credit 
(Stor [] Business Calc & Operations) course which she needs for her double major,      is an excellent student, however there 
were a majority of students that failed this particular course this spring or received D [] s. I would like to be able to have us support her 
at the same level we have with our other team members including full Room expenses and a $500 stipend towards Board, however 
she is a non-resident. 
> I know this may have an additional impact upon our budget, but if you feel this will work out please let me know as soon as possible 
and i can inform i She is also trying to make a special request to the Professor to be added to the class since it is only offered in 
Summer Session I. 
> If I need to adjust/reduce the Room and Board ftmding let me know as well. As you know, the funds we are not using ($1685 from 

) should cover at least half of these expenses. 
> Thanks again for your understanding with this situation. 
> Sincerely, 
> JOE SAGULA 
> Tony Yount ..... can you send your approval for this as well, thank you. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Head Volleyball Coach 
> UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 
> Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 919 962-5228 office 
> cell 
> GO TAR HEELS! 
>>>> "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 8:53 AM >>> 
> Joe, 
> Got your message. You can redistribute her room and board amount. Let me know how you want to divide it and I will adjust it. 



> Thanks, 
> Tom 
> 

> From: Joe Sagula [mailto:isa~alla~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 7:24 AM 
> To: Timmermans, Tom 
> Cc: Tony Yount 
> Subject: VB Summer School 
> 

> 

> Tom, 
> 

> I wanted to make sure you received my voice message yesterday about the revision to our recent summer school request. 
> 
> I found out yesterday morning that is only taking 3 credits in summer session I. I had her listed for three credits in 
> 
> in Session II as well. This should save the budget about $2400 as well. K the funds are still available and I can distribute a few 
hundred dollars for 
> 
> additional board $ for a few let me know, or we can just keep things where thing are. 
> 

> 

> Thanks again for your assistance with all of this. 
> 

> 

> Joe 
> 

> Head Volleyball Coach 
> UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
> Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 919 962-5228 office 
> cell 
> GO TAR HEELS! 
> 
> <SUMMER _Award Recommendation .pdf> 
> <Summer School_            REQUEST~pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:06 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~aol.com; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony: 

We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 

What does           need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 

When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 

She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 

Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 

Larry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com);        @msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for l    this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony, 

Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is     and the only additional one in possible trouble is      . And of course 
both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the fleck did     do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 

Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
Subject: Spring grades 

Still missing 8 grades 
Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 

Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:29 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>;      @aol.com; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Y ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. I emailed her this afternoon telling her how she 
needs to go about being readmitted to the university for summer school¯ That needs to happen as quickly as possible and I emphasized that 
with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday¯ But the readmissio needs to come first for summer 
school so that she will be able to register¯ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:06 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 

> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 

> What does           need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue¯ 
> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 

> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and Tom also 
receive the information you provide¯ 
> 
> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated¯ Have a good weekend, 
> 

> Larry 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:ansonf~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday,             5:30 PM 
> To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com);         ~msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 

> Tony, 
> 

> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
with some effort should be eligible by the fall¯ What the heck did i 
> 

> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 

> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
> 

> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 

¯ And of course both 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,            7:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Any updates? I am officially freaking out. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The paperwork went through the office today to Tom, so he will have it tomorrow. I will confirm in the morning and send you an email 
saying (I hope) that you’re clear to register. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> On , at 10:30 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony- 
>> Any updates? 
>> I’m living in so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 
>> Thank you! 
>> Libby 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office and then to 
Tom. When that paperwork is done, I can email you and let you know that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers office that athletics is 
going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the difference and I think you can use a credit card for that. But wait until the 
paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom Timmermans is the man to call - 919 962 7851 is his 
number. 
>>> 

>>> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I asked about the 
possibility of taking those hours somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
>>> 
>>> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 12:06 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state tuition. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so much 
higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>>>>>> 



>>>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by the 
end of the day. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should be 
possible online at http://www.fridavcemer.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollmem.htm 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> On l , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
>>>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can 

pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Thank you, 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Sere from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Friday,            9:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@unc. edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony: 

Thank you for this information. 

Obviously, what has to happen next is that     has to appeal for continued probation, correct? Before we can discuss paying for any 

part of here summer school, I would think that this probation issue has it be rectified first, and with SSI beginning on Tuesday, I don’t 

see how it is possible that she can get this issue resolved before Tuesday. 

If I have misinterpreted anything, please let me know. Thank you! 

Larry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, i 7:48 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., LaiTy A. 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Gentlemen, 

I was traveling when I sent that last email. Now that I’m on my computer and able to check the GPA calculator,     could also restore 

eligibility by making an A in a 3 hour course. The resulting GPA would be the same as if she made two B grades in two courses this 
summer. The eligibility issue is a Carolina issue. She is not in good standing because her GPA is below a 2.0. She has been on 
academic probation before and appealed for continued probation earlier in her academic career but the appeal was denied. She could 
appeal that ruling again, but I don’t know what her argument would be. 

Tony 

On , at 6:05 PM, Jr. LaiTy A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 

> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 

> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 

> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 

> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 
> 

> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
> 

> LaiTy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 



> Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
> To:      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         :@gmail.com);        @msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 
> Tony, 
> 
> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the heck did 
> 
> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 
> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
> 
> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 

¯ And of course 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:12 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Larry, 

It is my understanding that     does not have to appeal in order to go to summer school. The relevant 
information from the advising website is here: 

......................... " .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... i ............. I :::1 ..... i ............. ~esta~us~ne[!g~l~ble(~Pend~mg)~all~ws~a~studen~t~be~eh~g~Ne~f~fman~a~a~d~pur#~sesdu~ n:g:th:e:su:mme~te:rrns::on y::: f:el:lg bdtty:ts::::::: 
not r estoredo~erth su mmerithePe riding status ~ill re moved a n d t h stu dent Will b el ne li g i b te f~rth Iaft t e r 

She is allowed to take summer school courses in order to restore her eligibility. But she does have to enroll in 
summer school and she is not currenlty eligible to register for classes. So she needs to do some legwork online 
and in the admissions office on Monday (if she did not get that done this afternoon) in order to be cleared to 
register. By passing the appropriate classes, she would not have to appeal. 

Tony 

On , at 9:37 PM, Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

Thank you for this information. 

Obviously, what has to happen next is that     has to appeal for continued probation, correct? 
Before we can discuss paying for any part of here summer school, I would think that this probation 
issue has it be rectified first, and with SSI beginning on Tuesday, I don’t see how it is possible that 
she can get this issue resolved before Tuesday. 

If I have misinterpreted anything, please let me know. Thank you! 

Larry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 7:48 PM 



To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Gentlemen, 

I was traveling when I sent that last email. Now that I’m on my computer and able to check the 
GPA calculator,     could also restore eligibility by making an A in a 3 hour course. The 
resulting GPA would be the same as if she made two B grades in two courses this summer. The 
eligibility issue is a Carolina issue. She is not in good standing because her GPA is below a 2.0. 
She has been on academic probation before and appealed for continued probation earlier in her 
academic career but the appeal was denied. She could appeal that ruling again, but I don’t know 
what her argument would be. 

Tony 

On , at 6:05 PM, Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 

What does           need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 

She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a 
decision - please be certain that Lance and Tom also receive the information you 
provide. 

Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 

Larry 

...... Original Message ..... 
From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu.] 
Sent: Friday,             5:30 PM 
To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,          @gmail.com); 
Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA 
rules)? 

@msn.com; 

Tony, 

Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is     and the only additional 
one in possible trouble is      . And of course both with some effort should be 
eligible by the fall. What the heck did    do all semester??? (You can take a horse 
to water ..... ) 

Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
Subj ect: Spring grades 

Still missing 8 grades 
Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 

Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, i            11:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Oh I thought last we talked you were letting me know when it’s approved. I will try tomorrow morning. Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I am so sorry. I thought this was all taken care of. Are you unable to register for a course through the Friday Center? The money has 
been approved for the summer session. 
> 
> - please call me Monday morning and we will track it all down. If you can, please tell what part of the process is 
holding you up. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 7:34 PM, @gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Any updates? I am officially freaking out. 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 7:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> The paperwork went through the office today to Tom, so he will have it tomorrow. I will confirm in the morning and send you an 
email saying (I hope) that you’re clear to register. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 
>>> On , at 10:30 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Hey Tony- 
>>>> Any updates? 
>>>> I’m living in so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 
>>>> Thank you! 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office 
and then to Tom. When that paperwork is done, I can email you and let you know that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers 
office that athletics is going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the difference and I think you can use a credit 
card for that. But wait until the paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom 
Timmermans is the manto call - 919 962 7851 is his number. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I 
asked about the possibility of taking those hours somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
>>>>> 



>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 12:06 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>>>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 

>>>>>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state 
tuition. 

>>>>>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 

>>>>>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the 
price so much higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for 
you by the end of the day. 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. 
Registration should be possible online at http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> Tony 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> On , at 4:24 PM, ~gmail.com> 
>>>>>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>>>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I 
owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> Thank you, 
>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Saturday,             12:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Selection 

I enrolled in ENGL              & ANTH               I was talking to 
you think what I have is fine or should I switch out of anthro to history? 

and she mentioned maybe taking History. Do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> No - the girls will do workouts, but workouts can be fit around class time and you’ll have people to work out with regardless. 
> 

> 

> On ~ at 3:22 PM, ~icloud.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Does it matter what time the classes are? 
>> 
>> On . at 11:45 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> The Steele Building advisers forwarded their email exchange with you to me. First, their advice is solid and you are wise to seek 
it. Second, you get to decide what courses to take. I am sony that we seem to inadvertently put you in an awkward position choosing 
between the courses recommended by the athletic side, and the courses recommended by Academic Advising for Student Athletes. 
Fortunately, we all agree on 
>>> 
>>> Let me reassure you that the choice is indeed yours, and all of the hours that you might earn this summer will count toward your 
graduation. None of us will be angry over the choice you make. All of us will be supportive and encouraging as you get started with 
your college career. 
>>> 
>>> I would, however, urge you to register quickly so that seats in the classes that you choose can be secured. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Saturday,             2:5 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Pics are up 

They look so good!!!! Thank you for taking them Tony! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:07 PM 
To: 

Cc: Bingham, Mary Ellen; 
Subject: Pics are up 

https ://www.icloud.com/photostream!#A353 qWtHD9kzh 

feel free to share the website with parents and others of your choosing. 

Website allows for downloading of pics. Give the pic a minute for the full resolution version to load before you download. 

Today was really fun senior ladies. Thanks very much for spending that time with me. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Sunday, 12:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Y ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Course Selection 

Ok. Thanks so much for your help! 
I look forward to meeting you in June! See you soon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:29 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I think that’s fine. It really does depend on your interests. I took ANTH    when I was a freshmen at Carolina, but that was 45 years ago. 
Took me a while to find courses that I was truly interested. ANTH wasn’t it for me, but it might be your favorite class - who knows. I assume 
fl~at you mean you were talking with She loves History like I do. That’s where I landed in my search for interesting classes. 
> 

> I talked with this morning. She registered for the JOMC class and the ENGL Her ENGL class is section 003, 
and is from 1:15 - 2:30 each day. She can’t switch into yours because her JOMC class meets while you are in class, but you switch to hers if 
you wanted to. Sometimes its nice to have someone else in fl~e class that you know. Just a thought. 
> 

> You’ve done well. I look forward to meeting you. I will be on campus, for orientation with but then I’m leaving for a 3 week 
vacation. But there will be other counselors in the academic center if you need help. Let me know when you arrive. I’d love to visit for a bit 
before I head west. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 12:26 PM, @icloud.com> wrote: 
> 

>> I enrolled in ENGL & ANTH I was talking to and she mentioned maybe taking History. Do you 
fl~ink what I have is fine or should I switch out of anthro to history? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 12:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> No - the girls will do workouts, but workouts can be fit around class time and you’ll have people to work out with regardless. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 3:22 PM, ~icloud.com> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Does it matter what time the classes are? 
>>>> 

>>>> On at 11:45 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> The Steele Building advisers forwarded their email exchange with you to me. First, their advice is solid and you are wise to seek it. 
Second, you get to decide what courses to take. I am sorry that we seem to inadvertently put you in an awkward position choosing between 
the courses recommended by the athletic side, and the courses recommended by Academic Advising for Student Athletes. Fortunately, we all 
agree on ENGL 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Let me reassure you that the choice is indeed yours, and all of the hours that you might earn this summer will count toward your 
graduation. None of us will be angry over the choice you make. All of us will be supportive and encouraging as you get started with your 
college career. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I would, however, urge you to register quickly so that seats in the classes that you choose can be secured. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Sunday,             1:3 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Grade Report 

Thanks Tony. 

Jan Mann 
UNC Women’s Golf 
Office: 919-962-4273 
Cell: 

On , at 3:25 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 4 grades still missing - final report probably on Tuesday 

> Spring GPA looks to be just under a 3.0 
> Not a good semester. 
> 

> 

> <golf - pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony, 

I will be following up with her today. Thank you for staying on these kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc: --@aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Clint 
Gwaltney 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for    this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. I emailed her this afternoon telling her how 
she needs to go about being readmitted to the university for summer school. That needs to happen as quickly as possible and I 
emphasized that with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday. But the readmissio needs to 
come first for summer school so that she will be able to register. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:06 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 
> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 
> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 
> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 
> 
> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
> 
> Larry 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
> To:      ~aol.com;                      ~gmail.com); 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 
> Tony, 
> 
> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the heck did 
> 
> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 

And of course 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 

> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
> 
> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             12:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School info & books 

Hi tony I am home now so I can’t get a book form from your for my summer school book.. Also I still haven’t 
gotten the course pack thing in the mail for the online class 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:23 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

If you are on book scholarship for summer school, you will get book forms from me. I’ll be in the 
office today and tomorrow until 3 to take care of book forms. 

This very important information about dropping a summer school class or changing your schedule 
from Tom Timmermans. Please read it since failure to comply could mean a financial cost to you. 

Just an FYI. Please make sure all Student Athlete’s taking summer school are enrolled in the correct hours 

or if not taking any classes to drop them. Today is the last day changes can be made without tuition or fees 

being charged. If the SA makes any changes between tomorrow and Thursday s/he will have to pay the 

charge associated with dropping the class ( 20% of tuition and fees). Any changes after Thursday and the 

student is on the hook for the full amount. The department of athletics, will not be responsible for any 

drop/cancelled class charges in most scenarios. 

Deadlines to Cancel, Drop and Withdraw 
IMPORTANT NOTE: In order to drop a course from your schedule, you must be registered for at 
least one remaining course. If you wish to cancel ALL of your classes once Summer School 
begins, you must follow directions for withdrawal from the university. 

First 
Deadline Maymester Session 

Last day to cancel registration. (No tuition or fees charged.) 

Last day to drop a course for credit on account - partial refund. 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (with at least 1 credit 
remaining). No refund 

Last day for graduates to drop a course (with at least 1 credit 
remaining). No refund. 

Last day to withdraw from all courses. No refund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@generationcompanies. com> 

Monday, 2:03 PM 

@generationcompanies.com; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: My accountT 

Hey Tony, I’m         dad. We look forward to working with you. On this 
placement test subject, just to clarify, I now understand she must take one 
of these tests in order to place out of Math 110, but does she have to take 
one of the tests even if she plans to take Math 110? 

We’re trying to determine how we missed the need to take this. 
advisor in high school who also happens to be the upper school director 
knows the ins and outs at UNC and we asked him repeatedly if there was 
anything missing. I’ve asked several of      teammates also going and the 
parents didn’t realize a separate math placement test was needed. Are we 
missing something? I feel like we missed knowing this was needed until we 
saw it in one of your recent emails. 

Thanks for any color you can provide on this! Take care, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 1:32 PM 
To:           ~generationcompanies.com 
Subject: FW: My account! 

~live.unc.edn] 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: My account! 



Hi 

Thanks for the update. 

Regular Math does not count for Math placement, but the ACT does. You need a 
Math score of 27 on the ACT Math to place out of MATH 110, or a score of 520 
on either the SAT Math Subject Test 1 or 2 to place out of MATH 110. 
Doesn’t matter which test you take, but you’ll have to take one before you 
take Math at Carolina. 

You signed up for Orientation I believe in Session I’ll be on vacation 
then. I normally spend about an hour with each incoming freshman walking you 
guys through the registration process that you have to go through during 
your orientation session. I’d really like to do that with you sometime 
before I head west on        If you’ve got an hour that we could do that 
between now and then, that would be great. Will you be in CH for anything? 
Let me know what you think. 

Tony 

On. , at 7:08 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the regular 
math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I need to 
take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT          @mac.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 3:57 PM 

TONY YOUNT <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

saldfj a;lsdlffah;sdlkgha; sdlkj fhg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

I am losing my mind!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 12:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Anson, 

That last email that you just sent at 10:44 actually went to 
academic counselor is Jenn Townsend who just let me know. So 

who is a softball player, and not to 
is OK now. Just wanted you to know. 

Tony 

On at 10:43 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> I will be following up with her today. Thank you for staying on these kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 
> To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
> Cc: , Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Clint 
Gwaltney 
> Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 

> needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. I emailed her this afternoon telling her how 
she needs to go about being readmitted to the university for summer school. That needs to happen as quickly as possible and I 
emphasized that with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday. But the readmissio needs to 
come first for summer school so that she will be able to register. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On , at 6:06 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Tony: 
>> 
>> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
>> 
>> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
>> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
>> 
>> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
>> 
>> Larry 
>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
>> To:      @aol.com;                      @gmail.com); 
>> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
>> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
>> 
>> Tony, 
>> 
>> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 

both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the heck did 
>> 
>> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
>> Subject: Spring grades 
>> 

>> Still missing 8 grades 
>> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
>> 
>> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
>> 

>> 

>> 

And of course 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 
Monday,             4:46 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school rec 

Don’t worry about the original. Just sign this one and scan it on to me. 

Thanks ! 

Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, 4:43 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: summer school rec 

Tony, 
Here’s rec. Original to follow in mail. 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:49 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 
Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer school rec 

Will do first thing in the am when I get to the office. 

Tony 

On 

wrote: 
at 4:45 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

> Don’t worry about the original. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Tom 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sander, Thomas J 
> Sent: Monday, 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: FW: 
> 
> Tony, 
> Here’s rec. Original to follow in mail. 
> 

> -Tom 
> 

> 

Just sign this one and scan it on to me. 

4:43 PM 

summer school rec 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Monday,             5:07 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

All, 

should arrive tomorrow by 4 pm to the admissions office where she will pay the $80 readmission 
application fee that will allow Admissions to process her request. The paperwork was completed online earlier today. 
Ni-Eric Perkins in the Admissions office has assured me that if    gets that step completed tomorrow, that her 
readmission application could be considered and acted upon on Wednesday of this week. 

I have emailed Asst Dean Spencer Welborn in Steele Building asking for an expedited advising session on Wednesday 
to help zhoose appropriate courses, and to be cleared to register for classes on Wednesday. If all goes well, it is 
possible that would be able to attend class on Wednesday, depending on the time of the class and how quickly 
everything gets done. The next burden will be on     to do the work and earn the grades that she needs. I will be in 
the office regularly during first session and     will come and study with me several times each week. 

situation is this. She needs 23 hours of credit to graduate. Almost all of the requirements for graduation are 
complete. She simply needs hours. She was advised to talk with Karen about paying for summer school, but did not 
heed that advice in a timely manner and waited too long. Karen had submitted her summer funding requests already. A 
23 hour load in the fall for    is quite a lot, and it would benefit her greatly to get hours this summer. She has used 4 of 
the 6 slots available for online classes at Carolina and could take 2 online courses this summer. I believe the issue with 

is funding. 

Larry and just talked on the phone. Moving forward with funding 
in the am and register for 2 classes. 

summer school. She will go to the Friday Center 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 4:25 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tony: 

Do you know where stands with doing what she had to do to be able to take SSI. Anson tells us that is 
coming tomorrow for SSI. 

Also, left you a voice mail message on your office phone about    - want sot take an online course (can she??) this 
summer - don’t know what she needs and when she can take it, either SSI or SSII? Also, needs fall ’13 semester 

to graduate (would be her 8th semester). 

I know all this at the 11th hour and the issue is if they take a SSI course it has to be paid for by tomorrow A.M. 
Maybe    takes SSII to help with mapping things out. 

Let’s keep Tom and Lance in the loop with the emails. 

Thanks, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             5:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School info & books 

Oh ok do I need the thing I was supposed to get in the mail? Cause I have the course on sakai and I just need a 
text book so I’m not sure if I was even supposed to receive something in the mail 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

You’re not on the booklist, so coach wasn’t paying for your books anyway. If you didn’t get the info 
today, you should call the Friday Center tomorrow and ask what to do. 

On at 12:12 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi tony I am home now so I can’t get a book form from your for my summer school 
book.. Also I still haven’t gotten the course pack thing in the mail for the online class 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:23 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

If you are on book scholarship for summer school, you will get book 
forms from me. I’ll be in the office today and tomorrow until 3 to take care 
of book forms. 

This very important information about dropping a summer school class or 
changing your schedule from Tom Timmermans. Please read it since 
failure to comply could mean a financial cost to you. 

Just an FYI. Please make sure all Student Athlete’s taking summer school are 

enrolled in the correct hours or if not taking any classes to drop them. Today is 

the last day changes can be made without tuition or fees being charged. If the 

SA makes any changes between tomorrow and Thursday s/he will have to pay 

the charge associated with dropping the class ( 20% of tuition and fees). Any 

changes after Thursday and the student is on the hook for the full amount. The 

department of athletics, will not be responsible for any drop/cancelled class 

charges in most scenarios. 

Deadlines to Cancel, Drop and 
Withdraw 



IMPORTANT NOTE: In order to drop a course from your schedule, you 
must be registered for at least one remaining course. If you wish to cancel 
ALL of your classes once Summer School begins, you must follow 
directions for withdrawal from the university. 

First 
Deadline Maymester Session 

Last day to cancel registration. (No tuition or 
fees charged.) 

Last day to drop a course for credit on account - 
partial refund. 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course 
(with at least 1 credit remaining). No refund 

Last day for graduates to drop a course (with at 
least 1 credit remaining). No refund. 

Last day to withdraw from all courses. No 
refund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Perkins, Ni-Eric" <nperkins@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

You have a PID for 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Perkins, Ni-Eric 
Subject: 

Mr. Perkins, 

9:24 AM 

Thank you so much for helping me with women’s soccer player and the readmissions process yesterday by phone. 

Miss      will be at the Admissions office this morning at 10 am to pay the $80.00 fee. I believe that you told me yesterday that 
you had changed her readmission application from summer 2 to summer 1. After paying the fee, she plans to go to advising for a 
meeting to be counseled on course selection. 

Is there anything else that she needs to do today? 

Thank you again for your help in expediting this student’s process. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Got it. Tahnks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: 

Tom 

I left the form for 

11:55 AM 

on your desk this morning. Wanted to make sure you had gotten it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:36 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ThanksT 

Hey Tony! Thanks again for the email. I did as you told me too and will they let me know when I can register for 
summer school or will I see it on my CarolinaConnect page? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:23 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Course 

Hey Tow- 
The website says I owe $2,736.12 for the course. Can you look into this for me? I can’t start until I pay, and I can’t pay that amount 
right now. 
Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:25 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hold 

It also says I have a hold for being ineligible. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             3:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

She will be a morning person now!!! I told her if she does not meet with you every day her scholarship in the future will be revoked. I 
will also throw in, if she misses a class I will also revoke her scholarship. What else can we do to "motivate" her? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

went to admissions today, paid the fee. 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes. 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then. We have identified two classes that we like. 

PORT    is with a great prof that many of our students have had success with. 
reading here is in ENGL. 

has taken 2 levels of Portuguese. All of the 

Advising suggesting WMST    - Women in Sport. Barbara Osbourne is the instructor and she’s great. The class is full. I’m going to 
suggest that to to the class in the morning at 8am and ask to be admitted. Is a morning person? I’m kind of afraid of that 
answer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             5:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 

Again, thank you for working so hard for (and us). Let me know if she ends up with this (It could be a God send! ! !). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

went to admissions today, paid the fee. 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes. 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then. We have identified two classes that we like. 

PORT    is with a great prof that many of our students have had success with. 
reading here is in ENGL. 

has taken 2 levels of Portuguese. All of the 

Advising suggesting WMST    - Women in Sport. Barbara Osbourne is the instructor and she’s great. The class is full. I’m going to 
suggest that to to the class in the morning at 8am and ask to be admitted. Is a morning person? I’m kind of afraid of that 
answer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             8:47 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Orientation 

Hey Tom, I registered a couple weeks ago for the session. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@tmc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> We received a report from first year orientation at Carolina that shows that neither of you have registered for orientation. I wanted to 
make you aware that May 22 is the registration deadline, and after that date a $50 fee will be charged. Attendance at an orientation 
session is required before you can register for fall classes. I encourage you to take of this responsibility as soon as possible. 
> 
> Please email me as soon as you have registered and let me know what session you will be coming. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             8:47 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Orientation 

I meant Tony * sorry haha 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@tmc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> We received a report from first year orientation at Carolina that shows that neither of you have registered for orientation. I wanted to 
make you aware that May 22 is the registration deadline, and after that date a $50 fee will be charged. Attendance at an orientation 
session is required before you can register for fall classes. I encourage you to take of this responsibility as soon as possible. 
> 
> Please email me as soon as you have registered and let me know what session you will be coming. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:39 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

thank you 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to thank you for everything you have done to help me with my scheduling issues and getting these summer 
school classes. I could not imagine dealing with all this without you. You have been a blessing to me and my teammates 
with how much you have helped us over the years and continue to help me especially! So I just wanted to thank you 
again for your help and to let you know how much I appreciate having you as an advisor!! 

Thank you again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Freshman Orientation 

Hey Tony, 
I registered for orientation because the other dates didn’t seem to work for my dad to go down with me (because he has 
never seen the school before). Sorry I did it so late I was having problems with my Onyen account but now worked them out! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            7:45 PM 
To: Bernatchez, Kristy Grace; Night, Sam Leigh 
Cc: Shelton, Karen 
Subject: Freshman Orientation 

Ladies, 

We got a report from freshman orientation at Carolina that neither of you have registered for orientation at Carolina. We have reserved 
spots for you in Session We lose those reserved spots at noon tomorrow and you will be left to choose from the 
sessions that remain open. The following there will be an additional cost of $50 to register. So please take care 
of this tonight if possible. 

Thanks. And please email me when your registration is complete and let me know when you are coming. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aim.com> 

Tuesday,             10:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

Here is the confirmation email 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: newstudents@unc.edu 
Date: 8:45:29 AM PDT 
To: ~aim.com 
Cc: @live.unc.edu, @yahoo.com 
Subject: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If 
you have questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm 
Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation session, 
please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of 
New Student and Carolina Parent Proqrams website for updated information 
pertaining to your Orientation. For guests interested in learning more about 
local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud 
to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer special rates and 
accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more 
information. 

A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will 
be facilitated online, prior to attending New Student Orientation. If you are 
taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps below 
to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc_id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at 

www.u nc.edu/languageplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to 



your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and 
languages other than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the 
Foreiqn Lanquaqe Placement Webpaqe or call the Office of New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B, Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn 
about the curriculum and begin planning your coursework. Visit 
advising.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read the 
"Newly Admitted Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation 
experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an on-line 
academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for 
Orientation email. All new first-year students must complete the on-line 
module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns 
related to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an 
academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact 
your ability to meet the various demands of University life, please visit 
http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self- 
identify with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to 
visit http:!/newstudents.unc.edu! to checkout additional information related 
to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged 
to visit http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family 
programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 
or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aim.com> 

Wednesday,             3:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

No problem. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:43 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Appreciate it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:22 PM, 

Here is the confirmation email 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: newstudents@unc.edu 
Date: ,8:45:29 AM PDT 
To: @aim.com 
Cc: @live.unc.edu, @yahoo.com 
Subject: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

@aim.com> wrote: 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New 
Student Orientation! If you have questions about your 
reservation, please contact the Office of New Student 
and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu 
to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks 
before your Orientation session, please visit the New 
Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of 
New Student and Carolina Parent Proclrams website for 
updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For 
guests interested in learning more about local hotels, the 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is 
proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels 



to offer special rates and accommodations while families 
visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more information. 

A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish 
placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to 
attending New Student Orientation. If you are taking one 
of these online placement exams, please follow the steps 
below to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation 
session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cqi- 
bin/unc id/services 

2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the 
exam at www.unc.edu!languageplacement 

3. Please print your placement test results and bring 
your test results to your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online 
placement exams and languages other than French, 
German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the Foreign 
Language Placement Webpage or call the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising 
website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning 
your coursework. Visit advising.unc.edu, click on "For 
Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted 
Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation 
experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to 
an on-line academic advising module will be emailed to 
you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new first- 
year students must complete the on-line module in 
advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or 
concerns related to academic advising will be addressed 
when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year 
Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and 
Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you 
believe may impact your ability to meet the various 
demands of University life, please visit 
http :!!accessibility. u nc. ed u!stud ents!new-stu d ents to 



voluntarily self-identify with the Office of Accessibility 
Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We 
encourage you to visit http://newstudents.unc.edu/to 
checkout additional information related to extended 
Orientation opportunities. New family members are 
encouraged to visit http:/!parents.unc.edu to learn more 
about parent and family programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to 
contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent 
Programs at 919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Perkins, Ni-Eric" <nperkins@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             12:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Not a problem Tony ! Thank you as well for all the work you do on behalf of our student athletes. 

Ni 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Perkins, Ni-Eric 
Subject: Thank you 

11:58 AM 

Mr. Perkins 

Thank you so much for your help with the readmission of 

She was able to register for 2 classes this morning, and attend both. Your help was essential in that process and it is very much 
appreciate. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

No worries Tony! I just wish Tom would have I don’t really know- where I’m gonna come up with 150 dollars to get these books so last minute. 

Thanks Tony I appreciate your help, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:07 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I checked the summer school money sheet that they send me on each scholarship person. Your sheet ( and most of your teammates) did not cover books. Sorry to be 
the one to let you know-, but your books are not covered. 
> 

> You can ask the coaches for an explanation, but summer school money is different, and doesn’t come from your full scholarship, and that explains why its different. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             11:48 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online Summer School 

Hey Tony, 
Summer school is off to a good start I have all my classes on sakai and have already started adding input to the discussion forums! 
Hopefully they will work out well in the end, but so far it’s looking good! Thanks for the check in. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:06 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I just wanted to check in to be certain that each of you has access to your online course material and that you’ve started the 
coursework. You all should have assignments by now and you should be engaged in the course. Any problems, please let me know 
asap. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Thursday: 1 : 15 PM 

@aol.com>; 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

; Tony Yount 

Thank you Tony. My wife,      will be accompanying her as I must attend a memorial service in Boston on       We will keep 
you posted on their schedule and make sure they put aside time to meet with you first. Many thanks for your help. Best, 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 16:42:02 
To: 

Subject: Re: 

Hello 

The SAT 2 Math is the appropriate test, or the ACT Math score. This link will explain Math placement at Carolina and your options. 
There is no online placement option for Carolina through Blackboard. 

http ://math.unc.edu/for-undergrads/placement-info 

will schedule her fall classes during orientation in     Athletes do have priority in registration for 7 of their 8 semesters at 
Carolina, but not for the first one. I hope to be able to spend an hour or so with     and whomever comes with her to orientation on 
the afternoon or evening before her orientation begins so that we can talk about scheduling and have her as prepared as she can 
possibly be before the scheduling actually occurs on the second day of orientation. Advisers and parents are not allowed in the room 
when she actually does the scheduling. When you know her travel plans, please let me know so that we can arrange a time to meet. 

Thanks 

Tony 

On , at 11:59 AM, wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> Sorry to bother you, but am wondering about Math placement. 
> You had said she should take the SAT 2 in Math. I believe she is 
> signed up for that in June, but am trying to confirm that with her 
> mother at the moment. 
> 
> A friend whose daughter will be attending JMU, and playing lacrosse, 
> mentioned to me last night she had taken some math exam on-line, 
> through Blackboard, strictly for placement purposes. Is this an option 
> @ UNC? 
> 

> Finally, is set for the early orientation. As I recall from 
> attending my older daughter’s UNC orientation, this is also when they 
> submit their class choices. Is my memory correct and do athletes have 
> any kind of advantage when signing up? (I know in my older daughter’s 
> case, (non-athlete), she attended orientation in    and had a very 
> tough time getting into desired classes freshman year. ) 
> 
> Thanks for any feedback. We’re exceited abou the big games this 
> weekend. If the women beat Virginia Saturday, and I will be at 
> Final Four for my birthday next Friday. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            4:25 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris Ducar <ducar@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First Year Orientation 

Will do ! Jenny, do you want to take care of __ And , do you want to take care of 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:00 PM 
To: Karen Shelton; Jenny Levy; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: First Year Orientation 

Coaches, 

are the only first years among the incoming students who have not yet registered. They 
have received multiple reminders in multiple formats from me. If you could help nudge them toward registration, it would be most 
appreciated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

}live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             2:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hello Tony, 

I scheduled my orienation for the fifth session during the week of camp. My flight arrives Sunday night late and I depart on Thursday 
after camp. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
To: 

Cc: Levy, Jennifer 
Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

possible. 
- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll 
get you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those 
two days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 

We expect most of you to attend Session 5, June 17 and 18, since that session is so close to our       camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my 
vacation time this summer will be from June 18 - July 10 so I will not on campus for orientation sessions 6 - 9. I will be around for all 
the other sessions. 

When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 
session you’ll be attending. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Report 

Thanks Tony. 

Any sign of signing up for freshman orientation? I emailed her on Friday evening, I’ll call her tonight if she hasn’t 

replied by then. 

Guy 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:16 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu>, Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Academic Report 

Coaches, 

Here are the reports. There is a discrepancy on numbers from the two reports since the second report includes and the 

first does not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Report 

Ok I’ll call her. 

From: <Yount>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:53 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring Academic Report 

I have heard nothing from her via email or text. 

Tony 

On May 20, 2013, at 1:50 PM, Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tony. 

Any sign of         signing up for freshman orientation? I emailed her on Friday evening, I’ll call her tonight if 

she hasn’t replied by then. 

Guy 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:16 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu>, Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Academic Report 

Coaches, 

Here are the reports. There is a discrepancy on numbers from the two reports since the second report includes 

and the first does not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Confirmation of Completed Elite 89 Nomination Form 

FYI - 

From: NCAA Elite 89 [mailto:registrations@planningpoint.net] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Confirmation of Completed Elite 89 Nomination Form 

CHAMPlO 1 
Thank you for submitting your Elite 89 nominee for this NCAAChampionship. If you need to make a change to 
the information you have submitted, please log into the system with your email address and your confirmation 
code, found below. 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Registration ID 1937 

Confirmation Code G4MJV2 

Attendee Division - Division I/National Collegiate 

Submitted Monday, May 20, 2013 at 1:03 PM CST 

ELITE 89 REPRESENTATIVE 

Sport * 

Institution * 

Name of Student-Athlete * 

Major * 

Year in School * 

Credits Completed (in Semester Hours) * 

GPA on a 4.0 Grading Scale * 

Is Applicant on a 4.3 Grading Scale? * 

I affirm that the above information is accurate. * 

Name of Academic Officer Who Completed Form * 

Position * 

Phone * 

Email Address * 

Date * 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Junior 

No 

Yes 

Spencer Welborn 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

9198438917 

swelbornCbemail.unc.edu 

5/20/2013 

Powered By PlanninqPoint - ~2008 to 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             2:07 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Online Summer School 

Hi Tony !! 

I promised you I would keep you updated every week with how summer school is going, and so far so good. I"m keeping myself up to 
date with assignments and what not, and I think this class is going to be pretty cool. The readings aren’t boring at all (which is a nice 
change from most textbooks), and       is on me about staying up on everything. I have a paper due on the 31st of this month and 
I’m about done with it already, so I’m thinking if i continue to be ahead of the game, there is no chance of me falling behind. 

Thanks again, and I’ll continue to keep you up to date! 

Have a good one! 

From: Younl, Tony [tonyyounl@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:05 AM 
To: 

SubJect: Online bummer bchool 

Ladies, 

I just wanted to check in to be certain that each of you has access to your online course material and that you’ve started the 
coursework. You all should have assignments by now and you should be engaged in the course. Any problems, please let me know 
asap. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            9:13 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Orientation 

Hey Tony T I have orientation on June 3 and 4. Can we meet before then to go over my schedule for next year? Let me know, thank 
you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:13 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hey Tony! I have orientation on June 3 and 4. Can we meet before then to go over my schedule for next year? Let me know, thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school update? 

Thanks Tony, 

Just FYI Arturo is gone, so you don’t have to include him anymore :) Of course 
we can see the results of that... 
Not worried about the other 3. 

says the class is easy...that is what she always says and 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tony¥ount~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             10:07 AM 
To: rackham; Arturo Rivera; Joe Sagula; Tyler Adams 
Subject: summer school update? 

good reports from her tutor - she checked in last week - seems to be in good shape 

¯ good report from her tutor - checked in yesterday. Likes the GEOL lab so far - seems to be in good shape. Nothing new on the honor 
court situation 

- checked in yesterday - says the course is easy and that she doesn’t need a tutor, which is good because we don’t have one. was here 
studying yesterday afternoon 

- checked in yesterday - says this instructor is so much better than the last and feels good about this class 

So at least at the beginning, they are doing what we asked them to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,             10:10 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation 

Yes I have 1030-1 off every day so just let me know! Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:54 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Of course. Let’s do that next week after the Final 4 is over. Do have any free time during the day? If not we can meet Tues,Wed, or 
Thurs night next week. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 9:13 AM, ~gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony ! I have orientation on June 3 and 4. Can we meet before then to go over my schedule for next year? Let me know, thank 
you! 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             10:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: another update 

I’m assuming this is worse than what happened with I don’t recall if she was officially charged last summer or the case was dropped? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:37 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>      got the Honor Court notification this am - she is being charged - specifically with "unauthorized assistance or unauthorized 
collaboration in connection with academic work" 
> 
> She’s been assigned to and must meet with her within the week. I advised to do that asap. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Chris Duca~ <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

[@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thanks Tony. came by yesterday and said she was going to EVERY class and seeing you regularly so I am encouraged. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

has registered for Session 16, July 30&31 for first year orientation. 

sent me a summer school update last night. First paper is due on May 31 and she is almost done with it already. Reading is interesting. 
her constantly. Was a good update. 

I will see tomorrow- morning, but not Thurs and Fri - traveling with to the Final Four. 

Tony 

is nagging 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Adams, Tyler G" <tadams@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:10 AM 

Arturo Rivera <aj rivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler G Adams <tadams@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: another update 

Are those the charges we expected? 

Tyler Adams 
UNC Volleyball 

Sent from my Droid Charge on Verizon 4G LTE Tony Yount wrote: 
got the Honor Court notification this am - she is being charged - specifically with "unauthorized assistance or unauthorized 

collaboration in connection with academic work" 

She’s been assigned to and must meet with her within the week. I advised to do that asap. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             12:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Report 

Hi Tony, 

I’m fairly sure that 

Guy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

doesn’t come over until around June 16th... 

at 9:57 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Any luck with 

And is : here? 
get her books. 

Tony 

about orientation? 

Her summer books are on scholarship and I can get her the book form that she needs to 

On at 1:54 PM, Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok I’ll call her. 

From: <Yount>, Tony Yount <tonyyountOunc.edu> 
Date: Monday,            1:53 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathroOunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring Academic Report 

I have heard nothing from her via email or text. 

Tony 

On at 1:50 PM, Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tony. 

Any sign of          signing up for freshman orientation? I emailed her on Friday evening, 

I’ll call her tonight if she hasn’t replied by then. 

Guy 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            1:16 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu>, Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Academic Report 

Coaches, 



Here are the reports. There is a discrepancy on numbers from the two reports since the second 

report includes          and the first does not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 1:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Not sure when she arrives. Her summer school is a special MBA program that starts in June, I think! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 21, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach 
> 

> Is 

> 

> Tony 

here? She is on the book scholarship list for summer school and I can sign that for her so that she can get her books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesdax 4:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tutor 

Great, thank you!! Have fun at the final four!! I will probably bring the paper to you when you get back. See you soon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:08 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Here is Susan Maloy’s email. Be as specific as you can about when you need to meet 
> 
> Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> I can read something for you too if you like, but I’m going with 
> 
> Tony 
> 

to the Final Four - leaving in the morning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 

Just left her a voicemail:-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount(~,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Shelton, Karen C; Guy Cathro; Grant Fulton 
Subject: 

Still hasn’t registered for Orientation. Last day to avoid late fee is today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducax <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.eou> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thanks Tony ... I have put Chris on this. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Dorr .... alho,* a IV; Tom Sander 

Subject: 

Still hasn’t registered for Orientation. Last day to avoid late fee is today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday              5:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation 

Thanks, did you mean 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-1603 
Cell: 
Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Orientation 

5:40 PM 

has registered for session 10, July 11 & 12 

still not registered as of this aftemoon’s update 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gillette, Boo Laura Michelle" <boogillette@unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:16 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation 

Hi Tony 
Thanks for all of the updates. I have spoken to several times. She said she has registered online for Orientation on .... Below- is an email I 

received from her that I copy-pasted to show- you...Is it possible that the system show-s her as not registered for Orientation b/c UNC is awaiting her check? Please 
advise. Thank you. 
Have a nice day, 
Boo 

On , at 5:17 PM, newstudents@unc.edu wrote: 

Awaiting Check: Reservation on Hold for 10 Days 

PID 
Session 
You have elected to pay your total of $215.00 by check or money order. Please make your check payable to UNC at Chapel Hill, put your PID in the memo line, and 
send your check/money order along with a copy of your reservation summary to: 
New- Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
CB# 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 
Please remember that your payment must be received within 10 days or your Orientation reservation will automatically be cancelled. 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New- Student Orientation! If you have questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New Student and 
Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 
Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation session, please visit the New 
Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New- Student and Carolina Parent Programs website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For 
guests interested in learning more about local hotels, the Office of New- Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels 
to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more information. 
A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to attending New- Student Orientation. If you axe taking one of 
these online placement exams, please follow- the steps below- to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 
1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at www.unc.edu/languageplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your Orientation session. 
For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the Foreign Language 
Placement Webpage or call the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 
B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review- the information online at the Advising website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning your coursework. Visit advising.unc.edu, click on 
"For Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a 
link to an on-line academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new- first-year students must complete the on-line module 
in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year 
Student Orientation. 
C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to meet the various demands of University life, please visit 
http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self-identify with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 
We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit http://newstudents.unc.edu/to checkout additional information related to extended Orientation 
opportunities. New- family members are encouraged to visit http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:41 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J; Gillette, Boo Laura Michelle 
Subject: Orientation 

is a confirmed registrant for session 14 

still not registered as of the afternoon update today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             11:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Congrats 

Thanks Tony! Your email means a lot to me. I really appreciate all of your guidance the past three years. It’s easy to continuously push 
forward knowing that you are always there supporting me and having my back. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:09 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’m so proud of all that you’ve done since you got to Carolina, and so happy that you have been recognized and rewarded for all your 
hard work. And so happy that your picture goes on the wall in my office for winning this award. When I taught at Chapel Hill High 
School I was surrounded by brilliant kids who did everything they could do to be the best possible students they could be. That’s been 
one of the hardest adjustments I’ve had to make since I started working for the athletic department. Having you do so much in the last 
3 years to be the best student you can be is reminder of what I love so much about education and a real reward for me and I really 
appreciate it. 
> 
> Congratulations on a reward will earned. 
> 

> 

> <DSC_0227.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~comcast.net> 

Sunday, 1:09 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

Hi Tony, 

Here is my confirmation of the orientation date. Hope this helpsT 

Thanks, 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: ~co m cast. n et> 
Date: 8:06:55 PM EDT 
To: " @comcast.net>, 

@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

From: newstudents@unc.edu [mailto:newstudents@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:01 PM 
To’. ~comcast.net 
Cc’, ~live.unc.edu; @comcast.net; .~comcast.net 
Subject: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

PID: 
Session 16: 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If 
you have questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm 
Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation 
session, please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of 
the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs website for 
updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests interested in 
learning more about local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina 
Parent Programs is proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels 
to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel 
Hill. Click here for more information. 



A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams 
will be facilitated online, prior to attending New Student Orientation. If you 
are taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps 
below to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

]. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc_id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam 

a t www. u nc.ed uZlanqua~ep I a ce m e n t 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to 

your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and 
languages other than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit 
theForeign Language Placement Webpage or call the Office of New Student 
& Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn 
about the curriculum and begin planning your coursework. 
Visitadvising.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read 
the "Newly Admitted Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation 
experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an on-line 
academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for 
Orientation email. All new first-year students must complete the on-line 
module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns 
related to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an 
academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact 
your ability to meet the various demands of University life, please 
visithttp:!!accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self- 
identify with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to 
visit http://newstudents.unc.edu! to checkout additional information related 
to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged 
to visit http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family 
programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 
or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Mr. Yount, 

I have graduation events and family coming in this weekend. Is there any way we could meet around 4:30 either tomorrow or 
Wednesday (pref. Wednesday)? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:59 PM 
To: 

Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Ladies, 

Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It 
would be enormously helpful if we (and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation 
starts on Monday morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and evening, June 2, to meet with you to plan and prepare for the 
process of scheduling. I promise you it will be time well spent. 

ffyou are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you 
live close and want to come to CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my office 
in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. 

By the time you get to CH you should have done these things: 

Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 

Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you will 
be allowed to register. You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 

I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet before June 3. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday,             5:09 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Sounds great! Thanks so much! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Yes. Wed at 4:30 is perfect. See you then 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On l , at 4:01 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 
> 
> I have graduation events and family coming in fllis weekend. Is there any way we could meet around 4:30 either tomorrow or Wednesday (pref. 
Wednesday)? 
> 

> Thanks~ 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent. Frlrtnv 1 ")" q121 Dh/[ 

> To: 
> Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 
> 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It would be 
enormously helpful if we (and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation starts on Monday 
morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and evening, June 2, to meet with you to plan and prepare for the process of scheduling. I promise 
you it will be time well spent. 
> 
> If you are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you live close 
and want to come to CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my office in the Academic 
Center attached to the football stadium. 
> 
> By the time you get to CH you should have done fllese things: 
> 
> Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 
> 
> Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you will be 
allowed to register. You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 
> 
> I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time fllat you’d like to meet before June 3. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             10:38 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LFIT fall 

Hey Tony, 
Hope you’re having a great summer! I wanted you check in with you regarding an enrollment issue for this coming fall. I still need to 
take a LFIT to be able to graduate in and I am not able to enroll. Do you know of any reasons this could be happening? I 
am attempting to take LFIT . It says that the class is still open for enrollment but will not allow me to enroll. Please 
let me know if you have any suggestions. Thanks Tony!! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LFIT fall 

Hey Tony, 
Hope you’re having a great summer! I wanted you check in with you regarding an enrollment issue for this coming fall. I still need to take a LFIT to be able to graduate 
in December and I am not able to enroll. Do you know- of any reasons this could be happening? I am attempting to take LFIT It says that the class is 
still open for enrollment but will not allow- me to enroll. Please let me know- if you have any suggestions. Thanks Tony!! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

i@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my email 

i see you dont have my current email sooo im emailing youT 

the banquet pics are awesomeT T great work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             3:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: missing stuff 

Will make one big list for John. Not sure Jenny has time to call the 
NCAA for more hats and shirts. 

And I will try to get you a little trophy too. 

On         3:16 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> you said to email you about missing stuff 
> 
> I did not get a hat and a t-shirt from the championship night - if you could get that - many props 
> 
> thanks 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             5:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation prep 

Hi Tony, 

I don’t mind not meeting again but if you think it is beneficial for me to go again then I can totally stop by because I still need to get my book 
for summer class and my one card. 

Just let me know if you want to meet again. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Orientation prep 

Are you going to come over for an orientation prep session with me before orientation starts on Monday? I’ve set aside Sunday afternoon and 
evening to meet with the 7 of you that are coming. 

But we’ve already met, so you might be comfortable without another meeting with me. Its up to you. Let me know if you’d like to come. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 
Tuesday,             5:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

4pm sounds great!! Thanks so much. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:10 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello 
> 
> I have the 2 and 3 o’clock hours set for Sunday for other folks. You can pick any hour beginning with 4pm and get back to me and 
I’ll lock it into the schedule. 
> 

> Just let me know as soon as you can. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:29 AM, @aol.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Thank you so much! My mom and I are flexible as far as time. Let me know what works best for you! 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             9:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: update 

Nothing as yet. The first paper is due on Friday, so I think that will be the first grade in the grade book. 

I’ll let you know as soon as I get it back. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 
To: 

Subject: update 

How about another update? 

Any grades yet? 

Hope you’re having a good summer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             7:54 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

photo changed 

Jeff says he just changed the photo. 
momentarily if not already. 

-mb 

Might take a few minutes to show on the site, but it should be changed 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Matthew B Bowers <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:54 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

photo changed 

Jeff says he just changed the photo. Might take a few minutes to show on the site, but it should be changed momentarily if not already. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email. unc. edu> 

Sunday,             2:20 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 
It’s been a pleasure working with you this semester. 
Thanks for all the help and support, 
Marc 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: Re: 

2:08 PM 

Marc, 

I have texted each - Thanks again for all your good work this semester. The communication is so helpful to us. 

Take care 

Tony 

at 1:42 PM, Marc D Cohen <cohermad@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> One more note, Tony: 
> It appears that also turned in a transcript witla only 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written her to confirm that this is the case. 
> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 
> 

> From: Cohen, Marc D 
> Sent: Sunday, 1:39 PM 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: RE: 
> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
> I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, " did not turn in Feeder 3.2 (tlae 
interview transcripts), and         turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all three to confirm that tlais 
was the case.          has written me back and says tlaat the interview info is on her phone and that she will type it up and submit. I will 
need them to upload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be calculated tomorrow. 
> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 
> 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
> To: Cohen, Marc-D 
> Subject: 
> 

> Dr. Cohen 
> 

> Thanks for you call this morning. I went right over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and called 
over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have interviews 

scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by tlae coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 
> 
> I do so appreciate your communication tlais semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain tlaat a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,.             11 : 17 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 

I heard back from Of the three,          was the highest quality though inexplicably never turned 
in till now. both failed to get three interviews. - tried but had two interview subjects (who would have served as 
her third interview sources) flake on her.          effort on this assignment was mediocre and minimalistic. Since I didn’t hear back 
from       about this missing assignment, I’m assuming she has no interviews and did not follow through on the promises made 
when you walked over to practice to talk to her,                         As nice as they are as people, neither       nor 

were much interested in their homework this semester in my class. You wouldn’t expect this, since both were excellent 
contributors in class. In fact, all of the four above were good, solid contributors in class during lessons, workshops, and discussions. 
This lack of interest in homework is consistent with their avoidance of office hours to get feedback on their work-in-progress (despite 
numerous invitations). 

The good news is that we had great success with all of the other student-athletes under your watch enrolled in my two sections this 
semester--and, as you know, there were a lot of them! 

Take care, 

Marc Cohen 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: Re: 

2:08 PM 

Marc, 

I have texted each - Thanks again for all your good work this semester. The communication is so helpful to us. 

Take care 

Tony 

On , at 1:42 PM, Marc D Cohen <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> One more note, Tony: 
> It appears that also tumed in a transcript with only 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written her to confirm that this is the 
case. 

> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 
> 
> From: Cohen, Marc D 
> Sent: Sunday, 1:39 PM 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: RE: 
> 
> Hi Tony, 
> Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
> I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, did not turn in 
Feeder 3.2 (the interview transcripts), and turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all 
three to confirm that this was the case. has written me back and says that the interview info is on her phone and that she 
will type it up and submit. I will need them to upload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be 
calculated tomorrow. 
> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 



> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
> To: Cohen, Marc D 
> Subject: 
> 
> Dr. Cohen 
> 
> Thanks for you call this morning. I went fight over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and 
called,                                over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have 
interviews scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by the coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 
> 
> I do so appreciate your communication this semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain that a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:31 AM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance,Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On at 10:53 AM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning q , Friday ( l, and Monday morning ( ) if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday,              12:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST review 

Thursday will work for me 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:43 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Let’s pick some times when all of us can work on Barney’s final. I am happy to go over the essays and IDs with you, but would 
prefer to do it only once. 
> 
> I will be at the AC on Saturday from 1 - 4. Can we work then? I can also be free Thursday evening this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:42 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 11:30 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "¥ount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: McFarlane, Kelly 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On , at 10:53 AM, @live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 



I am free Thursday morning ( I, Friday i ), and Monday morning ( ) if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Monday,              12:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc. edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

10 am works for me, and I’m happy to come McCaskill 

Tony 

On , at 12:41 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 11:30 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,            11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On, , at 10:53 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 



I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the 

next week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning ( 
of you. Also, I heard that 

Thanks, 

), Friday ( ), and Monday morning ( ) if any of those days work well for both 
is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,              2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST review 

I’m good Thursday night 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:31 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sat afternoon won’t work, how about Sunday afternoon, the earlier the better on Sunday afternoon. 
> 
> is good with Thursday night. Anyone else available Thursday night? 
> 

> 

> On , at 11:41 AM, TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Ladies, 
>> 
>> Let’s pick some times when all of us can work on Barney’s final. I am happy to go over the essays and IDs with you, but would 
prefer to do it only once. 
>> 
>> I will be at the AC on Saturday from 1 - 4. Can we work then? I can also be free Thursday evening this week. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:07 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~aol.com; 

@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 10 am Loudermilk .... 

~live.unc.edu>; 

$0am at Loudermilk sounds great. See you all then. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 2:07 PM 

To:’ @live.unc.edu>, 

<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Cc: 

~)aol.com>, ’ 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 10 am Loudermilk .... 

@live.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" 

,@msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, 

~gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas" 

Since Tony is going to be doing most of the work let’s meet in Loudermilk for him ... 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 12:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 11:30 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 



I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From" Yount, Tony 
Sent" Monday, 10:59 AM 
To" 
Cc" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On , at 10:53 AM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning ( ), Friday ( ), and Monday morning ( ~ if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              8:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: HIST    review 

and I are down Sunday afternoon. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: HIST review 

Sat afternoon won’t work, how about Sunday afternoon, the earlier the better on Sunday afternoon. 

is good with Thursday night. Anyone else available Thursday night? 

, at 11:41 AM, TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Let’s pick some times when all of us can work on Barney’s final. I am happy to go over the essays and IDs with you, but would 
prefer to do it only once. 
> 
> I will be at the AC on Saturday from 1 - 4. Can we work then? I can also be free Thursday evening this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              9:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebrate the Golf Seniors 

Amazing! Thank you!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:48 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> https://www.icloud.com/photostream!#A3 GI9HKKGIsciu 
> 
> enjoy the photos 
> 
> share with anyone you like 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 

Tuesday, 10:24 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Senior pictures 

Tony- These are beautiful!!! Thank you so much;) 
had a great time on the photo shoot today ! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              11:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Dear Tony, 
I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact 
schedule for this? Is it okay that I did that? Sorry this is so late, I have been very busy with school. 

Thanks ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvyount@unc.edn] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
To: 

Subject: Orientation for Carolina 

Ladies, 

Most of you have your UNC emails addresses now. Thanks for taking care of that. 
possible and email me letting me know that its done. 

please do that as soon as 

We’re expecting all of you except, for freshmen orientation I’ll be available for meetings with you, and your 
parents if they are attending orientation, on Wednesday afternoon and evening, , to get you ready for your orientation 
scheduling session. As your travel plans get set, you can let me know when you’d like to meet on that Wednesday. 

ff any of you are choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know that I’ll be 
on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, June 19 - July 9 and won’t be available for those sessions. 

Please send me an email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,            9:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebrate the Golf Seniors 

Thanks for sharing, Tony! 

On , at 9:49 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> https://www.icloud.com/photostream!#A3 GI9HKKGIsciu 
> 
> enjoy the photos 
> 
> share with anyone you like 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            9:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Second Session Summer School 

Thank you, Tony ! 

I have sent the emails per your request. I look forward to talking to you. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:36 PM 
To: 

Cc: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Second Session Summer School 

Tom Sander just informed me that you’ll be attending second session summer school. There are some things that you need to take care 
of fairly quickly. 

1. You need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office and ask that your enrollment date be moved forward to 
second session summer school. The email address is adjct@email.unc.edu. That needs to be done as soon as possible. 

2. You need to send an email to advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu asking for their advice in choosing courses to take. You 
must be cleared by an adviser to register and the purpose of this email is to get adviser approval. 

In each email you should identify yourself as an incoming freshmen women’s soccer player. Give your and use your UNC email 
account to send the email. 

will also be attending second session and it would be great if the two of you decided to take the same course, 
though that is not essential. All freshmen have to take ENGL 105, and the English department frowns upon multiple absences in that 
course. Taking that course in the summer when you will not need to miss a class for soccer is a good class to consider. I spent some 
time on the phone with      earlier in the week explaining how to search for classes on the registration. I would be happy to do that 
with you at your convenience. My cell is 

I hope to talk with you soon. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            1 10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Ok perfect! Thank yoi 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:57 AM 
To:i 
Subject: Re: Summer School 

I believe that Jennifer was referring to general financial aid from the University, or to federal loan or aid programs, and not to athletic 
scholarships. I’ve checked with other folks here in our building and it is quite normal for athletics to pay for summer school, so the 
money that Anson promised you should be available without any restriction. Checked in with Anson this morning and he agrees - 
athletic scholarship money that he promised will be available to you for summer school. 

Tony 

On ,atl2:17AM, @live.unc.edu<mailto: !@live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Jennifer emailed me back today and told me that I will be able to register for my courses on the connectcarolina website, but she also 
told me that since im officially admitted to the fall semester that im not eligable to use financial aid for the summer. Anson had told 
me dad that they were taking care of everything except 1 class. Whenever you get a chance can you clarify which one it is. 

Thank you (: 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu<mailto:tonvvount~unc.edu>] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:43 PM 
To: 

Subject: Summer School 

Nice to speak with you today. Looking forward to meeting you. 

Please let me know when you complete your Orientation registration. I’ll include those instructions here: 

Then to register for summer school you’ll need to write two emails: 

The first to Dean Myra Wyrick in the Advising Office at UNC. Her email address is: 
wyrick@email.unc.edu<mailto:wyrick~email.unc.edu>. Give her your name, your PID number. Identify yourself as an incoming 
freshman soccer player who would like to enroll in Summer Session 2 for the summer of . You should ask for her advice about 
courses to take. 

Then you need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is: 
adjct@email.unc.edu<mailto:adict~email.unc.edu> Give her your name and PID number. Identify yourself as an incoming freshman 
soccer player and request that your enrollment date be rolled forward to Summer Session 2 for the summer of . Tell Jennifer that 
you have emailed Dean Wyrick. 

Here is a link to the summer school courses offered this summer: 

http://summer.unc.edu/courses/summer-    -course-listin~s-by-department-or-school/ 



Courses are listed by department and be sure to scroll down to second session. 

We talked about ENGL 105 as one good choice, especially you will miss several days of class due to team travel. 
We talked about PHIL 165 to fulfill your philosophy requirement and to engage you in a course about difficult medical issues. 
I learned about JOMC (Journalism) 455 just this afternoon. The class carries 3 hours of credit, but only meets from from 9 
am - 12:15 am daily. It is taught by Tim Crothers, who writes for Sports Illustrated and wrote the biography of Anson. Its about Sports 
Reporting. 
There are so many courses for you to take. Why don’t you browse and select some that sound interesting to you and we can talk after 
you’ve done that. 

I am also going to ask 
soon. 

to send you a list of possible courses from a student’s perspective. Then lets chat and decide 

Call or text any time. Let me know what I can do to help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 1:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I hear ya’... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks - we were just hoping 

Tony 

On May 2, 2013, at 1:27 PM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> < HS transcript.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 3:29 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros(         @gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B 
Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount is our new academic advisor .... he is a proTT 

We got you some $ ..... the cost for a course is $2,700 .... we got you $2,000. I hope that helps. Good luck 
EVERYTHING! Connect with Tom or Tony to set it up. Let’s get you graduated!!! 

with 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hola 

@gmail.com] 
3:29 PM 

Hey Anson- 
I need to take my last course to finish. The online classes start in two weeks. I just wanted to ask in case you had extra money, if the 
program would be willing to pay for it or help me. I’m living off a low salary and my parents are over stretched because they have 
taken on all my bills etc that I can’t pay. Let me know if there is any way. I may have to wait until later to take the course if it doesn’t 
come together but I will figure it out regardless. Just thought I would ask. Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online course 

Hi Tony- 
Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay 
at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,            8:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so much 
higher and is there a time when it goes down? 

Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by the 
end of the day. 
> 
> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should be 
possible online at http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> 
> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony- 
>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can 
pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday,            12:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
> 
> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state tuition. 
> 
> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
> 

> 

> On , at 8:12 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so 
much higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>> 
>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by 
the end of the day. 
>>> 
>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should 
be possible online at http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
>>> 
>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I 
can pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>> 

>>>> Thank you, 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Se~ from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackhaxn@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

How is she will eligibility? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:17 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Very few- grades are in. Most are good.              got an F in ITAL    . Very surprised. Never got a progress report from the prof and from 
grades it looked like a C+ to me, though she did say it was very hard and she was worried about it. 
> 

> Let’s hope that’s all the bad news. 

’s self-reported 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:48 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 
NCAA. org 

Men’s basketball teams will be allowed to begin their first practice - celebrated at many schools with Midnight Madness events - up to 

two weeks earlier than in the past, starting this fall. The proposal was finalized at the close of the Division I Board of Directors meeting 

Thursday. 

Last month, the Legislative Council amended and approved the long-tabled measure that will allow men’s basketball teams to conduct 
30 days of practice in the six weeks before their first regular-season game. In the past, practice began roughly four weeks before the 

regular season. 

A separate proposal that eliminated the requirement that the first practice begin no earlier than 5 p.m. on the first allowable day was 

also adopted. 

The rule change brings the men’s basketball practice start date closer to that of the women’s teams. Women’s basketball teams begin 
no earlier than 40 days before the first regular-season game, with a limit of 30 days of practice. 

The measures had been tabled since April 2012, when the Legislative Council tabled the bulk of the proposals in that year’s cycle to 

allow the Rules Working Group to fulfill its charge of making the Division I rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of 

student-athlete success. 

The rule creates a flexible preseason practice schedule that allows practice days and off days instead of the current schedule that 

leads to practice occurring every possible day. The more flexible approach provides coaches with the ability to determine how to use 

practice opportunities. 

The original proposal allowed practice to start 40 days before the first game, but the Council members adjusted the rule to 

accommodate for Midnight Madness events often planned around the first men’s basketball practice. Because a significant number of 

teams start playing games on the first day the rules allow it (the second Friday in November), the first day for practice would fall on a 
Sunday, which is not conducive to Midnight Madness events. Expanding the time period to 42 days allows the first practice to be held 

on a Friday. 

The Women’s Basketball Coaches Association expressed preference to maintain its current 40-day period as an expansion posed 

potential conflicts with a weekend when recruiting can occur. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:08 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

I wanted to let you know I will be attending the first year orientation with my parents on 

will be driving down on Wednesday, the 

Looking forward to meeting with you. 

Enjoy your vacation, 

and and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:39 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: First Yeas Orientation Confirmation 

Hi Tony, 
I registered for the orientation and I have sent them an email to ask if they could put me for session 17 like you said. Just 
wanted to let you know. 
Hope you are doing well, 

Van: newstudents@unc.edu [newstudents@unc.edu] 
Verzonden: vrijdag          18:39 
Aan: @hotmail.com 
CC: 
Onderwerp: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

PID: 
Session 16: to 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If you have questions about your 
reservation, please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 
Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks 
before your Orientation session, please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Proqrams website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests 
interested in learning more about local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud to 
partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC 
Chapel Hill. Click here for more information. 
A. Language Placement 
Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to 
attending New Student Orientation. If you are taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps 
below to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc idlservices 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at www.unc.edu/lanquaqeplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other than French, German, Latin 
and Spanish, please visit the Foreiqn Lanquaqe Placement Webpaqe or call the Office of New Student & Carolina 
Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 
B. Academic Preparation 
Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning 
your coursework. Visit advisinq.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted 
Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an 
on-line academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new first-year 
students must complete the on-line module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related 
to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 
C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 
If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to meet the various demands 
of University life, please visit http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self-identify with the 
Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 
We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit http:!!newstudents.unc.edu/to checkout 
additional information related to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged to visit 
http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 
919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:5 5 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Is it okay if I stay in Caxmichael throughout Orientation? I’m not sure if I am registered for overnights throughout orientation because I had camp then. 

Thanks ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:14 AM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Orientation for Carolina 

Hello 

I just went over to Caxmichael to check on your camp registration. You registered for both sessions, and that’s fine. Most of the incoming freshmen axe registered for the 
first session, and then will move into their orientation dorm. Your orientation will begin at 8 am on Thursday morning and will continue until sometime in the late 
afternoon on Friday. You can go to hockey camp until Thursday morning at 8 am, but you’ll need to switch to Carolina’s orientation and stay with that group until 
Friday afternoon, and then you cam go back to hockey camp. It is not a problem. 

Tony 

On , at 11:03 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Tony, 
> I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact schedule for this? Is it okay that I 
did that? Sorry this is so late, I have been very busy with school. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
> To: 

> Subject: Orientation for Carolina 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Most of you have your UNC emails addresses now-. Thanks for taxing care of that. i please do that as soon as possible and email me letting 
me know- that its done. 
> 

> We’re expecting all of you except      for freshmen orientation       and . I’ll be available for meetings with you, and your parents if they are attending 
orientation, on Wednesday afternoon and evening, , to get you ready for your orientation scheduling session. As your travel plans get set, you can let me know- 
when you’d like to meet on that Wednesday. 
> 

> If any of you are choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know- that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, 
and won’t be available for those sessions. 

> 

> Please send me am email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,            9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: New email 

I already registered, I will be coming and 

On , at 9:41 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks 
> 
> Now, when you get registered for orientation, please let me know when you are coming. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 6:29 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

> 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackhmn <mcld/mi~gmlc.edtr> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

Tony Yomlt <tonyyomlt@mlc.edu> 

Tony Yomlt <t onyyomlt @talc aaamc, e du> 

RE: Updated texibook list - sltmmer 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the 14th and will be looking to get the books on the 15th. Should we just bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject= Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, so we’ll start there. 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:18 AM, raekham <raekham(~une.edu> 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad students on scholarship to get books? 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
_h__t_tp://www.faceboo k.com/ca roli n avolleyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject= RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the form to student stores and get the 

required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer : 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

__ (c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
h__t_tp:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavollevyyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 



From: @fiu.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 4:42 PN 

To: rackham 
Subject= Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldrid~e~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 
Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 
Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane horton@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 

I received the last text book designation for the summer term. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Gina 

Course Number 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i MAC 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i 

iiiiii~iiiiii MAC 
i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC ....................... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! MAC 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

Course Name Instructor Textbook 

Hand 

Chavis 

Skender 

Wang 

Barringer 

Stubben 

E dwards 

<image001.jpg>Tw[tter I <image002.jpg> Linkedln I <image003.jpg> Facebook I <image004.jpg>MAC Journey BIo~ I <[mageoo5.jpg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ gina_wooldridge@kena n-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-fla~ler.u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Duca~ <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Tragically, SOCI was 
semester? 

’s best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for has me very nervous. I am excited about ¯ What is 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:           ’ First Grade 

SOCI grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI must be am A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored¯ 

SOCI has not yet posted¯ 

Tony 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

¯ has no grades posted as of this morning¯ 

’ GPA heading into this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday,            5:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACT 

Hi Tony ! 

I just wanted to let you know that I got my ACT score back. My composite score without writing was a 31 and on math I got a 28... 

Woohoo! :) 
I did have the score sent to UNC. 

Hope things are going well for you! Talk to you soon! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,            5:34 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Tony, 
This email along with the confirmation of my registration with the Friday center are the emails I have gotten 
from Ms. Mcdonnell. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McDonnell, Carol B" <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 
Date: ,8:11:58 AMEDT 
To: @gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Thank you. You are clear. I need to wait until your application for readmission goes through to get the 

courses on your summer schedule. Currently your application is not complete and you don’t have a 

summer term to enroll yet. Please visit the ConnectCarolina site to view the status of your admission. 

However, I will send you confirmation that you can begin work on 

courses on your schedule once the process above is complete. 

in the 2 classes and get the 

Carol McDonnell 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 

Read our stories at 

ffidaycenter.unc.edu!stories 

From: ~amail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: Re: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Hi Ms. McDonnell, 
I am not sure you are the person I should be informing or if I need to call the Friday Center but the 
holds on my account should be lifted (I paid everything today). Please let me know if there is 
anything else I need to do in order to be able to register for classes. 



Thanks again. 

Best Regards, 

@qmail.com 

On , at 8:50 AM, Carol McDonnell <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear (PID ): 

IMPORTANT UPDATE ON YOUR REQUEST TO REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING: 

Course: RELI 
Title: 
Course Type: Carolina Courses Online 
NC Residency Claim: Non-Resident 
Tuition: $2,736.12 

Additional Comments: 
You have a past due account hold and a parking hold on your account that blocks registration, 
Please contact the Friday Center when your account is cleared for registration. 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, CB# 1020, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 800-862-5669 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Tony, 
This email I received from the registrar along with a notice about summer session 2 as well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but none of 
them will let me register for classing bc they say that I need permission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Registrar’s Office <re~gistrationservices@unc.edu> 
Date: ,7:58:56 PM EDT 
To: _ @email.nnc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Dear 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access 
your course planner and the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration which will be open at the date and time specified in 
your enrollment appointment. The link to log in to your ConnectCarolina Student Center to access all of these services can be found 
through the MyUNC Portal at http://my.nnc.edu. On the MyUNC Portal page, click on the ConnectCarolina Student Center link to 
sign in with your onyen and password. A registration guide with information on registration can be found on the Office of the 
University Registzaac’s webpage at http://registza~.unc.edu by clicking on Registration. If you have any questions about registration 
after reviewing this email and information on our website, feel free to contact us at registzationservices~unc.edu. 

REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the number of completed terms in residence before they are 
assigned a time. Students who have completed a higher number of terms in residence would be given an earlier registration start 
date than students with fewer completed terms in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms in residence, students are 
randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may register any time after your registration appointment day and time. Appointments run from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday- 
Friday. The purpose of tkis process is to spread registration over time so that the computer system can better handle the load. 

To fmd out your registration date/time for     Summer I, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under 
Enrollment Dates, and select the term. You will also see your Registration/Advising Option on this site as determined by the various 
Deans’ Offices and depaactsnents. Please pay close attention to any correspondence you may receive from your Dean’s Office or 
depaactsnent to determine what you need to do before your appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through the MyUNC Portal, by clicking on "Update 
Personal Information" on the top left. 



OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration System using your ONYEN/PASSWORD starting on the date and time of your 
registration appointment. After this time, the Registration System under ConnectCarolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 
hours/day, 7 days/week) other than occasional times when the system is down for maintenance. Please note support from campus 
offices will only be available during normal business hours. For advising information and complete registration information, go to 
the Office of the University Registza~’s homepage (http://registza~.unc.edu) and select the     Summer I Registration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, first-yeas Law, first-year MBA, and all EMBA and Master of 
Accounting students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you are not 
permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at http://re~istrar.unc.edu, under Registration and then 
Registration Policies. 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            5:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros          @gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

Tony, 

tells me she will pass both .... I am now off suicide watch. Does she need to go this summer then? What will she have left for a 
degree? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:          ’ First Grade 

Current GPA for       - including the D in SOCI is 2.339. GPA isn’t really the issue with her at this point. She does need to pass one 
of her two remaining courses to meet the 18 hour rule for fall eligibility. POLI    and SOCI    are not yet posted. If she were to 
make an F and a D- in the two remaining courses, she would still be eligible with a 2.1 

When    ’s second grade is posted, I’ll calculate what she needs in summer school to restore eligibility and get that to you. 

On 

wrote: 
, at 11:32 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

> Tragically, SOCI    was    ’s best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for 
is ’ GPA heading into this semester? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
> Subject:          ’First Grade 
> 

> SOCI 
> 
> SOCI 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI, 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

has me very nervous. I am excited about . What 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,            5:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

I have not received an actual email. But I did accept to my re admittance on connectcarolina. I assumed that’s all 
I needed to do. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for sending those things along. Do you an email that confirms that that you have been 
readmitted to the University? That seems to be the hangup at this point. 

Tony 

On , at 5:35 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
This email I received from the registrar along with a notice about summer session 2 as 
well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but none of them will let me register 
for classing bc they say that I need permission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Registrar’s Office <registrationservices@unc.edu> 
Date: 7:58:56 PM EDT 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Dear 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your 
ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access your 
course planner and the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration 
which will be open at the date and time specified in your enrollment 
appointment. The link to log in to your ConnectCarolina Student Center 
to access all of these services can be found through the MyUNC Portal at 
http://my.unc.edu. On the MyUNC Portal page, click on the 
ConnectCarolina Student Center link to sign in with your onyen and 
password. A registration guide with information on registration can be 



found on the Office of the University Registrar’s webpage at 
http://registrar.unc.edu by clicking on Registration. If you have any 
questions about registration after reviewing this email and information on 
our website, feel free to contact us at re~istrationservices@unc.edu. 

REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the 
number of completed terms in residence before they are assigned a time. 
Students who have completed a higher number of terms in residence 
would be given an earlier registration start date than students with fewer 
completed terms in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms 
in residence, students are randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned 
appointment times. 

You may register any time after your registration appointment day and 
time. Appointments run from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The 
purpose of this process is to spread registration over time so that the 
computer system can better handle the load. 

To find out your registration date/time for     Summer I, please go to 
ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under Enrollment 
Dates, and select the term. You will also see your Registration/Advising 
Option on this site as determined by the various Deans’ Offices and 
departments. Please pay close attention to any correspondence you may 
receive from your Dean’s Office or department to determine what you 
need to do before your appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators 
through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this 
through the MyUNC Portal, by clicking on "Update Personal Information" 
on the top left. 

OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration System using your 
ONYEN/PASSWORD starting on the date and time of your registration 
appointment. After this time, the Registration System under 



ConnectCarolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 hours/day, 7 
days/week) other than occasional times when the system is down for 
maintenance. Please note support from campus offices will only be 
available during normal business hours. For advising information and 
complete registration information, go to the Office of the University 
Registrar’s homepage (http.//registrar.unc.edu) and select the 
Summer I Registration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, 
first-year Law, first-year MBA, and all EMBA and Master of Accounting 
students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been 
officially admitted into a new program, you are not permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at 
http//registrar.unc.edu, under Registration and then Registration Policies. 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            6:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros          @gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

Tony, 

What do you think about her going in the summer? If you feel she can handle it (not flunk out) then perhaps she should go. 
Obviously, getting her as close as possible to graduation would help her. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 5:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:          ’ First Grade 

In fact      ’s SOCI    grade just posted and it is B-. She has cleared the 18 rule for academic year       . The SOCI    grade 
gets her hours total to 72 which clears her for the 72 hr rule to begin her 7th semester. She is eligible for fall, even if she fails her 
POLI    course. 

Glad you’re off suicide watch. 

Assuming she passes POLI 
getting her to 81 hours. 

, she will have 75 hours at the end of this semester. She is registered for 6 hours in summer school 

However, I just checked her fall schedule, and she is not registered for classes in the fall. She says she didn’t do it while she was away 
with the            because she didn’t have good internet, which is a big surprise to me. Just texted her to ask if she can come in 
tomorrow and do that. She’s gone until Saturday. I asked her to register for classes and come check with me when she gets back to 
Chapel Hill. 

ff she completes a 15 hour schedule in the fall, she would be 24 hours short of graduation when she leaves 

Tony 

On , at 5:40 PM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> tells me she will pass both .... I am now off suicide watch. Does she need to go this summer then? What will she have left for a 
degree? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Yotmt, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: ’ First Grade 
> 
> Current GPA for - including the D in SOCI is 2.339. GPA isn’t really the issue with her at this point. She does need to pass 
one of her two remaining courses to meet the 18 hour rule for fall eligibility. POLI    and SOCI, are not yet posted, ff she were 
to make an F and a D- in the two remaining courses, she would still be eligible with a 2.1 
> 

> 

> When 
> 

> 

> On 

’s second grade is posted, I’ll calculate what she needs in summer school to restore eligibility and get that to you. 

, at 11:32 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 



> wrote: 
> 

>> Tragically, SOCI    was ’s best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for 
What is ’ GPA heading into this semester? 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
>> Subject: ’ First Grade 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

has me very nervous. I am excited about 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Update 

Hi Tony, 

First of all, thank you so much for taking the time to guide me through the orientation registration process and welcoming 
me to the 

After thinking hard about the offer            extended a few weeks back, I have decided not to enroll at UNC next 
fall. I am so grateful for the opportunity to play at Carolina, but I felt I should not join the program unless I was 100% 
certain of my decision. If there is anything else I need to do to rescind my deposit or un-reserve my spot at orientation 
please let me know how I can go about it. 

Again, thank you so much and I am so sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            9:38 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer school requests for women’s golf 

Tom, 

I have not heard anything regarding my summer school requests for 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Mann 
UNC Women’s Golf 
Office: 919-962-4273 

Cell: 

and ¯ Have they been approved? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            10:14 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

Tony, 

I am meeting with l right now .... what is her "B" and "C" in? And are any more grades up yet? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:          ’First Grade 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Tony 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP exams 

Hey Tony! I was wondering if you could tell me what I have to get on my AP statistics and AP government exams to get credit. Thank you ill let you know- how- they 
go...wish me luck please because I need it haha! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:5l AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP exams 

Hey Tony ! 1 was wondering if you could tell me what I have to get on my AP statistics and AP government exams to get credit. Thank 
you ill let you know how they go...wish me luck please because I need it haha! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            10:52 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: More on 

Thank you Tony ! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: More on 

10:27 AM 

She needs a C- in one class and a D in the other to remain eligible. Anything worse and she would fall under a 2.0. 

Onl 
wrote: 

, at 10:14 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

> Tony, 
> 

> I am meeting with 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
> Subject:          ’ First Grade 
> 

> SOCI 
> 
> SOCI 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

right now .... what is her "B" and "C" in? And are any more grades up yet? 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 7, 2013 2:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: booklist 

Thank you sir 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 7, 2013, at 2:08 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tom distributed the book list today, is on it so I’m cleared to sign off on her books. 
> 
>T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            7:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

My accountT 

I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the regular math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I 
need to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            7:08 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

My accountT 

I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the regular math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I 
need to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            8:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Vibration-assisted Stretching Study 

Hello, 

My name is           , I am a master’s student in the Department of 
Exercise and Sports Science at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. I am writing to you regarding a study we are conducting 
in 
our laboratory which examines the acute effects of vibration assisted 
stretching on flexibility and strength and muscle-tendon properties. 
We 
are looking for recreationally active (1 to 5 hours of exercise per 
week) male participants between the ages of 65 - 74 with no current or 
recent (within the past 3 months) serious low-back, hip, knee, or ankle 

injuries. 

What types of testing will you do?? 

Strength: we will measure how strong your calf muscles are. 
Flexibility: we will measure how flexible your calf muscles are. 
Muscle and tendon properties: we will measure how big and long your 
calf muscles and Achilles tendon are. 

The study involves only 3 visits to the laboratory ! Each visit will 
take about 1 - 1.5 hours each. 

ffyou are interested we can be reached at following: 

Lab phone: 919-843-2014 

Emails:       @email.unc.edu 
Fax: 919-962-0489 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST, we look forward to hearing from you soon!! 

Kind regards, 
,B.S. 

Neuromuscular Research Laboratory 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
E-mail:      @email.tmc.edu 

The acute effects of vibration- 
assisted stretching on strength, flexibility, viscoelasticity, 
and muscle-tendon properties: an age comparison. IRB number 12-1112 
Approved by Biomedical IRB on 

This email is sponsored by: Exercise and Sport Science Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Hey Tony- 

Any updates? 

I’m living in 

Thank you! 

so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@une.edu> wrote: 

> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office and then to Tom. When that paperwork is done, 
I can email you and let you know- that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers office that athletics is going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the 

difference and I think you can use a credit card for that. But wait until the paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom 
Timmermans is the man to call - 919 962 7851 is his number. 
> 

> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I asked about the possibility of taking those hours 
somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
> 

> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 12:06 PM, @gmail.eom> wrote: 
> 

>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How- are we doing it financially? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@une.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
>>> 

>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state tuition. 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.eom> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so much higher and is there a time when it 

goes down? 
>>>> 

>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@une.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow- and have an answer for you by the end of the day. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow-. Registration should be possible online at 

http://www.fridayeenter.une.edu/ep/eeo/enrollment.htm 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow- with answers. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.eom> 
>>>>> VVTOt e: 

>>>>>> Hi Tony- 

>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How- should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there 

any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw- was three hour. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Thankyou, 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent ~om my ~hone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            11:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Thankyou! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The paperwork went through the office today to Tom, so he will have it tomorrow. I will confirm in the morning and send you an 
email saying (I hope) that you’re clear to register. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On l , at 10:30 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony- 
>> Any updates? 
>> I’m living in so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 
>> Thank you! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On l , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office and 
then to Tom. When that paperwork is done, I can email you and let you know that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers 
office that athletics is going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the difference and I think you can use a credit 
card for that. But wait until the paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom 
Timmermans is the manto call - 919 962 7851 is his number. 
>>> 
>>> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I asked 
about the possibility of taking those hours somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
>>> 
>>> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 12:06 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state 
tuition. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 



>>>>> 

>>>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price 
so much higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you 
by the end of the day. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration 
should be possible online at http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
>>>>>>> wrote: 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe 
and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Thank you, 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Sere from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            10:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer course 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:13 AM 
To:        ; Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: RE: Summer course 

Welcome to Carolina! I think English    is fine, but you may want to do a little more investigation of the JOMC course. 400-level 
courses are geared more for Juniors and Seniors and so it may be more challenging than you would like for your first summer at 
UNC. It’s a research and writing course, so think about balance between that and Engl which teaches writing at the college level. 
Maybe JOMC    later on after you have completed Engl    !??? 

I have copied the two advisors that will be working with you this summer and beyond, Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn and 
you will hear from them shortly. Talk with Andrea, Spencer, and Tony a little more about JOMC     It may be ok, but more 
conversation about the nature of the course is needed so you will not be overwhelmed with writing and research in a short summer 
session. 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

Marilyn J. Wyrick 
Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 
2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn j 
Subject: Summer course 

3:37 AM 

Hello. My name is               , I am an incoming freshman. I have talked to Tony Yount a lot about some summer school 
courses to take. I’ve decided to definitely take ENGL    but I am still deciding on a second course to take. Tony and Anson 
recommended a Journalism    class taught by Tim Crothers, which is another possibility. I am looking to take another required 
course. Do you have any suggestions or advice on which courses I should take as an incoming freshman ? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Friday,            3:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Selection 

Does it matter what time the classes are? 

On May 10, 2013, at 11:45 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> The Steele Building advisers forwarded their email exchange with you to me. First, their advice is solid and you are wise to seek it. 
Second, you get to decide what courses to take. I am sony that we seem to inadvertently put you in an awkward position choosing 
between the courses recommended by the athletic side, and the courses recommended by Academic Advising for Student Athletes. 
Fortunately, we all agree on ENGL 105 
> 
> Let me reassure you that the choice is indeed yours, and all of the hours that you might earn this summer will count toward your 
graduation. None of us will be angry over the choice you make. All of us will be supportive and encouraging as you get started with 
your college career. 
> 
> I would, however, urge you to register quickly so that seats in the classes that you choose can be secured. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:40 PM 

Arturo Rivera <aj rivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 
Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades 

Pretty good from most, nice semester for 
is moving in the right direction and if 

and    (above average for them). 
can get her Drama grade sorted out, that’s a great semester. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            3:08 PM 
To: rackham; Arturo Rivera; Joe Sagula; Tyler Adams 
Subject: Spring grades 

Still missing two grades - probably won’t be finalized until Tuesday Team spring GPA looks to be in the high 2.8 range 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring grades 

Yes I didn’t count bc I already knew about her doing well 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2013, at 12:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> all true - but the most amazing semester in there is ’s. Remarkable on so many levels 
> and are getting to where they should be. still a bit lost but she should get there too. 
> 

> 

> On May 10, 2013, at 3:40 PM, rackham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Pretty good from most, nice semester for and    (above average for them). 
>> is moving in the right direction and if can get her Drama grade sorted out, that’s a great semester. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount~unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday,            3:08 PM 
>> To: rackham; Arturo Rivera; Joe Sagula; Tyler Adams 
>> Subject: Spring grades 
>> 

>> Still missing two grades - probably won’t be finalized until Tuesday Team spring GPA looks to be in the high 2.8 range 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

Ok thanks ! 

Sent from my iPhon 

On at 2:28 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> You can really wait until you get back. There are 26 spots in the class and so far only 4 spots have been claimed. So you don’t even 
need to do that now. Come home, find out if coach is paying, and then register. Its really easy to just go to the Friday Center and do 
everything at once. 
> 

> 

> 

> On , at 9:19 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony, I started registering for POLI    online and it has a lot of information to fill out and complete ! Can I go ahead and fill 
all that out? Also, i will be able to drop this course if coach can not cover the cost right? Thanks let me know! 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 8:48 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 
>> 
>>> Oh - an online course. You have to register through the Friday Center for online courses. 
>>> 
>>> Go here 
>>> 
>>> http ://www. fridaycenter.unc, edu/cp/cco/enrollment, htm 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 6:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> I’m trying to register for poli online 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhon 
>>>> 

>>>> On J at 11:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> If its MATH    you’re trying to register for, you won’t be able to. Those sections are reserved for incoming freshmen in the 
summer bridge program. I talked with someone in the math department today who explained that to me. You’ll have to wait til fall to 
take MATH . So sorry. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On l at 5:52 PM ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> Greetings from !!! I am Wing to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must 
obtain permission to take this class. 
>>>>>> Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 



>>>>>> On at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
It will not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 
> 

who holds a STOR tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <beth@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu >; 
Joseph A Sagula <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Tom, 

I am supportive of UNC paying 100% of summer aid for 
work out. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

to graduate after summer school. Hopefully, this will 

93et~ 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
£.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27313 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Tom, 

1:39 PM > > > 

To fulfill graduation requirements, and assuming successful completion of all her currently enrolled classes, 

needs the following. 

BIOL - 1 hr credit 

EXSS -3 hour credit 

EXSS -3 hour credit 

has registered for all 3 of those classes during 

Tony 

On at 3:42 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 
I just spoke with Joe about and her situation in regards to graduating after the second summer 

session,         was an educational major and previously was approved for a 5th year of athletics aid to 

be able to finish her education degree. Due to a major change, the 5th year of aid is no longer necessary 

but since        is still 7 credits short (Tony can you please confirm this) after this spring semester of 

graduating, Joe has asked if we can fund her at 100% for summer school. It will be beneficial (cheaper) 

for us to pay the cost for summer school, instead of having        come back this fall to finish up. 



Therefore I approve the additional funding (on top of Joe’s summer school budget) to cover the cost 

(100%) for the credits necessary for        to graduate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

<imageOO5.jpg>We Educate and Inspire through 
athletics I .GoHee!s.com. I <imageOO6.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Friday,               9:52 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <beth@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Joseph 
A Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Beth! 

We will cover summer school for 

Tom 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               5:36 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Yount, Tony 

Cc: Miller, Beth; Bridger, Beth; Sagula, Joseph A 

Subject: Re: 

Tom, 

I am supportive of UNC paying 100% of summer aid for 
work out. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

to graduate after summer school. Hopefully, this will 

93et/t Jmffe,~ 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 

> > > "Yount, lony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 

Tom, 

1:39 PM > > > 

To fulfill graduation requirements, and assuming successful completion of all her currently enrolled classes, Heather 

needs the following. 

BIOL - 1 hr credit 

EXSS - 3 hour credit 

EXSS - 3 hour credit 



Tony 

has registered for all 3 of those classes during 

On at 3:42 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 
I just spoke with Joe about and her situation in regards to graduating after the second summer 

session,         was an educational major and previously was approved for a 5th year of athletics aid to 

be able to finish her education degree. Due to a major change, the 5th year of aid is no longer necessary 

but since        is still 7 credits short (Tony can you please confirm this) after this spring semester of 

graduating, Joe has asked if we can fund her at 100% for summer school. It will be beneficial (cheaper) 

for us to pay the cost for summer school, instead of having        come back this fall to finish up. 

Therefore I approve the additional funding (on top of Joe’s summer school budget) to cover the cost 

(100%) for the credits necessary for        to graduate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

<image005.jpg>We Educate and Inspire through 
athletics I GoHeels.com I <image006.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 10:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu); 
@earthlink.net); 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Student Orientation 

@earthlink.net’ 
~earthlink.net) 

Tony, 

I’m (, Father) submitting this response on behalf ol 

has created and completed an ONYEN and email account.~ She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session.~ She reserved session ~ I will 
have her send an email to you from her email account. 

The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or 
used for any purpose except with Stantec’s written authorization. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 
all copies and notify us immediately. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the              team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 



University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: http://nscpp.unc.edu/first-vear-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 
into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
tonyyount@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); 
@earthlink.net); 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Admission 

@earthlink.net’ 
@earthlink.net) 

Tony, 

I have a question and I think you can answer.~       has accepted the admission to UNC online and 
we are waiting on the admission letter to arrive.~ I did not pay by credit card for the admission fee of 
$250 ( I think this was the term), but deferred to mail in a check. 

My question is do I need to send in a check for admission since she is a full grant in aid student athlete? 

Thanks in advance. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: 
Sent: SundaY, 10:29 PM 
To: ’Yount, Tony’ 
Cc: ~earthlink.net’ ~earthlink.net); ~email.unc.edu); Wendy 

@earthlink.net) 
Subject: New Student Orientation 
Importance: High 

Tony, 

I’m father) submitting this response on behalf of 



has created and completed an ONYEN and email account. She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session. She reserved session I will have 
her send an email to you from her email account. 

Scott 

Hlease consider the environment betore pnntmg th~s ema~l. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           --- 6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 
University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: http://nscpp.tmc.edu/first-year-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 



into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
tonwount@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); 
@eartl~linklnet); 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

@earthlink.net’ 
~earthlink.net) 

New Student Orientation 

Tony, 

I’m following up on email address.~ Her MyUNC page shows the email address as:~ 
@live.unc.edu 

I’m not sure if "live.unc.edu" in lieu of "email.unc.edu" is the correct address or not, but they both work. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, ____ 10:29 PM 
To: ’Yount, Tony’ 

Cc:       @earthlink.net’       @earthlink.net);                   @email.unc.edu); 

. _ . @earthlink.net) 
Subject: New Student Orientation 
Importance: High 

Tony, 

I’m q    father) submitting this response on behalf of 

has created and completed an ONYEN and email account. She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session. She reserved session I will have 
her send an email to you from her email account. 



Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,          , 6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 
University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: __h_t__t_p-__/L_n__s__c_p_p. tmc. edu/first -year-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 
into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 



Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
tonwount@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:5 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: New Student Orientation 

Thanks! 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,, 4:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: New Student Orientation 

I just talked with Tom Timmermans who handles all of our financial issues for scholarship 
athletes. He said that you do need to write the check for $250.00. It will be covered by athletics, 
and after the semester starts that $250.00 will be in her account, because the full scholarship will 
cover that $250.00 and       will have access to that money, but that Athletics cannot pay that 
up front since       is not yet enrolled and it would be like a loan that we cannot provide. 

Down the road she be able to use it, or send it back to you. 

The email address will be @live.unc.edu 

The ’email’ was the old system, and those are automatcally forwarded to the ’live’ domain. 

Thanks for the updates. I look forward to meeting with you soon. 

Tony 



On , at 4:27 PM, 
wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m following up on        email address. Her MyUNC page shows the email address 
as:        ~live.unc.edu 

I’m not sure if "live.unc.edu" in lieu of "email.unc.edu" is the correct address or not, but they both work. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 10:29 PM 
To: ’Yount, Tony’ 
Cc: @earthlink.net’ @earthlink.net); ~email.unc.edu); 

~earthlink.net.) 
Subject: New Student Orientation 
Importance: High 

Tony, 

I’m,    father) submitting this response on behalf of 

has created and completed an ONYEN and email account. She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session. She reserved session I will have 
her send an email to you from her email account. 



Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

F rein: Yo u nt, To nv r mailto: tq..n..y)L.o...u...n..t.@..u...n...c.,..e...d...u.] 
Sent: Tuesday,               6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 
University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: _h__t_t_p_]!__n___s__c_p_p.unc.edu/firstryear-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 
into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
t__o___n_.~__o___u___n__t_@___u~____c__._e__d___u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             6:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hey Tony, 

I will be attending session             ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              2:07 PM 

Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

possible. 
- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll 
get you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those 
two days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 

We expect most of you to attend                       since that session is so close to our lacrosse camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my 
vacation time this summer will be from so I will not on campus for orientation sessions I will be around for all 
the other sessions. 

When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 
session you’ll be attending. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, - -~ - 10:12 PM 

To: tonyyount@unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Advising 

Hey Tony, 
Could I stop by your office tomorrow to ask you some questions about classes? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             8:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

registering 

Tony, 

So far i only got into 2 of the classes that i needed to but the one i didn’t get into is exss    which needs consent so i emailed sherry 
salyer and i should be fine with that class! Also comm needs compartment consent in order to enroll and i was wonder what i had 
to do to get it? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday .... ] 8:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- HIST 

Thanks! 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

- 8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday 

- HIST 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

- 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            2:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Semester 

Hi, 
I was thinking about coming in to visit you because I did want to catch up on all that stuff are you free sometime this week or next? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount6 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Subject:      Semester 

~unc.edu] 
2:35 PM 

How about sending me (or coming by the office) an update on your classes for this ? Tell me what grade you think you’re going 

to get in each class? Recent grades in the last few weeks? 

I just want to have a sense of how its going and what we can expect at the end of the semester. 

And if you need any help building a schedule for let me know. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             12:3 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Hi Tony, 

I’m really sorry I haven’t stopped by to talk with you yet, my class schedule has been really busy this semester. 

Are you going to be around tomorrow afternoon? I am doing the Ram’s Club Thank-a-thon from 2-3 but I was thinking I could stop by 
after that if you will still be in your office. I may also have time to stop by before 2, it just depends on when I get out of lab. If you’re 
not going to be there no worries, I will find another time! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            9:34 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

GEOL    is no longer offered here. The equivalent course is offered through NC State and that is her summer 
course. I talked yesterday with Dean Coleman in the GEOL department. He told me that she will get 4 hours 
credit for the summer, and that means she will need to take 9 hours in the fall to graduate. 

Tony 

On , at 9:12 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom and Tony, 

How many of these 13 credits is      looking to take during summer school? Just trying to figure out 

what she will be left with for the spring. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:14 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: fall GIA 

Tom 

needs 13 hours to graduate. All should be completed in fall . She needs to fulfill her 
PH requirement, and then 10 hours in her major including GEOL (4 hours), and two allied 
science electives. She will register for exactly that tomorrow morning. I am not aware of any 
learning disabilities. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 3:11 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Women’s       is recommending additional funding for            . Could you please 

provide me with details on how many credits she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get 

her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 



Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:      fall GIA 

Tom, 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            9:35 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: GIA fall 

I do not know the answer to that. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

Tom and Tony, 

Same for 

Thanks! 

, at 9:29 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

, is she planning on taking any summer school classes? 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: GIA fall 

Tom, 

is 33 hours short of graduation after taking the spring semester off. 

Her remaining needs are: 

LFIT - 1 hr 
BIOL    & lab - 4 hrs 
EXSS courses in her major 
BN credit - 3 hrs 
Electives - 10 hrs. 

- 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours 

Two semesters and one summer is the likely requirement for her to finish. I have met with 
and about their remaining needs. I have had no discussion with about her plans. She 
will also need to go through the readmission to the University hoops that must go through. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 3:12 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony, 



Women’s       is recommending additional funding for          . Could you please 

provide me with details on how many credits she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get 

her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:         GIA fall 

Tom, 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:31 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall GIA 

Tom would know that better than. At my last conversation with       , we were largely focused on the steps 
to be readmitted so that she could begin registering for classes again. I doubt that process is complete. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:53 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Last one. Is       taking any summer school classes? This would actually really help her graduate after 

the fall semester if she is. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:09 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: Fall GIA 

Tom, 

has completed 103 hours toward her degree and needs 17 hours of credits including both 
Math Credits, 3 hours in Art History, 3 hours in an Art Studio >    , and and professional ART 
seminar 

She met with me last week and when readmitted to the University, we will try to build a schedule 
that fulfills most of her requirements. She will meet with Beth Lyons to try and determine if Math 
substitute courses are available to her since there is a disability in Math. More details about that 
request should be forthcoming over the next couple of weeks. 

I do not believe that 17 hours with 2 Math courses is realistic for her to finish in one semester. 
More likely, 12 hours this fall and 5 hours in the spring will be needed to graduate her. An 
alternative would be to register her for 6 hours this summer, and 11 in the fall which would allow 
her to finish her degree in December. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 3:10 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Women’s       is recommending additional funding for             . Could you please 

provide me with details on how many credits she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get 



her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:      fall     GIA 

Tom, 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             12:3 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Spring Semester? 

Hi Tony, 

Sorry for the delay in the response, extremely long day yesterday. I would love to come in and talk to you. Today is sort of not a good 
day, but how about tomorrow? I have class from 12-2 and I am done. Just let me know, I really enjoy talking to you. 

Thanks so much, Tony! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 
To: 

Subject: Spring Semester? 

How about sending me (or coming by the office) an update on your classes for this spring? Tell me what grade you think you’re going 
to get in each class? Recent grades in the last few weeks? 

I just want to have a sense of how its going and what we can expect at the end of the semester. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            6:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Spring Semester? 

That is fin!! 

See you then. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Spring Semester? 

I’m traveling with Lacrosse to DC tomorrow so I won’t be in the office. Early next week? 

Tony 

On , at 12:37 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> Sorry for the delay in the response, extremely long day yesterday. I would love to come in and talk to you. Today is sort of not a 
good day, but how about tomorrow? I have class from 12-2 and I am done. Just let me know, I really enjoy talking to you. 
> 
> Thanks so much, Tony! 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Spring Semester? 
> 

> 

> 

> How about sending me (or coming by the office) an update on your classes for this spring? Tell me what grade you think you’re 
going to get in each class? Recent grades in the last few weeks? 
> 
> I just want to have a sense of how its going and what we can expect at the end of the semester. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Caldwell, Andrea L" <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            8:24 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: New submission from Maj or/Minor Declaration Form 

TEXT.htm 

From: Major/Minor Declaration [mailto:     r@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:03 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: New submission from MaJor/Minor Declaration Form 

,~,live. unc.ed u 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies - AS BA COMM 

Interpersonal Organization -IOC 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementa~yQuestions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Stafflnformatio 



andreac@email.unc.edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

jldrisco@email.unc.edu 



From: Major/Minor Declaration [mailto:     ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:03 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: New submission from MaJor/Minor Declaration Form 

@live.unc.edu 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies - AS BA COMM 

Interpersonal Organization -IOC 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

SupplementaryQuestlons 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Stafflnformatio 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

andreac@email.unc.edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

i!d [!sco@email. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:26 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Questions 

.edu) 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for 
with our Academic Counselor Tony Yount. 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( 

Thank you for your help T 
-Phil Barnes 
Carolina 

) some time options for 

father 

to call. 

) to speak 

On at 11:13 AM, " 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email 

few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

@2 .com> wrote: 

Counselor, his contact information and a 

k.) 

M 
F~ 

com 

The information in this message may be proprietary and/or confidential, and protected from 
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify First Data immediately by replying to this 
message and deleting it from your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:26 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Questions 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for . father ( 
Yount. 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( some time options for to call. 

Thank you for your help! 
-Phil Ba3-"-~ 
Carolina 

) to speak with our Academic Counselor Tony 

On , at 11:13 AM, " @firstdata.com> wrote: 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email 

few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

Counselor, his contact information and a 

First Data Client Care and Implementation Services 

0 
M 
F, 

Firstdata.com 

The information in this message may be proprietary a~d/or confidential, and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message 
is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify First Data immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Questions 

Her infoT 

From: " @clearviewregional.edu>" 
< .edu> 
Date: 1:27:17 PM EDT 
To: "Phil Barnes" <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Academic Questions 

Thank you! 

ph: 

fax: 

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential, privileged, or otherwise protected from disclosure. It is intended only for the 
use of the authorized individual as indicated in the e-mail. Any unauthorized disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking of any 
action based on the contents of this material is strictly prohibited. 

From: Phil Barnes [mailto:pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 
To: Tony Yount 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: Academic Questions 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for 

speak with our Academic Counselor Tony Yount. 

father ( ) to 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( i some time options for to call. 

Thank you for your help! 

-Phil Barnes 

Carolina 

On , at 11:13 AM, " @firstdata.com> wrote: 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email                        Counselor, his contact 

information and a few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

First Data Client Care and Implementation Services 

O 
M 



F 
Firstdata.com 

The information in this message may be proprietary and/or confidential, and protected 
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an 
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify First Data immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from 
your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:30 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Questions 

Her infoT 

From: " 
< .... . edu> 
Date: 1:27:17 PM EDT 
To: "Phil Barnes" <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Academic Questions 

Thank you! 

.edu>" 

ph: 

fax: 

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential, privileged, or otherwise protected from disclosure. It is intended only for the 
use of the authorized individual as indicated in the e-mail. Any unauthorized disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking of any 
action based on the contents of this material is strictly prohibited. 

From: Phil Barnes [mailto:pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 
To: Tony Yount 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Academic Questions 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for 

speak with our Academic Counselor Tony Yount. 

father ( ) to 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( ) some time options for Roger to call. 

Thank you for your help! 

-Phil Barnes 

Carolina 

On , at 11:13 AM, " @firstdata.com> wrote: 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email                        Counselor, his contact 

information and a few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

First Data Client Care and Implementation Services 



o 
M 
F, 
Firstdata.com 

The information in this message may be proprietary and/or confidential, and protected 
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an 
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify First Data immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from 
your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Ok and that is in the steele building? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:07 AM 
1"o: 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

In theory, you have to make an appt at advising and declare a major. 

You might be able to take the piece of paper I gave you and go to advising and talk your way into doing it 
today. Good luck 

Tony 

On at 9:00 AM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Shoot, Tony I forgot to go to that meeting and become a major .... when and where can i do that today? 

From: McCullen, Ashley D [amcculle email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:56 AM 
1"o: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

The reason it won’t let you in is because you are not listed as a major. EXSS and currently have at 

least one open section while EXSS is closed. EXSS should open up on the : to everyone so I 

would try to enroll then. I would at least put yourself on the waitlist for EXSS as we will pull students 

in from the waitlist that are majors to increase the class to 40. Instructors will more than likely not let 

students in who are not majors so if you are wanting to double major then you need be listed as an EXSS 

major as soon as possible. EXSS    will be the harder of the three to get in possibly so I would try for the 

other two. Sometimes she will open 10 spaces at a certain time and it’s first come first serve and that’s all 

she is going to add. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 8:45 AM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Ms. McCullen, 



I am a student-athlete here at UNC and was given your email by Tony Yount, our Women’s      Team’s 
Academic Counselor. I have tried to enroll in three different EXSS classes for next fall and have been 
rejected by all three. I would not be stressed about this if I was not double majoring in EXSS and 
Biology. When Tony and I sat down to figure out if double majoring in these two intense fields was 
possible with playing      for Carolina we based my next fall schedule off of taking EXSS and 
or     Is there anything you can do, suggest or recommend? I have emailed each of the three professors 
and am waiting to hear back. I would greatly appreciate any help! 

Thank you, 

PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" @live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@comcast.net 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

I look forward to meeting you! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:36 PM 
To: 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

, congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting 
your offer of admissions. 

I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on 
vacation for sessions                   and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel 
Hill and available to meet with you, and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your scheduled 
session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 

Some of those sessions will fill. I advise you to identify the session that you will be attending as soon as possible and get registered. 
(Again, that can’t happen until the admissions offer has been accepted by you.) When you do register for your orientation session, 
please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Buchanan, Helen" <helenb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 6:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 

Also available online: http://www.p.oheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=207134772 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - April 9, 2013 
TRACK & FIELD CONTACT: Helen Buchanan, helenb@unc.edu, 919-962-1160(o), 919-428-0278(c) 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The Carolina track and field program will host the UNC Faculty Mile at the Joe Hilton 
Invitational on Saturday, April 13th, at the Irwin Belk Track. 

"I am very excited to host the first annual faculty mile as a part of the Joe Hilton Invitational," said head coach Harlis 
Meaders, "The idea started as a way to close the gap that sometimes exist between athletics and academia. It will 
provide an opportunity for our student athletes to see some of their instructors outside of the classroom and office 
hours in a fun environment." 

The UNC Faculty Mile will kick off at approximately 3:40 p.m. A full schedule of the day’s events can be found here. 

"I hope that it will be a lot of fun for everyone and I encourage anyone interested to take part in this great outreach of 
being Tar Heels together," said Coach Meaders. 

The race is open to any present or past faculty member or UNC staff. Participation is free and trophies will be 
awarded to the top male and the top female. 

Entries will be accepted until 9 p.m. on Thursday, April 1 lth. Please email Coach Meaders to participate. 

Related Links: 

McAfee Mile To Honor UNC Great. http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 
DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID 207111561 

Joe Hilton Invitational Schedule 

http. //www ~j~ ohee ls. com//ls/ 3 3 5 0/Tr ac k/2013Joe Hi / t onlnvi t e. pd[? 
DB LANG C&SPID 12972&DB OEM ID 3350&SPSID 667905&SITE UNC 

Helen Buchanan 

UNC Athletic Communications 

Communications Assistant 

helenb@unc.edu 

(o) 919-962-1160 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,            8:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- H[ST - 8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- HIST - 8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

,~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 4/10 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, April 10 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

)uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:30 AM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 

<markos@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott M 

Oliaro <oliaro@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Walk On for Fall 

Hi All, 

Just so you are all aware, 

walking on this Fall. was accepted as a walk on at 

Please reach out to her, if need be. 

Any questions let me know. 

Thank you. 

@carolina.rr.com has been accepted into UNC on her own and will be 

, unfortunately she was deferred academically. 

Grant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,              11:24 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dave Clark Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated recruit info 

Thanks Tom 

Some additional updates - 3 more of the first-years have unc email addresses and 2 of them have scheduled 
Orientation sessions. 

@live.unc.edu 
@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

has scheduled Orientation for and has scheduled Orientation 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 10:39 AM, Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tony and Dave, 

Here’s an updated list. 

have cell phones too. 

has a new email, and several girls are on the unc email system now. I now 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 

recruits i nfo. pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             2:00 PM 

~live.unc. edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring semester grades 

Call me, we need to chat! (Thank you Tony.) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Spring semester grades 

Today the 3rd progress came in this week with an F on it. They are in PSYC 

the course. 

- F based on 70% of the work for the course. 
MATH    - F (55.7) based on 52 % of the work in 

POLI    - F based on 55% of the work in the course. 

PSYC - C 
ENGL - no progress report. 

You have reported to me that ENGL is going well. Assuming a grade of B in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of 1.0 
and a cumulative GPA of just over a 1.8 at te end of your I        year. 

ffyour semester ends as it appears above, there are two problems. A 2.0 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the 
University. To avoid academic probation and return to a 2.0 GPA for fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer 
school DRAM    online class. 

The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your freshman year. 24 hours passed are 
required by the University to return for your sophomore year. Again, the summer school online course could restore your eligibility. 

Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress reports and if things are truly as bad as the progress reports indicate, 
your eligibility is in jeopardy. I encourage you to update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with F grades 
above, and meet with profs and do what you need to do so that your semester does not end this way. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,              2:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester grades 

Tony, 

I really appreciate this email because my math and POLI grades come as a total shock. Based off of my work in my math class, I got a 74 
and a 70 on my first two exams, 100 percent on my homework, and failed my third exam. 

As for Poli, I was under the impression from my teacher that I had a D, and have been working really hard to catch up and get a C. 

For Psyc I just have to do three more internships to bring my grade back to a B. 

And in English she just posted on Sakai that I had an A. 

I’m working really hard in my classes and honestly don’t know what else to say other than I’m failing exams. I worked with Beth Lyons in 
getting extra assistance but apparently that won’t be available until next fall. 

I can come in and meet with you at any point and discuss this further. 

Thank you so much for your concern, and I’m going to keep grinding to bring up Math and Poli. I know I will not finish with an F at the 
end of the semester as long as I can get decent grades on my last two exams. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On~ , at 1:51 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Today the 3rd progress came in this week with an F on it. They are in PSYC 
> 

course. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

- F based on 70% of the work for the course. 
MATH    - F (55.7) based on 52 % of the work in the 

POLI - F based on 55% of the work in the course. 

PSYC - C 
ENGL - no progress report. 

> You have reported to me that ENGL is going well. Assuming a grade of B in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of 1.0 and 
a cumulative GPA of just over a 1.8 at te end of your freshman year. 
> 

> If your semester ends as it appears above, there are two problems. A 2.0 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the 
University. To avoid academic probation and return to a 2.0 GPA for fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer school 
DRAM online class. 
> 

> The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your freshman year. 24 hours passed are 
required by the University to return for your sophomore year. Again, the summer school online course could restore your eligibility. 
> 

> Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress reports and if things are truly as bad as the progress reports indicate, your 
eligibility is in jeopardy. I encourage you to update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with F grades above, and 
meet with profs and do what you need to do so that your semester does not end this way. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,             2:20 PM 

Chelsea Phillips <cjp006@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

POLI~ 

Hi Professor Phillips, 

I just received a progress report that I am failing POLI . I was wondering if you have a good time for me to come talk 
with you about my grade in POLI , and what I can do in order to improve it and ensure that I do not fail the class at 
the end of the semester. I am very flexible on when I can meet with you, let me know what works for you. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

}live.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH 

Hi Ms. 

I just received a progress report that I am failing math    I was wondering what a good time would be for me to come 
in and meet with you to discuss the rest of the semester and ensure that I do not fail this course. What is a time that 
works for you to meet with me? Let me know! 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              5:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hey Tony, 
I only just found this email, so I wanted to let you know that I’m scheduled for orientation Session 5 ( 
Thanks ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

possible. 
- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll 
get you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those 
two days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 

We expect most of you to attend Session 5,.            , since that session is so close to our lacrosse camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my 
vacation time this summer will be from so I will not on campus for orientation sessions 6 - 9. I will be around for all 
the other sessions. 

When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 
session you’ll be attending. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST 

HeyTony!! Sorry to bother you, but I need some help with my History paper and I was also wondering if I could come in 

Wednesday night and we could fix it up. I’m sending you the assignment and my intro in the attachment above. I want to be 

more specific in my thesis about "the combination of decisive events that people felt passionate about" -- what events??? 

Civil rights movement, changing attitude of youth culture.??? HELP 

Thank you as always! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday,              8:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines and Reminders 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Is there a time this week that I can meet with you so I can register for 
classes? 

Many thanks, 

On 1:14 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Ladies, 
> 
>1. next Tuesday, is the last day to drop a class or declare a 
>class pass/D/fail for the spring semester. Please check with me before 
>doing either of those things. Drops start in Steele Building, identify 
>yourself as an athlete and bring the signed form to me for another stamp 
>and signature and I’ll get the form to the registrar’s office. 
>Pass/D/Fail can be completed in Steele. 
> 
>2. Fall semester classes are now up on Connect Carolina. You can begin 
>building your shopping carts. Registration for Summer School begins 
> Fall registration will be in early April. In choosing classes for 
>next fall, please take advantage of the resources available from Steele 
>Building advisers, and from academic counselors in Loudermilk. 
> 
>Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 8:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines mad Reminders 

@live.unc.edu> 

Great, thank you. I went to resister but there is a hold on connect 
carolina because I haven’t met with you. When is a good time? 

On 8:36 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@nnc.edu> wrote: 

>Of course, and why haven’t you registered already? We need to get that 
>done. 
> 

>Tomorrow- between noon and 12:30 or 2:15 and 3? 
> 

>On , at 8:24 PM, 
> ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> Is there a time this week that I can meet with you so I can register for 
>> classes? 
>> 

>> Many thanks, 
>) 

>> 

>> On 1:14 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> 1. , next Tuesday, is the last day to drop a class or declare 
>>>a 
>>> class pass/D/l:ail for the spring semester. Please check with me before 
>>> doing either of those things. Drops start in Steele Building, identify 
>>> yourself as an athlete and bring the signed form to me for another 
>>>stamp 
>>> and signature and I’ll get the form to the registrar’s office. 
>>> Pass/D/Fail can be completed in Steele. 
>>> 

>>> 2. Fall semester classes axe now- up on Connect Carolina. You can begin 
>>> building your shopping carts. Registration for Summer School begins 
>>) 

>>> Fall registration will be in early April. In choosing classes for 
>>> next fall, please take advantage of the resources available from Steele 
>>> Building advisers, and from academic counselors in Loudermilk. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday,              9:3 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines and Reminders 

@live.unc.edu> 

Oh I see! I am so sorry to bother you. I will register for classes this 
evening. 

On 9:11 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Well, the hold that I see on Connect was for the spring semester, 
>and won’t keep you from registering for fall. 
> 
>>> Tomorrow between noon and 12:30 or 2:15 and 3 for a meeting? Will that 
>>>work? 
> 

> 

> 

>On. , at 8:52 PM, 
> @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Great, thank you. I went to resister but there is a hold on connect 
>> carolina because I haven’t met with you. When is a good time? 
>> 
>> On 8:36 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Of course, and why haven’t you registered already? We need to get that 
>>> done. 
>>> 
>>> Tomorrow between noon and 12:30 or 2:15 and 3? 
>>> 
>>> On , at 8:24 PM, 
>>> @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Tony, 
>>>> 

>>>> Is there a time this week that I can meet with you so I can register 
>>>>for 
>>>> classes? 
>>>> 

>>>> Many thanks, 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> On 1:14 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> Ladies, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 1. , next Tuesday, is the last day to drop a class or 
>>>>>declare 
>>>>> a 
>>>>> class pass/D/fail for the spring semester. Please check with me 
>>>>>before 
>>>>> doing either of those things. Drops start in Steele Building, 
>>>>>identify 
>>>>> yourself as an athlete and bring the signed form to me for another 
>>>>> stamp 
>>>>> and signature and I’ll get the form to the registrar’s office. 
>>>>> Pass/D/Fail can be completed in Steele. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 2. Fall semester classes are now up on Connect Carolina. You can 



>>>>>begin 
>>>>> building your shopping carts. Registration for Summer School begins 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Fall registration will be in early April. In choosing classes for 
>>>>> next fall, please take advantage of the resources available from 
>>>>>Steele 
>>>>> Building advisers, and from academic counselors in Loudermilk. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j axtmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly 

Thanks Tony.          was a bit frustrated about getting classes but I am sure things will work out. 
days ago. I am cautiously optimistic. 

seems to be doing well. We had a good conversation a couple of 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,             11:18 AM 
To: Mann, Jan M.; Leah Wigger 
Subject: Weekly 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk of the scheduling is done. As freshmen came to see me this week we looked over 
each individual schedule and the kids did very well at addressing their needs. I will complete a review- of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet 
for all returning players then. 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two weeks ago. Many have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached. Remember than an * indicates a 
grade from a professor. 

Two weeks of classes axe left. Unfortunately, the new- version of the spring student athlete dinner, the RAMMYs, was scheduled for Monday night, April 29, the night before the 
beginning of final exams. I will encourage them to make a wise decision that evening about how- they spend their time. 

In early May, we will get a list of summer orientation registration information for the incoming freshmen. I will pass that along to you when it ocmes. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 4/21 

Below is the no show list for Sunday, 

- AFAM - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Jncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,, 9:25 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Sunday 

- AFAM - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uga.edu> 

Monday,              2:3 7 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Syllabi 

Okay that all sounds good. Should I go head and apply? Or are there other things I need to do first? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:12 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> As soon as I learn anything about hours and how many more you can get, I’ll let you know. But it won’t be by text. Until you have 
signed a letter of intent, apparently I’m not supposed to text you, so email will be the communication method of choice until you have 
been admitted, or until your letter is signed. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:02 PM 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@ unc.ed u> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI.com: Rejoice! ACC Grant of Rights should halt conference realignment 

Rejoice! ACC Grant of Rights should halt conference realignment 
By StewarL Mandl, SI.com: 

I don’t want to jinx it. And I’ve certainly been wrong on this matter before¯ But after nearly three years of endless silliness and 
shuffling, it appears major conference realignment may be over for the foreseeable future¯ 

Really¯ 

The ACC announced Monday that its presidents have signed a Grant of Rights agreement through 2026-27¯ That means the 
conference now owns its 15 current and future members’ television rights for the duration of that period, effectively blocking 
those schools from joining another conference (because what conference would add a school if it can’t cash in on its television 
revenue)? The Big 12’s own six-year Grant of Rights agreement reached in October 2011 (and since extended through 2025) 
greatly stabilized that then-tenuous conference, allowing it to add TCU and West Virginia and ink an eventual long-term deal 
with ESPN and FOX. 

While there had been little talk recently of any further realignment among the power conferences, both fans and industry 
insiders felt another move would come soon enough -- and nearly all speculation centered around ACC schools¯ 

First, the Big 12 supposedly wanted Florida State and Clemson (not true)¯ Then, the Big Ten wanted to continue its eastern push 
by adding North Carolina, Virginia or (insert message-board speculation subject here), but was waiting to see how Maryland’s 
pending lawsuit over the ACC’s $50 million exit fee played out. Even last fall’s addition of Notre Dame as a partial member (the 
Irish will play five ACC teams each football season beginning next year) did not seem to dampen the perception that the ACC 
was vulnerable in the wake of a television deal that’s slightly less filthy-rich ($17 million annually per school) than the Big Ten, 
SEC, Big 12 or Pac-12 deals, which all net at least $20 million per year per school¯ 

But Monday’s news, which reportedly coincides with planning for a possible ACC Network that could help push teams’ annual 
revenue to that $20-million mark or beyond, puts the ACC on the same stable ground as its competitors¯ Remarkably, of the 
five aforementioned leagues, only the SEC does not have a Grant of Rights agreement¯ (The SEC does not even have exit fees. 
It’s not too worried about teams leaving¯) While a school that really wants to leave could theoretically test the contract in a 
court of law, the downside of losing with a Grant of Rights in place would be infinitely costlier than a $50 million exit fee. Hence, 
this is a pretty big deal. 

Now, if you’re one of the people who simply can’t get enough conference shuffling and can’t fathom the end of expansion 
speculation, you’re left holding out hope for one of these less exciting scenarios: 

¯ The ACC, now in a more comfortable spot and eyeing more inventory for a possible conference channel, adds one or two more 
schools to get to 16 in football and 16 or 17 in basketball¯ Connecticut and Cincinnati fans eager to ditch what’s become the 
American Athletic Conference (the old Big East) are certainly holding out for this. To this point, however, the ACC has only been 
interested in those schools as backups in the event that it suffered more defections¯ 

¯ The Big 12, no longer satisfied with having 10 members, gives BYU and perhaps Boise State another look. However, as hard as 
it for many to believe, Big 12 leaders have repeatedly insisted that they’re happy with 10 and only planned to consider 
expansion if the other conferences got even bigger, which now seems unlikely¯ There are no other candidates that would be 
guaranteed to increase the league’s per-team take. 

¯ Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany, undeterred in his quest for East Coast domination, adds Connecticut and maybe Cincinnati¯ 
Granted, never in a million years did I think he’d take on financial disasters Rutgers and Maryland, but never in a billion years 
do I think he’ll add two schools with 40,000-seat stadiums in television markets the Big Ten already mostly claims¯ 

It really could be over. Can you believe it? 

For all the doomsday predictions, the ACC is once again sitting comforLably. While still lagging in terms of overall on-the-field 
football quality, it certainly improved itself by adding Louisville, and its basketball league will be a monster¯ Its members will 
have plenty of TV money and exposure¯ 

Interestingly, the very conference that’s caused much of the chaos over the past decade (twice decimating the Big East, despite 
no direct threat in either instance) may be the same one that now cements some long-term calm. 

If in fact this is the end of movement at the top, let it be noted that things ended with an appropriately clunky result¯ After three 
years of impetuous moves made primarily by university presidents who have little grasp of athletics, we’re looking at possibly 



12-15 years in which three of the five most powerful conferences will be stuck at 14 teams. Twelve is a logical number. Sixteen, 
while unwieldy, at least provides for symmetry. But as the SEC began to learn last year, 14 is an unnatural number that leads to 
scheduling headaches and imbalances. 

Of course that’s how this whole thing would end. But mercifully it’s ending, and that’s the most important thing. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Monday 

- MATH: - 9:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              11:48 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer classes 

Hi 
Tony-Yount has actually been working with this semester. He has all of your academic information, so I will copy 
him on this email and ask him to respond. Tony, I am happy to help if necessary. 

I hope all is going well with you 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject:           summer classes 

Hi Susan, 
This is from the team. I was wondering if you had some time could you find out if any of the classes that 
I need to l:ulfill to graduate are available online this summer. I’m looking to register soon and I wanted to try and take a few classes so 
I can start putting a dent in the rest of the classes I need. Let me know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

Here is the link.I watched half of it last night http://viooz.eu/movies/10715-standard-operating-procedure-2008.html 

I can either write on this or do the songs prompt that we talked about last week 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 12:22:57 -0400 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <no subject> 

I didn’t see the movie. Impossible to answer without seeing it. Do you have a copy? I’ll watch it with you. 

And don’t even think of skipping your last weekly meeting. If its during pre-game meal Friday, then you come at a different 

time. 

On , at 12:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

3) Analyze the film Standard Operating Procedure. What does this film tell us about the stated 
and unstated goals of torture in the globalizing prison system of the ’war on terror’? Paying 
attention to both the content of the film and its form (soundtrack, images, reenactments, narrative 
structure, and other filmic techniques), how does the film reflect on officials’ justifications of 
torture? What does it reveal about how social forces inside and outside the military encourage the 
use of violence against prisoners? 

HELP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

I’m just worried because I know a lot of people are writing about the songs, and this teacher is a tough grader 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 12:48:39 -0400 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <no subject> 

well, decide. 

If you want to write about the movie, I’ll watch it with you. If you want to write about the songs, I’m happy to talk about those 

as well. 

On at 12:38 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here is the link.I watched half of it last night httl~:!!viooz.eu/mov!es!lO715-standard-ol~erating-procedure- 

2008.html 

I can either write on this or do the songs prompt that we talked about last week 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 12:22:57 -0400 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <no subject> 

I didn’t see the movie. Impossible to answer without seeing it. Do you have a copy? I’ll watch it with you. 

And don’t even think of skipping your last weekly meeting. If its during pre-game meal Friday, then you come at a 

different time. 

On at 12:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

3) Analyze the film Standard Operating Procedure. What does this film tell us about the 
stated and unstated goals of torture in the globalizing prison system of the ’war on 
terror’? Paying attention to both the content of the film and its form (soundtrack, 
images, reenactments, narrative structure, and other filmic techniques), how does the 
film reflect on officials’ justifications of torture? What does it reveal about how social 
forces inside and outside the military encourage the use of violence against prisoners? 

HELP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              1:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer classes 

Thank you Tony. FYI, I just noticed the priority deadline to be instead of the 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:47 PM 
To: 

Cc: Maloy, Susan B; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:           summer classes 

Hello 

The first hurdle for you is being readmitted to the University. I’d suggest that you start that process immediately since online summer 
school starts       and the process can take some time. You might email i             as she has just completed that process and 
might be able to give you some good advice. The priority deadline for readmission is 

You should start here: 
http ://www. admissions.unc, edu/Apply/Readmission Students/default. html 

Here is a list of the summer school courses offered online through the Friday Center. 
http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html#aummwe 

Your remaining needs are: 

LFIT - 1 hr 

BIOL - 4 hrs 
EXSS courses inyour major - 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours BN credit - 3 hrs Electives - 10 hrs. 

Since neither LFIT, BIOL, or EXSS courses are available online, you should take electives, or a class that has BN credit. From the 
summer school online list, GEOG    HIST    . RELI    fulfill the BN requirement. 

My cell is            . Please feel free to call or text with questions. The most urgent thing for you right now is to complete the 
readmission process as soon as possible. 

Tony 

On 

wrote: 
, at 11:48 AM, Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

> Hi 
> Tony Yount has actually been working with Women’s Soccer this semester. He has all of your academic information, so I will copy 
him on this email and ask him to respond. Tony, I am happy to help if necessary. 
> 
> I hope all is going well with you 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 



> Subject: summer classes 
> 
> Hi Susan~ 
> This is from the ’team. I was wondering if you had some time could you find out if any of the classes 
that I need to fulfill to graduate are available online this summer. I’m looking to register soon and I wanted to try and take a few 
classes so I can start putting a dent in the rest of the classes I need. Let me know. 
> 

> Thank you~ 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:11 PM 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@ unc.ed u> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC releases home/away for 2013-14 men’s basketball 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 2013 

CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258, stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

ACC ANNOUNCES HOME/AWAY MATCHUPS FOR 2013-14 MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULES 

CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina will play home-and-home men’s basketball series next 
year with ACC newcomer Notre Dame and Wake Forest in addition to primary partners Duke and NC 

State, the ACC released on Tuesday. 

The 2013-14 men’s basketball season will be the second in which ACC teams play 18 conference games 

and the first in which Notre Dame, Pittsburgh and Syracuse will be members of the ACC. 

Each of the 15 ACC schools will play four opponents twice and 10 opponents one time. 

The Tar Heels will play host to Boston College, Clemson, Maryland, Miami and Pittsburgh and travel to 

Florida State, Georgia Tech, Syracuse, Virginia and Virginia Tech. 

Carolina and Wake Forest will be playing home-and-home for just the second time in the last seven years 

(also in 2010). 

The Tar Heels will play at Notre Dame for the fifth time in history and the first time since Feb. 23, 1994. 
UNC is 3-1 against Notre Dame in South Bend, including a 1985 win over the Irish in the NCAA 

Tournament. Carolina has won 16 of 20 games overall in the series with the most recent game coming in 

the championship of the Maui Invitational early in 2008-09. UNC is 2-0 against Notre Dame in Chapel 
Hill, beating the Irish in the Smith Center on ]an. 26, 1986, and on Feb. 23, 1993. 

UNC is 4-3 overall against Syracuse and 1-0 against the Orange in Syracuse. Coach Dean Smith led the 

number one ranked Tar Heels to an 87-64 win in the Carrier Dome on Dec. 10, 1983. The two teams have 
not met since Nov. 20, 2009, when Syracuse beat UNC, 87-71, in Madison Square Garden in the finals of 
Coaches vs. Cancer. 

Pittsburgh will be making its fourth trip to Chapel Hill. Carolina leads the series, 7-1, including 3-0 at 

home. The Tar Heels have defeated the Panthers at home on Dec. 2, 1972, Nov. 29, 1994, and Nov. 29, 
1996, the latter two of which were played in the Smith Center. This is the first meeting between the two 
schools since the 1996 game, an 82-61 UNC victory. 

The ACC will release dates and times of the conference games and non-ACC games later in the summer. 

--30-- 



Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,    -         11:25 AM 

8:57 AMYount Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] Wednesday 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Tony, 

Could T meet with you this week or next to discuss my internship, major, and academic work, sheet? 

Thanks! 
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</td><td>tonyyount@unc.edu</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Bcc:</strong> </td><td>Tony Yount 

&lt;tonyyou nt@ u ncaa. unc. ed u&gt; </td > </tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Subject:</strong> </td><td>orientation</td></tr> 
</table> <hr color="#000000" size="2" noshade><br> 

<div dir=’ltr’>Hi Tony,<div>Sorry it took so long, I just signed up for orientation 
My UNC email that l created is 

@unc.edu</div><div>Thanks,</div><div> ,&nbsp;</div> 
</div> 

</BODY></HTML> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

)uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday,, 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

- MATHI - 9:00PM with 

lease let me know if these are excused! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:05 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show, 

Below is the no show list for Wednesda 

- ENGLI - 8:00PM with I 

- MATH - 9:00PM with 

lease let me know if these are excused! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday,            9:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms - 

FILE.msg 

Attached are the feedback forms from Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:21 AM 

}uncaa.unc.edu>; sbmaloy@email.unc, edu 

pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:21:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday,            9:56 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms - 

FILE.msg 

Attached are the feedback forms from Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:21 AM 

}uncaa.unc.edu>; sbmaloy@email.unc, edu 

.pdf; Header 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:21:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              11:3 7 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: A favor 

Hi Tony, 

I’m sorry I am just getting back to you. Yes I can definitely email 
I do not know a lot about which summer school classes are best to take as 
a freshman because I haven’t taken much summer school but I will ask 
around. My guess would be to get some gen eds out of the way. 

Thanks, 

On 5:46 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> , an incoming frosh, is going to be here 2nd session and 
>needs two courses to take. I thought it would be great if you could offer 
>a student’s perspective with suggestions of courses she could take in 
>summer session. If you have time to do that, I’d really appreciate it. 
> 
>Tony 
> 
>Here are her email addresses: 
> @live.unc.edu>, 
> ~icloud.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              1:3 9 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, did not turn in Feeder 
3.2 (the interview transcripts), and turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all three to 
confirm that this was the case. has written me back and says that the interview info is on her phone and that she will type it 
up and submit. I will need them to upload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be calculated 
tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Cohen 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

Dr. Cohen 

10:00 AM 

Thanks for you call this morning. I went right over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and 
called,            and                  over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have 
interviews scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by the coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 

I do so appreciate your communication this semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain that a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              1:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

One more note, Tony: 
It appears that also turned in a transcript with only 2 out of 3 interviews completed. 
case. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Cohen 

I have written her to confirm that this is the 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

1:39 PM 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, did not turn in Feeder 
3.2 (the interview transcripts), and i turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all three to 
confirm that this was the case. has written me back and says that the interview info is on her phone and that she will type it 
up and submit. I will need them toupload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be calculated 
tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Cohen 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

Dr. Cohen 

10:00 AM 

Thanks for you call this morning. I went right over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and 
called,                                over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have 
interviews scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by the coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 

I do so appreciate your communication this semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain that a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;              <1       @u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IMP: Friday & Saturday Schedule Changes 

Hi Everyone, 

Please see the subtle 15 minute changes to the schedule below! it’s different than the one I sent to you yesterday during 

the day (not night). If you recognized the changes last night...Great. 

We are in Room 2301 

Thanks! 

Friday Group Meetinqs in Loudermilk Classroom w/the Class of. 
Doug Halverson, Sports Medicine - l:30pm 

Tony Yount, Academic Support - 1:45pm 

Steve Gissleman, Strength & Conditioning - 2:15pm 

2:45pm - Recruits attend Pre Game Talk at Henry Stadium 

3:00pm at Henry Stadium - Mary Ellen Bingham, Sports Nutrition 

Recruits and Parents 

GOHEELS.COM 
Twitter 
.Y...o...u...T...u...b...e....C...h...a...n...n...e.! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"1 ’ ~live.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 10:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Hey Tony, 

My name is           and I am on the              team. I’m sure Susan filled you in on my situation. I was wondering if I 
could meet with-you sometime this week. I have a couple questions. I look forward to meeting you. Thanks so much! 

On at 2:39 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Thanks for coming in to meet with Susan and me this morning. I look forward to working with each of you as you work your way 
toward graduation from Carolina. 
> 

> My contact info: 
> 
> cell - 
> office - 919 962 9535 
> office number in Loudermilk - 2118 
> email - above or I also use         ~gmail.com 
> hours - 9:00 am - 3:30 pm daily’though that can be adjusted as need arises 
> 

> Please help me to get your cell numbers in my phone by texting me your name. Then I can add the contact. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’" L" < ~live.unc.edu> 
Monday, ; 5:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 

Does that mean I need to take an online summer course that is non-JOMC? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Tricia M." <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 5:00:48 PM EST 
To: .... < ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 

As well, 

I have updated your worksheet and based on your completed Fall ’. courses you have the following requirements remaining: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->A score of 70 or above on the Usage and Grammar test 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]--: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Enrolled in HIST __. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->JOMC    [] Enrolled 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->8 NON-JOMC hours to reach rain of 80 Outside of JOMC 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->(HIST Spring 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->AFAM (Spring 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->NEED AN ADDITIONAL 2.0 HOURS [] NOT ENROLLED 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->TOTAL HOURS NEEDED TO GRADUATE: 15.0 

From: Robinson. Tricia M. 
Sent: Monday, 3:37 PM 
To:       ~email.uncledu’ 
Subject: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Importance: High 

Hi 

I see that you have applied for graduation in Connect Carolina; however, I have not received your J-school degree application. 

We asked for this application back in               so that we may audit your transcript for your final semester. Please 

complete and submit this form to me as soon as possible. 

http://jomc.unc.edu[current-students-registration-central/undergraduate-forms 

Best, 

Tricia 

Tricia M. Robinson 
Student Services Assistant / UG Advisor 
tmrobins@email.unc.edu 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
160 Carroll Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-3744 
Fax: 919-962-0620 
Web: http://jomc.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, i                7:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Ok thank you. Can I swing by at noon? Does that work for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:02 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> That’s great news. I hope you can find two more agreeable folks tomorrow. 
> 
> I spoke with Barbara Lucido today, an assistant Dean in the advising office. She explained to me that appeals filed before the end of the day 
on Mondays are heard on Wednesday. So we can write the appeal this week and you can file it before you leave. You won’t have to be present 
when they hear the appeal and make their ruling. She also said that you could go ahead and drop down to 12 hours on your own since the drop 
deadline hasn’t passed yet. Once you do that, you’d only be appealing to drop one course, from 12 down to 9. We can talk about all of this 
tomorrow afternoon. Please remind me again when you’ll be coming by tomorrow? 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On , at 6:08 PM, L < ~gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hello Tony, 
>> i just wanted to give you an update on my situation. I Spoke with my Soci    teacher today and he was very cooperative. I will meet with 
my other teachers tomorrow and hopefully they will also be on board. I’ll keep you posted. 
>> 

>>- 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 10:3 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics 

Hi Tony, 

My name is           and I am on the soccer team here at Carolina. I am very interested in the business school here but only 
recently decided to pursue this. I am a freshman so I will have to apply by November of this year. What I did not know until recently 
was that there are 6 requirements (ENGL 105, MATH 23111521232, STOR 155, ECON 101, BUSI 101, and ECON 410 that have to 
be completed by the time of enrollment. Although that is very possible, I was told the more requirements I had fulfilled by my 
application due date, the better chances I would have at getting in. Ideally, I want to take two of these classes over the summer. I am 
not available for the Maymaster but am free the rest of the summer. I would prefer to take online classes so I can stay home this 
summer but will stay at chapel hill if I need to. Could you please let me know which of these classes I can take/when and if any of 
them are available online? Similarly, : and have no problem taking these classes at UNCC, as long as the credits 
will transfer over. 

Thanks so much, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ]               2:38 PM 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Academics 

Ladies, 

Thanks for coming in to meet with Susan and me this morning. I look forward to working with each of you as you work your way 
toward graduation from Carolina. 

My contact info: 

cell -’ 
office - 919 962 9535 
office number in Loudermilk - 2118 
email - above or I also use @gmail.com 
hours - 9:00 am - 3:30 pm daily though that can be adjusted as need arises 

Please help me to get your cell numbers in my phone by texting me your name. Then I can add the contact. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

" "< @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3 9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 

Attached is the entire conversation from last night/this morning. 

Thanks Tony, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Tricia" <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Date:                 8:41:01 AM EST 

J 

To: "(            ’<      @live.unc.edu> 

Good morning 

I spoke with the senior associate dean, Chris Roush and he has okayed you having only 78 outside hours 

for graduation. You do not need to add another course. 

Best, 

Tricia 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, ~ 5:23 PM 
To: Robinson, Tricia M. 
Subject: Re: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Importance: High 

HelloT 

I am so sorry. I do not know why I did not submit this application in the fall. (It is attached). If you 
would like a printed version I will bring one in first thing in the morning. 

I am trying to figure out the 2 additional non-JOMC credits now. I also have the Grammar Test 
scheduled in my calendar to take. 

I am sorry for the inconvenience and late submission. 

Thank you for emailing me today, 

On , at 5:00 PM, "Robinson, Tricia M." <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



As well, 

I have updated your worksheet and based on your completed Fall 

requirements remaining: 

courses you have the following 

? A score of 70 or above on the Usage and Grammar test 
? 

o Enrolled in HIST 

? JOMC [] Enrolled 

? 8 NON-JOMC hours to reach min of 80 Outside of JOMC 

o (HIST Spring i 
o AFAIV (Spring ) 

o NEED AN ADDITIONAL 2.0 HOURS [] NOT ENROLLED 

? TOTAL HOURS NEEDED TO GRADUATE: 15.0 

From" Robinson, Tricia M. 
Sent" Monday,               3:37 PM 

" ; To" ~ ~ ~emad.unc.edu 
Subject" ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Importance" High 

Hi 

I see that you have applied for graduation in Connect Carolina; however, I have not received your J-school 

degree application. We asked for this application back in               so that we may audit your 

transcript for your final semester. Please complete and submit this form to me as soon as possible. 

~cu rrent-stu d ents-registration-cent ralJ_unde~rad u ate-fo rms 

Best, 

Tricia 

Tricia M. Robinson 
Student Services Assistant / UG Advisor 
tmrobins@email.unc.edu 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
160 Carroll Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-3744 
Fax: 919-962-0620 
Web: h_ttE-]J.jp...m...c.Hnc.edHJ, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i               ; 12:09 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Meeting 

I have three classes and a recitation. I will be done around four so if you’re free after that, I would love to meet? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvyount~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ; 2:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: Academic Meeting 

Hi 

I’d like to have the opportunity to have a brief conversation with you, just to check in on your progress this semester academically and 
get to know you a little bit since we’ll be working together as your work toward you degree here at Carolina. Are you free anytime on 
Friday? 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

_ <         ~live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                 1 : 16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Hi Tony, 

This is               from              I’m wondering if there’s a 
time the week before spring break that I could come in to meet with you 
and get the ball rolling on whatever paperwork needs to be done to declare 
my major. I could do anytime Monday,        after 1 lam or anytime between 
11-2:30 on the 6th. Please let me know if there’s a time in there that 
will work for you and I’ll stop by then. 

Thanks, 

On 2:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Ladies, 
> 

>Thanks for coming in to meet with Susan and me this morning. I look 
>forward to working with each of you as you work your way toward 
>graduation from Carolina. 
> 

>My contact info: 
> 
>cell - 
>office - 919 962 9535 
>office number in Loudermilk - 2118 
>email - above or I also use         ~gmail.com 
>hours - 9:00 am - 3:30 pm daily though that can be adjusted as need arises 
> 

>Please help me to get your cell numbers in my phone by texting me your 
>name. Then I can add the contact. 
> 
>Thanks 
> 
>Tony Yount 
>Academic Counselor, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

-~ ~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ; 3:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Declaring a Major? 

Yes I still need to do that! I’ll come in tomorrow after class and fill out a sheet and make an appointment to declare. 
Thanks and I’ll have this done by next week! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:36 PM 
To: 

Subject: Declaring a Major? 

Did you get this done. Connect is still showing UNDC for you. You need to be declared before registration starts. ( 
summer school). Let’s get this done. 

for 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 9:15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9th semester application 

Ok, thanks tony! 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 9:06 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I don’t think your minor is shown on your diploma anyway. I don’t think the minor thing is a big deal. You’ll have it on your resume 
and can point to the courses in a med school interview so I don’t think that will be a hindrance. With you, the redshirt year is going to 
guarantee that your 9th semester will be approved, so I don’t think there are any issues. You could ask when you submit the form if the 
minor appears on the diploma, but I really don’t think that it does. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On , at 9:30 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> I forgot about doing this, but am printing it and dropping it off at Steel Building tomorrow. 
>> 
>> They make a really big point that only one major will be accepted and that my minor will not show up on my transcript. Is this a 
big deal? I know that I’m not completing the BioChem, so I don’t care about that, but my minor in Spanish for the Medical Professions 
is something that is pretty important to me (as I had to take summer school to complete i0 since I’m hoping it will help me with Med 
School acceptance. You’re probably not the person who has the answer, but I thought it would be worth asking. Also, I don’t know if it 
makes a difference that I completed the minor already, so the additional semester will not involve any classes for it. Thanks for any 
help. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: TONY YOUNT @mac.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 11:34 AM 
>> To: 
>> Subject: 9th semester application 
>> 

>> Directions for applying for a 9th semester can be found here: 
>> 
>> http:lladvising.unc.edulp~~icies-and-pr~cedureslAcademic%2~Appea~sladditi~na~semesterappea~s 
>> 
>> You should take care of this as soon as possible. (BUSI and JOMC schools are separate with different policies. Ask your Dean if 
you are enrolled in either school.) 
>> 

>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 1:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Declaring a major 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you so much for letting me know. I actually plan on declaring my major before Spring Break, ideally. If I could meet with you 
sometime next week so I can get a move on with things, that would be awesome. 

Thanks again! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:13 PM 
To: 

Subject: Declaring a major 

Just a reminder that you have to declare a major in the 2nd semester of your sophomore year in order to be able to register for classes 
for next fall. The printout that I have of the      player’s schedules still list you as Undecided. To declare your major, you’ll need 
paperwork from me to take with you to Steele Building, and you’ll need an appt. up there because they don’t declare majors on a walk- 
in basis. Probably best to get this done before the end of March as fall registration will be in early April. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                4:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email account 

Hi Tony, 

I have my UNC email account. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:29 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email account 

Hi Tony, 

I have my UNC email account. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:31 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email 

Hi Mr. Yount! 

I just wanted to let you know that I completed steps three and four from your previous email! I have not registered for 
orientation yet but plan on doing that very soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:01 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email account 

Hi Tony, 

It was really nice to meet you nice last weekend. Thank you for taking the time to talk to all of us - can’t wait to get down 
there this fall. I set up my e-mail and will register for orientation within next week. 

Thanks again for everything, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:28 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email 

Hi~ 

This is , one of the incoming freshman! This is my new ONYEN email account! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:17 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email 

I’ve completed my Email. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, i                6:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: IN grades 

Mine was sent in a few days ago ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:30 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I just checked moments ago to see if your IN grades have been updated and they have not. Please do what you need to do to get 
those changed. If you have completed your work, please email your prof and ask if the grade can be posted before March 5, since that 
is the date the grade converts to an F. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 10:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Varied items 

Hey Tony, 

I’m not dropping hist    the form was for me to switch into a different recitation section. The registrars office said I had to drop the 
one recitation inorder to add the new recitation. Does the form you got say its dropping the entire course becuase it wasn’t suppose to ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> A. HIST    is still on your schedule because you can’t drop a course without going through me. When you go to advising to do 
that, you need to tell them you’re an athlete, and they will give you the form to bring to me. I just got the form from registration so it 
won’t come offyour schedule for a couple of days. I will send it to SASB tomorrow. 
> 
> B. You should always check with me before you drop. You will be at 53 hours at the end of this semester. Minimum to start your 
5th semester is 51. You were very close. Please check with me before you take any significant academic action. 
> 
> C. You will be 7 hours behind schedule after this semester. You should have a plan to earn hours in summer school, even if you are 
planning to go abroad like is after your junior year. 
> 
> D. Your GPA is phenomenal. It is good enough, right now, to earn Phi Beta Kappa graduation honors, which is a terrific honor, and 
a tremendous advantage for your resume and in landing a terrific job. Dropping HIST will likely help preserve that GPA. If you 
maintain your GPA, you’ll graduate with honors. You have done marvelous work for 3 semesters. Great rewards if you can just 
maintain where you are. Congrats. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> As soon as I hear from Dr. Hogan about your BIOL exam, I will let you all know. You let her know in class that I have emailed her, 
and I’m waiting for her instructions about proctoring the exam. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 10:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Varied items 

Oh okay thank you I just got scared I was dropping it by accident! Also thanks for emailing our Biology teacher, we’ll try to talk to her 
tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:52 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> It probably says exactly what you said it says. I saw the form, and the D by Hist , and just jumped to that conclusion. Its on my 
desk and I can check it tomorrow before I send it up to SASB - I still have to sign off on it. I’ll make sure its right tomorrow. 
> 

> Sorry 
> On , at 10:44 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> I’m not dropping hist    the form was for me to switch into a different recitation section. The registrars office said I had to drop 
the one recitation inorder to add the new recitation. Does the form you got say its dropping the entire course becuase it wasn’t suppose 
to~ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 10:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> A. HIST    is still on your schedule because you can’t drop a course without going through me. When you go to advising to do 
that, you need to tell them you’re an athlete, and they will give you the form to bring to me. I just got the form from registration so it 
won’t come offyour schedule for a couple of days. I will send it to SASB tomorrow. 
>>> 
>>> B. You should always check with me before you drop. You will be at 53 hours at the end of this semester. Minimum to start your 
5th semester is 51. You were very close. Please check with me before you take any significant academic action. 
>>> 
>>> C. You will be 7 hours behind schedule after this semester. You should have a plan to earn hours in summer school, even if you 
are planning to go abroad like is after your junior year. 
>>> 
>>> D. Your GPA is phenomenal. It is good enough, right now, to earn Phi Beta Kappa graduation honors, which is a terrific honor, 
and a tremendous advantage for your resume and in landing a terrific job. Dropping HIST will likely help preserve that GPA. If you 
maintain your GPA, you’ll graduate with honors. You have done marvelous work for 3 semesters. Great rewards if you can just 
maintain where you are. Congrats. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 
>>> As soon as I hear from Dr. Hogan about your BIOL exam, I will let you all know. You let her know in class that I have emailed 
her, and I’m waiting for her instructions about proctoring the exam. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                10:59 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Chris Ducax <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com) 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:      ’s appeal 

@aol.com; 

Tony, 

Excellent (and thank you)! ! Yes, we have to keep her training if we can. Is there any possibility to allow- her to play in spring matches even though she is in only 9 

hours? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 10:14 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject:       ’s appeal 

Just talked with Ann Oldham in Advising and ’s appeal to drop to 9 hours for this semester was approved yesterday. was just notified by email. 

I’m working now on a Academic Recovery Plan that Lance Maxkos needs in order to file an appeal so that       can practice this spring. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

- unsigned.pdf 

Hey Tony, 

I think this bounced back on me yesterday -just wanted to make sure you got it. Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

12:55 PM 

Tony, 

Looks good to me. I’ve also attached the Buckley for 
figure out a plan. Thanks ! ! 

to sign. Are you able to work on the signatures with her? If not, we can 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

10:28 AM 

Here’s the recovery plan. She’s in until the end of spring break. What about the signatures? 

Tony 



AMA- Online Signature Page 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Division: I 

Case Type: Progress-Toward- Degree Waiver 

Case ID: 

Date: 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Buckley Statement. I give my consent to disdose to authorized representatives of this institution, its athletics conference (if any) and 
the NCAA any documents or information pertaining to my NCAA eligibility. Additionally, I give my consent to the NCAAto disclose my 
name and personally identifiable information from my education records to athird party (including but not limited to the media) as 
necessary to explain the NCAA decision regarding this request without such disclosure constituting aviolation of my rights under the 
Family Educational Rights and PrivacyAct. 

Student-Athlete’s Name Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

As an institutional representative, I am affirming that a Buckley Statement is not required for this case. I understand that the NCAA may 
request a Buckley Statement if it is deemed necessary. 

Institutional Representative Signature Date 

Printed Name 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <mazkos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:30 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Glad I re-sent it - phew. 

Doesn’t need to be too official - if you can email her everything and she can print/sign/scan (of fax) them back to you for your signature on the Recovery Plan, then you 
can scan them over to me. As long as we get the right signatures, we’re good... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

10:27 AM 

I’m seeing if for the first time. Help me out - first time for me with this electronic signature. Do I send this to her and have her sign it, scan it, and send it back? What’s 
the procedure to make this legal. Do I FEDEX it to her for signature? 

Help a rookie out 

Tony 

On , at 10:17 AM, Lance M Markos <maxkos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> I think this bounced back on me yesterday - just wanted to make sure you got it. Thanks!! 
> 

> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Markos, Lance M 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:55 PM 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: RE: 
> 

> Tony, 
> 
> Looks good to me. I’ve also attached the Buckley for 
> 

> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:28 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Here’s the recovery plum. She’s in 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> < Buckley - unsigned.pdf> 

to sign. Are you able to work on the signatures with her? If not, we cam figure out a plan. Thanks!! 

until the end of spring break. What about the signatures? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:10 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Account Set Up Verification 

Hello Tony, 

I just want to let you know that I have created my onyen and Heel Mail e-mail address. Also, I have submitted my deposit for 
enrollment online. My deposit has not been processed yet, but as soon as it goes through I will register for the 
orientation date. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:            ’s paperwork 

Awesome - you (and ) are the best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:48 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: ’s paperwork 

has returned both documents, signed. I just put them in the office mail to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              8:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9/11 

Do you have any ideas? Could you help me out with an argument tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:34 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

finished reading the assignments - enj oyed that 

On at 10:53 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Prompt: 

4) We have discussed several theories that attempt to make sense of the 9/11 attacks by placing them in 
broader geographic and historical contexts: Talal Asad argued that terrorism reflects the changing 
nature of warfare, Samuel Huntington argued that terrorism emerges from increasing civilizational 
conflict in a globalizing world, and Howard Zinn suggested that terrorist attacks often appear 
as "blowback" from a long history of United States interventionism. Make an argument defending one 
of these theories, explaining how it helps us understand the 9/11 attacks. Then defend the theory against 
opposing theories or perspectives we have discussed in class. Cite relevant points or quotes from at least 
three assigned articles. 

Can be any of the authors that have articlesabout these topics - Edward Said, 
Bruce Hoffman 

Edward Said: http://www.thenation.com/article/clash-ignorance# 

Talad Asad’s article is closely related to Hoffman’s ideas 
<hoffman - inside_terror_ch_l(4).pdf><zinn - peoples history us empire(3).pdf><huntington_- 
_clash_civilizations(4).pdf><Asad-thinkingaboutterrorism.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              8:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9/11 

Thank you! We need to write 11 pages tomorrow...emphasis on the WE. Right now I’m at a comedy show for extra credit for 
happiness class because I’m soo sooo happy. I have so much studying left to do!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:37 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyQunt@unc.edu> wrote: 

absolutely 

worry about PSYC tonight - the paper can come tomorrow - you’ve done good work outlining - 
happy birthday 

On , at 8:33 PM, l @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have any ideas? Could you help me out with an argument tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:34 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

finished reading the assignments - enjoyed that 

On at 10:53 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Prompt: 

4) We have discussed several theories flaat attempt to make sense of the 9/11 attacks by 
placing them in broader geographic and historical contexts: Talal Asad argued that terrorism 
reflects the changing nature of warfare, Samuel Huntington argued that terrorism emerges 
from increasing civilizational conflict in a globalizing world, and Howard Zirm suggested flaat 
terrorist attacks often appear as "blowback" from a long history of United States 
interventionism. Make an argument defending one of flaese theories, explaining how it helps 
us understand the 9/11 attacks. Then defend the theory against opposing theories or 
perspectives we have discussed in class. Cite relevant points or quotes from at least three 
assigned articles. 

Can be any of the authors that have articlesabout these topics - Edward 

Said, Bruce Hoffman 

Edward Said: http://www.thenation.com/article/clash-ignorance# 

Talad Asad’s article is closely related to Hoffman’s ideas 
<hoffman - inside_terror_ch_l(4),pdf><zinn - peoples history us empire 

(3),pdf>< huntington_-_clash_civilizations(4),pdf><Asad-thinkinga boutterrorism, pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9/11 

Sarcasm? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:03 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount~unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m so pleased, is finally happy at Carolina, so happy that she’s in a comedy show for happiness. 

See you tomorrow - good luck on the exam. 

On , at 8:56 PM, ,@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you! We need to write 11 pages tomorrow...emphasis on the WE. Right now I’m at a comedy show for extra 
credit for happiness class because I’m soo sooo happy. I have so much studying left to do!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On l at 8:37 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

absolutely 

worry about PSYC tonight - the paper can come tomorrow - you’ve done good work outlining - 
happy birthday 

On , at 8:33 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have any ideas? Could you help me out with an argument tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:34 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvount@unc.edu> wrote: 

finished reading the assignments - enjoyed that 

On , at 10:53 PM, 
< @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Prompt: 

4) We have discussed several theories that 
attempt to make sense of the 9/11 attacks by 
placing them in broader geographic and 
historical contexts: Talal Asad argued that 
terrorism reflects the changing nature of 
warfare, Samuel Huntington argued that 
terrorism emerges from increasing 
civilizational conflict in a globalizing 
world, and Howard Zinn suggested that 
terrorist attacks often appear as "blowback" 
from a long history of United States 
interventionism. Make an argument 
defending one of these theories, explaining 
how it helps us understand the 9/11 attacks. 
Then defend the theory against opposing 
theories or perspectives we have discussed 



in class. Cite relevant points or quotes from 
at least three assigned articles. 

Can be any of the authors that 
have articlesabout these topics - 

Edward Said, Bruce Hoffman 

Edward 

Said: http://www.thenation.comZa 

rticle!clash-ignorance # 

Talad Asad’s article is closely 

related to Hoffman’s ideas 
<hoffman - inside terror ch 1 

(4).pdf><zinn - peoples history us empire 

(3).pdf><huntington - clash_civilizations 

(4).pdf><Asad- 

thinkingaboutterrorism.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,             8:23 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- PHYS - 8:00PM with 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

- HIST - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              2:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: eligibility 

Hey tony, 

I remember we talked about this ! I think I’m planning on taking an online summer class. Ill probably stop by tomorrow and we can 
talk about it then. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 2:23 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey 
> 

> 

> Just checking your numbers. You need 78 hours to be eligible for a seventh semester in the fall. You’re going to have 79, so you’re 
fine. But to start next spring, you need 93, so you’ll need to take and pass at least 14 hours next fall, or pick up some in the summer. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:12 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday Feedback Forms 

Womens    .pdf 

Tony, 

attached are the feedback forms for Thursday, 

Thanks! 



SPAN 

TUTOR FI I]I)llACK FORM 
Thursday, 

i llll Ill. 

ROOM # 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

I)ATI~: 

Tony Yount 

07:00 PM 

time? 

’ all unnecessary electronic devices? 

nt his/her goals for the session? 

y books and materials? 
/ 

"uction without complaint or critTcism? 

estions and volunteer information? 

}leted notes/reading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:40 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mercer, Robert J Jr" <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 4:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fred Kiger’s contact info 

Thanks Tony - enjoy the break! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Mercer, Robert J Jr 
Subject: Fred Kiger’s contact info 

:@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 11, 2013 12:48 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Registration 

Hi Tony 
I believe our practice times for the fall with be the same as last fall. 
We will practice Mon, Tues, Wed from 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm time slot. 
Most days we will watch video at 3, and on the court at 3:30 pm to 6ish 
We will lift weights MW at 7:00 or 8:00 am pending when most begin classes. 
If we are fortunate and don’t have 8:00 classes then we will probably lift at about 7:45 to 8:30 am 
And then start classes at 9. 
So if frosh can avoid scheduling an 8 am then the rest of the team will be very happy :) 

Thursdays we will practice from 2:30 pm to 5:00 pm. (Video at 2) 

And thanks for stopping to say hi to Mr.           on Saturday night after the BB game. He was excited to see you again, his 
daughter       was here again on an unofficial visit and all went well except for the outcome of the game. It made a great 
impression on him to chat for a few minutes. Thank you! 

And again, All the 2013’s parents were sooooooo delighted with your meeting with them on Saturday as well. It was perfect. Thanks 

so much. I know you will like this group of students!!! Yes students! 
I think they will help on the court too :) 
Have a good day 

PS: Eve, Tyler! Arturo, and I are in Los Angeles. 
We will be back on Thursday morning in time for ACC Tournament time ! Go Heels ! 

JS 

Joe Sagula 
Carolina Volleyball 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coaches, 
> 
> The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday. If there are changes to your fall practice 
schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we will 
submit the same information that we submitted last year. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,               5:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

,@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com) 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Priority Registration 

~aol.com; 

Tony, 

We like to go from 2:30 to 4 pm followed by weights a couple of days a week. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 11:36 AM 
To: Jan Mann; Joe Sagula; Jenny Levy; Karen Shelton; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Priority Registration 

Coaches, 

The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday. ff there are changes to your fall practice 
schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we will 
submit the same information that we submitted last year. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:45 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 

Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount(~,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Lance, 

Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 

I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 

Thanks ! ! 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN - .docx 

See the last two pages 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE: 

We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 

Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Lance, 

Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 

I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 

Tony 



ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

NCAA Division I Progress-Towards Degree Waiver Committee 

Spencer Welborn, Academic Counselor Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

March 7, 2013 

Academic Recovery Plan for 

will enroll in 12 to 13 hours over the next six semesters and take 3 hours in Summer School 2014 to 

complete his graduation requirements, is on pace to graduate within five years of enrollment. The current 

number breakdown listed above will allow to graduate in nine (9) fulltime semesters rather than ten (10) 

semesters. 

will need to complete three semesters of a 12 hour credit load, two semesters of a 13 hour credit load (GEOL 

and LFIT are 1 hours courses) and in his final semester complete 12 credit hours to graduate in nine 

fulltime semesters. 

The numbers above are contingent on earning three hours of part-time work (online course through UNC) 

during the Spring 2013 semester. Currently, is above/ahead of all eligibility (NCAA and UNC) rules following 

three fulltime semesters in residence. The three part-time hours increase his total credits towards graduation and 

pushes him further ahead of the eligibility standards. Currently     has completed three fulltime semesters as 

an Undecided major at the University of North Carolina. is not required to declare his major until the start of 
class heading into his 5th fulltime semester. That stated, does not technically have to declare his major until 

the end of the Fall 2013 semester. 

A majority of Bachelor of Arts degrees from the University of North Carolina require a total of 120 hours with 30 

credit hours being that of major coursework. The following breakdown is based on a Bachelor of Arts degree with 

the standard 30 credit hours of major coursework. 

Fortunately, academic performance is not an issue with 

GPA at the University of North Carolina. 

as he currently carries a 2.685 cumulative 

In order to ensure that completes his degree at UNC, he will do the following: 

1. Meet with Academic Advisor and Academic Counselor on a semester basis to ensure that he meets 

progress towards degree as well as take the appropriate hours in each of the remaining semesters. 

2. Successfully complete semester credit hours to avoid taking additional hours during Summer School. 



is currently undecided as a major and currently has 41 credit hours after his third fulltime 

semester. Due to his part-time online course this semester, will have 44 earned hours towards his degree 

heading into the Fall 2013 semester. 

REMAINING HOURS: 
O,uantitative Reasoning MATH 

O,uantitative Intensive MATH 

ENGL 

Lifetime Fitness 

GEOL 

Physical and Life Science 

Social and Behavioral Science 

Literary Art 

Philosophical Reasoning 

Supplemental Education Requirements (any course above 200 outside of major) 

Communication Intensive 

Experiential Education 

Global Issues 

Beyond North Atlantic World 

MAJOR COURSES 10 courses 

ELECTIVE COURSES 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

1 Hour 

1 Hour 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

30 Hrs. 

9 Hours 

TOTAL: 68 HOURS 

+ 44 earned 

121 Total Hrs 

Fall 2013 Spring 2014 *Summer 2014 *FALL 2014 *Spring 2015 

ENGL        3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Physical and Life    Major Course 3 HRS O‘. Reason.    3 HRS 

Science 3 HRS 

Social Science 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Supp. Educ. 3 HRS 

Lifetime Fitness 1 HR O‘uant Reason. 3 HRS Communication Major Course 3 HRS 

Intensive 3 HRS 

Global Issues 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS Literary Art 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Philosophical GEOL Lab 1 HR 

Reasoning 3 HRS 

TOTAL: 13 Hours TOTAL: 13 Hours TOTAL: 3 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours 



Fall 2015 Spring 2016 

Major Course 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Major Course 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Exper. Educ 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS 

Beyond NA 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS 

TOTAL:    12 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours 

Student Athlete Signature Date 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support Program for Student-Athlete Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - course by 
course? 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
> 
> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
> 
> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tony¥ount~unc.edu! 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 
> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
> 
> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:52 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 

The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for 
our plan. And I guess they like the details. 

, they can refer back to this to see if we followed 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Re: 

He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - 
course by course? 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
> 
> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
> 
> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyvount~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 ll:20 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 
> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
> 
> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

You’re such a slacker, Yount... ;-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

Totally missed the last 2 pages - sorry - I’ll get on that 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:52 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 
> 

> The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for they can refer back to this to see if we 
followed our plan. And I guess they like the details. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Cc: Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer 
> Subject: Re: 
> 
> He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - 
course by course? 
> 

> 

> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
>> 
>> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
>> 

>> Lance 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>> Subject: 
>> 

>> Lance, 
>> 

>> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
>> 
>> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
>> 
>> Tony 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hahahaha, yeah right... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

I plead old age - though I still seek to be in the trainable category - that’s what you highly paid young guns are here for - to train me. 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 12:06 PM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> You’re such a slacker, Yount... ;-) 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:59 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: Re: 
> 
> Totally missed the last 2 pages - sorry - I’ll get on that 
> 
> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:52 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 
>> 
>> The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for 
followed our plan. And I guess they like the details. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>> Cc: Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

they can refer back to this to see if we 

>> He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - 
course by course? 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
>>> 
>>> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
>>> 

>>> Lance 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount~unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
>>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>>> Subject: 



>>> 

>>> Lance, 
>>> 

>>> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
>>> 
>>> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               3:58 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hey Tony, I will be back by the Can I just swing by your office then? 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 5:06 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I’m sony but we need your signature again. The NCAA wanted a more detailed list of what you needed to take to graduate, and a 
schedule of when you might take the courses. You are by no means locked into this schedule at all. It is simply a way to show them a 
path to graduation that you could choose. 
> 
> Sony to ask you to sign and fax again, but that’s what we need for you to do. Or if you’re going to be home by Monday, 
you could just come by my office and sign it there. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> <ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               4:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

It’s probably because I missed the exam. I’ll check with my teacher though. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Absolutely - see you then. 
> 

> Hope you are having a marvelous experience 
> 

> Progress report from your SOCI    prof had an F on it. I hope that was just due to missed material that you can make up. Might 
want to check on that as soon as you get home. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 3:58 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony, I will be back by the     Can I just swing by your office then? 
>> 

>>, 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On at 5:06 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> I’m sorry but we need your signature again. The NCAA wanted a more detailed list of what you needed to take to graduate, and a 
schedule of when you might take the courses. You are by no means locked into this schedule at all. It is simply a way to show them a 
path to graduation that you could choose. 
>>> 
>>> Sorry to ask you to sign and fax again, but that’s what we need for you to do. Or if you’re going to be home by Monday, 

you could just come by my office and sign it there. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> <ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN i docx> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, i             12:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
;     ¯ :~ Re: ,,..~..~.~,, °. HI 

Oh wow I messed that one up! Glad I’m not late to wish you a happy birthday! 

Have a safe trip tomorrow- so nice that you get to spend time with family :) 

It’s been great being home. I’ll also be traveling tomorrow... Heading to Richmond with mom and dad! 

Enjoy your day! 
(The countdown continues) 

, at 12:24 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Silly - its only been my birthday for 24 minutes. You are the 2rid person to offer good wishes. Thank you. 
> 
> I’m at the coast with all my family. Headed home tomorrow. With a long drive to drop off the parents in Hickory and then back to 
CH for a celebratory dinner with some great friends. 
> 

> A better question is how wonderful has your week without 
237. You can do it. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> Happy mini Freedom week to you. 
> On l , at 12:13 AM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Tony ! 
>> 
>> Happy belated birthday ! Im sorry i missed your birthday. How has the week without students been? 
>> 

>> See you soon, 
>>i 
> 

been? Your day count until the real Freedom Day is now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Friday,              1:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TFA 

Tony, 

Thanks so much for the support. It is greatly appreciated. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:29 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> My friend Christie Clark in the TFA office told me your good news. Congratulations. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:54 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Classes 

Tony, 

I wrote to everyone you told me to and then I got redirected to Jennifer Thompson. I emailed her twice about changing 
my enrollment and have not gotten a response. I just want to make sure I can still enroll in the summer. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Friday,              10:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TFA 

P.S. HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Hope you had a great day! 

Sent from my iPad 

On l , at 9:29 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> My friend Christie Clark in the TFA office told me your good news. Congratulations. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<lthomas@ncaa.org> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:18 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athletics Administrator Recommendation for NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship nominee 

Spencer Welborn of University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has nominated for an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship. 

After becoming familiar with the instructions at http://www.neaa.or~/wps/portal/neaahome? 

WCM GLOBAL CONTEXT /n~aa/n~aa/ab~ut+the+n~aa/diversity+and+in~~usi~n/diversity+pr~grams/p~stgraduate+s~h~~arship/ath~eti~+administrat~r+re~+instru~ti~ns 

please complete the athletics administrator section of the nomination at https://webl.neaa.org/pgs/exee/athlEndorsement?appId 6117 before March 21, 2013 by 5 PM EST. 

Please notify @live.une.edu) when you have completed the athletics administrator recommendation section of the nomination. 

Please note: The links in this message should be used to log in and review- and/or modify the nomination. As such, please retain this e-mail for future use during the 

applicable nomination period. Please e-mail Lori Thomas(lthomas@neaa.org) if you have questions. Thank you. 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis,IN 46206-6222 

Overnight delivery addres s: 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 

Indianapolis,IN 46202 

317/917-6222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, . 10:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Want a body fat analysis? 

BODY FAT ASSESSMENT FOR BLACK WOMEN. Does your spring time resolution 
include getting your body ready for bathing suit season? Then this study 
may be for you! For a research study, we are evaluating if the Bod Pod., 
a body composition device, is as accurate as underwater weighing for 
validity in adult black women. We are testing the unit on healthy adult 
black women between 19 and 39 years of age. You must not be 
claustrophobic and must be willing to submerge your whole body, 
including your head, underwater. This study requires one visit to the 
labs in Fetzer Gym at UNC in Chapel Hill for one hour. In return, you 
receive a state-of-the-art body composition analysis plus information 
about how to safely improve your body composition profile. For more 
information, please email the primary investigator at 

~live.unc.edu. Biomedical IRB #13-0800; Approved March 07, 2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Exercise and Sport Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,              8:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Monday, 

MATH: -9:00PM with 

¯ Please let me know if your students are excused. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i              1:49 PM 

Tony Yount <Tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonvvount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ 
Date: 1 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

@email.unc.edu> 
1:23:02 PM EDT 

~live.unc.edu> 

this is a unique opportunity but I do not have the authority to make a decision. So, I have sent your 
email/petition to my advisor, Dr. Kohl. Either she or I will contact you as soon as we can about how you 
should proceed. 

My first reaction is to sav FELICIDADES!!!!!! this is a once in a lifetime opportunity. We will figure out how 
and if you can stay in    class given our course policy on absences. I will be in touch soon. 

When do you have to tell them a decision? 

Un saludo, 

F rom: 
Sent: Mondav, ~ 8:59 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Hola Professora 

Buenos noches. Espero que est[] bien. 

I sincerely apologize for the short notice but I myself, 

have just been informed so abruptly of the news I am about 

to share with you. I just received an email this afternoon 



Although it is impossible for me to imagine turning down an 
opportunity such as this one, I am a full time student- 
athlete which means I will always consider academics a top 
priority. 

however, I am extremely confident my academic work ethic 
and integrity can make it work. After missing a few classes 
early on in the semester I was able to keep up with the 
work and earn good marks on both of the first two exams. 

Although I am certain I can keep up with        I’m afraid of 
missing so much class time. I desperately want this to work 

excusing my absences. Unfortunately, this 
still does not make up for the fact that I will be missing 
three weeks of class and certainly does not allow me to be 
in two places at once. I have been thinking of a possible 
solution and was wondering if there was any way possible 
that I could Skype into your class? Or maybe even Skype 
with you on occasion to go over the course material? 

In the end, I need your blessing before I can accept such a 
prestigious invitation so I would love to hear your 
opinions. Please let me know your concerns and thoughts at 
your earliest convenience 

I am willing 
to work with you and try to ask for a few extra days so 
maybe I won’t be missing as many classes? Hopefully we can 
work something out. 

I look forward to hearing back from you and if not, I’ll 
see you in class on Wednesday! 

Un Saludo, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Clinical Research Study for Kids with Autism, Asperger 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released a 
report in April 2012 stating that approximately 1 in 88 children (1 in 
54 boys and 1 in 252 girls) in the United States has an autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD). 

Autism, Asperger’s Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not 
Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) are classifications of ASD. Currently, 
there are no drugs approved to treat the core symptoms of these 
conditions. 

That’s why researchers are conducting the ConnectMe clinical research 
studies. The ConnectMe clinical research program includes three studies 
that are evaluating the safety, tolerability, and effectiveness of an 
investigational drug on social interaction and communication skills in 
children with autism, Asperger’s Disorder, or PDD-NOS. What we learn 
from these studies may help to develop treatment options for children 
with these conditions in the future. 

Your child may be eligible if he or she: 
* Is 6 to 12 years old 
* Has autism, Asperger’s Disorder, or PDD-NOS 
* Is verbally fluent or uses some phrase speech 

To learn more about these studies, visit 

http~//www.med.unc.edu/psych/aspire/current-studies- ~/autism-studies/c~~mectme-9 ~/c~nnectme-9 ~ 

This confirms that an IRB Authorization Agreement with Copernicus Group 
IRB has been executed to rely on their IRB for continuing oversight of 

this study. This IRB Authorization Agreement is executed in accordance 
with UNC-Chapel Hill IRB policy, which addresses agreements for deferral 

of IRB review from one institution/IRB to another. 
Biomedical IRB; Expiration Date of Approval by External IRB: 
RE: Agreement to Rely on External IRB 
IR Study #: 

This email is sponsored by: ASPIRE Research Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,              8:19 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

r- ENGL - 6:00PM with 

- PHYS: 8:00PM with 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               8:54 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; H Holden Thorp <thorp@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ram Rules: Don’t Bet On ItT 

All, 

Please see below the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student-athletes this morning. Make sure that you 
understand all the necessary rules regarding sports wagering and then reiterate this information to your student- 
athletes. With March Madness starting tomorrow it is imperative that all UNC student-athletes and staff 
understand the NCAA bylaws related to Sports Wagering/Gambling If you have any questions, please contact 
the Compliance office at 919-962-6000. 

Thanks T 

The Ram Rules 
UNC Department of Athletics 
Vol XII * No. 3 * March 20, 2013 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student-athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC 
student-athlete, it is gO UR responsibifity to review the contained information to preserve your eligibifity to 
participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Dear UNC Student-Athletes, 

With the NCAA basketball tournaments beginning this week, the UNC Compliance office would 
like to remind you that NCAA rules (bylaw 10.3) prohibit athletics department staff members, 
student-athletes, and other individuals associated with intercollegiate athletics (e.g., Chancellors, 
Faculty Athletics Representatives) from participating in any gambling activities. This includes 
participating in any type of March Madness bracket pools or fantasy leagues where 
something is put at risk (e.g. money, entry fee, tangible items) for the chance to win 
something. This is against NCAA rules and you could lose your eligibility 

Please note that this prohibition does not apply to contests held by certain websites(e.g., 
www.espn.com), which has a bracket contest that is free of charge. Since there is no fee associated 
with this contest, it would be permissible for you to participate, even though there is the 
opportunity for a prize at the end. 

Take a few minutes to check out this website created by the NCAA and remember, DON’T BET 
ON IT! 

http://dontbetonit.org/ 

10.02.1 Sports Wagering. Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or 



student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any 
intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the 
use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or 
contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a 
prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3 Sports Wagering Activities. The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or 

provide information to individuals involved in or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning 

intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., 

chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 

(d) Student-athletes. 
10.3.1 Scope of Application. The prohibition against sports wagering applies to any institutional practice or any 
competition (intercollegiate, amateur or professional) in a sport in which the Association conducts championship 
competition, in bowl subdivision football and in emerging sports for women. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3.2 Sanctions. The following sanctions for violations of Bylaw10.3shall apply: (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, 

Revised: 4/26/07 effective8/1/07) 

(a) A student-athlete who engages in activities designed to influence the outcome of an intercollegiate contest or in an 

effort to affect win-loss margins ("point shaving") or who participates in any sports wagering activity involving the student- 

athlete’s institution shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. (Revised: 

4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(b) A student-athlete who participates in any sports wagering activity through the Internet, a bookmaker or a parlay card 

shall be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for a minimum period of one year from the date of the 

institution’s determination that a violation occurred and shall be charged with the loss of a minimum of one season of 

eligibility. If the student-athlete is determined to have been involved in a later violation of any portion of Bylaw10.3, the 

student-athlete shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. (Revised: 

4/26/07effective 8/1/07) 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of 
Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at goheels.com underthe "Inside Athletics" tab and the 
"Compliance" link. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.unc.edu) 
if you have any questions about contact with prospective student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Thursday,               12:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Enrollment Hold for 

Thanks ! 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 12:10 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvount(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

The hold has been lifted. 

Tony 

On at 11:15 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Gina, and Tony, 

I think this is the hold placed on SA’s account to make sure they stay enrolled full time. 
Tony can you work with       to get the hold removed so she can do what is necessary? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 10:50 AM, "Gina Wooldridge" <Gina Wooldridge~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

There is a bit of a problem with                student account. She is trying to switch elective classes for this mod, but the system is kicking her out beca use of 

an enrollment hold placed for the Spring term (start date of        ). I’m not sure why this is an issue now, as she was able to drop/add with the others last 

week. I’m wondering if she can’t drop the class because it will put her under the required athlete hours - but she needs to drop the class first to add MAC 

They are for the same number of credits, so it doesn’t affect her hours at all. Let me know how I can work around this. 

will not have the ability to adjust her schedule from here on out. I will be processing the add - so please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Gina 

<image001.jpg>Twitter I <image002.jpg> Linkedln I <image003.jpg> Facebook I <image004.jpg>MAC Journey Blog I <[mageoo5.jpg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ fax 919.962.3177 ¯ gina wooldridge(o3kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:14 PM 
To: Wooldridge, Gina 
Subject: Re: FW: MAC Upload on 

Hi Gina, 
I dropped 
sent from my Bamsung Mobile 

instead. Is that a problem? 

"Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridg_e_@__k_e__n_a__n_z_f[_agler.unc.edu> wrote: 

This keeps coming up in our error report: that you cannot drop MAC 

schedule (currently showing) as well as what you are looking to do? 

Thanks, 

Gina 

From: Stephens, Brian 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Wooldridge, Gina 

Cc: Application Development Support 
Subject: MAC Upload on 

Hi Gina, 

Here are the results from an upload earlier this afternoon: 

and add MAC Where you trying to switch? Will you let me know what is on your 

Status ’Error’: 

record. To prc 

must be remo 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Correction 

~live.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

Ladies, 

Please let me know as you accomplish these things. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday 3:56 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Correction 

Ladies, 

The adviser sessions in Loudermilk that will allow you to remove your holds on registration are Tues and WED nights of next week 
from 6 - 8; not Thurs night as the previous email indicated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live. unc. edu> 

Friday, i              1:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: Registration 

Ok, sorry one last question. When does summer 1 end? I think I want to do the first session but can’t find the dates. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Registration 

How many online classes have you taken? You can only use 6 online classes toward your degree so that needs to be considered. Going forward 
after this fall, will you need those online class spots as you work toward finishing your degree. Those are the important questions to ask. Yes 
you can take online. Yes you can 2 in the same summer. But only if you still have online slots to use toward your graduation total. I would 
recommend 2 just to get you as close to graduation as possible. 

Tony 

On , at I:18PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Am I able to take an online class? Also, Do you think I should Take one class or two? 
>. 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount(-&unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:54 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Registration 
> 

> 

> First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to 
register between 8 am and 8:30 am. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration 
time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the 
system if you want to make changes. 
> 
> Summer school registration starts Monday and continues Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, 
have a conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money 
each coach gets for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the 
course later wastes that money and spends money that one of your teammates could have used. 
> 

> Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for , current sophomores current freshmen . But please check your day 
on Connect Carolina. Dates can vary based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing 
your assigned registration day. 
> 

> I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to 
help you decide what courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, 
advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 
> 

> Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and 
obviously you can come in to the office and visit with me. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> [page7image256] 
> <page7image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,              3:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Correction 

How do we meet with them? Do we just go to loudermilk and wait for one to be open and tell them why we need to meet with them? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:56 PM 
To:~ 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Correction 

Ladies, 

The adviser sessions in Loudermilk that will allow you to remove your holds on registration are Tues and WED nights of next week 
from 6 - 8; not Thurs night as the previous email indicated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:33 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email Address 

Hey Tony this is my new UNC email address woohoo! Thanks for everything. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,              8:17 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Sunday, 

- STOR - 9"OOPM with 

. Please let me know if these are excused. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:24 AM 

Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

REQUEST for 9th semester 

Thank you, Joe - let’s keep the communication going as information becomes available. 

Take care, 
Larry 

From: Joe Sagula [mailto:jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             7:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Lance Markos; Tony Yount 
Subject: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 

Larry 
I have emailed withTony Yount and he will check on credit needs and the classes. I agree we need to 
get some verification. 
As for the           it is a long shot that she will be selected to be part of the program, and there is not a 
scheduled tournament in June as there was last year where she participated. She could be invited 
to participate in a small event this summer, or to train with them for a few weeks in Anaheim but unlikely 
anything more 
than that at this time. I will wait to hear form Tony about the class situation as well. 
Thanks for your consideration on behalf. 
JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS T 

>>> "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 
Joe, 

6:00 AM >>> 

I agree with Tom’s request, and also, if does make the 1 

1. she will not be able to attend any 

2. but she will be able to attend the i 

traveling with the ? 

3. CORRECT? 

summer sessions? (I understand the courses she needs are not offered) 
fall semester as a full-time student and will be here in Chapel Hill and not 



Thanks very much! 

Be well, 
Larry 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:19 PM 
To: Joe Sagula 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 
Subject: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 

Thanks joe for the very detailed break down. Tony can you please confirm the number of credits 
to take in the fall and provide the specific classes to graduate in December. 

needs 

ThanksT 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:13 PM, "Joe S agula" <j sagula@uncaa.unc, edu> wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 
Well here is my final request for T Thanks for your patience. :) 

I have been discussing academics and graduation with since the fall and she has 
finally gotten around to putting things 
down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her, and I am forwarding it on for 
your review. (see below) 

If approved for any type of support would be responsible for working with our program this 



fall for home volleyball operations, (working with Stacey Harris and Patrick Marsh) the coaching 
staff, and assist with office work as needed. Thus she would be an undergraduate 
assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request. 

Thank you, 
Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

Here is the summary break down of my academic/athletic progress of why I needed to take a 9th 
semester. 

I appreciate any support the athletic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree 
from UNC. 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

heyy 

i lost my phone can i come in after class to figure out my schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               11:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More hours 

Hey Tony, 

I’m trying to enroll for maymester but my account says I have a hold my momjust went online and paid everything. It says I have 
athletic holds? Not sure what that is do you? Any kind of help please haha. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:18 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 
> 

> Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 
> 
> Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those 
not in the Business or Journalism Schools. 
> 
> If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 

and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               11:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Registration 

Hey Tony, 
i am a senior on the team and I didnt realise registration is next week for the fall. I have been approved 
an extra semester for the fall and i believe I will be taking an underload. I need to come see you to figure out my classes. 
When is the best time to come see you this week? 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:50 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Registration 

Hey Tony, 
i am a senior on the and I didnt realise registration is next week for the fall. I have been approved 
an extra semester for the fall and i believe I will be taking an underload. I need to come see you to figure out my classes. 
When is the best time to come see you this week? 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               1:40 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <beth@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Joseph A 
Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Tom, 

To fulfill graduation requirements, and assuming successful completion of all her currently enrolled classes, 
needs the following. 

BIOL - 1 hr credit 
EXSS 3 hour credit 
EXSS 3 hour credit 

Tony 

has registered for all 3 of those classes during 

On at 3:42 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

I just spoke with Joe about        and her situation in regards to graduating after the second summer 

session,         was an educational major and previously was approved for a 5th year of athletics aid to 

be able to finish her education degree. Due to a major change, the 5th year of aid is no longer necessary 

but since        is still 7 credits short (Tony can you please confirm this) after this spring semester of 

graduating, Joe has asked if we can fund her at 100% for summer school. It will be beneficial (cheaper) for 

us to pay the cost for summer school, instead of having        come back this fall to finish up. Therefore 

I approve the additional funding (on top of Joe’s summer school budget) to cover the cost (100%) for the 

credits necessary for        to graduate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

<image005.jpg>We Educate and Inspire through athletics I G oHee!s~corn I <image006.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration 

I can come tomorrow at around 11 if that works for you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On l at 2:50 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello 
> 

> 

> Hem’s my schedule this week. Find a time that you can come between 9 am and 3:30 pm and let me know. Or i’ll be there tonight 
from 6 - 10. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> <Schedule.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               3:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration 

Sounds good! See you then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:59 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 11:15 would be great. I have a short meeting at 11. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On at 2:53 PM, 
> 
>> I can come tomorrow at around 11 if that works for you 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On 
>> 
>>> Hello 
>>> 

>>> 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Here’s my schedule this week. Find a time that you can come between 9 am and 3:30 pm and let me know. Or i’ll be there tonight 
from 6 - 10. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> <Schedule.pdf> 
>> 

, at 2:50 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               5:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

Greetings from       !!! I am trying to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must obtain 
permission to take this class. 
Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 

, at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

> 

> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

who holds a STOR tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. It will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              ; 6:20 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

I’m trying to register for poli    online 

Sent from my iPhon 

On , at 11:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> If its MATH    you’re trying to register for, you won’t be able to. Those sections are reserved for incoming freshmen in the 
summer bridge program. I talked with someone in the math department today who explained that to me. You’ll have to wait til fall to 
take MATH So sorry. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Greetings from 
obtain permission to take this class. 
>> Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> 

>>> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
will not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 

, at 5:52 PM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

’!! I am trying to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must 

., at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

who holds a STOR    tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. It 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               9:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More hours 

Hi Tony ! 

Hope you’re not getting bombarded with too many registering questions, but I have an addition[] 

I am taking my LFIT this fall and I also need to take a science with a lab. Would it be too much to take five classes plus the LFIT and 
Lab? or should I take four 3-credit classes with the LFIT and lab but be behind by an hour? 

Thanks 

On at 10:18 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 
> 

> Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 
> 
> Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those 
not in the Business or Journalism Schools. 
> 
> If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 
March 18 and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:19 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

Hey Tony, I started registering for POLI    online and it has a lot of information to fill out and complete ! Can I go ahead and fill all 
that out? Also, i will be able to drop this course if coach can not cover the cost right? Thanks let me know! 

On 2013, at 8:48 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

> Oh - an online course. You have to register through the Friday Center for online courses. 
> 
> Go here 
> 

> http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 6:19 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> I’m trying to register for poli online 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhon 
>> 
>> On at 11:17 PM, "Yotmt, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> If its MATH    you’re trying to register for, you won’t be able to. Those sections are reserved for incoming freshmen in the 
summer bridge program. I talked with someone in the math department today who explained that to me. You’ll have to wait til fall to 
take MATH So sorry. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>; 

>>> 

>>>> Greetings from 
obtain permission to take this class. 
>>>> Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>i 

>>>>> 

>>>>> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
will not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>> 

>> 

> 

at 5:52 PM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

!!! I am trying to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must 

, at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

who holds a STOR    tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. It 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday,               2:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First-Year Orientation 

Hi Tony, 
Can you please instruct me on how to set up my UNC email? I’ve been trying to figure it out with no success. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 11:36 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting 
your offer of admissions. 
> 

> I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be 
on vacation for sessions                   and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in 
Chapel Hill and available to meet with youl and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your 
scheduled session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 
> 
> Some of those sessions will fill. I advise you to identify the session that you will be attending as soon as possible and get registered. 
(Again, that can’t happen until the admissions offer has been accepted by you.) When you do register for your orientation session, 
please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
INFORMATIONAL: Participants needed for alcohol use and attention study 

Do you currently drink alcohol, or have you quit drinking due to a 
drinking problem? We are currently looking for participants for a 

research study on attention and alcohol use. Your participation would 
require you to come to our laboratory in Davie Hall on the University of 
North Carolina campus and complete some questionnaires and cognitive 
tasks. The study will take about 1-2.5 hours. For your participation, 

you will be compensated with $10/hour. Study requires participants to 
view images and accurately detect visual targets. 

You are eligible if: 
1. You are MALE 
2. You are between the ages of 22-40 years old 
3. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
4. You are NOT taking psychoactive medications 
5. You have normal or corrected to normal vision 
6. You are a native English speaker 
7. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
9. You have no known psychiatric or neurological problems 

If interested, Please contact       at 919-962-8340 or e-mail 
~live.unc.edu (mention the subject line of the e-mail if you 

call) with the following information: 

Name 
E-mail address 
Phone number 
Best time to be contacted 
This study titled " Alcohol Use and Attention" has been approved by the 
UNC Behavioral InstitntionalReview Board (IRB) (study #09-0154 approved 
2/11/2013) 

IRB Study: 09-0154 
IRB :Non-Biomedical 
IRB Approval 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               10:3 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-year Orientation 

Thank you. Did you get my previous message? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:59 AM 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: First-year Orientation 

Ladies, 

I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on 
vacation for sessions                   and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel 
Hill and available to meet with you, and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your scheduled 
session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 

if you would like to come for                          you must first register for any other session, and then email the 
new student office and request that your session date be moved. It really is very easy to do. But you can’t register for that last session 
directly online. And please remember that you can’t do any of this until your admissions process is complete and you have your UNC 
email set. 

Please send me an email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed so that I’ll know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday,              5:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer/Fall Classes 

Hey Tony, 
This is "! I was wondering if you had time to meet on Monday or Tuesday to discuss my summer 
and fall plans in regard to classes. On Monday I’m free anytime except for 2:00-2:50 and then on Tuesday I’m free between 2:00- 
5:30. (or anytime later in the night). Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,               2:50 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer/Fall Classes 

Monday at 3 is perfect thanks so much Tony! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:58 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Looking forward to meeting with you. How about Monday at 3? 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 5:54 PM, 
> 
>> Hey Tony, 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

>> This is ! I was wondering if you had time to meet on Monday or Tuesday to discuss my summer 
and fall plans in regard to classes. On Monday I’m free anytime except for 2:00-2:50 and then on Tuesday I’m free between 2:00- 
5:30. (or anytime later in the night). Thanks so much! 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:38 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 
~earthlink.net 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Student Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

I am sending you an email for you to add to your distibution list as requested. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 10 am today 

Thanks, I appreciate it. 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
To: "1 @live.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: 10 am today 
Date: Wed, 9:38 am 

Just sent her a text reminding her 

On , at 9:06 AM, 

Hi Tony, could you remind 

night for her math    class? 

@live.unc. edu> wrote: 

we are meeting at 10am this morning instead of 7pro tomorrow 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_           1"<     [@live.unc.edu> 
Monday, _._.       ,     9:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

approval 

Hi Tony! 

I’m trying to get approved for a second major and additional semesters through                 so I can declare 
Psyc as my second major but they just told me I need to submit a document that confirms my status as a 
so they can approve it. Do I get that from you or do I need to get that from the coaches? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

Tony, 

Here is the email from the guy telling me to submit the forms for redshirting so I can declare my Psych major. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: ~                ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
From: "Studevent_ Perry" <Perry Studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: 9:24:55 AM EDT 
To: ’ @kenan-flagler.unc. edu> 
Subject: RE: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

In order to complete you request for additional time, please submit documentation from Athletics 

concerning your status as a redshirt athlete and we can finish reviewing it. 

Perry 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry, studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu, www.undergradbus.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

From: Studevent, Perry 

Sent: Tuesday .......... 9:16 AM 

To: 
Subject: FW: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry, studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu, www.undergradbus.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

From: ~aemailserver.com [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 2:35 PM 
To: Studevent, Perry 

~clemailserver.com] 



Subject: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

Recipient Data: 
Time Finished: :2:35:23 
IP: 66.57.17.140 
ResponseID: R 01ihsEXbAzjt4TX 
Link to View Results: Click Here 
URL to View Results: https://kenan-flagler.qualtrics.com/CP/Report.php? 
SID=SV 8Ghq8SjfZ6c3kBn&R=R 01ihsEXbAzjt4TX 

Response Summary: 

Biographic Information 
First Name 
Last Name 
PID # 
KFBS Email Address @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

For what ,ronr nnd semester do you request permission to enroll? 
Spring 

What course(s) would you take in the additional semester? If you are unsure of the exact course(s) 

y ... 

Class 1 Busi Elective 
Class 2 Busi Elective 
Class 3 PsycElective 
Class 4 PsycElective 
Class 5 n/a 
Class 6 n/a 

What prevents you from graduating within the allowed maximum number of semesters? 
I am on the women’s        team and red shifted my               because of an injury. I 

plan to use my fifth year to finish playing my years of eligibility. 

Please provide any additional information you feel relevant to your petition. 
I need to pick up a second major to remain eligible to play under the NCAA’s full time student 

requirements. 

Please type in your full name and PID number as your official signature on the form. 
Full Name 
PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Studevent, Perry" <Perry Studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 
Thank you! This is exactly what I needed. 

Perry 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 
UNC’s Keuan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry_studevent@keuan-flagler.unc.edu, www.undergradbus.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount~unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 
To: Studevent. Perrv 
Subject: 

Perry, 

aember of the women’s team and a student in Keuan-Flagle. and 
missed her s,,r, ................ She will utilize the NCAA option of a redshirt year, and will be at Carolina for 5 academic 
years, with the targeted graduation in the spring of 

ff this email is not sufficient documentation, I will be happy to provide what you need in order to complete her application for 
additional time if you will let me know what you need. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

_ ~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 7:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks so much Tony T 

On , at 6:59 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <tonyyount@u nc.ed u> 
From: Perry Studevent <Perry Studevent@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 
Date:                 2:50:48 PM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 
Thank youT This is exactly what I needed. 
Perry 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel 
Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry_studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu. 
www.undergradbus.unc, edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

...... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 
To: Studevent, Perry 
Subject: 

Perry, 

a member of the team and a student in 
Kenan-Flagler,                                                        She will 
utilize the NCAA option of a redshirt year, and will be at Carolina for 5 academic 
years, with the targeted graduation in the spring of 

If this email is not sufficient documentation, I will be happy to provide what you need 



in order to complete her application for additional time if you will let me know what 
you need. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 8:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Faculty Views of Intercollegiate Athletics at UNC-CH 

Dear UNC-CH Employee, 

My name is             and I am a                     in Sport 
Administration at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). 
For my master’ thesis, I am interested in examining faculty views of 
academics, finance, and governance of intercollegiate athletics at UNC. 
In order to achieve this objective, I am conducting an online survey 
that should take approximately ten minutes to complete. As data 
analysis is complete, I will be happy to share the study results and 
will email you if interest is indicated within the survey. 

By clicking the link to the survey below, you agree to be a participant 
in this research study. 
https ://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/? SID=SV 3RcszFITS3BUsPb 

Your participation is voluntary, and you may skip any question for any 
reason. Your identity and responses will be confidential. If you have 
any questions or concerns about the study, please feel free to contact 
me directly by email        ~live.unc.edu). Further, you may also 
contact the UNC Institutional Review B oard by phone (919-966-3113) or 
email (subjects@unc.edu) if you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject referencing study #112724. This study is 
non- biomedical and was approved on November 5, 2012. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~live.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 10:00 AM 

Greg Copenhaver <copenh@ad.unc.edu>; Jeff Sekelsky <sekelsky@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BIOL    :Presentations 

Professors Copenhaver and Sekelsky, 

I am in group 2 and scheduled to present on Thursday the 15th, yet am fearful that I will not be able to attend class that 
day. I am on the UNC          team and we have just entered post-season play. If we win our two games this 
weekend, we will be going to the Final Four at Old Dominion University in Virginia (next weekend). As we would play in 
the Final Four game on Friday the 16th, we will probably travel Thursday (15th) morning. I have emailed my coaching 
staff, asking if they could give me a tentative schedule (pending we advance in the tournament), but they have not 
decided when we will be leaving Chapel Hill yet. 

I am sorry of this late notice, but I was not expecting to leave before classes on Thursday. If we do not win this 
weekend, then there will be no conflict and I will be in class on Thursday. I will keep you informed as soon as I know 
more. 

If you would like to meet with me to discuss the conflict, I would be happy to do so. Please let me know if there is 
anything that I need to do to resolve this. 

Additionally, if you find a problem with me missing class, I have copied my academic advisor to this email. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 9, 2012 1:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- 11/12 @ 6pm 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted you to know that has agreed to work with on Monday at 6pm for an extra session 

this week. Let me know if you decide she is not prepared to meet with him per our discussion yesterday. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:26 PM 

~unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Abdominal Pain Study 

Hello, my name is       I am an undergraduate student from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill conducting a survey 
(research) about the role of energy metabolism in chronic abdominal pain 
in children. We are looking for parents of healthy children AND 
parents of children who have a physician diagnosis of Functional 
Abdominal Pain, Recurrent Abdominal Pain, unexplained chronic 
stomachaches or Irritable Bowel Syndrome. 

You will be asked to complete a phone interview about your family’s 
health history. This should take about 15 - 60 minutes. There will be 
no way to identify individual participants. 

To learn more, please go to http://abdominalpainstudv.doodlekit.com/. 

ff you have any questions, or wish to participate, you may contact me at 
abdominalpainstudy@unc.edu. You may also contact Dr. Miranda van 
Tilburg at 919-843-0688. 

I really appreciate your time and consideration! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Biology (BS), Psychology (BS), Chemistry (minor) 

IRB #: 12-1945 
Approval Body: Biomedical 
Approved on: 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m¥.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 8:16 PM 

~email.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
INFORMATIONAL: Interested in taking part in a psychology study on personality and 
emotions? 

WE NEED PEOPLE WHO ARE: 
between 35 and 64 years old 
fluent in written and spoken English 

Participation includes: 
One 45-minnte lab visit, with 15-20 minutes of online questionnaires 
beforehand 
10 minutes of online questionnaires completed 8 weeks later 

We will pay $20 for completion of the study. 

ff you are interested, please complete the following link 
[https://unc.qnaltrics.com/SE/?SID=SV dnb9YTYQcyuM43a]. If you have 
further questions, please email              , at 

~email.unc.edu. The lab visit involves reading passages about 
different personality characteristics and completing tasks on a 
computer. 

This study is has been approved by the UNC Office of Human Research 
Fthi~-¢ lqoh~,Tioral IRB, study 11-1162. This study was approved 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday                   11:45 PM 

Todd Austell <tlaustell2011 @unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CHEM    Exam Conflict 

Hi Professor, 

I am on the UNC          team and we just advanced to the Final Four, which will be held in Virginia next Friday 
though Sunday. As we won our elite eight game this afternoon, we were just told that our travel schedule has changed 
and that we will be leaving Chapel Hill this Wednesday afternoon. So, I cannot be in class to take the exam on Thursday. 
I have copied my academic advisor to this email, who also serves as a proctor when we travel (and people miss exams). 
If you would allow him to proctor your exam for me, I could take it on Thursday morning, like the rest of the class does. 
If you do not allow others to proctor your exams, I would be happy to come in at a time/location that is convenient for 
you. Please let me know what you would prefer and I can also meet with you in person to speak about it, if you would 
prefer. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 12, 2012 9:51 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi Tony, 

Has 

Thanks, 
Susan 

ever worked with for PSYC during her 6pm appointment on Sundays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                  2:00 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Making up Missed Exam 

Hey Tony, 

I really don’t know what to do about my organic exam that I will miss this Thursday. I emailed my professor yesterday 
and did not hear back directly from him. However, there are about 15 people in the class that cannot make the exam 
time, so he sent us a doodle to fill out about when he could have a second exam period. But, the only options he gave to 
take the exam are on Friday, Saturday or Sunday. 

Since he did not email me back directly, I am assuming that he does not allow other people to proctor his exams (as I 
suggested that option). We take four exams in this class and he drops the lowest one, so I am worried that he is going to 
make me to drop this one. 

I was slightly above the average on the first exam, and then was 12 points higher on the second exam so I was planning 
on dropping that first exam...Is there anything that I can do, or do I just have to take a zero on this exam and use it as 
my drop? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                  2:02 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Making up Missed Exam 

And he just emailed us again...the exam will only be on Thursday. Now, there is no other option for another exam time. 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Making up Missed Exam 

2:00 PM 

Hey Tony, 

I really don’t know what to do about my organic exam that I will miss this Thursday. I emailed my professor yesterday 
and did not hear back directly from him. However, there are about 15 people in the class that cannot make the exam 
time, so he sent us a doodle to fill out about when he could have a second exam period. But, the only options he gave to 
take the exam are on Friday, Saturday or Sunday. 

Since he did not email me back directly, I am assuming that he does not allow other people to proctor his exams (as I 
suggested that option). We take four exams in this class and he drops the lowest one, so I am worried that he is going to 
make me to drop this one. 

I was slightly above the average on the first exam, and then was 12 points higher on the second exam so I was planning 
on dropping that first exam...Is there anything that I can do, or do I just have to take a zero on this exam and use it as 
my drop? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Austell, Todd L" <tlaustell2012@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 9:26 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and CHEM 

Exam is now offer on Mon/Tues of next week. 
No need to take during trip. 

Todd 

Todd L. Austell, Ph.D. 
Research Assistant Professor 
Academic Advisor for the Sciences 
Kenan Labs C142 
Department of Chemistry 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

Micah 6:8; Proverbs 3:5,6; Mathew 6:33 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 8:03 PM 
To: Austell, Todd L 
Subject:             and CHEM 

Dr. Austell, 

weekend’s Final Four in 
in your CHEM    class and has discussed with you an upcoming exam, and her participation in this 

in Norfolk, VA. 

I serve as the academic counselor for           , I will be joining the team in Norfolk on Thursday evening. (I need to remain in CH 
for registration on Wednesday for all my freshmen.) I have 30 years of teaching experience in the Chapel Hill/Carrboro school system 
and am quite familiar with and comfortable in giving exams. We have two exam times built into our time in Norfolk: Thursday 
evening and Friday morning. I would be happy to give the exam under any conditions you would like to offer. 

Please let me know how I can be off assistance, and thank you for being flexible with our student athletes. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
919 962 9535 - office 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Sharma, Sarah Rani" <srsharma@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and the Final Four 

Hi Tony, The exam is 
Sarah 

so shouldn’t they be back then? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 

Subject: 

Professors 

11:59 AM 
Susan; Sharma, Sarah Rani 

and the Final Four 

tells me that she has exams in your classes while she will be away at the Final Four this Wed - Sunday in Norfolk and that you 
are willing to allow her to take exams while away. The team will leave Chapel Hill Wednesday afternoon. I will leave CH on 
Thursday afternoon and join them in Norfolk. I serve as the academic counselor for             After 30 years in the classroom in 
the Chapel Hill/Carrboro public schools, I am quite familiar with giving exams. I will be happy t~o follow whatever directions you 
have for me. I can pick up the exams Thursday from your departments, or receive them at this email address. We have two exam 
windows in Norfolk - Thursday evening after the NCAA banquet, and Friday morning at 9 am before the pre-game meal for Friday 
afternoon’s semi-final round. I will seal the exams immediately as they finish and deliver them personally to your departments on 
Monday morning. Or, I can fax them to you on Friday if you would prefer. 

Thank you for being flexible with our student-athletes as they compete in the Final Four. I await your instructions. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
919 962 9535 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  2:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and the Final Four 

Hi Tony, 

My exam policy is that students are always welcome to take a test early with an approved proctor. Test #3 is scheduled for Monday at 
llAM. 

I have sealed a copy of the test in a Manila envelope and left it with Sunny Oakley, the receptionist in the math department main office 
in Phillips 329. She has instructions to give the test to you. 

The test officially says 50 minutes; I usually give students a few extra minutes if they need them. 
allowed more than an hour. 

should definitely not be 

Since the other students will finish by noon on Monday, however you can get 

ff you have any questions or concerns, feel free to email me here or even call me, 

test back to me by then is fine with me. 

Best, 

P.S. I was a varsity rower at Dartmouth when I was an undergrad, and it has been rewarding for me to pay-it-forward, so far as 
accommodating student-athletes goes, this semester. Good luck to the Heels in the final four! 

On at 11:59 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Professors 
> 

tells me that she has exams in your classes while she will be away at the Final Four this Wed - Sunday in Norfolk and that 
you arewilling to allow her to take exams while away. The team will leave Chapel Hill Wednesday afternoon. I will leave CH on 
Thursday afternoon and join them in Norfolk. I serve as the academic counselor for Field Hockey. After 30 years in the classroom in 
the Chapel Hill/Carrboro public schools, I am quite familiar with giving exams. I will be happy to follow whatever directions you 
have for me. I can pick up the exams Thursday from your departments, or receive them at this email address. We have two exam 
windows in Norfolk - Thursday evening after the NCAA banquet, and Friday morning at 9 am before the pre-game meal for Friday 
afternoon’s semi-final round. I will seal the exams immediately as they finish and deliver them personally to your departments on 
Monday morning. Or, I can fax them to you on Friday if you would prefer. 
> 
> Thank you for being flexible with our student-athletes as they compete in the Final Four. I await your instructions. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
> 919 962 9535 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday: 8:23 PM 

@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IB S Research Subj ects Needed 

Medical research for irritable bowel syndrome now being conducted. 

You may be eligible for an ongoing research study. We are currently 
conducting an investigational study of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), a 
condition which may include symptoms of diarrhea, abdominal discomfort, 
and bloating. 

This research study is evaluating the effectiveness and safety of an 
investigational medication for the treatment of IBS. You may be eligible 
to participate in this research study if you: 
* Are at least 18 years of age 
* Have been experiencing diarrhea, abdominal discomfort, and bloating on 
and off in the last 3 months and/or previously diagnosed with IBS with 
diarrhea 
* Have had trouble getting relief for your IB S symptoms 
* Have loose or watery bowel movements 

Additional criteria will be assessed by the study doctor to determine 
your eligibility. If you’re interested and eligible to participate, you 
may receive the following at no cost: 
* Investigational study medication for IBS 
* Study-related care from a local doctor 
* Compensation for your time and travel up to $400 

To learn more or see if you may qualify for this research study, please 
call                   1919) 843-1003 or email 

~med.unc.edu. Thank you for considering participation. 
We hope to hear from you soon. 

IRB #12-1336 
Approved by the Biomedical IRB on 10/2/12 

This email is sponsored by: Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m¥.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and room clearance. 

For now just send it to me! Do you know when/who exactly will do it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 11:54 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Melinda, 
> 
> Thanks for calling back yesterday about 
giving permission. To whom should she send it? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 

and moving out of her dorm. We can definitely get an email from her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  8:17 PM 

:@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Volunteers Needed for Medical Imaging Study 

Would you or someone you know like to participate in a medical imaging 
study, using the newest state-of-the-art equipment on UNC’s campus? 

The Biomedical Research Imaging Center (BRIC) at UNC - Chapel Hill is 
recruiting healthy adults to participate in a study entitled "Imaging of 
Normal Healthy Adults Using a Novel Hybrid MR/PET Scanner". 

What is the purpose of this study? 
The purpose of this research study is to develop improved imaging 
approaches using the new FDA approved MR/PET scanner located at the BRIC 
facility. This hybrid MR/PET scanner is a new technology, requiring 
additional development/refinement from a technical aspect, so as to 
maximize its full potential. 

What does this study involve? 
You will receive a one-time injection of an FDA approved radiotracer, 
followed by a simultaneous MR/PET scan at the BRIC facility at Medical 
Research Building D, 124 Mason Farm Road on the campus of UNC - Chapel 
Hill. You may also receive an MRI contrast agent during your scan. 
You’re completion of this study should take no longer than 10 hours 
total and will require only one visit to the BRIC facility. 

Will I be paid for participating? 
You will receive $50 for completing this study. 

Remember: 
*This study is completely voluntary. 

*If you are 18 years or older, you may be eligible to participate in 
this study. 
*You will be asked medical history questions by a study coordinator or a 
mdiologic technologist. Your answers to these questions will determine 
whether or not you qualify to participate in this study. If you have any 
contraindications to PET scans, MRI scans or MRI contrast agents, you 
may not be eligible to participate in this study. 

* You will be compensated if you complete your portion of the study. 

*All information regarding your participation in this study will be kept 
strictly confidential. 

ff you are interested in participating in this study, please contact 
@med.unc.edu or call 919-843-9245 for 

more information. 

Weili Lin, PhD 
Principal Investigator 
Telephone: (919) 843-8120 

J. Keith Smith, MD 
Julia Fielding, MD 
Marija Ivanovic, Phi) 
William McCartney, MD 
Research Team Members 



This study is being conducted by the Biomedical Research Imaging Center 
at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

IRB Approval #: 12-0688 

Approval Body: Biomedical IRB 
Date of Approval: 05/22/2012 

This email is sponsored by: Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

6pm Appointment Sunday for PSYC 

Hi Spence and Tony, 
[just wanted you both to know that 

appointment time for 

will be conducting a PSYC exam review at 6pm during the 
[ hope that is alright. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11 : 12 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

Hey Tony, 
Thank you for forwarding this on. I’m intrigued. Does it mean that I need to be going to graduate school now or what exactly. As far 
as sports journalism goes I’ve been sending in some of my writing to some golf editors... I guess I’ll see but this is definitely 
interesting. Is it a yearly scholarshi 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto:swelborn@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 
Date: November 15, 2012 10:05:29 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu<mailto :gyount@email.unc.edu>> 

JIM MCKAY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY 

(Due: Jan 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Athletic Association established the Jim McKay Scholarship Program as a means of recognizing the 
immense contributions and legacy of pioneer sports journalist Jim McKay. Under this program, one male and one female student- 
athlete (nationally) are annually awarded a $10,000 scholarship in recognition for outstanding academic achievement and potential to 
make a major contribution in the sports communication industry. McKay scholars will be recognized as having demonstrated a unique 
aptitude and commitment to the communications field and promises to be a future leader in the industry. McKay scholars also will 
demonstrate the highest level of professional integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, objectivity, impartiality, 
fairness and public accountability, with the element of compassion that so infused McKay’s long and storied career. 

The NCAA only recognizes 1 male and 1 female for this award, so candidates must be one of the top student-athletes (both in athletics 
as well as the classroom) to be considered for the award. 

Qualifications to be eligible for consideration, nominees shall: 

1. Have an overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 or better 

2. Have competed in intercollegiate athletics as a member of a varsity team at an NCAA member 
institution; 

3. Be enrolled in graduate study at an NCAA member institution or be a graduating senior committed to enrolling 
in a graduate degree program within five years of being named a McKay Scholar; 

4. Have demonstrated the potential to make a major contribution in the sports communications 
industry; 

5. Ascribe to the highest levels of integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, 
objectivity, impartiality, fairness and public accountability. 

6. Have evidenced superior character and leadership; 

7. Have an understanding and appreciation for the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to sport broadcasting 
and specifically his award-winning oratory on the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. This scholarship is open to 

student-athletes in all three divisions, participating in all sports 



Please contact Spencer Welborn if interested: 
919-843-2328; swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto: swelbom~,email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11 : 15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

I’m sorry I pushed the wrong button. Is it a yearly scholarship or what exactly. Anyway, just curious. I hope you are well. I think I 
should stop by and bring in a couple of alpine bagels to share with ya at some point soon. Are you around Monday mornings.., those 
are usually pretty chill for me! 
Thanks again, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
To: 

Subject: Fwd: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto:swelborn~email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 
Date                 10:05:29 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu<mailto: gvount@email.unc.edu>> 

JIM MCKAY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY 

(Due: 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Athletic Association established the Jim McKay Scholarship Program as a means of recognizing the 
immense contributions and legacy of pioneer sports journalist Jim McKay. Under this program, one male and one female student- 
athlete (nationally) are annually awarded a $10,000 scholarship in recognition for outstanding academic achievement and potential to 
make a major contribution in the sports communication industry. McKay scholars will be recognized as having demonstrated a unique 
aptitude and commitment to the communications field and promises to be a future leader in the industry. McKay scholars also will 
demonstrate the highest level of professional integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, objectivity, impartiality, 
fairness and public accountability, with the element of compassion that so infused McKay’s long and storied career. 

The NCAA only recognizes 1 male and 1 female for this award, so candidates must be one of the top student-athletes (both in athletics 
as well as the classroom) to be considered for the award. 

Qualifications to be eligible for consideration, nominees shall: 

1. Have an overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 or better 

2. Have competed in intercollegiate athletics as a member of a varsity team at an NCAA member 
institution; 

3. Be enrolled in graduate study at an NCAA member institution or be a graduating senior committed to enrolling 
in a graduate degree program within five years of being named a McKay Scholar; 

4. Have demonstrated the potential to make a major contribution in the sports communications 
industry; 

5. Ascribe to the highest levels of integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, 
objectivity, impartiality, fairness and public accountability. 

6. Have evidenced superior character and leadership; 

7. Have an understanding and appreciation for the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to sport broadcasting 



and specifically his award-winning oratory on the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. This scholarship is open to 
student-athletes in all three divisions, participating in all sports 

Please contact Spencer Welborn if interested: 
919-843-2328; swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto: swelbom@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

r~)mod nne edu> 

Thursday, 9:09 PM 

~med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Acid Reflux Study 

Research Subjects Needed 

Do you continue experiencing symptoms of acid reflux despite use of acid 
suppressive medications? 

ffyou are in good health, between the ages of 18 and 70, and currently 
taking acid-suppressive medication for acid reflux, you may be eligible 
for a research study involving an investigational drug for the treatment 
of reflux. Study participation will last 13 to 17 weeks. Compensation 
may be available for eligible participants. 

ffyou are interested in learning more about this study, please call 
919 -843-9616 or e -mail               @med.unc. edu 

IRB# 12-0744. Approved by UNC Biomedical IRB 8-9-2012 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Esophageal Diseases and 

Swallowing 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Esophageal Diseases and 
Swallowing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  11:35 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Senior Day 

Aww thank you tony! And thanks for everythinggggg throughout the 4 years! Have a good time this weekend! See you soon 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 16, 2012, at 11:33 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’m in Norfolk with Field Hockey at the Final Four. If we win today, I’ll miss your day tomorrow. I hate that because I really do 
enjoy watching players and parents and coaches on senior day. I’ve enjoyed my 4 years with each of you, having occasional little 
windows into the moments of your lives, both good and bad. The greatest reward in my job is that I get to watch people grow over 
time. You have all done that, and I have enjoyed the process very much. 
> 
> Have a great senior weekend. Wish I was there to enjoy it. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: BIOL exams 

Thanks. Too bad they didn’t get the final win. :( 
But, they had a great season and I am impressed with their ability to keep up with the course and be such elite athletes. 
Thanks for your help. 

Kelly Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, Ph.D. 
Senior Lecturer in Biology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Biology advising: twitter.com/hogan_shemer 
https ://www.facebook.com!pages/UNC-Biolok, v-Undergrads/305365726148039 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: BIOL exams 

11:30 AM 

Dr. Hogan, 

I delivered exams for and~ this morning around 9:30. I slid them under your office door. 

Thanks again for allowing these students to take that exam on the road. 

Tony Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyler Adams <tadams@unc.edu> <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Hey Tony. Our recruit has requested that we move our meeting time tomorrow morning to 10:00 since he has a business call at 9:30. 
Just let me know if that causes you a problem. 

Tyler Adams 
UNC Volleyball 

Sent from my Droid Charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Hey Tony. Our recruit has requested that we move our meeting time tomorrow morning to 10:00 since he has a business call at 9:30. 
Just let me know if that causes you a problem. 

Tyler Adams 
UNC Volleyball 
Sent from my Droid Charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 8:44 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Thank you Tony ! 

Have a Happy Thanksgiving. We are lucky to have you on our team! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coaches, 
> 
> This one is a little different. It is a grade report. On the right side by each class is the projected grade. One * is an old progress 
report. Two ** is the current progress report. No * is my best guess based on what they have told me. There is a yellow message icon 
somewhere by each student’s name and when you click on it her projected GPA will show up there and any notes that I added. 
> 
> is the only exception to a stellar freshman class, could wind up on academic probation, but there is also a 
chance that she could avoid it, depending on her performance in the next 3 weeks,                 has seen a real drop in her 
performance. Her poor GPA this semester will be covered somewhat by her good grades from summer school, but a recommitment to 
academics is in order for her. 
> 
> I hope you all have a great holiday. I am thankful and honored that I get to be a part of this program. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: In Iowa with 

Have fun! 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 8:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Last year I got to to to Malibu with for the NCAAs first round. This year, is Ames, Iowa. I’ll be in the office on Tuesday, 
and gone from Tuesday late afternoon until Saturday afternoon. I will of course have my cell and computer and be happy to answer 
questions. If you need another counselor, just find an open office door at the AC. 
> 
> Do all you can to prepare for exams. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: In Iowa with 

Don’t know. I talked to dean and she said for me not to do it. It was up to parents and 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:15 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks 
> 
> Did 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Have fun! 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

ever get moved out of her dorm? 

at 9:25 AM, Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> On at 8:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> Last year I got to to to Malibu with for the NCAAs first round. This year, is Ames, Iowa. I’ll be in the office on 
Tuesday, and gone from Tuesday late afternoon until Saturday afternoon. I will of course have my cell and computer and be happy to 
answer questions. If you need another counselor, just find an open office door at the AC. 
>>> 
>>> Do all you can to prepare for exams. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<     @live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                 8:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Child with Stomachaches? 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Child with stomachaches? 

Does your child suffer from frequent stomachaches or a nervous stomach’? 

We want to know what factors make children’s stomachaches worse or 
better during the school year. 

We are looking for parents of children/adolescents who: 
o Have frequent stomachaches 
o Attend school from fall to spring and have summers off 

We will ask you to complete an online questionnaire, once during the 
spring and once during the summer. 

Participants completing the study will be automatically entered in a 
drawing of a $25 and $50 Amazon gift card. 

For more information and/or to participate, please go to 
http://www.uncmedresearch.com!stomachaches or call 919 843 0688. 

This study is being conducted by the UNC Center for Functional GI and 
Motility Disorders. This study was approved by the IRB on 3/6/2012. The 
IRB approval number for this study is 12-0361. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m¥.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @ncaa.org> 

Sunday, 11:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recommendation for NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Programs’ 
Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics Application 

is applying for an NCAA Ethnic Minority and/or Women’s Enhancement Programs’ Postgraduate Scholarship(s) for 
Careers in Athletics. 
Your candid recommendation of the applicant will be of assistance to the selection committee. 
Please visit the following Web site to provide a recommendation for the above applicant: 
https ://web 1.ncaa.org/epps/exec/endorsement?appId~ ..... 

The application deadline is 

Please contact Teaera Strum at ~ncaa.org if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< @ncaa.org> 

Sunday, 11:29 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recommendation for NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Programs’ 
Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics Application 

is applying for an NCAA Ethnic Minority and/or Women’s Enhancement Programs’ Postgraduate Scholarship(s) for 

Careers in Athletics. 
Your candid recommendation of the applicant will be of assistance to the selection committee. 
Please visit the following Web site to provide a recommendation for the above applicant: 
https ://web 1.ncaa.org/epps/exec/endorsement?appI_~ 

The application deadline is 

Please contact Teaera Strum at @ncaa.org if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 4:5 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and room clearance. 

Tony- 

I was wondering where we were with this situation. I just spoke with           the community director over          residence 
hall. Her roommate said it was fine to have the folks come in and do the moving all day this Saturday or after 5 on Sunday. 

Melinda Manning, JD 
Assistant Dean of Students 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Suite 1106, SASB North 
450 Ridge Road, CB# 5100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone:              . Fax: (919) 843-9778 
http://deanofstudents.unc.edu 
Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Manning, Melinda L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:32 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re:      and room clearance. 

For now just send it to me! Do you know when/who exactly will do it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:54 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Melinda, 
> 
> Thanks for calling back yesterday about 
giving permission. To whom should she send it? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> 

and moving out of her dorm. We can definitely get an email from her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                i0:33 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Sunday, 

- PSYC - 6:00PM 

Thanks! 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:33 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Sunday, 

- PSYC - 6:00PM 

Thanks! 

. Please let me know if these are excused. 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Employee’s Views of Intercollegiate Athletics at UNC-CH 

Dear UNC Employee, 

A few weeks ago you were invited to participate in my Master’s thesis 
examining employee’s views of academics, finance, and governance of 
intercollegiate athletics at UNC. If you have not completed the survey, 
I am asking for your assistance in achieving the highest possible 
response rate to get an accurate account of employee views. The online 
survey should take approximately ten minutes to complete and your 
insights would be very much appreciated. As data analysis is complete, 
we will be happy to share the study results with you at your request. 

htlpsJ/unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV 3RcszFITS3BUsPb&Preview=Survey&BrandID=unc 

Your participation is voluntary, and you may skip any question for any 
reason. Your identity and responses will be confidential. If you have 
any questions or concerns about the study, please feel free to contact 
me directly by email (lewinter@live.unc.edu). Further, you may also 
contact the UNC Institutional Review B oard by phone (919-966-3113) or 
email (subjects@unc.edu) if you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject referencing study #12-2157. By completing 
and returning the following survey, I agree to participate in this 
research study. 

Sincerely, 

MA Candidate, Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

maj ors 

hey - 

When you get a free minute (no big rush) could I please get an updated list of majors for the 
the media guide and online bios)? 

Thanks. 
-mb 

team (for 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Matthew B Bowers <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

maj ors 

hey - 

When you get a free minute (no big rush) could I please get an updated list of majors for the \ 
the media guide and online bios)? 

Thanks. 
-mb 

team (for 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday,                8:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Wednesday, 

- HIST - 8:00PM 

Thanks! 

¯ Please let me know if these are excused¯ 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

)uncaa¯unc¯edu > 

Thursday, 8:19 PM 

gyount@email¯unc¯edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Wednesday, 

- HIST - 8:00PM 

Thanks! 

¯ Please let me know if these are excused¯ 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<meley_woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 8:21 PM 

meley_woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IBS Research Study seeks women age 18-79 Years 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is now 
recruiting women aged 18-79 years old to participate in a research study 
of the drug Milnacipran (Savella) for treating Irritable Bowel Syndrome 
(IBS). 

The study is 15 weeks long and requires 8 visits to the UNC CTRC clinic. 
You may be eligible to participate if you are a woman between 18 and 79 
years and have been diagnosed with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). 
Participants will receive all tests associated with the study at no 
cost, will be reimbursed for travel, and will receive up to $200 for 
completing the study. 

For more information about this trial, please contact: 
Meley Woldeghebriel 
UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders 

meley_woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRB approval on 3/28/2012 from the UNC office of 
Human Research Ethics, IRB study # 11-1105. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:11 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Book list as of 12.10.12 

Thanks Tony. As of right now she is not on aid. Once Jan puts her back on Iwill add her. 

Tom 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 12/12/2012 10:02 AM > > > 

Also, ;, who withdrew in the fall, is trying to re-enroll for the spring. She is dealing with 
admissions now. 

Just a heads up. 

Tony 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 10:41 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> <Book list as of 12.10.12.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Waicus, Kelly M" <waicus@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:34 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

She needs to go through wellness to be re-evaluated and readmitted. I can send a letter to Lance. Have generally waited to hear that 
they’ve been granted readmission prior to sending the compliance letter. 

Kelly Waicus, MD 

Sports Medicine Clinic 

Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:23 PM 
To: Waicus, Kelly M 
Subject: 

Kelly, 

is attempting to re-enroll for the spring semester. Lance Markos, in compliance, will need some kind of 
medical supporting document explaining her withdrawal in the fall when he informs the NCAA and does the paperwork to restore her 
eligibility. I don’t know whether she went through you, or through wellness, or where that medical documentation has to come from. 
Where should we go for that letter, and does         have to do anything that would allow the release of information to Lance? 

ff you could let me know what I need to do to get that done. 

Thanks. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:49 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: IMG_0651 .png 

My thoughts exactly. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:24 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Wow. I am surprised by that but I think it is in her best interest 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On , at 3:25 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Just received this frol~ 
>> 

>> 

>> <Portable Network Graphics Format.png> 
>> <TEXT.txt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  8:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PR Worksheet 

http://advising.unc.edu/worksheets/new-curriculum-worksheets, .pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i 8:59 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PR Worksheet 

http ://advising.unc.edu/worksheets/new-curriculum-worksheets/2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 5:25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Lacrosse Unit Plan 

Yes. Come to the smith center back lot and hit    on the gate house key pad. 
meeting in the Williamson center. Thanks, Rick 

On Dec 16, 2012, at 10:11 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we park at or near the EWAC tomorrow during the meeting? 

Tony 

Tell them you are going to a 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 1:32 PM, Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lunch will be catered in (Caf[~ Carolina Sandwiches and Wraps), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Changing my Academic Schedule 

Help Please. Thanks! 

> > > @gmail.com > 1:44 PM > > > 

Coach Barnes, 

I was hoping to change my schedule for next semester and I am not exactly sure how to do that through UNC 

Admissions. 

Do you know who I should contact about this? I would like to switch out of my AP course that is not needed and drop 

my fourth period which is also not needed. 

Thank you so much for a great camp! 

I hope you have a great holiday. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Changing my Academic Schedule 

Help Please. Thanks! 

> > > @gmail.com > 1:44 PM > > > 

Coach Barnes, 

I was hoping to change my schedule for next semester and I am not exactly sure how to do that through UNC 

Admissions. 

Do you know who I should contact about this? I would like to switch out of my AP course that is not needed and drop 

my fourth period which is also not needed. 

Thank you so much for a great camp! 

I hope you have a great holiday. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday,                  9:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EEAC Decision Letter 

Congrats on having the decision over turned. It sounds like they have a 
very extensive plma in place to insure that you stay on track and do 
well. We will of course need to talk about the voluntary and limited 
practice. It will of course be dependent on the number of hours you end 
up taking. 

I return from Miami tomorrow night. Lets talk soon. 

Coach 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:29 PM, 
@live.unc.edu>" ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
> From: "Rieckenberg, DesirDe" 
<desireer@email .unc. edu<mailto: desireer~email, unc. edu>> 
> To: 

@live.unc.edu<mailto: @live.unc.edu>> 
> Subject: EEAC Decision Letter 
> 

> Dear 
> 

> Attached is the decision letter related to the Emergency Evaluation 
mad Action CommitteeDs decision to allow you to return to UNC. Please 
take special time to review the contents and let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns. 
> 
> Best of luck to you and happy holidays! 
> 
> DesirD e Rieckenberg 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

> 

> DesirD e Rieckenberg J Senior Associate Dean of Students 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Student and Academic Services Building, Norda (SASB Norda) 
> 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 J Campus Box 5100 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
> Tel.: 919-966-4042<te1:919-966-4042> J Fax: 
919-843-9778<te1:919-843-9778> J 711 (NC-RELAY) 
> desireer@unc.edu<mailto:j sauls@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> UNC Student Affairs: Fostering Student Learning and Success 
> 
> <TEXT.htm> 
> <Readmission                 .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              3:49 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

French minor 

Hi Tony, 

Hope you had a lovely time over the holidays. 
I am currently rethinking about my French minor. I haven’t declared it yet but was pursuing it by taking classes that are needed to 
complete the minor. I am unsure if I want to continue it because I dont really know how useful it will be to me. I understand it would 
be a great asset to have on my r[]sum[], but do you really think it will help me stand out in job applications? 

I would really appreciate your opinion. 

Thanks, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

L@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               4:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: French minor 

Ok that’s great¯ I have been talking to the sports psychology professor in EXSS 
more class which I’m sure I will find. I just wanted to clear things with you. 

Thanks Tony, 

¯ So I would be able to take that and only need one 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
~live.unc.edu 

On at 16:16, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> My honest opinion is that I don’t think the minor would be a difference maker in the job market unless it were a situation that was 
specific to a French company, or a position in France itself. Those jobs would be quite rare, and I don’t think you damage your resume 
much by dropping the minor. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On ., at 3:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 

>> Hope you had a lovely time over the holidays. 
>> I am currently rethinking about my French minor. I haven’t declared it yet but was pursuing it by taking classes that are needed to 
complete the minor. I am unsure if I want to continue it because I dont really know how useful it will be to me. I understand it would 
be a great asset to have on my r[]sum[], but do you really think it will help me stand out in job applications? 
>> 

>> I would really appreciate your opinion. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
>> @live.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Reznick, Steve" <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: PSYC 

Tony - Should I be worried about not receiving a response from            ? I would be glad to have      be a 

student in PSYC but I want to make sure that she’s being realistic about meeting the internship commitment and the 

problems inherent in missing the first 2 weeks of class. Should I "touch base" with             ? 

Thanks, 
Steve 

From: Reznick, Steve 
Sent: Monday, 10:28 PM 
To: 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: PSYC 

- Thank you for sending me this information. I don’t know if you have access the our Sakai website, which I just 

opened, so I’ve attached 3 documents: the PSYC syllabus, calendar, and internship log instructions. As you will see, 

the first 3 classes in PSYC are the orientation that launches the course. Attendance has always been 100% for these 

classes, so I don’t know what it will be like for you to miss them. Having friends who take notes and meeting with me 

when you return will help, but I would urge you to look at the documents (and confer with Tony Yount, assuming he’s 

your academic advisor) to confirm the feasibility. If you want to make it work, I’ll do all that I can to help you. 

One option to consider: Do you want to Skype in? It’s probably not convenient (11 am in NC is 5 am in New Zealand, 

isn’t it?), but we can do it if you want to. 

Go Heels! 

Steve Reznick 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 5:03 PM 

To: Reznick, Steve 
Subject: PSYC 

Dear Professor Reznick, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is : and I was thrilled to have gotten into your PSYC 
class on and from for the spring semester as I know it can be difficult to grab 
a seat in a FYS. Unfortunately for my case however, I have a slight conflict that I was hoping you could help 
me resolve. In addition to being a student, I am a proud member of the UNC :           team and the USA 

Currently, the USA team is playing in New Zealand and Australia, which will preclude me 
from making it back to UNC for the first few classes. I apologize for not notifying you sooner of this conflict as 
the holidays and final tour plans got the better or me. I expect to be back at Carolina by January 21 st and assure 
you that I will make up 100% of the work I missed during my absence while I am away. I am a very dedicated 
and conscientious student and feel bad missing a few classes but I’m confident that I can keep up with the 
syllabus while I am touring the world and even email you the assignments that I miss from here. My friends 
from the lacrosse and volleyball teams are also in your freshman year seminar and agreed to keep me up to date 
with all of the notes and assignments while I am away. I have copied the team’s academic advisor on this Email 



to make sure I cover all bases. 

I would love the opportunity to work with the children in the hospital and still remain in your class despite the 
fact that I will be missing the first two weeks of spring semester. If this is not possible for whatever reason 
please let me know and I will understand. Thank you in advance for your consideration in this matter and I look 
forward to seeing you in a few weeks. Please feel free to reply to this email as I will periodically check my 
account while I’m out of the country. 

Best regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<    ~live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               11:22 PM 

info@wxyc.org; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Want to be a radio DJ? 

WXYC 89.3 FM, UNC’s student radio station, is hiring new DJs for Spring 
2013! 

WXYC was the first radio station in the world to have an Internet 
broadcast. 

We are currently looking for students with an interest in a variety of 
musical genres who are willing to explore new music and bring 
educational and entertaining radio programming to our worldwide 
listening audience. 

You must be a registered student at UNC to apply. Undergraduate, 
graduate, continuing education, and part-time students are all eligible. 

For more information on our hiring process, please see our website at 
www.wxyc.org. For any other questions, please contact: info@wxyc.org 

Make sure to tune-in to WXYC - Chapel Hill 89.3 FM or listen online at 
www.wxyc.org. Feel free to also like us on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com!wxvcradio to receive cool updates and news from 
WXYC. 

This email is sponsored by: WXYC Chapel Hill 89.3 FM 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc~edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                11 : 15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Next fall 

I emailed She’s being optimistic about opportunity and will get back to me soon. 

Let me know what the people at the Chamber of Commerce say. I would definitely be willing to follow up with them as well. 

Thanks for the talk today, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                10:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring tutor schedule & Last day to Drop 

Where is the drop in Spanish tutor? I can’t find it! 

On at 9:51 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Remember that tomorrow is the LAST DAY TO DROP a class online for the spring semester. 
> If you need to drop a class after tomorrow, start with discussion with me, then to Steele Building for a drop form and the signature 
of an adviser (tell the adviser that you are an athlete), then bring the form to me for a signature and stamp. I will take the form to 
SASB that day to complete the drop. When you bring the form to me, bring me the textbooks for that class if you are on book 
scholarship. 
> 

> 

> 

> Attached please find the spring drop in TUTOR SCHEDULE. 
> 
> Please be aware that these are drop-in sessions available for you to use. Attendance is not required, but if a couple weeks pass and 
no one is attending, then the session will be dropped in order to save the money. 
> 
> Please take advantage of these resources. 
> 
> Many of you requested individual tutors. Those students that have been assigned to individual or small group sessions have been 
notified. If you weren’t notified that you have a session, then you will need to rely on the drop-in sessions listed here. Please also 
remember that peer tutoring is available on Tuesday and Wednesday nights in Dey Hall from 6-9 beginning tonight. 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 
> <drop in schedule.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 7:35 PM 

.... l@gmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:               High School Senior Schedule 

Tony, 
Just checking, did you get a chance to look over my senior schedule and see if it is okay? 

Thanks 

Sent from my Samsung EpicT 4G Touch 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
3 is enough for NCAA - that’s up to you 

On _ __ 

wrote: 
, at 3:00 PM, L@gmail.com> 

quick question, should i take four years of Spanish in High school? 

On Thu             t 10:00 PM, Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
That would be great - My cell is            . rll forward to your call. 

Tony 

O1 , at 5:57 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 
> 
> Hi Mr. Yount. I’m              and I met you when I was with Coach Mann some time in 
November, I believe. I have verbally committed with Coach Mann for golf, and I am beyond 
excited to play for Carolina. I am ~                    md my school is doing senior 
scheduling this upcoming month. I wanted your input in my schedule to best prepare me for 
college life at CarolinaT Is it possible to speak to you on the phone some time soon? Tomorrow 
around 3 would work for me. 
> 

> Thank you for your help, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, ~ 8:02 AM 

.... @gmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:               High School Senior Schedule 

Thank you so much. I will wait to here back from you before finalizing my schedule. I could also email you my 
transcript if you like. 

Sent from my Samsung EpicT 4G Touch 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
1 

I am so sorry. Here is what happened. I forwarded your schedule to our compliance office to the person who 
reviews high school transcripts to be sure that schedules are good for the NCAA and Carolina. He hadn’t gotten 
your high school transcript from Coach Mann yet. So that’s where we are. I think your schedule is fine. But I’m 
not the one who certifies high school schedules. I will nudge both of them tomorrow and see if we can get an 
answer for you. I’m sorry its taken this long. 

Tony 

On at 7:35 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 
Just checking, did you get a chance to look over my senior schedule and see if it is okay? 

Thanks 

Sent from my Samsung EpicT 4G Touch 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc. edu> wrote: 
3 is enough for NCAA - that’s up to you 

On at 3:00 PM, @~mail.com> 
wrote: 

quick question, should i take four years of Spanish in High school? 

On Thu, at 10:00 PM, Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



That would be great - My cell is 

Tony 

,. I’ll forward to your call. 

On , at 5: 57 PM @gmail.com> 
wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 
> 

> Hi Mr. Yount. I’m and I met you when I was with Coach Mann 
some time in November, I believe. I have verbally committed with Coach Mann for 
golf, and I am beyond excited to play for Carolina. I am a junior in high school and 
my school is doing senior scheduling this upcoming month. I wanted your input in 
my schedule to best prepare me for college life at CarolinaT Is it possible to speak to 
you on the phone some time soon? Tomorrow around 3 would work for me. 
> 
> Thank you for your help, 
> 

J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 11:59 AM 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: - High Schoo 

Tony, 

Unless you (or I) get something directly from Phil, we shouldn’t worry about it. No need to respond - Phil figure out 

how to best handle the follow-up, if any. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu 

Gentlemen, 

27AM >>> 

I just had a brief conversation with Susan Maloy about the email below. This doesn’t seem like something I ought to be 

doing involving a high school sophomore. So I forward to you, hoping that you will give me advice about what to do. 

Thanks 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
From: .com> 
Subject: - High School .... 
Date 7:23:14 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: ~.qmail.com>, <pbarnes@unc.edu> 

Mr. Yount, 
would like to speak with you regarding her course of study for next year (she will be a junior in high 

school) and implications for certain requirements at UNC. Kindly pass your contact information and the 

most convenient times to call to who is copied on this message. If 

it is most convenient for you to speak during the school day, either or I will give you a call. 

To provide a little background,’ s current courses/mid-year grades appear below: 

Algebra II (Honors) 

English II (Honors) 

Biology I (Honors) 

World History (Honors) 

Spanish III (Honors) 

Weight Training 

Pottery 

Thanks very much, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

Dan Adelman 

<dladelma@email.unc.edu > 

Katrina 

Dowd < kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Laurie Holman < Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

li nd sa sm @emai I.u nc.ed u; 
Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

< rllogan@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Logan Ripley 
Doug Halverson 

v 

; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Practice at Finley 

Hello Everyone, 

Practice is at Finley today. See you there. 

Please make sure we have balls, cones, ladders, short little 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 1, 2013 5:41 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: My Apologies 

Hi Tony, 

Don’t wow too much. Stuff happens. I hadn’t noticed about     though. She ran like a champion today and is providing important 
leadership. I haven’t noticed anything from a performance standpoint nor have                      I will copy Scott to see if she 
should be monitored with regard     " - 

Keep sending your impressions and opinions. They are important and helpful to me:-) 

Thanks again for all you do. None of us are perfect. Let’s keep working hard together to help these young people develop! 

Go Heels ! 

Karen 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2013, at 3:08 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edn> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I absolutely hate to admit when I screw something up, but I did an hour or so and its a bad thing. 
> 
> I mistakenly sent the weekly report intended for the coaches to each of you. I apologize for that. If you haven’t read the email that is 
rifled "Weekly", please delete it. It contains the comments intended for the coaches about academic issues and some others that were 
certainly intended for them only, and not for the team. 
> 
> To the freshmen I offer my sincere apologies that any information about you was shared improperly. I am embarrassed, and for 
those of you who know me well, you know that I absolutely hate to be wrong, and to be embarrassed. 
> 
> I am very sorry. I think the problem came from the fact that I created a new email group for each of my coaching groups, but when I 
typed FH Coaches, I believe that the program automatically went to the Field Hockey group and I think that’s how it happened. That is 
not really relevant to the freshmen though. 
> 
> Again, my apologies. 
> 

> (Embarrassed) Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Woodard, Harold" <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 7, 2013 8:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Excellent!! 

Will 10:00 or 10:30 work for you? 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 6, 2013, at 11:18 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dean Woodard, 
> 
> I spoke witl this afternoon. I think there is a fairly easy solution to my situation. She suggested that you and I call 
her together tomorrow, bne said that before 11:15 or after 1:30 would work best for her. I’ll check with you in the am to see if either 
time will fit into your schedule. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

~uncaa¯unc¯edu > 

Thursday,               9:14 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa¯unc¯edu > 

No Show 2/5 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, ¯ Please let me know if these are excused¯ 

- HIST ’- 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 ~.:49 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

Yes! Awesome, thanks for letting me know :) 

On at 2:21 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Found the BUSI~ book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

.. <, }live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 5:03 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

I don’t think they had it in stock. I got a big list of books I didn’t get but apparently lost it because i still don’t have a comm ~ book 
but I have to come back and refill out a form apparently the register person said. The comm    book just came into the book store. 

On , at 2:22 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edn> wrote: 

> Found the GEOL    book. 
> 
> Do you know why you didn’t get the book for the lab? 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, 10:59 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule change 

Loudermilk sounds good to me Tony, are you good to book a room? I’ll walk everyone there after the game... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:55 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I will forward this to Lance - he is the guy for incoming schedules and whether they meet Carolina’s requirements and I’ll let you 
know. 
> 
> I’m planning on meeting the incomings. I’m going to the game and I’ll be ready to meet maybe 30 minutes after the end of the 
game? Loudermilk is a little closer than Henry. Happy to meet either place is fine. I think we were in Loudermilk last year and that 
went well. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 3, at 10:00 PM, Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 
> Hi Tony, 
> 
> Does this schedule change seem ok for one of our incoming? 
> 
> Are you still good to speak to our 6 incoming plus their parents after the basketball game on Saturday? I’m presuming that Henry is 
the easiest place to meet? Plan for around 2:30/3pm? 
> 
> Guy 
> 
>>>> < ~yahoo.com<mailto: ~vahoo.com>> 4:07 PM >>> 
> He5 ,_,,:, 
> 
> I just have a quick question about my school schedule. Our second half of the year is just starting and I wanted to switch my 
electives around. I want to drop and take ] but my guidance counselor told me I have to check with you 
first. Let me know if this is ok! 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> <TEXT.htm> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< }gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                 11 : 18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Review Session 

Good afternoon Tony, 

Last night in my session for HIST    some of the women expressed interest in having an extra review session 
on Thursday before their first exam on Friday. I was unsure of how the process of scheduling an extra session 
works so I told them to contact you first. I just wanted to let you know that if it is possible I am willing and 
available from 8:00-10:00 on Thursday evening.? 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"~ ~"< ~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 3:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Graduation question 

Hi Tony, 
Do I have to have officially declared my JOMC minor with the J school before I apply for graduation? I need to meet with Chris 
Roush to do that but can I still go ahead and apply for graduation before I see him? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" "< @live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Graduation question 

Thanks! Just did it! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:02 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Graduation question 

Yes - you can apply for graduation - deadline is tomorrow - get it done. 

Tony 

On , at 3:51 PM. ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Do I have to have officially declared my JOMC minor with the J school before I apply for graduation? I need to meet with Chris 
Roush to do that but can I still go ahead and apply for graduation before I see him? 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, i 10:59 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Hi Tony, 
is there anyway we can push our meeting time to 12 30?. I have an assignment that is taking me longer to due and I can really use the 
extra time. If not then I can make noon work. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" " ~live.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 10:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Okay. Thank you! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:40 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: 

The next thing is to register for New Student Orientation. You’ll get an email from me early this week about how to do that. 

Congr~s 

Tony 
On , at 6:26 PM, " L" < ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hey Mr. Yount, 
> I finally got my email set up. Is there anything else I should do? 
> 
> Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas Simpson ~q’homasSimpson@cermsbank.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 12:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Balking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Lissa: 

I was unable to attend the banking institute last week in Charlotte. 

Is there any way I could get a copy of the presentation materials? I’m willing to pay for them. 

Thanks, 

g @ ~t~ ~ i:? i:d,,i x 

Thomas A. Simpson 
Senior Vice President 
Associate General Counsel 
750 Brookfield Parkway 
Greenville, SC 29607 
0 864.478.1389 
m 
thomassimpsg0@certusban k.com 
CertusBank.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 2:26 PN 
To: Thomas Simpson 

Cc: Beat,/, Rufus 
Subject: RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Hi "homas-rhanl~s to mJfus for reaching out to you, We hope you are able to art:end our prograrn in Charlott:e, We woukJ love to g~-:d: you and your bard~ invoJw:~d 

with our activities. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking kaw 

Director, Cenb:_~r for Banking and Financ~:_~ 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3380 

9:[9.962.7056 
http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Ac:ce~.~.~ my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
h [[p-:iiw~s la w. u nc ed uiima ges/n ewsimedia/ba n kir~gfin a nce 

web 542.ipg 

From: Thomas Simpson [--rt-)-a-~[[-t~-~-;--T---h--~--~n-a--s---S-~--rt-)p---s--~--~)~@~£-e-~-u--s---b--a--~)-k~c£~X~ 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:36 PM 
To: Beaty, Rufus; ’Fred Green’; ’.lohnMarshaEMosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Neil Rashley’; iohn.moore@nelsonmullins.com; 3ody 
Bedenbaugh; .-n--e-~g~-a-y-s-~-~--n-~-@--n-~-e-~-s---~--n-~--m-~-u-~-n--s-~£-~-~--m-. 

Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Rufus: 

Thanks t:or circulating. This looks like a great program. 

@@ ~tgl,’B i:: ,.:’~ ,:: 

Thomas A, Simpson 
S.qnior Vice President 

Assi.~;tant @.~!ner81 Codnsi~i 

750 9rookfiek~ r~a!kY~’ay 
(’re,qnvilk< SC 29607 
0 864478 1389 

t ho rr:c:ssimpsor:@ce rb.lsb~n ~ cor:l 
(2 f r t: i:,,~:{~i k c") i7~ 

From: Beat’y, Rufus [mailto:Rufus.Beaty@td.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: ’Fred Green’; ’JohnMarshalI.Mosser@firstcitlzensonllne.com’; ’rdavls@firstfederal.com’; Thomas Simpson; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Nell Rashley’; iohn.moore@nelsonmullins.com; Jody 
Bedenbaugh; .-n--e-~~~~g~~-a-y-s-~-~--n-~-@--n-~-e-~-s---~--n-~--m-~-u-~~~~-n--s-:~£-~-~--m-. 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Friends, 

Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 

This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 

Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB Volume 17 

of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 

institutions. 

Featured speakers inckJde: 
¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
¯ Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 



For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the Banking Institute website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty [ VP & Senior Counsel ] Legal Department 

104 South Main Slreet, Greenville, SC 29801 

T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attaclmlents may contain co~t]dentiaJ or Wvileged 

information and are intended only for the use of the intended recipients 
of this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, 

please notify the sender by return email, and delete this and all copies 
of this message and any attachments from your system. Any tmauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawfid. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Batty., David L. <DBatty@winston.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 2:27 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Center tbr Banking Board of Advisors and Banking Institute PaJrel 

I’ll be there. My apologies for the late RSVP. 

Thanks for the kind words, and VII coordinate a panel. I don’t have much experience with community bank issues, but if you have recommendations for 

panelists/topics IqI help pull something together. Todd Eveson does a k)t of community bard< work, doesn’t he? Maybe the two .:_~f us ~:ould put some[:hmg 

together, 

i’m not sure this is enough for a panel, but I know that Credit Unions and Banks are squaring off on the tax exempts status of credit unions (see this link): 

http;//www.thenews.c~p/art!de/three-c~ngressmen-back-cu-tax-status-~etter-h~use-~eaders-cuna-news-n~w~ Maybe we could do a panel on Credit Unions. 

Predator,,, I.ending is always a good issue - especially now that the big banks are trying to get into that market. Also, there is an outfit called World t.aw Debt that 

has been expk)iting NC consumer debtors by offering bogus debt counseling services, Roy Cooper is suing them - here is the complaint: 

http://ncd~j.g~v/getd~c/6feb~57~-ddbd-439a-8337-3f83aa~4e:177/W~r~d-Law-Gr~up-Fi~ed-C~mp~aint.aspx. My wife, Lyn, act:ualJy had several cases involving 

debtors who were "represented" by the World Law Debt clowns ---and iL was a big problem undI the CourLs got wise to WLD’s tactics. Maybe there is some kind of 

"it is hard to be a consumer out there" panel in all of that. VII see if Lyn has any other’ ideas ---I’m happy to see if she wants to organize a panel on this topic if you 

are interested. 

Finally, Jo Ann Brighton (former colleague at Kennedy Covington) recently ioined me here at Winston. Jo Ann serves on the ABI Commission for the Reform of 

Chapter :~.:[ and she co.-chairs the "Financing in Chapter :1U’ Comn~ittee. I know that: isn’t: necessarily a consumer/con~murdty bank issue, but I t:hink it i; a good one. 

We are co--hosting an event in Chadott:e wit:h the LSTA in September on this t:opic. When we contacted various bank clients to see if they wanted t:o participate, we 

found that rnos[ in-.house folks aren’[ even aware o1: the Chapter :[1 Reform process. I[ has the potential to really af[er the ways Banks do business, so this could be 

a very timely topic. Jo Ann is not a stranger to the Banking b~sdtute --- she and I co-authored an article for the Banking Institu[e Journal on second liens several years 

ago. 

Please let rne know what you think. 

(You picked a good day for the kmch .-- Moral Monday is coming to Charlotte on the :19~h. You are welcome to join me if you haven’t been able to make one of the 

Raleigh events yet.) 

David k. Batty 

D: -~ I (704) 350-~’720 

M: 

ww~Lwinston.oom 

Strawn LLP 

Pie~!~u> col!.~Hder [he enviro!;~;~eilt be~c:.h.> ..’:.rinl:i!;g thi.~ e-rriail 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August :t3, 20:[3 :[:52 PN 
To: Batty, David L 
Subject, Center for Banking Board of Advisors and Banking Institute Panel 

Hi David - I hope you are doing well. Will you be able to join us on Monday in Charlotte for our Board of Advisors meeting (:12-2 at Mayer Brown)? 

I thought about you when I was reviewing the Banking Institute evaluations from this past year. I have pasted in some of the suggestions made for future panels 

below: 

¯ Issues affecting community and!or regional banks 

¯ Living wills - how will they be used 

¯ Mortgage servicing 

¯ Borrowers as the unintended victims of Title VII of Dodd-Frank (Swaps) 

¯ Developments in lending 

¯ Developments in real estate 

In reading the evaluations (attached) I really got the sense that we needed at least one panel that focused on community banking issues and!or transactional 

issues. I remember fondly some of the panels you coordinated for past Banking Institutes and wondered if you had any ideas for transactional topics and whether 

you’d be willing to coordinate such a panel. 

Could you give it some thought and let me know any ideas you have even if you don’t want to take on the coordinator role? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:Ussrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
http://w~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542.jpg 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it mthout reading it. Your receipt 

of this message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Plea~ do not disseminate this message mthont the pennission of the author. 

****************************************************************************** Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be 



used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 



The University of North Carolina School 
2012 Banking institute 

April 29-30, 20t2 

of Law 

Reimbursement Form 

TRANSPORTATION 

Airfare - coach class only (attach original ticket receipt) 

Auto Round Trip From to __ 

= (# miles) x .555/mile 

Taxi/airport shuttle/airport parking (attach copy of receipt w/tips) 

_i’~Y~ 0ffi£:-e tQ,,,A:[qZ.~r~ ............ 

MEALS 

Itemize and indicate date 

LODGING 

Hotel room was charged to the Ritz-Carlton. 

$ 32£. 14 

$ .... (:4{~ 

$/._J.Z~&8 
$__ 

TOTAL EXPENSES $~Zo 8 z ....................... 

I understand that [ am required to provide on this form my social security numberso that UNC-Chapel Hill can satis~/its tax 
obligations under the North Carolina and federal laws. Unless I have stricken through this sentence and put my initials beside 
this sentence, I voluntarily permit UNC=Chapel Hill also to use my social security number as a personal identifier for internal 
record-keeping and data processing operations of UNC-Chape! Hill. 

NAME: Edwin E. Smith DATE .... April 5, 2._0_12_ 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: RETURN TO: 

HOME ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

Office of CLE 
CB#3380 160 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 9t 9=962-1679 
Fax: 919-843=7779 
Emaih unclawcle@unc.edu 



B iiii iNii G H A M 

Edwin E. Smith 
Direct Dial: 6t7-951-8615 
E.Mail; edwin~smid~@bingham.com 

April 3.2012 

U~liversity of North Carolina at Chapel l.tili 
Campus Box #*3380 
Chapel Hilk NC 27599-3380 
Attention: Jacqueline S. Carlock. CMP 

R.e:    No~%h Carolina gankel~s Institute Meeti,ag 

Dear Jacquel ine: 

Enclosed is my travel expense in the amerind, o~ $43 ~°8.~ for my al.t~ndanc~ at the 
No,~h Carolina ga~ikers Institute Meeti.ng, held ir~ Chapel Hill, NC, Marcl~ 29-30, 
2012. 

Airl~re: $ 3 29.14 

Cabs: $ 94.I0 

Meal: $ 14,58 

i:~ ~ss ! ~~ :i~ 

~!~ ~ ~ ~< I~.1 @ 

:i!! 



Virtually There - eTicket Receipt 

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT/BINGH~ NCCUTCHEN 
TRAVEL CENTER 

B I N G H A M -PLEASE COmACrBJ,’~’~HAU TRAVEL ~EPr. FOR 
CHANGES OR CANCEL 
Phone: 817-95%8123 
TRAVELDEPARTNE NT@BING HAM.COM 

Home    View Nnerary    Travel Tools    Help 

Page 1 of 2 

Log In 

Sign up Now 
...- .. ................. ........ 

Login with Facebook 

My Profiie M~, 

Save as PDF Print eTicF 

eTicket Receipt 

Prepared For 

SMITHfEDWIN E [BG153445-YY02923] 

RESERVATION CODE 

TICKET ISSUE DATE 

TICKET NUMBER 

INVOICE NUMBER 

ISSUING AIRLINE 

ISSUING AGENT 

ISSUING AGENT LOCATION 

IATA NUMBER 

TOUR CODE 

FREQUENT FLYER NUMBER 

BZSNHV 

20Mar2012 

0377045563587 

0079383 

US AIRWAYS 

TRAVEL AND TRANSPORT/BINGHAM MCCUTCHEN TRAVEL CENTERiAGX 

BOSTON MA 

22505766 

EP1365 

Itinerary Details 

TRAVEL 
AIRLINE 

DATE 

29Marl2 US AIRWAYS 
US 1753 

30Marl2 US AIRWAYS 
US 1770 

DEPARTURE 

NEW YORK LGA, NY 

ARRIVAL 

CHARLOTTE, NC 

Time Time 

2:50pro 4:53pm 

Terminal 

TERMINAL C 

CHARLOTTE, NC BOSTON, MA 

Time Time 

2:19pm 4:31pm 

Terminal 

TERMINAL B 

OTHER NOTES 

Class COACH 
Seat Number CHECKqN REQUIRED 
Baggage Allowance NIL 
Booking Status CONFIRMED 
Fare Basis TXA7NA2tEP1365 
Not Valid Before 29 MAR 
Not Valid After 29 MAR 

Class COACH 
Seat Number CHECK-IN REQUIRED 
Baggage Allowance N~L 
Booking Status CONFIRMED 
Fare Basis SXAONA2iEP1365 
Not Valid Before 30 MAR 
Not Valid After 30 MAR 

https:/iwwa,,,, virtuallythere.cominew!eticket.html 4/312012 



Virtua!ly There - eTicket Receipt Page 2 of 2 

Baggage Allowance 

LGA to CLT - 0 Pieces US AIRWAYS 

Prices of additional baggage pieces: 

1. 25.OO USD 

2, 35.00 USD 

CLT to BOS ~ 0 Pieces US AIRWAYS 

Prices of additionN baggage pieces: 

1, 25.00 USD 

2, 35.00 USD 

ADDITIONAL ALLOWANCES ANDIQR DISCOUNTS MAY APPLY 

Payment/Fare Details 

Form of Payment 

Endorsement / Restrictions 

Fare Calculation Line 

Fare 

Taxes t Fees / Charges 

Total Fare 

CREDIT CARD, 

STNDBY!CHG FEEtNO RFNDiCXL BY FLT DTINAL]D US 

AIRWAYS ONLY 

NYC US CLT129.30TXA7NA2!EP1365 US BOS158.18 

SXAONA2/EP1365 USD287.48END ZPLGACLT XFLGA4.5CL- 

USD 287°48 

USD 21.56 US (US DONEST1C TRANSPORTATION TAX) 

USD 7.60 ZP (US SEGNENT TAX) 

USD 12.50 XT {COMBINED TAXES) 

USD 329.14 

Positive identification required for airport check ]~q 

Notice: 

Carriage and other service provided by the carrier are subject to conditions of carriage, which are hereby incorporated 

by reference. These conditions may be obtained from th~a issuing carrier. 

Im~oortant LeqN Notices 

Save as PDF Print eTic~ 

Advertise For Travel A~ent,s Privacy, Po!!oy !3opyrifqht and Trademark Notices 

https :!/wa~.virtuallythere,cominew!edcket.html 4/3/2012 



704-953-79@ 

Date¸ 

ted 
~.....~ 

¯ ~, ~ ~,:~.~ i\ ..... ..... ........... ,~ ........ ~! ...... 
REG     C~3--’80--20!2 !3:13 

0013131 
1 HAPI CHDR T’I $6~ 99 I SN ~ATER T1 $2.49 1 NAKED TI $,3° 99 

CREDIT SALE 

XX××XXXXx×xx4224 
APP;23739p 

REF:O000000131 
REC #:2~ 

$i’4.58 

TA 1 
1-×1 
TL 
CREDIT 

:$13.47 
$I.11 

$t4o 58 

:i ~A’~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr. <tgaet~banklawnc.com> 

Saturday, January, 12, 2013 2:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

Would be my pleasure 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 1:28 PlVl, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~emMunc.edu> wrote: 

Tony -Would you be willing to introduce Robert at the dinner? I asked Scott if he want:ed to do it: or wanted you t:o do it and he preferred that you 

make the introduction. Robert’s bio info is on the Sandier O’Neilt website. 

Thanks, 

tissa 

From: Anthony Gaeta, Jr. [mailto:tgaeta@banklawnc.com] 
Sent-. Saturday, January :12, 20:[3 9:49 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co-" Anthony Gaeta, Jr.; Scott Clark; Robert Albertson; Reid Brewer 
Subject-. Re: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

Robert, thanks for agreeing to do this. We look forward to making your acquaintance in March. In the meantime u7 to keep Scott C1Mc in line! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 12, 2013, at 8:15 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroom¢~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Dear Mr, AIbertson - 

Thank you for agreeing t:o deliver the Beischer Address at our 2013 Banking h~st:itute in Charlotte on March 21, The geischer Address 

follows dinner on Thursday, March 2:1. We will have a cocktail reception around 5:00 that evening, dinner at 6:00, with the address 

beginning around 6:45 or so. Please plan your talk for 20-30 minutes and leave :10 minutes or so for questions from the audience. I agree 

with Tony that it would be instructive to have your views about how Dodd-grank has affected your business and that of others on Wall 

Street But you should feel free to talk about any t:o~ic that: you think would be of interest. 

As a speaker, we will reimburse your expenses to travel to Chariot:re (coach class airfare, airport parking, taxis}, pay for one mght at The 

Ritz-.Carlton, and offer conlplimentary registration to our program which will begin around 1:1:00 a,m. on Thursday, March 2:[ and 

conclude at :12:30 on Friday, March 2Z 

We typically have 200 industry professionals in aLtendance, mosL HI: whom are attorneys working in-house for banks or in private practice 

with a significant bank clientele. A maiority of our audience is from Charlotte, but we have significant attendance from outside North 

Carolina - D.C,, NYC, Florida, Georgia, Ohio, and Virginia, are among the states that have been represented in the past. 

As we get closer to the e~ze]11:, my assistat~t, Co[)rad Bortz, will contact you about additional details, 

Thanks agakh 

[.issa 

From-. Anthony Gaeta, Jr. [mailto:tgaeta@banklawnc.com] 
Sent-. Friday, January 11, 20:[3 8:56 AM 
To-" Scott Clark 
Co,, Broome, Lissa L; Robert Albertson; Reid Brewer 
Subject-. Re: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

Nice work Mr. Clark[ I roll let Lissa suggest the topic but one we hashed about was ""Dodd Frank: the View from Wall Street" 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 11, 2013, at 8:03 AM, Scott Clark ~.SClm’k@~ndleronefll.com wrote. 

Yes, Robert will attend and speak at the event. He will do a wonderful job. If you can provide an outline of topics you’d like 

him to address t:hat might be helpful. Robert is cc’d. Best, Scott 



From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January :tO, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Scott Clark 
Cc: tonygaeta@banklawnc.com <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com> 
Subject: FW: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

}[i Scott Just checking in to see iJ{you have secm~cd Robert A]bertson as a speaker tbr March 21 ? 

Tha’tl::s~ 

Lissa 

L{SSa L. }in ~oJTr~e 

Wells Fa%o Proik~s~:~r off Banking Law 

Diwct~r, Center lbr Basking and Finaace 

l JNC School of Lmv 

CB/~3380, Van ] tecke-We[lach Hail 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--33gt) 

919,962,7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.edu,’centergbanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.comiauthor248720 
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From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1:44 PN 
To: ’Scott Clark’; Anthony Gaeta t ~gmail.com); 
Cc: Reid Brewer 
Subject: RE: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

~gmail.com 

Hi Scott 

Robert Albertson looks like he wotdd be a ~en~ific speaker {br our Banking h~stitme evenL 

The No*~ Carolina B~mkmg is Ma, vh 2I .-22, 2013 at The Ritz-Caken in Charlotte, NC. The Beischer Ad&ess follows 
di ru~er ~m ’l’hura{ay, M arc h 21. We will ha~e a cocktail mcepti on are und 5:00 that e s eni ng, dinner at 6:00, wi th the add,v ss 
beginm~g mvund 6:45 ~r s~. We would he[x: that Mr. A]bertson would talk Ibr 2(I-30 minutes and leave ] 0 minutes or so ti~r 
qt~es~ioas from the audience. As a speaker, ~ wotdd pay his expenses to tinsel m Charlotte (coach class air[are, airport 
parkhN., taxis), pa? fbr one nigN at The Ritz-Carlton, coveg any other meals en g:~uic, aid o.{]2-r complimenm~, rcgistrakm to 
otlr progcam ~bich will begin around 11:00 a.m. on Thi~rsday, MaMa 21 and conchide a~. 1:2:30 oa l"rida>, March 72.12 

We b~pically have 200 in&~s~ry pr(~l’essionals in at~et,dat,ce~ mos~ of whom arc at~orne?,s working in-house lbr bxmks or in 

private practice with a signi~ican~ [~mk diet,tale. A maiofiU of our a~diet,ce is {i(~m Cha]o~e, but we lmve signi[icant 

m{endm*ce fi’om outside No~h Carolina D.C... NYC., Florida, Georgia, Ohio~ Virginia, among other s{a{es have beet, 

represented in d~e past, 

We will ask you t~ introduce the speaker at the event; assuming you a~e able to attend. 

Thanks so much for making t~is invitation on ore betudf. If you need ~m3’ additional intbmlatio~, just let me know. All ri~e best 
lbr the New Year 

.[ ,issa 

From: Scott Clark [mailto:SClark@sandleroneill.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 20:t3 1:27 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Anthony Gaeta ( @gmail.com); 
Cc: Reid Brewer 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

@qmail.com 

Lissa 

What is the specific UNC Banking Institute Dinner Address Date? Tony and I discus~d this and we think Robert Albertson 



t?om Smadler might be appropriate ..... his bio is at http://www.~ndleroneill.com/06t85e[7-3142-4b51-b829- 

8dllge 173179c/tirm-search-bio.htm .....what do you think? 

If you think this is the fight per~m, could you send me ~me details on the event and I’ll send the invite/information to Robert. 

Best, 

Scott 

Scott Clark 

Principal 

Investment Banking Group 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP 

wk: (212) 466-7965 

cell: 

fax: (212) 466-7711 

email: scla rk(~,sa ndleroneilLcom 

If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender, 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redisNbute it. Visit this URI. tbr important "additional temps relating to this 

e-mail, http:i/www, sandleroneill.com/email- diselaJ mer.htm 

If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sendel; 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redislribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 

e - mail. http://~v, sandleroneill.com/email- diselaimer.htal 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lampe, Donald <DLampe@dykema.com~ 

Friday, February 1, 2013 1:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Lan~pe, Donald <DLampe@dykema.com> 

CFPB Panel: Lynne B. Barr bio 

Lynne Barr, a padner in Goodwin Procler’s Financial Services Group and chair of ils Consumer Financial Set, rices Practice, focuses on banking and financial services law. 
Prior to entering private practice, Ms. Barr was a seNor attorney in the Division of Consumer and Community Affairs ef the Board of Governecs el the Federal Resewe System, 
where she wetked e~ ~-e~sLltner credit, (,qecttonic funds ttansl)~.F’ and t~on.sIMTl~.~r fox-?sing F~lat[eF~. She ~-?dvi~,~e~,~ ba~ks, bank helding cempani(,~s, bF’e~erage ce~cem,s, meal:gage 

companies, trade associations and other entities on 9enerN corporate matte~;, includingt the operatie~ and effering of their products and services, paltieulad’~, i~ the cow,text of 
federal and state regulation of financial institutions and their activities. Nls. Barr has significant experience in credit and mortgage le~ding matte~; (iF~oluding licensing, 
disclesure, docume~tation, interest rate limitations a~d credit reporting), credit card operations, fair lending a~d equal credit opportu~ity issues, credit and deposit services, 
ef~.~ctr’oNc banking and Iniemet services, privacy and data .seclErity, and inskEd:mce pF’odu(:[s. Her pr’actk’e inck~des a bread range el advisory and F’isk assessme~]t C()LH’~seliF’Fg 

to financial i~stitutions facing compliance with the Dodd-Frank Act and Consumer Financial Protection Bureau regulations. Ms. Barr is a fermer Chair of the American Bar 
Asseciation’s Business Law Section and is a member el its Council. She is alse a delegate to the House of Delegates el the American Bar Association. She is the former 
.P.’dil:or-in-(.’hiel of 77re Busigiess LI~¢’}[~)~ t[l~~ S~}{~ t ~)[I,s Scholarly journal. M~. B~ r ~I ~a} [h~} ~))[’[r~l chaiF’ ef the ABA’s (.’ensumeF’ Financial S~.~rvices Committee In addition, .she is 
the lk)rmer chair ef the Financial Holding (.’empany S[~bcemmit~ee ef the ABA’.s Banking Law Cemmittee and ~he ABA’s Cens[~met r:inancial Sewices Subcommitte(.~s en 
Deposit Accounts and Programs. [Vls. Barr is a past President of the American College of Consumer Fina~cial Services La’~wers. In addition, she is a member of the Beatd of 
Directe~zs of the Electronic Funds Tra~sIer Association and the Consumer Bankers Association Lawyers Committee. Ms. Barr also is a member of the American Law Institute. 
She is admitted to practice in Massachusetts and the Disttici of Columbia 

*** Notice from Dykema Gossett PLLC: To comply with U.S. Treasniy regulations, we advise you that any discussion of Federal tax issues in this communication was 
not intended or written to be used, and cmmot be used. by any person (i) for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, 
or (ii) to promote, maacket or recommend to another party any matter addressed herein. This Internet message may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 
and exempt from disclosure, it is intended for use only by the person to whom it is addressed. If you have received this in error, please (1) do not forward or use this 
inibrmation in any way; m~d (2) contact me immediately. Neither this information block, fl~e typed name of the scnder, nor a~ything else in "this mes~ge is intended to 

constitute an electronic signature unless a specific statement to the contrary, is included in this message. DYKEMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Thomas Simpson ~i’homasSimpson@cermsbm~k.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:36 PM 

Beab;, RuIhs <Rufns.Beaty@td.com>;’ ,/- ...... ¯ ¯ , ¯ , , Fred Green --flred@scbankers.orgz, JohnMarshall.Mosse@firstclt~ensonhne.com, 

’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; ’Ed Kubec’ <ekubec@coastalstatesbank.com>; 24eil Rashley’ <nrashley@scbankers.org>; 

john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; Jody Bedenbaugh <jody.bedenbangh@nelsonmullins.com>; neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 21,,’22 in Charlotte 

RU[:tlS: 

Thanks for cir’culadng. This looks like a great program. 

Thomas A. SimDson 
S~,,rfior V:ce ~~ti.’.<;iderfl: 

750 [-3rooWield ~-~a~kway 

Gr.’!~,’rwill~, SC i79607 

0 864 4~’8 ! 389 

1:1~.) ;Y:Si 5~ .< :: P’II? 1,,’?~’: ~I 0 ,~! :’i d ,~; k)~ :’1 ::~ ,’: ~’r~l 

From: Beaty, Rufus [mailto:Rufus.Beaty@td.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 20:t3 11:46 AM 
To; ’Fred Green’; ’JohnMarshalI.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; Thomas Simpson; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Nell Rashley’; john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; Jody 
Bedenbaugh; neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 
Ce: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 
Friends, 
Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 
This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 
Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 
of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 
institutions. 
Featured speakers include: 
¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
° Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 
For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the Banking Institute website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel ] Legal Department 

104 South Main Slreet, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attaclmlents may contain coafidentiaJ or Wvileged 

information and are intended only for the use of the intended recipients 

oftNs message. If you are not file intended recipient of this message, 

please notify the sender by return email, and delete this and all copies 

of this message and any attachments from your system. Any tmauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawfifl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Nell Grayson <neil.grayson~nelso~mmllins.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 2:06 PM 

Thomas Simpson <ThomasSimpson@certusbank.com>; Beaty, Rufus <Rufus.Beaty@td.com>; ’Fred Green’ <f~ed@scbankers.org>; 

%hnMarshallMosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; Ydavis@firstfbderal.com’; ’Ed Knbec’ <ekubec@coasmls~tesbank.com>; ~Neil Rashley’ 

<nrashley@~bankers.org>; John Moore <john.moore@nelsonmullins.com>; Jody Bedenbangh <jody.bedenbaagh@nel~nmullins.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Bmlking Institute - March 21,,’22 in Charlotte 

Thanks, Rufus, 
I have already registered and wN #an to see you there. 
Neil E. Grayson 
NeNon Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP 

104 S. Main Street, Suite 900 
Greenville, South Car~)lina 29601 
Phone: (864) 250-2235 
Fax: (864) 250-2359 
Cell: 
Emaik n e i I. £t Esq_y__s__o_L!_@A!e[_s__o_L!E N_[[[!!_s_~_c___o__r_[! 

From: Beat,/, Rufus [mailto:Rufus.Beaty@td.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:46 AN 
To: ’Fred Green’; ’_1ohnMarshall.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; Thomas Simpson; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Neil Rashley’; john.moore@neBonmullins.com; _1ody 
Bedenbaugh; neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 

Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Friends, 

Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 

This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 

Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 

of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 

institution& 

Featured speakers include: 

¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 

° James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 

Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 

For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the __B___a___n_k_[_n__g__[__n___s__t_[_t__u__t_e_._ website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 

too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 

As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 

I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 

Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty [ VP & Senior Counsel ] Legal Department 

104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attaclmaents may contain contidential or privileged 

inlbnnation and are intended only for the u~ of the intended recipients 

of this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, 

please notify, the sender by return email, and &lete this and all copies 

of this message and any attachments from your system. Any unauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawful. 

ConfidentiaJi~ Notice 

This mes~ge is intended exclusively lbr the individual or entity to Maich it is ’addressed. This communication may contain intbnnation that is proprietary, privileged, 
confidentia] or otherwise legally exempt farm disclosure. 

If you are not the named addressee, yon are not authorized to read, print, ret~n, copy or disseminate this message or any paint of it. If yon have received this message in 

error, please notiff the sender immediately either by phone (800-237-2000) or reply to this e-mail and delete all copies of this message. 

To ensure compliance ruth the requiremems imposed by the IRS, we inform you that an5’ U.S. federal tax advice contained in this commtmication (including the 

attachments) is not intended or written to be used, for the purpose of(a) avoiding penalties tinder the Internal Revenue Code or (b) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to m~other party an5, transaction or tax-related matter[s]. To pl~ovide you with a comnmnication that could be used to avoid penalties under the internal 

Revenue Code will necessarily entail additional invesntigations, analysis and conclusions on our part. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosser, John MarshaJl <lohnmarshallMosser@fi~tcilizensonline.com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 2:22 PM 

Beaty, Rufus <Rufus.Beaty@td.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Bmlkmg Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Rufus: 

I would love to join you again this year and very mud~ enjoyed last },ear’s, but I will be in Africa and cannot make it this year. If it’s possible to obtain 

the materials afterwards, please let me know. 

John Marshall 
i First Citizens Banki We’re on it. i 8(~-!?!-’.i-:i.H~ de~L i %¢>; !~:i. ~ Hx!: i::’,,- i ~_,~._w_:fi__r_s__t.c_it_[ge__r_~s_’.o_n_[[%e_:_c.gd_~2 

From: Beat,/, Rufus [mailto:Rufus.Beaty@td.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 J.J.:46 AM 
To: ’Fred Green’; Mosser, John Marshall; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; ’thomassimpson@certusbank.com’; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Nell Rashley’; john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; Jody 
Bedenbaugh; neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 
Friends, 
Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 
This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 
Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 
of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 
institutions. 
Featured speakers include: 
¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
¯ Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 
For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the ._B____a___n___kj__n_LqJ__n___s__tj_t__u___t__e_. website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 

Q 104 ~ou[h Main $~reet, Greenville, ,>C 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message mad any attachments may contain confidential or privileged 

inIbmmtion and are intended only tbr the use of the intended recipients 

of this message. If you are not the intended recipiem of this message, 
please notify the sender by return email, and delete this and all copies 

of this message and rely attachments from your system. Any unauthorized 

disclosure, use, disWibution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawful. 

This electronic mail and any files transmitted with it are 

confidential and are intended solely for tPe use of 

indivJdua] oz ~’ntity to whom they are addz~’ssed. I~ you 

aze not the intended recipient or the person zesponsibie 

foz delivering the electronic mail to the intended 

recipient, be advised that you have ~eceived this 

electz>nic maJ] in ezzer and that any use, dissei~ination, 
forwarding, printing, or copying of this electronic mail is 
strictly prohibited.    If you have received this electronic 
mail Jri erzoz, please immediately rKR:i[y the" sender by 
return mai ] . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BeaU, Rufus <Rufus.Bea~@td.com> 

Tuesday, FebruaD’ 19, 2013 2:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Banking Insli’mte - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Lissa, the General Counsel of CertusBank lives in Charlotte and was formerly inhouse at BoA, going back to Paul Polking days, I think. 
recall her name off hand, but Thomas is going to invite her. 
Best, 
Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 
"FD Ba,,",lh At~t’ica’s f~lo:,-;,t Co,,’,,v,t:,,’,,i,t:,,’,,~ Bs.,,,,’,,It 
104 Sou~h Main $~reet, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

I do not 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 19, 2013 2:26 PN 
To-" Thomas Simpson 
C¢: Beat’/, Rufus 
Subject, RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 
Hi Thomas --.Thanks to Rufus for reaching out to you. We hope you are able to attend our’ program in Charlotte. We would love to get you and your bank involved 
with our activities. 
Lissa 
[i~.;sa I_ groome 

Wells Fargo Professor ot: Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of taw 
CB#3380, ,,;an Hecl<e-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
91.9,962,706(5 
b__t__tp__:_ii__w____w_w__:La____w__:_g___n__c_:__e___d___u_Z_c__?_~_~_g~_gZ ~_~_~_~ L~ g 
Access my papers on SSRN at: httpj/ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

iNi Description: 
s ~ s s h ttp:,i~,~ww.la w u nc. _.d u, irr;a geshlews, rr;edia/ba n kit;grin a ;ice 

web 542 jpc 

From: Thomas Simpson [mailto:ThomasSimpson@certusbank.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 19, 20:[3 1:36 PM 
To" Beat,/, Rufus; ’Fred Green’; ’3ohnMarshalI.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Neil Rashley’; john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; Jody 
Bedenbaugh; neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 
Co; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject" RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 2:[/22 in Charlotte 
RUFUS: 

Thanks for circulating. This looks {ike a great program. 
C @ ~g{ 1; i:.: .:’. ::’ .’: 

"I’homa,s A. Sim~xsen 
8erfior Vice ~resjderfl: 
A.%Si!.~[arlt General CoiJr?sei 

750 ~rooldield P r,w~ y 

Greenville. SC 29607 

0 864478 s:389 

r!l 

! ...’L 2.L ~.~L.Zt..~....?.{]95L..r...: ...£..Lr...:...I!ZL 

,i:!!’.:Z~il}!:!.:]~ Z~:.!’: ?.[2. 

From: Beat’/, Rufus [mailto:Rufus.Beaty@td.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February :[9, 20:[3 :[:[:46 AN 
To: ’Fred Green’; ’.lohnMarshall.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; Thomas Simpson; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Nell Rashley’; john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; .lody 
Bedenbaugh; neiJ.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 
Ce; Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute - March 2:[/22 in Charlotte 
Friends, 
Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 
This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 
Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 
of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 
institutions. 
Featured speakers include: 
¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
° Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 
For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the ._B____a___n___kj__n_gJ__n___s__tj_t__u___t__e_. website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 



Rufus F. Beaty [ VP & Senior Counsel ] Legal Depar[meat 

104 South Main Sireet, Greenville, SC 29601 

T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attachments may contaJn confidentiaJ or privileged 
information and are intended only for the use of the intended recipients 
of this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message~ 
please notify the sender by return emaiL and delete this and all copies 

of this message and any attachments from your system. Any unanthorJzed 
diselosnre~ use, distribution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawfill. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosser, John Marshall <lohnmarshall.Mosser@fi~tcitizensonline.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:22 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Bmling Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Thmtks Lissa. 

My address is below’. 
John Marshall Mosser 

Vice President, Attorney 
First Citizens Barn 
1230 Main Street 
Columbia SC 29201 
(803) 931-1161 (o) 
(803) 931-1196 (l) 
JM Mosser@firstcitizensonline. corn 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 4:28 PM 
To: Mosser, John Marshall; Beat,/, Rufus 
Subject: RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 
Hi John --.At:rica sounds exciting! We will miss you, 
If you will forward me yOUr address, we will gladly send you a copy of the North Carolina Banking k~sdtute Volume 17 and any other maLerials that were presented. 
l.issa 

From: IVlosser, John Marshall [mailto:Johnmarshall.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 2:22 PM 
Te: Beat,/, Rufus 
(::e: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Rufus: 

I would love to join you again this year and very much enjoyed last year’s, but I will be ial Africa and cam~ot make it this year. If it’s possible to obtain 

the materials afterwards, please let me know. 

John Marshall 
:: First Citizens BanM We’re on it. i ~::’X:;-: :.:L- i R.; d.::: k i ~’03-"<:;i-:i:L96 fi< i www.firstdtizensonline.com 

From: Beaty, Rufus [Ln___ajLtg__L_R__u___f__u__s_=_B__e_.__a___bL@t__d__&o__t_n_] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: ’Fred Green’; Mosser, John Marshall; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; ’thomassimpson@certusbank.com’; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Neil Rashley’; john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; ]ody 
Bedenbaugh; neil.cjrayson@nelsonmullins.com 
C¢: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 
Friends, 
Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 
This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 
Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 
of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 
institutions. 
Featured speakers include: 
¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
¯ Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 
For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the Banking Institute website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 

104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attuchments may contain confidentb] or privileged 

information and are intended only for the use of the intended recipients 

of this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, 

please nolify the sender by return email, and delete this and all copies 

of this message and any attachments fi~om your system. Any unauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduclion of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawful. 
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This electronic mail and any files t<ans~itte@ with it are 
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forwa<ding, printing, or copying of this electronic mail is 
strictly prehJbited. If yeu have r~’ceived this el~’ctrenJc 
mail in error, please immediately notify the sender by 
return mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spivey, Jackie <JSpivey@poynerspnfill.com> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 12:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

deadline tbr sponsorship 

Do you by chance have any sponsorship slots left for the 2013 UNC School of Law Banldng Institute? 

Jackie Spivey 
Marketing Manager 

lspwey@ poynerspruiEcom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BeaU, Rufus <Rufus.Bea~td.comv 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 3:29 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Bryan <Bjordan@firslhorizon.com>; lynn ha~on@ucbi.com 

RE: Univ. of NC Banking Ins~6tute 

Lissa, Bryan and Lynn have both advised me that they are traveling/otherwise committed on the dates of the Banking Institute ... so, unfortunately 
they cannot attend ... thanks ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 

104 South Main Slreet, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 3:24 PN 
To: Beaty, Rufus; Jordan, Bryan; lynn_harton@ucbi.com 
Subject: RE: Univ. of NC Banking Institute 

Thanks, Rut:us, for this enthusiastic endorsement~ 

Bryan and Lynn, 

We would love for you both to attend this year’s Banking Institute, We usually have about 200 folks present (coming and going) from banks and firms in Charlotte, 

but we also draw folks from aroLuld the cour~try -Georgia, Alabama, 1~:_~>:a% Ohio, DC, New York, and others, f think Rufu; ha; stal:ed all the partk:uh~rs. Regi;tration 

is available at .-h--t--t-p-]/-~----w----w----w--:La---w--:--u---n---c-:--e---d---u-/--£L-e-Lb--a-.-n--[(].~A!-nst-[ty-t-eLd.e~-y-[t~aspx‘ Our room Nod( at The Ritz--Carlton in Charlotte has just been extended to March zlth, I 

believe. 

We also offer a program in Charlotte on May 20, "The ABCs of Banking Law," in case you know of anyone who would benefit from an introduction or brush up on, 

t:t~e whys and wherefl)res of banking law. hfformation about: t:t~is prograrn may be found at: htt_p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicleiabcbankingidefault.aspx. 

Thank; for considering these opportunities, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

{::B#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach HalJ 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3380 

9:[9.962.7066 

http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

A(:ce~.~.~ my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
h [[p’:iA~ la w. u nc ed uiima ges/n ewsimedia/ba n kir~gfin a nce 

web 542.ipg 
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please notify the sender by return email, and delete this and all copies 

offlliS message and any attachments from your system. Any unauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduclion of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawfifl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Buchman, John <john.buchman@etrade.com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:04 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

John BuchmaJ1 (jbuchma~@law.gwu.edu) (jbuchman@law.gwu.e&0; 

RE: 2013 UNC Banldng Inslitute - Register Now! 

~verizon.net’ 

Hi Lissa, 

It was great to see you as well at the conference! Congratulations on organizing and co-hosting such m~ impressive event 1 thought it was a wonderful 

coUaboration of our and UConn’s law schools as well as K.EP. 

I really appreciate your m:_mding m~:_~ the information about your upcoming Banking Institut~:_~. At: the moment, I am still in the middle of weighing a number of car~-:~er 

opp.:_~rtunities, so I am not: sure at the moment: wheth~:_~r f will be able to mak~:_~ it However, if f am able to do so t will, as you haw-:~ an excellent program of your own, 

and I am sure I would erjoy hearing the speakers and panelists you have been able to assembb. It’s a greaL group of people. 

I wish you nothing but success with the 20:13 UNC Banking h~stitute, and I hope our paths will cross again soon. Also, please give my very best to Sau]e. 

Very best regards, 

John 

From: Broome, Ussa L [mailto:lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu] 
Seat: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:25 PN 
To: jbuchman@law.gwu.edu 
Subject: 2013 UNC Banking Institute - Register Now! 

Hi John --It was great to see you in DC at The Political Economy of Financial Regulation Conference. Thanks to GW for being such a gracious host I’ve pasted in the 

info below about our upcoming Bm~king Institute in case you’re interested in attending. We have all the speaker spots filled. 

Take care and enjoy your fre,:_~dom to explore new opportunities. 

kissa 

Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banldng Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. This year’s Institute 

will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd-Frank Act, including affiliate 

transactions, prudential regulations, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 of the North Carolina 

Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial institutions. 

Featured speakers include: 
¯ Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
¯ Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 

For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the Banking Institute website. If you will be traveling, it’s not too early to 

reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 

I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3:-~80, Van Hecke-Wettach HalJ 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7065 
http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
h [[p’:iA~A~ la w. u nc ed uiin~a ges/n ewsin-~edia/ba n kingfin a nce 

web 542.ipg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Black-qlonna.black@nelsoranullins.com> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 4:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: ABCs of Bm~king Law (March 20) m~d the Bm~king Institute (March 21-22) 

LJssa~ 

We are. trying to ck-’.ar up cortfusiom Pk~ase let me. know if you show Joe. Dowdy, John Springer and Carl Younger as re gistere.d eid~er under 

Hutchison Group Of Nelson Mu[[ins, 

Thank you, 

Donna Black 

i.X.i Neisor; Mullir;s 

Donna Black 
Senior Admimstrative Assistant 
donna .b[ack~)netsonmuUf ns.com 

Nelson Mul{~ns Riley & Scarborough kCP 
Poinsel:t Plaza, Suite 900 

E 04 South ~air~ Street, Greenvil[e~ SC 2960E 

-[el: 864.250.2205 

WWW, I1 ~’lSO~ m I11 [1 I1s, COF~ 

From: Phillip D. Huber, CFA [mailto:phuber@hutchisoncompany.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2023 4:22 PM 
To: Donna Black 
Subject: FW: ABCs of Banking Law (March 20) and the Banking Institute (March 22-22) 

l>h~ll~p I). Huber, CFA 

Man~ing Director 

Menll?er iqNI,L~/SgPC 

w~’.h uichi,~)ncompany.com 

1200 Broad S[reet, Suite 205 

Durham, North Carolina 27705 

Ph~ne: (919) 286- 13 I4 

Mobile: 

Vax: (919) 585-.5326 

Email: pN~ beit~hutchisoncompany.com 

From: Carl Younger [malto:CarI.Younqer@nelsonmullins.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 2:59 PN 
To: phuber@hutchisoncompany.com 
Subject: RE: ABCs of Banking Law (March 20) and the Banking Institute (March 22-22) 

Thank~.~ Phil, and I am sorry for the conK~sion about 1:hi’; [a3ed upot~ who cat~ and can’[: go From my office. 

or tomorrow, t[ [:here is a problem with that please h:,~: me know. Thanks. 

Carl Younger 

will let you know some~:hing defini~:ive hopefully today 

T. Carlton Younger, Ill 
Atb_~mey at Law 
Neb~on Mullins Riley & Scarborough LLP 
Raleigh, North Carolina 

Direc[ Dial: (919) 329-3812 
Fax: (919) 329-3979 
earl .you npler (i~,nelson mullins.com 

From: Phillip D. Huber, CPA [--m-~-a-~~-t--~-2p~~~-u-~-b-~-e--r--@--h-~-u--t--c--h-~Ls--~-~-n--c-9-Ln-£-a-~~~y-&-q--m--] 
Senti Tuesday, March 05, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Carl Younger 
Subject: FW: ABCs of Banking Law (March 20) and the Banking Institute (March 21-22) 
let me know if you caWt use. 

PhNip D. Huber, CFA 

).vl;.~E~,aging Direct¢~r 

’]l’~e HutChison (?o~p~~y 
Men1 her fPL’~ ]~A SgPC 

w~v.hutchisoncom pat~y.com 

1200 Broad Street, Suite 205 

Durham, ]qo~th Carolina 27705 

]"hone: (9I 9) 28(:;- 1314 

Mobile: 

Vax: (919) 585-.5326 

From: Broome, Lissa k [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Tuesday, March 05, 2013 10:36 AM 
To: p[)ube[@ h utchisoncompat)y.com 
Subject: ABCs of Banking Law (March 20) and the Banking Institute (March 21-22) 
Phil --Thanks again to the Hutchison Company for sponsoring this year’s Banking Institute. As you know, your company has two complimentary admissions to the 

program. As of Monday morning, only you had claimed one. Your second complimentary attendees should register at 



http://wwwJaw.unc.edu!cleibankinginstitute/default.aspx. You could invite someone from your company or a client to use this admission. For the event fee, he 

or she should use the pull-down menu and select prepaid sponsor. Our hotel room block was extended, but expires at 5:00 this Wednesday, March 6, so please 

reserve a hotel room if you wish to stay at The Ritz-Carlton. Remember that our board of advisors will meet on Friday, March 22 for lunch from 12:30 - 2:30. 

We are also still recruiting participants in our second ABCs of Banking Law program. This one-day program is on Wednesday, March 20 and serves as an introduction 

for new folks or a review and update for seasoned hands of the wild and wonderful world of federal bank regulation. Registration for this program is at 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicleiabcbankingidefault.aspx. If one of your complimentary attendees also attends this program, he or she is entitled to a 550 program 

fee reduction (from 5325 to 5275). 

As you know, most of our program advertising is done mainly by word of mouth so we would greatly appreciate it if you could spread the word about both 

programs to attorneys you know who might be interested in attending. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h__t_t~_:_l/_~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__~Z_�~__t_e___r__sZb___a__~_~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

i~i 
Description: 
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confidential or othemise legally exempt from disclosure. 

If you are not the named addressee, you are not authorized to read, print, retain, copy or disseminate this message or any part of it. If you hm~e received this message in 
error, please notify the sender immediately either by phone (800-237-2000) or reply to this e-mail and delete all copies of this message. 

To ensure complimace with the requirements imposed by the IRS, we inli~rm you that a~y U.S. federal ta~-; advice contained in this communication (including the 

attachments) is not intended or written m be used, tbr the purpose of(a) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (b) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to another party rely transaction or t~x-related matter[s]. To provide you with a communication that could be used to avoid penalties under the Internal 

Revenue Code will necessarily entail additional invesligations, analysis mid conclusions on our part. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brafford, Carolyn E <carolyn braltbrd@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 1:07 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2013 BI checks 

The check that Conrad was speaking of from Williams MuHen was a check [:or rnany obligations. It was for one lump sum to be paid to their pledge and to Banking 

sponsorship and something else. Total of the check was S4,000.00. I honestly thought I had sent him an email indicating that the sponsorship had been paid. If I did 

not, my apologies. I used to send transmittals and copies of checks of all the ones I process, but he asked me not to send to him, because he said it was not 

necessary. I will in the future start sending all the transmittals again. 

f am not familiar with Box 349,. Our bo>: is 309 

My best, 

Carolyn 

C~mi~’.~ gm’~for~t I Admi~istr~ti~e Man~g~ J UNC School ef ~.;~s~s 

Campus Box ~382, Ch~ei Hill, NC 27599-3~g21 I carolyn=brafford@unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 11:27 AM 
To: Brafford, Carolyn E 

Cc: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: FW: 2013 BI checks 

Hi Carolyn --. I second Conrad’s suggestion Lhat you be sure to notify us of checks thaL you receive directly, so we can note on our records thaL the payment has been 

made. Is PO Box 34.9 a box mainLained by Advancement? 

kissa 

From: Borlz, Conrad 
Sent: Tuesday, March OB, 2013 3:45 PN 

To: Brafford, Carolyn E 
Subject: RE: 2013 BI checks 

Hi CB, 

Do we have protocol in place for a check being sent directly to you? Since you receive all checks via Interoffice from me with the gift form, maybe s~,e should have 

an alert system for said wanton checks coming in through other vectors~ 

Of course we don’t want to appear silly and/or forgetfl.d to our BI sponsors by reaching out to tfu-:~m for monies and/or ch~ril:y of monies that are in--hand 

(unbeknownst). 

Cheers, 

CB 

From: Brafford, Carolyn E 
Seat: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 3:38 PM 

Te: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: RE: 2013 BI checks 

I found it Conrad. Their check was deposited on February 28, 2013. I can send you the back up .... 

Caroi~.q gta’~fora¢ ] Admi~istrstiue Mar~s~er ] UNC Sd~ool of La,z~ 

Campus Box ~5382, Chapei Hill, NC 27599-35821 carolyn brafford@unc.edu 

From: Bortz, Conrad 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 12:17 PM 
To: Brafford, Carolyn E 
Subject: 2013 BI checks 

Hello, 

Can you please see if you have received a check from Williams Mullen. 

*1 have no record of such, but they claim to have sent weeks ago 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Business Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.843.9288 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

i xi http:/Iwwwlaw.uncedu/imageslnews/media/bankingfinance web 542jp9 

The worm breaks everyone, and afterward, many are strong at the broken places. 

E.M. Hemingway 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kierBJl, fallon@pnc.com 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 10:43 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Re: Banking InslJtute 

Lissa- 

So glad to hear from you. I’ve been meaning to reach out to you, but CCAR and other regulatory matters have always seemed to get in the way. 

Since agreeing to join the Center’s Board of Advisors, I seem to have been dropped off of the distribution list for the Center and the Institute. This may be because my name 

appears incorrectly on the website for the Board of Advisors (it’s listed as "Kieron Fallon"), so if emails are sent to that name at pnc.com they have not been reaching me. 

Unfortunately that means that your email below is the first I’ve heard of the Mamh 21-22 Banking Institute. I would have loved to participate, but I now have items scheduled for 

those days that I can’t move. 

Can you check to see if my email address and other contact information (provided below) is accurately reflected in your records? I really would like to be more involved, and 

was surprised that I hadn’t heard anything since joining the Board of Advisors. 

Best regards, 

Kieran 

Kieran J. Fallen 

Chief Counsel Regulatory Affairs 

Legal Department 

The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 

800 17th Street, NW (Mail Stop C6-CPNC-12-4) 

Washington, D.C. 200o6-3~o6 

(p) 202.973.6256 I(c) (f) 202.835.5226 

kieran.fallon@pnc.com 

................ IMPORTANT NOTICE ........................................................ 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAIL/ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please 

notify me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 202-973-6257, and immediately delete this message and all of its attachments. 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date. 03/!2/13 !0:12 AM 

Bi:bj<~ ci: 
Banking Institute 

I am reaching out to you as a member of our Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors and encouraging you to register for the upcoming Banking Institute, March 21-22, 

[~-t--t-I~i/--/---w---~--w--:-[-a--w---~-U--n---c-~-e---d--u/--£~-e-j-b--~J2-k-jJ2g~-n---s-:t-[t---u-:t--e-l~Agjs~[csZd-e[-au-[f:-as~x. As of Monday morning, you were not listed as having registered for the program. If you cannot attend, please 

encourage others from your firm/bank to try out the program. As you know, we always learn a lot and have a good time reconnecting with each other. 

Thanks for your help and continued support. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33go, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 
_h_ ~ -/_ Z _v4 _w___v__~:_La__v4 #___n_g :_e___d__u_ Zc___e__n__t__e__r__sZ _b__a__t~ k j_~ ~ Access 

my papers on SSRN at: [~-t--t-[~-2-/--/-s--s--r--n-~:-c--~-~-r!-~-/--a-~-u--t-[~-~--r-~-2~-4--8-~-7--2---~- 

iNi Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg ] 



The contents of this email are the property of PNC. If it was not addressed to you, you have no 

legal fight to read it. If you "think you received it in error, plea~ notit~ the sender. Do not li~rward or 

copy without permission of the sender. This message may contain an advertisement of a product or 

service and thus may constitute a commercial electronic mail message under US Law. The postal 

address for PNC is 249 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. If you do not wish to receive any 

additional advertising or promotional messages from PNC at this e-mail address, click here to 

unsubscfibe, https://pnc .p.delive~.netJm/u!pnc/uni/p.asp 

By unsubscfibing to this message, you will be unsubscfibed from all advertising or promotional 

messages from PNC. Removing your e-mail address from this mailing list will not affect your 
subscription to alerts, e-newsletters or account servicing e-mails. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Dunn < @caxolina.rr.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 11:32 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Upcoming Banking Institute 

I just received word that they have moved my deposition to Tuesday afternoon in Raleigh so I have signed up ibr the program. 

Look forward to seeing you then 

Best regards 

Tom 

Sent from Tom Dunn 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 3:01 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Tom. I hope it works out for you to attend. 

Li’;sa 

From: Tom Dunn [__r[la__[[_tg. _@__c__a_y__o__[Ln___a_~_ty_~__c__o__n!] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:59 AN 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: Upcoming Banking Institute 

Thanks Lissa. I am an expert witness in a pending case and I am trying to get a deposition rescheduled which was noticed by the opposing party for 

next week. If at all possible I plan to sign up and attend I’ve only missed one and I always enjoy the conference and seeing old friends! 

Best regards! 

Tom 

Sent from Tom Dunn 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 10:20 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friends - I hope you are all doing well. I wanted to let you know that as Emeritus members of the Center for Board of Advisors you may 

attend the Banking Institute on March 21-22 for the special government attorney rate (~195), which includes Thursday’s dinner. 

Registration is available at ~-h-~-t-t-p~f-/----w--ww-.~[-a-~--w-~--u---q-c-:~-e-~-d-~-u-~---c-Le-/-~-b-~-a---n--k-~[-n-~g-[-n-~-s--t-!-t---u--t--e-f-!£g!st)~cs/~d~efa~9~[t~#~sp~. 

Alternatively, if you’d like to stop by for our reception on Thursday, March 21 at The Ritz-Carlton from 5-6 there is no charge for you to 

attend. Just let me know if you plan to stop by so we will have a nametag available for you. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

._h__Lt_P_;/L__w____w____w__._La_~_.__u___n__£:__e__d___u_ J___c___e___q_Le___r__s_Z__b__a__o_k}_~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!/ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Robert Albertson <ra]bertson@sandleroneill.com>; Deirdre M. Clark 

<DCI ark@ ~ndleroneill.com> 

ILE: Robert Albertson 

Thanks Lissa. 

Robert/Deidre- please see below. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [maflto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March :1.3, 2013 1:15 PI 

To: Scott Clark 
Subject: RE: Robert Albertson 

H i Scott --- 

Dinner will begin at 6:00. Robert could beghl his remarks by 6:40 and be done by 7::[5. The airport is not that far away, but he would be cutting it very close to get 

through security and get to his gate (they can be very far away), If there is something available a little later, that would give him some more breathing room. 

i’hanks, 

Lis’;a 

From: Scott Clark [mailto:SClark@sandleroneill.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:08 PM 

To: Robert Albertson; Broome, kissa L; Deirdre M. Clark 
Subject: RE: Robert Albertson 

(issa, 

What time will Robert start on [hursday night? Will he be able t:o mak~:_~ an 8.24pm flight out of Charlotte? 

Thanks, 

Scott 

From: Robert Albertson 
Sent: Wednesday, March :1.3, 2013 1:03 PI 
To: Scott Clark 
Subject: will I be able to make an 8:24 flight out of Charlotte next Thursday eve? 

Robert B Mbertson 

Partner & Chief Strategist 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP 

:125:1 Avenue of the Americas, 6th Floor 

New York, NY :10020 

(2:12) 466-7946 office 

cell 

.r_.a_!..b_ .e_r_.t__s_.9_ .n__ .@_s_.a__~_d_Le__r_~_n__e_. ([!..__c_..o_ m._. 

If you are not an intended recipient of fills e-mail, please not@ the sender. 

delete it and do not read, act upon, prnt, disclose, cop5,, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 

e-mail, h ttp:i,’~:w. ~mdleroneill.conl/email- di sehmner.htm 

If you are not ml intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender, 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 
e-mail, http://~x~x~v, sandleroneill.com/email- disclaimer.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick.Rothacker@thomsonreuters.com 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:17 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Conference 

Lissa - Hi. Hope you are doing well. I was planning on stopping by the conference next week if that’s OK. Thanks, Rick 

Rick ~-~tha~e~ 
B~:ldng ~epeder 

© I 704 99,’~’-2504 i M 
,,’,01 [’i ]l-ye~ St Su~t~ 1033 I Cher}ofie NC 28202 

rick. rothacker@thomson reuters.corn 

Twitter: rickrothacker 

Web: blogs.reuters.com/rick-mthaeker/ 

This email was sere to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company. Any views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, 

except where the sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Renters. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheny Purvis <spurvis@cMtonlawpllc.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11:29 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

I~T: Notice of change of address infbnnation tbr A P Caslton, Esq. 

EFFECTWE nMMEDIATELY 
Notice o[" change c,f address [i:~t" Alfred P, Carlh:m, .lr. 

NewAddress and Law Firm 
Al["red P. Carlton, jr. 

Carlton Law PLLC 
110.I_ Haynes Street:, Suite 10.1_.-C 
Raleigh, Nortk Carolina 27604 
Direct Dial: 919-600-6272 
Cell: 

Errlai]: a p @ carlt:o nlawpllc, com 

www.carlh:}nlawp llc.com 

Legal Assistant to AKred P. Carlton, Jr. 

Cadton Law PLLC 

1101 H,ayaes Street, Suite 101-C 
Raieigh, NC 27604 

D: I919} 600-6274 

s pu rvis(O ca rltonlawpl~c 

,a,~ ;Wea,’:;e co;!,’:;ide~ the et;w;o;~me;~g befo;e p;;~c;ti;~(~ #!is e-ma;g 

NO T~CE: this communication and ~n/attachmen ts {"th;~ me.ego"} may con ~ain con fidentml in ~orm~ tion lot 
the sole use of the ~ntended J edp}ent{s)./my unauthorlzed use; d}sclosuJ % viewing; ~opyh!g, a~ter at~on, 
diss~,mio~ tl,)r, or ,J[str[b:lt;,}r, ~}~ or I ~,lkln: ~, ,)r, Ihls mess,]g~, is ~t ri(t[y pl obi[,;%’d. If you hove re: ~qved this 
message in errob or/eu ~re not en a.thorized ;ecipmnt, please ~,otl b/ the se~, der ;min edi~tely by replying to 
thK message delete thi~ me.sage an d all cople~ flom yeul e~t,ail s,/~tem an d desb o,1 any p h!ted cotfies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Disser.Tom --<Fom.Disser@Suntrust.com> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 6:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Center tbr Banking and Finance Board of Advisors meeting 

l.issa, I enjoyed the conference. Attended all sessions but don’t recall being asked to sign an attendance sheet. If I need to do that please have someone send me 

one. If not, you have my bar numbers on file. 

With respect to articl,:_~s for the iournal someone might want to dive into the murky waLers o~ I-tI£AAiHrlECH as it ap~Jies to banks and the F:~gitimal:e reach of the 

117_9 exc~-_~pti.:_~n, ganks are providers of c.:_~mrnercial ch:_~posit and cash rnanagement servic~-_~s to health care com~ani~:_~s so in addition to the myriad regula[:iot~s w~? 

heard about last week we also need to consider another regulator in the form of DHHS. 

Tom Disser Attor~~eY" L~gu[ ~:"’~"..t’~-.".’~.tP’".’~~ I S:~2.,~TR,’.’,".ST ~’sA.,~<5, ".I~’4(:. i 5so3 ’.’’s~c,k’tt~-’. ,’.’~.., S~4"."~.4~ :~:~:~O~.:~ A~.~.:~P’t~-." <;A 3O:~:O~I ?b~’,P4~ 404"5~"i’~(24~4 I F,:~× 4d.4..58f. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome.@emal.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: Disser.Tom 
Subject: Re: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors meeting 
LEGAL DISCLAIMER 

The information transmitted is intended soMy for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any ~eview, 
retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you 
have received this email in error please contact the sender and delete the material from any computer. 
By replying to this e-mail, you consent to Smffmsl’s monitoring activities of all communication that occurs on SunTrust’s systems. 
SunTrust is a tbdera]ly registered service mark of SunTrust Bmxks, Inc. 

[ST:XCL] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lampe, Donald <DLampe@dykema.com~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:43 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute Thank You, Expense Reimbursement, and CLE Credit 

l.issa~ since I am "local" there will be no request from me. Thanks, I thought the Institute this year was a great event, 

Don 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:15 PM 
To: Ibarr@goodwinprocter.com; meredith.fuchs@cfpb.gov; eric.mogilnicki@wilmerhale.com; rtorian@reedsmith.com 
Co: Lampe, Donald 
Subject: Banking Institute Thank You, Expense Reimbursement, and CLE Credit 

Friends -Thanks for taking time from your busy schedules to join us in Charlotte last week at the Banking institute. Your panel provided wonderful information 

about all that is happening at the CFPB. A special thanks to Meredith for joining us and for inviting applications from our students. They are wonderful and would 

serve the CFPB well. 

I have attached a travel reimbursement form and the CLE form for your CLE credit as a teacher and attendee. Please return these to unclawde@unc.edu by April 15. 

One night at The Ritz-Carlton should have been direct billed to us. If it was not, then please let us know. We will either reimburse you directly or ask the Ritz to 

reverse the charge for that night. 

Thanks again for being part of this year’s Banking institute and I hope you will make plans to join us in Charlotte for the next Banking institute in Spring 2014. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

i~i 
Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 

*** Notice [rom Dykema Gossett PLLC: To comply with U.S. Treasury regnlations, we advise you that aJ~y di~ussion of Federal tax issues in this communication was 

not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by a~y person (i) for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, 

or (it) to promote, maJrket or recommend to another part?., any matter addressed herein. This Internet message may contain information that is privileged, confidential, 

and exempt t]rom di~losure. It is intended lbr use only by the person m whom it is addressed. If you have received this in error, please (1) do not forward or use this 
infollnation in any way; and (2) contact me immediately. Neither this infollnation block, the Fped name of the sender, nor ml;dhing else in this message is intended to 

constitute an electronic signature unless a specific slatement to the contrmy is included in this message. DYKEMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Horn, Charles M. <CHom@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute Th~mk~ CLE Credit, and F,xpenses 

Lissa, thank you - as always, it was a pleasure, and the conference was great. The hotel did not bill my room to the master account (they said I 

wasn’t in the UNCBI list) so I just paid it directly. Thanks, CH 

Charles Horn 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW j Washington, DC 20006-1888 
P: 202.887.1555 I C: 

CHorn@mofo.com I ~ww.mofo.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:06 PM 

To: Phil CaNing (phil.capling@wachovia.com); Steven Friedman (steven.m.friedman@baml.com); Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com); Horn, Charles M. 
Subject: Banking Institute Thanks, CLE Credit, and Expenses 

Friends -Thanks for taking time from your busy schedules to join us in Charlotte for a discussion of bank capital. It’s obvious that this was a true panel of experts 

that was able to convey the complexity of the topic to the audience but still convey the basic points about the new capital landscape. 

I have attached a travel reimbursement form and the CLE form for your CLE credit as a teacher and attendee. Please return these to ._u___n__c__[_a____w___c_!__e___@.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_ by April 15. 

One night at The Ritz-Carlton should have been direct billed to us. If it was not, then please let us know. We will either reimburse you directly or ask the Ritz to 

reverse the charge for that night. 

Thanks again for your contributions to the Banking Institute. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

::X:: Description: 
....... http:lA~vw.lawunc.edulimages/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 

) 1 To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLt informs 5 ou that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax 

issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be used, and carmot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

For i~fformation about this legend, go to 

http://www.mofo.comiCircular230/ 

This message contains intbrmation which may be contidenfial and privileged. Unless you axe the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not 

use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any inftmnation contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply 

e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Horn, Charles M. <CHom@mofo.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:18 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute Thank~ CLE Credit, and F,x~nses 

Will do - btw, the Ritz is a great place, but their charges on bar drinks are overpriced to the point of being criminal .... 

Charles Horn 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I Washington, DC 20006-1888 
P: 202.887A555 j C: 

CHorn@mofo.com I www.mofo.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@emaN.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:17 PM 

To; Horn, Charles M. 
C¢: Westerlund, Lance S 
Subject; RE: Banking Institute Thanks, CLE Credit, and Expenses 

Thanks, CharNe+ I had that same problem! Please note the expense on your reimbursement form, 

Lissa 

From; Horn, Charles M. [ma!lto:CHorn(@mofo:com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:14 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Banking Institute Thanks, CLE Credit, and Expenses 

Lissa, thank you - as always, it was a pleasure, and the conference was great. The hotel did not bill my room to the master account (they said I 

wasn’t in the UNCBI list) so I just paid it directly. Thanks, CH 
Charles Horn 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I Washington, DC 20006-1888 

P: 202.887.1555 I C: 

CHorn@_Ln___o__f_9_:_c___o__r_[! I ~_:[_rl___o__f___o_:__c__o__r_£ 

From; 8roome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:06 PM 
To; Phil CaNing (phfl.capling@wachovia.com); Steven Friedman (steven.m.friedman@baml.com); Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger.@mayerbrown.com); Horn, Charles M. 
Subject: Banking Institute Thanks, CLE Credit, and Expenses 

Friends -Thanks for taking time from your busy schedules to join us in Charlotte for a discussion of bank capital. It’s obvious that this was a true panel of experts 

that was able to convey the complexity of the topic to the audience but still convey the basic points about the new capital landscape. 

I have attached a travel reimbursement form and the CLE form for your CLE credit as a teacher and attendee. Please return these to _u___n___c_La_A_c_J__e__@__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_. by April 15. 

One night at The Ritz-Carlton should have been direct billed to us. If it was not, then please let us know. We will either reimburse you directly or ask the Ritz to 

reverse the charge for that night. 

Thanks again for your contributions to the Banking Institute. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

:: ~:~:; :: Description: 
...... http:llvw~,z law.unc.edulimages/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jp9 

) To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLt informs you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax 

issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be use& and cmmot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penaNes under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

For information about this legend, go to 

http://www.mofo.conv’Circulm230/ 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive tbr the addressee), you may not 

use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If yon have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply 

e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the message. 



To ensure compliance ruth requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foe~ter LLP informs you that, ifaw advice concerning one or morn U.S. Federal tax 

issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, tbr the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties ander the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

For intbrmation atxmt this legend, go to 
http://www.mofo.conv’Circulea230/ 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not 

use, cow or disclose to anyone the message or any i~fformation contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply 

e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wright. T. Brandon <wright~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:10 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Mailing address for James Strother 

I used the address Conrad provided to me. 

This is my last email to him: 

Ok, Googh? isn’t always correct. You’re sure tfu:_~ address bek)w is his work addn:_~ss, and not his home address? Dean goger’s h?t:t:er should ch:_ffinit~:_%, be mailed to 

his work address. What address do you hav~:_~ on the Center’s t_~oard rost~:_~r? Thanks again 

T. I~rar~do~ Wright i Assistant Dean for Adve.r!c~ment i UNC School of Law 
CampLis go× B382 :: Charnel Hill, NC 27599-~382 
919.4,15~0172 of[ice i               rnobiiei wr[llhtb@emai[~unc.edu 
M.~ke .~ (51t[ httpL/]wwwJaw,unqedLt/alurnnj/Nvenow/ 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 
That is different than what Conrad has on our spreadsheet .-- 

45 Fremont Street, 27th Floor 

MAC AO:1.94-275 

San ~r:randsco, CA 94105 

Let me know if we need to correct our records 

Did Conrad fail to reply to your March 25 emaif? 

Thanks, 

l.issa 

From: Wright, T. Brandon 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:54 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 
This is what I have: 

Mr. J~mes M. Strothe~ 

Executive Vice President and General Counsel 

Wells Fargo 

420 Monrg~met7 Street 

San Francisco, CA 94163 

T. Branglo~ gNdg.ht Ass[sl:ani Dean foi A(iv;lr!t;tgri~ei;t [ UNC S~:hciol Of LaW 
Campt~s BOX 3382 Chapel i4[ll, NC 27599-3382 
919.4,15~0172 office i               mobiiei wri~htb@email.unc.edu 
M.~ke .~ (51t[ http:/!www.law.unc.eduialurnniigivenow! 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 12:51 PM 
Te: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 
Did you get this? if not, I can gel it for you. 

kissa 

From, Wright, T. Brandon 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 4:19 PM 

To: Bortz, Conrad 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Mailing address for James Strother 
Hey Conrad, 

Good seeing you last week in Charlotte - nice work! I hope your walk on Saturday was enjoyable, and that you didn’t further injure yourself. 

Do you have a mailing address for James Strother at Wells Fargo? I am working on a letter to James from Dean Boger that will need to be mailed to his work 

address. Thanks! tbw 

T, Branglo~ gNFight Ass[sl:ani Dean iCii Aciv;lr!t;tgri~ei;t [ UNC S~:hciol Of LaW 

Canipt~s BOX 3382 Cha;!el Hill, NC 27599-3382 

919.445.0.172 (i!:iic,~! [               rnobih~[ wrightb(q~email.unc.edu 

Make a Gift: http://www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenowi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wright. T. Brandon <wright~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 1:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Mailing address tbr James Strother 

T. Bt~at~do,~ V’4r[g,~k i Assisiant Dean for Adva!nce!,"ler!~ i UNC Schoo[ o[ taw 
Campus; 8o~ 3:382 :: Ci~ap.M Hq[, NC 27599-3~g2 
919.445.01.72 o[fice i               mobg;:ei wrightb@email.unc.edu 

Make a Gill:: http:i/www.law.unc.eduialumni/g.iw!now/ 

From: Wright, T, Brandon 

Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 4:38 PM 

To: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 

Ok, Google isn’t always correct. You’re sure the address below is his work address, and not his home address? Dean Boger’s letter should definitely be mailed to 

his work address. What address do you have on the Center’s board roster? Thanks again. 

T, grar~doB ~,~dl4gbt Assistant P, oan for Adv;}:°:cc:’:-.,3.~,pt i UNC School of iaw 

Campt~s go:< B382 Chapel i4[ll, NC 27599-~382 
919.445.0.172 .’if[ic.~! [               rno[)ih~[ wr[ghtb@email.unc.edu 
Make a Gift: http://www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenowi 

From: gortz, Conrad 

Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 4:35 PM 

To: Wright, T. grandon 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 
"The power of google is insane! 

From: Wright, T. Brandon 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 4:33 PM 

Te: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 

Awesome, thanks! 

T, gran*-lo~ k.Ndg,ht Ass[51:aI?i DeaI’~ i(ir A.’iv;lr!t;t~ri~.~!r;t [ UNC SchOOl Of Law 

Campt~s go:< 37¢82 Cha;!el Hill, NC 27599-~382 
919.445.0172 (i!:[ic.~! [               rnok)ile[ wrightb@email.unc.edu 
Make a Gift: http://www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenowi 

From: Bortz, Conrad 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2023 4:32 PM 
To: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: RE: Mailing address for James Strother 

Hello Brandon, 

I spoke with Wells corporate: 

James M. Strother 

Wells Fargo 

420 Montgomery St. 

San Francisco, CA 94163 

Cheers, 

CB 

From: Wright, T. Brandon 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 4:19 PM 

To: Bortz, Conrad 
I:::¢: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Mailing address for James Strother 

Hey Conrad, 

Good seeing you last week in Charlotte - nice work! I hope your walk on Saturday was enjoyable, and that you didn’t further injure yourself. 

Do you have a mailing address for James Strother at Wells Fargo? I am working on a letter to James from Dean Boger that will need to be mailed to his work 

address. Thanks! tbw 

T, gran*-lo~ k~Crig.ht Ass[51:ai?i Deai? i(ir A.’iv;lr!t;t~ri~.~!r;t [ UNC SchOOl of Law 

Campt~s go:< 37¢82 Chapel i4[ll, NC 27599-3382 

919.445.0172 (i!:[ic,~! [               mok)ile[ wrightb@email.unc.edu 

Make a Gift: http://www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenowi 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee Burrows <lBurrows@banksstreetpartners.com> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:04 PM 

Anthony Gaeta <tgaeta@wyrick.com> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC School of Law; Center for Bmaldng mid Finance 

Thank you both and I look forward to ,serving, Best, Lee 

R. Lee Burrows, Jr. 

Chief Executive Officer 

Securities offered through BSP Securities, LLC, member FINRA, SIPC. 

Banks Street Partners, LLC 

1380 West Paces Ferry Road, NW 

Suite 2060 

_A___t_La___n__t__a_~__~__a____3___O___3_~__7_ 
www.ba nksstreetpa rtners.com 

4044~18-1571 {Office) 

404-.848-8480 {Direct) 

(Mobile) 4__0_4=_~_8__=_1___5_Z__4- 
(Fax) 

This email is subject to the terms of the following link: 

banksstreetpartners.com/site-disdaimer.da 

"THIS IS YOUR LIFE, ARE YOU WHO YOU WANTTO BE?" -Switchfoot 

"The most pitiable among men is he who turns his dreams into silver and gold." 

--Khalil Gibran 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 11:15 AM, "Anthony Gaeta" <tgae~/~ws,rick~com> wl~ote: 

Lee: I have been authorized by Lissa Broome, Banking Law professor and director of the Center for Banking and Finance, to invite you to join the 

Advisory Board of the Center. Your status in the industry and expertise will be a valuable addition to the Center. The Center’s Advisors are largely 

made up of banking law attorneys from all the major law firms in NC but also from NYC, DC, Florida, GA, AL and Texas and beyond. We have two 

meetings a year; a planning session in Charlotte in August at which time most of the out of town attorney’s dial in to participate around the lunch hour 

and then the luncheon meeting AFTER the day and a half Banking Institute program which will be in early April 2014 at the Ritz Carlton in Charlotte. 

We will present your name for election to the Board at our August meeting this year but that is merely a formality and would welcome your 

participation beginning at that time. The only other investment bankers who serve on the Advisory Board, all who focus on financial institutions, are 

folks you well know. They are Bill Wagner with Raymond James, Scott Clark at Sandier and Phil Huber at Hutchison. Kent Carstatter used to serve but 

he left the investment banking industry and now is a banker himself in the DC area. 

Lissa will follow up with more information; at the planning session this August we are talking about some form of panel to discuss the status of the 

community banking space and I really think you could add a lot to that discussion and planning. 

Look for Lissa’s email; she is returning this weekend so probably will get caught up on things next week. I am personally delighted Banks Street 

Partners will participate and that you will take a personal interest in the work the Institute performs. We are moving into our 18th year and without a 

doubt, it is the premier Banking Institute in the country. I look forward to working with you on it! 

Regards, 

Tony 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 6:28 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: Firm sponsorship of the Bmlking Institute 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent" Monday, April 15, 2013 3:54 PM 

To= Pilecki, Paul 
Subject-" FW: Firm sponsorship of the Banking Institute 

Hi Paul --Our records show that we have not yet received your firm’s $1500 check for the Yanking Institute spnnsnrship. I have attached the information necessary 

to process the payment, 

We were very pleased with the program and the turnouL Erich HeDnold and Susan Tamower aLtended frorn your firm. 

Thanks 1:or your assistance, 

l.issa 

From- Pilecki, Paul [mailto:ppilecki@kilpatrickl:ownsend.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 04, 2013 11:00 AM 
To" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: Firm sponsorship of the Banking Institute 

We confirm our sponsorship. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 4, 2013, at 7:46 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc,edu> wrote: 

Hi Paul - I have Kilpatrick listed as a Banking Institute sponsor, but I have a note to myself that you were confirming that the firm could sponsor. Have 

you received that confirmation? Sorry, if I missed an email to that effect. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.iaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:ffssrn.comiauthor=248720 

<image001.jpg> 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 8!5 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth DeSimoue <Beth.DeSimoue@communityl.com> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 10:27 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emafl unc edu> 

RE: [boaJrdadvisors] Center tbr Banking and Finance Board of Advisors Minutes 

Lissa --- Hope your summer is going well, I read the post on the Harvard corporate governance blog on director diversity and found it very interesting, Well written 

and I think your research rings true. 

Can you pl~-:~ase arrange to updat:e your records to show tfu:_~ new name of t:he hoJding company (Communi[:yOne Bancorp) and also our new email address? 

f Iool~ forward to se~?ing you ir~ AugusN 

Beth S, beSi,~o,~e 

Beth.DeSimone@Community:1.com 

10:17 E, Morehead Si:re*:_d:, Charlotte, NC 28204 

:150 S Fayettevilh? Stn:_~et:, Asheboro, NC 27203 

*$~,N’W, <: <4"~} n’; LI ~ { t ~(I ,con’; 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:15 PI 
To-" Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject; [boardadvJsors] Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors Minutes 
Friends - I have attached the minutes from our March 22 board meeting. 

Some important dates: 

July 3:1 - Please send me any topic ideas you have for student notes for the Banking Journal. 

August 19 - Board luncheon meeting at Mayer Brown in Charlotte 

October 4- Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics in Chapel Hill 

November 2:1-22-The Clearing House Annual Conference in New York City 

April 1, 20:14-The ABCs of Banking Law, Charlotte 

April 2-3, 20:14- Banking Institute, Charlotte 

I hope you are having a great summer. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: httpJ/ssrn.com/author=248720 

,..... 
i~i Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542 jpg 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: Beth.DeSimone(a;m?Tesbank.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 
emaJl to leave-a32>2 a24- a :4,2298.0 a36aa4cl ~01"651 b94186:2t~106e416,7~hstser~ .unc.edu 

This COlr~aunication is the pzopezty oi the sendez arid ma~" contain infozlaation that is legally pzivileged, coniidential oz exempt 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Henderson <jhenderson@rubens~ein.com> 

Thursday, January. 5, 2012 3:59 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <Ibroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Morrison & Foerster 

Dear Professor Broome: 

Morrison & Foerster, one of the leading banking and financial services law firms in the world, would welcome the opportunity to participate in programs hosted 

by the Center For Banking and Finance. Below I have attached a link to MoFo’s website as well as bios of some of the partners. 

The firm would be interested in knowing more about sponsorship opportunities. Thank you. 

www.mofo.com ..................................... 

Best regards, 

John 

John Henderson 

Executive Vice President 

Rubenstein Associates, Inc. 

(212) 843 8054 - office 

-cell 

(212) 843-8083 - fax 

i~i 
Description: Description: Morrison I 

Foer~er 

NN[$ & TgN[NBAUN 
N Oescdpticn: 

Description: 

http:iiwww mole. 

corn/files/Profess 

ional/fea766bO. 

dd04 4bc9-8[dd- 

Partner 
New York, 

itanenbaum@mofo.com 
DowNoad vCard 

ir~lCATlBH 
Lehigh University (B.A., 1971) 

The Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy 
(M.A., 1972) 

University of Pennsylvania Law School (J.D., 
1975) 

PFi,fil~Tl¢li$ 
Capital Markets 

Financial Institutions ~- Financial 3etvk’es 

Banking -~ Financial Services 

~AR Al[li~l$$18 H$ 
New York 
James Tanenbaum serves as chair of the firm’s Global Capital Markets practice. Mr. Tanenbaum has concentrated his practice on corporate finance and the structuring of 
complex domestic and international capital markets transactions. He represents issuers, including some of the nation’s largest financial institutions, undewvriters, agents, and 
other financial intermediaries, in public and private offerings of securities as well as issuers, investment banks, and purchasers in hybrid, mortgage-related, and derivative 
securities transactions. He has developed some of the most widely used hybrid techniques for the placement and distribution of securities. 

Mr. Tanenbaum works closely with leading investment banks to formulate new methodologies for securities offerings and to structure innovative financial products. He has also 
represented many technology-based companies, including biotech and medical device companies. 

Mr. Tanenbaum is a frequent lecturer on capital markets topics, and has lectured at the Securities and Exchange Commission, SIFMA and at a variety of securities industry 
groups. He lectures at law schools in the United States and abroad. He is the co-author of Covered Bonds Handbook, published by Practising Law Institute (2010), co-author 
of the treatise Exempt and Hybrid Securities Offenngs, published by Practising Law Institute (2009) and also co-author of BNA Tax and Accounting Portfolio, SEC Reporting 
Issues forForeign Private Issuers (BNA Accounting Policy and Practice Series, 2009). Additionally, Mr. Tanenbaum co-authored "Regulation of Financial Institutions, 
Financial Crises and Rescue Packages in Europe: the Iceland Case," a chapter in GlobalFinancial Crisis (Globe Law and Business, 2009) and "The Law: Legal and 
Regulatory Framework," a chapter in PIPEs: A Guide to Private Investments in Public Equity (Bloomberg, 2006). 

Mr. Tanenbaum has been cited as a recommended lawyer for capital markets in the IFLRIO00 Guide to Leading Lawyers, as one of America’s leading lawyers for capital 
markets~lebt and equity by Chambers USA and Chambers Global, as a recommended lawyer for capital markets-debt and equity transactions by The Legal 500 US, and as 

a recommended la~er for capital markets-equity by PLC Which lawyer?. 

Mr. Tanenbaum served as an Editor of the University of Pennsylvania Law Review during his time in law school. He served as Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Lehigh 
University and as National Chair of the Benjamin Franklin Society of the University of Pennsylvania. 



i~ Descripti .... 
Description: 

htt p://~,~’~v m ofo. 

com,’filesiProfess 

ions i/3a b3eS89- 

dd034b.SS-bea b- 

Partner 
New York, 

apinedo@mofo.com 
D__o_ .v_~_~_! o__a_ .d__ ~_C_’_a_r__d_ 
I~I2gCATIOH 
Georgetown University (BSFS, t990) 

University of Chicago Law School (J.D., 
1993) 

PRACTiCeS 
Capilal M~’~ rkets 

Banking + Financial Services 

Corporate; 

l~,~I~ AO~I$$1OH$ 
New York 
Anna Pinedo has concentrated her practice on securities and derivatives. She represents issuers, investment banks/financial intermediaries, and investors in financing 
transactions, including public offerings and private placements of equity and debt securities, as well as structured notes and other structured products. 

Ms. Pinedo works closely with financial institutions to create and structure innovative financing techniques, including new securities distribution methodologies and financial 
products. Ms. Pinedo has particular financing expertise in certain industries, including working with technology-based companies, telecommunications companies, healthcare 
companies, financial institutions, REITs and consumer finance companies. Ms. Pinedo has worked closely with foreign private issuers in their securities offerings in the United 
States and in the Euro markets. She also has worked with financial institutions in connection with international offerings of equity and debt securities, equity- and credit-linked 
notes, and hybrid and structured products, as well as medium-term note and commercial paper programs. 

In the derivatives area, Ms. Pinedo counsels a number of major financial institutions acting as dealers and participants in the commodities and derivatives markets. Ms. 
Pinedo advises on structuring issues, as well as on regulatory issues, monetization, and hedging techniques. Her work focuses on foreign exchanges, equity and credit 
derivatives products, and structured derivatives transactions. Ms. Pinedo has experience with a wide range of transactions and structures, including collars, swaps, forward 
and accelerated repurchases, forward sales, hybrid preferred stock, equity- and credit-linked notes, and off-balance sheet structures. Ms. Pinedo also has advised derivatives 
dealers regarding their Internet sites and other Intemet and electronic signature/delivery issues. 

Ms. Pinedo regularly speaks at conferences and participates in panel discussions addressing securities law issues, as well as the securities issues arising in connection with 
derivatives and other financial products. She is the co-author of Covered Bonds Handbook, published by Practising Law I nstitute (2010), co-author of the treatise Exempt and 
Hybrid Securities Offerings, published by Practising Law Institute (2009) and also co-author of BNA Tax and Accounting Portfolio, SEC Repotting Issues for Foreign Private 
Issuers (BNA Accounting Policy and Practice Series, 2009). Ms. Pinedo contributed to The Future of Bank Funding and Capital: Solutions for Issuers, Oppottunities for 
Investors (IFR Market Intelligence, 2009). Additionally, Ms. Pinedo co--authored "The Ties that Bind: the Prime-Brokerage Regulation," a chapter in Global Financial Crisis 
(Globe Law and Business, 2009) and "The Law: Legal and Regulatory Framework," a chapter in PIPEs: A Guide to Private Investments in Public Equity (Bloomberg, 2006). 

Ms. Pinedo has been included in Best Lawyers in America, Euromoney’s Expert Guide for Capital Markets, Crain’s New York Business "Forty Under 40" and in Investment 
Dealers Digest"Forty Under 40" and Hispanic Business’s "100 Most Influential Hispanics." Ms. Pinedo has been ranked by Chambers USA as one of America’s leading 

capital markets-derivatives lawyers and by Chambers Global as one of the world’s leading lawyers (recommended in capital markets~:lerivatives). Ms. Pinedo has also been 
cited as a recommended lawyer for capital markets in the IFLRfO00 Guide to Leading Lawyers and as a recommended lawyer in capital markets - debt and equity and 
derivatives and as one of five leading lawyers in global offerings by The Legal 500 US= PLC Which lawyer? ranks Ms. Pinedo as a highly recommended lawyer for derivatives 
and a recommended lawyer for equity. Ms. Pinedo was a recipient of the Burton Award for Legal Achievement in 2007, 2009 and 2011 which honors excellence in legal 
writing. 

Ms. Pinedo is a member of the American Bar Association’s Committee on the Federal Regulation of Securities, a member of the subcommittee on Disclosure and Continuous 
Reporting, a member of the subcommittee on Securities Registration, and a member of the task force on the future of securities regulation. She has participated in the drafting 
committee for the ABA’s comment letters on such topics as securities offering reforms, revisions to accelerated filing, and smaller public company proposals. Ms. Pinedo also 
is a member of the ABA Committee on Regulation of Futures and Derivatives Instruments. 

Ms. Pinedo was a member of the University of Chicago Legal Forum during her time at the University of Chicago Law School. 

0liVER L |R[LAliD 
;~]; Description: 

Description: 

htt p:iiw~,w m ofo. 

corn/files/Profess 

[onal/3800608b.. 
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Partner 
Washington D.C., 

oireland@mofo.com 
_u_ .o_w_nJ_o_ ~_d__v_. _C_ .a_[’ .d_ 

[I~¢ATIOH 
Yale University (B.A., 1970) 

University of Texas School of Law (J.D., 
1974) 

PRACTI~[$ 
Appellate + Supreme Court 

Banking + Financial Services 

Capital Marke.~s 



BAR AD~IS$1OHS 
Massachusetts 
illinois 
District of Columbia 
Oliver Ireland’s practice focuses on retail financial services and bank regulatory issues including consumer protection rules such as Federal Reserve Regulations Z and E, the 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act privacy provisions, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and all types of payment transactions, including compliance with NACHA rules. 

Mr. Ireland’s practice also includes regulatory issues applicable to bank and thrift holding companies and to national and state charter banks, federal and state chartered 
thrifts, and federal and state chartered credit unions, as well as other financial regulatory issues, including margin lending. 

Mr. Ireland was named one of Washington’s top banking and privacy lawyers by the Washingtonian magazine (2004) and he has been listed in The Best Lawyers in America 
as a leader in the field of banking law since 2006. 

gWUGHT & SM|TH, ill 
Description: 

http:/iwww.mofo 

corn/files/Profess 

ional/7a0aee58- 

57f1-4810-9clf- 

Partner 
Washington D.C., . 

dsmith@mofo.cem 
D__o_ .v_~_r_! o__a_ .d__~_C:_a_ r__d_ 
~gCATISH 
Yale University (B.A., 1977) 

Yale Law School (J.D.~ 1981) 

PRACTI~ES 
Banking + Fh~anc[al Services 

F’inan(sia[ h~stilulions + F’inan(sia[ Services 

Financial Services 

BAR ADMI$SIOH$ 
District of Columbia 
New York 

~LE~KSHIPS 
Hon. Hugh H. Bownes, U.S. Court of Appeals, First 

Circuit (1981-1982) 

Dwight Smith focuses his practice on bank regulatory matters that affect the full range of the operations of banks and thrifts. Mr. Smith’s recent representations have covered 
new requirements for banking institutions under the Dodd-Frank Act and Basel III, bank mergers and acquisitions, efforts to raise capital, and formal administrative 
enforcement proceedings. 

From 1995 to 1999, Mr. Smith was Deputy Chief Counsel for Business Transactions at the Office of Thrift Supervision in which capacity he oversaw all applications to enter 
the thrift industry, significant mergers, acquisitions and offerings, and mutual to stock conversions. He has written or spoken on a variety of banking issues, including bank 
capital, compliance issues and privacy and data security. 

Mr. Smith was an articles and book review editor of the Yale Law Journal in law school. After graduation, he clerked for The Honorable Hugh H. Bownes, U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the First Circuit. Following private practice in Washington, he joined the Office of Thrift Supervision as Deputy Chief Counsel for Legal Policy in 1990, later becoming 
Deputy Chief Counsel for Business Transactions. He joined Morrison & Foerster in February 2011. 

Publications 

"The Financial Crisis: Implications for Regulatory Capital," Bank Accounting & Finance, February-March 2010 

"Supervisory Capital Assessment Program Results and Their Meaning for Other Financial Institutions," The Real Estate Finance Journal, Fall 2009 

’l/Vith Housing Bill Now Law, Significant Regulatory Decisions To Be Made," Real Estate Finance, Vol. 25, No. 3, October 2008 

"Basel I1: Proposed U.S. Rule Implementing Standardized Approach," September 17, 2008 

"Basel II and IA: An Update," Bank Accounting & Finance, February/March 2007 

[#HARL[$ M. HeSH 
X Description: 

Description: 
http:i/www mofo. 

corn/flies/Profess 
ionsl/4cef72ab= 
360047ef~,c48- 

Partner 
Washington D.C., 
.c__t]a[:t_e_£~__o__r___n_@_r_~__o_Lo_:__q_o__r__~ 
Download vCard 

Egg¢ATIOH 
Harvard University (A.B., 1973) 

Cornell Law School (J.D. 1976) 



PRfiCTICES 
Finar<:ial Services 

Banking + Fh~ancial Services 

Financial Institutions + Financial Sen, ices 

BAR AD~I$$1OH$ 
District of Columbia 
Charles Horn is a regulatory and transactional attorney whose practice focuses primarily on banking and financial services matters. Mr. Horn represents domestic and global 
financial services firms of all sizes on regulatory and transactional issues affecting their organization, structure, governance, management and operations. In addition, he 
provides sophisticated regulatory counseling to banks and other financial services firms relative to federal and state financial regulation, supervision, and compliance matters 
affecting their corporate, institutional, and retail business activities. 

Mr. Horn has extensive experience in the development of new capital markets and other financial products and services. He also supplies comprehensive counseling across a 
wide range of transactions and activities involving the convergence of financial services sectors (banking, securities, and insurance), including merger and acquisition 
transactions, strategic alliances, and business integrations. 

Prior to joining Morrison & Foerster, Mr. Horn was a partner at Mayer Brown, and prior to that, he worked with another major law firm. Previously, he served first as Senior 
Attorney (1983), then as Assistant Director (1983-1986), and finally as Director (1986-1989) of the Securities & Corporate Practices Division of the US Department of 
Treasury’s Office of the Comptroller of the Currency. Earlier, Charles held positions of progressively greater responsibility with the US Securities and Exchange Commission, 
Washington, DC, including Branch Chief (1982-1983); Senior Counsel (1980-1982); Attorney, Division of Enforcement (1978-1982); and Attorney, Division of Market 
Regulation (1976-1978). 

Professional Activities 

¯ Member, Board of Advisers, University of North Carolina Banking Institute, 2005 to date 
¯ Member, Editorial Advisory Board, Bank Accounting & Finance, 1993 to date 

o Consultant to the International Monetary Fund and The World Bank on financial sector legislative, regulatory and supervisory matters 
Frequent writer and speaker on a wide variety of financial services topics 

Publications 

- "Financial Reform Will Probably Happen - but Will It Work?," The Daily Caller, April 23, 2010 
¯ "Viewpoint: Volcker Rule Has Many Flaws," American Banker, February 23, 2010 
¯ Editor and Contributing Author, The Federal Financial Markets Rescue: the Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 and Other Governmental Actions, Practicing 

Law Institute, 2009 
"Trends in Federal Securities Regulation of Banking Organizations," The Review of Banking & Financial Services, Vol. 21, No. 5, May 2005 
"SEC Is in a Can’t-Win Position With Broker-Dealer Proposal," American Banker, July 16, 2004 

¯ "Recent Developments in the Regulation of Bank Tying Arrangements," Cornrnercial Lending Review, Vol. 19, No. 1, January 2004 
- "In Defense of Moderation: Avoiding Overregulation of ’Special Purpose Entities’," The Legal Backgrounder (Wash. Legal Foundation), Vol. 17, No. 39, Sept. 2002 
¯ "Financial Services Privacy at the Start of the 21st Century: A Conceptual Perspective," 5 North Carolina Banking Institute 89, April 2001 
¯ "The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Financial Modernization Act: A New Course in US Financial Services," International Journal of Insurance Law 107, April 2000 
o "Financial Modernization in the New Millennium: Implementation of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act," The Banking Law Journal, Vol= 116, No. 8, October 1999 

o "Banks Being Given Opportunity to Do Fund Marketing Servicing," American Banker, February 26, 1998 
"Is Opportunity Knocking for Bank Fund Sales?" American Banker, February 24, 1998 

¯ Principal Contributing Author, Bank Investment Products Deskbook, Warren, Gotham & Lamont, 1995 and Supps. 1996, 1997 and 1998 
- "Accounting for Guaranteed Investment Contracts: Will GAAP Follow the Regulatory View?," Bank Accounting & Finance, Winter 1997 
¯ "The Barnett Decision: Another Step Toward Expanded Bank Powers," Banking Policy Report, May 6, 1996, Vol. 15, No. 9 
¯ "Price of Selling Insurance: State Regulation," Arnerican Banker, May 22, 1995 
o "Even Another Insurance Win Might Not Do the Job," American Banker, May 19, 1995 
o "Annuities Ruling Boosts Business Opportunities, But Uncertainty Lingers," Banking Policy Report, Vol. 14, No. 8, April 17, 1995 

"Bank-Mutual Fund Relationships: Breaking a Dollar and Other Risks," Tn/st Regulatory News, November 1994 
¯ "Banking Agency Concerns About Derivatives: Managing the Risk," Banking Report, Vol. 13, No. 6, March 21, 1994 
- "Interstate Banking Proposals in the United States: The Devil in the Details," Journal of International Banking Law, Vol. 9, Issue 4, April 1994 
¯ "Charting a Responsible Course for Banks in the Mutual Fund Arena," American Banker, August 4, 1993 
¯ "Fair Lending Laws: Preparing for Compliance and Examination," The Journal of Corntnemial Lending, June 1993 
¯ "A Strategic Planning Guide for Bank Regulatory Exams," American Bankers Association, 1993 
o "Minding the Store: Effective Supervision of Municipal Securities Dealer Departments," ABA Bank Compliance, Vol. 13, No. 7, July/Summer 1992 

"The Legal Barrier Between US Investment and Commercial Banking: Its Origins, Application, and Prospects," Current Legal Issues Affecting Central Banks, Vol. I, 
International Monetary Fund, May 1992 (Robert C. Effros, ed.) 

- "Early Intervention Monster Needs Taming," American Banker, Dec. 24, 1991 
¯ "Disclosures of Asset/Liability Management: A Management Framework," Bank Accounting & Finance, Fall 1991 
¯ "Haggling in the Regulatory Bazaar," Bank Director, Second Quarter 1991 
¯ "There’s Still Time to Rethink Bank Reform," American Banker, March 6, 1991 
o "Beware Banker Securities Blunders," ABA Banking Journal, Aug. 1990 

"Federal Securities Disclosure Requirements: Seeing the Light of Day," ABA Bank Compliance, Summer 1990 
¯ "Capital Markets Tools for Balance-Sheet Management," Bank Accounting & Finance, Spring 1990 
- "Securities Industry Association v. Clarke: A Glass-Steagall Change of Course," Banking LawReview, Spring 1990 
¯ "GuardingtheS&LGuardians:CongressHasMoreWorktoDo,"LegalTirnes, March12,1990 
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Partner 
Washington D.C. 

Ifischer@mofo.com 
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University of San Francisco (B.A., t965) 

University of California, Hastings College of 
the Law (J.D.v 1970) 

PBACTaC~S 
Banking -~ Financial Services 

Privacy + Data Security 

B,~ft ~,U~ISSI0[~S 
California 
District of Columbia 
Rick Fischer’s practice focuses on retail financial services, privacy, and data security. For nearly 40 years, he has advised a variety of companies including banks, retailers, 
insurers, and technology companies throughout the United States on the full range of financial services and payment system issues. His practice has a special emphasis on 

privacy, data security, e-commerce, technology, and financial services joint ventures. 

Mr. Fischer has worked closely with clients on every major legislative and regulatory initiative affecting financial services and payment systems since the mid 1970’s. He also 
has been successful in obtaining important regulatory clarifications and changes on many retail banking and consumer lending issues. 

Mr. Fischer, a recognized expert on Washington legislative and regulatory issues, also serves as Washington counsel for Visa. 

While attending the University of California, Hastings College of the Law, Mr. Fischer served on the editorial board of the Hastings Law Jourr~al and was elected to the Order of 

the Coil. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kieraJl, fallon@pnc.com 

Friday, March 30, 2012 7:02 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Lissa- 

My participation on the Board of Advisors has been approved. What’s the next step and when do I learn the secret handshake? 

Regards, 

Kieran 

Kieran J. Fallon 

Chief Counsel Regulatory Affairs 

Legal Department 

The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 

800 17th Street, NW (Mail Stop C6-CPNC-12-4) 

Washington, D.C. 20006-3906 

(p) 202.973.6256 ](c) I (f) 202.835.5226 
kieran.fallon@pnc.com 

................ IMPORTANT NOTICE ........................................................ 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAIL/ATTORNEYJCLIENT PRIVILEGE 

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please 

notify me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 202-973-6257, and immediately delete this message and all of its attachments. 

F=-om: 

io: 

Date: 

SL=biect: 

"Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu> 

’"kieran fallon @pn c.com’" <kieran fallon@pnc.com> 

03/22/2012 09:46 AM 

RE: UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Thanks, K[er;m. That[[is wonderfiA news, I[Z3[I wait to he;~r further from you or your Corporate! Ethics Office!. 

Lissa 

L[ssa L groome 

Wachov[a Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

DNC Schooi of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-B380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.Jaw.unc.edu/centers/bankin~, 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

[ i:~:~:I Description: http://wwwlawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg ] 

From; kieran.fallon@pnc.com [mailto:kieran.fallon@pnc.com] 
Sent; Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:40 AM 

To: Broome, Ussa L 

Subject; Re: UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Lissa- 

Thanks for the invitation to join the Advisory Board. I would be interested in joining, but will need to get clearance from our Corporate Ethics office first. You may hear from 



them in the next few days in case they need additional information about the Center beyond what is available on the web. Also, due to a scheduled family vacation, I will not 

be able to attend this year’s Institute. 

I look forward to participating. 

Regards, 

Kieran 

Kieran J. Fallon 

Chief Counsel Regulatory Affairs 

Legal Department 

The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 

800 17th Street, NW (Mail Stop C6-CPNC-12-4) 

Washington, D.C. 20006-3906 

(p) 202.973.6256 I(c) I (0 202.835.5226 

~[~_,:_~_~_.~_ttf_~p_~_o__,_o__o__m 

................ IMPORTANT NOTICE ........................................................ 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAIL/ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please 

notify me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 202-973-6257, and immediately delete this message and all of its attachments. 

FrOF=’~: 

:’0: 

CO: 

Da~e: 

Suojeot: 

"Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc edu> 

"Kieran Fallon (kiergn.fallon@pnc.com)" <kieran.fgNon@pnc.com> 

"Ge raid. H u rst_~N_rb c. com" <Gerald H urst_~__rbc corn> 

03/21/2012 04:14 PM 

UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Hi Kieran [] Jerry Hurst was kind enough to provide me with your contact information. I direct the University of North Carolina Law SchoolDs Center for Banking and Finance. Each year 

we sponsor a two-day program in Charlotte, the Banking institute. I believe you may have been a panelist at one of our prior programs. 

This year[]s Banking Institute will be held March 29-30 in Charlotte atThe Ritz-Carlton. We have a great program planned. The agenda is attached, if you or anyone from your legal 

department is able to attend, they may register online at http J/www:Jaw.uncd_~dt~/cle~/bank[n~[[nstit~JtejloN[stk:sjdefau[t:~lspx. 

Since PNC is now a big presence in North Carolina, we would love to have your bank represented on our CenterDs Board of Advisors. The board is a distinguished group and we meet 

twice a year [] once at lunch at the conclusion of the annual Banking institute and a second luncheon meeting in Charlotte in August. The members of our board of advisors are listed 

at !2:t--t~-;/-/-w~-w--w~[-a---w-~‘-u-~-c-‘‘~-e--d-~/--c--e--~2:t--e-~-sZ~#~kj~i~ta~[~Z#~d~j~Qr~#~d#J:#~[:~‘#~. The duties of the board are not too onerous, but we do rely on the board to help us plan and run the annual 

Banking institute. I have attached a board position description. If you or someone else from PNCDs legal department is interested in joining our board of advisors, please let me know. 

If that person will be attending next week, they can attend our luncheon meeting on Friday, March 30; otherwise, we could officially add someone then and invite them to begin 

participation at our August meeting. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.eduicenters!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: httpL//ssrn:comj~!Jthor=248720 

[ ii.~.iI Description: http:Hwww.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jp9 ] 

[attachment "2012 Banking Institute Schedule draft.docx" deleted by Kieran Fallon/LegaliPGH/PNC] [attachment "Position Description.doc" deleted by Kieran FalIon/LegaliPGH/PNC] 

’][’he contents of this email are the propel~ oft ’NC. If it was not addressed to you, yon have no legal right to read it. If you think yon received it in enor, please notify 

the sender. Do not forward or copy without permission of the sender. This message may contain an advertisement of a product or service and thus may constitute a 

commercial electronic mail message under US Law. The postal address for PNC is 249 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. If you do not wish to receive any 



additional advertising or promotional messages from PNC at this e-mail addres~ click here to unsubscribe, https://pnc.p.deliverv.nel/m/u/pnchmi/p.asp By 

unsubscribing to "this message, you will be unsubscribed t?om all advertising or promotional messages from PNC. Removing your e-mail address th~n~ tilis mailing list 

will not att~ct your subscription to alerts, e-newsletters or account servicing e-mails. 

The contents oftilis email are the property of PNC. If it was not addressed to you, you have no legal fight to read it. If you think you received it in error, please notil}’ 

the sender. Do not forward or cop?" without permission of the sender. This message may contain a~n adveNsement of a product or service mid thus may constitute a 

commercial electronic mail message under US Law. ’][’he postal address tbr PNC is 249 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. If you do not wish to receive any 

additional advertising or promotional messages from PNC at this e-mail address, click here to unsubscribe, https://puc.p.&live~.net/miu/pnciuniip.asp By 

unsubscribing to tiffs message, you will be unsubscribed from all advertising or promotional messages from PNC. Removing your e-mail address from this mailing list 

will not affect your subscription to alerts, e-newsletters or account servicing e-mails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis, Robert (Bob) <rdavis@firsffederal.com> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 2:11 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: 2012 Banking Institute 

Lissa - 

Thank you. 1 very much enjoyed attending and especially speaking at your conference, It was excellent. 

[ may b*:_~ mistaken, but f don’t believe that f have anything to mbnlit [mr reimbursem,:_~nt. One night o[ my lodging (t ;taym~ for two nights), plus incidentals such as 

parking, was no~: bilied to me. Dinner was provided as part of the ew:ming o[ ~:he con[er~:_~nc~:_~ (dinner for ~:he evening befl)re was on me, [ presurne). And other ~:han 

mileage (which my employer pays for), I had no travel cosLs. 

Do I have this correct.," Please con[:irm. 

Thank you. 

Bob Davis 

http iA~’~w firstfede!al Conliimages~’fh ecard cif 

2440 Mail Drive, ChaMestorb SC 29406 

rde ws (~:1 firstfeder ai .cam 

~_~_~d_:fJ_CS__t_f_jz! ~_’._,_q__,’_-_L~_j h_9_j_d__LBg_E:_c__o_z!" 

(84?) 529--554~; i (mobile) 
{843) 529-58~14 fax 

Robert L. Davis 
L:XeCU~A,’~ LI/c~ President ~?d 

Cotpotz, u:, Cat Jr?s;:,/ 

From: Broome, kissa k [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 2:18 PM 

To: Paul N. Aguggia (Paguggia@kilpatricktownsend.com); Davis, Robert (Bob); Paul S. Pilecki (Ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com); ’Scott Polakoff’ 

¢c: Westerlund, Lance S 
Subject: 2012 Banking Institute 

Paul A., Paul P., Bob, and Scott - 

Thank you so much for participating on the faculty of our 2012 Banking Institute. The entire program was very well received by our audience. I will be sure to share 

comments from the participant evaluations with you as well. Speaking of which, if you have time to do the online evaluation of the program, we would benefit 

from your comments or suggestions on that form or directly to me. 

I have attached an expense reimbursement form. Please submit it by April 20. 

Also please return the Teachers CLE credit form which is attached. In Block 9.a. if you spoke for260 minutes, you put 20 on the lines for Minutes!General and 

Minutes/Total, then you divide by 6 and you get 3 hours (count ’em 3) of NC CLE credit. Under Item 10, you record the number of minutes that you attended other 

portions of the program. So if you attended all 6 hours of the program other than your segment you would record 360 minutes for Minutes/General and 

Minutes/Total which would divide into 6 hours of additional CLE credit. In Block 11 you add up your teaching and attendance credits, sign, date, and return. The 

schedule is attached so you can add up the minutes you attended other portions of the program. 

Teaching and Expense forms go back to Lance Westerlund at lancew@unc.edu 

Thanks again for a great program and for getting us off to such a great start! 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

._h_t__t_P__~]_Lw__w__w__:!__a_w__=y__n___c_:__e_d_u_l_c___e___n__t_~ [ ~ l_b ~_~_k! 0_~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

i~i Description: 
http:/Iw~*/ law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 

The infommtion in this message, along ruth any attachments, is confidential and intended solely for the addressee(s). First Federal disclaims any responsibilib, for the 

contents of this message and attachments, if any. If you ale not the intended recipient of this message, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies 

of the original message. Unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Dunn < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 8:11 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 2012 Banking Institute 

Thanks again. 

Would you like for me to ibllow up with Bill Issacs as a possible speaker for next yeals program or wait to see what the board wants? 

Either way is fine with me 

Best regards 

Tom 

Sent from Tom Dram 

On Apr 8, 2012, at 4:04 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here you go! 
[.issa 
l_issa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
[JNC School of ].aw 

C8#3.g80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chap¢_~l Hill, NC 2 7599-32580 
919.962.7066 
h...t..t.p. ... Z ~.~.w....w...: ~a..~.w..:~.u.~.n.~c.. ..~e..~...u..Z~c...e.~n...t.~e.. r...s.~b..~a...n..k~[ E ~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.corn/anthor=248720 

<imageOOl~jpg> 

From-" Tom Dunn [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 05, 2012 8:55 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Re: 2012 Banking Institute 
Thanks Lissa. Could you please send the teacher’s certification attachment toe again? 

It didfft come through this time. 

Good job again on the program!! 

Best regards 

Tom 

Sent from Tom Drum’s IPhone 

On Apr 4, 2012, at 3:22 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <[l?__rL~R_r!£e_£q2__e_Lr_tj_a_iL_u__rLc_:_e_~t___u_> wrote: 

Joel, Tom, Stephen, William and Ed, 

Thank you so m uch tbr participating on "the thculty of our 2012 Banking Institute. The entire program was vew well received by our 

audience. I will be sure to share comments from the participant evaluations with you as well. Speaking of which, if you have time to do the 

online evaJuation of the program, we would benefit from your comments or suggestions on that form or directly 1,~ me. Thanks also to Tom 

and Leonard for coordinating the panel and assembling such a good group. 

I have attached an expense reimbursement form. Please submit it by April 20. 
Also please return the TeacheB CLE credit form which is attached. In Block 9.a. if you s~ke for20 minutes, you put 20 on the lines for 

Minutes/General and Minutes/Total, then you divide by 10 and you get2 hours ofNC CLE credit. Under Item 10., you record the number 

of minutes that you attended other portions of the program. So if you attended 6 hours of the program other than your segment you would 
record 360 minutes for Minutes/General and Minutes/TotaJ which would divide into 6 hours of additional CLE credit. In Block 11 you add 

up your teaching and attendance credits, sign, date, and return. The schedule is attached so you can add up the minutes you attended other 

portions of the program. 

Teaching and Expense forms go back to Lance Westefltmd at lancew(~)unc.edu 
Thanks again for a great program! 

Lis~ 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Prolbssor of Bankhg Law 

Director, Center for Banldng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i:ww~v.law.utm.edu,’cente~wbanldno_ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:i:ssm~com/antho~248720 

<image001 .j pg> 

<Teachers Form Banking 2012.pdf> 





The University of North Carolina School 
2012 Banking Institute 

April 29-30, 2012 

of Law 

Reimbursement Form 

TRANSPORTATION 

Airfare - coach c!ass only (attach original ticket receipt) 

Auto Round Trip From to 
= (# miles) x .555/mile 

Taxi/airport shuttle/airport parking (attach copy of receipt w/tips) 

DCA to ~TS O~fice 

MEALS 

Itemize and indicate date 

Breakfast @ The Ritz 

LODGING 

Hotel room was charged to the Ritz-Carlton. 

$     500.00’ 

$ 

$ 

% 16.oo 
$ 
$ 
$ 

$22.32 
$ 
$_ 
$ 

$ 

TOTAL EXPENSES $538.32 

I understand that I am required to provide on this form my social security number so that UNC-Chapel Hill can satisfy its tax 
obligations under the North Carolina and federal laws. Unless I have stricken through this sentence and put my initials beside 
this sentence, I voluntarily permit UNC-Chapel Hill also to use my social security number as a personal identifier for internal 
record-keeping and data processing operations of UNC-Chapel Hil!. 

Paul A~ggia                                                  4/II/12 
NAME:                                                           DATE 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: RETURN TO: 

HOME ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

Office of CLE 
CB#3380 160 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
Phone: 919-962-1679 
Fax: 919-843-7779 
Emaih unclawcle@unc.edu 

FAX: 

EMAIL: paguggia@kilpatricktownsend, com 



~ CREDIT 

THE RITZ 
Char]o 

CHECK: 
TABLE: 
SERVER: 
DATE: 
CARD TYPE: 
ACCT #: 
EXP DATE: 
AUTH CODE: 

P 

& & & 404 & & & 
CARD VDUCHER **~* 

CARLTON CHARLOTTE 
tte, North Carolina 
LOBBY LOUNGE 

4558 
41/2 
4!2 FRAN 
29MAR’ 12 8:46AM 
AMERICAN EXPRESS 

XXiXX 
523191 
M AGUGG!A 

SUBTOTAL: 

BRATUITY $ 

17 
f- 

TOTAL 
SIGNATURE 

Origin of trip: 

Destination: 

TAXI CAB 

Time: 

Date: 

RECEIPT 

please ]eave signed copy 
with your server 



AMERICAN EXPRESS®BUSINESS TRAVEL 

Travel Arrangements for PAUL M AGUGGIA 

Record Locator 

Trip ID 

OTLRHV 

11500912499 

KILPATRICK TOWNSEND AND STOCKTON 

KiLPATRICK TOWNSEND AND STOCKTON US 

PAUL AGUGGIA/202-508-5812 

Page 1 of 3 

Generated: March 26, 2012 9:47 AM 

Agent ID: WS 

Phone: see below/Fax: (615) 367-0012 

Invoice Details 

Ticket Information 

Airline Code 037 Ticket Date 3/26/2012 

Ticket Number 7047600101 Invoice 0086795 

Check Digit 4 Electronic Yes 

Billing Code 364979-000000000000000000 

Travel Details 

Flight information 

Airline US AIRWAYS 

Flight 1777 

Origin Washington Reagan, DC 

Destination Charlotte, NC 

Departing 5:20 PM 

Arriving 6:48 PM 

Departure Terminal TERMINAL C 

Seat 14C 

Class Coach 

Wednesday March 28, 20!2 

Charges 

Ticket Base Fare 

Ticket Tax Fare 

Total (USD) Ticket Amount 

Current Fare 

Prior ticket 0378747021784 credit 

Exchange Fee 

Airfare charged to Amedcan Express 

Billing Account: 

Total 

Estimated time 1 hour 28 minutes 

Distance 330 Miles 

Meal Service No Meal Service 

Plane Airbus A319 

150.00 

0.00 

150.00 

1,352.10 

-1,352.10 

150.00 

150.00 

Travel Details 

Flight Information 

Airline US AIRWAYS 

Flight 1730 

Origin Charlotte, NC 

Destination Washington Reagan, DC 

Departing 11:30 AM 

Arriving 12:54 PM 

Ardval Terminal TERMINAL C 

Seat 8C 

Class Coach 

Friday March 30, 2012 

Estimated time 1 hour 24 minutes 

Distance 330 Miles 

Meal Service No Meal Service 

Plane Airbus A319 

Travel Details 



AMERICAN EXPRESS INTERACTIVE 

Page 2 of 3 

Loyalty Programs 

Vendor 

US AIRWAYS 

Account Traveler 

PAUL M AGUGGIA 

Airline Record Locators 

Airline Reference Carrier 

CS7MVL US AIRWAYS 

Additional Messages 

FOR CHANGES AND CANCELLATIONS THAT CANNOT BE 

COMPLETED ONLINE PLEASE CALL 800-331-5026 

IF CALLING OUTSIDE US/CANADA PLEASE CALL 

336-291-0098. 

FOR CHANGES OR CANCELLATIONS CALL 800-331-5026 

INTERNATIONAL TRAVELERS CALL 281-506-1758 

DOMESTIC FLIGHTS - A VALID GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID 

IS MANDATORY. 

PLEASE CHECK IN 90 MINUTES PRIOR TO DEPARTURE. 
*************************************************** 

ALL INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS -ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS 

SUCH AS AVISA MAY ALSO BE REQUIRED. PLEASE RECONFIRM 

FLIGHTS WITH THE AIRLINE 72 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE. 

PLEASE CHECK IN 2-3 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 

DEPENDING ON DESTINATION. CHECK WITH OUR OFFICE FOR 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS. 

TICKETS MAY BE NON-REFUNDABLE, NON-ENDORSABLE 

NON-CHANGEABLE AND ONLY VALID ON THE SAME CARRIERS. 

CHANGES MAY RESULT IN PENALTIES AND ADDITIONAL FEES. 

SOME FARE RESTRICTIONS REQUIRE CHANGES BE MADE 

PRIOR TO DEPARTURE DATE AND TIME OR THE TICKET WILL 

HAVE NO FUTURE EXCHANGE VALUE. 

DOMESTIC FLIGHTS - A VALID GOVERNMENT ISSUED PHOTO ID 

IS MANDATORY, 

PLEASE CHECK IN 90 MINUTES PRIOR TO DEPARTURE. 

ALL INTERNATIONAL DESTINATIONS - ADDITIONAL DOCUMENTS 

SUCH AS A VISA MAY ALSO BE REQUIRED, PLEASE RECONFIRM 

FLIGHTS WITH THE AIRLINE 72 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE. 

PLEASE CHECK IN 2-3 HOURS PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 

DEPENDING ON DESTINATION. CHECK WITH OUR OFFICE FOR 

COMPLETE INSTRUCTIONS. 

TICKETS MAY BE NON-REFUNDABLE, NON-ENDORSABLE 

NON-CHANGEABLE AND ONLY VALID ON THE SAME CARRIERS. 

CHANGES MAY RESULT IN PENALTIES AND ADDITIONAL FEES. 

SOME FARE RESTRICTIONS REQUIRE CHANGES BE MADE 

PRIOR TO DEPARTURE DATE AND TiME OR THE TICKET WILL 

HAVE NO FUTURE EXCHANGE VALUE. 

INTERACTIVE BUSINESS TRAVEL 

TICKETS MAY BE NON-REFUNDABLE, NON-ENDORSABLE 

NON-CHANGEABLE AND ONLY VALID ON THE SAME CARRIERS. 

CHANGES MAY RESULT IN PENALTIES AND ADDITIONAL FEES, 

SOME FARE RESTRICTIONS REQUIRE CHANGES BE MADE 

PRIOR TO DEPARTURE DATE AND TIME OR THE TICKET WiLL 

HAVE NO FUTURE EXCHANGE VALUE. 

TRIP NAME-TRIP FROM WASHINGTON TO CHARLOTTE 

PLEASE NOTE ** IF APPLICABLE, YOU WILL RECEIVE AN 



O’S AI RWAYS 

AGUGGIA/PAULM 

US. FLIGHT: 1730 30MAR 

CHARLOTTE 

WASHINGTON - DCA 

GOLD 

FIRST CLASS 

SEAT: 1 D 

CS7MVWUS 

AP! OK E-TICKET 
ZONE 1 

SEQ 20 

Check the flight monitors at the airport. 

Gate assignments and departure times may change! 

~~;;::~ U’S A I R~rAYS 
BOARDING PASS 
PASSENGER NAME 

AGUGGIA/PAULM 

FROM: 
CHARLOTTE 

TO: 
WASHINGTON - DCA 

YOUR 
SEAT: 

1 
FLIGHT DATE CONF         GOLD 
1730 30MAR CS7MVL/US 1452890 

GATE SEAT DEPARTS 
sls 1D 1130A ZONE 1 

AGUGGIA/PAULM 

Conf: CS7MVLiUS ZONE 
FFD: 1452890 

CHARLOTTE 
WASHINGTON - DCA 

Flight Departs            Date 

1730 1130A 30MAR 

GATE BOARDING TIME S~T 

B15 1100A 1D 
STAR GOLD 

EXTENDED WEATHER FORECAST for Washington DC 

f""- Fri, Mar 30 t!-’T;. Sat, Mar 31 
, ,: 61OF/42OF ~T~:’? 64OF/51OF 

Precip. 4% 
~ 

Precip. 70% 

Sun, Apr 01 
69°F 145°F 
Precip. 15% 

ATTRACTIONS in Washington DC 

Washington Monument 
15 St SW, Washington, DC 20024 

Bureau of Engraving and Printing 
14 and C St(s) SW, Washington, DC 20228 

Lincoln Memorial 
23 St NW, Washington, DC 20002 

Library of Congress 
101 Independence Ave SE, Washington, DC 20540 

202.426.684t 

202,874.2330 

202.426.6841 

202.707.8000 

~j    ,~ Up to 40,000 bonus miles ,~th 
U’S AIR.~. AYS 

your qualifying tr~.n~ctions. 

http://flights.usairways.com/checkin/Soj ernBoardingPass.aspx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Comizio, V. Gerard <vgerardcomizio@Paulhastings.comv 

Monday, August 20, 2012 1:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [boardadvisors] Materials for Monday’s Board Meeting -- Center tbr Banking and Finauce 

[.issa, If possible, [ would be interested in participating in the preemption panel, I could talk, among other thhlgs, about the future of preemption, including 

uniform state and!or federal regulation: [ discussed this topic a good amount in the article I co-authored that you were so kind to cite on page 220 of your book 

(not~:_~ 4), Under,;tandit~g the Federo/ Preempt:on Debate ond r2 Potrn~ir2/ Umformi~y 5o/u~ion. Bes{:, Jerry 

[~ :: Description: Paul / Vo Gerard Con~izio I Part~er, Corporate Departn~ent 

...... HastingsLLP 
j      Paul Hastings LLP I 875 15th Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20005 I Direct: +-1.202.551.1272 

Nain; +1.202.551.1700 I Fax: 

-~-l,202.551.04191v(!~ir~rdcor~.~izio@~aul~ias{i~.’gs/:orn [ www.pauli’astiriqs,cor.~ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2012 3:58 PM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Materials for Monday’s Board Meeting -- Center for Banking and Finance 
Friends -- I have attached two documents that you may wish to review in advance of tomorrow’s meeting: 
Annual Report -- summarizing the activities of the Center from July 1, 2011 - June 30, 2012 
Planning for 2012-13 -- that includes the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting, the list of attendees, and informaion to help us plan the coming year’s activities. 
Those calling in will want to have these documents handy or on screen. Hard copies of these documents will be in folders at the meeting for those attending in person. 
Lunch begins at 12:00 at the offices of Womble Carlyle, One Wells Fargo Center, 301 College St., Ste 3500. 
The call will begin at 12:15 

Thanks for helping us plan another great year. 
I’m looking forward to seeing you or talking with you soon. 
Lissa 

¯ - - You me currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: ~%emrdcomizio(~)paulhaslings.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-31987585-1695659.f090adf4a932bcf12aad1257157b4139,@]istserv.unc~edu 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: As required by U.S.Treasury Regulations governing tax practice, you are hereby advised 

that any written tax advice contained herein was not written or intended to be used (and cannot be used) by any 

taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. 
********************************************************************************************* 

This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received 

this transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 

For additional information, please visit our websJte at wsvsv. ~)8 L11~z8.8 LL ] [~ l[~ ¢ 112() [[[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, Angust 27, 2012 11:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu-~; Gibson, S. El~abeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Jacoby, Melissa B 

<mjacoby@email .unc.edu-~ 

Reid, Allison <Allison Reid@unc.edu> 

I~W: FW: CFPB Announces Senior Personnel Changes 

[)e~r Lissa. ~:’,]Jz~bet}~. and Melissa, 

:I’m ]brwa~rc[ing a~ email if’ore our ta~lerfled graduate Kelly Coel:~rarl, who has just today been ~:~rr]ed Actirlg Assista]~t :Director f,)r 

t-{egnla~iom,’ at ~he Consumer Fmam~ial Protection Board. Thought you might be interested. 

Jack 
From: Kelly Cochran [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 203.2 9:05 PN 
To-" Boger, Jack 
Subject: Fwd: FW: CFPB Announces Senior Personnel Changes 

Hi, would still like to catch up if you have a minute. Thmlks! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <_K__e!h:~!~r~c_t)b:~_~:> 
Date: Mon, Aug 27, 2012 at 9:02 PM 

Subject: FW: CFPB A~mounces Senior PersomM Changes 

To:                ~gmedl.com 

:..... 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

August 27, 2012 

CONTACT: 

Office of Communications 

Tel: {._2___0__2_1435-7170 

CONSUMER FINANCIAL PROTECTION BUREAU ANNOUNCES SENIOR PERSONNEL CHANGES 

SVASHINGTON, D.C. - The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) today announced several changes to senior leadership positions within the agency, 

Among those named are: Acting Assistant Director for Regulations; Senior Counsel in the Office of the Director; Depu~ General Counsel; and Staff’Director for the 

Consumer Advisor?, Board and Councils. 
"I am pleased to announce these new additions and updates to the CFPB leadership team," said CFPB Director Richard Cordray. ’%re look tbrwavd to welcoming 

them as we continue to work on behalf of the American consumer. We are also gratethl to Leonard Chanin tbr his guidance in building this agency mad for furthering our 

mission to make markets work for consumers." 

The following CFPB s~ffing changes were announced today: 
Kelly Thompson Cochran: Kelly Thompson Cochran, who will now selve as the Acting Assistant Director for Regulations at the CFPB, previously served as the 

Deputy Assistant Director for Regulations. As DepuU AssistaJlt Directol; she oversaw preparation of the Bureau’s proposed and final Pdles implementing Dodd-Frank 

Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act provisions regaxding remittances, mo(tgage servicing, mortgage disclosures, mortgage loan originator compensation, 

@-cost mortgages, and appraisals. Prior to stand-up of the BureaK she led the planning for the Bureau’s mlemaking function, including supervising the launch of 

project teams and coordinating the hiring and transfer of stafl’from several federal agencies. Ms. Cochran came to the Bureau from the U.S. Treasury, Department, 

where she advised office and departmental leadership concerning general consumer protection issues and the consumer and investor protection provisions of the Dodd- 

Frm~ Act. Prior to joining Treasury in November 2009, Ms. Cochran practiced law with the firm of Wilmer Cutler Picketing Hale and Dorr in Washington, D.C., with 

a focus on consumer financial services regulatory counseling and litigation. She is a graduate of the UniversiU of North Carolina and the UNC School of Law, and a 
tbrmer clerk on the U.S. District Court for D.C. ~md the U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit. Ms. Cochran will assume the responsibilities of Leonard Chanin, 

who is departing the Bureau. 

Chris Lipsett: Chris Lipsett will join tire Bureau as Senior Counsel in the Office of the Director. Mosl recently, Mr. Lipsett was a partner in the law finn of Wilmer 

Cutler Picketing ttale and Dorr. Mr. Lipsett’s practice focused on regulatory, compli~mce, counseling, litigation, and ttansactional matters in the financial services 
indusl~, with an emphasis on credit cards and other consumer products. Typical assigranents included representing leading financial ins~titutions or trade associations in 

high-stakes assiglmaents involving consumer protection and disclosure, product &velopment and design, operations, network issues, pricing, and other subjects. Mr. 

Lipsett represented financial services clients in major class action and issue-oriented litigation in Federal and State courts at all levels, involving a wide variety of 

consumer financial products. He also clerked at the Fifth Circuit and the Supreme Court. Mr. Lipsett is a graduate of Princeton UniversiU and the UniversiU of 
Pennsylvania Law School. 

Stephen Van Meter: Stephen Van Meter. who will now serve as Deputy General Counsel, joined the CFPB’s Legal Division in June 2011 as Assistant Genera] 

Counsel for Policy. In that role, he has helped to lead the Legal DMsion’s Law and Policy Group, which is responsible for providing legal advice to the Bureau’s 

leadership and mission units on matters relating to consumer protection laws and regulations, administrative law-, and the Bureau’s authotities and jurisdiction. Mr. Van 

Meter came to the CFPB from the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, Mrere he served tbr nearly 14 years, most recently as Assistant Director of the 

Community and Consumer Law Division. In tlmt capacity, he provided legal and policy advice on a wide range of consumer protection issues. Previously, Mr. Van 

Meter was a Senior Attorney in the Legal Division at the Federal Reserve Board, and an associate at the law finn of Ropes & Gray in Boston, Mas~chusetts. tte 
started his legal career as a Law Clerk to Justice Francis P. O’Connor of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts. Mr. Van Meter graduated from ttarvard Law 



School, cum laude, in 1986, and t?om the University of Michigan, with highest distinction, in 1983. 

Delieia Reynolds ][land: Delicia Reynolds ttandjoins "the CFPB as the new Sta~’Director tbr the Consumer Advisory Board and Councils. In this capacity she will 

plan, direct, coordinate and evaluate the CFPB’s adviso~ boards and coancils, including the Consumer Advi~ Board, Commanity Bank Advisory Council and 

Credit Union Advi sory Coancil. She roll serve as the principal advi~r to the Consumer Advisory Board chair and will work ruth ~Nor management to determine the 
priofities~ objectives and policies of these advisou boards and councils. Prior to the joining the CFPB, Ms. Reynolds Hand was the Legislative Director for the 

National Association of Consumer Advocates (NACA), General Counsel at the Center for Community Change, Senior Counsel to John Sarbanes of the U.S. House 

of Representatives and Skadden Fellow, Staff Attorney at CASA of MaiTland, Inc. Ms. Reynolds Hand obtained her law- degree from American University, 

Washington College of Law and her Masters in International Political Stadies from the University of Cambridge, U.K. 

### 
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is a 21st century agency that helps consumer finance markets work by making rides more effective, by 

consistently and f!tirly enforcing those rules, and by empowering consumers to take more control over their economic lives. For more #formation, visit 

w w m Consumerfinance.~ov. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donohue, Paul <Paul.Donohue@alston.com~ 

Friday-, September 28, 2012 5:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Hirsch, Frank <Frank.Hirsch@a] ston.com>; 

RE: Banldng Institute - 2013 

@caJrolina.rr.com 

Lissa .-- This is going Lo come as a surprise Lo you, but I am resigning from A&B effective October 2 (next Tuesday). I d]oroughly enjoyed the time we spent together 

with the institute and personally. It is a wonderful organization. I am copying Frank Hirsch as I anticipate that he will run with the AgC program for Alston, if not, 1 

am sure Mike Nedzbala or another board member will volunteer space at their Firm. I welcome the opportunity to work with Gene and others h~ setth~g up the 

panel. 

f assum~-_~ my seat on the board is linked to the Firm, if not, I would be honor~:_~d to s~-_~rve out through th~-_~ r~-_~st of the board year and, perhaps, continue to serve as 

part of my next endeavor. 

Again, thank you. 

Paul 

~)carolina.rr.com 

Cell - 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 28, 2012 2:23 PM 
To: Donohue, Paul 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute - 2013 
Hi Paul--Sorry for the delay in responding and thanks for agreeing to provide space for the AgCs of Banking panel. I’m )~st now going over everything from the 

August: m~:_~et:ing and reviewing the associated emails I will be getting out t.:_~day minutes from our meeting, including th~-_~ program line--up as f remember it. 

f will also separately communicate with th,-_~ panel coordinators and pass along th,-_~ information in your ,-_~mail to them about t:he int:er~:_~sts of f.:_~lks from your firm. 

Regarding the ABCs program, VII be coordinating the faculty with assistance frorn Karof Sparks. We know we need someone to [:ill in for John Douglas, who spoke 

about deposit insurance and failed banks. We may have other needs as well once we determine if the other faculty can return for the ne×t program. 

Gene gatz is coordinating the Operational Risk panel. 

ihanks again, 

kissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van H,:_~cke-Wet:tach I-tall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27"599.-338{} 

919.962.7056 

http~!]www:law.unGedu!centers!bapking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

::N:: Description Description: 
...... http:,’iwww law. u r;c ed u/ima ges,’n ews/media,’ba n kingfir;a nce 

web 542 jpg 

From: Donohue, Paul [mailto:PauI.Donohue@alston.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:19 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Kanaly, Mark; Hirsch, Frank 
Subject: Banking Institute - 2013 
Lissa - Great meeting earlier this week. It was great to catch up. As I mentioned a the board meeting, if we decide to go ahead with the ABCs of Banking Law, Alston 

& Bird is available to host. In addition, please let me know who we should reach out to on the coordination of the ABC faculty, we would like to participate. 

As for the conference, Frank has reached out to Don Lamp on the CFPB panel. Mark Kanaly is interested is participating on the operational risk panel or the Basel III 

panel. We will reach out to Carol and Charlie on the Basel III, but I don’t recall who is organizing the operational risk panel. Please let us know and we will reach 

out to them to coordinate. 

Please let us know what else we can do to help. Thank you - Paul 

******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication 

(including a~y attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, tbr the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or 

(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachinents may contain legally privileged mid 

confidential intbrmation intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you aye not the intended recipient, you are hereby notiiied that you ]nay not read, copy, 

distribute or otherwise use this message or its attachments. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by email and delete all copies of the 

message immediately. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammam@c~.com> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:55 PM 

’Jim Scott’ < :@gmail.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; ’APatrick.Doyle@aporter.com’ 

RE: email address 

Jim - 
. . . _ . J~e R z- Jr rl e, i,q ChaHeite, NC. As we I’d be hono~ed i[ yea weald agree to speak on the bank regulatory panel at ihe UNC -Banking Law Institute on March 21o22, 2013 st ~ .... 

discussed, we’d bw; te have yo~i .<~peak en lhe Prude*trial Re.’luiatio*ts ie l.b.’~d~J.-Fu~pk (165-I {~;6). Yeu sheuki pres~ime no more ihan i 5 minute.<L As we discuss~;d, ihe instikde 
typ ca y attracts 200 atte~;dees. Written materials are desirable (if net req~Jired) and wiii ~;eed to be s~Jbmitted h; wail advance. 
Othe~ 9a~;elista will be Pat Doyle (givi~;9 a re-cap ef where we stand en ©ed~ -F "a ~k m9 e ~entat On), Pat Robinson (discussing Re9 W amendments --we hepe)~ and a fi)udh 
paneiisi (perhaps John Beccia). 
The e~eFall pre!~Far~t (,~haiF is ~b:~i [.i~isa ~roer~te, wile I beliede yei~ ~Row. 

Aiffa~e. iedging, meals, and attar;dance fee is covered fo~ speakers. 

Scott Calr~lr~a rr~ 
S peci~?l GeLE~Sel 

Cadwalader, Wk’kersham & Tail: LLP 
227 Wesl Trade Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Tel: +1 704.348.5363 
Fax:-~1 704,348,5200 
scott.cammam@cwt.com 
~:_c_..a_d_.w_.aJ..a_ d__e_.r_= _C._Q.m 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or 

local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any siatement in this email relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax 

matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other pasties of the lransaction(s) or matteiIs) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s paNcular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this em~Jl is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you musl not read, use or disseminate the 

information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Although this email and any 

attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect that may affect any computer syslem into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the 

recipient to ensure that it is vires free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cammam, Scott <Scott.Cammam@c~.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 2, 2013 10:12 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’ " ’ " ~ ¯ "    " ’ .... Don edward.p.o keete~i@bankolamenca.com, Lampe (dlan~pe@dykema.com)’; ’Carol 

ttitselbe~er (chitselberger@ nayerbrown cam)’; ’ChaJdes M. ttom (chafleshom@mofo.com), eugene.m¯kalz~i@wellslargo.com, Doyle, A. 

Patrick (Patrick.Doyle@APORTER.COM)’ 

’Walston, Cynthia -Legal’ <cwalston@baml.com>; ’Beccia, John 0beccla(ajbostonpnvate.com); ’Jim Scott @gmaal.com), 

’PARobinson@wlrk.com’ 

RE: 2013 Banking Institute Panel Planning 

Thanks, Lissa. Our panel is as follows: 

Scot[ Cammam --- pat]el chair, intro~luctiens 

Pat Doyle -- Ovewi~.’w of Ded~l,-F’rank imple.mentalion 
Pat Robinsen .-- 23A & Re{I W updates 
Jim Scott - DFA 165-166 prudential regulations 
John B~;ccia ---Intera_qency examination cooFdination 

All are confirrned. 

SAC 

Scot~ Cammarn 

Cadwa]ader, ~,Mckeraham & Taft LLP 
227 West Trade Street 
Charleth~,, NC 26202 
Tel: +1 704.348.5363 
Fax: +1 704,346.5200 

._s__c___o__t_t_:_c___a_m__m____a_[t~__@ c wt .corn 
www.cadwalader.com 

From" Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email,unc,edu] 
Sent" Friday, December 21, 2012 4:12 PM 
To; edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com; Don Lampe (dlampe@dykema.com); Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com); Charles M. Horn 
(charleshorn@mofo.com); eugene.m.katz@wellsfargo.com; Cammarn, Scott; Doyle, A. Patrick (Patrick.Doyle@APORTER.COM) 
C¢; Walston, Cynthia -Legal 
Subject, 2013 Banking Institute Panel Planning 

Friends - 

Each of you volunteered to help plan a panel for the Banking Institute. Somehow the year has almost slipped by. We need to get cracking in the New Year on 

finalizing arrangements for the March 21-22 Banking Institute. I’ll send this message out again at the beginning of the New Year when you might be in a better 

position to act on it. I’ve attached the planning document prepared after our August Board meeting which has more details about the panels and potential 

panelists. If you have an update on your progress now that would be great. If not, I look forward to hearing from you after the first of the year. 

* Ed agreed to help plan a panel on the Future of Preemption, State and Federal balance, perhaps having Walter Dellinger be one of the panelists. 

* Don agreed to work on a CFPB panel. 

. Carol and Charles agreed to plan a program on capital. 

. Gene is planninga panel on operational risk. 

. Scott and Pat are planning a panel on Dodd-Frank with two panelists, confirmed, a third invited, and a fourth under discussion. See the attachment for 

more details. 

All the best to you and yours for a wonderful holiday season. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSP, N at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

::~:~;;:: Description: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or 

local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any s~atement in tiffs emaJl relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax 

matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other parties of the transaclion(s) or matter(s) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The intbnnation in this email is confidemial and ]nay be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the 

infbrmation; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this mes~ge and aW attachments without retaining a copy¯ Although this emml and aW 



attachments axe believed to be free of any virus or other delect that may affect any computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the 

recipient to ensure that it is vires free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Talt LLP tbr any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 1:27 PM 

Broome, I.issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; Anthony Gaeta, 

Reid Brewer <rbrewe@saJ~dleroneill.com> 

UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

@gmail.com); ~gmail.com 

Lissa, 

What is the specific UNC Banking Institute Dinner Address Date? Tony and I discussed this and we think Robert Albertson from Sandier might be appropriate.....his 

bio is at http://www~sand~er~nei~~~com/~6f85ef7-3142-4b51-b829-8df8e173f79c/firm-search-bio.htm ..... what do you think? 

If you think this is the right person, could you send me some details on the event and I’ll send the invite/information to Robert. 

Best, 

Scott 

Scott Clark 
Principal 
Investment Banking Group 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP 
wk: (212) 466-7965 
cell: 
fax: (:~12)~ 466-7711 
email: sclark@sandleroneiEcom 

If you are not aJ~ intended recipient of this e-mail, plea~ notify the sender, 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL Ibr important additional tenns relating to this 

e-mail, http://www.saaadleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal <edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com> 

Friday, January 4, 2013 4:16 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jnlie’s contact 

l.issa -here is the emNI chain. I did not ask re Gene so I do not know regarding that panel. 

Ed 

Ed,,’~’ard P O’Keefe 

Bank of America Corporation 

100 NoJlh Tryon Street i NC1-007-57-25 I Charlotte, NC 28255 

Telephone: 980-386-4650 i P’acsimile: 704-.409.-0968 edwatd.p.o’keefe@bankoli-~merica.com 

@gmail.com] From: Julie L. Williams [mailto:: 
Sent: Friday, January 04, 2013 3:58 PM 
To: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal 
Subject: RE: One Additional Thought 

Ed, 

My apologies for not getting back to you sooner! It sounds t:ascinating and I’d love the participate, 

Thanks! 

Julie 

From: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [mailto:edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 6:09 PM 
To: ’3ulie L. Williams’ 
Subject: One Additional Thought 

Julie - Happy New Year. I hope you are enjoying some well earned rest. Gary and I are very excited about your joining the Legal and Compliance offsite. 

I have one more speaking opportunity that you may find interesting. On March 21 and 22, the annual UNC Banking Institute will be in Charlotte. It is one of the 

largest annual gatherings of financial services lawyers, both in house and from firms. For the Institute, I am arranging a panel on the Future of Preemption, State 

and Federal balance, it would be a great opportunity for you to address a topic of critical interest from your new vantage point. The room would be a sellout. 

I have also asked Walter Dellinger and Paul Saltzman to join the panel as well as Phill Wertz. 

I know the institute and the industry would love to hear from you. Please let me know your thoughts when you have a chance. 

Regards, Ed 
Edward P O’Keefe 

Bank of America Corporation 
!00 North Tryon Street i NCI-007-57-25 I Charlotte: NC 28255 

Telephone: 980-386-4650 i Facsimile: 704-409-0968 edward p.o’kee.li~@bankofarne.rk:a.com 

This message, and any at ’tachments is lbr the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information "that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietaw and snbject to 
important temls and conditions available at htti~x//www.bankolhrnerica.com/emaildi~laimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 

This message, and any attachinents, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietaly and subject to 

important terms and conditions avaJlable at http:i/w’ww.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 8:04 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

’tonygaeta@banklawnc.com’; Robert Albertson <ralbertson@sandleroneill.com>; Reid Brewer <rbrewer@sandleroneill.com> 

Re: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

Yes, Robert will attend and speak at the event. He will do a wonderful job~ If you can provide an outline ot: topics you’d like him to address that might be hetpt:uf. 

Robert is odd. Best, Scott. 

F~: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Scott Clark 
Cc: tonygaeta@banklawnc.com <tonygaeta@bankiawnc.com> 
Subject: FW: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late Narch 

Hi Scott ---Just checking in to see if you have secured Robert Albertson as a speaker for March 2:[? 

Thanks, 

ki57;a 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke.-Wet:tach I-tall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

:: ;:*:; :: Description 
...... http:,’iwww law. u nc ed u,’ima ges,’n ews,’media,’ba n kingfirt a nce 

web 542 JP9 

From-" Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1:44 PI 
To; ’Scott Clark’; Anthony Gaeta .~gmail.com); @gmaJl.com 
Cc" Reid Brewer 
Subject= RE: UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 
Hi Scott - 

Robert Albertson looks fike he would be a terrific speaker for our Banking institute event. 

The North Carolina Banking is March 2].-22, 2013 atThe Ritz-Carlton in Charlotte, NC, The geischer Address follows dinner on Thursday, March 2:L We will have a 

cocktail reception around 5:00 that evening, dinner at 6:00, with the address beginning around 6:45 or so. We would hope that Mr. Nbertson would talk for 20-30 

rnim~t:es and leave 10 minutes or so [or questio]~s from [he audier~ce. As a speaker, we would pay his expenses to travel t:o Charlotte (coach class airfare, airport 

parking, ta’.<is), pay for one night at The Ritz--Carlton, cover an}, other meals en route, and offer complimentary registration t:o our program which will begin around 

11:00 a~m. on Thursday, March 21 and conclude at 12:30 on Friday, March 22 

We Wpicalty have 200 industry prot:essionals in attendance, most o1: whom are attorneys working in--house ]:or banks or in private practice with a significant bank 

clientele. A majority of our audience is from Charlotte, but we have significant attendance from outside North Carolina - D.C., NYC, Florida, Georgia, Ohio, Virginia, 

among other states have been represented in the past. 

We will ask you to introduce the speaker at the event, assuming you are abh? to at:t:end. 

Thanks so much For making this invitation on our behalf, tf you need any additional irfformation, just Jet me know. All the best: For the New Year. 

Lissa 

From: Scott Clark [mailto: SClark@sandleroneill.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 02, 2013 1:27 PM 
Te: Broome, Lissa L; Anthony Gaeta ( ~ ~ :~gma!]~com); ~gmaiLcom 
¢c: Reid Brewer 
Subject; UNC Banking Institute Event in Late March 

Lissa, 

What is the specific UNC Banking institute Dinner Address Date? Tony and I discussed this and we think Robert Albertson from Sandier might be appropriate.._.his 

bio is at http;//‘www.sand~er~nei~.c~rn/~6f~5e~7..3142..4b51.b~29..~df~e173f79c/~rm.search.bi~.htm ..... what do you think? 

If you think this is the right person, could you send me some details on the event and I’ll send the invite/information to Robert. 

Best, 

Scott 

Scott Clark 
Principal 
Investment Banking Group 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP 
wk: (212) 466-7965 
cell: ............ 

fax: (212) 466-7711 
email: .s___c_ La__[__k_@__s__a__0__d__ Le__[_o___n___e_ j ] Lc__o____m_. 



If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail, please notit}¢ the sender, 

delete it mad do not read, act upon, prnt, disclose, copy, retain or 

redistfbute it. Visit this URL tbr important additional temps relating to this 

e-mail, http://www.~ndleroneill.com/email-di~lainrer.htm 

If you are not an intended recipient offllis e-mail, please noti~ the sender. 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, cop5,, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 

e-mail, http://www.sandleroneill.com/email-disclaimer.htm 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lampe, Donald <DLampe@dykema.comv 

Thursday, January, 17, 2013 7:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Horn, Charles M. (CHorn@mofo.com); Carol Hitselberger 

(chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 

Lampe, Donald <DLampe@dykema.com>; Stewart, Susan <SLStewaxi@dykema.com> 

RE: Banldng institute Panels 

Let me claim the F[iday I!:I5 am slot for the CFPB Panel 

For the CFPB Panel, I have 3 good friends lined up from Godwin Procter (I.¥nne Bar@ WilmerHale (Eric Mogilnicki) and Reed Smith (Roberta Torian). Meredith 

Fuchs, GC of the CFPB, has tentatively agreed to join the panel and I am trying to firm up her participation now. 

Thanks. 

Don 

D’L~? m~?,~ ,~i’d’.,.’ k~ ,m~; ~?om w~q.dykema.eom 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:00 PN 
To-" Lampe, Donald; Horn, Charles !. (CHorn@mofo.com); Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject: Banking institute Panels 

Hi Don, Charlie and Carol - 

We’re finalizing the program for the Banking institute (see attached update) and need to get the following from you for your panels (Don - CFPB; Carol and Charlie 

-Capital): 

¯ Name, affiliation, and city of panelists 

¯ Bios of panelists (like govt or in-house attys) who do not have bios on the web 

A 2-3 sentence description of the subject matter to be addressed by the panel 

And the time for your panel - there are only 2 spots left 10:00 on Friday, March 22 and 11:15 on Friday - the first one to respond will get their preference 

By the way, one comment on last year’s evaluations was that some panels had too many people on them, so don’t feel like you need every perspective 

represented. Four people speaking on the panel is plenty. If you’ve asked more that’s fine too, but if you’re at a good number now you can stop. 

Thanks for all you do to help support the Banking Institute and the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htLp:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
http:,/www.law.unc.edu, images/news, media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 

*** Notice t?om Dykema Oos~tt PI,LC: To comply with U.S. Treasury regulations, we advise you "that a~y di~ussion of Federal tax isstles in this communication was 

not intended or written to be used, m~d cannot be used, by any person (i) tbr the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, 

or (ii) to promote, market or recommend to m~other part? aJ~y matter addressed herein. This Internet mes~ge may contain intbrmation that is privileged, confidential, 

and exempt from disclosure. It is intended tbr use only by "the person to whom it is addressed. If you have received tiffs in error, please (1) do not tbrward or use this 
information in an?’ way; and (2) contact me immediately. Neither this information block the typed name of the sender, nor a~ything else in tiffs message is intended to 

constitute an electronic signature unless a specific slatement to the contra~’ is included in this message. DYKEMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, l:11 AM 

Broome, IAs~ 1, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: ABCs of Banldng Law Program 

’][’hank you for the quick response! 

I was initially drawn to the Wednesday program because the description said that it was more of an "intro" level seminar whereas it said that 
the Thursday/Friday attendees should have a handle on the basics before attending. If you think it would still be something I could follow, I 
will be able to attend at least one of the days, hopefully both! 

Best, 

a)gmail.com 

On Wed, at 7:42 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@)ema 1 unc edu> wrote 

Hi      ---This program is not intended for law students but for lawyers and other professionals, We have limited space for the program. We do encourage 

student’; who are interesb:_~d to atb:_md our annual Banking fnst:it:ute program on March 2:1-22-also in Charlott:e, The regi;trat:ion for law studer~l:s for that program 

is free. Registration will open around the beginning of F~-_~bruary. 

Thanks for your’ interest in our’ programs. 

Lissa L groome 

Wefls Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

LJNC School of [.aw 

CB#3380 Van Hecke-Wettad~ Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my pap,:_!rs on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

...... 

i~i Descriptior;: 
http:/iw¢,rw.law unc.edtJimagesln#;ws/media/ba,qkingf~nance 

web 542 jpc 

From: ~qmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:56 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" ABCs of Banking Law Program 

@qmail.coml On Behalf Of 

Hello, 

I am a 2L here at UNC and I just wanted to send you a quick message to ask how much the student registration will be for the Banking Law 
CLE program in Mareh. It sounds very interesting and is exaetly the kind of program I have been looking to attend for quite a while. I’m 
happy to arrange permission with my professors here in advance to miss class but I just wanted to cheek to see if there was aW cost for UNC 
students to attend. 

Thanks in advance for your time, 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Horn, Charles M. <CHom@mofo.com> 

Sunday, JanuaD, 27, 2013 4:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carol tlitselberger (chitselberge@mayerbrown.com) 

RE: Bazlldng institute Panels -- CapitaJ 

Lissa, we are actively working on it --.we have had issues trying to get a regulator to appear----.but we will have this done this week. CH 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, January 27, 2013 3:33 plVl 
To: Horn, Charles M.; Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject: FW: Banking institute Panels -- Capital 

Hi Charlie and Carol - We’re i:rying to get our panel; finalized so we can posi: the agenda for the program, open up regi;tration, and apply for CI_[- credit It would be 

great i[:l could get the info detailed below about your’ panel by Wednesday, January 30. 

Your panel’s time stot will be around 10-1I:I5 on Friday, March 22. 

Thanks for your help, 

kissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Saturday, January 19, 2013 9:08 AN 

To: Horn, Charles M. 
Co: Broome, Lissa L; Don Lampe (_d_J_a__tnp___e_~_c_l_y__k__e_~__a__=_c___o_tzO; Carol Hitselberger (_c__h__[~__e_Lb__e_rg_e__r__~___m___a_y__e_E_b__r_9__w___n__=_c___o_~_) 
Subject: Re: Banking institute Panels 

Sounds good. Thanks, 

Lisa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 18, 2013, at 2:45 PM, "Horn, Charles M." <_C_._H_.o_r__n_._@__m_._o_[__o_:_c_.o_ ..m_.> wrote: 

Lissa, 
We expect to have our panel worked out next week. 
Thanks for your patience. 

CH 

Charles Horn 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NWI Washington, DC 20006-1888 
P: 202.887.1555 I C: 
CHorn~~www.mofo.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [m_a_jJ_tg_;J__b_£9__o_tne_.__@_e__m___a_!L_u___nc_:__ed___u_] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:00 PM 

To: Don Lampe (dlampe@dykema.com); Horn, Charles M.; Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject: Banking institute Panels 

Hi Don, Charlie and Carol - 

We’re finalizing the program for the Banking institute (see attached update) and need to get the following from you for your panels (Don - CFPB; 

Carol and Charlie - Capital): 

¯ Name, affiliation, and city of panelists 

¯ Bias of panelists (like govt or in-house attys) who do not have bias on the web 

¯ A 2-3 sentence description of the subject matter to be addressed by the panel 

¯ And the time for your panel - there are only 2 spots left 10:00 on Friday, March 22 and 11:15 on Friday - the first one to respond will get their 

preference 

By the way, one comment on last year’s evaluations was that some panels had too many people on them, so don’t feel like you need every 

perspective represented. Four people speaking on the panel is plenty. If you’ve asked more that’s fine too, but if you’re at a good number now you 

can stop. 

Thanks for all you do to help support the Banking Institute and the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h...t..t.p.:. ~ / ~.w-w...:1a..~.w..:~.u.~.n.~c.. ..~e..~d..~u../~c...e.~n...t.~e..r..s.~b..~.n...k.~t ~.~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http;//ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Momson & Foerster LLP informs you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. 

Federal tax issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments), such advice is not intended or written to [-e used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another pally any transaction 

or matter addressed herein. 



For intbrmafion about this legend, go to 

http:/,’~v.mot().con~,’Circul a~230,’ 

This message contains information which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you axe the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), 

you may not use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any informalion contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please 

advise the sender by reply e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the message. 

To ensure complimace with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP inli)rms you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax 

issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to mlother party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

For information about this legend, go to 

http:/iw~vw.mofo.com/Circular230/ 

This message contains intbrmation which may be contiden~dal and privileged. Unless you axe the addressee (or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not 

use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any infimnation contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply 

e-mail @mofo.com, and delete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

l@gmail.com on behalf of 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: ABCs of Banldng Law Program 

Thanks for the information! I’ll definitely keep an eye out for the registration in early February. 

Best, 

s@gmail.com 

On Fri, at 5:32 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      - I know it seerns counterintuitive, but w~-’_~ hav~:_~ limited erm:_qlmet~t: for t:he Basic’; program. We don’t: expect students to n~:_~c~:_~;sariiy follow ew?rything at 
the Banking Institute, but iL is a great opporLuniW to soak up Lt~e atmosphere and make contacts. 

Look t:or registraLion to open in early February. 

L8 

From: @qmail.com [mailto: @qmail.com] On Behalf Of I 
Sent: Friday,. 1:11 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: ABCs of Banking Law Program 

Thank you for the quick responset 

I was initially drawn to the Wednesday program because the description said that it was more of an "intro" level seminar whereas it said that 

the Thursday/Friday attendees should have a handle on the basies before attending. If you think it would still be something I could follow, I 
will be able to attend at least one of the days, hopefully both! 

Best, 

~3gmail.com 

On Wed, at 7:42 PM, Broorae, Lissa L <lbroome~eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

-’]’his program is r~o[: irH:~?ndel:[ for law stul:[er~[:s t_*u[: for {awyers arid o[:~qer profes~.;ional’;, We have limited space for the prograrn. ’¢,q-:~ do er~c’ourag*-’_! 

students who are interesb-:~d to atb:_md our annual {{ar~king h}s[:i[:ute program or} March 21-22-also in Charl.:_~tt:e The regiatrat:iot} for law students for that program 

is free. Registration will open around the beginning ot: February. 

Thanks t:or your interest in our programs. 

l.issa L 8roome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking taw 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC Scho.N of law 

{::[-~#3:-~80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, N(: 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN aL: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 



,..... 

web. 542 i[-~ 

From: @qmail.com [mailto:, 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:56 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: ABCs of Banking Law Program 

@gmail.coml On Behalf Of 

Hello, 

I am a 9L here at UNC and I just wanted to send you a quick message to ask how much the student registration will be for the Banking Law 
CLE program in March. It sounds very interesting and is exactly the kind of program I have been looking to attend for quite a while. I’m 
happy to arrange permission with my professors here in advance to miss class but I just wanted to cheek to see if there was an,: cost for UNC 
students to attend. 

Thanks in advance for your time, 

’>gmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammam@c~.com> 

Thursday, January, 31, 2013 10:48 AM 

’Jim Scott’ ~gmail.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bio 

Looks great. 
Wha~ de you want yeur tNe to be en the agenda? 
SAC 
From: Jim Scott [mailto:           _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 10:1!.9 AM 
To: Cammarn, Scott 
Subject: Bio 
I make the following part of this email ,so you can revise or shorten it. 

James E. Scott is an adjunct faculty member at the Boston University Law School’s LLM program in fnancial law and a senior advisor to Morgan Stanley. He retired 

as Morgan Stanley’s chief bank regulatory attorney and the general counsel of Morgan Stanley Bank, N.A. in 2012. Prior to j oining Morgan Stanley, Mr. Scott was 

special counsel to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft in New York. Prior to joining Cadwalader, he was an Assistant General Counsel for Bank Regulato~ with 

Citigroup in New York. 

Mr. Scott has held senior regulator positions with Bankers Trust in New York, BankofAmerica Corporation in San Francisco and Security Pacific Corporation in Los 

Angeles. tte has been a special counsel with the Venable law firm in Washington, D.C. tte began his career at the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

in Washington and retained to the Board for a second stint after teaching business law at the School of Business of Pennsylvania State University. 

Mr. Scott is a former chair of the Banking Law Committee of the American Bar Association, and he was a core faculty member for the "Basics of Banking" course for 

the ABA fiom 1998 through 2011. He also has offered courses on bank regulation at the law schools of Catholic University and the University of California at 

Berkeley. He is a graduate of the University of Michigan Law School and the Georgetown University School of Foreign Service. 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or 

local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any siatement in this email relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax 

matter was written in connection with the promotion or marketing by other parties of the transaction(s) or matter(s) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent "tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this emaJl is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you musl not read, use or disseminate the 
information; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Although this email and any 
attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect that may affect any computer system into which it is received and opened, it is the responsiNlity of the 
recipient to ensure that it is vires free and no responsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft LLP for any loss or danmge arising in any ww f~om its use. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammam@c~.com> 

Thursday, January, 31, 2013 1:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Bio 

Jim’s rifle: Adjunct faculty, member, Boston University Law School 

From: Jim Scott [mailto           ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2023 2:22 PN 

To: Cammarn, Scott 
Subject: Re: Bio 

Adjunct at BU as you suggested is fine= 

On Thu, Jan 31, 2013 at 10:48 AM, Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammarn@cwt.com> wrote: 
I..ook,,~ (d r~,’a~ 
Wha~ do yot~ want your ti~fe to be on ~he ~,qenda? 
SAC 
From: Jim Scott [mailto:          Cc~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3anuary 32, 2013 10:19 AM 
To: Cammarn, Scott 
Subject: Bio 
I make the following part of this emaJl so you can revise or shorten it. 

Jmnes E. Scott is an adj unct faculty member at the Boston University Law- Schirol’s LLM program in financial law and a senior advisor to Morgan Stanley. tte retired 
as Morgan Stanley’s chief bank regulatory, attorney and the general counsel of Morgan Stanley Bank. N.A. in 2012. Prior to j oining Morgan Stanley, Mr. Scott was 

special counsel to Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft in New York. Prior to joining Cadwalader, he was an Assistant General Counsel for Bank Regnlatory with 

Citigroup in New York. 

Mr. Scott has held senior regulatory, positions with Bankers Trust in New York, Banko£Amlerica Corporation in San Francisco and Security Pacific Corporation in Los 

Angeles. He has been a special counsel with the Venable law firm in Washington, D.C. He began his career at the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 

in Washington and returned to the Board for a second stint after teaching business law at the School of Business of Pe~m~ivania State University. 

Mr. Scott is a fonner chair of the Banking Law Committee of the American Bar Association, and he was a core facul~ member for the "Basics of Banking" course for 

the ABA from 1998 through 2011. He also has offered courses on bank regulation at the law schools of Catholic University and the University of California at 
Berkeley. tte is a graduate of the University of Michigan Law- Schirol and the Georgetown Universi~ School of Foreign Service. 

IRS Circular 230 Legend: Any advice contained herein was not intended or written to be used. and calmot be used, ibr the purpose of avoiding U.S. federal, state, or 

local tax penalties. Unless otherwise specifically indicated above, you should assume that any statement in this email relating to any U.S. federal, state, or local tax 

matter was written in connection with the promotion or markering by other parties of the transacrion(s) or matter(s) addressed in this email. Each taxpayer should seek 

advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

NOTE: The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you must not read, use or disseminate the 

inlbrmation; please advise the sender immediately by reply email and delete this mes~ge and any attachments without retaJming a copy. Although "this email and any 

attachments axe believed to be free of may virus or other delbct that may affect aJly computer system into M~ich it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the 

recipient to ensure that it is virus free mad no restx~nsibility is accepted by Cadwalader, Wickersham & Tall LLP tbr aJly loss or damage arising in any way from its use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eugene.m.katz@wellsfargo.com 

Friday, Februaly 1, 2013 12:09 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Rick Parsons 

Lissa, below is FYI; this is Mlat I have at this point. (Rick and I seem to have a communications issue around what I’m asking for and what he’s sending me... ) 

Eugene M. Katz 

Senior Company Counsel 

Corporate RegulatoD’ Section 

Wells Fargo Law Department 

D1053-300 
One Wells Fargo Center 

301 South College Street 

Charlotte, North Carolina 28202 

(704) 383-7707 

(704) 715-4496 (fax) 

From: Katz, Gene M 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 5:07 PN 
To:               _~aol.com’ 
Subject: RE: response 
Thanks, Rick. For contact purposes and the Institute speaker listing, should we use the email address above or the gmail address that Rick tt~lett gave me for you? 

And am I correct that we shouldn’t use aJly enterprise identification butj ust your name and location (i.e., Chaadotte)? 

Eugene M. Ka~ 

Senior Company Counsel 

Corporate Regulatory. Section 

Wells Fargo Law Depalmlent 

D1053-300 

One Wells Fargo Center 

301 South College Street 

Charlotte, North Carolina 28202 

(704) 383-7707 

(704) 715-4496 (fax) 

Eugeue.M.Katz(~bwell sliargo.com 
From:         @aol.com [.mailto:         @aN.coral 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2013 4:ha l~mVl 
To: Katz, Gene M 
Subject: response 
Gene, hope this gives you what you need: 

Richard J. Parsons is the author of Broke: America’s Banking System, to be published by the Risk Management Association and released in iVlarch 
Prior to writing about the banking industry, he spent more than 31 years with Bank of America, where he held P&L responsibilities in community banking and 
corporate-wide management accountability for such diverse areas as call centers, online banking,branch sales and service processes, brand marketing, 
staffing, training, and operational risk. Can be contacted at www.richardiparsons.com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Horn, Charles M. <CHom@mofo.com> 

Friday, Febmmy 1, 2013 1:31 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carol ttitselberger (chitselberge@mayerbrown.com) 

RE: Ballking Institute Program Agenda -- Please Proof 

Lissa: 
We can finally bring a close to this: 
Panelists: 
Carol - co-moderator and speaker 
Charles - co-moderator and speaker 
Phil Capling, Wells Fargo - speaker 
Steve Friedman, Bank of America - speaker 
Particulars for Phil and Steve are as follows: 
Phil Capling 
Senior Vice President 
Wells Fargo Bank N.A. 

BBO South Tryon, ff_h Floor 
Charlotte, NL. ,:g20,: 
704 374 6349 
P hil.ca p!!n,~(o wa chovia.com 
Stevee M. Friedman 
Managing Director 
Bank of America 
214 N. lryon S~:reet, 10:h Floor 
Charlotte, NC 28255 
980 386 0629 
s__t_~_v_._e_ .n_.._m_.!rj e__d_._m_~ .n .@__ .b_a___n_~! ._.c_ o__m_. 
We assume you have Carol’s and my full contact data. 
Here is the write-up for the brochure: 
"This panel will discuss current regulatory capital and liquidity coverage topics, including recent U.S. regulatory capital and liquidity developments, 
and current Basel Committee and other international initiatives and their relevance to U.S. regulatory and supervisory activities. The panel will also 
consider the impact of regulatory capital and liquidity developments on the capital-raising, funding, secudtization and balance sheet management 
activities of U.S. banking organizations." 
Sorry this took so long. Let us know if you have questions. 
Regards, CH 

Charles Horn 
Morrison & Foerster LLP 
2000 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW I Washington, DC 20006-1888 
P: 202.887.1555 I C: 
CHorn@E)_o__f__o__&O__Ln_ I ~:_r_[_~_o__Lo__:_c_-__o_m_ 
From-’ Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, January 30, 2013 7:18 AM 
To: Horn, Charles P1.; Carol Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com) 
Subject-" Banking Institute Program Agenda -- Please Proof 
Hi Charlie and Carol - I have attached our draft Program Agenda. We hope to finalize this, post it on the web, and open registration for the program at the 
beginning of next week. 

* Please proof your portion and let me know of any changes by the end of the week, including the names, affiliations (and emails) of the panelists. 

* I particularly need your help with the introductory blurb about the content of the program. 
Thanks for your help. Take care, 
Lissa 
Lissa L. Broome 
Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 
Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
/ / / htt p:,/www.law, u nc.ed u, ima ges/n ews, media/ba n kingfin a nce 

web 542.jpg 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, Morrison & Foerster LLP inibrms you that, if any advice concerning one or more U.S. Federal tax 

issues is contained in this communication (including any attachments), such advice is not intended or written to be used, and carmot be used, for the purpose of(i) 

avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party an5, transaction or matter addressed herein. 



For information about this legend, go to 

http:/i~v,mofo.com/Circular230/ 

This message contains in[brmation which may be confidential and privileged. Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive lbr tim addressee), you may not 
use, copy or disclose to anyone the message or any information contained in the message. If you have received the message in error, please advi~ the sender by reply 
e-mail @molb.com, and delete the message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCardell, Dan <Dma.McCardell@theclearinghouse.org~ 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 1:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu~ 

March Panel on Preemption 

Lissa: Hope you are well. Would you have a few minutes to discuss this panel with Gregg in the near-term? Thanks. 

Best, 

Dan 

Dan ~cOardell 
Executive Managir~g Direc~o~’ and Chief Operating Officer 
The Clearing House : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stem, Seth <sstem@bna.com~ 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 11:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ABCS of Banking Law 

Ms. Broome: 

I’m an editor at Bloomberg BNA interested in possibly attending the ABCs of Banking Law program I saw is being held on March 20 in Charlotte. I’m new to editing 

banking law publications and I thought it might be a good way to learn. Could you give me a sense of what the cost would be? I would not be getting CLE credit. 

Thanks. 

Seth 
: : : : : 

Seth Stem 
Assistant Managing Editor 

Bloomberg BNA 
Direct 703.341.3880 
Mobile 
sstern@bna.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Beaty, Rufus <Rufus.Bea~td.com~ 

Tuesday, February. 19, 2013 11:46 AM 

’Fred Green’ <t?ed@scbankers.org>; ’JohnMarshall.Mosse@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@tirsffederal.com’; 

’thomassimpson@certusbank.com’; ’Ed Kubec’ <ekubec@coastalstatesbank.com>; ’Neil Rashley’ <nrashley@scbankers.org>; 

john.moore@nelsonmullins.com; Jody Bedenbaugh <jody.bedenbangh@nelsonmullins.com>; neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Friends, 
Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. 
This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 
Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 
of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 
institutions. 
Featured speakers include: 
° Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 
¯ James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
¯ Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 
For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the Banking Institute website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty [ VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 

104 South Main Slreet, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attaclmlents may contain confidential or privileged 

information and are intended only for the use of the intended recipients 

of this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, 

please notify the sender by returu email, and delete this and all copies 

of this message and any attachments from your system. Any tmauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawfifl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beaty, Rufus <Rufus.Bea~@td.com> 

Tuesday, February. 19, 2013 11:59 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’Fred Green’ <fred@scbankers.org> 

FW: UNC Banking Institute - March 21/22 in Charlotte 

Lissa, you may want to reach out to Fred Green, the new President of the SC Bankers Association. Fred’s contact information is below: 

Fred L, Green, ~l~ 

Presideni ~ CEO 

South Carolina Bankers Association 

PO Box 1483 

Columbia, SC 29202 

Phoae: 803-779-.0850 

Em~dl: [green@scbankers.org 

Fred, fyi, Lissa Broome is a UNC-Chapel Hill Law Professor and is the Director of the Banking Institute. The Banking Institute would be an 

excellent opportunity for you to meet industry participants from NC, the Southeast and nationally. The NC Bankers Association has always been 

active with the UNC Banking Institute ... Thad Woodard can give you the scoop ... 

Regards, 

Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 
/",0 @~.,’~’~R, A,~’~e,qc~.,"s ,,",..,’~c’.st Cc’.,q,..,e~’~ie~’~t ~.’.,~’.,k 
104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

From: Beat/, Rufus 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: ’Fred Green’; ’JohnMarshall.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com’; ’rdavis@firstfederal.com’; ’thomassknpson@certusbank.com’; ’Ed Kubec’; ’Neil Rashley’; 
’john.moore@nelsonmullins.com’; ’.]ody Bedenbaugh’; ’neil.grayson@nelsonmullins.com’ 
Cc: ’Broome, Lissa L’ 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute - March 22/22 in Charlotte 
Friends, 
Registration is now open for the 2013 UNC Banking Institute, to be held Thursday, March 21 and Friday, March 22 at The Ritz-Carlten, Charlotte. 
This year’s Institute will provide an important opportunity for industry participants to gather to discuss the ongoing implementation of the Dodd- 
Frank Act, including affiliate transactions, interagency examination coordination, capital, operational risk, preemption, and the CFPB. Volume 17 
of the North Carolina Banking Institute Journal will be distributed and it covers a range of topics of interest to those representing financial 
institutions. 
Featured speakers include: 
° Michael D. Calhoun, President, Center for Responsible Lending 

James M. Strother, Senior Executive VP and General Counsel Legal Group, Wells Fargo 
° Robert B. Albertson, Principal & Chief Strategist, Investment Strategy, Sandier O’Neill + Partners 
For more information, including an overview, travel information, and the agenda, visit the Banking Institute website. If you will be traveling, it’s not 
too early to reserve your room at The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte. Our favorable group room rate will be available only until February 27, 2013. 
As you may recall, I am on the Advisory Board of the Banking Institute. 
I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte in March. 
Best ... Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty I VP & Senior Counsel I Legal Department 

104 South Main S{reet, Greenville, SC 29601 
T: 864 421 1367 i M: 

This message and any attaclmmnts may contain confidential or privileged 

information and are intended only for the use of the intended recipients 

of this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message, 

please nolify the sender by return email, and delete this and all copies 

of this message and any attachments from your system. AW tmauthorized 

disclosure, use, distribution, or reproduclion of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawfifl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hams, Louise W <louise@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 3:27 PM 

sj ohnson@cybertrader.com 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2013 UNC School of Law Ba~Idng Institute 

Steve, 

It was really great to speak to you today. 

I hope we can get you back to North Carolina for a program / visit soon. The 2013 Banking Institute will be March 21 - 22, 2013 at the Ritz in Charlotte, NC. This 

promises to be a wonderful program and information may be found at http:/iwwwJaw.unc.edu!cleibankinginstitute/default.aspx. Please do share this with folks 

at Schwab and hopefully we can talk about how Schwab may be involved in future programs. If you are able to join us, please do let me know and we can connect 

for a coffee or beverage while you are in Charlotte. 

Thank you for your support of Carolina Law. It has been a pleasure learning more about you and your career. I look forward to continuing our conversation soon. 

Best, 

Louise 

Louise W. Harris 

UNC School of Law 

Regional Director for Advancement 

Campus Box 3382 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3382 

T: 

Iouise@unc.edu 

The Law Annual Fund 

Please help Carolina Law meet its most pressing need by making a gift to the 2013 Annual Fund. It’s easy! Click here to contribute online 

https:/iwww.law.unc.eduialumni/support/gift/givenow/. Thank you for your support. 



From: Jude Nohra < 

Sent: Monday, Februa~ 25, 2013 12:18 AM 

To: Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Institute 

Lissa, 

I attended last year, but I don’t recall receiving an)’ information this year Is the institute fully booked, and are there still rooms at the ritz? 

Jude J. Nohra 
Senior Vice President, General Counsel & SecretaW 
The Home Savings and Loan Company of Youngstown, Ohio 
275 West Federal Street 
Youngstown, Ohio 44503 

(330) 742-0572 
Fax: (330) 742-0489 

j nuhra@homesavings, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Henderson <jhenderson@rubens~ein.com~ 

Wednesday, January 19, 2011 3:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Sources For Commenta~ on Regulatow Retbnn and other issues 

Dear Professor Broome: 

Please keep Morrison & Foerster, www.mofo.com, in mind if you are seeking speakers for any upcoming programs at the Center for Banking and Finance. The firm 

would also like information on sponsorship opportunities. 

Morrison & Foerster is an excellent source for information and commentary on a host of regulatory issues and would welcome the opportunity to participate in 

programs at the Center. Please visit the website: .-h--t--t-p-~j-~w-.--w-.--w-.:--m--.-~---f--~--.--c--~----m--L,---r--e--s-.-~-.-u--r--c-.-e---sj---r--e-g--u-[a---t--~---r-y-~-r--e-.-f.-~-.-r.--m-./- At the bottom of this note I have attached some bios for 

you to review. 

Also of interest, Morrison & Foerster established the Regulatory Innovation Award in 2008 through the Burton Foundation to honor an academic or non-elected 

public official whose innovative ideas have made a significant contribution to the discourse on regulatory reform in the areas of corporate governance, securities, 

capital markets or financial institutions. Please visit the website:http://www.regulatoryinnovationaward.com/ 

Here are some topics that may be of interest: 

Derivatives & Commodities 

Framework for Resolution 

Volcker 

Systemic Designation 

Basel III, regulatory capital 

Securitization 

Outside of reg reform, there are another series of topics that MoFo can comment on: 

Say on Pay 

Exec Comp 

Exec Comp issues for Banks 

The IPO market 

Also, financing topics: PiPEs, other hybrid offerings, covered bonds, etc. 

I have attached some bios below. 

Best regards, 

John 

John Her~derson 

Executive Vice President 

Rubenstein "~ssociates, Inc. 

(212) 84.3 805,$ -- office 

.... (:ell 

(:,_’~.2) ~?.4:~ ~?.(’~:-~ --~a~ 

Jam -. Tanenbaum 
..... co::iliiiesI~;o!:~ss 

ddt’..,~ ~ bcg-~idd- 

87997aSfeSbc/Pi 

~s~s;::.at :o n/P h o:.o 

Partner 

New York, (212) 468-8163 

itanenbaum@mofo.com 

Download vCard 

Education 

TSe Fiery:her Sch~o} of Law a~d bi~’sI~>~ey (N,A,, 1972} 

Practices 

._C____a_p_!_t__aJ__N__a___r__k___e__!__s_. 
Financial Institutions + Financial Services 



Bankinq + Financial Services 

Bar Admissions 

James Tanenbaum serves as chair of the firm’s Global Capital Markets practice. Mr. Tanenbaum has concentrated his practice on corporate 

finance and the structuring of complex domestic and international capital markets transactions. He represents issuers, including some of the 

nation’s largest financial institutions, underwriters, agents, and other financial intermediaries, in public and private offerings of securities as 

well as issuers, investment banks, and purchasers in hybrid, mortgage-related, and derivative securities transactions. He has developed some 

of the most widely used hybrid techniques for the placement and distribution of securities. 

Mr. Tanenbaum works closely with leading investment banks to formulate new methodologies for securities offerings and to structure 

innovative financial products. He has also represented many technology-based companies, including biotech and medical device companies. 

Mr. Tanenbaum is a frequent lecturer on capital markets topics, and has lectured at the Securities and Exchange Commission, SIFMA and at a 

variety of securities industry groups. He lectures at law schools in the United States and abroad. He is the co-author of Covered Bonds 

Handbook, published by Practising Law Institute (2010), co-author of the treatise Exempt and Hybrid Securities Offerings, published by Practising 

Law Institute (2009) and also co-author of BNA Tax and Accounting Portfolio, SEC Reporting Issues for Foreign Private Issuers (BNA Accounting 

Policy and Practice Series, 2009). Additionally, Mr. Tanenbaum co-authored "Regulation of Financial institutions, Financial Crises and Rescue 

Packages in Europe: the iceland Case," a chapter in Global Financial Crisis (Globe Law and Business, 2009) and "The Law: Legal and Regulatory 

Framework," a chapter in PIPEs: A Guide to Private Investments in Public Equity (Bloomberg, 2006). 

Mr. Tanenbaum has been cited as a recommended lawyer for capital markets in the/FLRIO00 Guide to Leading Lawyers, as one of America’s 

leading lawyers for capital markets-debt and equity by Chambers USA and Chambers Global, as a recommended lawyer for capital markets-debt 

and equity transactions by The Legal 500 US, and as a recommended lawyer for capital markets-equity by PLC Which lawyer?.. 

Mr. Tanenbaum served as an Editor of the University of Pennsylvania Law Review during his time in law school. He served as Chairman of the 

Board of Trustees of Lehigh University and as National Chair of the Benjamin Franklin Society of the University of Pennsylvania. 

Ann  T. Pin do 
~ hI~p hww,~" mo!o 

ddO3-4538-bea L,- 

576c76~b8 ;’bg/P 
i-eSehtefion,’Phot 

Partner 

New York, (212) 468-8179 

apinedo@mofo.com 

Download vCard 

Education 

Practices 

Capital Markets 

Banking + Financial Services 

Corporate 

Bar Admissions 

Anna Pinedo has concentrated her practice on securities and derivatives. She represents issuers, investment banks/financial intermediaries, 

and investors in financing transactions, including public offerings and private placements of equity and debt securities, as well as structured 

notes and other structured products. 

Ms. Pinedo works closely with financial institutions to create and structure innovative financing techniques, including new securities 

distribution methodologies and financial products. Ms. Pinedo has particular financing expertise in certain industries, including working with 

technology-based companies, telecommunications companies, healthcare companies, financial institutions, REITs and consumer finance 

companies. Ms. Pinedo has worked closely with foreign private issuers in their securities offerings in the United States and in the Euro 

markets. She also has worked with financial institutions in connection with international offerings of equity and debt securities, equity- and 

credit-linked notes, and hybrid and structured products, as well as medium-term note and commercial paper programs. 

in the derivatives area, Ms. Pinedo counsels a number of major financial institutions acting as dealers and participants in the commodities and 

derivatives markets. Ms. Pinedo advises on structuring issues, as well as on regulatory issues, monetization, and hedging techniques. Her 

work focuses on foreign exchanges, equity and credit derivatives products, and structured derivatives transactions. Ms. Pinedo has 

experience with a wide range of transactions and structures, including collars, swaps, forward and accelerated repurchases, forward sales, 

hybrid preferred stock, equity- and credit-linked notes, and off-balance sheet structures. Ms. Pinedo also has advised derivatives dealers 

regarding their Internet sites and other Internet and electronic signature/delivery issues. 

Ms. Pinedo regularly speaks at conferences and participates in panel discussions addressing securities law issues, as well as the securities 

issues arising in connection with derivatives and other financial products. She is the co-author of Covered Bonds Handbook, published by 

Practising Law institute (2010), co-author of the treatise Exempt and Hybrid Securities Offerings, published by Practising Law institute (2009) and 

also co=author of BNA Tax and Accounting Portfofio, SEC Reporting Issues for Foreign Private Issuers (BNA Accounting Policy and Practice Series, 



2009). Ms. Pinedo contributed to The Future of Bank Funding and Capital: Solutions for lssuers, Opportunities for Investors (IFR Market 

intelligence, 2009). Additionally, Ms. Pinedo co-authored "The Ties that Bind: the Prime-Brokerage Regulation," a chapter in Global Financial 

Crisis (Globe Law and Business, 2009) and "The Law: Legal and Regulatory Framework," a chapter in PIPEs: A Guide to Private Investments in 

Public Equity (Bloomberg, 2006). 

Ms. Pinedo has been included in Best Lawyers in America 2010, Crain’s New York Business "Forty Under 40" and in Investment Dealer’s Digest 

"Forty Under 40" and Hispanic Business’s "100 Most Influential Hispanics." Ms. Pinedo has been ranked by Chambers USA as one of America’s 

leading capital markets-derivatives lawyers and by Chambers Global as one of the world’s leading lawyers (recommended in capital markets- 

derivatives). Ms. Pinedo has also been cited as a recommended lawyer for capital markets in the IFLRIO00 Guide to Leading Lawyers and as a 

recommended lawyer in capital markets - debt and equity and derivatives and as one of five leading lawyers in global offerings by The Legal 

500 US. PLC Which lawyer?, ranks Ms. Pinedo as a highly recommended lawyer for derivatives and a recommended lawyer for equity. Ms. Pinedo 

was a recipient of the Burton Award for Legal Achievement in 2007 and 2009, which honors excellence in legal writing. 

Ms. Pinedo is a member of the American Bar Association’s Committee on the Federal Regulation of Securities, a member of the subcommittee 

on Disclosure and Continuous Reporting, a member of the subcommittee on Securities Registration, and a member of the task force on the 

future of securities regulation. She has participated in the drafting committee for the ABA’s comment letters on such topics as securities 

offering reforms, revisions to accelerated filing, and smaller public company proposals. Ms. Pinedo also is a member of the ABA Committee on 

Regulation of Futures and Derivatives instruments. 

Ms. Pinedo was a member of the University of Chicago Legal Forum during her time at the University of Chicago Law School. 

[] 

Dav, [] Lynn 
eg~:3-4~? 2-D~3"~4- 

72~D9872: a62t]~F’ 
i’es~l =re ti,r~ n,’P h o’1 

Partner 

Washington D.C., (202) 887-1563 

!Jy___n___n__@_m___~_o__.___e___o___m__ 
Download vCard 

Education 

Practices 

_P u _b ! c_ _c_ _o _rap_a_ n_ Le s_ _c_ _o !n s_e_! Ln_ g_+_ _c_ p _rap!! La_ n_ c_ e_ 
__C__~__rporate Governance 

Corporate 

Bar Admissions 
i~a a~-,~4 aa 4 

David Lynn is a co-chair of the firm’s Public Companies and Securities Practice. Mr. Lynn’s practice is focused on advising a wide range of 

clients on SEC matters, securities transactions and corporate governance. Mr. Lynn is well known in the area of executive compensation 

disclosure, having co-authored, "The Executive Compensation Disclosure Treatise and Reporting Guide." While serving as Chief Counsel of the 

Securities and Exchange Commission’s Division of Corporation Finance, Mr. Lynn led the rulemaking team that drafted sweeping revisions to 

the SEC’s executive compensation and related party disclosure rules. 

Mr. Lynn re-joined the SEC as Chief Counsel shortly after adoption of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, and served in that position until 2007. As 

a result, he was intimately involved in implementing and interpreting the record amount of SEC rulemaking that occurred in the wake of SOX. 

Mr. Lynn initially served on the SEC staff from 1995-2000 as an Attorney-Advisor and subsequently a Special Counsel in the Division of 

Corporation Finance. While in private practice from 2000-2003, he advised clients on SEC investigations, securities transactions, mergers and 

acquisitions and corporate governance. 

Mr. Lynn serves as co-editor of TheCorporateCounseLnet, where he co-authors one of the most widely-read blogs on securities, governance 

and corporate law matters, and regularly contributes to publications such as The Corporate Counsel, The Corporate Executive, and Borges & 

Lynn’s Proxy Disclosure Updates. 

Mr. Lynn currently serves as the Chair of the Subcommittee on Securities Registration of the ABA Business Law Section’s Federal Regulation 

of Securities Committee. Mr. Lynn was also an adjunct Professor of Law at the Georgetown University Law Center, where he taught a course in 

corporate governance. 

Oliver !. lrelan 



osri~i~ieslprofess 
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Partner 

Washington D.C., (202) 778-1614 

oireland@mofo.com 

Download vCard 

Education 
Ys~b ~niw~si’6+ I}-’~A,, Ig78) 
; 

Practices 

Appelate + Supreme Court 

Bankinq + Financial Services 

Capital Markets 

Bar Admissions 

Oliver ireland’s practice focuses on retail financial services and bank regulatory issues including consumer protection rules such as Federal 

Reserve Regulations Z and E, the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act privacy provisions, the Fair Credit Reporting Act, and all types of payment 

transactions, including compliance with NACHA rules. 

Mr. Ireland’s practice also includes regulatory issues applicable to bank and thrift holding companies and to national and state charter banks, 

federal and state chartered thrifts, and federal and state chartered credit unions, as well as other financial regulatory issues, including margin 

lending. 

Mr. Ireland was named one of Washington’s top banking and privacy lawyers by the Washingtonian magazine (2004) and he has been listed in 

The Best Lawyers in America as a leader in the field of banking law since 2006. 

Loading... 

Loading,.. 

[] Day= ufman 
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Partner 

New York, (212) 468-8237 

!~_a__~_~__n__@~_~:~m 
Download vCard 

Education 

; 
!£!.!!£!L!!!..!!!£!L£.;£~s..].!!!I 
Practices 

Capital Markets 

Financial institutions + Financial Services ............................................................................................................ 

Corpora!~ 
Bar Admissions 

David Kaufman concentrates on derivatives and commodities transactions, mergers and acquisitions and private equity financings. He also 

has extensive experience with reorganization and insolvency matters. Mr. Kaufman works closely with the firm’s financial institution clients in 

the equity and credit derivative markets, where his activities are concentrated on assisting the firm’s clients in designing and structuring new 

products and evaluating the securities and commodities law issues implicated by the hedging and monetization techniques associated with 

these products. His work in this area often involves counseling financial institution clients regarding the particular regulatory, tax, accounting 

or economic objectives of a new product. 

Mr. Kaufman has represented numerous funds and individuals in negotiating and documenting equity derivative transactions designed to 

hedge and/or monetize large or illiquid share positions. He also works closely with the many large commodities trading firms, focusing in 

particular on transactions involving energy, precious and base metals, currencies and agricultural products. His work in these areas has 

involved structuring and documenting trading, hedging and financing transactions, together with associated margin and other collateral 

arrangements. 

A significant aspect of Mr. Kaufman’s work in the derivatives and commodities field involves assisting clients in assessing and mitigating the 



credit and various trading risks that are integral to derivatives and commodities transactions. In addressing risk management issues, Mr. 

Kaufman has acquired extensive experience in structuring complex collateral arrangements and liquidation and setoff provisions, and in 

analyzing such arrangement and provisions under the UCC, other applicable lien laws, the federal bankruptcy code and other insolvency 

regimes. 

in his mergers and acquisitions work, Mr. Kaufman represents both strategic and financial market participants, as well as mezzanine lenders, 

private equity funding sources and key management personnel. Mr. Kaufman’s work in the private equity field also includes representing 

emerging (primarily technology) companies and venture capital investors in such companies. Mr. Kaufman frequently counsels holders of 

restricted or otherwise illiquid capital stock regarding securities law issues relating to the ownership and transfer of such stock. 

Mr. Kaufman speaks frequently on topics, including derivatives, securities and structured products issues. Mr. Kaufman has been ranked as 

one of America’s leading capital markets-derivatives and structured products attorneys by Chambers USA and Chambers Global, is recognized 

as a leading derivatives lawyer by PLC Which lawyer?., is ranked in derivatives and structured products by The Legal 500 US, and is listed in 

Best Lawyers in America. Mr. Kaufman currently is a member of the Energy Committee of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York, and 

previously served as a member of the Committee on Futures Regulation of the Association of the Bar of the City of New York. 

Barbara R. Mendelson 
h t t F: ,’:w,.~.~+~ i :-w~ o. 
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Partner 

New York, (212) 468-8118 

bmendelson@mofo.com 

Download vCard 

Education 

Practices 

Bank!ng + FLn~n~!~Lserv~ces 
Acquisition Finance 

Borrower Representation 

Bar Admissions 

Barbara Mendelson is a partner in the New York office. Her practice involves advising foreign and U.S. banks in a variety of complex regulatory 

matters, including sales and acquisitions of U.S. banking and nonbanking firms, applications to federal and state bank regulators for expansion 

of activities and new products, Bank Secrecy Act and OFAC matters and over-the-counter and exchange-based trading of various instruments 

and derivatives. She has represented foreign banks in their U.S. operations for more than 25 years. Ms. Mendelson has also been instrumental 

in forming a number of commercial bank subsidiaries of foreign bank holding companies, in addition to her bank regulatory practice, Ms. 

Mendelson works with sovereign entities and multilateral organizations with respect to the investment of their foreign currency assets. 

She serves on the Banking Law Committee of the New York City Bar Association and is also a member of the New York County Lawyers 

Association Banking Law Committee and the American Bar Association. Additionally, Ms. Mendelson is a member of the Committee of the Cyrus 

R. Vance Center for International Justice of the New York City Bar Association and a director of ENACT, a nonprofit organization based in New 

York City. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kanaly, Mark <Mark.Kanaly@alston.com> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 4:10 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

’O’Shields, Reggie’ <roshields@thlbatl.com>; Donohue, Paul <Paul.Donohue@alston.com>; Hirsch, Frank <Frank.Hirsch@alston.com> 

RE: UNC Bmlking Institute 

Lissa: 

Thank you for getting back to me. I very much appreciate your suggestions, and I will coordinate with Paul and Frank on this. 

I also will get bacl~ to you with some ideas for an article. That seems like a good #ace ~:o start 

Thanks. 

-- Mark 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July !2, 201:!. 10:30 AM 
To: Kanaly, Mark 
Cc: ’O’Shields, Reggie’, Donohue, Paul, Hirsch, Frank 

Subject: UNC Banking Institute 
Hi Mark--Thanks so much for your interest in the Banking Institute, I think one of the best ways for you to get involved is to express your interest to Paul Donohue 

(in your firm’s Charlotte o[fice) and Franl~ Hirsch {in your firm"s Raleigh o[fke). You couid perhaps worl~ with one or bo~:h of them ~:o propose a panel to coordinate 

for the 2012 Banking In;titute (March 29..30), You could al;o iet them know the areas of your particular intere;t and e’,<pertise and they could w)h.mteer you as a 

panelist fop any rebated panels, akhough the panel coordinators really have the discretion to compose the panel the way they think works best. 

You might also want to see whether either Paul or Frank wishes to give up his seat on the board to you. Two members from one firm is the most that we have, so I 

don’t think it is realistic to add a third board member from Alston 4 Bird. 

ff you have an ar[:icle that you woukt like to write to be considered for publk:ation in our journal [:hat is another way to get inw)lved, We like to publish artk:les 

From professionals rela[:ed to one of the Banking k~s[:itute panel; so you may be able to help coordinate a pane] and write a piece [or the journal, 

Jake Lutz fronl Troutnlan Sanders and some of his colleagues at [hat firm have already expressed interest in coordinating a panel on the Bureau for Consumer 

Financial Protection. 

I’m very happy that you’re interested in becoming more involved and I’m sure we can utilize your talents and energy in a mutually beneficial manner. 

Take care, 

Lissa 
Lis’;a I_, groome 

Wachovia Prot:essor of Banking Law 

Director Center for Banking and Finance 
ling School of taw 

CB#3:-~80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill. NC z., 5_.9- 3:_~80 

919.962.7066 
b__ttp__: ii_w w_w:La w_: u_n c:_e d uZc_e 9_[9~_}Zb_~_~_~!_~ 

::~:: D~;scd~fion 

...... iltt p:,’iwww law.ur;cedu/images,’news/media,’ba;lkingfir;an’,:e 
web 542 JP9 

From: Kanaly, Mark [mailto:Mark.Kanaly@alston.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July 07, 2011 6:41 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: 
Lissa: 
I have met you and visited with you at the UNC Banking Institute over the years, and I would really like to find a way to get more involved in your Center for 
Banking & Finance. 
What would be the best way for me to get involved in helping out with this? 
-- Mark 
Mark Kanaly 
Alston + Bird LLP 
Direct: 404.881.7975 
Cell: 
rnark.kanaly@alston.com 
******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS 
and other taxing authorities, we inIbrm you that any ta~-; advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and 

cannot be used, for the pur[x)se of(i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed hereto.                                                               NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachinents 

ttansmitted with it may contain legally privileged and confidential information intended ~)lely for the use of the addressee. If the reader oflhis message is not the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any reading, dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If 

you have received this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by telephone (404-881-7000) or by electronic mail ( ~?__s_tj:_n__:a_~_t__ejL~_~_0_~12__n_=_citr_lj, and delete 

this message and all copies and backups thereof Thank you. 

******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS 
and other taxing authorities, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used. and 
cmmot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 
transaction or matter addressed herein.                                                           NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachments 

transmitted with it may contain legally privileged and confidential information intended solely for the use of the addressee. If the reader of this message is not the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any reading, dissemination, distribution, cowing, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If 

you have received this message in em)r, please not@ the sender immediately by telephone (404-881-7000) or by electronic mail (postmaste@a]ston.com), and delete 



this message and all copies and backups thereo£ Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 
RE: Banking Law Institute 2012--Tlmlt Panel 

Thmlks. I am sure we cart broaden the scope. All of the panelists are well quali[ied to discuss issues concerning commtmity b,mks. 

Paul S. Pileeki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 I 607 14th Street. NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 
ppilecki@,kilpatricktownsend.com I My Profile I VCard 

From; Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:51 PH 
To: Piecki, Paul 
Subject; RE: Banking Law Institute 2012--Thrift Panel 

Hi Paul---This looks like a good group, Let me know a short title and a two-or three- sentence description for what you propose to discuss. ’ll also need 

contact info or emails for your group. We would probably give you 60 minutes to discuss, 

Any chance this could be broadened to discuss issues facing all smaller, community-oriented hlstitutions (with more time allotted if needed}? I’m a little 

worried thi~t the relatiw:_~ly low nurnber of thrift restitutions (and Foiks who represent them) might make this g)anel not i~s compelling for the m~dience s~s 

some of the other topics. Or maybe there is a way to tweak the title of the panel and description o1: it to broaden the appeal. 

Think about it and let me know. 

Thanks, 

I.issa 

[.{ss~ L Br.:_~ofYH:~ 

Wachovia Professor of ganldng Law 

Director, Center t:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#gF380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Ch~pel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.70~{5 

-h---t--t-p--W~--w-~-w--~-w---.~La----w---.--u---n--c--.---e--d---u-/---c---e---n--t--e-~-r~-d---b---a-~-n-~!~-Ln-g 

~’-’i De-sc!iption: 
htt p:i,’,t,~v~v law. u ncIed ulima ges/n ewslmedia/bs n kin grin a n ce 

web 542jp9 

From; Pilecki, Paul [mailto:ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com] 
Sent; Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:38 PN 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; Banking Law Institute 2012--Thrift Panel 

Hi Lissa 
I have been able to obtain commitments lbr the thrift panel proposed fbr the 2012 Institute as fbllows: 
Robert Davis, F,xecutive Vice President and Corpx~rate Com~sel, First Financial Holdings Corp., Charlesto~ SC 
Scott PolakotI; Executive Managing Director, FinPro, Inc., I,iberty Corner, NJ (tbrmer OTS ott~cial) 
Paul Aguggia, Head of Financial Institutions Team, Kilpa’mck Townsend & Stockton LLP, W&shinNton, DC 
I think this panel would probably need about 45 to 50 minutes to discuss the issues. Please let me know if this group would be satisfactory. 
All the best, 
Paul 

Nil Kilpatrick T ........ d & 
Stockton LLP 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient 

intended by the sender of this message This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 

404 815 6500, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any US. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (it) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pannell, Gary <gpannell@joneswalker.com> 

Thursday, December 1,2011 7:43 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: Too Big to Fail debate survey - Please help us improve 

Lissa;Are you aware that UNC graduate Jim Wells ,CEO of Suntrust, will be retiring this Dec?l believe he would make an excellent speaker because he has over 40 years in 
Southern banking,gafF 

H. Gary Pann.ell, Esq. 

Jones.. VCalker~ VCaechter~ Poitevent, 
Carfare & Den~gre, L.L.P, 

1201 Peachtree Street 
400 Colony Sq~Bare, Suite 20o 
Atla~ta, Georgia 3o361 

E-math GPannell@joneswalker.cora 

Direct Dial: (4o4) 87o-9o35 

Direct Fax: (4o4) 870-9005 

Mobile Ph: 
This m essage contains information from the J ones Walker law firm whi eh is directed to and intended for the use of the individua] or entity named above¯ The information is confidential or privil eged. If you 
are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, dis~’ibution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited¯ If you have received this electronic message in error, please notify us 
immediately by telephone at (251) 439-75o7 (Attention Judy Whigham). Thank you 
ANY FEDERAL TAX ILDVICE CONTAINED IN THIS MESSAGE SHOULD NOT BE USED OR REFERRED TO IN _ANY PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING OF ANY ENTITY, INVESTMENT PLAN OR 
ARRANGEMENT, NOR IS SUCH ADVICE INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A TAXPAYER FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL 
REVENUE CODE¯ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 30, 2011 4:48 PM 
Subject: Too Big to Fail debate survey - Please help us improve 

Friends --- 

Thank you for attending the November 8, 20:1.1 program sponsored by the UNC School of I.aw’s Center for Banking and Finance --- Debate on Too Big to Fail. We are 

gratefl.EI Lo Th,-:~ Clearing Houi,-:~ for its financial support of tl’u-:~ pr.:_~gram. 

Please taD-:~ a few minub:_ri to complete the ih.:_~rt iurvey Imk~-:~d t.:_~ this email and h~-Ap us make our next New York City ew?nt ew?n better, 

-h--t--t-p--;/Lw---w----w--:--s--u---r--K-e-y---m---~---n--[£-e-y:--c---q--m--/--sL2---2---~---8---~--9---T-: We would like to receive your response by Lhe dose of business on Friday, December 9. 

"A Lranscript of the debate wilt be published in the NoH:h Carofina Banking lnsdtute Journcd Lhis spring. The journal is distributed st our annual North Carolina 

Banking Institute pro,~r.,m, March 29-30, at The Ritz-Carlton in Charlotte, NC. Registration for the program will be available in January at 

http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!de!ba nkinginstitute!default.aspx. 

All tl’u-:~ b~-’_Fit for the holiday i~-:~asotL 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC Scho.N of Law 

(::B#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel I-{ift, NC 27599-3380 

91&96Z70C~6 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

::N:: Descdpfion Oescdption: 
http:llwww lm~, unc edulhnacjeslnewslmec]ialbankingfir~anc~c, 

web ,:,.42 JP9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecld, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Tuesday, January 10, 2012 6:26 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute Panels 

tli Lissa 

Our panel roll be entitled: The New Nolmal of Community BaIddng: Key Ingredients to Survive and Thrive 
This paJlel will discuss the changing world for thrift institutions and community bangs following the enactment of the Dodd-Frang Act. The topics to be covered will 

include choice of charter and s~ucture options, the changed regulatory structure and its hnpact, corporate governance and risk management for new business activities 

and expansion proposals, and the proper response to supervisory actions. 

Speakers: 

(co-ordinator)Paul S. Pilecki, Partner, Kilpatrick Townsend & Smcklon I ,LP, Washington, DC 

http://x~vw.kilpatficktownsend.comien/Who We Are/PmtbssionalJP/PileckiPaulS14782.asp× 
Robert Davis, E×ecutive Vice President & Cortx~rate Counsel and Corporate Secreta~’, First Fmancial Holdmgs, Chadeston, SC 

Mr. Davis began his employment ruth First Financial on July 6, 2010. He is restxmsible tbr leadership of the Legal Group which, in addition to providing and managing 

legal services, includes Corporate Secretary, Regulatory Compliance, Risk Management and Anti-Money Laundering/Fraud compliance. Mr. Davis has practiced law 

lbr 32 years an& during that time, been a member of a private law fiml in Annapolis, Maryland, served as an attorney with the Office of the Comptroller of the 

Currency in Washington, DC, and worked in private industly. He has e’aensive experience in litigation, regulatoly, compliance, legislative, securities, risk management 

and corporate governance issues. Prior to jofifing First Financial Holdings and First Federal, Mr. Davis was Managing Director and General Counsel of Provident 

Bangshares Corporation/Provident Bank in Baltimore, Maryland from 1991 until its sale in 2009. He obtained his Bachelor of Arts degree at McDaniel College and 

Juris Doctor from the University of Baltimore School of Law. Mr. Davis also earned a CeNficate, with Honors, from the Stonier Graduate School of Banldng, 
University of Delaware 

Scott Polakofl, Executive Managing Director. FinPro, Inc., Libew Corner, NJ 

Scott joined FinPro to co-lead its regulatory practice alter serving over 22 years with the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (8 years as the Chicago Regional 

Director) and 4 years with Office of Thrift Supervision as its Chief Operating Officer. From 2009 to 2011 he was a Principal at Booz Alien tlmnilton as a leader in the 

core financial sen, ices group. His clients have included the FDIC, SEC, NCUA and the U.S. Treasury. Mr. Polakoffhas collaborated with top-level agency leadership 

at the OCC, FDIC, and Federal Reserve, has testified multiple times before the Senate Banking Committee and the House Financial Services Committee, and is a 

sought-after industD~ specialist on banking and capital markets. 

Paul M. Aguggia, Partner, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stocldon LLP, Washington, IDC 

Let me know if you need anything more. 

All the bes~, 

Paul 
Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 ] 607 14th Street, NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 
ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com I My Profile 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2011 11:33 AM 
To: Lutz, .lake (.lacob.Lutz@troutmansanders.com); edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com; doylepa@aporter.com; ’Douglas, John L.’; ’Cammarn, Scott’; Carol 
Hitselberger (chitselberger@mayerbrown.com); ’Karol Sparks’; ’Horn, Charles H.’; leonard.gilbert@hklaw.com; kjohnston@krcl.com; _~carolina.rr.com; Pilecki, 
Paul 
Subject: Banking Institute Panels 

Friends - I’ve attached a planning document showing the panels we are planning for the Banking institute. This document indicates that you have 

volunteered to assist with one of the panels. So, here’s what I need you to do: 

By January 3 

o Submit any manuscript from your panel that you would like to be considered for publication in the Banking institute journal. The journal goes 

to the printer in early February so we need January to edit, cite check, and so on. To receive CLE credit, our panels must be accompanied by 

written materials. If you elect not to prepare something for the journal, you will need to prepare something (perhaps PowerPoint slides) to 

be submitted by March 15. 

By January 11 

o Send me the name, affiliation, email address, and short bio (if not readily available on the web) of each panelist 

: Send me the exact title and a one-to-two sentence description of what your panel will be covering 

o Designate one person as the coordinator (if more than one is now listed). Panelists will have their registration fee waived, one night at the 

Ritz paid for, and travel (coach class airfare or mileage) reimbursed. Coordinators only have the registration fee waived. Unfortunately, we 

can’t afford to waive the fee for multiple coordinators. If you are a substantive panelist who will be spealdng and not just moderating, you 

are entitled to the full reimbursement. Most of your firms are usually sponsors of the Banking institute, entitling the firm to two free 

registrations. 

Thanks again for your help in planning the Banking institute. 

All the best for the holidays and the New Year, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h_t__t__n_~//_~_~_~:_!~_~:_~_~_:~@Z~t__~_r_s_Lb__~_~_t~_j_m~ 
~i Description: 

...... http://v,~vw.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web542.jpg 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product, if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 8!5 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

LeBlanc-Allman, Rene J. <RAllman@mnston.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 7, 2012 9:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

David Batty ( ,@gmaJl.com) 

RE: UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 

Hi Lissa: 

Many thanks for your befow and t would be happy to sit on the board. ] veIT much appreciate the invitation! f am running the sponsorship 

request up through my chain and should have an answer in short order. I need to travel with business in the very near term and will be out of pocket 

untif ]ate tomorrow night, however, f have asked Megan Henry’ to quickly reach out to you in my stead if/when the sponsorship request is approved. 

I will further follow up with you when I return to the office later in the week. 

Kind regards, 

Rene 

Rene J. LeBlanc-AIIman 

Pa~nef 

[: ~-! (704) 350-7700 

D: -~ I (704) 350-~’724 

F: ~-’i (704) 350-7800 

ww~.winston.oom 

Strawn LLP 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 06, 2012 3::1.8 PM 
To; LeBlanc-AIIman, Rene .l. 
Cc-" David Batty I     @gmail.com) 
Subject; UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 

Hi Renee - Upon David Batty’s recommendation, I would like to invite you to represent Winston & Strawn on the Board of Advisors for the UNC School of 

Law’s Center for Banking and Finance. David formerly represented your firm on our board. He was followed by Jim Hedrick, who is now representing the 

McGuire Woods firm. The board meets twice a year -at lunch following the conclusion of the annual Banking Institute (March 29-30 in Charlotte), and at a 

luncheon meeting in Charlotte in late August. I have attached the position description. Also attached is the list of other board members. 

Our board of advisors members are also invited to sponsor the annual Banking Institute for $1500, which includes two complimentary admissions to the 

Banking Institute and the Thursday evening reception and dinner. Information about that is attached in case your firm would like to sponsor this year. If 

you do intend to sponsor, please let me know by mid-week so we can be sure to acknowledge your sponsorship in our North Carolina Banking Institute 

journal which is about to go to press and which will be distributed to all Institute attendees. 

The Banking Institute is our signature program. More information about the agenda for this year’s Institute is available at 

http:!!www.law.unc.eduicle/bankinginstituteiagendaidefanlt.aspx. We also have a new, one-day program on March 28 in Charlotte on the ABCs of 

Banking Law for attorneys at your firm who would like an introduction into the world of banking law, whether they be new attorneys or those whose 

practices relate to bank clients. 

Finally, our Center for Banking and Finance is engaged in other activities as well, some of which are described in the Info sheet attached and in our most 

recent annual newsletter (also attached). 

I am happy to discuss any questions you may have. Thanks for considering this invitation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http;i!www.!aw:u nc.ed uLcentersiba nk!n~ 

i~i Description: 
http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Beischer <~beischer@gaxdenviewrealb~.com> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 20, 2012 9:52 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: UNC School of Law Bm~king Institute and the George and Susm~ Beischer Address 

l.issa: Thanks for the email. We received so many nice notes from lots of folks 

in the banking industry and those associated with the Institute. 

Dad was thrilled when h~-_~ heard about the idea o[ the "Beiscfu:_~r Addr~:_~ss’;. f know he will be listening in. 

f am sorry but:l have a conflict over thoa~:_~ days and will not be able to att~-_~nd. It: was always great to at:t:end with Dad and f will miss our trip together. 

Good luck wid~ d~e Institute and I look forward to staying in touch. 

David 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, February 15, 2012 1:00 PP1 
To; David Beischer 
I:::e: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: UNC School of Law Banking Institute and the George and Susan Beischer Address 

Hi David- 

I hope you and your family are doing well. Our annual Banking Institute will be held at The Ritz-Carlton in Charlotte on March 29-30. As I mentioned to you, 

the Center for Banking and Finance’s Board of Advisors named the after-dinner talk at the Banking Institute, the George and Susan Beischer 
Address in honor of your parents’ generous gift to the Center. I would like to invite you and a guest to attend the reception and dinner on Thursday, March 29, to 

hear the first Beischer Address from Jeffrey Lacker, the President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond. We would be happy for you to attend the entire 

program if you are interested. I have attached the full schedule for your review. 

Please let me know if you’re able to attend the Beischer Address or any other parts of the Banking Institute in March and if you’d like me to reserve a hotel room 

for you for Thursday, March 29. 

All the best, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

i.X.i Description: 
http://w~q law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Craven ?}gmail.com> 

Saturday, February. 25, 2012 10:44 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 2012 UNC Banking Institute 

Lissa, 

Thanks for the illfo on the 2012 Bal~king Institute. Are there any 
discounts available for law- school faculty? I am still teaching 
banking law at Wake. Please advise at your convenience. 

Best regards, 
David Craven 

On Mon, Feb 6, 2012 at 4:56 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> As a prior attendee to the LrNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance’s almual Banking Institute, I wanted to extend an invitation to you to register for the 2012 Banking Institute 
on March 29-30 at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Charlotte This year’s program includes the Beischer Address by JeflYey Lacker, President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond; the 
Clifford Lecture by Margot Saunders of the National Consumer Law Center; and after-lunch remarks by Robert Johnson, General Counsel of BB&T Panels will be held on Dodd-Fral~k 
Implementation, the CFPB, Capital, the Key Ingredients to Surxdve and Thrive for Community Banks, and Dirt for Debt and Other Catastrophes for Commercial Lenders. The expert panelists 
include, North Carolina Attorney General Roy Cooper and the CFPB General Counsel Kenneth Miller. 
> 

> 

> 

> Registratiun and more informatiun about the program are available at http://www [aw.unc.edu/cle/bankin~institute/default.aspx. 
> 

> 

> 

> We also have a new, une-day program on March 28 at the Mi~ore & Van Alien law firm, The ABCs uf Banking Law. This prugram is intended fur new attumeys ur for those whu wurk with 
bank clients who would like tu learn more about the bank and bank hulding company regulatury structure ’]’here is special pricing for those electing tu attend both programs. Registrauon 
and additional information about the ABCs program are available at http://www law.unc.edu/cle/abcbankin~/default.aspx. 
> 

> 

> 

> Please circulate this email tu others you knuw whu might be interested in either of these programs. I hope to see you in Charlotte in March 
> 

> 

> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> Lissa 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Lissa L. Bruurne 
> 

> Wachovia Professor of Batflcing Law 
> 

> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> 

> L~C School of Law 
> 

> CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> 919.962.7066 
> 

> http://www.law.unc.edu/cent ers/bartking 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

dominic.a.labitzky@frb.gov 

Monday, February 27, 2012 5:08 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Lissa-- 

Thanks veu much tbr these details¯ 
you 

Regards, 

Dominic 

Dominic A Labitzky 
Senior Attorney, Legal Division 
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System 
tel - 202452.3428 
fax - 202452¯3101 
dominic.a.labitzky@li’b gov 

but expect to be back in the office on Thursday, March 1. Would it be alright if I get back to you then? Thank 

From: "Broorne, Lissa L" [lbroome@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent: 02/27,’2012 03:29 PM GMT 
To: Dominic Labitzky 
Cc: "Bottz, Coarad" <cbortz@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi Dominic - I was delighted to hear from Pat Doyle that you will be joining us in Charlotte to participate in the Dodd-Frank Act Regulatory Implementation Panel. I 

have attached the schedule of our two-day program and I hope you will be able to stay for the entire program. Could you please send me a short bio sometime this 

week? 

My assistant, Conrad Bortz, will be in touch with you about your need for a hotel room on Wednesday, March 28 or Thursday, March 29. We reimburse one night at 

the Ritz-Carlton in Charlotte, the conference hotel, as well as coach class airfare, parking, cabs, and other miscellaneous expenses (please save your receipts). 

Thanks again for participating in this program. I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 
...... 

:: "~ :: Description: 

http://~Arw.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jewell Hoover < ~carolina.rr.com> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 9:25 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Banking Law Institute Registration 

Lissa, 

Fifth Third notified me that [ could register under their sponsorship. [ completed the registration; but am not sure if it went through; could you have someone let 

me know if the registration was successful? 

Jewell 

Thank You, 

Jewell D. Hoover 

Hoover and Associates, LLC 

PO Box 49777 

Charlotte, NC 28277 

704-843-1092 

www.hooverconsultingilc.com 

www.thebankdirectorscollege.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Dunn @gmail.com> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 11:18 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.anc.edu-~; leonaxd.gilbert@hklaw.com; Smith, Edmn E. <edmn.smith@bingham.com>; mlliam.nolan 

<willimn.nolan@fliconsulting.com >; Steve Cn-uendel <stevegmendel@mvalaw.com>; joel.brighton@wellsihrgo.com; Tom Dunn 

~gmail.com> 

UNC Banking Institute Panel PowerPoints for last panel on Friday March 30. 

Conrad, the follomng panelists roll have their final PowerPoints to you no later than this Thursday: Ed Smith, Bill Nolan and Steve Gmendel. I roll have a non 

PowerPoint outline to you by the same time. 

Thanks very much. 

*Tom Dtmn* 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Shields, Reggie <roshields@fhlbatl.com> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 5:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [[yoaxdadvisors] Assi~nce with RegiS_rations -- ABC’s of Banking and the Banking Institute 

Lissa, 
I have sent this along to my colleagues within the FHLB system and outside counsel that we work with regularly. 
Regards, 
Reggie O’Shields 
General Counsel 

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta 

P: 404 8885353 I M:              I F: 404.8885304 

.~,2_~Jp_:aLLc___o_Ln I ._w~_v__w_~lltLb_’_a_!!=_corj~ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [maNto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 06, 2012 11:06 AM 
To; Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject= [boardadvisors] Assistance with Registrations -- ABC’s of Banking and the Banking Institute 

Friends - 

At our August board meeting you were all quite enthusiastic about the Center offering a new one-day program, The ABCs of Banking, aimed at new lawyers or 

those who work with financial institution clients but may have never gained an appreciation for the confusing and complicated regulatory structure for financial 

institutions. The program is scheduled for March 28 at the offices of Moore & Van Allen. Unfortunately, our inaugural program has only 8 participants signed up. 

We need you to help us find folks who would benefit from this program. It is described in more detail at 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/cleiabcbanking/agenda!derauk.aspx and online registration is available at 

http:/iwww:law.unc.eduic!eiabcbank!n~ilo~!stics/defau!t:aspx. Topics include regulatory structure, powers, understanding bank financial statements, prudential 

limitations, supervision and enforcement, failure and resolution. The faculty include Gene Katz, John Douglas, Lawrence Baxter (Duke), Karol Sparks (who has 

taught at WFU, Elon and Iowa), and me. We need to make a decision soon on whether to pull the plug or continue on. Since the program is in its first year, I’d like 

to continue (even with a low registration), but I’m not sure 8 is sufficient to go forward. Please do what you can do to find participants to augment the 2 we have 

from BB&T, i from B of A, i from Associated Bank, i from TruPoint Bank. 

I will also bug you about attendance to the Banking Institute on March 29-30. We have 141 registered as of yesterday. There are a number of sponsor spots still not 

filled. I will be communicating with you separately if you have one or more unclaimed sponsor registrations. You have paid for these seats, let’s get people in 

them. We really do have a wonderful program on tap and it would be a shame not to have the room full to hear the great program that you and your colleagues 

have planned. We need sponsors and speakers to register online so we are sure to have all your information correct. Online registration is available at 

http:!!www.lawAJnc.eduide/bankinginstitute!Iogistics!default.aspx. At the time for payment, there is a pull-down menu from which you can select pre-paid 

corporate sponsor or program panelist and you will owe nothing further. It’s also important to get others from your firm and others you know in the banking law 

community to register for the program too since even if all sponsor slots are filled we will only have 169 in attendance. We have been hosting over 200 for the last 

few years and I would hate to go backwards now. 

Thanks for your help as always. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http;//www:law.unc:edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~h--t--t-#-~~U--s--s--r--n--~~c--~--~-m--j---a-~u---t--h---~--r---7--~2---4---8-~7--~2---~-- 

iXi Description: 

http://w~q law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: roshieldx@fNbatl.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-31014357-41595346.5ea744c574e7513b25339ea733a221de(#)listserv.unc.edu 

This e-mail message is private and m ay contain confidential or privBeged inform ation. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oarlock, Jacqueline S ~:jcarlock@email.unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:29 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

FW: Jett~ey Lacker’s Alter-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

I haven’t responded yet, Will Allison Reid be handling the media? 
JSC 
Jacqueline S, Oarlock, CMP 
Director of Continuing Legal Education and Special Events 
UNC School of Law 
Office of Continuing Education 
Campus Box 3389 160 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27541 
Main: 919-962-7815 
Fax: 919-843-7779 
From: Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.org [mailto:Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:15 PM 
To: Carlock, Jacqueline S 
Subject: Fw: Jeffrey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 
Hi Jackie! 

I am working on a media advisory which we will send out on Thursday. This is standard practice for President Lacker’s speeches and the cadre of national media who cover 
them. 

I have a few questions: 

-- Should I be using your name for media contact and registration, in addition to my name? We usually like the media to let us know 48 hours in advance if they are covering 
and who will be the media representative on hand. 

-- Will there be a separate room for the media scrum - President Lacker usually takes about 10-12 minutes after the event to talk with the media. 

-- Do the media need to register in the same what that all attendees register and is there a $70 charge, or is that only if they are interested in having dinner? 

I will be in meetings between 2-3 this afternoon, but if you want to call before or after that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Laura 

Laura Fortunate 

Media Relations/Sr. Analyst, Corporate Communications 

The Federal Reserve Bank o1 Richmond 

Office 804. 697. 8196 

Mobile 

! ~ _u_r_a_=_f_o_r_t__u_n__a_t__o~r_Lc__h_:tr_b_=_o__r ~ 
w~w¢ richmondfed.org 

....... Forwarded by Laura Fortunato/RICH/FRS on 03/!3/2012 !2:10 PM ....... 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroorne.@~email.unc.edu> 

T~. "Laura Fortunato (laura fortunato@rich.frb org)" <laura fortunato@rich.frb.org>, "Carlock, Jacqueline S" <jcarlock@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 02/21/2012 03:18 PM 

Subject: Jeffrey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi Laura - It was nice to speak to you today about President Lacker’s speech after-dinner on Thursday night March 29 at the Banking Institute at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Charlotte. I 

have attached our program agenda so you can see the topics that will be discussed over the course of March 29-30. As you can see we have a reception preceding our dinner and we 

hope President Lacker can attend that event as well. We will sit down to dinner and then after-dinner, we will invite him to deliver his remarks. I will introduce lake Lutz and say a word 

about the Beischer Address and then Jake will introduce President Lacker. 

Please let us know the names of those who will be attending with President Lacker so we can have name tags for you. 

Jacqueline Carlock is our director of continuing education programs. She can work with you regarding press who might be covering the event. If you and Jackie think it is necessary, we 

can have one of our communications people attend and help coordinate as well (icarlock@email.unc.edu; 919-843-5644). 

Thanks for all of your help and let us know if you have any further questions. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 



UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

_h_ ~_-ZZ _v__~__w___v__~_L_a__v__~_~_u___n__c_~_e___d__u_ Zc___e__n__t__e__r__sZ _b__a__r_~_ k L~ ~ 

i~i Description: 
htt p://vw~v law. u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n kingfin a nce 
web 542.jpg 

[attachment "2012 Banking Institute Schedule draft.docx" deleted by Laura Fortunato/RICH/FRS] 

[attachment "image001 .jpg" deleted by Laura Fortunato/RICH/FRS] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:17 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

FW: Jetti~ey I,acker’s Alter-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

FY~ 
JSC 
Jacqueline S. Carlock, CMP 
Director of Continuing Legal EdLication and Special Events 
UNC School of Law 
Office of Continuing Education 
Campus Box 3380 160 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27541 
Main: 919-962-7815 
Fax: 919-843-7779 
From: Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.org [maJlto:Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 i:08 PM 
To: Carlock, -1acqueline S 
Subject: Fw: Jjeffrey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 
Jackie: 

Per my earlier email, please review and let me know what changes, corrections, etc. you may have. I have put Professor Broome as contact, but perhaps you or another staff 
person would be best as contact. 

Many thanks, 

Laura 

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND - MEDIA ADVISORY March t 5, 2512 

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, Jeff Lacker, will address bankers and their lawyers, as well as law students from the University of North Carolina School 

of Law’s Center for Banking and Finance in Charlotte, N.C. The speech is part of UNC’s Banking Institute [hyperlink: http:i/~w~,v.law.Uncreduicle/bankin¢tinstituteidefault.aspx], 

Speech 

Topic: 

When: 

Where: 

Media: 

Media Contact: 

"A Program for Financial Stability" 

March 29, 2012 

The Ritz-Carlton, Charlotte [hypedink: ._h__t_t_p://vwvw.ritzcarlton.com/en Properties Charlette/Default.htm 

201 East Trade Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202 
704-547-2244 

The event begins at 6:00 p.m. 

President Lacker will begin speaking at 7:30 p.m. (Audience Q&A included.) 

A separate media Q&A with President Lacker will follow the event. No live broadcast and/or audio feeds are permitted during the separate 
med a Q&A. 

Laura Fortunate, FRB-Richmond Media Relations, will be on-site to facilitate with the media and provide embargoed text at least 30 
minutes in advance. 

We also will post the text to our public website as close to the start of the speech as possible. 

]l[linkto: http:I/richmondfed.orqlpress roomlspeecheslpresident ieff lackedindex.cfm} 

_aura Fortunate [hyperlink: Laurs.FortunatoL"(~_,[ic[Lfrb.oN ] 

=RB-Richmond, Media Relations 

304-597-8196 (desk) 

(mobile) 

.issa L. Broome [hypeNnk: !__b___r__o___o4#__e__@_email.unc.edu] 

~achovia Professor of Banking Law 

3irector, Center for Banking and Finance 

JNC School of Law 

)19-962-7066 (desk) 

Laura Fortunato 

Media Relations/Sr Analyst, Corporate Communications 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 



Office 804 697.8!96 

Mobile 

! ~ _u_r_a_=_f_o_r_t__u_n__a_t__o~r_Lc__h_=f_r_b_=_o__r ~ 
w~w¢ richmondfed.org 

....... Forwarded by Laura Fortunato/RICH/FRS on 03/!3/2012 0! :02 PM ....... 

Hi Jackie! 

I am working on a media advisory which we will send out on Thursday. This is standard practice for President Lacker’s speeches and the cadre of national media who cover 
them. 

I have a few questions: 

-- Should I be using your name for media contact and registration, in addition to my name? We usually like the media to let us know 48 hours in advance if they are covering 
and who will be the media representative on hand. 

-- Will there be a separate room for the media scrum - President Lacker usually takes about 10-12 minutes after the event to talk with the media. 

-- Do the media need to register in the same what that all attendees register and is there a $70 charge, or is that only if they are interested in having dinner? 

I will be in meetings between 2-3 this afternoon, but if you want to call before or after that would be great. 

Thanks, 
Laura 

Laura Fortunate 

Media Relations/Sr. Analyst, Corporate Communications 

The Federal Reserve Bank o1 Richmond 

Office 804 697.8!96 

Mobile 

laura fortunato@rich.f’b.or9 

wt~w. ri¢ hmo ndfed, or~t 

--- Forwarded by Laura Fortunato/RICH/FRS on 03/13/20!2 12:10 PM---- 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" <[b[__o__o__n_q__e__@__e___m___a_i_[=_u__n__c_:_e___d__u_> 

To: "Laura Fortunato (!_a__u__r__a_:_f_o_~__u__n__a_!_o__@_r]_c__h_=_tr_Lo__r9)" <!_a___u_r__a_:_f_o__r_t__u__n__a__t__o_@_r_i_c__h__:tr__b_:_o__r_._g_>, "Carlock, Jacqueline S" <j__c__a_r_[2_c__k__@.__e__r_n__a_]!:_u___n__c_:_e__d__u_> 

D;_,te: 02/21/2012 03:18 PM 

S~Jbject. Jeffrey Lacker’s AfteFDinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi Laura - It was nice to speak to you today about President Lacker’s speech after-dinner on Thursday night March 29 at the Banking Institute at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Charlotte. I 

have attached our program agenda so you can see the topics that will be discussed over the course of March 29-30. As you can see we have a reception preceding our dinner and we 

hope President Lacker can attend that event as well. We will sit down to dinner and then after-dinner, we will invite him to deliver his remarks. I will introduce Jake Lutz and say a word 

about the Beischer Address and then Jake will introduce President Lacker. 

Please let us know the names of those who will be attending with President Lacker so we can have name tags for you. 

Jacqueline Carlock is our director of continuing education programs. She can work with you regarding press who might be covering the event. If you and Jackie think it is necessary, we 

can have one of our communications people attend and help coordinate as well (jcarlock@email.unc.edu; 93.9-843-5544). 

Thanks for all of your help and let us know if you have any further questions. 

Lissa 

Lissa k. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

httP:iiwww.law.unc,edu/centers/banking 



i.X.i Description: 
http://w~’J law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web542.jpg 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.org 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Carlock, Jacqueline S ~carlock@email.unc.edu>; Cyanne.Yates@rich.t?b.org 

RE: Jettiey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Bmlking Institute 

Thank you Lissa for responding so quickly. 

Your plan works for me. I often am the only media relations person on site to handle the media; not all organizations have them. 

I will definitely fix the time. We typically we ’embargo" release of his speech to media on site and several who receive it electronically within an hour before the speech starts. 

So the timing is critical, Anything more than a 5 minute change in the start time will send media into a frenzy. 

Laura 

Laura Fortunato 
Media RelationdSr. Analyst, Corporate Communications 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Office 804. 897. 8196 

Mobile 

laura.fortunato@rich.frb.or9 

~v~,~ richmondfed orq 

grotto: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaihunc.edu> 

To: "Carlock, Jacqueline S" <jcarlock@email.unc.edu>, "Laura Fortunato (laura.fortunato@rich frb.org)" <laura fortunato@rich.frb org> 

D~qe: 03/13/2012 02:44 PM 

Subject RE: Jeffrey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi [aura -Thanks for providing tNs information and your subsequent ealaii to Jackie. Listing me as the contact is fine!. Since! you will be there, I think we will let you and one of our 

students help get the media to where they need to be and not send our own media person to the event. 

In your later email, you may want to change the time of Dr. Lacker’s speech, Since dinner begins at 6:00, Dr. Lacker may speak as early as 6:45 or 7:00, 

Jack[e will ,’_ry [o find a room or a corner of [he room for Dr, Lacker to meet w/[h the media following his [alk. 

Please let me know what media contacts 7ou expect so we can have nametags made up for ti~em in advance (Name, Media Outlet, City). They do not need to register and may attend the 

program for free. ]hey may also eat dinner (for free), but to order dinner for them we wili need to know by the end of the day on Monday, March 25 that they plan to attend. If they 

decide to a[tend later, they will be welcome to any unciaimed seats at the dinner i!~ any event. 

Thanks for your help. 

I.issa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC Schooi of t.aw 

Cg#3380, Van Hecke-We,’Aach Hail 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

_h ~_’iZ_v__~__w_v__~:_La__v__~_:_u___n__g:_e___d__u_Zc___e__n__t__e__r__sL b~_~ kL~ g 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor::248720 

[i ~il Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jp9 ] 

From: Laura.Fortunato@rjch,frb.orcl [mailto:Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.orcl] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 12:15 PM 
To: Carlock, Jacqueline S 
Subject: Fw: Jeffrey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi Jackie! 

I am working on a media advisory which we will send out on Thursday. This is standard practice for President Lacker’s speeches and the cadre of national media who cover 
them. 



I have a few questions: 

-- Should I be using your name for media contact and registration, in addition to my name? We usually like the media to let us know 48 hours in advance if they are covering 
and who will be the media representative on hand. 

-- Will there be a separate room for the media scrum - President Lacker usually takes about 10-12 minutes after the event to talk with the media. 

-- Do the media need to register in the same what that all attendees register and is there a $70 charge, or is that only if they are interested in having dinner? 

I will be in meetings between 2-3 this afternoon, but if you want to call before or after that would be great. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Fortunato 

Media RelafiondSr Analyst, Corporate Communications 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Office 804. 697 8196 

Mobile 

laura.fortunato@rich.frb or9 

~r~w.hchmon dfe d. org. 

---- Fol-~arded by [_aura Fortunato/RICH/FRS on 03/!3/2012 !2:10 PM --- 

F:om: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaihunc edu> 

To: "Laura Fortunato (laura.fortunato@rich.ffb.org)" <laura.fortunato@rich frb.org>, "Carlock, Jacqueline S" <jcarlock@emaihunc edu> 

Date: 02/21/2012 03:18 PM 

Subject Jeffrey Lacker’s After-Dinner Speech at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi Laura - It was nice to speak to you today about President Lacker’s speech after-dinner on Thursday night March 29 at the Banking Institute at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel in Charlotte. I 

have attached our program agenda so you can see the topics that will be discussed over the course of March 29-30. As you can see we have a reception preceding our dinner and we 

hope President Lacker can attend that event as well. We will sit down to dinner and then after-dinner, we will invite him to deliver his remarks. I will introduce Jake Lutz and say a word 

about the Beischer Address and then .lake will introduce President Lacker. 

Please let us know the names of those who will be attending with President Lacker so we can have name tags for you. 

.lacqueline Carlock is our director of continuing education programs. She can work with you regarding press who might be covering the event. If you and Jackie think it is necessary, we 

can have one of our communications people attend and help coordinate as well (jcarlock@email.unc.edu; 919-843-5544). 

Thanks for all of your help and let us know if you have any further questions. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.eduicenters/banking 

Description: http://www.I ........ du/images/ ..... /media/bankingfi ........ b 542.jpg ] 

[attachment "2012 Banking Institute Schedule draft.docx" deleted by Laura Fortunato/RICHiFRS] 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vazquez, Kim Marie <ldmmazie.vazquez@davispolk.com~ 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 10:09 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Bmlking Institute Sponsorship and Your Board Listing 

this is me. 
Kim Marie. Vazquez 

,administrative Assista~st 

Davis Polk & Wardwell L LP 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

212450 6389 tel 

kimmarie vazqu ez@davispolk corn 

] 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, 

distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies¸ Please refer to 

the firm’s privacy poiley located at ’,qww.davisbel× cem for important information on this policy. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 11:27 AM 
To: Vazquez, Kim Marie 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Sponsorship and Your Board Listing 

Wondert:uH Thanks, Kim. 

Lissa 

I.issa L Broome 

Wachovia Profi:~ss.:_~r of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33gO, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:-3380 

9119,962,70{’;6 
http:/iwww.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

::~:: Descrip[ion: 

http:/.;~w.ls’,^/ unc. edu.;imageshlee,~.s.;medis/ba,nkin,?,fhssnce 

web 542 jpc 

From: Vazquez, Kim Marie [mailto:kimmarie.vazquez@davispolk.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012:10:48 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Sponsorship and Your Board Listing 
Hi Lissa. 
A check should be going out today or tomorrow. Check number: 
Regards, 

Kim 

Kim Marie Vazque~ 

#,dmk!~sfrafh/e !-%sisfant 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

212 450 5369 tel 

kima~ar~e vazguez@davispolk.coa~ 

in the amount of $1,500.00. 

] 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected from disclosure¯ Unauthorized use, dissemination, 

distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, is strictly prohibited¯ If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies Please refer to 

the firm’s privacy policy located at v,~¢,q dark, polk corn for important information on this policy¯ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 20, 20:12 2:44 PM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Banking Institute Sponsorship and Your Board Listing 

Friends - 

have attached information about sponsorships for the Banking Institute. I need to know by Jan. 33. if your bank/firm intends to be a sponsor this year (a ~1500 

bargain that entitles you to two complimentary admissions to the March 29-30 Banking Institute) so that you can be listed in the Banking Journal. 

Second, please let me know if any corrections need to be made to your name or affiliation on the attached listing of our board of advisors. I also need any 

changes by Jan. 31 so that this listed can be published in the Banking Journal. 

Online registration is up and running (and you can go ahead and register as a prepaid corporate sponsor), 

--h--t--t-~;/~-w-~--w-~--w-~.-La-w-.~-u-~-n-~-c-~--e---d---u-/---c-~[-e-~---b---a-~-n-~kLn-~Ln--s--t-)~-t~-u---t~-e-~d-~-e--f--a-~-u-~[-t-~-a-~-s-p--x-~.. Also, be sure to encourage your newer colleagues to check out the ABCs of Banking one-day 

program on Wednesday, March 28. 

That’s all for now! Enjoy the weekend. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 



Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#33go, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-33g0 

919.962.7066 

http://www:[aw.unc.eduicenters/banking 

Ni Description: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 11:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Google Alert - UNC School of Law 

FYI 

Allison L. Reid 

Assistant Dean for Communications 

UNC School of Law 
9’19 843 :; 148 (office) 

(mobile) 

From: Google Alerts <googlealerts-noreply@google.com> 

Date: Wed, 14 Mar 2012 15:48:28 +0000 

To: Allison Reid <allison reid@unc.edu> 

Subject: Google Alert - UNC School of Law 

Web 1 new result for UNC School of Law 

._La___c___k___e___r____S__ .p.~..a...k...s....a...t...t.h..e....u...N..c......s..~.~L~L..k..~.w......s....~.~.~!~..[~!~.u~1~. ..... 
Lacker Speaks at the UNC School of Law’s Banking Institute in Charlotte N.C. March 29 2012. 
Richmond Va. President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond ... 

This as-it-happens Google Alert is brought to you by Google. 

Delete this alert. 
Create another alert. 
Manaqe your alerts. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beaty, Rufus <Rufus.Bea~td.com~ 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

FW: Banking Institute 

Lissa, please add John Marshall Mosser to the email mailing list for the Banking Institute. 

Columbia, SC. 

His email address is: JM.Mosser@firstcitizensonline.com 

Thank& See you soon ... 
Rufus F. Beaty 
VP and Senior Counsel 
TD Bank, NA. 
104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
office: 864.421.1367 
mobile: 

rufus.beaty@t&com 

He is inhouse counsel at First Citizens Bank in 

From: Beaty, Rufus 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2022 2:25 PN 

To: Mosser, John Marshall 
Subject: RN: Banking Institute 

John MarshNI, I am on the Advisory Board of the UNC Banking Institute ... our annual Banking }nstitute/CLE is March 29 and 30th in Chadotte .... I 

think you would enjoy the meeting, learn something (I always do) and make some good contacts if you have time to attend ... 

If interested, click below for registration information _. 

Hope you can attend ... 

Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty 

VP and Senior Counsel 
TD Bank, N.A. 
104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
office: 864.421.1367 
mobile: 

rufus.beaty@td.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@emaH.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:13 PM 

To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Banking Institute 

Friends - 

Here is your weekly reminder about the Banking Institute. As of yesterday, we had :184 total participants in the Banking Institute (short of our 200+ goal) and :16 

students for the ABCs of Banking Course. We could use more in each. 

If you have registered for the Banking Institute, I will assume that you are staying for our Board of Advisors luncheon meeting from :12:30 - 2:30 (or earlier) on 

Friday, March 30 unless you tell me otherwise. 

The link for registration for the Banking Institute is http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu/cleibankinginstitute!Iogistics!default.aspx. The agenda is attached. It should be a 

terrific program. 

If you have new associates in your firm who would benefit from an introduction to the ABCs of Banking Law on March 28, ask them to consider registering for our 

ABCs program, -h-~-t~-t~i/-/-~-w--~-w--~-w--:~!-a-~--w--~-u---q-c-~--e--d-~-u-j---c-Le-~a-~-b--c-~-b-~-a---q-k-~Ln-~gZL-~-gLs--t-!~£-s-Ld-e[&y]~t~#~s£~. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

h tt p:i!www.!a w:unc.ed u/cent ers/bank!n~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: _h_t_t_p__://__s__s_[_n__:_c_o_m__Za__u___t__h__9__r_:_:_2_~!_sz2_Q 
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di~losure, use, distribution, or reproduction of this message or any attachments is prohibited and may be unlawful. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BeaU, Rufus <Rufus.Bea~@td.com> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 11:45 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosser, John Marshall <Johnmarshall.Mosser@tirstcitizensonline.com> 

RE: Ba~king Institute 

Lissa, I think that John Marshall plans to attend ... 
Rufus F. Beaty 
VP and Senior Counsel 
TD Bank, N.A. 
104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
office: 864.421.1367 
mobile: 

rufus.beaty@td.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 16, 2012 11:32 AM 

To: BeaN, Rufus; Mosser, John Marshall 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute 

John Marshall .-- 

Thanks to Rufus for invith~g you to the Banking lnstitute~ We usually have over 200 banking lawyers in attendance. It is a wonderful opportunity to learn and meet 

others in the field. I hope your schedule might permit you to attend~ If I can answer any questions, please let me know. 

kissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-3?,80 

919.962.7066 
. _h _t_ _t_ #_ #_ /_ _ _ _w_ _ _ _w_ _ _ _w_ _ J_&_w__:__u___n__~:__e___d___u_i_c___e__e_t___e_r__d___b__a___n___kj__n__~ 
Access mv papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

iNi Description 
ilttp:/i~vww law. u r;c ed u/Jma ges/n ews/medJalba n kingfir~a nce 
web 542 iPg 

From: BeaN, Rufus [mailto:Rufus.Beaty@td.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:25 PM 

To: Mosser, John Marshall 
Subject: FW: Banking Institute 

John Marshall, I am on the Advisory Board of the UNC Banking Institute ... our annual Banking Institute/CLE is March 29 and 30th in Charlotte .... I 

think you would enjoy the meeting, learn something (I always do) and make some good contacts if you have time to attend ... 

If interested, click below for registration information ._ 

Hope you can attend ... 

Rufus 
Rufus F. Beaty 
VP and Senior Counsel 

TD Bank, N.A. 
104 South Main Street, Greenville, SC 29601 
office: 864.421.1367 
mobile: 
[:L_ Lf_L_ Ls_’_=_b___e__a4 y_@_t _d_:__c: p__ m 

From: 8roome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 2:13 PN 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Banking Institute 

Friends - 

Here is your weekly reminder about the Banking Institute. As of yesterday, we had 184 total participants in the Banking Institute (short of our 200+ goal) and 16 

students for the ABCs of Banking Course. We could use more in each. 

If you have registered for the Banking Institute, I will assume that you are staying for our Board of Advisors luncheon meeting from :12:30 - 2:30 (or earlier) on 

Friday, March 30 unless you tell me otherwise. 

The link for registration for the Banking Institute is http:i!www.law.unc.eduicle/bankinginstituteilogistics/default.aspx. The agenda is attached. It should be a 

terrific program. 

If you have new associates in your firm who would benefit from an introduction to the ABCs of Banking Law on March 28, ask them to consider registering for our 

ABCs program, http:!!www’law’unc’eduicle/abcbankindl°gistics!default’aspx 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



919.962.7066 

h__t_t~_:_/L~_~:_La__~_:__u_~:__e___d__~Z_�~__t_e___r__sZb___a__~_~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: _h__t__t_p__~/Ls__s__r__n___,__c_9_m__La_u__t__h___Q_r_:T-__2__z_[8Z2_Q 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick.Rothacker@thomsonreuters.com 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 9:51 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

banking Institute 

Lissa - Hope you are doing well. I wanted to let you know that I was planning on attending the conference this year if that’s OK. I think Reuters is also sending a Fed 

reporter to the Lacker dinner. You may have heard from them already. Thanks, Rick 

~,aI~ kici~ re~.’.o r~e r 

() lTO4g-cjs2rSC4 i M 

rick rothacker(~Ahornsoilreul:ers.corn 
Twitter: rickrothacker 
Web: blogs.reuters.com/rick-rothacke# 

This email was sent to you by Thomson Reuters, the global news and information company. An?, views expressed in this message are those of the individual sender, 

except where the sender specifically states them to be the views of Thomson Reuters. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westerlun& Lance S <lancew@unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 2:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ unc edu> 

RE: Registration Question 

Hi l.issa, 

Alex has not registered. Shlce he’s not in our database, it would be best that he register himself, but 1 can do it if so desired. 

Thanks, 

[a nee 

From: Broome, kissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 2:48 PM 

To: Westerlund, Lance S 
Subject: Registration Question 

Do you show "klex Young-Anglim as registered for the Banking Institute? He would be for free as a prepaid corporate sponsor. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Douglas, John L. [mailto:iohn.douqlas@davispolk.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 2:43 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Young-Anglim, Alexander 

Subject: RE: Sponsor Spots Going Unfilled 
we should have one signed up - Alex Young-Anglim. I will see if we can get another taker. 
John t.. Oo~Jg~s 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LL P 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

2124504145 tel 

212701 5145 fax 

cell 

;olin .dou glas@dav~spolk corn 

] 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or othePMse 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 
Please refer to the firm’s privacy policy located at ~,’¢¢vv.davispolk.com for important information on this policy. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 2:33 PM 
To: .r__s_j_n__g__e__r__@___b_Eg__o__~N_e__r__c___e_~__£9___n_!; Douglas, John L.; Don Lampe (_d_J_a__[np___e__@_c_l_y__k__e_Ela__=_c__O__Er_0; Charles M. Horn (_c__h___a_£ke_.__S_[Eg__r_E@_Lr_Lo__f__o__&o__tD); Rene J. LeBlanc-AIIman 

(rallma n@winston.com) 
Subject-" Sponsor Spots Going Unfilled 

Friends - Each of your firms has one complimentary sponsor admission yet to use (Davis Polk has two complimentary spots). In these challenging economic times, 

alease don’t let this opportunity to get high quality CLE (for no additional charge) go to waste. Find a colleague or client who would benefit from attending and 

get them to register for the Banking Institute, -h--t--t-£-:j-/--wAA-.~[-a-~--w-~.---u---q-c-:~-e-~-d-~y/-~-c-Le-/-~-b-~-a---q-k-~[-n-~g~-n-~-s--t-!-t---u--t--e-j-!--~-g!-s--t-~-c--s-/-~-d-~-e-f#~y~[t:As£x~ 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

httpi/iwww.!aw:unc.edu/centers/ba nk!ng 
Access my papers on SSRN at: b_t__t_#_’_./Zs__s__r__n__:_c__9___m__La___u__t_b_Q_r_:-_-__2___4_:s__Z_2___o_. 

,..... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lutz, Jake --~Jacob.Lutz@troutmansanders.com> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 4:57 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Westerlund, Lance S <lancew@unc.edu-* 

RE: Troutman’s sponsor spots 

Yes w~th regard to both and thanks for your kind attention to this, Jake. 
JACOB A. LUTZ, INI 

TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP j Attorneys at Law 
Troulman Sanders BuiMing 

1001 Haxall Point, PO Box 1122 804 697 1490 phone 
Richmond, Virginia 23218q 122 804 698 60 ’l 4 fax 
Eroail: ja ke:!u!z@t rout ma nsa nders~com cell 

Bio: vwwv.troutmansanders.cotW]acob h~tz vc~rd 

l~~~ -rs4°q° ] 

From: Brooroe, LJssa L [roailto:lbrooroe@eroaJl,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 21, 2012 4:29 PM 
To: Lutz, Jake 
Cc: Westerlund, Lance S 
Subject: Troutman’s sponsor spots 

Hi Jake - 

You and Ashley Taylor attend the Banking Institute for free as panelists so we have two sponsor spots that your firm can use. I noticed that Aurora Cassirer is signed 

up at the full rate of $495, but as of Monday had not paid the $495. Also, David Anthony has signed up and paid $495. 

Do you want us to refund David and move him to a sponsor spot and transfer Aurora to the second sponsor spot without any further payment being owed by her? 

Thanks, Lissa 

Lissa L. Brooroe 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

ht[p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~-h--t--tp-~~/--/---s--s--r---q:~-c--~-~--m-j--a-~-u--t---h--~---r---~--~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

i.X.i Description: 
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IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requireruents imposed by the IRS, we infom~ you that an?, tax advice that may be contained in this communication (including any 
attacl~nents) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding any penalties trader the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or 
reconnnending to another part?, any transaction(s) or tax-related matter(s) that may be addressed herein. 

This e-mail connnunication (including any attachments) nray contain legally privileged and confidential information intended solely for the use of the intended recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you should immediately stop reading this message and delete it from your system. Any tmauthorized reading, distribution, copying or other use of this communication 
(or its attactmlents) is strictly prohibited. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

kierBJl, fallou@pnc.com 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:40 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Lissa- 

Thanks for the invitation to join the Advisory Board. I would be interested in joining, but will need to get clearance from our Corporate Ethics office first. You may hear from 
them in the next few days in case they need additional information about the Center beyond what is available on the web. Also, due to a scheduled family vacation, I will not 

be able to attend this year’s Institute. 

I look forward to participating. 

Regards, 

Kieran 

Kieran J. Fallon 

Chief Counsel Regulatory Affairs 

Legal Department 

The PNC Financial Services Group, Inc. 

800 17th Street, NW (Mail Stop C6-CPNC-12-4) 

Washington, D.C. 20006-3906 

(p) 202.973.6256 I(c) (f) 202.835.5226 

kieran.fallon@pnc.com 

................ IMPORTANT NOTICE ........................................................ 

PERSONAL AND CONFIDENTIAIL/ATTORNEY-CLIENT PRIVILEGE 

This message is intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from 
disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended 
recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you received this communication in error, please 

notify me immediately by reply e-mail or by telephone at 202-973-6257, and immediately delete this message and all of its attachments. 

:o: 

Co: 

Date: 

Subiect: 

"Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

"Kieran Fallon (kieran.fallon@pnc.com)" <kieran.fallon@pnc com> 

"Gerald. Hurst @rbc.com" <Gerald.Hu rst@rbc.com> 

03/21/2012 04:14 PM 

UNC School of Law Banking institute 

Hi Kieran [3 Jerry Hurst was kind enough to provide me with your contact information. I direct the University of North Carolina Law School[-]s Center for Banking and Finance. Each year 

we sponsor a two-day program in Charlotte, the Banking Institute. I believe you may have been a panelist at one of our prior programs. 

This year[]s Banking Institute will be held March 29-30 in Charlotte atThe Ritz-Carlton. We have a great program planned. The agenda is attached. If you or anyone from your legal 

department is able to attend, they may register online at http://www.law.unc.edu/cle/bankinginstituteilo~isticsidefault.aspx. 

Since PNC is now a big presence in North Carolina, we would love to have your bank represented on our Center[]s Board of Advisors. The board is a distinguished group and we meet 

twice a year [] once at lunch at the conclusion of the annual Banking Institute and a second luncheon meeting in Charlotte in August. The members of our board of advisors are listed 

at httpb/~/wwwJaw~rlc#du~/centers!bank[rlllistaffjadv[sorsZdefault.aspx. The duties of the board are not too onerous, but we do rely on the board to help us plan and run the annual 

Banking Institute. I have attached a board position description. If you or someone else from PNC[]s legal department is interested in joining our board of advisors, please let me know. 

If that person will be attending next week, they can attend our luncheon meeting on Friday, March 30; otherwise, we could officially add someone then and invite them to begin 

participation at our August meeting. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

b__t± a jZ_w__~__w__:j_a___w__~ hr_,_c::__e__d__U Lc__e__r)__t__e__r__sLtZa_~% r~g 
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[attachment "203.2 Banking Institute Schedule draft.docx" deleted by Kieran FalIoniLegaliPGH/PNC] [attachment "Position Description.doc" deleted by Kieran FalIoniLegaliPGH/PNC] 

The contents of this email are the property of PNC. If it was not addressed to you, you have no legal right to read it. If you think you received it in error, please notify 

the sender. Do not forward or coW without permission of the sender. This message may contain an advertisement of a product or service and thus may constitute a 

commercial electronic mail message under US Law. The postaJ address tbr PNC is 249 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15222. If you do not wish to receive any 

additional advertising or promotional messages t]com PNC at this e-mail address, click here to unsubscribe, https://pnc.p.delivery.nelJm/tr"pnc/uni/p.asp By 

unsubscribing to this message, you will be unsubscribed from all advertising or promotional messages t?om PNC. Removing your e-mail address farm this mailing list 

will not att’ect your subscription "to aJert~ e-newsletters or account servicing e-mails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lutz, Jake --~Jacob.Lutz@troutmansanders.com> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:12 PM 

Epperson, Jennit~r qlEpperson@ncdoj.gov> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BaIfldng Institute panel on Friday 

Hi Jennifer- I am seceding this on to Lissa Broome, Executive Director of the Hnstit~te, who is better aNe to assist you ~th this 
question. Many thanks to you both. Jake. 
JACOB A. LUTZ, Ill 

TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP j Attorneys at Law 
Troulman Sanders BuiMing 

1001 Haxall Point, PO Box 1122 804 697 1490 phone 
Richmend. Viminia 23218-1122 804 698 6014 fa>: 
Email: .5),t rout ma nsa nders.com cell 

Bio: ~vw.tmutmansanders.com/jacob hltz vc~rd 

From: Epperson, Jennifer [mailto:JEpperson@ncdoj.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 12:02 P! 

To= Lutz, .lake 
Subject: Banking Institute panel on Friday 

Hi Jake-- 

I am preparing General Cooper’s folder for the conference on Friday and I am wondering who the best on-the-ground contact is just in case anything comes up last 

minute and he or I need to reach out to someone there at the conference. Is that you or someone else? 

Thanks! 

Jennifer 

Jennifer Epperson 

NC Department of Justice 

jepperson@ncdoj.gov 

(919) 716-6412 

]RS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the [RS, we inform you that any tax advice that may be contained in this communication (including aW 
attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of(i) avoiding any penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or 
recommending to another part?, an?" transaction(s) or tax-related matter(s) that may be addressed herein 

’]7his e-mail communication (including any attachments) may contain legally privileged and confidential information intended solely [’or the use of the intended recipient. If you are not the 
intended recipient, you shou]d immediately stop reading this message and delete it from your system Any unauthorized reading, distribution, copying or other use of this communication 
(or its attachments) is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 5:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tahyar, Margaret E. <margaret.tahyar@davispolk.com> 

RE: Agenda for Friday’s Board of Advisors Meeting 

Because Davis Polk has been a strong supporter of the Institute, and while I don’t want to be presumptuous, we would like to continue our direct participation on the Board 
during my absence. Meg Tahyar, who attended last year (and would be attending this year but for a conflict) would be very interested in participating. Meg is a partner in our 

financial institutions group and has been a critical person in all of our financial reform, Dodd-Frank and Volcker work. Her bio is at [~-~-t-p2/--~-d--~-4-v-~[-s-‘p--~J~-k-~-c-~-~-E)~-‘‘J#----wZ#~[s/-ELa-~[~-a--r-gt---. 

tahyar 
If I had my druthers about this, I would refrain from putting Meg before the Board of Advisors until late June or early July. She can thus be in place for the August planning 
meeting, can be helpful with the fall program with The Clearinghouse and of course can be helpful for next year’s Institute. 
It is hard to believe that we are on our 16th of these things. It has come such a long way since those early days. You have a great deal to be proud of. I am honored that you 
would let us help along the way. 
Jo~n L. Douglas 

Davis Polk & Wardwe[I LLP 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

2124504145 tel 

212701 5145 fax 

cell 

john dou 01as@davlspolk.com 

[ .~. _ .... ] 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to protnote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 
Please refer to the firm’s ~0rivacy policy located at wvvw.davispolk.cern for important information on this policy. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 2:24 PM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Agenda for Friday’s Board of Advisors Meeting 

Friends - Here’s an advance look at Friday’s agenda. We will meet immediately following the conclusion of the Banking Institute for a luncheon meeting. We will 

have hard copies of the agenda available at the meeting. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centersiba nking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

,..... 
i~i Description: 

http://www.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542 jpg 

¯ -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

boa~dadvisors as: john.douglas(~bdavispolk.com. To unsub~ribe send a blank 

emaJ4 "to leave-31163013-1695662.741M 5d2829e3d279697b58681 dti.t964@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura.Fortunato@rich.frb.org 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 7:25 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Carlock, Jacqueline S <icarlock@email.unc.edu> 

Banking Institute -- Media RSVPs 

Lissa and Jackie: 

Hello! 

These are the media representatives that I have heard from regarding their plans to cover the speech tomorrow night. Let me know if you have heard from anyone else. 

Early on, we had talked about having one or two rectangular tables at the back of the room for the media who will be writing on laptops during the speech rather than having 
them at the dinner tables. Can you confirm that is the plan? 

Do I need to touch base with anyone at the hotel? 

I am in Charlotte tonight. If you need to reach me, my cell phone is 

We are all looking forward to Thursday night. Thanks for the hospitality. 

Regards, 

Laura 

Media: 

Reutcm, Pedro Da Costa 

~¢Ta~eLVc~ In~rnationa~ Steve Beckner 

Bloomber~; Steve blatthews 

Dow Jones/WSJ, N~chael Crittenden 

Micheal Batts, Richmond Fed videographer (We have paid for Michael’s dinner, as well ) 

I am also available by email. 

Laura Fortunato 

Media RelationdSr. Analyst, Corporate Communications 

The Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond 

Office 804. 697. 8196 

Mobile 

laura.fortunato~rich.frb:orq 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

\VhiUley Hipsh           ~hotmail.com~ 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 9:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I~ <lbroome@em~il.unc.edu> 

banking insHtute inlbrmation 

Hi I wa s looking online for a banking CLE on bal~king law and came a cross your reformation. I am a FL attorney and was wondering if this course would be good for me to take next year 

Also, do you sell the handouts that ou give out that go over the program? 

Thankyou~ 

Whitney 



From: < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 5:48 PM 

To: Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: ThaJlks! 

Dear Professor Broome, 

It was a treat to attend the Banking Institute CLE. I learned so much-- I was dumbstmck after hearing tJlat derivative securities are not subject to the automatic stay 

(still can’t believe it, I’ll have to do more research on that)! I am clerking in bankruptcy court in M.D.N.C after graduation1, and hope that I’ll put some of the knoMedge 

I gained at the CLE to good use. 

Thalks to yo~ Conrad, and Jackie tbr giving us this extra)rdinary reminder that M~at we learn in law textbooks is only part of the picture. 

Best, 

UNC School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 1, 2012 11:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Many thanks 

Dear Lissa, 

Thanks for agreeing to accept the Clifford Lecture as a part of the Banking Institute. It was well received by Louise Clifford, who writes below to thank you and evewone else who made it 
happen She’d also like to write and thank Marot Saunders; do you have her email address? 

Great job with this year’s Banking Institute, at least the portion I wimessed. Everyone I spoke with seemed quite pleased with the conference. Very nice work, just as you always do on 
everything. You’re a gem! 

Jack 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Louise Clifford [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, April 01, 2012 8:02 PM 
To: Boger, Jack 
Subject: Many thanks 

~d)~aaail com] 

Thank you lbr including me in the visit to the Banking Institute this year I felt very comfortable with the new venue for the Clifford lecture. Someday some of these challenges will be heard 
and acted upon 
I thought Margot Saunders presented a very thoughtful lecture. 

Ifyuu have an email address fur her, would you send it tu me? I have an old une that was in Donald’s file and it is nu lunger valid. 
Unfurmnately, I neglected to copy down her contact info at the end of her powerpumt presentatiun 

Thanks also to Lissa Bruome and her stali. 

Louise Clilti~rd 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joseph Smith @gmaJl.com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 5:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

j smith@poynerspmill.com 

Bmlking Law Institute 

Professor: Enjoyed the Institute very. nmch and appreciate being reinstated on the Board. To that end and before I forget: 

1. I will ask my managing partner whether PS Charlotte can be the venue for the August board meeting. I’m not crazy about the decor (as opposed to the classic 

ailport Gothic of PS Raleigh), but the price is right. Will let you know. 

2. As to next year’s Institute, I would like to contribute as Monitor, but don’t think I will be able to. Assuming the judge in DC acts in this quarter, my first reports 

will be due by February 15. Timing not great for me or one of your students (wait ’ill next year?). I do have a couple of suggestion: 

1. Rise of the altenmtive payment ~stem. Paul Sallzman has a great presentation on this; Sally Green of the Richmond Fed is very conversant ruth it and I’m 

sure the bank regulators and CFPB have a view. Sounds dry, I know, but Pay Pal and it’s successors axe a genuine disruptive technology that is already 

having a big impact on traditional banking. 

2. Mortgage regulation. One could put together a panel on the status of the nationwide licensing system, mortgage servicing standards and funding issues 

(QRM, aSE’s). 
3. For the Clilt’or~t Lecture, Michael Barr or Richa~d Cordluy conle to ini~ld. Alternative choices could include l~ichard ’I’haler of Chicago o~1 beha~,iouralisnl. An 

offthe wall choice would be someone from WalMart or Pay Pal to talk about alternative services (Prof. Clifford would turn in his grave and Mrs. Clifford would 

be disappointed, so perhaps not a great idea) 

Thanks for the suggestion of Lina Combes for nry board. A good one that I will follow up on. 

Thanks again tbr letting me back in the IbM I look forward to working with you in "the future. All the best, j 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Thursday, April 5, 2012 9:34 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Westerlund, Lance S <lancew@unc.edu> 

RE: 2012 Banking Ins~titute 

Lissa 
Thank you; it was a privilege to be on the program. Everyone I talked to got a lot out of the institute. 
I will not be submitting any claim for travel expenses. 

All the best, 
Paul 
Paul S. PJlecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 I 607 14th Street, NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 

office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 
ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com I My Profile 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 04, 2012 2:18 plVl 
To: Aguggia, Paul; Bob Davis; Pilecki, Paul; ’Scott Polakoff 

Cc: Westerlund, Lance S 
Subject: 2012 Banking Institute 

Paul A., Paul P., Bob, and Scott - 

Thank you so much for participating on the faculty of our 2012 Banking Institute. The entire program was very well received by our audience. I will be sure to 

share comments from the participant evaluations with you as well. Speaking of which, if you have time to do the online evaluation of the program, we 

would benefit from your comments or suggestions on that form or directly to me. 

I have attached an expense reimbursement form. Please submit it by April 20. 

Also please return the Teachers CLE credit form which is attached. In Block 9.a. if you spoke for260 minutes, you put 20 on the lines for Minutes!General and 

Minutes!Total, then you divide by 6 and you get 3 hours (count ’era 3) of NC CLE credit. Under Item 10., you record the number of minutes that you attended 

other portions of the program. So if you attended all 6 hours of the program other than your segment you would record 360 minutes for Minutes/General 

and Minutes/Total which would divide into 6 hours of additional CLE credit. In Block 11 you add up your teaching and attendance credits, sign, date, and 

return. The schedule is attached so you can add up the minutes you attended other portions of the program. 

Teaching and Expense forms go back to Lance Westerlund at lancew@unc.edu 

Thanks again for a great program and for getting us off to such a great start! 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h...t..t.p. ... ~ / ~.w....w...~ >..~.w..:~.u.~.n.~c.. ..~e..~d..~u..~c...e.~n...t.~e.. r...s./~b..~a...n..~! ~g 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com/author=248720 

~’-’i Description: 

http:/N,~vw.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product, if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 8!5 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kanaly, Mark <Mark.Kanaly@alston.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 6:44 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lissa: 

I hope that this e-mail finds you well. 

In case you have not heard, I am sorry to report that Paul Donohue is leaving Alston & Bird. As a result, going forward, I would like to replace Paul on the Board of 

Advisors, and I very much look forward to the opportunity to become more involved in your programs. Please let me know what I can do to hit the ground running. 

Are you available, over the next few days, to have a call to catch up about this? 

-- Mark 

Mark Kanaly 

AIston + Bird LLP 

404.881.7975 office 

mobile __m___a___r_ls_:_ls__a___n___a_ 
J_y- @ a I sto n. co m 

******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication 

(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be use& mid cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or 

(ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to mlother part?- any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachments may contain legally privileged and 

confidential infommtion intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not file intended recipient, you are hereby notified flint yon may not read, copy, 

distribute or otherwise use this message or its attachments. If you have received this message in error, please not@ the sender by email and delete all copies of the 

message immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dawn Causey <Dcausey~aba.com> 

Thursday, April 1, 2010 9:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Your US Airways flight 

Lis~tl 

It ~,xas a groat pleasure to participate ill the receut con[bronco. My uaderstar~dmg is that the conR:~ence agreed to pay tr~vel cxr~er~ses. [r~ that regard, the ~bllowing is rn5, 

flight infot~aadon. Wb~n I rcsearched fligNs. I £amd no diLt~c~:~ce in Nrt:arcs: howc~’er, if you pret’cr fl~at I pick tip the one exlr~ leg., I an happy m do so 

! ’hank,~ agNn. 

Dawn Cm~sey 

Frora: reservations@email-usairways.com [mailto:reservations@email-usairwags.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 19, 2010 4:00 P! 
To-" Dawn Causey 
Subject: Your US Airways flight 

::::*;;i USAin~ays-Your Reservation 

1[ 1- I 
Barcode 

Scan at any US Airways kiosk to check in 
Date issued: Friday February 19 20 l0 

] ¯ I’,1e,,,,’ bagga~e policy 

Passenger st~rflmary 

Freque.-.t ~yer # (Aidise) Pa,.,:.e:t ger name "[isket ~?umber 

CAROL DAWN CAUSEY 03723794831958 

Spec~N need~ 

~×~ 

[rip de~!iKc~ [] Do!~s!load to Outlook 

i.? ~ps~: xN~i ~nin.:~teli. ~3r;.; ~Re~.:~s:!) (D~.;&) ~(;hsde[L~x NC tCLF) 

Date: Thursday, March 25, 2010 

Fli!)ht #/Cal’i’iel" Debar, Ai’dve "h’avei 0rne Meai /,il’,:l’afi Cabin 

2401 
~ 

08:03 AM SCA 09:31 AM CL’[ Ih 28111 None CR4 Coach 

Reb Ii~: Greensboro NC (!3SCi) ~Nasilint.’,torh DC (Rss,.’,an) (DCA) 

Date: Saturday, March 27, 20~0 

I:light ~,’ C?,rrler Depart :sr~b’e Tr?,ve: ~m~ Mea; /~ircr?d! Cabin 

4227 ~ 
04:05 PM GS!) 04:53 PM (:i.) Oh 40m None Dash 8-300 Coach 

L 
r~ 

17~4 ~ 

I)5:56 PM CI.T 07"!0 PM DCA lh !4m None A319 Coach 

~us Airways 

Seet9 

S~ats 

Total travel cost (1 passengers) Helpful links 

i Adult $340 93 Manage your reservation 

[]’.a_ :_<.~__+___t2 £ £ $S! 87 
,loin Dividend M~les 

Airbor~ information Fare ~otal                         $892.08 iqml iefu::daMe 

Total $3.q2.@) TSA regulations 



Charged to C. Dawn Causey 

Seatsd in an exit re,M? t~ead about c:heckJn,# i:t 

Terms & copditio~ls 

[ic~et is non-transferable. 

"[ic~’et is non-refundable. 

Unused tickets must be cancelled on the d~te o’~ departure to retain value 

Any ch~n~e to this re.~e~ation (including flight, dates, or citiesi i.~ subject to a $159.00 c~ange ~e per pa.~senger. [he new itinera~ 

will be priced at the Eewe~t available publlshed ,"are a~ ~h~. time ef change, which m~y result in ~ ,"are increase¸ 

® Tickel ex,oires erie y~.ar frorrl origlnal d~te of issue¸ L~.~e, wn ~’aEue e×plr~.~ e,~le year from ori~i~.aE date of issue. 

® Checked baggage fees may apply. 

® Air ~r~rls,oortatle,~l en US Airways is ~ubject ~o the US ~ir~ay~ Contract of Car:i~ge View this document in PDF ~rmat 

® Security ~-egulation~ may require u~ to disclose to gove~-~.ment agencie~ the d~ta you provide to u~ in co~.~.ection with thi~ 

reservation 

® Ch~nge~ to the cou~.t~ of o~’i~in are not permitted, except ~r changes bet~veen the United States a~.d U S. territories 

% 

We axe sending you this e-moil primarily for your information, to meet 
your needs and further our valued leladonship. If you prefer not to 
receive any- fi]rther messages from us, just reply to this e-mail and let 
us know. Thanks. 

American Bankers Association 1120 Conn. Ave NW Wash DC 20036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

,~emml.unc.edu>; 

Re: PDF Versions of Final Articles 

@email.unc.edu> 

Yes. I imagine all the website re-vamping might have caused some links to go down. I don’t tlfink we would have to buy them again because even if they are offthe 

computer, the IT people may be able to find it on the server. I think it roll be more difficult to find the o~inal proofs of the earlier volumes. I was gonna wait to ask 

after I looked in the office but do y’all walt me to scan an old volume ifI can’t find the proofs? It would probably require taking it apart and I’m not sure how many we 

have. Also, it may look a little fimny,         ifI can’t find the proofs aid can only find one coW of a journal and need to take it apart to scan, should I forgo doing 

that since we would not be able to order a replacement or is it more important to have the articles on the webs:re? 

Sent t?om my :Phone 

On at 9:21 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@,em~Jl.unc.edu > wrote: 

Since the student pdfs are up for Volume 7, my guess is that we may have stored on the journal computers the pdfs for the professional pieces end 

that somehow the Ih3ks just got removed, So, Vd suggest looking in the computer files for pdfs before spending money on them. 

LB 

<imi~geOOldpg> 

From: i@gmaJl.com] 
Senti Thursday, 4:23 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: PDF Versions of Final Articles 

Thanks Lissa, 

I just spoke with our contact at Chfi stensen and they don’t have anything earlier than Vol 7 so the only way to upload them would be 1 ) if the previous 

Pub Editors kept the proofs so I can scan & upload them or 2) if we scan an old journal. I will be in town next week so I can search around in the office 

to find pages to scab/fix Vol 7. IfI cannot find Vol 7, the publisher cm~ send us the files tbr $293.70. 

Thanks for the heads up mid I roll be on it soon! Also, I ,sill tell Mr. Batty, that I mn working on updating the website and intblm him when the files are 

ready for viemng. 

Sent from my :Phone 

On , at 2:31 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email.unc.e&P wrote: 

See the message below tiom I)avid Batly abom pdflinks, Kyou get this straightened ouL wo~4d yo~ please Jet David know. 

’ and ] talked about addi~N pdi~ ~f volumes I- 5, or tbr any of them that you can p~ocum the pdti~ ~br. If y~m can find them or get 

them tiom fl~e publisher, expandi~N ore archives w, mld be a good summer prqjecL 

Thanks. 

LB 

<hnageOO2:jpg; 

From: Batty, David L. [mailto:DBatty@winston.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:26 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: PDF Versions of Final Articles 

Lissa, thanks so much. I tried to access some of the earlier volumes, but the hyperlinks to the PDF articles for VoI. 7 did not 
work (at leastfor my article) Also, the earliest volume that is available is Volume 6 - do the students plan to make any of 
the earlier volumes available? 

Hope all is well and that you survived exams and graduation. 

Hope you have a great Summer. 



David L. Batty 
D: + I (704) 350-?’720 

M: 

www.winston.com 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 9:48 PM 
To= Batty, David L. 
Subject= RE: PDF Versions of Final Articles 

.[{i Dasid You cat~ dowl~oad pdfs of bolh adides at http:/,’studentorgs.law.unc.edu,’ncbank!volumes/volumel4.aspx 

}[ope you’~e ddi~g wdl, 

Take cal’e, 

Lissa 

From= Batty, David L. [mailto:DBatty@winston.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:37 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= PDF Versions of Final Articles 

Lissa, I hope all is well. Would it be possible to get a PDF copy of my article and Mike Melbinger’s article from the 
most recent Banking Institute Journal? 

rd like to send electronic copies out to some clients. 

Thanks. 

David L. Batty 
Winston & Strawn LLP 

214 Nort~ Tryon Street 

C~ariette NC 28202-1078 

D: +1 (704) 350-7720 

M: 

F ~1 (704)350-.7800 

w~^,’ win sto n cor’n 

<image001 .jpg> 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidenlial. Therefore, iffllis message has been 
received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to 
waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the permission of the 
author. 

AW tax advice contained in this emaJl was not intended m be used, and cannot be u~d, by you (or ally 
other ta:(pwer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Reveime Code of 1986, as amended. 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been received in era)r, plea~ delete it 
without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 

Any ta~x advice contained in this emaJl was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties 
under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rine, Laura <LRine@BBandT.com~ 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 2:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Kelly King 

Thanks Lissa - this is a good list to work with. Back at you as soon as I hear about Kelly’s availability. 

Ahhhh Germany - how nice! With the name Rine (used to have an "h4 in it -was Rhine) I’m sure I’m entitled to one of the castles along the Rhine 
River! That’s a beautiful boat ride! 
Thanks. 
Laura 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 02, 2010 1:56 PM 
To" Rine, Laura 
Subject: RE: Kelly King 

HI Laura -Fhard~s for your fH-’_!lp. YVe wouJd be happy [or Mr. King l:o l:alk about whatever is on his mind. I can think of a nunlber of topics that I would in~:eresl:ed in 

hearing hirn address: 

Was TARP good, bad, or-ust ugly? 

Will the Small Business .Jobs Act stimulate lending? 

How will Dodd-grank affect BB&T? What additional costs will it impose? 

Will the ~3ureau o[ Consurner Financial Protection be as ~:roublesorne for banks as sorne have predicted? 

What additional regulatory burdens wilt be irnposed on systernicalfy signi[:icant bank holding companies by the FSOC? What purpose will be served by these 

burdens? 

What should happen to Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac? 

How has Dodd-Frank changed BB&T’s mortgage lending practices? 

is fee income suffering from recent regulat.:_wy changes? 

How did gB&’r"s business stral:egy and plan help it make it through the financial crisis? 

What is the future of the dual bankk~g system? 

I coutd go on and on. John Allison spoke at a prior’ Banking Institute {2004)~ Mr, Kelly’s presence would be a terrific draw for us. He came on as tee near the 

beginning of the financiaJ crisis and successfully navigated BB&T through a time that took a very great toll on B of A and the ultimate toll on Wachovia. It would be 

very interesting [:o hear how he met the various chaJh-:mges ~:hat he was handed as a new (:J-:O during the worst firu~ncial crisis since the Great Depre’;sion, "[’hi’; is .:_~ur 

115th annual Banking Institute, and it woufd be great to have a headliner like Mr. Kelly for this irnportant occasion. 

On other notes: 

I’m teaching this summer for :~, weeks on Augsburg, Germany, so 

that’s our next big trip. 

We have a dinner speaker already c.:_x~’m~il:ted for Thursday night (Jerry Hawke former Comptroller of the Currency, partner at Arnold & Porter so Vou probably 

know him too), Thus, we could have Mr. Kelly as our keynote speaker on Thursday at I1:30 am, (March :-~I) or some time Friday rnorning (ApriJ I), We’d ask gob 

Johnson to introduce him. 

If you need more info, let me know~ Take care and thanks for your help with Mr. Kelly. 

l.issa 

[is’;a I_, ~}roonl~? 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center t:or Banking and Finance 

LiNC School ot: Law 

CB#3380 Van Necke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3380 

919,962,7065 

htt p-i!www=!aw:unc.ed u/’centers/Io ank!n8 

i~i http:llwww law un,s edulhl~ageslnewslmedialbankingfinance 
web 542 ]P9 

From-" Rine, Laura [mailto:LRine@BBandT.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 02, 2010 1:[:40 AM 
To: Broome, LJssa L 
Subject; Kelly King 

Lissa: I’m trying to sell the Banking Institute to Kelly King. What would you be wanting him to speak about? address? 

Hope you are well. 

Any new trips in the works? 

Thanks. 

Laura 

Laura A. Rine 



Paralegal to the Office of the General Counsel 

BB& T Corporation 

Legal Department 

200 West Second Street, 3rd floor 

P.O. Box 1255 (27102-1255) 

Winston-Salem, NC 27101 

Phone: 336/733-2652 

Fax: 336/733-2189 

Irine@bbandt. com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

We look forward to participating - I will pay for my own expenses, thanks 

Dujensld, Thomas J.-<FDujenski@fdic.gov> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 11:13 AM 

Pilecki, Paul <ppileckJ@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Gattuso, Chris <CGattuso@kilpatrickstockton.com>; rspillenkothen@deloitte.com; 

Timothy.Ward@occ.tteas.gov 

Bailey, Donna M. <DBailey@fdic.gov>; @cazolina.rr.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; NatarajarL Raj 

<mataraj an@kilpatrickstockton.com> 

RE: UNC Center for Bmfldng and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

From: Pilecki, Paul [mailto:ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November :t7, 2010 :t0:18 AM 
To-" Gattuso, Chris; Richard Spillenkothen (rspillenkothen@deloitte.com); Timothy.Ward@occ.treas.gov; Dujenski, Thomas .I. 
Ce" Bailey, Donna M.;        @carolina.rr.com’; ’Broome, Lissa L’; Natarajan, Raj 
Subject; UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Thank you for agreeing to participate as a panelist at the UNC Center for Banking and Finance Banking Institute, March 31-April 1,2011, at The Ritz-Carlton in 

Charlotte, NC. We look forward to a great conference and a stimulating panel. 

Jewell Hoover and I are coordinating your panel, which has the broad working topic of"Developments in Capita] Policy." Our current thoughts are that we would like 

tbr panel members to address the following: 

Enforcement Actions and their impact on capital (difl’erence between regulator,:" capital requirements and those required by enforcement actions) 

ALLL share thoughts on evolving ALLL process and its effect on capital. By next year, there may be more developments on the discussion on ALLL based on 

future credit expectations versus current guidelines on FAS 5 and FAS 114. 

Basel Capital Initiatives at a veLy high level 

Dodd-Frank Act efl’ects of the statute on capital regulation, including the efl’ect of rating agency regulation. 

Because the subtopics that will be hot by next spring is a little bit of a moving target, we can always adj ust in order to be topical. Nevertheless, if you have a preference 

tbr a specific capital-related topic that you would like to address, please let us know. We will schedule a cont~rence call early next year to finalize topics and format 

of the panel. Prepared remarks should only be about 10 minutes in order to allow time tbr discussion and audience Q and A. 

The panel is as follows: 

Christina Gattuso, Partner, Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 

Richard Spillenkothen, Director and Senior Advisor, Deloitte Center for Barddng Solutions, Deloitte & Touche LLP 

Timothy Ward, Deputy Comptroller for Tl~ift Supervision, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

Thomas J. Dujenski, Regional Director (Atlanta), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Paul S. Pilecki, (Moderator), Partner, Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 

Professor Lissa Broome, Director of the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance, invites you to submit a short article on some aspect of the panel topic 

for inclusion in the Banking Journal. If you would like to submit an article, please let her know by December 1 if you would like to submit an aNcle. The deadline for 

submission of the article is December 15. This has proven to be a great opportunity to publish and it need not be long or long-winded or heavily tbotnoted. 

As a panelist, the Banking Inslitute will pay your expenses: coach class airfare/mileage, one night at the Ritz-Carlton, and incidentals (airtx~rt parking, cab~ meals not 

included at the Inslitute). 

We look forward to your participation in the Banking Institute, please contact Jewell or me if you hm:e any queslions or need additional information. 

::~:*:2:: KilpatrickStockton LLP 

Paul S. Pilecki 
I.(il~,,,~,,’?ti(:l~ gtoc/-to,~,, LL.~"- 

~)flic~ 201.! 82.,~ 141,5 i c~ii i t~ 202 585 0022 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message¯ This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner¯ 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 6:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

’Jewell Hoover’. @carolina.rr.com> 

RE: UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

An update on the Capital pauel: 

Jack P. Jennings, II, Senior Associate Director, Division of Banking Sup=tristan and Regulation, Federal Reserve Board, has a greed to join our panel. We had an 

invitation out to him and he had expressed interest but only confirmed that he would participate over the weekend. In order to avoid crowding at the panel, Chris 

Gattu~ will serve as moderator as well as a speaker and I will drop off 

Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 I 607 14th Street, NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 

office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:00 PN 
To: Piecki, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Paul --Thanks for this great work. Vm going to send out an email to the board in the next few days updating them on the planning for the Banking Institute, 
so this is espedally timely, 
Lissa 
kissa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
U NC School of Law 
CB~!3380, Van Heck~->.Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hifl, NC 27599-.33g0 
919.952.7066 
http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

~,i http:iA^,ww.lsw unc e’4.i~iimag~s,’newsimedim’bankin9finance 
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From= Pilecki, Paul [mailto:ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com 
Sent= Wednesday, November :[7, 2010 10:18 AM 
To= Gattuso, Chris; Richard Spillenkothen (rspillenkothen@deloitte.com); Timothy.Ward@occ.treas.gov; ’tdujenski@fdic.gov’ 
Co= ’DBailey@FDIC.gov’;        @carolina.rr.com’; Broome, Lissa L; Natarajan, Raj 
Subject= UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Thank you for agreeing to participate as a panelist at the UNC Center for Banking and Finance Banking Institute, March 31-April 1, 2011, at The Ritz- Carlton 

in Charlotte, NC. We look forward to a great conference and a stimulating panel. 

Jewell Hoover and I are coordinating your panel, which has the blxsad working topic of"Developments in Capital Policy." Our current thoughts are that we 

would like lbr panel members to address the following: 

Enforcement Actions and their impact on capital (difference between regulato17 capital requirements and those required by enforcement actions) 

ALLL share thoughts on evolving ALLL process and its effect on capital. By next year, there nmy be more developments on the discussion on ALLL based 

on future credit expectations versus current guidelines on FAS 5 and FAS 114. 

Basel Capita] Initiatives at a very high level 

Dodd-Frank Ac~ effects of the statute on capital regulation, including the effect of rating agency regulation. 

Because the subtopics that will be hot by next spring is a little bit of a moving target, we can always adjust in order to be topical. Nevertheless, if you have a 

pretbrence for a specific capital- related topic that you would like to address, please let us know. We will schedule a contbrence call early next year to finalize 

topics and tbrmat of the panel. Prepared remarks should only be about 10 minutes in order to allow time tbr discussion mad audience Q and A. 

The panel is as lbllows: 

Christina Gattuso, Partner, Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stocl~on LLP 

Richard Spillenkothen, Director and Senior Advisor, Deloitte Center for Banking Solutions, Deloitte & Touche LLP 

Timothy Ward, Depu~ Comptroller Ibr Thrift Supervisio~ Office of the Compmsller of the Currency 

Thomas J. Dujenski, Regional Director (Atlanta), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Paul S. Pilecki, (Moderator), Partner, Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 

Professor Lissa Broome, Director of the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance, invites you to submit a short article on some aspect of the panel 

topic for inclusion in the Banking Journal. If you would like to submit an article, please let her know by December 1 if you would like to submit an article. The 



deadline lbr submission of the article is December 15. TN s has proven to be a great opportunity to publi sh and it need not be long or long-winded or heavily 

footnoted. 

As a panelist, the Banking Institute will pay your expenses: coach class airl~are/mileage, one night at the Ri~-Carlton, and incidentals (airport parking, cabs, meals 

not included at "the Institute). 
We look forward to your participation in the Bmfldng Institute, please contact Jewell or me if you have a~ny questions or need additional information. 

:%i Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.SC. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient 

intended by the sender of this message This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended 

recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 

404 815 6500, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, 

for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecld, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatrickstocktomcom> 

Tuesday, November 30, 2010 12:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Center for Banking and Finmlce--2011 Banking Institute 

’][’he email ~ddresses tbr the Capital Issues panel: 

Cluistina Gattuso, Partuec FinanciaJ Institutions Team, Kilpatlick Stocldon I I.P-- ._cg_’_a_t_t_qsR@_kj_]_[?ia_t_~_c_k_s_t_9_c_k_t_o_r!:£!?_tr!. 

Richard Spillenkothen, Direct~:~r and Senior Advisor. Deloitte Center for Banldug Solutions, Deloitte & Touche LLP -- rspillenkotbeu @deloitte.com 

Timothy WaN, Depu~ Comptroller tBr Thrift Supervision, Office of the ComptMler of the Currency-- Timothv.WaN({~occ.treas.gov 

Thomas J. Dujeuski, Regional Director (Atlauta), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation -- ’tdujenskk@fdic.gov’ 

Jack P. Jennings, II, Senior Associate Director, Division of Banldng Supervision and Regulation, Federal Reserve Bored -Jack.Jenni~Ns(&<Kb.gov 
Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 I 607 14th Street, aWl Washington, DC 20005-2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 8:24 PH 
To: Piecki, Paul 
Cc: ’]ewell Hoover’ 
Subject: RE: UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Thanks, Paul. 1 will be getting an update out about the progress on planning the Banking Institute and then will be confirming with all the panelists. Can you 

provide an email address for your panelists? 

[.i;sa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor o1: Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and ~:inance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#?;380, Van Hecke-W~:_d:Lach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!/wwwJawmnc.edu!centersibanking 

.Xi htt P ’qw~’~"s law u nced u’q ms gas/n ews’q~qedia/bs n kin grin a n ce 
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From: Pilecki, Paul [mailto:ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 29, 2010 6:56 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Uewell Hoover’ 
Subject: RE: UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

An update on the Capital panel: 

Jack P. Jennings, II, Senior Associate Director, Division of Banking Supervision and RegulatiolL Federal Reserve Board, has a greed to join our panel. We had 

an invitation out to him and he had expressed interest but only confinned that he would participate over the ~eekend. In order to m~oid crowding at the panel, 
Chris Gatmso will serve as moderator as well as a speaker and I will drop ofll 

Paul S. Pilecki 

Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 I 607 14th Street, NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:00 PM 
To: Pilecki, Paul 
Subject: RE: UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Paul --Thanks for this great work. I’m going to send out an email to the board in the next few days updating them on the planning for the Banking 

Ins~:itu~:e, so ~:his ~s ~-_~specially ~:imely. 

Lissa 

Lissa L, groorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#:-b;80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Cha~)el Hill, NC 27599- 37180 
919.962.7066 



htt P:iiwww.law.u nc.ed u!cente fis/ba n king 
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From: Pilecki, Paul [mailto:ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:18 AM 
To: Gattuso, Chris; Richard Spillenkothen (rspillenkothen@deloitte.com); Timothy.Ward@occ.treas.gov; ’tdujenski@fdic.gov’ 
Co: ’DBailey@FDIC.gov’;        @carolina.rr.com’; Broome, Lissa L; Natarajan, Raj 
Subject: UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Thank you for agreeing to participate as a pBnelist at the UNC Center for Banking and Finance Banking Institute, March 31-April 1, 2011, at The Ritz- 

Carlton in Charlotte, NC. We look forward to a great conference and a stimulating panel. 

Jewell Hoover and I are coordinating your panel, which has the broad working topic of"Developments in Capital Policy." Our current thoughts are that 

we would like for prom members to address the following: 

Entbrcement Actions and their impact on capital (diflbrence between regulatory capitaJ requirements and those required by entbrcement actions) 

ALLL share thoughts on evolving ALLL process and its effect on capital. By next year, there may be more developments on the discussion on ALLL 

based on future credit expectations versus current guidelines on FAS 5 and FAS 114. 

Basel CapitaJ Initiatives at a ve~ high level 

Dodd-F’rm~ Act efl’ects of the statute on capital regulation, including the efl~ct of rating agency regulation. 

Because the subtopics that roll be hot by next spring is a little bit of a moving target, we cml always adjust in order to be topical. Nevertheless, if you have 

a preference for a specific capital-related topic that yon would like to address, please let us know. We will schedule a conference call early next year to 

finalize topics and format of the panel. Prepared remarks should only be about 10 minutes in order to allow time for discussion and audience Q and A. 

The panel is as follows: 
Christina Gattuso, Partner, FinanciB] Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 

Richard Spillenkothen, Director and Senior Advisor, Deloitte Center for Banking Solutions, Deloitte & Touche LLP 

Timothy Ward, Deputy Comptroller tbr Thrill Supervision, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

Thomas J. Dujenski, Regional Director (Atlanta), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Paul S. Pilecki, (Moderator), Partner, Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 
Professor Lissa Broome, Director of the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance, invites you to submit a short aNcle on some aspect of the 

panel topic for inclusion in the Banking Journal. If you would like to submit an article, please let her know by December I if you would like to submit an 

article. The deadline for submission of the B:rticle is December 15. This has proven to be a great opportunity to publish and it need not be long or long- 

winded or heavily footnoted. 

As a panelist, the Banking Institute will pay your expenses: coach class BJrfare/mileage, one night at the Ritz-Carlton, and incidentals (airport parking, 

cabs, meals not included at the Institute). 
We look forward to voyourur paNcipation in the Banking Institute, please contact Jewell or me if yon have any questions or need additional information. 

...... 

.;~i Image removed by 
sender Kilpatrick 

Stockton LLP 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the 

recipient intended by the sender of this message¯ This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product¯ If you are not 

the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED¯ Please contact us immediately 

by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner¯ 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any US. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot 

be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein¯ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Friday, December 10, 2010 4:47 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Update on the March 31 -April 1,2011 UNC Banking Institute 

Lissa, sorry for not getting back to you. Here are my panelists (I intend to be an active participant): 
Kevin Stein 
Managing Director, Investment Banking 
FBR Capital Markets & Co. 
1001 Nineteenth Street North 
Arlington, Virginia 22209 
T 703.469.1199 
C 

kstein~,fbr.com 
Thomas P. Vartanian 
Dechert LLP 
1775 I Street NW 
Washington, DC 20006 

T 202-261-3439 

t homas.va rta nia n @.decherLcorn 
If it would be helpful, I think I can get one of the former minority executive of BofA or Wachovia to participate as well. They have put together a fund, and I could get one of 
them to discuss their perspectives. I think some diversity would be useful. 
Jo~r~ L. Douglas 

Davis Polk & Wardwell ~aP 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

2124504145 tel 

212701 5145 fax 

cell 

ichn douglas@davispolk corn 

I 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein or taking any action in reliance on the contents of 
this email or the information herein, by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is 
strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the original message, any attachments thereto and all copies. 
Please refer to the firm’s ptiw~cy policy located at vw4¢~v.davispolk.com for important information on this policy. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 3.0, 203.0 3:3.6 PM 
To: ’3ewell Hoover’; Doyle, Patrick; RJJohnson@BBandT.com; 3ames.Carroll@cwLcom; mnedzbala@hunton.com; Karol Sparks; dlampe@wcsr.com; cleon@wcsr.com; Pilecki, 
Paul; Douglas, John L. 
Cc: edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com; chorn@mayerbrown.com; Carlock, Jacqueline S 
Subject: Update on the March 33.-April 1,203.3. UNC Banking Institute 

Friends - 

Thanks again for agreeing to help coordinate a panel for our Banking Institute. I would love to have our speakers and panels for the Banking Institute wrapped up 

before the holidays so we can have our web-based promotional materials ready and posted by the first of the year and go ahead and open up our registration. We 

have already received inquiries about the program content. So, your year-end to-dos are: 

¯ Review the listings below and provide me with any updates that I may have missed from you during my crazy fall. 

¯ Finish filling out your panels if necessary. 

¯ Provide me with a list of the email addresses of each of your panelists so I can get an email out before the end of the year welcoming each of them and 

providing some more program details. 

Send me a two- to three-sentence description of your panel topic to use in our promotional materials. 

Let me know if you’d like your panel to be 60 or 90 minutes, rather than the default length of 75 minutes. 

Let me know if the panel order I proposed below does not work for your panel. 

Speakers 

Thursday, March 3:1 after-lunch speaker: Paul L Reynolds, Executive Vice President and Chief Administrative Officer, Fifth Third Bancorp (responsible for 

the management of legal and served as general counsel from :1997 to 2009) (to be introduced by Jewell Hoover) 

,* Thursday, March 3:1 after-dinner: John D. (Jerry) Hawke, Jr., Arnold & Porter. Jerry has served as Comptroller of the Currency, Under Secretary of the 

Treasury for Domestic Finance, and as General Counsel to the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System (to be introduced by Pat Doyle) 

Friday, April :1 8:30-9:30 a.m.: Kelly S. King, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, BB&T Corporation. Mr. King became CEO on January :1, 2009 and 

previously served as BB&T’s COO (to be introduced by Bob Johnson). 

I think the speakers are finished. Ed O’Keefe contacted Brian Moynihan, but he was not able to accept our invitation. Others had originally agreed to help find 

speakers (Jim Carroll -Jamie Dimon; Pat Doyle -Scott Alvarez; Charles Horn - Madison). I don’t think we need to pursue any of those invitations. 

Panels 

Thursday, March 3:1 before lunch (proposed) 

Future of Securitization (coordinators: Mike Nedzbala and Jim Carroll) 

Thursday, March 3:1 after lunch (proposed) 

Dodd-Frank Act: Make it Real (coordinator: Karol Sparks) 

o Consumer Issues (coordinators: Don Lampe and Chris Leon) 

o Panels 2& 3 (coordinator: Karol Sparks) 
¯ Scott Cammarn, Cadwalader 
¯ Rob Hunter, The Clearinghouse 



¯ Pat Oliver, Vorys, Sater 

Friday, April 1 after keynote speaker (proposed) 

Capital is King (coordinator and moderator: Paul Pilecki) 

o Thomas J. Dujenski, Regional Director (Atlanta), FDIC 

o Christina Gattuso, Kilpatrick Stockton 

o Jack P. Jennings, II, Senior Associate Director, Division of Banking Supervision and Regulation, Federal Reserve Board 

o Richard Spillenkothen, Director and Senior advisor, Deloitte Center for Banking Solutions, Deloitte & Touche 

o Timothy Ward, Deputy Comptroller for Thrift Supervision, OCC 

Update on Bank Failures (coordinator: John Douglas) 

So, we’ve got some work to do on the panelists and l’d love to have this info all in hand by the end of the year, which means you’d better try to catch folks before 

Christmas. 

We’re also looking for short, pithy pieces on topics related to these subjects for publication in the Banking Journal. We would need a very solid draft of your 

paper (which can be easily adapted from a client memo) by January 3 to evaluate for inclusion in the journal. We would do light editing and help with footnotes 

(we’re light on those as well), but have the editing done in the first 3 weeks of January. It is the responsibility of the coordinator for each panel to be sure the 

3anel has written materials available that will permit us to qualify the panel for CLE credit (without which the program would be dead). If you’re going to prepare 

something later, you might as well do it now and get distribution in the journal at the Banking Institute, on the journal website, and on WestLaw and Lexis. Please 

let me know if you are planning to submit something to me for consideration for inclusion in Volume 15 of the North Carolina Banldng Institute journal. 

I hope you all enjoy a wonderful holiday season. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banldng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h.~t.~t.#~:~La.~.w..~:~u...n...c:~.e.~g~u..~c...e...n.~Le.~r~s.j..b..a...~.~L~ 
s i~i http:llwww.law.uno.eduiimages, newslmedialbankingfinanoe 

web542 jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lampe, Donald <DLampe@wcsr.com> 

Wednesday, January 12, 2011 2:55 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2011 Banking Institute 

P’rof. groome, Lynne garr of Goodwin Procter LLP, Boston, MA witl 5oin our panel. I have not heard from Steve Antonakes and for now would assume he cannot 

participate. I will forward I.ynne your earlier email regarding panelist participation in the Institute. Thanks. 

Donald C. Lampe 

Womble Carlyle Sandridge & Rice, PLLC 

301 South College Street, Suite 3500 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

ph 704-350-6398 

fats 704-343-4862 

cellphone 

dlampe@wcsr,com 

Assistant: Joan Carbonari, ph 336-574.-8034, j_ _c_ _a_ _ _r_ _b_ _ _o_ _ _n_ _a_ _ _r)_ _ _@_. _ _ _w_ _ _c_ _s_ _r_ : _c_ _ _o_ _ _ _m_ _ 

~’,~ ;’:Te~s~ conside! the ÷!.,vkc.rme~t be~)!~ p;i!.,f!.,g ~hia e- m~i~ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 08, 2011 3:35 PM 
To: Lampe, Donald 
Subject: RE: 2011 Banking Institute 

Thank;, Don. Be sure to let me know when Sb-_~ve Anontakes confirm;, We’ll wait until ’vV¢_~dnesday to post this on our website We can add him later if he hasn’t 

conl:irmed then. 

Lissa 

[issa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of 8anking Law 

Director, C¢_mter for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach I-tatl 

Chapel Hil< NC 27599--3380 

91%9623066 
http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

i.X.i ilttp:,%vww law.ur;ced.,’images,’news/media,’ba;lkingfir~an’.:~ 

web 542 jpg 

From: Lampe, Donald [mailto:DLampe@wcsr.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 08, 2011 3:14 PM 

To: Pearce, Mark E. 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: 2011 Banking Institute 

Mark, P’rof. Broome asked me to forward this to you as she did not have your ernait when this had to go out Please let me know il: you have any questions at this 

time. Thank you again for your willingness to participate. 

-Don 

Donald C. Lampe 

Womble CaHyM Sandridge & Rice, Pkk¢ 

301 South College Street, Suite 3500 

Charlotte, NC 28202 

ph 704-350-6398 

facs 704-.343.-4862 

cellphone 

_d_/_a___n_! P__e____@_.___w___c__%r_:__c_9__n_! 
Assistant: Joan Carbonari, ph 336-574-8034, jcarbonari@wcsr.com 

~--~ ~:~a,~.se c.om#di;r the anv~r<mnte.,"~t i.!e~’sre i)?~nhn(] ti?ia e-ram7 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 07, 2011 3:13 PM 
To: Lampe, Donald; Leon, Christopher E,; rtorian@reedsmith,com 

Co: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: 2011 Banking Institute 

Friends -Thanks for saying yes when Don and Chris asked you to be a panelist for the 2011 Banking Institute in Charlotte. Your panel, on retail banking and 

consumer protection under Dodd-Frank, will be from 2:00 - 3:15 p.m. on Thursday, March 31 at the Ritz-Carlton hotel. I’ve attached the agenda for the two-day 

program and hope you will be able to attend the entire program (no registration fee for speakers), including Thursday’s dinner and reception. Please review your 

name and affiliation and let us know of any changes or corrections. 

We will reimburse your coach class airfare or mileage, one night at the Ritz-Carlton, airport parking, cabs, and meals not provided at the Institute. Please have your 

assistant contact Conrad Bortz (cbortz@emaiLunc.edu; 919-843-9288) so he may reserve your hotel room, input your registration information, record whether 

you’ll be joining us for dinner on Thursday, and be ready to process your expense reimbursement request. Conrad will also need brief biographical information 

from Mark and Steve. 

As we get closer to the Banking Institute, Don and Chris will probably arrange a conference call so you can discuss the conduct of the panel’s discussion and the 

preparation of materials (powerpoint slides or handouts) for our participants. We normally have around 200 attendees most of whom are inside or outside counsel 

to those in the financial services industry. 



I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte. 

Lissa 

P.S. - I hope Don or Chris can forward this message to Mark Pearce (and get me his email and phone) and to Steve Anontakes if he accepts the invitation to join the 

panel (and get me his email and phone). 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law,unc.edu/centers/bankh~g 

i:~i http:llwww, law, unc,edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance 

web 542jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, 2:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Banking Institute 

Professor Broome, 

Thank you again for including me in the Banking Institute yesterday; I lruly enjoyed all aspects of the progra!! 

SinceMy, 

O11 , at 1:06 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

Thanks for the update, It sounds like things have falh:_~n together nicely for you. 

LB 

kissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U N(" School of Law 

CB~!3380, Van Hecke-.Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hifl, NC 27599-.3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

<:imageOO:Ljpg> 

From: [mailto: i@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, L 12:30 PM 
To; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Banking Institute 

Hello Professor Broome, 

I mn veD~ much looking tbrwa, d to attending the Banking Institute. Thank you again for extending this opportunib~ to cmrent students; I truly appreciate it. 

It roll be an excellent learning and networking opportunity. 

Thank yon again for all of your advice in November. To give you a quick update, I am going to be interning at the     this summer as part of the 

Also, I am working this semester for the University- to promote a finmaciaJ literacy campaign to 

nndergraduate students (with L In fact, I gave a talk to the Student Athletic Advisor7 Committee a couple of weeks ago about" 

See you on Thursday! 

Thank you again, 

On , at 11:38 AM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

Friends - 

We are glad that you are able to attend the Banking Institute on a complimentary basis as UNC School of Law students. The program will be held at 

The Ritz-Carlton in Charlotte. Your travel, lodging and other expenses, however, are your own responsibility. The program begins at 11:30 a.m. on 

Thursday,         . The program agenda may be downloaded fromht[p://www.law.unc.edu!cleibankinginstitute/defaul[.aspx (click on agenda). 

Although some people will likely be in business casual, I would suggest that you wear business dress, as our Banking Journal students are doing. 

Your admission includes lunch on Thursday,         ; the reception and dinner on Thursday; and the breakfast items on Friday morning. If you are 

not able to attend the lunch or dinner, please let me know by the end of the day so we will not order a meal that you will not be there to eat. 

We also ask that you use this event as a networking opportunity and try not to sit or talk with just other students. 

I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte and I’m glad you’ve decided to participate in this program. 

Lissa Broome 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banldng Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

<imageOO:l.jpg> 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Sunday, 7:03 Plvl 

Bmome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mileage tbr BaJaking Institute 

Pro£ Broome: 

According to Google Maps, the total mileage for the trip to the banking institute is 282 miles. 

http:#www.google.com/maps?~d&source s d&saddr~6~+ridge+rd~+chape~+hi~+nc&dad&_2~+East+Trade+Street~+Cha~tte~+NC+282~2+(The+Ritz- 

Caflto~+Chaflotte+Hotel)&hl en&~eocode FR sIwIdwOtJ-ymzzs LIMKsiTEifcPrRttU6A%3BFYGCGQIdMXIVlu- 

vF3uIppUl3pBCkrhi61JaBWiDH1WopcOoqiuw&mra ls&sll 35.652833,-79.944763&sspn 1.071243,2.469177&ie UTFS&z 9 

paid for "the parking at the Ri~. 

Let me kilow if yon need anytking else from me. 

Thanka 

JD/MBA Class of 

The Universi~’ of North Carolina 
~b~enmil.unc.edu ¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jack.Jennings@frb.gov 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 5:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Thm~k You m~d Expen~ Reimbur~ment 

Just letting you know I am not seeking reimbursement or educational credit. Thanks 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" [lbruome@email unc edu] 
Sent: 04/06/2011 09:32 PM GMT 
To: "’tdujenski@fdic guv’" <tdujenski@fdic guy>; "’thoskovek@fdic gov’" <thoskovek@fdic gov>; "’CGattusu@KilpatrickStockton cum’" <CGatmso@KilpatrickStuckton.com>; Jack 
Jennings; "’rspillenkothen@deloitte.com’" <rspillenkothen@deloitte corn>; "’timothy.ward@occ treas.gov’" <timothy.ward@occ.treas.gov>; "’veronica.pulk@occ.treas gov’" 
<veroni ca.polk@ucc.treas guy> 
Ce: "’Pilecki, Paul’" <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com>; "Carluck, Jacqueline S" <icarlock@email.unc.edu>; "Bortz. Conrad" <cbort@email uric edu>;         @carolina.rr corn’" 

@carulina.rr cum> 
Subject: Thank You and Expense Reimbursement 

Friends - 

Thanks to Paul and Jewell for bringing this panel together and thanks for the panelists for a terrific job with a difficult subject. 

I have attached a travel reimbursement form and CLE teaching and attendance form. I think we already have Christine’s receipts. If we need anything further, 

Conrad will let her know. The rest of the panelists should return this report and original receipts to Conrad Bortz at the address indicated on the form by April 29. 

The teaching and attendance form will permit us to get you CLE credit for teaching and for your attendance at other portions of the program. You may include this 

form in your package to Conrad or email it to Conrad at cbortz@email.unc.edt,. A few words of explanation: 

¯ In item 8. note how long you talked in your presentation in minutes. Let’s use 20 minutes as an example. 

¯ In Item 9. you would would fill in 20 in the third line for Minutes!General. That gets divided by 10 to yield 2 hours of CLE credit for a mere 20 minutes of 

speaking! 

In item 10. you should estimate how many other minutes of the program you attended (other than the after-dinner talk which does not qualify for CLE 

credit). If you attended 180 minutes of other programming (which could include the other time on your panel when you did not speak), you would fill in 

180 in the third line for Minutes/General. That then gets divided by 60 to yield 3 hours of CLE credit. The entire program (minus the after dinner speech) 

had 8 hours of CLE. 

¯ In item 11. you add up your teaching and attendance hours and place them in the line for Total General Hours. 

¯ Date and sign the sheet on the bottom and return to Conrad with your expense receipts or email back. 

¯ If you need to consult the program agenda, it is at http://www.law.unc.edu/cle!bankinginstitute/agenda/default.aspx. 

Thanks again for helping us pull off our 15th annual Banking Institute. We hope you will attend next year’s program. The tentative dates are March 29-30, 2012. 

All the best, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h tt p-/!www±!aw:un c.ed u/c~nters/Io~n k!n8 

iNi htt P:/iwww.law. u nc.ed u/ima 9es/n ews/media/ba n kingfin a nce 
web 542jp9 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hoskovec, Troy H. ~THoskovec@fdic.gov> 

Sunday, April 10, 2011 2:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank You and F,-;pen~ Reimbursement 

Lissa, 
Thanks for the invitation for Tom to participate on the panel and for the expense reimbursement forms. However, our ethics restrictions require us to pay for all of our own travel 
expenses associated with these events. Thanks again. 
Troy 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:39 PI 
To: Hoskovec, Troy H. 

Subject: Thank You and Expense Reimbursement 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 5:33 PM 
To: ’tdujenski@fdic.gov’; ’thoskovek@fdic.gov’; ’CGattuso@KilpatrickStockton.com’; ’jack.3ennings@frb.gov’; ’rspillenkothen@deloitte.com’; ’timothy.ward@occ.treas.gov’; 
’veronica.polk@occ.treas.gov’ 
Co: ’Pilecki, Paul’; Carlock, Jacqueline S; Bortz, Conrad; ~carolina.rr.com’ 
Subject: Thank You and Expense Reimbursement 

Friends - 

Thanks to Paul and Jewell for bringing this panel together and thanks for the panelists for a terrific job with a difficult subject. 

I have attached a travel reimbursement form and CLE teaching and attendance form. I think we already have Christine’s receipts. If we need anything further, 

Conrad will let her know. The rest of the panelists should return this report and original receipts to Conrad Bortz at the address indicated on the form by April 29. 

The teaching and attendance form will permit us to get you CLE credit for teaching and for your attendance at other portions of the program. You may include this 

form in your package to Conrad or email it to Conrad at cbortz@email.unc.edu. A few words of explanation: 

¯ In item 8. note how long you talked in your presentation in minutes. Let’s use 20 minutes as an example. 

¯ In Item 9. you would would fill in 20 in the third line for Minutes/General. That gets divided by 10 to yield 2 hours of CLE credit for a mere 20 minutes of 

speaking! 

In item 10. you should estimate how many other minutes of the program you attended (other than the after-dinner talk which does not qualify for CLE 

credit). If you attended 180 minutes of other programming (which could include the other time on your panel when you did not speak), you would fill in 

180 in the third line for Minutes/General. That then gets divided by 60 to yield 3 hours of CLE credit. The entire program (minus the after dinner speech) 

had 8 hours of CLE. 

¯ In item 11. you add up your teaching and attendance hours and place them in the line for Total General Hours. 

¯ Date and sign the sheet on the bottom and return to Conrad with your expense receipts or email back. 

¯ If you need to consult the program agenda, it is at http:/!www.law.unc.edu/cle/bankinginstitute!agenda!default.aspx. 

Thanks again for helping us pull off our 15th annual Banking Institute. We hope you will attend next year’s program. The tentative dates are March 29-30, 2012. 

All the best, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 
...... 

i~i http://w~vw.lawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web542.jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Richard Spillenkothen < ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, April 18, 2011 12:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

Your recent UNC banldng law conference 

Lissa, I want to thank you and your colleagues for making my participation in your recent banking law conference in Charlotte so er~ioyable. You put on a ve~z credible, high quality, and 
timely event. "¢~qaile I’m retired, I intend to continue to follow, and stay involved in some fashion, in developments within the financial system. 

I suspect you will continue to play an active role in this process, and I wish you and your banking law program all the best in the period ahead. 

Rich Spillenkothen 

@gmail.com 
(cell) 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Richard Spillenkothen < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 12:10 PM 

Bmome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.nnc.edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Banking Ins~dtate Expense Reimbursement 

Lissa, thanks for the reminder. I left my expense forms’reimbursement claim ruth Conrad or one of your other conference organizers before I left the hotel in Charlotte, 

so I roll not be submitting anytking else. 

Best, Rich Spillenkothen. 

Sent tix~m my iPhone 

On May 5, 2011, at 11:03 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fi~ends A fiiendly reminder about yam expense reimbu~semen*s. Please lU to ha~e this to us by Friday, May it3. Ify~m do r~ot intend to claim a 

~eiu~bursen~ent. ple~kse let us l,~o,,,x tha~ also. 

Ttmnk> agait~ ~br your help with *he BankhN Ins~itate. 

I .issa 

I have attached a travel reimbursement form and CLE teaching and attendance tbrm. You should return this retx~rt and original receipts to Conrad Bore 

at the address indicated on the tbrm by April 29. 

The teaching and attendance tbrm will permit us to get you CLE credit for teaching m~d for your attendance at other portions of the program. You may 

include this form in your package to Conrad or email it to Conrad at cbollz(~email.unc.edu. A few words of explanation: 

In item 8. note how long you talked in your presentation in miraltes. Let’s use 20 minutes as an exmnple. 

In Item 9. you would would fill in 20 in the third line tbr Minute~General. That gets divided by 10 m yield 2 hours of CLE credit tbr a mere 20 minutes of 

snaking[ 

In item 10. you should estimate how maW other minutes of the program you attended (other thin1 the after-dinner talk which does not quali~ for CLE 

credit). If you attended 180 minutes of other programming (which could include the other time on your panel when you did not speak), you would fill in 

180 in the third line for Minutes/General. That then gets divided by 60 to yield 3 honrs of CLE credit. The entire prognnn (minus the after dinner speech) 

had 8 hours of CLE. 

¯ In item 11. you add up your teaching and attendance hours and place them in the line for Total General Hours. 

¯ Date and sign the sheet on the bottom and return to Conrad with your expense receipts or email back. 

If you need to consult the program agenda, it is at http://www.law.unc.edu/cle/bankin~ins~itute/agenda/default.aspx. 

th Thanks again lor helping us pull offour 15 annual Banking Institute. We hope you will attend next year’s program. The tentative dates are March 29-30, 

2012. 

All the best, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Bmome 

Wachovia Protester of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.nnc.edu/centers/baslking 

<imageO01 .j pg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbortz@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 5, 2011 2:03 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

RE: 3 - FW: Banking Institate Expense Reimbursement 

Hello I.issa, 

I do not have it; I have zero paper from the gl. 

Cheers, 

CB 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, May 05, 2011 12:17 PM 
To: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: 3 - FW: Banking Institute Expense Reimbursement 

Conrad --- Do you have this? Does .JacMe? We need to track down. 

Lissa 

From: Richard Spillenkothen [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 05, 2011 12:10 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
C¢: Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: Re: Banking Institute Expense Reimbursement 

Lissa, thaalks for the reminder. I left my expense forms~’reimbursement claim with Conrad or one of your other conference organizers before I left the hotel in ChaJdotte, 

so I roll not be submitting an~hing else. 

Best, Rich Spillenkothen. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 5, 2011, at 11:03 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(i~emaJl.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Fne~ds A tiier[dly reminder about your expe~se reimb~rsements. [>lease t~y te ha~;e this to us by li’r~d~y, :~lI~y 13. If you do not intend t~:~ claim a 

mimbursemeat, please let us know tlmt also. 

Thanks again lot year help with tire Banking I[~stitute 

Lis~s 
I have attached a travel reimbursement form and CLE teaching and attendance form. You should return this report and original receipts to Conrad Bo~lz 

at the address indicated on the form by April 29. 

The teaching and attendance form will permit us to get you CLE credit tbr teaching and tbr your attendance at other portions of the program. You may 

include this form in your package m Conrad or email it m Conrad at cbort/@email.unc.edu. A tbw words of explanation: 

In item 8. note how long you talked in your presentation in minutes. Let’s use 20 minutes as ml example. 

In Item 9. you would would fill in 20 in the third line for Miraltes/General. That gets divided by 10 to yield 2 hours of CLE credit for a mere 20 minutes of 

speaking! 

In item 10. you should estimate how many other minutes of the program you attended (other than the after-dinner talk which does not qualify for CLE 

credit). If you atten&d 180 minutes of other programming (which could include the other time on your panel when you did not speak), you would fill in 

180 in the third line for Minutes/General. ’][’hat then gets divided by 60 to yield 3 hours of CLE credit. The entire progrmn (minus the after dinner speech) 

had 8 hours of CLE. 

In item 11. you add up your teaching and attendance hours and place them in the line tbr Total General Hours. 

¯ Date and sign the sheet on the bottom and return to Conrad with your expense receipts or email back. 

¯ If you need to consult the program agenda, it is at htlp:/iwww-.lawamc.e&~,’cleibmlkinginstitute/agenda’de~hult.aspx. 

Thanks again fbr helping us pull offour 15th aamual Banking Institute. We hope you will attend next year’s program. The tentative dates are March 29-30, 

2012. 

All the besk 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Directoc Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.nnc.edu/centers/banking 
<image001 .j pg> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Richard Spillenkothen ~ @gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, May 24, 2011 9:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

Banking Institute Expense Reimbursement March 3 l/April l 

Lissa, thanks. I have been unable to resurrect/find the e-ticket receipt for my US Air flight (2401) from DC to Charlotte on Wednesday morning March 31 (which I 

deleted since I had submitted the paper receipt before I left the hotel). But, as a record of my flight, I was able to find (or rather forgot to delete) the web check-hi 

reminder emailed to me from US Airways reservations (attached below), which shows the date, confirmation code, and flight number. 

To the best of my recollection, the aJrfare was somewhere around $350 plus or minus. 

As I recall, the cab thre to/from the Charlotte airport was a flat $20-25 -- you guys probably know the exact mnount -- so the two-way total would be $40-50. (I left 

the one receipt ruth one of your colleagues, I can’t find the other.) 

Cab fare from Reagan National to my residence on my April 1 remm was $35; my wife drove me to the DC airport Thursday morning (Mar 31), so I incuned no 

expense on this leg. 

These are my best recollections. I would simply ask that you do the best you can in reimbursing me based on this information. I’ll accept whatever you decide. 

Many thanks and 811 the best to you and your colleagues, 

Rich Spillenkothen. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "US Airways" <reservafions~m,y~asairwavs.com> 

Date: March 30, 2011 8:34:16 AM EDT 

To: ..... ~gmail.com 
Subject: US Air~,ays - Web Cheek-in Reminder 

Reply-To: "US Airways" <reservations@myusaJrways.com> 

Book tr vo Tovotoos OivdeodMios 1[ US Ai, ysWco, oos 
You can check irl from 24 hours u’nd up to 60 rrfinu[es before yore Fiigh[ (2 horns if you’re Flying in[erna[ior~aily). Then. all yota 

need 1:o do is print yotH boardirlg p~,’.~;.~; and hoad 1:,’) the gale 

ls yoar trip affected by a travel advisory? Now, you can change you! trig) oriiine! Learn more 

Checking bu, gs or want to buy a Choice Seu,[ or at1 upgrade9 You carl do i1: all al: Web Check-in 

Buy US Airways Markel:Placevr~ food, d!iriks & m,’)l¢! onbou’rd We oriiy accept credit and debit cards on mosl: Fiigh[s 

US Airways Express flighl:s rake cash orfiy anti on fligilt.,; l:oflrorr] Europe, Sot~th Amori,’:a a!lci the Middle East you (:al~ pay 

with cash, credit and dobi[ cards. 

Confirmation code: C0QZ2B I::~" .......... I 

I 

NI:: Learn more 

~ii Learn more 



II 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pannell, Gary <gpannell@joneswalker.com> 

Friday, June 10, 2011 3:19 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

FW: session materials 

Lissa;[ understand that Jackie is out of the office a month.Is there someone who could respond to my e-mail to Jackie?thanks,gary 

Ho Ga;~! Pannell, Esq° 
Jones, %’Valker, %’Vaechier, Poilevent, 

Carfare & Den~gre, EL.P. 

1201 Peachtree Street 

400 Colony Square~ Suite 20o 

Atiaiita, Georgia 30361 

E-math GPann ell@joneswalker.eom 

Direct Dial; (4o4) 87o-9o35 

Direct Fax: (404) 87o-9oo5 

Mobile Ph: 
This message contains information from tile Jones Walker law firm which is directed to and intended for the use of tile individual or entity named above. The information is confidential or privileged. If you 
are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited. If you have received this electronic m essage in error, please notify us 
immediately by telephone at (251) 439-75o7 (Attention Judy Whigham). Thank you 

ANY FEDERAL TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS MESSAGE SHOULD NOT BE USED OR REFERRED TO IN ANY PROMOTING~ MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING OF ANY EN’I’I~[3", INVESTMENT PLAN OR 
ARRANGEMENT, NOR IS SUCH ADVICE INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A TAXPAYER FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL 
REVENUE CODE. 

From: Pannell, Gary 
Sent: Friday, June 10, 2011 3:16 PM 
To: Carlock, Jacqueline S 
Subject= session materials 

Jackie ,do you have a table of contents and the various handouts that were presented at the Institute this past spring.I am having difficulty w/the folks at the Virginia CLE 

office;thanks for anything you can provide.regards,gary 

H. Garq Pan~.ell, Esq. 
Jones.. ~Aralker~ ~Araechter~ Poitevent, 

Carfare & Den~gre, LoLoP. 

12o:l Peachtree Street 

4oo Colony Square, Suite 2oo 

Atlanta, Georgia 3o361 

E-mail, GPannell@joneswalker.corn 

Direct Dial: (404) 870-9035 

Direct Fax: (4o4) 870-9005 

Mobile Ph: 
This m essage contains mtormatlon trom the d ones Walker law firm whJ eh is directed to and intended for the use of tile individual or entity named above. The information is confidential or privi] eged. If you 
are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited If you have received titis electronic message in error, please notify us 
immediately by telephone at (251) 439-75o7 (Attention Judy Whigham). Thank you 

ANY FEDERAL TAX ILDVICE CONTAINED IN THIS MESS_AGE SHOULD NOT BE USED OR REFERRED TO IN ANy PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING OF ANY ENTITY, INVESTMENT PLAN OR 
ARRANGEMENT, NOR IS SUCH ADVICE INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A TAXPAYER FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL 
REVENUE CODE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kanaly, Mark <Mark.Kanaly@alston.com> 

Thursday, July 7, 2011 6:41 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Lissa: 
I have met you and visited with you at the UNC Banking Institute over the years, and I would really like to find a way to get more involved in your Center for 
Banking & Finance. 
What would be the best way for me to get involved in helping out with this? 

-- Mark 
Mark Kanaly 
Alston + Bird LLP 
Direct: 404.881.7975 
Cell: 
mark.kanaly@alston.com 
******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS 

and other taxing authorities, we inform you that any tax advice contaJned in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used. and 

cmmot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may’ be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another part?- an?, 

transaction or matter addressed herein.                                                           NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachments 

transmitted with it may contain legally privileged and confidential intbrmation intended ~lely tbr the use of the addressee. If the reader of this mes~ge is not the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any reading, dissemination, distribution, cowing, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If 

you have received this message in emir, plea~ not@ the sender immediately by telephone (404-881-7000) or by electronic mail (postmaste@a]ston.com), and delete 

this message and all copies and backups thereot: Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Shields, Reggie <roshield@fhlbatl.com> 

Monday, July 11,2011 2:23 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <]broome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

RE: Board of Advisors UNC School of Law Center for Bmlkmg and FinaJ~ce 

Lissa, 
I have been contacted by Mark Kanaly from AIston & Bird in Atlanta wanting to get more involved with the Institute through the board of advisors. If you don’t know him, Mark 
is a terrific young banking partner in Atlanta. He has a great following among community and regional bank clients. I don’t know what the protocol is, but if we are looking for 
new members, I think Mark is someone to consider. I don’t think we have anyone from A&B on the board since John Douglas switched firms. 
Hope you’re doing well, and I can’t wait to attend the next event for the Institute. Best regards. 
Reggie O’Shields 
General Counsel 

Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta 

P: 404.888.5353 I M:              I F: 404.888.5304 

roshields~fl-flbatl.corn I www fhlbatl.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@emafl.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 1:51 PM 
To: O’Shields, Reggie; Spencer, Jill 
Cc: ’Pannell, Gary’ 
Subject: Board of Advisors UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 

Hi Reggie- 

I just heard Jill’s bittersweet news. We would like to nominate you to succeed her on our board of advisors. With your permission, I will nominate you at our next 

board meeting on Friday, April 1. I understand that because of the transition neither you nor Jill will be able to attend our April 1 meeting. 

We value the involvement of the Federal Home Loan Bank of Atlanta in the Center’s activities and the bank’s support. We look forward to continuing both with you 

on our board. I have attached a position description for our new board members. The duties are not onerous, but our expectations are explained in the position 

description. 

Thanks for considering this invitation and congratulations on your new position] 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htLp:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 
...... 

i~i http://w~vw.lawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web542.jpg 

Tiffs e-mail message is private and may contain confidential or privileged hlformation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday,. 5:30 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Barbri Contracts Essay #4 

Thanks, but I’m still a little confused. It says "resulting in an oiler to sell that was prepared, signed, and delivered by Moon to Adverse." Then before Adverse took any 

action on the oiler, Moon changed the offer. After that Adverse signed the oiler, but at that point the written offer was no longer valid because Moon changed it, or 
am I wrong? 

On at 4:23 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

H~ 
I think the accep[ance was Adverse signing the written offer. His separate fetter about only closing without the restrictive covenants (what you may 
be looking at as a counterot:fer) is also barred by d~e parol evidence rule. So the oral statement proposing a modification to the contract to include 
restrictive covenants was never agreed to by Adverse. I don’t think it constitutes an implied revocation of the offer, but an attempt to modify the 
deal. There was never any mutual asset to the modification. Adverse never agreed to abide by the restrictive covenants so I don’t think there is a 
modi~icat:ion. 
Hope t:his helps, If f were grading your answer, f would haw:_~ graded it [avoraMy ev~-:m though it: does not: "mirror" my analysis, 
Lissa Broome 

From,, [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, - ....... 2:28 PM 
Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Barbri Contracts Essay #4 
Prot: Broonre, 
I had a question about Contracts question #4 in "the essay booklet. The answer makes no sense to me. 

1. It is a K fbr the sale of real property 

2. UCC does not apply 

3. Min~r image rule applies (yet the essay seems to analyze it under the Battle of the Forms) 

4. After you apply the mirror image rule, an "acceptance" which includes a different term constitutes a counter offer 

5. In NC, a fonn merger clause are usually enforceable, but the court will not entbrce them if they are inconsistent with the parties intent. 

The answer seems to analyze this answer under the UCC and ignores the fact that the merger clause might not be enforceable. Here is my mlswec which 

is completely different. Am I completely wrong here, or is the answer wTong? Thanks for your help. 

No, the offer to sell is not enforceable by Adverse. 

In order to have a valid contract, there must be an offer and acceptance. When dealing ruth the sale of prope~V, the mirror image rule applies. The mirror 

image rule requires that the acceptance be the exact mirror image of the original offer. If the acceptance includes a term that is different from the original 

offer it does not create an eilective acceptance. In thct, the acceptance will be considered a counter oiler, which does not create a contract unless the 

other party accepts. If the other party, does not accept the counter oflbr, then the offer will be considered rejected and no contract is formed. In, NC a 

form merger clause is enforeeable unless it is contrary to the intent of the parties. Parties’ intent prevails over a tbmJ merger clause. 

Here, Moon made an oilbr to sell the property on October 10, 1997. Before Adverse accepted the offer, Moon rejected the first oilbr by giving Adverse 

a new offer. Moon’s new oiler is valid even though there is a merger clause that states, no chmlges can be made to the offer unless they are in writing. 

Here, Moon’s new offer was oral, and not in writing. However, the NC courts have held that a form merger clause is enforceable as long as the clause is 

consistent with the parties’ intent. Here, it is clear that Moon’s intent was to preserve the aJ:chitectural integrity of the property, which was the reason for 

the covenants. This intent will prevail over a form merger clause. 

The new offer included the covenant restrictions. Adverse then sent a counteroffer, not an acceptance. It was a counter offer because it was not the 

mirror image of Moon’s offer. Adverse included in his "acceptance" a different te~rn, that he would not accept the restrictive covenants. Since Adverse’s 

acceptance was not the mirror image of Moon’s offer, it constitutes a counter offer. 

Moon did not accept Adverse’s counter offer. In fact, after Adverse’s "acceptance" Moon hand delivered a coW of the covenants and informed him that 
the covenant’s would be recorded prior to closing. This suggests, that Moon believed the contract included the covenants because that is what she 

oflbred. These facts show that Moon did not assent to Adverse’s new conditions in his counter otter. Thereby, Moon did not accept the counter offer. 

Since Moon did not accept the counter oilbr, Adverse’s counter oiler is a reiection and no contract has been formed. Since "there is no contract, Adverse 

cmmot enforce the oiler to sell. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Fore, Pam <Pam.Fo~e@alston.com> 

Tuesday, July 12, 2011 11:34 AM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu% Donohue, Paul <Panl.Donohue@alslon.com> 

Simms-Capers, Michele <Michele.Simms-Capers@alston.com> 

RE: BinNing Institute Board of Advisors Request re August 22 meeting 

I’rn 
happy to work with you-- please contact me directly at "            or p__a____m__:__f__r_,Le____@_.__a_J__s__t_9__n__.__c__9___m__" 

Looking forward to having you here again. 

Thanks, Pare 

Parn Fr~e 

Carolinas Business Development 

(¢05} i 088 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2011 11:33 AM 
To: Donohue, Paul 
Co: Frye, Pam; Simms-Capers, Michele 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Board of Advisors Request re August 22 meeting 
Tha]lks, Paul. Wh.:_~ should my a;sis[:ant, Conrad Bor[:z, contact abou[ arrar)gem*:_~]lts for the (:at,:_~rer and so on? 

kir~’;a 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3380, Var~ H,:_~cke.-Wettach I-tall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

919.962.7056 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

i.X.i Description: 
h t~p-:ff~s law.uncedulimages/newslmedia/bankir~gfinance 

web 542.ip2 

From: Donohue, Paul [mailto:Paul.Donohue@alston.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 20:Lt :t1::L7 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Frye, Pam; Simms-Capers, Michele 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Board of Advisors Request re August 22 meeting 

Lissa -. we would be happy to host on 8/22. We have a conference roorn that can accommodate this size of a group for luech~ 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 20:11 1:1:0:1 AM 

To: Donohue, Paul 
Subject: Banking Institute Board of Advisors Request re August 22 meeting 

Hi Paul- 

Sorry to deluge you with emails today. Hopefully, we can figure out a good way to take advantage of Mark’s enthusiasm, short of you or Frank giving up your seat to 

him. 

We just got back from three weeks in Germany. I had a summer school teaching gig, and gave two lectures, but there was plenty of time to travel around with my 

family in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. 

I’m looking for a host for the Monday, August 22 board of advisors meeting and wondered whether your firm might be able to provide conference room space for 

30-35 from 12:00- 2:30. We will pay for the lunch, but hope you could also provide a telephone call-in line for those not able to attend in person. The last four 

hosts were Cadwalader, K&L Gates, Mayer Brown, and Womble. I think you may have hosted just before then. I tried Mike Nedzbala, but he says his firm’s 

conference room is not big enough. If your firm cannot host,, who do you suggest I go to next out of MV&A (Rick Hazlett), McGuire Woods (Raj Natarajan), Nelson 

Mullins (Frank Pray), Robinson Bradshaw (Hank Ralston), or Parker Poe (Sam Woodard)? 

Thanks for your help and advice. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

i.X.i Description: 
htt p:ffwww.law, u nc.ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n king fin a nce 

web542.jpg 

******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS 

and other taxing authorities, we inform you that any tax advice contained in tiffs communication (including any a ’ttachments) is not intended or written to be used, and 

carmot be used, tbr the purpose of(i) avoiding penalties that may be img)sed on any ta~-;payer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein.                                                               NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachments 

tramsmitted with it may contain legally privileged and confidential infommlion intended solely for the use of the addressee. If the reader of this message is not the 



intended recipienk yon axe hereby notified that any reading, dissemination, distribution, cowing, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If 

you have received this message in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone (404-881 - 7000 ) or by electronic mail ( _~__~_~_t__n_N__s_t__e___r/_,@_a_[st_o_r!:_c_’~2Lr_0, and delete 

this message and all copies and backups thereof. Thank yon. 

******************************************************* IRS Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS 

and other taxing authorities, we inform you that any tax advice contained in this comrmmication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and 

cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 

transaction or matter addressed herein.                                                           NOTICE: This e-mail message and all attachinents 

transmitted with it may contain legally privileged and confidential information intended ~)lely for the use of the addressee. If the reader of this message is not the 

intended recipient, you axe hereby notified that any reading, dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of this message or its attachments is strictly prohibited. If 

you have received this mes~ge in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone (404-881-7000) or by electronic mail (postmaste@alsmn.com), and delete 
this message and all copies and backups thereof. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thad Woodard <thad@ncbaukers.org> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 9:30 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thank You 

August 12, 2011 

Ms. Lissa Broome 

Dear Lisa: 

Thank you for honoring Paul with a contlibulion to the Paul H. Stock Scholarship. After working ruth Paal for 32 yearn, I calmot begin to tell you how much I will miss 

him as will North Carolina’s banking indastly. Remembering Paul in this tangible way roll carry his name forwecd and roll help to create filmre leaders of qualiU and 

accountability. 

Sincerely, 

[ ~x~ 

Thad Woodard 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecld, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Banking Law Institute 2012--Tlm[t Panel 

Hi Lissa 

I have been able to obtain commitments for the thrift panel proposed for the 2012 Institute as follows: 
Robert Dm~is, Executive Vice President and Corporate Counsel, First Financial Holdings Corp., Charleston, SC 

Scott Polakolt, Executive Managing Director, Fi~kPro, Inc., Libe~V Comer, NJ (former OTS official) 

Paul Aguggia, Head of Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP, Washington, DC 

I think this panel would probably need about 45 to 50 minutes to discuss the issues. Please let me know if this group would be satisfactory. 

All the best, 

Paul 

::[:*;;:: Kilpatrick Townsend & 

Stockton LLP 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.SC Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message¯ This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product¯ If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner¯ 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Allison <Allison_Reid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 9:35 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Beischer news 

Hi Lissa, 

Yesterday Jack and I were discussing the appropriate venues for announcing George Beischer’s death. We posted a note about it on the Beischer Challenge page: 

http://www.law.unc edu/a umni/support/beischerchallenge/default.aspx 

Jack mentioned that you might also want to do something similar on the Center page. Let me know what you think! 

Thanks, 

Allison 

.,%Hison L Reid 
A.q.qista~ll: Dear~ for Cofl![~lur~ica[K:,~ls 

UNC School of Law 

919 B43 71,18 (office) 
(:mobile) 

I1,1 .IJ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

leona, d.gilber~hklaw.com 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 l 1:40 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; kathleen.goelz@hklaw.com 

2012 program on workouts 

’Dear Lissa, 

I have been fortunate enough to get Tom Dunn involved on developing this program. We have some ideas and would like to speak with you about them to see if 

we are going down the right track as well as about speakers. 

We would like to set up a call with you--maybe Friday or next Monday? I am ok on Friday except 11:30 to 1:30 pm. If this does not work for you, please suggest a 

time. Thank you. 

Leonard 

Leonard H. Gilbert I Holland & ICalight 

Partner 

100 North Tampa Street, Suite 4100 I Tampa FL 33602 

Phone 813.227.6481 I Fax 813.229.0134 

leonard.gilbert@ hklaw.com I www.hklaw.com 

****IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: TO ENSURE COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED BY THE IRS, WE INFORM YOU 
THAT ANY TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS COMMUNICATION (INCLUDING ANY ATTACHMENTS) IS NOT INTENDED OR WRITTEN 
BY HOLLAND & KNIGHT LLP TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, FOR THE PURPOSE OF (I) AVOIDING TAX-RELATED 
PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL REVENUE CODE, OR (11) PROMOTING, MARKETING, OR RECOMMENDING TO ANOTHER 
PARTY ANY TAX-RELATED MATTER HEREIN.**** 

NOTE: This e-mail is from a law firm, Holland & Knight LLP ("H&K"), and is intended solely for the use of the individual(s) to whom it is addressed. If you believe you received this 

e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately, delete the e-mail from your computer and do not copy or disclose it to anyone else. If you are not an existing client of H&K, 

do not construe anything in this e-mail to make you a client unless it contains a specific statement to that effect and do not disclose anything to H&K in reply that you expect it to 

hold in confidence. If you properly received this e-mail as a client, co-counsel or retained expert of H&K, you should maintain its contents in confidence in order to preserve the 

attorney-client or work product privilege that may be available to protect confidentiality. 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Dunn~ @gmail.com> 

Sunday, October 2, 2011 4:50 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu~ 

Banking Institute 

Lissa, I just discovered that I have a ve~~ good connection with Bill Isaac - the prior head of the FDIC, etc. Did we get our lead speakers for the 2012 institute? 

Would Bill be suitable for a lead speaker? ,Any other thoughts you may have regarding using him?? 

Thanks 

Tom 

*Tom Dunn* 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Dunn~ @gmail.com> 

Monday, October 3,2011 7:25 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Banking Institute 

Thanks. If you think he is a pfirnaly level speaker I would be glad to get him when we do ne,’a year’s progrmll if it suits you. 

Best regards 

Tom 

Sent from Tom Dunn’s IPhone 

On Oct 2, 2011, at 7:47 PM, "Broome, Lissa U’ <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tom -This i’; a great cor~tact. [ think we have our primary speakers already line~t up -,leffrey Lacker (~:RB Rk:hm.:_~nd Presider~t), Margot Satmder; 
(National Consumer Law Center), at~d Bob .Johnson (GC of BB&T). t’11 l:hinl~ about whether there is a panel he would fit otL or maybe we want to save 
him ]:or a principal speech r~ext year’. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

LIN(’: School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wett:ach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9 :~.9.96:?_. ?’0t-;6 

http:/iwwwJaw.unc.edu/centers/banking 

<imageOOl.jpg> 

From-" Tom Dunn [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 02, 2011 4:50 PM 
To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Banking Institute 

Lissa. I just discovered that I have a very good connection with Bill Isaac - the prior head of the FDIC, etc. Did we get our lead speakers for the 2012 

institute? Would Bill be suitable for a lead speaker? Any other thoughts you may have regarding using him?? 

ThaJlks 

Tom 

*Tom Dunn* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wiles, David R. <DWiles~mayerbrown.com> 

Wednesday, November 2, 2011 3:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [boardadvisors] NYC Event -- Correct RSVP Link 

Lissa, I now will have to cancel my previous RSVP and won’t be able to attend this event next week. Am sorry I’ll have to miss it, but I will be out of town. 
Also, Lissa, I will be changing jobs soon and joining the New York office of Davis Polk as a counsel, in the credit group. I plan to start there in early December, and 
will be wrapping up my Mayer Brown affairs by late November. I am sure that Jon Barrett or Carol Hitselberger will be following up with you about the board of 
advisors seat. 
Thanks again, and hope to see you soon. 
David 
David R. Wiles 
Mayer Brown LLP 
704.444.3568 (office) 

(mobile) 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 20:!.1 3:32 PM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] NYC Event -- Correct RSVP Link 
Friends - Sorry to clutter up your email. The correct RSVP for our November 8 event is: 
Please RSVP for our event by October 31 by going to http:i/www.tcheventsonline.comiunc/re.qister/?dinner. 
Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

iNi Description: 
http://w~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: dwilex~mayerbrownucom. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-30156254-41595406.9ca0b328dfl:~d9464d72494bf14357115(?~listserv.unc.edu 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by may taxpayer 

to avoid U.S. tbdera] tax penalties. If such advice was wrirten or used to suptx)rt the promotion or marketing of the marter addressed above, then each offeree should 
seek advice from an independent tax advisor. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entib’ to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error 

please notify the system manager. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or cop?" this e-mail. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Center tbr Banking and Finance question 

Good morning Professor Broome, 

I’m a here at Carolina, and during the admissions process I corresponded with                                                    , about the Center for 
Banking and Finance. I have 3-4 years of diverse securities regulation experience, and a strong inclination to continue pursing my career in banking or financial law. The Center 
was among the strongest draws for me here. 

My question is, whether there are any opportunities to get involved with the Center, beyond attending the talks, available to . I understand that Journal membership is 
exclusively for upperclassmen, but I was wondering if the Center itself has any opportunities where my involvement would be appropriate during this academic year. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Monday, 9:18 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2 preemption questions 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I hope that you had a nice weekend Thank you again for a great class; I learned a tremendous amount from you this semester. 

I have two questions that you may be able to answer (y/n) over email. If not, please let me know and I can give you a call during your office hours to discuss. 

1 ) i think I have a good understanding of the preemption standards pre and post Dodd Frank for state consumer financial laws. However, I am unclear on the preemption standard for state 
laws that do not fall under the "consumer financial law" catego~ but nonetheless apply to national banks ~/~¥ understanding is that other state laws (affecting national banks) will be 
analyzed for preemption under the same principles as consumer financial laws, is that correct? 

2) I understand that the Dodd Frank Act overruled Watters and that operating subs will be treated as any other business corp for state consumer financial laws What I am a bit tbggy on is 
whether or not an operating subsidiary of a national bal~k will be able to preempt state laws other than consumer financial laws. It seems to me from the language of 1044 that it is just 
consumer financial laws, is that correct? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bany White <Baru.White@m~rsffarmers.com> 

Monday, December 5, 2011 11:01 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

UNC Banking Institute 

Lissa, 
[ would appreciate more information on the UNC Banking institute being held at the Ritz Carlton in Charlotte in March 2012...._Thanks. 
Barry .P~, ~V~i~e 
Corporate Lega~ Counsel 

% First Farmers a~ld Merclumts Bank 
P.O. Box I148 
C~lumbia, TN 38402 
tO.) 931 388-3145 

(~’.) 931 38tLg32S 

(c.i 
The information in this email and in any attachment is confidential aid may be privileged. If you have received this message or a copy of this message in error, you 

should delete this message. Any unauthorized distribution, disclosure, or actions taken based on i~ffonnation contained herein is slrictly prohibited. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Weghorst <scott@diehleducation.com> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 8:24 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Hello, 
I saw the information re: the program: 

March 29 and 30, 2012 (Thursday-Friday) 
The Ritz Carlton, Charlotte, NC 
CLE Credit: TBA 

Can you send me the details for attending ? Costs etc ? 

Thanks, 
Scott 

S cott Weghorst 
President 
Diehl and Associates 
Mortgage Industry Training Since 1983; 20,000 Trained 
8604 North Allisonville Road Suite #300 
Indianapolis, IN 46250 
317-272-7600 X110 
www.fhamort,qa.qet rainin.q.com 
Cell 
2010-2011 President Indiana Mortgage Bankers Association 
2008-2010 President Greater Indianapolis Mortgage Bankers Association 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karol Sparks <Karol.Sparks@btkn.com> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 2:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute Panels 

l.issa ---Carol Hitselberger is not available for the capital panel on Friday afternoon. She has a flight. Could it be Thursday or early Friday? I don’t know her and have 

no idea how good she will be so 1 am not invested in this but she volunteered at the board meeting so I would like to accommodate her. 

Karol I4. Sparks 

Barack Ferrazzano LILP 

?c:<) v,i~t ,%it s(~:- q;~ i~ :3,2.i( ¯ ¢--~i,cc~,,_. iL .:-::_’...:-::_’...:-: 
-’.. i 2 ~~:." :i -2:: -i ~.,.~:: 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, December 23, 2011 11:33 AM 
To: Lutz, Jake (Jacob.Lutz@troutmansanders.com); edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com; doylepa@aporter.com; ’Douglas, John L.’; ’Cammarn, ScotT; Carol HRselberger 
(chitselberger@mayerbrown.com); Karol Sparks; ’Horn, Charles M.’; leonard.gilbert@hklaw.com; kjohnston@krcl.com; @carolina.rr.com; ’Pilecki, Paul’ 
Subject: Banking Institute Panels 
Friends - I’ve attached a planning document showing the panels we are planning for the Banking Institute. This document indicates that you have volunteered to 

assist with one of the panels. So, here’s what I need you to do: 

By January 3 

© Submit any manuscript from your panel that you would like to be considered for publication in the Banking Institute journal. The journal goes to the 

printer in early February so we need January to edit, cite check, and so on. To receive CLE credit, our panels must be accompanied by written 

materials. If you elect not to prepare something for the journal, you will need to prepare something (perhaps PowerPoint slides) to be submitted 

by March 15. 

By January 11 

o Send me the name, affiliation, email address, and short big (if not readily available on the web) of each panelist 

~ Send me the exact title and a one-to-two sentence description of what your panel will be covering 

o Designate one person as the coordinator (if more than one is now listed). Panelists will have their registration fee waived, one night at the Ritz paid 

for, and travel (coach class airfare or mileage) reimbursed. Coordinators only have the registration fee waived. Unfortunately, we can’t afford to 

waive the fee for multiple coordinators. If you are a substantive panelist who will be speaking and not just moderating, you are entitled to the full 

reimbursement. Most of your firms are usually sponsors of the Banking Institute, entitling the firm to two free registrations. 

Thanks again for your help in planning the Banking Institute. 

All the best for the holidays and the New Year, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i/www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

i.x.i Description: 
/ / / htt p:,/www.law, u nc.ed u, ima 9esln ews, medialba n kin9fin a nce 

web 542.jp9 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless expressly stated otherwise in writing, any tax advice contained in this communication (including an), attachments hereto) is 

not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used (i) [br the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be impo~d on a taxpayer, or (ii) in promoting, marketing or 

recommending a partnership or other entity, investment plan or arrangement. 

This message, which contaAns infonnalion fiom a law firm, may be confidential a~nd privileged. If you have received this communication in error (you are not the 

addressee or authorized to receive for the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose the message or any ilfformation contained in the message. If you have 

received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. 



Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pannell, Gary <gpannell@joneswalker.comv 

Thursday, Januao, 5, 2012 8:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Waters, Michael <mwaters~joneswalker.com:~ 

Bmflcing Law Coiff 

Lissa;I have put in the mail today a check for $1,500.00 on behalf of Jones Walker as a sponsor for the forthcoming conf.Mike Waters ,who heads up the banking section for 
the firm will be attending the conf with me.I would like to suggest that Mike replace me on the Board of Advisors;subject to your approval.Mike is a Duke Law grad but is a 
good ole Alabama boy.He teaches a banking law course at Univ Of Alabama Law School and uses your text book.He also is a former Rhodes Scholar and continues to serve 
that organization.He will make an excellent addition to the Board in my opinion.I plan on continuing to attend the conf and hopefully the N.Y.Meetings held w/the Clearing 
House and have in mind a potential article when my current assignment is completed later in the spring.Best Wishes;gary 

H. Gary P~nn.ell, Esq~ 

Jones, "Walker, ~Araechter, Poitevent, 
Carfare & Den~gre, L,L,P, 

12Ol Peachtree Street 

400 Colony Square, Suite 200 
Atlanta, Georgia 3o361 

E-mail: GPannell@joneswalker.cora 

Direct Dia|: (4o4) 870-9035 

Direct Fax: (4o4) 87o-9oo5 

Mobile Ph: 
This m essage contains information from tile d ones Walker law firm whi ch is directed to and intended for the ltse of tile individual or entity named above. Tile information is confidential or privil eged. If you 

are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, dis~’ibution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited. If you have received this electronic message in error, please notify us 
immediately by telephone at (251) 439-75o7 (Attention Judy Whigh am). Thank you 
ANY FEDERAL TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS MESSAGE SHOULD NOT BE USED OR REFERRED TO IN ANY PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING OF ANY ENTITY, INVESTMENT PLAN OR 
ARRANGEMENT, NOR IS SUCH ADVICE INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A TAXPAYER FOR THE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAl, 
REVENUE CODE. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smart Hamngton @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, January. 10, 2012 8:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Banking Institute CLE 

Hi, I am ml attorney licensed in Tennessee mid an interested in the Banking Inslimte. Could you tell me if you will have pre-approval with the ’IN Board of Professional 

Responsibility for CLE credit? If not, do you have the curriculum ready so I can submit it for approval? 

Thank you, 

Smart Harrington 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 18, 2012 6:52 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Aguggia, Paul <PAguggia@kilpaNcktown~nd.com> 

Bob Davis <rdavis@Firsttbderal.com>; ’Scott Polakoff <stx~lakoft@finpronj.com> 

RE: UNC Bmfldng Inslitute 

Thanks, Lis~. Bob mid Scott are copied. Please let me k~low if you need additional information. 

Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 ] 607 14th Street, NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 

@kilpatricktownsend.com I My Profile I vCard 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:44 PM 
To." Pilecki, Paul; Aguggia, Paul 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute 

Paul P. - Could you send me email addresses for Robert and Scott or copy me on an email forwarding this message to them? Thanks. 

Paul A., Robert & Scott - 

Thanks for speaking on the panel panel on The New Normal of Community Banking organized by Paul P. I have attached a copy of our draft schedule which 

shows your panel at 10-11:15 a.m. on Friday, March 30. We hope you will all make plans to attend the entire institute which begins that morning at 11:30 and 

continues through 12:30 p.m. on Friday. 

We will provide panelists one night lodging at The Ritz-Carkon, the conference hotel, your coach class airfare or mileage, parking, cabs, and meals not 

provided by the Banking Institute. As we get closer to the event my assistant, Conrad Bortz, will contact you about your lodging needs and he will handle 

your reimbursements. 

Also, we will need your written materials in electronic format by March 15. This can be an outline or PowerPoint slides. Written materials are required for 

each panel to qualify for continuing legal education credit. 

Thanks again. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

.~i Description: 
http://,etww.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web542.jpg 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product if you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eamoral K. Moran, @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, January 25, 2012 12:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi Lissa -- 

Happy new year. Hope all is well and that file new semester is starting off smoothly. Just wanted to let you know that I am going to t~ to make it down to Charlotte for 

the Banking Institute this year. Would you mind sending me the details when you get a chance? I am hoping to use this as part of work training mid would need to get 

this approved by my supervisor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David BaT < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 2, 2012 11:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Banking Institute 

Lissa, I hope all is well. As you know, I have leR the law school (we 
should discuss over drinks sometime). I wanted to make sure that you 
have all of my current contact information: 

email: _@gmailcum 
phone 
address: 

Although I have not finalized my plans, I expect to return to private 
practice. I am in discussions with a couple of firms and hope to have 
my plans finalized by the Banking Institute I no longer have access 
to my Charlotte School of Law email account, so please send me the 
latest information on the Banking Institute If possible, I’d like to 
stay on the Board of Advisors (as I mentioned, I expect to be with my 
new finn by the end of March). In the meantime, I wanted to suggest 
that you name Rene LeBlanc-Alhnan (partner at Winston & Strawn in 
Charlotte) to replace Jim Hedrick (he leR to go to McQuire Woods in 
August/September of last year). I spoke with Rene and she is 
interested in the position. Once you are able to COl~’irm her to the 
Board (even if it is on an interim basis), she will be able to submit 
the request fur a spunsurship to the firm. 

I hupe all is well and I look forward to talking to you soun. 

David 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking Institute 

Dear Prof. Broome: 

My name is            and I am a        law student here at UNC. I am interested in Consumer Protection, and, after attending the C-PILO retreat, learned that I need 
banking and finance courses. I signed up for the Banking Institute     but don’t know if I have the basic foundation knowledge to get the most from the session. I e-mailed 
the CLE office, and they suggested that I email you. Do you know if the Banking Institute would be beneficial for a first year with no banking knowledge, but interested in 
consumer protection? 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William R. Lathan - 5458 <WRL@wardandsmith.com> 

Monday, November 23, 2009 3:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; ’Batty, David L.’ <DBatty@winston.com> 

FW: Banking Institute Line-Up 

Both of my current panelists prefer Thurs afternoon. Not sure that the time matters.,. 

William R. Lathan 
Attorney 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 867 

New Bern, NC 28563-0867 
T: 252.6725458 J F: 252.6725477 I M: 
V-card I www.wardandsmith.com 

From: William R. Lathan - 5458 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 3:00 PH 
To: ’Batty, David L.’; Lissa Broome 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Line-Up 

I’m checking with my current two panelists. One already has indicated that Thins allemoon is preferred, but I’m still waiting on the second. I’ll let you know something ASAP. 

~,Villiam R. Lathan 
Attorney 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 867 

New Bern. NC 28563-0867 
T: 252.672.5458 I F: 252.672.5477 I M: 
V-card I www wardandsmith.com 

]:t 7/.~4~ h r,’c: rc:ceived Eh[51 ..;ot!f[,Jet!i~a] mess ~;o iq er?o? ~:k::~sc doflEro?/ il: a~3d ~<,- r~tE ~chm~.i?ls with~t~l rea.~iJqg,, Hi~Ling., c.~,pymg, m [i~r’,va?dmg {E. 
]’]ease iet us know {hi’the ~rr,~’r i:nn~,>.X{a~ety s{h ihaE wo ..;;3q pre’,’~nl il [~rom ha[)pt~t!mg a!<~uq. \~o]~ mav r,..’[:tv dirc:c~iv t.~, t[:e seqder o[’this t~es!{ ~}~;~::. 

Neither the qame ,~’:t \1,’a?d ~r,.~i Smith P.A or its tepteset:~r~tive r, ot ~?atlsmis~;ioq o:t t[:is et~];~{i fiom Wr~r..~’ and Smith, [~ A., s?v~]i be cor, siderc,.J an 

elc,.;lr oqJ c s [gnai~tr e tin, [c~;~; ~;~;ec if[,.; ~ ~ [y sial ed o ~}~erw [~;~:: it! l[!J s et~;~ ii by a i x:~::~sed ~dtor~e?,’ en!~; [oy e d by ;V~rd aq,.J Sn!Jt h, [~ A. ’l’ha~]~: y o u 

° ’ Hease consider J’e environme~it be,ore pd~it:i.."g this em~it. 

From: Batty, David L. [mailto:DBatty@winston.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 2:29 PM 
To: Lissa Broome; William R. Lathan - 5458 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Line-Up 

[ have not locked in a specific date or tirrte (in fact, I s~.ill need or~e more panelist, my first couple of choices For my last panelist have not worked 
out), so I can be flexible Please let me know what works best for you. 
Thanks, 

David L. Batty 

D: +I (704) 350-7720 

M: ~-I 

ww~!.wioston.com 

Slrawn I.LP 

Pi~!~u> col!.~;ider []!~ enviro!~4;~eilt be~c:.[e ~:.riill:ir.g thi.~; e-rriail 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, November 23, 2009 2:25 PM 

To: Batty, David L.; Bill Lathan 

Subject: Banking Institute Line-Up 

Hi David and Bill = - 

Bill is getting the speakers for his breakout on mortgage funding for communib, banks lined up and we wanted to check with David to see if he has committed 
to his speakers which day his session on Executive Pay and Corporate Governance will take place. So, Dmdd, if you could let us know if you’ve locked in a 
date/time or have a preference that would assist us in organizing this in a coordinated fashion. 

Thanks. 



The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been received in elroi please delete it without reading it. Your receipt 
of this message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the ~elmission of the author. 

Any tax advice contained in this emafil was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillip D. Huber, CFA <phuber@hutchisoncompany.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 28, 2010 10:45 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [boardadvisors] Call tbr Banking Institute Sponsors 

We mailed our sponsorship check and 1 will attend as will Jonathan Greene from Gaeta & Eveson 
Ph~]fip D, 11uber~ CI;A 

Mmmgmg Director 

The Ht~dhiso~ (::ompa~y 
Member ViNRA/SIPC 

www.h ~tchis(mco m1~m3 .cam 
1200 Broad S~reeL Suite 205 

Dt~rham. North Carolina 27705 

Phone: (9191) 286-.1314 

Mobile: 

Fax: (919) 585.-5326 

l’;m~U[: phubei@hutchi~ncompany.con~ 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 19, 2010 8:10 PM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Co: Conrad Bortz 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Call for Banking Institute Sponsors 

Friends -- Thanks to our panel coordinators who am putting their finishing touches on their panels. We should have the latest on financial refoml legislation and 

regulation to discuss. 

It’s time to see if you bank or firm would be willing to be a sponsor of our 2010 Banking Institute (March 25-26 in Charlotte). The sponsorship amount is $1500 and 

entitles the sponsoring firm to two complimentary admissions to the Banking Institute. 

Instructions are attached. I need to know by FebruaD 3 if you attend to sponsor. Those indicating that intention prior to then will be listed as sponsors in the banking 

journal publication. We would like to receive your check by February 26, but we cml discuss later payment dates if Februa~, 26 is not practical. Finally, you should 

be sure to register your two complimentary, attendees (there will be a pull-down menu that corporate sponsors can select) when online regi*_ration opens in early 

February. 

This will be our 14th annual Banking Institute program thanks to your continued support! 

Lissa 

¯ -- You axe cunently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: p_!!kLb__e_r:~)__h___u__t__c__I!is__o__r!_c_o_r_llI~41Z:_c:£~Lr_b To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to [e.~.:e..~..2.~62~3..@..9.5..-..~..4..38..6.2.~.3~8.c..a..c..5..~..9.R~‘.[2..8..3..b.~.t.7..c.24..e.38..8..2...8.3.c..2.7.Ib..b~!~i.~[~D:.:.~!1q~.da 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William R. Lathan - 5458 <WRL@wardandsmith.com> 

Monday, FebruaD, 8, 2010 10:05 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute Pmlel 

Waiting to hear from Joe Pigg who will moderate the panel and who is talking with AI Pollard to finalize the speaker from FHFA. He thought he’s have it nailed down last week, 
but he was out of the office Frklay when I tried to talk with him. Will let you know as soon as I hear. 

\Villiam R Lathan 
Attorney 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 867 

New Bern, NC 28563-0867 

T: 252.6725458 I F: 252.6725477 I M: 

V-card I www wardandsmith.com 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, February 08, 20J.0 9:32 AN 
To: William R. Lathan - 5458 
Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel 

Thanks, Bill. Remember to give me the name, email (and phone, if you have it) of the FHFA pelson. 

Lissa 

William R. LatJaan - 5458 wrote: 

Lissa: 
See what you think el the following as our title and panel description~ 

PANELTFLE: Mortgage Funding for ComrnuniW Banks: Now and in the Future, 

PANEL DESCRIPTION: This session will help you understand what’s going on in [he roflercoas[er mar[gage lending rnarkeL A comrnuniW banker will 

discuss the current environment for bank lending, a legislative expert on mortgage finance will discuss proposals coming from Washington to reform 

the secondary market, and an official from the Federal Housing Finance Agency will discuss the ongoing conservatorship of Fannie Mae and Freddie 

Mac, aod how the GSEs a r~-’_~ h~-’_~[ping to avoid [oreclosur~:_~s, 

We expect to nail down our third panelist (who will come from the Federal Housing Finance Agencv) this week. I’ll give you the name as soon as I have it. 

\Villiam R. Laflmn 

A~maey 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 

!001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 867 

New Bern, NC 28563-0867 

T: 252.6725458 I F: 252.672.5477 I M: 

V-card I www.wardandsmith.com 

[J you Eat, e [eceived t[l-s corz[’,den£Jal mc’ssage i]’~ c’~or, please dest[ov 1~, at~d all-, ~ttac];mer[~,s witEeu~, read[~g, pirating, cop)[~g er fi)rward[~g Jt 

Please le.: us kr[ow e~ tee el:~o~ imm.edia~el)’ se ~hat we c~m. p]ever[~, -~, ~iom bappeni]’~g agai]’~ You ms-, ~epl)’ di[ecd-, .:o .:he se]’~de~ o~ tEis message 

[:eJtber .;he ]’.ame oJ \L’ard sad ~;rn-~h, P A el [.:s represelx~t[ve, aor trar[sm-ss[o]’, oJ .;his em~il Jrom W~]d arid SmitE, P A, sea[] be coaside~ed ar[ 

elecuo]’~[c sig~atm:e ualess spec-[’~ca]’y sta~ed ot[~erw-se ha dais em~il 1), a lJcer[sed a~tome? e!~xploved by IVa[d ~m.d Sm[.:E, P A "]?batik you 

~--~ Piease 6<~nsi~ler the environment before printi~,~ ti:i6 email, 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@emai.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, January 30, 2010 2:01 PM 
To: William R. Lathan - 5458 
Subject: Re: Banking Institute Panel 

Terrifi!! Thas~ks. 

Lissa 

Willima~ R. Lathan- 5458 wrote: 



I have the title and summary at the office and will send it to you after my guys clear it on Monday. Also hope to have the third name for you. We’ve 
assumed that the remote link might nor fly well. 

Will be back with you. 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

From: Lissa Broome 
To: William R. Lathan - 5458 
Sent: Sat Jan 30 13:35:10 2010 
Subject: Banking Institute Panel 

Hi Bill - - 

I’ll get you an answer by the end of the day, on Monday about whether we tu an audio/video link from Paris. I’m getting more skeptical 
about it. 

In the meantime, could you confirm your panel title, and provide a two or three sentence description of what the panel is likely to discuss. 

We’re hoping to get this up on the web early next week. If we identif?l another speaker for your prom later, we can easily add that person to 

the web site. 

Thanks. Hope you’re stying warm and dry,. 

Lissa 

% 
_= 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William R. Lathan - 5458 <WRL@wardandsmith.com> 

Saturday, February 13, 2010 9:37 PM 

Broome, l,i ssa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Fw: RE: 

Lissa: 

Attached is my email exchange with Joe this afternoon. Hopefully we’ll have a name this week. 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

From: William R. Lathan - 5458 
To: ’Joseph Pigg’ 
Sent: Sat Feb 13 18:14:20 2010 
Subject: RE: RE: 

Thanks. 

William R. Lathan 
Attorney 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) j Post Office Box 867 

New Bern, NC 28583-0867 

T: 252.672.5458 j F: 252.672.5477 j M: 

V-card I www.wardandsmith.com 

From: Joseph Pigg [mailto:Jpigg@aba.com] 

Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 6:10 PN 
To: William R. Lathan - 5458 
Subject: RE: 

Bill, 

No name on the replacement yet._we lost most ot:a week in DC due to the arrow. I hope to hBve a confirmed replacement early next week. I’1f let you know just as 

SOO~3 aS I dO. 

From: William R. Lathan - 5458 [mailto:WRL@wardandsmith.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 13, 2010 3:22 PN 

To: Joseph Pigg 

Subject: 
Joe: 
Hope ya’ll have been able to dig out a little. Have you been able to get a name from AI for his designated replacement for the Banking Law Institute? 

\Villiam R. Lathan 

Attorney 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 867 

New Bern, NC 28563-0867 

T: 252.6725458 I F: 252.6725477 I M: 

_v__=_c_._a!~ I ._w__w___w_~_~_a__r_~:a_t!!s__rr__,[Lh_=_c__o_g_~. 

We axe sending you this e-mail primarily for your intbmmtion, to meet 

your needs and further our valued relationship. If you prefer not to 

receive any furdier messages from us, just reply to this e-mail aid let 

us know. Thanks. 



American Bankers Association 1120 Conn. Ave NW Wash DC 20036 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Melbinger, Michael S. <MMelbinger~winston.com~ 

Monday, Februa~ 15, 2010 4:29 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Batty., David L. <DBatty@mnston.com> 

RE: Banldng Institute -- March 25-26 

Please hold a room for me at The Ritz-Carlton hotel on Wednesday, March 24. 

I roll be staying a second night, Thursday, March 25, and roll reserve that directly ruth the hotel. 

Michael S. Melbinger 

Partner 

Chair, Employee BeheSts a~d Executive Compensation Practice 

Winston & Strawn LLP 

35 W. Wacker Drive 

Chic’~go, IL 60601-9703 

D:-~1 (3!2) 658-7568 

rrlmelbinqer(~,winsto n.cc m 

Bin I VCard I I www winston corn 

Strawn LLP 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 15, 2010 2:27 PH 
To: Batty, David L.; Hanf, Laura; Eileen Kamerick; Nelbinger, Michael S. 
Cc: Conrad Boltz 
Subject: Banking Institute -- March 25-26 

David, Laura, gileen, and Michael -- Thanks again for agreeing to serve on our panel on Executive Compensation on March 25 (2 - 3:15) at the UNC Banking 
Institute. I have attached the Progrmn Agenda for your review. It is also online at !)-~?.~:~!:a.w...~.u..r.1c..~.e..c.~..u..~.c..!.e.~.!.b..a..a.1.k..i1.)2,1!1s~.t.utej.de~.u!t~1.s~?~ (click on Program 

Agenda). Speaker contact info is also attached for all panelists. Please review your information and let me and Conrad Bortz know of any additions or 

corrections. 
¯ Please ask your assistant to go to http:i:~x~x~v.law.unc.edu,’cle,’bemldnginstitute/default.aspx and click on Logistics and Registration for online registration 

and register you (for free) from the pull-down menu for "UNC Law Faculb; Staffand Program Presenters." If you are a member of the NC State Bar, 

be sure to provide your CLE number. 
¯ Be sure to register separately for Thursday’s dinner if you are able m attend it (also complimeutaxy m coordinators and panelists) 
¯ We provide one night’s accommodations for panelists at The Pdtz- Carlton hotel. Please email Conrad Botts <cbx~rrz(tbemaJl.unc.edtv’~ whether you 

would like us m hold a room for you (direct-billed to us) on Wednesday, March 24 or Thursday, March 25. If you would like m stay a second night, 

please reserve that directly ruth the hotel. There is a link to o~thne registration form the website listed above, please use the code for our room block. 
¯ By March 11, we will need you to send to Conrad electronic copies of any Powelpoint or handouts you intend to use at the program. This way we can 

have them copied in advance for participants. 
¯ Michael did a wonderful article that will be published in our North Carolina Bmfldng Institute journal on executive compensation. I will send you each a 

cow of the pdf so you may read his good work in advance of the program. 

Finally, to reduce costs we have not sent out a program brochure, so we hope you will help us spread the woM about this terrific program. Feel free to post a 

notice of this program on your firm’s website and please email your clients, colleague~ and other interested about this opportani~, with a link to the website for 
further intbmmtion and registration. 

Thanks so much. I’m looking tbrward to seeing you in March. 



The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt 

of this message is not intended to wa3ve any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without tile permission of the author. 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smifll@mail.house.gov> 

Friday, February 26, 2010 11:16 AM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Cammam, Scott <Scott.Cammam@gmacfs.com>; Charles M. Horn <chom@mayerbrown.com> 

RE: [Fwd: UNC School of Law Banking Institute -- March 25-2611 

This should do it and I will run the traps with the ethics folks next week [-] assuming approval and no schedule problems I will need a room for Thursday and will try to get to 
the dinner 
Thanks 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, De, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 26, 203.0 11:12 AN 

To: Smith, David 
Cc: Cammarn, Scott; Charles H. Horn 
Subject: [Fwd: UNC School of Law Banking Institute -- March 25-26] 

Hi David -- I know ChMie Horn said you needed a fomlal invitation from us to get permission to participate in our upcoming Banking Institute. Hopefully tile emaJl I 

sent on February 8 was sufficient (below). I just wanted to double-check to see if your participation has been approved. Please let me know. 

Thanks so much. 

Lissa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj~t:UNC School of Law Banking Institute -- March 25-26 

Date:Mon, 08 Feb 2010 09:25:34 -0500 

From :Lissa Broome <lbroome(a)email.nnc.e&> 

To:David Smith <l)avid.Srnith~imml:house:gov> 
CC:Charles M. Horn 5__£!)_9__m_~2~!_a_ii_e__r__bj_32_F_r_t__:c__R!A:_;~ Cammam, Scott 5_iS__c_£_t_t_:C_a_~!_r_lla=m__~2gLr_t_&£t_):__c_£_r__n_~5 Gene Katz _~g_e__&e__:La_~@!~&c_!lg_~ii_~L_C_£Ln__~5 Doll Lampe 

2-1_d_!_&Lr_l£__e_~ wc s r. c o m> 

Dear David: 

We would veU nmch like you to join us as a panelist for the 14th annua] Banking Institute sponsored by the UNC School of Law’s Center for Banking and Finance on 
March 25-26, 2010. The Institute will be held in Charlotte, NC. Your panel, on "the current slatus of fiuancial regulatory retbnn ettbrts will be held the first "thing on 
Friday, March 26. We would be delighted lbr you to artend the entire Institute as our guest. The tentative agenda is attached. As a panelist, we will reimburse your 
coach-class airfare, one night accommodations at "the conlErence hotel, incidentals such as cabs and airport pro-king, and hope you will join us for the Institute meal 
events, including Thursday evening’s dinner. 

The Institute regularly attracts 200 or so lawyers~ law students, regulators, and policyanakers to discuss cunent issues of banking law. In addition, we distribute at the 

Institute the annual volume of the North Carolina Banking Ins~dtute joumaJ, wlfich contains contributions from indus~tu professiong, s and law students. 

Please let me know if you need any additional infonnation to finalize your participation in our Institute. I roll send out morn information to all panelists and speakers in 
the next few days, confirming some of the logistical details. 

Thanlcs so much for considering this invitation. 

bavid Smith, Chief Ecor*omis¢ of Mouse Fmrmcial Services, }’,as said he is happy "~o @oak o,~ 1"he legi~aiative pezml but ~:eed~a ra fo,"mal ir, vit"e froom Ur4CgZ "~o 9et" his 
commrl-l~:¢’s Gg 1o do :~o, L, is~;~L c,’aald y,’aa s¢~d }~i*m ~m irivil"¢t’iori? k4is ~:-m~ii i:~ bavid.smith@rnail.house.9ov, Thx *w.*&i. 

CH 

******************************************** 

Charles M. Horn 

Mayer Brown LLP 

1999 K Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20006.-1[:1.0:1 

Tel: (202) 263--3219 Fax: (202) 263-5219 

chorn@mayerbrown,com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William R. Lathan - 5458 <WRL@wardandsmith.com> 

Friday, February 26, 2010 11:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

FW: RE: 

Lissa: 
See beJow. I received the name Wed, Just been busy and folgot to pass it on. Sorry, 

From: Joseph Pigg [mailto:Jpigg@aba.com] 
Senti Wednesday, February 24, 2020 2:36 PM 
To" William R. Lathan - 5458 
Co" ’Mike.M11er@myyesbank.com’ 
Subject: RE: 

Bill, 

Finally, some news Lo report: 

I’ve confirmed Christopher Curtis, Sr. Deputy General Counsel at the FHFA as our third panelist. 

Chri8’s contact info is: 

Ph 202- 4:].4-8947 

ErflaiJ: Christopher.Curtis@ fhfa.gov 

I presume we will all gut toged~er by phone Lo chat about the program sometime soon? 

Let me know if you need anything further on this end before that 

From: William R. Lathan - 5458 [mailto:WRL@wardandsmith.com] 
Senti Friday, February 05, 20.10 2:02 PM 
To" Joseph Pigg 
Subject: 
Any luck locking down our third speaker? 

William R. Lathan 

IiJ I A omey 
Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 867 

New Bern, NC 28563-0867 

T: 252.672.5458 I F: 252.672.5477 ] M: 

_v__:_c:_a_@_ I .ww_w=~ar_~:aJ_!dsm!Lh=cog~. 

We axe sending you this e-ma~l primarily for your information, to meet 

your needs and further our valued lelafionship. If you prefer not to 

receive any further messages from us, just reply to this e-mail mid let 

us know. Thanks. 

Americm~ Bankers Association 1120 Conn. Ave NW Wash DC 20036 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Batty,, David L. <DBatty@mnston.com> 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 11:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I have a favor to ask 

Lissa, I hope all is well. Is any way you could arrange to have Michael Melbinger seated at the reserved head table at the Banking Institute Lunch on 
Thursday, March 25th so that he would have the opportunity to meet with Ed O’Keefe? I know space is limited, so I understand if you are unable to 
accommodate this request (I don’t need to be included as I am sure you cannot spare two seats). I think Ed would enjoy meeting with Michael. 
Because of Ed’s busy schedule I think lunch would be the best opportunity for the two of them to talk at length. 
Thank you, and again, I understand if you are unable to reserve a spot for Michael. 

David L. Batty 
Winston & Strawn LLP 

214 No Rh Tryon Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202-1078 

D: ~-! (704) 350-7}’20 

M: +1 

F: +I (704) 350W800 

~ffe, M,’.win sto n .corn 

...... Strawn LLP 

FEeas~ cow,sider the ~nvi~or~ment befor~ plintir~f:l this e-maii 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidentiaZ Thelefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt 

of this message is not intended to waive ~ly applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the permission of file author. 
****************************************************************************** 

Any tax advice contained in this em~Jl was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 2:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bor’~, Conrad <cborlz@email.tmc.edu-~ 

Re: UNC Banking Institute Logistics 

Yes 

John L. Douglas 
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 
Office - 212-450-4145 
Cell - 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
To: Douglas, 3ohn L. 

Cc: Conrad Bortz <cbortzOemail.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu Mar 04 14:15:49 2010 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute Logistics 

Hi Jolm - - 

Thanks again for helping out with this year’s Banking Institute. Will you be attending the dinner on Thursday’, March 25? We hope so. It’s included as part of our 

speaker "comp." If so, please let Conrad Bor’~ (cbor’~@email.unc.edu) know by March 9 and he will register you. 

gissa 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smifll@maiLhouse.gov> 

Tuesday, March 9, 2010 11:08 AM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

I will arrive in Charlotte a little after 5pm and will join you for dinner 
A brief bio follows 
Mr. Smith is the Chief Economist of the House Financial Services Committee. Previously he has served as the Director of Public Policy for the AFL-CIO, Commissioner of 
Business Development and Senior Deputy Budget Director for New York City, a Commissioner of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, a senior economist on the 
staff of the Congressional Joint Economic Committee, a senior advisor to Senator Edward M Kennedy, and taught at the University of Massachusetts and the New School 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, 1312, 20515 

202 225 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smifll@maiLhouse.gov> 

Tuesday, March 9, 2010 1:28 PM 

Bortz, Conrad <cborlz@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC 3.25.10 event 

Speaking at the event and told to inform you that I would be there for dinner- also told there would be a reform held at the Ritz 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, DC, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 

From: conrad k bortz [mailto:cbortz@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 09, 2010 1:19 PM 

To: Smith, David 
Subject: UNC 3.25.10 event 

Hello Sir, 

Are you registered for the event and dinner? 

Cheers, 

C Bortz 

Smith, David wrote: 

I will arrive in Charlotte a little after 5pm and will join you for dinner 

A brief bio follows 
Mr. Smith is the Chief Economist of the House Financial Services Committee. Previously he has served as the Director of Public Policy for the AFL-CIO, Commissioner of 
Business Development and Senior Deputy Budget Director for New York City, a Commissioner of the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission, a senior economist on the 
staff of the Congressional Joint Economic Committee, a senior advisor to Senator Edward M Kennedy, and taught at the University of Massachusetts and the New School 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, DC, 20515 

202 225 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, :-cell 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject." 

conrad k bortz <cbortz@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 10, 2010 2:20 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: UNC 3.25.10 event] 

Hello, 

I registered him yesterday and send him a confirmation. 

Cheers, 

CB 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: UNC 3.25.10 event 

Date:Tue, 09 Mar 2010 13:41:13 -0500 
From:Lissa Broome 5[~_?_r_~?or__n_e__(a~_e__gl_2a__j_l_:_u__!)_c__:_e___d__u__z~ 

T o:SmitlL David J_)__~_~_Zj_c_l_:5_r_~_3i_t_I_!@_r_~_3~__U__!:_h_o__t_!~:gR~’52 

CC:comad k bortz 5_c__b__~2g_2~@_e__n__La_![:_u_n_c_=e_d__u:__:~_ 

References:<EC5D230485F7D][~45826D58E90E7746F804211359F(~HRM07.USMonse.aov> <4t3969120.20408(~enmil.unc.edu> 

<EC5D230485F7DB45826D58E90E7746F80421 B5Al(a)HRM07.US.House.gov > 

Hi David -- Sorry for the mix-up. Since we didn’t have you as a confilrned speaker until you got your ethics clearance, I think Conrad was not sure who yon were. 

We’ll straighten out at our end. 

Lissa 

Smith, David wrote: 

Speaking at the event and told to inform you that I would be there for dinner- also told there would be a reform held at the Ritz 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, DC, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 

From: conrad k bortz [__m___a_j_[t___q;__c__b_9_~_z__@__e_rj__~_a__[[,_u_n___c_,__e__d__u] 
Sent: Tuesday, Narch 09, 2010 l::t9 PH 

To: Smith, David 
Subject: UNC 3.25.10 event 

Hello Sir~ 

Are you registered for the event and dinner? 

Cheers, 

C Bortz 

Smith, David wrote: 

I will arrive in Charlotte a little after 5pm and will join you for dinner 
A brief bio follows 
Mr. Smith is the Chief Economist of the House Financial Services Committee. Previously he has served as the Director of Public Policy for the AFL-CIO, 
Commissioner of Business Development and Senior Deputy Budget Director for New York City, a Commissioner of the Medicare Payment Advisory 
Commission, a senior economist on the staff of the Congressional Joint Economic Committee, a senior advisor to Senator Edward M Kennedy, and taught at 

the University of Massachusetts and the New School 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, De, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 





% 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smifll@maiLhouse.gov> 

Friday, March 12, 2010 11:03 AM 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Carolina Law CLE Registration Problem 

I have no idea what this is about 
I am speaking at a UJ~x,’C Law School Banking Institute Conference on 3/26 
that may selnze cle purposes but did not try to register and have no 
interest in so doing 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of 
R epresentatives, Washington, DC, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Carolina Law Office uf Continuing Legal Education 
[mailtu:icar luck(@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:59 AM 
To: Smith, David 
Subject: Caro]ina Law CLE Registration Problem 

David A Smith 

Your attempt to register was unsuccessful, please contact the Carolina 

Law Of JSce of (X,E at ssx~ttkuw@email.unc.edu or call (919) 962-7815. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jacqueline Carlock <jcarlock@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 12, 2010 11:35 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Law CLE Registration Problem 

I am working with the tech support at Peopleware to resolve a problem with the 
download manager. 

JSC 

Jacqueline S. Carlock, CivlP 
Director of Continuing Legal Education and Special Events 
UNC School of Law 
Campus Box 3380 
100 Ridge Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Mare CLE: 919-962-7815 
Assistant: 919-962-1679 
Secure Fax: 919-843-7779 

Please Note: E-mail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to 
the North Carolina Public Records Law 
N.C G.S. Chapter 132 and may be disclosed to third palties. 

Lissa Bruome wrute: 
> Hi David -- Someune from here may have tried tu register you We 
> register all uf our speakers so that their infurmation is in uur system 
> for printing nametags, attendance lists, and so un. I’m very sorry for 
> the annoyance Please ignore. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Smith, David wrute: 
>> I have no idea what this is about 
>> I am speaking at a UNC Law Schoul Banking Institute Cunference un 3/26 
>> that may serve cle purposes but did not try to register and have no 
>> interest in so doing 
>> 

>> David A Smith 
>> 

>> Chief Economist, House Financial Services Cummittee ttouse of 
>> Representatives, Washington, I)(;, 20515 
>> 

>> 202 226 3209-vuice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Carolina Law Office of Continuing Legal Education 
>> [mailto:i carlock,@,email.unc, edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 10:59 A_’vl 
>> To: Smith, David 
>> Subject: Carolina Law CLE Registration Problem 
>> 

>> David A. Sraith 
>> 

>> Your attenrpt to register was unsuccessful, please contact the Carolina 

>> Law Office of CLE at sszatkow@email.unc.edu o1 call (919) 962-7815. 
>> 

>> Thank you. 
>> 

>> 

> 

>__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Polking - ;@cm~olina.rr.com> 

Sunday, March 14, 2010 3:34 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Institute and Board of Advisors Meeting 

Lissa: 
Thanks for your invitation and generous offer. It looks now like I probably will not be able to attend. If this changes, I will let you know. 
Paul 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 12, 2010 11:59 AM 

To: Paul Polking; 3erone Herring; Marion Cowell 
Co: Jacqueline S Carlock 
Subject: Banking Institute and Board of Advisors Meeting 

I{i Jerone, Paul, and Marion -- 

I hope you are all doing well. It occurred to me that none of you likely has access k~ professional development funds, so I wanted to make you the tbllowing offer. If 

you are able to attend the Banking Institute, you may do so mthout charge, this includes the program on Thur~tay, Thursday’s reception, Friday’s program, and the 

boaxd of advisors luncheon Friday at 12:30. If you would like to attend Thursday’s dinner featuring Joe Smith as the aftel~dinner speaker, we would ask that you pay 

the regular dinner alnount of $70.00. 

If you can attend the Banking Institute and/or dinner you may use the paper registration form attached (on the payment indicate special arra~lgemem via Lissa Broome) 

or register online, http://~v.law.unc.edw’cleik~nkdn~institute/default.aspx (call yourself a prepaid corporate sponsor for the program and use a credit card to pay for 

the dinner). 

Also, on Monday I will send out the poll as to who can join us tbr the Board of Advisors luncheon on Friday, March 26. You may respond then or now as to whether 

you can join us Ii~r our board meeting. 

I hope to see you soon. Take care. 

Lissa 



FiX)Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 5:22 PM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Institute dinner 

,7 I 
Liss,% rm thinking about attending the d 1liner and I think you said that would be $, 0 assume it is at the Ritz Carlton but Fm not stare of the time. Marion 

Sent via BlackBer~’ by AT&T 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Cammarn, Scott <Scott.Cammam@gmacfs.com> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 5:31 PM 

dcausey@aba.com; MacMillan, Kevin - Legal <kevin.macmillaJ~@bankoti~merica.com>; laurie.schatt~@do.treas.gov; 

david.smith@maJl.hou~.gov 

eugene.m.katz@wachovia.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Banking Inslitute 

Thanks again for agreeing to participate in the UNC Banking Institute next Thursday and Friday. 
Lissa Broome is gathering materials to distribute to the participants. The plan is to make the materials available on a password-protected website that the participants my 
access through their laptops, rather than for the Institute to provide hard copies. If you have materials that you would like posted on this password-protected website, please 
send them to Lissa, Gene or me as soon as possible. We have already made arrangements to include HR 4173, Senator Dodd’s proposal, the Senate Bankin.q Committee 
staff’s summary of Senator Dodd’s proposal, and the ABA summary of Senator Dodd’s proposal (thank you, Dawn). 
Laurie, I understand from Charlie Horn that you may be unable to participate in person, which is quite understandable. We are investigating whether we can have a phone 
connection wired into the speakers so you can give a few remarks if you would like. We should know in a few days if that is feasible. 
In terms of the panel presentation, I’ll introduce you and offer a few opening remarks. I believe Kevin MacMillan will then be providing a high level summary of the regulatory 
reform proposals. I would suggest that David then follow with the House perspective; given that so much emphasis in the past few days has been placed on the Dodd 
proposal, it will be helpful to have David refresh us on HR 4173 and perhaps comment and where you believe the major differences and obstacles to passage exist. Dawn, if 
you can then discuss the industry position on the two proposals, that would be very helpful. Laurie, if we can make the technological connection work, we would appreciate a 
few remarks from the Treasury’s perspective. We will then open up for questions. 
As I mentioned before, other panels are focusing on the consumer protection, systemic risk, resolution, and executive comp aspects of the two reg reform proposals. We of 
course can touch on these areas. 
We have 75 minutes for the entire panel (from 8:15 to 9:30). I suggest we anticipate 20 minutes for introduction and Kevin’s summary, leaving 10-15 minutes for each of you, 
and then at least 15 minutes for questions and interactive comments at the end. Please let me know if that if you believe that order and timing is appropriate. 
If any of you intend to use PowerPoint projections, please let me know so we can make arrangements to have the presentation pre-loaded. 
Last, if there is anything I can do to help you, please let me know. 
Thanks again, and I look forward to seeing you next Thursday and Friday. 
Scott Cammarn 
Bank Regulatory Counsel 
GMAC Financial Services 

704 444 4787 (o) 
(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Batty,, David L. <DBa~@mnston.com> 

Wednesday, March 17, 2010 5:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Banking Inslimte Second Complimenta~’ Admission 

I think Dean Warren is planning on attending - he just hasn’t registered yet. 

David L. Batty 

D: ~-! (704) 350-7}’20 

M: 

~ANv.winston.com 

St ra~’,,n LLP 

Pieas.~! ,:;,:;i~sider 1:he .~!il~;i!orirt!i~nt I::,ef.:~’r.~! p’dn[iri~l 1:his e-!~; ~ll 

From" Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March i7, 2010 5:40 PM 
To: Batty, David L 
I:::e: Conrad Bortz 
Subject: Banking Institute Second Complimentary Admission 
Hi David -- 

We only have Rene Leblanc-Allman down from Winston & Strawn (in addition to you and Mike). I’m hopeful you can find ~)meone else in your Charlotte 

office to take advantage of free CI,E! 

All you need do is send the person’s name, contact intb, and bar number to Conrad and he will do the registering. Also indicate if the attendee plans to stay tbr 

dinner on Thursday, Mmeh 25 (included for sponsors, but sometime local people have other commitments and know they cmmot attend). 

See you soon. 

Lissa 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Thelefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt 

of this message is not intended to waive a~ly applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the permission of the author. 
****************************************************************************** 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and catmot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hanf, Laura <Laura.Hanf~peaflmeyer.com> 

Thursday, March 18, 2010 10:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Toland, Ann <Aml.Toland@pearlmeyer.com:~ 

RE: BaNdng Institute 

Lissa - Thanks for your note and there was a misconception that I needed a room which of course, is not the case. Ann Toland is working this out with one of the schedulers 
whose name is excaping me right now. 
I look forward to seeing you next week[ 
Laura Hanf 
Vice President 

Pearl Meyer & Parmers 
Comprehensive Compensation 
3328 Siskey Parkway 

Suite 330 

Matthews, NC 28105 

704-844-0437 direct 

704-248-5577 fax 

mobile 

I_’_a_ u _r_a__~ [! ’_a__n__f ~ b~ p__e__’s_ J_[t_’fl__e_ )/_e__r_~ _c_£ t_’fl_ 
www.pesrlmeyer.com 

This email (and any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by you or any other person, for the purpose of (1) avoiding any penalties that 
may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or other matter addressed herein, and the 
taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

From; Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, March :1.7, 2010 4:15 PM 

To: Hanf, Laura 
Subject; Banking Tnstitute 

Hi Laura -- I hope yon are doing well. Your panel should have an interesting discussion. I understand that the Dodd bill has something in it about executive 

compensalion so this should really be timely. 

In reviewing the hotel room block, I noticed that you had requested a hotel room tbr Thur~ay night. Perhaps our records are mistaken. As you might imagine, our 

resources are limited ,so we do not normally reimburse local speakers for hotel accommodations. Plea~ let me know if you’d still like a room reserved for you if’we will 

not be reimbursing the charge, or if we’ve just got this down wrong. 

Thmlks. I look fol~vard to seeing you ne:d week at the Banking Institute. 

Lissa 
__ 

% 



FFOII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@caxolina.rr.com 

Friday° March 19, 2010 11:14 AM 

Broome, I is~ I, <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Fifth Third 

Yes. His name is Paul Reynolds and I can make that introduction ~br you. Paul would be happy to meet you and attend a meeting. Just let me know. 

Sent from my BlackBerry(g; smartphone with SprintSpeed 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, 19 Max 2010 08:49:56 
To: Jewel Hoover< 2~carolina rr com> 

Subject: Fit’th Third 

Hi Jewel1 -- Have you met the Fifth Third general counsel? We may want 
to consider inviting him/her to the Banking Institute at some point. 

Lissa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ aol.com 

Friday, March 19, 2010 12:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Institute dinner -- Registmlion tbr dinner tbr Marion Cowell 

Thanks. Delighted to do so. See you there. Sorw I can’t make the Board mtg on Fri Marion. 
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 17 Mar 2010 17:32:10 
To: ~       @aol.com> 
Subject: Re: Institute dirmer -- Registration for dinner for Marion Cowell 

Hi Marion -- 

I just looked at the Kilpatrick registration and although they are using 
their two complimentaw admissions to the program (Preston Hurrell and 
Naho Dobayashi), Naho is not staying for dinner. So, we’d be delighted 
for you to take his spot for dinner at no charge 

Just let me know if you’d like to come and I’ll have Jackie register you 
and have a nametag rea@ for you 

Lissa 

@aol.com wrote: 

> Lissa, I’m thinking about attending the dinner and I think you said that would be $70 I assume it is at the Ritz Carlton but I’m not sure of the time. Marion 

> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&’]? 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam O’Daniel <aodaniel@bizjournals.com> 

Tuesday, March 23, 2010 11:17 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emal unc edu> 

Banking Institue 

Lissa, 

I’d like to attend and cover your Banking Institute event in Charlotte on 
Thursday March 25. Is it too late to RSVP? 

Thanks so much 

Adam 

Adam O’Daniel 
Staff writer 
Charlotte Business Journal 
(704) 973-1147 office 

mobile 
aodaniel@bizj uumals.com 
http ://charlott ebusinessi ournal, corn 

Read my Bank Notes blog at 
http://charlotte.biziournals.com/charlotte/blo~ibank notes/ 

Follow me on Twitter at http://Twitter.comJCBJBankNews 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, March 25, 2010 9:50 PM 

To: Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thurs Nte 

Lissa, So1Ty we didn’t get to visit. Dinner was fun, saw a lot of old friends-thanks Heard a lot great comments about the program. Hard to believe its been 14 years You’re doing a great job 
Marion 
Sent via BlackBel-W by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Melbinger, Michael S. <MMelbinger~winston.com~ 

Friday, March 26, 2010 6:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking Institute 

Thank you Ibr including me in this years program. I enjoyed it and learned from it. I hope the attendees benefited from our paneh 

Sent from my BlackBerry Wireless Handheld 

Michael S. Melbinger 
Partner & Chair of Executive Compensation and Employee Benefits 
Winston & Strawn LLP 
35 West Wacker Drive 
Chicago, IL 60601 
P: 312-558-7588 
C: 
mmelbinger @winston. c om 

The contents of this message are privileged and confidential. If this message is received in error, please destroy it without reading. ’]’his message should not be forwarded or distributed 
without the permission of the author. 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it Your receipt of this message is not 
intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the permission of the author 
****************************************************************************** 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smifll@maiLhouse.gov> 

Monday, March 29, 2010 5:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thanks tbr inviling me 

I had fun and hope it was useful 

What should I do with my expense receipts? 

David A Smith 
Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee 
House of Representatives, Washington, DC, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hanf, Laura <Laura.Hmlf~peaflmeyer.com> 

Wednesday, March 31, 2010 10:13 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Bmlking Institute 

Lissa - Thanks you for the opporlunity to speak. I was very impressed with the agenda and the quaHity of the speakers. You and your team did a fabulous job ptJHHing everything 
together. Please keep me in mind for future topics - I would love to help out any way I can. 
As for the expense reimbursement, our finn will pick up the whopping $16 I spent on parking. Hope to see you again soon. 
Laura Hanf 
Vice President 

Pearl Meyer & Partners 

C(~rnprehensive Compensation 
3326 Siskey Parkway 

Suite 330 

Matthews, NC 28105 

704-844-0437 direct 

704-246-5577 fax 

mobile 

ha_ _u_ / _a_ ~ _h_ _a_ _n_ _f_@#_ _e_ _a_ _r J _n_ _q_ _e_Y_ _e_r_ ~ _c_ 9_n_ 3 

www pearlmeyer.corn 

This email (and any attachments) was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by you or any other person, for the purpose of (1) avoiding any penalties that 
may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Code, or (2) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or other matter addressed herein, and the 
taxpayer should seek advice based on the taxpayer’s particular circumstances from an independent tax advisor. 

From= Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 3:[, 20:[0 9:30 AM 
To: Hanf, Laura; Michael Nelbinger 
Co: David Batty; Jacqueline S Carlock 
Subject= UNC Banking Institute 

Dear David, Laura, and Mike -- 

Thmlks so much tbr providing a great pmlel on executive compensation at last week’s Banking Institute in Charlotte. The "topic was ve~ timely and the panel was well- 

done. We also appreciate Michael’s and David’s contribution articles to the Banking Institute joumaJ. The current volume of the journal is now available online at 

http://sl udentorgs.law .unc .edu/ncbank, c urrent~olume/deihult.aspx. 

) I have attached an expense reimbursement foml for Michael and Laura. t lease include original receipts and return to Jacqueline Carlock by April 30 at the address 

noted on the fornl. 

Thanlcs again for your participation in the Banking Institute. 

Best, 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Batty, David L. <DBa~@mnston.com> 

Thursday, May’ 13, 2010 2:26 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: PDF Versions of Final Articles 

Lissa, thanks so much. t tned to access some of the earlier volumes, but the hypedinks to the PDF articles for Vo[. 7 did not work (at least for my 
articfe). Also, the earliest volume that is available is Vofume 6 - do the students plan to make any of the earlier volumes available’? 
Hope all is welf and that you su~Mved exams and graduation. 
Hope you have a great Summer. 

David L. Batty 

D: +I (70,;) 350-7720 

M: 

V~A~A~.win sto n .com 

....... 8trawn LLP 

Piease consiqer the environment before ..orinting this e-mail 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 9:48 PN 
To; Batty, David L. 
Subject: RE: PDF Versions of Final Articles 
Hi David--You can download pdfs of both artides at _h_t_t_125J_/__st _u _de___n___t__o___rKs_:_[_a__w__:u _nc_:__e___d___u_/__n___c_b&n_kZy_9_[u_m£sLvR!um_&14:_aspx 
Hope you’re doing wetl. 
Take care, 
I.issa 

From" Batty, David L. [maito:DBatb/@winston.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2010 3:37 PN 
To" Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bjeet: PDF Versions of Final Articles 
Lissa, I hope all is well. Would it be possible to get a PDF copy of my article and Mike Melbinger’s article from the most recent Banking 
Institute Journal? 
I’d like to send electronic copies out to some clients. 
Thanks. 

David L. Batty 

Winston & Strawn LLP 

214 North Tryon Street 

Charlotte, NC 28202-1078 

D: +I (704) 350-7720 

M: 

F: +I (704) 350-7800 

WV~W winston.corn 

I ] 
iNi Winston & 

Strawn LLP 

Piease considei the envi:’onment before priating this e-msil 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been 
received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to 

waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the permission of the 

author. 
****************************************************************************** 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cmmot be used, by you (or any 

other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 

The contems of this message may’ be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it withom reading it. Your receipt 
of this message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the pennission of the author. 

AW tax advice contained in this emal was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smitll@mail.house.gov> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 8:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sony to bx~ther you with fl~is 

butwhen I paid my credit card bills last nightlrealizedthatI had not yetreceived reimbursement formy Pip to your Institute 

Thanks 

David 

[)avid A Smith 
Chief Economist, tlouse Financial Services Committee 
House of R epresentatives, Washingtun, DC, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, -cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

Carlock, Jacqudine S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lism L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

1~¢: Orientation Materials 

Prof. Broome and Ms. Carlock: 

We’ve had some questions from other industry professionals (including CPA’s) asking about whether the Banking Institute would qualify as continuing legal 

education for their respective professions. My questions for you are: (A) are we interested in having other professions beyond academics, bankers and lawyers 

attending the Institute and (B) if so, how can we find out whether or not the Institute would qualify as CLE for those professions? Thanks, 
¯ JD/MBA Class of: @email.unc.edu ¯ 

U NC School of Law ¯ U NC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 
~b~pi~g ke~de~ I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McKinney, Kathy- <kmckinney@hsblawfilrn.com> 

Wednesday, October 13, 2010 4:49 PM 

Pannell, Gaw <gpannell@joneswalker.com> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [bo~xdadvisors] Center for Banking mid Finance -- Ilnpol~t Stuff 

I am taking this information home to read tonight, just glancing through the information this is very much of interest. I will call Lissa. 

From; Pannell, Gary [mailto:gpannell@joneswalker.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 13, 2010 4:43 PM 
To= McKinney, Kathy 

Co; Broorne, Lissa L 
Subject; FW: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Important Stuff 

Ms McKinney;I enjoyed our conversation in N.Y.CA believe that you would find participation in the N.C.Banking Law Mstitute very rewarding and pmfessionaly stimulating in 
view of your responsibility as a Director for the Office of Finance with the Home Loan Bank Organization.Jill Spencer and I are on the Board of Advisers and Jill recently 
contributed an important article to the law review which is published thru the Institute.Prof Lissa Broome is the locomotive who drives the InstHute and I believe you would find 
her a kindred spirit.She also has iniatiated an effort to prepare women and minorities for a role as directors of financial institutions and has arranged several placements thus 
far.I am among her many cheerleaders.I believe the two attachments plus her message will provide you with a considerable amount of detail about the Institute and I know 

Lissa would be most happy to discuss it with you at your convenience.regards,gary pannell 

El. G*2r’l3 Panriell, Esq. 

6oneso ~Nalker~ ~Naeclater~ Poitevent, 
Carfare & Den~gre, L,L,P. 

1 o-o:l Pead~tree Street 

400 Colony Square, Suite 2oo 
Atlanta, Georgia 3o361 

E-mail: GPannell@joneswalker.coni 

Direct Dial: (4o4) 87o-9o:35 

Direct Fax: (404) 870-9005 

Mobile Ph: 
This message contains information from file Jones Walker law firm which is directed to and intended for the use of file individual or entity named above. The information is confidenUal or privileged. If you 

are not the intended recipient, be aware that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of the contents of this message is prohibited If you have received this electronic message in error, please notify us 

immediately by telephone at (251) 439-7507 (Attention Judy Whigham). Thank you. 

ANY FEDERAL TAX ADVICE CONTAINED IN THIS MESSAGE SHOULD NOT BE USED OR REFERRED TO IN ANY PROMOTING, MARKETING OR RECOMMENDING OF ANY ENTITY, INVESTMENT PLAN OR 

ARRANGEMENT, NOR IS SUCH ADVICE INTENDED OR WRITTEN TO BE USED, AND CANNOT BE USED, BY A Tz~XP2C~’ER FOR TIlE PURPOSE OF AVOIDING PENALTIES UNDER THE INTERNAL 

REVENUE CODE 

From; Broome, Lissa L [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 13, 2010 4:04 PM 
To= Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 

Subject; [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Important Stuff 

Friends - Lots of news to share. 

1. This Friday, October 15 will be the annual Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics. This year’s topic is Ethical Issues for the Corporate Attorney. The program begins 

at 9:30 a.m. at the Carolina Club in Chapel Hill and ends at 3:00 p.m. Registration is still open at h...t..t.p.‘..j..~.~:.!.a-w-:.u-n-c.:..e..d-uj..c..!.e../.d~.9.k.~.9.9.~d.~f~.~.!t:.~p~. A 

list of the panelists and the agenda are included there as well. There is 3 hours of ethics credit and 1 hour of substance abuse credit. We have a loyal 

following of in-house counsel attending this program. Might be a good client development opportunity for your corporate attorneys. 

2. Thursday, October 21, Ed O’Keefe’s office is hosting 14 Banking Journal students at a Career Trek at Bank of America in Charlotte. I would like 9 more 

attorneys to join us for a lunch that day. So far, Kimberly Zirkle of Moore & Van Allen (former Journal EIC) has committed to attend, l am looking for 

attorneys who did not attend last year’s event at Alston & Bird (so our students will get exposure to additional career perspectives), some attorneys who 

more recently experienced this challengingjob market and might have concrete career advice, and attorneys who currently or previously worked in 

government service. It could be you or someone from your firm. Let me know by the end of the day this Friday if you can participate so I can balance out a 

good group of folks who can provide a variety of perspectives and advice. 

3. Thursday, October 28, at the law school in Chapel Hill we are hosting a similar luncheon event for our banking journal students and students from my 

Banking Law class for attorneys from the Triangle/Triad. So far, Tony Gaeta, Joe Smith, Matt Cordell (Ward and Smith), and Farah Lisa Whitley-Sabti have 

committed to participate. Please let me know by the end of the day this Friday if you can participate or wish to designate someone else from your firm to 

do so. 

4. Our students are working away on their Banking Journal notes. The topic list is attached. Please email a staff member if you or someone you know can 

offer insight and perspective on their topic. 

5. Save the date for the 2011 Banking Institute: March 31-April "1 at The Ritz-Carlton in Charlotte. 

6. Notes from the August board meeting are attached. They contain the information about speakers and panels for the Banking Institute. Please read 

carefully and contact the panel coordinator if you have ideas for the coordinator to consider. We need to get going on this to secure speakers and panelists 

as soon as possible. I’d like to have all of our program information up on the web by January 1, so we can begin to receive registrations and promote the 

program. 

7. Don’t forget the Beischer Challenge period expires on June 30, 2011. We are still short of our ~1,000,000 goal, but we have received some significant 

commitments in recent weeks from The Clearinghouse and Bank of America. We’ll share more details later and hope that those of you who have not yet 

committed to the challenge consider doing so before the end of the challenge period. The Beischers will match pledges received prior to the end of the 

challenge. 

8. Thanks also to this semester’s Practitioner’s in Residence: Daniel Garner, Scott Cammarn, Brad Ives, Tony Gaeta, and Eric Spitler. 

l’m sorry for the delay in conveying all this information to you. As those of you who are close readers of the sports page know, I have had essentially a second job 

since the time of our board meeting. 

Notwithstanding the many distractions, l’m excited about the Banking Institute and hope that we can all work together to spread our reach and draw in a larger 

audience from within Charlotte, North Carolina, and from outside the state. We depend on you to be our program planners and ambassadors. Thanks for all you do. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 



Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 
...... 

i~i http:lA~vw.lawunc.edulimageslnews/medialbankingfinance 

web542.jpg 

° -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: ~pa~mell~ioneswalker.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to leave-27905709-4897136AeTeOb95eI:~5477dc6c48b614bSbd3bS(tblistserv,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Craven @gmail.com> 

Friday, November 12, 2010 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking Law Course at Wake Forest UniversiU School of Law 

Professor Broome, 

Please allow- me to reintroduce myself to you. We met several years 
ago at the Banking Law Institute in Chapel Hill which I believe was 
sponsored in part by BB&T. I worked with Jerone Herring in BB&T’s 
Legal Department for over a decade. I retired in 2008 and was 
recruited this year by Steve Poe and Dean Ron Wright to teach Bal~king 
Law at Wake Law as an adjunct professor. I have been utilizing your 
casebook, "Regulation of Bank Financial Services" in my course. With 
final exams looming, I contacted Steve to discuss how he prepared his 
exams. Steve advised me that you were kind enough to provide him with 
sample questions which he utilized in preparing his exams I am 
hoping that you would be willing to extend me the same courtesy. I 
would truly appreciate any assistance you could provide, especially 
with regard to the changes the Dodd- Frank Retbrm Act poses. 

Sincerely, 

David L Craven, Esq. 
Adjunct Professor 
Wake Forest University School of Law 

2624 Club Park Road 
Winston Salem, NC 27104 

336-777-1548 

:(cell) 

Emai[: @gmail.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com> 

Wednesday, November 17, 2010 10:18 AM 

Gattuso, Chris <CGattuso@kilpattickstockton.com>; Richard Spillenkothen (rspillenkothen@deloitte.com); Timothy.Ward@occ.treas.gov; 

’tdujenski@idic.gov’ 

’DBailey@FDIC.gov’;        @carolina.rr.com’; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Nataraja~ Raj 

<mataraj an@kilpatrickstoclcton.com> 

UNC Center for Banking and Finance--2011 Banking Institute 

Thank you for agreeing to participate as a panelist at the UNC Center for Banking and Finance Banking Institute, March 31-April 1,2011, at The Ritz-Carlton in 
Charlotte, NC. We look forward to a great conference and a stimulating panel. 

Jewell t{oover and I are coordinating your panel, which has the broad working topic of"Developments in Capital Policy." Our current thoughts are that we would like 

tbr panel members to address the tbllowing: 

Enforcement Actions and their impact on capital (difference between regulator,:" capitaJ requirements and those required by enforcement actions) 

ALLL share thoughts on evolving ALLL process and its effect on capital. By next year, there may be more developments on the discussion on ALLL based on 

future credit expectations versus current guidelines on FAS 5 and FAS 114. 

Basel Capita2l Initiatives at a very high level 

Dodd-Frank Act effects of the statute on capital legulation~ including the effect of rating agency iegulation. 

Because the subtopics that will be hot by next spring is a little bit of a moving target, we can always adj ust in order to be topical. Nevertheless, if you have a preference 

tbr a specific capital-related topic that you would like to address, please let us know. We will schedule a conl~rence call early next year to finalize topics and format 

of the panel. Prepared remarks should oNy be about 10 minutes in order to allow time tbr discussion and audience Q and A. 

The panel is as follows: 

Christina Gattuso, Partnel; Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stocldon LLP 

Richard Spillenkothen, Director and Senior Advisol; Deloitte Center for Banking Solutions, Deloitte & Touche LLP 

Timothy Ward, DepuF Comptroller for Thrift Supervision, Office of the Comptroller of the Currency 

Thomas J. Dujenski, Regional Director (Atlanta), Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 

Paul S. Pilecki, (Moderator), Partner, Financial Institutions Team, Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 

Professor Lissa Broome, Director of the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance, invites you to submit a short article on some aspect of the panel topic 

for inclusion in the Banking Journal. If you would like to submit an article, please let her know by December I if you would like to submit an article. The deadline for 

submission o[’the article is December 15. This has proven to be a great opportunity to publish ~md it need not be long or long-winded or heavily [botnoted. 

As a panelist, tl~e Banking Institute will pay your expenses: coach class airthre/mileage, one night at the Ritz-Carlton, and incidentals (airport parking, cab~ meals not 

included at the Institute). 

We look forward to your participation in the Banking Institute, please contact Jewell or me if you have any questions or need additional information. 

i~i KilpatrickStockton LLP 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.SC Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecld, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatrickstockton.com> 

Tuesday, December 21, 2010 10:48 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Capital Panel 

tli Lissa 

I think file panel is thll. t towever; I roll give him a call to get his [~ers[~ective. 
Best wishes for a Meru Christmas and Happy New Year, 

Paul 
Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 ] 607 14th Street, aWl Washington, DC 20005=2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 21, 2010 9:43 AN 

To: Piecki, Paul 
Subject: Capital Panel 

Hi Paul- 

You’ve got a pretty full panel already, but I was talking to Paul Saltzman of The Clearing House yesterday and he indicated some interest in participating on 

your panel to provide an industry perspective on capital. If you’re interested in following up, Paul’s contact info is pau!.saltzman@thec!earinghouse.org. 

Your call, but let me know what you decide to do. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

.Xi http://www.law.unc.edu/irnages/news/rnedia/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pilecki, Paul <ppilecki@kilpatricktownsend.com> 

Monday, JanuaD, 3,2011 4:20 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: UNC Banking Institute, March 31-April 1,2011 

tlapw New Yea, Lissa 

The tbllowing is a de~ription of the "Capital Is King" panel: 
][his panel roll discuss the current significant issues in the capital requirements lbr financial institutions, including the changes resulting from the Dodd-Frmlk Act, a high 

level view of the new Basel Committee approach to capital, potential changes in how the ALLL and other capital components am viewed, and the impact of 

enforcement actions on capital. The panelis’ts include senior officials of the three principal federal baak regulatory agencies arid private sector experts with prior 

regulatory agency experience. 

All the best, 

Paul 

Please note our ne~, firm name and my new e-mail address. 

Paul S. Pilecki 
Kilpatrick Townsend & Stockton LLP 
Suite 900 ] 607 14th Street, NWI Washington, DC 20005-2018 
office 202 824 1415 I cell            I fax 202 585 0022 

ppileckiC~.kilpatricktownsend.com [ My Profile 

From= Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 23., 2010 9:21 AM 
To= ,]ames.CarrNl@cwt.com; mnedzbala@hunton.com; Karol Sparks; dlampe@wcsr.com; cleon@wcsr.com; Pilecki, Paul; john.douglas@davispolk.com 
Cc= Carlock, 3acqueline S 

Subject= UNC Banking Institute, March 33.-April 1, 203.1 

Friends - I have attached a tentative agenda for the 2011 Banking Institute. I would like to post this on our website and open registration by January 5. As you 

can see, however, there are still some panel descriptions to be provided and additional panelists to be identified. Please review your material and getn 

any additional information (including names and emails for panelists) by January 3 or before. Feel free to modify the title of your panel as well. 

Thanks for all of your help throughout the year. Happy Holidays and all the best for the New Year! 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h-t..t.p....~/~.w-.w-~1a..~.w..:~.u.~.n.~c....~e..~d..~u..~c-e.~n-t.~e..r..s./~b..~a..~1~.g 
Nil http:ll,¢¢ww.law.unc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance 

web542.jpg 

Confidentiality Notice: 

This communication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U.SC Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited to the recipient intended 

by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, 

copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED Please contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 404 815 6500, and destroy the 

original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

***DISCLAIMER*** Per Treasury Department Circular 230: Any U.S federal tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the 

purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karol Sparks <Karol.Sparks@btkn.com> 

Monday, Januao, 24, 2011 1:58 PM 

Oliver, M. Patricia <mpolive@vorys.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2011 Banking Institute 

Pat--first, 

I will watch for BreWs response on the conference call---it looks like Thursday will be the best day, 

Karol g. .Sparks 
garack Ferrazzano LLP 

;"(.:{~ West M::dis(.!: 5L:ii;~ -’.,90" , Ch[<::~!-’., i~ ¢0¢0¢ 
.; N.’ 9:.: :b2~ -~ ~X:. 

From: Oliver, M. Patricia [mailto:mpoliver@vorys.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 11:32 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Karol Sparks 
Subject: 2011 Banking Institute 

Lissa and Karol--Wanted to give you an early-on heads up regarding a family emergency that has just arisen that may limit my participation in this year’s Banking 

Institute. 

If it is acceptable to the two of you, I would like my partner, Brett Treier, 

who co-chairs our Banking Practice and works extensively with both regionals and community banks, to participate in my place. Karol--I saw you are planning a call 

for later this week to divvy up our topics and I will forward this to Brett so he can participate on the call if that is OK with you. Thanks, Pat P.S: Lis-s-al have gotten 

the Firm’s sponsorship for the Institute approved and the paperwork should be in the works this week. 

From the law offices of Vozys, Satez, Seyx:ouz and Pease LLP. 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE:            In order to ensure co~-pliance 

with requiremerR:s imposed by the U.S. InterrHd Rew~nue Service, we 
inform you that any federal tax advice contained in this conmlunication 
(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and it 
oaz]z]etl be used, by any taxpayer fer the purpose ef (i) avoiding pe[ia]ties 
that may be imposed under the U.S. Internal Revenue Code or 
(ii) promoting, marketing, or recommending to another person, any 
transaction or other matter addressed herein. 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This ~-mail messag> is int:erided only for the person 
oz entity to which it: J s addz>ssed aEid may contain con~id>ntial aEid/oz 
privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohioited. If you a<e not the inter’ded recipient, please 
centact the serider by z>ply e-mail and destrey all copies e[ [:he original 
message. If you are the intended recipient but do not wish to receive 
communications through this mediu’", please so advise the sender immediately. 

CIRCULAR 230 DISCLOSURE: Unless expressly stated otherwise in wiring, any tax advice contained in this comnmnication (including an}, attachmems hereto) is 

not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used (i) for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed on a taxpayec or (it) in promoting, marketing or 

recommending a partnership or other enti~, investment plan or arrangement. 

This message, which contains inibrmation from a law firm, may be confidential and privileged. If you have received this communication in error (you are not the 

addressee or authorized to receive tbr the addressee), you may not use, copy or disclose the message or any information contained in the message. If you have 

received the message in error, please advise the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bortz, Conrad <cbol~z@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.e&P 

Student room update 

Hello, 

Here is the most recent data from 

Conrad K. Bortz 

Business Services, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.843.9288 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankh~g 

i.X.i http://v~,/ law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

2013-4 ENFORCEMENT -- COMMH-TEE ON INFRACTIONS -- COMPOSITION OF CO MMHTEE -- FORMER 
COACHES 

Override Requests Received: 0 
Detailed Listing of Overrides: 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-11-2 ATHLETICS PERSONNEL --LIMITATIONS ON "[’HIE NUMBER AND DUTlES OF COACHES -- 

EMM1NATION OF RECRUITING COORDINATION FUNCTIONS 

Override Requests Received: 20 

Detailed Li sting of Overrides: 
Bowling Green State Universib, 

Clmrleston Southern Universibr 

Creighton University 

Elon University 

Furman University 

Georgia Southern University 

Georgia Southern requests an ovemde of this legislation. 

Marquette University 

Mississippi State UnNersity 

North Carolina A&T State University 

Purdue U~fiversity 

Our institution is reqnesting an override of Proposal 11-2. Our institution is concerned tlmt if adopted, maw schools 
would hire additional staff members solely to com~tmnicate with prospectNe student-athletes (e.g, make calls° send 
emails and text messages, write lellers) which will increase costs significantly. Our institution is hope[’lfl that discussions 
regarding this topic will continue as we move into Ptmse 2. 

Sam Houston State U~fiversit3.," 

Sontheastem Louisimm Universi~ 

The Citadel 

The Ohio State Universib, 

This proposal will significantly increase operating costs for athletics departments. This new rule will encourage 
institutions to hire additional staff members to place recruiting calls and texIs to prospective student-athletes. The 
definition of an "institutional staff member" will be tested as some institutions may ’~hire" former high profile student- 
athletes to work in their recruiting office to make calls to prospects. While some schools will act responsibly, others will 
take advantage of tiffs legislation and gain a sighificant recru.iting advantageo This will lead to an increase in recruiting 
staffis. This proposal does not promote fiImncial responsibility at a time when institutions need to be practicing fiscal 
restraint. 

Ulliversity of Tmmessee at Chattanooga 

UIliversity of Texas at E1 Paso 

University of utah 

Valparaiso University 

Virginia Militau Institute 

Winthrop University 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-l I-3-B ~YFHLETICS PERSONN EL -- SCOUTING OF OPPONENTS -- IN-PERSON SCOUTING PROHIBH-’ED 

Override Requests Received: 14 

Detailed Listing of Overrides: 

Boston Lhfiversi ty 

Boston University supports an override of tl~is proposal because it does not meet the standards for review which guided 
the Rules Working Group in the de-regulation efforts. Specifically: l) It is not necessau to regulate scouting on a 
imtional basis to ensure fair competition without regard to hmmral advantages," 2) it is virtually unmfforceable as 
written, and 3) it does not support the NCAA’s enduring values emphasizing the most strategically important matterso 

With the availabilty of filmNideo and other means to watch games, in-person scouting provides no significant competitive 
advantage. Fi~mncial concerns regarding in-person scouting should be handled locally, consistent with other de-regulation 
proposals. If the intention is to control costs on a national basis, the existing legislation in Bylaw 11.6 provides adequate 
control. If a coach wants to watch a game on heftMs own initiative it is not necessary to prohibit this 
opportunib,. Finally, this one-size-fits-Nl approach to some leNslatiork specifically aimed at Football and Basketball (for 
whom the greatest resources are available) results in unintended, negative consequences for other sports and their 
development. 

Central Connecticut State University 

Colgate University 

I know tiffs proposal is being justified by the fact that in-person scouting is an unnecessary expense since video is cheaper 
to obtain. However, when the reasoning for the rest of the deregulation is that instituions Should be able to decide how to 
use their resources without the NCAA directing then< tNs proposal regarding scouting seems to take the complete 
opposite approach. In addition to wanting to override this particular proposal, I also believe that Bylaw 1 1.6 should be 
amended to allow in-person scouting :[or all sports, wlmtber the institution or the coach pays tt~e expenses [’or such a trip. 

Coaches have also expressed concern that, when tiffs proposal goes into effect, they will no longer be able to go to other 
college games just lbr pleasure, no scouting or fi~ture opponents involved. That seems mmecessafily restrictive. 

Elon University 

Longwood University 

Monmouth UiJversity 

Mount St. Mau’s University 

Northeastern Ulffversi~ 

Some coaches at our institution have expressed their concern to support this proposal because they believe, in cmtain 
circumstances° that in-person scondng of flm~.re opponents can be more convenient and more practical titan video scouting 
or other alternatives. 

PfiImeton Universib; 

Maw coaches find that live-scouting of future opponents provides them with the best oppommity to train and prepare 
their studem-athletes for successful performance. In keeping with the iment of the NCAA deregulation effm~ts, an 
insti tution’s coaching staff should be permitted to exercise institutional discretion in making the determination that live- 
scouting is a productive and wmthwhile utilization of their time and resources in the preparation of their smdent-aflfletes 
for successful performance. 

Syracuse Universib 

Temple Universib~ 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

I am writing to request that we snbufit a proposal to override the elimination if in person scouting proposal. 

As we have begun our season it is clear that in person scouting is far different than video scouting. The video we receive 
and are able to provide is often pretty inadequate to getting a good scout. 

1. The qualibT if video is far from professional. The biggest problem with this is how often you caimot even see the 
numbers in the jerseys making it impossible to scout players. 

2. Since the game is played in a such a big field much if the off ball action can not be seen on video. This information is 
key to scouting. It would be like volleyball only being able to see oue side of the court until the ball went over to the other 
side of the court. It would be like basketball only seeing the ball being inbounded without seeing the flfll court pressure 
that has been set up. There are marx: more examples. 

3. Due to weather, sometimes people have difficulty filming properly. Our tape is a great example of this. Against mtgers 
we could not raise the lift high enough to get a qualib~ filming angle. 

While in person scouting is not something we can do for all of our games, when we can we take advantage of it. 

Until schools can commit the necessary resources to ensure thai: lacrosse can be filmed at a professional level on a 
consistent basis it is not possible to say that video exchange is an equal substitute to in person scouting. 

"l’haIkks :[or listening. 

Bo~mie 

Bomfie Rosen 

Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

Temple Universib, 

mobile 

Bonnie.Rosen@Temple.edu 

The Citadel 

University of New Hampshire 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

In some sports scouting is an importam pint of preparation. The simple answer would be to require game fihn however 
not all schools provide quality film for all programs - the varied quality of video productions makes fihn in some sports 
useless. 

Valparaiso Universibr 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-11-4 ATHLETICS PERSONNEL --LIMITATIONS ON "[’HIE NUMBER AND DUTIES OF COACHES -- 
EMM1NATION OF LIMITATIONS ON NUMBER OF OFF-CAMPUS RECRUITERS AT ANY ONE TIME 

Override Requests Received: 5 
Detailed Li sting of Overrides: 

Georgia State Ul~iversibr 

The proposed legislation will have a significant budget impact on our institution. 

North Carolina A&T State Universibr 

Syracuse Universily 

The Citadel 

University of’Ibnnessee aI Chattanooga 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-12-5 AMNI’EURISM-- PAYMENT BASED ON PERFORMANCE-- FROM AMNI’EUR TEAM OR EVENT 
SPONSOR 

Override Requests Received: 2 
Detailed Li sting of Ovemdes: 

James Madison Universibr 

Once you open tile door tile question is when does it stop. Makes it morn difficult on students to track and understand 
what is permissible. It has been our experience that the attfletes do not keep receipts or track of expenses then it is difficult 
to apply legislation. 

The Citadel 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-I 3-1 RECRUH-’ING -- PROSPECTIVE STUDENT-.NI’HLETE -- EXCEPTION --AFTER COMMH-MENT 
Override Requests Received: 2 

Detailed Listing of Overrides: 
The Citadel 

Winthrop Ul?dversity 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

RWG-13-3 RECRUH’ING -- 
COMMUNICATION 

Override Requests Received: 15 
Detailed Li sting of Overrides: 

Clmrleston Southern Ul~iversib~ 

Creighton University 

Elon University 

Georgia Southern University 

Override Summary 

DEREGULATION OF MODES AND NUMERICAL LIMITATIONS ON 

Georgia Southern requests an override of the legislation. 

Georgia State University 

Georgia State Universib~ is in favor of an override of Proposal 13-3 because: 

1. The proposal will affect a coach’s quality of life due to exhaustive hours added to the rccru.iting process throughout the 
year. 

2. Dne to the importance of the recruiting process, prospective student-athletes will be overwhelmed with commumcation 
from every institution recruiting them This places an m~wan’anted strain on the prospective student-attflete’s welfare. 

North Carolina A&T State UniversiD~ 

Purdue University 

Our institution is requestii~g an ovenide for Proposal 13-3 due to work life balance concerns raised by our coaches ai~d 
staff members. Currently there are significant time demands placed upon college coaches and there is great concern that 
lifting the telephone call limits and the ban on text messaging will place even more time deumnds on them. As such, we 
are requestii~g an override of Proposal ] 3-3 with the hope that this topic be moved into Phase 2 for further consideration 
and discussion. We would also recommend that the RWG consider reviewing the recruiting rules lbr lbotball in a manner 
similar to how men’s and women’s basketball recruiting rules were reviewed. A separate football recruiting model 
approach would be a better approach to addressing their u~fique challenges. 

Southeastern Louisiana University 

Syracuse Universib 

The Citadel 

The Ohio State Universib 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

This proposal will detrimentally ~ect the work/life balance for college coaches. Year round unlimited calling and textmg 
will take coaches away from their families and their currant student-athletes. For example, in the sport of football, 
coaches have been permitled to make uIflimited calls during a contact period. This has worked well in the past and our 
coaches would welcome unlimited texting during the contact period as well. However, during tile football season coaches 
want to concentrate on coaching and interacting with current student-athletes. TNs proposal will force them to 
significantly increase the amount of time they spend calling and texting recruits during the season. Likewise. coaches do 
not want to have to constantly text and recruit prospects year round which will take away from time with their families. 

This rule will create additional distractions for high school student-aINetes. Their phones will be i~mndated with calls 
and texts at all hours of the day from college coaches and staff. This will reduce the time they need to spend academically 
preparing to be successful in college. It is also contra~" to the anti-celebribT legislation ttmt the NCAA adopted several 
years ago. Recruits being bombarded will make it difficult :lot them to focus on their academic perlbrmanceo This 
concern is heightened by the increased initial eligibility requirements starting with the 2016-17 academic year. 

University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 

Valparaiso University 

Virginia MilitaI7 hlstitute 

Winthrop University 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-l 3-4 RECRUITING -- ELIMINATION OF PUBLICATION OF ADMISSIONS AND GRADUATION DNIA. 
BANNED DRUG MST AND INITIAL-EMGIBILITY STANDARDS 

Override Requests Received: 1 
Detailed Listing of Overrides: 

James Madison Universibr 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-13-5-A RECRUH-’ING --ELIMINATION OF PRINTED RECRUITING MATERIALS AND VIDEO/AUDIO 

LEGISLATION 

Override Requests Received: 20 

Detailed Li sting of Ovemdes: 
Clmrleston Southern U~iversibr 

Cmighton Umversity 

Elon University 

Furman University 

Georgia Southern University 

Georgia Southern requests an override of this legislation. 

James Madison U niversity 

Makes it difficult to track when schools am getting creative to outdo one and other. 

Mississippi State University 

North Carolina A&T State University 

Purdue University 

Our institution is requesting an override of Proposal 13-5-A such that it mW be removed from ftBrther consideration and 
discussion. Our institution is concerned that costs will increase significantly with the adoption of this proposal as 
institutions will attempt to "out do" each other (e.g., schools sending prospective student-athletes FatHead wall 
decorations). Such costly competition will result in issues with interpretations as well (cog., Is sending a FatHead wall 
decoration an impermissible recruiting inducement or is it a permissible recruiting material?). 

As an alternative, our institution would prefer a model similar to what was outlined in RWG Proposal 13-5-B. 
Specifically, we ask that the RWG consider a rule that would ban all items from being mailed with limited exceptions 
(e.g., admission applications, NLI, NCAA created educational materials). All recruiting correspondence should be sent 
electronically or posted on an institution’s web site. Hopefully there will be further discussion regarding this topic 
heading into Phase 2. 

Sam Houston State University 

We support legislation similar to 13-5-B~ We see the recruiting inducement versus recruiting material potential problem 
as an unintended consequence of 13-5-A that we had not previously considered in our support of it. Since eveuthing can 
be commm?dcated electroilically these dws, we believe that is a reasonable solution to avoid the developmem of the above 
stated problems o 

Syracuse University 

The Citadel 

The Ohio State University 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

The institution believes that this proposal will create a chaotic recruiting environment. In recruiting, eveor inch and detail 
is critical. By deregulating all restrictions on the provision of rccmiting materials, tiffs proposal will encourage schools to 
try and credo each other with morn and more creative recruiting maIerials. The line between what is an impermissible 
recruiting inducement and what is a permissible recruiting material will be hard to determine. An increase in 
interpretations will surely followo Envelopes~ posters, overnight mailii~gs sent eve17 day, hard cover personalized media/ 
recruiting guides and other materials yet to be imagined by creative coaching stalls will be sent to prospects. This 
deregulation is contra~r to the ami-celebrity on-campus recruiting rules adopted by the NCAA several years ago. 
U~flimited personalized recruiting materials will o@ inflame the entitlement mentality developed by maw prospective 
student-athletes thi’oughout the recruiting process. 

This proposal will also result ix a dramatic increase in alfletic recruiting budgets. Allowing media guides, personalized 
recruiting materials and overhight mailing of such materials will significantly increase the costs of conducting the 
recruiting process. Institutions will him graphic designers to create all kinds of new recruiting maIerials. Histo~ has 
demonstrated that schools will not unilaterally disarm in this area. If one school is doing it others will be forced to 
follow. Thus° coaches and staff will spend valuable time and resoumes trying to remain competitive by creating and 
sending creative recruiting maIerials to prospects on a daily basis. 

The NCAA should consider a proposal that requires all recruiting correspondence to be sent thi’ough electronic methods 
with an exception :[or admissions nmterials and the National Letter of Intent/Grant-In-Aid ofl’crs. All prospects now have 
access to free email accounts through their personal electronic devices, their high schools or local libraries. This would 
be a simple, sane and cost effective way to deliver recruiting correspondence. 

Ul~iversib: of Telmessee at Chattanooga 

Universib~ of Texas at El Paso 

Ul~iversib: of Utah 

The Universib, of Utah prefers to support the original proposal (13-5-B) to eliminate recruiting materials. 

Valparaiso Universib~ 

Virginia Milita~ Institute 

we would prefer discontinning all prinIed materials except written offers of aid. All communication Should be done 
electronically. 

Winthrop Ul~iversity 

kbungstown State Universib 

Ix light of the advances in technologo~ that are used to inform, ix creative ways, the offerings of a sports 
program, athletically-related printed recruiting materials thai are targeted for prospects am a waste of human° financial 
and e~wiromnental resources. Whether an institution has every reso~u’ce available doesn’t mean those resources s~hould be 

used in a wasteful manner. Prospects do not choose an institution because of a 300-page glossy media guide or a note 
with multi-colored letterhead listing championships. Thcreforeo the ability to use this arclmic aspect of the recruitment 
process should be completely eliminated so our valnable resources can be used on aspects that genuiI~ely mailer. 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG- 13-7 RECRUH-’ING -- P U BLICI’IT -- NO RESTRICTIONS AFTER COMMH-MENT 
Override Requests Received: 3 

Detailed Listing of Overrides: 
James Madison UniversibT 

Syracuse Universib" 

The Citadel 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-13-8 RECRUITING -- CAMPS AND CLINICS --PROSPECTIVE AND ENROLLED STUDENT-ATHLETE 
EMPLOYMENT 

Override Requests Received: 2 
Detailed Listing of Overrides: 

Mississippi State Universib~ 

Agree with the legislation other titan football student-athletes should not be allowed to work camps. 

Symcnse Universib" 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG- 16-3 A~/~(ARDS, BENEFH’S A ND EXPENSES -- ACADEMIC AN D OTHER S UPPORT SERVICES 
Override Requests Received: 4 

Detailed Listing of Overrides: 
Georgia Southern University 

Georgia Southern requests an ovenide of this proposal. 

James Madison University 

The Citadel 

Ul~iversity of Tmmessee at Chattanooga 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-16-4 A’v~(ARDS, BENEFH’S AND EXPENSES -- MEDICAL AND RELNI’ED EXPENSES AND SERVICES 
Override Requests Received: 6 

Detailed Listing of Overrides: 
Georgia Southern University 

Georgia Southern requests an ovenide of tiffs legislation. 

James Madison University 

This is permissible to be covered through SAF, do not see the l~eed to expal~d at this time. 

Murray State University 

Syracuse University." 

The Citadel 

Ul~iversity of Tmmessee at Chattanooga 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-16-5 AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- PERMISSIBLE BENEFH-’S -- STUDENTN[’HLETE’S 
FA MI[N MEMBERS 

Override Requests Received: 3 
Detailed Listing of Overrides: 

James Madison Universibr 

Syracuse University 

The Citadel 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-16-6 AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES --TEAM ENTERTAINMENT --IN CONJUNCTION WITH 
PRACTICE OR COMPETITION 

Override Requests Received: 4 
Detailed Li sting of Overrides: 

Georgia Southern Universib, 

Gemgia Southern requests an override of this proposal. 

James Madison University 

There is aheady to ranch of a time demand on the SAs this will just increase when coaches want to include other 
activities. SAs l~eed time to be a stndent. 

The Citadel 

Universib~ of Temlessee at Chattanooga 



Override Period (BD January 2013 Meeting) 

Override Summary 

RWG-16-7 AWARDS, BENEFITS AND EXPENSES -- EXPENSES PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTION FOR 
PRACTICE AND COMPETITION AND NONCOMPETITIVE EVENTS 

Override Requests Received: 3 
Detailed Listing of Overrides: 

Elon Universib, 

Syracuse University 

The Citadel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daren Lucas < @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu:~; Dean, Jr., James W. 

<James Dean@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC 

This just got past my pay grade. I trust you know what to do with this. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath@ohio.edu;~ 

Date: January 15, 2014 at 2:25:33 PM EST 
To: daren lucas < 2~yahoo.com> 
Subject: RE: UNC 

Darren I would prefer not to be on the message boards because as I am sure you agree, most on those boards are pretty irrational, biased and 

probably not inclined to have a professional conversation. I have no issue with UNC and have no connection other than I have had students and 

classmates work there and f have gone to conferences and broughL wrestling Learns to CH (you and t actually met a couple times when I was there). [ 

want to be clear--t would be saying Lhe same Lhings about Duke and NC StaLe if anything like this happens, or is happening there, and the evidence is 

there. My track record is unambiguous, I am unbiased on this and I have even come out against my own alma mater Colorado SLate on athletic issues 

and I certainly speak up here at Ohio. I do not care because UNC is a symptom of larger issues that I continue to address and fight against. I understand 

your passion for your alma mater and your belief in its integrity and the Carolina Way----but I see an institution that lost it way like so many others 

have until they can show me the}, didn’t (something they have not done a great job at so far}. 1 will leave the rnessage board postings up to you----it is 

your prerogative and I certainly carmot force you not to do it, but f prefer intellectual discussion and not biased ranLs that refuse to look at the whole 

picture and re[:use to believe that UNC did anything wrong. It doesr£ L ~TlatLer i[: everyone is doing it, and I am certain many are. UNC was doing it, and I 

just think one of our better public #~stitudons should be better than that and lead the way as it purported to be doing [:or so many years. 

With that being said I wanted some more info on Mary’s research because that is one area 1 cannot answer with full certainty or confidence as I 

indicated before. I know what I believe but that is irrelevant to the facts~ I contacted Dr. Richard Southall at South Carolina (he is a former UNC faculty 

member and his wife still works there) and he is very familiar with the facts of Mary’s research. I asked him to respond to some of your asset’S:ions. 

Here is his response ([ do think the idea o[ you coming ~:o the CSRI conference is a great: idea to share data and thoughts while engaging in an 

inLeflectual debaLe on this--I took forward to hearing your thoughts}: 

Dr Southaft’s comments: 

® The facL book summary data are irrelevant to this discussion, Mary’s claims are not generalizable Lo the overall studenL body. She looked at a 

very specific sample. She makes no claims about the relationship of these subjects to the overall UNC student population. To bring this data 

into the discussion is a logical flaw and evades the issue. The efficacy of Mary’s research may be commented upon by anyone. Has the 30-year 

vetera]l se~-’4[~ the data set? Until such tif’cH:", ar~vone can beliew:, anything they want. t haw:, had the data set forwarded to me. Colh-:~agues with 

CSRI plan to analyze the data, utilizing a pro~4ded code book and the Scholastic Abilities Test fl:!r Adul[:s [SA]A] Exarsit~er’s Manual & TOC: Test 

of Orthographic Competence. 

® The claims Mary has made publicly (CNN, etc.) have nothing to do with Engfish I00. Her claims are relevant to the tested "reading levels" of 

subjects. Their performance in Er@ish I00 is irrelevant to their "tested" reading levels prior to or at the time of admission. Mr. Lucas, as do 

rnanv others --. including NCAA staff, and some researchers --- makes, what I consider a sampling error by aggregating "profit athletes" with 

"expenditure athletes" and the general student population. This- as most statisticians note ---will tend to normalize the data and any results. In 

other words, an isolated epidemic occurring in one part o~ the world, wilJ become much less ";igrdficant" when it becomes aggregated with 

health daLa from aroLuld the entire wodd. 

Re: the noLion o[ doubling reading speed and comprehension: We shouh:~ congraLulate Mary and the LF_!arnit?g Center for doubling reading 

levels from 4th Grade to 8th Grade (for college students?}. However, this increase in reading scores does not midgate the t:act that a 

DISPROPORTIONATELY LARGE NUIVIBER of profibathletes (of the 182 athletes [in the data set forwarded to me .-- I coded and assigned my own 

subject numbers] only three were expenditure-athletes} related to the overall student body at UNC-CH are admitted with significantly lower 

reading levels~ Regardless of whether Mary’s research is shoddy, unethical, etc. the question remains, "Are the reading levels of speciaFadmit 

profit-athletes, significant:ly lower than Lhe reading lew_qs of "norrnally" admitted LiNC-CH students Lo whom Mr. I_ucas refers?" That is the 

fundamental question. 

To his final point: For [:he admK:ted athh:,[:es who read at 4t:h-Sth grade levels and were pushed through a "Commurfications" major (including 

paper classes} and graduated with a degree frcm UNC--CH_.and now cannot find meaningful employment related to their UNC--CH degree_J 

guess, "some kids dont (sic) cut it. Survival o1: the fittest/° 

I hope UNC "fights back" by insuring all admitted students have an EQUAL access to and education, something that was affirmed as a constitutional 
cE right by the US Supreme Court in t954, I955 in Brown v. Bo~rd @~.ducation. 

http://www.usc~ur~s.g~v/educati~na~-~res~urces/get~-inv~ved/federapc~urt-~activities/brown~-board~-educati~n-re~-enactment/history.aspx 

Please attribute my remarks to me and invite Mr. Lucas to contact nle~ Tell him, however, Lhat I am just beginning classes, have our 4th Annual NCAA 

D-I Men’s and WomerYs Basketball Report to gel out Lhis month, am hosting a screening and panel discussion of "Schooled: The Price o1: College 

Sports" next Tuesday on our campus, and have 10 research projects and manuscripts upon which I am focused. 

Also, invite him to attend the 7th Annual Conference on College Sport http:!icsficonference.org!home/and submit an abstract if he would like. You 

have the (:all fl)r papers, so feel free ~:o send ~:o him. I wouk~ enj.:_%, discussing this issue with him in an open forum at any time. 

Also, point: ou~: ~:o him I was coordinator of ~:he UNC Sport Administration Master’s Program for 5 years and tha~: my partner (Deb) is ;till a facuH:y 

member at UNC. We are very [:amiliar with the UNC culture, both athletically and academically. 

Dec R 

X:: 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., IVISA ’95, YS 9 



As~;ocJat.e Pro[essor and t(i~harlda’] Narldola ~rofes~;.:_~P of Si)orts AdmJrfistrat.Jor~ 

Co-E d itor, Yournai of .~ssues in !n tercoHegiote A~.~ietics 
Fa cu ky Fellow, Cen.+er jbr ColSmge A~brdabi/ity and Pmductivfiy 
Adjunct Faculty Universtet of B~yreuth, Germany 
CSC 001C, College of Business 
Atb-:ms, OH 45701 
740-593--9496 (O) 
74o-.s93-9342 (F) 

c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twi [t~-_~r 
www.ohio.edu ~ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice aL ._w____w____w__:__t__a_j__n__t___e___d_g_L_o_[ybook.con~ 
81og at 
bdavidrid @authorsxpress.com 

") m Ohio University [xl)ert Directory http://www.~hi~.edu/ucm/medb/experts/~hi~expert.~fm~f~rmid=1822~88&pageid=2~:W126 
The best studer~t-.c~-:ml:ered learning experienc~-:~ 
in America 

From: daren lucas [mailto: @yahoo.corn1 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuary :[5, 20:[4- :!.::!.:1. Pr4 
To: Ridpath, Dave 
Subject: Re: UNC 

Dave, thanks for the thorough response, will ponder what you have provided. 
DL 

From: "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath@ohio.edu> 
To: daren lucas <           ~y_’_a___h__o__9_=_c__o__Ln_> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:37 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC 
My responses are below--I always welcome other opinions regardless whether I disagree or not. 
Dave 

iXi 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 
Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 
Co-Editor, Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 
Faculty Fellow, Center for College Affordability and Productivity 
Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 
CSC 001 C, College of Business 
Athens, OH 45701 
740-593-9496 (O) 
740-593-9342 (F) 

:c) 
._rldn_~f_h_@_o__hi_o__,~d_c_j 
twitter 
www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedglorybook.com 
Blog at 
bdavidrid@authorsxpress.com 
Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucm/mediaiexperts/ohioexpert.cfm?formid=1822088&pageid=2057126 
The best student-centered learning experience 
in America 

From: daren lucas [[!!{jJ_t__o_;         ~_~_y_a__[_l__o__o__:_c___o_E!] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:48 AM 
To: Ridpath, Dave 
Subject: UNC 

Dave, 
Hope this email finds you well. It’s Daren Lucas, OU Sports Ad class of ’88 and UNC class of ’87. 
Much has been of UNC lately, even by you on ESPN last night. 
Given that you are probably not that close to UNC and that how I understand how shows like OTL work, I 
thought I would pass along some facts that you may not know. They are probably not known by many, since 
UNC has been woefully silent in defending what should be defended. 
Personally I would love to see their defense and I am much closer to this than you may know. The lack of transparency is unconscionable. UNC 
could really help itself by releasing all of the data with regard to AA studies, all emails with Crowder, JN, Jenifer Wiley, etc. Explain why athletes 
were directed to these courses, was it used for eligibility etc. etc. This can all be done without violating FERPA regulations, yet not doing this 
has raised more questions than answers and UNC only has itself to blame. Not having these questions answered and the NCAA not 
investigating have put UNC and the entire process in an awful spot. Any intimation that this was not athletic academic fraud by definition is 
wrong and UNC and NCAA saying it is not when they have punished others for less is a travesty. I have personal experience in this, including a 
case that mirrors exactly what allegedly happened at UNC. The NCAA said it was academic fraud in that case, but not this one. Even handed 
and consistent punishment is all I am asking for--yet the NCAA destroys what little credibility it has by not investigating and UNC attempts to 
whitewash it (lets not forget the false statements that athletics went to faculty senate about these classes that were later refuted). Again UNC 
has not helped itself here and can do much by fighting back as you say. Thus far they are their own worst enemy. 

Let me start by saying, that as a former UNC football player, any athlete who cheats or takes money deserves 
whatever fate they bring on themselves. No defense from me. 



Good to hear although I do think athletes deserve a stipend and ability to capitalize on their marketing rights. 

Now comes Mary Willingham and Dan Kane these 183 athletes that Mary has supposedly researched. Kids 
that were admitted correctly and rightly. Sham research. Flawed notions of illiteracy and UNC-sponsored 
culture to admit unworthy students. 
Maybe not unworthy students overall--but bringing in athletes to win games at the expense of their education--very plausible. 

Consider these facts from the UNC Fact Books .... published annually since 1986. 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... 

(.1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 

- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 

2012. 

- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s 
history not some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift 
in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of "at risk" students ..... you will notice this through 
the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to 
allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. 
Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. 
Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. I also 
understand the average incoming SAT of this year’s football team was over 1,000 and has been in the 
mid-900’s the last several years. 
This is all great data and I hope you have shared it. It does not excuse bringing in even one athlete who is not capable of college 
level work without proper remediation (this is why I support freshman ineligibility), it does not support eligibility maintenance just 
to keep kids on the court or field, and it is not education when we do that--it is living a lie. 

Much of Mary’s rhetoric has focused on her research. You might find it interesting that a 30 yr Academic 

Counseling veteran at another school told CNN her work was "shoddy, unethical and not thorough." Mary has 
focused alot of attention on English 100 and the Learning Center that supports students in those classes. ALL 
of her comments have been focused on the entry of students not exit. 
I can’t comment directly on Mary’s research because I have not seen all of it, but you might find it interesting that several top scholars who I 
respect, who are widely published and respected throughout the world think the exact opposite. I won’t doubt the qualifications of the 30 year 
academic counseling veteran, but right now I am going to listen to the ones that have the academic credentials to evaluate the research. I 
would be interested in seeing this rationale. 
Evaluating entry is exactly what needs to be done and that is why we do it--we can’t bring students to campus and give them a full time job, 
pull them out of class for travel, games, practice etc. and expect them to succeed as a normal student. Let’s not forget the paper by McAdoo 
that became public and he was well beyond entry. I agree that there should be an exit evaluation, but what are we doing bringing unprepared 
kids to campus? It encourages fraud and things like AA studies. I would ask the counselor if she participated in eligibility maintenance or real 
education? Maybe exit studies would not be that flattering? 
YOU see, this 30 year veteran espoused that complete research would have considered EVERY student who 
took that class over the 9 year period and factored initial testing, a period of remediation and follow up testing. 
Its this follow up testing that dictates a portion of your English 100 score. 

So lets talk about English 100. It is my understanding that nearly 1200 students have taken this class in the last 
9 years. So her athlete cohort only represents only 15% of the students, who by admissions standards, have 
similar credentials. Woeful research test group, if your premise is kids at these entry levels probably dont 

belong. 
You ask how students have fared in this class. Well !_#_yedu.com has stats on the last 280 students. 81% made 
A or B. Another 13% made C. But lets focus on the 81%. They were then turned to the general population with 

full endorsements. The Learning Center where Mary works touts "doubling and tripling" of reading speed and 
comprehension. So by most accounts, English 100 WORKS! 
So lets apply some math. 81% of 183 athletes means 148 or so (given reasonable distribution) moved on with 

full endorsement. So that leaves another 35 athletes over a 10 year span that probably struggled and likely 

didnt make it. 
Noticed the 5-yr football roster trends lately? UNC probably admitted 105 football players on average in 5 
classes....that means roster attrition of 20 on average. Sounds about right. Some kids dont cut it. Survival of 

the fittest. 
So what is my point in contacting you. Well, UNC is going to fight back. I hope that as you consider future 
comments on UNC that you will take these facts into account but also reach out to UNC to explore more. 
I would say see above and I will let the experts test her research beyond me. You should share your feelings with UNC personnel, and write 
your own articles. Challenge Dan Kane to a public debate on this--but be prepared he has great information. Also encourage UNC to help 
themselves by releasing all data and information regarding the relationship and alleged conspiracy with JN, Crowder, and AA studies, and 
athlete admission standards. Numbers are great, but if there is even one athlete being let in under false terms and given a sham education it is 
wrong. The evidence I have seen, that goes well beyond what is public, show a disproportionate trend of UNC doing this, specifically in AA 
studies, for athletes in FB and MBB to gain eligibility and circumvent the educational process. There are things that can be done such as 
intense remediation and ineligibility but the one and done culture which the NCAA supports and has colluded on has made the entire system an 
academic sham. To think UNC is immune from that is a stretch and the AA studies evidence is overwhelming in my view that UNC violated its 
principles for athletic success. If you think that did not happen, that is fine. That is what I think happened based on what I know, the evidence, 
years of experience, talking to former UNC athletes and ACC personnel. You seem to either agree that the AA studies situation was wrong and I 



assume you recognize the athletic involvement, and the fact that direct knowledge does not matter in NCAA parlance. That standard is should 
have known--as the NCAA told me so many years ago and what they have used to punish others. 
So my issues are the entire investigative process (including having Marcus Wilson involved), the NCAA taking a flawed report at face value and 
not conducting an academic fraud investigation, the sham of AA studies and athletic involvement which violates NCAA rules including providing 
incomplete and inaccurate information to the NCAA regarding the fraud, the whitewashing of that entire episode, refusing to release information 
that can confirm or refute charges, lying about seeing Mary’s data before, criticizing her data without a full independent analysis. Failure to 
acknowledge to relationship of JN, Crawford and AA studies and the athletic department, the NCAA not using the should have known standard 
at a minimum when they have used it for others in much lesser cases and the strong likelihood that UNC, like so many others, admitted 
underprepared athletes, used eligibility maintenance, and did not deliver on the promise of an education for the sole purpose of winning games 
etc. etc. 
That’s a lot--but certainly demonstrates that UNC has at the very least gotten in the mud as so many others to win a few games and I just 
expected more from a prestigious institution. If only half of this is true is a major institutional and NCAA problem and it not being treated as such 
is a travesty. 
However--I will listen to anything you provide. I may not agree in the end and I am awaiting multiple analyses of Mary’s data before I say for sure 
what I think. I know what I believe now and I support Mary--mainly for her courage in the AA studies debacle and bringing that sham to light. We 
can agree to disagree and I appreciate you keeping it professional. This is my research area and I will continue speaking out on subjects like 
this. Unfortunately it is UNC today but might be NC State tomorrow or some other school and that is why I advocate a complete overhaul 
because the entire current NCAA model is a sham and must be changed. 
I am always available to talk. 

Thanks for your time. 
Daren 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January- 15, 2014 3:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC 

Thanks~ 1 don’t understand why she shares it with some and not with others, 

Joy,I. Renner~ M,A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

tJniversib~, of North Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel klqi 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

~21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71B0 

919-9~6-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOIiCE: This ~_~--mail message, [ncludh-~g attachments, if an~,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state ~fficia[ (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educationM records are sub~eet to FERPA, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:54 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: UNC 

I haven’t digested this fully, but thought you would want to see ---especially re dataset being shared. 

Daren Lucas is a former ticket manager at U NC and now works for a sports travel group~ I think. 

Lis’;a 

From: Daren kucas [__m___a_fit_q;         ~_y__a_.t!9.9_:.£o__01] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 2:40 plVl 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L; Dean, Jr., James W. 
Subject: Fwd: UNC 

This just got past my pay grade. I mast you know what to do with this. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ridpath, Dave" <ridpath(i~ohio.edu> 

Date: Jmmary 15, 2014 at 2:25:33 PM EST 
To: daren Incus < ~vahoo.com> 

Subject: RE: UNC 

Darren I would prefer not to be on the message boards because as I am sure you agree, most on those boards are pretty irrational, biased and 

probably not inclined to have a professional conversation. I have no issue with UNC and have no connection other than I have had students and 

classmates work there and I have gone to conferences and brought wrestling teams to CH (you and I actually met a couple times when I was there}. I 

want to be clear----I woukt be saying the sam~-_~ things about: Duke and NC St:ate if anything like this happens, or is happening there, and th~-_~ ~-:widence is 

th~:_~re. My ~:rack record is unambiguous, I am unbiased on this and t have ev~-_m come out against my own alma mater Colorado State on athletic issues 

and I certainly speak up here at Ohio. I do not care because UNC is a symptom ot: larger issues that I condnue to address and fight againsL I understand 

your passion for your akna mater and your belief in its integrity and the Carolina Way----.but I see an institution that lost it way like so many others 

have until they can show me they didn’t (something they have not done a great iob at so far), I will leave the message board postings up to you--it is 

your prerogative and 1 certainly cannot force you not to do it, but I prefer intellectual discussion and not biased rants that refuse to look at the whole 

picture and refuse to beli~:_~ve that UNC did any[:hiF~g wrong. I1: doesn’t matter if ~-_~vervone is doing it, and I am certain many are. UNC was doing H:, and I 

iust think one of our bett~:_~r public institutions should be betb:_~r than that and h:’ad [:he way as it purporLed to be doing for so many years. 

With that being said I wanted some more info on Mary’s research because that is one area I cannot answer with full certainty or confidence as I 

indicated bet:ore. I know what ] believe, but that is irrelevant to the t:acts~ I contacted Dr. Richard SouthaH at South Carolina (he is a former UNC faculty 

member and his wife still works there} and he is very familiar with the facts of Mary’s research. 1 asked him to respond to some of your assertions. 

Here is his response (f do think the idea of you coming to the CSRI conference is a great idea to share data and ~:houghts while engaging in an 

intellect:ual debate on this-Ilook forward to hearing your thoughts): 

Dr SouthaWs comments: 

The [act book summary data are irrelevant to this discussion. Mary’s ch~ims are not gen~:_~ralizabh:_~ to the overall student body. She looked at a 

very specific sample. She makes no claims about the relationship of these subjects to the overall UNC student population. To bring this data 

into the discussion is a logical flaw and evades the issue. The efficacy of Mary’s research may be commented upon by anyone. Has the :*30-year 

veteran seen the data set? Until such time, anyone can believe anything they want, I have had the data set forwarded to me. Colleagues with 

CSRI plan to analyze the data, utilizing a provided code book and t h~-_~ Schoh~stic Abilities Test for Adults [SATA] Examin~:_~r’s Manual & TOC: Test 

of Orthographic Competence. 

The clairns Mary has made publicly (CNN, etc.} haw:, nothing to do with English I00. H~:_~r claims are relevant: to the tesb:_~d "r~:_~ading levels" of 

subjects. lh~:_~ir performance in English 100 is irrelewmt ~:o ~:heir "tested" reading h:~v~-_~ls prior to or at ~:he time of admission Mr. kucas, as do 

many others---including NCAA staff, and some researchers--makes, what I consider a sampling error by aggregating "profit athletes" with 

"expenditure athletes" and the general student population. This --- as most statisticians note - will tend to normalize the data and any results~ In 

other words, an isolated epidemic occurring in one part of the world, will become much less "significant" when it becomes aggregated with 

heaH:h data from around [:he entin:_~ world, 

® Re: the notion of doubling reading speed and comprehension: We should congratulate Mary and the Learning Center for doubling reading 

lew:~ls from 4th Grade to Sth Grach:_~ (for c.Nlege students?). However, this increase in reading scores does not mitigate tfu:_~ fact that a 



DISPROPORrIONATELY LARGE NUMBER of profit-.athletes (of the 182 athletes [in ~:he data se~: forwarded to me -I coded and assigned my own 

subject numbers] only three were expenditure-athletes) related to the overall student body at LiNC-CH are admitted with significantly lower 

reading tevels. Regardless of whether Mary’s research is shoddy, unethical, etc. the question renlains, "Are the reading levels of speciaPadmit 

profit-athletes, significantly lower than the reading levels of "normally" admitted UNC42H students to whom Mr. [.ucas refers?" That is the 

fundamental question. 

To his final point: For the admitted athletes who read at 4th-Sth grade levels and were pushed through a "Communications" major (including 

paper classes) and graduated with a degree from UNC-CH.. and now cannot find meaningful employment related Lo their UNC-CH degree.. I 

guess, %ome kids donL (sic} cut it. Survival o~ the fittest/~ 

I hope UNC "fights back" by insuring all admitted students have an EQUAL access to and education, something that was afl:irmed as a constitutional 

right by the US Suprerne Court in I954, 1955 in Brown v. Boord of Educ~tion. 

http://www.usc~urts.g~v/educati~napres~urces/get-inv~ved/federa~-c~urt-activities/br~wn-board-educati~n-re-enactment/history.aspx 

Please a~:tribute my remarl~s to me and invite Mr. Lucas ~:o c.:_x~ta(:~: me. Tell him, howew:x, tha~: I am just beginning classes, have our 4th Annual NCAA 

D--I Men’s and Women"s Basketball Report to get out this month, am hosting a screening and panel discussion of "Schooled: The Price of Colh:,ge 

Sports" next Tuesday on our campus, and have 10 research projects and rnanuscripts upon which I arn focused~ 

Also, invite hirn to attend the 7th Annual Conference on College Sport ~.h..t..t.~...../j...c..s...r~.c...q.n.~.f..e...r~.e...n..c.~.e.:~.~.~.r~/.~.h...~...m..~.e.Z and submit an abstract if he would like. You 

have the call for papers, so feel free to send to him. I would enjoy discussing this issue with him in an open forum at any time~ 

Also, point out to him I was coordinator of the UNC Sport Administration Master’s Program for 5 years and that my partner (Deb) is still a faculty 

member at U NC We are very familiar with the U NC culture, both athle~:ically and a(:adermcally. 

Doc R 

8 David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associa~:e Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor o~ Sports Administra~:ion 

Co--Editor, Jou~nc;/ of Issues in interc’oflegiot~’ Ath@tics 

Faculty Fellow, Center fo~ Cofeg~, Ajyo~d~biifly ~nd Productivity 

Adjunct Faculty, Universtot of Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC O0:[C, College of Business 

Athens, C)H 45701 

?’a/.:)--593- 9496 (O) 

740-593--9342 (F) 

:c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 

twitter 

www.ohio.edu, www~sportsad.ohio.edu 

Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at __w____w____w__:_t__a__L_n__t_9__d_~!__o___r_y__b___o___o__l_<_:__c___o___m__ 

Blog at 

bdavidrid @authorsxpress.com 

Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.~hi~edu/ucm/media/experts/~hi~expert.cfm?f~rmid=:[~22~8~&pageid=2~57126 

The best student:-centered learning experience 

in America 

From: daren lucas [mailto @yahoo.corn1 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 1:1:[ PM 
To-" Ridpath, Dave 
Subject" Re: UNC 

Dave, thanks for the thorough response, will ponder what you have provided. 
DL 

From: "Ridpath, Dave" <ddpath@ohio.edu> 
To: daren lucas <          @y_a__[_l__o__o__=c__o_E!> 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:37 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC 
My responses are below--I always welcome other opinions regardless whether I disagree or not. 

Dave 

B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, YS 9 

Associate Professor and Kahandas Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 
Co-Editor, Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics 

Faculty Fellow, Center for Coflege Affordability and Productivity 

Adjunct Faculty, Universtat of Bayreuth, Germany 

CSC 001 C, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twitter 

www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 

Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at www.taintedAIorvbook.com 
Blog at 
b d a v i d ri d @__a_M_t_b_9__r__s___x_p_r__e _s%__c___o __m__ 

Ohio University Expert Directory http://www.ohio.edu/ucmimedia/expertsiohioexpert.cfrn?formid=1822088&pageid=2057126 
The best student-centered learning experience 



in America 

From: daren lucas [[nailto: ~.yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 15, 201410:48 AM 
To: Ridpath, Dave 
Subject: UNC 

Dave, 
Hope this email finds you well. It’s Daren Lucas, OU Sports Ad class of ’88 and UNC class of ’87. 
Much has been of UNC lately, even by you on ESPN last night. 
Given that you are probably not that close to UNC and that how I understand how shows like OTL work, I 
thought I would pass along some facts that you may not know. They are probably not known by many, since 
UNC has been woefully silent in defending what should be defended. 
Personally I would love to see their defense and I am much closer to this than you may know. The lack oftransparency is unconscionable. UNC 
could really help itself by releasing all of the data with regard to AA studies, all emails with Crowder, JN, Jenifer Wiley, etc. Explain why athletes 
were directed to these courses, was it used for eligibility etc. etc. This can all be done without violating FERPA regulations, yet not doing this 
has raised more questions than answers and UNC only has itself to blame. Not having these questions answered and the NCAA not 
investigating have put UNC and the entire process in an awful spot. Any intimation that this was not athletic academic fraud by definition is 
wrong and UNC and NCAA saying it is not when they have punished others for less is a travesty. I have personal experience in this, including a 
case that mirrors exactly what allegedly happened at UNC. The NCAA said it was academic fraud in that case, but not this one. Even handed 
and consistent punishment is all I am asking for--yet the NCAA destroys what little credibility it has by not investigating and UNC attempts to 
whitewash it (lets not forget the false statements that athletics went to faculty senate about these classes that were later refuted). Again UNC 
has not helped itself here and can do much by fighting back as you say. Thus far they are their own worst enemy. 

Let me start by saying, that as a former UNC football player, any athlete who cheats or takes money deserves 
whatever fate they bring on themselves. No defense from me. 
Good to hear although I do think athletes deserve a stipend and ability to capitalize on their marketing rights. 

Now comes Mary VVillingham and Dan Kane these 183 athletes that Mary has supposedly researched. Kids 
that were admitted correctly and rightly. Sham research. Flawed notions of illiteracy and UNC-sponsored 
culture to admit unworthy students. 
Maybe not unworthy students overall--but bringing in athletes to win games at the expense of their education--very plausible. 

Consider these facts from the UNC Fact Books .... published annually since 1986. 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... 

(.1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 

- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 

2012. 

- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s 
history not some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift 
in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of "at risk" students ..... you will notice this through 
the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to 
allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. 
Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. 
Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. I also 
understand the average incoming SAT of this year’s football team was over 1,000 and has been in the 
mid-900’s the last several years. 
This is all great data and I hope you have shared it. It does not excuse bringing in even one athlete who is not capable of college 
level work without proper remediation (this is why I support freshman ineligibility), it does not support eligibility maintenance just 
to keep kids on the court or field, and it is not education when we do that--it is living a lie. 

Much of Mary’s rhetoric has focused on her research. You might find it interesting that a 30 yr Academic 

Counseling veteran at another school told CNN her work was "shoddy, unethical and not thorough." Mary has 
focused alot of attention on English 100 and the Learning Center that supports students in those classes. ALL 
of her comments have been focused on the entry of students not exit. 
I can’t comment directly on Mary’s research because I have not seen all of it, but you might find it interesting that several top scholars who I 
respect, who are widely published and respected throughout the world think the exact opposite. I won’t doubt the qualifications of the 30 year 
academic counseling veteran, but right now I am going to listen to the ones that have the academic credentials to evaluate the research. I 
would be interested in seeing this rationale. 
Evaluating entry is exactly what needs to be done and that is why we do it--we can’t bring students to campus and give them a full time job, 
pull them out of class for travel, games, practice etc. and expect them to succeed as a normal student. Let’s not forget the paper by McAdoo 
that became public and he was well beyond entry. I agree that there should be an exit evaluation, but what are we doing bringing unprepared 
kids to campus? It encourages fraud and things like AA studies. I would ask the counselor if she participated in eligibility maintenance or real 
education? Maybe exit studies would not be that flattering? 
YOU see, this 30 year veteran espoused that complete research would have considered EVERY student who 
took that class over the 9 year period and factored initial testing, a period of remediation and follow up testing. 

Its this follow up testing that dictates a portion of your English 100 score. 
So lets talk about English 100. It is my understanding that nearly 1200 students have taken this class in the last 
9 years. So her athlete cohort only represents only 15% of the students, who by admissions standards, have 

similar credentials. Woeful research test group, if your premise is kids at these entry levels probably dont 
belong. 



You ask how students have fared in this class. Well myedu.com has stats on the last 280 students. 81% made 
A or B. Another 13% made C. But lets focus on the 81%. They were then turned to the general population with 
full endorsements. The Learning Center where Mary works touts "doubling and tripling" of reading speed and 
comprehension. So by most accounts, English 100 WORKS! 
So lets apply some math. 81% of 183 athletes means 148 or so (given reasonable distribution) moved on with 
full endorsement. So that leaves another 35 athletes over a 10 year span that probably struggled and likely 
didnt make it. 
Noticed the 5-yr football roster trends lately? UNC probably admitted 105 football players on average in 5 
classes....that means roster attrition of 20 on average. Sounds about right. Some kids dont cut it. Survival of 
the fittest. 
So what is my point in contacting you. Well, UNC is going to fight back. I hope that as you consider future 
comments on UNC that you will take these facts into account but also reach out to UNC to explore more. 
I would say see above and I will let the experts test her research beyond me. You should share your feelings with UNC personnel, and write 
your own articles. Challenge Dan Kane to a public debate on this--but be prepared he has great information. Also encourage UNC to help 
themselves by releasing all data and information regarding the relationship and alleged conspiracy with JN, Crowder, and AA studies, and 
athlete admission standards. Numbers are great, but if there is even one athlete being let in under false terms and given a sham education it is 
wrong. The evidence I have seen, that goes well beyond what is public, show a disproportionate trend of UNC doing this, specifically in AA 
studies, for athletes in FB and MBB to gain eligibility and circumvent the educational process. There are things that can be done such as 
intense remediation and ineligibility but the one and done culture which the NCAA supports and has colluded on has made the entire system an 
academic sham. To think UNC is immune from that is a stretch and the AA studies evidence is overwhelming in my view that UNC violated its 
principles for athletic success. If you think that did not happen, that is flne. That is what I think happened based on what I know, the evidence, 
years of experience, talking to former UNC athletes and ACC personnel. You seem to either agree that the AA studies situation was wrong and I 
assume you recognize the athletic involvement, and the fact that direct knowledge does not matter in NCAA parlance. That standard is should 
have known--as the NCAA told me so many years ago and what they have used to punish others. 
So my issues are the entire investigative process (including having Marcus Wilson involved), the NCAA taking a flawed report at face value and 
not conducting an academic fraud investigation, the sham of AA studies and athletic involvement which violates NCAA rules including providing 
incomplete and inaccurate information to the NCAA regarding the fraud, the whitewashing of that entire episode, refusing to release information 
that can confirm or refute charges, lying about seeing Mary’s data before, criticizing her data without a full independent analysis. Failure to 
acknowledge to relationship of JN, Crawford and AA studies and the athletic department, the NCAA not using the should have known standard 
at a minimum when they have used it for others in much lesser cases and the strong likelihood that UNC, like so many others, admitted 
underprepared athletes, used eligibility maintenance, and did not deliver on the promise of an education for the sole purpose of winning games 
etc. etc. 
That’s a lot--but certainly demonstrates that UNC has at the very least gotten in the mud as so many others to win a few games and I just 
expected more from a prestigious institution. If only half of this is true is a major institutional and NCAA problem and it not being treated as such 
is a travesty. 
However--I will listen to anything you provide. I may not agree in the end and I am awaiting multiple analyses of Mary’s data before I say for sure 
what I think. I know what I believe now and I support Mary--mainly for her courage in the AA studies debacle and bringing that sham to light. We 
can agree to disagree and I appreciate you keeping it professional. This is my research area and I will continue speaking out on subjects like 
this. Unfortunately it is UNC today but might be NC State tomorrow or some other school and that is why I advocate a complete overhaul 
because the entire current NCAA model is a sham and must be changed. 
I am always available to talk. 

Thanks for your time. 
Daren 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kasprzak, John B <kasprzak@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, JanualT 9, 2012 9:37 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Final Baalking Exam 

Hi l.issa, 

Here is the PID: 

~.IK 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2022 3:52 PM 
To: Kasprzak, John B 
Subject: RE: Final Banking Exam 

Let me know what the PID is, Thanks. 

LB 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor" of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel HiM, NC 27"599.-3380 

919.962.70{-;6 

. _h_ _t_ _t_ P_ _ J_ j----w----w----w-~La---W--:~y~-n-~-~--.~-e---d---u-~-~-~-e-~-n--Le--r--s-/---b--a-~-~-k-Ln-~ 

i~i 
DescriptiorE 

h IIp:/iv~ww.la w u nc.ed t:/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n kit;grin a nce 

web 542 jpc 

From: Kasprzak, John B 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2022 22:26 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Final Banking Exam 
Great. If you need the PID for the student impacted by the computer issue on the make-up day, let me know. 

~John 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 2022 20:04 AN 
To: Kasprzak, John B 
Subject: RE: Final Banking Exam 

Thanks, John, I will try to get the grades for the remaining students assigned before the start of the new semester, 

Lissa 
Li~.;sa I_ groome 

Wachovia I>rof:essor of Banking Law 

Director, Center t:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School of law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

_h___t _t£ i_i___w____w____w__:_La____w__.___u___n__�:__e___d___u_/__�__e__n___t _e___r__U__b___a___n__~ Ln_~ 

i~i Des,sription 
ilttp:li~vww law. u r;c ed ulima ges/n ewslmedialba n kingfir;a nce 

web 542 JP9 

From: Kasprzak, John B 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2012 20:58 PI 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Final Banking Exam 
Hi Lissa, 

Thanks for following up. As of right now, we have not scheduled a time for your Banking Law exam. The student’s issue has not subsided and I am not sure when the exam is 
going to be completed. It might be best for you to get the other grades completed because it is possible that the exam is delayed for at least another week. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, January 02, 2022 12:09 AN 
To: Kasprzak, John B 
Subject: Final Banking Exam 

Hi John - 

When you get back in the office could you let me know if you have scheduled a time for the final Banking Law exam? I’m trying to figure out whether to wait for it 

before I assign grades to the other students or whether to go ahead and assign grades for those exams I have. 

Thanks and Happy New Year! 



Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

i ~:~:] i Description: 

...... http://www.law.unc,edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jewell Hoover < ~carolina.rr.com> 

Wednesday, December 17, 2008 7:58 PM 

’Kenneth Johnston’ <kjohnston@krcl.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’Golden, Samuel P.’ 

<sgolden@alvarezandmarsal.com> 

I~B: 2009 Banldng Institute 

Kenneth and Sam, 
I like the format and think this is a timely topic for discussion. In addition to Sam and an FDIC panelist, ] might suggest inviting someone from the OCC to provide their 

perspective. I will see Larry Beard, Deputy Comptroller for the OCC’s Licensing Division soon and can request that either he participate or someone from his department. The 
OCC would be able to provide relevant and timely insight into the whole bank transaction process as well as other relevant information about the events transpiring today. 
Also, a number of the attorneys at the seminar may have clients who are/have been seeking denovo charters. Many of those organizing groups who were in the process of 
applying for a charter have been caught in the perfect storm of the economy, diminishing investor capital and more stringent requirements from regulators for new charters. Let 
me know your thoughts. 
Jewell 

From: Kenneth Johnston [mailto:kjohnston@krcl.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 17, 2008 7:19 PM 
To: Jewell Hoover; Lissa Broome; Golden, Samuel P. 
Subject: 2009 Banking Institute 
Jewel, 
Continuing our discussions about the bank failure panel, I had a conference with Sam Golden yesterday. In order to put a positive spin on the topic, Sam suggested 

some "lipstick" along the lines of bank resolution. Consider a title such as "Navigating the Storm: Least Cost Bank Resolutions." 

The proposed panel would generally discuss the concept of least cost resolutions. For example, Sam and I discussed the idea that the FDIC has been utilizing whole 

bank transactions to effect the resolutions, e.g., WAMU/Chase. I have heard some concern about the continued viabilib" of whole bank transactions due to the 

unavailabili~ of capitalized banks. The comptroller recently granted a conditional charter to Ford Bank Group, N.A., which is a Texas bank organized primarily for the 

purpose of assuming liabilities and purchasing assets in a whole-bank fashion. In any event, it is food for thought. 

Given the rapidly changing landscape, we need to be fle~ble yet give Lissa enough information for the brochure. In order to present a timely topic, I propose that we 

utilize a relatively generic title for the panel and remain flexible ,so we can touch on file issues of the day. The format could begin with a brief historical overview of bank 

resolutions. We would then transition into a Q&A session related to the current issues. 

TO DO LIST: 

l. Name the panel. 

2. Summarize the panel’s subject matter so Sam can attempt to secure an FDIC panel participant. 

3. Decide on the panel fommt. One consideration is that I would sense as moderator and give a brief historical overview. You, Sam and a potential third 

person would speak on the panel. 

Let me know your thoughts. 

K~]~?~ :g,:Lr~;!~[:[,L iZOLENiI~N & [,OGAN F~ 

3700 Thanksgiving Tower ¯ 1601 Elm Street ¯ Dallas, Texas 75201 

Telephone (214) 777-4222 ¯ Facsimile (214) 777-4299 

kjohnston~,krcl.com ¯ www.krcl.com 

The information contained in this transmission is privileged and confidential information intended for tile use of the individual or entity named 

above. If tile reader of this message is not tile intended recipient, then you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is s/rictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, then do not read it Please immediately reply to the sender 
that you ha~e received this commlmication in error, and delete it. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Sunday, December 21, 2008 4:59 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

tonygaeta@ banklawnc.com 

Re: University of North Carolina School of Law Center for Banldng and Finance Board of Advisors 

Thanks, Lissa, for this wonderful invitation. Sounds terrific. I just need to check that this doesn’t cause an}, issues at my employer, Sandler O’Neill (I don’t think it will but need to check 
internally) Let’s talk in earl?- January’ when we are both back from vacation My nunaber is 
Best, Scott 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email unc.edu> 
To: Scott Clark 
Cc: Anthony Gaeta, Jr <tonygaeta@banklawnc cam> 
Sent: Sun Dec 21 16:51:03 2008 
Subject: University of North Carolina School of Law (;enter for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 

Scott -- 

Upon the recommendation of ToW Gaeta, the Steering Committee o1! the 
Board of Advisors for the (;enter for Banking and Finance would like to 
invite you to join the Board of Advisors The board helps plan and 
produce our annual Banking Institute to be held March 30-31, 2009 in 
Charlotte, and other activities of the (;enter conducted throughout the 
year. The board meets twice a year -- in March at the conclusion of the 
Banking Institute for a lunch meeting and in August in Charlotte ofr a 
lunch meeting (but with call-in capability for those unable to attend in 
person). Each member of the board helps the (;enter according to his or 
her interests and time. More information about the (;enter is available 
at http ://www. law unc. edu/centers/bankin~/defauk aspx 

I will be out o1! the office lbr the next two weeks, but will be checking 
email if you have any questions, or we could talk in early January, We 
hope you will accept this invitation so you can be listed as a board 
member on the materials circulated :[’or our upcoming Banking Institute 
program (in its 3rd year). 

Thaaks again for your interest in the Center and I hope we get a chance 
to meet in March at the upcoming Banking Institute. 

All the best for the holidays, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
100 Ridge Road 
CB # 3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-%2-7066 
F: 919-962-1277 
Web: httlxi/www, law.unc.edu/bankina 

If you are net an intended recipient ef this e-mail, please notify the sender, 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 

e-mai], hhtp://wve,^/.saEidleroneill.oem/emaildisoiaimer.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday,, Janua~ 8, 2009 1:28 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: UNC Banking Institute Board of Advisors 

Scott M. A. Clark 
Managing Director 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, LP 
919 Third Avenue, 6th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 
Office Phone: 212 466 7965 
Cell: 

Office Fax: 212 466 7711 

From: Lissa Broome 
To: Scott Clark 
Sent: Thu Jan 08 13:22:58 2009 
Subject: Re: UNC Banking Institute Board of Advisors 

Hi Scott-- 

Could you send me your contact info? 

Full name 

Orificial finn name 

Address 
Ottice phone 

Ott]ce thx 

I’ve got the email and cell. Thanks again. 

Lissa 

Scott Clark wrote: 

Lissa, 
Thank you for your kind invitation to join the Board of Advisors. I have received approval from Sandier O’Neill to join the Board so would like to accept your 
invitation. 
Please contact me if you need anything at any time. 

Best, 
Scott 

Cell: 

From: Anthony Gaeta, Jr. 

To: ion Doyle 
C¢: Scott Clark; Lissa Broome 
Sent: Thu Jan 08 11:29:22 2009 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute Board of Advisors 
I just spoke with Lissa Broome, the director of the Center for Banking and Finance at UNC, Chapel Hill; that is the organization that houses the UNC Banking 
Institute, something I was an organizer of and am very proud of its accomplishments. We are hopeful that Scott will be allowed to serve on the Advisory Board 
with me and others in the banking universe. Except for me, it is an impressive group of attorneys and investment bankers; mainly attorneys but we do have 
representatives from Steifel, McColl Partners and maybe one other on it. The program is in the Spring of each year in Charlotte; this year it is on March 30 and 

31. If we can get together on January 16th, or even if we can’t, I was wondering if you, or Mr. Dunne or one of the other principals at Sandier would consider 

being a speaker on one of those days to discuss financial institution investment banking, TARP, etc etc. The topic can be stylized to the likes of the speaker. 
This is a great chance to mingle with the general counsel of a number of major financial institutions and outside counsel for them. We have folks from all over 
coming; usually 200+ attendees; mostly banking lawyers. 
Anyway, think about it and see if something like this would fit into your plans and we can discuss further if we get the chance to meet on next Friday. I am not 
free lancing this...I got the approval of the director to invite someone from New York to speak and well, you get first crack at it. I hope you think well of the 
invitation and idea. Talk soon. Best, Tony 

If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender, 

de]eLe it and do rlot i~a(41 act u~on, p~i:Hi, dJsc;]os~, copy, reLain ~r 
redist~Lib’]te it}. Visit: this URL ~o;L importarR} additi)nal t}erms ~Lelating to Lhis 
e-mail. !~i!~j2.i/£/~‘~‘~%i~.S.~i~k!i~!).[!~i!~.!~!~.i[£!!~/~£[[[~!~.!.~ij~ib!~ij~!!~£.~.[]~!~[[[i 

Lissa L. Broome 
WaehovJa Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 



UNC ScPool of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, VaL~ Hecke     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 

FI    919-962-1277 

Web: ~ ttp://w~..e~, law. s no. ed’~ibankinq 

If you are not an ir~tended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender, 

delete it and do not tea@, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 

e-mail, http:ii~.sandleroneill.com/emaildisclaimer.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 22, 2009 10:33 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Jon Doyle <jdoyle@~Mleroneill.com>; Carolynn Orisino <COrisino@~ndleroneill.com> 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr. <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com> 

RE: UNC Banking Institute Speaking Engagement 

LJssa, 
I have cc’d Jon’s assistant, Carolyn Orisino, on this email so that she can send you the requested information below. 

All the best, 
Scott 
Scott Clark 
Managing Director 
Investment Banking Group 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, L.P. 
Work: (212) 466-7965 
Cell: 

Fax: (212) 466-7711 
email: scla rk(~,sa ndleroneill.com 

From= Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, January 22, 2009 9:24 AM 
To= Jon Doyle 
Co= Anthony Gaeta, Jr.; Scott Clark 
Subject= UNC Banking Institute Speaking Engagement 

Deal Mr. Doyle -- 

Thank you again tbr agreeing to be a featured speaker at the 2009 Banking Institute in Charlotte, NC, sponsored by the Center tbr Banking and Finance at the 

University of North Carolina School of Law. We have heard back from Federal Re,rye Board Governor Elizabeth Duke and she will be speaking on Monday, March 

30 at 11:30 a.m. That means means we would like for you to give after-dinner remarks on Monday, March 30. Our day’s program will conclude about 6:00 p.m., we 

will enjoy a reception for all participants, and then have dinner around 7:00. After dinner, you would give your remarks. ThilW to forty-five minutes would be an ideal 

length, leaving some time for q&a ruth the audience. We can discuss possible topics for discussion as we get closer to the event. 

We are preparing our website and promotional materials for the event. It would be very, helpful if you could have your assistant send to me by Monday, Januar3~ 26, 
a brief No, an electronic copy of a color head shot photo, and your contact information (address, phone, assistant’s email and phone). We want to feature your 

presentation on our website and the picture and bio information will enable us to do this to best effect. 

We roll reimburse your coach-class airfare to Charlotte, provide one night’s accommodation at The Westin, and reimburse incidental expenses such as cabs and airport 
parking. 

Thanks again Ibr agreeing to join us in Charlotte in March. 

LissaBroome 

~, i S S a L . B r o or[re 

WaohovJa Professor of Banking Law 

Dizector, Centez for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-338@ 

919-962-7066 

F:    919-962-1277 

Web: http://w~,ed.law.unc.edu!bankinq 

If you are not an intended recipient of this e-’~ail, please notify the sender, 

delete J L and do rK)t/ read, ac% upori, print, disclose, copy, ret/aJn OiL? 

redistribute it. Visit Lhis URL for important additional terms relaLing to this 

e-mail, http:iiw~.sandleroneill.com/emaildisclaimer.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kenneth Johnston <kjohnston@krcl.com> 

Monday, Januao, 26, 2009 1:02 PM 

Jewell Hoover         ~caJcolina.rr.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Karen Massey <kmassey@krcl.com> 

RE: Banking Institute Panel -- Program Agenda and Contact List 

Karen--p[ease address this. Thanks, Kenneth. 

From: Jewell Hoover [mailto       @carolina.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2009 12:00 PM 
To: ’Lissa Broome’; Kenneth Johnston 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute Panel -- Program Agenda and Contact List 

Sam Golden’s information: s.qo[den(6?,alvarezandmarsal.com;              Larry Beard is confirmed as a panelist and this is his contact information: 

Larry.BeardC~,occ.treas.qov; . I believe Sam was going to try and get someone from FDIC; Kenneth, can you confirm? Lissa, the agenda looks fine and I have no 
recommended changes. 
Jewell 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2009 12:54 PM 

To: Kenneth Johnston; Jewel Hoover 
Subject: Banking Institute Panel -- Program Agenda and Contact List 

Hi Kenneth & Jewell -- 

I’ve attached our draft program agenda. Could you get back to me by 5:00 on Wednesday with any suggested changes? Is Larry Beard t?om the OCC confirmed as 

a panelist’? If so, could you provide his email and phone’? Also, are you still thinking about adding another panelist? If so, it would be great to have that person identified 

(with contact info -- email and phone) by Friday at 5:00. Also, I need a phone number fiom Samuel Golden. 

We’ll be sending out an elnaJl blas~t ne:~ week directing people to our website to register for the program so we want to have as complete a progrmn agenda up by then 
as possible. 

Thanks so much for all of your work on this panel. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia [~rofessor of Ban~6ing Law 

Di rectx, Ce[]ter i~oiL Ba:lking and Fina:lce 

UNC School of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380r Van Hecke Wet:t:ach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-3380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Monday, JanuaD, 26, 2009 l:14 PM 

Carolynn Orisino <COrisino@sandleroneill.com>; Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Anthony Gaeta Jr. 

(tgaeta@banklawnc.com) <tonygaeta@baalklawnc.com>; Jon Doyle <jdoyle@~ndleroneill.com> 

ILE: UNC Banking Institute SNaking Engagement on March 30 -- Information Needed 

Lissa, 
We have discussed this event internally and believe that Tom Killian is best suited from Sandier O’Neill to do this speech. Tom is a Partner at Sandier O’Neill and a UNC 
graduate and I have included his bio off ~__w__.s___a_D__d_Le__r__o___n__e_j_[[.c___o_m below. Please let me know if Tom is appropriate for this conference. If so, we can work with Carolynn to 
provide the information you request below. 

Best, 
Scott 
Thomas W. Killian is a Principal of Sandier O’Neill + Partners, L.P. His 28-year career in commercial and investment banking includes seven years of commercial banking 
experience with NationsBank, structuring and arranging leveraged finance transactions; two years with Salomon Brothers, transacting capital markets and advisory 
assignments for a variety of major corporations; five years with J.P. Morgan, managing financial advisory and capital raising activities for banks and thrifts in the Western 
region of the United States; and :[4 years with Sandler O’Neill, advising banks, thrifts, and insurance companies, a variety of capital markets, strategic advisory and N&A 
assignments. 
At Sandler O’Neill, Mr. Killian has managed the successful execution of over $8.2 billion of capital raising transactions. He has co-managed the Sandler O’Neill team responsible 
for successfully completing :[7 pooled trust preferred transactions, raising over $7.0 billion for approximately 650 financial institutions. He functions as a primary resource in 
structuring and implementing complex capital markets transactions for financial institutions. Some of these transactions include the first ever NYSE listed closed-end fund 
designed to invest in middle market bank preferred stock that was completed in 2005 and the firm’s sale-leaseback effort with American Realty Capital. 
Mr. Killian attended the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill on a John Motley Morehead Merit Scholarship and is a graduate of both UNC-Chapel Hill (:[979) and 
Northwestern University’s J.L. Kellogg Graduate School of Management (:[985). He has been a speaker at industry and regulatory conferences (including the Federal Reserve 
Bank, FDIC, Western Independent Bankers and the China Banking Regulatory Commission) on issues impacting financial institutions and capital markets. His articles have 
appeared in the journal for Bank Accounting & Finance, U.S. Banker and Modern Bankers, a publication of the Peoples Bank of China. 
Scott Clark 
Investment Banking Group 

Sandier O’Neill + Partners, L.P. 

Work: (212) 466-7965 
Cell: 
Fax: i212i 466-7711 
email: scla rk(~,sa ndleroneilLcom 

From: Carolynn Orisino 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2009 1:09 PM 
To: Scott Clark 
Subject: FW: UNC Banking Institute Speaking Engagement on March 30 -- Information Needed 

Carolynn A. Orisino, Assistant to 
Jonathan J. Doyle & Fred D. Price 

Sandier O’Neill ’ Partners, L.P. 
919 Third Avenue, 6th Floor 
NewYork, NY 10022 
Phone: 212-466-7861 
Fax: 212466-7768 
Cell: 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 26, 2009 :[:0:[ PM 
To: Carolynn Orisino 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute Speaking Engagement on March 30 -- Information Needed 

Hi Carolyn -- I was hoping you migN assist me by providing a bio lbr Mr. Doyle and an electronic copy of a color head shot photo, along with your contact inIb 

(phone and address) tbr Mr. Doyle’s speaking engagement on Monday evening, March 30 in Charlotte, NC referenced below. 

It would be great to have the bio, headshot and contact info by 5:00 on Wednesday if that’s possible. 

Thanks so much for your assistance. 

Lissa Broome 

From: Lissa Broome [E)_a__[[_tg__:_Lb__r__o___o____m___e_~@__e_tn_a_j[#__D_C__#__c_[u_] 
Sent: Thursday, January 22, 2009 9:24 AM 
To: Jon Doyle 
Co: Anthony Gaeta, Jr.; Scott Clark 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute Speaking Engagement 

Dear Mr. Doyle -- 

Thaa~k you again for agreeing to be a featured speaker at the 2009 Baa~king Institute in Charlotte, NC, spon~red by the Center tbr Banking m~d Finance at the 

University of NoVth Carolina School of Law. We have heard back t?om Federal Re,rye Board Governor Elizabeth Duke aald she will be speaking on Monday, March 

30 at l 1:30 a.m. That memos means we would like tbr you to give alter-dinner remarks on Monday, March 30. Our day’s program will conclude about 6:00 p.m., we 

will eNoy a reception for all parficip~mts, and then have dinner around 7:00. After dinner, you would give your remarks. Thirty to linty-live minutes would be an ideal 
length, leaving some lime for q&a with the audience. We can discuss possible topics for discussion as we get closer to the event. 

We are plepaxing our website and promotional materials for the event. It would be very helpful if you could have your assistant send to me by Monday, January 26, 



a brief bio, an electronic copy of a color head shot photo, and your contact infbrma’tion (address, phone, assistant’s email and phone). We want to fbature your 
presentation on our website and the picture and bio infonnation will enable us to do this to best effect. 

We will reimburse your coach-class airfhre to Charlotte, provide one night’s accommodation at The Wes~tin, ~md reimburse incidema] expends such as cabs and airport 
parking. 

Thanks again lbr agreeing to join us in Charlotte in March. 

Lissa Broome 

L i S S a L . B r o om 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and ~inance 

UNC SohK}l of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, Van Hec~6e     Wettach Hall 

Chap’el Hill, NC           27599-338 

919-962-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 

Web: http://www.law, u[K;.edu/Dankinc~ 

If you are not an intended :eoipierR: oE this e-mail, please not:Jfy [:he sender, 
delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 
redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 
e-mail, http:!!www.sandlererH~ill.com/emai]dJseiaimer~ht.q 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of BanKing Law 

Director, Center for Banking and g inance 

UNC School of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, Van HecHe     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC           27599-338 

919-962-7066 
F: 919-962-1277 
Web: http://www.law. LHK;.edu/Dankin<~ 

Lissa L. Broome 
WaehovJa Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
100 Ridge Road 
CB # 3380, Van Hecke     Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 
F: 919-962-1277 
Web: http:i!w~,.law.unc.edu!banking 

If you are not an intended recipient of this e-mail, please notify the sender, 
delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 
redistribute it. Visit [:his URL for important additional terms relating to this 
e-mail, http:iiw~.sandleroneill.com/emaildisclaimer.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jewell Hoover ~carolina.rr.com> 

Wednesday, February 25, 2009 11:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Registration 

I’ve already mailed the check for the dinner....consider it a donation! 

Jewell 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, February 25, 2009 10:56 AM 
To: Jewell Hoover 
Subject: Re: Registration 

Jewell -- As a panel coordinator, you should register, but you don’t need to pay anything for the program o1 dinner. Thanks for letting me know about the boald lunch. 

Lissa 

Jewell Hoover wrote: 

Lissa, 
I have registered for the Banking Institute and am mailing a separate check for the dinner. Also, I will be able to attend the Board of Advisors meeting on Tuesday, March 31 

from 12:30 - 2:30. 
Jewell D. Hoover 
Hoover and Associates, LLC 
11536 Corliss Avenue 
Charlotte, NC 28277 
704-540-2410 

704-540-2438 - FAX 
[lt!p://wvw~.hooverconsultingllc.com 

htt p://wwv~.t heba n kdirectorscollege.com 
info@hooverconsultinqllc.com 

Lissa L. Broome 

WachovJa Prof~’sser Of Banking Law 

Di£ector, Cente£ for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

100 Rilge Read 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919- ~62-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 

Web : http : /./wws. law. uric. edu!banking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stone, Kent <KentStone@occ.treas.gov> 

Thursday, February 26, 2009 2:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lhroome@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Banking Institute -- Important Speaker Intbnnation 

Lissa, the OCC will be making a change in our planned speaker. I originally tokt Mr. Horn that the OCC may send someone other than me to participate in the panel. The 

OCC speaker will be Fred Finke. Fred can be reached at Fred.Finke@occ.treas.qov or 202 874-4468. Thanks 

o Kent D Stone 

Assistant Deputy Comptroller 

Comptrolle~ of the Cun’ency 

Cm-olinas Field Office 

212 South Twon, Suite 700 

Charlotte, North Carolina 28281 

704 350 8300 (Main Telephcme) 

704 350 8303 [Directl 

[Blackberry] 

301 433 8749 (Fax Direct to Desktop) 

Kent stone@occ.treas .gov 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February :[1, 2009 4:01 PM 
To: Mark Schmidt; Joseph Smith; Stone, Kent 
C¢: Charles M. Horn; Jacqueline S Carlock 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute -- Important Speaker Information 

Kent Joe, and Mark -- 

Thanks for agreeing to serve as panelists on Monday, March 30 at the UNC School of Law Banking Institute sl~nsored by the Center for Banking and Finance. 

Charles Horn will be coordinating your panel on RegulatoD, Responses to the Financial Crisis. 

I have attached our tentative program agenda. Your panel is scheduled l}om 3:30 - 4:45 p.m. on Monday, March 30, but we hope you will join us (no registration 

tee) tbr the entire program, M~ich begins lhat morning at 11:30 on Monday with a keynote speech from Federal Reserve Governor Elizabeth Duke, continues Monday 

with the three panels, including your~ on the financial crisis, tbllowed by a reception and dinner, and concludes with three panels on Tuesday morning. Your paners 

topic is described on that agenda. Charles will be in touch with you later to arrange a call to di~uss the conduct of the panel and what subjects each of you should be 
prepared to talk about. 

The program will be held at The Wesiin Charlotte. In addition to complimentaW registration for the program, we will reimburse your mileage and parking or coach- 

class aiffare to Charlotte, one night’s stay at The Westin, along with airport parking, cabs, and meals not provided at the Banking Institute. 

Please help me by dohlg the following: 

¯ Review your nanle and affiliation as it is listed on the Progranl agenda and let me know of any corrections by Thursday evelfing. 

¯ Review your contact info (p. 3 on the attached contact list) and tbrward any corrections to me. 
/ ¯ Plea~ send me a bio (or a weblink to an online bio) by March 1. 

As we get closer to the event, Jackie Cadock or someone from our office of Continuing I,egal Education, will be contacting you to find out about your lodging needs 

(we’ll make the hotel reservation and have the room direct billed to us) and travel arrangements. 

When our registration website is set up and fully operational with our program agenda, I will send the link on to you so you may encourage your colleagues and clients 

to attend. 

Thank you so much for agreeing to participate in our program. This can’t help but be the most fascinating Banking Institute we have had in our 13-year ems~,ence. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Directer, Center for Banking and Fi[H~nee 
UNC School of Law 
i00 Ridge Road 
CB # 3380, Vari Heeke     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 
F:    919-962-1277 
Web: http://w<£~Liaw.unc.eduibanking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Horn, Charles M. <CHom@mayerbrowu.com> 

Thursday, February 26, 2009 3:51 PM 

Kent.Stone@occ.treas.gov 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.uuc.edu> 

Re: 2009 UNC Banking Law Institute 

Kent, 

Thank you for your message. I have known Fred for a number of years and that will be great; but sorry you won’t be joining us. 

Regards, CH 

From: Stone, Kent 
To: Horn, Charles M. 
Cc: Finke, Fred 
Sent: Thu Feb 26 13:10:07 2009 
Subject: RE: 2009 UNC Banking Law Institute 

Charles, I just left you a voicemail regarding the 2009 UNC Banking Law Institute Regulatory Panel. I am pleased to inform you that Mr. Fred Finke from our Washington 
Headquarters has agreed to participate in the panel discussion. Mr. Finke is an OCC Sr. Policy Liaison and has many years of regulatory experience. I know he will be a 
great addition to your panel. 
Please feel free to contact Fred directly at: 

Fred.Finke@occ.treas.gov 
(202) 874-4468 
Good luck with your conference and thank you for allowing the OCC to participate. 

o Kent D Stone 
Assistant Deputy Comptroller 

ColnptroUer of the Currency 

Carolinas Field Office 

212 South Twon, Suite 700 

Charlotte, North CarolLtla 28281 

704 350 8300 (Main Telephone) 

704 350 8303 [Direct] 

[Blackbe*ry] 

301 433 8749 (Fax Direct tu Desklup) 

Kent,stone@occ,treas .gov 

From: Horn, Charles IVl. [mailto:CHorn@mayerbrown.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 04, 2009 5:08 PM 
To: Stone, Kent 
Subject: 2009 UNC Banking Law Institute 

Dear Mr. Stone: 

I am following up on the message I left with your office last Friday. 

I am a member of the Board of Advisors of the UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance. Every year, the Center sponsors the Banking Institute, a 

continuing legal 

education program that focuses on important current issues for bankers and their lawyers. The Institute has become one of the premier banking conferences in the 

Southeast (and the US), and routinely draws about 200 bankers, lawyers, regulators and other banking industry players. 

This year, the 2009 Banking Institute will be held in Charlotte, NC on March 30 and 31, 2009 at the Westin Hotel. On the afternoon of March 30, we will be 

devoting the entire afternoon to a discussion of the financial crisis, and legislative, regulatory and industry responses to the crisis. One such panel (75 minutes in 

total) will discuss the regulatory agency responses to the crisis, and we would be pleased if you would join us as a speaker on this panel. Joseph Smith, Commissioner 

of Banks for North Carolina, and Mark Schmid¢, Regional Director of the FDIC’s Atlanta Regional Office, also will be joining the panel (I will be moderating). 

A copy of the brochure for last year’s Banking Institute is attached for your information (we are s~ill finalizing this year’s announcement). Please let me know if 

you would be willing to participate. I thank you in advance for your consideration and look forward to hearing from you. 

Regards, CH 

<<Banking2008.pdf>> 

Charles M. Horn 

Mayer Brown LLP 

1909 g Street, NW 

Washington, DC 20006-1101 



Tel: (202) 263-3219 Fax: (202) 263+5219 

chorn@mayerbrown+com 

IRS CIRCULAR 230 NOTICE. Any tax advice expressed above by Mayer Brown LLP was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any taxpayer to avoid 
U+S. federal tax penalties. If such advice was written or used to support the promotion or marketing of the matter addressed above, then each offer~e should seek advice fi~)m 
an independent tax advisor. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you have received this email in error please 
notify the system manager. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jewell Hoover ~ ~carolina.rr.com> 

Monday, March 9, 2009 7:09 PM 

’David Gearin’ <DGearin@FDIC.gov> 

kjohnston@krcl.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Update on Conference Call 

David, 
Kenneth and I wanted to give you an update on the conference call held this morning with the other panelists. Our panel is scheduled for Tuesday, March 31 from 11:15 - 

12:30 and we ar~ the last session of the seminar. Kenneth will be the moderator and your panel provides an opportunity to "bring everything together" and answer questions 
that many may have from other sessions. You are welcome to attend the entire seminar beginning on March 30 and the dinner that night. The keynote speaker for the seminar 

is Federal Reserve Governor Elizabeth Duke. 
As for the panel format, each panelist will have about five minutes for prepared remarks and this will help to form the basis for any questions we get from the audience. If you 
want your r~marks in power point format, email them to [b___r__o___o__r_[~__e__@__e__r_[~__a__[!:_u__tl__c__:_e___d__t_! and they will have the presentation loaded for you. We anticipate about 30-45 minutes for 
Q&A session and Kenneth and I will draft some contingent questions in the event there are not enough from the audience. Those contingent questions will be provided to you 
in advance so you can be prepared for the response. 
Joe Smith and Larry Beard mentioned a couple of items: Interest from private equity investors for open resolution of banks and the necessity of due diligence before coming to 
the FDIC with any proposals. 
Let us know if you have other questions and if there is anything we can do to assist you. Thank you for agreeing to participate on the panel and we look fonNard to meeting 
you. 
Jewell D. Hoover 
Hoover and Associates, LLC 
11536 Corliss Avenue 

Charlotte, NC 28277 
704-540-2410 
704-540-2438 - FAX 
htt p://www.hooverconsultingllc.com 
L~! ! p_; !L~:! h_~__b_’_a__O__k___d_ kr_ n__c_" L _o__c _s_ _o_’_ _o_ ! ! _e_ g__e_ =C__Q_LT). 
info@hoovemonsultingllc.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McGee, Beverly G. <BMcGee@fdic.gov> 

Monday, March 16, 2009 12:27 PM 

Carlo&, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: [Fwd: FW: UNC Banking Institute, March 3111 

Good Morning, Jackie: 
I’ve not heard from you but I wanted to inform you that our travel agency actually made reservations for Mr. Bovenzi at the Westin Hotel (601 S. College Street) at the same 
time that I made his airline reservations. His hotel confirmation number is C781451572. We got a rate of $97.00 per night. I hope this doesn’t create a problem. If so, please 
let me know. 
Thank you, 

Bever]y G. McGee 

] h~me: (202) g9g-7302 

Fax: ~202 ! 8914-.,~595 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Friday, March 13, 2009 9:26 AN 
To; McGee, Beverly G. 
Co; jcarlock@email.unc.edu 
Subjecti Re: FW: [Fwd: FW: UNC Banking Institute, March 31] 

Thanks, Beverly. We appreciate the correction. 

Lissa 

McG-ee, Beverly G. wrote: 

Good morning, Jackie: 

While I was assembling John Bovenzi’s travel folder, I noticed that his phone number is incorrect on your contact list. His office number is (202) 898-6949 and his cell phone 

number is Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@ernail.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, March :ti, 2009 1:36 PM 
To: 3acqueline S Carlock; McGee, Beverly G. 
Subjecti [Fwd: FW: UNC Banking Institute, March 31] 

Hi Beverly -- 

I’ve forwarded this info to Jackie Caflock, i carlock’iSemail.unc.edu. Mr. Bovenzi should plan to take a taxi between the airport and The Westin. If we am able to 
arrange a fide for him, I will let you know in a&ance. 

Thanks lbr your assistaJ~ce and tbr the bio. 

gissa 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:FW: UNC Banking Institute, Mmch 31 

Date:Wed, 11 Mar 2009 12:24:54-0400 
From:McGee, Beverly G. < lBMcGee@t~lic:gov> 

To:<lbroome(@email.unc.e&~> 

Good Afternoon, 
I am John Bovenzi’s assistant and am responding to your request for John’s airline reservations and his bio. I have attached both for your reference, i’m sure you aren’t the 
person who should get this information but yours is the only email address I have. I’m happy to work with your secretary or designee on the details of this trip if you’d like. 
Your email states that Jackie will reserve the hotel rooms from your block. Please have her send all communications to me or at least copy me on the communications she 
sends to John. That would be very helpful. 
We also appreciate your offer to defray some of his travel expenses but due to Federal regulations, it is customary that FDIC cover all of our travelers’ travel expenses. We 

can, however, accept the complimentary registration since he is a panelist and we thank you. Also, if you are providing transportation from the airport and back, we can 
accept that as well. Otherwise, he will take a taxi. 
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need anything further. Again, thank you. 

Bes’edy G. McGee 



From: Bovenzi, John F. 
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2009 1:21 PM 
To: McGee, Beverly G. 
Subject: FW: UNC Banking Institute, March 31 
Please handle reimbursement part. Thanks. 

From: Lissa Broome [~ka__!Lt__o_LLb_Lo___o____m___e_(~__e_!n_a_!!_#__[kc__&c_!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 10, 2009 11:26 AM 
To: John Beebe; Bovenzi, John F. 
C¢: Buonanno, Joseph; Jacqueline S Carlock 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute, March 31 

John & John -- 

Thanks for agreeing to be panelists with Joseph and Angus McBryde on Treasury Funding in Challenging Times. Your panel will be from 8- 9:15 on Tuesday, March 

31. Joseph is coordinating your panel and he will be contacting you to arrange a conference call to discuss the conduct of your panel and the preparation of any written 

materiai~ including powerpoint slides. 

Our program begins on Monday, March 30 at 11:30, with a keynote address by Federal Reserve Governor Elizabeth Duke. Her remarks are tbllowed by lunch, alter- 

lunch remarks by Jerry Hurst, GC of RBC Banks (USA), and then three panels on the financial crisis. There will then be a reception and di~mm; with ~er-diImer 

remarks by Thomas Killian of Sandler O’Neill. Your panel kicks offTuesday and is followed by two others. The program agenda is attached. I apologize that John 

Beebe’s name was left offofthis version. We hope to have an updated version prepared soon. We encourage you to attend the entire program (the registration fee is 

complimentaD" for our panelis~ts). ’][’his year, in particnlaJr, is an important time for industry members to come together to discuss the financial crisis and how to resolve it. 

In addilion to complimentary regis~tration, we will reimburse coach class airfare, airport parking, taxis, one night at the conference hotel, and miscellaneous meal 

expenses. Jackie Carlock, our director of Continuing Legal Education, will be contacting you about your lodging needs (Jackie will reserve a hotel room from our block 

and it will be directly billed to us) and travel plans. We encourage John Bovenzi to make his airline reservations as soon as possible to obtain the lowest fare. 

I would be ve~ gratdhl if you would each send me a short bio by the end of business this Friday, March 13. 

Thanks so much fbr agreeing to participate in our 13th annual Banking Institute. I look tbrwasd k~ meeting you in a f~w weeks. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC           27b99-3380 

919-962-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 

Web: htt~://’"~ / / ~.~. law. unc . edu/banking 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Ba:lkirig Law 

Di cectx, Ce[lt@r foiE Ba:lking and Fina:loe 

UNC ScEool of Law 

100 Ridge Read 

CB # 3380, Van Heoke Wet;taoh Hall 

Chapel .;{ill, NC 2/599-3380 

919-962-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 

W e b : i!!_!L!ii!_L£/i~H~f_:_iL_£i~kL!i!£:_i~!!A/ikiL!lk=i!_!!_~! 

~, i S S a L . B E 0 ome 

Wachovia Professo5 of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking an@ 7inance 

UNC School of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, Van HecKe Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 



Web: http : i/www, l~w. uL~c. e@u/~ankinc~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jewel.Glenn@rich.frb.org 

Saturday, March 28, 2009 10:11 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Carlock, Jacqueline S <jcarlock@email.unc.edu>; Bowler, Katie <kbowler@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Banking Institute and Governor Duke 

Lissa, 

Thanks I expect to get there around 8:00 am so I can do a walk through. I’d like to see the holding room, meeting space set tap, ently and exit points, location of restrooms, media area, etc. 
Will there be a lapel mic available in case Governor Duke prefers that over the podium mic? Also, please ensure that copies of her PPT presentation are handed out vel7 close to her 11:30 
start time and not much before then 

What time do you plan to get to the Westin on Monday? 

Jewel Glenn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome [lbroome@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: 03/28/2009 09:10 AM AS’]7 
To: Jewe[ Glenn 
Cc: Jacquelme S Cariock <icariock@email.unc.edu>; Kathleen E Bowler <kbowler@unc edu> 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute and Governor Duke 

Jewel -- We look forward to seeing you on Monday We have 180 or so 
signed up for this event, but that includes a number of speakers who may 
not arrive until time for their presentation. I would guess we’ll have 
150-160 in the room for Governor Duke’s presentation. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
100 Ridge Road 
CB # 3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 
F: 919-962-1277 

Web: http ://www.law. unc. edu/banking 



Fi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Batty, David L. <DBa~@winston.com> 

Friday, May 15, 2009 1:20 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Wright, T. Brandon <wrightb@email.unc.edu"~ 

FW: UNC School of Law Center fbr BaJlking and Finance 

Lissa and Brandon, 

Please see the email below from Ed O’Keefe’s assistant, Dawn Sewell Ed has confirmed that he can serve on the Board of Advisors. Dawn has requested a list of dates and responsibilities 
so she can get the date on Ed’s calendar. Lissa, could you provide a comprehensive list of the upcoming meetings through and including the 2010 Banking Institute? Also, I think we should 
pull together a package of the materials licom the most recent Board Meeting for Ed’s intbrmation -- what do you think? 

Brandon, I think your efforts in colmection with the Beischer Challenge Grant would benefit immensely from a meeting/call with Ed to discuss the program. Please let me know about your 
availabili~/so we can get on Ed’s calendar. 

Thanks and have a great weekend 

David L Bat~/ 
T: +1 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sew’ell, Dawn - Legal [mailto:dawn.sewell(@bankofamerica.com] 

Sent: Friday, May 15, 2009 12:56 PM 
To: Bat~, David L. 
Cc: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal 
Subject: FW: UNC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 

Good afternoon Mr. Batty, 
As per my voicemail to you today, Ed forwarded to me your email below so 
that I could respond on his behalf 

tie is glad to serve on the Board nf Advisors for the (;enter for Banking 
and Finance. Please contact me for scheduling of any meetings or 
responsibilities that his service will require. I’m happy to coordinate 
with you and/or the Center 

In addition, he is happy to talk with Brandon Wright, although I see 
from the email below- that we have missed his trip to CLT earlier this 

week, and quite possibly- the making of the pledge. However, if a call 
with Ed would still be helpful, please let me know" and I will find time 
on his calendar. 

Finally, Ed sends his regrets but will not be able to attend the ALM 
Conference in NYC on June 9th. If there are materials from the 
conference that would be helpful for Ed to have in his reference 
library, please feel free to forward them to our office. 

Please let me know if I can be otherwise helpful. 

Have a great weekend, 
Dawn 

Dawn Sewell 
Executive Assistant to Edward P. O’Keefe 
General Counsel 
NC1-007-56-76 
phone: 704-386-9019 
fax: 704-409-0566 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal 

Sent: Friday, May 15, 2009 12:45 PM 
To: Sewell, Dawn - Legal 
Subject: FW: U2,~’C School of Law Center for Bal~king arid Finance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Batty, David L. [mailto:DBattv@winston com] 
Sent: Wednesday-, April 22, 2009 4:33 PM 
To: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal 
Subject: L’NC School of Law Center for Banking and Finance 

Ed, 



I hope all is well At the request ofLissa Broome, I wanted to confirm 
your ability to serve on the Board of Advisors for the Center for 
Banking and Finance. You had previously indicated a willingness to 
serve, but indicated that you needed to run the traps before you could 
definitively commit. 

I also wanted to see if you would have time to talk with Brandun Wright 
of the Law School regarding the $1 million George Beischer Challenge 
Grant for the endowment of the Center for Banking and Finance (the 
Challenge Grant will match pledges received by June 30, 2010 on a dollar 
for dollar basis up to $1 million) Brandon and ! are currently working 
on a significant pledge by Winston & Strawn in connection with the 
Challenge Grant and Brandun will be in Charlotte on May 1 lth to finalize 
that pledge. I could arrange an in-persun meeting then, or I could 
arrange a conference call at your convenience if that is easier :For you. 

Finally, I wanted to invite you to participate on a discussion panel at 
the ALM Corporate Counsel/General Counsel Conference in New York on June 
9, 2009. Winston & Strawn’s Chairman, Dan Webb, will be presenting 
(along with Winston & Strawn partner Vinny Sama) a luncheon panel that 
focuses on how prosecutors, as well as their counterparts in private 
practice, are trying to minimize the damage triggered by the alleged 
Ponzi Schemes associated with Madoff and Stanford. 

I realize you are very busy, and I appreciate your time in considering 
these requests. 

;)avid L. Batty 
Winston & Strawn LLP 
214 North Tryun Street 
Charlotte, NC 28202-1078 
T: +1 (704) 350-7720 
F: +1 (704) 350-7800 
C: 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. 
Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it 
without reading it. Your receipt of this message is not intended to 
waive any applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message 
without the permission of the author. 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and 
cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under 

the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended. 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it Your receipt of this message is not 
intended to waive any- applicable privilege. Please do not disseminate this message without the permission of the author 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 
amended. 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Monday, August 31, 2009 10:38 PM 

To: ~mac.com 

Subject: Jaime Dimon 

Austin, as I mentioned to you on the telephone the L’2x,-C School of Law 
has a Center for Banking and the Center sponsors a continuing legal 
education program each spring. In March of next year we will be 
presenting our thirteenth program. The programs are attended by 
la~-ers, bankers and regulators Iicom all over the East Coast. Normally 
we have 200 to 220 attendees. Next year’s program is scheduled for 
Thursday and Friday, March 25 and 26 in Charlotte at the new 
Ritz-Carlton The program normally begins with a luncheon on Thursday 
with a featured speaker, tbllowed by an afternoon of panels and other 
presentations On Thursday evening there is a dinner and also another 
featured speaker. The programs continue on Friday until early 
afternoon. We would consider it a real plus if Mr Dimon’s calendar 
would pelrnit him to accept the featured speaker spot at either the 
luncheon or the dimaer on Thursday March 25, 2010 He could select a 
topic of his choice. If you (or he) would like I can provide brochures 
from some previous programs to you for reformational purposes. Austin 
thal~k you for attempting to get us on Mr Dimon’s calendar. Enjoyed 
talking to you today Marion. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 12:02 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [boaJ’dadvisors] Center tbr Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

I would quite like to participate on, and would be glad to help with, the private equity panel, and can help with both a very good investment banker that understands this stuff 
as well as someone from the FDIC. This is going to be an interesting and good topic, as in spite of (or perhaps because o0 the policy statement, the FDIC is going to be doing 
ad hoc exceptions for months. 
We did the State Bank/Security transaction, worked on both Bank United and SIIverton, and have a series of these before the FDIC right now. 
Jot’m L, Dot~g~4s 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LL P 

1300 I Street, N.W. 

Suite 1000 East 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7126 tel 

202 962 7100 fax 

;ell 

]alm dou olas@davlspolk.com 

] 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 

responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 
original message and all copies. 

From= Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:34- plVl 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject= [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Friends -- 

Thanks to those of you who were able to participate in our board meeting (in-person or by phone) last week. I have attached notes from the meeting as well as a 

description of board member responsibilities. There is a diseussion of this document on page 1 of the notes. We also discussed the strategic addition of boaxd 

members. I will circulate a revised list of our current board members tbr your review next week. Please forward any corrections to me, along with any ideas you have 

tbr additional board members who would extend our geographic or substantive reach. 

Our plans for the Mal~ch 25-26 Banking Institute are summarized at pp. 3-4 of the notes. If you may offer assistance in any manner to the panel coordinators, please 

let them and me know. 

Be sure to suggest to business lau)’ers at your bank and tim1 that they check out October 16 our Dan K. Moore Ethics Program on Ethical Issues in Tl~oubled Times. 

The program cames 4 hours of CLE credit, including 3 hours of professional responsibility, and 1 hour of substance abuse. See 

http:i/~a~a~-.law.tmc.edu/cleicalendar.aspx for a complete agenda and registration information. 

Finally, thanks to those who have responded to our Journal students’ Career Trek program. About 20 s~dents from the Banking Journal plan to come to Charlotte on 

Thursday, October 22 (our fall break) to meet with attorneys (hopefully you or some tiom your finn or organization) to learn more about career paths in banking and 

finance. Thanks to Paul Donohue and Alston + Bird for providing a conference room aJ~d lunch tbr the students m~d the attorneys who have agreed to speak with 

them. We’re still hoping that one of the local baJ~ks or financial institutions will be available tbr a short tour betbre lunch and peflmps a chance to meet with some of the 

attonreys who work in that setting. Gene Ka’~ and Scott Cmnmam have agreed to participate. David Batty will be otherwise engaged that day, but hopes to send 

some associates from Winston. I hope others of you will be able to respond soon indicating whether you will be able to join us at Alston ~ Bird at noon for lunch and 

discussion. 

) Thanks for all you do for the law school and the Center for Bmlking and Finance. t lease have a safe and fun Labor Day weekend. 

Lissa 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boaJ’dadvisors as: .iohn.douglas(a)davispolk.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJ, l to leave-25271282-1695662.741M 5d2829e3d279697b58681 d1~.t964 (a~)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

William R. Lathan - 5458 <WRL@wardandsmith.com> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 8:59 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [boardadvisors] Bmlking Journal Students for Career Trek to Charlotte -- October 22 

Lissa: 
I am willing to come to Charlotte if you need additional participants. However, I suspect that you’re going to end up with more lawyers than students, and, as you know, it’s an 
awfully long drive from here on the coast. If it suits you, let’s leave things such that you’ll see how much participation you have and let me know if you need help. If you need 
me, I’ll make arrangements+ 
My "family practice" with smaller banks vei~ms what the large firms do, and my transition from in-house to out-house, may provide a different slant on things. But, I think you’ll 
probably be get that point of view from some of the other community bank lawyers. Either way, let me know if you need me. 

William R. Lathml 

lir~i 1 Attorney 

Ward and Smith, P.A. 
1001 College Court (28562) I Post Office Box 667 

New Bern, NC 28563-0867 

T: 252.672.5456 I F: 252.672.5477 I M: 

V-card I www.wardandsmith.com 

From= Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, August 31, 2009 10:50 AM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject= [boardadvisors] Banking Journal Students for Career Trek to Charlotte -- October 22 

Friends -- Thanks for a successful board of advisors meeting last Tuesday in Charlotte. I will circulate the notes from that meeting, including the panel topics and 

coordinators that we discussed, later this week+ 

I wanted to go ahead and request your assistance now with one of the items we discussed at last week’s meeting. Carolyn ("Kerry") Waldrep the Editor-in-Chief of this 

yeats journal, talked with you abont your willingness to participate in a "Career Trek" day to Charlotte where Banking Journal students (2Ls mad 3Ls) would come to 

Charlotte to meet with lm~yers engaged in legal and nonlegal activities on behalf of banks and other fnancial institutions or involved now or previously working Ii)r a 

state or IEderal agency in a regulatory capacity. 

Since our meeting and your enthusiastic response to Kero"s proposal, Ke~iy has also learned that the staff and editors are equally enthusiastic. So here’s the proposal 

and where we need yon to volunteer to help. 

North Carolina Banking Institute journal Career Trek to ChMotte 

When: Thursday, October 22 (law school fall break) 

The ideal schedule for the students is 

10 - 12 -- Tour a bank/financial institution’s oItice~ see where +the lawyers (and others) work, talk to some of that institutioffs in-house attorneys and/or other lawyers 

working at the bartk but engaged in non-legal roles. 

12 - 2:30 -- Lunch at a law firm or bank coni~rence room (similar to our board meeting) - - about 20 or so journal students likely to be present - - to talk inii)rmally 
over lunch and then perhaps with some structured panels after lunch with attorneys from a varieb’ of practice settings and different levels of experience about their jobs, 

careers, and career paths. Here are at least some of the work settings in which the students have interest: 

° commerciaJ/banking litigators for firms 

° deal lawyers for firms (representing dift~rent types of transaction areas that interact with bm~k and financial institution clients) 

¯ regulators (anyone know FDIC or FRB attorneys based in Charlotte?) 

° in- housc attorneys for banks/financial institutions 

° law-trained people working in non-legal roles for banks/financial institutions 

The students would probably want to leave Charlotte by 3:00 to be back in Chapel Hill for the Thursday night footba]l match- up against Florida State. Their advisor 

will definitely be leaving then! 

So, let me know if 

° Your bax&/financial institution is willing to take 20 or so students on a tour and talk with the students about the careers of la,:~yers working for the bank/financial 
institution in legal or non-legal capacities (10 a.m. - 11:30). 

¯ Your bank/firm is willing to provide a conference room for 20 or so students plus 10 or so of you for a lunch meeting 

¯ Whether your bank/firm is willing to pay for the lunch (estimated cost $400-$500) 

¯ Whether you or someone from your firm or bank is willing to participate in the lunch and discussion about career opportunities and your own career path in 

banking m~d finance/business. Some of you indicated at the board of advisors meeting that you might even be willing to come fw~m Raleigh to participate in such 



a progran~. 

For plaJming purposes, it would be best to have your initial responses regarding your participation by this Friday at 5:00. After Labor Day, I’ll let eve~one know if 

we’re still looking tbr help or if this initial call has turned out all we need k) make this a successful day tbr our students. 

As Kens~ emphasized, these are not job interviews, but merely a chance for our students to learn more about the varieU of opportunities to work with banks and 

finmacial institutions after earning a law- degree. 

Thanks for your help on tiffs new initiative of the Banking Journal students. 

Lissa 

% 
¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: wrl,~wasdandsmith.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to leave-25247169-1695682.1 b0b6ba45c5dca45a2fc5 fe763 b8671 d({blistsel~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natarajan, Raj <rna:tarajan@kilpatrickstockton.com> 

Thursday, September 3, 2009 11:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [boaJrdadvisors] Center tbr Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Lissa, 
I would be happy to join the October 22nd discussion if you would like. Thanks. 
Raj 

Raj Nataralan 

KilpatiJck Stockton LLP 

t 704 338 5138 

c 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@emai,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:34 PM 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Friends -- 

Thanks to those of you who were able to participate in our board meeting (in-person or by phone) last week. I have attached notes from the meeting as well as a 
description of board member responsibilities. There is a discussion of this document on page 1 of the notes. We also discussed the strategic addition of board 

members. I will circulate a revised list of our current board members for your review next week. Please forw~:rd any conections to me, along ruth any ideas you 

have for additional board members who would extend our geographic or substaaltive reach. 

Our plans for the March 25-26 Banking Institute are summarized at pp. 3-4 of the notes. If you may offer assistance in any manner to the panel coordinators. 

please let them and me know. 

Be sure to suggest to business lawyers at your bank and finn that they check out October 16 our Dan K. Moore Ethics PrograJn on Ethical Issues in Troubled 

Times. The program carries 4 hours of CLE credit, including 3 hours ofprofessionaJ, responsibility and 1 hour of substance abuse. See 

http:i/w~¥.law.unc.edu/cle/calendar.aspx tbr a complete agenda and registration inibnnation. 

Finally, thanks to those who have responded to our Journal students’ Career Trek program. About 20 students from the Banking Journal plan to come to 

Charlotte on Thursday, October 22 (our fall break) to meet with attorneys (hopefully you or some from your firm or organization) to leayn more about career 

paths in banking and finance. Thanks to Paul Donohue and Alslon ~ Bird for providing a conference room and lunch for the students and the attorneys who have 

agreed to speak ruth them. We’re still hoping that one of the local banks or financial institutions will be available for a short tour before lunch and pefllaps a 

chance to meet with some of the attorneys who work in that setting. Gene Katz and Scott Cammam have agreed to participate. David Batty will be otherwise 

engaged that day, but hopes to send some associates from Winston. I hope others of you roll be able to respond soon indicating whether you roll be able to join 

us at Alston + Bird at noon for lunch and discussion. 

Thanks tbr all you do tbr the law school and the Center for Banking and Finance. Please have a safe and fun Labor Day weekend. 

][,i ssa 

% 
¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: RNatarajan(~kilpatrickstocldon.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-25271282-11796057.78810562a395cd341 bf4fa8fe308ffaT(~listserv.unc.edu 

***DISCLAIMER*** Treasury Department Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Treasury Department, we inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this 

communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or 

recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Gaet& Jr. <tonygaet~@banklawnc.com> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 4:11 PM 

Broome, I,i ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Do uglas, John L. ~ ohndougla*s@paulha.stings.com> 

RE: [Fwd: RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking mad Finance -- Notes and Updates] 

Sounds like John is better able to do this than me but I have already invited Ben Berry, commercial banker obtaining private equity for bank acquisitions and Scott Clark of 
sandier O’Neill who is working with him. I have also spoken to Adam Drimer of the Richmond Fed who will help; John can get someone from the FDIC which would be great; I 
have not reached out to them as yet. If John wants to moderate this panel I am fine with it as long as he includes the folks I have already invited so I don’t look foolish. 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, September 04, 2009 9:07 AM 
To: Anthony Gaeta, Jr.; Douglas, John L. 
Subject: [Fwd: RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates] 

Hi Tony and John -- 

I’m passing along John’s response (below) offering to assist with our planned panel on private equib’ that Tony is coordinating. We also have a student who hopes to 

write a note on this topic or some aspect of it. We’ll send out the list of student topics and contact intbrmation within the week. 

Thanks to you bx~th for your help on this important topic. 

Have a great Labor Day weekend. 

Lissa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Date:Thu, 3 Sep 2009 00:01:49 -0400 

From:Douglas, John L. ~iohn,douglas(c-~davispolk,com> 

To:’Lissa Broome’ <lbmome~;email,unc.edu--- 

References: <4A9F l CF9. 1000105@email ,unc.e&~’- 

I would quite like to participate on, and would be glad to help with, the private equity panel, and can help with both a very good investment banker that understands this stuff 
as well as someone from the FDIC. This is going to be an interesting and good topic, as in spite of (or perhaps because of) the policy statement, the FDIC is going to be doing 

ad hoc exceptions for months. 

We did the State Bank/Security transaction, worked on both Bank United and SIIverton, and have a series of these before the FDIC right now. 
Jot’m L, Douglas 

Davis Polk & Wardwell kL P 

1300 I Street, N.W. 

Suite 1000 East 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7126 tel 

202 962 7100 fax 

cell 

iohn dou olas@davlspolk.com 

] 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 
original message and all copies. 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:34 PM 
To-" Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Friends -- 

Thanks to those of you who were able to participate in our board meeting (in-person or by phone) last week. I have attached notes from the meeting as well as a 
description of board member responsibilities. Them is a discussion of this documem on page 1 of the notes. We also discussed the strategic addition of board 
members. I will circulate a revised list of our current board members tbr your review next week. Please forward any corrections to me, along with any ideas you have 
tbr additional board members who would extend our geographic or substantive reach. 

Our plans for the March 25-26 Banking Institute are summarized at pp. 3-4 of the notes. If you may otter assistance in any manner to the panel coordinators, please 

let them and me know. 

) Be sure to suggest to business lauyers at your bank and tim1 that they check out October 16 our Dan K. Moore Ethics 1~ rogram on Ethical Issues in Troubled Times. 

The program carries 4 hours of CLE cmdit, including 3 hours of professional responsibiliU and l hour of substmme abuse. See 

http:i/~a~av.law.unc.edw’cleicalendar~aspx for a complete agenda and registration infornmtion. 



Finally, thanks to those who have responded to our Journal students’ Career Trek program. About 20 students from the Banking Journal plan to come to Charlotte on 

Thin, day, October 22 (our fall break) to meet ruth attorneys (hopefully you or some from your firm or organization) to learn more about career paths in banking and 
finance. Thanks to Paul Donohue and Alston + Bird for providing a conference room and lunch tbr the students and the attorneys who have agreed to speak with 

them. We’re still hoping that one of the local banks or financial institutions will be available tbr a short tour betbre lunch and perhaps a chance to meet with some of the 

attorneys who work in that setting. Gene Ka~ and Scott Cammam have agreed to participate. David Batty will be otherwise engaged that day, but hopes to send 

some associates ti~om Winston. I hope others of you will be able to respond soon indicating whether you will be able to join us at Alston + Bird at noon tbr lunch and 

discussion. 

Thanks for all you do for the law school and the Center for Banking and Finance. Please have a safe and fun Labor Day weekend. 

Lissa 

::x:: 

-- You are currently subscribed to 

, boardadvisors as: l~_?___h!Ld_R_t_Bg_l_~t_a~Lisp_9_l_k_:_c_’~?~!. To unsabscribe send a blank 
i em~Jl to leave-25271282-1695662.74fal 5d2829e3d279697b58681 dfd964¢~)listse~.unc.edu 

::N:: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 4:52 PM 

’Anthony Gaeta, Jr.’ <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [Fwd: RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking mad Finance -- Notes and Updates] 

delighted to have them, and simply delighted to be on the panel. I will be glad to get someone from the FDIC. 
Jo~n L Douglas 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 

1300 I Street, N.W. 

Suite 1000 East 

Washington, DC 20005 

202 962 7126 tel 
9n9 a~9 71nn fax 

cell 

jehn.dou gl:,.s @ d :,.v i s r~ ol k corn 

J 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 
original message and all copies. 

From: Anthony Gaeta, Jr. [mailto:tonygaeta@banklawnc.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 09, 2009 4:17 PM 
To; Douglas, John L. 
S,,bject: FW: [Fwd: RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates] 

From: Anthony Gaeta, Jr. 
Sent: Wednesday, September 09, 2009 4:11 PM 
To; ’Lissa Broome’; Douglas, John L. 
Subject" RE: [Fwd: RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates] 

Sounds like John is better able to do this than me but I have already invited Ben Berry, commercial banker obtaining private equity for bank acquisitions and Scott Clark of 
sandier O’Neill who is working with him. I have also spoken to Adam Drimer of the Richmond Fed who will help; John can get someone from the FDIC which would be great; I 
have not reached out to them as yet. If John wants to moderate this panel I am fine with it as long as he includes the folks I have already invited so I don’t look foolish. 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, September 04, 2009 9:07 AM 
To; Anthony Gaeta, Jr., Douglas, John L. 
Subject" [Fwd: RE: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates] 

Hi Tony mid John -- 

I’m passing along John’s response (below) oft~ring to assist with our planned panel on private equity that Tony is coordinaling. We also have a student who hopes to 
write a note on this topic or some aspect of it. We’ll send out the list of student topics and contact information within the week. 

Thanks to you both for your help on this important topic. 

ttave a great Labor Day weekend. 

I ,issa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjoet:RE: [boardadvisol3] Center for Bmlking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Date:Tha, 3 Sep 2009 00:01:49 -0400 

From:Douglas, John L. 5_iR~_Ln__:~t_~?_u__g_l_~_d__’_a_5:i_s_i~!_l_!:_c__Rr__n__~2 

To:’Lissa Broome’ <lbroome(?~email.unc~edu> 

References: <4A9F 1CF9. 1000105 (&~email. unc. ed u> 

would quite like to participate on, and would be glad to help with, the private equity panel, and can help with both a very good investment banker that understands this stuff 
as well as someone from the FDIC. This is going to be an interesting and good topic, as in spite of (or perhaps because of) the policy statement, the FDIC is going to be 

doing ad hoc exceptions for months. 

We did the State Bank/Security transaction, worked on both Bank United and Sllverton, and have a series of these before the FDIC right now. 
dohn L. Douglas 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LIp 

1300 I Street, N.W. 

Suite 1000 East 

Washington, DC 20005 

2029627126 tel 

202 962 7100 fax 

cell 

joh n .do u g L’,sl~ davispolk corn 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise 
3rotected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 
original message and all copies. 

From-" Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 02, 2009 9:34 PM 
To-" Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Center for Banking and Finance -- Notes and Updates 

Friends-- 

Thanks to those of you who were able to participate in our board meeting (in-person or ’o5’ phone) last week. I have attached notes from the meeting as well as a 
description of board member responsibilities. Them is a discussion of this document on page 1 of the notes. We also discussed the strategic addition of board 
members. I will circulate a revised list of our current board members for your review next week. Please forward any corrections to me, along with any ideas you 
have for additional board members who would extend our geographic or substantive roach. 

Our plans for the March 25-26 Banking Institute are summarized at pp. 3-4 of the notes. If you may offer assistance in any manner to the panel coordinators, please 
let them and me know. 

Be sure to suggest to business lawyers at your bank and firm that they check out October 16 our Dan K. Moore Ethics Program on Ethical Issues in Troubled 

Times. The program carries 4 hours of CLE credit, including 3 hours of professional responsibility and 1 hour of substance abuse. See 

http:/?www.law.unc.eda/cle/calendar.aspx for a complete agenda and registration information. 

Finally, thm~s to those who have responded to our Journal students’ Career Trek program. About 20 students from the Banldng Journal plan to come to Charlotte 
on Thursday, October 22 (our lhll break) to meet with attorneys (hopefully you or some fiom your firm or olganization) to learn more about career paths in banking 
and finance. Thanks to Panl Donohue and Alston + Bird for providing a conference room and lunch for the students and the attorneys who have agreed to speak 
with them. We’re still hoping that one of the local banks or financial institutions will be available for a short tour before lunch and perhaps a chance to meet with some 
of the attorneys who work in that setting. Gene Katz and Scott Cammarn have agreed to participate. David Batty’ will be otherwise engaged that day, but hopes to 
send some associates from Winston. I hope others of you will be able to respond soon indicating whether you will be able to join us at Alston + Bird at noon for 
lunch and discussion. 

Thanks tbr all you do tbr the law school and the Center for Banking and Finance. Please have a sale and fun LaI-~or Day weekend. 

Lissa 

N:: 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: john.douglaa@davispolk.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave- 25271282-1695662.741hl 5d2829e3d279697b58681 dtkt964.(a;listserv a mc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Batty, David L. <DBa~@mnston.com> 

Wednesday, September 9, 2009 5:01 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Please see the atlached 

Lissa, per our recent discussions, Please give me a call at your convenience after you have had a chance to review. 
[hanks, 

David L. Batty 

D +! (704)350-7720 

M: +1 
WWW.Winstoo.com 

Strawn U..P 

http:,’idealbook.blogs.nvtim es.com/2009/09/09/firing- of- bank- d: america- counsel- is- examined,’ 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, iffllis message has been received in error, please delete it wifllont ~eading it. Your receipt 

of this message is not intended to waive an? applicable privilege. Plea~ do not disseminate this message without the permission of the author. 

Any tax advice contained in this emaJl was not intended m be u~d, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) m avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dick Barron <Dick.Barron@news-recor&com> 

Wednesday, September 16, 2009 12:22 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emafl unc edu> 

RE: Banking question. 

Lissa: 
Thanks for gettting in touch anyway. It is an issue that’s been overshadowed, understandably, by so many others. 
I will field a call and see what they’re saying. 

Best, 
Dick Barron 

From= Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 16, 2009 12:19 PM 
To: Dick Barron 
Subject= Re: Banking question. 

Hi Dick -- Solly to take so long to respond to your question. This issue has not been on my radar screen. I think a good contact for you would be Mark Pearce, 

Deputy Commissioner of Batiks in North Carolina, who is focused on consumer issues, including mortgages. He cat1 address what the NC Bank Commissioner’s office 

has been seeing. The general number for the office is 733-3016 atld Mark’s email is mpearce,@~nccob.gov. 

Hope this helps. 

gissa 

Dick Barron wrote: 

Lissa: 
I interviewed you a year ago for a story I did on your survey of corporate diversity. 
I am now doing a story about a thorny problem in the mortgage industry that may be threatening the financial stability of a class of borrowers that are not 
currently at risk of default. 

We are finding broad anecdotal evidence that many people who are seeking to refinance ARMs and other mortgages at~ running into a roadblock with the bank 
that holds their second lien, typically a home equity line of credit. 
Those second-lien holders are refusing to subordinate their loans to the refinanced mortgage, thereby demanding the borrower pay off the line of credit or remain 
in a primary mortgage that is or could become a hardship. 
Congress and Treasury regulators have spoken firmly to lenders to end this practice, but according to the people I’ve talked to, lawyers, mortgage brokers, 
borrowers and congressional researchers, it’s difficult to force the lagging banks to do this under the loan modification programs. All they’re able to do is issue 
guidelines. 
SunTrust is one bank that is mentioned frequently as one of the banks that is not playing ball with loan modifications. 
Have you or any of your colleagues noticed this as an emerging issue for consumers or mortgage bankers? 
I would be curious to find out what you know or what you may be able to find out. 
I’ve got another couple of weeks to work on this story, but I’d love your thoughts if you have any. 

Best, 
Dick Barron 
Richard M. Barron 
Staff Writer 
News & Record 

(336) 373-7371 
(cell) 

200 East Market Street 

Greensboro, N.C. 27420 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Wednesday, September 23, 2009 2:56 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Center tbr Banking Steering Committee and Board Nomination 

Fine. We ought also to consider Bill Caughran of Superior Bank in Birmingham. I haven’t approached him at all, but if you think it would be of interest, let me know. I don’t 
know if anyone has approached the GC of Regions (whom I don’t know well), but I would likewise be delighted to do so. 
John L. Douglas 
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 
Office - 202-962-7126 
Cell - 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
To: David Batty <dbatty@winston.com>; Bryant, James R. <JBryant@deweyleboeuf.com>; Jim Carroll <James.Carroll@cwt.com>; Marion Cowell < ~aol.com>, 
Marion Cowell <mcowell@kilstock.com>; Douglas, John L.; Pat Doyle <doylepa@aporter.com>; Anthony Gaeta, Jr. <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com>; Jerry Hurst 
<Gerald.Hurst@rbc.com>; Frances Jones <FIMones@BBandT.com>; Albert Salem <albertsalem@albertsalem.com>; Beth Whitehead <KEWhitehead@asbhawaii.com> 
Sent: Wed Sep 23 14:51:14 2009 
Subject: Center for Banking Steering Committee and Board Nomination 

Friends - - 

I hope you will be willing to serve as members of the Steering Committee to the Center for the coming year. The duties are not onerous, but usually include only 

advising me between meetings of our Board of Advisors. If you rash to NOT be a member of this distinguished group, please let me know and I’ll take you offthe list. 
Obviously, I hope you’ll stay on. 

The first item of business for the Steering Committee is to add a member to our Board of Advisors between meetings. Tony- Gaeta has proposed Jake Lulz of 

Troutman Sanders. Jake is the practice group leader for Troutman’s Financial Institution’s group and is resident in the firm’s Richmond office. He formerly worked for 

the FDIC. His bio is at http:i/www.lroutmansanders.com/jacob lu~z/. This seems to me to be one of the strategic additions to our board that we discus~d in August 

Jake is very interested in ~rving and he will extend our geographic and fim~ reach. Please let me know by Friday at noon whether you authorize me to invite Jake to 

join our Board of Advisors. 

Thanks! 

Lissa 

% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

BaW, David L. <DBatb@winston.com> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 9:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Batty, David L. <DBatty@winston.com> 

Batfldng Ins~tute Panel 

Lissa, I hope all is well. 
I am trying to recruit Ed O’Keefe as the third and final panelist on my executive compensation panel for next year’s Banking Institute. However, 
given everything Ed is dealing with right now, I think it makes sense to have a Plan B. I was wondering if you could recommend a few past 
participants in the director’s college who have gone on to serve on a board of directors for a bank (compensation committee service would be the 
best fit, obviously). I thought that this may be the best way to identify some diverse participants for the panel. Laura Hanf has already 
recommended Challis Lowe (an African America woman) who serves on the compensation committee of the South Financial Group (Carolina 
First Bank) - are you familiar with her? 

David L. Batty 
Winstort & Stru’wn LI.P 

214 N. T!y,’m Street 

Cilad,’)fl:e, NC 28202-1078 

D: -~ I (704) 350W720 

M: 

F: ÷I (704) 350-7800 

ww~Lwinston.oom 

Strawn LLP 

The contents of this message may be privileged and confidential. Therefore, if this message has been received in error, please delete it without reading it. Your receipt 

of this message is not intended to waive any applicable privilege. Plea~ do not disseminate this message without the pennission of the author. 

Any tax advice contained in this email was not intended to be used, and cannot be used, by you (or any other taxpayer) to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 

Code of 1986, as amended. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Wednesday, January 20, 2010 10:46 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

’Anthony Gaeta, Jr.’ <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com> 

RE: [boardadvisors] Call for Ba~Idng Institute Sponsors 

How about as a title: Private Capital, Failing Banks and the FDIC: Are We Speaking the Same Language? 
Summary: 

As we proceed through the greatest banking crisis since the late 1980’s, you would think that the agencies would welcome private capital. On the contrary, the Federal 
Reserve and the FDIC have been extremely cautious and somewhat tentative, each promulgating policy statements and putting out other unofficial guidance for investors. 
With relatively rare exceptions, private investors have been forced to the sidelines as existing banking organizations have gobbled up the failures. The panel will discuss the 

issues associated how private investors are attempting to thread this needle and, indeed, whether it is possible to do so. 
I believe I will have Joe Jiampietro’s confirmation later today. I will get you Joe’s big when he accepts (as well as mine). I think Tony has bios for Scott and Ben. 
Jot’m L, Dot~g~:4s 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LL P 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

2124504145 tel 
~1~7nl ~ld.~ fax 

cell 

john.dou gL’,s@dav~spolk corn 

] 

Any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this e-mail (including any attachments) is not intended to be used, and cannot be used, to avoid penalties under the Internal Revenue 
Code or to promote, market or recommend any transaction or matter addressed herein. 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or othemdse 
protected from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this email in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the 
original message and all copies. 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 20, 2010 8:50 AM 
To: Douglas, John L. 
Subject= Re: [boardadvisors] Call for Banking Institute Sponsors 

Thanks, John. Remember to get me a title lbr the private equity panel, a two or three sentence description of the contents, mid contact and big info for the palMists. 

We need to get our stuffup on the web advertising the program, so by Monday (if not earlier) would be great. 

Lissa 

Douglas, John L. wrote: 

Davis Polk will be pleased to sponsor. 
John L. Douglas 

Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 
Office - 212-450-4145 
Cell - 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
To: Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors <boardadvisors@listserv.unc.edu> 

Co: Conrad Bortz ._<___c__b___o__~___@__e__r_[)_a__[[=__u__n__£=_e_.__d___u_>_. 
Sent: Tue Jan 19 20:10:14 2010 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Call for Banking Institute Sponsors 

Friends -- Thanks to our panel coordinators who are putting their finishing touches on their paJrels. We should have the latest on financial retbrm legi slation and 

regulation to discuss. 

Ifs "dine to see if you bank or firm would be willing to be a sponsor of our 2010 Banking Institute (March 25-26 in Charlotte). The sponsorship amount is $1500 mid 

entities the sponsoring film to two complimentaxy admissions to the Banking Inslitute. 

Instructions are attached. I need to know by February 3 if you attend to sponsor. Those indicating that intention prior to then will be listed as sponsors in the banking 

journal publication. We would like to receive your check by February 26, but we can discuss later payment dates if February 26 is not practical. Finally, you should 

be sure to register your two complimentary attendees (there will be a pull-down meral that corporate sponsors can select) when online registration opens in early 

February. 

This will be our 14th aJmual Banking Institute program thanks to your continued support! 

Lissa 

% 
¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: iohtl:do%glas@davispolk:com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-26234095-169566Z74tM 5d2829e3d279697b58681 dfd964(2~listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Pray <fmnk.pray@nelsonnmllins.com> 

Wednesday, Jannary 20, 2010 2:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [boardadvisors] Call tbr Banking Institute Sponsors 

Lissa, 
NMRS is happy to continue to be a sponsor. 
Francis C. Pray, Jr. 
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP 
100 North Tryon Street, Suite 4200 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Office: 704417-3125 
Fax: 704417.3221 
Mobile: ’ 

From= Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, January 19, 2010 8:10 PM 
To= Center for Banking and Finance Board of Advisors 
Co= Conrad Bortz 
Subject= [boardadvisors] Call for Banking Institute Sponsors 

Friends -- Thanks to our panel coordinators who are putting their finishing touches on their panels. We should have the latest on financial reform legislation and 
regulation to di~uss. 

It’s time to see if you bank or firm would be willing to be a sponsor of our 2010 Banking Institute (March 25-26 in Charlotte). The sponsorship amoum is $1500 and 

entitles the spon~mng firm to two complimentary admissions to the Banking Institute. 

Instructions are attached. I need to know by February 3 if yon attend to sponsor. Those indicating that intention prior to then will be listed as sponsors in the banking 

journal publication. We would like to receive your check by February 26, but we can discuss later payment dates ifFebrumy 26 is not practical. Finally, you should 

be sure to register your two complimentary attendees (them roll be a pull-down menu that colporate sponsors can select) when online registration opens in early 
Februmy. 

This will be our 14th annual Banking Inslitute progrmn thanks to your continued support! 

gissa 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: fiaxlk.pray(&~nelsonnmllins.com. To unsubscribe send a blanc 
ema]l to leave-26234095-1695693.d321138b5471 beb33b3750bd05e6666d(gblistserv.unc.edu 

Conf i J~’nt i a i i ty Not: i ,s~" 

This message is intended exclusively for the individual or 

entity to which it is a@@ressed. This communication may 

cent:aJ[i informatien ,hal is preprietary, p~ivileged, 

confidential or otherwise legally exempt from disclosure. 

If you are net Lhe named addressee, yen are not authorized 

[io read, prir]t, retain, copy or dissemir]ate [ihis message 

or any Da~t of it. If you have received this message in 

error, please notify the sender i*~saediately either by 

phone (800-237-2000) er reply %0 this e-mail arKJ deleLe 
all copies of this message. 

To ensure co*"pliance with the requirements imposed by the 
IRS, w~" inferm you that any U.S. f~’J~’ral tax advice" 
contained in this communication (including the 
attachments) is not intended or written to oe used, for 
the purpose of (a) avoiding penalties under the i[Rlernal 
Revenue Code or (b) promoting, marketing or recolr~aending 
to another party any transaction or taT-related matter[s]. 
To provide you with a coKpunication that coulq be used to 
avoid p~’nalties unde~ the iERlernal R~’venue Code will 
necessarily entail additional investigations, analysis and 
conclusions or’ our part. 
.............................................................................. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pat Oliver ~ @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, January, 21, 2010 8:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Boaard of Advisers 

Hi Lissa and Happy New Year! Could I trouble you for a current list of our Board of Advisers. I am getting ready to go back into private practice and wanted to get 

some pertinent info to the fin services folks at my new firm so I can encourage them to be a sponsor at our upcoming Institute! Any other info, such as the schedule 
from last year’s event, list of speakers, etc would also be appreciated. As I have said before, the Institute and the Center are pre~l unique and I want to be sure I 

explain all of it properly! Thanks and best regards, PAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pat Oliver < ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 28, 2010 1:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

bx~ardadvisers@listserv.unc.edu 

Re: [boardadvisors] Call for Banking Institute Sponsors 

Lissa-- I am delighted that my new firm, Volys. Sater. Seymour & Pease, will be a sponsor for the upcoming Banking Institute. Best regards, Pat 

--- On Wed, 1/20/10, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email. unc. edu> wrote: 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.~mc.edu> 
Subject: [boardadvisors] Call tbr Banking Institute Spon~rs 

To: "Center for Banking and Finance Board ofAdvi~rs" <boardadvisors@liskserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Conrad Boflz" <cbortz@emoJl.unc.edtc> 
Date: Wednesday, Janumy 20, 2010, 1:10 AM 

Friends -- Thanks to our panel coordinators who are putting their filfishing touches on their panels. We should have the latest on financial mtblm legislation and 
regulation to discuss. 

It’s time to see if you bank or firm would be rolling to be a sponsor of our 2010 Banking Institute (March 25-26 in Charlotte). The sponsorship amount is 

$1500 and entities the sponsoring fiml to two complimentary admissions to the Banking Institute. 

Instructions are attached. I need to know by February 3 if you attend to sponsor. Those indicating that intention prior to then will be listed as sponsors in the 

banking journal publication. We would like to receive )’our check by February 26, but we can discuss later payment dates if Februaacy 26 is not practical. 

Finally, you should be sure to register your two complimentary attendees (there will be a pull-down menu that corporate spon~rs can select) when online 
registration opens in early Februmy. 

This will be our 14th anlma] Balfldng Institute program thanks to your continued support! 

Lissa 

% 
¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

boardadvisors as: mlxtoliver@yahoo.com. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-26234095-3653959.b4d7345ef170819015e722cble333cee@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Saturday, January. 30, 2010 4:19 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

’tonygaeta@banklawnc.com’ 

Re: Private Equity Panel for the Banldng Inslitute 

Joe has confirmed - jjiampietro@fdic.gov and pat.robinson@frb.gov. I have not spoken with Pat (I had thought Tony had done so, but I can do it - just let me know). 
John L. Douglas 
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 
Office - 212-450-4145 
Cell - 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
To: Douglas, John L.; Anthony Gaeta, Jr. <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com> 
Sent: Sat Jan 30 13:40:44 2010 
Subject: Private Equity Panel for the Banking Institute 

Hi John and Tow -- 

I’ve attached the draft of the program agenda for the Banking Institute. We’re hoping to have this up on the web early this week so that we can open online 
regislrafions. 

Can you confim~ that Patricia Robin~m and Joe Jiampietro will be participating? 

Also, I need emM addres~s for Patricia and Joe if they axe participating. 

Could you confirm Ben Beny’s email address too? 

Thanks. 

Lissa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anthony Gaeta, Jr. <tgaet~banklawnc.com> 

Saturday, January. 30, 2010 5:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Private Equity Panel for the Banking Institute 

Ben is CEO of First American Financial Management Company, Salisbury, NC I can check about Pat but don’t know. I thought John Douglas took this over If he doesn’t confirm I will but I 
have no idea about FDIC as that was his contact 

Sent from my Windows Mobile® phone. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday’, JanualT 30, 2010 4:29 PM 
To: Chris Kukla <Chris.Kukla@responsiblelending org> 
Cc: ’tonygaeta@banklawnc.com’ <tonygaeta@banklawnc corn> 
Subject: Re: Private Equi~z Panel for the Banking hastitute 

Hi Tony’ -- 

Is Pat on board? 

What affiliation and town should I list for Ben Berry? 

Lissa 

Douglas, John L wrote: 
> Joe has confirmed - jjiampietro@fdic.gov and pat robinson@frb.gov. ! 
> have not spoken with Pat (I had thought Tony had done so, but I can do 
> it - just let me know). 
> John L. Douglas 
> Davis Po]k & Wardwell LLP 
> Office - 212-450-4145 
> Ce]l - 
> 
> ........................................................................ 

> *From*: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email uric edu> 
> *To*: Douglas, John L.; Anthony Oaeta, Jr. <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com> 
> *Sent*: Sat Jan 30 13:40:44 2010 
> *Subject*: Prlw~te Equity Panel [’or the Banking Institute 
> 

> Hi John and Tony -- 
> 

> I’ve attached the draft of the program agenda for the Banking 
> Institute. We’re hoping to have this up on the web early" this week so 
> that we can open online registrations. 
> 

> (;an you confirm that Patricia Robinson and Joe Jiampietro will be 
> participating? 
> 
> Also, I need email addresses for Patricia and Joe if they are 
> participating. 
> Could you confirm Ben Berly’S email address too? 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Lissa 
>__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Douglas, John L. <john.douglas@davispolk.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 30, 2010 5:31 PM 

’tgae~banklawnc.com’; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

tonygaeta@bankla~ ’nc.com 

Re: Private Equity Pmlel for the Banldng Institute 

Will do. Thal~ks 
John L. Douglas 
Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP 
orifice - 212-4504145 
Cell - 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Anthony Gaeta, Jr <tgaeta@banklawnc.com> 
To: Douglas, John L; lbroome@email.unc.edu <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: tonygaeta@banklawnc.com <tonygaeta@banklawnc corn> 
Sent: Sat Jan 30 17:27:10 2010 
Subject: RE: Private Equity Panel for the Banking Institute 

John she was aboard when I spoke to her last upon invitation but maybe it would be good if you touched base with her please 

Sent from my Windows Mobile(~ phone. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Douglas, John L. <john douglas@davispolk.com> 
Sent: Saturday, January 30, 2010 4:19 PM 
To: qbroome@email uric edu’ <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: ’tonygaeta@banklawnc.com’ <tonygaeta@bank [awnc.com> 
Subject: Re: Private Equity Panel for the Banking Institute 

Joe has confirmed -jjiampietro@fdic gov and pat robinson@frb.gov I have not spoken with Pat (I had thought Tony had done so, but I can do it - just let me know). 
John L. Douglas 
Davis Polk & WardweH LLP 
Office - 212-4504145 
(;ell - 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
To:Douglas, John L.; Anthony Gaeta, Jr. <tonygaeta@banklawnc.com> 
Sent: Sat Jan 30 13:40:44 2010 
Subject: Private Equity Panel for the Banking Institute 

Hi John and Ton?" - 

I’ve attached the draft of the program agenda for the Banking Institute. We’re hoping to have this up on the web early this week so that we can open online registrations. 

Can you confirm that Patricia Robinson and Joe Jiampietro will be participating? 

Also, I need email addresses for Patricia and Joe if thcy are participating. 
Could you confirm Ben Berry’s email address too? 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

[cid:part 1.05000507.02070002@email.unc.edu] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, David <David.Smifll@maiLhouse.gov> 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 5:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We are set - I will get in early Thursday evening 

David A Smith 

Chief Economist, House Financial Services Committee House of Representatives, Washington, DC, 20515 

202 226 3209-voice, 202 225 6580-fax, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Friday, March 15, 2013 3:28 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lm~ce M <maJrkos@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

Great summaxy Lissa. I really appreciate the information. I’m happy to meet on Monday before you meet with Bubba or at 1 p.m., whichever worlcs best for you two. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2013 3:20 PM 
To; Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
C¢; Miller, Beth; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 
Hi Vince -- We had a good meeting today and VII try to summarize the items that I think Beth, Bubba, and are united in overriding. Holden ix fine with whatever we 

decide and he understands our reservations about mud1 of this legislation. We should plan a call for Monday or Tuesday to finalize our institutional voting 

positions, f am in Charlotte directing programs on Wednesday through Friday, and in any event Wednesday is the final dat,-:~ for the ov,-:~rride, gubba and I have a 

fr,-_~et:ing at 1:00 on Monday. Maybe we could use that tifr,-_~ to finalize th~-_~se votes if t:hat worlds with your schedules. 

We heard today that the NCAA BOD is meeting by conference call tomorrow at noon to consider d~e RWG requests to reconsider 1I-.2 and :13--5-A. Notwithstanding 

[hat, d~e ACC schools that were unhappy with those proposals all said they stitl planned to cast an override vote. 

Other items we will want to address soon 

Feedback to the CAP on the proposed changes to initial eligibility 

Email comments to .Jean Frankel, the NCAA governance consultant, about our views on NCAA governance issues 

Overall comments on BWG package: 

Don’t like considering rule changes piece-meal (see below re :13-2 which has been tabled) 

Proposals don’t necessarily respond to a documented problem, but instead try to implement several broad principles that the membership may not agree 

wish such as 

a broad principle of "fair competition" which is designed according t:o t:he RWG to ’Y~-_~duce rul~-_~s that haw:_~ b~:_~et~ adopb:_~d to reguh~t~-_~ in institution"s 

potential financial advanl:ag~:_~s/’ Not sure t:he membership is in agreement with this fundamental principle Danger is that rew:_mue sports will suck 

up all the "potential financial advantages" in order to compete with others spending in particular areas and the losers will be the non-revenue 

sports programs, 

: "A broad principle of reducing the volume of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support the NCAA’s most enduring values." This is 

repeated as the mantra for almost all of the rules without any specifics, Not sure that all the rules it relates to our unenforceable or 

inconsequ~:_mtial. Also not sure what the NCAA~s most: enduring vah~es are, 

Principh:_~s--based regulation faih:_~d in the regulat:iot~ of financial institutions during the 2008 financial crisis and i1: is likely to me~-_d: the sam~-_~ fate here. 

No one has added up the potential costs of each of these proposals or the likely impact that the combination will have on a department’s budget. 

Some of the legislation is not consistent 

Forbidding in--person recruiting ew:_m though that’s a rule which seerns to penaliz~-_~ inst:itut:ions (like ours) that have proxirnity to other schools 

:~ Allowing entertainment coincident with practice instead of trying to figure out: ways to have st:udent-.athlet~:_~s better integrated into the student 

body. 

Items I think we agreed today UNC would vole to override and summary rationale: 

:[:1.-2 (all staff can recruit) - Not a good use of resources and will likely result in unfair competition, We supported at December meeting, but 1 think we understand 

b~:_d:ter now how some schools might: hire additional foll~s (former S--As, sports p~-_~rsonalities, etc.)to assist in recruiting, 

13-?, (unlimit:ed phon~:_~ and te:<t rnessag~:_~s) - Problem is not solved just: by taldng 1:1--2 .:_~ff t:he tabh:_~. This is intrusive on PSAs, detrimental to coaches’ work-.life 

balance, takes coaches away from spending tirne with exisdng S-As. If this is reconsidered, look at sport specific legislation and/or permitting this only during 

designated periods. Also, this needs to be considered in conjunction with I3-2 (which is currendy tabled) which permits earlier recruiting. We opposed at 

December meeting. 

:13-5-A (recruiting materials} - Resource and environmental issue. Keeping up with the Joneses will result in a lot of wasted printing that will not likely be read. In 

D~:_~c~:_m~ber w~-’_~ vot:ed in oppositi.:_~n t.:_~ :1.:-~-5--B., and said we preferred it t.:_~ :1.:-~-S--A, which was not even on th~-_~ table at t:hat time Our c.:_~aches preh:_med t:hat the rule 

stays the way it is in 13,41, in other words, there is no probh:_~m that needs addr~:_~ssing by new h:_~gish~tion. 

:1:1-3-B (no in-person scouting) ---Seems to deprive institutions of their natural advantage of location if that is conducive to in--person recruiting. Tape does not 

always capture what is going on in the entire [:iNd of play, We opposed at December meeting. 

:1.3-8 (PgAs working at camps and clinics) - concern here more for PgAs rather than for SAs. This might be a football-specific concern, but there are also concerns 

t:hat PSAs shouM be concentrating on academics and/or summ~:_~r school. We supported at December meeting. 

:1(5-5 (expanded definit:ion of a family rnember for benefits) -This could haw:, a big price tag. Think about how rnanv people might be att~-:mding a football banquet. 

We opposed in December (with the note that only FB and WBB support}. 

:16--6 (team entertainment in conjunction with practice or competition} ---Potentially big price tag. CoLdd further divide studenbathletes from the rest o[: the 

student body because S-As have no time to be students. Most concern was with the entertainment surrounding practice. We supported in December. 

WBB Recruiting Mode] 

20:13-:1- Th~-’_~ point was made that i[ :13-3 is overridden, this provision would st:ill perrnit unlirnited contact: for WBB IVlay worlds for MBB, but WBB may be different 

Division within WBB coaching ranks may be related t:o gender of coach. 

20:13-2 (on campus evaluations)--- medical expense and liability issues 

20:13-~ (summer access}- medical and liability issues 

Also discussed at the meeting but we did not indicate that we intended to vote for an override: 

:12.-2 (actual and necessary expenses} (we opposed this in Pecember) 

12-4 {earmark h.mds for PSA) (2 schools considering an override} and 

:16--7 (actual and necessary expenses and eliminating 48-hour rule) (3 schools considering override). 

At our December legislative meeting, we also opposed: 

:[:~-6 

:1.6-:3 

So, we need to tall~ about what else to include on our ow:,rride list~ whet:her to provide an explanation of our votes, and th~-_m get t:he w)t:es cast prior to March 2(,’., 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 



Sent; Friday, March 15, 2013 10:03 AM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 

Subject; FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A reminder... 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent; Friday, March 08, 2013 2:06 PM 

To-" Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject-" N: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

I believe we should go ahead with the override on all 3 (l 1-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) and have serious discussion at ACC meetings on March 15 regarding an oven-ide of 

the other three (13- 8, 16-6 and 16-7). Managing public perception and support for President Emmert and the members of the board should not be our primau 

concern. Our primaxy concern should remain our students and the long-tenn health of intercollegiate athletics. 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto: mburgemeister@theacc.orq] 

Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:43 AM 

To-" Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell; Bret Cowley; Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead; Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gunderman; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot 

(brandi~queriDot@bc~edu); Carly Pariseau (carly~Ral’jseaL!@bc~edu); Amanda Gray (aq[ay3@c!emson~edu); Brad Woody(cbwoody@clemsQn~edu); Stephanie Ellison 

(.s__a___e_JJ_[_s__@__c_J__e___ro__s__O__L~_&c_!_u_,); Andy Campbell (._w___c__a__t_n_£__b__2__@__c_!_e_._t_n___s__o___n_,__e__d___u_); Cindy Hartmann (_c__h___a__~__m___a__n__0_@_d__u___a__a__&[_u___k__e_:__e__cJ__u_); Niesha Campbell (0_c___a___m__p___b__e_._[[_@__d___u___a__a__:_d___u___k__e_,__e__d___u_); Sarah Heifer 

(shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Derek Gwinn; Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edu); Casey East; JimCurry (imcurry@fsu.edu); Tasha Fisher; Vanessa Fuchs(vfuchs@fsu.edu); TomTimmermans            @gmail.com); Lance 

Markos;                  ; Dan Raben (d__,r__a___b__e_._tLl_@___r0_j_a__[_n__[,__e__d___u_); Deborah Foley (_d__f__o_J__e_y_@t_n_j__a___r0_L_e__d___u_); TonyHernandez (t__h___er__n___a__n___d___e__z__,@_~_~!__a___m__!,__e__d___u_); Brett Luy 

(bdlll~a)my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; CarrieDoyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson; JasonGreco; Julie Mallette; Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford; Jill Bodensteiner; Chris James (cm]ame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlease Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman 

Frazier; Jamie Nullin; Dr. Louis Marcocda; Brad CC Hostetter; Katie Koone; Shamaree Brown; CodyGambler (cgambler@umd.edu); Kdsti Giddings; Nathew Franck 

(ELf_t~a__[Lc__k__,@__u___m___d__=_e__c_!_u_,); Erin Moran(e_,___m__g_r__a___n__2__@__u____m_j__a___r0_L_e__d___u_); Lance Narkos; Paul Pogge;             ; Tom Timmermans; Art Markos (La__t_n___@_v_j_(g[_n__[_a_,__e__d___u_); EricBaumgartner 

(emb8p@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslavis@virginia.edu); Heather LaFon; Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparker@vt.edu); Seth Barwick; 37 -0500 

Subject" FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, :1.3-3 and 13-5-A 

Hi all, 

For those who haven’t yet seen it, please read below for new information regarding a few RWG proposals. 

t~d~Y We will continue to provide updates as they become available. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Matt 

From-" Hostetter, Brad 

Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 4:45 PN 

Subject: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and :t3-5-A 

AU 
Below is ml article stunmazizing the Rules Working Group’s recommendation to the Board of Directors on the three proposals we discussed last week. We will continue 
the discussion next Friday- but, in the meantime, I thought you’d find this helpful. Tomorrow, I expect to send materials via email for that 8-10 a.m. portion of the meeting 
next week. 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend recruiting-related proposals 
Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA.oFg 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the Division I Board of Directors modify two proposals adopted in January to make the 

rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. The B~N ~e~ M~ 2 i~ !~ia~aoNi~ 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently expressed concern about the possible adverse impact the changes would have on college 

coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on prospects and their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm prospects, college coaches and athletics 

department budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the membership throughout this process," said Tulsa President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the 

Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and their 

institutions. We believe that, with the help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate outcome." 

Board ~hai~ [’4~tha~ H~#h p~i#~ ~ ’,N~ke E#re~t ~id ~h~ B#~rd ~embe(~ ,~vi!! ~v.i~ th~ R#!~ £*7o~Ei~g G##~ p ~ (e~#~a~i~ ~ ~h~i~ ~,.4~,, 2 ~e~i~. 

"1 believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great deference to the Rules Working Group. I have confidence in their ability to develop 

appropriate solutions," Hatch said. 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for their willingness to collaborate with the membership when it became clear that many had 

concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 look forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board" 

The working group members will recommend: 

Prop. No. RWG-1 1-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that must be performed only be a head or assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate 

modifications can be made. The concept will be considered as the membership ponders its approach to non-coaching personnel. 

Prop No RWG-13-5-A. which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects other than general correspondence, be suspended to allow for a broader discussion of 

the rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No RWG-1 1-2, members felt that action addressed many of the concerns with Prop. No RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions 

governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication 

Suspending RWG-1 1-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting prospects an unlimited number of times. When it initially proposed the 

rule change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing 



difficulty of distinguishing between text messages, email and messages sent through social media¯ The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the 

shoulders of compliance administrators¯ 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting process and that the rule will encourage increasingly 

technology-sawy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them 

Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from 

late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in February¯ Given this, the practical impact of RWG-1 3-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few 

additional months¯ 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, 

Facebook), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation¯ 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and all feedback has been positive¯ Believing some of the concerns have 

been allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take action to modify RWG-1 3-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized¯ 

As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-1 3-3 will undergo a review after two years 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or any other proposals adopted in January through the override process A!~b~b ~b~ B#~rd 

h asP!edgedtereviewSbee h~ ~epesalsat!~sMa~2mee~! e(e#eipte~ ~e~iderequestSw~u!d~Ni ha emm!~mea~ ! 125e~e~(i equestsa~erecei~edbY~be 

Brad Hostetter 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Compliance/Govema:nce/Human Resources 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Email: bhostetter(a)theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

:: ~:.:2 :: cid:image003.png@01CE1B53 15102C20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:25 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rules Working Group 

Thanks Lissa. I’ll add 2013-2 and 2013-3. Any consensus on 16-3? I believe we voted against it in December because many such things can be accommodated 

through the use of SAF. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:21 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningharn, Bubba 
Co: Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group 

Hi Vince .-- 

On Friday we also h~dicated that we ~,ould vote for an override on 

WBK 2013--2 
WBK 2013-3 
On the theory that there were potential medical expense and fiability issues. 

One other proposal that you may want to look at is 16-3 (which we opposed at our’ December legislative rneetin[). It permits an institution, conference or the 

NCAA to finance other academic support career counseling or personal development services that support SAs. Hard to object to in theory, but could be another 

arms race, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:16 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group 

Bubba and Lissa, 

Based upon our conversation this afternoon, it is my undeBta~ding that we’ve agreed to cast an override vote for the lbllowing: 

RWG 11-2 

RWG 11-3-B 

RWG 12-2 

RWG 12-4 

RWG 13-3 

RWG 13-5-A 

RWG 13-8 

RWG 16-5 

RWG 16-6 

RWG 16-7 

WBK2013-1 

If I’ve missed rely proposal that either of you believe we should add to the list above, please let me know. If not, I will ensure that our votes are cast accordingly. 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universi~ of Nollh Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

i.X.i cid: JLSGBXVl EM 
KZ.IMAGE 27.jp 
g 
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From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 3:20 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningharn, Bubba 

Cc: Miller, Beth; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 
Hi Vince --- We had a good meeting today and I’ll try to summarize the items that I think Beth, Bubba, and I are united in overriding~ Holden is fine with ~,hatever we 

decide and he urlderstat~ds our reserw~:ions about much of this h:,gisla~:ion. We should pbn a call for Monday or Tuesday 1:i) finalize our ms~:itutional w:~ting 

positions, f am in Charlotte directing programs on Wednesday through Friday, and in any event Wednesday is the final date for the ow-:~rride. Bubba and [ have a 

meedng at 1:00 on Monday. Maybe we could use that time to finalize these votes it: that works with your schedules. 

We heard today that the NCAA BOD is meeting by conference call tomorrow at noon to consider the RWG requests to reconsider 11-.2 and 13--5-A. Notwithstanding 

that, the ACC schools that were unhappy with those proposa]s all said they sti]l planned to cast an override vote. 

Other items we will want to address soon 

Feedback to the CAP on the proposed changes to initial eligibility 

Email comments to .Jean Frankel, the NCAA governance consultant, about our views on NCAA governance issues 

Overall comments on RWG package: 

Don’t like considering rule changes piece-meal (see below re 13-2 which has been tabled) 

Proposals don’t necessarily respond to a documented problem, but instead try to implement several broad principles that the membership may not agree 

wish such as 

a broad principle of "fair competition" whk:h is designed acc.:_~rding ~:o ~:he ~W(~ 1:i) "reduce rules that haw:_~ been adopted 1:o reguJate in institutiorr’s 



potential financial advantages/’ Not sure the membership is in agreement with thi; fundamental principle. Danger i; that revenue %~orts will suck 

Lap all the "potential financial advantages" in order to compete with others spending in particular areas and the losers will be the non-revenue 

sports programs. 

:: "A broad principle of reducing the vokm~e of unenforceable and inconsequential rules that fail to support the NCAA’s most enduring valuesY This is 

repeated as the mantra for almost all of the rules without any specifics. Not sure that all the rules it relates to our unenforceable or 

inconsequential. Abo not sure what the NCAA~s mos~: enduring vak~es are, 

Principle;--based regulation failed in the regular:ion of financial instit:utions during the 2008 finam:ial crHis and it is likely to meet the same fate here. 

No one ha; added up the potential costs of each of these propo;al; or t~qe likely impact that the combination will have on a department’s budget. 

Some of the legislation is not consistent 

Forbidding in-person recruiting even though that’s a rule which seems to penalize ins~:itul:ions (like ours) that have proximity to other schooH 

:) Allowing enter~:ainment coincident wH:h practice instead of trying to figure ou~: way; to have s~:udent-.athlete; better integn~ted into the student 

body. 

Items I think we agreed today UNC would vole to override and summary rationale: 

:[:1-2 (all staff can recruit) - Not a good use of resources and will likely result in unfair competition. We supported at December meeting, but 1 think we understand 

better now how some schooH mighl: hire additional folks (former S..As, ;ports per;onalities, etc.) to assist in recruiting. 

13-3 (unlimH:ed phone and te’,<t message;) - Problem is m)t solved jusl: b,/taking 1:1--2 off ~:he table. This is intrusive on PSAs, detrimental to coache¢ work-life 

balance, takes coaches away from spending time with exisdng S--As~ If this is reconsidered, look at sport specific legislation and/or permitting this only during 

designated periods. Also, this needs to be considered in conjunction with I3-2 (which is currendy tabled) which permits earlier recruiting. We opposed at 

December meeting~ 

:13-5-A (recruiting materials) - Resource and environmental issue. Keeping up with the Joneses will result in a lot of wasted printing that will not likely be read. In 

December we vo[:ed in opposition to :1.:-~-5--B and said we preferred it to :1:-~-S--A, which wa; not even on the tame at ~:hat time. Our coaches preferred ~:hat the rule 

stays the way it is in 13,4.1. h’F other words, there is no pr.:_~blem that needs addre;sing by new legislation. 

:1:1-3-B (no in-person scouting) ---Seems to deprive institutions of their natural advantage of location if that is conducive to in--person recruiting. Tape does not 

always capture what is going on in the entire find of play. We opposed at December meeting. 

:13-8 (PSAs working at camps and clinics) ---concern here more for PSAs rather than for SAs~ This might be a football-specific concern, but there are also concerns 

that PSA~.~ sho.El(] be concentrating on academics and/or summer ;chool. We 3upported at December meeting. 

:16-5 (e×panded de~ini~:ion of a family member for benefits) -This (:ouk~ have a big price tag. Think about how many people might be attending a football banquet. 

We opposed in December (with the note that only FB and WBB support). 

:16.-6 (team et~tertainment in cot~junction with practice or competition} ---Potentially big price tag. Could further divide studenbathletes from the rest ot: the 

student body because S-As have no time to be students. Most concern was with the entertainment surrounding practice. We supported in December~ 

WBB Recruiting Model 

2Cd.3-:1-The point was made that i~ :13-3 is overridden, this provision would s~:ill permit unlimited contact: For Wgg. iVlay works for Mgg, but WBB may be differenL 

Divisk)n within WB8 coaching ranks may be related I:o gender of coach. 

20:13-2 (on campus evaluations)--- medical expense and liability issues 

20:13-?, (summer access}- medical and liability issues 

Also discussed at the meeting but we did not indicate that we intended to vote for an override: 

:12.-2 (actual and necessary expenses} (we opposed this in D.ecernber) 

12-4 (earmark funds for PSA) (2 schools considering an override) and 

:16-7 (actuaf and necessary expenses and eliminating 48-hour rule) (3 schools considering override). 

At our December legislative meeting, we also opposed: 

33-6 

:16-3 

So, we need to talk about what else to include on our override list~ whether to provide an explanation of our vote% and then get the w)tes cast prior to March 2(,’.. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Frora: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:03 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A reminder... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 23-3 and 13-5-A 

I believe we should go ahead with the ovemde on all 3 (l 1-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) and have serious discussion at ACC meetings on March 15 regarding an override of 

the other three (13- 8, 16-6 and 16-7). Managing public perception and suppolnt for President Emmert and the members of the board should not be our primary 

concern. Our primal, concern should remain our ffmdents and the long-term health of intercollegiate athletics. 

From: Matt gurgemeister [mailto: mburqemejster@the~.oNfl 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell; Bret Cowley; Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken 
(maitken@athletics.qatech.edu); Marquita Armstead; Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gunderman; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot 
(_b__r__a___n__d__Lgg__e__r_[L~_q_t_~_b___c_=_e_.__d___u~; Carly Pariseau (.c___a__r_[y=Ra__E!_s__e__a___u__@__b___c_=_e_.__d___u~; Amanda Gray (_a_gL_a_y__3_~_c_J__e___m___s__o__[Le__c_l_g~; Brad Woody(_c__b___w___o___o__c_l_y_@_c_Le__~_~_s__q_n__=_e_.__d___u~; Stephanie Ellison 
(saellis@ demson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@demson.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@ duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer 
(shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Derek Gwinn; Alex Dominato 
(ad~minato@f~M,edM); Casey East; JimCurry (im~M[ry@fs~,ecl~); Tasha Fisher; Vanessa Fuchs(vfuchs@fsM,~dM); TomTimmermans,            _~mail.com); Lance 
Markos;                  ; Dan Raben (_d_:_L_a__b___e__n__l_@tg_La___n__~j:__e__c_l_g); Deborah Foley (d__f___o_[_e_~_~E~_La__tg_Le_,__d__g.); TonyHernandez (_t__h__e_,_L_n__a__t:1d___e__z__@_tnLa____m_j_&c_!_u_.); Brett Luy 
(bdlll@mv.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; CarrieDoyle (carrie doyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson; JasonGreco; 3ulie Mallette; Michelle Lee 
(michelle._lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford; Jill Bodensteiner; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlease Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman 
Frazier; Jamie Mullin; Dr. Louis Marcocda; Brad CC Hostetter; Katie Koone; Shamaree Brown; CodyGambler (_c_g_a_E:1_b_Le__r__~__u_E:1d__=_e_,__d___u); Kristi Giddings; Mathew Franck 
(mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos; Paul Pogge;             ; Tom Timmermans; Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); EricBaumgartner 
(embBp@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslavis@virginia.edu); Heather LaFon; Bridget McSorley (mcsodbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparker@ vt.edu); Seth Barwick; 37 -0500 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 23-3 and 13-5-A 
Hi all, 
For those who haven’t yet seen it, please read below for new information regarding a few RWG proposals. 
[Oda~i We will continue to provide updates as they become available. Please let us know if you have any questions. 
Matt 

From: Hostetter, Brad 



Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 4:45 PM 

Subject" Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A]! 

Below is aal article summarizing the Rules Worldng Group’s recommendation to the Board of Directors on the three proposals we discussed last week. We will continue 

the discussion ne~ Friday but, in the meantime, I thought you’d find this helpful. Tomorrow, I expect to send materials via email for that 8-10 a.m. portion of the meeting 
next week. 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend recruiting-related proposals 
Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAAoFg 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the Division I Board of Directors modify two proposals adopted in January to make the 

rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success Th~ B~a~d ~ ~,4~y 2 i~ !~di~p~!i~ 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently expressed concern about the possible adverse impact the changes would have on college 

coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on prospects and their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm prospects, college coaches and athletics 

department budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the membership throughout this process," said Tulsa President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the 

Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and their 

institutions We believe that, with the help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate outcome" 

Board #h~i~ Na~h~ Hat#hi ~(~ide~t ~ Wak~ F##est ~ai~ ~h~ B#~## @~b~ ~i!! ~i~w~h~ R~N~ Wo#~i~g G~ ~ ~##m~d~ti#~ at thai( Ma£ 2 m~ti~g 

"1 believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great deference to the Rules Working Group. I have confidence in their ability to develop 

appropriate solutions," Hatch said. 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for their willingness to collaborate with the membership when it became clear that many had 

concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 look forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board." 

The working group members will recommend: 

Prop No RWG-11-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that must be performed only be a head or assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate 

modifications can be made The concept will be considered as the membership ponders its approach to non-coaching personnel. 

Prop. No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects other than general correspondence, be suspended to allow for a broader discussion of 

the rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No. RWG-1 I-2, members felt that action addressed many of the concerns with Prop. No. RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions 

governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting prospects an unlimited number of times When it initially proposed the 

rule change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing 

difficulty of distinguishing between text messages, email and messages sent through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the 

shoulders of compliance administrators. 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting process and that the rule will encourage increasingly 

technology-sawy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them 

Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from 

late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in February. Given this, the practical impact of RWG-13-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few 

additional months. 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, 

Facebook), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation. 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and all feedback has been positive. Believing some of the concerns have 

been allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take action to modify RWG-13-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized. 

As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-13-3 will undergo a review after two years 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or any other proposals adopted in January through the override process A!~h~qb ~b~ B#~rd 

h asP!edgedt~reviewSbes h~ [#p#salsat!~sMa~2~ee~! e(e#eipt~ ~e~[iderequestSw~u!d~Ni ha #~m!~m~a~ ! 125#~i equestsa[erec~i~edbY~b 

Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Corn pliance/Govemaaace/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter(a)theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 



Fax: 336-369-0065 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu.~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 12:25 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Moon, Ka~en B <karen moon@unc.edu-~; Renner, Joy J <Jot’ Renne@med.unc.edu~; 

Fanner, Stephen M <sthnner@admissions.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B 

<mike mcfarlaM@unc.edu> 

Cumfinghmn, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

RE: CNN 

The materiaJs May shared after her interview in 2010 consist of administrative documents from her time at ASPSA mostly regaJrding her work with the tutor 

program, supplemental instruction, mid English 100. They do not include research data or anaJysis of the kind described in her August 28, 2013 email to Lissa. 

It bears mention that Mat MaD’ submitted in 2010 mat’ be ditlbrent from what she later provided to Gov. Martin. I have no kilowledge of that second set of 

documents. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 11:22 AN 

To: Noon, Karen B; Renner, .loy .1; Farmer, Stephen M; Brown, Michelle; McFarland, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Dean, .lr., .lames W. 
Subject: RE: CNN 

Steve t(eadey confirmed that he could not find any data on the flash drive Mary gave him in the fall ef 2010, Most of the rnaterial it)ch.Eded on the flash drive relatect 

to training manuals for ASPSA tutors. 

Steve Farmer raised a question yesterday about bow we should respond to evew statement made by various individuals and g~oups. That may be worth further 

discussion. 

Debbie Clarke also said that she and Mary are meeting next week and had a long talk today. 

Lissa 

From: Noon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:10 AN 
To: Rennet, Joy J; Farmer, Stephen N; Brown, Nichelle; Broome, Lissa L; NcFadand, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: RE: CNN 

We absok~tely can share with other media outlets. Thanks for your quick feedback. 

Karen M .:>:_~ n 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 952-8595 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:09 AN 
To: Noon, Karen B; Farmer, Stephen N; Brown, Nichelle; Broome, Lissa L; McFarland, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: RE: CNN 
This is great inh:~rmation and w:,ry concise and clear. Can thi; reformation be ,.d~ared with .:_~l:hers or is it ~or the CNN response only? I know if ,.d~e u;e; it, it: is out 

there pubtidy but i[ would be nice for our own people here on campus to have some of this information. 

Jo~,J. Renn~_% M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh-ector 
University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hiii 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9.’66-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9.’66-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AM"Y NO"ICE: This ~_~--mail message, [nch.id[ng attachn-:ents, [f ang, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which [t is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Rny -----unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ origqnal m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~bli¢ Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, oh, !32}, Student educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:05 AN 
To: Farmer, Stephen N; Brown, Nichelle; Renner, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L; NcFarland, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: CNN 

This version includes edits from Steve and information from Michelle. 

Sara: I checked with Steve Farmer, the director of undergraduate admissions. You may attribute the admissions information below to him. 

In an email to Lissa Broome, Mary Willingham refers to scores on reading tests. I don’t know the tests to which she refers and have seen only the summary 

of the data that she has provided, not the data themselves, so I can’t comment on the accuracy of her data or her opinions about them. 

Ms. Willingham’s email also refers to placement thresholds employed by the North Carolina Community College System (NCCCS). The email doesn’t 

specify the thresholds; I’m assuming they’re the ones that NCCCS uses to place students in introductory English courses. Since these thresholds are 

available online, Vm glad to comment on where entering UNC-Chapel Hill students stand in relation to them. 

NCCCS uses multiple measures for placing students; those measures include high-school grade-point averages, results on standardized admissions tests, 

and scores on diagnostic tests administered by NCCCS. For the sake of simplicity, VII focus only on the thresholds that involve standardized admissions 

tests: either 500 on the SAT Critical Reading, 500 on the SAT Writing, 20 on the ACT Reading, or 18 on the ACT English. 

If a student achieves any of these scores, the student meets the threshold and is eligible for placement in any English course up to and including English 

111. If the student doesn’t meet any of these thresholds, the student may have to take an earlier English course to prepare for English 111. It is not clear to 

me from the placement standards published online that NCCCS considers students who place into an earlier English course to have earned something less 

than "full acceptance," in Ms. Willingham’s words, or that such students must delay "starting a course of study." 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 2012 included 62 students who did not meet this NCCS testing threshold. Of these 62 students, 39 were recruited 

student-athletes. Of these 39 recruited student-athletes, 17 were recruited by so-called "revenue" sports ( 



,; 22 were recruited by other sports. 

As of the start of the Fall 2013 semester, 90 percent of these students (91 percent of the non-athletes and 90 percent of the athletes) remain enrolled at 

the University, compared to 97 percent of all first-year students who entered in 2012. Among the athletes, the retention rate is 100 percent for the revenue 

sports and 82 percent for the non-revenue sports. 

The average cumulative GPA for all of these students, whether or not they remain enrolled at the University, is 2.49. The average for non-athletes is 2.$7; 

the average for recruited athletes is 2.44. Among the athletes, the average GPA for the revenue sports is 2.47, and the average for non-revenue sports 2.41. 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 2013 included 39 students who did not meet the this threshold. Of these 39 students, 28 were recruited student- 

athletes. Of these 28 recruited student-athletes, 13 were recruited by revenue sports and 15 by non-revenue sports. 

Regarding the learning specialists for student-athletes, I have checked with Michelle Brown, the director of the Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes. 

The ASPSA currently has 2 full-time learning specialists on staff who work more than 40 hours a week. We have additional staff members who are not full 

time but have training and experience as learning specialists or with reading and writing. In addition to the full time staff, we have 6 Assistant Learning 

Specialists (ALS) who work with the Learning Specialists. The ALSs work 20 hours a week. Four of the ALSs are graduate students in the Ph.D. program in the 

School of Education (3 in the School of Psychology and 1 in Curriculum and Instruction). The ALSs receive intensive training before the beginning of the 

academic year and then meet weekly for additional training. And, this year, we have increased training for Writing Tutors to include training sessions held 

twice a month. The training sessions for the ALS and Writing tutors are conducted by the Reading/Writing Learning Specialist. In addition, we have one 

Assistant Academic Counselor who works 20 hours a week (just returning after 6 weeks of personal medical leave) who has a learning specialist background 

(previously over 3 years of experience at two other universities) and one Assistant Academic Counselor who works a minimum of 20 hours a week who has 

a Master’s in Education and taught high school English for 2 years. 

Dr. Brown, who now reports directly to the Provost, says it would be beneficial to analyze the data for the student-athletes who are currently at UNC (2009- 

current) so that we can determine if the services and support that are being provided to these student-athletes are appropriate. The current undertaking of 

the ASPSA is to analyze current data alongside with implementing recommendations identified in the previous reports. We will continue to make 

adjustments to staffing and services without an endpoint since these reviews will be constant. At this time, an additional position is being created for an 

Associate Director within the ASPSA who is a learning specialist. 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

N&O Gmail <dkaxae@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 8:36 AM 

Daren Lucas < ~yahi~o.com> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Data 

Daren, 

I would certainly be interested in talking to that person if you wonld provide his or her contact info. 

I will contact that person ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

Stalt’Writer 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 1:22 AM, Daren Lucas < ~vahoo.com> wrote: 

Dan, I don’t recall discussing the past academic investigations but since you redirected there, I see where your interests lie. 

You might be interested to kilow that I talked to someone from another institution who was interviewed by CNN and provided them data and feedback 

on Mary’s as~rtions. This person is one of the most tenured and highly respected academic services proi~ssionals in the country. The t~edback this 

person provided but was omitted by CNN included the words "shoddy, anethical and not thorough". 

But then again, your redirection makes it clear you axe not advocating for accurate reseaxch jufft any nugget of ilffonnation to continue your agenda. Ceary 

on. 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 12:16 AM, "Kane, Dan" <dkane~,~newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Daren, 

Thanks tbr writing. I too would like to see MaD’ Willingham’s documentation, mad since Provost Dean and Lissa Broome are on this 

message, perhaps they would be interested in letting me see the records of interest on file with the athletic department, sans the names of the 

athletes. 

We apparently are talking about 183 students who were in a summer remedial program. The records would need to have names redacted, 

but then we would be able to see the test scores and get a sense of the reading levels. Since there arefft that many students in this cohort, it 

shouldn’t take that long to figure out where the rubber meets the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports what Willingham is saying. This s~tory for example speaks to the average GPAs of athletes 

who took English 100, which is the remedial class. The GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to a 2.5. Those grades were earned during the time of 

the no-show classes, and numerous records show the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes steered academically-challenged 

athletes, including tieshmen, into these classes. One has to wonder what their GPAs would have been like without those classes. 

That infonnafion waa given to tbmrer Gov. Jim MaNn for his investigation, but it did not end up in his report. I obtained it through a public 

records request. 

In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous requests for information that I think would help explain how this scandal started 

and how it spread among so many students. Some requests have been granted and the information has been ve~ telling. But others, such as 

the enrollments of athletes in the earliest lmown no-show classes have not. Why not disclose this information? After all, if there were no 

athletes in these classes, the universi~ conld authoritatively say the scandal did not start ruth athletics. That would seem to be an important 

point that the university would want to make. But so far it won’t make those records public. Perhaps the university would reconsider. 

Have a great weekend, 

Dan Kane 
Staff’Writer 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, daren lncas < 

Dan, 
~)vahoo.com > wrote: 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided to explore the UNC 



Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 
http://~ira~unc~edu/facts-and-figures/data-summaries-and-publicati~ns/previ~us-fact-b~~ks/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... (.1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history not 
some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift in admissions that has 
weeded out the vast majority of "at risk" students.....you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of students 
with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not 
eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total students 
with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the 
total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid she is a little late to 
the party. If she or you have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this group, then UNC has imposed a near 
self-distinction in the last 10 years. Someone should celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football 
program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is something than can be 
improved, a proper study would have included a period of remediation and subsequent retesting to determine 
improvement. 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, here is one: UNC has 
nearly 800 student-athletes succeeding in the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Dan Kane 
StaffWriter 
919-829-4861 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

N&O Gmail <~dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 9:39 AM 

Daren Lucas < ~yahoo.com> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Data 

Daren, 

Thank you for your reply. I hit reply all because I wanted everyone that you had invited into this conversation to know that I had responded. 

My job is to collect facts, assess them (often with an editor), and then produce a news story that accurately reports something our readers ought to know. 

The thcts are imtx~rtant, ~md yes I believe the early enrollment data could be very helpful, perhaps critical, in helping to understand how this scandal un[blded. 

If you do not want to identify the person who provided the critique to CNN, would you at least contact that person and let him or her decide whether he or she would 

want to talk with me? 

And from here ont I will just respond to you only. 

Thanks again, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 9:06 AM, Daren Lucas ~-~ 2~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dan, that would not be appropriate. I am sure you understand the nature of personul, private conversations. And I respectfully request that you do not 

attempt to identi~ and contact this person on your own and connect dots. 

Here is a wold of advice. You have printed a lot of conjecture the fast few years.....even presented more in your emails. ("One has to wonder...."). 

Because of your position and voice, that can put you in a position to be easy used by others with agendas. 

Mary’s work is woefully incomplete and not representative research......I can detect that and I don’t work in academics. Question is why are you basing 

so much on her? 

I would appreciate it if you omitted the university officials here and shaJced your insight into Mary’s work. I would love to see it. 

Daren 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 8:36 AM, N&O Gmail <dkane(~newsobsela~er.com> wrote: 

Da2en, 

I would certainly be interested in talking to that person if you would provide his or her contact inlb. 

I will contact that person ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 
Staff’Writer 

Sent from nry iPhone 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 1:22 AM, Daren Lucas - ?b~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dan, I don’t recall discussing the past academic investigations but since you redirected there, I see where your interests lie. 

You might be interested to know that I talked to someone from another institution who was interviewed by CNN and provided 

them data and feedback on Mary’s assertions. This person is one of the most tenured and highly respected academic services 

professionals in the country. The feedback this person provided but was omitted by CNN included the words "shod@, 

unethical and not thorough". 

But then again, your redirection makes it clear you are not advocating for accurate researeh jus~t any’ nugget of information to 

continue your agenda. Carry on. 



On Jan 11, 2014, at 12:16 AM, "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Thm~s for writing. I too would like to see Maxy Willinghmn’s documentalion, and since Provosl Dean and Lissa 
Bmome axe on this message, perhaps they would be interesled in letting me see the records of interest on file with 
the athletic depaflment, sans the names of the athletes. 

We apparently are talking about 183 studems who were in a summer remedial program. The records would need 
to have names redacted, but then we would be able to see the test scores and get a sense of the reading levels. 
Since them aren’t that many students in this cohort, it shouldn’t take that long to figure out where the rubber meets 
the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports Mint Willingham is swing. This stoU tbr exmnple speaks to the 
average GPAs of athletes who took English 100, which is the remedia] class. The GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to 
a 2.5. ’][’hose grades were earued during the time of the no-show classes, and numerous records show the 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes sleemd academically- challenged athletes, including fmshinen, 
into these classes. One has to wonder what their GPAs would have been like without those classes. 

That infornmtion was given to former Gov. Jim Martin for his investigatiork but it did not end up in his mix, ft. I 

obtained it through a public records request. 

In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous requests tbr intbm~ation that I think would help explain 
how this scandal started and how it spread among so many mtdents. Some requests have been granted and the 
inlbnnafion has been veW telling. But others, such as the enrollments of athletes in the earliest known no-show 
classes have not Why not di~lose this information? After all, if’them were no athletes in these classes, the 
university could authoritatively say the scandal did not stml with athletics. That would seem to be an important 
point that the universiW would want to make. But so far it won’t make those records public. Pedmps the university 
would reconsider. 

Have a groat weekend, 

Dan Kane 

Stalt’Writer 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, damn lucas < 

Dan, 
@yahoo,conl> wrote: 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided 
to explore the UNC Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 
http ://oira.unc.edu/facts-and-figures/data-summaries-and-publications/previous- 
fact-books/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of 
what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score 
below 800 .... (.1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 
248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment 
in UNC’s history not some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 
year systematic shift in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of "at risk" 
students.....you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 
800’s- 1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does 
not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. Again, in 2012, UNC 
admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The 
population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid 
she is a little late to the party. If she or you have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this 



group, then UNC has imposed a near self-distinction in the last 10 years. Someone should 
celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is 
something than can be improved, a proper study would have included a period of 
remediation and subsequent retesting to determine improvement. 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, 
here is one: UNC has nearly 800 student-athletes succeeding in the most competitive 
academic environment in UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Din1 Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

daren lucas < ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, January. 11, 2014 11:16 AM 

N&O Gmail <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Data 

Dan, I try not to parse people’s words like I’ve seen in your reporting but that second sentence is one of the most telling comments I have seen from a journalist in the last 20 
years. 

"My job is to collect facts, assess them (often with an editor), and then produce a news story that accurately reports something our readers ought to know." Thats our 
standard now? Accurately report "something". 

At least in 1987, when Claude Sitton entertained this then 22 year old in a debate over the place of athletics at UNC after the firing of Dick Crum, he claimed his watchdog 
approach was in the name of a higher responsibility he felt to the public. But I guess when your paper is purchased for $450M, that pesky thing called ROI gets in the way. 

From: N&O Gmail <dkane@newsobserver.com> 
To: Daren Lucas <          @yahoo.corn> 
Cc: "James_Dean@unc.edu" <James Dean@unc.edu>; "lbroome@email.unc.edu" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, January 11,2014 9:38 AM 
Subject: Re: UNC Data 

Daren, 

Thank you for your reply. I hit reply all because I wanted everyone that you had invited into this conversation to know that I had responded. 

My job is to collect facts, assess them (often with an editor), and then produce a news story that accurately reports something our readers ought to 
know. 

The facts are important, and yes I believe the early enrollment data could be very helpful, perhaps critical, in helping to understand how this scandal 
unfolded. 

If you do not want to identify the person who provided the critique to CNN, would you at least contact that person and let him or her decide whether 
he or she would want to talk with me? 

And from here out I will just respond ~o you only. 

Thanks again, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 11,2014, at 9:06 AM, Daren Lucas < @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dan, that would not be appropriate. I am sure you understand the nature of personal, private conversations. And I respectfully request 
that you do not attempt to identify and contact this person on your own and connect dots. 

Here is a word of advice. You have printed a lot of conjecture the fast few years.....even presented more in your emails. ("One has to 
wonder...."). Because of your position and voice, that can put you in a position to be easy used by others with agendas. 

Mary’s work is woefully incomplete and not representative research ...... I can detect that and I don’t work in academics. Question is why 
are you basing so much on her? 

I would appreciate it if you omitted the university officials here and shared your insight into Mary’s work. I would love to see it. 

Daren 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 11,2014, at 8:36 AM, N&O Gmail <dkane(Sb.newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Daren, 

I would certainly be interested in talking to that person if you would provide his or her contact info. 

I will contact that person ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 



Staff Writer 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 11,2014, at 1:22 AM, Daren Lucas, ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dan, I don’t recall discussing the past academic investigations but since you redirected there, I see where your 
interests lie. 

You might be interested to know that I talked to someone from another institution who was interviewed by CNN 
and provided them data and feedback on Mary’s assertions. This person is one of the most tenured and highly 
respected academic services professionals in the country. The feedback this person provided but was omitted 
by CNN included the words "shoddy, unethical and not thorough". 

But then again, your redirection makes it clear you are not advocating for accurate research just any nugget of 
information to continue your agenda. Carry on. 

On Jan 11,2014, at 12:16 AM, "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> wrote: 

DareR, 

Thanks for writing. I too would like to see Mary VVillingham’s documentation, and since Provost 
Dean and Lissa Broome are on this message, perhaps they would be interested in letting me see 
the records of interest on file with the athletic department, sans the names of the athletes. 

We apparently are talking about 183 students who were in a summer remedial program. The 
records would need to have names redacted, but then we would be able to see the test scores and 
get a sense of the reading levels. Since there aren’t that many students in this cohort, it shouldn’t 
take that long to figure out where the rubber meets the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports what Willingham is saying. This story for example 
speaks to the average GPAs of athletes who took English 100, which is the remedial class. The 
GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to a 2.5. Those grades were earned during the time of the no-show 
classes, and numerous records show the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes steered 
academically-challenged athletes, including freshmen, into these classes. One has to wonder what 
their GPAs would have been like without those classes. 

That information was given to former Gov. Jim Martin for his investigation, but it did not end up in his 
report. I obtained it through a public records request. 

In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous requests for information that I think would 
help explain how this scandal started and how it spread among so many students. Some requests 
have been granted and the information has been very telling. But others, such as the enrollments of 
athletes in the earliest known no-show classes have not. V~qy not disclose this information? After all, 
if there were no athletes in these classes, the university could authoritatively say the scandal did not 
start with athletics. That would seem to be an important point that the university would want to make. 
But so far it won’t make those records public. Perhaps the university would reconsider. 

Have a great weekend, 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, daren lucas 

Dan, 
~.yahoo.com> wrote: 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided 
to explore the UNC Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 
http://oira.unc.edu/facts-and-figures/data-summaries-and-publications/previous- 
fact-books/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of 
what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score 
below 800 .... (.1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 199& 



- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 
248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment 
in UNC’s history not some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 
year systematic shift in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of "at risk’’ 
students.....you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 
800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does 
not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these student& Again, in 2012, UNC 
admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The 
population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid 
she is a little late to the party. If she or you have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this 
group, then UNC has imposed a near self-distinction in the last 10 years. Someone should 
celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is 
something than can be improved, a proper study would have included a period of 
remediation and subsequent retesting to determine improvement. 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, 
here is one: UNC has nearly 800 student-athletes succeeding in the most competitive 
academic environment in UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Daren Lucas 

m 

Dan Kane 
Staff Writer 
919-829-4861 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke- @gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Working Group Mtg Friday Jan 24 2-3:30pm 

Hi Lissa~ I believe you were oat at the last meeting, wanted to see if you’d had a chance to do this (see #2).Thanks, 

Debbi 

A few follow-up notes regarding our last meeting on Jan 6th: 

1. Priority Registration Advisory Committee 
Andy has followed up with me with thNmr intbrmation regarding the histo~ of the PRAC and I had a productive discussion with Chris Derick~n 

(Registrar) regasding the Working Group’s recommendations (see below). He and the Education Policy Committee look forward to considering these 

options. 

¯ The Priority Registration process should remain fair and transparent for all student groups that apply. 

¯ It is important to note that the Educational Policy Committee has confirmed that Priority Registration for student-athletes does not 

a preclude other students from taking certain courses, it only allows more flexibility for student-athletes to take courses within their very rigid weekly schedules 

b result in clustering by student-athletes in specific courses 

¯ The Priority Registration application process for recurring student groups, such as intercollegiate teams, is cumbersome. The %%rking Group recommends looking at 

ways to streamline this process (e.g., PRAC could be given a list of groups that were approved last year and are requesting the same treatment this year for the same 

reasons). 

¯ Often the ’scarce resource’ made available via Priority Registration is not a specific course per se, but instead is a specific section of a course, lab or recitation that is 

offered during a time that is compatible with a team’s practice schedule or other obligations. 

a. It might be helpful to have some process of feedback to departments to see if key classes could be scheduled at times when priority registration students can take 

them. Departments may not know of such specific needs. 

b. It might be helpful to recognize the possibility that an academic advisor could contact a facu|ty member or department to request that a specific student he 

enrolled in a specific class in the event of documented need. 

The Working Group would like to see Priority Registration made available to student-athletes during their first semester at UNC and for student-athletes who attend 

summer session. Student-athletes have specific need for priority registration when they first arrive on campus. Further, a large number of student-athletes attend 

summer session throughout their time at UNC as part of a strategy to better manage the demands of their academic and athletic schedules. 

2. Llssa was going to follow up and find out if the recommendations in the BOG Academic Review Panel (Feb 2013) apply system-wide or to UNC 
oIlly, tlttp://www.mtc.edu/news/12iTHE-REPORT-OF-THE-UNC-BOG-ACADADEMIC-REVIEW-PANEL-2 7 13.pdf 

3. Bubba has connected me with several ADs at universities comparable to UNC to discuss academic pre-screening, processes oftransitioning studeut- 
athletes to an academically rigorous cmnpus, and priority regifftrafion. And I will be happy to discuss other topics if the Working Group needs that 
information. Please let me kilow. 

4. Our next processes to discuss after 1.0 Recruiting are 7.0 Academic Support for Stttdeut Athletes and 8.0 Faculty- Relations and Governance. 

And finally, there are some news items that were released this evening regaacding the claims that Mary Willingham has made about student-athleteg 
reading levels. As you all probably know, Cayol Folt, Jim Dean and Steve Farmer presented facts regarding Mary’s claims at Friday aflemoon’s Faculty 
Comacil meeting: 
http://www.newsobserver.com/2014/01 / 17/3542148iunc-leaders- say- mary- willinghams.html 

h~tp://uncnews.unc edu/2~ ~ d/~ ~/ ~ 7/unc-chape~-~61~-~eaders-share-~acts-w~1~i1~gham~-dataset-~ndi~gs/ 

h ttp://uncnews.mlc.edu/20 14/01/16/97-unc-student-8~h~etes-meet-cm~-re8ding-skills-thresh~d-8-yem‘-8d~rdssi~ns-mm~ysis-questi~ns-claims-netw~rk-news-st~ry/ 

Bubba Cunningham also spoke with ESPN: 
http://espn.go.com/college- sports’story/ iid/10306834/north- camlina-taac- heels-invesligating- athlete- literacy- claims- chancellor- says 

I hope you all have a nice weekend. As ever, please let me kilow if you have any questions, comments, concerns, etc. 
All my best, 
Debbi 

mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -q ~@gmail.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 9:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Call on Friday 

FYI 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Debbi Clarke < kbgmail.com> 
Date: April 4, 2014 at 8:57:34 PM EDT 

To: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <bubbac@email. unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Call on Friday 

Bubba, Thank you. I can put the one-time transfer exception policy/6th yr proposal on the agenda and we can discuss at Tuesday’s Working Group mtg. 

Or we can discuss on May 1 at our next mtg. Whatever yon prefer. 

Thales, 

Debbi 

mobile 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 5:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you tbr the summaries. 

I am copying Debbi Clarke on this email so that we may add this to the agenda for academic working group. 

These decisions or recommendations from the conference level need to be considered campus rode beyond the athletic department. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 4, 2014, at 12:27 PM, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

(~ood A[[er]l.:_~or~ - 

The only follow-up I would add is r~-:Jative t:o t:he transfer issue. 

There is clearly frustration with the current NCAA process as iL relates to the inconsistency with waivers o[: d~e one-.tin~e 

transfer exception. This proposal seems like an attempt to address those frustrations. However, I’m not sure that adding a 

sixth year of eligibility is the appropriate solution. As Lissa noted below, on our campus, we do not have anywhere to put a 

stud~-:mt-athlete academically in their sixt:h year unless tb-:~re ape graduate school caliber stud~-:mts. We already st:ruggh:, with 

student.-attflet:es in their fifl:h year b:_~cause we do not permit student-.athlet~:_~; to pursu~-:~ a mcond baccalaureab:_~ degree. In 

addition, dis seems like a departure from the goal of graduating student--adfletes in 4 or 4.5 years. It seems that this could 

lead to manipubdon of a student--adJetes academic progression Lo delay graduation --- especially with d~ose student- 

athletes who may be able to use a season of eligibility in their 6ti~ academic year of enrollment, but are not strong enough 

stud~?t~ts for a graduate program. 

While Men’s BaskeLbalf is supportive o1: the concept, how often do we studenL-athletes who compete at our level stay long 

enough to utilize a fourth OF fifth (noL to rT~ention sixth) season of competition? ] believe Lhey support the legislation 

because they perceive the waiver process to be unfair. 

If I hear any additional insight from the Athletics Compliance community ] will certainly share it with the group. Please let 

m e k n ow i [ yo u h a ~ e a r~ y a d d i [:i ot~ a I q u e s [:i o r~ s. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9(’;2-.7853 

Fax: {919) 962-g002 
_m_ _ _ _v_ _a_ _ _n_ _ &e_ !_ _d_ _ _e_ _r_ _ _ _@_ _ _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . 

I=rom: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 :[2:/.6 PM 
To" Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
¢c-" Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Call on Friday 

l.issa and Bubba, 

The ACC con[er~-:mce call today was rebtiw-:Jy short and painless. Everyone stayed with their pre~ious votes exc~-:q:~t for the 

t:otlowing: 

2013-31--A and 2013-31-8 Notre Dame from abstain to oppose and Pit[ from abstain to support 

A vote was taken on the recommendation from the Leadership Council Transfer Subcommittee. The vote was 4.-7-4., I 

abstained, but if you would like to change the vote, )~st contact Brad or Matt at the ACC prior to April :].6..,.the Leadership 



C:ouncil meets April 1(%17 

The Football Recruiting Subcommittee’s proposal to provide up to two additional complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete was supported unanimously. 

Marielle was also on the call and may want to give further insight~ 

Thanks, 

"~ B e t h 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 8:00 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba 

Co: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: Call on Friday 

Hi Bubba and Beth-I will not be on the call on Friday. I am in Charlotte for programs sponsored by the Center for Banking 

and Finance at which I need to be present. 

Here’s an update on our legislative positions, although I understand that you might hear something on the call that moves 

you to change our thinking and our vote. 

2013-17- Support 

2013-19 Oppose unless it is modified to permit film study and meetings during this time period. We already take too much 

of a student-athlete’s time and this is just being inefficient and will result in more time away from other activities. 

2013-20- We support although many other institutions oppose. Based on our review of other schools’ drug policies this 

summer, this seems a little strange since most of them did not have as severe a first-strike penalty. 

2013-31-A and 2013-31B - We oppose both of them. There is a significant budget impact here that no one has tried to 

quantify. A would be less expensive than B, but we should not fall into the trap of having it sound like we support A just 

because it is less problematic than B. Is there evidence/data about a big problem in this area? is there a better way to 

address any problem that has been identified than these proposals? 

Rowing Proposal re ACC Championship -Support. Additional expense out of our rowing budget this year, but the 

Conference will build this into its budget for next year. 

Leadership Council Transfer Subcommittee 

I believe Marielle told me that football, men’s and women’s basketball like this, primarily because they think the current 

transfer rules are being unevenly applied to permit some students to play right away. After discussing this with Marielle, I 

think there are significant concerns with moving forward with this: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->What might the GSR and APR implications be (for the school from which the 

student is transferring) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->We don’t allow second undergraduate degrees at UNC, so is a 6th year of 

undergraduate study even an option here. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->ls there a different way to solve the current problem which I take to be 

inconsistent results in allowing some but not others to play immediately? Can the waiver process be fixed? 

<[--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Or, could this somehow be tied to academics to allow the student to play 

immediately with a way of not penalizing the school the student left? 

In the graduate student case, some grad programs are only one year so having the student in a two-year grad program and 

playing the second year, may not make sense. 

Sorry I won’t be able to join you on the call. Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andreas Harrer <andreas.hasrer@jura.uni-augsbulg.de> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 9:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Re: Your s~y in Augsburg this summer 

De,arLissa, 

thank you so much for ?,our answer concerning the L~’C exchange students. 

In my opinion the best way to travel from Munich ‘airport to Augsburg is 
by shuttle sel~Ace We have good experiences with a company- called Kauke 
and I would be happy to organize this for you. Just let me know whether 
you want the "business shuttle". This would guarantee that you have your 
private driver and don’t have to wait for other passengers. This would 
cost ‘around � 67. 

Please ,also give me the flight 
numbers. This guarantees that the shuttle will get to the correct 
terminal on time 

Thank you ‘and best wishes, 
Andreas 

Am 1805.2011 17:26, schrieb Broome, Lissa L: 
> Hi Andre,as -- Thanks for the el:nail I will be ‘arriving in Munich on June 19 at 8:50 a.m. I would appreciate your ‘advice on the best way to travel to Augsburg that day. 
> 
> We will be happy to pay any additional charge for 4 people to stay in the apartment. 
> 

> We will all depart from Munich together on July 8 at 12:15 p.m. 
> 

> I will see if I can learn why none of our students have signed up from the program I have talked with several who ‘attended last year and had a wonderful time. My guess is that it is 
economic pressures that ‘are discouraging students from international tr,ave[. 
> 

> Thanks for all you are doing to help make our visit go smoothly. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Liss,a L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Bunking Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> 12NC School of]Law 

> C13#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.9627066 
> http://www.lawunc.edu/centers/b,ankin~ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~amdreas Harrer [mailto:andreas.hat~cerl~iura.uni-augsburg.de] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 10:29 AM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: Your stay in Augsburg this surmner 
> 

> Dear Professor Broome, 
> 

> I hope this email finds you well and your preparations for your stay in 
> Augsburg are on its way. 
> 

> I have talked to the person who is responsible for the apartlnents again. 
> As I have already told you we have booked the biggest appartlnent for 
> you, which has 1 bedroom with 2 nomlals beds and 1 bedroom with 2 beds 
> for children. It is absolutely no problem to get an extra normal bed. He 
> just has to know when your mother in law will be there. It is maybe 
> possible that they charge for the 4th person a little fee, but I am 
> still negotiating about this and right now it looks pretty good. 
> 

> Professor Moellers and I heard last week that UNC is not sending an?’ 
> students to Augsburg this summer. This is velT sad and I just wanted to 
> ask you what the reason could be. Do you think it is possible to 
> persuade some of your students? In the last years the UNC students did 
> velT well at the summer school and we would be more than h,appy to 
> welcome them in Augsburg. 
> 

> With my velT best wishes, 
> 

> Andreas H,arrer 
> 

> 

> 



mit freundlichen Gr~Ben 

Andreas Harrer 
- Dipl. iur. oec. univ. - 
- Wiss Mitarbeiter / Academic Assistant - 

Professor Dr. Thomas M.J. M~511ers 
Lehrstuhl f~ B~i~rgerliches Recht, Wirtschaftsrecht, Europarecht, 
Internationales Privatrecht und Rechtsvergleichung 
Jean-Monnet-Chair for Corporate, Capital Market & Competition Law 
Managing Director of the 
Center for European Legal Studies (CELOS) 

Universit~t Augsburg 

Umversit~itsstraBe 24 

I)-86159 Augsburg 

Teldon:    ~49 (0)821 598 4658 
Fax:    ~49 (0)821 5984517 
Emai[: andreas harrer@ura uni-augsb urg de 
Intemet: www thomas-moellers de 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday .... 5:25 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you and a Hapw New Year! 

Dear Professor, 

unfortunately, I didn’t have the possibilty to say good-bye personally as the exam for international students was scheduled in another room. 

I wanted to thank you for your support throughout the whole course. I enjoyed the classes since your good preparation, your expertise and your "real-"working life experience 
made it a very interesting course. My acquired knowledge about the American banking regulation allowed me not only to enlarge my horizont to another system but will also 
help me during my next internship in the ECB in the deparment of banking regulation. 

Even though Banking Law was the course I had to put the most effort in, I’ll definitely recommend the class to the following students coming from University. 

I wish you all the best for the future! 

Thank you so much and kind regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmoslell@emailamc.edu~ 

Thursday,            12:56 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.e&P 

Sessoms, Sharon R <sr~ssom@emaJl.unc.edtv~; Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.ed~ 

RE: Ba~dng Law - Law    - Fall 

L)e3r 

Having received permission from Prof. Broorne you have permission to take Law assuming space is available when classes begin. 

Prof. Mostel~er 

From: [mailto:. @kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:27 AM 

To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 

Subject: Banking Law- Law    - Fall 

Hi Dean Mosteller, 

I was referred to you after speaking with Professor Broome and Sharon Sessoms. My name is and I am a rising 2nd year in the MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler and I am 

very interested in enrolling in Law     if that is possible. The past few years I worked in an Investment Research group in an Investment Consulting firm, and this summer I will be 

interning in Wells Fargo’s Investment Bank, specifically in the Financial Institutions Group. As a result, I am extremely interested in learning more about the legal and regulatory 

environment regarding financial service firms, as well as gaining a better understanding of banks and their products in an effort to help supplement my previous professional 

experience and what I have learned thus far at Kenan-Flagler. I have already received approval from Professor Broome and Sharon Sessoms confirmed that there is space for my 

enrollment, and I was looking to see if you would be able to approve my desire to take this course. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have, or stop by the law school 

to meet with you if you would like. 

Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Re~ards. 

.... MBA Candidate, Class of .... UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

~,__k__e__n___a__n__:tj_a_ .g j_e__[- __u _n___c_,_e___d_ ~ _ : ~_~,_k__e__[?_a___n__=f_j_a_.gj_e__L_u_._n__c__,_e__d__~. 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David H Weiser <david.h.weiser@amp£com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:49 AM 

’Tahyar, Margaret E. -,masgaret.tahyar@davlspolk.com ; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-> 

RE: Introductions/Your Casebook 

Thanks for the kind note~ Meg -- very high on the ordhlals of sincere flattery! 

Lissa -- I’d really enjoy connecting over the phone -- rny calendar is reasonabl ~ flexible this week and next -- please feel free to e-mail me with some date!time 

combinatiorr; that would worl~ for you 

R~-:~ga rds, 

David Ho ~’Veiser 
*,~!lliOF Vi!.’~? F’r~!si(ii;rli ~Hl(] AS.<iiSt~l[l[ @~!ll~!r~] Cou[]!s~?i 

@~!I:~r~ll @OU[I!S~!]:S ©rgu, rfizaiion 

©: $12.671.1788 
F: 612.6780081 
C: 
i ,’__~ ~_~_ ’_.’_L [ p_r_ ji_~.% .q__L~_r_ L1 
Ccrlnecl: witI~ us: Facebook i YouTube 
Arr!eriprise Financi~l 
! 099 Ameriprise Financial Center. H27/I’;’,9c~ 
blinrleapoiis, MN 55474 

From: Tahyar, Margaret E. [mailto:margaret.tahyar@davispolk.com] 
Senti Tuesday, June 04, 2013 9:28 AM 
To: ’lbroome@email.unc.edu’, Weiser, David H 
Subject= Introductions/Your Casebook 

Dear Lissa, 

I hope you are well. This ernail is to introduce you to David Weiser of AmeriprEse in Minneapolis who has just agreed to teach a banking law course at Hanfline and 

desires to use your casebook for his course. David is a very good friend and will be a wonderful adjunct for the students at Hamline. He has sent me the syllabus 

from the previous adjunct and it is not impressive and not helpful for a first timer like David. I instantly thought of you because I think the two of you would get 

along well and also because I saspe(:~: that you hav~:_~ very impressive syIlabi for pos~.~ible courses based on your casebool~. 

I hope that the two of you could talk by phone or emaiL No need to indbEde me. Lissa’s telephone nurnber is 919-96207056 and David’s is 612-67I-.178g. 

Best, Meg 

Margaret E. Tahya:r 
New York 

450 Lexington Avenue 

New York, NY 10017 

office: 212-450-4379 

mobile 

margarettahyar@davispol k.co m 

[ .~. _ .... ] 

Confidentiality Note: This email is from a practicing lawyer and is meant only for those to whom it is addressed. It very likely contains information that is privileged, confidential 
or otherwise protected from disclosure. If you have received this email by mistake, please don’t distribute, let me know and do the right thing by destroying the original 
message and all copies. 

****************************************************************************** "This message and any attachments are solely for the intended 

recipient and may contain con[identia] or privileged intbrmation. If you aJ~e not the intended recipient, aJly disclosure, copying, u~, or didaibution of the intbrmation 

included in this message and m~y attachments is prohibited. If you have received this commuNcation in error, please nofil}’ us by reply e-mail and immediately and 

permanently delete this mes~ge and any attachments. Thank you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Garner, Daniel <dgamer@nccob.gov> 

Wednesday, September 28, 2011 4:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you tbr speaking in my class and Thursday’s meeting 

Glad to do it, Hope we didn’t overstep our bounds or step on too many toes. Ray told me on the way over that he had not been back in a classroom setting like that 

since 1978; I gather that he enjoyed it~ I enjoyed visiting with the students at lunch: and I think theb- names were. Please pass along my 

thanl~s to them for joining us for lunch. 

Daniel Garner 
Exeeuliw." [.~,~gat Specialist 
NC Office. of 1he Commissioner of Banks 
4309 Mail Service Cenler 
Raleigh, NC 27699-4309 
dir~.~ct diak 919.-733-4662 
7h;a Message (including attactm~ants) is ;atended oniy t;er the ;dentified Rec~;aient(a) and may conCata #~!brn!attoa ~.hat b aoafldendal purauaat to N C G S §~ 53- 9~ 5.2..99 ! 53-244050(i) and 53..244120 
and/o~ is otherwise l.’.~;’v;leged ff ),’ed are ace the intended Rec~#ien~, Vod are herebv aotitied tha¢ aa); use aepy;ag or dis~4;,butien of ~h;a Message (;aciudb~g ad.actm!ea~a) is dnautt~ortked end prohf)#.ed If 
you have receiw;d ttik~ Message ,’a e~’re~’; please ae~i~/ ,~r*e Sonde,’ (dc~arner~)nceob.~ov.~ tmm~;d,’ate~i aad rhea de]ere ~he Message; uac/ading a# a#actimeats) 2era your computer 70 the ezra;at that tti/~ 
commt;n/aat~,n is not ot*~e:w;se privileged or ao~fide~daL it may be subject to t*~e No!~.i~ Ca! e;/na Pubiic Re.co!ds Law and mav be disc re, sod to th*ld pa,-t/ea the OP,)ce o1 ts~e Commissioner or Banks 
(OCOB) provides this emafl eah/ as a pub#a ae,*viae !t is not biading apO~ OCOB. a~d /t is ~et /a~.eaded as/e.’=Tai ad’.4::e since OCOB may net lawfi~I/y ~epteaeat prA/a~.e cidzens o,* eaddes in anv ma~!.er. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2011 2:50 PM 
To: Garner, Daniel; Grace, Raymond 
Ca: Smith, Jr., Joseph; Ford, Melanie 
Subject: Thank you for speaking in my class and Thursday’s meeting 
Hi Daniel and Ray - Great job on Monday. The class really enjoyed your presentation, as did I. I listened to it the recording yesterday. Thanks so much for sharing 

your expertise, interest, and passion with the class. It was good for them to see that people other than me get fired up about things like preemption! 

I think Ray, Joe, Melanie and I are scheduled to meet at your offices tomorrow (Thursday) at 2:00 to tall{ about the Bank Directors’ College for 2012. I’ve attached 

again for your use the compiled evaluations for the three sessions. 

See you soon. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

b..t.t..~..~j.Lw....w....w..~:h.w...:~y~n..~c..:~e...~...u..Lc.~n...Le..r.~b..~n.~.kJ..n..~ 

i~i 
Description: 

http://www.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 3:46 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Banking Law 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I really enjoyed your banking law class this semester. I’m so glad I decided to switch into it over the summer. I hope that banking law/finandal services law ends up becoming 
a part of my practice as I begin my career. 

On a related note, have you heard to Bloomberg story this week that the Fed lent $7.7 trillion to banks during the crisis? Do you know if the story is valid at all or if this money 
came via sec. 13(3) programs? If this report is true, this takes "too big to fail" to a whole new level! 

Thanks for the great semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 10:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Volcker Rule and Insurance Companies 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I was studying the post-GLBA insurance regulation in my outline, and it says insurance companies may invest in stock for their own portfolio in non-finandal businesses (1843 
(k)(4)(H)). Similarly, FHCs can invest in commercial companies in certain circumstances. I understand that was the state of the law after the GLBA was enacted, but are those 
activities still permitted in the wake of the Volcker Rule? The Volcker Rule prohibits a banking entity from engaging in prop trading, and it defines "banking entity" as "any 
insured depository institution..., any company that controls an insured depository institution, or that is treated as a bank holding company..., and any affiliate or subsidiary of 
such entity." 

I read this to mean that an FHC, a subsidiary of an FHC, or an insurance company (owned by an FHC) would fall within the definition of "banking entity" and, therefore, they 
are prohibited from prop trading. Can the insurance companies and FHCs still invest in stocks if they are not just selling in the near term to profit on short-term price 
movements (as provided in the definition of "trading account" Dodd-Frank 619(h)(6)). My takeaway is that the insurance companies and FHCs are "banking entities" subject to 
the Volcker Rule, but if they hold their equity investments for longer than "the near term" then those investments are not prohibited by the Volcker Rule’s prohibition of prop- 
trading. 

Am I interpreting these statutes correctly? I want to make sure I’m not leading myself down the wrong path in my studies. 

Thanks, and I hope you enjoyed the judicial ceremony yesterday. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:29 PM 

To: Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: questions 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I have a few questions. 

1. Is it okay for a bank to tie the products of an affiliate to the products of another affiliate? 
2. I also have a question regarding HHI. If a new HHI is deemed troublesome, does that automatically mean the government will prevent the merger? What happens if a 
merger is deemed troublesome under the bank regulatory guideline, but not under the DOJ!FTC guideline? 

Thank you for your help. 

Best, 

3D Candidate 
Executive Editor, Volume 
North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation 

~email.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, [ 0:22 PM 

To: Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: capital haircut 

Dear Professor Broome, 

Could you please explain why the capital haircut for Fin Subs is a bad thing? In other words, what are the benefits for being able to count certain investments as part of a 
bank’s capital? Does a higher capital somehow enable lesser regulation in some respects? Or do they want higher capital to make the balance sheets look good? Thanks for 
your help. 

Best, 

3D Candidate 
Executive Editor, Volume 
North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation 

@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Banking law questions 

Professor Broome, 

I have a few banldng law questions. 

Ques~dons: 

(1) Are the investment rules for national banks and slate member banks the same? What are the rules tbr state nonmember banks? 

(2) Outline indicates that ~mder the Volcker rule, banks are prohibited from investing in type III debt securities. Are investments in type I, II, and IV debt securities 

okay? 

(3) Is the OCC’s final role on preemption that you asked us to print consistent with the class notes on preemption, or is there some other important preemption 

implications? 

(my class notes indicate that the new regulation removes "obs~truct, impair or condition" language and uses the slaJldaacd that slate law is not preempted to extent it is 

consistent ruth Barnett decision) 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 12:23 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Volcker Rule Question 

Professor, 

When we were discussing Mr. Cammam’s remarks about the clawback of banking inves~tmeut power under the Volcker Rule we focused mofftly about the fact that 

Type III corporate debt investments would no longer permissible as the Proposed Rule was written. Do you have any insight about what the Rule means for Type IV 

mortgage backed securities investments? I could see limitations in this area being problematic for banks given the favorable risk weighting for investment grade MBSs. 

Thanks tbr a wonderful semester and your comments on my Jouma] Note, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, :50 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Question 

Dear Professor Broome, 
rve got a question on financial subsidiaries. Can financial subsidiaries do ’BHC activities abroad’? 
Th~nk vnu and have a great day. 

University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill 

Juris Doctor Candidate, Class of 
,.~live.unc.edu 

From: Lissa L Broome [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,.                12:39 PM 
Subject: Important Examination Info and Office Hours: LAW ,FALL 

For tJle exam, find the OCC’s final role on preemption as published in the Federal Register. [Hires: it is referenced in the update posted on Blackboard and it was 

published in the Fed. Reg. on           ). 

Print out pages 3-9 of the 21 page document as well as the changes made to 12 C.F.R. 7.4009 and 34.4. 

Read these, bring them wifl~ you to fl~e exam, mad be prepared tbr a question regarding "the OCC’s new standard for preemption. 

A revised outline for the course is now posted under Documents on Blackboard. 

Exmn Office Hourse 

Thursday, December 1: 10-11:30 

Monday, December 5:2-3:30 

Tuesday, December 6:1-2:30 

Wednesday, December 7:12:30-2:00 

Thursday. December 8: Exam 9-12 

You may email me with short questions: lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu 

Or call &tring office hours if it is not convenient tbr you to come in: 962-7066. 

Good luck on all of your exams and papers. 

Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

question 

Professor Broome, 

I have in my notes that Gar~St Germain provides that acting as an insurance underwriter or insurance agent is not closely related to banking Does this mean that a nonbank subsidiary of a 
BHC cannot act as an insurance agent while a bank subsidiary can? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Question - Banking Law 

Professor Broome, 

I have a note in the textbook that the sentence beginning with "Secondly" on page 458 is to qualified residential mortgages. QRI~’s are a subset of qualified mortgages, so the presumption 
of ability’ to repay applies to them as well, is that correct? Also, QRM’s are yet to be defined, but since the?’ cannot be defined any broader than QM, at a minimum, QRN% will meet the 
definition of QJ~f s Dodd-Frank set forth in § 1412 

Regards, 

~@live.unc.edu 

J.D. Candidate 

UNC School of Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

One More 

Trying to get this in before your office hours end-- 

I’m thinking about your comment re. putting mortgage lending in the national bank instead of an op sub (as a result of DFA overruling Watters). Is it b/c DF specifically says 
that op subs of national banks are to be subject to state law, whereas national banks would still get the benefit of preemption? (I will go back and look at 1044 carefully, but 
wanted to get this in before 2 PM.) 

Thanks! I’ve really enjoyed the class and the subject--too bad it’s a terrible time to become a banking lawyer! 

.].D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

~live.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 8:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Independem Study on Dodd-Frank 1073 and UCC 4A 

Great! Thank you so much. 

On Sun, 

LB 

at 1:20 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

- I’m happy to supervise m the Spring. 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:18 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Independent Study on Dodd-Frank 1073 and UCC 4A 

Professor Bfoome, 

Spring would definitely be fine ruth me if that would be okay with yon. Thanks so much. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 9:58 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~emaJl.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi      ---Vm sorry, but with reading and commenting on the bankingjournal papers in the fall, I don’t want to take on any more independent 

studies. I i~lr~-_~ady i~gre~-_~d to do one this fi~ll I might be able t:o do it in t:he spring, if that works for you. K:’s possible that Caroline Brown woukt be 

i n t:e r~-’_~st e d i n a n d kn owl ed g ea bl e a bo u t t hi s to p ic i f you n e ed t o fi n d a fall a d visor 

Best of luck, 

kissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finm~ce 

UNC School of Law 

CB#~,380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

(;h~peJ Hill., NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt p://www.law.u nc.ed u/centersiba n king 

Access my paper’~ on BSRN ~t:: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOldpg> 

From: @qmail.com [mailto: @qmail.coml On Behalf Of I 
Sent: Friday, 10:47 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" Independent Study on Dodd-Frank 1073 and UCC 4A 

Professor Broome, 

I hope your summer is going well! 

I wanted to ask you about tx~ssibly doing an independent study in "the fall regarding the CFPB’s final rule on remittance transtbrs (Subpart B of 

Regulation E) and its relationship with UCC 4A. The paper would focus on the CFPB’s new regulatoly role with Regulation E, the efl’ect on the market, 

and the role of the states in amending their UCC 4A- 108 provisions to avoid gap in regulatory, coverage. 

Thanks so much, 



University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

Publication Editor~ Nol~Lh Carolina BaNdng Inslimte Journal 

~emM.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 
Publication Editor, North Carolina BmMng Institute Joum~] 

~?email.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Atkinson, B.T. <Bt.Atkinson@BryanCave.eom> 

Thursday,                7:08 PM 

~live.une.edu> 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.une.edu>; Shumaker, Michael <Miehael.Shumaker@BryanCave.eom> 

FW: Bryan Cave Lawyers Briefing State Banking Associations on Basel III Proposals 

Ms. 

The comment letters being submitted by the ABA, ICBA, the various state banMng associations and indMdual institutions on or betbre the 
Oct. 22 deadline should give you an excellent perspective on the more controversial provisions tbr US Banks, especially those $50 billion in 
assets and below. Remember, the Basel committee is comprised of representatitves from each of the G-2o nations. Take a look at how 
startling few banks there are in the other G-2o nations, eomparied to our 6,5oo+ banks. For example, Turkey has 51. South Africa has 11. 
Basel makes decent sense for the 1() largest institutions in the US and the big banks in other G-2o countries, but no one else in the world has a 
community bank system like ours, and community banks drive a lot of small business economic activity. So perhaps there is an article here 
somewhere... 

Below is a recent post from our firm’s banking "biog." You might subscribe it to so you can see the pieces we post on Basel and other topics 
throughout the year. The instruction to do so are below. Good luck! 

BT 

From: FeedBlitz [mailto:feedblitz@mail.feedblitz.com] On Behalf Of BankBryanCave.com 
Sent: Thursday, 12:41 PM 

To: Atkinson, B.T. 
Subject: Bryan Cave Lawyers Briefing State Banking Associations on Basel Ill Proposals 

Bryan Cave Lawyers Briefing State Banking Associations on Basel III Proposals 

In recent weeks, three Bryan Cave lawyers have briefed state banking association members on the impact the Notices of Proposed Rule Making regarding Basel III could have 

on banks of all sizes. On July 12, Jonathan Hightower presented via webinar to the Georgia Bankers Association. On August 16, Jonathan Hightower and B.T. Atkinson 

partieipated in a live seminar on Basel III presented by the South Carolina Bankers Assoeiation that also included presentations by Garry Rank of Elliott Davis, LLP and Jim 

Mabry of Keefe, Bruyette & Woods. The SCBA program also included a segment advising institutions on how- to prepare a comment letter on the proposals for submission to 

their primary federal banking agency. On August 2 o, Michael Shumaker and B.T. Atkinson presented via webinar to the North Carolina Bankers Association. In all three 

programs, bankers were strongly encouraged to submit comments on the proposals by the October 2 2 deadline, citing specific examples of how the proposed rules could 

negatively impaet their bank. Areas noted for potential comment ineluded: 

phase-out of trust prefen’ed fi’om Tier 1 capital for institutions having less than $15 billion in assets; 

o appropriateness of the capital conservation buffer fro" banking organizations that are not systemically significant; 

o inclusion of unrealized gains and losses on securities in eommon eqnity Tier 1 capital; 
o w-hether the exclusion for bank holding eompanies having total assets of 8500 million or less should be increased to $1 billion and include savings and loan holding 

companies; and 
o the impact of the proposed risk-weighting of first and seeond lien mortgages on product awdlability and the antieipated bnrdens of implementation. 

Links to related Financial Institution Letters: 

FIL-25-2012: Regulatory Capital Rules: Regulatory Capital, implementation of Basel III. Minimum Regulatory Capital Ratios. Capital Adequacy, and Transition Provisions 

HL-2 7-20m: Regulatory Capital Rules: Standardized Approach for Risk-Weighted Assets: Market Discipline and Disclosure Requirements 

No related posts. 

¯ Email to a friend ¯ 

Recent Posts 

¯ Basal III- Unconditional Guarantees and the New Risk Weights for Past Due Assets 
¯ Banks Still Have to Worry about Being Regulated as "Municipal Advisors" 
¯ Georgia Banks Targeted for Alleged ATM Patent Infringement - Bryan Cave Mounts a Joint Response 
¯ Klingler and Wheeler to Present on the JOBS Act 
¯ Agencies Extend Comment Period on Regulatory Capital Proposals 

lnbox too full? Subscribe to the feed version of BankBryanCave.eom in a feed reader. 

The attorneys of Bryan Cave LLP make BankBryanCave.eom available to you only for the educational purposes of imparting general information and a general 

understanding of the law. BankBryanCave.com does not offer specific legal advice. Your use of BankBryanCave.com does not create an attorney-client relationship between 

you and Bryan Cave LLP or any of its attorneys. Do not use BankBryanCave.com as a substitute for specific legal advice from a licensed attorney. Much of the information on 

BankBryanCave.com is based upon preliminary discussions in the absence of definitive advice or policy statements and therefore may change as soon as more definitive 

advice is available. Please review out’ flfll disclaimer. 

Click here to safelu unsubscribe from "Bank Bryan Cave." Click here to view mailinq archives, here to chanqe t!ottr preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ Privactt 



Your requested content delivery powered by FeedBlitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way’, Sudbtu’y, MA 01776, USA +z.978 776.9498 

This electronic message is from a law firm. It may contain confidential or privileged information. If you received this transmission in error, please reply to the sender to advise 
of the error and delete this transmission and any attachments. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any U.S. federal tax advice contained in this communication 
(including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 
promoting, marketing, or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. 
bcllp2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, , . 12:43 PM 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Law    - Fall 

We have space for you in Banking Law. There% one additional approval that [ need, For no,taw students, we require the 

professor’s approval (which you have from Professor Broome) and approval from Dean Bob Mosteller (Assoc, Dean for Academic 

Affairs}. Please emafl Dean Mosteller at rmostell@email.unc.edu and introduce yourself and request permission to enroll in 

Banking Law, h’~ your rnessage to him, tell hirn that you have approval from Professor Broome and that f have confirmed there are 

openings in the course. 

Once he gives approval, please notify me and I will be glad to register you [or the course. 

T h a n ks, 

Sharon S. 

Sharo[i Sessoiis, Registrar 

School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB #3380 

The NniversJty of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: (919) 962-1249 

Fax: (919) 843-7939 

s r s E2 S S o m @ el a :~ 1. u 13 c. E2 d u 

From: Broome, Lissa L 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:27 AM 

To: 

Co: Sessoms, Sharon R 

Subject: RE: Law    - Fall 

Hi       ---[ would be delighted for you to enroll in my Banking Law class. [ have copied our law school registrar who can let you know whether there ix space and 

can let you know the procedures for registration from our’ end. 

l.issa L groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking taw 

Director, {:enb:_~r for Banking and Financ~:_~ 

U NC Scho.N of Law 

CB#3g80, Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

Chapel [-{ill, NC 27599-3380 

9:[9.962.7066 

h ttp: //www Jaw.unc,eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on 5SRN at: http://ssm.com/author=248720 

i.X.i Description. 
h tt[p:;A~s law.uncedu;images/news;media/bank[ngfinance 

web 542.iOg 

From: . [ __m___ajJ_t__o__; .~___k__e___n__a__[h_f_t_a_g Le r_ : _ _u_ p_ _ _c_ : _ _e_ _d_ _ _u] 

Sent: Nonday, 10:38 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 

Subject: Law    - Fall 

Hi Professor Broome, 

My name is           , and I am a rising 2nd year in the MBA program at UNC Kenan-Flagler. I noticed that you were teaching a Banking Law (Law    ) in the fall of      which I am 

very interested in enrolling in if that is possible. The past few years I worked in an Investment Research group in an Investment Consulting firm, and this summer I will be interning in 

Wells Fargo’s Investment Bank, specifically in the Financial Institutions Group. As a result, I am extremely interested in learning more about the legal and regulatory environment 

regarding financial service firms, as well as gaining a better understanding of banks and their products in an effort to help supplement my previous professional experience and what 

I have learned thus far at Kenan-Flagler. I was wondering if you had space in this class in order to accommodate my desire to enroll, and if you were aware of the next steps I should 

take in order to secure a spot in this course. I would be happy to answer any questions you may have, or stop by the law school to meet with you if you would like. 

Thanks for your time, and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Regards, 

MBA Candidate, Class ol .... UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

(@kenan-flaqler.u nc.edu : www.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 8:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Class Monday 

Dear Professor Bfoome, 

I am enrolled in your Banking Law course this Fall, and unfoflunately I roll be unable to attend class on Monday, August 26th, due to callback interview commitments 

in Charlotte. I apologize for missing the first class, but I roll of course complete the reading as scheduled, and roll t~y to get notes for that class from a classmate. I am 

looking forward to the course and roll be sure to introduce myself either before or after class on Wednesday, August 28th. 

Best regards, 

J.D. Candidate, Class ofl 
University of Norfll Carolina School of Law 

(~) ~maJ1 .com 



Fl’Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

admissions process edit 

Lissa, Thanks again for your help this week, I appreciate your thoughts and feedback on the Admissions and Financial Aid documents. Could you take a look at the 

following revision and let me lmow your thoughts? 
Many thanlcs, 

Debbi 

2.4 - Subcommittee on Special Talent 
The faculPy ofUNC, tbrongh the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate A&tzissi ons, has allocated 160 spaces in each ~-ear’s. entering first-year class for studetlts admitted bv~ viI~e of their taleut in athletics 

under the "special talent" clause of the trustee policy on undergraduate admissions The Senior Assoc ate Athletic Director (Department of Athletics) works with coaches of the 28 competitive teams at UNC 

to identi~ prospective slaldent-athletes to fill these 160 allocated spaces The Office of Admissions, working with the Subcommittee on Special Talent, makes all final ach~dssiotls decisions 

These 160 snldent athletes are not necessarily attfl etic scholarship recipients and few are "at risk" academically; most succeed academically at UNC. Approxim,~tely 125 of the special taleilt sntdeut-athlete 

admits per ?’eat- are non-NC residents UNC does not admit more than 18% of its overall incoming class from out-of-state, so out-of-state admissions at UNC is very competitive. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Questions 

Professor Broome, 

I am sorry to interrupt your Thanksgiving break, but I just had a few questions about the material. 

1) Can a nonbanking sub of a FHC invest in real estate? I am confused as to whether this might fall within a FHCs merchant banking powers. I have not had the chance 

to speak with my brother about this, but he works in Wells Fargo’s real estate merchant banking group, and from what I can recall his group invests VvT’s retained 
earnings in real es~tate typically through a joint venture. 

2) I am a little conthsed as to why Letters of Credit axe sources of"other borrowings" tbr banks. Are letters of credit just another source for t~e income? 

3) It is my understanding that nonmember banks have access to the discount mndow, but are there any requirements that they have to meet in order to access the 

discount mndow? 

4) In my notes I wrote that a bank can condition services/products on traditional bank products. Does this mean that a bank can provide a discounted loan if file 
individual utilizes tile bank’s mist services? If so, would it change if the tms~t services were being performed in an affiliate of the bank? 

Thank you for your help. 

Mv fl~anks, 

JD Candidate, 
UNC School of Law 

@gmaii.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, 3:35 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banking Law Question about Risk-Based Premiums 

Dear Professor Broome, 

I’m going through my notes and preparing my outline, and I have a couple questions about risk-based premiums. First of all, I just want to make sure the 
information I currently have is right: according to our class notes, under FDICIA, there were four categories: category I (5-7 cents per $100 of deposits), 
category II (10 cents per $100 of deposits), category III {28 cents per $100 of deposits), and category IV (43 cents per $100 of deposits). Are those 
amounts correct? Also, I’ve rather unclear about is how Dodd-Frank changed the 4 categories of risk for the purposes of adjusting premiums - I know the 
TAG assessment had something to do with that, but I’m still a little confused, and was wondering if you could help explain how that process of assessing 
risk was changed with Dodd-Frank. Thank you so much! If I need to be more specific with my question, please let me know! 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 
3uris Doctor Candidate, Class of 

"Happiness is not a state of mind; it is a way of living." -Aristotle 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 2:59 PM 

To: Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Questions 

Professor Broome, 

I am sorry that I am asking all of these questions in an email, but I have to go to a job interview in Charlotte and I won’t be able to stop by your office anytime soon. 

Below are the questions I have compiled from studying. Whenever you get a chance would you mind answering them? The answers don’t need to be long. I am 

just trying to fill in some gaps and make sense of some of my notes. 

1. Can a fin. Sub. engage in travel agency? 
2. I am pretty sure a Fin. Sub. Can do securities underwriting without limits. But the 25 % principally engaged limit applies to BHC’s? Can you explain what is 

meant by this limit? 
3. A fin. Sub. Has the Requirements of well managed, well capitalized and the CRA rating. Does the bank itself or the fin. Sub. Of the bank have to meet these 

requirements? 
4. Can you briefly explain what is meant by a non bank bank/CEBAi industrial loan? 

5. It’s my understanding that a BHC can hold shares of any company so long as its less than 5% compared to an FHC that can engage in merchant banking 
(which has some limits about length of time and being a passive investor). Is this correct? And is it also correct that the Volcker rule will have an impact on 
this? 

6. I think selling a mortgage loan to Fannie Mae reduces interest rate and default risk. But secudtization of a pool of home mortgage loans only eliminates 

default risk and does not reduce interest rate risk. Is that the correct distinction? 
7. Banks have to push out derivatives to fin. subs. Because they can’t receive federal assistance and act as a swap entity except for interest rate, currency, 

CDS. Does this mean banks can engage in the exceptions without having to push out or they can engage in the exceptions so long as they push them out to 
the fin. subsidiaries? 

8. Can you briefly explain what is meant by a grandfathered unitary savings and loans association? 

Thank you so much and again I am sorry that I am asking these in an email, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Question on Banking Outline 

Professor Broome, 

I had a quick question about your outline: In the book it says that savings banks gained the ability to have a federal charter in 1978, but your outline says 1989. Am I 

reading this wrong or is one a typo? 

Thanks. I hope you had a great Thanksgiving. 

University of North Carolina 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 

~live.unc.edu 



From: .... @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 1: 56 PM 

To: Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Subject: Quick Banking Question 

Hello Professor, 

I am a bit confused on the extent to which BHCs may engage in commercial activities. Any clarification would be greatly appreciated. 

In my notes I have that under 12 USC 1843(c)(6) a BHC may own up to 5% of the outstanding voting shares of any company, whether or not that company is 

engaged in activities "closely related to banking." Underneath that notation, however, I have a comment that says this power was taken away under the DFA and the 

Volcker Rule. 

I know the Volcker Rule limits the ability of banks and BttCs firom investing in or sponsoring a hedge fund or a private equi~ fund (aa well as its limits on prop 

trading). Does the Volcker Rule also limit the BItC’s ability ti~om investing under 12 USC 1843(cX6) in companies other than equity funds and hedge funds? 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

One more banking question 

Solly to bother you again Professor, 

I was going through my notes on securities undemfiting and I am confused about whether a BHC non banking sub can conduct unde~aYriting activities. 

Prior to GLBA, I undersiand that a BHC non baking sub was able to conduct unlimited undelaYriting of bank-eligible securities and up to 25% of the sub’s revemle on 

underwriting bank ineligible securities. 

After GLBA, I am more conihsed. Section 20 of the G-S Act was repealed by the GI,BA. I’m not sure where that leaves BHC non banking subs with respect to 

underwriting securities. In my notes I have that they are likely still subject to the limitations prior to GLBA. I am not sure if this is correct though. 

Any help would be appreciated. Thank you for your time. 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D Candidate 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 7:49 PM 

To: Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: Question 

Professor Broome, 

It is my understanding that a BHC may retain share of any co. engaging services to or performing services for BHC or banking subs. Are these companies subject to 

1841(c)(6) limitation that BHC can’t hold more than 5% of outstanding voting shares of any company? 

I hope you had a great Thanksgiving holiday weekend. 

Thank~ 

JD Candidate, 
UNC School of Law 

~,.qmaiLcorn 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roth, Bob -Legal <bob.rotJa@bankofamerica.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2007 4:26 PM 

lissa broome@unc.edu 

PaJ~demic Plarming - Contractual detbnses to nonperlbnnance of contracts 

Lissa, 

I have previously attended the Banking Institute seminars and enjoyed last year’s presentations. 

I currently support our Global Commercial and Investment Banking division and have been asked to advise the bank in connection with our organization’s pandemic planning 
initiatives. Although most of our planning exercises focus on business continuity/personnel issues in responding to a pandemic scenario, I have been asked to look at the 
potential applicability of standard legal defenses to nonperformance (e.g., impossibility, impracticability, etc.) in the context of a pandemic. Specifically, it is my thought that 
in a true pandemic situation, large corporations will need to perform a sort of legal triage in determining what contracts need to be performed and those that will be postponed 
or breached. Additional requirements may be imposed on financial institutions by governmental entities responding to such a crisis. 

To that end, I was hoping that we could establish a dialogue and perhaps this issue could be explored more fully through the North Carolina Banking Institute. I have seen a 
few articles dealing with pandemics and/or business continuity issues post Katrina, but have not seen any law review articles addressing abrogation of contractual obligations 
in the pandemic context. 

Let me know if this topic might be of interest to the NCBI. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Robert J. (Bob) Roth 

Assistant General Cotlnsel 

Bank of America Legal Department - G(~B 

NC1-002-2 9-01 

101 S. Tryon Street 

Charlotte, North Carolina 28255 

Tel: (704) 386-8514 

Cell: 

Right Fax: 704-409-1316 

E-nmil: bob.rotb@bankofamerica.eom 

~_~7~,E SS OTHERWISE !NDICATED, THE C ONg~,I"~2~CATIONS C ONq’zLLN~E D HERELN ARE BE!NG PROYqDED IN" RE ST’ONSE TO A REQUEST FOR LEG ~LL AD~,~ICE ~%ND THUS 

,~RE CONF[DENTIzLL :kIND PR1YILEGED ATTORNEY / CLIE_Xrr COI~,L~NICATIONS ~,kND ATTORNEY WORK PRODU~ ’T. THE COI~,L~’ICATIONS C ONq’zLLN~gD HEREIN’ARE 

LNT EN1)ED FOR THE SOLE USE OF THE ADDRESSEE(N) HEN~OE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phillip D. Huber, CFA <phuber@hutchisoncompany.com> 

Thursday, December 18, 2008 10:15 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Carlock, Jacqueline S <icarlock@email.unc.edu> 

Correction tbr Phil ttuber 

I had the old address in the previous email. This is correct. 
Thanks 
Phil 
PhilUp D. Huber, CFA 

Managing Director 

The tlutchison Company 

w~,.h utchi~ncompany.com 

1200 Broad Street, Suite 205 

Durham, North Carolina 27705 

Phone: (919) 286-1314 

Mobile: 

Fax: (919) 585-5326 
Email: phube@hutchisoncompany.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Clark <SClark@sandleroneill.com> 

Thursday, January. 8, 2009 12:51 PM 

tonygaeta@banklawnc.com 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Banking Institute Bored of Advisors 

Lissa, 
Thank you for your kind invitation to join the Board of Advisors. I have received approval from Sandier O’Neill to join the Board so would like to accept your invitation. 
Please contact me if you need anything at any time. 

Best, 
Scott 

From: Anthony Gaeta, Jr. 
1"o: Jon Doyle 

Cc: Scott Clark; Lissa Broome 
Sent: Thu Jan 08 11:29:22 2009 
Subject: UNC Banking Institute Board of Advisors 

I just spoke with Lissa Bmome, the director of the Center for Banking and Finance at UNC, Chapel Hill; that is the organization that houses the UNC Banking Institute, 
something I was an organizer of and am very proud of its accomplishments. We are hopeful that Scott will be allowed to serve on the Advisory Board with me and others in the 
banking universe. Except for me, it is an impressive group of attorneys and investment bankers; mainly attorneys but we do have representatives from Steifel, McColl Partners 

and maybe one other on it. The program is in the Spring of each year in Charlotte; this year it is on March 30 and 31. If we can get together on January 1Bth, or even if we 

can’t, I was wondering if you, or Mr. Dunne or one of the other principals at Sandier would consider being a speaker on one of those days to discuss financial institution 
investment banking, TARP, etc etc. The topic can be stylized to the likes of the speaker. This is a great chance to mingle with the general counsel of a number of major 
financial institutions and outside counsel for them. We have folks from all over coming; usually 200+ attendees; mostly banking lawyers. 
Anyway, think about it and see if something like this would fit into your plans and we can discuss further if we get the chance to meet on next Friday. I am not free lancing 
this...I got the approval of the director to invite someone from New York to speak and well, you get first crack at it. I hope you think well of the invitation and idea. Talk soon. 
Best, Tony 

If you are net an intended recipient ef this e-mail, please notify the sender, 

delete it and do not read, act upon, print, disclose, copy, retain or 

redistribute it. Visit this URL for important additional terms relating to this 

e-mai], hLtp://w~+~^/.sarid]eroneill.oem/emaildisoiaimer.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kenneth Johnston <kjohnston@krcl.com> 

Tuesday, January, 13, 2009 2:39 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Jewell Hoover, ~casolina.rr.com> 

RE: Your Bmaldng Ins~titute Pmael on Navigating the Storm: Least Cost Bank Resolution 

Yes--a single group seems better than a breakout. 

We could use the FDIC perspective. I don’t know John but would be happy 
to invite him Do you have his contact info? 

BTW--Jewell secured an OCC participant. So we have that person, as well 
as Sam Golden. 

Jewe[--I like the title, "Navigating the Storm: Least Cost Bank 
Resolution" more than in}’ proposal. I do however, like the lessons 
learned from the S&L crisis, so perhaps we can build that theme into our 
title. 

Thanks to you both. KJ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome(£email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Januapf 13, 2009 1:21 PM 
To: Kenneth Johnston; Jewel Hoover 
Subject: Your Banking Institute Panel on Navigating the Storm: Least 
Cost Bank Resolution 

Hi Kenneth and Jewell -- 

At one point, we had talked about having a breakout into two groups for 
this session. It seems to me like we might be best meeting as a whole to 
talk about this Let me know what you think. 

I’ll send out later today an email to all coordinators, but in the 
meantime I thought I would mention that you might want to ask John 
Douglas to be on your panel He was general counsel of the FDIC during 
the prior banking and S&L crisis. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance LrNC School of Law 100 Ridge 
Road CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 
F: 919-962-1277 

Web: http ://www.law. unc. edu/banking 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:04 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@nncaa.unc.edw~; Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edw~; Cnnningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., La~, 

A. ~thgallo@email.unc.edu>; Maykos, Lance M <markos@email.nnc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmemlans@unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

Thanks to all who have commented below. I will not be able to participate on the call, but hm,e talked with Bubba about the RWG proposals and believe it is accurate to 

say we favor nothing less than a one-year delay of the implementation of 11-2, 13-3 (Brad’s Option 1 ) and 13-5-A to allow more feedback and further examine 

potential impact. If delay is not or cannot be achieved, we support an override on all three. Additionally, we support a minimum one-year delay of 13- 8, 16-6 and 16-7. 

Supporting an override of these three would require additional considerations. I hope that helps. Please contact me if you hmTe any questions or require additional 

inlbrmation. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of Noflh Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

N:: cid:d LSG 
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From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4-:54 PM 
To: Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Narkos, Lance M; Broome, Lissa L; 3qmmermans, Torn; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.rn. 

fwill also try to sit in on the call on Thursday. I realize that Proposals 11 2, 13 3 and 23 5 A are the ones receiving the most attention from football coaches, but there are 
other proposals that should be discussed and considered for delay or an override vote, also. 
~Beth 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <]_b_£q_o_r_’_0..e_@ernail.u nc.edu > 2/26/2013 3:38 PM > > > 

Thanks, Lance. I am sitting in on one ot: the conference calls tomorrow afternoon. I think the football coaches are especially concerned that high resource institutions 

will hire other people (under new 1t-2) to text PSAs and that those who do not commit the resources to this will be at a significant competitive disadvantage. 

There is also the concern that has been expressed by coaches of women’s programs that calls to female PSAs may, on average, take longer than calls to male PSAs. 

Many of the femah_~ coaches are concerned that: addi[:ional callir~gi[:ex[:ir~ [:irqe will also interfere with whatever semblance of family life they have [efL 

And we need to consider this from the PSA’s perspective too. Some attention is flattering, but a lot of attention could be overwhelming and counterproductive to 

their academic experience. This wilt be even more exacerbated if the tabled I3--2 (early contact) gets back on the table and PSAs are contacted throughout their 

junior year of high school --.a tough academic year in most high schools. 

Lissa 

From: Narkos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:38 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; -nmmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 
Hey Lissa, 

Thanks for the info!! We just sat in on a conference call today with the AMA staff on this and it sounds like the Rules Working Group is having a teleconference next 

week to discuss these 3 proposals in particular, which ix why the ACC and other conferences are pulling folks together so quickly. The other take away from the call 

was that apparently the football coaches ar :~ the big driver on the opposition to these 3 proposals; [or inst:ance 13-.71 allows for texting and the MBB coaches have 

been able to text for the last year, so that proposal isn’t even on d~eir radar. Thanks again[! 

Lance 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 11:52 AN 
To: Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; ; I]]e, Vince; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Ga]lo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 
Hi Lance - I plan to be .:_~n the call on Thur;day. We had a brief discussion at the coaches meeting t:odav and I plan to review the notes from our meeting with coaches 

last fall to recall their input on these proposals then. 

ACC rneetings will take place on March 15 in Greensboro and these proposals wifl be a big topic for discussion at that meeting. I think we should talk before then 

about which proposals we are inclined to vote to override and have a rationale statement for those proposals so we can use that to try to influence our ACC 

colleagues on March :~15, e;pecially about those that: we feel strongly about. Holden will be at that: meet:ing and I have a meeting with Holden at 4:00 on March 5 so I 

could t:ry to get: his agreement then assuming we have formulated an idea about which provisions we do not: like by March 5 (which i; next weeld). I don’t t:hink we 

should cast any override votes until after March 15 so if we hear anything there that changes our position we won’t have already committed. 

Given the shortness of dine, in the next day or two I will try to circulate a list of items that I think are problernatic or that we cast our vote against when we took 

votes at the ACC legislative meeting in December. We’ll at least have a starting point for discussion. 

Lissa 

From: Narkos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom; : Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: N: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 
FYI - we’ll want to have a presence on this on Thursday (I’ve got a class I’m Leaching that morning, so I’rn out) since they’tl be talking new legislation now instead of 

waiting for the next in-person conference meeting. I’ve also attached the spreadsheet with &[!. of the passed proposals for reference. 

Al;o, do we feel like we haw:, a handk? on our institt~tional position? Or should we discus; h.~rther, involve coaches etc.? Hopefully ;port supervisors heard enough 

bacl~ frorn the coaches regarding t:heir positions to help us figure out how to present our posit:ion on Ttmrsday. 

From: Brad Hostetter [E]_a__[Lt__o_Lb___h_9__s_t___e_~_e__r__@t__h___e__a__£_c_=__o__r_g] 



Sent: Mlonday, February 25, 2013 4:39 PMI 

To: Vanessa Fuchs (~__u__c__h___s_~_a__c_!E)j_n__=_f__s__u__#__c_l__u_); Paul Griffin (p_,&E!_ff__[L~_@__a__t_L~_Le__t_!_£_s_=_g_a__t__e_.__£LL__e__c_l__u_); Theresa Wenzel (~_e_._[)_z___e_J~_a___t__hJ_e_._t_j_c___s_=g__a__t__e__c___h=__e__d___u_); Dan Bartholomae 
(dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitLedu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Brad Bates(brad.bates@bc.edu); Carly Pariseau 
(carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradio@bc.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Dan Radakovich 
(drad@clemson.edu); JaNe Hodge (hodcje@c!emson~edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@c!emson~edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pj~errewe@cob~fsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(_ct)_a__Lt_E)_a___q_n__~_d___u__a___a_:__d___u__k___e_=__e__d___uJ; 3aclyn Jacki Silar (i_s_!!_a_L~_c_!_u___a__a__=_d___u___k__e_:__e__c_l__u_]; Kevin White (~_v_h]_t__e__~_c_!_u___a__a__=_d___u___k__e_=__e__d_,_u_); Mlartha Putallaz PhD(p___u_~}[_a__z_(~_c_l__u_k__e_=__e__c_l__u_]; Broome, Lissa L; 
Markos, Lance M; Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); Elaine Wise; Julie Hermann; John Christopher0ohn.carns@Iouisville.edu) Cams; Tom Jurich(iurich@louisville.edu); 
Blake James (biames@miami.edu); DanRaben (d.raben1@miamLedu); Jennifer Strawley (i.strawlev@miam!~; Mlarvin P. Dawkins(mdawkins@miami.edu); Carrie Doyle 
(_&a___r~Le c_l_9_y!_e__@_L~__c__s__u__#__c_!_u_~; Debbie Yow (_d__y_o____w__~_[)_c___s__u_~__e__d___u_); Mlichelle Lee (E_~!__c_!)__e_!!_e__!_e_.__e__~__q_c___s__u_~__e__d___u_~; Sam Pardue (._s__a___m__.~__a__Ed__u___e__~_[)_c___s__u_~__e__c_l__u_]; 3___e__n__L~!_f__e_L__L_~__V_j_n__!L~_g_-__S__[9_!t_~[~_1~__n__d__#__c_!_u_; 
Jack Swarbrick (ktinkham@nd.edu); Mlissy Conboy(mconboy@n&edu); Patricia Bellia (pbellia@nd.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Daryl J. Gross (d!qross@syr.edu); 
Mlichael J. Wasylenko(miwasvle@syr.edu); Renee MI. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Cecelia DiAmico; Jeff Elliott; John Eric Baumgartner (embSp@virgiNa.edu)CC 
Swofford; Matt Burgemeister; Nora Lynn Finch; Shamaree Brown; Dan Trump(dtrumJ~@umd~edu); Nicholas Hadley (Had!ey@qmd.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd,edu); Lori 
Ebihara (Le___b_Lh___a__r__a__@__u____m__c_!=__e__d___u_); Beth Mliller; Bubba Cunningham; Craig Littlepage(_£_k_[_9__e__~__v_Lr_gj__qj_a__#_.__d__u_]; Carolyn Callahan (c_[9__£~_v_j__rgLn__!_a_~__e__d___u_); Jane Mliller (j___m___2_y_@__v_j_r_gj_0_!_a__=__e__d___u~; Larry 
Killough (larry@vt.edu); Lisa Rudd (Irudd@vt.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk(@vt.edu); JimWeaver (weaveri@vt.edu); 16 -0500 
Subject: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

As I alluded to Friday, the NCAA has engaged in discussions about potential options for discussion related to adopted Proposal Nos. 11-2, 13-3 aald 13-5-A. At this point, the 
statt’is seeking feedback from all 31 conferences on the options outlined in the attached document. The deadline for me to provide feedback is this Friday and will be shared 
with the Rules Working Group next week. While I have had several indivi&ml discussions with some of you, I believe it will be beneficial for us to host a conference call so 
that I cam provide a verbal update mad take a straw- poll on these options. Given the tight timeline, I am scheduling a conference call for this Thursday at 9:00 a.m. for 
anyone on this email to join. As you know, we will also be discussing aJny other proposals that you wish to discuss at the March 15 meeting but given the timely attempts to 
find alternatives on these three proposals, I’d like us to focus on these this ~[hursday. 
In the meantime, please discuss these options among the appropriate members of your staff~% including coaches, and come prepared to provide an 
institutional opinion on the options presented. I strongly encourage at least one staffer from each institution to participate, if at all possible. 
My perspective: It goes without saying that this collaborative step is relatively unprecedented since these proposals have already been adopted and I can share more detail on 
Thin, day about how the NCAA has arrived at this spot. Putting process concerns you may have aside, I don’t wmlt this oppollunity to pass us by without providing a 
perspective from all our schools. I think it is safe to say, based on my conversations with mmay of you, our league is supportive of delays in implementing 11-2 mad 13-5-A in 
all sports; however, there is less clarity on 13-3. I believe that Option 1 for 13-3 gives all of us the best chance to truly arrive at the "right" spot for recruiting conversation 
and to do it all at the same time. However. I respect the fact that some of you have expressed a desire to relieve the monitoring concems with phone calls and text 
messaging. So, I want to be sure that we spend some time on 13-3 and I get a sense of the positions of the schools before responding to the NCAA by Friday. 
The conference call information is as follows: 

Dial in Phone Numbers: 
Toll free: 1-888-450-5996 
Toll: 1-719-955-1371 

Participant passcode: 801849 
Thanks in advance for your attention to this and please let me know if you have any questions. 
Brad tiostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Emai]: bhostetter(a!theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fa2{: 336-369-0065 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Timmermans, Tom <timmelrnans@nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, Februa% 27, 2013 12:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email. unc .edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa. unc .edu>; Miller, Beth <beth@email.nnc .e&P; Cunningham, Bubba 

<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.nnc.edu>; @emaJl.unc.eduP, 

RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

Override SummalT.pdf 

Just a quick update at where the overrides votes stand as of right now: 

11-2=20; 

13-3=15; 

13-5-A=20. 

75 overrides; Reconsidered by board 

125 overrides suspends. 

I’ve also attached the override report as of today. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:04 PM 

To: Beth Miller; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Broome, Lissa L; Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

Thanks to all who have commented below. I will not be able to participate on the call, but have talked with Bubba about the RWG prola~sals and believe it is accurate to 

say we thvor nothing less thm~ a one-year delay of the implementation of 11-2, 13-3 (Brad’s Option 1 ) and 13-5-A to allow more feedback and further examine 

potential impact. If delay is not or cannot be achieved, we suppolnt an ovemde on all three. Additionally’, we suppoll a minimum one-yeaJr delay of 13- 8, 16-6 and 16-7. 

Supporting an override of these three would require additional considerations. I hope that helps. Please contact me if you have any questions or require additional 

iIffommfion. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 
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From: Beth Miller [g!a__[Lt__o_L_b_£r__~jJJ__e_r_@__u_!_L£_a__a__~_u_!_~_c__~_e_(!_u_] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:54 PM 
To-" Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Broome, Lissa L; ; Timmermans, Tom; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

I will also try to sit in on the call on Thursday. I realize that Proposals 3_11_ 2, 3_3 3 and 11_3 5 A are the ones receiving the most attention from football coaches, but there are 

other proposals that should be discussed and considered for delay or an override vote, also. 

~Beth 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@emaikunc.edu> 2/26/2013 3:38 PM >>> 
Thanks, Lance, f am sitting m or~ one o[ the conh-:~rence calls tomorrow a[ternoon, f think the football coaches are especially concerned that high resource institul:k)ns 

will hire other people (under new 11-2} to text PSAs and that [hose who do not commit the resources [o this will be at a significant cornpetitive disadvantage. 

There is also the concern that has been expressed by coaches of women’s programs that ca[Is to female PSAs may, on average, take longer than calls [o male PSAs. 

Many of the female coaches are concerned that additional calling!texting time will also interfere with whatever semblance of family life they have left. 

And we need to consider this from the PSA’s perspective too. Some attention is flattering, but a lot of attention could be overwhelming and counterproductive to 

their academic e:<perience. This will be even more exacerbated if the tabled I3.-2 (early contact) gets back on the ~:aMe and PSAs are contacted throughout their 

junior year of high school -a tough academic year in most high schools, 

Lissa 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:38 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L; Timmermans, Torn; ; Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Cunningharn, Bubba, Gallo, ]r., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

Hey I_issa, 

Thanks t:or the info!! We just sat in on a cont:erence calf today with the AMA staff on d~is and it sounds like the Rules Working Group is having a teleconference next 

week to discuss these 3 proposals in particular, which is why the ACC and other cont:erences are pulling folks together" so quickly. The other’ take away from the call 

was that apparently the football coaches are the big driver on the opposition to these 3 proposals; for instance 13-3 allows for texting and the MBB coaches have 

been able to text for the last year, so that proposal isn’t even on their radar. Thanks again!! 

l_ a rl C e 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 11:52 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Torn; Tile, Vince; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: RE: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

Hi Lance ---I plan to be on the call on Thursday, We had a brief discussion at the coaches meeting todav and I plan to review the notes from our meeting with coaches 

last fall to recall their input on these proposals then. 

ACC rneetings will tal~e place on March 15 in Greensboro and these proposals will be a big topic For discussion at that meeting, f think we should talk before then 

about which proposals we are inclined to vote to override and have a rationale s[atement for [hose proposals so we can use that to try to influence our" ACC 

colleagues on March 1:3, especially about those that we fee[ strongly abouL Holden will be a[ that meeting and I have a meeting with t-lolden at 4:00 on March S so I 

could try to get his agreement then assuming we have formulated an idea about which provisions we do not like by March B (which is next week!). I don’t think we 

should cast any override votes until after March 15 so if we hear anything there that changes our position we won’t have already committed, 



Given the shortru:~ss of time, in the n~-_~xt day of two I will try to circulate a list of it~-’_mls that f thi[~k a r~-’_~ probl~:~matic or that w~:~ cast our vote agait~sL when we took 

votes at the ACC legislative meedng in December. We’ll at least have a stardng point t:or discussion. 

Lissa 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:19 AM 
To: Timmermans, Tom; llle, Vince; Broome, Lissa L; Miller, Beth; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: FW: NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 

FY’I-- we’ll want to have a presence on this on Thursday (I’ve got a class I’m teaching that rnorning, so Vm out) since they’ll be talking new legislation now instead of 

waiting for the next in--person conference meeting~ I’ve also attached the spreadsheet with ~!.[ ot: the passed proposals for reference. 

Also, do we feel like we have a handle on our institutional position? Or should we discuss further, invoN, e coaches, etc.? Hopefully sport supervisors heard enough 

back from the coaches regarding their positions to help us figure out how to present our position on Thursday. 

From: Brad Hostetter [mailto:bhostetter£’c~theacc.org] 
Seat: Monday, February 25, 2013 4:39 PM 
To: Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Paul Griffin (pqriffin@athletics.qatech.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@atNetics.gatech.edu); Dan Bartholomae 
(_d___b__a__Lt__h___o_Lo_[n_a___e_@_a__t__h__Le__t_Lc__s_,_p_!~:_e__c_!_u_,); Donna Sanft (_d___s__a__n__~_@_a__t__h__t_e__t_Lc__s_~N~,__e__d___u_); Steve Pederson (._sRe_.__d___e_[L_s__o__n___@__a__t__l:[Le_:t_Lc__s__~p__H~:_e_.__d___u); Brad Bates(._b_[L_a__d__:__b__a_~_s__@__b___c_:_e_.__d__u_.); Carly Pariseau 
(cady.pariseau@bc.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Dan Radakovich 
(drad@clemson.edu); Janie Hodge (hodqe@demson.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(._c_!~__a__Lt_E~__a___n__n___@__d___u__a___a_=d___u__k___e_=e__d___u~; Jaclyn Jacki Silar O_s_[La__r__@c_!_u___a__a__:_d___u___k__e_=e__c_l_g); Kevin White (__lg___v__h_j_t__e__@c_!_u___a__a__:_d___u___k__e_=e__d___u_); Martha Putallaz PhD(p___u_~!!_a__z__,@c_l__u_k__e_=e__c_l_g); Broome, Lissa L; 
Markos, Lance M; Randy Bpetman (rspetman@fsu~edu); Elaine Wise; Julia Hermann; John ChristopherOohn~ca[ns~lou!sville~edu) Cams; Tom Jurich(jur!ch@louisville.edu); 
Blake James (bjames@miami.edu); DanRaben (d.rabenl@miami.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley~~miami.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins(mdawkins@miami.edu); Carrie Doyle 
(carrie...doyle@ncsu.edu); Dabble Yow (d yow@ncsu,edu); Michelle Lee (michelle...lee@ncsu,edu); Sam Pardue (sam...pardue@ncsu.edu); Jennifer,LVininq-Smith.:[@nd.edu; 
Jack Swarbrick (~Ln___k__h__a____m@_{~__c_l_=e__d___u~; Missy Conboy(_~__c___o_L~__b_gy__@__n___d_=e__c_l__u_); Patricia Bellia (p___b__e__U_La__~__n__d__:_e_.__d___u~; Susan Albrecht (_s__a___a__O___l__~N~=e__d___u_); Daryl J. Gross Cc_]j_g_r__o___s__s__@_s_y_{2_e__c_l__u_); 
Michael J. Wasylenko(miwasvle@syr.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga(,Osyr.edu); Cecelia DiAmico; Jeff Elliott; John Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virgiNa.edu)CC 
Swofford; Matt Burgemeister; Nora Lynn Finch; Shamaree Brown; Dan Trump(dtrump@umd.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Lori 

ENhara (Le___b_Lh___a__r__a__@__u____m___d_=e__d___u_); Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Craig Littlepage(_c__k_J__9__e__(~__v_Lr_gj__n_j_a__=_e___d__u_); Carolyn Callahan (._c___m___c_~__v_i_rgiD_La_=e__d___u_); Jane Miller (~__m___2_y_@__v_j_r_gj__n_ia__~__e__d_LO; Larry 
Killough (larry@vt~edu); Lisa Rudd Orudd@vt.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcc!osk~vLedu); JimWeaver (weaverj~@vt~edu); 16 -0500 
Subject-" NCAA Update: Conference Call Thursday at 9 a.m. 
All 

As I alluded to Friday, the NCAA has engaged in discussions about potential options for discussion related to adopted Proposal Nos. 11-2, 13-3 aJ~d 13-5-A. At this point, the 

staff is seeldng feedback from all 31 conferences on the options outlined in the attached document. The deadline for me to provide feedback is this Friday and will be shared 

with the Rules Working Group next week. While I have had several individual discussions with some of you, I believe it will be beneficial for us to host a conference call so 

that I can provide a verbal update and take a straw poll on these options. Given the tight fimeline, I am scheduling a conference call tbr this Thin,day at 9:00 a.m. for 

anyone on this email to join. _As you lmow, we will also be discussing any other proposals that you wish to discuss at the MaJrch 15 meeting but given the timely attempts to 

find alternatives on these three proposals, I’d like us to focus on these this ~lhursday. 

In the meantime, please discuss these options among the appropriate members of your staffs, including coaches, and come prepared to provide an 

institutional opinion on the options presented. I strongly encourage at least one staffer from each h~stitution to participate, if at all possible. 
My perspective: It goes without saying that this collaborative step is relatively unprecedented since these proposals have already been adopted and I can share more detail on 

~l~aursday about how the NCAA has arrived at this spot. Putting process concerns you may- have aside, I don’t wa~qt this opportunity to pass us by without providing a 

perspective from all our schools. I think it is sale to say, based on my conversations with many of you, our league is supportive of delays in implementing 11-2 and 13-5-A in 

all sports; however, there is less clarity on 13-3. I believe that Option 1 for 13-3 gives all of us the best chance to truly arrive at the "ri~t" spot for recruiting conversation 

and to do it all at the same time. However, I respect the fact that some of you have expressed a desire to relieve the monitoring concerns with phone calls and text 

messaging. So, I want to be sure that we spend some time on 13-3 and I get a sense of the positions of the schools before responding to the NCAA_ by Friday. 

The conference call information is as lbllows: 

Dial in Phone Numbers: 

Toll free: 1-888-450-5996 

Toll: 1-719-955-1371 

Participant passcode: 801849 

Thanks in advance for your attention to this and please let me lmow if you have any questions. 

Brad tiostetter 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Compliance/Governance/Human Resources 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

gmail: ._b_! ! 9~_t__c_:t!e_!Z,r~_t_h__c_’::a__c__c_’_: p_r~ 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu~; 

Friday, March 15, 2013 3:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <maJ&os@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

Hi Vince.--We had a good meeting today and I’1f try to summarize d~e iterns that I think Beth, gubba, and I are united in overriding, Holden is fine with whatever we 

decide and he understands our reservations about much of this legislation. We should plan a call for Monday or Tuesday to finalize our institutional voting 

positions. I am in Charlotte directing programs on Wednesday through Friday, and in any event Wednesday is the final date for the override. Bubba and I have a 

m¢_~et:ing at 1:00 on Monday, Maybe we could use that tim¢_~ to finalize tfu-:~se votes if t:hat worlds with your schedules. 

W¢_~ heard today that the NCAA gOD is meeting by conferenc¢_~ call tomorrow at noon to consider t:he RWG requests to reconsider 11-2 and 13--5-A. Notwithstanding 

that, the ACC schools that were unhappy with those proposals all said they stitl planned to cast an override vote. 

Other items we will want to address soon 

Feedback to the CAP on the proposed changes to initial efigibility 

~2mail comments to Jean Frankel, the NCAA governance consultant, about our views on NCAA governance issues 

Overall comments on RWG package: 

* Don’t like considering rule changes piece-meal (see below re :[3-2 which has been tabled) 

* Proposals don’[ necessarily respond to a documented problem, but instead try to implernent several broad principles that the membership may not agree 

wish such as 

: a broad principle of "fair competition" which is designed according to the RWG to "reduce rules that have been adopted to regulate in institution’s 

potential financial ad~anl:ag¢_~s/’ Not sure t:he membership is in agreement with this fundamental principle Danger is that rew:_mue sports will suck 

up all the "potential financial ad~antag¢_~s" in order to comp¢_d:e with others spending in particular areas and the losers will be th¢_~ non-.rew:_mue 

sports programs. 

o "A broad principle of reducing the volume of unen[:orceable and inconsequential rules d~at fail to support the NCAA’s most enduring values." This is 

repeated as the mantra for almost all of the rules without any specifics. Not sure that all the rules it relates to our unenforceable or 

inconsequential. Also not sure what the NCAA’s most enduring vahJes are. 

Principles-based regulation failed in the regulation of financial institutions during the 2008 financial crisis and it is likely to meet the same fate here, 

No one has added up the potential costs of each of these proposals or the likely impact that the combination will have on a department’s budget, 

Some of the legislation is not consistent 

: Forbidding in-person recruiting even though that’s a rule which seems to penalize institutions (like ours} that have proximity to other schools 

:) Allowing entert:ainment coincident wit:h practice instead of trying to figure out: ways to have st:udent-.athlet¢_~s better inl:egrated into the student 

body. 

Items I think we agreed today UNC would vote to override and summary rationale: 

:[:!--2 (atl staff: can recrui0 --- Not a good use of resources and will likely result in un[:air competition, We supported at Decernber meeting, but I think we understand 

better now how some schools might hire additional folks (former S-As, sports personalities, etc.) to assist in recruiting. 

:[3-:3 (unlimit:ed phon¢_~ and te’,<t messag¢_~s) - Problem is not solved just: by taking 11--2 off t:he tabl¢_~. This is intrusive on PSAs, detrimental to coaches’ work-.lffe 

balance, takes coaches away from spending time with exist:my S--As, ff this is reconsidered, look at: sport ;p¢_~cific legislation and/or p¢_~rmit:ting this only during 

designated periods. Also, this needs to be considered in conjunction with I3-2 (which is currendy tabled) which permits earlier recruiting. We opposed at 

December meeting. 

:1.3-5-A (recruiting materials) - Resource and environmental issue. Keeping up with the Joneses will result in a lot of wasted printing that will not likely be read. In 

December we voted in opposition to :1.3-5-B, and said we preferred it to :1.3-5-A, which was not even on the table at that time. Our coaches preferred that the rule 

stays the way it is in 13,41, In or:her words, there is no probl¢_~m that needs addr¢_~ssing by new I¢_~gislation. 

:[:1.- 3.-g (no in.-person scouting) -S¢_~ems to deprive institutions of their natural advant:age of k_~cath:m if that is conducive to in-person recruith~g, Tape does not 

always capture what is going on in the entire [:iNd of play. We opposed at December meeting. 

:1.3-8 (PSAs working at camps and clinics) ---concern here more for PSAs rather than for SAs. This might be a footbaIFspecific concern; but there are also concerns 

that PSAs should be concentrating on academics and/or summer school. We supported at December meeting. 

:1.(5.-5 (expanded definit:ion of a family menlber for benefits) -This could haw? a big price tag, Think about how many people might be att¢_mding a football banquet, 

We opposed in D¢_~c¢_m~ber (with the not:e that only Fg and WBB support). 

:16--6 (team entertainment in conjunction with practice or competition) ---Potentially big price tag, Could further divide studenbathletes from the rest ot: the 

student body because S--As have no time to be studenLs, Most concern was with the entertainment surrounding practice. We supported in December. 

WBB Recruiting Model 

20:13-t- The point was made that if 1:3-3 is overridden, this provision would still permit unlimited contact for W88. May works for M88, but WBB may be different. 

Division within WN3 coaching ranks may be related t:o gender of coach, 

20:1.3-2 (.:_~n campus ew3h~ations) -medical expense and liability issues 

2013-,3 (summer access) --- medical and liability issues 

Also discussed at the meeting but we did not indicate that we intended to vote for an override: 

:12-2 (actual and necessary expenses) (we opposed this in December) 

:[2-4 (earmark h.mds for PSA) (2 schools considering an override} and 

:1.6-7 (actual and necessary e,,<penses and eliminating 48-hour rule) (3 schools considering overrid@ 

At our December legislative meeting, we also opposed: 

:13-6 

:1.6-3 

So, we need to talk about what else to include on our override lisL whether to provide an explanation of our votes, and then get the votes cast prior to March 20. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 10:03 AM 
Te: Cunningham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

A reminder... 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 2:06 PN 



To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A 

I believe we should go ahead with the override on all 3 (11-2, 13-3 and 13-5-A) and have serious discussion at ACC meetings on March 15 regarding an oven-ide of 

the other three (13- 8, 16-6 and 16-7). Managing public perception and support for President Emmert and the members of the board should not be our prima~ 

concern. Our primaxy concern should remain our students and the long-term health of intercollegiate atNefics. 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto: mburcjem~[ste[@th~acqoN] 

Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 9:43 AM 

To-" Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy(@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell; Bret Cowley; ,1erome Rodgers (jrodgers@athNetics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken 

(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead; Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Kassen Gunderman; Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot 

(._b_Ea_D__d_!=g__u__e__r_!__n_9_t__~__b__c_=e__d___u_); Carly Pariseau (.c_a_.r_!y_,p._a_.r_j.s__e_.a_ .u_ _,r~ _b_ .c_ ,. .e_ d_ _u_ ) ; Amanda Gray (a__g_r__a_y__3__@_c_!_e____m___s__o__n__=e__d___u_); Brad Woody(.c___b___w___o___o__d_y__@__c_!__e_Ln___s_9_t]=e__d___u_); Stephanie Ellison 

(saellis@demson.edu); Andy Campbell (wcampb2@demson.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chartmann(@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Heifer 

(shelfer@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince; Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu); Derek Gwinn; Alex Dominato 

(~domi~ato@fs~.ed~); Casey East; ,1imCurry (tmcu~ry@f~,~cl~); Tasha Fisher; Vanessa Fuchs(yfugh~@fs~,ed~); TomTimmermans            @clmai!~gom); Lance 

Markos;                   : Dan Raben (d__z_a___b__e_._t]_l_@_~]j_a__Ln__[=e__d___u_); Deborah Foley (_d__f__o_/__e_y__@Ln_j__a_~]L_e__d___u_); TonyHernandez (t__h___e__r__n___a__n___d___e__z__,r~__n_]La___m__!=_e__d___u_); Brett Luy 

(bdlJ.i@mv.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick; CarrieDoyle (carrie doyle(@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson; ,1asonGreco; .lulie Mallette; Michelle Lee 

(michelle...lee@ncsu.edu); Meeghan Ford; ,1ill Bodensteiner; Chris ,lames (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Tsaf (dmisaf@syr.edu); Erlease Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman 

Frazier; ,1amie Mullin; Dr. Louis Marcocda; Brad CC Hostetter; Katie Koone; Shamaree Brown; CodyGambler (.c__g_a__Ln___b_[_e__r_~_U__Ln___d_=e__d___u_); Kristi Giddings; Mathew Franck 

(mfranck@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.moran2@umiami.edu); Lance Markos; Paul Pogge;             ; Tom Timmermans; Art Markos (am@virginia.edu); EricBaumgartner 

(emb8p@virginia.edu); Rob Slavis(rslavis@virginia.edu); Heather LaFon; Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker(tparker@vt.edu); Seth Barwick; 37 -0500 

Subject-" FW: Rules Working Group update on 11-2, :1.3-3 and 13-5-A 

Hi all, 

For those who haven’t yet seen it, please read below for new information regarding a few RWG proposals. N~le thai ~his N a re~mmendati6n 66 aoti6~ has bee6 taken ~ ~ 

t6dayi We will continue to provide updates as they become available. Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Matt 

From: Hostetter, Brad 

Sent: Thursday, Narch 07, 2013 4:45 PM 

Subject" Rules Working Group update on 12-2, 13-3 and I3-5-A 

All 
Below is an article summarizing the Rules Working Group’s recommendation to the BoaJ’d of Directors on the tba’ee proposals we discussed last week. We will continue 
the discussion next Friday- but, in the meantime, I thought you’d find this helpful. Tomorrow, I expect to send materials via email for that 8-10 a.m. portion of the meeting 
next week. 

Rules Working Group recommends Board suspend recruiting-related proposals 
Board of Directors to review two proposals adopted in January 

By Michelie Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA.oFg 

After reviewing significant membership feedback, the Rules Working Group recommended the Division I Board of Directors modify two proposals adopted in January to make the 

rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. ThO B~d ~ee~ MS~ 2 i~ !~ia~apNig 

Despite extensive outreach by the Rules Working Group, some in the membership recently expressed concern about the possible adverse impact the changes would have on college 

coaches, administrators and university resources, in addition to the impact on prospects and their families. 

Some coaches and administrators expressed concern deregulation in this area might lead to a recruiting arms race that will overwhelm prospects, college coaches and athletics 

department budgets. Much of the anxiety is specific to football, though the concerns could translate to any sport. 

"The working group has taken seriously its commitment to listen and respond to the membership throughout this process," said Tulsa President Steadman Upham, co-chair of the 

Rules Working Group. "We understand that reasonable minds differ on some of these challenging issues, and we hope that further discussion will benefit our student-athletes and their 

institutions. We believe that, with the help of the membership, we can reach an appropriate outcome." 

Board ~ha!~ N~th~n H~h ~!~ ~ W~k~ F~re~t ~id ~h~ B~rd ~b~r~ %i~ ~yi~ th~ R~!~ W~!~9 G~ ~ r~rnrn~da~i~n~ ~ ~h~i~ M~y 2 rn~i~9. 

"1 believe it is important to note that the Board has given and likely will continue to give great deference to the Rules Working Group. I have confidence in their ability to develop 

appropriate solutions," Hatch said. 

"1 would like to commend President Barker and his colleagues on the Rules Working Group for their willingness to collaborate with the membership when it became clear that many had 

concerns about three of the 25 proposals that were adopted in January," he added. "1 look forward to discussing the recommendations with the Board." 

The working group members will recommend: 

Prop No RWG-11-2, which eliminated the definition of recruiting coordination functions that must be performed only be a head or assistant coach, be suspended until appropriate 

modifications can be made. The concept will be considered as the membership ponders its approach to non-coaching personnel. 

Prop. No. RWG-13-5-A, which eliminated restrictions on printed materials sent to prospects other than general correspondence, be suspended to allow for a broader discussion of 

the rule. 

Suspending both rules means neither will become effective unless and until appropriate modifications are made. 

Because the working group agreed to suspend Prop. No RWG-11-2, members felt that action addressed many of the concerns with Prop. No RWG-13-3, which eliminated restrictions 

governing modes and numerical limits on recruiting communication. 

Suspending RWG-11-2 will eliminate the fears about having an unlimited number of staff members contacting prospects an unlimited number of times. When it initially proposed the 

rule change, the Rules Working Group believed the rule change acknowledged both the increased use of text-messaging by prospects over the last several years and the growing 

difficulty of distinguishing between text messages, email and messages sent through social media. The rule also is expected to relieve a significant monitoring burden from the 

shoulders of compliance administrators 

The working group members continue to believe that over-communication with recruits will ultimately be ineffective in the recruiting process and that the rule will encourage increasingly 

technology-sawy recruits to tell coaches the best way to communicate with them. 



Working group members noted that football coaches are currently permitted to make an unlimited number of telephone calls to prospects during the fall contact period, which runs from 

late November until the Saturday prior to the National Letter of Intent signing day in February¯ Given this, the practical impact of RWG-1 3-3 will be to permit unlimited calls for only a few 

additional months¯ 

The group members also noted that coaches are already permitted to send an unlimited number of emails or other direct messages on various social media platforms (e.g., Twitter, 

Facebook), so deregulation in this area provides consistency and simplifies the legislation¯ 

Men’s basketball has operated without numerical or mode restrictions on recruiting contacts for nearly a year, and all feedback has been positive Believing some of the concerns have 

been allayed, the working group agreed to recommend that the Board not take action to modify RWG-1 3-3 so that the benefits of the rule can be realized¯ 

As with all proposals adopted by the Board as part of the reform effort, RWG-1 3-3 will undergo a review after two years¯ 

Schools still have the opportunity to compel the Board to review its decision to adopt these or any other proposals adopted in January through the override process¯ AItB~gh the B6ard 

M a~ch2(]deadline;thelegisla~i~nwould besuspended~endingavo~eb~ t hernernbe~ship; 

Brad Hostetter 

Senior Associate Conm~issioner 

Compliance/Governa~nce/Human Resources 

Atlantic Coast Cont~rence 

gmail: ._b___h_ 2_~_t_ ~_t__Lez ~ _t_l_? ~__a__c_’_£ _. 2 !L~ 
Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

iNi cid:image003, png@ 01CE 1B53.15102C20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Friga. Paul <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 3:26 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P; Montgome~, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing) 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu>; Klompmaker, 

Jay E <jay klompmaker@unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard (Ath Director of Athletics) <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.e&P; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; John (stud Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~g: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 

Heflo Bubba, 

Thank you for sharing this emaif. 

I know that we have done some such joint athletics-business school programming in the past, but if you think there would be an appetite for something more 

formal at this juncture, t would b,-_~ happy to discuss the concept with our dean and associate (t,-_~an of executive developmenL. 

I know that we have the talent wiLhin UNC to put together s.:)m~:_~ amazing high in)pact programs. 

Best, 

Paul 

i¯~¯i Description: Description: S[AR Io9o tagline slogP, n w-blue background 

Paul N, Friga, Ph,Do 

Associate Professor oI: Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

Director of S.T.A.R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 
The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
McColl Building - CB 3,~,90 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919-.962-3786-. office 

- mobile 
p__n__f__~&_u__n___c_=_e_.__d__u__ 
www.paulfriga.com 

Shaping Leaders I Drivit~g Results 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [maito:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2022 20:42 PM 

To: Montgomery, John R; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Friga, Paul; Terrell, Matthew (Ath Educational Foundation); Southall, Richard (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Klompmaker, Jay; Baddour, Richard (Ath Director of Athletics); Broome, Lissa (School of Law); John (stud Blanchard 
Subject: FW: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 
Interesting program. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Drue Moore <~-D---r--u-~-e----@-~-w--)~D--t~-h-~-r~-~--p--)~D~-t~-e-~~[!g--e-D~-c---e-~~£9~--m--> 

Date: Mort, S Mar 2012 06:40:46 -OSO0 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiMmc.edu>, Ray M Purpur <ray.purpur@stanford.edu> 

Subject: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 

Via LexisNexis Feed 

04 March 2012 

ANN ARBOR, Mich., March 1 -- The University of Michigan issued the following news release: 

From the football field and basketball court to the corporate boardroom and executive suite, a new University of Michigan executive education program will teach business 

leadership through lessons learned in U-M sports. 

Leaders and Best: Winning the Leadership Game is an innovative six-day program (June 24-29) for senior business leaders offered by Michigan Ross Executive Education and the U- 

M Athletics Department that will combine U-M’s rich traditions of leadership excellence in academics and athletics. 

The program will feature U-M athletic director David Brandon, football coach Brady Hoke, basketball coach John Beilein and softball coach Carol Hutchins, who will share the 

thinking behind their winning strategies and explain what it takes to lead high-performing teams when the stakes are high. 

Top leadership experts from the Michigan Ross School of Business will lead the program: Kim Cameron, associate dean of Michigan Ross Executive Education and the William 

Russell Kelly Professor of Management and Organizations; Scott DeRue, assistant professor of management and organizations and co-director of the Ross Leadership Initiative; and 

Bob Quinn, professor of business administration and management and organizations. 

They will teach sessions on positive leadership, positive energy resilience, business and sports translation, the leader as coach, fundamentals of leadership, leaving a leadership 

legacy and more. 

"With the most successful college football team in U.S. history and a deep lineup of nationally acclaimed varsity sports, the all-star coaches at the University of Michigan define 

leadership," Cameron said. "Michigan’s unique approach to positive business and organizational leadership coupled with the opportunity to be taught by coaches who have 

produced world-class performance is an opportunity that no senior leader should miss." 

Participants-high-level executives and senior members of large companies and organizations, as well as high-performing small-business owners-will explore new strategies and 

approaches to build a culture of excellence and accountability, lead turnarounds and transformations in times of crisis, inspire top performers to buy into new ways of doing things, 



take on fierce competitors and produce winning results amidst adversity and change. 

"We are excited to partner with our world-class Ross Business School for a leadership program that includes the involvement of some of our Athletic Department’s highly successful 

staff and coaches," said Brandon, the Donald R. Shepherd Director of Athletics. "We will share leadership concepts and team-building strategies that are used to prepare our 

teams for big-time college sports competition at the national level." 

The program will include interactive learning and exclusive access to Michigan’s renowned athletic facilities, including team activities, game-play enactments and leadership self- 

analyses at Michigan Stadium, Alumni Field and the William Davidson Player Development Center. In addition, U-M Athletics fitness and nutrition experts will lead health and 

wellness activities. 

"As a former collegiate athlete, I understand first-hand the valuable business leadership lessons that can be gained through elite-level sports. And at the University of Michigan, we 

have some of the best collegiate athletics coaches and business faculty in the world," said Melanie Barnett, chief executive education officer. "Michigan Ross is a world leader in 

action learning, and with this program we’re taking it one step further. We’re reinventing how executive education is delivered and providing tools and experiences that will be 

meaningful and transformative for those who participate." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Klompmaker. Jay -<lay Klompma£e@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 30, 2012 7:03 AM 

Friga, Paul <PaulFriga@kena~-tlagler.unc.edu% Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R 

<jmong~,unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing) <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Southall, 

Richard Michard <southaJl@emaJl.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard (Ath Director of Athletics) <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa I, 
<lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; John (stud Blanchard <jg~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~B: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 

To All, 
I believe a program of this nature would go over very well. Let’s face it, a lot of business people love sports. Just look at the attractiveness of sports sponsorships to many 
businesses. If you believe all those sponsorships are just bottom-line oriented you’ve never seen one of these sponsporships sold. Also, look at how popular coaches are to 
corporations as speakers at their various conferences and meetings. 
As to content, leadership and stragey education materials and presenters in the corporate environment often use sports and/or military examples to make their points. Both 
military and sports examples are frequently described as microcosms of the real world. A good example of a mix of learning leadership from a coach is the book Gerry Bell 

wrote with Coach Smith. In fact, this book might make good reading for this type program. 
Why at UNC? Coaches Williams, Fox, Hatchell, Dorrance and Shelton have excellent national reputations in their respective sports. I don’t how good they each are as 
presenters but that’s a matter of managing the program’s schedule and content. They would definitely be "draws" based solely on their records and reputations. 
Although he’s not a UNC grad (he went to BYU) and has no affiliation with UNC, I happen to know that Bobby Clampett, who I think still lives in Raleigh, has a neat program 
where he uses golf instruction to illustrate managment lessons. (This might be a good weekend or evening session). 
Finally, I will be at UM in June for the Sports Managment Institute (of which many of you are among our illustrious grads!) and will try to learn more about the UM program. 
Jay 

From: Friga, Paul 
Sent" Friday, March 30, 2012 3:26 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Montgomery, John R; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Terrell, Matthew (Ath Educational Foundation); Southall, Richard (Exercise & Sport 
Science); Klompmaker, Jay; Baddour, Richard (Ath Director of Athletics); Broome, Lissa (School of Law); John (stud Blanchard 
Subject; RE: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 

Helk) Bubba, 

Thank you for sharing this email, 

I know that we have done sorne such joint aUfletics--business school progr’amming in the past, but if you think there would be an appetite for something more 

formal at thisjuncture, I would be happy to discuss the concept with our dean and associate dean ot: executive devetopmenL 

I know that we have the talent within UNC to put together some amazing high impact programs, 

Best, 

Paul 

i.X.i Description. Des,’:ripIion: {-.<TAR logo tagline slo,,gsn ~-bk:e background 

Pa~l N, FrkJa, Ph,D. 
Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
Director of S.T,A,R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 
The Universitt of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-FJagler Business School 
McColl Building .- CB 3490 
Chapel Hill, North Carofk~a 27599 

919-962-3786 - office 
- mobile 

pnf@unc.edu 
www.paulfriga.com 

Shapiag LeadeFs ) Drivi~g Results 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [maUto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2012 10:41 PM 
To-" Montgomery, John R; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Friga, Paul; Terrell, Matthew (Ath Educational Foundation); Southall, Richard (Exercise & Sport Science); 
Klompmaker, Jay; Baddour, Richard (Ath Director of Athletics); Broome, Lissa (School of Law); John (stud Blanchard 
Subject; FW: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 
Interesting program. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Drue Moore <Drue@winthropintelligence.com> 

Date: Mon, 5 Mar 2012 06:40:46 -0500 

To: Bubba Cunningham <_b___u___b___b__a___c____@____e___m____a_!J_:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_>, Ray M Purpur <.r__a__y__.!?__u___qour@stanford.edu> 

Subject: Coaches In The Classroom: Applying Sports Leadership To Business 

Via LexisNexis Feed 

04 March 2012 

ANN ARBOR, Mich., March 1 -- The University of Michigan issued the following news release: 

From the football field and basketball court to the corporate boardroom and executive suite, a new University of Michigan executive education program will teach business 

leadership through lessons learned in U-M sports. 



Leaders and Best: Winning the Leadership Game is an innovative six-day program (June 24-29) for senior business leaders offered by Michigan Ross Executive Education and the U- 

M Athletics Department that will combine U-M’s rich traditions of leadership excellence in academics and athletics. 

The program will feature U-M athletic director David Brandon, football coach Brady Hoke, basketball coach John Beilein and softball coach Carol Hutchins, who will share the 

thinking behind their winning strategies and explain what it takes to lead high-performing teams when the stakes are high. 

Top leadership experts from the Michigan Ross School of Business will lead the program: Kim Cameron, associate dean of Michigan Ross Executive Education and the William 

Russell Kelly Professor of Management and Organizations; Scott DeRue, assistant professor of management and organizations and co-director of the Ross Leadership Initiative; and 

Bob Quinn, professor of business administration and management and organizations. 

They will teach sessions on positive leadership, positive energy resilience, business and sports translation, the leader as coach, fundamentals of leadership, leaving a leadership 

legacy and more. 

"With the most successful college football team in U.S. history and a deep lineup of nationally acclaimed varsity sports, the all-star coaches at the University of Michigan define 

leadership," Cameron said. "Michigan’s unique approach to positive business and organizational leadership coupled with the opportunity to be taught by coaches who have 

produced world-class performance is an opportunity that no senior leader should miss." 

Participants-high-level executives and senior members of large companies and organizations, as well as high-performing small-business owners-will explore new strategies and 

approaches to build a culture of excellence and accountability, lead turnarounds and transformations in times of crisis, inspire top performers to buy into new ways of doing things, 

take on fierce competitors and produce winning results amidst adversity and change. 

"We are excited to partner with our world-class Ross Business School for a leadership program that includes the involvement of some of our Athletic Department’s highly successful 

staff and coaches," said Brandon, the Donald R. Shepherd Director of Athletics. "We will share leadership concepts and team-building strategies that are used to prepare our 

teams for big-time college sports competition at the national level." 

The program will include interactive learning and exclusive access to Michigan’s renowned athletic facilities, including team activities, game-play enactments and leadership self- 

analyses at Michigan Stadium, Alumni Field and the William Davidson Player Development Center. in addition, U-M Athletics fitness and nutrition experts will lead health and 

wellness activities. 

"As a former collegiate athlete, I understand first-hand the valuable business leadership lessons that can be gained through elite-level sports. And at the University of Michigan, we 

have some of the best collegiate athletics coaches and business faculty in the world," said Melanie Barnett, chief executive education officer~ "Michigan Ross is a world leader in 

action learning, and with this program we’re taking it one step further. We’re reinventing how executive education is delivered and providing tools and experiences that will be 

meaningful and transformative for those who participate." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrelk Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 4:55 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw* 

Carolina Athletics Strategic Plan Adviso~ Committee 

To: Carolina Athletics Strategic Plan Advisory Committee 

Re: Meeting Dates 

Thank you for agreeing to take part in the Strategic Plan process for Carolina Athletics as part of our Advisory Committee! This endeavor is an important one for our department, and 

will have a significant, lasting impact on Carolina Athletics and the University of North Carolina. I am excited that you have agreed to be a vocal and vital part of that process. 

Our process will take place over the next several months. An internal team will work closely on this project with our consultant, Dr. Paul Friga with the Kenan-Flagler Business School. 

This ’%ask Force" will guide us through three phases in the project: Assessment, Visioning Effort and Implementation. The Advisory Committee will meet with the Task Force at the 

conclusion of each phase to provide evaluation and feedback as me move forward into successive phases and completion. 

The dates for our three Advisory Committee meetings are listed below. Please let me know of your availability to attend at your earliest convenience. I ask that you make every effort to 

attend these sessions, as your participation will provide valuable counsel to us in this process. The dates: 

May 4 - 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

July 12 - 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

August 9 - 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 

I will reach out to you in advance of the May 4 meeting to provide further details on our process and your involvement. Thanks again for taking part! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

__m___t_e___r_r__e__LL_@___u__n__c_:__e_#__u_ I ._w____w___w__:_r__a___n3_s__c_j__u__b_~__c__o___n.~ 

0 919-843-6412 I F 9&9-843-5777 ] M 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director <bnbba.cmmingham@unc.e&l> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 12:51 PM 

Jimbo Harrell <jimbo@beacondevelopment.com> 

MMarr@capitalsouthpa~tners.com; Dean, Jr., James W. <\lames Dean@unc.edw*; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Farmer, Stephen M 

<sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: New UNC Initiative 

Dear Jimbo, 

Thank you very much for your note and thank you for your willingness and Mike’s willingness to participate in a broad discussion about the student-athlete 

experience. 

As indicated in your email, Provost Dean has put together a working group to assess all the parts of campus that intersect with student-athletes. The main mission 

of this working group is to identify the processes in place and ensure that the processes are appropriate and that the experience is one that we can all be proud of. 

As this working group gets into its work this year, it may be very helpful for us to speak directly to current and former student-athletes. I sincerely appreciate your 

willingness to participate, and I will share your email and thoughts with the rest of our working group. 

Thanks again for the note. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Jimbo Harrell [jimbo@beacondevelopment.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: FW: New UNC Initiative 

Bubba, per the email below Mike Marr and I are a couple of guys from the Football Class of 82 over here in Charlotte that likely have an elevated focus on this 

topic. If the group is reaching out to alums it would be great to participate in this process. Thank you, 

All the best, 
Jimbo HarreJl 

Beacon Partners 

704.928.14.15 

Confidentiality Notice: This transmittal is a confidential communication. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this 

transmittal in error and that any review, disseminati.:_~n, distribution, or copying of this t:rarr;rnittal is strictly pr.:_~hibit,-:~d, if you have receiw-:!d this c.:_~mmunicati.:_~r~ in 

error, ph-:~ase notify this .:_~ffice imm~-:~diately by reply or by telephone at the numb~-:~r above and irnm~-:~diately delete this message and all of its attachments, if any 

Advice, if any, given in Lhis emaif is not intended to be advice concerning tax matters and cannoL be relied upon by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penafLies 

provided in the Internal Revenue Code. 

From: Mike Marr [mailto:MMarr@capitalsouthpartners.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 3:0:[ PM 
To: 3imbo Harrell 
Subject: New UNC Initiative 

Jimbo: 

Below is an interesting approach to Academic -Athletic issues associated with Chapel Hill. What seems to be possibly missing is a voice from the Athletic side that 

has had some success in fields outside of Athletics; We could fill that role. 

Do you know Jim Dean? Can we get an introduction? As you have heard me pontificate over the years, I am highly interested in the proper melding of athletics and 

academics -and this might be a way to learn and grow in that experience. 

Your thoughts are appreciated. Thanks 

MSM 

New group focuses on athletes 
By Amanda Albright I The Daily Tar Heel 
Updated: :13 hours ago 

Jim Dean, who previously served as dean of the Kenan-Flagler Business School, hopes to u~ his business background to help student athletes be academically 

successful this year. 

On Friday, the University announced that the new executive vice chancellor and provost will lead the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group, which will 
examine every ~licy associated with athletics including recruitment, admissions and advising from beginning to end. 

Dean said most companies take a similar process-based approach when they are trying to improve quality. 

"I spent a lot of time working in this area this is a sldl] set I bring to the job," Dean said in an interview. "In a way, it’s fun for me to apply this b,pe of thinldng to 

something that is a really impo(tant element of what we’re doing here." 

Dean said he wanted to lead the group with Athletic Director Bubba Cnnninghmn after reviewing the athletic department’s fftrategic plan released in January, which 

prioritizes academics and administrative engagement with athletics. 

"1 saw the strategic plan and I saw there were some pretb, ambitious goals." Dean said. "He and I both wanted the sanle thing top academic performance for 

student athletes." 

Cumfingham ,said in an interview earlier this month that the department is working day-to-day on improving s~tudent athletics and implementing the slrategic plan. 

Dean said the group’s findings could provide an oppoltunity to rebuild some student-athletics processes on cmnpus. 

"Rather than try to patch up this, or [ix that. it would be a time tbr us, in some senses, to stair over," he said. 

The group includes repre~ntatives from dift~rent University proces~s, including Vice Provost lbr Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions Stephen Farmer as well 

as Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance Vince Ille, among others. 

Debbi Clarke, who worked with Dean at Kenan-Flagler, will serve as an adviser, conducting interviews and documenting information on each process for the group, 

such as admissions or academic support. 

Chancellor Carol Folt said in an interview last week that athletes’ academic progress should be judged no differently than any UNC student. 



"The goal is that athletes are as successful in academic life that we want all Carolina students to be," she said. 

The committee, which aims to complete its work within the academic 3:ear, will have its first meeting once Clarke has documentation ready on the proces~s, Dean 

said. 

"We need to look at this each year, and next year they’ll take a look again," he said. 
~°This is the way that really well-run organizations do things they have a well-articulated set of processes." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jimbo Harrell <jimbo@beacondevelopment.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 2:03 PM 

UNC Athletics Director <bubba.curmingham@unc.edu> 

MMarr@capitalsouthpaxtners.com; Dean, Jr., James W. ~\lames Dean@unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Farmer, Stephen M 

<sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: New UNC Initiative 

Thank you very rnuch, Bubba. In my opinion we can consistently across the board achieve d~e dual obSectives at: academic excellence while concurrendy delivering 

nationally competitive ad]fetic programs. For a student--athleLe Lo attend UNC and not fully realize the benefits of the rich academic experience is an opportunity 

cost with potential life-long implications. Very excited to hear about the initiative. 

All the best, 

Jimbo Harrell 

Beacon ParLners 

704.926.I415 

Confidentiality Notice: This transmittal is a confidential communication. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that you have received this 

transmittal in error and that any review, dissemination, distribution, or copying of this transmittal is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in 

¢_~rror, please notify this office immediatcAy by reply or by telephone at t:he number above and immediately del¢_d:e this messag¢_~ and all of its att:achment:s, i[ any. 

Advice, i[ any, given in this email is n.:_~t int¢_mded t:o be advice concerning t:ax matt:ers and cannot be rcAied upon by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penalties 

provided in the b~ternal Revenue Code. 

From: UNC Athletics Director [mailto:bubba.cunNngham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 06, 20:!.3 12:51 PM 
To: ]jimbo Harrell 

Cc: MMarr@capitalsouthpartners.com; Dean, Jr., ]james W.; Broome, Lissa L; Ille, Vince; Brown, Michelle; @gmail.com, Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE: New UNC Initiative 

Dear Jimbo, 

Thank you very much for your note and thank you for your willingness and Mike’s willingness to participate in a broad discussion about the student-athlete 

experience. 

As indicated in your ernail, Provost Dean has put together a working group to assess all the parts of campus that intersect with student-athletes. The main mission 

of this working group is to identify the processes in place and ensure that the processes are appropriate and that the experience is one that we can all be proud of. 

As this working group gets into its work this year, it may be very helpful for us to speak directly to current and former student-athletes. I sincerely appreciate your 

willingness to participate, and I will share your email and thoughts with the rest of our working group. 

Thanks again for the note. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: _limbo Harrell [jimbo@beacondevelopment.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:30 AM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: FW: New UNC Initiative 

Bubba, p,-_!r the email below Mike Marr and I are a couple of gu~/s [ram the Football Class o[ g2 over her¢_~ in Charlotte that lil~ely have an ¢_~h-_~vated focus on this 

t:opic. If the group is reaching out to ah.Ems it would be great to part:icipate in this process. Thank you. 

Atl the best, 
]jirnbo Harrelt 

Beacon Partners 

704.92& t415 

Confidentiality Notice: This transmittal is a confidential comrnunicat:ion, tf you are not the intended recipi¢_mt, you are hereby notified t:hat you haw:, reccAved t:his 

transmittal in error and that any review, dissemirEation, distribut:ion, or copying of this t:ransrnittal is strictly prohibit¢_~d. If you have receiw-:~d this c.:_~mmunication in 

error, please notify this oft:ice immediately by reply or by telephone at the number above and immediately delete this message and all of its attachments, if an% 

Advice, if any, given in Lhis emaif is not intended to be advice concerning tax rnatters and cannel be relied upon by a taxpayer for the purpose of avoiding penafdes 

provided in the Internal Revenue Code. 

From: Mike Marr [mailto:MNarr@capitalsouthpa~ners.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: ]jimbo Harrell 

Subject: New UNC Initiative 

Jimbo: 

Below is an interesting approach to Academic -Athletic issues associated with Chapel Hill. What seems to be possibly missing is a voice from the Athletic side that 

has had some success in fields outside of Athletics; We could fill that role. 

Do you know Jim Dean? Can we get an introduction? As you have heard me pontificate over the years, I am highly interested in the proper melding of athletics and 

academics -and this might be a way to learn and grow in that experience. 

Your thoughts are appreciated. Thanks 

MSM 

New group focuses on athletes 
By Amanda Albright I The Daily Tar Heel 
Updated: 13 hours ago 

Jim Dean, who previously served as dean of the Kenan-Flagler Business School, hopes to use his business background to help student athletes be academically 

successful tiffs year. 
On Friday, the University announced that the new executive vice chancellor and provost will lead the Student Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group, which will 

examine every policy associated with athletics including recmitmenL admissions and advising [~om beginning "to end. 



Dean said most companies take a similar process-based approach when they are trying to improve quality. 

°°I spent a lot of time working in this area this is a skill set I bring to the job," Dean said in an interview. °°In a way, it’s fun for me to apply this type of thinking to 

something that is a really important element of Mint we’re doing here." 

Dean said he wanted to lead the group with Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham after reviewing the athletic department’s strategic plan released in January, which 
prioritizes academics and adminifftmtive engagement with athletics. 

’°I saw the strategic plan and I saw there were some pretty" ambitious goals," Dean said. "He and I both wanted the same tiling top academic performance for 

student athletes." 

Curmingham said in an interview earlier this month that the department is working day-to-day on improving student athletics and implementing the strategic plan. 

Dean said the g~oup’s findings could provide an opportunity to rebuild ,some student-athletics processes on campus. 

"Rather than tu to patch up this, or fix that, it would be a time for us, in some senses, to start ovec" he said. 

The group includes representatives from different Universi~ p~ocesses, including Vice Provos~t for Enrollment and Undergraduate Admissions Stephen Farmer as well 

as Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance Vince Ille, among others. 

Debbi Clarke, who worked with Dean at Kenan-Flagler, will serve as an adviser, conduc’6ng interviews and documenting infonnation on each process tbr the group, 

such as admissions or academic support. 

Chancellor Carol Folt said in an interview last week that athletes’ academic progress should be judged no differently than any UNC student. 

"The goal is "that athletes are as successthl in academic litE that we want all Carolina students to be," she said. 

The committee, which aims to complete its work within tile academic yem~ will have its first meeting once Clarke has documentation ready on the processes, Dean 

said. 

"We need to look at this each year~ and next year they’ll take a look again," he said. 

"This is tile way that really well-run orga~zations do things they have a well-articulated set of processes." 

universitv~daJlytadleel.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:31 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Joy FW: [thearg] update from Provost 

,Joy J, Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor imd D[r~_~cter 

Uniw_~rsitg of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 

321-A South Coiumbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~]. l, [’.e_k 
Celi 

919-96 ~3-,’6951 Fax 
-.CONFI[)ENTIALNY NOi]CE: [hb e-mit[I messitge, i~cluding ;tttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_~nded onig for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materiiti. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proiqbited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please ce~titct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email COrrespondence te and from this addrESS may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina P~blic Records law a~d mar be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 
a~thodzed state offieia~ (INCGS, Cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

From: .lay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
SEnt" Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:20 PM 
To= athletics reform group 
C¢; athletics reform group 
SubjEct: Re: [thearg] update from Provost 

Not sure why a Business school prof was needed, honestly, especially since Dean himself comes from that neck of the woods. As for Agbe-Davies, she seems like a 

nice and capable person--but why do faculty always have to have their athletics bona tides established in order to qualify for an assignment like this? (She’s a 

former "student-athlete.") He offered no explanation for why he rejected your suggestions? All in all, I see this as a bit of a finger in the eye. Personally, rd 

suggest that we offer no response at all to this announcement. 

On 9/18/13 11:42 AM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

The provost just emailed me this announcement. THoughts? 

Three faculty members have been added to a campus working group formed to take a comprehensive approach to assessing and enhancing how the 

University provides academic support to student-athletes. 

Anna Agbe-Davies, assistant professor in the Department of Anthropology; Jim Johnson, William R. iteilan Jr’. Distir~:@shed Rrofessor of Strategy 

and EntrepreneurshJp at the Nenan Flagler Buskless School; and Andy Perrin, associate professor in the Department of Sociology, "will bring a 

stronger faculty perspective to the group, as well as a wealth of knowledge and experience," said Provost James W. Dean Jr., who is leading the group 

with Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham. 

The group plans to study everything, from when student-athletes are recruited and admitted to when they leave Chapel Hill. The objective, Dean has 

said, is to ensure proper alignment with the University’s academic mission, a goal that is consistent with Cunningham’s strategic plan for the 

Department of Athletics. 

Other working members are: Stephen Farmer, vice provost for enrollment and undergraduate admissions; Michelle Brown, who joined the University 

last spring as director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes; Lissa Broome, the Faculty Athletics Representative to the ACC and 

NCAA; and Vince Ille, senior associate athletic director for compliance. 

Debbi Clarke, who worked closely with Dean at Kenan-Flagler as director of the master’s of business administration degree program, will serve as an 

adviser. 

Wayne E. L}e 

Professor oi Ilistory 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

w 1 e e @ L1 D C. e du 

~!~ 4._~.4_:__!]_[!_~ ;__:_!~ C_!S=/_’_21"~!~_i!_~_2_~_?. 

www.amaze[?.cc,i /Wayne-E.-Lce/e/BOO1KIIRX’NW/rei=p21t ~!!}~L! d~_Rp~! 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: jaysmith(&emaiJ.unc.e&L 

To unsubscribe click here: ht~p://lists.mlc.edtdu?id=61803888.b835e6061 c75aagb2ed73bd5f~3tt~el f&n=T&l=thearg&o=33605108 

(It ]nay be neces~ry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema]l to !.e.:@:e..-...3..3.6...~...5...~..!)...8..-..6.~..8.(.!.3...8...8...8..:.b...8.:.3.~5...e..6.Q.6.!~.c..7..5..:~.~c.)..b...2...e.s~3b~5i5~E!~1i~stser~:~1~kc:.ed~1 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy Re~me~med.uncuedu. 



To unsubscfibe click here: htlp:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=:67643430.5e23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66a8a0e&n=:T&l=thearg&o=33605716 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33605716-67643430.5e23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66a8a0e~b~listser~,.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 9:40 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu->; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [thearg] ARG and APU 

Their statement was picl<ed up in a couple of media venues, h~duding USA Today. 

Jo,/J. Rermer~ M,A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Pro[essor and Dh’ector 

tJniversib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Ci~apel Flfli 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 

521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7150 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 

Cell 

919-966-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, b~cludh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged material. Rny -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-l-nail and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Email correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parkies by an 
authorized state ~fficia[ (NICGS, ch. Lt32). Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:01 PN 
To: athletics reform group 
Co: athletics reform group 
Subject: Re: [thearg] ARG and APU 
Wow. How exciting, rm watching the game, and I’ve not actually seen the APU anywhere, but I haven’t really been looking either. 

Whether they do it or not--there was evidently some indication, from somewhere, that players were paying attention k~ "the APU movement and also to our statement. I 

think that’s ve~ exciting. 

On 10/17/13 9:18 PM, SOUTtlALL, RICHARD wrote: 

Thought I’d pass this along in case you had not seen it. 

Richard 

http://www, usatodav.comisto~-/sportJncaa~’acc/2013/10i 17ith ur~tav- nNht- college- tbotball- north- carolina-~ar- heels- miami- apu- all-pla’~,ers- 

united/3004963/ ...................................... 

Dr. Richard M. Southa),l 

Associate Professor 

Director - College Sport Research Inslitute 
Depaxtment of Sport and Entertainment Management 

Universib~ of South Carolina 

Carolina Coliseum, Room 2024 

Columbia, SC 29208 
Office: 803.777-5550 

Cell: 

Email: southall(a~ hrsm. sc.ed u 

7th Annual CSRI Cont:erence on College Sport April 
22-26, 2014 ~y__~,_~,_:£~_c_£!!_~[ejLe_n_£_e_:£_~g" 

Yon are currently subscribed to thearg as: iaysmith(~emaiLunc.e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 61803888.b835e6061c75aa9b2ed73bd5f5ff4elf&n T&l thearg&o 33738728 

(It may be necesmry to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email m leave-33738728-61803888.b835e6061 c75aa9b2ed73bd513[tael [(i~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: J_£y_j~__e_!!_r_Lej_L~Ln_e__d__:_v__r_Lc_:_e__£t__u_.. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduiu?id 67643430.5e23cb330d016e15946b9e2dd66a8a0e&n T&l thearg&o 33738787 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-33738787-67643430.5e23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66a8a0e(tblistserv.mlc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:05 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sthrmer@admissions.unc.ed~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 

<Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; McFasland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.e&~; 

Keadey, Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu> 

CNN 

This version includes edits from Steve and information from Michelle. 

Sara: I checked with Steve Farmer, the director of undergraduate admissions. You may attribute the admissions information below to him. 

In an email to Lissa Broome, Mary Willingham refers to scores on reading tests. I don’t know the tests to which she refers and have seen only the summary 

of the data that she has provided, not the data themselves, so I can’t comment on the accuracy of her data or her opinions about them. 

Ms. Willingham’s email also refers to placement thresholds employed by the North Carolina Community College System (NCCCS). The email doesn’t 

specify the thresholds; Fm assuming they’re the ones that NCCCS uses to place students in introductory English courses. Since these thresholds are 

available online, I’m glad to comment on where entering UNC-Chapel Hill students stand in relation to them. 

NCCCS uses multiple measures for placing students; those measures include high-school grade-point averages, results on standardized admissions tests, 

and scores on diagnostic tests administered by NCCCS. For the sake of simplicity, I’ll focus only on the thresholds that involve standardized admissions 

tests: either 500 on the SAT Critical Reading, 500 on the SAT Writing, 20 on the ACT Reading, or 18 on the ACT English. 

If a student achieves any of these scores, the student meets the threshold and is eligible for placement in any English course up to and including English 

111. If the student doesn’t meet any of these thresholds, the student may have to take an earlier English course to prepare for English 111. It is not clear to 

me from the placement standards published online that NCCCS considers students who place into an earlier English course to have earned something less 

than "full acceptance," in Ms. Willingham’s words, or that such students must delay "starting a course of study." 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 2012 included 62 students who did not meet this NCCS testing threshold. Of these 62 students, 39 were recruited 

student-athletes. Of these 39 recruited student-athletes, 17 were recruited by so-called "revenue" sports I 

22 were recruited by other sports. 

As of the start of the Fall 2013 semester, 90 percent of these students (91 percent of the non-athletes and 90 percent of the athletes) remain enrolled at 

the University, compared to 97 percent of all first-year students who entered in 2012. Among the athletes, the retention rate is 100 percent for the revenue 

sports and 82 percent for the non-revenue sports. 

The average cumulative GPA for all of these students, whether or not they remain enrolled at the University, is 2.49. The average for non-athletes is 2.57; 

the average for recruited athletes is 2.44. Among the athletes, the average GPA for the revenue sports is 2.47, and the average for non-revenue sports 2.41. 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 2013 included 39 students who did not meet the this threshold. Of these 39 students, 28 were recruited student- 

athletes. Of these 28 recruited student-athletes, 13 were recruited by revenue sports and 15 by non-revenue sports. 

Regarding the learning specialists for student-athletes, I have checked with Michelle Brown, the director of the Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes. 

The ASPSA currently has 2 full-time learning specialists on staff who work more than 40 hours a week. We have additional staff members who are not full 

time but have training and experience as learning specialists or with reading and writing. In addition to the full time staff, we have 6 Assistant Learning 

Specialists (ALS) who work with the Learning Specialists. The ALSs work 20 hours a week. Four of the ALSs are graduate students in the Ph.D. program in the 

School of Education (3 in the School of Psychology and 1 in Curriculum and Instruction). The ALSs receive intensive training before the beginning of the 

academic year and then meet weekly for additional training. And, this year, we have increased training for Writing Tutors to include training sessions held 

twice a month. The training sessions for the ALS and Writing tutors are conducted by the Reading/Writing Learning Specialist. In addition, we have one 

Assistant Academic Counselor who works 20 hours a week (just returning after 6 weeks of personal medical leave) who has a learning specialist background 

(previously over 3 years of experience at two other universities) and one Assistant Academic Counselor who works a minimum of 20 hours a week who has 

a Master’s in Education and taught high school English for 2 years. 

Dr. Brown, who now reports directly to the Provost, says it would be beneficial to analyze the data for the student-athletes who are currently at UNC (2009- 

current) so that we can determine if the services and support that are being provided to these student-athletes are appropriate. The current undertaking of 

the ASPSA is to analyze current data alongside with implementing recommendations identified in the previous reports. We will continue to make 

adjustments to staffing and services without an endpoint since these reviews will be constant. At this time, an additional position is being created for an 

Associate Director within the ASPSA who is a learning specialist. 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:09 AM 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@~mc.edu-~; Farmer, Stephen M <sfanner@admJssions.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 

<michellebrown@~mc.edu% Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfasland@unc.edu% Keadey, 

Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: CNN 

This is great information and very concise and clear. Can this information be shared with others or is it for theCNNresponseonfy? I know if she uses it, itisout 

there publicly but it would be nice for our own people here on campus to have some of this information. 

Jo~/J. Renner, M.A. £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associa,’_e Professor and /~[rector 

Unk, e!’sit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 

School of Med[dne 

CB #712~0 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A South Colum bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-985-5147Desk 
[2eli 

91.9-9664;95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: fh[s e-mi~il messi~ge, including i~ttachrnents, if any, is int,_reded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged rnateri;~i. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase conti~ct the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#onde~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law and mar be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~tborized state official (NCGS. ch. Z32). Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA° 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, October 18, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Brown, Michelle; Renner, 3o,/.I; Broome, Lissa L; McFarland, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: CNN 

This version includes edits from Steve and information from Michelle. 

Sara: I checked with Steve Farmer, the director of undergraduate admissions. You may attribute the admissions information below to him. 

In an ernail to Lissa Broome, Mary Willingham refers to scores on reading tests. I don’t know the tests to which she refers and have seen only the summary 

of the data that she has provided, not the data themselves, so I can’t comment on the accuracy of her data or her opinions about them. 

Ms. Willingham’s email also refers to placement thresholds employed by the North Carolina Community College System (NCCCS). The email doesn’t 

specify the thresholds; I’m assuming they’re the ones that NCCCS uses to place students in introductory English courses. Since these thresholds are 

available online, I’m glad to comment on where entering UNC-Chapel Hill students stand in relation to them. 

NCCCS uses multiple measures for placing students; those measures include high-school grade-point averages, results on standardized admissions tests, 

and scores on diagnostic tests administered by NCCCS. For the sake of simplicity, I’ll focus only on the thresholds that involve standardized admissions 

tests: either 500 on the SAT Critical Reading, 500 on the SAT Writing, 20 on the ACT Reading, or 18 on the ACT English. 

If a student achieves any of these scores, the student meets the threshold and is eligible for placement in any English course up to and including English 

:1:1:1. If the student doesn’t meet any of these thresholds, the student may have to take an earlier English course to prepare for English :1:1:1. It is not clear to 

me from the placement standards published online that NCCCS considers students who place into an earlier English course to have earned something less 

than "full acceptance," in Ms. Willingham’s words, or that such students must delay "starting a course of study." 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 2012 included 62 students who did not meet this NCCS testing threshold. Of these 62 students, 39 were recruited 

student-athletes. Of these 39 recruited student-athletes, 17 were recruited by so-called "revenue" sports I 

; 22 were recruited by other sports. 

As of the start of the Fall 20:13 semester, 90 percent of these students (9:1 percent of the non-athletes and 90 percent of the athletes) remain enrolled at 

the University, compared to 97 percent of all first-year students who entered in 2012. Among the athletes, the retention rate is :100 percent for the revenue 

sports and 82 percent for the non-revenue sports. 

The average cumulative GPA for all of these students, whether or not they remain enrolled at the University, is 2.49. The average for non-athletes is 2.57; 

the average for recruited athletes is 2.44. Among the athletes, the average GPA for the revenue sports is 2.47, and the average for non-revenue sports 2.41. 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 20:13 included 39 students who did not meet the this threshold. Of these 39 students, 28 were recruited student- 

athletes. Of these 28 recruited student-athletes, :13 were recruited by revenue sports and :15 by non-revenue sports. 

Regarding the learning specialists for student-athletes, I have checked with Michelle Brown, the director of the Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes. 

The ASPSA currently has 2 full-time learning specialists on staff who work more than 40 hours a week. We have additional staff members who are not full 

time but have training and experience as learning specialists or with reading and writing. In addition to the full time staff, we have 6 Assistant Learning 

Specialists (ALS) who work with the Learning Specialists. The ALSs work 20 hours a week. Four of the ALSs are graduate students in the Ph.D. program in the 

School of Education (3 in the School of Psychology and :1 in Curriculum and Instruction). The ALSs receive intensive training before the beginning of the 

academic year and then meet weekly for additional training. And, this year, we have increased training for Writing Tutors to include training sessions held 

twice a month. The training sessions for the ALS and Writing tutors are conducted by the Reading/Writing Learning Specialist. In addition, we have one 

Assistant Academic Counselor who works 20 hours a week (just returning after 6 weeks of personal medical leave) who has a learning specialist background 

(previously over 3 years of experience at two other universities) and one Assistant Academic Counselor who works a minimum of 20 hours a week who has 

a Master’s in Education and taught high school English for 2 years. 

Dr. Brown, who now reports directly to the Provost, says it would be beneficial to analyze the data for the student-athletes who are currently at UNC (2009- 

current) so that we can determine if the services and support that are being provided to these student-athletes are appropriate. The current undertaking of 

the ASPSA is to analyze current data alongside with implementing recommendations identified in the previous reports. We will continue to make 

adjustments to staffing and services without an endpoint since these reviews will be constant. At this time, an additional position is being created for an 

Associate Director within the ASPSA who is a learning specialist. 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(9:19) 962-8595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 10:10 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 

<michellebrown@~mc.edu~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfasland@unc.edu~; Keadey, 

Stephen <sckeadey@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CNN 

We absolutely can share wid~ od~er rnedia outlets. Thanks for your quick t:eedback. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Uniw-:!rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(9:19) 9{’;2- 85_~}5 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Seat: Friday, October :!.8, 2013 :!.0:09 AM 
To: Moon, Karen B; Farmer, Stephen M; Brown, Michelle; Broome, Lissa L; IVlcFarland, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: RE: CNN 
This is great inh:~rrnatkm and very concise and clear. Can i:hi; infom~ation be ~.~hared with others or is it ~or the CNN response only? I know if ~.~he u;~-:r; ii:, R: is out 

there publicly but i~: would be nice for our own people here on campus i:o haw? some of this informaLion. 

JoT J. Rent!or, M,A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
*",ssot:iate Profe55or and O[re.::l:or 
Un[ve!’sil:y of Norl:h Cilroiina al: Chilpel HHI 
S.::hool of Medi.::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcinduran~ Hail 
32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9 ~ 5-.595 I., Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; e.-mail message, ir!,::Jud[r].~ al:[;~chments, if ;}r!y, h; intet’:dted ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h [1 is addressed and n]ay t:ot’:t;}iR c:onfideni:i;}i and/or 
privileged nii}teHai, Any .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~iMted, If you are not the [hi:ended recipient, please, cor!l:a.::i: the’ sende, r b7 re’ply e-mall and 
destroy all cOpies Of the original !’ness;~ge, 
Email correspo~denge te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~a~ a~d may he disclosed [co third parties by an 

authorized s~tate official (NCGS, oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are sub~eet te FERIPA, 

From: Moon, Karen B 
Sent: Friday, October :!.8, 2013 :!.0:05 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Brown, Michelle; Rennet, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L; McFarland, Michael B; Keadey, Stephen 
Subject: CNN 

This version includes edits from Steve and information from Michelle. 

Sara: I checked with Steve Farmer, the director of undergraduate admissions. You may attribute the admissions information below to him. 

In an email to Lissa Broome, Mary Willingham refers to scores on reading tests. I don’t know the tests to which she refers and have seen only the summary 

of the data that she has provided, not the data themselves, so I can’t comment on the accuracy of her data or her opinions about them. 

Ms. Willingham’s email also refers to placement thresholds employed by the North Carolina Community College System (NCCCS). The email doesn’t 

specify the thresholds; I’m assuming they’re the ones that NCCCS uses to place students in introductory English courses. Since these thresholds are 

available online, I’m glad to comment on where entering UNC-Chapel Hill students stand in relation to them. 

NCCCS uses multiple measures for placing students; those measures include high-school grade-point averages, results on standardized admissions tests, 

and scores on diagnostic tests administered by NCCCS. For the sake of simplicity, I’ll focus only on the thresholds that involve standardized admissions 

tests: either 500 on the SAT Critical Reading, 500 on the SAT Writing, 20 on the ACT Reading, or :18 on the ACT English. 

If a student achieves any of these scores, the student meets the threshold and is eligible for placement in any English course up to and including English 

:1:1:1. If the student doesn’t meet any of these thresholds, the student may have to take an earlier English course to prepare for English :1:1:1. It is not clear to 

me from the placement standards published online that NCCCS considers students who place into an earlier English course to have earned something less 

than "full acceptance," in Ms. Willingham’s words, or that such students must delay "starting a course of study." 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 20:12 included 62 students who did not meet this NCCS testing threshold. Of these 62 students, 39 were recruited 

student-athletes. Of these 39 recruited student-athletes, :17 were recruited by so-called "revenue" sports I 

; 22 were recruited by other sports. 

As of the start of the Fall 20:13 semester, 90 percent of these students (9:1 percent of the non-athletes and 90 percent of the athletes) remain enrolled at 

the University, compared to 97 percent of all first-year students who entered in 20:12. Among the athletes, the retention rate is :100 percent for the revenue 

sports and 82 percent for the non-revenue sports. 

The average cumulative GPA for all of these students, whether or not they remain enrolled at the University, is 2.49. The average for non-athletes is 2.57; 

the average for recruited athletes is 2.44. Among the athletes, the average GPA for the revenue sports is 2.47, and the average for non-revenue sports 2.4:1. 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 20:13 included 39 students who did not meet the this threshold. Of these 39 students, 28 were recruited student- 

athletes. Of these 28 recruited student-athletes, :13 were recruited by revenue sports and :15 by non-revenue sports. 

Regarding the learning specialists for student-athletes, I have checked with Michelle Brown, the director of the Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes. 

The ASPSA currently has 2 full-time learning specialists on staff who work more than 40 hours a week. We have additional staff members who are not full 

time but have training and experience as learning specialists or with reading and writing. In addition to the full time staff, we have 6 Assistant Learning 

Specialists (ALS) who work with the Learning Specialists. The ALSs work 20 hours a week. Four of the ALSs are graduate students in the Ph.D. program in the 

School of Education (3 in the School of Psychology and :1 in Curriculum and Instruction). The ALSs receive intensive training before the beginning of the 

academic year and then meet weekly for additional training. And, this year, we have increased training for Writing Tutors to include training sessions held 

twice a month. The training sessions for the ALS and Writing tutors are conducted by the Reading!Writing Learning Specialist. In addition, we have one 

Assistant Academic Counselor who works 20 hours a week (just returning after 6 weeks of personal medical leave) who has a learning specialist background 

(previously over 3 years of experience at two other universities) and one Assistant Academic Counselor who works a minimum of 20 hours a week who has 

a Master’s in Education and taught high school English for 2 years. 

Dr. Brown, who now reports directly to the Provost, says it would be beneficial to analyze the data for the student-athletes who are currently at UNC (2009- 

current) so that we can determine if the services and support that are being provided to these student-athletes are appropriate. The current undertaking of 



the ASPSA is to analyze current data alongside with implementing recommendations identified in the previous reports. We will continue to make 

adjustments to staffing and services without an endpoint since these reviews will be constant. At this time, an additional position is being created for an 

Associate Director within the ASPSA who is a learning specialist. 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, October 18, 2013 11:14 AM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dean, Jr., JaJnes W. qlames Dean@~mc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Follow up 

Dear Jim, Bubba, Lissa, and Debbi: 

Karen Moon from News Set, rices asked me to comment for the CNN story featuring Mary Willingham. This is the statement that I provided. The data in the last few paragraphs will sound 
familiar, since we discussed it at our meeting on Monday. 

Steve 

In an email to Lissa Broome, Mary Willingham refers to scores on reading tests. I don’t know the tests to which she refers and have seen only the summary of the data that she has 
provided, not the data themselves, so I can’t comment on the accuracy of her data or her opinions about them. 

Ms. Willingham’s emai[ also refers to placement thresholds employed by the North Carolina Communi~ College System (NCCCS) The email doesn’t specify the thresholds; I’m assuming 
they’re the ones that NCCCS uses to place students in introductory English courses Since these thresholds are available online, I’m glad to comment on where entering UNC-Chapel }{ill 
students stand in relation to them. 

NCCCS uses multiple measures for placing students; those measures include high-school grade-point averages, results on standardized admissions tests, and scores on diagnostic tests 
administered by NCC(2S. For the sake of simplicity, I’ll focus only on the thresholds that inw)lve standardized admissions tests: either 500 on the SAT Critical Reading, 500 on the SAT 
Writing, 20 on the ACT Reading, or 18 on the ACT English 

If a student achieves aW of these scores, the student meets the threshold and is eligible for placement in any English course up to and including English 111. If the student doesn’t meet 
any of these thresholds, the student may have to take an earlier English course to prepare for English 111 It is not clear to me from the placement standards published online that NCCCS 
considers students who place into an earlier English course to have earned something less than "full acceptance," in Ms. Willingham’s words, or that such students must delay "starting a 
c ourse of stu@." 

’]7he first-year class that we enrolled in 2012 included 62 students who did not meet this NCCS testing threshold. Of these 62 students, 39 were recruited student-athletes. Of these 39 
recruited student-athletes, 17 were recruited by so-called "revenue" sports i                                              ; 22 were recruited by other sports. 

As of the start of the Fall 2013 semester, 90 percent of these students (91 percent of the non-athletes and 90 percent of the athletes) remain enrolled at the University, compared to 97 percent 
of al[ first-year students who entered in 2012. Among the athletes, the retention rate is 100 percent for the revenue sports and 82 percent ]2)r the non-revenue sports. 

’]7he average cumulative GPA for all of these students, whether or not they remain enrolled at the Umversity, is 2.49. The average for non-athletes is 2.57; the average for recruited athletes is 
2.44. Among the athletes, the average GPA ]2)r the revenue sports is 2.47, and the average for non-revenue sports 2.41. 

The first-year class that we enrolled in 2013 included 39 students who did not meet the this threshold. Of these 39 students, 28 were recruited student-athletes. Of these 28 recruited student- 
athletes, 13 were recruited by revenue sports and 15 by non-revenue sports. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke -~ ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 2:14 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Time tbr a call this week’? 

Will do. 

Mary. did not give me her data bc she says it violates the temls of her IRB. I asked her again for her IRB # & she didn’t have it, she said she’d send it to me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 11:32 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Great:. Call my office 962-70(?6 at 11 on Fri4ay 

]hanks~ 

Lissa 

From: DebN Clarke [mailto: @qmal.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:32 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Re: Time for a call this week? 

Yes, how about Friday at 11am. I can call you. I met with Mary WiNingham this morning. 

Thanks Lissa, 

Debbi 

cell 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 11:07 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Debbi - Do you have time for a call sometime this week? 

Good times for me are tomorrow after 2:15 or any time on Friday. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banldng Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t.~..~j..L~..~.w..~:.u.~.n.~.c.~u..~c..~n..~t.~.r..s.~b..~a..~n..~k..~.n..~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:48 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - FW: NCAA reform activi~ 

,Joy J, Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor imd [3[r~_~cter 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bor~duri~nt Hi~il 

321.-A South Coiumbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~J. h L’.e_k 

Cell 

919-966-695 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IALIiY NOi]CE: this e-mitN messitge, i~cludmg ;tttachments, if a~¥, is hqt~_~nded only for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privNeged materiiti. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi?ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase c_o~titct the sender by reply e-mail and 

destroy all copies of the original message. 

Eroail eorrespo~cle~ce t<} and from this address may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina P~blic Rec<}rds law a~cl road/be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 
a~tborized state official {INCGS, Cbo I32)o Student educational records are sub:iect to FERPA° 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:28 PI 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject" [thearg] NCAA reform activity 
I have joined the advisory, committee of The Drake Group to push the ’College Protection Act’ bill to the Congress floor. More specifics coming soon. 

I will be intewiewing with Mia Jaclcson on the Game Ready Mom Show tomorrow evening 11/21 at 7pm. The Game Read,,, Morn Show 

(http:ii~x~x~vNogtalkradio.com/sideline-pass) broadcasts live weekly on BlogTalkRadio.com at 7:00 p.m. All shows are archived and available via podcast following 

the show. All of the blog ~sts and iNbmmtion are available at http://~’.sidelinepass.com 

Ma~qi Willingl~am 

CSSAC - UNC-CH 

www. unc.e&~/.- willing_~! 

_=_ 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: Joy RelmeI~med.unc.edu. 

To unsubscrike click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 67643430.5e23cb330d016e15946b9e2dd66a8a0e&n T&l thearg&o 33892135 

(It may be neces~D, m cut and paste the abxwe {JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email m leave-33892135-67643430.5e23cb330d016el 5946b9e2dd66a8aOe(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi via Droplx~x <no-reply@dropbox.com~ 

Monday, December 2, 2013 1:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edtP 

Debbi Clarke wants to share "Working Group files for FAC" with you 

Debbi invited you to a Dropbox shared folder calfed "Working 

Group files for FAC" and left you this message: 

".!oy and Lissom, i’ve crecrted this Dropbox fite ~o share the Working 

Group’s progress with the ,~i4C Files (proo~s~ document~;tion, eta) t,~at 

! share with you het,e can be shared with dm FAC at your discretion. 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

cett" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi via Droptx~x <no-reply~dropboxmail.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:47 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: Debbi Clarke waists "to share "Working Group files Ibr FAC" ruth you 

Hi there, 

Here’s a reminder that Debbi i g~gmai[.com) 

invited you to a Dropbox shared folder calfed "Workin9 Group files 

for FAC’ and [eft you this message: 

"Joy and I..issa, I’ve created this Dropbox file to share t.he Working 

Group’s progress with the FAC, Files {process documentation, etc,} 

t.hat I shale with you here can be shared with the FAC at. your 

discretion, Thanks, Debbi cell" 

Enjoy[ 

--The Dropbox Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:23 PM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com>; Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Important Data 

I thought this maybe a good report for our Academic working group should read for background information. 

https://www~gse~upenn~edu/equity/sites/gse~upenn~edu~equity/~es/pub~icati~ns/Harper-Wi~iams-and B lackman_%282013%29.pdf 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 10:04 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <Jmnes Dean@unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <JoyRenne@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Important Data 

Bubba, Thank you, I roll share this report ruth the Working Group. I’d already discussed it ruth Jim Johnson and with Jim Dean. I met ruth Lynn Williford jusl before 

the holidays & asked her (per Jim Johnson’s request) to pull together some information for our group to look at about black male student-athlete graduation rates and 

the courses that they take, the majors that they declare & information regarding academic probation. We’d like to comNne Lynn’s data ruth what Michelle’s group 

knows about tutoring and other academic support that these students receive. The goal would be to capture a more complete picture of what student-athletes do in 

addition to coursework (eg My Academic Plan, Accessibility Resources Sendce, Bounce Back, etc.) to achieve academic success and graduate. 

I don’t know Shaun Harper at UPENN, but I do know Ken Shropshire, both ti~om the GSE & he was a thculty t~llow in the stone College House with Walt & me 

(though I doubt he remembers us, that was so long ago!) I would be hapw to contact either or both of them at some point to share with them the eiti~rks of our 

Working Group and explore ways we could collaborate. Lynn Williford & Steve Farmel’s Admissions Repo(ting committee plans to release it’s findings to the t:aculty 

council early in the spring semester. This could be one way that UNC does just what this report recommends: lead the way in transparency and make academic 

success for all s~dent-athletes a priorib~. 

Thank you again, happy new year’. 

Debbi 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 2:23 PM, "Cunningham, Babba" <bubbac~email.unc.eda> wrote: 

I thought this maybe a good report for our Academic working group should read for background information. 

https://ww~.gse.upenn.edu/equitv/sites/gse.upenn.edu.equit‘~;~es~’publicafi~ns~’Harper Williams and Blacknmn %282013%29.Nlf 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 4:07 PM 

Curran, Joel <joeI.curran@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaiI.unc.edu>; life, Vince <iIle@unc.edu>; Brown, MicheIle 

<michelIebrown@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@emaiI.unc.edu>; McFarland, Michael B <mike_mcfarland@unc.edu>; 

Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeraI@unc.edu> 

USA Today interactive 

http : //www.cnn.com/interactive/2O l 4/O1/us/college-scores/index.html 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January, 8, 2014 8:29 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emsJl.unc.edu> 

Re: USA Today interactive 

I noticed that many schools didn’t or haven’t yet responded with academic info abom their student-athletes. When I clicked on ’Kentuclu’ the text said that they don’t 

save SAT/ACT info on their student-athletes. That has to be a misprint. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~,,emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

F¥~ 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 4:07 PM 
To: Curran, Joel; Cunningham, Bubba; Tile, Vince; Brown, Michelle; Broome, Lissa L; McFarland, Michael B; Pickeral, Robbi 
Subject: USA Today interactive 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 
stevekirschner@unc edu 

GoHeels.com ............................ 

:: i:i:i.l i? i:. :::]L: i: i:i:ii :?:i’::ii ii:’::i ::::if:’:? "71i::::i.:iiii:: .:iii:i::]::?:i ]:::i:: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McFafland, Michael B <mikemcfarland@unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 17, 2014 6:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Today’s news link 

http://uncne~s.unc.edu/2~~4/~1/17/unc-chape~-hi~~-~eaders-share-facts-wi~lingham-dataset-findings/ 

This covers information from Faculty Council. 

Mike McFarland, APR 

Director of University Communications 

University Relations 

mike_mcfarland @ unc.ed u 

919-962-8593 (o) 

(c) 

Follow Co?Carolina_News 

Read www.unc.edu 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:06 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lissa 

Broome < lissa_broome@unc.edu >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Amy, Beth, & Lissa ~ 

Read every bit of this information and your suggested comments regarding Bylaw 16 ~ thank you for the enlightening!thought provoking information. 
The one issue that I am very concerned about, as the effort to move forward with deregulation seems to be going full speed ahead, is that the so called "ancient" effort to 

level the playing field could now possibly become as level as Pike’s Peak ~ maybe we were all kidding ourselves that a level field could ever exist? It is only a mater of time 

before "the have’s" rule the world of college athletics ~ and maybe that’s not a bad thing. 

Thanks, and it will be interesting to see "time eventual outcomes" from the feedback being furnished to the NCAA ~just hope that they listen, and that there are no other 

"ready, fire, aim’s" as occurred with the COA matter. 

Take care, 
Larry 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/21/2012 12:49 PM >>> 

Thanks, Amy. That’s helpful The lirnits (as such) in the by-laws you rnentioned seem reasonable to me~ I worry that if we eliminate the by--laws clever people wilt 

think up something not within those limits which could (a) increase costs, or (b} lead to a recruiting advantage for those willing to spend that money. I don’t have any 

good examples. But, what’s the problem? What are the things we want to do that these bydaws prevent us from doing? If there isn’t anything specific, then I fear 

[he un kr’~owr~. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, June 2i, 2012 ii:34 AM 
To: Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Larry Gallo; Lissa Broome; Broome, Lissa L; 
Subject." RE: Bylaw i6 Feedback 

Susan Maloy; Tom -r]mmermans 

Got it, Beth, thanks. 

Lissa, to your comments about Concepts 3 and 4 already not being very prescriptive. I agree with you that we’re pretty much already able to do a lot of things in these areas, 

and both bylaws fit on 1 page, so what’s the big deal?!? But I think the plan would be to just remove those bylaws pretty much entirely! There are some pretty prescriptive 

sections in 16.3.1.1.1 and 16.4.1, and the thought is that if the bottom line is that we want institutions to make these calls, then why do we need these bullet lists at all? Gotta 

start somewhere with cutting out words in the Manual! 

Hope that helps to explain? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Beth Miller 6/21/2012 10:52 AM > > > 
Amy, Thanks for sending us your comments on these Concepts...._and thanks Lissa for your comments. I have just a couple thoughts: 

1. Concept 1: I agree there should definitely be a value limit on awards or it would turn into a recruiting tool and a way to "pay" student athletes. 

2. Concept 5: ] am strongly against this concept, as it not only segregates student athletes, but also becomes a huge recruiting tool that would disadvantage us. 

3. Concept 7: Agree that it sounds good, but could become complicated. Definitely should not allow cash, only food. 

4. Concepts 8 11: Definitely a slippery slope defining "comparable relationship" and could be expensive if a limit or some definition is not applied, especially since it covers 

4 different concepts. 

Lissa makes a great point that these deregulation proposals could be costly and, if it is agreed the revenue sports need to do these things to be competitive, it could 

certainly be detrimental to funding our Olympic Sports. 

Thanks for your good work on these concepts. 

~Beth 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/20/2012 1:20 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --.Good job as usual. Here are my additional comments: 

Concept ~. (Awards). One problem rnight be ff the team selects an award that is n.:_~t fully covered by the insl:ituti.:_~n and s.:_~me SAs cannot afford to contribute 

(or might: feel peer pressure 1:.:_~ contribute when it is not in their financial bes~: ir~l:er’est ~:o do so). "1".:_~ rne, this seerns unfortunate. Nor do I ~:hink we shouid 

tap the Student-athlete opportunity fund to help out the needy students. 

2. Concept 3, # 2 (academic support, career counseling, personal development). I would suggest lirnited to on-campus and not including the genera] locale. 

& Concept 3. I just read By--law 16.3 and I don’t find it to be too prescriptive. The fimits it sets t:orth seem reasonable. What am I missing? 

4. Concept ~, regarding integration. 1 agree that some specialized services may need to be provided to student-athletes because of their athletic 

commitments, but I also think that we would be better off encouraging SAs to take advantage of support services on campus when they are available and 

not keep SAs in a sik) in the al:hletics departr~lenl:. 

5. Concept: 4 (Medical Expenses}. Again By Law 16.4 doesn’t seem tba~: ’~prescriptive" to me. Are there probh:mls? 



6. Concept 5 (AtMetic Porms) I l:hink this is a w?ry bad idea. Again, it silos SAs and hind~-:~rs their integration with the rest of th~-_~ studem: body and the 

Universit% It is bad PR. We had this before and decided it was a bad idea. As one of R1¥ FAR colleagues said, "Can you imagine the fooLbalt dorm at Texas?" I 

don’t think we want Lo go there. 

7. Concept 7 (Food)~ Agree totally. There will be an issue in defining "incidental to participation/’ 

8, Concepts 8-t:]., I could be talked into the new language to take into account nontraditional families if there was a reasonable numerical limit on the number 

in this family. Mayb~-’_~ 4 is the limit (each par~-_mt and a sLep--parent or parents and siblings). All th~-_~s~:_~ concepts have costs associated with them, My ow?rriding 

conc~-:~rn (expressed l:hroughom: ~:his rule reduction process) is that the rew:mue sports will argue that they need to "compete" by incurring these additional 

costs and Lhat this will be at the expense of the non-revenue sports. Also, the language "relative or individual of comparable relationship" is very broad. 

Does this include the AAU coach that "is like a t:ather" to the SAP 

Thanks t:or putting this togeLher. 

[.issa 

I.issa L Broome 

Wachovia Proh-:~ssor of Banking Law 

DirecLoc CenLer for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-33gO 

9:].9~962~7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu!centersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ht{p://ssrn.corniauthor=248720 

:~i:il Descripti ..... 
http://www.iaw unc. edu/images/news/media/bar~kingfinance 
web 542jp9 

From; Amy Herman [__rEa__[Lt__o_;__ajLs__c__h___a__e_.__@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 20:[2 9:4-5 AM 
To: Lissa Broome; Larry Gallo; Beth Hiller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Bylaw :[6 Feedback 

Susan Maloy; Tom TJmmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my input into this week’s feedback request. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add from your perspective. I need to have 

your thoughts by 5p tomorrow (Thursday). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Comp]iance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc,ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:43 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lissa 

Broome < lissa_broome@unc.edu >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >;                  _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Bylaw 16 Feedback.pdf 

All, 

Please see attached for the feedback on "our end", which incorporates Lissa and Beth’s thoughts. I will add in the coaches’ comments tomorrow and copy you on the email 

sent to Brad, but ] wanted you to have one last chance to review how I included Lissa and BettYs thoughts. If you two disagree with how I summarized your points in any way, 

please don’t hesitate to let me know. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@ernail.unc.edu> 6/21/2012 12:49 PM >>> 

Thanks, Amy. That’s helpfuk The limits (as such) in the L~y-.laws you mentioned seem reasonable to me. I worry that if we eliminate the by-taws clever people will 

think up something not within those lirnits which could (a) increase costs, or (b) lead to a recruiting advantage for those willing to spend that money. I don"t have any 

good examples. But, what’s the problem? What are the things we want to do that these by-laws prevent us from doing? If there isn’t anything specific, then 1 fear 

the unknown. 

Lissa 

From. Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, June 21, 2012 11:34 AM 
To: Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Larry Gallo; Lissa Broome; Broome, Lissa L; 
Subject" RE: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

Got it, Beth, thanks. 

Lissa, to your comments about Concepts 3 and 4 already not being very prescriptive, [ agree with you that we’re pretty much already able to do a lot of things in these areas, 

and both bylaws fit on 1 page, so what’s the big deal?!? But [ think the plan would be to just remove those bylaws pretty much entirely! There are some pretty prescriptive 

sections in 16.3.1.1.1 and 16.4.1, and the thought is that if the bottom line is that we want institutions to make these calls, then why do we need these bullet lists at all? Gotta 

start somewhere with cutting out words in the Manual! 

Hope that helps to explain? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Beth Miller 6/21/2012 10:52 AM > > > 
Amy, Thanks for sending us your comments on these Concepts......and thanks Lissa for your comments. I have just a couple thoughts: 

1. Concept 1: [ agree there should definitely be a value limit on awards or it would turn into a recruiting tool and a way to "pay" student athletes. 

2. Concept 5: I am strongly against this concept, as it not only segregates student athletes, but also becomes a huge recruiting tool that would disadvantage us, 

3. Concept 7: Agree that it sounds good, but could become complicated. Definitely should not allow cash, only food. 

4. Concepts 8 11: Definitely a slippery slope defining "comparable relationship" and could be expensive if a limit or some definition is not applied, especially since it covers 

4 different concepts. 

Lissa makes a great point that these deregulation proposals could be costly and, if it is agreed the revenue sports need to do these things to be competitive, it could 

certainly be detrimental to funding our Olympic Sports, 

Thanks for your good work on these concepts. 

~Beth 

> > > "Broome, Ussa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/20/2012 1:20 PM > > > 

Hi Amy---Good iob as usual. Here are my additional comments: 

C.:_~ncep~: :[ (Awards). One probh:,m might: be if the ~:eam selects an award tha~: is not fully cow:,red by the institution and some SAs canno~: afford to contribute 

(or might feel peer pressure to contribu~:e when i~: is not in their financial best interest to do so), To me, this seems unfortunate. Nor do t think we should 

tap the Student-athlete opportunity fund to help out the needy students. 

2. Concept 3, # 2 (academic support~ career counseling, personal development). I would suggest limited to on--canlpus and not including the general locale. 

3. Concept 3. I just read By-law 18.3 and I don"t find it to be too prescriptive, The limits it sets forth seem reasonable. What am I rnissing? 

4.. Concept 3, regarding integration. I agree that some specialized services may need to be provided to student-athletes because of their athletic 

commitments, but I also think that we would be better off encouraging SAs to take advantage of support services on campus when they are available and 

not keep SAs in a silo in the athletics department 

B. Concept 4 (Medical [’,<penses), Again By Law 16.4 doesn"t seern that "prescriptive" to me. Are there problems? 

6, Concept B {Athletic Dorms). l think this is a very bad idea Again, i~: silos SAs and hinders their integration with the rest of the student body and the 

University. It is bad PR. We had this before and decided it was a bad idea, As one of my FAR colleagues said, "Can you imagine the football dorm at Texas?" I 



don’t think w~-_~ want t:o go th~-:~re. 

Concept 7 (Food). Agree totatly. There will be an issue in det:ining "incidental to participation:" 

8, Concepts 8-I:I, I could be talked into the new tan~,uage to take into account nontraditionat families if there was a reasonable numerical limit, on the number 

in this famit% Maybe 4 is the limit (each parent and a step-parent or parents and siblings). All these concepts have costs associated with them. My overriding 

concern (expressed throughout this rule reduction process) is that the revenue sports will argue that they need to "compete" by incurring these additional 

costs and l:hat this will be at th~-’_~ e>:pena~-_~ of the non-revenue sports Also, th~-_~ language "relative or individual of comparable relationship" is w?ry broad. 

Does this inch.Ede the AAU coach that "is like a [al:her" to the SA? 

Thanks lot puttin~ l:hi’~ to~ether, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director~ Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School o~ Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

9 :!.9.96Z 706,6 

http:iiwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.com!author=248720 

:~:: Dascription: 
...... http:l,’www iaw unc edulima~esh~ewslmedis/bar~kingfmance 

web 542jp9 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 9:45 AM 
To: Lissa Broome; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my input into this week’s feedback request. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add from your perspective, I need to have 

your thoughts by 5p tomorrow (Thursday). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.ed n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:28 PM 

MikePope@~Jlthonytravel.com 

lis~ broome@unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba C~mninghaJn <bubbac@uncaa.unc.e&~; Clint Gwalmey 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge --~ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemla~s <timmemla~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Yes, thanks, Mike. I attempted to incorporate this thought into the rationale (when comparing our case to the 2nd case precedem). While I was unable to say that we 
were requesting the latest flight of the a£ternoon, I believe I use the phrase "appropriately accommodate" (or ~m~ething similar - I don’t have it in front of me fight now) 
to attempt to paint this picture without going into the specific details. I am comtbrtable with the rationale you gave, because I believe the layover on the later flight is oNy 
about 45 minutes. Not much room for error there with tx~tential flight delays. 

Please let me know if you have concerns about the accuracy oftlfis wording. That is one of the sections I have marked to continue to review myself 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:13 PM, "Mike Pope <MikePope(a)anthonytraveLcom>" <MikePope@anthonytravel.com> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[eMil]--> 

Amy, 

I’ve read your draft of the rationale of the appeal. The statements you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU to the west 

coast, in the permissible time window are accurate, 

In an earlier emaii to nle you had requested my cornnlent to the desirability of a specific flight: on Southwest AidirH?s whk:h has a later departure 

time than the flight we have sefec[ed. I responded to your ernail indicating d~at the later Southwest flight required a connection with a change of 

planes, and that our preferred flight had a stop scheduled, but no change of planes. As ] staled in my email [o you the later flight poses a grea[er 

possibility of a missed connection than our 0referred flight, thus it is a less desirable travel option, liust wanted to make sure that you saw my 

response to your question, in case you need additional rationale for our selection of the earlier flight. 

Let me know if you need arwt:hmg h.Erther from me, 

Thanks, 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To-" Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; 3oe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that 

all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, [ will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:\P,,i ", I{c~" L",~, :? P,, 
Associate AD for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of 

our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have 

to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we have both, 

as there is very limited flight availability (i,e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of time permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses 

under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial 

flights, I can’t help but think time result of time waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized 

just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student-athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a 

welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got 

approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have 

comments or suggestions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

l have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

> > > On 916/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4DSF 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
< MikePope@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 
> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athqallo@uncaa.unc,edu<mailto:athqa[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I dofft agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. 1 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 



> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (].e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making, Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one.., 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:31 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu> 

Fwd: REMINDER: Feedback due tomorrow 

Re_ Rules Working Group Proposals Feedback Chart.msg 

All, 
Wanted you to know that I only had 2 coaches submit any sort of feedback to me on this. One (M Soccer) supported deregulation across the board, and the other (Field 

Hockey) had minimal concerns. 

I did, however, provide Brad with the feedback that you gave me, Lissa, after your conversation with Bubba and Holden. I’ve attached that email. 

J ust wanted to let you know where we stood with this. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc.org > 9/18/2012 9:30 AM > > > 
All 
Just a reminder that leedbaek on the initial set ol Rifles Woddng Group proposals is due to me tomon:ow, 
Interestingly, over the last couple og weeks I have go~e back: and reviewed f~’edback ~ha~ you submitted in £~e on the coneetgs that ~ere the precursor to these proposals. 
Based on the N;ged positions in June, I am ~mticipating that there is majorky support lbr these initia~ proposals, l’be support sta~Xs to go down When, and i£ we get to the 
second set of proposals as those items are more eontrove~,xial (e,g,, noneoaehmg siaif limits, elimmatk~t~ of coaching categories, chat~ging official visit nlles), I raise a~is 
because I would like this initial ~’eedbaek to ,%cus.just on the proposals in the attached docmnent and we will have more oppo~Xunities to discuss the second set when the? are 
fi~alized (ifNey get ~o that stage). 
Finally, i~ has been interesting ~o hear ~he eoach’s perspectives in ~he las~ [?w weel,3 as sports committees ha:re eome [br meetings. Fra~kly, they ahnos~ all voiced eoncem 
about earlier azcess: so, please consider their opinions as you develop ins~im~ional positions o~ tlais issue, Each coaching group wonld like the nniqueness of their sport to be 
considered ~hen establishing a daIe, I am sensi~g a potential dit’fe~ence in opi~io~ betx~ een coaches and most of the adr~imis~x’ators o~ the earlier access issne but want ~o 
understand where e:mh insthution stands on that issue fur sure~ 
Let me 1,x~ow if ?,ou have any questions at~d tba~ks again. 
Brad 

From: Hostetter, Brad 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 2:01 PM 
To: Daryl J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01@pitt.edu); Donna 
Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Dan Bartholomae; Erlease Wagner; Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig 
Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@gatech.edu); Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Gene DeFilippo (Gene.d@bc.edu); Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin 
Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Shawn Eichorst 
(sme@miami.edu); Terry Don Phillips (pterry@clemson.edu); Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); JaNe Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Lissa L. 
Broome (Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu); Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela 
Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam_pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann 
Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@demson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Jadyn 
"Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lori Ebihara 
(lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Sharon IVlcCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs 
(vfuchs@admin.fsu,edu); Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu); Carly Pariseau (carly.pariseau@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (carrie_doyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 
(chartmann@duaa.duke.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd.edu); David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Eric Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Jerome Rodgers 
0rodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry (jmcurry@admin.fsu.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Ce: Swofford, John; Elliott, Jeff; Finch, Nora Lynn; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject: Rules Working Group Proposals Feedback Chart 
Importance: High 

Attached is a chart that sunm~arizes the proposals from the Rules Working Group that llave been published tbr feedback. The time period between now and October 
represents another feedback oppommity. I still have all the positions from our exercise in June; however, seeing the legislative text may steer your position in a different 
direction. ’lhe Rules Working Group is set to meet again September 25-26 and I think it will be beneficial to them it’they had a sense of what they need to consider when 
deciding what to ultimately recommend to the Board in October and January. The Legislative Council will also discuss these in October and your comments will help me 
prepare for that discussion. So, please discuss among your staff and coaches as you deem appropriate and fill in the last column of this document with any comments you’d 
like to share related to a preliminary, position (if possible) and points to consider and return to me by the end of the day \V~day 8~mb~ !gth. 
Additionally, don’t forget that you may send feedback directly to the NCAA at rnlesworkinggoup(a~ncaa.org or through the web page at w~vw.ncaa.or~iworkinggroups. 
Finally, I have attached the te~ of the proposals in the PDF document above. 
Let me know if you have amy questions. 
Brad Hostetter 
Senior Associate Commissioner 
Complia~n c e/Gnvema_nce/Huma_n Resources 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
Email: bhostetter~theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
Fax: 336-369-0065 





Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org> 

Friday, 2:10 PM 

Mike Fox <mfb~uncaa.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edtr% Lain.~ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edtr% Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Leaving players on campus 

Mike, 

I concur with both gubba and Larry that this issue does need continued discussion. Iql place it on the September meeting agenda of the coaches. 

Also, just as a point of clarification, when this recommendation was unanimously passed by the coaches in     , it was also supported unanimously by the SWAs. It 

failed at the AD level by a vote of 3-8-1. If I remember the conversation correctly, there were three areas of concern. One of those was cost since some spring break 

series may invoJve flights. The second was in regards to the precedent it c.:_~uld possibly set For other sports. Third, some h-At that more than 27 student-.athJetes 

would not play during the series, and there wasn’t: a "need" for the additional student-athletes 

I don’t bring up these points to refute your statemenLs as I think they are very valid. I just wanted to provide everyone some context for the decision when 

discussing the issue with your conference counterparts. 

Good luck this weekend~ 

Th a n ks, 

Kris 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,             10:50 AM 
To: Ibroome@email.unc.edu; Pierce, Kris; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Michael Beale 
Co: Mike Fox 
Subject: Leaving players on campus 

Everyone, 

This is my annual soap box. No need to respond. I am just covering myself as much as I can. 

Here we go with another road series over Spring Break and per ACC rule [ arn traveling with our 

maximum 27 players. As it happens I have 34 players on my roster therefore seven are not permitted 

to travel with us ("cannot leave campus") even though our trip is just to Winston Salem this weekend. 

These seven players were told yesterday. They were given meal per diem for the next three days (Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday). They have been assigned housing off campus as of tonight as they are required to 

be out of their residence halls by 5pm today as I understand. 

So until 11:00am Monday morning,         I don’t know what these seven players plan to do, Whether they are 

going horne (if they live close enough and have transportation), traveling back and forth to Wake Forest (to 

watch the games and sit in the stands) or just remain on campus all weekend, They have no academic responsibilities, 

They are also not permitted inside Boshamer Stadium as there is no supervision provided once we leave today at 
12:00pm. 

Proposals have been made by the ACC coaches (voted unanimously last time) to permit institutions to travel with 

all their players over Spring Break yet still have only 27 available to participate in the series, The latest proposal 

never made it thru either the SWA’s, FAR’s or AD’s. Why this was voted clown I have no idea because the cost is the same 

(per diem and housing) and there is no academic issue over Spring Break, 

Now I must leave seven players behind per this ACC regulation, They are responsible for themselves until we reconvene 

as a full team Monday morning, 

Mike Fox 

Head Baseball Coach 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 2:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Kris Pierce <kpierce@theacc.org>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox 

< m fox@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

RE: Leaving players on campus 

My two cents worth of continued discussion. Don’t anyone responci, piease! 

> > > "Pierce, Kris" <kpierce@theacc.org > 2:09 PM > > > 

Mike. 

I concur with both gubb~ and t.arry that this issue does need continued discussion. I’Jl place it on the September meeting agenda o~ the coaches. 

Also, just as a point of clari[k:ation, when this recornmendation was unanimousJy passed by the c.:_~aches in     , it was also supported un~nimously by the SWAs. It 

failed at Lbe AD level by a vote o1: 3-8--1. If I remember the conversation correcdy, there were three areas ot: concern. 

One of those was cost since some spring break series may invoNe flighLs. (Nothing says that you have to take them! so it wouWn’t cost anything if you don’t take 

them!) 

The second was in regards to the precedent it could possibly set for other sports. (I don’t think any other sport but baseball goes away for 3 games and possibly ~ to 4 

days ~ other sports gone one or" two days and back " but let other sports do it too! instikutional decision!) 

Third, some [elt that more than 27 student-athh:_d:es would not play during the series, and there wasn’t a "need" [or the additional student-.athJetes. (let them go buk 

don’[ lek khern dress in uniform ~ declare 27 before firsk game and that is the 27 you play with the enkir’e series]) 

I don’t bring up these poinLs to refute your statements as I think they are very valid. I lust wanted to provide everyone some context for the decision when 

discussing Lbe issue with your conference counLerparLs. 

Good luck this weekend. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

From-" Mike Fox [mailto:mfox@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday,             10:50 AM 
To-" Ibroome@email.unc.edu; Pierce, Kris; Larry Gallo; Beth Pliller; Bubba Cunningham; Michael Beale 
(::c-" Mike Fox 
Subject-" Leaving players on campus 

Everyone, 

This is my annual soap box. No need to respond. I am just covering myself as much as I can. 

Here we go with another road series over Spring Break and per ACC rule I am traveling with our 

maximum 27 players. As it happens I have 34 players on my roster therefore seven are not permitted 

to travel with us ("cannot leave campus") even though our trip is just to Winston Salem this weekend. 

These seven players were told yesterday. They were given meal per diem for the next three days (Friday, 

Saturday and Sunday), They have been assigned housing off campus as of tonight as they are required to 

be out of their residence halls by 5pm today as I understand. 

So until ll:00am Monday morning,         I don’t know what these seven players plan to do. Whether they are 

going home (if they live close enough and have transportation), traveling back and forth to Wake Forest (to 

watch the games and sit in the stands) or just remain on campus all weekend. They have no academic responsibilities, 

They are also not permitted inside Boshamer Stadium as there is no supervision provided once we leave today at 
12:00pm. 

Proposals have been made by the ACC coaches (voted unanimously last time) to permit institutions to travel with 

all their players over Spring Break yet still have only 27 available to participate in the series. The latest proposal 

never made it thru either the SWA’s, FAR’s or AD’s. Why this was voted down I have no idea because the cost is the same 

(per diem and housing) and there is no academic issue over Spring Break. 

Now I must leave seven players behind per this ACC regulation. They are responsible for themselves until we reconvene 

as a full team Monday morning, 

Mike Fox 

Head Baseball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 1:22 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edw~ 

RE: SLR Waiver - 

No problem. They had only passed the previous 8 waivers of this exact variety in the previous four years, indudhlg 4 that had students enroUed in less than 9 hours 

so kind of frustrating that the}, now need 9 hours; like they’re going to spend less time away for the qualifying tournament as opposed to the actual World Cup. 

"hanks!! 

From: Broome, kissa k 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 1:19 PM 

To: Narkos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: SLR Waiver - 

Okay. Thanks for the contexL Reading it now. 

{issa 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 1:18 PM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
S,,bject: SLR Waiver - 

Hey Lissa, 

The latest for.     on the waiver front that you probably just got a request to sign is to just give him his financial aid this semester. We got denied on the practice 

and competition (and aid) with the PTD waiver on Tuesday; apparently the Academics Cabinet started last June requiring at least 9 hours of course work for 

qualifying tournaments in order to get staff approval of the PTD waivers,     was only enrolled in 3 hours, so it got shot down but we still want to pay for his 

course this semester even if he can’t train or compete for us. Let me know if you have any questions; no real rush. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday 3:32 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <befla@email.unc.edu>; Cumlingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@email.tmc.edu>; Ille, Vince 
<ille@email.unc.edu>; Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu:>; Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edt~-; 

bhostette@theacc.org; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Thorp, Holden <holden tholt~unc.edu>; Timmemlmas, Tom 

<timmermmls@unc.edu> 

Re: SLR Waiver 

Lance, 
Thanks for snbmitfing this waiver. It is too bad the first one was shot down, but hopethlly, this one will be successthl. I really appreciate all of your efforts to help OC. 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 1:57 PM, "Markos, Lance M" <.n_!a_jik_9.sf~.e__n__l_a_i_l_:.u__!)_c_:_e_.d_t_.~. wrote: 

All, 

See attached for take two on a waiver for on our team. We were shot down on Tuesday on our waiver request to allow 

him to practice and compete (and, by default, receive aid) with UNC this spring while in less than 12 hours. The Academics Cabinet apparently 

instructed the staff last summer to only approve that request if a student is in 9 hours or more while they participate in a qualifying tournament; 

apparently, they think there is much less time/energy involved in qualifying than in the actual World Cup. Staff had only granted the previous eight 

PTD waivers over the last four years for SA’s participating in the U-20 World Cup qualifying tournament, including four who were in less than 9 hours 

during the term. 

So now we’ve submitted the attached waiver just to make sure we can cover ; aid for this semester. If you have any questions, just let me know. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

< SLR waiver.pdf-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;> 

Monday, 1:16 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu> 

l~v~: [DI-MSOC] NCAA Legislation: In-l?erson Scouting Override Deadline 

Hey Lissa, 
.Just another voice from M Soccer on the scouting legislation, I know you’re meeting with Bubba about it but iust wanted to supply all feedback. Thanks!] 
La~lce 

From: Carlos M Somoano [mailto:csomoano@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,             11:10 AN 
To: Markos, Lance N; Beth Hiller 
Subject: RN: [DI-NSOC] NCAA Legislation: In-Person Scouting Override Deadline 
Can we support this override? 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday,             10:38 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos N; DI; ncaad-i@soccedists.org 
Subject: [DI-NSOC] NCAA Legislation: In-Person Scouting Override Deadline 
Good Day Coaches. 

This Wednesday,          is the deadline for schools to petition for an ovemde vote to overturn the legislation that will prohibit in-person scouting. Presently 30 
petitions have been received by the NCAA of the 75 required to review the legislation or the 125 to suspend it. If you intend to ask your athletic depaJtment or 

cont:erence admini~_ration to petition tbr the override I would snggest doing so on the basis of two points. 

1. The rationale that one rule apply to all sports because video resources, quality of video, and exchange accessibility are the same for all sports is clearly not true. 

2. The proposal states that the Estimated Budget Impact is None. This is also not true as there is cost attached to upgrading video equipment, recording/dubbing 
services, and video exchange, etc. Also, in contrast to costs associated with video services, presently for soccer coaches to scout in-person is at no cost to the schools 

as expenses are not reimbursable. 

Following is detail from RWG proposal 11-3-B taken from the NCAA legislative site. 

Status: Adopted, 60-Day Override Period    ~>roce,~,~ L’.’i:ig,:an~ 

Intent: To prohibit off-campus, in-person scouting of future opponents (in the sanle season) except for scouting future opponents participating in the same toumamem at 

the same site or the same double header event at the same site. 

Rationale: In the interest of simplicib ~md consiste~acy, it is appa~p~iale l’~r one rule regarding scouting 1o app]? 1o all spmls, h~ most cases, video of t’ulure oppo~enls is 

readily available eifl~er fl~a~ugh h~sti~udo~al exchange, subscriptio~ k~ a ~coNing dubbing ~vice or in~eme~ si~es access~,ble k~ d~e general public. 

]";stimated Budget hnpact: None. 

You might mention to your administration that soccer was joined by men’s and women’s ice hockey, men’s and women’s lacrosse, and field hockey in 
expressed opposition via letters to the NCAA Rules Working Group and Board of Directors. (letters attached) 
All the best. 
Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu:, 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba C~mninghaJn <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmennan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Decision Accepted 

We got full approval for 
arriving at L’2x-C last summer. Thanks 

our year old former pro ~layer turned 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@ncaa org [mailto:nobodv@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Friday,             4:23 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Bubba Cunningham; Tom Timlnermans 
Subject: Decision Accepted 

The decision for application has been accepted by Lance Markos 

’]?hank you, 
A]VI~. Online 

who had to sit out this year because he competed in a prior to 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jean S Frankel <j sffankel@ideasforactionllc.com> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 11: 58 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: NCAA Governance 

Hi Lissa, 
Let’s do Tuesday May 14 after 4pm. Do you want to say 4:15pm to be safe, and I’ll call you, or would you prefer to call me? 

Thanks and looking forward to the call. 

JeaJ1 

Jean S. Frankel, President 

[ ii::?:~ ii idea s-for-a ction -LOGO] IDEAS FOR A CTIO?% LLC 
serving associations, institutions, corporations, governments and communities 

10638 Stonebridge Botdevard 
Boca Raton, Florida 33498 
561-883-01271 F-561-883-00971C. 
W ebsite at: }_t j J.p__ i ,_, ) ’_i_ t 1__ _e_ ’_a_ ~_1_’_o_ ~_i_ _o_ t_ _d_ _I~ ~ 2!1_1_ ,_,. 
Einail: i ~t)_’~_g_ _12~__ _ _e_L(~?_ _d_ e’_a_ ~t’_o_ !_~tt_i_ _o_ _I_t!_ JS~2#_I3_l_ 

Lii~edln: t_tJJ2 ?_2’__w____~___ 5_~: !_i! _flS____e_£h__LLq_9!l_~_/_kt~ ~ O ~ ~ ~!i~ !_~t ~1~ £ ~ d1_£ 
"Ft~om ]nsight/oAclion: SixNew Wa)zs" lo Think, Lead andAchieve. " by Jean Fraltkel and Gabriel Eckert, is now- available on Alnazon.com Take a fresh look at leadership through t!le identification of six 
emerging competencies, eight essential organizational fomtdations, alld one unifying strategy. _l!_tj_p_?_,)~l_~!_o_l__l_~._/__9_127_t!0__o_u: 

From: Broome, Ussa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 9:49 PN 

To: Jean S Frankel 
Subject: RE: NCAA Governance 
Hi .Jean ~rhanks for vour prompt response I coukt talk Friday, May :1.6 beh:~re I0:00, Tuesday, May 14 after 4:00, or Wednesday, May 3.5 a~ter 4:00. f~ we need more 

dates/times to find a match, let me know. 

Thanks, 

l.issa 

From: Jean S Frankel [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of Jean S Frankel 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 2:50 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: NCAA Governance 

Lissa thanks. I’d love a phone conversation to heat more about your views. What’s your availability next week or the week after? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 1, 2013, at 9:56 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jean - 

Thanks for undertaking this review. I am the FAR at UNC-Chapel Hill. I would be happy to talk with you further if that would be helpful. My two big 

points are: 

1. The Presidential Working Groups have ignored the traditional governance structure of cabinets and committees. 

a. Effectiveness has been limited by lack of subject matter expertise on the Working Groups 

b. Effectiveness has been limited by time commitment of members who are presidents/chancellors, resulting in the NCAA staff 

determining the agenda and the scope of the working groups (leading me to view the NCAA not as an organization that exists to serve 

its members and is driven by members, but rather as an organization that is trying to steer its members down a particular path) 

c. Pace of work is too fast and on an unpredictable timetable 

i. Sometimes hard to get feedback from coaches when they are in season 

ii. Hard to form institutional responses when getting a new request for information each week about proposals that are 

not fully formed 

2. The representative model through conferences (rather than by school) leads to less engagement on a school level so that the NCAA seems 

less like a member association 

a. As conferences get bigger and less cohesive, determining a conference position on an issue becomes more difficult. Member schools 

may be split on an issue and a conference vote on supporting legislation may be misleading if the member schools are divided. 

b. Should consider a return to each school participating in governance 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:!!ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, May 10, 2013 4:39 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba C~mninghaJn <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmennan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IL~;: Decision Accepted 

This was our i ?SA’s waiver for delayed enrollment issues It was approved and he’ll be up here in Summer School soon. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@ncaa.org [mailto:nobodv@ncaa org] 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Bubba Cunningham; Tom Tin~nem~ans 
Subject: Decision Accepted 

The decision for application has been accepted by Lance Markos. 

Thank you, 
AMA Online 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:49 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc.edu>; VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mva~geld@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Decision Accepted 

The approval for IEW from late last week. 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@ncaa.org [mailto:nobodv@ncaa org] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Markos, Lance M; Vangelder, Marietle A; marielte vangelder@ucolm edu; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Decision Accepted 

The decision for application has been accepted by Lance Markos. 

Thank you, 
Requests/Self-Reports Online 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. M~;ielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:11 PM 

WiUiams-Johnson, Tracey D <tracey williams@unc.edtv* 

Maskos, Lance M <maskos@email.unc.edu>; Timmennans, Tom <timmermaaa~ unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edw*; Broome, 

Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

- Waiver Approved 

Good Afternoon Tracey - 

The NCAA has approved our SLR waiver which will allow you to attend funeral and for the institution to provide a floral arrangement from the W. 

Basketball program. However, the following provisions apply: 

¯ You may not have any contact with PSA’s who might be in attendance. 

¯ The floral arrangement must be under $100 in value. 

Thank you for your patience with the process. Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:38 AM 

Hostetter, Brad <bhostette@theacc.org> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.~mc.edtr% Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; 

Vangelder, Marielle A <mv~geld@email.unc.edu>; DeSehn, Rich L < richdeselm@unc.edu>; Folt, Carol Lynn <caxol.fol@unc.edu> 

Initial- Eligibili~ Waiver 

IEW Letter.pdf 

All, 
Please see the attached letter for an initial-eligibility waiver that we have filed on behalf of one of our incoming 
let me know. ThanksH 
Lance 

Lance Markos 

Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 

;. If you have any questions, just 



Y: 9r,9,96~.6o02~ 

www~t arhedbl,~e.Com 

NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Waivers Committee 
NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Dear Committee: 

Please accept this application for a waiver of NCAA initial-eligibility" requirements for 
a prospective student-athlete for the men’s swimming team at the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill (UNC). 

On                     was certified as a non-qualifier per Bylaw" 14.3.1.1. Specifically, 
finished with a total of 14.5 core course credits, leaving him short of the minimum 16 units necessary 
to be a qualifier. It is our belief that this deficiency is not indicative of academic record 
but rather as result of his transfer from to the United States in Spring, and UNC’s lack 
of opportunity to advise him of the initial-eligibility legislation in a timely manner. 

Specifically,        moved to          from                  in the winter of     following 
the completion of his first three years of high school. In Spring, , was placed in to the 
second semester of the 10th grade class at The Director of Admissions at’, 

advised him of the need for this path for two reasons. The first was to ensure he would 
graduate from ; and the second was to make sure he would meet all requirements for 
admission to the state of university system. Unfortunately, NCAA initial-eligibility rules 
were not taken in to consideration at that time. He then proceeded to successfully complete two and 
a half years of high school in          and graduate in 

In                 UNC began its recruitment of        which concluded with his commitment 
during the November signing period. During this time, UNC undertook multiple evaluations in an 
effort to determine his eligibility based on his academic record. While the evaluations were 
necessary for a number of reasons, UNC understood at the time we were reviewing his academic 
work that the opportunity to advise him had already passed. These evaluations used the grade scale 
listed in the NCAA Guide to International Academic Standards for Athletics Eligibility (GIASAE) 
using his six semesters of academic work in         and his first two semesters of academic work 
in the United States to project his eligibility. The resulting evaluations identified the possibility of 
repeat course work due to his repeat of half of 10th grade and all of 11th grade. However it was 
UNC’s hope that his core GPA and ACT score would rise to the level needed to be eligible under the 
Eligibility Center’s "Obvious Waiver" protocol. Indeed, the evaluation conducted saw 
core GPA rise above the mark giving him a GPA that would qualify" for an "Obvious Waiver" 
given his ACT scores. 



In addition, had the courses from the full len~h of l         high school enrollment been allowed to 
be used in his certification, the deficiency would have been satisfied by the end of the 
academic year. He passed more than enough core coursework to satisfy the core course distribution 
if his full transcript was permitted to be used. It is UNC’s belief that this additional academic work 
more than prepared I for college and helps him satisfy the intent of the initial-eligibility 
legislation. 

The deficiencies in l          certification are a result of his delayed path towards high school 
graduation, the lack of advisement by            former Director of Admissions regarding NCAA 
rules, as well as the lack of opportunity by the UNC staff to advise him regarding NCAA initial- 
eligibility rules. Also,         has more than enough academic credit to satisfy his deficiencies 
beyond the eight semester window and would have remedied those shortages if the legislation 
permitted the use of that course work. We are requesting full relief from the initial-eligibility 
requirements due to the circumstances of his situation. 

If you have any questions, please contact my office. Thank you for your time and consideration of 
this very important matter for           and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

cc~ Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference 
Carol Folt, Chancellor 
Lawrence Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Larry Gallo, Executive Associate Athletics Director 
Mareille vanGelder, Associate Athletics Director 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimming Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  1:20 PM 

Hostetter, Brad <bhostette@theacc.org> 

Foll, Carol I,ynn <carol.iblt@unc.edu>; Ct nning ram, Bubba <bubbac@email.nnc.edu>; Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <-~athgallo@unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael < michaelbeale@unc edu>; Va~gelder, Marielle A < mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Fox, Mike <mfox@unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu> 

- Waiver 

IEW Letter.pdf 

All, 
Please see the attached letter for a waiver that was submitted today on behalf of 
questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 
Lance 

Lance Morkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ email.unc.edu 

a student-athlete on our team. If you have any 



F" 9r,9,96~.6o02~ 

www~tarhedblue.Com 

NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Waivers Committee 
NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Dear Committee: 

Please accept this application for a waiver of NCAA initial-eligibility requirements for 
a student-athlete for the        team at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). 

On was certified as a non-qualifier per Bylaw 14.3.1.1. Specifically, 
finished with a total of 13 core course credits and lacked his fourth English credit plus two 

additional courses, leaving him short of the minimum units necessary to be a qualifier. It is our belief 
that this deficiency is not a result of           actions but rather due to his advisement during his 
senior year in high school. Specifically, the five courses he took through Apex Online in his senior 
year, and administered by his home high school Charles E Jordan High School, were deemed unusable 
by the NCAA Eligibility Center high school review" team on                This decision left 

deficient by three credits despite all the best efforts by both his guidance counselors at Jordan 
HS and UNC coaches and staff. 

In             UNC evaluated           high school course work to ensure that he would meet 
both UNC and NCAA requirements. At the time, the most pressing issue identified was 
deficiency meeting UNC’s admission requirements. Specifically, he needed to raise either his core 
GPA, SAT scores or, preferably, both to raise his Projected GPA in the first year of college to a level 
necessau to satisfy the UNC Admissions Office without requiring additional review. To do so in a 
timely manner, it was communicated to the Jordan HS guidance counseling staff that half credit 
courses, completed by the end of the first semester, could factor in to the formula to update his 
admission status. Unfortunately, Jordan High School’s course selection for half credit courses only 
extended to the online courses they offered through both North Carolina Virtual Public School 
(NCVPS) and APEX Online; the remainder of their courses, taken traditionally at the high school, 
were year-long, one-credit courses that could not be awarded credit in January" and would not impact 

core GPA. By the time it was recommended to Jordan HS that take credits that 
could impact his core GPA in January, it was too late for him to enroll in NCVPS courses and he was 
therefore placed in to APEX Online coursework. 

In January, 2013, following the completion of          first semester coursework, it was determined 
that his core GPA had risen to the level necessary to admit him to UNC. The ability to use these 
courses, per NCAA non-traditional course work legislation, was also discussed with Jordan HS at this 
time. It was believed by the guidance office at Jordan HS that the APEX Online coursework satisfied 



all elements of the NCAA legislation and the courses he took through APEX Online in the fall, 
semester would satisfy the fourth unit of English needed by the Eligibility Center and the remainder of 
his course work should have ultimately satisfied the other necessary standards. Unfortunately, this 
analysis was ultimately rendered incorrect when the EC high school review team determined that the 
use of APEX Online courses administered at Jordan HS did not meet non-traditional core course 
legislation on three days into the fall,     semester at UNC. Ironically, had 

taken these courses directly through Apex Online, they would in fact have met the NCAA 
standards for non-traditional course work but because they were administered in a certain manner by 
Jordan HS, the Eligibility Center deemed them unacceptable. Jordan HS administered the course work 
in the exact manner that APEX Online had instructed them to in order to meet APEX’s standards. Had 
the courses been approved by the high school review team, would easily satisfy all 
applicable legislation. 

It is UNC’s belief that          is academically prepared for college and that his deficiency is not a 
result of any of his own actions and is in spite of everyone’s best efforts to ensure he met both UNC 
and NCAA requirements. In fact a non-scholarship student-athlete, attended Summer 
School at UNC in the summer of and passed six hours, three of which were in English, with a 

GPA. The credit shortage is primarily a result of an administrative error, not an academic one 
and we are requesting full relief from the initial-eligibility requirements due to the circumstances of 
his situation. 

If you have any questions, please contact my office. Thank you for your time and consideration of this 
very important matter for           and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

cc: Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference 
Carol Folt, Chancellor 
Lawrence Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Larry Gallo, Executive Associate Athletics Director 
Michael Beale, Associate Athletics Director 
Marielle vanGelder, Associate Athletics Director 
Mike Fox, Head Baseball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Convention Registration <registrations@planningpoint.net> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:58 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

2014 NCAA Convention Registration 

Thank you for submitting your registration. Please print this page for your records. If you have any questions regarding the 2014 NCAA 

Convention, please call 877i263-2545 or email ncaaconvention~,shortstravel.com. 

All questions regarding your hotel request should be directed toncaahousinq(~,shortstravel.com Please note, Short’s Travel will 

communicate your information to the hotel at the appropriate time Your registration confirmation will serve as your hotel request 

acknowledgement until hotel confirmation numbers are distributed after December 15. 

Should you need to cancel your hotel request, please contact ncaahousinq@shortstravel corn at least three days prior to your arrival 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Registration ID 4627 

Confirmation Code 6WQPH5 

Attendee Division I - Delegate!Attendee 

Submitted Friday, October 11,2013 at 4:58 PM CST 

PERSONAL INFORMATION 

First Name * Lissa 

Last Name * Broome 

Division I * University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Professional Title * Faculty Athletics Representative 

Will you be bringing a guest? * No 

Street Address * 160 Ridge Road 

City * Chapel Hill 

State * NC 

Zip Code * 27599 

Country United States 

Cell Phone (to send text alerts during Convention only) 

Daytime!Office Phone * 919-962-7066 

Email Address * Ibroome@email.unc.edu 

Emergency Contact Name * 

Emergency Contact Phone * 

Special Assistance Requests * No 

Is your information the same as the registrant listed above? * Yes 

TRAVEL INFORMATION 

Please enter your arrival date. * 

Please enter your departure date. * 

Do you plan to drive or fly? * 

Do you need assistance in booking your air transportation? * 

HOTEL INFORMATION 

1/15/2014 

1/18/2014 

Fly 

No 

Will you need hotel accommodations? * 

Rooms * 

Check In & Out Date * 

Room 1 

Room 1 (Waitlisted) 

Bed Preference * 

Guest * 

Hilton San Diego Bayfront Cancellation Policy: 

Yes 

1 

Wed, Jan 15, 2014 to Sat, Jan 18, 2014 

Omni San Diego Hotel- Convention Standard 

Hilton San Diego Bayfront - Convention Standard 

No Preference 

Lissa Broome 

The hotel cancellation policy is three days prior to arrival by 3 p.m. Eastern time. Any cancellations after this period will be charged one 

night’s room and tax. To change or cancel your reservation, contact NCAA Housing at ncaahousinq@shortstravel.com. Please do not 

contact the hotels directly to make changes or cancellations. If any fees are assessed due to a cancellation or no showthe NCAA and or 

Short’s Travel will contact you to obtain a form of payment. 

I have read and acknowledged the 2914 Convention hotel Yes 

cancellation policy * 

NCAA MEETINGS 



Will you attend the Division I Governance Dialogue session on Yes 

Thursday and Friday 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 

1:45 to 2:45 p.m. NCAA Educational Session - Rules Compliance and Institutional Integration 

NCAA Educational Session - Academics as First Expectation: The Past, Present and Future of Academics 
3 to 4 p.m 

across the Association 

SPECIAL EVENTS 

Welcome Reception -Wednesday, January 15, 6 to 7:30 p.m. * 1 

Delegates Reception -Thursday, January 16, 1 

5:30 to 7 p.m. * 

Special Dietary Requests * Yes 

Special Dietary Requests Vegan 

NCAA Convention 5K - Thursday, January 16, 7 to 8:30 a.m. * No 

PAYMENT INFORMATION 

iD Description Total 

012319 Division I Delegate/Attendee $250.00 

Total Cost $250.00 

I have read and acknowledged the registration cancellation policy * Yes 

DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION/RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT 

Gender Female 

Age 

Ethnicity 

Responsibility Statement Approved * 

Caucasian 

Yes 

Powered By PlanninqPoint -@2008 to 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 2:51 PM 

Blake Jmnes (bjames@miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Craig Littlepage (ckl9e@virginia.edu); Dan Rada]covich 

(drad@clemson.edu); Daryl J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (dD~ow@ncsu.edu); Jack Swarbrick (swarbrick. 1 @nd.edu); Jim 

Weaver (weaverj@t.edu); Kevin Ander~n (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kM~ite@duaa.duke.edu); Cmmingham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Mike Bobinsld (mbob@gatech.edu); [),on Wellm~n (wellmanr@wfu.edu); Stun Wilcox (swilcox2@fsu.edu); 

Steve Pederson (spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Tom Jurich (tom@gocards.com); Carolyn CalMmn (cmc@ilginia.edu); Elaine Wise 

(elaine.wise@louisville.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry. Killough (lazry@t.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Martha Puta]laz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawldns@mimni.edu); Michael J. 

Waulenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Patricia Bellia 

(pbellia@nd.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robertXaggart@bc.edu); Sam Purdue 

(~mA?ardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstmp@chbe.gatech.edu); Susan Albrecht (saa01 @pitt.edu) 

Swofford, John <iswofford@theacc.org>; ElliotL Jeff<jelliott@theacc.org>; Burgemeisler, Matt <mburgemeiste@theacc.org>; Hicks, 

Karl <khicks@theacc.org>; Carly Pari~au (carly.pa~iseat@bc.edu); Carrie Doyle (camedoyle@ncsu.edu); Cindy Hartmann 

(chaxtmann@duaa.duke.edu); Craig Anderson (craig.anderson@miami.edu); Dm~ Baxtholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Eric 

Baumgartner (emb8p@virginia.edu); Erlea~ Wagner EN. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jill Bodensteiner (itx~denst@nd.edu); Jim Curry 

(imcurry@admin.fsu.edu); John Cams (john@goc~acds.com); Marcus Wilson (mmmlson@umd.edu); Vangeldel; Marielle A 

<mwngeld@email.unc.edtl>; Shoshmma Engel (sengel@athletics.gatech.edu); Stephmlie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker 

(tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 

MBB recommendalion-FYI 

All 
You’ll recall that the Leadership Council is going to evaluate a couple NABC recommendations at its meeting next week. Since this is something I sere out earlier this 
month, I wanted to make you aware of what I have communicated to Bob Taggart afler getting feedback. 
Karl discussed the recommendations with the MBB coaches at media day this past week and conducted a straw- poll on each recommendation. Nine coaches OPPOSED 
the recommendation to eliminate the second evaluation weekend if it occurs hi May (5 supported, 1 abstained). The coaches unanimously OPPOSED the recommended 
change to start events on Thursday morning in July. It appears our coach’s positions are consistent with others around the country. As a result of these discussions, I sent 
this i~ffonnation to Bob Taggart in preparation for the Leadership Council meeting noting that it appears that the ACC should oppose the NABC recommendations. Instead 
tabling the recommendations until further discussion can occur among the coaching community- to determine what they really want to do seems like a reasonable step. I 
don’t think it’s in anyone’s best interest to fol~vard a MBB recommendation to the Board of Directors that the coaches do not support and risk public conmlents criticizing 
the action. 
Let me know if you have any questions mid have a great weekend. 
BRAD HOSTETTER 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Compliance & Governance/Human Resources 

©: 336.369.4640 I C: 

b_b__o__s__te_ ~ _e_r_@_t !~__e__a__c__c_~__c_:.~. 
tileAd:d: cem ¯ ¢~theACC 

i 

I 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Vangelder. Mazielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 13, 2014 9:08 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

FW: Spring ~mester travel and practice schedule for MBB 

2014 Practice Schedule.doc 

Good Morning Lissa --. 

See attached from Brad Frederick in Men’s Basketball regarding their Spring 2014 practice schedule and missed class th~e~ 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions~ 

"ha~]k you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9{52--7853 

Fax: {91.9) 962- 6002 

mvangelder@ut~c.edu 

From: Frederick, Brad 
Sent; Mtonday, January 13, 2014 9:05 AIM 
To: Vangelder, Mtarielle A 
Subject: Re: Spring semester travel and practice schedule for IVlBB 
Marielle: The practice schedule is attached. As of now, we should only miss two days prior to post-season play. Wednesday, Jan. 29, when we are at Georgia Tech and Monday, 

February 17, when we are at Florida State. Thanks, Brad 

Brad Frederick 

U NC Basketball 

919-843-0001 (work) 

(cell) 

bra&frederick@ unc.edu 

From: <Vangelder>, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaiLunc.edu> 

Bate: Monday, January 13, 2014 at 7:57 AM 

To: "Bradley D. Frederick" <brad.frederick@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Spring semester travel and practice schedule for MBB 

Good Morning Brad - 

Can you please send me the updated practice and competition schedule for Spring 20:[3 showing missed class time so that it can be approved by our FAR? 

Thank you! 
Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:[9} 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 9(-;2- 6002 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

From: Broome, kissa k 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 2:14 plVl 

To: Vangelder, Mtarielle A 

Subject: Spring semester travel and practice schedule for MtBB 

Hi Marielle - I don’t recall approving this for the spring semester, but I may be mistaken. If not, could you get it to me for approval? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: h[tp:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 29, 2011 1:26 PM 

~aol.com; s~llars@technologypm.com;        @mac.corn; tcwatkins@schellbray.com; dwilliams@medalistcapital.com; 

@aol.com; rlong@longbeverage.com; tpope@transenterix.com; Ralph@thetealcompany.com; achacos@silverbackas~t.com; 

~curtismedia.com; lindaparke@aJumni.unc.edu; cathefine@ati-ia.com; sbrgordon@windstremn.net; bill.rogers@wthdvi~rs.com; 

@gmail.com; GMcCaskill@senndunn.com;             ~yahoo.com; bobs@ccbg.com; 

bbrine@morgancleekcap.com; @jimkitchen.org; michael munfford@ml.com; spence.whitman@s~tephens.com; 

~gmail.com; choots.humphries@linkcomlector.com;       ~bmindspring.com;           ~)aol.com; mfine@invfitle.com; 

cmlkin@bws-law.com; jb.w~Jl@freighthandlers.com ~mac.com; sb~rnett@ frmlklin- street.corn; @me.corn; 
dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; bbunch@brownandbunch.net;        ~juno.com; 

allen.wilson@gt.com; ds@dstonebuilders.com; dholzworth@futuresgroup.com; mpetty@carolinahosieo~.com; 

john.black@westendadvisors.com;         ~carolina.rr.com;            ~gmail.com       ~yahoo.com; 

marvin ca~’eriii@ml.com; cpmlliams@cleanvire.net; Myer, Charles R <randy mye@unc.edu>;jbburris@dthos.com; 

eddiesmith@gradywhite.com; jayk@nc.rr.com; gsanchez@triprop.com ~verizon.net 

Message to Board Members 

Dear Executive Board and Board of Advisors: 

In light of the recent events surrounding Carolina athletics, I write to encourage you to share with our donors that The Rams Club is committed to its core mission -- 

to provide scholarship support for our student-athletes. 

We need your support as we move forward. Please encourage our donors to remain committed to all of our teams and to the Tar Heel student-athletes 

representing Carolina. 

Please let me or any of our staff know if we can assist you in any way. This is a critical time, and your leadership is more important than ever. Thanks for all you do! 

John Montgomery 

Executive Director 

The Rams Club 

PO Box 2446 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 843-6402 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~rell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:03 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

F~-;ecutive Board of Directors Meeting Schedule 

To: Executive Board of Directors 

Re: Meeting Dates for 201,12013 

Please find below the meeting schedule for Executive Board meetings In 2012-2013. As in years past, we will meet four times during the fiscal year. The dates and times are as follows: 

* Friday, October 5 - 12:00 p.m. lunch, 1:00 p.m. meeting 

* Thursday, December 6 - 2:00 p.m. meeting 

o Thursday, March 7 - 2:00 p.m. meeting 

o Thursday, June 6 - 2:00 p.m. meeting 

The meetings will have a few modifications to them from years past: 

In our first meeting, the Board of Advisors will meet from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., then both boards will gather for lunch together. The Executive Board will meet after lunch at 

1:00 p.m. A Coaches Circle event will take place that evening ... you and a guest will be invited. 

o The other three meetings have 2:00 p.m. starts ... a change from our 10:00 a.m. starts of past years. 

A new angle to the meetings ... We will seek to tighten up the committee and staff reports at each of our meetings, and use the balance of the meeting to gather your feedback 

on important topics facing Carolina Athletics. At each meeting, we will present one issue, invite athletics staff in the appropriate area to present information to you, then have 

open and frank discussion of the issue. The topic will be identified in advance, and supporting information and pertinent articles will be shared with you prior to the meeting. 

Our goal is to engage you through your valuable feedback in helping us address the larger challenges facing Carolina Athletics. 

I will be in touch soon with further details. I look forward to a productive year for The Rams Club and Carolina Athletics! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 [ M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dressier, Cafly <cldressl@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 11:25 AM 

Valgelder, Madelle A <mvangeld@emal.uuc.e&~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emal .unc.edu-~; BaJletl, Martina K <mbaJlen@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~ 

SAF request 

I received this request this morning (see below),        is a Pell Lhant recipieut. I do u~Jt blow if this is allowed iu the first place, but I wanted t~J fi:~lavard the request 

on since this is the process that was decided upon as far as detemfining situations on ml individual basis. 

Thmllcs’. 
m 

(~arly Dressier 

~i ii: ~ ~~ii;:i i ~:: ~~::.::.: ~i i ~:~: ,. i~.~::/::. ::% ::~ ~/~::~: i 

ii :=i~: :~ ~::: :i !:~ i !:i~ i: ;!b iii.. :i’ll’/i :~i~; 

i:: :’ ~: :.: ~Y;’ ii !:~) ~):::i2. :::i(?(72 

cldress~i, emaJL m ~c.cd~ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, ll: 20 AN 
To: Dressier, Cany 

Subject: Money 

Hey, 

My name is              i am on ti~e unc varsity              team. I was talking to you yesterday and had questions about the financial aid program ran by the NCAA. 

I was given a sheet that shows me ali the things riley wouid cover, and i saw the !,’a,,isceilaneous categoly at the bottom so I was wondering could travel expenses be 

covered? [ live in Michigan and could use help traveling home during thanksgiving and Christmas break because Airplane tickets Are extremely expensive and [ need a way 

to pay for them, 

Best regards, 

UNC Exercise & Sports Science- Sports Administration 
http:llexss.unc.edulunderqraduate-proqramlba4n-exsslsport-administrationl 

~emaU.unc.edu 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:27 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.m~c.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtr>; Broome, Lissa 
L <lbroome@email.unc .edu-~ 

Weekend in DC 

Hello everyone, 

I want to thank you for giving us the opportunity to tour downtown DC this past weekend. 

We headed up on Friday during practice, ate dinner and then headed to the hotel. 

Our plan on Saturday was to tour the Newseum in the am, drive around and look at the different monuments, etc. {We knew going in that we would need to be 

flexible with the government shutdown.)Then we were going to practice Saturday to get ready for our races on Sunday. However, we found out at 7:15am Saturday 

that the race was cancelled. We loaded up and hit the Newseum and it was amazing! I highly recommend it for anyone up in that area. We then walked around the 

National Mall- seeing the Washington Monument, the WWII memorial, the reflecting pool and the Lincoln Memorial, etc. We did not get very close to Lincoln 

Memorial because it was closed and there were protests going on with the shutdown. We loaded up Saturday afternoon and headed back home. The team loved it 

and was very excited to have the opportunity to see DC. 

I wanted to thank you again for giving the team the opportunity] It was much appreciated and enjoyed! 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

SAF Request 

Good Afternoon - 

We have had a request from to provide a current student-athlete, with transportation expenses to return 

~,ccording to , the funeral is scheduled for Saturday and the student-athlete would not miss class. 

ACC SAF precedent appears to permit use of funds for such an expense; however, as we discussed, we wanted to receive input from you both prior to verifying 

permissibility with the Conference office. 

Thank you for your thoughts. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;, 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:53 PM 

Creech, Kaslton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Miller. Beth" <bethmille~anc.edu-~ 

Date: December 16, 2013 at 11:59:07 AM EST 
To: "Cunninghaan, Bubba" <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: 

Bubba, I wanted you to be aware of this. 

~Beth 

Sere from my iPhoue 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Meaders, Harlis Jmnes" <meaders,~’anc.edu> 

Date: December 14, 2013 at 10:43:21 PM EST 

To: "Miller, Beth" < bethmiller~unc.edu>, "MoJrkos, Lance M" <marko~)email.unc.edu>, "Rubin, Stephen AoJron" 

< mbin~)email.unc .edu> 

Cc: "VmlAls~’ne, MoJrk" < coachmva(~)unc.edu>, "Langley, Raymond Joshua" <ilan~ley(&~unc.edu>, "Reckaxt, Angela" 

<coachreck,r~unc.edu>, "Rubertino Shearer, Carrie A" <carriers,%email.unc.edtc,, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach.huddy(&~unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Dr. Miller, 

With the help of Lance Markos and Cindi Atwater we were able to secure a ticket ibr her to fly home on Sunday. The ticket will be choJrged 

to the special assistance fund. 

Coach Rubin roll update evelyone as we get more information. Please keep her in your prayers. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 3:17 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu>; Dressier, Carly <cldressl@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Opportunity Fund - Thank you! 

Great--thanks for letting me know. And thanks to those above how made it happen. 

13ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Mock>, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 2, 2014 at 3:02 PM 

To: Carly Dressier <cldressl@email.unc.edu>, "Markos, lance M" <rnarkos@email+unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 

<bubbac@email.unc+edu> 

Subject: Opportunity Fund - Thank you! 

Just wanted to say how proud and honored it makes me to be able to tell             and his family that he will be able to get home and see his dad. 

Aside from prayers, I can’t tell you what this means to him and his family because he would 

have had a very difficult time doing this alone. 

With all the garbage you guys have to deal with, I thought you should know this. 

Thank you, 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 12:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Strategic Plm~ Advisor Committee 

Hi Lissa. Hope this message finds you well. I would normally call with such an invitation, but wanted to give you a chance to digest this info before putting you on the spot. 

As you may know from talking to him, Bubba has officially signed off on a Strategic Plan process for Carolina Athletics. He has asked me to coordinate this process, and drive its 

completion over the next several months. A small group of staff members will comprise a Task Force to push this project on a daily/weekly basis - with extensive research, discussion 

and planning. 

We will also have an Advisory Committee ... and we would like you to be a part of that committee. This committee will receive updates from the Task Force at the end of each of our 

three phases to the project: Situation Assessment, Visioning Effort and implementation. Your feedback at these junctures will provide valuable direction and advice to our working 

group. The commitment on your part will be for the three sessions (likely two hours each) at yet-to-be-determined dates over the spring and summer, and possibly the occasional 

conversation not in a meeting setting. The committee includes coaches, student-athletes, faculty and Rams Club members. 

Are you interested? I value your opinions, Lissa, and hope you can be part of this important process. Please let me know if you can participate. Please feel free to call me if you have 

questions (numbers are in my digital signature below), or just reply by email if it’s easier. Thanks in advance for the consideration. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

mterre!J(d~unc=edu I www~ramsclub.com 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 11:19 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Briefing 

Hi Lissa. Thanks for a great session on Friday! It was great to see everyone so engaged. We threw a lot at you guys without much time for digestion and thought. That’s where the next 

step comes in ,.. 

Is there a time we can get together before Memorial Day to talk? I want to get further feedback from you personally now that you’ve had time to reflect on what we showed you Friday 

(and the changes you encouraged with your comments). Additionally, I would welcome any thoughts you have on additional steps we should take with groups on campus. We may not 

need full briefings as we would with athletics staff, but the faculty and others may want to be involved at some point. 

Thanks, Lissa! Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns after Friday, and where we can go from here. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

._n3~_e__r__r__e_JJf~__u___n__c_:_e___d_U. I w_ww=~a_msc_Lu_b:co_m. 
0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mvmageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:48 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ba]len, Maxtina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SAF Inquiry, 

Good Morning- 

An FYI on an issue recently raised by one of our sport programs. We received an inquiry from as to whether or not it was permissible to utilize the 

SAF to pay the premiums on elite student-athlete disability policies. Coach         had heard that there was an institution in the SEC who was allowing this to 

happen. Originally, I did not believe this was permissible inasmuch as the premise of the legislation is to allow a student-athlete to borrow against their future 

earnings as a professional in an athletic career. However, the ACC has confirmed that it is in fact permissible for an institution to pay the premiums. While no sport 

has made a specific request for us to do so, I wanted to bring the issue to your attention. We currently have 2                student-athletes, 3 

student-athletes and 3 student-athletes who have elite athlete disability coverage. To illustrate the cost, the premiums which will have been 

accumulated in January by just ONE of our student-athletes will be approximately .~60,000. 

If we were to receive a specific request from one of our sports program to utilize SAF for this purpose, I will let everyone know. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Herman, Amy S <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >i 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: [CCACA] FW: Upcoming Webinar - Best Practices for the role of the FAR 

Lissa, 
You’ll be able to do this from your office, so it’ll save you a trip. Once we get the registration info, website, log in, etc., we’ll send it over. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu >           10:12 AM > > > 
Hi Lance - I had not se+n this, but I would be interest+d in vi+wir~g. ]h~nks [or signing rne uD, Do I do this from my offic+ or come to your place? The dot+ and time 

{4:00, ) work [or me. 

Lissa 

Lissa L B~’oorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center fo~ Banking and Finance 

UNC School Of I_~w 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919=962=7066 

htt p:!/www.law.u nc.ed uicentersiba n king 

~.b 542.jpg 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 10:08 AM 
To= Broome, Lissa L 
Co= Herman, Amy S; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;           Maloy, Susan B 
Subject= Fwd: FW: [CCACA] FW: Upcoming Webinar - Best Practices for the role of the FAR 

Hi Lissa, 
Not sure if you got this from Lindsey or not but if you are interested, let us know and we can get the registrations taken care of. Thanks and I hope all is well!! 

Lance 

> > > "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > 1:51 PM > > > 

FYI 

Assistant Commissio~e~’, Co~np~iance & (]overna.ne~ 

A~a~ie Coas~ CoB~fe~:ence 
LI}ab{+<)ek;~¢l+eaee,org 

88({-8,~ ~:8787 (phone) 
aa({-.a69..oo65 ({~+x) 

From: Josh D Moon [mailto:JD-Moon@wiu.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:41 PM 
To= Greg Walter 
Subject= Upcoming Webinar - Best Practices for the role of the FAR - Getting the Word Out! 

NAAC has an excellent webinar coming up in a couple of weeks. Please sign up if you haven’t already! If you can’t make the time below (or your FAR can’t) the presentation 
(link) will remain active for a week after the    so you can review at your convenience. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

NAAC Webinar: Best Practices for the role of the Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR} on Wednesday 

you know (starting with your conference)! Attached is an overview, FAQ document, and Registration form. Thanks! 

Here is the link from NACDA: http://wvcw.nacda.com/sports/naacc/spec-rel/03241 laab.html 

Webinar Overview: 
Who: Presidents, Chancellors, Faculty Athletics Representatives, Senior Athletics Administration staff, 
Compliance Administrators 
What: Best practices on the role of the FAR / Engaging faculty on intercollegiate athletics issues 
When:             @ 4:00 pm (EDT) 
Where: in the comfort of your office, we will provide you with a unique on-line webinar and a live Q&A. 

Why: Wisdom and knowledge from your peers about the role of the FAR and how to engage faculty on 
intercollegiate athletics issues. 
The "Top Five" reasons for participating in the "Best Practices for the Role of the FAR" webinar. 
1. FAR’s are ESSENTIAL: FAR’s provide a very key role on your campus. This presentation will help outline the 
scope of the FAR’s role and provide best practices from some of the best FAR’s/administrators in the business! 
2. It’s all in the details: Specific examples of how the FAR relates to violations, eligibility certification, waivers, 

rules exams, and much more! 
3. Peer expertise: Hear from well-respected peer FAR’s and athletic administrators who will provide best-practice 
models that you can take back to your campus! 
4. Savvy people who share: Excellent peer institution models that are defined in detail! 
5. Q&A: Speak with FAR’s and athletic administrative staff after the presentation! 
Registration is easy: 

@ 4:00 pm EDT. Please pass this info on to everyone 



Cost: $35.00 for NAAC members / $50.00 for non-members 

Register for the webinar: Download and fax your completed registration form to 440-892-4007 or Reqister Online 

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR REGISTRATION? Please contact NAAC Intern Sarah Wilcox at            or swilcox~nacda.com. 
GENERAL INQUIRIES? Please call or e-mail, NAAC Education Committee Representative (Josh Moon at ~3~9~2~9~8~-~9~6~4~‘~j~d~-~[n~L1~w~i~u~:~e~d~u~ 

FAR NAAC Webmar FAQ pdf "~h ~/ l 3.~ "~.~ -O ! ~!:: .,2 ~ ~ !~.~ ~ 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:52 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Missed Class Days (Fall, ) 

Yes, I’m certain that’s the plan. Jenn, please confirm. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 7:33:17 PM >>> 

Okay, but I assume they are supposed to attend a.m. classes that day. Is that correct? Fd rather approve 2 ~,.!~ days (with the waiver) than 3 days. 

Thanks, Amy. 

[.issa 

I_issa L. groome 

Wachovia Profl-:~ssor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Cha~)el Hill, NC 2759913380 

9199627066 
_h___t_t_£:JJ_~ ~ ~:J__a____w__:_u___n___c_:__e___d___u_i__c__e__9___t__e__r__s_Zb___a___n___ki_q ~ 

Ni Description: 

hit p:/,’www iaw u r~c ed u/ima,,’jesln ews/medis/ba r~kin gfm a n ce 

web 542 jpg 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:11 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re:     Missed Class Days (Fall,    ) 

There is a tour/dinner on the aircraft carrier that they have to be in Call for on the afternoon of the    1 have to file a waiver, as they are needing to leave campus several 
hours before the 48-hour rule. That’s my project for tomorrow. But I’m assuming Jenn was counting that day as a missed class day. 

Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email,unc,edu> 5:49:47 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --. I’rn a little confused. Jenn’s emait says missing 3 days of class, but the practice schedule shows parting for San Diego at 12:15 pm on Wednesday,      so 

missing 2 %1 days of classes. Assuming the practice schedule is correct, how many classes would be rnissed Wed. atternoon for how many players}’ 19Ab lot, would it 

be possible to travel later in the day to minimize missed class time? 

Th a n ks, 

I.issa 

[Jssa [.. Br.:_m:_~mF_~ 

Wachovia Professor o[ Banking Law 

Director, Center’ 1:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School 01: Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.9{’?2.7066 
http;//www.!aw.unc:edu/c enters/banki n~ 

%:i Description: 
htlp://www.law, unc.edu/imp, gesine, ws/mediaibankingfinance 

w~.b 542.jpg 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:37 PM 
To: Lissa Broome 
¢c: Amy Herman 
Subject:    Missed Class Days (Fall,    ) 



Lissa, 
See attached for all the information you should need to approve the missed class clays for the Fall, 

I need back is the one requiring your signature (3rd attachment). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc,ed u 

semester. Let me know if you have any questions! The only document 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nick Hadley <~hadley@umd.edu~ 

Thursday, October 20, 2011 10:04 AM 

Callahan, Caxolyn (cmc) <cmc@eservices.virginia.edtr~ 

cmc@vi~inia.edu; clydemccoy <CMcCoy@mednfiami.edtr~; Janie Hodge <hodge@clemson.edu>; larrykillough <larry@vt.edu-~; 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu:>; Martha PutaJlaz PhD <putallal@duke.edu:>; Pamela l?errewe’ <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu:>; 

richardcaxmichael <carmicha@wfu.edu>; Robert Taggart Jr. <robert.taggaxt@bc.edu>; Sam Pardue <sam pardue@ncsu.edu>; Sue Ann 

Allen <sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu> 

Re: President’s Retreat 

Dear Carolyn, 

Similar to views expres~d by the Division 1A FAR group in their letter to President Adams, 

I strongly support the elimination of non- traditional competition and the examination of reducing 

out-of-season practice time, and the 10% reduction in competition in all stx~rts. 
For me it’s not so much a financial issue, as one of allowing our student athletes to be students 

and to have more time for academics and the whole college experience. One of the reasons 

a number of majors are closed to many of our s~ldent-athletes is that there is no 

"out of season" any more, when they can schedule studio and laborato13~ classes. 

I dofft feel as strongly about eliminating foreign travel. Due to their schedtdes, most of 

our student athletes cannot participate in semester abroad programs, and perhaps, these trips 

would at least enable them to see (briefly) a foreign country. 

Regards, 

Nick 

On Oct 19, 2011, at 6:10 PM, Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) wrote: 

Please see attachment and note from Jane Miller. I do not recall that we took any position on these issues and did not see responses from us to the IA FAR 
Board in the on-line discussion. I am writing to get your feedback on whether or not: 
:t: We did have a position that should be communicated to the working group if it is contrary to their position or to our SWA and AD group if do support the 
position 
OR 
2. If we do not have a united position or even any position. 
Would you take just a couple of minutes to let me know what your position is and whether you think we should act. 
I KNOW THAT someone else was assigned this task but I am out of town without my notes from the meeting. If you remember who you are...please feel free to 
take up the banner. 
Carolyn 

Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Leadership, Foundations, and Policy 
University of Virginia 

417 Emmet Street 

P.O. Box 400277 

Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 

Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Miller, Jane (jm2y) 
Sent: Wednesday, October 19, 2011 3:03 PM 
To: Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) 
Subject: President’s Retreat 

Jane 

Here is the document I referenced on my phone message. My unders~nding from our recent confe~ence meetings is that we are against cuts in out of 

sea~m and regular sea~n competition. Is it possible to send a letter from our FARs to the Georgia President who is leading the charge on this one? 

Not sure how or if we should get Presideut Sullivan and the rest of the ACC Presidents in the conversation. These recommendations taqet the wrong 

student-athletes (Olympic sport athletes). They will use their extra time playing on oukside clubs (compliance nightmare). They will not automatically go to 

the libr~a~’. 

Let’s talk. This is moving beyond fast. 

Thanks. Jane 

Jane Miller 



Sr. Associate Athletics Directov/SWA 

P.O. Box 400845 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

434.982.5152 (o) 

(c) 

434.243.3464 (f) 
434.243.3463 (polycom) 

<ResourceAIIocationWorkingGroup.pdf> 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NOI<TH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HiLL 

DEPARTMENT OF 

ATHLETICS 

P.O, BOX zIz6 

SMITH CENT EIt. 

SKIPPER BO\VLES DILIVE (DELIVERY) 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27515 

X 919.96z.6ooo 
F 919.96~.600z 
www.~arhcelbhte.com 

Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Mr, Strobel: 

I write to report violations of NCAA Bylaw. 13.4.1, Recruiting Materials. Due to incorrect data entry in 
their recruiting system, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill " staff sent six 
impermissible recruiting letters and three impermissible emails to a prospective 
student-athlete. 

Various recruiting letters and emails were sent to prospects coded as     graduates on the following 
dates:                                          received each of these letters/emails. The 

coaches did not realize the violation until they were notified by the prospect that she was only a 
in high school. Upon discovering the error, the               staff immediately contacted 

the Compliance staffto self-report the violation. 

As a result of this violation, the Compliance staffhas reviewed recruiting correspondence regulations 
with the               staff and stressed to them the importance of confirming the age of a prospect 
prior to sending recruiting correspondence, particularly in situations involving mass mailings through the 
use of recruiting software. In addition, the coaching staffwill be prohibited from sending any recruiting 
correspondence (with the exception of those items permissible to send at any time) to         until 

which is 18 weeks after the first permissible date to send her recruiting materials. 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

R. Connin 
Director of Athletics 

CO: Ms. Lindsey Babcock, Assistant Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Larry Gallo, Jr., Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy ftermml, Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Mr. Ansor~ Dorrance, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Mr. Chris Ducar, Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 



Sh~ippir~e~iOvernight Add~ress: 

1802 A!c, az~s Wa~#e~-d Sr, Drive 

Indiar~apolis, indians 45202 

¢~’,~’.&~,rle a a,o fg 

Mr. Richard Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Nix. Baddour: 

This is in regard to information that was reported to this office. I thought I would 
forward the matter for your review. 

Specifically, it was reported that during 
student-athlete            received preferential treatment while attending the Nike 
Elite Camp in Portland, Oregon, which would be contrary to the provisions of NCAA 
Bylaw 12.1.2.1.6. Specifically,           attended the camp that is owned, run and 
operated by Nike. There was no camp fee and            as well as the other 
involved prospective student-athletes and student-athletes, were issued invitations 
based upon past performances. Nike arranged for a brunch at the house of former 
University of Oregon track coach Bill Dellinger. Nike provided the food, but Mr. 

and other campers visited with Mr. Dellinger and several of the campers were 
permitted to swim in Mr. Dellinger’s pool. Additionally, Nike arranged for Steve 
Prefontaine’s biographer Tom Jordan to visit with            and other campers 
during the brunch. Nike provided and other campers a signed copy of 
Mr. Jordan’s book. 

In order that complete and accurate information is on file with the enforcement 
department, it would be appreciated if you would review this information and submit 
the results of your inquiry in writing. In responding, please provide a statement 
indicating whether the above information is accurate. In order to support your 
response, please provide: (1) a statement from , including who contacted 
him regarding attending the camp; (2) a statement regarding whether any" institutional 
staff member approved and/or was aware that           attended the camp; (3) 

travel records to and from the camp, including who provided payment for the 
travel; and (4) a statement indicating whether the institution believes it has violated 
NCAA legislation in this matter. 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

An assr)ciatio# of more thar~ t,200 members servir~g the s:tur]ent-athlete 
Equal Opporl~mity/A~rmative Action Err~9leyer 

Y:\SHARES\enforcement s-a reinstatement\SECONDARY ENFORCEMENT’,,North Carolina - Chapel Hi11\48756 Inquiry Ltr,docx 



Mr. Richard Baddour 

Page 2 of 2 

I appreciate your assistance in the review of this matter. 
hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth Harmon 
Enforcement Staff Member 

EH: as/48756 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Ms. Amy Herman 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Nix. John Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 

If you have any questions, please do not 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lthomas@ncaa.org 

Monday, March 5, 2012 3:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <]broome@email.unc.edu> 

FAR/FAR Designee Contirmation 

Thank you for submitting the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship nomination for                     For this nomination to be considered complete, all sections of the nomination must be 
received by March 15, 2012 It is your responsibility to ensure all requirements are fulfilled and all sections of this nomination are submitted by the deadline 

You have not submitted your recommendation for the above student-athlete Please submit your recommendation at https://webl .ncaa.org/pgs/exec/farEndorsement?appId 5007 

You may link to https://webl .ncaa.org/pgs/execistatus?user FAR&appId 5007.0 to check the status of this nomination. Please use this link to log in to determine the nominee’s award 
status (eg., non-finalist, finalist, awardee). 

You may link to https ://web 1 ncaa.org/pgs/exec/apptbrm to view the complete list of nominations from your institution. 

You may review the nomination instructions at 
h ttp:i/www, n c a a. o r g/wp s/w c m/c o n n e c t/nc a a/n c a a/ab out+ th e+ n c a a/d iv e r s it y+ an d +in c 1 us io n/div e r s i ty+ p r o g r a m s/p o s t g r a d ua t e+ s c h o 1 a r s hip/far+ in s tru c t io n s 

Please note: The links in this message should be used to log in and review and/or modify the nomination. As such, please retain this e-mail for fi~ture use during the applicable nomination 
period. Please e-mail Lori Thomas(lthomas@ncaa org) if you have questions. Thank you 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
P.O Box 6222 
Indianapulis, IN 46206-6222 

Overnight deliveW address: 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 
Indianapolis,IN 46202 
317/9 ] 7-6222 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anne Grieger <NCAACommTvl@shortstravel.com> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 10:56 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

annegrieger@ncaa.org 

D1 FAR Institute 

You are invited to attend the Division I FAR Institute May 21-23, 2012, at the NCAA national office in Indianapolis, Indiana. Hotel accommodations are across the street at the 
downtown Fairfield Inn & Suites; rooms have already been reserved for you. When scheduling flights to Indianapolis, plan to arrive at your leisure Sunday, May 20. The 
Institute will begin at 7:30 a.m. Monday morning, May 21 and conclude at noon Wednesday, May 23. Please do not schedule your return flight to depart Indianapolis until 
after 2 p.m. Wednesday. RSVP for this meeting by using the link listed in the instructions below. This will alert Anne Grieger, your NCAA staff liaison, that you are planning to 
attend. The deadline for entering final travel arrangements in the Short’s Travel portal is Friday, April 13. As part of the NCAA cost savings initiative, there is a 14-day 
advance purchase policy for all flights. If any changes need to be made to your flight plans, they need to occur 14 days prior to the meeting. Please enter your travel 
information whether you are driving or flying. 

While you are online, you will also have the option of making your initial request for flight arrangements and saving your personal profile information for future trips. Simply 
complete the information requested and a Short’s Travel Management agent will contact you with your options for flying, based on the criteria you submitted. As always, you 
are encouraged to make your travel reservations as soon as possible so that the best arrangements can be secured for you by Short’s/NCAA Travel. 

Below are instructions on how to begin this process. Please note, you are not required to submit travel requests or profile information online. Short’s agents are also available 
by telephone. However, please be sure to go online to RSVP so we can ensure your hotel reservations are made properly. 

Online: 
The easiest way to begin this process is to use our convenient online registration form. It will only take a few minutes and you can save your travel profile and preferences 
information for future committee meetings. To get started: 

¯ Navigate to https://www.shortstravel.com/NCAAMeetinqs 
¯ If you were able to click on the link above, your personal number and Iogin code will be populated in the form. If not, you will be prompted for your personal number 

and Iogin code. Your personal number is and your Iogin code is 
¯ Your Travel Authorization Number for this event is: 
¯ Complete the information requested. 
¯ If you have not received a reply to your submission from a Short’s Travel agent within 24 hours, please call us toll-free at 866/655-9215. 

Phone: 

Please call 866/655-9215. Short’s agents are available from 8 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Central time. Please note that heavy call volumes are likely during the months of 
November, March and May and wait times may be longer than normal. 

Message sent 3/13/2012 9:56 AM via an automated system by Anne Grieqer, please do NOT reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

O’Connell, Robyn (ENF Temp) <roconnell@ncaa.org> on behalf of 

Secondary Infractions <seconda~infractions@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday               8:57 AM 

bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu; aischae@uncaa.unc.edu; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

bmille@ uncaa.unc.edu; j swoflbrd@theacc.org 

Universi~ of North Caxolm& Chapel Hill - 51331 

51331     .pdf 

Please note that this electronic letter is the only notification you will receive from the NCAA regarding the disposition of the case. If you have any problems opening or 

viewing this letter, please contact me at roconnell(&~ncaa.org or 317/917-6027, 

Robyn D. O’Connell 

Enforcement (Temp) 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206 

317/917-6027 

Tkis emaii and any attacrn~Lents ma~! contain NCi%~ c~onfidential aRd privileged iRformatioR. If you a_~e 

noL the intended recipient, please notify tl’_e sender iik~rLediately by returr~ emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or ~ise of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipierlt is ur~autho,rized and may be illegal. 



Shipping!Ovemigh~ Add~ess: 

1802 AIo#z~J Wa,tfo~d Sr, 8rive 

I~diarlapotis, I~di~,r~a ~202 

W%’W:8 C S’3.O~q 

Ms. Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
Universib, of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Dear Ms. Herman: 

This is in reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s 
report in response to your                     submission to student-athlete 

reinstatement concerning a violation of NCAA rules involving student-athlete 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred, based on 
the following facts from the AMA Online summarization: 

A fourth-year, recruited        student-athlete (SA) permitted his name 
and picture to be used by his cousin to promote a social gathering, which 
is contrary to the provisions of Bylaw 12.5.2.1. Specifically, SA’s cousin 
requested and received permission from SA to 

and SA provided pictures (of himself) for 
his cousin to use when creating the flyer promoting event. SA’s cousin 
worked with another individual (who is noted on the flyer as the 
promoter of evem) who is the chief executive officer of an entertainment 
group to create the flyer. When flyer was completed, SA posted it to his 
social networking website. Institution stated SA was unaware using his 
name and picture to promote                in his honor would be 
considered a promotion of the nightclub where the event was being held. 
SA did not receive any compensation for use of his name and picture. 
Institution discovered violation i 

In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondary and that 
no further action should be taken by the NCAA in the matter. 

ational Collegiate Athletic Associa 

A~7 association of more than 1,200 members servia,# the studenbathlete 
Equal 0p#ortaniWiAffirmative Action Employer 

tion 



Ms.Amy Herman 

Page 2 of 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Molly Richman 
Coordinator of Enforcement 
for Secondary Infractions 

MR: rdo!513 31 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence R. Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John D. Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 



FrOIT~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            12:22 PM 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback on 13 and 16 

Lissa, 
I provided feedback on 1B and 16 through the online surveys, so there wasn’t any way for me to save my information down to share. Sorry. : ( 

Amy 

,:’~,~~ v ~f~ ~ ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a kschae~uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday:            1:24 PM 

’Amy Herman’ <aj~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lis~ broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

CtmninghaJn <bubbac@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

LaiD" Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs ~-~kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu~,; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~!uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemlans 

~-~timmermmls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Miscellaneous Expense Allowance Update 

I think it would be worthwhile t:o get together (in person or by phone) sometime next we@ to discuss our positiot~ ot~ this, Ithmk we should also thinl~ about other 

options (or no action) and not get boxed in by the three proposals that are on the table. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

I.issa L Broome 

Wachovi~ Professor of Banking {aw 

Direct:oc Cem:er for B~nking ~nd Fit~ance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

9:1.9,962,7056 

http:iiwww.law.unc.eduicenters/banking 

Access my papers .:_~n SSRN at: ht[p://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

x~ Desa~pt~on: 
http:llwww.iaw urkc. edulimagesln~,wslmec4ialbanKingfirkance 
web 542 jpg 

From: Amy Herman rmaJlto:aischae@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            2:03 PM 
To: Lissa Broome; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunninoham 
C¢: Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Miscellaneous Expense Allowance Update 

Susan Maloy; Tom TJmmermans 

Bubba, Lissa, and Beth, 

I’m attaching 3 documents regarding the current status of the original $2,000 MEA proposal. At ACC meetings this week, compliance officers spent significant time talking 

about the Pros and Cons of the 3 new models that have emerged on this issue. 

We were asked to come back to campus and discuss these models with our administration, because, at ACC meetings, the conference folks will be pushing AD’s and FAR’s to 

come to some sort of consensus regarding a conference position. 

The first attachment is just a memo giving an update. The second attachment is an overview of the 3 current models being reviewed. And the last attachment goes into a little 

more detail about the 3 models. 

I’m happy to be involved in any discussion you all deem necessary regarding these models, so as to assist you in developing our institutional stance in advance of ACC 

meetings. Please let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..",.m ? ..l<:r~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Iiill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~Ljschae@uncaa.unc,ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, May 7, 2012 1:48 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly 

< m bnorton@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>                  @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Override Period 

All, 

I just reviewed the legislation that was passed by the BOD last month. There was only one proposal that was passed that we opposed, which was a recruiting calendar 

change (       ). Our     staff indicated in their comments that they would prefer a 14 day window, as opposed to 2 7 day segments separated by a 10 day dead period, 

but [ don’t believe they were opposed enough to the current legislation for us to submit an override. 

The only slightly controversial     proposal that was passed was the one requiring the new "academic redshirts" (effective       to pass 9 hours during their first fall term 

in order to practice during that spring. [ doubt that we are in opposition to this, but we can certainly discuss it on the call tomorrow if anyone would like. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 10:14 AM > > > 

When w~-_~ gel: a c~ll scheduled, can w~-_~ also talk about whether we thinl~ we want to w)te for an override o~ any of ~:he legislation that is n.:)w in the override period? 

Thanks, 

Liasa 

In~bnnation related to the current NCA~A_ Division I legislative ovemde period is now available on the NCAA website under Legislation and Governance, Rules and 

Bylaws, Legislative Actions and Issues. and Division I. It nmy also be accessed by clicking on the following link: 

Override Period Expires Monda’fl 

Note: This requires you to login to ncaa.org. 

Please contact Leeland Zeller at the NCAA national ottice 317-917°6222 if you hmTe any questions. 

You are receiving tiffs e-mail message because you me listed as one of the recipients for this infommtion (either listed recipient or carbon copy recipient). 

[The e-m~JJ addresses used for tiffs distribution list were taken from the NCAA membership database and your institution should forward any corrections to the list to 

Michelle Vaughil (mvangIm(~)ncaa.o~) in NCAA academic and membership alt~irs. 

Thank you. 

[.issa [.. [’~r.:_~.:_~m~:_~ 

Wachovia Professor o[: Banking Law 

Director, Center’ for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

C13#3:_’�.80, V~m Hecke..Wettach Hall 

(;h~q?e~ Hill, NC 2"7Sc39---~:g~N} 

919.962.7066 

Access my papers on SSRN at: btt#:JJssrn:com/a~thor~248720 

N:: Desc’ripti,sn: 
hit p:I/www iaw u r~c ed ulima ~esln ewslmedis/ba r~kJn gfm a n ce 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 9:18 PM 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rules Working Group Status Update 

All, 
Just an update about where the Rules Working Group is in their process. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Rules group seeks additional feedback 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NCAA.org 

May7, 2012 11:19:50AM 

The Collegiate Model: Rules Working Group is seeking membership reaction to specific concepts in Bylaws 12 (amateurism), 14 (eligibility), as well as additional 
feedback on language for Bylaw- 11 (athletics personnel/noncoaching staff members). 

During a May 3 teleconference, the group reviewed the feedback received to date on the Bylaw 11 (athletics personnel), 13 (recruiting) and 16 (awards, benefits and 

expenses) concepts and the commitments to which each bylaw- would be tied. 

The consensus among the membership appeared to be that the working group is on a path that would lead to rules that are more consequential, enforceable and 

supportive of s~adent-athlete success. 

The group also agreed on the text tbr the commitment to fair competition, a key element of the working group’s eflbrks. That language retbrences the importance of 

competing mthin a framework "that emphasizes higher education but does not support rules that prevent or reduce adv~mtages that aft se t?om finmacia] resources or the 

level of talent of sludent-atlfletes. 

Within each of the bylaws, the group reviewed areas where the membership did not agree with the working group’s concept or did not display a clear consensus. 
Several ideas will continue to be considered, and NCAA slaff will be asked to provide additional detail and mnplify on the rationale for each concept as ongoing 

updates are provided to membership for feedback. 

For example, the group discussed the membership consensus that the NCAA should contimle to regulate in-person scouting of opponents. While both options 

eliminating ,scouting regulations mad p~ohibiting scouting altogether roll ~emain on the table, the staff’will provide more specific detail about what each alternative 

would mean when applied. The group roll seek further membership feedback and roll decide what to forward to the Division I Board of Directors, which is 

responsible for the ultimate decision. 

Division I cabinets will have the opportuni~ to review the work in their areas of expertise during their June meetings. The work also will be presented to conferences 

and several professional ovg~mizations over the next several weeks. The working group will meet again in July to agree on the initial legislative recommendations mad to 

further discuss amateurism and eligibility rules. 

The Board of Directors will review the group’s work in August and could be ready to endorse the project by October. ’][’he first action on new bylaws could happen 

in Januaxy, after attendees to the NCAA Convention in Dallas have a final opportunity to engage in a memfingful dialogue about the new roles conslruct and a culture 

that emphasizes shared responsibiliU. ’][’he revised roles likely would be effective in August 2013, which would allow time for member schools and conferences to 
prepare for the change. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 10:17 AM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 

< drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Max Norris < norris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sam Paul 

<spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Tennis Legislation 

Tennis staff, 

Effective immediately, before a tennis prospective student athlete enrolls full time in college, he/she may accept prize money based on his/her place finish or performance in 
open athletics events (they cannot be invitation only events!). However, this prize money may not exceed $10,000 per calendar year, Once the prospect reaches the $10,000 

limit for a calendar year, he/she may receive additional money on a per event basis, provided he/she maintains documentation that shows that the prize money he/she 

receives does not exceed his/her actual and necessary expenses for participation in that specific event. 
Based on research by the US Tennis Association Player Development staff, top j unior and senior prospects are earning significantly less than $10,000 per year in prize money. 

So this legislation now allows them to earn a reasonable amount of prize money to put toward their vast expenses without having to provide extensive documentation. 

As with the new "sponsor" legislation I just sent out, this one, too, is likely going to cause a buzz in the junior tennis world. Please let us know if anyone has any questions on 

this. 

The text of the new legislation is copied below. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

12A 2.4 Exceptions to Amateurism Rule. 

12.1.2.4.1 Exception fbr Prize Money Prior to Full-Time Collegiate Em~ollment -- Sports other than Tennis. In sports other than tennis, prior to collegiate enrollment, an 

indivi&~al may accept prize money based on his or her place finish or perfommnce in an open athletics event (an event’/hat is not invitation o,fly). Such prize money may 

not exceed actual and necessmy expenses arid ,nay be provided only by the sponsor of the open event The calculation of actual arid necessau expenses shall not include 
the expenses or lees of anyone other than the prospective student-athlete (e.g., coach’s fees or expenses, parent’s expenses). 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 Z0:25 AM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; : 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Legislation re: Expenses for Conference Life Skills Program 

Cricket and John, 
The NCAA has passed legislation that will allow either us or the ACC to provide actuN and necessary expenses for student athletes to attend a conference sponsored life 

skills program. The way the rationale for the legislation is written, it doesn’t appear to me that these sorts of programs already exist at the conference level, as the legislation 

developers (the Big 12) seem to indicate that since the NCAA’s program (the NCAA Student Athlete Leadership Forum) only occurs once every 4 years, having conferences be 

permitted to do a similar program might be a way to involve more stuent athletes. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. The text of the new legislation is below. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

16.9 OTHER TRAVEL EXPENSES PROVIDED BY THE INSTITUTION 

16.9.1 Permissible Travel Expenses Not Related to Practice or Competition. It is permissible tbr an institution to provide the foIlomng travel expenses not related to 

practice or competition: 

[16.9.1-(a) through 16.9.1 -(d) unchanged.] 

(e) Couference-Sponsored Life Skills Program. ~M1 institution or confereuce may pay actual and necessary expenses tbr a student-atlflete to attend a 
conference-sponsored life sldlls prod’am (e.~. leaderslfip~ personal developmeut~ contlict resolution). 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc,edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 10:35 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  Duncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Baseball Legislation 

Baseball Staff, 

Effective August 1, 2012, coaching staffs will be permitted to award athletics scholarship to baseball student athletes at less than a .25 equivalency, provided the following 

criteria are met: 

1) The student athlete has never received athletics aid in the past; and 

2) The student athlete is in his last year of eligibility 

The purpose of this legislation is to give coaches the opportunity to reward a senior non scholarship student athlete’s hard work and commitment, even though the coach 

may not have the full .25 equivalency remaining to offer. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this legislation. The text of the new bylaw is below. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

15.5.4 Baseball Limitations. There shall be sJl armual limit of 11.7 on the vaJue of finmlcisJ ~dd awards (equiwJencies) to counters and ml ~mnual limit of 27 on the total 

number of comlters in baseb~Jl at each institution. 

15,5.4.1 Minimum Equivalency Value. An institution shall provide each counter athlelically related and other coutltable financiaJ aid that is equal to or greatcr thal~ 25 

percent of an equivalency. 

[15.5,4.1.1 unchanged.] 

15.5.4.1.2 Exception - Final Year of Eligibility and Not Prm4ouslv Aided. An institution may provide less than 25 percent of an eqlfivalency m a student- 

ath|ete~ provided the student-aflliete is in the final year of eli~iMlity and has not previous|v received afllieticailv related financial aid in baseball. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu:                   Duncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Decision in Reinstatement Case 

All, 

I heard back from the NCAA this morning regarding reinstatement case. Unfortunately, our mitigation wasn’t enough to sway them from the standard penalty. 

Therefore,     will have to sit the first regular season contest next season, which, according to the schedule I have, is the         match on 

Thank you for providing the letters and giving it the best shot we could. The NCAA staff said it just wasn’t enough to overcome the case precedent and the guidelines under 

which they are required to make decisions. 
Sorry... 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



FFolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, June 8, 2012 9:54 AM 

Amy HennaJ1 <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.e&P; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa 

Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu> 

Kathy C~-iggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; La~y Gallo <athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; ,r~uncaa.unc.edu>; Susml B. M~Joy <sbm~Joy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermmls 

<timmermmls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: Deregulation - FEEDBACK REQUESTED 

Amy -Thanks for preparing t:hese r~-:~sponses on our b~-_d~ag, f had a h:_~w thoughts (listed below) to th~-_~ Bylaw :[1 docum~:_mt. 

One of the ideas behinc~ deregulation is thaL you can’t make Lhe playing field level because institutions have natural advantages (location, climate, etc.) Lhat can’L be 

eliminated and Lhat therefore we shoukt not regulate any issues regarding advantages related to institutions Lhat have greater resources. 

At our ACC spring meetings 1 did not sense that there was agreement with this justification for deregulation. There are some "natural" advantages that institutions 

enjoy, but higher resourced institutions will enjoy even more advantages if much of this deregulation goes through. I fear there will be a push to spend more on the 

revenue sports (sinc~:_~ that: would be permitted and would be necessary to remain competitiw:_~ to keep th~-_~ r~-:wenue flowing in) and that [:his wouM be to th~-_~ 

deLriment of the non-revenue sports which would become increasingly rnarginalized. 

Therefore, I’m not sure thaL I personally support 

t:oncept 2: Eliminating the regulations defining recruiting coordination functions that must be performed by head or assistant coaches. 

Concept 5: Eliminate coaching categories 

Am~.,’s o:_~mment r~-:~garding graduate asais[:ant coaches suggests that this is an ar~-:~a that rnay need more regulation ratfu:_~r than less. 

Finally, on Concept 3 (eliminate the annual certi[icat:k)n requirement applicaMe to coaches invoh~ed in off-campus recruiting) I would suggest: instead requiring th~-:~ 

NCAA to come up widl a more meaningful exam and training component rather than eliminating and having each school design its own program, in any event, 

nothing now keeps each school/conference from supplementing d~e NCAA exam and training. Amy made some good poin[s about how d~e exam could be improved 

- eliminate questions about things that compliance people rather than coaches on the road recruiting deal with. Also both the exam and the education component 

should focus rnore on the actual issues which schools have struggled with -the secondary and major violations that have occurred, 

"Fhanks, 

kissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

IJNC Sch.:_~oJ of J_aw 

CB#33gO, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel I-tilf, NC 2759%3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:Hssrn.com/author=248720 

~:: Description: 

http:/,~,~,~,~, iaw unc edu/ar~agesinews/mediaibankingfinan,:~e 

web 542.jpg 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2012 8:53 PM 
To: Beth Niller, Bubba Cunningham; Lissa Broome 
Cc: Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Larry Gallo; Susan B. Maloy; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Deregulation - FEEDBACK REQUESTED 

All, 
I only had 4 coaches submit feedback in response to the email I sent out yesterday none of it was earth shattering, I plan to compile/summarize their thoughts and include it 

in the original document that I forwarded to you Monday (see attached). 

Do any of you want to add any comments to what I will submit? If so, please let me know by noon tomorrow, as I will need to submit it by 2p when I will be leaving the office 

for the day, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 6/4/2012 10:43 PM >>> 

Bubba, Lissa, and Beth, 

I have gone through these documents and inputted my initial thoughts on the concepts. See attached. These are all "repeat concepts" from the first round of feedback that we 

were asked to provide, so much of it is in the same mold as feedback I personally provided earlier. 

My plan is to send some of these out to coaches for their opinions. With the short time frame that we have to put info together, Iintend to send out an email to all coaches 

on Wednesday (when I return to the office from Regional Seminar) with the general questions, and ask for their feedback by Thursday afternoon. I will then compile as much 

of a consensus as I can and include that feedback as "Coaches Feedback" on my response that I submit to Brad. 

Admittedly, the thoughts in the attached are primarily mine (coming from the perspective of a compliance person). Therefore, if you have additional, or differing, thoughts, I 

am happy to include that in my response, or you are welcome to submit your own feedback to Brad, as well. 

Please let me know if you have another method by which you would prefer to tackle this task. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ n~, }~, ¢- I" ~?~ :.: n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" <_b_~!£4_s__t__e_’_t__t__e_E~_t_[?__e__a___c__c_:_o__r_.q.> 6/4/2012 11:35 AM > > > 
All 

This is the first in a series of feedback requests on the work of the NCAA Rules Working Group. This t~edback is due back to me by the end oftJ~e day Friday J~me g. 

Please use the attached forms for your feedback and email them to me. 

As mentioned in the email on Friday, ~,e have highlighted the top priority concepts based on past discussions. The priority concepts fbr tiffs round of feedback are: 

¯ First attachment - Noncoaching stafflimits in tbotball and men’s aud women’s basketball; 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 3 - Coaches certification test; 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 5 - Elimination of coaching categories ]NOTE: this does not suggest removing the limits on the number of coaches]; 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 7 - Expanding the "individual associated with a prospect" definitiou to all sports; and 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 8 - Elhnination of the "baton rule" 

As a reminder, please engage your statt’and coaches as you deem appropriate. For feedback sent back to me, please note in your conmlents the positions of your 

administrators and coaches separately if they differ. We have prioritized those areas that you and your coaches may be most interested in; however, feel free to provide 

feedback on all concepts in the documents. Additionally, feel free to provide feedback directly to the NCAA by the .Iune 27 deadline. ~[lqanks and let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Brad ttostetter 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Email: bhostetter~theacc.org 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

%i Description: Description: ACC emailsignature sites 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, June 8, 2012 12:35 PM 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Origgs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Oa[Io < athgal[o@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lissa Broome < lissa broome@unc.edu > 

UNC First Round of Feedback 

UNC Bylaw 11 Feedback (6.8.12).pdf; UNC Non-Coaching Staff Limits Feedback (6.8.12).pdf 

Brad, 
See attached for UNCs responses. You will note specific comments in certain places from our FAR, as well as a few thoughts from our coaches. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
Universi[y of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc.org > 6/4/2012 11:35 AM > > > 
~dl 

’lhis is the first in a series of feedback requests on the work of the NCAA Rules Working Group. This feedback is due back to me by the end of the day l~Mday Jnne 8. 

Please use the attached tbrms tbr your feedback and email them to me. 

As mentioned in file email on Friday, we have highlighted the top priority concepts based on past discussions. The priority concepts for this round of feedback axe: 

¯ First attaclunent - Noneoaching stafflhnits in football and men’s and women’s basketball; 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 3 - Coaches certification test; 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 5 - Elimination of coaching categories [NOTE: this does not suggest removing the limits on the number of coaches[; 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 7 - Expanding the "individual associated with a prospect" definition to ’all sports; and 

¯ Second attachment, Concept No. 8 - Elimination of the "baton rule" 

As a reminder, please engage your statt’and coaches as you deem appropriate. For feedback sent back to me, please note in your comments the positions of your 

administrators and coaches separately if’they differ. We have prioritized those areas that you and your coaches may be most interested in; howevel, feel free to provide 

feedback on all concepts in the documents. Additionally, feel free to provide feedback directly to the NCAA by the June 27 deadline. Thanks and let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Brad Hostetter 

Associate Commissioner fur Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Email: b h o s t e t t e r_~l_h___e_a__~_c_:_gzg 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

Nil Description: Description: ACC email signat .... ites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 9:23 PM 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; LarD’ Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bylaw 13 Feedback 

Attach: Bylaw 13 Feedback.pdf 

All, 
See attached for what I have put together regarding my personal thoughts on Round 2 of the feedback. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add 

from your perspective. 
With regard to the Sport Specific Recruiting Calendar document, I will be taking the feedback we get from coaches and compiling it to send to the ACC. Since that is sport 

specific, I’m not going to provide feedback of my own. But I will copy you on what we send in. 

Please get me any comments you may have on the attached by tomorrow evening, if at all possible, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.96t.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edus, 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 8:33 PM 

Amy tterman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,issa Broome <lissabroome@unc.edu>; I,arry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgfigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,ance Markos 

<maxko@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edtP4 Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtp4 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmenna~s@,uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bylaw 13 Feedback 

Amy--- Thanks for" putting d~is together’. I have a few comments listed below: 

On Concepts 2 & 3 (earlier access and eliminating restrictions on mode and number of commurfications). At the May ACC meetings the women’s basketball 

coaches made a strong argument that this would reduce the quality of life for female coaches and for coaches of female sports. One point was that females 

are more verbal and like to talk longer than males making the time devoted to recruiting female PSAs much more if there were more opportunity contacts. 

i’h~-’_~ second point was t:hat female coacfu:_~s n~-_~eded to have som~-_~ protection of their tirne if they hoped to have and raise a ~amily and that deregulat:k)n in 

this ar~-_~a might furt:her reduce tfu:_~ numb~:_~r of women in t:he coaching ranks b~:_~cause they woukt not be willing to take more t:im~:_~ away from th~-Ar fi~milies. 

Permitting texting seems harmless, but because this form of communication is so easy and almost demands an immediate response you might find that it 

ends up being much more intrusive and burdensome than unlimited emails. 

2, Similar comments could be made about Concept 4 (no limits on number of recruiting opportunities}, but it could also lead to increasing the pressure to 

spend more resources on recruiting. We would want to think about how this would dovetail with lessening restrictions on personnel that 1 think we 

c.:_~mrnent~:_~d on last we@. So, if we can recruit mor~:_~, weql need more personnel t:o help us maxirnize those opport:unit:ies and k e~-_q:~ up with other schools 

which have dech:h:_~d to recruit more. Also, if t:his reduces the coacfu:_~s’ t:im~:_~ on campus, t:hen th~-_~re will be less time to spend with the enrolled stud~?t?[:- 

athletes. 

3, On Concept 8 (deregulating official visits). As you said d~is is dangerous and questionable. I think we should oppose it even more emphatically. At the May 

ACC meetings, the FARs concocted some official visits that would be permitted under deregulation but which would be totalbi inappropriate, increase 

recruiting costs, and give schools who are willing to focus resources on the revenue sports an advantage over schools trying to support a broad-based 

athletic prograrn. 

4. On Concept 11. (on campus evaluation for all sports). As a lawyer, I’m worried about the institution’s liabilit¥ if the Idd gets hurt during t:he evak~ation 

Would it be too cumbersome to get proot: of health insurance and a signed waiver bet:ore the evaMation took place? It would probably be worthwhile to gel 

input from some University general counsel on this Concept be[:ore going any further with it. 

Thanks t:or the opportunity to comment. I hope this is helpful. 

Ussa 

I.issa I.. Broome 

Wachovia Profl:_~ssor of Banking Law 

Direct:or, Cem:er for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:1.9,962,7066 

http:iiwww.law,unc.edu!centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

i~ill Descripti ..... 
http://www.iaw unc. edu/imagesinews/media/bariki!lgfinance 
web 542jp9 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, June 13, 2022 9:23 PI 
To= Lissa Broome; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject= Bylaw 13 Feedback 

: Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

All, 
See attached for what I have put together regarding my personal thoughts on Round 2 of the feedback. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add 

from your perspective. 

With regard to the Sport Specific Recruiting Calendar document, I will be taking the feedback we get from coaches and compiling it to send to the ACC. Since that is sport 

specific, I’m not going to provide feedback of my own. But I will copy you on what we send in. 

Please get me any comments you may have on the attached by tomorrow evening, if at all possible. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tiill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 



919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc,edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, June 15, 2012 3:01 PM 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lissa Broome < lissa broome@unc.edu > 

UNC Second Round of Feedback 

Bylaw 13 Feedback.pdf; Sport-Specific Recruiting Calendar Feedback.pdf 

Brad, 
See attached for feedback from our staff on Bylaw 13. I’m attaching both documents that you sent initially, If the recruiting calendar information for specific sports are left 

blank, that means Ididn’t hear back from the coach in that sport, 
Let me know if you have any questions! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc.org > 6/11/2012 1:42 PM > > > 

All 

Thanks for submitting responses to the first round request for feedback last week. This is the second request on the "a, ork of the NCAA Rules Working Group and is due 

back to me by the end of the day Friday June 15. Please use the attached forms for your feedback and email them to me. Some of you have noted that you fined this 

information out in March during the initial feedback phase....if your positions ha~,e not changed, feel free to send that to me so I can ineinde it ~hen the final 

information is put togetlier for the Ad Hoc group. 

~I~aere is a lot of information in these attachments so picking the five priorities was difficult. Ideally, we would have split these into two weeks bm we are pressed for time to 

accomplish what was discussed at the Spring Meeting. Those concepts fllat have been hio~lighted this ~,eek are: 

¯ First attachment & Concept No. 4 in second attachment Spoil-specific feedback on recruiting calendar model; 

¯ Second atlachment Concept No. 2 - Earlier access to prospects; 

¯ Second attachment Concept No. 3 - Modes of eommmfication; 

¯ Second attachment Concept No. 6 - Recruiting materials; 

¯ Second attachment Concept No. 8 - Official ~4sits policy or regulation? 

As a reminder, please engage your stM’f and coaches as you deem appropriate. For feedback sent back to me, please note in your comments file positions of your 

administrators and coaches separately it’they differ. We have prioritized those areas that you mad your coaches may- be most interested in; howeveL feel free to provide 

feedback on all concepts in the documents. Additionally, feel free to provide feedback directly to the NCAA by file June 27 deadline. Thanks and let me kno~, if 

yon have amy questions. 

Brad Hostetter 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Email: ._b_! !~_?Et__c_:t__~__e_!i@_[ _h__c2:a__c__£ :_o_r~ 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

%i Description: Description: ACC email signature sites 



[::rOITl" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,             12:50 PM 

Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbacC~uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mike and Scott, 
Just wanted you to know that 

door" on that case. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae(a~uncaa.unc.edu 

has been officially reinstated by time NCAA, following our self imposed penalty of 2 weeks with no communication. So we can "close time 



F:rOITI" 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 9:45 AM 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Attach: Bylaw 16 Feedback.pdf 

All, 
Please see attached for my input into this week’s feedback request. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add from your perspective, i need to have 

your thoughts by 5p tomorrow (Thursday). 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Con~pliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~Lschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 21, 2012 10:53 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Oallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lissa 

Broome < lissa_broome@unc.edu >; Broome, Lissa L < [broome@email.unc.edu >                   ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Amy, Thanks for sending us your comments on these Concepts......and thanks Lissa for your comments. I have just a couple thoughts: 

1. Concept 1: I agree there should definitely be a value limit on awards or it would turn into a recruiting tool and a way to "pay" student athletes. 

2. Concept 5: ] am strongly against this concept, as it not only segregates student athletes, but also becomes a huge recruiting tool that would disadvantage us. 

3. Concept 7: Agree that it sounds good, but could become complicated. Definitely should not allow cash, only food. 

4. Concepts 8 11: Definitely a slippery slope defining "comparable relationship" and could be expensive if a limit or some definition is not applied, especially since it covers 
4 different concepts. 

Lissa makes a great point that these deregulation proposals could be costly and, if it is agreed the revenue sports need to do these things to be competitive, it could 

certainly be detrimental to funding our Olympic Sports. 

Thanks for your good work on these concepts. 

~Beth 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.uncedu> 6/20/2012 1:20 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --- Good job as usual. Here are my additional comments: 

1. Concept 1 (Awards). One problem might be if the team selects an award that is not fully covered by the institution and some SAs cannot aff:ord to contribute 

(or mighL feel peer pressure to contribute when it is not in their financial besL interest Lo do so). To me, this seems unfortunate. Nor do I Lhink we should 

tap the Student-athlete opportunity fund to help out the needy students. 

2. Concept 3, # 2 (academic support, career counseling, personal development)~ I would suggest limited to on-campus and not including the general locale. 

3. Concept 3 I just read By-law 16.3 and I don’t find it 1:i) be 1:i)i) prescriptive. The limits it s~-_~ts forth seem reasonable. What am [ rNssing? 

4. Concept 3, regarding integration, t agree that som~-’_~ sp~-:<iaNzed s~-_~nkces may need to be provided to student.-attflet:es because of their athletic 

o:_~mn~itmm~ts, but I also think that we would be better off encouraging gas t:o take advantage of support s~-_~rvices on campus when they are available and 

not keep gas in a silo in the athletics department. 

Concep[ 4 (Medical Expenses). Again By Law 16.4 doesn’t seem thai "prescriptive" to rne. Are there problems? 

6. Concept 5 (Athletic Dorms). I think this is a very bad idea~ Again, it silos SAs and hinders their integration with the rest of the student body and the 

tJniversity. It is bad PR~ We had this before and decided it was a bad idea. As one of my FAR colleagues said, <<Can you imagine the football dorm at Texas?" I 

don’t think we want to go there. 

7. Concept 7 (ir:ood) Agree t:otally< There will be an issue in defining "mcidm~tal 1:i) part:icipatiorU’ 

Concepts 8-11, [ (:oukJ be talk~-_~d into the new language to take into account n.%traditional g~miD_~s i[ there was a reasonabh-’_~ numerical limit on th~-_~ number 

in this family. Maybe 4 is the lirnit (each parent and a sLep--parent or parents and sibling, s). All these concepts have costs associated with then1. My overriding 

concern (expressed Lhrou~,houL Lhis rule reduction process) is that the revenue sports will argue that they need to "compete" by incurring, these additional 

costs and that this win be at the expense of the non-revenue sports. Also, the language "relative or individual of comparable relationship" is very broad. 

Does this include the AAU coach that "is like a father" to the SAP 

Thanks for putting this together. 

Lissa 

I_issa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking, Law 

Direc[or, Cen[er for Banking, and Finance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#33gO, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, hi{:: 27599-3380 

919.96Z7066 

_h___tt_p_J_Z~:_Kw__:~_~__�:__e___d__d__�_e__mLe r s_Lb__~_mk!~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: httD~iissrn.com!a!Jthor=248720 

~:: Description: 
ht~p:LA:,^:,^:,,.iaw, unc.eddimsgesir~e~,~slmedie.ibankin~=]tinar~ce 
~,b 54 2.jpg 



From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 20, 2012 9:45 AM 
To: Lissa Broome; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject= Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my input into this week’s feedback request. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add from your perspective. I need to have 

your thoughts by 5p tomorrow (Thursday). 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_ U ~ £__h__~__t’_ ~ X E _~£_~__L_a_: X E _~£_~ ~_c__]__u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 21, 2012 9:37 PM 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo < athgalio@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@unca&unc.edu>; Lissa Broome < lissa_broome@unc.edu > 

UNC Third Round of Feedback 

Bylaw 16 Feedback.pdf 

Brad, 
See attached for feedback from our staff on Bylaw 16, Let me know if you have any questions! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_j ~£_b_~:~ ~ X!J3£_@l_&!J3£_4_~_d__u_ 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theaccorg > 6/18/2012 10:06 AM > > > 
?all 

Thanks for submitting responses to the second request for feedback last week. ’Ilais is the last request on the work of the NCAA Rules Working Group and is due back to 

me by the end of the day Friday &me 22. Please use the attached forms for your feedback and email them to me. Those that have not submitted feedback yet, please 

do so by this Friday in order to pro~4de time for review and submission by the deadline. 

’lhis rounds relates to benefits for student-athletes. The priority concepts this week are: 

¯ Concept No. 1 - Participation awan~! costs limits 

¯ Concept Nos. 3&4 - Academic and medical expenses 

¯ Concept No. 5 - Athletics dorms 

¯ Concept No. 7 - Meals for student-athletes 

¯ Concept No. 13 - Competition expenses (includes potential deregulation of departure!return restrictions) 
As a reminder, please engage your staff" and coaches as you deem appropriate. For feedback sent back to me, please note in your comments the positions of your 

administrators and coaches sepaJ’ately if they dit~[~r. We have prioritized those areas that you and your coaches may be most interested in; however, feel fi’ee to provide 

feedback on all concepts in the documents. Additionally, feel free to provide feedback directly to the NCAA by the June 27 deadline. Thanks and let me know if 

you have aaay questions. 

Brad ttostetter 

Associate Commissioner for Compliaaace & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Email: bhostetter~Zb~theacc.org 

Phone: 336-854-8787 

Fax: 336-369-0065 

%i Description: ACCernail signature sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:31 AM 

Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor 

Chinn < tjchinn@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

All, 
has been reinstated by the NCAA, based on our self imposed penalty of counting the off campus contact and penalizing ourself one additional contact, leaving us with 5 

recruiting opportunities (and not more than I contact) for the 2012 2013 academic year. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Shippir~i0v£mi~ht Ad(’iress: 

i802 AIo~zo Wa~for~t S~: Oriw~ 

Indiar~s~pclis, tndia,q~ 46202 

W%~,~J, !] C, ,,’J a. 0 r 

Ms. Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director/Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms, Herman: 

This is in reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s June 7 
report in response to your May 21 submissions to student-athlete reinstatement 
concerning a violation of NCAA rules involving assistant football coach Chris 
KaDilovic and prospective student-athlete 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred, 
based on the following facts from the AMA Online summarization: 

During spring         institution’s assistant football coach had 
impermissible in-person, off-campus contact with a prospective student- 
athlete (PSA) prior to July 1 following completion of PSA’s junior year in 
high school, which is contrary to the provisions of Bylaws 13.02.4 and 
13.1.1.1. Specifically, assistant coach went to PSA’s high school and met 
with PSA’s head coach. Classes were not in session on day of meeting and 
assistant coach believed PSA would not be at school. At one point during 
meeting with PSA’s coach, PSA walked in and institution’s assistant coach 
and PSA made contact. PSA was asked to wait on the other side of the 
room until assistant coach and PSA’s coach concluded their conversation. 
Assistant coach indicated visit was not pre-arranged and his conversation 
did not go beyond a greeting and conversation with PSA explaining he 
could not talk with him. Violation discovered May 14, 2012, when 
compliance office received an internet article in which PSA discussed 
contact with assistant coach. 

In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondary 
and that no further action should be taken by the NCAA in the matter. 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

An associatio# of more thar~ t,208 members servir~g the s:tur]ent-athiete 
Eqaal OpporI~mity/A~mlative Action 5r~pley~r 



Ms. Amy Herman 
August 17, 2012 
Page 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

ij 
Emma Stendig 
Enforcement Staff 

ES:t~/53152 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor Holden Thorp 



R0, 80x 6222 

!n(tianap0!is, indiana 46206 

Te [ep h o n e: 317?9 i 7~8222 

Shippi~i0ver~:igh~ Address; 

1602 Alonzo Wa,,’kord: S~. Orive 

Indiar~apolis, l.,qdiana 46202 

Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowls Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Mr. Cunningham: 

This is in reference to your April 20, April 23 and April 26 letters and reports to 
Christopher S. Strobel, NCAA director of enforcement for secondary, infractions, 
concerning violations of NCAA rules involving (1) assistant men’s lacrosse coach 
Chris Feifs (ALC) and men’s lacrosse prospective student-athlete 
(PSA1); (2) diving coach Kevin Lawrence (DC) and women’s swimming and diving 
prospective student-athlete             (PSA2) and; (3) head wrestling coach C.D. 
Mock (HWC), assistant wrestling coach A.J. Grant (AWC) and wrestling prospective 
student-athletes              (PSA3) and                   (PSA4). 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred in 
that between July,      and September,       nultiple coaches sent impermissible 
text messages to multiple prospective student-athletes, which is contrary, to the 
provisions of Bylaw" 13.4.1.2. Specifically, (1) on July l,      AWC responded to a 
text message from an unknown number, when PSA4 texted back and told him who it 
was AWC replied that he could not text with him, (2) on July 29,      HWC 
received a text from PSA3’s father who was requesting directions and logistical 
information regarding a camp being held on the institution’s campus. HWC sent the 
requested information in five text messages; (3) on August 15,      ALC was on 
vacation and experience poor cell phone service. ALC states he does not remember 
sending the text message to PSA1; and (4) on September 15 and 16,      DC 
received text message from PSA2’s parents who were using her phone to let him 
know that they were on their way to the institution for PSA2’s official visit. DC 
replied with two text messages. The violations were discovered during a regular 
review of text records performed by the department of athletics’ software program. 
In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondary and 
that in addition to the actions already taken, the institution should be required to 
preclude HWC from having any written or telephonic contact with PSA3 for a period 
of five weeks. Please note that relief from the standard penalties was provided in this 
instance. In accordance with Bylaw 19.6.1, the institution may appeal this action to 
the full NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions. Please submit such an appeal, if 
any, and supporting information within 30 day’s of the date of this letter. 

Nationa Colleg ate Athletic Association 

A~7 association of more than 1,200 members servin# the studetTt+athlete 
Equal 0pport~nityiAffirmative Action Employer 



Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 

Page 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Emma Stendig 
Enforcement Staff 

ES:fj/52508 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Ms. Amy Herman 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor H Holden Thorp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, September 7, 2012 5:07 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments!suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i,e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2032 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

ClJnt 

> > > On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel,com >, Mike Pope 

< MikePope@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < maJlto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the tirne that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I arn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 



> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about ttne student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> wittn one of ttne above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 11:54 AM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince I[le <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; )uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Update on Appeal 

All, 

I checked in with the NCAA on the appeal this morning, and below is the response f received. Looks like it could be a while before we know... As soon as I have the answer, I 

will get back with you, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

I-4i Amy, The subcommittee has one full business week (beginning last night at 5 p,m. EST)to render its decision on DI SLR appeals, Therefore the latest you will hear from me 

regarding their decision v~l} be next Wednesday morning, September 19. ShouM the subcommittee reach a decision before that time, [ will deliver it to you or your staff ASAP. 

Please do not hestitate to follow up with me directly if you have any additional questions regarding this process, Thanl<s! Emily 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_g_s_£__b____a__£~XL[_~_£_~y_a__:XL[_~_£_~_e_~ ]___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 5:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: MBB Waiver Decision 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Hennan <ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu>" <aischae@uncaa, unc.edu> 

Date: September 19, 2012 10:56:32 AM EDT 

To: "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu:*, "Bubba Culmingham" <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Clint GwaJ~mey’’ <cgwaJ~mey@uncaa.unc.edu>, "I,ance 

Markos" <markos(~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Nadia Lynch" <nlvnch(~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Steve Kirschner" <skirschner(a)uncaa.unc.edu>, 
~uncaa.unc.edu~’, "Tom Timmennmas" <limmemlans({buncaa.unc.edu>, "Mike Pope" <MikePope~anthon’y~travel.com >, "Vince Ille" 

<ille~)emaJl.unc.edu> 

Subject: MBB Waiver Decision 

The subcommittee voted to uphold the staffs decision, so we are not pemlitted to leave campus for California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Duncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 10:34 AM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Brad Pomeroy’s Coaches Exam 

Coach Paul, 

Brad Pomeroy has not taken the          Coaches Certification Exam. ALL full time, part-time, volunteer coaches and Director of Operations are r_equired to complete the 

exam regardless of whether or not they are permitted to recruit off campus. Please pass along the following information to Brad and insure that he completes this process 

ASAP[ 
This year we will be administering the exam online. Everyone will need to brinq a laptop computer or iPad that will be able to hook up to the wireless access in the classroom 

in order to take the exam. You will also want to bring a copy of the 2012 2013 NCAA Division I Manual. All coaching staffs have several hard copies of this, and it is available 

online in a PDF version for free. I have listed below the times that Lissa Broome, the UNC FAR, is available forto administer the exam. 

Wed., Sept. 26 at 7:30 a.m. 

Thursday, Sept. 27 at 5:00 p.m. 
You will need to contact Lissa (Ibroome@email.unc.edu) and let her know which day you plan to take the exam and she will give you more information about where to meet 

her. This must be completed by Friday September 28th, so make sure you get in contact with Lissa and complete the Certification Exam. 

A practice test and a Study Guide to assist you with your preparation is attached in addition to this link http://webZ.ncaa.orq/coachesTest/exec/practiceexam?division=l if you 
prefer to take the practice exam online. For sports other than Football and Basketball, please select the practice test for "Sports Other than Football and Basketball" as 

opposed to "All Sports", unless you want to brush up on recruiting regulations for every sport. 

[f you have any questions, feel free to contact r’ne or Lissa. 

Thank You, 

Compliance Assistant 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:40 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Patricia Hucks Certification Exam 

Coach Haney, 

Patricia Hucks has not taken the          Coaches Certification Exam. ALL full time, part time, volunteer coaches and Director of Operations are required to complete the 

exam regardless of whether or not they are permitted to recruit off campus. Please pass along the following information to Patricia and insure that she completes this 

process ASAP! 

This year we will be administering the exam online. Everyone will need to bring a laptop computer or iPad that will be able to hook up to the wireless access in the classroom 

in order to take the exam. You will also want to bring a copy of the          NCAA Division [ Manual. All coaching staffs have several hard copies of this, and it is available 

online in a PDF version for free, I have listed below the times that Lissa Broome, the UNC FAR, is available for to administer the exam. 

Wed., at 7:30 a.m. 

Thursday,        at 5:00 p.m. 

You will need to contact Lissa dbroome@email.unc.edu) and let her know which day you plan to take the exam and she will give you more information about where to meet 

her. This must be completed by Friday               so make sure you get in contact with Lissa and complete the Certification Exam, 

A practice test and a Study Guide to assist you with your preparation is attached in addition to this link http://webl.ncaa.org!coachesTest/exec!practiceexam?division=l if you 

prefer to take the practice exam online. For sports other than Football and Basketball, please select the practice test for "Sports Other than Football and Basketball" as 

opposed to "All Sports", unless you want to brush up on recruiting regulations for every sport. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me or Ussa. 

Thank You, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:59 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Patricia Hucks - Rowing Volunteer 

I have made an exception to our unwritten policy that we require volunteer coaches to take the Coaches’ Certification Exam. In speaking with Sarah about Patricia, she told me 

that Patricia is a 60 year old woman who comes only to practices and a few regattas during the year. She is never involved in any recruiting activities, nor will she ever be. 

Therefore, we will not require her to take the exam, Please make note of this in your spreadsheet. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 S 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:48 PM 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.uncedu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reinstatement Case 

All, 

Just talked to the NCAA. They have reinstated 

working on the case, she went to goheels.com and checked out 

at any other commercial locations in the future! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

so she is good to go tonight. And,       staff, the NCAA staff member made it a point to tell me that, while 

.And she said that he made her smile today, So he’s doing his jo!! Let’s just not let him do it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 9:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <[broome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Decision Accepted 

This is for fnitial Eligibility Waiver it was just approved. 

>>> <nobody@ncaa.org> 1/10/2013 9:52 AM >>> 

The decision for application       has been accepted by Lance Markos. 

Thank you, 

AMA Online 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 2:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroomeQemail.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Application Signature Requested 

Phone Waiver - North Carolina - 48-hour Period for Official Visit.msg 

The waiver below is one that we got approved a little over a week ago through the phone waiver process with the staff, It allows us to provide expenses to a 

prospect beyond the 48 hours on an official visit, which allowed us to deal more effectively with limited flight options and save some money for the flight. Attached is 

the NCAA staff’s approval; wejust need to submit this formally to satisfy their standards for follow up. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> <nobody@ncaa,org> 1/18/2013 2:38 PM >>> 

You have been requested to esign an application in AMA Online. Please visit https:/!ama.ncaa.orq/waivers/edit/320845 to view the application. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 5:30 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim merm ans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Decision Accepted 

The phone approved official visit waiver was formally approved and accepted in the system today. 

> > > < nobody@ncaa.org > 1/28/2013 5:27 PM > > > 

The decision for application,      has been accepted by Lance Markos. 

Thank you, 
AMA Online 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, March 15, 2013 1:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SLR Waiver - 

Hey Lissa, 

The latest for.     on the waiver front that you probably just got a request to sign is to just give him his financial aid this semester. We got denied on the practice 

and competition (and aid) with the PTD waiver on Tuesday; apparently the Academics Cabinet started last June requiring at least 9 hours of course work for 

qualifying tournaments in order to get staff approval of the PTD waivers.,     was only enrolled in 3 hours, so it got shot down but we still want to pay for his 

course this semester even if he can’t train or compete for us. Let me know if you have any questions; no real rush. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <~doug dibbert~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:07 AM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

RE: Knight Commission Sept. 19 ulxtate 

Lissa - Don’t know if you’ve seen this. 
Also, I was just told that yesterday, was on the PA system at Chapel Hill East with daily announcements in his role as 
the following: 
"1 regret to inform you that at the end of this academic year, I will be stepping down as your 

Inside Higher Ed 

ind said 

Chapel Hill’s Sad Lesson 

September 19, 2012 - 2:59am 

By 
Bob Malekoff ............................... 

Last week my daughter sent me a link to a website that ranked the alleged ’~fop 100 Universities in the World." (She was proud that her school the University, of 
Pittsbnrgh -- had made the liszt, albeit sneaking in at number 98.) The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was in 57th place, one slot ahead of the United 

Kingdom’s University of Warwick. 

Like UNC, Warwick is a pnblic school, but a comparative newcomer founded in 1965. Its mission sIatement notes goals consistent with America’s finest public 

universitie~ such as "become a world leader in research and teaching" and "equip graduates to make a important contribution to the economy and to socieF." To have 

eanred such a superb international reputation in not quite 50 years of existence, it must be doing ~mething right. 

InthewakeofMondayafternoon’snewsthatUNCChancellorHoldenThorp rightly or wrongly ander fire for myriad athletics-related transgressions in Chapel Hill - 

- had decided to step down, I wondered what role sports played on Warwick’s campus. The universiU website notes oppollunities to participate in over 75 club 

teams (from rugby to mndsurfing, and everything you can imagine in between), an initiative known as "Warwick Active" promoting physical activities for all members of 

the universi~" communiU, and a wide varieD" of additional opportunities suggeffting an envirolmlent that values the pursuit of a physically vigorous lifestyle. 

The adages "sound mind. sound body" and "something for eyeD’one" immediately came to mind. As is the case in virtually’ all of higher education except for the United 

States, more highly competitive sports are conducted outside the Warwick campus. In fact. ruth the billions American universities spend on the pursnit of 

championships, our socieD"s proclivity to yield to every need and desire of television executives, and compensation for coaches dwarfing that of college presidents, I’m 

convinced that Thorp’s counterparts at schools like Warwick may think that our system of Division I intercollegiate athletics borders on insanib,. 

Many [hns of North Carolina’s Tar tteels have long believed that their pristine campus was above the seandals and seemliness of big-time sports. That happened to the 

other guy~ the play-l?ast-and-loose crowd t?om the Southeastern Conference, those intellectual lesser lights in the Big 12, and yes, the w~mnabes up the road at N.C. 

State in Raleigh. Be assured, many are reveling in UNC’s agony. 

But what happened at Chapel Hill and to Thorp could have happened at any major university that chases the often-false glory, associated with big-time college sports in 

America. To blame Thorp for Carolina ibotball players taking money from agents or athletes being steered to courses where they were assured high grades is taking the 

easy way out and not really addressing the root of the problem. 

The popular cry from those who favor refonn is "the presidents need to take charge." If only it were that simple. In realib’, when it comes to college sports some 

presidents are little more than middle managers stuck in between high-profile coaches and ineffective, often not particularly courageous trustees. 

I once asked a well-known university president why he and his colleagues hadn’t done more to clean up college sports. He confessed that a university CEO who 

endeavored to take on big-time lbotball or basketball did so at the risk of spending so much political capital as to be rendered powerless in addressing more important 

needs such as student affordabilib,, thnding Ii)r research and thcilitie~ support to attract top [hculty, etc. 

Indeed, it is not unusual to hear about trustees who appear more concerned with their school landing a top quarterback or power forward than a scientist whose 
reseaJcch might hold the key to fighting an incurable disease. 

So where do we go from here? HoMen Thorp’s exit changes nothing. The new chancellor will be faced ruth the same challenges many university leaders do in ternls of 

controlling their most visible sports progrmns. The ball is in the trnstees’ court, and if they can’t figure out a way for sports to be a legitimate part of the universiD’ and 

not the other way around, perhaps UNC should look overseas -- maybe there’s room in the UniversiU of Warwick’s league. 

Bob Malekqff is an associate professor and department chair of Sport Studies at GuilJbrd College. 

Read more: I~t~p://www‘ir~sid~higI~ered‘c~r~/vi~s/2~12/~9/19/Iess~s.cI~ar~ce~Ir~r..resigr~ati~r~.~r~c..c~p~I..hi~..spr~rts..ki~s#ixzz26ur~EZc~r 
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..... Original Message ..... 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:4-2 AM 
To= Dibbert, Doug 
Subject= RE: Knight Commission Sept. 19 update 

It is not spare so keep on sending. I sometimes see it from other sources, but sometimes not, so as long as you’re willing, keep forwarding. Nice to see you 

yesterday, I wish the circumstances were different, 

Lissa 

From= Dibbert, Doug [mailto:doug_dibbert@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:13 AM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Knight Commission Sept. 19 update 

Lissa - If/when this become spam, just let me know. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From= KCIA [~E~a~[[~t~;~K~C~@~L~I~S~E~R~V~:~K~N~I~G~D~N~=~R~G~] On Behalf Of Amy Perko 
Sent= Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:34 AM 

To= KC~@LISTSERV.KNIGHTFDN.ORG 
Subject= Knight Commission Sept. 19 update 

Dear Colleagues: 

Below is an article by ESPN reporter Tom Farrey highlighting the depositions and emails unsealed this week in the 
O’Bannon class-action lawsuit. Jeff Orleans and I attended a symposium at Santa Clara University two weeks ago 
during which a session was devoted to the O’Bannon class action case and the right of publicity. Farrey and other 
reporters also attended. This article reinforces what we heard at the symposium -- this lawsuit could be a game- 
changer. 

Some of the unsealed items cover correspondence from 2007. You might recall that during that time the 
Commission wrote to the NCAA Board to oppose the adoption of rules that were being considered to allow greater 
use of athletes’ names, likenesses and images for commercial purposes. 

The articles that follow the ESPN.com piece are related to the resignation of UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp in the 
wake of several athletically-related scandals. In an emergency faculty meeting yesterday, faculty appealed to 
Chancellor Thorp to reconsider. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Amy 

’St~de~t~ath]ete’ te~’m i~ q~est~o~ 

Updated: September 19, 2012, 12:09 AM ET 

By ._T___o___m_____F_a!Z_e_£ / ESPN.com 

While presenting a unified front publicly and in the courts that athletes are being treated fairly, NCAA leaders privately agonized 
over the growing use of athlete images in commercial products, with one senior executive proposing to drop the term "student- 
athlete" after a half centuu of official use. 



The philosophical divide emerges in depositions and frank emails unsealed this week in a class-action lawsuit by former UCLA 
basketball star Ed O’Bannon and other players who challenge the NCAA’s licensing of their images to video games manufacturers 
and other third parties. 

In one internal email sent "after the lawsuit was filed in 2009, University of Nebraska chancellor Harvey Pefllnan wrote to then-Big 
12 commissioner Dan Beebe that he disagrees with the NCAA’s legal defense that it can sell publicity rights without any 
compensation to the players. 

"This whole area of name and likeness and the NCAA is a disaster leading to catastrophe as far as I can tell," wrote Peflman, a 
former member of the NCAA Board of Directors and law professor specializing in intellectual property. ’Tin still trying to figure 
out by what authority the NCAA licenses these rights to the game makers and others. I looked at what our student athletes sign by 
way of waiver and it doesfft come close." 

Objecting strongly to Peflman was Chris Plonsky, a longtime University of Texas administrator who oversees women’s sports for 
the Longhorns. She wrote that athletes "vohintarily" sign the standard release waiver that is required for participation in NCAA 
sports. 

"We’re like a version of the Amly," Plonsky wrote. "We have certain things we have to do a certain way to raise funds and pay 
for the scholarships and other things s-a’s (student-athletes) and their parents expect." 

In a separate exchange, Wallace Renfro, NCAA senior policy advisor, wrote a memo to new president Mark Emmert after 
Emmert was hired to run the organization in 2010. Lawyers for the plaintiffs cited the memo, an analysis of issues confronting the 
NCAA titled "Looking Fom, ard," in a deposition of Renfro on June 26. 

"Maybe we dofft call them student-athletes am~ longer and just refer to them as students," Renfro wrote. 

In the email to Emmert, Renfro, who has worked at the NCAA since the 1970s, nutes that the term student-athlete is one "that 
Walter Byers created to counter the criticism that we are paying college atlfletes when we began providing grants-in-aid." Byers 
was the first executive director of the NCAA, retiring in 1988 after 37 years, and a grant-in-aid is the term of art used by the 
NCAA to describe an athletic scholarship. 

The lawsuit claims the NCAA violates anti-trust laws by preventing universities from allowing athletes to be compensated above 
the value of a grant-in aid room, board, books and fees. The discovei7 submitted to the court represents a small fraction of the 
doctmlents collected in what has become a landmark test of the NCAA’s governance and notions about college athletes. 

"I’d rather not comment on the evidence itself," said Michael Hausfeld, lead attorney for the plaintiffs, when contacted Tuesday 
by ESPN. "But I will say the documents expose how the principle of amateurism was not a bedrock against the NCAA’s 
commercialization of college sports." 

An NCAA spokesman did not respond to an ESPN request for comment on the legal disclosures, and how they might affect the 
viability of the NCAA defending itself in the case. The O’Bannon case is scheduled to go to trial in early 2014, pending a judge’s 
ruling on class certification. 

A stahvart of the NCAA’s economic model that redistributes money from revenue sports to other parts of the athletic department 
and university, Renfro proposed a re-focusing of sports on the educational mission of universities. At the same time, he 
conceded that the philosophy underpilming the model has become antiquated -- and even posed whether the time has come to 
allow athletes to hire agents. 

"We have always had a cradle-to-grave approach to amateurism," ReIffro wrote. "You are born an amateur, but like innocence 
once lost, it cannot be regained. BUt our commitment to amateurism and the commitment of our public’s has often been based on 
something other than how we define amateurism in our own constitution. In the most romantic sense we think of amateurism as 
playing sports for the love of the game, for the camaraderie among competitors, for the pride of victory :for school or colors, and 
then we use this romanticized sense of an~ateurism to define the entire enterprise of collegiate athletics." 

Renfro said that Emmert never responded to his memo. When pressed by lm~yers in the deposition, he characterized his ideas in 
the memo as discussion points, not endorsements. 

In one note, Plonsky disparaged football and men’s basketball players for bringing the lawsuit. Plaintiffs include former Arizona 
State quarterback Sam Keller, and basketball stars Oscar Robertson, Bill Russell and Tare George, whose lawyers have proposed 
to the court that atlfletes receive a cut of licensing and broadcast contracts with monies going into a fund that can be accessed 
after their college careers. 

"This whole area of name and likeness and the NCAA is a disaster leading to catastrophe as far as I can tell."-- Nebraska 

Chancellor Harvey Perlman 

"I view these cases as being the result of the entitlement attitude we’ve created in our revenue sports," Plons~- wrote. "We now 



have threatening s-a’s -- many of whom, based on grad rates of the ’80s and ’90s, sucked a whole lot off tile college athletics pipe 
-- and now want to buckle the system at the knees of the expense of today’s s-a’s." 

Peflman, after reading her note, pushed back. "I am very much opposed to her suggestion," he wrote, "I have yet to lmve anyone 
define for me the ’values of higher education’ in a way that is consistent with commercial exploitation of a student athletes name or 
likeness. & As soon as it becomes COlmnercial tied to selling a product -- I dofft think we should be doing it." 

The NCAA and Electronic Arts, which produces a video game on college football, argues that the avatars depicted in the game 
are not based on the likenesses of actual players. The plaintiffs counter that the characteristics of individual players are so similar 
to those shown in the video game that there must be a direct counection. 

Correspondence released Monday appears to support that athletes’ contention. In one email exchange from July 2007, an 
executive with the Collegiate Licensing Company (CLC), which represents tile NCAA and its member schools, noted that EA 
Sports was using real player names to develop the latest game internally, with plans to strip them out before release to the public. 

"Just a heads up, in case schools ask you tlfis all of EA’s latest 2008 March Madness basketball submissions have current 
players names on tile jerseys in the game," wrote Wendy Harmon, a CLC marketing coordinator. "I have called Gina Ferranti at 
EA about this (she submits all of these basketball ones) and she assured me that they will not be using those in the final version. 
She said they havre to put the players names ill SO it will calculate the correct stats but: then they take them off. Just don’t want the 
schools to freak out she said a few have already commented on it in their approval." 

An hour later, CLC senior vice president and managing director Derek Eiler forwarded the email, notifying other top executives. 
He wrote, "Just an FYI on this ill case word reaches the NCAA. This is exactly the type of thing that could submarine the game if 
it got into the media." 

A division of IMG, CLC is the nation’s leading trademark licenstug and marketing compal\v, representing more than 200 
universities, bowl games and athletic conferences, as well as the NCAA in the $4 billion college licensing space. In that capacity, 
according to the CLC website, the COlnpany helps institutions protect, manage and develop their brands. 

Despite that relationship with the NCAA and its members schools, the CLC explored the possibility of representing players after 
the Keller-O’Bannon lawsuits were filed, according to docunlents. At a company retreat in September 2009, senior leadership 
introduced the idea of organizing former players into an entity called the "College Vault Players Association" whose purpose, 
according to an email by one CLC execntive, would be to "do whatever is necessary to assure that the licenstug and marketing 
rights of former collegiate student athletes are protected and revenue oppommities are pursued." 

The CLC’s proposed 16 founding members of the CVPA would include Michael Jordan, Brian Bosworth, Dick Butkus, Joe 
Montana, Jotm Elway, Deion Sanders and the Manning brothers. It: is unclear from the document whether those players had been 
contacted or were on board with the plan to negotiate with their schools. The CVPA would pursue deals with companies in a 
range of sectors, including trading cards, games, videos, jerseys, books, photographs and collectibles. 

One of CLC’s top executives was intrigued enough with the idea that he wondered if the group should expand beyond fomler 
players. On December 30, 2009, senior vice president Cory Z. Moss asked, "Should we really begin work on a formal College 
Student Athlete Players Association (current and former) to be rea~, depending on the results of the EA lawsuits?" 

While CLC was moving fast to capitalize on new revenue opportunities related to athlete images, so was the NCAA under former 
president Myles Brand -- until the lawsuit was filed. In 2007, a CLC executive reported that the NCAA, with the aid of former 
senior executive Greg Shaheen, had begun to embrace the potential of its relationship with the EA Sports games. 

"The NCAA now (finally) sees EA as an important tool to allow them to reach young people wifll the values associated wifll 
intercollegiate atlfletics," wrote Pat Battle, a CLC manager. "As a result of all this, Greg has gotten me in front of & Myles, and 
they are now viewing what they do on our behalf as mission critical. It has been pretty cool to watch. 

"The primary purpose of this meeting was to lobby for the rights to use rosters in video games, including the names of players on 
jerseys within the game. While it will still take some time (probably 12-18 months) to go through the NCAA legislative process, 
Greg is now coIffident that we will get tiffs done. That will be a huge win for us and EA." 

The NCAA did not move forward with the proposal through its legislative process. However, gamers later did gain the ability to 
use a back door to attaching names to the avatars, through so,rare available on the internet that was compatible with the EA 
Sports game. 

In his interview with ESPN, Hausfeld characterized the documents released by his legal team as insightful into the NCAA’s 
business model, as a trade organization for member colleges. 

"For the first time, we are getting behind the veil of the so-called principle of amateurism," he said. "The principle is being tested 
by what was known by the NCAA and what they did to address its challenges." 
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Controversies Take a Toll on Holden Thorp, Who Will Resign at Chapel Hill 

By Jack S~ripling 

In the end, it was death by a thousand cuts for H. Holden Thoi~p, wtlo announced oll Monday ttlat he would resign at the end of the academic year as 

chancellor of the Universit7 of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

While no single scandal appeared insurmountable for Mr. Thmp, the accumulation of a string of controversies over the last two years proved too much to 

bear. The latest controversy boiled over last week. The campus’s chief fund rinser resigned amid ,allegations that he and another development employee, 

with whom he is romantically involved, took personal trips at university expense. 

During Mr. Tholp’S tenure, Ctlapel Hill has also been plagued with athletics problems, including charges of improper payments to football players and 

grade changing for athletes and other students. 

"I will always do what is best for this univemity," Mr. Thot~p sMd in a news release. ’~his wasn’t an easy decision for me personally. But when I thought 

about the universiW and how important it’s been to me, to Not@ Carolinians and to hundreds of thousands of alumni, the answer became (:lear." 

In a phone call to the chair of the faculty on Monday" morning, Mr. Thin1) sounded fatigued by the barrage of controversies and public scrutiny. "They 

wore me down," he said. 

"We are stunned, saddened, depressed, angu," said Jan M. Boxill, chair of the faculty and dit~ctor of Chapel Hill’s Pan" Center for Ethics. 

Mr. Tholp, 48, was named president of the system’s flagship campus in 2o08. The fresh-faced former dean of Chapel Hill’s College of Arts and Sciences was 

viewed by some highe>education leaders and search consultants as an unlikely choice, but Mr. Thot~ was popular with the faculty and seemed to maintain 

the confidence of his campus and system board even in the darkest hours of his chancellorship. 

"I t’s important for people to understand this was Chancellor Thmffs decision," Thomas W. Ross, president of the UnivmMty of North Carolina sys tern, said 

in an intelMew on Monday. "No one forced him out or attempted to force him out in any way. The chancellor has faced tough times, and it has been a 

difficult time for him personally. I think people still had confidence in him." 

Wade H. Hargrove, chair of the Chapel Hill BoaM of Trustees, said in a news release tttat he had tried to talk Mr. Thoq) out of resigning. 

Mr. Thoi~, who did not i~spond to an intetMew request, plans to return to a faculty position in the ehemistl;y depaI~tment, where he was a longtime 

professor and former chair. 

Mr. Tholp, who earned a base salary of $420,000 in 2o11, will be given one year of research leave at his most recent administrative salaw, university 

officials said. AS a tenured facul~ member in the chemish’y department, his initial annual salaW will be the greater of eittter 60 percent of his 

administrative salaW or pay commensurate with the salaries of faculW in comparable position s. 

As is the case with North Carolina’s other chancellom, Mr. Thot~p does not have a fixed-term contract. 

With his resignation, Mr. Thor]? adds his name to a growing list of leaders of public mseat~h universities who have l~signed or lost their jobs amid 

controversy over the last two years. The Universities of Illinois, Oregon, and Wisconsin at Madison have all seen turnover. 

Fund-Raiser Controversy 

Mr. Thotqp’s announc.ement came six days after The News & Observer, a newspaper in Raleigh, published an article that details rite c.irc.umstanees 

surroun (ling the resJgnafion of Matt Kupee, who was Chapel Hill’s vice chancellor for universi~ advancement and a former star quarterback at the campus. 

.&it internal campus review of Mr. Kupee’s travel with Tami Hansbrough, a fund raiser and divorced mother of a ff~rmer Tarheel basketball player, revealed 

the two had used campus funds for pemonal travel. 

In an intelMew with The News & Observer, Mr. ThotD aeknoMedged that he had known of Mr. Kupee’s relationship Mth Ms. ttansbrough and had 

intern:cried when the development chief considered appointing her to a position in his own office. Mr. Tholp, however, approved of her appointment to a 

neMy created fund-raising position in the depatt.ment of student affairs. 

Ms. Hansbrough’s previous position was as a fund raiser for a foundation that supports Chapel Hill’s School of Dentistry. She resigned as a major-gifts 

officer last Wednesday. 

Chapel Hill professors are still learning the facts of the ease, but the faeul~ chair said she did not see evidence that Mr. Thoi]? had done anything wrong. 



"There’s a lot of husband and wives that work on this campus, including myself and my husband," Ms. Boxill said. "I don’t know if the poor judgment was on 

his part. I wouldn’t think so. There doesn’t seem to be a conflict of interest. That’s our main concern." 

Sports Scandals 

Mr. Thol]?’s troubles began in 2olo with an NCAA investigation of the football program. His decision a year later to fire Butch Davis, who maintained 

popularity among students and alumni as the Tarheels head football coach, was widely criticized. Even those who ultimately agreed with Mr. Davis’s 

dismissal questioned the timing of the firing, which came near the start of football season and seemed at odds with Mr. Thoi]?’s previous statements of 

support for the coach. 

This past March, the NC~V\ placed Chapel Hill on probation for three years, finding that membem of its football team committed academic fraud and 

accepted improper benefits. 

Last September, the chair of the department of iM’tiean and Afro-2~mreriean studies ~signed amid questions about academic improprie~ involving athletes 

and other students enrolled in its programs. An adminish’ator in the program has also retired. 

Mr. Ross, the system president, stressed that the principal figures involved in both the academic and fund-raising controversies represented a snmll part of 

the institution. 

"There are four people we’ve identified that did something wrong," he said. "All four of them are gone. We have 3,ooo-plus faculty and over 8,ooo 

employees at that universi~." 

The eontrovemies, while troubling, have not som~d Mr. Ross on the notion that academic integrity and big-time sports can coexist. 

"I’m not a person who thinks we should throw out the baby with the bathwater," he said. 

Ultimately, Mr. Thorn’s i~signation is a reflection of just how difficult being a prominent college leader has become in an era of intense public scrutiny, Mr. 

Ross said. 

"Ite’s been there going on five years now, and I think it wears on you and becomes difficult," he said. ’~I’hese are hard jobs and they are hard everT day." 

Joseph L. Templeton, a ehemisla’y professor and special assistant to the chancellor, said he felt "overwhelming sadness" when he learned of Mr. Thot]?’s 

decision. 

"I like to work for people who are smarter than I am and have impeccable integri~," he said. "And I h_we coming h_~ work for Holden Thorp." 

Inside Higher Ed 

Chapel Hill’s Sad Lesson 

September 19, 2012 - 2:59am 

By 
Bob Malekoff ............................... 

Last week my daughter sent me a linkto a website that ranked the alleged "Top 100 Universities in the World." (She was proud that her school the University 

of Pittsburgh -- had made the lis% albeit sneaking in at number 98.) The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill was in 57th place, one slot ahead of the 

United Kingdom’s Universi~ of Wm~vick. 

Like UNC, Warwick is a public school, but a comparative newcomer founded in 1965. Its mission statement notes goals consistent with America’s finest publtic 

universities, such as "become a world leader in research and teaching" and "equip graduates to make a important contribution to the economy and to socie~." 

To have earned such a superb international reputation in not quite 50 years of existence, it must be doing something fight. 

In the wake of Monday afternoon’s news that UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp rigMy or wrongly under fire tbr myriad athletics- related transgressions in 

Chapel Hill -- had decided to step down, I wondered what role sports played on Warwick’s campus. The universib, website notes opportunities to participate in 

over 75 club reruns (from rugby to windsurfing, and evels~Nng you can imagine in between), an initiative known as ’%Vmwick Active" promoting physical 

activities for all membem of the universi~ community, and a rode varieU of additional opportunities suggesting an environment that values the pursuit of a 

physically vigorous lifestyle. 

The adages "sound mind, sound body" and "something for eveo~one" immediately came to mind. As is the case in vimally all of Ngher education except for the 

United States, more highly competitive sports are conducted outside the Warwick campus. In fact, with the billions American universities spend on the pursuit of 

championships, our socie~’s proclivity to yield to every need and desire of television executives, and compensation for coaches dwarfing that of college 

presidents, I’m convinced that Thorp’s counterparts at schools like Warwick may tlfink that our system of Division I intercollegiate athletics borders on insaniW. 



Many thns of North Carolina’s Tar Heels have long believed that their pristine campns was aIyove the scandals and seemliness of big-time sports. That happened 

to the other gays, the play-iSst-and-loose crowd ti-om the Southeastern Contbrence, those intellectual lesser lights in the Big 12, and yes, the wannabes up the 
road at N.C. State in Raleigh. Be assured, many are reveling in UNC’s agony. 

Bat what happened at Chapel Hill and to Thorp could have happened at any major university that chases the often-false glory, associated with big-lime college 

sports in America. To blame Thorp for Carolina tbotball players taking money from agents or athletes being steered to courses where they were assured high 

grades is taking the easy way out and not really addressing the root of the problem. 

The popular c~T from those who favor reform is ’~the presidents need to take charge." If only it were that simple. In reali~, when it comes to college sports some 
presidents are little more than middle managers stuck in between high-profile coaches and inefl}clive, often not particularly courageous trustees. 

I once asked a well-known university president why he and his colleagues hadn’t done more to clean up college sports. He confessed that a tmiversity CEO who 
endeavored to take on big-time football or basketball did so at the risk of spending so much political capital as to be rendered powerless in addressing more 
important needs such as student aflbrdability, thnding lbr research and facilities, support to attract top faculty, etc. 

Indeed, it is not unusual to hear about trustees who appear more concerned with their school landing a top quarterback or power tbrward than a scientist whose 

research might hold the key to fighting an incurable disease. 

So where do we go from here? Holden Thorp’s exit changes nothing. The new chancellor will be faced with the santo challenges many university leaders do in 
tenns of controlling their mos~t visible sports programs. The ball is in the trustees’ court, and if they can’t figure out a way for sports to be a legitimate part of the 
universib’ and not the other way around, perhaps UNC should look overseas -- maybe there’s room in the Universi~ of Warwick’s league. 

Bob MalekoJf is an associate pr<gOssor and deparlrnent chair of Sport Studies at Gui(f!)rd College. 

Read more: http://wwwJnsidehi~hered‘com/views/2~12/~9/19/iess~ns~chance~or~resi~na~i~n~unc~chape~hi~sports~kiI~s#i;<zz26anEZc~r 
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Restoring the Balance: Dollars, Values and the Future of College Sports 
Restoringbalance.knLqhtcommission.or¢t 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marion Cowell < @aol.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:14 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC: New Evidence in Academic Scandal -- Early Predictions tbr ACC Standings 

Lissa. more on the academic fraud mess. Are they ever going to get all of the info out? This situation has been handled about as badly as it possibly could. Do you think 

anyone has a handle on it? So disappointing’.!! Marion. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bleacher Report" <noreply@bleacherreport.com> 

Date: June 10, 2013, 3:14:49 PM EDT 

To: ’        @aol.com 
Subject: UNC: New E~idenee in Academic Scandal - Early Predictions for ACC Standings 

Reply-To: norepl,~@bleacherreport.com 

!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Best/Worst-Case Scenarios for ~~~ 

iiiiii~1~!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i!i! 
2014 .......................................................... .................................................................................................................... 
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~:i Early Predictions for 

Final 2013-14 ACC 

Standings 

Early Predictions for Final 
201%t4 ACC Standings 
BleacherReport.com 
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FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweis@emml.anc.edu’~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Tewari, Meenu <mtewa~i@unc.edu-~ 

Oft, Shirley A <san@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; G-ittennan, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, 

Delmis K <mumby@email.nnc.edtc>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve <skmay@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edtc>;                    ~live.unc.edu>; 
[@ive.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@anx-services.unc.edu>; Hsrnish, Emily Jane 

<~eh~x-nish@email.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Report - Final Dra£ 

’]7hat looks fine 

Thanks [’or the additional attention to this, all. 

Elizabeth 

Eli/~abeth Haddix 
Senior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
Center for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 ¢) 
emhaddix@unc, edu 

323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

LMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~" to which it is addressed, and may contain irfformatiun that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this coramtmication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the con~nunication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissenrinatiun, distribution or copying of this comnmnication is strictly- prohibited. If you have received tl-fis communication in error, 
please notil~i nre irrmrediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Weiss, Meredith 
Sent: Monday, 2:37 PM 
To: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Broome, Lissa L; Tewari, Meenu 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Cunninghanr, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mumby, Dennis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; 

, Lochbamn, Derek W; Harnish, Emily Jane 
Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

We were told not to put forward a reconmxendatinn, so I would not feel comfortable including the exact language below. 

Perhaps the following: 

Although the committee was asked to present options for review and consideration, members would like to strongly suggest that UNC move forward with option one for the following 
reasons. 

I want to be careful that we represent the committee’s views accurately while being mindful of the charge we were given as well as our role as an advisory group rather than an advocacy 
one 

Will this work? 
Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Envirunment, Health, and Campus Safety’ Division of Finance and 
Administration The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-4080 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:06 PM 
To: Weiss, Meredith; Broome, Lissa L; Tewari, Meenu 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; iVlumby, Dennis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; 

, Lochbauna, Derek W; Hamish, Emily Jane 
Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

Thanks Meredith. 

Could the replacement sentence read: "The committee’s recommendation would be to require licensees to join the Accord, for the following reasons... However, in response to the 
[chancellor’s request] that the committee present more than one option Jk~r review, the second option, which had far less support from the committee, would be (option .), Jk~r the Jk~llowing 
reasons..." 

Eli/~beth Haddix 
Senior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
(;enter for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 (o) 

emhaddi×@ unc edu 

9 3 ~3 West Barbee Ch Rd 



Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

IMPOR TANT: This email transmission is intended only lk~r the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the communication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. IYyou have received this communication in error, 
please noti(y me immediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meenu Tewari <mtewafi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:31 AM 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@email.unc.edtr~; Haddix, Elizabeth McLanghlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Tewari, Meenu <mtewari@anc.edu> 

Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Cmminghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gittennan, Daniel P <zlanielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, 

Dermis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve <skmay@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
<        @live.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux-services.unc.edu>; H~xnish, Emily Jane 

--~ehamish@email.unc.edu> 

Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

Thank you Meredith That’s a good resolution. 

Best, 
Meenu 

On        2:36 PM, Weiss, Meredith wrote: 
> We were told not to put forward a reconwnendation, so I would not feel comfortable including the exact language below. 
> 

> Perhaps the following: 
> 

> Although the committee was asked to present options for review and consideration, members would like to strongly suggest that U2x-C move forward with option one for the following 
reasons. 
> 

> I want to be careful that we represent the corrm~ittee’s views accurately while being mindful of the charge we were given as well as our role as an advisory- group rather than an advocacy 
one. 
> 

> Will this work? 
> Meredith 
> 

>___ 

> Meredith Weiss, PhD 
> Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Sel~’ices and A&ninistration 
> Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Encrg¢, Envirorwaent, Health, and Campus Safety 
> Division of Finance and Administration 
> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Phone: 919-843-4080 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: HaddLx, Elizabeth McLaughlin 
> Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:06 PM 
> To: Weiss, Meredith; Broome, Lissa L; Tewari, Meenu 
> Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; Gittemaan, Daniel P; Mumby, Dennis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; 

, Lochbaum, Derek W; Hamish, Emily Jane 
> Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 
> 

> Thanks Meredith 
> 

> Could the replacement sentence read: "The committee’s recon~nendation would be to require licensees to join the Accord, for the following reasons... However, in response to the 
[chancellor’s request] that the committee present more than one option for review-, the second option, which had far less support from the committee, would be (option 2), for the following 
reasons..." 
> 

> 

> Elizabeth Haddix 
> Senior StaffAttomey 
> U2,IC School of Law 
> Center for Civil Rights 
> 919-445-0176 (o) 

> en~addix@unc edu 
> 

> 323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
> 

> I£/2PORTANT: This email transmission is intended only :[’or the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and 
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the communication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify me immediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you 
> 

> 

Meenu Tewari 
Associate Professor 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

-in 
919 962 4758 - o 

mtewari@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Jane (jm2y) <jm2y@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 2:44 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Working Group on Resource Allocation 

Jane 

Thank you again Lissa for getting this done. I know our student-atheltes appreciate the support they are getting from us. I did talk to a member of the National SAAC and they are 

sending a response regarding these same issues. They have never been in support of reductions as outlined by this working group. 

Cheers, 
Jane 

Jane Miller 

Sr. Associate Athletics Director/SWA 
P.O. Box 400845 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

434.982.5152 (o) 

(c) 
434.243.3464 (f) 

(polycom) 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" <!.b__r._o_.o_m__@_@._e__m_a_!L.__u_.n_c_:e__d_u__> 

Date: Tue, 25 Oct 2011 18:08:12 +0000 

To: Carolyn Callahan <cmc@virginia.edu>, "Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@nled.miami.edu)" <cmccoy@med.miami.edu>, "Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu)" 

<hodge@clemson.edu>, "Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu)" <larry@vt.edu> "Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu)" <putallaz@duke.edu>, "Nicholas Hadley 

(Hadley@umd.edu)" <Hadley@umd.edu> "Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu)" <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>, "Richard D Carmichael ((:armicha@wfu.edu_)" 

<carmicha @wfu.edu> "Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.tagg_a.rt@bc.edu)" <_r__o___b___e__r__t_:_t__a_t~g_a___r_t____@____b__c_:__e___d___u_>, "Sam Pardue (.s_ .a_m__R.a__r__d__.u_e__@n__c_s_u:e__d_ .u_.)" 

<sa._m___~_ardue@ncsu.edu> "Sue Ann Allen (-s--u---e--‘--b--Ld--s--t--r---u-~----@---c---h---b---e-:g-a---t--e---c--h--‘---e--d---u-)’~ <s--u---e--~--b--!-d---s--t-[-u--p-~--c---h--b---e--~g-a--t---e--c---h-~-e---d---u-.> 

Cc: Department of Athletics <jm2y@eservices.virginia.edu>, Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lori A. Ebihara" <lebihara@umd.edu> 

Subject: NCAA Working Group on Resource Allocation 

Friends---Thanks for your help and input on this. Here’s the final letter and the emait I sent out earlier today to the chair of the Working Group Michael Adams, the 

Vice Chair Ann M[llner, the NCAA staff support person, President Hatch (WFU, who is on the group), and our own Jack Evans (also on the committee). I hope 

Richard will forward to President Hatch directly in case my ema[I goes into his spare filter! 1 also sent this to Shane, i.indsay, and Sharnaree at the ACC, and to the 

senior athh:_~tics adn~[nistn~tors aL my ~chool, 

Fe~-’J fr~-’_~e to "~end this to whom~:_~ver y.:)u third< would benefit from it. 

Lissa 

Dear President Adams - 

I have attached a letter from some of the ACC FARs and SWAs offering comments on the recommendations being considered by the NCAA’s Resource Allocation 

Working Group. We hope this will be helpful to the Working Group as it continues its important work. 

By copy of this email, I hope that Ms. McNeely will feel free to distribute these comments to other members of the Working Group as well. 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

::::+;::: Description: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday,             1:21 PM 

Amy tterman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,issa Broome <lissabroome@unc.edu>; I,arry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu->; Beth Miller 

<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgfigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,ance Markos 

<maxko@uncaa.unc.edu>;                @uncaa.unc.edtP-; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtp-; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmenna~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Hi Amy --- Good job as usual. Here are my additional comments: 

Concept I (Awards). One problem might be if the team selects an award that is not fully covered by the institution and some SAs cannot afford to contribute 

(or might feel peer pressure to contribute when it is not in their financial best interest to do so). To me, this seems unfortunate. Nor do I think we should 

tap the Student-athlete opportunity fund to help out the needy students. 

2. Concept 3, # 2 (academic support, career counseling, personal development). I would suggest limited to on-campus and not including the general locale. 

3. Concept 3 I just read By-law 16.3 and I don’t find it to be too prescriptive. The limits it s~-_d:s forth seem reasonable. What am I missing? 

4. Concept 3, regarding integratk)n, t agree that som~-_~ sp~-_~ciaNzed s~-_~rvices may need to be provided to student.-attflet:es because of their atMetic 

comrnitments, but I also think that we would be better off encouraging SAs to take advantage of support services on campus when alley are available and 

not keep SAs in a silo in the athletics department. 

S. Concept 4 (Medical Expenses). Again By Law 16.4 doesn’t seem that "prescriptive" to rne. Are there problems? 

Concept 5 (Athletic Dorms). I think this is a very bad idea, Again, it silos SAs and hinders their integration with the rest of the student body and the 

University. It is bad PR, We had this before and decided it was a bad idea. As one of my FAR colleagues said, "Can you imagine the football dorm at Texas?" I 

don’t think we want to go there. 

7. Concept 7 (R)od) Agree t:otally< There will be an issue in defining "incid~-_mtal to part:icipation." 

Concepts 8-1:1., I coukt be talk~-_~d into the new language to take into account nontraditional famili,-_~s i[ there was a reasonabh-_~ numerical limit on t fu-_~ number 

in this family. Maybe zl is the lirnit {each parent arid a sLep--parent or parents arid siblings). All these concepts have costs associated with them. My overriding 

concern (expressed throughout this rule reduction process) is that the revenue sports will argue that they need to <’compete~’ by incurring these additional 

costs and that this win be at the expense of the non-revenue sports. Also, the language "relative or individual of comparable relationship" is very broad. 

Does this include tfu:_! AAU coach that "is lik~-’_! a father" to tfu-_~ SA? 

Thanks for put:t:ing this together. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#33gO, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, hi{:: 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

h..~t..t.s~.. ‘..Z ~ ~ ~ ~ ..~.a.~.w..~:.u.~.n..s:~e..~d..~u..~...e.~n..~t.~e...r..s.Z~b..~a..~n...k..~.n..g 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.com!author=248720 

N:: Description: 
http:La:,^:,^:,,.iaw, unc.edulimsgesir;ewslmedie.ibankin91inar~ce 
~,b 5d 2.jpg 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            ):45 AM 
To: Lissa Broome; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Kathy Griggs; Lance Narkos; 
Subject: Bylaw 16 Feedback 

Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my input into this week’s feedback request. Please let me know if you have anything you would like me to add from your perspective. I need to have 

your thoughts by 5p tomorrow (Thursday). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 



919.962.6002 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

lalesbit ~ncaa.org 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu>; j swoflbrd@theacc.org; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edtc, 

APP APR Adjustments decision (Waiver 1808) 

Dear Susan Maloy: 

’]?he NCAA academic and membership affairs staff, by authorit’v of the Division I Committee on Academic Performance Subcommittee on Data Collection and Reporting discussed the 
instituuon’s request for actiustments to the calculation of its     NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) and have determined the J2~llowing: 

(l)7]ae request(s) [’or the following student-athlete(s) are approved: 

- Spring - 
- Spring - 

(2) ’]?he request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are partially approved: 

None 

(3) ’]?he request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are conditionally approved: 

None 

(4) ’]?he request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are denied: 

None 

To review the decision rationale, any conditions and the ~pe of relief provided go to the following Web site to view the adjustment decision report: 

https://webl .ncaa.org/L SDBi/exec/homepage 

Please note to review this report you will need to input your institution’s uscrname and password. 

If your institution wishes to appeal this decision, it must submit its appeal electronically- via the LSDBi waiver portal not later than five-calendar days after you have received this e-mail 
notification of the staffs decision. If your institution chooses to submit an appeal, the subcorrmrittee will conduct a separate review of the request. Please note that the staffwill forward its 
initial recorrmrendation and the justification for its recommendation to the subcommittee. 

If your institution does not wish to appeal any APR adjustnrent decisions, you will need to complete the data subnrission process by logging back into the APP data collection site at the 
following link: 

https:i/web l .ncaa.org/APP 

From this location, enter your institution’s username and password, then click on the "Corrections/Adiustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. From this location please click on the "Adjustments 
will not be appealed" button. If any of your institution’s teams are subject to APP penalties, you will then have the oppoltunity to request a waiver via the online waiver application. If you 
have no teams subject to APP penalties, you will have completed the APP submission process for this academic year. 

Once conrpleted, your president or chancellor will receive an e-nrail that the institution’s APR Report and APP Penal~ Report for are final and are available APP Data Collection Web 
site. 

To review your institution’s updated APR Report and NCAA Division I Acadenric Pelformance Program penalty report go to the following web site: 

htt’0s://web 1 .ncaa.or~/APP 

Please contact me at 317/917-6222 if I may be of fmther assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Kristin Nesbitt 

This email and any- attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy an?’ copies Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Signature 

Mrs. Broome: 

I hope you are doing well and adjusting from your West Coast trip (assuming you are back). We are in the process of nominating for the NCAA Walter 

Byers Scholarship which happens to be one of the biggest scholarships offered by the NCAA for postgraduate work. One of the forms in the application requires you to sign 

a sheet stating that we are officially nominating her for this award. The sheet has her major, gpa, credit hours etc in which ! have already completed. 

I was wondering if you will be in your office at any point tomorrow or Friday. I would love to stop by and share the information with you as well as get a signature from you, if 

possible. 

Below is a nomination from on of our counselors for that we submitted for the ACC scholarship. I am attaching for your viewing in order for you to see what kind of 

person Meredith has been on this campus. 
is one of the best student t at Carolina. Her academic credentials are so unusual that it doesn’t seem possible that they are true. In May she will earn a BS in Biology, 

a BA in Psychology, a minor in Chemistry. She already has her Phi Beta Kappa key with a GPA of      and an NCAA Elite 88 award for                for the 
season for the highest GPA of any participant at the Final Four. Academic excellence has been standard with her for years. In high school, she took 13 AP exams, and earned 
the highest possible score of ’5’ on 11 of those exams. She has done undergraduate scientific research in the labs here on campus. She will graduate from Carolina with over 
170 hours of academic credit, though only 120 hours are required for graduation. She absolutely loves to learn. Her academic credentials from this top level University are 
impeccable. 
Outside the classroom, her abilities and activities are every bit as impressive as her academic abilities are. Whether it is the housemates with whom she shares living space, 
the locker room she shares with teammates, the medical facility where she volunteers, the campus organizations that she joins, the church where she worships, she is one of 
those marvelously rare young people who genuinely puts the needs of everyone else before her own. Her list of service is endless. Highlights include semester-long 
commitments in the Burn Center here on campus, work with women rehabbing from breast cancer surgery on campus, work in temporary medical clinics in Panama, work in 
inner city LA with young children. Every summer, she finds a significant way to give of herself, and each year on campus, she finds ways to make others’ lives better. And those 
are the big things. I’ve seen her for over three years now find ways to make her teammates lives better by helping them with little study sessions, rides for the freshmen without 
cars, and with big life decisions. No one on our        team at Carolina is more respected. Her teammates selected her to represent them on the Student Athlete Advisory 
Council, the leadership arm for athletes on this campus. Service to others is a fundamental part of who she is. 
I have offered several hints as to the contributions she’s made through athletics to our University. She came here as a walk-on. She wasn’t really athletic enough to earn a 
scholarship. Speed and quickness are trademarks of our team at UNC        will tell you herself that she has neither of those qualities when compared to her teammates. 
By the end of her semester here, she had earned a starting position on defense on a team that played for the                    by her intelligence, her hard work and 
her strength of will. She is both the kind, gentle service oriented person I described in the paragraph above, and the competive, hard-nosed athlete who chafes just as much 
when being beaten and scored against on the field as she chafes at a grade of A- in the classroom. She sets the best possible examples for her teammates and her fellow 
students on campus by her unequaled work ethic, her unmatched competitiveness, and her unrivaled habit of serving others. She is the highest graduate of our leadership 
program in athletics, and that leadership shows in everything that she does because she makes others around her better by the standard that she sets. And she does so 
unpretentiously. She is genuinely loved on campus by her teammates and the various other communities of students that she has made, and she has made all of us richer for 
her contributions to Carolina. 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 

PO Box 2:[26, CB 3:[07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3:[07 

9:[9-843-2328 

welborn (~ uncaa.u nc.edu 

www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dantzler, LalVlml <ldantzler@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, 5:09 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PTD Waiver: 

Hello Susan, 

Per our conversation, below are the remaining questions!document needs that we discussed. As I mentioned earlier, feel free to give me a call to discuss the case 

if you need to. 

1. When (specific date) did your institution begin recruiting student-athlete (SA)? 

2. When (specific date) was a transfer evaluation completed for SA? 

3. Did your institution accept the MCA calculus course taken at as transfer credit? 

a. Can you provide a statement from your institution’s department of mathematic s (or proper authority) on their letterhead that explains whether 

there is a difference between Math                                        i and the MAC                       course at 

? Or, please have the math department (or proper authority) explain whether the MAC     course as designed would provide the necessary 

background for the ECON    course? 

4. Please update the academic recovery plan to include the SA’s use of accommodations through the Department of Disability Service. 

5. Given his transition to UNC and the new disability diagnoses, is 15-16 credits per semester realistic for the SA? 

6. As your institution has asserted misadvisement of student-athlete that resulted in a deficiency, the NCAA Division I Academics!Eligibility!Compliance 

Cabinet Subcommittee on Continuing Eligibility requires that you institution submit an Institutional-recovery plan. The plan should including the following 

information: 

a. Educational initiatives to be conducted by the institution relative to the student-athlete and personnel who have a role in providing academic 

advisement to student-athletes. 

b. Development of corrective actions to ensure that all student-athletes will receive proper academic advisement relative to the evaluation of each 

student-athlete’s degree program and course selection and the evaluation of the student-athlete’s transcript and degree audit to ensure courses are 

acceptable for satisfying the progress-toward-degree requirements. 

c. The plan must be signed by the athletics representative with academic oversight for student-athletes, the director of athletics and the faculty 

athletics representative. 

*1 was unable to find an example of an institutional recovery plan; however, if you would like, I can continue to search for one.* 

Best, 

I,aM an Dantzler~ J.D, 

Coordinator of Academic a~d Membership Affairs 

National Collegiate A~hle~ic A ssociatk~*3 

P,O, Box 6222 

I~dianapoHs, IN 46206-(5222 

P~tone:317,9176675 

F a x : 317,91%6919 

g -m a i I : J_0___a____n___t_:d_e___r__@£~_::a___£L:__q_r__g_ 
"As long as a player doesn’t know his limits, as long as 

a player doesn’t know he’s not very good, he’s got a chance 

to be very good."-Butch Ford, Head Football Coach, Celina High School 

T]-:is emaii and any attac]q:nents :nay contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If Vou are 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sender i>~,Ledlately by return emaii, delete this 

message ani destroy any cDples. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient is unauthorizei and may ke illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:33 PM 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu> 

SLR Waiver 

GA Waiver ( i.docx 

Lissa, 

See attached for the write up on an SLR waiver that we need to submit ASAP. You’ll see why when you read it. DB is at lunch right now, so he hasn’t signed his document yet. 
The NCAA is using a new system that will send you an email with the request and allow you to "e sign" it. I thought we’d check it out to see how well it works, but, in advance 

of you getting that email, I thought I would go ahead and send you the information about the waiver so that you’ll be ready to approve it when the actual email comes 

through, 

Let me know if you have any questions. Once I get DB to sign his document and upload it (I don’t trust him to do e sign!), I will submit the waiver and you will likely get the 

email, Could you let me know when you do so I can gauge how long the process takes? 

Thanks! 

Amy 



Facts: 

one of two current graduate assistants at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (UNC), notified our coaching staff yesterday (Monday,          ~that he had accepted a 
coaching position at another institution. His last day at UNC is today (Tuesday,          ). It should 
be noted that     is currently in only his semester as a graduate assistant (began in Spring of 

), and was, therefore, expected by the coaching staff to return as the graduate assistant for the Fall, 
season. Therefore, his departure during the middle of this spring term was completely 

unexpected. 

Spring       practice at UNC begins tomorrow,                Therefore, our       coaching 
staff is currently facing spring practice without one of the two permissible graduate assistant coaches. 

Mitigating Circumstances: 

Per institutional policy, graduate assistants are not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree 
program at UNC. However, at this late date in the semester, it is not possible for a replacement 
graduate assistant to enroll in graduate coursework at UNC, nor would a potential replacement be able 
to seek acceptance into a graduate program at this time (per the exception to half-time enrollment 
noted in 11.01.3 (a)). 

Therefore, UNC requests a waiver of Bylaw 11.01.3 to allow the hiring of a replacement graduate 
assistant coach who would serve in this capacity for the remainder of the Spring,     semester 
without being enrolled in graduate courses. We believe the unique circumstances surrounding the 
unexpected departure of the original graduate assistant, as well as the issue of competitive inequity (if 
faced with going through spring practice short one coach), are circumstances that warrant relief of the 
legislation. 

As an additional related matter, UNC also requests a waiver of the seven-year post-graduation 
stipulation in place for graduate assistant coaches under Bylaw 11.01.3. With the current graduate 
assistant departing the institution immediately prior to the start of spring practice, our coaching staff is 
faced with an extreme time crunch with finding a potential replacement (pending approval of this 
waiver), particularly given the state-mandated requirements in place for hiring new staff members 
(which could take up to one week to complete and must be finalized prior to beginning employment). 
Currently on our staff, serving in a non-coaching function, is an individual who could move 
immediately into the graduate assistant coach position for the spring       practice segment. Since 
this individual is already employed by the institution, there would not be any additional state-mandated 
human resources obligations for our institution to meet prior to declaring him a graduate assistant. 
Unfortunately, however, he is beyond the seven-year window required by this legislation. 

Should relief from this seven-year stipulation be granted, the individual referenced would only serve in 
the graduate assistant role during the spring       practice segment (currently scheduled for 

through ). After that date, he would return to his non-coaching staff member 
position and responsibilities. 

While the institution understands, respects, and supports the intent of this limitation, we believe that 
the uniqueness of the timing of this situation (which was entirely beyond the control of the institution), 
combined with the limited time during which this individual will serve in this graduate assistant coach 
role (only during the spring       practice season), warrant relief from this aspect of the legislation. 



f(0, Box 8222 

Inctianapotis, h~diana: 46206 

Te!ephs~e: 3!7/£11^6222 

Mr. Richard Baddour 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Mr. Baddour: 

This is in reference to your            letter to Christopher S. Strobel, NCAA director 
of enforcement for secondaD’ infractions, concerning violations of NCAA rules involving 
head                     coach Karen Shelton and prospective student-athlete 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that violations occurred in that 
during the      spring session, Ms. Shelton sent four text messages to 
mother, which is contrary to the provisions of Bylaw and 13.4.1.2. Specifically, Ms. 
Shelton was recruiting at an out-of-state tournament in which i         was competing. 
However, Ms. Shelton was not able to remain at the tournament through the 
championship round,                   sent a text message to Ms. Shelton to thank her 
for coming and to tell her that she would keep her posted on the status of the contest. Ms. 
Shelton sent four text messages during the "conversation" mistakenly believing that she 
was conversing with                   via e-mail. In that regard, it was determined 
that the case should be classified as secondary and that, in addition to the actions taken by 
the institution, the institution should be required to preclude the entire 

coaching staff from having any written or telephonic communication with any 
prospective student-athletes for a two-week period. In accordance with Bylaw 19.6.1, the 
institution may appeal this action to the full NCAA Division I Committee on Infractions. 
Please submit such an appeal, if any, and supporting information within 30 days of the 
date of this letter. 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Renee Gomila 
Associate Director of Enforcement 

for Secondary Infractions 

RG:as/46871 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Ms. Amy Herman 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Dr. H. Holden Thorp 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

An associatio# of roore than 1,200 members serving ~he student-athlete 
E:q~Jal Opport~mity]Affifm~tbe A.cti,:~r~ ~t~N~s¥~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas, Lori M <lthomas@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, 5:23 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Walter Byers Scholarship 

@email.unc.edu 
Deax 

The NCAA Walter Byers Scholaxship Committee met via teleconference to select the finalists for the awards. The candidates evaluated by the committee formed 

an enormously talented pool. Although the committee did not select you as a finalist, they asked me to congratulate you on your fine record and thank you for 

submitting m~ application. Ba~d on all of your previous accomplishmenk% it is quite evident that you have a bright thture ahead of you and we would like to wish you all 

the best. 

Sincerely, 

Robert S. Chichester 

Director of Student- Athlete Affairs/ 

Walter Byers Scholarship Committee Liaison 

RSC:lmt 

cc: lbmome@ema£unc.edu 
T~’~Ls email and aR,/ attachments may coRtain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are 

not the intended recipient, p~ease notJ fy the sender immediately by return emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

tl-’~e intended recipient is unautl-’~orized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:04 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Re: FW: Application Signature Requested 

Weird rll call you tomorrow. 

The events are all b/w the so they’re during the last week of classes 

I’m highly doubting that it will be players that will vohmteer to do this I’m guessing it’s going to be other sport athletes. And one of the stipulations is that the s-a’s can’t miss class to 
attend. And I bet that Cricket won’t approach anyone that has study hall issues (for the evening meetings) or is at all an at-risk student. 

We can discuss further tomorrow! 

Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>         9:54:28 PM >>> 
The only way I see to sign is to download the paper form and sign that. I can’t figure out how- to sign online It’s got the signature part all highlighted in yellow If I sign the pdf form, I don’t 
see how- to attach it to the electronic version. I’ll be in by 8:30 tomorrow Maybe we need to walk through this together. Also, for my own int;a What are the dates of these events and how 
do the?- compare to the end of classes and the final exam schedule I’m also a little reluctant to take players (men or women) away from campus tbr more days since the?’ will have 
already missed a good bit of class time for the NCAA tourney We can talk more tomorrow-. 
Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center ]k~r Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel t liI], NC 27599-3380 
919962.7066 
http://www ]aw.unc.edu/cent ers/bank in ~ 

[http://www.law.unc.edu/ima~es/news/media/bankingflnance web 542.ipg] 

Frum: Amy Herman [mailtu:aischae(h?uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:37 PM 
To: Bruome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: FW: Applicatiun Signature Requested 

UGH. That’s my fault. I put the wrong names in the wrong blocks Te]l you what Go ahead and sign it (in the wrong categury! ) and I’ll notify the NCAA of the errur. [ don’t think it prubably 
matters to them. And ] have [earned a lesson tu du a better job of reading bell)re clicking on boxes next time.. 

Thanks, and surry.. 

Am?" 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroonre@email.unc.edu>          9:33 PM >>> 
Amy -- I think Dick signed in the wrong place -- leaving nre to sign as the person inside the Athletics Department. I couldn’t figure out how to electronically sign. Please advise. I’ll be in the 
office tomorrow. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broonre 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
http:i/www.law.unc.edv.’centers/bankin~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@ncaa org [mailto:nobodv@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday,                4:07 PM 
To: Baddour, Richard A; Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Herman, Amy S 
Subject: Application Signature Requested 

You have have been requested to esign an application in AMA Online Please visit https://ama.ncaa.or~/waivers/edit/20885 to view the application 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:41 AM 

@email.unc.edu > 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Lise PERROT <         @free.if>; Herman, Amy S 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Litzinger, Michael B <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 

< richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu >; Welbom, Spencer Brooks <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: SLR Waiver 16065 - 

SLR Waiver 16065 - .msg 

Hi 

[ have good news! I realize that you were planning to leave for today regardless, but the NCAA has approved the legislative relief waiver that we submitted on 

your behalf. Therefore, it is permissible for you to participate in the 
p as a member of your club team without 

jeopardizing your eligibility to compete for UNC next year. We wish you the best in this event! 

Thank you for your patience and understanding through all of this, 

Susan 

PS: When you return, we should really begin discussing your desire to return to UNC in Fall , because we will have a lot to do in order to secure enough transferrable 

credit in order for you to meet NCAA continuing eligibility regulations, specifically percentage toward degree. Please contact me upon your return to campus. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ~caa.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renaker, Abigail --~arenaker@ncaa.org> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SLR Waiver 16065 - 

This email serves to confirm our conversation today in which the staff granted an SI.R waiver of 14.7.1 for            based on SA well-being and case precedent 

The staff noted the following in providing relief: (:[) Applicant institution provided documentation that SA must earn a qualifying time at the 

in order to qualify for the World Championships and tfu:_~ World UniversK:y games; 2) Documentation supports t:hat the ap~licabl~:_~ nafionaJ gow?rning 

body wiJl not recogniz~:_~ a score that is achiew:_~d while SA is compeLing unattached; (?;) SA’s parents will pay for all of his e’,q:~et~ses associated with partici~H~tion in the 

event; and (4) SA received approval from his professors to miss class in conjunction with the international event 

Thank you for your time and work on this waiver. Have a good weekend! 

Abbie 

AbbJe Renaker 

Assistant Director of Academic and Membership Affairs 

National Oilegiate Athletic Associati~n (NCtL4] 

P,O, Box 6222 

indianapolis, iN 46206-6222 
317/917-6222 (ot]’ice) 
317/917-6991 (fax) 
T~lis email and any attach>ents >ay contaln NCAA confidential and privileged info<mation, if you are 

not the intended recipient, please Rotify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message 

and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or hse of this information by a person other thaR the 

intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Fix)Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Class and a Question 

Lissa, 

If      is a "booster", then she should definitely not contact And, even if she isn’t, it’s probably not a good idea, since it has been "initiated" by you. iVlight be worth a follow-up 
email to explain that this could result in a violation. ~ile I know it sounds sill?’, that’s the rule. 

Thanks for checking’. Good timing of that violation report, huh? 

Glad class went well! Did the?, tell you that class is technically 10-11:15, or were you operating under the 50-min assumption?!? 

Am?’ 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc.edu> 
Hi Amy - 

5:57:11 PM>>> 

I enjoyed meeting with your class today They were so good, I let them out 5 minutes early 

I just read the NCAA S-A Reinstatement Case Report (ID 37402) that came to me in the mail today and wondered whether the email I sent earlier this afternoun is a problem. The student to 
whom the email is addressed (see below) is a junior in high school and the          coaches arranged for her to meet me at the law- school to talk about a career in law, undergraduate 
preparation for law school, and law school. I told her about a         who had graduated li’om UNC and recently completed UNC Law and this was the follow up email to put the two in 
contact Any problems with my emai[ or encouraging the former S-A to contact the young woman who came on the visit? 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel t li[], NC 27599-3380 
919962.7066 
http : //www law. unc. edu/centers/bank ing 

[http://www.law.unc.edu/ima~es/news/media/bankingflnance web 542.ipg] 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, 4:42 PM 
To:’ ~)aoLcom’ 
Cc:’             ~)gmail corn’ 
Subject: UNC School of Law 

Hi         - I hope the rest of your college tour went well, but not too well, and that you like UNC best I have copied              on this emaiL As I mentioned when you visited, 

is a UNC graduate and team member and UNC law graduate. I’m sure she would be happy to talk with you about her experiences as a , student, and then law student at 

UNC. 

Hi - I hope you are doing well. I recently had the opportunity to visit with         and her family while they were visiting here from         over spring break,         is 
considering UNC and is being recruited by Coach DeSehn. took a business law course in high school and fotmd that it really sparked her interest so one potential career she is 
considering is law. 

I thought the two of you would have a lot in common and I hope you will reach out to 

All the best to you both, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Heckc-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
httD : //www.law. unc. edu/centers/bankin~ 

[http://www.law.unc.edu/ilrm~es/news/lnediaibankinafinance web 542.i’0~] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Law 

Thanks, Lissa! Perfect explanation of an imperfect rule. : ( 
Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>           6:24 PM >>> 
Hi          Just moments after [ emailed you [ read an NCAA interpretation about contact with a prospective student athlete and then corresponded with our director of 

compliance. According to my new understanding, it may not be appropriate for to contact you under NCAA rules. ]f you decide to contact you may only discuss 

non athletic matters with her her collegiate and law school experiences outside of and not anything about athletics. [’ve communicated this to as well. 

Sorry for leading you down the wrong path, but we want to stay straight with the NCAA. 

Lissa 

Lissa L, Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3380 
919.962.7066 

http:/!www.law.u nc.ed u/centers/banking 

[http://www.law.u nc.ed u/imagesinews/mediaiba nking finance web_542j pg] 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,             12:25 PM 

Holladay, Joe Randall <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Herman, Amy S <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ga[Io, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Legislation Update 

Coach Holladay, 

Just sending this info to you for now, since nothing is official yet,,, 
The proposals concerning non coaching staff size were all tabled yesterday by the Legislative Council and will likely be acted on in , So, for now, none of these 

proposals are going to pass (unless the Board of Directors goes off on their own in their meeting on         !). 
Proposal     58, which is the one that deals with summer access to, and academic preparation of, incoming and returning student athletes, was also tabled, pending further 

development of the basketball models. It is unclear as of right now when these proposals will be acted upon, 
Let me know if you have any questions. You’ll get more info on these proposals (and others!) after the Board’s meeting.., 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Herman, Amy S <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ga[Io, Jr., Larry A. 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Legislation Update 

Carlos and Jeff, 
Just an FYI that the legislative proposal that will change the 

will likely be formally adopted by the Board of Directors at their meeting on 

You’ll get more info from us when it’s official... 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.m ~ .~l~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

season to a consistent 12 week season each year was approved by the Legislative Council yesterday and 

. It won’t be final until then, but wanted to let you know that it’s all but a done deal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:08 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Herman, Amy S <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Oal[o, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Ma[oy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FW: [CCACA] FW: Upcoming Webinar - Best Practices for the role of the FAR 

Hi Lissa, 
Not sure if you got this from Lindsey or not but if you are interested, let us know and we carl get the registrations taken care of, Thanks and I hope all is well[[ 

Lance 

> > > "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > 1:51 PM > > > 

FYI 
Lh~d~ey bL ]~Hmoek 

LBa b{~oek@th e;~ee.o~:g 

886-sa4-B’78v (phone) 
8a~>a~9-00~a d’ax) 
From; Josh D Moon [mailto:JD-Moon@wiu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:41 PM 
To: Greg Walter 
Subject: Upcoming Webinar - Best Practices for the role of the FAR - Getting the Word Out! 

NAAC has an excellent webinar coming up in a couple of weeks. Please sign up if you haven’t already! if you can’t make the time below (or your FAR can’t) the presentation 
(link) will remain active for a week after the    so you can review at your convenience. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

NAAC Webinar: Best Practices for the role of the Facultv Athletics Representative (FAR} on Wednesday, 

you know (starting with your conference)! Attached is an overview, FAQ document, and Registration form. Thanks! 
@ 4:00 pm EDT. Please pass this info on to everyone 

Here is the link from NACDA: http:l/www.nacda.com/spor!s/naacc/spec-ml/03241 laab.h{ml 

Webinar Overview: 
Who: Presidents, Chancellors, Faculty Athletics Representatives, Senior Athletics Administration staff, 
Compliance Administrators 
What: Best practices on the role of the FAR / Engaging faculty on intercollegiate athletics issues 

When:             @ 4:00 pm (EDT) 
Where: In the comfort of your office, we will provide you with a unique on-line webinar and a live Q&A. 
Why: Wisdom and knowledge from your peers about the role of the FAR and how to engage faculty on 
intercollegiate athletics issues. 
The "Top Five" reasons for participating in the "Best Practices for the Role of the FAR" webinar. 
1. FAR’s are ESSENTIAL: FAR’s provide a very key role on your campus. This presentation will help outline the 
scope of the FAR’s role and provide best practices from some of the best FAR’s/administrators in the business! 
2. It’s all in the details: Specific examples of how the FAR relates to violations, eligibility certification, waivers, 

rules exams, and much more! 
3. Peer expertise: Hear from well-respected peer FAR’s and athletic administrators who will provide best-practice 
models that you can take back to your campus! 
4. Savvy people who share: Excellent peer institution models that are defined in detail! 
5. Q&A: Speak with FAR’s and athletic administrative staff after the presentation! 
Registration is easy: 
Cost: $35.00 for NAAC members / $50.00 for non-members 

Register for the webinar: Download and fax your completed registration form to 440-892-4007 or Reqister Online 

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR REGISTRATION? Please contact NAAC Intern Sarah Wilcox at            or _s___w__[!_c_’p___x__@_n__’_a___c__d_~b__c_’_oJ__9.. 
GENERAL INQUIRIES? Please call or e-mail, NAAC Education Committee Representative (Josh Moon at 309-298-1964 jd-moon@wiu~edu) 

M i Sec~=eSbq Sb,~ed: b.li~ ;!S"S~’ 1,.,ie 

_A_~_r_[[ 
__N____AA______Q_E_e_gLs__t_La___t 

j__o__n__d?__d__f" Th% i3:gS:O’L -O40O 105~,01 bv’,e~. 
FAR NAAC Webinar FAO.pdf Thu, I:<:5Z’.:02 0400 ¢~2174b,/~:e!~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

garye <ga~-e@umn.edu> 

Monday, April 25, 2011 9:20 AM 

Naithan Tubli~ <tublilz@uoneuro.uoregon.edu-~; Akin, Robert <r.akin@tcu.edu>; Caacole Browne <browne@wfu.edu>; 

~yahoo.com;        ~aol.com; Jim Earl <jwearl@darkwing.uoregon.edu>; Joseph A. Kotarba <jkotaacba@uh.edtvq 

jmc@math.umd.edu; John Mason <joma~m@cba.ua.edu>; John S. Nichols <js~O.@psu.edwq larry.gramling@business.uconn.edu; 

Broome, Lissa L ~qbroome@email.unc.edu:>; Peter Nicholson qficholson@hawaii.rr.com>; Tom Wasow ~-~wasow@csli.staatbrd.edtt>; 

Bob Eno <eno@indiana.edu>; Tom Pala]ma <tpalaima@mail.utexas.edtt>; Anderson, Christopher <chris~topher- anderson@utulsa.edu>; 

michael.granof@mccombs.utexas.edu; Struckmeyer, Kermeth A ~qcast@wsu.edu>; Matthew B. Wheeler <mbwheele@illinois.edtp 

Give the NCAA Time to Show Progress on Eligibility- Standards 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

April 24, 2011 

Give the NCAA Time to Show Progress on Eligibility Standards 
By John Inthnte 

For 50 years, there has been a great deal ofj ustifiable debate over NCAA initial-eligibili~ sta~dmds, not to mention initial eligibility itselIi But what has happened to 
those standards sfime 2003 makes it hard todw to agree with Gerald S. Gurney’s co~Musion recently in The Chronicle that the NCA~\’s emphasis on core curriculum 
and GPA has failed to establish an acceptable base-line level of college preparedness. Whether the NCAA has succeeded in those eflbrts will not even start to become 
clear for another six months and will take years after that to come fully into focus. 

Gurney dismisses as "manufactured" the Academic Progress Rate, a metric that Division I adopted in 2004 that assesses a student athlete’s eligibili~, retention, and 
progress toward graduation each academic term. But its elt}cts axe not yet known. The measure was not ins~tituted until April of 2004, so the 2003-4 freshman cohort 
was recruited and had attended almost an entire year of school before the APR was adopted. Most of the 2004- 5 freshman cohort was signed as well. It was not until 
the 2005-6 freshnran cohort that the class was recruited with an eye toward the APR. The impact of the APR on graduation rates thus will not be known until late 
2011, when the graduation rates tbr those 2005-6 freshmen axe calculated. 

The next significant date is 2014, when the data for the 2008-9 cohort is published. Those ti’eshmen athletes were the first students Mao were required to have taken 
16 core courses in high school, including three years of math. The increase from 14 to 16 courses was adopted in 2003, to take eflbct in 2008. That change may not 
seem significant, but it means that in almost every state the NCAA’s core cumculum requirement for graduation is now more s~tringent than the state’s requirement for all 
students. Along the way5 the NC?u’k also refined that cumculum by removing courses like computer science from the definition of core courses, moving subjects to 
different categories, and increasing its regulation of nontraditional courses. 

But perhaps the biggest change to initial eligibili~’ is the existence of the NCAA Eligibility Center itsel£ which ceNfies the credentials of all students who rash to 
compete in Division I or IL Not until the NCAA took over operation of the center (formerly the NCAA Clearinghouse) in 2007 did the real investigation of a 
pro spect’s high-school academic record begin. While it is difficult for the NCAA to police outright academic fraud, increasingly such fraud is the only way to alter an 
academic record, rather than previous dubious methods such as online creedit-recovery courses for high-school classes. 

The obvious flaw here is that the best measure of the effectiveness of a proposal passed in 2003 will not be available until 11 years later, and a rolling average of all tbur 
cohorts to enter college under the slricter requirements will not be available for abont 14 years. Nonetheless, to declare a major initiative that has been under way for 
years a flop midway through its execution holds the NCAA to an anreasouably high s~ndazd. Assessments of initial eligibility and academic achievement, like 
enforcement, should not be required to be perfect from Day One. The NCAA should be allowed to pursue its vision to the end betbre success or thilure is determined. 

John Infante is assistaaat director of compliance at Colorado State Universi~’. 

Gary Engstrand, Ph.D. 

Secretary to the Faculty 

University of Hinnesota 

University Senate 

427 Morrill Hall 

100 Chu<ch Street SE 

Minneapolis, HN 55455 

Tel 612 626 0884 

emaii qa~ye@umn.edu 



FrOlTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:11 PM 

Lissa Broome < lissa_broome@unc.edu >; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thank You For Your Participation in the NAAC Webinar (power point slides included) 

FYI, all! 

> > > "Sarah Wilcox" <swilcox@nacda,com > 12:00 PM > > > 
NAAC MEMORANDUM 
TO: National Association of Athletics Compliance (NAAC) Webinar Participants 
FROM: NAAC Education Committee 
RE: Best Practices for the Role of the Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR) slides 
DATE: 
Dear NAAC FAR Webinar Participant, 

Thank you for participating in the NAAC "Best Practices for the Role of the Faculty Athletics Representative (FAR)" educational webinar. It is our hope you gained valuable 
insight into the world of the FAR. 
The slides from the presentation are available here: ‘~‘~B~e~s~‘~t~P~[~a~c~t~ic~e~s~‘~f~r~t~!!~e~R~[e~f~t~!}~e~F~a~c~u~[ty:~A]~!!]~e]~[£s~R~e£!:ese£l]at~[2e~CEA~R~:~(with~ut audio). Please feel free to share this 
information with your athletics compliance/academic staff as well as your campus partners. 
Additionally, we would like to extend a special thanks to ACS AtNetics for sponsoring this webinar. They are also committed to helping compliance offices be successful by 
enabling better communication, improving the all-around efficiency and ensuring student-athlete success. Please take a moment to review their website and their information 
regarding how they provide a structure that gives intercollegiate athletic programs a competitive advantage by simplifying and automating processes. 
Again, we sincerely appreciate your participation in the FAR webinar as well as your support of NAAC and our commitment to providing compliance solutions on behalf of 
intercollegiate athletics. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please do not hesitate to contact me directly. 
All the best[ 
Sincerely, 
Josh Moon (Western Illinois University) 
Chair, NAAC Education Committee 
j_d__:_r_!!__o__o__r_~_@__w_j_u__,_e___d___q 

Sarah Wilcox 

NACDA Intern 
24651 Detroit Rd. 
Westlake, OH 44"145 
Ph: (440) 892-4000 
Fax: (440) 092-4007 
Cell: 
swih:ox@naeda.eonl 

2011 NACDA Convention - 
precedes the others from June 13-I 6 while the CEFMA, NAAC and NATYCAA Conventions will take place 
information as it becomes available, please visit www.nacda.com. 

at the Orlando World Center Marriott Resort. Held concurrently with the NACMA, NAADD and ICLA Conventions. The CABMA Convention 

The MOAA Symposium will also be held on           For updated 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i 1:59 PM 

DeSelm, Rich L <richde~lm@uncaa.unc.e&P 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: legislation Proposal    -30 

Lance, why don’t you send this legislation out to the masses (all but ~ and get their opinions on an override vote? I have a feeling we’re going to hear from Lissa on the issue, anyway, 
since it was discussed at ACC meeting last week.. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 1:34 PM, "Rich DeSelm" <richdesehn@uncaa unc edu> wrote: 

> ALL: 
> ’]7he Duke coach called me to say if we get enough signatures to over ride this, it is possible I am not wild about this allowance I would be OK with one call in 
sophomore year, but not one per month prior to at least after junior year Any chance to modi~ this one? 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Rich DeSelm 
> tlead Swimming Coach 
> Umversity of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
> Phone: 919-966-53d0 
> Fax: 919-962-6002 
> Cell: 
> Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
> www tarheelbiue corn 
> www.lmc, edu 
> 

> ( ht tp ://tarheelbiue.c st-v. comi ) 
> 

> ( http ://wv#s,.tarheelbiue corn/) 
> 

> <rich deselm.vc f> 

after their 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emsfl.unc.edu> 

Amy ttemmn <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: legislation Proposal -30 

Lissa, 

’]7his is the legislative proposal we discussed and supported submitting an override vote. based on discussion with the 
coaches, but I believe they will also support the override. 

coaches. Lance is getting feedback from all 

Thanks, 
~-Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 1:04 PM. "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> tli Amy, Lance, Rich and Beth -- 
> 

> Beth, correct me if I’m wrong, but this is referring to -30 (I think)and I believe Dicky, you, and I determined that an override vote would be in order. The ACC originally opposed this 
legislation. The ACC’ coaches are dead-set against it. The conference decided not to override it as a conference, however, leaving it to each school to decide Jbr itself 
whether to vote to override 
> 

> It would be interesting to hear the views of the other coaches on this issue Thanks for sharing your views, Rich. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia professor of Banking Law 
> Director, (;enter for Banking and Finance 
> UNC School of Law 
> CB#3380, Van Heckc-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.962.7066 
> http:i/www.law.unc.eduicentersibatlking 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae(d~,,uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 1:59 PM 
> To: DeSelm, RichL 
> Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Lance Markos; Maloy, Susan B 
> Subject: Re: legislation Proposal .30 
> 

> Lance, why don’t you send this legislation out to the masses (all but ) and get their opinions on an override vote’.’ I have a feeling we’re going to hear from Lissa on the issue, anyway, 
since it was discussed at ACC meeting last week... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> On , at 1:34 PM, "Rich DeSelm" <richdeselm@uncaa unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> ALL: 
>> The Duke coach called me to say if we get enough signatures to over ride this, it is possible. I am not wild about this allowance. I would be OK with one call in          after their 
sophomore year, but not one per month prior to at least after junior year Any chance to modify this one? 
>> Thanks, 

>> 

>> 

>> Rich DeSelm 

>> Head Swimlning Coach 

>> Ulriversity of North Carolina Swimlning & Diving 

>> PO Box 2126 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 

>> Phone: 919-966-5340 

>> Fax: 919-962-6002 

>> Cell: 

>> Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, lx,-C 27514 

>> w~-.tarheelblue.c om 

>> www.unc.edu 

>> 

>> ( http:/itarheelblue, c stv corn/) 

>> 

>> (http://wwwtarheelblue.com/) 

>> 

>> <rich deselm vcf> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: legislation Proposal -30 

All, 
Should we decide to pull the trigger and vote to override, please just let me know, and ] can officially submit it in the system. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lissa, 

12:13 PM >>> 

This is the legislative proposal we discussed and supported submitting an override vote, based on discussion with the 

from all coaches, but ] believe they will also support the override. 

Thanks, 
~Beth 

coaches. Lance is getting feedback 

Sent from myiPad 

On , at 1:04 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Amy, Lance, Rich and Beth 
> 

> Beth, correct me if I’m wrong, but this is referring to 30 (I think) and ] believe Dicky, you, and I determined that an override vote would be in order, The ACC originally 

opposed this legislation. The ACC ~ coaches are dead set against it. The conference decided not to override it as a conference, however, leaving it to each 

school to decide for itself whether to vote to override. 

[t would be interesting to hear the views of the other coaches on this issue. Thanks for sharing your views, Rich. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3380 

919.962.7066 

http://wvwv.law.u nc.eduicentersiba nking 

Original Message 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:59 PM 

To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Lance Markos; Maloy, Susan B 

Subject: Re: legislation Proposal     30 

Lance, why don’t you send this legislation out to the masses (all but and get their opinions on an override vote? [ have a feeling we’re going to hear from Lissa on the 

issue, anyway, since it was discussed at ACC meeting last week... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> Sent from myiPad 
> 

> On at 1:34 PM, "Rich DeSelm" <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> > ALL: 

>> The Duke coach called me to say if we get enough signatures to over ride this, it is possible. I am not wild about this allowance. ]would be OK with one call in 

after their sophomore year, but not one per month prior to at least after junior year. Any chance to modify this one? 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> Rich DeSelm 

>> Head Swimming Coach 



> > University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

>> PO Box 2126 

>> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

> > Phone: 919 966 5340 

> > Fax: 919 962 6002 

>> Cell: 

>> Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

> > www.tarheelblue.com 

> > www, u nc.edu 
>> 

> > ( http://tarheelblue.cstv.comi ) 
>> 

> > (http:i/www.tarheelblue.com/) 
>> 

>> <rich deselm.vcf> 
> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Jennifer Heppel ~heppel@bigten.org> 

Wednesday, June 8, 2011 10:33 AM 

Arich@fsu.edu; Ga]lo, Jr., [,anT A. ~mthgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller. Beth <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu-~; bud.peterson@gatech.edu; 

carlene.pariseau@bc.edu; cammicha@wfu.edu; carrie doyle@ncsu.edu; chamtmaxm@duaa.duke.edu; ckl9e@Virginia.EDU; 

crac@Virginia.EDU; craccoy@raed.miami.edu; cnickel@miarai.e&~; cwellford@cfim.umd.edu; d~vow@ncsu.edu; Baddour, Richard A 
<qJbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; dgentile@miami.edu; dsha]ala@mimni.edu; haJrstc@wfu.edu; hatch@wfu.edu; hol&n@unc.edu; 

jbarker@clemson.edu; jm2y@Virginia.EDU; jmcurry@umd.edu; j silar@duaa.duke.edu; kbarbal~0Jclemson.edu; kevina@umd.edu; 

kwhite@duaa.duke.edu; laro’@vt.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; mahonebe@bc.edu; michelle lee@ncsu.edu; 
mooradjo@bc.edu; njameson@athletics.gatech.edu; pparke@athletics.gatech.edu; pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu; president@duke.edu; 

president@fsu.edu; president@vt.edu; pterry@clemson.edu; putallaz@duke.edu; randy woodson@ncsu.edu; reed@raiami.edu; 

RLLAFG@clemson.edu; robert.taggazt(@bc.edu; rspe/raan@adrain.fsu.edu; saellis@clemson.edu; samAoardue@ncsu.edu; 

smcclosk@vt.edu; sue.allen@chbe.gatech.edu; tas6n@Virginia.EDU; tpaacke~@vt.edu; twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu; 

vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu; walkerbg@wfil.edu; wdloh@urad.edu; weaverj@¥-t.edu; wellman@wfu.edu; mlliam.leahy@bc.edu 

request to override coaching increase 

To: ACC Presidents!Chancellors, FARs, ADs, SWAs and Compliance 
From: Big Ten Council of Presidents!Chancellors 
On behalf of the Big Ten Presidents/Chancellors, I am reaching out to ask that your institution considering submitting an override request on Proposal 2010-17. The Big Ten 
has submitted a conferecence-wide request. 
This proposal increases the number of graduate assistant coaches in football from two to four. 
Our presidents/chancellors are opposed to such an action being taken without any significant parallel movement toward containing and/or reducing noncoaching staff costs. An 
override of this proposal will allow the NCAA Div. I Board of Directors to once again pair any discussion regarding an increase in coaching limits with the ongoing review of 
noncoaching staff limitations. 
As the ACC voted to oppose 2010-17 (along with the WAC, Big Ten and PAC-10), any support you can offer in submitting an override request so that we can reach the 
minimum required 30 votes for Board reconsideration is appreciated. The deadline for submitting an override is June 27 and can be done via the NCAA website. 
Thank you and please do not hesitate to call or email with any questions. 
Jennifer 

I©f~i(:s~ g~7 t-,~3. ~010 .~i 1;~.1 i r:~;,(: r..’,d 7 !-;~::t-~ 1 ~ 50 :: il!:[!) "g,’,’,a2d/})i(!is~rL.)r.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 7:04 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: request to override coaching increase 

We voted for it, I believe, b/c wanted it (no surprise). I will forward this to Corey for their take on the below rationale, but ultimately it’s a cost issue that DB!administration 

will likely need to decide on,,. 

Amy 

>>> LarryGallo 5:48:56 PM >>> 

Amy, 

What is our stance on this ~ ??? I understand what the Big Ten is asking and forecasting ~ and it makes sense. I think if this passes (4 GA’s), the 

reduced in the coming year. 

Larry 

staff will definitely be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:10 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PTD Waiver - - Need your signature 

Ok great. I have a far amount of supporting info to still upload, so hopefully [ will be able to get to it all before you leave, Otherwise, ] will look for the PDF as you said. 

Thanks so much and have a great trip. 

Susan 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>           3:04 PM >>> 
Hi Susan I’m still here, ] leave tomorrow shortly after lunch. [will approve this. [ think you upload it first and then [ get an email to go in and do the electronic approval. Why 

don’t we try that. 
If nothing comes through before [ leave the office today, I’ll fill out the signature form too and pdf it to you too. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 3380 

919.962,7066 

http:i/www.law.u nc.ed u/centers/banking 

[Description: http:!/~A~v.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542:1pg] 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 2:56 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: PTD Waiver Need your signature 

Hi Lissa, 
I’m pretty sure that you have just left the country. I apologize for the timing of this signature request. I have attached a letter about the PTD Waiver for your review and I have 

also attached a signature request form. I am not sure if you have access to a printer and if it would be easier to sign and send the form back to me via email or fax (919 962 

8247) or if it is just easier for you to Esign the form online. Since I have only gone through this process once, I can’t recall if you access the waiver now through AMA Online or 

if I submit first to generate an email to you requesting your signature, You may know this better than I at this point, 

Anyway, I hope you had a safe trip. I hope to hear from you when you can. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu <mailto:sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             11:36 AM 

@email.unc.edu > 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>i 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: - PTD Waiver - Approved 

- PTD Waiver - Approved.msg 

Hi 
GOOD NEWS!! Your PTD Waiver was approved by the NCAA this morning. What helped the most in this case was your outstanding academic record, Congrats and keep up 

the good work! ] appreciate your patience and cooperation through all of this. 
Enjoy the rest of your summer!! 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Healey, Doug <dhealey@ncaa.org> 

Monday,             11:04 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
- PTD Waiver - Approved 

Susan, 

As a follow--up to our conversation, NCAA staff has approved the PTD waiver for         , notk~g academic 

achievement. You will receive an emai[ from AMA Online indkating that the staff decision has been entered° We wish 

the best both academically and athletically. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Doug 

Doug Healey 

Assistant: Director of Academic and Membership Affairs 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

P.O° Box 6222 

Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Phone: 3:!.7/9.l.7-6222 

Fax: 317/917-6920 

dhealey@ncaa.org 
This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and 

privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please 

notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and 

destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a 

person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be 

illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:52 AM 

Chase, Kaye Watts <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; McGrath, Colin B 

<cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hoots, Eric M <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jerod 

Haase <jhaase@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sahratian, Jonas R <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robinson, Steve A < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Maloy, Susan B < sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Override Vote on Legislation Affecting 

Staff, 

Just an FYI that the legislation that put an end to the                on campus has received enough override votes to be voted on at Convention in 
only received 38 votes, however, it will remain in effect until the Convention vote (or until further action is taken by the Board of Directors). 

I will let you know if the Board of Directors does anything with this legislation in the coming weeks. [f not, then it will remain in effect until the vote in 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ~- i" ~:" ~.: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Becauseit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:19 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Coaches Exam dates 

Ok great! Unless something unforeseen happens, Scott Forbes, Scott Jackson, and Dave Arendas will come to you at lO:OOam on Wednesday, 

the test and everything that you need, right? 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

You have Form C of 

> > > "Broorne, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 10:06 AM >>> 

Hi Susan --That date and time are fine. I will reserve a smaU conference room for us. Have the coaches come to the front reception desk just off tile circular drive in 

front of tile law school and then ask for me. I wiU come meet them. If they need parking here, let me know. 

I.issa 

[.issa [., Br.:_~.:_~m~-’_~ 

Wschovia Professor of Banking [.sw 

Director, Center’ for Banking and Finance 

UNC School o1: Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.9(’~2.7066 

http~//www.!aw.unc:edu/centers/bankinA 

%:i Description: 
htlp://www.law, unc.edu/imsgesine, ws/media/bankJngfinance 
w~,b 542.jpg 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 10:03 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Coaches Exam dates 

Hi Lissa, 
Would lOam on Wednesday 

Susan 

work for you for the 3 guys? 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu ; 7:27 PM > > > 

Hi Susan - The trip was gr~-’_~a L f was teaching and lecturing, but we still had plenty o~ time to travel and the work oppor~:unH:ies gave us a way to interface with 

Germans that we otherwise wouldn’t have had. 

Right now, here are good dates and times 

Thursday 

Friday, 

Tuesday, 

Wednesday, 

Thursda% 

Friday 

.... 10:30 --- 5:30 

.... g:C4}--- :[ :45; 4:00- 5:30 

-. all day except 11:30 --2:00 

--- all day except 1:[ :30 --- 2:b~ 

- 2:3D - 5:30 

- 10:3D; 2:(X) - 5:30 

Let me know what: works. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNCSchool of Law 

CB#:3390, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919~962~7066 

http:!/www.law.unc,eduicentersibanking 



http:/,~,^A^A^/ iaw unc edu/ima.,:jes/news/medis/bankingfinance 

web 542.ipg 

From-" Susan Maloy [__m___a_]_L_tg_Ls__b_~}_a__Lo_y_~_u__[}_c___a__a__=_u__[}_c__=_e__c_l__u_]. 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:32 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Coaches Exam dates 

Hi Lissa, 
Welcome home! ] hope you had a great trip. 

Just wanted to find out when you might have some availability to administer the coaches exam again. I have a volunteer coach in and a 3 coaches who still need 
to take the test, ]just remembered, we also have the staff member who did not pass the first exam who will need to take Form C as well. Also Phil Barnes from 

needs to take the test, but he says that he will not take it until early August some time. 

So I don’t have any dates from the other 5 yet, I just thought Iwould give them some dates and times that you are available and see how that works, 

Look forward to hearing back from you. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
_s__b__r_Y_)~_j_o__ )t_@ u nca a. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:03 AM 

noakes@ncaa.org 

Lissa groome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Waiver (Case #51765 

Natasha, 
This is Amy Herman at UNC. I tried this morning to withdrawal our waiver request for 
able to accept this ernail as formal notification from our institution that we are seeking to withdraw the case? The student athlete notified us this morning 

wishes to transfer to another institution. 

Please confirm receipt of this email and let me know if you need anything else from me. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~hae@uncaa.unc.edu 

, but the AMA Online system would not allow me to submit the request. Are you 

) that he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gai3’e <ga~-e@umn.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 8:02 AM 

Na:than Tubli~ <tublilz@uoneuro.uoregon.edu-~; Akin, Robert <r.akin@tcu.edu>; Caacole Browne <browne@wfu.edu>; Ed Law~ 

~yahoo.com>;       @aol.com; Jim Earl <jwearl@darkwing.uoregon.edu-~; Joseph A. Kotarba <jkotarba@uh.edu>; 

jmc@math.umd.edu; John Mason <jomason@cba.ua.edu>; John S. Nichols <jsn2@psu.edtp; larry.gramling@business.uconn.edu; 

Broome, Lissa L --lbroome@email.unc.edu:>; Peter Nicholson <nicholson@hawaii.rr.com>; Tom Wasow --~wasow@csli.stanford.edu>; 
Bob Eno <eno@indiana.edu>; Michael Granof--~Michael.Glanof@mccombs.utexas.edu>; Anderson, Christopher <chrislopher- 

anderson@utulsa.edu>; michael.granof@mccombs.utexas.edu; Stmckmeyer, Kenneth A <kast@wsu.edtc,; Matthew B. Wheeler 

<mbwheele@illinois.edu> 

Many Faculty Reps Attribnte ~Chlslefing’ to NCAA’s Academic Requirements 

The ChronMe of Higher Education 

Many Faculty Reps Attribute ’Clustering’ to NCAA’s Academic 
Requirements 
September 25, 2011, 9:35 pin 

By Libbv Sander 

Grapev#w, Tex.~ majority of faculty- athletics representatives at the nation’s biggest college sports programs say they believe athletes cluster in cel~Jn academic 

maiors because of scheduling issues, and because of the NCAA’s progress-toward-degree requirements, according to the preliminary results of a forthcoming NCAA 

survey. 

"That clearly is a concern," said Michael Miranda, the NCAA’s associate director of resem’ch, who presented the early findings to thculU-athletics representatives from 
Football Bowl Subdivision progrmns gathered here for their annual meeting. "If people’s behaviors are being influenced by’ the roles that we’re writing ... we have to 

look at them. We’re intrigued by that one, and we’ll take a closer look at that." 

The preliminary, report is distilled from a broader NCAA survey of all faculty-athletics representatives, and included responses from more than two-thilfls of 811 faculty 

reps at FBS institutions. The snrvey was conducted during the 2010-11 academic year and drew responses from 658 representatives across all three NCAA divisions. 

(Resnlts of the full survey are expected to be published later this fall.) 

In addition to polling faculty- reps abom athletes’ academic choices, the survey also solicited demographic details about the group. 

At the FBS level, 64 percem of the respondents were male, and 90 percent were white. (Female taculty reps have increased by 10 percent since the last time the 

NCAA conducted this survey, in 2006.) All are tenured, and have worked, on average, 29 years in higher education. Their average length of service as a fuculty rep 

was six year~ but nearly 30 percent had served tbr two years or less representing a high rate of turnover that Miranda said he tbund surprising, and that could have 
broader implications given the complexity of issues at the FBS level. 

On the whole, the early findings showed that faculty, reps spend mosl of their energy tending to academic matters, which consumed a little more than a third of their 

workload, and compliance and interpretation of NCAA roles, which represented just under a quarter. Athlete-welihre matters and administrative duties rounded out the 

demands. 

Many facul~ reps in the FBS receive monetal3, compensation and release time from teaching duties to perform their duties, the preliminau report showed: Forty-three 

percent of the respondents said they were compensated in some tkshion, while just over half received release time. Twenty-eight percent received no tbrln of 

compensation or recognition, monetary or otherwise, for their &ales. 

Gary Engstrand, Ph.D. 

Secretary te the Faculty 

University of Hinnesota 

University Senate 

427 Merrill Hall 

100 Church Street SE 

Hinneapolis, HN 55455 

Tel 612 626 0884 

emaii garye@L~mri.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 26, 2011 5:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [n4a] 

>>> "Gurney, Gerald S." <ggurney@ou.edu> 9/26/2011 3:52 PM >>> 
Many Faculty Reps Attribute ’Clustering’ to NgAA’s Academic Requirements 
September 25, 2011, 9:35 prn 

By Libby Sander 

Grapevine, Tex.--A majority of faeulty-athleties representatives at the nation’s biggest eollege sports programs say they believe athletes cluster in certain academic 

m@:~m beeause of sehedilling issues, and beeause of the NCAA’s progress-toward-degree requirements, according to the preliminary results of a forthcoming NCAA 

survey. 

"That clearly is a concern," said Michael Miranda, the NCAA’s associate director of research, who presented the early findings to faculty-athletics repi~sentatives 

from Football Bowl Subdivision programs gathered here for their annual meeting. "If people’s behaviors are being influenced by the rules that we’re writing ... we 

have to look at them. We’re intrigued by that one, and we’ll take a closer look at that." 

The preliminmT report is distilled frorn a broader NCAA survey of all faculty-athletics representatives, and ineluded responses from more than two-thirds of all 

faeulty reps at FBS institutions. The sms’ey was eondueted dm’ing the 2OlO-ll aeademie year and drew responses from 658 representatives aeross all three NCAA 

divisions. (Results of the full sms’ey are expected to be published later this fall.) 

In addition to polling faeulty reps about athletes’ aeademie ehoiees, the sm~,ey also solicited demographic details about the group. 

At the FBS level, 64 pereent of flue respondents were male, and 90 pel~ent were white. (Female faculty reps have inereased by 1 o pereent since the last time the 

NCAA eonducted this sm~ey, in 2oo6.) All are tenured, and have worked, on average, 29 years in higher edueation. Their average length of serviee as a faeulty rep 

was six years, but nearly 3o pereent had served for two yeats or less--representing a high rate of turnover that Miranda said he found sml)rising, and that could 

have broader implications given the eomplexity of issues at the FBS level. 

On the whole, the early findings showed that faculty l~ps spend most of their ener~v tending to aeademie matters, Maieh eonsumed a little more than a third of their 

workload, and eomplianee and interpretation of NCAA roles, whieh i~presentedj ust under a quai~ter. Athlete-welfare matters and administrative duties rounded 

out the demands. 

Many faculty reps in the FBS receive monetmT compensation and release time from teaching duties to perfolrn their duties, the preliminaD’ report showed: Forty- 

three percent of the respondents said they were compensated in some fashion, while just over half received release time. Twent3~-eight percent reeeived no forTh of 

eompensation or reeognition, monetary or otherwise, for their duties. 

Gerald Gurney, Ph,D. 

Assistant Professor 
Adult and Higher Education 
University of Oklahoma 
334 Cate Center Room 308 
Norman, Oklahoma 73019 
office: (405) 325-1522 
cell: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday,                  3:21 PM 

’Amy Herman’ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour < dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan MaJoy <sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennmls <timmelma~s@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SAF Summaw 

and Amy, 

Looks terrific. Thanks. 

The info in the notebooks for our upcoming ACC meetings shows UNC with a remaining      balance of $571,960, the highest ot: any conference school (next highest 

is WFU at ~254,:1.82). Our      expenses were reported at $204,942, with only 2 schools reporting lower expenses (Georgia Tech at $:1.43,634 and WFU at ~:13L476), 

I.issa 

[.issa [., BrooP(~:_~ 

Wachovia Professor o[ Banking Law 

Director, Center’ for Banking and Finance 

UNC School o1: Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9_19.9(?2.71}(~6 

h [tp:!/www.law.unc.eduicen [ersibanking 

%:i Description: 
htlp:,’/www.law, u nc.ed u,’imn, 9~;sin ~,ws,’mediaiba n kin gfi n a n ce 

w~,b 54 2.jpg 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:05 PM 
To: Lissa Broome; Beth Niller 
Co: Larry Gallo; Dick Baddour; Lance Narkos; 
Subject: SAF Summary 

Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 

Lissa and Beth, 
As we discussed, please see attached for a report Natalie put together for us regardina SAF expenses since 

seen (gotta love pie charts!). I can take absolutely NONE of the credit for it. Thanks, 

Please let us know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.m ? ilcr~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
UnNersity of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_d_s_£__h___a__£~M_[_~_£_g_a__:M_[_~_£_~_e_~ t___u_ 

Be forewarned it might be the fanciest report you’ve ever 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 2:04 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu> 

Re: Missed Class Days 

Hi, 
The team will miss three days q 

Let rne know if you need any more information, 

) during fall semester for the trip out to San Diego. 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

>>> Amy Herman 1:36 PM >>> 

Jenn and Coach Holladay, 

It’s time again to get Lissa Broome’s approval on the missed class days for the team this semester. 

Jenn, could you email me back with the dates that the team will miss class this fall? And, Coach Holladay, could you send me the fall day by day practice schedule (assuming 

it’s done)? 

Once I get this info back from each of you, [’11 provide everything in one packet to Lissa. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..\m ~ il<:~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 12:11 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

APR Adjustments 

Adjustment Request .docx 

Hi Lissa, 
Just thought Iwould send you one final APR adjustment summary that just came about at the last minute for 

shot. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc.edu 

, Not sure how it will be reviewed, but it is worth a 



Please accept the following as an adjustment request to waive the eligibility and 

retention points in from the APR data for in the sport 

of was recorded as ineligible in only because of the 

APR requirement that all student-athletes must graduate in 5 years in order to receive 

the E point at the end of their 5-year clock. While        5-year clock did expire in 

, he has since completed all requirements to earn his BA degree in 

and has been approved to graduate in                At the end of 

had completed 108 hours toward his degree in                 He 

took 12 hours during the summer at UNC and passed 9 degree applicable hours, leaving 

only 3 hours remaining to complete his degree. Later in the summer he enrolled in 2 

online courses through the                    These courses were completed in 

early               and transferred back to UNC on                  to be 

applied toward his degree. Upon completion of these summer courses at the 

completed the application for graduation at UNC. After going 

through the proper administration channels,      has been approved to graduate as 

of                 His degree will be awarded in                Because      has 

done all that is necessary to complete his degree and has been approved for graduation, 

it is our hope that we will not be penalized in        by losing 2 APR points. Due to 

the small squad size of           , these 2 lost points make a large impact on the 

APR and the multi-year APR. As a result, it is our hope that thisAPR 

Adjustment to waive the retention point and apply the status of "Graduated" and 

"Eligible" for           will be approved, and that we will not have to take a hit this 

year of 2 points only to submit a graduation bonus next year that will only allow us to 

regain one of the 2 points lost. The ultimate goal of graduation has been achieved as 

noted in the supporting documentation. If additional information is necessary, please 

don’t hesitate to contact me. Thank you for your consideration. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 7, 2011 3:43 PM 

lissa broome@unc.edu 

Dick Baddour < dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubba-cunningham @utulsa.edu > 

Re: Over Ride 

Lissa, 
I didn’t know there was an over ride process for the Presidential decisions, but we may want to be prepared to submit one. You probably have more information on this 

than I do, 

thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > "Miller, Jane (im2y)" <j m2y@eservices.virginia.edu > 11/7/2011 3:25 PM > > > 

Hello All, 

You probably are aware of an override option for the recent Presidential decisions but just in case you aren’t, there is an over ride option contrary to the statement 

that "these are a done deal". Time will be short to get one together but if you are interested and I suspect you might be, please talk to your AD and FAR about this 

possibility. I think the thresold has been increased to 100 institutions to ask for an override and it will be an online vote. Interesting timing of these changes coming from the 

Board. 

Thanks so much. 

Jane 

Jane Miller 

Sr. Associate Athletics Director/SWA 

P.O. Box 400845 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

434.982.5152 (o) 

(c) 

434.243.3464 (f) 
434.243.3463 (polycom) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 8:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Elite 89 

This email is to notify you all that I have nominated for the NCAA Elite 89 Award for ] worked with Tony to find the individual with the highest 

GPA that will be representing UNC at the Final Four. 

This award will be presented to the student athlete with the highest GPA that has qualified for the NCAA Championships in Louisville. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Coach Shelton, good luck to you and your team in Kentucky! 

Spencer 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

Coflege ofArts & Sciences 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 

welborn .@ uncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday,                  10:26 AM 

Lindsey Babcock < Ibabcock@theacc.org>; Thorp, Holden < holden thorp@unc.edu >; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 

<joanna@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Ducar < ducar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.uncedu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Violation Report 

Vio[ation.pdf 

All, 

See attached for a 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a j schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

violation report sent to the NCAA today, Note that you will not receive a hard copy of this report. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Secondary Infractions <secondaryinfractions@ncaa.org> 
Thursday,                  3:56 PM 

dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu; holden@unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; j swofford@theacc.org 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill - 48756 

48756 Inquiry Ltr.pdf 

If you have any problems opening or viewing this letter, please contact me at astuart@ncaa.org or 317/917- 
6013. 

Amy C. A, Stuart 
Admh~strative Assistant b EnforcemenbSecondary Infractions 

National Collegiate Ad~letic Association 

(31.7) 917-601.3 - direct / (3:17) 91.7-6059 - t:ax 
Marling Address: P~O. Box 6222, h~dianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 
Shipph~giOvernight Address: 1.802 Alonzo Watff}rd St. Drive, Indianapolis, Indiana 46202 

~ Ptease cow, sider d~e envirenme~L before printir@ this ernail, 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged 

information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the 

sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any 

copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than 

the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lissa, 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: APR 

FYI per our discussion in the FAC Meeting this afternoon. 

Take care, 

Larry 

>>> Susan Maloy 9:47 AM >>> 

Hi Ga}lo, 
The APR for over the last several years is as follows: 

= 946 Multi Year Rate = 947 (includes time cohorts from 
= 974 Multi Year Rate = 947 (includes the cohorts from 
= 953 Multi Year Rate = 957 (includes the cohorts from 

= 949 Multi Year Rate = 955 (includes the cohorts from 
= 895 Multi Year Rate = 943 (includes the cohorts from 

Let me know if this does not give you everything you need, 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,unc.edu 

I The rates for will not be released to the public until approximately April 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Postgraduate 

Professor Broome: 

We are in the process of nominating one of our ~ for the Winter NCAA Postgraduate Scholarships, Part of the process requires the FAR to complete a 

web based form for submission on behalf of the student, Iwill gladly complete the information on your end as she is one of my students, The trick here is that we submit 

email address of everyone who will complete a form to the NCAA, At that time the NCAA will directly email you a link that will direct you to the submission form, if you forward 

me the link, I will be glad to do all of the work and run it by you for approval. 

Thank You, 

Spencer Welborn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 7:34 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Joy - clarification FW: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tue~ay 

FYI 

JoyJ. Rer!ner, M.A., R](R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor ar!d Dh’ector 

Universib/ of North Ca!’olina at Ci~apel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t HaU 

B21-A South Coiumbia St, 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-956-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9%-.5952 Fax 
-CONFIDENilAL~TY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~hlic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state ~fficia[ (NICGS, ch. :t32). Student educationM records are s~b~ect to FERPA. 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 7:34 AlVl 
To: WUlingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Joy - clarification DN: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 
Hi Mary! 

I am a little confused by your email. I was’r~ asking for the data discussion to help you know something new. 

The Committee has lots of information and data to r~-_wiew as w~-_~ (:otl[JFlue workit~g our way through understanding what is and what need; to be, Sinc~:_~ this is an 

elected volunteer committee made up of busy academic faculty, we are also working t.:_~ward a sustainable model for ~:he work of the committee so these work 

contJnues even with changing committee membership. So it rnakes sense given that you atready have extracted the data and analyzed it, that we include the 

same dataset in our review and support for’ changes. By having your dataset a couple of things would happen. First, we can verify and validate your sumrnary 

conclusions and statistics. Second, by looking at the dataset we may see another area of interest given the different perspectives in the room and in the conte×t of 

the other information we have reviewed over the past two years. So even more support for a particular change could evolve. I actually thought this information 

was one of th,-_~ items you would discuss with u; h~ the Decenlb,:_~r me,-_d:ing but you said you had to cfu:_~ck on whether you coLdd shar,-_~ it with us or n.:_~t. 

So I [lope you can jobl us on Tuesday but if not, could you please send rne your dataset and anatysis/results and the committee members assigned to review 

academics could contact you if we come up with something new that rnight interest you or if we have any questions. 

Thank you for your help in making sure we have the most information in hand before moving forward with recommendations for the co~sti~sui~sg revamping and 

revising our the support systems for our students. 

J oy 
Joy J. Rer!neh M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Proh~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
School of Medk:[ne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t HaU 
B2].-A South Coiurnbia 51:. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5L47Desk 
Cell 

919-956-6951 Fax 
-CGNFIDENF~AUTY NOTICE: ]his e<na[I message, [ncludh~g attachments, [t: an,l, is inter!dud onb/ for the -person or entity to which [t is addressed and may cot!rain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any --unauti~or[zed review, L:Se, d[sciosure or distribution [s proMfib[ted. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b,i reply e-Pr~aq and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa&~e. 
Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state ef~icia~ (NCGS, cho :t32)o Student ed~estionM records are sub~ect to F~RPA, 

From: Joy Rennet [malto:rennerjoy@qmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3anuary :tO, 20:[4 4:08 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Fwd: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

) Sent from my it hone 

Begin forwa:rded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary. C." <mmllino, ham({~unc.edu> 

Date: Jmmary 9, 2014, 11:22:48 PM EST 

To: Joy <       ,(~bgmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Joy, I believe that the official response fiom the University questioning my truthfulness tells me all that I need to know, and therefolv I decline your 
’request’. The raw data is available in athletics-all of it. End of discussion. 
Maly- 

On Jan 9~ 2014, at 7:49 PM, "Joy" < 

Good evening Mary,! 

~)gmail.coin> wrote: 



I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this afternoon but walk ins were on and off bus5’. 

At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check ruth the IRB about sharing your data with our committee for discussion. 

I assume since the data were punished and analyzed by CNN this week you found the dataset is open. I am requesting that you provide the 

dataset for FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this coming Tuesday, the 14th, for a discussion of the data. I 

would like to share the data ahead of time so everyone is prepared for the discussion and we can make good use of our time together with 

"the committee members. 

For your schedule plarming, I would estimate the "time this discussion would happen is around 4:30 in the agenda. If you can send the dataset 

tomorrow (Friday) that should give most of the FAC time to review it. 

Thanks tbr your efforts. If you have may questions or need an adjustment in time you can reach me best by cell phone as I roll be at Duke 

tonloffow. 

Joy 

Sent l]com nay iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 7:38 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Joy - ~pos correction FW: Joy - clarification FW: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tue~tay 

I hit send too fast --- this one has the typos corrected. 

Jo,i J. Ren!~eh M,A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ec[or 

tJniversi[y of North Carolina at Ci~apel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9.’56-.5147Desk 
Cell 

91%966-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, h~cludh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third pad:ies by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, ch. :t32). Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Rennet, 3oy J 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 7:37 AM 
To: WUlingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Joy - typos correction FW: Joy - clarification FW: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 
I hit send before proofing through the emaH. Below is the corrected one. 

Hi Mary! 

f am a little confused bv vour email, I wasSF~ asking for the data discu;sion ~:o help you know ;emething new. 

The Committe~:_~ ha; k)ts of inForrnation and data to review as we centinu~-_~ working our wav through understanding what is and what needs to b~-L Since thi; i; an 

elected volunteer committee made up of busy academic facuky, we are also working toward a sustainable model for the work of the cornmittee so this work 

continues even with char~ging committee membership. ~ i~ makeS sense given that you already have extracted the da~a and analyzed it, tha~ we include the 

same dataset in our review and support for changes. By having your dataset a couple of things would happen~ First, we can verify and validate your summary 

conclusions and statistics. Second, by looking at the dataset we may see another area of interest given the different perspectives in the room and in the context of 

Lhe oLher information we have review~-:~d over the past two years. So even mer~-_~ su~)port for a partK:ular change coukt evelw-:L t actually thought this informati.:_~n 

was one o1: the items you would discuss with us in the Decernber meeting but you said you had to check on whether you could share it with us or noL 

So I hope you can join us on Tuesday but if not, could you please send me your dataset and analysis/results and the committee rnembers assigned to review 

academics could contact you if we come up with something new that might interest you or if we have any questions, 

Thank you for your help in making sure we have the most information in hand before moving forward with recommendations for the continuing revamping and 

revising of tfu:_~ support ;ystem; for our stuch:_mts. 

Jev 
Joy J. Renr!er, M.A., RTR, F :~E RS 
Associate Professor and D[recl:or 
University o~ Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medi,;:[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bonduran[ Hail 
321-A Soulh Co umbia St. 
Chapel Hq[, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Sell 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’4OT~CE: This e.-mail message, it!eluding al:t;~chments, if at!y, is intended onh/for 1:he -person or enl:ity 1:o wi~[(:h [t is addressed and r~ay t:ont;}in c:onfidenth}i and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Ar!y .--.-unauthorized review, use, dk~closure or distribution is prohibited, ff you are not 1:he inter!deal recip[enL please c:onh~c[ ti~e ser!der by reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies Of the ()rig:nal message. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may he subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s’~ate official (NCGS, oh. :~32). Studeet educatio~al records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 7:34 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Joy - clarification FW: _loy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 
Hi Mary! 

I am a little confused by your email. I was’~t asking for the data discussion to help you know something new. 

The Committee has tots of int:orrnation and data to review as we continue working our way through understanding what is and what needs to be. Since this is an 

elected volunteer committee made up of busy academic faculty, we are also working toward a sustainable model for the work of the committee so these work 

continues even with changing committee membership. So it makes sense given that Vou already have extracted the data and analyzed it, that we include the 

same datas~-:d: in our review and sub)pert for changes, BV having your dataset a couple of things would happen First, we can verifv and valida~:e your summary 

conch~;kms and statistics. Second, by k)oking at the dataset we may see another area of int~:_~resL giw-:m the different perspectives in the room and in ~:he context o[ 

the other inf~m~t1~n we have reviewed over the pa~t two yearS, ~ even more Support for a part~cuI~r change could evolve‘ l actually thought this information 

was one of the items you would discuss with us in the December meeting but you said you had to check on whether you could share it with us or not. 

So I hope you can join us on Tuesday but if not, could you please send me your dataset and analysis/results and the committee members assigned to review 

academics could contact you if we come u~) with something new that rnighL interest you or ff we have anv questions, 

Thank you for your help in making sun:_~ w~-_~ have the most information in hand before moving forward with n-:~cornmendations For th~-_~ continuing revamping and 

revising our the support systems for our students. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Renn~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 



CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapei HIll NC ’~7r99 ’~’ "’" 

g 19-9,’-; 6-.5147Desk 

t-eli 
g 19-9,’-; 6-.t~ g 51 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AL~IY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attad~ments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to whid~ it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/or 

privdeged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 

destroy NI copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~#ject to the North Caro~i~a P~#li¢ Records Raw and #nay be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
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From: Joy Rennet [mailto:l ,@g ~a co~] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 4:08 AlVl 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
8,,bject: Fwd: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <r_l_l~_?_j!_ljggh__L~__!(a2_t_~__n__c__:_e__@_> 

Date: Janua~ 9, 2014, 11:22:48 PM EST 
To: Joy <         @~_r_&&iJ=£9__n_)_ > 

Subject: Re: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Joy, I believe that the official response/kom the Universib, queslJoning my trutht’ulness tells me all that I need to know, and there/bre I decline your 

’request’. The raw data is available in athletics- all of it. End of di~ ussion. 

Ma~ 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 7:49 PM, "Joy" < !@g_m_aiJ_..c_9._r_n_> wrote: 

Good evening MeaT! 

I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this afternoon but walk ins were on and offbusy. 

At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check ruth the IRB about sharing your data with our committee for discussion. 

I assume since the data were punished and mlabzed by CNN this week you found the dataset is open. I am requesting that you provide the 

dataset for FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this coming Tuesday, the 14tlt for a discussion of the data. 1 

would like to share the data ahead of time so evelyone is prepared for the discussion and we cml make good use of our time together with 

the committee members. 

For your schedule planning, I would estimate the time this discussion would happen is around 4:30 in the agenda. If you cma send the dataset 

tomorrow (Friday) that should give most of the FAC time to review it. 

Thanlcs for your efforts. If you have any questions or need an adjustment in time you can reach me best by cell phone as I will be at Duke 

tomorrow. 

Joy 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gao~e < ?}umn.edn> 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 9:15 AM 

Na:than Tubli~ <     @uoneuro.uoregon.edtr~;     @tcu.edu; Carole Browne      @wfu.edu>;       ,’@yahoo.com; 

~aol.com; Jim Earl       @darkwing.uomgon.edu>; Joseph A. Kotarba <jkotaxba@uh.edu>; jmc@math.umd.edu; John Mason 

I@cba.ua.edw~; Johil S. Nichols    ,~;psu.edu>; ’~            @business.ucolm.edu; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Peter Nicholson < @hawaii.n.com>; Tom Wasow < @csli.staIfford.edtc>; Bob Eno 

@indiana.edu>; Tom Pal~Jma < ~mail.utexas.edtc>; Anderson, Christopher ~ l@utulsa.edtc>; 

~mccombs.utexas.edu; Struckmeyer, Kenneth A <    b)wsu.edu>; Matthew B. Wheeler ~          ~illinois.edt~- 

Slimming Sports Spending 

Inside Higher Ed 

Slimming Sports Spending 

November 18, 2010 

When college athletics programs cannot cover their expenses with generated revenue, they axe forced to rely on funds allocated from their inslitution’s wider budget. 

Since only 14 National Collegiate Athletic Association member institutions report positive net revenues from athletics, nearly all NCAA athletics programs rely on "this 

practice. In a report it issued las"t summer, the Ceuter for College Aflbrdability and Productivity tenned the growing subsidy of these prograans with fnnds from 

institutional budgets and s~ldent fees an "athletics tax." 

On Wednesday, as part of its larger "25 Ways to Reduce the Cost of College" series the center released a set of recommendations on how to "end the athletics arms 

race," arguing that "mutual cooperation across institutions is necess~@" to reduce costs through methods such as limiting coaches’ salaries, refftricting excessive travel 

and shortening athletic seasons." 

The center’s primalT recommendation for trimming athletics speMing is to reduce salao, expenses, especially those of football and basketball head coaches, whose 

salaries constitute the largest expense incurred by most athletics programs. In 2008-09, head football and basketball coaches made, on average, about $219,000 and 

$202,000, respectively, but many make much, much more. In the most extreme example, the center cites John Calipari, head basketball coach at the UniversiU of 

Kentucky, who was wooed away from the University of Memphis in 2009 tbr a record eight-year, $31.65 million contract. 

The NCAA argues that it cannot simply institute a ~laxy cap for coaches because doing so would likely violate antitrust laws. Some college athletics watchdogs, 

including the Women’s Sports Foundation, have called upon Congress to giant the NCA2\ "a limited exemption that would permit sal~xy caps ibr coaches." 

In the absence of an external body like the NCAA instituting a salary cap, the center encourages campus-level administrators to exercise more oversight of spending 

and encourage more transparency in the hiring process. 

"Is it truly the case that at a majority of [Football BoM Subdivision] schools the ins~titutions as a whole values the football coach more (or at least pays them more) than 

the nniversW’s president?" the center’s report reads. "Does such a large allocation ofmsources to a single coach really’ fit into ins~titutional priorities? A careful 

consideration of these questions is necessary, before contracts are a~-arded .... Ultimately, boards of trustees have the power to refuse such wild contracts and need to 

be bold in allocating thnds to those programs that best lhlfill the priorities of the university." 

Since coaches’ salaries axe often driven up in bidding wars between institutions, the center recommends "that institutions put provisions in coaches’ coutracts that 
"include strict financial penalties for coaches who opt out of coutracts before their agreed-upon term is completed." By way of exaanple, the center cites the contract of 
Frank Beamer. football coach at Virginia Tech, which includes an undisclosed fine for just such an action. 

The center’s secondalT recommendation is to reduce the number of athletic scholarships, particularly in the spol~ where the most scholarships are offered. Football 
teams, for instance, ,nay ofl’er up to 85 scholarships. By contrast, them are only about 25 "unique positions" on a team; in the National Football League, teams are 
allowed an active squad of 45 players, along with 7 reserve players. In this context, the report encourages a reduction to the ma~mnm number of scholarships per 
football team. 

"Certainly there is some need for reserve players, especially considering the high incidence ofinjul%" the center’s report reads. "Yet, even if three ,scholarships per 
position were allowed, only 75 scholarships would be necessary,, and a good case could be made that even three per position is excessive .... Athletic departments are 
unlikely to pnrsue this reform on "their own lbr t~ar of losing a competitive edge with others; however, a unitbrm rule change by the NCAA would eliminate this problem 
and help schools save money." 

’][’he center provides a few other broad-based recommendations to trim athletics costs, including: 

¯ "Rent existing ihcilities rather than building new ones." For exmnple, tim report cites college football teams that play in stadiums owned and maintained by ne~xby 

professional teams. If an institution does have its own i:acilities or wishes to build them, the mport suggests "leasing them out Mmn not in use" for concerts, 

conventions and similar events. 

¯ "Reduce travel expenses." The center sngges~ts teams play fewer non-colffemnce gmnes, which Upically require more lravel; cutting overall season length; and 

"eliminating the entrenched practice of booking hotel rooms for the football team the night before a home game." Of this laser item, the report argues: "If players 

are not smart enough to make responsible decisions the night before a home game, then perhaps they do not belong in college in the first place." 

In concluding its recommendations, the center acknoMedges that the "major hurdle" for many of their proposed mibm~s is "lEaJc among university leaders" that 

attempting them might hurt their institution’s competitiveness. Themtbre, the center singles out a group ofinfluenfia] institutions it would like to see take the first step. 



"Perhaps retbrm must start as a movement of universit.5~ presidents who lead ~hools of both nationally prominent athletics mad academic~" the center’s report reads. 

"As leaders whose institutions carry much sway with both communities ~hools snch as "the University of Michigan, the University of North Carolina, the University 

of Virginia, Northwestern Universit.5~, the University ofNotre Danae, Stanford Universit.5~, Duke University, etc. ifthey agree to a series of retbrms, it wonld both 

bring athletics back within the mission of the university mad reduce costs lbr all." 

NCAA ofiicials off, led only reserved comment regarding the center’s recommendations. 

"The overall conte-a should be considered here," wrote Stacey Osbum, NCAA spokeswoman, in an e-mail to InsideHigllerEd %Vhen looking at the median 

amount for FBS schools, approximately 1 percent of overall university budgets is allocated to athletics. For other Division I schools, the median was less than 4 percent 

of overall school budgets." 

David Moltz 

Gary Engstrand, Ph.D. 

Secretary to the Faculty 

University of Minneseta 

University Senate 

427 Morrill Hall 

100 Church Street SE 

Minneapelis, HN 55455 

Tel 612 626 0884 

email garye@umn.e@u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko ~@nc.rr.com> 

Monday, July 1 l, 2011 11:04 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Knight Commission Grant PrograJn Reminder 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Kn ght C ............. teroollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

July 11, 2011 

This is a reminder that the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics is 

seeking proposals for grant-funded research on policy in intercollegiate 

athletics. The deadline for submission is August 5, 2011. For a copy of the 

full RFP, please visit the Commission’s website at 

b tt~:JZwww.kr)jgb:tcommj~sjon:org. 
For more information, please email        @k~gl%£~mm!~!£[?:£[g. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko <      ?}nc.rr.com> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&P 

Knight Commission - NY Times Commentary 

Knight Commissi .... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

March 16, 2012 

Hello, 
This week, the New York Times Room for Debate forum asked the following 
questions: 
Fans are busy filling out their IV. C.A.A. brackets this week, but for student-athletes, 
the madness is year-round. How can we once again emphasize the "collegtate" part 

of the National Collegiate Athletic Association? How can the Association, the 
member colleges and the sponsors of the men’s basketball tournament look out for 

the interests of student-athletes? 
Read my published commentary below and weigh in with your own comments at: 

http://vvww.nytimes.com/roomfordebate/2012/O3/13/ncaa-and-the-interests-of- 
student-athletas 
Promoting A cademics 
Advocating policy change to emphasize the "college" in college sports has been the 
mission of the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics for more than two 
decades. Two core principles in its most recent report, Restoring the B a/an co." 
Dollars, Values and the Future of Colleqe Sports, are to treat college athletes first 
and foremost as students - not as professionals - and to reward practices that make 
educational values a top priority. 
These principles are emphasized in the commission’s long-standing policy 
recommendation that teams must be on track to graduate 50 percent of their players 
to qualify for the "March Madness" tournament or other championships. 
Last fall, the N.C.A.A. took a promising step by adopting this threshold, which will 
be phased in over the next three years. According to the institute for Diversity and 
Ethics in SpoG, the policy, if in place today, would have eliminated 13 men’s 
basketball teams from this year’s tournament. 
To truly transform the system, the current financial incentives must change, and 
dollars must align with educational values. To do this, the Knight Commission 
recommends changing the way the N.C.A.A. distributes television revenue from the 
men’s basketball tournament. 
Our proposal would reduce the current amounts earned by winning basketball 
teams and instead, award a portion of this revenue to programs that graduate 
athletes and keep athletic expenses in check. For example, institutions would 
receive a financial reward if they were to maintain an approp[iate athletics-to: 
academics spending ratio and also meet prescribed graduation rate benchmarks. 
The Knight Commission urges leaders to consider this concept and other new ways 
to allocate escalating revenue from college sports. College presidents, conference 
commissioners and other leaders must ensure that this revenue is strengthening 
the educational missions of our universities and not undermining them with a win- 
at-all costs mentality. 
Amy Privette Perko is the executive director of the Kn(cfht Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, an independent group of 
higher education leaders. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 
Amy P. Perko 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko < @nc.rr.com> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 3:00 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&P 

Rewarding graduation success with BCS tbotball revenues 

Knight Oommissi .... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L, Knight Foundation 

May 21,2012 

Hello, 

As you are aware, changing the current postseason format for major college football is a high profile 

topic of discussion among college sports leaders associated with the NCAA’s 120-member Football 
Bowl Subdivision (FBS). With the postseason football format changes and media rights contracts 
being discussed and negotiated over the next several months, the Knight Commission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics urges seizing a unique opportunity to make a strong statement about the 
primary educational mission that is the foundation of every college athletics program. 
Requiring all teams to be on track to graduate at least half of their players to be eligible for postseason 
championships, including football bowl games has been a good start. The Knight Commission 
originally introduced that concept in a 2001 report to support its principle that policies should treat 
athletes as students first. 
With that unchanged principle in mind, the Knight Commission believes more should be done and can 
be done to use revenues in ways that strengthen the educational missions of athletics programs. 
Rewarding teams that place a priority on academic and graduation success beyond meeting minimal 
academic standards is one approach to consider. 
The Commission recently communicated with all FBS presidents and conference commissioners to 
introduce and advance a concept that bases financial rewards from the Bowl Championship Series 
(BCS) revenues (or similar postseason championship format) on academic, not just athletic, success. 

More information about the Commission’s concept and where each FBS institution would currently 
rank if this concept were implemented can be found here, 

The Commission wanted to share this timely information in order for you to have the benefit of 
understanding a different approach that we hope college presidents, conference commissioners and 
other athletic leaders will consider. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at @_k__t__~_!g__h___t_f__d___n__:__o__r_g_. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy P. Perko 
Executive Director, Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

Forward to a friend 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko ~ @nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 2:07 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.e&P 

Rewarding graduation success with BCS tbotball revenues 

Knight Oommissi .... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L, Knight Foundation 

May 21,2012 

Hello, 

As you are aware, changing the current postseason format for major college football is a high profile 

topic of discussion among college sports leaders associated with the NCAA’s 120-member Football 
Bowl Subdivision (FBS). With the postseason football format changes and media rights contracts 
being discussed and negotiated over the next several months, the Knight Commission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics urges seizing a unique opportunity to make a strong statement about the 
primary educational mission that is the foundation of every college athletics program. 
Requiring all teams to be on track to graduate at least half of their players to be eligible for postseason 
championships, including football bowl games has been a good start. The Knight Commission 
originally introduced that concept in a 2001 report to support its principle that policies should treat 
athletes as students first. 
With that unchanged principle in mind, the Knight Commission believes more should be done and can 
be done to use revenues in ways that strengthen the educational missions of athletics programs. 
Rewarding teams that place a priority on academic and graduation success beyond meeting minimal 
academic standards is one approach to consider. 
The Commission recently communicated with all FBS presidents and conference commissioners to 
introduce and advance a concept that bases financial rewards from the Bowl Championship Series 
(BCS) revenues (or similar postseason championship format) on academic, not just athletic, success. 

More information about the Commission’s concept and where each FBS institution would currently 
rank if this concept were implemented can be found here, 

The Commission wanted to share this timely information in order for you to have the benefit of 
understanding a different approach that we hope college presidents, conference commissioners and 
other athletic leaders will consider. 

If you have any questions, please contact me at j t!~_k__t__~_!g__h___t_f__d___n__:__o__r_g_. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Amy P. Perko 
Executive Director, Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

Forward to a friend 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <doug dibbert~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Knight Commission Meeting on Oct. 9 to Present Latest Research on College Sports 

Lissa - While it is always uplifting to be with you, I wish we had been together for a happier occasion. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: KCIA [mailto:KCIA@LISTSERV.KNIGHTFDN.ORG] On Behalf Of Amy Perko 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:52 AM 

To: KCIA@LISTSERV.KNIGHTFDN.ORG 
Subject: Knight Commission Heeting on Oct. 9 to Present Latest Research on College Sports 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Sept. 18,2012 

CONTACT FOR MEDIA RSVPs: 

Katie Lawson, Widmeyer Comnmnications 

({~widmeyer.com 

202.667.0901 x 

MEDIA ADVISORY 

l(aiight Commission Meeting on Oct. 9 to Present Latest Research on College Sports 

Issues offinancial sustainability and accountability in intercollegiate athletics’ will.frame reform-focused discussion among higher education leaders 

Who: The I~light Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, chaired by William E. "Brit" Kirwan, chancellor, University. System of Maryland, and R. Gerald Turner, 

president, Southern Methodist University, will be joined by Rick Legon, president, Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities; John 

Casteen, president emeritus, Universib’ of Virginia; John Cheslock, director, Center for the Study of Higher E&lcation, Penn~’lvania State University.; and 

others. 

What: Re,archers who won Knight Commission grants in 2011 to enhance the study of intercollegiate athletics policy roll pre~nt their findings. Di~ussion topics 

will include the unsustainable path of stx~rts spending in higher education, issues of oversight and accountability, the values guiding leadership in college stx~rts, 
and recommendations and strategies for refoml. 

See agenda below for more information. 

When: Tuesday, Oct. 9 from 9:45 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. ET 

Media will have an opportanib’ to interview and speak with presenters and Commission co-chairmen at the conclusion of the final session. 

Where: The Ritz-Carlton tlotel, Salon I 

1150 22nd St., NW, Washington, D.C. 

To RSVP for the meeting, contact Kalie.La~,son~i)~y__i_d_q_l_g)_~£!::__C_qLn__. 

Knight Commission on lntercolle~ate Athletics Meeting Agenda 

9:45 - 11:30 a.m. Public Session I: Presentations and discussions about the f’mdings from the Kafight Colnmission Research Initiative 

Trust, Accountability and Intewri~,: Board Responsibilities for hltercollegiate Athletics 

John Casteen, president emeritu~ University of Virginia and Rick Legon, president, Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities 

Following a Problematic, Yet Predictable, Path: The Unsustainable Nature of the Intercollegiate Athletics System 

John Cheslock, director, Center ibr the Study of Higher Education, Permsylvania State University 

D e-escalation of Commitment Among Di~4sion I Athletic Departments 

Adrien Bouchet, Warren Clinic endowed professor of sport administration, University of Tulsa, and Michael Hutchinson, assistant professor of sl~rt 

commerce, University of Memphis 

11:45 - 1:15 p.m. Public Session II: Presentations and discussions about the findings from the Knight Commission Research Initiative 



$~’hat’s At Our Core? NC.~ Division I Voting Patterns vs. Student-Athlete Wall-Being, Academic Standards and file ?anateur (Collegiate) 
Model 
Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto, Richard H. Larson professor of constitutional law-, University of Nebraska; Connie Dillon, professor emerita of adult and higher 

education, UniversiW of Oldahoma; David Clough. professor of chemical and biological engineering, University of Colorado 

Exalnining Administrator and Coach Perceptions of Value Systems in NCzZA~ Division I Athletic Departments 
Coyte G. Cooper, assistant professor of sport administration, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Erianne A. Weight, assistant protbs~r of sport 

administration, Universit.5, of North Carofina at Chapel ttiH 

Competition and Control in The Gridiron Marketplace: Findings from the Intercollegiate Athletics Leadership Database 

Jennifer Hoffmalk assistant professor, Center for Leadership in Athletics, University of Washington 

1:15 pJn. Media interview opportunities wifli presenters 

About the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

The Knight Commission was formed by the John S. caM James L. Knight Foundation in October 1989 in response to more thcot a decade of highly visible 

scandals in college .sports. The Commission’s goal is to promote a ref!)rm agenda that emphasizes academic values in a climate in which commercialization 

of college ~porm often overshack)ws the underlying goaJs of higher echtcation. In June 2010, the L%light Commi~ss’ion on Intercollegiate Athletics released its 

third major report, RestoriJN the Bahmce: Dollars, Values and the Furore of College Sports’. The NCAA adopted one of the report’s central 

recommendations in 20 l l requiring teams to be on track to grachtate more than 50 percent of their players in order to be eligible f!)r postseason 

competition. More #formation about the Commission including its’ prior reports can be found at www.KniNhtCommission.org. 

About the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

The John S. and James L. Knight Foundation advances journalism in the digital age and invests’ in the vimlif of communities where the L~tight brothem 

owned newspapers. A) tight Foundation focuses on projects’ that promote infomned and engaged communities and lead to tranffomnational change. For 
more information, visit www. kni~hr/bwMation, org. 

### 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Knight Commission Meeting on Oct. 9 to Present Latest Research on College Sla~rts 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Knight Commissi ..... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Sep. 19, 2012 

Knight Commission Meeting on Oct, 9 to Present Latest 
Research on College Sports 

Issues of financial sustainability and accountability in intercollegiate athletics will 
frame reform-focused discussion among higher education leaders 

Who: The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, chaired by William E. 
"Brit" Kirwan, chancellor, University System of Maryland, and R. Gerald Turner, 
president, Southern Methodist University, will be joined by Rick Legon, president, 
Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities; John Casteen, 
president emeritus, University of Virginia; John Cheslock, director, Center for the 
Study of Higher Education, Pennsylvania State University; and others. 

What: Researchers who won Knight Commission grants in 2011 to enhance the 

study of intercollegiate athletics policy will present their findings.Discussion topics will 
include the unsustainable path of sports spending in higher education, issues of 
oversight and accountability, the values guiding leadership in college sports, and 
recommendations and strategies for reform. 

See agenda below for more information. 
When: Tuesday, Oct. 9 from 9:45 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. ET 

Media will have an opportunity to interview and speak with presenters 
and Commission co-chairmen at the conclusion of the final session. 

Where: The Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Salon I 
1150 22nd St., NW, Washington, D.C. 

To RSVP for the meeting, contact            @widmeyer.com. 
Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

Meeting Agenda 

¯ 9:45 - 11:30 a.m. Public Session I: Presentations and discussions about 
the findings from the Knight Commission Research initiative 

Trust, Accountability and integrity: Board Responsibilities for 
intercollegiate Athletics. John Casteen, president emeritus, University of 
Virginia and Rick Legon, president, Association of Governing Boards of 
Colleges and Universities 
Following a Problematic, Yet Predictable, Path: The Unsustainable 
Nature of the intercollegiate Athletics System. John Cheslock, director, 
Center for the Study of Higher Education, Pennsylvania State University 

De-escalation of Commitment Among Division I Athletic Departments. 
Adrien Bouchet, Warren Clinic endowed professor of sport administration, 
University of Tulsa, and Michael Hutchinson, assistant professor of sport 
commerce, University of Memphis 

¯ 11:45 - 1:15 p.m. Public Session I1: Presentations and discussions about 
the findings from the Knight Commission Research initiative 

What’s At Our Core? NCAA Division I Voting Patterns vs. Student- 
Athlete Well-Being, Academic Standards and the Amateur (Collegiate) 
Model. Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto, Richard H. Larson professor of 
constitutional law, University of Nebraska; Connie Dillon, professor emerita of 
adult and higher education, University of Oklahoma; David Clough, professor 
of chemical and biological engineering, University of Colorado 

Examining Administrator and Coach Perceptions of Value Systems in 



NCAA Division I Athletic Departments. Coyte G. Cooper, assistant 
professor of sport administration, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
and Erianne A. Weight, assistant professor of sport administration, University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Competition and Control in The Gridiron Marketplace: Findings from 
the intercollegiate Athletics Leadership Database. Jennifer Hoffman, 
assistant professor, Center for Leadership in Athletics, University of 
Washington 

° 1:15 p.m. Media interviewopportunities with presenters 

About the Kniqht Commission on Intercolleqiate Athletics 
The Knight Commission was formed by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation in 
October 1989 in response to more than a decade of highly visible scandals in college 
sports. The Commission’s goal is to promote a reform agenda that emphasizes academic 
values in a climate in which commercialization of college sports often overshadows the 
underlying goals of higher education. In June 2010, the Knight Commission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics released its third major report, ~R~e~s~t~r~i~n~g~t~h~e~B~a~l~a~n~c~e~;~D~l~a~ 
Values and the Future of College Sports. The NCAA adopted one of the report’s central 
recommendations in 2011 requiting teams to be on track to graduate more than 50 3ercent 
of their players in order to be eligible for postseason competition. More information about 
the Commission including its prior reports can be found at www.KnightCommission.orq. 
About the John S. and James L. Kniqht Foundation 
The John S. and James L. Knight Foundation advances journalism in the digital age and 
invests in the vitality of communities where the Knight brothers owned newspapers. Knight 
Foundation focuses on projects that promote informed and engaged communities and lead 
to transformational change. For more information, visit www.knightfoundation.org. 

Forward to a friend 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <doug_dibbert@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 5:33 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Growing Impact of High Financial Stakes in College Sports Highlighted at Knight Commission Meeting 

Lissa - Thought you’d find this of interest. Hope all is well. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE OCTOBER 9, 2012 

Growing Impact of High Financial Stakes in College Sports Highlighted at Knight Commission Meeting 

Reports Call for Stronger Board Oversight and New Policy Approaches to Address the Widening Divide among Athletics Programs 

WASHINGTON--The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics met in Washington, D.C. to hear research reports from higher education 
experts and scholars that reaffirmed the need for different policy approaches and stronger board oversight in college sports. 

Research findings highlighted the widening divide in college sports between the "haves" and "have-nots," and its potential impact on institutional 
finances, student tuition and fees. The divide also reveals itself in votes on NCAA rules that impact athlete well-being, academic standards and 
"the collegiate model." 

The research findings were the centerpiece of a meeting in which the Commission discussed progress that had been made on its most recent 
policy initiative to impact the distribution of a projected $500 million in annual revenue from the future football playoff. The Commission has 
advocated that academic outcomes, such as graduation rates, be considered in the formula for distributing the windfall of new revenue. The 
Commission also reviewed advancements in reform. Most prominently, the NCAA adopted one of the Knight Commission’s central 
recommendations that a team should be required to be on track to graduate 50 percent of its players to be eligible for a postseason 
championship. 

"This is a crucial moment for ensuring the integrity of college sports," said William E. (Brit) Kirwan, co-chairman of the Commission and chancellor 
of the University System of Maryland. "We need to think beyond the payoff from a playoff and consider an incentive structure that strengthens the 
educational missions of our programs for the long term." 

Research: Shaping policy and practice in intercollegiate athletics 

Last year, the Knight Commission awarded qrantstotalinq$100,000 to six research projects focused on policy and practice in intercollegiate 
athletics--building on the Commission’s legacy as a change agent to enhance the ability of sports programs to benefit both students and 
institutions. The grants went to a combination of established scholars and new voices in the fast-growing area of sport policy, embracing 
practitioners and scholars of both higher education and sport management. 

"Our goal was to seed the field for new work and new voices beyond what the Commission has done," said R. Gerald Turner, co-chairman of the 
Commission and president of Southern Methodist University. "We thought it was important to take the Commission’s record on promoting policy 
and positive change in higher education and support others in their complementary efforts." 

The research findings contribute to the ongoing work of the Commission to examine governance issues in college sports. Among the research 
findings, the Association of Governing Boards report concludes with a set of recommendations for boards (exercising appropriate oversight while 
respecting the authority of campus presidents and chancellors), presidents (acting transparently on matters of athletics), and the NCAA (ensuring 
that its manuals recognize the role and importance of trustees). 

"Our concern is that if boards do not act to ensure an appropriate balance between athletics and academics in our higher education institutions, 
policy makers or others will do it for us," write the authors. 

All of the research reports are available as PDF documents at http:!!www.knightcommission.org, and the individual reports are hyperlinked below. 

Project 1 : "Trust Accountability, and Integrity: Board Responsibilities for Intercollegiate Athletics." Authors: John Casteen, University of Virginia, 
and Richard D. Legon, Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities 

Project 2: "Following a Problematic, Yet Predictable Path: The Unsustainable Nature of the Intercollegiate Athletics System." Authors: John J. 
Cheslock and David B. Knight, Pennsylvania State University 

Project 3: "De-escalation of Commitment among Division I Athletic Departments." Authors: Michael Hutchinson, University of Memphis, and Adrien 
Bouchet, University of Tulsa 

Proiect 4: "Examininq Administrator and Coach Perceiotions of Value Systems in NCAA Division I Athletic Departments." Authors: Coyte G. 
Cooper and Erianne A. Weight, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Project 5: "What’s at our core? NCAA Division I Voting Patterns vs. Student-Athlete Well=Being, Academic Standards and the Amateur 
(Colle.qiate) Model" Authors: Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto, University of Nebraska; Connie Dillon, University of Oklahoma; and David Clough, 
University of Colorado 

Project 6: "Competition and Control in The Gridiron Marketplace: Findings from the Intercolleqiate Athletics Leadership Database." Jennifer Lee 
Hoffman, Assistant Professor, Center for Leadership in Athletics, University of Washington 



Media inquiries 

Contact: Katie Lawson, Widmeyer Communications 

m@widmeyer.comI 

About the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

The Knight Commission was formed by the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation in October 1989 in response to more than a decade of 

highly visible scandals in college sports. The Commission’s goal is to promote a reform agenda that emphasizes academic values in a 
climate in which commercialization of college sports often overshadows the underlying goals of higher education. In June 2010, the Knight 
Commission on Intercoflegiate Athletics released its third major report, Restoring the Balance: Doflars Values and the Future of Coflege 

Sports. The NCAA adopted one of the report’s central recommendations in 2011 requiring teams to be on track to graduate more than 50 
percent of their players in order to be eligible for postseason competition. More information about the Commission including its prior reports 

can be found at wvvv.KnightCommission.org. 

About the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

The John S. and James L.. Knight Foundation advances journalism in the digital age and invests in the vitafity of communities where the 
Knight brothers owned newspapers.. Knight Foundation focuses on projects that promote informed and engaged communities and lead to 
transformational change. For more information, visit w4a/.kniqhtfoundation.orq. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please click on the following Internet link and confirm your request: 
Click here for www link -or- 
please click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without any text: 
Click here for e-mail 
You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal., 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <doug dibbert@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 2:24 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Knight Commission Honors Bill Friday and Reports on Recent Meeting 

Lissa - Thought you’d find this of interest. 

i.~.i Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Oct. 18, 2012 

Hello, 
As we prepared this letter to share the results of the Knight Commission’s Oct. 9 
meeting, we suffered a great loss with the death of William C. Friday on Oct. 12. Mr. 
Friday was the founding co-chairman and inspiration for the Knight Commission. He was 
the moral compass for the Knight Commission and higher education on the subjects of 
presidential leadership, academic and financial integrity. 
Called a "leader for the ages," by the Raleiqh Newsand Observer President Friday 
was an influential national leader in education and one of the longest serving university 
presidents, having led the North Carolina system from 1956 to 1986. in 2005, the year 
he retired from the Knight Commission, the NCAA presented him with its prestigious 
Gerald R. Ford Award recognizing his decades of inspired leadership in higher education. 
Father Theodore Hesburgh, president emeritus of the University of Notre Dame and 
Friday’s Iongtime co-chair on the Commission, said, "I spent many years with him, hand 
and glove, as we tried to clean up intercollegiate athletics. Bill’s intelligence was 
matched only by his integrity. We will certainly miss him...and there is no one to match 
him." 
President Friday and Father Hesburgh chaired the Commission when it issued its 1991 
and 2001 reports. President Friday’s stalwart determination to see college athletics 
reform efforts through to the end is evident in a Washh~gton Post interview with him 
published just two weeks ago. 

The John S. and James L. Knight Foundation honored President Friday with a 
$25,000 contribution to a memorial fund in his name to be used to support college 
scholarships. 
President Friday leaves a tremendous legacy and all current and former Knight 
Commission members and staff are honored to have worked with him. Tributes and more 
information about President Friday are accessible on --w-----w----w--~-’~-k-~~~i~~-h---t--c---~-----rD----rD-[-s---s--i~-~--D~~-~--rg~ 

Knight Commission’s Oct, 9 meeting 
The Knight Commission met in Washington, D.C. on Oct. 9 to hear research reports 
from higher education experts and scholars that reaffirmed the need for different policy 
approaches and stronger board oversight in college sports. 
The researchers won Knight Commission grants in 2011 totaling $100,000 to conduct 
research that would enhance the study of intercollegiate athletics policy. This 
initiative builds on the Commission’s legacy as a change agent to enhance the ability of 
sports programs to benefit both students and institutions. 

Research findings highlighted the widening divide in college sports between the "haves" 
and "have-nots," and its potential impact on institutional finances, student tuition and 
fees. The divide also reveals itself in votes on NCAA rules that impact athlete well- 
being, academic standards and "the collegiate model." 
R. Gerald Turner, co-chairman of the Commission and president of Southern Methodist 
University said, "We thought it was important to take the Commission’s record on 
promoting policy and positive change in higher education and support others in their 
complementary efforts." 
Listed below this message are the report titles and authors, along with links to the 
actual reports. 
The research findings were the centerpiece of the meeting in which the Commission also 
discussed progress that had been made on its most recent policy initiative to impact 
the distribution of a projected $500 million in annual revenue from the future football 
playoff. The Commission has advocated that academic outcomes, such as graduation 
rates, be considered in the formula for distributing the windfall of new revenue. The 
Commission also reviewed advancements in reform. Nost prominently, the .N____C_~ 

adopted one of the Knight Commission’s central recommendations that a team 
should be required to be on track to graduate 50 percent of its players to be eligible for 
a postseason championship. 
Below the listing of research projects are links to some of the news articles reporting on 
the Knight Commission’s meeting. 
Thank you for your interest. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Best regards, 
Amy Perko 
Executive Director 
RESEARCH REPORTS 
All of the research reports are available as PDF documents at 
www.knightcommission.org, and the individual reports are hyperlinked below. 
Project 2: "Trust Accountability, and Inteqrity: Board Responsibilities for Intercolleqiate 
Athletics." Authors: 3ohn Casteen, University of Virginia, and Richard D. Legon, 
Association of Governing Boards of Colleges and Universities. 



ProJect 2: "Following a Problematic, Yet Predictable, Path: The Unsustainable Nature of 
the Intercollegiate Athletics System." Authors: John J. Cheslock and David B. Knight, 
Pennsylvania State University. 

Project 3: "De-escalation of Commitment among Division I Athletic Departments." 
Authors: Michael Hutchinson, University of Memphis, and Adrien Bouchet, University of 
Tu Isa. 

Project 4: "Examining Administrator and Coach Perceptions of Value Systems in NCAA 
Division I Athletic Departments." Authors: Coyte G. Cooper and Erianne A. Weight, 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Project 5: "What’s at our core? NCAA Division I Votinq Patterns vs. Student-Athlete 

Well-Being Academic Standards and the Amateur (Collegiate) Model" Authors: 
Josephine (Jo) R. Potuto, University of Nebraska; Connie Dillon, University of Oklahoma; 
and David Clough, University of Colorado. 

Project 6: "Competition and Control in The Gridiron Marketplace: Findinqs from the 

Intercolleqiate Athletics Leadership Database." Author: Jennifer Lee Hoffman, Assistant 
Professor, Center for Leadership in Athletics, University of Washington. 
ARTICLES 
Governing Boards Are Urqed to Sharpen Their Oversight of Sports, The Chronicle of 
Higher Education 
Group Renews Call for more board oversight, USA Today.com 

Knight Commission’s Iosinq battle, ESPN.com 
Researchers Offer Slew of Policy Suqqestions for Governinq Athletics, Ed ucati0n 
Week 

Forward to a friend 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <doug dibbert@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 11:27 AM 

Thorp, ttolden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Bubba Cmmingham <bubbac@uncaa.~mc.edu-*; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.~mc.edu-* 

FW: New Analysis on Academic Spending Versus Athletic Spending in Division I Public Colleges and Universities 

HNden, Bubba, and Lissa - I11 also forward the additionM material Amy references when it arrives, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: KCIA [mailto:KCIA@LISTSERV.KNIGHTFDN.ORG] On Behalf Of Amy Perko 
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: KCIA@LISTSERV.KNIGHTFDN.ORG 
Subject: FW: New Analysis on Academic Spending Versus Athletic Spending in Division I Public Colleges and Universities 

Deaf Colfeagdes,, 
e/T’.,,ail     " " ~" """~’~ "~- ~ ......... i’-me,,’ica,,’l "’-’""%" " ........ ~’-" ~.>~’-~~-’-~,--’ ~ se:,,’lt: ~""" ......... ~- "~"’,’~",-"," ’~’,’, it>:i; I:.’,,,,’i~.-’f ",,~" 

athietk’.s ap.,,d academic speP.,,ding, .l"li be sending additioP.,,al hsI:?,’,,m-~ation to ?"ok~ ab.,ou’.,~ this, 
£.,,,-y~y 
From: Delta Cost [mailto: ~air.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 16, 2013 3:01 PM 

To: ~      @nc.rr.com 
Subject: New Analysis on Academic Spending Versus Athletic Spending in Division I Public Colleges and Universities 

1-0 view this email as a web page~ 9’0 here. 

College Athletic Departments Spend Three to Six Times More per Athlete Than Their 
InstRutions Spend to Educate Each Student 

The athletic departments of most public colleges and univelsities competing in National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I sports typically spend three to six times as 
much per athlete as their institutions spend io educate ~heir students, according to a new 
report by the Delta Cost Project at American Institutes for Research (AIR). 

The report, titled Academic Spet~ding Vers.s Athletic Sper~dir~g: Who W#~s?, also 

shows that athletic costs increased at least twice as fast as academic spending, on a per 
capita basis, across each ol the three Division I subdivisions between 2005 and 2010 and 
that most athletic departments receive subsidies from their colleges and universities because 
they do not generate enough revenue to cover all of their costs. 

Download the .f_t_!]]__r_e~__o__[_t. on the Delta Cost Projec~ website or read the AIR !!e__w___s___r__e_’J__e__a___s:_e_. 

For further information, phase contact: 
Donna Desrochers at        @air.orq or 202-403-6241 
Rita Kirshstein, Director of the Delta Cost Project at AIR, ai, @£ajr:£!Lq or’ 202-403- 
5410 

The Delta Cost Project (wvwv.deltacostproiect.or.q) at AIR is driven by the beliefs that college 
spending can be contained without sacrificing access or edticational quality and that better 
use of data can inform strategic decision making. 

Established in 1946, AIR is a nonpartisan, not-for-profit organization that conducts and 
applies behavioral and social science research both domestically and internationally in the 
areas of education, health, and workforce productivity. 

Tbi:; em::ql :,~.1".: :2~..:~1. :.o. 

@_n_._c_:.r_r_:__c.o_m- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko < ~knighffdn.org> 

Tuesday, Februao, 5, 2013 1 l:l 5 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Knight Commission update on athletics speMing and tbotba]l playoffrevenue distribution 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

[~ Knight Commissi .... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

Feb. 5, 2013 

Hello, 
This is to update you on progress related to two initiatives of the Knight Commission on 
Intercollegiate Athletics. In its 2010 Restoring the Balance report, the Knight 
Commission called for strengthening accountability for college sports through requiring 
greater transparency of athletics finances, including better measures to compare 
athletics spending to academic spending, and rewarding practices that make 
academic values a priority. 
Comparing athletics and academic spending 
The Knight Commission continues to track and publish financial data on athletics and 
academic spending, and promote ways to encourage responsible spending. Updated 
data can be accessed here. 
These data were recently published in an j___n___d___e_A__e_D__d___e____n__t_____b__r__i___e__f__.produced by ._T_h_e_____D___e__[t_a_. 
Cost Project at the American Institutes for Research. The brief, titled "Academic 
Spending Versus Athletic Spending: Who Wins’?," highlighted that annual spending on 
sports by public universities in the six most highly-resourced conferences passed 
$100,000 per athlete -- about six to 12 times the amount those universities spent per 
student on academics. The data also showed that athletic costs increased at least 
twice as fast as academic spending, on a per-capita basis, across each of the three 

Division I subdivisions. 
This brief underscores the importance of addressing these trends and their implications. 
Articles about the brief can be accessed at the bottom of this message. 

Rewarding practices that make academic values a priority 
In its 2010 report and again while the new major college football playoff was being 
considered, the Commission promoted a new approach to dividing the postseason 
football revenues. The Commission called for incentives to be aligned with academic 
values by considering academic outcomes, such as graduation rates, in the formula for 
distributing the windfall of new revenue. 
Late last year, officials announced a framework for the football playoff revenue 
distribution plan that will "share revenue, for the first time in college football history, 
based on academic performance as part of the funding formula." A tenth of playoff 
revenues (estimated at $37.5 million) will be directed toward rewarding FBS institutions 
whose football teams exceed a specified Academic Progress Rate threshold. 
The Knight Commission continues to promote concepts that will align incentives with 
practices that emphasize the educational mission of college sports. 
Thank you for your interest. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Best regards, 
Amy Perko 

Executive Director 
ARTICLES 
"A separate class: Study highlights huge spending gaps between athletics and 
.a___c___a____d___e____m___i__c__s__~j’___Associated Press (reprinted in 100+ media outlets) 

"Report Describes Big Gaps in Athletic vs. Academic Spending," The Chronicle of 
Higher Educa tion 
:’...c...~..~..Le.ge....f..~...~...t.b...a.~.N.a...Y..~..f.f...m..~...n...e..y...atta.£h~..a..~.3.£#~#.Q£.A~ad.~mi£.R~eg[.~.~.~..~.e.t~ 
incentive to schools~" Birmingham News 
"Agreement on BCS playoff structure reached," USA Today 

Forward to a friend 

This emaii was sent to Ibroome@amail.unc.edu by     @knicl[ltfdrl.orr4 :: 
_Ll_A_d__a__t__e__k~__r_9_f_[[_eZL~La_[L_A__d__d__Le__s__s. instant removal with ._S__a__f_�_,__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_L_b__e_’< [_%v__a__c_L_r_~gJj_c_y__. 

Knight Foundation :: Wachovia Financial Center i Suite 3300 200 South Biscayne Boulevard i Miami FL :: 33131 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <doug dibbert~unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:54 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Knight Commission, panelists call tbr stronger focus on educational mission in college sports 

Lissa - Just in case you have not seen this. 
> 

>> 

>> MEDIA CONTACT: 
>> Francesca Ernst, Widmeyer Communications 
>> t@wi&neyer corn 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Knight Commission, panelists call for stronger focus on educational mission in college sports 
>> 

>> Commission also announces latest update to its athletic and academic spending database 
>> 

>> March 17, 2014 (Miami) - The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics heard passionate dialogue during a meeting here Monday on a range of issues facing college sports, 
particularly issues of academics and well-being for college athletes 
>> 
>> "This is clearly a critical moment for college sports," said R Gerald Turner, co-chairman of the Conm~ission and president of Southern Methodist Umversity. "V~at we heard today will 
help shape the Commission’s agenda to preserve the core educational values of college sports while facing the challenges of the present day" 
>> 
>> Potential changes to the NCAA’s governance structure were a major ]2~cus of the conversation, particularly the desire of the five major conferences for more autonomy. The NCAA’s 
Division I Board of I)irectors is considering its own membership composition The Commission reiterated its call ]2~r the NCAA to add independent members to the board, particularly former 
college athletes and individuals with relewmt professional experience. 
>> 
>> Panelists expressed a strong desire to address issues of health, safety and educational outcomes for college athletes from a variety of perspectives During the meeting, Umversity of 
Hartford President Walter tlarrison credited academic reforms inspired by the Knight Commission with increasing graduation rates for Division I athletes to 82 percent. 
>> 

>> A theme running through the conversation was the need to bring more attention to the well-being of college athletes. Big 12 Conference Commissioner Bob Bow]sby echoed calls for the 
"Big 5" leagues (the Atlantic Coast, Big Ten, Big 12, Pacific-12, and Southeastern Conferences) to receive more autonomy to manage issues such as increasing the value of a scholarship to 
the cost of attendance and allowing athletes to return to college to finish degrees after their sports careers are over. 
>> 

>> Ramogi tluma, president of the National Collegiate Players Association, presented a set of proposals to preserve players’ publici~ and labor rights, address brain inj uries and cover 
players’ medical costs, and create an education trust fund 
>> 

>> Former NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue, now chairman of the board of Georgetown University, placed issues in the context of broad challenges to American higher education. He 
called specifically for a recommitment of the NCAA and the college athletic establishment to academics. 
>> 

>> "Perhaps instead of the NCAA, it should be the NCAAA," Tagliabue said. "The National Collegiate Academic Athletic Association." 
>> 

>> The discussion during both panels mirrored concerns expressed by the Knight Commission about making sure athletes have a successfu] academic experience, whether by guaranteeing 
scholarships for multiple years, using broadcast revenues to reward academic success, allocating new resources for health and safety, or other means. 
>> 

>> The Commission also announced an update to its database on spending on college sports and academics among Division I public institutions Data from 2005-12 are now available at 
http://spendingdatabaseknightcommissi~n~rg<http://spendingdatabaseknightc~mmissi~n.~rg/>/ Users can view graphs, sort data, and download their own files for individual colleges, 
conferences, or NCAA divisions. 
>> 

>> The database shows the following trends: 
>> 

>> 

>> * From 2005-2012, in eveW Division I subdivision, athletic spending grew at a faster rate than acadenric spending on a per-capita basis. The gap is largest anrong those institutions 
competing in the FBS and smallest among those institutions without football. 
>> * From 2005-2012, academic spending at institutions in the FBS grew just 6% per capita after adjusting for iatTation, while athletic spending grew 43% and football spending per football 
player grew- 70% even without considering spending on athletic scholarships. 
>> * The growth in coaching salaries has been a big factor in athletic spending growth rates: among the five conferences with the largest athletics budgets, median coaching salaries 
increased as much as 70% in inflation-adjusted temls front 2005 to 2012. Median coaching salaries at FBS schools rose 45% from 2005 to 2012. 
>> * From 2005-2012, in evely Division I subdivision, the growth in institutional funding to athletics per athlete was greater than the growth in academic spending per student. 
>>* How-ever, for institutions in the top spendir~g quartile in the FB S, more significant gro’~’th in getlerated re~renues tlas decreased tk~e reliatlce on institutional funditlg tktrough student 
fees and other sources. 
>> 

>> The Conmfission will consider discussions from today’s nreeting as it considers its strategic direction over the next few- nronths. Transcripts and video from today’s nreetmg will be 
available later this week on the Commission’s website, http://www.knightcomlnission.org<http:i/www.knightconmfission.org/>. 
>> 

>> About the Knight Conmfission on Intercollegiate Athletics 
>> The Knight Cormnission on Intercollegiate Athletics<http:i/www.kni~htcolrunission.or~/> was formed by the Jotm S. and James L. Knight Foundation in October 1989 in response to 
more than a decade of scandals in college sports. The Commission’s reports in 1991, 2001, and 2010 have shaped a significant portion of the NCAA’s refornr of rules and governance. The 
Cormnission’s proposals and reports can be found at http://~’w.kni~htcommission.or~<http:i/www.kni~htconmfission.or~/>. 
>> 

>> About the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 
>> Knight Foundation supports transformational ideas that promote quality journalism, advance media iunovation, engage communities and foster the arts. We believe that democracy 
thrives when people and communities are informed and engaged. For more, visit wwwknightf°undati°n°rg<http://wwwknightf°undati°n°rg> 

>>. 

>> 

>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lochbaum, Derek W < @aux- services.unc.edtr~ 

Monday, 1:14 PM 

OI1, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Gittem~an, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, 

Dennis K <mumby@email.nnc.edu>; t taddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa I, 

<lbroome@email unc edtr~; Mosley, Layna <mosley(@t nc edu-~; Tewaxi, Meenu <mtewari,@unc.edu-~; May, Steve 
<skmay@email.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <             ({banx-services.nnc.edt~>:                      @live.unc.edtr~- 

~live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edn>; Weis~ 

Meredith ~-~mlwelss@emaal.unc .edtc> 

Harnish, Emily Jane <ehamish@email.unc.edu~; Beale, Michael qnichaelbeale@unc.edu>; Brien, Shmanon <sbrien@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com’; ’@gmaJl.com>; @yahoo.corn’; Andrews, Richard N 

<pete andrews@nnc.edu> 

U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee Hearings re: Bangladesh - 

All, 

On the U.S. Senate Foreign Relations Committee held hearings on the issues we have been discussing in Bangladesh, 

There were two panels during the Committee hearings. 

PANEL ONE: 

Hon. Nisha Desai Biswell 

Assistant Secretary of State for South and Central Asian Affairs 

U.S. Department of State 

Eric Biel 

Acting Associate Deputy Undersecretary for International Affairs, Bureau of International Labor Affairs 

U.S. Department of Labor 

Lewis Karesh 

Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Labor 

Office of the U.S. Trade Representative 

PANELTWO: 

Hon. Ellen Tauscher 

Chairman of the Board of Directors 

Alliance for Bangladesh Worker Safety 

Scott Nova 

Worker Rights Consortium 

Witness Signatory to the Accord on Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh 

Kalpona Akter 

Executive Director 

Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity 

Both panels can viewed in one video at .h..t..t..p.~/Z.w..~.w..~.w..~:f-~..r-e..!g.n..:.s-e-n..a..t.e:~y~h.e.ar!~s[pLQsp~e£[s~f~rzd.£~12cra~[!c~[ec~.n£!!!.at!~Q~n~a.n.d~w~£ke~[sL~g~hts~!.~Lba.p.~[&d.es.h. 

Thank you, 

Derek W. Lochbaum 

Director of Trademarks and I.icensing 

The University of Nort:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

15 b-:moir H~ll, C8 #1500 

Chapel Elill, NC 27599-1500 

P: 919-962-2403 

F: 9:[9-962-1656 

Emaih derek Iochbaum@unc,edu 

Web: wwwJicensing,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

ttamish, Emily Jane <ehamish@email.unc.edu>; Oft, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; 

~gmail.com’; ~. Carbrey’ @gmail.com>; ’ ~yahoo.com’; Andrews, Richard N 

<pete andrews@unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P-~-<damelo~/)r’--, " ~, j~mau.unc.edtr~;" " Tewaxi,            Meenu <mtewari@unc.edtr~; 

@live.unc.edu>;                     3!live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <i @aux-services.unc.edu~,; May, Steve <skmay@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, 

Layna <mosley@unc.edt~-; Brien, Shannon < sbfien@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K -:mumby@email.unc.edu:>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@emsil.unc.edu>; Beaie, Michael <michaelbeale@unc.edu> 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Meeting 

Dear Fellow Committee members, 

Our current agenda allows Ms. Akter only 10 minutes to speak with us, while the VF reps get 20. This seems unfair. Why the disparity? Unless Ms. Akter has 

requested that her time be half of what VF’s is, we should allow her equal time. 

Also, given that the students from SAW have provided us with so much relevant information, it would seem they should be on the agenda as well? If they are the 

"guests," they should have more time if they need it to provide us with new information, if they have it. 

Thoughts? 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Haddix 

Senior Staff Attorney 

UNC School of Law 

Center for Civil Rights 

919-445-0176 (o) 

emhaddix@unc.edu 

323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
IMPORTANT: This emaiI transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and 
exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the 
communication to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify me immediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Meenu Tewari <mtewari@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday~ 8:54 AM 

ttamish, Emily Jane <ehamish@email.unc.edu>; Oft, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 

Gittemmn, Dmliel P <&nielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin 

<emclaugh@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Tewari, Meenu <mtewari~unc.edu>; Mar’, Steve 

<skmay@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtc,; 

~!live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu> @live.unc.edu> 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@email.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W--~DWLochbaum@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Re: LLCAC Meeting Tomon~ow 

Dear Emily and Colleagues, 

Thank you tbr compiling and sharing the minutes, "the dra£t recommendation, mad all the other supporting documents. As you know I’m in the field currently and ~ have 

been unable to join the meetings, after having reviewed all the material that has been shared, I wanted to reiterate my suptx~rt tbr the recommending that UNC require 

its licensees sourcing collegiate apparel from Bangladesh to sign the Accord. 

I really appreciated all the details, pros and cons, and also Layna useful email. As I noted before (email appended below), of the options available, the morally credible 

option for me is that UNC, as a leader in the collegiate apparel business and as an institution that cares of labor and human rights, goes with the Accord. As Layna 

pointed out. tiffs addresses only a small subset of options that finns nmy exercise (such as shifting their UNC sourcing to other countries to bypass the requirements of 

the Accord), and that the actual outcome for workers depends on many other institutional factors, a majority of which relate to links between the state and labor in 

Bangladesh. Moreover. the Accord covers only one country. 

That said, the discussion on the table is about the Accord, the Alliance, or no action. To my mind the Accord breaks important new ground where it shiits, tbr the first 

time, ti~m teh standard triparhte discussions of responsibility and rights to a quadripartite discussion where brands and buyers m-e part of a binding set of relationship 

around fire and safety assurances in "the buildings where their merchandize is produced. A version of fills arrangement was historically key to the evolution of labor fights 

in the garment industry in the US and it is an advmace that something like fills is bring attempted in developing countries. 

To the extent that it is an experiment, it is understandable that it is limited to one countly which is a major supplier and where serious violations have occurred. One 

hopes that as the results of this experiment are evaluated mid understoo& and as things evolve over time, new learning will take place that may allow improvements in 

current arrmlgements and may well be diffused more widely to other countries. To give the arrangement a chance to actually paly out on the ground, I feel it is impo(tant 

for a lot of the players (firms, brands) to be involved and to participate. That is a second reason I would like to see UNC take a leadership position and join with the 

other universities who are already on board to strengthen the Accord. 

Perhaps eventually, if things work out, these kinds of agreements may be applied to all apparel and not just collegiate apparel. That remains to be seen. 

As I’d noted at the end of January, I’ve spoken to several actors here in India and my thoughts on that are appended below. 

Dear Emily, 

Thank you. That will be around 1:30-3 mn for me here. Perhaps I can read the minutes and come to a conclusion. 

Since nay time in India I’ve had occasion to meet people working for Primark, some buyers in one of India’s lm-gest cotton knitwear clusters (Tiruppur), suppliers and 

buyers visiting that region and some people ti’om the ILO and independent consultants. I’ve discussed the Accord and Allimace with them and "the one thing I can say is 

that every single one I’ve spoken with was dismissive of the Alliance. While many critiqued both, the genera] sense was that if one needs to sign something, credibility 

rests mainly with the Accord. For some even the Accord is an eyewash and inadequate, but even so it is seen as stronger than the Alliance. 

So while I understand that UNC’s largest supplier is affiliated with the Alliance and it is an NC based company and local jobs axe involved, I think UNC’s credibility as 

a voice for accountability mid fuirness would be compromised if we went with the Alliance simply because of the NC jobs issue. I thinl< it is far more powerful to lead 

by example, and then reach out and meet the company halfway and try to help them make the transition rather than buclde under pressure. 

So my vote is still with the Accord. IfI can’t join in the meeting, please do share my vote with the others, mid I’ll look forward to reading the minutes of that meeting. 

Best, 
Meenu 

On 12:04 PM, Hamish, Emily Jane wrote: 

Good Afternoon, 

Please find attached the minutes from the last meeting of the LLCAC, the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting, and most importantly, the 

Recommendation Options Draft Pros and Cons drafted by Meredith and Derek. Please review this draft prior to tomorrow’s 9:05am meeting in Vance 

120, and come prepared to discuss. 

If you are unable to attend the meeting in person, please use the conference line Access code 



Thank you to everyone for your participation and help, 
Emily 

X~ u°ologo 
(2) 

Emily Harnish 
Executive Assistant 
Vice Chancellor for Finance & Administration 
800 South BuilditN 
Carrlpus Box 1000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ehamb;h@une.edu (0)919.9@2.7244 @)919.9@2.0@47 

Meenu T ~’wari 

Associate Professor 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

- Kt 

919 962 4/58 - o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mumby, Dennis K <mumbTr(@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday ¯ 6:13 PM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

HaxtdiK Elizabeth McLanghlin <emclaugh@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weiss, Meredith <mlweis@email .unc.ed~>; Tewari, Meenu 
<mtewa~@unc.edu>; Off, Shirley A < sao@unc.edtc,; Cmminghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gitterman, Daniel P 
<danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Lwna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve <skmay@email.mm.edtc,; Broome, Lissa L 
<lbroome@email.unc .edu>; Lambden                                     @live.unc.edu>; 

~@ive.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux-services.mm.edu>; Harnish, Emily Jane 
<ehamish@email.uuc.edu> 

Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

I must admit I was a little nonplussed by the inclusion of option 2, but I presumed committee members had recommended it be included at the last meeting (which I was 
unable 1,~ attend because I was "teaching). I would also be in favor of a much more unequivocal statement regarding support of option 1 tlmt more accurately reflects the 
committee’s consensus. 

Dennis Mumby 
Professor 
Depa~’~unent of Communication Studies 
University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3285 

On at 16:30, ’ (~:live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I agree with Elizabeth and remain troubled with offering both option one and two. In the last round of edits, I suggested strengthening the 

language supporting option one and was ok with leaving option two, but reading it again I think that having option two does not accurately 

convey the committee’s sentiment and also puts the chancellor in a precarious position. While I agree that we should not handcuff the 

chancellor, what good is suggesting an option that the vast majority of the committee sees as falling far short of option one? We could be 

leading the chancellor down a rabbit hole by not clearly stating one recommendation. 

From: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 2:55 PM 

To: Weiss, Meredith 
Cc: Tewari, Meenu; Ort, Shirley; Cunningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel; Mumby, Dennis; Haddix, Elizabeth; Mosley, Layna; May, Steven; Broome, 

Lissa; ; Lochbaum, Derek; eharnish 

Subject: Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 
Thanks Meredith. Sorry it’s taken the a while to respond.-- family crisis. I’m at unc hospital with my son. 

Dismayed that we’ve got two somewhat conflicting recommendations here. I didn’t heat any committee member daring the meetings express or discuss a preference fnr option 

dmz.~: t~s~d[lo,,,k.,~,r,~t~ shabby thatwe’reoJ[:ering 2. Seems the place to try to reach consensus was at our rneetin~,s. ’]Nanks for including the %’ast majority’ language, but [ t ~ ~ , t: .... ,, p., ty 

option 2, especially in light o[’the discussion we had at out meetings. 

Appendix F was not attached to what i received Can you resend ? 

Thanks fbr ali your hard work, 

Eiizabeth 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On i at 11:56 AM, "Vveiss, \ferediflff <mlweiss@elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hello Eve*yone, 
> 

> Tharfl( you VOlT much for yotn f~edback, it was veW helpful and it improved our report. Attached is a final draft for your review. I believe we’ve addressed the vast maj orib" 
of your corr:,ments and suggestions If, after your final review, you ha’re any significant concerns, please let me Lqow by the end of the day on Thursda? March 13th. if I do 
not hear from you, I will ass~.~e that you are in agreemet~t wifil tiffs report and that we have yoor support in prese~:,ting it to the Cabine~. 
> 
> TharN you again, i’ve enjoyed sel~,’ing with you on this committee. 
> 

> Best, 
> Me*edith 

> Meredith Weiss. Pi’ff3 
> Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 
> ]nterim Associa~.e Vice Chancellor ]br Energy, Fnvironme~t, tIeal~.h, and Campus Saf’el:y 

Dh’ision <):[Finance and Administration 
> The Univers%v of North Caro]ma at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-g)80 

> 

<BangaldesN’, oporto1 heChanceilod:inalDraft.docx: 
> Appendb:A.pdf) 

<AppendixC pd[> 



< Appea~dtx;c) pd[> 

<Appendix[; pdf> 

< Appea~dix ," pd[> 

< Apper, dixN.pdf: 

< Appe~dtxO pd[> 

<Apper, dixP pdf> 

< Appe~d t,:Q pd[> 

<A pper, dix I~: pd~;" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Olt, Shirley A <sao@unc.e&l> 

Thursday 6:55 PM 

Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@email.~mc.edu>; Jansa, Joshua M <jans@live.unc.edu-~ 

HaddiN Elizabeth McImugh]in <emclaugh@emaJl.unc.edu>; Weiss, Meredith <mlweis@email.unc.edu>; Tewafi, Meenu 

<mtewari@unc.edu>; Cumlinghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~>; Gittelma~, Daniel P <da~ielg@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna 

<mosley@nnc.edu>; May; Steve < skmay@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

~!live.nnc.edu>; @live.unc.edt~-; Lochbaum, Derek W 
<DWLochbaum@aux-services.unc.edu>; Haznish, Emily Jane <ehamish@email.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Report- Final Dm£ 

I, for one, wanted the second optkm includ,-:~d. I think we put administ:rators in a difficult posit:ion if we give them only one, but then again f have spent: my life as 

an adminisLrator. I understand that others have differing views, and I respect those as well. 

Shirley 

PlzJ :ic_V Ao C):1: 

.;’,( ; 2 ) <:!:L !t [] !! [? ] V C? 21 L ~ ] i’J 

T)iv:r)01:l:,:" Cf ,C’C~]O]i;~’Yi!;?]J~i,2 ~l’ilJ F, [i L: Cj l r] I] ]\Jj, 

!Jt,C--CJq~i_~’] }~-22 

From: Humby, Dennis K 
Sent: Thursday, 6:13 PM 
To: 
Cc: Haddi×, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Weiss, Meredith; Tewari, Meenu; Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mosley, Layna; Hay, Steve; Broome, Lissa L; 

Lochbaum, Derek W; Harnish, Emily .lane 
Subject: Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

I must admit I was a little nonplussed by the inclusion of option 2, but I presumed committee membeB had recommended it be included at the last meeting (which I was 

unable to attend because I was teaching). I would also be in favor of a much more unequivocal statement regarding support of option 1 that more accurately reflects the 

committee’s consensus. 

Dennis Mnmby 

Professor 
Depmlment of Commmfication Studies 

University of North CaJrolina at Chapel tlill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3285 

On at 16:30, ’ ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I agree with Elizabeth and remain troubled with offering both option one and two. In the last round of edits, I suggested strengthening the 

language supporting option one and was ok with leaving option two, but reading it again I think that having option two does not accurately 

convey the committee’s sentiment and also puts the chancellor in a precarious position. While I agree that we should not handcuff the 

chancellor, what good is suggesting an option that the vast majority of the committee sees as falling far short of option one? We could be 

leading the chancellor down a rabbit hole by not clearly stating one recommendation. 

From: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emdaugh@email.unc.edu> 

Sent= Thursday, 2:55 PM 

To: Weiss, Meredith 

Cc: Tewari, Meenu; Ort, Shirley; Cunningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel; Mumby, Dennis; Haddix, Elizabeth; Mosley, Layna; May, Steven; Broome, 

Lissa;                   ;                             ; Lochbaum, Derek; eharnish 

Subject: Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 
Thanks \{eredith. Sor~? it’s taken me a whiie to respond- family crisis. 

Dismayed that we’ve got two somewhat co~t]icting recommendations here. I didfft hear any con%mit,:ee meafoer during the meetings express or discuss a prei~*ence for option 
2. Seems the place to try to reach consensus was at our meetings. TharLks for including the "vast majorib" language, but I ffJnk it still looks pretw- shabby ,:hat we’re offering 
option 2, especially in light office discussion we had at our meetings. 

Appendix F was not attached to what I received. Can you resend ? 

That~ks for ali your hard work, 

Eii~beth 

Senl fiom my iPhnne 

> On at 1 ] :56 AM. "Weiss, Meredith" <mlweiss(3)email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hello Evel%’one, 
> 

> Thank you very nruch for your K~edback it was ve~i he]pflA ~md it improved our repro1. Attached is ~. 5ha] draft [’or your review I believe we’ve addres<~a fh~ ~; ~,:1: mNonty 
of your comments and suggestions. Tf~ ~.fter your fina] review, you have any significant concerns, p]ease ]et me ].;now by 1he end of the day on ’]~ursday ]f T do 
not hear i¥om you, T wi]] assume thin; you are in agreement; with this report and that we h~ve your supporl in presem;ing it to the Cabinet. 
> 

> Thank you again. ]’re enjoyed serving with you on ibis comn~itlee 
> 

> }:~esl > 



> Meredith 
) .... 

> Meredith Weiss, Phi) 

Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 

> lnterim Associaie Vice Chancellor for Energy, F, nvironme~t, tleallh, and Campus Safe1?/ 

Dh’ision o:[Finance and Administration 

> The UniversW of North Caro]ma at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-~43-g)80 

> 

< BangaldeahR epor ttotheChancel[or},’in alDraft.docx> 

> <AppendixA.pdf) 

) < AppendixC pd[’~ 

> < App~ndixD pd[; 

> < Appendixg pdJ!> 

> < App~ndb~i pd[’> 

.; < AppendixN.pdJb, 

> < App~ndixO pd[> 

) < AppendixP pdf> 

> < App~ndixQ pd[> 

) < Appendix[Z pd[’> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Meenu Tewari <mtewari@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:08 AM 

ttaddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edu>; Weiss, Meredith <mlweis@emml.unc.edu> 

Tewari, Meenu <mtewari@unc.edu>; Ort, Shirley A <~o@unc.edtr~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Gittennan, Daniel P 

<~t~ielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dermis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve 

<skmay@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;>; 

~live.unc.edu>;                   ~live.unc.edtc,;                                  @live.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, 
Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux-services.unc.edu>; Hamish, Emily Jane <ehamish@email.unc.edu> 

Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

[)ear all, 

I do agree that the consensus was fi)r option 1 - a strong option 1. 

One could leave it to the administrators to suggest option 2, but it 
will be hard to implement option 2. Assessing the effectiveness of 
option 1 vs 2 in any credible way will be complicated at best and will 
need the passage of time. Not just one year, but several, for it to be 
meaningful. And we run into all sorts of issues of comparisun. So in 
effect with option 2 UNC is telling its suppliers that they can 
basically go with either the Alliance or the Accord. 

Our consensus was for an unequivocal recolrm~endation for the Accord (with 
all the pros and cons listed), if I understood the deliberations right. 

Best, 
Meenu 

On 2:55 PM, HaddLx, Elizabeth McLaughlin wrote: 
> Thanks Meredith. Sorry it’s taken me a while to respond-- family crisis 
> 

> Dismayed that we’ve got two somewhat conflicting recommendations here. I didn’t hear any cotlmfittee member during the meetings express or discuss a preference for option 2. Seems the 
place to t~ to reach consensus was at our meetings. Thanks for including the "vast rnajority" language, but I think it still looks pret~ shabby that we’re ofi;ering option 2, especially in light 
of the discussion we had at our meetings. 
> 

> Appendix F was not attached to what I received. Can you resend ? 
> 

> Thanks for all your hard work, 
> 

> Elizabeth 
> 

> Sent iicom my/Phone 
> 

>> On , at 11:56 AM, "Weiss, Meredith" <mlweiss@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello Evelyone, 
>> 

>> Thank you yew much for your feedback It was very helpful and it improved our report. Attached is a final draft for your review I believe we’ve addressed the vast majority of your 
con~nents and suggestions If, after your fina 1 review-, you have any significant concerns, please let me know by the end of the day on Thursday If I do not hear from you, I will 
assume that you are in agreement with this report and that we have your support in presenting it to the Cabinet. 
>> 

>> Thank you again. I’ve enjoyed serving with you on this committee. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Meredith 
>>--- 

>> Meredith Weiss, PhD 
>> Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Sel~’ices and Administration 
>> Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Ener~z, Enviromnent, Health, and Campus Safety 
>> Division of Finance and Administration 
>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Phone: 919-843-4080 
>> 
>> <BangaldeshReporttotheChancellorFinalDraft docx> 
>> <AppendixA pdf> 
>> <AppendixC.pdl~> 
>> <AppendixD.pdl~> 
>> <AppendlxE.pdf> 
>> <AppendixI.pdf> 
>> <AppendixN pdl’> 
>> <AppendixO.pdl~> 
>> <AppendixP.pdf> 
>> <AppendixQ.pdl~> 
>> <AppendixR.pdl~> 

Meenu Tewari 
Associate Professor 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

-in 
919 962 4758 - o 

mtewari@unc edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@emaJl.unc.edn> 
Friday, 10:38 AM 

Tewari, Meenu qntewari@m~c.e&t>; Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email .unc.edt~>; Oft, Shirley A <sao@tmc.edu>; 
Cunninglmm, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P; (hitterman, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, Denni s K 
<mumby@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve <skmay@email .unc.edu>; Bmome, Lissa L 
<qbroome@email.unc.edu>;                                              L@live.nnc.edt~>;                     @live.unc.edu>; 

,r@ive.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux- services.mm.edu> 

Harnish, Emily Jane < ehamish@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Report- Final Dra£ 

Hello everyone, 
Thank you veU much for all of your thoughts I want to take a moment to summarize how I believe we ended up with the two options presented. 
1. During our meeting on we began our recommendation discussion After that meeting, committee members were asked to send pros and cons for the following two 
options: 
a) Require our licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to join the Accord 
b) Require our licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to.join the Accord unless they can demonstrate that they are k~llowing pracuces consistent with the Accord’s 
prmmples. 
Members were also asked to recommend aW other options they wished to be considered as the top two or three. From this request a third option was suggested which was: 
c) Require UNC licensees sourcing collegiate product in Bangladesh to join the Accord on Fire and Building Safe~ in Bangladesh an&or The Alliance of Bangladesh Worker Safety and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the ap~reements over [a period of time] to determine if mandating a specific program best meets the University’s Licensing Labor Code of Conduct. 
2. At our next meeting on 

The committee was informed that we were to write a report with options rather than provide a single recon~’nendation. 
The committee reviewed the pros and cons presented for all three options. 
Committee members expanded upon those pros and cons. 
The committee decided that option b should not be moved forward as an option because committee members believed it put the University at risk due to implementation challenges. 
The committee decided that the other two options should be moved forward with a strong preference for option a. 

Although it was clear that corrm~ittee members favored option a, there was a discussion that two options would be presented. Additionally, we were instructed not to put forward only one 
option in the form of a recommendation but rather, put forward a report that comprises options with the associated benefits and drawbacks of each. 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 
Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Envirot~rnent, Health, and Campus Safety 
Division of Finance and A&ninistration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-4080 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Meenu Tewari [mailto:mtewari@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               2:08 AM 
To: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin; Weiss, Meredith 
Cc: Tewari, Meenu; err, Shirley A; Cuuningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mumby, Demais K; iVlosley, Layna; May, Steve; Broome, Lissa L; Lambden, 

Lochbaum, Derek W; Harnish, Emily Jane 
Subject: Re: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

Dear all, 

I do agree that the consensus was for option 1 - a strong option 1. 

One could leave it to the administrators to suggest option 2, but it will be hard to implement option 2 Assessing the effectiveness of option 1 vs 2 in any credible way will be complicated at 
best and will need the passage of time. Not just one year, but several, for it to be meaningful. And we run into all sorts of issues of comparison. So in effect with option 2 UNC is telling its 
suppliers that they can basically go with either the Alliance or the Accord. 

Our consensus was for an unequivocal recommendation for the Accord (with all the pros and cons listed), if I understood the deliberations right 

Best, 
Meenu 

2:55 PM, Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin wrote: 
> Thal~kS iVferedith. Sorry, it’s taken me a while to respond-- family crisis 
> 

> Dismayed that we’ve got two somewhat conflicting recommendations here. I didn’t hear any con~nittee member during the meetings express or discuss a preference fbr option 2 Seems the 
place to tiT to reach consensus was at our meetings. Thanks for including the "vast majority" language, but I think it still looks pretty shabby that we’re offering option 2, especially in light 
of the discussion we had at our meetings. 
> 

> Appendix F was not attached to what I received. Can you resend ? 
> 

> ’]"hanks for all your hard work, 
> 

> Elizabeth 
> 

> Sent from my ’,Phone 
> 

>> On at 11:56 AM, "Weiss, Meredith" <mlweiss@emaibunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello Everyone, 
>> 

>> Thunk you very much for your feedback It was veW helpful and it improved our report. Attached is a final draft [’or your review I believe we’ve addressed the vast majority of your 
comments and suggestions If, aRer your final review, you have any significant concerns, please let me l,mow by the end of the day on Thursday If I do not hear from you, I will 
assume that you are m agreement with this report and that we have your support m presenting it to the Cabinet. 



>> 

>> Thank you again. I’ve enjoyed serving with you on this committee. 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> Meredith 
>3 .... 

>> Meredith Weiss, Phi) 
>> Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 
>> Interim Associate Vice Chancellor :[or Ener©’, Enviromnent, Health, 
>> and Campus Safety Division of Finance and Administration The 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Phone: 919-843~)80 
>> 

>> <BangaldeshReporttotheChancellorFinalDraft.docx> 
>> <AppendixA.pdfb~ 
>> <AppendixC.pdib 
>> <AppendixD.pdlb 
>> <AppcndixE.pdf~ 
>> <AppendixI.pdib 
>> <AppendixN.pdf> 
>> <AppendixO.pdlb 
>> <AppendixP.pcff-~ 
>> <AppendixQ.pdlb 
>> <AppendixR.pdib 

Meenu Tcwari 
Associate Professor 
l }nivarsitv nf North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~-m 

9199624758 - o 

mtewari@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

Tewari, Meenu <mtewafi@unc.edu>; Weiss, Meredith <mlweis@email.unc.edu> 

Orl, Shirley A <san@unc.edtr~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; (?ittennan, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, 

Dermis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>: Moslev. Lavna --~moslev(~unc.edu>: Mav. Steve <slans?@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.nnc.edu>;                                              @live.unc.edu>;                     @live.unc.edn>; 
@live.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux- services.unc.edt~-; Hamish, Emily 

Jane <ehsxnish@email.unc.edu~, 

RE: LLCAC Report - Final Dra£ 

I appreciate Shirley’s institutional experience and opinion on this However, I do not recall agreeing at our last meeting that we would be presenting two options. I am absolutely willing to 
believe that I "missed it" somehow, but given others’ comments on this via email, remain confused 

At any rate, I still haven’t seen Appendix F--can someone please send it to me? 

Thanks for all your hard work, everybody. 

Eli/~beth 

Elizabeth Haddix 
S enior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
Center for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 (o) 
emhaddix@unc, edu 

323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

L’vg)ORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the cormnunication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited, l£you have received this communication in error, 
please notif7 me immediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@emaJl.unc.edn> 
Monday, 10:41 AM 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@emml.unc.edu>; Tewafi, Meenu qntewari@unc.edu> 

Ort, Shirley A <san@unc.edtr>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; G-ittemlan, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, 
Dmmis K <mumby@email.nnc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve <slanay@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 
< lbroome@email.nnc.edt~>;                                              ~live .unc.edu>;                     @live .unc .edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux-services.unc.edtr>; Hamish, Emily 
Jane < ehaxnish@email .unc.edw, 
RE: LLCAC Report - Final Dm£ 

Appendix F was included in the word document with the letter. 

Thanks everyone, 
Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 
Associate Vice Chancellor f’or Business Services and Administration 
Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Enviroun~ent, Health, and Campus Safety 
Division of Finance and Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-4080 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin 
Sent: Monday,                9:37 AM 
To: Tewari, Meenu; Weiss, Meredith 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Ctmninghaln, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mttmby, Dennis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; Broome, Lissa L; 

; LochbatmL Derek W; Harinsh, Emily Jane 
Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

I appreciate Shirley’s institutional experience and opinion on tl-fis. However, I do not recall agreeing at our last meeting that we would be presenting two options. I am absolutely willing to 
believe that I "missed it" somehow, but given others’ comments on this via cmail, remain confused. 

At any rate, I still haven’t seen Appendix F--can someone please send it to me? 

Thanks for all your hard work, evelTbo@. 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Haddix 
S enior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
Center for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 ~o) 
emhaddix@unc, edu 

323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 
Chapel Hill, N(2 27517 

IMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the communication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this con’mmnication in erl-or, 
please notiI}- me ilnmediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclangh@email.unc.edn> 

Monday~              2:06 PM 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweis@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Tewari, Meenu <mtewaxi@unc.edu-~ 

Oft Shirley A <san@unc.edtr~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; G-ittennan, Daniel P <danielg@email.unc.edu>; Mumby, 
Dermis K <mumby@email.unc.edu:~; Mosley, Layna <mosley@nnc.edu>; May, SteYe <slnnay@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

<        @live.unc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@anx-services.unc.edu>; H~xnish, Emily Jane 

<~eh~xnish@email.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Report - Final Dra£ 

Thanks Meredith. 

Could the replacement sentence read: "The committee’s recommendation would be to require licensees to join the Accord, for the folk~wing reasons... However, in response to the 
[chancellor’s request] that the committee present more than one option J2~r review, the second option, which had far less support from the committee, would be (option 2), J2~r the J2~llovcing 

reasons..." 

Elizabeth Haddix 
Senior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
Center for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 (o) 
emhaddix@unc, edu 

323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

IMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for tire use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain irfformation that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this cormnunication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the conwnunication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissenrination, distribution or copying of this comnmnication is strictly- prohibited. If you have received tl-fis communication in error, 

please notiI~, nre irrmrediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@emaJl.unc.edn> 
Monday, 2:37 PM 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.anc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; Tewafi, Meenu 
<mtewari@unc.edu> 
Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Cmminghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.mm.edu>; Gittmman, Daniel P <danielg@email.mm.edu>; Mumby, 
Dmmis K <mmnby@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <moslev~unc.edu>; May, Steve <skmay@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 
<        @live.nnc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux-services.mm.edu>; Harnish, Emily Jane 
--~ehamish@email.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Report- Final Draft 

We were told not to put forward a recommendation, so I would not :[’eel comfortable including the exact language below. 

Perhaps the following: 

Although the COl~nittee was asked to present options for review and consideration, members would like to strongly suggest that UNC move forward with option one for the following 
reasons.. 

I want to be careful that we represcnt the committee’s views accurately while being mindful of the charge we were given as well as our role as an advisory group rather than an advocacy 
one. 

Will this work? 
Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Set’,qces and Administration 

Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Enviroun~ent, Health, and Campus Safety 
Division of Finance and Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-4080 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:06 PM 
To: Weiss, Meredith; Broome, Lissa L; Tewari, Meenu 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mulnby, Dennis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; 

; Lochbaum, Derek W; Hamish, Emily Jane 
Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

Thanks Meredith. 

Could the replacement sentence read: "The committee’s recommendation would be to require licensees to join the Accord, for the following reasons... However, in response to the 
[chancellor’s request] that the committee present more than one option tbr review, the second option, which had far less support from the committee, would be (option 2), tbr the tbllowing 
reasons..." 

Eliaqbeth Haddix 

S enior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
Center for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 (o) 
emhaddix@unc, edu 

323 West Barbee Ch Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC J517 

IMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity’ to which it is addressed, and may contain reformation that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the communication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this con’mmnication in erl-or, 
please noti(y me immediately by telephone at 919 843 9807. Thank you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weiss, Meredith <mlweiss@emaJl.unc.edn> 
Monday, 2:41 PM 

Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin <emclaugh@email.anc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; Tewafi, Meenu 
<mtewari@unc.edu> 

Ort, Shirley A <sao@unc.edu>; Cmminghmn, Bubba <bubbac@email.mm.edu>; Gittmman, Daniel P <danielg@email.mm.edu>; Mumby, 
Dmmis K <mmnby@email.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Steve <skmw@email.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
<        ~@ive.nnc.edu>; Lochbaum, Derek W <DWLochbaum@aux-services.mm.edu>; Harnish, Emily Jane 
--~ehamish@email.unc.edu> 

RE: LLCAC Report- Final Draft 

Sorry a further edit. I believe it is better without the "would like to" 

Although the conmfittee was asked to present options for review and consideration, members strongly suggest that UN~ raox e forward with option one for the following reasons.. 

Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration 
Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Envirot~nent, Health, and Campus Safety 
Division of Finance and A&ninistration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-4080 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Weiss, Meredith 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:37 PM 
To: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlm; Broome, Lissa L; Tewari, Meenu 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Cunningham, Bubba; Gitterman, Daniel P; Mumby, Dennis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; 

, Lochbamn, Derek W; Harnish, Emily Jane 
Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

We were told not to put forward a reconmxendation, so I would not feel corrKortable including the exact language below. 

Perhaps the following: 

Although the committee was asked to present options for review and consideration, members would like to strongly suggest that UNC move forward with option one for the following 
reasons. 

I want to be careful that we represent the committee’s views accurately while being mindful of the charge we were given as well as our role as an advisory group rather than an advocacy 
one 

Will this work? 
Meredith 

Meredith Weiss, PhD 
Associate Vice Chancellor for Business Services and Administration Interim Associate Vice Chancellor for Energy, Environment, Health, and Campus Safety’ Division of Finance and 
Administration The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-4080 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Haddix, Elizabeth McLaughlin 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 2:06 PM 
To: Weiss, Meredith; Broome, Lissa L; Tewari, Meenu 
Cc: Ort, Shirley A; Culmingham, Bubba; Gittennan, Daniel P; Mumby, Delmis K; Mosley, Layna; May, Steve; 

Lochbaum, Derek W; Hamish, E1;qily Jane 
Subject: RE: LLCAC Report - Final Draft 

Thanks Meredith. 

Could the replacement sentence read: "The committee’s recommendation would be to require licensees to join the Accord, for the folk~wing reasons... However, in response to the 
[chancellor’s request[ that the committee present more than one option Jk~r review, the second option, which had far less support from the committee, would be (option ~), Jk~r the Jk~llowing 
reasons..." 

Eli/~beth Haddix 
Senior Staff Attorney 
UNC School of Law 
(;enter for Civil Rights 
919-445-0176 (o) 

emhaddi×@ unc edu 

3 ~3 West Barbee Ch Rd 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

IMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, confidential and exempt 
from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible for delivering the connnunication to the 
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify me immediately by telephone at 919 843 9807 ’]’hank you 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 1:47 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Herman, Amy S <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Missed Class time for 

Hi, Lissa: 
For each of those dates, we will leave the night before after practice (usually around 7:00 p.m.). So, for example, for our game at Miami on 

p.m. on the    . Does this make sense? Let me know if you have any questions. 

I am looking forward to meeting with you soon, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

we will leave at 7:00 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@ernail.unc.edu> 9:14AM >>> 

Hi Jenn - 

I don’t think we’ve had an opportunity to meet yet, but I am now the Faculty Athletics Representative. Hopefully, we’ll get a chance to meet sometime soon. 

Amy sent me the form to approve the missed class time for the                team. I understand from your email that it is anticipated that three class days will 

be missed. My question is when the team will be leaving to travel on those three days (                     and        ) and whether the players will be 

expected to attend their morning classes before the team’s departure time. Although three days doesn’t sound like much, I know there is always the possibility of 

post-season          play which may entail more missed class time so I want to be sure that the players attend class any time they possibly can. 

Thanks for this information. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7066 

http://www.law.unc.eduicenters/bank!ng 

:~i http:/Pwww.law.unc.edu/imageslnews/medialbankingfinance 

¯ web542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:45 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: PTD Waiver - 

Yes, he is currently being treated for anxiety through our Sports Medicine docs, He is also meeting regularly with Beth Lyons in Academic Support. I have talked with his 

parents numerous times and they seem to have a close eye on the situation as well. 

His case is being presented at the NCAA tomorrow morning. 

Susan 

> > > "Broorne, Lissa L" < Ibroome@email.unc.edu > 3:55 PM > > > 

Hi Susan --I hope we’ve been able to connect with the appropriate resources to deal with his off-the-field issues~ 

Ussa 

I.issa L Broome 

Wachovi8 Proh-_~sser of Bankin~ Law 

Direct:or, Cen~:er fer Banking[ and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919~962~7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu!centers/banking 

~i h~t p://www iaw u r~c ed u/ima ~esln ews/medislba r~kJn gfin a n ce 

web 542 jpg 

From: Susan Maloy [mailto:sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,               12:47 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; slyons@theacc.org; Herman, Amy S; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Breschi, Joe; Baddour, Richard A 
Subject: PTD Waiver-            - I 

Hello All, 

For your records, attached is a copy of the cover letter for the PTD Waiver that was submitted last Friday afternoon ( 

know if you have any questions or if you would like any additional information. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

) for Let me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: PTD Waiver: 

PTD Waiver_ .msg 

Hi Lissa, 
I wanted to forward this email to you from the NCAA. They are asking for additional information as you will see in the attachment. I will need to develop some form of an 

Institutional Recovery Plan to prevent this type of situation from happening again in the future, which will require your signature as well as Mr. Baddour’s signature. If you have 

any thoughts on this, I would welcome them. If I can get this information to the NCAA by tomorrow, they will review the case on Monday, otherwise, it will not be heard until 

Friday of next week. 

Feel free to call me if you would like to talk about the specifics of this case. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 12:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu>; Cuuningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-* 

RE: Approved Student Absences 

I m~n fine with putting together sometMng as a fix for who needs it before we can resolve our thoughts as a committee. I can give our policies and procedures 

people on the committee the heads up on this needing to happen ASAP, Who would be the best person to write up a synopsis of the current policy, the issue at 

hancL and th~-’_~ Iist of who shouh:~ b~-’_~ consulted to come up with a propos~:_~d policy Would this need to go to EP{:: ew:_mtually? f am guessing no~:, since the University 

policy is University sanctioned c.:_~mmitment whk:h .:_~n c~:_~ d~-:d:ermined these are University sanc~:ioned ~:hen we should be good to go t.:_~ then establish who suppiies 

the commitment letter and verifies the commitment. 

It:l am making more of this d~an needs to happen, t:eel free to ask me what the heck I am doing. 

Jo,l J. Renner~ M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Dh’ector 

University of North Caroiina at Cilapel Hili 

School of ~Viedicme 

CB #7"1.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

g 19-9.’-~ 6-.5147Desk 

Celi 
g 19-9.’-~ 6-.t~ g 51 Fax 

-CONFIDENT~AL~IY SOliCE: This ~_~..rnail message, inch.iding attachments, if am,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~-mtitv to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~hlic Records law and may be discResed to third pad:ies by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educationM records are ~biect to EERPA, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 11:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3; Ille, Vince; CunNngham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 
Hi Joy ---I don"t know if we have student manager, etc. who wilt need the tetter before then, but if so, we’ll need to come up with something if Harold is unwilling 

to send out the letter. We should endeavor to have some closure on this issue near the beginning of the semester since that is when those travel letters typically 

get transmitted to faculty. I have not vet done rny rearrangement of the current absence policy, but will put it on my calendar for this week. 

Lissa 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 
We may need to delay this to our January meeting to allow the poUcies and procedures members of the Committee to tafk with various people/groups who are 

involved in this poUcy and provide a comprehensive review of the issues, current policy, and proposed policy changes, if needed. While this may appear as an 

easy fix on the surface, as you know sometimes it is the easy things that can becorne a major issue. I am just trying to think this through and be sure we are not 

mi;sing any bigger Uniw:_~r,.;ity consideration. Ther,-:~ is the overall discus;ion of what constitutes an excused absence. I_is,.~a hav~:_~ we sent to EP(: the rewrite of the 

language for tfu:_~ guih:_d:in and faculty handbook that clarifi~:_r; the existing policy? This might be a good time ~:o d~_~th~-’_~ ow?rall policy which will provich:_~ clarity 

to this specific practice of the policy~ 

I am not trying to complicate things, just insure we are taking advantage of all the "Questions" come up to improve the experience here for all students and those 

connected to athletics. This has occurred with many of the other changes such as the policy regarding independent studies courses, faculty teaching Ioads...etc._ All 

the~z? discus~.~ions have resulted in a ~.d:ronger academic and ov~-_~rall University community. 
Joy J. Renn,:~r, I’vl.A., RTR, F ~.E RS 
Associate Professor and D[re,::l:or 
Unh, e!’sil:y of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel Hill 
S,::hool of Medi,::;ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South G:) umbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~r3-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOF~CE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if ar!,~,~ is intended oni,l for the -person or entiw to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged materiai. An’f --unau,:horized review, dse~ disclosure or d[stribu.:ion [s proiqbited. If you are no.: the h~tended rec[pien[~ please contact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of [he or[&~;inal message, 

E~sil cerresponde~ce te and from this address may be sebject to the INe~±R Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

autherize~ a’~ate official (SCAN, oh, :t32), Student educatio~al records are s~b~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Approved Student Absences 

I believe that Joy will be adding this to the agenda. It is an appropriate issue for FAC for the reasons you describe below. I’ve attached a draft of the most recent 

alternative for our use if we have to manage the process for student suppolnt stafil 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Saturday, December 01, 2012 12:18 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Beth Miller; Larry Gallo; Cunningham, Bubba; Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: Re: Approved Student Absences 
Should we add this issue to the FAC meeting agenda for this week? 



One letter is the way to go. Athletics should not be the entity sending it to faculty. 

Managers, trainers, video staff and cheerleaders have been a part of the system here since its inception. I do not think we need to exclude them now. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Nov 30, 2012, at 10:16 AM, "Broome, Ussa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince --I’ve marked some modest editing suggestions on the attachment~ This letter looks a little different than the last version that I saw of the 

studenL-ath[ete travel letter. I don’t know if w~-:~ wan~: the two le~:ters to be tfu-:~ same to tfu-:~ ~-:~xt~-:mt possible, bul: you might: want to consider that, [ 

think (buL have not seen the final version) that the student--athleLe travel letLer has a place t:or the student’s and faculty member’s signatures. 

Ym fine wi[h the le[ter you have proposed. ] don’t think that any approval is needed, but since we have FAC coming up this Tuesday i[ might be a good 

idea to ask Joy to add a short discussion of this to the agenda to see if FAC has any other advice on this matter. We could also talk about the method 

for follow-up with faculty who have questions, Harold should be at the meeting and if he is unwiNng to be a contact person on this, I am happy to 

help follow up i[ need~-:~d. 

]hanks~ 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of ganking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U N(" School of Law 

Cg#3380, Van Hecke-.Wettach Halt 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.3380 

919,962,7066 

http:!iwwwJaw.unc.edu!centers!banking 

A(:c~-:~ss my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

<imageOOIjpg> 

From: 111e, Vince 
Sent-" Friday, November 30, 2012 9:53 AM 
To-" Beth Miller; Larry Gallo 
Co-" CunNngham, Bubba; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" RE: Approved Student Absences 

Do you have any suggestions/recommendations related to the draft letter attached and how it will be distributed and used? 

Lissa, do we need some kind of approval? Should we notify faculty that they’ roll now be receiving such letters from the Athletic Department/Bubba 

instead of the ASPSA Director (as occurred in the past)? 

I anticipate providing these letters to the ASPSA counselors for distribution to the student support stall" who are assisting the counselor’s designated sport 

programs. If I receive questions from facult.% I will tbrward queries to the sport program administrator to verify schedule~ travel parties, etc. If I receive 

communica’uon from thculty that references the student’s paNcipatron in the course or anything related to academic issues, I can tbrwaJcd such 

communication to the appropriate ASPSA counselor, or if Harold objects to their participation as he has with regard to his own, perhaps to Lissa. 

I would like to implement this as soon as possible and would appleciate your feedback. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:18 AN 
To-" Tile, Vince; Larry Gallo 
Subject= Re: Approved Student Absences 

Vince and Larry, 

This looks good and [ agree with Larry’s edits.....also, it may be beneficial to add a sentence regarding NCAA Post Season Championships....ie. 

In the instance the team is selected for the NCAA Post Season Championship Tournament, the student will have a very limited time to notify you of the 
upcoming absence, but will do so as soon as possible. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > Larry Gallo 11/28/2012 6:03 AM > > > 
Beth & ’vqnce ~ 

Please see attached document for my thoughts. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/27/2012 3:38 PM > > > 

Beth and Larry, 

I’ve worked with Wally Richardson to create this draft. I would appreciate your review mid thoughts. After I have your suggestions, I will consult Lissa 

Broome and speak with Bubba about this. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

<UNC AD Mm]ager travel lerter v2 11 27 2012.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ unc edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; I,ane, Cricket 

< cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 

The EAGL Afb.Academic Team and NACGC Scholastic AfbAmerica recognition is likely just GPA, same as the ACC Honor Roll. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, 1:09 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 
There is an athletic component to the ACC All-Academic Team. If there is one for the EAGL AIFAcademic Team and we can document that, it should be enough. 

,Same thing with the Scholastic All-American by the National Associati.:)n .:)f Collegiat:e Gymnastics Coaches. 

Re the EAGI_ team, I found this online: 

It sounds like it ix just meeting the 3.0 gpa threshoM and that is why 99 students on 8 teams received it. 

Re the Scholastic All--Arnerican by th,-:~ National Association of Collegiate Gymnastics Coaches it sounds like that iust may b,-_~ 3.5 and abow? cumulatiw-:~ or yearly gpa 

Are tfu-:~re EAC-:[ Gymnast: of t:he Week awards or anything that might be helpful? 

Lissa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, :!.2:58 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 

I don’t think has any team MVP or EAG( (East Atlantic Gymnastic League) )f the week honors, so may not have the athletic distinction 

rm~uired ..... wit:h her strong academics, she has been named to the ACC Honor Roll for4 years, th~-_~ EAGL AIbAcademk: Team for4 years and named a Scholastic All- 

America by t:he National Association of 

~Beth 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, 12:27 PM 

To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 
From the info that Dana previously provided,                and               seem to have the athletic distinction that meets the ACC requirement. 

We should n.:)t go forward with         or l      unless we can find that they have 

"local, conference, regional and/.:)r national at:Merit recognition (~-:~.g., team most valuable player, ACC player of th~-:~ win?k, academic aibc.:)nference~ etc.)," 

This is a firm requirement. If they don’t have that distinction, then another avenue is to identify other strong students with athletic distinction and see if they 

might have an interest in graduate school within the next five years, especiafly if aided by a SS,000 post-graduate scholarship. 

The athletic distinction has been a big sticking point for the FAns. Being a starter (even on a good and highly competitive team) is not enough. 

Lissa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
CO: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 
My only concern with       is he has only been at UNC two years. I have a tendency to give more consideration to a qualified four year student-athlete, but don’t 

know if that should be a strong concern. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

¯ at 9::19 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It looks like we have a slate unless the 4th highest vote getter in the top S category had 3 votes or more--in which case we might want to consider a 

run--off between t:hat p~-:m;on and fop the alternat:e spot 

l_issa 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, I 9:10 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, .]enn 



Subject" ACC Post Grad nominees 

..... And the results are: 

- 7 votes 

- 6 votes 

- 5 votes 

- 3 alternate votes 

- 1 alternate vote each 

Please respond with any thoughts. I would like to contact the nominees and make sure they have the application materials in hand before the 

Christmas holiday. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

To be clear, the AII-EAGL honor is solely athletics -- no academics whatsoever. The equivalent of 2nd team AII-ACC. 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 

<jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday,,                  1:10 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Orr, Kym N" <orr@ernail.unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" 

<jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 

Okay. t think we can sell 1:hose 1:hings, but we need I:o be sure we identify that 1:here is an athletics component to these things. 

Lissa 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Thursday, 1:02 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Miller, Beth 
Co: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

does have two things that perhaps will qualify her: 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursda~                   12:27 PM 

To: "Miller, Beth" <l?_e_.t_h__m._!!.!e__r_@.u_n___c_.__e_._d_ .u_> 

Cc: "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu>, Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricket@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 

From the info 1:hat Dana previously provided,                  and                seem I:o have 1:he athletic di~tinction 1:hat rneet~ the A(:(: requiren~ent. 

We should not go forward with        or       unless we can find that they have 

"local, conference, regional and/or national athletic recognition (e.g., team rnost valuable prayer, ACC player of the week academic all-conference, etc.)." 

This is a firm requirernent. If they don’t have that distinction then another avenue is to identify other strong students with athletic distinction and see if they 

might have an im:ere’~t in graduate school within the next fiw? years, especially if aided by a ~.;S,O00 post-graduate %hoiarship. 

The athletic distinction has been a big sticking point for the FARs. Being a s1:arter (ew?n on a good and highly c: rnpetitiw:, team) i~ not enough. 

Lissa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, .]enn 
Subject: Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

My only concern with       is he has only been at UNC two years. I have a tendency to give more consideration to a qualified four year student-athlete, but don’t 

know if that should be a strong concern. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:19 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t1: looks like we have a slate unless the 4th highest vote getter in the top 3 category had 3 votes or more- in which case we might want to consider a 

run-off: between that person and for the alternate spot, 

Lissa 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:10 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Brown, M’ichelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: ACC Post Grad nominees 

..... And the results are: 

- 7 votes 

- 6 votes 

- 5 votes 

- 3 alternate votes 

- 1 alternate vote each 

Please respond with any thoughts. I would like to contact the nominees and make sure they have the application materials in hand before the 

Christmas holiday. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 



Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas, Lori M <lthomas@ncaa.org> 

Tuesday, 3:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship 

Ms. Lissa Broome 

Distinguished Prol~s~r, School of Law 

University of North Carolina. Chapel Hill 

lbroome@email.unc.edu 
Dear Ms. Broome: 

The NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Committee selected the 

under consideration. 
While the committee was impressed with each finalist, 

will be released at ~vw.ncaa.or~. 

men’s and women’s fall sports awaMees, was one of the finalists 

was not selected as one of the award recipients. A complete listing of the award recipients 

On behalf of the committee, we wish to express appreciation for your assistance and that of your colleagues in providing the information needed for the committee’s 

selection process. Please share this infommtion ruth the atNetics department. 
Lori Thomas in our office may be contacted at llhomas@ncaa.o~g should you have may questions. Again, thank you for your assistance mad support of your nominated 

student- athlete. 

Sincerely, 

Jacqueline Singh 

Director for the Office of Evaluation and 

Progrmn Excellence 

cc~ 

.~)live.unc.edu 

This email and an5’ attachinents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately 

by return emaJl, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:06 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J <JoyRenner@med.unc.edu-*; Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Folt, Carol Lynn <caJ~ol.fol@~mc.edu-* 

RE: Letter from the College Swimming Coaches Association of America 

Dear Bubba: 

Thank you for taMng a moment to acknowledge our women’s team accomplishments h~ the classroom. Our staff is proud of their academic consistency at or around 

the 3.2 GPA level and hope it continues, We have a strong and positive team culture that contributes to this outcome, 

The academic support: systerns and priority scheduling are key to providing our swimmers and divers with an opportunity t:o pursue their goal; in bot:h academics 

and athletics, We appreciate the support and I will pass along your o:_~ngratulat:ions to the team and staf[, 

Sincerely, 
Rich DeSelm, Head Swimlning Coach 
U~Jveraib of North C~roli~ Swimmi~g & Divu~g 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
(O): 919-966-5340 (F): 919-962-1603 (C): 
Email: deselm@emaihunc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
_w___~t_w__: g._o_ h__e__e_!_s_:_c_’ 21 _r! 

:,Y. _w_ 3! 2 _u__t! c_: e _d_t_] 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:52 PM 

To-" DeSelm, Rich L 
C¢: Renner, Joy J, Broome, Lissa L, Folt, Carol Lynn 
Subject-" Letter from the College Swimming Coaches Association of America 

Dear Rich, 

Congratulations to the women’s swimming & diving team as they have again achieved the Scholar All American status for having a team GPA above a 3.0. 

Your leadership of the swim program is outstanding, and I appreciate the hard work by your staff and the students. Please pass along my congratulations 

to them as well. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba CunnJngham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
We Educate a~ ;~ris~ire ~-~rougti A~hletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,                :52 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Post grad scholarship 

Sorry for the late notice, but I just received an email from               indicating the instructor who will be writing a letter of recommendation for her. I was waiting to 

get this info from her before I submitted the nomination online. I wasn’t aware she was out of town at the NCAA’s and assumed she changed her mind. So, I will coordinate 
oettino you the academic and athletic information for her. 

I will submit the nomination online toaay aria get her mtormat~on to you Dy tomgnt or tomorrow morning. 

Kym 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Office of the Provost 

University of North Carolina Chapel Ilill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday             1:09 PM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; I,ane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 

<mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edtv~ 

Top Five Male and Female Student-Athletes for banquet 

Hi, 

After reviewing feedback from everyone, I think the best way to proceed is to honor the top five male and female student-athletes with the highest GPAs who 1) 

graduating and 2) finishing his/her eligibility in May or December. There are also the parameters that a student must be a varsity athlete for three years and 

transfer students must be in their second year here. 

With those guidelines, the following student-athletes would be our winners: 

Women 

Men 

If you can see any issues with these students or have any other thoughts, please let me know. 

I am hoping to notify the students by tomorrow afternoon if everyone approves. 

Thank you, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~..~§2..9.5~ 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~= Marielle A <mva]lgeld@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 3:04 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: CompliaJ~ce Meetings 

Absolutely, See below: 

August 21 @ 7pro 

Baseball 

Swimrning 

Fencing 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Track and Field Sofl:ball Volk?yball 
M. ga;ketball 

Field Hod<ey 

W. Soccer 

M. t.acrosse 

Aug. 22 @ 7 pm 

Rowing 

~N. [a~:rosse 

M Goft: 

W. Golf 

W Tennis 

M. Tenni; 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_’[9) 962--7&$3 

Fax: {9:19) 962- 5002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, August :[6, 20:[3 3:0:[ PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A; Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Compliance Meetings 
Thanks, Marielh:_~. I1: might be good to know which teams are atb:_mding each ew?ning if they are atb:_mding by team. 

Lissa 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Friday, August :[6, 20:[3 2:58 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Compliance Meetings 

Good Aftern.:>:_~n- 

You are bo~:h more ~:han w~-:dcorne ~:o attend[The policy rne~:_d:ings are b~-Ang hek~ on 8/21 and 8/22 from 7:00pro to 8:00pro in the Smith Center. 

While there will be a few compliance related items ---Transfers, Social Media and Disassociated #~dividuals, other departmental policies will be discussed as well. 

Lissa -- there will certainly be an opportunity to introduce yourself, ] can work that in to my portion of the meeting. 

Please let me know if either of you would like any additional information on specific attendees for each night. I have attached the anticipated agenda for your 

n-:!ference. 

Thank you and have a grea~: weekend. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_’[9) 962--7&$3 

Fax: {9:19) 962- 5002 

._m___~_B_~&d__~£_®__u__~S:_~__d___u_. 
Frora: Renner, Joy .1 

Sent: Friday, August :[6, 20:[3 2:35 PM 
To" Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, Narielle A 
Subject: RE: Compliance Meetings 

If iL is possible, I would like to attend on behaft: ot: FAC. The 2s][" is much rnore feasible for me. The 2~nd I have class 8 to :[0 and advising :12:30 to :~,_,0. 

Joy 
Jog J. Rem~(_% M.A. R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Profe55or and Dh-ector 
University of North Ci~reiina at Ci?i~pel Hiii 
~choel of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chagei Hill NC ’>7~99 ’~" "~" 

919-9,’-~ 6-.5147Desk 

Cell 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, inch.iding attachments, if ~mV, is intended eni¥ for the -person or ~_mtitv to wi ,ich it i_ addressed and may tenth, in confidenti~i and/or 

privileged m~teriai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are net the intended recipient, glease contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 



destroy aN copies of the oriainal rnessa.~e. 
Email correspondence t~ and from this address may Be subjed: to the N~rth Caro~ina Public Records law a~d may be dis~lesed to third paRies B’,/an 

auth@riled @~te J~’ici~l (NCGS, oh, ~,:~2)o Student e~ucati~l rec~’~s ar’e s~ect t~ F~.RPAo 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, August 16, 2013 2:33 PM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Cc: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Compliance Meetings 

Hi Marielle- 

I had mentioned to Bubba earlier that I would like the opportunity to introduce myself to the students at the compliance meetings on August 21 and 22. There also 

had been some talk about the Faculty Athletics Committee being invited to attend one of those meetinss as well. l’m not sure what happened with either idea and 

whether this fits into your plan for those meetings, but thought l’d mention it now in case there is an opportunity, l’ve copied Joy Rennet, the chair of the Faculty 

Athletics Committee, so she can discuss FAC participation (if any). 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

h~t..tc..~:~La.~.w..~.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~...e...~Le..r.~h~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http~llssrn.com/a!~thor=248720 

i~i Description: 
http://www.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no .1T.COITI~~ 

Friday, August 12, 2011 2:29 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.tmc.edu> 

AP MOBILE: NCAA set to hear Ohio State violations case 

A story from AP Mobile: 

NCAA set to hear Ohio State violations case 

Download She free AP Mobile app for your iPhone from the App Store today! 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartjmss, Erin <ehartness@wral.com> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 8:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

~%t~I ,-TV Request 

Ms. Broome, 
I hope you are well. 
We are working on a story today about the effect of the report released Friday dealing with the African and Afro American Studies program. Would you be 

available for a quick on-camera interview today? 
Thanks. 
Erin 
Efin Harness 

Reporter 

WRAL-TV 

ehartness@wral.com 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Davis, Nancy K <nancydavi@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:37 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

RE: WI~JkL-TV Request 

Lbsa, 

[ talked to Steve and we agree that, if you’re willhlg, it would be great for you to do this. ff you’re willh~g, [ql get garen Moon to intervene with Erin Hartness and 

work wkh you to arrange it, If you do the interview, I’d love to talk with you for a few minutes to give you some updates. 

N a ~] cy 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:07 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: FW: WRAL-TV Request 
Nancy---suggestions for how I should respond? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 
Lissa L groome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach HalJ 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3380 

9I&96Z7065 

http:!iwww.!aw#nc.edu!cepters!bank]ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

::N:: Description: 
" "    s ~ s s h IIp:,:v¢~.~w. la w u n c. _.d u, irr;a ges/n ew.s, rr;edia/ba n kit;grin a rice 

web 542.ip2 

From: Hartness, Erin [mailto:eharLness@wral.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2012 8:55 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: WRAL-TV Request 
Ms. groome, 

I hope you are well. 

We are working on a story today about the effect of the report released Friday dealing with the African and Afro American Studies program. Would you be 

available for a quick on-camera interview today? 

Thanks. 

Erin 

Efin Hartness 

Reporter 

Vv]LgL- TV 

ehmlness(Z~wral.com 

(cell) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moou, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 10:00 AM 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WRAL-TV Request 

Lisa and Nancy: I just spoke to Erin Hartness. She is interested in the faculty perspective on this, She is doing a I0 a~m, interview with .Jay Smith and would like to 

ask you, I.issa, if there are concerns about the school;s reputation in light of the report and if you think this is an isolated incident or if faculty wants more 

investigation. She wants I:o intervi~-:~w you because she has not t:alked to you befl)re but has seen y.:)ur name in a lot of coverage of this story. 

Happy to discuss with you bot:h I am in my office. 

Karen Moon 

b~terirn Director 

UNC News Services 

(9:[9) :~x-;2- gs_% 
From: Davis, Nancy K 
Sent: Thursday, May 10, 2012 9:37 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Moon, Karen B 
Subject: RE: WRAUTV Request 

Lissa, 

I talked to Steve and we agree that, if you’re willing, it would be great for you to do this. If you’re willing, Iql get Karen Moon to intervene with Erin Hartness arid 

work with you to arrange it. If you do the interview, l’d love to talk with you for a few minutes to give you some updates. 

Nancy 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, May :[0, 20:[2 9:07 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: FW: WRAL-TV Request 

Nancy --.suggestions for how I should respond? 

Thanks, 

Lissa 
Lissa L. groome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC: School of Law 

CB#3380, Van H,:_~cke.-WeLtach I-tall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27"599.-37,8{} 

919.962.7066 

_h__t__t_ P__~ z/_ Zw____w____w__:]__a___w__ :_y__n__£ _. _ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ /_c_ _ _e_ _ _n_ _t_ _ _e_ _r_ _s_ Lb__a___n___k_ )__n__g 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com!author=248720 

i~i Description 

ilttp://www law.unc ed~;/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542 iPg 

From: Hartness, Erin [mailto:ehartness@wral.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May :tO, 20:[2 8:55 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: WRAL--rv Request 

Ms. Broome, 

I hope you are well. 

We are working on a story today about the effect of the report released Friday dealing with the African and Afro American Studies program. Would you be 

available for a quick on-camera interview today? 

Thanks. 

Erin 
grin Haxtness 

Reporter 

WRAL-TV 

ehartness~;wral.com 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Marion Cowell < @aol.com> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 12:59 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Wade }Iargrove <whargrove@brookspierce.com> 

UNC Football Scandal 

Lissa, in writing this note I am assuming you continue in your role as an advisor regarding the athletic department and this incredible nightmare that is " the football scandal." I think you 
know that there is likely no more loyal UNC Tar Heel thari me and until this problem surfaced I have certainly been a veD’ proud one, but this mess and it’s handling is taking a toll 

I am the first to admit that I know only what has appeared in the press, but even discounting the accuracy of what I am able to see there, the University appears to be handling this situation 
at a snail’s pace and putting tap road blocks in getting it attended to, cleared up and over with I fail to see the benefit, if there is any, in dragging out the various revelations that continue to 
be forthcoming. It gives the impression that there is more to come and that those involved do not know what is, and has been, going on I think the University would benefit greatly from 
making a clean, clear and complete disclosure regarding this affair and any related problems as quickly as possible and assuring its alumni, the state’s taxpayers and the general public that 
the matter is dealt with and will not be repeated. 

Marion 

Sent from mY iPad 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Marion Cowell ~(~aol.com> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:07 AIvl 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emM.unc.edtr>; tiargrove Wade <whargrove@brookspierce.com> 

Preston Jim <jimpreston@paxkerpoe.com> 

The Football ScmadoJ 

Lissa, Wade, great piece in today’s Charlotte Observer, page 9A, by Charlotte la’aTer and UNC grad Jim Preston, on this mess. I think he expresses well the feelings and concerns of Alumni. 
Marion. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Jane (jm2y) <jm2y@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 12:31 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Thinking of You 

Lissa, 

With everything that is swirling at U NC, I just wanted to let you know I was thinking of you. I can only imagine how many inquiries, opinions and offers of advice you receive on a 

daily basis. At any rate, I know Bubba and Beth are glad you are their FAR. 

My only request is to stop beating the HOOS! 

Have a good day. 

Jane 

Jane Miller 

Sr. Associate Athletics Director/SWA 

P.O. Box 400845 

Charlottesville, VA 22904 

434.982.5152 (o) 

(c) 

434.243.3464 (f) 

434.243.3463 (polycom) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 3:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

interview and intbmmtion request 

Dr. Broome, 

I an1 working on a story about high numbers of independent study enrollments in the Department of Afiican and Afro-American Studies that I mn told were brought to 

the attention of the Faculty Athletics Committee roughly six years ago. Specifically, Robert Mercer of the Academic Support Pl~ogmm for Student Athletes, John 

Blanchaacd of the Athletic Department and Athletic Director Phil Baddour brought this to the attention of the committee. 

You were the chairman of the committee then, m I am asking M~at you recollect of this matter. I alto would like to see any minutes that reflect this discussion betbre 

the committee. 

You can reach me at the numbers below, or if you want to give me a number to call I am hapw to tbllow through. 

I hope you are doing well, 

_= 

Dan Kane 

Stalt’Writer 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Turner, Katie-<katie mrne@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 4:17 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-* 

Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnant@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FAC Minutes l~lblic Records Request 

Hi Joy: 

I spoke with Steve and he says he passed the mhlutes on to you~ I have not yet heard back from Lissa but I caUed and left her a voicernail message~ Her calendar 

says she is busy until 7pro so I’m sure we won’t hear back from her today. 

I am sure that once we track down the minut~-:~s w~-_~ will send then’~ to Uniw_~rsil:y Counsel for them Lo r’evi~-:~w b~-’_~fore handing them over to Dan Kan~-_~. Tl’u-:~ challenge 

at the moment is tracking them down[ 

We will definitely send you copies when we get them. 

Thanks, 
Zatie "[q wrJ er 
(9 f f i c e n t [~r~ c u i ~ v (~ o v ~, r r~ a n c ~: 
204 (_:mrr t’~’.fildiI:’g~ 

P]’oJ’e (9 19) 962-2] 46 
b’ax (9:i 9) 962-5479 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 4:14 PH 
To: Turner, Katie 
Subject: RE: FAC Minutes Public Records Request 

If they are committee minutes they are public record. You should check with Leslie Strorn’s office about whether or not there is anything in them that 

should be redacted although I do not think that is an option. If the}, are approved as minutes of the meetings it is my understanding that they are public 

record. Our mim4e; are on our Sakai site. November minutes will b~:_~ up on Monday. 

If you find the 2006-.2007 minu[:es can you send rne [:hem as well so I can look then? over and be ready for any questions that t am asked, St~-_~ve £eznk:k 

would also be a good resource. Those years pro-date me, Lissa Broome probably has them as well and Jack Evans. 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!~ner, M,A,, £7(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Dir(_~cter 
Univ(_~rsit~, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
32 J.-A South Columbia St. 
Ci:apel Hill, NC 2 L:~9~- l_0 

. ~, ts - . c.:Z.-~ ~# 

Celi 
9J ~-,b:~-6 .51t Fax 
..CONF~DENTIALrtY NOTICE: [i ,is e-mail m~_~ssag~_% including attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the --person or entity to wiqch it is addressed and may contain confidentiai 
aml/or privileged matenai. Any ----unauthoriz~-~d review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s prohibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, piease contact the sender bv reply e- 
mail and destroy nil copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina P~biic Records law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by 

a~ authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :Jl,32}, Strident ed~cational records are s~b~ect to FERPA, 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L 
I:::c: Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: FAC Minutes Public Records Request 
Greetings: 
I just received a call from Dan Kane requesting access to the Iiaculty Athletics Committee meeting minutes starting with 2006-2007. He would like 
access to all tJ~e minutes from 2006-present, but he is especially interested in 2006-7. Our office has miuutes from the past two years, but I am 
hesitant to give him anytt-~ing without making sure that there is nothing confidential iu tJ~ose documents. 
I would have to check with university archives to see what records have been transferred. I don’t recall ever transferring minutes from Faculty 
Athletics Committee since I’ve been here. 
"ll~a tks, 
Katie Turner 

v Office of Faculty Go,ernance 
204 Cart Building 
CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 



FFOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Turner, Katie-<katie turne@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 11:35 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu>; 

Evans, Jack <ievan@email.unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Whisnant, A~me Mitchell <Aline Whisnant@unc.edu> 

I~%V: Public Records Request 

Hi at[: 
As you can see from the message below, Dan Kane is requesting access to handouts that are referenced in the 2OO6-O7 meeting minutes. I have given Regina (who 
is handling Dan’s requests} the additional minutes requested from 2OO3-20:1.O. If you all have any additional meeting materials that are not already appended to the 
minutes, I am happy to g*-’A: them from you to transfer i:o Regina t.:_~ help her with Dan"s request 
Thanks, 
K at ie ’i[’ urn er 
(-)if ice of [~)cuRy GoveYnance 
2()~ (:; ~:JJJ" J:" Building 

CB 9170 
Rhone (9~9) 9(;2---21_ f@ 
Fax (,0i9) 962---5479 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 20J.2 1J.::[3 AM 
To: Turner, Katie 
I:::c: Stabile, Regina; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 
Katie, 
Thanks lbr your mes~ge. I did get copies of the minutes for the 2006-07 academic year fh)m Regina. The references to the issues that I am looking into are rather 

vague, so I am askJng the tbllowing: 

1 .) I would like copies of all the Faculty Athletic Council minutes that Lissa Broome and Jack Evans have in their possession. I suspect that Jack would have the 

minutes for the years prior to 2006-07, and Lissa would have them for subsequent years. 
2.) It is clear from the meetings that materials axe handed out and shmed with the committee members. I am also seeldng to review those meeting materials that Lissa 

and Jack would have in their possession. That would include the meeting materials shared during the 2006-07 academic year meetings. In particular, the Oct. 2006 

minutes reflect the committee receiving information on independent studies: 

"c. Issues raised by the Auburn inci&nt that involved unusual concentration of 

independent study- courses supeB’ised by one faculty member 

The committee has previously reviewed data regarding majors and roll review an updated version of such data at a future meeting. A general discussion followed 

regarding the use of independent study and on-line courses. The committee has conducted a review of student athletes registrations in independent study courses and 

has an interes~ in receiving current infomrafion in this regard." 

I would like 1~) see this information immediately. 

3.) If these meetings are taped, then I would like m review those tapes. Could you tell me if such tapes exist and let me know what I need to do to be able to li sten to 

them? 

Could you please let me know by the end of day today what is available and when I can expect to see it? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 

On Tue, Dec 4, 2012 at 9:18 AM, Turnec Katie <katie tumer~unc~edu> wrote: 
Hi Dan: 
I got your message from yesterday and ,scanted to let you know that Regina Stabile is handling public records requests. I’ve copied her 
on this email in case you have any questions. 
The records you mentioned yesterday meeting minutes for the advisory committee to the Academic Support Program for Student 
Athletes are not housed in our office. We only have contact with the committees outlined in the Faculty Code of University 
Government I wish I could be more helpful, but I don’t have any knowledge of who was on that particular committee since we don’t 
maintain a roster for them. 
Thanks, 
Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Cart Building 
CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962--5479 

Dan Kane 

Staff’Writer 

919-829-4861 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Turner, Katie-<katie turne@unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 12:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.nnc.edu>; 

Evans, Jack <ievan@email.unc.edu> 

Stabile, Regina <regina stabile@unc.edu>; Whisnmlt. Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnant@unc.edu>; McFa:rland, Michael B 

<mike mcfarland@unc.edw, 

RE: Public Records Request 

Anything you can gather would be helpful. I would like to make copies for our office’s records as we]f. 
Thanks, 
~:atie "ih wrJ er 
(9 f f i c e ,~ t f~r~ c u i t v (-; o v ~, r r~ a n c ~: 
204 Cmrr Buildir’g 
CB 9] 7() 
Fhop..e (919) .......... 

Fax (9,:i 9) 9(~2-5,779 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: Turner, Katie; Renner, Joy J; Reznick, Steve; Evans, Jack 
Cc: Stabile, Regina; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell; McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: RE: Public Records Request 
I may have some additional materials in my files, but they are not readily at hand (i.e., in a pile somewhere on my bookshelf). I am finishing writing my 
exam Loday (it is tomorrow at 9:00 a.m.) and atLending the FAC this afternoon. I can took around Lomorrow, buL thaffs the earliest. My copies of electronic 
mi~lutes only go back to 0:-;-04. 

I.issa 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Rennet, Joy J; Reznick, Steve; Evans, Jack 
I:::c: Stabile, Regina; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: FW: Public Records Request 
Hi alk 
As you can see from the message below, Dan Kane is requesting access to handouts that are referenced in the 2006-07 meeting minutes. I have given 
Regina (who is handling Dan’s requests} the additional minutes requested from 2003-20:].0. If you all have mW additional meeting materials that are not 
already appended to the minutes, I am happy to get them from you to transfer to Regina to help her with Dan’s request. 
Th a n I~s, 
I(at[c Tmr~ev 
Office of Faculty Goverrlarlce 
204 Ca:.r ][~uJ]dfr~g 
C g 9 1 7 0 

]?]"me (91 9) 96::~--214 6 
]7~x (9 ] 9 ) 9 (? 2--5 4 7 9 
From: Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobser~er.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 11:13 AM 
To: Turner, Katie 
Cc: Stabile, Regina; Whisnant, Anne Mitchell 
Subject: Re: Public Records Request 
Katie, 
Thanks fbr your message. I did get copies of the minutes tbr the 2006-07 academic year from Regina. The refbrences to the issues that I am looking into are 

rather vague, ~) I am asking the fbllowing: 

1 .) I would like copies of rill the Faculty Athletic Council minutes that Lissa Broome and Jack Evans have in their possession. I suspect that Jack would have 

the minutes for the years prior to 2006-07, and Lissa would have them for subsequent years. 

2.) It is clear from the meetings that materials are hmlded out and shared with the committee members. I am also seeking to review those meeting materials that 

Lissa and Jack would have in their possession. That would include the meeting materials shared during the 2006-07 academic year meetings. In particular, the 
Oct. 2006 minutes reflect the committee receiving information on independent studies: 

"c. Issues raised by the Auburn incident that involved unusual concentration of 

independent study courses supervised by one faculty member 

The committee has previously reviewed data regarding majors and will review an updated version of such data at a filture meeting. A general discussion 

followed regarding the use of independent study ~md on-line courses. The committee has conducted a review of mtdent athletes registrations in independent 

study courses and has an interest in receiving current infbrmation in this regard." 

I would like to see this intbrmation immediately. 

3.) If these meetings are taped, then I would like to review those tapes. Could you tell me if such "tapes exist and let me know what I need to do to be able to 
listen to them? 

Could you please let me know by the end of day today what is available and when I can expect to see it’? 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 
Staff’Writer 

919- 829-4861 office 

cell 
c On Tue, Dec 4, 2012 at 9:18 AM, Turner, Katie <katie turner(()Jnnc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Dan: 
I got your message from yesterday and wanted to let got] know that Regina Stabile is handling public records requests. I’ve copied 
her on this email in case you have any questions. 
The records you mentioned yesterday meeting minutes for the advisory committee to the Academic Support Program for 
Student Athletes are not housed in our office. We only have contact "with the committees outlined in the Faculty Code of 



University Government. I wish I could be more helpful, but I don’t have any knowledge of who was on that particular committee 
since we don’t maintain a roster for them. 
Thanks, 
Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
204 Cart Building 
CB 9170 
P h o n e i2_!_~)____~_i2_=~_L!_i 
Fax (919) 962-5479 

Dan Kane 
Staff’Writer 

919-829-4861 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 7:11 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Report Clarification 

I think this is a good statemenL This was my "ream" on the report all along but I know that ix probably because I wasn’t on FAC then and so wasn’t feeling like I 

had been implicated as those on the committee may have felt. He reported what he heard and as he said this was in no way the defining piece of information he 

had that led to his CO~lClUSi.:_~F~. 

f wish Lloyd would be ol~ay with the statement and let his resolution go as it just proiongs discussion about a w:~ry minor point of tfu:_~ n:_~porL What i[ Jar~ read and 

projected Lhis statement at Faculty Council .-- do you think Lhat would sut:fice? 

Thank you for your thoughts on my norninadon to condnue on FAC. Gfynis also shared the sarne thoughts. I will see whaL perspective the oLhers have and ther 

decide and will let you know quickly my decision. 

Safe travels, 

h)y J, Rennet, M.A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Pr.:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medic:[ne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

B21-A 5ou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-51,1.7Desk 

Cell 
919-956-8951 Fax 
-CONFIDENglAUTY NOTICE: lhis e-mail !’nessage~ [ncludhag a[tachments H: any, is intended oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and !’nay contain confiden~.iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material, Any --unau J~orized review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohibited, I, you are no. the in[ended recipient, please con[ac[ d~e sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Email correspendenee to a~d from tibia address may be subject to ti~e North Care~i~a Public Reco~Ida law and ~ay be di~losed to ti~ird parties Iby an 
authorized state efficiM (NCGS, oh. :t32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, February 06, 2013 6:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Report Clarification 
Joy ---.lust so you are aware~ Governor Martin issued a statement regarding his report and the FAC. ] don’t think there will be a press release about iL but wanted 

you to b~-_~ aware, 

htt p:[iaca dern!crev! ew. unc:e du[wp-cont ent[up!oa ds/2013/O2imart!nO20513.p d f 

I will be at an academic conference on Friday and not able to attend FAC. Lloyd Kramer has been talking about a resolution based on his comments at Faculty 

Council last month. I suggested that he redraft it in the light of the statement referenced above. Fm not sure how Lloyd will proceed, but wanted you to have this 

background. 

Good meeting vest~-:~rday. I would urge you to allow your nam~:_~ to go forward for renominatk)n ~:o FAC You’ve learned so much l:his year and have ,.;el: us on a great 

path. f would ha~:e to see alI that knowledge and the credibilil:y you haw:~ gained walk out the door and also fear that we might lose mornenturn on the many good 

Lhings you have started withouL you ir~ charge and continuity in our leadership, 

I am leaving for DC this afternoon, buL wilf be checking email and can take cell phone calls if needed. 

Thanks 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joy Remler < @gmail.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:07 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Joy Renner. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Ma~ C." <mmllingham~)unc.eda> 

Date: JanuaD’ 9, 2014, 11:22:48 PM EST 
To: Joy <i       ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Re: Joy Rennet. Data discussion and FAC next Tuesday 

Joy, I believe that the official response from the University questioning my truthfulness tells me all that I need to know, and therefore I decline your 

’request’. The raw data is available in athletics-all of it. End of discussion. 

Mary. 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 7:49 PM, "Joy" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Good evening Mar?.,! 

I hoped to have a moment during advising to come downstairs this Mleruoon but walk ins were on and offbusy. 

At our December meeting you mentioned you would have to check ruth the IRB about sharing your data with our committee for discussion. 

I assume since the data were punished and anabzed by CNN this week you found the dataset is open. I am requesting that you provide the 

dataset for FAC to include in our discussions and planning and that you join us this coining Tuesday, the 14tk for a discussion of the data. I 

would like to share the data ahead of time so eve~one is prepared for the discussion and we can make good use of our time together with 

the committee members. 

For your schedule plalming, I would estimate the time this discussion would happen is around 4:30 in the agenda. If you can send the dataset 

tomorrow (Friday) that sbould give most of the FAC time k~ review it. 

Thanks for your eflbrts. If you have any questions or need an adjustment in time you can reach me best by cell phone a~s I will be at Duke 
tonlorrow. 

Joy 

Sent from my iPad 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

daren lucas < @yahoo.corn> 

Friday, Janumy 10, 2014 11:10 PM 

dkane@newsobserver.com; Dean, Jr., James W. qlames Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

UNC Data 

Dan, 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided to explore the UNC Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 

http://~ira~unc~edu/facts-and-~qures/data-summaries-and-pub~icati~ns/previ~us-fact-b~~ks/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... (. 1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history not some vast conspiracy to 
admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of"at risk" 
students.....you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy 
to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. Again, in 2012, UNC admitted 
only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the 
total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid she is a little late to the party. If she or you 
have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this group, then UNC has imposed a near self-distinction in the last 10 years. Someone 
should celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is something than can be improved, a proper 
study would have included a period of remediation and subsequent retesting to determine improvement 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, here is one: UNC has nearly 800 student- 
athletes succeeding in the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Daren Lucas 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kane, Dan <dkane@newsobserver.com> 

Saturday, January, 11, 2014 12:16 AM 

daren lucas q        @yahoo.com> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Data 

Daren, 

Thanks for writing. I too would like to see Mary Willingham’s documentation, and since Provost Dean and Lissa Broome are on this message, perhaps they would be 

interested in letting me see the records of interest on file with the athletic department, sans the names of the athletes. 

We apparently are talking about 183 studems M~o were in a summer remedial program. The records would need to have nmnes redacted, but then we would be able 

to see the test scores and get a sense of the reading levels. Since there aren’t that many s~tudents in this cohort, it shouldn’t take that long to figure out where the rubber 

meets the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports what Willingham is saying. This s~tory ~br example speaks to the average GPAs of athletes who took English 100, which 
is the remedial class. The GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to a 2.5. Those grades were earned during the time of the no- show classes, and numerous records show the 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student Athletes steered academically-challenged athletes, including freshmen, into these classes. One has to wonder what their GPAs 
would have been like without those classes. 

That information was given to former Gov. Jim Martin for his investigation, but it did not end up in his report. I obtained it through a publtic records request. 

In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous requests for information that I think would help explain how this scaJ~da] s~rted m~d how it spread aJnong so 

many students. Some requests have been granted and the infonnation has been very telling. But others, such as the enrollments of athletes in the earliest known no- 

show classes have not. Why not di~lose this information? After all, if there were no athletes in these classes, the university could authoritatively say the scandal did not 

start with athletics. That would seem to be an important point that the university would want to make. But ~) fax it won’t make those records public. Perhaps the 
university, would reconsider. 

Have a great weekend, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, daren lucas < 

Dan, 
@yahoo.corn> wrote: 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided to explore the UNC Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 

http://~ira~unc~edu/facts-and-figures/data-summaries-and-publicati~ns/previ~us-fact-b~~ks/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... (. 1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history not some vast conspiracy to 
admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of"at risk" 
students._..you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a 
policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these students. Again, in 2012, UNC 
admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 
20% of the total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid she is a little late to the party. If she or you 
have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this group, then UNC has imposed a near self-distinction in the last 10 years. Someone 
should celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is something than can be improved, a proper 
study would have included a period of remediation and subsequent retesting to determine improvement. 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, here is one: UNC has nearly 800 student- 
athletes succeeding in the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history. 



Dan Kane 

Staff’Writer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Daren Lucas < ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 1:22 AM 

Kane, Dan ~newsobserver.com> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Data 

Dan. I don’t recall discussing the pas~t academic investigations but since you redirected there, I see where your interests lie. 

You might be interested to know that I talked to someone from another institution who was interviewed by CNN and provided them data and feedback on Mary’s 

assertions. This person is one of the most tenured and highly respected academic services professionals in the country. The feedback this person provided but was 

omitted by CNN included the words "shoddy, unethical and not thorough". 

B ut then again, your redirection makes it clear you are not advocating tbr accurate research just any nugget of information to continue your agenda. Carry on. 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 12:16 AM, "Kane, Dan" < @newsobserver.com > wrote: 

Daren, 

Thanks for writing. I too would like to see Ma~ Willingham’s documentation, and since Provofft Dean and Lissa Broome are on this message, perhaps 

they would be interes~ted in letting me see the records of interest on file with the athletic department, sans the names of the athletes. 

We apparently are talking about 183 students who were in a summer remedial program. The records would need to have nmnes redacted, but then we 

would be able to see the test scores and get a sense of the reading levels. Since there aren’t that many students in this cohort, it shouldfft take that long to 

figure out where the rubber meets the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports what Willingham is saying. This story for example speaks to the average GPAs of athletes who took 

English 100, which is the remedial class. The GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to a 2.5. Those grades were earned during the time of the no- show classes, 

and numerous records show the Academic Support Progranl for Student Athletes steered academically-challenged athlete~ including freshmen, into these 

classes. One has to wonder what their GPAs would have been like mthout those classes. 

That infonnation was given to former Gov. Jim Martin for his investigation, but it did not end up in his report. I obtained it through a publtic records 

request. 

In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous reques~ts lbr intbrmation that I think would help explain how this scandal started and how it 

spread among so many studenks. Some requests have been granted and the infonnation has been very telling. But others, such as the enrollments of 

athletes in the earliest known no-show classes have not. Why not disclose this infonnation? Atter all, if there were no athletes in these classes, the 

university could authoritatively say the scandal did not start with athletics. That would seem to be an important point that the university would want to 

make. But so far it won’t make those records public. Perhaps the university would reconsider. 

Have a great weekend, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Ffi, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, daren lucas < 

Dan, 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided to explore the UNC Fact 
Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 
~://~ira~unc~edu/facts-and~c~ures/data-summaries-and-pub~icati~ns/previ~us-fact-b~ks/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of what I found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... (. 1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history not some vast 
conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift in admissions that has weeded out the vast 
majority of "at risk’’ students._..you will notice this through the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. 
As the UNC System has a policy to allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support 



these students. Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. Compare it. 
The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid she is a little late to the party. If 
she or you have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this group, then UNC has imposed a near self-distinction in the last 
10 years. Someone should celebrate the fact we even field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is something than can be improved, 
a proper study would have included a period of remediation and subsequent retesting to determine improvement. 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, here is one: UNC has nearly 800 
student-athletes succeeding in the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Dan Kane 
StaffWnter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Daren Lucas < ~yahoo.com> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 9:07 AM 

N&O Gmail q ~newsobsenTer.com> 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Data 

Dan, that would not be appropriate. I am sure you understand the nature of personal, private conversations. And I respectfully request that you do not attempt to 

identify and contact this person on your own and connect dots. 

Here is a word of advice. You have printed a lot of conjecture the fast few years.....even presented more in your emails. ("One has to wonder...."). Because of your 

position mad voice, that can put you in a position to be easy used by others with agendas. 

Mary’s work is woefully incomplete and not representative research......I can detect that and I don’t work in academics. Question is why are you basing so much on 

her? 

I would appreciate it if you omitted the universib~ officials here and shared your insight into Maxy’s work. I would love to see it. 

Daren 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 8:36 AM, N&O Gmail <dkane~newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Damn, 

I would certainly be interested in talking to that person if you would provide his or her contact info. 

I will contact that person ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 11,2014, at 1:22 AM, Damn Lucas < ~,~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dan, I don’t recall discussing the past academic investigations but since you redirected there, I see where your interests lie. 

You might be interested to know that I talked to someone fiom another institution who was intenAewed by CNN and provided them data 

and feedback on Mary. ’s asseNons. This person is one of the most tenured and highly respected academic services professionals in the 

country. The feedback this person provided but was omitted by CNN included the words "shod@, unethical and not thorough". 

But then again, ?-our redirection makes it clear you are not advocating for accurate research just an?’ nugget of information to continue your 

agenda. Carry on. 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 12:16 AM, "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> wrote: 

Daren, 

Thanks for writing. I too wonld like to see M~xy Willinghanl’s documentation, and since Provost Dean and Lissa Broome axe 

on this message, perhaps they would be interested in letting me see the records of interest on file with the athletic department, 

sans the names of the athletes. 

We apparently are talking abom 183 students who were in a summer remedial program. The records would need to have 

names redacted, but then we would be able to see the test scores and get a sense of the reading levels. Since there aren’t that 

many studeuts in this cohort, it shouldn’t take that long to figure out where the robber meets the road. 

I have seen independent evidence that supports what WillinghaJn is saying. This stow, for example speaks to the average GPAs 

of athletes who took English 100, which is the remedial class. The GPAs ranged between a 2.3 to a 2.5. Those grades were 

earned during the time of the no-show classes, and numerous records show the Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes steeled academicoJly-challenged athletes, including freshmen, into these classes. One has to wonder what their GPAs 

would have been like without those classes. 

That information was given to former Gov. Jim Martin for his inves~tigation, but it did not end up in his report. I obtained it 

through a public records reques~t. 



In closing, I would like to say that I have made numerous requests tbr information that I think would help explain how fills 

scandal started and how it spread among so many students. Some requests have been granted and the information has been 

vew telling. But other~ snch as "the enrollments of athletes in the earliest known no-show classes have not. Why not di~lose 

this intbrmation? After all, if there were no athletes in these classes, the university could authoritatively say the scandeJ did not 
stmt with athletics. That would seem to be an important point that the universiW would want to make. But so far it won’t make 

those records public. Perhaps the universib, would reconsider. 

Have a great weekend, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 11:10 PM, daren lucas <, 

Dan, 
))yahoo.com> wrote: 

In light of Mary Willingham’s findings release but not supporting data, I decided to explore 
the UNC Fact Books. 

In case you are not aware of them please see this link: 
http://~ira~unc~edu/facts-and-figures/data-summaries~and-publicati~ns/previ~us-fact- 
books/ 

UNC has been tracking and publishing this data since 1986. Here is some of what I 
found: 

- Only 45 of the last 37,000 students admitted over the last 10 years had an SAT score below 800 .... 
(.1%) 
- 79% of current students were in top 10% of HS class vs. 70% in 1993. 
- The number of below 1100 SAT scores admitted annually has dropped from 650 in 1993 to 248 in 
2012. 
- % of freshmen students returning for Year 2 is 97% vs. 90% in 1980. 

These trends portray to me what is most likely the most competitive academic environment in UNC’s 
history not some vast conspiracy to admit illiterate students. There has been a 20 year systematic shift 
in admissions that has weeded out the vast majority of"at risk" students.....you will notice this through 
the ongoing reduction of students with SAT’s in the 800’s-1000’s. As the UNC System has a policy to 
allow exceptions at a rate of 1%, it does not eliminate them all ....... or the need to support these 
students. Again, in 2012, UNC admitted only 248 total students with SAT’s below 1100. Think about that. 
Compare it. The population of this grouping has gone from 20% of the total population to 7%. 

If Mary is attempting to portray herself as some last bastion of academic integrity, I’m afraid she is a 
little late to the party. If she or you have some belief that athletes tend to fit into this group, then UNC 
has imposed a near self-distinction in the last 10 years. Someone should celebrate the fact we even 
field a competitive football program. 

Lastly, the shocking aspect of Mary’s work is the lack of completeness. As reading level is something 
than can be improved, a proper study would have included a period of remediation and subsequent 
retesting to determine improvement. 

Hopefully you will investigate and report more findings like these. Since you like soundbites, here is 
one: UNC has nearly 800 student-athletes succeeding in the most competitive academic environment in 
UNC’s history. 

Thanks. 

Dan Kane 
StaffWriter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Pardue <    @meetingwizard.com> 

Tuesday, November 9, 2010 8:36 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Meeting Confirmation 

Hi, 

This is a confirmation from Sam Pardue for the following meeting event: 

Start Date/Time: Thursday November 18, 2010 3:00 PM Eastern Time 

Subject/Purpose: Knight Commission’s first recommendation 
Type/Fornlat: telecont’erence 
Duration: approximately 45 minutes 

You can view complete details by clicking the follo~,ing link: 
http://www.meetingwizard, comimwiz/vird, cfm?m=758904&mtag= ;g=7509780 

If you have not yet responded, or if you want to change your response, click the follo~,ing link: 
http :iiwww.meetingwizard. com/mwiziv/r, cfm?m=758904&mtag=           ~g=7509780 

A message ti-om the organizer: 
-- previous message -- Please check the times suggested for us to have a discussion regarding Knight Commission’s first 
recommendation: 

Requiring greater transparency, including better measures to compare athletics spending to academic spending. 

I will forward the phone number and access code once we select a time. Sam 

MeetingWizard - great meetings begin here! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Pardue <SamPardue@ncsu.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 2:28 PM 

~@cob.fsu.edu; @be.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: KNght Commission 

Ii1 preparation for our conference call Thursday, you may want to take a look at your own institution’s atlfletics department "financials" as repofled by USA Today: 

http://~vw.usatoda,/.comispo(ts/collegeincaa- finances.htul 

You can search by year and institution. One of the key, implications of the Knight Commission’s report is that most college athletics pl~ogmms are in a veu precarious 
position financially. They reference the USA Today- database and state: ’)ust sm,en athletics programs generated enough revenue to finish in the black in each of 
the past five yearn." 

While this may be true; it is somewhat disingenuous. Take NC State for example. We did mn an operating deficit in 2004-05. Therefore we are not one of the 7 that 

had 5 consecutive years of"in the black". However in that 5 year period we had a cumulative operating surplus of over $10,000,000 for m~ average of more than $2.1 

million. Clearly I am not in tbe business school, but I would be happy owning a business that made a "profit" 4 out of 5 years with an annual average surplus of over $2 

mil. I recognize that there exists an number of institutions that have lalge operating deficits. However the Knight report suuges~ts that the sys~tem is broken. Looking 
forward to your thoughts. 

Year Operating Revenue    Operating Expenses Difl}rential 

2008-09 $50,586,947.00548,349,169.00 $2,237,778.00 

2007-08 $45,632,223.00543,892,285.00 $1,739,938.00 
2006-07 $47,830,440.00 $43,294,143.00 $4,536,297.00 
2005-06 $45,836,095.00 $42,463,462.00 $3,372,633.00 
2004-05 $35,793,670.00 $37,048,794.00 ($1,255,124,00) 

$10,631,522.00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perrewe, Pamela < @cob.fsn.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 3:17 PM 

Sam Paxdue < ~@ncsu.edu>; 

RE: KNght Commission 

@bc.edu; Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

tteHo Everyone: 

Here are FS! r"s numbers (according to the website), buI ff~e numbei~ are quite a bit higher ff~m~ our a2mual it~tema[ report: 

Florida State University Athletic Spending to Revenues: 

YEAR REVENUES EXPENSES 
2008 2009 $74,417,324 $78, 528, 151 (IN THE P, ED) 
2007 2008 $73,458,494 $65,583,105 

2006 - 2007 $77,257,845 $67,843,586 
2005 2006 $67,012,792 $59,512,089 

2004 2005 $56,576,933 $56,412,748 
Talk with 3,ou <m Tbt~3~da3,,, 
Pare 

From: Sam Pardue [mailto:          :@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 16, 2020 2:28 plVl 

To: Perrewe, Pamela;       @bc.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Knight Commission 

In preparation for our conference call Thursday, you may want to take a look at your own institution’s athletics department "finmlcials" as reported by LISA Today: 

http:/,’wavw.usatoday.comisports,’collegeincaa- finances.htm 

You can search by year a3d institution. One of the key implications of the Knight Commission’s report is that most college athletics programs are in a very, precarious 
position finaJlcially. They rei}rence the USA TodW database and state: "just seven athletics programs generated enough revenue lo finish in the black in each of 
the past five years." 

While this may be true; it is somewhat disingenuous. Take NC State for example. We did run an operating deficit in 2004-05. Therefore we are not one of the 7 that 

had 5 consecutive years of"in the black". However in that 5 year period we had a cumulative operating surplus of over $10,000,000 for an average of more than $2.1 

million. Clearly I am not in the business school, but I would be happy owning a business that made a "profit" 4 out of 5 years with an annual average surplus of over $2 

mil. I recognize that there exists an number of institutions that have lmge operating defcits. However the Knight report suugests that the system is broken. Looking 
forward to your thoughts. 

Year Operating Revenue    Operating Expenses DiflLwentiaJ 

2008-09 $50,586,947.00548,349,169.00 $2,237,778.00 

2007-08 $45,632,223.00543,892,285.00 $1,739,938.00 

2006-07 $47,830,440.00 $43,294,143.00 $4,536,297.00 

2005-06 $45,836,095.00 $42,463,462.00 $3,372,633.00 

2004-05 $35,793,670.00 $37,048,794.00 ($1,255,124.00) 

$10,631,522.00 

Sail1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko ~:~ @nc¯rr.com> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 l:12 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edtP 

Knight Commission - College Sports News Update 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Knight Commissi .... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

March 30, 2011 

Hello, 

Recently, U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan announced his support for two Knight 
Commission recommendations to reward teams that make academics a priority: 1 ) 
require teams to be on track to graduate 50 percent of their players to be eligible for 
postseason play; and 2) change the NCAA’s revenue distribution system to provide 
financial rewards to teams that meet minimal academic standards¯ The Knight 
Commission made these recommendations in its report, Restoring the Balance: Dollars 
Values and the Future of College Sports. 
Duncan highlighted his support in an op-ed, "What’s missincl from March Madness? Better 
Academics" published on March 17 by The Washington Post. In conjunction with 
Duncan’s endorsement, the Knight Commission issued a _r_ _e_ /_ _e_ _ _a_ _ _s_ _ _e_ highlighting two issues: 

10 men’s basketball teams in the tournament would have been ineligible under the 
postseason eligibility benchmark recommended by the Knight Commission and 
backed by Secretary Duncan. This standard would require teams to be on track to 
graduate at least 50 percent of their players, which currently equates to a 925 
Academic Progress Rate (APR). 

The current NCAA revenue distribution formula allows teams to earn more than $1 ¯4 
million dollars for their conference for each game appearance in the tournament. The 
premium placed on tournament success means that teams failing to meet minimal 
academic benchmarks are richly rewarded¯ The Commission suggests cutting this 
amount by half and reallocating the new portion to institutions that meet minimal 
academic benchmarks, and demonstrate an appropriate balance between athletics 
and academic spending¯ 

Secretary Duncan wrote, "...it is time that the NCAA revenue distribution plan stopped 
handsomely rewarding success on the court with multimillion-dollar payouts to schools that 
fail to meet minimum academic standards." 

Institutional leaders who support the Knight Commission’s recommendations are 
encouraged to communicate such support to NCAA President Mark Emmert. If you have 
any questions or feedback about the recommendations, you can contact me directly at 

Duncan was joined in his endorsement by Benjamin Jealous, president and CEO, NAACP, 
and Richard Lapchick, director, The Institute for Diversity and Ethics in Sport. Links to a 
sampling of articles reporting on the recommendations and Duncan’s endorsement are 
listed below. For more information on the Knight Commission’s report, visit 

www.kniqhtcommission¯orq 
Sincerely, 

Amy Perko 
Executive Director 

The Washington Post- 
USA TODAY -Education chief: Low grad rate should mean no tourney invite 
Bloomberg - NCAA Should Alter Payout to Reward Academics, Knight Commission Study 

Says 

The Wall Street Joumal -Education Secretary Calls Foul on Teams’ Academics 
The Record (New Jersey) - Graduation rates of basketball players show NCAA’s good and 
bad 
Diverse Issues in Higher Education - Education Secretary Arne Duncan: Improve Division I 

Basketball Graduation Rates 

Deseret News (Salt Lake City) Editorial - March madness and graduation 



Forward to a friend 

% 
This email was sent to [broome@email.unc.edu by       @nc.rr.com 
Update Profile/Email Address :: instant iemova[ with SafeUnsubscribeTM :: Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Perko, @nc.rr.com> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 12:27 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&P 

Knight Commission Requests ProposaJs tbr CJraJlt Program 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Knight Commissi ..... Intercollegiate Athletics 

A project of the John S. and James L. Knight Foundation 

May 27, 2011 

Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics Announces 
New Grants Program 

The Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics is requesting proposals for grants 
to support research on intercollegiate athletics policy. The program is intended to 
enhance the Commission’s long-standing legacy of recommending policy changes to 
improve the management and integrity of big-time college athletics by bringing new 
voices into the conversation about how to ensure that athletics programs provide 
value both to individual athletes and to the colleges and universities that support them. 
Proposals will be judged on their originality, feasibility, clarity and, most significantly, 
their relevance to policy and practice in the areas of concern outlined in the 
Commission’s reports, to wit: 

¯ Academic integrity and valuable educational experiences for college athletes 
o Institutional and organizational (e.g., NCAA, conferences) accountability 

for academic integrity and responsible management 
o Treating athletes as students first, not as professional athletes 
o Strengthening the principles of amateurism to prevent the commercial 

exploitation of athletes 
o Rewarding practices that make academic values a priority 

Fiscal integrity of athletics programs 
o Greater transparency of finances, including better measures to compare 

athletics and academic spending 
o De-escalation of the "arms race" in spending on athletics 
o Promoting the financial sustainability of college athletics and an 

appropriate balance between athletics and academic spending 
Presidential and academic authority over the operations of intercollegiate 
athletics 

The Commission will award grants for the 2011-12 academic year (including the 
summer of 2012) for researchers to conduct studies in these areas. The Commission 
will host a public meeting in 2012 for researchers to present their work to the media 
as well as leaders in academe and intercollegiate athletics. 
To be successful, proposals will need to demonstrate a high level of understanding of 
the history, structure, politics, and economics of college athletics. The format for 
proposals may include original scholarship suitable for peer review, policy papers to 
spur discussion among leaders, or an in-depth journalistic study in print, online, or 
digital media. Any of these formats will be assessed on an equivalent basis for quality, 
sophistication, and potential to achieve the identified goals. 
Two tiers of grants will be considered. One tier will be considered for funding up to 
$25,000, based on the quality of the proposal and the justifications in the proposed 
budgets. The second tier will receive awards up to $5,000 based on the same criteria. 
Principal investigators may be affiliated with educational or nonprofit institutions, but 
proposals from publications and other private organizations will be considered. Multi- 
organizational and interdisciplinary proposals are encouraged. 
The deadline for proposals will be August 5, 2011, and winners will be announced 
October 24. Final reports will be due on August 1,2012. 
For a copy of the full Request for Proposals, please click here. For more information 
on the Knight Commission, visit www.knightcommission.org. Questions may be 
directed by email tc        @knightcommission.org. 

Forward to a friend 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Courtright, Patty <pa~’ couaright@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:29 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sthrme@admissions.~mc.edu-*; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email. unc.edu> 

Moss, Ga~ <galy moss@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Re: Gazette Stoly on Athletics 

Joy’ and Lissa, GaD~ and I appreciate your support and time in doing the Q&A. This is such an important topic, and we want to do whatever we can to help the 
campus community understand the ongoing work. 

Steve, thank you tbr the clarification. I had hoped that the link to your op-ed in the N&O would give the neces~ry explanation for the subcommittee process, but I 
understand the distinction you’re making and agree that we could make that clearer. 

What if we added to the ii~bmmtion in parentheses in that one question to clafit~ your point. Would this do it? 
(Steve Farmer, vice provost for enrollment and undergraduate admissions, explained that each year the University enrolls roughly 160 recruited student-athletes under 
the "special talent" clause of the Board of Trustees policy" on admissions. A relatively sm~]l number of these students are admitted based on review and 
recommendation by the Advisor?~ Committee on Undergraduate Admissions Subcommittee on Special Talent. Farmer discussed the admission process for these 
students in a Nov. 24, 2012, point-of-view piece, posted on academic review.unc.edu/news.) 

Please let me lalow what you think. 

Thank you again, 

Pat~ 

From: <Renner>, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:12 AM 

To: Gary Moss <g_a___r_y_. moss@unc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" <-s--f--a---r---m---e---r---@----a---d---m---[s--s-j--~---n---s-.---u--n---c--.--e---d---u-> 

Co: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu>, "Courtright, Patty" <Patty...Courtright@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Gazette Story on Athletics 

I am fine with rny comments .-- I guess the fast paragraph ot: that section I thought was a lift from the citation/reference at the end of it so I did not scrutinize it for 

accuracy. 

If something is inaccurate, then I think we should try to correct it, If it is unclear because of the brief nature of this article and the limitations of space then we 

coukt perhaps do a [ollow-up article with rnore comprehensive explanations of our special talent admits wh¢_~re the issue could be given t fu-_~ appropriat¢_~ amount 

of attention and care to the numbers and explaining the numbers 

I defer to Lissa, kayna, and Steve on this issue as they are much better informed than I am not only on the nu~T~bers but what they mean. 

Joy£ Renn~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North (-aroiina at Ci~apel Hiii 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

BZ1-A South (:oiumbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9,’66-5147Desk 

Cell 

91%9,’66-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This (_~--mail message, [nch.idh-~g attachments, [f any, is intended oni¥ for the -person or (_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged material. Any ---unauti~odzed review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.mai[ and 

destroy all copies of the ()r[girlal message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~Nic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: Moss, Gary 

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:06 AM 

To: Farmer, Stephen M 

(::c: Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Mosley, Layna; Courbight, Patty 

Subject: Re: Gazette Story on Athletics 

Steve, 

I appreciate the clarifications and the supportive spirit in which they were sent. Patty and I would be glad to add and change language to clarify the digital version of the story to 

address the concerns you have expressed. 

I think the overarching thrust of what Joy was trying to say (Joy please weigh in on this) is that faculty members have expressed concerns to her about student-athletes who are 

admitted here solely on the strength of their academic prowess who are at high risk academically based on objective measurements such as SAT scores, high school GPA, and the 

rigor of their high school coursework, and she wanted to point out to them (both in her report to the Faculty Council and in our Q&A) that this subgroup (whatever they should be 

called) is a relatively small number of the total of 160 admitted each year and that this subgroup is carefully selected and carefully nurtured once admitted. 

This gets at the overall idea that more information is better than less because people it prevents people from assuming the problem (in this case the number of student-athletes at 

high risk academically) is a much smaller number than they would have imagined. They also learn of the painstaking efforts that people like Lissa put in to monitor their academic 

success. 

The change in criteria for which students fall subject to the subcommittee, I agree, further complicates and skews what to make of the downward trend. 

That is the unavoidable dilemma of any attempt to go beyond scratching the surface of any complex issue. But I agree with you that it is worth making the attempt. 

Gary 

From: <Farmer>, "\"Farmer,\" Stephen" <sfarmer(/~admissions.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 9:31 AM 

To: Gary Moss <Gary Moss@unc.edu> 



Cc: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@rned.unc.edu>, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc+edu>, "Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu> 

Subject: Gazette Story on Athletics 

Dear Gary (with copies to Joy Renner, Lissa Broome, and Layna Mosley): 

Thank you for the helpful and thoughtful story on athletics, including athletics admissions, that ran in the recent Gazette. I really appreciate your taking the time 

to shed light on what has been a complicated and emotionally charged issue for our community. I’m also grateful to Joy and to Lissa -and to Layna, who chairs the 

Subcommittee on Special Talent -for their great and selfless leadership over the last year. 

I do have two clarifications I’d like to offer -if not for publication, then at least for background. 

"Special admits" 

Each year the University enrolls roughly 160 recruited student-athletes under the "special talent" clause of the trustee policy on admissions -that is, the clause 

that provides for "the admission of selected applicants ... who give evidence of possessing special talents for University programs requiring such special talents." 

These 160 students include a smaller number who may only be admitted if they are first reviewed and recommended by the Subcommittee on Special Talent. 

All 160 of these students - not just those who are reviewed by the subcommittee - are "special admits," in that they’re admitted partly because they "give 

evidence of possession special talents for University programs requiring such special talents." In the future, I think we want to avoid suggesting that 

subcommittee students are the only "special admits," because doing so might be read as either our (a) stigmatizing these students or (b) understating the scope of 

athletics admissions. 

On balance, I think the most accurate label for the 160 would be "special-talent athletes" or "special-talent student-athletes." 

Subcommittee numbers 

As Joy and Lissa may have mentioned, the criteria that determine which students may only be admitted if they’re first reviewed and recommended by the 

Subcommittee on Special Talent were revised last fall. In general, the criteria are a little tougher than they were; if these same criteria had been in place over the 

last ten years, the subcommittee would have reviewed more students than it did under the old criteria. 

Because of the change in criteria, it can be a little confusing to compare subcommittee numbers from year to year. Here are the numbers for 2001-2012 using the 

old criteria, all of which have been reported publicly, in the N&O and elsewhere: 

2001 - 30 

2002 - 30 

2003 - 19 

2004 - 22 

2005 - 22 

2006 - 26 

2007 - 21 

2008 - 13 

2009 - 16 
2010 - 14 
2011 - 21 
2012 - 21 
If the revised criteria were applied to 2006-2012, these would have been the numbers (we can’t go back earlier than 2006 because we don’t have all the data we 

use in the new criteria): 

2006 - 29 

2007 - 26 

2008 - 17 

2009 - 29 

2010 - 18 

2011 - 23 

2012 - 23 

Although we’re not quite finished for 2013, right now we project that the final number of subcommittee students will be 16. We won’t know the final number 

until census in the fall but will report it at that time. The final number could be slightly higher or slightly lower. 

I very much appreciate that all these things can be pretty confusing - which is why I really appreciate your article, which sheds plenty of clear light, and which is 

contributes helpfully to the dialogue on campus. 

Joy, Ussa, and Layna, if I have misstated anything or withheld any important information, I hope you won’t hesitate to correct or elaborate. 

Yours truly, 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:36 PM 

Courtright, Patty <patty courtrigh@unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu:* 

Moss, Gab" <gary moss@unc.edu:*; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

RE: Gazette Stol7 on Athletics 

Patty (and all), thank you very much. I know how hard you and Gary work to explain the University clearly and accurately to all who’re reading. T’m grateful to you for giving so 
much of your time and care to this subject. 

I think the information you’ve added is completely accurate and reads well. Thank you again. 

Steve 

From: Courtright, Patty 

Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:29 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .l; Farmer, Stephen M; Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Moss, Gary; Mosley, Layna 
Subject: Re: Gazette Story on Athletics 

Joy and Lissa, GaD~ and I appreciate your support and lime in doing the Q&A. This is such an imtx~llant topic, and we want to do whatever we can to help the 

campus community understand the ongoing work. 

Steve, thank you for the clarification. I had hoped that the link to your op-ed in the N&O would give the necessa~ explanation for the subcommittee process, but I 
understand the distinction you’re making and agree that we could make that clearer. 

What if we added to the in[bmmtion in parentheses in that one question to clant~ your point. Would this do it? 

(Steve Farmer, vice provost tbr enrollment and undergraduate admissions, explained that each year the UNversiF enrolls roughly 160 recruited student-athletes under 

the "special toJent" clause of the Board of Trustees policy on admissions. A relatively smaJ1 number of these students are admitted based on review and 

recommendation by the Advisory Committee on Undergraduate Admissions Subcommittee on Special Talent. Farmer discussed the admission process for these 

students in a Nov. 24, 2012, point-of-view piece, posted on academic review.unc.edu/news.) 

Please let me know what you think. 

Thank you again, 

Patb’ 

From: <Renner>, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:12 AM 

To: Gary Moss <g_a___r_y_. moss@unc.edu>, "Farmer, Stephen M" <-s--f--a---r---m---e---r---@----a---d---m---Ls--s-!--~---n---s-.---u--n---c-:--e---d---u-> 

Cc: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu>, "Courtright, Patty" <Patty...Courtright@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Gazette Story on Athletics 

I am fine with rny comments .-- I guess the fast paragraph ot: [hat section I thought was a lift from [he citation/reference at the end of it so I did not scrutinize it for 

accuracy. 

If something is inaccurate, then I think we should try to correct it, If it is unclear because of the brief nature of this article and the limitations of space then we 

coukt perhaps do a [ellow-up article with more comprehensive explanations of our special talent admits wh~-_~re the issue could be given tl’u:_~ appropriat~:_~ amount 

ot: attention and care to the numbers and explaining the numbers~ 

I defer to Lissa, Layna, and Steve on this issue as they are much better informed than I am not only on the numbers but wha{ {hey mean. 

JoyJ. Renn~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Profe55or and Director 

University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9.’-) 6-514.7Desk 
Cell 

919-9.’-) 6-.~ 951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, inch.iding attachmer~ts, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.rnad and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bjeet to the North Carolina P~blk Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state offidM (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educationa~ records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: Moss, Gary 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M 
Co: Renner, .lay .l; Broome, Lissa L; Mosley, Layna; Courtright, Patty 
Subject: Re: Gazette Story on Athletics 

Steve, 
I appreciate the clarifications and the supportive spirit in which they were sent. Patty and I would be glad to add and change language to clarify the digital version of the story to 

address the concerns you have expressed. 

I think the overarching thrust of what Joy was trying to say (Joy please weigh in on this) is that faculty members have expressed concerns to her about student-athletes who are 



admitted here solely on the strength of their academic prowess who are at high risk academically based on objective measurements such as SAT scores, high school GPA, and the 

rigor of their high school coursework, and she wanted to point out to them (both in her report to the Faculty Council and in our Q&A) that this subgroup (whatever they should be 

called) is a relatively small number of the total of 160 admitted each year and that this subgroup is carefully selected and carefully nurtured once admitted. 

This gets at the overall idea that more information is better than less because people it prevents people from assuming the problem (in this case the number of student-athletes at 

high risk academically) is a much smaller number than they would have imagined. They also learn of the painstaking efforts that people like Ussa put in to monitor their academic 

success. 
The change in criteria for which students fall subject to the subcommittee, I agree, further complicates and skews what to make of the downward trend. 

That is the unavoidable dilemma of any attempt to go beyond scratching the surface of any complex issue. But I agree with you that it is worth making the attempt. 

Gary 

From: <Farmer>, "\"Farmer,\" Stephen" <sfarmer@admisslons.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 9:31 AM 

To: Gary Moss <Gary Moss@unqedu> 

Cc: "Renner, Joy J" <_J__o__y_ Renner@med.unc.edu>, "Broome, Ussa L" <!_b___r__o___o____m____e__@__e___m___a__!!_.___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_>, "Mosley, Layna" <__m___o___s_!__e_y_@__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Gazette Story on Athletics 

Dear Gary (with copies to Joy Renner, Lissa Broome, and Layna Mosley): 

Thank you for the helpful and thoughtful story on athletics, including athletics admissions, that ran in the recent Gazette. I really appreciate your taking the time 

to shed light on what has been a complicated and emotionally charged issue for our community. I’m also grateful to Joy and to Lissa -and to Layna, who chairs the 

Subcommittee on Special Talent -for their great and selfless leadership over the last year. 

I do have two clarifications I’d like to offer -if not for publication, then at least for background. 

"Special admits" 

Each year the University enrolls roughly 160 recruited student-athletes under the "special talent" clause of the trustee policy on admissions -that is, the clause 

that provides for "the admission of selected applicants ... who give evidence of possessing special talents for University programs requiring such special talents." 

These 160 students include a smaller number who may only be admitted if they are first reviewed and recommended by the Subcommittee on Special Talent. 

All 160 of these students - not just those who are reviewed by the subcommittee - are "special admits," in that they’re admitted partly because they "give 

evidence of possession special talents for University programs requiring such special talents." In the future, I think we want to avoid suggesting that 

subcommittee students are the only "special admits," because doing so might be read as either our (a) stigmatizing these students or (b) understating the scope of 

athletics admissions. 

On balance, I think the most accurate label for the 160 would be "special-talent athletes" or "special-talent student-athletes." 

Subcommittee numbers 

As Joy and Lissa may have mentioned, the criteria that determine which students may only be admitted if they’re first reviewed and recommended by the 

Subcommittee on Special Talent were revised last fall. In general, the criteria are a little tougher than they were; if these same criteria had been in place over the 

last ten years, the subcommittee would have reviewed more students than it did under the old criteria. 

Because of the change in criteria, it can be a little confusing to compare subcommittee numbers from year to year. Here are the numbers for 2001-2012 using the 

old criteria, all of which have been reported publicly, in the N&O and elsewhere: 

2001 - 30 

2002 - 30 

2003 - 19 

2004 - 22 

2005 - 22 

2006 - 26 

2007 - 21 

2008 - 13 

2009 - 16 

2010 - 14 

2011 - 21 

2012 - 21 

If the revised criteria were applied to 2006-2012, these would have been the numbers (we can’t go back earlier than 2006 because we don’t have all the data we 

use in the new criteria): 

2006 - 29 

2007 - 26 

2008 - 17 

2009 - 29 

2010 - 18 

2011 - 23 

2012 - 23 

Although we’re not quite finished for 2013, right now we project that the final number of subcommittee students will be 16. We won’t know the final number 

until census in the fall but will report it at that time. The final number could be slightly higher or slightly lower. 

I very much appreciate that all these things can be pretty confusing - which is why I really appreciate your article, which sheds plenty of clear light, and which is 

contributes helpfully to the dialogue on campus. 

Joy, Ussa, and Layna, if I have misstated anything or withheld any important information, I hope you won’t hesitate to correct or elaborate. 

Yours truly, 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 7:09 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sthrmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Afternoon Update: At Test-Optional Colleges, Students Surpass the Scores They Didn’t Submit 

Interesting article in The Chronicle oi1 test scores and perfomlance. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: The Chronicle <daily-npdate@chronicle.com> 

Date: February 18, 2014, 4:05:00 PM EST 

To: The Chronicle <daily-update@chronicle.corn> 

Subject: Afternoon Update: At Test-Optional Colleges, Students Surpass the Scores They Didn’t Submit 

[~i 
THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION ] 

Afternoon Update 
Tuesday, February 18, 2014 

Subscribe to The Chronicle today to get access to premium content and mc 

E 

Today’s News 

Head Count 

New research reveals "trivial" differences between the performance of students who submitted test scores and those who did not. 

Head Count 

.. 
:~ 7 " ~’° }:g( rr( wbk% }: z,v(:d,~ -~,, ~:~ ~y -~,%, :~d@7 by Sect:or a nd Degree 

A new analysis by the New America Foundation considers the differences that underlie the 

average figures for student-loan debt. 

The Conversation 

The Universib" of Illinois at Chicago faculty union has taken to the picket line. Lennard Davis 

and Walter Benn Miehaels explain why. 

Say Something 

Andile ,Justice lVlkonto had run away and fallen in with a bad crowd, he says, before a 

development group helped him refocus his life and set off for college in London. 

The Ticker 

C~bama ApoIogi:.z.~?.s to a~~ ArL Y[isLoria~ fo~" Y[is Jab Abo~I ......./’.h ~. Di~ci,.... [:~1ii~. .... 

The Ticker 

The Ticker 



Uo of Illi~}ois Seeks to Ad@’ess Concer<:s <{ No~>-,Tem~re-:l~rack }?acuity X1en}bers 

The Ticker 

F].agle.r’ (’,ol]e£e O£idal Resigl].s Over h:-~[lat.ed ./t~dmissiorls Data 

The Ticker 

Louisiar~a ]De]t:a (,<,r:m~umt.}, Co]]ege t:o Lay Of[ 28 in Cost--<k::t.tting ?~![o-ve 

Announcement 

We’ve extended the registration deadline to February 24. The free sm"vey results will give you impoltant benehmarking data to help your institution measu 

progress toward your strategie goals. Institutions deemed to be Great Colleges to Work For u~ll reeeive national exposure in The Chroniele’s Academic 

Workplaee speeial report There is no cost to partieipate, but spaee is limited. Sign up today at <;}:ro.~:k:~eGr~m’;<’o~’.:eg,. s,sors, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.tmc.edu> 

Thursday ’. 8:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.e&P 

RE: Academic Issue 

OK, thanks lbr your insight on this. I doubt CD would alter the travel mTangements as he descfibes~ though it would be permitted by NC,~ idles. I understand he is 

frustrated ruth the result. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: Academic Issue 

10:00 AM 

Hi Vince --.There is faculty legislation on missing class to represent the University, but it may not apply in this situation where the student can be in class but doesn’t 

w~mt to ta]~e the test. From th~-_~ instructor"s perspec~:ive, this might mean writing another tesL f u[xlersta]~d CD’s frustration, but I’m not sur~-:~ the solution is to keep 

the kid in Virgini~ Tech ~no[:her da% ~-:~speciaHy i[ [:he rest of the team wiil be re~:urning Sunday ~-:~vening. I ~gre~-_~ th~: an accommodation by the professor seems 

reasonable, but I am not sure it is required under our legislation. We have as a project rewriting the class attendance policy for all students to rnake it rnore rational. 

It has been added on to over the years and is not kind of a r~lish-rnash. One o[: the rnore recent additions was based on a statute that perRlits students to ~TfiSS two 

days of class for religious observance. The current policy’s appeal procedure is to go to the course instructor’s immediate academic supervisor. 

I.issa 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Academic Issue 

8:20 PM 

Lissa, 

I fol~¥arded acopytoHamld. Isa situation like the one descfibed below somethingyou wouldcondderaddressing on ourcampus?Thanks and hopeyou’refeeling 

bet~ersoon. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:10 AM 
To: Spencer Welborn 

Co: llle, Vince 
Subject: Academic Issue 

Spencer,,              has two exarns this week, and two exams next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to Virginia Tech for 

our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night. 
asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our sia’s expected to 

perform under this kind of an environment? 

What can be done about this? If the answer is nothing,        will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event until Monday 

night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday, He needs a day at least to study. 

It is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances, The kid wants to do well, he has gone to them both well 

in advance, and [ can’t believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 12:54 PM 

Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: travel letters 

I have this on our agenda for FAC discussion in December to see how other faculty feel about the policy. I believe if we extend beyond student-athletes there will 

need to be some form and function to the policy so that it is not stretched to far but is not too rigid the other direction. 

I will turn this over to th~-_~ polici~:_~s and proc~:_~dures %:~xperts" on the FAC for the discussion dew:Aoprnent, 

You guys thoughts? 

Joy J. Renr!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 

&ssociate Profe55or and [)[re,::l:or 

Un[w!!’sil:¥ of Norl:h C;~roiina al: Chi~pel HHI 

School of Medi,::[ne 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcinduran[ Hail 

321-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9~5-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: TNs .,>-mail message, ir!,::Jud[rl.~ at[achments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and r~]ay t:ot~t;}Jrl c:onfidenl:ial and/or 
privileged mater[ai, Ar!y .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~iMted, If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[en[, please, cor!l:a.::l: the’ sende, r by re’ply e-mall and 
destroy all cOp[e5 Of the original !’ness;~ge, 
Email eorrespondenge te and from this address may be s~bjeet to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCGS, oh. J.32). Student educatio~al reeords are sub~ect to FERIPA, 

From-. Cowell, Glyms S. 

Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 12:44 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Renner, 3oy .1 
Subject: RE: travel letters 
Hi Joy and Lissa, 
I just received an email from Coach Fox who is understandably upset about the email ] have cut and pasted here from Susan lalloy about travel letters: 

Hey Coaches, 
I wanted to make you aware of a clarification that has just been made with regard to the use of Travel Letters for competition (a matter that will obvious come in to play next 
semester when baseball season starts). I am not sure if this has been something that you all have done with Managers and other student support staff in the past, but the 
process for the use of travel letters has just been officially clarified and is intended for use ONLY by student-athletes. It is not permitted to be used by managers, 
videographers, or other students who travel with the team for athletic events who are not on the official squad list. Please let me know if this is of any concern on your end. 
Thank you, 

Susan 

This is Coach Fox’s reaction: 
Our managers play an important role for our team and especially our manager!bullpen catcher. The NCAA and the ACC permits these players to travel and dress (not even 
count toward our 27 limit!-so we can take a manager/bullpen catcher but must leave other eligible players at home) 
I would hate to see these few kids who do travel with us not be given some miss classed consideration. This does not makes sense to me. 

Is this policy now? Coach Fox says that Susan does not know where it originated. Do you? This certainly does not seem fair to me. A team, as we know, is more than the 
players who step on the field... 

Best, 
Glynis 
Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 5:14 PM 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edu>; Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.~mc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc.edu> 

Joy - Thmlks for tomorrow 

I will try to join you if the student presentations end at all early and I can slip in before my next class starts. 

Below are the questions asked last time and it would be good to cover the same ones with each candidate if possible. I will leave it to you guys to decide who wil 

start the session and have everyone introduce him/herself. 

Thanks again, 

Joy 

1) What experience she has working witi~ faculty groups, 

2) What she thinks is the appropriate role for faculty relative to academic support for student-athletes 

S) Given the current situation at UNC, why does she want this particular job? 

4) What she thinks is tile responsibility of atMetics-academic support programs reiative to "special admit" student-athletes who tlave higtler needs, 

and what priority sho~ld be given for limited academic support reso~rces reiative to the few (speciai admits) vs, the masses {average st~dent- 

ad~letes}, 
h)y J. Rer!ner, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universib~, of North Carolina a~ rJi~apel ~-Iili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-g66-5147Desk 

Cell 
919-966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENFb~UI-Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, i!’:clud[ng a~tachments it: any, is intended oniy for d~e -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confidenLiai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Any ---unau J~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is F rohib[ted. I, you are no. the in[ended recipient, please con[ac[ [}~e sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the ori#,qnal raessa~e. 
Email correspendenee to a~l from tibia a~l~lress may be subject to tl~e No~th Care~b~a Public Reco~ida law and ~ay be di~losed to tl~ird parties bf an 
authorized state efficiM (NICGS. oh. ~t32). Student educatienM records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

Renner (1    ).doc 

Ms. Renner, 
I just wanted to follow up on the below and make sure that you received it, 

Thanks! 

Tom 

>>> Tom Timmerman,, 35 PM >>> 

Ms. Rennet, 
My name is Tom Timmermans and I work in the compliance office. The Jesse Kenan Wise Scholarship is awarded on a yearly basis to two Non Resident Football student 

athletes, For the       icadernic year            and            are recommended to receive the scholarship. The scholarship dollars are used to offset funds provided 

by The Educational Foundation, Inc. Your approval of these recommendations is required (attached form). Once signed please send it back to me (CB#8500). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Tom 
Tom Timmermans i Assistant Director of ComplianceiFin~ Aid i U~iversJb~ of North Carolina 

ONce 919.962.7851 iCeJl             iFax 919.962.6002 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 12:30 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy - athlete progress reports 

So I had a faculty member contact me and I will pass it on to Harold anonymously as the person doesn’t want to be identified, that she received a studen-lathlete 

progress report form today that is due by Friday. She was not amused at the lack of appreciation for how busy faculty can be. 

We need our ASPSA director here as soon as possible to help with coming up with processes and systems moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
Associate Profe55or a!~d D[re,::l:or 
Unive!’sil:y of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel Hill 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bor~dura!~t Hail 
321-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; e.-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r].~ al:t;~chments, if any, is irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch it is addressed and rt]ay t:ot~t;}JR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged mater[ai. Ar!~, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [hi:ended recip[enL please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by re’ply e-mall and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the original message. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s~tate official (NCGN. oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:48 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

I~: NCAA Travels 

Lissa, 

: is a student hi our : programs, He is scheduled to travel with th~ :o Kansas City to perform as 

tournament, There is a Chem    exam he is scheduled to take on Thursday. Dr. Thompson who teaches the class will not let 

t:o take t:he exam and be in Kansas Cit:y. Can you offer any guidance on this matt~:_~r? 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brossman, Curt Alan 
Sent: Monday, :!.:!.:06 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: NCAA Travels 

An update from       on his exam sit:~ation. 

, at th 

make other accommodations 

From: Thompson, Nancy L [nlt@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:55 AM 

To: 
Cc: Thompson, Nancy L 
Subject: RE: NCAA Travels 

Eit:her you will need t:o Lake the exam with the rest of the class or drop it. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 8:38 AM 
To: Thompson, Nancy L 
Subject: NCAA Travels 
Hello Dr. Thompson, 

I am           from your Chem    class and I have previously asked for an alternate exam schedule. Now with the            known, our traveling for the game is 
known. The plan is for us to leave Wednesday evening, meaning I would not be present in class on Thursday to take the exam. I know that earlier you said that if I was not 
present for the exam, then it would count as my dropped grade. However, I am not comfortable with doing that and have been talking with my, " coaches for alternative 
plans. The coach traveling with us to Kansas City is Curt Brossman and has offered to proctor the exam for me. He has done this with previous c in 
the past and is willing to speak with you about the situation. His email is cbrossman@unc.edu if you would like to get in contact with. I hope that you will take this situation into 
consideration. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.e&l> 

Monday, 1:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

IF~V: Men’s NCAA Travel 

Lissa, 

Some more info on the matter I previously eros[led you about. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brossman, Curt Alan 
Sent: Monday, .8:34 AM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Men’s NCAA Travel 

situation with his Chemistry exam. It seems that theg are allowed to drop an exam and she is saving this would have to be the one, should he not be able 

to take iL in class. We are assuming h~-_~ does not wahl to drop Lhis ~-_~>:a m because he feels it will help his grade, t_JlLimately; we understand the professor can do as 

she wills, but w~-_! d lille to work something out with h~-_~r to make sure has every opportunity to tak~-_~ the exam. 

Thanks for looking into this. Sorry to bombard you with ernails this morning! 

p.s. I saw you ran a marathon this weekend. Great job[ 

From: [mailto: .Nive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, :1.1:48 PM 
To: Brossman, Curt Alan 
Subject: FW: Men’s NCAA Travel 

He?,’ Curt, 

I remembered Brown mentioning he wotdd not be able to attend Meffs ACC and was not st~re wben he would regain :access lo emNl and warded lo contact you also 

m c:~se he would not see tiffs in time. 

From 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Brown Waiters 
Cc: 
Subject: Men’s NCAA Travel 

: 11:29 PN 

Hey }~,~)w~, 

is supposed to trm~el [br tbe first rom~d of Men’s. I saw m~ emai[ fire, ugh Fuchs saying we w,mld be leaving Wednesday afternoon and tiffs conflicts with 

Chenfist1?, Exam on Thursday. I have copied the cor~vsponda~ce       had with the pt~:~fessor in trying to receive pemfission to make up the test or take it on tt~e trip. 

Do you have an3’ additional strings you co(dd p(dl to help or do we need to reshuNe who’s traveling? also wanted me to mention the nine da?, tunmro(md 

it took him to receive a reply from the prof~::s~r. 

From: Thompson, Nancy L [nlt@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, : 12:57 PN 

To: 
Cc: Thompson, Nancy L 
Subject: RE: Exam #2 

If you can’t be present, you will need to drop the exam. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1J.: :t:t AM 
To: Thompson, Nancy L 
Subject: Exam #2 
Dr. Thompson, 

Hello, I am         ; and am in your 9:30 AM Chem    class on Tuesdays and Thursdays. I am one of the here at UNC and will be traveling with the 
for the first and second rounds of the NCAA tournament. With that opportunity, we will be leaving early on           he day of our second exam. Is there a 

possibility of me taking the exam the day before on the    or would you allow the                ~ proctor the exam while we are on the plane? Let me know what I 
can do because I would like to be able to take this exam so that it does not have to be my dropped exam. If you need the ~ach to email you verifying that I am going 
with the team, I can have him email you. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.uuc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:21 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Men’s NCAA Travel 

Lissa, 

Thank you for your counsel, is going to stay and take the exam on Thursday and then likely travel with the women’s team our other is 

gohlg to travel with the men’s team instead, is disappointed to miss the men’s trip but they ]lave come up with a solution. 

I appreciate your qLEiCk [*-’_H?dback! 

Rick 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, 4:04 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Cc: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: Men’s NCAA Travel 

Hi Rick --.This is a situation that we have encountered before with student-athletes. The Undergraduate Bulletin has a Class Attendance Policy that provides that 

student may miss for "excused absences for authorized University activities." It further provides that "students who are members of regularbi organized and 
authorized Uniw:_~rsity activities and who may be out o[ town taldng part in som~:_~ scheduled event are to be excused during t h~-_~ approw?d period of absence" There 

is no clarity around what it means t:o be "excused." 

The same provision states that if the absence is excused for religious reasons, that "students must be given the opportunity to make up Jests and other work 

missed [o due [o an excused absence ]:or religious observance. Make-up texts may entail an alternative examination, or edger accommodation which allows the 

student not to be penalized for an excused absence for a religious observance." 

UnFortunately, the religious observance mak,-> up language does not modify tl’u-:~ "%uthoriz,-:~d University activities" absences. We would like to get that clarified in 

the [uture, but it: may be an uphill battle. 

Sometimes instructors will allow the student to take the exam at the same time as the rest of the class under proctored conditions. It appears the studen[ o[:fered 

this here and was rebuffed. 

Please give me a call if you’d like to discuss further. 

(issa 
Lissa L groome 

W,-AIs Fargo Proh:_~ssor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for 13anking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27"599.-37,8{} 

9:[%967_.70{-;~ 
.h..~..2Lw....w....w...J.~.~...:.u...n...c..:.e...d...~../.c..e...n..~.e..r~s../.~.~.~!.~.~ Access 

my papers on SSRN at: .-~3-t--t£..~-/-/--s--s--r---n--..-c--~-.--m-j---a---u--t---h--~---r--------2---4--8-.-7-.-2---~- 

i~i Des,:~dp’tion 
htt p://,,~ww law.uncedu/images/news/media/bankh~gfinance 
web 542 ]P9 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Monday, 1:58 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Tlle, Vince 
Subject: FW: Men’s NCAA Travel 

I.issa, 

Som~:_~ more in[o on the matter t previously emaih?d you about. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brossman, Curt Alan 
Sent: Monday, 8:34 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: FW: Men’s NCAA Travel 

situation wit:h his Ch~-:m~istry e~am. It: seem; that they are all.:_~wed to drop an exam and she is saying this would have to be the one, sh.:_~uld l’u:_~ not be able 

[o take it in class. We are assuming he does not want to drop this exam because he feeb it will help his grade. Ultimately, we understand d~e professor can do as 

she wills, but we’d like to work something out with her [o make sure has every opportunity [o lake d~e exam. 

Thanks for looking into this, Sorry to bombard you with emails this morning! 

p.s. I saw you ran a marathon this weekend. Great job! 

From: [mailto:~ ~#live,unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:48 PM 
To: Brossman, Curt Alan 
Subject: FW: Men’s NCAA Travel 

}[ey Curl 

I remembered Browu meutionii~g he ~x, ould not k×: able to attend Meu’s ACC and was not sure wheu he would t~gaiu access to email and wanted to contact you Nso 

in case he would not ~e tiffs in time~ 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 11:29 PM 



To: Brown Waiters 
Cc: 
Subject: Men’s NCAA Travel 

Hey Brown, 

is supposed to trave] [br the firs round of Men’s. I saw an email lhrough F~chs raying we wou]d be ]earing WedneMay a{~ernoon and Ibis conflicts with 

Chemistry Exam on Thursday, ][ ,have copied the correspondance       had wi~h ~he pro~i~ssor in trying to receive permission to make ~p ~he test or lake it on the Np, 

[)o you have any additional strings yot~ coatd pt~tl to help or do we need to reshu~lle who’s traveling? also wanted me to merttion the nine day ~.tu-llalot~rtd 

it took him m receive a reply t?om the prol’essor, 

From: Thompson, Nancy L [nlt@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:57 PM 
To: 
Co: Thompson, Nancy L 
Subject: RE: Exam #2 

It:you can’t be present, you wifl need to drop the exam. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, i:t: 11 AM 
To: Thompson, Nancy L 
Subject: Exam #2 
Dr. Thompson, 

Hello, I am          and am in your 9:30 AM Chem    class on Tuesdays and Thursdays. I am one of the       here at UNC and will be traveling with the 
for the first and second rounds of the NCAA tournament. With that opportunity, we will be leaving early on I        , the day of our second exam. TS there a 

possibility of me taking the exam the day before on the    or would you allow the           coach to proctor the exam while we are on the plane? Let me know what T 
can do because I would like to be able to take this exam so that it does not have to be my dropped exam. If you need the coach to email you verifying that I am going 
with the team, I can have him email you. 

Thankyou, 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:18 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu~; Panter, A. T. <panter@ad.unc.edu> 

RE: trmTel letters 

I concur with I.issa’s thoughts on this issue. 

Jo,i J. Rermer~ M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ec[or 

tJniversib~, of Nor[h Ca!’olina a[ Ci~apel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7150 

919-9.’56-.5147 Desl,: 
Cell 

919-966-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--nqail message, b~cludh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-l-nail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third pad:ies by an 
authorized state ~fficiM (NCGS, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 20:[3 7::[9 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle; Renner, Joy .]; Panter, A. T. 
Subject: RE: travel letters 

Hi Michelle --- I know of no reason we would not use a travel letter in the summer. I agree with you that the policy doesn’t treat summer school any differently than 

the regular semesters. I also agree that given the compressed time period for instruction, frequent absences for competition may not be reasonable. Student- 

athleLes who are still comp~:_d:ing might wahl to cen;ider SSil instead ef SS:].. 

You mighL want to pr~-:~,.~; some mere to understand why [:he staf[ was uneasy about thiL buL [ carmet thinl~ oF a rea,.~on not to u,.~e the leLter. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 20:[3 6:05 PI 
To: Renner, 3oy J; Broome, Lissa L; Panter, A. T. 
Subject: travel letters 

Hello, 

I have a question that I would like to pose. The staff has asked me if they are to follow the same process for travel letters for student-athletes missing classes that 

was used in the fall and spring semesters for the summer semester. Upon reading the Faculty Council’s policy, it does not indicate that there is a change in policy 

based on semesters and it would read that it is appropriate to follow in the summer. However, some of the staff members expressed that they really were unclear 

of what transpired in the past and they could not verify that this is what was used in the summer. Considering that summer session is very quick, of course, 

student-athlete placement in a course must be considered along with the amount of class time that will be missed due to competition to make certain it is 

reasonable. 

[ would like to move forward with approving the use of the travel letters for the summer semester but wanted to double check with you to make certain that I 

wasn’t making assumptions and missing something critical that may have transpired. The fact that the staff waivered on something that seemed routine caused me 

to pause and ask the question. 

Please let me know if there is anything that I should be aware of before I act. Thank you. 

Michelle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 19, 2013 3:30 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: COMM 

l.issa, 

These are the other student-athletes hi tile course referenced hi tile first email. 

Michelle 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 8:13 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: COMM 

There are a total of    student-athletes in the COMM class who I can identify. All play fall sports: 

I have contacted Tony and Corey to have the students check their emails to see if they received communication from the professor, also. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 824Z (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:55 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

I~T: Introdaction 

From, .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent-" Sunday, 11:50 AM 
To" 
Cc-" Brown, Michelle; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" RE: Introduction 

Dear 

I am sending my reply also to Michelle Brown and Bubba Cunningham. 

Thank you for writing me. I’m glad you are fllinldng ahead, and I appreciate the initiative you take to get in touch with me. I find that first-year students are often 

intimidated by the new and different situations they face in college, and it makes me happy to see that you apparently are not hesitaJlt to get in touch ruth faculty 

members. 

I see that you are enrolled in my first-year seminar. I roll be frank ruth you: I think you should era~oll in a first-year seminar in the Spring semester when you are not in 

competition, rather than take one - - includin~ mine -- in the thll semester. Or take one that meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays. You plan to be absent from TWO 

WEEKS of classes, maybe more, if your team gets into post-season tournaments. My course, like other first-year seminars, demand active palticipation and regular 

contributions to the class from all its members. Your absences will handicap you and disrupt the learning environment in the class. 

I know you do not have any say over your team’s playing schedule. But I fllink you and your teammates are not being served well as students by having so many games 

scheduled during the school week. I know stock answer that I get from the athletics department and the support program for student athletes is that athletes are 

expected to keep current in their assignments. But - - at least in my classes and especially my first-year seminar -- a major assignment is being in class, contributing to 

the learning environment, and discussing course material with me and your fellow s~l&nts. My class is not not offered on-line or through the mail. You have to be there. 

I think that the adults and the ins~titution responsible for scheduling your athletic life are doing a huge disservice to you in your educational life. 

My criticism above is NOT directed at you as a person. And I do not write as someone who hates college athletics or has a bad attitude toward the athlete-students 

who come to Carolina. I have good relations with many Tar Heel athlete-students, and I am also on the advisoU board of the Academic Support Program for Student 

Athletes. And if you nevertheless decide to stay enrolled in my first-year seminar. I will look tbrward to meeting you and will treat you with respect, as I do all s~tudents. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Janken 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of Africa~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universib, of North Ca:colina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (Ihx) 
Click on a link lbr intbrmation about my publications: 

http://www.uma,;s.edu/umpres~spr 97/ianken.html 

http:/:uncpress.unc.edWbook~VT- 8059.html 

~t!~;2_u!)d_r?~:e ~:_nd:_ed_~ ’__b__~_?~?_1_~_~i]_’__0__!_)_7__8__0_ 
~t!u;2_u!)d_r?~:e ~:_nd:_ed_~ ’__b__~_?~?!~_~’_e_O__!_~_72} 

From: ~hotrnail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, 1:11 plVl 

To" Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject-" Re: Introduction 

tit Profes~r. 
Attached is my travel schedule. 

Thanks. 

On , at 12:30 PM,, @ !y_ ?_t! _n_ ai_l_:_c_’~ Ln_ > wrote: 

Hi Professor Jenken, 

I also wanted to let yon know that I will be traveling to Indiana for games against Michigan State and Indiana on. Unfortunately, this means I will miss 

your class on Wednesday and Friday ofne~ week. I will keep up with any work I am missing and will make sure I speak to you as soon as I return to campus. Please 
let me know if you have any concerns about my absences that I can address ~md Mint I can do to stay up to date on my assignments while I am gone. You can also 

contact my Academic Counselor. Jenn Townsend, at itownsenc~@unc.edu or at 962-9538. I mn attaching our official travel letter and will give you another coW when 

I retum to class. 



Itello Professor Janken, 
My name is and I will be one of your students this fall semes~ter. I wanted to formally introduce my~lfto you in writing. I am a Student Athlete who 

participates in       which means traveling is mos~t certaiNv inevitable. As ~)on as a formal schedule is provided to me, I will relay "that infbrmation on to you. I am 

looking tbrward to this semester, ~md will do my utmost best. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McKinney, Ruth Ann <ramcki~m@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 12:15 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~ 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

A ReferraJ from Lissa Broome 

Good morning, Michelle: 

I am a recently retired professor from the University of North Carolina School of Law where I directed our legal writing program and our academic success program 

for over twenty years. I communicated recently with Lissa Broome at the law school about a project I am working on. She spoke very highly of you and has 

encouraged me to contact you directly. 

Together with Professor Katie Pryal, I have written two online, interactive grammar programs. The first helps law students write correctly in the legal field. That 

program has been adopted by over half the law schools in the country. 

The newest program helps college students write in the way that is expected of them at the college level. 

Our publishing team is in the midst of creating its marketing plan for this second program, Core Grammar for College, and I need to talk with someone 

knowledgeable in the athletic advising field about whether this is a program that might be useful in athletic academic support programs. 

I know this must be a very busy time of year for you, but I am hoping I could schedule a time to get your input about the potential ways this program might be used 

to help student athletes succeed. 

Would you be willing to schedule a time to talk with me? I am local, so I would be happy to drop by your office on campus, or I could talk by phone if that is easier 

for you. 

Thank you for your consideration (and Happy Holidays!), Ruth (cell: 

Ruth A~m tVtc~,iB~e¥, tVtoEdo, LID. 

Clinical Professor of Law Emeritus~ 

The University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB# 3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

For phone cont:act information, pb:_~ase email Pal:W r:rey al: pfrey@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <betlmniller@unc.edu> 

Thursday, I 3:31 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.~mc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~ 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

and the’ 

Lissa and Michetle, 

I just received a little more information regarding exam~ The professor did give her a couple options: :L Take the exam at the same time on L~&ampus 2. 

Not take the exam and let the final exam count considerably more toward the final class grade. Staying on UT’s campus and getting a later flight was not an option 

since the other tearn mernbers had an ~-_~adier flight hom~:_~ and she was not comfortable in this class with the final ~-_~>:am weighing so heavily on her final grade. 

Just wanted to giw:~ you Lhe updated information. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 3:18 PM 
To: Meaders, Harlis James 
¢c: Langley, Raymond Joshua; Orr, Kvm N 
Subject: RE: and the" 

Hadis, 

It se*-’_~ms that this is a professor who does not understand t h,-_~ UniversiLy policy for sLudents traveling as repr,-:~senLatives of the University. WhaL would happen if 

she could not get a dit:ferent t/ight that would allow her to be in class for the exam? Since we likely will not be able to alter the professor’s decision, we can make 

an exception to our travel policy; however, we wilt need permission t:or      to travel alone in writing frorn her parents. They can send it by emait or fax. 

I am copying this to l.issa Broome and Michelle Brown so they are aware of this situation. 

Thanks, 

"~Beth 

From: Meaders, Harlis James 
Sent: Thursday 2:01 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Co: Langley, Raymond Joshua; Orr, Kym N 
Subject: and the Texas Relays 

Dr. Miller, 

i is a freshman student athlete in our program. She is scheduled to compete at the next week. Her Econ. Professor has an exam 

scheduled for Friday at IO:OOAM. This was not the original exam date. The original date was moved because school was canceled due to weather. The professor 

insist that     take the exam on Friday at lO:OOam the same time as the rest of the class.,       original flight back to Raleigh gets in after 11:00AM on Friday. 

We are able to rebook her on a Thursday evening flight that will arrive in Raleigh around midnight in order to take the exam with the class,      will have to travel 

on her own from Austin TX to RDU. I don’t think this will be an issue as she is a very responsible young lady. We have checked with her parents they are ok with her 

traveling alone in order to get back in time to take the exam. is an experienced traveler including trips over seas. Is this permissible? 

Hadis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 6:22 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

RE: and the "1 

Beth, 

Please let me know if this has been resolved. Otherwise, I am willing to speak with the instructor tomorrow, I will need her information h~duding name and 

course. If she is going to insist on the exact time, I do not believe we have any other options that will resolve this for without her making the change. 

Thank you for bringing it to our att~-:mtion. 

Mk:helle 

From-" Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, 3:45 PM 
To: Miller, Beth; Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Orr, Kym N 
Subject: RE:            and the" 

Thanks, Beth. This is good to know. We are in the process of trying to develop more options for making up missed exams~ In this situation, since she was going to 

be on a plane during the exam period, this might be the best resolution under the circumstances. Hopefully, we’ll be able to roll out some more definitive 

guidat~ce SOOrL 

Lissa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday,             3:31 PH 
To: Brown, Michelle; Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Orr, Kym N 
Subject: FW: and the 

Lissa and Michelle, 

I just received a little more information regarding       exam. The professor mid give her a couple options: 1~ Take the exam at the same time on U;E:ampus 2. 

Not take the exanl and let tfu-:~ final exanl count c.:_~nsid~-:~rably more toward the final class grade. Staying on UT’s campus and getting a later flight was not an option 

since the o~:her team nlembers had an earlier flight home and she was not c.:_~mfortabJe in this class wi~:h the final exam w~-:~ighing so heavily on her final grade 

Jus[ wanted to give you the updated information. 

Thanks, 

-Beth 

From: Hiller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 3:18 PM 
To: Headers, HarlJs .]ames 
Co: Langley, Raymond .]oshua; Orr, Kym N 
Subject: RE: and the 

Harlis, 

I[ seems thai this is a professor who does not understand the University policy for studen[s traveling as representatives of the UniversiW. What would happen if 

she could not get a different flight that would allow her to be in class t:or the exam? Since we likely ,,,viii not be able to af[er the professor’s decision, we can make 

an exception to our travel policy; however, we will need permission for      to travel alone in writing from her parents. They can send it by email or fax. 

f am copying this to Lissa Broorru:_~ and Michell~:_~ Brown so th~-_~y a r~-_~ aware of this situation 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

From-" Headers, Harlis .]ames 
Sent: Thursday, 2:0:!. PM 
To: Hiller, Beth 
Cc: Langley, Raymond .]oshua; Orr, Kym N 
Subject: and the 

Dr. Miller, 

is a freshman student athlete in our program. She is scheduled to compete at the next week. Her Econ. Professor has an exam 

scheduled for Friday at :IO:OOAM. This was not the original exam date. The original date was moved because school was canceled due to weather. The professor 

insist that     take the exam on Friday at :lO:OOam the same time as the rest of the class,       original flight back to Raleigh gets in after :1:1:00AM on Friday. 

We are able to rebook her on a Thursday evening flight that will arrive in Raleigh around midnight in order to take the exam with the class,      will have to travel 

on her own from Austin TX to RDU. I don’t think this will be an issue as she is a very responsible young lady. We have checked with her parents they are ok with her 

traveling alone in order to get back in time to take the exam. is an experienced traveler including trips over seas. Is this permissible? 

Harlis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

course registration proxy form 

20140407174833739.pdf 

Hi Lissa, 

We have another course registration proxy form request. I scanned and attached the document, will have surgery tomorrow and will not be able 

to register on her own at her time. In the event that her surgery time is delayed until later in the day, the proxy request will be voided and she will register on her 

own. 

This is for tomorrow morning. There is a delay in the request because I was out of town. Since we cannot get a signature by then, would you concur that your 

approval via email would be acceptable? If you agree, I will just print your approval and attach it to the form. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



I Student Last Name First Name 

COURSE REGISTRATION PROXY FORM 
Semester/Year: ~ ~ ~ \ 

PID Sport [Classification Signature 1 Date 

Reason for Proxy: ~tv i,,’\ r,~ 
t 

Courses to be registered: ~ -~j% L 

Student Last Name First Name PID 

Reason for Proxy: t~{ 
[’~ .... ~ ~ ~ .~L 

Sport Classification Signature Date 

Courses to be registered: 

Student Last Name I First Name Sport Classification Signature Date 

Reason for Proxy: 

Courses to be registered: 

Student Last Name First Name PID Sport Classification Signature Date 

Reason for Proxy: 

Courses to be registered: 

Counselor Signature:     , 

Dean Signature: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 2:34 PM 

Levy, Jennifer S <jelmy.levy@unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <ficl~unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ 

L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~7oun~unc.edu> 

Cunningha~l, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Class miss/EXAM miss policies 

Michelfe - please advise, it: you would like someone t:rom FAC to contact the professor or ask Abigail P’ainter to contact the professor and discuss d~is situation, 

She does point to the need for us to continue our work to clarify and standardize the policy, 

Joy 

Jo~/J. Re!~ner, M.A. [{7(R), FAEIRS 

Associa,:e Professor at~d /~irector 

Unk, e!’sit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #71BO UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 

B 21-A SO uth Col u~’~ bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-98rJ-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-98 r3-5952,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NO]ICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, [s in,:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti,’_y to wi~[ch [,’_ is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma/er[ai. Any ---unau,’2!orized review, dse~ disclosure or d[str[bu,:[on [s proi~ibi/ed. If you are no,’_ the intended rec[p[en[~ please contact the sender b~/ reply e-mail and 

des,:roy all copies of the or[~[rlal message. 

Entail correspo~de~ce te and from this address may be sebject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw a~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (INCGS, the ::1,32)o Student educational records are subject to VERPA, 

From: Levy, Jennifer S 

Sent: Wednesday,            2:29 P! 

To: Steinbacher, Rick; Brown, Michelle; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J; Yount, Tony 

C¢-" Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject: Class miss! EXAM miss policies 

Hi All, 

Unfortunately we have run into another professor who will not excuse 2 athletes with an exam on Friday. They can either take it at the scheduled time OR they miss and there is no 

chance for make-up. 

We are departing for Syracuse, NY on Friday at 9am from campus. This is ON E of our 4 scheduled regular season away games. It is on our schedule that was handed out to the 

professors at the beginning of the semester. 

I have 2 athletes who have a Chemistry exam on Friday at ilam which they will have to miss. I have just been made aware that these 2 student athletes will not be able to take 

and/or make up the exam. Hence making their final exam worth more. 

Our class/exam miss policy on campus needs to be reviewed. The current system is inconsistent and unfair for student athletes who have in-season competitions. The current 

protocol allows individual professors to set their own policies through their syllabus. It has been our experience that the protocol varies vastly depending on the professor and their 

like or dislike of athletics. 

A STANDARD PROTOCOL that can be applied consistently throughout all classes and departments would certainly make a lot of sense and help everyone involved. 

This is the 2nd time in a week that we have run into issues with a professor and a conflict with a player needing to travel and having an exam. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1 : 15 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Congratulations! 

Lissa, 
Thank you so much for your kind email and encrouagement. I am embarassed it has taken me so long to get back to you (long story short my email crashed during the week 
of th{              because of so many emails coming in). I am really interested in learning more about the Rhodes Scholarship. I would love to sit down with you and talk 
more about the different opportunities available when I come back to UNC for preseason. I am currently interning in :              "               - md will be back in 
Chapel Hill around t ~. Hope you are having a great summer. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:27 PM 
To: 
Co: Shelton, Karen (Ath Olympic Sports) 
Subject: Congratulations! 

Hi - Congratulations on being selected the You are a wonderful representative of the University of 

North Carolina. I am a faculty member at the School ot Law ana                                 I also serve as the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative. 

In that capacity, I am especially pleased to see you recognized in this manner. 

I also want to encourage you to consider applying for a Rhodes Scholarship or one of the other Distinguished Scholarships available for exceptional students. 

Information about the Rhodes Scholarship is available at http://h~n~rscar~ina.unc.edu/current-students/res~urces/~ffice-f~r-distinguished- 

scholarships!rhodes!, rve pasted in below an excerpt from that website about the Rhodes Scholarship: 

In considering applications, Selection Committees win emphasize those qualities that Cecil Rhodes expressly listed in order to define the type of Scholar 

he desired. Proven intellectual and academic achievement of a high standard is the first quaNty required of appNcants, but they win also be required to 

show integrity of character, interest in and respect for their fellow beings, the ability to lead, and the energy to use their talents to the fuN. 

Cecil J. Rhodes, who endowed these scholarships, believed that the last of these qualities was best tested through participation and success in sports. 

Participation in varsity sports is no[ essential il applicants are able to demonstrate in other ways the physical vigor [hat win enable Rhodes Scholars to 

make an effective contribution to the world around them. 

As you can see, the Rhodes Scholarship is seeking to reward many of the qualities that you have and that were recognized in the SI award. Our campus has an 

Office of Distinguished Scholarships. I would encourage you to meet with Professor Linda Dykstra the Director of the Office of Distinguished Scholarships, 

http://honorscarolina.unc.edu[current-studentsipeo£!e[honors-carolina-staffi, to begin a discussion about opportunities that may be available to you. You may 

already be aware of these opportunities through the Robertson Scholars Program, but I wanted to add my encouragement to you to begin to explore these options 

sooner rather than later, given all that is involved in the application process. 

If I can be any assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Again, my heartfelt congratulations on this wonderful recognition of your many accomplishments. 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t~..~:.~Lw..~.w...w...~La.~.w..~M.n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..Zc...e...n.~Le..r.~s.Zb.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: http:llssrn.comlauthor=248720 

iXi Description: 

http://www.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <:jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 8:09 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@emml.unc.edtr’~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

FW: Nominations Now Being Accepted for NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award 

Sorry for the late notice, but I just found out about this award, It is for someone who completed their eligibility this past year and has above a 3.2 gf)a, We can 

nominate more than one student, What would be the easiest process for decidhlg who to nominate, I will need to contact the students to get some information 

From them. t would lik~-_~ to contact them by Mondav a[ [he latest. 

Please let me know how you would like for me l:o proce~-:~d. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:32 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: FW: Nominations Now Being Accepted for NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award 
Here is the info 

From: Steve Kirschner <_s_t__e_v_e__k_!_(s__c_ .h_n__e_r_ .@__ .u_ n_ _c_ ._ _e_ .d_ u_ . > 

Date: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:10 AM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Nominations Now Being Accepted for NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award 

Steve Kirschner 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

st:evekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 

From: NCAA Honors <sturano@ncaa.org> 

Date: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:02 AM 

TO: Steve Kirschner <s__t_e__v _e_k_j_r__s_c__h _n_ .e_r_._@_p_.n__c__._e__d_._u_> 

Subject: Nominations Now Being Accepted for NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlh’~e version of this ernail, click here. 



Click ~2.e:£.e to ioH~srd Lhis maiiing with your personal message, 

This email w~3s sent to: skirschner@unca~,unc,edu 

PO Box 6222, irld~anapoEis, iN 46205 

Click here t-o be removed f;’¢;;’¢~ tills rrlaiiing list-. 

% 
Click he!e to view out prwacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:11 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J <djp@unc.edu> 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Renner, 

Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you for your Teams Time 

Awesome--great note. I appreciate all you do for so many. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Papa, Donna J 

Sent-" Monday, November 04, 2013 2:24 PH 
To; Ne, Vince; Perkins, Hichael; Lane, Cricket 
Subject" Fwd: Thank you for your Teams Time 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: "David Vinston" <       ~gmail.com> 
To: "Papa, Donna J" <dip(E~unc.e&~> 

Cc: "Baldwin, Richard Anthony" <tonybaktwin(~nnc.edu>, "Young, Maris~ Veronica" <mvyoung,~;email.unc.edu>, 

(~blive.unc.edu> 

Subject: Thank you for your Te~ns Time 

Hello Coach Papa, 

My name is David Vinston and I am a coach for the Miracle League of the Triangle, as well as, a 

I had the pleasure of meeting mad working ruth your team this weekend during our baseball clinic at Lake Lynn Community Center in Raleigh. I want you 

to know how professional your girls were and the smiles "they brought to everyone’s faces; athletes and coaches alike. I didn’t see a single athlete t?om 

your temn who appeared to not want to help or looked like they were obligated to be there. Everyone of them represented themselves as a true member 

of the UNC Athletic Department and we couldn’t have been more pleased to have them involved. You sbould be proud of each and everyone of them 

and the service they provided this past weekend in making a childs day very special. 

As a grandparent of one of these children with special needs, I was worried about how long, if at all, my grandson would be able to participate. He is 

high functioning autistic and doesn’t do well in crowds. However, the minute we started, your team made him feel welcome, paid close attention to him 

and helped him with general bat and ball techniques. I honestly believe because of their welcoming and suppoNve atlimdes, they helped him to forget 

about the number of people that we~e m~mmd, which allowed him to enjoy learning to play baseball mid spend time ruth people outside of his normal 

circle. 

Thank you for allowing your team to paxticpate this weekend with the Miracle League of the Triangle. I hope that in someway our athletes had as big of 
m~ impact on your athletes as yours did on ours. My only wish is that your team gets to par~ucipate again in assisting us with our athlete~ if only for a 

moment to help those experience what so many of us take for granted... The opportani~ to play America’s Great Pas~t Time sport!!! 

A "NEW" tim of the UNC Womeffs Softball Temn, 

Sincerely, 
David Vins~ton 

P.S. Attached is a picture of our team and my grandson being tought how to "stretch" out for the ball. :-) 

Please feel free to share this email and the pictures ruth your team and let them know how much they were appreciated this weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                 4:04 PM 

Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dram E <dgelin@unc.e&P; Lane, Cricket 

<cricke@unc.e&P; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@em~Jl.~mc.edtv~ 

1A Faculty Athletics Representalives Academic Award 

ANNOUNCEMENT: 

I am pleased to announce that the winners of the Faculty Athletics Representatives (FAR) Academic Excellence Award are as follows: 

I have distributed the certificates to their respective academic counselors and will work to get this publicized on the GoHeels.com website soon. 

Kym N. Orr. MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of Noprth Carolina Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 2:22 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelill, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ACC Futures 

Just wanted to let everyone know that the ACC Futures Internship applications from 

FedEx. Have a great weekend! 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

and are on their way to the ACC office in Greensboro via 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:32 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelill, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ACCiNCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

All: 

Here are the names of candidates for the ACC and NCAA Postgrad Scholarships. These individuals have expressed an interest in attending graduate school either 

immediately after graduation or in the near future: 

Dana, could you check their athletic accomplishments. I would like to come up with a solid list soon. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelill, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ACC/NCAA Post Grad 

One more name to add to the pool: 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:00 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelin, 

Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

1@2: ACCiNC,~k Postgrad Scholarships 

Kym, 

In speaking with Anson about , he said she may play pro soccer (draft is in January) or, if not, has a job. You may have akeady had the conversation 

with h~:~r, but )~st: need to make:~ sur~-:~ sh~-:~ would be able to use the ACC of NCAA Postgraduate scholarship within t:he tim~:_~ frame allotted, b~:~fore nominatit~g her. 

Thanks, 
"~geth 

From-’ Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Monday,                9:56 PM 
To-" Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, .]enn 
Subject-’ RE: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Friends- Since th~-_~ ch:_~adlin~:~ (.Jan. 17) is just a litth:, over a we~:,k afl:er scho.:_~l st:arts, it would be good to get this list narrow~:_~d d.:_~wn b~:~fore th~:_~ h.:_~lidays at~d have 

the:~ students st:art contacting coach, profi:~ssors, etc. 

We have , including My guess is that Dana’s info on the athleLic accomplishmenLs might narrow the list down further~ We neec 

Lissa 

From-’ Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Monday, I 9:32 AM 
To" Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, .]enn 
Subject-’ ACC!NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

All: 

Here are the names of candidates for the ACC and NCAA Postgrad Scholarships. These individuals have expressed an interest in attending graduate school either 

immediately after graduation or in the near future: 

Dana, could you check their athletic accomplishments. I would like to come up with a solid list soon. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday k58 PM 

Gelin, Dana E -<tgelin@unc.edu-*; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.e&P; Brown, Michelle 

<michellebrown@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-*; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu-* 

RE: ACCiNC2~k_ Postgrad Scholarships 

Cricket, 

Do you have any feedback about any of these students’ community service or Leadership Academy participation? It seems like it is considered (although perhaps 

no[: giv~-_m the same weight as athle[:iciacademic achievement), 

J F_! rl rl 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Tuesday,                3:46 PM 

To: Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, .lenn 
Subject: Re: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Hi all, 

Below is a quick run-down on our candidates’ athletic credentials. From an athletic perspective, we could make the case for any of them except and 

with                being the next one from the bottom of the list. (But         was a regular contributor to a very good team, even though she didn’t start -- she would be 

considered a "key reserve" for a strong program.) 

is the most decorated of the bunch at this point in her career, with and expected to have solid senior years. No stats for but and would 

qualify as starters. And and are both defenders so not a lot in the way of stats for them, but both are very solid candidates athletically -- played in 

every game for four years, starting about two-thirds, and      was a starter as a junior and senior. 

Any questions, please let me know. I can flesh out the specifics on any of them as we move along, but just wanted to give you the basics to start with. 

Thanks, 

From: <Orr>, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                   :31 AM 

To: Lissa Broome <L_b__r__o___o____m____e____@____e___m____a_!J_:__u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Brown, Michelle" <_n_!!_£_h___e__[!__e__b___r__o____w___n____@___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, Dana Gelin <._d_gelin@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, 

"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Subject: ACC!NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

All: 

Here are the names of candidates for the ACC and NCAA Postgrad Scholarships. These individuals have expressed an interest in attending graduate school either 

immediately after graduation or in the near future: 

Dana, could you check their athletic accomplishments. I would like to come up with a solid list soon. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday 4: l l PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

ILb2: ACCiNC~k Postgrad Scholarships 

As for community service and other activities: 

Lots of Group Service with Team; member of SAAC; Coach for College; bCLA 

New Hope Pen Pal; Share Your Holiday; member of SAAC and SWAG; bCLA 

The rest would be limited team service: 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:58 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: ACC!NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Cricket, 

Do you have any feedback about any of these students’ community service or Leadership Academy participation-~ It seems like it is considered (although perhaps 

not given the same weight as athletic/academic achievement). 

.Jenn 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:46 PM 
To: Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Nichelle; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Re: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Hi all, 
Below is a quick run-down on our candidates’ athletic credentials. From an athletic perspective, we could make the case for any of them except and 
with                being the next one from the bottom of the list. (But         was a regular contributor to a very good team, even though she didn’t start -- she would be 

considered a "key reserve" for a strong program.) 

is the most decorated of the bunch at this point in her career, with and expected to have solid senior years. No stats for but and would 
qualify as starters. And and are both defenders so not a lot in the way of stats for them, but both are very solid candidates athletically -- played in 

every game for four years, starting about two-thirds, and      was a starter as a junior and senior. 

Any questions, please let me know. I can flesh out the specifics on any of them as we move along, but just wanted to give you the basics to start with. 

Thanks, 
Dana 

From: <Orr>, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                  9:31 AM 

To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu>, Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, 

"Miller, Beth" <._b___e__t__h____m__i_[!__e_E__@__.__g__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Townsend, Jenn" <j__t_9___w____n__s___e___q__d____@____u___q_c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

All: 

Here are the names of candidates for the ACC and NCAA Postgrad Scholarships. These individuals have expressed an interest in attending graduate school either 

immediately after graduation or in the near future: 



Dana, could you check their athletic accomplishments. I would like to come up with a solid list soon. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:29 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

r,~tinir~’: 1or hilT: 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, ~-: 16 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Thanks, CrickeL 

How about                      ? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:11 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Gelin, Dana E; Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

As for community service and other activities: 

Lots of Group Service with Team; member of SAAC; Coach for College; bCLA 

New Hope Pen Pal; Share Your Holiday; member of SAAC and SWAG; bCLA 

The rest would be limited team service: 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Tuesday, I 3:58 PM 
To: Gelin, Dana E; Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: ACC!NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Cricket, 

Do you have any feedback about an,/of these students’ community service or Leadership Academy participation? It seems like it is considered (although perhaps 

hal: giw-’_~n the s~me weight ~s ~thle~:iciacademic ~chievernent). 

J I:_! ~l ~l 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:46 PM 
To: Orr, Kym N; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Re: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

Hi all, 
Below is a quick run-down on our candidates’ athletic credentials. From an athletic perspective, we could make the case for any of them except and 
with                being the next one from the bottom of the list. (But         was a regular contributor to a very good team, even though she didn’t start -- she would be 

considered a "key reserve" for a strong program.) 

is the most decorated of the bunch at this point in her career, with and expected to have solid senior years. No stats for but_       and would 
qualify as starters. And and are both defenders so not a lot in the way of stats for them, but both are very solid candidates athletically -- i played in 

every game for four years, starting about two-thirds, and      was a starter as a junior and senior. 

Any questions, please let me know. I can flesh out the specifics on any of them as we move along, but just wanted to give you the basics to start with. 

Thanks, 
Dana 

From: <Orr>, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,                  9:31 AM 

To: Lissa Broome <L_b__r_9__9____m____e__@__e___m____a_!!_:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Brown, Michelle" <_n_3!_£_h___e__[!__e__b___r_9____w___n____@_.___u___n___c_:__e___d___u_>, Dana Gelin <._d_gelin@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, 



"Miller, Beth" <bethrniller@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: ACC/NCAA Postgrad Scholarships 

All: 

Here are the names of candidates for the ACC and NCAA Postgrad Scholarships. These individuals have expressed an interest in attending graduate school either 

immediately after graduation or in the near future: 

Dana, could you check their athletic accomplishments. I would like to come up with a solid list soon. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:13 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Geliu, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; I,ane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

ILb2: ACC Post Grad nominees 

With clarification from Beth, would have another akernate vote for a total of 

Kym 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:10 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: ACC Post Grad nominees 

..... And the results are: 

- 7 votes 

- 6 votes 

- 5 votes 

- 3 alternate votes 

- 1 alternate vote each 

Please respond with any thoughts. I would like to contact the nominees and make sure they have the application materials in hand before the Christmas holiday. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Thursda? 10:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dram E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket 

<cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

My only concern with       is he has only been at UNC two years. I have a tendency to give more consideration to a qualified four year student-athlete, I: ut don t 

know if that should be a slrong concern. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:19 AM, Bloome, Llssa L !__~?!__o_9__r!Le_:~aj_emad.unc.edu~- wrote: 

It looks like we have a slate unless the 4th highest vote getter in the top 3 category had 3 votes or more---in which case we might want to consider a 

rut~-off b~:,t:ween that: person and for the:, all:ert~at~:, ;pot, 

[.issa 

From: Orr, gym N 

Sent; Thursday, 9:10 AN 

To: Broome, kissa L; Brown, Nichelle; Gelin, Dana E¢ Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth/Townsend, Jenn 
Subject" ACC Post Grad nominees 

..... And the results are: 

- 7 votes 

- 6 votes 

- 5 votes 

- 3 alternate votes 

- 1 alternate vote each 

Please respond with any thoughts. I would like to contact the nominees and make sure they have the application materials in hand before the 

Christmas holiday. 

Thanks. 

I(ym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <betlmniller@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:5 8 PM 

Broome, I,is~ I, <lbroome~email.unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.e&D; Brown, Michelle qnichellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; I,ane, Cricket 

< cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 

I don’t think has any team MVP or EAGL 

required ...... with her strong academics, she has been named to th,’ 

so may not have the athletic distb~ction 

~Beth 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, - ...... :[2:27 PN 
To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Nichelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Townsend, 3enn 

Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 
From the info that Dana previously provided,                and               seem to have the athletic distinction that meets the ACC requirement. 

We should not go forward with        or       unless we can find that they have 

"local, conference, regional and!or national athletic recognition (e.g., team most vahJable player, ACC player of the week, academic all-conference, etc.)." 

This is a firrn requirement, it they don’t have that: distinct:ion, then another avenue is to identify other strong students with at:hietic dist:mction and see if they 

m ighl: h a w-:~ a n in teres t: i n gra d u a te s ch ool wit:h i n th e n ext: fi v e yea rs~ e specia I ly i[ aid ed by a ~ 5~0C.0 posb-gra d ua t:e sch ol a rs h ip. 

The athletic distb~ction has been a big sticking point for the FARs. Being a starter {even on a good and highly competitive team) is not enough. 

Lissa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, :[0:48 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Cc: Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

My only concern with       is he has only been at UNC two years. I have a tendency to give more consideration to a qualified four year student-athlete, but don’t 

know if that should be a strong concern. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 9:19 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroorne@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

It looks like we have a slate unless the ~1th highest vote getter’ in the top 3 category had 3 votes or more--- in which case we might want to consider a 

run--off between that person and i ~ for the alternate spoL 

Lissa 

From: Orr, Kym N 

Sent: Thursda,/ 9:10 AM 
To: Broome, kissa L; Brown, Nichelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Hiller, Beth; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject: ACC Post Grad nominees 

..... And the results are: 

- 7 votes 

- 6 votes 

- 5 votes 

- 3 alternate votes 

- 1 alternate vote each 
Please respond with any thoughts. I would like to contact the nominees and make sure they have the application materials in hand before the 

Christmas holiday. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 

<jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

does have two things that perhaps will qualify her: 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday                  [2:27 PM 

To: "Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu>, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu>, Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" 

<cricke[@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <i[ownsend@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ACC Post Grad nominees 

From the info that Dana previously provided,                and              : seem to have the athletic distinction that meets the ACC requirement. 

We should not go forward with         or       unless we can find that they have 

"local, conference, regional and/.:_~r nati.:_~nal at:Merit recognition (~-:~.g., team most valuable player, ACC player o~ t h~-_~ w~-_~ek, academic ail-c.:_~nfererH::e, etc,)," 

This is a firm requirement. If they don’t have that distinction, then another avenue is to identify other strong students with athletic distinction and see if they 

might have an interest in graduate school within the next five years, especially if aided by a ~5,000 post-graduate scholarship. 

The athletic distinction has been a big sticking point for the FAns. Being a starter (even on a good and highly competitive team) is not enough. 

Lissa 

From-" Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 10:48 AM 

To-" Broome, Lissa L 
Co-" Orr, Kym N; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, 3enn 
Subject" Re: ACC Post Grad nominees 

My only concern with       is he has only been at UNC two years. I have a tendency to give more consideration to a qualified four year student-athlete, but don’t 

know if that should be a strong concern. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or at 9:19 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

It looks like we have a slate unless the 4th highest vote getter in the top 3 category had 3 votes or more--, in which case we might want to consider a 

run--off between fl~at p~-’_~rson and for the alterna~:e spot 

Lissa 

From; Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:10 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana E; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, .]enn 
Subject: ACC Post Grad nominees 

..... And the results are: 

- 7 votes 

- 6 votes 

- 5 votes 

- 3 alternate votes 

- 1 alternate vote each 

Please respond with any thoughts. I would like to contact the nominees and make sure they have the application materials in hand before the 

Christmas holiday. 

Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ @keuan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Rhodes Scholarship 

Professor ~roome, 

Thank you so much for your note before exams. Sorry I am just getting back to you ---I really focused in on exams this years after the quick conclusion of our season 

and "l"hat~ksgiving Breal~! I would love to speak with you when I get back t:o sch.:>:_~l during the first week in .January. I will be! back .:_~F~ the {.~th if yOU are free be[ore 

school is back in session. I have thought a lot more about applying for the Rhodes Scholarship (or somed~ing similar) as of recent and would really like to hear your 

thoughts. Hope you have a great break and I look forward to connecting soon. 

Best, 

From: Broome, Lissa [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 9:37 AM 

To:: 

Subject: Rhodes Scholarship 

Hi 

I am the University’s faculty athletics representative. We previously corresponded via email about whether you might be interested in being a candidate for a 

Rhodes Scholarship. This story, http://~ww.ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/ncaa/resources/~atest+news/2~:[3/n~vember/student- 

athletes+among+20:[4+rhodes+scholars reminded me that we never closed the loop. I know exams are approaching, but maybe after exams or at the beginning of 

the next semester, we could talk about this further if it is something that you would be interested in learning more about. 

Congratulations on another great season and best of luck with exams, 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:[9.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

iXi Description: 
..... http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu7 

Thursday, 1:33 PM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtown~nd@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-~; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.e&P 

RE: 

Kym, 

If l.issa is comfortable that meets the athletic qualifications, I believe we agreed on the three nominees: 

The atLernate is not as ctear to me. You indicaLed that           had 3 votes and                had2votes. A couple thoughts ...... has only been at 

U NC for 2 years, but I don’t know how much that should weigh on the decision. I would suggest that be the alternate, because her G PA ix slightly higher, 

she participated in several community service activities and she ix a 4-year student-athlete; however, was a strong substitute player and will likel,/ 

b~-_~ in the starting lineup this y~-_~ar, so he may be more qualified atMetk:ally. We may r~-_~ed guidanc~-_~ from Lissa as to which would be the better candidate, if we 

need to nominate the alt~:_~rnate. 

Thanks and Happy New Year] 

"Beth 

From," Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, . . 12:43 PM 

To: Miller, Beth; Gelin, Dana E, Townsend, 3enn, Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: 
Happy New Year everyone! I hope your holiday break was awesome. 
Just to be sure that we are all on the same page, T will be sending the folder with the ACC Post Grad application materials to the candidates and their 
coaches (just the recommendation form) today. Based on the last email exchange (dated      ), there were some questions about if the all of the 
top vote getters would fulfill all of the qualifications for nomination. Please let me know, based on that exchange, if there is a definite list in your mind 
(s) about who we will be nominating. The application deadline is          so time is of the essence. 
I won’t be returning to the office until Monday but I will be working on this at home. Thanks. 
Kym 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:03 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtr~; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E 

<dgelin@unc.edtr~; Townsend, Jenn <itownsend@unc.edu-~; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hello and Happy New Year to you all, 

I agree with what Lissa presented in the last email If we need more conversation on the reserve, we can continue to do so and move forward with the three selected in the meanwhile. 
Hopeihlly, they will be interested and we will not lose time continuing the discussion on the reserve. 

Michelle 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, 9:29 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Orr, Kym N; Gelin, Dana E; Townsend, Jenn; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket 
Sulliect: RE: 

Friends -- I think Dana uncovered good in:to about EAGL award and Arthur Ashe award that had an athletic component [’or Regarding the alternate choice, I’m not sure either 
or have the athletic component that is required, tIopefuHy, it won’t be an issue and and will be interested in going forward with their applications. I 

suggest we stick with as the next highest vote getter. As a starter, I think we can better argue his athletic contributions than i as a reserve. 

Happy New Year to everyone. 

Lissa 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday 1:32 PM 
To: Orr, Kym N; Ge[in, Dana E; Townsend, Jenn; Broome, l,issa I,; Brown, Michel]e; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: RE: 

Kym, 

If Lissa is comfortable that meets the athletic qualifications, I believe we agreed on the three nominees: 

The alternate is not as clear to me You indicated that             had 3 w)tes and                  had 2 votes. A couple thoughts ...... has only been at UNC for 2 years, but l 
don’t know how much that should weigh on the decision. I would suggest that        be the alternate, because her GPA is slightly higher, she participated in several community service 
activities and she is a 4-year student-athlete; however,        was a strong substitute player and       will likely be in the starting lineup this year, so he may be more qualified 
athletically. We may need guidance from Lissa as to which would be the better candidate, if we need to nominate the alternate. 

Thanks and Happy New Year ! 

-’Beth 

From: On, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, 12:43 PM 
To: Miller, Beth; Gelm, Dana E; Townsend, Jerm; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: 

Happy New Year everyonet I hope your holiday break was awesonre. 

Just to be sure that we are all on the same page, I will be sending the folder with the ACC Post Grad application materials to the candidates and their coaches (just the reconm~endation form) 
today. Based on the last email exchange (dated      ), there were some questions about if the all of the top vote getters would fulfill all of the qualifications for nomination. Please let me 
know-, based on that exchange, if there is a definite list in your mind(s) about who we will be nominating. The application deadline is        so tinre is of the essence. 

I won’t be returning to the office until Monday but I will be working on this at home. Thanks. 

Kynr 

Kyrn N. On, M.S. gd 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program ibr Student Athletes 

UniversiW of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lthomas@ncaa.org 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FAR/FAR Designee Contirmation 

Thank you for submitting the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship nomination for                . For this nomination to be considered complete, all sections of the nomination must be 
received by                by 5 PM EST. It is your responsibili~ to ensure all requirements are fulfilled and a 11 sections of this nomination are submitted by the deadline. 

You may link to htl 
status (eg., non-finalist, finalist, awardee). 

o check the status of this nomination. Please use this link to log in to determine the nominee’s award 

You may link to https :l/web 1 ncaa.or~/pgs/exec/apptbrm to view the complete list of nominations from your institution. 

You may review the nomination instructions at 
h ttp:i/www, n c a a. o r g/wp s/w c m/c o n n e c t/nc a a/n c a a/ab out+ th e+ n c a a/d IV e r s it v+ an d +in c 1 us io n/div e r s i w+ p r o ~ r a m s/p o s t~ r a d ua t e+ s c h o 1 a r s hip/far+ in s tru c t io n s 

Please note: The links in this message should be used to log in and review and/or modify the nomination. As such, please retain this e-mail for Ihture use during the applicable nomination 
period. Please e-mail Lori Thomas(lthomas@ncaa org) if you have questions. Thank you 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
P.O Box 6222 
Indianapolis,IN" 46206-6222 

Overnight deliveW address: 
NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 
1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 
Indianapolis,IN 46202 
317,’917-6222 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January, 23, 2014 9:09 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; Gelill, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu>; I,ane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Order of the Golden Fleece nomination 

FYI: 

Emma: 

I am submitting the names and reference information for the students we are nominating for the Order of the Golden Fleece award: 

Ms, Anna Migar 

Senior Associate Director far Admissions, Recruiting, and Advising 

Kenon-Ffagler Business School, Undergraduate Business Program 

Emoik anna millor@unc.edu 
Phone: 9.19-.q~2-BBS~ 

Mr Derek Gofvin 

Head Coach, UNC Varsity Women’s Gymnastics Team 

Emait: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu 

Phone: office- 919-962-5213 

ce~ 

Robert Jenkins 

Direct and DGS, CSEEES and Senior Lecturer, Deportment of Pofitical Science UNC Chapel Hill 

919-357-6835 

rjenkins@unc.edu 

Jenny Levy 

Head Coach of UNC Chapel Hill’s Varsity Women’s Lacrosse Program 

919-475-3282 

uncwlax@uncoa.unc.edu 

Thank you for allowing these nominations to be submitted at this time. Please feel free to contact me if you need additional information. 

Kym 

Kvm N. Orr, MS£d 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Januals~ 24, 2014 2:57 PM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emafl.unc.e&c% Brown, M~chelle <mlchellebrowni@unc edu>; Gelm. Dana E --~tgel n@unc.edu>, I,ane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

NCAA Internship program 

A bit of good news: 
informed me that she was contacted by the NCAA Internship Committee for a phone interview to be conducted next Wednesday. From 

there they will invite approximately 75 candidates to Indianapolis for in-person interviews from which they will make their final selection. Congratulations to 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday,              3:06 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edtr~; Lane, 

Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Town~nd, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Arthur Ashe 

Just wanted to confirm that               is actually the Arthur Ashe award overall winner for the women,        and       were listed as finalists but I 

spoke to Ralph Newell from Diversity in Higher Education and he confirmed that        had won. There will be an awards presentation at George Mason 

University in Fairfax, VA on April 10th. Mark Emmert from the NCAA will be presenting the award. I gave Mr. Newell          contact information and he will be 

speaking with her to arrange travel arrangements for her to attend. Dana mentioned to me that the official announcement won’t be until early April, so I don’t 

know if we can announce it through our media sources yet. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 9:10 AM 

Martha PutaJl~, Ph.D. <putallaz@duke.edu>; Robert Taggaxt <robert.tagga~,bc.edu>; CallahaJ~, Carolyn (cmc) 

<cmc@eservices.virginia.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; l?enewe, Pamela <pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu>; Nick Hadley <hadley@umd.edu:>; Killough, 
Larry <larry@t.edu>; Caxolyn Ca]laban (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
(hodge@clemson.edu); f~,ichmd D Camfichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Sa~l Pardue (sam p~acdue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
(sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Marvin P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Burgemeistel; Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org>; Brown, 
Shamaree <sbrowu@theacc.org> 

RE: Postgraduate scholarship- 

All 

I am back in the office and Matt and I looked through notes from the meeting and the minutes. The ACC All-Academic honor is evidence of athletic achievement and has been added to the 
"e.g." in the criteria document. You may recall that we added this one because it is "our" award and we were certain of the selection process and criteria. My recollection is that Academic 
All-American was not included due to a lack of direct understanding on the specific selection percentages devoted to athletics but that doesn’t mean it can’t be mentioned in the application 
as one of the awards the applicant received. 

I hope this helps. 

Brad 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nialtha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto:putallazl&duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 8:03 .¢xM 
To: Robert Taggart; Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Perrewe, Pamela; Nick Hadley; Killough, Larry; Hostettcr, Brad; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
(hodge@clemson.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Sam Pardue (sam~oardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu) 
Subject: RE: Postgraduate scholarship - 

Mine as well. 
Martha 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robert Taggart [mailto:robert.taggart@bc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua17 17, 2013 12:12 AM 
To: Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; iVlartha Putallaz, Ph.D; Perrewe, Pamela; Nick Hadley; Killough, LaiTy; Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan (cmc@irginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami edu); 
Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Sam Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu) 
Subject: Re: Postgraduate scholarship - 

My recollection is that we accepted academic all-American as well as ACC all-academic teams for the individual sports 

Bob 

Robert A. Taggart 
Boston College 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 7:00 PM. "Callahan, Carolyn (cmc)" <cmc@eservices.virginia.edu> wrote: 

> I am writing because my memosz has lapsed. Did we decide that because there is an athletic component to the academic all-american team that would count as athletic honors, or did we 
dismiss that as evidence sufficent for the athletic component for the scholarship? 
> 

> Dr Carolyn M Callahan 
> Commonwealth Professor 
> Department of Curricuhnn Insmaction and Special Education University 
> of Virginia 
> 417 Emmet Street 
> PO. Box d00277 
> Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
> Phone: 434-924-0791 
> Fax: 434-243 - ] 379 
> 

> 

> 

> [ ..... i Callahan, Carolyn (cmc)[cmc@esewices.’,;irginia.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, FebruaW 08, 2012 3:16 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L; ’Martha PutaHaT. Ph.D.’; Perrewe, Pamela; Nick 
> Hadley; Robert Taggart 
> Cc: Killough, Larry; Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan 
> (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
> (hodge@clemson.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@w[’u edu); Sam 
> Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
> (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Babcock, LindseY 
> Subject: RE: Postgraduate scholarship - - WFU 
> 

> I, too, do not feel she meets the criteria as specified 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome(i3email.nnc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, FebruaW 08, 2012 3:15 PM 
> To: ’Martha Pmallaz, Phi).’; Perrewe, Pamela; Nick Hadley; Robert 
> Taggart 
> Cc: Killough, Larry; Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan 



> (cmc@virginia.edu); C]yde McCoy (cmccoy@rned miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
> (hodge@clemson.edu); Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu edu); Sam 
> Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
> (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Babcock, Lindsev 
> Subject: RE: Postgraduate scholarship - - WFU 
> 

> I’m with Martha and Pam Un]ess I’m missing something, the student does not meet the athletic criteria set forth by the committee and endorsed by us She sounds like a wonderful student 
and a contributor to the team, but there has been no evidence presented of the athletic distinction (ACC player of the Week) we have specified in our criteria. 
> 
> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Bar,king Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance UNC School of Law- CB#3380, 
> Van Hecke-Wettach Hall Chapel Hill, NO’ 27599-3380 
> 919.962.7066 
> http://www.law.unc.edu/cent ers/bartking 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto:putallaz(c~dnke.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 3:03 PM 
> To: Perrewe, Pamela; Nick Hadley-; Robert Taggalt 
> Cc: Killough, Larry-; Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan 
> (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
> (hodge@clemson.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Richard D Carmichael 

> (carmicha@wfu.edu); Sara Pardue (sam~oardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
> (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu); Babcock, Lindsey 
> Subject: RE: Postgraduate scholarship - ] - ~rFU 
> 

> Hello Everyone, 
> Evew year we disagree over the criteria we believe is necessa~z for a student athlete to be designated as an ACC Postgraduate Scholarship Award recipient. Last year we decided to 
appoint a committee to once and for all sort all of this out and clarify the criteria for us so that we could avoid future discussions and disagreements. The student athlete from Duke that we 
discussed at our meeting last week was a 2010 Academic All-American, 2011 Academic All-An~erican, a member of the 2009-2011 All-ACC Academic Team and a 2008-2011 ACC Honor Roll 
recipient. No one said she met the criteria for the scholarship until I could provide additional information on her athletic achievements above and beyond these academic awards (which I 
did) This made sense to me given the criteria clarification provided by the committee. I went back to my- Athletic Department and told them that none of the ACC Scholar Athlete or 
Academic Honor Roll or All American Academic team matters for the athletic accomplishment piece of the nomination; nominated student athletes needed to have clear athletic recognitions 
listed on the form(e g., ACC player of the week). Now it appears our definition has shifted again??? Can someone from that committee weigh in and clarify this once again Thank you 
> Martha 
> 

> 

> 

> Martha Putallaz, PhD. 
> Executive Director 
> Duke Universi~z Talent Identification Program Professor, Department of 
> Psychology 
> 1121 West Main Street 
> Durham, NC 27701 
> Phone: 919-668-9108 Fax: 919-681-7921 Campus Box 90780 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Perrewe, Pamela [mailto:pperrewe(@cob.fsu.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February" 08, 2012 1:49 PM 
> To: Nick Hadley; Robert Taggart 
> Cc: Killough, Larry’; Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn (;allahan 
> (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (crnccoy@med miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
> (hodge@clemson.edu); Lissa L. Broome (lbroome@email.unc.edu); Martha 

> Putallaz, PhD.; Richard D Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Sam Pardue 
> (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech edu); 
> Babcock, Lindsey 
> Sublect: RE: Postgraduate scholarship WFU 
> 

> Hello Everyone: 
> 

> 

> 

> Okay - let me be the one to bring up our FAR discussion last week I think is a remarkable person - athletically talented and an outstanding student. However, we discussed 
what is meant by being exceptional in both athletics and academics. Academically, she is simply outstanding (eg., alI-ACC adademic team). The question becomes, is being a "starter" 
enough? Our guidelines state (weU - maybe this is a rough interpretation) that demonstrating athletic excellence means some ]k~rm of special recognition (e.g., ACC player of the week) That 
being said, being a starter in D1A athletics may enough. If so, the issue becomes do we want to change/modi(y our guidelines? I am honestly fine either way, but I want Richard to know 
that in no way did the committee think Faith was not athletically talented (and an outstanding academic), but applying the current guidelines strictly, she did not meet the criteria. 
> 

> 

> 

> That being said, if we all feel she is deserving of the scholarship, let’s modify the guidelines to include being a starter 
> 

> 

> 

> Trlat~ks ............ 
> 

> 

> 

> Pare 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 1:36 PM 
> To: Robert Taggart 
> Cc: Killough, Lar~; Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan 
> (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge 
> (hodge@clemson.edu); Lissa L. Broonm (lbroome@email.unc.edu); Martha 
> Putallaz PhD ~utallaz@duke.edu); Perrewe, Pamela; Richard D 
> Camlichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Sam Pardue (sam3ardue@ncsu.edu); Sue 
> Ann Allen (sue.bidstmp@chbe.gatech.edu); Babcock, Lindsey 
> Subject: Re: Postgraduate scholarship - - WFU 
> 

> Dear Brad, 
> 

> I also agree that 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Nick 
> 

> On Feb 8, 2012, at 11:01 A_bL Robert Taggalt wrote: 
> 

> Brad, 
> 

> I ant also in agreement that 
> 

> Bob 
> 

> Robert A. Taggart 
> Professor of Finance and 
> Faculty Athletics Representative 
> Carroll School of Management 
> Boston College, Fulton Hall 438 
> 140 Commonwealth Ave 
> Chestnut Hill, \{A 02467 
> Tel (617) 552-6104 
> Fax (617) 552-6771 
> 

> From: Killough, La~ [mailto:lar~@vt edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, February 08, 2012 10:49 A\{ 
> To: Hostetter, Brad; Carolyn Callahan 
> (cmc@irginia.edu<mailto:cmc@irginia.edu>); Clyde McCoy 
> (cmccoy@med miami edu<mailto:cmccoy@med.miami.edu>); Janie Hodge 
> (hodge@clemson.edu<mailto:hodge@clemson.edu>); Lissa L Broome 
> (lbroome@email.unc.edu<mailto:lbroome@email unc edu>); Maltha Putallaz 
> PhD (putallaz@duke edu<mailto :putallaz@duke edu>); Nicholas Hadley 
> (Hadley@umd edu<mailto:Hadlev@umd.edu>); Pamela Perrewe’ 
> (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu<mailto:pperrewe¢d)cob.fsu.edu>); Richard D 
> Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu<mailto:carmicha@wfu.edu>); Robert 
> Taggart; Sam Pardue (sam3ardue@ncsu edu<mailto:sam pardue@ncsu.edu>); 
> Sue Ann Allen 
> (sue.bidstrup@chbe gatech edu<mailto :sue.bidstrup@chbe. Catech edu>) 
> Cc: Babcock, Lindsey 
> Subject: RE: Postgraduate scholarship - - WI¢I.J 
> 

> Brad, 
> 

> I continue to agree with Richard that 
> 

> Larry 
> 

> From: Hostetter, Brad [mailto:bhostetter(~r!theacc.or~] 
> Sent: Tuesday, February 07, 2012 4:04 PM 
> To: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@irginia.edu<mailto:cmc(a)virginia.edu>); 
> Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med miami edu<mailto:cmccovO~med.miami.edu>); Janie 
> Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu<mailto:hodveO~clemson.edu>); Killough, Larry; 

> Lissa L. Broome (lbroome@email uric edu<mailto:lbroome(~r!emaiLunc.edu>); 
> Martha Putallaz PhD (putalla@duke.edu<mailto:putallaz(@duke.edu>); 
> Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu<mailto:Hadley(~umd edu>); Pamela 
> Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu<mailto:pperreweO~cob.fsu.edu>); Richard 

> D Cannichael (carmicha@w[u edu<mailto:carmicha(~wfu.edu>); Robert 
> Taggart Jr (robert.taggart@bc.edu<mailto:robert.taa<artO~bc.edu>); Sam 
> Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu<mailto:sam pardue(£ncsu edu>); Sue Ann 
> Allen 
> (sue bidstrup@c hbe.gatech, edu< mai [to :sue.bidstrup(~r!c hbe. aatech.edu>) 
> Cc: Babcock, Lindsey 
> Subject: Postgraduate scholarship 
> Importance: High 
> 

> All 
> 

: has shown smfficient distinction in athletics to merit a scholarship. 

has shown stffficient distinction in athletics to merit a scholarship. 

should be awarded a postgraduate scholarship. 

> I just wanted to bring you up to speed on my conversation with Richard regarding this student-athlete’s application for the postgraduate scholarship. You may recall that the group agreed 
that there was not enough athletic distinction to merit the scholarship and wanted to see if WFU would submit another candidate this week. Richard believes that           does merit 
approval given her role as a starter on the team and her All-ACC academic team and 2009 coaches association Division I National Academic Squad honors. As such, WFU will not submit 
another candidate. 
> 



> Richard may wish to add to this description of our conversation as he is included on this email 
> 

> Let me know if you’d like to have additional conversation regarding Ms Adams 
> 

> Brad Hostetter 
> Associate Commissioner for Compliance & Governance Atlantic Coast 
> Conference 
> Email: bhostetter@theacc.org<mailto:bhostetter@theacc.org> 
> Phone: 336-854-8787 
> Fax: 336-369-06’65 
> 

> <irnage001 .png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, ,4:58 PM 

UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.ed~; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtr~ 

Timmermans~ Tom <limmermans@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A < mvangelde@unc.edu>; [ .... ~emaJl.unc.edu>; 
PelD; Clara A <capelry@unc.edu:>; Gibson, Andrew <gua~drew@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Suits~ Christy H. <Chrisb" Suit@unc.edu>; Brooks, Mark Michael 

<:mark brooks@unc.edu> 

Coaches Certification Exmn reminder’updates 

Coaches, 

Just a quick reminder that our first Coaches Certification Exam is a week from Thursday on May 30th in Loudermilk room 2301. The review will start at 9 am with a 

brief break and then the exam to follow around 10:15. Please be sure to bring along your laptop or an JPad to take the exam as we will again be taking it online. 

Also, please remember to bring your manual along with you; we will have a couple of spare copies but not enough to go around so grab your personal manual. A 

summary of new legialstion will be provided at the exam. 

Also, we have scheduled a group make-up exam for Wednesday, June :12 in the Loudermilk room 230:1. We will have the review on DVD starting at 9 am and will 

proceed with the exam shortly thereafter. For those who aren’t able to make it to either exam, you will need to contact Lissa Broome (Ibroome~emai!_unc.edu) in 

order to schedule an individual make-up time as ACC policy requires the CCE to be administered by the FAR. 

The practice exam is up online at the following link: 

http://webl.ncaa,org/coachesTest/exec/practiceexam?division=l 

Sports other than football and basketball should select the "Sports Other Than Football " exam; do NOT use the "All Sports" option. 

In addition, the following link is provided by the NCAA in order to help prepare you for the test: 
h _t_ _t P__;//___w___w____w__ :_0__c_ a_a :__o__r S~ Z __w__ p__ _s_/___m__y_ E __o_ _r_ _t_a _Ix(__ _n___c_ a_a __h_ _9_ __m__e_:~ __W___ _C__ __M__ _G_ _L_ 9_ _B___A__ _L__ _C__ __O___N__ 7__ _E_ __X_T _-_-Z 0__c_ ~_~/__n_ _c__a ~_L]~ ~t _s_]_a _tLo_ __n_ :t:~ _~ __d_ _t_g__o_ __’7_ _e__r__n- _a __n_ _�~L _c___o____m__p_{!~_ _n___c_ ~Z _�__°_ ~__� h e_s_ !: r_ _e___c_ r_ u_t _tt _n__g :_~: _°_/__o_ 
7__8___c__e_r_t_l_t_Lc__a__t_l_Q__n__°_/_@__9_:_Lt_e_s_t_!:_c_oa_Eh_e2f:pa_ge 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Frank Gozzo <fgozzo@noverant.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:09 PM 

bhostette@theacc.org 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ACC / Noverant Discussion 

Brad ---I recently had a discussion with Lissa groome of UNC and she suggesLed thaL I reach out to you regarding a few topics. As background, NoveranL provides 

information, trainh~g and compliance management services to regulated and training-intensive industries~ Although our roots were originally in pharma+ we have 

expanded to dozens of industries including successful initiatives in athletics!academia. I believe we may have a unique perspective on some key ACC challenges 

and l’d appreciat:e some of your time over a coffeeik~r~(:h to brait~storm ~ bit. 

Let me know a few dat+-_~s that: ~vork for you 

Regards, 

Frank 

~’ff.qS i:’~.q:’~! .~, ":~:O 

N :,,/:::% ::: a:.-+. 

www.noverant.com 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
athlete,              has been approved for the 
appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

student- 
season. Thank you for providing the 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO. NC ¯ 27407, PHONE: 336.854.8787 ¯ theACC.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hecker, Brad <bhecke@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:03 PM 

mooradjo@~.edu; kbarbas@clem~n.edu; jsilar@duaa.duke.edu; vfuchs@admiu.fsu.edu; twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu; 

mehrtens@umd.edu; j.strawley@miami.edu; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edtr~; michael lipflz@ncsu.edu; jbodensl@nd.edu; 

sbra~n@athlefics.pitt.edu; tadonova@s.~r.edu; jm2y@virginia.edu; smcclosk@vt.edu; lrudd@vt.edu; wa]kerbg@wfu.edu; 

dsanft@athlefics.pitt.edu; swilcox2@fsu.edu; Broorae, Lissa L <lbroorae@email.unc.edu>; erik.sjohnson@bc.edu; 

Chrisline@GoCards.com 

brannc@bc.edu; kbecke4@clemson.edu; ksenge@dtma.duke.edu; rabrune@mailer.fsu.edu; cgreene@athletics.gatech.edu; 

eellis@umd.edu; lphall@miami.edu; Law, Greg A <greg law@unc.edu;,; mjmurra6@ncsu.edu; kschwab@nd.edu; 

nriver@athlelics.pflt.edu; suwball@syr.edu; holsiuger@virginia.edu; old07@vt.edu; givensjm@wfu.edu; Finch, Nora Lynn 

<nlfiuch@theacc.org>; Duke, Alyssa <aduke@theacc.org~; Ufuowski, Amy -~ufnowsld~theacc.org>; Hecker, Brad 

<bhecker@theacc.org> 

ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament Manual Digital Edition 

[[~. iI cid:imageO04 

jpg@O1CECE 

MEMO 
TO: ACC Women’s Basketball Committee 
CC: ACC Women’s Basketball Directors of Operations 

FROM: Brad Hecker 

DATE: February 12th , 2014 

SUBJECT: ACC Women’s Basketball Tournament Manual: Diqital Edition 
To obtain a digital version of the 2014 ACC Women’s Basketball Participant Manual, please visit the ACC Intranet Site to download a copy. 

intranet.theacc.or~I : 
USERNAME: acdnfo@theacc.org 
Password: member 
10 Actual copies will be sent to the Women’s Basketball Committee representatives for each school, hopefully by Friday (2/14) 
BRAD HECKER 
Director, Women’s Basketball 

O: 336.369.4670 I C 

bhecker@theacc.or,q 
I:heACC cor~! ¯ (~[heAOC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:34 PM 

Joanna Carey Cleveland <joanna@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 

<markos@email.unc.edu>; keady@unc.edu; Herman, Amy S <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[1].DOCX 

my edits on 

John Blanchard’ 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O, Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327 



Academic Statement of Facts 

Description of Relationship 

Student-Athlete L met Tutor A during the spring of his freshman year when Tutor A was 
assigned to him as a mentor. He continued to work with Tutor A during (AFAM 

(Mentor), and Student-Athlete L knew that Tutor A’s 
employment was terminated by the Academic Support Program. Student-Athlete L acknowledged that 
he continued to receive assistance from Tutor A following her termination. 

Knowledge of Academic Regulations 

Student-Athlete L understands that tutors cannot do student-athletes’ work for them and cannot type 
their papers. Student-Athlete L also understands that plagiarism is turning in someone else’s work as 
your own. 

General Academic Assistance from Tutor A 

. 

Student-Athlete L states that when Tutor A was employed by the Academic Support Program, 
Tutor A reviewed papers that Student-Athlete L had prepared. According to Student-Athlete L, 
Tutor A helped with grammar and made sure that his papers addressed the topic at hand. 

. 

Student-Athlete L indicates that after Tutor A had been terminated from the Academic Support 
Program, Tutor A would help him with an outline for a paper, check for spelling or 
grammatical errors, and generally "make sure he was on the right track." 

. 

Student-Athlete L states that he often communicated with Tutor A by email. In addition, he 
sometimes used Tutor A’s computer if he did not have his own computer with him. When he 
used Tutor A’s computer, she would email him his work. 

4. Student-Athlete L stated that he has not paid Tutor A for her assistance. He further stated that 
nobody else has paid her to work with him. 

Potential Academic Issues 

1. At 9:55a on                 Student-Athlete L emailed Tutor A a two-page paper for ENG 
The body of the email states only "my paper." 

. 

a. There is no indication of any response from Tutor A. 

Students in this section of ENG    taught as a writing workshop, were instructed to exchange 
and edit the written work of their classmates (O...~.,Y??). The syllabus provided that 
unacknowledged use of another’s writing or ideas constituted plagiarism. 



. 

Tutor A’s records of her mentoring session with Student-Athlete L on                 show 
that Student-Athlete L "had already written the maj ority of" his English paper, "so he knew- 
what else he needed to include in his paper." Student-Athlete L took only one English course 
in the           semester. 

4. This email was discovered post-interview and has not been discussed with Student-Athlete L 

. 

At 11:35p on                   Student-Athlete L emailed Tutor A a three-page paper for a 
Drama class. The body of the email provides: "missing intro, conclusion, and can u fix some 
words in my paper." 

a. There is no indication of any response from Tutor A. 

2. This email was discovered post-interview and has not been discussed with Student-Athlete L. 

1. At 1:03a on                   Student-Athlete L emailed Tutor A two copies of an EXSS 
paper on professional wrestling. The subj ect line states, simply, "paper." The body of the 

email is blank. 

a. There is no indication of any response from Tutor A. 

2. This email was discovered post-interview and has not been discussed with Student-Athlete L. 

. 

At 7:20p on                 Student-Athlete L emailed Tutor A four documents. Each 
document appears to be an outline for an essay in a History class. The email’s subj ect line 
reads, "All 4 essays." 

a. There is no indication of any response from Tutor A. 

2. This email was discovered post-interview and has not been discussed with Student-Athlete L. 

. 

At 11:42a on 
the Grand Ole Opry. 
developed. 

Student-Athlete L emailed Tutor A an outline for a speech on 
The email’s subj ect line reads, "speech." The outline appears to be well- 

a. There is no indication of any response from Tutor A. 

2. This email was discovered post-interview and has not been discussed with Student-Athlete L. 



. 

One of the counselors in the Academic Support Center reported in her interview that near the 
end of                she was concerned about Student-Athlete L’s progress on a paper. 
She told Student-Athlete L that she was leaving on a trip and would not be available to work 
with him the last few days of the semester on the paper. The counselor reported (at the time 
she was a tutor and not a full-time employee) that Student-Athlete L told her not to worry that 

Tutor A "had him" or "had his back." 

2. Student-Athlete L did not recall this conversation when asked about it. 

. 

At 10:27p on              Tutor A emailed Student-Athlete L a document entitled "Comm 
midterm." The midterm required students to submit essays on topics they selected from a 

menu of options. 

2. Student-Athlete L stated that he would start with the outline and then change the formatting as 
he wrote the midterm. 

. 

According to Student-Athlete L, Tutor A would make comments about suggested changes on 
the Word document. He did not understand why the marked-up copies did not appear in email 
correspondence. 

4. Student-Athlete L was unable to explain why Tutor A emailed the final version of the midterm 
back to him, if the only changes she made to the paper were in "track changes" format. 

5. Ultimately, Student-Athlete L stated that he believed that he typed this midterm at Tutor A’s 
house and had Tutor A email it to him that night so that he would have it. 

. 

Student-Athlete L subsequently forwarded this midterm to Student-Athlete N, who was in the 
same class. Student-Athlete L explained that the purpose of forwarding the midterm to 
Student-Athlete N was to provide ideas on formatting. The document that Student-Athlete L 
forwarded was the same document submitted to the professor. 

. 

Subsequent review- of the midterms submitted to the professor by Student-Athlete L and 
Student-Athlete N reveal two identical phrases and one identical sentence in the documents 
submitted by Student-Athlete N and Student-Athlete L. Student-Athlete L’s midterm was 5 !/2 

pages. Student-Athlete N’s midterm was 4 1/5 pages. 
(Was thi s penni ssible?) 

1. At 6:49p on Student-Athlete L emailed to himself and to Tutor A a paper for 
Comm The email’s subj ect line reads, "comm paper 2." 

a. There is no indication of any response from Tutor A. 



. 

According to the professor for this course, students were permitted to seek outside assistance 
for homework assignments only through authorized UNC resources, including the Academic 
Support Program. Tutor A was not an employee of the Academic Support Program in 

3. This email was discovered post-interview and has not been discussed with Student-Athlete L 

1. At 6:1 l p on              Tutor A emailed to Student-Athlete L a document entitled "Comm 
Paper 3." The following day, Student-Athlete L forwarded the document to himself as an 

email attachment. 

. 

Student-Athlete L stated that Tutor A made sure that citations were in place. The citations 
appeared after direct quotes from a commencement speech that Student-Athlete was analyzing 
and were merely to the paragraph in the speech in which the quote appeared. 

. 

According to the professor for this course, students were permitted to seek outside assistance 
for homework assignments only through authorized UNC resources, including the Academic 
Support Program. Tutor A was not an employee of the Academic Support Program in 

4. Student-Athlete L stated that he does not have drafts of these papers saved on his computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa, mer@admissions.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 8:54 AM 

Ravenscraft, David <David Ravenscral?g~:kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions unc edu>; B anchaacd, John G 

<johnblanchar&~unc.edu>; Byars. Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu-~; Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> Reznick, Steve 

<reznick@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Stenross, Barbara <stenross@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y 

<mayl@email.unc.edu:> 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchaxd@unc.edu>; Merceg Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.mlc.edu> 

Support Plml for 

program [1 ].docx 

Dear Colleagues: 

Thank you for responding so quickly to my request for your recommendation regarding                Late yesterday Jan Boxill sent the following email, along 

with the attached document, to John Blanchard. I told John that, although I had already heard from four of you, and although none of you recommended a change 

in the decision, I would send you Dr. Boxill’s email and the plan that she has worked with Ms. Bridger to develop. I also told John that, if our office does not admit 

this student, the student will be free to appeal to the provost and then, if the provost does not sustain her appeal, to the Board of Trustees. 

I am sorry to be calling upon you for the third time at the request of this program. Regardless of what you recommend, and regardless of what our office decides, I 

hope all involved will agree that you have gone out of your way to be fair to this student. 

Steve 

From: Boxill, Jeanette M [mailto:JMBOXlLL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:24 PM 
To: Blanchard, John G 
Subject: Program for 

John, 
Coach Hatchell told me she talked with you about       Beth Bridger and I worked on a program that Coach Hatchell asked for. 
best attitude of anyone we’ve had in years! Can you share this with the sub-committee, 

Let me know if you need anything more. 
Jan 

needs a lot of help, but she has the 

Jan Boxill, Ph.D 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 
Office Phone 919-962-3317 
Cell Phone 
Fax: 919-962-3329 
web: parrcenter.unc.edu 



PROPOSED PROGRAM FOR 

I. FALL CLASSES: 

ENGL 
SOCI 
FYS 
COMM 

Engl -placed into course from SAT writing score, remedial writing work 
Soci -course to introduce a lecture style classroom 
Comm -course to gain confidence in public speaking and writing ability 
FYS -good small class to get individual attention 

*All courses will have tutoring available* 

II. FIRST WEEK OF CLASSES 

III. 

IV. 

Meet with Center for Student Success to be tested for possible learning issues and 
avail able resources. 
Meet with Academic Advisor (ASPSA) Beth Bridger, to go over all syllabi and set up 
a daily, weekly, monthly, and semester schedule 
Set up structured study table and tutoring to start second week of classes. 

Study Hall Sun-Thursday, minimum of 8 hours a week, times TBA 

Meet with Jan Boxill who will serve as a mentor, [much as she mentors a Covenant 
Scholar]. She will meet at least once a week, perhaps more. 

WEEKLY REQUIREMENTS 

Attend all class sessions 
Meet Beth Bridger for course time management/organization, report course 

performance, counsel on any academic issues, academic skill building as needed 
through content 

Meet Jan Boxill 
Meet with ASPSA Learning Specialist/Center for Student Success as directed by staff 

from results of academic testing 
Structured Study Table with tutoring 

ENFORCEMENT OF REQUIREMENTS 

All required sessions for student will be reported daily/weekly to coaching staff 
For every missed class, she will be held out one game. 
For every missed appointment, including study table and tutoring, she will be treated 
appropriately similar to a missed class. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, l 1:35 AM 

Ravenscraft, David <David Ravenscral?(~:kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; BlanchaJcd, John G 

<johnblanchard@unc.edtr~; Byars, Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu-~; Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edtr~; Reznick, Steve 

<reznick@email.unc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Stenross, Barbara <stenross@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee Y 

<mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Blanchard, John G <johnblanchaxd@unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert J Jr <nnerce@email.unc.edu> 

Recommendation mid Decision 

Dear Colleagues: 

Thank you again for your patience and your wise counsel about the student we’ve been discussing. 

Fve now heard from everyone. One member recommended that we admit the student; another expressed willingness to admit her, provided the coaching staff 

implement support and accountability plans for the team’s other committee cases that are similar to the one proposed for the student in question. All of the other 

members - a majority of the subcommittee -- have recommended that the previous decision should stand. 

With all these recommendations in mind, I’ve decided that we will not be able to change our previous decision and offer admission to this student. Nor will we be 

able to reconsider her candidacy again for . If the student would like to appeal this decision, she may do so to the Provost and then, if the Provost does not 

sustain her appeal, to the Board of Trustees. 

I’m grateful to you for the thoughtful way in which you have approached this candidate and all our candidates this year. If you should have any questions or 

concerns, I would welcome the chance to talk. 

Steve 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:06 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john a]dn@unc.edu-*; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Bmome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr% 

Byars, Napoleon B <nbyar@email.unc.edtr% Hawkins, Jane M <jmh@math.unc.edu>; John BlaJ~chard (jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); Mosley, 

Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edtr% Mercer, Robert J Jr (rmerce@uncaa.unc.edu); Ravenscraft, David 
<David Ravenscraft@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Subcommittee Meeting - Impol~nt Updates 

Dear Colleagues: 

Here are several updates in advance of our meeting at 2p tomorrow. 

1. Our docket has changed,                   has decided not to present its two candidates;         has asked to present one of its own. We’ll have a total of 

eight to review; the credentials of the new candidate will be posted tomorrow morning. 

2. We’ll have time to discuss our questions from 2 to 2:15, when                will join us.        will then join us at 2:40 and         at 3:05. 

3. We’ve added two new documents to the SharePoint site that I hope you’ll review before our meeting. The first offers Barbara’s and my comments on the seven 

candidates whose credentials we’ve posted to date. The second summarizes the performance of students with test scores similar to those of the candidates we’ll 

be discussing. This summary is just a straight description of the performance of the students who enrolled between it doesn’t attempt to control for 

high-school grades or any other variable. Still, I hope it will give you some frame of reference for the test scores we’ll be seeing. 

Thank you again for your service on this committee. I’ll look forward to seeing you tomorrow at 2p in Jackson Hall. 

Steve 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sthrmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Board of Directors’ Actions re Initial Eligibility 

[.issa, 

Thank you for forwarding this document. I had heard of the changes but had not yet had the opportunity to review them in this much detail This is critical 

i~lformation as we consider changes 1:o our own policies governing the admission of atudent.-ai:hh?i:es. 

f am going to miss t:omorrow’s rneeting but Io.:_q~ forward to having a chance to talk wit:h you and Steve about all of tfu:_me changes 

Thanks, again. Have a great weekend. 

Barbara 

B~rb~r~ Polk 

Deputy Director 

Office of Undeeg~eduete Admissions 

Umversit"v of North Cerolina at Chopel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, 7:14 PM 
To= Farmer, Stephen M; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject= NCAA Board of Directors’ Actions re Initial Eligibility 
St:eve & Barbara -You’re probably akeady aware of this, but on the NCAA Division I Board of [)ir~-:~ct.:_~r~.; pas~z?d >:_~me rather dramatic changes to NCAA 

initial eligibility requirements {to be phased in over dine). The first part of the attachment discusses those changes. You might also be interested in the proposal 

discussed later in the document about student-athletes entering cotlege in January of their senior year in high school. 

Thanks for all the work you’ve done on giving us more data regarding admissions. 1 think it will all be very helpful. 

Lissa 

[i~;aa I_ Broome 

Wachovia Prot:essor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of taw 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

91.9,962,7065 

b..t..t#:.././...w....w....~..:.La....w......u...n..c.....e...d...u./..c...e..n...t..e...r..s/..b...a...n..~ Ln_g 

i~i DescdF~ti°n 
ilttp://www law. u r;c ed u/ima ges/n ews/media/ba n kingfir;a nce 
web 542 iPg 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Thursday, 6:06 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Polk, Barbara Jo; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon B; Hawkins, Jane M; John Blanchard (j g _b_ _ _@_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ _a_ _ _a_ :_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ =_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) ; Mosley, Layna; Nay, Lee Y; Mercer, 
Robert J Jr (rmercer.@uncaa.unc.edu); Ravenscraft, David; Reznick, Steve 
Subject= Subcommittee Meeting - Important Updates 

Dear Colleagues: 

Here are several updates in advance of our meeting at 2p tomorrow. 

1. Our docket has changed,                   has decided not to present its two candidates;         has asked to present one of its own. We’ll have a total of 

eight to review; the credentials of the new candidate will be posted tomorrow morning. 

2. We’ll have time to discuss our questions from 2 to 2:15, when                will join us.        will then join us at 2:40 and        at 3:05. 

3. We’ve added two new documents to the SharePoint site that I hope you’ll review before our meeting. The first offers Barbara’s and my comments on the seven 

candidates whose credentials we’ve posted to date. The second summarizes the performance of students with test scores similar to those of the candidates we’ll 

be discussing. This summary is just a straight description of the performance of the students who enrolled between it doesn’t attempt to control for 

high-school grades or any other variable. Still, I hope it will give you some frame of reference for the test scores we’ll be seeing. 

Thank you again for your service on this committee. I’ll look forward to seeing you tomorrow at 2p in Jackson Hall. 

Steve 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfaxmer~admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

Akin, John Stephen <john a]dn@unc.edtr-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Bmome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; 

Byars, Napoleon B <nbyar@email.unc.edtr~; Hawkins, Jane M <jmh@math.unc.edu>; John BlaJ~chard (jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); Mosley, 

Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; May, Lee Y <mayl@email.unc.edtr~; Mercer, Robert J Jr (rmerce@uncaa.unc.edu); Ravenscraft, David 

<David Ravenscraft@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Subcommittee Meeting - 

Dear Colleagues: 

The next meeting of the subcommittee on athletics admissions is scheduled for , from 2 to 3p, here in Jackson Hall. 

We’ll have one candidate to discuss. We’ll also review the plan for remediating the MCR deficiency in the record of the candidate we discussed on 

Finally, we’ll be reviewing a list of the candidates whom our office has so far excused from full review by the subcommittee. 

The documents for the meeting are in the             folder on the SharePoint site. Among these documents is one that that summarizes the decisions you’ve 

recommended to date. The remediation plan from the coaches and academic support staff isn’t due to us until Friday; if we receive it before then, we’ll post it to 

SharePoint, too. 

Thank you for the time you’ve given already and for the hour you’ll give on Friday. We will do our best to wrap up at 3p sharp, if not before. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ravenscrafl, David <David Ravenscrafl@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 5:02 PM 

Farmer, Stephen M <slhrme@admissions.unc.edtr~; Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; BlaJ~chaxd, John G 

<johnblanc mr&~unc edu>; Braz, ile, Kyle H. <kbrazile@admissions.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Byars, 

Napoleon B <nbyars@email.unc.edu>; Hawkins, Jane M <imh@math.unc.edu>; tleimer, Lawrence N 
<LHEIMER@admissions.unc.edtP,; May, Lee Y <mayl@emaJl.unc.edu>; Mercel; Robert J Jr <rmerce@email.unc.edtP-; Mosley, Layna 

<mosley@unc.edu>; Poll Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy" <rawecha@admissions.unc.edu>; ReznicL Steve 

<reznick@email.unc.edtp, 

RE: Subcommittee Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

Thank you for taking the dine to add your comments and votes to the discussion boar& We had nearly 100% participation from the voting rnembers. While there 

were some clearly articulated concerns that will be communicated to the coaches, Steve felt that the votes and quality of the discussion was sufficient to 

recommend admission. Therefore, tomorrow’s meeting has been officially cancelled. 

I hope the e’.<tra hour or t:wo will help you make progress on your work or holiday shopping, so that you can eniov this special season a little rnore. Thanks for all 

your important c.:_~ntribut:ions to the committee t:his vear. 

David 

From; Ravenscraft, David 
Senti Tuesday,                2:18 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Akin, John (Economics); Blanchard, John (Ath Director of Athletics); Brazile, Kyle H.; Broome, Lissa (School of Law); Byars, Napoleon 
(Journalism!Mass Communication); Hawkins, Jane M; Helmet, Lawrence N; May, Lee Y; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Mosley, Maria (Political Science); Polk, Barbara Jo; Pyecha, Missy; 
Reznick, James (Psychology) 
Subject: RE:           Subcommittee Meeting 

Dear Athletic Adrnission Committee Members, 

We have only one candidate for Friday’s meeting and in my opinion, the case is very clear. Since I know the end of the semester is a busy time especially with the 

holidays approaching, 1 suggest that we handle the discussion and voting via SharePoint. Please review the case in the Shared Documents . folder and 

add your discu;sion and w)t:e to the pre-meet:ing Que;tiorv; thread in the rearn Discu;sion area. 

If you have any concern; about this approach, pk~ase h-:d: me know. 

I hope you have a wonderful, well--deserved holiday with family and [:riends. 

David 

From: Farmer, Stephen M [mailto:sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                11:44 AM 
To: Akin, John (Economics); Blanchard, John (Ath Director of Athletics); Brazile, Kyle H.; Broome, Lissa (School of Law); Byars, Napoleon (Journalism!Mass Communication); 
Farmer, Stephen M; Hawkins, Jane M; Heimer, Lawrence N; May, Lee Y; Mercer, Robert J Jr; Mosley, Maria (Political Science); Polk, Barbara Jo; Pyecha, Missy; Ravenscraft, 
David; Reznick, James (Psychology) 
Subject: Subcommittee Meeting 

Dear Colleagues: 

Thank you again for your service on the admissions subcommittee this semester. 

Our last meeting before we break is scheduled for 2p on Frida% here in Jackson Hall. We have one candidate to discuss; his credentials are posted in 

the Shared Documents area of our SharePoint site, in a folder titled 

Also posted on SharePoint, in the Discussions area, is a place where you can post any questions you might have about this candidate that you think would benefit 

from advance research on our part. If you have question and can post them by the end of the day on Wednesday, we’ll do our best to answer them before our 

meeting. 

Thank you again and see you soon. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email. unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <btx~lk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Cases for Next Meeting 

Lissa, thank you for writing. We’ll include up-to-date information about the program’s academic performance on the cover sheet for each student. I think the results this year 
have been better than in the past but will confirm in the documents. 

I hope to have everything posted by the end of the day today. We’ll also include a few tentative thoughts about whether we should (a) change the way we identify the 
candidates who require subcommittee review, (b) limit the number of recommendations the department may make for students who don’t meet the subcommittee definition 
but are nevertheless at risk academically, and (c) revise the charter of the subcommittee to include all special-talent students, not just recruited student-athletes. 

That’s a lot, I know. rd welcome your thoughts and would be glad to meet with you before the meeting since you won’t be able to attend. 

Thank you again and hope you are well. 

Steve 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:07 PM 
To: Farmer, Stephen IVi; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: FW: Cases for Next Meeting 

Steve and Barbara --- Is it possible to add to the documents for the next meeting some information about how the                   team committee cases have 

performed over t:ime along the lines of what w¢_~ r¢_~ccAved earlier t:his year for other tearns? Most likely, I won’t be at: t:he meeting., so I’d love to s¢_~e it before the 

meeting so t can offer any comments I might have Maybe Lhe in[o included the Learn as a whole I can’t rem¢_~mber if rt: was iust commrt:Lee cases In any ew-_mt, 

some context [:or how Lhe team is doing would be helpful. If tha(s up already in another fife, please point me Lo it. 

Thanks, 

~.issa 
l.issa L groome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:-3380 

919,962,7056 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: ~-h--t--t-~-~~/-/--s--s-~--q~~-c-9~--m-~---a-~-u--t---h--~--[--~--~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

i.X.i Description. 

htt,,2://,,,,w.~v law.imc edu/images/ne:,^:s/media/bankh~gfina~qce 

web 542 jpg 

From: Pyecha, Missy 
Sent: Tuesday, :4:57 PM 
To: Ravenscraft, David J; Hawkins, Jane M; Akin, John Stephen; John Blanchard (jgb@uncaa.unc.edu); Mosley, Layna; Lee May; Broome, Lissa L; Mercer, Robert J Jr; 
Napoleon Byars; Byars, Napoleon B; Reznick, Steve; Sandy Restivo (srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: Cases for Next Meeting 

Hi All- 

So far we have two cases to discuss on 

review. Please post your comments on the site if you are unable to attend the 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

mpvecha~admissions.u nc.edu 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
62-9149 (fax) 

The information has been scanned and added to our shared site for your 

meeting. Thanks for your help! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Mis~’ <mpyecha~admissions,unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 2:36 PM 

][lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Hawkin~ Jane M <jmh@math.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu>; Lee May <lee may@unc.edtr~; Broome, I,issa L <lbroome(~emall.unc.edu>; Napoleon Byars 
@gmail.com> ~email.unc.edu>; Woodm-d, Harold<harold woodard@unc.edtr> 

Athletic Subcommittee - Upcoming Meetings 

Hi All- 
Thank you very much for your patience as I try to find convenient dates for the Athletic Subcommittee to meet this semester. It’s just about impossible to find a 

time that is convenient for all so I hope the new dates presented will allow you to attend the majority of the meetings, t will send all of you invites to the meetings 

so I will be able to keep track of the attendance. If it turns out we need to reschedule a meeting or two, I’ll be sure to let you know. Thank you again for your help, 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Director of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

rnpyec a(~admissions.unc edu 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
62-9149 (fax) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa, mer@admissions.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:53 PM 

unc.edu>; Broome, I,issa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>; Hawkins, Jane M <imh@math.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; May, Lee 

<mayl@email.unc.edu>; ~unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Heimer, Lawrence N <LHEIMER@admissions.mlc.edtc. 

Subcommittee Cmldidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on             We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 

half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 
location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at ht~.)s~//share.!mc.edu/sitesj!Jga/subcommittee/S!tePages/Home.aspx. You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the ADkonyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (!heimer@admissions.unc.edu; copied here) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:20 AM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu"~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Layna, thank you and no apology necessa~. 

Our past validiU studies for all enrolled studems (not jus~ special-talem students) suggested that, in cases where a studenf s CR and WR scores differ significantly, the 

higher score tends to be the more predictive of the student’s eventual performance. This finding, coupled with this particular student’s grades, made us think he’s low 
risk. 

B ut I would be glad to ask Hmrold to conIEr with the counselor and learning specialist and to report back to the group what the.5, think. 

Steve 

"Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, Steve and Barbara --- 

Just to follow up with a bit more detail, above and beyond the MCR deficiency (which I assume there would be a desire to address before this student arrives at 

U NC, so that it’s not reported out as an exception?), this student’s writing score     would have made him a committee case under our previous rules. Because 

his reading score is higher      the writing score doesn’t get used in the calculation of PG~A (i[ it did, I’m betting he’d be Level _I). Bu~:l do wonder about such a 

large gap between t:he reading and writing components, and this abo leads me to wonder what the academic counselors might say about this candidate (or one 

with these credentiais). 

I realize that we are trying to move toward a more evidence-based means of evakmtion with PGPA, but at the same time, I wonder if the writing issue here ought 

not to be a red flag? (For instance, were students who were reviewed by the committee and then struggled more likely to have low writing scores than those 

committee cases who have performed relatively better?} 

Apologies for playing ~:he skeptic, especially at this hour! 

L~r~*na 

From: Broome, LJssa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 PM 
To: Mosley, Layna 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Lavna --I vote in favor, but wonder (a) if we have any other indications of writing ability given the low writing score, and (b) if there is a plan/condition that we 

want!need to impose regarding the math deficiency. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L groome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

cg#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hiit, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7065 
http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

::X:: Description: 
" "    s ~ s s h IIp:,i¢eA~w. b w u nc. _.du, images/;lews, media/bankir~gfinance 

web 542.ipg 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; Tile, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Woodard, Harold 
Co: Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on             We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 

half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https~//sharg:unc:gdu/s!tes/uga/subcornm!tt99/S!tePagesZHome:asDx. You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 



have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (!heirner@admissions.unc.edu; copied here) know. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer~admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:22 AM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu"~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Subcommittee Cmldidate for Review 

I should have added: he will not be able to repair the half-credit deficiency should he be offered admission and should he enroll in January. 

"Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, Stew-:~ and Barbara - 

Just to f.:)Now up wii:h a bit more detail, above and beyond i:he MCR deficiency (which I assume i:here would be a desire to address b~-_~fore this studet~t arriw?s ai: 

U NC, so that it’s not reported out as an exception.,"), this student’s writing score     would have made hirn a committee case under our previous rules. Because 

his reading score is higher ~     the writing score doesn’t get used in the calculation of PGPA (if it did, l’m betting he’d be Level :].). gut I do wonder about such a 

large gap between the reading and writing components, and this also leads me to wonder what the academic counselors might say about this candidate (or one 

with these cred~-_mi:ials). 

f realize that we are trying to mow:_~ toward a more evidence-based means o[ evak~ation wil:h PG r~A, bul: at: t:he same l:ime, I wond~:_~r if t h~-_~ writing issue here oughl: 

not to be a red flag? (For instance, were students who were reviewed by the committee and then struggled more likely to have low writing scores than those 

cornmittee cases who have perf:orrned relatively better?) 

Apologies for playing the skeptic, especially at this hour! 

Layna 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, : 9:34 PM 
To: IVlosley, Layna 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Layna ---I vote in favor, but wonder (a) if we have any other indications of writing ability given the low writing score, and (b) if there is a plan/condition that we 

want/need to irnpose regarding the math deficiency. 

Thanks, 

tissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

WeNs Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27"599.-338{} 

919.962.7066 

.h---t-t--~--;j-j---w----w----w--~a---w---~n--~c--~e---d---u--~-c-~e--~n---t--e--r--~b---a---n---k-~-n-~ 

Access m7 papers on SSBN at: ~-h--t--t/?~/--/---s--s--r-£:~£Q~--m-j---a-~-u--t---h--~--[--~--~-2---4--8-~Z~7~ 
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From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Woodard, Harold 
Co: Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on             We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 
and a predicted first-year GPA of who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 
half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 
Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https-[/share:unc:edu/s!tes!uga/subcomrn!ttee/S!tePages/!:!gme:aspx. You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (!he!mer@Adm!ss!oDs~unc.ed!~; copied here) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfazmer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:28 AM 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Harold (with copies as noted): 

Would you please take a look at this question from Layna and at my reply? And would you be willing to confer with Wally and Bradley (or anyone you would consider 
appropriate) and report their advice to the subcommittee, either by sending an email or (preferably) by posting a comment in the discussion folder on our site? 

Thank you vew much and hope you are well. 

Steve 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

From: "Farmer, Stephen M" <sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

To: "Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu> 

CC: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>,"Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Layna. thank you and no apology necessary. 

Our past vaJidity studies for all enrolled students (not just s~cial-talent students) suggested that, in cases where a smdenfs CR and ~qR ,scores dittEr significantly, the 

higher score tends to be the more predictive of the student’s eventaal performance. This finding, coupled with this particular student’s grades, made us think he’s low 

risk. 

But I would be glad to ask Harold to confer with the counselor and learning specialist and to report back to the group what they think. 

Steve 

Mosley, La~ na -mosley@unc.edu wrote. 

Hi Lissa, Stew-:~ and Barbara - 

Just to f.:)llow up with a bit rnore detail, above and beyond the MCR deficiency (whk:h I assume there would be ~i desire to ~iddress b~-_~fore this student arriw:,s at 

U NC, so that it’s not reported out as an exception.,"), this student’s writing score     would have made hirn a committee case under our previous rules. Because 

his reading score is higher     , the writing score doesn’t get used in the calculation of PGPA (if it did, h’n betting he’d be Level :1.). gut I do wonder about such a 

large gap between the reading and writing components, and this also leads me to wonder what the academic counselors might say about this candidate (or one 

with these crech:_mtials). 

f realize that we are l:ryk}g to n~ow:_~ toward a more evidence-based means of evah~ation with PGg~A, but at: t:he same time, I wond~:_~r if t h~-_~ writing issue here ought 

not to be a red flag? (For instance, were students who were reviewed by the committee and then struggled more likely to have low writing scores than those 

committee cases who have pert:orrned relatively better?) 

Apologies for playing the skeptic, especially at this hour! 

l.ayna 

From, Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 PM 
To: IVlosley, Layna 
C¢: Polk, Barbara 30; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Layna ---I vote in favor, but wonder {a) if we have any other indications of vw’iting ability given the low writing score, and {b) if there is a plan/condition that we 

want/r~eed to irnpose regarding the math deficiency. 

Thanks, 

I.isaa 

Lissa L. Broome 

W~-’AIs Fargo Profl:_~.;’;or of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.-37,8{} 

919,962,70{’;6 

.h---t-t--p-j-j---w----w----w--~a---w---:~u--~n--~£~e---d---u--[---c-~e--~n---t--e--r--s--[--~b---a-~-n-~-k-~-n-~g 

Access rny papers on SSRN at: ._h__t__t_p__:_U__s__s_£__n_:_£_o____m_J_a___u__t_h__o_r__--_-__2_4__8___7__20 

i~i Descd[~’tion 
htt p:,’/,,,,ww law.imcedu,’images,’news,’media,’bsnkh~gfinance 
web 542 iPg 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 



Sent: Wednesday,                5:53 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, 3ane M; 111e, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara 3o; Woodard, Harold 
Cc; Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject-" Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on             We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 

half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at --h--t--t-p--s-~/-/---s---h--a-~-r~-e--:-u---n---c--.--e---d---u-/---s-!-t--e---sj--u--g--a-/-~-s~-u-~-b-~-c--~-~--m----m---!-t--t--e-~-e-/-~-S-!-t---e---P--a-1~--e--s-/-~-H-~-~----m----e--.-asp~x~ You should be able to 

Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (!heimer@admissions.unc.edu; copied here) know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:29 AM 

Farmer, Stephen M <sthrmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: Subcommittee Cmldidate for Review 

Dear Layna aud Ltssa, 
As additional reformation regarding the deficiency in math, the student will be required to remove the deficiency by taking an appropriate math course here. t-le 
will have to rake, and pass, that course prior to the first <lay o[ clauses f~-~r tb:~ semester. In other words, b:~ has one year to remove the deficiency. ~f 
he fMls to do so he will not be allowed to continue his UNC euro]lmeut 
While we are still required to report this studeut as an exception, I thought ~t might he helpful for you to have "the rest of the story", 
Please let me know if you have any additional questions, Thank you %r your constderatiou. 
Barbara 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Thursday, 6:22 AM 
To: Mosley, Layna 
¢c= Broome, Lissa L; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 
I should have added: he will not be able to repair the half-credit deficiency should he be offered admission and should he enroll in JanuaU. 

"Mosley, Layna" <_r__n___o__s_]__e2’_@__t_Ln__c_k_e___d____u> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, Steve and Barbara --- 

Just to follow up with a bit more detail, above and beyond the MCR deficiency (which I assume there would be a desire to address before this student arrives at 

tJ NC, so that it’s not reported out as an exception?), this student’s writing score     would have made him a committee case under our previous rules. Because 

his reading score is higher      the writing score doesn’t get used in the calculation of PGPA (if it did, I’m betting he’d be Level :[). But I do wonder about such a 

larg~:_~ gap between t:he reading and writing components, and this also leads me to wonder what the academic counselors might say about this candidab:_~ (or one 

with t:hese credentials). 

I realize that we are trying to move toward a more evidence-based means of evakmtion with PGPA, but at the same time, I wonder if the writing issue here ought 

not to be a red flag? {For instance, were students who were reviewed by the committee and then struggled more likely to have low writing scores than those 

committee cases who have performed relatively better?} 

Apologies for playing t:he skeptk:, ~-_~sp~:_~cially at this hour! 

kavna 

From: Broome, LJssa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 PM 
To: Mosley, Layna 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 
Layna--I vote in favor, but wonder (a) if we have any other indications of writing ability given the low writing score, and (b} it: there is a plan/condition that we 

want!need to impose regarding the math deficiency. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor ot: Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB~’~3380, Van Heeke-Wettaeh Hall 

Chapel HiJl, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 
h ttp://www.!a w:unc, ed u/cent ers/bank!ng 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.eomiauthor=248720 

::N:: Description: 
" "    s ~ s s http:,i~,#¢w.bw u nc. _.du, irr;ages/news, rr;edia/bankir;gfinance 

w#.’b 542.ipg 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; llle, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Woodard, Harold 

Co: Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on             We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 

half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 

Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know. We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone. 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 



Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https://share.unc.edu/sites/uga/subcommittee/SitePages/Home.aspx_. You should be able to 
Iogin if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Helmet (._.h_ e_j_ .m__er_._@_.__a__.d__n_3i._ss_!o__n__s.unc:_e_._d_ .u_; copied here) know. 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layua <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:33 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Thanks, Barbara. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, 10:29 AM 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Mosley, Layna 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Layna and Lissa, 

As additional iuformatb-m regarding the de[~cieucy m math, the stadent w~]l be requb’ed to remove the de[~cieucy by taking an appropriate math course here, He 

will have to take, and pass, Nat course prior to the first day of classes for the semester. [r~ other words, he has one year to remove the deficiency. ]f 

he l:mls to do so he will ~ot be allowed to continue his UN C enrollment 

White we are still required to report th~s student as ark exception, ] daought it might be helpfld for you to ]:rove "d~e rest of the staiN". 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. Thank you for your consideration, 

Barbara 

From: Farmer, Stephen N 
Sent: Thursday, 6:22 AN 
To: Mosley, Layna 
Co: Broome, Lissa L; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

I should have added: he will not be able to repair the half-credit deficiency should he be offered admission mid should he enroll in Jautmry. 

"Moslev Lavna" <moslev(/~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Lissa, Steve and Barbara --- 

Just to follow up with a bit more detail, above and beyond the MCR deficiency (which 1 assume there would be a desire to address before this student arrives at 

U NC, s.:) that it:’s not reported out as an exception?), this student’s writing score      would have made him a eommit:te~:_~ cas~-_~ under our previous rules Because 

his reading score is higher      the wridng score doesn’t get used in the ealcufation of PGPA (if it did, I’m betting he’d be Level 1). But I do wot~der about such a 

large gap between the reading and writing components, and this also leads me to wonder what d~e academic counselors might say about [his candidate (or one 

with these credentials}, 

I realize that we are trying to move toward a more evidence-based means of evaluation with PGPA, but at the same time, 1 wonder if the writing issue here ought 

not to b-:~ a red flag? {For instance, were students who wer~-:~ r~-:wiewed by the committee and then struggled more likely t:o have low writing scores than t:hose 

committee cases who have perf.:)rmed r~-_Jal:ively better?) 

Apologies [:or playing the skeptic, especially at this hour! 

Layna 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 PM 
To: Mosley, Layna 
Co: Polk, Barbara 3o; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: FW: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Layna - t vote in favor, but wonder (a) it we have arw other indication’; of writing ability given the low writing score, and (b) if t:her~-:~ is a planic.:_~nditkm that we 

want/need to impose regarding tfu:_~ math d~:_~fieieney, 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

[issa I.. Broome 

Wells r:argo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, (>:rater [or Banking and Finance 

LiNe School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Heeke-Wettaeh Hatl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7066 

http:i!www.law,unc.edu/eenters/banking 

Access my [)a p~-_~r~,; on SSRN at:: http://ssrmeom/author=248720 

:..... 

i~i [:~escriptior< 
iltip:/iwww lm~’ un,t~ edu/hl~ages/news/media/bankingIir~ance 
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From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:53 PM 
To: Akin, John Stephen; Broome, Lissa L; Byars, Napoleon Bonaparte; Hawkins, Jane M; Ille, Vince; May, Lee Y; Mosley, Layna; Polk, Barbara Jo; Woodard, Harold 
Co: Heimer, Lawrence N 
Subject: Subcommittee Candidate for Review 

Dear Colleagues: 

Our subcommittee is scheduled to meet again on             We have only one candidate to consider: a student with reasonably solid credentials 

and a predicted first-year GPA of who only requires subcommittee review because he’s graduating from high school early and will be 
half a credit shy of the minimum course requirement in math. 



Would you be kind enough to review the candidate and vote electronically by writing to Layna and copying Barbara and me? The credentials are posted in the usual 

location. 

If for any reason you believe we should meet to discuss this student next week, please let us know, We will hold the time until we’ve heard from everyone, 

Thank you in advance and happy holidays. 

Steve 

Please note that the Sharepoint site has moved and is now located at https:Ushare~unc.edu/s!tes/uga/subcomm!ttee/SitePages/Home.aspx. You should be able to 

login if you’re logged into the University network with your Onyen. If not, you may need to try the AD\onyen approach that’s worked in the past. If you should 

have any problems, please let me or Larry Heimer (!heimer@admissions.unc~edu; copied here) know. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Le~er.docx 

Hi Lissa, 

It was good talking to you this morning - attached is the letter we’ve put together for that explains the situation. Let me know if you have any 

thoughts but just wanted to run this by you before I asked you to sign off on his waiver, per the usual. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ email.unc.edu 



E~,N~E WILL~A,~d~ON ATHtETIC CENTER 

KO. I~OX ~t26 

~50 $K~PP~2R [$OWLE$ DK, ,¢D¢.liw’r)~ 

CHAPEL HILL, NC .~.75~ 

T 9 E%¢,~62.60~O 

ww w.t ~:r heelbh~e.,z om 

NCAA Division I Initial-Eligibility Waivers Committee 
NCAA Academic and Membership Affairs 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Dear Committee: 

Please accept this application for a waiver of NCAA initial-eligibility requirements for Mr. 
a student-athlete for the         team at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(UNC). 

On Mr. was certified as a non-qualifier per Bylaw" 14.3.1.1. 
Specifically, Mr. finished with a total of 15 core course credits and lacked four English 
credits, leaving him short of the minimum units necessary to be a qualifier. It is our belief that this 
deficiency is not a result of Mr.        actions but rather due to his advisement during his senior 
year in high school. Specifically, the three online courses he took through Apex Online in his senior 
year, and administered by his home high school                  High School, were deemed 
unusable by the NCAA Eligibility Center high school review team on                   This 
decision left Mr. deficient by one credit despite all the best efforts by both his guidance 
counselors at. and UNC coaches and staff. 

In             UNC evaluated Mr.       high school course work to ensure that he would meet 
both UNC and NCAA requirements. At-the time, the most pressing issue identified was Mr. 

deficiency meeting UNC’s admission requirements. Specifically, he needed to raise either his core 
GPA, SAT scores or, preferably, both to raise his Projected GPA in the first year of college to a level 
necessary to satisfy the UNC Admissions Office without requiring additional review. To do so in a 
timely manner, it was communicated to the       HS guidance counseling staff that half credit 
courses, completed by the end of the first semester, could factor in to the formula to update his 
admission status. Unfortunately,                    course selection for half credit courses only 
extended to the online courses they offered through both the North Carolina Virtual Public School 
and APEX Online; the remainder of their courses, taken traditionally at the high school, were year- 
long, one-credit courses that could not be awarded credit in        and would not impact Mr. 

core GPA. By the time it was recommended to       HS that Mr.       take credits that 
could impact his core GPA in        it was too late for him to enroll in NCVPS courses and he was 
therefore placed in to APEX Online coursework. 

In                following the completion of Mr.         first semester coursework, it was 
determined that his core GPA had risen to the level necessary to admit him to UNC. The use-ability 
of these courses, per NCAA non-traditional course work legislation, was also discussed with 



HS at this time. It was believed by the guidance office at       HS that the APEX Online 
coursework satisfied all elements of the NCAA legislation and that the two half credits of English he 
took through APEX Online in the         semester would satisfy the fourth unit of English needed 
by the Eligibility Center. Unfortunately, this analysis was ultimately rendered incorrect when the EC 
high school review team finally determined that the use of APEX Online courses administered at 

HS did not meet non-traditional core course legislation on                three days in to 
the         semester at UNC. Ironically, had          taken these courses directly through Apex 
Online, they would in fact have met the NCAA standards for non-traditional course work but because 
they were administered in a certain manner by        HS, the Eligibility Center deemed them 
unacceptable.        HS administered the course work in the exact manner that APEX Online had 
instructed them to in order to meet APEX’s standards. 

It is UNC’s belief that          is academically prepared for college and that his deficiency is not a 
result of any of his own actions and is in spite of everyone’s best efforts to ensure he met both UNC 
and NCAA requirements. In fact Mr. a non-scholarship student-athlete, attended 

in the summer of and passed six hours, three of which were in English, with a 
GPA. The credit shortage is primarily a result of an administrative error, not an academic one 

and we are requesting full relief from the initial-eligibility requirements due to the circumstances of 
his situation. 

If you have any questions, please contact my office. Thank you for your time and consideration of 
this very important matter for           and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

cc~ Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference 
Carol Folt, Chancellor 
Lawrence Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Larry Gallo, Executive Associate Athletics Director 
Michael Beale, Associate Athletics Director 
Marielle vanGelder, Associate Athletics Director 
Mike Fox, Head Baseball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:18 PM 

Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@UNC.EDU> 

bemail.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ryan Vanhoy <rvanhoy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 

Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Denial of One-Time Transfer Exception - 

Lissa, 
See below. Looks like we have until to conduct the hearing and get him a response in writing... 

can be contacted at the email address below, and I think Jack used to get Cricket’s help in getting a student athlete(s) to serve on the panel. Please let me know what, if 

anything, ] can do to help. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ n~, i~, ¢- i" ~:~ :.: n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> :@live.unc,edu> 3:36 PM >>> 
Dear Amy, 
[ wish to formally appeal the denial of my one time transfer exception. I look forward to hearing from you about what my next step will be. Thanks for your help. 
Sincerely, 

From: Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:12 PM 

To-" @email.unc.edu; ’@gmail.com 
C¢: Lissa Broome; Larry; Miller, Beth; Bubba Cunningham; Langley, Raymond; Lance Markos; 
Subject," Denial of One-Time Transfer Exception - 

; Maloy, Susan; Tom Timmermans 

I write to inform you that the Department of Athlelics roll not be grmlfing you the One-Time Transfer Exception. Therefore, you will be required to serve a year of 

residence at your new institution prior to representing that school in competition. 

As outlined in NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.1 (copied below), you are permitted to request a hearing to appeal this decision. The hearing will be conducted by a committee 

outside of the athlelics deparlment, consisting of UNC’s Faculty Athletics Representative, student-athletes, and nonathletics faculty/staff members. In order to request this 

hearing, you must submit a Ii)rmal request in writing, which can be submitted to me. Upon receipt of your written request, UNC is required to conduct the hearing and 

provide written results within 15 business days of receipt of your written request. 

14.5.5.2.10.1 Hearing Opportuni~. 

If the student’s previous institution denies his or her written request for the release, the institution shall il~orm the student-athlete in writing that he or she, upon written request, shall be 
provided a hearing conducted by an institutional entiW or committee outside of the athletics department (e.g., the of 1~ce of student affairs; office of the dean of students; or a committee 
composed of the faculty athletics representatwe, student-athletes and nonathletics faculty/staff members). The institution shall conduct the hearing and provide written results of the hearing 
to the student-athlete within 15 business day-s (see Bylaw 1402.23 of receipt of the student-athlete’s written request for a hearing. The student-athlete shall be provided the opporttmity to 
actively participate (eg., in person, via telephone) in the hearing. If the institution fails to conduct the hearing or provide the written results to the student-athlete within 15 business days, the 
release shall be granted by default and the institution shall provide a written release to the student-athlete. (Revised." 1/11/’.94, 4/26/0L 4/2R~10 e l%ectiue 8/L/10) 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this process. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Hemmn 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

91 9.962.6002 (fax) 

ai schae@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr-- 

Friday: 9:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu) 

Appeal of Denial of One - Time Transfer Exception 

I am the University’s Faculty Athletics Representative and I will be chairing the committee that will hear your appeal from the denial of the one-time transfer 

exception. I am in the process of forming the committee, but it will include other faculty, a student-athlete, and probably someone from Student Affairs. You will 

have an opportunity to explain your situation, one of the track coaches will respond, the committee will have the opportunity to ask questions, and then you and 

the track coach will be excused while the committee decides how to rule on the appeal. You may bring a support person (such as a parent or friend) if you wish. 

I would like to schedule the appeal hearing for next week. Could you write back with the times you would be available (in person or by phone) next week 

? Could you also provide a phone number at which you can be reached? 

Thanks, 

Lissa Broome 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

:X: Description: 
....... http:/A~vw.lawunc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sauls, Jonathan C <jsauls@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,              8:58 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Crisp, Winston B <wbcrisp@emaJlxmc.edu> 

Appeal Heasing 

Hi Lissa, 
Winston shared with me that you are looking for someone to serve on an appeal panel for a student-athlete. Depending on who you think is the best fit and the schedule for 

the appeal, either myself or Assistant Dean Demi Brown could be available to assist. We can both be reached at 966-4042. Thanks 

Jonathan Sauls 

Dean of Students 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@livexmc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC Center Ibr Banking and Finm~ce Questions 

Ms. Broome, 

My name is              and I’m an admitted student at UNC Law. I’m deciding where to attend law school next fall and would like to ask you some questions about employment statistics 
and opportunities for L’>,-C law students, specifically for those students in the Center for Banking and Finance. I would also like to speak with you about the curriculum requirements tbr the 
Center 

recommended that I contact you to ask these questions. I will attend the admitted students day tomorrow, and if you’re available sometime next week I would really appreciate 
the opportunity to speak with you in person or by phone. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Sunday, 1:49 PIvl 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unable to visit this Thursday 

Dr. Broome, 

I wanted to thank you for giving me the opportunity to meet ruth you. I apologize again for not making it to UNC. I did want to let you know I was accepted to UNC, 

but unfortunately I roll not be able to attend because of the financial burden that the fire has put on my parents. In addition, I was offered acceptance and a scholarship 

to the Universi~ of Florida, so I roll probably be staying in Florida. 

Thank you again lbr your help! 

Kind regards, 

On at 10:12 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(&~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Hi --Frn so sorry to hear abouL this tragedy. I hope no one in your i:arnily was hurl Losing a home and all the memories and mementos it contains 
rnust be heartbreaking. 
Take care, 
I.issa Broome 

From: @icloud.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 6:49 PM 
To: Spain, Benjamin; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= Unable to visit this Thursday 
I will be unable to visit UNC this Thulsday. I had a fmnily emergency I am dealing with now. My parents house burned down last week from a storm 
here in Tallahassee. I apologize for the inconvenience. 

Thanks, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Viuce <ille@emailamc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Academic Issue 

Lissa, 

I forwarded a cow to Harold. Is a situation like the one described below something you would consider addressing on our campus? Thanks and hope youhe feeling 

better soon. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday : 10:10 AM 
To: Spencer Welborn 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to Virginia Tech for 

our first competition, The competition is on Sunday, We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night. 

asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request, This is ridiculous! How are our s/a’s expected to 

perform under this kind of an environment? 

What can be done about this? If the answer is nothing,        will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event until Monday 

night, The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday, He needs a day at least to study, 

It is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances, The kid wants to do well, he has gone to them both well 

in advance, and I can’t believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 1:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Academics 

Lissa, 

I don’t know if this is a situation we might want to share with appropriate groups at some lime or noL But I wmlt to keep you in the loop on any issue that involves 

student-athletes mid faculb~. Thmllcs, 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                10:01 AM 
To: Mack, Ken; Ille, Vince, Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunninaham 
Cc:       @gmail.com; 
Subject: Academics 

~; Spencer Welborn 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday, He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue, However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s!a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare. We all know how important review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s, The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling, [ wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout. We drive in vans to Blacksburg, VA, check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 

workout. We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        s supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC, 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. Iwant to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair, We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s!a’s and when something like this happens they get a different message. [ hope at some point we are 

able to change this. 

Res pectfu I ly, 
CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

Joy Renner 
Chair, Faculty Committee on Athletics 

Tom Timmermans 

RE: 

DATE: 

Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship 

and student-athletes, have been recommended as the 
recipients of the Jesse Kenan Wise Trust Fund Scholarship for th~          academic year. 
Your approval of the recommendations is required. Please approve the recommendations by 
signing and dating this memorandum. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. If possible, please sign, scan, and email this 
document back to me. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Signature Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Yakola, @theacc.org> 

Wednesday, August 10, 2011 3:11 PM 

Mr. Gene DeFilippo @be.edu>; Dr. Terry Don Phillips < ~clemson.edu>; Dr. Kevin White < ~duaa.duke.edu>; Mr. 
Randy Spetman < @l;u.edu>; Mr. Dma Radaiovich < ~athletics.gatech.edu>; Mr. Kevin Anderson- ~umd.edu>; 

~miami.edu; Mr. Richard A Baddom @uncaa.unc.edu>; Dr. Del-rorah A. Yow ~ncsu.edu>; Mr. Craig Littlepage 

@irginia.edt~; Mr. Jim Weaver <, ~]vt.edu>; Mr. Ron Wellman < ~wfu.edu>; Dr. Matha Putallaz 
< ~duke.edu>; Dr. Robert A. Taggart Jr. < __           ~)be.edu>; @clemson.edu; @cob.fsu.edu; Dr. Sue Ann 
Allen < ~chbe.gatech.edu>; @umd.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@em~il.unc.edu>; Dr. Samuel L. l?ardue 
< ~ncsu.edu>; Dr. Carolyn Callahan " ~]virginia.edu>; Dr. Clyde McCoy [0)med.mionfi.edu>; Dr. Larry Killough 

@vt.edu>; Dr. Richard D Carmichael        ~wfu.edu> 

Swofford, John < @theacc.org> 

ACC PSA 

To: ACC FARs and ADs 

From: Amy Ya£ola, Associate Comnfissioner/PR & Marketing 

Date: August 10, 2011 

Re: ACC PSA Points 

As we finalize the animation/script for one of this year’s ACC PSAs, I wanted each institution to have the opportuniF to review the below bullet points that were 
extracted fi’om your school’s points of pride document. 

These flame poims were selected by a production temn and pending your approval, will be wound together into a 30 second spot highlighting the ACC and it’s 12 

member institutions as a whole. 

Before I give final approval, please let me know if these meet >’our satisfaction or if you would like any changed. 

I appreciate your time in advance mid look forwald to sharing the final spot once complete. Please don’t hesitate to contact me should you have any questions. 

ThanLs! 

ACC - "Points of Pride" Spot - Graphics Script 

Virginia Teeh 
l. S.~xteen NCAA Post Graduate Scl~olarships. 

2. 535 alumni have served as Peace Corps vohmteers since ] 9(:;1~ 
3. Home te ene eI’ Americab~ World-.Class Schoob~ ef Architecture + I)~sign. 
UNC 
1. Ranked # 1 universig~ offering top-tier academics with affordable costs l 3 years in a row. 
2. ]n 2010. stader£s pmticipated in 320 sin@ abroad pro%ares it, 7 ] dif’fcren~ countries. 
3~ 42% of admitted lirsby ear studems were among the ~ep ] 0 students in f, heir graduating classes. 
Miami 
1. Ramked # 1 in Cultural Diversity and Interaction by the Princeton Review in 2011. 
2~ 65 rmdonal championships win& 447 Ail-i~lerieans and ~wo } teisrnan Trophy wmners~ 

3, Foumted Flori&~s [irst medical school, 1952, 

MaD, land 
1. Ranked as one of the World’s Top 100 1Jniversities, 37’"among global universities. 

2 Four Nobel Prize winners since 1997. 
3. Notable all_mini inch.de: Sergy Brm <coq~xmder of Geogle), Kevm Plank ([bunder of Under Amaom-) and JeffKmny (atNmr 
ef Wmapy Kid hooks), 
Duke 
1.30,000 applicants for 1,700 openings fbr the class of’ 20 ] 5. 

2.43 Rhodes scholarships. 
3. A Top 10 hospital from US News & World Report 
Clemson 
1. A Top l 0 U.S. university in supercomputing, according to TOP500. 
2~ 3’~ among ix~blie umversif, ies in akmmi ~iving. 
3, Fir,%-year retention rate of 91%, 
Wake Forest 
]. More than 60% of Wake Forest studems study abroad. 
2 ] ] Rl*odes Scholars m the past tv~ent)’ years. 
3. Gives more ~han 85,000 service hours a year. 
Virginia 



1. 225 student-afl~letes named to the ACC Honor Roll. 

2 Founded ] 819 b}, I’l~omas JeEfert~on. 
3. Ranked 2"~ among public universities [V US News & World Report~ 

NC State 
1.26 NC State gradumes contributed to the success of the Apollo moon landing. 
2. College ~d’ Textiles is f.he largesf. ~d’ its kind in [he U.S.,pr~,ducing over ~aif f.he tex[iie graduates in lbe coumiy each yean 

3. More tl~an two dozen ir:~dhidual .~ational char.~pionslhip tries. 
Georgia Teeh 
]. Launched 186 new companies since 1986. 
2. Consistentl)’ ranked amor:~g the r:~atio.~:s top ten public c~niversities since 1999 
3~ Four fo~ball nat~onai etmmpionships. 
Florida State 

1. Six Nobel laureates and two Pulitzer Prize wimlers oiff’aculb,~ 
2. College of’ Motion Picture Ari,~ i,~ top 5 in the nation~ producing more than 4I;~0 film,~. 
3 College of Law ~md College of Medicir:~e are ranked in the nation’s top [ 1! fbr i[ ]ispanic stc~der:~t:~ 
Boston College 
1. More than 130 Fulbright wim~ers in the past decade, 
2 F.~r~:t m~:titutior:~ of higher cducat~.o~ to be ~u~ded m Bo~:ton 
3.6,~ most apptied-f.o private univers~b; in the ~51~ted Sf.a~es~ 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy ~theacc.org> 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 5:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

Baddour, Richard A <rbaddour@email.unc .edu> 

RE: ACC PSA 

LJssa and Dick, 
] wanted to loop back abont []’e below bYllet poff’ts and see if yon wanted [o ~;o with the below onus that I,Jssa sYqgested last wee]d? 
Thanks’. 
AJny Y~t](oI8 

Associate Commissioner 
PHblic Relat%rs and iVImketing 
Atlantic CoP, st CorKe’..ence 
4512 Weyb]idgc Lane 
(hecnsboro, ?C :27107 

bt;theacc.or,;; 
336,369,] 215 
From: Broome, kissa L [mailto:lbroome@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 11, 2011 11:43 AN 
To-" Yakola, Amy 
Co-" Baddour, Richard A 
Subject: RE: ACC PSA 

Hi Amy -- Instead of # 2, I might suggest 

Created the Carolina Covenant, a national model for providing a debt-free education to qualified low-income students, followed by more than 90 public and 

private uniw-:~rsities. 

Another possibility [or # 3 is finished in the top 10 in the Directors’ Ct8) [or the 9 of the B~st 10 years, 

Dick---What do you think? 

Lissa 

UNC 
1. Ranked # ] universib’ offering lop-tier academics with affor&able costs 13 years in a row. 
2. In 2010, stndent.,~ parlieipaled in 320 study abroad programs in 7 [ different countries. 
3.42% of’ admitted first-year studer, ts were amor, g the top ] 0 stc~&r:d.s in tl,eir gradc~atmg classes 
Miami 
1. Ranked # l in Cultural f)iversilTy and Interaction by the Princeton Review in 201 l. 
2.65 national cl~arr~pionsh~ps ~Gns, 447 All-Americar~s and two t {eisman Trophy xvir~ners. 

3. Founded Florida’s first medical school. ]952. 
Maryland 

1. Ranked as one of the World’s Top 100 [ ~ni~,ersities, 3T~among global ~miversities. 
2. Four Nobel Prize winners since 199’7. 
3. Notable aimnN include: Sergy Brin (co-fblmder of Google): Kevin Plank (lbunder of Under Armt,:~r) and JeffKim,y (author of Wimpy 

Kid books). 
Duke 
l. 30,000 applicants for 1,700 openings for the class of 2015. 
2.4:’, Rhodes scholarships. 
3. A Top 10 hospital from !JS News & World R.eport 
Clemson 
l. A Top 10 U,S. universi~, m supercornputmg, according to TOP500. 

2.3" among public unh,ersities in alumni gh,"h~g. 
3. Firstffear retention rate o[’ 91%. 
Wake Forest 
1. More than 60% of Wake Forest students study abroad. 
2. ] 1 Rhodes Scholar.,~ in the past twenty years. 
3. Gives more than 85,000 ser~ice hours a year 
Virginia 
1. 225 student-athletes named to the ACC Honor Roll. 
2 Founded :1819 by Tl~omas ,leffbrson. 

3. }Ranked 2"° among public universities by [ }S News & Wbrld R%~ort. 
NC State 
1.26 NC State graduates contributed to the success of the Apollo moon landing. 
2. College of Texiiles is the largest of its kind in the Ur S.~producmg over haft’ the iexiile gradua ies in the couniry each year. 
3. More d*an t~o dozen individual national championship titles. 
Georgia Teeh 
l. Launched 186 new companies since 1986. 

2. Consistentiy ranked among the nation’s top ten public um~’ersit~es since ] 999. 
3, Four fi~oiball natk)nal championships. 
Florida State 
1. Six Nobel laureates and two Pulitzer Prize winners onfaculty. 



2, College <~f N’]~ii<~ Picture Aris is Iop 5 m the nation, producing more than 400 [’i]ms, 
3. Co[lege of" Law and College of Medicine are .rar~ked Jr:~ tl~ nahon h~ top ] 0 %r ] [ispanic students. 
Boston College 
l. More than 130 Fulbright winners in the past decade. 
2. First institution of’ higj.~er edut:atior:~ to be fbunded m Boston. 

3 ~;’" retest applied~to private univers.~.y ir:~ the ~ 5:~ited State:~ 

Sent fi~om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Taggart. @bc.edu> 

Monday, September 12, 2011 2:24 PM 

Perrewe, Pamela~ ~cob.fsu.edw* 

Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 
~chbe.gatech.edu 

I~B: Policies on missed classes 

~virginia.edu; . ~med.mianfi.edu;    _ ~clemson.edu: ~vt.edu; Broome, 

~duke.edu; ~umd.edu; ~wth.edu; ~ ~ncsu.edu; 

Dear Parl"b 

We do not have a formal policy, but our Athletics Advisory Board reviews practice and competition schedules for all of the teams each semester and makes an 
annual report to the President, Provost and AD. Our informal guideline is that student-athletes sholJldl3’t be taking co~Jrs@s in which they will have to miss two 
w*-’_~eks or more of class,:_~s (e.g., not more than 5 in a class that meets Monday, Wedn,:_~sday, Fridav and not more tllat~ 3 ir~ a class that meets Tuesday, Tllursday}, but 
that is not an official uniw:_~r;ity policy. 
Best, 
Bob 
Robert A. Taggart 
Professor of Finance and 
FacuJt:y Athletics Reprea~-’_mtative 
Carrotl School of Management 
Boston College, Fukon I-[all 4.38 
:[40 Commonwealth Ave. 
Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 
Tel, (6:J.7) 552.-6104 
Fax (617} 552--6771 

From: Perrewe, Pamela [mail~ :@cob.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 201! :!.2:53 PM 
To: Nvirginia.edu; ~med.miami.edu; @demson.edu; Nvt.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; Nduke.edu; Numd.edu; Nwfu.edu; 
RobertTaggart; @ncsu.edu; ~ " " _~chbe.gatech.edu 
Subject: Policies on missed classes 
Dear FAR Buddies: 

I have a question for you. Florida State does not seem to have a policy on how many classes our student-athletes can miss due to competition in their respective sports. 
Do you have a general policy alxmt this? Thanks in advance, 

Pam 

p.s. Here is what I have found from two schools: 

From an article on the NCAA web site: 
"Notre Drone has an absence policy requiring students miss no more than three days in each of their classes, and athletes must abide by that policy. All team schedules 

must pass through the Faculty Board of Athletics, which is made up of [hculty members M~o have the athletes’ best interests in mind." 

The url [br this article is: 

http:/,’www.ncaa.oraiwpJwcmiconnecl/public/NCAA/Resource~I ,alest+New~2011/A 
pril/~otre 4 Dame k Texas 4 AM + student+ athletes + balance k basketball 4 and ~ academics 

And here is the only policy I could find connected with Indiana Universib~. 

It is actually at IUPUI: 

"Excused absences at the discretion of the individual class instructor are allowed for travel to and from away contests or to compete in home contests. 
Coaches are encouraged to schedule in snch a manner that the teanl as a whole roll not miss a total of 10 class days and individual student-athletes will not miss more 

than 4 sessions of the same class. Exceptions may be granted in the case of NCAA post-season competitions that cause the sport to exceed the limits. These 

exceptions must be inflated by the Academic Advisor and presented by the IUPU I Director of Athletics to the Athletics Committee for approval." 

The policy page also notes, 

"As a [hcul~ member, you will be sent a memo entitled "Student-Athletes Missing Class tbr Intercollegiate Competition" approximately two weeks prior to the start of 

the semester. This will list any specific dates a student-athlete would miss class due to travel or competition. You will be asked to review this schedule and detemfine 

how you would handle these absences. If the absences will pose a significant problem in the student completing course requirements, please note this on the fonn and 
return it as soon as possible. The academic advisor will work with the student to find another course." 

The url is: 

iNi Description: cid:image001.png@01CB4F61.AOD114B0 

Pamela L. Perrew~ 
The Haywood and Betty Taylor Eminent Scholar of Business Administration 

& Distinguished Research Professor 
FSU Faculty Athletics Representative 
College of Business 
The Florida State University 
821 Academic Way 

PO Box 3061110 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
850-644-7848 (phone) 
850-644-7843 (fox) 

~)fsu.edu 



Subject: 

Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) ~eservices.virgiNa.edtp 

Monday, September 12, 2011 4:32 PM 

Robert Taggart <            ~bc.edu>; Perrewe, Pamela         ~cob.t?m.edu>; 

@clemson.edu; . ~vt.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

"" ~wfu.edu; ~ncsu.e& @chbe.gatech.edu 

I~E: Policies on missed classes 

~virgima.ed        ¢@med.mianfi .edu; 

@duke.edu;      ~umd.edu; 

Dear Pare 
We do not have any missed class policy. Some faculty have policies that preclude athletes taking their classes. For example some foreign language classes only permit 2 
absences or you fail and some science classes only permit missing one laboratory--for any reason so our student athletes cannot take those classes no matter how we juggle 
schedules. 
Carolyn 

Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 

Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Leadership, Foundations, and Policy 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 43+924-0791 

Fax: 434-243-1379 

From: Robert Taggart [robert.taggart@bc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 2:24 PN 
To: Perrewe, Pamela;    _~virginia.edu; 

~wfu.edu;           ~ncsu.edu; ! 
Subject: RE: Policies on missed classes 

Nmed.miami.edu      _~clemson.edu;    ~vt.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu;.      ~duke.edu;      @umd.edu; 
@chbe.gatech.edu 

Dear Pam~ 

We do ilot have a formal policy, but our Athletics Advisory Board reviews practice and competition schedules for all of the teams each semester and makes an 
annum repori: to the President, Prow:~st and AD. Our inforn’~al guid~:_~lir~e is that: sl:udent--at:hlet:es shouh:~n"t be taking courses in which they will have t:o miss two 
w~-_~eks or more o[ class~:_~s (e.g.. not more than 5 in a class that meets Monday, Wedn~:_~sday, Fridav and not rnore tf~an ?; in a class that meets Tuesday, Tfmrsday), but 
that is not an official university policy. 
Best, 
Bob 
Robert A. Taggart 
Professor o[ Finance and 
Faculty Athletics Repres~-:~nl:ative 
Carrotl School of Management 
Boston College, Fulton Hall 4.38 
:[40 Commonwealth Ave. 
Chestm~t Hill, MA 02467 
"el, ((’;].7) 552-6104 
Fax (617} 552--C~771 

From: Perrewe, Pamela [mailto:pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2011 12:53 PN 
To: @virginia.edu; bmed.miami.edu; _~clemson.edu; ~vt.edu; Ibroome@email.unc.edu ~duke.edu; ~umd.edu;, @wfu.edu; 
Robert Taggart; ~ncsu.edu; ~chbe.gatech.edu 
Subject: Policies on missed classes 
Dear FAR Buddies: 

I have a question for you. Florida State does not seem to have a policy on how many classes our s~dent-athletes can miss due to competition in their respective sports. 

Do you have a general policy about this? Thanks in advance, 

Pmn 
p.s. Here is what I have found from two schools: 

From an article on the NCAA web site: 

"Notre Dame has an absence policy requiring students miss no more than three days in each of their classes, and athletes must abide by that policy. All team schedules 

must pass through the Faculty Boaacd of Athleflcs, which is made up of facul~ members who have the athletes’ best interests in mind." 

The url fi>r this article is: 

http:/,’www.ncaa.orgiwpJwcm,’counec!/public/NCAA/Resource~I ,atest+New~2011/A 
pril/Notre+Dame+Texas+AM+student~athletes+balance+basketball+and+academics 

And here is the only policy I could find connected with Indiana University. 

It is actually at IUPUI: 

"Excused absences at the discretion of the individual class instructor are allowed for travel to and from away contests or to compete in home contests. 

Coaches are encouraged to schedule in such a manner that the team as a whole will not miss a total of 10 class days and individual s~ldent-athletes will not miss more 

than 4 sessions of the sanle class. Exceptions may be granted in the case of NCAA post-season competitions that cause the sport to exceed the limits. These 

exceptions must be inflated by the Academic A&isor and presented by the FUPUI Director of Athleflcs to the Athletics Committee for approval." 

The policy page also notes, 

"As a faculb’ member, you will be sent a memo entitled "Student-Athletes Missing Class for Intercollegiate Competition" approximately two weeks prior to the start of 

the semester. This will list any specific dates a s~udent-athlete would miss class due to travel or competition. You will be asked to review this schedule and determine 

how you would handle these absences. If the absences will pose a sigNticant problem in the student completing course requirements, please note this on the fonn and 
return it as soon as possible. The academic advisor will work with the student to find another course." 



The url is: 

h ltp: ,s ww~. i upui .edu/~-compl ~(fiacul ly.h m~l 

[ ii.~.iI Description: cid:image001.png@01CB4F61AOD114B0 

Pamela L. PClTCW~ 
The Haywood and Betty- Taylor Eminent Scholar of Business Adlninistration 

& Distinguished Research Professor 
FSU Faculty Athletics Representative 
College of Business 
The Florida State Universi~" 
821 Academic Way 
PO Box 3061110 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
850-644-7848 (phone) 

850-644-7843 (fax) 
~@fsu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nick Hadle y@umd.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 14, 2011 11:25 AM 

Callahan, Caxolyn (cmcI ~eservices.virginia.edu~ 

Robert Taggart < ~bc.edu>; Perrewe, Pamela ~cob.fsu.edw~; 
~clemson.edu; @t.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

~ncsu.edu; 3) chbe.gatech.edu 

Re: Policies on missed classes 

~virginia.edu; 

~duke.edu; ~ 

~med.miami.edu; 

~wfu.edu; 

Dear Pare, 

Ma~land’s policy is similas to Virginia’s. Athletes are subject to the 

same rules &s all students. Playing in a Universit.3, Athletic contest 

is considered an excused absence and, as such, are not supposed to 

be penalized. Some courses (usually laboratories mid 

seminars) require attendance or allow only a one or two absences which 

makes them difficult for athletes 

Regards, 

Nick 

On Sep 12, 2011, at 4:31 PM, Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) wrote: 

Dear Pam 
We do not have any missed class policy. Some faculty have policies that preclude athletes taking their classes. For example some foreign language classes only 
permit 2 absences or you fail and some science classes only permit missing one laboratory--for any reason so our student athletes cannot take those classes no 
matter how we juggle schedules. 
Carolyn 

Dr. Carolyn M!. Callahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Leadership, Foundations, and Policy 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 
Fax: 434-243-1379 

From-" Robert Taggart            @bc.edu] 
Sent-" Mlonday, September 12, 2011 2:24 PM 
To-" Perrewe, Pamela;    @__v_jr_gj__n_j_a__~_e_.__d___u_; 

@umd.edu;        ~wfu.edu; 
Subject-" RE: Policies on missed classes 

Dear Parn, 

We do not have a formal policy, but our Athletics Advisory Board reviews practice and competition scfu:_~duh:,s for all of the teams ,-_~ach s,-_~mest,:_~r and 

makes an annual report Lo d~e President, Provost and AD. Our informal guideline is d~at student-athletes shouldn’t be taking courses in which they 

will have to rniss two weeks or more of classes (e.g., noL more than 5 in a class that meets Monday, Wednesday, Friday and noL more than 3 in a class 

that meets Tuesday, Thursday), but that is not an official university policy. 

}3 e st:, 

~ob 

Robert A. Taggart 

Professor o1: Finance and 

Facult¥ Athletics Representative 

Carroll School of Management 

goston Colleg~:_b Fulton Hall 438 

I40 Commonwealth Av~-_~. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel. (6:17) 552-6104 

Fax (G17) 552-677:1. 

From-" Perrewe, Pamela [mailtc Ncob.fsu.edu] 
Sent-" Mtonday, September 12, 2011 12:53 PM! 
Tc     ~virclinia.edu;      @med.miami.edu;      ~clemson,edu;    @vt,edu; lbroome@emaiLqnc,edu;       ~duke.edu;      }umd.edu; 

~___wf____u__,__e_~!_u_j Robert Taggart; ~_ _n_ _c_ _s_ _ _u_ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ~ ~__C_~Lb_e_~g_a__t__e_._£[h_e__c_l__u 
Subject, Policies on missed classes 

Dear FAR Buddies: 

I have a question Ibr you. Florida State does not seem to have a policy on how many classes our student-athletes can miss ctue to competition in their 

respective sports. Do you have a general policy about this? Thanks in advance, 

Pam 



p.s. Here is what I have found t~om two schools: 

From m~ article on the NCAA web site: 

"Notre Dame has an absence policy reqniring students miss no more than three days in each of their classes, mad athletes must abide by that policy. All 

team schedules nmst pass through the Facult.5~ Board of Athletics, Milch is made up of thculty members who have the athletes’ best interests in mind." 

The url tbr this eatJcle is: 

pill/Notre ~ Dame 4 Texas ~ AM + stndent 4 athletes 4 balance 4 basketball ~ and + academics 

And here is the only policy I could find connected ruth Indiana University. 

It is actually at 1UPUI: 

"Excused absences at the discretion of the individual class instructor are allowed for travel to and from away contests or to compete in home contests. 

Coaches are encouraged to schedule in such a mariner that the team as a whole will not miss a total of 10 class days and indNidtml student-athletes will 

not miss more than 4 ,sessions of the same class. Exceptions may be granted in the case of NCAA post-season competitions that canse the sport to 

exceed the limits. These exceptions nmst be initiated by the Academic Advi~r and presented by the IUPUI Director of Athletics to the Athletics 

Committee tbr approval." 

The policy page also notes, 

"As a faculty member, you will be sent a memo entitled "Studeat-Athletes Missing Class for Intercollegiate Competition" approximately two weeks prior 
to the start of the semester. This roll lisl any specific dates a student-athlete would miss class due to travel or competition. You will be asked to review 

this schedule and determine how yon would handle these absences. If the absences will pose a significant problem in the stndent completing course 

requirements, please note this on the form and return it as soon as possible. The academic advisor will work with the student to find another course." 

The url is: 

http;/,’~x~x~v:iupui:edu,’.-compAvifacul~.html 

<imageO01 png> 
Pamela L. Perrew~ 
The Haywood and Bet~" Taylor Eminent Scholar of Business Administration 

& Distinguished Research Professor 
FSU Faculty- Athletics Representative 
College of Business 
The Florida State Universit’y 
821 Academic Way 

PO Box 3061110 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
850-644-7848 (phone) 
850-644-7843 @ax) 

(~ [isu. edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 10:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu.> 

Re: SAF Distribution 

Lissa, 

You make a very good point and, as Amy said, we roll continue to encourage our coaches to ask about using the fund anMime they think it could possibly help their 

student- athletes. Amy does a great job being creative and using the fund ....... we just need to keep reminding our coaches to ask. 

Thanks, 

~-~Beth 

Sent farm my iPaxt 

On Sep 15, 2011, at 8:21 PM, "Amy Hemlan" <aischae(&,uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for your note, Lissa. We continue, yeMy, to look for creative ways to use this money to help student-athletes generally, as well as those that have 

e~aaordinmy needs or circumstances in which they need a hand. We also iIfform all student-athletes yearly of this fun& and we encourage them to talk 

with their coaches or contact us if they find themselves in a situation where they could use assistance. We tell them that it never hurts to ask; if it’s not a 

permissible use of the fund, the worst that can happen is that we have to say no. kald, in most cases, we can find a way to help them out at least in some 

manner. 

Thank~ 

Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(a)email.unc.edu> 9/15/2011 1:48 PM >:~> 

Beth and AtW ~C° This is a i~ice chmak of change. I seem t~ tvmemNzr fiom one of la,~t yeargCT% ACC meetings tha* we may not trove tx:en (a{ least in 

*he past) l’ul[5, utilizing these funds. I weald urge us to ase the l’m~d appi~ q’~i~a*e]y tb~ our stude~*s who N~ve needs, especially ~ their is m~re discussion at 

the natior~a] level aix~N increasing schol~usl~ips to the {i~ll cost of Nk:ndance~ 

I ,iSSUe. 

I ,issa I ,. Broome 

Wachovia Pr~lbssor of Banking Law 

I)ilectoL Cenkw tb~ Bm~ki,~g and Finm~ce 

UNC School ~f Law 

CB/~3380, Vail Hecke-W~t~ach HNI 

Chapel .~.1i11, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/,’www.law.m~c.edu,’centers/banking 



From: Brown, Shamaree [mailt,       @theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, September 15, 2011 11:39 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Herman 
Subject: SAF Distribution 

Good Morning, 

The SAF Distribution should arrive to campus today, addressed to the Athletics Director. Please find attached the memo regarding your SAF distribution. 
If you have any questions, please tbel free to contact me. 

Thank~ 

Shamaxee 

Shamaree 11. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Comp#ance 

Atlantic Coast ConJ~rence 

336-854-8787- Qlfice 

336-369-0065 - Fax 

,@4heacc. or~ - Email 

<image.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy ~theacc.org> 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 8:03 AM 

Yakola, Amy <~ " " ~theacc.org> 

ACC Extends Formal Invitations tbr Membership to Pittsburgh and Syracuse 

ACC Extends Formal Invitations for Membership to Pittsburgh and Syracuse 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will become a 14-member conference 
September 18, 2011 

Complete Release: }£td_i4j~(_/_iW_~_v_Z~i:_[t_!_e_k£2_J_Lg_Kl_i_g~rlreliO91Sllaaa.html 

GREENSBORO, N.C. The Atlantic Coast Confurence Cmmcil of PresidEnts has unanimously voted to accept the University of Pittsburgh and Syracuse University 

as new members. The invitation followed the submission of letters of application from both universities. 

"The ACC is a strong united conference that is only going to get better with the addition of the Urfivursity of Pittsburgh and Syracuse Urfiversity," said Duke 

University PrEsident Richard Broadhead, chair of the ACC Cmmcil of Presidents. "Both schools are committed to competing at the highest level of academics and 

athletics. We welcome them as full partners in the ACC." 

"The ACC has enjoyed a rich tradition by balancing academics and athletics and the addition of Pitt and Syracuse fttrther strengthens the ACC culture in this 

regard," said Atlantic Coast Conference Commissionur John Swofford. "Pittsburgh and Syracuse also serve to enhance the ACC’s reach into the statES of New 

York and Pennsylvania and geographically bridges our footprint between Maryland and Massachusetts. With the addition of Pitt and Syracuse, the ACC will cover 

virtually the entire Eastern Seaboard of the United States." 

"This is an exciting day for the UnivErsity of Pittsburgh. We have a long history of competing and collaborating with the distinguished tu£versities that already are 

members of the Atlantic Coast Conference, and have enormous respect for both their academic strengths and their athlEtiC accomplishments," said Universily of 

Pittsburgh Chancellor Mark A. Nordenberg. "In looking to our own future, we could not Envision a better conference home for Pitt and are grateful to the Council of 

Presidents for extending an invitation to join the ACC comlmu~ity." 

"We are very excited to be joining the ACC. This is a tremendous opportunity for Syracuse, and with its outstanding academic quality and athletic excellence, the 

ACC is a perfect fit for us," said Nancy Cantor, Chancellor and President of Syracuse University. "The ACC is home to excellent national research lmiversities with 

very strong academic quality, and is a group that Syracuse will contribute to significantly and benefit from considerably. As a comprehensivE, all-sports 

conference, the ACC provides Syracuse tremendous opportunities for quality competition and growth in all sports, while also renewing some of our historic 

rivalries. This move will also bolster our continued efforts to look outwm’d, engage, and extend Syracuse’s reach to key areas of the country, including the 

southeast, as we grow and expand our national connections to alumni, partners and the students of the futurE. We are pleased that Syracuse adds a New York 

City dimension to the ACC, a region in which we have built stroi~g identity and affinity, and we look forward to bringing ACC games to the Big Apple. Overall, for 

Syracuse, this opportunity provides long-term conference stability in what is an uncertain, evolving, and rapidly shifting national landscape." 

"This is a very significant day for all of our student-athletes, coaches and staff at the University of Pittsburgh," said Steve Pederson, University of Pittsburgh 

Director of Atl’fletics. "The strength and quality of the ACC is highly regarded by everyone at Pitt. When we set high expectations for ottr student-athletes in their 

academic, athletic and personal goals, it is important to provide every opportunity and resource to enable that success. Joining the ACC and the outstanding 

institutions in this conference will give every Pitt student-athlete the chance to achieve their highest aspirations." 

Daryl Gross, Syracuse University Director of Athletics said, "Today is a day that we will remember for" years to come. We are truly excited that academically and 

"x athletically we will be a member of the ACC, one of the nation’s premier collegiate athletic conferences. As Hew York’s College TEam, we plan to compete at the 

highest level across all of our sports and help to enhance this great conference." 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will host a media teleconference on Sunday, September 18, 2011, beginning at 9:30 a.m. ET. For more 

information, please contact Amy Yakola, ACC Associate Commissioner (ayakola@theacc.org; 336.337.4893). 

About the Atlantic Coast Conference: 

Now in its 59tla year of competition, the ACC has long enjoyed the reputation as one of the strongest and most competitive intercollEgiatE conferences in the 

nation. Since the league’s inception in 1953, ACC schools have captured 122 national championships, including 65 in women’s competition and o7 in men’s. In 

addition, NC~k individual titles have gone to ACC student-athletes 140 times in men’s competition and 99 times in women’s action. For inure information on the 

Atlantic Coast Conference visit theACC.com. 

Amy Yakola 

ACC Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

’ "a)theacc.org 

Direct: 336.369.1215; 

::N:: ACC email signature sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy ~ ~theacc.org> 

Sunday, September 18, 2011 5:00 PM 

<jelliott@theacc.org>; Finch, Nova Lynn < ~theacc.org>; tticks, Karl ~theacc.org>; Kelly, Michael 

<      @theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane~      ~theacc.org>; Yakola, Amy~        ~theacc.org>; Charles W. Steger <     ~vt.edu>; 

Donna Shalala ~       ~miami.edu>; Eric Barton <~      @fsu edu>; G.P. Bud Peterson <b          ~gatech.edu>; H. Holden 

Thorp <holden@unc.edu> James F Barker.        ~clemson.edu>; Nathan O. Hatch <     @wfu.edu>; Randy Woodson 

b!ncsu.edt~>; Richard H. Brodhead ~zMuke.edu> Teresa A. Sullivan 

<] ~virginia.edu>; Wallace D. Loh @umd.edu>; William P. Le~hy < ~bc.edt~>; Cmolyn Callahan 

, (~bvirginia.edu); Clyde McCoy, ~!med.miami.edu); Jalfie Hodge q ~clemson.edu); LalD" Killough (    ~vt.edu); 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; MaJ-tha Putallaz PhD ~duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley ( ~umd.edu); Pamela 

Penewe’ ( ~cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Carmichael ~wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. ~bc.edu); Sam Pardue 

0 ~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen ( ~chbe.gatech.edu); Craig Littlepage ~ ~virginia.edu); Dan Rada£ovich 

(    ~athletics.gatech.edu); Debbie Yow       ~ncsu.edu); Dick Baddour I        .~uncaa.unc.edu); Gene DeFilippo 

"~bc.edu); Jim Weaver (      _ @vt.edu); Kevin Anderson       ~umd.edu); Kevin White (      ~duaa.duke.edu); Randy 

Spetman (        @fsu.edu); Ron Wellman (        ~4"u.edu); Shawn Eichorsl ( ~miami.edu); Terry. Don Phillips 

~clemson.edu) 

Swoflbrd, John @theacc.olg> 

Follow-up to today’s announcement and teleconference 

Good afternoon, 
As a follow-up to today’s announcement and teleconference, below are a few message points that may be helpful in the coming days. 
The audio files and transcript from today’s call are also available at the following link: http:!!www.theacc.com/genrel/09 ] 81 ] aaa.html 
The initial returns from the media have been favorable and I hope you enjoy the rest of your Sunday. 
Thanks, Amy 
Atlantic Coast Conference Message Points 
* Pitt and Syracuse have become our newest members after each of their applications were unanimously accepted by the ACC’s Council 
of Presidents. 
* Our cornerstones and culture remain the balance of academics and athletics. 
* The addition of Pitt and Syracuse further solidifies the long-term stability of the ACC. 
* Both universities will enhance the ACC’s geographic reach and our league will cover virtually the entire Eastern Seaboard. 
* The ACC will now reach into the states of New York and Pennsylvania and geographically- bridges our footprint between Maryland and 
Massachusetts. 
* We are very comfortable with 14 rnenrbers; but we’re philosophically not opposed to 16. 
* We expect Pitt and Syracuse to begin competition as ACC members once the appropriate departure date is finalized with the Big East. 
Amy Yakola 
ACC Associate Commissioner 
Public t,~elations and Marketing 
aM12 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 

~. theacc.org 
Direct: 3t~J6.369.1215; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:24 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; groome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: SAF Distribution 

] will ask       to put together a report of how we’ve spent our SAF funds the last several years. She’s already compiled some of this information for me for another project, 

at least in terms of how much funding we’ve received over the past several years. 

, we used to do a presentation for SAAC with an outline of how we spent this money, if you look in the SAOF 08 09 files (under projects) on the H: drive, you’ll see two 

documents there. I’m envisioning something similar for the last 3 years (08 09, 09 10, 10 11) that provides this information on a yearly basis. Feel free to use your creativity in 

the design to find the best way to present the info[ 

Lissa and Beth, once we get the info together, Iwill share it with both of you, and we can go from there! 

Amy 

~’\,q~ v i~,~.. ,~’p- 3 ,q 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@m~caa.m~c.edu 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 9/21/2011 8:58 PM >>> 

Am,i and Beth, 

The $50 million distributed by the NCAA seems to be getting lost in the debate on increasing athletics scholarships to the full cost of attendance, I wonder if we 

could do sorne education on our campus about this -starting with our Faculty Athle~:ics Committ~:_~e, What do you think? I haw:_~ in miru:~ a short report that one or both 

of you would prepare and/or present showing how much money we haw:" received in each of th~-’_~ la’~t 2 or 3 years and ~[iving a sumrnarv of how {:hat rnonev i~ 

expended to assist our student-athletes, if: we wanted to provide even more information, we might also tall< about the number of student-athletes receiving full 

scholarships and how many of those also receive Pel~ grants (and their amount). Whether or not we decide to report on this to the FAC, ~ woutd be interested in 

knowing more about these issues for myself, 

If we don’t get a chance to discuss before, maybe Beth and I can tall< it over with Dicky when we go to Charlottesville Oct, 4.-5 for the ACC meetings, 

Fhanks. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Br’oorne 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNCSchool of Law 

CB#:-}3gO. Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19~962~7066 

http:!/www.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

http://www.iaw unc. edu/imagesinews/media/bankingfinance 

web 542jp9 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September :[5, 2011 :[0:08 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Amy Herman 
Subject" Re: SAF Distribution 

Lissa, 

You make a very good point and, as Amy said, we will continue to encourage our coaches to ask about using the fund anytime they think it 

could possibly help their student- athletes. Amy does a great job being creative and using the fund ....... we just need to keep reminding our 

coaches to ask. 

Thanks, 
~Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 15, 2011, at 8:21 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for your note, Lissa. We continue, yearly, to look for creative ways to use this money to help student-athletes generally, as 
well as those that have extraordinary needs or circumstances in which they need a hand. We also inform all student-athletes yearly 
of this fund, and we encourage them to talk with their coaches or contact us if they find themselves in a situation where they could 
use assistance. We tell them that it never hurts to ask; if it’s not a permissible use of the fund, the worst that can happen is that we 
have to say no. And, in most cases, we can find a way to help them out at least in some manner. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 9/15/2011 1:48 PM >>> 
Beth and Amy I:�" This is a nice chunk of change, I seem to remember fl’om one of last year1:�~s ACC meetings that we may not 
have been (at least in the past) fufly utilizing these fl~nds. I would urge us to use the fl~nd appropriately for our students who have 



needs, especially as there is more discussion at the national level about increasing scholarships to the full cost of attendance, 
Lissa 
Lissa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of I_aw 
CB#3380,, Van Hecke4Nettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
9:1.9.962,7066 
http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 
<image,jpeg > 
From: Brown, Shamaree [__m___a__i_[_t__o_Ls__b_Lo____w__r_t_(~_t_LLe__a___%__o_Eg] 
Sent: Thursday, September i5, 2011 i1:39 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa,unc,edu); Amy Herman 
Subject-" SAF Distribution 

Good Morning, 
The SAF Distribution should arrive to campus today, addressed to the Athletics Director. Please find attached the memo regarding 
your SAF distribution. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
Thanks, 
Shamaree 
Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787 - Office 
336-369-0065 - Fax 

~theacc.orq - Email 
<image.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. ~duke.edtc, 

Monday, October 10, 2011 10:39 AM 

~virginia.edu’; @bc.edu’; ~wfiJ.edu’; ~vt.edu’; ’ ~umd.edu’; ’~ ~@ncsu.edu’; Broome, 

Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’ ~chbe.gatech.edu’; ’l ,~clemmn.edt " ~cob.t;u.edu’; 

~med.miami.edu’ 

Fw: cfaa-elite-clips Conference Ins~biliW Filtering Down to the Next Level 

Another article forwarded to the Board by- Jo. The relevance to us becomes particularly clear halfway through the article 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Josephine R Potuto [mailth :jpotuto l@unlnotes.unl edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 09 2011 10:09 PM 
To: Tom Osborn, ~)huskers.com>; ran@ york .~huskers.com>; connie dillon < @ou.edu>; Martha Putallaz, Ph.D.; rhonda hatcher 
perhnan <" " ~unl.edu>; john gradwohl < a!uni.edu>; jim ohanlon ~)unl.edu>; kim robak < ~mthmueller corn>; bill muelle: 
stephen iannucci < @citrincooperman.com>; nelson besosa < ~aol.com> 
Subject: Fw: cfaa-elite-clips Conference Instability Filtering Down to the Next Level 

@tcu.edu>; hal~-ey 

@mthmueller corn>; 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [cfaa@i-aa.com] 
Sent: 10/09/2011 05:03 PMAST 
To: jpotuto 1 @unl.edu 
Sut~ject: cfaa-dite-clips Conference Instability’ Filtering Down to the Next Level 

Please join CFAA in supporting college football! 
.................................................. 

Conference Instabili~ Is Filtering Down to the Next Level 

Pete Thamel 
New York Times sedition 
9 October 2011 

The one remaining domino that can still reset the collegiate conference landscape is the University of Missouri, which is in the process of deciding whether to stay in the Big 12 or defect to 
the Southeastern Confe*ence. Officials from the Big 12, the SEC and the Big East are all anxiously awaiting the Tigers’ decision, as it will largely dictate the futures of their leagues. 

One interesting and relatively recent reverberation of realigunlent is that the same anxiety that exists at much of the maj or conference level appears to be filtering down to leagues omside of 
the Football Bowl Subdivision. 

While waiting to see how things play out at the major conference level, officials from more basketball-heavy leagues like the Atlantic 10, the Colonial Athletic Association and the Missouri 
Valley are scouting the landscape to see which of their members might be stolen away or what universities they might add. 

"There are still so many uncertainties," Tom Yeager, the Colonial Athletic Association commissioner, said. "I think evewone is trying to get a grip on where it’s going. We’re all stu@ing 
the possibilities. The hardest thing is managing your own people to just not run through a lot of useless energy or getting overly worried about, ’What are we doing?’ " 

Hofstra’s president, Stuart Rabinowitz, had reached out to Atlantic 10 melnbers Charlotte, Richmond and George Washington, along with Boston University of the Arnerica East, to gauge 
infomlally their interest in joining the C.A.A., according to two people with knowledge of the talks. 

Rabinowitz is the president of the C.A.A. Council of Presidents/Chancellors. Hofstra declined comment Sunday- night, but Yeager did not deny that conversations were taking place when 
asked about theln last week. 

"There’s a lot of infmrual conversations going on," Yeager said. "Athletic directors are running into each other in the press box on Saturdays, and I think it’s a nonstop topic of 
conversation. We’re not going after anyone." 

Although the C.A.A. is sending feelers to A-10 members and others, a dike, rent college official said that the Atlantic 10 had expressed informal interest in adding C.A.A. members George 
Mason and Virginia Con~nonwealth. 

The potential inter-C.A A.-Atlantic 10 poaching shows the fragility that exists even far from the big-money B.C.S. leagues Doug Elgin, the commissioner of the Missouri Valley Conference, 
said that was the current reality’. 

"Many institutions in conferences all across the countU are gathering information, as well, as they review and analyze their current conference membership," he said "We will continue to 
keep all such informal inquiries that we might receive from individuals outside our membership confidential" 

Conflicts of Interest 

An article in The Boston Globe on Sunday became the talk of college athletics, as it reported just how brazen and blatant Boston College’s blocking of Connecticut’s move to the Atlantic 
Coast Conference was. 

"We didn’t want them ha," Boston College’s athletic director, Gene DeFilippo, told The Globe. "It was a matter of tur£ We wanted to be the New England team." 

The most stunning comment in the article was DeFilippo’s public admission that ESPN guided the A.C.C.’s decision to add Syracuse and Pittsburgh last month. 

"We always keep our television partners close to us," DeFilippo told The Globe. "You don’t get extra money for basketball It’s 85 percent football money TV ESPN is the one who 
told us what to do. This was football; it had nothing to do with basketball." 

DeFilippo’s comments give credence to the popular theory that ESPN encouraged Pittsburgh and Syracuse’s exit from the Big East in the wake of the Big East’s turning down ESPN’s 
billion-dollar television deal in May during an exclusive negotiating window. ESPN has a billion-dollar deal with the A.C.C., making that move either sax~U business or collusion, depending 
on one’s perspective. 



"We’ve got a great partnership and a great working relationship with ESPN," an A.C.C spokesperson said "But they have never and will never dictate to us, especially in regards to 
expansion." 

An ESPN spokesman also denied DeFilippo’s claims, adding, "The driving force on realignment lies with the conferences and universities" 

Another potential conflict of interest lies with the Big 12’s interim commissioner, Chuck Neinas, who is still working as a consultant for the potential merger of the Mountain West and 
Conference USA By having the Big 12 take West Virginia and Louisville, two top targets if the Big 12 goes to 12 teams, he could play a large role in killing the Big East’s football side. That 
would benefit Conference USA and the Mountain West, whose members are likely targets for the Big East to poach. 

Next for Big East 

The Big East presidents and athletic directors will have another conference call Monday. Akhough expansion will be a primapi topic, no invitations are expected to be issued. 

One topic that wi ll be discussed is an increase in the league’s exit fee, which is $5 million and could be raised to about $10 million. 

It has been an interesting debate around the league, as the nonfootball schools that do not have any desire to leave have consistently law)red an increased buyout That puts members like 
Connecticut, which has been persistently w~cal about wanting to leave, in the awkward position of having to oppose the increase without looking as if it is undermining the league’s future 

While things have looked bleak for the Big East, a report in ’]’he Denver Post on Sunday added some optimism about the league’s lhmre Replacements appear on the way after the recent 
departures of Syracuse and Pittsburgh and the expected exit of Texas Christian this week. 

"Our interest is high in the Big East. That’s fair to say," the Air Force athletic director Hans Mueh told The Denver Post "This stuff is moving fast" 

This bulletin is intended only for CFAA-Ellte-Clips subscribers. 
CFAA [CFAA@tampabay.rr. com] 
College Football Aunual Advantage 
P.O. Box 92086 
Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Wednesday 11:40 AM 

Susan MaJoy (sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.e&0 

Dick Baddour (dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu); Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Medical Hardship Waivers 

UNC UNC 

Susan, 

The medical hardship waivers for r 

attached. 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

5hamaree 7". Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0065 - Fax 
sbrown Ca? theacc.org - Email 

iNi ACC email signature sites 

have been approved. Please find the approval letters 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the          season. 

appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

Thank you tbr providing the 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

L~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the        season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

L~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U~,’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE [YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTI’VtSTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz 

<nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- Medical Hardship Waivers APPROVED 

Medical Hardship Waiver APPROVAL - q Medical Hardship Waiver APPROVAL - 

Hi Joe, 
[just wanted to let me know that a Medical Hardship Waiver was recently approved for the 

notification is attached. According to our records 

pass this news along to the guys and let me know if you have any questions, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

season by the ACC for Ap p rova I 

Please 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the         ;eason. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 
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ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the          season. 

appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

Thank you for providing the 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE * GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC * GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 * (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 
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L~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ¯ NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy <ayakola@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 5:00 PM 

Elliott, Jeff <jelliott@theacc.org>; Finch, Nova Lynn <nlfinch@theacc.org>; Hicks, Karl <khick@theacc.org>; Kelly, Michael 

<mkelly@theacc.org>; DiAmico, Cecelia <cdian~ico@theacc.org>; Caxolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy 

(cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clem~n.edu); Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha l~aallaz Phi) (putallaz@duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pmnela 

Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Camfichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue 

(sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sne.bidstmp@chbe.gatech.edu); Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig Litflepage 

(cH9e@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@athletics.gatech.edu); Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu); Gene DeFilippo (Gene.d@bc.edn); 

Jim Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevin~umd.edn); Kevin White (kwhite@dnaa.duke.edu); Randy Spe~anan 

(rspetman~fsn.edu); Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edn); Shawn Eichorst (sme@mianfi.edu); Terry Don Phillips (pterry@clemson.edu); 

Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Beth Miller (bmiller@nncaa.unc.edu); Brandi 

Smart (bsma~£sn.edu); Connie Nickel (cnickel@miami.edn); Jaclyn Jacld Silax (jsilar@dtkaa.duke.e&0; Jane Miller (im2y@virginia.edn); 

Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); I,ori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Sharon McCloskey 

(smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twe~el@athletics.gatech.edu) 

Swoflbrd, John <j swoflbrd@theacc.org> 

ACC Nmnes Brad Hostetter as Associate Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

Complete release: -I~-t--t~J-/-2~--k~2~--k~h}--I~£££~-Z~2£~Z~/~g~£Z~£!z!-1-E-1-4-l~19-a~:IKA~!. 

ACC ]Names Brad Hostetter as Associate Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

Joins league office following 11 years at )~CAA 

December 14, 2011 

GREENSBORO, ]’<.C. - Atlantic Coast Conference Conmfissioner John Swofford announced today that Brad Hostetter has been chosen to fill the position of 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance and Governance. 

Hostetter’s responsibilities will include tire management and supervision of tire conference’s compliance, governance and student-athlete programs area as well 

as serving as the Commissioner’s liaison to the league’s ACC Faculty Athletic Representatives. 

Hostetter will join tire league office following ll years at the ]<CAA Office where he served most recently as the Director" of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

Durirkg iris time at the ~ationul Office, he had oversight of a nine-member Interpret~tions Leadership Team designed to provide timely solutions to high-profile, 

complex NCAA rules issues. In addition, he has provided leadership to a mmrber of committees witbin tbe NCAA governance structure including tbe Division I 

Football Issues Committee, tire Baseball Academic Enhancement Working Group and tire Division I Chalnpionships/Sport Management Cabinet. 

In addition to his NC±~/k experience. Hostetter has on-campus experience as the Compliance Coordinator at Weber State (April 1998-May 2000) and the 

Compliance Assistant at Florida State (Mm’ch 1997-March 1998). Hostetter earned a Bachelor of Arts in History degree from the University of Cincinnati and was a 

member of the Bearcat baseball team. Following his undergraduate degree, he earned a Master of Science in Sports Management degree frorn Florida State 

University. 

"Brad brings a wealtb of experience in his knowledge of compliance and governance, and we are excited to welcome him to the ACC Office," said ACC 

Cmnlnissioner John Swofford. "Brad will have a positive impact within our office and throughout our member institutions." 

Amy Yakola 
ACC Associate Commissioner 
}~ublic Relations and Marketing 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407 
ayakola@theacc.org 
Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Friday,                  10:20 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Broome, Lis~ l, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Hardship Waiver - 

UNC 

Susan, 

The medical hardship and absence waivers for 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree 7". Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0065 - Fax 

sbrown Co3 theacc.org - Emoil 

l 
i~i Acc ernaiL signat .... ~es 

I 

have been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform vou that the medical hardship and medical absence waivers for 
have been approved for the          season. Please note that you 

may prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after 
Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 
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FroiTY 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 11:42 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thank You and a Question 

Lissa ~ 

I received your first email, and I do understand. If you wish, you can go ahead and submit to!get reimbursed by the ACC for your incidentals from the bowl game trip. We will 

see what Allison says about me submitting time plane and hotel room costs (once I get time invoice form the hotel) ~ if she says I can, I shall. 

As far as your question invol~ng ~ the game ticket, we shall discuss. I tried to call you but no answer (don’t blame you) ~ [ am in the football offices all day working with 

the transition process. 

Glad to hear tha      made in back in time to participate in her game ~ great! 

We really enjoyed having you, / ith us ~ thank you for all you do! I appreciate it very much! 

Take care, 

Larry 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 12/28/2011 11:05 AM > > > 
Hi Larry- 

Thanks so much to you and Bubba for inviting our family to attend the Independence Bowl. Despite the outcome, we enjoyed being there to cheer the team on. 

arrived back in time to get to her game. Unfortunately her team lost in a turnover-fest. They play in the loser’s bracket later this afternoon and think they can 

beat the team they will meet there. 

Please let me know the imputed cost of       plane seat and the cost of her game ticket. We do want to reimburse the department for her attendance. 

I copied you on my email to the ACC to see if they could just reimburse the department for and my imputed plane cost, hotel room, and ticket cost. 

Take care and Happy New Year! 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:iiwww.law,unc.edu/centers/banking 

~ii Description: 
http:/,M, wwlaw.uncedu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doughty,, Allison--~adoughty@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 5:00 PM 

Lany Ga]lo <athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Conference Bowl Attendance Policy 

LaiTy, 

That is correct - let me know if I can help aW further. 

Thanks, Allison 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 28,2011 11:11 AM 
To: Doughty,, Allison; Lissa L Broome 
Subject: RE: Conference Bowl Attendance Policy 

Lissa -- 

I may be incolTect, but I believe that you will have to fill out the ACC expense report, get reimbursed by the ACC, then reimburse the Athletic Department for those expenses that the 
Athletic Department paid for you and       we have to wait for the room receipt from the hotel which could take a couple of weeks. 

Allison, let me know othelavise if I am incorrect! 

Thanks and HAPPY NEW YEAR TO YOU Alx,I) YOUR FAMrblES’. 
garpf 

>>> "Broume, Lissa I2’ <lbroume@email uric edu> 12/28/2011 l 1:00 AM >>> 
Hi Allison 

I will send in my expense reimbursement for our incidental expenses of attending the Independence Bowl in Shrevepurt. 

Our flight was on the charter flight :[’or the band, our hotel room was direct billed to I_7NC, and our tickets were provided by UNC. (;an Larry (}a]lo get you the cust of those items and can you 
then reimburse the UNC Athletic I)epartment directly? 

Thanks for your help I hupe you have a Happy New Year. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broume 
Wachnvia Professor of Banking Law 
I)irectur, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School nfLaw 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hal] 
Chapel tIiH, NC 27599-3380 
919962.7066 
http://www ]aw.unc.edu/cent ers/bank in g 

[ cid:W YVARP~kGO AR I. lN~kO]b;.jpeg] 

From: Duugh~’, Allison [mailtn:aduugl-lty(£’tl-leacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December 08, 2011 5:54 PM 
To: Kelly, Michael 
Subject: Conference Bowl Attendance Policy 

On behalf of Michael Kelly- 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: ACC Presidents and Chancellors 
Facul~ Representatives 
Athletics Directors 
Senior Woman Administrators 

FROM: Michael Kelly-, Associate Cormnissioner for Broadcasting, Con~nunications and Football Operations 

DATE: December 8, 2011 

RE: Conference Bowl Attendance Policy 

The ACC Bowl selections were completed on Sunday, December 4. Thus, the Conf%rence is under tight time constraints in making hotel, ticket and hospitality- reservations. Each 
institution’s CEO, Faculty- Representative, Athletics Director and Senior Woman Administrators (and spouse or adult guest), is invited to represent the Collference at the bowl game of the 
ACC’s Conference Champion, the Discover Orange Bowl or the bowl game in which your team is playing. The Conf%rence will reimburse for three nights’ lodging, meals, game and 
hospitality- function tickets, and coach airfare. (You are responsible for making your own travel arrangements.) 

We wanted to remind you of this invitation so that you may begin making your plans. 

Please notil}’ the Collference Office by reply to this email by Wednesday, December 14 of your travel plans so that we will be able to COllfirm nun~bers to the appropriate Bowl representative. 
Upon receipt of your plans, you will be forwarded a business expense form 

Important: If you are attending the bowl game of your institution, and your school is not the ACC Champion, then you should make all travel and ticket arrangements through your school 



’]?he ACC will then reimburse you. 

’]?hank you 

A[~LISONDOU~?ItTY * associate director of football operations 

atlantic coast conference ° 4512 weybridge lane * greensboro, nc 27407 

phone * 336.8548787 x 265 

fax ° 336.369.1212 

email ° adough~’@theac c. org<mailto :adoughtv(~,theacc. org> 

[cid:FRBBQMGZRQRE. ]~AGE.png] 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday,                !:28 PM 

’Amy t terman’ qaj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lis~ Broome <lissabroome@unc.edu> 

Larry" Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edtr>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Maackos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edtc,; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermmls@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Denial of One-Time Transfer Exception - 

Hi Amy --.thanks [:or the heads up. I have sat on one or two of these before with Jack chairing. Iql check in with him early next week to get his wisdom about bow to 

cornpose the committee and conduct the appeal. 

Iql bite my tongue the next time I tMnk you’ve been too quiet! 

Lissa 

I.i~sa L. Broome 

Wacbovh; Proh:_~;;or of £aF~king Law 

DirecLoc CenLer for E~aF~king aF~d Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:1.9~962~70~6 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu!centers/banking 

~i Description: 
http:/,",^r,^r,^/ iaw une edu/imas~es/news/medip,/bankinc~finanee 
we.b 542.ip~"~ 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:17 PM 
To: Lissa Broome 
Ce: Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Lance Markos; Natalie Lutz; Susan Maloy; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Fwd: Denial of One-Time Transfer Exception - 

Lissa, 

This is what you get for commenting about me "being quiet" lately..., ; ) 

This kid is definitely going to appeal, so we might as well start thinking about the hearing. Jack has done some in the past, if you’re interested in getting his expertise in how 

to run it. I know that you chair it, and there is generally a s a from SAAC (in a different sport, of course) that participates. And then I think there has been a faculty member (or 

several?) from the Faculty Committee on Athletics. And I’m pretty sure the coach has had the opportunity to speak during the hearing, as well. That’s about the extent of my 

knowledge, since we can’t be involved in the process. 

I’ll let you know when I get the formal appeal and we can go from there. But it will have to be turned around fairly quickly (3 week deadline). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Arny Herman 2:12 PM >>> 

I write to inform you that the Department of Athletics will not be granting you the One Time Transfer Exception. Therefore, you will be required to serve a year of residence at 

your new institution prior to representing that school in competition. 

As outlined in NCAA Bylaw 14.5.5.2.10.1 (copied below), you are permitted to request a hearing to appeal this decision. The hearing will be conducted by a committee outside 

of the athletics department, consisting of UNCs Faculty Athletics Representative, student athletes, and nonathletics faculty/staff members. In order to request this hearing, you 

must submit a formal request in writing, which can be submitted to me. Upon receipt of your written request, UNC is required to conduct the hearing and provide written 

results within 15 business days of receipt of your written request, 

14.5.5.2.:10.1 Hearing Opportunity. 
[f tl’re student’s previous institution denies his or her written request For the release, the irrstitution sha]l irfforrn the student-atl’dete m writing that he or she, upon written request, sha]l be 
provided a hearing conducted by an institutional entity or cornrrdttee outside of the athletics department (e.g, the office of student a:ffairs; office of the dean of students? or a committee 
composed of tl’re facu]ty athletics representative, student-atl’detes and nonath[etics faculty/staff members). "]7he institution shah conduct tl’re hearing arrd provide written results of tl’re hearing 
to the student-athlete within 15 business days (see Bylaw !__4_~_)’_2_2.) of receipt of the student--athlete’s written request for a hearing. ’1The student-athlete shall be provided the opportunity to 
actively participate (e.g, m person, via telephone) in the hearing I:[’the institution [~i]s to conduct the hearing or provide the written results to the student-athlete within 15 business days, the 
re]ease shal] be granted by default and the institution shall provide a written re]ease to the student-athlete. (Revised: 1,’11/94, 4/26/01, ,1/29,’10 ejfective ~,l/10) 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this process. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 
UnNersity of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Friday,               3:13 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cmmingham (bubbac@uncaa unc.edu) 

Medical Hardship Waiver 

UNC toc.doc 

Susan, 

The medical hardship waiver for has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

5hamaree 7". Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

335-854-8787- Office 

335-359-0055- Fax 

sbrown @ theacc.org - Emai! 

i~i ACC email signature sites 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the         season. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

L2"~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U2<IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 5:57 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu; Lain., Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 
<~j schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance (a~son@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Waiver 

i%i ACC 12- 

member 

seal ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF "[’HE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan B. Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 3126 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Dear Susan: 

This is in reference to your 

North Carolina student-athlete, 

with the institution’s 

studies. 

which is endorsed and supported by the 

letter requesting a waiver to permit current University of 

to participate in organized practice sessions 

while enrolled in less than a full-time program of 

Based on the appropriate documentation provided and pursuant to Bylaw 14.1.8.3.2, the Conference 

office has approved this waiver request. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

>:i 

Lindsey Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner of Compliance & Governance 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletic Representative 

Mr. Lawrence R. Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

Mr. Larry Gallo, Senior Associate Athletics Director 

Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

Mr. Anson Dorrance, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTEC!tNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

LBabcock@theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 

iNi ACC email signature sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 3:08 PM 

Su~n Ma]oy (sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Culmingham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Medical Absence Waiver - 

docx 

Susan, 

The medical absence waiver for 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

5hamoree 7". Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0065 - Fax 

sbrown Ca) theacc.org - Email 

i~i ACC email signature sites 

has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for                student-athlete, 
has been approved for the             semester. Please note that you may 

prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after 
Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’qlVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ¯ NORTtt CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griff Helfrich < griffh@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 2:40 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

NCAA Rules Test 

Dear Prof. Broome 

My name is Griff Helfrich and I am a volunteer assistant with the swim team and 

time between July 9th and early September to              Thanks and have a great day Griff 
Iwas told by Susan Malloy to email you and arrange a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griff Helfrich < griffh@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 1:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Rules Test 

Lissa 

Sorryit took me so long to get back to you. How about 12 am Tuesday, July 17th for my NCAA Rules test? Thanks and have a great day Griff Helfrich 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/7/2012 4:22 PM >>> 

Sure any time the week of.luly 16 works for me except for Friday ram., July 20~ Let me know a day and time. 

I.issa 

Ussa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor o[ Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School o1: Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9_’[9.962.7066 

h Ltp:!/www,law.unc,eduicen Lersibanking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: htt#2//ssrn:com/autbo£---248720 

~i Descrip~ien: 

http:/,~,^t,^t,^/ iaw unc edu/images/news/medis/bankingfinance 

web 542.ipg 

From: Griff Helfrich [mailto:griffh@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 07, 2012 3:49 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: NCAA Rules Test 

Lissa 

That week is going to be tough for me as we are traveling to an away swim meet, is there any wayI could do it the next week, July 16th through 20th? That week is much more 

open for me. Thanks and have a great day Griff 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/6/2012 3:56 PM >>> 

Hi Gr[ff --- Let me know if there is a Aood day and time for you during the week of hJy % I’m wide open that week except for 2-4. on Thursday, ,]~.~ly [].2. 

Fhanks, 

[Jssa 

I_issa 1_. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of I.aw 

CB#33gO, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel frill, hi{:: 27599-3380 
919.962.7066 
_h___t_t_#_j/_/_~ ~ ~ J__a____w__:_u___0__c_:__e___d___u_i_!_e___n___t__e__r__s_Zb___%_n___ki_q g 

Access my papers on SSRN at: htt£~iissrmcom!a!Jthor=248720 

[%:i Description: 
ht~p:LA:,^:,^:,,.iaw, unc.edulimsgesir~ewslmedie.ibankmgtinar~ce 
w~,b 54 2.jpg 

From: Griff Helfrich [mailto:griffh@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, June 06, 2012 2:40 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject-" NCAA Rules Test 

Dear Prof. Broome 

My name is Griff Helfrich and [ am a volunteer assistant with the swim team and [ 

time between July 9th and early September to              Thanks and have a great day Gfiff 

Iwas told by Susan Malloy to email you and arrange a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wellxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 7:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

earned a 161 on LSAT. I will add this to the form 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxml, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:03 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: ACC Candiates 

Professor 8roome: 

No worries with the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship as we need to be submitting cmldidates that will not get shot down with a heavy focus on athletics, I will be in 

FrB.E~:h better comrnunicati.:_~n in years to come wfu:_m it comes to the scholarship, Thank you for speaking to the c.:_~aches regarding the criteria emphasis as they 

probably took it b~:_d:ter [rom your mouth rather than mine I honestly think that our three candidates are w:_~ry worthy of the award and will match up with any three 

on the conference! Please let rne know what else you may need and I wilt keep you posted as I try to finish off nomination. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:24 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 

Subject: RE: ACC Candiates 
Thallks, Spencer, for [:his inf.:_~ aF’~d for the voice n?ail abou[ , TOO bad abou[ but [hat ;ometin?es happF411~.L NO ne~?d to call back unless you 

have further questions for me. 

Also, I spoke to Coach Shekon and Coach Haney about the candidates that they had puL forward, but thaL I asked you to pull. They were disappointed, obviously. If 

my colleagues take a different tack in our discussions of this award this year about the athletic criteria, it is possible that we could resurrect the nominations of 

and        for next year, I’ll let you know if that is the case, 

"ake care and thanks for all of your work on this. I"m sorry I put you through extra work. 

kissa 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:43 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: ACC Candiates 

Professor Broome: 

I am heading into a meeting right now and wanted to send you the forms on the 3 candidates. The ACC asked us to send the FAR form and SA form to them by 

Tuesday (completed) and to get the rest of the forms over to them this week which we are getting pushed through. 

, completed. 

waiting on Coach Fedora to rank him and a letter from Dr. Goldberg which I will send your way. Dr. Goldberg said that he will send it by Thursday. 

Lastly, Mr. Cunningham recommendation is being written by Wally Richardson as we speak and will be sent to Mr. Cunningham to approval. 

SA Form - Complete 

FAR - Complete 

HC-Waiting for Carlos to send me back the recommendation 

Professor - Complete Mr. Cunningham recommendation is being written by Wally Richardson as we speak and will be sent to Mr. Cunningham to approval. 

As for           we spoke before the left campus and agreed to complete the application. We have emails back and forth and he told me he was sending the 

forms. He never got me the form and has not responded to the emails that he was originally responding too. In addition, I never received his Professor 

recommendation for          He specifically said he would be sending the information and never sent it.....There was no doubt in my mind that he would be 

sending them because I have that in email and we spoke about it. 

I will give you a call around 2:30 but he is not responding to my emails... 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Monday,. 2:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Postgraduate Application 

Lissa, 

You’re welcome... We were actually happy that you caught it on your end. 

As far as providing additional information... We reviewed each application to ensure that they met the athletic criteria. We will not be providing additional details for the 

applicants unless there is someone is question. 

Let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thank~ 

Shamaree 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:03 AM, "Broome, Lissa L" <lbmome(2~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Shamaree ---Thanks for the flexibility with our’ candidates. I threw a wrench in the works with Spencer Wellborn when I reviewed our initial 

candidates and didn’t think Lhey met the athletic distinction requirement. I take responsibility for not communicating to him in advance the 

significance the FARs attach to this requirement. 

Once everyone has their information in will we be receiving more detail about each scholarship candidate in addition to the chart included in the 

mal:erial~.; pr¢_wiously circulated? 

"]’hanks, 

Lissa Broome 

From= Welborn, Spencer 
Sent= Thursday,,               :49 PN 

To: thaith@theacc.org; Sbrown@theacc.org; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= ACC Postgraduate Application 

Hello All: 

Once again, I would like to extend my most sincere gratitude to the ACC for allowing us an extension on the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship. We have 

been working feverously trying to retrieve the required documentation to cornplete the three nominations for this year’s applicant pool. As of now, 

two of the three are complete but the third nomination is missing the rating form from Coach Fedora. We are currently waiting on 

this document from football and it should be sent to us anytime. 

In the meantime, I wanted to send our applicants over to you all so that you can begin distributing some of the material that is necessary for you all to 

move forward. 

Lastly, I have added as our Honorary Candidate. We did not submit him originally due to the fact that he never returned the SA Form 

or the Professor recommendation. Low and behold, we received his documentation last night via email but it did not include a professor 

recommendation. 

In essence, I am submitting an incomplete application for .                (honorary award) which means that he will not be considered for the 
award. Since he sent the form over to me b(late) I thought I would still send it your way. 

In recap: 

- Complete 

Complete 

Waiting for Coach Fedora to complete the second part of the form 

(Honorary) - Incomplete application due to no professor recommendation at this time. 

Again, thank you so very much for working with us during this crazy time. Please know that this is hopefully the last time you ever have to give us an 

extension from this point moving forward. You all have gone way out of your way on this one and I greatly appreciate your understanding. 

Spencer Welborn 

Application.pdf> 

Application.pdf, 

Application minus Coach Fedora.pdf> 

Application minus professor.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:52 PM 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cmmingham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Medical Absence Waiver - 

docx 

Lance, 

The medical absence waiver for has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336- 369-0065 - Fax 

i.X.i ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Lance: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for men’s       student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the          ~emester. Please note that you may 

prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled afte 
Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’,]IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ° NORTtt C?uROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

L2"~-IVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

¯ -7 
Thursday 10.1 ; AM 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Tom Timmermans (timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cmmingham (bubbac@uncaa unc.edu) 

Intemation~J Competition Waivers 

UNC      doc; UNC         .doc 

Lance, 

The international competition waivers for men’s 

attached. 

student-athletes, and 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director o[ Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336- 369-4642 - Phone 

336- 369-0065 - Fax 

[ 
::~:: ACC 2012 EmailSignature 

have been approved. Please find the approval letters 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Lance: 

This letter is to inform you that the International Competition Waiver for men’s      student- 
athlete,             , has been approved for th~     _      ,emester. Please note that you may 
prorate 9 hours toward degree for the term . was unable to complete as a result of his 
participation on the 

Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Sincerely, 

~. 
7- "~-’--" 7 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 ’v\~YBRIDGE LANE ° GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ° CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Lance: 

This letter is to inform you that the International Competition Waiver for men’s      student- 
athlete, , has been approved for the ~mester. Please note that you may 
prorate 9 hours toward de~,ree for the term " was unable to complete as a result of his 
participation on the 1 

Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 ’v\~YBRIDGE LANE ° GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC , GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ° CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Monday, 11:26 AM 

Tom TimmermaJ~s (timmermaJ~s@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~ 

Medical Absence and Hardship Waivers 

..docx; UNC doc 

Tom, 

The medical absence waiver for             student-athlete,                has been approved. Additionally, the hardship waiver for 

student-athlete            has been denied due to her participating in more than 30% of the team’s contests. 

Please find the letters attached. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director o[ Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336- 369-0065 - Fax 

i~i ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for             ’student-athlete, 
has been approved for the          semester. Please note that you may 

prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled afteI 
Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’qlVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI. L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA. NORTtt CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY. WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-21126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for                  student-athlete, 
has been denied for the        ~eason due to the fact that she participate in more than 

30% of the team’s contests. Although we must deny the request, you may appeal the decision to the 
NCAA. Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797 " ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY " FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

I;2",-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ D2<IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I;2",-IVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Timmermans, Tom <limmennan,~@Amc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:30 AM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Medical Absence and Hardship WaJvels 

Thanks Shamaree[ 

From: Shamaree Brown [mailto:sbrown@theacc.org] 

Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 11:26 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: Medical Absence and Hardship Waivers 

Tom, 

The medical absence waiver for             student-athlete,                has been approved. Additionally, the hardship waiver for 

student-athlete,            has been denied due to her participating in more than 30% of the team’s contests. 

Please find the letters attached, 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director o[ Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336- 369-0065 - Fax 

i~i ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Tuesday 1:38 AM 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cmmingham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Practice Waiver - 

UNC .doc 

Lance, 

Please find attached the approval letter for the waiver requested on behalf of 

USA Trials. 

if you have any questions, #ease feel free to contact me. 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336- 369-0065 - Fax 

i.X.i AGO 2012 EmailSignature 1 

to practice with the swimming and diving team in preparation for the 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Lance: 

This is in reference to your request for a waiver to permit former University of North Carolina 
student-athlete,             , to participate in organized practice sessions with the institution’s 

team. 

Based on the appropriate documentation provided and pursuant to Bylaw 14.1.7.3.2, the 
Conference office has approved this waiver request. If you have any questions, please feel free to 
contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 ’v\~YBRIDGE LANE ° GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ° ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ° CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ° WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Thursday, [ 1:03 AM 

Tom TimmermaJ~s (timmermaJ~s@uncaa.unc.edu) 

bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Medical Hardship Waivers 

UNC .doc; UNC :.doc; UNC .doc 

Tom, 

The medical hardship waivers for the following student-athletes have been approved: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Please find their approval letters attached. 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director o[ 5tudent-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-369-4642 - Phone 

336- 369-0065 - Fax 

i~i ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-21126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for           student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the       ndoor season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Friday, " ........ 11:33 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email u ~c.edu~: Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edtv~ 

Medical Absence Waiver. 

UNC .docx 

Lance, 

The medical absence waiver for 

attached. 

student-athlete, 

Thanks 
Shamaree 
SHAMAREE T, BROWN, SR. 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

O I F: 336369.0065 

sbrown(~trleacc.org 

~ileACC.,:;,:;m ¯ ~ibbl:heAOC 

has been approved for th~ emester. Please find the approval letter 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Lance: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for 
, has been approved for th~             semester. 

may prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact tl~at 
Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

student-athlete, 
Please note that you 

initially enrolled after 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC ¯ 27407, PHONE: 336.854.8787 ¯ th~ACC.corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, [:32 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email .unc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Medical Hardship Waivers 

UNC docx; UNC .docx; UNC .docx 

Tom, 

The medical hardship waivers for 

approval letters attached. 

Thanks 
Shamaree 
SHAMAREE T. BROWN, SR, 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

O: 336.369.4642 I F: 336.369.0065 

sbrown@theacc.org 
l:heAOC com ¯ (~heAOO 

[ ~ 

have been approved. Please find the 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the          ~eason. 

appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

student-athlete, 
Thank you for providing the 
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TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the         season. 

appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

student-athlete, 
Thank you for providing the 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC ¯ 27407, PHONE: 336.854.8787 ¯ th~ACC.corn 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the         season. 

appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

Thank 
student-athlete, 

you for providing the 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC ¯ 27407, PHONE: 336.854.8787 ¯ th~ACC.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Friday, 1:41 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email u ~c.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Medical Absence Waiver - 

UNC .docx 

Lance, 

The medical absence waiver for has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 

Thanks 
Shamaree 
SHAMAREE T, BR©L~, SR. 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

©: 336.369.4642 I F: 336369.0065 

sbrown(~theacc.or,q 

~ileAOO.,:;,:~’m ¯ ~i~)I:heACC 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Lance: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for        student-athlete, 
has been approved for the            semester. Please note that you may prorate 9 

hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after Thank 
you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC ¯ 27407, PHONE: 336.854.8787 ¯ th~ACC.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Friday, ~:56 AM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email .unc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Medical Hardship Waiver- 

UNC pdf 

Tom, 

The medical hardship waiver for student-athlete, 

Thanks 
Shamaree 
SHAMAREE T, BROLM~, SR. 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

©: 336.369.4642 I F: 336369.0065 

sbrown(~theacc.or,q 

~ileACC.,:;,:;m ¯ ~ibbl:heAOC 

has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 



TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

Dear Tom: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for                student-athlete, 
has been approved for the        season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Tuesda5 ,:45 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermaJl@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email u ~c.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Medical Hardship Waiver - 

UNC .pdf 

Tom, 

The medical hardship waiver for student-athlete, 

Thanks 
Shamaree 
SHAMAREE T, BROWN, SR. 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

©: 336.369.4642 I F: 336369.0065 

sbrown(~theacc.org 

~ileACC.,:;,:;m ¯ ~2~)I:heACC 

has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 



Classroom: Greenlaw 305 
Meagan Foster 
fosterm@email.unc.edu 
Office: 404 Greenlaw 

Required Texts 

English Writing in the Disciplines 

0 

0 

Ruszkiewicz, John J. How To Write Anything: A Guide and Reference, 2009 

Student Guide to English 100, 101, and 102, 2006-2007. 

Description: Last semester, you focused on building basic skills and techniques for successful 
academic writing. This semester we will be practicing writing within different academic 
disciplines. These academic disciplines can be described as "discourse communities"--groups of 
individuals who share certain goals, beliefs, forums for communication, and rhetorical practices. 
In this course, you will explore how members of three broad discourse communities write about 
their research. In each unit, you will examine characteristic genres, styles, organization schemes, 
formats, and "rhetorical moves" used by writers to introduce and support their claims, to argue 
for the originality and importance of their research, to appeal to the reader’s interests, and to 
build credibility for their work. 

Learning to write is a crucial skill in order to be successful at UNC and beyond, no matter what 
you future career goals are. Additionally, the skills and techniques you’ll learn for successful 
writing will teach you to think critically, effectively problem-solve, and to read, analyze, and 
respond to various types of texts in and outside the classroom. This class is meant to prepare you 
not only for your academic career at Carolina, but to teach you effective communication skills 
for everyday life. The course is based on the assumption that writing skills can be learned. 
Over the course of the semester, you will work both with me and your peers to understand and 
develop an effective writing process and style. 

Participation 

¯ Students will attend evew class. Students who miss more than three classes will drop 
a final letter grade. Students who miss ten or more classes WILL fail the course Since 
UNC and the Writing Program does not recognize a difference between "excused" or 
"unexcused" absences, students who experience a personal crisis or severe illness which 
will take them away from the classroom for an extended period should see their academic 
advisors about withdrawing from the class. Further, when students happen to miss class, 
they should understand that they are not excused from the assignments due, and gather 
the information distributed in class from the available resources such as the syllabus and 
your group members. Simply emailing the instructor asking "What did I miss?" is not an 
acceptable from of information gathering. 

¯ Students will arrive on time to every class. Being more than five minutes late to class 
three times will count as one absence. 



¯ Students will participate in all class activities. This includes class discussions, group 
activities, impromptu presentations, drafting, responding, and researching. Adequate 
participation also requires that individuals refrain from non-productive activities during 

class time, such as IM-ing or emailing, carrying on extraneous conversations, or doing 
work for other classes. If I see you doing any of these things, you will receive a zero 
for the day. 

¯ Students will respect the political and social differences of the members of the course. 
All interactions between members of this course will be respectful and tolerant. 

Students will work in a writing groups assigned by the instructor. Students should make 
an effort to share the burden of group work equally and take seriously the mission of 
teaching and learning cooperatively. 

Students will attend face-to-face office hours at least one time per unit, i.e. three times 
per semester. My office hours are listed on the first page; feel free to email me for an 
appointment if these times won’t work. 

¯ Students will avoid even the appearance of plagiarism. Plagiarism, a grave violation of 
the Honor Code (Section II.B. 1), will not be tolerated. Plagiarism consists of the 
intentional or inadvertent submission of another’s work as your own. Two examples of 
plagiarism are turning in a paper or parts of a paper purchased on the internet or from 
another student, and failing to adequately cite quoted or paraphrased source material in an 
original paper. All drafts and final assignments are subject to this policy. Your course 
handbook will show- you how- to cite a variety of different sources. If the instructor 

suspects plagiarism, she is bound by her contract with UNC to interview the student or 
students involved. 

Assignments 

° Students will complete three major assignments in this course and six minor assignments. 
Some assignments will be composed in groups, some individually. Some assignments 
must be completed in class while some will require days or weeks of outside-of-class 
preparation. 

° Students will complete prewriting, drafting, and revising for all major and minor 
assignments. All of these materials should be submitted with the final draft of the 
assignment. 

° Students will complete a draft workshop for all major and minor assignments. It is the 
student’s responsibility to take notes on these activities, revise accordingly. 

° Students will submit assignments on Blackboard before class on the day they are 
due in addition to bringing me a hard copy. Failure to post papers on Blackboard and 
bring a hard copy to me on time will result in a grade reduction for the assignment. 

° Drafts, workshop notes, worksheets must be submitted with all final drafts. Failure to 
include all relevant draft materials will result in a grade reduction. 

° I will grant one 24 hour extension to each student during the course of the semester. This 
can be used on any feeder assignment or either of the first two unit proj ects. Please email 
me at least 24 hours before the assignment is due to request the extension. The final 
project for unit three must be submitted on the last day of class. No exceptions. 
Unless otherwise specified, feeder assignments and unit projects should be typed, double- 
spaced, stapled, and in 12-point Times New Roman font with one-inch margins. Make 



sure that each paper has a title (not bold, underlined, or in large font). Each paper you 
submit should have the following heading in the upper left corner: 

Your Name 
English 
Assignment Name 

The Writing Center 

The UNC Writing Center (http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/) offers free tutoring services for 
students. You may visit the writing center to ask for help with a specific paper, whether you are 
concerned with developing ideas and content, organizing your assignment, or working on style 
issues. The tutors in the writing center are graduate students who have experience teaching 
undergraduate courses. To make an appointment, browse the Writing Center’s online resources, 
or send a draft online, please go to the web page. Located in the basement of Phillips Annex, the 
Writing Center is open for appointments Monday through Thursday from 9:00 AM until 8:00 
PM and Friday from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM. To make best use of your time there, please bring a 
copy of your assignment sheet and your draft with you. The Writing Center will not proofread 
papers or talk with you about grades. 

Evaluation 

Assignments will be evaluated as follows: 

Assignment # Percentage 
1 15 

Feeder #1 5 

Feeder #2 5 

2 15 

Feeder #1 5 

Feeder #2 5 

3 15 

Feeder #1 5 

Feeder #2 5 

Participation and 15 
Attendance 

Homework and In-Class 10 
Assignments 

Total 100 

Portfolio Grading 

All students must hand in all graded feeders and unit proj ects at the end of the semester to 
receive a final, portfolio grade. All grades before the final, portfolio grade, are temporary; all 
assignments can be revised and handed in at the end of the semester for a new grade if I feel it 



was thoughtfully and productively rewritten. Your portfolio will consist of all drafts, draft 
worksheets, pre-wfiting worksheets, and final drafts as well as any revised assignments 
completed after you received a grade. If you choose to revise any assignments, you will give me 
a well-written, formal letter describing the assignments you revised, what changes you made and 
why. 

Grading Standards 

A - superior; the work is of exceptional quality, suitable for an advanced undergraduate course. 
The document responds successfully to the needs of the audience and the rhetorical situation. 
The document meets or exceeds all the objectives of the assignment. The content is mature and 
well-suited for the audience and purpose of the document; the style is clear, accurate, and 
appropriate for the audience; the information is well-organized; the format and layout are 
consistent and attractive; the document is free from mechanical and grammatical errors. 

B - good; the work is of satisfactory quality. The document adequately addresses the needs of 
the audience and the rhetorical situation, and the document meets the obj ectives of the 

assignment. However, the document needs improvement in style, or it contains easily correctable 
errors in grammar, format, or content, or its content is superficial or insufficiently developed. 

C - competent; the work is of average quality. The document addresses some of the needs of 
the audience, or it meets some of the objectives of the assignment but ignores others. The 
document needs significant improvement in concept, details, development, organization, 
grammar, style, or format. 

D - marginally acceptable; the work is of below-average quality. The document fails to 
consider the needs of the audience, or it fails to adequately address the objectives of the 
assignment. The content is inadequately developed, or it contains numerous or maj or errors. 

F - unacceptable; the work is of inferior quality. The document does not have enough 
information, does something other than the assignment required, or it contains major or 

excessive errors. 



Course Schedule 

Week 
1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Monday 
Jan. 10 
Introduction 

iii ii  iiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Jan. 24 
U1F1 Due 

Jan. 31 
U1F2 Draft Due: 
Draft Workshop Day 

Feb. 7 

Feb. 114 
Unit Project 1 Due 
Introduce Unit 2 

Feb. 21 

Feb. 28 

Wednesday 
Jan. 112 
Introduce Unit 1 

Jan. 19 

Jan. 26 

Feb. 2 
U1F2 Due 

Feb. 9 
Draft of Unit Project 
Due: Draft Workshop 
Day 

Feb. 16 

Feb. 23 

Draft of U2F1 Due: 
Draft Workshop Day 

March 2 

U2F2 Draft Due: 
Draft Workshop Day 

Friday 
Jan. 114 
**Library Session** 
Meet in room 205 of the 
UL 
Jan. 21 
U1F1 Draft Due: 
Draft Workshop Day 

Jan. 28 

Feb. 4 

Feb. 11 
Draft Workshop Day 

Feb. 18 

Feb. 25 
U2F1 Due 

March 4 
U2F2 Due 

9 M~rc~ ~h9 ~ 

10 March 14 March 16 March 18 
Public Speaking Public Speaking Workshop Group Work Day 
Workshop 

11 March 21 March 23 March 25 



12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Unit Project 2: Oral 
Presentations 

March 28 
Introduce Unit 3 

April 4 

April 11 

April 18 

April 25 
Draft Workshop Day 

Unit Project 2: Oral 
Presentations 

March 30 

April 6 

Draft of U3F1 Due; draft 
workshop 

April 13 

Draft of U3F2 Due: 
Draft Workshop Day 

April 20 

Draft of Unit Project 3 
Due: 
Draft Workshop Day 
April 27 

Unit Project 3 Due 
Last day of class: 

evaluations 

Unit Project 2: Oral 
Presentations 

April 1 

April 8 

U3F1 Due 

April 15 
U3F2 Due 

i iiiii i  iiiiiiiii i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
April 29 



My pledge to you: 

I will be available to help you as much as possible. I will strive to make this class engaging and 
intellectually stimulating, and will always welcome your questions, concerns or feedback about the 
trajectory of the course. Additionally, if you eommtmicate to me any issues with your performance in the 
course, I will work with you to overcome any disabilities you have or personal obstacles to your successful 
completion of assigned tasks. I expect you to fulfill my course requirements to the best of your abilib~; in 
return, I will do what I can to help you navigate the expectations of the course throughout the semester. 

Meagan Foster 

Your pledge to me: 

By signing below, I indicate that I have read and understood the requirements for successful completion 
of English    I agree to abide by all of the stated participation, attendance and assignment requirements. 
I understand that any deviation from these gtfidelines will affect my grade. 

Signature: 

Date: 

Printed Name: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu;, 

Thursday’, October 24, 2013 6:15 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu:~; CunninghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-*; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&P; Miller, 

Beth <bethmille@unc.edu-* 

I~E: StaJl’MmmaJ 

Yes, I know Lissa ~ if you read further in my email, I gave you the user name and password for the first lil~k. 

And if you type the second user link directly into your browser as I suggested, then click on stMl" manual, then use the user nmne and password, that would work too. Saw 

Stacey sent you an electronic copy 

Sorry. you had so much trouble. 

Lxecutive Aasocimc Director of Athletics 

l Jnive~sib of NorLh Carolina a~ Chapel Hill 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:41 PM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Pogge, Paul; Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Staff Manual 

Hi Larry--the first link requires a u~er name and password (ray UNC onyen and password did not work). The second link takes me to a Novell page~ 

Thanks, 

kis~’;a 

From: Galla, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2023 7:58 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Pogge, Paul; Miller, Beth; Broome, LJssa L 
Subject: Staff Manual 
Go to http ://staffi~nanual.athletics.une.edu 

There is also a link on ~Tw.uncaa.unc.edu (don’t know- if this still works by just clicking on this lil~k; you may- have to directly type link into browser) 

The staff’manual on line has not been updated for this year. I believe Stacey Harris Warner is in the process of getting this done. 

Itope this helps, and I think we should have a link on our website under the compliance tab. 

Tha~nks, 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~e~ Jr~ 

Executi~e Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 

University ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chapel Hill 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2023 6:32 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Fwd: Policy Handbook 

Where do we keep our policies and procedures manual? 

Lissa would like access. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome(c~email.unc.edu> 

Date: October 23, 2013 at 3:55:13 PM EDT 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <_b___u___b___b__a___c____@____e___m____a_i!_.___u___n__c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Policy Handbook 

HI Bubba - I could not find the handbook on _t_a_ £ .h_ _e_ .e_ _ L _b_ [ _u_ . .e_ : .c_ 0_ _m_.. I found a S-A Handbook and other miscellaneous policies, but I was looking for the 

policy document that on page 62 discusses Scheduling Policies and Procedures (continued). If you could send me a link, I would appreciate it. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

.h...t..t.~. .../.~ w.w....w...:~ a..~.w..:~.u.~.n.~c..:~e..~d~u../~c...e.~n...t.~e..r.s /~b~a n k~[ n~ 

Access my papers on SSRN at: bttp;!/ssrn~comJat~!ho[524BZ20 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelde~: M~xielle A <mwaageld@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:05 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edw*; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: : 

Not a lot of information from Tom on what past practice has been. 

Again, I ttJnk this needs to be part of a larger conversation on summer financial aid. It is my understanding that sport programs are allotted a certain budget for 

summer aid as det~-_~rmined by the Ram’s Club { I have no information about the process used to determin~:_~ what: that budget may b-_~). M¥ question in this instance 

woukt be why this case would be handled through 5AF as opposed to the arnount budgeted for M LA (or vice w:,rsa). 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9_19) 962..7853 

Fax: {919) 962-{’]002 
mvar~gelder@ut~c.edu 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 9:22 AM 
To: Vangelder. Marielle A 
Subject: RE: 

S e ~-’4 below. 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Sent: Tuesday, April 0:1, 20:14 5:29 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Fwd: 

Do have any ilffolmation we can provide Bubba? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Did we do itfor Yes we did 

Who approved it? I ,a~, G~41o and I 

Do we have documentation? Compb~ed summer schoo] aid ~’o~ms signed by coach, aca&mic counsdor~ l]n aid. 

Do we have similar requests? Not yut lbr fl~is year, 

}lave we had ofl~ers in the past ?, Las~ year we used SA] mone3 fbr 3 mab SA ~s and 3 female SA’s. Reason being lhmncia] hardship, hdp a 1briner SA 

graduate:                           ssue, 

Just a few to start the discussion before I give an opinion. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

From: "Timmenna~s, Tom" <j!?![pg;!.~!~!~;~’b;.!41~9.:t(.J.~jk 

Date: March 28, 2014 at 9:41:03 AM EDT 
To: "Vangelder. Marielle A" <m~, anoeld,’~&emaibmc.ed~> 

Subject: FV~ 

See below. I have in the past helped some 5A’s out using 5AF mon*:_W in sihn~tions like this, 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 20:14 7:32 PM 
To: Breschi, Joe; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: 
Importance: High 
I am all in ~br       Fore. You cm~ ask Marielle, but I would think she would be on board with this give 
I ~aow Coach Breschi always has a good "lay of the lamd" regarding Ns kids’. 
I know this will happen, but let’s just be certain that iI       taJ:ts the class(es) in "Maymester", he follows through with finishing 
the class(es) and does not drop it/them (unless it is for emergency reasons)! 
’Iha~k you mqd let’s drive on! 
Larry 

~Larry GaHo~ 3ro 

Lxecuth’c Assacime Director of Athbtics 

I hm, ersit? of North C.amlma m C.hapcl Hi[I 

Rc~-’f~m~;iNhl? £~m,’,alkm 8~’i’,i~x. Fi:acdk.~’.,ce 

From: Breschi, Joe 
Sent; Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:09 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom 



Cc: Gallo, .Ir... Larrv A. 
Subject: Re: 
Thanks Tom- Let me know. 

From: <Timmermans>, Tom <t!.~1!-n.e~!~?~!1:s.!~.~!!Ic~:qd!!.> 

Date: Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:58 PM 

To: Joe Breschi <bre~a:hi@umq.edu> 
j Cc: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <~mc~edu> 

i Subject: RE 

i .foe, 

I arn all for it. Let me talk to Mr. Gallo and Marielle to make sure they are on board and we will get back to Vou~ 

Tom 

From: Breschi, Joe 

Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:31 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

¢c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: 

Tom- 
i I received the financial forms for summer school to fill out and I have a question. We’ve had sophomor ~n Financial Aid 

for two years and I’d love to pay for his "May semester" class he’s taking next month. Is there anything I can do (write a letter, speak to 
someonel to make this happen. 

My fear is that we may lose him (possibly on a permanent basis} if I 

can’t support his cause financially. I believe we did this for a year ago for the same reasons. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Joe 

<imageO01 .png> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;. 

Tuesday, April l, 2014 6:42 PM 

VaJlgelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Lefs approve it from general scholarship fimds. 

Put together the right group to taJk about summer school and SAF. 

Thanks. 

Bubba CunninghaJn 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Apr 1, 2014, at 2:05 PM "Vangelder Marielle A" <mvarP~:l i~a"emai] u~,;c e~ ~ > wrote , , ........ ,...,....,.,...,........,..,, ................ 

Not a lot of information from Tom on what past pracdce has been. 
Again, I think this needs to be part of a larger conversation on summer financial aid. It is my understanding that sport programs are allotted a certain 
budget ~or summer aid as determined by ~:he Ram’s Gub ( I h~w:_~ n.:_~ inf.:_~rmati.:_~n about the process used [:o determine what that budget rm~y be). rvb/ 
quest:ion in this inst~mce would be why ~:his case would be handled through 5A~: as opposed ~:o ~:he arnount budgeted for M LA (or vice w:,rsa), 
MarieIle A. vanGeIder 
AssociaLe Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962.-694?2 
rl’~ ~ a r~ei G~ e ( @ u r~ C, e d u 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Tuesday, April 01, 20:[4 9:22 AN 
To: Vangelder. IVlarielle A 
Subject: RE: 
S~?e t3~:~low 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 5:29 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Fwd: 
Do have any information we can provide Bubba? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Did we do it for         (es we did 
Who approved it? I ,an~- Gailo m~d I 

Do we have documentation? Completed summer school aid t~mns sighted b? co’ach, academic co~mse]o~; fin aid. 

Do we have similar requests? No~ yet t~w this year. 

}lave we had others in the past ?. Lasl year we used SAF money lbr 3 male SA’s and 3 female SA ’s. Reason beh~g l]nancJal hardship, help 
a thinner SA graduate, Men’s Soccer Dra[l issue~ 

Just a few to staxt the discussion before I give an opinion. 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 

From: "Timmermana Tom" <thnm<:rman.~¢~uac.edu> 

Date: March 28, 2014 at 9:41:03 AM EDT 

To: "Vangeldero Marielle A" <mva~;,~e]d%email .,.me e&~> 

Subject: FW: 

See below. I have in the past helped some 5A’s out using SAF money in situations Like this. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:32 PM 

To: Breschi, Joe: Timmermans. Tom 

Subject: RE: 

Importance: Hig~ 

I am all in fo~       Tom. You cmq ask Marielle, but I would think she would be on board with this given 



I know Coach Breschi always has a good "lay of the land" regarding his ldds! 

I know this will happen, but let’s just be certain that if       tarts the class(es) in "Maymester", he follows through 

with finishing the class(es) and does not drop it/them (unless it is for emergency reasons)! 

Tha~qk you and let’s drive on’. 
Larry 

]!}xec~live Associate I)irccl~r of Alhlelics 

U~ai~ersil? of North (;a~ina at Chapel t:til~ 

From: Breschi, Joe 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:09 PN 

To: Tirnrnermans, Tom 
Cc: Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: 
Thanks Tom- Let me know. 

From: <Timmermans>, Tom <~!~ff~.~!~0~.!~E@.}~.!~c:.~d~> 

Date: Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:58 PM 

To: Joe greschi <breschi@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <~.nc~edu> 

Subject: RE: 

Joe, 

am all for it, Let me talk to Mr. Gallo and Marielle to make sure they are on board and we will get back to you. 

Torn 

From; Breschi, Joe 

Sent; Thursday, March 27, 2014 2:31 PM 

To: Tirnmermans, Torn 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: 

Tom- 
received the financial forms for summer school to fill out and I have a question. We’ve had sophomore 

on Financial Aid for two years and I’d love to pay for his "May semester" class he’s taking next month. Is there anything I 

can do {write a letter, speak to someone) to make this happen. 

My lea r is 

that we may lose him {possibly on a permanent basis) if I can’t support his cause financially. I believe we did this for 

a year ago for the same reasons. 

Please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Joe 

<imageO01 .png> 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for              student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the          semester. Please note that you may 

prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after ...... 
Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ° NORTtt CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for        student-athlete, 
has been approved for the          semester. Please note that you may prorate 9 

hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after Thank 
you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 
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ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for 
has been approved for the l 

9 hours toward degree based on the fact that 
for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

student-athlete, 
;emester. Please note that you may prorate 

initially enrolled aft~        Fhank you 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer B. Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday 9:52 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship Applications 

Mrs. Broome: 

Thank you for your email. Currently we are nominating three students for th~ ACC Postgraduate Scholarship. One of the forms has to come from the institutions FAR 

which basically includes the academic background of the students applying. Ihave completed these forms based on the students academic record and would love to send 

them to you for your approval. The award is not due until Friday so please review at your convenience. 

Please let me know if this procedure works for you. [ hope you are feeling better! 

Thanks, 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
North Box, Kenan Memorial Stadium 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 
919-843-2328 
welborrl@ uncaa.u nc.edu 

www.tar heelblue.corn 

>>> Robert Mercer 14:23 PM >>> 

Spencer Welborn 1 forwarded your email to him. You can speak with him on Tuesday if you like. P-J M 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu            4:11 PM >>> 
Hi .Iohn and Robert--Who coordhlates this in your shop? Let me know how I can help? Obviously, we want to be sure we put forth some good candidates who will 

indeed use the scholarship for graduate studies, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNCScbool of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

9:19~962~7066 

_h___t_t_p__:Z/_~ ~ ~_._La____w__.__u___n__s_.__e___d___u_L_c__e___n___t__e__r__s_Lb__a___n___k_!E ~ 
~i http://wwwiaw uncedu/image~s/ne~s/media/bankingfinance 

web 542jp9 

From: Haith, Tracey [mailto:thaith@theacc.org] 
Sent: Friday,               ¢08 PM 

To: Carolyn Callahan (cmc@virginia.edu); Charles Wellford (cwellford@crim.umd.edu); Clyde McCoy (cmccoy@med.miami.edu); Larry Killough (larry@vt.edu); Larry LaForge 
(rllafg@demson.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Richard D 

Carmichael (carmicha@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. (robert.taggart@bc.edu); Sam Pardue (sam pardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen (sue.bidstrup@chbe.gatech.edu), Craig 
Littlepage (cklge@virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (drad@athletics.gatech.edu), Debbie Yow (d_yow@ncsu.edu); Baddour, Richard A, Gene DeFilippo (Gene.d@bc.edu); Jim 

Weaver (weaverj@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Kirby Hocutt (hocutt@miami.edu); Randy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); 
Ron Wellman (wellmanr@wfu.edu), Terry Don Phillips (pterry@clemson.edu); Carrie Leger (carrie_leger@ncsu.edu); Dard Miller (dard.miller@bc.edu); David Wyman 
(d.wyman@miami.edu); Heather Ryan (hryan@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Caldwell (caldwejh@wfu.edu); Jason Pappas (jpappas@admin.fsu.edu); Jermaine Holmes 
(jeholmes@vt.edu); Jim Booz (jwbSq@virginia.edu); Phillip Moses (philip_moses@ncsu.edu); Phyllis M. LaBaw (plabaw@at.gtaa.gatech.edu); Rebecca Bowman 
(rbowman@clemson.edu); Mercer, Robert J Jr; Ryan Bowles (rbowles@umd.edu); Shelia Meek (ssm2b@virginia.edu) 
Cc: Lyons, Shane; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship Applications 

Just a friendly reminder that the deadline to submit ACC Postgraduate Scholarship applications is Friday 

For your convenience, I have attached the memo and instructions that was emailed on q 

Please let Shane Lyons or me know should you have any questions. 

Thank you, 
Trace y L. H aith 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

P.O. Drawer ACC 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27417-6724 

Telephone: (336) 854-8787 ext. 246 

Facsimile: (336) 369-0065 

Email: thaith@lheacc.org 



f_~__o__s__L_,g_La___d____L__t_ E __t__o_ _ _F__A___r_{__s_ _ _v_L ~ ___e__L~ _:_s_i j :__d___o__c_ 3 1 ~. :; ;/5 0 b y :, ~:" s 

InsLructions for tJsinq ]NTRANET THEACC ORG (2).pdf 3 3Z7604byL~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. ~duke.edtc~ 

Monday, JanuaD, 24, 2011 10:19 AM 

Carolyn CaJlahal      @virgirfia.edu>; Charles Wellfi)rd        l@crim.umd.edu>; Clyde McCo         @med.miami.edu>; Larry 

Killough    y@vt.edu-~; Larry I,aForge     @clemson.edu>; Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Puta]l~, Ph.D. 

~duke.edu>; Nicholas Hadley < ~umd.edu>; Pamela Perrewe’ < ~cob.fsu.edu>; Richard D Carmichael 
<( ~wfu.edu>; Robert Taggart Jr. <1 @bc.edu>; Sam Pardue ~: ~ncsu.edtt>; Sue Ann Allen 

~]chbe.gatech.edu> 

Lyons, Shmae <: ~]flleacc.org> 

DiA FAR Board News 

Hi All, 

Since there is not too much to report to you from the D1A Board meetings, I thought I would update you on 3 things through emai[ rather than take up an agenda spot at our meeting next 
week. The first two you have received emails about through the 1A listserve, the third item is new 

(1) tlOI~D TIlE DATE .... The 1A FAR annual meeting will be held on Sunday September 25th and Monday morning September 26th (ending at 1 pan.). There is a chance we will start the 
1A FAR meeting at 10 a.m. on Sunday but definitely will start by noon The 1A AD meeting -- to which FBS FARs are invited -- will begin around 1 pro. on Monday, September 26th and go 
through Tuesday, September 27th. Both meetings will be held at the DFW Hilton. 

(2) As you l~low, the 1A FAR Board reviewed the 2-4 transfer draft concepts being circulated by the Academic Cabinet. Many thanks to you for your input. You can see the strong 
irffluence the ACC had on the final wording. 

1. 1A FAR Board. The 1A FAR Board endorses the Academic Cabinet’s draft concepts for changing the 2-4 transfer requirements for qualifiers and nonqualifiers and awaits the opportunity 
to review formal proposal language implementing these concepts in final, concrete fornr. The draft concepts are based on data concerning the academic performance of 2-4 transfers and are 
designed to make the academic success and graduation rates for 2-4 transfer student-athletes more closely match the numbers for non-transfer student-athletes. The Board recognizes and 
shares the concern of some FB S FARs that requiring student-athletes to sit a year if they do not meet the new academic requirements may nrean that a number of SAs will never attend a 
four-year institution even though they could have attended and succeeded. The Board understands that the Academic Cabinet considered this potential negative consequence but decided 
that it was outweighed by the predicted improved academic success for 2-4 transfer student-athletes. The 1A FAR Board thanks and commends the Academic Cabinet both for its work and 
for circulating draft concepts in a form sufficiently concrete to pemfit infom~ed feedback in a timely manner. 

2. FBS Conference FARs. Members of the 1A FAR Board made contact with their Conference FARs re the 2-4 transfer proposals. Few of us have had in-person Conference meetings since 
these proposals were forwarded for comment. That means that not all Conference FAR Councils reported even a tentative position as in several conferences there has not been the benefit 
of a full discussion of the draft concepts and insufficient time for sonre FARs to review and take a position. As with any proposal, going froln draft concept to black letter language may raise 
particular issues. With these caveats -- 

There is clear support for efforts to have the academic success and graduation rates of 2-4 transfer student-athletes match those of student-athletes who matriculate out of high school. It 
appears that all or a majority of FARs in at least six conferences support the draft concepts for 2-4 transfers who are qualifiers as well as those for 2-4 transfers who are not qualifiers. A few 
FARs expressed concern regarding institutional autonomy in that the 2.5 GPA is higher than that required for non student-athletes who are two-four transfers at their institutions. From the 
comments, it appears that there may be support for a GPA that is not as rigorous as 2.5. Although sentiment was nrixed, it also appears that all or a majori~" of FARs in at least six 
conferences support the draft concept regarding a year in residence for low predictors. With regard to this latter proposal, however, several FARs had concern, priruarily centered on the 
notion that the opportuni~" to compete drives academic performance of low predictors. There also was sonre feeling that further refinement of this concept is needed as there is insufficient 
information as to how the year in residence would work and who, precisely, would be affected. Other FBS FARs believed that all three draft concepts must go forward as a package as the 
year in residence is an integral component that should not be severed from the other two concepts. The response from Conference FARs is tentative and several indicated that they might 
support other iterations of these draft concepts. All that said, no FBS conference reported that a majority of FARs were opposed to any of the draft concepts 

(3) Tom Stephens (the Big East 1A FAR rep from Rutgers) sent the tbllowing link to the D1 FAR Board members under the subject heading, ’A yew disturbing trend." He wrote: 

This is a matter of SA well-being 
http://espn.go.colrdvideo/clip?id 5935634&categorvid 2564308 
Pls. take the time to watch. 
Tom 

Jo Petuto has decided to dedicate a segment of the September 1A FAR meeting to this issue and interestingly Tom is being assisted in the planning of this panel by the SEC’s representative 
on the Board, Dydia DeLyser who is LSL~s FAR 

Looking forward to seeing you all at Lago Mar. 

Best, Martha 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D 
Executive Director 
Duke Universi~¢ Talent Identification Program 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
1121 West Main Street 
Durham, NC 27701 
Phone: 919-668-9108 Fax: 919-668-9141 
Campus Box 90780 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Callahan, Carolyn @eservices.virginia.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 11:20 AM 

Maxtha Puta]laz, Ph.D. < ~duke.edtr~; Carolyn Calla]ran ~vi~inia.edu>; Charles Wellford < @crim.umd.edu-~; 
Clyde McCoy @med.miami.edu>; I,axrv Killough ~vt.edu-~; Lany I,aForge~ ~clemson.edu>; Broome, Lis~ I, 
< ~email.unc.edu>; Nicholas Hadley @umd.edu>; Pamela Perrewe ~cob.fim.edu>; Richard D Carnfichael 
< ~wfu.edu>; Robert Taggart Jr. <1 @bc.edu>; Sam Pardue ~ncsu.edu>; Sue Ann Allen 
< " " " ~]chbe.gatech.edu> 

Lyons, Sha~e b]theacc.org> 

RE: DiA FAR Board News 

Thanks, Martha 
The issue of over-signing is really troublesome, and I agree it is a student-welfare issue. 
Does anyone know if the ACC has a policy? 

Dr. Carolyn M. CaHahan 
Commonwealth Professor 
Department of Leadership, Foundations, and Policy 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street South 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-924-0791 
Fax: 434-924-1384 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto ~dnke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2011 10:19 ~@~i 
To: Carolyn Callahan; Charles Wellford; Clyde McCoy; Larry Killough; Latly LaForge; Lissa L. Broome; Martha t~tallaz, Ph.D.; Nicholas Hadley; Pamela Perrewe’; Richard D Carmichael; 
Robert Taggart Jr.; Sam Pardue; Sue Ann Allen 
Cc: Lyons, Shane 
Subject: DiA FAR Board News 

Hi All, 

Since there is not too much to report to you frorrl the D1A Board meetings, I thought I would update you on 3 things through email rather than take up an agenda spot at our meeting next 
week. The first two you have received emails about through the 1A listserve, the third item is new. 

(1) HOLD THE DATE .... The 1A FAR annual meeting will be held on Sunday September 25th and Monday morning September 26th (ending at 1 pan.). There is a chance we will start the 
1A FAR meeting at 10 a.m. on Smlday but definitely will start by noon. The 1A AD meeting - to which FBS FARs are invited -- will begin around 1 p.m. on Monday, September 26th and go 
ttnough Tuesday, September 27th. Both meetings will be held at the DFW Hilton. 

(2) As you know, the 1A FAR Board reviewed the 2-4 transfer draft concepts being circulated by the Academic Cabinet Many thanks to you for your input. You can see the strong 
imquence the ACC had on the final wording. 

1. 1A FAR Board The 1A FAR Board endorses the Academic Cabinet’s draft concepts for changing the 2-4 transfer requirements for qualifiers and nonqualifiers and awaits the opportuni~z 
to review formal proposal language implementing these concepts in final, concrete form The draft concepts are based on data concerning the academic performance of 2-4 transfers and are 
designed to make the academic success and graduation rates for 2-4 transfer student-athletes more closely match the numbers for non-transfer student-athletes. The Board recognizes and 
shares the concern of some FB S PARs that requiring student-athletes to sit a year if they do not meet the new academic requirements may mean that a number of SAs will never attend a 
four-year institution even though they could have attended and succeeded. The Board understands that the Academic Cabinet considered this potential negative consequence but decided 
that it was outweighed by the predicted improved academic success for 2-4 transfer student-athletes The 1A FAR Board thanks and commends the Academic Cabinet both for its work and 
for circulating draft concepts in a form sufficiently concrete to permit informed feedback in a timely maimer. 

2. FBS Conference FARs. Members of the 1A FAR Board made contact with their Conference FARs re the 2-4 transfer proposals Few of us have had in-person Cont?rence meetings since 
these proposals were forwarded for con~’nent. That means that not all Conference FAR Councils reported even a tentative position as in several conferences there has not been the benefit 
of a full discussion of the draft concepts and insufficient time for some FARs to review and take a position. As with an?’ proposal, going from draft concept to black letter language may raise 
particular issues. With these caveats -- 

There is clear support for eli’,arts to have the academic success and graduation rates of 2-4 transfer student-athletes match those of student-athletes who matriculate out of high school. It 
appears that all or a majori~z of FARs in at least six cont?rences support the draft concepts for 2-4 transfers who are qualifiers as well as those for 2-4 transfers who are not qualifiers. A few 
FARs expressed concern regarding institutional autonomy in that the 2.5 GPA is higher than that required for non student-athletes who are two-four transfers at their institutions. From the 
comments, it appears that there may be support for a GPA that is not as rigorous as 2.5 Although sentiment was mixed, it also appears that all or a majori~ of FARs in at least six 
conferences support the draft concept regarding a year in residence for low predictors With regard to this latter proposal, however, several FARs had concern, primarily centered on the 
notion that the opportuni~ to compete drives a cademic performance of low- predictors There also was some feeling that further refinement of this concept is needed as there is insufficient 
information as to how the year in residence would work and who, precisely, would be affected Other FBS PARs believed that all three draft concepts must go forward as a package as the 
year in residence is an integral component that should not be severed from the other two concepts. The response from Cont?rence FARs is tentative and several indicated that they might 
support other iterations of these draft concepts. All that said, no FBS cont?rence reported that a majori~ of PARs were opposed to an?’ of the draft concepts. 

(3) Tom Stephens (the Big East 1A FAR rep from Rutgers) sent the following link to the D1 FAR Board members under the sut~ject heading, "A very disturbing trend" He wrote: 

This is a matter of SA well-being. 
http://espn~ocom/video/clip?id 5935634&cate~oryid 2564308 
Pls. take the time to watch. 
Tom 

Jo Petuto has decided to dedicate a segment of the September ] A FAR meeting to this issue and interestingly Tom is being assisted in the planning of this panel by the SEC’s representative 
on the Board, Dydia I)eLyser who is LSU’s FAR. 

Looking forward to seeing you all at l,ago Mar. 

Best, Martha 



Martha Putallaz, Ph.D 

Executive Director 

Duke University Talent Identification Program 

Professor, Department of Psychology 

1121 West Main Street 

Durham, NC 27701 

Phone: 919-d68-9108 Fax: 919-d68-9141 

Campus Box 90780 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Shane ’@heacc.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 25, 2011 9:58 AM 

Callahan, Carolyn (cmc)    z@eservices.virginia.edu>; Martha Putall~, Ph.D. <1      ~duke.edu>; Carolyn CallahaJ~ 

~virgmia.edu>; Charles Welltbrd <        ~cfim.umd.edu>; Clyde McCoy <       ~med.miamJ.edu-~; Lain..~ KJllough 

a)vt.edu>; Larry LaForge <     ~clemson.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.e&~; Nicholas Hadley 
< ~!umd.edu>; Pamela Pertewe ~!cob.fsn.edu>; Richard D C~rmichael @wfu.edu>; Robert Taggart Jr. 
<-" .~)bc.edu>; Sam Pardne < ~ncsu.edu>; Sue Ann Allen < ~chbe.gatech.edu> 

ILE: DiA I~R Bo~xd News 

All 

We do not have a policy in the cunference. ! will say that we do rnonitur to surne degree and it has nut appeared to be a problem :[’or us uver the past several years Please nute that last year 
there was a prupusal, l think 2009-48 and is now Bylaw 15.5 1.10.1, that was adopted for the sport of FB that limits the signing of FB s/as to a annual limit of 28 The effecuve date is with this 
year’s signees I am uut of the uffice and could nut watch the entire video because uf a bad cunnection but l think it was dealing with this matter 

l hupe this is helpful. See yuu all next week. 

Shane 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Callahan, Carolyn (cmc) [mailtc ~eservices virginia edu] 
Sent: Munday, January 24, 2011 11:20 AM 
To: Martha Putallaz, Phi).; Carolyn Callahan; Charles WeW2~rd; Clyde McCoy; Larry Killough; Larry LaFurge; Lissa L. Bruome; Nichulas Hadley; Pamela Perrewe’; Richard D Carmichael; 
Rubert Taggart Jr.; Sam Pardue; Sue Ann Allen 
Cc: Lyons, Shane 
Subject: RE: DiA FAR Board News 

Thanks, Martha. 
The issue of over-signing is really troublesome, and I agree it is a student-welfare issue. 
Does anyone know if the ACC has a policy? 

Dr. Carolyn M. Callahan 
Cotnmonwealth Professor 
Depaltment of Leadership, Foundations, and Policy 
University of Virginia 
417 Emmet Street South 
P.O. Box 400277 
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4277 
Phone: 434-~4-0791 
Fax: 434-924-1384 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. [mailto ~dnke.edu] 
Sent: IVfonday, January 24, 2011 10:19 AM 
To: Carolyn Callahan; Charles Wellford; Clyde McCoy; Larry Killough; Larry LaForge; Lissa L. Broome; Maltha Putallaz, Ph.D.; Nicholas Hadley; Pamela Perrewe’; Richard D Carmichael; 
Robert Taggart Jr.; Sam Pardue; Sue Am1 Allen 
Cc: Lyuns, Shane 
Subject: DiA FAR Board News 

Hi All, 

Since there is not too much to report to you from the D1A Board meetings, I thought I would update you on 3 things through email rather than take up an agenda spot at our meeting next 
week The first two you have received emails about through the 1A listserve, the third item is new. 

(1) HOLD THE DATE .... The 1A FAR annual meeting will be held on Sunday September 25th and Monday morning September 26th (ending at 1 p.m ) There is a chance we will start the 
1A FAR meeting at 10 am on Sunday but definitely will start by noon. The 1A AZ) meeting -- to which FBS FARs are invited -- will begin around 1 p.m. on Monday, September 26th and go 
through Tuesday, September 27th Both meetings will be held at the DFW Hilton. 

(2) As you know, the 1A FAR Board reviewed the 2~4 transfer draft concepts being circulated by the Academic Cabinet. Many thanks to you for your input You can see the strong 
influence the ACC had on the final wording. 

1. 1A FAR Board. The 1A FAR Board endorses the Academic Cabinet’s draft concepts for changing the 2-4 transfer requirements for qualifiers and nonqualifiers and awaits the opportunity 
to review folTnal proposal language implementing these concepts in final, concrete form. The draft concepts are based on data concerning the academic perfblrnance of 2-4 transfers and are 
designed to make the academic success and graduation rates for 2-4 transfer student-athletes more closely match the numbers for non-transfer student-athletes. The Board recognizes and 
shares the concern of some FB S FARs that requiring student-athletes to sit a year if they do not meet the new academic requirements may mean that a nun~ber of SAs will never attend a 
four-year institution even though they could have attended and succeeded. The Board understands that the Academic Cabinet considered this potential negative consequence but decided 
that it was outweighed by the predicted improved academic success for 2-4 transfer student-athletes. The 1A FAR Board thalg:S and con~nends the Academic Cabinet both for its work and 
for circulating draft concepts in a form sufficiently concrete to permit informed feedback in a timely manner 

2. FBS Conference FARs Members of the 1A FAR Board made contact with their Conference FARs re the 2-4 transfer proposals. Few of us have had in-person Conference meetings since 
these proposals were forwarded for comment That means that not all Conference FAR Councils reported even a tentative position as in several conferences there has not been the benefit 
of a full discussion of the draft concepts and insufficient time for some FARs to review and take a position As with any proposal, going from draft concept to black letter language may raise 
particular issues With these caveats -- 

There is clear support for eflbrts to have the academic success and graduation rates of 2-4 transfer student-athletes match those of student-athletes who matriculate out of high school. It 
appears that all or a majority of FARs in at least six conferences support the draft concepts for 2-4 transfers who are qualifiers as well as those for 2-4 transfers who are not qualifiers. A few 
FARs expressed concern regarding institutional autonumy in that the 2.5 GPA is higher than that required for nun student-athletes whu are two-fuur transfers at their institutions. Frum the 
cumments, it appears that there may be support for a GPA that is not as rigorous as 2.5. Althuugh sentiment was mixed, it alsu appears that all ur a majurity uf FARs in at least six 
conferences suppurt the draft concept regarding a year in residence for low predicturs. With regard to this latter proposal, huwever, several FARs had concern, primarily centered on the 
notion that the upportunity to compete drives academic perfurmance uf low predictors. There also was some feeling that further refinement of this cuncept is needed as there is insufficient 
in]2mnation as tu huw the year in residence would wurk and who, precisely, wuuld be affected. Other FBS FARs believed that all three draft concepts must go forward as a package as the 
year in residence is an integral cumponent that should nut be severed frum the uther twu concepts. The respunse from Conference FARs is tentative and several indicated that they might 
support other iteratiuns ufthese draft concepts. All that said, no FBS conference repurted that a majority uf FARs were uppused to any of the draft concepts 



(3) Tom Stephens (the Big East 1A FAR rep from Rutgers) sent the following link to the DI FAR Board members under the subject heading, "A very disturbing trend." He wrote: 

’]?his is a matter of SA wel]-being 

http:i/espn.go.com/video/clip?id 5935634&cate~o~’id 2564308 

P]s. take the time to watch. 

Tom 

Jo Petuto has decided to dedicate a segment of the September 1A FAR meeting to this issue and interestingly Tom is being assisted in the planning of this panel by the SEC’s representative 
on the Board, Dydia DeLyser who is LSI_?s FAR 

Looking forward to seeing you all at Lago Mar. 

Best, Maltha 

Martha Putallaz, Ph.D. 
Executive Director 
Duke University Talent Identification Program 
Professor, Department of Psychology 
1121 West Main Street 
Durhara, NC 27701 
Phone: 919-668-9108 Fax: 919-668-9141 
Campus Box 90780 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

DiAmico, Cecel @theacc.org> 

Tuesday, February 8, 2011 2:07 PM 

Charles W. Steger ~. @vt.edu>; Donna Shalala < ~miami.edu>; Eric Barren < @t~u.edu>; G.P. Bud Peterson 
< ~gatech.edn>; H. Holden Thorp <holden@unc.edtv~; James F Barker < @clemson.edu>; Nathan O. Hatch 
< ~wfu.edu>; Randy Woodson < ~ncsu.edu>; Richard H. Brodhead ~duke.edu>; Teresa A. 
Sullivan q" @irginia.edu>; Wallace D. Loll @umd.edu>; William P. Leally~ , ~bc.edu:> 

Kirby, Brenda W <:brenda ldrby@unc.edu>; Cherd Boldcm ~fsn.edu>; Donna Gung "~)wfu.edu>; Frances Milks 

@ncsu.eda>; Lisa Jordan ~,dake.edu~>; Loretta Cronk @virginia.edu>; Lucy Mascaro 

@miami.edu>; Lynn Durharr ~camegie.gatech.edu>; Manreen Preskenis <i ~bc.edu>; San@ 
McKinney @clemson.edtc,; Sandy Smith ~vt.edus,; Teresa Crawfor ~umd.edn>: Carolyn Callahan 

"@virginia.edn); Charles Wellfor( @crim.umd.edu); Clyde McCoy 0 @med.miami.edu); Lally Killough 

~vt.edu); LanT LaForge     ;@clemson.edn); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Maxtha Putallaz PhD 
~duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley ( ~umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’, ~cob.t?m.edu); Richard D Carmichael 

@wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. ( @bc.edu); Sam Pardue @ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen 
~chbe.gatech.edu); Craig Litflepa~ ~virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich ~athletics.gatech.edu); Debbie Yew 

~ncsu.edu); Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edw~; Gene DeFilippo ( ~bc.edu); Jim Weaver 
i@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson "     ~umd.edu); Kevin White       ~)duaa.duke.edu); Kirby Hocut .    @miami.edu); Randy 

Spetman (        ~!fsu.edu); Ron Welhnan (’       @wfu.edu); Tel~ Don Phillips,     ~@clemson.edu); Allison Rich      ~fsu.eda); 

Barbara Kennedy-Dixon I      @clemson.edu); Barbara Walker        @wfu.edu); Miller, Beth <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Connie 

Nickel (      ~miami.edu); Jaclyn Jacki Silox (     )!duaa.dake.edu); Jane Miller q     ~vilginia.edu); Jody Mooradian 
,@bc.edu); Kathy Worthington,        ~umd.edu); Katie Hill q     ~clemson.edn); Michelle Lee           @ncsu.edn); 

Sharon McCloskey         ~vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel        @athletics.gatech.edu) 

Council of Presidents Joint Meeting 

Sharp MX 7000N 20110208 133941.pdf 

The attached is sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofford. 

Cecelia DiAmico 
Executive Assistant to the Cormnissioner 
I°. O. Drawer ACC 
Greettsboro, NC 27417 
336.854.8787 

@theacc. org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, .5:59 PM 

Lindsey Babcock <lbabcock@theacc.org>; slyons@theacc.org 

lissa_broome@unc.edu; DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Request for departure waiver 

Shane and Lindsey, 
I would like to request a waiver to the departure policy for our student-athletes attending tl 
In order to arrive in Atlanta around 8:00 pm on Tuesday            r we would like to depart from Chapel Hill at 1:00 pm for t 

. Our academic counselor has determined four of these 
student-athletes should not miss class, so we have arranged for coach to drive them in a van at a later time. The othe ~tudent-athletes are in good academic 
standing and have received permission from their professors to miss class. 
For tl                               we would like to depart from Chapel Hill at 1:00 pm on Tuesday             We have      student-athletes who will miss 
afternoon/evening classes. At this time, our academic counselor has not restricted any of them from missing these classes, however, if that changes prior to we will 
also arrange for a coach to drive them down after class. All have received permission from their professors to miss class. 
Since the ACC travel policy for                                                  states student-athletes may not miss class on the day prior to competition, I am 
requesting a waiver that would permit them missing classes as stated above. I appreciate your consideration of this waiver request. 
thank you, 
~Beth 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 8:59 AM 

lissa_broome@unc.edu; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Request for departure waiver 

Dicky and Lissa, 

Per Lindsey’s email below, if you could approve our travel waiver request, I would appreciate it. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

> > > "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > 2/14/2011 8:54 AM > > > 

Beth, 

In order for us to approve this waiver we will need approval from Dick as well as Lissa. If you can get them to confirm via email that the’¢ support the waiver, that 

would suffice. 

Th a n ks ! 

Lindsey 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 13, 2011 5:59 PM 
To: Babcock, Lindsey; Lyons, Shane 

Cc: lissa_broome@unc.edu; Rich DeSelrn 
Subject: Request for departure waiver 

Shane and Lindsey, 

[ would like to request a waiver to the departure policy for our student-athletes attendinc 
Tn order to arrive in Atlanta around 8:00 prn on Tuesday,              .: would like to depart from Chapel Hill at 1:00 pm for 

We have twelve women who will miss afternoon/evening classes and 2 men divers. Our academlr counselor has determined )t these 
student-athletes should not miss class, so we have arranged for our to drive them in a van at a later time. The other i student-athletes are in good academic 
standing and have received permission from their professors to miss cross. 
For                                 we would like to depart from Chapel Hill at 1:00 prn on Tuesday,,            We have      student-athletes who will miss 
afternoon!evening classes. At this time, our academic counselor has not restricted any of them from missing these classes, however, if that changes prior to we will 
also arrange for a coach to drive them down after class. All have received permission from their professors to miss class. 
Since the ACC travel policy for                                                  states student-athletes may not miss class on the day prior to competition, I am 
requesting a waiver that would permit them missing classes as stated above. I appreciate your consideration of this waiver request. 
thank you, 
~Beth 

, . ~ ~ i +.’;" 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;> 

Monday, February 14, 2011 9:06 AM 

Miller, Beth <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’lissabroome@unc.edu’; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

’Babcock Lindsey’ <lbabcock@theacc.org> 

RE: Request for depalture waiver 

I approve o1: the waiver request made by Beth Miller, subject to the special accommodations promised for any students identified by the academic counselor as 

needh3g to stay for class (and to travel to the competition site later). 

I.issa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor o[ Banking Law 

Direct.:_~r, Center for Banking and Finance 

IJNC School o1: Law 

CB#ggSO, Van Hecf<e-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

h [tp:!iwwwJaw.unceduicen [ersibanking 

:~ill ht t p:,’,a:,^:,^:,’, iaw. u n c. ed u,’i m s 9esir; ews,’m edia iba n kin 9t1 n a r K~e 

web 542.ipg 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February :[4, 201:[ 8:59 AM 
To: lissa_broome@unc.edu; Baddour, Richard A 
Subject: RE: Request for departure waiver 

Dicky and Lissa, 

Per Lindsey’s email below, if you could approve our travel waiver request, I would appreciate it. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.org > 2/14/2011 8:54 AM > > > 

Beth, 

In order for us to approve Lhis waiver we witl need approvai frorn Did( as wetl as Lissa. I1: you can get them to confirrn via ernail thaL they supporL the waiver, thaL 

would suffice~ 

Thanks[ 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K, Babcock 

Assi.<t,a~: Commissioner, CornpHa~ee & Gover?tla tlt?~? 

,’~dantie Coast Co~ference 
LBabcoek~ rhea ee ,org" 

:}36-85,1-8787 (,p h o~ e) 

:}36-869-0065 (fax) 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February :[3, 2011 5:59 PN 

To: Babcock, Lindsey; Lyons, Shane 

Cc: lissa_broome@unc.edu, Rich DeSelm 
Subject: Request for departure waiver 

Shane and Lindsey, 
I would like to request a waiver to the departure policy for our student-athletes attending the 
In order to arrive in Atlanta around 8:00 pm on Tuesday              we would like to depart from Chapel Hill at :[:00 pm for the J 

Our academic cnunselor has determined ff these 
student-athletes should not miss class, so we have arranged for ou to drive them in a van at a later time. The other student-athletes are in good academic 
standinq and have received permission from their professors to miss class. 
For th~                              we would like to depart from Chapel Hill at 1:00 pm on Tuesday,            We hay       student-athletes who will miss 
afternoon/evening classes. At this time, our academic counselor has not restricted any of them from missing these classes, however, if that changes prior to we will 
also arrange for a coach to drive them down after class. All have received permission from their professors to miss class. 
Since the ACC travel policy for the                                               states student-athletes may not miss class on the day prior to competition, I am 
requesting a waiver that would permit them missing classes as stated above. I appreciate your consideration of this waiver request. 
thank you, 
~Beth 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Lyons, Shane ~theacc.org> 

Wednesday, February 16, 2011 9:03 AM 

Craig Litflepage      ~virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich.    ~athletics.gatech.edu); Debbie Yow q      ~ncsu.edu); Baddour, Richard 

A <dbaddour~i)uncaa.unc.edw~; Gene DeFilipp         ~bc.edu); Jim Weaver (       ~vt.edu); Kevin Anderson      @umd.edu); 

Kevin Whit~       ~duaa.duke.edu); Kirby Hocutt (     .~miami.edu); Randy Spetman (        ~l~u.edu); Ron Wellman 

~wfu.edu); Terry Don Phillip~ ~]clemson.edu); Carolyn Callahan @virginia.edu); Charles Wellford 

~crim.umd.edn); Clyde McCoy (, ~med.mimni.edu); Lally Killough ~vt.edu); Larry. LaFolge 

~clemson.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Putallaz PhD       @duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley 

( ~umd.edn); Pmnela Perrewe’ ~cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Carmichael @wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. 

( ~bc.edn); Sam Pardue ( ~ .~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen ~chbe.gatech.edu) 

Swofford, John @theacc.ovg>; Elliott, Jeff ~:heacc.org>; DiAmico, Cecelia < ~theacc.org>; Babcock, 

Lindsey <] @theacc.org> 

Amendment to 2010-18- c and 2010-16- c 

FARs and ADs 

As you know, during our winter meeting the group agreed that the conference would support an amendment to proposal 2010-18-C that would exempt full-time 

undergraduate video assistants from counting in the proposals’ limit of six noncoaching staff members in the sport of Football. Since we were focused on football 

during our meeting I did not think about this until later, but proposal 2010-16-C which will apply to Basketball has the same language for noncoaching staff 

members. With that being said, I think we should proceed with our amendment for full time undergraduate assistant being exempt from the noncoaching staff 

member limits in both football and basketball. I would assume that the group would be fine with adding the amendment to basketball (proposal 2010-16-c) since 

the application of the proposal would apply in the same manner. If I don’t hear any objections, I will move forward accordingly. 

I should note that the Recruiting Cabinet has also agreed to make some amendments to the proposal(s) so I will be sharing those at a later time so we can make 

sure what our position will be as a conference on the proposals. 

Best, 

Shane 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atlantic Coast Conference <santhony@theacc.org> 

Thursday, February. 17, 2011 9:31 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ACC April Meeting 

Dear Lissa, 

The Atlantic Coast Conference April meetings are scheduled for April 12-13, 2011, at Koury Convention Center, 

Greensboro, NC. Click here for a tentative schedule. 

A block of rooms has been reserved to allow check-in Monday, April 11, and check-out Wednesday, April 13, 2011. The 
hotel has asked us to furnish a rooming list. Please click here to register as soon as possible, but no later than Monday, 
March 14, 2011. All rooms will be billed to the ACC with all incidentals being paid by each individual. 

Each individual is to make his/her own travel arrangements. Expense forms for reimbursement are available through the 

internet at http:/iintranet.theacc.orq. User name is 

Reservations for the Scholar-Athlete Banquet should be n fade through your institution’s purchase of table(s) 
for the Banquet. 

John D. Swofford 
Commissioner 

i~,t~i.~. ..’/’,~:,:.~i~: ",~.:,.,~ ~:~~,.~.~::~,-::~ ..,.,: /~::v.:’~ t~.,::.,’i~ ~.i::×...’! :~~, ’i.:~ii~ :: ?~~O :.; ~:.:’i:?~:,-.:\ !.’ik6 -1:.: ik !’.’.4-i31:.:!~ U.:...:’S i.:.t ~..i’5.:: 6i.~ ":: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy~ ~theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 2:07 PM 

H. Holden Thorp <holden@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Miller, Beth <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DiAmico, Cecelia ~theacc.org> 

Skip Prosser Award 

Sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofford 
Good afternoon, 
I write to inform you that             " ha< ho~,n <plc~etpct n< the       Skip Prosser Award winner, an honor that is presented armually to 
the ACC Scholar-Athlete ot the Year in ] 
As you know, this award embodies the mission of the ACC and its 12 member institutions the balance of academics and athletics. 
Earlier, I spoke with o give him the news and I look forward to watchir receive his award prior to your first game 
in the ACC Tournament. 
Our staff will be in touch soon with additional details about the presentation. 
Regards, John 
ABOUT TtIE SKIP PROSSER AWARD 
"The Skip Prosser Award is emblematic of the top scholar-athlete in men’s basketball. Named for the former Wake Forest head 
basketball coach, Prosser compiled a 291-146 career record in 14 seasons as a head coach, including a 126-68 mark in his six years 
with the Demon Deacons. The 2003 ACC Coach of the Year, Prosser won 20 plus games and led Wake Forest to the SCAA Tournament 
in each of his first four seasons in Winston-Salem and brought the school its first outright ACC regular season title in 2003. l~2very 
Wake Forest senior he coached graduated and the Deacons placed nine players on the annual AII-ACC Academic Basketball Team during 
his tenure. 
In order to be nominated for the award, a student-athlete must be an upperclassman with a grade-point average of 3.0 or better both 
in his career and in the previous two semesters. Sixty percent of the award is based on academic achievement and 40 percent on athletic 
accomplishments." 
Amy Yakola 
Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
ayakola@theacc.org 
336.869.1215 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atlantic Coast Conference <santhony@theacc.org> 

Monday, March 7, 2011 9:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

ACC April Meeting 

Dear Lissa, 

The Atlantic Coast Conference April meetings are scheduled for April 12-13, 2011, at Koury Convention Center, 

Greensboro, NC. Click here for a tentative schedule. 

A block of rooms has been reserved to allow check-in Monday, April 11, and check-out Wednesday, April 13, 2011. The 
hotel has asked us to furnish a rooming list. Please click here to register as soon as possible, but no later than Monday, 
March 14, 2011. All rooms will be billed to the ACC with all incidentals being paid by each individual. 

Each individual is to make his/her own travel arrangements. Expense forms for reimbursement are available through the 

internet at http:/iintranet.theacc.orq. User name is’ 

Reservations for the Scholar-Athlete Banquet should be made through your institution’s purchase of table(s) 
for the Banquet. 

John D. Swofford 
Commissioner 

i~,t~i.~. ..’/’,~:~.’.~i~:’,~.:,.,~ ~:~~,.~.~::~,-::~ .,~.,:/~::v.:’~ t~.,::.,’i~ ~.i::×...’!:~~, ’i,:~ii~::?~~:.;~:,:’i:?~:~-.:\!.’ik~-i:.:ik!’.’.4-i31:.:!~U.:...:’Si.:.U..i’5.::~i.~":: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Babcock, Lindsey @theacc.org> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 11:34 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <]broome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: FAR Roles and Job Descriptions 

[.issa, 

Yours is the only one that I’m missing. I do recall that the last time we updated these I believe was when Jack was leaving the position so that may be why it was 

missed, ff you ha~/e an upda[:ed v,-:!rsion would you ple~r;~-’_~ send it:? 

Thanks, 

Lindsey 

Lindsey I~. Babcovk 
Assis~:a nt Co~nmissioner, Complia*~ce & CoYer*~ance 
Atlantic Coast C(m ference 

~4t]heacc,org 

838-854-8787 ¢4~}m*~ e) 

;)38-369-0065 (fa~) 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 11:25 AN 
To: Babcock, Lindsey 
Subject: RE: FAR Roles and Job Descriptions 

Lindsey--- Did I miss it? ls there a description for JNC? 

tissa 
Lissa 1.. groome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach HaU 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

httpJ/www:!awzu r,c:edu/centers/banking 

::~:: htt[a:iA’,’~¢ law. unc e,:tuiin-~ag~s/newsin-F~,dia/bankir~:]financ~a 

web 542.ip2 

From: Babcock, Lindsey [mailt~ @theacc,org] 
Sent: Friday, Nay 13, 2011 li:17 AM 
To: Carolyn Callahan (� :@virginia.edu); Charles Wellford ( ~crim.umd.edu); Clyde McCoy ~med.miami.edu); JaNe Hodg~ !@clemson.edu); Larry 
Killough,    ~’~ =du); Larry LaForge @clemson.edu); Broome, Lissa L; Martha Putallaz PhD - " @duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley, _~umd.edu); Pamela 
Perrewe’ 6 @cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Carmichael @wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. I @bc.edu); Sam Pardue (s ..... a"~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann 
Allen (s~ ~chbe.gatech.edu) 
Co: Lyons, Shane 
Subject: FAR Roles and Job Descriptions 

Hi Everyone- 

This is in response to your discussion this week regarding the roles and responsibilities of the FAR. I have attached the document that Carolyn’s group put together 

last year, which was ultimately shared with our CEOs, defining the role of the FAR. I’ve also attached the most recent job descriptions that I have for each of you. 

As always, please send me an updated version if this one is incorrect. It appears that the only one I’m missing is UNC, so Lissa if you could send me a copy that 

would be great. 

Thanks] 

Lindsey 

Lindsey K. Babcock 

Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

!oast Conference 
~theacc.org 

336-854-8787 (/)hone) 
336-369-0065 (fax) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 2, 2011 9:00 AM 

Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Coaches Exam - Practice Test 

Sara, 

Lissa Broome can administer the exam to you on FridayJune 10th at noon. Simply go to the Law School Building and ask the receptionist in the Rotunda to inform Lissa that 

you are there. 

I’ll put the DVD of the review session in campus mail to you. That way you can watch it before you take the exam at 12:00 on June moth. 

If something should change, Lissa’s contact info is L broor20_&@_&E]a[LUl]_c~ec!u and 962 7066. 

Glad this worked out. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

> > > Sara Anundsen 6/1/2011 11:29 AM > > > 
Would it be possible to do it around noon that day? Also where will I be taking the exam at? 

Thanks, 
Sara 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Susan Maloy 6/1/2011 10:40 AM >>> 

Sara, 
I actually just heard back from Lissa Broome and she can do the test with you on June 10th. What time would you prefer? 

Susan 

>>> Sara Anundsen 6/1/2011 9:27AM >>> 

Iwill be out of town until June 9th and start teaching camps on June 11th. Would it be possible to take the exam on tile 10th sometime? 

> > > Susan Maloy 6/1/2011 9:24:27 AM > > > 

Sara...Sara._,Sara....HA! only kidding. I am checking to see if Lissa is available before she leaves the country. Otherwise, she won’t be available until late July, close to the time 

that your current certification will expire. Between now and June 16th, what dates and times do you have available? 

Susan 

>>> Sara Anundsen 5/31/2011 1:04 PM >>> 

Hi Susan, 

I am sorry I missed this first recruiting test for our NCAA tournament, Unfortunately, I am going to be out of town on June 7th and cannot take it then either, Is there another 
date I will be able to take it. Sorry to be so difficult! 

Sara Anundsen 

UNC Women’s Tennis 

anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Susan Maloy 5/12/2011 12:35 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

The Coaches Certification Exam is a week away. In order to help you prepare for the exam, a summary of new legislation and practice exams specific to your sport are 
attached, If you prefer to take the practice exam online, you may access the following link. L~t--t-p~/----w--&-b-~-1-~D~-c--a--a--~-~-~rg/---c-£~--a-~-c-Ll~-e--s-:[~-e--s--tZ&x-~-e--c-Z~E~[c~ic#~ex~[E~:~d~s~i~D-~l 

Remember that the review session immediately followed by the exam administered by Lindsey Babcock at the ACC is scheduled for Thursday, May 19, 2011 at 10:00am in 
the 2nd floor Football (::enter Swofford Auditorium. Please be sure to bring a 2010 11 NCAA Manual and a pencil. We will have a few extra manuals on hand along with 

copies of Bylaw 13just in case you need it. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

See ya next week. 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 
.s___b_[ i La__L_o_ y__ @ __u__n___c__a___a_~_u__r_]_c_~__e__d____u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Barwick, Seth < ~theacc.org> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 11:11 AM 

Broome, I ,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Michelle I ,ee, (@ncsu.edu); Steve Flippen, 

~duaa.duke.edu); Tony Hemandez (         ~miami.edu);     ~clemson.edu 

Babcock, Lindsey @theacc.org> 

Constitution & Bylaws Committee Conference Call 

@vi~inia.edu); Cindy tlartmmm 

Hello Group, 

The next Constitution & Bylaws Committee conference call is scheduled for Monday, June 27th from 3p.m. -4p.m. Although we could not get everyone on the call, 

this was the best time for the majority. Also, you will receive more information regarding this call in about a week or two. Let me know if you have any questions. 

The dial-in information for the conference call is below: 

Dial in Phone Numbers: 
Toll free: 1-888-450-5996 

Toll: 1-719-955-1371 

Passcode: 801849 

Thanks, 
Seth 

J. Seth Baiwick 
Colnplimlce & Student-Athlete Programs Intern 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

:({/!ltleacc.oIg 

336.854.8787 ext: 278 



Fi~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy @theacc.org> 

Friday, July l, 2011 2:51 PM 

Carolyn Callahan     ~virginia.edu); Charles Wellfbrd         ~crim.umd.edu); Clyde McCoy.     v ~med.miami.edu); Janie 

ttodge (     ~clemson.edu); Larry Killougl      ~vt.edu); I,azry LaForge      ~clemson.edu); Broome, Lissa L 

@email.unc.edu>; Martha Puta]l~ PhD (       ~duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley (      ~umd.edu); Pamela 

Perrewe’ (        3!cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Camlichael         ~wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr.            ~bc.edu); Sam Pardue 

~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen ( b!chbe.gatech.edu); Craig Littlepage ( )!virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich 

� ~athletics.gatech.edu); Debbie Yew ~ncsu.edu); Dick Baddoul ~uncaa.unc.edu); Gene DeFilippo 

( ~bc.edu); Jim Weaver ~ @t.edu); Kevin Anderso @umd.edu); Kevin White @duaa.duke.edu); Randy 
Spetman L@fsu.edu); Ron Wellma~ @wfu.edu); Shawn Eichorst ~miami.edu); Terry Don Phillips 

@clemson.edu); Allison Rid ~fsu.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon . ~clemson.edu); Barbara Walker 

~wfu.edu); Beth Miller (bmille@uncaa.unc.edu); Connie Nickel ~miami.edu); Jaclyn Jacki Silar 

~dtaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller ~virginia.edu); Jody Moomdian ( @bc.edu); Laura Fellon (1 @umd.edu); Michelle 
Lee � ~ncsu.edu); Sharon McCloskey. ~vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel, @athlefics.gatech.edu) 

Swofford, John @theacc.org> 

Four ACC Schools Finish in Top 10 of2010-2011 Division I Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup Standings 

http: i/www.theacc.comigenrel/O7 O l l l aaa.html 

Four ACC Schools Finish in Top 10 of 2010-201 1 Division I Learfield Sports Dirc’ctors’ Cup Standings 

Duke, Ncwih (3o.roHrio., Virginia atl(] Florida State F[nhd~t the Year Ranked ill the Top 10 

GI~b2ENSBORO, NC Four ACC schools finished in the top 10 of the final 2010-11 Division I Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup Standings. Duke (5), North 
Carolina (6), Virginia (7) and Florida State (9) helped the league finish with nrore schools in the top 10 than any other coIfference. 

With Maryland finishing 17th, this also marks the 10th consecutive year that the ACC has placed four or more teams in the Top 30. t112 ACC schools finished 
in the top 75. 

In the league’s 58 -year history, ACC institutions have captured 122 team national championships. This year 19 NC_:AA Individual Titles were claimed by ACC 
student-athletes. 

Notable accomplishments by the ACC and its 12 member institutions: 

* The ACC is the only coifference with four schools in the Top 10. 

* The league is one of only three conferences with all of its member schools in the Top 75. 

* The ACC is one of only two leagues with five members in the Top 20. 

* 51 teams from ACC schools finished in the Top 10 of their respective sports nationally. 

"Our member institutinns and student-athletes continue to collectively showcase the ACC’s rich tradition of excellence both academically and athletically," 
said ACC Commlssinner John Swofford. "These Learfield Cup st~mdings are irrdicative of our schools’ athletic accolnplishments and successes as well as their 
comnfitment to broad-based prograrns." 

Duke University claimed the highest raining by the coifference in fifth place overall with 1171.50 points. Duke placed 10 of their teams in the Top 10 of their 
respective sports including a third place finish for Men’s C~lf and Final Four appearances by the Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse teams. 

North Carolina followed in sixth place overall with 1160.75 points. Tar Heel teams had 10 finishes in the Top 10 of their respective sports. Field t tockey took 
the top spot for the Chapel Hill school with a second place finish after falling to corfference foe Maryland in the NCAA Championship Game. 

Virginia finished consecutively in seventh place overall wN1 1092.00 points. The Cavaliers saw an impressive seven teams finish in the Top 10 of their 
respective sports during the sprqiN season including Baseball, Women’s Golf, Men’s and VTomen’s Lacrosse, Rowing and Men’s and VTomen’s Tei~ls. The 
Men’s Lacrosse team captured their first NC~A_ title since 2006 after a Final Four that featured three ACC teams. 

Florida State rourlded out the ACC’s presence in the Top 10 with a ninth place overall finish with ] 079.00 points. Eight Seminole teams had Top Ten finishes, 
led by Men’s Outdoor Track & Field arrd both Men’s and Women’s Cross Country who finished as b~CAA rt~lners up. 

Mal"yland also joined ACC teams in the Top 25 with a final ranking of 17 with 858.00 points. The Terrapins four Top Ten finishes were led by brCAA 

Champinns Field Hockey arrd natinnal runners up Men’s and Women’s Lacrosse. Two more ACC teams placed in the Top 50 Virg~rfia Tech in 45th position 

with 500.50 points arrd Clernson in 47th with 485.50 points. Virginia Tech was led by Men’s Outdoor Track & Field team who placed fifth. Clemson was led 

by their spr’iin, g squads as well with Wonren’s Telnnis and Women’s Outdoor Track & Field finishing nitlth and seventh respectively. 

Miami was the next highest ACC institution, finishing just outside the Top 50 in 51st place with 416.50 points. The Hurricanes were led by Women’s Telmis 

who finished in fifth place. Georgia Tech finished in 59th place with 350.75 points, Boston College in 64th place with 322.00 points, I~’C State in 67th with 

312.00 points and Wake Forest in 74th place with 261.50 points. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perrewe, Pamela < @cob.fsu.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 10:21 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Athletics 

Hi Lissa : 

I hope you are doing well. I just saw that Butch Davis was fired, and that Dick Baddour resigned. Your AD always seemed so vel7 nice. I hope the transition will be smooth for you This 
cannot be an easy time at UNC Believe me, your friend at FSU understands this type of situation (ugh) 

Take care, 

Pam 

Pamela L. Perrew$ 
The Haywood and Betty Taylor Eminent Scholar of Business Administration 

and Distinguished Research Professor 
FSU Faculty Athletics Representative 
Department of Management 
College of Business 
821 Academic Way 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
850-644-7848 (wurk) 
850-644-7843 @~×) 

@cub fsu. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perrewe, Pamela < @cob.fsu.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 10:53 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Aflllefics 

If you ever need to talk, let me know. Also, Joe Beckham (former FSU FAR) went to the infractions committee and spent a lot of time in In@ a few years back. He would be happy to oiler 

advice, if needed. 

Take care, 

Pam 

Pamela L. Perrewd 
The Haywood and Betty Taylor Eminent Scholar of Business Administration 

and Distinguished Research Professor 
FSU Faculty Athletics Representative 
Department of Management 
College of Business 
821 Academic Way 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
850-644-7848 (work) 
850-644-7843 (f~x) 

~cob.fsu edu 

Frum: Bruume, Lissa L [mailto:lbruome(~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Fri 7,’29/2(/11 10:49AM 
To: Perrewe, Pamela 
Sut~iect: RE: Athletics 

Thanks, Pare. ] appreciate you sending the words of encouragement. Dick Badduur will remain AD until a replacement is named and he’ll :finish out his cuntract after that until June 30, 2012, 
but not as AD ][’he new AD will hire the new" fuotba[l coach. Octuber 28 we appear befi~re the NCAA ]nfractiuns Cummittee. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broume 
Wachnvia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center fi~r Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-338(/ 
919.962.7066 
http://www, law.unc.edu/cent ers/batflcing 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Perrewe, Pamela [mailto: 
Scnt: Friday, July 29, 2011 10:21 AM 
To: Broonre, Lissa L 
Subject: Athletics 

~,cob.fsu.edu] 

Hi Lissa: 

I hope you are doing well. I just saw that Butch Davis was fired, and that Dick Baddour resigned. Your AD always seemed so ve~ nice. I hope the transition will be smooth for you. This 
cannot be an easy time at UNC. Believe me, your friend at FSU understands this type of situation (ugh). 

Take care, 

Pam 

Pamela L. Perrew$ 
The Haywood and Betty Taylor Eminent Scholar of Business Administration 

and Distinguished Research Professor FSU Faculty Athletics Representative Department of IVlanagement College of Business 
821 Academic Way 
Florida State University 
Tallahassee, FL 32306-1110 
850-644-7848 (work) 



850-644-7843 ([’ax) 
~)cob fsu. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Haith, Tracey ~theacc.org> 

Thursday, August 4, 2011 4:51 PM 

Carolyn CaJlahan ~    ~virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy I       ~med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge      ~clemson.edu); Larry Killough 

~vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha PutaJl~ Plff) ( ~duke.edu); Nicholas Hadley 

@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (1 ~cob.l;u.edu); Richard D Carmichael, ~wfu.edn); Robert Taggart Jr. 

( ~bc.edn); Sam Pardue . ~ ~z~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen ~chbe.gatech.edu) 

Lyons, Sha~e " ’    ~!theacc.org> 

Intra-Confemnce Transfer Waivers Conference Call 

The Conference Call to discuss Intra-Conference Transfer Waivers has been confirmed for Tuesday, August 23, 2011 from 1:00pro - 2:00pro. 
Following is call-in information for this call. Shane Lyons will send other pertinent information prior to the call. 
Participant passcode: 801849 

Dial in Phone Numbers: 
Toll free: 1-8884504996 
Toll: 11-719-955-1371 

Please let me know should you have any questions. 
Thank you for your cooperation with scheduling this call, 
Tracey L. Haith 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
Telephone: (336) 854-8787 ext. 246 
Facsimile: (336) 369-0065 
Email: 1     ~theacc.org 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

DiAmico, Cecelia ~theacc.org> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 12:17 PM 

Carolyn CaJlahar     .~virginia.edu); Clyde McCoy q       .~med.miami.edu); Janie Hodge      @clemson.edu); Larry Killough 

( _ ~vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha PutaJl~ PhD L @& ke edu); Nicho as ttadley 

(1 @umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ ( @cob.l;u.edu); Richard D Carmichael, ~wfu.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. 

( ~bc.edu); Sam Pardue ( ~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen ( @chbe.gatech.edu) 

Swofford, John <         ~theacc.org > 

Conference Call/Monday, August 15/’l:00pm 

Sent on behalf of Commissioner Swofford: 

Commissioner would like to schedule a conference call of the Faculty Athletics Representatives for Monday, August 15 at l:00pm eastern (approximately 30 

minutes) to discuss a very important matter and hopes that you will be able to join the call. We apologize for the short notice. To access this call, please dial: 

1.866.244.8528 

Passcode: 194955 

Thank you. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Cecelia DiAmico 
Executive Assistant to the Commissioner 
P. O° Drawer ACC 
Greensboro, NC 27417 
336.854°8787 

~tt~=~;: o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martha l?utallaz, Ph.D., i U~duke.edtc" 

Friday, August 12, 2011 12:57 PM 

’ " __ ,~bc.edu’; ~virginia.edu’;    ~clemson.edu’; ~umd.edu, ’r 

<lbroome@email .unc.edu>; ~clemson.edu’; ~chbe.gatech.edu’; 

~ncsu.edu’ 

Fw: cfaa-elite-clips ’][’eel Time: How would Texas A&M moving to SEC affect Hokies, ACC? 

~wfu.edu, Broome, Lissa L 
~cob.fsu.edu’;        ~med.miami.edu’; 

From Jo Potuto to the 1A FAR Board 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Josephine R Potuto [mailto: ~unlnotes.unl edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 12, 2011 11:21 AM 
To: Martha Putallaz. PhD. 
Subject: Fw: cfaa-elite-clips Teel Time: How- would Texas A&M moving to SEC affect Hokies, ACC? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: cfaa-elite-clips [cfaa@i-aa.com] 
Sent: 08/12/2011 03:33 AM AS’]7 
To: jpotuto 1 @unl.edu 
Subject: cfaa-elite-clips ’]Teel Time: How would Texas A&M moving to SEC affect Hokies, ACC? 

Please join CFAA in supporting college :football! 

Teel Time: How would Te×as A&M moving to SEC affect Hokies, ACC? 

[)avid Teel 
Newport News Daily Press 
12 August 2011 

Thursday’s headlines couldn’t have been more contrasting First, university presidents seized control of the NCAA agenda and approve seismic reform for major college sports Flours later, 
the reputable website Orangebloods.com reported that conference realignment shenanigans have begun anew with Texas A&M pondering a move from the teetering Big 12 to the insatiable 
Southeastern Conference. 

Integrity- in one corner, petty politics and good, old-fashioned capitalism in the other. 

We know- how this movie ends. 

The issue in our little sliver of paradise is how this might affect the ACC, specifically Virginia and Virginia Tech. If the 12-member SEC expands, does it prefer 14 or 16 schools? If Texas 
A&M j oins, do Oklahoma and Oklahoma State follow, dooming the Big 12? 

Or, does the SEC raid the ACC? If so, would Florida State be the primary and sole target? Clemson? FSU, Clcmson and Virginia Tech? 

Virginia is cemented to the ACC, but if the conference splintered and reconfigured with Big East rermlants such as West Virginia and Pittsburgh, how big a financial hit would the Cavaliers 
take from decreased television revenue? 

As presently configured, the ACC is clearly- the Hokies’ ideal home. Seven of the league’s 11 other schools are within 300 miles of Blacksburg, creating convenient and affordable travel for 
Tech fans and teams. Moreover, and not to be dismissed, university administrators are enamored of the ACC’s academic partnerships. 

If my Mapquest searches are accurate, only two SEC campuses, South Carolina and Tennessee, are that close to Virginia Tech. Plus, the football competition would be far more intense, 
risking the Hokies’ annual national prominence. 

But if Virginia Tech officials saw the cmYent ACC ctxm~bling Florida State and/or Clemson bailing would they be wise and willing to stick with the ACC? 

I lean yes, but unknowns such as financial proj ections -- if the SEC could nearly- double the Hokies’ annual television revenue to more than $20 million, all bets would be off -- and future 
ACC configuration preclude a firm answer. 

Now I’m a progressive as the next dude I’m addicted to TweetDeck and am lost without my iPhone. But I do not understand why some seem hell-bent on driving major college sports 
toward four, 16-team mega-conferences. 

OK, so Texas A&M is torqued because Texas runs the Big 12 and is plotting world domination with the Longhorn Network. Hey, you knew that last stanmer when you agreed to remain in 
the league after Colorado bolted for the Pacific 12 and Nebraska headed to the Big Ten. 

And while commissioners, athletic directors and coaches are incurably childish when Johnny gets a new toy-, they- cry for a shinier one no one is going hungry here. 

The SEC, Pac-12, Big 12, Big Ten and ACC all have long-term TV deals (12-15 years) that net each of their members between $13 million (ACC) and $22 million (Big Ten) annually. Even the 
good folks at the forgotten Big East, who’ve hired former NFL commissioner Paul Tagliabue as a consultant, believe they’re close to a lucrative contract with either ESPN or NI3C 

Apparently that’s not enough. 

Maddening thing is, we had this same discussion a year ago June when the Pac-10 and Big Ten expanded. At day’s end and when contracts were signed, the landscape appeared settled, at 
least for a few years 

Uh, no, and last night Twitter was ablaze with scenarios that ranged from plausible to preposterous 

Without a dog in the fight, Colonial Athletic Association commissioner Tom Yeager can watch from afar. But he feels for his colleagues such as the Big 12’s Dan Beebe 

"The idle chatter on social networks can take on such a life," Yeager said "Now any knucklehead can post anything, and it gets picked tap and goes crazy. You almost have to turn it oft. or 



you’ll go cram/otherwise." 

Last night was one of those nights. 

Yeager had just returned from an NCAA summit in Indianapolis, where leaders announced measures that will ban from Division l postseason teams that do not meet academic progress 
minimums. Meanwhile, the cannibalism of conference realignment continued. 

The more things change, the more the?" stay the same. 

This bulletin is intended only t’or CFAA-Elite-Clips subscribers. 
CFAA [CFAA@tampabay.rr. com] 
College Football Atmual Advantage 
P.O. Box 92086 
Lakeland, FL 33804-2086 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy @theacc.org> 

Friday, August 12, 2011 3:25 PM 

i@bc.edu; @clemson.edu; ~duke.edu; ebarron@[~u.edu; ~gatech.edu; ~umd.edu; 

~ncsu.ed/ @miami.edu; holden@unc.edu; @virginia.edu; ~vt.edu ~wth.edu; Gene 
DeFiliptx~ (, ~bc.edu); Ten-y Don Phillips ( ~clemson.edu); Kevin White ~duaa.duke.edu); Randy Spetman 

I ~fsu.edu); Dan Radakovich     ~athletics.gatech.edu); Kevin Andel~on ~umd.edu); Mr. Shawn Eichorst 
@miami.edu); Dick Baddour q ..... ~)uncaa.unc.edu); Debbie Yow (d yow@ncsu.edu); Craig Littlepage,     @virginia.edu); 

Jim Weaver ~bvt.edu); Ron Wellmma ( ~!wfu.edu); Martha Putalla.z PhD (1 ~!duke.edu ); Robert Taggafl Jr. 

( @bc.edu); i @clemson.edu; @cob.fsu.edu; Sue Ann Allen ( . @chbe.gatech.edu); 
@umd.edu; Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu~; Sam Pardue (          ~ncsu.edu); Carolyn Callahan 

~virginia.edu); Clyde McCo~        @med.miami.edu); Lany- Killoug[ ~,@vt.edu); Richard D Camfichael (        ~wfu.edu) 

Swofford, John-         ~theacc.org~; DiAmico, Cecelia         ~theacc.org>; Elliott, Jeff       ~tJleacc.org>; Finch, Nora Lynn 

@theacc.org>; Hicks, Karl~ ~theacc.o~>; Kelly, Michael < ~theacc.org>; Lyons, Shane < ~theacc.org> 

Comment from ACC Commissioner John Swottbvd 

In response to a number of requests for comment, below is a quote from Commissioner that has been circulated regarding the 
ACC and its membership. 
Comment from ACC Commissioner John Swofford: 
"As rve said previously, we’ll continue to be mindful of the collegiate landscape and what’s best for the ACC and its member 
institutions. With that said, I’ve received no indication from any of our 12 Presidents that they have any intention of being 
affiliated with any conference other than the ACC." 
Amy Yakola 
Associate Commissioner/PR and Marketing 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
336.337.4893 

@theacc.orq 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Yakola, Amy ~theacc.org> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 5:05 PM 

Carolyn Callah~     @irginia.edu); Clyde McCoy        ~med.miami.edu); Janie ttodge      @clemson.edu); Lara.., Killough 

. @vt.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Martha Putall~ Phi) �       ~duke.edu); Nicholas tladley 

,@mnd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ " ~cob.l;u.edu); Richard D Camfichael I @wt’u.edu); Robert Taggart Jr. 

.... @bc.edu); Stun Pal~tue " ~ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Allen ( .... @chbe.gatech.edu); Craig Littlepage 

~virginia.edu); Dan Radakovich (" "~)athlefics.gatech.edu); Debbie Yow ~ncsu.edu); Dick Baddour 

~uncaa.unc.edu); Gene DeFilippo (,      ~bc.edu); Jim Weaver ,"      ~@t.edu); Kevin Anderson       ~umd.edu); 

Kevin White       ~!duaa.duke.edu); Randy Spetmml (        ~fsu.edu); Ron Welhnan (        ~wfu.edu); Shawn Eichorst 

~miami.edu); Terry Don Phillips     @clemson.edu); Allison Rich (     ~fsu.edu); Barbara Kemledy-Dixon 

~clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (~ _ ~wfu.edu); Beth Miller (bmille@uncaa.unc.edu); Connie Nickel 

[@miami.edu); Jaclyn Jacld Slim .~ ~duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller ( . ~virginia.edu); Jody Mooradian @bc.edu); 

Lanra Fellon (      ~umd.edn); Michelle Lee Or         ~ncsu.edu); Sharon McCloskey         ~vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel 
~athletics.gatech.edu) 

Swoitbrd, John @theacc.org> 

2010-11 Atlantic Coast Conference Annual Report 

To: ACC Faculty Athletics Representatives 

ACC Athletic Directors 

ACC Set]ior Woma] )~ch~iuistrators 

From: Amy Yakola, AC:C Associate ComrnissioneriPR and iVlarketil~ 

Date: September 11, 2011 

Re: 2010-11 Atlantic Coast Conference Almual Report 

The 2010-11 ACC AtJnual Report is available on theACC.com and can be access at the following link: 

htip://www.theacc.con V’this -is/101 laccannualreport.lnt.ml 

I encotu-age you to forward this information to those on your campus (including coaches, administrators, etc.) who you feel should receive the report. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at i       :~v’theacc.or:~ or 336-360-1215. 

cc: Jol~a Swofford, ACC Commissioner 

Amy Yakola 
ACC Associate Commissioner 
Public Relations and Marketing 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, 1X!C 27407 

@theacc.org 
Direct: 336.369.1215; Cell: 336.337.4893 

ii~iI ACCemail signature sites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree @theacc.org> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 10:28 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour (dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Medical Hardship Waiver - 

UNC 

Susan, 

The medical hardship waiver for 

Thanks 

Shamaree 

5hamoree T. Brown 

Director o/ Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0065 - Fax 

@theacc.org - Email 

i~i ACC email signature sites 

has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for 
has been approved for the         season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

L~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U~,’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE [YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTI’VtSTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 8:22 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SAF Distribution 

Thanks for your note, Ussa. We continue, yearly, to look for creative ways to use this money to help student athletes generally, as well as those that have extraordinary needs 

or circumstances in which they need a hand. We also inform all student athletes yearly of this fund, and we encourage them to talk with their coaches or contact us if they find 

themselves in a situation where they could use assistance. We tell them that it never hurts to ask; if it’s not a permissible use of the fund, the worst that can happen is that we 

have to say no. And, in most cases, we can find a way to help them out at least in some manner. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu > 9/15/2011 1:48 PM > > > 
Beth and Amy--This is a nice chunk of change. I seem to remember from one of last year’s ACC meetings that we may not have been (at least in the past) fully 

utilizing these funds, f would urge us to us~-_~ the fund appropriately R~r our students who have needs, especially as tfu:_~re is more discussion at the na~:ionai h:_wel 

about increasing scholarships to the f:uft cost of attendance. 

Lissa 

I.issa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking taw 

Direct:or, Cen~:er for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

9:].9~962~7066 

http:iiwww.law.unc.edu!centers/banking 

httr~:iA~,~,~, iaw unc edulim~gesir~ewslmediaibankinglhlan,oe 

web 542.ipg 

From: Brown, Shamaree [mailt(       @theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, September :!.5, 20:!.:!. :!.:[:39 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Amy Herman 
Subject: SAF Distribution 

Good Morning, 

The SAF Distribution should arrive to campus today, addressed to the Athletics Director. Please find attached the memo regarding your SAF distribution. If you have 

any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director o~ Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0065 - Fax 

~theacc.org- Email 

~iI ACC email signat .... ites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 19, 2011 11:51 AM 

Crystal Lineberry <clineber@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Copeland <jackiecl@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky 

< rockyh@email.unc.edu >; Derickson, Christopher P < cderickson@unc.edu >; Lissa Broome < lissa broome@unc.edu >; 

<Barbara Polk <bjpolk@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lindsey Babcock <1 @theacc.org> 

ACC Corn pliance Review - November 

All, 
Each of you is scheduled to meet with the ACC Compliance Staff on Monday, November 7th, as part of our once every 4 years compliance review, which is required by NCAA 

legislation. 

To maximize their time on campus, the ACC staff has asked that we schedule all meetings for each day in a central location. Therefore, I have scheduled a conference room 

(#218 in South Building) for the Monday meetings. 

Your scheduled time has not changed; note the start times for your meetings below. Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

10:00a Jackie 

11:15a Registrar’s Office staff 

1:45p Barbara 

3:15p Lissa 

4:15p Beth 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gene DeFilippo <gene.d@bc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1 l, 2011 12:13 PM 

Apology tbr remarks in recent newspaper article 

Dear Colleagues, 
I would like to apologize for any negative effects caused by my recent interview with a Boston Globe reporter. 
I spoke inappropriately and erroneously regarding ESPN’s role in conference expansion. 
Further, while I harbor some ill feelings toward the University of Connecticut regarding the lawsuit, depositions and derogatory comments from UConn 
officials when we announced our decision to join the ACC, it was inappropriate to express personal feelings that might have been construed as the 
position of Boston College or the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
I regret any misunderstandings or negative fallout my actions may have caused. 
Sincerely, 

Gene 

Gene DeFilippo 

Director Of Athletics 
R~c-I-~ n f’~llc~a~ 

gene.d@bc.edu 



iiiiii~i~iiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesday, 1_0:42 AM 

< ~gmail.com > 

Thorp, Holden <holden_thorp@unc.edu>; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Breschi, Joe <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hazing Letter 

Thanl<s for your very special and thoughtful message. I could not feel better about the direction of the program. Certainly Coach Breschi deserves a tremendous amount 

of credit tbr that. But, so do the guys on the team. The leadership (such as you) of the temn has been gleat and I am proud of you and your teammates. 

Your work in is tremendous. You make me so proud to be a Tar Heel. I want eh Chancellor to know about your efforts. 

Thanlcs again and I can Dt wait to hear first hand about your experience. 

Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

The Universib~ of Norfll Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> > > On          at 3:28 AM, in message ¯                                                   @mail.gmail.com >                               _~gmail.com > wrote: 

[ Hi Mr, Baddour: 
I hope all is well. Thank you for the letter regarding hazing. I can assure you that we have already sent it out to our team and that it will not be a problem. 

Thank you for your continued support of the        program as we are working hard to climb back to the top of               I have been able to see the 

unbelievable change in our program from my freshman year to today and I cannot thank you enough for that. Coach Breschi is building a program to be reckoned with 

athletically while also shaping respectful young men. 

Over the next few weeks I will be in                                             on many different projects including building an athletic complex and a school for 

orphans, Please help spread the word about my project and what we are trying to do be sending a link to my page along to those who may be interested 

Zoach Breschi, and the university, allowing me to take the fall off to follow my dreams speaks volumes about Carolina and makes 

me proud to tell people I am a Tarheel. Thank you for your continued support both on the athletic field and in all walks of life. I look forward to catching up upon my 

return to Carolina in 

Best, 

I University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I Kenan Flagler Business School [ Class of 
Original Message 

Subject: Hazinq Letter 

Date: Tue, 14:41:12 +0000 

From: "Dick Baddour" <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: "            1"<        bemail.unc.edu > 

~Gmail.com 

Dear 

As a       "nember of the              eam this year, I want to express my 

best wishes to you for much success during the year.I also want 

to ask for your assistance. 

As you recall, we annually emphasize to each UNC athletics team the 

seriousness and legal implications of the acts of hazing.Once again, we 

will have this important discussion at all team eligibility 

cneetings.However, as a senior leader, I would like to ask for your total 

support and assistance, prior to and after this meeting, in discouraging 

any kind of hazing, initiation, or right of passage activities among 

members of your team. 

I have enclosed a copy of the UNC Department of Athletics Policy Against 

Hazing and Initiation, which indicates that student athletes cannot be 

required or expected to participate in any hazing activity for any 

reason.Participating in any type of hazing is a very serious offense.Not 
only is hazing against Athletics Department and University policies, it is 

also against the law in the State of North Carolina. 

Although I am not anticipating a problem with hazing activities on your 

team, I do want to be proactive.With the help of seniors and captains, I 

feel our underclassrnen will get the message and understand the seriousness 

of hazing or initiation activities. 



Thank you for your attention to this issue and best wishes for a wonderful 

Senior year, 

Please let me know if I can ever assist you in any way, 

Sincerely, 

Richard A, Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

Enclosure 

If you did not wish to receive this: 

http:/ilinks,onmarketer 726,com/u nsu bscribe/default,rails?emailld =v66265sveepu litxuzi434925y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Killough, Larry <lan-y@vt.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 1:55 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Sam Pardue (samjpardue@ncsu.edu) 

RE: RE: 

Hi Lisa, 

It sounds like everything is under control----Sam is in charge~ How is everything going with you? 

Take care. 

Larry 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 1:36 PM 

Tot Killough, Larry 
Subject: RE: 
Hi Larry--- 

f think Sam wa; un{:h:_~r the impression that h~-_~ wa~.; chairing our subgroup on transparency of spending. Indeed h~-:/s already sent out an emaiI attempting to organize 

us all, I am happy t:o defer to Sam’s leadership on this, but will let you decide how you’d lik~-:~ us to proceed, lalso suggest:ed to 5am when he sent: this around ::hat 

we might be able to meet as a subgroup at the conclusion of our Dec, 4. legislative meeting to discuss our work. 

Lissa 
Lissa L. groome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Cenb:_~r for Banking and Financ~:_~ 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3ggo, Van Hecke-Wettach HaU 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3.380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 
...... 

s ~ s s 
i~i h ttp:,:’~’~ww.la w u nc. _.d u, ima ges/n ews, media/ba n kit;grin a nce 

web 542.ip2 

I trust everyone had an uneventful trip home from Va Tech. We four have been assigned to the task-force that examines and formulates a response to the Knight 

Commission’s first recommendation: 

Requiring greater transparency, including better measures to compare athletics spending to academic spending 

I realize the challenges in coordinating multiple schedules and hope that much of what we are charged to do can be dealt with via email and some 

teleconferences. Does everyone have a Skype account? If so would you share your Skype contact info? 

First let me encourage everyone to re-read the Knight Commission report "Restoring The Balance" and begin to develop questions related to recommendation I. 

My understanding is that we will discuss the collective findings of the three task-forces during our meeting in Lago Mar this February. Shane has indicated that he 

needs our comments by mid-January. It is my goal to complete our task prior to mid-December. 

In the near term I will be contacting you to see if we can identify some times to discuss Recommendation I. 

Best regards, 

Sam 

From: Killough, Larry [mailto:larry@vt.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 02, 2010 12:47 PM 

Tot Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: 

Lisa, 

Below is a note that I sent out yesterday. Unfortunately, I use an older mailing list that included Jack instead of you. 

Hello Everyone, 

During our fall meetings we decided to have a discussion with the AD’s related to material contained in the Knight Commission report. Lindsey sent me the 

following from the fall minutes: 

Ultimately it was decided that the group would split into 3 ad hoc committees to review each of the 3 areas highlighted in the report. Dr. Sam Pardue, Dr. Pam 

Perrewe, Dr. Bob Taggart and Dr. Lissa Broome will review transparency of spending. Dr. Charles Wellford, Dr. Larry LaForge, D. Richard Carmichael and Dr. Sue Ann 

Allen will review rewarding academic practices. Dr. Clyde McCoy, Dr. Carolyn Callahan, Dr. Larry Killough and Dr. Martha Putallez will review treating student-athletes 

as students first. The ad hoc committees will provide their points for discussion to Dr. Ki!lough prior to the Holiday break and on to Mr. Lyons no later than January 14, 

2010. The topic will be discussed with the athletics directors at the February meeting. 

Lisa, would you have time to chair the first group; Richard, would you serve as chair for the second group; Carolyn, would you do the same for the third group? 

Please let me know if you are unable to be a chair at this time. My telephone numbers, should you want to call, are (o) 5402316542, and (c) 

A committee has been established to examine the possibility of recognizing former student athletes who have distinguished themselves in areas other than 

athletics. Bob has agreed to chair the committee. Members of the committee include Sam, Martha, and Sue Ann. 

Have a good week. 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

lolesbit ,,~ncaa.org 

Monday, ~:01 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Miller, Beth <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edu>; j swoflbrd@theacc.org; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edtc, 

APP APR Adjustments decision (Waiver 1809) 

Dear Susan Maloy: 

’]?he NCAA academic and membership affairs staff, by authority of the Division I Committee on Academic Performance Subcommittee on Data Collection and Reporting discussed the 
instituuon’s request for actiustments to the calculation of its 2010 NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) and have determined the following: 

(1)The request(s) [’or the following student-athlete(s) are approved: 

None 

(2) The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are partially approved: 

None 

(3) The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are conditionally approved: 

None 

(4) The request(s) for the following student-athlete(s) are denied: 

- Spring 

To review the decision rationale, an}’ conditions and the type of relief provided go to the J2~llowing Web site to view the ac[iustment decision report: 

https:i/webl .n caa.or~/L SDBi/e×ecih om epa~e 

Please note to review this report you will need to input your institution’s username and password. 

If your institution wdshes to appeal this decision, it must submit its appeal electronically via the LSDBi waiver portal not later than five-calendar days after you have received this e-mail 
notification of the staffs decision, lI’your institution chooses to submit an appeal, the subcommittee will conduct a separate review of the request. Please note that the staff will forward its 
initial recommendation and the justification for its recommendation to the subcommittee. 

If your institution does not wish to appeal any APR adjustment decisions, you will need to complete the data submission process by logging back into the APP data collection site at the 
following lira: 

https://web 1 .ncaa.org/APP 

From this location, enter your institution’s username and password, then click on the "Corrections/Adjustments/Penal~ Waivers" tab. From this location please click on the "Adjustments 
will not be appealed" button. If any of your institution’s teams are subject to APP penalties, you will then have the opportmfity to request a waiver via the online waiver application. If you 
have no teams subject to APP penalties, you will have completed the APP submission process for this academic year. 

Once completed, your president or chancellor will receive an e-mail that the institution’s APR Report and APP Penalty- Report for 2010 are final and are available APP Data Collection Web 
site. 

To review your institution’s updated APR Report and NCAA Division I Academic Performance Program penalty report go to the following web site: 

https:i/web l .ncaa.or~/APP 

Please contact me at if I may be of further assistance. 

Sincerely-, 

Kristin Nesbitt 

This email and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information If you are not the intended recipient, please noti~¢ the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies. An?’ dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:37 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: students 

Here is what ] sent... 

>>> Robert Mercer          9:35 AM >>> 

David, Professor Champagne Thank you for responding so quickly. Since you have suggested (see below) that you would defer to Professor Champagne as the 

department chair, we are addressing this request to you both. Although it is not without ambiguity, our interpretation of the University’s attendance policy (quoted in my prior 

email) is that an absence to represent the University is an excused absence covered by the University policy and differs from other absences that a professor might deem 

"excused" and hence covered by your class attendance policy such as missing class to attend a doctor’s appointment or the funeral of a family member, The purpose of the 

policy regarding absences to represent the University is to ensure that a student is not penalized for representing the University, Having the final exam also count for the test 

that is missed does seem to penalize these students since more rides on the final than if they did not have to miss this test because of their athletic competition. Therefore, 

we would ask that you consider either allowing these students to take the exam when they return to campus or to have it administered by an athletic department employee on 

the day of the exam. Thanks for considering this request and again Lissa and Iwould be happy to discuss this over the phone or in person. 

Robert Mercer, Director 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletic Representative 

>>> Pierce <dpierce@email.unc.edu>          2:10 PM >>> 

Quoting Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu >: 

Hi Mr. Mercer, 
The policy for this class is the following: if a student has an excused 

absence, then their final exam grade will count for the test that they 

miss. 

]f they do not have an excused absence, their final exam will not count 

for the missed test and they will receive a 0 for the missed test. This 

is a policy that has been approved by the chairman of the department, 

Art Champagne, That being said, you are free to talk with him and ] 

will go along with anything he decides. 

good luck, 

David 

> Dr. Pierce, 
> 

> My name is Robert Mercer and ] am the Director of the Academic 

> Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes, 
> spoke with r’ne today concerning 
> their upcominq exam on Both students have qualified tor the 

> NCAA The team departs 

> on        at 5 am. ] understand that they spoke with you about this 

> conflict and you told them that they cannot take the test earlier or 

> later and their only option was to have the final count for the 

> missed exam. ] know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy 

> stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and 

> authorized University activities and who may be out of town taking 

> part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 

> period of absence. Notification of such an absence muse be sent by 

> the responsible University official to the instructor before the 

> date(s) of the scheduled absence." 
> My question is are other options available to these student athletes? 

> Specifically, could an athletic department employee administer the 

> exam in          (coach or administrator)? There may be other 

> options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic 

> Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue 

> with you. is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 
> 

> Robert Mercer 

> Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> 962 9534 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 11:41 AM 

Champagne, Arthur E <artc@email.unc.edu> 

Pierce, David M <dpierce@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: students 

Art Thank you for willingness to work with these students. I will let the students know your decision. David can you email me as to how you would like the logistics to work; 

picking up the exam, time allowed, preference as to who should administer exam, We can do this thru email or you can call me at 962 9534. Thanks you again for working 

with us! 

Robert 

> > > "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu > 11:01 AM > > > 

Robert, 
The class policy was put into effect when it became apparent that many students were simply trying to delay the exam, With a big class, there’s a lot of overhead involved 

with giving multiple exams, However, I agree that this situation represents a different class of excused absence and that having time athletic department administer the exam 

on the exam day is a good solution, The only downside that I fear is that David will get pushback from students who have other reasons for not wanting to take the exam, 

David if this happens, send the students to me. 

Art 

On at 9:35 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

David, Professor Champagne Thank you for responding so quickly. Since you have suggested (see below) that you would defer to Professor Champagne as the 

department chair, we are addressing this request to you both. Although it is not without ambiguity, our interpretation of the University’s attendance policy (quoted in my prior 

email) is that an absence to represent the University is an excused absence covered by the University policy and differs from other absences that a professor might deem 

"excused" and hence covered by your class attendance policy such as missing class to attend a doctor’s appointment or the funeral of a family member. The purpose of the 

policy regarding absences to represent the University is to ensure that a student is not penalized for representing the University, Having the final exam also count for the test 

that is missed does seem to penalize these students since more rides on the final than if they did not have to miss this test because of their athletic competition. Therefore, 

we would ask that you consider either allowing these students to take the exam when they return to campus or to have it administered by an athletic department employee on 

the day of the exam, Thanks for considering this request and again Lissa and [would be happy to discuss this over the phone or in person, 

Robert Mercer, Director 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletic Representative 

> > > Pierce <dpierce@email,unc.edu <mailto:dpierce@email.u nc,edu > >          2:10 PM > > > 

Quoting Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>>: 

Hi Mr. Mercer, 

The policy for this class is the following: If a student has an excused 

absence, then their final exam grade will count for time test that they 

miss. 

If they do not have an excused absence, their final exam will not count 

for the missed test and they will receive a 0 for the missed test, This 

is a policy that has been approved by the chairman of the department, 

Art Champagne, That being said, you are free to talk with him and I 

will go along with anything he decides. 

good luck, 

David 

> Dr. Pierce, 
> 

> My name is Robert Mercer and I am the Director of the Academic 

> Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes, 
> ;poke with me today concerning 

> their upcoming exam on . Both students have qualified tor the 

> NCAA he team departs 

> on        at 5 am. I understand that they spoke with you about this 

> conflict and you told them that they cannot take the test earlier or 

> later and their only option was to have the final count for the 

> missed exam. I know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy 
> stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and 

> authorized University activities and who may be out of town taking 

> part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 

> period of absence. Notification of such an absence muse be sent by 

> the responsible University official to the instructor before the 

> date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

> My question is are other options available to these student athletes? 

> Specifically, could an athletic department employee administer the 

> exam it"           (coach or administrator)? There may be other 

> options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic 

> Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue 

> with you. Is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 
> 

> Robert Mercer 



> Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> 962 9534 

> 

Someone has put notions into his head, seemingly (George Harrison) 

A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ, of North Carolina 

CB 3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke Univ. 

voice: (919) 962 7205 fax: (919) 962 0480 

aec@tunl.duke.edu or artc@physics.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:22 AM 

Champagne, Arthur E <artc@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Oalvin, Derek P <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: students 

Art I can understand David’s concerns, however to the issue of fairness to students who are not on teams the bulletins policy speaks to all students who are representing the 

University. Absences caused by representing the University are different than an absence by a student who is simply traveling. Is there an option to take the exam earlier 

(Wednesday night administered here)? 

RJ M 

>>> "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu> 5:35 PM >>> 

Robert, 
David Pierce has alerted me to some unintended consequences. Since the team will be in transit during the exam the students would have to take it either before or after 

the class. In any event, this means that they would need to take a different exam and there’s no guarantee that it would be the same level of difficulty it’s very hard to write 2 

different exams and have them work the same way. He also objects on the grounds of fairness since students who are not on teams don’t have to option of taking an exam 

on the road. Can you tell me what’s usually done in other departments? Do the students simply take makeup exams? ]’m going to talk to him in the morning to make sure that 

I’m understanding the situation more fully. 

Thanks, 
Art 

On at 11:40 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

Art Thank you for willingness to work with these students. I will let the students know your decision. David can you email me as to how you would like the logistics to work; 

picking up the exam, time allowed, preference as to who should administer exam. We can do this thru email or you can call me at 962 9534. Thanks you again for working 

with us! 

Robert 

> > > "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu < mailto:artc@email.unc.edu > > 11:01 AM > > > 

Robert, 
The class policy was put into effect when it became apparent that many students were simply trying to delay the exam. With a big class, there’s a lot of overhead involved 

with giving multiple exams. However, I agree that this situation represents a different class of excused absence and that having the athletic department administer the exam 

on the exam day is a good solution. The only downside that ] fear is that David will get pushback from students who have other reasons for not wanting to take the exam. 

David if this happens, send the students to me. 

Art 

On at 9:35 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

David, Professor Champagne Thank you for responding so quickly. Since you have suggested (see below) that you would defer to Professor Champagne as the 

department chair, we are addressing this request to you both. Although it is not without ambiguity, our interpretation of the University’s attendance policy (quoted in my prior 

email) is that an absence to represent the UnJversityis an excused absence covered by the University policy and differs from other absences that a professor might deem 

"excused" and hence covered by your class attendance policy such as missing class to attend a doctor’s appointment or the funeral of a family member. The purpose of the 

policy regarding absences to represent the University is to ensure that a student is not penalized for representing the University. Having the final exam also count for the test 

that is missed does seem to penalize these students since more rides on the final than if they did not have to miss this test because of their athletic competition. Therefore, 

we would ask that you consider either allowing these students to take the exam when they return to campus or to have it administered by an athletic department employee on 

the day of the exam. Thanks for considering this request and again Lissa and [ would be happy to discuss this over the phone or in person. 

Robert Mercer, Director 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletic Representative 

> > > Pierce <dpierce@email.unc.edu <mailto:dpierce@email.u nc.edu > >          2:10 PM > > > 

Quoting Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>>: 

Hi Mr. Mercer, 

The policy for this class is the following: [f a student has an excused 

absence, then their final exam grade will count for the test that they 

miss. 

if they do not have an excused absence, their final exam will not count 

for the missed test and they will receive a 0 for the missed test. This 

is a policy that has been approved by the chairman of the department, 

Art Champagne. That being said, you are free to talk with him and [ 

will go along with anything he decides. 

good luck, 

David 

Dr. Pierce, 

My name is Robert Mercer and ] am the Director of the Academic 

Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes, 

spoke with r’ne today concerning 
their upcoming exam on Both students have qualified tor the 

NCAA -he team departs 

on       at 5 am. ] understand that they spoke with you about this 



> conflict and you told them that they cannot take the test earlier or 

> later and their only option was to have the final count for the 

> missed exam, I know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy 

> stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and 

> authorized University activities and who may be out of town taking 

> part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 

> period of absence. Notification of such an absence muse be sent by 

> the responsible University official to the instructor before the 

> date(s) of the scheduled absence," 
> My question is are other options available to these student athletes? 

> Specifically, could an athletic department employee administer the 

> exam in            :oath or administrator)? There may be other 

> options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic 

> Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue 

> with you. Is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 
> 

> Robert Mercer 

> Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> 962 9534 
> 

Someone has put notions into his head, seemingly (George Harrison) 

A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of North Carolina 
CB 3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke Univ. 

voice: (919) 962 7205 fax: (919) 962 0480 

aec@tunl.duke.edu < mailto:aec@tu nl.duke.edu > or artc@physics.unc.edu <mailto:artc@physics.u nc.edu > 

Someone has put notions into his head, seemingly (George Harrison) 

A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of North Carolina 

CB 3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke Univ. 

voice: (919) 962 7205 fax: (919) 962 0480 
aec@tunl.duke.edu or artc@physics.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

Champagne, Arthur E <artc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: students 

Art, here is the travel schedule for         maybe this will be helpful. 

Leave (thursday) at 6:40 am arrive in 10:40 am and drive 2 hours to 

Return 6:00 am arrive at RDU 12:55 pm 

(final destination) 

>>> "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu> 5:35 PM >>> 

Robert, 
David Pierce has alerted me to some unintended consequences. Since the team will be in transit during the exam the students would have to take it either before or after 

the class. In any event, this means that they would need to take a different exam and there’s no guarantee that it would be the same level of difficulty it’s very hard to write 2 

different exams and have them work the same way. He also objects on the grounds of fairness since students who are not on teams don’t have to option of taking an exam 

on the road. Can you tell me what’s usually done in other departments? Do the students simply take makeup exams? I’m going to talk to him in the morning to make sure that 

i’m understanding the situation more fully. 

Thanks, 
Art 

On , at 11:40 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

Art Thank you for willingness to work with these students. I will let the students know your decision. David can you ernail me as to how you would like the logistics to work; 

picking up the exam, time allowed, preference as to who should administer exam. We can do this thru email or you can call me at 962 9534. Thanks you again for working 

with us! 

Robert 

> > > "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu < mailto:artc@email.unc.edu > > 11:01 AM > > > 

Robert, 
The class policy was put into effect when it became apparent that many students were simply trying to delay the exarn. With a big class, there’s a lot of overhead involved 

with giving multiple exams. However, f agree that this situation represents a different class of excused absence and that having the athletic department administer the exam 

on the exam day is a good solution. The only downside that I fear is that David will get pushback from students who have other reasons for not wanting to take the exam. 

David if this happens, send the students to me. 

Art 

C)R at 9:35 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

David, Professor Champagne Thank you for responding so quickly. Since you have suggested (see below) that you would defer to Professor Champagne as the 

department chair, we are addressing this request to you both. Although it is not without ambiguity, our interpretation of the University’s attendance policy (quoted in my prior 

email) is that an absence to represent the UnJversityis an excused absence covered by the University policy and differs from other absences that a professor might deem 

"excused" and hence covered by your class attendance policy such as missing class to attend a doctor’s appointment or the funeral of a family member. The purpose of the 

policy regarding absences to represent the University is to ensure that a student is not penalized for representing the University. Having the final exam also count for the test 

that is missed does seem to penalize these students since more rides on the final than if they did not have to rniss this test because of their athletic competition. Therefore, 

we would ask that you consider either allowing these students to take the exam when they return to campus or to have it administered by an athletic department employee on 

the day of the exam. Thanks for considering this request and again Lissa and I would be happy to discuss this over the phone or in person. 

Robert Mercer, Director 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletic Representative 

> > > Pierce <dpierce@email.unc.edu <mailto:dpierce@email.u nc.edu > >          2:10 PM > > > 

Quoting Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>>: 

Hi Mr. Mercer, 

The policy for this class is the following: [f a student has an excused 

absence, then their final exam grade will count for the test that they 

miss. 
if they do not have an excused absence, their final exam will not count 

for the missed test and they will receive a 0 for the missed test. This 

is a policy that has been approved by the chairman of the department, 

Art Champagne. That being said, you are free to talk with him and I 

will go along with anything he decides. 

good luck, 

David 

Dr. Pierce, 

My name is Robert Mercer and I am the Director of the Academic 

Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes, 

spoke with rne today concerning 

their upcoming exam on Both students have qualified tor the 

NCAA The team departs 

on       at b am. I understand that they spoke with you about this 



> conflict and you told them that they cannot take the test earlier or 

> later and their only option was to have the final count for the 

> missed exam. I know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy 

> stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and 

> authorized University activities and who may be out of town taking 

> part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 

> period of absence. Notification of such an absence muse be sent by 

> the responsible University official to the instructor before the 

> date(s) of the scheduled absence." 
> My question is are other options available to these student athletes? 

> Specificallv. could an athletic department employee administer the 

> exam it"           (coach or administrator)? There may be other 

> options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic 

> Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue 

> with you. Is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 
> 

> Robert Mercer 

> Director 

> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

> 962 9534 
> 

Someone has put notions into his head, seemingly (George Harrison) 

A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of North Carolina 
CB 3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke Univ. 

voice: (919) 962 7205 fax: (919) 962 0480 

aec@tunl.duke.edu < mailto:aec@tu nl.duke.edu > or artc@physics.unc.edu <mailto:artc@physics.u nc.edu > 

Someone has put notions into his head, seemingly (George Harrison) 

A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of North Carolina 

CB 3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke Univ. 

voice: (919) 962 7205 fax: (919) 962 0480 
aec@tunl.duke.edu or artc@physics.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:06 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: students 

Lissa keeping you in the loop, We are contacting David to make arrangements and [will respond to Art. RJM 

>>> "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu> 4:20 PM >>> 

Robert, 
] talked to David this morning. We understand the distinction between representing the University and not and we don’t want to argue the point. We’re happy to go along 

with what ] suggested yesterday team personnel can administer the exam to the students while they are on the road. The exam can be picked up the day before departure 

(someone will need to coordinate this). Going forward, the issue for us is how to administer what amounts to a dual policy transparently and fairly. For example, there are at 

least 2 other athletes who will be traveling, but have opted for whatever reason to have the final replace the missed exam perhaps they don’t know any better, but on the 

other hand there are some advantages to skipping an exam and having the final count more. Anyway, there is a procedure for administering exams through disability services 
and I’m wondering if the AD could come up with something similar that we could announce and apply uniformly. What ] don’t want to do is to ask instructors to improvise as 

situations arise. The large introductory courses already carry a significant administrative burden. I’d be happy to discuss this some more. ] hope that the meet goes well my 

daughter was once a 

Art 

On at 10:22 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

Art I can understand David’s concerns, however to the issue of fairness to students who are not on teams the bulletins policy speaks to all students who are representing 

the University. Absences caused by representing the University are different than an absence by a student who is simply traveling. Is there an option to take time exam earlier 

0,/Vednesday night administered here)? 

RJ M 

> > > "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu < mailto:artc@email.u nc.edu > > 5:35 PM > > > 

Robert, 
David Pierce has alerted me to some unintended consequences. Since the team will be in transit during the exam the students would have to take it either before or after 

the class. [n any event, this means that they would need to take a different exam and there’s no guarantee that it would be the same level of difficulty it’s very hard to write 2 

different exams and have them work the same way. He also objects on the grounds of fairness since students who are not on teams dotYt have to option of taking an exam 

on the road, Can you tell me what’s usually done in other departments? Do the students simply take makeup exams? I’m going to talk to him in the morning to make sure that 

i’m understanding the situation more fully. 

Thanks, 
Art 

On at 11:40 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

Art Thank you for willingness to work with these students. I will let the students know your decision. David can you email me as to how you would like the logistics to work; 

picking up the exam, time allowed, preference as to who should administer exam, We can do this thru email or you can call me at 962 9534. Thanks you again for working 

with us! 

Robert 

> > > "Champagne, Arthur E" <artc@email.unc.edu < mailto:artc@email.unc.edu > > 11:01 AM > > > 

Robert, 
The class policy was put into effect when it became apparent that many students were simply trying to delay the exam. ½1th a big class, there’s a lot of overhead involved 

with giving multiple exams. However, I agree that this situation represents a different class of excused absence and that having the athletic department administer the exam 

on the exam day is a good solution. The only downside that I fear is that David will get pushback from students who have other reasons for not wanting to take the exam. 

David if this happens, send the students to me. 

Art 

On at 9:35 AM, Robert Mercer wrote: 

David, Professor Champagne Thank you for responding so quickly. Since you have suggested (see below) that you would defer to Professor Champagne as the 

department chair, we are addressing this request to you both. Although it is not without ambiguity, our interpretation of the University’s attendance policy (quoted in my prior 

email) is that an absence to represent the University is an excused absence covered by the University policy and differs from other absences that a professor might deem 

"excused" and hence covered by your class attendance policy such as missing class to attend a doctor’s appointment or the funeral of a family member. The purpose of the 

policy regarding absences to represent the University is to ensure that a student is not penalized for representing the University. Having the final exam also count for the test 

that is missed does seem to penalize these students since more rides on the final than if they did not have to miss this test because of their athletic competition. Therefore, 

we would ask that you consider either allowing these students to take the exam when they return to campus or to have it administered by an athletic department employee on 

the day of the exam. Thanks for considering this request and again Lissa and Iwould be happy to discuss this over the phone or in person. 

Robert Mercer, Director 

Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletic Representative 

> > > Pierce <dpierce@email.unc.edu <mailto:dpierce@email.u nc.edu > >          2:10 PM > > > 

Quoting Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>>: 

Hi Mr. Mercer, 

The policy for this class is the following: If a student has an excused 

absence, then their final exam grade will count for the test that they 

miss. 

if they do not have an excused absence, their final exam will not count 

for the missed test and they will receive a 0 for the missed test. This 

is a policy that has been approved by the chairman of the department, 

Art Champagne. That being said, you are free to talk with him and I 



will go along with anything he decides. 

good luck, 

David 

Dr. Pierce, 

My name is Robert Mercer and [ am the Director of the Academic 

Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes, 

;poke with me today concerning 

their upcoming exam or Both students have qualified tor the 
NCAA he team departs 

on       at 5 am. [ understand that they spoke with you about this 

conflict and you told them that they cannot take the test earlier or 

later and their only option was to have the final count for the 

missed exam. I know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy 

stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and 

authorized University activities and who may be out of town taking 

part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 

period of absence. Notification of such an absence muse be sent by 

the responsible University official to the instructor before the 

date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

My question is are other options available to these student athletes? 

Specificallv. could an athletic department employee administer the 

exam in          (coach or administrato0? There may be other 

options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic 

Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue 

with you. Is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 

Robert Mercer 

Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

962 9534 

Someone has put notions into his head, seemingly (George Harrison) 

A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 
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A.E. Champagne 

Class of 1989 William C. Friday Professor of Physics and Chair 

Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Univ. of North Carolina 

CB 3255, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

and Triangle Universities Nuclear Laboratory, Duke Univ. 

voice: (919) 962 7205 fax: (919) 962 0480 
aec@tunl.duke.edu or artc@physics.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

Broome Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

From Tony - 

"eceived this today from John Stewart in the ECON dept. She has applied and was accepted to the Entrepreneurship Minor in that department. 

ECON    is the core course in that minor and it is only offered at 12:30 TiTh and only in the fall. She has scheduled an appointment with someone in the department to talk 

about this problem. But according to this email, she will be denied participation in the Entrepreneurship Minor due to her participation in varsity athletics." 

From Professor Stewart - 
Dear 

I wanted to follow up with you on your application for the Entrepreneurship Minor. 

My understanding is that you are not able to take Econ    in the fall because of athletic obligations and you are set to graduate in               ] regret that this 

scheduling makes it impossible for you to get the courses that you would need to complete the minor. If the above is not correct, please get in touch with me quickly. 

You wrote a very good essay for the application and we would have been proud to have you in the minor. [ sorry that these scheduling issues make that impossible. 

Good luck in your endeavors. 

contact information: 

Professor John Stewart 

Economics 

919 966 5345 

919 966 4986 fax 

919 966 2383 messages 

Gardner 202 

e mail: 

jfstewar@email.u nc.edu 

web site: 

wvwv.u nc.ed ui~ifstewa r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesday, 11:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

and ENGL attendance policy 

ENGL ’.CONTRACT.DOCX 

Hi, Ussa; 
I hope you are doing well. One of my has an issue with her ENGL    instructor and having her grade dropped down for missing class, I am 

attaching the syllabus so you can see how the attendance policy is spelled out.     ended up missing four classes for         at the ACC and NCAA meets and she had 

two additional absences which were unexcused. She claims to have been sick during both absences, but does not have a medical excuse for either. 

The syllabus lists the following attendance policy: 

"Students will attend every, class. Students who miss more than three classes will drop a final letter ~ade. Students who miss ten or more classes WILL fail file 

course. Since UNC and the Writing Program does not recognize a difference between "excused" or "unexcused" absences, students who experience a personal crisis or 

sevele illness which will take them away from the classroom for an emended period should see their academic advisors about withdrawing from the class." 

In the end, the instructor ended up droppinc      two whole letter grades from a        because she stated that                absences used up all of absences and 

that each unexcused absence should mean that she drops a letter grade for each. This does not seem to be clearly spelled out in the policy that is stated on time syllabus and 

seems to also perhaps put student athletes in the position where it is not possible for them to earn a decent grade in the class. 

I had      :ontact both the professor and the head of the writing department, Daniel Anderson, She did not make any progress with each of them as Dr. Anderson stated 

that each instructor can determine his or her own grades, 

I am not sure if there is anything else that can be done, but I just wanted to make sure you were informed of the situation. If you need any more information or would like to 

discuss this further, please let me know. 

Thanks so much, 
Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 17, 2011 9:08 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu >; bill.sanford@bellleadership.com; evansa@dentristry.unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L 

< Ibroome@emaiLunc.edu >i               .corn; Swendiman, Robert < robert_swendiman@med.unc.edu >; 

@nc.rr.com; Mindy Storrie < Mindy_Storrie@unc.edu >; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Baddour, 

Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelton, Karen C < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >;       @yahoo.corn 

Cricket Lane < cdcket@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terd Maynor <tmaynor@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: Blue Ribbon Advisory Committee for Strategic Planning 

Committee Members, 
Thank you to those who indicated their availability. Based upon said availability, we have set the date for Wednesday, June 1 (12:00-1:30pm). If you are unable to attend, we 

would be happy to schedule a time to meet with you and discuss our findings and plans to address our critical issues. We have secured the same location as last year: Ram’s 

Club Conference Room (4th floor, Ernie Williamson Athletic Center). We will follow up with a reminder and a few more logistics closer to the date, 

Shelley Johnson 

>>> Shelley Johnson 5/9/2011 3:53 PM >>> 

Committee Members, 
At long last, we reconvene for the follow up to last May’s initial gathering! We appreciate your patience and continued interest in the progress of our strategic plan. We are 

hoping that one of the following dates during lunchtime (12:00 l:30pm) would allow for a critical mass to be present: 

Tuesday, May 31 

Wednesday June 1 

Thursday, June 2 

Tuesday, June 7 

Wednesday, June 8 

Thursday, June 9 

Please indicate your availability through the link provided: http:!!doodle.com!c2zyr6gbw4mcBc25 

Thanks, 

Shelley Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 11:18 AM 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu >; bill.sanford@bellleadership.com; evansa@dentristry.unc.edu; Broome, Lissa L 

<lbroome@email.unc.edu>.                           .corn>; Swendiman, Robert <robert_swendiman@med.unc.edu>; 

@nc.rr.com; Mindy Storrie < Mindy_Storrie@unc.edu >; Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Baddour, 

Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelton, Karen C < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu >;       ~yahoo.com 

Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Terri Maynor <tmaynor@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Carolina Leadership Academy: Blue Ribbon Advisory Committee for Strategic Planning 

Blue Ribbon Advisory Committee (revised).doc 

Committee Members, 
Here is the promised follow up email. 

The Blue Ribbon Advisory Committee meeting is scheduled for Wednesday, June 1 (12:00 l:30pm). The Ram’s Club has graciously permitted us use of its conference room 
(5th floor, EWAC), This is the same venue as last year, Lunch will be provided, Attached is the committee roster for your perusal. Dress is business casual. That seems the 

humane option as summer temperatures settle in. Parking is available behind the Ernie Williamson Athletic Center. The code to the gate is 236. Someone will buzz you in. 

Enjoy a restful holiday weekend. Be ready to roll up your sleeves and get into it during our working lunch on Wednesday. 

Shelley 

>>> Shelley Johnson 5/17/2011 9:08 AM >>> 

Committee Members, 

Thank you to those who indicated their availability. Based upon said availability, we have set the date for Wednesday, June 1 (12:00-1:30pm). If you are unable to attend, we 
would be happy to schedule a time to meet with you and discuss our findings and plans to address our critical issues. We have secured the same location as last year: Ram’s 

Club Conference Room (5th floor, Ernie Williamson Athletic Center). We will follow up with a reminder and a few more logistics closer to the date. 

Shelley Johnson 

> > > Shelley Johnson 5/9/2011 3:53 PM > > > 

Committee Members, 

At long last, we reconvene for the follow up to last May’s initial gathering! We appreciate your patience and continued interest in the progress of our strategic plan. We are 

hoping that one of the following dates during lunchtime (12:00 l:30pm) would allow for a critical mass to be present: 

Tuesday, May 31 

Wednesday June 1 

Thursday, June 2 

Tuesday, June 7 

Wednesday, June 8 

Thursday, June 9 

Please indicate your availability through the link provided: http://doodle.com/c2zyr6gbw4mc8c25 

Thanks, 
Shelley Johnson 
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(919) 843-6413 
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School of Law, UNC-CH 
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bill. sanford~bellleadership.com 
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Kenan-Flagler Business School, UNC-CH 
McColl Building, CB# 3490 
(919) 962-9545 
mindy_storrie@unc.edu 

Carla Overbeck 
Alunma, UNC-CH (women’s soccer) 
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Anna Evans 
CLA Alunma (softball)/Leader of Distinction 

evansa@dentist~7.tmc.edu 

Rob Swendiman 
CLA Alunmus (swimming)/Leader of Distinction 

robert_swendiman@med.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:36 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer 

< rm ercer@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

~gmail.com > 

September SAAC Meeting 

Greetings, 

Just wanted to remind you of our first SAAC meeting which will be held on Wednesday, 

the welcome email our new SAAC President send to the members of SAAC. 

at 7pm in the Bowles Memorabilia Room. [ also wanted to forward 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

Welcome back! 

I hope everyone had a great summer and first day of classes today. 

Before Sunday’s mini retreat, I wanted to welcome both our returning and new SAAC members. This year is especially exciting with so many new members joining us, and the 

new student athlete facilities opening shortly! Every year, we are faced with challenges as student athletes, SAAC not only serves as a forum to discuss these issues, but to 
suggest and implement changes to better the lives of student athletes and to provide an open conversation between leaders from each team, as well as faculty and athletic 

department members. We all have the same goal in mind to provide time best possible environment for team and individual development, as well as to represent our 

university as student athletes in the best light possible, I know most (if not all) of you are aware of the difficulties this university has been facing within the past year, We, as 

team leaders, should look at this unfortunate situation simply as an opportunity and strive to be even better than ever in every possible way. 

In order to be as productive as we are hoping to be this year, we are asking that you make every attempt to attend meetings. We are asking that you come with an open 

mind, and make sure to create a safe environment for difficult issues to be discussed and dealt with as well as any other minor issues, suggestions, thoughts, ideas, etc. 

that you and your teams may have. 

As team representatives, our role is to take the discussion topics and ideas from the meeting back to our teams and coaches, and be prepared to bring your team’s feedback 

to SAAC meetings. As SAAC member, you will be representing your team at meetings, but also serving as a resource to raise concerns or thoughts your teammates and 

coaches may have. 

Congratulations to all of you for being chosen to represent your team on this committee. It is a great opportunity and honor to hold this leadership position at Carolina. I 

hope you all have a great first week and best of luck to the fall teams as everyone begins competing! I look forward to seeing you all at the "Welcome Back" picnic on 

Monday night. (Field hockey will be traveling this weekend to Michigan I apologize in advance for missing the first meeting back on Sunday night,) Feel free to email me or 

Cricket with questions or concerns you may have. 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 12, 2012 8:56 AM 

Kasprzak~ John B <kasprzak@eraaJl.unc.edu>; Mmm, Shelby H <shmann@email.unc.edu>; Klinetblter, Anne <klinet~l@email.unc.edu>; 

Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Mosteller, Ri)bert Paul <rmostell@emaJl.unc.edtv~ 

Broorae, Lissa L <lbroome@emoJl.unc.edu> 

Football practice and music 

Dear Colleagues, 

Lissa Broome has been incredibly helpful in setting up meetings with Associate Athletic Director Willie Scroggs to address the law school’s concerns about music 

played during football practice. The Athletic Department has rewired the speaker configuration at the football practice field to reduce the speakers involved to 

two, both of which are facing away from the building. In addition, they have agreed to keep the volume at a level where they get the benefit of having music at 

practice, but after a 7:30 a.m. sound check this morning, seems to be minimally intrusive to the law school. The downside is that this cooperativeness stems from 

the fact that Coach Fedora wants to play music for the entirety of practice, rather than just when the team is stretching. While the dates for spring practice are 

limited, the fall season will mean more music on more days. 

The following are the spring practice dates and times for the football team (these dates and times could change based on weather, etc.): 

Wednesday, March 14th - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Friday, March 16th - 3:50PM - 6:25PM (music from approx 3:45PM - 5:45PM) 

Monday, March 19th - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Wednesday, March 21st - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Friday, March 23rd - 3:50PM - 6:25PM (music from approx 3:45PM - 5:45PM) 

Monday, March 26th - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Wednesday, March 28th - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Friday, March 30th - 3:50PM - 6:25PM (music from approx 3:45PM - 5:45PM) 

Monday, April 2nd - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Wednesday, April 4th - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Monday, April 9th - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Wednesday, April :llth - 3:20PM - 5:55PM (music from approx 3:15PM - 5:15PM) 

Friday, April 13th - 3:50PM - 6:25PM (music from approx 3:45PM - 5:45PM) 

Corey Holliday is the Associate Athletic Director for Football Operations. His cell number is 

He will be available at this number on the field whenever the team is practicing to help us if the music gets turned up too loud. 

We will try to get the dates and times for band practice and field hockey games as well. 

Thanks again to Lissa for everything she has clone to get this addressed. 

Richard E. Myers II 

George R. Ward Associate Professor of Law 

Associate Dean for Student Affairs 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Infante <nick@coUegeathleticsclips.com> 

Saturday, August 4,2012 10:54 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Welcome to College Athletics Clips 

% 
Lissa- 

I am reaching out to you at the request of Bubba Cunningham. He asked me to add you to the UNC athletic department’s group subscription to the 
College Athletics Clips service. Bubba has been a Clips subscriber for several years now; almost a year at UNC and four at Tulsa. 

To access the Clips website: http://wvwv.colleqeathleticsclips.com/ Click onto any of the links on the front page, then - when prompted - your 

You can select a new username and 
password by clicking on "Change Password" on the top of the Clips front page; or you can contact me and I would be happy to change it for you. 

Here’s a quick blurb about the 8-year old College Athletics Clips website. It is a subscription website ($99/year for solo subscriptions, with 
discounts for group subscriptions) that provides executive summaries and commentaries about the business of college athletics. Clips is a 
comprehensive, no-frills, quick-read resource that keeps busy college athletics administrators abreast of all the relevant news and issues that 
affect them. We currently have 116 D1 ADs, 57 D1 Presidents, 15 D1 Conference Commissioners (yes, John Swofford is among them) and 440 
St. Assoc/Assoc!Asst ADs. 

About 60 of our subscribers are D1 FARs ..... 

Please let me know if you have any trouble accessing the Clips website. 

You will also be receiving Clips eFLASHes directly into your email inbox. These are single-topic, time sensitive items that are sent out about once 
a week ..... I will sendyou a couple of recent eFlashes in subsequent emails. 

Welcome aboard( 

Nick Infante 
Clips Editor 

nick@collegeathleticsclips.com 

To have your computer save your password: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Athletics Clips <nick@collegeathleticsclips.com> 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 10:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Athletics Clips - New User Details 

Dear Lissa Broome, 

Thank you for becoming part of the College Athletics Clips service. Our mission is to save time for busy college athletics administrators. 

Your access has alrea@ been activated, you can get into the Clips website by clicking on www collegeathleticsclips.com 

Once you are in the site, you will have complete access to all current postings (listed on the home page), plus over 3500 archived summaries and guest commentaries ticom Clips’ 5-year 
history, Clips Best Quotes and the Left Colulrm 

You will receive a weekly email update, usually on Mondays at 6 AM EST, which lists all the new- postings from the previous week. The update has direct lil~ks to the Clips site. Most Clips 
readers visit the site directly from the email update (about 70% of our visits occur on Mondays and Tuesdays). However, you can visit Clips 24/7 on your own, and many people visit the 
site twice a week. We post new items almost evelT day, so Thursday or Friday is usually a good time for a seconda~z visit. 

In addition to the website, we oiler the highly popular Clips eFLASHes These are emails sent directly to our subscribers, and the?’ are full-length articles or summaries that are time- 
sensitive, or of interest to only a portion of our subscribers. These are sent out quickly, and most eFLASHes are waiting in subscribers’ email inboxes by 7 AM 

If you have any trouble accessing the site, or if you have an?- question, please don’t hesitate to contact me (email and phone are listed below-) 

Thanks again for your interest in College Athletics Clips. 

Welcome aboard! 

Nick Infante 

Clips Editor 

nick@collegeathleticsclips com 

NOTE: This emai[ was automatically gen erated from College Athletics Clips (http ://www colleveathleticsclips, corn) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Frida) ’ 10:31 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu> 

Re: Coaches Certification Exam 

Yes, . please contact them. Many probably won’t have email addresses, so just email the head coach if they don’t. No need to make the students take it 
So contact the ones that are in red below. Please include the link to the practice exam site, and tell them that they can borrow out" review session DVD if they are interested. 

Then, they should contact Lissa directly to schedule the exam. 962 7066 or lissa broome@., unc.edu. Fm copying her so that she knows that she might get contacted by these 

individuals. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 3:35PM >>> 

Amy, 

The following Coaches have not taken the Coaches Certification Exam, Please let me know if you want me to contact these coaches about completing the exam, 
B~?,’a~t G ames (V)-baseb~:} [ 

Chelsey Pinkstaff (GA)&VBB 

S har.q~ o~ [3 eama~(A )-:[bncing 

Jhn Mt~:~ay (V)-i~ncnrg 

Kris~i Hovanyi (V)-f’encmg 

Jackie Kint~_~ (V)-field hockey 

Stephen Toom)/(DO)-.tn [acrosse 

Phil Ba::qes @)-w lacrosse 

Katmv~ Dowd (A)-w ]acrosse 

PatEi Hucks (V)-rnwmg 

Karl-Hem:’. Stalk (]DO)- m soccer 

Cindy Cone (V)- w soccer 

All)’ Blake (SA)-soffball 

Brad Pomero?,’ (V)-m Eenr..is 

Armro R:’~era (V)-volleyba11 
Thankst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 2:07 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lissa Broome < lissa_broome@unc.edu > 

New Assistant Coach 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Okay. Please have him contact Lissa Broome (2 7066) to schedule a time to take it once he’s on campus. We have a copy of the DVD review session that the ACC did if he is 

interested in viewing it before taking the exam. 

can you add him to the Coaches Designation and CCE spreadsheets, please? 

Amy 

A~ }~ "~!I s~ ~¸" ~i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>>CDMock          1:53PM >>> 

He needs to take it; he was at Binghamton but it was over a year ago. 

>>> Amy Herman 12:35 PM >>> 

CD, 
Was he somewhere else before? Did he take the CCE yet? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:09 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: [dac2012-2013] Today’s Agenda 

[.iSSa, 

As we approach exams, can you pass on the students’ concerns about amplified music from the Navy Field to your athletic department contacts? 

Many d~anks, 

RIM 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 2:59 PN 
To: Nyers, Richard E 
Subject: Fwd: [dac Today’s Agenda 

Hey, Dean Myers. Hope you’re doing well. 
I just have a quick item to bring to your attention. I received this emaJl from a student after today’s Dean’s Advisory Council meeting, and I believe Dean Boger has said 
in the past that you were active in working out these issues with the Department of Athletics. I know there’s no perfect resolution as long as we’re located where we 
are, but I wanted to make sure you were apprised. 
Thank~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

I wanted to send you a quick follow up email from today’s meeting. I didn’t feel the need to bring it up because we have already 
discussed it in the past, but there have been a few comolaints about the music from the practice fields getting worse. It 
appears to be the           team rather than the       team. I was here both days this weekend, and I can personally 
attest to the music being louder than usual both afternoons. I’m not sure how we left things with the team, but I just 
wanted to bring it to your attention especially given that we are nearing exam time. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 26, 2012 2:31 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Farewell, Carolina Friends... 

Carolina Athletics Family, 

I wasn’t sure how to start this farewell message. I thought about quoting song lyrics (that always makes people smile, right?!?), but, in the end, I decided to just go with what is 

in my heart, So, with sadness in the present, but optimism for the future, I write to inform you that I have resigned my position as Associate AD for Compliance. My last day in 

the office will be this Friday, November 30th, 

Iwant to thank you all for making the past 12 years some of the best of my life! As a transplanted Missourian, you all have "shown me" what makes Carolina such an amazing 

place, I feel honored to have been able to serve coaches, staff, and student athletes who are committed to being great, and doing so with integrity, As a compliance officer, I 

could have asked for nothing more. I am proud of all we have accomplished together. 

For the foreseeable future, my family will remain in the Chapel Hill area, I hope to stay in touch! My personal email address is : @, gmail.com, 

Best wishes to you all, and GO HEELS! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <betlmniller@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:13 AM 

Meaders, ttarlis James <meaders@unc.edu>; Hudson, Nicole <coach.huddy@unc.edu>; err, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Cumlingham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu>; 

Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu:>; Markos, Lance M <m~ackos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Last Chance Meets 

Harlis, Nicky and Kym, 

I understand the importance of a few student-athletes participating m a meet at Duke on Sunday,        After consultation with Kym regarding the academic standing of the students who 
will be competing and their exam schedule, [ will grant an e×cepuon to our "no competition during exam" policy, under the following circumstances: 

1. Only the students listed below will attend 
2. Kym will coordinate a required study hall session [’or each of the students attending the meet, on Sunday, prior to them departing campus [’or the meet. 

Students Attendin~ Meet: 

please let me know if you are in agreement with this (3 ood luck to all who will be competing !! 

,-.Beth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Meadcrs, Harlis James 
S ent: Tuesday, 12:16 PM 
To: Miller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; Lance Markos 
Cc: err, Kym N 
Subject: RE: Last Chance               Meets 

Dr. )¢h1101, 

Competing during the exam period is something that we would like to avoid also when possible. However the season is VelT short and there are limited competition 
opporturfities. We have over 30 men and 30 women on our teams. We would like to take 7 men and 7 women to Duke on Sunday. 
We have taken a re17 close look at the meet at Duke are there are several things that work in our favor. 

1. The day of the event Sunday is a reading day and there are no exams. The proximity of the competition. 
2. Convenience (Since we have a small travel group we will be able to return kids to campus irrm~ediately following their race) 3. The time schedule. The meet starts at 5:00PM on Surxday we 
anticipate that individuals will be away from campus no longer than( 3.5 hours) 4. The majority of the kids don’t have exams on the following day. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: )chile1, Beth 

Sent: Monday-, 2:32 PM 

To: Meaders, Harlis James; Lane, Cricket; Lance Markos 

Subject: RE: Last Chance               Meets 

Harlis, You requested to take some athletes to Duke on Sunday and I noticed that this is during exams. Our Athletic Dept. policy is that we do not compete during exams, unless an 
exception is made tbr a special circumstance and re1T few of these are granted. Please call me to discuss the circumstance and why an exception to our policy should be considered. 

Thanks, 
~Beth 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Harlis James Meaders [mailto:meaders@unc edu] 
Sent: NIonday,               12:46 PM 
To: Miller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; Lance Markos 
Subject: Last Chance Track and Field Meets 

Dr N~ller 

As we enter the last few weeks of qualifying for the NCAA East Prelims I need to adjust our competition schedule. This weekend Duke will host a one day meet on Sunday. The meet is not 
currentlyq on our schedule but we have a small group of about 10 athletes we would like to take over The University’ of Clemson has cancelled their meet on the weekend el 
We would like to take the group to a meet being held at Georgia Tech on the same dates The rest of our group will be at the UVA or NC State We don’t like traveling in so maW directions 
but we are looking for the best qualifying opportunities for our kids. I will update you as I get more intbrmation 

Sent from my iPhone 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Last Chance Meets 

Lissa, 

Yes.... we started making an exception for one baseball game about 4 years ago, with the stipulation that they play on the night before reading day, or on reading day If the game is on an 
exam day, no one cari rearrange an exam to accommodate the game. We had one starter who did not play last night because of an exam. ]1"the game is on reading day, we try to schedule a 
study session before or after the game, depending on whether it is an afternoon or night game 

Thanks, 
--Beth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday 
To: Miller, Beth 
Subject: RE: Last Chance 

12:23 PM 

Meets 

Thanks, Beth, for including me in the message Sounds reasonable to me. 

Was the baseball game last night an exception since today is a reading day? 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 11:13 AM 
To: Meaders, Harlis James; tludson, Nicole; Orr, Kym N 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr, l,arpf A.; Lane, Cricket; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Last Chance               Meets 

Harlis, Nicky and Kym, 

l understand the importance of a few student-athletes participating in a meet at Duke on Sunday,        After consultation with Kym regarding the academic standing of the students who 
will be competing and their exam schedule, I will grant an exception to our "no competition during exam" policy, under the following circumstances: 

1. Only the students listed below will attend 2 Kym will coordinate a required study hall session for each of the students attending the meet, on Sunday, prior to them departing campus for 
the meet. 

Students Attending Meet: 

Harlis, please let me know if you are in agreement with this. Good luck to all who will be competing !! 

-’Beth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Meaders, Harlis James 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:16 PM 
To: Miller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; Lance Markos 
Cc: OIT, Kym N 
Subject: RE: Last Chance               Meets 

Competing during the exam period is something that we would like to avoid also when possible. However the, season is very short and there are limited competition 
opportunities. We have over 30 men and 30 women on our teams. We would like to take 7 men and 7 women to Duke on Sunday. 
We have taken a very close look at the meet at Duke are there are several things that work in our favor. 

1. The day of the event Sunday is a reading day and there are no exams. The proximi~ of the competition. 
2. Convenience (Since we have a small travel group we will be able to return kids to campus immediately following their race) 3. The time schedule. The meet starts at 5:00PM on Sunday we 
anticipate that individuals will be away from campus no longer than( 3.5 hours) 4. The majoriby of the kids don’t have exams on the following day. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, _ 2:32PM 
To: iVleaders, Harlis James; Lane, Cricket; Lance Markos 
Subject: RE: Last Chance               Meets 

Harlis, You requested to take some athletes to Duke on Sunday and I noticed that this is during exams. Our Athletic Dept policy is that we do not compete during exams, unless an 
exception is made for a special circumstance and very few- of these are granted Please call me to discuss the circumstance and why an exception to our policy should be considered. 



Thanks, 
,-.Beth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ttarlis James Meaders [mailto:meaders(&!unc edu] 
Sent: Monday,               12:46 PM 
To: iVhller, Beth; Lane, Cricket; Lance Markos 
Subject: Last Chance ’]             Meets 

Dr. Miller 

As we enter the last few weeks of qualifying for the NCAA East Prelims I need to adiust our competition schedule. This weekend Duke will host a one day meet on Sunday. The meet is not 
cm*entlyq on our schedule but we have a small group of about 10 athletes we would like to take over. The University of Clemson has cancelled their meet on the weekend of May 10 and 11. 
We would like to take the group to a meet being held at Georgia Tech on the same dates. The rest of our group will be at the UVA or NC State. We don’t like traveling in so many directions 
but we are looking for the best qualifying oppmtunities for our kids. I will update you as I get more information. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 8:21 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Spring 2014 

Lissa, 

Coach Papa has a schedaling conflict I’d like to discuss with you. Can you please give me a call when you have a few minutes to discuss oar best course of action? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Donna J Papa [mailto:djp@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, June 03, 2013 10:41 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Spring 2014 

Vince, 

Upon looking at the exam dates for 2014 they are as follows: 

Mon April 28 - Exam 

Tues April 29-Exam 

Wed. Apr 30 - Reading day 

Thurs- May 1 - Exam 

Fri- May 2 - Exam 

Sun- Ma~ ~- No exams- Va ~ecb - 1 game(upon a~prova[) 

Mon- May 5 - Exam 

Tues May 6 - Exam 

Have you heard anything back? 

Thank you. 

Donna 

Donna J. Papa 
Univelsity of North Carolina 

Head Softball Coach 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:39 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edtr~; Wilkinson, Patti D <pardw@unc.edu> 

RE: Monfllly haJf-hour meetings with Carol Folt 

We have it on our list. We are just overloaded with requests right now. We may not be able to squeeze in July due to her limited availability but, yes, we can 

schedule regular meetings. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Senti Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Schuettpelz, Erin C; Wilkinson, Patti D 
Subject: FW: Monthly half-hour meetings with Carol Folt 

Hi Erin and PaLti--I wanted to be sure my request to get on CaroVs calendar for July, August, and monthly thereafter adjacent to the Faculty Athletics Cornmittee 

meetings had not fallen through the cracks. These half-hour monthly check-ins with the Chancellor have been very valuable, When I asked Holden, he agreed that 

it would be a good idea to continue them for Carol. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 20:[3 :[:[:3:[ AM 

To= Leonard, Barbara .] 
Subject= RE: Monthly half-hour meetings with Carol Folt 

Thanks, Barbar~. Matt"s gain is our loss. Thanks for all of your help over the years and bes~: of luck in Humm~ Resources] 

Lissa 

From= Leonard, Barbara -1 
Sent: Thursday, .June 06, 20:[3 :[:[:27 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Monthly half-hour meetings with Carol Folt 

Hi l.issa, 

This week is my la’;t week here in the Chancellor’s Office so I haw? forwarded yo~.Er calend~r request to Patti Wilkinson & Erin Schuettpelz. Together they should be 

able to help you with Carof’s calendar. I wilt be working in Human Resources for’ Matt Brody over at AOB effective June :17. 

It’s been a joy working wiLh you .... 

Barbara 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Thursday, 3une 06, 20:[3 :[:[:24 AM 

To: Leonard, Barbara -1 
Subject= Monthly half-hour meetings with Carol Folt 

Hi Barbara- 

I’d like to get on Carol’s calendar for monthly half-hour meetings. When Joy Renner sets the FAC meetings for the year, you could try to slot me in the half-hour 

before those meetings (like we did this year). 

In the meantime, it might be good to schedule something for July and August. For July the week of July 22 and July 29 are good for me. In August, the week of 

August :12 is good as are August 20, 2:1, 23, 27, 28, 29, or 30. 

Also, please be sure Carol has my contact info 

Lb_.r_ o__o_. _m. _e_. _@_. _e_ .m__ .aj [: u__n_.c__:.e__d_~ 

9:19-962-7066 (office) 

(cell) 

(home) 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9:19.962.7066 

http:!!www.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.com/author=248720 

:: [:+:; :: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham" "c}gmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 7:58 AM 

UNCAA- ExeStatt" <uncaa exestaflY~d~groups.unc.edu-~ 

Renner, Joy J ~-JoyRenner@med.unc.edu~; Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Olympian’s straggles lead to food stamps 

Jay Bilas claims the Olympic model is better than the collegiate model because it allows professionals to compete, but this article would suggest the disparities of experience would be even 

greater than they are today 

Check out this alticle from USA TODAY: 

Olympian’s struggles lead to food stamps 

http://usat ly/l 1VODLJ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 2:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Loudermilk access controls 

Thanks, tissa. We appreciate all your input and support. We’re making progress.,, 

Vm looking forward to our meeting on Friday. 1 was not aware there was such a "Best Practices" document available, but it will be a great means of providing 

[oundational guidance as we dew:,lop these plans. Thanks again, 

Paul 

From: Broome, kissa k 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 2:43 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Loudermilk access controls 
Agreed! Good work~ 

Lissa 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 2:05 PM 
To: Pogge, Paul; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Loudermilk access controls 
Thank you ---I assume MicheUe and her staff are aware of the updates being made to security as well. I appreciate you keeping these changes moving~ It certainly is 

in the best in ter,-_~st of our staff and our stud~?Fl[:s, 
Joy J. Rent!or, M.A., £T(R), FAE[RS 
Associate Professor and D[re,.’:l:or 
L!n[w!!’sil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HIll 
School of Medi,.’:[ne 
Cg #71.30 UNC-CH Bonduran[ Hail 

321-A South Colurabhi St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71..%0 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

919-965-5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NO]ICE: This e-mail message, i¢!clud[ng at[achments, if at!y, is in[ended only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~[ch [[ is addressed and may con[ain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged ma[er[ai. Ar!y ---unau[borized review, use, disclosure or d[str[bu[[on is proi~ibi[ed. If you are no[ [Pie intended redp[en[, please cot!tact the sender b? reply e-mall and 
des[toV all copies of [he or[&~[rlal rr, essage, 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~bli¢ Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s’~ate official (NCG$, oh, J.32), Student educatio~al records are s~b~ect to FERIPA, 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Fwd: Loudermilk access controls 

FYI. This is "the first step in a much larger etlbrt. 

ttope you had a nice weekend. 

Paul 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "(himsley, Pdchie" <rgrimsley,~;unc.edu> 

Date: July 29, 2013 11:37:45 AM EDT 

To: "Bunting, Mike" <mbunting(a))mc.edu>, "Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech,~;tmc.edu>, "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge(a;unc.edu> 

Subject: Loudermilk access controls 

The PO for the additional cameras and access controls for three Loudermilk Center doors was issues this morning. Tech Systems will now begin to order 

the equipment mad we will schedule the installation to begin. They estimate we will start insl~Jlation towards the end of August. 

Richie Grimsley 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3 4:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr>; Ballen, Maxtina K <mballen@unc.edu~>; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A 

<mvangeld@emml.unc.edtr>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

I:W: SAF Question 

NI: 

Below is the response I received fi’om Shama’ee regarding Coach Hane5 ~s request to use SAF funds during their trip to D.C. 

Thanks, 

~emai],unc,e&~ 

From: Brown, Shamaree [maito:sbrown@theacc.org] 
Sent: Wednesday. k 24 plvl 

To-" 
Co: Hostetter, Brad; Burgemeister, Matt; Giardina, Mar,/; Koone, Katie 
Subject: RE: SAF Question 

Hi Carly, 

It would be permissible t:or LINC to use SAF Lo pay for the expenses described below as entertairm~ent (:16.7). However, be mindful that SAF is noL intended to be 

used to replace budget items; thus 1 would encourage you all to try to include travel expenses for competitions!events that a team attends yearly into future team 

budgets (if possible). 

Hope this helps ~;nd let me know if you haw:_~ any additional questions. 

Thanks 

Sharnaree 

$ HAMARb." E T BROWN, S R. 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

O: 336 3694642 I F: 3363890085 
sbrown~b, theacc.or~ 
theACC.com ¯ ~&,~tbeAOO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marshall, Bill <wpmarsha@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:39 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Hornstein, Donald T 
<dhornste@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu>; Rosen, 
Richard A <rich_rosen@unc.edu> 

RE: Advice for the Athletics Department -- Uniform Athlete Agents Act 

I have been thinking about this and I do not: think it should implicate the first amendment though I am not sure 1 can 

explain why. I have yet to think of a good analogy. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Marshall, Bill; Hornstein, Donald T; Myers, Richard E; Rosen, Richard A 
Cc: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Advice for the Athletics Department -- Uniform Athlete Agents Act 

Friends - Paul Pogge in the Athletics Department is an attorney and is a member of the Uniform Law Commission’s 

drafting committee for a revamp of the Uniform Athlete Agents Act. He was hoping to get some feedback from legal 

experts (i.e, you) regarding suggestions for improving the statute to assist state authorities in having recourse against 

unlicensed agents or those who contact student-athletes in prohibited ways. 

The attachment indicates that some states (like Oregon} require that the agent contact the school before contacting a 

student-athlete to discuss possible representation when the student’s eligibility ends. Paul wishes to discuss any 
potential First Amendment concerns with such a provision and would like input on this issue. 

Another area of concern is how to incentivize the state to prosecute these cases. We dBcussed the possibility of the 

statute creating an alternative dispute forum that would be cheaper, faster, and easier than relying on a D.A. to 

prosecute this in the court of law when the DA has violent crimes and drug-related crimes that would likely be given 

much higher priority. To what extent is it possible for a state statute to say that issues related to violation of this statute 

would be heard first by a panel of 3 arbitrators {or some other group} with the possibility of an appeal to the court 

system {with a very high standard of review)? One idea that came to mind was the state bat having authority delegated 

to it to police lawyer misconduct through a system outside of the regular judiciary. Could such an alternative dispute 

forum mete out criminal penalties including fines or do those have to be prosecuted by the D.A.? 

Any guidance you can provide on these matters would be helpful. If it would be easier to talk with Paul directly, his 

number is 919-.843-.7690. He would welcome a chance to visit with you before the end of next week. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September II, 2013 3:14 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UAAA 

LJssa, 

Here is some information that 

Paul 

pulled on various states’ codifications of the UAAA. 



:......:: 

i>~ii 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919)-843-7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Marshall, Bill <wpmazsh~}email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:21 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu-~; Homstein, Donald T <dhornsle@emaJl.unc.edu>; Myers, RichaJrd E 

<nnyers@email.unc.edu>; Rosen, Richard A <rich rosen@unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Advice for the Atlfletics Dep~tment -- Unifoml Athlete Agents Act 

I think Florida Bar v. Went for It, 515 US 618 (1995) may provide some help. The Court there upheld a restriction on lawyers sending letters to prospective clients who had 
been involved in accidents. The first reason the court relied on was the privacy and tranquility of the victims. The second was in prohibiting the deplorable actions of preying 
on the vulnerabilities of victims. Both rationales apply in lesser to force to college athletes though the issue of the integrity of the legal profession is not at issue in our case. 
I wonder if our ethics folks may have some other insights from the lawyer solicitation context. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:10 PM 
To: Marshall, Bill; Hornstein, Donald T; Myers, Richard E; Rosen, Richard A 
Co: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Advice for the Athletics Department -- Uniform Athlete Agents Act 

Friends---Paul Pogge in the Athletics Department is an attorney and is a member of the Unit:otto Law Comrnission’s drat:ting committee for a revarnp of d~e Llniform 

Athlete Agents Act. He was hoping to get some feedback from legal experts (i.e., you) regarding suggestions for improving the statute to assist state authorities in 

having recourse against unlicensed agents or those who contact student-athletes in prohibited ways. 

The attachment indk:ates that ;ome st:ares (like Oregon) require that: the agent cont:act t:he school before contacting a ;tudent.-athh?t:e t:o di;cuss po;sibh? 

representat:ion when the student’s ~-_~ligibility ends. Paul wishes to discuss any poter~tial First Amendment concerns with such a provision and would like input on 

this issue. 

Another area of concern is how to incentivize the state to prosecute these cases. We discussed the possibility of the statute creating an alternative dispute forum 

that would be cheaper, faster, and easier than relying on a D.A. to prosecute this in the court of law when the DA has violent crimes and drug-related crimes that 

would lil~ely be giw?n much higher priority. To what ~-:~xt~:_mt is it po’;sibk? for a sl:at~:_~ stal:ut:e to say that: i’;sue’; related to violat:ion of this statute wouk~ be heard first 

by a panel of 3 arbitrators (or some other group) with the pos;ibilitV o[ an appeal to the court: systern (wit:h a w?ry high standard of review)? One idea that: cam~-_~ to 

mind was the state bar having auLhority delegated to it to police lawyer rnisconduct d~rough a sysLern ouLside of the regular judiciary. Could such an alternative 

dispute forurn mete out criminal penalties induding fines or do d~ose have Lo be prosecuLed by the D,A.? 

Any guidance you can provide on these matters wouM be helpful If it would be easier to talk with Paul directly, his number is 919-843-7690, He wouM welcome a 

chance to visit with you before the end of next week, 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:14- PM 

Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UAAA 

Lissa, 

Here is some information that oulled on various states’ codifications of the UAAA. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Rosen, Richard A <rich rosen@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:29 AM 

Marshall, Bill <vvpmarsha@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Homstein, Donald T <dhomste@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

RE: Advice for the Atlfletics Depaxtment -- Unifoml Athlete Agents Act 

I’ll leave the first amendment discussion to others. I don’t think you can have azbilrators impose a criminal penalties. I’m not sure where the concern about the da 

incentives comes in -- given the potential publicity, most prosecutors jump at a chance like this. I’m thinking some about venue. Would this be a crime if the contact 

and/or payment is made outside of North Carolina? If it is, where would the case be tried? Maybe the thing to do is to have prosecutions set for Wake Counb~. 

Rich 

From: Marshall, Bill 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:21 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Hornstein, Donald 3-; Myers, Richard E; Rosen, Richard A 
Cc: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: RE: Advice for the Athletics Department -- Uniform Athlete Agents Act 

I think Florida Bar v. Went for It, 515 US 618 (1995) may provide some help. The Court there upheld a restriction on lawyers sending letters to prospective clients who had 
been involved in accidents. The first reason the court relied on was the privacy and tranquility of the victims. The second was in prohibiting the deplorable actions of preying 
on the vulnerabilities of victims. Both rationales apply in lesser to force to college athletes though the issue of the integrity of the legal profession is not at issue in our case. 
I wonder if our ethics folks may have some other insights from the lawyer solicitation context. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 5:10 PM 
To: Marshall, Bill; Hornstein, Donald T; Myers, Richard E; Rosen, Richard A 
(:::c: Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Advice for the Athletics Department -- Uniform Athlete Agents Act 

Friends---Paul Pogge in the Athletics Department is an attorney and is a member of the Unit:orm Law Commission’s drat:ting committee for a revarnp of the Uniform 

Athlete Agents Act. He was hoping to get some feedback from legal experts (i.e~, you) regarding suggestions for improving the statute to assist state authorities in 

having recourse against unlicensed agents or those who contact student-athletes in prohibited ways. 

The attachment indicates that some states (like Oregon) require that the agent contact the school before contacting a student-athlete to discuss possible 

representation when the student’s eligibility et~ds. Paul wishes to discuss a~y potential First Amem~ment concerns with such a provision and would like input on 

this issue. 

Another area ot: concern is how to incentivize the state to prosecute these cases~ We discussed the possibility of the statute creating an alternative dispute t:orum 

that would be cheaper, faster, and easier than relying on a D.A. to prosecute this in the court of law when the DA has violent crimes and drug-related crimes that 

would likely be given much higher priority. To what extent is it possible for a state statute to say that issues related to violation of this statute would be heard first 

by a panel of :¢ arbit:rators (or some other group) with the possibility o[ an appeal to the court: system (wit:h a w?ry high standard of review)? One idea that: came to 

mind was the state bar having aut:hority delegated to it to police lawyer misconduct through a svst:em out:side of the regular iudiciary. Could such a~ alternative 

dispute forurn mete out criminal penalties including fines or do those have to be prosecuted by the D.A.? 

Any guidance you can provide on these matters would be helpful. If it would be easier to tall( with Paul directly, his number is 919-843-.7690. He would welcome a 

chance to visit with you before the end of ne×t week. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:14 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: UAAA 

Lissa, 

Here is some information that pulled on various states’ codifications of the UAAA. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jo Potuto <j potuto 1 @unl,edu> 

Tuesday September 24, 2013 11:30 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: UNC Law Review 

Thanks, Ussa. It was good seeing you. I hope the year goes well, and more uneventfully than the last couple, .Io 

l<’rom th~ EEice of; 
Jos,<ph] r~e (~7o) R. :’R:uto 
[~±;~a[C] }i. L~XSON >]C:,i[tSSOI DE CC[IstlJ [N2~[<DI]Sk LaW 

a~d Facult? Athletics >epzer~e~f~tJve 

C~, : ! ~ge of Law 

Nn ] v’~rs :[ : y o f Neb E ~;:] s 
P.O, B)X 830<2 
Lincoln NE ;8683--0902 

T’,,/iiiil6K: @P%[:]tsOfbiw i @PiIsOfSpoKtS r~aw I @Th6]ATAR 
SIR)@: PC,LUL)’S PoJtlilS <:,[ SD)XtS & Law (j)’~)ttltC.b]c,gsD)t.,x)@i) 
DD 402-~ 72-12 ~" 

DD ~’AX 402--472--)$4~ 

Aohi i ~ ........... 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 24, 2013 I0:21 AM 
To: Jo Potuto 
C¢: Hazen, Thomas 
Subject" UNC Law Review 

Hi Jo - It was great to see you in Dallas. Congratulations for your work on putting together an excellent program. 

I just spoke with Tom (who says "Hi") as the law review advisor. He says that the review is full-up for this issue and will begin reviewing articles again in the 

February-March window for the next volume in the 2014-15 academic year. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

._h__t__t_P__~ J_ J_w_w_w__:J__%_w__:_y__n___c_:__e_d_u [£e___n_~ ~ E ~ 1_~ ~_O_~!O_~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: _h_t__tx?_:_ZZ_s__g_m~Q___m_£a__y_th_o__r__-_-__2___4_£7_2__?_ 

i~i Description: 
http://w~*z law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.ipg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesda,~ ,:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Ballen, Martina K <mballen@unc.edu> 

Re: SAF request 

I would prefer to limit to emergency use+ 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Broome>, Lissa Broome <lbroome~’aemail.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, "_, ........... , .... J:18 AM 

To: "V a n g e I d e r, M a r i ell e A" <.__m___v___a___n_g_e_]__d____@_e____m___a__[!_.__u___n__£_.__e___d___u_:                          ~_e_. _m_a__!]_._ .u_ n__c_ .__e_.d__u_.> 

Cc: "Ballen, Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: SAF request 

b~ addition, I thought sorneone said we perrnitted travel home to see a child. I agree we need to be careful if we authorize this+ Would being a Pell recipient be 

sufficient to limit it and!or could we further limit it to I or 2 trips home per year+? 

l.issa 

From= Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent= Wednesday,                 7:55 AM 
To:                 r 
Co= Broome, Lissa L; Ballen, MaCdna K; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= RE: SAF request 

Assisting a student-athlete with travel borne is a permissible use ot: Lhe Student Assistance Fund (SAF). However, I think we may want to be careful about setting a 

precedent. If we do it for one student-athlete, where would we draw the line when determining whether to do it t:or other student-athletes? To my knowledge, 

we have not previously financed travel home unless it was for an emergency situation or as a result of a death or illness in the student-athlete’s immediate family~ 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

bniversit:y of Nort:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent= Tuesday, 1:25 AM 
To: Vangelder, Marielle A 
C:c= Broome, Ussa L, Ballen, MaRina K; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= SAF request 

NI: 

I received this request this mon-dng (~e below] is a Pell Grant recipient. I do not know if this is allowed in lee first place, but I wartted to ti+rward the request 

on since this is lhe process that was decided upon as t?~+r as &lerminJng situations on a.n indivJduaI l~sis. 

Th~nk,;+ 

Froml 

Sent= Tuesday, LI: 20 AM 
To= 
Subject= Money 

Hey, 

My name is i am on the unc varsit~ I was talking to you yesterday and had questions about the financial aid program ran by the NCAA. 

I was given a sheet that shows me ali the things they wouid cover, and i saw the miscellaneous categoPy at the bottom so I was wondering could travel expenses be 

covered? I live in Michigan and could use help traveling home during thanksgiving and Christmas break because Airplane tickets Are extremely expensive and I need a way 
to pay for them. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 8:45 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Recap on Burn Center Visit Today. 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: "Cairn~ Bruce A" <bruce caims@med.unc.edtr~ 

Date: at 7:16:17 AM EST 

To: " ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Steinbacher, Rick" <ricVa]unc.edu> "Cunninghaa11, Bubba" <bubbac(&~em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ...... Recap on Burn Center Visit Today. 

On behalf of the patients and staff at the North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center- thank you all for coming to the Burn Center. The impact you have made is much 
more than you can imagine. Thanks also for sharing the positive comments and feedback (and the T-shirt)- all of that means a lot as well. 

If you can make it back on Thanksgiving- that would be great! I will be on call from Wednesday-Sunday so I can help facilitate it if it works out. On the other 
hand, I understand it might not work out- I realize you will be busy. Either way is fine- it is just tremendous that you would consider doing this. 

I was so pleased to hear you are pre-med and interested in orthopedics/sports medicine. The field of medicine can always use people with your caring and 
supportive attitude-it is very much needed. 

Please stay in touch and let me know if there is anything I can do to help- we have a variety of rotations and experiences for undergraduates in the medical 
school. 

In the meantime, you all have a game to play- GO HEELS! Thanks again, we are very proud of all you. 

Bruce Cairns 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery! Microbiology and Immunology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 
101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7600 

Phone: (919) 966-8159 
Fax: (919) 843-6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (Imwest@med.unc.edu) 
Administrative Coordinator 

From: 

Sent: Frid~ 0:59 PM 
To: Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject: - Recap on Burn Center Visit Today. 

Dr. Cairns, 

My name is                 I am the q 

Center. I am also known under the name of the 

player that came along today with Carolina Outreach for the visit of the Burn 

I just wanted to take a moment and thank you once again for welcoming us to the Burn Center today. It was an amazing experience for my 
teammates and myself and you would be pleased to hear the comments and feedbacks that the guys had to say on the way back to our team 
meeting. 

A couple of us are actually trying to plan a second visit to your veteran patient for Thanksgiving, next Thursday, between practice and our 5 

hours of free-time, which would be awesome! 

Anyway, one more time, we are very thankful for the opportunity that you guys gave us and we want you all to know that we support you and 
your staff to the fullest and that you guys deserve ALL the credit. 



Thanks again, and I am looking forward to hear back from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 7:48 AM 

file, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <paul.pogge@gmail.com> 

Schuettpelz, Erin C <ecs@unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <joel.curran@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy 

J <Joy_Renner@ med.unc.edu> 

Re: Inside the League Web Site Inquiry 

Inside the league is an N FL website that is highly read and highly regarded in the industry. 

Great work on this important issue. 

Thank you. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin £brwa~rded message: 

From: Nell Stratton <        ~insidetheleague.com> 

Date: Janua~ 10, 2014 11:26:50 AM EST 
To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppo~ge({~unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Inside the League Web Site Inquiry 

Here’s some unsolicited praise thought I’d pass along, 

Neff Stn~LLon 

S~ecial advisor, ’:~.:[ [asth~m Eru:_~rgy C.:_~llege AIFSI:ar Game 

Executive Director, ’08 Hula Bowl 

Personne~ Director, ’07 InLa Juice North-South All-.Star C~assic 

President, Inside the League 

www.[nsideLheleague.com 

832.44:-~.?; 350 

Skype: insidetheleague 

From: Inside the League [malt    ~insidetheleague,comj 

Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20!4 6:22 PM 

To: Inside the League 

Co: brian roland 

~side the League Web Site Inquiry 

removed by 

l 
sender. 

Dear briar roland. 

Inside Lhe I.eu, gue appreciates yaur interest Yaur inquiry has been received u, nd i[ is irrlpartarlt [a us An IT[. represerltatiw! will gee back with you as soon as possible. 

For your records, below is what you submitted. 

Name: brian roland 

Emaik j ~.ml.com 

Pho#e: 

Comments: Referencing your article today about the UNC compliance program: We. as Financial Advisors. worked with Paul Pogge in submitting our names for 

consideration for several of their piayers and found Paul and his staff to be fair, responsive and highly professional. Players famiiies honored the program and respected 

lhe boundaries put irl place. UNC should De the modei for all schools going fol’¢¢~rd See you ne~t week! 

Brian 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

Medical Hardship mad Absence Waivers 

UN( [oc; UNC Joc; UNC ~ .doc; JNC docx; 5NC 

docx; UNC locx 

ocx; 

Susan, 

Please find attached the hardship waiver approval letters for the following student-athletes: 

5hamaree 7". Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

335-854-8787- Office 

335-359-0055 - Fax 

sbrown @ theacc.org - Emafl 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for             student-athlete, 
has been approved for the       season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797 " ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY " FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

I;2",-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ D2<IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for             student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the       ,~ason. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for              student-athlete, 
has been approved for th~      season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797 " ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY " FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

I;~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ D2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for                student-athlete, 
has been approved for the         semester. Please note that you may prorate 9 

hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after Fhank you 
for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS F,~X (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’qlVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ¯ NORTtt CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 3:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: animal law class protx~sal 

Thai~ you so much, Professor Broome! I am very excited to hear that. I really appreciate your help with all tlfis, and I can’t wait to see what happens. Thank you so 

much! 

Have a great evening, 

On Fri, at 3:49 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

tti           I wanled lo let you know flm:t the Academic ~.I~"firs Cormnittee me~ today ~o discuss the maieri~ds you wo~ided ~!~out a~ :\~fimal I .aw course. ~Ihe 
committee was very impressed by your proi~osal, the docmnet~ted studet~t it~terest, and all the work ?on had done. Dean J\,Iosteller. the Associate Dean ibr Academic 
A:%drs’, uill i~elude this as a poten~i:fl new eot~rse (althougl3 ue h:lve ~?ot ~aken :my action yet to :~pprove the course) uben be discusses eot~rse pl:mning fb~ next ?’eat’ 
with Dea~ Bo:~ er. ks yo~ knou. budgets a "e t :~ ht We apprec a~e *be $5,000 new course gra~t tha~ you ide~tified as a {~ossible resource. 

In any e~ ent, fl~e course is on the radar screen and 1711 keet~ yo ~ r Ibm e~ ~ ~e co~tinue to work fl~rot@~ bt~dgei., si;~[t’ing, a~d priorities 

I :~howed your materials (bonks~ law reviews) to the committee today and have placed them in my ~i~culty mailbox :~o you may pick them up when you bare a chalice. 

’H~anks a:~ ait~ R~r a vet3 thorougla job. 

Lissa Broome 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Ba~ki~g a~d -Finance 

UNC Schoo~ of Law 

CB#3380. Vat~ Heeke&,Vettacb Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 2?59%3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.une.edu/cente,s/baNdng 

i.X.i iltip:,%vww law.~r;c edu/imaf:]es,’news/media,’bankingfir;ance 
web 542 iPg 

From: (~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:11 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: animal law class proposal 

Professor Broome, 

Good afternoon. I hope you’re doing well. I have the protx~saJ finished for the animal law class, so I am attaching that to this email, as well as the inibrmation fa)m 

two people who would like to teach the class if it is ofl~red: Calley Gerber, an animal lawyer and now prot~ssor at Campbell, m~d Professor Basas, who is at UNC 

currently. I have printed all this infonnalion as well, and will give it k) you tomorrow, along ruth two textbooks a~d teaching materials for the course, and the sign-up 

sheet ruth all the names of sm&nts interested in the class. I’ll stop by your office (so if there’s a good time, please let me know), but if you’re busy or not there rlljust 

leave everything in your box. I really appreciate all ?’our help with this! 

Best, 

J.D. Candidate, 

Universib~ of North Carolina School of I,aw 

~i~gmail .corn 



"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatma Gandhi 

J.D. Candidate, 

Universi~ of North Carolina School of Law 

(~gmail.com 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatma Gandhi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Jacoby, Melissa B <mjacoby@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao, 23, 2011 4:00 PM 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu>; Weidemaier, MaJ& <weidemai@email.unc.edu-~; Brown, Caroline N 
<cnbrown@email.unc.edu>; Coyle, John <jfcoyle@emaJl.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc.edu>; Omarova, Saule T 

<omarova@email.unc.edw~; Deborah Gerhardt < @gmail.com> 

Pittma~, Teresa C <pittman2@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday’s Meeting 

Hi everyone, 

Per Bob’s suggestion, here are the blocks in my approach to contracts, and the (probably idiosyncratic} order: 

:LTheories of obligation (e.., comparing consideration to promissory estoppel and unjust enrichment, a tiny bit on statute of frauds). 

2.Theories of remedy (expectancy, reliance, restitution, liquidated damages, specific performance}. 

3.Formation 

4,Policing d octrin~:_~s 

5.Interpretation 

6. Conditions/material breach!excuses for nonperformance 

(Comparing Article 2!sales to common law approaches ix, by intentional design, interspersed throughout.) 

f haw:, taught the cours~:_~ in ?, differenL credit and scheduling formats. I have not comph:_fl:ely delet~:_~d any of the blocks, buL strearnlin~:_~d the coverage within each 

block as needed (buL never cuL out Artk:h:_~ 2 altogether), t tend to teach with relatively few cases and mor~:_~ ~-:~>:tensions by example, so I d~}:rknow that what I’m 

doing would work for others who have a different approach or philosophy. 

Melissa 

From: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2011 1:47 PM 
To" Mosteller, Robert Paul; Weidemaier, Mark; Brown, Caroline N; Coyle, John; Broome, Lissa L; Omarova, Saule T; Jacoby, Melissa B; Deborah Gerhardt 

Co-" Pittman, Teresa C 
Subject-" Wednesday’s Meeting 

[)~-’_~ar Contrac[:s Group, 

f Iool~ forward to our me~-_d:ing on Wednesday afternoon. I think it might be helpfui in having a concrete discussion of topics to r,-:fl:ain in tfu? 4-credit: format and 

those to omit for anyone who has a Contracts syllabus or list of the topics covered in the course that they think would be helpful to circulate it to the group. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Sunday, 6:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffaJrs] FW: UTS Law Summer School Progrmn, Bios and CVs 

I approve of both proposals. 

Thank You, 

Cooper 

O11 Sun, at 5:37 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friends 

I am asking for your approval by emaJl of some matters Mated to our summer program at the University of Teclmolog55 Sydney, Australia. Bev Sizemore and 
Richard Myers would like these matters to be approved at this Thursday’s faculty meeting since they are finishing up this month written materials for an ABA site visit 

to Australia this summer. 

Please give me your vote by 5:00 on Monday 

the meeting. 

so we can get this on the faculty meeting agenda for Thursday and get the materials circulated in advance of 

We need to approve Richard Myers as the co-director of the program. 

We need to approve the courses (listed below) and the faculty (bios for Richard and Jay Hickey, the American professors are below and bios and cvs for the 

Australian protEssors and a further description of the Australian Perspectives Course are attached as separate documents). 

If you vote to approve, I will assume that you approve both bullets above. If you wish to vote tbr one proposal and against the second, then please indicate that 

clearly in your reply email to me. 

Thanks for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Lissa 

COUrSes 

Please Note: All classes will be two hours (including a 10 minute break) Monday-Thursday. 

"Australian Perspectives on Law" 

Law Faculty Members, University of Technology ~S),dney Law School 

3 semester credit hours’ 

This course roll combine several one week "mini-courses" taught by faculty members of the University of Techilology Sydney Faculty of Law in which they roll share 

the Aus~tralian perspectives on such legal areas as: contract law, colporate law and international law. The course includes an introduction and overview to the 
Australian legal system in the first week. The course roll offer a short, intense look at several important areas of law, but it is also designed to give American law 

students an opportunity to experience Australian legal education and teaching methodology and to get to know several outstanding Australian legal scholars. 

Professor Hickey roll act as the coordinator for the course. 

"Energy, the Environment, and the Global Economy" 

Professor James E. Itiekey, Jr., Hofstra Law School 

3 semester credit hours’ 

There is no more impofiant law and policy topic in the early 21 st centaly than the intertwined issues of reliable, affordable sources of energy (coal, oil, natural gas, 

nuclear, hydropower, and alternative energy sources) and the need to address the impact of energy use on the global economy and global climatic change. This 

course explores subst~xltive energy and environmental laws in a way that demonstrates their growing interdependence and internationalization in the emerging global 
marketplace. All la~’ers practicing in the 21st century increasingly must be prepared to anal3~e domestic legal problems in an interdisciplina~, global context. This 

course explores the legal, ethical, economic, and political interrelationships of energy and environmental laws through the prism of real world case studies, including 

the Exxon Valdez oil spill, Hydroelectric sales from Canada to the U.S., and the prospect of starting a nuclear power indus~try in Australia. The course also examines 

the interrelationships of domestic energy and environmental laws and regional and global international law, including institutional structures, treaties, custom, state 
responsibility, sovereignty over resources, human rights and Wade. The course is taught using a combination of techniques, including lectures on the fundamental 

principles of energy law, environmental law mad international law, mad group diseussions. 

� Comparative Criminal Procedure ’ 

Professor Richard Myers, UNC School of Law 

3 semester credit hours’ 



There is no more critical time in a person’s life than the moment they become a criminal suspect. If and when they will become a defendant, or a convicted criminal, 

depends in part on the sources of the state’s power to investigate, any limits that the law provides, and their access to defense counsel. Any nation’s cmninal 

procedra~e nmst perform vital functions - investigation, charging, proving the charge, sentencing the defendant, and imposing punislmaent. Diflbrent nations allocate 

these functions to different inslitutional actors, and subject them to rudely varying limitations. Changes in one area of a system have the potential to alter the balance 

between state and individual in fascinating ways. This course roll compare and contrast criminal procedure pmclices within the adversafial ~slem, considering the 

US and Australia, and the inquisitorial system, considering various European nations. Students will consider the scope of the powers provided to police, limits on 

police investigative techniques, various methods lbr ensuring the provision of suspects’ right~ and trial practices. 

Faculty 

Professor James E. Hickey, Jr. has practiced law with two Washington, D.C., law firms on energy and re~urces matters, fie teaches international law courses 

and couBes in energy and environ-mental law. He has punished four books and over 50 articles. He is currently worldng on books on energy law and the law of the 

sea. He holds a Ph.D. in international law from Cam-bridge Universi%" and is a UniveBi~" of Georgia law graduate. He has twice been a Visiting Fellow at the 

Cmnbridge Re-semeh Centre for International Law- in England and he has lectured and taught at law schools around the world including schools in Australia, Finland, 

France, Japan, Poland, and GePmany. He is immediate past Chair of the ABA Committee on Electric Indus~~ Restructuring and serves as a Vice Chair of the ABA 

Book Publications Board of the Section on Envi~onment, Energy and Resources. He is on the Board of Editors ofIUS GENTIUM. He has worked as a Consultant 

to the Energy Charter Secretariat in Brussels and as a Special Assistant to the National Petroleum Council in Washington, D.C. He is currently a Vice Chair of the 

ABA Planning Committee for the 39th A~mual ABA Environmental Law Conference to be held in March 2010 in Salt Lake Ci~, Utah. 

Professor Richard Myers is a native of Kingston, Jamaica, Myers was a Chancellors Scholar at the UNC School of Law, where he graduated with high honors in 

1998. Upon graduation from law school, he clerked in Washington, D.C., [br the Hon. David Sentelle on the United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit, 

and then entered private practice as a litigator lbr O’Melveny & Myers, LI,P, in Los Angeles Calitbrnia. After two years with "the White Collar Criminal Law and 

Environmental mad regulatory Compliance Practice Group, he left private practice in January 2002 to become an Assistant United States Attorney in the Central 
Dislrict of California. In September, 2002, he transtbrred to the Eastern District of North Cmolina in Raleigh, where he prosecuted white collar and violent crimes, 

and headed the district’s Violent Crimes ’][’ask Force for Wilmington and New Hanover and Pender Counties. Myers joined the UNC Law School faculty in July 

2004. He teaches Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure, Ethics, and a seminar on White Collar Crime. 

Wachovia Prolbssor of Bankit~g I .aw 

Dh~ctor, Ce~ler l’or Banking a~d Finance 

I JNC School of Law 

CB#338()~ Van [ tecke-.Weltach }{~dl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3380 

I .’)o2,1,6o 

http:/,/w~,w.law~unc.edu/centetw’bankdn~ 

i.X.i http:,’iwww law.ur;c edu/images,’news/media,’bankingfir;ance 
web 542 iPg 

From: Sizemore, Beverly A 

Sent: Wednesday 7:39 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: UTS Law Sunm~er School Program, Bios and CVs 

Dktnl kaow if Richard M~ier~ (On-.site Co- Director: Instructo~ for the     Sydaey Sammer l ,aw Program and ABA site visit) had already i] rwarded y,)u and the 

Academic Al~tirs O ~mmittee tbr the next faculty meeting, the basic sehedtde,’sy[labt~s’bios fbr ~e At~stralian Perspecti~ es coarse ~taght in modules by the I~Mi~ ersity 
of Technology S> dney (UTS) ]aa fiac~flty. 

All the be4, 

Bevee].y A. S’.zernope, Ph.D. 

D:LPector’ o~: :[nt:ePnatJ.ona]. Pr’ogParr~s 

UNC School of: La~ 

Adjunct Assistant PcoiressoP., Anthcopology Depactment 



Room# 4971, Van Hecke.-Wettach Haii!CB!! 3380 

Chapel Hill, N¢ 27599--3380 

ghone: 919-843-6247 

FAX: 919-962.-2277 

Emaii: bevsize~email.unc.edu 

From: Todd St Vrain [mailto:To dd. S tVrain (&uts. edu au] 
Sent: Thursday,                2:59 AM 
To: Sizmnore, Beverly A; Anthony P Doy]e; Rand]e Pollard; Myers, Richard E; James E Hickey 
Subject: UTS Law Summer School Program, Bios and CVs 

Dear All, 

Please find attached an outline of file Australian Legal Perspectives program, staff" bios aaad CVs and a tentative timetable. I hope this meets the requirements for the 
submission to the ~43~A. 

Program 

Revisions have been made to the Contract and Commercial Law outline a,s some of the trade practices acts covered last year are no longer in effect. I will talk to 
the other academics about the content of their courses to see if there axe any further revisions. 

Timetable 

I have tentatively allotted two hours the first morning for orientation. This can be adjusted accordingly. The International Office is happy to provide speakers. For 
about $10 each, I can procure a mini-wallet that has safety tips, emergency contact numbers, etc. The IO also normally includes 2 other items in the wallet for your 
consideration. For am additional $10, I cam include a Travell0 Zone 1 bus pass (althouo~ students might have different travel requirements according to their 
accormnodation venues). For another $10, we cam provide am international calling card (which would give students well over 200 minutes of talk time at the rate of 1- 
2 cents per minute). If you do not wish to purchase the bus pass or the calling card, we can certainly refer to them during the orientation for students’ consideration. 

I have slotted proposed dates of when assigynnents would be due for each course, tlappy to move according to your wishes, so long as they are the same dates for 
both institutions. ~I!qe assignment would probably be one question of say 300 words tbr each Australian course. Please advise what your requirements arc for the 
Australian courses’ assessment. I will look up Mint has been done in the past. 

I have spoken to the Law Student Society who were enthusiastic about wanting to meet American students and professors. I’ll look into venue and costs, but their 
response to a proposed date the last week of June ~,as "that would be awesome because then we can invite them to our end of semester pub crawl the following 
week’~. 

I hope to have costs and budgets to you by next week or the tbllowing. We’re having a spate of professional development short courses that have consumed our time 
since retaining from holidays. I will also pull together a description of each course for your websites. 

Kind regards, 

Todd 

Todd St Vrain 

Extemal Engagement Manager 

Faculty of Law 

University" of Technology, Sydney 

PO Box 123 Broadway NSW 2007 

UTS CRICOS Provider Code: 00099F 
DISCLAIMER: This emaJl message mid mV accompmving attachments mW contain confi&nlia] information. 
If yon are not the intended recipient, do not read, use, disseminate, distribute or copy this message or 
attachments. If you have received this message in rotor, please nolify the sender immediately and delete 
this message. AW views expressed in this message axe those of the individual sendel; except where the 
sender expressly, and with mlthority, states them to be the views of the University of Technology Sydney. 
Before opening any attachments, please check them for viruses and defects. 

Think. Green. Do. 

Please consider the environment betbre printing this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lloyd, Ga~ R <garyJloyd@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, February 9, 2011 10:27 AM 

Lloyd, Ga~ R <ga~ lloyd@unc.edu>; Sessoms, Sharon R <sr~ssom@email.unc.edu> 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu>; Edwards, Richard C <rich edwards@unc.edu> 

RE: Response to Gary Lloyd 

Bob, 

Thank you for speaking with me on the phone earlier this morning about the Law Dean’s List I am following up with this email to make sure eveiTone is aware of our conversation and 
decision we came up with. For the 1L students, we will calculate the Fall term Law School Dean’s List at the same time we calculate the Spring term Law School Dean’s List for all the 1 L, 2L, 
and 3L students ThereJk~re, the Fall term Law School Dean’s List which is calculated in the Feb/March time frame will only be for the 2L and 3L students. The May/June timeframe calculation 
of the Law School Dean’s List will be for the Fall term 1L students, and the Spring term 1L, 2L, and 3L students By taking this approach, any grade changes to the Fall term for 1L students 
will be taken into account up until the Dean’s List calculations are performed in the May/June timeframe. 

Thanks, 
GaiT 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Llnyd, GaiT R 

Sent: Monday, FebruaiT 07, 2011 12:42 PM 

To: Sessoms, Sharon R 

Cc: Mosteller, Robert Paul; Broome, Lissa L; Derickson, Christopher P; Edwards, Richard C 

Sutziect: RE: Response to Gait Lloyd 

Sharon/Bob, 

One last question in regards to the 1L Fall Dean’s List. Will this need to be calculated in Feb/March when the Fall Dean’s List is calculated for the 2I, and 3I, groups and held until the Spring 
calculations are run and posted in May/June? Or, is it okay to run and post Fall 1L group at the same time the Spring calculations are run in May/June? The distinction here is whether you 
want to exclude Fall Semester grade changes ]2~r 1L students that could occur after the Feb/March run of the Fall Dean’s List and then just post those results to the record at the time the 
Spring run occurs, or do you want to include any grade changes for the 1L students all the way up to when the Spring Dean’s List runs in May/June 

My designation of Feb/March and May/June for the Fall and Spring runs of the Law Dean’s List is totally dependent upon the agreed upon date the Law School would like this run in the 
future. 

Thanks, 

GaiT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sessoms, Sharon R 
Sent: Sunday, Februau 06, 2011 9:31 AM 
To: Lloyd, GaiT R 
Subject: FW: Response to Gary Lloyd 

GaiT, 
See below the details about the Law Dean’s List. 

I was due to return to NC on Tues but I may push that back a couple of days. Want to be sure that he is doing well before I leave. If you have any additional questions about the 
Dean’s List criteria, please contact Bob directly, rrrl not sure that I will be able to read email after today since I’m using my sister’s laptop and she is leaving for the airport later this morning. I 
will likely be back in the office by the end of the week. Thanks. 

Sharon S. 

From: Mostellcr, Robelt Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, January_ 11,2011 12:03 PM 
To: Sessoms, Sharon R 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Response to GaiT Lloyd 

Sharon, 

Please send the following to Mr. Lloyd in the Registrar’s office. 

In selecting students to the Dean’s List, please use a principle of rounding up. Concretely, when the class has an odd number of students, include the mid-point student, which will place 
slightly more than 50% of the class in the Dean’s List. Similarly, if multiple students tie at the 50% point, include all those in the tie, which again would place slightly more than 50% on the 
List. If there are other similar situations, please use the rounding up principle there as well 

With respect to the first year, we do want Dean’s Lists developed for both semesters. The fall semester will not be reported until in the spring, but the List for the fall should be developed as 
normal. 

The change in definition and calculations apply to all classes starting in the fall of 2010 (1L, 2L, and 3L), not just to 1Ls. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 
J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 
Campus Box 3380 
U.N.C. School of Law 
Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3380 
919-%2-8513 (office) 
919-962-1277 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmoslell@emailamc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:27 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: animal law course proposal 

I have arranged with Callev Gerber to teach Animal Law in the fall semester. The course proposal needs to go through the approval process, but I anticipate no 

problems with that, 

Again, thank you [or t h~-’_~ worl~ t:o get this organized. 
Prof. gob Most~-’Aler 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :tO: 58 AN 

To: Hosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject: Re: animal law course proposal 

Professor Mosteller, 

Thank you so much! I look forwmd to seeing what happens. 

Thank you, 

On Thu, at 10:55 AM, Mosteller, Robert Paul <nnos~ell@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

][ am working this set of issues ~br;mgh ~he process and expec; tb al it wiI~ ~x ork o~t positively. I have a few more iss~es to nail down. Protbssor Broome or ][ will be back to 

you when I have more definiie Jnfom3aiio~L 

Tbat~k you fi:~r yol~r ~ ork on ~hi.~ mal~er. 

Pro[" Bob Mos~eller 

From: Ca) gmai].com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:35 AM 
To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject: animal law course proposal 

Ill Dean Mosleller, 

Good morning. I submitted a proposal to Professor Broome for an animal law course at the beginning of this semester. I believe it was forwarded to :you. I met with 

Dean Kasprzak this week, who has taken an interest in the class, mid he just wanted me to check in and see how things were going. If you get a chmlce, could you 

please let me know if anything is happening with the course’? Or if we may get it? Thank you so much! 

Have a great day, 

J.D. Candidate, 
University of North Carolina School of I,aw 

cb~mail.com 

"The greatness of a nation mid its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatma Gandhi 

J.D. Candidate, 

Universi~ of Nolth Carolina School of Law 

~i~m:_a_iL_c_?___n_:~_ 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress cma be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatma Gandhi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:48 PM 

UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations <studentlhcultyteachingeva]s@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[student~acultyteachingevaJs] Listserv Test 

I was creating listservs for our various committees and thought creating one more wouldn’t hurt me. ;) I hope this makes our communications just a little easier. 

Once the incoming 1Ls elect their IL class president, we will have one more person (as I understand it) on the committee. The Student-Faculty Task Force on 

Teaching Evaluations consists of the following people: 

Faculty: 

Laura Gasaway ~.http.~/~-~-w-:Law:-y-9C-:ed-yjfaC-y-[ty.Ld!-~e-ct9-[-y~a-s&w-ay-[a-y-[-&nLdef&y~-[:a-s~x) 
Lissa Broome (http://www~law.unc.edu/facu!ty/d!rectory/broome!issa!amk!n/default.as~x) 

Robert Mosteller (http:/!www.law.unc.eduifaculty!directory!mostellerrobertpidefault.aspx) 

SBA: 

Academic Affairs: 

U NC School of Law 

You are currently subscribed to s~udenffactflLyteachingevaJs as: lbroome,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=~8826719.801a69a131"68dda220e7da3794d7a8dc&n=:T&l=studend’acul%1eachingevals&o=27048982 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-27048982-28826719.801 a69a 13tE8dda220eTda3794d7a8dc(a)listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: [studentI~ultyteachiugeva] s] I,ist~n7 Test 

Professor Broome, 

1) Let me know which faculty member you choose and I will add them to the listserv. 

2) Bre th*-’_~ student members of Academic Affairs {or the acad,:_m’fic year, 

:-~) f believe wh,-:m and I first discussed this, we thought the stud,-:mt membership could be made up of each class presid,-:mt and the members of 

Academic Affairs. [ know the incoming 1Ls won’t really have rnuch experience with law school evaluations, but my theory is it wouldn’t hurt to have 

another body to help with the work. (~) 

U NC School of Law 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           6:50 PN 
To: UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 
Subject: RE: [studenffacultyteachingevals] Listserv Test 
Thanks, Dean Gasaway may wish to go off this committee or       but I’[I let her decide. We may add another faculty member to replace her. I don’t know 

that another student member (the lk president is needed), but that is up to you. 

Will be the stuch:_mt members of Acadernic Affairs? 

Thanks, Hope your sumrner is going well 

[ can"t believe it’s almost June! 

LB 

i ::~:: i iissssi25000 

From: ~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:443 PM 
To: UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 
Subject: [studentfacultyteachingevals] Listserv Test 
I was creating listservs for our various committees and thought creating one more wouldn’t hurt me. ;) I hope this makes our communications just a little easier. 

Once the incoming 1Ls elect their :[L class president, we will have one more person (as I understand it) on the committee. The Student-Faculty Task Force on 

Teaching Evaluations consists of the following people: 

Faculty: 

Laura Gasaway ~.h--t--t--p-~---w--.-w--.-w--:-!.a--~u--.n---c-:--e---d-.-u-~--f--a---c-.u--.[t--y--Ld--).r---e-.c--t---~-.r-.y-[Ka-.s--a--.-w--.a--)t.[-a-.-u-.r-.a--.n--Ld---e--f--a--.u--!.t-:--a-.s--p-x--) 

l.issa Broome (http:!!www.law.unc.edu/faculty/directory/broomelBsalamkin/default.aspx) 

Robert Moste[ler (http:/!www.law.unc.eduifaculty!directory!mostellerrobertpidefault.aspx) 

SBA: 

Academic Affairs: 

U NC School of Law 

_=_ 

You are currently subscribed to s~denffactflLyteachingevaJs as: lbroome~emaJl.uuc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i,’listsmnc.edu/u?id~8826719.801a69a]3f68dda220e7da3794d7a8dc&n T&I studenffacultyteachmgeva]s&o~7048982 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abxwe [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-27048982-28826719.801a69a13f68dda220eTda3794d7a8dc@listserv.unc.edu 



You axe cul~ntly subscribed to s~dentt:acultyteachingev~Js as: ._d__~L~_~i__kl_:_l?__r~il_!~__uikc_:__e__d_q. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc~edu/u?id~8826718~c0f00729b054e7395969286e5a27aaae&n T&I stt~dentfacult-Aeachingevals&o~7049120 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-27049120-28826718,c01~)0729b054e7395969286e5~27aaae(a;listservamc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Mosteller, Robert Paul <rn~oslell@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FW: Request: Faculty Evaluation Process 

I did not ask Mr. Strander if I could share this email though.,, 

From: .lames T. Van Strander [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :t0:26 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Request: Faculty Evaluation Process 

Hi 

Duke uses a digital system and studems are encouraged during one of the last remaining classes, by an administrator, to enter both objective and subjective evaluations 

into a website. Objective assessments are from a ~ale of I to 5, and rate things like the students interest in the course before and after taking it, the instructor’s overall 

ett~ctiveness, the usefulness of the course materials, etc. The objective portions are later compiled and shared in the aggregate, ~ that students have access to a taculty 

membeds "scores," as it were. The subjective tx~rtions, whereby a student can otter whatever comments they wish on each of the course materials, instructor, and 
overall course design, are not shared. 

I’d encourage the implementation of such a system at other law schools. I believe what might cause some apprehension among your faculD" would be the sharing of 

subjective evaluations. These portions are often ta~gets for frustrated students’ venting and, unfiltered, can sometimes be less than constructive. There is also no way to 

aggregate them. The objective portions, however, allow for both filtration and aggregation and I think are very useful. 

Hope this is helpful. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Jmnes T. Van Strander 

President, Duke Bar Association 

Cell: 201.602.0507 

Duke University Class of 

Juris Doctor/Master of Laws Candidate 

On Mon, at 8:59 AM, @_LLr_t.c_:e__@.> wrote: 
Fallow SBA Preside~t~, 
At IrNC School of Law, we are reviewi~g our faculty evaluation process. C~m’ently, paper documents ark passed oN during a class near fl~e end office semester. Students 
complete ~hese xt~d a vo~u~teer takes them to the appropriate stdFperson. We s~rongly encourage studet~ts to complete them but there is no mechanism to ensure th at they 
are completed. :\[ler they a~e completed, a [i~e~flty member reviews t[~e q~plications and Upes the responses into a doeumen~ Currently, t[~ese evaluations are ,3o~ made 
availN)~e to students. 
We are thinl,:[ng abo~t goitlg to a digital system where a person wo~ld enter a numerical score i,3 addition to b’ping in comments via a websitc. Generally, students wo~ld 
preler that these commet*ts at*d ratit*gs be made avails/hie to all students. Get,erally (it seems) that prolbssors would prelbr that they were not. 
We would like to know how file process work,* at yo~r i*lstitution. If you [mve a website o~ an example of aU documents, please Jb~wat’d t[m~ along. For fl~ose ~ho reply 
and are interested, I will share a compilation of whag I find fl~at other institutions ~u’e doit*g. ’II~a~k. yotl for yotlr time mad assistance’. 

Ut~ix, e~,xity of North Carolma School ofI .a:w 
J.D. Caa~didate. 

UNC Studeat Bar :L~sociation 
Norfl~ (. aro[i*m Journal or" Law & Technology 

1%C Student Congress (Grad School Distrid) 
Kap[m~ Bat’ Preparation 

Your e-mail address will only be used mthin the ABA and its entities. We do not sell or rent e-mail addresses to anyone outside the ABA. 

Update your profile htlp:i/www.abanet.org/abaneVcommon/iVlvABA/home.ctin Unsubscribe http://www.abanetnog/unsubscfibe.shtml Privacy Policy 

ht tp:i/www.a ban et .orR:’priv acy statement.html 

American Bar Association 1321 N Clark I Chicago, IL 6065411-800-285-2221 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:56 PM 

UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations <studentlhcultyteachingevaJs@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[student~acultyteachingevaJs] Next meeting / VeritY.., Your Information 

Good afternoon Student Faculty Teaching Evaluation Committee, 

Two parts to this email. First, can everyone meet on Wed. at noon? And second, please verify this is the address that you want to receive email 

addresses on it. This is everyone’s email address, name (and ignore the other information): 

~_~__m___a_! L_c__o____m__ 
~unc.edu 

@gmaiLcom Lace Wayman 

Ibroome(a~emaiLunc.edu Lissa Broome 

millerni @ernail.unc.edu Nick Miller 

~_g_mail.com 

~mail.com 

rmostell@emaiLunc.edu Bob Mosteller 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, 

UNC Student Bar Association 

North Carolina Journal of Law & Technology 

, UNC Student Congress (Senior Member, Ethics and Finance Committees) 

Kaplanl PMBR Bar Preparation 

You are cunenfly subscribed to studenffaculb,teachingevals as: lbroome@email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://listsamc.edu/u?id=~8826719.801a69a131"68dda220e7da3794.d7a8dc&n=:T&l=studend’acul%1eachingevals&o=27950229 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !.e/.a..~.e..--2..Z~.5..!).~.2.~2..~9..~-.~.2.~8~8-2..(}Z.~.2~.8-~-~..’.a.6~.~..~-3-~...@.d.~c.~.:a22.!).eZd~3~4dZa8d£@~!~stsery~nc~e~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 9:12 AM 

UNC I,aw Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations <studentlhcultyteachingevaJs@liskserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [studentfacultyteachingevaJs] FW: Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Hello all, 

I’m attaching a link to the survey for your review. We can discuss edits at the meeting today,. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SP9ZSRZ 

Thank-you, 

On Sun, at 9:13 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 

The~e is one more file ("( ourse Evahmtions ~)mas (ABA).pdt’),. *m[brmnakdy, it is 1oo lat’ge 1o se*3d out over the lisiserv, rll bring it alo~g on a ihumb &ire. 

UNC School o[ Law 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: FW: Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

I coaldtft get fl~is to go ~hro~gh {he ~istserv agab~. Co~Id you {ry? 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, ,3:40 PM 
To: ’studentfacultyteachingevals(@listserv.unc. edu’ 
Subject: FW: Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Friends 2113is apparently did not go ihrough herin:. 7houg[Y~ I would ~}’ to send agai*3 ha adwmee of our nero meeting ~his Wednesda?, a1 noon i~ the Ha),’vvood Room, 
Room 4082, 

Enioy ~l~e weeket~d, 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday-, 8:00 PM 
To: ’smdenffaculWtea chmgcvals(~listserv.unc, edn’ 
Subject: FW: Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Here’s fl~e {~fo Dean Gasawa? provided ]ast summer. It includes the course eval lbmas from olher schools and ore: cmTent eva[uatio~ form ~md writMg seetio~ 
ewJbta~lon ![])E~:p~. 

Have a great break, 

LB 

Lissa L. Broome 

Waehovia Professor of Ba~king Law 

Director, Cet}~.er {br Bat~Mt~g at~d Fbm~ce 

UNC School ofI aw 

CB#3380, Vat~ Heeke-Wettad~ Hail 

Chapel tlill, NC 27599-.33g0 



919.96Z 7(!66 

http :/,/wu~v.l aw.unc, edu/centers/bal~king 

i.X.i http:,’/,,,,w’w law.unc edu,’in~ages,’ne’,^/s,’n~edia,’bsnkh~gfinance 
web 542 iPg 

From: Lolly Gasaway [mailto:laura gasawaT@unc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:13 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Mosteller, Robert Paul; [@gmail.com: 
Subject: Re: Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Everyone, 

@gmail corn: ~unc edu; ~mail.com 

tIere are the materials I was to provide to the task force concerning revising our course evaluations. Attached please find: 

l. A copy of our form for both regular and writing courses 
2. Peer institutions identified by the universi~ 
3. The file with sample evaluation forms from other schools (23 schools included). This was gathered by another associate dean via the 
ABA Associate Deans listserv. 

I will email associate deans from our peer schools to obtain forms for those schools, none of which are included in the 23 from the ABA 
listserv. 

Lolly 

..~h~ i~ ~oo fo~3 o~ book ..... o’ it- h~ ~ ..... 3 h~- br~in" [ ..... i~ ~’I~ AI~o~ 

o o o %o o o 040 o o o4%0 o o4%o o o %o o o 040 o o o4%0 o o4%o o o %o 

Laura N. Gasaway 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 

School of Law, CB # 3380 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttii], NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8501 [~x: 919-962-1170 

http ://www.unc.edu/.-,uncln~/~asawav.htm 
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You are currently subscribed to sludenffacultUteachingevals as: ~gmail.com. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edt~u?id 28826723.018326c21372652758t2e01 t58ee6t95&n T&I studentfacultyteachingeva]s&o~8120002 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste fl~e above URL iffl~e line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28120002-28826723.018326c21372652758t2e01 f58ee6f95(~)listserv.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina 

School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 



You axe currently subscribed to smdenffacultyteaclfingevals as: lbroome,@~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id~8826719.801a69a13f68dda220e7da3794d7a8dc&n T&I smdenffaculWteachingevals&o~8139387 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-28139387-28826719.801a69a13f68dda220e7da3794dTa8dc(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:42 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~tell@emaJl.unc.edu>; Pittman, Teresa C <pitlanm12@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Teaching Evaluation Survey 

Professor Broome and Dean Mosteller, 

Please see the updated survey linked below. I look forward to discussing the changes at our 3:00 meeting today. 

http ://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SP9ZSRZ 

Sincerely, 

On Mort, at 10:46 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi      SOlTy we didn’t connect for our 10:00 meeting today. I guess we’ll need to reschedule. Tuesday, Wednesday, oaad Thursday afternoon would work for 

me. Let us lalow a few times that are good for you and Teresa can check them against Dean Mosteller’s schedule. 

Tharlks~ 

LB 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center tbr Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hdll 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.l aw. unc.edu/centers/baJlki ng 

:: ::*:: :: http://~Atw.lawunc.edu/imageslnews/medialbankingfinance 

web 542.jp9 

Ulfivelsity of North Carolina 

School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edtr; 

Tuesday, 4:45 PIvl 

UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations <studentl~cultyteachingevaJ@lisk4erv.unc.edu> 

[studenffacultyteachingevals] Update on Questionnaire 

Friends ---     Dean Mosteller, and I met today to review the revised student survey that     prepared. We decided to continue our discussion of the survey at 
our next full Task Force meeting at noon on           We wanted to be sure we had everyone’s input before making additional changes to the survey, We 
Lhought that nexL serru-_~ster might b,-_~ 1~ betLer tirru-’_~ to distribute t fu-’_~ survey since that will be after all stud,-:mts h~v,-_~ filled ouL ~:eacher ,-:waluath:m; and :are noL tense 

:d)ou~: upcoming finN;. We also thought tfu~: our questions might b~-:~ bet~:er formed after we have all had a go at writing :~ re~4sed evah~ation. Rem~-:~mb~-:~r, we want 

everyone to circulate a proposed form prior to the          meeting. I[: you send your proposal to me by noon on           I will combine the ones I have 

received into one document and send it out to the listserv so we don’t have to deal with mukiple emaifs. 

Thanks to     for her hard work on the survey form. 

(?:OOd kl(:k on exam’;, h:3v~_:, happy holid.~ws, .~:nd seF4 you F~ext ";F_H’~I~!stF4r, 

[is’;:~ 13 r.:_~ o m F4 

Lissa L groome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Vi~r’~ H,-_~cke.-WeLtach I-tall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27"599.-3:~,80 

919.962.7066 

httP:I/www:!~w:u n:~cl uic~t~E~ib~n ki ag 

:X: http:,’,~,,~w’~v law.unc ~;du,’images,’ne’,^;s,’media,’bankh:gf:nance 
....... web 542.ip,g 

You axe currently subscribed to smdenffacultyteachingevals as: !__b__rig£_Lr_Le_@_e___n_!_@_:__uj!_c_:__e__d___t_L 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:ht~p://lists.unc.edu/u?id 28826719.801a69a13tE8dda220e7da3794d7a8dc&n T&I smdentthcultyteachin~zevals&o~8189554 

(It may be necessary, to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28189554-28826719.801 a69al 3 f68dda220eTda3794dTa8dc(d~]istserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed "to studenffaculb~teachingevals &s: lbroome~;email,~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click he:e: ..h..t.t.p.]~!~.~.i~t..s..:~.t.Ln...c.:.e.s~.~.u../.t.~.~is~.~.2..~8~8...2..6..~7.~[~:.8~.-:a..6..~:a..~.~:3.~.~6.8~d~d..9..2~2~..e~7..d~a..3..7~.4.s~.2~8s~&~2£‘.&L~[ud~1~£~1[~1~i~Z~!~L~2~82~[54:33. 

(It may be necessa:7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-28215433-28826719.801a69al 3fO8dda220e7da3794d7a8dc(h)listse:a:.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pro£ Steven L. Schwarcz <schwarcz@law.duke.edu> 

Saturday, 11:09 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Frederick Miller (ti-ederick.miller@gpmlaw.com); Hams, Steven (sharfis@kentlaw.iit.edu) 

RE: ACCFL Lisl 

1. Since this is a Commercial ghlance College, we should eliminate everything related to Contracts, and Articles 2, >3, & 4. 

2. S[ would hope that the American College will honor even foreign experts, so [ would not eliminate articles about commercial finance issues outside the 

US 

3. W~-’_~ should eliminate sLudent nob:_~s. 

Any other thoughts thai this list triggers? Shoukt we dimina[e works by authors over 45 or 50 or some o[her age, to focus on younger scholars? 

Steven L. Schwarcz 
Stanley A. Star Professor of Law & Business 
Duke University School of Law 
E-mail: schwarcz@law.duke.edu 
Phone: + 1-919-613-7060 
Mlailing Address: 
Duke Law School 
Box 90360 
Corner Science & Towerview Drives 
Durham, NC 27708-0360, USA 

From: Broome, Lissa L [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               4:33 PM 
To: Frederick Miller (frederick.miller@gpmlaw.com); Prof. Steven L. Schwarcz; Harris, Steven (sharris@kentlaw.iit.edu) 
Subject: FW: ACCFL List 

Friends - t received the attached spreadsheet from nly RA. You can see his res~-:n~r(:h methodology b~-:~low. I can cull t:his list down considerably with some guidanc~:_~ 

from you on the following questions: 

1. Since this ix a Commercial Finance College, should we eliminate everything re[sled to Contracts, and Ardcles 2, 3, & 4.> 

2. Since this is the American College, should we eliminate articles about commerdal finance issues outside the US? 

3. Should we e]iminatestudent notes? 

Any other thoughts that this list triggers? 

A~ter sorne culling, I think we will have a mar~ag~-:!able [isL. Or~c~-_! f’ve received your feedback, I’H circulate our draft: set of award cdLeria arid the revised Jist of 

articles wiLh suggestions for how we might conduct furLher review. 

Thanks and enjoy the weekend. 

Lissa 
Lissa L groome 

W~-_!lls }.argo Pr’ofl-:~ssor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9119,962,70{56 

httpj[www:law.unc:eduicentersibanking 

Access rny papers on SSRN at: ~-h--t--tp~:-/-/--s--s-~--n-:~£-~-~--m-/---a-~-u--t---h--~--~:~:~-2---4--8-~-7-~-2---~- 

i:~i Descrip’tion 

htt p:,’/,,,,w-w law.uncedu,’hl~ages/news,’n~edia/b..3nkh~gfinance 

web 542 iP9 

From: #gmail.com [mailto ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Sunday, 10:43 PMM 
To: Broome, Ussa L 
Subject: ACCFL List 

I have attached an Excel spreadsheet listing articles from     that met the relevant criteria, I put many that I wasn’t sure about, especially in 
the beginning, to be on the safe side and since it’s easy to delete them. I’ve bolded the entries that seemed to most match the criteria. 

All articles are linked to HeinOnline, except a few with dead links and the last category ("Other") where I searched LexisNexis for UCC-related 

articles from     but couldn’t link them. 

Let me know if I should broaden or narrow the search, or add any other categories! 

UNC School of Law 
3.D. Candidate, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Frederick H. <FrederickMiller@gpmlaw.com~ 

Monday, 8:49 AIVl 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: ACCFL Lisl 

I am not sure I would eliminate as a category Article 2 as commercial sales contracts are assigned nor Article 3 given notes; a more precise approach would to include only 
treatment of relevant issues. The same with foreign; we do not much care about finance law in France but what about Canada and Conventions like mobile goods. Finally to 
exclude student notes seems counter to getting younger people involved and there can be some very good ones--I recall one student we gave an award to in CFS went on to 
be a star. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               3:34 PM 

To: Miller, Frederick H.; Steven Schwarcz (schwarcz@law.duke.edu); Harris, Steven (sharris@kentlawJit.edu) 
Subject: FW: ACCFL List 

Friends - I receiw-:~d the attached spreadsheet from rny RA. You can see Ms research nle[:hodolog¥ bek)w, t can cull this list down considerably with some guidance 

from Vou ot~ the following questio~ls: 

1. Since this is a Commercial Finance College, should we eliminate everyLhing related to ContracLs, and Articles 2, 3, & 4? 

2. Since this is the Arnerican College, should we eliminate articles about comrnercial finance issues outside the US? 

3, Should we eliminate student notes? 

Any other ~:houghts that this list triggers? 

After some culling, I think we will have a manageable Fist. Once I’w-:~ received your feedback, I’ll circulate our draft set of award criteria and the revised list of 

articles with suggestions ]:or how we might conduct further review. 

Thanks and enjoy the weekencL 

l.issa 

(issa L Broome 

Wells r:argo Professor of Banking [.~w 

Director, Center for {~anking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN aL: b__t_t_p__~ZZs__s__r__n__:£_o_m__Za__u___t__h__p_r_:_~_2_~Ls_Z_2__Q 

:..... 

i~i [:Sescriptior~: 
htt:o:/iwww.la’,^/ unc. edu/imacjes/n~;ws/media/bankingf~nance 

web 542 JP9 

From:      _ @gmail.com [mailto:       @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Sunday, 10:43 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: ACCFL List 

I have attached an Excel spreadsheet listing articles From     that met the relevant criteria, [ put many that [ wasn’t sure about, especially in 
the beginning, to be on the safe side and since it’s easy to delete them. I’ve bo]ded the entries that seemed to most match the criteria. 

All articles are linked to HeinOnline, except a Few with dead links and the last category ("Other") where [ searched LexisNexis For UCC-related 

articles From     but couldn’t link them. 

Let me know iF 1 should broaden or narrow the search, or add any other categories! 

UNC School of Law 
3.D. Candidate, 
NOTICES: Pursuant to the rules of professional conduct set forth in Circular 230, as promulgated by the United States Department of the Treasul% unless we 

expressly slate otherwise in this communication, nothing contained in this commtmication was intended or written to be used by any taxpayer for the purpose of 

avoiding penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer by the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, and it cannot be used by any taxpayer for such purpose. No one, 
without our express prior written pennission, may use or refer to any tax advice in this communication in promoting, marketing or recommending a partnership or other 

entity, investment plan or arraJlgement relating to any one or more ta~-;payers. 

This message is from a law firm, and thus may contaJn or artach confidemiaJ information or an attorney-client communication that is confidemia] and privileged by law. It 

is not intended ibr transmission to, or receipt by, any unauthorized person. If you believe that you have received this message or any attachment in error, simply delete 
both from your system without reading or copying, and notify, the sender by e-mail or by calling 612-632-3000. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hams, Steven <shams@kentlaw.iit.edu> 

Monday, 9:21 AM 

Prof. Steven L. Schwarcz <schwarcz@law.duke.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; Frederick Miller (t?ederick.mille@gpmlaw.com) 

Re: ACCFL List 

Steve S’s approach is fine with me. 

--Steve H 

On Sat, at 10:08 AM, Prof. Steven L. Schwarcz <schwarcz~law.duke.edu> wrote: 

:1.. Since this is a Commercial ~:inance Colh:_~ge, we sh.:_~uld ~-:@ninate everything related to Contracts, and Arti(:h:_~; 2, 71, & 4. 

2 SI would hop~:_~ tha~: the American College will honor even foreign e>:perl:s, so f would not ~-:~linlinate articF:~s about cornm~:_~rcial finance issues outside ~:he US. 

3. We should elirninaLe student notes~ 

Any other thoughts thai this list triggers? Should we dimina[e works by authors over 45 or 50 or sorne o[her age, to focus on younger scholars’.," 

Steven L. Schwarcz 
Stanley A. Star Professor of Law & Business 
Duke University School of Law 
E-mail: schwarcz@law.duke.edu 
Phone: + 1-919-613-7060 
Mailing Address: 
Duke Law School 
Box 90360 
Corner Science & Towerview Drives 
Durham, NC 27708-0360, USA 

From: Broome, Lissa L [Ibroome(~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday,                4:33 PM 

To: Frederick Miller (frederick.miller@gpmlaw.com); ProF. Steven L. Schwarcz; Harris, Steven (shams(~kentlaw.iit.edu) 
Subject: F-W: ACCFL List 

Friends --I received the attached spreadsheet from my RA. You can see his research methodology below. 1 can cull this list down considerably with some 

guidance ~rorn you on ~:he h:~llowing questions: 

1. Since this is a Commercial ~:inance College, should we elirnina~:e everything related to Contracts, and Arti(:h:_~s 2, 71, & 4? 

2 Since this is th~-:~ American College, should we elirninal:e articles about: commercial finance issu~-_~s outside the US? 

3. Should we eliminate student notes? 

An,,, other thoughts that this list triggers? 

After some culling, I think we will have a manageable lisL Once Vve received your feedback, Iqt circulate our draft set of award cri[eria and the revised fist of 

articles with suggestions for how we might conduct further review. 

Thanks and enjoy the weekend. 

~.issa 

Lissa L groome 

W,-AIs ~:argo Proh:_~ssor of Banking Law 

Director, Cent~:_~r for Banking and Finan(>:~ 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Half 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 



Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn,comiauthor=248720 

i.X.i Description: 
h ~[..": iiv,,,,,~,~ law.unc~.duiin-~ages/!lewsin-~edia/b~nkir~,~]fina!lce 

web 542.ip2 

From: #gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent; Sunday, 10:43 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; ACCFL List 

I have attached an Excel spreadsheet listing articles from     that met the relevant criteria. I put many that I wasn’t sure about, especially 
in the beginning, to be on the safe side and since it’s easy to delete them. I’ve bolded the entries that seemed to most match the criteria. 

All articles are linked to HeinOnline, except a few with dead links and the last category ("Other") where I searched LexisNexis for UCC- 
related articles from     but couldn’t link them. 

Let me know if [ should broaden or narrow the search, or add any other categories! 

UNC School of Law 
.I.D. Candidate, 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judithwegner@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 12, 2012 8:02 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 uric edu> 

RE: What a fine job you did! 

You’re the best of us... I’m just a humble admirer. Seriously.., very well done. I don’t know if you have to be a lawyer or an athlete to read these things but it surely 

seemed to me to be praise hidden in a difficult situation. It gave everyone amongst us deep assurance when you stepped up to do the investigation. 

I just sorry that your folks areriL still with us to admire and applaud the many things you do. Vm humbled to 

be your’ colleague--Judith 

Judith Welch Wegner 

Burton Craige Pr’ofl-:~ssor of I_aw 

UniversiLy of NorLh Carolina 

CB 3380 

160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:380 

Phone: 9:].9-962-41:1.3 

FAX: 9J9.-952- _t277 

E.-Mai[: iudith .wegner@unc.edu 

IMPORTANT: This emaif transrnission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain int:ormation that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. I1: the reader of this comrnunication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or 

agency responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that an’,, dissemination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received d~is cornmurdcation in error, please notify me immediateh/by Lelephone. Thank you. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, March :!.2, 20:[2 7:58 PM 
To: Wegner, Judith Welch; Richard Baddour 
Subject: RE: What a fine job you did! 

Thanks, Judith. That means a lot coming from you. 

Lissa 

Lissa 1_ [~roon’u:" 

Wa(:hov[a Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center t:or BanMng and Finance 

LiNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

b..t..t#.:././..w....w....w..:.La....w......u...n..c.:..e...d...u./...c...e..n...t..e.L.s/...b...a...n..~ Ln_~ 
Access my papers on SSRN aL b.t..t.p.j/.~s..s..r..n..~:.c..~....m../.-&u.~t.~h..~9..r.:-.....2.~!-~..Z.2.-~.- 

::X:: DescriptiorE 

http:/iw,,’,,,,v.law unc. edu/images/n~;ws/media/bankingf~nance 

web" 542 jpc 

From: Wegner, Judith Welch 
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2012 7:54 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Richard Baddour 
Subject: What a fine job you did! 
Dear Lissa and Dick: Upon reading the NCAA report, I can’t help but marvel at the fine work you did with the investigation and proposed penalties. I feel that our 

honor stands tall and you did everything right. Thanks for being such stalwarts for integrity and the greater good. I know this wasn’t easy, and the delay in the 

ruling made it worse.., but you did a superb job, and all of us need to thank you for it. 

Warmly--Judith 

Judith Welch Wegner 

Burton Craige Professor of Law 

University of North Carolina 

CB 3380 

160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: 919-962-41:13 

FAX: 919-962-1277 

E-Mail: ~ __u__d__!_t___h_ _ __w___e_ ~_ _n_ _ _e_ _r_ _ _@__._ _ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u- 
IMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or 

agency responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify me immediately by telephone. Thank you. 



From: ~uark.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:57 PM 

To: lissa broome@unc.edu 

Subject: Facnl~ Athletic Rep at UNC 

Prof. Broome: 

I have just heard that you are the new FAR for Carolina. Congratulations! You have exciting years ahead. 

I find that law students enjoy hearing the news from inside the athletic department, and even being tantalized 

about information I can not share. Alumni are equally curious. This semester I am putting on a CLE program, "Ethical Issues for Lawyers based on 15 years of NCAA 

investigations." 

You may find, as I have, that you have many mixed loyalties. In addition to degrees from Duke and Illinois, I taught Remedies at UNC during a summer session 

many years ago. 

Best Wishes in the new position. 

P.S. My information on your new position comes from my             who is in your Secured Transactions class this semester. 

Vincent Foster Professor of Legal Ethics and Professional Responsibility 

School of Law 

University of Arkansas 

Fayetteville, Arkansas 72701 

Phone: 

Fax: 479 575 3320 

emaJl: ~uaJck.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evans. Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 11:41 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: ThaJlks 

Lissa: 
You’re way too kind, but thanks. 
Here’s a bit of trivia that I pointed out to Dick a few weeks ago. Within the ACC he is the only AD who has a degree from the institution where he/she serves. Doesn’t prove 
anything, because I think Dick is truly unique, but it’s worth noting and it helps to explain what we observe. 
Jack 
John P. Evans 
Executive Director, Carolina North 
Hettleman Professor of Business 
304 South Building, CB 4000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-2025 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2010 11:24 AM 

To: Evans, Jack 
Subject: RE: Thanks 

Jack - 

You ar~? quit~? welcome I appr~?cial:e your offer to be a sounding board and source of backgrOLE]~d at~d fully intend to raise advanl:ag~:_~ of both, f iLE’;t hop~? I don’t 

abuse the privilege, I’rn glad you’ll be staying on to consult with the NCAA on Academic Performance issues, 

I had fun reading some of the Gazette articles about you, There was a great one about your last pick-up garne at Woolen when you made the game winning shot 

and walked off the court without looking back, 

I agree that we are blessed by Dick’s extraordinary leadership, I was pleased thal               recognized it yesterday. Too often (see NC State) that AD gets 

blamed for ew?rything and gets to raise credit for very little, Dick can clearly take cr~-:~dit for the collaborative relationshi~ with the facuJt:y that: you so ek)quently 

described, 

You continue to be an inspiration to rne in all that you do in so many capacities throughout the UrHver’sity~ Your career at UNC is truly remarkable. 

Thanks for letting me tag along at the Greensboro meeting and at the upcoming meeting in Amelia lslad. It is helping me get a feel for what this FAR-thing is all 

about, Do you think we’ll be discussing the DOJ item that you passed along with the ACC FARs? 

Lissa 

From: Evans, Jack [mailto:EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hay 05, 2010 10:33 AN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Thanks 
Lissa: 
Thanks for drafting the resolution that you presented yesterday and for the kind words therein. As you know from direct involvement, working with our Faculty Athletics 
Committee and with Dick Baddour and his colleagues in the Department is a very positive experience because we are able to ask any question, discuss any topic, and enjoy 
access to any relevant information. ’While not without our challenges, the relationship between the Department and the faculty, at least the FAC, is as strong and trusting as 
I’ve ever seen it, a direct consequence of Dick’s values. My time as faculty athletics representative (five chancellors, but only two ADs) has been a pleasure, even during the 
occasional difficulties, because of that. I wish you a long, productive, and enjoyable term as faculty athletics representative, and I will be glad to serve as a sounding board or 
source of historical background if you should ever need it. 
Thanks again and best wishes. 
Jack 
John P. Evans 
Executive Director, Carolina North 
Hettleman Professor of Business 
304 South Building, CB 4000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-2025 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, July 6, 2010 4:25 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Orientation Meeting with Commissioner 

Hi Lissa, 

Commissioner Swofford would like to schedule a time this summer for he and Shane Lyons to drive over for a brief orientation meeting (2 hours). Do you have any 

time available the week of July 26, week of August 16 or week of August 23? Thanks. 

Cecelia DiAmico 
Executive Assistant to the Commissioner 
P. O. Drawer ACC 

Greensboro, NC 27417 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfa~mer@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 16, 2010 8:28 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Queslion re Athletic Subcommirtee Meeting - July 12 

Lissa, thanks. His name is            Now that I think about it, he said that he was a lawyer and that he earned 

that he earned his law degree here--may have done so but didn’t mention it. 

Steve 

From; Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Monday, July 12, 2010 7:44 PM 
Te; Farmer, Stephen M; ’EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
Subject; RE: Question re Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 
Thanks, Steve, The learning curve will be steep. I appreciate your guidance. I was looking up the mentor to see if I knew him. Did you say he was a 

so, how does he spell his name? 

i’hanks, 

kissa 

i:~i iissasic5000 

He didn’t say 

From; Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2010 6:42 PM 
To= Broome, Lissa L; ’EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu’ 
Subject" Re: Question re Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 
Lissa, thanks for writing. I think this prohibition takes place starting in December or .January-or at least that it doesn’t take effect for students enrolling this fall. 

There are plenty of problems with online high-school classes-but even the state of North Carolina has invested pretty heavily in them. 

Steve 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
To: Farmer, Stephen M; Evans, Jack <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Sent: Non Jul 12 17:14:35 2010 
Subject: Question re Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 

Steve & Jack .... 

I was-List looking at Lhe June 4, 2010 ot: the Chronicle and it had a very short Murb that said the NCAA armounced last week (presumably late May) that Division 

student-athletes may no longer use online courses from BYU’s Independent Study program or from American School if the athletes flunk high school classes and 

need to make up cr¢_~dit, I don’t know how this might rcAate to our discussion today, The conLext today seem¢_~d slightly different 

f failed in uncow?ring this on ~:he NCAA~s LSE,’.gi, but h¢_~re’s an ar~:icle that I found .:_~n Google, http:iisports.espn.go.comincaa/news/story?id=52:19956 

Lissa 



i.X.i iissask15000 

From: Farmer, Stephen M 
Sent-" Monday, July 12, 2010 1:13 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L; Evans, Jack 
Cc; Farmer, Stephen (Admissions) 
Subject" RE: Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 

Lissa, thank you. l’m sorry for our oversight in not inviting you sooner. 

The meeting will be in the small conference room in our building, Jackson Hall. 

171 look forward to seeing you. 

Steve 

From-" Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, July 12, 2010 1:05 PM 

To: Evans, Jack 
Cc-" Farmer, Stephen (Admissions) 
Subject-" RE: Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 

.Jack and Steve ---Sounds good. ru be there. Where will the meeting be held? 

Lissa 

i xi iissasig5°°° 

From: Evans, Jack [mailto:EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, July 12, 2010 12:56 PM 

To= Broome, Lissa L 
Cc; Farmer, Stephen (Admissions) 
Subject" RE: Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 

Li~’~a: 

~Shen I r~:_K:eived the ~lorrnal me~-_d:in~ F~[)~:i[:~-_~ t wasF~’t clear wh~:_d:her or ~1o~ you had t)een (:o~l~act~:_H~. \Nhen f inquired o~: Sb:_~ve ~r:armer aboLEt tha~, he realized that 

you had not been contacted and he encouraged me to attend the meeting today. I can do that. However, if you’re t:ree to atLend, you might t:ind this to be a useful 

way to get introduced to the people and the processes of this work on a smaU scale (only two cases to consider, but two different sports). This group rarely voles in 

a formal way, but occasionally we do find it necessary to record our assessments/advice on individual cases. Since Fm no longer an official member of the group, if 

today"s discussions come to that point, I’ll simply abstain. 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Executive Dkector, Carolina North 

304 South Building, CB 4000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-.2025 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2010 10:16 AM 
To" Clarke, Tiffany (VC for Research & Economic Dev) 
Cc: Evans, Jack 
Subject-" RE: Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 



I’m free at 2:00 today if this is something I should atLend too, LeL me I<r~ow what you Lh#~k. 

Lissa 

i.x.i iiss~sig5000 

From: Clarke, Tiffany D 
Sent= Monday, July 12, 2010 9:46 AM 
To= Pyecha, Michelle Ann 

Ce; Evans, Jack; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject= RE: Athletic Subcommittee Meeting - July 12 

Missy- 

,Jack will attend the meeting today at 2pro. Please add [issa £roorne to yo[Jr co~ltact list for future rneeti~l~s (I have copied her on this ernail for your reference)~ 

Thanks, 

"iff 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 9:53 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Revised Medical Hardship Letters 

:.docx; UNC doc 

Susan, 

Please find the revised medical hardship letters attached. 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

5hamaree T. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0055- Fax 

sbro wn @ theacc, org - Email 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver and medical absence waiver for 
student-athlete,            has been approved for the Spring      semester. 

Please note that you may prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that          initially 
enrolled after       Fhank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’qlVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ° NORTtt C?uROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for              student-athlete, 
, has been approved for the         season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797, ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY, FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

L~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U~,’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE [YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTI’VtSTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 10:07 AM 

Malay, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Medcal HaJrdship Waiver for        and 

UNC .doc; UNC doc 

Susan, 

The medical hardship waivers for ~ and 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0055- Fax 

sbro wn (~o theacc, org - Email 

have both been approved. Please find the approval letters attached. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for        student-athlete, 
has been approved for the         season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797 " ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY " FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ D2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for          student-athlete, 
has been approved for the         season. Thank you tor providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797 " ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY " FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ D2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I.YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:14 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Medical Hardship Waivers 

Med Absence and Hardship Waiver Approval - 

Absence Waiver and Hardship Waiver - 

docx; Med Hardship Waiver Approval - 

.docx; Med Hardship Waiver .docx 
Joc; Med 

Hi Lissa, 
Attached are the letters for your records that were sent out on the Medical Hardship Waivers for the two players, in fact, 
approval letters are attached as well since the ACC was able to turn these around quickly, Let me know if there is other information that you would like to have, 

Thanks so much, 
Susan 

PS: For some reason our scanner is not working right, I have tried to scan in Dr, Ciocca’s letters in order to send them to you, but have been unsuccessful. ] can fax them to 

you if you would like, Just let me know what you would prefer, Thanks, 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver and medical absence waiver for 
student-athlete,           , has been approved for the Sprin~      semester. 

Please note that you may prorate 9 hours toward degree based on the fact that          initially 
enrolled after       Thank you for providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ° GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’qlVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ° NORTtt C?uROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for              student-athlete, 
has been approved for the         season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Jack Evans, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797 " ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON" COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L2"~-IVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY " FLORIDA STATE L2"~-IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECttNOLOGY 

I;~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ D~,’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE [YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTIq~tSTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



Shamaree Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
P.O. Drawer ACC 
Greensboro, NC 274117 

Dear Shamaree: 

The University of North Carolina is requesting a medical hardship waiver and a medical absence 
waiver of the progress toward degree requirements per NCAA Bylaw 14.4.3.6 (a.) on behalf of 

player, 

During Christmas Break between Fall and Spring 

As a result of the injury and necessary treatment,    was unable to return to UNC to attend 
classes and compete in the Spring semester. According to progress toward degree legislation, 

~ withdrawal from UNC between Fall     and Spring     after completing Fall    ’ as 
a full-time student could cause him to be ineligible for competition for Fall unless a 
medical absence waiver is granted. 

Due to the fact that     participated in only one 
nonchampionship segment of the 

UNC requests a medical hardship waiver for 

game during the Fall 
season and did not compete in Spring 

Enclosed are the documents necessary to process the medical hardship waiver and the medical 
absence waiver for          . Please contact me if any additional information is required. 
Thank you for your time and con si derati on of this important matter for 

Sincerely, 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

Enclosure 



Shamaree Brown 

Director of S-A Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

P.O. Drawer ACC 

Greensboro, NC 27417-6724 

Dear Shamaree: 

Please process the enclosed Medical Hardship Waiver for for the 

a rising student-athlete on the UNC team, 

season. 

Please contact me with any questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Susan B. Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for 

Certification and Eligibility 

Enclosure 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DiAmico, Cecelia <cdiamico@theacc.org> 

Tuesday, August 3, 2010 3:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: August 18 Meeting 

l.issa, 

August 25 at :[O:OOam will work for Commissioner Swofford and Shane..Just let me know if this is good for gou~., thanks. 

Cece/ia DiAmice 

Executiw; As.~ista~t tO tt’~e CotT~miss~ot~e~" 
Po O. Drawer ACC 
~ree¢~.~boro NC 27417 

cdiamico(~.theacc.otTI 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 11:25 AM 

To: DiAmi¢o, Cecelia 
Subject: RE: August :t8 Meeting 

Hi Cecelia --- Any other day the week of August :1.6 is fine with me. 

Other good days/times 

Tuesday, August: 24 (through lunch or afl:er 2:15) 

Wednesday, August 25 after 9:I5 

Thursday, August 26 

Friday, August 27 (after :12:00), 

Monckw, August 30 

Tuesday, August 31 

Wednesday, September :1 

Thanks. 

[issa 

From: DiAmico, Cecelia [mailto:cdiamico@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2010 11:06 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: August 18 Meeting 

Good morning Lissa, 

Unfortunately, Commissioner Swofford has an unexpected out of town meeting scheduled for August :18 and needs to reschedule his meeting with you. Could you 

send me some dates in the next month that would work for you? l’m sorry for any inconvenience this has caused. Thanks. 

Cecelia DiAmico 
Executive Assistant to the Commissioner 
P. O. Drawer ACC 
~r~,=n~h~m I~C 27417 

cdiamico@ theacc.otg 



[:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

C¢: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              10:16 AM 

Baddour, Richard A <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; slyons@theacc.org; Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PTD Waiver: 

PTD Waiver ;.msg 

Hi Mr. Baddour, 
Just wanted to pass the news along to you that the Progress Toward Degree Waiver for 

quick turn around, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

was approved by the NCAA yesterday. Thankful for the 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Israel, Jamie <jisrael@ncaa.org> 

Wednesday, 5:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PTD Waiver: 

Susan, 

As we discussed this afternoon, the staff has granted the PTD waiver that your institution submitted on behalf of student-athlet~ 

A formal notification letter will be forthcoming. In the meantime, please don’t hesitate to get in touch if you have any questions. 

Best regards, 

Jamie 

Jamie ls,’ae~ 

Assistant Director of Acodemic and Membership Affoirs 

NCAA 

P.O. ~ox 6222 

Indianapolis, iN 46206 
Phone: 3 i 7/917o63~ 
Frscsimife: 3i 7/917o69’32 

Tkis emaii and any attachments may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are 

not the intended recipient, please notify the sender ir~,kedlately by return emaii, delete this 

message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or b se of this information by a person other thaR 

the intended recipient is unauthorizei and may ke illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Thursday, 2:18 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Baddour, Richard A <dbaddou@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Medical Hardship Waiver - 

UNC ;.doc 

Susan, 

The medical hardship waiver for student-athlete, 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree T. Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

335-854-8787- Office 

335-359-0055 - Fax 

.s__b___r__9__w__n__~_t_h__q__9__c__c__.__o_r_{L - Email 

has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant AD - Certification and Eligibility 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical hardship waiver for                 student-athlete, 
has been approved for the        season. Thank you for providing the appropriate 

documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FILX (336) 854-8797. ADMINISTRATION F,~X (336) 316-6097 
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L~-IVERSITY OF MARYLAND ¯ UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ U2",’IVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE I, YNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 8:52 AM 

Joe Templeton <joetemp@email.unc.edu>; Reznick, Steve <reznick@email.unc.edu>; Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu>; 

Evans, Jack < EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu >; Thorp, Holden < holden_thorp@unc.edu >; lissa_broome@unc.edu; Craddock, 

Dennis C <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Thank You! 

For your information... 

DB 

Dick Baddour 

Director of Athletics 

The Universib, of North Casolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>>> On t 10:39 PM, in message . 

Of course you may! I’m sure I wasn’t the only person who felt that way on 

Saturday. 

Thank you again for all your help! 

_~email.unc.edu >, @email.unc.edu > wrote: 

On Mon, 08:41:03 0400, "Dick Baddour" <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I am so happy for you. Congratulations. I’m also proud of our 

> for that decision. 
> 

> Your message about Coach Pettigrew and the Carolina Family is one of the 

> most powerful I have ever received. Thank you; I am honored. May [ pass 

> it onto others? 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dick Baddour 

> Director of Athletics 

> The University of North Carolina 

> POBox2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 

>>>> On at 6:47 PM, in message 

> > > > < ~webmail5.isis.u nc.edu >, 
>>>> < @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Mr. Baddour, 
> 

> I’m checking back in with you after quite an eventful summer. I know 

> you are an extremely busy man, but I wanted to quickly thank you and 

> update you on my future plans. 
> 

> Thank you for placing a call on my 

>                                    . I got in to their program and 

> have orientation this upcoming Friday. After working at Rite Aid this 

> summer, there is no doubt in my mind that pharmacy is my career path of 

> choice, I cannot tell you how much it means for me to be able to 

> pursue a Pharm.D. degree at UNC Chapel Hill. Thank you. 
> 

> That being said, Iwanted to express how proud I was to be a Tar Heel 

> today. As a member of the               team, Iwas coached by 

> Antonio Pettigrew. Not only for the four years I    at UNC, but also 

> for three years in high school as I attended q 

>                . We made the transition from high school to college 

> together. His nickname for me was                 I could hear that 

> anywhere in the            and know that Coach P was talking to me. 

> While I cannot imagine how difficult the decision to keep him on staff 

> must have been back when everything came out, I want you to know that 

> as an athlete, Icannot thank you enough for keeping him in my life. 

> He has been nothing but a positive influence on me and my teammates at 

> UNC. Throughout my four years as a student athlete, I repeatedly heard 



> the comment "Tar Heel Family" or "Carolina Family". It was something 

> familiar, but something I could never quite describe. What is this 

> family? Who is this family? As I was sitting at Coach P’s service 

> today and listening to Coach Craddock talk, I looked around and saw 

> you, several members of the administrative staff, Coach Langley, Coach 

> Watson, our academic advisor Kym Orr, every single member of the Sports 
> Medicine staff, and countless teammates past and present, That’s when 

> I learned what the "Tar Heel Family" is all about. 
> 

> [just wanted to thank you for allowing me to be part of this family. 

> I’m so lucky to have another four years as this university and look 

> forward to attending as many events as possible cheering on my fellow 

> Tar Heels! 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Shamaree <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Wednesday, 1:48 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu-~; Baddour, Richard A 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Medical Absence Waiver - 

UNC .docx 

Susan, 

The medical absence waiver for has been approved. Please find the approval letter attached. 

Thanks, 

Shamaree 

5hamaree 7". Brown 

Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

336-854-8787- Office 

336-369-0065- Fax 

sbrown Co3 theacc.org - Email 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER 

TRANSMITTED VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director-Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 275115-2126 

Dear Susan: 

This letter is to inform you that the medical absence waiver for                student-athlete, 
has been approved for the Spring     semester. Please note that you may prorate 9 

hours toward degree based on the fact that initially enrolled after Thank you for 
providing the appropriate documentation. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Shamaree T. Brown 
Director of Student-Athlete Programs & Compliance 

cc: Dr. Lisa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Dick Baddour, Director of Athletics 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 . P.O. DRAWER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ¯ (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ¯ MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ¯ CLEMSON L~’qlVERSITY ¯ DUKE UNIVERSITY ¯ FLORIDA STATE L2x,’IVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ¯ L~-IVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA ¯ NORTtt C?uROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ¯ VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE L.rNIVERSITY, WAKE FOREST I.YNIVERSITY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phi[ Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 20, 2010 9:47 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Coaches Exam 

Hi Lissa, 
Hope all is well. Susan Maloy gave me some dates and Iwas hoping to take my NCAA Recruiting Exam next Tuesday at 8:30am if possible? 

Please let me know. Thanks! 

2010 Winter Camp 
www.carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 10/19/2010 5:47 PM >>> 

Hi Phil, 

Lissa is actually available at the times below: 

Wednesday from 1--3 

Friday from 8:30 --. lO or’ 2--4. 

Monday, Oct. 25:11-4 

Tuesday, Oct 26 8-1:l:45 or 2:30--5:00 

Go ahead and contact her with a time that works for you. Her email address is Ibroome@email.unc.edu. Do you need a copy of the review session or are you all set? Let me 

know. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Phil Barnes 10/19/2010 11:52 AM >>> 

Hi Susan, 
Hope all is well, I need to set a date with Lisa Broome to take my exam, Thanks for your help! 

Take Care, 

Phil 

2010 Winter Camp 
www,carolinalacrossecamps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 1264 
Carmichael Auditorium 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Susan B, Maloy 8/12/2010 1:48 PM >>> 

Hello All, 
Just wanted to remind each of you that according to our records you must still take the 2010 11 NCAA Coaches Exam, Currently your certification has expired and you may 

not recruit off campus until you have taken the exam for this year, Lissa Broome, our new Faculty Athletics Rep, will be administering the test as her schedule permits, Let rne 

know if you would like a copy of the review session to view prior to taking time exam, 

Thank you, 

Susan 



Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 9:21 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emal unc edu> 

Academics in Athletics 

Hello, my name is , and I’m a 
UNC-CH. I am a , and I intern for the 

¯ I wanted 
to ask your opinion on the NCAA’s recently implemented 
academic measurement system, the APR (Academic Progress 
Rate) and GSR (Graduation Success Rate)¯ Do you believe 
that U~’~’C-CH as a whole has benefited from these new 
requirements, or do you believe that only the athletes are 
benefitting? Are 
there any negatives to these new requirements, such as the 
costs to keep up with all of the scores? Or possibly the 
amount U2x,-C-CH athletics has to pay for tutors? Have you 
heard of an}, specific major changes that U~’~’C-CH has had to 
make 
to athletics to comply with these stipulations? And 
lastly,do you believe that student-athletes at U2",IC-CH have 
been scoring better, in terms of grades, since this new 
policy took efl%ct? (If so, why do you 
believe these athletes are scuring better?) I am writing an 
online article 
abuut "Academics in Athletics," and I would like to have 
the upiniun u:[" someone whu wurks closely with the school to 
give their opinion tu make the article inure substantial¯ If 
you would nut like tu be quoted please let me 
knuw, otherwise I would use yuur name in the article Thank 
you su much :[’or yuur time¯ 

GOt]EELS[ 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

automated email@ncaa.o~ 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 9:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Division I Academic Perfimnance Program 

The NCAA research staff has completed the corrections your institution recently 
submitted to its NCAA Division I Academic Progress Rate (APR) and Academic 
Performance Census (APC) data. The next step in the process is for your 
institution to confirm that the corrections have been made to your data. 
Please review this information carefully and ensure that all information is 
correct. 

After verifying that all infolrnation is correct, please enter the NCAA 
Division I Academic Performance Program (APP) data system, and after logging in, 
click on the "Corrections/Adjustments/Penalty Waivers" tab. This tab contains 
a button titled "Institution APR Report" which allows you to download a 
preliminary APR report. 

If all of the information in the prelim]haW APR report is correct, click on 
the "Correction Process Complete" button. DO NOT click on this button until 
your Institution is ready to confirm the accuracy of the data and move forward 
to the next step, requesting APR adjustments. Please note that the 14-calendar 
day period for your institution to request APR adjustments will not begin until 
this step is completed. 

Please contact me with any questions regarding your institution’s AT/R data. 

Thank you 

Maria De Julia 

mdejulio@ncaa.org 

’]7his email and any attachments may contain NCAA confident]a[ and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender immediately by return email, delete 
this message and destroy any copies Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be iliega]. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Killough, Larry <lan-y@v~t.edu> 

Tuesday, November 2, 2010 12:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lisa, 

Below is a note that I sent out yesterday. Unfortunately, I use an older mailing list that included Jack instead of you. 

Hello Everyone, 

During our fall meetings we decided to have a discussion with the AD’s related to material contained in the Knight Commission report. Lindsey sent me the 

following from the fall minutes: 

Ultimately it was decided that the group would split into 3 ad hoc committees to review each of the 3 areas highlighted in the report. Dr. Sam Pardue, Dr. Pam 

Perrewe, Dr. Bob Taggart and Dr. Lissa Broome will review transparency of spending. Dr. Charles Weliford, Dr. Larry LaForge, D. Richard Carmichael and Dr. Sue Ann 

Allen will review rewarding academic practices. Dr. Clyde McCoy, Dr. Carolyn Callahan, Dr. Larry Killough and Dr. Martha Putallez will review treating student-athletes 

as students first. The ad hoc committees will provide their points for discussion to Dr. Killough prior to the Holiday break and on to Mr. Lyons no later than January 14, 

2010. The topic will be discussed with the athletics directors at the February meeting. 

Lisa, would you have time to chair the first group; Richard, would you serve as chair for the second group; Carolyn, would you do the same for the third group? 

Please let me know if you are unable to be a chair at this time. My telephone numbers, should you want to call, are (o) 5402316542, and (c) 

A committee has been established to examine the possibility of recognizing former student athletes who have distinguished themselves in areas other than 

athletics. Bob has agreed to chair the committee. Members of the committee include Sam, Martha, and Sue Ann. 

Have a good week. 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, I 11:50 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Possible Meeting with Prospect 

Lissa, 

Jennifer Townsend passed your name on to me as someone who may be willing to meet with a Junior prospect for 

and she will be visiting campus on 

Thank you in advance! 

GO HEELS! 

Michael Litzfnger 
Asst. Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina 

(o)919 843 9275 

(c)’ 
(0 919 962 1603 
mlitzinqer@ u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

The prospect’s name is 

Her area of interest is corporate law, and if you can find some time to meet with her after 2:30pro it would be great. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:12 PM 

Pierce, David M <dpierce@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

students 

Dr. Pierce, 
My name is Robert Mercer and I am the Director of the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes 

spoke with me today concerning their upcoming exam on       Both students have qualified tor the NCAA,                                         -he team departs 

on        at 5 am. I understand that they spoke with you about this conflict and you told them that they cannot take the test earlier or later and their only option was to have 

the final count for the missed exam. I know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized 

University activities and who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved period of absence. Notification of such an 

absence muse be sent by the responsible University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

My question is are other options available to these student athletes? Specifically, could an athletic department employee administer the exam ir          coach or 

administrator)? There may be other options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue with 

you. Is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 

Robert Mercer 

Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

962 9534 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: students 

let’s talk... 

>>> Pierce <dpierce@email.unc.edu>          2:Z0 PM >>> 

Quoting Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Hi Mr. Mercer, 
The policy for this class is the following: if a student has an excused 

absence, then their final exam grade will count for time test that they 

miss. 

If they do not have an excused absence, their final exam will not count 

for the missed test and they will receive a 0 for the missed test, This 

is a policy that has been approved by the chairman of the department, 

Art Champagne, That being said, you are free to talk with him and I 

will go along with anything he decides. 

goodluck, 

David 

Dr. Pierce, 

My name is Robert Mercer and I am the Director of the Academic 
Support Program for Student Athletes. Two of our student athletes, 

spoke with me today concerning 

their upcoming exam on Both students have qualified tor the 

NCAA _ . The team departs 

on at 5 am. I understand that they spoke with you about this 

conflict and you tom them that they cannot take the test earlier or 

later and their only option was to have the final count for the 

missed exam. ] know that you are aware of the Faculty Council Policy 

stating: "Students who are members of regularly organized and 

authorized University activities and who may be out of town taking 

part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 

period of absence. Notification of such an absence muse be sent by 

the responsible University official to the instructor before the 

date(s) of the scheduled absence." 
My question is are other options available to these student athletes? 

Specifically, could an athletic department employee administer the 

exam in          (coach or administrator)? There may be other 

options worth considering and myself and our Faculty Athletic 

Representative, Lissa Broome, would be willing to discuss this issue 

with you. is there a time and phone number when you can be reached? 

Robert Mercer 

Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

962 9534 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:48 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: Academic Althirs Committee 

Prof, Broome--- 

Fve had another event come up for Thursday. Would Friday or another day still work? Also, Fve put the SBA President-elect, in touch with 

discuss the subcommi[:te~:_~. If you want to reach out to      h~-_~ can b~-_~ reached at,            @unc.edu. rf~anks. 

to 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 

@*:_~rh a il .talc edu 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:08 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi    -- Let’s say    and then if that doesn’t work for any reason, we can still tO’ for 

LB 

wrote: 

Sorry about the late response. Those dates work for me, I’m )~st trying to confirm with the others. Might be best to pick either the 

Uniw:,rsil:V of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 

~email.unc.edu 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Academic Affairs Committee 

Thanks,     I’ll get in touch with 

For hmch, I cotdd do it on If one of those works for you let me know. and invite two friends to join us. 

Lissa Broome 

wrote: 

Prof Broome--- 

The SBA Board c.:_~n[imled ap~mmtrnent ~:odav. 

Also, for the kmch from the C-PH.O au(:l:ion, a Thursday or Friday shoukt work fine. Let me ]mow when is convenient for you 

University of North Carolina School of taw 

J,D, Candidate 

~email.unc.edu 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:44 PM 
Te: 
Subject: Re: Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi     .- Would you write back to let me know that 

committee next meets on Feb. 18. 

has been confirmed by the SBA Board of Govemors? Once I hear from you, rll get in touch with her. Our 

On another note, I think I got an email that you bought lunch with me. Let me lalow when you’d like to schedule that. I’d prefer a Thursday or Friday (depending on 

your schedule) since we both have class at 1:00 M-W. Let me know. 

LissaBroome 

wrote: 

Prof. Broome--- 

I will be appointing to the vacant seat on the Academic Affairs Committee. Her appointment is contingent on confirmation by the SBA Board of 

Governors at our meeting on Wednesday. I have copied her on this e-mail. Please contact her with additional information about the Committee~ Thanks. 

bniversiW of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 

@email.unc.edu 



From: Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome.@, email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:47 PM 
To-" 
¢c" Laura N Gasaway; 
Subject: Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi     -- As you know            is not in school this semester and has resigned from the Academic Affairs Committee. We would love for you to aptx~int another 

student member -- hopefully a 1L or 2L -- to join                Our next meeting is           from 12 - 12:50 p.m. It would good to have someone on board 

by then. We’re starting the heavy litting on next year’s curriculum and the more student eyes we have on it, the better. If you’ll let me know when the appointment is 

final~ed, I roll contact’the student mad provide some orientation 1,) the committee. 

LissaBroome 





BUSINESS DRAFTING- FALL 2009 
CHARLOTTE SCHOOL OF LAW 

Professor: Sterling A. Spainhour 
Adiunct Professor of Law 
704-364-1284- office 

¯ cell 
E-Mail: sspainhour@charlottelaw.edu 

Course #350417 

CLASS OB!I~;CTIVE: This class is designed to introduce students to the basic skills required to 
draft and negotiate basic business documents. The course will focus on a step-by-step process 
required to prepare clear, concise, and unambiguous documents. The course will also focus on a 
methodology incident to the successful negotiation and closing of the transaction underlying those 
business documents. 

Students should be aware that the methodolo~ outlined in this class is not an exclusive 
methodology and, therefore, students should realize that there are many other drafting methods 
which other authors might suggest. The procedures outlined here are based on my experience in 
drafting documents over a number of years. 

I believe that the role of the successful attorney in a business transaction is to: 

a) be an equal and active part of the "deal team" in the structuring of the transaction; 
b) draft clear, concise, and unambiguous documents that reasonably protect the client’s 

business interests; 
c) successfully negotiate the terms of the transaction based upon the prepared documents; 

and 
d) GET THE DEAL DONE. 

The successful completion of these elements is not a function of chance or luck, but the result of a 
thoughtful and methodical approach to the drafting process which, I believe, includes the following 

steps: 

a) understanding the business objective of the client; 
b) gathering the relevant t~:acts; 
c) determining the relevant and (irrelevant) business and legal issues; 
d) ongoing discussions with the client; 
e) researching the law and applying that law to the business issues; 
f) determining who drafts the agreement; 
g) getting started with the first draft; 
h) preparing the first draft; 
i) reviewing the draft with the client; 
j) sending the draft to opposing counsel; 
k) comments; 

1) negotiation; 



m) closing 

CLASS STRUCI~URE: This class will be: divided into two parts. The first part (which will include 
approximately the first eight weeks of the class) will include lectures on relevant drafting and 
negotiation topics and a review of various drafting exercises which will be required for each class. 
The initial drafting exercise, which is included in this syllabus, will provide the discussion, lecture, 
and drafting points for the first part of the class. 

The second part of the class (October 20, 2008 until the end of class), which will begin after the 
mid-term examination, will require students to draft complete business documents based upon 
specific factual situations. Documents may include real estate transactional documents (purchase 
and sale agreements, lease agreements), acquisition documents, technology documents, and 
documents for the purchase and sale of goods and setaTices. 

TEXTS: 
Required: Charles M. Fox, Working IYith CoslCrac¢.f,2*~d Edition Practicing Law Institute (2008) 

Recommended: Thomas R. ttaggard, George W. Kuney, I.ega! Drq[ti~g 

CLASS SCHEDULE: The class will meet on Monday and Wednesday from 9:00 until 10:25 in a 
classroom to be determined. It is required that students be in class on time. Tardiness will result in 
a l:ailing grade. 

OFFICE HOURS: I will be available to meet with students each Monday and Wednesday after 
class. 

CLASS PREPARATION AND CONDUCF: I expect full preparation and active participation in 
the class. I will call on students at random, as well as accept answers from volunteers. I will take 
class participation into account f-or the final course grade. Each student is to act with courtesy and 
consideration in class. Since computers are now everyday tools, you may use them for note-taking 
or other specified class-related purposes only. No intemet surfing or e-mailing is allowed. 

PARTICIPATION: Each student is expected to prepare his or her own documents. \X, qlile 
students may consult each other in the process, student documents will be evaluated independently. 
I will not grade each student’s exercise prepared during the first part of the class, but will provide 
students with some comments for each draft. I will discuss my general comments in each class, but 
these comments may not be included on eveU student’s draft. A submission with no comments 
does not indicate that your particular draft was good or bad, but should suggest that any general 
comments on that draft have been included in my class comments. 

However, I am available to meet with each student individually upon request to discuss in detail my 
thoughts on any specific assignment. 

ATTENDANCE: Regular attendance is required. A sign-in sheet will be distributed during each 
class. You are permitted the absences stated in the law school policy. Any absences in addition to 
those must be approved by the academic dean to receive: anything other than an F in this course:. 



GRADING: Grading for this class will be determined as follows: 

a) Drafting skills demonstrated based upon class discussions, readings, and other materials 
b) Structure of documents 
c) Clari~T of thought and expression 
d) concision 
e) Participation in class discussions 

MID-TEtEM EXAMINATION: The mid-term exam will consist of a practice-ready experience. 

FINAl, EXAMINATION: The final exam will be based upon the drafting exercises in the second 
part of this class. 

TAPING CLASS: There must be a good reason for taping the class, and prior approval from me is 
required. 

READING ASSIGNMENTS: The reading assignment for the first class is Charles M. Foy, Chapter 
1 and Chapter 3, sections 3-3.4. I will determine subsequent reading assignments based upon the 
progress of the class. 

DRAFTING EXERCISE PART 1: 

During the first part of this class, we will study and draft the various provisions of the relevant 
agreements for the factual situation outlined below. The purpose of this exercise is to utilize the 
knowledge that students have gained in other law school courses (Contracts I and II, Business 
Associations, the UCC, etc.) and to assist the students in understanding how business documents are 
constructed and the logic behind that construction. Those provisions will include contractual 
paragraphs such as the following: 

a) Termination; 
b) Indemnification; 
c) Limitation on liability; 
d) Intellectual property rights; and 
e) Dispute resolution 

The following is the factual situation which will be used for the first part of the class. 

Carter Branchcomb LI ,C,(CB) a North Carolina Limited Liability Company, has developed what it 
believes to be a unique product. The product consists of a soflware application which is designed to 
be operated on a multi-setwer-based network and a set of integrated services which, when combined, 
will automate the higher-education admissions process from student application to an admissions 
decision. 

Additionally, the software application, if populated certain data, will predict with a high degree of 
accuracy a student’s academic success and, in addition, will automate the career selection and career 
development .process f-or students 



CB has approached Dean Dennis Stone of the Charlotte School of Law with the idea of developing 
and marketing (on a joint venture basis) a customized version of this application which will provide 
similar functionality for law schools. 

Dean Stone is intrigued by this concept since, if it is successful, would be a tremendous aid to 
students in planning their careers, would reduce law-school related personnel expense, and could 
provide a competitive advantage for the law school in attracting students. 

At the present time no other law school, either public or private, has seen this application or the 
anticipated customization of the application since tile law school version does not yet exist. If the 
customized version developed by CB exceeds expectations, CB is willing to permit Charlotte School 
of Law to provide this application to other law schools for a revenue arrangement to be agreed 
upon. 

CB will develop the customized application, install the application at the Law school, test the 
application in a Beta environment, and provide maintenance and enhancement services for the 
application for a license tee of two million dollars ($2,000,000). 

CB will also provide other related, but necessary, serwices incident to the application for an annual 
fee of one million dollars ($1,000,000). The related setwices include updating student profiles in the 
application based upon grading and other relevant factors. CB will also perform relevant surveys of 
law firms to determine career preferences and needs in the students’ expressed geographical and 
substantive area of interest. 

Dean Stone estimates that the revenue from increased student enrollment and the licensing fees 
could provide the school with an additional net income of ten million dollars ($10,000,000) per year 
in the: next five years. Dean Stone is willing to proceed with such an arrangement subject to the 
drafting of an acceptable agreement 

i 
CttANGES IN THE CLASS STRUCTURI~;: This syllabus and the class structure are subject to 
change based upon the progress of the class and my determination of other relevant drafting issues.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday,, 3: 51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emal.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu>; Mosteller. Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Final Check: Proposed Interim Class Recording and Distribution Policy; Malting Election 

Dear Pro£ Broome, 

I reviewed the attached class recording policy. It looks good to me. 

Thank You, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class of 

On 

Hi 

at 5:31 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lN~oome(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you both a e hay ~g good s~ m ne b e~ ks I’m pretb, sure David Brown has apl~a~inled each of you as the student represenlulives to the Academic Al’~airs 

Comn~ittee. ] will be chairh~g the committee lbr Lhe comh~g year and I look [brward to working with both of you. 

I)ea~ Mosteller asked me to get your inpt~t on this pr,)v~sed intei~m F:~licy regaMmg class ~cordmg (at~tched). The committee as a whole will consider a 

perma~et~t policy early Jt~ Ne fall semester, but lhe administraliot~ wanted l~ have s<~methh~g in place as a~on as ~h~:~ol begins. If yon have an)’ corn menlo;, 

pa~liculady as to whether Nis ix~licy should t:~ tx~aked ii~ any Fashion berlin 1~. goes into e~K:ct m’ei~ on an inlcrim basis, please write la%k to me and Dean Mostdler 

(hit Reply to All) atld the sooi~er the better. Agait}. we’ll have a chatme to &barn flxis ti~lly in d~e l~dl, bot Lt’ flm~e’s ~m~ething We’}re overlooked for lira interim 

period, or likely smdet~t reaction d~a yoa think x~ e should considea, please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Lissa Broome 

i.X.i iissasigSO00 

From: Mosteller, Robert Paul [lnailto:rlnostell(d}elnail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,                5 : 17 PM 



Tn: The law faculty mailing list 
Subject: [law faculty] Final Check: Proposed Interim Class Recording and Distribution Policy; Making Election 

l)ear Colleague: 

Two weeks ago, l circulated the at~tched e-mail ~md propose interim [x~lic)’ m~d asked liar reacti~ns b)’ today~ I have not received objections to the interim policy, 
at~d we would plan st~r~ the process of [n~plen~erttatio,~ ,~ext week. I recognize, howc~,er, theft the stlm met is a ~[nre that e-m~ils tnr~} slip t)’ unnoticed, and so w~ 

re-cimulat[ng the ~x~licy a~d my e-mail. I hope are h~ietim ~x~licy is acceptable, but please sent1 me at~ e-mail if you have objections. 

Op~[on u> ~()p~ ()m’: Ify(m would like u> "opl ore" fi~m having your f?~ll cle~ses recorded (assunfing the imerim l~>lic? goes fbrward), please send ;an e-mail to me 

m~d l~ Cha~tcs Sto~), making tha~ elecLion. As ~he t~)licy indicates, l:~lh initial recording ~md mV dia~Jbutio~ ~o smde~ts are con~rnllcd by ire decisions of individual 

f~culb: nrem be~. 

Bob Mostdler 

From: Mosteller, Robert Paul [mailto:rmostell@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: WednesdaT, 10:14 AM 
To: The law facul~z mailing list 
Subject: [law- faculty’] Proposed Interim Class Recording and Distribution Policy 

To: Facul~ 

From: Bob Mosteller 

Re: Proposed Interim Class Recording Policy 

Last yea; a set of practices developed that resulted in relatively broad recording of classes and distribution of those recordings under faculW control, 

which operated in addition to the mandato~ aspects of the H1N1 class recording policy. Since the H1N1 virus has run its course, the maJadato~ class recording 
policy has terminated. 

The attached proposed policy is designed largely to replicate the pattern of voluntary recording and distribution practices developed last year, which 

appear generally to have been well received. It is based on individual faculb~ control of both the recording and the dislribution decisions: no recording will be made 

or distributed without thculty assent. The Dolicy conditions access to recordings on student acceptance of its prohibition against dissemination. The Dolicy is 

designed to simplify the process tbr both t~culty and admiNstrative staff; aJ~d we believe a yeac of experience and increased storage capacib, have allowed technical 
improvements. 

The tx~licy does not affect the abiliW of faculty members to make arrangements with the IT staff’for special recordings, such as of make-up classes held 

outside of regular class times. 

The attached document is being circulated as a proposed interim tx)licy with the hope that it cm~ be distributed to students by "the Dean’s office a~d be 

operational when .school starts at the end of August. Please direct questions, reactions, and suggestions to me by           If implemented, it will operate oNy 

until "the liiculty formaJly acts on the issue. The Academic Att~firs Committee has been asked to provide a report aJ~d recommendation to the faculW on class 
recordings ee¢ly in the l:all. 

Robert P. Mosteller 



As~ciate Dean tbr Academic Affairs & 

J. Dick~)n Phillips Distinguished Protbssor of Law 

Cmnpus Box 3380 

U.N .C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962- 8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fa~-;) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmoslell@emailamc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 9:29 AM 

Michael Gerhardt < @gmail.com> 

Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Broome, Lissa L <lhroome@emml.unc.edu-~ 

RE: FW: 

Michael, 

One component that needs to be included is the provision of individual feedback to get the WF credit. I assume you are planning to give that, but be sure to note it 

in your descript, 

Please writ:e u~l a short desc:rii:d:i.:_~n of what you would lille to do and submit it t:o Lissa Broome as head of Academic Affairs Committee, ff she finds it non- 

probh:_m~atic, we can giw:" the offl:_~ring provisional approw~l so we can notify stud,:_mts about: it. Academic Affairs will then more formalh., examine it, and w,-:dl ge~: 

final approval, likely as a consent matter with the faculty. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Bob 

From: Michael Gerhardt [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 9:20 AN 

To: Sessoms, Sharon R 
I:::c: Gerhardt, Michael .11 Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject: Re: F~V: 

Hi, I have reviewed the material, thanks. May I propose something along the lines of what Don Homstein? My proposal would to allow 10 students to sign up for a l- 

unit, add-on writing component tbr the class. In addition m attending the course’s regular lectures and taldng the course final tbr their final course grade, these students 

will complete 3 sholt writing assignments to obtain a 1 -credit Legislative Process writing grade. I assume that it is permissible for the writing assignmeats to include at 

least one drafting exercise. 

If there is maything else I can do, please let me know. 

On Man, Aug 16, 2010 at 10:47 AM, Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email~unc.edu> wrote: 

Prof. Gerhardt, 

Please see the attachment. I provided information for some other classes that offer the 1.0 hour writing section add-on. I provided three examples; I can provide others 

if that would be helpful. The information I provided was taken from My Carolina Law (under Academics, then Course Schedules). 

Sharon S. 

Sharon Sessoms, Registrar 

School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB #3380 

The UniveBity of Nolth CaJrolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: (919) 962-1249 

Fax: (919) 843-7939 

srsessom@email.~mc.edu 

Michael J. Gerhardt, 

Samuel Ashe Distinguished Professor. UNC-Chapel Hill Law School, 

(919)843- 5600 (office) 
(cell-phone) (available at ahnost any time) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmoslell@emailamc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:20 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Independent Study Question 

l.issa, 

Sounds like the student has made solid contact wkh Barbara Osborne, I assume it’s time for you to check h~ with Osborne to get her take on the project. 

[’11 lel: the student know i’ve ~assed inForrnation on to you You can handh:, the contract with ~:he s~:udent from her~-_~ on out iF l:hdt, ok 

f[ ~:her~-_~ is a neg~;~:ive answer to be given and you’d lik~-’_~ me ~:o give H:, f’1I be happy to do so, 

Bob 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:16 AN 

To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject: RE: Independent Study question 

Hi Dean Mosteller, 

I had the chance to meet with Professor Osborne yesterday. She was very. interesled in supervising an independent study and we have decided that I will write on the 

intersection of collective bargaining agreements and the professional sports industly. Have you had a chance to speak with Professor Broome? I am going to set up a 

time to meet ruth her as well to determine how we will structure the independent study throughout the semester. 

Is there anMhing else (other than filling out the independent study form) that I need to do in order to finalize the 3 credit hour indepdent stud,,:? Thank you for all of your 

help. 

Sincereb, 

On Thu, 12:46:50 -0400, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" <rmostell@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have an idea. I sugge’.~t you give me a call in my office whet* cot,venient. You don’t ~eed to call this ~fftemoon, but I’m heading ouI to lunch now and will/~e back 
in roa~hl3 at~ hour. My tmmber is 9I 9-962°8513. 

Prof. Bob ?~/osteller 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:48 AM 
To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject: Independent Study Question 

Dear Dean Mosteller, 

I hope you have had a wonderful summer. I have not had a chance to meet you while I’ve been at the law school but was advised to reach out to you 

regarding an independent stud?" question that I have. My name is                and I will be going into my 3L year as a JD/MBA student. I will be 
graduating this          with both degrees. My work background has teen entirely in the sports industly working in business capacities for Nike and the 

PGA Tour and then in legal internships with Major League Soccer and the United States Olympic Commitee. I desire to pursue a career in the sports industry 

once I graduate this fall. 

My issue has been finding a protbssor to complete an independent study with. I have a desire to write on labor law issues in the sports industry,. I will be 

extenting at the National Labor Relations Board this tidl in their regional Winslon- SaJem office, and mn enrolled in the labor law class that is being attired by 

Professor Basas. I recently asked Prot~ssor Basas if she would be interested in completing an independent study with me however her sche&de is too full this 

semester with being new to the school, two clasps, and her own research. 

I have inquired as to whether there are any other faculty with backgrounds in sports, labor or employment law. I have been told there axe not. Would it be 

possible for me to partner with a faculD" member outside of the school of law (but with one who has a legal background- like Barbara Osborne in the Masters 

of Sports Administration program) to complete an independent study? I understand that these requests are rarely grante& however, I did want to take one last 
effort in trying to complete an independent stud,,: consistent with my background and one which would allow me to learn more about the indust~’ I desire to 

work in. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:16 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Independent Study Question 

Hi Lissa, 
and I had a good meeting and I’m happy to work with her We 

set a deadline of           to more narrowly frame her research topic. 
Right now we do not have regular meetings scheduled -- do you want to 
be a part of these? If not, no worries. 

I did contact Bob Mosteller to schedule a meeting (Loll?- Gasaway 
suggested that I do so in      but I wanted to give him some time to 
settle in) I wanted to let him know that I have directed 3 independent 
stu@ projects with law school students in the past I also wanted to 
talk about teaching the Sports Law- class again as an adjunct Any advice? 

I’m sure the NCAA investigation and the subsequent academic fallout has 
you quite busy. If there’s anything that I can help with, please let me 
know 

Take care, 
Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 W0oHen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

> Ill Barbara IfBob’s description below is accurate, I’ll sign off as 

> the law school faculty member who is supervising this independent 

> study. I should be in tomorrow if you want to discuss. 

> 

> 

> 

> Thanks 

> 

> 

> 

> Lissa 

> 

> 

> 

> lissasig5000 

> 

> 

> 

> *From:* Mosteller, Robert Paul 

> *Sent:* Tl-lursday, 10:20 AM 

> *To:* Broome, Lissa L 

> *Subject:* FW: Independent Study Question 

> 

> 

> 

> Lissa, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sotmds like the student has made solid contact with Barbara Osborne. I 

> assume it’s time for you to check in with Osborne to get her take on the 

> project. 

> 

> 

> 

> I’ll let the student know I’ve passed information on to you. You can 

> handle the contact with the student from here on out if that’s ok. 

> 

> 

> 

> If there is a negative answer to be given and you’d like me to give it, 

> I’ll be happy to do so 

> 

> 

> 

> Bob 

> 

> 

> 

> *From:* @email unc edu] 



> *Sent:* Thursday, 10:16 AM 

> *’I7<):* Mosteller, Robert Paul 

> *Subject:* RE: Independent Study Question 

> 

> 

> 

> Hi Dean Mosteller, 

> 

> I had the chance to meet with Professor Osborne yesterday. She was very 

> interested in supervising an independent study and we have decided that 

> I will write on the intersection of collective bargaining agreements and 

> the professional sports industry. Have you had a chance to speak with 

> Professor Broome? I am going to set up a time to meet with her as well 

> to deternrine how we will structure the independent study throughout the 

> semester. 

> 

> Is there anything else (other than filling out the independent stu@ 

> form) that I need to do in order to finalize the 3 credit hour indcpdent 

> study? Thank you for all of your help. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> 

> 

> On Thu, 12:46:50 -0400, "Mosteller, Robert Paul" 

> <rmostell@crnail.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

I have an idea. I suggest you give me a call in tW office when 
convenient. You don’t need to call this afternoon, but I’m heading 
out to hmch now and will be back in roughly ari hour. J~Iy number is 
919-962-8513. 

Prof Bob Mosteller 

*From:* @email.unc edu] 
*Sent:* Thursday, 11:48 AM 
*To:* Mosteller, Robelt Paul 
*Subj ect:* Independent Study Question 

Dear DeanMosteller, 

I hope you have had a wonderful summer. I have not had a chance to 
meet you while I’ve been at the law school but was advised to reach 
out to you regarding an independent study question that 1 have. N/ly 
name is                 and I will be gomv into my 3L year as a 
JD/MBA student. I will be graduating this           with both 
degrees. My work background has been entirely in the sports industry 
working in business capacities for Nike and the P(IA Tour and then in 
legal internships with Major League Soccer and the United States 
Olympic Commitee. I desire to pursue a career in the sports industry 
once I graduate this fall 

My issue has been finding a professor to complete an independent 
study with I have a desire to write on labor law issues in the 
sports industry. I will be exteming at the National Labor Relations 
Board this fall in their regional Winston-Salem oitice, and am 
enrolled in the hbor hw class that is being offered by Professor 
Basas. I recently asked Professor Basas if she would be interested 
in completing an independent study with me however her schedule is 
too full this semester with being new to the school, two classes, 
and her own research. 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

! have inquired as to whether there are any other faculty with 
backgrounds in sports, labor or employment law I have been told 
there are not Would it be possible for me to parmer with a faculty 
member outside of the school of law (but with one who has a legal 
background- like Barbara Osborne in the Masters of Sports 
Administration program) to complete an independent stu@? I 
understand that these requests are rarely granted, however, I did 
want to take one last effort in trying to complete an independent 
study consistent with my background and one which would allow me to 

learn more about the indust~" I desire to work in. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:08 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Independent Study Potential Topics 

Hi 
I have much more interest and expertise in the second topic, so that 
would be my preference. :) 

Barbara Osborne, J.D 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 W0oHen Gym 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919/962-5173 

On         5:43 PM.         wrote: 
> Hi Professor Osborne and Professor Broome, 
> 
> Thank you for taking the time to work with me on an independent stu@. 
> As I stated earlier, I am interested in studying the intersection of 
> labor law and professional sports. I have narrowed my topics down to two 
> and would like any :feedback you have in terms of choosing which one to 
> write about. I want to focus on a timely issue so I’ve researched the 
> following opuons: 
> 

> 1. Focus on the how recent changes in the NBA (rise in free agency, 
> declinin~ revenues and owner/player revenue sharing) will have an impact 
> on the     Collective Bargaining Agreement and what the legal 
> ramifications of any potential changes would be. 
> 

> * Successful young players are no longer staying put with one team- 
> show how rise in free agency will lead to Owners wanting higher 
> penalties for moving li*om team to team 
> * Discuss the potential of adopting a franchise tag system as is 
> used in the NFL 
> * Discuss the potential for a lockout for season 
> * Discuss how the NBA wants to decrease salaries as a whole and how 
> the players / owners view this debate 
> 

> 2. The new NC.~A. President (who will begin work has mentioned 
> that he would be interested in a baseball-style draft rule that would 
> allow college basketball players to enter the NBA draft out of high 
> school. If the young person decides to go to college, then he would be 
> in favor of a time commitment (say 3 years) until that student can go 
> back to the draft. This would change the current drak rule and would 
> require that the change be reflected in the Collective Bargaining 
> Agreement between the NBA Players Association and the NBA (since the 
> NCAA does not make the draft rules). My paper would discuss background 
> of the current draft rule, what the proposed changes would be (including 
> any other potential arguments), and the legal ramifications of changing 
> the cttrrent CBA to reflect this new rule. 
> 

> Please let me know if you believe one or the other is a stronger topic. 
> If you have any additional questions please let me know-. Thanks for your 
> feedback. 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:49 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Osborne, Barbara J <sportlaw@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Independent Study Potential Topics 

Hi Professor Broome and Professor Osborne, 

I have chosen some potential dates J2~r the schedule: 

()utline/sr~ ,r~ li~t" 
1 st draft: 
Final draft: 

I am taking a three hour independent study course so I will be completing 
at least a 30 page paper. 

Please let me know your thoughts when you have a chance. 

Thank you, 

On ~,%u,          09:19:18 -0400, "Broome, Lissa L" 

<lbroomeO!email unc edu> 

wrote: 

> tIi 

> 

> I ahvays like to have a proposed schedule for 

> 

> Outline/source list 

> 1 st draft 

> Final draft 

> 

> in place ahead of time. Obviously, we may need to adjust the dates as we 

> go along, but at least we have something to shoot for. 

> 

> I don’t recall how many hours of credit you are seeking, but there is 

sort 

> of a minirrmm expectation of 10 pages double spaced, single spaced 

> footnotes, 1 inch margins, 12 point font, for each hour of credit. 

> 

> I will be guided greatly by Professor Osborne when assigning the official 

> grade, but when I am supervising an independent study on ray own, I use 

the 

> following rubric for grading: 

> 

> Topic (10%) 

> Research (20%) 

> Writing Style (20°4) 

> Organization (20%) 

> Analysis (30%) 

> 

> LB 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: @email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Thursday, 9:14 Alvi 

> To: Broome, Lissa L 

> Cc: Osborne, Barbara J 

> Subject: RE: Independent Study Potential Topics 

> 

> 

> Hi Professor Broome and Professor Osborne, 

> 

> I will be at my externship in Winston-Salem all day today but I will ray 

to 

> get you those proposed dates by tonight or tomorrow This is the first 

> independent stud?’ that I’ve done so if either of you have suggestions for 

> when the dates should be I would appreciate it Otherwise I will tW and 

> send you a proposed schedule at the latest tomorrow. 

> 

> Thank you, 

> 

> 

> 

> On Wed, 23 :~8:32 -0400, "Broome, Lissa L" 

> <lbroome@email unc edu> 

> wrote: 

>> Then let’s go with number 2. Do we have a date for an outline and 

source 

>> list (understanding that both will evolve further as the paper is 



>> developed) I’d also like to see a proposed date :[br a first draft and 
> due 
>> date for the :final draft 
>> 

>> Lissa Broome 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Barbara Osborne [rnailto:sportlaw(~,unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 9:08 PM 
>> To: 
>> Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
>> Subject: Re: Independent Study Potential Topics 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> I have much more interest and expertise in the second topic, so that 
>> would be my preference. :) 
>> 

>> Barbara Osborne, J.D. 
>> Associate Professor 
>> Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
>> 

>> 919/962-5173 
>> 

>> 

>> On 5:43 PM, wrote: 

>>> Hi Professor Osborne and Professor Broorne, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for taking the time to work with me on an independent study. 
>>> As I stated earlier, I am interested in studying the intersection of 
>>> labor law and profbssional sports. I have narrowed my topics down to 
two 
>>> and would like any feedback you have in terms of choosing which one to 
>>> write about. I want to focus on a timely issue so I’ve researched the 
>>> following options: 
>>> 

>>> 1. Focus on the how recent changes in the NBA (rise in free agency, 
>>> declining revenues and owner/player revenue sharing) will have an 
impact 
>>> on the     Collective Bargaining Agreement and what the legal 
>>> ramifications of any potential changes would be 
>>> 

>>> * Successfhl young players are no longer staying put with one team- 
>>> show how rise in free agency will lead to Owners wanting higher 
>>> pena lties for moving ticom team to team 
>>> * Discuss the potential of adopting a franchise tag system as is 
>>> used in the NFL 
>>> " Discuss the potential for a lockout for season 
>>> * Discuss how the NBA wants to decrease salaries as a whole and how 
>>> the players / owners view this debate 
>>> 

>>> 2 The new NCAA President (who will begin work November 1) has 
mentioned 
>>> that he would be interested in a baseball-s~qe draft rule that would 
>>> allow college basketball phyers to enter the NBA draft out of high 
>>> school If the young person decides to go to college, then he would be 
>>> in favor of a time commitment (say 3 years) until that student can go 
>>> back to the draft. This would change the current draft role and would 
>>> require that the change be reflected in the Collective Bargaining 
>>> Agreement between the NBA Phyers Association and the NI3A (since the 
>>> NCAA does not make the draft rules). My paper would discuss background 
>>> of the current draft rule, what the proposed changes would be 
(including 
>>> an?" other potential arguments), and the legal rami:[ications of changing 
>>> the current CBA to reflect this new rule. 
>>> 

>>> Please let me l,mow if you believe one or the other is a stronger topic 
>>> If you have any additional questions please let me know. Thanks for 
your 
>>> feedback. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

saver@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 14, 2010 8:39 PM 

Pittman, Teresa C <pittman2@emaJl.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicm’tZairs] Meeting 

Lissa & Teresa: 

My apologies. I messed up re: scheduling I did indeed tell Teresa 
that the 27th worked for me. What I mixed up was that I am already 
scheduled to participate in an event at the same time. 
I realize 
other committee members have likely already planned their schedules 
around this meeting date and finding a new date that works for all will 
be difficult. So please proceed without me. Lissa: I’m happy to talk 
with you before or after this first meeting to keep up with matters 
before the committee. And sorry again about the date mix-up 

Thanks, 

Rich 

Quuting "Pittman, Teresa C" <pittman2@email.unc.edu>: 

> ’]’his is to cunfirm that the Academic Affairs Committee meeting will 
> be Munday, September 27, noun-lpm m roum 5054. 
> 

> Teresa C Pittman 
> UNC Schuo[ ufLaw 
> Campus Bu× 3380 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 919-962-5925 (office) 
> 919-%2-1277 (fax) 
> pittman2@email unc edu 
> 

> 

>__1 

> You are currently subscribed tu academicaffairs axsd: saver@email unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email tu 
> leave-27656241-31433917.7e564450565dad2 fc0ac01 cfdfc9b92b@listsep~ uric edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~tell@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting about Using ~% Course Papers for JournaJ Submissions 

[.iSSa, 

Here is one of the relevant e-mails on the question of credit. 
Bob 

From: @unc,edu] 
Senti Monday, 9:20 A! 
To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject; Re: Meeting about Using WE Course Papers for Journal Submissions 
Dear Dean Mosteller: 

I have a ques~tion about using a WE course paper for aNote submission for a journal (specifically, ILJ). Originally, I was informed that this was permissible so long as 

I received consent from my WE professor. 

Last week, I received an email from the ILJ Editorial Staff’that this is apparently not the case. I wanted to veri~ whether a student may or may not use a WE course 

paper for a journal note submission. 

I had planned my semester course load (15 hours ruth 3 writing courses) on this information~ and I am now concerned about being able to handle my’ course load in 

addition to my journal writing restxmsibilities. 

This is ~ situation: 

I am enrolled in three writing classes this semester (two at UNC and one at Duke). During Add/Drop, I checked with II,J staff’to see ifI could use a class paper fbr 

my note submission. I checked with Prot~ssor Silliman to get his permission for using his course paper as an IIJ note submission, tte said this was fine (he al~ 

lamented your leaving Duke Law and how he misses your morning coffee chats). 

I am cmTently emolled for 15 hours this semester. 
7’his is my question: 

Can I just not get a WE credit for ILJ? I am already" taJdng two WE classes this semester. This will already satisfy my UNC Law requirement. 

7"his is my concern: 

I am very concerned about having time to complete all of the papers for these classes in addition to a note for ILJ. 

I am taking 15 hours this semeffter because I am in the Army National GuaJcd, and I will have to take a semester leave of absence in order to complete Army Officer 

training sometime during 3L. I am taking a heavier course load this semester in order to still graduate on time despite having to take a semester ofl~ I realize that 15 

hours is not necessarily a "heavy" load, but my unders~nding from talking with my classmates is that maaay 2Ls are taking somewhere between 12-13 credit hours. 
Essentially, my concern is that I would not have taken 15 hours had I known about this policy a few weeks ago. Now that Add/Drop has ended, I am worried that I 

have unknowingly overcommitted myself 

If you have some time today, I would like to meet with you to discuss my situation. I would like to discuss (1) whether I would be able to use my National Security 

Law paper as the basis of my ILJ submission, and (2) what recourse I might have in temJs of possibly dropping one of my current classes in order to make my work 
this semester more manageable. 

I am available anv~time from noon until 2 p.m., but closer to noon is better for me. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter, and I look ibrwoM to speaking with you soon. 

Best, 

North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation, Staff Member 
J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

@unc.edu 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~ell@emailamc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:16 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

FW: Law Review Writing Requirement/Intersection mfl~ Cour~ Work 

Here is another one that is relevant to the issue of crediL 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 6:37 PM 
To" Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Subject-" Re: Law Review Writing Requirement/Intersection with Course Work 

Prof. Mosteller, 

Our policy has been that law review student writing must be different than writing used for another course. While we have no problem with staff members writing 

on the same general area of law as a class assignment, we don’t allow staff members to use the same paper. This is not an "official" policy found in our bylaws or 

anything like that, but it is what we were told last year and what we have told inquiring staff this year. Honestly, this policy mostly seems to stern from our 

understanding of the law school’s academic rules. Staff members fulfill a "WE" requirement by being on Law Review, and using one paper in two circumstances 

where they receive academic credit did not seem appropriate. For instance, the law school’s independent study policy states that "[s]tudents must certify that the 

work done is not for the same or substantially similar to written work prepared for another course or in the fulfilM-~ent of a journal writing requirement." 

Anyway, that has been our thinking on the matter. We are open to other opinions though. Arty thoughts? I will aJso check with Prof. Hazen tomorrow to confirm 

what our" policy has been over the years. I am scheduled to meet with him anyway. 

By the way, the printer has told us that N.C. Law Review 88:6 printing will be complete by 

shortly after that. 

So, hopefully the hard copies of the issue will begin arriving 

Thanks! 

On 3:1.6 PM, Mosteller, Robert Paul wrote: 

I received the following inquiry from Eric Brignac= I received a somewhat different inquiry today front Richard Nyers regarding writing requirement for our International 
Law Journal, I wanted to make sure that our policies and practices were consistent. Could you have whomever handles your writing requirement contact rne to make 
sure we have a good understanding of what is policy, 
Prof. Bob Mosteller 
Eric Brignac [mailto ~gmail.com] 

gent; Thursday, 2:48 PN 
To: !osteller, Robert Paul 
Subject; Question about student writing requirement 
gob: 

One of the students in Sex Offenders and the Law asked me if her final RWE paper could double as her Law Review writing piece. I told her that my 

recollection is that each piece of writing had to be original writing, but that I would check with the administration to make sure, 

If you could please let me know UNC’s poJicy on that, I would appreciate iL 

Thanks. 

--Eric 

Robert P~ Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

9:[9-962-85:l 3 (office) 

91.9-962-:1277 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~ell@emailamc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:30 PM 

@unc.edu-~; @unc.edu> 

Myers, Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.~mc.edu"~ 

RE: RE Academic Credit [WE] for Journal Participation 

Dear 

I conclude I erred. I have found a related rule that I believe effectively prohibits the practice asked about, In this context, it is not a matter of logical analysis on 

double counting for course credit which I thought it was, nor would it be a matter of journal policy alone, 

._d.uden .:~ must certify t:o t:he supervi,.;ing faculty n~ember that t fu-_~ work done is not for the same or [ am refl:_~rring to the Rule for independent study. It states "~ ¯ t.- 

substantially ;imilar to wrH:ten work prepar~:_~d for another course or in the fulfillnlen[: of a j.:_~urnal writing requiremenL" The rule is not restricted ~:o situations 

where the journal writing requirement earns course credit, -ust that it be a journal wridng requirement. It would permit the same topic to be used "as long as what 

ix submitted is not the same or substantially similar to" the other submission. 

Dean Gasaway’s answer assumed the paper had been written for the faculty member and submitted to that faculty member before going to the iournal. In that 

situa[:ion, the certification could properly be made. If it was later submitted [:o a .i.:_~urr~al, the issue seems to rne and to her one for the journal, whk:h coukt prohibH: 

the practk>:~. [ f.:_~und her logic sound in ~:erms of double c.:_~un[:ing as long as no credit was awarded. 

From what I have determined from the Registrar, I believe this ix a situation of simultaneous submission. That means that the certification to the facufW member 

cannot be made. I recognize that the rule is written only to apply to independent studies, but in my-udgment it should apply to papers submitted for courses as 

well. 

I had stopped by the ll.J office to discuss this matter. I prefer discussion to e-mail because it allows for correction of misunderstanding. If I am mistaken in my 

understanding of the facts, please com-:~ct me. Otherwise, f my conclusion is changed. 

Shis matter is on the Academic Affairs cah-:mdar for Monday, [ believe we will be benefitt~-:~d by a furtfu-:~r examination by the committ~-:~e and dew_qopm~-:mt of a rule. 

However, papers and journal submissions must be written during this semester, The paper for the course must in myjudgment to satist:y the certification 

requirement of the hsdependent the Study rule that "it ix not the same or substantially similar to work ~,. in fulfillment of a journal writing requirement," 

I want to make one final point~ A journal has the right to impose restrictions on the nature of what types of submissions satisfy its participation or writing 

r~-:~quirem~:_mts. Those re;trk:~:ions can go beyond law school policies relating to doubF_~ counting, 
ProL gob lVlostefler 

From: @gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 12:J.6 PM 
To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
C¢: Myers, Richard E 
Subject: RE Academic Credit [WE] for Journal Participation 
Dean Mosteller and Dean Myers, 
I hope this email finds you both well. 
I wanted to email you both in regards to the law school policy regarding what a 2L staff member can submit as their writing requirement for journal participation. NCILJ requires 
that each staff member write either two thirty page notes or one comment exceeding sixty pages. Students participating on NCILJ as a 2L staff member receive a WE credit 
from Sharon Sessoms and students participating on the Editorial Board receive three academic credits for fulfilling editorial duties. 
It is my understanding that the law school policy has always been that a student may not submit the same work for credit twice in any two courses or activities, including 
writing to meet a journal requirement or independent study. When I originally asked for clarification on this policy from Dean Myers I was told that the issue had been 
addressed by the Academic Affairs Committee of the law school when credit was awarded for journal status. 
NCILJ has upheld this policy in years past - which is why I was surprised when I was met with some resistance regarding this policy from two members of our staff. 
I have made the policy very clear to the NCILJ staff- however, one of the staff members, , emailed the Executive Board after a conversation with Dean 
Mosteller. I have copied and pasted his email below: 

Since NCILJ has always upheld the policy that students must submit an original paper in order to be considered for publication in our journal this 

change in policy comes as a surprise. If the law school policy has in fact changed I will need to clarify this with my entire staff. Whatever policy the 

law school adopts for participation on the North Carolina Law Review is what the North Carolina Journal of International Law & Commercial 

Regulation would like to adopt as well in order to promote uniformity among the journals. 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you both. 

Best, 

North Carolina Journal of ImemationaJ Law & Commercial Regulation, 

(~)unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu:, 

Tuesday, 1:01 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] Minutes, Schedule Change, and Request for EmaJl Vote 

Dear Pro£ Broome, 

Should the due date be Jtme 5th, instead ot       ! I base this offofthe discussion identifying the dates on the proposed calendar as being more than is required 

under the policy,         puts the date way beyond the three weeks after the start of the first summer session, which is usually around the                    Either 

way, I will defer to your judgment on the grading due date, so I vote yes. 

Also, I have class on         at 2:05pm. However, please don’t try, to move the date, because I understand how difficult that is to do. I will catch up with ~meone 

about what occurs during the meeting. 

Thanks, 

J.D[Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class of 

On Tue, 

Friends 

at 9:37 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have attached the minutes from yestelday’s meetings. Please note these items: 

I realized that we did not pick a date certain lbr the due date /br summer school grades. After consultation with DeaJ1Mosteller, I move that we vote by email 

to add that summer sehool grades be due on July 5 or the first business day thereafter. Please let me have your vote on this matter by the end of this week. 

We have 3 more meetings scheduled for this semester:                          The          meeting conflicts with a facul~’ candidate’s lunchtime 
talk, so I have moved the meeting to 2:05 to 3:00 that day. Please let me know if you hm~e a conflict. The other two meetings will be at noon, All meetings will be 
in Room 5054. 

Thank~ 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center tbr Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.l aw. unc.edu/centers/baJlki ng 



...... 

i~i 
http:l/v~vw.law unc.edulimages/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaflhirs] Minutes, Schedule Change, and Request for EmaJl Vote 

Dear Prof. Broome, 

My mistake, I did not read the material close enough. I am sorry. I am good with that date. 

On Tue, at 9:34 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroomefa)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

tti          Spring semester ~:*,rades are d~e        or firsi l:msh3ess day therea[’~er, ~Ihis proposal is R~r sanm’~er scbool grades. Summer school ends h3 hie 
Last year grades >;ere dtm        Keying off the Afly 4 holiday, I picked      as the fixed dt~e date. 

LB 

,issa L, Bt’~!otrte 

Wachovia Professor ol Banking I.aw 

Director. Cenler fbr Banking and Fin;race 

UNC School o[ ir,avv 

CB433~0, VaJ~ Hecke-\~’ett~mb Hall 

Chq~d H{1]~ NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centersibanking 

From: @gmail.com [nmilto:! @gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Seut: Tuesday, 1:01 PM 
To: Broomc, Lissa-L 
Subject: Re: [academicaffairs] Minutes, Schedule Change, and Request for Email Vote 

Dear Pro£ Broome, 



Should the due date be ’ I base this offofthe discussion idenlit~ing the dates on the proposed calendar as being more than is required 

under the policy, puts the date way beyond the three weeks after the start of the first summer session, which is usually around the 

Either way, I will defer to your judgment on the grading due date, so I vote yes. 

Also, I have class on        at 2:05pm. However, please don’t tw to move the date, because I understand how difficult that is to do. I will catch up with 

someone about what occurs during the meeting. 

Thanks, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class of 

On Tue, 

Friends 

at 9:37 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome~,~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

I have attached the minutes from yesterday’s meetings. Please note these items: 

I realized that we did not pick a date certain for the due date for summer school grades. After consultation with Dean Mosteller, I move that we vote by email 

to add that summer school grades be due on      or the first business day thereafter. Please let me hm~e your vote on this matter by the end of this week. 

We have 3 more meetings scheduled for this semester: The meeting conflicts with a thculty candidate’s lunchtime 
) z talk, so I have moved the meeting to 2:05 to 3:00 that day. t lease let me know if you hm e a conflict. The other two meetings will be at noon. All meetings will be 

in Room 5054. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director. Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/bankin~ 

...... 

i~i 
http:l/v~vw.law unc.edulimages/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:50 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

RE: [studentt~ultyteachingeva] s] I,ist~n7 Test 

Professor Broome~ 

I apologize for the delay in responding. The current members of this listserv are as follows: 

@gmail.com 

@unc.edu 

@gmail.com 

Ibroome@email.unc.edu Lissa Broome 

@gmafl.com 

@gmail.com. 

rmosteli@emaiMmc.edu tSob MosLeiler 

Although it is completely up to you, I would recommend that 

schedule meetings. 

arrange the meedng. If you agree, I’lf forward him a website I use Lhat helps to 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J,D, CandidaLe, 

UNC Student Bar Association 

North Carolina Journal ot: Law & Technology 

, UNC Student Congress (Senior Member, Ethics and Finance Committees) 

Head Representative, Kaplanl PMBR Bar Pref)aration 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:0:[ PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: [studentfacultyteachingevals] Listserv Test 

Hi 

[ think we ought to reconvene this Task Force to share the info that we collected over the summer and plan next steps. So be sure Gasaway is off the committee 

arid that              is ot~ h’~ place of 

Do you want me Lo send out a message to schedule a meeLing or do you wahl Lo do i1:? 

Thanks, 

Lissa Broome 

From: @unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:52 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa I/ 
Subject: RE: [studentfacultyteachingevals] Listserv Test 

Professor Broome, 

1) Let me know which faculty member you choose and I will add them to the listserv. 

2) and, are the student members of Academic Affairs for the academic year. 

3) [ believe when and I first discussed this we thought the student membership could be made up of each class president and the members of 

Academic Affairs. f know the incoming :~.l_s won’t reaily have much experience with law school evaluatkms, but my theory is it wouidn’t hurl Lo have 

another body to help with the w.:_~rlc @ 

UNC School of law 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           6:50 PM 
To: UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 
Subject: RE: [studentfacultyteachingevals] Listserv Test 
Thanks,     . Dean Gasaway may wish Lo go off: this comnliLtee on July :1, but I’[I leL her decide. We may add another facuiLy member to replace her. I don’L know 

thaL another student member {Lhe :1L president is needed), but that is up to you. 

Will and be the student members of Academic Affairs? 

Thanks. Hope your summer is going well. 

f cat’/l: believe i[:’s almost Jut’Fe[ 

LB 



i.X.i iissask15000 

From: @unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, £48 PM 
To: UNC Law Student-Facul~ Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Subject: [studentfacultyteachingevals] Listserv Test 
I was creating IJstservs for our various committees and thought creating one more wouldn’t hurt me. ;) I hope this makes our communications just a little easier. 

Once the incoming 1Ls elect their 1L class president, we will have one more person (as I understand it) on the committee. The Student-Faculty Task Force on 

Teaching Evaluations consists of the following people: 

Faculty: 

[.m~ra Gasaway {hLLp://www.law.unc.edu/faculty/directoryigasawaylauranidefauk.aspx) 

Lissa }3room~-:~ (http:/iwwwJaw.unc.edu!facultyidirectoryibroomelbsaDmkh~/derauk.aspx) 

Robert Moste[ler (_h_t__tR:_/_Lwww:_[_a__w__:u .nc.:-.e.~.d.~.u./f~.ac.-.u.j-.t-y./.-.d.!~.r~.ec.~.t~.~.~.r~y.[~9~Et9-[!~Rb9~EtELd~9f~-9-[t:~-~) 

SBA: 

Academic Affairs: 

U NC School of Law 

You are currently subscribed to studenffaculb~teachingevals &s: lbroomef;email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: .h..t..t.~2].~.i~t.~:~t.Ln~c..~.e.~.~u~/..t.~2~is~.~..2...8..8~2~6...7..!:~:..8..~..:a...Q~:a..~.~3...~.6.8~d..d~@..2~e~7..d~a~3.Z~.4.y.~8s~E&~L..~[‘.&L~[~d~1~£u1[~]~i.~Z~!#.&.9-2.7(!489.82. 

(It may be necessm7 to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-27048982-28826719.801a69al 3f68dda220e7da3794dTa8dc(h)listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to sludentthcultyteachingevals as: (a)Amc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu,’u?id=28826718.c0t"00729b054e7395969286e5a27aaae&n =T&I= studentfacultyteachjngevals&o=27049120 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ1 to leave-27049120-28826718.c0tq:)0729b054e7395969286e5a27aaae(~!istserv.nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, 1:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicalFairs] I~W: 

Dear Prof. Broome, 

I hope you get this before the meeting. 

I am fine with changes to exam rescheduling. 

Regaxding RRWA materials, I think this chaa~ge is great, ttowever, my only comment is that the shift 1,~ full-time faculty tbr this approach must not be delayed beyond 

If it is, I am not sure what the benefit would be? 

On Mon, at 8:36 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(~emailamc.edu> wrote: 

If you have any thoughts on the RRW,\ proposah~ or e×~r~ resehedtfling (probably return to prior polie3’ of 3 e×ams in 3 days instead of 2 in 2 days 

to trigger resehe&fling; 2 in 2 days would trigger if one was the axe~ernoon of day I and the 2n~- wa~ morning of day 2). 

LB 

Lissa I.. Broome 

Wachovia ProFessor of BanMng Law 

Director, Cet}ter {br Bat}kh}g at}d Finance 

UNC School of I aw 

CB#3380. Vat~ Heeke&,Vettach Hall 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-.3380 

919,96Z 7066 

hrtp:/iwx~,.]aw.une.edu/centers/l~ankh~g 

i.X.i http:,’/,;,,’,,v~,v law.imc edu,’images,’news,’media,’bunkh~gfinance 

web 5,12 jpg 

From: @gmail corn [mailto: 
Sent: NIonday, 1:23 ANI 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: [academicaffairs] FW: 

Dear Pro£ Broome, 

@gmail com] On Behalf Of 

Just a reminder that I will not be at the meeting tomorrow. I have 

Thank You, 

at that time. 

On Fri, at 7:16 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(&~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

My apologies, I hit send instead of paste. Here’s the current exam rescheduling policy. 

See you Monday. Please let me know if yon will not be able to attend. 

Lis~ 



In response to shldent concerns abont file exam rescheduling policy not allowing for file rescheduling of exams given on two consecnfive days, the Academic Affairs Committee proposed an alternative policy to tile 
Facnlty The Faculty voted to approve a Exam Rescheduling Policy detailed below. What this means is that students may self schedule their make-up exams in accordance with this policy 

Policy %r E~am Resc~ledUling 

1. A student may reschedule an exam when the shtdent has: 

a. Two exams on the same day; or 

b. Two exams on two consecutive calendar days. A Friday exam followed by a Monday exam does not qualify for rescheduling. 

2. The Assistant Dean %r Sthdent Set.rices or the Director of Stltdent Activities may, after consultation with the facul~ members involved, adjust examination schedules for sound academic reasons, 

which may inchide illness, emergency situations, or other compelling academic reasons. 

3. The exam which may be rescheduled under #1 will be: 

a. The later of the two, if they are scheduled at different tinles, except that if an exanl that contains a lnultiple choice or objective component (as identified by the professor to 

the Assistant Dean for Student Services) is the second of the two exams, the first exam will be moved. 

b. The longer of the two (memring the class that has the higher number of credit hours), if they are scheduled at the same thue and are of different length. 

4. A sthdent applying to rescheduhi an exam m~der # 1 may indicate which of the designated make-up periods that occur after the exam’s regularly schedifled time the strident prefers to have the make-up 

exam The student is not entitled to chiim a conflict for a make-up exam in a period selected by the student ~nd ~nother regularly scheduled exam. Section 1 rescheduling forms should be returned to 

Sharon Sessoms. 

5. ~ly exam rescheduled raider #2 may be rescheduled as described in # 4 or as designated by the Office of Shldent Services. Section 2 rescheduling foi~ns should be re.ruled to John Kasprzak. If 

requesting an exam be rescheduhid under Section 2 of the policy, please provide ml explanation ofyonr reqnest on the back of the Exam Rescheduling Form 

6. A request to reschedule an exmn raider these rules must be submi~led no later thml 14 days before the start of the exam period as indicated in the academic cahindm Students may not alter their 

make-up exam schedule after this period¯ The last day to submit Exam Rescheduling Forms is April 9, 2010. 

You me reminded that tile Honor Code is in effect for tile entire exam period¯ The Code prohibits asking for, or giving, rely info~nation between s~tdents about adininistered exams, including seemingly innocuous 

statements like file exmu was "easy" or "hard" 

If you have specific questions about yonr exam schedifle or resched~fling policy, please see Dean Podger Smith or Johil Kasprzak. 

I ,igga I ,. Broome 

Wacho~,ia Prol’essor of Banking Law 

I)i~ector, Center tbr Bal~king and Finance 

UNC Sc~o,)[ ofI .a’a 

t CB43380, Van Hecke-\Ve~tach H~ll 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.9(:;2.706d 

http://www.l aw. unc.edu/centers/ba~ki ng 

::N:: htt p:L;~’ww.la’,^; u nc.edti,’ima gesln ews,’medialba n kingfin a nca 
web 542 jpc 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, ~7:15 AM 
To: ’a cademicaffairs@listserv uric edu’ 
Cc: McKinney, Ruth A; Podger, Kelly L; Kasprzak, John B 
Subject: 

Friends 

A reminder that the Academic Affail~ Committee meets this coming Monday fiom 2:05 3:00 in Room 5054. We have a faculty candidate in that day so we cannot 
meet at noon. 

Our tirst agenda item is to discuss with Ruth McKinney the propo~l from the Special Subcommittee on the 1L Writing Program and to review our exam 
rescheduling policy. Ruth’s subcommittee has provided three documents tbr our review. They are attached. 



Our second agenda is to begin a discussion of our exam re~heduling la)licy. I hope that Kelly and, or John will be able to join us for that discussion. I have pasted in 

our current policy (from the intranet). We are not proposing to change the policy for the current year, but Kelly m~d John would like to report their experience last 

year with our current policy and discuss some potential changes to it. 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Dissector, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach tta]l 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/bmlking 

/ / / iNi htt p:,/www.law, u nc.ed u, ima 9es/n ews, media/ba n kingfin a nce 

web 542.jp9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

UNC Law Student-Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations <studentlhcultyteachingeva]s@liskserv.unc.edu> 

[studentl?aculb~teachingevals] FW: Request: Faculty Evaluation Process 

From: James T. Van Strander [mailto:jvanstrander@gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 1:17 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Request: Faculty Evaluation Process 

Hi 

The online evaluations have an average completion rate of 74% per semester. 

James T. Van Strander 

Cell: 

Duke University Class of2011 

Juris Doctor/Master of Laws Candidate 

You are currently subscribed to s~denffacultyteachingevals as: lbroome(?~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=28826719.801 a69a13t~8dda220e7da3794d7a8dc&n=T&l=smdentfi~cultyleachmgevals&o=27976703 

(It may be necessa~ m cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or 
send a blank emafil to leave-27976703 -28826719.8(111 a69al 3 f68dda220e7da3794d7a8dc~_I_i_st_s__ej_22__u_!)__c_:__e_d___u- 



1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

s) 

Academic Affairs Committee 
Agenda, 

Room 5054, 12:00 - 12:50 p.m. 

Approval of minutes from (attached) 

Revised RRWA proposal (Ruth McKinney & Craig Smith) (attached) 

Review of practice-oriented course grant applications from faculty (Mosteller) (attached) 
a) Provide feedback on whether once these proposals are fully developed we would be 

likely to approve them; give feedback now to the professor while the course is in the 
development stage 

Proposed policy on double counting of written product for both a j ournal requirement and an 
academic assignment (Mosteller) (attached) 

Next meeting: Monday,             (noon) 
a) Exam rescheduling for spring semester; new exam policy for next academic year 
b) Revisions to policy on banking teaching hours 

Set meetings for spring semester - Mondays at noon? 

Other issues for the coming year (add? delete? priority?) 
a) Class attendance policies 
b) Course selection and advising 
c) Grading Issues 

i) Review conforming changes to readmissions policy 
ii) Summer school grades 
iii) Special recognition for students excelling in certain groups of courses (consider in 

conjunction with the Academic Review Committee and any proposal relating to 
pathways, concentrations, or certificates) 

d) Computers in classroom 
e) Clarifying distinctions between WEs, RWEs, skills, and reinforcing feedback 

expectations from faculty on writing courses 

Attendance 

a) Lissa Broome 
b) Barbara Fedders (in court) 
c) Lolly Gasaway (fall) 
d) Gene Nichol (may be late) 

e) Rich Saver 
f) Craig Smith 
g) Bob Mosteller (ex officio) 

h) 
i) 
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Flrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 3:06 PM 

Academic Althirs Comm ~academicalthir@listserv.unc.edu> 

Myers Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu-~ 

[academica_fthirs] Academic Affairs materials tbr Monday at 2:05 

doc; .doc; Multiple uses of written products policy 3 (2).docx; exam rescheduling chart (3).docx; Exam 

Rescheduling Policy Memo to Academic Affairs.docK exam reseheduling policy lmlguage change for spring JK edits.docx; 

Commencement Memo (2).docx; Art Law course proposal (2).doc 

Friends - 

A reminder that our meeting has been moved to 2:05 - 3:00 on Monday (still in Room 5054) so we will not conflict with the faculty candidate’s lunchtime tall(. I 

know that       and Nick will not be able to make the 2:05 time. If anyone else has a conflict, please let me know. 

I’ve attached the following materials for the meeting. Please bring your copies or your laptop to the meeting. 

1. Agenda 

2. Minutes from 

3. Proposed policy on double counting of written product 

4. Exam rescheduling chart 

5. Exam rescheduling proposal 

6. Exam rescheduling language change 

7. Information on potential Saturday commencement 

8. Art Law course proposal 

Please let me know if you have any other items. This is scheduled to be our last meeting of the semester. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:/iwww.iaw.unc.eduicentersibanking 

ii~iI http://v~vw.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 
web 542.jpg 



1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

s) 

9) 

Agenda, 
Academic Affairs Committee 

Room 5054, 2:05 - 3:00p.m. 

Approval of minutes from iattached) 

Report on Faculty Meeting -- RRWA proposal approved 

Proposed policy on double counting of written product for both a j ournal requirement and an 
academic assignment (Myers) (attached) 

Exam rescheduling (Smith) 
a) Language change for spring semester (attached) 
b) Potential new- policy (attached) 

c) Information from Vanderbilt 

Reactions to potential Saturday commencement (attached) 

New course proposal - Art Law (Gasaway) (attached) 

Meetings for spring semester - at noon in Room 5054 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

Other issues for the coming year (add? delete? priority?) 

a) Class attendance policies 
b) Course selection and advising 
c) Grading Issues 

i) Review conforming changes to readmissions policy 
ii) Summer school grades 
iii) Special recognition for students excelling in certain groups of courses 

d) Computers in classroom 
e) Clarifying distinctions between WEs, RWEs, skills, and reinforcing feedback 

expectations from faculty on writing courses 

Attendance 

a) Lissa Broome 
b) Barbara Fedders (in court) 
c) Lolly Gasaway (fall) 
d) Gene Nichol (may be late) 

e) Rich Saver 
f) Craig Smith 
g) Bob Mosteller (ex officio) 

h) 
i) 

{PAGE } 



Academic Affairs Committee 

Notes 

1) Minutes. The minutes from 
Myers’ name for John Kasprzak. 

were approved following substitution of Richard 

2) RRWA Fall 3-hour course. The committee approved the revised RRWA proposal for a 3- 
hour fall course for first semester students. The committee thanked Ruth and Craig for their 
responsiveness to our comments on the initial proposal. The committee suggested that all 
documents be di stributed to the faculty but consolidated into a smaller number of separate 
documents 

3) Review of practice-oriented course grant applications. The committee reviewed the 
practice-oriented course grant applications from faculty and suggested to Dean Mosteller that 
if funding to support them was available, the committee thought there was merit in each and 
that planning on the proposals should proceed. Dean Mosteller indicated that we would 
receive these new course proposals for committee approval in the spring semester. 

4) Proposed policy on double counting of written product. The committee discussed the 
proposed policy on double counting of written product for both a j ournal requirement and an 
academic assignment. This proposal had been drafted by Dean Myers for the committee’s 
consideration. The committee suggested some wording changes and will consider again at its 
next meeting. 

5) Upcoming Meetings. The committee’s next meeting is Monday,              The time 
has been changed from noon to 2:05 to accommodate a faculty candidate who will be making 
a lunchtime presentation to the faculty. We discussed scheduling spring meetings every two 
weeks and agreed to meet on Fridays at lunch to accommodate Nick’s teaching schedule in 
the spring. 

6) Attendance. was not able to attend this meeting. 

{PAGE } 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Richard Mye~ <rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:13 PM 

Kaswzak, John B <kasprzak@email.unc.edtr~; @email.tmc.edu-~;                  @unc.edtt>; 

@email .unc.edu-~; @emaJl.unc.edtr~; @unc.edu 

Omarova, Saule T <omarova@em~Jl.uuc.edt~-; Hazen, Thomas L <thazen@unc.edu>; Muller, Eric L <emulle@em~Jl.uuc.edu>; Gerh~a:dt, 
Deborah R <dgerhardt@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Multiple uses of written products policy journal editors.docx 

Multiple uses of written products policy journal editors.docx 

Dear editors, 
Attached is a draft policy that the Academic Affairs Committee is 
considering. It formalizes the law school’s practice limiting multiple uses 
of written materials J2~r more than one class, and clarifies how that policy 
will affect journal submissions as well. 
Please look it over and get back to me before 2 pm on Mimday, so that I can 
bring any concerns back to Academic Affairs. 
Sincerely, 

Richard E. Myers II 
Associate Dean and Associate Professor of Law 
UNC School of Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Podger, Kelly L <podge@email.unc.edu~; 

Monday~ 10:54 AM 

Broome, I,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Academic Affairs Comer 

Myers Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Academic Affairs materials for Monday at 2:05 

memo on Vanderbilt self-scheduled exams.docx 

<academicaJti~Jr~listserv.unc.edu> 

Dear Academic Affairs CommiLtee, 

I am attaching a memo with information about how Vanderbilt Law administers self-.scheduled exams. I will bring copies with rne Lo the meedng d~is afLernoon. 

These are notes from my conversation with Vanderbilt’s Registrar --- not anv type of proposal. Ussa suggested I share the notes with the committee. I don’t know 

how much time we win have to discuss this information today and I am not submitting this as an agenda item, rather just for your information. 

"hanks, 

Kelly 

From: Broome, Lissa L rmailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent" Friday, 3:06 PM 
To: Academic Affairs Comm 
Co: Myers, Richard E 
S,,bjeet. [academicaffairs] Academic Affairs materials for Monday at 2:05 

Friends - 

A reminder that our meeting has been moved to 2:05 - 3:00 on Monday (still in Room 5054) so we will not conflict with the faculty candidate’s lunchtime talk. I 

know that       and Nick will not be able to make the 2:05 time. If anyone else has a conflict, please let me know. 

i’ve attached the following materials for the meeting. Please bring your copies or your laptop to the meeting. 

I. Agenda 

2. Minutes from 

3. Proposed policy on double counting of written product 

4. Exam rescheduling chart 

5. Exam rescheduling proposal 

6. Exam rescheduling language change 

7. information on potential Saturday commencement 

8. Art Law course proposal 

Please let me know if you have any other items. This is scheduled to be our last meeting of the semester. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t.~t..n.~..~.~..~.~...~...:~.a.~.~..~.u...n...~.:~.e.~.d.~u..~...e...n.~t.~.e..~.~h.~.~.~.~ 
:: ::*:] 7 http:ll~Atw.lawunc.edulimageslnewslmedialbankingfinance 
...... web 542 jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 12:36 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] Academic Affairs materials for Monday at 2:05 

Dear Pro£ Broome, 

I wanted to provide some limited feedback regarding the materials you sent out. 

1. The "nmltiple uses" policy looks good to me. 

2. Take this with a grain of ~lt because participation in the committee diseussion would be necessa~ to give a meaningthl opinion, but I feel that the new exam policy 

creates to much flexibility and risks a "ginning" of the roles. I always thought "the old approach was t~ir to those who needed to re~hedule and to the integrity of the 

exam process in general. However, the one benefit of the new approach which cannot be ignored, at least anecdota]ly, is that students are encouraged under it to take 

their first choices on courses in spite of any unt~vomble exam schedule issues. This creates a difficult tension and makes this a hard choice in my opinion. 

3. The changes in the exam policy for "Spring     " look good to me and seem necessau ifthis is in fact the w-ay it is cul~ntly done in practice. 

4. I think the chmige to Saturday Commencement in Carmichael is a must. Two reasons: (1) I imagine that Saturday is better ibr families who travel long 

distances for graduation and (2) if the sound is better in Carmichael this trumps any "visual" benefits the Smith Center may have. 

5. I am in favor of the Art Law- course proposal. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, at 3:06 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Friends 

A reminder that our meeling has been moved to 2:05 3:00 on Monday (s~till in Room 5054) so we roll not conflict ruth the faculty candidate’s hmchtime talk. I 

know that       and Nick will not be able to make the 2:05 time. If anyone else has a conflict, please let me know. 

I’ve attached the following materials for the meeting. Please bring your copies or your laptop to the meeting. 

1. Agenda 

2. Minutes fi-om 

3. Proposed policy on double counting of written product 

4. Exam rescheduling chart 

5. Exam reseheduling proposal 

6. ExaJn reseheduling language change 

7. Inli~nnation on potential Saturday commencement 

8. Art Law course proposal 

Please let me know if you have any other items. This is scheduled to be our last meeting of the semester. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law- 

Director, Center tbr Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach H~Jl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 



http://www.l aw. unc.edu/centers/baJlki ng 

i~i 
http:lA~vw.lawunc.edulimageslnews/medialbankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~ell@email.unc .edu~ 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 6:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SebastJa~ Kielmanovich @gmal.com> 

Course Proposal 

AppendixALatinoIssues3.doc 

Lissa, 

Attached is a modified course proposal for katinos and the Law: A Survey of Relevant Legal Issues. As we discussed, this course has been developed to 

offer as a replacement for Representing the Latino Client, which cannot be offered because of personal issues involving the instructor. 

Changes have been made in the proposal to be responsive to the points you raised in your earlier examination of a draft of the proposal. I am also giving you 

a link to information about Sebastian Kielmanovich, who will teach it. See http:!!www.law.duke.edu!fac!kielma!lovich. 

As we discussed, I hope this proposal can be endorsed by the Academic Affairs Committee so it can go to the December 9 faculty meeting. Sharon Sessoms has let 

the students in Representing the Latino Client know that this course is likely to be offered. Their reactions have been quite positive. 

Have a great Thanksgiving. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:20 AM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: queslion on creating a class 

Professor Broome, 

Good morning. My proposal for an animal law class is nearly finished, so I’ll be emailing you an electronic copy before Friday. I also have some hard materials I’d like 

to drop oft’. a sample textbook and course materials, the sign-ups of students who are interes*ed, etc. Would it be better ifI dropped it offin your box or came by your 

office? Please just let me know what is best, and if you prefer your office, please let me know the times good for yon on Tuesday or Thursday, as well as your room 

number. Thank you so much for your help! 

Best, 

On Man, at 9:54 PM, B roome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc .edu> wrote: 

tti 

You can write a memo to the committee stating why you fl~ink this course is needed at our ~aw school and we will consider it at an upcoming meeting~ If the committee 
approves the course. ~here is no guara~a~ee ~ha~ i~ will be of~red. Dean Boger and Associate Dea~ Mostdler will determine whelher there is a~V fS.eulty member or 
adju~ct [?acull), member willing and aNe to teach it and wil~ balance various budget co*3sidem~ions in de~eixnining whether to oObr i~. 

Items I would suggest you consider inektding in yam: memo: 

Some demot~stra*iot~ ofIhe smdet~t it~terest it~ lhe course; 

Whether the course is ol’tered at other law schools (names ef schools); 

Whe{her you have idet~[il]ed any fiaeulty member or local atlorneys that migh[ be knowledgeable enough about [he sN~ject to be q~proaehed by {he administra*iot~ to 
~each i~ if it is approved m3d fl3e admi~fis~Iion decides to ot’ibr it:. 

Wheflaer there are any casebooksAexfbooks in the field. 

ttope this helps. You e;m send me lhe memo Maen i{ is ready. We usually st;~r~ platming the eomit~g year’s curriculum in so receiving your 
request before then would be hdpful. 

Lissa Broome 

igi Eissssig5000 

From: 
Sent: Monday 9:56 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: question on creating a class 

(~gmail.com] 

Professor Broome, 

Good morning. I aln a second year student and president of our new Student Animal Legal Defense Fund chapter. One of my main goals for SALDF this year is to 
) start working on the addition of an animal law course here. t rofessor Hornstein told me that you me in charge of requests for new classes, and I j ust wanted to see 

, ) what exactly I need to do to get this started, and when I need to have any materials into you b?. t lease just let me know when you have the chance. I really 



appreciate any help. 

Thank you and best, 

J.D. Candidate, 
University of North Carolina School of Law 

~gmail.com 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatma Gandhi 

J.D. Candidate, 
University of North Carolina School of Law 

~gmail.com 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatma Gandhi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu:. 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffaJrs] I:W: Course Proposal 

Appendi-~,ALatinolssues3 [ 1 ].doc 

Dear Prof. Broome, 

I mn attaching a revised document. Specifically, I highlighted three spots where the language appears wrong--making "course" plural and then two spots where words 

appear to be missing. 

Generally, I am hapw to see this replacement tbr the course that can not be ottbred. However, roll it be m~ issue in this proposal that there seems to be no meNton of 

how students will be evaluated tier the P/F detemfination? In other word~ should it be stated that an exam will be given or ~mething else? 

Thank~ 

On Mon,            at 12:55 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

.V6end,~ Since we do not h~ve m~otber meeting scb~dnled this ,~emes~cr, I am askiag for you to vo~c on ~bis new coorse propo,~al by email Ple~e h~ve your 

response ~,o me by Wednesday ~t 5:00 so this c~m [x: considered ~t next week’s fiacolty meeting. The note Ix-low fiom Deaa Mo,~eller provi&s sonre context 

Tha~ks, I hope you N] had a rel~ing Tha~ksgiving holiday, 

From: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Ce: Sebastian Kiehnanovich 
Subject: Course Proposal 

Lissa, 

Attached is a modified course proposal tbr Latinos and the Law: A Survey of Relevant Legal Issues. As we discussed, this course has been developed to ottbr as a 

replacement tbr Representing the Latino Client, which cmmot be ott~red because ofpermnal issues involving the instructor. 

Changes have been made in the proposal to be responsive to the points you raised in your earlier examination of a draft of the proposal. I am also giving you a lhfl( to 

information about Sebastian Kielma~ovich, who will teach it. See http:i/www.law.duke.edu/facildelmanovich. 

As we discussed, I hope this proposal can be endorsed by the Academic Affairs Committee so it can go to the December 9 faculty, meeting. Sharon Sessoms has let 

the students in Representing the Latino Client kilow that this course is likely to be offered. Their reactions have been quite positive. 

Have a great Thm~ksgiving. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (oNce) 

919-962-1277 (l:ax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] kW: Re: Information tbr the Academic Committee on the Augsburg Summer Program which moved into the 

"Cooperative Program" status ruth the ABA 

Dear Prof. Broome, 

I am in support of approval. I did not make comments on the content of the document. 

Thank You, 

On Tue,            at 6:27 AM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome,@,emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ffie~ds Thanks to most ofyo(~ ~br your quick respoase to ~be new co(~rse approval I chc~flated yestetday. Here is another program we seed to approve and 

consider so it may be p(~t oa the December t’actH~y meeth~g agenda. Please review the a~mcbment and Bey Sizemorc’s emai~ dxdow) and let me know by Th~m~day 

at 5:00 whether you approve this ,~ew designatk~n as a coowrative program. 

Thanks, 

Lis~ 

From: SiTemore, Beverly A 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:20 AM 
’ro: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: Information for the Academic Committee on the Augsburg Summer Program which moved into the "Cooperauve Program" status with the ABA 

Attached is the "Cooperative Program" report that was sent by UNC to the ABA this fall with the submission of the intbrmation required for the Foreign Study 

Section 8 of the ABA Annual Questionnaire. Due to the number ofUNC JD students attending our exchange partner site of the Augsburg Summer Law Program 

exceeding a total of 12 or more over the preceding three years                 the status of the arrangement technically changed to that of a "cooperative 

pmgran~" by ABA defiNtions. IYNC Schi)ol of Law has met all the requirements of the ABA regarding this change, except they state that the home institution should 
approve the new classification. Therefore, I am submitting this request mad repofi summa~ to the Academic Committee for its approval for it then to be presented to 

the full thculty at the December meeting for full faculty approval. 

Please don’t hesitate to contact either myself or Dean Mosteller if you have any questions. Solry, I meant to send it earlier to you/the Academic Affairs Committee 
but I ran into some computer issues ruth it and then it got buried under other items and then the holidays arrived. 

All the bes~t, 

Bey 

Beverly A, Sizemore, Ph,D, 

Director of International Programs 

UNC School of Law 

Adjunct Assistant Professor, Anthropology Department 

Room# 4071, Van Hecke-Wettach HalliCB# 338@ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: 919-843-6247 

FAX: 919-962-1277 

Email: bevsize#email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaikunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:42 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

RE: [academicalii~irs] t~f: Course Proposa3 

Hi, 

I definitely approve of this course and think it would be a great addition to our school, 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 
To: Academic Affairs Comm 
Subject: [academicaffairs] FW: Course Proposal 

Friends---Sh~ce we do not have another meeting scheduled this semester, 1 ai*n asking for you to vote on this new course proposal by email. Please have your 

response to me by Wednesday at 5:00 so this can be considered at next week’s faculty meeting. The note below from Dean Mosteller provides some conte×t. 

Tha]~l~s. t hope you all had a relaxing Thanksgiving holiday. 

Lissa 

From: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
I:::c: Sebastian Kielmanovich 
Subject: Course Proposal 

Lissa, 

Attached is a modified course proposal for Latinos and the Law: A Survey of Relevant Legal Issues. As we discussed, this course has been developed to 

offer as a replacement for Representing the Latino Glient, which cannot be offered because of personal issues involving the instructor. 

Ghanges have been made in the proposal to be responsive to the points you raised in your earlier examination of a draft of the proposal. I am also giving you 

a link to information about Sebastian Kielmanovioh, who will teach it. See http:iiwww.law.duke.edu/fac/kieknanovich. 

As we discussed, I hope this proposal can be endorsed by the Academic Affairs Committee so it can go to the            :acuity meeting. Sharon Sessoms has let 

the students in Representing the Latino Client know that this course is likely to be offered. Their reactions have been quite positive. 

Have a great Thanksgiving. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmoslell@emailamc,edu~ 

Saturday, December 11, 2010 9:40 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: Academic Alt~irs Question 

l.issa, 

I suggest we wait to get the AA and the faculty involved. I expect Tom and I will be talMng further as their thinking progresses. If it gets to a poh~t that it’sa 

substanthd change, we can go more official in our treatment. 

The lottery insects with        externship prograrn. There are sew_~ral moving pieces here, so I see it as quite fluid and unclear at [:his rnomenL 

Thanks for flagging Lhe issue and hetph~g get all those items Lhrough the full process. 

Bob 

From= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Friday, December 10, 2010 10:27 AM 
To: Mosteller, Robert Paul 
Cc; Kelley, Thomas A III 
Subject: FW: Academic Affairs Question 

Hi Bob - See rorTr’s message below. My inclination is that it might be nk:e for Torn to come to AA in .Jam~ary and di;cuss the reason; fl:~r the p.:_~s;ible move, It woukt 

probably be good to inforrn the facul~:y in advance as well, bu~:l wonder whe~:her we need official action unless and un[:il a permanent change is proposed to the 

registration process. This sounds like a small pilot to gather data. Transparency about thaL is food, but I’m noL sure action is needed. 

What do you think? 

l.issa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wachovia Professor of ga]lking Law 

Director, Center t:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380 k;an Hecke-Wettach Hail 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3380 

919.962.7065 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

i~i ilttp:/iwww la’,~, un,:~ edu/hl~acjes/news/media/ba!lkingfir~anc~, 
web 542 JP9 

From: Kelley, Thomas A Ill 
Sent: Friday, December 10, 20:!.0 9:48 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Academic Affairs Question 

Lissa, 

In the clinic, we’re exploring the possibility of migrating away from a straight lottery for filling clinic slots. In all likelihood, one clinic will experiment this year with 

holding back some slots from the lottery and filing them through an application process. 

Does Academic Affairs need to be involved in such a change? 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Osborne <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~: 12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Independent Study 

Hi Lissa, 
I was just getting ready to send you an email! I felt that she earned 
an A-. The paper was strong overall, but there were a few areas that 
she just skimmed over. With a little more work, I think she could 
easily submit this to the sports law journals to see if anyone would 
publish it 

If you need anything else from me, please let me know 

I hope that you have been enjoying the break, and wish you and your 
family a health?- and happy new year! 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne, JD. 
Associate Professor 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina 
CB 3700, 309 Woollen Gym 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

919,’962-5173 

On 1:02 PM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 
> tli Barbara 
> 

> I’ve read final paper When you’ve had a chance to review 
> it, let me know what grade you think she should earn The grades are not 
> due until I think I was thinking A- or B+, but I will be 
> guided by your reconnnendation. I thought she did a solid job overall. My 
> major criticism was that the section beginning on page 22 talking about 
> the draft roles for other professional sports did not dig into the 
> analysis of the various rules. ’]2aree prevent players li~om going straight 
> from high school NBA, NFL, and WNBA. I_t’(;larrett’s challenge failed, 
> why would a challenge to the NBA rule fare an?" differently? How would 
> Clarrett’s challenge have fared under the 8"th Circuit test? Are there 
> CBAs covering the individual sports of tennis, golf, boxing? How do 
> individual sports differ (if at all) from team sports? 
> 

> I hope you and your family had a wonderful holiday and all the best for 
> a Happy New Year! 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> 

> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> 

> L~C School of Law 
> 

> CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> 919.962.7066 
> 

> http://www.law.unc.edu/cent ers/bartking 
> 

>http:i/www.law.unc.eduiima~eshlews/media/bankin~finance web 542.1p~ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~tell@emailamc.edu> 

Tuesday, January. 11, 2011 11:55 AM 

Weidemaier, Mark <weidemai@email.unc.edtv~; Brown, Caroline N <cnbrown@email.unc.edu>; Coyle, John <j fcoyle@email.unc.edu>; 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Omaxova, Saule T <omarow~email.unc.edtv~; Jacoby, Melissa B 

<mjacoby@email.unc.edu>; Deborah Gerhardt ~gmail.com> 

Pittm~, Teresa C <pittman2@email.unc.edu> 

Planning for Contracts Next Year mid Beyond 

Dear Contracts Professors and Those with Related Teaching Interests: 

I would like to convene a meeting of the faculty who currently teach Contracts and related courses or have interests in these areas to discuss how Contracts should 

be taught next year as a four-credit course, and for 2012-2013, what new offering(s) or adjustments in existing courses should be made. Concretely, the questions 

for next year seem to me to be what subjects within Contracts course should definitely remain in the four-credit format, what subjects should be omitted, and 

how much variation in coverage do we believe is appropriate between sections. My working assumption is that it does not make sense simply to try to cover all of 

the existing subject matter in fewer hours. Another thought I have is that we would probably not create a Contracts II course (which we may do for Civil Procedure) 

but might instead find a home for some of the omitted material in one or more of our upper class courses starting in the 2012-2013 academic year. 

I suggest we meet at lunch (food will be provided) in the next few weeks, and I will have Teresa Pittman coordinate a date. 

If I have omitted anyone who ought to be invited to our Contracts gathering, please let me know and I will extend the invitation. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 



1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Agenda, 

Approval of minutes from 

Academic Affairs Committee 
, Room 5054, 12:00 - 12:50 p.m.. 

(attached) 

Report on December Faculty Meeting 

a) Follow-up item (to be discussed below): 
prior to registration 

Whether exam schedules should be released 

Course proposals 
a) Kennedy - Convert Computer Crime to a Seminar (attached) 
b)                       - Animal Law Course (attached) 

Reactions to potential Saturday commencement (attached) 

Meetings for spring semester - at noon in Room 5054 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

6) Other issues for the coming year (add? delete? priority?) 

7) 

a) Sydney summer school course approval 
b) Setting exam schedules and when to release to students 

c) Take home exams 
d) Class attendance policies 
e) Course selection and advising 
f) Grading Issues 

i) Review conforming changes to readmissions policy 
ii) Summer school grades 
iii) Special recognition for students excelling in certain groups of courses 
iv) Ratcheting (Fedders) 

g) Computers in classroom 
h) Clarifying distinctions between WEs, RWEs, skills, and reinforcing feedback 

expectations from faculty on writing courses 

i) Course/teacher evaluations 

Attendance 

a) Lissa Broome 
b) Barbara Fedders 
c) Gene Nichol 
d) Rich Saver 
e) Craig Smith 
t) Bob Mosteller (ex officio) 
g) 
h) 

{PAGE } 



1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Academic Affairs Committee 
Minutes, 

Attendance. All present except Gene Nichol and                 who had conflicts. 
Deans Richard Myers and Kelly Podger Smith also attended the meeting. 

Minutes. The minutes from the meeting were approved. 

Policy on Double Counting of Written Product. The proposed policy on double counting 
of written product for both a j ournal requirement and an academic assignment was approved 
and will be considered by the faculty at the                meeting. The committee 
thanked Dean Myers for his assistance in drafting the proposal. 

Exam Rescheduling - Spring      The committee approved a wording change in the 
current exam rescheduling policy to make clear that an exam with a multiple choice or 
objective component will not be moved in the event of an exam conflict. This reflects the 
current practice of the office of student affairs. This language change is proposed to be 
effective for Spring     and will be presented at the          faculty meeting. 

Exam Rescheduling Rules - To be Effective Fall      We also discussed returning to the 
former exam rescheduling rules where two exams in two days do not permit rescheduling 
unless one exam is on 2:00 p.m. on Day 1 and is followed by a 9:00 am. exam on Day 2. 
The former policy also permits multiple choice/obj ective exams to be rescheduled under the 
same circumstances as other exams. The committee was in agreement with this change, but 
will review a memo justifying the change before it is presented to the faculty. The problem is 
too many exams being rescheduled. This presents concerns about exam security and may 
inconvenience faculty who elect not to start grading until they are in possession of all the 
exams. There was also a concern that some faculty, to avoid multiple make-ups, might elect 
to introduce an objective component into the exam so they would not be subject to 
rescheduling. One j ustification for our current exam rescheduling rules was that we wanted 
students to select courses based on their interests rather than based on the exam schedule. 
Because there are now- more make-up days for students than in the past and because the exam 
schedule is done with more attention to likely exam conflicts, the committee believed that 
selecting courses to avoid exam conflicts would not be as much of a problem as it was before 
the current rescheduling rules were adopted. 

a) 

b) 

Vanderbilt self-scheduling model. Dean Podger Smith reported on the Vanderbilt 
experience where all exams except 1L exams and the six largest enrollment upper-level 

courses are self-scheduled. 
Take home exams. The committee also discussed take home exams. Lissa Broome 
reminded the group that last year’s committee had surveyed the faculty and prepared a 
memo to the faculty which also included a proposed policy about take home exams. The 
faculty discussed, but never voted on the proposed policy. Lissa agreed to ask our 
colleagues who j oined us this fall to fill out the survey and then to update the memo to 
reflect their comments. She will then bring the memo and propoasl back to the 
committee for further consideration. 

{PAGE } 



6) Art Law Course Proposal. The new- course proposal from Lolly Gasaway was approved. 
will be considered by the faculty in March when the curriculum and other new" courses are 
approved. 

It 

7) Post-meeting - Latinos and the Law Course Proposal. The course "Latinos and the Law: 
A Survey of Relevant Legal Issues" was approved. This course is substituting for 
"Representing the Latino Client" which was supposed to be offered in Spring      but the 
adjunct faculty member had to withdraw" from his teaching commitment. This course will be 
presented to the faculty at the December faculty meeting. 

s) Post-meeting - Approval of Conversion to Cooperative Program with Augsburg 
University’s Summer Program in European and International Economic Law from an 
Exchange Partner Program. This change was necessary since for the past three summers 
we have had 12 or more students participating in this program. One of the ABA 
requirements for the change is that the home institution approves the new classification. This 
will be presented at the December faculty meeting. 

9) Spring semester meetings. At noon in Room 5054 

a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 

{PAGE } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lloyd, Ga~ R <garyJloyd@unc.edtc, 

Monday, Februa~ 7, 2011 12:42 PM 

Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu> 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emml.unc.edu-~; Derickson, Christopher P 

<cderickson@unc.edu>; Edwards, Richard C <rich edwards@unc.edu> 

RE: Response to Gary Lloyd 

Sharon/Bob, 

One last question in regards to the 1L Fail Dean’s List. Will this need to be calculated in Feb/March when the Fall Dean’s l,ist is calculated ]’or the 2I, and 3I, groups and held until the Spring 
calculations are run and posted in May/June? Or, is it okay to run and post Fall 1L group at the same time the Spring calculations are run in May/June? The distinction here is whether you 
want to exclude Fall Semester grade changes fi~r 1L students that could occur after the Feb/March run of the Fall Dean’s List and then just post those results to the record at the time the 
Spring run occurs, or do you want to include any grade changes for the l I, students all the way up to when the Spring Dean’s List runs in May/June 

My designation of Feb/March and May/June [’or the Fail and Spring runs of the l,aw Dean’s List is totally dependent upon the agreed upon date the l,aw School would like this run in the 
future. 

’]?hanks, 
Gary 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sessoms, Sharon R 
Sent: Sunday, February 06, 2011 9:31 AM 
To: Lbyd, Gary R 
Subject: FW: Response to Gary Lloyd 

See below the details about the Law Dean’s List 
] was due to return to NC on Tues but I may push that back a couple of days. Want to be sure that he is doing well bel’ore I leave. ]fyou have aW additional questions about the 

Dean’s List criteria, please contact Bob directly. I’m not sure that I will be able to read email ~t’ter today since I’m using my sister’s [aptop and she is leaving for the airport later this morning I 
will likely be back in the office by the end of the week. ’]’hanks. 

Sharon S. 

From: Mostellcr, Robelt Paul 
Sent: Tuesday, January 11,2011 12:03 PM 
To: Sessoms, Sharon R 
Cc: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Response to Gary Lloyd 

Sharon, 

Please send the following to Mr. Lloyd in the Registrar’s office. 

In selecting students to the Dean’s List, please use a principle of rounding up. Concretely, when the class has an odd number of students, include the mid-point student, which will place 
slightly more than 50% of the class in the Dean’s List. Similarly, if multiple students tie at the 50% point, include all those in the tie, which again would place slightly more than 50% on the 
List. If there are other similar situations, please use the rounding up principle there as welh 

With respect to the first year, we do want Dean’s Lists developed for both semesters. The fall semestcr will not be reported until in the spring, but the List for the fall should be developed as 
notmah 

The change in definition and calculations apply to all classes stalting in the fall of 2010 (1L, 2L, and 3L), not just to 1Ls. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 
Associate Dean for Academic AITairs & 
J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 
Campus Box 3380 
U.N.C. School of Law 
Chapel Hall, NC. 27599-3380 
919-%2-8513 (office) 
919-962-1277 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Friday,               12:34 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu~ 

Academic Allhirs Emails 

Prof. Broome, 

I apologize ifI created any uncertainb~ with two of the mos~t recent emails--the approval by consent and PR class approval emails. 

1 did not ~vspond to the consent email, because I took it as a silence was appro~ al issue. Then for the PR one, I just thought we were going to cover it today. 

1 apologize again if this caused any issue, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dibbert, Doug <~doug dibbert~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 11:45 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Knight Commission Nov. 12 News Update 

Lissa - Great to see you at last night’s gmne. Suspect you have seen some/all of this. 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <ddibbert@email.unc.edn> 
From: Amy Perko <      (i~NC.RR.COM> 

Date: November 12, 2013 at 10:16:45 PM EST 

To: <KCIA¢~LISTSERV.KNIGHTFDN.ORG> 
Subject: Kni~lt Commission Nov. 12 News Update 
Reply-To: <    ~)_N_C_: R_ J[~:. _C_.(_)_. _M_~" 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below is an article in today’s edition of Insiderhighered.com about a comprehensive leadership development 
program for college athletes created by our colleague Jack DeGioia at Georgetown. The item that follows is an 
AP article that takes a look at several former college presidents who moved from universities with high-profile 
college sports programs to universities with very different environments. The final item is an aggressive 
editorial in today’s New York Times calling for the NCAA to settle the O’Bannon lawsuit by "working with the 
players to mend the blatantly unfair collegiate-athletic system..." 

Best regards, 

Amy 

Educating the Whole Athlete 

November 12, 2013 

~-, q~, 

__A_!_[!_?__G__r__a___s_g£_?_e__n__ 

WASHINGTON -- As administrators at Georgetown University followed a string of disconcerting incidents involving athletes and sexual assault at other 

institutions a few years ago, they wondered how and why something so awful could happen. 

It got them thinking about atNetes on their own campus. What was the universi~, doing to ensure athletes were learning to make better choices, to be 

better humans and, from a risk management perspective, to make sure Georgetown didn’t find itself in the same precanous position as Duke UniversiW, 

the Universib~ of Virginia and many others have? 

What sIarted as bringing in an outside consultant to speak with students about "leadership." broadly speaking, evolved into a comprehensive and 

uncommon institutionalized approach to athlete development. Now in its second yes:r, the .t_:!~?b_~A~__I_~_e_A_d_. program joins file forces of the university’s 

athletics, academics and student services divisions to teach athletes they can and should get a whole lot more out of their sport thanjus~ wins. 

"How do we find that balance? Are we just entertainment, or are we really using athletics as a means to a developmental end?" Mike Lorenze~ 

Georgetown’s assistant athletic director for s~dent-athlete leadership and development, said in an interview at a small, low-key athletic department 

lounge. ’~!’here’s a lot of hoopla generated by schools that are paying lip service to it but not really investing in a day-to-day, rubber meets the road, look 

the kid in the eye in a variety, of situations and help them deal with their lives and capture the essence of their athletic experience." 

A tbrmer head coach, adjunct sla~rts management proi~ssor and leadership scholar, Lorenzen has a dossier that makes him uniquely suited to the position, 

which Georgetown President John J. DeGioia created and funded using his own oltice’s budget. Lorenzen talks a lot about context: how Hoyas Lead is 

well-suited to "the Jesuit institution whosc motto, "Utraque Unum, " speaks to unity and educating the whole per~)n. But he also believes his program is 

scalable, that it could work at both a Georgetown and an Ohio State. 

It’ s a~l intriguing idea that’ s gaining traction as the magnitude, influence and visibilib~ of college sports and the star athletes who make off- field missteps 

continues to peak. Indiana University’s _t_._;__x__c_’__eJ_l__e_n__c_Le__A_c_’j~__e_Ln_.v is one program similar in scope and approach to Georgetown’s, and Lorenzen has been 

contacted by institutions across the country, that are either considering or committed to creating positions like his. 

Bnt the most conlmon approach is what Geolgetown started with hiring an independent consnltant, who kilows neither the environment he or she is 

going into nor the athletes and coaches who live in it, to host a few summits or seminars throughout the year. And athletes may sit through a few lectures 



on sexual assault or substance abuse, but "that will be it. 

While the study of leadership has taken hold in the academic arena, it hasn’t been institutionalized in athletic departments in the same way even though 

athletes seem particularly suited tbr it. 

’q,Ve have young people Mlo are forced to deal ruth suffering, discomfort, dealing ruth adversity, success. They have to learn to follow, they have to learn 

to lead, and tlley do all of this in an ongoing, iterative process evely day," Lorenzen said. "If you believe that [athletics] truly belongs in higher education, it 

is a unique lab within which we can practice human development." 

Brooke Bachesta, a senior volleyball player, said her experience with Hoyas Lead has prepared her to face "any and all" challenges that lie ahead. 

"The program isn’t just about being a good ’volleyball player’ or ’team captain,’ it’s teaching us about working with others and problem solving in a way 
that’s applicable in eve~ other facet oflitb," she said in an email. 

The program’s second year began with the curricular component: fi~eshmen and sophomores signed up for courses through the nonnal registration process 

(they’re not tbr credit yet, but that is the goal), which cover transition-to-college issues and practical life skills such as planning. Through this academic 

model, new sVddents begin learning how to progress thiough college and flleir sport while paying attention to their own development. 

Lorenzen says those classes are "required," but tlley’re not technically mandatoly. While about 140 of 150 new athletes signed up for them this year, he’s 

not Ibrcing tllose who didn’t to do so. (Among those do show up, there are still a few whose body language makes clear tlley don’t think it applies to 

them. But Lorenzen’s found they’re responsive when confronted.) 

Byjunior and senior year. athletes aren’t under any obligation formal or otherwise to participate in tlrc program. But for those who want to do so 

through a more experiential-based approach, there are still lectures and seminars, but also practical field work such as working with kids, mentoring, 
assistant teaching, etc. And for them, I,ore~en also counsels on post-college transition issues and connecting athletes to student services resources. 

The framework tbr freshmen and sophomores is predicated on teaching them how to become influencers even without an official title like student 

government president. By junior year, it becomes apparent who’s going to actually reach that position in the future, Lorenzen said, which is why he at that 

point focuses on the smaller, self-selected group tlmt’s bought into file idea. 

The academic and co-curricular work is complemented by Lorenzen’s consnlting reruns on tlleir athletic responsibilities. He attends practice, observing the 

team’s culture and relationships, what they do well and what they can improve on. Then he meets witll atlfletes and coaches, in both group seminars and 

one-on-one consultations to talk about how they might be better leaders on the field (or tlrc court). 

"As much as anything else, it’s listening and providing a reflective resource for both coaches and student-athletes who are sometimes too close to see 
what’s going on," Lorenzen said. ’%then you’re a head coach in a Division I environment, there’s nobody yon can really talk to." 

It’s been a welcome resource to Ricky Fried, who in his 10th year as head women’s lacrosse coach acknowledges that he and his colleagues pret~r to 

spend time tbcusing on "the tactical side of things." 

°°For coaches, it isn’t always eaw for us," Fried said of letting someone from the outside come in and take control of even just part of athletes’ focus and 

development. "But once you see the response from the players, it’s easy to buy in." 

With Lorenzen’s help, Fried and his team have recognized a disengagement mnong atlfletes on the sidelines who may show up to practice eveW day but 

not necessarily be playing, and instead grow distracted. Now, athletes are being asked to pay more attention to their behavior, and upperclassmen will 

step in and take an active role. The focus is on the team, not the individual. 

"The chemistry- on the field hockey team this year is unparalleled and I am lucky to be able to take initiative leading our yotmg team while maintaining an 

environment free of seniority or other tensions," Brooke Simone, a junior field hockey player, said in an email. "I have learned critical skills that can not 

only apply in my future reahn of employment, but also in everyday interactions." 

Lore~en’s impact on the athletes’ post-college lives may be especially significant. While there’s a general sense among atlfletes that sports teach lit~ 

lessons teamwork, goal- setting, sacrifice, etc. that are important in the workplace, most of that realization doesn’t come to fi-uition until they’re way 

out of college, Fried said. 

So Lorenzen’s eft’oft to show sVddents exactly what they’re getting, to articulate that and be able to sell it in a cover letter or job interview, could make a 
big difference. 

"At an institution like Georgetown, there is an almost institutionalized sense of inadequacy on the part of s~dent-athletes who know that they got in here 

because they’re an athlete, and sit in class next to really smart people who got in because of their SATs and their GPAs," Lorenzen said. "A lot of what 

we’re doing now is helping them see the value that they get out of their sport and reficaming their paJ~J~cipatlon in athletics as a really critical life skill." 

College presidents find smaller can be better 



ST. LOUIS (AP) - After five scandal-plagued years as University of North Carolina chancellor, Holden Thorp was downright ecstatic to start over 

on a campus where the term "student-athlete" doesn’t evince snickers and groans. 

The new provost at the private Washington University spends little time worrying about academically suspect jocks - as a Division Ill school, 

WashU doesn’t even award athletic scholarships. It’s a far cry from Chapel Hill, where an academic fraud investigation found dozens of 
athletes taking no-show classes, along with assorted other abuses, and led to Thorp’s resignation from the top job at his alma mater - the sole 

college he applied to as a high school senior in Fayetteville, NC. 

"1 wanted to get back closer to the academic side of things," said Thorp, who arrived in St. Louis three months ago. "Washington University, 

more than a public university, is on the whole more unapologetically devoted to academic achievement as its primary focus." For him, "that is a 

liberating feeling." 

His move down the academic chain surprised many, but Thorp is not alone among college CEOs seeking such refuge, especially those who 

have weathered the turbulent world of big-time sports. Current and past college presidents, as well as education industry observers, say many 

campus heads are unprepared for the white-hot glare that campus athletics emit when things go wrong, from player arrests to NCAA 

investigations and coach firings - or in Thorp’s case, all three. 

"There were a lot of misconceptions about college sports," Thorp said, alluding to the notion that at UNC, the quest for athletics success would 

never compromise the school’s academic standards. "In some ways, I was as much a part of this as anybody, protecting people from some of 

the tough truths about college sports." 

In a report last year by the American Council on Education, nearly one-quarter of the more than 1,600 college presidents surveyed said they 

were also unprepared for the rigors of fundraising - whether for academics or athletics. 

At Syracuse University, president and chancellor Nancy Cantor is headed to the much smaller Newark, N.J., campus of Rutgers, two years 

after firing an assistant basketball coach who’d been accused of sex crimes but never charged. 

Former University of Colorado president Betsy Hoffman, who left Boulder amid a football recruiting controversy, resurfaced as provost at Iowa 

State and is now an economics professor. And Martha Saunders, who left the University of Southern Mississippi after an athletics audit found a 

$1 million shortfall, quietly became provost at the University of West Florida, the school where her academic career began three decades ago 

as a public relations professor. 

"What I miss least is not having any control over my own life," said Saunders, who said she wanted a change after five years in charge at 

Southern Miss. "College presidents are on the job 24-7, especially in a small town." With public funding declining, presidents must spend more 

time raising private funds~ 

Insiders in academia are hesitant to label such transitions as a trend, noting the uniqueness of each situation and varied circumstances of 

people moving into and out of top college jobs. 

"There are many kinds of second acts that we see," said Molly Corbett Broad, a former University of North Carolina system president who now 

leads the American Council on Education. 

But Broad and her colleagues acknowledge that leadership stints now tend to be shorter. The average stay is seven years, down from 8.5 six 

years ago, according to the latest data. 

Recent research by The Council of Independent Colleges, an association of 640 small and mid-sized schools, similarly found a growing 

hesitation among other academics to move up into the top jobs. 

Among provosts, Broad said, "many of them are having second thoughts about whether (leadership) is the life they would choose." 

Cantor, a New York native, said her move is about getting back to "what it is I really want to work on," citing the public benefits of making the 

Rutgers campus part of Newark’s revitalization efforts. 

In his new job, Thorp said he hopes to boost Washington University’s entrepreneurial efforts, tapping his own expertise as the founder of 

several companies formed from his work developing electronic DNA chips. He’s reflective about his time at North Carolina. 

"As far as Carolina is concerned, I think they’re in a good place," Thorp said. "But it wasn’t easy. Carolina has come to terms with a lot of the 

complications of intercollegiate athletics that weren’t there before." 

Saunders said she regularly hears from colleagues curious about her return to academic management. She called the days of campus leaders 

with open-ended tenures "just over." 

Presidents now leave early enough to have time for new careers, she said. 

"We still have gas in the tank," she said. "1 think we’ll see more and more of this." 



Fairness for ColHege AtM etes 

~.i~.. THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The amateur model in college sports is in serious trouble, with a federal district j udge on Friday certifying a 
¢l_a__fis:_._a_ct__i_0__n__ suit against the .N..a..~...~...n..a..~..C..~..~.~...e.~gi..a..te.~..&t..h..~.#..t.i.~..A..~s.~..q.i.a~..n.. Under N.C.A.A. rules, student athletes 
may not receive compensation -- a policy that effectively blocks players from entering into group licensing 
agreements. The N.C.A.A., however, sells the names and images of players for use in game footage, 
photographs and video games. 

Twenty-five current and former student athletes, led by Ed O’Bannon, a former basketball star at the 
University of California, Los Angeles, are challenging the N.C.A.A.’s right to take in billions while players get 
nothing. Judge Claudia Wilken granted the plaintiffs class certification in seeking injunctive relief, but she 
denied it for damages (individuals can still pursue claims for monetary damages independently-). 

If the players ~4n at trial, it could pave the way to a collegiate trade association, which could negotiate 
collective licensing or television deals and then distribute the proceeds to student athletes as the National 
Football League Players Association does for professionals. 

One potential problem with such a scheme is that everyone may not benefit equally. Male basketball and 

football players could end up ~ith higher compensation than female players in less popular sports in possible 
violation of Title IX, which mandates that male and female athletes receive equivalent treatment at schools 

that accept federal financing. 

Instead of waiting to see what happens in court, the N.C.A.A. could move to settle, working with the players 
to mend the blatantly unfair collegiate-athletic system in a way that addresses the Title IX issue. But, for 
now, the N.C.A.A. remains obstinate and plans to keep fighting. 

Amy Perko 

Executive Director 
Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics 
www.KniqhtCommission.orq 
910-864-5782 (office) 
Restoring the Balance: Dollars, Values and the Future of College Sports 
R e st o ri n g_b a l a n ce . k n i gh t___c___o____m____n__! i__s___s__i__o__!!,_o___rg 
Twitter: @KnightAthletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wright. T. Brandon <wright~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:06 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Jen~n, Kris <krijense@email.unc.edu> 

BoA and Wells Fargo 

Hey Lissa, 

I called Megan Shavers today. We are on Ed O’Keefe’s calendar (on May 8) for lunch from 12:15 to 1:30. She is asking Ed where he wants to meet wRh us. 

Also, our meeting with the folks from Wells Fargo on April 22 will be held at Kenan Flagler sometime between 3:30 and 5:00. Mark Meares’ office is still working on 

details. I’m suppos~-_~d to talk to Mark next: week. t’11 share details as soon as f know, 

Hope you’n:_~ having a fun on the tour! tbw 

T. ~randoR Wright i Assistant Dean for Adv~.nc~ment i UNC School of Law 
Campus Box 8382 :: Charnel Hill, NC 27599-3382 
919.4,15~0172 office i               mobiiei wr[~htb@email.unc.edu 
M.~ke.~ Gitt httpL/~/wwwJaw,unc~edct/alurnnjZNvenow! 

From: Wright, T. Brandon 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 12:01 PN 
Te: ’Shavers, Megan - Legal’ 
¢c: Broome, Lissa L (Ibroome@email.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute and Bank of America Sponsorship 

Dear Megan, 

Thanks [or your help in arranging a m~-_~e~:ing [or Professor Broome and me with Mr. O’tO:_~efe on May 8, 

Is noon on May 8 still available on his calendar? It: so, may we have that dine slot? Do you suggest a quid( meedng over’ lunch, or’ should we meet him at his office? 

If his schedule allows a quick lunch meeting, please share the name of his favorite lunch spot and ]’11 make reservations. 

Thanks again! tbw 

T, Brar~do.~ ~14gbt Assistant D~an for Adv;}:°:r¢::,lept i UNC %hool of iaw 

Campus BoxBB~2 Chapel Hili, NC27599-33~2 

9"19-145.0172 office [               mobile[ wr[ghtb@email.unc.edu 
Make a Gift: http://wwwJaw.unc.edu/alumni/givenowi 

From: Shavers, Negan - Legal [mailto:meqan.shavers@bankofamerica.coml 
Sent: Friday, March 21, 2014 6:12 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute and Bank of America Sponsorship 

Hello I.issa, 

Ed would be happy to meet with you on May 8. At this time he has a meeting from :[0:30am to $2:00pm on his calendar but could meet with you prior to that or 

afterwan:~s He may also be flying out of Chario~:te iab-:~ aftern.:>:_~niearly evening but tha~: is ~:enta~:ive at this poim:. 

Would you h:_d: me know what tim~-:m work for you on May 8, how I.:_~ng ~:he meeting would be and who you woukJ be bringing to the me~-:d:ing with you so we can get 

something on the calendar? 

Thank you and have a nice weekend. 

Megan 
Megan Shavers 
Executive Assistant to Edward P. O’Keefe, Deputy General Counsel and Global Legal Operations Executive 
Bank of America Legal Department 
214 North Tryon Street I NCl-027-20-08 I Charlotte, NC 28255 
T: 980.386.9019 I M:               I F: 704.547.2063 [ rnegan.shaversCa~bankofamerica.com 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:45 PN 
To: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal 
Co: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute and Bank of America Sponsorship 
Hi }-d -Thanks for your messag~:_~. We und~:_~rstand th~-_~ constraints of competing ch:_~mands and appn:_~ciate very much your past gifts to the O:_mter for ganking and 

Finance, d~e sponsorship o[: d~is upcoming Banking institute, and your support in encouraging lawyers from your bank to attend our program. 

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss with you or other members of your executive management team how the Center’ for Banking and Finance could 

better support your bank. Our mission is to support the continually evolving financial services industry and we want to be especially sure that we are supporting 

the needs of the financial institutions in our state. I believe Brandon and I are scheduled to be in Charlotte on May g. Please let me know if that would be a 

convenient ~:im~-_~ t.:_~ rneet to discuss how th~:_~ O:_mter for Banking and Finance could be more reiewmt ~:o Bank of America 

Thanks and I hope to s~-_~e you in April at the ganking Institute, 

Lissa 

From: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal [mailto:edward.p.o’keefe@bankofamerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:41 AM 

Te: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: RE: Banking Institute and Bank of America Sponsorship 
Professor Broome - ~:hank you for your note. [ am inquiring on the atb:_mdees ~:o ~:he Institute from the Bank. Regarding the request [or (:ot~tit~ued funding for the 

Institute above the sponsorship, I have spoken with executive management and unfortunately, we have competing requests that require me to decline your’ 

request. 

We continue to appreciate the partnership over the years with UNC Law and the Institute. I look forward to other opportunities and we should stay in touch~ 

Regards, Ed 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 3:26 PM 
Te: O’Keefe, Edward P - Legal 
~c: Shavers, Megan - Legal; Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject: Banking Institute and Bank of America Sponsorship 

Hi Ed--I hope you are doing well. I, for one, am looking forward to some real spring weather and not d~ese teaser’ days we have been getting between ice storms~ 



We a r~-_~ just a two weeks stud two days out from our anr)ual Bankir~g Institut~-_~, In r~-_~ziewit~g our registratiot~ list, the ot~Jy person we have regist~-_~red [rorn }}ank of 

America is John Mulfer~ As a corporate sponsor, Bank ot: America is endtled to two con~pfimentary admissions and we want to be sure those are claimed and used 

and also that other attorneys from your department will recognize this program as an incredible value for their continuing education needs~ Additional int:ormatior~ 

and online registration are available st http:i!www.law.unc.edu!cle!bankinginstituteilogistics!. 

I have attached the information that Brandon Wright recently sent to Mega, n for you regarding our request for continued financial support for the Center for 

Banking and Financ~-_~, Brandon and [ are ha~y to pr.:_~ide any addK:ional information l:hat might be helpful to you order ~:o best position this request. 

We remain grateful for your effort and support. 

Take care, 

l.issa 

~.issa L Broome 

Wells it:argo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, C~-_mter for Banking and Finance 

LiNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke--Wettach Hatl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

91.9,962,70~6 

http:i!www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: b__t_t_p__~ZZs__s__r__n__:_c___q__m__Za__u___t__h__9_r_:_~_z_~!_sZ_2___0_ 

,..... 
i~i Desaip~ion: 

http:IM,~,~,.law.unc.edul~m~ges,~news,~medialb~nkmgfinance web 542.jpg 

This message, and an)’ attachment~ is tbr the intended recipient(s) only, may contain intbrmation that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 
important terms and conditions available at http://www.l~nko[anrerica.con~,’emaildi~laJmer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 

TNs message, and any attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 
important terms and conditions available at http:/iww~,.bmlkot:america.com/emaJldisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lolly Gasaway <laura gasaway@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:32 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: ILJ Credits] 

fyi 

I have told him no. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: ILJ Credits 

Date:Sun, 22:45:44 -0500 

From:. @gmail.com> 
T o: !_&~_LE_a___ &9_ ~_k~_igLt?~ _~_Lr_Lc_:_e_ ~t___u_ 

CC:Kelly L tbdger 2£_x_Ld_g_e_!i@_e___r_&&i_Lq__n_c_:_e_~t___u:__-2 

References:~.?.(.!.2~5..~.d..c~..7...!).~3..(.!.[.2~..!)..~g(}.b..2.~.~.h6.h(?Z~2(?2~.2(N£4:~1@~g.~1@~££~£~ :E:4___5__I__~!3_l__I__3__I__~_l__:_5_(_!_7__O_8__!)_3:~)_e__g@!=U~!£:~d_~i~ 

Deans Gasaway and Podger: 

First, let me thank you both for taking the time to answer my last-minute question, parrcularly on a weekend. That was alive and beyond the call of duty, and you 

have both been very generous. The added credits will be ve~ helpful for ILJ going forward. The more editors we have, the more flexible we can be, and the better 

equipped to meet the always unpredictable j o urnal pittidl s. 

I understand that the ~cond request is a bit more complex, and may not be tbasible at all, but I felt it was my job "to advocate tbr ILJ on this poiut before my tenure’s 

up. We publish more than any other journal (4 issues per year) except LI~ and yet get the same amount of credit as the other journals. We had to cut back on the 

number of professional pieces we publish this year, and this was due in large part to the need to scale back editor workload because we couldn’t convince people to do 

the work for only 3 credits. I’d like to see that production go back up, because as it stands, we publish in almost equal parts professional and student worL and that’s 

not really how law jouruals are supposed to work. However, I’m not sure we can get back up to the previous number without "added compensation" for editors. 

I truly appreciate your consideration of these issues, thanks again for your time and effort. 

Best, 

On . Laura N. Gasaway <unclng(tbemaJl.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

I have an answer for you on # 1 at least. I agree to let you have an addtional editor or two to receive 3 credits instead of two. 

# 2 needs more reflection and comparison with the other journals. Dean Podger and I will work on this - it will take consultation with all the faculty 
advisors, etc. 

wrote: 

Dean Galway: 

I am writing to find out some infollnation on our parameters for board credit in advance of our selection process for ILJ for next year. I have two basic 

question: 

1) This past year we had six Note and Commeut editors, but only four of them were "full time" in that they received 3 full credit hours. The other 2 

received 2 hours each because they studied abroad one semester. We found having extra N&Cs vely helpful this yem: we had reduced stalT due to the 

way- the JJC worked out, and an exec board resignation, so our exec board was overburdened. What I’m wondering is whether this is our max in terms 

of credits oltbred, or ifI could have the flexibility, lbr exmaple, to mal~e one of those positions a 3 credit spot if we had five people M~o wanted to do a 

full year? We have the happy condition this time around of an overabundance of qualified board candidates, and I want to take advantage so that I 

leave the incoming [yoard as many re~urces as possible. 

2) In a related question: Mter our board member resigned I had to do most of his job, and my tbllow board members did what I could not cover. I 

know that I can’t get additional credits this year for this, and resignations are not something you can plan for, but it highlighted what is already a pretty 

stark realib~ for us, even without the resignation: exec board members on ILJ only get 3 credits, same as everyone else on the board, adn this doesn’t 

adequately reflect how much more work they do. 

I know this has probably been broached in the past, but is there any way that members of the exec board going forward could be given any additiondl 
credit to reflect the additional hours they put in? I can tell you, I’ve put in far, far more than 3 credit hours worth of work for ILJ this year. In fact, I 

probably did more than that in the Fall semester alone. I think the same goes for the Publication Editor, Symposium Editor, Managing Editor, and 

Executive Editor. If we could give them even four credits instead of three, (maybe two each semester?) I think this would make people feel their efforts 

are adequately reflected in the awarding of hours. 

I know there is not unlimited flexibili~ on these things, and I don’t expect there’s much you can do, but if you wouldn’t mind, I’d love to know Mint you 
think. I’d also be glad to stop by and speak to you in person about this at your convenience. I appreciate your time and help on these matters. 

Best wishes, 



Lolly 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Laura N. Gasaway 

Associate Dean fbr Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 

School of Law, CB # 3380 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8501    fax: 919-962-1170 

http://w~.unc.edu/.-unclng/gasawmdltm 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Lolly 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

Laura N. Gaaaway 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 
School of Law, CB # 3380 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8501    fax: 919-962-1170 
http://www.unc.edu/~unclng/gasaway.htm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ruth McKimmy <mmckinn@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Monday, April 16, 2007 4:58 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [law faculty] Grading Protx~sal 

Thanks for your quick responses. And, yes, you’re right: they shouldn’t 
be able to know whether a professor’s grading curve is "flat" unless 
they’re guessing now- that they won’t be posted anymore. Good point! 

On Mon, 16 Apr 2007, Lissa Broome wrote: 

> Ruth -- Thanks for your thoughtful comments I really appreciate you 
> reading over everything with such care. My responses are below I’ve 
> copied Lolly on this too in case she has anything to add 
> 
> Ruth McKinney wrote: 
> > Eli, Lissa: Just wanted to say thank you f’or all the work that’s gone into 
> > these revisions. 
>> 

> > It looks good to me, but I did have the following questions/concerns. I 
> > don’t know where to direct those concerns except to you, so here goes: 
>> 

> > (1) ! am concerned that we would be giving students course credit f’or 
> > earning a 1 0 in a course. Heck, I’m personally concerned about giving 
> > course credit :[’or a 1.3. Do we really want to do that? Was that the 
> > consensus of the academic affairs committee? My concern is that, as an 
> > example, a student who is taking Family Law in preparation for the Bar 
> > E×am and gets a 1.0 really hasn’t learned anything (I wouldn’t think -- 
> > unless the problem was an unpredicted meltdown on the exam itself) 
> > What message are we sending them? 
>> 

> We did not consider the recommendations made in your proposal regarding 
> this issue. I guess our thought was that that proposal was not yet 
> "ripe" and that we should go ahead with the grading policy as is. A 
> student who gets a 1.0 or 1.3 or 1 7 in many classes won’t be eligible 
> to be retained or to graduate so that may be a partial response to yottr 
> concern. We can adopt the grading proposal now, and nrodify it later 
> when the recorrmrendations in your nremo are formally considered. 
> > (2) On p. 2 of the FaculW Memo (Part III), you indicate that the 
> > upper-class "strongly suggested" mean will be changed to a "required" 
> > mean. But on p. 3 of the Grading Attactmlent (under "2. Upper-Class Mean," 
> > you refer to a "strongly suggested class mean" (second and third line). 
> > Is that an oversight’.’ 
>> 

> Yes. Thanks for catching. I have changed the language and will point 
> out the change to the faculty- on Thursday. 
> > (3) If we have a 1L distributional requirement of 10% (6-14%) of the class 
> > in the C+ (2.3)/C(2.0) range, we could conceivably (but not 
> > necessarily) have upwards of 10% of 
> > the class in the flunk-out range at the end of the first year. That is 
> > harsher than what I proposed. I proposed that such students be put on 
> > "Academic Warning" and that they would flunk out (be declared "Not in Good 
> > Standing") only if they stayed in the "Acadenric Warning" danger zone for 
> > two consecutive semesters. Was this suggestion discussed and rejected? 
>> 

> Again, we did not consider the items frora yottr proposal relating to 
> acadenric warning. We only intended to parallel the current grading 
> practices and update the numbers to reflect the higher curve. Under our 
> cttrrent grading policy, 1.95 is the required mean to be retained at the 
> end of the 1L year and the distributional requirement is that 25% of the 
> grades be within 1 8 to 25. So, you’re right there is a possibility 
> this could end up being much harsher. On the other hand, it will only 
> be "harsh" on the students who are consistently in the bottom 10% of the 
> class. An occasional C or C+ would not put a student at jeopardy I’ll 
> think about this some more 
> > (4) Does the faculty handbook anticipate whether a student who flunks out 
> > could apply for readmissiol~’reconsideration? If so, under what 
> > circumstances? 
>> 

> The Faculty’ Reference Manual has a Readmissions Policy. You are right 
> that we will need to look at it in the light of the new grading 
> requirements. Most of it can stay the same; it does not reference the 
> retention or graduation GPA, but just kicks in if you fail to meet the 
> relevant requirements for retention or graduation. It does may several 
> references to grades below 20 and grades higher than 20 and we’ll want 
> to flag to the faculty that the Associate Dean should be empowered to 
> make appropriate adjustments in the policy to reflect an?- changes the 
> faculty make in the grading system. Based on a quick review, here are 
> the things that would need to be changed: 
> 

> * 2.e "A petitioner may have excused ticom the panel sitting on his 
> or her petition any member of the committee from who he or she 



> received a grade below 20." -- I think this should be changed to 
> "grade of C ~ or below" 
> * h.(1)b details conditions the committee may impose on the student 
> to nnprove the student’s chance of success after readmission and 
> lists "A requirement that the student retake either (1) any or all 
> courses in which a grade less than 2.0 was earned, or (2) the 
> entire first year, if appropriate." - }{ere, we might suggest "in 
> which a grade of C or below was earned " This might also address 
> the concern you expressed in your first comment above 
> * h.(1)c, another condition could be a requirement that a student 
> "attain a stated grade point average higher than 2.0 for one or 
> more semesters after the student’s readmission." -- We could keep 
> this as is or raise to "higher than 2.25 for one or more semesters." 
> 

> > I heartily (!) applaud the decision to have a mean requirement, but not a 
> > distributional requirement, for 1L small sections and for upperclass 
> > courses (large and small). 
> This is the same as the current grading policy. 
> > I’m sure you have also considered that a 
> > professor’s individual reputation for having a "flat" curve would 
> > discourage students in the running for top-grade rankings from signing up 
> > for such a class (not that that impact should discourage the ultimate 
> > decision -- just thought I’d bring it up). 
>> 

> I’m not sure how students would know- whether a professor has a flat 
> curve or not. Wouldn’t they just be guessing since grades are no longer 
> publicly posted? 
> > Thanks for letting me share these thoughts. I’ll look forward to the 
> > faculty- meeting on Thursday. -- Ruth 
>> 

> Again, thanks for taking the time to carefully- read through everything. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > On Fri, 13 Apr 2007, Lissa Broome wrote: 
>> 

>> 

> >> Friends -- At our April facul~ meeting, we will take up again the issue 
> >> of changes to our grading system See the Grading Supplemental Proposal 
> >> (which is attached) for more details. We have also redral’ted the 
> >> grading policy that appears in the Faculty Reference Manual to reflect 
> >> the proposed changes and some additional changes that we t?lt would be 
> >> helpful to the grading process (also attached). The Grading 
> >> Supplemental Proposal describes some of those changes, but we’d like you 
> >> to review- the entire policy in detail 
> >> 

> >> If you have questions, comments, or suggestions about either or both of 
> >> these documents, it might be helpful to receive them prior to Thursday’s 
> >> meeting so we can respond or investigate further. This proposal 
> >> represents a big shift in our grading policy and we want to be sure that 
> >> we’ve got it right and that we minimize or ehlninate the unintended 
> >> consequences. So, your help on this front would be greatly appreciated. 
> >> 

> >> Finally, we are meeting with the University Registrar on Monday to 
> >> discuss the feasibility of implementing this policy and implementing it 
> >> on the timetable we propose Everything that we propose here is, 
> >> obviously, contingent on implementation We’ll report more back about 
> >> that at Thursday’s meeting, or before, if what we learn affects the 
> >> substance of the proposal 
> >> 

> >> ’]?hanks. 
> >> 

> >> Lissa, for the Academic Affairs Committee 
> >> (Childs, Crain, Marshal[, X{yers, Rosen, Gasaway,               ~, 

> >> 

> >> -- 

> >> Lissa L. Broome 
> >> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> >> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> >> University of North Carolina School of Law 
> >> CB ff 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> >> Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3380 
> >> 

> >> Ph: 919-962-7066 
> >> t~x: 919-962-1277 

> >> Emai[: lbroome@email unc.edu 
> >> Web: www.law.unc.edu/banking/ 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Batflcing Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 



> UniversiW of North Carolina School of Law 
> (2[3 # 3380 Van tlecke-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> Ph: 919-962-7066 
> Fx: 919-962-1277 

> Email: [broome@email uric edu 
> Web: www.law.unc.edu/banking/ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donald Homs~tein <’dhomste@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 1, 2008 10:39 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Academic Affairs Comm 08-09 ~academicatraJr@listserv.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: [academicaffairs] A couple of new possible yeaMong agenda items 

I have two possible agenda items that might warrant cunamittee time during 
the year: 

1) A heads up -- Some sort of official curricular concentration in 
Environmental Law, in conjunction with a proposal for an Ernst L "Center" 
(for lack of a better term). This won’t come betbre us prior to Nov 1, 
when Professor Flatt informs us whether he will become our permanent Taft 
Prof of Envtl L.. But I know that the Dean and others have been talking 
about this within past couple of months. 

2) A grading-related proposal by me: to create some sort of 
subject-related analogues to the Deans Lists, for example, creating 
specific awards in "Constitutiuna] Law" or "Envirunmental Law" or "Public 
Law" or "Commercial Law" I’m not sure how specific nor how broadly 
defined the subject-matter boundaries should be, nor am I yet sure 
whether anything other than grades in related courses would be 
required The awards wouldn’t displace an?’ current 
awards, nor would the?" wait until graduation to be awarded. Rather, I 
have in mind a way fur the Law School to recognize students who exhibit a 
high-level of excellence in particular AREAS uflaw, even though their 
overall grade-point AVERAGES might not otherwise put them in the top 1/4, 
top 1/3, ur whatever. Don Hornstein 

On Tue, 30 Sep 2008, Lissa Broume wrote: 

> Friends -- A reminder of our meeting tomorrow at noun in Room 5(/54. 

> Notes ffum our last meeting and the agenda for tomorrow are attached. 

> Please let me know if you are unable to attend Thanks to      and 

> Maria ]2~r preparing a thoughtful list of issues fur us to cunslder this 

> year. Some are included on tomorrow’s agenda. 
> 

> Lissa 

> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broorae 

> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

> UNC School of Law 

> 100 Ridge Road 

> CB # 3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

> 

> 919-962-7066 

> F: 919-962-1277 

> Web: http:i/www.law.unc.edu/banking 

> 

> 

>___ 

> You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axsd: dhornste@eraail.unc.edu. 

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-23109721-12302652.5c3d3dbe7bcaSecd9d371a65dc91d38a@listser, r.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lolly Gasaway <laura gasaway@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 3, 2008 4:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Grades] 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Grades 

Date:Fri,            13:27:16 -0400 

From:Lolly Gasaway <laura g~saway@unc.edu> 

Org~ation:University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To:                          ~unc.edu> 

I do not have the statistics re every student that made a D, C-, C or C+, but what I do have is the number of teachers for whom that was the lowest 
grade in each of the semesters last year. Maybe this is enough to give you a feel. 

For the        under the existing scheme, if only one person in each of these classes made these grades, 19 students could have appealed 
their grades based on the grade alone. None did. If we went to 2.3 as the cut off for appeals, 35 would have been able to to do so. 

For the           again if each faculty member listed gave only one of the grades and not multiples, 10 students could have filed grade appeals 
based on 1 .~ none did. If we went to Z3, then 41 could have done so. 

It will take Sharon many hours to determine how many total of each of these grades we have in all courses (when she cannot do other work). Is it 
worth that effort or is this enough to show the scope? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Judith Wegner <judith wegner@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 2:20 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; G&saway, [,aura N <I,AURA GASAWAY@unc.edu> 

States, Michael James <mstate@email.unc.edu>; ~med.unc.edtr% Wegner, Judith Welch 

<judith wegne@unc.edu>; Boger, John C <jcboge@email.unc.edu> 

Helping with JD/MD joint program s~dent; information about status of prior deliberations? 

Hi, Lissa and Lolly. I’ve been meeting with a number of my 1L students about their futures/plans/academic futures. One of my great 1L students,              has finished 
2 years of medical school before coming to law school here. I’m not sure how familiar you are with her situation. She was admitted here, and sought deferment so she could 
do her first two years in medical school here. She did that and then started here this fall (had me for her small section teacher in property). At the time she entered, she had 
understood that we had a dual JD/MD degree established (based on information from the medical school) but has subsequently found that while the Med School gives cross 
credit for law school courses the situation is much less clear about any credit for medical work that she could claim against the JD. 
I remember that several years ago we had actively looked into establishing a formal dual degree (with both the medical school and law school agreeing), but can’t remember 
whether that was at some point when I was dean, or when Gail was acting dean, or maybe I’m imagining it? In any event, I told     that I would like to work with her to figure 
out the status of things for her and the potential to formalize the dual degree while she’s still here. I know that Michael has talked with Lolly about this, and also appreciate the 
complexity of the ABA requirements and their bearing. 
I’m therefore writing to inquire whether Lissa might know if there are old files for the Academic Affairs Committee that reflect where things stand from the last time this matter 
was discussed. I also thought I could work with     to pull together information from other schools with dual programs (e.g. Ohio State, Houston). I also told     about 
Rick Saver and Joan Kraus’ acceptance of our offer to join the faculty and she will get to know them (and perhaps they can help advise about joint degrees like this since 

Houston has one and they were probably involved in its development),     is going to try to get the background from the medical school. Once we’ve got all that together, I 
wonder whether we could meet with Lolly about game plan for course work in the next several years, and see if there’s a way to have this issue brought back before 
the Academic Affairs committee. 
If there’s some other way you’d prefer that or I proceed, please just let me know. 
Thanks very much-Judith 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lolly Gasaway <laura gasaway@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

Wegner, Judith Welch <judith wegne@unc.edtv* 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; State~ Michael James <mstate@email.unc.edu>; 
~)med.unc.edu>; Boger, John C <jcboge@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Helping with JDiMD joint program student; infomlafion about status of prior deliberations? 

Judith, 

Jack and I have spoken briefly about this and assumed that we’d wait until Rich and Joan are here to work on it. I don’t see how we can do anything 
for a current student retroactively though. Rich and Joan have just worked on a dual degree JD/MD at Houston and have experience with it. Their 
medical school appointments will also help considerably. 

Judith Wegner wrote: 

Hi, Lissa and Lolly. I’ve been meeting with a number of my 1L students about their futures/plans/academic futures. One of my great 1L students, 
, has finished 2 years of medical school before coming to law school here. I’m not sure how familiar you are with her situation. She was admitted here, 

and sought deferment so she could do her first two years in medical school here. She did that and then started here this fall (had me for her small section 
teacher in property). At the time she entered, she had understood that we had a dual JD/MD degree established (based on information from the medical school) 
but has subsequently found that while the Med School gives cross credit for law school courses the situation is much less clear about any credit for medical 
work that she could claim against the JD. 
I remember that several years age we had actively looked into establishing a formal dual degree (with both the medical school and law school agreeing), but 
can’t remember whether that was at some point when I was dean, or when Gail was acting dean, or maybe I’m imagining it? In any event, I told     that I would 
like to work with her to figure out the status of things for her and the potential to formalize the dual degree while she’s still here. I know that Michael has talked 
with Lolly about this, and also appreciate the complexity of the ABA requirements and their bearing. 
I’m therefore writing to inquire whether Lissa might know if there are old files for the Academic Affairs Committee that reflect where things stand from the last 
time this matter was discussed. I also thought I could work with     to pull together information from other schools with dual programs (e.g. Ohio State, 
Houston). I also told     about Rick Saver and Joan Kraus’ acceptance of our offer to join the faculty and she will get to know them (and perhaps they can help 
advise about joint degrees like this since Houston has one and they were probably involved in its development),     is going to try to get the background from 
the medical school. Once we’ve got all that together, I wonder whether we could meet with Lolly about game plan for course work in the next several 
years, and see if there’s a way to have this issue brought back before the Academic Affairs committee. 
If there’s some other way you’d prefer that or I proceed, please just let me know. 
Thanks very much-Judith 

Lolly 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edus, 

Tuesday, 4:14 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicatt~Jrs] Final Notes 

Thanks Professor Broome. I’m extremely grateful for the opportunity to 
serve students by being on the committee. And I’m also glad that I 
finally got to take one of your classes. 

I appreciate all the work you do on behalf of the students at LrNC Law 

Best, 

The Universi~z of North Carolina School of Law 
JD. Candidate, Class oI 

~email.unc.edu 

Quoting I, issa Broome <lbroome@emaiLLmc.edu>: 

> Friends -- I have attached the minutes from today’s meeting and [’or our 
> student members copies of the material that was circulated to the 
> faculty regarding our proposals and surveying the faculty about exam 
> administration. 
> 

> Thanks for a great year Good luck to one and all on studying [’or, 
> administering, taking, and grading exams, as the case may be! 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center [’or Banking and Finance 
> UNC School of Law 
> 100 Ridge Road 
> CB �� 3380, Van Hecke ? Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> 919-962-7066 
> F: 919-962-1277 
> Web: http:/iwxaa~’, law-.unc, edLvbanking 
> 

> 

>___ 

> You are currently subscribed to academicafl~airs axsd: n~uflinan@ernail.tmc.edu. 
> To tmsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-24474749-12315827.9cdl 21684d08414c0f74cS0d3ef81 bb6@listserv.Lmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Chin @gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 16, 2009 2:44 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [law faculty] Exam Administration Preferences Survey 

Hi Lissa, 

I’m on the road, so hope this email roll suffice: 

I’m teaching Patent Law this spring. It’s an all essay exam and I roll allow Examsofl. 

I’d prefer to have someone else administer my exam, preferably a statt’person. But I’m also willing to swap if scheduling can be worked out. 

I’d find a standaxdized instruction document helpt’ul, aJthimgh I’d probably cnstom~e it extensively. 

Thanks. 

Andrew 

On 4/16/09, Lisa Broome <lbroome(gbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friends -- Thanks to those who have aheady and completed and returned 

the attached survey to me. For those who have not, please do so by 

tomorrow at noon. 

Lissa 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Chin ~ @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 17, 2009 3:38 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

cbrown@law.ua.edu 

Re: Exam Administlalion 

Hi Lissa, 

Thank you for making arrangements at such short notice to administer my exam. In replying to your questionnaire, I had not anticipated that my preference would be 

implemented ,so immediately, and I was fully prepared to administer my own exam this semester. 

It seems that due to the contlict with Carors exam, it may not be an ideal situation tbr you to start Conrad’s training, and tbr my studems, who may be aJaxious about a 

delay in the start time. So, I am writing to let you know that I would be happy to admiNster nay own exam this semester (though my prelbrences stand lbr lhture 

semesters). Thanks again for your willingness to accommodate my pretbrences. 

Best, 
Andrew 

On Fri, Apr 17, 2009 at 3:02 PM, Lissa Broome <lbroome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friends -- 

You each expressed your preference that a staB’person adminis~ter your exam (mad two exams for Carol Brown). Dean Gasawa~, Dema Smith, and I have met and 

decided that my assistant, Conrad Bortz, will administer these exams, with me providing support and training and assisting on the two days where there axe two 

exams at once. To be sure that we do this correctly, I have attached a document. The first page asks you questions. Please fill this in and return to me at your 

earliest convenience, but in may event at least 24 hours betbre your exam is to be administered. 

The second page is the script that Conrad or I will use to administer the exam, customized based on your responses on the first page. If we’ve left anything out on 

either page or sometlfing is not clear, please let us know so we can continue to refine and improve this document. 

For Andrew, please let your students know that since Conrad and I will together start Carol Brown’s Land Use exam on Wednesday, and then go on to your Patent 

class, it will be a few minutes after 9:00 before your students see us. Since this roll be Conrad’s first time. I’ll administer Cm~ol’s exam ruth Conrad observing, and 

then he’ll administer Andrew’s exam ruth me observing. If he seems comfortable ruth that bit of training, he’ll administer the remaining exams, except for on Friday, 

April 24, when Adam Feibelman mad Mark Weidemaier both have Contracts exams. Conrad will adminster the exam to one class and I will take the other. 

After all is said mad done, we’re eager to get your tbedback on this experiment with staff administration of exams based on faculty pretbrences. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banldng Law 

Directol; Center for Banldng and Finance 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall 
160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Tel: 919-962-7066 

Fax: 919-962-1277 

Web: ~://~,w.law.~mc.ed a/centers’baJ~king 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Saule Omarova <omarova@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 23, 2009 2:24 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Exam Administration -- Omarova on Monday 

Yes, all of this is correct Thank you, Lissa! 

Lissa Broome wrote: 

> Saule -- 

> 

> Just to confirna: 

> 

> * Your exams will be ready Ik~r pick tap Iicom the Facul~- Support 
> area by 8:30 Monday, April 27. 
> * You will turn in the 6 make-up or special accommodation exams to 
> Student Services before then; leaving 19 exams to be distributed 
> * You may be reached at either (cell) it" Student 
> Services needs to contact you during the exam. 
> * The length of your exam is 3 hours and 15 minutes. 
> * Conrad Bortz will return the exam questions that are handed back 
> in the computer rooms to you personally or will get a pass key 
> to place them in your locked office; handwriters will return 
> their exam questions to the central collection point in the Rotunda. 
> 

> Conrad Bortz will be administering your exam. 
> 
> Please let us know if we have anything wrong or if you would like to 
> change anything. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center [’or Banking and Finance 
> Universi~ of N()rth Carolina School of Law 
> (2[3 # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach }{all 
> 160 Ridge Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> Tel: 919-962-7066 
> Fax: 919-962-1277 

> Web: http://wwwlaw.unc.edu/centersibankin< 

Saule T Omarova 
Assistant Professor 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Law 
Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
CB 3380 
Chapel Hill, NC, 27599-3380 
(919)843-4356 (phone) 

(919)962-1277 (fax) 
omarova@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adam Feibelman <adam.feibehnan@unc.edu-- 

Thursday,, April 23, 2009 2:45 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Exam Admini~_r’afion -- Caacol Brown] 

That’s o]1 great -- thanks. 

Lissa Broome wrote: 

Hi Adam - - 

Just to confinn: 

¯ Your exams will be ready fi-om you by 8:30 Friday, April 24. 
¯ You will turn in "the 4 maI:e-up or special accommodation exams to Student Services. 
¯ You may be reached at eithel          or         , (cell) if Student Services needs to contact you during the exam. 
¯ I will a&ninister your e-~am, going in order to each of the two computer rooms; Conrad Bortz will administer Mark Weidemaier’s exam. 
¯ The length of your exam is 3 hours and 15 minutes. 
¯ Conrad Bolntz will remm the exam questions that are handed back in the computer rooms to you personally or will get a pass key to place them in 

your locked office; handwriters will return their exam questions to the cenlral collection point in the Rotunda. 

Please let us know if we have anything wrong or if you would like to change anything. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broo"e 

Waohovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall 

160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Tel : 

Fax : 

Web : 

919- ~62-7066 

919- ~62-]277 

http : / !www. law. unc. edu/centers/banking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mark Weidemaier <weidemai@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 23, 2009 3:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Bortz, Conrad <cbor~@email.unc.edu>; Podger, Kelly L <podge@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Contracts Exam -- Weidemaier 

Lissa, 

I have just learned that I will have 5 make-up or acconm~odation exams, 
rather than 4. I will provide all of those exams to Student Services 
EvelTthing else in your email is correct. 

Kelly: In case you need to contact me, please try first, as I 
will always have that phone with me. 

Thanks again. 

Mark 

Lissa Broome wrote: 
> Hi Mark -- 
> 

> Just to confirm: 
> 

> * Your exams will be rea@ for pick-up at 8:30 Fri&~y, April 24 from 
> Faculty Administrative Services. 
> * You will turn in the 4 make-up or special accommodation exams to 
> Student Services 
> * You may be reached at either or if Student 
> Services needs to contact you during the exam. 
> * Conrad Bortz will administer your exam, going in order to each of 
> the two computer rooms; I will administer Adam Feibe[man’s exam. 
> * The length of your e×am is 3 hours. 
> * Conrad Bortz will return the exam questions that are handed back 
> in the computer rooms to you personally or will get a pass l<ey to 
> place them in your locked office; handwriters will return their 
> exam questions to the central collection point in the Rotunda. 
> 

> Please let us know if we have anything wrong or if you would like to 
> change anything. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Barfi<ing Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> Universi~" of North Carolina School of Law 
> CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall 
> 160 Ridge Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> Tel: 919-962-7066 
> Fax: 919-962-1277 
> Web: htth:/iwww.law.unc.edu/centersibankin~ 
> 

W. Mark C. Weidemaier 
Assistant Professor of Law 
University of North Carolina 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, "qC 27599-3380 
tel: 919.843.4373 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carol Brown <carolb@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, April 27, 2009 7:04 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Rea] Estate Finance Exam 

Eve rytfiing looks in older Lissa. 

Thank yon vely muclL 

Carol 

Lis~Broome wrote: 

t ti Caxol - - 

This is to confilm that Conrad Bol~ will administer your Real Estate Finance Exam tomorrow a£temoon at 2:00. We understaald that 

¯ Conrad will pick the exams up from Bonita tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. 

¯ Bonita roll &liver the special accommodation exanls to Kelly 

¯ 17 students roll be receiving an exam fi~om Conrad 

¯ You may be reached during the exam at or 

¯ Your exam lasts for 2 hours. 

If any of this is incorrect, plea~ let us know befbre tomorrow Mtemoon. 

Lissa L. Broo~’e 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center ~or Banking aEid Finance 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall 

160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Tel: 

Fax: 

Web: 

919-962-7066 

919-962-]277 

http:!!wR~.iaw.unc.edu/centersibanking 

Carol N. Browri 

Professo~ of Law 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Van Hecke-wettaeh Ha]] 

Campus Box 338@ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

carol b~own@unc.e@u 

Telephone 919-962-2164 

Fax 919-962-1277 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com> 

Thursday, 4:18 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edtr~; 

Academic Affairs Committee 

@email.unc.edtr~ 

Professor Broome - 

I hope your summer is going well. I recently learned from Dean Boger that you will be Chairing the Academic Affairs Committee this year. I wanted to let you know 

that           and,                have been appointed to serve as student members on the Committee. They are copied on this e-mail. Also, I spoke with 

in April and he sent me a summary of the issues the Committee addressed last year, which I passed along to and . Please let me know if 

you need any additional information and please let me know when you will be holding meetings. While I will not be serving on the Committee myself, I would like 

to attend some of your meetings, so I can stay informed on the issues you address this year. I look forward to working with you. 

President, Student Bar Association 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 

@.~ .m__~] m_: u__n_.c_ :~_d_u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly Podger Smifll <podger@ema£unc.edn> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 10:57 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: exam rescheduling 

We actually had about 75 make- ups during Fall 08 and .- 60 in Spring 08. During the trial run this past spring, a fair number of students chose to keep 2 exams in 2 

days rather than push exaalls to follomng week - extending their exam period. Graduating 3Ls had plans for that week prior to graduation and 2Ls had jobs, etc. 
Interestingly, the numbers are not that far off even though I predicted we would have more nrake- up exams. As I mentioned yesterday, we have fewer make-up exams 

during each make-up time slot. In Fall 08 and Spring 08, on the last day we would administer 30-40 exams. I am all for fewer exams during a make-up day - we are 

less likely to lose something, easier to keep track of the exam time limits, calmer administration for ,students. 

My thought is that the sell: scheduled make- up procedure is responsive to student concerns/requests and it is not administrative burden, so we should keep it. I tbel like 

very few things axe working students’ favors these days mad if we cm~ help a little bit with the make-up exam policy, we should do it. 

I have not heard t?om any lhculty members (positively or negatively) regarding the proce&lre. If there are concerns from the Facul~,, flren we may be in a differem 

situation. 

I have meetings on main campus tomorrow afternoon so I roll not be here during the faculty meeting but could be reached by phone 

questions that we haven’t covered. 

if anyone has 

Thanks, 

Lissa Broome wrote: 

Thaak~ Kelly. This will be helpful in case we have questions on Thursday. 

Any sense of how 60 make-ups compares to the immber of make-ups in prior years? In other words is the new rule on a conflict for 2 exams in 2 days 

creating a lot more make-up opportunities? If that data will take you any longer than 5 minutes to collect don’t bother. 

Lissa 

Kelly Podger Smith wrote: 

Dear Lissa, 

I am sony I did not get this to you yesterday. Attached is our list of make-up exams from Spring 09. I have deleted disability exams, tbreign 

exch~mge student exams and the names of the maJae- up students. The list includes 60 self-scheduled make-up exams. The list does not 

include students who have emergencies, illnesses etc. that we rescheduled during the exam period. You will see that most of the make-up 

exams fell at the end of the exam period. 

Thanks, 

Kelly 

% 

Kelly Po@ger Smith, J.D. 

AssistarR~ Dean for Student Services (919)962-1590 Phone 

podger@emaii.unc.edu                        (919)962-5684 Fax 

University of North Carolina School of Law CB #3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly Podger Smith <podger@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 11:12 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: exam rescheduling 

Hi Lissa, 

One more thing: 

I imagine exam administralion may come up during the discussion tomorrow afteruoon. As you know, I feel very s~trongly that my s~lt’cannot administer regularly 

scheduled exams. The help that you and Conrad provided last spring was great and allowed those faculb~ members who could not administer their own exams another 
option. We are hapw to help coordinate and train other smilers to administer exams before the exam period starts but I dofft believe we can take on the actual 

admini~_r’afi on o utaide of disability and make - up exam coordination. 

Also, John Kasprzak will be around tomorrow afternoon during the faculty meeting if their are questions. 

Thanks, 

Kelly 

Kelly Podger Smith wrote: 

We actually had about 75 make-ups during Fall 08 and ~ 60 in Spring 08. During the trial run this past spring, a fair number of students chose to keep 2 

exams in 2 days rather than push exams to following week - extending their exam period. Graduating 3Ls had plans tbr that week prior to graduation and 

2Ls had jobs, etc. Interestingly, the numbers are not that far offeven though I predicted we would have more make-up exams. As I mentioned yesterday, 

we have fewer make-up exams during each make-up time slot. In Fall 08 mad Spring 08, on the last day we would administer 30-40 exams. I am all [br 

fewer exams during a make-up day - we are less likely to lose something, easier to keep track of the exam time limits, calmer administration for s~tudents. 

My thought is that the self-scheduled make-up procedure is responsive to stu&nt concerus/requests and it is not administralive burden, so we should 

keep it. I feel like verb, few things are working sVadents’ favors these days and if we cma help a little bit with the make-up exam policy, we should do it. 

I have not heard from any faculty members (positively or negatively) regmding the procedure. If there are concerns from the faculty, then we may be in a 

different situation. 

I have meetings on main campus tomorrow afternoon so I roll not be here during the faculty meeting but could be reached by phone if 
anyone has questions that we haven’t covered. 

Thank~ 

Kelly 

Lissa Broome wrote: 

Thanks, Kelly. This roll be helpful in case we have questions on Thursday. 

Any sense of how 60 make-ups compares to the number of make-ups in prior years? In other words is the new rule on a conflict for 2 

exanls in 2 days creating a lot more make-up opportunities? If that data will take you any longer than 5 minutes to collect, don’t bother. 

Lissa 

Kelly Podger Smith wrote: 

Dem Lissa, 

I am son?, I did not get this to you yes~terday. AVtached is our list of make-up exams from Spring 09. I have deleted disability 
exams, foreign exchange student exams and the names of the make-up students. The list includes 60 self-scheduled make-up 

exams. The list does not include students who have emergencies, illnesses etc. that we rescheduled during the exanl period. 

You will see that most of the make-up exams fell at the end of the exam period. 

Thanks, 

Kelly 



Kelly Podger Smith, J.D. 

Assistant Dean for Student Services (919)962-159@ Phone 

pedger@email.LHK;.edu (919)962-5684 Fax 

University of North Carolina School of Law CB #3380 Van Necke-Wettach Nail 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Kelfiy Podger Smith, J.D. 

AssistarR: Dean for Student Services (919)962-1590 Phone 

podger@emaii.unc.edu                        /919)962-5684 Fax 

University of North Carolina School of Law CB #3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic AffaJm Committee -- Info Needed to Schedule a Meeting 

Class Schednle.pdf 

I have attached what I think may be the least painfifl way to provide you with my schedule information. It does not show one class that I have one Friday from lpm to 

3pm. Let me know if you have rely questions. 

On Mon,             at 2:52 PM, Lissa Broome <lbmome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi        -- Can you please send me your class schedule along with m~y other regular commitments (extemship, etc.) as soon as possible so I can schedule a 
meeting for our committee for next week? Thanks. 

Lissa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [Fwd: Class Schedules] 

Date: Sat,            09:47:15 -0400 

From:Lissa Broome <lbroome(~email.unc.edu> 

To: a~email.unc.edu> 

Hi        -- I sent this to the wrong          ! My apologies. Could you send me your class schedule this weekend so I can propose some meeting times tbr our 
committee that do not conflict with your classes? 

Thanks. 

Lissa Broome 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Class Schedules 

Date:Tue,            14:48:01 -0400 

From:Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

To:                  ~email.unc.edu>, @email.unc.edu> 

Hi    and     -- I’m flying to find some potential times to suggest for a meeting for the Academic Affafis Committee. Could you each send me your class 

schedules in the next day or two so I will know when you are in class and won’t propose one of those dates/times? Thanks. 

Lissa Broome 

% 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ncjolt.org> 

Thursday, 12:00 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Re: Journal Board Credits 

Professor Broome, 

My editorial board put in a lot of houl~ this summer and has put together a list of most of the journals from mofft of the law schools in tim U.S. They broke down the 

statistics by journal, number of credits for editorial board, mmlber of editors, and annual output. I think we have a good case to increase non-law review journals to 4 

credit hours for editorial board participation on a 2 credit per semester ,schedule. How should I proceed? I can have a memo finalized within a week. Again, thank 

you for all of your help. 

Sincerely, 

(EIC tbr NC JOLT) 

On Thu, ’ at 9:29 AM, ({bgmail.com> wrote: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
F~om: < ~gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, at 8:49 AM 
Subject: Re: Re: Journal Board Credits 
To: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Broome, 

Thank yon. I will prepare a memo for ne:~ fall. 

Sincerely, 

On 11:10pm, Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi -- You will need to prepare a memo to the Academic Aflhirs Committee. You may wish to wait until the beginning of the semester. You can 

check with me titan to see ifI aJn still chairing the committee. If not, I’ll let you know to whom to send the memo. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> I was not able to quickly find an electronic cow of a memo prepared by the Academic Affairs Committee several yem~ back on this issue; ifI do, I will forward it 

to you. At any rate, the gifft of it was that additional credit hours to journal students should not be awarded because of the amount of work journal students 

performed. The idea was that the journal students should conform the amount of work (i.e., number of pages, issues, etc.) to the amount of credit. Obviously, we can 

reconsider any prior policy at may time, but I wanted you to be aware of the thinking the laser time we considered it. Also, if you can collect evidence of credit hours 

awarded by journals at some other law schools (and their amount of academic production -- # issues, # pages), ifs possible that the committee might find that 

in[brmation relevant. Having your memo ready to go early next [~11 is the best way to proceed, ~ that the committee can consider this before its agenda [ills up. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ncjolt.org> 

Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Credit Increase 

Professor Broome, 

Yes it is. Sony I did not clarify that. Thank you. 

Sincereb; 

On Wed,            at 12:00 PM, I,i ssa B roome <lbroome@email.unc .edu> wrote: 
Hi     -- Is this proposaJ being brought lbrth by all ofthe EICs lbr the alt~cted journals? 

wrote: 

Professor Broome, 

Attached is a brief two-paged memo regarding a credit increase for Carolina Law’s non-Law Review joumaJs from 3 credit hours to 4 credit hours. I 

tried to make it as clear and concise as Iyossible. I am more than willing to give a powerpoint of the data if necessaw (or even just emailing the pages of 

raw data to whoever necessaxy). Please let me know ifI should clarit) anything. Thank you tbr all of your help. As a side note, the Law Review 

should probably be increased to 6, but that is a different study that I have not addressed. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Fedders < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 1:49 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

Re: Revised proposal from Juvenile Justice Clinic 

Thanks, Lissa. 

The only difference is that we are proposing that -- 

1) The Criminal Lavx~’ering Process course, which roll require several written assignments, be a WE. In the initial proposal, we had simply asked that students be given 

a letter grade rather than pass’fail; 

and 

2) The Juvenile Justice Clinic be graded under the GPA mean typically reserved for WEs and RWEs (3.4-3.6); the rationale for this request is spelled out in the 
proposal. We hadn’t initially asked for this either -- we had simply asked that the clinic students be given letter grades rather than pass/fail. 

The othm; supplemental attachments we provided to you prior to the last meeting have not changed. 

Thanks so much. 

Barb 

On Wed, Sep 30, 2009 at 12:05 PM, Lissa Broome <lbroome(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Barb -- We have several items on "the agenda, but hopefully we can get to this too. In summary, how (if at all) has the proposal been changed from what we 

originally reviewed? 

Thank~ 

Barbara Fedders wrote: 

Hi, Lissa -- Attached you roll find a revised proposal from me and Tartar requesting that the Clinic, and the accompanying Criminal Lavx~r-ering Process 

course, be graded according to letter grades rather than pass,Tail. 

I hope we can discuss it at next week’s meeting. Thanks vew much, and please let me know if you have questions or concerns. 

Best, 
Barbara 

__ 

IMI©RTANT: This email transmission is intended only ibr the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed, and may contain information that 

is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the 

employee or agency responsible for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution 

or cowing of this comnmnication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify’ us immediately by telephone. 

Thank you. 

% 

=_ 

IMPORTANT: This email transmission is intended only for the use of the individtml or entiF to which it is addressed, and may contain information that is privileged, 

confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If the reader of this communication is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agency responsible 

for delivering the communication to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is s~trictly 

prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify, us immediately by telephone. Thank you. 



From: @emaiLunc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 1 ] :53 AM 

To: lissa broome@unc.edu 

Subject: Curriculum reques~t 

Professor Broome, 

I was writing to find out the procedure for requesting a course for the academic curriculum next year so I can request!propose a legal accounting course. Over the 

course of last summer and during my job search, I repeatedly had corporate law attorneys tell me that the best course I could take during law school would be an 

accounting course of some kind. Unfortunately, this is difficult for non-business majors to do at UNC; I believe that the requirement to take another course at the 

undergrad level is that it must be 400 level or above. However, most 400-level accounting courses require some background or prerequisite in accounting. 

The only other alternative would be to go to North Carolina Central, where they offer legal accounting as a pre-requisite to their business associations class. 

However, I chose not to do that because I felt it would be overly burdensome to take a course at NCCU law for that just yielded two credit hours. 

I don’t know how many of my peers desire to practice corporate law, but I imagine that such a class if marketed correctly could attract a good number of students. 

I’d like to see it happen for next year and wanted to know what I could do to work towards that. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 11:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] [Fwd: Academic AffaJls Minutes and Spring Meeting Dates] 

Prof. Broome, 

In looking at my class schedule next semesten I will have a class meeting until 12:15pm every Thursday at the School of Government. I do not want to create a conflict 

for other committee members though, so if necessaD~ I will just come late to our meetings. 

Let me know what you tifink is best. 

On Wed,           at 1:07 AM, Lissa Broome <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 
Friends -- Based on feedback I have received, we will meet on    instead of     Please make tiffs change on your calendars. All tile other meetings noted 

below conti~me to stand. Our meetings roll be at noon in our usual meeting morn, 5054. 

Thanks. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Academic Affairs Minutes and Spring Meeting Dates 

Date:Mon,            15:55:28 -0500 

From:Lissa Bmome <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 
To: academicaJt’aJrs(&lis~tserv .unc.edu 

Friends -- I have attached the minutes from today’s meeting. I roll prepare an emaJl survey to the faculty about take-home e~ms. 

Please note the following dates for Academic Affairs Committee meetings on your calendars (12 - 12:50). 

If you have a conflict ruth any of them, please let me kilow. Hopefully, we will not need all of these meetings, but let’s hold the dates just in case. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

% 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu:, 

Thursday, 12:38 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@emad.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] [Fwd: Academic AffaJls Minutes aM Spring Meeting Dates] 

Prof. Broome, 

Sounds good. I am sorry this has come up. I understand the desire to stick with Thursdays given the overlap in schedules caused by my taking classes over at the 

School of Government. 

I think it will work out though. 

On Thu,            at 11:17 AM, Lissa Broome <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi !_      -- Thanks for letting me know. I think we need to stick with Thursdays. Lef s ly it with you coming late and see how it works. If that doesn’t seem 
satisfactory, we’ll go to Plan B. 

wrote: 

Prof. Broome, 

In looking at my class schedule next semester, I will have a class meeting until 12:15pm every Thursday at the School of Government. I do not want to 

create a conflict for other committee membe~ though, so ifnecessau I will jns~t come late to our meetings. 

Let me know what you think is best. 

On Wed,            at 1:07 AM, Lissa Broome <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> wrote: 
Friends -- Based on feedback I have received, we will meet on    instead of     Please make this change on your calendars. All the other 

meetings noted below continue to stand. Our meetings will be at noon in our usual meeting room, 5054. 

Thanks. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Academic Aflhirs Minutes mad Spring Meeting Dates 

Date:Mon,            15:55:28 -0500 

From :Lissa Broome <lbroome~b~emad.unc.edu> 

To: academicaJthirs~i st ~rv. unc .edu 

Friends -- I have attached the minutes from today’s meeting. I will prepece an emM survey to the facnl~ about take-home exams. 

Please note the following dates for Academic Affairs Committee meetings on your calendars (12 - 12:50). 

If you have a conflict with any of them, please let me know. Hopefully, we will not need all of these meetings, but lefs hold the dates just in case. 

Thanks. 



Lis~ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kelly Podger Smith <podger@ema£unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:38 AM 

Myer~ Richard E <rmyers@email.unc.edu> 

McKinney, Ruth A <ran~ckinn@emml.unc.edtp; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fwd: Absent from Class 

Per my conversation with Richard in the hall - the law school is not paying for it and we do not ever pay for this competition. [] There should be not accommodations 

made for these students. [] Nor should these students have access to class recordings (unless the individual professor allows it). [] It is a choice to attend the 

competition. [] I agree that 1Ls should not miss class for the competition and we advisc against it. [] If Academic Affairs or other body makes the decision to p~ohibit 

1L participation in such competitions, we roll do what we need to do e~fforce such a policy. [] In terms of including 1Ls, I have heard (anecdotally) that, nationally, 1Ls 
participate because it is one of the few competitions that allow 1L participation. N I think Richard was planning to fi~llow-up with Charles on this issue. N It appears the 

competition is eMier this yeax than in the past. L; Our office does not endorse the lI, participation nor do we outright prohibit it. L; 

Interestingly, these students are also missing our mandatoD’, Second Semester Orientation Ethics exercise and the recent emails are the first we have heard of it. L; 

I don’t lmow which students axe directly in charge of organizing the teams but is the President of BLSA. 

Kelly 

Richard Myers wrote: 

Why is BLSA sending lls to a competition that requires them to miss the entire first week of class, and is the school paying for it? 

RichaJcd Myers 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~)email.unc.edu > 

Date: 8:07:15 PM EST 

To: Cmoline N Brown <cnbrown(~email.unc.edu> Richard E Myers <rmvers(&~emaJl.unc.edu> <gnichol(&~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Absent from Class 

Hello, 

My name is                  . I just would like to inform you that I will 

be absem from school next week Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. I am 

participating in the BLSA Mock Trig] Competition in Louisiana. Thank you. 

Kelly Pedger Smith, J.D. 

Assistant Dean ior Student Services (919)962-1590 Phone 

po@ger@emaii.unc.edu (919)962-5684 Fax 

University of North Carolina School of Law CB #3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ncjolt.org> 

Monday, 8:55 PM 

Broome, Li ssa I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Credit Increase 

Professor Broome, 

The more I go over my presentation for a credit increase, the more 

points I raise in opposition to it that I cannot answer; the strongest 

being the schools that offer no credit at all for their journals and yet 

their journals still maintain attractiveness to s~dents and prestige 

amongst seholars. I was hanging my hat on the theo~ that increasing 

the credit hours for joumaJ participation would draw more interest t?om 

our 1L classes, which it would, and thus the pool Ii~r journal selection 

would be greater and the journals can chose better student~ but I 

cannot find any proof that a larger pool from the pafft JJCs actually led 

to a better qualified s~ait" Even the years where there was not enough 

interest to fill all journal slots, the journals did well. There is no 

trend in progressively lowered interest in the journaJs. I can present 

a lot of statistics that show that more schools in our sulx, ey oil’er 4 

hours than oiler 3 or less hours, but this does not prove anyt]ling. I 
have spoken with past EICs and even when they did not have enough 

interest in their staffto continue on ruth the board for their 3L year, 

there was no real evidence that more credit hours was the issue. I have 

been working fax too much on this project and I t~ar that my resistance 

to giving up is based upon my fear of"all of this work fi)r nothing." I 

think I am finally convinced that 3 hours is adequate. Journal board 
members do more work for a journal than the do for a three hour class, 

but it is not a class. I hope I have not wasted a~ly of your time or the 

time of any faculty members. If possible, I would like to save my work 

into a PDF and give it to someone who can keep it for when this question 
is raised again - which I am sure it roll be. Thank you for all of your 

time and assistance and please feel free to ask me any questions at all 

at any time. If you would like me to give a presentation on my results 

and why I think 3 hours is plenty,, I would be hapw to (though that 
might be odd tbr some). 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Academic Affairs Committee 

Professor Broome, 

This is            ,one of the two student representatives on this 
year’s academic affairs committee I just wanted to let you know that I 
will not be on campus this semester and therefore will not be able to 
continue as student rep on the conm~ittee tbr the spring semester. I 
have also made           aware of this should he choose to find a 
replacement, though I haven’t heard yet if he will I’m sor~z that I 
won’t be able to take part this semester. I enjoyed my involvement last 
semester and I am disappointed that I will not be able to participate 
this semester. Let me know if you have any questions. Thank you, 

J.D. Candidate Class of 
University of North Carolina School of Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Friday, 1:57 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Academic Afthirs Committee 

Prof Broome - 

I will appoint another student to the committee in advance of your next meeting and will do my best to appoint a 1L or 2L. I’ll let you know as soon as an appointment is made. 

Sent Iicom my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 13:46:47 
To: ~)email unc edu> 
Cc: Laura N Gasaway<LAURAOASAWAY@unc.edu>; 
Subject: Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi    -- As you know            is not in school this semester and has 
resigned Iicom the Academic Affairs Committee. We would love tbr you to 
appoint another student member -- hopefully a 1L or 2L -- to join 

Our next meeting is from 12 - 12:50 p.m It 
would good to have someone on board by then. We’re starting the heavy 
lilting on next year’s curriculum and the more student eyes we have on 
it, the better. If you’ll let me know when the appointment is 
finalized, I will contact the student and provide some orientation to 
the committee. 

Thanks, 

@email uric edu> 

Lissa Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

[@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:33 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail .corn>; 

<:LAURA GASAWAY@unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Aflhirs Committee 

~email.unc.edu>; Gasaway, Laura N 

f,’ro~, groome --. 

I will be appointing to the vacant seat on the Academic Affairs Cornmittee~ Her appointment is contingent on confirmation by the S~,,\ Board of 

Governors at our meeting on Wednesday. I have copied her on this e-maiL Please contact her with additional information about the Committee. Thanks. 

Liniversity ot: North Carolina School of Law 

J,b. Candidate 

@email.unc.edu 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:47 PM 
To: 
C¢: Laura N Gasaway; 
Subject: Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi    -- Asyou know          L is not in school this semester and has resigned from the Academic Affairs Committee. We would love for you to appoint another 

student member - - hopefully a 1L or 2L -- to join Our next meeting is           from 12 - 12:50 p.m. It would good to have someone on board 

by then. We’re sIalting the heavy lifting on next yeats curriculum and the more student eyes we have on it, fl~e better. If yoffll let me know when the appointment is 

finalized, I will contact the student and provide some orientation to the committee. 

Thank~ 

Lissa Broome 
-- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:37 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Althirs Committee 

Prof groorne --. 

The SBA Board confirmed appoh~tment today. 

Also, for the hmch from th~:_~ C-.Plf_O auction, a Thursday or Friday ~.~hould work [it’Fe, l_~-_d: me k~low whet’F i; cot’Fv~-_~rd~:’,r~[: for you. 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidat~ 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent" Monday, 10:44 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi    -- Would you write back to let me know that 

committee next meets on 

¯ has been confimled by the SBA Board of Governors? Once I hear from you, I’ll get in touch with her. Our 

On another note, I think I got an email that you bought lunch with me. Let me know when you’d like to schedule that¯ I’d prefer a Thursday or Friday (depending on 

your schedule) since we both have class at 1:00 M-W. Let me know. 

Lissa Broome 

wrote: 
pro[. Broome- 

I will be appointing to the vacant seat on the Academic Affairs Committee. Her appointment is contingent on cont:irmadon by the SBA Board of 

Governors at our meeting on Wednesday. I have copied her on this e--maik Please contact her with additional inforrnation about the Committee. Thanks. 

Uniw:,rsil:V o[ North Carolir~8 School of Law 

J,D. Candidate 

@_e_. _m__a__[! :.u__n__c_:_e_. _d_ .u_ 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 1:47 PM 
To; 
Co: Laura N Gasaway; 
Subject-" Academic Affairs Committee 

Hi    -- As you know            is not in school this semester and has resigned ficom the Academic Atli~Jrs Committee¯ We would love tbr you to aptx~int another 

student member - - hopefully a 1L or 2L -- to join                Our next meeting is           tYom 12 - 12:50 p.m. It would good m have someone on board 

by then. We’re starting the heavy litting on next yeads curriculum and the more student eyes we have on ik the better. If you’ll let me lmow when the appointment is 

finalized, I will contact the student and provide some orientation to the committee. 

Thanks, 

Lissa Broome 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Gerhardt < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 10, 2010 4:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

IP Strategies and Transactions Course 

Dear Lissa 

It was great seeing you today! 

For next year, I’d like to offer an IP Strategies and Transactions course which would offer a practical writing experience for students intereffted in lemning how to some 

basic IP documents, such as a confidentiality agreement, non-compete, a license agreement, etc... I believe I once submitted a proposal to the cumculum committee 

to actd this course. Unfortanately, I could not find any documentation indicating whether or not the committee approved the course, so am not sure whether I should 

submit a new proposal. Do you have any record of whether any action was taken on this issue? 

Many thank s lbr checking ! 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assistant Professor of Law 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

100 Ridge Road 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

office: (919) 962-7219 

thx: (919) 962-1277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.nnc.edu>; Gasaway, LauraN <LAUI~\ GASAWAY@unc.edu> 

Potential sub- committee on teaching evaluations 

Dear 

We recently discussed SBA’s potential consideration of an objective teaching evaluation component and online evaluations. We spoke in order to update the 

Academic Affairs Committee on SBA’s exploration of these issues. 

I shared the intbrmation you provided ruth the Academic Aflhirs Committee and they are interested in tbrming a sub-committee to explore these issues further. My 
understanding is that this would be a partnership between the Academic Affairs Committee and SBA so that intbrmation and ideas could be shared. The tentative goal 

would be to organize this now mid get it prepared to go tbl-vvaxd in September. 

Let me know if you believe SBA would support this idea or if yon have rely additional suggestions or questions. 

Thank You, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class of 

(~a) unc.edu 

,~)gmail.com 

mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:12 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edtc-; Gasaway, LauraN <LAURA GASAWAY@unc.edtr> 

RE: Potential sub-committee on teaching evaluations 

[ think this sounds like a great idea. SBA is holding elections on Tuesday [:or next yea’g officers. I would advocate letting the incorning President work with you on 

forming the sub-committee, since that individual would be working with the group ne×t gear. 

I’ll pass your e-mail along to the SBA Board for their thoughts. I think they’ll be very supportive. 

University ot: North Carofina Schoof of Law 

,J.D. Candidate 

,@emaiLunc.edu 

From: #gmail.com [mailto: #gmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Thursday, 2:50 PM 
To: I@email.unc.edu 
Cc: ~gmail.com; Ibroome@email.unc.edu; LAURA_GASAWAY@unc.edu 
Subject: Potential sub-committee on teaching evaluations 

Dear l 

We recently discussed SBA’s potential consideration of an objective teaching evaluation component and online evaluations. We spoke in order to update the Academic 
Affairs Committee on SBA’s exploration of these issues. 

I slmaced the inlbrmation you provided with the Academic Affairs Committee and "they are interested in forming a sub-committee to explore these issues further. My 
understanding is that this would be a partnership between the Academic Afthirs Commirtee and SBA so that inlbnnation and ideas could be shared. The tentative goal 
would be to organize this no-a, and get it prepared to go forwmd in September. 

Let me know if you believe SBA would support this idea or if you have an?’ additional suggestions or questions. 

Thank You, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 
MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class ot 

%)mc.edu 
.... (i~gmail.com 

mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:15 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Potential snb-committee on teaching evaluations 

Prof. Broome- 

Vm glad addkion to the committee is working out well. 1 thhlk the sub-committee proposal great, but do think the incoming SgA President is probably 

betb:_~r suited to coordmab:_~ the details wi[:h you, Elections will be held this coming T~esdav and I’II make sure to put: you in touch with t h~-_~ Presich:_mt-elect: soon 

~ ft:erw~rds. 

University of North Carolina School of law 
,J ,D,, (::ar~dh:~ te 

@ernail,unc.edu 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:52 PM 
To-" 
Co: @email.unc.edu; @gmail.com; LAURA_GASAWAY@ u nc.ed u 
Subject: Re: Potential sub-committee on teaching evaluations 

Hi 

Thmlks to for getting the ball rolling on this. I’ve pasted in my notes on this subject from our meeting today. Also, is a great addition to the 
committee. 

Some of the issues the committee is interested in talking about are: (1) the desirability of numerical evaluations to complement the narr~dive evaluations, (2) 

whether students should have access to some parts of the evaluation to help guide them in regislering f!)r courses, (3) whether the ewduations should be 

completed on-line, and ~/’so how to incentivize students to complete the ewduations. 

reported that the SBA is hm,ing some conversations around these same issues. Lissa Broome asked to ~peak with the 

SBA President, to see if he was interested in putting together a student-faculty task force to explore these iss~tes together. 

Thank~ 

Lissa Broome 

wrote: 

Dear 

We recently discussed SBA’s potential consideration ofm~ objective teaching evaluation componem and online evaluations. We spoke in order to update the Academic 
Atthirs Committee on SBA’s exploration of these issues. 

I shared the inibrmation you provided mtl~ the Academic Althirs Committee and they are interested in tbrming a sub-committee to explore these issues fnrther. My 
underslanding is that this would be a partnership between the Academic Affairs Committee mid SBA so that information and ideas could be shmed. The tentative goal 

would be to organize this now mid get it prepared to go tbrwaxd in September. 

Let me know if you believe SBA would support this idea or if yon have any additional suggestions or questions. 

Thank You, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Govemmem Class of 

(i~unc.edu 
~gmail.com 

mobile: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sterling Spainhour <sspainhou@chaxlottelaw.e&l> 

Saturday, March 20, 2010 3:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IYNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Business Dmlting Syllabus final 2009.doc 

Lisa 
Thanks It is great to hear from you and I hope you are doing well I will plan to attend and will encourage students to do so as well Lookin forward to reviewing your new book 
also since I have converted to adjunct status I would like to explore working with the UNC law school I have taught a course In advanced contract drafting which might be of 
interest to your students. A copy of the syllabus is attached Also I would be interested in becoming more involved with the Center 
Let me know your thoughts and I look forward to seeing you in Charlotte 
Sterling A Spainhour 
Adjunct Professor of Law 
Charlotte School of Law 
2145 Suttle Avenue 
Charlotte NC 28208 
704-364-2284 Office 

Cell 
sspainhour@charlottelaw.edu e mail 
sspainhour@charlottelaw.edu 

From: Lissa Broome [Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2010 9:52 AN 
To: Sterling Spainhour 
Subject: UNC School of Law Banking Institute 

Hi Sterling -- 

I hope you are doing well. I wanted to invite you to consider attending our Banking Institute which is coming up March 25-26 in Charlotte at The Ri’~-Carlton. The 
agenda is attached. 

If you are interested in attending, you would qualify for our special $175 rate (which also includes Thursday’s dinner at which Joe Smith, NC Commissioner of Banks 

will speaJ~c). If your students would like to attend the program, they may do so for free so long as they do not attend a meal event (Thursday lunch or dinner). Please let 

me know by Tuesday morning the names of any students who plan to attend, and we roll have nametags ready for them. They need not register online for the program. 

If you are interested in attending, online registration is available at http:/7~w.law.unc.edu/cle/bankinginstitute/default.aspx. Use the pull down menu and special rate for 

govenunent attorney. 

What courses are you teaching at Charlotte? Jerry Maskhmn and I have committed to prepare the 4th edition of our Banking Law casebook this smnmer. It should be 

ready for spring adoption. 

Hope to see you soon. 

Lissa 

__ 

% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 1:28 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sub-committee 

Dear Prof. Broome, 

Here is the content of the follow-up I gave to SBA Presidem-Elect (in red): 

I spoke sx, ith Prof. Broome eealier this week and shared the details of our conversahon with her. She sx, ould like to send at~ email out to setap a short meeting before 

this semes’ter is over to serve as an initial sessio~ for ftJs sub-committee~ 

She reqt~es~ed the ~,ames a~xt emaila of the in coming 2I, grad 3I. preside~,ts, .~ fl~at they cotfld be inclt~ded in her email to the st~b-commi{tee. Would yot~ al so like m 

be mch~ded on this sub-committee? That would bring stt~&nt represe~,tation on fl~e sub-committee t~ (]ve (2 class presidents, SBA presi&nL and 2 academic affairs 

s~t~&nt reps). I am not sure who the l’actdty mpmsenlalion on the pm~cl will be at this time. 

Please let me know the 2I, ~md 3I. contact infbm~ation if they are interested in serving. Also, let me know if you would like to be a member. 

### 

t provided the names and emails of the 2L mid 3L class presidents, would also like to serve. 

The incoming 2L President is (&gmail.com). The incoming 3L President is ~unc.edu). email is 

(~:unc.edu. 

Thank~ 

J.D.Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class of 

~)unc.edu 

~gmail.com 

mobile: 

On Wed,              at 8:33 PM, <lbroomeSb~email.m~c.edu> wrote: 
I am out of the office at the UNC B~mking Institute in Charlotte and will have limited access to email. My cell phone is 

- - mail sent through the autoresponder for email.unc .edu - - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victor Flatt <flatt@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 11:07 AM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; ’Academic Affairs Comm 08-09’ <academicalti~irs@liskserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [academicm"tZairs] Academic Alt~irs Committee -- Thursday, April 8 at noon 

I am sorry that I will not be able to attend (I will be speaking on climate change impacts on renewable energy), but I wanted to note that I strongly support the 
increase in interdisciplinary hours, Six is still less than other schools and I believe that 3 is simply too small. 
Vit::[or 

Victor B. Flatt 
Tom & Elizabeth Ta£t Distinguished Prot~ssor of Environmenta] Law; 

Director, Center for Law, EnvironmenL Adaptation and Resources (CLEAR); 

University of North Casolina Chapel Hill School of I,aw 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, 160 Ridge Road, CB #3380, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Distinguished Scholar of Caxbon Trading and Cmbon Markets, Global Energy Management Institute, 

UH Bauer College of Business 

(919) 962-4118 

(m) 
flat~.~d~email.unc.edu; 

http:/ /w ~v Jaw. unc.edu/t:acultyi Nrectory/ details~aspx ?ci~1022 
Flatt out Environmental blog: http:i/commons.chron~com/victorflatt/blog 

From: Ussa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 05, 2010 5:53 PM 
To: Academic Affairs Comm 08-09 
Subject: [academicaffairs] Academic Affairs Committee -- Thursday, April 8 at noon 
Friends -- 

Our next meeting is this Thursday at noon in Room 5052. I’ve attached the following: 

¯ Agenda 

¯ Notes from March 15 meeting 

¯ Proposal regalding credit hours for summer extemship program 
¯ Proposal l}om hlterdi~iplinazity Committee about increasing the number of hours outside the law school that may count tbr the law degree (alto a spreadsheet 

and an email from a student) 
¯ Also I’ve pasted in the text of an email firom Protbssor Kalo which is reference on the agenda 

Kalo’s email: 
Dear Colleagues, 

Once again I must protest the continued inclusion in the Faculty Reference ManuaJ of a requirement that has never been approved by the faculty. The Academic Affairs 

Committee memo on the small course curve perpetuates the notion that such a requirement exists. In its memo the Academic Affairs Committee references the Faculty 

Reference Manual. That Manual does s~ate: 

"Thegmdesf°rthec°ursemlln°tbep°steduntilthew°rksheetissubmitted’andifthe mean or dislributional requirement (if applicable) fall outside the paJ:mneters 

of this     policy, oldy after the faculty member has received approval for the deviation by the Associate Dean for Academic Affairs." 

However, this "requirement" that worksheets be submitted as part of the grading process has never been approved by the thculty. Under the thculty approved 

legislation, l?aculty members are only required to certify that the grades meet the mean and/or distributional requirements. 

If the faculty wishes to impo~ such a requirement that worksheets accompany grade sheets, that is fine with me. What I object to is such a requirement being imposed 

by administrative fiat. 

I have for years protested the inclusion of this language in the manual and, although I use the worksheets for calculation purposed, I do not submit them with my grade 

sheets and will not do so absent a faculty vote imposing this administrative requirement.. 

Joe 

See you Thursday. 

Lis~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lolly G&saway <unclng@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:11 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmostell@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Academic Affairs Committee Meeting 

I don’t even know what LEED certification is[ I’d definitely need more information. I have just responded to a query from the university about 
courses we have on sustainability. Don’t know if this is at all the same thing. 

Maybe could send or point me to more information about the LEED certification. 

Bmome, Lissa I, wrote: 

FY~ 

From: [__m___a__[[_t91 @_g___m___a_!L_c__o__&~] 
Sent: Thursday, I0:08 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Academic Affairs Committee Meeting 
Professor Broome, 
I hate to miss the meeting this afternoon, but unfortunately I have a conflict. I will check in with regarding the minutes from today. 
I think increasing the number of hours accepted from other programs is a great way to diversify interests and help place students in 
competitive jobs. 
I also wanted to raise a question regarding LEED certification. An attorney in Raleigh who does contract work for construction and 
energy firms told me she is always looking for students who have LEED accreditation. In order to qualify for this test, students must 
take a course related to "environmentally friendly building" - do we have courses at UNC Law that would fulfill this requirement? I 
emailed Professor Flatt several weeks ago regarding this and never heard back from him. This would be a great way to separate UNC 
students from other law students in the state. 
Best, 

University of North Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 
Editor in Chief, 
North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation 

Lolly 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Laura N. Gasaway 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 
School of Law, CB # 3380 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8501 fax: 919-962-1170 
http://www, u nc.ed u/~u nclng/gasaway, htm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 12:51 PM 

Academic Aflhirs Comm <academicaflhir@list~rv.unc.ed~ 

Re: [academicaff~Jrs] Approval of New Course -- by Tuesday at 4:00 

Yes 

On Mon, 
yes, nichol 

at 12:37 PM, <gnichol~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Quoting flatt <flatt(a)email.unc .edu>: 

yes, 

Victor 

On Mon,            11:47:36 -0400, "Broome, Lissa L" 

lbroome(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Friends - Please see the attached new course proposal t?om Mary Beth 

Basile. We’d like to schedule this course for next spring and need to 

have it approved by the academic affairs committee so it can be available 

tbr student registration when that begins this spring. 

Please email back your vote to approve or deW by tomorrow at 4:00. 

Thanks for acting so quickly. 

Lissa 

[cid:image001 jpg@01CADA35.F257C280] 

You are currently subscribed to academicatt’airs axsd: 

]a~a)em~Jl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-26789524-19390091.2babcc59acd23b9e 1 de308c614c88c 5a(&Jistserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axsd: gnichol(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-26789981-19390093 .cc0fd30284d771520429f74badc57a90(&Jistserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to academicaffaJrs axsd:      [~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-26790021-20051086.4c7e40feb3ecc64fcfgbaec38ae54352(ct)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:09 PM 

Academic Althirs Comm ~-academicalthirs@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Academic Affairs Comm ~academicatraJr@listserv.unc.edtr> 

Re: [academicaffairs] Approval of New Course -- by Tuesday at 4:00 

Yes 

On Mon, 

Yes 

, at 12:50 PM, @emoJl.unc.edu > wrote: 

On Mou, 
yes, nichol 

at 12:37 PM, <gNchol(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Quoting flatt <flatt@email xmc.edu>: 

yes, 

Victor 

On Mon,            11:47:36 -0400, "Broome, Lissa L" 

lbroome(ckemail.unc.edu> w~ote: 
Friends - Please see the attached new course proposal from Ma~ Beth 

Basile. We’d like to schedule this course for next spring m~d need to 

have it approved by the academic atthJrs committee so it caa~ be available 

[br s~tudent registration when that begins this spring. 

Please email back your vote to approve or deW by tomorrow at 4:00. 

Tho~lcs for acting so quickly. 

Lissa 

[cid:image001 .jpg@01CADA35.F257C280] 

You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axsd: 

flatt(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-26789524-19390091.2babcc59acd23b9e 1 de308c614c88c5a,’,~)listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to academicaYfaJrs axsd: gnichol~emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-26789981-19390093 .cc0fd30284d771520429f7, 4badc57a90~,~]istserv.unc.edu 

___ 

You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axsd: @email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blanc email to leave-26790021-20051086.4c7e40feb3ecc64fcfgbaec38ae54352~)listselw.unc.edu 



University of NoN1 Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

Editor in Chie£ 
North Caxolma Journal of International Law and CommercM Regulation 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

Deborah Gerhardt < @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 9:26 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome(@ema;,1.uuc.edu> 

another "take- home exam benefit 

Hi Lissa. Here is another talce home exam benefit you may want to add to the list Ibr future reference. Students can create text in preparation for the final, like the 
elements of a cause of action or a defense, and then plug in the facts during the extort. Because their computers are not locked up. they can keep this text in a word 

document as a practical template for evaluating a legal problem in the future. I have already had a student report that he used text he prepared for his copyright final to 

analyze a recent legal development in a JOLT blog entry. 

Deborah R. Gerhardt 

Assis~nt ProtEssor ofI ,aw 

UNC School of Law 

Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

100 Ridge Road 

CB #3380 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

office: (919) 962-7219 

fax: (919) 962-1277 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 12:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student- Faculty Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Prof. Broome, 

I can make either of those times. I may be ruraling to the one on Tuesday, but I roll be there... 

In the alternative, I would be happy to look at issues 6 and/or 7, ifa meeting cannot be arranged. 

This is a personal opinion, but I l~el as though an identification of peer institutions to colrtact would be helpful. Then divide that list and consider all of the questions in 

gathering information, Nit tbcus on material for may assigned issue in retx~rting back to "the sub-committee. Otherwise, several people may be contacting ~hools 

individually on unique but related issues, which may come offas disorganized to those contacLs. Additionally, I think we could ofl~r resulLs to any schools we contact, 

which may create a more meaningful opportanity tbr everyone. This will require more up front organ~ation, but it may make things easier in the end. 

Finally, I think we need to explore one option that          shared with me which is that Vanderbilf s student organization was considering some evaluation issues. 
This may be a good task for to begin with as current SBA President, because the infommtion we need may already exist. Then we could expand that baseline 

information and update as needed. 

Thanks, 

J.D. Candidate, UNC School of Law Class of 

MPA Candidate, UNC School of Government Class of 

@unc.edu 

~a)~mail.com 

mobile: 

On Wed, 

Friends 

at 8:27 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

As the chair of the Academic At][bJrs Committee, I’d like to convene our group tbr a half an hour before exams to discuss issues to be address by this task force next 

thll and any data we might want to collect "this summer. Some of the issues that we have already identified are: 

(1) Electronic or paper? 

(2) If electronic, howto incentivize students to complete? 

(3) Qt~antitative in addition to qualitative? 

(4) Access by faculty and students to all results? 

(5) How to structure? What questions to ask? What is the scale? 

(6) Are there any relevant University requirements or guidelines? What do other schools or departments on campus do? 

(7) What factors are measured on sites like "Rate my Professor’"? 

The main object of a short meeting would be to identi~ information we want to collect over the summer and assign restxmsibility for its collection. 

Two possible meeting times are 

Monday, at 4:15 

Tuesday, (meet Friday classes) at 3:10 

Please let me know by Thursday at the end of the day which if these times you might be free for a meeting. 



An alternative to a meeting would be to write back by Thursday at the end of the day with your list of info to collect this summer and indicate which (if any) of that 

in/b you would be willing to collect. So, please let me hear from you by the end of the day on Thursday. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

::.X.i lissasigSO00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:41 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

RE: Tuesday at 3:10 -- Preliminary meeting of Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Professor Broome, 

Unfortunately, [ have a selection meeting from I- 4. However, if we finish ahe~,d of schedule, I’ll head straight over. 

U HC Scho.N of Law 

From: Broome, Lissa L [maflto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            6:30 PM 
To:      ~unc.edu; Gasaway, Laura N; Hosteller, Robert Paul;               @gmail.com;          ~@gmail.com; I                           @gmail.com 
Subject: Tuesday at 3:10 -- Preliminary meeting of Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 
Friends -Although this time won’t work for anyone, let’s meet at 3:10 on Tuesday. We can crowd into my office for a short meeting or adjourn to the faculty lounge 

if we’re too crowded. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

IINII lissasig5000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 4:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emM.unc.edu> 

Re: Task Force on Teaching Evaluations 

Professor Broome, 

I apologize, I did not receive the original email. Can you please check that my email address is ~gmail.com. 

I am in Raleigh pleparing for exams today. I am embarrassed that I have missed the last two meetings, I deeply apologize. 

Best, 

On Tue, at 2:44 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome~emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Don’t forget our meeting at 3:10 today. Let’s start in my office and we’ll move if we’re too cramped. 

Thanks. 

LB 

i.N.i lissasigSO00 

University of North Carolina School of I,aw 

J.D. Candidate, Class of 

Editor in Chie£ 

Nortk Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulalion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Laura N. Gasaway <~unclng@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:41 PM 

@unc.edu-~ 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Listserv 

Hi 

Professor Broome is right in that I probably should be removed from the listserv. While I well may be on the Academic Affairs 
Committee for the fall semester, I will be on leave in the spring. It makes more sense for Professor Broome to appoint another 

faculty member from the committee to serve on this special committee. I am really glad that this is underway and I will watch its 

progress with interest[ 

Lolly 
",.~1-,~ i~ too ,ro.,d o~ book .... ,d i’~ I-,~,~ t ..... ,d h~r Lr~i..~ [ o.i~ M<~ Alcot:t: 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Laura N. Gasaway 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 
School of Law, CB # 3380 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8501 fax: 919-962-1170 
http:/iwww.unc.edui~unclngigasaway Nrn 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mosteller, Robert Paul <rmos~tell@email,unc ,edu~ 

Monday, August 16, 2010 8:48 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Adding 1 credit V~ 

Lissa, 

Mike Gerhardt wrote me over the weekend inquiring about adding a one-credit WE as an optional add-on to Legislative Process. He hadn’t realized this was an 

option and would like to do this. My question is whether it is possible to do so at this point. Sharon suggested that [ ask you as Chair of Academic Affairs whether it 

needs faculty approval such that it can’t be done at this point. 

Mike would Ifl(e to do it now, but I think he understands it may be something he must wait until future years to do. 

We’re in the mountains with good weather,       is here and all is well. 

Bob 

Robert P. Mosteller 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & 

J. Dickson Phillips Distinguished Professor of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

U.N.C. School of Law 

Chapel Hill, N.C. 27599-3380 

919-962-8513 (office) 

919-962-1277 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:56 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

question on creating a class 

Professor Broome, 

Good morning. I am a second year student and president of our new Student Animal Legal Defense Fund chapter. One of my main goals for SALDF this year is to 

start working on the addition of an animal law course here. Professor Hornstein told me that you are in charge of requests for new classes, and I j ust wanted to see 

what exactly I need to do to get this started, and when I need to have any materials into you by. Please just let me know when you have the chance. I really appreciate 

any help. 

Thank you and best, 

J.D. Candidate, 
University of Nortk Carolina School of Law 

~gmail.com 

"The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way its animals are treated" - Mahatum Gandhi 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kramer, Lloyd S <llaamer@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, FebmaDl 1, 2013 6:02 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJ1 unc edu> 

RE: Follow-up on Re~)lution about Maxdn Retx~rt 

[.issa, 

I could talk for a few minutes by phone in about fifteen minutes. Could you call me at about 6::[5 at this number: Best, Lloyd 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: Re: Follow-up on Resolution about Martin Report 
Lloyd, could we arrange a time to talk by phone for a few minutes? I am free today until 6:30 and could also talk tomorrow afternoon. If so, give me a good time and 

the best number to call. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2013, at 11:47 AM, "Kramer, Lloyd S" <lkramer@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lissa, 

Thanks for your message and your additional thoughts about the resolution. [ have thought about whether the resolution should include something 

abouL what was said at th~-’_~ BOG o:_~mrnittee meeting, but it seems to me that the cornm~:_~nts of the Baker Tilly representaLive did not represenL a 

formal revision of the reporL I think that this resolution will clarify the position of faculty on the committee. All of the fis’tedllaborators’~ have 

confirmed that they support the resolution in its current form; but I hope you might also be at the Council meeting next week to provide additional 

information on what happened at the BOG committee meeting. I will not include your name on the list of collaborators, though if people ask about 

your view of these issues 1 would probably refer to your public comments at that meeting and ask you to say more if you thought this would be 

appropriate. 

I wanted to keep the res.:_~h.Etion H:self concise and clear, t proposed a possible meetit~g if people wanted to talk more about thes~-_~ issues, but th~-_~re 

has not been an expression ol:interesL in such a meeting. I meant to say Tuesday Feb 5, but I wrongly used Lhe number six. I have other meetings and 

a class on Feb. 6, which would preclude meeting on Lhat date. But I feel assured from the messages Fve received thaL people on the list of named 

collaborators understand and support the resolution, though the submission is coming specifically from me as a member of the Council 

t appreciate all that you are doing to represent Lhe fi~culty and Lhe university-- on campus, at the BOC4, and in Lhe wider world of the NCAA. And [ also 

appreciab:_~ the time you haw:_~ given to th~-_~ conw?rsations with me and others as we have been discussing a response to the characteriza[iot~ of Lhe 

FAC’s actions. I know Lhat you’ve been dealing with a for o1: compficated issues. I can also understand your thoughts as described in this message, but 

I think thaL based on the responses of Jan, Joe, and the various members o1: the CommiLtee Fm ready Lo submit the resok~tion in the t:orm into which 

[t has now evoN’ed. It will clarify the historical record, and it may perhaps lead to clarifications or corrections from Governor Martim 

All the best, 

Lloyd 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent-" Thursday, January 31, 2013 5:04- PN 
To: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Subject: RE: Follow-up on Resolution about Martin Report 
Hi Lloyd - [ wonder whether the resolution should acknowledge what was said at the BOG subcommittee about the report mischaracter[zing the 

communications with the FAC. f also plan to see wheLher tfu:_~ Martin Report can be amended to re~ie(:L Lhe (:orrecLion issued iast Friday 

I Lhink th~-_~ Resolution would be more effecLive if focused upon Lhe poinL that neitfu:_~r FAC or ~r:a(:ultv Council believe that acadernh:: fre~-_~dom jusl:ifi~:_~s 

academic fraud or any of the academic irregularities detailed in the Mardn ReporL 

Your message also references a potential meeting on Tuesday, February 6. The 6th is a Wednesday~ I am not available the two times listed for 

Tuesday, but am available at 9:30 on Wednesday. 

Thanks for all your work on Lhis. 

Lissa 

From: Kramer, Lloyd S 
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 20:[3 :[2:27 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Harris, Kathleen Nullan; Reznick, Steve; Lensing, George; Willis, Rachel; Hershey. Jr, Howard Garland; Lynn, Mary R; Wildemuth, Barbara 
Iv] 
Subject: RE: Follow-up on Resolution about Martin Report 

Dear Colleagues, 

As I believe all of you know I raised questions about the Martin report’s characterization of the actions of the Faculty Athletics Committee at the 

January mee[it~g of the Faculty Council Several peopl~-:~ asked me to follow up on my c.:_~mrnents, which included a focus or1 Lhe issue of a 

"misapplicaLion of academic freedom." 

All of you have seen an earlier draft of the resolution d~at I developed and revised in the course o1: face-to-.face meetings with various people. Steve 

Rezn[ck and Kathie Harris met with me twice; L[ssa joined one of the meetings. And there have been other personal meetings, conversations, or e- 

mail exchanges with each of you. 

I decided not Lo submit the resolution at t h~-_~ ~-_md of last w~-_~ek, prefl:_~rrir~g inst~:_~ad Lo consult at length with Jan ~-3o’,<ill and Joe Ferrell about how this 

would best be handh:_~d. A[b:_~r good, ch:_fl:aih?d conversatkms wiLh each of them, and careful guidance on formats from Jo~:-L, [ have decided to go ahead 

with submission of [he resolution. You wilt see that [he language has been somewha[ altered, [he resofudon moved [o the head of the document, 

and the name o1: the person submitting the resok~tion moved up to follow the resolution itself. The names of people who have colfabora[ed in this 

process and confirmed their agreement with the themes of the resolution are also listed after the name of the person submitting the resolution. A 

"comment" section then follows, providing a sumltlary of the rationale for the resolution, in developing this narrative I want to say "thanks" to 

everyone whose input has fu:_dp~:_~d to improve tfu:_~ document 

I am sending this to all of you because you w~-_~re the elecLed members of the FAC (:omrnitLe~:_~ in Lhe (:rucia[ year of 2006-07, and none of you were 

interviewed as the Mardn Report was being prepared. I can add names if others would like to be noted as a "collaborator" on this statemenL but the 

resolution can also go forward without any additional names of elected committee members. I hope you will still want to join with me in affirming 



t h~-’_~s~-’_~ p.:_~ints~ buL I carl also remove your flame if this would be your ~)reference 

I know that there has been some ~%acktracking" on the Martin Report’s claims that the lecture courses were discussed and approved at FAC meetings, 

as Liasa noted in her helpful message last Friday. (And I thank Lisaa for making her statements at the BOG committee meeting~) But in conferring with 

both Jan and .Joe, I came to a new sense of the importance of a formal resolution about the misrepresentation of the [:AC actions~ The’,, in fact urged 

me to move forward at once on this resohJtion, in part because the issues of academic freedom are becoming even more prominent in c~Jrrent public 

disc~.ESSions and in part beca~se they understand the importanc~-:~ of defendin~ the integrity of the faculty 

So they encoura£,ed me to propose the resolution at the February 8 meeting o]: the Faculty Council Please respond to me if you have questions or 

want to follow up in other ways. I have also thought that we could have a meeting o1: anyone who might want to join in a conversation, and I would be 

happy to host such a meeting next Tuesday (Feb. 6) at either 9:30 AM or 5:00 PM--if people woWd like to get together. But .Joe ~:errell has asked me to 

move forward with the submission by late tomorrow. So please send me any tho~Jfihts you might have by tonight or tomorrow morning. 

Who knew that our m~-:~etmgs of the FA(: back in 2006-07 wo~.EId become the subject of such characterizations in later years and that w~-_~ would b~-_~ 

describ~:_~d as pr.:)motin~ the "misap~)lication of academic freedom" by approving tfu:_~ legitimacy of "lecture courses" that never met etc? g~.Et as a 

historian, I know that written reports matter and that later interpretations ot: events are shaped by the primary documents that peopfe read in later 

years. So I believe that corrections of a few key aspects ot: the Martin report are appropriate and important at this point in time~ 

With best wishes to all of you, 

Lloyd Kramer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 10:09 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Stantbrd & No(thwestem 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Uitiversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 247.5788 

f~:gmail con: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Beth Goode <__b_gg__9___d____e__@_stanford.edu> 
Subject: Re: a few more questions 
Date: March 11,2014 12:11:39 PM EDT 
To: Debbi Clarke                 @gmail.com> 

Hi Debbi - 

Here you go... 

1. I don’t have access to our coaches handbook while I’m on the road, but our handbook states that coaches and sport stalt’should not contact faculty 

(with the only exception for possible meeting with recruits if applicable). Only academic advisors should contact faculty. 

2. We do two things; 1) an annual electronic survey open to all studem-athletes; 2) offer in-person exit interviews to all graduating seniors. We don’t do a 

specific or separate exit survey ti3r seniors - just the in person exit interviews. The annual electronic survey is distributed to all studeat-athletes and we’ve 

had about a 10-15% response rate annually. This year, we axe distributing the survey ti311owing "the seasons (tidl, winter, spring), rather than one survey 

released at the end of the academic year ti3r all. We’ll see what that does tbr response rate. 

Hope that helps’. 

Beth 

Beth Goode 

Sr. Associate A.D. 

Stanford Universi~ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 9, 2014, at 1:08 PM, Debbi Clarke ~bgmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Beth, If you have a minute, I have a few more questions regarding academics and student-athletes. 

1. Our athletics complim:ce office has a section on its web site that describes NCAA rules for University facnl~: .h__t__t_p_]_:!_f__a__c_~_]_ti.::!~;e__~_?:An_c__:e_d__:j:! 

Various reports m:d recommendations that have been published over the past few years provide fu(ther guidelines rega:ding communication 

between faculty and coaches, facnlW and athletics staffand faculty and student-athlete academic suppo(t stall: Our worldng group is looking 

to consolidate these policies and make them readily accessible to faculty, coaches and academic support stall: Do you guys have an,~hing 

similar? I am working with a subcommittee of our working gl:onp on this effort and m:ything you can share would be helpful. 

2. Also, do yon all have exit surveys for your student-athletes when they leave before graduating, and also for those graduating? How are 

these administered? How are the results shared and with whom? 

We have a member of our Faculty Athletics Committee who works with our Compliance Ollice to administer exit surveys at UNC. We 

would be interested in leaning if and how you guys do this at StaJfford. 

Many thanks again for your help. Please feel free to call me if it’s easier to go over this in person. 

All my best, 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919.2475788 

~ _~:_:_:_~_g_: _c_o_ _r_r: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Janna V Blais <j:~b~!~a~!~s~@~n~h~w~e~s~t~e~r~n~;~e~d~u~> 
Subject: RE: a few more questions 
Date: March 10, 2014 4:59:11 PM EDT 
To: Debbi Clarke                 @gmail.com> 



Hi Debbie, 

How about 10:30 C1/1I:30 ET on the :~.9th? You <:an reach me at the number below, 

Janna 

]ar~a BINs 
Deputy Director oF Athletics/Senior Woman Adminis~:tator 
Nor~:hwestem Athletics 
office: 847-49:b7893 
emait: j-biais@northwestern,edu 

~ h~tp:’/g~fx o~ ...... :~ohool~’nw/gr~ phiosi~ 
uto/NU ErnailSigNew2013.jpg 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto:, ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 10, 2014 3:52 PM 
To: Janna V Blais 
Subject: Re: a few more questions 
That sounds great, my schedule is open after 9AM EST on both days, the 19th & 20th, so you let me know what works for you & I will call you. Thmtk 

you for the web site. I look forward to connecting with you soon. 

All my best, 

Debbi 

cell 

Sent fi~na my iPhone 

On Mar 10, 2014, at 2:55 PM, Janna V Blais <jzb!ais@inorthwestern.edap- wrote: 

Hi Debbie, 
We should set up another time to chat so that I can be sure to give you the entire story, We have what we call the Presidential Directive 
that guides everything we do, It’s on our website at nusports.com, Happy to chat about the student-athlete evaluation process as well, 

How about: talking on the 19th Or 20th? I am out of the office this week Wed - Fri, 

Janna 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: @~ma!!.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 09, 2014 3:08 PM 
To: Janna V Blab 
Subject: a few more questions 
Dear Janna. If you have a minute, I have a few more questions regarding academics and student-athletes. 

1. Our athletics compliance office has a section on its web site that de~ribes NCAA rules tbr UniversiW t~ulty: http://faculh,.webamc.edu; 
Various reports and recommendations that have been published over the past few years provide fuffther guidelines regamding communication 

between faculb, and coaches, facul~ and athletics staff and faculb" and student-athlete academic suppoll staff Our worldng group is looking 

to consolidate these policies and make them readily accessible to faculb’, coaches and academic support staff’. Do you guys have an~hing 

simile#? I am worldng with a subcommittee of our working group on this ettbrt and anything you can share would be helpful. 

2. Also, do you all have exit surveys for your student-athletes when they leave before graduating, and also for those graduating? How are 

these administered? How are the results shared and ruth whom? 

We have a member of our Faculb~ Athletics Committee who works with our Compliance Office to administer exit surveys at UNC. We 

would be interested in learning if and how you guys do this at Northwestern. 

Many thanks again for your help. Please tbel free to call me if it’s easier to go over tltis in person. 

All my best, 

]-)ebbi Clarke 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of bTorth Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919.24T.5788 

)£mail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Deborah Clarke <debbiclarke@unc.edn> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 10:03 AM 

Arthur, Ashley <aarlJhu@admissions.nnc.edtv>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@emaJl.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L 

<lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia ~agbe-davie@unc.edu>; Wilson, Betty L <beW wilson@anc.edu>; Farmer, 

Stephen M <sfazmer@admissions.unc.edtv>; Jim Johnson <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-~; Hirth, Garrett Michael 

<gmh@enmJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Trying again to schedule mtg w Lynn 

Dear Ganett, Confirming that I’d like to schedule two mtgs with Lynn: 

1. Tue 3/25 10-11, Lynn, Jim (Johnson), Lissa & Debbi 

2. Wed 4/9 11:30-12:30, Lynn, Steve, Michelle, Anna & Debbi 

Please tell her thanks again tbr accommodating us. 

All best, 

Debbi 

mobile 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 21, 2014, at 4:02 AM, Deborah Clarke <debbi clarke(~unc.edn> wrote: 

Dear Ashley, Anna & Michelle, Please hold Wed 4/9 11:30-12:30 to meet with Lynn to go over her report on African American male student-athletes. 

Thanks, 

Debbi 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin tbm-arded mes~ge: 

From: Deborah Clarke <debbi clarke(a)unc.edu > 

Date: March 21, 2014 at 3:53:42 AM EDT 

To: "Hirtl’L G~:rrett Michael" <~mh(a?emaJl.unc.edu:> 
Subject: Re: Tr~ing again to schedule mtg w Lynn 

Hi Garrett, thank you for your help. Hs hold the following two dates: 

Tue 3/25 10-11AM - mtg with Lynn, Jim Johnson, Lissa Broome & myself 

Wed 4/9 11:30-12:30PM - mtg to go over rpt with others who could not attend on 3/25: Lynn, Steve Fanner, Michelle Brown, Anna 

Agbe-Davies, and I will attend, also. 

I have an email into Jim Johnson’s assistant, Ms. Betty Wilson, to see if he can make Wed 4/9 work so we wouldn’t need two separate 

mtgs. Will let you know ASAP. 

Pls thank Lynn and tell her that we axe looking fol-vvaxd to discussing her repofi. Thanks again, talk with you soon. 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 20, 2014, at 2:40 PM, "Hirth, Garrett Michael" <gmh@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi- 

I just responded to the Doodle poll. Dr. Williford does not have much availability in April. She’ll be out of the office a lot of the 

month. 

Thanks, 

Garret1 

Ganett Hirth 

Institutional Research and Assessment 



University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

(919) 962-1500 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Deborah Clarke [mailto:debbi clarke~unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, March 20, 2014 12:51 PM 

To: Hirth, Garrett Michael; Broome, Lissa L; Brown, Michelle; Agbe-Davies, Anna Sophia; Jim Jolmson; Farmer, Stephen M 

Cc: Wil~n, Bett.5~ L; Arthur, Ashley 

Subject: Trying again to ~hedule mtg w Lynn 

That time on Tue won’t work after all. I just sent you guys a doodle poll, will try, for a time next week, but perhaps if we push 

this out a couple weeks we’ll have better luck finding a time that works for everyone. 

Thanks for your patience. 

All best, 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 20, 2014, at 8:54 AM, Deborah Clarke <debbi clarke~unc.edtc, wrote: 

Mtg w Lynn Willitbrd to discuss her report re African-American student 

athletes Tuesday, March 25 1-2PM Location TBD Gaxrett, do you gws 

have a conference room available that we could use? 

Next week is busy’, Tue afternoon looked okay but not lbr all of us. My apologies. Anna & Steve, I will be happy’ 
to meet with you later in the week (Friday, morning?) to give you ml ulxlate, pls let me know. 

All my best, 

Debbi 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi via Dropl:x~x <no-mply@dropbox.com> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 2:51 PM 

Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.m~c.e&P 

Debbi Clarke wants to share "D. Clarke Files Ibr Lissa Broome" with you 

Debbi invited you to a Dropbox shared folder calfed "D. Clarke Files 

[o~ [.issa B~oome" and [eft you this message: 

"Li.5.!;dr, !:~et" dtUr t;o.r~vf.~rSdlti.dtfL 

Debbi 

mobib" 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Flatt, Victor B <flatt~m~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 2:15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation i Transtbmmtion k~ Sustainable Economy: Global Sustainable Finance Contbrence, Germmay 

Hi Lissa, 

I did not know about this conference (or I put it on a back burner and forgot). Certainly the intersection of finance and sustainable development is at our intersection. My 
impression is that US banks are behind the curve on this. 

It would be interesting to me because of my thinking that Congress needs to make integrative policy on climate, environment, energy AND economic development (which is 
basically the basis for the sustainable development guys). 

I don’t know as I could go to this, but it brings up another area where I think we should talk about collaboration going forward. 

Victor 

Victor B. Flatt 

Visiting Professor University of MaDdand Francis King CaJrey School of Law 

Tom & El~abeth Taft Distinguished Profes~r of EnvironmentaJ Law; 

Director, Center tbr Law, Environment, Adaptation, and Resources (CLEAR) 
University of NorlJ1 Carolina School of Law 

(mobile) 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 6:34 PM 

To= Flair, Victor B 
Subject: Invitation I Transformation to Sustainable Economy: Global Sustainable Finance Conference, Germany 

Victor --- Do you know anyU~ing about this Conference? Is it sorneU~ing you and I should check out t:urther? 

From= ETECH GERMANY [mailto:sustain8@etechgermany.org] 
Sent= Sunday, April 06, 2014 1:38 AM 

To= Bortz, Conrad 
Subject: Invitation J Transformation to Sustainable Economy: Global Sustainable Finance Conference, Germany 

A Two Day International Conference on Global Sustainable Finance will be held from 12th to 13th of June 20:14 in Karlsruhe, Germany. This event will bring 

together senior executives of financial institutions, policy makers, economists, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners, 

and other relevant stakeholders engaged or interested in sustainable finance and green economy. The event will also be attended by academics/senior 

members of various faculties such as finance, economics, banking, business administration, environmental management and by members of other 

relevant departments. 

The delegates will discuss key emerging issues including: Environmental change, depleting natural resources, energy crisis and other global issues 

impacting businesses and the world economy; finance and investments as drivers for sustainable development; and initiatives needed to build a more 

resilient, stable, environmental friendly and socially responsible financial services sector. The conference offers a distinctive opportunity to deliberate on 

innovative solutions that will advance our transition to low carbon and sustainable economy. 

Further to knowledge sharing on sustainable finance and the emergence of the green economy, the upcoming conference will also help establish 

partnerships and alliances and in developing synergies. It provides an excellent opportunity to network with the senior members of financial community, 

multilateral agencies, governmental organisations, academic community, sustainable development and environmental management practitioners, 

economists and other stakeholders in Europe and globally. An optional excursion/get-together will take place on Saturday the 14th of June 20:14. 

You are cordially invited to attend this international event and! or nominate member(s) of your institution. 

For further information, please see the event details. 

htl~10://eo~.org/e! ~/academic gsti;.html 

_~t_!r_)_-~) ’_~£ ~_d__~_~:~!~ ~ ~__2___0_L4__:p___d_!: 
Or contact via email: s---u---s--t-:a--j~n--:&b--!~[]-t-x@-e--t-e---c-~h--g-e---r-r-~--a-~n--~y-:~-n---e-~t-- 

Sincerely, 

Organizing Committee 
.......................................... 

Global Sustainable Finance Conference 
.......................................... 

European Organisation for Sustainable Development 
Duerkheimer Str. 24 
D-76187 Karlsruhe 
.......................................... 

Tel.: 0049-721-476 89 16 
Fax: 0049-721-476 89 53 
Email: _s__u5 !_a_Ln a b_klkt_~_@_e L’_e__c_Lt ~_e_r_rZ!_a_n ~=y~_#! 
.......................................... 

Web: _v_L _v_<w_~ _e_9_ _s_ _d_: _o_ _r_~ 



Education for Sustainability I International Greening Education Event 2014 will be held from thc~l~ 31st of October 2014 in Germany I http:i/eosd.org/ig, ee2014.pdf 

Jf you wish to unsubscribe, pJease send a maiJ with subiect unsubscribe to maiJ.~etech~]ermany,com 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Curran, Joel <jgcurran@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:16 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu> 

RE: Potential Statement 

Thank you, I.issm Most helpful. Wishhlg you safe travels this week. I hope the visits are productive. 

Best 

Joel 

Joel G. O.Erri~n, APR 

Vice Chancellor of Communications and Public Affairs 

102 South Building, CB 6226, Chapel Hit[, NC 27599 

Office: (919) 962-20:H/Mobile: 

FoNow m~-’_~ on Twitter @jgcurran 

Follow us on Twit~:er @Carolina__.news 

Visi[ us a[ www.unc.edu ................................. 

iNi UNC Logo 

From= Broome, Lissa L 
Sent= Wednesday, April 09, 2014 £01 PM 
To= Curran, Joel; Pickeral, RobN 
Subject: Potential Statement 

Hi Joel -When I met with Carol yesterday, she suggested that I write a statement based on some of the things I have worked on in connection with our athletic- 

academic issues over the past few years. 

Here’s my first draft. You need not do anything with this. I wanted you to have it if it would be helpful to you in any way. I will be out of town Thursday through 

Saturday, but can be reached by email or cell phone, 

If you decide to use this for some purpose and have suggestions for revision, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t..~.~:.~La.~.w..~.u...n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~c...e...n.~t.~.e..r.~s.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: _h__t__t_p_]_/__s__s__r_n___:_c__o_m__/_a_u__t__h___Q__r_:--_:_2_t[szT_Q 

::N:: Description: 

http://www.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael <jmhirsch@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:53 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Kasprzak, John B <kasprzak@email.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC School of Law: Excessive Class Absences as of Wednesday, 

Hi Lissa, 

J ust curious whether you know if some of these absences should be considered excused. 

Thanks, 

-Jeff 

From: Carolina Law Webmaster [mailto:Jaw web@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,            2:01 AM 
To-" Camenzind, Hannah Leigh; Hirsch, Jeffrey Michael; Kasprzak, John B 
Cc: Carolina Law Webmaster 
Subject" UNC School of Law: Excessive Class Absences as of Wednesday, 

The following students have missed five class meetings for a specific class section as of Wednesday, 

[ Secured Transactions (Law 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Omarova, Saule T <omarova@email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:49 PM 

Ken Sla)ng < @hotmail.com>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbmome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: New Contact Info 

Dear Ken --. 

It’s so nice to hear from you. Congratulations oil your retirement! May this new stage in your life be full of weU-deserved rest and fun, combined with a bit of truly 

fewarding ~md inl:efesting work. 

f am actu~lly moving as well, from UNC to Cornell, whe~e I"ll b~-_~ t~-:~aching st~ting this fall. It"s e’,<ci~:ing but also very sad, es~eciallV because I’ll be leaving l_issa, my 

best menLor and supporter. Of course, Lhese days, with all the Lechnofogy, physical distance should not preclude us from slaying and touch and working together! 

My Comelt email address is sto24@cornell.edu. 

AU the best, 

Saule 

From: Ken Spong [mailto:       @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:44 AM 

To: Broome, Lissa L, Omarova, Saule T 
Subject: New Contact Info 

Lissa and Saule, 

How are both of you doing? I retired from the Fed last week and no longer have access to my Bank emails or Bank phone line. I can be reached at my 

personal email address (        @hotmail.com) and home phone {           ). 

I finally decided it was time to retire and catch up on a lot of personal things that I haven’t had much time to do, including building my new house. I plan to 

stay involved with a few banking things. I may teach a financial institutions class at the University of Kansas next fall and I still have several research 

projects I am working on, including further work on the FDIC deposit insurance study where I compare the many state-chartered banks in Kansas that did 

not adopt deposit insurance in 1934 to those that did (http://www.kansascityfed.org/publicat/econrev/pdf/12q3Spong-Regehr.pdf). 

I may also look for some more training programs like we did for the Central Bank of Nigeria. Last fall, I was asked by Haruna Yole, who was at our UNC 

training, to provide comments on the Holdco laws they were proposing for adoption. I offered a number of suggestions, but I haven’t look to see if they 

have finalized their proposal. Victor had been trying to get a contract with the CBN to help write the laws, but apparently they went ahead without him. His 

last minute scramble to find people to do the holding company training programs in Scotland and New York last summer may not have looked that good to 

the CBN, especially after the great program the two of you organized at UNC. 

Please stay in touch and maybe we will get a chance to do further work together. 

Best regards, 
Ken Spong 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 2:53 PM 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@emaJ.unc.edu> 

athlete clustering 

Dr. Broome, 
My name is and I am a reporter with the Daily Tar Heel. I am writing a story about athletes who cluster in certain majors in courses. Data 

from a public records request shows that between 2003 and 2012, a number of courses in the departments of Drama, Exercise and Sport Science, English, 
and Communication studies had athlete enrollment of more than 25%. I was wondering if you had any thoughts or concerns about this trend. Your input 
would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Daniel 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vangelder. Marielle A <mva~ageld@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:08 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-*; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

SAF Request 

in 

In the Fall, we paid for an out of SAF for the student because it hampered his ability to practice and compete. 

has asked if we can pay for the same students wisdom teeth to be pulled. At this time, there is no emergency relating the dental work nor is it impacting 

his ability to practice and/or compete. 

Mr.         is not a Pell Grant recipient. 

Are you comfortable with paying for this procedure? We have not paid for similar procedures in the past for non-Pell or international students. 

Thank you for your feedback. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 5:05 PM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu-*; Renner, Joy J cloy Remler@med.unc.edu-*; Levy, Jennil}r S <ielmy.levy@unc.edu-*; 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonD,oun@unc.edu> 

Cunningha~m, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Class miss/EXAM miss policies 

Hello, 

Thank you to everyone for offering to assist with the situation. Tony has reached out to the student-athletes to tell them that we were going to can the instructor. 

They said that they do not feel prepared to take the exam tomorrow and there is no need to can the professor that the,,, would like to focus on their chem lab 

which is m?’,<t w,-_~ek. Having said that., we sLill want to r,-_~ach out to the instructor to talk about fu:_~r syllabus and discuss providing student-athletes an appropriate 

opportuni[:y to do tfu:_~ work attached to an excus~-_~d absence, f wilJ communicate with a few of you to work on this. 

In addition, we **,viii continue to work with FAC and the Working Group to address the syllabi and the application of the UNC attendance policy. We have recendy 

brought this up as a topic and brought awareness to it. We will work with both groups to move the conversation forward. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you. 

Michelle 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 10:34 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J; Levy, Jennifer S; Steinbacher, Rick; Brown, Michelle; Yount, Tony 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Class miss! EXAM miss policies 

Michetle --- Hopefully, we can work out an alternative acceptable to the professor, such as having the exam administered by someone at Syracuse. I hope you can 

explore alternatives with the professor. Af[hough I will be ou[ ot: [own, I arn happy to help any way that seerns appropriate. 

l.issa 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 2:34 PM 
To: Levy, Jennifer S; Steinbacher, Rick; Brown, Michelle; Broome, Lissa L; Yount, Tony 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Class miss! EXAM miss policies 
Michelh:_~-- plea~;e advise, if you wouk~ like ;omeoru:_~ from FAC to contact the professor or ask Abigail Painter Lo contact the profl:_~;’;or and discuss; this situation. 

She does point to the need t:or us to continue our work to clarify and standardize the policy. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Renn~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hiii 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
B21-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, incb.iding attachments, if at%,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are net the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be sub.iect to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NCGS. oh. :t32). Student educationM records are s~bject to FERPA. 

From: Levy, Jennifer S 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 2:29 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Brown, Michelle; Broome, Lissa L; Renner, Joy J; Yount, Tony 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Class miss/EXAM miss policies 
Hi All, 
Unfortunately we have run into another professor who will not excuse 2 athletes with an exam on Friday. They can either take it at the scheduled time OR they miss and there is no 

chance for make-up. 

We are departing for Syracuse, NY on Friday at 9am from campus. This is ON E of our 4 scheduled regular season away games. It is on our schedule that was handed out to the 

professors at the beginning of the semester. 

I have 2 athletes who have a Chemistry exam on Friday at 1lain which they will have to miss. I have just been made aware that these 2 student athletes will not be able to take 
and!or make up the exam. Hence making their final exam worth more. 

Our class/exam miss policy on campus needs to be reviewed. The current system is inconsistent and unfair for student athletes who have in-season competitions. The current 

protocol allows individual professors to set their own policies through their syllabus. It has been our experience that the protocol varies vastly depending on the professor and their 

like or dislike of athletics. 

A STANDARD PROTOCOL that can be applied consistently throughout all classes and departments would certainly make a lot of sense and help everyone involved. 

This is the 2nd time in a week that we have run into issues with a professor and a conflict with a player needing to travel and having an exam. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Gerhardt < @gmail.com> 

Monday-, July 3, 2006 12:46 PM 

Boger, John C <jcboge~email.unc.edu>; Broome, l,issa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Proposed Center on I,aw and Government 

I underst~xld from Jack that the Academic Affairs Committee will be reviewing my proposal for a center on law and go-~-emment. Jack may have a letter from Gene 

Nichol in which he firs~t addresses this, but I can supply additional memoranda as soon as possible. [ am quite~ quite, quite eager to get started, so I would greatly 

appreciate your both letting me know what information I can give you. I remain hopeful this proposal will be considered as soon as it is feasible for the Committee and 

faculty. Thanlcs. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

jcboger@email.unc.edu 

Monday, July 3, 2006 5:52 PM 

Michael Gerhardt < ~gmail.com> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposed Center on Law and Government 

Dear IVfchael, 

I’ve spoken with Lissa Broome about the desirability of expediting 
faculty consideration of your proposed center on government. One thing 
that might help Lissa would be for you to forward the letter and other 
memoranda you mentioned from Gene Nichol, none of which I’ve yet seen. 
Gail’s or Nick’s files probably contain copies, but since you have your 
copies hand?-, sending them by email attachment, or making copies for 
Lissa and to me, might be the quickest way to share the information 

Thereafter, you and Lissa might want to talk over the next week or 
two. MY own expectation is that she might ask yuu to put forward sume 

formal proposal describing your propused (;enter -- describing its 
functions, outlining some contemplated activities and/ur events, 
mentioning an}’ personnel needs, and identifying pussible funding 
sources, as well as providing indicatiun of whether and just how yuu’d 
expect to interact with Mike Smith’s Schuol of Guvernment functiuns 
and/or Ferrell Guillury’s work, ur uther University-based efl2~rts that 
might have a curmectiun with your efforts. 

Once such a ducument is in hand, I assume the members ufthe 
Academic Alt~irs Committee could then receive it and go forward, during 
the earl?’ weeks o1! flail semester, tu give formal cunsideratiun to your 
prupusal Like tile Senate or the House ufRepresentatives, once a 
propusal is appruved by a cummittee, it comes tu the :gull Carolina Law 
faculty for final approval I l~uw you’re hoping tu initiate a speaker 
series this fall, Michael, and we shuuld talk abuut tile timing of that 
first event and the extent to which it could be made to constitute the 
inaugural program for tile new center You could go forward suun to 
invite a major speaker, I think, and begin formally calling it the 
first event uftie new center AFTF.R the center receives final appruval 
ffum tile faculty If that timing ur billing causes major problems, 
however (since you’d have to invite or publicize the event before 
approval to call it a center event) we should corder soon about what 
alternative plan makes the most sense. 

Let rue close by assuring that we’re not just ’tlying to figure out 
what to do with you,’ as you worried in another email you’ve sent me 
today. Rather, I’m very hopeful that we can quickly accomplish 
something that Carolina Law has long demanded of large, new law school 
enterprises -- that they be installed, not simply by fiat upon the word 
of any one person, whether a dean or a chancellor etc., but by full 
faculty consideration and buy-in. I’m sure Gene Nichol intended to 
seek such approval from our ~aculty this past fall, but the William & 
Mary- offer took him away before the fall semester began. The 
expectations that had been engendered in the meantime have regrettably 
languished this past year, and I’m truly sorW for that delay. 

I assure you I’m now rea@ to pick up this issue promptly and bring 
it forward to the Academic Affairs Committee and to the full faculty. 
While some steps can take place this summer, the cormnittee cannot 
likely- complete its work before early September, and the full faculty 
cannot meet until shortly thereafter. I think (although I cannot be 
sure) that the faculty, once full?" itfformed, will happily- approve your 
proposal. If that proposal is as we have discussed earlier, it will 
have my strong support, and I think you’ll be in business sometime this 
fall. Let’s work together to see that happen. All the best. 

Jack B. 

Quoting Michael Gerhardt < @gmaih cam>: 

> I understand from Jack that the Academic Afihirs Con~’nittee will be reviewing 
> my proposal for a center on law- and government. Jack may have a letter from 
> Gene Nichol in which he first addresses this, but I can supply additional 
> memoranda as soon as possible. I am quite, quite, quite eager to get 
> started, so I would greatly appreciate your both letting me know- what 
> information I can give you. I remain hopeful this proposal will be 
> considered as soon as it is feasible for the Committee and faculty. Thanks 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Gerhardt < @gmail.com> 

Monday, July 31, 2006 10:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Center on Law aJ~d Govermnent 

Thm~s. I will take a look at this, and turn it around as soon as possible. 

On 7/31/06, Lissa Broome <lbroome(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mike -- As I mentioned this morning, the attached memo asks you to prepare a proposal for the Academic Affairs Committee on your proposed center so we 

can consider it as expeditiously as possible. As you know, Jack has asked our committee to undertake a larger review of centers at the law school so the memo is 

written in part as a staxt of that larger review process. We ve~ much welcome your comments about how to improve the process or de~ription of the elements to 

be di~ussed in the protx~sa]. By separate email, I roll circulate "this memo to the committee, which has not yet seen it given Jack’s desire to get moving with your 

prola~sal. If I get additional tbedback ficom committee members about other things they would like discussed in the proposal, I’ll be sure to pass it along. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

~l i S S a L . B r o om 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking an@ ~inance 

University of North Carolina School ~f Law 

CB # 338@ Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-338@ 

Ph: 919-962-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 

Email:    lbroome@email.unc.edu 

Web: www. law.uEK:.edu/banking/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jack Boger ~clx~ger@email.unc.edu;> 

Friday, 2:01 PM 

CoNey, John M <jmconley@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: disability law at UNC - electronic coW of letter] 

Boger letter v2.doc 

Dear John and Lissa, 

A student-initiated proposal for a new facul~ member specializing in disability law. and for a Southern Disabili~ Rights Center. See the attached letter. I’m telling 

these ffaldents that I’m sending along their idea to the appropriate Appointments and the Academic Affairs Committees. 

Best regards. 

Jack B. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:disability law at UNC - electronic cow of letter 

Date:Wed,            21:58:33 -0400 

From:    ~email.unc.edu 
To:icboger(~email.unc.edu 

CC:        ~ncma£net     ~email.nnc.e&l, 7~email.unc.edu 

Dear Dean Bogy’s, 

I hope you are @oing well!                  and I have just "<.aile@ a letter to 

you following up on our ideas about disabJ]JLy law at UNC, and I am 

attaching a Word document version of this letter so that you will also 

have an electronic copy. As always, thank you so much for your time. 

LooKing forward to being back at the law SChOOl in a few weeks! 



1304 Village Crossing Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

Dean John C. Boger 

UNC School of Law, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
100 Ridge Road 

CB#3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Dear Dean Boger, 

Congratulations on your appointment as our new dean at UNC School of La!! We look forward to 

returning to the classroom this month! 

On behalf of the Disability Law Organization, we would like to thank you for listening to our thoughts 
last spring about bringing a disability law professor and disability law course offerings to the law school 

on a permanent basis. When we met with Dean Kennedy last spring to discuss these possibilities, he told 

us that he felt the law school could offer a disability law course taught by an adjunct professor in the next 
two years. While we look forward to any educational opportunities the law school can offer to students in 
this field, we write to strongly urge the law school to hire a full-time professor who brings expertise and 

experience in disability law. We feel that having a faculty member who can serve as a resource for 
disabiliU law issues is critical so that UNC can continue to offer its students a competitive legal education 

in the twenty-first century. 

When we attended the inaugural ABA Conference on Mental and Physical Disability in May, our 
conversations with law professors from other statcs underscored to us the value of having a full-tmle 
faculty member who serves as a resource for disability law issues. We realized that such a faculty 
member at UNC could also be an invaluable resource to the state of North Carolina, keeping with our 
mission to serve the people of our state. 

In addition to these ideas, through recent informal conversations with Edward T. Smith, Director of Civil 
Rights Division of the Office of Administrative Hearings, we have realized our common interest in the 
establishment of a center for disability law in the American South. Since much of the Disability Rights 
Movement played out across our state in the early 1970’ s, we feel that UNC School of Law could serve as 
an excellent home for a Southern Disability Rights Center. We believe that many individuals and 
organizations within the greater disability community would assist the law school in this enterprise. 

We would welcome the opportunity to discuss these ideas with you in fuller detail. Again, we arc excited 
that you are serving as our dean, and we look forward to working with you. We hope to hear from you 

soon. 

Sincerely, 

@email.unc.edu ~email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jack Boger ~cboger@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:31 PM 

CoNey, John M <jmcoNey@email.anc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: disabiliW law at UNC - electronic cow of letter] 

Dear John and Lissa, 

My letter to . A dose of well-meant caution. 

Jack B. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: disability law at IYNC - electronic coW of letter 

Date:Fri,            14:29:10 -0400 

From:Jack Boger <icbo~er(~email.unc.edu> 

Organizalion:University of Nort21 Carolina at Chapel Hill 

To:    @email.unc.edu 
References: <20060802215833.vwex025p4wsw0kg0~webmai13.isis.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Thanks very much for your letter. I’m forwarding it along to the two facNty-student committees that have jurisdiction over these issues -- Appointments (chaired by 

Professor John CoNey), whichleads flae manual search for new faculW members and Academic Affairs (chaired by Protbssor Lissa Broome) which is charged, fills 

upcoming year, with considering Carolina Law’s present and proposed centers, institutes, and related programs. There will eventually be students assigned to each of 

these committees (I don’t kilow whether SBA President has made those assignments already). You might want to channel some of your ideas through 

students on those committees or talk directly wifll lhculty members. 

Let me mention that the Appointments Committee is tlying to fill a number of positions simultaneously to addreses In~ly of our core curricular needs. Finding someone 

outstanding who is interested in disability law is desirable, but our first concern will be to assure that we identify prospective faculty members who can fill our needs in 

core areas, e.g, adminis~trative law-, fanfily law-, professional responsibiliD; property,, torts and other areas where our number of current faculD" is insufficient to meet 

regular student need. That’s not meant to discourage your interest in promoting a full-time faculty member with interest in disability law. but instead simply to underline 

that there will be other very important hiring criteria in play. 

As for a disability rights center, the key to any such future project is to have faculty on board at Carolina Law around whom such a center might be built. We currently 
have more center proposals mad activity than Carolina can easily support financially and administratively. I think introducing your idea into the mix is fine, and I 

encourage you to bring it Ibrwavd. Without a faculty ch~unpion around whom to structure it, however, it will probably thre less well than other potential centers where 

established thculty members have already invested themselves, OR areas where the source of ongoing financial support would be clear. In consequence, it may be that 

you’ll have more likelihood of a good hearing on flae center proposal itTwhen a disability righks thculty member is brought to our faculty. 

Again, tiffs comment is not meant to discourage your interest, but instead simply to provide you with the context in which all such proposals will likely be considered. 

All best wishes. See you in a few weeks. 

Jack Boger, Dean 

(~email.unc.edu wrote: 

Dear Dean Boger, 

I hope you are doing well!         and I have just mailed a letter to you following up on our ideas about disability law at UNC, and I am attaching a 

Word document version of this letter so that you will also have an electronic copy. As always, thank you so much for your time. Looking fopa, ald to being 

back at the law school in a few weeks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lolly Gasaway <laura gasaway@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:27 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

[Fwd: Re: [Fwd: Re: crim seminar]] 

Lissa, 

I wonder if this is another issue for the Academic Affairs Committee - the number of writing courses in which a student may enroll in one semester; 
or even total. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: [Fwd: Re: crim seminar] 

Date:Wed,            17:56:35 -0400 

From:Sharon Sessoms <srsessom(a~email.unc.edu-, 
To:Joe Kennedy <kennedy4(a~email.tmc.e&~"~ 

CC:I ,aura N Gasaway <|mm~ gasaway(a;unc.{xtu> 

References:!4_4_!f_[:__!_g_2__L~:_!_(_!_5_O__3_!)_5___@_e__~Laik~J_r_~_c:e@E: 

Joe, 

Occasionally. them am students who will enroll in more than one RVv% per semesler. I don’t recommend it but it has happened. They are not breaking any policies. We 

have the "first day of registration policy" which says they may only enroll in one writing course per semester but this is only true for Day #1 of registration in April. After 

this date, they can enroll in more than one writing course if they are luck?- enough to get enrolled or to be admitted from the waitlist later. 

as 

Joe Kennedy wrote: 

I jusl thought I would flag this for you. I aln fine with the drop, but I was sulprised to hear that anyone would (or could) register for 3 RWE’s. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: crim seminar 

Date:Wed, 14:25:29 -0400 

From: ~;email.unc.edu 
To:Joe Kennedy <kennedy4,~;email.mlc.e&c~ 

References:<44FEDE78.5050908(tbemail.unc.edm, 

Professor Kennedy, 

Yes, i did decide Lo d:op the <:]ass. I did erijey the topic e[ the 
class, but I was registered for 3 RWE’s and felt that I could not 
contribute equally to all 3. 

I actually dropped it on Friday morning, i thought that someone would 

have come off of the waitlist by now. 

SeKry for ceNfL]sJ en, 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

I do not have a reaction paper or a scheduling questionaire from you. 

Have you decided to drep the class? 

Joe K 

************************************************************* 

Joseph E. Kennedy 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and Associate Professor of Law 

Unive~s:[ty ef North Carolina aL Chapel Hi]] School ef Law Campus Bex 
3380 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
(919) 843-3505 
(919) 962-1170 
************************************************************* 



Joseph E. Kennedy 

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs and AssooJaLe Pzofessor of Law 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ScHool of Law 

Campus Box 3380 

Chapel Hillr NC 27599-3380 

(919) 843-3b05 

(919) 962-1170 

************************************************************* 

Lolly 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Laura N. Gasaway 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 
School of Law, CB # 3380 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8501 fax: 919-962-1170 
_h__t__t_~ j__/~__w__:_y__n__~__e___d__y_/_~_y__n_£!__n_g_/g_~_~__w__~ y_:__h_t __m__. 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Hazen <tomhazen@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:18 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu>; tt~en, Thomas I, <thazen@unc.edu> 

Gasaway, Laura N <LAURA GASAWAY@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: enrollment in disabiliU law courses 

This is very helpfhl. Did you send this info to Dean Gasaway and Pro£ 
Broome? I am copying them on this reply so the?’ can see the figures. 

TLH 

Thomas Lee tlazen 
Cary C Boshamer Distinguished Professor 
School of Law 
University of NoAh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
EMAIL: Toml tazen@email.unc, edu 
TEL: (919) 962-85(24 
FAX: (919) 962-1277 

overnight deliver), address: 
100 Ridge Road 

Chapel tlil] NC 27599-3380 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [maiIto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:08 AM 
770: Thomas L Hazen 
Subject: enrollment in disability law courses 

Professor Hazen, 
Here is some infom~ation on past enrollment in disability law courses at 
UNC - looks like they- had enough students for a seminar course. Thought 
this might be helpful. We will also try to get a petition to gaugue the 
interest of current students. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
Date: Thu,            09:13:18 -0400 

From: Sharon Sessoms <srsessom@email.unc.edu> 
To:                     ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: enrollment in disability law courses 

Hi 
I checked the records and here’s some enrollment numbers when Ann Hubbard 
taught Disability Law: 

Spring - 16 students 
Spring - 15 students 
Fall - 15 students 
Fall - 20 students 
Spring - 11 students 
Spring - 16 students 
Fall - 16 students 

This course was a seminar so the maximum enrollment was ahvays listed as 15 
students You will see the one semester when the course had 20 students; I 
vaguely remember that semester and she didn’t want to turn away students so 
she 
let students in from the waitlist If you need my help again, please feel 
free 
to contact me. 

Sharon S. 

wrote: 

> 

> Hi Ms. Sessoms’. 
> 

> I hope you are doing well The Disability Law Organization is working on 
> encouraging the law school to offer a course on disability’ law-. We’ve had 



> several conversations with administrators and faculty, and one thing 
> Professor Hazen suggested was that we find out how many students enrolled 
in 
> the disability law course when Ann Hubbard (or perhaps others in addition 
to 

> her that I don’t know about!) taught it in the past Are you able to get 
> those numbers and share them with us? 
> 

> Thanks so much, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Gerhardt < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 24, 2007 11:06 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Report on Law School Centers 

Looks fine and accurate to me! 

On 1/23/07, Lissa Broome <lbmome(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Friends -- The law school’s Academic Affairs Committee has been hard at 

work, pnrsuant to Dean Boger’s charge, on a report about centers at the 

law school. A draft is attached. Since you are involved directly with 

one or more law ~hool centers, proposed centers, or institutional 

centers, we thought you might like to comment on this draft be/bre we 

release itk~ the law lhculty Ibr general comment and discussion. The 

Academic Affairs Committee (Broome, Crain, Childs, Mm-shall, Myers, 

Rose~ Gasaway,            &              ) have reviewed a prior 

version of this draft, but permitted me to fine rune it without their 

further input. 

It would be most helpful to our committee to receive your comments mid 
suggestions by Monday morning, JmluaU 29. We will then discuss your 
suggestions at our meeting on FebruaU 1, revise our draft, mid 
distribute the revised draft to the faculty for a broader comment period 
prior "to discussing it at a faculty meeting. 

Thank you for your help. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director. Center for Banking and Finance 

University- of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-962-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 
EmaJl: lbroome~emaJl.unc.edu 

Web: www.law.mm.edu/bmlking/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Daye <cdaye@email.unc.edu.~ 

Monday, Januao~ 29, 2007 11:39 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Draft Report on Law School Centers 

Dear Lissa, 

Thank you for the opportunity to peruse the Academic Affairs Committee’s 
draft of the report on centers. We appreciate the thorouglmess and hard 
work the draft so clearly evidences 

Julius, Anita and I have examined the draft. As we all know, it is 
difficult to reach just the right balance in assessing costs and 
accounting for benefits. For the Center on Civil Rights I would note in 
our behalf that we, of course, have no difficulty in the reporting 
requirement, (as we are never able to get it out in our own self 
interest frequently enough) Moreover, as I know you kmow, grants have 
reporting requirements that frequently have their own timetables, which 
can put time constraints on center staff administering multiple grants 
(as Center for Civil Rights staIt" do) 

Also we would like to see a wee higher emphasis on the contributions 
centers make to law students’ education, to the attractiveness of the 
law school to potential students, to the academic offerings available to 
students, to the public that we ser~e, and to the academic production of 
the university. Without being so presumptuous as to micro-edit your 
draft, but in the spirit of helpfulness, if you find it helplh], I am 
taking a liberty of attaching a red-font set of additions to the draft 
These are contained on pages 8, 9, and 11 Respecting page 11 there are 
some limits we have encountered on how far we can go with the items 
website and logo creation 

Again, with appreciation, 

Charles 

Lissa Broome wrote: 
> Friends -- The law school’s Academic Affairs Committee has been hard 
> at work, pursuant to Dean Boger’s charge, on a report about centers at 
> the law schooh A draft is attached. Since you are inw~lved directly 
> with one or more law school centers, proposed centers, or 
> institutional centers, we thought you might like to comment on this 
> draft before we release it to the law faculty for general comment and 

> discussion The Academic Aft?airs Committee (Broome, Crain, Childs, 
> Marshall, Myers, Rosen, Gasaway,             &               )have 
> reviewed a prior version of this draft, but permitted me to fine tune 
> it without their further input. 
> 

> It would be most helpful to our committee to receive your comments and 
> suggestions by Monday morning, January- 29. We will then discuss your 
> suggestions at our nreeting on February 1, revise our draft, and 
> distribute the revised draft to the faculty for a broader comment 
> period prior to discussing it at a faculty meeting. 
> Thank you for your help. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

*************************************************************************** 

Charles E. Daye cdaye@email.unc.edu 
Henry P. Brandis Professor of Law Street Address: Ridge Road 
UNC School of Law Building: Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
CB# 3380 Phone: (919)962-7(x34 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380     Fax: @19)962-1277 
*************************************************************************** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaiLcom on behalf of 

@email.uncMu> 

Thursday, 1:07 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicalFairs] Thursday’s Academic At’fairs Committee Meeting 

Professor Broome: 

The following is a list of sugges~ted courses to offer in the 

(1) Education Law 

(2) First Amendment Law 
(3) Critical Legal Theou 

(4) Sexuali~ and "the Law (aspirafional) 

(5) Medicine/IteaJth care Law 

academic year: 

ThaJlk you for leadership on this issue. I know there’s not an easy solution but hopefully we’ll be able to otter some additional courses. 

Thanks. 

On       , Lissa Broome <lbmome~emMunc.edu> wrote: 

Friends -- A reminder that we meet tomorrow in Room 5054 from 12:00 - 

12:55. The agenda is attached along with notes from our prior two 

meetings (please review cardhlly for accuracy) and a new course 

proposal ficom Prot~ssor Kenne@. 

See you tomorrow. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director. Center for Banking and Finance 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wet "tach ttall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-962-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 

EmM: lbroome~emM.unc.edu 

Web: www.law.unc.edu/bmMna/ 

You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axsd:        ~emM.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave- 14750960-8637568SCa)listserv.unc.edu 

UNC School of Law 

CB #3380, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.962.5685 (office) 

919.962.5684 (lax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:34 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@ema]l unc edu> 

Course ott~rings feedback 

Dear Professor Broome: 

Thank you so much for seeking our input on course offerings. I think 
today we heard healthcare law, education law, and disability law. The 
need for those seem pretty indisputable, although I would think evelT 
two years would be more than sufficient for the at least the latter 

I also looked through the prior course offerings and they COllfirmed my 
opinion of a hole in the curricu ham in the area of public interest 
lawyering and minority issues in particular. The following courses I 
think would all generate interest and even excitement among students 
and are not offered currently: 

-1 st Amendment -Sexuality’ and the Law- for my two cents- I view this as 
important looking at course offerings at our peer schools, the need for 
improved support for the GLBT community at UNC Law, the changing 
dynamic of the law in this area and need for education, and the fact 
that we haven’t offered the course since 2002 (to my understanding) 
-Domestic Violence Law 
-Social Justice Lav, ffering 
-Law and Social Science 
-Race and G ender -Sex Equahty 

It’s understood that resources are limited, and there are other 
constraints. However, off’ering even a few of the bulleted courses 
above every two years would help fill in something missing here at the 
law school, especially considering some people came to law school for 
these very issues. ! know Professor Eichner usually teaches Sex 
Equality’- so that is not a real gap.. as she is teaching many hours 
next year. I think that fact just highlights how important her role is 
and how the number of courses in that area are lacking. 

I apologize for the long emai], but truly appreciate the opportunity to 
provide meaning:[’u[ input. Please :[’eel free to follow up with me at any 
time. 

Thanks for all your hard work, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sharon Sessoms <srsessom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 5, 2007 1:59 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

Grading Proposal changes 

Lissa, 
I’ve been in touch with the Umv. Registrar’s Office because the?- will 
certainly be affected by our grading change if it is approved by the 
faculty next month I told them that I cannot give them a final 
decision until March 23 In order for them to begin preparation if the 
proposal is passed, is it okay if I forward to Senora DeCosta, the 
Grading Proposal Final which you attached to the email message on 
February 26? This gives her something to begin laying the ground-work 
for all the changes that must take place in their office in order to 
implement the new grade scale eIt’ectlve Fall 2007. Senora is an Asst. 
University Registrar and she is in charge of the Records Section. Her 
section handles a lot of the law grades since our grading window is so 
large and the?- input all grade changes, take care of class ral~k, diploma 
orders, etc. 

Obviously, they understand that the new grading proposal is not final at 
this time She called me today and asked if I could provide anything in 
writing and instead of re-writing something for her, I am asking for 
permission to give her a copy of the grading proposal Will this be okay? 

Sharon S. 

Lissa Broome wrote: 
> Friends -- 
> 

> Time permitting, the Academic Affairs Committee has two items for this 
> Thursday’s faculty meeting. 
> 

> First, is our Report on Centers which was held over from the last 
> meeting A copy of the report is attached. Pages 13-16 contain the 
> operauve provisions of our recotmnendation. The remainder of the 
> report is background. There have been two small changes in pages 
> 13-16 since the I ast versi on of the report was circulated On page 13 
> note 3: ’]7he note was clarified to provide that the UNC system 
> procedures apply only to interinstitutional centers; institutional 
> centers are subject to procedures developed at each campus, although 
> the UNC system has recommended some procedures for institutional 
> centers. The second change was to remove the sentence "The proposing 
> in&vidual will commit to be available to the committee as needed" 
> from item 3) on page 13. We think it is safe to assume that the 
> proposing individual will cooperate with the committee 
> 

> Second is our final recommendation on revising our grading system 
> The memo is attached and pages 12, include our conm~ittee’s 
> recommendation. Pages 5-10 include the memo prepared on this issue by 
> the career set’,dces office and circulated to you last fall along with 
> our initial proposal. Also attached is the Excel spreadsheet 
> detailing grading practices at other schools. A hard copy of the 
> spreadsheet will be placed in your faculty mailfile. 
> 
> Thaak you for your attention to both of these important reports. 
> 

> Lissa Broome on behalf of the Academic Affairs Committee 
> (Child, Crain, Marshall, Myers, Rosen, Gasaway,              & 
>               ) 
> 

Sharon Sessoms, Registrar 
School of Law 
Van Hecke-Wettach Hall, CB #3380 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Phone: (919) 962-1249 
Fax: (919) 843-7939 
srsessom@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ruth McKi~mey <rmncki~m@email.unc.edu; 

Sunday, April 15, 2007 6:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [law faculty] Grading Protx~l 

Hi, Lissa: Just wanted to say thank you for all the work that’s gone into 
these revisions. 

It looks good to me, but I did have the following questions/concerns I 
don’t know where to direct those concerns except to you, so here goes: 

(1) I am concerned that we would be giving students course credit for 
earning a 1.0 in a course Heck, I’m personally concerned about giving 
course credit for a 1 3. Do we really want to do that? Was that the 
consensus of the academic affairs committee? My concern is that, as an 
example, a student who is taking Family Law in preparation for the Bar 
Exam and gets a 1 0 really hasn’t learned anything (I wouldn’t thil~k -- 
unless the problem was an unpredicted meltdown on the exam itself). 
What message are we sending them? 

(2) On p 2 of the Faculty Memo (Part III), you indicate that the 
upper-class "strongly suggested" mean will be changed to a "required" 
mean. But on p 3 of the Grading Attachment (under "2 Upper-Class Mean," 
you refer to a "strongly suggested class mean" (second and third line). 
Is that an oversight? 

(3) If we have a 1L distributional requirement of 10% (6-14%) of the class 
in the C4 (2.3)/(;(20) range, we could conceivably (but not 
necessarily) have upwards of 10% of 
the class in the flunk-out range at the end of the first year That is 
harsher than what I proposed. I proposed that such students be put on 
"Academic Warning" and that the?’ would :flunk out (be declared "Not in Good 
Standing") only if the?’ stayed in the "Academic Warning" danger zone for 
two consecutive semesters. Was this suggestion discussed and rejected? 

(4) Does the faculty handbook anticipate whether a student who flunks out 
could apply for readmission/reconsideration? If so, under what 
circumstances? 

I heartily (!) applaud the decision to have a mean requirement, but not a 
distributional requirement, for 1L small sections and for upperclass 
courses (large and small) I’m sure you have also considered that a 
professor’s individual reputation for having a "flat" cup~e would 
discourage students in the running for top-grade rankings from signing up 
for such a class (not that that impact should discourage the ultimate 
decision - just thought I’d bring it up). 

Thunks for letting me share these thoughts. I’ll look forward to the 
faculty meeting on Thursday. - Ruth 

On Fri, 13 Apr 2007, Lissa Broome wrote: 

> Friends - At our April faculty meeting, we will take up again the issue 
> of changes to our grading system. See the Grading Supplemental Proposal 
> (which is attached) for more details. We have also redrafted the 
> grading policy that appears in the Faculty Reference Manual to reflect 
> the proposed changes and some additional changes that we felt would be 
> helpful to the grading process (also attached). The Grading 
> Supplemental Proposal describes some of those changes, but we’d like you 
> to review the entire policy in detail. 
> 
> If you have questions, comments, or suggestions about either or both of 
> these documents, it might be helpful to receive them prior to Thursday’s 
> meeting so we can respond or investigate further. This proposal 
> represents a big shift in our grading policy and we want to be sure that 
> we’ve got it right and that we minimize or eliminate the unintended 
> consequences. So, your help on this front would be greatly appreciated. 
> 

> Finally, we are meeting with the Umversity Registrar on Monday to 
> discuss the feasibility of implementing this policy and implementing it 
> on the timetable we propose. Everything that we propose here is, 
> obviously, contingent on implementation. We’ll report more back about 
> that at Thursday’s meeting, or before, if what we learn affects the 
> substance of the proposal. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Lissa, for the Academic Affairs Committee 
> (Childs, Crain, Marshall, Myers, Rosen, Oasaway, 
> ) 
> 

>__ 



> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, (;enter for Banking and Finance 
> Umversity of North Carolina School of Law 
> CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> Ph: 919-962-7066 
> Fx: 919-962-1277 
> Ernail: lbroome@email.unc.edu 
> Web: ,~vw.law.mlc.edu,’banking/ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hiroshi Motomura <motomu~@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2007 4:39 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: [law faculty] Grading Pmtx~l 

Lissa, 

I’m grateful for all of the committee’s hard work and wisdom. 

I think that the approach to ranking is a good one. Rather than seeing it 
has ranking only the top ten students, it in effect gives a exact ranking 
to the top ten students, and a rough ranking to the others in the top ten 
percent by disclosing the cut-off GPA for the top ten percent. 

This approach is consistent with the general approach that drives this 
whole set of changes on ranking: that we should provide exact information 
where it is useful and informative, but provide rough information where 
exact infornaation creates a false impression of precision. 

For a student who is fifteenth and thus about top seven percent in the 
class to be able to say that her GPA is xxx and that the top ten percent 
cutoff is zzz gives employers (inc. judges) a pretty good sense of where 
she ranks. 

I may have other comments that I’ll send to you during the week, but that’s 
all for now. (I will be out of town on business and must miss the faculty 
meeting(s) on Thursday.) 

Hiroshi 

--On Friday, April 13, 2007 2:30 PM-0400 Lissa Broome 
<lbroome@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Friends -- At our April faculty meeting, we will take up again the issue of 
changes to our grading system See the Grading Supplementa] Proposal 
(which is attached) for more details We have also redrafted the grading 
policy that appears in the Faculty. Reference Manual to reflect the proposed 
changes and some additional changes that we felt would be helpful to the 
grading process (a]so attached). ’]"he Grading Supplemental Proposal 
describes some of those changes, but we’d like you to review the entire 
policy in detaih 

If you have questions, comments, or suggestions about either or both of 
these documents, it might be helpful to receive them prior to Thursday’s 
meeting so we can respond or investigate further. This proposa] represents 
a big shift in our grading policy and we want to be sure that we’ve got it 
right and that we minimize or e]iminate the unintended consequences. So, 
your help on this front would be greatly appreciated. 

Finally, we are meeting with the UniversiW Registrar on Monday to discuss 
the feasibility of implenrenting this policy and implenrenting it on the 
timetable we propose. Everything that we propose here is, obviously, 
contingent on implementation. We’ll report more back about that at 
Thursday’s meeting, or before, if what we learn affects the substance of 
the proposal. 

Thanks. 

Lissa, for the Academic Affairs Committee 
(Childs, Crain, Marshall, Myers, Rosen, Oasaway, 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-962-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 

Email: lbroome@enraih uric. edu 

Web: www law unc.edu/banking/ 

Hiroshi Motomura 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB #3380 Chapel Hill ik-C 27599-3380 
phone: (919)962~4126 fax:(919)962-1277 

email: motomura @email.unc .edu 
overnight delivery address: 100 Ridge Road Chapel Hill NC 27599-3380 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Lolly Gasaway <laura gasaway@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2007 5:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: [Fwd: Re: [academicaffairs] Meetings of Ock~ber 22 Meeting] 

Lissa, 

I worry too. It is hard enough to get them to understand when things are really in their purview or not and we will be doing this over and over again. If 
is going to act as an alternate (pretty much) then that’s taken care of. 

Lissa Broome wrote: 

Eolly - - 

Although     s protx~sal sounds fine in the abstract, I’m worried that if we have a student popping in and out of meetings, it might slow us down some 

(getting them up to speed, etc.) and is already coming to the meetings when he can. I’m "tom between the desire lbr lots of student input and the need 

for continuity for our meetings. Advice? 

Lissa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: [academicaffa]rs] Meetings of October 22 Meeting 

Date:Wed, 15:41:30 -0400 

From£ .~emailxmc.edu> 

To:Lis~ Broome <lbroome(a)email.~mc.edu-~- 

References: <LYRIS- 8637567-18498309-2007.10.23-15.48.05-- #emafl u ~c edt<~lisLse -v t nc edu> 

Hi Professor Broome, 

at the stazt of the yeaz, appoJrR:ed sev~’ral students as 

alternates for the colr~aittee, was such an alternate, 

before taking place, is the other member. 

] et me knew that she is kHiab] e to attend the next meetlJ Jig- November 
5. This made me think that with our student set-up, it would make 

sense to make every effort to have 2 student voting members at every 

meeting. In this case, ~oE example, ceuld come to the 

meeting. To be clear, and myself would remain the permanent 

members, and we are committed to being at every meeting where 

physically possible.    If one of us could not make a meeting, we would 

be responsible fer updating and askJEig her te atltleEid (also 
notifying you beforehand). 

Please ]et me know your Lhoughts about [:his.    I can rioLify 
you approve and get her the aDDropriate information.    -- 
The University of North Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 2009 

ema i ]. u[!c. edu 

i f 

Quoting Lissa Broome <]b~x:ol e@emaii.d[K;.Edu>: 

> 

> 

2> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

2> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

2> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Friends -- 

Attached are notes from yesterday’s meeting. Also attached is the most 

recent version of the two proposed academic calendars (omitting the 

~efererK;e to t~ial ad i n summer schee] ) , and %he euL] ] ne of issues 
:elated Lo the IL curriculum (we agreed that we weu]d talk about [:he 
first issue -- whether to keep first year courses at 5 hours to the 
groups we were assigned to as noted on the minutes and be ready to 
report back at ou~ next meetJrig on November 5). 

See you Monday, November 5 from 12 - 12:55 for our next meeting. 

L i s s a 

Lissa L. Breeme 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
i00 Ridge Road 
CB # 3380, Van Hecke ? Wettach }{all 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



> 919-962-7066 

> F: 919-962-12"7"7 

> Web: ~ tt p : //w~..e4. law. unc ~ edu/banking 

> 

> 

) .... 

> You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axs@: mhuffman@email.unc.edu. 

> Te LHisJ.bsclib~ send a blank }mail t}e 

> J[eave-] 8498309-8637567 . ] 8’/VbOd ~I62656 ~ c85cbb54f2blZb3cl 9@1 istserv .uric. e~ 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wach evia Professor ef Barik ] ng Law 

Director, Center 1o£ Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

] 00 Ridge Read 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke     Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27699-3380 

919-962-7066 

F:    919-962-12’7"7 

Web: htto://w%ev.law.unc.edu/banking 

Lolly 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Laura N. Gaaaway 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 
School of Law, CB # 3380 
University of Nonth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8501    fax: 919-962-1170 
http://www.unc.edu/~unclng/gasaway.htm 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] Email approval tbr Constitutional Litigation RV~ 

Pro£ Broome, 

This sounds like a good course. It is not clear to me whether the class 
would meet weekly or whether it would be a few meetings at the 
beginning and then independent research and writing. Either way, I 
think it is fine All students should be informed of the change so 
people have an equal opportunity to sign up for the class if some 
spaces do open up. 

Thanks, 

Quoting Lissa Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>: 

> Friends -- 
> 

> Lolly has asked that I solicit your email approval of the proposal below 
> which would change professors for Constitutional Litigation from Melissa 
> Saunders (going to 75% time) to Mar?, Beth Basile (who taught Civil 
> Procedure here this fall and previously taught at Temple before 
> relocating to Chapel Hill to be with her husband after his transfer to 
> this area) and would change the course from a regular course with an 
> exam to an RWE. As Lolly noted, if approved, Lolly will need to noti~ 
> the students about these changes right away. 
> 

> Please let me have your w~te in favor of this change or opposed to it by 
> 5:00 on Friday, December 7. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: Constitutional Litigation course 
> Date: Wed, 05 Dec 2007 11:21:06 -0500 
> From: mbasile@emai].unc.edu 
> To: jcboger@email.unc.edu, laura £asaway@unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear Jack and Lolly, 
> 

> Since I spoke briefly with Jack last Wednesday, I have put :further 
> thought into the possibility of my teaching the Constitutional 
> Litigation course in the spring semester and have consulted with 
> several colleagues. I decided to speak first with Elizabeth Gibson 
> given her expertise in the field of Federal Courts. She agreed with ray 
> initial reaction that it is not feasible for me to work up a course of 
> this magnitude in such a short period of time given the circumstances. 
> However, we talked about a seminar format in which I would supel~Ase 
> paper topics (suggested by me) after assigning background reading on 
> section 1983 and related topics. The students would be responsible for 
> conducting their own research with my direction and presenting their 
> topics to the rest of the class. This would still be considerable work 
> on my behalf given my COlrmritmcnts in the coming month with correcting 
> exams, but I feel strongly about contributing to the U2x-C community 
> which I have found to be most welcoming to nre this fall. 
> 

> I do ~lderstand that the students presently registered for the course 
> nright not be interested in this different structure, although there 
> might be other students who would like the opportunity for a supervised 
> writing project. 
> 

> I will be in my office this afternoon, out of town on Thursday and 
> Friday, and back in on Monday, and would of course be happy to discuss 
> this further with you. Thanks for your consideration. 
> 

> Mary Beth 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>__ 

> 

> *Loll?-* 
> 

>%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
> 

> 

> 



> I.aura N Gasaway 
> 

> Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 
> 

> School of Law, CB # 3380 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

> 

> 

> Phone: 919-%2-8501 fax: 919-962-1170 
> 

> http ://www.unc.edu/~unclng/gasawa’i-.htm 
> <http ://www.unc.edu/%7Eunclngigasaway.htm> 
> 

> 

> 

> %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> LZqC School of Law 

> 100 Ridge Road 
> CB # 3380, Van Hecke -- Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> 919-%2-7066 
> F: 919-962-1277 

> Web: http://w,a~’.law.unc.eduJbanking 
> 

> 

>___ 

> You are currently subscribed to academicaffhirs axsd: barber@unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave- 19432489-10224505.89e05f59c080d2076a33f818187d3fc9@listserv.unc.edu 

LrqC School of Law 

J.D. Candidate 2009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unclng@emaJl.unc.edu 

Thursday, December 6, 2007 8:16 AM 

Broome, 15ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; academicaJt~Jrs~listserv.unc.edu 

Re: [academicatt~irs] Vote today by 4:00 on Constitutional Litigation Proposal 

All, 

Yes, the class will meet at the same time. Some R~rEs do meet 3 hours & some only 2 based on the faculty member’s choice & what the course is doing 

We always notify students immediately as soon as any course change is finalized. 

--- Original Message --- 

From:"Lissa Broome" <lbroome@email unc edu> 
Sent:Thu 12/6/07 6:27 am 

To:"Academic ~2"fairs Comm 07-08" <academicaffairs@listselv’.unc.edu> 
Subj:[academicaffairs] Vote today by 4:00 on Constitutional Litigation Proposal 

Friends -- If I’ve kept my records correctly I’ve received favorable 
votes on the proposal regardin~ the instructor change and change from an 
exam course to a RWE from       Broome, Childs, Chin, Oasaway, and 
Feibelman. It would be good to get affirmation of this change at the 
faculty meeting this afternoon so if        , Saunders, and Muller have 
a chance to weigh in before then, we can report the vote of the 
conm~ittee. I think it has passed anyway, but I would like to here from 
everyone 

One issue that Lolly might be able to address on the listserv is whether 
the class will meet at the same times as originally scheduled and for 
the same amount of classroom time, given it is an RW[£    also urged 
that all students be in%rmed of the change as soon as possible so that 
they can add or drop as the spirit moves them. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 
Wachnvia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
UNC School of Law 
100 Ridge Road 
CB # 3380, Van Hecke ’? Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-%2-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 

Web: http://www law.unc.edu/banking 

You are currently subscribed to academicaffairs axsd: laura gasaway@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blatlk email to leave-19448177-10531675.47b49e3a71b74c7b356cfd6013393a69@listser, r.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Muller ~gmail.com > 

Thursday, December 6, 2007 8:34 AM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@emafl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] Vote today by 4:00 on Constitutional Litigation Proposal 

I vote yes too. 

- -Eric 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Lissa Broome <lbroome~email.unc.edu > 
Date: Dec 6, 2007 6:25 AM 
Subject: [academicaffairs] Vote today by 4:00 on Constitutional Litigation Proposal 

To: Academic AlraJrs Comm 07-08 <academicaffair~a)listserv.anc.edu > 

Friends -- If I’ve kept my records correctly I’ve received favorable 

votes on the proposal regarding the ins~tructor change and change fiom an 

exam course to a RWE from       Broome, Childs, Chin, Gasaway, and 

Feibelman. It would be good to get affirnmtion of this change at the 

faculU meeting this afternoon so ifl        Saunders. and Muller have 

a chance to weigh in before then, we can report the vote of the 
committee. I think it has passed anyway, but I would like to here from 

everyone. 

One issue that Lolly might be able to address on the listserv is whether 

the class roll meet atthe same times as originally scheduled and tbr 

the same amount of classroom time, given it is an RWE. also raged 

that all students be infonned of the change as soon as possible so that 

they can add or drop as the spirit moves them. 

Thanks. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Protbssor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

100 Ridge Road 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919-962-7066 

F: 919-962-1277 

Web: http:/Twww.law.unc.edtv banking 

You are currently subscribed to acaAemicaffaJrs a~xsd: emullel(a)emaJl.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaJl to leave-19448177-10178094.4be48a48810773e813844151 b696f4c7(~listselw.unc.edu 

Eric L. Muller 
Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor 
in Jurisprudence and Ethics 
University of North Carolina School of]Law 
CB #3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, i 9:43 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [academicaffairs] Vote today by 4:00 on Constitutional Litigation Proposal 

Hi Professor Broome: 

I vote yes with the condition that students are inibrmed right away of 
the change, and are allowed to opt out. 

Thanks’. 

The Universiry of Nolth Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, Class of 

~)email unc edu 

Quoting Lissa Broome <lbroome@email uric edu>: 

> Friends -- If I’ve kept my records correctly I’ve received favorable 
> votes on the proposal regarding the instructor change and change from 
> an exam course to a RWE from       Broome, Childs, Chin, Gasaway, 
> and Feibehnan. It would be good to get affirmation of this change at 
> the facul~ meeting this afternoon so if         Saunders, and 
> Muller have a chance to weigh in before then, we can report the vote 
> of the committee. I think it has passed anyway, but I would like to 
> here from everyone 
> 

> One issue that Lolly might be able to address on the [istsep¢ is 
> whether the class will meet at the same times as originally scheduled 
> and for the same amount of classroom time, given it is an RWE 
> also urged that all students be informed of the change as soon as 
> possible so that they can add or drop as the spirit moves them 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> L~C School of Law 
> 100 Ridge Road 
> CB # 3380, Van Hecke ? Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> 919-962-7066 
> F: 919-962-1277 

> Web: http:/iwxaa~’, law-.unc, edLvbanking 
> 

> 

>___ 

> You are currently subscribed to academicafI~airs axsd: n~ufIinan@eraail.tmc.edu. 
> To tmsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave-19448177-8637567.1877b0d2f6265efc 85cbb54f2bfb3c 19@listscl~’.unc.edu 
> 



Fix)Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:29 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

1L curriculum memo t~edback 

response.doc 

Hi Professor Broome, 

I have attached my feedback to the revised memo I think the memo 
overall looks great- my comments are more general on the direction I 
feel the committee should proceed, with a few specific suggestions for 
the memo. I truly appreciate your work in putting this together 
Please let me know if I can be of any additional assistance. I am free 
before class (before 10:00 AM) and between class and helping with the 
1L career day (11:00 and 11:45) 

Thank you! 

The Umversity of North Carolina School of Law 
J.D. Candidate, (;lass of 

~email unc edu 

Quoting Lissa Broome <lbroome@email uric edu>: 

> Friends -- 
> 

> The agenda for this Tuesday’s meeting is attached (12 - 12:55 in the 
> Library Conference Room) along with the related materials. For the 
> revised memo on the 1L curriculum, only pages 1-8 are revised from the 
> previous draft. Please review carefully so we can perhaps finalize the 
> memo that we wish to send to the faculty- on 1L curriculum issues. You 
> may- want to go ahead and read the two docmnents on the LLM proposal. All 
> I plan to do on this on Tuesday is get your ideas about whether we want 
> the committee, the committee’s chair only, or anyone else to meet with 
> us when we discuss this, and if there is any additional information that 
> we think should be included in the proposal. 
> 

> See you Tuesday. 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

>__ 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> L2x!C School of Law 
> 100 Ridge Road 
> CB # 3380, Van Hecke ? Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> 919-962-7066 
> F: 919-962-1277 
> Web: http:/iw~’.law-.unc.ed~’banking 
> 

> 

>___ 

> You are currently subscribed to academicatthirs axsd: mhufiinan@email.unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave-20267087-8637567.1877b0d2f6265efc85cbb54t2bfb3cl 9@listserv unc edu 



TO: Faculty Academic Affairs Committee 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Response to Proposed Memo on 1L Curriculum Review 

First, I wholeheartedlly agree with the appointment of a special committee to review the 
first-year curriculum. This issue is of the utmost importance and requires time and study 
beyond what this committee can provide. Based on anecdotal data and my experience 
from this summer, I do agree with Professor Wegner on the trend in offering legislation 
or regulation courses as electives. This was one approach that came up in my internship 
at the Department of Health and Human Services through discussion with my supervisor 
and several other interns. I also completely agree with Professor Eichner’s feelings on 
revamping the entire first-year curriculum and that focusing on the number of hours is the 
inappropriate focus for this committee or any other committee studying the issue. 

Professor Wegner’s caution that a study of this magnitude will take time deserves 
considerable weight, as a study of this importance shouM take significant time and care 
with an exception for issues that are of immediate importance. The professor concerns 
that seem to be driving the push for change at this moment, although genuine and 
strongly felt, do not seem to rise to the level of immediate importance. 

Because of the feelings related above, I feel that the memo’s stance on relating the issues, 
but not advocating a change is the appropriate response. In looking over the responses 
from the 1L faculty, they do not appear close to consensus that a move to four hours is 
appropriate. 

Given the memo’s stance, I would advocate changing the following sentence found on 
page five, depending on the faculty members’ feelings on the committee: "Further, a 
four-hour semester, paired with two, three-hour courses in the other semester, yields our 
normal teaching expectation of 10-hours per year." I find this sentence misleading unless 
we think professors will actually teach 3 courses if a 4-hour format is adopted in place of 
a 5-hour format. A 3-hour course in addition to teaching a 5-hour course is still below 
the 10-hours per year expectation, yet we state that "it is not advisable for any professor 
to attempt to teach another course in addition to the five-hour load." 

One thing I forgot to mention earlier. For the professors concerned about the 70-minute 
class periods, and as a nod to Professor McKinney’s concerns, it is possible for professors 
to give a five to ten minute break in the middle of the class period to increase student 
concentration and retention of information. One of my professors did this in my 1L first 
semester and it definitely worked. 



I agree with all the cons listed in the memo and Professor Wegner’s reservations. 
the course coverage reduction is a major concern, as well as making a change 
prematurely. 

I think 

I feel that the potential schedule listed on page seven is perhaps as good as the committee 
can draft at this time. Given that, I do not feel it should be adopted for the reasons above, 
although I realize that is beyond this committee’s jurisdiction. 

One concern that I have is that a reduction in hours during the first year is more 
significant than the committee’s discussion last week realized. As a 2L this year, I am 
only taking 13 hours a semester because I am serving on this committee, am co-president 
of a student group, and a member of law review. I also spent a consideration amount of 
time interviewing in the fall for my 2na summer internship. This is not an uncommon 
load for a 2L or 3L (bar applications, law- review board, additional student leadership 
positions, externships, clinics). I feel that we should not trivialize a decease in the 
number of hours 1Ls enroll in. This is all the more reason for more study and time to be 
devoted to the issue, allowing for an alternative elective offering instead of simply 
reducing the number of hours offered the I L year. 

I apologize for the length of this document, but I wanted to give the issue adequate 
consideration. I thank the committee for its work. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marion Crain <mcraJn@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 31, 2008 5:29 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: [law l?aculty] Academic Affairs Committee Report on the 1L Curriculum 

Hi Lissa, 

Sorry, just getting to this, I’ve been away 

I have no strong opinions either way on the first year curriculum 
issues, but I did find the discussion of the "nonstandard" 70 minute 
class times that our current 1L course credit system mandates a bit 
disturbing in this respect: at all law schools where I have taught, 
tapper level courses have been scheduled in either longer blocks (75-90 
minutes) twice per week or shorter blocks three times per week (for a 
three or four credit hour class) Man?- teachers have pedagogical 
reasons for prefemng the longer block, for example conducting 
simulation exercises, using video clips in class, breaking into small 
groups and then bringing the class back together again, etc. I think we 
ought to be careihl not to denigrate those preferences or to suggest 
that they are in any respect "nonstandard" I think there are plenty of 
other legitimate justifications for changing from our current 5 credit 
hour first year courses aside from this, and it might make sense to 
focus on them and eliminate this (in my mind) questionable rationale for 
changing the 1L curriculum 

Just my 02 cents 

Marion 

Lissa Broome wrote: 
> Friends -- 
> 

> Attached is a 19-page report from the Academic At’fairs Committee on 
> proposed changes to the 1L curriculum and our proposal that the dean 
> appoint a special committee to conduct a wide-ranging review of our 
> entire curriculum (1 st year and upper year) The second attachment 
> provides some more detail on a school-by-school survey of 1L courses. As 
> an initial matter, you may only want to print out the first document and 
> keep the second on file fi~r re:terence if you would like further 
> information about a particular schooh Our proposed Committee Motion is 
> on page 2 of the report. 
> 

> We hope to move the Committee’s motion at our next faculty meeting, 
> February 7. We realize that you may have questions or welcome the 
> opportunity to discuss our report further in adwmce of the faculty 
> meeting The committee (or at least most of us) will be in the faculty 
> lounge on Tuesday, February 5 from 12:00 to 12:55 to answer quesuons 
> and engage in a discussion of our proposal. Bring your own lunch. We’ll 
> provide cookies! This date won’t corfflict with our other upcoming 
> faculty lunches on the building on Wednesday, January 30 and Monday, 
> February 4. 
> 

> Lissa, on behalf of the Academic Affairs Committee 
> (Broome, Childs, Chin, Gasaway, Feibelman, Muller, Saunders, 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.comv 

Monday, 2:46 PM 

lissa broome@unc.edu; Gasaway, ][;aura N <IAURA GASAWAY@unc.edu> 

conversation with Ruth McKinney and her suggestions 

Dear Dean Gasaway and Professor Broome, 

I recently spoke with Ruth McKinney about my experiences in RRWA tiffs 7rear and we came to some interesting conclusions. I have an English degree and a Creative 

Writing degree. I have always considered myself to be an excellent writer. I have had several pieces punished in small literaD, magazines and I an1 proud of my work. 

However, legal writing has come as a complete shock to me. I have had to straggle to relearn writing from a new perspective. It has been a blow to my ego and a 

difficult transition. I also know that my transition is not yet complete. 

I tell yon all this not to complain but to lead up to explaining my goal. I want to make our writing and practical skills program better if I can. In my conversation ruth 

Prot}ssor McKmney I expressed all of these tbelings and goals, and she suggested that I write to both of you. She informed me that there may be a committee forming 

that will be looking at revising the curriculum lbr the law school. She said that she personally would like to see more emphasis on the practical skills component as well. 

She suggested that with my background in writing, and my unde~raduate experience on tiaculty search committees, I would be a good candidate tbr a student position 

on such a committee. 
Please let me know ifI can help in any way. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

If you lremNe indignation at every, injustice, then you are a comrade of mine. --Emesto "Che" Guevara 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lolly Gasaway <laura gasaway@uuc.edu> 

Friday, 6:13 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Two issues tbr Academic Affairs 

Lissa, 

I have met with          , the new SBA president, and he has raised two issues that Jack and I think Academic Affairs 
should address because they are sticky. 

1. What about sending an email to the student body after the grading deadline has passed to let them know the courses in 
which grades are still outstanding? It would shame the faculty a bit, but maybe it is time to do that ...... Anyway, can we put this 
on the agenda. 

2. Should we have a uniform policy about how to end exams? Some faculty come into the room and say, it is 5:00 stop writing 
now. Other say nothing and stroll in at 5:15 to pick up papers. Students who stopped at 5:00 because they thought it would be 
an Honor Code violation to continue writing complain that they are disadvantaged. 

Certainly it is faculty prerogative to some extent, but all students should get the same advantage/disadvantage in a class (at 
least the SBA says). 

Lolly 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Laura N. Gasaway 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs & Professor of Law 

School of Law, CB # 3380 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8501    fax: 919-962-1170 
ht_!p__;/_!_t_~__~_:_u__t~__c__:_e___O_uL-___u__:~__cJ_n_g!g_a_s__a_w_ey_:b!m 
o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday 10:12 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Alt~irs Committee 

Thank you Professor Broome. I have actually decided to put      back 
on the Academic Affairs Committee    has received a promotion of 
sorts, as I have named her chair of the Dean’s Advisory Committee. I 
followed your advice, and have named a rising 2L,               who 
taught in New- York City tbr a couple years before coming to law school, 
to serve as the other member of the committee 

Best, 

Lissa Broome wrote: 
> H -- I don’t know. The dean has not yet announced con~’nittee 
> appointments for next year. It would be great if :ould continue on 
> the con~’nittee (to provide student continuity) would be great 
> too, but he’s served a year and one-hal£ If is not available, 
> we’d very, happily take       It would also be good to have a rising 
> 2L appointed as the second student member of the con~’nittee, with the 
> idea that that person would also serve two years The student 
> committee members can really contribute more, the more the?" know about 
> the committee’s work throughout the year. That’s why we’d like 
> continuity from year-to-year. 
> 

> If you want to let me know who you select, I can certainly pass that 
> info along to the new chair if I will not be serving again. 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> Lissa Broome 
> 

wrote: 
>> Professor Broome, 
>> 

>> Will you once again chair the Academic Affairs Committee next year? I 
>> have received student applications and am making the selections this 
>> week and want to make sure I inlk~rln the appropriate person 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
->-> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 12:52 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sessoms, Sharon R <srsessom@email.unc.edu> 

AA Follow- up 

ProIi Broome, 

It was nice speaking with you on Thursday. I appreciate you taking the 
time to discuss the issues of concern for academic affairs at this 
time. I wanted to follow-up with you on the grade appeal issue As I 
said I would, I have spoken to Sharon Sessoms (who I have Cc:d) and she 
is going to look into what percentage of all grades were 2.0 and below 
and what percentage were at 2.3, to see if there are significant 
differences. Sharon was not sure if the registrar had this info readily 
available If they do not, she was going to maybe j ust look at the 1 Ls 
spring grades and use that as a sampling and then email both of us the 
data. If the info is not readily available, she said this would likely 
take a couple weeks to follow-up. 

Thank you again, and please let me know if there is anything else I can 
do to help 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bin Srinidhi < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Februao~ 28, 2011 9:36 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Possibility of getting data on diversity on corporate boards 

Dear Ms.Broome 

I am writing abom a project that I would like to undertake with Pro£ Rmnji Balakrishnan at University of Iowa on the effect of diversity in corporate boards on earnings 

quality, stock price informativeness, auditing, cost of capital and perfonnmlce in US listed firms. I have two papers (one published and another forthcoming in top tier 

accounting journals) on the effect of board gender diversity, on stock price informativeness and earnings quality respectively. I have appended the abstracts oftbe two 

papers herewith. I also have two working papers on the effect of board gender diversity on audit effort and cost of capital. 

We would like to address the question of whether the~ effects are attributable to the gender of directors or diversity among directors (broadly defined) or to both. In 

order to address this, we are seeking data on diversiO, in ethnieiO,, expertise and other characteristics. We have the data on ages and gender of directors 

of L~7firm~. Together, it will allow us to address "the question of whether and how diversity on cortx~rate boards Mt’ects both performance and reporting 

characteristics of the fimra. 

We believe that given the increasing recognition of the importance of diversity in colpomte peribnnance, governance and reporting, tiffs would be a worthwhile study of 

immense societaJ importance and could help policy making in the US and internationally. 

In view of this, we would like to explore the possibiliU of obtaining data on ethnicity of board directors of US firms for the time period from 1995 to 2010 (or for a 

sufficiently long time period for which it is available). While it would be ideal to get the data on the names and ethnicity of each director, our immediate need would be 

to get the data at the firm level on the number of directors ruth different ethnicity on each board for each one of the years. In addition, we would also need the 

ethnicitty data on directors serving on the audit committee, ethnicity of CEOs, boal~l chairmen and lead directors (if any). 

31y first question is whether this type of data has been collected under the diversity initiative. Your website says that you maintain a database of 

potential directors but nothing on whether you have a database of the existing directors with their ethnieity inJbrmation. If you have such data, I 

would like to explore the possibility of obtaining this data fi)r research - either by purehasing it or by sharing our research or by any other proeedure 

that you might advise us. 

I am a professor of accountancy at City, UniversiF of Hong Kong and Pro£ Ramji BaM~-ishnan is a professor of accounting at University of Iowa. If needed, we will 

provide more details or our CVs to establish our academic credentials. 

I look forward to a reply from you. 

Thanks and regards 

Bin Srinidhi 

Bin Srinidhi 
Chair Pro[Ester of Accomatancy 

City University ofHong Kong 

Kowloon Tong, ttong Kong 

Tel: - 

Emails: acbin~cityu.edu.hk; ~mail.com 

The abstracts of the published papers: 

Does boal~l gender diversity, improve the informativeness 

of stock prices?$ 

Ferdinand A. Gul 8,1, Bin Srinidhi b,n~ Anthony C. Ng c,2 

a School of Business, Monash University., Sunway Campus, Selmlgor, Malaysia 

b Department of Accountaa~cy, City University ofHong Kong, 83 Tat Chee Avenue, Kowloon Tong, Hong Kong 

c School of Accounting and Finance, Li Ka Shing Tower, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University, Hung Hom, KoMoon, Hong Kong 

articleinfo 

Article history: 

Received 4 November 2009 

Received in revised form 

25 Janumy 2011 

Accepted 28 Janumy 2011 

JEL classification: 
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G34 

Ke~-ords: 

Idiosyncratic volatility 

Female director 

Diversity 

Emaffngs quality 

Govem~ace 

Transparency 

abstract 

We show that stock prices of firms with gender-diverse boards reflect more firmspecific 

infonnation a£ter controlling for corporate governance, earnings quality, 



institutional ownership and acquisition activi~. Further, we show that the relationship 

is stronger tbr firms with weak corporate governance suggesting that gender-diverse 

boards could act as a substitute mechanism for corporate governance that would be 
otherwise weak. The results are robust to aJtemative specifcations ofintbrmativeness 

and gender diversiW mid to sensitivi~ tests controlling for time-invmia~t finn 
characteristics and alternative measures of stock price informativeness. We also find 

that gender diversiD" improves stock price infornmtiveness thiough the mechanism of 

increased public disclosure in large finns aad by encouraging private information 

collection in small firms. 

& 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

Contents lists available at ScienceDirect 

joumal homepage: ~x~vw.elsevier.comilocate/iae 

Journal of Accounting and Economics 

0165 -4101/$ - see t?ont matter & 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

doi: 10.1016/j.jacceco.2011.01.005 

$ We are thankt’ul to the reviewer, Pro£ Li Jin and m the editor, Pro£ S.P. Kothari, for their invaluable and constructive suggestions. We gratefully 

acknowledge the comments and suggestions received at presentations of this paper at UniversiF of Houston and the Hong Kong Polytechific UniversiW. 

The paper has also benefitted from the comments received on a related paper at the Annual Accounting Conference at Indian School of Business and the 

Accounting and Finance Association of Australia and New Zealand (AFAANZ) Conference in Adelaide. We thank the discussant at the conference at Indian 

School of Business, Smljeev Bhoiraj. Fufiher, the paper has benefitted from the comments given by Paul Zarowin, Nancy Su, Wilson Tong, Wayne Yu, 

Steven Wei and others who have read earlier versions of the paper. We also acknowledge the support given by the Internal Competitive Research Chant at 

the Hong Kong Polytechnic University. 

n Corresponding author. Tel.:               fax: +852 3442 0349. 

E-mad addresses: ferdinand.gul~,~,buseco.monash.edu.mv (F.A. Gul), ~,m’nail.com (B. Srinidhi), afang(~inet.pob~a.edu.hk (A.C. Ng). 

1 Tel.: 

2 Tel.: 

3 We use the term "gender-diverse" m denote either the number or the presence of female directors on corporate boards. In our sample comlyosed of 

U.S. corporations, female directors constitute about 14% of directors, although a maiority of the corporations have at least one l~male director on the board. 
Journal of Accounting and Economics ] (]HI)IH ]]1 
Please cite this article as: Gul, F.A., et g~., Does board gender diversiW improve the infolmativeness of stock prices? 

Journal of Accounting and Economics (2011), doi:10.1016,(i.jacceco.2011.01.005 

The abstract of the paper forthcoming in Contempormy- Accounting Research 

FEMALE DIRECTORS AND EARNINGS QUALITYBIN SRINIDHI, City University ofHong Kong 

FERDINAND A. GUL, Monash university at sunway Campus 

AJDY TSUI, The [tong Kong Polyteclmic Universit.5, 

Abstract 
Using a sample of U.S. listed firms from 2001-2007, we show a positive relation between the presence of female directors (female non-executive directors, female 

audit committee members) and earnings quality, measured by accruals quality and eanfings benchmark measures (the fiequency of eanfings increases and the fiequency 

of meeting or beating consensus analyst earnings estimates). We show that the results continue to be significant after controlling tbr endogeneity, firm-level board 

governance, and other known firm and industry characteristics. We also show that the results axe not driven by tokenism and axe robust to alternative variable 

definitions. 

JEL descriptors: J16; M41 

Kes~vords: Corporate governance, Earnings quali~, Gender diversity, Board of directors 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Rhode (drhode) <a:lrhode@cisco.com> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 1 : 59 PM 

Carolyn Smith <Carolyn.Smith@nctreasurer.com> 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: follow-up 

Thank you, Carolyn. Lisss --. I would enjoy hearing more about the program. 

Donna 

Executive 2~ss~5~a~!~ 

p~] http:llwww cisco comlweb/eur,cp 

edi n!a,,’jes/em s iilsig n e tu ~ e/ver t ice i 

04jpg 

E~ fr:ink bs:sxe y,m p.-;nt 

From: Carolyn Smith [mailto:Carolyn.SmJth@nctreasurer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 26, 2021 11:29 AlVl 
To: Donna Rhode (drhode) 
Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: follow-up 
Good morning Dogma- The treasurer asked that I follow-up with you about file Director Diversib’ Initiative. The progrmn is sponsored by the Director Diversity 

Initiative at t]~e Universib’ of North Carolina School of Law. Currently the training is filll and t]~el~e is waiting list of six. The ne~ training session roll probably not be unlil 

about a year from now. Lissa Broome, who is "the tx~int of contact {br the program would like to meet with you m provide you with more @tails. I have included Lissa 

on this emaJl as well as, listed her contact intbrmation below. If you have any further questions please t~el free to noti~.., me at 

Thanks Ca~rolyn Smifl~ 

Office of the State Treasurer 
L/ssa 
Llssa L. Bnoome 
Nachovla Professor o~ Bank/ng Law 
Director, Center fop Banklng and Flnance UNC School of Law CB#3380, Van Hecke-Nettach Hall Chapel Hi11, NC 27599-3380 
919. 962. 7066 
~h~t~t~p~Z~Z~;~a~;~u~n~c~:~e~d~u~Z~c~e~t~e~s~/~b~a~k~g 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ford, Melanie <mford@nccob.gov> 

Monday, August 22, 2011 11:07 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Senate Bill 781 -- Report 

[.issa, 

That’s great news regardh~g the small profiL When will you be available to meet with us? Mondays and Thursdays are best for me. However, 1 will be taking a much 

needed vacation from Friday, Sept~-:~mb~:_~r 2 -Tuesday, September 13. Also, I wiil need t:o t:ake leave time on Monday, S~-:~pternber 19. Once I know that dates that 

are good for you, t will verify that Jo~-’_~ and Ray are aw~ilabh-:~. 

Thanks, 

Melanie 

Director of Trah~ing 

NC Office of the Commissioru:_~r of Banks 

4309 Mail Service Center 

Raleigh, NC 27699--4309 

9:].9,71S.63:l 2 (Telephone) 

919.733,6958 (Telefax) 
1-his Messa-:;e (it!eluding attachPr~er!ts} is it!tended onl,i for tl~e identified Rec[pier!t(s} and Pr~a,i contain h~fo!’mation float is cor!fidential pursuar!t to N.C.G.S. §9~_13-99.1, 53- 
24&050(i}, and 53-244.120 and/o!’ is otherwise priv[ieged. If you are r!ot the it!tended RedpienL you are hereby notified [hat any use, copying or dist!’[butior! of this Message 
(ir!ciudir!g attachments) is unauthorized and prohibited. If ,lou have received this Messa-:;e it! error, please notify .:he Sender (rnford@nccob.gov) iramediatei,l and ti~en dele.:e the 
Message ([nck:dir!g ail attachments} from gear computer. 7o ti~e exten.: [hat ti~is communication is not o.:herw[se priviieged or confidential, it raag be subject to the Not’It! Carolina 
Public Records Law and ma,l be disclosed to thh’d parties. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 19, 2011 2:59 PM 
To; Smith, Jr., Joseph 
Ce: Ford, Melanie 
Subject; RE: Senate Bill 781 -- Report 

Hi Joe--- Let’s discuss when we meet on Tuesday. Thanks for reaching out to Allison and Hoenig. Also, d~e bitl for the 3rd session at: d~e Directors" Cotlege turned out 

to be less than we were estimating, so we think we’ll end up clearing at or around $7,000. 

See you Tuesday. 

Lissa 
[iEsa I_ groome 

Wachovia Prot:essor of Banking Law 

Director, Center t:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hiil, NC 27599-3380 

919,962,7066 

b-t--t-p--:-[ ~w----w---w---:-La---w---‘--u---n---c--~--e---d--u--Z c---e---n--t---e--r--s-Z-b--a---n---k L n--~ 

i~i Descrip’don 
htt p:li~ww law. u r;c ed ulima ges,’n ewslmedia,’ba n king firta nee 
web 542 ]P9 

From: Smith, Jr., Joseph [mailto:jsmith@nccob.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 20:1.1 4:30 PM 
To: Broome, Ussa L 
Ca: Garner, Daniel 
Subject: FW: Senate Bill 78:1. -- Report 
Profl:_~ssor: I attach an email st:ring reiating to an interest:inS assignrnent [rorn the C-:eneral Ass~-_m~bly. This is ours to do, but we could {we t:hmk), use some student 

fu:_~lp, Dc>_~s this make sense to you? D:_d:’s discuss when yell come over next week. Thanks, i 

From; Garner, Daniel 
Sent" Wednesday, August 17, 2011 11:59 AM 
To: Smith, Jr., Joseph; Grace, Raymond 
Ce; Christopher, Lonnie 
Subject: FW: Senate Bill 781 -- Report 

FYI. 

This strikes rne as a massive undertaking: it assumes knowledge of all federal regulation, I am really not quite sure how best to proceed on this, but it is fairly clear 

to me t:hat f am going t:o need some kind o~ help, 

Daniel Garner 
Executive Legal Specialist 

NC Office. el the Gommissk~n~,~r el Banks 
4309 Mail Set\,ice Center 
Raleigh, NC 27699-4309 
direct (lial: 919-733-.4662 
This Meaaade ~incladlag attachments) is intended only fat the identified Recte/ent{’a) and may contain infot~’,,atMn that ;a cot!g~:!eal./at puissant to ,~ C. G S ~} 52-99, 53-99 !, 53-244050{7), and 53-244120 

~a~#br /4~ othea,via~; privileged, if }~u ~re not [he mt~;aded ,~:?ecl, a/enL you are he~P.by ~’?ot~;,ed [hat any aa~;, copyi~’?t?i o" d,’st,’2)at,’on at tti/4~ Message ~inciadlag ~ttaahments) is unauthorized and proh,,blted, if 

you h~ve ,,ecelved th,’s Mess~ge 2? oriel; please not~~ the Sea&;r (dqarner(@necob.~ov} ff~?mediate,"y a~’?d tr~en dete/e the Meaaat~e (ieciadirig ~fl attachments) from you,’ compute,’: 72) tr~e ~;xterit that [his 

commangcatioa gs not ethe}w.k:;e pHV:Teged or cont)denfis!, it may be sue:/~sct te the Nor~:,h Care, INs PabOc Records Law and may be disclosed to third pattie& The ONice of the Cemm,ss,c, ner of Banks 
(OCOB) etov;dea th;c ema# ot!!~; as a pd~Itc aerv;ce. It ;c aot ~tadfi~O’. upon ©C;©B, and i~. is not intended as ]e’.4al advice, aiace ©COB may not lawfully represent pt;~vate ai~.izena or en##ec it; any matter: 

From: Masich, Molly [mailto:molly.masich@oah.nc.gov] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 1:1.:21 AM 
To" OAH.rulers 
Subject: [Rulers] Senate Bill 781 -- Report 

Please be aware of Section 57 in SL 2011-398 (Senate Bill 781 ): 



SECTION 57. Every State agency, board, commission, or other body with rule-making powers shall deliver to the Joint Select Regulatory Reform 
Committee of the General Assembly no later than October 1,2011, a list of all permanent rules adopted by the body that includes for each rule the following 
information: 
(1) Whether the rule is mandated by a federal law or regulation. 
(2) If the rule is not mandated by a federal law or regulation, whether there is a federal regulation that is analogous to the rule. For purposes of this 
subdivision, "analogous" means the federal regulation regulates the same conduct or activity as the State regulation. 
(3) If there is a federal statute or regulation analogous to the rule, whether the rule is more stringent than the federal law or regulation. 
Molly Masich 
Codifier of Rules 
Office of Administrative Hearings 

E-mail correspondence to and t?om this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law N.C.G.S. Chapter 132 and may be disclosed to third 

parties. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

james.cahoy@thomsonreuters.com 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 12:04 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

@gmail.com 

RE: Supp to Bank Finmlcial Service, 4th 

Lissa 

I can get that for you. 

Jim 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 08, 2011 9:02 AM 
To: Cahoy, James (Professional) 
Cc: ’Jerry Markham’ 
Subject: RE: Supp to Bank Financial Service, 4th 

Jim.-- Here is the document for our update. Please send us the URL when this is posted. Thanks. 

Also, do you have a current list of schools and/or profs who have adopted the book? 

Thanks, 

l.issa 

Li~’;a I_ }Sroom~? 

Wachovia Pro[essor of gankmg Law 

Director, Center [:or Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-33813 

919,962,7065 
b_Lt#_: i[_w w_w:_b w_: u_n c:_e d u]_c~9_~_9~_}&~_9_~L~ 
i~i Descdk’tion 

ilttg:/i~vww law. u r;c ed u/Jma fJes,’n ews/medJa,’ba ;1 kingfir~a nc~ 
web 542 iPg 

From: james.cahoy@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:james.cahoy@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, August 24, 2011 8:01 PM 
To: Broome, LJssa L 
Subject: FW: Supp to Bank Financial Service, 4th 

Lissa 

Just send rne d~e ~pdate and we will post it. Iql send you the link once we are finished. Thanks! 

Jim 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome.@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 18, 2011 4:37 PM 
To: Karlen, Bonnie (Professional) 
Cc: ’Jerry Markham’ 
Subject: RE: Supp to Bank Financial Service, 4th 

Hi Bonnie--- 

.h?rf’y a~]d J a r~-’_! Jr1 [:}le process o[ [irlalizing a pd[ ~.lpdate [:o [:}le 4th edJtiorl o[ Regulation] of }]~t~k Financial S~-_~rvice A(:~:ivi~:ies. I know some books h~v~:_~ a webpage 

where updates are posted. Is it possible to set up one for our book or should we -ust do it out o[: the UNC School of Law website, with a link [:rom the webpage for 

the book? We’ll be ready to post in a week or so and would also want the ability to take down the pdf and post a revised one from time-to--tirne, 

Thanks. Hope you’ve had a good summer. 

l.issa 

Lissa I_ }]room~? 
Wachovia Pro[essor of Banking Law 

Director, Center [:or Banking and Finance 

LJNC School of Law 

CB#3380, k;an Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3380 

919,962,7065 
b_Lt#_: i[_w w_w:_b w_: u_n c:_e d u]_c_e n_~_9~_}Z~_~_e_~L~ 
i~i Des’:zd k’ti°n 

ilttg://~ww law. u r~c ed u/ima fJes/n ews/media/ha n kingfir~a nce 
web 542 iPg 

From: bonnie.karlen@thomsonreuters.com [mailto:bonnie.karlen@thomsonreuters.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:58 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject; RE: Supp to Bank Financial Service, 4th 
Thanks, Lissa! I’ll let everyone know. 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 30, 2011 1:04 PM 
To: Karlen, Bonnie (Legal) 
Subject; Re: Supp to Bank Financial Service, 4th 



Hi Bonnie, 
We’re hoping to have an update on the web before the fall semester begins. Be sure the adopter is aware that the fourth ed incorporates Dodd-Frank. 
Lissa 
Lissa 

From: b__O_L~!~, _k._a_r_[e_.n__@t__[_~.o_m_s_.o__n_r_¢_u_.t_e_r_s_,~.o_~_! < .b_o_._n_n_ie_,_k__a_de_L~@_t_hp__r~_s._o_.n__r.e_g._te_[s_,c_._o_~> 

To: Broome, Lissa L; ~qmaHI.com> 
Sent: Wed Nar 30 13:21:49 2011 
Subject: Supp to Bank Financial Service, 4th 

Hi Lissa, 
An adopter asked if there would be a supplement to your banking casebook this summer. We think "no" but I’m checking, anyway. 

Thanks, 
Bonnie 

Bonnie Karlen 
Acquisitions Editor 
West Academic PuNishing 

bonnie karlen@thornsonreuters com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:07 AM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: ulxtate and question 

Professor Broome, 

I will be sure to tell the CSO. Thal~kS also for replying to my email; it 
was velT helpful. Upon further research it seems that the specific issue 
is -- what is the date of perfection if a lender creates a new SA in the 
same collateral, but does not wal’it to file a new FS? Basically, in this 
situation, the original loan is being changed because the government 
decided to step into the transaction and finance half of the transaction, 
and so the second SA is for a loan of half the original amount. Granted 
that the original SA did not have a future advance clause and these facts, 
it seems that 9-204 and 9-323 do not apply because the new SA cannot be 
characterized as a future advance Thus, the date of perfection cannot be 
the date of filing the first FS I think 9-203a & b and 9-308a (securi~i 
interest is perfected when it attaches..) apply, and therefore, the date 
of perfection is when the loan is distributed (value given), when the SA is 
created, or when the debtor acquires rights in the collateral. I may be 
misunderstanding the meaning of a ":future advance" here, and l will discuss 
these issues with the attorney Please let me know if you have any 
additional thoughts. In any case, I think it’s going to be safe to file a 
new" FS 

’]?hanks again for discussing 

Best, 

On Sat,            15:35:37 q 0000, "Brnnme, Lissa L" 

<lbroome@email uric edu> wrote: 
> Hi -- Congratulations on your new position. Be sure that our 
Career 
> Offices knows about it 
> 

> As to your question, one financing statement can perfect a SI in the same 
> collateral for multiple adwmces So let’s say, 1 borrowed $ and game 
you 
> an $1 in inventou and then paid back the loan. Assuming the debtor did 
> not denrand that the SP prepare and forward a termination statement to the 
> DR for filing (as DR is entitled to do when the loan is paid oft), and 
then 
> later, the DR borrows more money under a new SA but also secured by 
> inventory, the FS still on file is sufficient to perfect that SI and the 
> priority date is the date of tl-le original filing. Relevant sections are 
> 9-323 and 9-204 (see especially cormnent 5.) If you have the ST casebook 
> that I used in ray class, there is a good discussion at pages 87-90 and 
> references to some cases. You should research the relevant cases in the 
> controlling jurisdiction. A helpful case nright be Hynndai, Inc. v. 
> CbaTisler Financial Co., LLC, 369 F.3d 603 (1 st Cir. 2004). You may also 
> want to distinguish cases on this dealing with consumer transactions from 
> those dealing with commercial transactions. 
> 

> Does the original SA include future advances? If so, that is helpful to 
> you, although it is possible to have a new SA that grants a SI in the 
same 
> collateral and is perfected by original FS. 
> 

> In any case, it would be a good idea to file another financing statement 
at 
> the time of the second transaction in case the analysis is deenred to be 
> incorrect. 
> 

> Hope this helps 
> 

> LB 
> 

> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Bal~king Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> UNC School of Law 

> CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.9627066 

> 
http://wwwlawuncedu/centers/banking 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> l~’r ore: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 2:37 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Sut2iect: update and question 
> 

> 

> Hi Professor Broome, 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. I just wanted to let you know that last week 
I 
> received and accepted a job offer for an associate with a small firm 
> outside of Philadelphia, where I went to college. The firm specializes 
in 
> business and real estate transactions, and so I am very interested in the 
> work. The firm represents a lot of smaller barns in commercial real 
estate 
> transactions, and I already had a lengthy discussion regarding a secured 
> transactions question. 
> 

> I was wondering if you could guide rue to the pertinent provision 
regarding 
> a question that came up, if you had time. The question is, ifa bank has 
> filed a FS against a debtor (in this case, the guarantor of a loan), and 
> the debtor has paid off the previous loan, does the bank need to file 
> another FS if it wants to secure another obligation? My initial thought 
is 
> that FS only applies to the first SA and because that loan has been paid 
> off. the bank must file a new FS. Any thoughts or guidance would be much 
> appreciated. 
> 

> Best. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:21 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: update and question 

Professor Broome, 

Actually I believe I was incorrect. I was coni’lating priority with the 
date of perfection. When looking at competing security interests and 
detelTnining priority, 9-322 applies and so the date of filing controls, not 
the date when the security interest becomes enforceable On the other 
hand, when looking at a single lender (,not a priority contest), and a FS is 
filed before the security interest is enforceable, 9-203b and 9-30% 
controls to determine the date of perfection. 

On Sat,            15:35:37 +0000, "Broome, Lissa L" 
<lbroome@email uric edu> wrote: 
> Hi -- Congratulations on your new- position. Be sure that our 
Career 
> Offices knows about it 
> 

> As to your question, one financing statement can perfect a SI in the same 
> coHatera[ for multiple adwmces So let’s say, l borrowed $ and game 
you 
> an SI in invento~ and then paid back the loan. Assuming the debtor did 
> not demand that the SP prepare and forward a termination statement to the 
> DR J2~r filing (as DR is entitled to do when the loan is paid off), and 
then 
> later, the DR borrows more money under a new SA but also secured by 
> inventory, the FS still on file is sufficient to perfect that SI and the 
> priority date is the date of the origina[ filing. Re]evant sections are 
> 9-323 and 9-204 (see especially comment 5.) ffyou have the ST casebook 
> that I used in my class, there is a good discussion at pages 87-90 and 
> references to some cases. You should research the relevant cases in the 
> controlling jurisdiction A he]pfu[ case might be Hyundai, Inc. v. 
> Chrysler Financial Co., LLC, 369 F.3d 603 (1 st Cir. 2004). You may also 
> want to distinguish cases on this dealing with consumer transactions from 
> those dealing with commercia[ transactions. 
> 

> Does the original SA include future advances? If so, that is helpful to 
> you, although it is possible to have a new SA that grants a SI in the 
same 
> collateral and is perfected by original FS. 
> 

> In any case, it would be a good idea to file another financing statement 
at 
> the time of the second transaction in case the analysis is deemed to be 
> incorrect. 
> 

> Hope this helps. 
> 

> LB 
> 

> 

> Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> UNC School of Law 

> CB#3380, Van Heckc-Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 919.962.7066 
> http:i/www.law.unc.edu,’centersibankin~ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 2:37 PM 
> To: Broome, Lissa L 
> Subject: update and question 
> 

> 

> Hi Professor Broome, 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. I just wanted to let you know- that last week 
I 
> received and accepted a job offer for an associate with a small filth 
> outside of Philadelphia, where I went to college. The firm specializes 
in 



> business and real estate transactions, and so ! am very interested in the 
> work The firm represents a lot of smaller banks in commercial real 
estate 
> transactions, and I already had a lengthy discussion regarding a secured 
> transactions question. 
> 

> I was wondering if you could guide me to the pertinent provision 
regarding 
> a question that came up, if you had time. ’]?he quesuon is, if a bank has 
> filed a FS against a debtor (in this case, the guarantor of a loan), and 
> the debtor has paid off the previous loan, does the bank need to file 
> another FS if it wants to secure another obligation? My initial thought 
is 
> that FS only applies to the first SA and because that loan has been paid 
> of L the bank must file a new FS. Any thoughts or guidance would be much 
> appreciated. 
> 

> Best, 
> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Conley, John M <jmconley@emailamc.edu; 

Friday, September 16, 2011 12:21 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; ’Kim Krawiec’ <krawiec@law.duke.edu> 

RE: WCD-Heidrick & Struggles - HBS Study Results released today 

Either is OK with me. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 2015 11:13 plVl 
To: ’Kim Krawiec’; CoNey, John M 
Subject: RE: WCD-Heidrick & Struggles - HBS Study Results released today 

How ~,..bout -<30~ on the            "~9t h’,’~_ . If that doesn’L work, second alternative is 3:00 on the 30th. Let me know~ 

Lissa 

Lissa h [~roome 

Wachovia Profes~.;or of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

9119.962.7066 
ht[p:/iwww.law.unc.eduicentersibanking 

::~:: Description: 

h ttp: Ll~’v,,w. I..3",^/ u nc. ed u,’i ma gesln ews,’med ia/ba :q k i ngfm..J nca 

web 542 jpc 

From: Kim Krawiec Imailto: krawiec@law.duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 14, 20:[1 4:44 PN 
To: Conley, John M 

Co: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Re: WCD-Heidrick & Struggles - HBS Study Results released today 

can’t do 22d -- 29th or 30th could do 3 or later. Looks like the biggest differences in views biw men aald women is about diversib’. They mostly agree on the other 

stuff, or close to it. 

On Sep 14, 2011, at 4:34 PM, Conley, John M wrote: 

I could do 22d, 28th, & 29th except 2:30-4, 30th is flexible. 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Wednesday, September :[4, 201:[ 4:3:[ PM 
To: CoNey, John M; Kim Krawiec 
Subject: FW: WCD-Heidrick & Struggles - HBS Study Results released today 

.John & I<if’r% 

b~teresting difference in views between women and men board members in this survey. 

We ought to get another meeting on our schedule. Good days for me: 

Sept. 22 (need to be done by 4:30) 

Sept 23 (except: h.mch) 

S~-_q:d:. 28 (afl:er 2:00) 

Sept. 29 (except 2--3) 

Sept. 30 (except kmch and need to be done by 4:30) 

Any common times? Once we set a time we can see ifYa (the empirical person) can join us)~ 

Lissa 

From: Susan Ness _ 
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 201:[ 6::[8 PM 
To: linda Tarr-Whelan; ilenelanq@catalystorg; Julie Gorte’; Lissa Broome@unc.edu 
Co: Spector, ion 
Subject: WCD-Heidrick & Struggles - HBS Study Results released today 

I thought you would like to see research freshly released by WCD and Heidrick & Struggles today regarding the differences in views of male and female 

board member on women in the boardroom. 

Susan Ness 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Grab < @gmail.com> 

Monday, September 19, 2011 12:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Thin,ks Ibr lunch and links k~ work 

Good morning Lissa, 
I enjoyed our lunch together last Friday. It was great to see you and talk more about the SAIS Global Conference. I appreciate all your help and the work 
you do. 
These are links to the organizations that I mentioned to you: http://www.202Owob.comi and http://www.fuqua.duke.edu/centersicoleiWLEAD/WLEAD- 

Bootcamp details.htm 

Thank you for the links and information. I’ll be in touch. Also, thank you for your wishes. 

Laura 

On Fri, Sep 16, 2011 at 6:05 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Laura 

Thaa~ks again [br lunch. I really meant to pay [br us both. You are quite persistent. 

I have attached a handout I prepared for the conference last week. Also, here’s a link to my powerpoint and other prograan materials fi-om last week, 

~:/,/www.bxm~droomdiversi tzorg/ 

/ You can find my work at http:/ipapers.ssrn.con~ sol3/results.cfin’, RequeslTimeout 50000000 (it’s possible that unless you me signed on to a Duke University or 

other Universib~ emaJl account you may not be able to access this database). 

One of our articles is in a law review- issue that is devoted to board diversity articles, see http:iiwww.nclawreview.org/categorv/azcNves/89i89-3/. 

Good luck in your studies this semester. 

Lis~ 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banldng Law 

Director, Center tbr Banldng and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

/ / http:,/vwwv.law.unc.edu/centers, bmlking 

iNi Description: 
http:lA~vw.law unc.edulimages/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Martin, Frmlk R. <fmartin@mnat.com> 

Monday, Janua~ 30, 2012 11:00 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <]broome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Thanks fi)r the card 

Professor Broome, 

Fve been meaning to follow up, Life as a first year associate is crazy. 1 will have absolutely no problem bilUng 2000 hours this year. The young associates in my 

group aw:_!raged 2300+ last year and so far K: looks like l:hev are r~-:~ady t.:_~ repeat that this y~-:~ar, 

f haw? found time to wa~:ch my b~:_~h:~ved Tar heels basketball t~-:~am, "here is one oth~-:~r first year associate fr.:)m UNC in Wih~’fington and we g~-:d: together for ~:he 

ganles~ 

Un[:ortunately, at rny firrn I arn outnurnbered by Dookies, We talk trash back and forth constantly, but iL is kepL fairly friendly. 

I an] excited that 1 will be in Chapel Hill for the UVA game in a couple of weeks. I am also toying with sneaking down to College Park for the Maryland game next 

week 

In conclusion, I saw recently that one of ~:he priw;l:e equity groups I discussed m my note closed K:s fund afl:er makmg several bids on failed banks and not wmning 

any Maybe there is a follow-up article to be written. 

I hope all is well in Chapel HiU. 

Sincerely, 

Frank 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 1:[;9 PM 
To: Martin, Frank R. 
Subject: Thanks for the card 

Hi Frank -Thanks for your nice card. Tell me more about how the Banking Journal helped you get your job. 

All the best for the New Year. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

._h_Lt_p__~]_Z__w__w__w__:!__&_w__:_y__n___c_:__e_d_u_l_c___e___n__t_~ E ~ l_~ #_E ~L o_~ 

i~i 
Description: 

http://www.law unc. edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jp9 

This message, including any accompanying documents or attachments, may contain information that is confidential or that is privileged. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this message, please note that the dissemination, distribution, use or copying of this message or any of the accompanying documents or attachments is strictly prohibited. If 
you believe that you may have received this message in error, please contact me at (302) 658-9200 or by return e-mail. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~UUc.~dLv~ 

Thursday, 1 : 15 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Record oflifle tbr patents 

Professor Broolne: 

In case you were at all interested in the previous opinion, this 
article highlights the Australian system for dealing with these 
matters: 

h ttp://www.patentlyo.com/patent/2012/~3/rec~rding-assignments-and-securitv-interests-in-patents-austra~ias-new-pers~na~-pr~perty-securities-register h tml 

@unc edu 

On Tue, " at 4:07 PM, ~unc.edu> wrote: 
> Professor Broome: 
> 

> I thought of you and our Secured Transactions class when I read this. 
> You mentioned a few- weeks ago that different types of collateral might 
> have their own systems [’or recordation and it looks like patents (my 
> interest) are in need for a more robust system: 
> 

> http://~vwpatentigo.comipatent/2012/O3/patent-recordation.html 
> 

> 

>_ 

> 

> 

> @uric edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

James Strebler @yahoo.corn> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 4:19 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dodd Frank 

Dear Professor Lamkin Broome, 
I recently read your paper on TARP backlash and Dodd-Frank. 
I know you are very busy, but I was curious about your views on one question: 
Even though Dodd-Frank allows for liquidation of an insolvent institution, would it ever be used? Really, would we ever dismantle a too big to fail 
institution that failed? 

The reason I am skeptical that this would ever happen is that we had the means to close the too-big-to-fail banks in the last crisis. The reason we 
didn’t appears to be that: 
1. They were too big and too complex for us to dismantle. 
2. There were too many of them that needed to be liquidated immediately. 
3. The disruption to the economy would have been too severe. 
I just don’t see that there will ever be an instance where we would have the opportunity to take apart an institution under Dodd-Frank where those 3 
reasons wouldn’t still apply. 
To me, Dodd-Frankjust seems like punting. Politically speaking, the public was furious that incompetent businesses were rewarded using 
taxpayer money, and the government needed to appear to do something that would stop it from happening in the future. 

However, I just can’t imagine a scenario where those three factors wouldn’t prevent us from taking apart an institution that was failing. 
Thank you for a very informative paper. 
Sincerely, 
James Strebler 
Owner of a struggling small business that certainly didn’t get a bailout, and absolutely didn’t see any trickle-down benefit in terms of small business 
lending from the bailed out big banks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Nancy Shepherd <nshepherd@mac.com> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 6:47 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Board positions mad questions 

Hello Lissa. 

I look tbrward to seeing you tomorrow/Wednesday at 10 AM at Foster’s Market, 750 Martin Luther King Boulevard in Chapel Hill. 

Nancy 

On Nov 29, 2012, at 10:26 AM, Nancy Shepherd wrote: 

Great- That’s confirmed and on nay calendar for 10 AM. 

See you "then. 

Nm~cy 

On Nov 29, 2012, at 8:46 AM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

Nancy ---Thanks t:or the reminder. How about Foster’s Ma~ket at I0:007 

I.issa 

From, Nancy Shepherd [mailto:nshepherd@mac.com] 
Sent’- Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:35 AN 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject," Fwd: Board positions and questions 

Hi Lissa, 

I hope you had a great Thanksgiving. 

Did yon have a chance to choose one of the options below yet? 

Nancy 

Begin tbrwarded mes~ge: 

Hi Lissa, 
Two options for Wednesday December 19th to keep you a little closer to "home": 
(1) If we meet at 10 AM, then shall we meet at: 
Foster’s Market 
750 Martin Luther King Junior Boulevard 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 967-3663 
fostersmarket.com 
(2) If you wish, we could meet and have an early lunch at 11:30 AM here: 
Nantucket Cmll 
5925 Farrington Road, Chapel Hill, NC 
(919) 402-0077 ¯ ~_t_~!__c_’__k__~_t_g~_:i_l__l_:__c_’_(_?~!! 
Located in the Harrington Bank Building at the comer of Highway 54 and Faliington Road (exit 273 from Interstate 
40) in Chapel Hill. 
Just let me know your preference. 
Thanks again, 
Nancy 
Nancy Shepherd, MBA PhD 
CEO, Shepherd Research 

919-859-2774 O:ffice 
Mobile 

Fanail: nancy@shepherdresearch corn 

Linkedm: Nancy Shepherd 
Twitter: (2~ !! s _l_?__e_ t2 _h_c_r___d_ 
Caw, North Carolina USA 27518 

On Nov 16, 2012, at 10:54 AM, Broome, Lissa L wrote: 

Hi Nancy --- How about I0:00 on Dec. 197 Why don’t you suggest a location in-between and I wilt meet you there? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly, Michael <mkelly~theacc.org> 

Thursday, January. 17, 2013 6:05 PM 

Blake Jmnes (bjames@miami.edu); Brad Bates (brad.bates@bc.edu); Bubba Cunningham (bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu); Craig Littlepage 

(ckl9e@vi~inia.edu); Dan RadaJaovich (drad@clemson.edu); Da~l J. Gross (djgross@syr.edu); Debbie Yow (dD,ow@ncsu.edu); Jim 

Weaver (weave0@vt.edu); Kevin Anderson (kevina@umd.edu); Kevin White (kwhite@duaa.duke.edu); Paul Griffin 
(pgriltin@athletics.gatech.edu); Rmldy Spetman (rspetman@fsu.edu); Ron Wellmma (welhnma@wfu.edu); Steve Pederson 

(spederson@athletics.pitt.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbax@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.eda); Beth Miller 

(bmiller@ancaa.unc.edu); Donna Sanfl (dsanft@athletics.pitt.eda); Jaclyn Jacld Silax (jsilar@duaa.dake.edu); Jane Miller 

(im2y@irginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (i.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradia~ (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lisa Rudd (lmdd@t.edu); Loft 

Ebiham (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); Renee M. Baumgaxtner (rmbaumga(@sva.edu); Shal~on McCloskey 

(smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuch@admin.fsu.edu); Carolyn Callahan 

(cmc@irginia.edu); Janie Hodge (hodge@clemson.edu); Larry Killough (lariy@t.edu); Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

Martha Putallaz PhD (putallaz@duke.edu); Maladn P. Dawkins (mdawkins@miami.edu); Michael J. Wasylenko (mjwasyle@syr.edu); 

Nicholas Hadley (Hadley@umd.edu); Pamela Perrewe’ (pperrewe@cob.fsu.edu); Richard D Carmichael (cannicha~wfu.edu); Robert 

Taggart Jr. (robert.taggar~bc.edu); Sam Pardue (smnjoardue@ncsu.edu); Sue Ann Alien (sue.bidstru~chbe.gatech.edu); Susan 

Albrecht (saa01 @pitl.edu) 

Until we meet again .... 

Today marks the day of my official transition to my new role with the college football playoff. I will spend the next several months commuting back-and-forth to 
Dallas where our new office will ultimately be established. 
I cannot begin to tell you what an honor it has been to serve you and this conference for the past six years. It has truly been a pleasure of my life and I sincerely 
look forward to when our paths cross again in the future. 
My email going forward will be mkelly(~bcs-football.com. I hope you will keep in touch. 
Sincerely, 

Michael Kelly 

Senior Associate Commissioner (Broadcasting/Communications/Football) 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

4512 Weybridge Lane 

Greensboro, NC 27407 

Direct: 336-369-1219 

Mobile: 

Email: mkellygbtheacc.org 
Twitter: M KellyACC 

iNi ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Friday, January 25, 2013 11:53 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Checking on previous submission, with added comments... 

Lissa - 
I had sent you an email last night, with an attachment that is apparently so large that I got kickbacks from a couple of other folks to whom I had sent a similar note. I guess 
some of those photos aren’t digital! So, I wanted to be sure that you received my note. If you did not, let me know. I can either detach the attachment and send it to you at 
UNC, or I can send it to your personal email address. Either way, I wanted to be sut~ you got it, since one of the kickbacks was from USC. 
Just to add a postcript, we do want to look at diversity in its broadest sense and model the behavior on the NACD board that we would like to see on corporate boards. You will 
have seen my comments about industry diversity, since we would really like to gain representation in manufacturing, energy, or other fields not currently represented by the 
initial group. In espousing diversity in its broadest sense and thinking about succession planning, we also want to attract members who are younger and look differently. 
In addition to the immediate need for an SC director, we also need to continue developing a pipeline of folks who can help with committee and ad hoc assignments and fill the 
funnel for future consideration as directors. In that regard, your suggestions for talented folks from southern and western North Carolina would also be appreciated. 
thanks much/betty t 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hood, Rodney E <rodney.e.hoo&~}chase.com> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 5:24 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Greetings from Rodney Hood 

Hi Lisa, 
I hope that all remains well with you and that you are off to a great 2013. It has been quite some time since our paths have crossed. Since we last spoke, I have 

joined JPMorgan Chase and currently manage our firm’s national partnerships and strategic alliances. 

I just had a meeting with N.C. Treasurer Janet Cowell and Mark Gdffith from McGuire Woods to discuss J.P. Morgan’s entry into the Charlotte market in the coming 

weeks. I also mentioned some of our current corporate diversity initiatives and your name was mentioned because of the great work that you are doing at UNC. 

Both Janet and Mark send you their regards. 

Please note that I have already marked the date of this year’s Board Diversity Event that you are hosting at UNC. I will submit my application shortly. I look forward 

to seeing you soon. 

Best Regards, 

Rodney Hood 

National Partnerships Executive 

JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. 

601 Pennsylvania Avenue NW 

Suite 250 North 

Washington, DC 20004 

202.585.6303 (office) 

(mobile) 

This transmission may contain information that is privileged, confidenlia], legally privileged, and/or exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you axe not the 

intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution, or use of the information contained herein (including any reliance thereon) is 

STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Although this transmission and any attachments are believed to be flee of any virus or other defect that might afl’ect any computer system 

into which it is received and opened, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility, is accepted by JPMorgan Chase & Co., its 

subsidiaries and affiliates, as applicable, for any loss or damage arising in any way from its use. If you received this lransmission in error, please immediately contact the 

sender and destroy the material in its entirety, whether in electronic or hard copy format. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Lockhart @gmaiLcom> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 11:48 AM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Samuel Ashe Portrait 

Dear Lisa, unfortunately, no one in the famNy has been able to locate a likeness of Samuel Ashe, although we feel certain there were one or more. His home on 

tile Cape Fear, The Neck, burned many years ago, and so much history and family records have been lost. I keep thinking and hoping some family member will turn 

up with a painting or portrait. Some members of the Ashe farnily ended up in Texas and California, and perhaps other parts of USA. 

You probably know Samu~:_~l Ashe was Governor of NC and Chairrnan of the Univ~:_!rsity’s nOD when the University first opened. He participa~:ed in structuring ~:he 

University’s first curriculum. There is more inf:ormation about his involvement in the early days of the University in the f:irst Vokmle of Kemp Battle’s History of the 

University. 

Also, the Loyalty film contains useful information about Samuel Ashe, which was carefully researched in tile preparation of the ABA Award film produced by UNC 

PubNc TV and the Law School -. funded by me. 

Good luck ,and haw? a kwely Easter. 

Best, Tom 

From: Broome, Lissa L [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 10:03 PM 
To:                 @gmail.com 
Subject: Samuel Ashe Portrait 

Hi Tom - I hope you are doing well. 

Mary Murray alerted me to the article below that indicates that Thad Woodard from the NC Bankers Association is on the hunt for some portraits, including one of 

Samuel Ashe. The law school apparently does not have a portrait of Samuel Ashe, but Mary thought you might know if one exists and be able to help Thad in his 

quest. I hope you are doing well. 

Group hunts for missing faces of past N.C. governors 

The Winston Salem Journal 

... Ashe was born into a wealthy family in 1725 near Bath, but became a prominent Patriot leader decades later. He helped draft the state’s original constitution at 

Halifax in 1776 and became governor at age 70. Researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Wilson Library said their records show that an Ashe 

portrait should be in their collection, but were unable to confirm its existence last week. 

http:Uwww.jou malnow.com!n ews!state...region!a rtide 03f9f454-9423-11e2-9f95-OO19bb30f31a.html 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

~t..t~.~:.~Lw..~.w...w...~La.~.w..~.n...c:~.e.~.d.~u..~c...e...n.~Le..r.~s.~b.~L~ 
Access my papers on SSRN at: b__t_t_p_]_/___s__s_r__n__:_c___o___m__i__a__u___t__h__Q_r_:t_2_tLs_Z_2___0_ 

::N:: Description: 

http://~Arw.law unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance 

web 542.jpg 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Shawn Wen ~NWEN@mail.v, amcfm.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:59 PM 

Broome, l,is~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

State of Things request, Part 2 

Hi Lissa, 

I’m about to leave for the day. You can also reach me on my celt, 

Shawn 

Shawn Wen 
Producer 
"The State of Things" 
North Carolina Pubhc Radio WUNC 

324 Blackwell Street, Suite 600 
Durham, North Carolina 27701 
919 445 9161 
swen@wunc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:17 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Some research work 

Ethics Issues August 2013.docx 

I have pasted below the developments I found in this area, and I also attached it as a Word document just in case that’s also helpful. The NC 
Bar had a good number of related opinions, while the ABA had few recent opinions. All references to "FEO" are to Formal Ethics Opinions from 
the North Carolina State Bar. 

Let me know if I should find more topics on any specific areas or from other sources. 

Can lawyers use Software as a Service (known as SaaS, or, getting software from the cloud) to save costs while still 
sufficiently maintaining confidentiality and security for client information? 

A FEO from late 2011 essentially says yes, SaaS can be used responsibly if attorneys minimizes risks, use due diligence, and regularly educate 
themselves on the security of the system. This 2013 report on cloud computing and the law discusses NC’S rule on page 20, and shows some 
criticized the FEO as likely to limit use of SaaS in NC which will make firms in the state less competitive. 

Many type of organizations (from solo practitioners to federal agencies) are using SaaS like Google Apps, and one website tracks the different 
state bar opinions on this practice. However, one setback recently was the LAPD dropping its plan to move with Google Apps to the cloud 
because it didn’t feel it would meet federal security guidelines. That decision dealt more with criminal law issues, but businesses might also 
be concerned with meeting a stricter European Commission’s Data Protection Directive. 

Can lawyers outsource clerical tasks to foreign jurisdictions without the informed, written consent of the client? 

A 2011 FEO says no. The attorney must have the informed, written consent of their client, even if the work outsourced is administrative in 
nature and not legal work. This consent may be incorporated into the employment agreement. 

This may be relevant to business lawyers since outsourcing things like transcription to independent contractors on www.oDesk.com and 
www.elance.com is becoming more popular and cost-effective. 

Can a lawyer familiar with the policies, practices, and litigation strategies of an organization from serving as their counsel 
work in a new law firm that represents their former client’s adversaries? 

A FEO from late 2012 provided guidelines for navigating this potential conflict of interest from a number of perspectives. The typical answer 
to the various scenarios is that a proper screening will overcome most conflicts. 

In a dispute with an employer, does a lawyer need to avoid communicating by email with their client over the employer’s 
email system? 

A FEO from late 2012 says yes, the lawyer must avoid communicating with their client over the employer’s email system if there is a risk that 
the employee will find and read the emails. 

The FEO contains other variations on the issue of attorney-client communications being accessible on employer email systems, such as 
whether the employer attorney should direct employer to retrieve the employee’s personal emails from the system (depends on the law 
relating to discovery and production of employee email). 

The ABA also released a Formal Opinion in 2011 that said a lawyer sending or receiving substantive communications with a client via e-mail 
must warn the client about the risk of sending or receiving electronic communications using a computer or other device, or e-mail account, 
where there is a significant risk that a third party may gain access. 

May a North Carolina lawyer or law firm enter into an agreement to participate in a "network" of lawyers for a company? 

An FEO from late 2012 addresses the rise of companies that offer their services, usually on the internet, which give access to a network of 
lawyers that provide litigation or administrative support for clients with a particular type of legal or business issue, such as mortgage defaults. 

The FEO spells out when this type of arrangement is allowed. The FEO also addresses special arrangements, such as exclusivity clauses, that 
these companies might try to establish with NC lawyers. 

Does the lawyer have to serve as a "gatekeeper" for detecting and combating money laundering and terrorist financing? 

The ABA issued a Formal Opinion on this is May 2013, saying that lawyers are not"gatekeepers". Rather, they must use due diligence to 
balance the profession’s rules on client confidentiality with the rule against aiding illegal activities. 

What is the line between protected client-attorney communications on legal matters and unprotected communications on 
business matters? 



This online update from Pillsbury Law highlights a recent federal decision out of Florida from 2012 that drew several bright line rules. Here is 
a notable excerpt: 

The judge refused to grant a presumption of privilege to documents or communications simply because the document was 
labeled "Confidential - Attorney Client Privilege." With respect to emails, if the "To" line was addressed to both in-house counsel 
and a non-lawyer, the judge ruled that the email could not have a primary purpose of seeking legal advice, making it not 
privileged and therefore discoverable. The judge also ruled that numerous emails were not privileged because no attorney was 
included in the "To" or "From" lines, even if an attorney was included in the "cc:" line. 

Ethics Concerns for Transactional Lawyers 

This was a 2012 post on the Credit Slips blog talking about transactional attorney ethics. The author mainly points out that the 
compartmentalized nature of the work often prevents attorneys from seeing wrongdoing that can only be seen from a broader perspective. 

2013 Symposium on Ethics for Transactional Lawyers 

The Northern Kentucky Law Review held a symposium in 2013 titled "Legal Ethics for the Transactional Lawyer". I didn’t see any clearly 
defined and pressing issues that popped out at me, but here are the articles that came out of the symposium: 

Should Borders Hatter to the Transactional Lawyer? 

When Your Client Is an Organization - Some of the Problems Not Resolved by Rule 1.13 

Legal Ethics, Commercial Practice, and the Certainty Imperative: A Cautionary Note 

Technology - A Hotivation Behind Recent Hodel Rule Revisions 

Compromising Loyalty (and How the ABA Hade Things Worse) 

On Tue, at 5:23 PM, Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Hi       Tom H~en, Bernie Burk and I are working on the Dan K. Moore Program in Ethics which will be held on October 4. One segment of the program is 

supposed to "review proI~ssional responsibili~ issues t~ed by business lawyers such as conflicts of interest, the duty of contidentiality, attorney-client privilege, 
and the organization as a client and highlight recent developments in the~ aJreas. 

So this deals with 

MRPC 1.6 (confidentiality) 

1.6-1.10 (co~lllicts) 

1.13 (organization as a client) 

Attorney-client privilege (evidence rule, not ethics rule) 

When you have time (no need m do before or during your vacation), let me know if you can find any recent developments in any of these areas as they pertain to 
lm~)’ers in a transactional practice (or relating to business deals gone bad). One place to start is the NC State Bar website to see if there me any relevant recent 
ethics opinions. 

You might also do some googling. 

A good site is Freivogel on Co~lllicts http://www.freivo~elonconflicts.com/. 

Thanks, 

LB 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Directol; Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 



919.962.7066 

http://www.law.unc.eda/centers/b~Jlking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssm.con¥’aathor 248720 

...... 

::N:: Description: 
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To: Lissa Broome 

From: Research Assistant 

Date: 

Subject: Developments in Legal Ethics for Business Lawyers 

Below I have listed major developments in legal ethics, focusing on those relating to business and 

transactional lawyers. Note that all references to "FEO" are for Formal Ethics Opinions from the North 

Carolina State Bar. 

Can lawyers use Software as a Service (known as SaaS, or, getting your software from the cloud) to 

save costs while still sufficiently maintaining confidentiality and security for client information? 

A FEO from late 2011 essentially says yes, SaaS can be used responsibly if attorneys minimizes risks, use 

due diligence, and regularly educate themselves on the security of the system. This 2013 report on cloud 

computing and the law discusses NC’s rule on page 20, and shows some criticized the FEO as likely to 

limit use of SaaS in NC which will make firms in the state less competitive. 

Many type of organizations (from solo practitioners to federal agencies) are using SaaS like Google 

Apps, and one website tracks the different state bar opinions on this practice. However, one setback 

recently was the LAPD dropping its plan to move with Google Apps to the cloud because it didn’t feel it 

would meet federal security guidelines. That decision dealt more with criminal law issues, but 

businesses might also be concerned with meeting a stricter European Commission’s Data Protection 

Directive. 

Can lawyers outsource clerical tasks to foreign jurisdictions without the informed, written consent of 

the client? 

A 2011 FEO says no. The attorney must have the informed, written consent of their client, even if the 

work outsourced is administrative in nature and not legal work. This consent may be incorporated into 

the employment agreement. 

This may be relevant to business lawyers since outsourcing things like transcription to independent 

contractors on www.oDesk.com and www.elance.com is becoming more popular and cost-effective. 

Can a lawyer familiar with the policies, practices, and litigation strategies of an organization from 

serving as their counsel work in a new law firm that represents their former client’s adversaries? 

A FEO from late 2012 provided guidelines for navigating this potential conflict of interest from a number 

of perspectives. The typical answer to the various scenarios is that a proper screening will overcome 

most conflicts. 
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in a dispute with an employer, does a lawyer need to avoid communicating by email with their client 

over the employer’s email system? 

A FEO from late 2012 says yes, the lawyer must avoid communicating with their client over the 

employer’s email system if there is a risk that the employee will find and read the emails. 

The FEO contains other variations on the issue of attorney-client communications being accessible on 

employer email systems, such as whether the employer attorney should direct employer to retrieve the 

employee’s personal emails from the system (depends on the law relating to discovery and production 

of employee email). 

The ABA also released a Formal Opinion in 2011 that said a lawyer sending or receiving substantive 

communications with a client via e-mail must warn the client about the risk of sending or receiving 

electronic communications using a computer or other device, or e-mail account, where there is a 

significant risk that a third party may gain access. 

May a North Carolina lawyer or law firm enter into an agreement to participate in a "network" of 

lawyers for a company? 

An FEO from late 2012 addresses the rise of companies that offer their services, usually on the internet, 

which give access to a network of lawyers that provide litigation or administrative support for clients 

with a particular type of legal or business issue, such as mortgage defaults. 

The FEO spells out when this type of arrangement is allowed. The FEO also addresses special 

arrangements, such as exclusivity clauses, that these companies might try to establish with NC lawyers. 

Does the lawyer have to serve as a "gatekeeper" for detecting and combating money laundering and 

terrorist financing? 

The ABA issued a Formal Opinion on this is May 2013, saying that lawyers are not "gatekeepers". Rather, 

they must use due diligence to balance the profession’s rules on client confidentiality with the rule 

against aiding illegal activities. 

What is the line between protected client-attorney communications on legal matters and unprotected 

communications on business matters? 

This online update from Pillsbury Law highlights a recent federal decision out of Florida from 2012 that 

drew several bright line rules. Here is a notable excerpt: 

"The judge refused to grant a presumption of privilege to documents or 

communications simply because the document was labeled "Confidential - Attorney 

Client Privilege." With respect to emails, if the "To" line was addressed to both in-house 

counsel and a non-lawyer, the judge ruled that the email could not have a primary 

purpose of seeking legal advice, making it not privileged and therefore discoverable. The 
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judge also ruled that numerous emails were not privileged because no attorney was 

included in the "To" or "From" lines, even if an attorney was included in the "cc:" line." 

Ethics Concerns for Transactional Lawyers 

This was a 2012 post on the Credit Slips blog talking about transactional attorney ethics. The author 

mainly points out that the compartmentalized nature of the work often prevents attorneys from seeing 

wrongdoing that can only be seen from a broader perspective. 

2013 Symposium on Ethics for Transactional Lawyers 

The Northern Kentucky Law Review held a symposium in 2013 titled "Legal Ethics for the Transactional 

Lawyer". I didn’t see any clearly defined and pressing issues that popped out at me, but here are the 

articles that came out of the symposium: 

Should Borders Matter to the Transactional Lawyer? 

When Your Client Is an Organization - Some of the Problems Not Resolved by Rule 1.13 

Legal Ethics, Commercial Practice, and the Certainty Imperative: A Cautionary Note 

Technology - A Motivation Behind Recent Model Rule Revisions 

Compromising Loyalty (and How the ABA Made Things Worse) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Millie Tin1 <Millie.Tan@quinfiles.com~ 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 5:57 PM 

Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu-*; Carr Thompson (cthomp~)n@bwfund.org) 

aJ~ eIntm&~ction 

Lissa and Carr, I’d like to elntroduce you to one another. Lissa, during our introductory meeting on Friday, I mentioned I knew some 

remarkable women who would be excellent candidates for corporate board positions. Carr Thompson is such a person, currently Vice 

President at the Burroughs Wellcome Fund. Carr also serves as a Board of Trustee for the North Carolina School of Science and Math 

which is how we met. Carr, Lisa heads up the UNC Board Diversity Initiative and is leading the way in helping women and minorities gain 

board positions in North Carolina. She does this by maintaining an active database of candidates as well as conducts research and reports 

on the progress of women and minorities on the boards of the top 50 publicly traded companies in North Carolina. She is also on the UNC 

Law School faculty. 

I believe you would enjoy meeting one another to further explore the possibilities. I leave it to the both of to connect from here. 

Regards, 

Millie 
Millie Tan 

SVP, Global Marketing and 

Chief Marketing Officer 

4820 Emperor Blvd 

Durham, NC 27703 
Office: + 1 919 998 1084 

Mobile: + 

Fax: + 1 919 251 6743 

rn illie tan@ciuintiles.co nl 

www.quintiles corn 

1-711"11"11"1 

********************** IMPORTANT--PLEASE READ ************************ 

This electronic message, including its attachments, is COMPANY CONFIDENTIAL 

and may contain PROPRIETARY or LEGALLY PRIVILEGED information. If you are 

not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, disclosnre, 

copying, or distribufi on of this mes~ge or any of the intbrmation included 

in it is unanthorized and strictly prohibited. If you have received this 

message in error, ple&se immediately notify the sender by reply e-mail and 

permanently delete this message and its attachments, along with asly copies 

thereo£ Thank you. 
************************************************************************ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Annie Tyson Jett <ATysonJett(@bandcassociates.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 5:49 PM 

atysonj et~greensboro.org 

Fwd: Annie’s New Role 

Greeting!! 

As many of you are aware, I left B&C Associates on September 6th and joined the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce (GCC) on September 9th. 

decision, but I look foBvard to this new opportuni~’, as I continue to learn aud grow at GCC. 

Below is my new contact information. 

Annie Tyson Jett, PHR 

VP, Small Business 
Gmenstx~ro Chamber of Commerce 

342 N. Elm Street 

Greensboro, NC 27401 

Direct Line: 336-387-8334 

Mobile: 

atysonjett(~greeusboro.org 

GreensboroChamber.com 

Thank you for your support, during my tenure with B&C Associates. 

Kind regards, 
Annie 

It was a tough 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brace Alan Ma&ell ~gmail.com~ 

Monday, October 7, 2013 9:49 PM 

Steven Schwartz <schwaxcz@law.duke.edu-~; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Secufifization book 

Steven and Lissa: 

A long time has passed. As you know, I’ve left the bench to return to the academy So far, so good 

One item of ullfinished business was seeing if Tom Plank at Tennessee had any interest in updating the book After corresponding with him off and on for over a year, he has said yes 

He is strong, I think, on the basics, but admittedly weak on the banking and securities aspects. He wanted to know if Lissa had any appetite to continue contributing. 

I told him I’d let each of you know of his decision, and pass on his inquiW. 

Any responses? Other thoughts? 

BAM 
Bruce A. Markell 

.~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Matt Fink ~verizon.net> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 3:17 PM 

tt~en, Thomas Lee <th~en@unc.edu:~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

’Jerry Markham’ @gmail.com> 

Repeal of Glass- Steagall 

Professors Hazen and Broome: 

I am writing to you at the suggestion of Professor Jeny Markham. 

Very- briefly, I spent my career at the mutual fired association, the Investment Company Institute. After retiring as the Institute’s president in 2004, I wrote the first 

histo~ of mutual funds, the Rise ofl~ttual F~mds: An Insider’s View (Oxford University Press, 2d ed 2011 ). 

I mn working on a book on Carter Glass and his approach to financial regulation. I’m nearing the end of my di~ussion of what Glass thought and did. I’d now like to 

discuss subsequent events. 

Specifically, I’d like to cover: 

1. The erosion of Glass- Steagall Act prohibitions on securities activities by banks and their altiliates. This would include legislative ettbrts starting in the 1960s to totally 

repeal or erode Glass-Steagall; adminis~trative rulings by the Comptroller and the Fed; and finally the the Grallam-Leach-Bliley Act. 

2. What has occuned with respect to provisions in the Glass- Steagall Act that sought to limit lending by Federal Reselve Banks and commercial banks for speculative 

activities. 

3. The debate pro and con over whether the repeal of Glass- Stegall contributed to the 2008 financial crisis. 

4. The related debate pro and con as to whether Glass-Steagall should be restored. 

5. Deregulation at the SEC and the debate pro and con whether it contributed to this 2008 financial crisis. This would include exempting asset-backed securities from 

regulation under the 1940 Act, lowering of capital standards for broker-dealers, and repeal of the uptick nile. 

I contacted Jeny about this and he was kind enough to direct me to his 2010 article on the repeal of Glass Steagall and to give me your names. 

I would very much appreciate it if you could (1) ret~r me to any books, articles, press stories, etc. I should look at; and (2) retbr me to other people I might contact to 

receive cites to this type of information. 

Any help would be greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Matthew P. Fink 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:30 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edu>; Dean, Jr., James W. 

<James Dean@unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke < 9gmail.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Rennet@ med.unc.edu> 

Recent Article of Interest 

Thought this might be appropriate to share with the Working Group and FAC, but I do not have all the e-mail addresses. I do not know the 

accuracy or sources of their data. Additionally, I have never met with the ARG nor have they ever invited me to meet with them. FYI. 

UNC faculty call for athletic improvements 

By Kirby Wilson I Duke Chronicle I October 22, 2013 

h ttp://www, dukechronicle, com/articles/2013/10/22/unc-faculty-call-ath letic-improvements 

A group of faculty at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is trying to ensure that the university’s grade A athletes 
have the resources to make A grades. 

The Athletic Reform Group, an organization composed of UNC faculty, issued a statement Thursday expressing concerns 
about topics ranging from student athlete academics to head injuries. The group was founded in the wake of UNC’s 2011 
academic scandal, in which several high-profile athletes were found to be enrolled in classes that either did not meet regularly 
or did not exist. 

Deborah Southall, a member of the group and lecturer of exercise and sport science at UNC, said that the current system puts 
some athletes at a disadvantage in the classroom. 

"A large segment of [the student-athlete] population is horrificaily underprepared for college academics," Southall said. 

Southall noted that there is pressure to give athletes grades they do not deserve instead of expecting them to be at the same 
academic level as other students. 

"It puts me in a position to have to challenge my own professionalism, integrity, ethics and values," Southall said. 

Southall noted one summer when a UNC basketball player had enrolled in one of her classes. The player far surpassed the 
maximum number of absences allowed by class rules. As a result, she gave him a failing grade. 

"That was a rough year for me," Southall said. "1 didn’t get too many basketball players in my class after that." 

But the problems of college athletics extend beyond the bounds of UNC’s campus because players come from differing 
socioeconomic backgrounds and educational preparedness, noted Richard Southall, former ARG member and director of the 
College Sport Research Institute at the University of South Carolina. Athletes in revenue sports are generally less prepared 
for college than other athletes, he added. 

Of all National Collegiate Athletic Association athletes, only 4 percent are "profit athletes." Richard Southall said the other 96 
percent are "expenditure athletes," who are able to compete even though they do not generate profit, because football and 
men’s basketball raise enough money to cover expenses of other athletic teams. As a result, there is little incentive for 
expenditure athletes--the majority--to support stricter academic criteria for all athletes, including those in revenue sports. 

"96 percent of the athletes want to keep their mouth shut [about the current revenue system]," he said. 

Brad Berndt, associate director of athletics, academic services and student services at Duke, said the admissions criteria for 
athletes must be determined by individual universities. 

"It is an institutional issue and not an NCAA issue," Berndt said. "Each school has to decide what type of student can 
succeed." 



Deborah Southall said that she was frustrated with the response the group has gotten from UNC. 

"Why are we even having to talk about some of these things?" she said. 

She added that the group had met with UNC Athletic Director Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham in the past but little had been 
accomplished. 

"We have had dialogues and [Cunningham] has always appeared to be very open to listening and discussing the concerns," 
Deborah Southall said. "[But] after a while you get the smiles and the nodding heads." 

Cunningham could not be reached for comment. 

Jay Smith, the ARG’s founder and a professor of history at UNC, noted the group is focused on ensuring athletes are able to 
experience the education guaranteed them by their scholarships. 

The statement issued before UNC’s football game against the University of Miami was meant to both attract attention to the 
cause and show the group’s support for UNC athletes, Smith added. 

But he said that, aside from some press coverage detailing the football players’ support for the group, the statement has not 
ignited much change. 

"The impact [of the statement] has not been all that impressive," he said. 

Regardless of whether the statement is heard nationally, Lewis Margolis, associate professor of maternal and child health, 
said that UNC should accept athletes who have the ability to contribute in the classroom. 

"UNC should be taking students who are capable of benefitting from the wonderful educational opportunities that the 
university offers," Margolis said. "Any university should not be compromising its academic standards in order to advance the 
skills of its football team. That’s unacceptable. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,, 5:53 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@ema]l.unc.edu> 

UNC School of Law 

Hi Lissa, 

I enjoyed meeting you last Friday at the William Horn Battle Society dimler, and Richard had great tlfings to say about the work you do at UNC. I enjoyed hearing 

your advice about applying to law school, and I wasn’t aware applications were down so much. IfI think of any law school questions, would it be OK to get in touch? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Melvin Davis < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 1:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Malcolm Logan @gmaJl.com> 

Trotter to awaJrd board members with millions - CNET Mobile 

ProIi Broome, 

Thought you might find this article interesting. 

http ://m. cnet. con~news/twitter-t o-aw ard-board-members-with-milliol~s/57608997 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Saltzman, Paul <Paul.Saltzman@tlaeclearinghouse.org> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:48 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Peter~n, Clark <Clark.Peterson@theclea~inghouse.org>; Scott, Jennifer qlennifer.Scot~theclearinghouse.org>; Newell, Jeremy 
<~lel~my.Newell@theclealinghouse.org> 

RE: Sorry we missed each other 

Lisa - thanks for the prompt response. My chief of stall. Clark Peterson, will tbllow up. He helps me with recruiting and is supervising our sunm~er internship program coordinated by our 
newest attol~ley Jen Scott ( she was an intern, that we hired full time). Definitely interested in speaking with We can start with phone intel-¢iew or a video intel-¢iew through our NC 
office, and then take it from there. Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Broome, Lissa 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 3:38 PM 
To: Saltzman, Paul 
Sut~iect: RE: Sorry we missed each other 

Hi Paul -- I have a 3I. lool<ing for something He is the and was with me in NYC at your event. }{is name is . We are in the midst of 
exams -- I’m giving mine right now -- but I will let him know to email you his resume. 

l may have some 2Ls still looking too from the banking journal or my banking class Do you have any description I could pass along to them about the type nf work the?’ might expect? 

Thanks for thinking of our students and congratulations on a terrific conference. I will t~ to arrange my schedule next year so I can attend the entire program. 

All the best to you and your family for the holidays, 

Lissa 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Saltzman, Paul [mailto:Paul.Saltzman~theclearin~house oral 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 11:26 AM 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Sorry we missed each other 

Hope you enioyed the conference. 

Looking for some legal talent. Both for our internship and full time. 

If there are 2 or 31 stars that are looking have then send me their resume. We have openings in ny and dc. 

Happy- holidays. Paul. 

Sent from nry iPhone 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and notify us inm~ediately. 

This e-mail may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete the e-mail and notify us irmnediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <’bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:27 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

FW: NCAA Triatlflon 

Bubba and Lissa, 

Per the emails below, I just met with             . The discussion was veW informaUve about the U~qC Triathlon Club and she is obviously vel7 enthusiastic about Women’s Triathlon 
becoming a NCAA Emerging Sport I enjoyed meeting with       and seeing her passion for the sport, but I told her that even if Triathlon became an emerging sport we would not 
necessarily add it as an intercollegiate sport at UNC I explained the process and some of the parameters we have in place for a club sport to become an intercollegiate sport, which she 
seemed to understand 

I would support adding Triathlon as an emerging sport, since it would add more opportunities for women to participate in intercollegiate athletics. Just as other emerging sports, schools 
could then choose whether to add it, or not 

If you would like to discuss, just let me know. 

Thanks, 
--Beth 

> 

> 

> 

> I will be glad to meet with you on Thursday at 10:00 am or Friday at 10:30 am. Please let me know if either day works for you....ifnot we can communicate via email or phone 
> 

> Best regards, 
> 

> Beth Miller 
> Senior Associate Director of Athletics/SWA University of North 
> Carolina P O. Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> Tel: 9 ] 9-962-0ak53 
> Fax: 919-962-1646 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 PM 
> To: Miller, Beth 
> Subject: NCAA Triathlon 
> 

> Mrs. Miller, 
> 

> My name is and I am the president of the Triathlon club at UNC. I’m sure you are well aware, but we were j ust given notice that the NCAA Convention is being held January 
15-18 to vote on Triathlon as an NCAA emerging sport for women I know this is extremely late notice, but if possible, ] would love to meet with you either tomorrow (Dec. 12) or Friday (Dec. 
13) just to briefly talk about what this would mean for us and to hear your stance on the idea. If you are unavailable to meet, a short email conversation would sufficer Thank you so much 
for your consideration and I look 12~rward to hearing from you. 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:23 PM 

Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Hello Argonauts, 

On behalf of the Active Order, I would like to remind you that we are accepting nominations for the Order of the Golden Fleece. Nominations will be accepted until this Friday, 
January 10th at 5pro. Nomination forms can be found at https://ogf.unc.edu!nomination/. We recognize that many of you may be extremely busy, therefore we can accept a 
list of names from you though nomination forms are preferred. 

If you have any questions, please let us know. Thank you for your time and we look forward to receiving your nominations. 

Best, 

m 

The University of North Carolina 

~live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:11 PM 

Order of the Golden Fleece <ogf@ unc.edu> 

Correction: OGF Nomination Form 

Hello Argonauts, 

I deeply apologize for the second emaJl. It has come to my attention that the link in the past email directed you to ma outlook webpage. Please follow the follomng link 

to complete the nomination form: http://ogLunc.edu’nominatiorf. If the link does not work when you click on it, please type in that link into the url bar and it roll direct 

you to the correct page. 

The Active Order will send out confinnalion emails once we receive your nomination form. We also ask that you plea~ complete the nomination tbrm instead of 

emaJling us with details about the nominees. 

If you have aJly questions, please let me know. Once again I apologize tbr this second email. 

Thank you, 

The University of North Cm~olina 

~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathleen Gates ¯ @hotmail.com> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:09 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Keep up the good worm 

Dear Dr. Broome, 

I just read the article about revealing the reading levels of athletes. I support you! 

As a Florida teacher, I can tell you that things are going to get worse. We are saddled with Common Core, which is a complete train wreck. The standards 

are so obscene on the k-1 level, that these kids will be lucky if they learn anything. Lessons are now scripted, and students are spending an immense 

amount of time on computers taking tests to prove their teachers are incompetent. As a veteran teacher, I am appalled that my profession has digressed 

to this. 

Good luck in providing the truth. It needs to be out there. 

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Kathy Gates 

Global Lab teacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Frierson, Joe C - ATHENS GA ~oseph friersoniii@ml.com> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 1:30 PM 

Chancellor <chancellor@unc.edu>; carol tblt@unc.edu; Dean, Jr., ,lames W. <james Dean@unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emM.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edtr% Farmer, Stephen 

M <sfanner@admissions.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebmwn@unc.edu> 

An unsolicited suggesfion.....I am sure it is the first you have received 

UNC Leadership, 

I smiled all day yesteMay as #UNC was trending on Twitter. Complete strangers 25 years my junior were tweeting joyously about their acceptance to 
UNC. Despite how good an 18-year-old thinks 4 years in Chapel ttill will be, I know it will undeniably surpass their expectations. Does that happen at 
Maryland or Clemson? Do NC State grads share such fondness for their collegiate experience that anonymous tweets from high school seniors bring 
them joy 2 decades removed from campus? I doubt it. Carolina - the Universi .ty, the place - is a singular collegiate experience that combines the very 
best of academies, athletics, location and social opportunities. 
What is the point of all this? The point is that I care very much about the University of North Carolina and we are getting skull crushed right now. It is 
easy to say that the recent Forbes’ rankings or Princeton Review honor firmly dispel the notion that this media barrage is hurting our brand. I strongly 

disagree. We have lost such control of the narrative that a disgruntled tutor’s inaccurate research has launched a national story that our student 
athletes can’t read. Think about that a minute - somehow, some way, the spectrum of national media finds it believable that 7o% of the University of 
North Carolina football and basketball players read at a middle school level or worse. 
I don’t place any of the blame on you. This mess you inherited is rooted in 3 years of strategy that was either incompetent or gutless. There is no other 
way to explain a PR strategy that has resulted in the national media INCREASING coverage 3 years and 7 investigations removed from the discovery 
of academic fraud. We are bleeding a slow death because we have lost control of the facts. And I don’t think we can get it back with press releases and 
apologies. Our opposition (and, yes, Kane and Barrett are our opposition) has no incentive to move on to other subjects. Why would they? Do you 
know what Dan Kane’s last non-UNC story was? Have you looked? It was about the Director at the Raleigh Housing Authority who was improperly 
using "eomp" time to promote his magician business. As a writer, would you rather regurgitate the tired AFAM scandal story that is bringing national 
headlines/TV appearances or write about illegal use of magic? Our opponents will not quit. So, we have to change strategy. Otherwise, why should we 
expect a different result? 

I strongly implore you to consider the following suggestions in the context of a more proaetive, offensive media strategy: 
Academic Scandal - It was one professor, tte was fired. Years ago. We have enacted over lOO reforms to prevent and expose any semblance of 

the same corruption he produced. 

Fight for our FaeulW - The media loves the phrase "widespread academic scandal". It is not "widespread" if it is only one professor and his 

assistant. Longstanding? Yes. Widespread? Not even dose. Our University- and AFAM department have been wrongfully impugned because of 
the actions of one professor. Fight for the 99% of our professors who do it right. They deserve better than they have gotten. 
Fight for our Student Athletes - If we choose to admit a small percentage of student athletes who are below the UNC standard but ABOVE the 
NCAA standard, that is totally OUR call. Let’s own that. I see nothing wrong with giving some kids with subpar academic credentials a chance 

IF we think they can develop. Most of our academic exceptions work. Some don’t. Let’s own that. With APR scores so important, the onus is on 
us to get it right or we suffer. But what can possibly be wrong with giving a kid from a broken home in the nadir of public schools the 

opportunity to pursue a degree at UNC? In moderation, how can that be considered anything but the very core of what our University’s mission 
is? 

. Stand up for the Martin Report - A respected former Governor with a PhD from Princeton and Baker-Tilly, a nationally renowned audit and 

consulting firm, had unfiltered access to 2o + years of academic data and hundreds of thousands of grades and classroom rolls. Their report 
cannot be discarded as inconsequential just because it did not fit the narrative that the N&O or Barrett want to write about. The loons at the 
N&O and NCSU ate hell bent on finding a conspiracy of epic proportions. Paint that story as the bizarre conspiracy theory that it is. 

* Fight for common sense - Does anyone take Chemistry as an elective? Only a jaded journalist would find fault with an advisor charting an 

academic path that was tailored to the academic talents of the student. Not every student is going to be a scientist or doctor. Pursuing easier 
classes for some athletes is no different than half the DKE and Pi Phi houses piling in to a certain professor’s class in the early 9o’s who 
was....uh, how do I say this ....... quite accommodative to a student’s academic needs. Perhaps I am unfamiliar with the sterling academic 
reputation of Dan Kane’s St. John Fisher College degree, but he acts as if maintaining a satisfactory GPA through less rigorous classes is a 
heretofore undiscovered student endeavor. Again, NOBODY takes Chemistry as an elective. 
Stren~h in Nmnbers - How is a disgruntled ex-football player kicked out for plagiarism the voice of the "seam" at UNC? How is a bitter, 

demoted tutor the voice of academic judgment? Why can’t we drown those voices out with the stren~h of our faculty, our coaches or our 
student-athletes? The ovet~vhelming majori~ of people on our campus love everything that UNC stands for. Let them be heaM. Make sure they 
are heard. 

I have friends on the Board of Trustees and across the campus that consistently express their confidence in you. I loved your tactful but forceful 

presentation about 2 weeks ago. It was the perfect blend of respectful tone and undeniable facts. But that presentation is a distant memory after the 
work of Kane, Barrett, CNN, Huffin~on Post and Fox News the last lO days. It is imperative that we match the intensib~ of our opposition. If they are 
promoting distortion, we have to relentlessly promote the truth. If they are telling half the story, it is imperative we tell the other half. If they find one 
voice to deride UNC, we should find lOO voices that proudly promote UNC. Our University has done too much good, for too maW people, for too 

many years to have our light dimmed by the false words of a tutor or the conspiracy-laced writings of a 2nd tier newspaper. 

Please consider a more offensive effort to give balance to the one-sided half-truths perpetuated by the media. Carolina deserves and needs your very 
best right now. 
Thank you all for your efforts. 

Joe Frierson, III 

1992 
Joseph C. Frierson, III 
Senior Vice President- Wealth Management 
Financial Advisor 



P.O. Box 1648 

Athens, Ga 30603 
Office- 7o6.552.21o3 

Toll Free - 8oo.211.4113 

Fax- 7o6.621.4912 

TNs message, and an?, attachments, is for the intended recipient(s) only, may contain information that is privileged, confidential and/or proprietary and subject to 

important terms and conditions available at http://www.bankofamerica.com/emaildisclaimer. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete this message. 



From: 2}gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Tuesday, Febma~ 25, 2014 3:22 PM 

To: Broome, Lis~ I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu~ 

Subject: Merci 

Hi Lissa, 
I so enjoyed seeing you last Friday and was most grateful that you handled my coffee spill with such aplomb, Hope to see you again soon. 

Business/IT Turnarounds and Strategies 

direct 919.960.6750, mobile 
:..@..g..maJ.[:.c..~..m~........w...~..w..:.!!.n...t{..e~d,.!.n..:.c..~..m.J.!.n../Lu.d..~.~.~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wright. T. Brandon <wright~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:30 PM 

Broome, Li ssa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Hatri~ Louise W <louise@unc.edu>; McLe~m, Susan <mclea~m@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Marion Cowell being honored 

Hello Lisss, 

I let Louise know about Marion’s award since she works with him more closely than I do on his personal giving. Louise can’t attend the breakfast, but I do think it’s 

important that Carolina I.aw has a good showing for Nm, I’d love to go with you, Can we plan travel closer to the trip? 

I’ll let Susan McLean I~now ~:o include the information in our notifications and publications, Thanl~s! 

"~’, ~rando.~ ~,~7l’~ight Assistant i}#an for Adv;~:°:¢¢qs.~ist i ~JNC School of iaw 

Campus BOx 3B82 Chap~i Hill, NC 22599-5782 
919 445.0172 office               mob[ie i _w_ _ _r_ [ g_ _h_ _t_ _b_ _@_ _ _e_ _ _m_ _ _a_ i J :_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ : _e_ _ _d_ _u_ . 
Make a Gift: []-t--t£:Z/---w---w----w-J--a---%--u-£-c-&d---u-/--a--~-u---m---&~Lv--e-~-n--~-~-w-~- 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:20 plVl 
To: Wright, T. Brandon 
Subject; Marion Cowell being honored 

Hi Brandon- 

One of my friends in Charlotte alerted me that Marion Cowell will be honored with a Lifetime Achievement Award by Leadership Charlotte at a breakfast meeting 

on May 8, ..h..t..t.p..~/./~.w..~.w..~.w..:~[£.a.~.d.~.e..r..s...h.]R£.h.~.a...r~..t..t~.e.:..~.I~/.Er...~.£.r..a.~.m..~.s..-..e.~.v.£.n...t..s./.Le.Ka.~c~z~£~#~. I will try to attend and wanted to let you know in case you or any others are 

interested in joining me and so you can pass this along for notation in the alumni magazine. 

I also saw Norma at the grocery store a couple of weeks ago as Marion was recovering from surgery he had here at UNC. They got back to Charlotte before the snow 

and bad weather and I’ve heard from Marion a couple of times since then. 

Take care, 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http:iissrn.comiauthor=248720 

i.N.i Description: 
/ / http:/,www.law.unc.edu/images, news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Febrnary 26, 2014 2:07 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edtr>; Bmome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

dashboard access for FAC members 

Dear Joy, Chris and I met this morning and we discussed, among other firings, access to ,student records. Chris is working on a mmlber of focused tmiversi~ efforts to 

improve the technical infias~tructure for security as well as the policies that govern access to student information. He is convening a committee to address these two 

eltbrts later this week. 

I asked him if it would be possible for one or two members of the FAC to get access to the student reports and dean’s level dashboard reports. Because your 

committee needs this intbrmation tbr its work with student-athletes and academics, this roll be fine. You cm~ contact him directly to di~uss in more detail and get the 

process tbr access moving. 

I hope your travels have gone well this week. I look forward to seeing you soon. 

All my best, 

Debbi 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Uifiversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 2d7.5788 

~?gmail corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,, March 4, 2014 4:03 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J ~oy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UCLA Black Student enrollment 

Hero’s the video that Deb mentioned in the meeting today. 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

Uiliversity of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 2d7.5788 

de bbiym-bercl arke(a~ gnlail c om 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Johnson, Jim" <JohnsonJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: UCLA Black Student enrollment 
Date: November 12, 2013 10:40:05 AM EST 
To:                            @.qmail.com)" 

Debbi, 

Great to chat with you this morning. Thanks for taking the time to meet with me. 

The link to the UCLA video is below. 

Thank~ 

Jim 

James H. Johnson, Jr. 
Willianl Rand Kenan, Jr. Distinguished Professor 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Director, Urban Investment Strategies Center 
Frank Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise 
Univm~ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-3440 

@.qmail.com> 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Saturday, November 09, 2013 3:26 PM 

To: Johnson. Jim 

Subject: UCLA Black Stu&nt enrollment 

Interesting .... 

http://~v.huffingtonpos~t.com/2013illiO8/ucla-black-enrollnlent-fieshmen n 4242213.html 

TJ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 5:08 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Debbi Clarke 

RE: Days Mis~d tbr Travel 

~gmail.com> 

Hello, 

I do not understand how to read the ’q-~’. For example, Men’s Tennis has "6+4". What does this mean? Also, is this)Jst for the spring semester? If so, that could 

exph~in tfu-_~ low mm%~ers for foo~:ball - possibly (I don’t know wher~-_~ the .5 would fit in on a i or R) 

Michelle 

From: Broome, Lissa L 
Sent: Tuesday, March :tl, 2014 4:44 PH 

To: Brown, Michelle; Debbi Clarke 
Subject: Days Hissed for Travel 

See attached (p. 11) and discussed earlier in the minutes. I wonder whether these numbers are accurate. Surely football missed half days on Fridays traveling to 

away games. Maybe no football player has afternoon classes on M-W-F. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wells Fargo Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

UNC School of Law 

CB#3380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.7066 

htt p:!!www.law4mc.ed u!cent ers!ba n king 

Access my papers on SSRN at: http://ssrn.comiauthor=248720 

:: ~:*;; :: Description: 

...... http:I/vc~w.law.unc.edu/images/news/media/bankingfinance web 542.jpg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:21 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

HBO real sports 

FYI, Maly Willingh~m will be interviewed on the March 25th episode: http:/Twww.hbo.com/leoJ- sports-wilh-brvant- gumbel#/real- sports-wilh- brv~t- 

gumbel/episodes/O/204-episode/video/march-real- sports- 
preview.html/eNricmbOYM7XLMtMSc 13zEvMq S zJTHbOz’y~rShRz89JgQkFJKma+iXmpiIXciIvsoGgdGJpSX5BTmKlbUIRaSoAUBcXOA== 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Cm-olina, Chapel Hill 

919247.5788 

~g:llsJl corti 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carolina Law Webmaster <law web@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc=edu> 

Carolina Law Webmaster <law_web@unc.edu> 

UNC School of Law: Excessive Class Absences as of Monday, 

The following students have missed five class meetings for a specific class section as of Monday, 

IIstudent Ic,o,, Iseme,te, ,n~,ucto,, 
L. Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lewis, Brian D <brian-lewis@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 4:22 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Credit Suisse - Lunch on Tue~ay? 

Hi, Lissa. Tony O’Connor and Andy Hutcher (from New York) will be doing the Credit Suisse interviews here next Tuesday. Their lunch break is from 12:10 to 1:10, 

and Shawn McKenna and I will be taking them to the Carolina Club for lunch (as I do with all employers who interview on campus). Would you like to join us? 

FYI, we had 29 students apply, and the following students will be interviewed here: 

Let me know about lunch by 10:00 on Tuesday morning. 

Brian 

Brian D. Lewis 
Assistant Dean for Career Development 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Campus Box 3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

T: (919) 962-1023 
F: (919) 962-2516 
Brian-Lewis@unc.edu 
_S_’_~__h_~__d__u_l_~__~__Ln__At~_t~__o__i___n_:Ln__~_~__n___t. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC School of Law Event Registration Portal <unclawcle@unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 31, 2014 10:55 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

UNC School of Law Event Registration Portal: Password Reset 

The following is your current information for the Event Registration Portal: 

Name: Lissa Broome 

E-Mail Address: Ibroome@email.unc.edu 
Password: 

Once you have logged in to the portal at https://events.law.unc.edu/portal/, you may change your password. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutcher, And.’,, <~Jldrew.hutcher@credit-suisse.com> 

Monday, 4:05 PM 

Lewis, Brian D <bria~-lewis@unc.edu>; McKenna, Shawn P <smckenna@ad.unc.edu-~; Glenn-Pruitt, Kala V 
<kvglennp@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa I, <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

O’Connor Jr., Ton?, qony.o’conno@credit-suisse.com>; Dunagan, Julie M. <julie.dunagan@credit-snisse.com>; Jones, Christine 

<~chrisfine,ione@credit-suisse.com>; Foster, Joa~ne <joanne.foster@credit- suisse.com> 

Credit Suisse General Counsel Legal Associates Program in Raleigh 

Tony and I wanted to thank you for lunch and your help with our recruiting efforts at UNC. Last Tuesday was a very productive day. 
We have decided to do a second round of interviews with 12 students, including 6 students from UNC. The remainder of the candidates are from Duke with 
the exception of one student from Vanderbilt. 
The six UNC candidates we will be inviting to participate in the second round (in no particular order) are 

We will be conducting the next round of interviews with three of our practice group members in person in 

our Raleigh Triangle Park office on the afternoon of Tuesday,        and Wednesday,       We will reach out shortly to the students to schedule the 
interviews and to let the students we will not be proceeding with know the outcome as well. We will keep you in the loop as we continue through the 
process. 
Andy Hutcher 
CREDIT SUISSE SECURITIES (USA) LLC 
Managing Director 
CO0 & Managing Counsel - Advisory Control Group Americas 
General Counsel Division 
Eleven Madison Avenue 110010 New York I United States 
Phone +1 212 325 7417 
andr~w.hutcher@credit~, uisse.com 

Please access the attached hyperlink for an imp~rtant electron.c conmunlcations @isclaimer: 

~.~i~.L.~/.~j.~:£%L:£~L£££~.~.~.L.-~S.~-~c.‘:~.c.~k/.~.~.~c.‘:iL~.~./~i£L~i~i£~&~£~e m a i 1 ,- ~ . h t rll 

.............................................................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

alfred pollard @hotmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 3:43 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Is this something the alumni news would use 

h tt p://www, n a rio n all a w jo u r n a l.co m/h o m e/id = 1202648667420/Am e rica s+ 50+0 u tsta n din g+ G e n e ral+Co u n s e1%3 F m cod e= 1202615432464& c u ri n d ex=0 

Lissa-- not trying to "toot my horn," (indeed, these articles never focus on the "team" which I emphasized, only the individual), but I didn’t know if this 

(which doesn’t mention my UNC Law ’74 background) was of interest to the alumni news. 

Alfred 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joseph Smith @gmaJl.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 12:43 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Smith, Joe <jsmith@poynerspruill.com> 

Follow ups 

Professor: great to be with you this last week. I will fill out the review sheet when I receive it, but let me tell you again before then that I thought this program was one of 

the best ever, if not the best. Congratulations. 

As Joseph A. Smith Monitoring Ltd., a company of which I am the sole shareholder has become a governmem contractor, I now have a business interest in supporting 
affirmative action and, in that regard, would like the company to be a supporter of your director diversity work. Let’s discuss. 

Finally, I have sketched out an outline of an article I would like to write for next year’s journal. Spirit is rolling; we’ll see about the flesh. I also have attached a note that 

I banged out in the past on the topic. Too airy faJ~, but I thought it might interest you. 

Hope some or all of this fopa, ards the cause. Best regards, j 

[ ~ UNQ art{cle on Mortgage gettlement 

j 

[ ~ RegL, lation of Home [~ortgage Fi~ance 
j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carolina Law Webmaster <law web@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:01 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaiLunc=edu> 

Carolina Law Webmaster <law_web@unc.edu> 

UNC School of Law: Excessive Class Absences as of Wednesday~ 

The following students have missed five class meetings for a specific class section as of Wednesday, 

I Student Class Semester J instructors 

, Secured Transactions (Law ) Spr ng L. Broome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Spong < @hotmail.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 11:44 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Omarova, Saule T <omarova@email.unc.edu> 

New Contact Info 

Lissa and Saule, 

How are both of you doing? I retired from the Fed last week and no longer have access to my Bank emails or Bank phone line. I can be reached at my 

personal email address (        @hotmail.com) and home phone (            ~. 

I finally decided it was time to retire and catch up on a lot of personal things that I haven’t had much time to do, including building my new house. I plan to 
stay involved with a few banking things. I may teach a financial institutions class at the University of Kansas next fall and I still have several research 
projects I am working on, including further work on the FDIC deposit insurance study where I compare the many state-chartered banks in Kansas that did 
not adopt deposit insurance in 1934 to those that did (http://www.kansascityfed.org/publicat/econrev/pdf/12q3Spong-Regehr.pdf). 

I may also look for some more training programs like we did for the Central Bank of Nigeria. Last fall, I was asked by Haruna Yole, who was at our UNC 
training, to provide comments on the Holdco laws they were proposing for adoption. I offered a number of suggestions, but I haven’t look to see if they 
have finalized their proposal. Victor had been trying to get a contract with the CBN to help write the laws, but apparently they went ahead without him. His 
last minute scramble to find people to do the holding company training programs in Scotland and New York last summer may not have looked that good to 
the CBN, especially after the great program the two of you organized at UNC. 

Please stay in touch and maybe we will get a chance to do further work together. 

Best regards, 

Ken Spong 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday. 10:08 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Academic Affairs Committee Meeting 

Professor Broome, 

I hate to miss the meeting this afternoon, but unfortunately I have a conflict. I will check in ruth regarding the minutes from today. 

I think increasing the number of hours accepted from other programs is a great way to diversify interests and help place students in competitive jobs. 

I also wanted to raise a question regarding LEED certification. An attorney in Raleigh M~o does contract work for cons~miction and energy firms told me she is always 

looking for students who have LEED accreditation. In order to qualify lbr this test, students must take a cour~ related to "environmentally t?iendly building" - do we 

have courses atUNC Law that would fulfill this requirement? I emailed Professor Flatt several weeks ago regarding this and never heard back fi-om him. This would be 

a great way to separate UNC students from other law students in the state. 

Best, 

Laura Ross 

University. of Nol~Lh Carolina School of Law 

J.D. Candidate, Class of2011 

Editor in Chief; Volume 36 
North Carolina Journal of International Law and Commercial Regulation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi All - 

Ned Brooks <brookse@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, December 15, 2008 9:50 AM 

@nc.rr.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Settle, Sherrie E <sherriesettle@unc.edu~ 

Institutional Conflict of Interes~t Committee 

@bell~uth.net; Snow, Helen <helen snow@unc.edu> 

I write to add my thanks to those of Chancellor Thorp for your 
willingness to serve on the University’s new Institutional Conflict of 
Interest Committee. I am delighted Chancellor has created our 
con~’nittee. It’s a good indication of how seriously he takes the issue. 

I met with Sherrie Settle last week and can assure that we couldn’t 
possible have a better person with whom to work. Sherrie is working on 
scheduling our first meeting for possibly January 29 at which time we’H 
receive our charge, review the relevant University policy and hear about 
some issues that relate to our work, but that we need not act on. 

] look forward to working with you. 

The happiest of holidays to you 

- Ned 

Ned Brooks 
CB# 7411 
Health Policy and Administration 
School of Public ttealth 
UNC - Chapel Hill, 27599 
919 843 -48¢5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hi All - 

Ned Brooks <brookse@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April 21, 2009 2:41 PM 

Settle, Sherrie E <sherriesetfle@unc.edu> 

@nc.rr.com; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; 

Ronald J <ronald falk@med.nnc.edu> 

New Committee Charge 

@bell~mth.net: Snow, Helen <helensnow@unc.edu>; Falk, 

What do you think about this as the change in our charge that we’ll 
recommend to the Chancellor: (Words in italics are new.) 

/"The Committee’s charge is two-fold. (1) It will recommend 
i//nstitutional conflict of interest//policies and procedures to the 
Chancellor, and (2) it/will evaluate potential conflicts of interest 
that are referred by the Conflict of Interest Officer. Following 
evaluation, the Committee will make a recommendation to the Chancellor 
concerning the disposition of the potential conflict of interest If 
the Committee deems it necessary, it may also forward the recommendation 
to the Board of Trustees." 

Please feel free to doctor this up all you want. Send your edits to 
Sherrie and me (by a week from today) and we’ll come up with the version 
to send to Tony Waldrop. 

Thanks everyone for a really good meeting this morning 

- Ned 

Sherrie Settle wrote: 

> ICOI Committee Members, 
> 

> Thanks for a lively and productive discussion this morning. For our 
* > next meeting, please mark your calendars for 3-5pm on Monday, May 4, 

> in 307 South Building.* 
> 

> Additional invitees for this meeting are: 
> 

> David Parker, Office of University Counsel 
> Dan Nelson, Office of Human Research Ethics 
> Barbara Longmire, Office of Clinical Trials 
> Cathy Innes, Office of Tectmology Development 
> 
> Three of these have confirmed availability for this time, so we appear 
> to have a winner[ 
> 

> Sherrie 
> 

>__ 

> Sherrie Settle 
> Assistant Director 
> Research Compliance Program 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Ph: (919) 843-5328 
> Fax: (919) 843-9005 
> 

> To make a confidential report: 
> University Compliance Line: 1-866-294-8688 
> https://secureethicspointcom/domainien/reportcompang.asp 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

Ned Brooks 
CB# 7411 
Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
UNC - Chapel Hill, 27599 
919 843 -4846 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fred Black < @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 1:09 PM 

q’,led Brooks’ <brookse@email.unc.edu>; Falk, Rona]d J <ronakt thlk@med.unc.edw~; Snow, Helen <helensnow@unc.edw~; 

@bellsouth.net; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Settle, Sheme E <sherrie settle@unc.edu> 

UCLA 

Committee Members, 
Even though this clearly strikes me as an individual COl case, it appears that Sen. Grassley seems interested in making institutions responsible for the information provided 
or not provided by individuals. Given our conversations, is "doing a poor job policing conflicts of interest among researchers" translate somehow into an institution failure where 
the assumption is made that there is an institutional COl because it doesn’t police this problem better? 
Fred 
From today’s WSJ: 

UCLA Surgeon Didn’t Report Payments 
By DAVID ARMSTRONG and TIIOMAS M. BURTON 

A top spine surgeon at the UniversiW of California Los Angeles failed to disclose payments from medical companies while he was reseal~hing their products’ use in 

patients, according to records obtained by congressional investigators. 

Jeffrey Wang, chief of spine surgely at UCLA, didn’t inform the school of $459,500 he was paid by companies from 2004 through 2007, according to a May 21 letter 

from Sen. Charles Grassley to the school’s chancellor that was reviewed by The Wall Street Journal. 

State univelsib" researchers in California are required to disclose ~:ny financiaJ ties to nongovernmental entities funding their work. Failure to report a financial interest 

can result in civil liability, including fines, as well as university- discipline. 

UCLA and Dr. Wang declined to comment on the ,senator’s letter. 

Mr. Grassley, an Io~ a Republican, and other lawmakers have accused a number of schools of doing a poor job of policing conflicts of interest among 
researchers. They- said they are concerned doctors’ research and treatment decisions may’ be unduly influenced by payments from drug companies and medical-device 

makers. 

Maine, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Vermont and West Virginia have enacted laws requiring medical companies to disclose paymems to in-state doctors, with certain 

exceptions. A bill sponsored by Mr. Grassley and others would require national disclosure. 

Among the companies that paid Dr. Wang were surgical-products makers Medtronic Inc., the DePuy unit of Jolmson & Jolmson and FzioMed Inc., Mr. Grassley said. 

The payments -- which included royalties on products Dr. Wang helped develop, and speaking and consulting fees -- weren’t disclosed to UCLA until Mr. Grassley 

asked to see the surgeon’s disclosure forms to the school, the senator said. 

The three companies were sponsoring research by- Dr. Wang at UCLA at the time of the payments, the forms show. J&J and FzioMed declined to comment. A 

Medtronic spokeswoman mid, "Medtronic is not in a position to know whether Dr. Wang honored his respective employer’s conflict-of-interest requirements." She 

added that his agreement has expired m~d has "not been renewed at this time." 

Mr. Grassley said Dr. Wang "consistently checked no" on the tbnns when asked whether he had received income of $500 or more ti~3m companies thnding his clinical 

research. UCLA, the senator’s letter said, told him that Dr. Wang "erred in completing" the disclosures. 

Dr. Wang serves on the board of the 5,000-member North American Spine Society,, m~d on the editorial boards of several medical journals. UCLA said it paid him 

$775,000 last year, including $400,000 in mlary and $375,000 for treating patrents at its facilities. 

In a disclosure tbrm to UCLA dated Jan. 10, 2007, Dr. Wang checked "no" when asked if he received income of $500 or more from Medtronic. On Jan. 4, 2007, 

according to Mr. Gra.ssley, Medtronic’s records show it paid Dr. Wang $14,600 for "lecture and teachings at spine meetings and universities in Korea for one week." 

Medtronic wa.s at "the time funding Dr. Wa~g’s study of a company spinal-repair system, according to UCLA records. 

In total, Medtronic paid Dr. Wang at least $186,700 from 2004 through 2007, the senator said. 

Write to David Am~strong at david.m:mstrong(tbwsi .corn and Thomas M. Burton at tom.burton(&wsi.com 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Settle, Sherrie E <sherrie settle@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 21, 2010 3:11 PM 

Ashby, Valefie S <ashby@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Snow, Helen <helen snow@unc.edu>; Falk, 

Ronald J <ronald falk@med.unc.edu>; Fred Black @nc.rr.com>; @bellsouth.net 

l~gh, Trina B <Trina pugh@med.unc.edu~, 

ICOI Tuesday, August 10 

Good afternoon, Committee Members, 

Please mark your calendars :for our next meeting on Tuesday, August l 0th, 
11am to noon, m 307 South Building. 

In addition to welcoming our new chair, we will learn about programs on 
campus that assist University researchers with identifying and pursuing 
commercialization opportunities J2~r their discoveries Our guests will 
be: 

Don Rose, Director, Carolina KickStart. This program, a component of 
the NIH-funded Translational and Clinical Sciences Institute, supports 
commercialization of University technology J2~r treatment of human 
disease via diagnostics, therapeutics or medical devices 

Patrick Vernon, Associate Director, (;enter for Entrepreneurial Studies. 
’]7he Center, part of the Kenan-[~’lagler Business School, is home to 
Launching the Venture, a program of courses designed to launch 
entrepreneurial ventures, both commercial and non-profit, emerging from 
any discipline. 

We anticipate this will be an in:gorma] discussion No homework is 
required - our guests will share overviews of’their programs. If you 
would like to learn more about them, please follow the links below. 

See you all next month, 
Sherrie 

For more information: 
Carolina KickStatt: 
http:/itracs.unc.edu/indcx.php?option com content&view article&id 448&Item 
id 427 
Launching the Venture: 

http://www.kenaninstitute.unc.edu/centersiceii?¥ la~mchprograln&t Launch%20 
Program 

Sherrie Settle 
Assistant Director 
Research Compliance Program 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ph: (919) 843-5328 
Fax: (919) 843-9005 

To make a confidential report: 
University Compliance Line: 1-866-294-8688 
https://secure.ethicspoint.com,’domairden/report company.asp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

hwkellenberger@coxnc.com 

Saturday, October 28, 2006 2:00 PM 

lissa bmome@unc.edu 

Thanks for your time 

IVtrs Broome, 

This is Hugh Kellenberger at the Rocky’ Mount Telegram. We spoke by phone 
Friday evening and I just wanted to drop you a line and say thanks for 
your time. Certainly taking calls at home on a Friday evening is not in 
the job description, but it was appreciated 

Sincerely, 

H. Williams Kellenberger 
Sports Writer 
Rocky’ Mount Telegram 
252-407-9950 (work) 

(cell) 



From: ~aol.com 

Sent: Sunday, October 29, 2006 5:49 PM 

To: lissa broome@unc.edu 

Subject: N & O Article 

Professor Broome 

I completely agree with your assessment of the circumstsxlces surrounding Coach Bunting and the Athletics Department. I believe your insight is correck and it is 
unfortunate that the success of a program is sometimes only measured by the number of wins, and not victories. 

Thank you for your service to UNC and the Athletic Department. 

Regards 

Ted Kemec MD, ’81, ’85 

Winston Salem, NC 

President UNC Medical Alumni Association 

Check out the new, AOI,. Most comprehensive set of t~ee satbty and security tools, t?ee access to millions of high-quali~ videos t?om across the web, t?ee AOL Mail 

and more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Kemp @carolina.rr.com> 

Wednesday, November 1, 2006 4:52 PM 

lissabroome@unc.edu 

"We can’t hire owr OWN coach?" 

Lissa Broome: 
I sent the following to Bowles, Baddour & Moeser & "cc’d" you but got a "non-deliverable" reply on yours. I am trying again. 

Regards, 
John Kemp 
Greetings: 

Dick Baddour has 25 assistants on his personal staff; the Athletic Department has over 100 more educrats; and the football staff consists of about 40 administrators, EIGHT 
(as in EIGHT, EIGHT[) of which are Athletic Directors. And then of course we have numerous "Consultants to the AD" like Bill Guthredge (just how much damage can one 

man do?) 
So, we have a total of approximately 165 "leaders" directly & indirectly involved in our football program, and we cannot hire our OWN FOOTBALL COACH? 
I learned today that we are going to "outsource" the selection of our next football coach to some headhunter in the Midwest & PAY HIM $35,000 for his GENIUS! (The 

$35,000 is not my point; I don’t care if it is 35 cents or 35 milliem) 
Is this RIGHT? Am I mistaken? 
Did a damn headhunter find Dean Smith, Matt Doherty, Roy Williams, Sylvia Hatchell, Mack Brown, Mike Fox, Carl Torbush or any of the large number of our EXCELLENT 

COACHES? Sometimes, a mistake is made. Our batting average is still superior[ 
A headhunter has no more loyalty to UNC than he does to any other client. Why in the hell do we want to assign the selection of our football coach to a damned outsider? 

Why don’t we just call Tommy Bowden & ask him to make the choice? A headhunter is ONLY going to deal with people whom he KNOWS & WHO KNOW him. Don’t our 165 
people know anybody? 
There is nothing wrong with our athletic program (overall, it may be the very best in the nation); there is nothing wrong with Division I football; there is nothing wrong with our 

football program itself except for the fact that we have a bonehead for a Head Coach who needs to be fired & replaced, the sooner the damn better (as in NOW)[ AS far as I 
can tell, Bunting is the ONLY PROBLEM DOWN THERE[ 

If 165 people cannot hire a damn football coach, there is something radically wrong. Tell me one more time why we need 6.5% annual budget increases. 
If Dick Baddour is struggling with the hiring af a Head Football Coach (which he appears to be), he still has done an absolutely wonderful job with the remainder of the 

program. Appoint one of these 165 others to the newly-created position of "Assistant to the AD in charge of hiring our next damn football coach" and give him the 
responsibility. 

Let me tell you & these 165 people one thing. The hiring of a person to fill an important position is a challenge which any leader should welcome! It is the very ESSENCE of 
a leader’s job[ It may well be a leader’s MOST IMPORTANT function! Next you’ll be telling me that the incoming Coach is going to "outsource" the selection of his starting 
quarterback[ 

Let me help you. 
1. Announce the job opening to the dozens of sportswriters who concentrate on UNC sports & state that the position will be filled by December 1st; sit by & wait for the 

phone to ring, which it will FREQUENTLY; ANY COACH who wants the damn job will find you, you don’t have to worry about "requesting permission from other AD’s to "talk to 
their Coach" (trust me, if there are "big time" coaches out there like Rodriguez of West Virginia or Butch Davis or Steve Spurrier of South Carolina who WANT the job, they will 
handle their internal situation with their own school. If they can’t handle it, you can’t[). If Butch Davis who is CURRENTLY NOT under contract has not called you by now, 
perhaps there is a lesson to be learned here. 

2. If our educrats cannot handle the confidentiality issue required by some potential candidates, find something else for them to do, like sending them to a much-needed 
conference in Hawaii where they can play some golf. 

3. Prepare a "short list" and interview those on it, THOROUGHLY; rely on their PAST (it is your best guidance). 
4. MAKE A DAMN CHOICE. 
If 165 educrats cannot hire a damn football coach, just what CAN they do? Maybe you should look at "outsourcing" a lot more things[ 
You people need to retake Business 101 ; we are all fl~e to make choices, but we have to accept the fact that some of those choices will be WRONG (like Bunting). That 

does NOT mean that we quit making choices; it simply means that we strive to do better the next time[ 
"Meet with Triumph and Disaster 
And treat those two impostors just the same" - Rudyard Kipling 

We CANNOT POSSIBLY have more confidence in a damned headhunter than we do our own people - UNC has the BEST PEOPLE! Don’t forget that internal hiring also 
landed Dean Smith & Mack Brown & Sylvia Hatchell & Anson Dorrance & Mike Fox & Roy Williams ((and as far as I know, Erskine Bowles (spare me the Jerry Baker input), 

James Moeser & Dick Baddour)). 
Ronald Reagan is my ALL TIME HERO, and even the Gipper screwed up in Lebanon. Babe Ruth still leads the Major Leagues in strike-outs. Michael Jordan missed more 

shots than he made. 
Good grief[ What in the hell is going on down there? 

John Kemp 
UNC 1974 
John Kemp 
Kemp Services Inc. 

Matthews NC 

(Cell) 
704 847-4444 (Office) 
704 847-0444 (Fax) 

@camlina.rr.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Wednesday, November 1,2006 10:41 PM 

lissa_broome@unc.edu 

Editorial about Dick Baddour 

Professor Broome, 
Thank you for a thoughtful editorial about the Athletic Director. While some of his hiring decisions (read: Matt Doherty) have angered me beyond belief, I appreciate your 
appraisal of the overall picture. 
Michael Kessler 
Vero Beach, FI. 
UNC Class of ’82 (BS), ’85 (JD) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Thursday, November 2, 2006 5:55 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Editorial about Dick Baddour 

I remember him as a diligent, thoughtful and friendly guy when he was assistant dean at the law school during my last two years at UNC. I hope your editorial helps him. After 
reading it, and remembering the successes of Carolina athletics in baseball, soccer, women’s basketball, etc., I certainly have a much higher opinion of Mr. Baddour’s 
performance as AD. 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edu> 
Wednesday, 7:48 AM 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Allmd, Stephen <Steve Allmd@unc.edt~>; Boger, Jack <jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 
A.P. <;acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edt~>; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 
Elizabeth <:elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; JelD~ Baker <jbaker@bpasea, ch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Motomura~ HirosN <motomura@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq --jacq@email.mm.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.mm.edu>; 
Rand, Tony --~towr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com >; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU >; Spainhom; W. 
Erwin <w.mavin.spainhour@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D ~-debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; Taft, Thomas <        ~yahoo.com>; 

~email.unc.edu>; Groves, Beth T <Graves@iogmail.iog.unc.edu> 

Re: Phone Interviews and Questions 

Thanks to Mike for preparing the excellent list of questions. I’ve set 
forth some additional ones we may also wish to consider -- either for 
the phone interviews or later discussions. 

First, if we share this with the candidates, then for evely sentence 
that begins with "Describe," the question mark should be replaced with a 
period. See 4., 13., & 14. 

We may want to modi~" 5. to include "setting a budget," along with 
"managing a budget." 

Possible additional questions: 

7A. Describe the opportunities you have had to supet’,qse staff’. How do 
you motivate staff when there is little or no raise money and limited 
opportunities for advancement? 

8A. Describe your contact with yottr school’s alunmi. How can the Dean 
engage akunni in the school? 

9.A. Describe how your commitment to public service and pro bono has 
been manifested. 

18. How can the Dean best evaluate scholarly excellence and teaching 
effectiveness? 

19 Describe your interactions with central university adminsitrators. 

20. How would you sustain and strengthen community at the law school 
among faculty, staff and students? 

21. How should the contributions of centers to the law school be 
evaluated? 

22 ~at are the major challenges facing legal education over the 
next ten years? 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
University’ of North Carolina School of Law 
CB ff 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-962-7066 
Fx: 919-962-1277 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@iogmail.iog.unc.edu> 

Sunday, l 1:55 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@KilpatrickStockton.com>; Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gib~n, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Motomura, Hiroshi <motonmra@email.anc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.eda>; Sp~Jnhour, W. El-~vin <w.erwin.spaJnhour@nccoarts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas <        @yahoo.com>;                       ~email.anc.edu> 

Graves, Beth T <Graves@iogmail.iog.unc.edu> 

Important Reminder 

Many thanks to everyone for making such a strong effort to participate in last week’s phone interviews. I enjoyed talking to all of the candidates, and I am excited about the 
remaining three interviews. Beth Graves sent you digital recordings of each interview via email so that you can listen to them using your computer. Please contact her if you 
have any problems---962-8786 or gmves@iogmail.iog.unc.edu. We will circulate recordings of the last three interviews by mid-afternoon on Monday. I apologize for the short 
time between the last interviews and our next committee meeting, but November 1 was by far the best meeting date for the most people. Here is our schedule for this week. 

Mike 

Phone Interviews on Monday, (costumes encouraged) 
1. 9-9:45 
2. 10:00-10:45 
3. 11:00-11:45 
If you are participating by phone, dial 501-4272 from Chapel Hill or Raleigh. Dial 1-877-641-5004 if you are calling from any other place. 

Next Meeting of the Search Committee--Tuesday, 
We will meet in Room 2102 at the School of Government from 6:00-8:30pm on Tuesda             . Dinner will be provided. Note: We are starting at 6:00pro rather than 
6:30pro in order to give us more time for dinner and deliberation. The purpose of this meeting is to evaluate the candidates and decide on next steps---which could include 
interviewing additional candidates, inviting some candidates for face-to-face airport interviews with the committee, inviting candidates for campus interviews, or some 
combination of these and other options. Please let Beth know if you will be attending so that she can order a dinner for you. If you need to participate by phone, we 
will get that information to you once we know the arrangements. 

Possible Meetinq with Paul VerkuiI--Fridav, 

I had mentioned earlier that 

Other Candidates to Consider 

Before our meeting on Tuesday, I hope you roll have time to look at one of the new candidates who has submitted his online materials 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmailJog.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 10:55 PM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. ~-acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth~ib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbake@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Motomura, Hiroshi <motomura@email.unc.edu>; Nance Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Ran& Tony <tonyr~)ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr~)cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 
<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.sDaJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas ~ ~@ahoo.com>; ~)email.nnc.edu> 

Ne~ Phone Inters’Jew 

Debbie talked with                               ~nd scheduled his phone interview for this Thursday,             at 2pro. I apologize for such short notice, but as 
you know we are working on short timelines. Please let me know if you will be able to participate in the interviewIone way or the othet~and whether you will come to my 

conference room or participate by conference call. If you have a conflict, we will get you a copy of the interview as with the others. 
The interview with            will take place on Saturday. I will confirm all of the details in the next day or so. We will begin around 10:30 or a few minutes later (his plane 

gets in at 10:15) and we will go for 90 minutes. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks. 
Mike 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmail.iog.unc.ed u 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edtr~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Motomura, Hiroshi <motomura@email.nnc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spaJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas        @yahoo.com>;                       ~email.unc.edu> 

Graves, Beth T <Graves@iogmail.iog.unc.edu~ 

Logistics for Interviews 

Here are the logistics for our two interviews this week. If you wish to be included on the conference call for either interview, please dial 501-4272 if you are calling from Chapel 
Hill or Raleigh, and dial 1-877-641-5004 if you are calling from any other place. We will email a recording of each interview to everyoneIyou should receive the 
interview by late Thursday afternoon, but you may not get        until Monday morning. On Friday I will be out of town on a development trip, so please contact Debbie 
Stevenson (962-7882) or Beth Graves (962-8786) if you have any questions. I will check my email when I return on Friday night. 
I encourage you to get to the hotel a little early on Saturday if possible to discuss briefly the format for our interview. For most of the candidates, we only asked a small 
fraction of our prepared questions. I will send you our original list of questions tomorrow--the ones that I asked      during the phone interview will be shaded. I suggest that 
we start the interview with me asking him again to describe why he is interested in this position. Then everyone can join in as we work our way through the remaining 
questions on our list and cover any other ground that you wish. You may ask any of the questions that already have been asked if you want to get more information on an 
issue. There will be plenty of time for follow-up questions and a real conversation with him. 
Telephone Interview witl" 
Thursday,            from 2:00-2:45pm, Room 2113, School of Government 
Face-to-Face Interview with 
Saturday, from 10:30-Noon 
Hilton Hotel Raleigh-Durham at RTP 
4810 Old Page Road 

Durham, NC 27703 
(919) 941-6000 

Directions to Hotel 

Interstate 40E: Take Exit #282 (Page Rd.). At bottom of exit, mm right and make an immediate right onto Creekstone Drive (Sleep Inn is at the stone turn). Follow the 

driveway until the Hilton entrance. 

Interstate 40W: Take Exit #282 (Page Rd.) At bottom of exit, turn right and go through the first stop light. After the light, make the first right onto Creeks~tone Drive 

(Sleep Inn is at the stone turn). Follow the driveway until the Hilton entrance. 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmail.iog.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:24 PM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.e&~; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edu~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Motomura, Hiroshi <motonmra@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.nnc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emoJl.nnc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spoJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas <        ~@yahoo.com>;                       ~;email.unc.edu> 

Update and Next interviews 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:07 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve A|lred@unc.edt~-; Boger, Jack ~jcboger@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edu~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib,~m@unc.edu.>; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Motomura, Hiroshi <motomura@email.anc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.nnc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net~ ; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com > Schoultz Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith~ Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.eda>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spaJnhou@nccoarts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas~ ~yahoo.com>; ~email.anc.edu> 

One More Interview 

We wilt interview I                 Irom 1:30-3:00 on Saturday 
from him. I hope everyone has a wonderful Thanksgiving. 

Mike 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Govemrr~nt, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 
(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmail.iog.unc.edu 

, Still no word from ~¢ve will try to schedule him for the if we ever hear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:36 PM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edu~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Motomura, Hiroshi <motonmra@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.nnc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emoJl.nnc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spoJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas < @yahoo.com>; ~bemail.unc.edu> 

Interviews 

Hello Friends, 
Saturday was a great day of interviews. You did a wonderful job of walking the line between evaluation and recruitmenL I was proud of how well you did it with everyoneIand 
you outdid yourselves in the session with                  Well done. The interviews are available now on the School of Government web site. I apologize that we lost the 
end of the interview because of technical problems--just his last couple of questions for the committee. The others are available in their entirety. Here is how to 

access them. 

t 

Please remember that we have two more interviews this coming Saturday,                                                                              Let me 
know whether or not you will attend (I know some of you have told me already, but let me know again if you will). If you will not attend, please also let me know if you would 
like to participate by conference call. The recordings will be available on the following Monday. I will remind everyone at least once more before the end of the week. Thanks 
again for taking the time last Saturday and for representing the University so incredibly well. Take care. 

Mike 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmailJog.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:27 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edu~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Motomura, Hiroshi <motomnra@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.nnc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emoJl.nnc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spoJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas <        ~@yahoo.com>;                       ~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday Interview Reminder 

We have two more interviews scheduled for this Saturday,             at the Hilton Hotel Raleigh-Durham at RTP (directions below). If you cannot attend and would like to 
participate by conference call, please follow the instructions included below. The recordings will be available on the following Monday. I look forward to seeing you Saturday. 
Remember, we have a committee meeting from 3:30-6:00pm on Wednesday,            to make decisions about campus visits. Take care. 

Mike 

Airport Interviews 
December t0 
11:00-12:30 
12:30-1:30 
1:30-3:00 

Airport Directions 
Hilton Hotel Raleigh-Durham at RTP 
4810 Old Page Road 

Durham, NC 27703 
(919) 941-8000 
Interstate 40E: Take Exit #282 (Page Rd.). At bottom of exit, turn right and make an immediate right onto Creekstone Drive (Sleep Inn is at the same turn). Follow the 
driveway until the Hilton entrance. 
Interstate 40W: Take Exit #282 (Page Rd.) At bottom of exit, turn right and go through the first stop light. After the light, make the first right onto Creekstone Drive (Sleep Inn 
is at the same turn). Follow the driveway until the Hilton entrance. 

Call-In Instructions 

At the time scheduled for the interview: 
If you are calling from Chapel Hill or Raleigh - dial 501-4272. 
If you are calling from any place other than Chapel Hill or Raleigh - dial 1-877-641-5004 
The first person to call will hear ringing, which will stop when the connection is made. The next person(s) to call in will only hear a tone and should be connected to all other 
callers on the line. 
This toll fi~e line has been reserved with the State Operator and there will be no cost to you. 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmail.iog.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:26 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <acarlton@kilpatrickstocklon.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edu~; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Motomura, Hiroshi <motomnra@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.nnc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emoJl.nnc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spoJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas < @yahoo.com>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Yes, Yes, Yes 

Mike 

Michael R. Smith, Dean 
School of Government, UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330, Knapp Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 
(919) 966-4107 (Office); (919) 962-2370 (Fax) 
msmith@iogmail.iog.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:07 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Carlton, 

A.P. <apcaxlton@kilpatrickstockton.com:q Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edtp; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.~mc.edu-~; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <elizabeth gib~m@unc.edu-~; Jerry Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Motomura, Hiroshi <motomnra@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.nnc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Pdngo <cringo@emo£nnc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smith, Michael R 

<msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Sp~Jnhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spoJnhou@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; 

Taft, Thomas ~ :@yahoo.com>;~ ~email.unc.edu> 

FW: deansNps 

Hellc) Fe] ks, 

I am forwarding the following message from fo~ your information. We a~e scheduled to have a dinner meeting 

on Tuesday,                  from 6-8pm in Room 3601 at the School of Government. If you cannot attend and woul@ like to join us by 

~honef conttactt my assistant, Beth G~av~’s, anl she will giw~" you the necessary instruc;tJc>ris. I ]eek forward he seeing you on 

Tuesday. Take care. 

Hike 

..... Original Hessage ..... 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 9:08 PH 

To: Smith, Michael R 

Subject: deanshJ~ s 

Dear Hike, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.tmc.edtr-- 

Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edtv~; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu-~; Carlton, 
A.I?. <apcaxlton@kilpatlickstocl~on.com>; Daye, ChMes <cdaye@email.unc.edu:>; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. 

Elizabeth <:elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; JeID, Baker <jbake@bpasea~ch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Motomura, Hiroshi <motomura@email.unc.edtl>; Nance, Jacq --jacq@email.unc.edw,; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu>; 

Rand, Tony --~tony@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <drr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, Lars G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU >; Spainhour, W. 
Erwin <w.e~avin.spainhour@nccourts.org>; Stevenson, Debbie D ~-debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; Taft, Thomas <        @yahoo.com>; 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: More Candidate Evaluations 

Friends - I’ll pass this along too. My colleague, Joe Kalo, just 
reported that                       had called to talk to him this 
a.m. about our dean search and reported that at Sarah Parker’s swearing 
in yesterday, many prominent alums including those in the legislature 
expressed 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
University of Nolth Carolina School of Law 
CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-.062-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Carlton, A. P. <apcarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com> 

Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbmome@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.nnc.edu-~ 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu-~; Boger, Jack <jcboge@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edu-~; Daye, 

Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Finn, James <jdfinn@emoil.unc.edu:>; Gibson. S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Jeny Baker 

<jbake@bpaseoJrch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@email.unc.edu:,; Motomura, Hiroshi <motomura@email.unc.edu>; Nance, 

Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu>; Ran& Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna 

<~trr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, L~xs G < SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Spainhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spainhou@nccourts.org>; 

Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; Taft, Thomas < ~yahoo.com>; ~email.unc.edu;, 

RE: More Cmldidate Evaluations 

<http :/A~’w.kilp atricksto ckton, corn> 

Alfred P. Carlton Jr. 
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP 
Suite 400 
3737 Glenwood Avenue 
Raleigh, NU 27612 
t 919 420 1831 
f919510 6101 

Cotffidentiali~ Notice: 
This COlrm~unication constitutes an electronic communication within the meaning of the Electronic Communications Privacy Act, 18 U. S.C. Section 2510, and its disclosure is strictly limited 
to the recipient intended by the sender of this message. This transmission, and any attachments, may contain confidential attorney-client privileged information and attorney work product. 
If you are not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. Please 
contact us immediately by return e-mail or at 919 420 1700, and destroy the original transmission and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lissa Broorue [mailto:lbroome(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:21 AM 
To: Smith, Nhchael R 
Cc: Allred, Steve; Boger, Jotm; Broome, Lissa; Carlton, A. P.; Daye, 
Charles; Finn, James; Gibson, Elizabeth; Jcrry Baker; Marshall, William; 
Motomura, Hiroshi; Nance, Jacq; Pierce, Catherine; Rand, Ton?’; Rascoe, 
Donna; Schoultz, Lars; Spail~our, W. Erwin; Stevenson, Debbie; Taft, 

Thomas; 
Subject: Re: More Candidate Evaluations 

Friends -- I’ll pass this along too. My colleague, Joe Kalo, just 
reported that former                   had called to talk to him this 
a.m. about our dean search and reported that at Sarah Parker’s swearing 
in yesterday, many prominent alums including those in the legislature 
expressed 

Lissa 

Lissa L Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
University of North Carolina School of Law 
CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, Nt2 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-962-7066 

Fx: 919 -962-1277 

***DISCLAIMER*** 

Treasu~ Department Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Treasury Department, we inform you that any U S federal tax advice contained in this 
communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) 
promoting, marketing or recommending to another part?’ aW transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Gerhardt < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, March 3, 2006 4:00 PM 

Boger, Jack <jcbx~ger@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles <cdayer~email.unc.edu>; S. Elizabeth 

Gibson <elizgib~email.unc.edu~; Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@)email.unc.edtr~; Motomum, Himshi <motomura@email.unc.edu-~ 

Next week’s meeting 

Alas, ][ regret I will not be able to make next week’s meeting -- l am scheduled to be a Distinguished Scholar in Residence at Cleveland State. I am ve~ seriously 

interes~ted in the subject, as you might imagine, and welcome an opportunity to be apprised of what happens in the meeting. I also have a few thoughts I wotfld welcome 

the chance to share with you all. So, please let me know what means would work best for you and your committee. IfI can do anything to be of help, I hope you will 

let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu’- 

Monday, 6:08 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: t~f: Banking Institute Journal -- 10th Anniversa~. ~ Dinner 

Prof Broome, 

Do I need to pay for the dinner on Thursday night? I’m not sure how that 
works... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, March 06, 2006 8:05 AM 

To: 

Sutziect: Re: FW: Banking Institute Joulna[ - 10th Annlversaw Dinner 

Hi     - I’m so happy you can attend the reception and dinner 
Thursday, March 30 on behalf of            . As a UNC law student, 
you’re also welcome to attend the entire program (without cost) except 
transportation and lodging. This [ink 
http://www.law.unc.edu/Centers/details.aspx?ID 495&Q 1 
takes you to a page that includes a link to the program brochure and to 
online registration. Use the online registration if you plan to attend 
the entire program If you will just be at the reception and dinner on 
March 30, you need not :fill that out. 
Business attire requested. 

Thanks 

Lissa Broorne 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
University’ of Nnrth Carolina School of Law 
CB ff 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-.062-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, March % 2006 2:31 PM 

Marshall, William P <wpmarsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Gibson, S. Elizabeth 

<elizabeth~ib~m@unc.edu-~; Motomura, Hiroshi <motomur’,~emaJl.unc.edu>; Boger, Jack <jctx~ger@email.unc.edu>; 

lissabroome@unc.edu 

I:W: Law school dean search 

FYI. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailtc 3)email unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:23 PM 
To: Smith, Michael R 
Subject: Law school dean search 

Dear Dean Smith, 

l am a second-year law student at UNC and am writing in regards to the 

law 

school dean search. 

Yesterday’s DTH included an excerpt from Prol~ Chemerinsky’s letter 
declining the dean position. I was surprised to read in this excerpt 
that 
the University’s offer did not include money for salaW increases for 
faculb" or staff and did not include money for financial aid. I say 
"surprised" because l had the understanding that the scope o17 the offer 
was 
"unprecedented" and represented a "meaningful commitment to advancing 
the 
interests of the law school." 

I am disappointed that Pro[~ Chemerinslcy declined the offer, but l, like 
many of my peers, am more concerned that a "meaningful commitment" to 
UNC 
law school does not include increased levels of financial aid and 
salaries 
for faculb" and staff UNC law school has vepf talented professors, a 
dedicated staff and capable students. I hope the University is 
dedicated to 
not only maintaining these resources, but investing more in human 
capital as 
the market becomes increasingly competitive. After all, an organization 
is 
only as good as the people who comprise it. 

Thank you in advance for considering my concerns and thank you for your 
continued efforts in the dean search. 

Best regards, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sylvia Novinsky [mailto:snovinsk,@,emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 02, 2006 6:57 PM 
To: List for Class of 2007 law students 
Subject: [classof20071awsmdents] Dean Search Update from Dean Mike 
Srnith 

From Dean Mike Smith, Chair of law school dean search committee: 

You may have heard by now that Professor Erwin Chemerinsky has declined 
Carolina’s offer to be the next dean of the School of Law. 
I deeply regret that this is the case, but I also want to reassure 
everyone that we are moving forward Provost Shelton made an 
extraordinaW 
offer that would have allowed the next dean to do wonderful and 
important things, especially when combined with other external support 
In fact, 
I believe that the scope of the offer from Provost Shelton is 
unprecedented at Carolina It represented a meaningful con~nitment to 
advancing 
the interests of the Law- School Professor Chemerinsky ultimately 
decided that the resources were not adequate to achieve his goals for 
the 
Law School I respect his good-faith decision, though I wish it had been 

different. Now we move ahea d in seeking to identiI},’ the next dean of the 
Law School. The search committee will meet as soon as possible to plan 
our next steps. We will not make an?’ further recommendation to 
Provost Shelton without additional input from the faculty and other 

interested members of the Law School communi~z. Please contact me if 
you have aW questions These kinds of searches have their ups and 
downs. I am committed to working with the committee to produce a 
positive outcome for the Law School. 



Mike 

**Michae] R Smith** 

**/Dean/** 

**Schoo]**** of Government** 

**The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel tti]l** 

**CB# 3330 Knapp-Sanders Building** 

**Chapel Hill****, NC 27599-3330** 

**www.sog.unc.edu 77:919-966-4107 F: 919-962-2370"* 

*Celebrating 75 Years of Public Service* 

***************************************************************** 

Sylvia K. NovinskT (919)962-7813 Phone 
Associate Dean for Student Affairs     (919)962-5684 Fax 
University of North Carolina School of Law snovinsk@email.unc.edu 
CB #3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
***************************************************************** 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:08 AM 

Allred, Stephen <Steve Allre&~unc.e& >; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edtr~; Carlton, A.P. <apcarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; 

Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Finn, JaJnes <jdfinn@email.unc.edtv~; Gib~n, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Jerry 

Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmaJcsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; Motomura, Hiroshi <motomum@email.unc.edu>; 

Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu-~-; Ran& Tony <tonyr@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna 

<drr@cshlaw.com >; Schoultz, Lars G < SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU >; Smith, Michael R < msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Spainhour, W. Erwin 

<w.el-win.spainhour@nccourts.org >; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edtr~-; Taft, Thomas <         ~yahoo.com>; 

~emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Robert Shelton@unc.edu 

Possible Next Steps 

Hello Folks, 
Here is where we stand with possible candidates. A reminder on confidentiality. You have been great in maintaining confidentiality, and we need to keep it up. Except for 

, who has said we may share his candidacy with others, everyone on the following list is extremely concerned about confidentiality. Please excuse this long email, 
but I want you to know exactly what is happening. 

People Who Have Applied, or Who Want to Participate in a Phone Interview 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

People Who May Apply [/have talked with each of the following people---they will let me know today ortomorrow if they wish to be considered.] 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Other Possibilities 
1. 

Possible Next Steps 
1. Telephone Interviews. I propose that we conduct telephone interviews as soon as possible with the five people in the first category ( 

My guess is that no more than two or three of the remaining people will be interested. We would schedule phone interviews with any of the others who are 
interested, it is possible that others not on my radar screen could emerge by the end of this week, but I would close the process this Friday to anyone except a "knock 
your socks off’ prospect. I propose to do the interviews exactly as we did in the past, which means coordinating my schedule with the candidates and having as many 
others as possible join the interview--either in person orvia conference call. They would last for one hour and we would use the same set of questions. We simply don’t 
have time to do the intermediate step of airport hotel interviews like we did in the last round. The other option is just to invite these people to campus, which is tempting, 
but I think some kind of screening round is important. 
I would like to begin conducting these interviews as early as this Friday,          I know that       is available in the morning, and I would like to start 
contacting the others this afternoon. Please respond to this email as soon as possible and let me know if you are comfortable with this plan= I apologize for 
moving this along so quickly, but I don’t feel like we have much choice. This will mean holding some of the phone interviews the week of March 271rm out of town for the 
week with my family, but I should be able to manage a few interviews. 

2. Meetinq of Search Committee. Based on feedback to Debbie Stevenson, our next meeting with be on Monday       from 4-6pro. We will set up a conference call for 
anyone who cannot be at the School of Government but who could participate from some other location. The purpose of the meeting will be to evaluate and rank the new 
candidates who we have interviewed by phone. We will also make a decision about            -I don’t want to contact him again unless we invite him to campus, and 
so I have no idea if he remains interested. We will make decisions about campus visits and start trying to schedule them as soon as possible after our meeting, which 
most likely means starting those visits the week of April 10. 

Please let me know as soon as possible about your reaction to the phone interview proposal. If I hear from enough people who think that will work, I will 
immediately start getting them scheduled--starting with Friday. Thanks so much for hanging in there. This certainly has been a roller coaster ride, but we have some 
very good people under consideration. By the way knows exactly what we are doing and so far he continues as a candidate. Take care. 

Mike 

Michael R. Smith ...... 

Dean 

School of Government 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3330 Knapp-Sanders Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

www sog.unc edu T: 919-966-4107 F: 919-962-2370 

Celebrating 75 Years of Public Service 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:36 PM 

Allred, Stephen <SteveAllre&~unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lis~ broome@unc.edtr~; Carlton, A.P. <apcarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; 

Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Finn, JaJnes <jdfinn@email.unc.edu~; Gib~n, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Jerry 

Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmaJcsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; Motomura, Hiroshi <motomum@email.unc.edu>; 

Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.unc.edu>; Ran& Tony <tony@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna 

<drr@cshlaw.com >; Schoultz, Lars G < SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU >; Smith, Michael R < msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Spainhour, W. Erwin 

<w.el~vin.sminhou@nccourts.org >; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edt~-; Taft, Thomas <        @ahoo.com>; 

~emaJl.unc.edtc, 

Interview Correction 

I need to correct the schedule for one of the phone interviews. 
for any inconvenience. I hope you can make it. Thanks. 

Mike 

Michael R. Smith 
::X:: 

Dean 

School of Government 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3330 Knapp-Sanders Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

www.sogunc.edu T: 919-966-4107 F: 919-962-2370 

Celebrating 75 Years of Public Service 

will interview Friday from 1:30-2:15, not on as I originally indicated. I apologize 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Graves, Beth Thomas <Chaves@sog.unc.edtc, 

Thursda} 9:01 AM 

Allred, Stephen <SteveAllre@unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lissa broome@unc.edtvq Carlton, A.P. <apcarlton@kilpatl~ckstockton.com>-; 

Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Finn, James <jdfinn@email.unc.edtv~; Crib~n, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; 

Marshall, William P <wpmarsh@emml.tmc.edtvq Motomura, Hiroshi <mommura@email.unc.edu>; Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; 
Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@em~£unc.edu>; Rand, Tony R. qony@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna <dlr@cshlaw.com>; Schoultz, L~:rs 

G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; Smitk Michael R --~msmith@sog.unc.edt~,; Spainhour, W. Erwin <w.erwin.spainhou@nccoults.org>; 

Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edu>; Taft,. Thomas < @yahoo.corn>; !)email.unc.edu> 

recording 

Conferences Available for Download: 

¯ Contbrence recorded on               12:01 PM Eastern Stmldmd Time 
.................................................................................................................................... 

Click< on the a~ove "Web NRL" to access recording, and ther’ follow the ~elow instructior, s: 

TO save an HP3 of the recording to your computer: 

1. RJghL Click on the desizH! recording 

2. Select "Save Target As" ("Save Link Target As" for Netscape browsers) 

3. Follow the instructions 

To p] ayba ck ari ] ndi vi Ju a 1 reco rdi ng : 

1. Click on the recording to which you would like to listen 

Beth T. Graves 

Executive Assistant to the Dean 

School of Government 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB# 3330 Knapp-Sanders Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 

www.sog unc.edu T: 919-962-8786 F: 919-962-2370 

~lraw!s(~,so~!. u n c,. ed u 

Celebrating 75 Years of Public Service 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Smith, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu> 

Sunday, _ 10:59 PM 

Allred, Stephen <SteveAllre&~unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa <lis~ broome@unc.edtr~; Carlton, A.P. <apcarlton@kilpatrickstockton.com>; 

Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.unc.edu>; Finn, JaJnes <jdtinn@email.unc.edtr~; Gib~n, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Jerry 

Baker <jbaker@bpasearch.com>; Marshall, William P <wpmaJcsha@emaJl.unc.edu>; Motomura, Hiroshi <motomum@email.unc.edu>; 

Nance, Jacq <jacq@email.unc.edu>; Pierce, Catherine Ringo <cringo@email.nnc.edu>; Ran& Tony <tony@ncleg.net>; Rascoe, Donna 

<drr@cshlaw.com >; Schoultz, Lars G < SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU >; Smith, Michael R < msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Spainhour, W. Erwin 

<w.el~vin.spainhou@nccourts.org >; Stevenson, Debbie D <debbie stevenson@unc.edt~-; Taft, Thomas <        ~@ahoo.com> 

,~bemaJl.unc.edtc, 

Robert Shelton@unc.edu; Moeser. James <james moeser@unc.edtc, 

FW: Law School Dean Candidates 

I sent the following message to               who will distribute it to the law school community on Monday. Thanks tc         and special thanks to Debbie Stevenson 

in the Provost’s Office for all of her hard work on the logistics. It is a minor miracle that all of this is coming together on such short notice, and everyone has done their part to 
make it happen. I appreciate your understanding and flexibility under less than ideal time constraints. 

Mike 

From: Smith, Michael R 
Sent: Sunday, 10:44 PM 

To:       _~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Law School Dean Candidates 
On behalf of the law school dean search committee, I am pleased to announce that the following four candidates for the deanship have accepted our invitation to visit the law 
school for public interviews. The committee is excited about our candidates and we fully expect to bring this search to a successful conclusion. 

The committee received more than 40 
nominationsImost had not been nominated in the first round of the search. Each person was contacted and the committee conducted telephone interviews with eight 
candidates. The following four people emerged as the strongest candidates going forward. They are remarkable people and I encourage you to learn more about their careers 
by reviewing the biographical information at the electronic links under their names. Please forgive the short notice and the compressed timeframe. We have moved as quickly 
as possible to identify, recruit, and schedule visits by these candidates before the end of the academic semester. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Mike 

Michael R. Smith ::.x.:: Dean 
School of Government 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 3330 Knapp-Sanders Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 
ww~v.sogunc.edu T: 919-966-4107 F: 919-962-2370 

Celebrating 75 Years of Public Service 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pierce, Catherine Riugo <cringo@email.uuc.edu> 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

Stevenson, Debbie D -<tebbie stevenson@unc.edu> 

Smifla, Michael R <msmith@sog.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Daye, Charles <cdaye@email.uuc.edu>; James Finn 
<jdfilm@email.uuc.edtt>; Gibson, S. Elizabeth <elizabeth gibson@unc.edu>; Marshall, Willimn P <wpmarsha@email.unc.edu>; Jacq 

Nance <jac@email.unc.edu>; Tony Raud <Tonvr~ncleo~.net;>; Schoultz, L~xs G <SCHOULTZ@UNC.EDU>; W. Erwin Spainhour 

<w.erwin.spainhour@nccou(ts.org>;                        ~email.unc.edtc,; A.P.CMton <apcarlton@kilpatriclcstockton.com>; 

Thomas Taft <        ~yahoo.com>; Domla Rascoe <~tn@cshlaw.com>; Motomura, Hiroshi <motomum@em~il.unc.edtt>; Alhed, 

Stephen <Steve Allred@unc.edu>; Beth T Graves <graves@iogma£iog.unc.edu;, 

Feedback from UNC Law Alum 

Feedback on candidates from an alum .... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: UNC School of Law Dean Search Update 

Date:Mon,            12:18:53 -0400 

From:Harbour Partesotti <rhp~nc- law.corn> 

To:<mdeterdiBemail.unc.edu~ 

R. Harbou~ Partesotti, J.D., M.P.H 

Booth Ha~ington & Johns LLP 

239 N. Edgeworth Street 

Greensboro, NC 2740~ 

~hp@nc-law. com 

phone (336) 275-9567 

toll f~’e (877) 50-~’lff~’r 

flax (336) 373-8747 

website ~4w. nc- law. corn 

This e-maii and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended solely for the use of the individual or entity 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kimberly Kramec <hawiec@law.duke.edu.; 

Thursday, March 11, 2010 6:08 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: April 16 Budget -- Symtx~sium and Flyer 

I fbrwarded it to David. He’s probably away for spring break this week, 
but I expect they’ll just send you a check. I’ll let you know if I hear 
anything different. 

Lissa Broome wrote: 
> HiKnn-- 
> 

> I’ve attached the projected budget for our program which also 
> indicates that the Duke Law contribution should be $3150 to match the 
> Carolina Law Contribution. The check should be made payable to 
> 
> UNC School of Law 
> and mailed to 
> 

> Lissa Broome 
> UNC School of Law 

> CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 
> ’]’he UNC Law School Foundation tax identification number is 
> 

> I have also attached the flyer for the program Feel :tree to post on 
> the Duke Law website. We can subsimte the Duke Law School Logo for 
> the (;enter on Race and Gender Logo if you can get Mitu to send that 
> logo to me. 
> 

> Take care, 
> 

> Lissa 
>__ 

Kimberly D Krawiec 

Professor of Law 

Duke University 

Science & Towerview Road 

Durham, NC 27708 

919-613-7197 



Flu)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bylinski, Joseph H <~BylinskJ@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 12, 2009 2:51 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@email unc edu> 

RE: May 26 meeting 

This should work. Any time on Wed is good. 

Joe b 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:ibroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 12, 20@9 10:34 AM 

To: Bylinski, Joseph 

Subject: Re: May 26 meeting 

H1 Joe -- Thanks so much for your willingness to participate in our 

program on May 26 at the Rizzo Center. We’ll get the times refined 

soon, but let’s think about you presenting your materlal before lunch on 

Tuesday, May 26 and staying through lunch to talk further with the 

participants. 

I’m going to send out a message later today to try to schedule a 

conference caii with the panelists for next Wednesday, May 20. Are 

there any times I should avoid. We’ll try to keep it to 30 minutes. 

Send me the link to the Merrill Lynch/Pearson materials and we’ll get 

that duplicated for the participants. We can also easily send it out in 

advance of the program if you think that would be helpful. It my be 

good to at least send the link out so that those who are interested can 

look through the materials in advance. 

Boards on which a panelist serves: 

Avnet 

AirTran Holdings 

Zep, Inc. 

Martin Marietta Materials 

Unifi (former board member, no longer serving on that board) 

Boards on which participants serve: 

Smart Online 

Hickory Springs Manufacturing (private company) 

Wells Dairy Inc. (private company) (makes Blue Bunny Ice Cream) 

Thanks again, Joe. I look forward to working with you on this. 

Lissa 
Bylinski, Joseph wrote: 

> I’m not usually here during May. But the down turn in the economy has 

> put a hold on most of my consulting. Like to help. Cell 

>Caii anytime. Joey b 

> 
> Sent from my iPhone 

> 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3386, Van Hecke - Wettach Hail 
166 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Tel: 919-962-7666 

Fax: 919-962-1277 
Web: http://www.law.unc.edu/centers/banking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Diane Sta~adaert <Diane. Standae~self- help.org~ 

Monday, May 25, 2009 10:40 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Boaxd Diversity - Daniella Cook 

Hi Professor Broome, 
Thanks very much for the quick reply. This makes alot of sense; times are tough for all of us. I11 let Daniella know and she can follow up with you directly tomorrow. I am not 
sure if SCSJ will have the check cut by tomorrow, so if it’s possible to defer that would be helpful. In either case, between SCSJ and some other board members, we can get 
the full fee over to you. 
The Carolina Law cover looks great by the way, as does the write-up about the diversity initiative! 
Thanks again, 
Diane 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:Ibroome@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: IVlon 5/25/2009 10:33 PM 
To: Diane Standaert 
Subject: Re: Board Diversity - Daniella Cook 

Hi Diane -- Just got your email. I’m sympathetic, but I don’t think we can waive "the fee. We waived it for you and Mark because you worked for the School of Law so 

it was really professional courtesy and to make sure that Peter was not paying Paul. As rm sure you can appreciate, we’re watching eve~ penny these days and we’re 

running short of our grant funds which help subsidize the program. The registration fee does not even cover the prograJn cost. If this is a tremendous burden tbr 

Daniella, she can deter payment tomorrow mad she and I can talk later about what would be a reasonable amount for her to pay to help defray the program costs. 

Hope you’re doing well. Thanks for referring Daniella. I agree she’s a terrific candidate. 

Lissa 

Diane Standaert wrote: 

Dear Professor Broome, 
I am sorry. I thought I sent an email to you earlier last week, but am just now realizing that I did not. I understand that Daniella Cook applied for and was 
accepted to tomorrow’s Board Diversity training. I am still on your email list and had suggested that she attend. I am excited she will be there. I know she will be 

a tremendous asset. 
Daniella and I both serve on the board of directors for the Southern Coalition for Social Justice, the organization for which Anita Earls now serves as the 
Executive Director. 
Daniella is attending in part as her capacity as a long-standing member of this board. I remembered that when Mark Dorosin and I attended the training two 
years ago, you were able to waive the registration fee for us. I offered to Daniella that I would reach out to see if a similar waiver would be possible since she is a 
recent Pn D graduate and attending in a volunteer capacity with SCSJ. I know the training is tomorrow so I deeply apologize for this late email, but still wanted 
to at least try. 
Thanks very much for all that you do on this initiative. I hope it all goes very well tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
Diane Standaert 
Center for Responsible Lending 

Lissa L. Broome 

Wachovia Professor of BankiEig Law 

Director, Center for Banking and Finance 

University of North Carolina School of Law 

CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettaoh Hall 

160 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Te]: 

Fax: 

Web: 

919-962-7066 

919-962-1277 

/ 
http://w~r~.iaw.unc.edu/centers/banking 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marge Nordstrom @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 3:15 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Broadening Corporate Board Diversity Program - May 26 

Hi Lissa, 
It was a great day, and I am so glad that I was a participant!! I completed 
the survey before I left on Tuesday. A quick nit about my bio. You had 
included offices that I have/do hold on non-profit Boards, so to be 

consistent, I am Treasurer for the Durham Communi~z Land Trustees. I will 
act on the other items of LinkedIn, Diverse Director Database, and to 
receive your newsletter. 
Thanks again, 
Marge Nordstrom 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lissa Broome [mailto:lbroome@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 28, 2009 3:05 PM 
To: Haven; ’Lmda Combs’; Marcia Conner; Matias Fen-aria; Derric Gregory; 
Susan Hansell; Robbie Hardy; Deborah Hylton; Lily Kelly-Radford; Lily 
Kelly-Radford; Daniel Lamaute; Towa Lowe; Linda Simmons Mansfield; Del 
Mattioli; Keith Pigues; Clyda Rent; Maria Scanga; Linda Selbach; Grace W 
Ueng; Monica Webb; Conrad Bortz; Lissa Broome; Steven Baldon; Deborah 
Hylton; Bailey, Dialme; Aim Borden; daniella cook; Marge Nordstrom; Michael 
Simmons; Kimberly Zirkle; William Han-ison Lewis; Laura Foxx 
Cc: Thomas L tlazen; Bylinski, Joseph; Jim Fraser; Sue Cole; Veronica 
Biggins; Jennifer Pendergast; Laree Perez; Lissa Broome; Joseph Smith; 
Edward Rose 
Sutziect: Broadening Corporate Board Diversity Program - May 26 

Dearffiends-- 

’]?hanks to each of you for participating in Tuesday’s board diversiW 

program. The panelists and the participants were all terrific and I hope 

that each of you got some good ideas and made some lasting connections. ] 

was extremely gratil’ied by your participation and response to the program 

If you have not alrea@ completed an evaluation of the program, please do so 
and try to return it to Conrad Bortz by emai[ 
(cbortz~a)email.unc edu) or fax (919-962-1277) by Tuesday at noon if possible 
An electronic copy is attached. I’d love :feedback from the panelists too, 
including thoughts on questions or issues that should be discussed in the 
break-outs. 

If you would like to revise your participant bio, please send me the new 
text by Tuesday at noon as well. We will then circulate the revised 
document to each of you and the panelists. I will also circulate the 
revised document to board recruiters who have participated in prior versions 
of this program to ensure that your good works are known as widely as 
possible. 

The early returns from the evaluations suggested that many of you might be 
interested in joining a group on LinkedIn. Assttming I did it right, I think 
I just created such a group -- Director Diversity Initiative. 
Please join the group and let’s figure out together creative ways to use it. 
I may be sending out invitations to join to those of you alrea@ on LinkedIn 
in a few days, but you can take the bull by the horns now if you’re so 
inclined. LitlkedIn is a professional social networking cite. 
Joining is free. It can be an effective online networking tool. 

Also, be sure to register on the Diverse Director Database, 
https:i/ddi.law.unc.edu/database/login.aspx and sign up to be included on 
our listsel~" which we use to announce other programs, director searches we 
may become aware of, and to distributed a periodic newsletter (no more than 
4 times a year), https :/iddi.law.unc.edu/updates. aspx. 

Finally, let’s all stay in touch and be sure to let us know when you receive 
a significant nonprofit board position, government board position, or 
corporate board spot so we can promote your success and bask in your glo13,. 

Best regards, 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center t;ar Banking al"id Finance University of North Carolina School 
of Law CB # 3380, Van Hecke - Wettach Hall 160 Radge Road Chapel Hill, b,-C 
27599-3380 

Tel: 919-962-70(% 
Fax: 919-u62-1277 
Web: http://wwwlaw.unc.eduicenters/banking 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Monday, June 1, 2009 2:02 PM 

Broome, Li s~ I, <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Bio 

Lissa 

I have updated my bio...see below. 

Tonya is an experienced financiaJ executive and CPA ruth 20 years experience working for a $10+billion high tech company. Her financial expertise has been 
augmented by sales m~d marketing experience. Most recently Tonya senTed as Vice President, Sales Operations and Strategy for Nortel leading an organization of 150 

employees and providing revenue recognition guidance tbr the company. Her areas ofexperti~ include strategic and operational plmming, budgeting, revenue 

recognition, risk management, information technology and internal controls. Tonya currently serves on the Board of Trustees ti)r Wake ttealth Services, Inc m~d is 

actively involved in United States Organ~ation (USO). 

Tonya Lowe 

,@~aol.com 

(mobile) 

A Good Credit Score is 700 or Above. See yours in just 2 easy steps! 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laura Fo>cx < @bellsouth.net~> 

Friday, June 5, 2009 4:33 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Broadening Corporate Board Diversity -- Revised Participant Bios 

Lissa.. you are the ve~z best! The program was simply excellent and I surely intend to register with the database. 

On a housekeeping note..I inadvertently wrote my check on a very old check book. I have been cleaning up old papers and placed this checkbook in the wrong place. In my haste to leave 
for Chapel Hill that morning, I quickly wrote your check on the wrong check book I did not realize my error until I was about to make a deposit at the Credit Union today, with the same 
wrong check book!!! I am really embarrassed, so please accept my apology I will mail a "current" check to you this afternoon,and you should receive it on Monday. Again, I apologize 
greatly. 

Again, thanks for eve~zthing. You really did a superb job with the workshop 

Have a great weekend. 

Laura 

--- On Thu, 6/4/09, Lissa Bruome <lbroume@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Lissa Broume <[bruome@emaii.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Broadening Corporate Board Diversi~ -- Revised Participant Bius 
> Tu: "Thomas L Hazen" <thazen@unc.edu>, "Bylinski, Joseph" <BylinskJ@unc.edu>, "Jim Fraser" <james fraserl@ml.cum>, "Sue Cole" <scoie@granviilecapitalinc.com>, "Veronica 
Biggins" <jvbiggins@hodgepartners.com>, "Jennifer Pendergast" @mindspring cure>, "Laree Perez" <[eperez@medallionco cure>, "Lissa Bronme" <[bruome@email.unc.edu>, 
"Joseph Smith" <jsmith@nccub.gov>, "Edward Ruse" ~mindspring.com>, "Haven" <tlaven@cuckerhamassuciates cum>, "’Linda Combs’" <[inda@morrisoncombs cure>, 
"Marcia Conner"         @aobcom>, "Matlas Ferrariu" <mferrario@kilpatrickstucktun.cum>, "DelTic Gregury"     @mac.corn>, "Susan Hanse[l" <        @mindspring.cum>, 
"Robbie Hardy" <Robbie@SilkRnadParmers.cnm>, "Deburah Hyltun" <deburah@hyltonconsulting.com>, "Lily KeHy-Rad[’urd" <liiy@ieaplead.cnm>, "Lily Kelly-Rad12~rd" 
<jp@leaplead cure>, "Daniel Lamaute" ~          @yahuo.cum>, "Tonya Lnwe".            ))aoi.com>, "Linda Simmons Mansfield" 

~aul.cum>, "De[ Mattiuli" <delmattioli@ft newyurk life.corn>, "Keith Pigues" <Keith Pigues@plygem.com> "Ciyda Rent" <crent@rentconsultinggroup cum>, "Maria Scanga" 
~@attglobal.net>, "Linda Selbach"         ~yahuo.com>, "Grace W. Ueng" <grace@savxffmarketinggroup.cum>, "Munica Webb" <mwebb@mcguirewuods.com>, "Conrad 

Bortz" <cbortz@email.unc.edu>, "Lissa Bruome" <[bruome@email uric edu>, "Steven Baldun" ~@carulina.rr cure>, "Deburah Hylton" @nc.rr.com>, "Bailey, Dianne" 
<DBaiiey@rbh cure>, "Ann Burden" <aburden@sulutiuns-ies cum>, "daniella cook" <danieila cuok@duke.edu>, "Marge Nurdstrom" @nc rr.cum>, "Michael Simmons" 
<mrsimmons@hickolTsprings.com>, "Kimberly Zirkle" <kimberlyziflde@mvalaw.com>, "William Harrison Lewis" <whlewis@email uric edu>, "Laura Fuxx" < ?~)bellsouth net> 
> Date: Thursday, June 4, 2009, 3:05 PM 
> Friends -- Thanks tu each ufyuu 
> again for participating in last week’s program, "Broadening 
> Corporate Board Diversity: Earning a Board 

> Seat." I have attachedbriefparticipant bius that 
> have been edited to include currectiuns or additional 
> information that some ufyou supplied. In some cases, 
> I did nut follow your suggestiuns cumpieteiy since I wanted 
> the bius to be consistent with each uther. So, fur 
> instance, I did not include persunal information about 
> family, hobbies, etc., although I agree that your resume 
> should include these items. Also, I tried to stick to 
> the facts in describing each person and not add subjective 
> descriptors, such as "highly skilled." Again, inthe 
> context of a resume this may be appropriate, but the purpose 
> of this document is to convey in very summer form a little 
> bit about your career, background, and board experiences. 
> 

> As I raentioned, I also plan to circulate this to executive 
> recruiters who participated in prior versions of this 
> program, in addition to this year’s panelists who are copied 
> on this email. 
> 

> Remember to register for our director database if you 
> haven’t done so already, https:/iddi.law.unc.edu/database/login.aspx, sign up 
> for our director diversity- listserv, https:/iddi.law.unc.eduiupdates.aspx and consider 
> joining the LinkedIn group, Director Diversib" Iniative, http://www.lmkedin.com/. 
> 

> Best wishes for a wonderful summer and please be sure to 
> let us know when you get your board break! 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Lissa 
> 

> -- Lissa L. Broome 
> Wachovia Professor of Bal~king Law 
> Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
> University of 5,-orth Carolina School of Law 

> CB # 3380, Vari Hecke - Wettach Hall 
> 160 Ridge Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
> 

> Tel: 919-962-7066 
> Fax: 919-962-1277 
> Web: http://www.law.uncedu/centers/banking 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~mail.uncaa.unc.edtr’- 

Monday, ~ 12:37 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

Re: Schedule a mee’dng fbr the Academic Integrity Subcommittee 

Hi Lissa, 

I got your email and phone message. I apologize for not responding 
sooner, however, I was out of town until late yesterday I did get your 
email before I left and sent out an email to the con~’nittee members that 
you had indicated (on Tues. 8/10), but I have not heard back iicom an?- of 
them yet If I don’t hear back from the members by Wednesday (8/18), I 
will send a reminder to the members for them to send me the times that 
are best for each of them. Please email me with anything else you may 
need I am back in the office for good now. 

Graduate Compliance Intern 

>>> Lissa Broome <lbroome@email unc edu>         11:50:08 AM >>> 
Hi       .- Could you try to find times when our NCAA Certification 
Academic Integrity Subcommittee could meet ibr 90 minutes sometime 
during the period beginning on August 24 (the first day of classes) and 

before Monday, September 12 Ideally, we would meet before Labor I)ay 
(Sept. 7). 

Times I am NOT available: 

Wednesday, August 25 8-10 

Friday, August 27 9-11 

Monday, August 30 1:30 - 3:30 

Tuesday, August 31 all day 

Wednesday, September 1 3:30 -5:30 

Thursday, September 2 1:30 - 3:30 

Tuesday, September 7 1:30 - 6:00 

Thursday, September 9 1:30 - 3:30 

When you are trying to pick the best dates, it is most important that 
the following be able to attend: 
Larry Gallo 
Jerry Lucido 
Susan Maloy 
Robert Mercer 

Thanks for your help. I’ve attached the minutes from our only other 
meeting and the assignment of duties. (;all me if you have quesuons. 

Lissa 

Lissa L. Broome 
Wachovia Terra Professor of Banking Law 
Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
University of Nolth Carolina School of Law 
CB # 3380 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 

Ph: 919-.062-7066 

Fx: 919-962-1277 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@mail.uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Monday,               9:27 AM 

dquinn@admissions.unc.edu; Harris, Tradier <deerana@emoJl.unc.edu>; Exum, Melis~ E <exum@email.unc.e&c~; t~lark@em~Jl.unc.edu; 
Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; watsonko@email.~mc.edu; Dibbert, Douglas Steven <doug dibbeW,~unc.edu-~; Waldrop, 

Tony G <twaldrop@unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@mail.uncaa.unc.edtr~; Robert Mercer <rmercer@mail.uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B. 

MaJoy <sbmaloy@mail.uncaa.unc.edu>;    a)wins~tonhote|s.com 

Academic Integri~ Subcommittee Meeting 

We have scheduled a follow-up meeting for the NCAA Certification 
Subcommittee on Academic Integrity. The meeting will be September 7th at 

10 a.m. in the Educational Foundation Conference Room m Koury 
Natatorium. The meeting will last approximately 90 minutes Please 
contact me if you will be unable to make the meeting. Prior to the 
meeting, Lissa Broome will circulate the draft responses to the 
questionnaire items. 

Please emai( or cM1 me if y,:?u have any questions 

Graduate Compliance Intern 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-7851 
:@uncaa uric. edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Florence Gatome ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 3:06 PM 

Broome, Lis~ I <lbroome@emaJl unc edu> 

RE: Thank you - University of North Carolina 

Hi Lissa 

It was a pleasure meeting you too. Thank you so much for the articles. I am just reading the large annual journal you provided and its very interesting and well written. I am 
learning so much from these articles. 

I wish you well and hope we keep in touch. 

Best regards 

Florence 

From, Broome, Lissa L <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> 
Sent, Tuesday, October 26, 2010 8:18 AM 
To= Florence Gatome        ~yahoo.com> 
Subject, RE: Thank you - University of North Carolina 

Hi Florence ---It was a real pleasure to rneet wiLh you yesterday. I took forward to learning more about your observations and conclusions about your areas of study 

after you have completed your trip and had an opportunity to reflect on all that you have learned. 

[ will get you copies of the Markham and Gerding articles via ernail, hopefully later today~ 

g~-:r;t of luck on th~-_~ r~-:~rd: of your trip and t hope we do haw? a chance to m~:_~e~: ag~in someday in your beautiful hom~:_~land. 

Lissa 

Lissa L 8roome 

Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 

Director Center for Banking and Finance 

U NC School of Law 

CB#3:-~80, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27599-3380 

919.962.70~35 

http:!iwww.law.unc.edu!centers!banking 

:: ::*;] :: http:L;www.lawunc.edu/images]n~;ws/media]bankingfinsnc~ 

web 542 jpc 

From, Florence Gatome             ~yahoo.com] 
Sent, Monday, October 25, 2010 4:36 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co" Brandyn Campbell 
Subject, Thank you - University of North Carolina 

Dear Prof Lissa Broome 
We thank you sincerely for the meeting this morning and assisting with providing directions to the School of Law. The meeting was greatly appreciated and very interesting. 
Thanks for the material you provided on the financial crisis and diversity. The journal and articles are very well written and researched. This afternoon I read the article you 
wrote on Government Investment in Banks and I found this article very interesting. 
I am also very interested in reading the two other articles on ’The Subprime Crisis - Some Thoughts on a Sustainable and Organic Regulatory System" by Jerry W. Markham 
and ’The Subprime Crisis and the Link between Consumer Financial Protection and Systemic Risk" by Erik F. Gerding. Would it be possible to obtain these two articles via 

email? 
Finally, congratulations on heading the Center for Banking and Finance. I was also very impressed by your profile and happy to meet a woman in a senior position in 
academia. Thanks too for sharing strategies for achieving gender (and diversity) balance in organisations. 
I wish you well and welcome you to visit Kenya soon. 
Best Regards 
Florence 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabetla Ghat’fafi @eaxtNink.net~ 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 8:51 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Any ofthe~ women on your database? 

Yes, Lissa, it’s definitely good news. I think that North Carolina has the potential to rank much higher among women board appointments because it has so much venture capital investment 
in health, medicine, pharma technologies -- my research suggests that areas that have high generation of new business (,via venture capital) have high probabilities of adding women 
directors I think that is a strategy U2",IC might want to consider developing f~lther: tapping into the VC market, helping them find women in leadership in their business fields. Great 
synergies are possible. 
The area with the best women on boards performance is Northern California -- high VC, high new firm generation, high tech. The combination equals opportunity 
I think that strategy is much more powerful in combination with your database. 
Let me know if there’s any opportuni~z to collaborate 
EG 

..... Original Message ..... 

>From: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email unc edu> 
>Sent: Feb 17, 2011 1:02 PM 
>To: ’Elizabeth Ghaffari’          @earthlil~k net> 
>Subject: RE: Any of these women onyour database? 
> 

>Hi Elizabeth -- I finally took the time to review the names below against our database. None of them were in our database Not sure whether that is good news or bad news, but on balance I 
think it is good news that we have 6 more women directors in 2010 and 2011. Thanks for sharing this information 
> 

>Lissa 
> 

>Lissa L. Broome 
>Wachovia Professor of Banking Law 
>Director, Center for Banking and Finance 
>UNC School of Law 
>CB�13380, Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
>919.9627066 
>http ://www. law unc.edu/centers/bankin~ 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Elizabeth Ghaffari ~earthlink.net] 
>Sent: Sunday, January 30, 2011 7:01 PM 
>To: Broome, Lissa L 
>Subject: Any of these women on your database? 
> 

>We noticed the following names of women added to boards in january, 2011 and were wondering if aW of the women were on your Director Database: 
> 

>Babcock & Wilcox Company (NYSE: BWC), headquartered in Norfll Carolina, appointed Anne R. Pramagginre 1-21-2011 
> 
>EMRISE Collooration (NYSE Arca: ERI), headquartered in North Carolina, appointed Julie A. Abraham 1-25-2011 
> 

>Lorillard, Inc. (NYSE: LO), headquartered in North Carolina, appointed Dianne Neal Blixt 1-5-2011 
> 
>And also the following women directors appointed during 2010 to NC boards: 
> 

>Urea Chowdl-try, Ph.D LORD Corporation 8/2/2010 PRIV NC 
>DeborahG. Ellinger SealyCotporatinn 9/28/2010 NYSE NC 
>Valeria Lynch Lee BB&T Corporation 12/15/2010 NYSE NC 
> 
>Thank you for the information. 
>Elizabeth Ghaffari 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryaal, Holly M <hmNyan@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 25, 2011 2:39 PM 

Robin Hudson           @nc.rr.com>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Catalyst report - Women’s Representation on Boards 

Dear Professor Broome and Justice Hudson: 
I thought you both might be interested in this newly-published study from Catalyst, Corporate Perfbrmance and Women’s Representation on Boards. I just saw a 
note about it and thought I would pass it on. 
http;//cataRst.~rg/pub~icati~\~479~the-b~tt~m~ine-c~rp~rate~perf~rmance-and-~mens~representati~n-~n~b~ards-2~42~8 
Hope you are both well. 
Holly 

~, ~.<~l’y :’,:L g~ y.:::l~; LD. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Lay ~bellsouth.net~ 

Monday, Janum3~ 2, 2012 7:18 AM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New position 

Lissa, 

I just wanted to let you know that I have accepted a position at RBS Citizens Bank as EVP & COO of their Global Transaction Services business. 

My responsibilities include technology, operations, client service, change management, risk, marketing communications, strategy and 
development. 

My personal contact information will remain the same. My new business contact information is: 

COO, Global Transaction Services Americas 

Royal Bank of Scotland 

28 State St. 

Boston, MA 02109 

kenneth.r.lay@rbs.com 

617.725.5825 (o) 

(m) 

Best regards and Happy New Year[ 

Ken 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steven Ramirez <sramir3@luc.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 3:00 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FYI 

Hi Lisa. 

Thought you might find this of interest: http://corporatejusticeblog.blogspot.con~’2012/03/diversity-and-boardroom-2012 html#comment-folrn 

Comments welcome! 

Best, 

Professor Steven A Ramirez 
Loyola University Chicago 
School of Law 
25 East Pearson 
Chicago, I1 60611 

312-915-7201 (f~x) 



Full Name: Robert Mercer 

Last Name: Mercer 

First Name: Robert 

Business 

Address: 

225 Graham Memorial ~ CB 3510 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27514 ~ USA 

Business (919) 843-7765 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: rmercer@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 6/1/2013: 

office Location: 225 Graham Memorial 
Business Phone: (919) 843-7765 962-9534 
Business Phone 2:962-9534 
Business Address street: 225 Graham Memorial $ CB 3510 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

Initials: J R.M. 
27514 $ USA 



Full Name: Tom Hazen 

Last Name: Hazen 

First Name: Tom 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

5094 Van Hecke-Wettach Hall $ CB 3380 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-8504 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: thazen@unc.edu 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor 
Department: school of Law 

office Location: 5107 Van Hecke-wettach Hall 
Business Fax: (919) 962-1277 
Business Phone: (919) 962-8504 
Business Address street: 5107 van Hecke-wettach Hall $ CB 3380 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Initials: L T.H. 

Details updated 9/13/2013: 
Job Title: Director Cary C. Boshamer Distinguished Professor 
office Location: 5094 Van Hecke-wettach Hall 5107 Van Hecke-wettach Hall 
Business Address street: 5094 van Hecke-wettach Hall $ CB 3380 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 $ USA 

5107 Van Hecke-wettach Hall $ CB 3380 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 



Full Name: Nancy K Davis 

Last Name: Davis 

Middle Name: K 

First Name: Nancy 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

102 South Bldg $ CB 6226 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6226 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 962-2011 

nkdavis@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=nkdavis 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
Initials: K N.K.D. 

Details updated 2/9/2013: 
Job Title: Retiree Assoc Vice Chancellor for Univ Relations 
Department: Human Resources V Chancellor-Univ Advancement 



Full Name: Valerie Ashby 

Last Name: Ashby 

First Name: Valerie 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

239 Caudill g CB 3290 g Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 ~ USA 

Business (919) 962-4358 

Phone: 

E-mail: ashby@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Distinguished Term Professor/RES Directr 
Department: Chemistry 

office Location: 239 Caudill 
Business Phone: (919) 962 -3663 
Business Address street: 239 caudill $ CB 3290 $ chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: S V.A. 

27599-3290 $ USA 

Details updated 7/24/2012: 
Job Title: Professor and chair Distinguished Term ProfessoriRES Directr 

Details updated 9/18/2013: 

Business Phone: (919) 962-4358 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marvin Genzer 

Genzer 

Marvin 

E-mail: @1 ,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mike McCarthy 

McCarthy 

Mike 

E-mail: @aol,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dolph von Arx 

von Arx 

Dolph 

E-mail: @comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Scott Maitland 

Maitland 

Scott 

E-mail: @mac.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mark Treanor 

Treanor 

Marl< 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Judy Jason 

Jason 

Judy 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Leah Kagan-Reznick 

Kagan-Reznick 

Leah 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michelle Robertson 

Robertson 

Michelle 

E-mail: @comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barbara & John Collier 

Collier 

Barbara & John 

E-mail: @msn.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lily Kelly 

Kelly 

Lily 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dana Jennings 

Jennings 

Dana 

E-mail: .@gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Steve Antal 

Antal 

Steve 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: Betsy Conger James 

Last Name: James 

Middle Name: Conger 

First Name: Betsy 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carl King 

King 

Carl 

Home Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: cking@chapelhilluumc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kathleen Templeton 

Templeton 

Kathleen 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dave Leuning 

Leuning 

Dave 

E-mail: @earthlink.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Waiter Davenport 

Davenport 

Waiter 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Marcus Phillips 

Phillips 

Marcus 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Daniel Lamaute 

Lamaute 

Daniel 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

D. Forbes 

Forbes 

D. 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

steve richards 

richards 

steve 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lloyd Johnson 

Johnson 

Lloyd 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Judi North 

North 

Judi 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kathy Ingle 

Ingle 

Kathy 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.tom 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Albert Salem 

Salem 

Albert 

4600 W. Kennedy Blvd. Tampa, FL 33609 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: @J ~.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Thomas Hills 

Hills 

Thomas 

E-mail: @aol,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Steve Goodman 

Goodman 

Steve 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ralph Medcalf 

Medcalf 

Ralph 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Elena Marinina 

Marinina 

Elena 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Betty Peterson 

Peterson 

Betty 

E-mail: ,@ bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jessica Lewis 

Lewis 

Jessica 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: Batty, David L. 

Last Name: Batty 

Middle Name: L. 

First Name: David 

Home Address: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: DBatty@winston.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

ALICE MAYER 

MAYER 

ALICE 

E-mail: @msn.com 



Full Name: wpm 

Last Name: wpm 

E-mail: @yahoo.corn 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Patricia White 

White 

Patricia 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kevin Stilley 

Stilley 

Kevin 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Deborah Hylton 

Hylton 

Deborah 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: Barbara Ann Paradise 

Last Name: Paradise 

Middle Name: Ann 

First Name:    Barbara 

E-mail: ~mac.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Margaret Williams 

Williams 

Margaret 

E-mail: i @ ~.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Amy Murphy 

Murphy 

Amy 

E-mail: ~mindspring.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barbara Franklin 

Franklin 

Barbara 

E-mail: @ .corn 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sean Markham 

Markham 

Sean 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cathy Wilhelm 

Wilhelm 

Cathy 

E-mail: ;@gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jordan Kirby 

Kirby 

Jordan 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Martha Goss 

Goss 

Martha 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: 

David Roderer 

Roderer 

David 

formerly FHFA 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

Le Erwin 

Le Erwin 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pat Oliver 

Oliver 

Pat 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bob Eisenbeis 

Eisenbeis 

Bob 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Maryellen Herringer 

Herringer 

Maryellen 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: Jan Boxill 

Last Name: Boxill 

First Name: Jan 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

207A Caldwell Hall S Philosophy Dept. S CB 3125 S Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 S USA 

Business (919) 962-3317 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: JMboxill@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Senior Lecturer 
Department: Philosophy 

office Location: 207A caldwell Hall 
Business Phone: (919) 962 -3317 
Business Address street: 207A caldwell Hall $ Philosophy Dept. $ CB 3125 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3125 $ USA 

Details updated 6/30/2012: 

Job Title: Master Lecturer Senior Lecturer 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

AI Ragland 

Ragland 

AI 

E-mail: @yahoo.corn 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Steve Lee 

Lee 

Steve 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Richard Hart 

Hart 

Richard 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jen Barry 

Barry 

Jen 

E-mail: a)gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gene McLaurin 

McLaurin 

Gene 

E-mail: @carolina.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bettie Murchison 

Murchison 

Bettie 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barron Damon 

Damon 

Barron 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Troy Dixon 

Dixon 

Troy 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cheryl Cooper 

Cooper 

Cheryl 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: Ann Hall Austin 

Last Name: Austin 

Middle Name: Hall 

First Name:    Ann 

E-mail: .@comcast.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

James Gilleran 

Gilleran 

James 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mary Hodges 

Hodges 

Mary 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: Kim Schneider 

Last Name: Schneider 

First Name: Kim 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

UNC Dept of Ob/Gyn $ 3009 Old Clinic Bldg $ CB 7570 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7570 $ USA 

Business (919) 966-8938 

Phone: 

Home Phone: 

E-mail: kos@med.unc.edu 

Details updated 5/11/2012: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: Vice chair for Administration 
Department: Obstetrics and Gynecology 
office Location: UNC Dept of ObiGyn 

Business Phone: (919) 966-8938 
Business Address street: UNC Dept of Ob/Gyn $ 3009 old clinic Bldg $ CB 7570 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-7570 $ USA 
Initials: O K.S. 



Full Name: Paul Pogge 

Last Name: Pogge 

First Name: Paul 

Business (919) 843-7690 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pat McKenzie 

McKenzie 

Pat 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: Michelle Brown 

Last Name: Brown 

First Name: Michelle 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

344 Ridge Road $ CB CB 3107 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Business (919) 962-9533 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: mbrown3@unc.edu 

Details updated 8/10/2013: 
Department: Acad Sup Prog student-Athletes 
office Location: 344 Ridge Road 
Business Address street: 344 Ridge Road $ CB CB 3107 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599 $ USA 

Details updated 2/1/2014: 
Job Title: Assist Provst, Acad Sup Prog for Stu Ath Director, Acad Supp Prog for student Ath 



Full Name: Marielle A Vangelder 

Last Name: Vangelder 

Middle Name: A 

First Name: Marielle 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: 

IM Address: 

E-mail: 

(919) 962-7853 

mvangeld@ad.unc.edu 

/o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b 

Details updated 5/11/2013: 
Initials: A M,A,V, 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Rob Holliday 

Holliday 

Rob 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Wulf Kaal 

Kaal 

Wulf 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Julia Sprunt 

Sprunt 

Julia 

E-mail: @aol.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Edwin Fuller 

Fuller 

Edwin 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Linda Tigges 

Tigges 

Linda 

E-mail: @mindspring.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Gail Ferreira 

Ferreira 

Gail 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Home Address: 

E-mail: ~email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Debbi Clarke 

Clarke 

Debbi 

Mobile Phone: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Fenita Morris-Shepard 

Morris-Shepard 

Fenita 

E-mail: @yahoo.com 



Full Name: David Christopher Herring 

Last Name: Herring 

Middle Name: Christopher 

First Name: David 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sam Preston 

Preston 

Sam 

E-mail: @bellsouth.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Amy Medendorp 

Medendorp 

Amy 

E-mail: i@gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barry Jacobs 

Jacobs 

Barry 

Business 

Phone: 

(919) 880-5270 

E-mail: ~earthlink.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

sally.belshaw 

belshaw 

sally. 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: Alfred Pollard 

Last Name: Pollard 

First Name: Alfred 

Company: Federal Housing Finance Agency 

Business 

Address: 

400 7th Street, SW Washington, DC 20024 

Business +1 202-649-3050 

Phone: 

Mobile Phone: +1 

E-mail: Alfred.Pollard@fhfa.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Julia Grumbles 

Grumbles 

Julia 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Judy New 

New 

Judy 

E-mail: r@gmaii.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Carole Hollowell 

Hollowell 

Carole 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sherry Smith 

Smith 

Sherry 

E-mail: @gmail.com 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

ChenJianmin 

ChenJianmin 

E-mail: @hotmail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Fred Mueller 

Mueller 

Fred 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Louise Clifford 

Clifford 

Louise 

E-mail: ~gmail.com 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 7:00 Subject: Psychology Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time (please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

On time l Same as abo~e 
NPrepared ] 
NDone with assigned 
work betweensess~ons 

P a~icip at ing ]Q u iz2Gr ad e 9 0 ’ 

For next time: make sure quiz 2 is finished and start on computer assignment 
]li ....................... 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

i , On time ! 
~Prepared 

, ~Done with assigned, 

[. work between sessions’ 

, [ ! []Pa~icipating ] 

During today’s session we reviewed all the material they covered so far so they 
could be prepared for their first test. For the first hour we reviewed just the 
three of us and then the last 45 minutes     and I combined our groups for a 

small review game. It turned into less of a game and more of a review. 

Quiz 1 Grade: 80 
For next time: make sure quiz 2 is finished and start on computer assignment 
1. 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

[ 0 t imel 
[ ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned ’ 
[’ w o ~k b etwe e n s e s si o n s 

~Pa~lClpating 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:30 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[On time 
[Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[Participating 

Subject: MATH 
¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiDiPrepa ed                                                               iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ] iiiiiDiD i ieiiiWiith i iassiigned i i i i l i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                              i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                                                                  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                             

!. work b etweens e s sio ns’. 
] DPa~icipating ! 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i . ~Ontime ! 
DPrepa~ed 

] ~Done-with assigned [ 
[. work b etweens e s sio ns’. 

] ~Participating !, 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[]On time 

[Done with assigned Sunday night and the remaining 7 Monday night so that we have ali of 

was really great at the beginning of the session. He seems to lose focus 
around 7:45 though. Once he hits that wall, it’s hard to keep him working 
and engaged. He brought his book, and we finished the homework for 
tomorrow. We then reviewed for a few minutes. 
Both of the guys should look over the voting methods and fairness criteria 
every night trying to memorize them before the test. They also are required to 
come in Sunday night. 

had a good attitude tonight and seemed to really get the algebra we 



TH£ UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OL, IN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



Date: Time 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

7:00-8:]0 Subject: Math Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

These were the only three guys who showed up tonight. They worked well for the 
first 45 minutes or so of the session. They were actively participating in examples 
and discussions about the material covered. They started to get a little antsy closer 
to 8:00, and since they had completed a decent amount of problems (6) tonight, we 
decided to go ahead and let them go at 8:00.     actually stayed past 8:00 to 

DDone with assigned ] 
work between sessions ’ 

’ [Pa~icipadng ]’ 
[~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

, []On time] 
[Prepared 
[]Done with assigned ] 

! . work between Sessions ’ 
. I ! [Participating ! 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[Prepared 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiii iDi neiiiWi h i asisiigned i i i i   i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                              i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                                                                  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                               

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiii pia icipiatiiingiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UNIVE’R.gI’~ OF NORTH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:30pm Subj ect: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Went over Monday’s homework of changing sentences in the present to the 
past. Reviewed the present subjunctive along with commands. We added 
pronouns to the commands as well, making it a bit more difficult, but 
they’re getting itT 
Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:30 

! @ On time        ! Same as above 
                      ]                                                   ©   Prep e i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I , @ Done with assfgned 
J ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
I Part idpating ~riyed at 7100 and left at 830 

© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:30 
@Ontime ’S ameas above 

work between sessions 
@Participating’ ~rived at 7i 00 and left at 8i30 
© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

@Ontime 

] Done with assigned 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

, P artic ipat ing I 
Date:                           Time 7:00pm-9:00pm         Subject: PORT            Tutor: 



THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH cAr4.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 
@Ontime 

! ! @ Done with assigned, 
!’,work betWeen sessions 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 

!!work betweensesgions ~ 

], @ Participating ] 
@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 
] @Prepared] 

I I @ Done with assigned ] 
][work between sessions ’ 
], @ Particip at ing ] 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UN~ OF NOR.TH CAROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

7:00pm-8:50pm Subj ect: PORT Tutor: 
¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Talked about the verbs "hayer" and "ficar" and started a few homework 

exercises regarding them. Went over even deeper specifics regarding "ser" 
and "estar" while making a grid on the board. We started the ser/estar 
homework. 
Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50pm 

! Prepared ] 
, @ Done with assfgned 
’ work between sessions ’ 

I © Participating ~ri~ed at 7 ;00 and teft at 8 50pm 
© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50pm 

, @Ontime ] 

work between sessions 
] : P artici pati ng ! 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

@Ontime 

Done with assigned ] 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

, P artic ipat ing I 
Date:                           Time 7:00pm-9:00pm         Subject: PORT            Tutor: 



THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH cAr4.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 
@Ontime 

! ! @ Done with assigned, 
!’,work betWeen sessions 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 

!!work betweensesgions ~ 

], @ Participating ] 
@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 
] @Prepared] 

I I @ Done with assigned ] 
][work between sessions ’ 
], @ Particip at ing ] 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 7:00-8:30 Subject: MATH Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Tonight we reviewed for the test. I made them go over some of the problems 

from last night’s homework and then we did other review. They worked 
really well tonight and everything ran smoothly. 

I asked the guys to review their notes for a few minutes before they went to 
sleep. 

made a 78 on Test 2i 
: [Prepared I He also has told me that he does not plan on coming in tomorrow night even 
] ! []Done with assigned ! though I told him it was mandatory: 
I’ work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 
]’ []Participating I 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i ~On time I 

i , ~Done With assigned I 
] I work b etweens e s s io ns’ 

, ] ! Participating !, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i DOn time I 

i DDone With assigned I 
I I work between sessions 

, ] ! Participating !, 



Date: 

Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:00 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[On time 
[]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[]Participating 

, iiiii 

needs to reset his Onyen password so we can check grades on 
Blackboard tomorrow. 

] ! []Done with assigned ! He also reports that the test went well 
I’ work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 
]’ []Participating [ 

[--]On time ***The professor gives lots of feedback if students are willing to approach 
[--]Prepared him during test.* * * 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i DOn time I 

DDone With assigned I 
I work b etweens e s s io ns’ 

Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i DOn time I 

DDone With assigned I 
I work between sessions 

Participating 

Subject: MATH Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

We talked about today’s test and then reviewed the material from Test 1 and 
did a few practice problems. They were less enthusiastic than normal, but 
participated and helped make the session run smoothly. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 
Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

did not show up at all tonight. I sent him a text message and called, but 
did not get a response. 

[Onfime was really great tonighti He made a 92 on Test 3! We 

I iiiiii[ipia ioipiatingi I 
[--]On time was supposed to work with me tonight because - couldn’t make 
[--]Prepared it. He did not show up. 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

I, []Done with assigned I 
I work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 

, ! ! DPa~icipating !, 
D--iOn time 
D--]Prepared 
D--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
D--]Participating 

i DOn time I 

i , DDone with assigned I 
I I work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 

, ! ! DParticipating !, 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 

@ Prepared 

@ Done with assigned 

work between sessions 

@ Participating 

THE UNIVERgrIY OF NOT4.TH C.,~OLIN.~, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:50pm Subj ect: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

I let them work on their practice exams that I had assigned the night before 
for another 15 minutes, then we went over the answers. Today was MUCH 
betterT © I also reminded them that we’d have session on Sunday at 
7:00pm. 
Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50 

!!@Ontime!Sameasabo)e 
                 ]                                                   ©   Prep edi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
I. @ Done with assfgned 
I ’Work b etWe ense S s io n s’ 

] I @ Participating ~riyed at 7 i00 and teft at 8 50 
© On time Same as above 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50 
©Ontime ’S ameas abo~e 

...................................................... ! ’:workb etwe ense s Si on s 
@Participating’ ~ri~ed at 7i 00 and left at 8i50 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

@Ontime 

Done with assigned ] 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

, P artic ipat ing I 
Date:                           Time 7:00pm-9:00pm         Subject: PORT            Tutor: 



THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH cAr4.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 
@Ontime 

! ! @ Done with assigned, 
!’,work betWeen sessions 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 

!!work betweensesgions ~ 

], @ Participating ] 
@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 
] @Prepared] 

I I @ Done with assigned ] 
][work between sessions ’ 
], @ Particip at ing ] 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:30 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

Subject: MATH 
¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

DPrepared 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii¸iiiiii iDi neiiiwithiiiassignediiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i 

]’ work b etweense s s io n 
]’ []Pa~icipating I 

[~On time didn’t bring his book to the session tonight. 
[--]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

DPrepared 
Done with assigned 

! ’, work b etweense s s io ns’, 
] ! Participating ! 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

i 
DPrepared I 

i , DDone with assigned ! 
] ’, work b etweense s s io ns’, 

, ] I Pa icipating I, 

made an 82 on Test 3. All of the guys were a bit sluggish tonight. Even 
though it was the last night and they knew that they needed to study for the 
final tomorrow, they were dragging a little. We went over a bunch of different 
problems, working on a little bit of everything. Overall it was alright, but it 
was the least focused the guys have ever been. 

They should all look over the review sheet to study one more time before the 
final tomorrow morning and should BRING TEST 2 to the exam. 

diduit bring his book to the session tonight! 



TH£ UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OL, IN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



Student: 

Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Thursday, 
Time Started: 7:00 Time Finished: 8:45 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w    [~y 
J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

This was the first session, so we started out getting to know each others’ names, hometowns, majors and 
talked about their first few days. I asked them what type of learners they are, and they said they learned best 
by being given an example or demonstration, and then doing it themselves. We also exchanged contact 
information. After that we set up their computers to print in the Ram Room, and adjusted the default settings 
on their Microsoft Word. I gave them some printed materials, and we discussed organizing their notebooks. 
Then we got to their actual assignments. I reviewed the notes they took on their subject, and their work up to 
that point on their biography. Both had made good progress, and only had a few minor grammatical errors. 
After reviewing their initial drafts, I let them continue working,      finished first, so I looked over his and 
then had him fill out his book request form. Then I repeated this with,     The writing skill that both 
seemed to struggle with was comma use and run-on sentences. I suggested that they read their work aloud, 
and if at any point they paused naturally in the reading, then that would be a good point for a comma. I will 
bear this in mind and continue to work with them in this area. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I They do not have their syllabus yet, so I asked them to bring a copy. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             1:23 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math SI session. 

Math SI session. .doc 

Hi Beth, 

Here’s the eval for today’s SI session,            attended today, 
as did                     said that she was an athlete but didn’t 
give me a sport, so I didn’t know what to put for that in the eval. I 
also talked to Mary today about the b-ball guys. She got them to come 
in and they agreed to start coming in to the regular 12-1/1:30 SI 
sessions. They also said that they wanted to start coming in tomorrow, 
so I didn’t work with them today,    didn’t have a book as of today, 
so starting on the homework may have proven tedius anyway knowing that. 
We’ll see how it goes. All in all, class went well today. No major 

infractions to speak of. Tonight when they start their homework will 
tell us a lot about what they’re getting and what they aren’t. 

Sincerely, 



Date: Tutor: 
Student Sport 

Time: 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time (early) 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

THE UN~ OF NOR.TH CAROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

] ] :40- ] :00 p.m. Subject: Math 
¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

DOnfime. P~esent in elassi did not attend SI session 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDDi~neiiiiwithiiiassiignediiiiiiii.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I--IOn time Present in class, did not attend SI session 
D--]Prepared 
D--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
D--]Participating 
[]On time Not present ~n class; did attend SI session 

’. Work between session S ’session 
[]Pa~icipating 
[~On time (early) 
[~Prepared 
D--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

:¯        came in with a vast majority of her work already done. She asked me a 
few questions about what she had already done, then got to work on what was left. 
She also got up through #44 today (which is as far as they can go) and asked me to 
look over her work. So far, it all looks good. 

:: DOn time J 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiiiDiDi°ne i withi iassi gnedi i i i ’iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i  
I I work between Session S ’ 
I I DPa icipating ], 

arrived early again today and worked hard the entire time. He actually 
finished with all the material that had been covered in class a little before 1:00, so I 
let him leave since he had finished. He has completed up through #44 of the 
homework that will be due Friday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

doc 

Hey ! 
Great night tonight. 



Student: 

Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE ON~ O1: NOT<TH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 
Time Finished: 8:45 

7:00 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started working on the first homework (due Friday) and were very successful. We need to review 
the vocabulary terms more since they are going to be tested. We finished through problem 20 
tonight,      has had a really great attitude so far. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I needs to GET HIS TEXTBOOK before next session!!!! 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

" @med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:08 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Evaluation forms 

Exss .docx 

Evals are attached. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOR.TH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7pm-gpm Subject: Physiology 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[]On time 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

is doing great job retaining the information from previous 
sessions. We reviewed glucose metabolism and lipid metabolism 
from Sunday and looked at protein metabolism today. He is doing a 
great job of understanding major concepts such as energy 
management and diabetes. 

needs to work on memorizing key hormones and enzymes 

: work between sessions ’ 
[ ] NParticipating ’ needs to work on the impo~ance of the Krebs Cycle and key ’ 
[ ] :molecules 

[---]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

D Ontimel 

, DDone With assigned I 
[ ] work b etweens e s sio ns’ 

] Pa~icipating [, 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

D0ntimel 

, DDone With assigned I 
[ ] work b etweens e s sio ns’ 

] Pa~icipating [, 



THE ON~ OF NORTH C_.4TLOLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            ~5:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback forms 

doc; ’.doc 

Hey Beth, wasn’t sure if you got my email this morning that I sent from 
my gmail account so here it is again from my UNC account. Attached are 
the feedback forms for the guys and also I wasn’t able to log into Tims 
yesterday so I just put my name on the sign in sheet and I was there 
from 6:30-8:20. Thanks a lot and I’ll see you tonight! 



Date: Time 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,[NA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

7:30 Subject: Psychology Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[--]On time 
[~Prepared 
[---] Done with assigned 

Today me,                   met with most of the guys and discussed 
expectations for the mentoring sessions as well as for the course. We 
exchanged contact info and made sure the guys had read over the syllabus. Dr. 

work between 
sessions--N/A 
[~Participating 

Jordan did not go over many notes on their first day of class so there was not 
as much psyc    material to go over but we did make sure they understood 
the main concepts. We also made sure the guys knew where to meet for their 
Monday sessions and what to prepare for, for the coming week. 

, []0ntime See above 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiNi riepare d                                                                  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

! Done with assigned ! 
w o ~k b etwe e n I 
ses s ion S~N/A ] 

Pa~icipating I 
[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

On t imel 

Work b etWeense s sio ns’ 
[]Pa~icipating, 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

i 0 t imel 
~ ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned ’ 
I’ w o ~k b etwe e n s e s si o n s 

~Pa~lClpating 



Date: Time 

THE C}N~ OF NOT4.TH CAROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00 Subject: 

psychology 
Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 
[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[]On time 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

was good at participating and seemed to have a good understanding 
of the material for the most part. He didn’t ask as many questions as 
but he gave answers fairly easily. His notes were pretty good but compared to 

they weren’t as thorough so I can check those every day to make sure 
he is paying attention. Overall, things went very well. 

-Do as much of quiz as possible that is due by and bring any questions to 
our session. 

[]Done with assigned They were able to stay on task for the most part.    had some trouble keep 

............................................................... ! .............................. ! !-Doasmuchofquizaspossible :! 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

NOn ti 

[ I work b etweense s s io ns 

] Participating 

[77~]On time 
[77~]Prepared 
[77~]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[77~]Participating 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
i ti me I 

i ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned’ 
[ work between session 

] ~ 

~Pa~icipatlng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:27 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback forms 

.doc 



Date: Time 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

7:00 Subject: Psychology Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

were both a little less focused today and it was probably 
because        had already finished the quiz that is due tonight and 
was almost finished so tonight’s session was mostly review. I asked them 
review questions and had them tell me why they got the answers they did. I 
also went over the notes from today with them and made them do problems on 
the board,        was a couple minutes late. 
For next time: Review notes to prepare for the first test and for the second quiz 
(both on Thursday) 

NPrepared 
Done with assigned ! 

work between sessions ’. 
Participating I For next time: ReView notes to prepare for the fi~st test and for the second quiz and’ 

, finish the first quiz (due tonight) 
[~On time 
[7;~]Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7;~]Participating 
[Ontime I 

I []Done with assigned I 
I ’ work between session s ’ 

i ,[Pa~icipafing ] 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
’, ti me I 
’, ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned ’ 
I ’work b etw e ens e s s io n 
I I ~ 

~Pa~icipatlng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

09.doc 

Hey ! 

Hem’s the feedback form. Also, I’m wondering what the possibilities 
might be for me to keep working during the    semester. I know the 
guys don’t usually take math, but I don’t know if them’s somewhere 
else I might fit in. Let me know whats up, or I could come in and meet 
with you one afternoon. Whatever works for you. 

Thanks 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[--]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

didn’t go to class today. His attitude tonight was worse than it has been 
in nights past, but this may have stemmed from frustrations with the 
professor. Despite the negative attitude, we managed to catch up to 

and get through problem 40 and half of 44. 
still needs to get a copy of the textbook! Both of the guys should review 

the four fairness criteria. Go to class. 

Done with assigned ’, methods and the difference between extended ranking and recursive 
o rk b etw ee ns e s s io nslr a n kin g i : event h o u ght h eye and o t h e h o m ew o r kit h eya rest ill a lit t le 
Participating I confused on the differences. 

Review thefairnesscriteriai Get to class on time. 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i . DOntime [ 
DPrepa~ed 

] ~Done-with assigned ! 

! work between sessions ’, 

! ~Participating !, 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

~Prepa~ed 

] ~Done with assigned 
. work b etweens e s sio ns’, 

~Participating, 



TH£ UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OL, IN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:47 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Group Feedback Form 

Psyc          .doc 

Hi, 

Attached is my form for                       I saw your note 
regarding books, and I just wanted to remind you that the Psyc class 
doesn’t have a mandatory textbook. There is an optional textbook, but 
given how detailed Dr. Jordan’s notes are, it is not useful at all. I’ve 
taken a glance at the textbook, and it makes things more complicated 
than they ever should be. 

Thanks, 



Date: 
Student 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00pm-8:30pm Subject: Psyc 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

Sport 

(please mark if YES) 

[---]On time 
[7;~]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7;~]Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

] ~emind ed h imt o sub mith~ S quiz b e for e 11:59 p m t o night 

[7;~]On time was on time today and seemed to have a good handle on the material again. 
[~Prepared also has a good ability for describing the material to the other students when 
[7;~]Done with assigned they are discussing a problem amongst themselves. He always wants to do another 
work between sessions example and almost always gives the correct answer--he is also happy to 
[7;~]Participating volunteer an answer, had already submitted his quiz when we met today, and 

he received a 1.7 out of 2.     stayed focused and engaged until the very end, and 
he seemed to benefit a great deal from our word problem example. It helped all of 
them immensely to see all of the details in a long word problem that can be 
crossed out. 

was on time todayi but he didnit seem to care much about the material He 
NPmpared ] answered most questions correctl~ regarding central tendency when I asked him 

Done with assigned specifically to respond; buthe was equally content sitting back in his chai~ without 
work between sessions , workdng picked up his phone twice and walked out ofthe room to answer 

it aferI told him to put it away The second phone catl was from hisride; and so 

] he left the room without any so~ of previous notificationi He didn,t ha~e a bad 
] attitude necessarilyi but the phone calls were distracting and he was the only one 

didn’t arrive until 7:40pm, and I didn’t know that he was going to be late. 
When he arrived, he said that he had been moving off campus. Once he got to 
work, he was fully engaged in the examples. Because we had already covered a 
great deal of review by the time       arrived, I created some examples that 
were conceptually similar so that the others could keep participating. We reviewed 
central tendency and ways to find the mean, median, and mode from an ungrouped 
frequency distribution. Also, we reviewed a word problem and discussed words 
and phrases to look for to identify the key parts. I reminded him to submit his quiz 
before 11:59pro tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:53 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eval 

Exss .docx 

Today’sevaluafions. 



Date: Tutor: 

Student Sport 

THE ON~ OF NORTH CAT4.OLIN,4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 4:30pm-6:45pm Subject: Physiology 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

understood most of the concepts that were covered during 
today’s lecture, We spent the session reviewing the material and 
grasping key concepts, 

[~Participating I told to know the different types of membrane protein 
channels by tomorrow. 

DOntime , _ arrivedlhrlatei He said that he and his other tutor 
[]Prepared reviewed membrane transpo~i He was able to understand the 
[]Done with assigned, n europhysiology we covered duri ng our sessioni 
work between sessions ’. 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

, :: , DOn time I 
D P rep ar e d I 

[’ Done with assigned I 
I’ work b etweens e s sia ns’ 
1 ’ 

i , DParticipating ! 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
D--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

[’ Done "with assigned I 
I’ work b etweens e s sio ns’ 
1 ’ 

i 
, DParticipating I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            ~ 1:41 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math SI, 

Math SI, ~.doc 

Hi Beth, 

Here’s today’s SI eval. The football guys were in on time and got 
through what they needed to.      is totally done, while     is 
only lacking 5 problems. Didn’t see the     boys today. Mary knows 
and has already called their coach about it. Things in class are 
going well. She’s going to give me access to their blackboard site so 
that I can get copies of tests she given before and see what they’re 
like. Hopefully I’ll be able to get in by tonight. Then I can print 
them off and let the other mentors have copies so they can all get 
prepared. Attendance was much better in class today. Everyone was on 
time (               ) except for             who came in about 5 
minutes late. I don’t know if he was able to do his quiz in that time 
or not. Also, as I texted you,        did leave early (a little after 
10:45), claiming that he had an appointment at 11:00. He did not 
specify what kind of appointment, so I don’t know what it was about, 
but I will try to find out tonight. Based on how much of his homework 
he gets done tonight, there’s a decent chance he’ll need to be in 
tomorrow’s SI session. I’ll be better able to tell after tonight. 

Sincerely, 



Date: 
Student Sport 

[~On time (early) 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

already had everything finished when she came in to the session. She 
mainly came in to have me check over a few things and to clarify questions that 
she had. She stayed for only about 15-20 minutes, let me check over her work 
and verify that everything looked good, and then left. 

~: ~On time I 

i DDone with assigned 
[ ’, Work b etweense s s io nS 
], DPa~icipating [, 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 11:40 - 1:00 p.m. Subject: Math Tutor: 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time (early) came in and got right to work He only had three problems left in his 
[~Prepared homework, but they were the last three, which come out of the harder section of 
[~Done with assigned the assignment, so they took quite a bit of time. Still, was persistent and 
work between sessions worked from the start of session up to the very end when he finished the 
[~Participating assignment It should be ready to hand in on Friday. 

~Prepared (still through with alI 20 in ~ da~s He worked hard on the fi~e problems he had and 
missing book) ’g otfi ni s h ed wit h ab o ut 15minut e s l efti n t h e se s S io n S in c e heca m ei n e arl ya nd 
[]Done with assigned reached his daily ~quota% I tet him tease a little earlyi 
work between sessions [ 

[--]On time On time to class, not present in SI session 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Done with assigned ’ 
work between Sessions ’ 

, ~Pa~icipating [, 



TH£ UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OL, IN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

doc 

Good night! 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:30 Subject: MATH 
Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[--]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

Both of the guys worked well tonight. We almost finished the homework. 

There are three problems to do tomorrow night, but that’s manageable. But 
we’ll also need to go over a lot of stuff from notes since we’ve been focusing 

on the homework for the past few sessions. 
still needs to get a copy of the textbook!!!!! 

came in a little before T:lOi but worked well while he was there. 

Done with assigned ’ 

’ N Participating I’ 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

D Ontimel 

[’ work between sessions ’, 
DParticipating, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

D Ontimel 

[, DDone with assigned I 
[ I work b etweens e s sio ns’ 
[ ] DParticipating I, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11 : l 7 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Group Feedback Form 

Psyc           doc 

Hi, 

Attached is my feedback form for 

Thanks, 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00pm-8:50pm 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

IOn time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[]On time 

Subject: Psyc 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

was much better toda~i than in p~evious sessionsi I told them at the 

’ quiz I emphasized that he needed to make sure and study the definitions careNlly 
] for the fill-in-the-blank po~ion of the quiz; as it seemed to be the potion he was 

ii teast thritled about Regarding attention and attitude; this was     best night 

[~On time was ahead of the other two in terms of grasping the course material, but he 
[~Prepared still needed a few redirections, has great reasoning and critical thinking 
[~Done with assigned skills--he sometimes simply misses a detail along the way that can derail him 
work between sessions slightly. But when the material gets more difficult, he will probably be more solid 
[~Participating because of his ability to see larger connections and not just isolated examples. I 

gave him my copy of the old test (the other two had a copy) and he began working 
on it independently while I did example problems for the other two. When I 
checked his answers, they were almost all correct,     and the other boys each 
had a copy of an old test to practice with when they left. I told them look over quiz 
2--it is due online tomorrow by 11:59pm, and many questions overlap with what 
they will have on their test tomorrow (Thursday). 

[P~epared beginning that they would be staying a while and it would feel like a lot of work; 
[]Done with assigned’ but tha the first test tomorrow was impo~ant stayed focused throughout 
work between sessions the session and asked good questionsi The concept he Straggled with the most was 
[Partmipat!ng imerqua~!le range, but I feeI as though that was fixed by the end of our meeting 

arrived on time and worked hard until the end. Because I attended class 
today, I knew was what covered and how Dr. Jordan had explained it. Therefore, I 
was able to explain it in a different way if they needed a different approach to the 
material,       mostly needed a bit more help with frequency distributions and 
word problems. I brought some old tests that Dr. Jordan had posted to Blackboard, 
and I had       (along with the others) underline the key parts of the word 
problem. Even though       was nervous about word problems, he did 
everything correctly and was able to explain his reasoning behind his responses. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:15 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Eval 

Exss .docx 

Beth 
eval is attached. Can we meet at 3 in room 210. His test is 

TOMORROW!!! Thanks 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

THE UN~ OF NOR.TH CAROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:lSpm Subject: Physiology 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

] work b etweens e s sio ns 
.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiDiPai iici iatin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

[ I work b etweens e s sio ns’ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiDiPai iici atin iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

~Prepared 
DDone with assigned ! 
work between sessions ’ 

Pa~icipating I 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Today was a short session since only a few slides were covered 
during the lecture. We spent some time reviewing his assigned 
homework and the prefixes that he is responsible for understanding. 
He is maintaining his great attitude and work ethic. 

assignment is to memorize the physiology suffixes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            ’ 1 : 13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math 

Math .doc 

Hi Beth, 

The SI session today went well.      is totally finished with what 
is due tomorrow and started on the Chapter 2 material,      is almost 
done with it, and will hopefully go buy a book so he can finish the 
last few problems on his own.            came in today and had done 
quite a bit of work on his own. He had the homework done, he just 
needed to ask me a few questions about some things,         did not 
come to the SI session, and both he and     were about 8 minutes 
late to class this morning. They were the only ones who were late to 
class. All the football guys were present and on time. Also, 
is planning to start attending SI sessions next week. He said tl~at he 
cannot get his lift time changed until then. This should help us get 
through his homework quicker by doing some during the day, which will 
leave us time to review more at night. They have their Chapter 2 
assignment as of today, so if the guys start to finish their Chapter 1 
stuff tonight, they can go ahead and start on Chapter 2 (it’s due 
Wednesday, so the sooner they start it, the better off we are). 

Sincerely, 



Date: 
Student Sport 

[---]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 11:55 - 1:00 p.m. Subject: Math Tutor: 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[On time came in and got started on the homework assigned for Chapter 2 He is 
[~Prepared totally done with the work that will be due tomorrow. He was able to get close to 
[--]Done with assigned half of Chapter 2 done today and will probably be able to finish tomorrow. 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

IOn time still has not bought a textbook He needed some help on recursi~e ranking; 
Prepared but once he got the method downi he did welt It took him the whote session to 

DOone with assigned ] work throug~ the two recursi~e ranking problems (each had 4 pa~s and the 
work b etweense s sio ns ] r ecursi~e p~o ce s S! s quit el engthy)He saidt hat hehadan swer s fo r t he ot her 
[Pa~icipating, t hre e p ro b I e m S I e if in rhea s sig nm emand that h e would fi ni S h t h em on hi so wn 

p er sonin the classand u set heir b o ok to fi ni sh 

[--]On time 8 minutes late to class, did not come to SI session 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

, IOn time (early) , came in a little early to ask some last questions about his homework 

[]Prepared assignment When I saw fiim last (Tuesday)i he had only gotten through #20 
[ Done with assigned When he came in to dayihehad it alI done w!thju st a few questions Once wegot 
work between sessions I those questions answe~edi he was done with the homework and it waS ready to 

Participating ] mm in tomorrow Iethim go around 12ig0 so he could go talk with Mary 



THE UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OMN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
~ D On t imel 
i Prepared I 
i DDone w~th assigned ’ 
] ’w o rk b etwe e n s e s s~ o n s 

UPamClpating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday: ~6:41 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form 

.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             9:52 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

.doc 

Good night tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Group Feedback Form 

Psyc          ’.doc 

Hi, 

Attached is my group feedback form for 

Thanks, 



Date: 
Student Sport 

I Monday to make sure they were completed co~ectly 
test score was a 4;6i5i or a 92% i 

[~On time submitted his quiz while we were working in the group, and he received 
[~Prepared a 2 out of 2--a perfect score. He had a strong grasp on the material and 
[~Done with assigned needed little direction on the quiz. The only problem with the computer 
work between sessions assignment for was orienting himself within Microsoft Excel--a 
[~Participating problem all of the guys had. This did not prevent them from doing the 

assignment correctly--they simply took a little longer to read the directions. 
Our session consisted mostly of quiz 2 review and computer assignment work, 
as Monday’s session will be fully focused on standard deviation, normal 
distributions, and z-scores. 

test score was a 4.3/5, or a 86%. 

-work between sessions performance We sta~ed the computer assignment together that is not due 
NPa~icipating until Tuesday; as I would ~ather use Monday s session to cover Friday and 

, Monday class material I know that Sta~ed his; but he didn’t ask fo~ 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time: 7: 00-8:20pm Subj ect :Psyc Tutor: 
Was the Student-Athlete... ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

(please mark if YES) ¯ Any things to work on for next time 
[~On time was a few minutes late today, but he told me that he was in a meeting 
[~Prepared with someone in the building Because they had a more intense tutor meeting 
[~Done with assigned last night, I went over material similar to that on the quiz due tonight at 
work between sessions 1 l:59pm didn’t submit his because of computer problems, but we 
[~Participating went over most of the material, indicated that his quiz did not go well. 

I don’t understand how it could have happened, because I know what their test 
looked like and he could answer the questions mostly correctly for me. Test 
anxiety must be a key thing, so I’ll try to work on that in the future. 

test score was a 2.25/5, or a 45%. 

[]On time did well on the test in class today; and when he submitted his quizi he 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             8:21 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math 

Math .doc 

Hi Beth, 

Here’s tonight’s feedback form. Only three guys showed up, so we 
worked with them together and did one feedback form between the two of 
us. We also let them go early because they were getting antsy and 
weren’t really being that productive as 8:00 rolled around. They did 
get some work done, which is better than nothing. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:25 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Physio Evals 

Exss .docx 

I apologize for these late evals. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

THE UNIVER.gI’~ OF NORTH C.,~ROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Covered the regular and irregular verbs in the preterite tense, talked about 
when adjectives come before a noun (they usually come after) 

© Participating         Arrived at 7:00 and left at 9:00 

!!@On tim!!Same as above 
] ! @ Prepared ] 

I ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 

I ] @ Pa~icipating I ArriVed at 7i00 and Ieft at 900 
© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 

] ] @ On time ] Same as above Howeveri he-was dismspect~l in that while I was giving 

] ]@ D onewit ha s signe d Istudent si hej u st gat and drewpicmre sand text ed on hi s p hone Hedidn t 
! [ work between sesSions’ pa~icipate unless forcedi and he had copied homework from the 
]. @Participating’night before Vew frustrating 

’ Arfivedat 7i00 and left at 8i35 
© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 9:00 

i , @Ontime ’Sameas above 

![work betweensegsions ~ 

Pa~icipating : Arrived at 8 i30 and left at 9i00 
Date: Time 7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 



THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH cAr4.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 
@Ontime 

! ! @ Done with assigned, 
!’,work betWeen sessions 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 

!!work betweensesgions ~ 

], @ Participating ] 
@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 
] @Prepared] 

I I @ Done with assigned ] 
][work between sessions ’ 
], @ Particip at ing ] 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UNIVEFLgI’~ OF NOR.TH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:45pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Reviewed the conjugations of regular and irregular verbs in the imperfect 
tense and began distinguishing between the preterite and the imperfect 
regarding context. Reviewed more adjectives from yesterday’s lesson. 

© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:35 

, @ On time Sameas above 

Done with assigned 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

Participating ~rived at 7 i00 and left at 8i35 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime 

] Done-with assigned I 
!!work between sesSions ’ 
!, Participating 

Date: Time 7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 
Student Sport Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 

Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:40 

! ! @ On time ! Same as above 
] ! @ Prepared ] 

’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
]’ @ Pa~icipating ArriVed at 7 iO0 and ieft at 8 3 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
(please mark if YES) ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

!, Done with assigned ! 
I ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
] ] Pa~icipating I 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 

, @ Pa~icipating { 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 
@ Pa~icipating { 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 
©Ontime 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UNIVER.gI’~ OF NORTH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:45pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Did exercises distinguishing the preterit from the imperfect, reviewed for 
tomorrow’s exam (future, conditional, perfect/compound tenses, imperfect, 
preterit, telephone vocabulary) 

Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50 

! @ On time        ! Same as above 
                 ]                                                   ©   Prep e i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I ’Work b etWe ense S s io n s’ 

] @ Pa~icipating ] ArriVed at 7 i00 and Ieft at 8 50 
© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50 
@Ontime ’S ameas above 

Done with assigned 
!!work between sesSions ’ 
!, Participating ! ~rived at 7 i00 and teft at 8{ 50 

© On time Same as above 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:50 

] , 

i , @Ontime 

] Done-with assigned ] 

!!work between sesSions ’ 
], Participating 

Date: Time 7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 
Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
(please mark if YES) ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

!, Done with assigned ! 
I ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
] ] Pa~icipating I 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 

, @ Pa~icipating { 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 
@ Pa~icipating { 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 
©Ontime 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UNIVEFLgI’~ OF NO’R.TH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:45pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Covered more telephone vocabulary to prepare for a brief quiz tomorrow. 
We also started talking about direct and indirect object pronouns. Getting 
through the logistical information was tough, but they understood it fairly 
well. It’ll become MUCH easier with practice! © 
Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 

! @ On time        ! Same as above 
               ]                                                   ©   Prep edi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
I, @ Done with assfgned 
J ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
I @ Partidpating ~riyed at 7100 and te ft at 845 

© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 
@Ontime 

work between sessions 

P artici pati ng ! 
© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

@Ontime 

Done with assigned I 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

, P artic ipat ing I 
Date:                           Time 7:00pm-9:00pm         Subject: PORT            Tutor: 



THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH cAr4.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 
@Ontime 

! ! @ Done with assigned, 
!’,work betWeen sessions 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 

!!work betweensesgions ~ 

], @ Participating ] 
@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 
] @Prepared] 

I I @ Done with assigned ] 
][work between sessions ’ 
], @ Particip at ing ] 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-9:00 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[7~On time 
[--]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

, iiii 

Subject: MATH 

Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDipirepared                                                               iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii liiiiiiDiDi neiiiWi*h i asisiigned i i i i l i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                              i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                                                                  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                             

], work b etweenSe s s io nS’, 
[ ~Pa~icipating [, 

I NDone with assigned I 
I’ work b etweens e s s io ns’ 
I’ []Pa~icipating I’ 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

l 

i , DOn time [ 
[]Prepared 

] ! DDone with assigned 

], work b etweenSe s s io nS’, 
, ! [ DParticipating [ 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Neither of the boys had completed the homework that was originally due 
today. So, we went over the notes from Friday (when        was absent) and 
then completed the homework,        missed class today (overslept) and so 
we started going over notes from today and working on the HW due 
Thursday. 
Try the rest of the homework due Thursday. 



Date: 

Student Sport 
Time 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 

@ Prepared 

@ Done with assigned 

work between sessions 

THE UNIVE[Lqr~ OF NOI~TH C.,~OLIN.~, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:45pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Reviewed direct and indirect object pronouns with several examples, and 
then began work with reflexive pronouns and verbs. 

© Participating         Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 

!!@On tim!!Same as above 
] ! @ Prepared ] 

I ’work b etWe ense S s io n s’ 

] I © Pa~icipating ] ArriVed at 7;00 and Ieft at 845 
@ On time Same as above 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 
@Ontime 

I Done with assigned ] 

!!work between sesSions ’ 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , @Ontime 

I Done-with assigned ] 

!!work between sesSions ’ 
], Participating 

Date: Time 7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 
Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
(please mark if YES) ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

!, Done with assigned ! 
I ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
] ] Pa~icipating I 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 

, @ Pa~icipating { 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 
@ Pa~icipating { 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 
©Ontime 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: I 
Day/Date: Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 8:40 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w     [~y 

[~N [~NIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 [~$ 

(Poor) (Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Today we spent the entire time working on the homework that is due tomorrow. I had him work 
through the problems (with me if he needed help) and then I used the content of the questions to 
point out any particularly important points. I tried to give him tips on things to look for when reading 
problems and trying to figure out how to start. I told him some of the most important formulas to 
memorize and that when in doubt he should always try to look for a way to manipulate the problem 
so that the formulas are useful. He worked really hard today and I felt that he was listening better 
than her normally does and actually really trying to understand why he had to do a problem a certain 
way. When we finished the homework I let him go. Tomorrow we will work on the homework for 
Monday and start reviewing for the test Tuesday. (NOTE: did not come to the afternoon 
SI session today). 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

IMIATH TEST 1 77 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Date: Subject: MATH Tutor: 
Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 7:00-9:00 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[7;~]On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

I work b etweenge s s io n 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiDipia icipiatiingiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I work b etweenge s s io n 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiDipia icipiatiingiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

made a 94 on Test 1. We finished the homework assignment and he 
worked well. Most of the session was one-on-one,       works well, but 
struggles some with older concepts (like simplifying radical expressions and 
algebra). 

needs to work on taking better notes. The professor went over a 
homework problem in class today that       did not have written down. 



TH£ UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OL, IN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE. tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~--~1 ~--~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was at the doctor tonight because he split his lip and might need stitches. He called me 
beforehand to tell him he might be late. I then texted him around 7:30 to see if he had seen the 
doctor yet, and he had not. He told me he was going to give it 10 more minutes and then come to 
our session. I told him that if he thought he needed stitches to see the doctor, and come to my 
afternoon session at 12. He said that he would lift in the morning so that he could do that. I was 
impressed with the way he handled that situation. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 8:14 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tonight 

I reminded each Math    mentor to remind the guys about Sun night, HW 
and Test...all of them were on point of course and told the guys before 
I did the check :-) 

split his lip today and was at the doctor’s office...they were 
trying to determine whether or not he’d need stitches,       told him 
to take care of his medical issue and to come in tomorrow. I marked 
him as sick due to the situation. 

Other than that, the only two guys that was absent was 

Have a great wknd!! :-) 

and 

Tia 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hello All! 
> 
> With Math    HW due on Monday and Test on Tuesday 
> We are going to make it mandatory for the guys to come to study table 
> on Sunday night for math tutoring. 
> 
> Please let me know if you can/can’t come (ie math tutors). 
> 
> TIA and math group-- 
> please remind guys tonight at study table session 
> 
> Andre--if we can post anything in addition to telling them tonight, 
> that would be great. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

Tia Overstreet 
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your 
heart" (Psalm 37:4) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i            8:42 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORTI doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 

© Prepared 

© Done with assigned 

work between sessions 

© Participating 

THE UNIVERgrIY OF NORTH C.,~OLIN.4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-8:45pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Did a mock test that I created for them regarding direct and indirect object 
pronouns as well as reflexive verbs. We also went over numbers and how 
they’re spelled written out. 

Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 

!!@Ontime!Sameasabo)e 
                    ]                                                   ©    rep ed i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

I ’Work b etWe ense S s io n s’ 

] @ Pa~idpating ] ArriVed at 7 i00 and Ieft at 845 
© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 8:45 

, ©Ontime 

I Done with assigned ] 

!!work between sesSions ’ 
], Participating ] ~ri~ed at 7 i00 and teft at 8i45 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:15 and left at 

] , 

i , @Ontime 

I Done with assigned ] 
]!work between sessions ’ 

Participating ] 
Date: Time 7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: st.oe.t tspo tl t . omme.tso. 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
(please mark if YES) ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

!, Done with assigned ! 
I ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
] ] Pa~icipating I 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 

, @ Pa~icipating { 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 
@ Pa~icipating { 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 
©Ontime 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megan McNinch <         @voyageracademy.net> 

Thursday, May 28, 2009 9:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

5-28-09 

TEXT.htm; 5-28-09.docx 

I am going out of town this weekend and will not be able to make it Sunday. If I do get back in town early, would you like for me to 
try and come? 

Megan 



THE UN~ OF NORTH C~T{OLINA 

Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Megan 
McNinch 

Time Started: 7:05 Time Finished: 7"50 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--]Other: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y [~N 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--1Assignment to worl~ on [--1Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was running about 5 minutes late because he had to go back and get his books. He called to 
let me know. Since they did not have the next hw assignment yet, we reviewed the day’s notes. We 
focused on Koch’s Snowflake - the fractal. The key points we focused on were the creation of the 
fractal and the patterns in finding the number of sides, the length of each side, and the perimeter. 
We chose not to focus on the area formula because we (as tutors) were unsure of what the professor 
was expecting,      was positive and upbeat during the session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Work on and complete HW assignment due Monday. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Math HW 2 14/15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             11:45 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form/Sunday 

doc 

Hey, 
I can come in Sunday and I’ll also be in tomorrow afternoon to help 
with the SI session. 
Thanks ! 



THE C}N~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time (please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

made a 9/15 on Homework 2. This was HW due on a Monday when he 
admitted to not having written everything down and shown his work because 
he was trying to leave the Sunday night session. Today he participated well. 

needs to come to the session Sunday night willing to work hard. 

iOn time 

I, work b etw e ens e s s io n sift o mt h el e s s o na sit w a s d et a il e da n d c o n fu s i n g 
] ! Pa~ic[pating ! ..................... needs to come to the session Sunday nighti, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: []On time I 

, DDone with assigned ! 
] ’, work between sessions ’, 

DPa~icipating, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 

[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

] ’, work between sessions ’, 

I I Pa icipafing [ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, l 1:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 
.doc 

Hey, 
I’m not sure if you need a feedback form from tonight, but better safe 
than sorry. Also, I can’t come in again tomorrow afternoon, but I’ll be 
there at 6:30 for study table. 
Thanks 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

Date: 
Sport 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

All three of the guys worked well tonight. We completed the homework 
assignment that is due tomorrow. The formula for area of a Koch’s snowflake 
is hard, we’ll need to go over it again tomorrow before the test. 

work between sessions 

NPa~iciPating 

[~On time was missing some notes including a section from Friday where the 
[~Prepared professor did one of the homework problems. He didn’t participate as actively 
[~Done with assigned as and , but I think that has to do with the fact that he’s not 
work between sessions used to working with me. 
[~Participating 

DOn time I 
DPrepared, 
DDone with assigned 

I ] work between sessions 

], DPa~icipatlng I 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 

[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

DOn time I 
Prepared, 

DDone with assigned 
I ] work between sessions 

], DPa~icipating I, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            11:34 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TONIGHT 

doc 

I did see     he is in my feedback form that I am going to attempt to 
attach, because I could not do it last night. 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE ON~ O1: NOT<TH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 8"35 

Student Brought: I~Bool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started the session by finishing the homework that is due tomorrow. He had come to my SI 
session on Friday and we had started there, so tonight we finished. We talked out some of the 
problems together, while some he did entirely on his own. We went over one of the problems that 
had been done in class again. I find that a constant problem that I am having with       is the fact 
that he seems really behind on some of the basic math and algebra skills that are the foundation for 
some of the harder work that we are doing in this class. I often have to break down concepts into 
their most basic elements and explain each part. Things as simple as squaring numbers, square 
roots, and multiplying fractions seem to either have been forgotten or never learned. After we had 
finished the homework I quizzed him on key concepts from Chapter 9. He knew about half of it and 
we went over the rest again quickly. I pointed out some of the most important formulas and told him 
to learn them!!! (stars and underlining on the board, trying to get across the importance). I gave him 
a list of key concepts that I had made out and told him to study them, memorize the formulas, and 
learn the definitions. Study them tonight and tomorrow and come in tomorrow with them known. I 
told him I would quiz him tomorrow and the more he knew the quicker we would be done with 
reviewing for the test on Tuesday. stopped in around 8:15, I had been looking for him 
from 7-7:45 periodically, since was not here tonight and he was supposed to be with me. I 
gave up after 7:40 and then he appeared. I told him to come and sit in with us and he was resistant. 
He said he had finished his homework and I said that we needed to review then. He said he knew the 
stuff from Chapter 9 so I quizzed him and the things that I asked he did know so I let him go, 
because I thought that he and       would just distract each other and     seemed to have a 
pretty good grasp of the content we were covering. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

STUDY the key concepts in Chapter 9 and some of the stuff in Chapter 12. Be prepared to come in 
tomorrow and review for the test on Tuesday. 

New Grade Information: 



THE UNWE[Lql"~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 9 

Student Brought: I~Bool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I could at least tell that       had looked at the material I had told him to study from for Chapter 9. 
He at least knew some of the formulas and the Fibonacci sequence. So we started reviewing for the 
test. We started with Chapter 9 and went over the main topics one by one according to the list that 
the teacher had given today in class when he was going over what would be on the test. I had him 
do problems that I had either made up, were from past homework, or that were in the practice 
problems that had been posted on blackboard. I had him do these problems on the board, and I did 
a bunch of the same types of problems in order for the repetition to help him remember how to use a 
certain formula or method. Then we moved on to chapter 12. We did the same thing for Chapter 12 
except we went a little faster because we were running out of time and because over half the test is 
on Chapter 9. I had him do a problem like one of the problems that had been done for homework 
and like a problem that was in the posted practice problems. We went over the different formulas for 
the different fractals, including the fractal that we had learned about today in class,       can be 
really frustrating because sometimes he just blatantly stops listening to me for a second so that he 
won’t even realize if I had asked him a question. I will be looking at him expectantly and he will by 
like "huh?" Also, I can tell that he (I noticed this in           earlier today as well) after a certain 
point in class must have just stopped listening. They were not aware at all of the fact that we had 
done a thirty minute review at the end of class covering the main topics that would be on the test. It 
is like when they realize new material has stopped being covered the stop listening. I do not know 
how to get across the fact that the repetition of seeing and hearing it will help them to better 
understand it. It is really frustrating having to in essence say the exact same thing that was said in 
class for them because they had not been listening. I think that this test will be harder for some of 
the guys and easier for others based on what type of learners they are. I am worried that this test 
will be more difficult for       because his algebra is really weak and we have to spend a lot of time 
reviewing the basic algebraic concepts that are the foundation for the formulas and the strategies 
that so many of these problems in this section require. I am really trying to display the information 
in as many ways as possible but there is really only so much you can do with this sort of information 
to make it more understandable for different types of learners. I feel that I have repeated myself, 
written the same things on the board, and had him do the same type of problem a zillion times but he 
cannot seem to remember farther then a minute before what we are talking about. I could have just 



THE fJN~ OF NO"I’LTH C~’P,.OLIN& 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

told him something, asked if he understood, had him repeat is, had him write it on the board and 
then five minutes later when I ask him again he has no clue what I am talking about. I do feel that by 
the end of the evening he had at least gotten a pretty good grasp on the most important formula in 
Chapter 9, gnomons, and similar shapes. I hope that he has retained enough to do well on the test 
tomorrow. Wednesday I will go to the computer lab with him and have him look up all the grades he 
has gotten back so far. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Study for test tomorrow! 

New Grade Information" 

Next 
Course Test/Assign.    Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,            9:3 7 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: feedback form 

TEXT.htm; .doc 

and feedback, 



feedback, 6/1 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Subject:    Math Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) Student Sport 
Time 7:00-9:25 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

xOn time 
xPrepared 
xDone with assigned 

work between sessions 
xParticipating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

We worked HARD tonight. I felt good that we had gone through everything. 
Between tonight and last Thursday, we worked through every extra problem 

listed on BB, as well as several others similar to the homework. 
seemed a little overwhelmed that he was missing stuff that we had done before; 
he still makes a lot of little algebra mistakes. But I feel that he is as prepared as 

possible. 

al s o st ru ggle s w it h alg e b ra ;H e c an notre m e m b e r p a re nt h es e s B ot h o f 

I DDone  ith assigned ] 
] Iwork between sessions ’ 
1 ’ 

i 
DParticipating ] 

]  a ic pating hit them different from nW: 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

], ~repared them also struggle to set up gnomon trianglesi All in all; thoughi I think they’re 



From: ~ @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:36 PM 

To: Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Feedback 

Attach: .doc 

Good night tonight ) 



THE C}N~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Both of the guys were on time tonight and participated well. They came in 
with really good attitudes. We did lots of practice problems and then went 
over key formulas and ideas from this section. 

Review for the test for a few minutes before bed. 

I iiiiii[]ipia ioipiatingi I 
[--]On time 
[-]Prepared 
[-]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[-]Participating 

:: [.On time I 

], [.Done with assigned I 
I work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 
[.Pa~icipating, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i [.On time I 

i , [.Done with assigned I 
I I work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 

, ] [ [.Participating [, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            11:33 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: PORT 

PORT doc 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> nothing attached 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (cl 
> bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> [@email.unc.edu> 
> Here ya go, Beth! 
> 

> 

> 

>__ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

9:19 PM >>> 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 
> Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 
> 
> UNC Athletics Tutor 
> 
> Cell: 
> 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

THE UNIVEFLgI’~ OF NOR.TH C.,~ROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-9:30pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Started on their 120-word compositions due tomorrow with the prompt of 
"the most embarrassing moment you ever had". 

© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 9:30 
@Ontime 

Done with assigned I 

!!work between sesSions ’ 
: P artici pati ng ! 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , @Ontime 

] Done-with assigned I 
!!work between sesSions ’ 
!, Participating 

Date: Time 7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 
Student Sport Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 

© Participating Arrived at 7:00 and left at 9:30 

! ! @ On time ! Same as above 
] ! @ Prepared ] 

’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
9 ~l @ Pa~icipating Arrived at 7;00 and Ieft at i30 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
(please mark if YES) ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

!, Done with assigned ! 
I ’work b etwe ense S s io n s’ 
] ] Pa~icipating I 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 

, @ Pa~icipating { 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

] , 

i , ©Ontime 

!!work between sessions ’ 
@ Pa~icipating { 

© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 
©Ontime 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday,            6:47 PM 

Bridger, B eth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: PORT 

PORT: . doc 

Beth, 

Here’s last night’s report! 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> no worries 
> 

> Beth 
> 

> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 
> Beth, 
> 

9:00 PM >>> 

> It won’t let me attach the file. I will send you the report as soon as 
> possible tomorrow for tonight’s session. Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

>__ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 
> 

> UNC Athletics Tutor 
> 

> Cell: 
> 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            8:36 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

.doc 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 8:35 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w     ~lY      ~IN 

[~NIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I worked with     today. We worked on getting as much of the homework that is due Friday done 
as possible taking in to account how much has been covered in class so far. I did a kind of review of 
the class as we were working on the homework. I would ask him what the key words in the question 
meant, and if he did not know we would go over them. A majority of the homework was busy work, 
figuring out a bunch of different combinations of things,      seemed to have caught on to the main 
concept of the chapter pretty quickly and memorized the steps to get to the answer that we needed 
to find. I thought he seemed to be a hard worker, not excited about the work, but did not complain 
about it either. He asked questions when he got confused and answered the questions that I asked 
him. If he did not know he was open about it. I thought that our session went well. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            8:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORT ’.doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell:’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 9:40 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback &    Reminder 

.doc 

Hey, 
I wanted to remind you that I won’t be coming in to study table 

tomorrow . I have a camp training for my counselor job. The guys 

have their homework almost done (we left 2 problems). I’ll still be 
there in the afternoon. 
Thanks ! 



Date: Tutor: 
Student Sport 

THE C}N~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating We left 2 HW problems to do tomorrow. 

We checked grades on Blackboard.       made a 9/15 on HW 3 and a 15/15 
on HW 4. Then we started the homework that’s due on Friday. The guys are 
pretty good on the weighted elections stuff so far. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            9:09 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE ON~ O1: NOT<TH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 9 

Student Brought: I~Bool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

First off, I know that I told Beth that       might get to our session late, but he was on time (exactly 
at 7). He had missed the last two classes so I had to go over the new material with him. We started 
going through the notes with me basically teaching him exactly what we had gone over in class. He 
has homework due tomorrow so when in class the teacher gave an example to explain a concept I 
used the homework problems that were applicable to explain the concept. I had him use the steps, 
methods, and definitions I gave him to help solve the homework problems that we did while we were 
going through the material. I did it this way instead of teaching the material and then doing the 
homework so that it would not take as much time. I think that this also kept his attention on the new 
material because he knew he would have to use it in a second to solve a homework problem that 
would be turned in for a grade. It took us the entire two hours but we finally finished covering all the 
material from the classes he had missed and then finished the last problem that was sort of outside 
the basic concepts taught in class,       was a very good student today, he paid attention and 
answered my questions and seemed to catch on to this new material more than any other topic that 
we had covered so far. He seemed to really pick up the weighted voting systems and understand 
what he was supposed to do immediately. Overall it was a tiring but productive session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I He is going to come to my SI session tomorrow at noon. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Math HW 2 14/15 

Math HW 3 15/15 

Math HW 4 15/15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            8:3 9 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date:, 

Tutor: 

THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 8:40 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--1Other: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y J--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Tonight was pretty uneventful we just worked on homework, doing some review of what we had 
been learning (the terms, what they mean, why things are true) as we were doing each problem. 

stayed pretty focused until the end when he said he got a really bad headache, but we 
pushed through it and finished the last graded homework which is due tomorrow. The test is on 
Wednesday so we will review tomorrow. Then I will work with him on Wed and Thurs evening 
reviewing for the final and also on Fri afternoon. Then he will work with someone else (probably 
Caroline) on Sunday and do a review sheet that I will prepare for his exam on Monday. I am so 
proud of him for his test grade, he really does want to do well so he does not have to take this class 
again. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Math Exam 2 84 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<, @email.unc.edu> 

Monday,. 11:42 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

Ldoc 

I ALMOST forgot. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:30 Subject: MATH 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

made a 66 on Test 2. Both of the guys were less enthusiastic and 

engaged tonight than normal. Compared to most nights, they had negative 
attitudes, but it wasn’t too bad. I looked over their tests and we completed the 
homework. 

made a 76 on Test 2i This was the worst night for ,Hedidnit 

, work between sessions ’, and worked welli 

], []Pa~icipating !, 
[-]On time 
[-]Prepared 
[-]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[-]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

, DDone with assigned ! 
] ’, work between sessions ’, 

DPa~icipating, 

[-]On time 
[-]Prepared 
[-]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[-]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

, ~Done with assigned ! 
] ’, work between sessions ’, 

] ] DPa~icipating, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            8:43 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

Everything was great. The guys should be good for the test tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             1:06 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 9 

Student Brought: I~Bool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

They have a test tomorrow so today’s session was dedicated to reviewing for the test. We started 
with Chapter 2 and I went over the main concepts of the chapter, asking him about each term and 
what it meant, and how to do the processes that they were supposed to know how to do. When he 
didn’t know I would review the topic and he would write it down in his notes to refer back to and to 
study. Then we did the review problems that the teacher had posted on blackboard for this section. 
The practice problems actually covered all the material that had been covered and allowed me to 
reemphasize some points. We then moved to Chapter 15, this time I wrote down on the board and 
told      r to memorize the two really important formulas and then we started the practice 
problems. This section is better explained through examples and problems so that is how we 
approached it. I helped him to understand the concepts that we were using to solve each problem 
and also used the problems to allow him to better understand the terms that came from this chapter. 
After we had done problems I also tried to show him a couple alternate ways to do the same problem 
or a different problem that the same methods would be applicable for. I tried to point out key words 
to look for in questions that would tell him what he was supposed to be finding and the methods he 
was supposed to be using. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Do well on the test! 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday: 11:16 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

~.doc 

Everything went well. Despite last night’s resistance, both guys were 
there tonight. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 11, 2009 12:05 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

class 

pointless since today is the last class, but some WBB were 
conspicuously on text today, they dont think he noticed (no child ever 
thinks their parent does!) but he did. I just worry that it doesn’t 
make him want to ’help’ them out when he is grading the oral exam 
tomorrow or the final on Monday. 

On the upside, and are volunteering to answer (’ 
and always volunteer), i can see that they are 

learning, and working. As I said above, I just worry that all the hard 
work they are doing to learn loses its value in his mind when he sees 
them texting. I guess this is just something to talk about going 
forward with other classes. 

On the other hand, Bwana seems pleased with FB. Since there is an 
uneven number of students in the class, one student has to do the oral 
exam twice -- he picked       My sense is that he is giving      all 
the opportunity he can to prove himself so that Bwana can legitimately 
feel as though he can pass 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             8:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

.doc 

and didn’t show tonight. 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:02 PM 

To: Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: PORT I 

Attach: PORT ’.doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spmaish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, mad Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,,            9:44 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

doc 

Hey~ 
I have your change/leftover coupons from pizza. I wasn’t planning on 
coming in before Wednesday night, but I could stop by if you need me 
to. Just let me know! 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            9:01 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: no form 

and ~.doc 

Sorry! let’s try this again... 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVEFLgI’~ OF NO’R.TH C.,~OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 6:30-7:00pm 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

Subject: MUSC 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

For Both: Session was a little awkward on my part, they brought everything 
in and we were going over what they did in class, but my interpretation was 
that the readings were going to be the bulk of the class, but they said that he 

mentioned 2 points from the reading and kept moving. It seems like he’s 
going to give all the information on the powerpoints. I asked them to find out 
what the layout of the quizzes/midterm is going to be so Thursday’s session 
will flow a lot better. 



THE UNIVE[’LqrIY O1z NOT~TH CAR.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

[ [ [[--]Participating L ] 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 6:30- 8:30 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

*Done with assigned 

work between sessions is 

N/A* 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

Subject: Phil    / Pysch 

Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

I think      is coming around. When we walked in, he seemed a bit standoffish- 
he sat at a separate table instead of pulling up a chair and did not even open up his 
book bag. When I told him that we were reviewing for their test and he needed to 
listen, he said he could listen from over there. At first, that’s all he did, but he 
gradually started to participate in the discussion, and he took out his notebook to 
contribute any additional information he had written. Jamie came in to tell him 
that he could drop his psych class, and his attitude seemed to greatly improve after 
that. Once    left to go do Econ with            came over and sat down in his 
empty seat so we could all go over the material. 

had impeccable class notes, as usualT He is the only one who is staying in 
the Psych    class- i               are dropping it. He did extremely well in 
going over the philosophy, and contributed a great deal to the discussion. He’ll 
need to work a lot on his pysch tomorrow to be ready for the test on Friday. 

seems to be taking it down a notch, which is good- maybe he was just 
especially tired today. He seemed reluctant at first to go over their philosophy, but 
he gradually got into it. 

was a model student, per usualT He seemed a bit more distracted than usual 
today, though. 

*Same as    I* 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
[~Participating 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 6:30 Time Finished: 7:00 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: I--]Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[--]Other: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 i--13 i--14 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over the lecture about EA (Electronic Arts). It seems as though they both comprehend what’s 
happening in lecture pretty well and when we get to the session they usually recall information and 
one can pick up where the other forgot something. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Study Together for the Midterm 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

MUSC Quiz 1 82 Midterm 

MUSC Quiz 1 85 Midterm 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVER.gI’~ OF NORTH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 6:30-8:45 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

Subject: Phil    ’Psych 

Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

P.S. I’m not sure if Octavius checked him as there- he came to the room first and I 
asked him if he’d already checked in and he said Beth told him last time to just go 
straight to the room but I told him that was only on Sundays, so by the time he got 
back to the auditorium I think roll had already been taken because the other guys 
said it was done about ten minutes early. 

seemed more tired than usual-probably had something to do with the strep 
throat. He did well though, and didn’t complain about having to stay after 
everyone else to do psychology. He got a 79.5 on his last exam which is definitely 
not bad, but said he wanted to get higher next time because he wants to get into the 
business school. I told him he’d need to work a little harder, so we’ll see if he’s up 
for the challenge. 

did well- he and      were the most responsive to my questions and he 
seems really eager to learn now. 

did well, he and    are the more quiet of the bunch so they don’t really 
volunteer information much but they always have good notes and when I call on 
them they’ve always got the right answer. 

pretty much the same as         I feel like they’re basically the same 
person sometimes. They are both quiet-ish and are really on the ball with their 
school work.     wants to get into the business school. 

I could tell that      was really making an effort to participate. He answered 
every question that I asked and his notes were great and on par with everyone 
else’ s. On a side note, his notebook is lovely and very organized. 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
DOn time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVE’R£T~ OF NORTH C&R.OLIN& 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:45 Subject: Economics 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

They should be getting grades back from their first two assignments on 
Wednesday. 

seems to want to learn the material and he understands everything fairly 
well so far. Like          finished about half of the homework assignment for 
Monday. He came into the session around 7:35 and left around 8:45. 

was good again tonight, but he can have a little bit of an attitude at times. 
He made it through close to half of the homework assignment for Monday and 

we are going to try to finish it Wednesday night. We worked from 7:00 until 
about 8:10 or so. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVE’R.gI’~ OF NORTH C.,~OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 6:30-10:30 Subject: Phil    ’Psych 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Tutor: 

He’s doing great with psychologyT He seems to have a pretty good grasp on the 
chapter that was lectured on today in class- he learns quickly and seems to have a 
pretty good memory which is good for psych since there are a ridiculous amount 
of vocabulary words they have to memorize. 

It’s almost like he’s in a competition with 
He’s great- makes up for        and 

to answer the most questions. 
quietness. 

Absent (his mom had surgery) 

I didn’t see much of him today- they have an econ assignment due. He was on 
track while he was there thought 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

is fabulous!! He always responds when I ask questions, and he’s the first one 
with his notes out, which, ifI may add, are very well taken. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:40 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

doc 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVEFLqI’IY OF NOR.TH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 6:30-10:30 Subject: Phil    ’ Pysch 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

is definitely a very vocal guy. He did well and is always willing to offer up 
information (even though it may or may not be right). 

I think he’s a bit shyer than the rest of them, but he’s definitely starting to talk 
more than just when spoken to. 

I didn’t really see much of him because of that econ assignment. 

He took the implicit reins from      and       as discussion leader for the dayT 
His philosophy notes were extremely helpful! He ended up with an 84 on his first 
midterm with the curve-a B is definitely not bad for his first college examT 
Hopefully we can get his test scores to continually improve. 

was fabulous! He remembers things that we have previously talked about 
that no one else does, which makes me a very happy person. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            9:21 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

doc 

attached. 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 6:30 Time Finished: 7:30 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: I--]Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[--]Other: 
Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 

~INIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 i--13 i--14 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over DDR (Dance Dance Revolution) and how it came about and some of the social 
stigmas/expectations attached to it.       was absent today,      talked about the midterm and 
how he thought he did fine on it. They get those back on Wednesday so I’ll know what they have 
when I see them on Thursday. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Go on youtube and search DDR and get a better understanding from it. Also begin thinking about 
what you want to do for your group project (       and     are grouped together) 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

IMIUSC IVlidterm n/a Quiz 2 7/11 

IMIUSC IVlidterm n/a Quiz 2 7/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,             11:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

doc 

attached. I went home for the weekend and forgot to email it to you. I’m 
sorry 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 6:30 Time Finished: 7:15 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: I--]Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[--]Other: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 i--13 i--14 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Discussed their group project,      said that he has a good start on their powerpoint part, but he 
had to take his computer in to ITS to have the wireless looked at so I didn’t get to see it. He said it 
would be ready to see on Monday 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Work on the project 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

MUSC Midterm 85 Quiz 2 7/11 

MUSC Midterm 76 Quiz 2 7/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             8:31 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF~ 

doc 

attached. 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 6:30 Time Finished: 8"00 

Student Brought: [--IBoohs [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worh on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

and was both absent, was sick and had issues with his car. I sent them 
both an email laying out a course of action for the next 2 weeks. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Work on the project 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

MUSC Midterm 85 Quiz 2 7/11 

MUSC Midterm 76 Quiz 2 7/11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<        @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             2:56 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 



THE C}N~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 6:30-8:15 Subject: Phil    ~Pysch Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 
[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 
[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

I let them go pretty early- they were all pretty riled up from the whole pizza dinner 
so we just reviewed what they did in class and then started reviewing a little bit for 
their exam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<,        ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11 : 10 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

Here it is. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVE’R£T~ OF NORTH C&R.OLIN& 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00 Subject: Economics 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 

[7~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

Group: We worked on their homework assignment for next Monday. The new 
material is definitely getting a little harder. As far as general study skills go 
they both need to learn how to take better notes in class and how to use the 
textbook more effectively. We are going to try to finish the worksheet 
tomorrow evening and then start reviewing for the final. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:57 PM 

bridgerb@email.unc.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

doc 



THE C}N~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Subject: Phil    /Psych Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 6:30-8:30 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

is so smart! He always has the answer or at least speaks up and tries to get 
it when no one else does. They told me that he talks a bunch in class (which I 
don’t think the others do as much even though I told them to) which is super 
because participation is ten percent of their grade. 

takes great notes and is well-behaved, though he is quite loud and goofy 
most of the time, but that’s just how he his. He always has a good attitude though 
and he doesn’t complain anymore. 

was good- low-key as usual. 

0¢as in Econ most of the time, but he was a good addition to our discussion 
when he came. 

seemed a little less focused and more tired than usual, but he tried hard to 
answer the questions that I asked him personally but he just didn’t volunteer as 
much as he usually does. He needs to work on going to bed earlier, I think. He’s 
just infinitely more productive when he’s alone. I did tell him to talk more and 
pay attention in class instead of just coming and being another warm body since 
participation!attendance is ten percent of their grade, and so he asked a question in 
class today! WooT He’s really receptive/good at doing things once he’s told to do 
them. 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
DOn time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:54 PM 

bridgerb@email.unc.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

:)/More FF’s 

doc 

.doc; ~ 

Dear Beth, 

I had an amazing summer, partly thanks to the Keenan Center- thanks for 
being such an amazing boss! 

Sincerely, 



Date: 
Student 

THE UNIVER.qI’IY OF NOR.TH C.,~OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Sport 

Time 7-9 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 
[~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 
[~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[7~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[7~On time 
[7~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

Subject: Phil    / Psych Tutor: 
¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

and       always mess with each other, but it always seemed to be in 

good natured fun and everyone would laugh and what not so I didn’t mind it, 
but       seemed to legitimately get upset today and it really messed with 
his attention span. I always asked them if they were joking and they always 
said yes but now I think maybe       took it a little harder than he let on so 
I would definitely recommend them NOT being together if that was ever an 
issue .... usually it wasn’t too bad but at times it does get extremely disruptive 

to the rest of the group as well as them. 

was lovely and prepared. 

needs to work more on looking over his notes daily and paying attention 
in lecture- he generally seems to be on the ball but he gets little basic things 
wrong that everyone else seems to have downpat...I think he might be a little 
preoccupied with Econ. 

*see box* 

was extremely attentive and was the most focused of the group- I could 
everybody else was just really antsy and wanted to leave. 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
DOn time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Subject: Phil    / Pysch Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 7-10 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~]On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~]On time 
[~]Prepared 
[~]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~]Participating 

[~]On time 
[~]Prepared 
[~]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~]Participating 

[~]On time 
[~]Prepared 
[~]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~]Participating 

seems a lot less focused and eager to do well than he did at the 

beginning of the summer session- it’s almost like he and      switched 
places. He studies but just doesn’t seem as willing to as he used to, which I 
told him so he said he would try harder. He said he’s just really tired and 
ready to go home, but I told him it was only going to get worse as far as his 
work load so hopefully he can handle it. He has great capabilities and 
absorbs information well, it’s just a matter of whether he will actually sit 
down and study what he needs to (especially outside of study table)! He did 
contribute a lot to our review today, and we went through the list his psych 

professor gave him to go over. 

did well today and really seemed to make an effort to try to 
understand everything. 

seemed pretty stressed out because he got in a car wreck earlier, but 
I did my best to help him focus on doing well on his exam. He missed the class 
review session because he was moving out of his, so the other guys were 

extremely helpful in going over what they did with him. 

was amaaaazing!! I can tell he really wants to do well on their exam. 
We all reviewed everything and finished at about 8:30, so I gave the boys the 
option of leaving and going to look back over everything at home or staying 
and doing it with me and asking me questions about anything they were 
unclear on.          left,    wasn’t there to start with, and l       had to 
stay to do psychology, and       left;      was the only one who stayed and 
we went back over stuff for about another hour. He didn’t even seem to 
really want to leave when he did, but his ride was there and he didn’t want to 
walk back in the rain so he had to go. I am just so proud of how much he’s 

improved. 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

couldn’t make it- he got stuck at home in Raleigh but said he studied all 
day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             8:51 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

Math .doc 

Hey Beth, 
Here’s the feedback form. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 
Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[On time 
[--]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

commented that it was hard to pay attention in class and that some of 
his notes were not as good as they could be. Overall, both had good notes from 
class and had a pretty good understanding,        seemed to recall terms 
faster than       , but both were able to apply and define vocabulary.. 
Neither of them have the book, so they both need to get it for tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:59 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

Feedback .doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UNIVER.gI’~ OF NO’R.TH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm- 10:00pm Subj ect: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Introduced ourselves to each other, covered the syllabus, voiced any 
concerns regarding the group and class. Reviewed most of the sections of 
the PORT        Review Packet that they didn’t cover in class. 

............................................................, I Done-with assigned I Did a guided homework session 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

, Participating 

I can tell that he may get frustrated seeing that he doesn’t remember much, 
but he worked very hard today (except for when I told him to stop texting 
twice, especially when I was explaining something he asked about). 

I Done with assigned I 
work between sesSions ’ 

P artici pati ng ! 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

@ On time S a meas above; but came at8i 30;so had more one-on-one t imeWe 

] © Pa~icipating ] 
© On time 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 
©Ontime 

On time 
! © Prepared ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             8:52 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

FeedbackPORT .doc 

Here you go, Beth!      dropped PORT for the summer.., at least 
that’s what the guys told me. Please confirm that that’s tree for me. 
Thanks ! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



Date: 

Student Sport 
Time 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

© On time 

© Prepared 

© Done with assigned 

work between sessions 

© Participating 

THE UN~ OF NOR.TH C.,~OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm-9:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Went over Passive Voice and all of the irregular past participles. Also 
reviewed the Past Subjunctive. Briefly covered the difference between 
Indicative and Subjunctive 

Left at 8:30 

@ On time ! Same as above 
! Prepared ] 

’ work between sessions ’ 

I © Pa~icipating ] Left at 8i30 
© On time Same as above 
© Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Left at 8:30 
IOntime, Didn!t show dropped PORT this summer session 

I Done with assigned ] 
work between sesSions ’ 

P a~icip aft ng ! 
® On time Showed up at 7:50 - same as - stayed until 9:00 
© Prepared to review what he missed 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

[Ontime, Didn’t show 
I Prepared ] 

............................................................................................................................. , ] Done with assigned ] 
][work between sesSions ’ 

[ P a~icip aft ng ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<, @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:39 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

Hey, 
Everything went well tonight. I made copies of the solutions from this 
afternoon for the tutors. I’ll bring a copy for you tomorrow-. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 
Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
]--]Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

~Prepared          ’ off twice; but he ignored it both times 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.iiiiii Di neiiiiwithiiiassiignediiiiiiii’iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

i 
, DDone with assigned ! 

! ’, Work b etweenSe s s io nS’, 
! Pa~icipating, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

It’s hard to say that the guys weren’t prepared today, because they both came 
in with good notes and completed homework assignments. But, they still 
don’t have their textbooks. Going over the answers to the homework, they 
both admitted to taking them from the back of the book, but when I asked 
them to show me how to do problems, they both could repeat the necessary 
work. We went over the notes for today, and most of it was pretty easy as 
long as we continue to drill the rules for determining Euler paths and circuits 
based on degrees of vertices, still seems to have a better 
understanding than but neither of them seems to be struggling. 

Get textbooks for tomorrow! 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

i ti me I 
{ ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned ’ 
I’ work b etweense s s io n 

UPa~icipatlng 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             12:04 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

attendance 

Wednesday, May 13th: everyone present; 
Mutima at break. 

late but spoke with Bwana 

Today, May 14th: Everyone on time, paying attention, and 
participating, especially and 
absent for USA basketball. 

i have to sit in front row so i can hear so I can’t see 
or      to know if they are the phone, but they are quiet. 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             9:51 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORTI doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

© On time 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating 

THE UNIVEFLgI’~ OF NO’R.TH C.,6&OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
7:00pm- 10:00pm Subj ect: PORT Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Went over present subjunctive and how it’s formed, as well as the future 
tense in the indicative. Spent a good amount of time reviewing the week’s 
homework and preparing for tomorrow’s test. 

Left at 8:45 

© On time ! Same as above 
! Prepared ] 

’ work between sessions ’ 

I @ Pa~icipating ] Left at 8 i45 
© On time Same as above 
@ Prepared 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Left at 8:45 
@Ontime ’S ameas above 

onew!thas signed I Ueseemsa bttfrustrated ruth being behind; but he s qulckly cateh!ng up. @ 

work between sesSions ’ 

, Participating ! Left at 8 i45 
© On time Went over Passive Voice and all of the irregular past participles. Also 
© Prepared reviewed the Past Subjunctive. 
© Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
© Participating Arrived at 8:25pm and left at 9:30pm 

. @ On time Same as 

I Done-with assigned I 
!!work between sesSions ’ 

Date: Time 7:00pm-10:00pm Subject: PORT Tutor: 



THE ONIVEf’Lqrw OF NOT4.TH cAr4.OLIN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Went over Passive Voice and all of the irregular past participles. Also 
reviewed the Past Subjunctive. 

Came at 8:40pm 

@ Done with assigned, 
work betWeen sessions 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 

!!work betweenses~ions ~ 
], @ Participating ] 

@ On time 
@ Prepared 
@ Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
@ Participating 

, @Ontime ] 
] @Prepared] 

I I @ Done with assigned ] 
]!work between sessions ’ 
], @ Particip at ing ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 
Friday, 10:16 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

OopsT 

.doc 

Hey, 
When I woke up this morning I realized I had forgotten to email you the 
feedback form from last night. Sorry! Here it is. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE C}N~ OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[On time 
[Prepared 
[Done with assigned 
work between sessions 

Tutor: 

Today’s session went really well. The guys explained the notes from today to 
me and then we reviewed topics from yesterday. We also did some sample 
problems from the book. 

[Participating They need to complete the homework assignment for Monday tomorrow 
either in the afternoon session or independently. 

[]On time! 
. [ Prep are d I 
! ! []Done with assigned ! 
I’ work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 

[]Participating I 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i DOn time I 

i , DDone With assigned I 
] I work b etweens e s s io ns’ 

Participating, 

[--iOn time 
D--]Prepared 
D--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
D--]Participating 

DOn ti 

i , DDone With assigned I 
] I work between sessions 

Participating, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 
Monday, 12:42 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday attendance 

always arrives at 10AM instead of 945AM -- don’t know if it is excused. 

All here except for (still out for USA bball). He called 
on who was absent two days last week for USABB and when she 
didn’t do a good job with the review from last week, he gave a big 
lecture to the class on the amount of work involved in this course. I 
felt bad for her. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Monday,             9:32 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

Hey, 
I just wanted to remind you I will be there tomorrow afternoon, but 
will not be coming to study table tomorrow evening since I have 
training for summer camp at the Planetarium. 
Thanks ! 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: MATH 
Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[]On time 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

didn’t want to be at the session and so he moved slowly, but worked 
relatively hard throughout. He was missing a small portion of the notes, but 
supplemented his notes as we went over the material. 

’ I I Pa~icipating I We did the homework problems we could so fari but they both should attempt 
I I the others for tomorrow to make finishing the homework set easier! 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

i DOn time I 

i , DDone with assigned I 
I I work b etw e ens e s s io n 

, ] ! DPa~icipating !, 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

] I work between sessions 
] ! DPa~icipating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:41 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

Tutor Feedback Form.doc 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 8:40 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w     ~lY      ~IN 

[~NIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

The first thing that we did during our session was review the chapter 6 algorithms. I did a lot of 
question and answer work. Where I would go through the notes and ask him to explain things to me 
or list the different algorithms. He had to look back at his notes often, but what was positive was that 
his notes were very complete. Then we moved on to the new things that we covered today. We 
reviewed that in the same manner, but this time I used one of the practice problems that the teacher 
suggested on blackboard and had him do it on the board. Then we moved on to trees and I had him 
identify what a tree was, and we broke down the definitions and I had him explain them in his own 
words. Finally we moved on to homework. He completed all the homework that he was able to with 
the information that we have learned so far in class. He did very well tonight. He worked hard and 
got everything done that he needed to get done in a timely manner. Tomorrow, we will finish the 
homework and start review for the test on Thursday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I We will work on homework tomorrow. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:47 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

.doc 



THE tJN~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 8:35 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on i--INothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w     [~y      J--IN 

J--INIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Me and       started off today with me checking his homework which he had brought complete © 
He had finished it on his own and had not had any trouble. So we went over a few of the concepts 
that had been discussed in class today, and made a few adjustments to the homework we had done 
last night based on what was discussed in class. Then I had him start on the practice problems that 
the teacher had posted on blackboard. We did all the problems on the board or orally and he did 
very well. We had to review the meanings of some terms and the theorems that apply to them, but 
he remembered them quickly. We got through ALL of the review problems. There are definitely 
some areas of the content that he is stronger in, but this lets me know for tomorrow what we should 
really focus on in our review. Tomorrow we will go over all the notes and the main concepts from 
each section of the book. I think that I might look for a few extra practice problems to demonstrate 
the concepts again as we go over them. Overall, so far has been a very good student during 
our sessions. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Be ready to review! 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             8:57 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORT .doc 

Beth, 

Attached is the feedback form from tonight’s session. I wanted to tell 
you that today, while sitting in on the last five minutes of the MATH 

tutors’ meeting, I heard them talking about how they were not going 
to have a session on Thursday evening but how they should maybe provide 
an optional one on Friday afternoon. A good majority of them, in my 
mind, rudely stated, "Oh, you know these guys. They won’t come. 
They’d rather just jerk around." To be honest, I felt very offended 
and when my guys came in after the MATH tutors left, I took 10 minutes 
to have a talk with them. 

I asked them what it was like to be a student athlete here at Carolina, 
seeing that I really don’t know. Besides    who was pretty rude 
himself and just sat there drawing and texting on his phone, 

, and       all came to a consensus about having a hectic 
schedule and how everyone thinks their "hot stuff’ on the field but not 
in the classroom. I told them that that disconcerted me as a student 
here at UNC because I am a member of that student body as well which 
seems so quick to judge others. I advised them that what needs to be 
done is for them to do their very best. I know they work hard, and I 
expressed that to them, but I advised that they work even harder in the 
classroom; that if someone, such as a tutor, offers an optional 
session, to come to it and try to get something out of it. It will 
please not only the tutor, but themselves. I also told them to not 
worry about what their non-athlete peers think, because honestly, their 
opinions don’t matter in the long run, but to do this all more for 
themselves. I told them to call me out if they feel like I’m judging 
them, and that I know that judgment happens even here in the Academics 
Center (as I feel the MATH    tutors illustrated quite clearly). I 
also begged them that if any other tutor, professor, or advisor gave 
them a problem, to let their team advisor or you know because these 
sessions are supposed to help them understand, and to uplift their 
confidence in the subject.., not to put them down. 

Now, I’m done with my soap box! I hope you approve. Have a great 
night, Beth! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             8:58 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORT .doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             9:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 
.doc 

I’m waiting to approve TIMs until after the Friday SI session, but 1’11 
get it Friday afternoon. 

Thanks! 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Time 7:00-8:30 Subject: MATH 
Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

did really well today. A few complaints, but overall worked well. 
Finished both practice tests and was able to recall formulas when asked. He 
had a little trouble mixing algorithms, but not too bad. I saw a HW 1 score of 
15/15. 
Study for test tomorrow. 

wasa few m in u te slat e i( 5m ayb e ?)H e wo r ked h a rd d u tin g t h e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             9:54 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7 Time Finished: 9 

Student Brought: I~Bool~s I~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Today       and I studied for the test tomorrow. We started off reviewing vocabulary, theorems, 
and algorithms from the three chapters that will be on the test. I listed the terms and then had him 
tell me what as many of them meant as he could. He knew a pretty good number of them. We then 
went over the terms that he did not know. After we had covered all the vocabulary and all the notes. 
I had him do a review sheet that had been made by         He worked his way through it for the 
rest of the time. I helped him when he got stuck and checked his answers. I tried to give him some 
test taking tips and some tips on how to solve particular types of problems. I think that 
would understand a lot more if he put a little more effort in to it. I think sometimes when I am trying 
to explain something he had not understand originally he stops listening, it is like he assumes he is 
not going to understand before he even tries. I then gave him a review that I had made for him to go 
over at home. I told him to focus on the chapter 7 stuff because the first review sheet had not 
covered that as well. I think        biggest problem on the test is getting the vocabulary in the 
instructions of each problem confused. He also has a problem sometimes figuring out what a 
problem is asking him to do. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Study for the test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH HW 1 13/15 5/20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             9:10 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORT ’.doc 

Here you go, Beth! Have a nice long weekend! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             8:43 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORT .doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:31 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started:7 Time Finished:9:15 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w     ~lY      ~IN 

~INIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started the session with going over the notes from Friday since he missed that class. It was 
quick overview and I gave him some notes to jot down so that he had something to refer back to 
when he was studying or doing work. However, I do not think that he absorbed to much from our 
review, I think that he was mainly focused with getting down notes and not really understanding the 
material. We had to go really quickly because we had to get through the homework that was 
supposed to be due today, but is instead due tomorrow. So after we went through the notes we 
immediately started on the homework which he had attempted to do but had mainly gotten answers 
from the back of the book because he missed class on Friday. So we had to start from scratch, he 
had tried to call me yesterday so that we could get a start on it but my phone had been dead. The 
homework took a while. We did some of it together on the board with me trying to explain concepts 
and give additional notes as we went through. I still feel like we really need to go back over the 
material from today and Friday because so much of what we learned today was based on what we 
learned on what was learned Friday. If we do not review it will cause a problem for the homework 
due Thursday and the test that is next Tuesday. So we have our work cut out for us tomorrow. We 
need to do the homework that is due Thursday and at least begin the review. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review notes from tonight, try to absorb... 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:40 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

I forgot again. Sorry! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             12:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Prof Mutima gave back the exams this morning - I am guessing that 
did not do well because he directly faced them when he made his remarks 
:( 

He said that he helped people as much as he could with the grading, and 
that because the process of grading is so time consuming, he will not 
be able to do this again. He stressed that the class is worth 6 
credits and that it will be difficult to pass the class if having 
failed this exam you don’t radically change how you study. Hopefully 
yesterday’s come-to-Jesus will coincide nicely with a new attitude for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             8:38 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PORT 

PORTI .doc 

Here you go, Beth! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             8:43 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:43 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

.doc 

I remembered this time! 

Also-I will not be there tomorrow afternoon for the SI session, but 
will be at study table like normal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday: 7:47 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

.doc 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport 
Date: Subject: MATH Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Time 7:00-9:00pm 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Not present 

Work betWeen sessions 

[]Participating. No homework assigned because homework is due in class 
[~On time Began going over the study guide for the final exam 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating No homework assigned because homework is due in class 

TO TAL GRO UP I 

] DDone with assigned, 

I I work between sesSions ’ 
! DPa~icipating, 

V-IOn time 
V-]Prepared 
V-]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
V-]Participating 

D On time I 

i , DDone With assigned, 
I I work between sesSions ’ 

! ~Pa~icipating, 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Student Sport 
Date: Subject: MATH Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Time 7:00-9:00pm 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Not present 

Work betWeen sessions 
[] P art icip ating [ 
[--]On time Late. Stated that he took Test 4 early. 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

TO TAL GRO UP I 

], DDone with assigned, 
I work between sesSions ’ 
! DPa~icipating, 

V-IOn time 
V-]Prepared 
V-]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
V-]Participating 

D On time I 

i , DDone With assigned, 
I I work between sesSions ’ 

! ~Pa~icipating, 



THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.ODINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Date: Time 2:30-3:30 Subject: Math ___ Tutor: 
Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time We continued to work on concepts from Chapter 15.    had been working 
[~Prepared some problems on his own and had some questions so we went over those. 
[~Done with assigned Then we worked through examples of each type of problem covered in the 
work between sessions chapter. He now needs to learn definitions and a few formulas. We’re meeting 
[~Participating for the last time on Friday to review before his final on Tuesday. 

:: DOn time I 

]’ DDone with assigned I 
I’ work b etweens e s s io ns’ 

DPa~icipafing I’ 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

, DOn time[ 
DPrepared 

] ! DDone with assigned ! 
]. work b etweenSe s s io nS’, 

, ] ! DParticipating ! 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

DPrepated 
! ! assigned ! 
]. work b etweenSe s s io nS’, 

, ] ! DPa~icipating !, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 7:27 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Last night with 

Beth, 

Its not really that as much as I don’t like sending the message that 
when I ask him to have something completed (and it is completely within 
his means to do so, as in he has plenty of time and I have helped 
prepared him so that he has the resources/ability to complete the 
assignment) he can choose to just not do it any way and goof off in 
Study hall. When I came in last week on Thursday I saw how much he had 
that evening at 7:30ish and when he came in on Monday he had maybe one 
sentence more. He said he had written a whole paragraph and a half 
more, and I understand that it is bad luck that his computer died and 
he lost that. 

I have the time and I dont mind sitting there as he writes (and its not 
really about the money), and I asked around in the independent room to 
see if anyone else needed some help, but coming in with one sentence 
more than he had last week means he did absolutely nothing to prepare 
what I asked him to have. 

I can sit there and wait if you think that is a better option next time 
(hopefully there will not be a next time). It feels like a waste of the 
universities money when I feel like I am doing nothing, but if that is 
what you feel would be better, I can do that. 

Thanks, 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> can i ask one question... 
> although you make an excellent point and I agree and sitting and they 
> don’t have work done... 
> is it really not worth your time (getting paid) to stay until 9pm? 
> just a question...please answer honestly... 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 
> Beth, 
> 
> has been on a bit of a downward spiral in relation to getting 
> things done outside of his meetings with me. We will see if we can rope 

2:50 PM >>> 



> him back in and on track. 
> 
> On a separate note, I would love to have into my class on Friday 
> at 12:30. I would pick him up and drop him back off. He would be 
> playing tug-of-war with my class as a part of a unit on balance. Would 
> it be ok for him to miss study hall that day from 12:30-2:30? Can you 
> think of anyone else (maybe someone who has worked hard, can miss study 
> hall and would work well with who could join him? 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:03 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: CANCELLED SESSION 

Thanks for the explanation, 
session as cancelled. 

I have noted this 

However, we have received two "unsatisfactory" reports concerning you 
from                     and                         ), and I would 
like to discuss these matters with you in the near future -- like this 
coming week. 

Best regards, 

~email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Mr. 
> I will not be able to attend our meeting tomorrow because I have a pyschology experiment that I have to do for pysch 
> Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:20 AM 

To: Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Next Tuesday 

Beth, 

I was actually looking at my calendar, and I will not be able to help 
out to publicize the academic center to the Teaching Fellows. I’m the 

(mouthful, I know) and we’re having inductions that evening beginning 
at 5:00pm. I have to preside over the ceremony, so that time is a 
conflict (UNLESS we can do it at the beginning of their class at 4pm). 
Let me know. Thanks! 

North Carolina Teaching Fellow 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American Studies, and Afro-American Studies 

UNC Athletics Tutor 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Friday, 9:01 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

¯ 6th Absence 

Dear 
Please contact me about today’s absence¯ 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, 9:03 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear 

I just wanted to drop you a quick note to tell you how pleased I was with all of your presentations today. You set a high standard for 
the rest of the class. Well done. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, 1:34 PM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Engl        , DWI paragraph 

Hi 
Nice job on your speech today. I thought you really improved from your first speech for unit 1. I’m not sure if you know this, but you 
are required to turn in a DWI paragraph explaining what you worked on in your latest grading contract for the speech. Could you 
please get that paragraph to me on Friday? 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,              2:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hist 

TEXT.htm; Hist .doc 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Sport 
Date: Mon Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Student ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Time 1-1:50 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Attentive. 

Work b etWe ense S s io n s’ 
]’ []Pa~icipating ] 

[]e epared 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiDDi  eiiiwithiias iigneidiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iiiiii 

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiNPia iciipatiingiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 
[--]On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Tardy. 

GENERAL COMMENTS: Everyone took notes and participated. Not much else to say today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              9:16 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow night 

The following upperclassmen were present tonight: 
were absent¯ 

The following freshman was absent: 
The following freshman was late: 

Schedule (in the yellow folder)¯ 
turned in their Final Exam 

Both and showed me their email confirmation from Prof. 
Barney re: their makeup exam. It’s @9:30am on Friday, in 
Barney’s office. 

and     will take their makeup History exam tomorrow. 
getting ready for the exam tonight wL              decided NOT to 
take the makeup exam but will still take the Final exam¯ He said that 
he will still pass the class even though he’s not taking the makeup. 

I went over all announcements. 

was 

Tia Overstreet 
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your 

heart" (Psalm 37:4) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, 9:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Drama .doc 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Tues Subject:    Drama Tutor: Amy Kleissler 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
E~]Participating 

[]P~epared knew the material the best 
! DDone with assigned ] 
I’ work between sessions’ 

NPa~icipating ] 
[~On time he saw Price and Prejudice; performed the extra credit work today; Same as 
[~Prepared above 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

I I work between sessions 

, ] [ ~Pa~ic [pati ng 

[7~On time Same as above; worked hard 
[7~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

Only 2 of the group had seen the play so I went through all the stage and 

production elements with them. Then had them spend some time with 
flashcards but that was a dud - only                         had any 
attention span tonight. Went to bingo which was good for a while until I had 
to take the M&M’s away. Last thing we did was I simply fired off questions to 
them that I had made from the power points. I sent them home with a 
worksheet - all asked for me to send them 

the answer key. The rest didn’t care for it. 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

he saw Price and erejudice; Same as above 

Came inatYl5andwasquiet; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ff 

Soci .doc 

UNC School of Law 
Class of 

@email.unc.edu 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> I REALLY need a ff from last nights session for attendance reasons... 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



THE UNWE[Lql"~ OF NORTH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 7:30-9 Subject:    SOCI Tutor: 

Student Sport Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time (please mark if YES) 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[]Prepared with his packet not only filled out but typed up and he was eager to tU to fill in any 
! ] []Done with assigned btanks he had and go over the material they had been given duringthe review 

, work between SessionS Session 

,, [Pa~icipating, 
[7~On time was prepared as well. He had his packet typed out as well as an additional 
[~Prepared outline of notes that he was using to study. The outline was a little easier to follow 
[~Done with assigned so we used that as the review tool. 
work between sessions 
[7~Participating 

:: IOn time is normally prepared and he was once again NTotes and packet prepared 

] work b etweense s s io n 
[Panidpating 

ABSENT. He didn’t come because he said he didn’t have any notes. I am assuming 
this was because I told them I would be highly upset if they came unprepared to this 
review session. 

ABSENT. He didn’t come because he said he didn’t have any notes. I am assuming 
this was because I told them I would be highly upset if they came unprepared to this 
review session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,              2:20 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hist 

TEXT.htm; Hist ’.doc 



THE UNWE[Lql"~ OF NOT<TH C, AT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Thurs Time 1-2 Subject: Hist Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Attentive. Participated a lot when we reviewed ids. 

(please mark if YES) 
[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

J ’Work b etWe ense S s io n s’ 

, ] DPa~icipating ], 

~Prepared 

! ! DDone with assigned ! 
] ’, work between sessions ’ 

, ] ! NPa~ic[pating ], 
[~On time Attentive and cooperative. Participated in everything. 
[~Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

GENERAL COMMENTS: As a group, they elected to stay an extra 15 minutes so we could finish more of the essay outline. I think 
that demonstrates some good commitment. 

HOMEWORK (recommended): Write up notes for essay A3. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,             5:26 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ff 

SI .doc 

Hi, 

Please let me know if you want more details or if I could do write 
anything differently. When Susy gets back I will definitely ask for 
her help in terms of worksheets and exercises that she does, as there 
was some blank time today when I was figuring out what we could do. 
Also, I didn’t know if you wanted me to include        in these 
reports, so I included her anyways (sorry I don’t know her last name). 

Thank you, 

On 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> BETH 
> 

> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Date: Time: 2:30-4:00 Subject: Swahili Tutor: 

Student New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Today we went over what we did in class (vocab: the weather, colors, articles 

of clothing, and descriptive adjectives). We also went over the different 
meanings of the verb kuvaa (in terms of what it means in different tenses), as 
well as the object markers and the preposition "for," which are inserted into 
conjugated verbs. We did translating exercises with the vocab, and I had the 
students do verbs charts with the object markers and "for" inserted into a 
verb (both positive and negative). I also made sure everyone had the notes 

from today. 

[ ] work between sessions I distracting(abitlessthanusualithough which is a good sign)i 

[ ] NPa~icipated [ 

(I don’t 
know her last name, 
sorry!) 

[~Arrived on time 
[~Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participated 

i 
.iiiii[]CameiPrepairediiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

participated when asked to do translations on the board and asked a 
lot of questions. She is behind the rest of the class, though, as we learned the 
present tense in the first week of classes, and she still did not understand how 

to conjugate a verb. Hopefully she understood it a little better after today. She 
had to leave the session early though, at about 3:15. 

c o u I d b e aBo r Cs tu d e n t if h ep u t i nm o re effo ~ :F r o m 

~: DCompleted assigned doesn’t really help; but I still try anywaysi I think the study sessions at my 
work between gessiong apa~ment definitely help in terms of getting him ready for quizzes/tests. 

[ ~Pa~icipated was a bit distracting todayi although he did find a way to be productive when I 
[1[ was ma~ng up exercises or busy with another student by making flashcards 
!] ~with i He also did the exercises asked of him and asked questions when he 

[][didn!tunderstandsomething: 



[~Arrived on time 
[~Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participated 

is a good student. He is not as distracting to the group as some of the 
other student(s), he asks a lot of useful questions, and he does the exercises 
when asked. When I was making up exercises or answering other people’s 
questions, he and      made flashcards for themselves. He usually found a 
way to be productive when I wasn’t available, and he is putting in more effort 
than the other three students. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiDc imp1ietiediiiiasSiginediiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
’ work b etweens e s s io ns [ 

, [ ] ~Pa~icipated [ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth McLaughlin <eamclaug@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday,             2:53 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Math 

Hi 

Update ¯ 
Late to the quiz today: 

Quizl ¯ 

Elizabeth 

Beth Bridger wrote: 

> Professor McLaughlin- 
> 

> My name is Beth Bridger and I am the Learning Specialist for Football. 
> I work with Mary Willingham. I am sure as Mary told you, we couldn’t 
> find anyone to do an SI for your math class this summer session. 
> However, we will have 3 tutors working with the guys. I was wondering 
> if you wouldn’t mind telling me a little bit about your class: grading, 
> test format, etc. Also, if you would be willing, could you grant me 
> access to blackboard, if you use it? This would allow me to organize 
> their study sessions accordingly and provide resources to the tutors so 
> they are on the same page as you. 
> 
> Thank you and I hope to hear from you soon. 
> 

> 

> 

> *BETH 
>* 

> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth McLaughlin <eamclaug@email.unc. edu> 

Friday,            2:48 PM 
Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi 
Results so far: exam 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 
Tuesday,            1:11 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: feedback forms 

And in addition to my 6 hours yesterday, I have to add one extra hour in 
lieu of parking tickets. Sorry I meant to include that in the other email. 

http ://newlivehotmail. com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:22 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Strong Interest Inventory FINAL REVISION 

Hey Beth, 

Vergie just sent me this email... 

>>> "Vergie A. Taylor" <vataylor@email.unc.edu> 
Four of the students have completed the inventory ! 
I shall continue to check my email today. 
I automatically receive an email when they complete the 
inventory. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:57 PM 
To: Vergie A. Taylor 
Subject: RE: Strong Interest Inventory FINAL REVISION 

Here are the guys: 

11:08 AM >>> 

>>> "Vergie A. Taylor" <vataylor@email.unc.edu>         4:31 PM >>> 
The students will receive a group interpretation and may follow-up 

by scheduling an individual appt. with a UCS counselor. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vergie A. Taylor [mailto:vatavlor~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:22 PM 
To: ’Cricket Lane’ 
Subject: FW: Strong Interest Inventory FINAL REVISION 

Cricket! 



Please use the attachment for the athletes to complete the Strong 
Interest Inventory. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Just a Reminder. 

We will meet the students Wednesday, 
Hanes Hall (NOT HANES ART BLDG!) 

at 7:30 pm in room 239B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Karen Thompson [mailto:karent~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:33 PM 
To: ’Vergie A. Taylor’ 
Cc: Robin Matlock 
Subject: Strong Interest Inventory FINAL REVISION 

Vergie, 

Here it is. 

Karen Thompson 

Marketing/Resource Room Coord. 

University Career Services 

CB # 5140, 219 Hanes Hall 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5140 

Phone (919) 962-8059 

Fax (919) 962-2197 

http://careers.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             5:57 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Mentor Meeting 

Hey Beth, 

I will be babysitting on the    but i will try to make it to the NCAA 
part of the meeting. Do you know how long the meeting is? 

I would like to work about 2-3 hours a week to begin with. Then once i 
figure out how busy i will be this semester maybe i can take on more 
hours if that is ok with you. I would like to work either tuesday or 
wednesday night from 7-9:30. I hope your summer is going well!! 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Hi All! 
> 

> I know we just wrapped up Summer Session 2, and without taking a 
> breather, I am trying to plan for the fall. 
> 
> So here are a couple of items to ponder and get back to me on... 
> 
> 1. Training for NCAA and new policies etc will be on Monday August 
> 20th (day before classes start). NCAA starts at 6, however, I would 
> like all of us to meet at 430. Please let me know if you are 
> able/unable to attend. If you can’t come at 430, please come at 6 
> for NCAA stuff. This is very important. I kind of call this the 
> veteran’s meeting, as I will be training our new mentors the week 
> before. This will count on your time sheet! 
> 
> 2. Availability--I know I have talked to a few of you, but canyou 
> please think over the next week or so how much you want to work and 
> when. 
> Choices: 
> 1230-2 M-TH 
> 700/730-930/10 M-TH 
> Sundays 6-8 
> Also, there will be some morning availability, just let me know. 
> 
> I will be out of the office from August 2-August 12. I will try to 
> catch up with all of you again the week of August 12. 
> 
> Mark your calendars for August 20th @ 430. 
> 

> 

> BETH 
> 

> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             12:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF (it completely slipped my mind until now) 

Tutor Feedback Form .doc 

Here you go, sorry it’s late 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE. tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1:20pro Time Finished: 2:45pm 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--]Other: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y [~N 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Session was very productive,        was attentive and did everything I asked of him, some of the 
concepts of rhythm and time signature that was covered in chapters 1 and 2 he was somewhat 
shaky on, but at the end of the session he was getting it fine and was confident of handling his 
homework for the night. Also went over quiz and corrected wrong answered and clarified concepts. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Bring all materials to every session 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

MUSC Quiz 1 3.5/5 Quiz Friday 

Midterm 
Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:00 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached, see you at 2 



THE tJN~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 1:35 Time Finished: 2:55pm 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on i--INothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      J--IN 
J--INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over the concepts of compound and simple meters, syncopation, and accents 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

He is going to find out what exactly is on the midterm that is coming up on 4 and the quiz on 
that way the sessions on       and       can be planned effectively 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:20 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 

attached 



THE tJN~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 2:00pro Time Finished: 3:45pm 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on i--INothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      J--IN 
J--INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Began on the concept of how to build a Major Scale, Overview of the piano keyboard 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Continued Review of chapters 1-5 in preparation for the midterm 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, 8:08 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ff 

Math .doc 

Hey Beth, 

When I left last night the room was already locked with the ff in it, 
so I’m just sending it to you on here. Have a great wkd! 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: 

Student Sport 

Time 8-10pm 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

Subj ect: Math Tutor: 

Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Any things to work on for next time 

For all: They guys had a little trouble getting focused at the beginning, but 
then I gave them a "practice test" and they worked hard for the rest of the 
session on it and on other problems from the homework. I also gave them a 

study guide with some definitions and key concepts that they needed to study 
a little more on their own before the test.                    seem very 
confident with the material, has improved a lot, but still struggles with 
some basic math operations. 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i¸ Work between Sessions ~ 

[~0n time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

i DOn time I 

DDone with assigned I 
[ work between sessions ’ 

DPa~icipating [ 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 

[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

DDone with assigned I 
’ work b etweens e s s io ns’, 



THE UNTV-E[LqTfY O1: NO2TH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            3:32 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached, have a great memorial day weekend 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 2:45 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Reviewed Compound and Simple meters for his quiz tomorrow. Also reviewed how to build scales. 
He seemed to be really confident with the information presented and we both think he will do well on 
the quiz and midterm 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Continue preparing for the midterm on 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

r@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:49 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 

attached 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 2:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--1Other: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over building major scales and the circle of fifths (Chapter 6). He mentioned that this chapter is 
a little more difficult than the rest of the material up to this point and understandably so but he is 
still trying very hard. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Continue to practice building scales and understanding key signatures 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

Midterm 14/20 Quiz 5/30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached, have a great weekend 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 2:30 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Continued of how to build major scales, key signature review for the quiz tomorrow 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Review the whole step/half step pattern to build scale, Memorizing where sharps and flats go in the 
key signature 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,           11 : 18 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

.doc 

attached 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 2"50 

Student Brought: I~Bool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 
(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over circle of fifths for minor scales, key signatures for minor scales, relative and parallel 
scales, and transposition 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review Intervals, Inversions, and minor key signatures 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

IMIUSC Quiz 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

r@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,           10:3 3 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 3:00 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over building triads in all their forms, understanding the concept of distance between notes 
that make intervals and which intervals go into making specific triads 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Bring any questions to review for the quiz on friday 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

r@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,           9:50 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF, 

attached, have a good weekend 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 2:40 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over how to build 7tn chords and did a review for the quiz on Friday 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Review building intervals, is improving on it, but needs to move a little bit faster in order to 
successfully build triads and 7th chords without careless mistakes 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

IMIUSC Quiz 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:22 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached 



THE: CiN~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 1:20 Time Finished: 2:15 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on i--INothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      I--IN 
[~NIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went Over Roman Numeral System for Analysis (Chapter 10) 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Find out whether or not the Final is cumulative or not and how its going to be laid out 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             3:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 3:10 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Continued Roman Numeral Analysis, Began Cadences and Harmonic Rhythm 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Begin Reviewing for Final 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:46 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FFq 

attached 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 3:00 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      I--IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Discussed his composition final project, reviewed roman numeral analysis, corrected answers on 
quiz 4 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Work on project, show it to his teacher and see if he is on the right track 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

IVl USC Quiz 4 1.5/5 
Composition 

Project 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             12:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 1:35 Time Finished: 2:50 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      I--IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Reviewed for the Final, went over figured bass notation, and went over his composition project 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Bring all graded assignments and quizzes to the review session on Sunday, The review session will 
be going through each chapter and over all the quizzes, and any questions he should have. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

IMIUSC Composition 

Final 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,             5:54 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached, i left the book with the CD on the table in your office. 



THE tJN~ OF NOT<TH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 7:00pro Time Finished: 9:00pro 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on i--INothing 

I--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      J--IN 
J--INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

His teacher gave him a handout of what’s going to be on the final, so we spent a majority of our time 
going over that. We went over some of the chord progressions with figured bass notation from his 
notes 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

IMIUSC Final 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             8:53 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

Here it is. 



THE C}N~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time: 7:00-8:30 Subject: Economics Tutor: 

Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

was a little quiet, but he seemed to have a fairly good grasp of the material so 
far. Like i         got a good start on his HW assignment for this Friday. He 
should be fine in the class. 

was great tonight. He seems to understand the material from the first few days 
or: class. We got a good start on his HW assignment for Friday. He should do very 
well in this class since it is his only one. We are going to keep working on the HW 
assignment over the next few nights. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            8:56 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

Here it is. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVE’R£T~ OF NORTH C&R.OLIN& 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time: 7:00-8:40 Subject: Economics 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

was a little quiet again today, but it was good to be able to work with him one 
on one. We worked together from 8:00-8:40. He is also done with most of his 
homework assignment. We are not going to work together as much later this week 
because he has a philosophy test on Friday. 

did well once again tonight. We worked together one on one from 7:00-7:50. 
He is about done with his assignment for Friday and he is going to work on his 
writing assignment for Monday later this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:54 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             9:07 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Here it is. 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UNIVE’R£T~ OF NORTH C&R.OLIN& 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:00-8:00 Subject: Economics 

Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

[~On time 
[~Prepared 
[~Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[~Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

Tutor: 

¯ Any things to work on for next time 

sent me a text message around 5:30 saying that he 
would not be at the session. He said that he should be there tomorrow. 

did not have a lot to do tonight, so we just finished his homework 
assignment for Friday. He is going to go talk to his teacher tomorrow to clear 
up a few of the questions on the assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_ @email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            9:11 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached. 



THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,,~T4.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: Time Started: 6:30 Time Finished: 7"30 
Tutor: 

Student Brought: I--]Bool~s [~Notes [~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[--]Other: 

Completed tasks b/w     [~y      ~IN 
~INIA 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 i--13 i--14 

(poe,) 
[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Went over their notes from class to prepare for their quiz. Tried to access the powerpoints, but the 
computers in the lab and in room 210 didn’t pull them up. We discovered that the readings 
emphasize the lectures notes and if they don’t understand the lecture the readings should clear it 
up. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Read the readings 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

IMIUSC Quiz 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth McLaughlin <eamclaug@email.unc. edu> 

Monday,             9:14 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Math 

Not that I see at the moment except for         . He doesn’t do any 
work in class and now wants to meet with me so I can explain the 
material. One day he wore sunglasses and slept. Most days he does 
nothing except for messing around with his phone. I won’t reexplain the 
course to him. Help?? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            7:42 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2: 5 9 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

l.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<        ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            1:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

I’ve attached the feedback form for last night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:29 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:15 Time Finished: 1 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was late because he was watching the Pro Day at the indoor track facility. When he got 
here, I asked him how McCombs’ class was going and he said that he kind of understood what 
McCombs’ was talking about, but that he didn’t completely get it. So, I gave him a quick review of 
what section 3.2 was about and gave him some problems from the review section so that he could 
iron out some of his misunderstanding. He started to get better, but he’ll need to finish 3.2’s review 
session and go over those questions to iron out his understanding. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish 3.2 review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by reviewing the concepts from section 3.2.         recognized the toolkit 
functions since he had used some of them before in previous chapters. We worked through some 
examples and he definitely has a hold on the concepts of this section, even the graphing of piece- 
wise functions. He’ll simply need to practice more to get more exposure to the possibilities of piece- 
wise functions as well as get quicker and more accurate. I assigned him the review section of 3.2 to 
complete. He started it during our session and will finish the rest between today and tomorrow’s 
session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Do review section for 3.2 and review it. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by giving a brief review of section 3.2. This review really seemed to help 
He said that previously he had no idea what was going on and now really understood the 

process (apparently the way the questions were asked/presented had thrown him too). I gave him 
problems 1-11 on page 266 to do and he did pretty well on these. He had a careless mistake here or 
there, but that is more than fixable with more work and studying. He asked for additional problems 
to do during study table tonight so I gave him questions 11-16 in the chapter review to work on. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Go back over review section 3.2 and have any questions ready for Thursday’s session; problems 11- 
16 in the chapter review. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by giving him a review of 3.2. Although he seemed to understand why I took 
the steps that I did in working examples, I don’t think he understood the "big picture" of it all. I 
spent the rest of the session trying to diagnose what it was that was blocking him from fully 
understanding the concepts. I think I may have been able to do some damage control, but I (or he) 
won’t know for sure until he works some more problems. I assigned him the review section for 3.2 to 
do and he finished it during our session. I’m having him go back through and review the problems 
he did today and see if the steps that he’s taking are making sense. Since he already knows the end 
result, hopefully analyzing the individual steps will become easier and make more sense so that he’ll 
be able to apply this process to other problems. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Go back over review section 3.2 and have any questions ready for Thursday’s session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             ’ 2:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Time Started: CANCELLED Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poe,) 

I--1Assignment to worl~ on I--1Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

I 
Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 

. or additional comments.) 
called me and said he needed to cancel our session today at 10 because he had to meet 

with his Comm teacher after class. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              11:42 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him go print off the HW8 that is due today. Then, I had him work through it 
and explain all his steps to me. He did well and I think, generally speaking, he is really coming 
along. He really seemed to understand what was going on with the homework and he’ll simply need 
more practice to keep his confidence high and his speed up. I assigned him the 3.3 review section 
to complete between today and the first night time study table session on Monday ( "" ). 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Complete review section 3.3. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              11:42 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

’.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having       go and print off a copy of the homework that is due today (he had 
already printed off one, but it was the wrong one). We then went through the homework, and he 
struggled a little at first. But, by the end of the homework he seemed to be coming around, 
anticipating the processes needed and making very constructive comments. I think he’ll start to get 
the hang of it once he gets comfortable with the rules. So, I then gave him the 3.3 review section to 
work on. What he doesn’t finish during our session he’ll finish by the first night study table session 
on Monday, 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Complete 3.3 Review Section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              1:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12 Time Finished: 1 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him print off the HW8 that is due today. He had some general questions on 
transformations, so I covered the basics and listed out the rules as a refresher. After that, I had him 
start on the homework. He actually did better on the homework than he’s done in our sessions in a 
while, which was encouraging because his lack of effort in the "willingness to think" department 
was really starting to get to me. But he really turned it around todaymit may have "clicked" today. 
He’ll just need more practice to get his confidence up and get quicker. I’m assigning him the 3.3 
review section to work on between today and the first study table night (the 19th). 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Complete Review Section 3.3. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              2:15 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him print off the HW8 that was due today. He came back with HW7, so I had 
to send him back to the lab to print off the right one. After that, we went through it and he didn’t do 
too badly, he’ll just need to do some more practice problems to get his confidence and speed up. I 
generally think he understands what is going on (he answers the questions I pose to him correctly), 
he just needs to be more comfortable with the process. So, I assigned the review from 3.3 to work 
on for tomorrow’s session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Complete Review Section 3.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              3:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him go through the homework and he did very well. I really think the 
concepts presented so far in chapter 3 are going to be strengths for        --it just makes sense 
to him so far, which is very good. He breezed through the homework with little help needed and I 
can tell that his confidence is improving. He’ll simply need to work through more problems so that 
his confidence can stay high and his speed will improve even more. I assigned him the 3.3 review 
section. What he didn’t complete during today’s session he’ll complete by the next night time study 
table session (19th). 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Complete Review Section 3.3. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              3 18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him do the homework. He struggled a little at first because he was still having 
trouble connecting the concepts, but he really came on strong towards the end of the homework. At 
that point, he was almost talking the rest of us through the problems, which is a very good sign. I 
gave him review section 3.3 to complete by the next study table night so that he can keep his 
confidence high and, most importantly, improve his speed. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Complete Review Section 3.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount < @mac.com> 
Thursday, 1 7:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

report 

HIST .doc 

AIM: 
cell: 
home: 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Date:      Time:                       Subject:    Hist                   Tutor: Tony 
We reviewed the alliances in WWII, and a year-by-year review of the progress of the war - 1939 - 1945 
Exam is the Friday we return. Extra time will be needed for that week. IDs should be available for Monday’s session 
Chapters 22, 23, 24 are the text chapters for the multiple choice questions. 
Student                New Checked if Achieved       ¯ Daily Assessment 

Grade 

Info ¯ Things to work on for next time 
F]Arrived on time Solid - no problems 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

S o lid nop r o b I e ms 

. DCompleted assigned. 

I work b etweenSe s s io nS I 
’ DParticipated [ 

F]Arrived on time Always a good effort from 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

DCame Prepared 

~Completed assigned 
work between sessions I 

, ~Pa~icipated [ 

F]Arrived on time Good participation today 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

~ri~ed on time [ NOT HE~ 
, ~Came Prepared. 

~Compteted assigned 
work between sessions I 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Monday,               1:57 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over the concepts presented in section 3.3 since it had been a while since 
we’ve met. He remembered most of what we had done previously, but I want to make sure he has it 
down before we move to the last section. So, I had him re-work all of the practice problems from 
section 3.3. He did really well and I think with more practice he will get fairly proficient at it. His 
biggest thing is remembering what the "toolkit" functions look like (e.g. f(x)=x^2). I’ll give him more 
practice problems to complete tonight at the study table session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review practice problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1: 5 7 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Tutor: 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 1:15 Time Finished: 1:55 

Late because got 
out of class at 
12:50 and had to 
eat something 

since practice 

starts at 2:30. 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [--1Assignment to worl~ on [--1Nothing 

[--lOther: 
Couldn’t 

Completed tasks b/w 
DV DN ~NIA 

remember if 
sessions: he had done 

it or not. 

Attitude/Effort: ~]1 ~]2 ~]3 ~]4 
(poor) 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by reviewing the concepts from section 3.3 since it had been so long since our last 
meeting. He vaguely remembered doing it at first, but started to catch on once we worked through a 
few examples. I then gave him the 3.3 review section to complete, since he couldn’t remember 
whether he had done it or not. Once he had the directions down, he breezed through the questions. 
I’ll have him finish this section tonight at the study table and give him some additional problems to 
work on. I let him out a couple of minutes early since he told me they had to be dressed and in their 
meeting room at 2:15. 

J Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review practice problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               11:38 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started off by reviewing the concepts from section 3.3 to make sure he was still on top of it after the 
break, and he definitely seemed to be. Then, we went over the concepts in section 3.4, which is the 
last section needing to be covered by test day. They really seemed to pick it up well, and it helped 
that a lot in the section they already knew how to do. I then had him and I      go up to the board 
and compete to see who could finish practice problems I gave them the quickest (and be accurate). 

really did well in this environment which tells me that with the right confidence level he 
should be able to excel on test day. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review problems from today 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH HW9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               12:47 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:10 Time Finished: 1 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was late because it takes him much longer to get to the Academic Center now ( 
p. He said that he had gotten the kinks worked out for section 3.3 last night at study table (he 

was with              p. So, I went over the concepts of section 3.4 and he really latched onto it 
well. I’ll give him plenty of practice problems to do tonight at study table to get his speed up, but I 
really feel like this section will present few problems for him. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review concepts presented in today’s session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by going over the concepts covered in 3.4 since we had ironed out 3.3 during 
yesterday’s session,         really responded well to the material we covered today. I can tell he 
feels confident about it and will get quicker and cut down on careless errors with more practice. 
There is also better newsmthe test isn’t until next Wednesday/Thursday for the guys, so they will 
have worked through the practice test plenty of times by then. I’m having        ~ review the 
concepts and examples we did today so that tonight he’ll be ready to rock and roll on his practice 
problems. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review concepts from today’s session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              ’ 1:50 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: CANCELLED Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

cancelled his appointment this morning because he had to meet with his advisor right after 
class. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               1:52 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

Time Finished: 

[--1Assignment to worl~ on [--1Nothing 

11"30 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

got here late because he was coming from class and also stopped to talk to         Once he 
got here, I had him start on a practice test so that he could go ahead and get his feet wet with it. He 
did well once he understood the directions (they were a little different form past practice problems) 
and will complete the practice test along with HW9 tonight at study table. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              ’ 1:53 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 1:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him print off the homework that’s due tomorrow. He started it and did really 
well on the first two questions (out of four). I can tell that the math race and our sessions have had a 
positive impact on the "learning curve" for sections 3.3 and 3.4. He left early (and was in and out 
anyway) because he was trying to finalize his summer school registration which had to be done by 
2pro. He’ll finish the other two questions on the HW as soon as he gets to study table tonight. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ~              1114 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I had       spend all of today’s session working through the practice test. He seems to really be 
getting into a rhythm with the topics covered in this chapter and I have high hope that he’ll do even 
better on this test than the last one. He had a few conceptual questions during the session, but 
most of that was from concepts covered weeks before spring break. Once clarified, he completely 
understoodmhe simply needed a refresher. He’ll still have next Monday’s study table to review 
before he takes the test next Tuesday, which will definitely be to his advantage. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Work on/review practice test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               11:41 AM 

Brid~er. Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I had       work through the practice test during our session today. He did pretty well for the most 
part; it just took him a little longer. Having the extra time on his test is going to be huge for 
because it will put his mind at ease and, more obviously, give him more time to complete the 
problems; which, from judging his past tests, is huge because the questions he answers he usually 
gets correct. He’ll definitely need to work through the practice test a few more times to get more 
comfortable, confident, and quicker. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Re-work/review practice test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc edu> 

Friday, 9:22 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 11:45 Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I had       _ spend today working on the practice test. I definitely think he’s got a good hold on 
the material covered in this section and did well on the practice test. He’s simply going to need to re- 
work and review the problems and his answers so that he’ll be comfortable and efficient come test 
day on Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Re-work/review practice test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW9 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:23 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent today working through the practice test and he’s really coming along. I really think he can 
do well on this test as long as he keeps reviewing and re-working the practice test. His confidence 
is rising and he’s actually doing some of the problems quicker than the other guys I meet with, 
which is marked improvement. I’m having him review and re-work the practice test tonight and we’ll 
do the same thing during our session tomorrow. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Re-work/review practice test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Turn into recitation or to McCombs’ MATH HW9 box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:01 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
r 

’.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[~NIA 

I-]=          I-]4 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

spent today finishing up his practice test. He did well on the last couple questions and I 
feel really good about how well he’s going to do on the test Monday. He’ll need to go through the 
practice test a few more times just to keep his confidence up and the concepts fresh, but he should 
be fine. Having to complete the online HW on Sunday will also help him study. I let him out early 
today since he was trying to get his summer school classes signed up for with 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Review/re-work test and do online HW. 

New Grade Information: 

Course Test/Assign. 

MATH 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 

Online HW 

TEST 

Date Comments 

Done with coursecompass. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:57 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

spent today’s session going through the rest of the practice test. I think he understands 
what’s going on and is comfortable with the directions, he just needs to practice the test more so 
that he stays fresh between today and Monday. He also feels confident about the concepts 
presented, especially the quadratic equation material, so hopefully he can use this to catapult him to 
a high grade on the next test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Re-work/review practice test/do online HW. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 

TEST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               11:27 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by covering the basic concepts in 4.1. At first,         was somewhat 
indifferent to the material, but most people are because the terminology is different and looks funny. 
But, he really caught on and was able to make connections to the previous material. I then gave him 
some practice problems to do and he really excelled doing those. I was very impressed with 

; effort and accuracy today and I know it will pay dividends on Test 4 and the final. I’m 
having him review the concepts and problems we did today for tonight’s session so that he’ll be 
fresh once we get in there. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review/re-work problems covered in today’s session 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,    _ .... , .... 7 11:24 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I wanted to dedicate the entire session today to getting him 100% with section 4.1. It would be 
impossible for me to move on to the next section in this chapter without doing so. So, I gave 
more practice problems to do (extremely similar to the ones we worked on last night at study table) 
and he completed them with little problem, which is a sigh of relief because last night he really 
struggled. I’m having him review these problems over the weekend so that he’s still fresh on 
Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review/re-work problems from today and last night. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               11:24 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I decided that I’d have       spend today really getting 4.1 down. He came along pretty well 
towards the end of study table last night, but he needed more practice on this before he moved on to 
new stuff. So, I gave him more practice problems to complete during today’s session that were very 
similar to the ones he did last night. He did much better today and I really think he’s got a good hold 
on this section and its concepts now. I’m having him review/re-work these problems and the ones 
from last night so that he’ll be ready to move on next Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review/re-work problems covered today and last night.I 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               11:27 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 
J 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: Cancelled 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

Time Finished: 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

called me and told me it would take him a while to get over here since it was raining, so I 
made a deal with him. He is going to re-work every problem from the 4.1 review section (which is 
what he would have done in our session anyway) and show explicit work. Then, he’ll show it to me 
on Monday at study table so that I’ll know he’s good to go with that section. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              ’ 2:07 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

sent me a text message saying he had to do something for his 
mom. So I told him to complete the assignment he would have completed 
in our session by Monday. 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<       ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, I              5:24 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hey Beth 

I think the meetings between’    : and I will work best if you ask us 
beforehand what day we can meet and then email that out to both of us. 
I sent him a message with my number and told him I could meet with him 
after 8:30 pm on Wednesday. I also told him we could meet anytime on 
Thursday...even at 6:30 when the Center opens. I got no response. SO... 
I think it would be better if you set it up. Then, we won’t have to 
chase each other down for meetings. I don’t even know if he checked the 
message since I don’t have his new phone number. I am pretty sure he 
has though. 

On another note wanted me to help him with something. He sent me a 
message. I gave him my number but he hasn’t responded yet. 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:37 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Beth 

Hey Beth, 

Sorry I haven’t gotten you the feedback forms from yesterday yet, I’ve 
been frantically trying to meet with my group from class and get our 
film project done.       sent me a text message saying he wasn’t 
coming (no reason specified) and       had a meeting with his coach 
during the time he was going to come. Everyone else was here, and 
worked on the practice test for the final. 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,           5:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Review w/ 

Hi Beth, 

When I went in today, we ended up sitting in on Tony’s session 
because he was going over the ID’s, too. It actually worked out well 
because Tony went over several ID’s and filled in a lot of information, 
such as significances, that we didn’t have. I made notes on anything 
we didn’t have before. It also gave me a chance to see what he already 
knew from which ID’s and figure out which ones we’ll need to emphasize 
on Sunday. It sounds like he’s gotten a couple of them down well, but 
there are points on all of them that we’ll definitely need to work on. 
I made sure to remind that he had to go by and pick up his exam 
from before he went to , but I didn’t know exactly where to 
tell him that was, so I said I would ask you. I tried to get him to 
stay after with me for a half an hour or so, but he said he had a hair 
appointment and wanted to go, so I asked him to make sure he studied 
between now and Sunday, and he said he would. However, one thing kind 
of worries me. He said today that this exam is going to be easy, and 
it sounds like he is attributing this to the fact that he’ll have extra 
time on the final. I know that he’ll probably do better because he 
won’t feel as rushed and will be able to take time to think out what he 
wants to say, but I feel like this might make him think that he doesn’t 
need to prepare as much. I know that, with it being Friday, there’s 
not much we can do. I hope that I’m wrong and that he’s just more 
relaxed because he knows he won’t be rushed, but I wanted to let you 
know all the same. As far as me coming in next week, I can come in 
any day, Monday through Friday. I’ll be in town all week with pretty 
much nothing to do but pack, so I could come in whenever to do note 
cards or any other odd jobs you might have. 

Sincerely, 

P.S. I know you said that I didn’t have to do an eval for exam review 
sessions, but if you change your mind, just let me know and I’ll type 
one up. 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,                12:04 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

was not in my session last night, i have only seen him 
once all semester: this past monday night at study table. 

On 11:59 AM, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> was in your session last night? 
> if so, do you know how long he stayed? 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,                12:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

ps he asked me if i had notes for him. i said, no, 
tutor, not your note-taker, sheesh! 

, i am your 

On 12:04 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
> was not in my session last night, i have only seen him 
> once all semester: this past monday night at study table. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 
>> 

> > was in your session last night? 
> > if so, do you know how long he stayed? 
>> 

> > Beth 
>> 
> > Beth Bridger 
> > Learning Specialist, Football 
> > UNC-Chapel Hill 
> > (w) 919-843-5669 
> > (c) 
> > bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

11:59 AM, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Bossenbroek <kebossen@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2008 1:36 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Beth, 
is not doing very attendance-wise or grade-wise. He has missed 2 

lab sessions so far, out of the 4 that have been held. Therefore, he has 
only completed 2 quizzes, which he got a 2/9 and a 0/7. He also did not 
turn in a completed lab, so he got a 6/10 on that lab. He missed lab 
yesterday so I was not able to speak to him about the incomplete lab. 

To improve, he needs to attend every lab session. I do not do maXe-up 
sessions for students who do not attend without a valid excuse, so the 
labs he misses he will receive zero’s for the grade. He also needs to 
make sure he is reading the introductory material before each session, 
in order to do well on the quizzes. 

Let me know- if you need anything else! 

-Kaxen Bossenbroek 

Beth Bridger wrote: 
> Professor Bossenbroek- 
> 

> My name is Beth Bridger and I am a Learning Specialist in the Academic 
> Support Program for Student-Athletes. I work with             and 
> wanted to check in with you about how- he is doing in your Geology class. 
> 

> If you wouldn’t mind letting me know- how- he is doing and what he can do 
> to improve, that would be great. 
> 

> Thank you very much for your time. 
> 

> *Beth 
>* 

> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:20 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FB Math 

Hello Beth, 

Attached in the feedback sheet for the tutoring session on 
Additionally, the guys wanted to see if we could cancel the tutoring 
session on thursday. It is after an exam and I know       stated that 
he had another exam on Friday to study for. I don’t have a problem with 
canceling this session but I would like to ask you for confirmation. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,              3:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SI Hist 

No . I filled out the Hist forms while I was waiting for him. 
came but we went a bit over time and I left for my class as 

soon as we were done. I’ll fill out the forms when I’m in the lab 
tomorrow, 

On 

> 

> any 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> >>> 

> Feedback forms, 
> 

> 

> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

today? 

~gmail.com> 12:39 PM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Beth! 

Hope you are fantastic. 

Just wanted to let you know that       has missed two appointments in 
a row. He has done really well during our previous appointments. I am 
surprised by the no shows. 

Have a fun day ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Monday, 9:13 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Engl        conferences, etc. 

Dear guys, 
Missed you in class today. 
If you need to miss class you should email me, okay? 
Anyway, I hope your breaks went well. 
You can find the handouts from today’s class on Blackboard under Unit 2. 
Also, if you are interested in signing up for an *optional* conference to go over a draft of your unit 2 project together, the following 
times are available: 
Wed: 
2:20 
2:40 
3:00 
Thurs 
1:20 
1:40 
2:40 
3:00 

Write me asap if you want to reserve a time. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:15 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Beth, 
I will take care of this. Thank you for the information and thank you for everything you are doing for these guys. 
ff it is not too much trouble can you give me the exact times and days that they are supposed to meet with you this week and their 
tutors and mentors. 
Thank you, 
Sam Paul 

>>> Beth Bridger 
PLEASE NOTE: 

7:08 PM >>> 

Both guys missed their weekly meetings with me. They did try to reschedule, but we never met. 

missed BOTH mentor sessions. (therefore also missing Italian tutoring on Wed). His mentor will be out this week, so he will be 
meeting with me on M and W night. 

was an hour and 20 minutes late to his meeting on Wed and also missed his Soci tutoring that evening. 

I have emailed both to see Kym regarding registration. 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Learning Specialist, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             1:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hey all of you who work with 

Very good to know. I had noticed an increase in the lack of focus and I 
guessed that was the reason. I have a question, however. Are coaches 
allowed to be there during study table? A few days now I have noticed 
them there "distracting" the guys. I just don’t know how we work with 
that or what to do in that situation. 

Thanks ! 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Keep your heads up! 
> 
> This will/has not been the best week for productivity. Obviously, 
> all of their focus is on the            this weekend. 
> If you have gotten frustrated, just take a deep breath! We will 
> refocus and hopefully get on track and have a better time next week! 
> 
> Keep up the good work. 
> 
> Only 3 more weeks to go til finals !! ! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              9:3 8 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Reminders 

Beth, 
I apologize for not making my meeting with the soci tutor. I played an 
extremely long match against duke and started to cramp badly after the 
match. I was not feeling well at all either. We ended at 8 and called 

to reschedule for this weeekend. 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> awesome 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 11:39 AM >>> 
> Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> How does Wed at 8 work when Soci tutoring is then? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Beth 
>> 
>> Beth Bridger 
>> Learning Specialist, Football 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> (w) 919-843-5669 
>> (c) 
>> bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu 
>> 

> 

> yeah, i’m going to call 
> 

today and reschedule it for tonight at 9pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

.... ~ ~med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:37 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FB from 

FB Matfi Ldoc; FB Math ¯ doc 

Dear Beth, 

Attached is the feedback information from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Amy Kleissler" ~nc.rr.com> 

Friday, 6:38 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

FW: new outline plus more review materials 

@gmail.com 

Do you think      was drunk when he sent this to me?!?!?!? Wow. To me, a 
"thank you" like that is worth all the hard work. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [mailto: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 
To: Amy Klelssler 

Subject: Re: new outline plus more review materials 

Hey amy this     I was just emailing you to thank your for everything I 
know sometimes we act childish and it sometimes seems like we don’t care but 
despite all of that you stuck with us when we didn’t even stick with it our 
selves. I just wanted to thank you that’s it I really appreciate it a lot. 

Thanks a mill 
And o yeah thanks on behalf of the other players to we appreciate it 
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<     @email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              5:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math 

Math .doc 

Here’s the feedback form from when and I met yesterday to review for 
his Math    final. We’re also going to meet on Friday after he 
finishes an exam (around 2ish). I was wondering if you have an idea of 
when I’ll be working this summer... I’m trying to get another job and 
want to make sure I don’t have scheduling conflicts. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday ~:41 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: engl 

Dear Beth, 

Things seem to be getting better each day. The guys seem committed to 
their Unit 2 projects (a PowerPoint presentation) and appear dedicated 
to convincing their peers of their views. I sent out early warning 
rolls for         and              but they are in no real danger 
of failing my course if they continue to improve upon their grades and 
their participation/behavior in class. They also need to show up on 
time because their persistent tardies are hurting them. For their 
projects they simply need to stay on task and come prepared next week 
and in the following weeks ready to participate and work. The next 
couple of weeks I will be giving them plenty of time in class to work 
on their presentations so they need to be ready to use the time wisely 
and productively. Let me know if I can be of any more help along the 
way, e.g. if you need more specific information about the assignment 
and my expectations. Cheers, Quoting Beth Bridger 
<bridgerb @tmcaa.unc. edu>: 

> 

> 

> Just wanted to check in with you again and see how    is doing. Are 
> they getting any better behavior wise? Is there any intervention I 
> can do help things? I know they are working towards their group 
> projects. Any insight you can give me to help them with this as well 
> would be wonderful. 
> 
> Again, please feel free to let me know anything you think could 
> benefit these guys. 
> 
> I really appreciate your input! 
> 

> 

> 

> BETH 
> 

> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-5669 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<     @email.unc.edu> 

Monday                 8:29 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: mentoring 

Thanks so much! I look forward to hearing from you soon! Sincerely, 
) 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> i have asked and asked, and as of right now we are not going to let 
use you as a mentor. We don’t know what her situation is. 

> I am realigning some       study times, so I will be back in touch 
> with more information about that. 
> 

> Thanks for the email, I will be in touch soon. 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> " @email.unc.edu~" 7:36 PM >>> 
> Hey!! I know you are extremely busy, but I was just wondering if you 
> have learned anything about              ’s situation. I never heard 
> back from her, so I do not know if she is withdrawing for sure or what 
> the deal is. Because I had not heard otherwise, I did not come in last 
> night. Also, I know you had mentioned something about maybe putting me 
> with a       player. Just let me know what I can do from here. 
> Since I haven’t heard anything, I actually have plans to go home 
> tomorrow for an important appointment. But if you need me for next 
> week, I’ll be ready to fill in wherever. Thanks so much! 
> Sincerely, 
> :) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email. unc. edu> 
Monday, ~                  6:24 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: help, I need a clarificationT 

UUUUGGGGHHHH! ! ! ! 

Hi, Beth - Just needed to get that out of my system. We had a ten 
minute conversation on Thursday about the importance of students 
continuing to familiarize themselves with campus libraries. They’re 
free to locate their sources through the net, but they need to go 
PHYSICALLY to the library to get those sources. I boldfaced the words 
"two print scholarly" sources to avoid any confusion, as well. These 
sources can be any combination (1 book & 1 article, 2 books, or 2 
articles), so long as they come from a library (Davis, the UL, Health 
Sciences, the Zoology Library, the Law Library, etc.) and are scholarly. 
Hope this helps, and that you’re having a good day, too, though I 
imagine that hearing seven different stories and trying to reconcile 
them can’t help! 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> 

> 

> I hope you are having a good day! 
> 
> Ofcourse, we are having debate over here about the "print" sources 
> requirement for the upcoming feeders and the unit project. 
> 
> Can you please clarify what you want or mean by print sources? Does 
> this mean 2 books, one book and one journal article? Must the 
> journal article actually come from the journal itself or can it be 
> accessed through Academic Search Premier? 
> 
> I know we kind of touched on this last week, but I just want to be 
> SURE because I am hearing 7 different things last week and today. I 
> asked them to make sure to ask you on Thursday to clarify, but 
> apparently, 7 different sets of ears interpret 7 different things. 
> 
> Thanks for your help! 
> BETH 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Learning Specialist, Football 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c; 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 8:12 PM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Appointments/Diagnostic Essay 

Hi Beth, 
1. From track, today    ~chednled her conference, so I’m just waiting to hear from 
2. I never did get a hard copy of       ~ diagnostic essay. He told me he was going to drop it off on my door at some point on 
Monday afternoon didn’t follow through as of today. I’m wondering if he and are starting off shaky and are headed for 
difficulties in the class. 
3.     did write me tonight to reschedule, after not showing for the conference today. He blamed the snow on his not having read 
my reminder email, but obviously he should have written the appointment down in his calendar independently of my reminder email. 
He too didn’t give me a hard copy of his essay. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_ _ ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1 : 15 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PASSBOOK 

Hi 

This morning I mentioned to Beth that you were not planning to use your 
PASSBOOK this semester. We agreed that it would be best for you to 
start using / updating it again for this semester and bring it to each 
of our weekly sessions. If you have happened to misplace or lose it, 
you will be expected to go out and buy a planner to be brought updated 
to each of our sessions. 

Best regards, 

Frederick W. Vogler, Ph.D. 
Academic Mentor 
UNC Athletic Academic Support Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                5:11 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello Professor Taylor! 

FYI [] from English professor regarding He [] s looking good 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:48 PM 
To: Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Hello Professor Taylor! 

Hi Jaimie, 

Thanks for contacting me to introduce yourself,     is investing 
himself very well in my class right now, doing his work, speaking up, 
asking questions, and making an effort to build a community out of the 
small class (9 students). He’s off to a good start. I’ll stay in touch 
periodically to keep you informed, and definitely contact you if I see 
any trouble. 

Thanks again. 
Gigi 

Jaimie Lee wrote: 
> Hello Professm 
> 

> 

> 

> This is Jaimie Lee, an Academic Counselor with UNC Football. I hope all 
> is well! I just wanted to inform you I work closely with           and 
> student in your English course. If you ever have any issues or 
> concerns regarding please do not hesitate to let me know. I see 
> him daily, and he has mandatory study hall Monday through Friday where 
> he has mentors and access to our writing lab. He is new to the 
> University, so as he makes this transition, any feedback from you is 
> greatly appreciated! 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you and take care ! 
> 

> 

> 

> Jaimie Lee 
> 
> Academic Counselor 
> 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> 
> University of North Carolina (Football) 
> 

> 

> 

> (919) 843.6566 (w) 
> 

> j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



> Kenan Field House 
> 

> PO Box 2126 
> 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 

> << File: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Monday,                9:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Didn’t know how you wanted feedback on tonight. I can put this all in 
a form if you want: 

7-8PM                   worked on geologic time chapter. 

15 minutes talked with       about his geology test and about 
geography homework posted tonight 

8-9PM 

was on fire tonight -- of the group he was in the best shape 
next to I           and ’,    both asked if I could send the them 
flashcaras ~WnlCn I aid) and I offered my set up and asked for 
them. were nearly silent and i was silly but 
tried. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Friday, 9:17 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To 

Dear 

Just as I wrote the other athletes who presented on Wed, I wanted to write you and tell you how pleased I was with your poster 
presentations. Your posters represent the culmination of a lot of hard work, creativity, and intellecutal effort. Thanks for setting your 
standards high and delivering. 

Have a good weekend. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 4:11 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hey beth, just letting you know,       and I didn’t meet this past 
monday because she had a meeting at 7. we are not going to be meeting 
today because she is leaving for             at 4:15 today, we tried 
to work it out to meet earlier but it didn’t work out. it looks like 
she has a game next monday night so I will find out this weekend when 
she can meet in advance, tharkks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Beth,        and I were supposed to meet today instead of 
yesterday because the girls were playing state yesterday; however, she 
just texted me and said she didn’t think she could make it because of 
her allergies, should I just say ok we can just meet wednesday or 
should I try to reschedule so that we meet twice this week? Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:39 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SCHEDULE CHANGE 

What about meeting with me on Tuesdays at 12:30 - 1:00 p.m.? According 
to your class schedule, you appear to be free at that time. Please let 
me know if this will work for you. 

Best regards, 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 
>i 
> 
> The team has started our spring practice schedule and every 
> monday we have meetings from 2:00 until 4:00. If you have any other 
> available time it would be best to switch the scheduled time I have so 
> we can continue our meetings. 
> 

> 

> Sincerely 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:39 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Todays’s Missed Meeting ( 

Thanks for the explanation, These things do happen, I know. 

Have an enjoyable spring break. See you at the usual time two weeks from 
today. 

Best regards, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:       @email.unc.edu [.mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday,              8:16 PM 
To:        ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: Todays’s Meeting 

@email.unc.edu] 

Hey 
I’m sorry that I’m just now getting to you but I forgot to earlier. I 
had a portuguese study group until 1:30 this afternoon because we have 
a mid-term on Friday. I just thought I would let you know why I missed 
and I’m sorry that I’m getting to you this late    -. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

--Required Meeting 

Dear 

Unfortunately, due to the number of absences that you have accumulated since the beginning of the semester, you and I are now 
forced to have an official warning meeting. In this meeting I will show you the unexcused absences that are recorded in my roll book, 
and then I will show you the department’s seven-absence automatic flunk policy, which is also published in our class syllabus. This 
meeting is meant not to be a scolding session, but rather a clear and unambiguous warning of what will happen if you accumulate 
seven unexcused absences before the end of the semester--namely, you will receive an F for a grade. Since neither you nor I want this 
to happen, and because I care about seeing you succeed, this meeting will hopefully prevent that F from becoming your grade. 

This meeting is not optional. Please write me back asap and let me know if you can meet on Wednesday at one of the following times 
in my office: 

Wed. 9 or 10 or 11 or3 or4. 

Other possibilities: 

Thurs at 9 or 10 or 1. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:26 AM 

Beth Bridger; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summary of Meeting/                ’Engl 

Dear 

This email is meant to be a summary of what we discussed today in our meeting. Here is what we discussed: 

--As of today you have 5 unexcused absences in the roll book. 
--The class syllabus states that it is the policy of the writing program that a student automatically fails if s/he accrues 7 unexcused 
absences. 
--Therefore, if you accrue two more unexcused absences you will automatically fail the course. At that point you will be asked to no 
longer attend the class. 
--Excused absences due to illness, a death in the family, etc. don’t count as unexcused absences. 
--You have agreed to do everything in your power not to accrue any more absences. 
--I do not want you to fail; I want you to succeed and to pass the class. 
--You will turn in your late feeder 2.2 by this Friday, 

Sincerely, 



Date: Time: 12:30 Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Student New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[---]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Exhausted - not much participation 

DArri~ed on time Had notes from class today excellent partipation 

,ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]iiiiiiDicaimeiii rep rediiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 

I’ work b etweense s s io ng I 

Pa~icipated 
[--]Arrived on time Same as 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

removedRim wearingahat 
DCame Prepared 

. , ~Completed assigned . 
[ ’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 

[--]Arrived on time NOT HERE TODAY 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 

(Thursday Only) work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

. ~CamePrepared I 
i ~Completed assigned [ 
[ ’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 
] ] ~Pa~icipated ], 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 9:30 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him do HW#5. He definitely has some "foundation" weaknesses that give him 
trouble. I’m not entirely sure what the best way is to correct these because I don’t know where all 
his "gaps" are in his math foundation. That being said, he didn’t do terribly on the homework once 
he had a direction to go in. The setup process is hard for him since his background is either limited 
or lacking in quality. I’m going to try to fill in the most relevant gaps as we go through the semester 
and hopefully the will be enough to get him on track. After completing the homework, I had him 
work on some problems from section 2.3. After he got the hang of the process, he did better. But, 
the X factor will be whether he studies or not. If he studies, he’ll get the hang of it and complete 
problems quicker. If he doesn’t, he’ll be in trouble since it’s obvious he isn’t getting much from 
McCombs’ class. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review Section 2.3. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turn in during recitation or into 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 9:50 Time Finished: 11"20 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having      do HW#5. I definitely think he understands the concepts well. His 
main weakness is understanding what the question is asking him. So, if the question presented is 
exactly the same as the ones we’ve covered, he takes a lot of time trying to force it to be, instead of 
using the information he does have to come to their desired result. This can only be corrected by 
exposure to more problems and practice, which I am trying to implement. He did well on the HW and 
should get a very good score. After that, I had him walk me through what he did for the problems I 
assigned. Afterwards, I had him work some more problems out from that section. Again, his main 
setbacks were related to question wording, so hopefully the extra exposure today will help him out 
in the future. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review section 2.3. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 9 Time Finished: 11 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [--1Bool~s [~Notes [--1Assignment to worl~ on 

[--]Other: 
Completed tasks b/w     ~lY      [~N 

~INIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 

Didn’t bring 
[--]Nothing 

bool~. 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by having complete HW#5 and having him walk me through all the 
steps he took to get his answers. He actually did very well on the homework and seemed to have a 
good understanding of what was going on. After he did the homework, I had him do most of the 
problems in the review section of 2.3 (since he decided not to do the problems I assigned). He did 
well on these, barring a few minor setbacks due to the way the problem was worded. I will say this 
though: even though he does things like not bringing his book and not doing the problems I assign, 
it seems like he has a general determination to do well. Once he’s in here, he listens intently, works 
hard and takes the problems very seriously. I’m definitely impressed with his improved behavior and 
effort while he’s in here, I just wish I could get that same reaction outside of sessions (doing 
homework, etc). 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Review section 2.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign,    Grade     Test/Assign,       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box, 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com> 

Thursday,                 12:08 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: what notes did they bring with them? No chapter 11 & 3? 

Everybody had Chapter 11 except for         and    I’m pretty sure they 
were the only two. We didn’t go over 3 b/c it was not going to be on the 
quiz. Everybody should have Chaps. 10,11, and 3 printed out by today. 

>From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>To:       @hotmail.com> 
>Subject: what notes did they bring with them? No chapter 11 & 3? 
>Date: Thu, 09:25:12 -0500 
> 
>what notes did they bring with them? No chapter 11 & 3? 
> 

> 

>BETH 
> 
>Beth Bridger 
>Learning Specialist, Football 
>UNC-Chapel Hill 
>(w) 919-843-5669 
>(c) 
>bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu 

Turn searches into helpful donations. Make your search count. 
http://click4thecause.live.com/search/charitUdefault.aspx?source=hmemtagline donation&FORM=WLMTAG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:27 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:15 Time Finished: 1 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV [~N 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poor) 

[--IAssignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

DNIA Forgot to 
finish them. 

I-]4 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him finish the problems I assigned so I could make sure he was good to go 
there. He felt pretty good about it, but he’ll need to review that section some more to get more 
familiar and quicker with the problems. We then moved into Circles. He picked this concept up very 
quickly and even remembered how to complete the square from the earlier chapter. After we went 
over the concepts of this chapter, I had him start working through the practice problems on page 
1,51. There are fifteen questions to complete and I gave him the last fifteen minutes of the session to 
start on them. The ones he completed while here he did very well and seems to have a good idea of 
what he needs to do for each problem. What he doesn’t finish in here he’ll finish by our session next 
Tuesday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1-1,5 on page 1,51 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#4 21/21 HW#5 Turn in during recitation or into 
McCombs’ box. 

Online 
Done online with coursecompass. 

Homework 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Since we’re ahead of McCombs’ schedule, I had         take somewhat of a practice test today. I 
gave him twenty problems from sections 1-3 of chapter 2 and gave him 50 minutes to complete 
them. I figured that if he can complete 20 problems in 50 minutes, he should be able to complete 10 
problems in 50 minutes (the usual length for McCombs’ test). Surprisingly,         flew through 
the problems. I checked over them, and 99% of incorrect answers were due to a missing sign or 
switching numbersmnot from concepts. He did extremely well on this assignment and would have 
more than passed if it had in fact been his test. He also had many that were completely right. This is 
an encouraging event and lets me know that meeting five days a week is something that is really 
paying off for him. We will begin section 2.4 (linear systems) tomorrow. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Review problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW#5 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:10 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Since we’re ahead of McCombs’ schedule, I had         take somewhat of a practice test today. I 
gave him sixteen problems from sections 1-2 of chapter 2 and gave him 50 minutes to complete 
them. I figured that if he can complete 16 problems in 50 minutes, he should be able to complete 10 
problems in ‘50 minutes (the usual length for McCombs’ test). I didn’t give him any problems from 
section 2.3 because he had just completed them all between today and our last session. Altogether, 
he did pretty well. I think having him do a review test of sorts was good for his confidence. He had 
to leave early again today because they changed his running time again. The time was moved up 
from 4:30 to 3:1‘5 since they have a team meeting at 4:30. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Review problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW#5 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:42 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2:30 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

arrived at 2:30 since his lifting time ran until then. Since we’re ahead of McCombs’ schedule, 
I had take somewhat of a practice test today. I gave him sixteen problems from sections 1-2 
of chapter 2 and gave him 50 minutes to complete them. I figured that if he can complete 16 
problems in 50 minutes, he should be able to complete 10 problems in 50 minutes (the usual length 
for McCombs’ test). I didn’t give him any problems from section 2.3 since he had just completed all 
the 2.3 review questions between sessions. Altogether, he did well, he’ll just need to review the 
problems and sections some more so that he’s more comfortable on test day. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Review problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                12:11 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent our session today working on the Online Homework. didn’t want me to know 
what he got on his first homework, so he’s going to tell the grade. I was really disappointed 
in the Coursecompass software as well as the online homework. It is very difficult for him to follow 
and even getting the right answer is hard to submit. There are all kinds of little nit-picky things that 
will prevent our guys from getting full credit on these homeworks that much I’m certain of. Having 
gone through the online homework with        , I hold firm in my opinion that he is really getting 
the material. He got a 90.3% on this homework simply because of ambiguity in the directions and/or 
how to write the answer (even I was confused at times). There were even things on this homework 
McCombs has yet to cover, which really bothered me. We’ll start linear systems on Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH Online HW 90.3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                2:14 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Since we’re ahead of McCombs’ class as far as material goes, I decided we would spend the hour 
working on the online homework. I think       is really coming along concept wise and did very 
well on the problems we completed during the session. Hopefully, the software won’t give him too 
much trouble at home, though he seemed to have a good feel for how things were supposed to be 
entered. However, I can’t communicate enough how disgusted I am with the coursecompass 
assignment and how picky it is with how answers (that are right) must be presented in the answer 
box. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

67 (Grade 
MATH TEST1 adjustment; Online HW Finish online with Coursecompass. 

still a d+) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:08 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

wasn’t feeling well this morning, so I gave him the day off and 
we’ll meet tomorrow. 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:55 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

couldn’t remember his online homework grade from Sunday, so I asked him to go to the lab 
and pull it up. He ended up getting a 42% on it, the reasons why are below in the comments box. 
Then we went over linear systems (section 2.4) and he definitely grasped the concept well. I had him 
do practice problems from page 168 to make sure he had the solving of the linear systems down and 
he did extremely well. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish up problems from page 168. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Got tripped up on how the questions 
MATH Online HW 42% were worded and how the software 

wanted it expressed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:29 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 

Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Time Started: 
Cancelled 
due to illness 

Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Said he felt terrible and was hurting. So, I told him to sleep it off and meet me tomorrow ( ) 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 

MATH’ TEST Taken during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 9:30 Time Finished: 11"00 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

There was a miscommunication between       and I. For some reason, I thought we were 
supposed to start at 9:30, and he thought 9. We’ve fixed that, and will start at 9 from now on. 
However, I found out today that his test is tomorrow so I had to do damage control and make sure he 
understood what was going on in the last section (2.4). The good news is that he grasped the 
concepts very quickly (even the word problems) and seems poised to do well on his test tomorrow, 
unless he doesn’t review. I feel confident that he’s prepared for the test (conceptually) and has a 
great understanding of what he’ll be asked to do. I told him that if he had any questions between 
today and tomorrow’s test that he could call and ask me. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review Section 2.4; study for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH TEST Taken tomorrow during recitation 

Online HW 
Extended to 7pro tonight; done online 

with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:41 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 9:45 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

test is on Thursday. So, I wanted to make sure he understood the concepts in section 2.4. 
He struggled at first, but I think he generally understood what was trying to be accomplished before 
he left for his Swahili session. For him, how well he does on the test will come down to how much he 
reviews the sections. Like I said, I think he understands what’s going on, he’ll just need to get more 
comfortable with the questions being asked and how (what form) he should answer them in. I told 
him that if he had any questions between today and test day that he could call or email me. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review section 2.4; study for Test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH TEST Taken during recitation. 

Extended to today at 7; done online 
Online HW with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:46 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I found out today that        test is on Thursday, so I wanted to make sure he was ok with the final 
section, 2.4. He struggled a little early on because he didn’t fully understand the process yet, but he 
quickly got over that. I then had him do all the setups for the word problems at the end of the 
section; he definitely showed promise there. I think he’ll do fine on the test, but it will depend on 
how much he reviews between today and Thursday. But, I told him that if he had any questions he 
could call or email me and I’d be more than willing to help him out. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review Section 2.4; study for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH TEST Taken during recitation. 

Extended to today; done online with 
Online HW coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 1:57 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [--1Assignment to worl~ on [--1Nothing 

[--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV [~N J--INIA 

sessions: 

He was 
Supposed to 

review, but it 
didn’t really 

seem lihe he 
did. 

Attitude/Effort: ~! ~2 ~3 ~4 ~5 
(Poor) (Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

First we went over some things that he said he needed clarification on. While I don’t mind doing this 
one bit, it did bother me a little that the things that he needed clarification on where specific things 
that I told him to review. They weren’t little tiny things, but major things that if he had simply looked 
at his notes or review problems from our session it would have made sense. But, I reviewed them 
with him, and naturally he remembered quickly. We then covered section 2.4 since it will be on his 
test tomorrow. He picked that up really quickly and had little trouble with the elimination method or 
the word problem set up. So, I gave him questions 1-12 to work before the test so that he could get 
some practice. He didn’t finish them all in here, but said that he would complete them before the test 
(as a means of studying). 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Do problems from section 2.4; review for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH Online HW 100 TEST Done during recitation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:17 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over section 2.4, which he picked up very quickly. He understands how to 
manipulate the two equations involved in linear systems so that he can use the elimination method. 
It also seems like he’s getting the hang of how to set up his word problems. I think the word 
problems in this section make more since because it allows you to define two variables individually 
instead of in relation to each other. I’ve given him questions 1-12 on page 168 to work on for 
tomorrow. We’ll go over these questions and review for the test at tomorrow’s session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review problems from 2.4; review for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH HW#4 

Missing 
in 

action, 
he 

doesn’t 
know 

where it 
is 

(hasn’t 
gotten 

it back), 
but 

does 
know 

that he 
turned 

it in, 

TEST Taken during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:36 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent the first half of the session reviewing things from sections 1-3. I think he generally had a 
good hold on what was going on, he’ll just need to study it some more so that he can get quicker 
and more comfortable on the problems. He also seemed a little rusty, but studying will cure this. 
Then, we covered the last section (2.4). He picked it up pretty easily since he’d already covered it in 
McCombs’ class. He’ll need to work through some practice problems (I told him and to do 
1-12 on pg 168), but I think he’ll get the hang of it. He also started to come around on the word 
problem set up as well. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review Section 2.4; study for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH’ TEST Taken during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 3:36 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent the first half of the session reviewing things from sections 1-3. I think he generally had a 
good hold on what was going on, he’ll just need to study it some more so that he can get quicker 
and more comfortable on the problems. He also seemed a little rusty at first, but once he got I 
straight in his head he was ok. Then, we covered section 2.4. Since they had already covered it in 
McCombs’ class, he had a pretty good idea of what was going on. I was also glad to see that he 
picked up the setting up of the word problems rather quickly as well. I think that as long as he goes 
back and reviews for this test then he will do well. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review Section 2.4; study for test 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH HW4 

Online HW2 

Someone 
picked it 
up, but 

he 
doesn’t 
know 
who; 
thus, 

doesn’t 
know the 

grade 

TEST Taken during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:59 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out the session by me having         work out #’s 1-12 on the board from the section 
2.4 review that he completed last night. He definitely has the method down and I feel confident this 
will be one of his strengths on the test. He is also improving on the word problems. I feel if he 
reviews this section before his test (to keep him fresh) then he will do well on questions pertaining 
to this section. I then wrote all of the formulas and rules for the chapter on the board so that 

could write them down and have them to study. I really do think he’ll do well on this test. 
With some good studying, he could do extremely well. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review section 2.4; study for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH’ TEST Taken during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 2:16 PM 
Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I first had      write down all the important formulas and rules that I had written on the board. It is 
my belief that the more he writes these things down the easier they will be to recall during the test. 
Afterwards, I reviewed some more with him on the word problems presented in the last section. 
Although this was not something extensively covered by McCombs, past history suggests he’ll have 
at least two word problems on his test and this is pretty much the only section they could come 
from. After we finished that, I fielded some of        general questions and went over the different 
kinds of directions he would have on the testmsince knowing what’s being asked of you is 
important information. I think he’ll do fine on the test, his biggest issue will simply be remembering 
the formulas/rules, not how to use them. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Study for Test. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH Test Taken during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:04 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 9 Time Finished: 10 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [--1Bool~s    [--1Notes    [--1Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w     I--IV      I--IN 

[~NIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~11 [~2 [~,.3 [~4 

(poe,) 

Didn’t need 
them for today 

anyway. 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent the session today just talking about how the test went. seemed really disappointed 
in how he did on the test. It seems to me that the "time" bug has bit again. There was a problem or 
two that he skipped due to running out of time and being in a hurry. He did feel that he did the entire 
first page correctly, but just got "caught up" on the rest of the test. He didn’t think anything on there 
were things that he couldn’t do, he just felt overwhelmed with the amount of things he was being 
asked to do. He felt ok about the word problems and was really upset that he didn’t see the last 
word problem until right before time was up since he said he definitely would have gotten it 
completely right. One thing he also told me was that he wished he had gone through the steps to 
get his extra timemsomething I wish he had done also. As I’ve stated before, I feel like he 
understands this material better than everyone else I meet with. I feel that he experienced a sort of 
"test blackout" and didn’t realize what he was doing until too late in the test. He even stated that 
with about five minutes left he began thinking to himself "1 should have done this for this problem 
and that problem". It is unfortunate that he had such a bad experience on this test given his level of 
knowledge on this chapter. We discussed some ways for improving his test day atmosphere, like 
going through the proper steps to get extra time. I also recommended picking practice problems 
and giving himself an allotted time frame to complete them. This will get him used to being under a 
time constraint. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:04 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 10"35 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent this session just talking about the test.        thinks that he did well on the test, "at least 
a 75" is what he told me. He said that he had studied a lot for the test and that he had gone to 
another review session the night before. At the session he worked on a practice test and apparently 
that test was very similar to the test he took in McCombs’ class. He said there were a few questions 
that tripped him up a little, but he still thinks he got some points on those. We’ll have to wait until he 
gets the test back to see how things really went. But, for the moment it seems as though he fared 
well on the test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12 Time Finished: 12"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent today’s session talking about the test. He said that early on his mind "went blank"m 
apparently he skipped the first two pages. But, he said that after he worked a few problems on the 
third page he got going and was able to finish all the questions but the last problem (a word problem 
worth 6 points). He said he didn’t do the last one since it was worth half all the other problems on 
the test.         said that he thinks he did just as well if not better on this test than the first test. 
So, we’ll know for sure how everything went next week when he gets the test back. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 1"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent today’s session talking about how the test went. He said that he felt well about the test, he 
was just concerned about some of the numbers he was getting. Apparently he was getting a lot of 
fractions and big numbers as answers. While these types of numbers definitely occur in real world 
mathematics, they didn’t occur in practice problems or on homeworks, which caused concern for 

But, I’ve heard that statement from everyone I’ve met with so far, so I’m assuming 
McCombs gave them questions that would have tricky/crazy numbers on purposemso hopefully no 
worries there. He said that he skipped the last one since it was only 6 points and he wanted to focus 
more on the questions that were worth more. But, he said that he had something down for every 
question and he feels like he did well on most of the test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 1"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent today talking about how the test went. He said that he felt good about the testmmuch 
better than the first test. He said that three questions on the test gave him trouble, but really thinks 
he got the rest of them mostly right. He echoed          statements about having "crazy" 
numbers for answers, but other than that he definitely felt well about the test. I asked him a few 
questions about certain problems on the test that had given others some trouble and he definitely 
had the method of action right for those. So, as long as he kept careless/computational errors to a 
minimum he should have done alright on this test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:06 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1:30 Time Finished: 1:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

called me and we talked about the test, since he would be running late from running/lifting. 
He said that he felt very very good about the test. He said that he answered all the questions on the 
test and got most to everything right. He said he was a little worried because of all the crazy 
numbers on the test (a common theme), but that he felt good about what he was doing. Hopefully, 
this holds true next week when we get the tests back. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 2:08 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

quick reminder 

Hey Beth, 

Just a quick reminder that I’ll need the day off tomorrow ( 
because I have an interview for Wake Forest’s Graduate School. I 
already cancelled the appointments with all the guys for tomorrow 
( ~ I’m just giving you the heads 
up. Thanks ! 



From: ~yahoo.com> 

Sent: Friday, 7:38 AM 

To: Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Drama    class today 

Hi Beth: Just to let you know- that I will not be in 
Drama class today. I have been sick and will go to 
the doctor instead. I’ll expect the guys to take good 
notes for me. Thanks, see you next week, 

The fish are biting. 
Get more visitors on your site using Yahoo! Search Marketing. 
http://searchmarketin~.vahoo.com/arp/sponsoredsearch v2.php 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:07 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We spent the session covering the concepts in Section 3.1, which is a very long session. Although 
it draws on a lot of concepts from previous sections that he understands, it’s going to take him a 
little time to get used to the terminology presented in the chapter, particularly the y being the same 
as f(x) translation. It just seems to throw his understanding off because he’s not used to seeing it 
and it makes him unsure of what it actually means. Hopefully, by doing some more problems he’ll 
be able to get more comfortable with this and apply the concepts he already knows (symmetry, 
intercepts, graphing) to this new situation. I gave him some practice problems from the 3.1A review 
section to work on for Wednesday to kind of get his feet wet for what we’ll be doing from here on 
out. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems from page 198-199 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:49 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 9:15 Time Finished: 10:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out the session by covering the concepts in section 3.1. I think he had a good hold on it 
and everything we did was "making sense" to him. However, he’ll definitely need practice and 
exposure to problems so that he can do more than get his feet wet. This section has the potential to 
cause some real havoc due to wording and "tricks", so I want him to see as many problems as 
possible. After covering the concepts, I gave him plenty of practice problems to work on. He 
seemed to feel confident about how everything was going and if he did make a mistake he could 
quickly figure out why. I assigned him Practice problems from the B review section of 3.1 to work on 
between today and Thursday’s session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Practice Problems from Section 3.1B review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW7 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:06 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by going over the concepts in 3.1. He seemed to have a pretty good idea of what was 
going on, but I knew it wouldn’t start coming into focus for him until he did some problems. I gave 
him a good amount of problems from Section 3.1A’s review section and he seemed to do well once 
he understood what was being asked of him. Altogether, he seemed to do pretty well. I assigned 
him Section B to do between today and Thursday’s session to get him more exposure to different 
types of problems. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Do practice problems from the B section of 3.1’s review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW7 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11 12 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 9:40 

Tutor: 

Time Finished: 11"10 

Student Brought: [--1Boobs    [~Notes    [--1Assignment to worh on [--1Nothing 

I--lOther: 
Completed tasks b/w [~y [~N [~NIA 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~11 [~= [~3 [~4 

(poe,) 

Forgot bool~, 
probably 

because he 
had a 

headache. 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

came late today because a headache caused him to oversleep. Kudos to him for still 
showing up anyway and he paid attention and was really trying hard. We started out by covering all 
the concepts of section 3.1. He seemed to have a good feel of what was going on and had only a few 
minor "what if" questions. After we had covered the concepts, I gave him plenty of practice 
problems from the A review section to work on so that he could get comfortable with the material. 
He seemed to respond well the problems he was given. I gave him the Section 3.1B review section to 
do between today and Thursday’s session to get him exposed to more problems and get his 
accuracy up. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Practice Problems from section 3.1B review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW7 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 1:58 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y J--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[~NIA 

I-]=          I-]4 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by having         work out the rest of the problems in the A section of 3.1. 
He needed to do this in order to solidify these concepts in his mind before moving on. He did pretty 
well, but he’ll definitely need to review his answers and how he got there so that he can do problems 
like this one (and similar) in the future with more ease, accuracy, and quickness. I’m having him 
review the problems he did today for tomorrow’s session so that we can move onto the next review 
section (B) tomorrow. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish and review practice problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH TEST 

56=F 
(Passing 

grade 
was a 

60) 

HW7 
Turn in during recitation or to 

McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday: 3:33 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by asking him how the test went. He said that he got a 46, which is actually 
worse than his first test grade since he was only 19 points away from the class average then and he 
is 29 points away from the class average this time. He said that he understood almost everything, 
he just forgot to study two thingsmthe equation for circles (which was 1-2 questions on the test) and 
the parallel/perpendicular properties (1-3 questions on the test) and thus couldn’t remember exactly 
what they were on the test. The reason he gave me for forgetting to study this was because he had 
these two things on a different page from his other formulas that he was studying. This is a shame, 
since when he remembered these formulas (i.e. - when he did these types of problems in our 
sessions), he did extremely well. Hopefully, he can bring his test average up with passing scores on 
the next two tests. I then had him work through the A review of 3.1 since he said he felt confident 
about the concepts presented by McCombs on the section. He seemed to understand what was 
going on; he’ll just need more practice to get quicker, more comfortable, and more accurate. He left 
at 3:15 today because his run/lift time was moved to 3:30. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish review section A, start on B. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

46=F 

MATH TEST 
(60 is HW7 

Turn in during recitation or to 
passing McCombs’ box. 
grade) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 3:33 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by asking him how the test went and he told me he got a 75! Altogether, he made a 26 
point jump from his first test, which is huge. He said that it really helped doing all the practice 
problems and it really gave him an edge on the final. We then moved into section 3.1. He said that 
he felt really good about what McCombs had taught them yesterday. So, I gave him questions 1-17 
from review section A from 3.1 to work on during the session. He definitely has a good hold on what 
is going on, he’ll just need more practice to get more comfortable and quicker. He finished review 
section A today during the session, so I’m having him start on review section B. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review section 3.1B 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH TEST 75=C HW7 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      ~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              12:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: 

Completed tasks b/w 
sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: 

[~Bool~s [~Notes [--1Assignment to worl~ on [--1Nothing 

[--lOther: 

[~Y [--~N [--~NIA 

[q, [q= He.., o.t o* it 
today. 

[~4 

(poe,) 

[~S 

(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

came late today because he had an early lift time this morning and didn’t get out until right 
before 10am. He didn’t do very well on the testmhe got a 26. He said he couldn’t get through all the 
problems. This is a major blow to his grade since he did about the same on the first test as he did 
on the second one. After that, we went through the homework. He was generally out of it today and 
seemed completely lost as we went over the homework. He completed it, but it was a struggle. 
Afterwards, I had him work through the rest of the problems from the B section of 3.1 (he did the 
ones I had assigned). I’m assigning him the C section from 3.1 to do between today and Tuesday so 
that we can move on to the next section the next time we meet. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Do review section C from 3.1. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH TEST 26=F HW7 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              1:06 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12 Time Finished: 1 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over the homework. He did OK, but he’s definitely in need of some more 
practice problems, which I will give him. After that, we went over the problems from the homework 
he did between sessions that he had questions on. He seemed to have some of his gaps filled in 
after I answered his questions, so I had hi m re-work the ones he had had trouble with; he started to 
get better towards the end. But, he still needs plenty of work, so I’m assigning him review section C 
from 3.1 to do between today and Tuesday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review C from 3.1 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW7 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’s box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              2:07 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having         do the homework that is due today. He did OK, he’s just going to 
need more practice so that the terminology and the directions don’t throw him for such a loop. I 
think he gets the general idea of what’s going on, he’s just going to need to make the transition from 
knowing what is going on to writing his answers that are correct. I then had him write the answers 
to the section B review that he did between sessions which I think went a long way in helping him 
understand how to write his answers. I’m having him do review section C between today and 
tomorrow’s session to get him more practice. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review section C 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW7 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Boohs [~Notes [--1Assignment to worh [--1Nothing 
on 

I--lOther: 
Apparently there 

was some 
Completed tasks b/w    DV 

[]N DNIA miscommunication, 
sessions: 

So he didn’t do all 
of it. 

Attitude/Effort: [~11 [~= [~3 [~4 [~S 

(Poor) (Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Supposedly         only heard me tell him to finish the last four in review section B between 
yesterday and today’s session. So, I started off by having him work out the ones he had done on the 
board. He struggled with the first one he did, but really did well after that. The terminology still 
bothers him a little and makes him panic into careless errors sometimes, but I think he’s getting the 
hang of it. Extra practice will really be important to his continued progress. I then had him work out 
review section C and he did pretty well with that and did it in a timely manner. I’m having him review 
all of the review sections we’ve done over the weekend so that we can move on to section 3.2 at 
Monday’s session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review all of 3.1’s review sections. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ’2:08 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

did the homework I assigned him, but he did have a few questions on some of the parts of 
some problems. So, we worked through those and then I gave him some extra ones to practice on 
so that he had those types of questions ironed out. I then gave him C to finish of the review for this 
section. What he didn’t finish from C he’ll do over the weekend and have questions ready (if any) for 
Monday’s session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish review section C from 3.1 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Monday, i             10:41 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Beth, 

told me that he wasnDt feeling well this morning (stomach), so 
we cancelled today [] s session and will meet tomorrow at our regular time. 

Just a reminder, I’ll need to cancel all mv aooointments on Friday 
after        (which would be                        ) because I 
have my interview at Duke. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:35 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 9:30 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out the session by going over the "toolkit" functions he’ll need in section 3.2. He 
remembered what most of these looked like from before so he had little problem here. Then, we 
covered how to graph piece-wise functions. He struggled a little at first, but that was mostly 
because he was trying to plot too many points instead of plotting the important points and using his 
toolkit functions to plot the rest. I think he started to get the hang of it towards the end of the 
session. I assigned him problems 1-11 from the 3.2 review section to give him practice and he 
finished that before our session was over. I’m having him review those problems between today and 
Thursday’s session, when we’ll go over the homework that’s due that day. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review completed problems from 3.2 review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              11:35 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by asking him how he felt about section 3.2 since he’d already had it 
covered by McCombs this week. He said that he felt OK about it, but he needed a few things 
clarified. He seemed to have a good hold of the toolkit functions, he just needed to get the graphing 
of piece-wise functions ironed out. I think towards the end of the session he started coming around, 
he just needed to get into a rhythm, so to speak, that only practice can give you. He’ll still need to 
review these problems to keep the method fresh in his mind since the next section won’t have 
anything to do with this section. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review problems from 3.2 review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW8 Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, "             1:07 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:14 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             ’ 3:40 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              3:40 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Date: Time: Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Student New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[---]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Good participation 

DArriVed on time VeT quiet 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii’iiiiiDcaimeiii rep rediiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 

work b etweense s s io n I 
’~ P a~icip at e d I ’ 

[--]Arrived on time Good participation 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

~Arri~ed on time Best st ud ent! ona daily basis 
~Came Prepared 

] ~Completea assigned 
’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 
] ~Pa~icipated [, 

[--]Arrived on time Caught me in a mistake today - nice job 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

~ArriVed on time ’ Ve~ quiet 
, DCame Prepared [ 

~Completed assigned [ 
’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 
] ~Pa~icipated ], 



Date: Time:                       Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Student New Checked if Achieved ¯ Daily Assessment 
Grade 

Info                               ¯ Things to work on for next time 
[--]Arrived on time NOT HERE TODAY 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

DArrived on time [ No participation- but no problems 
, DCame Prepared, 
~Compteted assigned 
work b etweense s sip n [ 

’~ P a~icip at e d [ ’ 

[--]Arrived on time Good participation 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 
~ri~ed on time’ Solidi eve~d ay, 

~Came Prepared 
] ~Completea assigned 
’ work b etweense s sip nS [ 

] DPa~icipated [, 

[--]Arrived on time Solid - beginning to participate more 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

D~riVed on time Solid everyday 
, ~Came Prepared [ 
~Completed assigned [ 

’ work b etweense s sip nS [ 

I ~Pa~icipated [, 



Date: Time: Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Student New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[---]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Solid everyday 

.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDicaimeiiiPrep rediiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 

I’ work b etweense s s io ng I 

Pa~icipated 
[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

DCame Prepared 

. . DCompletea assigned . 
[ ’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 

, [ ] ~Pa~icipated [, 
[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

:: ArriVe don tim el 

i 
~CamePrepared [ 

i ~Completed assigned [ 
[ ’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 
] ] ~Pa~icipated ], 



Subject:    Hist Tutor: Tony Date: Time: 12:30 - 2:00 
Our best day so far- all present, all on time - excellent test prep day 
Student 

Date: 

New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Solid participation 

, ArriVe do n tim e. St ill q u i e t 
DCame Prepared 

] DCompteted assigned 
’ work b etweense s s io n 

[--]Arrived on time Greatly improved behavior and focus 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

] work betweenses s ion [ 
] DPa~icipated [ 

[--]Arrived on time Greatly improved behavior and focus 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

] work betweenses s ion [ 
] DPa~icipated [ 

Time: Subject:    Hist Tutor: 



Student 

Date: 

New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved ¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Excellent understanding of the concept of a thesis - good examplo for 
everyone 

[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

Arrive don tim e’ Volu n te e r ed cot re ctan sw e rin cl a s s gr eat d ayfo r 
, DCame Prepared [, 

DCompleted assigned, 
] work b etweens e s s io ns I 

[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

Greatly improved behavior and focus 

DCame Prepared 
~Completed assigned 
work b etweense s s io n [ 
~Participated [ 

Time: Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Participation continues to improve - good day for [--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

’ ~Completed assigned [ 
work b etweense s s io n [ 

, ~Participated [ 



Student New 
Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Solid work - consistently 

Arrive do n tim e I 

[ ] work betweenses s ion [ 

[ ] DPa~icipated [ 
[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

ArriVe do n tim e [ 

I’ ~Completed assigned’ 
!’ work b etweense s s io nS 

, Dpauicipated, 
[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

:: DArfiVed on time [ 

!’ work b etweense s s io nS 
] ~Pa~icipated [, 



Time: 12:30 - 1:15 Subject:    Hist Tutor: Tony Date: 
All present and on time 
Student New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[--]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Today we reviewed the reading for Friday’s discussion sections. All 
participated well and questions about today’s lecture were answered. 

, DArri~ed on time [ 
DCame Prepared 

! ~Compteted assigned 

’ work b etweense s s io n 

[--]Arrived on time      " 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

] work betweenses s ion [ 
] ~Pa~icipated [ 

[--]Arrived on time Not here today 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

] work betweenses s ion [ 
] ~Pa~icipated [ 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:55 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

To give       an idea on how Test Day would be, I decided to give him a Practice Test. Once he 
finished, we went over a few of the questions he had. The good news is, most of the questions he 
had were simple computational questions and not conceptual or "big picture" questions. However, 
we do have a small problem because when I asked him if he had submitted his HW#3 online 
yesterday, he said he hadn’t and didn’t know it was due yesterday; however, he should have since 
the deadline is on his syllabus and I’ve reminded the guys at both group sessions to turn it in. He 
also hasn’t registered his coursecompass, though he has one. I’m sure this is just an oversight on 
his part, but something that needs to be addressed. I told him to speak with his recitation teacher 
today before or after his test to see whether or not he can turn it in late. He’s going to register his 
coursecompass after our meeting and before his test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Study for the test. Register coursecompass. Do HW#3 online. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign.    Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH TEST TODAY Taken in recitation 

HW#3 YESTERDAY Needs to submit this 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by asking         how he felt about the test. He told me that he actually 
felt pretty good about it and confident that he did well. We quickly went over one question he had 
from the test, and he was relieved to have gotten pretty much all of it right (minus one clerical error). 
We then launched into an unusually long section 2.1. In going over this section, we covered topics 
such as distance and midpoint formulas, how to plot points, how to find intercepts, and how to 
check for symmetry,         grasped all of these concepts very quickly, stating that "1 get this 
stuff, it makes more sense". This is not an uncommon reaction since graphing (the visual) is a lot 
easier to understand for many people since it actually relates to the equation. Contrast this with 
simply solving for x, which has no "picture" for you to make sense of. The great news is that not 
only did he grasp the concepts, but he did so quickly. Since sections hereafter are based on this 
long first section, I’m confident that he’ll continue to understand what’s going on and get more 
confidentma definite plus. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I had him do four problems from the practice problems section at the end of the first section so that 
he could practice out the concepts and formulas we went over today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

It’ll be a little while before he has to MATH              N/A         N/A         N/A          N/A 
turn anything in. 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out the session by talking about the test he had just taken. Unfortunately, he didn’t feel 
as well about it as he did going into the test. It seems that the number of word problems on the test 
really threw him for a loop. He said that he thinks he got the rest of the questions on the test 
"mostly right", but that the word problems killed him. We’ll see how the test really went once he gets 
it back next week. I’m hopeful that he did better than he thinks he did. However, I reminded him that 
it is, after all, the first and that the rest of the test would not feature word problems very often, if at 
all; that information seemed to reassure him a little bit. After that, we went over section 2.1. 
Although it was long, I think      started to get a hang for how everything worked. He’ll need more 
practice, but I think he understands conceptually what is going on. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Bring questions from class to the next session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A N/A N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:01 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

contributed to the conversation about how the test went by confirming that the word 
problems really gave them some trouble. However, he did like that future tests (finals excluding) 
would have little to no word problems on them. He also seemed to grasp the 2.1 material pretty well. 
He did particularly well at midpoint and distance formula computations and manipulations. But, he 
did struggle a little on figuring out the x and y intercepts and symmetry. I asked him questions 
during the time spent on these problems and he seemed to understand what was going on but was 
just having trouble putting it all together in a timely manner. The good news is that with more 
practice at these problems, the quicker and more accurate he’ll get. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Bring questions from class for the next session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A N/A N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:13 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started off talking about the test and his worries tended to be along the same lines as everyone 
else’smword problems. However, I reminded him that we could work on those some more (as they 
come up in the subsequent chapters) and that they wouldn’t be in tests as often in the future. We 
then started to cover section 2.1 which he grasped easily. All of the information and concepts 
seemed a little overwhelming at first, but he definitely caught on towards the end of the session. He 
is particularly accurate at this point in determining x and y intercepts and the existence of symmetry. 
He still needs a little work in the distance and midpoint formula computations; however, he 
understands what is going on there. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Bring questions from class to the next session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH’ N/A N/A N/A N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:45 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes I--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 
[--]Other: 

Completed tasks b/w []y []N DNIA 
Left it in his 

sessions: room 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 [~3 ~4 
(poe,) 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Since we got a jumpstart on this next chapter on Friday, I had         work through all of the 
practice problems at the end of Section 2.1 on the board. I had him do this since it would mix it up, 
but also so that he would have to explain all of his steps as he went through them. I still feel that he 
has a good hold on the concepts, but I think that he "over thinks" each problem. It’s almost as if 
when he’s working a problem correctly it looks easymto easy in his eyes. So, he then tries to make it 
harder by overthinking and eventually combining steps from different concepts. I’m trying as best I 
can to get him to slow down while working the questions and reassuring him that there is rarely a 
"catch" if you know what you’re doing. That seemed to help a little. Hopefully, with more practice 
will come more confidence and he can focus more on having these things become somewhat a 
second nature than worrying about there being a catch. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Bring questions from class today to tomorrow’s session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A N/A N/A 

He still hasn’t made up his HW#1, 
saying that McCombs blows him off 

when he asks him about making it up. 
I told him to talk to him again in class 

today and see what happens. 
Hopefully, this is something that can 

be fixed/made up. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                5:49 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We first worked on the problems I had given him to complete between sessions. To his own 
surprise, he did very well on them; it seems he shares the same sentiment as others that if it’s "too 
easy" he must be doing something wrong. After that we worked on the practice problems in part B 
of the end of section review. Those didn’t go as well because he started to get finding intercepts 
and symmetry confused. The reason is when finding intercepts you set the other variable equal to 
zero and solve. When finding symmetry you change the sign of the other variable and see if the 
same equation results. However, toward the end of the session I think it started to come into place 
for himmthough he will definitely need more practice. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I gave him four questions from the B section to do for next time since they incorporate all of the 
chapter’s objectives. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH’ N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:25 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12 Time Finished: 1:45 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by highlighting the main objectives from the first two sections of chapter 2. He 
expressed that he felt pretty good about all of it especially since he had already had the class. So, I 
then gave him a set of practice problems to complete with the rest of the time in the session. 
Naturally, if he had a question, I was there to help, but I tried to stay as far away from "doing" the 
problem as possible. After hearing so many guys talk about being surprised on the test, I wanted to 
give         more "test-like" experience. If there was a major problem with a question (which only 
happened once during the session), then I would walk him through the steps to complete it. But, for 
the most part, I let him work through them on his own. Finally, we went over HW#4. The only real 
questions I answered were general math questions like cross-multiplying. I didn’t answer any 
questions pertaining to the current material. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 Turned in during recitation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:27 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--IAssignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by reviewing the concepts in 2.1 again just to get him thinking mathematically. I then 
gave him fifteen problems to complete so as to simulate "test day". He worked through these 
problems rather quickly and very accurately. It is definitely benefiting him that we meet five days a 
week so that we can really iron out each section. He had very few questions on the problems that I 
gave him which is a good sign since he will have similar problems on future homework and tests. 
After he had completed the problems (in around 30 minutes, which is promising) I had him go to the 
lab and print off HW#4 from McCombs’ website. I then had him bring it in here to me and show me 
that he had it; we don’t need him having to make up another homework for McCombs, after all. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Come ready to go over section 2.2 tomorrow. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 --- Turned in during recitation 

spoke to McCombs about 
making up HW#1, and McCombs said 
"1’11 get back to you on that". That is 
the only progress we have on that 

situation thus far. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started off by covering the main concepts and objectives of the first two sections of chapter 2. I 
did this so that we could do more practice problems and hopefully cut down on test day "surprises" 
that seemed to occur last week. He definitely had a good hold on the concepts we discussed, 
saying that a lot of it looked really familiar from high school. The only thing he’ll need work on is 
identifying and understanding what the question is asking him. He has little trouble in the 
computation stage and even the setup stage. However, he’ll have to make sure and answer he 
answers the question given and not just assume that the result of the computation is the complete 
answer. I then gave him the same set of practice problems from the book. He completed a good 
number of them (correctly) and will finish the rest of them before our next session. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

The practice questions from the first two sections were assigned for completion before the next 
session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 Turned in during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                4:28 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10:10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

arrived late today and I reminded him that he needs to be on time on a regular basis so that 
we can get as much done as possible. I covered the main objectives from the sections 1 and 2 of 
chapter 2 and he had a pretty good hold on most of the concepts. He needed a little extra help on the 
different forms linear equations could be written in, but other than that seemed to understand what 
was going on. I then gave him practice questions from the first two sections to work on. He spent 
the rest of the time working on the first ten, and will finish the rest at home and have them ready for 
us to go over at our next session. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

The practice questions from the first two sections were assigned for completion before the next 
session. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 Turned in during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                4:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by having him go and print out HW#4 that will be turned in later this week. 
We then went over the homework, where he talked me through how he would do each problem. 
When he did have a question, I answered with a question that would get him thinking along the 
correct path. After we went through the homework, I assigned him practice problems from the end 
of section 2.1 to work on for the rest of the time. He completed quite a few of them and will have 
only a couple to finish by Thursday. I think his biggest weakness with the section is manipulating 
the "status quo" equations like distance and midpoint formulas and turning them in to something he 
can use when the question isn’t so straightforward. But, he did start to get a hang on how that we 
done during his work on the practice problems. So, hopefully with more work he can get proficient at 
it. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish practice problems and bring them on Thursday. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 Turned in during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by having him go and print out HW#4 that will be turned in later this week. 
We then went over the homework, where he talked me through how he would do each problem. 
When he did have a question, I answered with a question that would get him thinking along the 
correct path. After we went through the homework, I assigned him practice problems from the end 
of section 2.1 to work on for the rest of the time. He started out a little slow because some of the 
questions more "applied" than the usual straightforward ones we had been doing. But, after he 
understood the general idea of what was going on he started to get through the questions much 
quicker. He’ll still have about eight or so to do by Thursday, but at least he knows what’s going on 
nOW. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Finish practice problems and bring them on Thursday. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 Turned in during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV [~N 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

didn’t complete the problems I had given to do from yesterday. So, I let him work on HW#4 
that is due tomorrow and answered general computation problems. The good news is he did 
everything right and is showing a really good understanding of section 2.1. So, we moved into 2.2 
afterwards and at first it was a struggle. He was having trouble understanding what different things 
in a linear equation represented as well as how to apply them. But, after he realized that most of 
these "new" things were related to old topics, he started doing much better. We then worked 
through some problems in the first practice section at the end of the section. After getting off to a 
slow start (due mostly to not understanding what the directions were asking him to do), he picked 
up steam a little and started getting better. I assigned him some problems to do for tomorrow’s 
session (which I told him I expected him to complete) that will hopefully firm up his speed and 
accuracy with these kinds of problems. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Practice problems from the review at the end of the section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#4 Turned in during recitation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV [~N 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--IAssignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

[~NIA He aforgot". 

I-1= 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Since      forgot to do the problems I assigned for him to do, I sent him to the lab to print off 
HW#4, which is due tomorrow. It took him longer than expected because there was the website was 
having some difficulty. Unfortunately, it cost us a good 15-20 minutes. Finally, we got the homework 
printed off and went to work. I made I      explain every step he made on the homework (the 
problems I assigned would have covered those steps). He definitely is clicking when it comes to the 
concepts (as seen by his accuracy on the homework), he’ll just need to improve on his speed, which 
will come by doing the problems I assigned. Thus, I assigned him those same problems for next 
session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Assigned problems. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Turn in tomorrow or during recitation 
MATH N/A N/A HW#4 today. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:55 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV [~N 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~NIA aforgot it, 
but I did it~ 

D4 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Started out by going over HW#4 that is due today. I had       walk me through all the steps that he 
took so that I could make sure he understood the process to completing these problems. He 
displayed a very good understanding of the concepts being tested by this homework, he’ll just need 
to work through some more problems (like the ones he said he completed) to get his speed and 
accuracy up. I then had him do some practice problems from the review section of 2.2 to make sure 
he was up to par there (HW#4 only covered section 2.1) and after he understood what the questions 
were asking him to do, he was good to go. I highlighted section 2.3 (Circles) for him. He liked that 
everything looked familiar, which made it easier to understand. I assigned him the first eight 
problems in section 2.3’s review section to do by the next time we meet. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1-8 of section 2.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Forgot to 
MATH TEST pick it up HW#4 Turned in either during recitation or 

at his to IVIcCombs’ box. 
recitation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:55 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV [~N 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~1 1~2 
(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

=Left it at 
[~NIA home" 

I-1= 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over the homework that is due today,        had already completed it so I 
had him walk me through the steps he took to get his answers. He had done everything right so that 
was good to see. I then gave him a few problems to work on since he forgot to bring the assignment 
I had given him from Tuesday. The problems I gave him today were focused on parallel and 
perpendicular lines and how to go from a graph to the equations and vice a versa. After he 
understood what the question was asking him, he breezed through them with little problem. Then, I 
talked about the next section and sort of gave him a pre-emptive strike on what he could expect in 
class next Tuesday. I assigned him the first eight problems in the review section to do by the next 
session so that he could practice the new stuff we covered. I then let him go early because he said 
he had to get something for his project that was due today. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1-8 on page 151. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH Test #1 

Didn’t 
pick it up 

after 
recitation 
was over 

HW#4 
Turned in either in recitation or to 

McCombs’ box. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:56 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
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--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 1"15 Time Finished: 12 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[~NIA 

I-]=          I-]4 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

arrived late to our session because his lifting time is right before. He got his test back 
today and got a score of However, the average on the test was a so McCombs curved the final 
grades, leaving on the test. I’ll refrain from expressing my disgust about a 
Math test having to be curved. We then went through his test and discussed what he did on each 
problem. The truly sad thing is 90% of his points lost were due to careless/tiny mistakesmhe 
understood the concepts. He did skip two problems because "they looked hard and I didn’t have 
enough time. I wanted to do the ones I knew I could do". After that, I gave him practice problems to 
do from section 2.2. He didn’t finish them all, so he’ll complete the rest of them between now and our 
next session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Assigned practice problems. 

New Grade Information: 

Course 

MATH 

Test/Assig n. 

TEST 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 

HW#4 

Date Comments 

Turn in during recitation or in 
McCombs’ box. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:56 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out talking about his test, which didn’t go so well. I could tell that he was disappointed in 
the outcome and that he was really stressed out while taking the test. He knew what he had done 
wrong before he even got to the session. As we went through the test, he told me "1 know I did this 
wrong here, and this wrong here". This tells me that he knows the material better than his score 
would indicate. But, when it came down to taking the test, he was so anxious that he either had 
careless errors or blanked out on remembering what to do. I’m sort of at a loss on how I can fix this. 
I could give him more problems and "time" him all day long, but the pressure that a test gives him is 
not something that I’ll be able to duplicate. Afterwards, we went over 2.2 some more and worked 
through some problems. I told him to be ready to start section 2.3 (circles) tomorrow. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH’ TEST HW#4 
Turned in during recitation or to 

McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:57 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over his test. I think length of the test was a major issue for         So 
much that even on the first problem he went to the next one before finishing (even though what he 
was doing was right) because he wanted to make sure and get through it. He said that he was going 
to come back to it, but never did, resulting in losing 8 out of 10 points (even though he had gotten 
through the "hard part’ of the question already). This was a recurring theme throughout his test. He 
generally had a good idea of what was going on conceptually, but did make some careless errors 
along the way, most likely due to being in a rush. After we went over his test, I had him do some 
practice problems from section 2.2 since that’s the section that they just went over in their 
recitations. In spite of a lag from his test score, he had a very good hold on this section, which is 
good sign moving forward in this chapter. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Practice Problems from review section 2.2A 

New Grade Information: 

Course 

MATH 

Test/Assig n. 

TEST 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 

HW#4 

Date Comments 

Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:58 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 
(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

=Didn’t finish 
[]NIA them" 

I-]= I-]4 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over his test. More than any one else, I think time really affected He 
lost a great deal of his points from being in a hurry, shown by all the careless mistakes (wrong 
signs, adding/subtracting wrong, etc) throughout his test. Word problems are still not his strong 
point, but he definitely made some inroads there, though McCombs’ partial credit rarely recognized 
that. He was really disappointed that he missed #7, which deals with expressing inequalities in 
interval notation. "1 thought about it too much and talked myself out of it," he saidmcosting him six 
points. After we discussed the test, I had him do some practice problems from section 2.2 since 
that’s the section that they just went over in their recitations. Despite being bummed out about his 
test, he did very well on the practice problems, which hopefully will bring his confidence level back 
up and be something to build on for the rest of the chapter. 

I 
Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Practice Problems from 2.2A 

New Grade Information: 

Course 

MATH 

Test/Assig n. 

TEST 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 

HW#4 

Date Comments 

Turned in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 

I 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:37 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

DAssignment to worl~ on DNothing 

[~NIA 

I-1= 1-14 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

When I        first got here I could tell he was stressed out about somethingmhe was not his usual 
upbeat self. I asked him what was wrong and he said that today had got him nervous. Apparently, 
he’d heard through the player grape vine that            was going to be dismissing some people 
(scholarship players) from the team today. While he wasn’t necessarily worried about himself, he 
was worried for some of his fellow teammates, since he’d heard of a few names that might be getting 
cut. After we talked a little though, he had relaxed enough to move onto some math stuff. He said 
he was still a little shaky with parallel and perpendicular lines, so we went through that review 
section again on page 139. We spent about 15 minutes on it, and I had him write out his steps on the 
board and talk me through them. He had a good understanding of what was needed to answer the 
questions by the end. I then started talking to him about section 2.3 (circles) since it would be 
covered in his class on Monday. He seemed to pick up what was needed to write an equation for a 
circle. I discussed the different ways he would need to manipulate the equation or situation on a HW 
or test (through examples) and after doing that, I think he saw how everything fits together. I then 
had him do the first two questions in the review section for 2.3. He did well on those and knew what 
steps to take to get to his answer. I assigned him numbers 3-12 on that same page (151) to do 
between now and Monday to get his accuracy and exposure up. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Pg. 151 -)3-12 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH’ N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:37 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY [~N 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~NIA aforgot" 

I-1= 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by talking about the big news out of the about the possibility of people 
being let goml’m guessing this is on everyone’s mind. -- - - again forgot to do the problems that I 
had assigned him from the last session. Not practicing between sessions will definitely hurt him 
down the line on test day; I will continue to stress its importance. We went over parallel and 
perpendicular lines (section 2.2) today because he was really having some trouble with those 
concepts. In particular, he has trouble wrapping his mind around vertical (x=#) and horizontal lines 
(y=#), where slope is undefined and zero, respectively. I think the hardest part for him is being able 
to represent those kinds of lines in an equation, since the only form he’s comfortable with is 
standard from-)y=mx+b. I tried to walk him through how those equations are represented on a graph 
and that seemed to help a little. But, once again, he’ll need more practice to truly be comfortable. He 
definitely understood how to manipulate standard from equations, however. He was able to take 
points and write an equation for them, as well as working backwards by writing an equation based 
on a graph. Hopefully, he’ll complete his assignment this time and be ready to start on section 2.3 
(circles) on Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Practice problems from the 2.2 review section. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign, Grade 

Test/Assign, 
Date Comments 

MATH HW#2 

Couldn’t 
remember 
what the 
grade was 
because he 
accidentally 
turned it 
back in 
instead of 
HW#4. He’s 
turning in 



MATH’ TEST 

HW#4 today 
with a note 
attached 
apologizing 
for turning 
in the 
wrong 
thing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:38 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"10 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

had to leave the session early today due to physical therapy at 3:15. So, I started out the 
session by asking him if he had any questions on the problems I had assigned him from last 
session. He said that he didn’t really have any questions and that he felt good about the concepts 
and procedures presented there. He and      both checked there answers to make sure they were 
good to go there too. We then went over the second half of section 2.2, which deals with parallel 
and perpendicular lines. It took him a minute or two to piece together what was going on, but after 
that, he had it. He did very well while we worked through examples and I’m taking this as a good 
sign. The X-factor with I        (and everyone else) will remain the "time" issue on tests. So, I 
assigned him problems from the review section to complete between now and Monday. I’m hoping 
that if he can get really familiar with working these kinds of problems, then he’ll be able to work 
through them quickly on a test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1,4,7,9,11, 12 on page 139 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:38 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

had to leave the session early today due to a running/lifting time. So, I started out the session 
by asking him if he had any questions on the problems I had assigned him from last session. He 
said that he didn’t really have any questions and that he felt good about the concepts and 
procedures presented there. He and         both checked there answers to make sure they were 
good to go there too. We then went over the second half of section 2.2, which deals with parallel and 
perpendicular lines. He seemed to grasp the concepts pretty well and followed the rules presented. 
We then went through some examples, covering (I would hope) all the ways he could be asked 
questions related to these concepts on a test. He was a little slow at first in piecing it all together, 
but after example 3 or 4, he started to come around. He’ll definitely need to practice some more 
though to get his accuracy and speed up, so I assigned him problems from the review section to 
work on between today and Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1,4,7,9,11, 12 on page 139 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 2:3 0 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by reviewing the concepts from Friday (on Circles). Barring few exceptions (like how 
to find the radius), it seemed as if he had completely forgotten everything we did on Friday. The 
good news is, after a quick review everything seemed to come back pretty quickly. I then had him 
work out all of the review questions on page 151 on the board, which should have been quick 
because they were part of his assignment for the weekend. However, he definitely struggled getting 
through the problems. I couldn’t tell if he was just tired (since he lifted at 6am) or if he truly didn’t 
know what was going on (since he was trying to do all the steps at once, or get ahead of himself 
altogether). I tried as best I could to mend the bridges of the concepts, and I think he ended up 
getting it, but I’m not 100% sure that he did. I’m hoping that today’s "performance" was more apathy 
that lack of understanding and/or focus. I had him review all the problems we went over today in 
hopes that tomorrow we’ll be on the same page. If not, he’ll have specific questions that we can 
address. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Review practice problems from today. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#5 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 2:31 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1:25 Time Finished: 2"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

He arrived late because he was talking to McCombs about his recitation. Since his recitation starts 
at 3 it will cause a problem once Spring practice starts,       explained this situation to McCombs 
and he was OK with it, since       has a tutor he meets with three times a week. I take this as good 
news since attendance is usually mandatory for recitation classes. But, McCombs said it won’t be 
an issue. After that I asked him how the practice problems turned out and       said he had a lot of 
trouble just getting started. This surprised me a lot since he really did a good job in our session on 
Friday with these problems. So, I asked him to work them out on the blackboard and walk me 
through his steps. Come to find out,       understood what he needed to do; he just didn’t 
understand the directions and/or what he was being asked to do. Once he understood that, it was 
smooth sailing through the rest of the practice problems. He completed 10 of them in around 15 
minutes. I concluded the session by covering the basic points of section 2.3 (Circles). He had a 
little trouble at first because he "didn’t understand the way McCombs was teaching it", so he had to 
reprogram the way he thought about it. But, by the time the session was over I think he understood 
what was going on (e.g. the forms an equation of a circle can be in) and how to manipulate the 
concepts (e.g. what the equation is telling you, how to write the equation from different given 
information, etc.) 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Review section 2.3 and bring HW#5 to the next session to work on. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ N/A N/A HW#5 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:57 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10:10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV []N 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[--IAssignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

DNIA Didn’t do it. 

I-1= 1-14 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was late because he was talking to        about something. Since       didn’t do the 
problems that I had assigned him between sessions, we went over all the problems from review 
section 2.2B to make sure he had it down. He definitely seemed to have a strong hold on how to do 
the problems, which is a good sign. Hopefully, he’ll be able to do similar problems with just as 
much ease on the next test. We then went over Circles (section 2.3). He had a pretty good 
understanding of major concepts such as how to compute the radius as well as the standard and 
general forms of the equation of a circle. I also went over how to complete the square (used to get 
an equation from general form to standard form). I assigned him four problems to do on page 151 
for next time to test out his understanding of these concepts. I’m also having him print out HW#5 to 
bring to the next session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems from 2.3 review section; print out HW#5 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

HW#5 
Turn in during recitation or to 

McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 11:57 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10:10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [--~y []N 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

DNIA Didn’t do it 

D= D4 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

showed up late technically because he didn’t come back to the room until about ten after ten, 
but his stuff was in here beforehand, I think he was having some kind of issue this morning since he 
left for an extended period of time during the session, He said he went to the bathroom but it just 
seemed like he had some other kind of issue going on, He was also texting on his cell phone a lot 
during the session, which led me to think he was having some sort of personal dilemma, He 
managed to be around for a couple of the parallel/perpendicular problems and seemed to 
understand what was going on, though he didn’t do the assigned problems from that section for 
today’s session, He was around for the circles discussion and seemed to have a pretty good grasp 
of the concepts there, I assigned him four problems to do on page 151 for next time, I’m also 
having him print out HW#5 to bring to the next session, 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) I 

I Problems from 2,3 review section; print out HW#5 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign,    Grade     Test/Assign,       Date                 Comments 

MATH’ HW#5 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box, 

Online HW Done on coursecompass, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, " 11:58 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

I wasn’t sure if i had added that attachment for ] 
form, so i sent it again.., sorry if you already got it! 

feedback 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10:10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV []N 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--IAssignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

DNIA Didn’t do it. 

I-1= 1-14 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was late because he was talking to        about something. Since I      didn’t do the 
problems that I had assigned him between sessions, we went over all the problems from review 
section 2.2B to make sure he had it down. He definitely seemed to have a strong hold on how to do 
the problems, which is a good sign. Hopefully, he’ll be able to do similar problems with just as 
much ease on the next test. We then went over Circles (section 2.3). He had a pretty good 
understanding of major concepts such as how to compute the radius as well as the standard and 
general forms of the equation of a circle. I also went over how to complete the square (used to get 
an equation from general form to standard form). I assigned him four problems to do on page 151 
for next time to test out his understanding of these concepts. I’m also having him print out HW#5 to 
bring to the next session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems from 2.3 review section; print out HW#5 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

HW#5 
Turn in during recitation or to 

McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:59 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

told me that he was having trouble understanding what McCombs was talking about in class 
and I could tell quickly that he was telling the truth. I pretty much started over from scratch with 

with parallel and perpendicular lines. We went through all of the problems from the 2.2B 
review section and I really think he was getting the hang of the concepts and how to do problems 
toward the end of the session. He will definitely need to go back over and review the practice 
problems so that he’ll be able to do them quickly and efficiently on the exam. We also went over 
some of the concepts from section 2.3 (Circles) before he headed out to his next review session at 
11. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Course 

MATH’ 

Test/Assig n. 

TEST 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 

HW#5 

Online HW 

Date Comments 

Turn into recitation or to McCombs’ 
box. 

Done online with coursecompass. 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:29 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out the session by having         print out the HW#5 from the lab so that we could go 
over it. Surprisingly, he needed little to no help on this homework. It took a little longer than normal 
since I wanted him to walk me through all the steps he took to get to his answer, but his answers 
were right! He even did the more difficult circle problems, especially the one where completing the 
squares were needed, with little difficulty. The only real area of concern with the homework was 
making sure his signs were correct, which results from being careless or in a hurry. However, for the 
most part he handled this very very well. I’m very happy to report that he seems to be "getting it" 
much more so in this chapter than in the previous one. I’m having him review his HW and the 
practice problems from section 2.3 again for tomorrow’s session to make sure he has no more 
questions. Tomorrow we’ll begin linear systems. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I N/A 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Turn into recitation or to McCombs’ MATH’ HW#5 box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 
To- 

Subject: 
Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:30 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I started out by having him print off the HW#5 that is due Thursday. Then, I had him talk me through 
all his steps on each problem. The good news is that he definitely has the concepts down for 
section 1-3, he’ll just need to study it some more to get quicker and more accurate on it. He handled 
the questions on the HW very well. His only real weakness came when he had to complete the 
square to get the equation of a circle from general form to standard form. He said this wasn’t 
covered in McCombs’ class yet, so we will cover it at length during Thursday’s meeting. 
had to leave early because his running time was moved up to 3:30 from 4:30. But, before he left I 
assigned him problems 1,2,4,6,7,11 and 13 from the review section in 2.3. I told him to do these 
between now and our next meeting. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1,2,4,6,7,11 and 13 from the review section in 2.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turn in during recitation or into 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:31 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2:30 Time Finished: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was late because his lifting/running ran late. I had him print off HW#5 from the lab since it is 
due on Thursday. I then had him walk me through all the steps he took to solve each of the 
problems. He had a few "big picture" problems early on (e.g. when to do least common 
denominators, find the y-intercept, etc). He knew the concepts, but was having trouble piecing them 
together in the problem. However, he started to get the hang of it more towards the end. He’ll need 
to study the problems I assigned from last week some more and review this homework again so that 
it will all piece together nicely in his head. I assigned him problems 1,2,4,6,7,11 and 13 from the 
review section in 2.3 to complete between today and Thursday’s session. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems 1,2,4,6,7,11 and 13 from the review section in 2.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turn in during recitation or into 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount~ ~mac.com> 

Wednesday, 1:3 5 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST doc 

Meeting with    went well - we’ll Monday next week instead of Wednesday - due to a Tuesday test. And may need to meet Friday if 
he gets the info he needs. He is to check in with you on Thursday about a Friday meeting. 

AIM: 
cell: 
home: 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:18 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

I woke up not feeling well yesterday morning, so I cancelled my 
appointment with That’s why I don’t have a feedback form to 
email you for him. 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: Time Started: 1:25 Time Finished: 2 

Tutor: 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes [--1Assignment to worl~ on [--1Nothing 

[--lOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
[~V [~N [~NIA 

sessions: 

Printed out 

the 

homeworh, 
but he 
definitely 

didn’t review 

what I asbed 

him to. 

Attitude/Effort: ~! ~2 ~3 ~4 ~S 
(Poor) (Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

arrived late because he overslept from a nap between classes. I spoke with him about his 
tardiness and hopefully we can get that corrected. He did print out the HW#5 like I asked him to 
though, so we started on that first. He was definitely a little rusty from Monday, which is probably 
due to not reviewing like I had asked him to. But, after we got through a little of the HW he was 
starting to get better and "remembered" what he was trying to do. He’ll still need to review the 
section on Circles some more before we move on to section 2.4 (linear systems). So, I assigned him 
problems to do from the 2.3 review section to have completed by our next meeting. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I Problems from section 2.3 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course         Test/Assign.    Grade     Test/Assign.       Date                 Comments 

MATH HW#5 Turn in during recitation or to 
McCombs’ box. 

Online HW Done online with coursecompass. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 11:26 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 11:27 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 11:27 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                19:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Tues. 
09Start : 7:15 PM 
llEnd : 9:00 PM 

Comments : Tonight, completed his INLS    book evaluation. His effort level was good and he worked hard (without a lot of me 
prompting him) to get the assignment done in our time together so he wouldn’t have to do it at home. He also had gone to the library 
on his own to check out the book he needed, which seemed to me like a step forward in the process of getting him to really take 
ownership of his education. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:38 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30p 
11End : lp 

Comments ¯ 
showed up late without books. We are supposed to meet 12:15-1:15 on Tuesdays. I had to leave at 1 and he had a coaches 

meeting at 1, so we did not get much done. 

He got a 69 on his exam- he is not happy about it. He continues to be frustrated because he feels he is studying and feels he knows 
material. I encouraged him to contact professor Hastings and meet her on Thursday to do two things: 1. Look at the exam, and see if 
able to understand where having trouble. 2. Since he knows material- see if 1 or 2 questions that he feels he can argue point to gain 1 
point to bring grade up... 

He worked on chapter 7 summary sheets, but did not get much done with time constraints. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Finish chapter 7 summary sheets and start reading Coontz book. 
Meet with professor about exam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ 
Exam grades: 

60 
69 

68 
76 

Session was a difficult one, only     came prepared with book- so we could not work on Chapter 7 CoNey. I gave them chapter 
break down for Coontz book, and we went over the intro and Chapter 1. Had each student read aloud and discussed meaning. 

Asked them if they were satisfied with their grades in this class thus far...and all said they wanted to do better. So I told them they 
must bring relevant books to each sessions and do work outside sessions. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Complete chapter 7 summary sheets on own, so we can discuss. 
Read through Coontz book summary/analysis. 

Show up to sessions ready to be involved- awake and prepared. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 2:20 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 pm 
11End : 1: 30 pm 

Comments : 
Today worked on his enzyme lab report. His TA apparently gave him some interesting instructions as far as the methods section 
goes: they didn’t need the formal materials or procedures but she wanted them all to explain the controls. After looking over the 
requirements listed at the end of the manual he decided that he wasn’t going to leave that section out but also make sure and devote a 
paragraph to the controls she wanted. I supported this decision, just in case his TA decides to grade differently half way through. Also, 
he used his revised photosynthesis lab report to direct his writing for this lab report. 

He wrote the majority of his introduction and started getting into the materials and procedures. We discussed the purpose of each 
control and I asked him to read over that particular section several times to make sure he was answering all the right questions and 
explaining the controls correctly. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession :     told me that he was planning to finish all of the lab report he could so that he could make final 
revisions during the session Thursday and do some editing. Next week they start fetal pig anatomy, the last big section before the final 
test. I am going to look for some websites that have good labeling worksheets for this anatomy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 9:01 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments ¯                (a girl from the class) came to review before the exam. We went through each of the terms on the 
review sheet and related it to what we talked about in class and the two books we read (jazz and a call to home). It went really well. 
We got through all of the terms and they seemed to really have a good comprehension of the material. I reminded them to bring a 
scantron for the test. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,           ¯     9:05 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geo~ 
07Date : 
09Start : 8pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments ¯ 
did not come to the review session. They were working on another project. 

went over the review sheet the professor gave out in class. We went through all of the terms and how they related to 
the lectures and the books. We briefly discussed the books, summarized them and talked how they related to the class. They worked 
hard and hopefully will do well on this test! 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 10:39 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments : The guys came in and we got to work on the essays for Monday’s test. Two of the essays have very similar prompts to those from 
the last test, so we focused on the other three which focus on new information. I asked the guys for their general ideas. They clearly have a lot 
of research to do before they can start outlining. I split up the three essays between the guys. They each had to find the necessary information 
and be able to teach it to the other guys by next session. One of the essays referred to reading in a book and none of them brought it. By the end 
of session they had a good start on finding the information for each essay and we brainstormed some ideas for the opinion portions. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I asked                        to come with all the information and research necessary for answering their 
assigned essay question, and be ready to teach it to the other guys. I also reminded them to bring their books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 ,7:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : " 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 9:00pm 

Comments :      read tonight for Port . He had some trouble focusing but not for lack of trying. It seemed he just kept spacing 
out, but he usually went back to work for awhile once I told him to start reading again. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : Continue reading Port    book for next session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 9:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 1 la 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments : Worked on chapter 7 CoNey summary sheets. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Complete Ch 7 summary sheet. 
Begin reading Coontz book (Ch. 1-7) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 9:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name :q 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12p 
11End : lp 

Comments ¯ 
No grade posted yet. feels he passed it, but not sure how did. 

He printed out copy of notes- 10/28 and 11/2. He took me through notes and explained what prof was talking about and how notes fit 

in. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read text Chs. 4 and 6 
Begin reading Farewell to Manzanar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, 10:07 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstxe@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : Soci 

07Date : 

09Staxt : 7p 

llEnd : 8p 

Comments : 
got a 69 on exam. I encouraged him to meet with profto look over exam and see if can argue for a point or 2... 

He failed first exam, so in order to pass class must focus- he said he is tired, and probably would be ok with a D in the class, though he would prefer a C. 

We went over syllabus and rest of semester exam/due dates 

Discussed recent notes he took in class and notes from 

He started to read Farewell to Mmazanar 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession : 
Read chs 4 and 6. 

We will discuss both books next session. 

notetaXer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                 8:3 6 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 8:35 

Comments : I helped     with an assignment for tomorrow. They had to read several paragraphs about different culture topics and 
answer basic reading ocmprehension questions. We talked about sentence structure, some idiomatic expressions, and the 
IMPORTANCE of writing in COMPLETE sentences! 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                 8:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments :      read for his Port    class again. He is trying to finish the book by next week. He was a little high strung tonight, 
he wanted to socialize. But for the most part he stayed focused. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : Finish PORT book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday,                 10:48 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:50 
llEnd : 12:30 

Comments : Handed in his EXSS assignment. They had to make up fake "clients" and had charts to fill out on each one. He has a 
group presentation in COMM next week, so we worked on his part of that. The group is meeting on Sunday to put everything 
together. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Saturday,                 5:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments ¯       had to write his DWI paragraph and works cited page for ENGL. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ PASS book, new ENGL assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                 7:5 8 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
11End : 1:45 

Comments ¯     was the only one who showed up to tutoring today so I just helped him with his assignment. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Keep up the good work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                 8:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ just worked on an assignment. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Vocab! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                 8:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ just worked on his assignment. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                 9:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 6:14 
llEnd : 6:40 

Comments ¯        had a bad headache and she stated she had nothing to do as well. We talked and she mentioned in Math the 
teacher said that is failing Math and just to drop the class. I asked her about the other classed but she did not go in any detail. I asked 
her if she tried to talk to the Math teacher but she did not respond. 
Effort Level: ¯ Poor 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday                 10:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:15 

Comments :       finished filling in the google calendar and she said that it is really helping her stay organized. However, she did miss a 
Spanish assignment that was due on Saturday so she went ahead and completed that first. After that, she started going through this week’s 
sources for History. She prepared notecards for each of the sources so that she will be one step ahead for the next exam.        also said that 
she is meeting with a friend (I think she said it is a team manager) for an hour every Sunday to study History. I can tell that she really wants to 
work hard to bring up her grades. On Tuesday, we will talk about her next in-class composition for Spanish. 

Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Visit the Ackland Museum and choose a piece for the Spanish composition 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Sunday,                 10:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 6:14 
llEnd : 6:40 

Comments : went and meet with the Math tutor, makes for of a effort. She cares about her grades and what she can do 
to make them better, also utilizes all her aspects by attending the tutors and asking me assistance. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I informed        to tell       that I am only on there Sunday. I told them my role it to get them 
organized and ready for the week. I told them to bring there planners and syllabus. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                 10:3 3 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 705 
11End : 845 

Comments : 
Tonight started by finishing a bio assignment. She worked independently. Then, she worked on preparing essays for the 
midterm exam that she will take tomorrow. She read notes on the topics and considered different arguments that she could use in her 
essays. I helped her by reviewing key things to remember when writing an essay and by listening to her as she brainstormed. 

Tonight         was not as focused as she could have been. It took her quite some time to settle down and she wanted to be on 
Facebook/her phone. On the other hand, after she got to work she did an excellent job. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : For next time,         needs to bring her materials to work on her next bio assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                 7:3 3 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments : I just gave them some time to flush out their groups for class. The professor gave them time on Friday, but since they 
were going to be traveling, I gave them time in the session. We briefly went over some of the group topics and made sure they knew 
that they have to either write a one page summary of their group topic or talk to the profession in her office hours (to approve the 
project). The one page or meeting has to be finished by Wed. Nov. 10th. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                 8:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PSYC 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ 
I had them to a Memory practice test. We went through it together so they have the correct answers to study from. 

The professor posted the study guide, so I took the topics from that and their lecture slides and made a skeleton of an outline that we 
started going through together. We only got finished with Intelligence/Cognition. We’ll finish Personality on Wednesday and a 
MAJOR REVIEW! I encouraged them to keep working through the study guide in between now and Wednesday. 

both signed up for another experiment. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 

did his experiment today at 11, he has 3.5 credit hours. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                 8:56 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 8pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments :     reviewed the intelligence section of Pysc . He went over his notes, book and watched some videos the teacher 
put online. He was a little talkative tonight, but most everyone in the cafeteria was today, so I think that was what was distracting him. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                 8:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments :     read tonight for Port . He made sure to go over some of the sections he didnt understand with me tonight, with 
was unusually collaborative of him. He typically likes to work solo. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Keep reading for Port , let’s raise that B to an A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday                 9:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 720 
llEnd : 910 

Comments : Tonight     studied for her Spanish exam that is tomorrow. She printed a practice test and we went through it together. I 
helped her review key grammar concepts and vocabulary. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                b 10:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey, 
Again, good night tonight for the guys who came. There’s a bit of a 
lull in work right now, but I’m trying to get them to work ahead. This 
next week is kind of a calm before the storm .... 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 116224bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/cf338b449f4c0a7815a64d32749dc8al 
File Name: SOCI          ,.doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 06 Feb 2011 22:19:59 -0500 
Size: 116224bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:54 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 7:45 

Comments ¯ I had fill out his PASS book and other than his EXSS test on Tuesday, he had no other assignment. He didn’t have his 
EXSS materials, so I couldn’t have him study. 
Effort Level: ¯ Average 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 9:59 AM 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:       - _ ....... 

Amy - 

Thanks for letting me know about       plans for tonight. Unless I hear 
otherwise from y’all, I will still plan to come at 7:00 today in case 
anyone else needs extra help between 7 and 8. Then I’ll pick up with 
when he arrives... If I don’t need to come at 7:00, please let me know. 

Have a great day! 

On Mon,            14:01:17 -0500, "Amy kleissler" 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>      said that he has to meet his ENGL group at the undergrad library at 
> 7PM Tuesday, Nov 9th to work on a project. He will be back here at 8PM 
to 
> work with Let me know if you need anything else. 
> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Kleissler 
> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 919-843-8635 o 
> c 

> kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,          ¯     12:55 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ did not bring his books or laptop. 
Effort Level: ¯ Poor 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 

did not come. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 8:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : We drilled irregular verbs in today’s session - on the board, out loud, etc. We did the irregular verbs with "rules" (-cer 
verbs, [u] stem verb changes); we also did completely irregular verbs, which were mostly review. I went over regular verb 
conjugations too with seemed to know them pretty well) just for review. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Study for test! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, 9:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : FREN 

07Date : 

09Start : 8:15 

llEnd : 9:05 

Comments : We worked on Quia homework mostly in tonight’s session; usage of the various tenses (past, present, futur proche) with weather, plans, etc. We worked on 
sentence structure & responding to questions (i.e., how- to position prepositions from questions into the appropriate response structure). 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:18 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
11End : 1:45 

Comments ¯     came by to study for his test today. A pleasure working with him as usual :-) I quizzed him the whole time to make 
sure he was ready for his test. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:20 

Comments : Since both of the guys had a test tomorrow, I figured it might be OK to have them in the same session IF they behaved, 

which they did. I quizzed them the entire time and they did rather well. They have a couple new irregular verbs to study on their own 
tonight so if they do that, there’s no reason why they should not do well! The only thing I am concerned with is that I never know what 
exactly is going to be on the test? I feel like I only know until    comes to tell me, and even then it’s a little unclear. Anyway, I feel 
like sometimes they could do better if the professor had a useful syllabus, or even just followed the syllabus she actually has? Sorry, I 

just met her today so I had to vent a little bit. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 10:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 pm 
llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Comments : 
Today started on reviewing the fetal pig dissection. He actually did the dissection with his group in lab yesterday and got a good 
look at all of the parts first hand. He has to learn all of the parts designated in the lab manual and be able to talk about the functions of 
organs in certain systems and the function of the system as a whole. 

To help him study I suggested that he create a table that included the organ, its system, its function, and an easy way to remember 
where it was. He had already gone through his lab manual to pick out these systems so he didn’t have to go much further from there to 
create the chart. 

We also looked on the internet together for images of fetal pigs, dissection descriptions, and review quizzes. He told me he thought 
this would be a good idea because they only get to see the fetal pig in lab twice and that its hard to study something you are going to 
be tested on without actually seeing it. So we found a really good web site "The Virtual Pig Dissection" on google that has interactive 
study guides with diagrams and review quizzes. We got the Shockwave player to work on his computer so that he could complete all 
of them. We also found some videos on youtube that went through a dissection. This week he has to learn the respiratory and 
excretory systems. I told him that he would also have to be able to identify the fetal pig’s sex and that it was a question that would 
probably be on the final test. Luckily there were several diagrams that went over how to do this. I feel that the more exposure he gets 
with different images of fetal pigs the better offhe will b! 
e because he will get one that he has never seen before on test day. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 
We only have 3 (maybe 4) more sessions before his final test so I want to start reviewing everything that will be on the test as early as 
possible (which I know he will find out more about next week). 

First we’ll continue reviewing for the fetal pig quiz- maybe do some fill in the blank or some board work/matching. We will work on 
this until he feels comfortable with everything and is able to identify structures on all sorts of different pigs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 11:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey, 
Here are the FFs from tonight. Good night for No 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 221696bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/9b5ed10528eb6092027f5be4eeebd313 
File Name:                .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 07 Feb 2011 23:07:43 -0500 
Size: 111616bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b lfc45168ea063dda35def7df6d9767e 
File Name:                  .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 07 Feb 2011 23:07:43 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  10:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ We worked on        regular homework tonight, some listening and a short writing activity. He has a writing 
assignment due on Friday so we are going to work on that Thursday night. Also, he got a B on his Spanish test last week so that was 
really exciting! 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  10:58 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments :       has an in class writing assignment Wednesday and he is allowed to use a prepared outline while writing so that’s 
what we worked on. We went over what he was going to write about, jotted down some phrases and good vocabulary and verbs and 
made sure he had enough ideas so that he didn’t have to waste time thinking about what to write tomorrow. Also, his grade went up 
substantially on this test last week from the last one, so he was really excited about the improvement. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  12:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments : I began by asking them how the test went. They all thought they had done well. Luckily the test was on the essays which 
we worked on the most in session. Next I asked them how we could change or improve sessions during the last bit of the semester to 
ensure they all passed, preferably with a B or higher. None of them had any suggestions. I next reminded them about some of the rules 
for session such as not using cell phones or eating. We then got to work on the map quiz they have on Friday. I printed off the terms 
list and the maps from the syllabus link. We were able to find most of the terms but some of them are offthe map and others were not 
included. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I asked the guys to create a blank map of Italy and draw on the features from the terms list. I also asked 
them to create a blank map of the Mediterranean region and draw on the features that are outside of Italy. I encouraged them to look 
over the map at least once a day before next session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  7:43 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 1 la 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
works well, when he comes to the sessions. He is interested and actively participates. 

He worked on Chapter 8 CoNey summary sheet. 

I will be out on Thursday so will see him next Tuesday. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Read through Coontz printout- will review Chs 7, 8 and Coontz next week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  7:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ 
Tuesday night sessions are rough. 

probably doing the best grade-wise in the group does not usually participate much during the sessions. He did not have his 
completed Ch 7 with him and did not feel like completing Ch 8. He read through the Coontz summary during the session. 

did complete Ch 7 from last week- so he worked on chapter 8.       expressed a desire to discuss/go over the summary 
sheets all together rather than just having working sessions. I told him that next week we will review the chapters that have been 
completed- but I felt it was important for them to do the work or the reading... 

, worked on chapter 8. 

struggling at night. He seems extremely tired and not interested in working on Soci...he worked on completing Ch 7 and starting 
Ch 8. 

As group: We viewed brief video clip about Picking Cotton. Also, we had discussion about different Social institutions and how they 
affect individuals and what roles/functions social institutions play in society. Ch 7 is about family, Ch 8 is about education, Ch 10 is 

about Gov’t...etc... 
Effort Level: : Average 

RemindersForNext Session : 
Have Chs 7 and 8 completed. 
Read through Coontz printout 

Next week- will review these. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, ~                 8:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:25a 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
Tardiness continues to be a problem for    . It is kind of funny, because it seems like every session at 12 
time is up so soon- so I joke with him and tell him if he came on time the session wouldn’t seem so short! 

is surprised that the 

showed up at 11:25, so for the remainder of time he completed Ch 8 and we went through and discussed some of the questions. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Find and bring completed Ch 7 to session (bring Ch 8 too) 
Read Coontz summary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  8:07 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments :     worked on his reading notes for Soci tonight. He did his reading and got most of the way through his reading notes. 
He was pretty focused tonight. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Finish reading notes for Monday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name :, 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : Soci 

07Date : 

09Start : 12p 

llEnd : lp 

Comments : 
got a 70 (per Amy) on his last exam. He seems ok with that. 

We viewed the brief video clip from Picking Cotton and discussed the book and some of the points prof brought out in class about the CJ system and the book. 

He had already printed out spark notes for Farewell to Manzaaaar. So, he created a book summary sheet on his computer- listing out author, summary and some key 
points about the book. 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : 
Bring print out of class notes since 11/4. 
Read Text Chs 4 and 6. 

We will discuss Chapters 4/6 and lecture notes next week. 

Next week and thereafter, we will meet on 2nd floor in TE or RB. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  8:34 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments : 
Began helping get started on his RECR article review, 
then he got an attitude when I asked Tia to corroborate the fact that he wasn’t supposed to be drinking out of an open cup because when I told 
him he said someone with more power had to tell him. 
Since he had an attitude I let him be. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : The assignment was very clear and we discussed the expectations, he just needs to find an article about "paying for 
leisure", the last lecture uploaded on the course blackboard had a few slides that give an idea of what they covered about "paying for leisure" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  9:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 9am 
llEnd : 10am 

Comments : We started a bit late, but got to work. We went through the syllabus and he didn’t have his book, but he printed out an 
article that he’s supposed to read before the final. He had some trouble getting through it so we broke it down and went through it, 
paragraph by paragraph. We only got through a couple of paragraphs before the end of the session, but it was a start. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  11:11 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PSYC 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments ¯ 
I had another section of their study guide that I made into an outline so we went through that and fille it out together. We did some 
more practice test questions too- more fill in the blank type questions though. They tend to be harder and generally if you can do 
them, multiple choice seems easier. I’ll send along the outlines and questions that I used with them just so you guys can all see. 

I don’t know where was?? 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11 : 16 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC    - Exam3 study materials 

Hi everyone! 
Wanted to send these along just so you could see what we did this week to 
get them ready for the exam. I attached the study guide that the Prof 
posted too just so you could see what I was working from. 

Hope the week is going well for everyone! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 974336bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/a5e837b0798ab562fa207596cb813db9 
File Name: Intelligence and Cognition _Blank.doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2011 11:16:22 -0500 
Size: 751616bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/659995f875ce6483eb65f9c3ablffaaa 
File Name: Personality.doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2011 11:16:22 -0500 
Size: 152576bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b9d473899a0a45cbffb39e6211171fe5 
File Name: Memory_MC.doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2011 11:16:22 -0500 
Size: 37888bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/8afa93d2ddf0847982eedb9d9bbe3832 
File Name: PENN Review3-psy           doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 09 Feb 2011 11:16:22 -0500 
Size: 32256bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 4:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

HIST 

Comments :      had a group meeting for another class,     did not come to session,        came and we worked on the map 
quiz for Friday. He printed out the terms list and a blank map of Italy and the Mediterranean. We made his own maps with just the 
terms and studied them for the remainder of session. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I asked       to study his map at least once a day before the quiz. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                 ,7:32 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03 SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Tuesda~ 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : did his assignment for ENGL where he had to find a newspaper article and introduce quotations from it. He did well 
in getting it done early. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 

has nothing else for the week 

Grades: 68 on EXSS exam; 88 on ENGL feeder 2.2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday                   7:34 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 pm 
llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Comments : 
Today worked on developing a chart with all of the organs and systems of the fetal pig that he would need for his quiz on 
Monday and for the final. In his chart he would put the organ or structure, the system it belonged to, its function, and its anatomical 
location (where it would usually be found). That way he would have a study guide to look over quickly so that he can study. 

We also talked about the function of glands. His lab manual went into some detail about smaller organs of the body that he was not 
asked to identify during the dissection. I advised him to know the function of these, and a general idea of where they would be just in 
case. He seems to be very familiar with the larger organs and doing better at identifying the gender of the pigs but I told him to 
continue to do practice labeling things online and looking at images. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : For next week we will continue going over the systems he has left to learn for the fetal pig dissection. We 
will also start reviewing all of the material he has covered in preparation for the final exam and also ways to prepare for it. This test is 
worth 50 points so I really want him to do well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday: 7:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Name : 

07Date : Wed. 

09Staxt : 8:00 

llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : After his EXSS session, didn’t have any other assignments. Cohen had not posted his next assignment sequence, so I couldn’t have 
I let him go early. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : new- ENGL assignment 

work on that, so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Thursday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ Cohen emailed the class today about an upcoming assignment and wanted them to get a head start on reading articles. 
had already read the articles before study table (so proud of him for doing this!) so he wrote summaries of them and then I let him 
leave. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : write ENGL draft about the movie they will watch in class Friday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:34 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : " 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments :        worked independently on his written assignment for Portuguese. He asked me a few questions, but mostly he worked by 
himself. He made good progress and he should be almost done with it. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:3 8 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:35 

Comments :    & his partner have an oral interview with their professor tomorrow, so    and I practiced some hypothetical 
conversations that he may have to talk about tomorrow. We talked about formal vs. informal forms of address as well. He seems pretty 
prepared and the interviews are pretty low-key/relaxed in general anyway (especially for French    ~. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor F eedback F orm <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  9:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 700 
llEnd : 830 

Comments : Tonight         studied for a quiz in her classics class. She needed to memorize several different locations on the map. 
I devoted most of my attention to her while     was working independently and she stayed focused and was able to memorize 
everything. Then,     needed assistance from me, so I suggested that         work on a project for her sports marketing class. 
When I wasn’t able to devote as much attention to her, she was much less focused. She was so diligent while studying! If we can just 

work on her ability to stay focused independently, we will be set! 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : For next session, needs to continue to work on her project and to bring necessary materials to 

study for her upcoming bio exam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<rcb@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 17, 2007 2:02 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Beth, 

came by today. His notes were beautiful! Such a nice guy. 

I have a pre-school commitment during our Monday appointment next week. 
I told him but wanted you to know as well. 

I got a call from              Should I send you notes about him as 
well? We are meeting tomorrow at 12:30 for a quick "get-to-know-you". 

Thanks Beth! Have a great day! 

Robin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday: 12:24 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10am Time Finished: 11 "30am 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

This session was really just a "see what you know/are having trouble with" session,         does 
a decent job "finishing out" problems once he gets them towards the end, he just needs work on the 
steps to get to that point. I showed him the "butterfly and worm" technique for factoring quadratic 
equations, and he responded positively to it. I think that with some more practice on that method he 
will become much more quick and accurate in solving those types of problems. He also needs work 
on the "completing the square technique". I had him write down the generic steps for completing 
this method and told him to review this for next time. Generally, I think one main weakness he has is 
getting ahead of himself while working on problems. It seems that he knows pieces of methods and 
concepts, and will end up meshing different ones together to answer questions. I think that once he 
gets a handle on the reasons why certain methods are use this "combining" will decrease 
dramatically. Overall, his attitude was great and he seemed to be genuinely interested in improving. 
Hopefully, with more practice and instruction his confidence and accuracy will improve. 

Spedfic tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I asked him to complete 4-5 questions from section 1 and 3 of chapter one in his book and to bring 
them to the study session tomorrow night (1/25) so that we can go over it. I reminded him that the 
more practice he did, the better he would get. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <        @mac.com> 

Thursday, January 25, 2007 3:04 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: hist 128 

HIST 127 - Jan 25form.doc; HIST 128 - Jan 25.doc 

> 

> 

> 

>BETH 
> 
>Beth Bridger 
>Learning Specialist, Football 
>UNC-Chapel Hill 
>(w) 919-843-5669 
>(c) 
>bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu 
> 



Date: Time: Subject:    Hist Tutor: 

Student New 

Grade 

Info 

Checked if Achieved 

[---]Arrived on time 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

¯ Daily Assessment 
¯ Things to work on for next time 

Solid everyday 

DArrived on time [ Good participation 
i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i’iiiiiDcame i Prep redi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i. 

work betweenses s ion I 
’~ P a~icip at e d [ ’ 

[--]Arrived on time Good participation 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 

~ri~ed on time NOT HERE TODAY 
~Came Prepared 

] ~Completed assigned 
’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 
] ~Pa~icipated !, 

[--]Arrived on time Lots of questions today 
[--]Came Prepared 
[--]Completed assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participated 
~Arr!Ved on time’ Taught me some history today - Jon Hanson president of Articles of 

, DCame Prepared 
~Completed assigned [ 

’ work b etweense s s io nS [ 
] ~Pa~icipated ], 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:24 PM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10am Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

[--IAssignment to worl~ on [--INothing 

[~NIA 

I-1= 1-14 ~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

Today we covered the word problems section in Chapter One. Like it is for many people, it is 
definitely a struggle for          However, I do think that he started to get the main idea of what he 
needs to accomplish in solving these types of problems. We worked on always listing out "what you 
know" and "what you don’t know" after looking at the problem. Underlining important phrases and 
numbers was also suggested and practiced. He definitely started to get the hang of this by the end 
of the session. However, his struggle (like it is with most people) is figuring out how given and not 
given information relate to one another. Because you will either need to set up your own equation or 
use one implied in the equation (e.g. Perimeter, average, etc), there is no catch-all way to go from the 
listing stage to the equation stage in the process. So, the "instincts" for what to do will come with 
more practice. Hopefully, with the practice I’ve assigned for him to do by Monday’s session, he’ll get 
better at recognizing the "next step" quicker and easier. 

Spedfic tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I asked him to work out around 5-6 of the practice word problems from section 2 that we did not 
cover in today’s session. I made it very clear that I wanted them written down and not just "looked 
at". I also told him that if he had any question while working on the problem to write the question 
down so that when we met on Monday he wouldn’t have forgotten it by then. We’ll go over the 
questions he picked (they’re all similar in style) on Monday before moving on to other sections. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

He should have his course compass 
MATH N/A N/A Online HW 1/30/07 by now, so he should be able to 

complete this assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:55 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 Time Finished: 2"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

To start off the session I addressed        behavior last night at the group session, which I found 
disrespectful and distracting. I will not get into the specifics of the conversation but I will say that 
we have come to understanding and that I do not foresee any major behavioral issues with in 
the future. After that, the session was more than smooth sailing. We covered all of what he missed 
last night at the group session (solving equations and factoring-sections 1.1 and 1.3) due to his 
behavior and I think that we have a good foundation for covering the rest of the sections for the test. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I asked       to take his time and work out problem #11 on page 55 of the textbook. I assigned this 
problem and this problem only because it encompasses all the skills he will need to have learned 
from sections 1.1 and 1.3. I told him that if he takes his time, does the problem correctly, and then 
reviews it, he will have a very good understanding of what these two sections are all about. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

Online MATH              N/A         N/A 
Homework #3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:55 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2:15 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I felt that it would be appropriate to address last night’s behavioral instances with         and 
today at our meeting. I told them that I realized that they weren’t the main problem, but that 

regardless I would not be standing for that type of environment again. I also said that I hoped they 
would contribute to a positive learning environment and that we could all stay focused during the 
group session. After that, we reviewed some of the problem solving concepts from last night by 
doing 4-5 problems from the practice problems in the book.         seems to be getting better at 
the problem solving in addition to the "butterfly and worm". With additional practice, he may not 
even need the "butterfly and worm" anymore (not that I’ll suggest he skip steps)mhe probably be 
able to do it in his head. We then covered Section 1.2, which is the problem solving section. We 
went over the general guidelines for approaching word problems. This consists of underlining 
important things in the word problem, listing what you know, and listing what you don’t know/want 
to find out. Then, we talked about different ways to look at how that information relates to each 
other. We worked through two examples in depth so that they would be able to see the different 
kinds of relationships as well as ask questions on the process. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I’m having         and      do #4 and #7 from section 1.2 to practice the types of word problems 
we worked on today. The reason I assigned them was so that he could begin to see the general 
process for approaching/attacking word problems. I told him to write these problems down so that 
we could go over his steps at our next meeting. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A Online HW#3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:56 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2:15 Time Finished: 3"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I felt that it would be appropriate to address last night’s behavioral instances with      and 
today at our meeting. I told them that I realized that they weren’t the main problem, but that 

regardless I would not be standing for that type of environment again. I also said that I hoped they 
would contribute to a positive learning environment and that we could all stay focused during the 
group session. After that, we reviewed some of the problem solving concepts from last night by 
doing 4-5 problems from the practice problems in the book.       seems to be strong in "finishing 
out" problems, but is still struggling a little with factoring equations. However, he did get to a point 
to wear he was better at it. With additional practice, I think he has the potential to get very proficient 
at it once all the pieces fit together in his headmwhich I think they will. We then covered Section 1.2, 
which is the problem solving section. We went over the general guidelines for approaching word 
problems. This consists of underlining important things in the word problem, listing what you know, 
and listing what you don’t know/want to find out. Then, we talked about different ways to look at how 
that information relates to each other. We worked through two examples in depth so that they would 
be able to see the different kinds of relationships as well as ask questions on the process. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I’m having                   do #4 and #7 from section 1.2 to practice the types of word problems 
we worked on today. The reason I assigned them was so that he could begin to see the general 
process for approaching/attacking word problems. I told him to write these problems down so that 
we could go over his steps at our next meeting. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#3 Online 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:14 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out by going over the problems that I had assigned for him to do over the weekend. I feel 
that we’re making progress. I think         is starting to understand to transfer information given 
and not given into an equation that he can solve. He is still struggling a little with making sure he 
uses all the information that he is given (probably due to him getting ahead of himself). He also 
shows flashes of careless computational errors that will cost him on HW and Tests. However, this 
can be solved simply by him double-checking his computations in the calculator and not just doing 
them in his head since test anxiety can cause simple errors. We finished out the session by working 
out the rest of the questions from the 1.2 practice problem set. I hope to iron out the word problems 
situation some more tonight at the group session. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

I asked him to review the word problems we worked out before the session tonight and before the 
test. I stressed to him that even re-working problems he had already done would go a long ways in 
helping him understand the word problem process. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW 3 Online 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:33 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w [~y I--IN 
sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We rescheduled the appointment for 2 since      was going to do community service at 1. Once 
we got started we went over the problem that I had assigned for him to do between meetings. I 
could tell that he had attempted it, he just needed to get a few small things ironed out. After 
covering that question in-depth, we moved on to inequalities since he had expressed interest in 
getting better on them. We first covered the different types of notation (number line, interval, and 
inequality) and then moved on to solving problems. He has a pretty good grasp on how to solve 
inequalities as well as the rules (doing the same thing to both sides, flipping the inequality when 
dividing by a negative number, etc). The only real work he needs in this area is remembering facts 
about how to display his answer. For example, when dealing with greater than or less than, you will 
use an open circle on the number line form as well as parenthesis on the interval form. Likewise, 
one would use a closed circle and brackets for greater than/less than or equal to. However, the 
good news is that these things are memorization based, and not concept based, since he 
understands why they’re used. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) J 

I I told him to bring his notes and additional questions with him to the group session tonite. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH N/A N/A HW#3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                9:05 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was late to our meeting today because he thought we were supposed to meet at 11. I’m not 
sure why he thought this since the first schedule I received had he and       meeting at 10. 
However, we’ve gotten that cleared up and he will be arriving at 10 from now on. Once he arrived it 
quickly showed that he had a good grasp on most of the material. After some review of the general 
concepts, I had him work some problems out of the review section at the end of the chapter, to 
which he had minimal difficulty. This tells me that what he needs is more practice than instruction at 
this point, since he understands concepts and just needs to work through problems. Most of the 
questions he had related to little nit-picky "what if" situations that could arise during a test. After 
answering these questions and showing him why they occurred, he was good to go. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Study for the test by working through problems in the practice section at the end. 

New Grade Information: 

Course Test/Assign. 

MATH’ 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 
Date Comments 

TEST Taken in recitation 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 9:06 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 11"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poo,) 

[--~Assignment to worl~ on [--~Nothing 

~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We started out the session by discussing his behavior the past two group sessions. The contents of 
that conversation won’t be discussed here but he has been told that his behavior has to improve. I 
am hopeful that this will happen. After that, we covered some of the topics that he said he needed 
the most help with: Inequalities. So, we went over how to solve those types of equations (flipping 
the inequality when dividing by zero, etc) and how to show the answer (inequality form, number line, 
and interval form). We worked through a number of these kinds of problems and he definitely seems 
to be grasping the concept. Now, he’ll need to practice more problems so that he can become more 
proficient at them. This additional practice and study will also help him answer questions quicker. 
For the last part of the session, I had       work out problems from the review section at the end of 
the chapter for more practice, and we went over them to make sure he had everything right and 
expressed correctly. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Study for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Course Test/Assign. 

MATH HW#1 

Grade 
Next 

Test/Assig n. 
Date Comments 

18/20 TEST Taken in recitation 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<      @email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                10:25 AM 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 2 Time Finished: 3"30 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: ~1 ~2 

(poe,) 

[~Assignment to worl~ on [~Nothing 

[~NIA 

I-]=          I-]4 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

arrived late because his running/lifting ran late. But, he did call me to let me know that he was 
running late (but on his way), which I appreciated. Once he arrived, I gave him sample problems 
from the review section at the end of the chapter. I’m trying to get him as much practice as possible 
so that when he’s on the test it doesn’t seem so overwhelming. We went through those practice 
problems (most were on solving equations and inequalities) and then spent the rest of our time 
going over word problems. This is definitely a weakness for      (as it is for many people). 
However, I think by the end of the session he started to get a good feel for how to transfer 
information from the word problem into an equation; this is good since solving equations is 
something he does pretty well. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Study for test. 

New Grade Information: 

Course 

MATH’ 

Test/Assig n. 

HW#1 

Grade 

18/20 

Next 
Test/Assig n. 

HW#3 

TEST 

Date 

TODAY 

Comments 

Turn in online 

Taken in recitation 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 10 Time Finished: 12"15 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I figured that since tomorrow was test day for        , I would give him a practice test so that he 
could get in the mode physically as well as mentally (having a time frame, not being able to ask 
questions while working out problems, etc). It actually went pretty well. Once time was up, I had 
him go to the board and write out his steps for each question. I think he’s got a good hold 
conceptually on how to solve equations (both by factoring and by the quadratic formula). His main 
weakness is still word problems, but after looking at his work on the practice test he should steal 
some points there. Altogether, I feel that this was a productive session and definitely a confidence 
builder (he was surprised at well he was doing. 

Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting) 

Study for the test by reviewing the practice test I gave him as well as practice problems from the 
book. 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 

MATH TEST Taken in recitation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount < ~mac.com> 

Wednesday, 1:26 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST .doc; HIST .doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                2:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:00 PM 

Bridger, Beda <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                8:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
llEnd : 8:55pm 

Comments :     continued to work on his project for EXSS    Unfortunately, he was not as focused as I would have liked him to 
be. Additionally, he did not follow my advice about coming up with marketing ideas first and then fill out the calendar. Instead, he 
spent the majority of his time trying to make his calendar look cool, so we did not get as much done as I would have liked. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : Finish project 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                8:58 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments :      used his powerpoints form class to study for his EXSS exam tomorrow. Unfortunately he did not bring his own 
notes or book, so he wasnt able to go over as much as would have been beneficial. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                9:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00pm 
llEnd : 9:00pm 

Comments : and I worked on studying for his Drama    test coming up. We made flashcards and also worked on his study guide. 
He was able to complete almost all of the!! I did encourage him to finish them. I’m hoping that he does complete them. We also 
checked out his passbook and made sure assignments were being completed. We are continuously working on focus! 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Focus, appropriateness, and organization of folders :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday, 10:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstxe@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : Soci 

07Date : 

09Staxt : lla 

llEnd : 12p 

Comments : 
seems motivated. He is coming off a pretty low- grade on exam 1 and feels like he did the right things but failed anyway. 

He has begun reading. I suggested he read More Than Race and Absolutely true diary first, in case she does not include all three books on exam 2. 

We went over chapters 14/15 summary sheets. 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : 
Read. 
Study Ch 14/14 summary sheet info. 

Exam 2 
Lectures 
Conley Chs 14/15 
More Than Just Race 
Absolutely True Diary of PT Indian 
Picking Cotton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                10:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:25 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
came late again today, he is having difficulty getting to our sessions on time- he said he will try very hard to arrive sooner. 

He has a very good attitude about the class, and seems motivated. He takes notes during our sessions and has been reading some of the 
material. It is very helpful that he has a note taker and has begun bringing a printout of notes with him. 

Gave him PT Indian summary 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read PT Indian summaries 
Read More Than Race- if not all of it, than all the chapter conclusions. 

Exam 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                11:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12 
11End : lpm 

Comments ¯ 
is low key, but seems to be on top of his reading. He did jot down a few notes/main ideas during his class which is great- I 

still feel a bit challenged by not exactly knowing what lectures are about. 

We discussed segregation, housing/neighborhoods, schools/education, race hierarchy, barriers to people of color’s success. 

Gave him PT Indian enotes summary. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Finish PT Indian 
Start reading The Pact. 

I will try to track down the dvd for The Pact- we can watch it next Tues or Wed night. 

Exam pushed out until 

Text chs. 5 and 7 
PT Indian novel 
The Pact 
lectures 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                11:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ 
way behind, but got a break with exam 2 being pushed out until 

He took notes during our session. 

We went over segregation, housing, communities, education and schools, color lines, racial barriers to success etc... 

Gave him summary for Absolutely True Diary of PT Indian. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Take notes in class- it is the best way to stay engaged. They do not have to be fabulous notes, just main ideas that we can work with. 

Read text chapters 5/7 
Read PT Indian summaries 

I will try to get The Pact dvd for viewing next week. 

Exam 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                12:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Wed. 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ 
worked so hard tonight. His final draft isn’t due until Friday, but he finished it and wrote his DWI paragraph tonight (without 

me asking him to do it early!) He also started on his DRAM review. 

He also emailed his PORT prof about meeting with her on Thursday--she hadn’t emailed him back when he left. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Study for DRAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                12:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Wed. 
09Start : 7:40 
llEnd : 8:40 

Comments : finished in         session early, so he came to me. He got right to work on his final draft for ENGL (that isn’t due 
until Friday, so good for him for showing initiative!) He did all but his DWI paragraph. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : DWI paragraph for ENGL assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                1:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport :i 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 
llEnd : 1:30 

Comments : 
Today worked on his part of the case study presentation. His group was assigned the genetic disorder PKU and he has the part of 
the project where he suggests some of the questions parents and patients might have after receiving a diagnosis of PKU. We compared 
his part to what his other group members had to do so that he could ask questions and provide answers that would not already be 
covered. He has to create 2 slides to incorporate into the presentation and he is meeting with his group next Tuesday (there are no labs 
next week). 

He started his research online, looking up what PKU is so that he would be better able to come up with questions. The case study 
doesn’t give a lot of information about the disease so it was really good that he chose to find something out on his own. He then looked 
through some forums for popular questions. 

On his other slide he is going to list some resources that people facing PKU can use to find out more information or the discuss their 
own experiences. When he started looking into this section we discussed what made a good resource. I suggested that sites that had 
ties to hospitals (mayo clinic) and research institutions would provide the most accurate information. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session we will continue to work on his slides and have him write out what he is going to say when 
he presents, ff he is up to it then I’ll have him present in front of me :)- it could happen. I also want to get him started thinking about 
his assignment for the following lab after his presentation. He as an adaptation essay and an outline due so anything that we can get 
ahead of will be beneficial. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,           2010 8:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name :i 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : 
He had to work with his partner from English on an assignment. His partner met him here and they worked on editing each others 
annotated bibliographies. He then had to find online resources to supplement the print sources he already had. He finished that by 
8:15. 

He has a test next Tuesday and he is studying with a group from his class this weekend and Monday. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Thurs. 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : Tonight, wrote his "I believe" statement for ENGL    based off of the binary assignment that he completed a week or 
two ago. We tried to set up an advising appointment for next week, but the scheduler is still down, so he emailed his advisor asking 
him if they could set up a time to meet. I tried and tried to get to start his INLS    web eval assignment (due next Weds) tonight, 

but he absolutely would not focus and was adamant that it did not need to be started tonight and we could start it on Sunday. I don’t 

know what to do in situations like this- I really really really wanted him to start working on it and I tried convincing him several 
different ways, but he just didn’t want to do it and I don’t know how to force him to start assignments when he doesn’t want to. 
Effort Level: : Average 

RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:22 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 1 la 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
really struggles with reading and comprehension, so because of that I do not think he is motivated to read. 

We went over Ch 15 (Poverty) CoNey and a little about More Than Race. 

Gave him summaries (enotes) for Absolutely True Diary of PT Indian. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read More Than Race Chapter conclusions (5 of them) 
Read summary/analysis of PT Indian book. 

We will discuss those two books Tuesday. 

Exam 2 10/28: 
Lecture s 9/28-10/26 
CoNey Chs 14/15 
More Than Just Race 
Absolutely True Diary of PT Indian 
Picking Cotton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:29 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport :i 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 pm 
llEnd : 8:00 pm 

Comments ¯ 
seemed a little down tonight. I asked him how his day was and he said that it wasn’t so good. He got started a little slow but once 

he organized what he was going to do he didn’t stop until he was finished. 

started by working on notecards for his speech. He timed himself to see how long he had to go and came up short so he added to 
it. I reminded him that he will always talk faster when he presents, no matter how prepared he is. He was not too worried about it - he 
told me that in his class over the summer he did very well on a speech and knew what he had to do! (I am just so proud of him 
sometimes - all the time). 

He added to his speech and then went back through it and was at 5 minutes- between the 4-6 minute mark that was required. He 
already had his Portuguese stuff ready to study so I think he’s prepared for over the weekend and Sunday night. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session we will work on any new homework he is assigned and any english homework. He will 
already have taken both of his tests and given his speech by Tuesday evening so it will be whatever is left and getting stuff done early 
for the week after fall break. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ We worked on the midterm review packet today and went over grammar & vocab stuff as needed. 
Effort Level: ¯ Average 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Study for midterm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ We worked on the midterm review packet and talked about grammar/vocab stuff as needed. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Study for midterm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN -- - 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:05 
llEnd : 8:50 

Comments ¯    had quite a bit of Quia homework, so we focused mainly on that (especially listening exercises). We also went over 
the first person plural imperative form & the prounoun ’y’. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                9:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: i Mentor Feedback 

01Sport :i 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 pm 
llEnd : 9:00 pm 

Comments : 
So we figured out what was going on with everything with the Soci test, did know it was the next week (after fall break), he 
just didn’t tell me. I was the one who was out of the loop. He continued reading his book for sociology and seems to have gotten 
further with it. When he finished a few chapters I had him tell me what was going on in the story. He originally started with what he 
had read that day, but since I missed what had happened the day before I made him go back and tell me about that. 

He also told me that he had the summary printed out but he wanted to keep reading the story for the details. 

For the second half of study table        worked on the DRAM    study guide. Him and      were able to ask each other 
questions if they needed it. He started with the definitions and told me he had already made notecards for some of the vocabulary. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : For next session       WILL be studying for his DRAM    test. He got started on his study guide and 
we’ll have that to help him. I am also going to try to get any review games or anything out of the cabinets upstairs but since a lot of 
people will be studying for that test then we’ll just see what is available. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               b 11 : 18 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport :i 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:00 
llEnd : 12:00 

Comments :       did a wonderful job today. He had a moment where something he was confused about finally clicked. I don’t 
think he’ll do well on the test but hopefully with the review session on Sunday, we can practice a lot. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession :       needs to take more notes and review them. I feel like I’m always telling him "Hey you should 
write this down" or "Hey this is definitely going to be on a test". And when he does take notes, he only takes them partially which can 
ultimately be more confusing because there are missing pieces to the puzzle. We’ve practiced verbs for 3 sessions now, and he’s still 
not where I want him to be, but he is doing A LOT better. I’m impressed be the progress he makes each time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                11:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport :i 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
llEnd : 2:00 

Comments : I’m impressed that the guys wanted to stay after today to keep reviewing. They asked a lot of good questions. And when I 
say guys I mean                  does not participate and when I call on him he just cannot do it. I know he is good at 
comprehension from past assignments I have helped him with. It’s almost like if he is not getting one-on-one attention, he does not 
seem to care. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 

Needs to participate. He needs to go through his assignments and find something he is struggling with the most and ask me to 
clear it up. I’m not sure where he is struggling at this point because he won’t speak up or participate. 

Needs to review VERBS! 

Needs to review VERBS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                8: 5 5 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:50 

Comments ¯         came prepared with specific questions from his study guide, and we went over them (direct/indirect object 
pronouns). He went through his study guide and made sure he understood everything. It was pretty straightforward - he seems to have 
a pretty good understanding of the material. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                8:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03 SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments ¯     was very willing to participate, write on the board, etc. and did not hesitate to answer questions when asked. He 
struggled with possessive adjectives, with contractions, and a little with sentence structure, but I think we addressed most of it. We 
didn’t have as much time as I might have liked (partly my fault - I tend to get a little too thorough/wordy). 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ STUDY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                9:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: [’utor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments ¯ 
was particularly unwilling to participate this evening. He normally seems pretty tired in our sessions but he didn’t want to 

answer questions or write on the board, and refused to when I tried to get him and to write out sentences. 

He seemed to struggle with a lot of different things, but I had a hard time getting straight answers out of him. Because of this, it was 
pretty hard to assess his areas of difficulty, whereas with     it was pretty clear. 

I felt like        simply wanted to go over the study guide, which they did in class today,     also lent him his copy of the answer 
key, so he had all the answers written down. I essentially pulled concepts from the study guide (ser/estar; conjugations; possessive 
adjectives; sentence order), but I didn’t go over it question by question. I think he had a different expectation of what we were doing 
tonight than I did. In any case, we butted heads a little bit, and I’m not certain how he’ll do. I imagine he knows more than he lets on, 
but like I mentioned before, I couldn’t really tell based on his answers/participation in the session. 
Effort Level: : Poor 
RemindersForNextSession : STUDY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                9:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Sun. 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ Tonight was a much better night for than Thursday night. He was much more motivated and worked right up until 
9:00. Tonight, he started working on the website evaluation for INLS    He did the website citation and did the research about the 
website that he will use to evaluate it. On Tuesday night, he will use tlus research to write the evaluation of the website and fi~tish up 
the assignment. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                11:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 6:30 
llEnd : 7:00 

Comments ¯ I think will do much better on this exam than he did on his past one. He knows his verbs a lot better and he’s doing 
really well forming sentences. It seems a lot of the exam will be comprehension which he is good at. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                11 : 15 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : " 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ 
: He reviewed flashcards and practiced his verbs. I think having 

SHOULD be at at this point in the semester. 

Got all his verbs right and vocabulary. I’m sure he’ll do really well :-) 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 

there was good for him to see the level he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                11 : 19 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ 
has studied a lot for this exam. I’m happy he went to see his professor. It was really helpful for him. He is doing a lot better 

with verbs, as well. 

concerns me still. He said he’s not going to take the exam because of DSS. It doesn’t really matter when he takes it, though, he has 
not studied so he’s not going to do well. He does not study AT ALL outside of our sessions. I ask him to go to the board and he goes 
but all he does is stare. I’m not sure what to do. It’s time for a wake up call? 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                11:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 9:00 
llEnd : 9:45 

Comments ¯       knows the stuff he just has to review some more. We tried to form some sentences but he is lacking vocabulary. 
He understands the structure, he just needs to study vocab. With some more review tonight, I think he’ll do well tomorrow. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                8:34 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : " 
05Course : PSYC 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:35 

Comments ¯ 
We got test grades back. got a 78 (the best out of the group). Everybody else was somewhere in the 50’s and the 60’s. We had 
heart-to-heart and reevaluated what we’ve been doing, what works, what doesn’t, what we need to do better. 

I tried the study guide/worksheet approach in the beginning and I thought it wasn’t clicking but we’re going back to that. Also, (and 
this is something I tried over the summer session) I’m going to have them make practice questions and use those questions to make 
them practice tests. 

They worked on their HPR requirements. I think everybody has hit their limit for online experiments, so now they have to be in 
person to fill their hours. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                9:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00pm 
llEnd : 9:00pm 

Comments : 1st we emailed his assignment for his computer class to his prof. He forgot to turn in the assignment in class today, so 
hopefully it’s accepted tonight. He tried to fix his password, he is still having issues! We also went over the activity on the smart 
board, we did NOT get through the whole thing. He def has more studying to do f His organization is getting better aaaaand his 
attitude as well. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : focus :) new password 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                10:45 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback DRAM 

Hello all, 

Here’s the usual. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 65024bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/0a7416dfSf84ac088cbf71 lcde9c67e6 
File Name: DRAM         doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2011 21:45:19 -0500 
Size: 65024bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,,               12:47 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I owe you some FFs, so here goes. 

Last week was crazy and I got behind on FFs, but ...... here they all 
are! (I tried not to re-send anything, but if you get one twice I’m sorry!) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 454656bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/3ab3da6bld5303b9a271a372d7cb4a6c 
File Name: SOC            .doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2011 23:47:17 -0500 
Size: 116224bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b69dce9c57de3826e9474e048e5708da 
File Name:                 .doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2011 23:47:17 -0500 
Size: 112128bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/cdbf62faad8dfa67f60858af16cc609a 
File Name:                   doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2011 23:47:17 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/530cad2bfcefffa60c65064987c5 lf25 
File Name: SOCI           doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 16 Jan 2011 23:47:17 -0500 
Size: 116224bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

05Mentor Name -- 

07Date : Sunday 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 8:00 

Comments : Since       had a PORT session at 8, he worked on finishing his ENGL assignment that he received an extension on. We made an outline for his draft 
due on Monday, but didn’t get the opportunity to work together on it. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Study for DRAM test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                11:02 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Sunday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ worked hard tonight with his draft for ENGL. We worked together to create an outline to follow and he spent the 
remainder of the hour working on his draft. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : work more on draft 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                11:07 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 9am 
llEnd : 9:45am 

Comments : He printed out the next set of slides, but admitted that he hadn’t followed along with the slides in class (so they weren’t 
filled in and he had no idea what they had covered in class). We got through about half of the slides and followed along in the book. 
We’re doing well considering that he’s not putting any effort in in class, but for him to really nail this next test...he needs to work on 
this on his own. I reinforced how important this was for him to succeed in class and he said he understood. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                11 : 15 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Drama 
07Date : 10 
09Start : 12pm 
11End : lpm 

Comments : 
We mostly talked about ’Goin A Buffalo’ so that they could work on that for their journals. They have 3-4 written, out of the 7 plays 
that they need to finish for Wed.      was 10 minutes late and then tried to blame    for not reminding him about the session, even 
though     had seen me in class at 1 lam and specifically mentioned our session at 12pm and that he needed help on his journal. 

was 15 minutes late. 

I did see their tests and there were a couple of questions on the articles that we didn’t go over (but that I reminded them they needed to 
look over before the test), but rest of the questions we did cover in our sessions. 
Effort Level: : Average 

RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Tues. 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : Tonight, :ompleted the INLS    website evaluation that is due Monday. It was a very long, intensive assignment, so 
it is a good thing he started it on Sunday night and gave himself 2 nights to work on it. vas in very low spirits tonight. It is rare to 
see him without a smile on his face, but tonight he was very upset about on Monday and is really hoping 
he will be able to go home and be there for it. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : Complete INLS    Homework Assignment number 6. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                9:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Hey, 
Here are the FFs from tonight. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 222208bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ff15933cb57996625ddb2ec07a40c9b0 
File Name:                   doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 17 Jan 2011 20:50:19 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/9a3e8393a6964f7d53aa99cf8203733e 
File Name:                 .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 17 Jan 2011 20:50:19 -0500 
Size: 111616bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                10:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Drama 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments : We just kept going over the plays so that they could write their journals. They were writing while we discussed so they 
got some of the work done, but they’ll need to continue to work on them tonight. I didn’t see any of their written work so I can’t say 
how well they were written. They didn’t want to take advantage of that help since they were still trying to at least complete the 
questions for the plays. They seem to have a fairly firm grip on at least 6 out of the 8 plays, so hopefully they will do well on this 
assignment. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstxe@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback DRAM 

Hey all, 

Here’s some feedback on today’s sessions. 

Have wonderful breaks! 

still has yet to show- up to our daytime sessions. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 65024bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://axchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/756bdbc6972a2d5af3f829da6b584390 
File Name: DRAM         .doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 18 Jan 2011 16:02:16 -0500 
Size: 65024bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:12 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12p 
11End : lp 

Comments ¯ Went over The Absolutely True Diary book- completed book summary sheet for study guide. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : 
Read conclusions from each chapter (5) for book More Than Race. 

Exam 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:16 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ 
Went over book Picking Cotton- filled out book summary sheets for study guide. 

came by and said he was working on another class assignment or exam. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read/review More Than Race. 

Exam 2 10/28 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:20 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:45p 
llEnd : 9:10 

Comments : Watched documentary "The Pact" 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read text Ch 10. 
Review The Absolutely True Diary of a Part Time Indian 

Exam 2 10/28 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:3 0 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : Dram 
07Date : 
09Start : 10a 
11End : 1 la 

Comments ¯ 
is current on all his readings, has viewed them at the library and has done play summary write ups on each of 1st three plays- he 

will bring me a print out of his summaries next week. 

We went over The Cherry Orchard- the names are difficult, so we focused on the character names and personality traits...also 
discussed the playwright Chekhov vs. Ibsen. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Sean to bring print out of 3 play summaries. 

We will meet next week regular day/time to discuss the fourth play "The Good Woman..." 

Exam 2 11/2. 

Would like to meet the Monday before exam either during day or in the evening to do exam review (maybe 
also...) 

can be there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                8:3 7 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name .’- 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12p 
11End : lp 

Comments : We went over The Pact and Absolutely True Diary of PT Indian- 
books- to use for study review. 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read text Ch 10 and review chs 5 and 7. 

Exam 2 10/28. 

We will meet next week usual day/time review Chs 5, 7 10 from text. 

completed book summary sheets on both 

Then hope to have come Wednesday night with to do exam review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:55 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : HIST 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

CLAS 

Comments ¯ No one came to session. 
Effort Level: ¯ Poor 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                ,12:38 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 9am 
llEnd : 9:45am 

Comments : We printed out the concept sheets (review for the exam) and went over chapters 4 and 5. He remembers a lot of the 
material from our sessions, but still needs to study on his own before the exam. He still isn’t going over the slides with the professor 
in class and definitely needs to work on that. Next Monday we will continue to go over the concepts for chapters 6 and 7 and if we 
have time we’ll go over the slides as well, but the exam is next Tuesday (Nov. 2rid) so he doesn’t have much time! 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                12:41 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Drama 
07Date : 10 
09Start : 12pm 
11End : lpm 

Comments ¯ Took some time in the beginning of the session to find the correct play. They didn’t go over the play in class because 
most students read the wrong play (as did I) - it’s unclear on the syllabus. So, we printed out the correct play and started reading it in 
our session. We each took a part and read out loud. They all participated and we’ll finish talking about it next time! 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Tuesday,                2:55 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 
Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Monday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments : Tonight       first filled out his PASS book. After that, he worked on a PORT essay. I wasn’t able to help him much 
on his PORT essay, but he did work hard on it. Also, it isn’t due until later this week, but he got it done early to focus on his ENGL 
speech the rest of the week. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : ENGL speech 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                6:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FF 

Sorry it’s late! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 116736bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b602bbc8e8e725f6516d89e218c8dd29 
File Name: SOCI           doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 24 Jan 2011 17:44:10 -0500 
Size: 116736bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                6:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PSYC 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ 
I’m trying new stuff with them, figuring out what works, what keeps them on top of the material, etc. 

We reviewed the memory section and got caught up on everything they had done in class between last week (before fall break) and 
this week. I had them work through two different memory worksheets. I had made these back in the summer using graphics and 
diagrams from the book. 

Before they left I made each of them make 5 practice test questions using anything that we had done during the session, anything from 
the class lecture slides, from the book, whatever. I just needed 5 questions that they felt like the professor would use for the test. I’m 
going to type them up and make a practice test for them to work through. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                7:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PSYC 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments : 
We reviewed the memory section and got caught up on everything they had done in class between last week (before fall break) and 
this week. I had them work through two different memory worksheets. I had made these back in the summer using graphics and 
diagrams from the book. 

Before they left I made them make 5 practice test questions. I’m going to type them up, combine them with the other group’s 
questions, and make a practice test for them to work through. 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                7:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : COMM --- 
07Date : 
09Start : 7 
11End : 9 

Comments : " came in and asked if I could go over the study guide (he had particular questions about some of the essay options) 
for COMM We spoke at length about particular terms germane to the course (and to questions about a particular 
essay that was required to answer, involving a film called ’The Village’). He seemed engaged with the material and was willing to ask 
questions when necessary (about clarification, etc.) and was also good about responding to the explanation with his own kind of 
explication, showing he had a grasp on the concepts and the class as a whole (at least in part). 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : N/A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, 7:31 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : BIOL i 

07Date : 

09Start : 12:30 pm 

llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Comments :      did not show- up for the session today. 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session we are going to work on the enzyme procedures outline and the adaptation essay. Last time I asked him to go ahead and 
complete the outline and start forming ideas for the adaptation essay so that we can get started right away next session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Tuesday,                8:58 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 
Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:10 
llEnd : 8:55 

Comments :    and I went over infinitive constructions & some irregular verb conjugations. He had quite a bit of Quia homework, so 

we spent a large part of the session working on that as well. The fire drill cut into our time quite a bit, however, so we didn’t get 
through everything. 

Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Day session Thursday @ 12:30 - talk to Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 7:45 

Comments ¯ Today we went over verbs with irregular "eu" conjugations and why they’re irregular (i.e., the cedilla preserves the sound 
from the stem). We also did some listening practice, where I read a passage (slowly) and they transcribed it. We talked about some 
phonetic stuff as well, for example when d’s & t’s are palatalized and when they’re not. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog-- - 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:15pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments ¯ 
did not come to my session. 

came much later than the rest of the guys and fell asleep. He didn’t participate because he was worried about having lost his 
keys. 

No one brought their books (A Call to Home). I was especially disappointed in       since I specifically told him in class yesterday 
to remember to bring it today. I brought a book review of the book (from JStor) tl~at we discussed somewhat (it contained a good 
overview), but since none of them brought their book and none of them had even begun to read it...we were able to only scratch the 
surface. They’ll have to break into small discussion groups in class tomorrow and the professor mentioned that they will have to write 
answers to discussion questions to turn in during class. I can only hope that they will be able to answer them. 
Effort Level: : Below Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name :q .... 

07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 pm 
llEnd : 9:00 pm 

Comments : 
Tonight continued studying for his SOCI    test. It turns out, to our surprise, that the test was reschednled for today instead 
of Thursday as we all thought. Luckily,         professor is allowing him to let him take the test on Thursday with no penalty - at 
the disabilities center. Needless to say he understood how lucky he was to get this chance and started studying when he sat down. He 
spent most of his time looking through a the notes he received from the notetaker system. He would ask me questions to see if I knew 
the answer and then if I didn’t he would explain to me what he just read. I think he likes the role reversal sometimes and I think it 
gives him a new perspective on the material when he has to tell me about it. 

Towards the end of study table I had him explain to me what he had read in the notes, things that surprised him, stories from class he 
remembered, how he felt about some of the topics. I then asked him about the two novels he had to read, specifically to tell me finally 
what happened to Junior (the diary of a part time Indian) and then about "The Pact". I really hope he does well on this test! 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession :        will be at the play "Fences" Thursday night. Sunday we will fill out his passbook and try to read 
fences so that he can get further exposure to the play. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                10:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 1 la 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
Exam review. 

It appears that        and I have only met four times including today since Exam 1. Consistency seems to be an issue. When he and 
I meet he is interested and participates, but I am not sure it will be enough. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession" We need to meet regularly/consistently. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                10:55 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 
llEnd : 1:10 

Comments ¯ 
Exam review. 

and I will meet on Tuesdays only going forward, from 12:15 to 1:15. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : We will look over his notes and see about exam 2 grade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                11:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ Exam review. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Look over notes each week (if take/have any) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                11:19 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments :      read his book for Port    tonight. Unfortunately, he was not as focused as usual. He was doing pretty well before 
the fire alarm went off, but he could not get re-focused after that. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : Continue reading book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                11:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Great night tonight! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 221696bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/a309df2f253239825df2c66d7261167f 
File Name:                 .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 24 Jan 2011 22:25:42 -0500 
Size: 111616bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/145a0d0ae5786d994a8715cf5871c164 
File Name:                  ,.doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 24 Jan 2011 22:25:42 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                10:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Dram 
07Date : 
09Start : 10a 
11End : 1 la 

Comments ¯ 
brought me his play summary printouts. 

did not take notes in yesterday’s class, but said he listened. My advice to him was that anytime a professor puts slides up 
(especially this profb/c he does not do it often) he should take notes. 

We went through the notes that I had from class- moving from realism to expressionism (19th century to 20th century) 

Exam 11/2. 

Planned to meet Monday at 1 lam for exam review. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read/view The Good Woman of Szezuhan- complete play summary. 

We will discuss The Good Woman for the first 15 minutes on Monday and then exam review for remainder of session. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                10:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:40 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
was in a meeting with professor, so arrived late. 

Exam 10/28, so we focused on exam review. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : 
We need to figure out how to have more productive sessions. It seems hard for 

will continue to bring print out of notes to our sessions. 

to get to session on time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday 10:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 

03SA Name 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : Soci 

07Date : 

09Start : 12p 

llEnd : lp 

Comments : 
comes to every session on time and prepared...this exam should give us an idea as to whether it is enough. We talked about how- after exam 2 1 want him to be 

more involved/active in our sessions. 

exam 

We reviewed for exam. 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : as above- 
sessions on regular basis. 

10/28, so he got approval to take exam on Thursday 

will be more active in our sessions and in class. He has learned how- to printout the notes, so he will bring notes to our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               ,10:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
llEnd : 7:50 

Comments ¯ Extra exam review for exam tomorrow 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                10:55 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name .’- 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:30p 
llEnd : 8:30p 

Comments ¯ Extra review 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                6:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : We went through some of his online homework (including some listening drills) and then spent about an hour working 
with his writing assignment. They had written it in class a week ago and they had to revise and lengthen it for homework. He had 
written a pretty solid essay in class and we didn’t have too much to correct, then we worked through some of the new things he was 

adding in to make sure they were written correctly and kept with the flow of the essay. We got a lot done considering the fire alarm 
kind of interrupted things for awhile. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                6:14 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:30 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : I worked with him and      to do some preliminary studying because they have a test on Friday. we didn’t have time 
to go into too many specifics, but we did get some basic questions answered. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I asked both guys to find some exercises in the back of the book on the things they aren’t comfortable 
with that we can work through together on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,              ~9:43 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30pm 
llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Comments : 
Today continued organizing the information for the procedures outline for the enzyme lab. He noted that this set of steps was 
very similar to what was done in the photosynthesis lab except that he would be using a potato and looking at enzymes rather than a 
photosynthetic process. 

After that was finished he started looking at the adaptation essay that is also due Monday. He had selected option C which was to 
imagine that a giant squid of some type was carried in a ship’s ballast to a new area of water where there were a large amount of 

molluscs. He would then have to explain what would likely happen - something along the lines of the mollusc having to evolve to 
survive the big giant squid. We talked about what could be done and the he should start by reading over the characteristic of molluscs 

so that he can figure out what evolutionary changes could happen to help them survive. He created a list of characteristics and then 
came up with ideas of how they would help. He had already written some of them out in prepartion for completing the essay. He is 
going to make sure everything is typed up for Monday. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session we are going to be focussing on the enzyme lab which is another full lab report and getting 

ready to study fetal pig anatomy. He really only has 2 more big assignments before the end of the lab so I want to make sure he has all 
the time possible to get them done and be fully prepared. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                10:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:45 
llEnd : 8:50 

Comments ¯ We went over material that will most likely be covered on the quiz tomorrow - writing dates, irregular verbs, the 
imperative, etc. We also did some sentence practice and went over sentence structure a bit for review. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                10:3 6 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
llEnd : 1:30 

Comments ¯ 
just sat and reviewed today. He talked to me before the session and told me he was not feeling well so he would just 

like to sit quietly and review. Hope he feels better now :-( 

Did not show up. 

I spent most of my time helping him with assignments. It’s tough because he understands things, he just doesn’t study outside of 
tutoring. He could do so much better if he studied. I quizzed him on verbs now for about the fifth time and he still does not know 
them. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : really needs to study outside of our sessions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                10:3 8 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:30 
llEnd : 12:00 

Comments :       came in late because he had a meeting with his coach. He did not have much work to do. His teacher just wanted 
him to review verbs which he did. He did really well too. I’m happy he didn’t just remember them for the test and then forget them all. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Keep up the good work 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                11:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : We worked on        listening homework tonight for the most part. Then we went over some flashcards for vocab 
review because he has the listening part of his exam tomorrow. It was a good session overall. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               b 11:37 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments : I didn’t do too much work directly with       but he sat in on the listening homework and vocab review with 
He had a few specific questions about the exam that I helped him figure out. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                11:41 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN --- 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:15 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments :       has a test in SPAN    tomorrow so I helped him go over some more specific grammar. We reviewed the past 
tenses, the subjunctive, commands, and some of the uses of past participles. He went over the culture on his own and said he was 
comfortable with the vocabulary already. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Futor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               b 11:43 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date :       ) 
09Start : 8:15 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments :       has a test in SPAN    tomorrow so I helped him prepare for that. We went over commands in a lot of detail (we 
even did some practice with an online workbook so he could get some practical application) and he seemed more comfortable with the 

other grammar points, the past tenses and the subjunctive. He also went over the culture and vocabulary on his own. 

Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday,               7:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Thursday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments : had to write his DWI paragraph for ENGL and put his speech on notecards. He gives his speech on Monday, so I had 
him practice it with me. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : start new ENGL assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                 9:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

O1Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 9am 
llEnd : 9:45am 

Comments : We finished up the concepts for chapters 6-7. He said that he had read the first three pages of chapter six, but that was all 
the work that he’d done between our sessions and he still hasn’t tried to follow along with the slides in class. He seems to understand 
the concepts, but without some good time to study, I fear for this next test. I told him he should go over the concepts again and have 
someone quiz him on the phrases. He agreed and also said that he didn’t know whether this test had maps to fill in (like the last one 
did). He said he was going to find out. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                ,9:5 8 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 8 
llEnd : 9:40 

Comments : and I finally got the book, it took awhile to get to what he was writing about, thanks beth for the help! We got back to 
cite the book and complete the list of things needed to be done AND HIS COMPUTER FROZE AND WOULDN’T REBOOT! ugh. 
That was NOT fun. He did say it was due wed. so he should be able to work on it tomorrow. I also showed him a citemaker to help 
him out. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                 10:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments :     was the only one who came for session. I reminded him of the test next Monday and asked how caught up he was 
on reading. He said he had completed them all except the most recent. We briefly discussed the earlier readings, then read for 
the remainder of the session. 

Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 10:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DRAM    Feedback 

Hello all, 

Here’s feedback on the session. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67584bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/02d4764e940673821a5e66787570ad19 
File Name: DRAM    doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 30 Jan 2011 21:45:58 -0500 
Size: 67584bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 8:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 7:50 

Comments ¯ did not have any assignments due so we just practiced sentences. He feels it’s really helpful so we’ll keep it up. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ He struggles with accent marks. They’re always tough, but he really needs to study his vocab and make 
sure he doesn’t leave them out - especially since his teacher is so nit-picky. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, i                8:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : " 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments :       was having a really bad day today. I could tell from the minute he walked in he looked a little sick. We took it 
easy today, just reviewing some vocab. He always participates well in our sessions so I’m sure he was just having an off day. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Get better for next time so we can keep up those good grades!! Definitely so proud of his midterm 
grade :-) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 8:10 

Comments ¯ 
We went over irregular verbs (in the first person), as well as the sound changes associated with them. We talked about the stem 
changes, etc. We also reviewed some older material (saber vs. conhecer) and did some verb drills. 

Effort level was great tonight! 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 8:05 

Comments ¯ 
We went over irregular verbs (in the first person), as well as the sound changes associated with them. We talked about the stem 
changes, etc. We also reviewed some older material (saber vs. conhecer) and did some verb drills. 

Effort level was great tonight! 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                19:07 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:10 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ I read over his old redaction and talked about a couple of grammar points to improve on. Then we went over some 
grammar, namely the past tense with both kinds of auxiliaries and the ways they agree for gender/number (which is quite the daunting 
task). 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RenfindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                 9:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC:    Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 1 la 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
got a 71 on exam 2. 

He feels ok about the grade, but thinks he can do better- we will work toward that. In order to do that he must come to sessions and 
work/read outside our sessions. 

He worked on chapter 7 (CoNey) summary sheet and almost completed it. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Finish CoNey Ch.7 summary sheets 
Begin reading Coontz book. 

Next exam is the Final. 

CoNey Chs 7,8,10,16-18 
Coontz, entire book 
Picking Cotton book (was supposed to be on exam 2, but was not included) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  5:5 5 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
llEnd : 1:15 

Comments ¯ We went over what he got wrong on his test. 
Effort Level: ¯ Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ He is straggling with grammar. His vocabulary was perfect though :-) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  10:31 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 pm 
llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Comments : 
Today, started studying for his test next Monday. From what the lab manual says and the information his TA gave him, its going 
to cover all of the labs he has had so far, from the introductions to the procedures. He spent most of his time going through every lab 
and finding the answers to the objective questions (what the lab manual said would be key to taking the test successfully). He 
highlighted the answers as he found them and then wrote the page numbers he found them on next to the discussion questions at the 
beginning of the chapter! I am so impressed with his effort especially since he hasn’t been directed to study any particular thing. At the 
beginning of the lab manual there is an introduction chapter that has details about what is an experiment and what is the experimental 
method. Even though this section did not have objectives we decided that that was probably going to be an important part of the test, 
along with the parts of a microscope. 

is going to type up each of these objectives with their answers and make himself a study guide type sheet so that he has the key 
points to study. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : On Thursday we are going to continue studying for his test. Using his study guide I am going to ask 
questions and try to come up with some questions that will allow him to apply what he knows to situations he hasn’t seen. I am also 
going to run by Coker labs to see if there are any study materials or practice questions that they have left out for students to bring to 
the session. I’m also going to look for a microscope diagram so that he can practice labeling the parts- which could be added to the 
resources. We’ll also go over what should go into each part of the lab report in case he has to do something with that part of lab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  10:36 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments :      came in needing some help with his Spanish homework and also to go over the test he had just gotten back. He 
had not understood the directions for one part (present perfec0 so he got them all wrong and also needed help with the direct and 
indirect object pronouns part. He worked with      on most of the parts and I helped them go over the things they both didnt 
understand. He also needed help with some homework, mostly working with commands and their formation and also the subjunctive. 
I explained all the concepts to him but its hard to tell if he really gets it or not. He always says "yea, got it" even when I ask for 
clarification. So I assume he does understand, but if he didn’t I’m not sure he would say anything. It was a pretty good session, we did 
cover a lot of ground, I think he is just intimidated,so we are also working on strategies to help with that. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  10:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : ENGL 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:30 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments : I just did some quick work with    on trying to locate a magazine issue that he needed for English. It was a specific one 
that we looked for in the online library catalog but couldn’t seem to locate. I’m not sure the library had it. I tried to get him to email 
the professor for advice, but he would not do it, so I told him to try asking at the library tomorrow. We’ll see if he actually does, I 
think      was going to talk to him about this issue also. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFFFFFFs 

Hey, 
Here’s FFs. 
Summary: 
Last night was awful. The SOCI guys need to do their readings, come 
to sessions, and participate fully. 
Tonight was good.      is on the ball.      . is struggling, but will 
hopefully be able to rebound. 
That is all, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 340480bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/61cc15c50b0bd6b5c7fc12c3c45bb725 
File Name: SOCI doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:04:57 -0500 
Size: 118272bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/fd61b88672806ba05alb96dafca2cld8 
File Name: .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:04:57 -0500 
Size: 111104bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/968f096d4c8e61ad4602a33cf669f96a 
File Name: doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:04:57 -0500 
Size: 111104bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  11:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date :’ 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments :        said that she got a 40 on her Drama    exam. Again we discussed ways to improve for next time and she wants 
to continue with the plan of reading and outlining plays ON TIME. She also plans to go to the SI sessions for i on Mondays and 

on Wednesdays. It does not seem like        did much work over the weekend so she has a lot of reading to do this week. She 
is far behind on the POL reading so she is going to start on the reading for Thursday. She also has to read 3 plays for her Drama 
classes. We started reading Othello together tonight. Before we read,        read the Sparknotes summary of the play to help guide 
her reading. Then after every 20 or 30 lines we discussed what happened. She seems to be doing okay with the language and she is 
getting the main points, but it is a very slow process. I keep trying to emphasize the fact that she has to read on her own outside of 
class too because we will not be able to get all of it done duri! 
ng our sessions. 

Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Attend play on Wednesday at 7:30 
LFIT cardio quiz due Wednesday 
Continue reading Othello 
Read A Doll’s House 
Read chapter 8 for POLI 
Make outlines/summaries for readings 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  6:14 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:00 
llEnd : 1:15 

Comments ¯ 
has a Classics exam on Friday and, apparently, hasn’t really been consistently going to see his tutor so we worked through his 

study guide for the test. It’s A LOT of terms so he went through and filled out definitions. He actually got a lot done and said that he 
was going to try and get that done before his Classics tutorial on Wednesday night. 

Assignment due in EXSS on Friday as well. He needs to make more interview questions, so we’ll make sure to get that done on 
Thursday when we meet. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ He should be working on his study guide and the sample essay questions before his Classics exam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                   11:30 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03 SA Name 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 1 lam 
llEnd : 12pm 

Comments ¯ 
Exam 1 results- 69. 

I encouraged        to make an appointment with professor to look over exam and see if can find anything to make valid 
"argument" about sociologically...to see if can gain 1 additional point to bring up to c-. My suggestion was to email prof and see if she 
can meet with him after class on Thursday (in place of our session).., he is supposed to let Jaimie know when schedules appt. 

worked on Chapter 14 summary sheets- did not complete it. We discussed C Wright Mills Power Elite, stratification and 
upcoming schedule. 

Upcoming: Exam 2 10/28, covering 3 entire books and CoNey (text) chapters 14 and 15. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 
To Do: 
Meet with prof about exam 
Complete Ch 14 summary sheet 
Begin reading "More Than Race" 

I will look for book notes/summary sheets for all three books 
More Than Race 
Diary of Part Time Indian 
Picking Cotton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                 2:15 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 

03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 

05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ 
Exam 1 9/30 

Need to review. Last session with        was 9/8, so much info to cover. The exam covers: 
- text (Desmond &) chapters, 1, 2,8 and 9 (per not to include ch 10 anymore) 
- Novel Black Like Me 
- Lectures 
- videos and articles 

We went over Black Like me and Video "An unlikely Friendship" 
We discussed soci terminology likely to be on exam 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Will meet again 9/29 for continued review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  2:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:40 

Comments : Before session I recieved a list of 4 potential essay questions for the test Friday. We spent the entire session going over 
them. I would begin by having them read the questions and simply brainstorm. Most of the time they would have a few pieces of 
factual information to respond to specific parts of the question. ]       did especially well at coming up with ideas for responses. 
After coming up with a sufficient amount of content to answer the question, we would focus on organizing it into an essay. I would 
usually start this by asking them how they would form a thesis statement. We would then organize their ideas thematically into 
paragraphs. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I told them to study their terms list, which is five pages long. I really tried to impress upon them the need 
to study this. I also asked them to research various parts of the questions that they could not come up with many ideas about. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  7:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments :      read his book Friday Night Lights for his EXSS    reads and completed his evaluation forms for that class. He 
stayed focus but it does seem that his motivation is school is waning. I think he is just feeling a little down because of an exam grade 
he had, so I am trying to help him with his remaining stuff for the week so he can regain some confidence. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Study for quiz, bring notes and books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  8:18 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:30 
llEnd : 12p 

Comments ¯ 
Productive session for limited time. 

Don’t know exact grade on recent exam 9/23, but not good...he admits he did not put forth great effort. 

Began completing Ch 14 and 15 CoNey summary sheets. 
Got into moodle site to get copy of notes from note taker. He knows the process to get all his class notes now- will print them out 
regularly. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Complete Ch 14 and 15 summary sheets 
Bring print out of most recent notes to every one of our sessions. 
Exam 2 10/28- 3 books to read and Chs 14/15 CoNey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  8:24 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ Exam 1 review- lots of info reviewed, actively involved and taking notes to review later and in morning before 
exam. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Come to sessions more regularly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  8:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date 
09Start : 8pm 
11End : 9pm 

Comments :     caught up with and got ahead on his GEOG readings tonight. He stayed pretty focused tonight with a few 
exceptions. Once I pointed out that he was drifting out of focus he went right back to doing his work. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  11:45 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 

03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : i 

05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:10 
llEnd : 11:35 

Comments :       didn’t do well at all on his test so I was a lot more strict with him today. It’s hard to tell with him because he’s so 
quiet. Until now he’s been doing well on assignments but it was just luck? He did not understand verbs AT ALL until today. I quizzed 
him and he wasn’t able to remember a single conjugation. So, I had him write down all four verbs and their conjugations and told him 
he NEEDS to memorize them for next time. I’m going to make a worksheet to quiz him. If he had learned at least those 4 verbs, he 
would have made a 90 on his test. He seemed really serious about learning them so I hope he takes things seriously next session. I’m 
going to make him start talking a whole lot more in these sessions. When he was quiet before, I just assumed he was bored because he 
understood, but that is clearly not the case. He’s a nice kid and I just want him to do well without having to get yelled at. I want to see 
him do well because he actually WANTS to. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : MEMORIZE THOSE FOUR VERBS! it’s CRUCIAL!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  1:3 5 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date 
09Start : 12:45 
11End : 1:45 

Comments ¯ 
..... did not show up today¯ 

¯ I made fill out a verb chart today which he NEEDS to memorize by next session. He said he would. I hope he takes this 
seriously. We then made sentences with the verbs and he was able to use them correctly. So, I know he knows how to use them, but he 
can’t do that if he doesn’t KNOW them. 

: I made       fill out the verb chart too but his problem was mostly expressions and vocabulary. He stayed longer than the 
other guys and I quizzed him. He understand a whole lot better now. His teacher is going to let him redo a portion of the test so 
hopefully his grade will change! 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : VERBS VERBS VERBS!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  5:3 8 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Wed. 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments : After his EXSS session, :ame to me with some of his ENGL assignment already completed. I had him work on it a 
little more then let him go a couple minutes early. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Finish ENGL assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:29 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Thursday 
09Start : 7:00 PM 
llEnd : 8:25 PM 

Comments ¯ Tonight, :ompleted Homework Assignment Number 4 for 1NLS    He is getting better and better at knowing where 
to look for the answers to the questions on these assignments, and is showing lots of improvement in formulating complete sentences 
from questions. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday, 9:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : SPAN 

07Date : 

09Staxt : 7:15 

llEnd : 8:00 

Comments : I worked with       today on his Spanish homework for tomorrow-. It was based on an introduction to the subjunctive tense so we talked about the 
different times it is used, its construction in the sentence, what are the markers for using it, how- to conjugate in that form and what the different phrases are that 
introduce it. We got through a lot of information and seemed to follow- everything tonight better than normal. 
Effort Level: : Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  9:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date 
09Start : 12:30 pm 
llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Comments : 
Today continued studying for his test on Monday. He had already gone through the lab manual once on Tuesday and was 
writing down all of the key points again to help him commit it to memory. He did not have any more questions for me about the 
reading so he proceeded to work through the material and summarize portions to get it firmly in his mind. 

I gave him the self help practice quiz and as he was going through the lab manual he answered them as he went. I know some of the 
answers to the questions were not specifically written out in the text and required him to deduce the answer and he had no problem 
with them! I also made a copy of the microscope page at the back of the lab manual and with help :), blacked out the labels so that he 
could practice labeling the parts. He decided to wait and do that worksheet once he had studied the diagram at length. I think that he 
will for sure be ready for his test if he keeps up this work. I also mentioned that he should try to look over the notes he took in lab, and 
to learn what the parts of the microscope does because he will likely have to use one on test day. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session we will once again begin working on his photosynthesis lab report that is due Oct 12. I’ll 
have him start by making any edits that his TA gives him, and then writing up his results section - including tables so any formatting 
questions can be covered. We will also go through and work on citations to make sure that he has the appropriate ones for his 
introduction. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday,              9:49 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Thursday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : worked very diligently to finish his ENGL assignment. He had to find 3 newspaper articles about a particular topic, 
summarize them, and do a bibliography, in addition to the journal entry he wrote for Wed. night. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : PASS book, next ENGL assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday,              2:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:00 
11End : 1:00 

Comments ¯ 
Classics exam Friday!!! We finished working through the defintions on his study guide and briefly got to go through the essay 
questions. 

He had an assignment due in Sports Psych- coming up with more interview questions for this group project. He had that finished and 
was going to give it to later, who is in his group. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,               8:24 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Sunday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:20 

Comments : Tonight, finished the last 3 questions on his INLS 
completed his binary assignment on abortion for ENGL 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 

homework assignment. He also updated his passbook. He also 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,               9:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 9:10 

Comments : 
..... and I went over his test from a few weeks ago (he got a 63) and talked about some general strategies to prevent the mistakes 
he was making. He seems to understand general concepts, but has trouble implementing them; for example, he understands how and 
why to conjugate verbs for person and number, but often fails to do so when writing sentences. We talked about diagramming 
sentences in an informal way, putting "markers" for feminine, plural, etc. in order to keep track of which words had to agree with 
what. We’ll continue practicing this in the future. 

We also discussed ways to maximize the tutoring session,    mentioned he might want additional daytime tutoring, and I told him to 
talk to Beth, first of all, but I also told him that it would help him if he finished his Quia (online) homework BEFORE he came to the 
session so we could focus on concepts and general areas of difficulty rather than on specific errors (i.e. typos/accents). 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Try to finish as much of the online assignments (Quia) before our next session so we can spend as much 
time as possible working on listening comprehension and reviewing for the midterm next Monday (10/11). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,               11:3 7 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : CLASI 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:50 

Comments :        and I began by discussing the test. He felt like he did very well on the essay, and that our preparation helped a 
lot. He was not as confident about the multiple choice questions. He felt like the study guide did not prepare him and he should have 
studied the practice questions instead, many of which were on the test verbatim. This is mostly my fault, because I prioritized the 
study guide over the practice questions almost entirely in sessions. I thought if they understood the terms then understanding the 
multiple choice questions would follow. The questions also did not have an answer key, so I asked them to do them and find the 
answers on their own time. After we discussed the test        and I went over the practice questions, which now have a key. After 
looking at them he felt better about how he did. Next we went over the essays, read through the prompts then began reading 
and highlighting. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               1:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC exams 

Hi there ! 
Couple of things... 

(1) The exam got moved back to the 14th. (Was originally scheduled for the 
12th). Just wanted to make sure that you knew! 

(2)     , one of the TA’s for the class, is my office neighbor and just 
came to speak with me. They sent an email out to any student that got a 65 
or below on the first exam and offered to them that at any point before the 
final, since it’s cumulative, they are welcome to go and take a look at 
their exams to see what they got wrong. Apparently Dr. Penn repeats a lot 
of the questions from previous exams on his final.     ’s offer was that 
she would give me the guy’s exams, thinking that they’d be more likely to 
approach me about it during one of our scheduled sessions than go to a TA’s 
office hours on their own time. She said Dr. Penn completely approved and 
only asked that the exams remained with me at all times and the boys were 
only going over them with me and then giving them back to me each time(so 
essentially not holding on to them for their own use). She said they’ll be 
doing this for the rest of the exams from here on out. 

I wanted to clear this second part with everyone first? I know that 
eventhough a professor says something is okay, it might not technically be 
okay okay- you know what I mean? I didn’t know if there was any other red 
tape around all of this that I needed to be concerned about? 

Just let me know what you all think! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               1:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : ¯ 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:00 
llEnd : 12:45 

Comments : 
No grade yet on the Classics test we were studying for last week. There’s a lot of little assignments due this week that we need to 
work on before midterms coming up next week. He has an assignment due on Friday in Sports Psyc, but class was cancelled 
yesterday and the teacher has yet to post it. We’re going to get that finished Thursday. Midterm next week!! 6 Chapters!! 

Communications- another mock interview/conference call on Friday and there is a facebook assignment that he and      need to 
finish. They have to have a conversation with eachother and other people simultaneously on facebook and keep a record of the 
dialogues. There’s a take home exam being handed out next week as well and it’s due on Monday, the 18th. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               8:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 7:50 

Comments ¯ 
Today’s session was a little frustrating (the guys were particularly talkative), seemed pretty tired, 
a concussion?),        looked like he was about to fall asleep, but      seemed fine. 

seemed out of it (due to 

We reviewed a couple of concepts from previous sessions, and I tried (unsuccessfully) to get the guys writing on the board. They were 
pretty reluctant to participate. I also sensed that a lot of major (and VERY important) concepts were still pretty difficult for them, like 
regular verb conjugations, when to conjugate verbs, etc. 

I started going over ter/estar com expressions, but ended up reviewing regular verb conjugations. It seems we need to play catch up 
and do some remedial work. In future sessions I may have them do individual work or some type of activity that doesn’t require group 
effort (i.e. talking) so we can catch up as quickly as possible. 

seems to be doing fine; I’m not sure about as I had a hard time getting him to participate. 
Effort Level: : Below Average 
RemindersForNextSession : I asked to review regular -ar, -er, and -ir verb conjugations for Thursday so we could drill them on 
the board. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               8:19 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Tuesday 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments ¯ Tonight, revised his letter to his English professor about what grade he thinks he should receive for his portfolio. He 
showed a good effort at making the revisions- he took the iniative to print out his letter and bring a pen and go through the letter line 
by line to fix problems. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               9:15 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:40 
llEnd : 9:10 

Comments ¯    made a good effort this session - we practiced some listening exercises, which seems to be the hardest for him. I 
would read him sentences, and he wrote them on the board, so he could learn accents/spelling at the same time. We talked about 
French ’phonetics’ (i.e., which spellings correlate with which sounds). 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               9:45 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 9:00am 
llEnd : 10:00am 

Comments : He printed out the slides from class and we went over them along with the book. We talked about Middle America (what 
constitutes it, etc.) and focused on what the professor was trying to explain in class. He hasn’t taken notes and as far as I can tell, he 
isn’t paying attention in class either. But, we had a really good session and got through most of the chapter and by the end I think it 
really helped put the lectures into perspective for him. I gave him tips on how to pay attention better in class and take notes with the 
power points and hopefully he’ll come better prepared next week. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               9:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: i Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name :i 
05Course : Drama: 
07Date : 
09Start : 12pm 
11End : lpm 

Comments : We talked about the play "The Dutchman." They hadn’t finished reading it, but we discussed what they had read and also 
discussed the journals that they have coming due soon. We discussed which plays they have to write about and still need to read and 
which journal entries they’ve already finished. They said that they’d each written three entries so far. Will work with on 
Wednesday on getting more of his writing done. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday               10:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:20pm 
llEnd : 8:15pm 

Comments : Discussed the field trip he was supposed to take and he said he hadn’t made it over there yet, so I suggested he go over 
there before class tomorrow. He said he would get over there early and see the area before class. We started talking about Jazz and 
the main characters and the plot. We checked out sparknotes and got a good summary of the book and he started reading the first 
chapter. Discussed with him the next few weeks and that he’ll have to work hard since they’ll have to read two books and complete an 
assignment on Jazz before the midterm on 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,               10:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00pm 
llEnd : 9:00pm 

Comments : Discussed the field trip and reminded them that they’ll have to write a reflection about it soon. We started talking about 
Jazz and the main characters and the plot. We checked out sparknotes and got a good summary of the book and we wrote down some 
information on the characters/plot. Discussed the next few weeks and that they’ll have to work hard since they’ll have to read two 
books and complete an assignment on Jazz before the midterm on 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               12:50 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 pm 
llEnd : 9:00 pm 

Comments : 
Tonight started reading his next Soci    book "The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-time Indian". It is another short book 
but has a lot of illustrations and is set up like diary entries so he expects it will be easier to read. He seemed somewhat disappointed 
about his first test grade in that class (in the low C range) so I mentioned that now that he knew what to expect, he should read in a 
way that he could answer that type of question. I think him understanding how to do this will take a little more time but this book will 
help. This book is making him laugh out loud which is surprising. Every once and a while he would get my attention and read me a 
passage out of the book. He also showed me the list of awards the book had received and was impressed, so was I. 

is becoming more of an active reader in that when he comes across something he doesn’t understand (word or reference) he 
will ask me, and then if I don’t know he will look it up. He made me feel old today though, there was a reference from the old Ren & 
Stimpy cartoons (not that I watched those) and I told him about it at which point he told me that was "before his time". Ha. This book 
does have some very funny parts and I hope that will keep him interested. He also has another chapter to read from his textbook in that 
class so that will be the primary focus of the rest of this week. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Next study table        zcill either continue reading his book/soci reading, or complete drama reading, 
or start working on his Feeder 2.2 assignment for English, just where ever he is as far as completing things. I reminded him to balance 
out his reading so that he doesn’t get burnt out after reading one text for so long. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesda~y                8:18 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Hey, 
Last night went well with L. needs a lot of help, but I think 
once our regular sessions get underway, that will help him a lot, 
especially since the next set of material will be unrelated to the 
probability stuff from this section. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 222208bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5c1590113310fa6bea71692322babbf0 
File Name: ]oc 
Expiry Date: Tue, :18:22 -0500 
Size: 111104bytes 

Attachment Link: httD://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/210c15ad32854a6047a9debb9bb125e6 
File Name: ]oc 
Expiry Date: Tue~ 07:18:22 -0500 
Size: 111104bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               12:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments : We worked on correcting a short biography       had to write for class, about a Spanish basketball player. We also 
spent a fair amount of time preparing for his in class writing assignment that he has on friday. We figured out what the possible 
prompts were and came up with some ideas for what he would write by making lists of important verbs and vocabulary and phrases he 
might use. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : We will go over his preparations for the in class writing assignment again and make sure his is as 
prepared as possible for that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               12:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:15 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments ¯ I worked with      a bit on corrections for a quiz he has just taken on the subjuctive. He seemed to understand the 
general concepts and all his mistakes were based on the same misunderstood issue, which was a good sign. He was just confused 
about the fact that you cannot have two conjugate verbs in a row. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               6:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ He was watching a movie in class so we spent an hour doing verbs until he got every one right. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Keep up the good review. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               6:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ We spent an hour going over verbs and using them in sentences, they did a great job. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Keep up the good work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               6:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : - 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
llEnd : 1:30 

Comments ¯ 
did not show up today 

I made           go over verbs,     did well, did not....but he did better than he has been doing lately. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : NEEDS to review verbs. There’s no reason why he can’t memorize 4. That’s not too much to ask. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               6:40 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:00 
llEnd : 12:00 

Comments ¯ I made him go over verbs and he did EXCEEDINGLY better. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ Keep up the good work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Wednesday,               6:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ We made sentences for an assignment. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Keep up the good work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               7:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name :, 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments :      read his book Friday Night Lights for his EXSS 
so he was little less focused than usual, but still did a great job! 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Finish FNL 

reads. He was a little down yesterday because of a family loss, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               8:12 PM 

Amy Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

Hi all, 

I’ve attached my feedback forms from yesterday and from last week. 

Very Best, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 279565bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/94bb369bffe563e5e833685fa9d8edf2 
File Name: comm .DOCX 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:15:00 -0500 
Size: 55562bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/68356d12d69c0260ebe7bf71f071bab2 
File Name: comm .DOCX 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:15:00 -0500 
Size: 55885bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/33fd7ee0ad2a7b6374a15aldbdf75f21 
File Name: comm .DOCX 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:15:00 -0500 
Size: 55715bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/bf195eb2e3e278674d35e6818848b8fe 
File Name: comm .DOCX 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:15:00 -0500 
Size: 55583bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/7b104229cdd2a186fb6c04cff2fab4fl 
File Name: comm .DOCX 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:15:00 -0500 
Size: 56820bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,               9:07 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments ¯ We watched a movie for Drama :) 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback DRAM 

Hello, 

Here’s the feedback on tonight’s session. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 66048bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/9794fa84faf022c6a435a48abcdcd9ff 
File Name: DRAM ..doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 21:16:20 -0500 
Size: 66048bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               11:01 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : ll:15am 
llEnd : 12pm 

Comments ¯ 
a little late. 

He speaks of being motivated...and while we are working he is engaged, but not doing work (reading mostly) outside of our sessions. 

We went over/completed Ch 14 summary sheet and Ch 15 review. 

Next exam will cover 2 chapters in text and three entire books. 

Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Read Absolutely True Diary of a Part time Indian. 

Read over Ch 14 and 15 summary sheets. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               12:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:00 
llEnd : 12:40 

Comments : 
Assignment due tomorrow in EXSS, he had to fill out a questionnaire/chart about the work-out habits of his partner 
He had to take notes about what he typically does and any comments or phrases that he uses to describe the work out, whether he likes 
it or not, how he feels during it, etc. Midterm next Monday . Hopefully they’ll put a Study Guide up and we can work on that 
next week because it’s 6 Chapters! 

COMM- he has a conference call tomorrow with 
his take home midterm in this class next Friday q 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 

They’ve done well on the last two though, so they should be fine. He gets 
) and then needs to hand it in by Monday (     ). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               8:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments :     and I went over a little bit of new stuff that was marked on the syllabus for Monday - comparisons of superiority, 
inferiority & equality (mais, menos, tao..quanto, etc). It was pretty straight forward, and he seemed to catch on pretty quickly. My 
main concern is his ability to deconstruct sentences and pick out a more specific meaning (rather than just the ’gist’ he can glean from 
the words he knows). We’re working on this to make sure he can properly construct sentences when needed. It’s a relatively minor 
problem for PORT    though so it’s not a big issue. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               8:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Hey, 
Last night was great for the guys that showed up, but I was missing 4/6. 
Tonight was 0/2. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 337408bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/le97c6c3 lb222b05414bfbf5ccacb934 
File Name: .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 20:01:43 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/laa33b7efc73a224c965fd96181b722a 
File Name: SOCI .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 20:01:43 -0500 
Size: 117248bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5a137659b297e05ebcb47593c8cf050c 
File Name: .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 20:01:43 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               8:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Drama 
07Date : 
09Start : 12pm 
11End : lpm 

Comments ¯ We discussed what they talked about in class about the Dutchman and he worked on his journal entry about it. He had 
about a page written when we finished. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               8:3 3 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Thursday, 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments ¯ Tonight, had a meeting that lasted from 7 to 8, and then he reviewed his notes/powerpoints for his DRAM 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 

exam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               8:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 8pm 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments ¯     worked on his defensive line test during study hall today. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               8:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:20 
llEnd : 8:40 

Comments : 
Tonight, had a meeting from 7-8. He checked in with me around 8:25 to let me know he had to go work on a group project for 
English. He said Beth knew about this engagement of his.., told me he’d see me Sunday. I know nothing about his current 
group project for English! 

checked in with me at 8:20. We first talked about his EXSS test and his English group work. He said they peer-edited the 
English stuff in class. After bringing me up to date a little bit,        checked his email to see if his Port teacher had emailed any 
assignments, and sure enough, he had something to print out and take to tomorrow’s class. After        printed the assignment and 
picked it up, we talked about his upcoming Drama test for a second and he said he would go home and read some of his Drama book 
and review a little bit. His Drama test is on Monday. 

told me he got an 88 on his EXSS    test. He said he thought     did pretty poorly. According to              told 
him he ’did bad’ on the EXSS test on Tuesday. I’m sure you’re all aware of this already, though. I do not know what he scored. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 
For      Continue working on group project for English 

For Read drama book and study for Monday’s test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               8:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:10 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments : 
made a great effort today. We did about 20 minutes of listening comprehension stuff right off the bat, and he definitely seems to 

be improving in that area; I’m having him write down sequences of letters that correspond to particular sounds to (hopefully) improve 
his spelling in general. 

The rest of the time we went over some grammatical concepts that will most likely be on his midterm (demonstrative/possessive 
adjectives). He understands the concepts well but needs to spend some time memorizing and/or practicing the particular forms, since 
they agree in gender with their referent. 

We cut it a bit short since he seemed to only need some memorization time and he said he had a lot of other work, but I think the 
session on Sunday will be productive & he should be much more prepared for this test than he was for the last one! 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Study possessive pronouns; study vocab (spelling in particular) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               9:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : Tonight I helped       first with his MySpanishLab homework. It was mostly work with his new vocabulary and 
listening, which he did mostly on his own. I was impressed at the effort he put in to listen as many times as he needed to in order to 
understand and didn’t just guess. We also did some preliminary work with direct object pronouns. For the rest of our time, we worked 
again on the outlines he needed to prepare for his in class composition tomorrow and we talked about some more easy things he could 
do tonight to make sure he will be as prepared as possible for tomorrow. Unfortunately, he also had a tutoring session for drama so he 
will have to work on some the the final preparations on his own tonight. It was a very productive session overall though. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               9:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback DRAM 

Hello, 

Here’s what happened tonight for part 1 of the DRAM exam review session. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67584bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/2575609a54e6c0d99f2ed78185e308df 
File Name: DRAM doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 20:03:42 -0500 
Size: 67584bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,               9:5 5 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : BIOL 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:30 pm 
llEnd : 1:30 pm 

Lab 

Comments : 
Today, finished writing his lab report that is due Monday. He made sure to include everything listed under each heading in the 
lab manual. We once again went over how he should report the errors he found in the experiment and we made sure that he explained 
them clearly enough for her to understand. We also talked about how he should write up the numbers in the results section and the 
proper graph he should use to show the rates. I asked him to look through his notes to see if there was any information his TA gave 
him that would be good to add in the report - he found his notes on how she made the chloroplast solution and chose to include those 
in the procedure section. 

He did a really good job of making sure he had everything that he needed to include in the report and mentioned that he would read 
over everything again to make sure it was organized and made sense to people who had not done the experiemnt. We also went over 
the changes his TA made to his draft. He is going to type everything up, make the graphs and then bring me a copy of everything 

completed on Sunday so I can look over it real fast. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session we are going to go over the work he did during the Monday lab and figure out what the case 
study assignment that he’ll get. I think this will have something to do with natural selection and adaptation from what I can remember 

but all of the details are not listed. He will have to present this so I’ll make sure and question as much as necessary to make sure he can 
present without a problem. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday,              8:27 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 12 
11End : lpm 

Comments ¯ 
Lack of notes and note taker still a problem. 

I asked him to jot down main words and/or ideas at during next class, so that I can have an idea about what prof lecture about. Amy 
suggested to him to tape lectures via his laptop, which he may do. 

Going from the syllabus, we discussed neighborhood, housing and school segregation/discrimination. 

Exam 2 
Text Chs 5 and 7 
Absolutely True Diary of Part Time Indian- entire novel 
The Pact- entire book 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNext Session : 
Take notes. 

Read entire Part Time Indian book. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                8:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Sunday, 
09Start : 8:30 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments : Tonight I only got to work with for 30 minutes because he had a review session for tomorrow’s DRAM test. We 
filled out his passbook for the week and talked about what he needs to do to prepare for the week. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Do planning/thinking for the ENGL    essay that he is going to start writing on Tuesday evening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                9:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:15 

(Drop-in) 

Comments : I answered questions       had about his film assignment (i.e. what certain idiomatic words meant, what certain 
structures translated to, etc). We discussed some grammatical concepts as well - possessive adjectives, prepositions & their 
contractions, among other little things. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                9:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:20 
llEnd : 8:15 

(drop-in) 

Comments ¯     and I talked about questions he had on his film assignment and covered some basic grammatical concepts that were 
unclear (poss. adjs, prepositions & contractions, etc). 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                9:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:15 
llEnd : 9:20 

Comments ¯    and I went over his study guide and reviewed the grammar that’ll be on his test tomorrow. We talked about study 
strategies & how he should tackle the writing section of the test (i.e. how to practice writing sentences etc). 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : STUDY! flashcards (masc. v. fem); skim sections, pick out important vocab, practice sentences, DO 
GRAMMAR EXERCISES ON BB ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                9:48 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Hey, 
Tonight went well for 
guys to come in. 

but it really would have helped the other 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 114688bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/2b56f5bfa17a67d4e18fa56af2a06762 
File Name: SOCI .doc 
Expiry Date: Sat, 20:48:17 -0500 
Size: 114688bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,                10:33 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FF 

here is myfffromlastnight 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 110080bytes; 
Attachment Link: _http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5d3b03f283ec657978235e5d58c7c6fl 
File Name: .doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 09:33:31 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                7:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Sunday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments :       had already filled in his PASS book for the week when he came to me. He worked on a draft for ENGL of an 
annotated bibliography. He had to find 3 more articles for the assignment. He worked very diligently and finished the assignment. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : make revisions to draft (if necessary) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Monday,                7:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Sunday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:45 

Comments ¯ was a little hard to motivate tonight, but he got his work done. He filled out his PASS book and then worked on his 
draft of an annotated bibliography for ENGL. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ revise ENGL assignment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               8: 5 8 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Hey! 
had a good night tonight and    got a decent amount of work done 

for the time he was there. I don’t know what’s going on with the other 
guys, but they are missing sessions a lot....when they come in, they are 
generally pretty hard working, but it’s hard for me to think that 

they’re giving the class their all if they aren’t coming to sessions. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 118272bytes; 
Attachment Link: h__g_p://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/f7618d9115feb7737094b40alec145c8 
File Name: SOCI .doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 19:58:33 -0500 
Size: 118272bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                9:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback for DRAM 

Hello all, 

Here’s the usual feedback on tonight’s session. 

Hope you had good weekends! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 68608bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/35c767ce8a2b5be24af2bd671949ac03 
File Name: DRAM doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 20:04:17 -0500 
Size: 68608bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:09 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 9am 
llEnd : 10am 

Comments : He printed out the slides for this and for next week and we went over them. We worked through the book and made sure 
he understood the ideas on the power point. We’re getting through the slides and the text, but I know he has a hard time understanding 
the book and the professor. I suggested once again that he take the slides to class and try to follow along and fill them out as the 

professor goes through the lecture and he said that he would try. He’s working hard in our session though and getting through the 
material slowly. 

Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                9:32 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF EXSS and HIST 

Here are my FF from last night. I am also attaching the worksheet for the EXSS 
Hope you all have a great day! 

guys so you know what it is. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 402544bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/949863e21dad458cd7671c4ada77b368 
File Name: EXSS .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 08:32:00 -0500 
Size: 119808bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/7c940f2159f3cd80d4e1215d4aa4df12 
File Name: HIST .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 08:32:00 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/490402a94538bb6d87b2710a8e4caa05 
File Name: EXSS Chapter 13 Worksheet.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 08:32:00 -0500 
Size: 172144bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                12:14 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Monday 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments : Since I received an email from      via Beth, I had write an email to 
had to navigate his thoughts to get to his narrowed topic, but I think he finally got to what 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : revise annotated bib for ENGL 

explaining his narrowed topic. We first 
was asking for. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                12:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Monday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯       had already made edits to his ENGL assignment (as per 
him print out lfis DRAM powerpoints in preparation for his test next week. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ go through DRAM powerpoints and highlight 

request) before he came to study table, so I had 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 pm 
llEnd : 9:00 pm 

Comments : 
continued reading his sociology book "The Absolutely true story of a part time indian". He is getting through it now faster 

since he is reading it without interruption. After he finished reading a couple of chapters he decided to tell me about the what he had 
read so far since the last time he updated me. Junior (the main character) is now a teenager in high school, and has decided to enroll in 
the all white school closest to the reservation. After I had him tell me about Junior’s experiences at the school I asked him several 
questions about race/ethnicity issues that came up using direct examples of the text. I also asked him to come up with a potential test 
questions (like the ones he had seen on his last tes0 so that he could get in that mindset before his text next week. 

For next week: 
DRAM - Test 2 
SOCI - Test 2 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Next session I will make sure continues reading the book he is working on now and to get him 
started looking at the material from the textbook chapters that will also be on this next test. I will aslo see if there is anything he wants 
to cover for Drama    if he gets bored reading. This will continue on Sunday as well to give him as much help as possible before 
tackling tests on the same day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:22 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 8:15 

Comments : Tonight we worked on a worksheet the guys had for homework, as well as some questions from the midterm review. 
They worked independently for most of the session and asked me questions as needed. We went over comparisons of equality, 
superiority, etc. and also irregular exceptions (major, melhor, etc). 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : study comparisons 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                9:24 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:10 
llEnd : 9:20 

Comments : We went over ’avoir’ expressions and worked on quite a few Quia assignments. 
he was struggling quite a bit with them so we spent most of our time on that this session. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 

had a LOT of homework tonight and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: confirmation on Soci test 

told me that he had 2 tests on the same day next week SOCI 
DRAM But he didn’t check his email during study table tonight or 
blackboard so he hasn’t seen it yet if it has been. I think he would have 
remembered though if he already knew-. 

and 

On Tue, 
wrote: 
> I got a text from today that said the test for Soci 
> postponed until after . Any confirmations to this??? 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb(~uncaa.unc.edu 

21:18:32 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

has been 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                9:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
FF UPC IS 

Here is my FF from tonight. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 116736bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/3053de2444752b75507c8bbb89b8fabl 
File Name: UPC IS ,.doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 20:32:33 -0500 
Size: 116736bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                10:19 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Tuesday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments :       had to revise his ENGL assignment. Initially, I only had him skim the articles for the annotated bibliography 
(because the articles were very long), but      wanted him to use three different articles and read them thoroughly,       worked 
very hard to revise his assignment and did just what asked. My only concern is that is becoming too involved (for lack 
of a better word) with emailed him to ask a question and called back (rather than reply with email) to 
answer it and to tell him to redo the assignment. I’m just concerned by this because I would like to see      ’s instructions in writing 
so I can see what it is exactly that I need to help i with. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : study for DRAM test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                10:21 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : Tuesday 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : had some computer issues (forgot his password and was locked out for 30 minutes) but after that was resolved, he 
went to work revising his draft for ENGL. He needed to add some more content and extract more quotes from his articles for his 
annotated bib. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : work more on ENGL (final draft due Fri) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                10:27 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Beth, 
I know the football players have worked with for a few 

semesters now and I just had a concern. I put this in my feedback form, 
but 1 thought I would email you too. When       emails      with a 
question,      will call him back on his cell phone to answer it. He 
did this yesterday (and a couple times before) and we had to redo the 
assignment (yet again). My concern is that when he does that, I don’t 
have something to physically read so I am not sure what exactly to do to 
help I don’t know if this is something worth mentioning to 

but I just thought I’d let you know since I put it in my feedback. 

I never had trouble with      last year with             I’m 
not sure why I’m having so maw issues with him this semester. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                11:09 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Drama 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments : We got through all of the plays except ’For Colored Gifts.’ We didn’t get started until 7:15pm after they wandered in after 
the Col. dismissed them. We were also set back a little by a private meeting between the guys and a coach and after the interruption, it 
was a little hard to get the guys back on track. We managed to get through most of the material though and they are probably as 
prepared as they can be with as much reading they did. There were a few plays, including ’For Colored Gifts’ that they hadn’t actually 
read themselves. They also hadn’t read any of the readings on BB and I told them that after our study session that they should go 
through the readings and be able to answer all of the questions on the professor’s study guide, which was posted on BB. They have a 
good understanding of the plays themselves and hopefully that will be the majority of the exam. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                1:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Hey, 
No class is less clear than I’d like. The instructor is 
teaclfing material that is not from the textbook, making it difficult for 
me to understand what exactly he’s teaching/wants them to know. I’m not 
sure how to get clarification,      takes reasonably good notes in 
class from what I can tell, but it isn’t clear what he’s supposed to know. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 222208bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/006ff803clfd60184e659fcc4eddc3bf 
File Name: .doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 12:08:42 -0500 
Size: 112128bytes 
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File Name: .doc 
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Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                4:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

- PORT - Midterm exam 

Hi Beth. 

I am writing to you because the midterm exam for PORT    is on Monday, and     mentioned to me that he is leaving with the 
team already Friday morning. This means that he will miss the class Friday, which is where we will do a review before the midterm. I 
will post a handout on Blackboard this evening with exercises to help the class prepare for the exam. 

I suggested to     that he should work with a Portuguese tutor, perhaps Thursday or Sunday, but I got the impression that he might 
not have a tutor to work with at the football department. I think he will be OK working on his own, but I just wanted to ask you, what 
his options are in terms of a tutor, in case he should wish to work with one. 

Thank you so much for your attention. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                8:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

DRAM Feedback 

Hi all, 

Here’s the usual. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67584bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/029dcd13ef9e047252b2b57b09bba304 
File Name: DRAM doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 19:49:33 -0500 
Size: 67584bytes 



Date: 

Student 

THE ON~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Subject: HIST Tutor: 

Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Time 7:00pm 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

OK On time 
Yes Prepared 
No Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

No On time 
Yes Prepared 

No Done with 
assigned work 

between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Came very late, didn’t have much to say in going over the essay but did a good 
job with the IDs in our Jeopardy game. 

None of them had done their "homework" assignment, which was to briefly outline 
the key events of Reconstruction. We worked on filling those in, although I didn’t 
explain each act but concentrated more on why things happened and told them to 

be sure and review that chapter in their text. We outlined a second essay question, 
again breaking down what the question was asking and how to construct a response 
that would be sure to address not only the facts but also contain sufficient analysis of 
the events. Finally we played "Jeopardy" to review the IDs - they were really 
involved and having fun at this point, but they still need to review their ID sheets 
thoroughly before Friday’s test. Although they seem to have a good grasp of the basic 

facts of most of the IDs, they need to work on solidifying their understanding of 
Significance. 
For Monday, we’ll work on effective note-taking since they really need to do that 
better in order to be successful on his exams. I told them to be sure and bring 

what notes they did take in lecture that morning with them to session. 
Seemed to be sleeping, or at least was slouching in his chair with eyes closed, for the 
first part of the review, although he "woke up" about partway through discussion of 
the second essay question, and ended up being an enthusiastic participant in 
Jeopardy - and had clearly done some studying already because his answers were 
mostly on point. 

es On time ] 

o Donew~th ] 
assigned work, 
between sessions ’ 
Yes Pa~icipaing’ 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Yes 0 tim 
Ye s Prep ared ! 
No Donewith ] 
as Sign e d w o rk I 
between se s sions’ 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 

No Done with 
assigned work 

between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Yes On time ] This was his firstnight with us and so hadni the benefit of getting the IDs 

~a D on e wtth I h e ac t u allyl e ftt h e s e s s io n d u r in go u r J eo p a rd y g am e(it w a s a b o u t Si 15 is oh e m ay 

between sessions ] 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
No Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 
¥ ~ ~ 

e! P~e#ared ] 

P~gi ~ at iffg ’ 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NORTH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 8plTI Time Finished: 9plTI 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

came and brought his book, but I had to make copies for the other guys upstairs. Then we 
delved into the reading. The guys were unusually interested in it today and were really enthusiastic 
about it all. I was impressed- they were very agreeable and even eager to work. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2008 11:20 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sorry 

.doc; .doc; .doc; 

.doc 

The email I sent last night bounced back! 
Here are the forms- sorry about that! 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CAR.ODIN.a, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Subject:    Soci Tutor: 

Student Sport ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

present 

Time 7-9 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 
(please mark if YES) 

XOn time 
[7;~]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[7;~]Participating 

iiiainidiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Cynthia I [ work b etweense s sions ] 

All others were 
absent 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

I [ w o ~k b etw ee ns e s sio ns 
DParticipating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

We took sometime just so I could chat for a minute and I could get to know 
them a little bit. The group worked well together but there were a lot of guys 
missing. We worked on their group assignment so that they could turn it in and 

get credit for group work. Once we finished the group assignment we worked 
on their extra credit that is due Monday. They all participated and worked well 
together! Everyone finished their group assignment and was instructed to give it 
to someone in their class to turn in for them. Everyone but        and 
completely finished their extra credit. I didn’t give them any assignments to 
work on for next time. 



THE UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OMN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

~ ~Ontime I 
~ ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned ’ 
I work between sessions 

] 

UPamC!pating 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:30 Time Finished: 1"15 

Student Brought: [--1Bool~s [--1Notes 
[--1Other: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We began to go through the dialogue we did in class yesterday,      was focused the entire time, 
referring back to notes and trying to understand,        came a few minutes late because he was 
picking up his test. Once he came he was drastically improved; he didn’t have his computer out and 
actually tried and contributed. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 11 Time Finished: 12 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [~Notes 

[--1Other: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We went over the e verb form and then began to go through the worksheet from class. As always, 
worked hard. He asked questions if he didn’t understand what was going on. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 8pro Time Finished: 8:45 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

once again, had an awesome attitude! I was so impressed by how hard he tried. He wanted to 
practice conversations first,          was also a great volunteer tonight; I had to coax      a little 
bit. He feels really behind and kind of like he can’t catch up. 
We practiced conversation for the test next week. I let them go early because I know rll have to 
meet with      and      Sunday and we didn’t know what would be on the test next week yet. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7plTI Time Finished: 8plTI 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We went through the dialogue we had done in class and then answered the questions together. We 
broke it all down into little pieces to make it easier to understand. It was tough because it was way 
above what we had learned so far. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:07 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

.doc; ;.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:30 Time Finished: 1"15 

Student Brought: [--1Bool~s [--1Notes 
[--1Other: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

was absolutely wonderful- extremely well-behaved (like usual) and going back through his 
notes to find things he couldn’t remember. 

closed his computer and stayed pretty much focused the whole time. He has had a vast 
improvement since last week and I have been very impressed. 
We did test review and I explained the newest verb tense we used. They are both going to take the 
test on Monday, so maybe if possible I could have       on Sunday night for a little bit too? 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7plTI Time Finished: 8plTI 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We had three other people from the class in there with us. 
and tried hard, but they were utterly exhausted. I think practice was really tough on 

them today. 
We went through the review sheet I made up together. 
They are going to take the Monday. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 11:12 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sorry 

I just want to apologize about the situation with       and 

today. I feel responsible for their confusion and the resulting 
mix-up. When I met with them to review on Thursday night, I didn’t 
feel like we had gotten enough done. I will meet with them tomorrow 
morning, but from now oil I will make sure it is mandatory. Is it ok 
with you for me to go ahead and require it without consulting with you 
first? Then I can have the back-up of saying that you and Cynthia and 
everyone above me requires it. Once again I am sorry and will try to 

be tougher next time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com> 
Wednesday,                10:42 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Table 

Beth, 

Study table went well last night. 
their music but overall no major issues. 

was asked to leave for falling asleep. A couple of people had to be asked to tum down 

Stay up to date on your PC, the Web, and your mobile phone with Windows Live. 

http://clk.atdmt.com/MRT/go/msnnkwxp 1020093185mrt/direct/01/ 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:02 PM 

To: Bridger, Befla <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Feedback Form 

Attach: Hist doc 

Hi, Beth: 

Attached, for your reading pleasure .... 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE ON~ O1: NO’R.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7-8:15pm 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

Yes On time 
OK Prepared 
rda Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Subject: HIST 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

betweensess[ons I confiscating both of them seemed the logical way to deal with the issuei Other 

Yes Panic!paring ] than that; they were attentive and participated: 

Yes On time 
OK Prepared 

rda Done with 
assigned work 

between sessions 
OK Participating 

e sO n time ] 
OK Prepared ] 

~a D onewit h 

assigned work ] 
betWeen sessions 

e s P a~i c ip at ing ] 

~a Done-with ] both phones for the rest of the sessioni It’s clear was the instigatori 

stop texting him - they were asked me to make Yes On time ] At one point; 

We went through the New Deal essay; I outlined what the question was asking 
and walked them through the answer. If they took careful notes, and study 
them, they should be prepared to write a good essay if it appears on the exam. 
Some of them are confused by the phases of the New Deal (First N.D., Second 
N.D.; unraveling of N.D.); if we have time on Wednesday, I’ll go over that 
again with them after we work on the other essay. I’ll also review IDs with 
them as we did last time, especially since in this case, knowing the IDs cold 

will really help them with these particular essay questions. 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

No On time Came in about 15 minutes late; no explanation. 
OK Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
OK Participating 
YesOn time 
OK Prep a£ed ] 
~a Donewith ! 
assigned work ] 
betweensess~ons 
¥ e s P a~i C ip at ing ’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday~ : 10:11 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mentor Meeting 

Hi Beth, 

L and I did not meet tonight, because she did not have an English 
assignment to work since the class has been giving speeches and her 
ANTH group is meeting with their professor to discuss what we worked on 
and finished during our last session. She has a Math test on Wednesday 
and she really wanted to study for her test at the math center or where 
ever she goes for tutoring. I wasn’t sure what to do, whether or not I 
should have stayed and told her that I would help her or not. I just 
wanted to let you know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 5, 2008 4:09 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: thanks 

Hey Beth! 
I wanted to thank you for the nice warm-up suit that yall didn’t have 
to give me :-) It fits too ! ! I love it and appreciate it!yall :-) 

Last nite at study hall everything went pretty well... 
was on facebook again and left the cafe’ to take a phone call in 

the lounge. Since I’m very observant I followed him and addressed 
everything...which he denied until I proved to him that I knew what he 
was doing. He never has an attitude, so he apologized and said it won’t 
happen again...we’ll see. 

was in the cafe without his mentor and when I came to his PC he 
was on facebook too.      went to see the play Blue Door last nite. 

went to the Academic Center for Drama review. 
The clipboard is @FB locked in the closet. 

That’s it for me! 

Tia Overstreet 
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your 
heart" (Psalm 37:4) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 12, 2008 9:30 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Update 

Good Morning Beth! 

: got sick last nite and threw-up in the garbage can...I sent 
him home/SHS! The clipboard is on the card under the EXSS worksheet 
binder. 

Enjoy visiting grandma ;-) See you next week on Monday. 

Tia Overstreet 
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your 

heart" (Psalm 37:4) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 19, 2008 4:12 PM 

Higley, Pamela <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Octavus <obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hello Pamela, 

I hope all is well! I Dm responding to this email regarding because I am the counselor who works with him regularly. The 
report from Andre is accurate. Based on the week or so since and I met with Coach Thigpen about his academic issues, it is true 
that     has not shown significant improvement. He has completely given up on passing History - - - (didnD t turn in last week [] s 
assignment), so we absolutely have to keep pushing him to make sure his other 3 grades are solid. 

Furthermore, since I work with all freshmen, I will say that none of the other freshmen who []ve had issues have made significant 
improvements (i.e.                            and]        ). 

Thank you, 

Jaimie 

From: "Pamela Higley" 

Posted At: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 2:19 PM 

Posted To: Microsoft Office Outlook Embedded Message 
Conversation: Update 
Subject: Update 

Hi Octavus: 

Coach had planned to send a nice letter to             s parents regarding progress made based upon your conversation with him. 
The attached update from Andre doesn’t necessarily reflect     making progress. 

Would you please review the email below and let me know who you think truly has made progress and that their progress needs 
acknowledgement? 

Thanks mucho ! ! ! 

Pamela Holt-Higley 

Executive Assistant to 
Head Coach Butch Davis 
919 -962-9141-office 
919 -962-9174 -fax 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andre Williams [mailto:awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 19, 2008 11:34 AM 
To: Pamela Higley 
Subject: Re: Update 

Pamela, 

Please find below, the recorded infractions for each student-athlete since October 2nd: 

Student-Athlete Discipline Update: 

A.. 

(7) unexcused absences from class 
(3) unexcused absences from study hall related activities 
(1) late appearance to class 



* No big signs of improvement at this point. However, has recently made a point to receive help that will assist in improvement 

B, 

(3) unexcused absences from class 
(2) unexcused absences from study hall related activities 
*     has shown signs of improvement. 

C.r 
(1) unexcused absence from class 
(2) late appearances to class 
*      has shown major signs of improvement. 

D. 

(1) unexcused absence from class 
(1) unexcused absence from study hall related activities 
*     has shown major signs of improvement. 

g. 

(1) unexcused absence from class 
(5) unexcused absence from study hall related activities 

has shown very little, if any, signs of improvement (according to his recorded absences involving study hall related activities). 

F. 

(5) unexcused absence from study hall related activities 
*    has shown very little, if any, signs of improvement (according to his recorded absences involving study hall related activities). 

I hope this helps! If Coach wants or needs additional information, please do not hesitate to let me know. 

Best regards, 

Andre 

Andre’ Williams 
Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 
(cl 
(f) 919.962.0393 
awillliams@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Pamela Higley" <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu> 11/18/2008 3:26 PM >>> 
Could you please look at the addressees on this past letter and let me know 
if they are still in []troubled or have made progress. Coach wants to write 
to the parents and inform them accordingly. 

Thanks ! 

Pamela Holt-Higley 

Executive Assistant to 

Head Coach Butch Davis 

919 -962-9141-office 

919 -962-9174 -fax 



From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:32 PM 

To: Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Feedback Form 

Attach: Hist oc 



Date: 
Student 

[ 

Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 8-10pm 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Subject: HIST 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

Ye s On time ! 
¥e s P~ep ared ] 
~a Donew~th ! 
as Sign e d w o rk ] 
between sessions ] 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

es On time ! 

~a Donewith ! 

assigned work ] 
between sessions 
¥e s P a~icipating ] 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 

We worked on Questions 1 & 3 from Section A of the review sheet (the Cold 
War and Vietnam questions). I still need to finish up the Vietnam answer 
briefly with them on Wednesday. They were attentive and focused, although 

had a few moments toward the end when I think he was doing 
something else on his computer, or possibly even napping -- as he was all the 
way in the back of auditorium, it was hard to tell. Since there was so much 
material to cover, I didn’t want to waste time walking back there and 
checking it out - plus, he was in the last row so he wasn’t distracting anyone 
else. 



TH£ UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OMN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

between sessions 
OK Participating 
DOn time 
DPrepared 

Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
DPa~icipating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i 12:28 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CANCELLED APPOINTMENT 

Dear ’ 

Thanks for the heads-up about the schedule conflict that obliged you to 
cancel our appointment today. No problem --situations like this always 
arise at this home-stretch point in a semester. 

Since this was to have been our final session of this semester, I do 
want to tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know you and working 
with you over the past several months. Hope that we’ll be able to renew 
our association next semester, depending of course on how schedules work 
out. 

Good luck on your exams, and here’s wishing you a thoroughly enjoyable 
holiday vacation and the rest of your semester break. 

Best regards, 

[NOTE SPELLING!], Ph.D. 
Academic Mentor 
Athletic Academic Support Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Frederick Vogler <fwvogler@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 4:01 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

@email.unc. edu wrote: 
> Dr. Vogler, 
> Sorry for missing our Monday meeting yesterday, I have had the flu 
> since Saturday. I have not been near my computer until now, otherwise I 
> would have let you know in advance. I apologize for any problems this 
> may have caused. Hope you had a good Thanksgiving. 
> 

> 

Thanks very much for the explanation. Sorry to hear of that "bump in 
the road" you’ve been experiencing healthwise -- hope you’ll soon be 
back in fighting trim and raring to go in time for those upcoming exams. 

Since yesterday’s session would have been our last meeting of this 
semester, I do want to take this opportunity to let you know how much I 
have enjoyed getting to know you and working with you over the past 
several months. Good luck to you with all your exams -- here’s wishing 
you a very enjoyable Christmas holiday and the rest of the semester 
break. Hope you and I will be able to resume our association next 
semester, depending of course on how schedules work out then. 

Best regards, 

Frederick W. Vogler, Ph.D. 

Academic Mentor 
Athletic Academic Support Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Frederick Vogler <fwvogler@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:45 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow’s Meeting q 

@email.unc.edu wrote: 
> Hey Dr. Vogler, Due to this weeks weird schedule with football I have to 
> be on the football field tomorrow at 1:30. Afterwards I have to go 
> somewhere with my family. I just thought I would let you know. If there 
> is another time we can meet then let me know and I will let you know in 
> return. Thank you 

Hi 

Thanks very much for your entirely satisfactory explanation as to why it 
was necessary for you to cancel your appointment for today. No problem, 
for several other members of the group assigned to me have encountered 
the same pre-emptive action on the part of your football coaches this week. 

Since this would have been our final meeting of the semester, I do want 
to let you know that I have thoroughly enjoyed getting to know you and 
working with you over the past several months. Hope that we’ll be able 
to resume our association next semester, depending of course on how 
schedules work out then. 

Here’s wishing you a thoroughly enjoyable Christmas holiday and the rest 
of your semester break. 

Best regards, 

Frederick W. Vogler, Ph.D. 
Academic Mentor 
Athletic Academic Support Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 5, 2008 3:05 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: check 

Man Beth I’ve been Wing to email you FOREVER! It’s been really busy 
at my job (Christmas parade and tree lighting this wknd and then a 
Senior Holiday Party early next week)...my apologies. 

I’m glad to hear you have a check for me...that’s GREAT NEWS ! ! lol If 
it’s legal I would love for you to give it to Jaimie because I’ll see 
her on Sunday :-) If not, then let me know what your schedule is these 
next 2 weeks so I can see when I can make it to your office during 
before 5pm. 

In regards to study hall (from Tuesday), the 3 guys lha! were absent 
and        anly 1 one them (i       i gave Jaimie a 

bead’s upthat he had to meet with his group. As for l       I didn’t 
really like his technique of lying to me about leaving. I saw him 
walking down the hall with his bookbag on his back and I asked him if 
he was leaving (so I could say bye/good luck since I trust that 
Jennifer dismissed him early for good reasons). He told me know and 
when I went to check his room I asked Jennifer if he left for the 
evenning and she said yes. He may have been scared I was going to keep 
him Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

Thanks ! 

Tia Overstreet 
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your 
heart" (Psalm 37:4) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 6:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:30 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : He has an exam this Friday so he came up with      for some preliminary questions. We went over a few grammar 
points in general because we didn’t have too much time to go in depth. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : I asked both guys to find some exercises in the back of the book on the things they aren’t comfortable 
with that we can work through together on Thursday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  7:58 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I am so, so, so, so sorry to be so behind on my feedback! Here is the 
first batch.. I will sent the others in another ridiculously large email. 

UNC class of 
BA in Mathematics 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 265506bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/98202207bc80b78d6ac12343eee3a0f8 
File Name: docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 18:58:23 -0500 
Size: 53029bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ac2a6532710adcf9579453af37d669a4 
File Name: docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 18:58:23 -0500 
Size: 53137bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/1587d9859fd91515caf87bcefac9d435 
File Name: .docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 18:58:23 -0500 
Size: 53173bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/4e94906194ce5d888342a40204485949 
File Name: docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 18:58:23 -0500 
Size: 52998bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/61d36cbalbfe2d4057c7819c2e0759d3 
File Name: .docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 18:58:23 -0500 
Size: 53169bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:22 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2nd massive feedback email 

I think I’m caught up now! 

UNC class of 
BA in Mathematics 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 212506bytes; 
Attachment l,ink: htln://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/4626be35081 lc72f5c5bee513a24c4db 
File Name: ’.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 20:21:58 -0500 
Size: 53120bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/24786aed14f5c3ffc88bffcbdba6973e 
File Name: .docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 20:21:58 -0500 
Size: 53128bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/4e8baf45bl ldeada5a70220427a8be05 
File Name: .docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 20:21:58 -0500 
Size: 53115bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/9a13d5b3528f96c8bdaf124586f77520 
File Name: .docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 20:21:58 -0500 
Size: 53143bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 

UNC class of 
BA in Mathematics 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 53315bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/e32585a3d867057738303ee10a5ae6bd 
File Name: docx 
Expiry Date: Thu, 11:06:13 -0500 
Size: 53315bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 

Here’s feedback from yesterday on my meeting with 
Let me know- if there any questions! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://axchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/eef8d276520d734964alf7bc82211505 
File Name: doc 
Expiry Date: Thu, 11:53:23 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday,                   11:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Sorry that these are late, but here are my FFs. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 673792bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/75bf4e9a3279b418e6c44cced38771a2 
File Name: doc 
Expiry Date: Fri, 22:58:55 -0500 
Size: 108544bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5ab20b4d60ba673f190598bl lcf2eccl 
File Name: EXSS doc 
Expiry Date: Fri, 22:58:55 -0500 
Size: 116224bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/fec67f6eefdf842b629c50a9c85b6615 
File Name: EXSS doc 
Expiry Date: Fri, 22:58:55 -0500 
Size: 114176bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5eb955dlfff7390f084717f4147e607d 
File Name: HIST doc 
Expiry Date: Fri, 22:58:55 -0500 
Size: 109056bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/dd94c65c9efb672f102ee373e5d23bc5 
File Name: HIST doc 
Expiry Date: Fri, 22:58:55 -0500 
Size: 109056bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/6110e0e9f7654ca06a8b455a03e0132e 
File Name: UPC doc 
Expiry Date: Fri, i 22:58:55 -0500 
Size: 116736bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

Hello all, 

Here are the feedback forms for tonight. 

Thanks 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 339968bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/759c0ce05628d012a10d537f30cdfc7e 
File Name: Feedback Form 9 - .DOC 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:02:22 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/18b5401a5dde483d8aedc18229d08bda 
File Name: Feedback Form 8 - .DOC 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:02:22 -0500 
Size: 111104bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5fa410c533e91452343 lee7f60f0dbdd 
File Name: BIOL doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 22:02:22 -0500 
Size: 118272bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  10:11 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback 

UNC class of 
BA in Mathematics 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 53184bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/lb6a34c8fa7afc3bda0613d1412569d0 
File Name: .docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 09:10:37 -0500 
Size: 53184bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, ;                 2:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Here are my FFs from this week 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 491536bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/07e76feb6e70dce97b9a1686b825d81b 
File Name: EXSS .doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13:12:52 -0500 
Size: 115712bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/fb39485ce9c26d5be705ee4580b5a340 
File Name: Hist docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13:12:52 -0500 
Size: 156688bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/86b86c7d4bfc7d100706bcf75d726dd3 
File Name: Hist doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13:12:52 -0500 
Size: 109056bytes 

Attachment Link: httD://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/7c149c3f15 lc8799c84c2e74a40d5219 
File Name: .doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13:12:52 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form from yesterday 

Feedback from yesterday when 
Let me know if there are questions! 

and I met. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109056bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ddba6a7534b 1835be53f661 lalc36 ld0 

File Name: doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 13:54:13 -0500 
Size: 109056bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,                  7:3 5 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
feedback 

went to the play; met with a group for an EXSS 

UNC class of: 
BA in Mathematics 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 53093bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/600de9b9e27de93e67a9982416a88069 
File Name: docx 
Expiry Date: Wed, ,06:35:09 -0500 
Size: 53093bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  5:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms - Tutoring 

Hello all, 

Hope you have a wonderful weekend. See you tonight or Sunday ! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 118272bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/a14f979edf4b50alc81701 le53bb9aa8 
File Name: BIOL doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 16:25:13 -0500 
Size: 118272bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  8:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback forms 

Hello, 

Sorry I’m so behind. Especially with missing a session, I got all messed 
up. Anyway here are all the feedback forms (or, I hope this is all of 
them!) that I haven’t sent yet. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 770560bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/aa7cb65582d72085a94af05f8ccf975e 
File Name: DROP IN doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/82b5f41d09c263a44cb0f01be5c6054a 
File Name: DROP IN .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/4740b6f4a671b87861bffccf33bbbf40 
File Name: FREN .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5e38298b98555d873074bf0a4253527e 
File Name: PORT .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/676e0a72891ac56cf4ed6d3999dc3a63 
File Name: PORT doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: .http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/6320b6cd8a8albda2bfccdlb3b3598 la 
File Name: PORT doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/dc54899a6d26098f603d6aea6d7d040a 

File Name: PORT .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 19:13:09 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT " 
07Date 
09Start : 7:20 
llEnd : 8:05 

Comments : 
and I went over definite vs. indefinite articles, possessive pronouns, and sentence structure. We practiced producing sentences 

and breaking them down (from audio recordings),       was unclear about a few specific grammatical concepts, which are difficult 
for most language learners and are difficult to pick up ’on the fly’ as many language teachers tend to do! 

did very well during this session; I definitely think he would benefit far more from individual tutoring rather than group 
tutoring. The other players only serve as a distraction for him and he tends to be much more talkative when they’re around (especially 
when they, too, are talkative). His performance this session was excellent, and it took him very little time to grasp concepts in the 
absence of all the distractions. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : review possessive pronouns & contractions of prepositions ’de’ and ’em’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:43 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:40 

Comments :      read Barren Lives tonight for his Port    class. He was a little behind since the store did not have the book but he 
is making steady progress and should be all caught up by his test next week. Very focused! He left early to meet with Beth. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Finish Barren Lives 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  8:45 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:00 
llEnd : 8:40 

Comments:     looked at the website of the gym he is going to visit for EXSS. We thought it would be a good idea for him to have 
an idea of the facilities and pricing before he arrived so that he could formulate good questions to ask. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Do write up and presentation for gym site visits. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  9:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course, ¯ FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:05 
llEnd : 9:15 

Comments ¯ 
In today’s session, we reviewed for ’s test on Friday. We went over infinitive forms of verbs, regular conjugations for -er verbs 
(present tense), numbers up to 100, interrogative words, and constructions using ’on’. We also did some listening practice (I read 
sentences/paragraphs out loud, he wrote them down or answered questions on the board). 

Listening skills seemed up to par.    did mention that he ’never studies’ for his classes (as in, that’s what he’s done in the past), which 
may have worked for him up til now but I think he may need to develop some study skills/habits, especially since he is struggling in 
French. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession :    s listening skills are up to par, but he needs to work on accents and ESPECIALLY on spelling. 
STUDY FOR TEST! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Thursday,                  9:3 9 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name :i 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments :       had a lot of online activities for homework tonight. We spent most of the session today going through them 
together to make sure he understood them all as he did them and wasn[]t just guessing. Then we worked with some basic concepts of 
grammar and vocab that might be on the quiz he has tomorrow. He worked hard tonight, remembered things that I had told him 

earlier in the session when he needed them later (which is awesome) and got everything done for Spanish that he needed to do and felt 
pretty prepared for the quiz tomorrow. It was a really productive night. 

Effort Level: : Excellent 

RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

[@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, :                 10:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

Hey, 
I did a FF for my math session with, as well as one for the hour I 
spent with the SOCI guys working on their presentation 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 226816bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/78b08b6e4ae901befa0ff94c7ea21f80 
File Name: ~ doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, 21:33:19 -0500 
Size: 110592bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/10a350a91f62elcc9d047f47f726cle6 
File Name: SOC .doc 
Expiry Date: Wed, ,21:33:19 -0500 
Size: 116224bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Friday,                  8:43 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm 
11End : 8pm 

Comments ¯ 
- was warned about Facebook. Still seems to have the best handle on the class of all the guys. Participated and had his 

book. 

- Participated. Had the questions that they went over in class on Wednesday so we reviewed the answers. 

- Participated. 

- Did participate some, but couldn’t stay off of Facebook so the Col. had him go to IS. 

- Participated some. Still giving me a bit of a hard time, but I think he’s starting to come around. 

- Participated, but had to warn him about his cell phone. Had his book. 
Effort Level: ¯ Average 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ I reminded them of the session on Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form 

Here’s my form for last night. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 106496bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/8d978a9285bf17284371405a48e8456e 
File Name: CLAS doc 
Expiry Date: Thu, 10:24:08 -0500 
Size: 106496bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                  8:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport :Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:10 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ 
and I rehearsed several practice dialogues in preparation for his oral exam tomorrow. 

doesn’t have an exam tomorrow. 
participated as well, though he 

We also went over some key vocab from the dialogues and a few pronunciation issues (especially where Portuguese differs from 
Spanish, i.e. palatalized coronal stops + high vowels). 

made good progress in his pronunciation tonight. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                  8:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ is trying really hard to make up for the class he lost while he was sick He’s trying really hard. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ vocab, vocab, vocab! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday, ,8:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : PORT 

07Date 

09Start : 7:00 

llEnd : 7:30 

Comments : came in mostly for pronunciation today and he did a good job. We went over his script for tomorrow- for 30 minutes until he got it 100% correct. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : vocab, vocab, vocab!! would be able to memorize dialogues better if he knew- what they were saying. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  8:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

Hello ladies- 

Attached is ’s feedback form for Sunday night: 

Amy- I was unclear about whether or not the football feedback forms on 
Tarheelblue.com actually work or not/if we were supposed to try to do them 
on there or not, so I just did it this way tonight since I KNOW this works. 
Can you please email me back to clarify what’s up regarding the feedback 
forms/how to access them? I’d really appreciate it! 

Thanks and I hope you all had a good weekend! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 67584bytes; 

Attachment Link: _l_http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/2e300a0578d179e9f4ff5dd543281535 
File Name: doc 

Expiry Date: Sat, 19:49:56 -0500 

Size: 67584bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                  9:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 pm 
llEnd : 8:50 pm 

Comments : 
Tonight, spent the first hour of study table with a SOCI    tutor to prepare for his test on Thursday. Meanwhile, I read over 

’s lab report which I had him bring in tonight for me to review and we considered any changes that should be made. 

When       returned, we filled out his Passbook. He filled out everything he needed to do and his schedule looks pretty light this 
week giving him plenty of time to study for his SOCI test. He decided to stagger his DRAM reading and get ahead of it so he had 
plenty of time to study the days before his test. I mentioned that he might want to spread out his studying and start earlier and then we 
went over some ways that he could study for this test without actually re-reading all of the materials which would take a long time. 
Because this test is going to be much different than the others I’m glad he is getting extra direction. He also told me to write down 
what he had to read for DRAM    as it was assigned. 

After we filled out his passbook I had him tell me about "As You Like It". He told me that he made sure and made notes on when the 
lights changed, how they matched with what was going on stage, and some aspects of the scenery. He also told me that he had already 
read the play in high school and remembered it well so that he didn’t have to focus as much on the content of the play and could look 
more at the stage design without losing details with what was going on. 

started his next drama    reading which is followed by the play "A Doll House" this week. I had him try to guess what the 
play was about and he was pleased when I told him that the play didn’t have anything to do with dolls. He was also relieved that he 
was moving into plays that would be easier to read. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNext Session : 
For next study table        needs to remember to bring his DRAM    stuff so that he can read it. 

He is supposed to sign up for a conference time for English - I don’t know whether this will be in class or by email!online, but if it is 
the latter he needs to do that before any deadline that is set (there isn’t one listed in the syllabus). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                  9:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:15 
llEnd : 9:15 

Comments ¯ We went over various ways of structuring some of the more complicated things he wanted to say in his composition. I 
explained how to arrange direct objects, infinitives, how to use conditional, etc. in French sentences. 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                  10:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name :i 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : i    worked on his Drama    assignment the whole time, which was reviewing the play "As You Like It." 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Portuguese homework, he gets his test results back tomorrow in that class- told him we would review it 
Monday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                  10:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : Geog 
07Date : 
09Start : 7pm- 
11End : 9pm 

Comments ¯ 
They have a test in Geog on Wednesday and this was our last review. There will, however, be a review day in class on Monday 
the 27th. We continued to go over the key terms and the book. 

Harvest. 

- left at 7:20pm. Got some definitions. 

- (7-8) Participated quite a lot. Finished going over the review sheet (all of the key terms) and reviewed chapters 1-4 in 

- (7-8) Participated some. Attitude a bit better. Finished going over the review sheet (all of the key terms) and 
reviewed chapters 1-4 in Harvest. 

r _ (8-9) Participated some, attitude getting much better. Only finished reviewing the key terms. Didn’t review the book, 

but they’ll have time in class. 

¯ (8-9) Seems to really get it. Finished reviewing the key terms. Has read the book, so feels confident in the 
material (the only one who’s read the book). 

- Was working on another assignment and decided not to attend my session. Said he would get the definitions from 
someone else. 

They have what they need to do well...they just need to put some time in on their own to make sure they have it down before the test! 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 1:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

Here is my FF from last night. was not there. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 
Attachment Link: h_Up ://archive02.uncaa. unc. edu/56df1270aa27f3 a 12e727fd0dc3 a 19t"5 
File Name: ~ doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 12:39:09 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Monday,                  1:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : FB 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name i 
05Course : Soci 
07Date : 
09Start : 7p 
11End : 8p 

Comments ¯ 
Exam 1 review. 

Discussed lecture notes/terminology for upcoming exam.        will get info that professor discusses in class on Tuesday about 
what will be on exam- to Jaime as soon as possible, so I can create study/review material from it for Wednesday’s session. 

He has read all the material to be included on exam. 

It would help if would take notes consistently in the class, so that I have an idea of what points professor is making in class 
regarding readings etc... 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : Get info to Jaime asap about what professor says will be included on exam, so Jaime can forward to me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  8:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

,IS 

Hi Everyone, 
I apologize AGAIN! We are working from home today b/c our server is 
getting moved and our computers are getting something done to them that I 
don’t understand. That means I don’t have the form b/c it’s on my computer 
at work. I have attached a Word Doc on which I tried to replicate the form 
we use. Hope it’s what you need. Maybe next time I will actually have the 
right form on a properly functioning computer. :) 

Pretty good session last night. One thing I have noticed is that the guys 
are gravitating to the sides and back of the room again (this isn’t news). 
As we all realize, that makes it hard to walk around and easily see what 
they are up to. Most of them stayed on task and were fine, but there were 
a couple who used their strategic location to their advantage. But I do 
have to give a round of applause to i and -- both of 
them worked really hard and got a lot done ! ! 

Let me know if you need any more info. Have a great day! 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 31232bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/84af4cc2f0dc1784d6301a948d57040d 
File Name: doc 
Expiry Date: lvlon, 07:52:51 -0500 
Size: 31232bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday                   11:31 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Byrne Kleissler <kleissle@email.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form 

Here is my feedback form for last night. I tried to use the internet form 
but it kept telling me the characters I typed in didn’t match. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 107520bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/de78450e83 lf4006b97230301fbb7960 
File Name: HIST and CLAS doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 10:31:18 -0500 
Size: 107520bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                  12:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs EXSS and 

Here are my FFs from last night. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 226816bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/7e10bdcae40562b3e9ded193c49b4676 
File Name: EXSS .doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 11:06:40 -0500 
Size: 117248bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/ef6d97de83df9f64615f724314b21fd7 
File Name: doc 
Expiry Date: Mon, 11:06:40 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  5:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 

03SAName : - 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:00 
llEnd : 12:00 

Comments : We just went over what he got wrong on his test so he can do better next time. I am really proud of 
on his test I could cry :-) 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 

He did so well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Tuesday,                  5:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:00 
llEnd : 12:00 

Comments ¯ We went over what he got wrong on his test so he can do better next time. 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ He needs to look over ser&estar and review vocab! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  5:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name-: 
07Date : 
09Start : 11:00 
llEnd : 12:00 

Comments ¯ I helped him prepare for his oral exam today. 
Effort Level: ¯ Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession : needs to start studying vocab and grammar. He is only struggling because he spends no time on 
it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  5:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:45 
llEnd : 1:15 

Comments ¯ We went over what he got wrong on his test. 
Effort Level: ¯ Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession : Basically, he NEEDS to memorize verbs. There were only 3, there is no excuse why he shouldn’t be able 
to memorize that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Mentor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  8:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Mentor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:10 

Comments ¯ Tonight, completed an assignment for ENGL    in which he had to write a binary statement about himself (there are 
2 and only 2 possibilities) beginning with "I believe." He also finished his INLS homework lab, which he had already started on 
his own (I was very proud of him for this)! 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  8:58 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 8:00 

Comments ¯ We worked on an assignment and went over verbs. We made a verb chart on a giant post-it which he’s going to decorate 
his wall with.       did it too, so I’m happy it’s catching on. I may have all my athletes do that... 
Effort Level: : Effort Level 
RemindersForNextSession" Review that verb chart! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                  9:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback form 

Hey there- 

I just did l    ~’s feedback form online (using the Tarheelblue.com link Amy 
sent out) and just wanted to confirm that it came through and was done 
correctly. This was my first time doing it this way so I just wanted to 
make sure I did it right...? Please let me know when you get a chance - 
I’d really appreciate it. 

Thanks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  9:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : PORT " 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:05 
llEnd : 8:05 

Comments ¯ 
In today’s session, we didn’t have as much work to do since they had an oral test on Monday. We went over verb conjugations 
(regular) to help with the assignment they have due tomorrow; we also talked about sentence structure, placement of articles, etc. 

-- and I rehearsed his dialogue that he has to memorize for his oral test (since he was absent Friday). We went over the meanings 
of words he didn’t know (it was a pretty difficult text) as well as pronunciation issues. 

didn’t participate much in the session, but I can’t say it was entirely his fault since it was pretty hectic, i is very 
talkative and    has a lot of questions (which is a good thing!). Overall, things are running more smoothly, but definitely 
has some ADD issues, and he could definitely benefit from 1-on-1 tutoring (especially in conjunction with medication). 
Effort Level: ¯ Good 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday                   9:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : Football 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name : 
05Course : FREN 
07Date : 
09Start : 8:05 
llEnd : 9:30 

Comments ¯ 
needs help mainly with agreement and pronunciation/listening comprehension. He tends to form his sentences pretty well, but he 

has problems with number/gender agreement of nouns and adjectives, pronouns, etc. We went over different pluralization rules of 
nouns & adjectives, masc/fem agreement rules, among other things. 

I also read him some sentences in French (once fast, once slowly) so he could listen to spoken French and attempt to translate it and 
understand it. We’re probably going to spend 5-10 minutes in future sessions doing that; we’ll probably draw sentences or paragraphs 
from the textbook, from the internet (easy French broadcasts/news, perhaps), or just made up conversations. He IS, however, making 
progress on distinguishing between the nasal sounds. 
Effort Level:: Good 
RemindersForNextSession : Practice pronunciation for recording assignment (due Friday); listen to French recordings of some sort 
(book has good resources!) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  10:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments : I worked with       today on a general review for his SPAN    test tomorrow. We went over a bit of vocab and 
talked mainly about the differences between ser/estar and saber/conocer. We went through most of the practice tests that were posted 
online and though we didn’t finish because he had some English homework to do also, we did get through the most important main 
points and I made sure he didn’t have any more specific questions before he went to do English. He seemed pretty prepared as far as 
what we went over. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday, 10:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstze@uncaa.unc.edu>; webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 

03SA Name : 

04Tutor Name : 

05Course : SPAN 

07Date : 

09Start : 7:15 

llEnd : 8:30 

Comments : I helped      : with preparation for a SPAN    test he has tomorrow- with       . Again, we wet over some of the vocab for the test, the differences 
between ser/estar and saber/conocer and the way to form the simple future tense "ir a + infinitive." He was less confident with the information that        but after the 
session he was able to explain the differences and grammar points fairly well. He did some work on the practice tests with and i think their work together 
helped each of them a bit also. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Tuesday,                  10:31 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : football 
03SA Name : 
04Tutor Name : 
05Course : SPAN 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:15 
llEnd : 8:30 

Comments : I helped      today with forming commands (both formal and informal), he was confused about what the professor 
went over in class, and a quick review of direct and indirect object pronouns. He had just gotten a test back and we went over the 
parts he was really confused on (the pronouns and also the present perfect) and also he did some partner work going over the test with 

who had just taken the same test. He really just is not into Spanish and wants to get it over with and his effort level shows that. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marc Napolitano <mnapoli@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2007 9:57 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Beth, 

Emailing the makeups is fine. Thanks again. 

-Marc 

--- Scanned by M+ Guardian Messaging Firewall --- 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

Date: Time 6-Tpm Subject: Math Tutor: 
Student Sport Was the Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 

Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time 
(please mark if YES) 

[~On time had a few questions on the homework he has due Monday so we worked 
[~Prepared through those and then practiced other similar problems to reinforce the 
[~Done with assigned concepts. We also went through some definitions that will be on his exam next 
work between sessions Wednesday. 
[~Participating 

*: DOn time I 

]’ DDone with assigned’ 
work between sessions ’ 

]’ DPa~idpating I’ 
DOn time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[-]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

’, Work b etweenSe s s io nS’, 
DPa~icipating, 

[-]On time 
[-]Prepared 
[-]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[-]Participating 

:: DOn time I 

], DDone with assigned I 
I work b etweenSe s s io nS’ 

, ] I DPa~icipating I, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:51 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

.doc 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7plTI Time Finished: 7"35pm 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

There was a little miscommunication and       was sent home before study session started. I’m 
not sure what happened to,        I called him twice, but he didn’t answer. 
I sent them an email with a website to help with their homework and I will get there 20 minutes early 
tomorrow to help them with any questions. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 8:00 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

’Hist 

did miss an assignment on Friday. He missed class on Wednesday, and 
they did not receive their syllabus for recitation until Friday, so I 
did not have a way of checking it. I have talked with him about that and 
the TA was generous and is going to give him a make up assignment. 

have the same TA so he got the syllabus from him. They 
have IDs due for bonus points due on Friday. I have told them to pick 
out the ones that they would like to turn in for bonus points. I now 
have all of their syllabi from recitations and can check everything. I 
am trying to help them stay caught up in history. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 4:23 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

Hist 7pm.doc; Hist 8pm.doc 

Hi, Beth: 

Here are my feedback forms; I had a little trouble with Word 97 (I 
should have confessed to you my near-total computer illiteracy!), but 
finally managed to get the forms open and typed in and saved. Please 
let me know if the format is wrong. 

See you Sunday evening! 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE ON~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7pm 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

Yes On time 
n!a Prepared 

n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Subject: HIST 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

General comments on Session: None of them had their books or notes with 
them. I asked them to be sure to bring those materials to our next session. 
They were, for the most part, engaged and attentive (see notes on specific 
individuals). They did seem unclear on assignments and what they should be 
readings in the textbook; I asked them to be sure to have their syllabi and 
books next week so we could go over how to structure their studying and class 
prep on a week-by-week basis but generally we looked tonight at how to 
approach the chapters in the text and how to pick out the important material. 
We’ll work on this more next time when they each have their books. 

Yes On time ] Very attentive and engaged: 
~a Prepared ] 
~a Donew~th ] 

between sessions 

Yes On time 
rda Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Yes On time ] Had already done his assignment for Friday’ s recitationi 
e s P~ep ared ] 

~a Donewith ! 

assigned work ] 

Was an active participant in our discussion, did a good job of explaining to 
the others how an ID should be structured. 



THE ON~ OF NORTH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Yes On time 
rda Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
OK Participating 

Spent the majority of the session yawning, slouching in his seat, with eyes 
closed, complaining of being tired. Did ask one question about clarification of 
something from lecture and actively participated in the discussion of the issue, 
but then went back to his lethargic attitude. 

~Onfimel 
 i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii i iDiPrepa ed i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDiD~inieiiiwii~hiiiiassiii~niediiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i   

work between sessions ’ 
, ~Pa~icipating I, 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 8pm 

Was the Student- 
Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

Yes On time 
No Prepared 
rda Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
OK Participating 

Subject: HIST 
¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

Yawned, had his eyes closed for much of the hour. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDi rep red                                                                 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  iiiiDiD neiiiWi hi i assi  gniedi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                              i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                                                                  i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i                                            

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiDiP iicipia*ingiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. 
[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

[--]On time 
[--]Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
[--]Participating 

ge s On time ] 
No P~ep ared ] 
~a Donewith ] 
as sign e d w o rk ] 
betweensess~ons 

Neither of them had books or note with them. They hadn’t done their 
assignment yet for Friday’s section, which was to write a sample ID, so we 
talked about how to structure an ID. I also went over with them with my 
copy of the text how to read effectively the chapters. They both claimed they 
had no reading in the readings book, and hadn’t received a syllabus for 
recitation. Next session, once we have the recitation syllabi, I want to work on 
with them how to approach those types of readings. 



THE UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
i ~Ontimel 
~ ~Prepared ] 
i ~Done with assigned ’ 
]’ w o rk b etw ee ns e s sio ns 

UPartlcipating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                 8:5 8 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Oops, here’s the form! 

Hist doc 



Date: 
Student Sport 

Time 7:00pm 
Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

THE UNIVE[Lqrw OF NOI~TH CAR.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Subject: HIST Tutor: 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

As a group, they were all pretty engaged - all but two had remembered to 
bring their books and notes as I asked, and they managed to keep the cross- 
talk and off-topic ramblings to a reasonable level. We went over one section 
in the textbook, dealing with the labor union movements of the late 19th 

century. I had them take turns reading aloud paragraph by paragraph, and 
then stop and analyze the important points of each paragraph and what 
therein might make possible IDs, as well as trying to get them to get a sense of 

historical causality, which should help them in understanding the 
"significance" portion of IDs. Next week when they have the study guide, 

we’ll devote half our time to the specific IDs for the test and half to the essay 
questions, including the definition of a thesis sentence and how to write a good 

one. I reminded them that they needed to be reading the textbook and should 
be through Chapter 18 to be prepared for lecture this week. 

Ye s On time ! 
Yes P~epared 
~a Donewith ] 
assigned work. 
between sessions      ’ 

Yes Pa~icipating ’ 
Yes On time 
OK Prepared 

n!a Done with 
assigned work 

between sessions 
Yes Participating 

¥e s 0n time ! 
OK Prep ared ] 

~a Donewith ! 

: . assigned work ] 



THE C}N~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

No P~epared ] proceeded to open his laptop and work on something on Blackboard for our 
~aDonewith’ entire session: Since he came in late while I had my back turned writing on 

between sessions ] room! and since noneof the other guys acknowledged his presencei I wasn’t 
No Pa~icipafing ’ sure it was him until the end of the sessioni and so didn,t confront him and 

] make him join us: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday                   6;56 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

and again I forgot the attachment! 

Hist           .doc; Hist           doc 



THE ONWE[Lql"~ OF NOT<TH CAT4.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Date: Time 7:00pm Subject: HIST Tutor: 

Student Sport Wasthe Student- ¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
Athlete... ¯ Any things to work on for next time (please mark if YES) 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 

work between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Tomorrow night we’ll work on the first of the essay question, and I’ll also 
have the four guys who I assigned the IDs we didn’t complete tonight report 

those out to the whole group. 

Ye s On time ] 
e s P~ep ared ] 

work between sessions~ 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Ye s On time ] 
No P~epared 
DDone with assigned 
work between sessions’ 
Yes Pa~icipatmg 

Yes On time 
Yes Prepared 
[--]Done with assigned 
work between sessions 
Yes Participating 

We completed all but four of the IDs; I had them work in pairs and put each 
ID on the board - they all participated, but the standouts in terms of taking 
the assignment seriously and really putting in extra effort were 

: hadn’t brought his book; none of them had brought 
their notes and I don’t think they’re even taking notes in lecture, which is 
going to be a major problem for them as the semester goes on. 



THE UN~ O1~ NORTH CA’R.OMN,4 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

es 0 timel 
Yes Prepared 

’ DDone with assigned’ 
w o rk b etw ee ns e s s ionsI, 
Yes Pa~icipadng 



Date: 
Student Sport 

THE UN~ OF NOT4.TH CA’R.Of_,INA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 
Time 7:30pm 

Was the Student- 

Athlete... 

(please mark if YES) 

OK On time 
Yes Prepared 
Yes Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Subject: HIST 

¯ Comments on Session (REQUIRED) 
¯ Any things to work on for next time 

Tutor: 

Ye s On time ! 
¥e s P~ep ared ] 
Yes Done with ] 
assigned work 
between sessions ] 

Yes On time 
OK Prepared 
n!a Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
OK Participating 

Yes On time ] Is working very hardi seems to be making a serious effort to learn the 
¥e s P~ep are d ] m at e riali 
Yes Done with ] 

Very productive session. The guys who had to have IDs prepared were all 
ready with their homework and, although they each had a little trouble 
identifying the significance of their IDs, did a good job of getting the key facts 

together. We worked on the first essay question: I went over with them 
exactly what the essay was asking them to do, breaking down the prompt into 
a series of questions and using them as elements in an outline on the board. I 
went over what he’s looking for in these essays - not just a recital of facts but 
an explanation of how events happen. Since their lecture notes are sparse, if 
not totally non-existent, they had a little trouble filling in the outline. I helped 

them with two of the three main sections, and asked them to have the middle 
part of the answer done for Wednesday night’s session. We’ll do the second 

essay also then, and I’ll also give them a little quiz on the IDs. I told them to 
take careful notes in lecture on Wednesday morning, as material for the essay 

we’ll be working on that evening will covered in lecture that morning. 



THE UN~ OF NORTH CA’R.OLINA 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

FEEDBACK FORM 

I I ~es Pa~icipating I 
Yes On time Has been very prepared, and knows the material probably best of all of the 
Yes Prepared guys. 
Yes Done with 
assigned work 
between sessions 
Yes Participating 

Yes On time I Participating actively and is very engaged! 
, . ¥esPrepared ] 

Y e s D o n e with ] 
I [as Sign e d w o rk ] 
[ [ b etw ee n s e s si o n s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotxnail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:50 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: STUDY TABLE 

Everything went well for the most part. I had to ask the guys to quiet down a couple of times and they did. The last 10 minutes 
disrespectful attitude and would not sit down.           also had attitude when he was asked to be quiet. That’s about it. 

gave some major 

> Date: Tue,            [0:22:11 -0400 
> From: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> To: overstre@email.unc.edu; @hotmail.com; cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu; jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu; obarnes@uncaa.unc.edu 
> Subject: STUDY TABLE 
> 

> Hello All! 
> 

> Just a few- items about study table in general... 
> 

> 1. In an effort to save trees .... please email me after your duty nights with any issues/comments about your session (any snags you ran into, or behavior 
issues etc) No need to fill out a feedback form, a quick email will suffice. Make sure to give the clipboard to the other person on duty before you leave. 
> 

> 2. We need to send a message to all the Upperclassmen/Freshmen that when they are dismissed for the night or leave a session, they need not disrupt other sessions 
going on. This would include walking through the cafeteria and being loud, getting on cell phones, being loud in general in the hallways, etc. 
> 

> ***ALSO, the upperclassmen need to mind/respect the person on duty on the second floor (ie Tia) if she asks them to do something. Their response shouldn’t be "I’m 
am upperclassmen". 
> 

> We haven’t had many issues with this, but some have come up. 
> 

> Let me know- anything else I can do help make study table run more efficient or effectively! 
> 

> Thanks ! ! ! 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Want to do more with Window-s Live? Learn [] 10 hidden secrets[] from Jamie. 
http://wind~ws~ive.c~m/c~nnect/p~st/iamieth~ms~n.spaces.~ive.c~m-B~~g-cns!55~F68~DAD532637!5295.entr~?~cid=TXT TAGLM WL domore 092008 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<overstre@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 17, 2008 11:39 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: thanks 

You’re welcome! And thank you for thos pics...i saw them last nite and 
they were VERY helpful. I was able to give         that form that 
was in the pouch! My apologies about the DVD. The mentor has blonde 
hair, short, small to medium build. She told me her name but I totatlly 
forgot but she’ll be mentoring some guys tonight for the class the DVD 
is for. Since        leaves before study hall is over, if something 
like this comes up again what should be done? Is there another 
alternative or safe place to put/hide such items? 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> thanks for the update 
> 
> real quick--just for next time 
> go ahead and give the movie 
> don’t let the mentor take it 
> i had planned for the guys to watch it during the day today so i 
> changed up real quick since i don’t have it 
> the mentor might think they are helping, but don’t always know the 
> daytime plan 
> 
> also, i had put picture pages on the clipboard yesterday 
> i know it isn’t the most organized thing, but hopefully those picture 
> sheets will help 
> 
> thanks a bunch! 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

Tia Overstreet 
"Delight yourself in the Lord and he will give you the desires of your 
heart" (Psalm 37:4) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  9:51 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form 

Hist .doc 

Hi, Beth: 

"Jeopardy" went great; most of them did well and I awarded all five 
"prizes"! I’ve got my fingers crossed for them on Friday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  12:55 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback forms 

doc; 
doc 

doc~ doc; 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE tJN~ OF NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:30 Time Finished: 1"15 

Student Brought: [--1Bool~s [--1Notes 

[--1Other: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY J--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

and I tried to catch up by working on the review sheet for the test. We went through about 
half of it together,      made flashcards for the new vocabulary and studied it while I worked with 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7pro Time Finished: 8pro 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

I went up and made copies of the worksheet they needed for next time. Then we began to go through 
the animals- memorizing them by repetition and quizzing before playing pictionary with them. A 

named      sat in today. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE. tJN~ OF NOTLTH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 1 1am Time Finished: 12"05pm 

Student Brought: [~Bool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~NIA 

I-I, 1-14 [~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

and I began by working through the text that was assigned for tomorrow. They were 
supposed to read Chapter 10 in the book (23-25pages). We got through a good chunk of it before he 
left, and he asked if he could come back tonight to finish while I had 
I made a copy of the reading for myself. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday,                  9:13 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; L@yahoo.com 

Hi Beth: I keep forgeting to fill out a form when I meet with       He did not have any class notes as of yesterday. I told him he 
needs to get them from someone in the class as they are important for studying for Kable’s exam. He printed out the Study Guide for 
Exam #1 and we worked on 
some of the vocab, and important points from Kable’s first class sessions. 
He has two forms that I have prepared for the kids to use--they need to plug the info onto the forms. I will see him Wed. at 11 a.m. 
and have invited him to come to the evening review tomorrow night at 8 p.m. with other students. I advised him to work on as much 
of the study guide as he could with class notes between Mon and Wed. 



THE tJN~ OF NOTLTH C,,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

Time Started: 11 am Time Finished: 12"05pm 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 
(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

I 
F eedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 

_or additional comments.) 
and I went over what they did in class on Monday. It was a lot of review of vocabulary and 

we went through verb conjugations again. We also looked at the test. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NORTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 8pro Time Finished: 8"57pm 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I~Y I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 

(poe,) 

[--]Assignment to worl~ on [--]Nothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

m 

came in for extra Swahili time- he is worried about his grade. He would like to come in 
every Tuesday/Thursday with      and 
We spent most of the night talking about the test- what went wrong, ways we can do better in 
class...same old stuff. They were honest with me about what happened, and I appreciate that; 
however, we’re going to have to make some major changes in what we do. 
We then focused on the upcoming test (remind me to talk to you about it in person) which is an oral 
exam, i.e 10 minutes with him alone. So we practiced basic conversations and responding to 
questions he might ask. 
The last part we spent setting goals together for how to get through the semester. Thursday we’re 
going to come up with constructive ways to achieve these goals. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE. tJN~ OF NOTLTH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 12:30 Time Finished: 1"15 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 
[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
I--IV I--IN 

sessions: 
Attitude/Effort: [~1 [~2 

(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

came in late from making up a test.      and I reviewed what we did in class- vocabulary, 
grammar concepts, etc. Then I had a translation worksheet for him to work on..      and I played 
catch up from the weeks he was gone and tried to get up to speed to work on translation. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade 

Test/Assign. 
Date Comments 



Student: 
Day/Date: 

Tutor: 

THE UN~ O1: NOT<TH C,~’R.OLIN.4, 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Tutor Appointment Feedback Form 

Time Started: 7pro Time Finished: 8pro 

Student Brought: [--IBool~s [--INotes 

[--IOther: 

Completed tasks b/w 
J--lY I--IN 

sessions: 

Attitude/Effort: I~11 1~12 
(poe,) 

I--lAssignment to worl~ on I--lNothing 

[~S 
(Excellent) 

Feedback: (Please be SPECIFIC. Comment on productivity of session, the area(s) in which the student received assistance, the chapters, concepts, or 
assignments you worked on during the session, and any academic/behavioral problems you noticed. Add any other suggestions for improvement, questions, 
or additional comments.) 

We went over class stuff from Monday and go through about half of the day’s notes; he went over so 
much on Monday that it was tough to get through it all. We especially focused on verb conjugation. 

I Specific tasks for next session: (Reminders/asked the student to complete or bring the following items for next meeting)                            I 

m 

New Grade Information: 

Next 
Course Test/Assign. Grade Test/Assign. Date Comments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:01 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Form 

Soci .doc 

~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:32 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Feedback Form 

Yes, I’m pretty sure I still have the correct list: 

Is this correct? My only question is, when is with the group? 

No, unfortunately I did not find my wallet. Luckily I had my license 
and debit card in a wristlet from a night I went out but I had to 
cancel my credit cards and order new things like insurance cards, etc. 

We had planned to meet in the library again because its easier for me 
to park and to get to the law school afterwards because I have a 
meeting at 12. Is that ok? Cynthia had said it was fine, but if we need 
to meet in the Academic Center we will. 

Also, I don’t know if its worth mentioning but        :ame and sat in 
on my session last night for probably 30-40 minutes and because of it 
me and the guys were not able to be productive. I mean I think he 
might have been trying to help but he was way off base and it was just 
distracting. And at the end of the session when I asked them do some 

brainstorming for me before we meet on Thursday his "yea right" 
attitude about the request was made very clear and I just think thats 
counterproductive for the guys. I’m not telling you with the 
expectation or desire for something to be said to him, just more so 
that its documented in case it happens in the future. 

Well I think thats it, or should be after the book I just wrote you! 
lol Have a good day and I’ll see you this evening! 

@email.unc.edu 

Quoting Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Do you still have the list of who should be in the Soci    ~essions? 
> If so, could you do me a favor and write who is absent? 
> Feel free to make a "master" ff and just change it each session, so at 
> least the names will always be on there and then you can just put 
> (absent) next to their names. 
> 
> Did you find your wallet? 
> 
> Feel free to use study room A tomorrow, if you and cam meet at the AC 
> 
> Beth 



> 

> Beth Bridger 
> Assistant Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> @email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

7:00 PM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              10:38 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fforms 

doc; 
doc 

.doc; .doc; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 1, 2011 12:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<      @email.unc.edu> 
Weeklies 

TEXT.htm 

~hotmail. com; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 21,2011 12:18 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: need some ideas 

wow ! I know -- the drama tutor (there is a story to be had over a beer if there ever was one) told me that over half the class failed the 
exam!! I wonder if the professor totally jacked up the exam from previous semesters? Her power points looked to be the same 
material so I don’t know what the difference was. 

when i get into the office in the morning I will look at the staff we have that can help you. honestly, as usual it is putting in the effort 
to learn the stories and a little bit of daily drill from the powerpoints. Beth Lyons ha~,       5-7 on Sundays but then      is done. 
She is doing the OLYM sessions MW 7-9PM. I think she would be great with the ladies if she is up for more hours. Otherwise I 
definately have LAs on weekday mornings that would love to work with them as well, being one of them. As I said, I 
will double check in the morning and get right back to you. Either woman would love it! 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chaoel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 09/20/11 7:52 PM >>> 
Ok-- 

Like i expected and no surprise my girls bombed the drama test. 

49 
25 

23 

wowsers! 

How should I supplement them some more time during the week? 

Is anyone available on Sundays? 
ff 1    doesn’t want      -could she meet with them? 

they have time on MWR 9-950, TTH from 930-1045, anyone available then? 
tuesdays they have time at 7, monday wed are tough as they have engl tutor... 

and    already emailed the prof, so just need to figure something out 

let me know your thoughts... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               7:13 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Your Academic Worksheet 

From: Kaplan, Roger Jay [kaplan@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2011 12:25 PM 
To: 

Subject: Your Academic Worksheet 

Here is your academic worksheet; if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 
Roger 

Roger Jay Kaplan, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor 
Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts & Sciences and the General College 
Campus Box 3110 
G008 Steele Building 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Office (919) 962-3404 
Fax (919) 962-6888 
http ://advisin~.tmc.edu 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 

u 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 116883bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/6227513d9339fa825df3195c9b332e99 
File Name: 20110920151211620.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sat, 31 Dec 2011 18:13:33 -0500 
Size: 116883bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               8:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Academic Worksheet 

From: Russell, Chloe [cjrussel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 30, 2011 2:50 PM 

To: 
Subject: Academic Worksheet 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 
Ms. Russell 

Chloe J. Russell 
Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 
919-962-6888 (f) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 83560bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/5d93f044684dd465643c60595f5fd4de 
File Name: Butts, D 720280907 EXSS.pdf 
Expiry Date: Sat, 31 Dec 2011 19:26:08 -0500 

Size: 83560bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:12 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Request 

From: Kessler, Jim [jim kessler@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 7:03 AM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Request 

The process for language and math is the same. I am out of the office today but will look at you information when I return 

Jim Kessler 
Director 
Department of Disability Services 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Sent from my iPad 

On , at 3:38 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mr. Kessler, 
> 
> The form you gave says foreign language substitution. I’m asking for a math substitution. Also, in my packet I included an email 
from my professor will that work? Also the tutor I worked with no longer works here. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Kessler, Jim [jim kessler@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 8:58 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: Request 
> 
> Just a quick note that we have received your request. I have attached a release form for you to complete, sign and give to the faculty 
of your math course and tutors. They may email their responses to me. We I have the information we will move quickly to address 
your request. 
> 
> Jim Kessler, Director 
> Department of Disability Services 
> CB# 7214 SASB North 
> Suite 2126 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7214 
> 919-962-8300 (V) 
> 919-962-4748 (F) 
> 711 (T) NC RELAY 
> http ://disability services.tmc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                8:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Academic Worksheets 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 7:38 PM 
To: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: FW: Academic Worksheets 

From: Russell, Chloe [cjrussel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:31 PM 
To: 

Subject: Academic Worksheets 

Your academic worksheet is attached. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

Best, 
Ms. Russell 

Chloe J. Russell 
Academic Advisor 
Division of Social and Behavioral Sciences 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1005 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

919-843-8912 (p) 
919-962-6888 (f) 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 84493bytes; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Byrd <     _ ~nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday, November 9, 2011 2:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Geol        Today- 

Today, at     I did not see either      or 
at Geol    in Mitchell Hall. I was there for the first 10 minutes. 
This is a large Classroom and there is a back door, but I did 
double check at 9:10 and did not see them. The rest of the day 
was fine and will report that soon, Charlie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Byrd <     . @nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, November 10, 2011 11:46 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Class Checks Thursday 11/10/11 

Had one blimp on the radar today, at     Comm 
that meets in 200 Swain, I was there for the first 10 minutes 
and did not see was in attendance, 
Chaflie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                9:00 AM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tentative Itinerary for for Saturday, 

Itinerary.docx 



Tentative Itinerary 

Prospect: 

Morn: 

AAU Team: 

High School: 

Field of Interest: 

12:50 p.m. 

1:45 p.m. 

1:45 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 

3:30 p.m. 

, TN 

Physical Therapy 

Arrive RDU 

ETA Chapel Hill 

Meet with Terri Jo Rucinski, Staff Physical Therapist & 
Head Athletic Trainer Women’s Basketball 

Tour Stallings 

Watch Practice 

Meet with Beth Bridger 
Academic Advisor Women’s Basketball 
Tour Campus 

Visit Dorm Room 

Meet with Coach Hatchell in WBB Conference Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 2:30 PM 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out the rest of the day 

All, 

I will be out of the office the rest of the day with flu symptoms and a sinus infection. I hope to be back tomorrow but waiting to see 
how I feel in the morning. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bryan, Anne K" <abryan2@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,              10:24 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: WORKSHEET 

Let me know if you have questions. 
Anne 

Anne Bryan 
Director of Student Affairs 
School of Education 
103 Peabody Hall, CB# 3500 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 
919.962-8693 (T) 
919.966.1348 (F) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner~unc.edu [mailto:scanner~,unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:22 AM 
To: Bryan, Anne K 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10711" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 01.06.2012 10:21:43 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 132474bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/683e829907d989519ec555 lf6b2d76b2 

File Name: pdf 
Expiry Date: Thu, 11:24:36 -0400 
Size: 132474bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                5:59 PM 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: new student 

Hi Beth, 

I will send out an updated book list in the morning so she can get her books done tomorrow between 10 and 2. Since she is a transfer 
student, she can get one of the computers tumed in by an other SA from the same year (we have one from a        SA who used his 
for less than a month, so basically bland new). I will ask if he can bring it to you. Included will be a laptop loaner agreement for 

her to sign. Please have her do so and retum it to me. 

Clarissa, would you mind sending me a copy of signed scholarship agreement. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

>>> Beth Bridger 5:04 PM >>> 
All 

was just admitted, 

Could we get her added to the book list and class roster? (I know class roster usually waits until after compliance meetings..just 
wanted to throw it out there. 
Also, has     contacted about getting her a computer? 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<sakai@groups.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 9:21 AM 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill New User Notification 

Greetings, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu: 

Welcome! You have been added to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu) by Amy Kleissler. 

This email contains your password information. 

Please go to http://sakai.unc.edu and click the "Non-Onyen Log In" button. 

Your password is: 

To change your password to something that is easier to remember, please go to your MyWorkspace tab and click the "Account" menu 
item. Next, click the "Modify Details" button and enter your new password twice. Your password should be at least 6-10 characters in 
length. 

Thank you for your collaboration and participation. 

Kind regards, 

UNC Sakai Support Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Byrd @nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, 2012 9:38 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Drop Add 

During the past few days, Wednesday, Thursday and 
Friday I made a few brief notes of several of The Women 
going through Drop Add and need to find out if I am to pick 
up any of their new Sections. Please advise, 
Thanks No Class tomorrow, so need to find out by Tues. 

Here is what I am aware of, (Drops) 

8:00 MWF Comm 
11:00 MWF INLS 

Also, I understand that           had surgery and should 
I begin checking her again on Tuesday, etc. 
Thanks, Charlie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Krumper, Jennifer" <krumper@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday:                12:09 PM 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu 
Model Kits are required for 

Dear Ms. Bridger, 

I’m writing to say that 
questions. 

Best wishes, 
Jen Krumper 

requires a model kit for her chemistry course. Please let me know if you have any 

Dr. Jennifer Krumper 
Lecturer, Department of Chemistry 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

Kenan C 127F 

jkrumper@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 2:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: E-MEETING 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,                 10:54 AM 
To:      @email.unc.edu; 
Subject: E-MEETING 

I will be out of the office tomorrow-. Please fill out the e-meeting form and send back to be by tomorrow-. 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 14925bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://axchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/2e39e15f5a288cf8e9ae719c490525c7 
File Name: WEEKLYMEETING.docx 
Expiry Date: Mon, 15:49:16 -0400 
Size: 14925bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PID 

Hey Beth this is I have everyone’s PID number 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 2:38 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tonight 

Hi Beth, I’m meeting (one of the 
tonight? Have a good trip. 

players) tonight at 8 p.m. Are any of the players planning to see me 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:48 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

semester drop.docx 



This past semester has been a very difficult one for me both academically and 
emotionally.                                                         We 
knew he would not be able to recover from his illness and it was only a matter of 
time until he would go. His condition worsened severely in December. I was able to 
spend the last few weeks with him before the spring semester. He passed on January 
29th. 

w 

I flew home to numerous times during the semester to 
spend time with my family. I lost a lot of time in the classroom and fell further and 
further behind. On top of my trips home, I was also missing class due to ACC’s and 
NCAA’s with the          . I struggled to manage everything going on. My 
sociology class was the hardest to manage because most of the information from the 
exams came from the lectures that I was missing. I could not catch up in time to be 
prepared for the exams. 
My other classes were very small and I was able to work with my professors. The 
remaining courses were not lecture based classes and I had a set plan with each of 
the professors. This was not as easy with class of 400 people. Although I did work 
with the sociology professor and was granted extensions on the exams, it was not 
enough to bring the needed results. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday,            7:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 

Rich, 

Just submit an nli!asa request and as soon as we get the ok from admission, I can issue the asa 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Rich DeSelm" <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "B eth B ridger" <bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu>, "John B lanchard" <j gb @uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Marko s" 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: i 
Date: Fri,            6:52 pm 

>>> "Rich DeSelm" <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 
ALL: 

has committed to UNC as a transfer from 
summer. Beth has reviewed his course work and met with 
UNC. 

Tom: When can we issue an ASA? 

John: You had given me the OK for a transfer slot for him. Thank you. 

Lance: What does need to do for the application process? 

ff any of you need information, we are eager to provide it to move this along. 
Thank you. 

1~18:51:50.121108 >>> 

¯ He will attend summer school and complete 9 hours this 
(today) to confirm that what he is taking in summer school works for 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-6002 
Cell: 
Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue.com 
www.unc.edu 

( http://tarheelblue.cstv.com! ) 

( http://www.tarheelblue.com! ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

" @live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:52 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PSYC 

Hey Beth, 
PSYC    is not on my schedule yet or on my blackboard account. Not sure what is happening. Can you let me know if you know 
something? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 10:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: drops 

Hi Beth, 

Is there anyway we can keep them in the class for a little longer, give them additional help, and see how they are doing two/three 
weeks from now? Dropping now will cost us $2220 which is the same as dropping it two weeks from now. Just seems like a lot of 
money after only being the class for one week. 

Tom 

>>> Beth Bridger 05/22/12 2:35 PM >>> 
Tom 

and                are dropping Music 
having a music background. Just a heads up... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

,. They tried the course and the content is a bit over their heads without 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 7, 2012 9:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: screening 

yes, ready to go.. good luck next week! 

Beth Lyons 
UNC Athletics Academics 
919-843-6029 
emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 06/07/12 6:32 PM >>> 
do we have confirmation for all screening dates with Lyn? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            12:30 PM 

@hotmail.com; 
@yahoo.com>; 

trainingT T T 

~chccs.kl2.nc.us>; 
~chatham.kl2.nc.us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, ~             4:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Class Checks Thursday i 

Sorry for being so late, today, but I had a meeting and just 
got free to get on the computer. Only had one miscue and that 
was at 11:00 1 did not see         in EXSS    in 109 Fetzer. 

8:00 WMST 222 Phillips -Present 
EXSS 303 Woolen -Present 

9:30 Psyc 307 Dey .Present 
INLS 307 Manning .Both Present 
Engl 313 Dey -Both Present 

11:00 Chin : 200 Dey -Present 
EXSS 109 Fetzer ~-Present 

-Was there for the first 10 minutes and did not 
see her 
Be in touch on Friday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com> 

Friday,              11:28 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Class Checks Friday 

Below. is my report for Friday, the 16th of March for 
One Class, EXSS    at 11:00, was optional 

today due to The Professor being out of town, so I do not think 
that         had to be in attendance today. Here we go, 

8:00 Comm 223 112 Hanes -No Class 

9:00 EXSS 303 Woolen -Present 
Span 102 Dey Present 
Span 302 Murphey -Present 

10:00 ROML 204 Dey -Present 
Engl 319 Greenlaw -Present 

11:00 EXSS    -See above 
Have a great week end and I will be back on Campus 
on Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com> 

Thursday,               12:23 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Class Checks Thursday 

Beth, here is my Thursday Report for some of The 
Players: 

8:00 WMST 222 Phillips -Present 
EXSS 303 Woolen -Present 

9:30 Psyc 307 Dey -Present 
INLS 307 Manning .Present 

Engl 313 Dey 1-Both Present 
Engl 316 Greenlaw-No Class 

11:00 EXSS 109 Fetzer 
-All 4 Present 

Chin    209 Dey 
Be in touch on Friday, q 

-Present 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com> 

Friday,              11:38 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Class Checks Friday 

Below, is my Friday, the’    report for several of 
The Players and glad to report that today 
was a very good day, 

8:00 Comm 112 Hanes i-No Class 

9:00 Span 302 Murphey -Present 
Span 102 Dey ~-Present 
EXS5 303 Woolen .Present 

10:00 ROML 204 Dey -Present 
Engl 316 Greenlaw l-Present 

11:00 EXSS    303 Woolen     -Present 
Have a great week end and i will be in touch on Monday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_ @email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             [ 1:3 5 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Reynolds, Cynthia 
<cynthiar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form 

Math .doc 

and I are going to meet Monday as usual and also Tuesday because he 
has an exam Wednesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             3:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL           report 

Hil 

From class: 

was late - 9:48 

and were on their phones (Prof. Taylor caught    the second 
time.) 

Many of the guys were eating snacks very loudly--even after the prof. gave 
us a 5-minute break. A general announcement about this would be helpful. 

was unnprepared (no book), on his phone at least twice, and on 
Facebook at least once.             was also unprepared (no book). 

From our extra session: 

was sleeping--or appeared to be--much of the session and attitudinal 
when I asked him to put his feet on the floor and sit up straight in his 
chair. I gave him the option of doing these two things or going home. 

See you soon - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu>;              @appstate.edu; 
@email.unc.edu>;          @gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ENGL 

Welcome back, ladies! 

For tonight: 
--Review the EA Ch. 4 quiz w/them 

--Quiz them on HTWA p. 308-313; the prof. gave us time to read in class and 
highlighted portions of it 

--Confirm that they created journal/blog # 13 Improve correctness by 1) 
keeping an "error journal" and 2) proofreading by making your draft look 
and sound "strange." and #14 Writing is epistemic. Writing is a WAY of 
knowing, not just evidence that knowledge happened. (They did not need to 
add any detail!elaboration, but you might encourage them to do so.) 

--Ask them to begin their research and start an electronic journal/notes 
document to organize and collect information as they research (will 
elaborate in our meeting) 

--HOMEWORK: 
**WRITE & POST journal/blog: #15 Describe your steps for picking a topic. 
(AT LEAST 200 words: They should describe the process they followed as 
they chose their research topics AND the actual topics they 
chose--including why they chose and why important.) 

**REVERSE OUTLINE EA Ch. 4 (This should be complete when they arrive but 
MUST be done before they may leave early.) 

During EVERY session: 
--Check notes from class (will give checklist during our meeting) 

--Quiz them on Prof. Taylor’s college writing essentials (Notes to 
Self/blogs/journal topics) and randomly on the course goals, the ways they 
can participate, and the Student Guide; make sure they are updating their 
lists/indexes of journal topics 

--Update their calendars 

--Organize their binders 

--Backup and organize their documents 

See you at 6:40! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow’s Session and Sunday 

I need to leave tomorrow at 6, so I won’t get to see    for Portuguese 
from 6-7 or the freshmen economics    guys from 7-9. Also, on Sunday 
the     I will need to miss my sessions that night witlc    and the 
econ guys. I talked to Tia and Jaimie about this earlier today and they 
asked that I send out an e-mail letting everyone know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,           4:22 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow’s Session and Sunday 

Wow, serious brain lapse. I guess I should’ve included the reasons I 
won’t be here. Tomorrow m? who I rarely get to see is 
coming to Greensboro. On Sunday the I’ll be going to 
camp with the team at East Chapel Hill. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,           8:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow’s session 

I told me econ guys I won’t be there tomorrow but I don’t think I told 
Tim. Can you tell him for me? Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            11:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

extra session(s) 

As you and I discussed, I checked students’ progress on their reading 
homework over the weekend. Unfortunately, only    was completely done w/ 
his reverse outline,      had all but five of the thirty-five pages done 
and claimed that he did not know how to reverse outline the pages he 
skipped. Unfortunately, the assignment directions are clear--notes in the 
margins on all pages (usually for every paragraph but acceptable to lump 
short paragraphs together), so I feel like we should include him in the 
"not complete" group. 

Tia and I discussed this and decided to have all students (except for 
serve an extra hour-long session tomorrow evening. 
and      will come in at 5:00; everyone else will need to be here at 6:00. 
I will let students know after class tomorrow. 

Do you think one additional session is sufficient or should we do this for 

the rest of the week or longer? 

Thanks for your input! 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
2:25 PM 

~email.unc.edu>;              @appstate.edu; 
~email.unc.edu>;          @gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL 

Hello, everyone ! 

For tonight: 
--Remind him to update his electronic journal/notes document as he 
researches his topic 

--Double-check his reverse outlining ofEA Ch. 4; the prof. is actually 
checking it tomorrow 

--HOMEWORK: 
**REVERSE OUTLINE EA Ch. 4 

**WRITE & POST journal/blog: #16 "College writing as a genre is defined by 
its use of sources." - Nancy Sommers, Harvard University (AT LEAST 200 
words; what it means to him; why it is important) 

**FIND & PR1NT a full-text article related to his topic; REVERSE OUTLINE a 
substantial part of it; show him how to print economically ! 

**FIND & CHECK-OUT a book on his topic (The Davis Library is open until 
10:00 tonight.) 

**FIND & JOT DOWN the name of a scholarly journal that is likely to contain 
material on his topic 

**WRITE 250 words containing his xyz thesis/intro 

During EVERY session: 
--Check notes from class (will give checklist during our meeting) 

--Quiz them on Prof. Taylor’s college writing essentials (Notes to 
Self/blogs/journal topics) and randomly on the course goals, the ways they 
can participate, and the Student Guide; make sure they are updating their 
lists/indexes of journal topics 

--Update their calendars 

--Organize their binders 

--Backup and organize their documents 

See you at 6:40! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 2:30 PM 

;@email.unc.edu> 
Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 
ENGL           report 

Hi, ladies! 

I wanted you to have a written record of today’s report: 

arrived at 9:46 after Prof. Taylor had started class. 

A player-- I believe--left his trash in the room. 

Unforttmately, I spoke too soon about the sleeping:       fell asleep (or 
nearly drifted off) at least three times during our noon session. 

See you later! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            311 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL           report 

Hi, ladies! 

Although 
rang. 

did not answer it and immediately turned it off, his phone 

were unprepared: 

--Per Prof.                             did not finish reverse 
outlining chapter 4 of the summer reading book. I knew about        but 
both told me (and    told --not sure what 
told last night that they were finished. Apparently, I will have to 
check EVERYTHING until they can be truthful about their work/progress. 
Also, I will let the tutors know how essential it is that we actually SEE 
their completed work. 

All three guys need to come in for an EXTRA SESSION this evening-- 
and      at 5:00 and    at 6:00. I told               during our 
noon session, but would you please CONFIRM with all three guys? 

did not have the book related to their topic. 
said he had trouble in the library because it was so late. He returned to 
the library before our noon session and now has the books,       and I 
discussed his trip to the library last night before he left, but he said he 

did not make it there this morning. 

struggled with sleeping: 

nodded off at least twice (and struggled in our noon session), 
once while standing up! 

appeared to be nodding off at least once (and struggled in our noon 
session, too). He stood up to try to stay awake. 

Also, I presume you talked to them about appropriate attire; however, 
had his T-shirt around his neck and only a tank-top underneath. 

I am not a fan, but I was not certain what conversations you already had 
with them about proper dress. 

Finally, they apparently need another general reminder about the way they 
are representing the football team: 

--They whined and complained excessively about how hot the classroom was. 

--They were excessively riotous during our break. 

--Several used inappropriate language. 

Thanks for your help with all of this! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             4:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: ENGL report 

Hello, ladies! 

From Friday: 

was sleeping. 

was unprepared - no textbook. 

While    immediately turned his phone off and apologized to Prof. Taylor, 
it rang several times during class. 

had his shirt around his neck (w/only a tanktop on underneath). 

Happy Sunday ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             8:14 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: I LOVE TIMS 

You’re going to hate me... 
When I clocked in earlier here at work and went to check my timecard none 
of the corrections/my hours from last week were in there. :\ Do you still 
have the correction sheet?? If not, I can guess what my hours were 
probably. 

I’m sorry. I know how you love making TIMS corrections. 

On Sun, 14:23:35 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Okay everyone--1 hour later all the corrections are in for TIMS! Now, I 
> can’t honestly believe there were 6 pages of corrections and with all the 
> "ISSUES" some people still had theirs 100 % error free! 
> SO TIGHTEN UP :) 
> 
> Remember to use Firefox/Mozilla as the server and use unctim.unc.edu 
> the icon isn’t working!!! 
> 
> Please make sure you approve today and check your time cards ! 
> 
> Lets try not to have anyone on the correction list tonight! 
> 
> Also remember---this is the last week of work for the SS2. Make sure to 
> approve your time cards after your last session. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 4:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: cover draft 2 

1112wbbpassbookB.jpg 

Minus the bow. 

Still working on the recruiting/graduation page. 

>>> Beth Bridger 07/22/11 4:03 PM >>> 
I like. 
Can we put 2011-2012 (full year for 12) 

and I am still just iffy on this diploma with the big ol bow--can we remove it and move the cap up a bit to more front and center with 
the ball? May be worth trying to find a different cap altogether to help? 

let me know your thoughts--also, have you had any luck with the "recruiting/graduation" page" 

Thanks for all your help Bobby ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Bobby Hundley 7/22/2011 10:58 AM >>> 
Attached. 

Bobby Hundley 
UNC Athletic Communications Assistant Director 
bhundley @uncaa.unc.edu 
W - (919) 843-5678 
C- 

Bobby Hundley 
UNC Athletic Communications Assistant Director 
bhundley @uncaa.unc.edu 
W - (919) 843-5678 
C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 4:38 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: cover draft 2 

1112wbbpassbookB.jpg 

gt;>> Beth Bridger        4:23 PM >>> 
better, but now it is like the cap is hidden--can it be more next to the ball, bigger? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Bobby Hundley 4:21 PM >>> 
Minus the bow. 

Still working on the recruiting/graduation page. 

>>> Beth Bridger 

I like. 
Can we put 

4:03 PM >>> 

and I am still just iffy on this diploma with the big ol bow--can we remove it and move the cap up a bit to more front and center with 
the ball? May be worth trying to find a different cap altogether to help? 

let me know your thoughts--also, have you had any luck with the "recruiting/graduation" page" 

Thanks for all your help Bobby ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Bobby Hundley 7/22/2011 10:58 AM >>> 
Attached. 

Bobby Hundley 
UNC Athletic Communications Assistant Director 
bhundley @uncaa.unc.edu 
W - (919) 843-5678 
C- 

Bobby Hundley 



UNC Athletic Communications Assistant Director 
bhundley @uncaa.unc.edu 
W - (919) 843-5678 
C- 

Bobby Hundley 
UNC Athletic Communications Assistant Director 
bhundley @uncaa.unc.edu 
W - (919) 843-5678 
C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leea Murphy <ldmurphy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 4:52 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: check out 

I just left but you can leave them with Tych on Monday. I’m on vacation next week. 

Leea 

"But blessed is the man who trusts in the Lord, whose confidence is in him." Jeremiah 17:7 

On Jul 22, 2011, at 4:49 PM, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> These are my guys. Tia and Jaimie should email you on Monday. I will bring the forms down to you for tutor evals. 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>>> Leea Murphy 7/22/2011 4:22 PM >>> 
> Im upset      didn’t go see you, I specifically told him to do that. I was wrong assuming I could take his sheet and he would be 
responsible and do it. Any who, if you can provide us the sheets for the tutor eval we can add that to our check in to do list. We are 
already prepared to be set up to have the guys who didn’t defer do it at check it. Are they the only ones that haven’t deferred? 
> 
>>>> Beth Bridger 7/22/2011 4:15 PM >>> 
> The following guys DID NOT check out with me to either defer fall scholarship or fill out a tutor evaluation form. 
> WE NEED THIS TO BE DONE!!! --possibly at check in on the 4th?? 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

" @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Important Information from the Honor System 

From: jpa@unc.edu [jpa@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            9:15 AM 
To:       @email.unc.edu 
Subject: Important Information from the Honor System 

Dear 

The Office of the Honor System received a report that you may have violated the Honor Code. Please click on the following link to 
view your message from the Honor System. 

http://jams.unc.edu/u/osqNzzVd 

If you have any questions, please contact the Honor System Office at 919-966-4084. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 16, 2011 10:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: AP english test score 

yes. I took it over to admin the following day. 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C. 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 08/16/11 7:42 PM >>> 

Nate 

I left an AP English test score on your chair like the week before last I believe. Were we able to get that to admissions? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 17, 2011 9:05 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: sample reports for presentation 

Thank you Beth. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4GLTE smartphone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Tracey Williams" <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: sample reports for presentation 
Date: Wed, Aug 17, 2011 8:16 pm 

>>> "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 2011-08-17T20:39:35.578459 >>> 
Coach Williams 

For this year--you can probably go ahead and keep the sample weekly report in the presentation. Mine will look pretty different, 
because it will come from our database. I can’t make a "sample" one fight now as it generates from the info entered in the database 
and everything isn’t up to date as of yet. I will be happy to give you on after my first report though! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               11:36 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: question 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: question 
Date: Tue, 14:44:15 -0400 
From: ~email.unc.edu> 
To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

I agree that you gave an earnest effort in my    in last fall. If there 
is anything else you need please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

On Mon, . :44:55 -0400, @email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> 

> My name is and I was in your Math    class last Fall. I 
> have recently found out that I have a learning disability in math. I was 
> wondering if you would support me in trying to get a math substitution 
> courses through Disability Services? If you could, all you have to do is 
> respond to this email, and I will print it out and send up with my 
request. 
> 

> I really tried in class and now I can understand why I had such a hard 
time 
> with the material. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 25,2011 11:36 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

map 

favorite web sites I used 

http://www.ilike21earn.com/ilike21earn/africa.html 

http ://www. sheppardsoftware.com!African Geographv.htm 

http://www, lizardpo int. co m/fun/geoquiz/afrquiz, html 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 28, 2011 12:48 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tonight 

Beth, 
It turns out that 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 
A 

cannot work tonight because she has to watch the make up videos -- could you spare ? Sorry about this. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chaloel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 10:32 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Sorry I missed this morning, I was feeling pretty sick. I can’t seem to eat anything and keep it down. I didn’t want to come spread that. 
Sorry again 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 5,2011 7:08 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ppt 

Thanks I will let u know. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4GLTE smartphone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Tracey Williams" <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: ppt 
Date: Mon, Sep 5, 2011 5:48 pm 

>>> "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 2011-09-05T17:48:07.845178 >>> 
Tracey 

I finished updating the recruiting ppt..let me know what you think. I did add NCAA clearinghouse information at the end, incase I did 
have underclassmen... 

Thoughts? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 11,2011 8:26 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: meeting 

Thanks Beth - I’ll be there...assuming it’s at our office. RJM 

>>> Beth Bridger 09/09/11 5:08 PM >>> 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Rich DeSelm 9/9/2011 4:27 PM >>> 
Yes; where? 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-6002 
Cell: 
Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue.com 
www.unc.edu 

( http://tarheelblue.cstv.com! ) 

( http://www.tarheelblue.com! ) 

>>> Beth Bridger 9/9/2011 2:07 PM >>> 

Rich 

Are you available to meet with Robert and I on Tuesday at 930am? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson @gmail.com> 

Thursday, 9:06 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi, 
Quick update-i    is LD in reading, math and writing. He was already diagnosed with ADHD, but didn’t seem interested in 
medication. I will send his report later today or tomorrow. 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Phi) 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road Ste. 206 
Chapel Hill NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyn Johnson @gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

report 

Hi Beth B and Beth L 
Here is a signed pdf of l    ’s report to send to disability services. 
Let me know if you have any questions or have trouble opening it. I 
will also send the word document just in case and send it to Waicus 
and Ciocca. 
Lyn 

Lyn Johnson, Ph.D. 
Cognitive Neuropsychology, PLLC 
1703 Legion Road 
Suite 206 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.918.1009 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 7075716bytes; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Hudley, Melissa O." <mohudley@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            12:46 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

GEOL 2nd Missed Laboratory 

comprtf.001 

Hi 

I appreciate the notice--although it is a little late, considering the fact that you didn’t send it until l:30pm and your lab runs from 9am- 
11:50am. I’m not going to hide my disappointment. We discussed the importance of class attendance less than two weeks ago. I 
expect better from you. I do not understand why you had to miss class to complete a midterm--you had an extended weekend to get it 
done. 

At this point, it is imperative that you go through the Lab #6 folder on BB. Print off the necessary worksheets. You will need to come 
to the lab or my office to complete the Mt. Mitchell worksheet, as it requires the Mt. Mitchell Topographic Map. Please realize that 
you will only receive 1/2 credit for this lab, as it is your 2nd absence. 

Here is my availability for the remainder of the week: Th 10am-lpm and Friday 10am-3pm. Please let me know when to expect you 
ASAP. 

Melissa O. Hudley 
UNC-BEST Lecturer 
Laboratory Coordinator 
UNC-CH Geological Sciences 

104 South Road, Mitchell Hall 
Campus Box #3315 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3315 
Telephone: (919) 966-4518 
Fax: (919) 966-4519 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto= ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 1:27 PM 
To: Hudley, Melissa O. 
Subject: Re: GEOL Important Announcements!: GEOL 

Hello Professor Hudley, 

I had a midterm at 8am to do for my African American Studies class, that 
took longer than expected and I certainly did not want to miss class. I 
will look on BB to do the materials I need. Im extremely sorry for missing 
my second class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rbayless <rbayless@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 7, 2011 10:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Prof. Bayless 

Beth, 

I’m not sure if I’ve told you before to just call me Rachel. I know I told 
the students, but perhaps I forgot to mention it to you. I’m only 25, so I 
certainly don’t hold that title. It makes me feel funny when people address 
me with anything involving my last name. 

Both’ and      came to my office after class and apologized. I told 
them that I’m no longer angry, and I want to put this behind us. I didn’t 
want them to worry themselves sick about how I will treat them on the next 
exam. I intend to treat them fairly and just like any other student. 
Panicking more will only cause them more anxiety on the exam, and they 
probably would not perform at their best. I just asked that nothing like 
this ever happen again, and hopefully we can all move forward. I really 
appreciate your support in this matter. I’m sure that a discussion with you 
put the icing on the cake in communicating that this behavior is 
unacceptable. I hope they have learned their lesson. They both seemed 
ashamed and regretful. As long as nothing suspicious ever comes up again, I 
think we can close this discussion. 

Best, 
Rachel 

n Tue, 07 Jun 2011 13:41:04 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Prof. Bayless 
> 
> I was able to speak to the guys yesterday in hopes of reiterating how 
> serious the situation was and how to avoid anything like this from 
occuring 
> in the future. They said they might try to talk to you, so I hope that 
is 
> ok. I focused on them thinking for the upcoming test and final and 
> preparing accordingly. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, - ..... 4:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: 2 Questions: COMMI 

FYIHIBETHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: 2 Questions: COMM 
Date: Wed,          22:31:00 +0000 
From: "Dawisha, Nadia" <dawisha@email.unc.edu> 
To: "                       l @email.unc.edu> 

Hey           L, 
Yes to both regarding the exam. Though I will go into specifics on friday. 

As for the grade...the extra credit hasn’t been calculated (you have a 1.5 
of extra credit)...I will be adding the extra credit to the final exam 
grade, so that won’t be added in until the end. 

Hope that answered your question! Now I have to get back to grading...so 
stop distracting me ~           ! hahaha!...just kidding. 

Nadia 

From: @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:10 PM 
Subject: 2 Questions: COMM 

Hey Nadia, 

For our Final Exam are we allowed to work with our classmates and are we 
allowed to get proofreading help from our tutor? 

And I just noticed that on my grades it says I have 14 out of 15 but it’s 
supposed to be 15.5 out of 15. I’m very disappointed NADIA!.. hahah!., just 
kidding. Just wondering if that will be changed when the final grade comes 
out? 

Thank You, See You Thursday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, June 11, 2011 5:31 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

thought 

I’m sure you have thought of this, but without a mentoring program, what about a small program directly under the learning specialist- 
- for students with either a learning disability or academically at-risk, is this what robert is talking about when he mentioned having a 
couple of people who work <30 hr/wk under the LS? People that would be trained to teach skills such as time management, etc. in 
isolation, but also work with the students to learn to apply these skills directly within their coursework? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bemail.unc.edu> 

Monday,             12:5 5 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: contact 

Beth, 
I have met James Trier, who is the director of the English MAT program and his email is trier@email.unc.edu; and I have received 
emails on the listserv from Sherry Coble who is the Administrator Support Specialist, that may be able to help you get the word out 
about mentoring/tutoring. Coble’s email is scoble@email.unc.edu. But those are the only people I know of. I could get more 
information after classes start Thursday. Hope this helps, let me know if you need something else. 

Also, English i works for me. I know we talked with Rachel last night, so whatever you two decide you need, I can help! Just let 
me know. Also, I am flying to Boston on the evening of July 1st, Friday and won’t be back until the 5th. I know this is a while from 
now, but just wanted to communicate that in case it was an issue for sessions, but hopefully we can work around it. 
Thanks. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Can you help me find a contact for the MAT subject directors or program director? I need to try to do some recruiting for the fall... 
> 
>Thanks ! 
> 

>Beth 
> 
>Beth Bridger 
>Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
>Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
>UNC-Chapel Hill 
>(w) 919-843-5669 
>(c) 
>bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Scott Tmlock <strulock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13, 20l 1 3:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc. edu>; Tom Brickner <tbrickne@email.unc.edu> 

Fw: MATH    Exam 

Beth 
was seenby Dr. Brickner. Let us know if you need any further info. 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 3:15:04 PM >>> 

Hello Rachel, 

I am feeling much better now. I’m sorry for the inconvience in class today. 
Is there ANYTHING I could do to avoid a 0 and make up for my final exam. 
Thank You and have a blessed day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rbayless <rbayless@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13,2011 4:53 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Beth, 

came to the final exam, but asked to leave 30 minutes in. He said he 
was about to vomit. I told him he could leave, but he must go straight to 
the trainer. I got an email from the trainer about an hour later. I will 
discuss making up the final with him. If he cannot make it up tomorrow, 
then I will give him an incomplete. I need to submit the grades by tomorrow 
evening by the latest. I’m not sure what an incomplete means in terms of 
the       program. But, for me, it means he can make up the exam at a 
later date. I’m leaving town, so he would need to make up the exam when I 
return in July. 

Best, 
Rachel 

On Mon, 13 Jun 2011 12:29:15 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Rebecca 
> 
> I just got am email from Sports Med that reported with a 
> missed his exam, and is being seen by a doctor this afternoon. I am not 
> sure what the situation is past this? Did he come to the final this 
> morning? 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rbayless <rbayless@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13,2011 7:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Beth, 

I have asked      to come to my office tomorrow at 12:30. He just sent a 
reply stating that he will be there. I will give him back the exam that he 
started and 2.5 hours to finish. I won’t be able to stay in the office, so 
I have arranged for one of my colleagues to proctor the exam and collect it 
when he is done. 

Best, 
Rachel 

On Mon, 13 Jun 2011 22:03:57 +0000, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 
> He can for sure take it tomorrow. What time and where? 
> 

Original Message ...... 
> From: rbayless 
> To: Beth Bridger 
> Subject: Re: 
> Sent: Jun 13, 2011 4:53 PM 
> 

> 

> Beth, 
> 
> came to the final exam, but asked to leave 30 minutes in. He said 
he 
> was about to vomit. I told him he could leave, but he must go straight to 
> the trainer. I got an email from the trainer about an hour later. I will 
> discuss making up the final with him. If he cannot make it up tomorrow, 
> then I will give him an incomplete. I need to submit the grades by 
tomorrow 
> evening by the latest. I’m not sure what an incomplete means in terms of 
> the       program. But, for me, it means he can make up the exam at a 
> later date. I’m leaving town, so he would need to make up the exam when I 
> return in July. 
> 

> Best, 
> Rachel 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, 13 Jun 2011 12:29:15 -0400, "Beth Bridger" 
<bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu> 
> wrote: 
>> Rebecca 
>> 
>> I just got am email from Sports Med that reported with a 

>> missed his exam, and is being seen by a doctor this afternoon. I am not 
>> sure what the situation is past this? Did he come to the final this 
>> morning? 
>> 

>> Beth 
>> 
>> Beth Bridger 



>> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
>> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> (w) 919-843-5669 
>> (c) 
>> bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu 
> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,             3:45 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring for Second Summer Session 

Hey Beth 

I had emailed Amy about tutoring for Second Summer Session but I have 
yet to hear anything back and I was wondering if it is because you 
don’t need me for second summer session or maybe something had got 
lost in translation. I have yet to find a summer job and with starting 
graduate school here soon I was just wondering if there was anything 
available. 

Thanks 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Email: @email.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

J ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 11:06 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring for Second Summer Session 

Yeah I just finished taking that class last semester. What time are we 
thinking and would it be every night? The reason I was wondering 
because right now I’m looking to pick up a part time job in the 
evening but nothing is final with it yet. And i would love to tutor 
just to make a little extra money. 

On Wed,            at 9:47 AM, Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> I have been working on the schedule--can you tutor Exss ? 
> If so, it isn’t alot of time, just an hour or so at night--thoughts? 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 
>>>> @gmail.com> 3:44 PM >>> 
> Hey Beth 
> 
> I had emailed Amy about tutoring for Second Summer Session but I have 
> yet to hear anything back and I was wondering if it is because you 
> don’t need me for second summer session or maybe something had got 
> lost in translation. I have yet to find a summer job and with starting 
> graduate school here soon I was just wondering if there was anything 
> available. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 

>, 

> 

> UNC Chapel Hill 
> 

> 

> 

> Email: ~email.unc.edu 
> Phone: 
> 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Email: ~email.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Maitland, George" <gmaitlan@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 12:25 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Beth, 

Elizabeth Cox, a science advisor, updated this worksheet just yesterday as we have started doing graduation reviews for students who 
are close to graduation ...... her note re remaining requirements reads...." Needs to pass CHEM i     that he is enrolled in this summer, 
and take BIOL and a BIOL above 400 w/lab (w/a C or better in 1 hr.) to earn degree." 
g 

Dr. George Maitland 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Social and Behavioral Sciences Division 
1003 Steele Building 
University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-843-6658 
Fax: 919-962-6888 

Advising Website: http://advising.unc.edu 
For appointments: http://advising.artsci.unc.edu/student.htm 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 
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From: @earthlink.net> 

Sent: Thursday, 1: 50 PM 

To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uneaa.une.edu> 

Subject: RE: ECON i HELP 

Beth, 

Back Mon for a couple days then goiilg to Boone for a week... 

..... Origiilal Message ..... 

From: Beth Bfidger 

Sent: 11:54 AM 

To: ~earttflink.net 

Subject: RE: ECON HELP 

ok, will keep tliut in the back of mind--wlien are you back again? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Leamiilg Specialist 
Academic Support for SnMent-Atliletes 
UNC-Cliapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bfidgerb(&uncaa.mm.edu 

>>>         @earttflink.net" @eartbliizk.net> 10:12 AM >>> 

Beth, 

I’ll be gone for a wMe, but I can do ECON 1 aatofing (liuve lots of graduate hours in economics and its one of my l~dvofite subjects). If whomever can wait a week or so, be glad to imp... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Beth Bfidger 
To: 

~appstate.edu; 
Sent: 9:49:11 AM 
Subject: ECON HELP 

@earttflink.net;:    @emai.mlc.edu; @emailiunc.edu;,    @email.mlc.edu; @email.mlc.edu; @emailiunc.edu; @email.mlc.edu; ~email.mlc 

DOES ANYONE KNOW/CAN DO ECON 

NEED HELP ASAP[ 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Leamiilg Specialist 
Academic Support for SnMent-Atliletes 
UNC-Cliapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bfidgerb@uncaa.mlc.edu 

"UTORING???? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 4:48 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: ECON    HELP 

I took ECON    and did pretty well so I think I could tutor it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             9:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TIMS 

Beth, 
I was looking through my Time card for these past two weeks, and I realized 
that on Monday      my evening Math session from 6:45pm-9:00pm was not on 
it. Just wanted to let you know before approvals tomorrow. I have a few on 
on the log also from Thursday and tonight, but I know you will get to 
those. 
Thanks so much for updating these for me, I know it can be a hassle ! 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             3:18 PM 

Anthony C Hackney <thackney@med.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc. edu> 

EXSS exam 1 

Professor Hackney, 

I have to have surgery, on Thursday, 
to the following week? 

Can I please move my exam 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             6:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No math    Friday 

Hi Beth 

I’m giving    Friday off. He got a 95 ! on his first exam, and we’ve 
completed the HW that is due Monday, so he’s good to go till next week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             8:50 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Session Updates 

Hey Beth, 

I just wanted to send an email updating you about my sessions. 

Biol        The guys have been keeping up well with the lab assignments. 
They ask a lot of specific questions and ask me to read through the 
assignments that they are working on. Tomorrow is the first lab exam, 
which will be the first major portion of their grade. They seemed really 
prepared for the exam in our session tonight. They also have a lab report 
due on Thursday of this week, which is a big portion of their grade. They 
often come a little early or stay a little after session to finish up their 
work, which is great! 

Biol                 are really motivated and are studying a lot outside 
of class. They both made a C+ on their first exam and have very good 
homework grades that will count as 10% of their grades. I will try to 
report those specific daily homework grades tomorrow for you to keep track 
of! They have their second exam on Thursday of this week.    has a lot 
of work this week being in the bio lecture and lab, so he completed all his 
lecture homework for this week on Saturday! :) 

Also, will sessions be regular time on Monday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             4:52 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ENGL          report 

arrived at 9:54. 

arrived at 10:22 from a doctor’s appt. After class, he said he had 
not told anyone. I specifically told him to let Beth and Prof. Taylor know 
next time and insisted that he speak w/Prof. Taylor ASAP today. I do not 
know whether or not he did so. 

fell asleep at least twice (and struggled in our extra session, too); 
Prof. Taylor called him on it once. 

was on FB in the middle of class. 

Everyone started packing up while a student was asking a question and Prof. 
Taylor was responding. Prof. Taylor has already told the class about this 
at least once. 

appeared to be sleeping at least twice during our extra session. 

See you soon - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Thursday,             9:43 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: Fwd: : ENGL 

FYI! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Taylor, Todd" <twtaylor@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 13:33:22 
T( ;email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: : ENGI_ 

This would be his second conflicting with class this week¯ 

Are these visits athletically related? Do you know about them? 

needs to understand two things: (1) do not schedule                   during class, especially when you have only one 
class, and (2) a ~                  unless in the case of emergency, does not excuse absence... 

¯.. especially when the appointment is announced 15 minutes before class convenes. 

What’s the best way to get this message through to him? Should I email him? meet with him? or should someone from the athletics 
side of the things have this discussion? 

is in danger¯ 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: 
To: ENGI_ 
Subject: : ENGL 

9:24:23 AM EDT 
~email.unc.edu<mailto: @email.unc.edu>> 

mr.taylor i have a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 1, 2011 1:35 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

cover draft 

1112wbbpassbook.jpg 

et me know what you think. Similar to one you’ve used in the past I think. 

Bobby Hundley 
UNC Athletic Communications Assistant Director 
bhundley @uncaa.unc.edu 
W - (919) 843-5678 
C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            2:04 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Perfect! Can’t wait! 

On Fri, ! 11:38:19 -0400, "Beda Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> ok--i am sorry to hear abou . I drink I can cover that for 
the 
> first week and then get you started week 2--it will only be 1 or 2 
> students, as for french we can make that work--we will just move the 
> session to 7 and port Lo 8. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 
~" @email.unc.edu> 3:01 AM >>> 
> 
> Beth, 
> 
> I am very interested! However there a few conflicts with time. I am 
> 1 on Monday so I will spend next week " 

> But I will back in Chapel Hill on Mon, The 
> tmlowmg Monday, I will be starting a job in Raleigh daat ends at 5pm 
> every week day. Wida traffic, I’m not sure ifI could be back in time 
for 
> a 6pm session. Would it be possible to push daose times back an hour or 
> maybe just move the French one? 
> 

> 

> 

> On Fri, ( 00:27:34 -0400, "Beda Bridger" 
<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 

>> 

>> I have you scheduled for M-TH nights 
>> 6pm--Frencl~ 
>> 7pm--Port 
>> 
>> Are you interested? 
>> We will start on Tuesday. 
>> 
>> Beth 
>> 
>> Beth Bridger 
>> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
>> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
>> UNC-Chapel Hill 
>> (w) 919-843-5669 
>> (c) 
>> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridg erb @uncaa.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,           2:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:l 

Beth, 
That works for me. If you need to add hours during the day that would be 
fine too. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, [ 00:33:12 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote 

> 

> 

> Right now I have you schedule for 7pm, M-TH to mentor a student (could be 
> more than 1). Sessions will last until the student is done with all 
work, 
> could be 1 hour, could be 2. Can you do this? 
> 

> Also, I may be able to add some time before 1, we will need to see how 
some 
> things shake out with class changes before Tuesday. 
> 

> Let me know... 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

UNCChapel Hill 
@email.unc.edu 

. ~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            5:09 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: sessions 

Hey, Beth! 

That sounds great to me ! I will see you (and the student(s)) Tuesday ! 

Thanks ! 

On Fri, 00:25:04 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> Right now I have you schedule for 7pm, M-TH to mentor a student (could be 
> more than 1). Sessions will last until the student is done with all 
work, 
> could be 1 hour, could be 2. Can you do this? 
> 

> Also, I may be able to add some time after lpm, we will need to see how 
> some things shake out with class changes before Tuesday. 
> 

> Let me know... 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            7:41 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tutoring 

Yes, that wounds great. From 6 until what time? 

Also, if y’all need history, French or English tutors for the afternoon 
slots, I’m happy to do that as well. 

On Mon, 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> Would you be available to tutor French i 
depending 
> on course) at 6pm? 
> 
> We will start tomorrow, Tuesday 
> 
> Let me know... 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> briclgert)~uncaa.unc.edu 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

14:09:23 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M-TH (possible Sundays 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:52 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: overload 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: overload 
Date: Fri,,          21:40:25 +0000 
From: "Stenross, Barbara" <stenross@email.unc.edu> 
To: "                       ~email.unc. edu> 

Dear 

I am going out on a limb and approving you for 9 hours for summer session 
1. Watch the drop deadlines! Also, note that after the first three days, 
you will receive no refund for any dropped classes. 

Sincerely, 
Barbara Stenross 

Barbara Stenross, Ph.D. 
Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
CB#3110, 2011 Steele Building 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Voice mail: (919) 843-8919 
Appointments: (919) 966-5116 
Fax: (919) 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~            3:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: class 

I have class monday 4-6:30, Tuesday 1:30-4, wednesday 1:30-4, thurdsay 
4-6:30. I would be happy to work with him anytime that i’m not in class. 
Let me know. 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

> 

> 

> When do you get out of class? 
> I am looking for some help with Math ~ut the student can’t meet 
until 
> 6pm. I thought depending on your class, we could squeeze him in before 
> your meeting for Math at 7pm. 
> 
> Thoughts? 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-R~’~-~669 

> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

13:22:06 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i            1:29 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: Spring     Withdrawal- 

>>> "Duncan, Heather M" <hmduncan@email.unc. edu> 1:15: 3 5 PM >>> 
Heather S., 

Jaimie Lee just called to ask about Spring 
withdrawal effectiv< 

ff you could reply all when calculated, Jaimie is trying to sort out scholarship money, etc. 

Once you’ve calc’d, I’ll discontinue the 0 program/plan stack. Student has reapplied & been matriculated back into 
the 1 stack. 

Thanks ! 
Heather D. 

withdrawal. He was in my pile from Records, so have processed his 

on 

Heather M. Duncan 
Registration Services Supervisor 

Office of the University Registrar 
UNC Chapel Hill 
SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919.962.8292 
Fax: 919.962.3349 

Website: http ://regweb.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Matson, Janis Evelyn" <j ematson@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 2:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; ~ad.unc.edu>; Doug 
Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Trulock <stmlock@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Beth, 
We will put him in for next Wed at 3pm with Dr Ciocca. 
Janis 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 9:45 AM 
To: Matson, Janis Evelyn 
Subject: Re: 

He has class from 945-1, and I believe he lifts at 2. So I would think around 3 could work for him. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb(@,uncaa.unc. edu> 
>>> "Matson, Janis Evelyn" <jematson@email.unc.edu<mailto:jematson(@~email.unc.edu>> 5/10/2011 3:30 PM >>> 
Hi Beth, 
I just wanted to work with you on a time              can see Dr Ciocca for an hour long insurance visit. Dr C is here M, T, TH, F 
mornings 8:30-11:30am and Wed afternoons 1-4pm. What works for him in the next couple of weeks? 
Thanks 
Janis 

Janis E. Matson, Sports Medicine 
Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

919-966-3655 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1            10:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring -- Various Things from Thursday Night 

Beth, 

I wrote a few things in my feedback forms about meeting times that I just 
wanted to clarify: 

(1)I gave the EXSS guys the option of Sunday for extra review because they 
have a lot of material to learn before their test Wednesday -- I told them 
to email you if they are interested. 

(2~ wanted to meet on Sunday for extra BIOL    review at his usual time 
of 7:00. He seems to be understanding more when I teach him the material 
on the board, and he said he would really like another day. 

(3)I had my first meeting with the BIOL    lab guys tonight, and they 
would like to meet the nights before their lab: Sunday, Monday and 
Wednesday nights. They requested to meet earlier than 8:00 on Sundays if 
that’s possible. I told them that I would check and let them know. 
However, I just realized that I can’t do an earlier time this Sunday as I 
stated on my form. 

(4)Sorry about my confusion with the feedback forms and everything; I think 
I have everything figured out now! 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Saturday,             10:24 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

captain emails 

let me know if there’s anything i can do to help! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday              12:19 AM 

~hotmail.com; @email.unc.edu 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI notes 

Good afternoon, 
As you have the advantage of being in the classroom and able to directly take good notes, you are going to be the "official" note taker 
for the classes you are conducting the SI for. Years ago (once any students who had received approval for their accommodations to 
receive notes for a class being SI’ed had submitted their request for that semester) the SI person could copy their notes and give them 
to the learning specialist, who would then give them to the appropriate student. There is not a system set up on the university server 
through LDS where you can post your notes, and then the student retrieve them directly from there:        ’@email.unc.edu 

In order to set this up LDS has asked that you contact their point person for note taking accommodations,            , and arrange 
with her to get your notes to LDS. (I know that you hand-write your notes so you could scan them on our copy machine and email 
them in I believe.) If you could please get in touch with her ASAP that would be fantastic. Please let me know if you have any 
questions or need assistance. 

Thanks so much, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

UNC-Chaoel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Was     late yesterday to your session? 

He was about fifteen minutes late! Oops, that’s so stupid. I just put down 
5:00 without thinking! 

Sorry! 

On Tue, 11:14:01 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Was late yesterday to your session? 
> 
> If so, make sure to indicate what time he shows up on your feedback form. 

> If not, disregard this message! 
> 
> THANK YOU! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bficlgert)~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

" ~nc.rr.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 5:34 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tonight 

Beth, Jaimie and Tia, i sincerely apologize for this but I do not see a way that I can work tonight and cover for the shift that 
normally works. I know I am not holding up my responsibilities at work fight now. ’                  _ _ _ 

It is not a case where i can bring the other three to work or have someone else be with 
them, but of me being with them where they need me. I don’t know if that makes sense to you all but it is what I’m working through 
right now nevertheless. I will positively be there Sunday night. 
my sincerest apologies, 
Amy 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:30 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

Hi Beth, 

I got your text, but I’m out-of-town. Please send my check to: 

Thank you! Have a great summer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<        @email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, j         2:04 PM 

Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math 

I met with the prof...she said definitions are the biggest thing that hurt them last test. We’ve made flash cards to help and I can tell 
from class today that’ and have been using them. The true/false section is tricky, so we’re going to hit that hard tonight. 

Attendance has been great- no one absent or late the past couple weeks. 

~ent v~a 131acld3erry by AT&T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday             4:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: T-Shirt Size, Check, Books 

OK, great! I took the Biology    course of Anatomy and Physiology, so I 
could probably do the physiology course if it’s similar material. 

On Thu, 15:27:27 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> her check will be in an envelope in front of the digestive notebook 
> Thanks! 
> 

> can you do Exss , physiology? 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
>>>> @email.unc.edu> 3:25 PM >>> 
> 

> Beth, 
> 
> I usually wear a small in women’s t-shirts. I will pick up q ’s 
> check from you and mail it to her along with a few other things she has 
> forgotten. Thanks so much for getting the books for me! See you later! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 11:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: academic screening 

Before I forget -- I have the list of peeps who have been on our staff in tlae last year, plus those we interviewed this spring (yes, that was only 
weeks ago!) on my desk -- I have put together whether or not they meet the age cut, and their subj ects, but haven’t weeded out those who are 
not available. 

A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
l lNC-Chanel Hill 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 05/26/11 7:03 PM >>> 
No and for summer I wouldn’t stress we will need to figure that out for fall 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy Kleissler" 
Date: Thu, 26 May 2011 18:07:08 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: Re: academic screening 

I have not heard back from the writing center re writing training for new staff -- did they email you instead of me? Let me know. 
tlaanks 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

C 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
>>> Beth Bridger 5/26/2011 3:26 PM >>> 
Amy 

Can I have the details for the academic screening for the freshmen on Friday 6/17. What time, where, etc? SASB I presume, but what time did 
we set up? 

Thanks 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,             10:00 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wed Morning 

Sounds great to me! See you then! 

On Thu, 11:16:02 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> OK 
> 

> I request your presence to breakfast at Breadmans on Wednesday morning. 
Can 
> we meet at 8am? 
> 
> I know early, but my treat! 
> 
> Let me know! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ @email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:49 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Availability Summer Session II 

Hey Beth, 

I know we’ve talked about this a couple of times, but I just wanted to send 
you an email and let you know that I’m still good for 11:30AM-1:00PM 
between my classes, and I will either want to work after 3:00pm, because my 
class gets out at 2:45pm, or after 6:00pm. I was thinking it might be 
easier just to stay on campus, so I could work directly after class, but 
that would all depend on what you need for SS II. 

Just thought I’d let you know that I’d either like the afternoon or night 
session- let me know what you think, and what works for you and the guys. 
Like always I am available for English, and I feel pretty good for Math 
too. Ok, thanks! Hope you have a good weekend. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 4:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; TIM Support <timsupport@unc.edu> 

RE: question 

Beth, 
I will look into this and get back to you. 

Janice Shaw-McCants 
Payroll Accounting Technician (SPA Biweekly) 
CB#1260 104 Airport Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1260 

Phone: 919-962-7982 
Fax: 919-962-5077 
Email: shawmcca@email.unc.edu<mailto :shawmcca@email.unc.edu> 

http://finance.unc.edu/asst.-vc--controller/pavroll-services/welcome.html 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 3:02 PM 
To: TIM Support 
Subject: question 

Hello ! 

My name is Beth Bridger and I work in the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes. 

I have an employee, PID 

She was transferred over to my account last week, as I went in and corrected some of her times. Now I go to approve her, and she isn’t 
in my list of employees anymore. Any help is very much appreciated. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :brid~erb ~uncaa.unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            12:46 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Psyc exam 

With yesterday’s excitement, I completely forgot to talk to you guys about 
a review for the Psyc exam. Do you want me to do one either Sunday or 
Monday evening (OR both’?) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 10:50 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: draft 

Hi Beth, 

The ASP personnel carry a lot of responsibility but very little authority; in addition, the personnel is spread to thin. The new facility is 
a great opportunity to become a model for the nation. The expertise, the commitment, and the passion of the ASP personnel makes 
this very possible if the Chancellor and those with the appropriate authority help create the conditions conducive for achieving this 
excellence. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 06, 2011 10:39 AM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: draft 

Eileen 

I have re-read and added some additional comments probably along with some I had already suggested in the draft you sent before. I 
want to say I think you have done a great job leading this sub-committee and drafting this report. As someone ’in the trenches’, I 
appreciate your dialogue about a lot of the topics that came up. As an educator, it was nice to have your point of view about our 
purpose in supporting these students, "our students". 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :brid~erb @uncaa.unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             5:05 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: CORRECTION for TIMS Hours (what I see) 

Hi Beth, 

Correction: I see hours from the week of    and the week of     with 5 
additional hours but they are not transferred to anyone and I thought it 
was 6 not 5 hours from the previous pay period that were to be added. 

Thanks, 

On Thu, 16:53:34 -0400, ~email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Beth, 
> 
> TIMS is only showing that you added hours for Monday, 
> However, those 6 hours NOR the hours from this week and last week have 
been 
> added according to what I see. "Previous Pay Period" has NO hours entered 
> from you and for "current pay period," only Monday’s hours are showing 
up. 
> Please let me know how the status is going on finding me in the system. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            3:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tims 

Hi Beth, 

So sorry ! TIMS was down on Tuesday night and I completely forgot that it 
hadn’t been resolved. I left at 9:35 on Tuesday. 

Thanks ! 

On Fri, 10:13:43 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> You seemed to have a missed punch on TIMS, please check it out and let me 
> know! 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Beth 
> 

> Beth Bfidger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 

> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"May, Lee Y" <mayl@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 6:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Barbara Stenross <stenross@email.unc.edu> 

RE: question 

Beth, 
I am happy to speak with you but must confess that I may not be the best person to answer this question as I have little experience thus 
far with the Comm major. I am ccing Barb Stenross on this message as she might have the details that you need. If you get a time to 
talk with her and I am free, I may try to sit in and learn something myself. You can reach Barb at 3-8919. 
Bests, 
Lee 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2011 2:38 PM 
To: May, Lee Y 
Subject: question 

Hi Lee! 

I am sorry to bother you on a busy Friday, but I wanted to try to catch you to talk about a problem I am having with counting IOC 
Comm courses. I would love to speak to you on the phone about this, but want to do so when most convenient for you. I have some 
email correspondence with different advisors, but Robert suggested I contact you for some clarity. 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb(@,uncaa.unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              7:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Beth, 

Thanks for the help! I’ll let you know how tomorrow’s session goes it seems 
like we should get everything finished, but I’ll let you know if I don’t 
get to something. 

Thanks, 

On Sun, 17:58:08 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> 

> Great start to 2 page addendum. I ’crossed’ alot of stuff out in 
> intro paragraph--I put alot of prompts on outline sheet--mainly to get 
him 
> thinking, not that he had to answer every question, and did explain that 
to 
> him, but i think the message didn’t get delivered. 
> 
> The biggest thing is he states his goals but for quite a few never says 
if 
> he actually did them, was successful, why, etc. and he can also try to 
> break up that section into small sections--ie if area was listening--that 
> paragraph can be all listening goals, if area was communication--that 
> paragraph can be all communication goals etc--and create a topic sentence 
> for each paragraph with the area of improvement 
> 
> I will be here tomorrow, so let me know if you have any questions. 
> 
> THANK YOU!!!! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Clark, Freddie M" <fred_clark@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 8:24 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Port    ? 

For Summer of Fall? 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 8:12 AM 
To: fred clark 
Subject: Port    ? 

Good Morning Fred! 

I hope all is going well for you this semester! I have a quick question--it looks like your Port    class has a department consent 
restriction on it. If we have a few students interested in taking your course, how would you suggest we proceed? 

Thanks so much! Hope to see you at Retention Committee on Friday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Stenross, Barbara" <stenross@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 11,2011 10:27 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sarah Jacobson <sjacobson@unc.edu> 

RE: COMM IOC 

Hi Beth, 
I discussed this with Sarah Jacobson. Between early last fall and sometime later in the fall or early this spring, Ken clarified that 
none of the core COMM classes can count as concentration courses. That was a change. We will not let it keep any May or August 
2011 graduates from graduating, and others can be considered on a case by case basis. But officially, our understanding now is that 
COMM 120 cannot count as one of the four required concentration courses. I can send an email to the degree audit folks-should I do 
so? Otherwise, their programming is based on what has been communicated by Dean Lindemann and Nick Siedentop. We would all 
like to be on the same page. 
Again, if this affects negatively any of your student-athletes, we should look at those cases. There are usually more IOC classes 
offered than other COMM classes, so I am hoping that students will be all right. 
I have an appointment at 11 so I wanted to at least email you now in case you called when I couldn’t grab the phone. 

Barb 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb(@,uncaa.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2011 4:09 PM 
To: Stenross, Barbara 
Subject: Re: COMM IOC 

Thanks for the reply Barb. 

2 things-- 

1. So if the Comm 120 course WAS a C or higher, and in the electives, could it then count as one of the concentration courses?. The 
question answered was for it being a C- or lower. Or is it Comm 120 period, if not used as a core can not count as a concentration 
course in electives? 

2. I have a bit of a dilemma as this same question was posed to you, Cheryl Junk and Sarah Jacobson from the registrar’s office (not 
us) in August and the answer was that it WOULD count. Because of this clarification in August, we have been advising our students 
accordingly and this could be a bit problematic for a number of them (the number of those to be affected, I still need to check) 

I should be in by 9 or 930 on Monday so will try giving you a call. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu> 
>>> "Stenross, Barbara" <stenross@email.unc.edu<mailto:stenross@email.unc.edu>> 4/9/2011 9:59 PM >>> 
HI Beth, 

I am thinking I might have been part of confusion, if this is about whether COMM 120 can count as part of the 4 required 
concentration courses. Barbara Lucido emailed me about this on Wednesday afternoon, I replied, but then copied Ken Shugart to 
check me, and he corrected what I said. We discussed this in our divisional meeting on Thursday. 

COMM majors need to have 3 core COMM classes, with C or better in each. Then they need 7 other courses, of which 4 must be in a 
concentration, ff a student doing the IOC concentration gets a C- or D in COMM 120, they can’t use it in the core, but they can use it 
as part of the 7 other courses. It will count as a COMM elective, however, not as one of the 4 IOC concentration courses. 

I regret I had hastily answered Barbara Lucido’s email, and I stand corrected. 

ff it is some other matter with respect to the major, or if this is unclear, do let us talk. I’ll be in Monday morning by 8:30. Maybe we 



should talk regardless. 

Best, 
Barb 

843-8919 

Barbara Stenross~ Ph.D. 
Senior Assistant Dean~ Academic Advising Program 
CB#3110~ 2011 Steele Building 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Voice mail: (919) 843-8919 
Appointments: (919) 966-5116 

Fax: (919) 843-4775 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount ’          ~gmail.com> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 9:58 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST 142 

Beth, 

l just checked the class roster and counted 36 kids, and I don’t know all the teams. So I’m sure we have a big group in there and we 

should do an SI if possible. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"DeSaix, Jean" <jdesaix@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, April 18, 2011 1:26 PM 

Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: FW: Progress report signing 

I’m happy to say that we chatted today and he warmed up and I totally enjoyed him. He came in thinking I might bite and left knowing I 
would, but only if he didn’t use his God-given talents to the fullest. 
Thanks for keeping me on your team to work with these guys. 
Jean 

From: Robert Mercer [mailto:rmercer(-a),uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 1:24 PM 
To: DeSaix, Jean 
Cc: Bridger, Beth 
Subject: Re: FW: Progress report signing 

Thank you Jean. Beth will talk with . This is something new we are trying. Good hearing from you!RJM 

>>> "DeSaix, Jean" <jdesaix@email.unc.edu<mailto:idesaix@email.unc.edu>> 4/16/2011 4:09 AM >>> 
Robert, 

Just to let you know this was just sent to me Friday morning. He asked me in class Thursday if I would sign it and I told him I had to 
look at his grades to comment on his progress and I didn’t have them with me. He kept saying he just needed my signature. I declined 
and suggested I could see him in office hours Monday. I really like the idea that the students have to come to office hours to talk about 
their progress. 

This email below is a poor way to communicate with professors and I hope someone will help him realize that (not sure which advisor to 
send this to). 

Speaking of delinquencies, I’m there. Have not returned the progress reports. Had a huge project finish yesterday and hope to get those 
out the first of the week. Better late than never, I hope. 

Je an 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
Jean DeSaix, Ph.D. 
Senior Lecturer in Biology 
Director Health Professions Advising Office 
Department of Biology Coker Hall CB#3280 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
Work Phone: 919-962-1068 Home Phone 
FAX 919-962-1625 email jdesaix@email.unc.edu<mailto:idesaix@email.unc.edu> 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, ~ 9:43 AM 
To: DeSaix, Jean 
Subject: Re: Progress report signing 
Importance: High 

On Fri, 15 Apr 2011 09:25:38 -0400 :@email.unc.edu< 
> Hello Professor Stroman 
> 
> How are you this morning i know this is last minute notice 
> but i need for you to sign my progress report i’m wondering can i get 
your 
> signature before 2 this afternoon. 
> Thanks, 

~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Jordan, Elizabeth A" <eaj ordan@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 25,2011 4:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: student 

Hi Beth, 
Time flie!! I hope you have had a good semester. 
I did not know what was going on with     personally, but I knew something must be wrong. I had him in PSYC i a while ago, 
and he was so sharp. Poor guy. That is an awful thing for a young person to have to deal with. 
He has missed three online quizzes that cannot be made up. There is one more quiz which he definitely does not want to miss because 
it is worth twice as much as the other quizzes and has lots of good review questions. 
There is one more computer assignment due this week. He has also missed three computer assignments, but those can be made up. He 
will need to do each assignment and its make-up assignment and turn them in at his last recitation meeting. 
ff he does the last quiz, the last computer assignment, and the make-up assignments for the ones he missed, then he could enter the 
final exam with about 40 points. To pass the class with a D, he would need to get 20 of the 50 points on the final exam. That is only 
40%. Do you think he will be in good enough shape to accomplish that? 
ff he is not able to concentrate on the class at this time, I would be willing to give him an incomplete and let him finish the course with 
me during second summer session when I teach PSYC i again. 
Beth 

Elizabeth Jordan, PhD 
Senior Lecturer 
Associate Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Psychology 
334 Davie Hall, CB 3270 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3270 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 3:28 PM 
To: Jordan, Elizabeth A 
Subject: student 

Dr. Jordan 

I hope you are doing well Dr. Jordan--I can’t believe the semester is almost over! 

One of my students,           1, is in your        course. I am writing as in talking with, 
current family issues may be affecting his class performance and attendance. 

I am a bit concerned on how some 

and as I am sure you can imagine, 
his ability to concentrate on course work is difficult at tl~s time. He has expressed he is concerned on how this might affect his 
performance on his final exam, as it will determine if he passes the course or not. 

Could you give me any insight into his situation, performance/attendance etc? 

Thank so much. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 

bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu> 



From: ~nc.rr.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, _ 9:00 PM 

To" Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: update 

Before I forget, you can put me back on for those Fridays in May and June -- I’m going to hold off and begin the,        courses in 
the fall so that I can go through the program with the same group of people and build on each course more fluidly. Thanks for 
accommodating me though! 

I forgot to talk to you about scheduling the screening with [ this morning -- let me know when you have a moment. 

Last, I don’t know if or how you want to use me for second session but I can work up through June 24th. thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday,              9:41 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: update 

the 1 lth of June or July? 

On at 9:37 PM, bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu wrote: 

> Ok to all and remember u are ’off after the 1 lth or 13th bc of payroll 
> 

Original Message ...... 
> From:        ~nc.rr.com 
> To: Beth Bridger 
> Subject: update 
> Sent: ):00 PM 
> 

> Before I forget, you can put me back on for those Fridays in May and June -- I’m going to hold off and begin the coaching courses in 
the fall so that I can go through the program with the same group of people and build on each course more fluidly. Thanks for 
accommodating me though! 
> 
> I forgot to talk to you about scheduling the screening with    this morning -- let me know when you have a moment. 
> 
> Last, I don’t know if or how you want to use me for second session but I can work up through ~. thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 9:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: update 

can do 6 because unemployed right now :) 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 04/27/11 7:46 PM >>> 

and perfect with    :--so will she able to do 6pm or does she need to start at 7? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c)’ 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Amy Kleissler 4/27/2011 5:11 PM >>> 
1. wants to stay at 4 hours a day, but can do MATH i 
2. never took EDUC suggested but they can’t help us right now :( 
3. looking for work so can only commit to us for PM’s. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, i           1:06 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: sessions 

Beth 

I’m definitely interested. Thanks! I’ll also cover that PORT too. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 5:54 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming 
Meetings 

Hi Beth, 

Meeting with the tutors and mentors separately would be best after the subcommittee has had some time to process information from 
the Writing Center tour and the meeting with the academic counselors. The meeting where this processing would occur is scheduled 
for March 23rd from 1-2:30. 

If we have time to speak separating with the tutors and mentors then I assumed the meeting would occur during the evening hours 
when the tutors and mentors are likely to be available. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:20 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

We definitely have not started a process of getting tutors/mentors to a meeting. Also, our FB student-athlete will have a bit of limited 
availability with spring practice starting today. 

I could probably make the meeting on Wed 3/23 work for 1-145 (they have meetings at 2). 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu> 
>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 3/14/2011 12:40 PM >>> 
It would be great if the student could attend the tour of the writing center. S/he should also attend the meetings of the committee and 
if we are able to schedule a meeting with tutors and mentors then it would be great if s/he could attend those as well. To send Brent 
and you an email about scheduling a meeting with tutors and then with mentors over the next couple of weeks is on my "To Do List" 
for a later this week. 

ffyou forward the student’s email address then I can add him/her to the ASPSA subcommittee list. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 



Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:34 PM 

To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: Re: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

Eileen 

What meetings should the student representative attend? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edn<mailto :bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edn> 
>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edn> 3/14/2011 11:42 AM >>> 
Hi All, 

I hope you had a wonderful weekend and that you’re having a great Monday. 

I attach a document constructed from the last meeting and the feedback provided from Brent and Beth (thanks for taking the time to 
fill in the gaps). We will have 2 meetings this week. 

The first meeting is tomorrow (Tuesday, March 15th) starting at 3 pm at the Kenan Stadium House, 3rd Floor (Brent if the location 
has changed then please "reply all" with the correct information.) We will chat with the academic counselors for approximately 45 
minutes during their regularly scheduled staff meeting to elicit their perspectives on the services they provide to student-athletes. If 
you have specific questions and are unable to attend then please forward the questions to me. I have requested that individuals who 
are in a "supervisory" capacity in regards to the academic counselors not to attend. We know from research that group discussions 
involving peers of different status in the workplace differ from group discussions held with individuals of equal status. The intent is 
not to exclude others and as we proceed with this process I will take extra care to make certain all perspectives are adequately 
represented in the report. 

The second meeting is scheduled for Wednesday March 16th from 1-2:30. Kim will give us a tour of the Writing Center and provide 
information on their services and service delivery. The tour will take place at the Student and Academic Services Building (SASB) 
North. "This is the same building where the Cashier and the Registrar are located. It is at the intersection of Manning Drive and Ridge 
Road, on the south end of the main UNC campus. SASB is adjacent to Morrison dorm; it is also fairly close to the Rams Head 
complex, the Department of Public Safety, and the Dean Smith Center. For more information and directions, visit the SASB website. 
Parking is available at the nearby Rams Head parking deck; there is a fee. The Writing Center’s space is accessible; it is on the 
basement/lower level of the building. You can take the stairs or an elevator from the first floor, or you can enter the building from the 
back via the loading dock" (pulled from the Writing Center website). 

Your participation is greatly appreciated. If your schedule does not permit your attendance at either one or both of these meetings 
then I’ll keep you abreast. 

I hope the rest of your day goes well. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming 
Meetings 

Hi Beth, 

There’s a misunderstanding: I thought the student was the appointed member to the committee. 

I would prefer that the subcommittee not interview single individuals; it really doesn’t provide the general perspective we need to 
ascertain for the purposes of the report. If there is time then I would like for the subcommittee to speak with the tutors as a group and 
then with the mentors as a group. 

I apologize for any inconvenience of the miscommunication. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 6:00 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

Ok, I will plan to have our student athlete at the Wednesday meeting on the 23rd. 

Also, he is a bit nervous. Can I tell him what types of questions you might ask? 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb ~uncaa.unc. edu> 
>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 3/17/2011 5:28 PM >>> 
Hi Beth, 

At present, the subcommittee will meet on Wednesday, March 23rs from 1-2:30 in 205 South Building and again IF NEEDED on 
Friday, March 25th from 1-2:30 in Steele Building Conference Room. The entire committee will meet from 2-3:30 on Tuesday, 
March 29th in Steele Conference Building. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 2:48 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 



Subject: RE: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

Eileen- 

Can you update me on our current sub-committee meeting schedule. I have written them down in my planner, but I feel like I might 
be missing a few. This would help me be sure to have our FB student-athlete present for one of the meetings. 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb @uncaa.unc. edu> 
>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 3/14/2011 5:54 PM >>> 
Hi Beth, 

Meeting with the tutors and mentors separately would be best after the subcommittee has had some time to process information from 
the Writing Center tour and the meeting with the academic counselors. The meeting where this processing would occur is scheduled 
for March 23rd from 1-2:30. 

If we have time to speak separating with the tutors and mentors then I assumed the meeting would occur during the evening hours 
when the tutors and mentors are likely to be available. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: Phi) in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 3:20 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: RE: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

We definitely have not started a process of getting tutors/mentors to a meeting. Also, our 
availability with spring practice starting today. 

student-athlete will have a bit of limited 

I could probably make the meeting on Wed 3/23 work for 1-145 (they have meetings at 2). 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb @,uncaa.unc. edu> 
>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edu> 3/14/2011 12:40 PM >>> 
It would be great if the student could attend the tour of the writing center. S/he should also attend the meetings of the committee and 
if we are able to schedule a meeting with tutors and mentors then it would be great if s/he could attend those as well. To send Brent 
and you an email about scheduling a meeting with tutors and then with mentors over the next couple of weeks is on my "To Do List" 
for a later this week. 

ffyou forward the student’s email address then I can add him/her to the ASPSA subcommittee list. 



Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 
Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 

From: Beth Bridger [bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 14, 2011 12:34 PM 
To: Parsons, Eileen R 
Subject: Re: ASPSA Subcommittee Information: Skeleton from 2/24 Meeting & Upcoming Meetings 

Eileen 

What meetings should the student representative attend? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edn<mailto :brid~erb(@,uncaa.unc. edn> 
>>> "Parsons, Eileen R" <rparsons@email.unc.edn> 3/14/2011 11:42 AM >>> 
Hi All, 

I hope you had a wonderful weekend and that you’re having a great Monday. 

I attach a document constructed from the last meeting and the feedback provided from Brent and Beth (thanks for taking the time to 
fill in the gaps). We will have 2 meetings this week. 

The first meeting is tomorrow (Tuesday, March 15th) starting at 3 pm at the Kenan Stadium House, 3rd Floor (Brent if the location 
has changed then please "reply all" with the correct information.) We will chat with the academic counselors for approximately 45 
minutes during their regularly scheduled staff meeting to elicit their perspectives on the services they provide to student-athletes. If 
you have specific questions and are unable to attend then please forward the questions to me. I have requested that individuals who 
are in a "supervisory" capacity in regards to the academic counselors not to attend. We know from research that group discussions 
involving peers of different status in the workplace differ from group discussions held with individuals of equal status. The intent is 
not to exclude others and as we proceed with this process I will take extra care to make certain all perspectives are adequately 
represented in the report. 

The second meeting is scheduled for Wednesday March 16th from 1-2:30. Kim will give us a tour of the Writing Center and provide 
information on their services and service delivery. The tour will take place at the Student and Academic Services Building (SASB) 
North. "This is the same building where the Cashier and the Registrar are located. It is at the intersection of Manning Drive and Ridge 
Road, on the south end of the main UNC campus. SASB is adjacent to Morrison dorm; it is also fairly close to the Rams Head 
complex, the Department of Public Safety, and the Dean Smith Center. For more information and directions, visit the SASB website. 
Parking is available at the nearby Rams Head parking deck; there is a fee. The Writing Center’s space is accessible; it is on the 
basement/lower level of the building. You can take the stairs or an elevator from the first floor, or you can enter the building from the 
back via the loading dock" (pulled from the Writing Center website). 

Your participation is greatly appreciated. If your schedule does not permit your attendance at either one or both of these meetings 
then I’ll keep you abreast. 

I hope the rest of your day goes well. 

Eileen R. Carlton Parsons 



Associate Professor, Science Education 
Program Affiliation: PhD in Education (Culture, Curriculum, and Change Strand) 
Associate Editor, Journal of Research in Science Teaching 
(919) 843-9133 (p) 
(919) 843-2614 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Schmitz-Sciborski, Amy Elizabeth" <schmitzs@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 8:56 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: bb 

Hi Beth- 
Hope you are well! Your guys have been great with participation and attendance. We realize is in a way different circumstance 
but he has been really responsible about keeping in contact with the group leader via email. Here goes: 

7 of 7 
7/7 

7/8 
8/8 
8/8 
2/8 

Have a great weekend- 
Amy 

Amy Schmitz-Sciborski, Ph.D. 
Counseling and Wellness Services (CWS) 
Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
(919) 966-3658 Fax: (919) 966-4605 
schmitzs@email.unc .edu<mailto: schmitzs~email.unc, edu> 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 
From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 17, 2011 10:33 AM 
To: Schmitz-Sciborski, Amy Elizabeth 
Subject: bb 

Amy 

Could I possibly get some attendance feedback from my students in Bounce Back? 

--has still be in and out of the hospital--I am not sure if he will attend today? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :bridgerb(@,uncaa.unc. edu>+ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherry Salyer <salyer@email.unc. edu> 

Friday,              12:34 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

B, per our conversation about and the coachign minor. He actually 
is not graduating in (at least that is what he said on his COAC 
application), so I have him down for talking    in the fall of     or 

¯ That would give him time to do his time intensive coachign 
practicum in teh spring of 2012 when he is not as involved¯ 

SS 

Sherry Salyer, Ed.D. 
Senior Lecturer, Director of Undergraduate Studies 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

CB#8700, 211 Fetzer Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-6947 

Fax: 919-962-0489 

Assistant Dean (on leave for Spring 2011 semester) 
The Academic Advising Program in the College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
CB# 3110,2017D Steele Building 

919-962-3407 

Spring Advising Hours: 

Fetzer Hall Advising hours: 
Tuesdays 11:00-12:15; Wednesdays 10:00-10:45 and 1:30-3:00 

Steele Building Advising Hours: 
(on leave for Spring     semester) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 9:42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: registration 

Beth, 

Will do. I am pretty sure that everyones membership’s are up to date and I will definitely help to get you registered for Dallas. Please 
let me know if you have any other problems. 

Thanks, 
Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@tmcaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 03/18/11 6:36 PM >>> 
Nate 

We need to talk next week, as we need to register for Dallas for N4a in June. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@nc.rr.com> 

Saturday, March 19, 2011 2:46 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

this summer 

still working on the high school teachers, but if we can hire rising 
seniors I have two amazing tutors for us: 

one,             is an EXSS major, interned with last spring, is 
pre-med, and can tutor exss, psych, and math. He has an internship 
but would love to tutor. 

the other,             , is a bio-chem major and has taken all maths 
up through 300’s. doing summer school himself this summer (dram ! 
and a biochem) so has a pretty flexible schedule, both could commit M- 
Th. his parents are a bit useless so he has paid for college on his 
own -- in high school worked as an EMT to make money; past two years 
he has asst coached the middle school lax team, this year he is head 
coach, a male version of allie in the way she loves being witness to 
other’s success. 

let me know -- have a great weekend. 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               10:55 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

idea from     ... 

Beth, 

I had a thought while I was working on tonight’s presentation. I wonder if the Athletic Department would consider funding a 4-year 
post-doctoral fellowship (for me) in the UNC Writing Program that would be totally devoted to writing instruction for student- 
athletes. I think I could do great things for the student athletes as writers and it would be long-term enough that such a thing would be 
very attractive to me personally. Obviously, since I’m about to get my doctorate, I am thinking about the coming four years. My 
bosses would be the heads of the Writing Program but my mission would be devoted to the teaching of student athletes in writing. 

I think my presentation tonight is going to be super helpful and will showcase the kind of thing I’d be capable of doing for the 
students, the mentors, and the tutors. 

It never hurts to ask, right? Let me know your thoughts. 

All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               6:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Extra semester 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Extra semester 
From: "Oldham, Ann B." <aoldham@email.unc.edu> 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Academic Advising Program in 
the College of Arts & Sciences 

and the General College 

214 East Cameron Avenue 
Steele Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

Telephone: (919) 966-5116 

Fax: (919) 962-6888 

http ://advising.tmc.edu 

[Text Box:] 

Dear 

The Administrative Board of the College of Arts and Sciences considered your request for permission to enroll in a ninth semester in 
the         semester. 

I am pleased to inform you that the Administrative Board granted your request. Assuming satisfactory completion of your current 
courses, you must complete the following requirements for the bachelor’s degree in Arts and Sciences: 



* BIOL 
* BIOL 
* CHEM 
* CHEM 

In the first week of the ninth semester you must submit an application for graduation at www.advising.unc.edu. If you will need fewer 
than twelve academic credit hours to satisfy your remaining degree requirements and you wish to enroll for fewer than twelve credit 
hours in your final semester, you must submit a request to carry an "authorized underload" at the same time that you apply for 
graduation. 

You have our best wishes for the final stages of your undergraduate career. Please understand, however, that this permission for a 
ninth semester is for 

Sincerely, 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 
Associate Dean and Director 
Academic Advising 

LYM/ao 
cc: student file 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Demetriou, Cynthia" <cyndem@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:29 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

How are you? 

In advisor notes I see that you meet with            on     The meeting was 15 minutes. The advisor note did not indicate if the 
student completed the probation contract. Was this the student’s probation appointment? Normally these meetings are a half hour? I do 
see a copy of the contract was scanned to the student success email address. 

Thanks, Cynthia 

Cynthia Demetriou 
Director for Retention 
Office of Undergraduate Education 
UNC Chapel Hill 
3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 
(919) 843-5015 

www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http://www.studentsuccess.unc.edu/> 
www.firstgeneration.unc.edu<http://www.firstgeneration.unc.edu/> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

conference program 

Here is the program for the CSRI conference in April. They know I 
will not be presenting, but there may be other sessions that you would 
be interested in attending as an aside: 

http ://www. csriconference.or~/pro ~mm. html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: FILE.msg 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday               2:51 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 

Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: tonight’s session 

Tia, FY1 for tonight. Jaimie is texting 
Thanks ! 
A 

to let him know. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 
kleissle~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               12:5 8 PM 

Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tonight’s session 

Hi Amy, 

I haven’t seen in     in a few sessions, so I wasn’t able to talk to him 
about tonight’s session. I was wondering if it would be OK to meet at our 
usual time of 8 p.m. instead of 7 p.m., which we’ve been doing for a few 
sessions now. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Horton, Cheryl T" <chorton@unc.edu> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 1:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: meetings 

You can meet with them on April 19. The meeting starts at 6pm. I will give you a location later. 

Cheryl 

Cheryl T. Horton, Ph.D. 
Director, Carolina Teaching Fellows 
Clinical Assistant Professor, Science Education 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
School of Education 
014A Peabody Hall 
Campus Box 3500 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3500 
(919) 843-3612 Office 
(919) 843-7875 Fax 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:brid~erb(&uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 25, 2011 12:51 PM 
To: chorton@email.unc.edu 
Subject: meetings 

Hey Dr. Horton 

Just a reminder email about trying to find times to meet with the rising JR teaching fellows. 

Thanks ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu<mailto :brid~erb ~uncaa.unc. edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                 7:28 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 

I just wanted to let you know well in advance that I have to babysit until 
7:30pm on the night of Monday,             that means I will probably 
not be back to campus until around 7:50pm or so. I just wanted to make sure 
you knew that I will be about an hour late that day! 

Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~duckbridgefarm.com> 

Wednesday,                 9:01 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tims 

TEXT.htm 



I fiddled with the TIMS for about 5 min tonight. I now think I am doing it properly. I looked at my last 
time card payment period and sadly there were many hours I worked that were not evident on the 
timecard history. My check wsa for $84 and using my magnificent math skills I was able to determine 
there were many "lost hours."I know this will be problematic for you, Beth, so I am sincerely willing to 
forego it. I love working with         and everyone knows when they first start a job, there are extra 
hours required. We can look at it as a volunteer period. 

However, just so I can clarify one thing: when I stamp my card, is it OK if I uncheck the log off box?? 
Otherwise, I need to log back on just to log off -- which I have been doing and will be happy to continue, 
if necessary. Despite my true happiness with working with      I need to pay for my gasoline. 

It is a different world over there --far away from you and Amy and       . You two are amazing. I felt so 
confident when I thought I would have access o AMy. She understood and made herself so available. 
However, I absolutely adore Jan Boxill. I think she is one of the most remarkable people I have ever met. 
UNC     and the world is fortunate to have her. If I find another glitch, I will contact you. Thank you for 
tryoing the other night to help me. I do not have a phone that registers emails and I am usually doing 
something with the horses, so I can only check it intermittently. I need to join the real world. Saving for a 
phone that let’s me know when I am needed. (also one that texts and takes photos--Lord, I am living an 

archaic life!) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: tims 

From: bridgerb~uncaa, unc.ed u 
Date: Mon, 1:33 pm 
To: ~d uckbrid~efa rm.com 

What time are u going over there? Come here first I’m here tonight so I can help u! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: < @d uckbridqefa rm.com > 
Date: Mon, 13:22:18 -0700 
To: Beth Bridger<bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: tims 

I am going to Kenon tonight and I will "check the box on the time stamp screen that unchecks log 
off after stamping in "(????) I think I am an idiot, but I’ll let you know what I see. In my 
defense, they are so busy over there, it is impossible to find anyone to help.       gave it a whirl 
but she isn’t a TIMS user so I may still be doing everything wrong. However, I love the work! 
Would it be of help to you if I drop by and have you or Amy observe me?? Seriously, once shown 
how to do it properly, unless the whole system has crashed, I think I’ll be just fine. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: tims 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 12:03 pm 
To: ~duckbridqefarm.com> 

Will you check your TIMS and please let me know what I still need to add? 

If you check the box on the time stamp screen that unchecks log off after stamping in--- 
you can go and view your time card. 

Let me know. 



Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridclerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,                 7:3 3 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Notes from Play 

Sorry that these are late, but here are the notes from the play. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109768bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/bd6f06858be25fa8302ace23f848741f 
File Name: Documentary Play Notes.docx 
Expiry Date: Sat, 20:33:00 -0400 
Size: 109768bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@duckbridgefarm.com> 

Sunday, 9;42 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tims 

TEXT.htm 



I have a question for you and a screw up to report. The screw up: Tonight I clocked in just fine, but when 
clocking out, there was a problem. The computer was giving everyone fits, and connection to firefox was 
taking too long. I am super patient with such nonsense having grown up with dial up. It was not apparent 
if anything was working and I checked my timecard and it had not registered. I rebooted and stamped 
again and that time it clocked me in ..... again. So, my timecard will read that I clocked in 2X on Sunday. 
Sorry. I did not know how to fix it. Actually, I was sure I didn’t know how to fix it and knew I could crash 
the whole system.I did manage to clock out but my timecard reads that I clocked in 2X. 

And secondly, an issue I forgot to mention friday AM when we met: I have discovered it is imperative I 
have my computer with me so I can work with         I know the rules and wouldn’t touch hers if my 
life depended on it, but when I go to available networks and click on UNC 1 I am told I need a password. 
I think I told you before that we get wireless with a router here at home and I also pay heavily for a 
verizon broadband so I can help my mother email where she lives (no wireless there.) I really do not want 
to exceed my allotment of minutes. Could you help me with that?? I asked 3 people at Kenan tonight and 
they had no idea. Thanks, Beth. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: tims 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 9:18 am 
To: ~d uckbridgefa rm.com > 

lets talk through this computer situation tomorrow... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridqerb@uncaa, unc.edu 
>>> .      @duckbridqefarm.com>          10:57 AM >>> 
Yes! The AM is good. I will come shortly after 10:00. Also, beth, I have discovered that it is 
imperative to have my laptop with me when working, knowing the rules about not using the 
mentee’s computer. Plus, jan sends me 20 emails a day and usually they are newsflashes 
concerning        so it is good that I have the computer with me. MY wireless @ home is 
through a router, and I vaguely remember Amy saying that we should use UNC1 as our wireless 
while working @ Kenan. They ask for a password when I try to connect. I use my Verizon 
broadband while there but it is eating up my minutes. I will continue to do that if it is the only 
way I can b~ rnnnected, but I thought I would ask if I could use the UNC1 connection. See you 
tomorrow> 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: tims 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 8:47 am 
To: . .~duckbridgefarm.com> 

Come on by whenever it works--you planning before 1? 
10am. 

I will definitely be here by 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 



Associate Director/ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridqerb@uncaa, u nc.ed u 
>>> ~duckbridqefarm.com> 9:04 AM >>> 
When I got home last night after helping wade through the probation tutorial (it 
was very revealing) I read your instructions to my husband aloud and we laughed so hard 
with our ignorance, we nearly cried. YOu are right--it isd not an email learning method. I 
am teaching (riding) in the afternoon starting around 1:00 on Friday. Is there a time we 
could meet(really, really briefly?) Hell, I’ll even pay for parking! Once I am sure that I 
am correct, it will stick in my mind forever. Believe it or not, I was a cheerleader for 7 
straight years and my kids are amazed how I remember every single complicated cheer. 
It always came in handy when my children were fighting. I would break out in a cheer 
and they would forget the fight and join in. Don’t worry, that method will not be 
incorporated ino mentoring. It is simply a home fix. Kisses, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: tims 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 7:06 pm 
To: ~d uckbridgefa rm.com > 

Send me your hours, you WILL get paid for them. How much are we missing? 
Can you come by on Friday??? If you can, I can help you with TIMS, too too too 
complicated to do over email! 
When can we meet? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridqerb@uncaa, unc.edu 
>>> ¯      @duckbridcjefarm.com>          9:00 PM >>> 
I fiddled with the TIMS for about 5 min tonight. I now think I am doing it 
properly. I looked at my last time card payment period and sadly there were 
many hours I worked that were not evident on the timecard history. My check 
wsa for $84 and using my magnificent math skills I was able to determine there 
were many "lost hours."I know this will be problematic for you, Beth, so I am 
sincerely willing to forego it. I love working with         and everyone knows 
when they first start a job, there are extra hours required. We can look at it as a 
volunteer period. 

However, just so I can clarify one thing: when I stamp my card, is it OK if I 
uncheck the log off box?? Otherwise, I need to log back on just to log off-- 
which I have been doing and will be happy to continue, if necessary. Despite my 
true happiness with working with      I need to pay for my gasoline. 

It is a different world over there --far away from you and Amy and        You 
two are amazing. I felt so confident when I thought I would have access o AMy. 
She understood and made herself so available. However, I absolutely adore Jan 
Boxill. I think she is one of the most remarkable people I have ever met. UNC 



and the world is fortunate to have her. If I find another glitch, I will contact 
you. Thank you for tryoing the other night to help me. I do not have a phone that 
registers emails and I am usually doing something with the horses, so I can only 
check it intermittently. I need to join the real world. Saving for a phone that let’s 
me know when I am needed. (also one that texts and takes photos--Lord, I am 
living an archaic life!) 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: tims 
From: bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Date: Mon,                 1:33 pm 
To:      @d uckbridqefa rm.com 

What time are u going over there? Come here first I’m here tonight so I 
can help u! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: @duckbridqefarm.com > 
Date: Mon, 13:22:18 -0700 
To: Beth Bridger<bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: tims 

I am going to Kenon tonight and I will "check the box on the time stamp 
screen that unchecks log off after stamping in "(????) I think I am an 
idiot, but I’ll let you know what I see. In my defense, they are so busy 
over there, it is impossible to find anyone to help.       gave it a whirl 
but she isn’t a TIMS user so I may still be doing everything wrong. 
However, I love the work! Would it be of help to you if I drop by and 
have you or Amy observe me?? Seriously, once shown how to do it 
properly, unless the whole system has crashed, I think I’ll be just fine. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: tims 
From: "Beth Bridger" <bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 12:03 pm 
To: @d uckl~ rid qefa rm. co m > 

Will you check your TIMS and please let me know what I still 
need to add? 

If you check the box on the time stamp screen that unchecks 
log off after stamping in---you can go and view your time card. 

Let me know. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/ Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 



(c) 
bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:44 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu> 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXS S    Jeopardy Game 

Jeopardy Game for EXSS    Review that we played in Study Table:) 

http://www, superteachertools.com/j eopardy/usergames, /game1298266453.php 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2011 10:03 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tlms update 

Beth, 
I’ve been speaking with Tracy and still no response from ITS concerning my 
TIMs issues; just wanted to keep you in the loop. Hopefully we will hear 
something soon, but until we do I think things will remain stagnant- i.e. I 
won’t be able to transfer my Time Stamp, therefore won’t be able to record 
my time. I emailed Tracy a list of my times so far for this pay period 
(upon her request) and she said she would work on inserting them into my 
Time Card. Just an update ! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,                9:32 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Ms. Bridger, 

asked me to tell you that he met with his group during his scheduled tutoring appointment Tuesday at 1. His group 
confirmed his attendance. 
Thank you for your help, 

Department of English & Comparative Literature 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:42 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc, edu>; Amy 

Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subj ect: Tutoring today 

Hi all, 

I came up the stairs to the 5th floor to turn in my feedback form, but the door was locked, so I am just briefly emailing an update from 

my phone before my next meeting, was 10 minutes late, but our session didn’t last the full time, so it was fine. worked 

hard,    came early and worked hard, came on time and got through our review problems quickly, had 

not Shown up by 11:28, so I left. The guys just need to make sure to submit their quizzes by 5pm Friday, and all will be good until 

after spring break. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              8:08 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

My spring break since I an student teaching is the last week of March, 
so I was wondering if I could ask off for the 2 days I work that 
week-- 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             8:34 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Not being able to sign outT 

Last night (Thursday), I was not able to sign out because the computer was 
on the fritz. I signed out this morning at the library! Could you please 
make it so that my hours are only 6:50 to 9:00pm? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              9:25 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

sunday night/approval 

Dear Ms. Beth, 

I do not believe that I will be able to be back in time for study hall on 
Sunday night, as I will be in Florida until the afternoon. Would it be 
possible for you to approve my hours for me? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,          2011 11:27 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Work Time this Week 

I can come Tuesday 7-8, Thursday I will be out of town with 
and if we win Saturday we will play Monday which means I 

probably I can’t make Sunday. 

Email: memail.unc.edu 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              11:58 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
Kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

feedback form psyc 

Attached feedback form from today in Manning. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 107008bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/lc97c3f7951953 ldfdffb75a4ed61f4b 
File Name: Psyc .doc 
Expiry Date: Tue, 11: 58:18 -0400 
Size: 107008bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday,                8:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EXSS Worksheets 

Here are the EXSS    Worksheets that I revised. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 600845bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/50fc73 c 150635b0a6394c7c657057e3 d 
File Name: Alcohol and Tobacco Use.docx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 21:12:35 -0400 
Size: 113423bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/de2c14b2ec59c84383f5474122c8elb4 
File Name: EXSS    Chapter 2.docx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 21:12:35 -0400 
Size: 52805bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b71307fef305640b4a61c22a8a7d2213 
File Name: EXSS    Chapter 5.DOCX 
Expiry Date: Sun, 21:12:35 -0400 
Size: 101201bytes 

Attachment Link: 
File Name: EXSS 
Expiry Date: Sun, 
Size: 42206bytes 

http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/1 fbb95 ldf3d493bd2d2b923f37b00793 
Chapter 6 WS.DOCX 

21:12:35 -0400 

Attachment Link: 
File Name: EXSS 
Expiry Date: Sun, 
Size: 59271bytes 

http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/16cfa8e35441 dcf4a7dd67ac9b9576f3 
Chapter 9.docx 

21:12:35 -0400 

Attachment Link: 
File Name: EXSS 
Expiry Date: Sun, 
Size: 15640bytes 

http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/2550a78481 cbd45c4e75ebf5bd8f70e 1 
Chapter 12 277-294.DOCX 

21:12:35 -0400 

Attachment Link: 
File Name: EXSS 
Expiry Date: Sun, 
Size: 44155bytes 

http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/56ad82945644a7238ceb7e3 a6c7776d8 
Exam 2 Review.docx 

21:12:35 -0400 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/82aa296796cf7f32040fb7374571a5ae 
File Name: EXSS Chapter 13 Worksheet.docx 
Expiry Date: Sun, 21:12:35 -0400 
Size: 172144bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                2:10 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: My Time CardT 

Yes, I have been using the transfer drop-down to make sure I am logging in 
for the right job. 

My hours are always 7pm to 9pm when I’m mentoring! 

Thanks ! 

On Wed, 09:36:42 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> send me your hours for this job 
> and you have to be sure to use the transfer menu to make sure to pick 
this 
>job before you log in--are you doing that? 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> @email.unc.edu> 8:00 AM >>> 
> 
> Hi, Beth! Sorry to bother you with this, but it’s really going haywire! 
> 
> There is something going dreadfully wrong with my timecard! ! I think the 
> problem mostly comes from the fact that I also work at the library, and 
all 
> my times are on one timecard. It is confusing to read, and I have no idea 
> why it has those red boxes because I have signed in and out every time ! 
> This morning, I came in to work at the library, and I clocked in, but it 
> said that I was signing OUT from last night...which doesn’t make any 
sense 

> because I actually DID sign out last night at the Pope Box. 
> 
> I just don’t know what to do! My hours for both jobs are completely crazy 
> looking, and none of them are actually accurate ! It’s kind of funny, 
> actually, but I do need to get it fixed. How should I go about that? 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: rims 

Ok gotcha! Thank you so much! See you tonight... :) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
Date: Wed, 21:30:20 
To: ~email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: bridgerb@uncaa.unc, edu 
Subject: Re: rims 

Nothing was transfered since u had to do that step first...ill fix tomorrow after u log hours tonight. 

Thanks ! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 14:24:35 
To: Beth Bridger<bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: rims 

I see it...Thank you so much for bringing this to my attention. I noticed 
that my time for Wednesday, 1/19 will need to be transferred along with 
Monday 1/24. Also, I recorded my NCAA meeting hours with Amy on a log 
sheet, so I’m not sure if she already entered it. If so, I don’t think it 
has been transferred either. 

Thanks, 

On Wed, 14:12:44 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> you have to click transfer and search and find our job...you have to do 
> this before you stamp in and out 
> 
> do this tonight and then i can fix mondays 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 2:01 PM >>> 
> No...I thought it did that automatically. How do I go about doing that? 



> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
> From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Wed, 13:57:04 -0500 
> To: @email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: tims 
> 
> are you clicking transfer and doing it for our department 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 12:12 PM >>> 
> Yes mam! 
> 
> Warmest Regards, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
> From: "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Wed, 12:09:28 -0500 
> To: ~email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: tims 
> 
> have you been able to clock in and out? 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 
Department of Psychology and Sociology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 26, 2011 10:58 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday mentoring 

When Spencer confirmed that he was sending his a message, I have specific directions on how to get to the 5th floor of kfc. 
Even if he doesn’t show, with have in that hour. 

thanks for 
A 

: -- see you in the morning. 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 01/26/11 9:10 PM >>> 
Perfect..m;ust make sure spence knows its over here...and I did speak with 
when we work 

tonight...I might follow up with her again of mon 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Amy kleissler 
To: Beth Bridger 
Subject: Re: Thursday mentoring 
Sent: Jan 26, 2011 7:54 PM 

It would be great for you to speak with 

two fronts. 

in order to reinforce what I spoke with her about on Monday -- can’t hurt to hear it from 

I thought they could meet up on 5 at one of the tables -- that way whichever student is working on something while        gives 
directed attention to the other one can have some quiet, but yet is right there. One big table or two tables next to each other 
are good for spreading out. 

Spencer was going to get word to 
Amy 

as well so I’ll confirm and let know it is a go for tomorrow 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 01/26/11 5:01 PM >>> 
Where will they meet? 
Also do I need to talk to tonight 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Amy kleissler" 
Date: Wed, 26 Jan 2011 16:42:37 
To: Beth Bridger; Tia Overstreet; Spencer B. Welborn 
Subject: Thursday mentoring 

is all set to begin mentoring your student tomorrow morning, Thursday, January 27th. ff you want him to meet with 
your student tomorrow, please email me back to confirm. Otherwise, I will assume you do not want your student to begin until next 

week. 



Let me know. 

Also, I will be out of the office tomorrow, Thursday, Jan 27th until roughly 11AM. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, Football 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

919-843-8635 o 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                4:33 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tutors 

Professor Kotzen and I am in section 

On Tue, 13:04:25 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hist , Sunday at 7, --check board in AUDITORIUM for room 
> Hist , T and Th at 8, --check board in DEF room for room 
> 
> working on phil--who is prof and what is the section number 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 11:40 AM >>> 
> 
> Hey Beth this is , I was just wondering if you had heard anything 
> about whether the tutors were available. 
> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,                8:49 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tues. 

Hi ladies! 
I wanted to know if I could ask off work on Tues. . I have 
parent/teacher conferences until 7, as well as tickets to the basketball 
game that night. 

Thanks, 

UNC class of 
BA in Mathematics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                12:57 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hey 

Hi, Beth! 

Yes, things are going quite well! My mentees are all really great, and I am 
finally really able to be hard on them, and they still like me ! I feel like 
I am actually getting through to       , and      and       are doing 
pretty well keeping up with their assignments. 

All in all, I adore this job. I feel like I am really doing some good, and 
the environment is amazing; it’s just a huge group of people doing what 
college is all about: learning! It sounds so cheesy, but I love it. :) 

Thanks for checking in! 

On Wed, 11:20:56 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hey 
> 
> I wanted to check in to see how things are going!?!?! 
> 
> I am reading some feedback forms and it is seems as if things are moving 
> along... 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb ~uncaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 5:11 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback forms from last nightT 

Hi, Amy and Beth! 

I totally forgot to explain why I wasn’t able to turn it feedback forms 
from last night for                             Basically, last night 
was very busy, and I never got the blank forms from someone in charge, and 
by the time I left at lO:OOpm, everyone was gone, and they were turning out 
the lights. I am so sorry! It will not happen again!! 

Thanks! 

P.S. They both had VERY productive sessions yesterday, so it’s really a 
bummer that I wasn’t able to fill out the forms for them! They worked 
really hard, and we were really able to come up with some good ideas for 
their English assignment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                 11:23 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutoring 

Hi Beth! 

I hope you had a good semester and you’re having fun getting ready for the 
holiday season! Is it too late to ask if I can tutor again for next 
semester? 

thanks ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~nc.rr.com> 

Sunday,                 9:21 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 

be in. I’m sorry that this is messing up my appointments -- 1 will 
let them know to come regular time but if I’m not there to check in 
with their advisor? I’ll cancel            outright because he is 
9AM. Let me know about the others, thanks, 

thanks, 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 6:59 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring Next SemesterTT 

Hi Beth, 

I’d rather tutor than mentor, and if possible I’d like to tutor a psych 
course, like 101 or 210. 

thank you! 

On Tue, 17:29:40 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> i got your previous email, just swamped fight now. 
> never to late to ask! do you want to tutor or mentor? what subjects if 
> tutoring? 
> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.tmc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 5:27 PM >>> 
> 

> Hi Beth! 
> 
> I hope you had a good semester and you’re having fun getting ready for 
the 
> holiday season! Is it too late to ask if I can tutor again for next 
> semester? 
> 

> thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Monday~               10:3 5 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

I’ll get back either the 7th or the 8th. Can I come meet with you either 
of those days? And do you have any other ideas on classes? 

On Mon. 12:55:06 -0500, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> They just have restrictions, so even though they say open, they are 
closed. 
> There isn’t a magic button to push, just restricted. Chances are you 
> probably won’t get in Exss 181--Geog 121, just keep watching to get in. 
> Keep checking this week and see if anything else opens up you can get 
into. 
> I can’t "get you in" classes. I have no special powers to enroll you in 
> closed classes. You have to just keep looking and find something that 
> works that is open. 
> 
> When do you get back into town? 
> 

> 

> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> ~email.unc.edu> 11: 58 AM >>> 
> 
> I currently have 10 hours for the upcoming spring semester. I have been 
> trying to get in EXSS 181.002 and GEOG 121.001 and both say they are open 
> but when I try to enroll it says for: 
> 
> EXSS: Error: Department Consent Required. You must obtain permission to 
> take this class. If you have a permission number, click Add Another 
Class, 
> click the class link, enter the number and resubmit. 
> 
> GEOG: Error: You are unable to enroll in this class at this time. 
Available 
> seats are reserved and you do not meet the reserve capacity requirements. 
> 

> 

> I sent an email to the EXSS teacher probably a week ago but have not 
heard 
> anything back. Can you please help me with these 2 classes or get 2 
> others? 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 

Athletes+Kids=Awesome 

Hi Beth and Amy, 

I hope the two of you have had a wonderful week. 

As you may or may not know, I participate in UNC Dance Marathon as a dancer 
and I serve on the Hospital Committee. Each month, the committee puts on a 
social for the children at the children’s hospital. This allows the kids to 
participate in games, crafts, and other activities to break up the monotony 
of being in the hospital. Each year, we usually have a "game day" themed 
social. The one for this year will be held on Sunday January 23 from 2-4. 

I am wondering if the two of you know any athletes who might be interested 
in coming to the event. We can’t take too many people to the social (in 
order not to overwhelm the kids), so just one of two of them would be 

great! Also, they wouldn’t necessarily have to come for the entirety of the 

two hours---one hour would do. 

If you get a chance to talk to some people, find some interest, and could 
let me know, I (and the rest of the hospital committee) would greatly 
appreciate it. If you are able to get some recruits, I will contact my 
committee chair to make sure spots are still available, and if so, I will 
contact you with confirmation and details. 

Thanks so much for your help! 

Happy Friday ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,               5:17 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Quick Question 

Hey Beth, 

I hope that the first week of classes wasn’t too crazy. I wanted to ask you a quick question. I ran into            today and he said 
that he wanted to talk to me about MAT. Unfortunately I was in a bit of a rush when I saw him today and it was my last day on 
campus until April today as well. I know that we have to go through you to set up meetings. So to the actual question part, would you 
like me to have a short meeting with him to talk about the program? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i                  10:02 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback 

Hey all, 

Here’s the usual. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 66048bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/b0176cabcf05b8ec18ab4ef6e3d9c20f 
File Name: DRAM doc 
Expiry Date: 22:03:17 -0500 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<            @nc.rr.com> 

Wednesday,                  10:15 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

thursday 

will not be able to meet    so it will have to be me. will you 
have any time before 3 to put’ our heads together re exam reviews? if 
not, we could do it friday morning, let me know 
thanks 
A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FB Tutor Feedback <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Sunday,                  2:3 3 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: FB Tutor Feedback 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
04Tntor Name. 
05Course : CLAS 
07Date : 
09Start : 7:00 
llEnd : 9:00 

Comments : We spent session preparing for the map quiz the next day. The guys came in and started quizzing themselves with the 
blank maps I had made for them before session. After they studied individually for a while I had them pair off and quiz each other. 
While they did this I drew a map on the board with all of the features they would have to identify. We ended session with me pointing 
out a feature and calling on someone to identify it. Everyone participated very well and by the end of the night they were very well 
prepared for their map quiz. 
Effort Level: : Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 28, 2010 9:00 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: if done 

it is saved on U drive and I will send to him in the morning. 

thanks, 
A 

Amy Kleissler 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

c 

kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Bridger 11/28/10 5:39 PM >>> 
ff it is done, can you send out the schedule that 
we need to get that to Andre as well... 

Beth 

made? 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday                   1:52 PM 

@gmail.com> 

bjpolk@unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Interested in completing remaining classes 

Hi 

Thank you for the clarification. I think I now have a better understanding of what you are trying to do. 

Attached is a list of courses that will transfer FROM              TO UNC-Chapel Hill. The courses in red are courses you already 
have received credit for through your work here. The courses highlighted in green are sociology courses that are in the 400 (course 
number) range. According to Beth Bridger (I am sending her a copy of this email), you may want to look closely at those courses to 
complete your degree requirements. 

I recommend you check with Beth, or anyone else she recommends, once you have selected the              courses you are 
interested in taking. That check will prevent you from taking a course that will not help you make progress toward your degree. 

If I can be of any additional assistance, please let me know. 

Thanks, again, for writing and good luck! 

Barbara Polk 

Barbara Polk 
Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ’@gmail:coIn] 
Sent: Monday, 10:19 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Interested in completing remaining classes 

Ms.Polk, 
Sorry for the confusion. I attended UNC at Chapel Hill from to the fall of I played while I was there. My senior 
year, i was told I had a good chance of making it to the , so I decided not to take any classes the st~ring of ; so I could 
increase my chances of making it. I got drafted to the and I have a house here. I’m 
interested in finishing what would have been my last semester in the spring of in the Spring of .I have been in contact with 
Beth Bridger, which is the academic advisor for the       program at UNC of Chapel Hill; about finishing up my classes. I was told 
I had 17 hrs left: 8 hrs in electives and 9 hrs in Sociology classes; which is my potential degree. I was told 6 hrs of the Sociology 
classes were available online and the remaining 11 hrs would have to be taken on campus. I asked Beth could I take the courses at 

and still receive my degree from Chapel Hill? She says yes I would receive my degree from Chapel Hill, but I’ll have 
to contact you to see if any classes would transfer to . I want to finish the remaining classes at , but be a 
graduate from UNC at Chapel Hill, where I attended 3 1/2 years. 

On , at 4:22 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> 

> Thanks for your email. I’m happy to help in any way I can. 
> 

> I am a bit unclear if you are trying to graduate from 
give you better advise on what will/not transfer. 
> 

> If you prefer, you can call me at 
> 

> I look forward to hearing from you. 
> 

or from UNC-Chapel Hill? If you can clarify that for me, I can 



> Sincerely, 
> Barbara 
> 

> Barbara Polk 
> Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director Office of Undergraduate 
> Admissions University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Sunday, - 4:39 PM 
> To: bjpolk@unc.edu 
> Subject: Interested in completing remaining classes 
> 
> Hey Ms.Polk, 
> My name is My last year was the fall semestel 
complete those hours this Spring (    ). I currently stay in 

> 

¯ I currently have 17 hrs to receive my degree. Im interested to 
.I have been in contact with Beth Bridger ( academic advisor for 

~. I was told to contact you to see if any of the remaining classes will transfer to ? Thank you for your time¯ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Peter J. Mucha" <mucha@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 8, 2010 7:44 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer sessions I v. II? 

Great, thanks ! 

On 11/8/10 7:32 PM, Beth Bridger wrote: 
> Let me shoot out a quick email to the staff and see what the consensus is. 
> Beth 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (c) 
> bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 

> 

> >>> "Peter J. Mucha" <mucha@unc.edu> 11/8/2010 6:40 PM >>> 
> Hi Beth -- Sorry that I’m asking this question really late, but do you 
> have preferences about 119 running in first summer session versus second 
> summer session? We’re scheduling 118 for both sessions, but the schedule 
> coming together over here right now has 119 running only in first summer 
> session because of historical trends in enrollments. If you could let me 
> know in the next 24 hours, I *might* be able to change our plans, if we 
> can assure that there is sufficient demand for something else. Again, my 
> apologies that I didn’t think to ask this sooner. 
> 

> Peter 
> 

> Peter J. Mucha 
> Chairman, Department of Mathematics 
> Associate Professor 
> Institute for Advanced Materials, Nanoscience and Technology 
> Carolina Center for Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Campus Box #3250, UNC, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250 
> Phone: 919/843-2550, Fax: 919/962-9345, Office: 304B Phillips Hall 
> mucha@unc.edu, http://www.unc.edu/-mucha 
> 

Peter J. Mucha 
Chairman, Department of Mathematics 
Associate Professor 
Institute for Advanced Materials, Nanoscience and Technology 
Carolina Center for Interdisciplinary Applied Mathematics 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box #3250, UNC, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250 
Phone: 919/843-2550, Fax: 919/962-9345, Office: 304B Phillips Hall 
mucha@unc.edu, http://www.unc.edu/-mucha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                 1:16 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Feedback Forms 

I have finally emerged from the depths of my homework and got caught up. Here are last weeks FFs and this weeks so far. Sorry about 
the delay. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 

Wednesday,                  6:20 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : ’ 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 12:00 
llEnd : 12:30 

Comments ¯ 
Ah- I’m late with this one ! 

It was a short session. He had a long one before me with his Sociology tutor and was able to finish his study guide for that class. He 
had a group presentation today in COMM so we went through his part so that he could practice a couple of times. 
Effort Level: : Average 
RemindersForNextSession : no data 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@hotmail.com> 

Wednesday,                  7:21 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: project 

TEXT.htm 

Yep, sounds good to me. 

Date: Wed,           17:55:29 -0500 
From: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
To’,          @hotmail.com 
SubJect: project 

Would you be interested in helping us with a project? 
You could work on it at home, just track your hours!?!?! 

We need a final exam schedule for everyone on the team (master schedule) 

It would involve having a team schedule and the registrar’s exam schedule and noting everyone’s final exam time for all classes. 

It would end up looking like the attached document... 

You interested? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(cl 
bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



Yep, sounds good to me. 

Date: Wed,           17:55:29-0500 
From: bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: project 

Would you be interested in helping us with a project? 
You could work on it at home, just track your hours!?!?! 

We need a final exam schedule for everyone on the team (master schedule) 

It would involve having a team schedule and the registrar’s exam schedule and noting everyone’s final exam time for all 
classes. 

It would end up looking like the attached document... 

You interested? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ahasting <ahasting@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, November 4, 2010 6:18 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Virginia Tech Pre-Game Event 

Yes, I was still planning to come, Beth, with my husband (if that’s okay? 
He’s a UNC alum, also.) My t-shirt size would be Small. Thanks. Anne 

On Tue, 02 Nov 2010 08:40:50 -0400, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Good Morning! 
> 
> I hope you are doing well! I am preparing for our pre-game T.H.A.N.K.S. 
> Event for the Virginia Tech game next weekend (Sat 11/13). 
> 
> I just wanted to touch base and see if you were still planning to attend 
> our event and that you still needed 2 tickets to the game. I will send 
out 
> more information next week, but as a heads up, our event starts an hour 
and 
> a half before the scheduled kick off time. You can come any time during 
> that time frame to eat, mingle, and tour our football facility. 
> 
> Also, could you send me your shirt size? 
> 
> Any questions please let me know. I look forward to seeing you next 
> weekend! 
> 
> Beth 
> 
> Beth Bridger 
> Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
> Academic Support for Student-Athletes 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> (w) 919-843-5669 
> (cl 
> bridgerb @uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

OS Mentor Feedback Form <webmaster@cstv.com> 
Friday,                 12:35 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
webmaster@cstv.com 

Data from: UNC: OS Mentor Feedback Form 

01Sport : 
03SA Name : 
05Mentor Name : 
07Date : 
09Start : 700 
11End : 800 

Comments " completed two biology homework assignments tonight. She mostly worked independently and required little 

help from me. 
Effort Level: ¯ Excellent 
RemindersForNextSession ¯ For next time, needs to remember to bring the materials that she will need to study for her 

Classics midterm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:39 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy 
kleissler <kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FFs 

and were both no-shows last night, had a test today. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 9:09 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Hey Beth, I successfully added three classes but History 226 wouldn’t 
allow me to add because it said all the recitations were full and Exss 
323 said I’m on a waiting list of 17 to get into that class. I know 
that Exss 207 is a coaching class and was wondering if it fulfilled any 
of my requirement? 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 1:47 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday study hall visit 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

I plan to arrive at study hall tonight at 7:00 so that I can meet with each of you, review your 60-second sample of your project, and 
review your j ournal. 

If I have trouble getting in, I have beth’s cell number. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"no_reply@unc.edu" <no_reply@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 3:12 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@uncaa.unc. edu> 

UNC Chapel Hill ApplicantWeb Registration 

Dear Applicant, 

Thank you for registering as an applicant with tlae University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s ApplicantWeb System. This system is used to 
post available job openings at the University and for applicants to review and apply for available positions. 

We suggest you save the following registration information for your records so you can log into the Applicant Web system via 
http://hr.unc.edu/jobseekers/search.htm. 

Your User Id is: 
Your Password 

Please note tlaat registration in ApplicantWeb is tlae first step and by itself does not result in your being considered for a specific position. You 
must apply for each position that you are interested in by selecting the Apply Now button when viewing position details. 

Applicants may review tlae list of positions applied for by logging into the application system via http://hr.unc.edu/jobseekers/search.htm. 
Click the on My Profile link in the upper left side of the screen and then click on the My Applications link at the bottom of tlae screen. 

For Additional Information or Special Assistance: 

EPA Faculty and EPA Non-Faculty positions 

For questions and inquiries regarding specific positions and their current status, please refer to each individual position posting for appropriate 
contact information. Please note whether a specific position armouncement specifies that phone calls from applicants are appropriate. 

To report problems with the EPA Faculty or EPA Non-Faculty posting web page or if you need any special assistance in accessing our EPA 
Faculty or EPA Non-Faculty position postings, please contact the Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (919) 966-3576 or send an email 
to equalopportunity@unc.edu. Applicants should not send resumes to or use this e-mail or phone number to seek updates on specific positions 
as this office is unable to provide that information. 

Usted Necesita Ayuda Especial: Aplicantes quien necesitan asistencia en espanol con el complemento del proceso ’Applicant Web’, por favor 
llame Equal Employment Opportunity Office a (919) 966-3576 o mande un correo electronico a equalopportunity@unc.edu para hacer una 
cita. 

Language Assistance: Any Applicant requiring special language assistance should contact the Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (919) 
966-3576 to schedule an appointment. 

Special Assistance Needed(?): Any Applicant requiring special assistance with completing tlae Applicant Web process, please contact the 
Equal Employment Opportunity Office at (919) 966-3576 or send an email to equalopportunity@unc.edu. 

SPA Positions 

Usted Necesita Ayuda Especial: Aplicantes quien necesitan asistencia en espanol con el complemento del proceso ’Applicant Web’, por favor 
llame Compensation and Staffing Programs a (919) 843-2300 o mande un correo electronico a employment@unc.edu para hacer una cita. 

Language Assistance: Any Applicant requiring special language assistance should contact Compensation and Staffing Programs at (919) 843- 
2300 to schedule an appointment. 

Special Assistance Needed(?): Any Applicant requiring special assistance with completing tlae Applicant web process, please contact 
Compensation and Staffing Programs at (919) 843-2300 or via email at employment@unc.edu. 

Please retain this information for your records. 
Note: The responsibility of maintaining Passwords and Usernames is with the Applicant, as the University does not have access to these due to 
security measures that protect your information. 

Thanks again for your interest in tlae University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Bnrgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Sunday, 11:41 AM 

Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Brad Boswell <bbx~swell@athletics.gatech.edtr>; JeromeRodgers 

(jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Merlene Aitken(maitken@athletics.gatech.edu); Marquita Armstead <marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu>; 

Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu); Aaron Aaker (aaJ~e@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerino@bc.edu); CaJrly 
Pariseau (caxly.pariseau@bc.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu); Brad Wood?" 

(cbwoody@clemson.edu); Stephanie Ellison (saellis@clemson.edu); Andy Campbell(wcampb2@clemson.edu); Cindy Haxtmann 

(chartmann@duaa.duke.edn); Niesha Campbell(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shelfe@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov 

(tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~-; Angel Cavanaugh(as2cz@eservices.vilginia.edu); Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edu); Bret Cowley <bcowley@fsu.edu>; Jim Curry, (jmcurry@fsn.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu); Tom 

Timmermans (            @gmail.com);                      @live.unc.edu>; Dad Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edn); DeboraJl Foley 

(dfoley@miami.edu); Khadial Kelly(k.kelly3@miami.edu; David Reed (reed@miami.edu); Tony Hemandez (themmadez@miami.edu); 

Brett Luy(bdll 1 @my.fsu.edu); Marissa Sprick <mcsl 1 c@my.fsu.edu>; Carrie Doyle (carriedoyle@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson 

(ceander4@ncsu.edu); Craig Anderson <craig anderson@ncsu.edtr>; MichelleLee (michellelee@ncsu.edu); 

~ncsu.edtr>; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dal Isa£(dmisM@syr.edu); Erlea~ Wagner(erleasem@syr.edu); Herman 

Fr~ier <hrti~azie@syr.edtr~; Jamie Mullin <ipmullin@syr.edu>; Dr. Louis Marcoccia <lmarcocc@syr.edu-~; Brad CC Hostetter 

<bhostette@theacc.org>; Katie Koone <kkoone@theacc.org>; Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org>; Co@Gambler 

(cgamble@nmd.edu); Dan Tromp (dtmmp@umd.edu); Mathew Franck (mfrmack@umd.edu); Erin Moran(e.morall2@umiami.edu); 

Herman, Amy S <aj schae@email.unc.edu>; Amv Herman <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art 
Markos(am@virginia.edu); Eric BaumgaxtneKembep@irginia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.edu); Heather La2c’on <hembert@~it.edw,; 

Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu); Tim Parker (tparke@vt.edu); Viclde Sarfo-Kantaka <vsarfoka@v~t.edu>; Kirsten Elleby 

(ellebykc@wfu.edu) <ellebykc@wfu.edDate: Sun>; 52 -0500 

FW: November CCACA Update 

RWG Proposals Points to Consider.pdf 

All, 
The below newsletter was distributed by the AMA staff. A few items worthy of highlighting: 

1) The NCAA National Office and Eligibility Center will be closed Thursday and Friday for the Thanksgiving holiday. 

2) The final teleconference regarding the Rules Working Group is Friday,            at 2:00 p.m. Eastern time. The access information is: Number - 1-866-590-5055; 
Passcode - 6234120. A "Points to Consider" document for the proposals has been developed and is attached for your reference. 

3) The CLR waiver guidelines have been revised for cases of a transfer due to injury/illness of an immediately family member. Additional information is available in thi~ 
._s_!__o_~ on the NCAA website. A complete version of the CLR guidelines are included via the link below. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about the information in this newsletter. Thanks, 

Matt 

From, DeAnna Stephens [mailto:dstephens@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Friday 3:52 PM 
TO: Burgemelster, iVlaU, 
Subject-" November CCACA Update 

1-o vie’,^; :~n online version of this ernail, click here. 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~+~o~ +~+++~ ~’~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~’<~+~o~+~:~ ~+~~+~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Application for the 2013- 
Staff are available for 14 postgraduate 
conference meetings, internship program is 
webinars or video available 
conferences to discuss until December 7. 
the IPP this fall. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~N~ Interpretations Line Closed 1’< ..... be," 22-23. The NCAA 

national office will be closed November 22-23. The A~£A_ 
Interpretations Li .... ill b ....... ilable on those dates. N ..... 1 
business hours will resume November 26. 1 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Please click on the links below to view updates. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Comments, notable corrections and 

feedback are always welcome and appreciated. 

Contact Jamie Israel at ~_.’_:!LL.-’L~p_[@_r_’_.._.;_s_;i:_._~_L)_t!~. 

Ciick here t:o forward t-ilis mailing wid’~ ’~,,,;l:r personaJ message. 

l’~’!is err!all was senL to: mburgerneister@theacc.org 

[his email was sent by: NCAA 

P.O, Box 62T:t2, [ndiar~apelis, IN 46206 

Click heFe to be removed f=+ora this maihng hst, 

% 
CJick her.......~e to view our privacy poh,:y. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

Students get in free with OneCards. No problem on my end. Thanks. 
Tim 



bin ~m ~ni 

~ H~h~ii ........................................................................ 
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F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 2:28 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

All of our GA’s are Nsted in the system as "Non Degree Graduate" students. So I think we’re fine, based on what Eric (UVA) said below, 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/15/2012 10:20 AM > > > 
Ok, thanks, I agree with your previous message to Brad, 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 9:46 AM, "Amy Herman" <a_.b__c_b_a_.e___@_,y_L!_ca__a__~_u_,EV_~_e_.d__.u_.> wrote: 

Another one. I am having Lance do a little bit of research to determine how our institution classifies these students. At UVA, it’s through the School of Education. 

I’m having Lance start with the Registrar’s Office and go from there, 

Amy 

> > > "Baumgartner, Eric (emb8p)" <embgp@eservices.virginia,edu > 11/15/2012 9:32 AM > > > 
f was able to speak with Leeland this morning ~md based on how UVA classifies the students--non degr~-:~e s~-:~eking graduate students, l’u:_~ said we are ok, 

From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:32 AN 
To: Baumgartner, Eric (emb8p) 
Cc: Amy Herman (aischae@uncaa.unc.edu); Jerome Rodgers (irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu) 
Subject." Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

T guess it would depend upon whether this interp is considered a "confirmation" or a "determination." 

On Wed, Nov 14, 2012 at 4:47 PM, Baumgartner, Eric (embgp) <embgp~,~eservicesmirgmia.edu> wrote: 

;kre the rest of us in violation of the rule (which the bylaw clearly states-policies of the institution), Isn’t that what the NCAA is pushing for, institutional 

policies to driw:_~ their athletics programs? 
From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:44 PM 
To: Baumgartner, Eric (embSp) 
¢c: Amy Herman (aischae@uncaa.unc.edu), Jerome Rodgers (irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu) 
Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

Tf we could find something in writing from the Add, that would be significantly helpful. Late today we submitted an SLR waiver, 

and Brad notified Kelly Brooks th~ others may want to piggyback on that, if it is approved. 2 will let you know when T hear 

anything. 

On Wed, Nov 14, 2012 at 4:41 PM, Baumgartner, Eric (embgp) <embgp(~)eservices.vir~inia.edu> wrote: 

So, wl’u~: are w~-_~ going ~:o do? 

Our people believe they got an interp from the ACC previously that perrnitted this. 
From: Carrie Doyle [mailto:cadoyle3@ncsu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 9:44 AM 
To: Amy Herman ( _a_ j _s_ _c_ _h_ _ _a_ _ _e_ _@_ _U_ _ D_ _c_ _a_ _a_ _ : _U_ _ D_ _C_ : _e_ ._ _d_ _ _u ) ; Carly Pariseau (.c___a_E[y~_p__a__E[_S__e__a___u__@__b___c_:_e_.__d___u); Carrie Doyle (_c__a__Erj__e c_l__o__y_Le__@_D__C__S__U__&(_!_u_,); Cindy Hartmann 
(c[~artrnann@duaa.duke,edu); Dan Bartholomae (dbart:holornae(@athleticsj~itt.edu); Dan Trump (dtrump@umd,edu); David Reed (reed@miam!.edu); Eric 
Baumgartner (embSp@virginia.edu); Erlease Wagner Esq. (erleasem@syr.edu); Jerome Rodgers (irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu); Jim Curry 
(imcurry@admin.fsu.edu); Stephanie EIIison (saellis@clemson.edu); Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu); Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu) 
Subject: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

This is a summary that was pulled together by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school information is 

inaccurate. 

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3(a2ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for this poll on the heels of my damp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues on this. If 

you don’t know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in advance! I look 

forward to seeing everyone tomorrow! -Cad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by 

institutional policy. 

¯ What is your institutional policy? 

° Are they required to be in Graduate School? 

° Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate Certificate program 

or some other program affiliated with the Graduate School? 
Carrie A. Doyle 

,><,’os’/]7 ( ;<~.roTL sa ~’Sas,:~ ~,’m ~&’;I~TZI> 
9 Lg_: _5_./_ 5_: .0_ d__0_.4_. (i:77)7cm 



came doyle~;ncau.edu 

w~5~’.gopack.com/compliance 
"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the NC Public 

Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. " 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Email to 

You are correct. He should show ID when picking up general will call, but he doesn’t sign and he doesn’t document the other guests. 

> > > On at 3:28 PM, in message <B8B780E1 75FA 4065 A2AD 984752ADC6B2@email=unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu> wrote: 

So, when the guest shows up for the five tickets, does he show ID? Then does he sign anything to acknowledge compliance upon receipt of the five tickets? 

Understanding now that your answer below means that he is not required to write down names of other four guests which is exposure we should address. Thanks Tim. 

On at 3:22 PM, "Tim Sabo" <_t:_S~L_b__o___@___u_[!_c__a__a__~_u__r_Lc_~__e__d____u_.> wrote: 

Amy is correct. If someone picks up five tickets, we don’t have a means to identify all of the guests. 

> > > On at 3:18 PM, in message <C19AIDA0 DE7E 4BAF AD04 F56EE93B513E@email.unc.edu >, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Tim, 
Can you please answer the question below for us? In the scenario proposed below, what occurs when the guest with the five comp tickets reserved in 

his name shows up at will call? Thanks, 

Vince 

On , at 5:24 AM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Tim will be able to answer your first question better than me, Fm sure, but, based on my understanding, individuals who receive tickets 

via Will Call are not required to individually sign in when they pick them up. So I don’t believe we currently have a process in place to 

obtain the names!!ignatures of all individuals who receive a complimentary ticket from the sport allotment. 
I am attaching to this a breakdown of tickets that Tim gave me yesterday regarding the     ticket allotment. I don’t have a similar 

document from the other sports for whom we charge admission, but I bet that Tim can run those lists for us= 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <j_[[&_@_eLL!_a_[j=__U_D__C_~&_d__u_.> 5:18 PM >>> 

Amy, 

I think this is an appropriate step at the moment 

I have a question for you and Tim. If a friend/potential guest contacts a                  :oaching staff member (or 

etc.) to ask for 5 complimentary tickets to a game, or 5 from the program’s allotment for which the fi~iend/potential 
gues~t will pay, mid the coaching sta[Fprogram agrees to accommodate that request, what record do we keep of the resulting 

transaction? In other words, when the guest walks up to will call and shows their I.D. to pick up or buy the 5 tickets, is there any 

record of who the other four people are? I understand that it is ~metimes dill]cult [br the guest to tell the coaches definitively who 

his/her four guests will be if he/she requests the tickets a week in advance tbr example, but when he/she shows up to pick up the 

tickets or pay for them, does that guest have to sign an~hing that includes a compliance- related statement (not for use by prospects, 

coaches of prospects, not for sale, resale, not received for trade of ml~hing of value, etc.) and requires the guest to write down the 

names of the other four people who will use the tickets to that game? 

Also, how many tickets (for complimentary use or sale in a mariner unavailable to the general punic) are made available to each of 

the sport progrmns for whose events we charge admission? 

Thmlks tbr the inlbnna~d on. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; lqm Sabo 

Subject: Email to 

Vince, are you okay with me sending the below email and enhancing our monitoring requirements as described within? 

Tim, please let me know if there is anything you think I need to add from your perspective. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Staff, 

In light of our recent complimentary ticket violation, please be reminded of the following regulations: 

1) Parents/Relatives/Friends of student-athletes may receive complimentary admissions only via the Player Guest pass list 
system. It is not permissible, at any time, for these individuals to receive hard tickets. Additionally, student athletes are permitted to 

receive no more than 4 complimentary admissions to each game, though they ARE permitted to share amongst themselves, provided 

they do so through the TicketTaker program. Remember that managers and other staff members are NOT permitted to "share" their 

complimentary admissions with student athletes. 



2) Coaches of prospects (high school, AAU, JuCo), or other individuals responsible for teaching or directing activities in which prospects 

participate (e.g., guidance counselors, athletic directors) are permitted to receive two complimentary admissions only via a pass list. 

Hard tickets may not be issued to these individuals at any time. 
3) Though not specifically a ticket issue, please keep in mind that we are not permitted to arrange parking for parents!relatives/friends 

of student athletes or for coaches of prospects or prospects on unofficial visits. Parking may only be arranged for prospects on official 

visits. 

Enhanced Monitoring Requirements 

Additionally, as a result of this violation and to improve our monitoring of complimentary admissions, the Compliance Office will require 

that your staff provide our office with a list of all individuals who receive all tickets issued by your staff out of your Ticket Office allotment 

(including tickets issued directly to coaching staff members). If season tickets have been distributed to various individuals to date, please 

feel free to make note of that upfront on a separate "Season Ticket" list, and we will not require that information for that individual on a 

game by game basis. But to the extent that tickets are distributed on a game by game basis, we wiIJ need these reports following each 

game. Please submit them to me within 2 business days following each game. The report should include the name of the individual that 

receives the ticket and their connection to the program. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about these reminders and this new monitoring requirement. Also, please let me know who 

on the staff will be responsible for maintaining the game by game lists and submitting them to me. The first report will be due following 

the game tomorrow night. 

Thank you for your assistance with this. 

Amy 

<mime attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 4:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

What is your proposed program exactly? 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:28 AM, Jeremy Fowler <ierem¥.foMer~cbsinteraclive.com> wrote: 

Sounds good, talk to you in a bit. 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:15 AM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. I met with Mark Bartlestein mad Mike McCaxtney in tlreir Chicago offices to discuss the industry in general, ~)me of their experiences, some of mine, and our 

proposed program. It was very productive and tbr me, very valuable time invested. Look fbrwarct to talking. Thanks. 

From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:jeremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 

Sent-" Friday, November 16, 2012 12:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject." Re: Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

OK, sounds good. Talk soon. Can you confirm you’ve met ruth a Priorib’ Sports rep? 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~,~email.unc.edtc> wrote: 

~m~ 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well. Sorry fbr the delay in responding. I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you might 

imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume has been very, high. I will be meeting with six tbotball stadent-atllletes separately regarding agents/advisors 
begirming in less than an hour. I’ll tin to call you as soon as I can. I apologize again for the &lay in returning your call but hope you understand. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: 3eremy Fowler [mailto:jeremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 16, 2012 10:20 AM 

1"o" llle, Vince 
Subject; Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program and how it’s a little bit ofa dilt~rent approach fi-om others. Was 

curious to see if you had a minute today to "talk abxmt it. Thmlks 

Jeremy FoMer 

National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFoMelCBS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc ,edu;> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 5:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Stay with the plan to talk but don’t provide all the details if they me not formalized yet. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 16, 2012, at4:15 PM, Ille, Vmce -ille@emad.unc.edu ~ Tote. 

Seriously? I’m not sure I should to talk to this person. 
From: 3eremy Fowler [._t!_~_a__[[_to_;je_E_e_my:_f£k_vJer@cbsinteractive.com] 
Sent: F~i~iiiN~N~iii~iiiii~i~ii~ii~ii~N 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Ofi Ffi N6~162012 at 9:28 AM (Note !~i28P[vl EST) Jeremy Fowler <j_e___r__e_Ln_y_:_t_~__w__!__e__r_@__c_b_~i__n__t__ejLa__c_’fi__K_e_:£~Lr~5, wrote: 

Sounds good, talk to you in a bit. 

O~ Fri NSv i6 2012 at 9:15 AM, (Not~ i2 i5 PIVl ~S~)Ille, Vince <ille(F~emaJl.unc~edu> wrote: 

Yes, I met with Mark Bartlestein and Mike McCaxtney in their Chicago offices to discuss the indust~ in general, some of their experiences, some of mine, 

and our proposed program. It was ve~ productive and for me, ve~ valuable time invested. Look forward to talking. Thanks. 
From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
sent: F~i~ Nov~m~ ~6i 20!Z ~:~! ~M 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 
OK, sounds good. Talk soon. 

Ofi Ffi N6~ 16 2012 at 9:04 AM, (N6te 12 0~ PM ES f) Ille Vince <ille@email.unc.edtc> wrote: 
Jeremy, 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well S~ru fo~ the de!dr i~ respo~ I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you 

might imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume has been very, high. ~ wiii N me~fifi~ wit~ ~i~ footbali ~tu~nt atblete~ ~rate!y ~gardi~g 

~g ~ nts~ ~v i ~ vs b ~ g i ~ N ~g i ~!~ ss ~han an hour!!! ~ to ~ al!yo ~ ~ ~ )apo!~ g ~ ~ ag ~i fo ~ the de!ay i ~ ~tumii~ g Y)tu~ al! but h~ ~ ~ ) 
t~d~gNh~ Thanks. 

Vince 
From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
sent: F~ia~ Nov~m~ ~6 20!~ ~0:Z0 m 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 
Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program mid how it’s a little bit of a different approach from othels. 
Was curious to see if you had a minute today to talk about it. Thanks 

Jeremy Fowler 

National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFowlerCBS 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 7:19 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Your Request 

i0 4!! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" ille@emaikunc.edu > 1:1./16/2012 12:00 PM > > 

OK, thanks Lar~. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 9:27 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Your Request 

Spoke to my contact ~ they have nothing on or about the date you referenced. OK? 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc,edu > 11/13/2012 5:00 PM > > > 

OK, thanks Larry. Safe travels. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo(~@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Yes, I will, Vince. 

Also, I will not be able to meet with you and Rick tomorrow morning ~ traveling to Charlotte at 7:00 AM, 

Take care and hope you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailrunc.edu > 11/13/2012 4:33 PM > > > 
LarD’, 
When you return, can you please reach out to your contact at DPS to lind out if 

paNcularly interested in anything that may have occurred on 

Vince 

has recemly been involved in m~y issue ruth campus police¯ I’m 

¯ Thanks for your help. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 19, 2012 8:40 AM 

l[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton 

< kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Bailen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Position description 

Thanks, Vince. I’ll review this and modify the position. One thing that I need to mention, 
if you anticipate offering a salary greater that what     is currently making, that needs to be 
approved prior to us posting this, I see that the upper level of the range is close to        more than 
what     is currently making, and you also want to give     an increase, Before I submit 
the modification, please discuss the range with Bubba, Karlton and Martina as we want to make sure 
we can cover the salary needs for your area, Even though we do not post the salary, once we 
begin recruitment you need to knowwhat salary pool you have to work with, and we need to 
encumber the correct funding for all positions in your area. 
Thanks, 
Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/18/2012 3:21 PM > > > 

Joyce, 

I’ve attached a revised Word doc for the position description. Using the format yon referenced in the message below, the necessary revisions appear to include: 

Position Status: Open 

Supervisor: Vince Ille 

Position Summary: Change to reflect the language from the document attached. 

Principal Functions: Change to reflect the language from the document attached. Note the percentage eltbrt lbr #1-20%, #2-20%, #3-20%, #4-10%, #5- 5%, #6- 5%, 

#7-5%, #8-5%, #9-10% 

Education Requirements: Change to reflect the language t?om the document attached. 

Qualifications and Experience Requirements: Change to reflect the language from the document attached. 

Approximate Salary Range: From per year to per year 

I think that should take care of the Associate AD Position. If yon have any questions or reqnire additional information, please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From. 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:48 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Kathy Dutton 
Subject: Position description 

VJnce, 

Attached are two versions of the Associate Athletic Director for Compliance: one is the Word doc which you can modify; the other is the official description as is on file with 

the University. Please use the format of the pdf version to modify the Word doc, as it requires certain information 

we will need to submit an updated description (i.e. percentages, title, salary range, etc.). 

FYI, We must submit a modification for campus approval before we can initiate the recruitment process. For that we will need: 

Names and PID’s of the search committee members (Note: all members must take the on line training for search committee 

members and we will send you the link once even,thing is in place) 
Where to advertise (other than the NCAA Market and the Black Coaches & Administrators job site) 

I just wanted to go ahead and let you know what information we need to get the process started. If you have any questions, please let me or Kathy Dutton know. 

Thanks, 
Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtP; Bubba Cunninghan~ <bubbac@ancaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: More Re: Party, in Atlanta tbr Signees 

FYI. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "StaJ~tbrd-Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom~email.unc.edu> 

Date: November 19, 2012, 3:21:07 AM ttST 

To: "Amy Hero,an" <aischae¢~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: More Re: Party in Atlanta for Signees 

Sorry, Amy. I just noticed this email. We were discouraged and have decided agains~t any form of video. We mailed signed Congratalatory letters last 

week. 

Trisha 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Nov 16, 2012, at 8:34 AM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Trisl~, 

Have you all made a decision regarding how you will ~nd a congraeeiatory message to the signees? 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 10/25,/2012 3:25 PM >>> 

Trisl~ 
As we just discussed on the phone, the only exception available to provide video to prospective seedent-athletes (even those that have 

signed) is to send "necessary- pre-enrolhnent information" to them in a video format. So, for example, video playbooks or ganle clips that 

they need to see@. The bylaws below spell out this regulation. Please let me know how you all decide you roll get a congratulatory message 

to the signees. As I mentioned, you can either send something in writing for them to read at the party,, or you may set up a Skype call of 

some tort to olt~r congratulations "in person" that evening. 

In addition, you have indicated that               roll be [hnding the pa~y lbr the signees and their lhmilies/t?iends, and that she has no 

previous relationship with UNC. I have also continned with both the Rams Club and the Ticket Office that     has never joined the Rams 

Club, nor has she purchased season tickets. So, based on this in[brmation, she is not yet a booster and, thus, is permitted to provide benefits 

to he1         friends and future teammates. So we axe all set from that angle. 

I will wait to hear back from you with potential solutions to the outs*anding congraeelatoly message issue. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

1.4.1,5 Video/Audio Materials. 

An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show "to, play tbr or provide to a prospective student-athlete except as specified 

in this section. Permissible video or attdio material may only be provided to a prospective student-athlete via ~m electronic mail attachment or 

hypeflinL except as provided in Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4. [D] (Adopted. 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94. Reviseck 1/9/96 e/fective 8/l/96, 12/12/06, 

1/8/OZ 1/16/10, 3/29/10, 4~28/71 effective 8/7/71, 6/73/11) 
13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to _MI Students. 

Official academic admissions and seedent- services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to 

prospective seedent-athletes. (Revised. #16/10, 3/29/’10) 

13.4,1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play [br or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material 

includes only general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. [DJ 6-tdopted: 

1H 6/J O, Revised: 3/29/70) 

13.4.1.5.3 Computer-Generated Recruiting I resentations. 

An institution may produce a computer-generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation so~-are) to show to, play for or provide 

to aprospective seedent-athlete, subjecttothe following provisions: [D] (Adopted. 1/8/OZRevised 1/14/’08, 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

(a) The pre~ntation may be posted to the institution’s website; 

(b) The presentation may include general intbrmational video/audio material that relates "to an institution or its athletics programs and is not 
created for recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective s~dent-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity- outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Inform afion~ 



An institution mW provide any necesmry pre- enrolhneut intbrmation (that is not otherwise considered to be genera] intbrmation related to an 
institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities in a video fimnat (e.g., video 
playI-~ook, games clips) m a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed aNational Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid 
agreement, or has been officially accepted lbr enrollment. S ach intbrma’don may be provided via a digital media storage device (e.g., DVD, 
flash drive). [See Bylaw 13.4.1.1-(h).] [D] L4dopted i2/26/06, Revised. i/i6/IO, 3,~/10, 6/73/i!) 

>>> Amy Herman 10/24,/2012 9:06 PM >>> 

Trisha, 

I was forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to mom for the paW she is planning for the 

signees in November. I’m going to need some details on this paW so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they 

shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain m me what will be occurring, who will be paying, m~d what the signees and their 

{~milies/friends roll be receiving? The "thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving aJ154Jhing they shouldn’t l]rom 

boosters, etc. 

I’m certainly not ~ying that this is a no-go, and I don’t mean to alarm you, but I would like to have more details about what will be occurring 
before the plmming goes much further. If you don’t know the details and you would like to have room call me, I am happy to talk 

to her. Feel free to give her my number (919-962-7853). 

I’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs mid released them to the media, I 

don’t think there will be any problems with this, bm I will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 
Thanks. I look forward to talking to you about the details of this pal~’. I am going to be in Camlichuel tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting 

from 10-11. Maybe I’ll stop by your office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 212(5 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Grant Porter < gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M Soccer Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Men’s Soccer. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thanks, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, ~:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggsQuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Mount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact - MSOC and MGO 

MSMU Permission to contact- MSOC.pdf; MSMU Permission to contact- MGO.pdf 

Ill take this over for now, with Amy in Hawaii, 

FY[ 

Forwarded message 

From: Burgemeister, Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.orq> 

Date: Mon,            at 4:15 PM 
Subject: FW: Mount St. MaQ/s Permission to Contact MSOC and MGO 

To: "Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu)" <aaker@bc.edu >, "Alex Dominato (adominato@fsu.edu)" <adominato@fsu.edu >, "Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu)" 

<agrav3@clemson.edu>, "Amy Herman (aischae@unc.edu)" <aischae@unc.edu>, "Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu)" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Andy Campbell 

(wcampb2@clemson.edu)" <wcampb2@clemson.edu >, "Angel Cavanaugh (as2cz@eser~, ces v rg n a e~" <as2cz@eservices.virginia.edu >, "Art Markos (am@virginia.edu)" 
<am@virginia.edu >, Brad Boswell <bboswell@athletics.gatech.edu >, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv@clemson.edu)" <cbwoodv@clemson.edu >, "Brandi Guerinot 

(brandi.guerinot@bc.edu)" <brandi.guerinot@bc.edu>, Bret Cowley <bcowley@fsu.edu>, "Brett Luy (bdl11@my.fsu.edu)" <bd111@my.fsu.edu>, "Bridget McSorley 

(mcsorlbb@vt.edu)" <mcsorlbb@vt.edu >, "Carly Panseau (carlv.panseau@bc.edu)" <carly.panseau@bc.edu >, "Carrie Doyle (carne_dovle@ncsu.edu)" 
<carrie doyle@ncsu.edu>, "Chris James (cmiame02@syr.edu)" <cmiame02@syr.edu >, "Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedv@acpub.duke.edu)" <ckennedv@acpub.duke.edu>, 

"Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa.duke.edu)" <chartmann@duaa.duke.edu>, "Cody Gambler (cgambler@umd.edu)" <cgambler@umd.edu>, Craig Anderson 
<craig anderson@ncsu.edu>, "Craig Anderson (ceander4@ncsu.edu)" <ceander4@ncsu.edu>, "Dan Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu)" 

<dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Dan fsaf (dmisaf@syr.edu)" <dmisaf@syr.edu>, "Dan Raben (d.rabenl@miami.edu)" <d.rabenl@miami.edu>, "Dan Trump 

(dtrum~)@umd.edu)" <dtrump@umd.edu>, "David Reed (reed@miami.edu)" <reed@miami.edu>, "Deborah Foley (dfolev@miami.edu)" <dfoley@miami.edu>, "Dr. Louis 

Marcoccia" <h’narcocc@syr.edu >, "Eric Baumgartner (embSp@virginia.edu)" <embSp@virginia.edu>, "Erin Moran (e.moran2@umiarni.edu)" <e.moran2@umiami.edu>, 

"Erlease Wagner (erleasem@svr.edu)" <erleasem@syr.edu>, Heather LaFon <herobert@vt.edu>, Herman Frazier <hrfrazie@syr.edu>, Jamie Mullin <ilomullin@svr.edu>, 

"Jerome Rodgers 0rodgers@athletics.gatech.edu)" <jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry ~Lmcurry@fsu.edu)" <jmcurry@fsu.edu>, "Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu" 
<k.kellv3@miami.edu>, "Kirsten Elleby (ellebvkc@wfu.edu)" <ellebvkc@wfu.edu>, "Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu)" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, Marissa Sprick 

<mcsllc@my.fsu.edu>, Marquita Armstead <marmstead@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu)" <mfranck@umd.edu>. 
)ncsu.edu >, "Merlene Aitken (maitken@athletics.gatech.edu)" <maitken@athletics.qatech.edu >, "Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu)" <michelle lee@ncsu.edu >, 

"Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu)" <ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppoqqe@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Rob Slavis (rslavis@virginia.edu)" 

<rslavis@virqinia.edu>,                        ~live.unc.edu)" <       @live.unc.edu>,                        @uncaa.unc.edu)" <       @uncaa.unc.edu>, "Sarah 
Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke.edu)" <shelfer@duaa.duke.edu>, "Stephanle Lllison (saellis@clemson.edu)" <saellis@clemson.edu >, "Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu)" 

<tparker@vt.edu >, "Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu.edu)" <hairstct@wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu)" <tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu>, Tom Timmerman 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans               ~qmail.com)" <             @qmail.com>, "Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miami.edu)" 
<thernandez@miarni.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@fsu.edu)" <vfuchs@fsu.edu>, Vickie Sarfo Kantaka <vsarfoka@vt.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Yadira Reyes 

(reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya@bc.edu >, "Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu)" <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu > 

From: CCACA-talk@lists.pac-i2.org [mailto:CCACA-talk@lists.pac-12.org] On Behalf Of Kelly Webb 
Sent: Monday, 2:41 PM 
To= CCACA-talk@lists.pac- 12.orq 
Subject= [CCACA] Mount St. Mary’s Permission to Contact - MSOC and MGO 

Good afternoon all 

Mount St. Mary’s University has announced that theywill discontinue their men’s soccer and men’s golf programs at the conclusion of this academic year. [ have attached 

blanket permission to contact memos for the affected student athletes of those teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Have a good day, 

Kelly 

ii!i kwebb 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 6:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Carlos Somoano 
<csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

All, 

This coming spring             will be participating in                          Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both     and     involved with 
school in the hopes that they will return next fall. I believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online dasses,      is receiving institutional aid and     is 
receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time program 

(meaning 12 credits). 

I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 
realistic change that      will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they 
want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 

In regards to       , I have cc’ed Jackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online 

classes, and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 

Thanks! 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 19, 2012 7:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: 

Thanks very much. Keep me posted if you hear more,,. 
Paul 

> > > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/19/2012 7:25 PM > > > 
FYI - AI>R implications 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 19, 2012 6:46 PM 

To: 111e, Vince; Beth Miller; Ellen Culler 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer; Copeland, _lacquelyn D; Carlos Somoano 
Subject: 
All, 
This coming spring             will be participating in                          Carlos has mentioned that he would like to keep both             involved with 
school in the hopes that they will return next fall. 1 believe the intended plan is to have them both enrolled in online classes,      is receiving institutional aid and     is 
receiving a full athletics scholarship. NCAA rules only allow us to provide a SA with aid if the SA is in regular attendance and initially enrolled in a minimum full-time program 
(meaning 12 credits). 
I know the concern is that with the obligations from the national team, it will be very hard to be enrolled in a full-time program. Therefore there is a 
realistic change that     will want to drop below full-time at some point. Although the NCAA allows this, it is up to the institution to decide if they 
want to keep providing the aid. Vince, Beth and Bubba will have to make that decision if that is something they want to do in       case. 
In regards to        I have cc’ed 3ackie Copeland on this e-mail. Jackie can you please let us know, how institutional aid is handle with online classes, 
and if a student is able to receive aid if he is either enroll part-time or starts off full-time and at a later date drops to part-time. 
Thanks! 
Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 9:37 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: 

Thanks! 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Readh~g ;rod Writing Specialist 

University of North C~u’olir~a at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Progy;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 

Loudermilk Cemer [’or Excellence 

34.4 Ridge Rd. i Cam[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 

i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley, bethel@unc,e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 5:57 PM 

To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 

Subject: Fwd: RE: 
Bradley, 

Hope this is helpful. Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Kane, Kristin Marie" <kanel@illinois.edu> 

Date: November 6, 2012, 10:37:07 AM EST 

To: "llle, Vince" <[!_[_e____@__e__n__!_a__[!:_9__n___c_:__e___d__u__.> 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Vince-. 

Good to hear from you! Hope things are going well there for you. Say hi to our other former Illini-er’s if you see them. I communicate with Disch and 

I.ou ever’,, once in awhile. I have put my responses by the questions below. 

tf you need anything else, pleas~-:~ Jet me I~now. 

Kristin 

From: Zlle, Vince [mailto:j!le@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 10:44 AM 
To: Kane, Kristin Marie 
Subject: 

Kris~ii~ 
How are things in Champaign? I hope you’re well and your sta£f is ready for the final push to the end of the semester. 

Can you or someone on your sta£f help me with the message below? Our lead learning specialist is to,ing to collect some infommtion for adminislrators in 

our College of Arts and Sciences. If you or someone there can help him with his questions, I would really appreciate it. 
Good luck the rest of the academic year. From a distance, the football deal looks like it could be a little rough. I imagine that’s maldng things more dit~eult 

in a lot of ways. I know you all can work your way through it and make the best of the si~amlion. If there’s ever an~hing I can ever do to help you, please 
just let me know. Please pass on a hello to Byroney, Shad, Tom, Jeff, etc. 

Vince 

From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 8:51 AN 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Supporting Student-Athletes 

Vince, 

I’m trying to wrap up a project I’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier 

universities. I haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at Illinois, and so I’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kdstin Kane, 

and, if so, would you mind forwarding the below questions to her? 

1. Does Illinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 101 for non-science majors and 

Biology 111 for science majors. There are numerous science courses for non-majors on our c~mlpus. Things like ATMS 120 (Sew-_~re and Hazardous 

Weather) or GEOL 100 are int:ended for non--science maiors, We have some biology courses that ~r’e required for students majoring in biology 

(In 1SO) and ones that are for nor>biology majors (In I00). 

2. Does Illinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, 

students who score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English 100. Students are placed into their college writing 

classes based on their ACT English scores. We have RHET 101/I02 (two s~-’_m~esters of cours~:_~s) for studerd:s b~-’_~low a cert~in score. Taldng th~-_~se 

two classes will fl.ElfiJl tfu:_~ fleshman composition requirement. We have bask: math classes (MATH 012.- CoHeg~:_~ Algebr~) t:hat are ofh:_~red to 

sLudeets who cannot meet the placement test scores (all students have to take math placement exams upon admission Lo Lhe university) t:or 

pre-catcLdus or beyond. These math classes do not count t:or degree credit t:or sLudents. 

3. Does Illinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? Illinois does not offer study skills 

courses. Most majors/colleges on our campus have some type of freshman orientation class (1 credit hour) for students in their college!majors. 

There is l:ypk:allv a h:,ss.:_~n or two in her~:_~ about study skills/time msmagement, etc., but the courses s3r’e not st:rictly for that topic. W~-’_~ teach a 

student--~t:hlete only "Freshman chess" thr.:_~ugh our Life Skills prograrn. Our student--~t:Metes DO NOT receive a gr~de or college cr~-_~dit fl)r this, 

but they are giver study hatl hours for their participation. This cover’s academic integrity, study skills, dine e~ar~agement, social media/media 

training, alcohol!drug education, personal safety!responsibility, financial responsibility, etc. 

4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? Ninois has two fuIMime learning specialists, One works 

just with football, ~md the other worlds with all or:her sports. 



In addition to the data above, I’m including the number of majors a school offers. Illinois’s website says it offers approximately 150 majors. W~-_~ offer 

I50 majors at Illinois. 

I’m surveying 15 top tier schools with Division I athletics programs. Illinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When ] 

have their information, I’ll happily send a chart showing the data for the 15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular 

challenges underprepared students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel [ Reading aJld Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Suppo~ Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. I Ceanpus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C         I F (919) 962-8247 

bradlev.bethek~)unc, edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:18 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJ 1. unc.e&P 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-> 

RE: Joy - Student atlflete survey discussion 

Do you want to coordinate with Vince’s schedule? Of gubba’s availability .-- I can do Thursday at 5:00 if on main campus; 5:I5 in rny off:ice; 5:30 in his off:ice. Friday I 

can do 5:00 following the faculty council meeting. 

Thank you for checking Bubba’s schedule. If you want rne to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinate with Vince 

and you guys can let me know th~-_~ day and tirne 

J OV 

JogJ. Rem~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Un[w!!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 

S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gondura!~t Hail 

32!-A South CoMrr~bia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71..-;0 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY ~’40T~CE: This e.-maH message, ir!.::lud[ng al:tachments, if ar!y, is inte!~ded onh/for 1:he -peR;on o!’ entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and rtlay t:o!~t;}JR c:onfidenth}i and/o!’ 
privileged materiai, Ar!y .--.-urlauth,:)rized review, use, disclosure .:)r dh;l:ribution hi prohibited, If you are not the [rll:erlded re(:[p[ent, please cor!l:a.::l: 1:he sender by reply e.rnaH and 
destroy all topee5 Of the ()r[g:rlal message, 
Email eorrespondenge to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records ~aN and may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s’~ate official (NCGS, oh. :L32). Student educatio~al reeords are subject to FERIPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject: FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Hi Joy, 

Here’s Bubba’s availability this week: 

Thursday, Novernber 8: after’ 5:00prn 

Friday, November 9: 1:00pro --:l:4.5pm OR 5:00pro - 5:30pro 

f [ yo u n e~-_~d da tesiti m es [or n ext wee k, pl ea s e h:_d: m e know, 

Thanks, 

Motly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <.Joy. Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12:10:02 PM EST 

To; "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I lmow schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between 1 and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy ,L Rennet, M,A,, Rl(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Uniw!rsity of North Caro]in;~ at Chapel Hiil 
School of Medicine_¯ 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
32]-A Souti~ Cok,lmbia St, 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599.-71.30 

9 i9-.96t5-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 i9-.96t5-.5951. Fax 

-CO~’,~FIDENTIAI.IT’¢ NOTICE: This e-mail message, including al:taciwnents, i~ any, i5 inl:ended ci!~ly for l:he -peR;on or er!l:il:¥ 1:o wi~ich it is addressed and may contain 

con~ider!l:ial and/o!’ priviieged material. Ar!y -.--u!~authoNzed review, use, disclosi;re or dh;l:r[but[on is proi~ibited. If you are not the intended redpient, please ,::onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and desl:roy all copies of l:he original message. 

Email eorresponde#ce to and from this address may he s~bjeet to the Nor~:h Carolina P~blic Records ~aw add may he disclosed to third par~ies 

by a# authorized state offi¢iM (NCG$, eb, :t32), Student ed#cationM records are s#bjeet to FffRPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Vhlce, hope things are going well. I wanted to reiterate how much I appreciate you visiting with us and appreciate greatly your concern to do it the right way at 

North Carolina. I look forward to possibly visiting Chapel Hill. 

Hope your rru:_~et:ing went well later that week. 

Mike 

From: II[e, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 2:04 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

I can do that. Thanks Mike. 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

Vince, any chance we can move the meeting Monday to 1:00? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 1:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ilie(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That works fine. I’ll see you both there on Monday. Thales vein much for maldng time to meet with me. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.bizl 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
GreaL Both Mark BarteJstein and I will b~-_~ here at the Priority .:_~ffice. t~,; it ok to meet h~-:~re? We’re at 325 N. [.aSalh:,, Suite t-;S0. 
Mike 

From: I[[e, Vince [mailto:ille@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 
Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please j ust let me know. I look tbrward to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vir~ce: 
Monday would be gr~-:~at What time w.:_~uld work kxr you? 
] look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derlkq@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vlnce~ 

Good taJldng with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCaztney and Rick Smith ale available to meet with you while you aJre in 

Chicago it would be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked ruth the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair~ honest, and consistent. He 

looked at the list of agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had 

at UNC. I made him aware of several attempts to get information to the school all which have been tmsuccessful. Vince is ruing to thi~k outside the box 

and create a program that is unique that connects agents and players during the season not just a one time thing. He knows that if you try to keep them 

separate it roll create problems. Hopefidly, you both are avaJlable sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a 

date that works best for yon. 

Vince s~ated "that [inns like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quali~ agencies who tbllow the rules representing UNC players so 

that the program can be a model tbr other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Deryk Gihnore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - once 
]__)__e___r.v__k_g_@_~L)_~_t1.’_~PL)__r_t_~:__b_i~ 

F:~:’i:~:::ri’~:?s ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a tiring regarded as more important than others 



( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <Ne@email.unc.edu> 
To: "_d___e_~_k_g@_l?_[j__o_!it_ys~___o_~§_~_b_j__z_" <_(J__@_r_y__kg_@p_!L[g_r_i!y_sp__Q_r_J_s:__b_lz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

De~yk, 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the Universi~ of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at file Universi~ of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor 

Program for our student-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our s~ffand he will assist me ruth this effort. We have created a framework for what 

we think can be an efficient and effective program that roll accommodate the needs and interests of our s~udent- athletes and those who seek to represent 

them as they transition to professional careers. 

I roll be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any eltbrt you could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with repre~ntatives of your agency. It would be very valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and 

direction l]com key participants. 
Can you please let me lmow if Rick an4/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very" much. Thanks for your 

help and let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille(~)unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:58 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norkm, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete suwey discussion 

So 1 can do 5:05 Thursday if we meet on central campus, 5:I5 if hi my office or 5:30 if in 8ubba’s office. My first choice would be if you guys can meet at 5:00 but I do 

not know what VOU have bumping up next to this 5:00 time so I can do whatever works for 8ubba and Vince. 

Joy 

h)y J, Rer!neh M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Ass.;x:iate Pr.;)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medic:[he 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 

321-A Sou~h Coiurnbia 51:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~951 Fa~ 
-CGNFIDENT~AL~TY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ including a~tachmen,’_s, it: any, is intended oniy for ~he -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confidenLiai and/or 
privileged material. Any --unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ew, use, disciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please con[ac[ [he sender b,l reply e-maq and 
destroy all copies of the original rnessa~e. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state officiM (NCGS, eho :~32)o Student educationM records a~:le sub~ect to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: 3o,/- Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below tbr Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at O[JC fi~om 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From: Renner, Joy .I 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 I:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Co: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
[,"O ~/OU waist to coordinate with Vince’s ;chedule? Of ~3ubba’s availability - I can d.:) Thursday at 5:00 iF on main campus; 5:I5 in my office; 5:30 in his office, Friday I 

can do 5:00 following the facutW council meeting. 

Thank you for checking Bubba’s schedule. If you want me to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinate with Vince 

and VOU guvs can let me know the day and time. 

,l oy 

Jl)¥ J, Rer!!~er, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 

Ass.;x:iate Pr.;)h~ssor and O[rec:tor 
tJn[versib~, of ~’4or [}a Carolina a[ Ci~anel Flqi 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENFb~,UI-Y NOTICE: lhis e<nad message~ h~clud[ng a[tachments [1: am/, is intended oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain con,[den[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Any --unau J~o!’[zed review, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is r: rohib[ted. I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
£mail correspondence to a~d from this address may be subject to the North CaroE~a Public Records law and [nay be 4i~lose4 to third parties by an 

authorized state offieiM (NCGS, oh, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to F£RPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Hi Joy, 

H~-’_~re’s 8ubba’s availability this w,-_~ek: 

Thursday, November 8: after 5:00pm 

)    ¢ Friday, November 9: :1:00pro --- l:45pm CR z~.O0pm - 5:30pro 

I[: you need dates/times [:or next week, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <J__o__y. Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12::10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: loy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

l had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute, I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in :10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 



today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fd - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between I and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work ouL 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy .I. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
ASSO¢[~1:~! P!’o~e550F ~iDd Dired:or 

Uniw!rsil:y of Norl:h Carolin;} al: Chapel HHI 
Schooi of Medicine 
C:B ~71.30 UNC-CH ~ondu!’ant Hall 
32~-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hili~ NC 27599.-7£30 

9 ! 9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9!9-9615-5951 Fax 

-CONFI[’;ENTIAI.ITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including al:taci~rnents, if any, is inl:ended cinly for the -person cir er!l:il:y 1:o wi~ich i[ is addressed and rnay contain 

ccinfider!l:h~l and/or privileged !;qaterial. Any -.--unai;thoNzed review, use, disclcisi;re or d[sl:ribution is prcii~ibited. If you are not ~he intended recipient, ple;}se ,::onl:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii and dezii:roy ~[I c:op[es of the original message. 

Enaail correspondence te and from this address may be s~bjeet to the Nerth Carolina P~bli¢ Recerds ~a~ and may be disclosed to third pa~ties 

by a~ autt~ori~e8 state effi¢ia~ (NCGS, ¢t~, $32), St~Sent eS~catie~a~ reeergs are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; No~m, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

So Molly --.looks like you are the decider. You can see what Bubba has pre-5:00 and post 5:SO so where would be best to meet? 

Jov 

Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel }I[IE 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
321-A South Colurq bia SL 

Chapei Flfll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
"2eli 

919-965-595"_.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tl’fis e-mall message, iqcludh~g attachments, if aqy, is in.:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti.:y to wi~[ch [.: is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are no~ the intended tec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~/ reply e-mall and 
destroy" all copies of the or[~[nal message. 
i~mail corresponde~ce to and from this address may be subject to the INo~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw and may be disc~osed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (INCGS, cho :I,32)o Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do any of the three. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:58 PN 
To: [lie, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So t can do 5:05 Thursday if we meet on central campuL 5:I5 if in rm/office or 5:30 if in gubba"; offic~:_~. My first choice woukd be if you guys can meet ~t 5:(}0 but I do 

not know what you have burnping up next to d~is 5:00 time so I can do whatever works [:or gubba and Vince. 

Jov 
Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. £7(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
321-A South Colurq bia SL 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

q cs~ - - ,-..z--t 3 _.1., 9~26 .~1. h L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-9t~64;95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IAUTY NOi]CE: [his e-mall message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidentfai and/or 
privileged material. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you al’e Rot the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence to aed from this address may be subject to the INor~h Carolina Public Records law a~d ma’g be disclosed to third pa~±iea by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, ch, :I,32), Student educational records are subSect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below for Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at OUC from 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 20:[2 :[::[8 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Do you want to coordinate with Vince’s schedule? Of 8ubba’s availability ---I can do Thursday at 5:00 if on rosin carnpus~ 5:t5 in my office; 5:30 in his office. Friday I 

can do 5:00 [olk)wing the fi~culb/council me~-:d:ing. 

Tha]~k you for checking Bubba’s scheduh?, ff you wm~t m~-_~ to coordinate with Vince, I cm~ and th~-:m let you know the ch~y and tirne or you can coordinate with Vmce 

and you guys can let me know the day and dine. 

Joy 
.Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £r(R} FAE]RS 
Associate_¯ Professor and L~ir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Wli 
School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

q 321-a South Coiumbia St 
¯--tcqc 7 ~ Chap~_d Hill, NC 2,.>_. ~- 1,_,0 

q ¢~ - - ,-..z--t 3 _.1., 9~26 .~]. h L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-9t~64;95 J. Fax 
-.CONFIDEN"IAUTY NOi]CE: [his e-mall message, including attachments, if any, is int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confidentfai and/or 
privileged material. Any ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution is proi~ibited. If you al’e Rot the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase contact the sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#o~de~ce to and from this address may be subject to the INor~h Caro~iea Public Records law a~d ma’g be disclosed to third pa~±iea by an 



authorized ~tate official {NCGS, ¢h. Lt32}. Student educational records are ~biect to FERPA. 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy J 
Subject: FVV: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Hi Joy~ 

Here’s Bubba’s availability this week: 

Thursday, November 8: after 5:00pro 

Friday, November 9: :~:OOpm - :[:45pm OR 5:00prn - 5:30pm 

f [ ye u n e~-_~d ~:h~ tesiti m es for n ext wee k, pl ea s e h-:d: m e kr~ow. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12:10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Ule, Vince" <!!!__e____@____e____m___a__i_!_.__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way fer me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how yeu 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10 - 20 min depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between i and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
Joy ,L Renner, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Uniw!rsity of North Caro]in~ at Chapel Hiil 
Schooi of Medicim_¯ 
CP~ #7130 UNC-CH P~ondurant Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel HJli, NC 27599--7130 

919-.966-.51,~TDesk 
Cell 

919-.966-.695i Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALIP~ NOTICE: li~is ~_~-mail message, ir~cluding attaci ,ments, if any, is intend _d onh/for the -p~_~rson or ~_~ntit¥ to which it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any -.--unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi Jbited. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, pie~se contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and destroy, all copies of the ori~inal message. 
Emai~ correspo~de~ce to a~d from this address may be s~l~jeet to the North Caro~i~a P~l~lic Records law a~d may be disdose~ to third ~a~ties 
by an a~thorized stance offieia~ (NCGS, ¢h, 132), Student educatioRa~ ~e¢ords a~e subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 3:50 PM 

Renner, Joy J cloy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

If you all could meet in 8ubba’s office at 5:30pro tomorrow (Thursday), that would be great. 

Joy --- please call me at 919-962-8200 (office) or (cell) and I will let you in the building since the moors automatically lock at 5:00pro. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Renner, .lo,/J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: ][lie, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So [’vqolIv ---looks like you are the decider. You can see what 8ubba has pre-5:00 and post 5:30 so where would be best to meet? 

Joy 
h)y J. Rer!ner, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Pr,;)h~ssor ar!d D[r.;K:tor 
University of North Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel Hill 
So:heel of Medic:[he 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 
321-A Sou~h Coiurnbia 51: 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-~95:L Fa~ 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, i!~c:lud[ng attachments, if any, is inter!deal oni? for the .-person or entity to whk:h it is add!’essed and may cor!l:ain ,;:onfhden[[ai and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:er[al. Any -.--unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ew, use, disciosure or d[s[r[butk)n :s prohibil:ed. If you are! not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please contac:[ the! sender by !’eply e-maq and 
destroy all copk~s of the prig[rail message. 
Email correspendenee to arid from this address may be subject to the North Caro~ir~a Publie Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state effi¢ia~ (NCGS, eho I32)o Student educstienM records are sub~e~t to F~RPAo 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Renner, 3oy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do any of the three. 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:58 PM 
To: ][lle, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So I can do 5:05 Thursday if we meet on cenLral campus, 5:I5 if in my office or 5:30 if in gubba’s ot:fice~ My first choice would be if you guys can meet aL 5:00 but I do 

not know what you have bumping up next to this 5:00 time so I can do whatever works for gubba and Vince. 

,Joy 
JOy Jr Rer!!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Asso(:iate Pr,;)h~ssor ar!d O[rec:tor 
tJniversib~, of North Carolina a~ Ci~anel Flili 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-5147Desk 
Cell 

919-966-~951 Fax 
-CONFIDEN:b~.L~TY NOTICE: This e-mail !’r~essage~ [ncludh~g a~tachments 1t: an,i, is intended oniy for ~he -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and !’r~ay contain con,]denl.iai and/or 
privileged material. Any --unau J~o!’[zed !’eview, use, dbciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted. I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the ori#$nal raessa~e. 
£mail correspendenee to s~d from this address may be subject to the North CareEr,s Publie Records law and ~nay be di~lesed to third parties by an 

authorized state afficiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educatienM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below for Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at OUC from 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Co: ][lle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 3oy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Do you want to coordinate with Vince’s schedule? Of Bubba’s availability - [ can do Thursday at 5:00 iF on main campus; 5::[5 in my office; 5:30 in his office, Friday [ 

can do 5:00 following the facuff:y council meeting. 

Thank you for checking Bubba’s schedule. If you want me to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinaLe with Vince 

and you guys can let me know the day and time. 

,Joy 
JogJ. Renner~ M.A., R1(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh’ec[or 
tJniversib~, of Nor [1~ Carolina a[ Ci~anel Hdi 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 



B2J.-A SouLh Coiurnbia $1:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

91.9-E~56-SJ.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-E~56-e951 Fax 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUT~’ NOTICE: This e-ni:lq !’ness:lge, [!~c:lud[ng :lti:achments, [1: a!W, is inter!dud oniv for the .-person or entity to which it is add!’essed and may cor!l:ain ,::onf[denL[ai and/or 
pr[vqeged mal:erhll. A!~y -.--un;~uti~o!’ized !’ev:ew, use, disciosure or d:s[r[but[on :s prohibited. If you are not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~t:lc:[ the! sender by !’eply e-marl and 
dest!’oy all copies of i:he original message. 
Entail correspondence to and from tbi~ address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law aRd may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state ot~i¢ia~ (NCG$, the I32)o Student educationa~ reco~’~s a~:le sub~ect to F~IRPAo 

From: Norton, Piolly 
Sent" Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject-" FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Joy, 

H~-_~re’s Bubba’s availability this w~-_~ek: 

Thursday, November 8: af[er 5:00pro 

Friday, November 9: :1:00pro --- I:45pm OR 5:00pro - 5:30pro 

If you need dates!times~ for next week, please let me know. 

ihanks, 

Molly 

From: "Rennet, Joy J" <Joy Repper@nled.upc.edq> 

Date: November 7, 20:12, :12::10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc~edu> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in :10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between :12 and :1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between :1 and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
JoyJ, Renne!’, M.A., RT{R), FAEIRS 
/-’~s:ioch}tt? Professor and DirecLo!’ 
U!dversity of North Car,:)li!~a :i~ Chapel Hiil 
School of l’~,ledi(:ir~e 
CB ~7:30 UNC-.CI-~ gondurant lq:lll 

321-.A South Co]ur’nbia St, 
Ch:l,oe, I Hill, NC 27599-7:30 

EvJ.9-956-Si47Desk 

:ell 

EvJ.9-956-6E~5i Fax 

¯ -CONFID~NTIA[.ITY NOTICe: Tills e-mail raessage, inch;cling aLtachmenl:s, if any, is intended ,,?r!b¢ [or Lhe-pe!’son or e!~titV to which [i: is add!’essed :lrld maV contain 

confide!~tial :lr!dior privileged r~ateriak Any --.-ur!:iul:horized review, LISe, dJsclosLire o!’ distribution is prohib[l:ed, if you a!’e not i:he intended recipient, piease c:ont;~(:t the 

sender by reply e-mail and des[roy :lfl cop:us of [he original message, 

Emai~ correspondence to a~d f~om this add~es,~ may be subject to the ~orth Carolina Public Records law a~ ~ay be ~ise~osed to thi~ parties 

by an a~thorize~ state officia~ (NOES, oh, 132), Student e~ueatio~a~ records are subject to FI~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <<loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 4:55 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Thanks Molly! 

Jo~i J. Rer!r~er, M.A., R](P,), FAE~R5 
Associate Professor aqd Dh’ector 

tJniversi[y of ~’~or [h Carolina at Ci~apel klqi 

School of Medidne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduraqt Hall 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-9.’66-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9.’66-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENilAL~TY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oni¥ for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~hlic Records law and may he disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ (NICG$, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 3:50 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
If you all could meet in Bubba’s office at 5:30pm tomorrow (Thursday}, that would be great. 

.Joy--[)lease call rne at 919-962-8200 (office) or (cell) and I will let you in the building since the doors automatically loci( at 5:OOpm~ 

"[’banks~ 

Molly 

From: Renner, .lay J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: llle, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So Molly --looks like you are the dodder. You can see what Bubba has pre-5:00 and post 5:30 so where would be best to meet? 

Jev 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RTR, F t~E RS 
Associate Professor a!~d D[re,.’:l:or 
Un[ve!’sil:y o~ Norl:h Caroiina al: Chapel HHI 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gcindura!~[ Hail 

321-A Soulh Co urabia St. 
Chapei Hill NC 2759£*-.71.30 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 
Celi 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 
-CONFIDENT]AUTY ~’,10T~CE: This e.-maH message, ir!,.’:lud[ng al:tachments, if at!y, is inte!~ded onh/for 1:he -person or’ enl:ity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and may co!~taiR c:onfidenth}i and/or 
privileged materiai. Ar!y .--.-unaut h,,’)rized review, use, disck)sure ,.’)r dh;l:ribution hi prohibited. If you are not Lhe [rltended re(:[p[enL, please cor!l:a,.’:t 1:he sender by reply e-mall and 
destroy all copies Of the original message. 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~hject to the North Carolina P~hlic Records ~a~ and may he disclosed to third [~arties by an 

authorized scare official (NCGS, oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do any of the three. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:58 P! 
To: 111e, Vince; Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 
So I can do 5:05 Thursday it: we meet on central campus, 5:I5 it: in my office or 5:30 il: in gubba’s off:ice. My first choice would be it: you guys can meet at 5:00 but I do 

not know what you have bumping up ne×t to this 5:00 time so 1 can do whatever works for Bubba and Vince~ 

Jov 
Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. [’~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor a!:d Director 
Un[ve!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel ~-~[11 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bin SL 

Chapei HHI, NC 27599-7130 

919-98r~-S147Desk 

Celi 

919-986-595"_,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~a[I message, iqclud[ng attachments, if at!y, [s in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[er[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, dse, disclosure or distribution [s proi~ibi[ed. If you are no,’_ the intended recipient, please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies oi: the or[~[nal message. 

E~ail correspoede~ce te a~d from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw aed may be disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare officia~ (NCGS. cho :I.32)o Student educationa~ records are sub~ect to FERPA. 

From: Ille, Vince 



Sent= Wednesday, November 07, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Renner, .loy 3; Norton, Molly 
Subject= RE: .loy - Student athlete survey discussion 

I can do all three options that Joy references below for Thursday. I’m scheduled to be at OUC from 3-10 p.m. on Friday. 

From= Renner, 3oy J 
Sent= Wednesday, November 07, 2012 1:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc= llle, Vince 
Subject= RE: .loy - Student athlete survey discussion 
Do you want to coordinat~-_~ with Vince’s schedule? Of gubba’s aw~ilability - f can do "bur;day at 5:00 if on main carnpus; 5:15 in rny offic~-_~; 5:30 in hi~.; office. ~r:riday f 

can do 5:00 following t:he faculty council me~-_d:ing, 

Thank you for cheddng Bubba’s schedule. I[: you want me to coordinate with Vince, I can and then let you know the day and time or you can coordinate with Vince 

and you guys can let me know the day and dine. 

Joy 

Jo? J. Re!~r!er, M.A., r~T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa.:e Professor at~d Director 
Unk, e!’sit,i of North Caroiina at Chapel }l[ll 
School of Med[dne 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
321-A South Colum bia 5L 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-96f3-5147Desk 
Celi 

919-96 f3-6952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NO]ICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if at!y, [s in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged ma[eriai. Any --unauthorized review, dse, disclosure or distribution [s proidbi[ed. If you are no.’_ [Pie intended redpien[, please contact the sender by reply em~aH and 
destroy all copies of [he or[~inal rr, essage. 
Entail eerresponde~ce to and from this address may be sebject to the INo~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw and may be di,~osed to third pa~±ies by an 

aathorized state official (INCGS, d~, I32), Student educational records are sub,oct to FERPA, 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent= Wednesday, November 07, 2012 12:40 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
Subject= FW: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Joy, 

Here’s Bubba’s availability this week: 

Thursday, November 8: alter 5:00pro 

Friday, N.:)vemb~-:~r 9: l:00prn - l:45pnl OR 5:00pro-- 5:30prn 

If you need dates/times for next week, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc:edu> 

Date: November 7, 2012, 12:10:02 PM EST 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy - Student athlete survey discussion 

Hi Guys! 

l had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the 

best way for me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you 

want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10 - 20 rain depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and i if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between i and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rennet, M.A., R-r(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }Jill 
Schooi of Medicine 
CS ~7130 UNC-CH Sondd!’an.: Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
CitaDel Hfli, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-52,’ 47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-5951 Fax 
-CONFE)ENTIALI]’¢ NOTICE: -rIh[s e-mail messag, e, including attaci~men[s, if any [s intended ordy for the -person or er!tiW to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain 

+ confidential a!~dior privdeged material. Any --u!~aufl]orized review, use, disclosure or distribution [s proidbi~ed. If you are not Lhe m~ended redpient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the original message. 
E~nail corresponde~(:e to and frown this address ~nay be sebject to the INo~±b Carolina P~bli(: Records ~aw a~d may he disde,sed to third ~a~±ies 

bV a~ authorized state afficiM t[NCGS, oh, 132), Student ed~catianM retards are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcmech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 12:42 PM 

Perkins, Michael R qnrperkin@email.unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu>; Montgomew, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, 
Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Aldridge, Diane Scobie <daldridge@unc.edu>; McPherson, Dawn D <’d mcpherson@unc.edu>; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene <kecleau@email.unc.edu>; Crowder, Kenneth C <crowderl@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike 
qnbunting@email.unc.edu>; jcaI:e@mmaa.mm.edu; Culler, Ellen B <eculler@email.unc.edu>; Dalgleish, Jwce L <mgofe~}email.unc.edu>; 
Pennington, Kent <jkp@email.unc.edu>; Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu>; BeaJe, Michael qnbeaJe@email.unc.edu>; 
abitting@uncaa.unc.edu; Gatz, GregoU <ggg@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Sabo, Tim <tsabo@email.unc.edu>; 
Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Fulton, Nick <nj fulton@email.unc.edu> 

Gwaltney, Clinton R <cgwaltne@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <ricks~tei@email.unc.e&l>; Ballen, Martina K 
-<mballen@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@tmc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Laru A. 
--~athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <betkl@email.unc.edn>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

MAP Book Quick Sheet Template 

UNC - Quicksheetdoc; UNC - Quicksheet SAMPLE FORMAT.doc 

Unit Managers, 

Thank you for taking the time to meet about our new written management and reporting system. As we discussed, we are implementing the weekly reporting 

portion of the system immediately for all unit managers. 

Attached please find templates for the MAP Book Quick Sheet reporting system. 

The first document is blank and is the document you will use for your report. Also attached is a sample document which illustrates the format for entering your 

information. 

General guidelines: 

1. Font 

a. Calibri 12 

b. no bold or italics 

c. Sentence form capitalization 

2. Accomplishments 

a. List topic first following by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In priority order 

3. Projects and Tasks 

a. List topic first following by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In priority order 

4. Significant Dates 

a. List date first followed by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In chronological order 

c. Include significant events, vacation, professional travel, etc. 

5. Professional Development and Education 

a. List staff member first followed by a dash (-) and brief description 

6. Other Information 

a. List topic first following by a dash (-) and brief description 

b. In priority order 

7. ALL QUICK SHEETS ARE DUE BY FRIDAY AT 12 NOON 

8. Attached weekly report to an email to your Executive Staff representative and copy Bubba Cunningham and Karlton Creech 

9. Once emailed, print copy of report and insert into your MAP book binder 

10. Please do not include confidential information 

Thank you for your support of this initiative. Please feel free to ask any questions. 

All the best, 

Karlton 

Karlton Creech 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 843-6432 

kcreech@unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Farmer, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Friday, 3:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I~,V: 

Vince, thank you. What’s the timeline on the ~fli? We can put the credentials together and get them to LaDla mid others if necessary. Steve 

"Ille, Vince" <ille@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Steve and Barbara, 

Coach DeSelm would like to send aNational Letter of Intent to sign. Please note the intbnnation from Lance below. 

I apologize for the timing of this request, but would it be possible for the appropriate individuals to review this student? It appears he is currently 10 points away from 

being a Level 2 cmldidate, so may have some similarity to one of our other prospective students who was initially identified for committee review on Wednesday, but 

was approved mthout a presentation from the head coach. 

We will not issue an NLI without approval. I know that any assistance or feedback you could provide would be appreciated. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:27 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: 

Vince, 
See attached for the latest or a possible swimming recruit fo~ . His academic profile isn’t the most straight forward but I think we’ve gotten it figured out. 

The student just committed last night to the coaches and we’ve been working to get his academic profile squared away. If you have any questions, just let me know or feel 

free to check in with Rich. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

Excellent point.,, 

I believe several resources available on the J:Drive in the "Leadership Academy" folder would suffice, namely Word Documents called "bCLA Program Overview" 

and "Frequently Asl~ed Questions". All terms shouh:~ be cow:_~red -save [or the term MAP (Manager’s Action ~tarmer) That is the term used on the binders Karlton 

distribut~:_~d to Unit Manag~-:~rs - the [olders and O.uick Sheet reporting structure having been recommended by Cardinal Advisors. 

As for the Unit Strategic Plan noted on my Quick Sheet, I meant to say the Leadership Academy cornponent of the Linit Strategic Plan for Student-Athlete 

Development. Cricket asked that I complete this smaUer aspect of the larger Unit Strategic Plan. It is rny understanding that Cricket has just involved herseH:, me, 

in the process to date and that once this is complete, then yes, you and Matt would be brought into the process. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
S-bject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

Shelley, 

Thanks for the Quick Sheet. Is there a single place or document that provides a definitior~’description for all of the terminology used when describing the bCLA mid its 

aclivifies (like a glossa~ or something)? If so, can you please provide me a link? That might be helpful for me, maybe Bubba, and likely the Chancellor who will 

ultimately receive these reports. Defining things like veteran leaders, rising stax. GAP year, MAP, leaders of distinction, how we employ 360-degree feedback 

(http:i/edweb.sdsu.edu,’people/arossett/pieiIntervenfionJ360 1 .htm), and aJay other terminology specific k~ the program might be helpful. I’m thinking about a 

Chancellor (a new one in July) reading a retx~rt or aJ~ executive summary, and being able to understand what happens in the N2LA and the significance of that. 

Also, I notice that for next week one of your tasks is to complete the Unit Strategic Plan. Who has been involved in that process to date? After completing this next 

week, is that when Matt Terrell and I would meet with you to review and discuss the plaJ~? 

Thmlks for your help. 

Vlnce 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edu; 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 8:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

A bCtA glossary with the aforementioned terms will be included with my next Quick Sheet. 

From: [lie, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:23 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

OK, thanks for the information. Could someone on your staff use the resources that are already available on the J:Drive to create a document for this purpose? That 

would be beneficial to those who receive the report. Thanks for your help. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Sunday, November 11, 2012 6:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 
Excellent point... 

I believe several resources available on the J:Drive in the "Leadership Academy" folder would suffice, namely Word Documents called "bCLA Program Overview" 

and "Frequently Asl~ed (~uestions". All terms sbouh:~ be (:ow-_~red -save [or the term MAP (Manager’s Action rdarmer) That is the ~:erm used .:_~n the binders Kariton 

distributed to Unit Managers --- the t:ofders and Quick Sheet reporting structure having been recommended by Cardinal Advisors. 

As for the Unit Strategic Plan noted on my Quick Sheet, I rneant to say the Leade~ship Academy cornponent of the Linit Strategic Plan for Student-Athlete 

Development. Cricket asked that I complete this smaller aspect of the larger Unit Strategic Plan. It is my understanding that Cricket has j~JSt involved herself, me, 

in the process to date and that once this is complete, then yes, you and Matt would be brought into the process~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 

Shelley, 

Thanks for the Quick Sheet. Is there a single place or document that provides a definitior~’descfiption for all of the terminology used when describing the bCLA mid its 

activities (like a glossa~ or something)? If so, can you please provide me a link? That might be helpful for me, maybe Bubba, and likely the Chancellor who will 

ultimately receive these reports. Defining things like veteran leaders, rising stax. GAP year, MAP, leaders of distinction, how we employ 360-degree feedback 

(http://edweb.sdsu.edu/peopleiarossetgpie/Inte~entioud360 1 .htm), mid any other terminology specific to the program might be helpful. I’m thinking about a 

Chancellor (a new one in July) reading a retx~rt or aJ~ executive summary, and being able to understand what happens in the N2LA and the significance of that. 

Also, I notice that for next week one of your tasks is to complete the Unit Strategic Plan. Who has been involved in that process to date’? After completing this next 

week, is that when Matt Terrell and I would meet with you to review and discuss the plaJ~? 

ThaJ~ks liar your help. 

Viuce 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Friday, November 09, 2012 10:08 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Quick Sheet: Leadership Academy (11/9/12) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 8:57 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

buncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting 

Compliance crew, 

Would you all be okay with moving our Compliance staff meeting to Wednesdays at lp instead of Thursdays? 

Amy 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:40 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ,uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting Change 

All, 
Effective immediately, our staff meetings will occur on Wednesdays at lp. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Staff Meeting 

Thanks. Let’s keep it Wednesdays at 1 for this semester, and then we cad change if we need to in January. 

Amy 

>) 9:05 AM >>> 

Next semester I may be late to all of them, b!c our class is Wednesdays at 12 (at Finley) and I doubt they stick to the hour. 

>>> Tom Timmermans 9:56 PM >>> 

Works for me 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

Reply message 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu> 

To: "Kathy Gnggs" <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Paul Pogge" <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu: 
uncaa,unc.edu >, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Cc: "Vince [lie" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Staff Meeting 

Date: Sun            ! 8:57 pm 

> > > "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Compliance crew, 

20:57:16.692241 > > > 

Would you all be okay with moving our Compliance staff meeting to Wednesdays at lp instead of Thursdays? 

Amy 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.uric.edtr~ 

Monday, 11: 52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtv~; Broome, Lis~ L <lbvoome@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyounl@unc.edu>; Amy Helman 

<aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edtv~; La~., Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edw~; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Dana Gelin 

<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edw~; Kamen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Elite 89 Award - Field Hockey 

Hello All: 

This email is to notify you that I have submitted the nomination for NCAA Elite 89 Award (Field Hockey). I worked with Tony to find the individual 

with the highest GPA that will be representing UNC at the Field Hockey Final Four, 

This award will be presented to the student athlete with the highest GPA that has qualified for the NCAA Championships in Norfolk, Please let me know if you have any 

questions, 

Coach Shelton, good luck to you and your team in Virginia. 
Spencer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroomeCc0email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 

<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dana Gelin < dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu >; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Elite 89 Award - Field Hockey 

Thank you, Spencer 

Take care, 

Larry 

is a very deserving nominee ~ let’s be hopeful that she is selected for this award! 

> > > "Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu > 11:52 AM > > > 

Hello All: 

This email is to notify you that [ have submitted the nomination for 
NCAA Elite 89 Award (Field Hockey). [ worked with Tony to find the individual with 

the highest GPA that will be representing UNC at the Field Hockey Final Four. 
This award will be presented to the student athlete with the highest GPA that has qualified for the NCAA Championships in Norfolk. Please let me know if you have any 

questions. 

Coach Shelton, good luck to you and your team in Virginia. 

Spencer 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:54 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds 

Clare, 
Please put holds on the following sports: 

W Lacrosse 

Softball 

Rowing 

M Soccer 
W Soccer 

Swimming 

Track 

Lance 

Mli let you know when each hold can be removed, Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Yes, I will, Vince, 
Also, I will not be able to meet with you and Rick tomorrow morning ~ traveling to Charlotte at 7:00 AM. 

Take care and hope you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 4:33 PM > > > 

La~y, 

When yon returrL can you please reach out to your contact at DPS to find out if 

particularly interested in an?thing that may have occurred on 

Vince 

has recently been involved in any issue with campus police. I’m 
Thanks lbr your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                  3:21 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: for weekly phone calls: is it you can’t call a guy for 7 days after you call or does it go by the calendar week where ! could 

call Friday and then the following Tuesday? 

The calendar week is defined as Sunday through Saturday. So 1 call between those days. So, yes, you can call Friday and then the following Tuesday. 

Amy 

>>> C D Mock 3:02 PM >>> 

for weekly phone calls: is it you can’t call a guy for 7 days after you call or does it go by the calendar week where ] could call Friday and then the following Tuesday? 

CD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:28 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

ACC GA composite.pdf 

How about THIS one?!?!? 

>>> Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu,edu> 11/13/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All - At our ACC Compliance meeting I had asked Brad to review with the NCAA the question of whether Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed to be in Graduate 

School. The answer that Leeland provided him yesterday afternoon over the phone was that Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed to be in Graduate School. It is 

my understanding that Brad is crafting language to send to the conference.., and it is also my understanding that the interp is that they are required to be in Graduate 

School, even if institutional policy does not require them to be in a specific deqree proqram. From the chart that I sent (and is attached again), it appears that Georgia 

Tech, UNC, Virginia and NC State are those programs that most adversely affected. We are currently crafting a Legislative Relief Waiver for the NCAA staff’s 

review. Wanted to let you know asap so that you have time to take steps to rectify prior to Saturday’s game. 

On Mort, Nov 12, 2012 at 9:44 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsuledU> wrote: 

This is a summary that was pulled together by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school information is inaccurate. 

On Mort, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsuledU > wrote: 

Sorry for this poll on the heels of my damp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues on this. If you don’t 

know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in advance! T look forward to seeing 

everyone tomorrow! -dad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by institutional 

policy. 

¯ What is your institutional policy? 

¯ Are they required to be in Graduate School? 

¯ Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate Certificate program or some other program affiliated 

with the Graduate School? 

Carrie A. Doyle 
5r. Ass~< AL* for (-en!p~ionce 

919 515 0604 (o/i~ice) 
’c ~, ff h 

~ncsu.edu 
wvw.qopack.com/com plia nce 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which ore sent to or received by this account are subject to the IVC Public Records Low and may 

be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

Our GA’s have never been accepted into the Graduate School. And the bylaw doesn’t say they have to be. We can discuss tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 13, 2012, at 9:40 PM, "Ilia, Vince" <ille(2~emaJLunc~e&~> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91- -><’.--[endiI]--> 

????? 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 13, 2012 9:28 PM 

To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Re: Poll - FB GAs in Grad School 

How about THIS one?!?!? 

> > > Carrie Doyle <_c__a___d___o_y_[e::_~_@_r_!_c__s___u_=_e___d_~[> 11/13/2012 5:06 PM > > > 

All - At our ACC Compliance meeting I had asked Brad to review with the NCAA the question of whether Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed to 

be in Graduate School. The answer that Leeland provided him yesterday afternoon over the phone was that Football Graduate Assistant Coaches needed 

to be in Graduate School. It is my understanding that Brad is crafting language to send to the conference.., and it is also my understanding that the 

interp is that they are required to be in Graduate School, even if institutional policy does not require them to be in a specific deqree proqram. From the 

chart that I sent (and is attached again), it appears that Georgia Tech, UNC, Virginia and NC State are those programs that most adversely affected. 

We are currently crafting a Legislative Relief Waiver for the NCAA staff’s review. Wanted to let you know asap so that you have time to take steps to 

rectify prior to Saturday’s game. 

On Man, Nov 12, 2012 at 9:44 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu,edu> wrote: 

This is a summary that was pulled together by our Football program. Please let me know if your specific school information is 

inaccurate. 

On Man, Nov 5, 2012 at 6:43 AM, Carrie Doyle <cadoyle3@ncsu.edu> wrote: 

Sorry for this poll on the heels of my Camp Financials, but I’ve been asked by others to quickly poll my colleagues on this. If 

you don’t know the answer, can you please pass onto your academic folks for them to respond? Thanks, in advance] I look 

forward to seeing everyone tomorrow! -Cad 

11.01.3 indicates that the FB GA is not required to be enrolled in a specific graduate degree program unless required by 

institutional policy. 

¯ What is your institutional policy? 

¯ Are they required to be in Graduate School? 

¯ Are they required to be a specific graduate degree program? 

¯ If it is hard to get into graduate school at your institution, are your FB GAs enrolled in a Graduate Certificate program or some other program 

affiliated with the Graduate School? 

Carrie A. Doyle 

No~;q~ C,~ro~inci 5~a~e University, 
919 525 0604 ;i>~?,:~g 

(cd!) 

carrie doyle@ncsuledU 
._w__L_wL___:~_o_~_a___c__k_~__c__o__r_L~!___c__o__r_L~Jj~_D__c_~. 

"All electronic mail messages in connection with State business which are sent to or received by this account are subject to the IVC Public Records 
Law and may be disclosed to third parties." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday                  9:45 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine 

Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Softball Hold 

Clare, 

You can release the hold on Softball. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 

Thankst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 11:50 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille6)email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome(~)email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae6}uncaa.unc.edu% Larry 

Gallo <athgallo~0uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbacC®uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jennifer lownsend <jtownsend(~puncaa.unc.edu> 

C~}live.u nc.edu :> 

Hovember SAAC Meeting 

SAAC Athletic Adm n strators, 

Our November SAAC meeting will be held Thursday, 

Thanks, 

C ric ket 

at 7pro in the Loudermilk Center. Please forward any agenda items to me by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday                  12:21 PM 

Clare Duff)/<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Chelsea 

Pemberton <cpembert@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaneyQuncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Rowing Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Rowing. They are all caught up with Compliance paperwork. 
Thanks! 
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F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:01 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

Hi Tracey, 

We cannot provide tickets to ANY recruit tonight since it is currently a dead period. All after signing legislation (texting, unlimited contact (some exceptions) for the four we 

signed today, doesn’t start until 12.01 tomorrow. 

The bylaw is below: 

13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.7.1 Delivery of Letter of Intent. Next Cite: 13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

There shall be no limit on the number of contacts by the institution with a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 

or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: [D] (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 

4/27/06, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. Next Cite: 13.1.5.9 Prohibited Practice Activities. 

The following conditions continue to apply: [D] (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) Any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact period 

and shall not exceed one visit per week; 

(b) In football, contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution shall be confined to the permissible contact period and the spring 

evaluation period (see Bylaw 13.17.4). Contact at the educational institution during the contact period shall not exceed one visit per week. A visit to 

the educational institution during the spring evaluation period that only includes contact with a signed prospective student-athlete shall be 

considered one of the institution’s two permissible days at the institution (see Bylaw 13.1.7.9.2); 

(c) No in-person, off-campus contact may be made during a "dead period"; (Revised: 10/15/10) 

(d) No on- or off-campus contact (including correspondence and telephone calls) may be made by a representative of the institution’s athletics 

interests except those involving permissible pre-enrollment activities (e.g., a discussion of summer employment arrangements); and 

(e) Contact at the site of a prospective student-athlete’s competition shall continue to be governed by the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. Note: 

Contact with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians at the site of the prospective student-athlete’s competition shall be 

permitted (see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1). 

13.02,5.5 Dead Period. 

Previous Cite: 13.02.5.4 Quiet Period. Next Cite: 13.02.5.5.1 Exception -- Women’s Volleyball. 

A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s campus 

or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits an 

institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at 

which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.8.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during 

a dead period. (Revised." 1/11/94) 

>>> TraceyWilliams            L2:47 PM >>> 

Hello Tom, ] think I sent this from my cell earlier to Amy but not sure that it went through. Is it ok to give our recruit tickets tonight to the Order of the Belltower who will be 

doing some things at our game tonight? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmermans 

Yes you may 

12:17 PM >>> 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

12:06 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 



On , at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> 

> I have received and validated the NL[’s?ASA’s for the following: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> You may release their names. Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12,01 am of 

> 

> Congrats on the class! 

> Tom 

> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:05 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

LOU Hello Tom, I know we can not give tickets to recruits but the Order of the Belltower are our College Students? May we provide the tickets to them so that they will be 

used? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmermans 1:00 PM >>> 

Hi Tracey, 

We cannot provide tickets to ANY recruit tonight since it is currently a dead period. All after signing legislation (texting, unlimited contact (some exceptions) for the four we 

signed today, doesn’t start until 12.01 tomorrow. 

The bylaw is below: 

13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.7.1 Delivery of Letter of Intent. Next Cite: 13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

There shall be no limit on the number of contacts by the institution with a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 

or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: [D] (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 

4/27/06, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. Next Cite: 13.1.5.9 Prohibited Practice Activities. 

The following conditions continue to apply: [D] (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) Any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact period 

and shall not exceed one visit per week; 

(b) In football, contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution shall be confined to the permissible contact period and the spring 

evaluation period (see Bylaw 13.17.4). Contact at the educational institution during the contact period shall not exceed one visit per week. A visit to 

the educational institution during the spring evaluation period that only includes contact with a signed prospective student-athlete shall be 

considered one of the institution’s two permissible days at the institution (see Bylaw 13.1.7.9.2); 

(c) No in-person, off-campus contact may be made during a "dead period"; (Revised: 10/15/10) 

(d) No on- or off-campus contact (including correspondence and telephone calls) may be made by a representative of the institution’s athletics 

interests except those involving permissible pre-enrollment activities (e.g., a discussion of summer employment arrangements); and 

(e) Contact at the site of a prospective student-athlete’s competition shall continue to be governed by the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. Note: 

Contact with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians at the site of the prospective student-athlete’s competition shall be 

permitted (see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1). 

13.02.5.5 Dead Period. 

Previous Cite: 13.02.5.4 Quiet Period. Next Cite: 13.02.5.5.1 Exception -- Women’s Volleyball. 

A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s campus 

or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits an 

institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at 

which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.8.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during 

a dead period. (Revised: 1/11/94) 

>>> TraceyWilliams            12:47 PM >>> 

Hello Tom, I think I sent this from my cell earlier to Amy but not sure that it went through. Is it ok to give our recruit tickets tonight to the Order of the Belltower who will be 

doing some things at our game tonight? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmerrnans 

Yes you may 

12:17 PM >>> 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

’,12:06 PM >>> 



Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> 

> I have received and validated the NLI’s?ASA’s for the following: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> You may release their names. Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12.01 am of 

> 

> Congrats on the class! 

> Tom 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Form Returned: NLl-ASA%20]nformation%20Form.pdf 

It’s for the kid that was eventually admitted competitively. They’re just signing to books to bind him. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >           1:07 PM > > > 

The attached form doesn’t include info entered when opened on my phone. Can you give me the name? Is he a November NLI guy. Is he already on our list of November 

NLIs? If so, how many guys do we now have signing for wrestling? What admissions level? Sorry, on bus and don’t have access to the list. Thanks. 

On , at 12:48 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

See attached he’sgood,.. 

>>>CDMock 10:57 AM >>> 

Form Returned: NLI ASA%20Information%20Form.pdf 

The attached file is the filled out form. Please open it to review the data. 

<IMAGE.jpg> 

< NL[ ASA%20Information%20Form,pdf> 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Basketball NLI’s Validated 

Oh ok. So the order of the Belltower is the UNC student group supporting women’s basketball, Don’t UNC students get in free with OneCards? From an NCAA perspective 

you can give the tickets to this group, might want to check with the ticket office to see if they have any issues with it. 

Tom 

>>> TraceyWilliams            1:04 PM >>> 

LOL! Hello Tom, I know we can not give tickets to recruits but the Order of the Belltower are our College Students? May we provide the tickets to them so that they will be 

used? Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Tom Timmermans 1:00 PM >>> 

Hi Tracey, 

We cannot provide tickets to ANY recruit tonight since it is currently a dead period. All after signing legislation (texting, unlimited contact (some exceptions) for the four we 

signed today, doesn’t start until 12.01 tomorrow. 

The bylaw is below: 

13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.7.1 Delivery of Letter of Intent. Next Cite: 13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

There shall be no limit on the number of contacts by the institution with a prospective student-athlete (or the prospective student-athlete’s relatives 

or legal guardians) beginning the calendar day after one of the following events occurs: [D] (Revised: 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05, 

4/27/06, 1/14/08 effective 8/1/08, 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) The prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent (NLI) or the institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid; or 

(b) The institution receives a financial deposit in response to the institution’s offer of admission. 
13.1.5.8.1 Exceptions. 

Previous Cite: 13.1.5.8 Contacts After Commitment. Next Cite: 13.1.5.9 Prohibited Practice Activities. 

The following conditions continue to apply: [D] (Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(a) Any contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution in men’s basketball shall be confined to the permissible contact period 

and shall not exceed one visit per week; 

(b) In football, contact at the prospective student-athlete’s educational institution shall be confined to the permissible contact period and the spring 

evaluation period (see Bylaw 13.17.4). Contact at the educational institution during the contact period shall not exceed one visit per week. A visit to 

the educational institution during the spring evaluation period that only includes contact with a signed prospective student-athlete shall be 

considered one of the institution’s two permissible days at the institution (see Bylaw 13.1.7.9.2); 

(c) No in-person, off-campus contact may be made during a "dead period"; (Revised: 10/15/10) 

(d) No on- or off-campus contact (including correspondence and telephone calls) may be made by a representative of the institution’s athletics 

interests except those involving permissible pre-enrollment activities (e.g., a discussion of summer employment arrangements); and 

(e) Contact at the site of a prospective student-athlete’s competition shall continue to be governed by the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.6.2. Note: 

Contact with the prospective student-athlete’s relatives or legal guardians at the site of the prospective student-athlete’s competition shall be 

permitted (see Bylaw 13.1.6.2.1). 

13,02,5.5 Dead Period. 

Previous Cite: 13.02.5.4 Quiet Period. Next Cite: 13.02.5.5.1 Exception -- Women’s Volleyball. 

A dead period is a period of time when it is not permissible to make in-person recruiting contacts or evaluations on or off the institution’s campus 

or to permit official or unofficial visits by prospective student-athletes to the institution’s campus. The provision of complimentary admissions to a 

prospective student-athlete during a dead period is prohibited, except as provided in Bylaw 13.7.2.5 for a prospective student-athlete who visits an 

institution as part of a group. During a dead period, a coaching staff member may not serve as a speaker at or attend a meeting or banquet at 

which prospective student-athletes are in attendance, except as provided in Bylaw 13.1.8.1, and may not visit a prospective student-athlete’s 

educational institution. It remains permissible, however, for an institutional staff member to write or telephone a prospective student-athlete during 

a dead period. (Revised." 1/11/94) 

>>> TraceyWilliams            12:47 PM >>> 

Hello Tom, ] think I sent this from my cell earlier to Amy but not sure that it went through. Is it ok to give our recruit tickets tonight to the Order of the Belltower who will be 

doing some things at our game tonight? Thanks, Tracey 



>>> Tom Timmermans 12:17 PM >>> 

Yes you may 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliarns@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

May i tweet our press release on signees? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

12:06 PM >>> 

at 10:06 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timrnermans@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> 

> [ have received and validated the NLI’s?ASA’s for the following: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> You may release their names. Please keep in mind that you can not start texting them until 12.01 am of 

> 

> Congrats on the class! 

> Tom 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Student 

FYI 

I will give you a call about this. 

Harold 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Talenti, Francesca P 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Student 

IO:O1AM 

Dear Dr Woodard, 

a student of mine, handed me a note signed by you, releasing a student-athlete from having to attend class on Thursday I am confused, as is not an athlete. 
Rather, from what she tells me, she holds a job with the                       I’ve already written her asking for clarification, but thought I’d ask you for clarification as well: are employees 
to be exempt along with student-athletes? I called the number on the fblrn, but your voice-mail picked up. I thought it would be easier to explain this situation in writing. 

Thank you’. 
Francesca Talenti 
Professor 
Department u:[’Communication Studies 
The Umversity of North Carulina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:53 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski < estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu >; Griff Helfrich < griffh@u ncaa.u nc.edu >; Jenny Johansen 

<jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>;                      @uncaa.unc.edu>; Quinn, Sean 

<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming Hold 

Hey Clare, 
You can remove the hold from Swimming. They are all caught up with compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Spring Admits for 

Villce, 

Below is the current list of spring admits %r Janua~ that I am working fl’om. Does this square ~dth any list you may have? If not, whom am I missing or 
whom do I have that ts no longer a spring admit? Kyou prefer; 1 can go directly to the coaches for this information bat did not want to ask them to duplicate 
effi~rts if you have already asked for the same thing. 
Thanks, 
Barbara 

** Has arrest record that must be cleared before he can be admitted: 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet�: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Admits lbr 

What??77 You’re on the bus? No l~lane to ~:ly from ;RDU to Charlottesville? It would be a 15 minute ilight! © 

Have a good trip and bring back the W![![! 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Re: Spring Admits for 

Barbara, 
I’m on bus to Virginia, but will check my list when I return. I will also communicate directly with all coaches to ensure we have all potential spring admits. Thanks 

for your help. 

Vince 

On at 3:24 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <b~2olk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

Below is the current list of spring admits for Janual7 that I am working from. Does this sq~ are wit’a any list you may have? If r~ot, whom am I 

missing or whom do [ have that is no longer a spring admit? ]fyotJ prefer, 1 can go directly to the coaches for this information but did not want to ask 

them to duplicat.e e~forts i~you have already asked for the same thing. 
Thanks. 
l~arbara 

** }{as arrest record that must be cleared before he can be admitted: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Admits lbr 

good tbr you, 

ECP 
}~m~ban~ J. Polk 
Deputy Director 
0 {~ice o{~1 ~de [gradu ate Admiss [oi~s 
U~livm’si~g o{~Novth Carol[ra at Chapel 11i1~ 
P b o~] e: 919 -966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:07 PN 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: Re: Spring Admits for 

We intend to remain an operation that exemplifies fiscal responsibility. Thanks, and hope we can make it happen tomorrow night :) 

On at 3:44 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b__p___o__[k____@_.___a___d___m___Ls__s_j_9_D__S_:__u___n__c_:___e__d___u_.> wrote: 

What???? Ym~*,e on the bus? No plane to fly [)’om RDU to Charlottesville? It would be a :15 minute tlight! {~) 

Have a good t];ip an d bring ba ck th e W{{{{{ 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, ! 3:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Re: Spring Admits for 

Barbara, 
l’rn on bus to Virginia, but will check my list when I return. I will also communicate directly with all coaches to ensure we have all potential spring 

admits. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

On at 3:24 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edv> wrote: 

Vil~ce, 

Below is the cnrrent list of spring admits %r JanuaW that I am working fl’om. Does this square ~dth any list you may have? If not, 

whom am I missing or whom do I have that is no longer a spring admit? if you prefer, ] can go directly to the coaches for this 

informatior~ hut did not want to ask them to duplicate efforts if you have already asked for the same thing. 

Thanks, 

Barhara 

** Has ari;est record that must be cleared befbre he can be admitted: 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

women’s basketball violation 

Mince, 
Coach Hatchell was informed by Amy that Billy Lee would have to be removed from the bench for 4 games. We would like to meet with you to discuss the interpretation of 

what Billy can and can not do. They met with Susan MaLoy last year and believe they are following the guidelines, so would Jike to cJarify it. 

Are you available to meet sometime Friday morning? 

thanks, 
~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:55 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: women’s basketball violation 

OK......thanks, Vince, 
~Beth 

>> > "1lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu >            5:47 PM >>> 

] will be happy to meet. [t may not be Friday though. Lets try to touch base Friday to schedule something. Thanks Beth, 

On r at 5:12 PM, "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Vince, 
> 

> Coach Hatchell was informed by Amy that Billy Lee would have to be removed from the bench for 4 games. We would like to meet with you to discuss the interpretation of 

what Billy can and can not do. They met with Susan Maloy last year and believe they are following the guidelines, so would like to clarify it. 
> 

> Are you available to meet sometime Friday morning? 
> 

> thanks, 

> ,~ Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:48 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

NCAA Championship Game 

Hi Vince, 
I know you are in Charlottesville, so thought I would send an email to see if you would like to go on the University plane to Norfolk for the 

game on Sunday .... (if we win on Friday), The game is at 1:00 pm and we would leave RDU around 10:15 am. 

Please let me know if you would like to make the trip.......hope you can go. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

, NCAA Championship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:49 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: NCAA Championship Game 

VJnce, 

~Beth 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email.uncedu > 

Beth, 

PM >>> 

Vince 

On at 11:49 AM, "Beth Miller" <brniller@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi Vince, 
> 

> I know you are in Charlottesville, so thought I would send an email to see if you would like to go on the University plane to Norfolk for the 

game on Sunday ...... (if we win on Friday), The game is at 1:00 prn and we would leave RDU around 10:15 am. 
> 

> Please let me know if you would like to make time trip.......hope you can go. 
> 

> thanks, 

> ~ Beth 

NCAA Championship 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 9:27 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Your Request 

Spoke to my contact ~ they have nothing on or about the date you referenced, OK? 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/13/2012 5:00 PM > > > 

OK, thanks Larry, Safe travels, 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 13, 2012 11:37 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject," Re: 

Yes, I will, Vince. 
Also, [ will not be able to meet with you and Rick tomorrow morning ~ traveling to Charlotte at 7:00 AM, 

Take care and hope you are well. 

Larry 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 11/13/2012 4:33 PM > > > 
LarD’, 
When you return, can you please reach out to your contact at DPS to find out if 

particularly interested in anything that may have occuned on 

Vince 

has recently been involved in any issue ruth campus police¯ I’m 

¯ Thanks for your help¯ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com~ 

Friday, November 16, 2012 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program and how it’s a little bit of a different approach from others. Was curious 

to see if you had a minute today to talk about it. Thanks 

Jeremy FoMer 

National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFoMerCBS 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Ryan <Po~an7@luc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 11:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Career Up-date 

Wow. Great move to UNC. I would imagine Chapel Hill is a little more livable thin1 Urbmla/Champaign 

Stay safe 

Patrick J. Ryan 

Ott]ce of Advancement 

Loyola University- Chicago 

820 North Michigan Ave #1709 

Chicago, Ill 60611 

312-915-7641 (direct) 

~,cell) 

Lwola University’ Chicago: Preparing people to lead extraordinau lives. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 11/16/2012 10:19:50 AM >>¢ 

Pat, 

Congrats on the move! Hope the transition is an easy one and you and your tSmily are doing well. Busy here at UNC as you might imagine... 

Vince 

From: Patrick Ryan [mailto:pryan7@luc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:12 PM 
To: Patrick Ryan 
Co: Patrick Ryan 
Subject: Career Up-date 

Dear friends, 
I wanted to let you know that, after nine years, I’ll be leaving Loyola U niversity Chicago at the end of this month. I’ve accepted a p osition in the 
Office of Alumni Relations and Development at Northwestern University as The Director of Major Gifts-East Coast - excepting New York City. Once I 
get my new work contact information, I will pass it along. 
I wish you and yours a safe and healthy up-coming holiday season. 
Stay in touch 
Pat Ryan 

L~gmail.com 
cell # 

Patrick J. RVan 

Office of Advancement 

Loyola University - Chicago 

820 North Michigan Ave. #1709 

Chicago, ~L 60611 

312-915-7641 (direct line) 

312-915-7595(fax) 

(cell) 

Loyola University Chicago: Preparing people to lead extraordinary lives. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

OK, sounds good. Talk soon. Can you coltfinn you’ve met with a Priority Spo(ts rep? 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jeremy, 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well. Sony tbr the delay in responding. I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you might 
imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume ha.s been veU high. I will be meeting with six tbotbaJl stadent-athletes ~parately regarding agentgadvisors 
beginning in less tha~ an hour. I’ll try to call you as soon as I can. I atx~logize again ti)r the delay in returning your call but hope you understand. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Jeremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 

Sent-" Friday, November :[6, 2012 :[0:20 AM 

To-" Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba receutly about your ageut program and how it’s a little bit of a different approach from others. Was 
curious to see if you had a minute to&y to talk atx~ut it. Thanks 

Jeremy Fowler 
National College Football Insi&r, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFowlerCBS 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeremy Fowler ~eremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Note from CBS Sports’ Jeremy Fowler 

Sounds good, taJk to you in a bit. 

On Fri, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:15 AM, Ille, Vince <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I met ruth Mark Bartlestein and Mike McCartney in their Chicago offices to discuss the industry in general, some of their experiences, some of mine, and our 

proposed program. It was very. productive and for me, vely valuable time invested. Look forward to talking. Thanks. 

From: 3eremy Fowler [mailto:ieremy.fowler@cbsinteractive.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 12:11 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

OK, sounds good. Talk soon. Can you confirm you’ve met with a Priority Sports rep? 

On Ffi, Nov 16, 2012 at 9:04 AM, Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jeremy, 

Received your messages and have talked to Bubba as well. Sorry. for the delay in responding. I’ve been here at UNC less than four months and, as you might 

imagine given the responsibilities assigned me, volume has been veU high. I roll be meeting with six football s~udent-athletes separately regarding agents/advisors 
beginning in less than an hoar. I’ll try to call you as soon as I can. I apologize again tbr the delay in returning your call but hope you understand. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: 3eremy Fowler [mailto:jeremy.fowler@cbsinteracUve.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 16, 2012 10:20 AN 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Note from CBS Sports’ 3eremy Fowler 

Hi Vince, 

Hope you’re well. Tried calling this week. Spoke to Bubba recently about your agent program and how it’s a little bit of a different approach from others. Was 

curious to see if you had a minute today to talk about it. Thanks 

Jeremy Fowler 
National College Football Insider, CBS Sports 

Twitter: @JFowlerCBS 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 12:39 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Fwd: GIA INFO 

Definitely, let’s discuss it at our next staff meeting Amy, can you add it to the agenda? Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/16/2012 11:36 AM > > > 

This is where our current process breaks down. is not a guy that Sam Paul identified as a signee when I specifically asked him about it. Nor have I received any 

request or update regarding potential signees since the initial message below until the message farm Lance. Now we are signing him to an NLI? 

If this information was imbedded in one of the transcript reviews or one of Barbara’s forms, that’s not going to work because I can’t be searching for infomlafion, and the 

allocation of admissions slots (for wlfich I’m held accountable) has to be taken into account before we sign a prospect. I’ve not allocated a slot for        It appears he 

now must have one? We will need to change the procedure and should discuss this. Can one of you guys add it to the agenda for our next compliance st~£f meeting? 

Thanks. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:35 AM 
To: Torn ~mmermans 
C:c: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd:      GIA INFO 

is good to sign see attached... 

Lance 

>>> Tom Timmermans 11/15/2012 10:31 AM >>> 

>>> Sam Paul 11/15/2012 10:30 AM >>> 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 28, 2012 11:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

is ~y ~nly N~l~nbO~ NL! An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 16, 2012 3:49 PM 

l[[e, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Fwd: GIA INFO 

I am not sure if you will meet without me this Wed or not, since it’s right before Thanksgiving. If this hasn’t been discussed by next Wed.’s meeting, I will add it to the agenda. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Lance Markos 11/16/2012 12:38 PM >>> 

Definitely, let’s discuss it at our next staff meeting Amy, can you add it to the agenda? Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 11/16/2012 11:36 AM > > > 

This is where our current D~ocess breaks down. is not a guy that Sam Paul identified as a signee when I specifically asked him about it. Nor hm,e I received any 

requefft or update regarding potential signees since the initial message below until the message from Lance. Now we are signing him to an NLI? 

If this inli)rmation was imbedded in one of the transcript reviews or one of Barbara’s lbnns, that’s not going to work because I can’t be searching for information, and the 

allocation of admissions slots (for which I’m held accountable) has to be taken into account before we sign a prospect. I’ve not allocated a slot tbr       . It appears he 

now must have one? We will need to change the procedure and should discuss this. Can one of you guys acid it to the agenda for our next compliance start’meeting? 
Thanks. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:35 AM 
To: Tom -nmmermans 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fwd:      GIA INFO 

is good to sign see attached,,. 

Lance 

>>> Tom Timmermans 11/15/2012 i0:31 AM >>> 

> > > Sam Paul 11/15/2012 10:30 AM > > > 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, October 28, 2012 11:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: November NLI Signees 

i~ NY #n!Y N##ONbO~ N~! An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:14 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Vince, 
If you would rather wait until Amy gets back to meet, will you please call to talk with her about it and let her know you aren’t avoiding the meeting, but would rather wait 

until Amy gets back? is concerned that the decision was made without speaking to her or and is anxious to discuss it. 

Her cell: 

thanks, 
~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 11/16/2012 5:33 PM > > > 
Beth, 

I received your message ~egarding a meeting ruth      I think it might be best to have that meeting at a time when Amy can attend. She and     separately witnessed 

the actions that led to the decision that was made. Amy is also ,still our senior s~ff member who interprets the application of NCAA rules, and I imagine there roll be 

requests for such assis~nce during any meeting of this nature. Unless you object. I propose that we meet with Amy when she returns. Also, please note that I support the 

decision that has been made as does Bubba. We can discuss in more detail if you’d like. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

Glint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mIx~wers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmace Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu;>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

FYI, in case you haven’t already seen this. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwazded message: 

From: "HermmL Amy S" <aiNI_!~_(q2_e__gr4jLu__r_!c__:_e___d__u__> 

Date:,                 5:46:56 PM EDT 

To: "Amy Herman" <Ns_c_’__[_t_g__e_2~)__tLn__c_’_~:__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___u_2- 
Subject: Fwd: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

Sent ti~m~ my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Burgemeister, Matt" <!__rL[?__u_!g__e_LrLe_i__s_N!~O3__I!_e__~Lc__c_:£!:g> 

Date:                  5:43:36 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker ( ~_t_k__ej2~__b__c_’_:_e___@_)" <~_a___k__e___r:~)__~?__c_:__e__d_____u>, "Aimee Cetunny (.g_[~y~)_g__d___nj_i_lS:_{~_~!:_e___d__~!)" <.g_[~_ty~2_g__d___nj_i_lS:_{~_~!:_e___d__~!>, "Alex 

Dominate (a~_t_~!~_t_~0]_I_)__u_:__e__@_)" < adominato~_l_~__u_:_e_$t___u_ >, "Alex Eaton (_~_Le_~t_~t_@__tLn_!_d__:_e_$t___u_)’’ <-’.’_a__e__gt£__n_[~-’:_u_Lr_t$t_:__e_d__g>, "Ammada Gray 

(agrav3(d~clemmn.edu)" <agrav3(gl)clemson.edu>, "Amy Herman (aischae~unc.edu)" <aischae(gl)unc.edu>, "Amy Hermma 

(ai schae(~:l)uncaa.unc.edu)" <ai schae(/guncaa.unc~edu>, "Andy Campbell (wcampb2(~:l)clemson.edu)" <wcam pb2(&,clemson.edn >, "Angel 
Cavanaugh (as2cz(/geselxqces.virginia.edu)" <as2cz(d~eset’~’ices.viNinia.edu>, "Art Markos (am~vi~inia.edu)" <am(/gvilginia.edu>, "Bert 

Locklin (blockdin(a)v%edu)" <blocklin~?))vt.e&~>, Brad Boswell <bboswell~athletics.gatech.edu:>, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv(Fgclemson.edu)" 

<cbwoodv@clemson.edu>, "Brandi GuerinN (bmndi.guerinot~,7~bc.edu)" <brandi.guerinok@bcvdu>, Bret Cowley <bcoMey(a)fsu.edu>, 

"Brett Luy (bdll I @my.fsu.e&0" <bdll 1 (a)mv.t?~u.edu>, "Bridget McSofley (mcsorlbb(a)~.e&l)" <mcsorlbb(a)vt.edu>. "Carly Pariseau 

(carly.Nrisemi@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseml(a)bc.edu>, "Came Doyle (came doyle@ncsu.edu)" <carrie dovle(/~ncsu.edu>, "Cathy Jones 

(cmjones~{admmfsu.e&l)" <cmiones~;admin.l?m.edu>, "Chris James (cmiame02g{~%edu)" <cmiame02(a)svr.edu>, "Christopher B. 

Kemmdy (_c_’_k__ej)__r!_e_d2f_(~_~Lc_p__g__[?_:_d_t_t_l_i__e_:_e___c_~_U)" <~t__n_e_d_2i@_’_a__c__pub.duke.edu>, "Cindy Hm~unann (_c_13_~__u_~_r_~3~__n_~2__d___u__g_a_:__d_u_k__e_:__e__d___u_)" 

<_c__h__~r__tj~2_~_t__u__:a__a_:st__u___k__e__:_e___d__~_!>, "Cod?, Gambler (_c_xg__r_@J__e__E~2__t_tg~_t_:_e___d__g.)" <.c_g:a_5__n___b_J__e__r__@_un~d.edu>, "Craig Anderson (._c__e__g__r!_@jL4__(~!)__c_}__u_:__e__d___~!)" 

< ceander420i__n_c_~__u_:_e___@_.>, "Dan Bartholomae (_@_~g_t__I!@2__n_)__~Le_@_~_t_tJi~_!_e_t!_~:~jt!:gd~)" <st_b__~__u_,[tS?J~?~!_a__e__@_a__t__I__fl__e__t_i__c_~:l:?i_t_,:__e_d__t!>, "Dan Isaf 

.... _-) L ...... ’ ".~2"~ " Raben d rabenl ~)mi~wni edu)" <d rabenl ~)mi~wni edu’, (dtrumt-~2~)umd:edu)" (drmsN(a s’~Ledu) <dm~sal~&s~r.edu-,, "Dan ( .... ~ .... . ....... , "DanTrump 

<dtmmp~umd~edu>, "Daniie Daluisio (ddeduisio@athletics.gatech~edu)" <ddalnisio(a)athk:tics.gatech.edu >, "David Reed 

(med@miami.edu)" <reed(d~mieani.edu>, "Deborah Foley (dible’~a)miami.edu)" <dfolevf~)miami.edu>, "Eric Baumgartner 

(emb81~?>virginia.edu)" <emb8p~virginia.edu>, "Erin Moran (e.momn2(g~)umieani.edu)" <e.momn2(d~umiamLedu>, "Eflease Wagner 

(erleasem(?gs,/r.edu)" <efleasem(a)svr.e&~>, "Heather Robertson (hembert(d~vt.edu)" <herober~’?gvt~edu>, "Jemfifer Smatiago 

(iasantiago(a)admm.Nu.edu)" <iasantiago@admin.t~u.edu>, "Jerome Rodgers (irodgers(a)athletics.gatech.edu)" 

<irodgers@athletics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry (imcmD’@t?~u.edu)" <imcurryg{fsu~edu>, "Khadian Kelly (k.kelly3@miami.edu" 

<k.kellv3@miami.edu,>, "Kirsten Elleby (ellebykc@wfit.edu)" <ellebykc@v~41Ledu>, "Lance Markos (markos(/~uncaa.tmc.edu)" 
<markoa@uncaa.tmc.edu>, Marissa Sprick <mcsl I c(a~)mv.fim.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mt?anck~)umd.edu)" <mtianck(/~mndvdu>, 

Meeghan Ford < !~j_n___c_’_~_t_L_e___d___u_>, "Medene Aitken (mm~_e___n_:~;!a~[_e__t_i__c___s_:gr_a__t__e__c_J~:_e___@_)" <mm_fl__,__e__n__:~):a__~[e__t_ic___s_:£ra__t__e__c__J~:_e_du:>, "Michelle Lee 

(Ln__i__cJ~_e_!!_e___J__e_ei__&__n__c_’_~_tL_e__d_t_0’’ <g~_ic_J~_e_l!_e___J_e_e__(a)_~__c__~J_:e_d__~J?’,’                          ~0Le___rg_@_:__u__r!_c_:_e_st____~, ’ 

g~ _ _u_ ! )_ _c_ _~_t_’:a_ : _ _u_ _r! _c_ : _e_ st_ _ _u_ ’ > , "Niesha Campbell (._r_Lc__a_~!R_b___e_!~’~_d___~_~2aS_L_d___u_k_e__:_e___d___u_)" <._n___c_’_a_g_tl?__b__e__lJ_(~_d___t_~:__@___k__e__:_e___d___u_>, Paul 

Pogge < ppog~e’,&_-~!uncaa.unc.edu~>, "Rob Slavis (rslmzjs)) vilgjnia.edu )" < rsJavig&_-~,:yirainia.edu> "Robin Pate (robin pate@ncsu.edu )" 
<robin pate(?gncsu.edu>, "Robin Queen (rqueen~admin.fsu.e&T <rqueen(d~admin£su.edu>, "Rocky- Mosquera 

(m~osquera~f~)athletics.pitt.edu)" <mmsquera’[gathletics.pitt.edu>, "                     "[glive.unc.edu)" <~      &lNexmc~edu>, 

~?uncaa.utm.e&) ~uncaa.unc.e&>, Sara Shaw <sshaxvf~)fsu.edu>, "Sarah Heifer 
(shelfer@&~aa~duke~edu)" <shelfer~duaa.duke.edu>, "Stephanie Ellison (saellis([gclemson.edu)" <saellis(g~)clemson.edu>, "Susan Maloy 
(sbmaloy@uncaa.tmc.e&,)" <sbmdov(a) uncaa.unc.edt#, "Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu)" <tl.mrker@vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston 

(hairstct@wfu.edu)" <hairstcf@v~4"tLe&t>, "Todd Mesibov (mmsilx)v@dugm.duke.edu)" <tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu-~, "Tom Timmermans 

~bgmml.com)" <             ~)gmail.com>, "Tom Timmermans (timmemmna@u~maa.unc.edu)" 

<timmennan~uncaa.unc.edu>, "ToW tlemandez (themande~zg{miami:edu)’’ <themandez(a)miami.edu>, "Vanessa Fuchs 

(Z_l_’__u__cJ)_~@_f_~_t_L_e__d_t!)" <v~_s_’~_I_)__u_:__e__@_ >, "Vicld Sartb-Kantaka (5_N_t_r_t_’__o__’~___d2__~Z_e__cj__u_)" .~J:di~’~_:_t_:_e___d__tj:,, Vince Ille--’i]~02:_u_g_c__g_a_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.>, 

"Yadira Reyes (_ri_e_z_e__~2:~__b__c_’_:_e_st___u_)"--’._r__e_/_e_sz_g_,@bc.edu>, "Zac Saunders (~>a_~_~_~__d_~:g_a_t___hLe__t_i_gS:~Lt_Le___~!_U)" <~_~:O):a_t___hLe__t_i_gS:~i_t_L_e__~!_U> 
Ce: "Hostetter, Brad" <.b_ .h_gs_t..e__t.t__e_._r_(a~t_._h_.e_Ac_’.c_:~2_*:g>, "Brown, Shamaree" <s_[?__r£?!vLn_~02_t__I!_e_a_c__c_’_:9_rg.> 

Subject: I*~,¥: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

All, 
I thought you would be interested to see the below information that was distributed to basketball SIDs today (third email in the chain), if you 



haven’t already received questions. Steve Mallonee also confirmed for another conference that he did provide this guidance as well as some 
explanation (next email). 
It relates to the prohibition on publicity of a basketball scrimmage, though I suppose could also apply to publicity of skill instruction. Essentially, it 
clarifies that "publicity" is referring to publicity in advance of the event to make the media/public aware of it. But a coach or student-athlete could 
comment on the scrimmage after the fact, both confirming that it occurred and also speaking generally about performance (but not an official 
score). As Steve notes, this could include a media release or interview, but presumably also social media, etc. Additional guidance is also 
available in a May 1,2008, educational column (below). 
I hope this information helpful, please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks and have a good weekend, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-369-4641 

Educational Column 

Title : Informal Basketball Practice Scrimmages (I) 

Item Ref : 1 

Date Published: May 1, 2008 

Educational Colmnn: 
NCAA Division I institutions should note that in basketball, NCAA Bylaw 17.5.5.3-0) (practice scrimmage) permits an informal practice 

scrimmage ruth outside competition to be exempted from an institution’s ma~mum number of contesls, provided: (1) the scrimmage is 

conducted in private (i.e., not open to the punic) and without official scoring; and (2) only those athletics department staff members 

necessary to conduct the scrimmage are present during the scrimmage. 

In women’s basketball, an institution may’ play two informal practice scrimmages during any’ year it does not use any of the exemptions set 
forth in Bylaws 17.5.5.3-(g) (foreign temn in U.S.-women’s basketball); 17.5.5.3-(h) (USA basketball club -- women’s basketball); or 

17.5.5.3-(i) (exhiNtion against a non-NCAA Division I tbur-yeas collegiate institution) or may play one practice scrimmage and either one 

exhibition contest against a tbreign team in the United States. one exhiNtion contest againsl a "club" member of USA basketball or one 

exhiNtion contest against a tbur-yeaJr collegiate inslita’don (other than an NCAA Division I institution). 

In men’s basketball, an institution may play two practice scrimmages during any year it does not use an exemption set forth in Bylaw 

17.5.5.3-(i) (exhibition against a non-NCAA Division I four-yea:r collegiate institution) or may play one practice scrimmage and one 
e:dlibition contest against a non-NCAA Division I four-yeax collegiate institution. 

Below axe some commonly asked questions and answers designed to assist Division I institutions in applying this legislation. 

Question: When is the first opportuni~ to conduct a practice scrimnrage? 

Answer: The first opporttmity to conduct a practice scrimmage is the same day as the first opportunity to practice [i.e., 5 p.m. the 

Friday nearest October 15 (effective August 1, 2008)]. Further, a practice scrimmage may be conducted at any point during the season. 

Question: May the practice scrimmage be punished on the institution’s season schedule? 

Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not be included on the institution’s punished season schedule. 

Question: May the practice scrimmage count against either of the participating institutions’ won/loss records? 

Answer: No. The practice scrimmage may not count against either team’s won/loss records. 

Question: May anyone (e.g., media; student-athletes’ families) other than the participating institutions’ coaches, student-athlete~ 

athletics department stalt’members (e.g., trainers, managers) attend the practice scrimmage? 

Answer:     Only" athletics department staff members and tilose individuals necessa~" to conduct the practice scrimmage may be present 

during the scrimmage. Further, tile institution must ensure the scrimmage is free from public view and media are not in attendance. 

Question: May prospective student-athletes attend tile practice scrimmage? 
Answer: Only prospective student-atNetes (and those accompanying the prospective student-athletes) who are making official visits 

to the host inslittmon may attend the practice scrimmage. Pl~ospective student-athletes on unofficial visits may not attend such a practice 
scrimmage. 

Question:    If the facilib, in which the practice scrimmage is conducted is a facility that is normally open to the general public or student 

tx~dy during the lime of the scrimmage, may the general public or student body attend the scnmmage? 

Answer:      No. Only athletics department staffmembers mad those individuals necessary to conduct the practice scrimmage may be 

present during the scrimmage. 

Queslion: May the host institution’s statistics crew work the practice scrimmage? 

Answer: Yes. ’][’he hosl institution’s statistics crew may work the practice scrimmage even if members of the crew are not members of 

the host institution’s athletics depmlment staff. 

Q~ eStlOn .............. May a~ o~ial ~Qre an~/Qr stat!st!~s fo~ ~ prac~e s~nmm~e ~ keptO 
swei N An 6 N~iaIse ore ~nd/6 g~ Sti~ ~ fo*! ~he ~*!~fi~ fi ~ifig e may n6t be ~e pt H ~weve~ian ]~sti~it~6~ may Ice ep ~6 

~i~d: or ~Ni s~i~ ~ fo ~ 0rivate ~ ~ stituti ~i~ ~ ay i~ ~ N ~h~ ~ ~ ~ re ~ ~ stati sti~ ~ wspaN fi~N~i cip ati fig i~ N Ng )~ N ~ 

An~w~ ~ ~ stua~atN~te~ of ~iti~{ ~eam Nay p~i~i~tei a~ int~wi~w w~ti~ tl)~ m~diN provided 6Nm~ts aN 

i i~itea to fl~ p~fi~ fi m~g~ifi g~fi ~ral a~a ifi ~ i rite rvi~ wa~ no i~taBii~fi~d B)~i the ~ho~l ~ prom~ m ~ ac~N mag Th~ or 
~tud ~ ~t-~N ~ g i5 ay N ~ o N N~ fi~ ~N ci f!: ~ al!y ~ 8: ~:g ~ ~ :N: o ~ an)::and/o ~:iNiv~ d(ia!: slud ~i)~ atia!et~: ~Nf!: g f!: ~ g 

Question: May’ ti~e practice scrimmage be videotaped? 

Answer: Both temns may videotape tim practice scrimmage as long as the footage is used oNy by the participating tean~s and is not 

published in any manner (e.g., posted on a participating institution’s Web site, video may not be provided to other institutions for scouting). 

Question: Do the daily and weekly hour limitations apply to the practice scrimmage? 
Answer: All student-athletes participating in the practice ,scrimmage are subject to the daily and weekly hour limitations. A practice 

scrimmage is considered to be a contest. Therefore, participation in the practice scrimmage and any associated athletically related activities 

couN as three hours regardless of the actual duration of the scrimmage or associated athletically related activities. 

Question: May practice (e.g., review of videotape) be conducted after the scrimmage? 

Answer: No. A practice scrimmage is considered to be a contest and practice may not be conducted following competition. 

[References: Bylaws 17.1.6.3.2 (competition day), 17.1.6.3.2.1 (practice prohibited after competition), 17.5.3.1 (practice scrimmages), 

17.5.5.3 (annual exemptions) and a staffinterpretation, (11/8/06, Item No. 1)] 



From: Mallonee, Steve 
Sent: Friday, 10:24 AM 
Subject: RE: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

I did clarify h:~r the US}3WA that the i~tent of the rule wa~; that the scrimmage~ were condLEcted in priw~cy, not pLd_~liciT_ed in advance, free 

from public view and do not im~olw:~ official scori~g, f told him that if ~:he media is sl:anding outside the door afl:er such a scrimmage, that 

may raise issues as to w~ether it was publicized By the institution~ However, I don’t think d~ere is a problem if after the fact, the coach 

wants to talk about a scrirnmage in response to media inquiries, on a weekly coaches show or for that matter in a press release 

[obviously there should be no official score]. I don’t really see the harm there. One of the reasons the rule is there is to ensure that the 

scrimmage is just that, a scrimmage to prepare the team for the upcoming season, and not in essence an additional game. Comments 

made after the fact really do not compromise that intenL You are more than welcome to share ~:his re%~onse if m:~cessary. 

From: John Akers [[n_a_!_l___tg__;__o___ff_j_c___e__r__s__,r~__u__s___b__w___a__,_c___o_~_] 
Sent: Thu         4-:30 PM 
Subject: Letter to Division I Basketball SID’s 

Please share the following note with your men’s basketball school SID colleagues 

To Division I Men’s Basketball BID’s: 

This weekend, a number of your programs will hold scrimmages between Division T 
schools that, by NCAA rule, the media will not be allowed to attend, 

However, in an effort to clear up some confusion on this rule, we have received 
confirmation that bylaw 17.3.3.1-[a] does allow for comment about these scrimmages 
after they have been held. 

According to Steve Mallonee, who serves as a liaison to the NCAA’s Division I Men’s 
Basketball Issues Committee, the rule "does not preclude an institution from making 
general comments after the fact in response to a media inquiry." There would be no 
rules violation, he said, as long as the school provided no advance publicity of the 
scrimmage. 

We hope this clears up some questions that have been raised by our members regarding 
these scrimmages. 

3ohn Akers, USBWA 
COgmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 12:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - final call lbr input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

I received a response today from the deputy director and he hopes to get back to me soon with a possible project person. I sent them the draft survey to give 

them some idea of the work that was already done so they recognized that we just needed editing and consideration of the input from FAC and your folks. 

So as you said, as soon as we have a name, we can forward him/her all the feedback we have and have them raise a shot at a combined edited instrument and then 

send it out for final tw~-:~aking. I gave them a tirneline of roughly Nov :~.2 to haw:, an edit:ed document out and then Nov 20 for us t.:_~ provide the feedback on the final 

document which would give another week for them putting the survey in Quattrix so it will be ready to go for you for the December grads. How does that sound to 

you? 
Jo,/]. Renneh M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 

Associate Professor and Director 

University of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9.’-~ ~-.514.7 Des k 
Celi 

91%966-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~IY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, inch.iding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
pdvdeged mateHai. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or dish’[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ origh-~al m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :~32}, Student educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Joy, 

Do you know if anyone has been assigned to our project yet? I am also collecting some feedback from our staff. I will forward that to you as it might be of interest to 

the committee. 

My current plan is to wait to hear who has been assigned to our task, then forward this individual the draft survey and all of the feedback collected and meet with the 

person to discuss some priorities. The resulting draft from the Odum Institute would then be reviewed by a couple of people before a final draft is created. 

Thanks for your help with this project. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:30 PM 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 
Hi Vince! 

Hopefully I will be talking with them tomorrow to see about getting the ball rolling on the editing of the survey. I hope they will have a survey designer available soon. When I 
talk with the director I will let him know that Bubba and Holden are also behind this getting done through their office and the need to have it happen soon. Since they edit 

surveys and design them for electronic delivery all the time, my thought it is will not take them long, since the questions are pretty much already done. T will let you know as 
soon as they assign a person to the project. 

Probably the most efficient way to move forward is to give them the survey electronically with the FAC input emails and whatever written input instructions you want to give 
them and let them work on a draft. Then we can get a couple of people together to give the input for the final version to be sure everyone’s assessment needs and goals are 
met. If there are other question areas you want included that were not on the original survey instrument, be sure to include them in your written instructions so we can make 
sure they know all the additions that need to be made for the first draft. 

i hope this will lighten at least some of the load you and your staff are under right now, not to have to spend time formatting a survey. There are many important items under 

you where you will be making important improvements and working toward the Athletics strategic plan. 1 really appreciate all you are doing. 

Joy 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 7:23 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Thanks for your help with this Joy. I would like to meet ruth the appropriate person at the Odum Institute. Do you have a contact that I can call? 

I plan to use the original survey instrument we provided for comment and all the suggestions collected through November 2 as a starting point for discussion with the 

whomever you recommend. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:40 PM 

To: facultyathletics@sa kaLu nc.edu 
Subject: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Greetings! 

Just wanted to send a friendly soft reminder to any FAC members who wanted to provide input on the survey instrument. Thanks to so many of you who have 

already shared some great suggestions and insights into the document. The ct~13ff date for input will be Friday, November 2 so we can wrap up and have a ready 

to go instrument and system by December so Vince and the Athletics Department can capture data from the December graduating students. 

After consulting with several people, it has been decided that we will seek assistance from the Odum Institute. They can take the survey instrument provided by 



Vince and with all the FAC input develop an instrument that is edited, consolidated, and reorganized for a clean, comprehensive instrument from which much 

information can be drawn and utilized to make informed decisions. The student athletes will complete the instrument online so the data can be dumped intoa 

database in Institutional Research. Both Athletics and FAC and whomever else the Chancellor deems appropriate can access and analyze the data in preparation for 

ongoing development of a strong and forward thinking student athlete experience. 

For our November meeting we will be wrapping up the Student Athlete Experience component of our revision planning for this year. We should know about the 

final survey instrument and Vince will explain how Athletics will be implementing the new process to insure a higher percentage of students who complete the 

survey. Then we will move into a discussion of what FAC’s role will be in the assessment of the student athlete experience on the UNC campus. 

Also, for those of you with further team contacts and experiences, please share those with me as well for our ongoing experience evaluation of the team liaison 

role. 

Thank you again for your role in strengthening the bond between athletics and academics. 

Joy 
h)y J, Rennet, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)ciate Pr,:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 
Universi%, of M)rth Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel t-Iili 
Sc:hool of Medic:[he 
CB #7.130 UNC-CH B,,’)ndurant Hall 
321.-A 5ciu~h Cciiumbi;~ $1:, 
Chapel Hill, N( 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fax 

-CONFIDEN[~AUTY NOTICE: This e<na[I messa~:je, [!~clud[ng a[tachmenEs, 11: a!~y, is intended on%, for [he ~person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[[ai and/or 

privileged material. A!W --unauti~o!’ized !’ev[ew, use, disciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited. If you are not the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender bg reply em’~aq and 

destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Pub, lie Records law a~d may be disclosed to third par[ies by an 

s~thori~ed state effi¢iM (NCG$, eh, :~32), Student eduestionM records are subject to F~RPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of NorlJh Carolina at Chapel ttill (https:,’, sakai.uncnedu/portal ) from the Facu]b, Athletics Committee 

site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kane, Kristin Marie <kanel @illinois.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Vince- 

Good to hear from you! Hope thhlgs are going well there for you. Say hi to our other former Illini-er’s if you see them. 1 communicate with Disch and Lou every 

once in awhiJe, f haw:" put my responses by the quest:ions below. 

f [ yO~.E n e e d a r~ yth i ng els e, pl e a ~.~e I et m e Imow 
Kristin 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 10:44 AM 

To: Kane, Kristin Marie 
Subject: 

KristJn, 

How are things in Champaign? I hope you’re well and >’our staffis ready tbr the final push m the end of the semester. 
Can you or mmeone on your stall’help me with the message below? Our lead leaaTmg specMist is trying to collect some infbrmafion tbr administrators in our College of 
Arts and Sciences. If you or someone them can help him with his questions~ I would really appreciate it. 
Good luck the rest of the academic year. From a distamce, the football deal looks like it could be a little rough. I imagine that’s malting things more difficult in a lot of 
ways. I know you all can work your way through it and make the best of the situalion. If there’s ever an~hing I can ever do to help you, please just let me know. 
Please pass on a hello to Byroney, Shari, Tom, Jeff, etc. 
Vince 
From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 8:52 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Supporting Student-Athletes 

Vince, 

l’m trying to wrap up a project l’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier universities. I 

haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at lllinois, and so l’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kristin Kane, and, if so, would you mind 

forwarding the below questions to her? 

:1. Does Illinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 101 for non-science majors and Biology 1:11 for 

science majors. There are numerou~.~ scier~ce course; h:!r nor~- maj.:_~rs .:_~r~ our carQpu~.L Things like ATMS :12(} (Severe and Hazardous Weather) or G EOL :10(} are 

intended t:or non-science majors~ We have some biology courses that are required for students majoring in biology (IB 150) and ones that are for nor>biology 

majors (IB I00). 

2. Does Illinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, students who 

score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English 100. St:udents are placed into their college wrK:ing classes based on their A(’T 

English scores. We have RHET :10:1/:1{}2 (two sernesters of courses} for students bek)w a certain score. Taking these two ciasses will fuifill the freshman 

composition requirement. We have Basic math classes (MATH 012- College Algebra) that are offered to students who cannot meet the #acement test scores 

{all students have to take math placement exams upon admission to the university) t:or pre--calcufus or beyond. These math classes do not count for degree 

credit for students. 

3. Does Illinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? Illinois does not offer study skiUs courses. Most 

majors/colleges on our campus haw:_~ some type of freshman orientation class (I credit hour) for students in their college/majors. There ix typically a lesson 

or two in here about study sldllsit:ir~’>_~ management, etc., but the courses are not stri(:dy {or that: topic. We teach a student:-athh:_d:e only "freshman class" 

through our Life Skills progranL Our student-athletes DO NOT receive a grade or college credit for" this, but they are given study haU hours for their 

participation. This covers academic integrity, study skills, time management, social media!media training, alcohol!drug education, personal 

safety!responsibility, financial responsibility, etc. 

4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? Illinois has two full-time learning specialists. One works just: with 

football, and the other worlds with all or:her sports 

In addition to the data above, I’m including the number of majors a school offers. IIlinois’s website says it offers approximately 150 majors. We offer :150 majors at 

Illinois. 

I’m surveying 15 top tier schools with Division I athletics programs. Illinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When I have their 

information, I’ll happily send a chart showing the data for the :15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular challenges underprepared 

students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading mid Writhlg Specialist 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Acadenfic Support Progl"am for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (         F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel(a~nnc.e&l 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:00 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Transportation: wrestling 

C,D., 

I heard back from the ACC. As I feared, they have said that this is not permissible, and that they have told others this in the past, because there is still the benefit of the 

transportation being arranged and available to them in a manner that is not available to the general public. So if you want me to talk to the other schools that are doing this 

and see what, if any, interpretation they have received (it’s possible that they just don’t check with compliance?), please let me know what schools and I will contact their 

compliance staffs, Otherwise, these guys will have to make transportation arrangements themselves. The ACC certainly understands and is sympathetic to the safety issues 

involved, but that doesn’t change the interpretive issues. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae~a~uncae ,, n~, ~,,~,, 
>>> C D Mock 11:40 AM >>> 
Assuming no one gets hurt, which unfortunately isn’t likely, we will have 26 total wrestlers going, 4 coaches and 1 AT. The cost is $ 3,450. Others are doing this ...... 

>>> Amy Herman          11:37AM >>> 

Let me talk to the ACC and figure out if they are willing to let us determine a "rate" for each rider on the charter bus and have the guys pay that amount. 

How much will the total bus cost be? And how many individuals (exactly!) will be on the bus? Those are the numbers I will need, please, No promises, but I will see what I can 
do. 

Amy 

>>>CDMock .0:35AM >>> 

Amy, I STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason I feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with the NCAA but I don’t really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. THIS IS A HUGE 

SAFETY ISSUE AND SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT. Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open on I     via charter bus. Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday. Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pro to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in the morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way. The other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAAif necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 
someone gets hurt. If it’s about "interp", then maybe we just find a way to do it’? 

Respectfully, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 125:i.A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Amy Herman           [0:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e,g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entr~7 fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 



A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution rnay not provide any 
expenses to the participating student athlete. ]he student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. This includes the institution providing transportation (e.q., individual ridinq on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C.D, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmackQunc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos 

@gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss         )gma com >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

< tjchinn@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Transportation: wrestling 

Ok, thanks for trying Amy. I guess the ACC is going to wait until someone gets hurt or killed before they are going to do anything about this ...... 

> > > Amy Hermar 11:00 AM > > > 

C.D,, 

I heard back from the ACC. As I feared, they have said that this is not permissible, and that they have told others this in the past, because there is still the benefit of time 

transportation being arranged and available to them in a manner that is not available to the general public, So if you want me to talk to the other schools that are doing this 

and see what, if any, interpretation they have received (it’s possible that they just don’t check with compliance?), please let me know what schools and I will contact their 

compliance staffs. Otherwise, these guys will have to make transportation arrangements themselves. The ACC certainly understands and is sympathetic to the safety issues 

involved, but that doesn’t change the interpretive issues. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>>CDMock          11:40 AM >>> 
Assuming no one gets hurt, which unfortunately isn’t likely, we will have 26 total wrestlers going, 4 coaches and 1 AT, The cost is $ 3,450. Others are doing this ...... 

> > > Amy Herman          11:37 AM > > > 

Let me talk to the ACC and figure out if they are willing to let us determine a "rate" for each rider on the charter bus and have the guys pay that amount. 

How much will the total bus cost be? And how many individuals (exactly!) will be on the bus? Those are the numbers I will need, please. No promises, but I will see what I can 

do. 

Amy 

>>>CDMock .0:35AM >>> 

Amy, I STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason I feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with the NCAA but I doWt really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. THIS IS A HUGE 

SAFETY ISSUE AND SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT. Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open on      , via charter bus. Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday. Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pm to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in time morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way. Time other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAAif necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 

someone gets hurt. If it’s about "interp", then maybe we just find a way to do it? 

Respectfully, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room :i.251A 

PO Box 2i26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275i5 

(9i9) 962-52i2 

>>> Amy Herman           L0:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e.g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 



Educational Column: 

Q: ]s it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (eLgL, ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participatinq student athlete. The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside cornpetition when provided expenses from the 
institution. _T___h Ls__j_L!_c_[_u___d__e___s___t_b__e__j_L!s__t_Lt _u__t_j__o__n___p__r__o___v_’Ld__Ln__g___t_[aL~ ~ ~ £~_~j_9_~_~ ~.g~.__[D_dj_yi~ M_a L[i_d j_L~ a__Q_~_~ ~_m_b M_~_~ Q__~ m ~ ~j~i£ D}_3 £_a[!_M_~ ~ a ~_[~ ~_d__p_a £ ;j_~i~ a_~ L 

>>>CDMock ’.2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C.D. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:10 PM 

Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwakney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>;_                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

H.S. Team Practice on Saturday, 

Angie, 

Same rules apply as in the email below, so we are good with School using our practice gym for practice on Saturday, as their home court is unavailable. ] am again 

copying the Men’s Basketball staff, so that they are aware that this team will be using the practice gym and they should avoid the area so as to avoid a tryout issue. Please 

confirm with the h,s, coach Angle, that the team will not be using our facility en route to an actual competition, as that would result in additional stipulations in terms of 

impermissible contact with our coaching staff. 
[ believe you mentioned that the team will likely stay after their practice and watch our guys practice. This is fine, as we will just treat it as an unofficial visit. And, since it is a 

Recruiting Period on Saturday, it would be permissible for our coaches to have on campus contact with the team following the team’s practice (assuming, again, that it is just 

a normal practice and time team is not en route to a competition). 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Angle Bitting 10:28 AM >>> 

Amy 

We don’t charge them and it’s usually me and a manager who are here with the team during the practice, Thanks, 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E, Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 10:11 AM > > > 

Angle, 

This is fine, provided they go through the same facility usage process of other high school teams that request to practice in our facility. Do we charge them for this usage? [ 

can’t remember,,. 

] am copying the basketball staff on this email so that they know that this team will have "reported on call" in preparation for their competition in Greensboro the next day. 

Thus, pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.6.2 (b), it is not permissible for our staff to have any contact with time team while they are on campus that day. ] know that someone will have to 
let them in the building, get them to the locker room and the court, etc. Who would do that generally? Would it be someone on your staff? 

Thanks for checking on this! 

Amy 

> > > Angle Bitting         9:29 AM > > > 

Will do thanks for the information. 

http://w~wv.g reensborocoliseu m.com/event~ 
Is it ok for them to practice here? Thanks. 

has requested to practice here on Sunday, January 15. They are playing in Greensboro the next day 

annual mlk day nc scholastic classic 

Angelyn S, Bitting 

Dean E, Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 9:26 AM > > > 

Angie, 

if it’s a high school team, then it’s fine. You just need to be certain, any time you get these requests, that the team is scholastic, not AAU, club, or any other nonscholastic team. 

is the team on their way to a competition? That’s another thing that you should always ask, because there are contact restrictions associated with situations where they are. 

It’s probably a good idea, in the future, to make me aware any time a team of prospects is going to practice on campus, as well as to let me know the circumstances behind 

it (e.g., on their way to a tournament). That way I can talk to time coaches in advance to make sure they know whether or not they can have any contact with them while the 

team is here, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Angle Bitting         3:58 PM > > > 

Just got a call from a team wanting to practice here on MLK Sunday is that ok? 

Thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa,u nc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Angle Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:15 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris 

Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cynthia Stone <cstone@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas 

Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kkschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson <srobo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: H.S. Team Practice on Saturday, 

Thanks Amy for the information! 

Kaye Former player is the coach at School and would like to bring his team to watch practice on Saturday after using the practice gym. Before I call 

him back to confirm everything for Saturday, I wanted to make sure it was ok for him to bring his team to watch. Thanks!! 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 12:10 PM > > > 

Angie, 

Same rules apply as in the email below, so we are good with          School using our practice gym for practice on Saturday, as their home court is unavailable. I am again 

copying the Men’s Basketball staff, so that they are aware that this team will be using time practice gym and they should avoid time area so as to avoid a tryout issue. Please 

confirm with the h.s. coach Angle, that the team will not be using our facility en route to an actual competition, as that would result in additional stipulations in terms of 

impermissible contact with our coaching staff. 

I believe you mentioned that the team will likely stay after their practice and watch our guys practice. This is fine, as we will just treat it as an unofficial visit. And, since it is a 

Recruiting Period on Saturday, it would be permissible for our coaches to have on campus contact with the team following the team’s practice (assuming, again, that it is just 

a normal practice and the team is not en route to a competition). 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :.: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Angle Bitting 10:28 AM >>> 

Amy 

We don’t charge them and it’s usually me and a manager who are here with time team during the practice. Thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa.u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 10:11 AM > > > 

Angie, 

This is fine, provided they go through the same facility usage process of other high school teams that request to practice in our facility. Do we charge them for this usage? I 

can’t remember... 

I am copying the basketball staff on this email so that they know that this team will have "reported on call" in preparation for their competition in Greensboro the next day. 

Thus, pursuant to Bylaw 13.1.6.2 (b), it is not permissible for our staff to have any contact with the team while they are on campus that day. I know that someone will have to 
let them in the building, get them to the locker room and the court, etc. Who would do that generally? Would it be someone on your staff? 

Thanks for checking on this! 

Amy 

> > > Angle Bitting         9:29 AM > > > 

Will do thanks for the information. 

high school) has requested to practice here on Sunday, 

http://www.greensborocoliseum.com/eventi annual mlk day nc scholastic classic 
Is it ok for them to practice here? Thanks. 

They are playing in Greensboro the next day 

Angelyn S. Bitting 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abitting@uncaa,u nc.edu > > > Amy Herman 9:26 AM > > > 

Angie, 

if it’s a high school team, then it’s fine. You just need to be certain, any time you get these requests, that the team is scholastic, not AAU, club, or any other nonscholastic team. 

is the team on their way to a competition? That’s another thing that you should always ask, because there are contact restrictions associated with situations where they are, 

it’s probably a good idea, in the future, to make me aware any time a team of prospects is going to practice on campus, as well as to let me know the circumstances behind 

it (e.g,, on their way to a tournament), That way I can talk to the coaches in advance to make sure they know whether or not they can have any contact with them while the 

team is here. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



>>> Angie Bitting         3:58 PM >>> 
Just got a call from a team wanting to practice here on MLK Sunday - is that ok? 

Thanks. 

Angelyn S. Bitth~g 

Dean E. Smith Center 

abittinq@uncaa.u nc.edu 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:40 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Transcript 

l-ii Tracey, 

If you cou]d be here to meet wid~ d~e committee at I 0:00 tomorrow morning, that would be great. 

Let me kt~ow if you have any other questi~msicorR:erns. 
See you in the morning. 
Barbara 

Barbara !. I~olk 
Deputy D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of North Carolhm at Chapel Hill 

From, Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:28 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, is there a time yet for us to meet with the committee tomorrow or did we take 

blessed! Smile! Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc,edu > 2:41 PM >>> 

OK, Got it, 

off the committee table for now to go ahead and sign. LOL! Be 

P, arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy DJre.ctor 

Office ofUlldergrad uate Admisskms 

University of North Carolhla at Cl:ape] HJ][ 
Phone: {il %-966-3{Lq{i 

From, Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Monday, 2:40 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

The letter is the second page in the book that I gave you for each of the committee members 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc.edu > 2:38 PM >>> 

tt~ Tracey, 

I dotYt think so tm~ess Vtt~ce would ~ike Lhe committee Lo see ~L 

[’~ a Fb al:a 

tqarbara ]. Po]k 
Deputy Dh’ector 
Office of Undergraduate Admisskms 
U nive~sity of Not’t],, {;arolina at Chafe] Hill 
Phone: 919.-966-,19 fl9 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Senti Monday, 2:36 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, do I need to email you another letter that just has ; name on it for Signing Day for the Committee? Thanks, Tracey 



> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 

Yes Js off the tahle. 

BP 

2:22 PM >>> 

Barbara ], Polk 

Deputy Director 

0 ffk:e of Unde.rgraduate. Admissions 

1 ~nivcrsRy oi’North Caro[hm at (~hapel Hill 

Phone.: 9119-966-3989 

From: Tracey Williams [malto:twillia___m___s__@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:2:[ PN 
To= Polk, Barbara In 
Subject= RE: , Transcript 

Yes and I do have a list of the courses that 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admiss]ons.unc,edu > 

Tracey, 

currently taking. Also does this mean thai 

2:15 PM >>> 

is off the committee table? Thanks, Tracey 

Thanks, Based on all of this information, she does not need the faculty recommendation for admission. You and Coach HatchelI only need to focus or~ 
the faculty dbc[~ssion, Speaking of         rio you have her senior yea[" courses? 

Thanks, Tra cey. 

Barbara 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2::[:[ PM 
To= Polk, Barbara 3o 
Co= Tracey Williams 
Subject= RE: "ranscript 

Hello Barbara, attached i~ current report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <_b_j?__o__[_k___@_a__c_!__r[j__s__sj__o__r_)_%_L_Ln___c_:_e___d__L_[: :03 PM >>> 

Thanks, ’rracW. Do you have her senior year courses? Sped~cally, we need to know ff she English and Math IV thb year, 

Barbara 

From= Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday,                2:0:[ PN 
To= Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Tracey Williams 
Subject= Fwd:           ranscript 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(@admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:44 PM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tomolrow~s meeting 

Hi Jenny, 
I’m just touching base with you about tomorrow’s faculty meeting. The group would like to meet witi~ you at 9:30 in the morning, here in the Admissions Office. 
]n thinking about      cecord, l think it would be great if you could be prepared to talk about the she received her      year, as well as her overall record, 
What steps would you take to ensure she has every chance to be succe.~vsflJl here? Why do you think she could be successful? ]n addition, the group will want to 

know about your overall team culture, particularly as it relates to academics, 
Let me know if you have any question s. l’ll see you in the morning, 
Barbara 
Barbara J~ Polk 
Depn~- Director 
0 fllce of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~_,6-3989 



FlxNll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Tuesday,                 2:52 PM 

Fo~ Mike <foxc@email.unc.edu>; Jackson, Scott C <sciackso@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

rolnorfow~s meeting 

Mike and Scott, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoke~ with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are in agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed      information and feel ~hat the case is such that the committee can disc~ss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your ttrae. I wouJd nterp "et that a-~v a sign that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my interpretation is ir~correct, I feel certain they 
would p~’ovide y<m the opportunity 1o make your case in person. For now ~hoagh, you are off the hook for tomorrow’s meet:ing. 
Please let me know if you have any questior~s!concerns. 
Barbara 
Barbara !~ Polk 
Dep~t~- Direc~w 
0 fllce of Undergrad:ta~.e Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~_,6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

Bre~hi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

tomorrow’s meeting 

Hi ~oe, 
A quick update ~br tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken w~ith Layna Nosley, tile committee chair, and they are in a~’eement tt~at you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting, They have reviewed      : information and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time, I would interpret that as a sign that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my interpretation is incorrect, I feel certain they 
would provide you the opportunity to make your case in person. For now though, you are off ti~e hook for tomorrow’s meeting, 
Please let rae know if you have any questions!concerns, 
l~arbara 
Barbara !~ Polk 
Depn~- Direc~w 
0 flice of Undergradnate Admissions 
University of Norl.h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - any avaJlabili~ l~)morrow (Wed) 10:30 to 11 

Hi Vince! 

I think we can have a window of opportunity to meet with the Director of the Odum Institute at 10:30 on Wednesday. If you are available, that would be great. If 

not, I can meet with him and get the ball rolling with the comments and survey we have to date. 

So many balls in the air and moving at hyperspeed..._.but I believe at least we are moving in a good direction and juggling balls instead of spinning our wheels. 

See you at 4:30. I suppose you saw on the agenda, the opportunity for you to describe the process that will be used to assure higher participation in the exit 

surveys/interviews for this year. 

Joy 

Jo~/J. Re!~r!er, M.A., ~’~T(R), FAEIRS 

AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel WII 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 

B 21-A So uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg~CE: This em~a[I message, iqclud[ng at[achments, if aqy, is in,:e!~ded only for the -person o!’ enti:_y to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[er[ai, Aqy --unau,:horized review, use, disclosure or d[str[bu,’Jon is proi~ibi[ed, If you are no,’- [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

des,:roy all copies ot: the original message, 

IEn~ail correspol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Public Records ~aw a~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



FFoln; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:38 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edtP 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Awesome Barbara...great news. 

Thmlks for the update and information concerning 
tomorrow’s meeting? 

I greatly appreciate your support of men’s lacrosse! 

Joe 

Does this mean that I can send him an NLI next week or should I wait to hear from you after 

>~> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu:~ 2:54 PM >>> 
Hi Joe, 
A qnick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and they are in agreement that yon do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed       information and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time. I would interpret that as a s~gn that they anticipate a positive recommendation. If my ~nterpre~tion Js incorrect, I feel cer~m~ they would 
provide you the opportunity to make your case in person, For now though, you are offthe hook for tomorrow’s meeting, 
Please let me know ffyou ha;,e any questions!concerns, 
Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
L’.niversity of North Carolina at Cl’..apel [til! 
Phone: q’] q..960-29 ~tq 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:46 PM 

Joe Bmschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bmschi, Joe <bmschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenna~s <fimmemlans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow’s meeting 

.joe, 

Watt to hear from me after tomorrow’s meetinp,. At the sanre time, my best guess is that you wi]l have approval to send d~e NLI by tomorrow aft:elnoon, if not 
sooner. 

Barbara 
}~arbara J. }k~lk 

I)eputy Director 
Ofi}ee of Undetgradua~te Ad],¢tissiort~; 
U nivetsity of Nm’th Carolina at Cha~t~el [till 
Phone: 9"J 9..966 -,~9 f-t9 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Breschi, Joe 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Awesome Barbara,..great news. 
Thanks for the update and information concerning 
hear from you after tomorrow’s meeting? 
I greatly appreciate your support of men’s lacrosse! 
Joe 

Does this mean that I can send him an NLI next week or should I wait to 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <blxflk@admissions.unc.e&l> 2:54 PM >>> 
Hi Joe, 
A quick update for tomorrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chair, and thW are in agreement that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting, They have reviewed       information and ft,’el that the case is such that the committee can discuss and make a recommendation without 
needing to take your time. I would interpret that as a s~gn that they antidpate a positive recommendation. If my ~nterpre~tion is incorrect, I feel cer~m~ they would 
provide you the opportunity to make your case in person. For’ now though, you are off the hook for tomorrow’s meet:ing, 
Please let me know ffyou have any questions!concerns. 
Barbara 
Barbara J~ Polk 

[," e p ug¢ I)~rector 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

U niversity of North Carolina at Ct’.,apel Hill 

Phone: 919..966-,:~9 f19 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tue sday,                 3: 55 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmemlan@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: tomorrow’s meeting 

Will do.,.thanks Barbara! 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 3:46 PM >>> 

Wmt to hear from me after tomorrow’s meeting, At the same t~me, my best guess is ttmt you wi]~ have approval to send the NL1 by tomorrow after~oon, if~ot 
sooner, 

[¢arbara 
t?arbara ]. Po~k 
l)ep u%z D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiaa~ous 
l ir*[ver,~;i~.v" ol’North Caro[im~ at (]’,ape] Hill 
Ph{m{:: ~)1~)-966-398~) 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Breschi, Joe 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Re: tomorrow’s meeting 

Awesome Barbara...great news. 
Thanks for the update and information concerning 
hear from you after tomorrow’s meeting? 
I greatly appreciate your support of men’s lacrosse! 
,Joe 

Does this mean that I can send him an NLI next week or should I wait to 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <btx)lk@admissions.tmc.edu> 2:54 PM >>> 
kli Joe, 
A quick update for tom orrow’s meeting: Steve has spoken with Layna Mosley, the committee chaiL a~d they are in agreemeut that you do not need to attend 
tomorrow’s meeting. They have reviewed       reformation and feel that the case is such that the committee can discuss m~d make a recommendation ~aithout 
needing to take your tbne. 1 would interpret that as a sign that they amidpate a posNve recommendation. If my m~erpretation b incorrecL 1 feel certain they 
would provide you the opportunity to nmke your case m person. For now though, you are off the hook for tomorrov~/s meeting. 
Please let me know if you have any question, s/concerns. 
Barbara 
{~m’bara !. Polk 
l)epu~y Director 
0 [l!ice o [’ U ride rgra(bate Ad ~.~ is s io n s 
UniversRy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-96(;-3989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peacock, Christopher R <peacock@illinois.edu> 

Tuesday,, November 6, 2012 5:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: SID StaffUpdate 

Better pay, better hours. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Droid 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Peacock, Christopher R" <peacock@illinois.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Nov 6, 2012 22:35:48 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: SID Staff Update 

Koon dog? Why? 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 2:52 PM, "Peacock, Christopher R" <peacock(~illinois.edu> wrote: 

FYI 
<image00 
1 .png> 

Cads PeacoeR 
Associate Director of Development 
Division of IntarcoJJegiate Athietics i University of Jiiinois 
1;’00 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 
Office: 21~" 333 9615 J Cell: 
peacock~,illin ois.ed u 

<ima 

ge00 
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g> <image004.png> 

From: Brown, Kent William 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 20:[2 :[:50 PN 
To-" DIA Exchange Sports Information Notifications 
Subject: SID Staff Update 
As many of you may have heard, Asst. SID Mike Koon has accepted a position in the College of Engineering and will be leaving the DIA on Dec. :[. Mike has 

spent the last :[4 years in the Sports Information Office, working with virtually every sport at one time or another, serving as PA announcer and radio voice 

for the Fighting Illini. He’ll be greatly missed, but we wish him nothing but the best as he moves on in his career. 

Ben Taylor will take on responsibilities as SID for the Fighting Illini women’s basketball team once Mike leaves. We’ll begin a search for a new member of 

our staff immediately. 

<667D6C Kent Brown 
Assistant Athletics Director/Media Relations 

g0-2gBB-Division of Intercollegiate Athletics I University of Illinois 
4AC9- 1700 South Fourth Street I Champaign, IL 61820 

A5DB- Phone: 217244.6533 I Mobile: 

84BA555 Twitter: 
1B204 <ECEA2D57-C09B-4659- 83D3-DE6DACCOEC 1B 

[49].png> [49] 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 5:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: SAVE THE DATE: Novem ber 20 - NACDA Webinar 

ALOHA! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu ~" 

In Hawaii? 

5:41 PM > > > 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Date:                 1:37:25 PM EST 

To: Vince <ille@emaJl.unc,edu>, Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <rnarkos@uncaa,unc.edu>, Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc,edu>, 

~uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: SAVE THE DATE: November 20 - NACDA Webinar 

FYI. I will be in Hawaii, but thought this might be of interest to you, Paul, or maybe some of the rest of you, as well, 

Amy 

> > > NACDA <nacda@neulJonnetwork.com > 1:27 PM > > > 
....................................................................................................................... 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                6:58 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ule, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Transportation 

CD, 
[ know you have some concerns about the safety of student athletes’ travel to a particular upcoming event. If you feel there is a legitimate threat to the safety of the student 

athletes, I would encourage you to have them stay here. I am unfamiliar with all of the details of this, but I thought I’d weigh in from a risk management perspective. 

It sounds like a challenging situation and I’m sorry you all have run into these difficulties. 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@Amcaa.unc.edu’- 

Tuesday,, 7:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: This week’s committee cases 

Vince, 

No womes, I nnl prepared to deal ruth it, will you be there tomorrow? 
Hope the meeting is going well, 

Jermy 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 at 5:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.nnc.e&P wrote: 

I wasn’t expecting your required attendance. Since sending the original mesmge below, I had not heaacd ti-om Barbara betbre I left the ottice last night at 

10:30. I’ve been in a meeting all day. so maybe she tried to contact me earlier today. I apologize for the contusion. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.unc.edu> 

Date:                 5:21:50 PM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: This week’s committee cases 

I was hoping Jenny wouldn’t be required to attend. I apologue but I’ve been in a meeting since this morning and won’t be done until aronnd 
9:30 tonight. I’ll check emails and texts again atler that. Thanks Barbara. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "llle. Vince" <illef~email.nnc.edu> 

Date: 11:24:59 AM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@~admissions.nnc~edu> 
Subject: RE: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Barbara, 
Yes, those are the prospects who are currently level one that our coaches hope to sign in November. I snppose the only issue 

to be detennined is whether we want the Jenny Levy to attend when      toesn’t have a test score. My personal opinion is 

that it would be helpful for the committee to review infommtion for both ...and     then either recommend or approve what is 

communicated to the signee upon their signing. I’m open to your thoughts and any" suggestions you may have. Thanks. 

Vinco 

From: Barbara 30 Polk [mailto:bpolk~Nadmissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Polk, Barbara 3o; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: This week’s committee cases 
Hi Vince, 
I hope you had a good weekend. 
] want to double-check the committee cases we have for Wednesday. Please Jet me know if 1~ am missing someone or ~f 
there are any other changes/corrections. 

W. Lacrosse: 

Once we have confirmed that these are the correct cases, weql let the coaches know what time they be here. 
As always, thanks for yo~r help. 
[¢arbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:03 PM 

Dennis Papadatos < dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Redshirting 

No problem. Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

> > > Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thanks so much for your due diligence on the matter. 

Dennis Papadatos 

UNC Tar Heel Wrestling 

Assistant Coach 

8:57 PM > > > 

O n It 8:54 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> If weighing in doesn’t result in him being required to compete (by Wrestling playing rules), and it really does just involve standing on a scale, then he would not jeopardize 

his redshirt simply by weighing in. It’s essentially an "eligibility" process that all wrestlers have to go through to be able to compete in the match, whether they do so or not. 

So I am comfortable saying that just weighing in would not ruin his redshirt opportunity if you decide not to use him in the match. 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> >>> Dennis Papadatos <dpapa@uncaa.unc.edu> 8:44 PM >>> 

> Yes we may use him to compete. It might be a decision right at his exact match time. And all your assumptions on weigh ins are correct. Everything ] have been told as long 
as he doesn’t actually compete he is still redshirting. It makes sense too, we just don’t want to hurt his red shirt if we choose to not use him, but want the option too. As of 

right now he most likely not compete in the dual meet. 
> 

> Dennis Papadatos 

> UNC Tar Heel Wrestling 

> Assistant Coach 
> 

>>> Amy Herman 8:39 PM >>> 

Dennis, 
I’m not real familiar with the ins and outs of Wrestling matches, so please help me understand. My impression of weigh ins has always been that the guys strip down and 

stand on a scale to see if they make weight. Is that all there is to it? And, what is it that you get out of it that would want you to have a potential red shirt weigh in? Is it such 

that you have everyone weigh in that MIGHT compete, so that you can wait to make that call later? Is that why you would do it? Just trying to know all that this consists of so I 
can make a call on it. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Dennis Papadatos 

Amy, 

3:12 PM >>> 

I wanted to check a rule with you for this next match, I have seen other teams do this before and was told that this is in fact the rule, but I wanted to double check before we 

do it ourselves. The situation is that we have a true freshman that we are debating on red shirting this year. We plan on weighing him in on Friday at the match, but may not 

wrestle him. The rule as I understand it, is if the athlete does not compete, he can continue to red shirt because he didn’t compete even though he weighed in. I have seen 

and heard of programs bring red shirts on away events, and weigh them in, but when they didn’t compete they continued to red shirt. The ruling was you can pay for their 

travel as a red shirt like a manager as long as they don’t compete in time event. But this is not time case here anyway since this is a home match, but Iwanted to see just in case 

for the future. But for now we plan on weighing in a true freshman at this home match, who has not competed for us yet, so the question is if we weigh him in and he doesn’t 

wrestle, can he still red shirt? My understanding and what i have always been told is yes. Can you check and call the NCAA on this to make sure. Thanks for your help. 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Papadatos 

Assistant Wrestling Coach 

UNC Tar Heel Wrestling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlaR@Amcaa.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday,, 9:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: This week’s committee cases 

I can come over earlier if we want to connect prior 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:52 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~emaJl.unc~edu> wrote: 

Jenny, 

I will be there. I’m disappointed you have to attend though. I’ll see you there. 

Vince 

On at 7:12 PM, "Jenny Levy" <_u_j)_c_3_~_-J_a:_,i@._u__r!c__~_ta_:u__r_Lc_:e__~_t.g> wrote: 

Mince, 

No womes~ I am prepared to deal with it, will you be there tomorrow? 

Hope the meeting is going well, 

Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~;emailamc.edu> wrote: 

I wasn’t expecting your required attendance. Since sending the original message below, I had not heard ti~m Barbara betbre I 
left the office last night at 10:30. I’ve been in a meeting all day, so maybe she tried to contact me earlier today. I apologize for 

the confusion. 

Begin forwaMed message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)email.unc.edu> 

Date: 5:21:50 PM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(/~admissions.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: This week’s committee cases 

I was hoping JenW wouldn’t be required to attend. I apologize but I’ve been in a meeting since "this morning and 
won’t be done until around 9:30 tonight. I’ll check emails and texts again after that. Thanks Bmbam. 

Begin fol-warded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> 

Date: 11:24:59 AM EST 

To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpelk(&admissions.unc.e&~> 
Subject: RE: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Barbara, 
Yes, those axe the prospects who axe currently level one that our coaches hope to sign in 

November. I suppose the only issue to be detmmined is whether we want the Jenny Levy to attend 

when     ]oesn’t have a test score. My personal oninion is that it would be helpful for the 

committee to review information for both...and     then either recommend or approve what is 

communicated to the signee upon their signing. I’m open to your thoughts and any suggestions you 

may, have. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara .lo Polk [.~)_a__[[t_9__Lb_~9_[k_f_,~_a___cLm__j_s__s__[_o__n_s_:_u___n_c_:_e__d_u] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: This week’s committee cases 
H~ Vince, 
I hope you had a good weekend, 
I want to double-check the committee cases we have for Wednesday. Please let me know tfI am 
missing someone or if there are any other changes!corrections. 

W. Lacrosse: 



Once we have confirmed that these are the co,’rect cases, weql let the coaches k~ow what tbne 
they be here. 
As always, thanks for you, help. 
Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penner, Joy .1 <.loy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 10:05 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - any availability tomorrow (Wed) 10:30 to 11 

The main person is not available tomorrow at 10:30 so how about at 10:30 tomorrow I see what initial questions Tom has and then you can meet with them when they assign 
the project to a person(s). 
Does that sound like a plan? 

Joy 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 9:51 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: Joy - any availability tomorrow (Wed) 10:30 to 11 

I think I can make it if 10:45 will work. Is that ok’? I hope Bubba explained to you why I was unable to attend the FAC meeting today. I would not miss that meeting 
unless it was unavoidable. Thanks Joy. 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 3:37 PM, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner(?~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Vince! 

I think we can have a window of opportunity to meet with the Director of the Odum Institute at 10:30 on Wednesday. If you are available, that would 

be great. If not, I can meet with him and get the ball rolling with the comments and survey we have to date. 

So many balls in the air and moving at hyperspeed......but I believe at least we are moving in a good direction and juggling balls instead of spinning our 

wheels. 

See you at 4:30. I suppose you saw on the agenda, the opportunity for you to describe the process that will be used to assure higher participation in 

the exit surveys/interviews for this year. 

Joy 

Joy ,L Rennet, M,A,, RI(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Uniw!rsity of North Carolin~ at Chapel Hiil 

School of Medicine_¯ 
CB #7]..::tO UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

321-A South Columbia St, 

C~apel Hili, NC 27599--71.30 

919-.966-.51,$TDesk 
Cell 

919-.966-.6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENiIAUP¢ NOTICE: li~is ~_~-mail message, including attad ,ments, if any, is intend _d only for the -p~_~rson or ~_mtit¥ to which it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial and/or privileged material. Any ---unauthorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi,ibited. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, .~iei~se contact the 
sender b~, reply e-mail and debtl’og aiJ copies of the ol’[ginaJ message. 
Emai~ correspondence to a~d from this addre~s may be s~bject to the Noah Caro~b~a P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ies 
b’f an a~tborized state effi¢iM (NCGS, eb, 132), Student educatie~M recerds are subjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:33 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

msg 

Mince, 

See the attached e mail from Barbara. 

Let me know if I am ok to send out his NL[!ASA 

Tom 

>>> Mike Fox 9:31AM >>> 

Tom, 
Please send me his NLI and ASAwhen you can. 
thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.mlc.edu-> 

Wednesday,                 9:30 AM 

Fo~ Mike <foxc@email .uec.edu>~; Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Mike arid Scott, 

Approved m~d seeding pre-admit letter. Eeioy breaNhst. 

Barbara 
[~-arba]’a 1. Polk 
D epu.ty l)~recto]" 
ONce of {,’.ndergraduate Adm~ssior, s 
"0 niversi~ of N orth (;;~ro~ina at Chapel H~ll 
Phone: 919-966-3989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:40 AM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu2 

Hi Jem~y, 
was approved ~th the conditions indicated below, 

"Approved with condition: No fall qual~er grades below a C-; must have comparable test scores to PSAT scores; If there is a grade below a C- committee will want 
to review again. BP 11-7-12" 
Let me know if you have any quesL-ions. Thanks for the grea{ job you did this morning, 
Barbara 
[~arbara ], Polk 

De pul~i ])ireck~r 

0 f~ii:e of U~!derg~’ad uate Adm[ssiop, s 
University of North Carolim~ at Chapel HIll 
Pt~olte: 9 ff 9-.966-.1"~989 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:44 AM 

Tom Timmemm~s <timmermaJ~ uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfbx@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: 

Tom and Mike, 

[*m sit~.ing next to Virtue and he asked me to communicate his approval for the NL[ to he ser~t 

ThmJ{s. 

Barbara 

l?arbara ], Polk 
Deput:¢ Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
Uui~rsi%~ of North Carolim~ at Chape] Hi]! 
Phoue: 9~ 9J)66-3989 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Mike Fox 
Subject: Re: Fwd: 

I need to get approval from Vince before I can send it, I have it ready to go, so as soon as I hear from him, I will send it your way. 

Tom 

>>> Mike Fox 11/7/2012 9:31 AM >>> 

Tom, 
Please send me his NLI and AgAwhen you can. 

thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 10:52 AM 

WiUiams- Johnson, Tracey D <tdwillia@email.unc.edu>; Hatchell, Sylvia R <shatchel@emml.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <sthrme@admissions.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

SyI;rJa and Trace5,, 
The committee approved with the conditiol~ that her test scores are comparable to her PSAT scores. 
Thanks to both of you and to Beth for meeting with the committee today. I believe everyone was impressed with the work Beth has done and the direction of 
your program, 
Please let in e know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Barbara 
[~ar];ara 1, PoH~ 
De pul~i ])irecior 
0 ffice of U~!dergrad uate Admissions 
University of North Caro]it!a ai: Chapel Hill 
PIlolte: 919-.966-.i-1989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday. 12:08 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Thank you Mr. IIle, we really appreciate your support and the outstanding job that Beth does for our young ladies. Thank you again, Tracey 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >          11:23 AM > > > 

Thanks very much to all three of you for your presentation to the committee this morning. You all did a great job representing our department, the women’s basketball 

program and yourselves. I appreciate the time and effort. 

Vince 

From-" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:52 AN 
To; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Cc: Die, Vince; Farmer, Stephen N; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: 

Sylvia and Tracey, 

The comm~:ee approved         wRh the condR~on that her test scores are comparable to her PSAT scores. 

Thanks to both of you and to Beth for meeting with the committee today. I believe everyone was impressed w~th the work Beth has dolce and the direction of your 

program. 

Please let me know if you have any question, s or cm~cerns. 

Barbara 
}Jarbara I. Polk 
[)epugq I)~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
g’.nJversJty of Nortl’, Carolina at C|:.apel H~I! 
Phone: 919-96(;-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 12:10 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy - Student athlete survey di~ussion 

Hi Guys! 

I had great meetings today with different folks over in the Odum lnstitute. I know schedules are nuts but l think a short face to face meeting is the best way for 

me to talk about ideas of how to move forward on student athlete assessment and get your perspective and your decision of how you want to go. 

You know how fast I can talk and I promise to be prepared so I think we could do this in 10-20 min depending on your questions and discussion. 

I can do 

today (Wed) - between noon and 3 and again 5 to 5:45 (have the Delaney dinner tonight so can’t meet later than 5:45) 

Thurs -before 8:00 if we can meet on-campus; between 12 and 1 if we can meet on-campus; after 5:00 if we can meet on-campus 

Fri - before 8:30 if we can meet in my office; between 1 and 2:30 or after 5 (after Faculty Council) 

If not this week -you can send me some days and times next week and we can see what we can work out. 

Thanks and I think we will have a great plan moving forward. 

Joy 

Jo~,J. Rem~_% M.A., R](R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh-ector 
University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
B21-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desk 
i Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AM"Y NO"ICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, ir?ch.Eding attachn-~ents, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be s~b]ect to the Noah Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:14 PM 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

FW: interview request 

From: Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:13 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: Fwd: interview request 

[ have two voice messages too. If [ knew how to foFward them, I would. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

> > > "Kane, Dan" <dkane@newsobserver.com> 11/7/2012 11:40 AM > > > 

Jennifer, 

I am trying to reach you to talk to you about a story that I am working on regarding the academic support program for student athletes. It has to do with the fact that 
when you joined the program in the summer of 2009, basketball players stopped enrolling in the so called paper or no show classes offered out of the department of 

African and Afro American studies. I have left you phone messages about this as well. I would appreciate it if you would call me at the phone numbers listed below. 

Thanks for your time, 

Dan Kane 

Staff Writer 

919 829 4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <~loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:43 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - numbers question 

How many Dec grad athletes do we usually have and how many spring grad athletes do we usually have .... 

Joy 

Joy J. Renner, M.A., £T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 

School of Medicine 

CB #71240 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A SO uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei Hdl, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5952: Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Thb e-mall message, includh~g attachments, it any, is in,:ended only for the -person o!’ enti,:y to wi~[ch [,’_ is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 

privileged mater[ai, Any --unauEhorized review, dse, disclosure or d[stHbuE[on is proidbited, If you are noE the intended redp[ent, please contact the sender by reply e-mall and 

desEroy all copies of the original t;qessage. 

Entail correspol~de~ce to and from this address may be sebject to the IFlo~±h Carolina Peblic Records ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorizea state official (NCGS, ch, I32), Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday 3:57 PM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Official Visit calls 

Yes, it includes while the PSA is in transit to the visit. See Bylaw 13.1.3,3.1.1 below, 
Amy 
13.13.3.11 Telephone Calls in Conjunction With Official Visit. 

Athletics department staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student-athlete or those individuals accompanying the 

prospective student-athlete during the prospective student-athlete’s official visit transportation and during his or her official visit. (See Bylaw 

11.7.1.2.2.) (Adopted: 1/16/10 effective 8/1/10) 

>>> Joe Haydon 3:43 PM >>> 
Hi Amy, 
[just want to confirm: Staff (myself, Marcus, etc.) can make calls to recruits while they are here on official visits. Does that time period start when they are en route to UNC for 
the start of the official visit? 
Thanks, 
Joe 
Joe Haydon 
Diiector of Football Operations 

U~iversi~y of N or~h (]arolin~ 

Pho*xe: 919.81,3.2572 
Fax: 9 ] 9,’,:)6~.0~g98 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 5:54 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: NLIs 

They’re coming but won’t be on GIA, so no NLIs for them. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 11/7/2012 8:17 AM > > > 

won’t be signing with us? 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 20i2 7:45 PM 
To: Kathy Griggs; Torn -i3mmermans 

Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject:      NiTs 

See attached for the NLIs hold on until we get the go ahead from Vince she’s not cleared by Admissions yet. 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday :8:28 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc=edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince~ 

We received NLI/ASA request for the following Currently they are not on your spreadsheet. 

Tom 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 6:50 PM >>> 
<!--[if mso 9]--><!--[endif]--> 

All, 

Please see the updated version attached and let me know if any additions/deletions,’update~’changes should be made, Thanks for )’our help, 

Vince 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, Wally <wficha@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 7:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Vince, 
No progress on speaking to on having do an internship through them for his requirement. I called one of the professors 3[ am familiar with and have not heard 
back from her yet. In the meantime, has enrolled in Exss for spring 2023 which is the class in his major that fulfills the requirement. I will let you know if anything 
else develops with this case. 
Wally 

From: Vince Ille [ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2012 7:22 PM 
To; Richardson, Wally 
Subject: 

Wally, 
Any progress with and the possible internship for the 

please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

course he needs’? Just checking. I want to keep this on my list, so if there is anything I can do to assist, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 1                8:03 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Academics 

Hi Vince --.This was also discussed at FAC on Tuesday since CD also contacted Bey Foster, his FAC liaison. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Academics 

11:30 AM 

Lissa, 

I don’t know if this is a situation we might want to share with appropriate groups at some time or not. But I want k~ keep you in the loop on any issue that involves 

student-athletes and thculty. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                10:01 AM 
To: Mack, Ken; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham 
Cc:        ~gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos; Kyle Kiss; Trevor Chinn; Spencer Welborn 
Subject: Academics 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday. He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue. However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s/a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare, We all know how irnportant review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s. The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling. I wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout, We drive in vans to              check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 

workout, We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        is supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC. 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. Iwant to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair. We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s/a’s and when something like this happens they get a different message. I hope at some point we are 

able to change this, 

Res pectfu I ly, 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Oarmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, [1:20 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting 

We will meet today at lp and discuss the happenings at ACC Meetings... 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <]oyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:15 PM 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu >; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; CLARK SMITH Dhotmail.com >; Angle 

Bitting <abitting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clara Perry < candrews@uncaa.unc.edu >; Curt Brossman <cbrossman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Dutton 

< kdutton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mary Alyson Touloupas <mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 

< rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Hum phries 

<shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu> ....... _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

David Theby <thebyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracy Harris <tuh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: It’s that time again--2nd Floor EWAC Thanksgiving Pot-Luck[! 

Here we go! The list of "gourmet" side dishes is beginning to growl! Please let me know what you plan on bringing! 

We are also taking volunteers to provide the turkey and ham. if you are willing to provide either...dust let me know!! 

it won’t be Thanksgiving without ol’ Tom Turkey and Happy Ham!! 

Here’s what we have so far: 

Joyce crock pot mac ’n cheese 

Amy rolls (note: it’s something that isn’t green!) 

Molly sweet potato pie 

Kent beverages 

Rachel her world famous brie ’n crackers 

Paul paper goods (he said he is know for his paper products!) 

Clark jello (ask him what his secret recipe is!) 

Rick Kiersten’s famous snickerdoodle cookies 

Michael this should be awesome, as he is waiting on his cookbooks to inspire him on what to bring...hmmmm ....... 

Gonna be a great feast next Tuesday!! 

And while we are preparing for feasting and enjoying this wonderful holiday, let’s see what we can do to help folks less fortunate than we are. 

To promote Kent’s wonderful suggestion, please bring non perishable and canned food items on Tuesday to donate 

to the Food Bank. Kent and Kathy D. have offered to deliver our donations. What a great way to share our good fortunes, 

and make Thanksgiving a true giving of thanks for others. 

Joyce 

>>> Joyce Dalgleisk .     1:33 PM >>> 

Mmmmm.....good!! Time again for our annual Thanksgiving Pot luck luncheon!! 

A time of fun, food, laughter, food, giving of thanks, food, more laughter, food, food and more food!!! 

Mark you calendars, get your creative culinary juices flowing and let me know what you 

plan to bring so we don’t have tons of duplicate dishes!! 

WHEN: Tuesday, 

TIME: 11:30 gathering time and turkey carving time 

WHERE: EWAC "Banquet Hall" (Room 216) 

Can’t wait for the festivities to begin!! 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:09 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks Vince 

Sent from my iPhoue 

On , at 9:05 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille({~emaJl.unc~edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endi/]--> 

I just sent Barbara an email. IfI don’t hear from her, you or I can just give her a call. I know she is traveling now. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:37 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Cc: Mack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Subject: 

Lance/Vince, can you guys give me some advice on at what point I should contact Barbara on a decision for this kid? Still have heard nothing from her, 

is the kid who we want to be admitted competitively. 
<imageOO2.jpg> 

This 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Barbara, he only took the math portion of SAT, he already had taken and scored 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 1:02 AM > > > 

C.D.7 

Thanks for this information. The attached scores are only the mathematics score. Do you have his updated critical reading and writing scores? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Barbara 
Connected by DROID on Vefizon Wireless 

Original message 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, 18:57:16 GMT+00:00 
Subject: 

Updated board scores 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

You should have his previous scores. If you don’t, let me know and we will send them over. 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 1:02 AM > > > 

C.D,7 

Thanks for this information. The attached scores are only the mathematics score. Do you have his updated critical reading and writing scores? 

Thanks for letting me know. 

Barbara 
Connected by DROID on Verizon Wire!ess 

Original message 

From: C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tue, 18:57:16 GMT+00:00 
Subject: 

Updated board scores 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - GEORGIA TECH - 1 1/10/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps (departing at 3:15 p.m.) 

Ray Shearon, Allison Bass (departing at 3:15 p.m.) 

(departing at 3:15 p.m.), 
Jimmy Roberson, Tracy Harris (check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Bernie Williams 

Charlie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
iSections 106/107-111/112) 

(Sections 200-205/206) 
Kyle Milks (Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (Roaming after end of 1st quarter) 
(Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein (departing at 3:15 p.m.) Charles Robinson replaces 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Grant Leiendecker 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

Gary Burns 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: 
Gate 2: 

Gate 3: 
Gate 5: 
Gate 6: 
Blue Zone South: 

Blue Zone North: 
Will Call Drop off 
Recruit Check in: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:33 PM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; )uncaa unc edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MBB Legislative Proposals 

MBB Proposals.pdf 

Coach Holladay, 

There are 2 legislative proposals in the hopper specific to MBB. Can you talk to Coach Williams about these and let me know what your position is on them? 

1) 84 A: VV~II eliminate the 5p start time on the permissible practice date, which basically means that you could practice at any time on the first permissible day of 

practice. 

2) 85: Would establish a new means by which the first date of practice will be determined. Instead of the Friday nearest, , it would change to "the date that 

is 40 days before the date of the institution’s first regular season contest." Additionally, it would specify that during those 40 days, an institution would not be permitted to 
engage in more than 30 days of countable athletically related activities before its first regular season contest. So, essentially, you would have to take 10 days off during those 

first 40 days of practice. 

Please let me know whether you all support these proposals or not. In case you want additional information about the rationale for the proposals, ] am attaching a PDF 

with the full text of the proposal. 

Along with your positions, if you have additional comments that you would like for us to provide to the ACC, please let me know that, too, and ] will pass them on through 

Lissa at voting time. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:02 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: Swim/Dive Pre Admit Letter requests 

Looks correct to me, 

Tom 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2:59 PM >>> 

Just to make sure I’m onthe same page, only will be sent NLI from the list below. Is that correct? Thanks. 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Friday, I               8:11 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Larry Gallo 
Subject" Swim/Dive Pre Admit Letter requests 

Barbara: 

From my review of today’s Admissions report .... 

Please send, as soon as possibile, a pre admit letter to the following: 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
.__w’2__v___w__._g__o_b_~__e_[_s_:_c_£4 E! 

www.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:11 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 1st Quarter Grades for (WLAX) 

Hi Everyone, 
Please see unofficial grades from 

Have a great weekend! 

>>> > 

Dear Coach Barnes, 

Here is what I have on for the 1st Quarter: 

2:58 PM > > > 

Hope this helps....sorry could not get to you until today. Let rne know if you or the admission committee need anything further. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lalce Markos <marko@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Introduction aM Contact Information 

It appears as though Matt’s emails won’t come through to us in (koupWise, either... :-( 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hermal, Amy S" <ai schae(i~email amc.edu> 

Date:                5:47:26 PM EDT 

To: "Amy t temm~" <aj schae(a) unc~m amc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Introduction and Contact Information 

Sere from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bu~emeister, Matt" <mbu~emeister@theacc.org> 
Date:                3:08:45 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker (aaker@bc.edu)" <aaker(a)bc.edu>, "Aimee Letum~y (aletu~my(a)adminZsu.edu)" <aletu~my@adminZsu.edu>, "Alex 
" " ~ ~" " ~ Alex Eaton (aeat~ niau nd.~&~) <aeaton(a~umd.edu>, "Amanda Gray Dommato(adommat>ic~fs~edn) <adominato(a~tLedu>, " ~ ~ " 

( 
~y_._3_£q2__c_]__ej:_n__~?__n_:__e__d___t_0’ ’ < _~_tg !5_t.v 3 @ _c_’_l_ _e_ _ _n_ :t ! ~r_L _e_d_ _u>, "Amy U enn ml ( _~ £ _@__g__e_ ~)__u_n__c_2 _e_d___u- )"~-~aj_~_c_]za_e/~__uj)__c_:__e__d_gT,, "Amy Herman 

(aj_~_c_]za_e/~uncaa.mlc.edu)" ~ai__s__c_!)__a_~__u__r!_c__~_t_’4:__ujzc_:__e_d__u>, "Andy Campbell (3:y__c_j4!inji?_b__2_@_c__l__e_E!~Rr_t__:e_d_u__)" <32Lc__~_~!R_b_2_C~2__c_!__e__r__n_m!)_:_e___@_ >, "Angel 

Cavanaugh (~2e..~.e..r.Z~c...e..~:i*.;g.i!).i‘.4.~e...d...u..)’’~N~.(a2..e.N.~.j..c..e...s.~yg.i..r1i~.e...d....~>, "Art Markos (’_a_4N~2Ej!gi_l~i~:_e__d___t_0" <-~y_i__rgj___m_:_a_:_e___d___u_>, "Bea 

Locklin (blockljn@vt.edu)" <blocMin@vt.edu>, Brad Boswell <bboswell@atNetics.gatech.edu>, "Brad Woody (cbwoody@clemson.edu)" 

<cbwoodv(aMera~:m.edu>, "Bmndi Guerinot (brandi.guerinot(d~bc.e&0" <braMi.guefinot~bc.edu>, Brat Cowley <bcowle>a)fsu.edu>, 

"Brett LW (bdll 1 ([gmv.fsu.e&0" <bdll l(~mv.fsu.edu>, "Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb,@~vt.e&0" qncsorlbb~vt.edu>, "Carly Pariseau 

(carlv.pariseau(f~)bc~edu)" <carly~pafiseau(~bc.edu>, "Came DwIe (came doyle([gncsu.edu)" <carrie do,,de@ncsu.edu>, "Cathy Jones 

(cmiones(~admin.fsu.edu)" <cmjolms(g~)adrain.fsu.edu>, "Chris James (cmiame02(~syr.edu)" <cmiame02@syr.edu>, "Christopher B. 

Kennedy (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu)" <ckennedv(,;~acpub.duke.edu>, "Cindy Haa:tmaim (charlmann@duaa.dtke.edn)" 

<clmrtmann(i~duaa.duke.edu>, "Cody Gambler (cgambleffa) umd.edu)" <cgamNer(i~umd.edu>, "Craig Andermn (ceander4@ncsu.edu)" 

<cemMer4(a)ncstLedu~>, "Dan Bartholomae (dbar~holonme@athletics.pitt.edu)" <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu>, "Dan Isaf 

(dmisafft{syr.edu)" <dmisat~&syr.edu>, "Dan Raben (d.rabe!~l~;miami:edu)" <d.rabeM (a2miani:edu>, "Dan Trump (d~am~a2tmM:edu)" 

<~__r_w_0)__u_~!_~_~:__e_d__~!>, "DaNe Daluisio (_d_~_~La_!__u_j_~{R@_@!Le__t_j__c_~:g_~_t_t__e__c_’__~_L_e__d_~!)" <._d_&_’__]___u__i_~i£@~_fl_)_!__e_tj__c_~:g~t__e_c__I!:_e_d_u_>, "David Reed 

(_Le__e_st_~2__n_)_i_g__r_~3i_:_e_d__g.)" <!:_e_e__~_~_(a2__r_~3i::a__r__n__i_:_e_d__a>, "Deborah Foley (st__t_~Le_.v@Lr_ti_s_4__r_ti:_e_d_u_)" <._d_fi?_l__e_.~!@L_n!_’_a_4N:_e_d__g.>, "Eric Baumgs~’tner 

(_e___nj__l?__8j:_-/~_y_iN!)_i~:_e_d__~!y <.e___r_@__8_’pL~25!iN_~3i_g_:_e___d____~, "Erin Moran (._e_:~!9_L~_Ln__2__@__u__r_~z~::a_Ln__i_:_e_d_u_)" <.e_A:n__££_aj_g_(a2_t_~__n_j_i~_n_j_i:_e_d__t_~>, "Erlease Wagner 

(erleasemi%syr:edu) <-edeamm!~z)syr:edu~-, Heather Robertson (hembert@vt.edu) <herobe~*@vt.edu>, "Jmmifer Santiago 
(iasanfiago~a&nin.fsu.eduY’ <iasanfi~o(?gMmin.fsuMu>, "Jerome Rodgers (irodgers~athletics.gatech.edu)" 

<irodgers(a)athlefics.gatech.edu>, "Jim Curry (imcurrv(?gfsuMu)" <imcunv~fsu.edu>, "Khadian Kelly (k.kelN3(?gmiami.edu" 
<k.kell,i3~n~iami.e&~>, "Kirsten Elleby (elleb’ikc~w~.e&)" <ellebvkc(a)wfu.edu>, "Lance Markos (mmkos(d~uncaa.unc.e&H’ 

<mmko~@~uncaa.unc.e&~>, Marissa Sprick <mcsl lc(a)my~gu~edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranclg(-gurad.edu)" <mframk(d~umd.edu>, 

Meeghm~ Ford <mplbrd@ncsu.edu>, "Merlene Aitken (maitken(a)athletics.gatech.e&0" <maitken(a)athletics.gatech.edu>, "Michelle Lee 

(michelle lee(tbncsu.edu)" <michelle lee(i~ncsu.edu>,                                       ?~email.tmc.e&P, 
u))mcaaamc.edu>, "Niesha Campbell (ncampbell@duaa.dnke.edu)" <ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu>, Paul 

Pogge <ppogge(tbmmaa.unc.edu~>, "Rob Slavis (rsh~s(a~)vi~inia.edu)" <rslaviart{vi!~mia.edu>, "Robin Pate (robin pate(i~ncsn.edu)" 

<g?_~_?!r_!__tLaj~!)_c__}_u__:_e_d__~j7,, "Robin Queen (m_~Le__e___n_~O2_g__d___n_)_i__n_:_t_)__u_:_e___@_)" <_r__q__u__e_e__rL(a2_’_a_d__r__n_j__r_L_l)__u_:__e__d_t_t.>, "Rocky Mosquera 

( __m__!~_?_~t _u__e__r_g_,@_~_t_t_!:~_Le_fi__c_~:p_ j_t_!:_e_d_u_ )’ ’ < L~__r_t_~_?__sK _u__e2~.~ _a_ _t_ _I_ _fl_ _e_ _t_ i _ _c_ ~: P_i_t_t_:_e_d_ _a>,’                                ~_21is_e__:_u_n_c_:_e_d__t_t_7", 

~)mcaa.unc.edu> Sara Shaw <sshaw@fisu.edu> "Sarah Helfer 
(shelfer(a)duaa.duke.edu) .... shelier(&duaa.duke.edu>, StephaNe Ellison (saellis~    ~_~cle nson:edu) <~saellis~)clemson-~    ~_~       .edu>, Susan Malov, 

(sbmalov(?~unc~.unc.edu)" <sbraalov~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tim Parker (tpa/ker~vt.edu)" <tparker~f~)vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston 

(hait~tct~i~v~t’u.edu)" <hairstct(a)wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov (tmesilxw(gMuaa.duke.edu)" <traesibov~duaa.duke.edu>, "Tom Timmermam 

~gmail.cora)" <            ~)gmail.com >, "Tom Timmermans (timmennat~@xmcaaamc.edu)" 

<tin~raemmns,~?~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tony Hemandez (themandez~n~iami.e&0" <themandez~miamLedu>, "Vanessa Fuchs 

(vfi~chs~;t?~u.edu)" <vthcha@fsn.edu>, "Vicki Saflb-Km~taka (vsarfoka~vt.edu)" <vsartbka@vt.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.~mc.edu>, 
"Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya~;bc.edu>, "Zac Saunders (zsaunders(a)athletics.piti.edu)" <zsamMers(a)athletics.piti.edu~> 

Ce: "}tostetter, Brad" <bhostetter(i~theacc.org>, "Brown, Shamaree" <sbrown@theacc.org>, "}taith, Tracey" <thaith(&theacc.org> 

Subject: Introduction and Contact Information 

Happy Friday everyone, 
I hope this note finds you all doing well. Now that I have officially started in the ACC office, I wanted to send a quick note of introduction. I have had 
the chance to speak or exchange email with some of you this week, but wanted to touch base with everyone. I am excited to join the ACC and 
look forward to working with each of you. The compliance meeting in a couple weeks should give me a chance to meet some of you that I do not 
already know. 
I also wanted to make sure everyone has my contact information, which is included below. Next week, we will distribute updated information on 



staff responsibilities and who to contact for what issues. In the meantime, please don’t hesitate to let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks and have a great weekend, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner for Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
E ]__b__u__r_ g_&r_[)_e__ Ls_’_t_&r_ @_t__h__&a___c_’_c__:_o__r_ g 
Phone: 336-369-4641 
Cell: 
Fax: 336-369-0065 

Xll c, id:image002 p-rig@0 !CD,~’~DED 8 !8FED00 

<imageO01 .png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:13 AM 

Brian Kalbas < bka[bas@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C[int Gwaltney <cgwa[tney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Posse <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

and ScoreBands 

Brian, 
Here is my take on this situation, along with the appropriate bylaws. 

There is an exception (Bylaw 12.1.2.4.13, pasted below in blue) that permits prospective student athletes (who have not yet become student athletes) to receive free 

equipment and apparel directly from manufacturers, provided the following circumstances are met: 

1) The items have to be related to the sport of tennis (in this case) and have to be received by       directly from the manufacturer. It appears this would be met. 

2)      cannot enter into an arrangement with the manufacturer that would let      go to commercial establishments that sell the product and select items from that 

vendor. In other words, if ScoreBands are sold at Dick’s Sporting Goods, the ScoreBands folks cannot permit       to go to Dick’s Sporting Goods and select ScoreBands 

equipment/apparel, The only way she can get the equipment!apparel is directly from the rnanufacturer no commercial establishment that sells the product can be involved. 

Again, this shouldn’t be too difficult, 

3) Our coaching staff cannot be at all involved in the process of connecting       with a manufacturer, it seems from the email that ScoreBands approached 

themselves, but please confirm Brian, that you were not involved on the front end of this at all. 

If all of these circumstances are met, then it is fine for to receive free equipment and apparel from ScoreBands. However, her receipt of these items must cease 
immediately when she becomes a student-athlete. Will be coming to summer school next summer prior to enrollment? If so, then we would want for her to cut off 

receipt of this equipment/apparel upon her enrollment in summer school in June. 

Now, with regard to the promotion of the product, another rule comes into play (Bylaws 12.5.2.1 and 12.5.2.1.1, pasted below in red). While such an activity is strictly 

prohibited for student athletes, there is legislation that permits a prospective student athlete, prior to enrollment, to permit the use of her name or picture to advertise or 

promote the sale of a commercial product. Additionally, prospective student athletes can receive remuneration for endorsing a commercial product through his/her use of 

the product. HOWEVER, the caveat here is that immediately upon becoming a student-athlete,       would need to take the necessary steps to retract her 
permission for the use of her picture in any advertising for ScoreBands, and she would have to cease all remuneration for such an arrangement, To be sure that we_ 

have covered our bases with this we will need to have something formal in writino from ScoreBands that indicates time date on which all remuneration and use of 
name!picture in any form of advertisement would cease, At this point, as well, would have to cease all advertising that she is doing on behalf of the company, as well 

(e,g,, social media chatter, etc.), 

With regard to payment based on commission for referrals, I agree with the ScoreBands folks that this would not be permitted, as it would go beyond "remuneration for 

endorsing a product through her use of the product". So we need to stay away from any payments of this sort. 

So, based on this information, here is a summary of what we can do: 

1) It is permissible for ScoreBands to provide       Mth ScoreBands, as well as other ScoreBand shirts/gear, provided it is qear specifically related to the sport of tennis 

(per Bylaw 12.1.2.4.13), So it would need to be tennis specific gear, not simply gear with a ScoreBands logo, etc. 

2) ScoreBands would be permitted to use        lame and images of her in their promotional materials. 

3)       would be permitted to provide a testimonial and mention ScoreBands on her social media accounts, as well as spread the word amongst players and coaches, 

4) BUT MOST IMPORTANTLY, all of the above activities would have to cease as of a specific date, which we will work together to determine, Once the appropriate date is 

determined we will need something in writing, signed by both ScoreBands reps and that indicate their complete understanding of this regulation and commitment to 

compliance with it. 

So, in conclusion, here is the future task list as I see it: 

1) Brian, please confirm that you were not involved with ScoreBands or n the solicitation of this opportunity. 

2) Please submit a list of gear/clothing/equipment that will be provided to We will review this list, confirm that it is tennis specific, and keep it on file. 

3) Brian, please confirm whether or not will be attending 2nd session summer school next year (if that decision has been made), This will assist me in determining the 

date on which all arrangements must cease. 

4) Once I have determined a date, I will draft up a statement for both ScoreBands and Lo sign regarding the termination of any promotional activities and receipt of 

equipment/gear. 

I hope this information is helpful. Please let me know if you have any questions, and I will await the information requested above. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

12.1,2.4.13 Exception for Receipt of Free Equipment and Apparel Items by a Prospective Student-Athlete, 

It is permissible for prospective student athletes (as opposed to student athletes) to receive free equipment and apparel items for personal use from apparel or equipment 

manufacturers or distributors under the following circumstances: (Adopted: 1/11/97) 

(a) 1he apparel or equipment items are related to the prospective student athlete’s sport and are received directly from an apparel or equipment manufacturer or distributor; 

(b) The prospective student athlete does not enter into an arrangement (e.g., open account) with an apparel or equipment manufacturer or distributor that permits the 

prospective student athlete to select apparel and equipment items from a commercial establishment of the manufacturer or distributor; and 

(c) A rrlember institution’s coach is not involved in any manner in identifying or assisting an apparel or equipment marlufacturer or distributor in determining whether a 

prospective student athlete is to receive any apparel or equipment items. 

12.5 2.1 Advertisements and Promotions After Becoming a Student-Athlete, 

After becoming a student athlete, an individual simal[ not be eligible for participation in intercoilegiate athletics if time individual: 

(a) Accepts any remuneration for or permits the use of his or her name or picture to ;advertise, recommend or promote directly the sale or use of a commercial product or 
service of ary kh’d; or 

(b) Receives remuneration for endorsing a commercial product or service through the individuai’s use of such product or service. 

:[2,5.2,1,1 Exceptions, 

1he irdividuai’s eiigibiJi:y wii[ not be affec:ed, provided the irdividual participated in such activities prior :o enrolJment and the individual: 

(a) Meets the conditions set fortim in Bylaw 12.5,1.3 timat wouid permit continuation of such activities; or 

(b) Takes appropriate steps upon becominq a student athiete ro retract permission for the use of his or her name or picture and ceases receipt of any remuneration for such 



an arrangement, 

/\ n~, i~, ¢- i" ~:~ :.: n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Brian Kalba! 7:47AM >>> 

Lance and Amy 

This is an email from who is going to sign with us in 

me know if any, all or nothing can be done with this company?? 

Thanks 

She was asking me if this was legal by NCAA standards to promote this product. Can you let 

>>> @yahoo.com> 6:20 PM >>> 

Sorry for some reason I couldn’t forward it so I just copied and pasted the message below. Thanks! 

Thanks so much for getting back to me! 

We are aware of this issue and absolutely do not want to infringe on your eligibility. This too is our first concern. 

As a new company with a new product, we are mainly trying to get the word out about ScoreBand. So, if it would not infringe on your eligibility, what 
we would like to do is: 

- Supply you with an assortment of ScoreBands to wear during play/practice/or off the court 
- Supply you with ScoreBand shirts/gear 
- Release on social media that you are a new ScoreBand player/ambassador 
- Use images of you playing with ScoreBand 
- Ask for a testimonial supporting the product (assuming you like it!) 
- Request that you mention us on your social media accounts and spread the word amongst other players and coaches 

I am pretty sure that direct payment to you would be a violation, otherwise, we could consider a commission for referrals as well. 

Let me know what you think and if any of the above would be a violation. Thanks!" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, I 2:25 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

I’m not sure why you don’t have more current docs but we will get them over to you; including his most recent board results. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> _~:17 PM >>> 

C.D1, 

SorD" for the delay, For snme reason, your eaHk~r emaiI went into my spanl box. ] think we r~ow have that issue fixed, 

The cmTent transcript ] have %]:      )nly reflects his grades through the M]] of his jm~ior year, Those fail grades declined from his earlier per%rmance, Be%re I 
can determine if t~e can be competitive, ~[ n eed to see a transc~’ipt reflecting t~s entire jblil[OY year pe~’formance, If you call get tidal %r hie, I’]1 ~’e~qew it ASAP, 
(Transcript we have shows h~s high school GPA as    and his class rar~k as ] only ,nent-~on tile rank as an k~d~cation that a doesn’t necessarily 
represent what it once did.} 

Based on out-off.state competittvenes needs a slot ~or admission, 

Let me know if you have other questions or you ape able to get current transcript 

E~a~’bara 

}~arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy D~re.ctor 

Office ofU1xiergrad uate Admisskms 

lJn~vers~tv of North Carolil]a at CD.ape] Hi][ 
Phone: {il {i--966 -3{~,q{i 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Markos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara!JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; theywill go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 3:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~ 

Re: FW: - Review of Admission 

Thanks Vince, look forward to seeing you next week. 

Have a safe weekend. Joe 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu;, 7:03 PM >>~ 

Joe, 

Was wrong about time next week. Please note that aJ~d Barbara will assign you a time. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 7:02 PM 
To: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Montgomery, John R (jmont@unc.edu), ’Matt Terrell’~ Woodard, Harold (harold_woodard@unc.edu)~ Welborn, Spencer (swelborn@email.unc.edu), Polk, Barbara 3o 
(bpolkOadmissions.unc.edu) 
Subject - Review of Admission 
Coach Bmschi, 
Please be prepared to presen!         academic credentials and academic plan to the faculty committee during its meeting that ~ifi~ at ~ ~ i~ ~ ~@ne~ay 

in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 
Please ensure that all nmterials required for the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessary materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 

score(s) (which may already be on file?), and any additional printed intbrmation you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee 

members will expect to ~e and hear specific intbrmation about your team’s academic pertbrmance, how current and past team members approved by the committee 

have perfonned, and some insight into your team’s culture. Fve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional information, please 

contact Barbara or me. Thanks for your help. 
gince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Friday, 9:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: 

gince, 

Yes I would, my schedule has been packed this week, heading out on recruiting trail for weekend. 
Is Monday too late to talk? 
Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

OI at 2:51 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Jemay, 
> If you would still like to consider signing 
> Vmce 
> 

> From: Ille, Vmce 
> Sent: Thursday, 7:43 PM 
> To: Levy, Jelmifer S 
> Subject: RE: Touching base about a 
> 

> Jenny, 
> Please give me a call if you’d like to sign 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Ille, Vince 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
> To: ’Jenny Levy’ 
> Subject: RE: Touching base about a signee 
> 

> Hi Jenny, 
> Just left you a voicemail Please call me on my cell phone 
> Vince 
> 

> From: Jenny Levv [mmltcvuncwl~x({r)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Touching base about a signee 
> 

> Hi Vmce, 
> 

in November, please contact me Thanks. 

signee 

in November We’ll need to talk. Thanks 

whenever you want to discuss Thanks. 

> Let me know when a good time would be to talk via Phone about           one of out 
SAT score for her and her core GPA is a So I have a few questions to ask you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Jenny 
> 

> 

> [cid:image001 .jpg@01 CDB866.86TD148D0]<http ://tarheelblue. c stv. c omisports/w-lacr os/unc-w-lacr os-bodv .html> 
> 

> [cid:image002.jpg@01CDB866.86TD148D0]<http://www.facebook.comiuncwlax> [cid:mlage003.jpg@01CDB866.86D148D0] <http:/itwitter.com/LrNC~3,%ax> 
> 

> Carolina : Surr~ler Camps 
> REGISTER NOWt 
> ~axw.carolinalacrossecamps.com;<http:i/w~ax.carolinalacrossecamps.corrb’> 
> 

> 

> 

> <TEXT.h~n> 
> <image001.jpg> 
> <image002.jpg> 
> <image003.jpg> 

commitments She is taking the SAT’s this weekend for the first time, so we do not have an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:13 AM 

~aol.com; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu~; Blanchard, John G <johnblanchar@unc.edu> 

Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Appendix B Spring PRAC.pdf 

Vince and Doc, 

Please see below and attached. For a number of semesters our cheedeading team has applied for and been granted priority registration. One previous semester 

it was denied but then granted after an appeal, whUe all the others it was granted based on the initial application. Given the numerous practice and game 

commitments priority r~-_~gistration is w?ry important h:~r these students, particularly so in the spring when postseason trav~:_~l h:~r men’s and wom~:_~n’s bask~:_d:ball 

tak~-_!s tl’u:_!m on the-_! road a gr~-_!at deal. 

Their application for’.          was denied. Head Coach Brown Wafters has [:oflowed up with Chris Derickson in the registr~q5 office and provided more 

information, b[Jt with registration beginning on Tuesday Brown and 1 are both concerned that there was not enough time allowed for an appeal process. 

If either of you know of any additional steps that Brown or I can take to help secure priority registration for the Cheerleading squad in please let us 

know 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brown Waiters [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 7:22 PP1 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: My contact information 
Chris, 
I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration is a privilege and I appreciate the opportunity to apply for it. I have attached some additional 
information about our program. If you would, please read it. If you think there is anything that I have not included or that might be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. 
Thanks again. 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

To: bnwunc ~_a__o__[:_c___o_m > 
Sent: Fri, I 12:16 pm 
Subject: My contact information 

Brown - 
Here’s my contact information, including my direct number below. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962 -8289 
F- 919-962-1655 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Sunday, 2:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I can call tonight? Or tomolTow after 1130 

Sent from my iPhone 

Oli at 2:27 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Monday isn’t too late. When are you available for a call? I’m in meetings from 7:30-11:30 then have a short break to talk before the next thing.. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jelmy Levy [mailto:uncwlax@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 9:34 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU61ENhclm~51FJ1ZWQ    ?> 
> glnce, 

> Yes I would, my schedule has been packed this week, heading out on recruiting trail for weekend. 
> Is Monday too late to talk? 
> Jenny 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 2:51 PM. "Ille, Vince" <i]le@emai].unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Jenny, 
>> If you would still like to consider signing n November, please contact me ’]7hanks. 
>> VJllce 

>> 

>> From: If]e, Vmce 
>> Sent: ~Ihursday, 7:43 PM 
>> To: Levy, Jennifer S 
>> SubJect: RE: Touching base about a signee 
>> 

>> Jenny, 
>> Please give me a call if you’d like to sign n November We’ll need to talk Thanks. 
>> Vince 
>> 

>> From: ]lie, Vince 
>> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
>> To: ’Jenny Levy’ 
>> Subject: RE: Touching base about a ~ignee 
>> 

>> Hi Jenny, 
>> Just le[’t you a voicemail. Please call me on my cell phone ~’henever you want to discuss Thanks. 
>> VJllce 

>> 

>> From: Jenny Levy [mailto:uncwlax,@,uncaa.tmc.edu] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Touching base about a ~ignee 
>> 

>> Hi Vince, 
>> 

>> Let me 1,mow when a good time would be to talk via Phone about one of our 
SAT score for her and her core So I have a few questions to ask your 
>> 

>> Thatfi(s, 
>> 

>> Jenny 
>> 

>> 

>> [cid:image001.jpg@01CDB866.86D~48D~]<http://tarheelb~ue.cstv.c~m;sp~rts/W-~acr~s&nc-w~acr~s-b~dv.htm~> 
>> 

>> [cid:imageOO2.jpg@O1CDB866.86D148DO]<http://www.facebook.com,’tmcwlax> [cid:image003.jpg@01CDB866.86D148D0] <http:i/twittcr.com/L~’~’CVVLax> 
>> 

>> Carolina Sun.her Camps 
>> REGISTER NOW! 
>> www. car olinalacrossecamps, com,’<http :i/www. carolinalacrossecamps, corr~’> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> <TEXT htm~ 
>> <image001.jpg> 
>> <image002.jpg> 
>> <image003.jpg> 
> 

corrmfitments. She is taking the SAT’s this weekend for the first time, so we do not have an 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwla~@Amcaa.unc.edu’- 

Sunday, 5:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Will do- have a good night, 
Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tomorrow after 11:30 is good¯ Please call my cell 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jenny Levy [mailto:ul~cwlaxPa)uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 2:50 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Sulziect: ?utf-8?B?UmU61EETnc1~x51FJ1ZWQ ?> 
> I can call tonigN? Or tomorrow after 1130 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

¯ Thanks. 

conm~itments. She is taking the SAT’s this weekend for the first time, so vie do not have an 

> On , at 2:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Mnnday isn’t too late When are you available for a call? I’m m meetings from 7:30-1 ] :30 then have a short break to talk before the next thing¯¯ 
>> 

Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jenny Le’~" [mailto:uncwhx~uncaa.unc edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 9:34 PM 
>> To: IHe, Vince 
>> Sutzject: ?ut[-8?B?UmU6IENhcmx5IFJIZWQ ?> 
>> Vince, 
>> Yes I would, my schedule has been packed this week, heading out on recruiting trail for weekend¯ 
>> Is Monday to() late to talk? 
>> Jenny 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 2:51 PM, "Ille, Vince" <iHe@emaihunc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Jenny, 
>>> If you would still like to consider signing in November, please contact me. Thanks¯ 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Ille, Vince 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 7:43 PM 
>>> To: Levy, Jennifer S 
>>> Subject: RE: Touching base about a signee 
>>> 

>>> Jemly, 
>>> Please gb, re me a call if you’d like to sigl ," in November. We’ll need to talk. Thanks. 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Ille, Vince 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 2:54 PM 
>>> To: ’Jenny Levy’ 
>>> Subject: RE: Touching base about a :ignee 
>>> 

>>> Hi Jenny, 
>>> Just left you a voicemail. Please call me on my cell phone whenever you want to discuss Thanks. 
>>> Vince 
>>> 

>>> From: Jenny Lewj [mailto:tmcwlax(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 
>>> To: Ille, Vince 
>>> Subject: Touching base about a signee 
>>> 

>>> Hi Vince, 
>>> 

>>> Let me know when a good time would be to talk via Phone abou one of our 
SAT score for her and her cor, So I have a few questions to ask your 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 

>>> Jenny 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> [cid:image001 jpg@01CDB866.86D148D0]<http://tarheelblue.cstv, com/sports/w-lacros/unc-w-lacros-bo@.html> 
>>> 

>>> [cid:imageOO2jpg@O1CDB866.86D148DO]<http://wwwfacebook.com/uncwlax> [cid:image003.jpg@01CDB866 86D148D0] <http://twitter com/UNCWLax> 
>>> 

>>> Carolina ummer Camps 
>>> REGISTER NOW[ 
>>> ww~a, carolinalacrossecamps com/<http://www.carolinalacrossecamps com/> 
>>> 



>>> 

>>> 

>>> <TEXT hun> 

>>> <image001 jpg> 

>>> <image002.jpg> 

>>> <image003 jpg> 

> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 7:05 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Based on my experience with previous priority registration meetings, there was much more discussion this time about each group’s application. ] cannot remember everything 
that was discussed about cheerleading, but I do think that one of the issues was that, in the past, they only submitted some members of their squads. This year was the first 

year they submitted everyone’s names and I don’t think they did a clear job of differentiating why this year was different. They might have been better off just listing those 

who actually travel with the basketball teams and who have the most time commitments because I think the committee is aware that the same cheerleader is not cheering at a 

men’s basketball game, a women’s basketball game and at time wrestling meet. 

In general, I think there was a sense among the committee that they were just rubber stamping these applications in the past and they denied all the groups who did not 

provide enough data to show why they truly needed priority registration. Cheerleading was not the only group denied who had been approved in the past. I was a little 

scared for a while that they were going to deny our off season sports, too (which they decided to separate into a separate group even though we submitted all athletes 

together). [ think it would be helpful if the cheerleading coach included a more thorough sample schedule. We create Excel spreadsheets which show a typical schedule for 

every single athletic team and I think that helps our application. 

My understanding is that the committee is going to only be able to decide appeals through email because they do not have time to meet again. Maybe if they submit more 

documentation of a typical weekly schedule, that might help? 
Let me know if you need more information, 

Jenn 

>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 2:21 PM >>> 

,JellYl, 

Any thoughts? Thmlks. 

ViIICe 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Saturday,                 7:13 AM 

To:       ~aol.com; llle, Vince; Blanchard, John G 
Subject: Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Vince and Doc, 

Please see b~-_~low a~ld attac~rled. For a number o~ semesters our cheerleading team has appli~-’_~d for afld been grarlted priority r~-’_~gisl:ratiorl. Ofle previous semester it 

was denied buL then granted afLer an appeal, while all the others it was granted based on Lhe initial applicatiorL Given the numerous practice and game 

commitments priority registration is very imporLant for these students, particularly so in Lhe spring when postseason travel for men’s and women’s baskeL~alf takes 

them on the road a great deal 

Their application for           was deni~-:~d. Head Coach [~rown Waiters has followed up with Chris Derickson in the regist:rar"s office and provid~-:~d rnore 

inR~rrnation, but: with registration beginning on Tuesday Brown and t are both concerned that: there was not ~-:mough time allowed for an appeal process, 

If either of you know of any additional steps thaL Brown or I can Lake Lo help secure priority registration for the Cheerleading squad in ! please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brown Waiters :_@_a__o__Lc__9___m_] 
Sent: Friday, 7:22 PM 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: My contact information 

Chris, 
I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration is a privilege and I appreciate the opportunity to apply for it. I have attached some additional 
information about our program. If you would, please read it. If you think there is anything that I have not included or that might be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. 
Thanks again. 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson(Lg, unc.edu> 

To:l ~,aol.com> 
Sent: Fri, 12:16 pm 
Subject: My contact information 

Brown - 
Here’s my contact information, including my direct number below. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, I 7:28 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Vince, 
I have not been involved either. [ was going suggest contacting Jenn as she did lead the effort for student athletes. So, you’ve got it covered. We did have a faculty person 

who was a great contact for us but he is no longer involved. Wish I could help more. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O, Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327>>> "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 2:23 PM >>> 

John, 

Any thoughts would be appreciated. I was not involved in the application process at any point. I believe that Harold had Jenn Townsend take the lead on this issue. I’ve 

emailed her asking for her ideas as well. Thanks. 

Uince 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Saturday,                7:13 AM 
To’, "     @aol.com; Ille, Vince; Blanchard, John G 
Subject= Priority Registration - Cheerleading 

Vince and Doc, 

Please see below and attached. For a number of semesters our cheerteading team has applied for’ and been granted priority registration. One previous semester it 

was denied but then granted after an appeal, while all the others it was granted based on the initial applicatiorL Given the numerous practice and garne 

commitments priority registration is very important for these students, particularly so in the spring when postseason travel for men’s and women’s basketball takes 

them on the road a great deal 

Their applical:k)n for            ,~,as deni~-:~d. Head Coach grown Waiters has followed up with Chris Derickson in the regis~:rar"s office and provid~-:~d rnore 

information, bu~: with registration beginning on Tuesday Brown and t are both concerned tha~: there was not ~-:mough time allowed for an appeal process. 

If either of you know of any additional steps that Brown or’l can take to help secure priority registration for’ the Cheerleading squad in please let us know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Brown Waiters @__a__o__Lc___o___m__] 
Sent= Friday, 7:22 PN 
To: Derickson, Christopher P 
Subject: Re: Ply contact information 

Chris, 
I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration is a privilege and I appreciate the opportunity to apply for it. I have attached some additional 
information about our program. If you would, please read it. If you think there is anything that I have not included or that might be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. 
Thanks again. 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The. Unive.r.~itv of North Carolina 

; cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <9__d___e__t~Lc__k_s_o___n_@_u__z~_9_~e__d___u_> 
To: ;@aol.corn> 
Sent: Fri, 12:16 pm 
Subject: My contact information 

Brown -- 

Here’s my contact information, including my direct number below. 
Chris 

Christopher Derickson 
Assistant Provost and University Registrar 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 
T - 919-962-8289 
F- 919-962-1655 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 9:07 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

iPads on Basketball Bench 

MBB Staff, 

See below. It is not permissible, in the sport of MBB, for individuals on the bench to have iPads, tablets, laptops, and other electronic devices, 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_ g ~ £__h__&£ ~E _t_ E _~£_&_a_:_t_ E _~£_: ~LI__u_ 

> > > "Burgemeister, Matt" < mburgemeister@theacc.org > 

Good afternoon all, 

5:59 PM >>> 

Our office has received questions from a couple institutions regarding the use of iPads on the men’s basketball bench, so I thought a note to each of you may be helpful. We 
have received confirmation from the NCAA that iPads, tablets, laptops and other devices are not allowed in the bench area for men’s basketball, regardless of the purpose of the 
device (e.g., stats, playbook, video). 
I’m not an expert on basketball rules, but what I believe to be the relevant portion of the rule book for men’s basketball is copied below. 
If you or your coaches have specific follow-up questions, my recommendation would be to check with the Playing Rules staff at the NCAA, specifically Ty Halpin (MBB; 
thalpingb.ncaa.org). He would have a better understanding of the rule. 
I hope this is helpful. Thanks and have a great weekend, 

Matt 
Section 6. (Men) CLASS B TECHNICAL INFRACTIONS 
Art. 2. A technical foul shall be assessed to a coach and all bench personnel for the following infractions: 
d. Using electronic transmission (including but not limited to headsets, telephones, television, radio, audio or video Internet broadcast, heart monitor devices, 
computers), or knowledge gained resulting from thereof, for coaching purposes, to cornmur:icate to and/or from the bench area or using replay ec!ttiprnent at 
courtside for coaching purposes. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: Harold Woodard 

Vince, 
Sorry I didn’t get a chance to chat this weekend. Let me know if you have a couple minutes today and we’ll get it done. Thanks. 

Tim 

>>> On 11/2/2012 at 5:53 PM, in message <FBDOFDE871B7904A83367318C6191905032FIF81@ITS MSXMBSiM.ad.unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu> wrote: 

T~ 

Sow I missed you today. You can give me a call anytime this weekend on my cell phone so we can discuss. Thanks. 

VillCe 

From: Tim Sabo [mailto:tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 11:16 AN 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Harold Woodard 

Let’s chat about this one. Just give me a call when you get a minute. Thanks. 

Tim 

> > > On 11/2/2012 at 8:51 AM, in message <c4b243d22:].be4ccca49a2ec72fc9d856@ITS MSXHT0.ad.u nc.edu >, "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Tin~ 

Did Robert Mercer receive comp basketball tickets? If so, will we p~ovide the same to Harold Woodmd while he is Interim Director of ASPSA? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Mary Alyson Touloupas [mailto:mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 8:43 AN 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Harold Woodard 

Hi Vince 

I am working on getting the complimentaFy staff tickets for men’s basketball ready for distribution. Currently, we do not have any tickets for Harold. Should he 

receive tickets? 

Thanks! 

Mary Alyson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbet~el@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks. Vii let you know. 
Bradley Roll, Bethel I Reading ;rod Writing Specialist 
University of North C~u’oli~a at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Progy;m~ tbr Stude~t-.\~hle~es 
Loudermilk Cemer t’or Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Catn[ms Box 3 I07 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962-2237 
C          i F (1919) 962-8247 
bradle? .be*hel@~mc.e&~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 3:26 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: FW: 
Brad, 

I haven’t heard back from Kfistin yet. If you don’t by mid-week, plea~ let me know. There are others in the department there who can provide this intbrmation. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 :t:t:44 AN 
To: ’Kanei@illinois.edu’ 
Subject: 

Kris~in, 

How are things in Chmnpaign? I hope you’re well and your staffis ready for the final push to the end of the semester. 

Can you or someone on your s~ff help me with the message below? Our lead learning ,specialist is trying to collect some infommtion for administrators in our College of 
Arts and Sciences. If you or someone there can help him with his questions, I would really appreciate it. 

Good luck the rest of the academic year. From a distance, the tbotball deal looks like it could be a little rough. I imagine that’s making things more difficult in a lot of 

ways. I know you all cm~ work your way through it ~md make the best of the situation. Iftbere’s ever anything I can ever do to help you, please just let me know. 

Please pass on a hello to Bymney, Shari, Tom, Jett~ etc. 

Vince 
From: Bradley Richard Bethel [mailto:bbethel~email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, November 0:t, 2012 8:5J. AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Supporting Student-Athletes 
Vince, 
l’m trying to wrap up a project l’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier universities. I 
haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at lllinois, and so l’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kristin Kane, and, if so, would you mind 
forwarding the below questions to her? 

I. Does lllinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 10:1 for non-science majors and Biology :11:1 for 
science majors. 

2. Does lllinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, students who 
score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English :100. 

3. Does lllinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? 
4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? 

In addition to the data above, l’rn including the number of majors a school offers, lllinois’s website says it offers approximately :150 majors. 
l’m surveying :IS top tier schools with Division I athletics programs, lllinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When I have their 
information, VII happily send a chart showing the data for the :15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular challenges underprepared 
students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 
Bradley R.H. Bethel ] Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill. NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 

C (         i F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel(a)nnc.e&l 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday,               ;9:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Larry, Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Christy, Gaa-th 

<cgaa-th@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefansld <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen <jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Litzinger 

<mlitzinge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Rich, 

Tha~ks fbr the updates. The reports have been updated arid the pre-admJt ]etters should rnai[ tomorrow. 

{~avbava !r Polk 
l)elmty ])irectov 
0 []!icc ol’Und(:rgra~duat(: Adt~3issions 
l irtivers;ity o[’Norl 1! Caro[Jgta a[ C]’,ape] Hill 
Ph{m{:: ~)1~)-966-398~) 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                8:48 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; wnce 1lie; Lance Markos 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Larry Gallo; Christy Garth, Eric Stefanski; Jenny Johansen; Mike Litzinger 
Subject: 

ALL: 

New activity regarding Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving recruiting 

Coming to UNC: 

Goina Elsewhere: 

Thanks, 
Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 23_26 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753_4 23_26 

Phone: 93_9 966 5340 

Fax: 93_9 962 3_603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 2753_4 

www.goheels,com 
www.u nc.ed u 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M onday, 9:47 AM 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Compliance Question 

Sue, 

if the reason for his trip to campus this time is to bring his son on an unofficial visit, then it is a trip related to recruitment and we cannot give him a parking pass, even 

though we would in other circumstances, it sounds like that is the case? We have to separate out recruiting trips and just general trips to campus when it comes to providing 

benefits to scholarship donors/former players/etc. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a.ischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue_walsh@unc.edu; 9:43 AM >>> 
One of our scholarship donors and a former will be in town for the Maryland game and has requested a parking permit. He does not have season 

tickets, but we would have normally given him the permit (as we have done in the past), because of the fact he is a scholarship donor. I found out, however, that his 

son will be here that weekend on an unofficial visit with the I didn’t want to cause any problems by giving him the permit. Are we okay doing so given 

the circumstances? 

Sue Walsh 

Director of Endowment & Stewardship 
The Rams Club 
PO Box 2446 
Chapel Hill, NC 27525 
929 843 2000 (o) 
919 843 5777 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M onday, 9:49 AM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

< pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IWLCA Presidents Cup Tournament 

Women’s Lacrosse Staff; 
See below for a blmlket waiver that was approved by the NCAA for W Lax last week. It allows coaches to attend the IWLCA Presidents Cup tournament on Friday, 

November 16th, even though evaluations axe normally limited to Saturday" and Sunday that weekend. Keep in mind that this does not affect the dead period on Tlmrschy, 

November 15th. 
Please let me know if yon have any’ questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

NC/L~ Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver for NCAA Bylaw 13.17.6 (women’s lacrosse). 

November 2, 2012. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legisla’dve Relief approved a blanket waiver to permit Division I women’s lacrosse 

coaches to attend the November 16, 2012, Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches Association (IWI,CA) President’s Cup tournament. The Division I recruiting 

period legislation specifies that evaluations of prospective student-athletes in women’s lacrosse activities are limited to the three weekends (Saturday and Sunday) prior to 

Thanksgiving. In issuing this waiver, the subcommittee noted the IWLCA supports the waiver and the President’s Cup tournament start date was changed to 

accommodate the unexpected high number of teams regifftered to participate. The subcommittee also noted the IWLCA annual meeting mid Preside~ffs Cup tournament 

are held in conjunction to maximize efficiency for both women’s lacrosse coaches and prospective student-athletes. In addition, the subcommittee noted Division II and 

Division III women’s lacrosse coaches are permitted to ew]uate at the tournament Friday, November 16. Finally’, the subcommittee noted this as a one-time requesl and 

future similar requests may be denied. See Case No. 290866 in AM)\ Online via the seaJrch tab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Farmer, Stephen M <s~[hrmer@admissions.unc.edu:~ 

This week’s committee cases 

Hi Vince, 
I hope you had a good weekend. 
I want to double-check {he commit{ee cases we have for Wednesday. Please le{ me know if I am rnissir~g sorneor~e or if there are any other char~ges/corrections, 

Once we have cc, l~fii’med that these are the correct cases, we’ll let the coaches know what time they be here. 

As always, thanks for your help. 
Barbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:54 AM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ilie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

NCAA Waiver re: Recruiting 2-Year College Prospects 

MBB Staff, 

See below for a blanket waiver that was approved by the NCAA that allows MBB coaches to contact two year college prospects after 4p when the prospect’s institution does 

not define an "academic day". This is related to Bylaw 13.1.6.1 and the phrase "during the time of day when classes are in session". Essentially, if the two=year school does 
not define a day (e.g., 8a-3p or 9a-Sp), coaches are permitted to say that classes end at 4p,even if the college offers classes through the evening/night. Note that the 
individual prospect must have completed his class schedule for the day. Also note that if the college does define an academic day. the institutional policy would supersede the 

waiver. 

Please let us know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

NC,~ Division I l,egislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief Approves Blanket Waiver with Conditions for NCAA Bylaw 13.1.6.1 (men’s 

basketb~i). November 2, 2012. The NCAA Division I Legislative Council Subcommittee for Legislative Relief approved, with condition~ a blanket waiver to permit 

on-campus contact after 4 p.m. local time with men’s basketball prospective student-athletes at two-year institutions that do not define an academic day, for men’s 

basketball recruiting periods through April 30, 2014, provided all of the prospective student-athletes’ classes for the day have concluded prior to the contact occumng. 

NCAA Division I Proposal No. 2011 -99 included the prohibition in men’s basketball for maldng on-campus contact with prospective student-athletes during the time of 

the day when classes are in session. For proposes of on-cmnpus contacts ruth prospective student-athletes during the time of day when classes are in session, the high 

school or two year institution defines the regular academic day (e.g. 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.). Once the regular academic day is over then it would be permissible to have on- 

campus contact ruth a prospective student-athlete. Ifa prospective student-athlete at a two-year institution has night class it would not be permissible to have contact on- 

campus during that time as well. The subcommittee based its decision on the unintended consequences of the application of the legislation on some two-year prospective 

student-athletes whose institutions do not define the regulax academic day. Finally, if an institution is seeking additional legislative relief beyond what is provided through 

the blanket waiver, the institution may submit a legislative relief waiver request to the NCAA staff through AMA Online. Case No. 283725 can be found in AMA Online 

via the search tab. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? £m being told by other coaches they can 

pay a fee. How does that work? 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e.g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November :[.7, 2005 

Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when thaL student athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only hh’nself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete. The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C.D, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Transportation: wrestling 

Amy, I STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason I feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with the NCAA but I don’t really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. THIS IS A HUGE 

SAFETY ISSUE AND SOMEONE IS GOING TO GET HURT. Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open on       via charter bus, Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday. Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pm to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in the morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way, The other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAA if necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 

someone gets hurt. If it’s about "interp", then maybe wejust find a way to do it? 

Respectfully, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2:i.26 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Arny Herman          10:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp. Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (e.g., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Educational Column 

Competinq Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as art individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide arty 
expenses to the participating student athlete, The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules governing redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

C,D, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:39 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, please make sure Barbara has most current board score which we got last month. 
C.D. 

> > > Lance Markos 10:28 AM > > > 
Barbara, 
Attached is the most recent version of transcript that I know I sent over a little while ago. Hopefully this helps give you a better idea on his competitiveness. 
Lance 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

Sony for the delay, For some reason, your earlier enmi[ went into my spare box. 1 think we now have that issue l~xed. 

The current tlT;:tllSclJpt I have for     only reflects his grades through the fall of his junior year. Those fall grades declined Dora his earlier performance. Before I 
can determine ff he can be competitive, ~ need to see a trar~script reflecting his engre junior year pertbrmance. If you car~ get that for me, I’lI review ~t ASAP. 
(Tran script we have shows hb high school GPA a s an d his class rank as ~ only mention th e rank as an indication that a doesn’t n ecessari]y 
represent what ~t once did,) 

Based on out-of-state competitiveness, ~eeds a slot: for admission, 

Let me kn ow ff you have other questions or yot~ are abD to get current transcript 

Barbara 

Barbara ], Po]k 
[)epub’ DJt’ector 
O[f~ce of Unde%~’adtmte Admissions 
{JuJw~’sJty of North Carolina at Chapel HJl! 
Phoue: 9~ 9-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, L:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Markos 
Subject-" admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look thern over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:46 AM 

~hcultyathletic@~k~J.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - FAC meeting tomorrow (Tuesday) 

A large thank you to all for doing the "homework" for this meeting and providing input on the student athlete experience survey instrument. 

Tomorrow’s meeting topic will be on defining and refining the process for the student athlete experience and a decision for the role of FAC in this process. So 

bring your thoughts and perspectives on FAC and its involvement with the survey and with student interviews. We have one personnel issue to discuss in closed 

session and one student athlete academic issue to discuss in closed session. 

See you all tomorrow afternoon. I believe the Chancellor is the only person we will have missing tomorrow. If anyone else will not be able to join us, let me know. 

Joy 

Jo,/J. Rem~er~ M.A., RT(R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Un[versit¥ of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9 %-.5147Desl,: 
:-ell 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: ]his (_~--mail message, [nch.Eding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or (_mtity to which it is addressed and may co~tain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender bs, reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of th(_¯ original m(_~ssag(_¯ 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~[lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, cb, :~32), $tudemt educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (ht~q;~s-i,!sakai:unc.edu, portaJ) from file Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 11:32 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; I,ance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

CD, 

Can we also get his senior year courses7 One of his transcripts indicates English plus 3 dectives, I need to know what those electiw:s are to help determine 
competitiveness. 

Thanks. 

[-3arhalTa 

}?arbara ]. Folk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate AdmJsskms 
U nivetsity of Not’th Carolina at Chattel Hill 
Phone: q’~ q.-96(; -39 ~]q 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo, Lance Markos 
C¢: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille 
Subject= RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, please make sure Barbara has 

C.D. 

most current board score which we got last month. 

> > > Lance Markos 10:28 AM > > > 

Barbara, 
Attached is the most recent version of :ranscript that I know I sent over a little while ago. Hopefully this helps give you a better idea on his competitiveness. 

Lance 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@acJmissions,unc.edu > 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

SotW %r d~e delay. For some reason, your earlier email went into my spare box, ] think we now have that issue fixed, 

The current transcript ~ have %r     only reflects his grades through the fall of his junior year. Those lift[ grades declined fl’om his earfier per%finance, Be%re I 
can determine il: he can be competitive, ] need to see a trat~script reflecgng his entire junior year performance, Ifyou cat~ get that for m< I’ll review it ASAP, 
(Transcript we have shows his high school GPA as~    and his class rank as . ] only mention the rank as an indication that a doesn’t necessarJ]y 
represent what tt once {lid.} 

Based on out-of:state competitiveness, 3eeds a slot lbr admission. 

Let me know if you have other questions or you are able to get current transcript, 

Barbara 

Barbara ], I~olk 
Deputy D~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of North Carobna at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-96.6-39 ~19 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
C:c: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince IIle; Lance Markos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk(~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 11:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <st~rme@admissions.unc.e&P 

RE: This week’s committee cases 

Vince, {with a copy to Steve) 

Based on the conversation we t~ad last week, I would recommend that all of these students come to committee. As you haze indicated, the committee may choose 

not to make a definitive recommendation but they could agree to recommend ff certain spedfic academic levels are achieved. They could also potentially agree to 

some language for the cover lette~; as need be. 

Sb:~ve_,,,p] ea se weigh ~n, 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 11:25 AN 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Barbara, 

Yes, those are the prospects who are currently level one that our coaches hope to sign in November. I suppose the only issue to be determined is whether we walt the 

Jenny Levy to attend when     doesn’t have a test score. My personal opinion is that it would be helpful for the committee to review information for both 

and then either recommend or approve what is communicated to the signee upon their signing. I’m open to your thoughts and a~y suggestions you may have. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara 3o Polk [__m_a_j_[t_o_;__b_p_o_J__k__O__a___d___t!)_(s_sj__o__n___s_=qn__c_:__e__d__u] 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 9:54 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: This week’s committee cases 

Hi Vince, 

I hope you had a good weekend, 

1 w’ant to double-check th e committee cases we have for Wedn esday, Please let me kriow Jf [ am m~ssmg someone or’ if there are any other changes/corrections. 

Once we have confirmed that these are the correct cases, we’ll let the coaches know what time they be here. 
As always, thanks for your help. 
£¢arbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:38 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ....... @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Transportation: wrestling 

Let rne tall< to the ACC and figure out if they are willing to let us determine a "rate" for each rider on the charter bus and have the guys pay that amount. 

How much will the total bus cost be? And how many individuals (exactly!) will be on the bus? Those are the numbers I will need, please. No promises, but I will see what I can 

do, 

Amy 

>>>CDMock 10:35AM >>> 

Amy, [ STRONGLY suggest you guys reconsider this, at least with our sport. There is only one reason ] feel this way SAFETY. This did come up at our meeting in Chicago last 

month and might be something our organization is going to address with time NCAA but I don’t really want to wait for that if it’s just a matter of interp. TH[S ]S A HUGE 

SAFETYISSUEAND SOMEONE IS GO]NG TO GET HURT, Let me give you an example; our entire team travels to the Penn State Open         via charter bus. Any 

unattached wrestlers would have to drive separately. Not a big deal going there, although these guys are cutting weight, tired and it’s a long trip to cram 5 guys in each car 

following the bus. However, the tournament will run all day Sunday, Weigh ins are at 7am and we wrestle all day. The bus will leave around 9pm to head home Sunday night 

after the event. To require these guys to drive cars all night after wrestling all day is extremely irresponsible. Can they stay the night and leave in the morning? Yes, but now 

they have to pay for another night in hotel and miss classes in Monday which few choose to do. 

This is another one of those brilliant NCAA rules that do not take into consideration individual sports like wrestling and put our athletes in harms way. The other issues you 

stated such as "coaching, medical support, etc" have nothing to do with transportation. 

We should step up as an institution and challenge the NCAA if necessary on this as it is only a matter of time before we have a serious liability issue on our hands and worse, 
someone gets hurt. if it’s about "interp", then maybe we just find a way to do it? 

Respectfully, 

CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

>>> Amy Herman :         10:17 AM >>> 

We’ve never allowed this, pursuant to the following blurb in an NCAA Educational Column, as there is no real way to determine a per person rate for riding in our institutional 

transportation, nor does the NCAA even give it as an option in the interp, Having the student athlete along with the team during the team transportation also brings with it 

other issues that would cause the student athlete to use a date of competition (eg., the provision of coaching, medical/training support), so it is not something that we are 

comfortable with doing, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 
Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e,g,, ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete. The student athlete is considered to be representing time institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution. _T_ _b_i_s__j_r_] _c_[ y_ __d_ _e___ _s___t_ b__e__j_r_] _s_ _t_i_t_ _u_ :_t] __o_ _n___p___r_ g__v_[ _d__ L n__g___t:r__a__r_ ]_s_9__£4 _r_ _t__a__tj__o_ _r_ L_( ~_g=_[D__d_ J_Yi _d _u___a_ j__[j__d_ j_r_].g___o_ D___t_ ~__a_LT!___b_ _u__ _s___t_ _o____c_£4 E ]p__~__t] _t_i_o__ [! )__t_ _o____a__[Z__u_ _r_La__Lt_ _a_ __c_!] _e:__d___p__a_£~__c_ i p___a_ _r_]_t_~ 

>>>CDMock 2:28PM >>> 

What are the rules govermng redshirts going in the bus or vans with the team? I’m being told by other coaches they can pay a fee. How does that work? 

CD, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:38 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

Sure, will have them to you asap Barbara, thanks. 
C.D. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 11:31 AM >>> 

C,D, 

Car~ we also gel hb senior yea]" courses? One of his transcr~pLs indicaLes Enghsh plus 3 dectives, I rmed to know what those electives are to help determine 
competitiveness, 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

t~arbara ], Po]k 
Deputy Director 
OKice of U~dergraduate Admissions 
{~uJwrsJty of North Carolim~ at (:bapel Hfl! 
Pboue: 9J9-966-3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:39 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Lance Markos 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Tile 
Subject-" RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, please make sure Barbara has 

C.D. 

most current board score which we got last month. 

> > > Lance Markos 10:28 AM > > > 

Barbara, 
Attached is the most recent version ol 

Lance 

transcript that I know I sent over a little while ago. Hopefully this helps give you a better idea on his competitiveness, 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolkOadmissions.unc.edu > 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

SorW %r the delay~ For some reason, yore esther emai~ went into my spare box. I think we m-~w have that bsue fixed, 

The current transcript ] have for     only reflects his grades through d~e fall of his junior year, Those fall grades declined l]~om his earlier performance, Be%re I 
can determine if he can be competltwe, I n eed to see a transcript reflecting h~s entire junior year performance, If you can get that for m< I’ll re,dew it ASAP, 
(Transcript vve have shows his high school GPA as and his claus rar~k as ,1 only menhon the rank as an ir~dtcation that a toesn’t necessarily 
represent what it once did.} 

Based on out-of!.stab~ competitweness, needs a s]oL for admission, 

Let me know if you have other questions or you are able to get current transcript 

[~arbara 

P, arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy D~re.ctor 

OfSce ofUlldergraO uate Admisskms 

Un~veysRy of NoFth (]arolh]a at Chapel Hill 
Pho[]e: 9] 9--966-39,q9 

From: C D Mock [__m___a_j_[t___qL_c__d__@__u___n__c__a___a_,_uD__c_,__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Markos 
Subject= admissions: wrestling 

Barbara!JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about          . We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:54 AM 

Brown Walters @aol com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blaa~chard, John G <johnblanchaxd@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <ijtown@email.unc.ed~ 

RE: My contact infomlafion 

BFOWn, 

Great news! Thanks for handling this as professionally as you did and thanks to any help anyone copied here was able to provide. 

Rick 

From-" Brown Waiters [mailt ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Derickson, tmnsmpner w 
Subject: Re: My contact information 
Chris, 
I greatly appreciate your willingness to assist with this process and glad the kids will be able to benefit from pre-registration. 

Thanks, 

Brown Waiters 
Varsity Cheer Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

cell 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Derickson, Christopher P <cdericksen@unc.edu> 
To: Brown \N~lto.r~ }_@_a__QLq_o__[_-0.> 
Sent: Mon 8:17 am 
Subject: RE: My contact information 

I’m still waiting on one vote to make it official, but we have enough votes to 

overturn the original decision and to grant the cheer]eading group priority 

registration. Will begin LlpdaLing their appointments this morn:[ng so thaL t:hey 

will be set when registration begins tomorrow. Congratulations on the 

successful appeal. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F-     919-962-i655 

Fro’~’: Brown Walters 3aol.co"~] 

Sent: Friday, 7:22 PH 

To: DerJckson, Christopher P 

Subject: Re: Hy contact information 

Chris, 

I sincerely appreciate your time today. I do understand that pre registration 

is a privilege and T appreciate the opportunity to apply for it.    I have 

attached some additioria] informatiori about our program. If you would, please 

read Jr. if you thirik Lhere is anything that i have not: inelLaded or that might 

be helpful in this appeal, please let me know. Thanks again. 

Brown Walters 

Varsity Cheer Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

cel] 

..... Origina] Hessage ..... 

Fro11: D~yickso[i, Chlistopher P <cderic]cse[!@u~lc.odl> 

T o : @ ~ o 1 . e om> 

Sent: Fri, 12:16 pm 

Subject: Hy contact information 

Brown 

Here’s my corR:acL informatiori, including my direct number below. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



31 ( 8 SAS~6 Noxth CaRpus So;< 23 OO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-210~ 

91%-962-8289 

F- 91 ~-9@2-1655 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:58 AM 

Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; : _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting 

I am fine with this, provided it is just students and staff in attendance, which I am assuming it will be, But if food is provided and the kid is on an unofficial visit, he will not be 

able to have any (unless you want to figure out the per person rate and get money from him), If it’s an official visit, it would have to count as one of the provided meals for 

the day, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Cricket Lane <cricket@u ncaa.unc.edu > 11:49 AM > > > 

Jeff, 

I’m not sure.... I’ll check with Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:47 AM, "Jeff Negalha" <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Cricket, can a recruit attend? 
> 

> 

> > > > Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.u nc.edu ; 5:58 AM > > > 

> Greetings! 
> 

> Just a friendly reminder Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pm (November 5th) in the Loudermilk Center on the 3rd floor. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Cricket 
> 

> Sent from myiPad 

> <TEXT.htm > 

> <IMAGE,jpg > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:59 AM 

Amy Hennan <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; JeffNegalha <jnegaJha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu:.; Tom Timmemlans 

<timmernlaals@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting 

No food served .... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:57 AM, "Amy Hennan" <ai~hae(a)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am fine with this, provided it is just students and staff’in ariendmlce, which I mn assuming it will be. But if ibod is provided and the kid is on an unofficial 

visit, he roll not be able to have rely (unless you want to figure out the per-person rate and get money from him). Ififs an official visit, it would have to 

count as one of the provided meals for the day. 

Amy 

:"~’,~, ?; }[ 4.~," ~? z~ ~’, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Cricket Lane <cricket(~)uncaa.unc.edu> 
Jell, 

11:49 AM >>> 

I’m not sure..., rll check with Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 11:47 AM, "JeffNegalha" <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu-* wrote: 

> Cricket, can a recruit attend? 
> 

> 

>>>> Cricket Lane <cricket4~)uncaa.unc.edu> 6:58 AM x>> 
> Cheetings! 
> 

> Just a fiiendly reminder - Carolina CREED meeting tonight 7pro (November 5th) in the Loudermilk Center on the 3rd floor. 
;> 

> Thanks, 

> Cricket 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 

> <TEXT.htm> 

> <IMAGE.j pg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha -~ negalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, [2:00 PM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@ancaa.unc.edu>; Lance Maackos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul l?ogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edw,; Tom Timmemlans 

<timmernlaals@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Re: Carolina CREED Meeting 

Great. Thin,ks. It’s an official visit. The kids nanle is roll be the host. 

JeffNegalha 

University of North Caacolina 

Men’s Soccer 

www.unc.edu 

www.goheels.com 

On at 11:57 AM, "Amy Herman" <aischae~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am fine ruth this, provided it is just students and staff in attendance, which I am assuming it roll be. But if food is provided and the kid is on an unofficial 

visit, he roll not be able to have any (unless you want to figure out the per-person rate and get money from him). If it’s an official visit, it would have to 

count as one of the provided meals for the day. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Cricket Lane <cricket!~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jeff, 

11:49 AM >>> 

I’m not sure.... I’ll check with Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Oil , at 11:47 AM, "JeffNegalha" <inegalha(&uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cricket, can a recruit attend? 
;> 

>:~>> Cricket Lane <crickek@~uncaa.unc.edtr> : 6:58 AM >-~> 

> Greeting!! 
> 

> Just a friendly reminder - Cmolina CREED meeling tonight 7pm ( 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Cricket 
> 

> Sent from my iPad 

> <TEXT.htm> 

> <IMAGE.jpg> 

, in the Loudennilk Center on the 3rd floor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 1:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

requested NLI 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Mondw, 2:15 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Fa~ner, Stephen M <sfarmer@admissions.nnc.edt~> 

RE: Transcript 

Tra ce}/, 

Thanks, Eased on aH of this in f~rmatJon, she does not need the faculty reconrmendatton fbr admission, You and Coach Hatchell onEy need to focus on 

the faculty discussion, Speaking oJ         do you have her senior year courses? 

Than ks, Tracey, 

Barbara 

From: Tracey Williams rmailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~_::[:[ PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: RE Transcript 

Hello Barbara, attached is :urrent report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > :03 PM >>> 

Thanks, Tracey, Do you have her senior year courses7 Specifically, we need to know if she English and Math IV this year, 

E;arbara 

P, arbara ]. Polk 

Deputy Director 

Office ofUlldevgrad uate Admissions 

Uniw:vsity of North Caroli~la at Cltapel Hfl[ 
P hont~: ~il ~i--966 -39,q~i 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                2:0:[ PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara 3o 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: Fwd:           transcript 

for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:47 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Transcript 

Vince, 
See below. Just wanted to run it by you. Lance said that when a PSAis a committee case they cannot get pulled off the table anymore. Are you ok with me sending the 

NLIiASA or do you want me to wait until committee approval? 

Thanks, 
Tom 

>>> TraceyWilliams         ’.2:35 PM >>> 

Hello Torn,      is off the committee table. We will know abou on Wednesday 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc,edu > 2:22 PM >>> 

Yes is off the tab]e, 

BP 

{~arba~’a !, Polk 
l)eputy Director 
0 ll!k:c ofUnd(:rgra~duat(: Ai~missions 
I ird~mrsity ofN(alh (:aro[ina at Chapel Hill 
Phort{:: 919-966-3989 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, !:21 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Yes and I do have a list of the courses that is currently taking. Also does this mean that is off the committee table? Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpo[k@admissions.unc.edu > 2:15 PM > > > 

TF~ cey, 

Thanks= };ased on all of this mfl)rmation, she does ~ot need the facu]W recommendation for admissiom You and Coach ttatchdl on%7 ~eed to focus on 
the faculty dbcussion. Speaking of         do you have her senior year courses? 

Tha~ks, Tracey, 

Barbara 

From: Tracey Williams fmailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 2:11 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara ao 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, attached is current report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions,unc.edu > ::03 PM >>> 

ThmJ(s, Trace)’. Do you have her senior yea]: courses? Specificall2; we need to know if she English and Math IV this year, 

Barbara 

l~arbara ], Polk 
Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate AdmissJon~ 
!~uJ~rsJty of North Carolina at (:hape] HH! 
Phoue: 9JgJ)66-3989 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                 :01 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject: Fwd:          Transcript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maureen A Hm~’ <m-harty@northwestem.edu~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

Moving to the NCAA 

All 

I apologize for the informal mass email but I wanted everyone to know I have accepted a position at the NCAA in Indianapolis. I am so excited about this new 

adventure. It is a newly created position with the focus on educating and communicating with the NCAA Division I membership regarding the progress of the Rules 

Working Groups. 

My last day at NU will be November 16th. The best way to reach me is through my gmail account al               pgmail.com. My cell will stay the same for now 

I will be keeping my home here for a while so I will be back and forth between Indy and Chicago, 

All of you have influenced my career and/or life in some way so the fact that I have been offered this new opportunity is a tribute to you] 

Thanks and keep in touch. 

Mo 

Maureen A. Harty 

Associate Athletics Director 

Northwestern University 

p) 847-491-4646 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@tmc.edtr’- 
Mondw,                 3:43 PM 

Ille, Vince ville@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Thanks, Vince. Receipt confirmed. Thanks for the good work. I’ll be back in touch with any updates. 

- Matt 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday 9:02 PM 

To: Terrell, Matt 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: FVV: November NLI Signees 

Atlached is a cop>, of the most recent version for men’s temfis for you. We me willing to revisit aM/or revise if you think that’s necessau. Thanks. 

From: Sam Paul [malto:sDaul@uncamunc#d_.d_u] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:09 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

is my only November NLL An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:04 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

I didn’t see an attachment on this one. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 11/5/2012 8:57 PM > > > 

Thanks tbr the infommfion Lance. All, please see the updated version attached. It is my undersmaading that,           is no longer a level one thus faculty review is not 

required. I’ve attached a revised version of the November NLI list. Please let me know if any additions/deletions/updates/changes should be made. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 1:49 PM 

To: Ille, Vinr~ 
Subject: 

requested NLI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Monday, 9:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Tra~ript 

Vince, 
You are correct. V~th the information we received today 
Barbara 

Connected by DROiD 0,7 Verizon Wireless 

s no longer a level 1. 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <boolk@admissions.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, 1:47:16 GMT+00:OO 
Subject: RE Transcript 

Barbara, 

Does your message below mean that 

provided ruth the messages below. Thank you. 

Vince 

is no longer a level one? Is she now a level 2 or 3? .lust checking, since I’ve not yet seen what Tracey 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Sent= Monday, 2:15 PM 
To: Tracey Williams 
Cc= 1lie, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject: RE:          Transcript 

Trace},, 

Thanks, Based on all of this infnrmatior~, she does not rmed the faculty recommer~datJon for admission, You arid Coach Hatchell only need to fncus on 
for the f~cult:y discussiom Speaking ol         do yo~t have her senior year courses? 

Thanks, Tra coy, 

Barhara 

From= Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~_:11 PM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Tracey Williams 
Subject: RE: Transcript 

Hello Barbara, attached is current report card. Yes she is in both. Thanks, Tracey 

> > > "Poll<, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 2:03 PM > > > 

Thanks, Tracey, Do you have her senior’ yea, courses? SpecificaI1}/, we need to know t[ she gnglish arid Math IV this year, 

Barhara 

From: Tracey Williams [mailto:twilliams@uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, I               2:01 PM 

To= Polk, Barbara Jo; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Tracey Williams 
Subject= Fwd:           -ranscript 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:29 PM 

Tailgate Intb tbr Nov 10fl~ game UNC vs. Georgia Tech 

Hello Tea Heel Feanilies- 

It’s November eald we are thankful for all the THFPO tailgates have meant to our Tar Heel Families. Let the good times keep rolling! Fabulous limes, fabulous food 

and fabulous company. It continues to provide a wonderful way for families to connect before the game. Tailgate starts at 10:30am. Game kickoff is at 12:30pm. 

Tailgate Menu: BBQ, cornbread, green beens, baked potato salad, fruit, dessert, tea, lemonade and water...yummy’. ! ! ! ! 

Click here to get more details and RSVP for THFPO tailgate - RSVP deadline Thurs. Nov 8th at midnight 
Go Heels! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:41 PM 

Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Periods- - Mens Lacrosse.pdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:42 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l[le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - Field Hockey.pdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:42 PM 

Boo Gillette <bgi[let@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - SoftbalLpdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:43 PM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathv GriClClS < kclriclcls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

ACC Dead Period Reminder 

Dead Period - - Track, Cross Country.pdf 

See attached from the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602 
(312) 450-6600 tel 
(312) 450-6601 fax 
www.uniformlaws.org 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: PARTICIPANTS IN STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

FROM: 

RE: 

DALE G. HIGER, CHAIR, ULC STUDY COMMITTEE ON AMENDING 
THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND AGENTS ACT 
JOHN A. SEBERT, ULC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND 
AGENTS ACT 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 6, 2012 

Introduction 

Last January, the Uniform Law Commission ("ULC’), also known as the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,1 established a Study Committee to 
consider whether it would be beneficial to review and amend the Uniform Athlete and Agents 
Act. The current Uniform Athlete and Agents Act ("UAAA") was adopted by the ULC in 2000 
and has been adopted in forty-three states.2 

1The Uniform Law Commission (ULC), now 121 years old, provides states with non-partisa~ well-conceived 

and well-drafted legislation that brings clarity and stabilib: to critical areas of the law. ULC’s work supports the 
federal system and facilitates the movement of individuals and the business of organizations with rules that are 
consistent from state to state. 

Uniforn~ Law Commissioners nmst be lawyers, qualified to practice law. They are lawyer-legislators, attorneys in 
private practice, state and federal judges, law professors, and legislative staff attorneys, who have been appointed 
by state governments as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to research, draft 
and promote enactment of uniform state laws in areas where uniformity is desirable and practical. 

The task of the Study Conunittee is to gather infornmtion and viewpoints from a broad assemblage of interested 
persons and organizations, to evaluate the input, and to report to the Confcrence’s Executive Committee its 
recommendations as to whether drafting should be undertaken and, if so, the outlines of a desirable uniform or 
model act. 

2UAAA has been adopted in whole or in part in: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 
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In November 2011 a "Summit" on the UAAA was held in Washington, DC, under the 
auspices of the NCAA. The Summit was attended by representatives of a large range of 
organizations interested in the act and in intercollegiate athletics, including representatives from 
the ULC. Among the conclusions from the Summit was a request that the UAAA be re- 
examined for possible improvements. After the Summit, ULC commissioners prepared a 
proposal that led to the establishment of the Study Committee. 

The Study Committee has developed a tentative list of issues that it believes should be 
considered in the process of determining whether the ULC should undertake a project to draft 
amendments to the UAAA. That list is summarized later in this memorandum and more fully 
explicated in the attached "Issues Memorandum." 

The Study Committee is organizing a "stakeholders meeting" to help it further evaluate 
the desirability and feasibility of a uniform law amending and expanding upon the current 
provisions of UAAA. As always, we are particularly interested in all stakeholders’ views on the 
prospects for enactment of such a law. Following that stakeholders’ meeting, the Study 
Committee will develop a final recommendation to the ULC Scope and Program Committee 
concerning whether to move forward to form a drafting committee and, if so, the topics that 
should be included in the drafting proj ect. 

The Stakeholders Meeting will be held on Thursday, November 1, 2012, at the 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel, 480 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, D.C. The meeting will mn from 
10:00 a.m. to no later than 4:00 p.m., and a light lunch will be served. 

We would welcome your participation in this meeting and hope you or a representative of 
your organization will be able to attend in person (or participate by conference call). Please 
return the attached response form, indicating whether you or another representative of your 
organization will be able to attend in person or participate by conference call. We would 
appreciate receiviml a response from you by October 13, 2012. 

Io Subjects for Discussion among Stakeholders 

The following is a brief list of issues that the Study Committee hopes will be explored at 
the Stakeholders’ Meeting; these issues are discussed in more detail in the attached "Issues 
Memorandum", and a copy of the UAAA also is attached. 

1.     If a project to amend the UAAA were undertaken, which of the following issues should 
be considered by a drafting committee, understanding that even a preliminary assessment to 
address an issue does not mean that it ultimately would be addressed in a revised act: 

a. Should the definition of "athlete agent" in the UAAA be expanded, or should the 
scope of the act be adjusted, to cover evolving practice? 

b. Does the registration system work, or are there considerations that need to be added? 
Are there other alternatives to the existing system? 
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c. Should the act require agents to procure a surety bond prior to engaging in conduct 
governed by the act? 

d. Should agents be required to notify educational institutions prior to contacting a 
student-athlete that is enrolled? 

e. Should agents be prohibited from representing both student-athletes and coaches from 
the same institution? 

f. Are there elements that could be changed or added to the act that would clarify 
enforcement authority, or make the act more likely to be enforced by state regulators? 

g. Are there additional matters that should be considered in any potential revision to the 
act? 

2. Considering everything, do you believe that the UAAA should be amended? 

3.     Would you or your organization be willing to participate actively in a drafting project, if 
one were established? 

4.     Assuming any revised act was acceptable to your organization, would your organization 
be willing to assist the ULC in getting it enacted by state legislatures? 

Ultimately, the Study committee and the ULC are interested in your views as to whether 
there is a need for amendments to the UAAA and whether you believe that, if the amendments 
were well-crafted, there is a reasonable possibility that a substantial number of states would 
enact the legislation. 

II. Conclusion 

We hope that the Stakeholders’ Meeting will provide the Study Committee with the 
information necessary to make a recommendation concerning whether to proceed to drafting 
amendments to the UAAA. Such a recommendation would be considered by the ULC Scope 
and Program Committee and its Executive Committee in January 20113. If a drafting committee 
is appointed, we would expect it to begin work promptly and hopefully to have a draft for initial 
consideration by the ULC at its 2014 Annual Meeting and a draft for final adoption at the ULC 
2015 Annual Meeting. 

Uniform Law Commission drafting processes are open and transparent. Drafting 
Committees are comprised of ULC commissioners, a reporter (often an academic) is recruited, 

and there are one or more advisors from the American Bar Association. In addition, we seek to 
involve a wide range of entities and individuals who are interested in and have knowledge about 
the topic being considered to participate as observers in the drafting committee meetings. 
Observers are invited to attend and participate actively in all drafting committee meetings and 
receive copies of all materials that are distributed in advance of drafting committee meetings. 
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If you have any questions or wish more information about this project, please contact the 
ULC’s Executive Director John Sebert, 312-450-6603, (email: john.sebert@uniformlaws.org)or 
Dale G Higer, Study Committee Chair, at 208-871-5012 (email:       ~msn.com). 

Attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mosley, Layua <mosley@unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 4:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Renner, Joy J <\loy Renne@med.unc.edu> 

student athlete survey instrument 

Hi Vince (and Joy): 

I took a look at the survey draft, and I have a few suggestions, mostly related to the early parts, 

A.4 - in asking students to report HS GPA, you may want to specify weighted or unweighted; students usually think of this, in my experience, in terms of weighted 

(which gives extra points for AP and Honors classes). So just good to be able to accurately compare across students. 

A.5 -allow students to select more than 1 major, to account for double majors. 

In this section (A.5 and 6), it would be useful to ask "intended major when you arrived at U NC" as well. This would provide different information than the "did 

athletics interfere with your choice of major?" item. Many students change their minds (athletes and non-athletes alike), but charting the changes in majors could 

be quite interesting (e.g. pre reed to business). 

A.7 -allow "prefer not to answer," as well as multiple categories (e.g. Hispanic and African-American) 

B.4 - I’rn not sure what "trust the faculty" means - does this refer to trust them to treat all students equally? Trust them to be fair in their assessment procedures? 

Trust them to discuss personal information? Trust them to be subject experts? It seems like students will read this question in many different ways, which will 

lead to answers that are all over the map. 

B.8 Aren’t students required to seek guidance, at least in terms of registering for courses or evaluating progress toward graduation. Or does this question meant to 

get at "beyond the normal"? 

B.11 to B.16 -just a general comment on the way in which these questions are worded: they are ’framed’ in a way that may bias the answers (all of them are along 

the lines of "athletics were not a barrier to academics"). These are likely to generate answers that affirm (e.g. academics was privileged over athletics). If they 

were asked in the opposite direction (e.g. "my grades suffered due to my participation in sports"), you would probably be more likely to get answers that leaned in 

the other direction. One way to avoid these "framing effects" is to randomize the way the questions are asked across surveys, e.g. half of the surveys use the 

"positive frame" version that’s here, and half use the "negative frame." I know this is probably more than you want to hear about survey item design, but there’s 

lots of evidence to suggest that how things are asked really affects the answers one gets. 

All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

[)~-_q:~artrnent of PoJitical Science 

UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Elill, NC 27599--3265 

www.unc,edu/~lmosleyi 

From= Renner, Joy .1 [mailto:.]oy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject= .]oy Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon! 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince Ille. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to have a tin,raft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (.ille@email.unc.edu.) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review tastNe are being asked for faculty input so let’s do not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 

Jo’~, J. Re!~r!er, M.A., r{T(R), FAEIRS 
Associa.:e Professor at~d Director 
Unk, ersit,l of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #712~0 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPr~bia SL 
Chapei H[IJ, NC 27599-7130 

919-96r3-5147Desk 

CeJi 

919-96 r3-5952,’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, ir!cludh~g attachments, if any, is in,:e!~ded only for the -person or enti,:y to wi~[ch [,: is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/or 

privileged mater[ai, Ar!’¢ --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited, If you are no~ the intended rec[p[en[~ please cot!tact the sender b’~, reply e-mail and 

destroy" all copies of the oriel[hal t’rtessage, 

Entail cerrespol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Recerds ~aw s~d may he disposed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized state official (NCGS, cho :1,32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "UNC SA Exit Sur~ey REVISED DRAFT 10 21 2012.docx", size: 45571 bytes] 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel tlJll (https:/:, sakai.unc.edu/portal ) from the Faculb, Athletics Committee 



site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications a’t My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,, October 27, 2012 11:04 AM 

~att.net>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting 

Please help me remember to add these into my Garmin tonight and take my Gannin tomorrow? Thanks. 

National Rental Car: 560 Bessie Coleman Drive, Chicago, IL 60666 

Rosemont Hilton: 5550 North River Road, Rosemont IL 60018 
Priority: 325 N. LaSalle, Suite 650, Chicago IL 

Mark Bartelstein and Mike McCartney 

BTI: 190 S. LaSalle Street, Suite 540, Chicago, IL 60603 

Brad Leshnock 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:00 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vince, any chance we can move the meeting Monday to 1:00? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 1:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That works fine. I’ll ~e you both there on Monday. Thanks very much for maJdng time to meet with me. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
GreaL Both Mark BartNstein and I will be here at the Priority office. Is it ok to meet here? We’re at 325 N. LaSNle, Suite 550. 
Mike 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 
Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please j ust let me know. I look tbrwaacd to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Hike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports,biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vivace: 

Monday would be great. What time would work [:or you? 
I look l:orward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derckq@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Co: Ille, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vince, 

Good talking with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCaztney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in 

Chicago it would be beneficial tbr you and the program. Mike is an Ahmm of UNC and Rick has worked ruth the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is thic honest, and consistent. He 

looked at the list of agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had 

at UNC. I made him aware of several attempts to get information to the school all which have been unsuccessthl. Vince is trying to tlfink outside the box 

and create a program that is unique that connects agents and players during the season not just a one time thing. He knows that if you lly to keep them 

separate it roll create problems. Hopefully, you both are available sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a 

date that works best for yon. 

Vince stated that firms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quality agencies who follow the rules representing UNC players so 

that the program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you am not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Deryk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

Dervkg@prioriFsports.biz 

i::i:~;c:~’it?: ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( IMority Sports... we put you first ) 
From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 



To: "deryk.q@prioritysports.biz" <deryk,q@prioritysports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk, 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well mad enjoying the work. 

As I men’doned during our telephone call, I lett the University of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priodties is to create an active an viable Agent mid Advisor 

Program for our stadent-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staff and he will assist me ruth this effolnL We have created a framework for what 

we think can be an efficient and effective program that will accommodate the needs mid interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent 

them as they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any effort yon could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with representatives of your agency. It would be ve~ valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice mid 

direction from key paNcipants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your 
help and let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

Universib, of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

i_l_!_e__@~_Ln_ £:_e__d_t ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Burgemeister <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

Monday, ~:06 AM 

Christopher B. Kenne@ (ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu); Aaron Aaker (aaI:e@bc.edu); Brandi Guerinot (brandi.guerino@bc.edu); Carly 

Pariseau (carly.pariseat~bc.edu); Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu); Cindy Hartmann (chaxtmann@duaa.duke.edu); Niesha Campbell 

(ncampbell@duaa.duke.edu); Sarah Helfer (shel[~@duaa.duke.edu); Todd Mesibov (tmesibov@duaa.duke.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@enmJl.unc.edu>; ~live.mm.edu>; Angel Cavanaugh(as2cz@eservices.virgilfia.edu); TomTimmermmls 

( ~!gmail.com); @live.unc.edt#,; Chris James (cmjame02@syr.edu); Dan Isaf(dmisaf@syr.edu); 

Erlease Wagnel~erleasem@syr.edu); Alex Eaton (aeaton@umd.edu); CodyGambler (cgamble@umd.edu); Dan Trump 

(dtmmp@umd.edu); Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu); Hemmn, Amy S <ajschae@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>: :(aquncaa.unc.edu); Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.tmc.edtP; Susan Maloy <sbma]oy@uncaa.unc.edtr--; ~uncaa.unc.edtr--; Tom Timmennans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Art Markos(am@virginia.edu); EricBaumgartner (embSp@vlrglnia.edu); Rob Slavis (rslavis@irginia.edu); 

Bert Locklin (blocklin@vt.edu); Heather Robertson (hember ,,~Svtedu); Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb~}vtedu); Tim Parker 

(tparker@vtedu); VickiSaflb-Kmataka (vsarfoka@vtedu) 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

FW: NCAA LSDBi Armouncements Update - Division I Legislative 

WLAX Recruiting Ca]endm.pdi, WLAX Recruiting C~]endar-Nov only.pdf 

Good morning, 
I wanted to make sure you all saw the updated women’s lacrosse recruiting calendar that was posted on Friday. Not sure what the specific change was, but the updated 
version is attached for your reference. Thanks, 
Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-369-4641 

From: Matt Burgemeister [mailto:mburgemeister@wac.org] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:36 AM 
To: Burgemeister, Matt 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

..... Forwarded message ..... 

From: "NCAA LSDBi Atmouncement Updates" <_r!_e_!xs__I__)__Lri_e__c_’__t!~Ln__c_’:~_Lg__rg> 

Date:                9:32 am 

Subject: NCAA LSDBi Announcements Update - Division I Legislative 

To: "Matt Burgemeis~ter’’ <mburgemeister(d~wac.otg> 

~ LSDBi Announcements L~date 

’]?he 12~lluwing notificatiuns have been pusted on the LSI)Bi annuuncements page in the last 24 hours. 

Women’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar (I) 

Please note there has been ml update to the women’s lacrosse color calendar for the month of November. 

LSDBi Announcement notifications are sent when new items are posted to the announcement page. 

This email was sent to: mburgemeister@wac.org 

This en’laii was sen,’: by: The National Golte#iat8 Athletic Association 

700 W, WashJrlg~on SLreeL ~r~diauapoiis, ~N 46206 

Click here to be removed from this mailing list, 

% 
Click [Z~L.! to view ot:r privacy poiicy, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:03 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - Exit survey/interview instrument 

Any chance we can have a joint call around 2:15 today? Just wanted to give you my thoughts on where to go from here with the instrument so we can have it all 

ready to go for the December grads. 

I would be on my cell phone if you guys can somehow be in the office together this afternoon. I know this is a long shot but thought I would try. I 

would be free again around 5:15. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

JoyJ. Renneh M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ec[or 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B21-A South Columbia St. 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AM"Y NO"ICE: ]his ~_~--nqail message, including attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.rnai[ and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Em~il correspondence to and from this address may he s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third pa~ties by an 
authorized ~tate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:17 AM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@ med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - Exit survey/interview instrument 

I can make a 2:15 or 5:15 call. Vince is out of town, not sure what his availability is as he is flying today. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Renner>, Joy J <J__o___y____R___e__n___n___e__r____@__m___e___d__:_u___n___c__=e___d___u__> 

Date: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 8:03 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Joy Renner - Exit survey!interview instrument 

Any chance we can have a joint call around 2:15 today? Just wanted to give you my thoughts on where to go from here with the instrument so we can have it all 

ready to go for the December grads. 

I would be on my cell phone if you guys can somehow be in the office together this afternoon. I know this is a long shot but thought I would try. I 

would be free again around 5:15. 

Thanks, 

Joy 

JoyJ. Reins_% t’vLA., ~1(~), F.a,E~RS 

Associate Professor a~d Director 

University of ~Jorth C~roiina at Ci1~pel Hiii 

School of Medicine 

CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 

B21-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC ~!7599-.71.30 

919-9~6-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-9~6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENT~AL~]Y NO]I~’JE: 1his ~_~--mai] message, including attachments~ if ~n~,, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtitV to which it is addressed and may tenth, h1 confidenti~i and/or 
privileged m~teriai. Any -----unauti]odzed review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssa~_¯ 
Er~ail correspo~lence to a~d from this address may be s~bject to the Noah Caro~i~a P~l~lic Records Raw a~l may be ~lisdose~l to thir~l paH:ies by an 
autborize~ ~tate officia~ {NCGS, ch, :~3:2). St~e~t e~catiema~ records are ~bject to FERPA, 



Page 1 of 1 

- Permission to Contact- 

From: Alex Robles <ar022@bucknell.edu> 
To: < @uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: 10/30/2012 2:52 PM 
Subject: Permission to Contact- 

Dear 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3 your institution has Bucknell University’s permission to 
speak with              to discuss the possibility of transferring and participating in the sport of 

at your institution. 

Please contact me at ~70-~/7-~,~JTu should you require any additional information. 

Sincerely, 
Alex 

% 
Alex Robles 
Assis[a.r-~[ AlhIetics Di.rectov for Compliance and S[udent Services 
Suckne]l University 
Lewisburg, PA }~/8o / 

~~e :///C :/Users/s~kirb~5/ AppData/L~ca~/Temp/XPgrpwise/5~8FE9C2uncath~eticsuncaa l ~... 10/30/2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 5:03 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Timmenna~s <limmemlans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Selling Game-Worn Jerseys 

@uncaa.unc.edtP; Tom 

FYI. Please make sure his name doesn’t show up anywhere! 

Sent Dam my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: "Burgemeister, Matt" <mbmgemeister~7~theacc.org> 

Date: October 30, 2012, 4:58:11 PM EDT 

To: "Amy Helma~" < Ns_c_’__[l_’_a__e_~]__t_Ln__c_’_~:__u__r_Lc_:__e__d___u_?~ 

Cc: "Brad Hosntetter" < .b_ } l_ R s _t .e_ _t t_ _e_ _r2(~it_}le_?4.c_’c_:q!ig>, "Shamaree Brown" <s_bj2q~Lr_@2._th__e_ ’.a_c_’._c_=c21/g> 

Subject: RE: Selling Game-Worn Jerseys 

<!--[if rosa 91--><’.--[endif]--> 

Hi Amy, 

Fve usually seen this where all of the team’s jerseys were auctioned (e.g., after a game where special uniforms were worn), but I don’t think the application of 
the bylaw would change whether it is ’100 or one. I agree this would be permissible even for only one jersey/uniform as long as it meets all elements of ’12.5.’1 .’1, 
including removing the name from the uniform and not using the name or photo in the auction info. 

I hope this helps. Let me know if you’d like to discuss further. Thanks, 

Matt Burgemeister 
Assistant Commissioner 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
336-369-4641 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto;aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 30, 2012 2:19 PN 
To-" Burgemeister, Matt 
C¢-" Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject; Selling Game-Worn Jerseys 

Matt, 

My first question for you! 

We have an online auction that we run through our goheels.com site. After our game vs. State last weekend, we would like to sell uniform 

(jersey, pants, socks, etc.) on this site. We plan to take the name off of the jersey, but, of course, leave his number    on it. 

Is this okay, per 12.5.1.1? We are not using his name, picture, or likeness, but it will be obvious to the world whose it is, of course, when we sell it and say that 

it’s "game worn", 

I’m pretty sure this has happened before, in fact our Marketing folks say that Michigan did it last year with their Quarterback after a game, but [ wanted to 

check in and get confirmation from you. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae’~a:uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < @gmail.com: 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 9:06 PM 

Kevin (fb comm) Best <kbes@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, S’teve <stevekir~bner@unc.edtv>; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@ancaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.~mc.edtr> 

Total Person Program offers opportunities for success to student-athletes - The Mea~eater 

FYI. 

What was their APR and GSR? 

http:/~www.themaneater.c~1rdst~ries/2~12,/1~/3~/t~ta~-pers~n-pr~ram-~ffers÷~p~rtunities-suc cess-/ 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:28 AM 

Bubba CunninghaJn < @gmail.com>; Kevin (Ib comm) Best <kbes~uncaa.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Re: Total Person Progrmll offers opportunities for success to student-athletes The Maneater 

20O5 
Overall GSR 84% 
Overall FGR 69% 
Football GSR 73, FGR 59 
MBB GSR 67, FGR 36 

APR 
2011 
All sports at least 958 
Football 972 
men’s basketball 974 
Baseball 987 
Women’s’ basketball 986 

On 10,"30,"12 9:05 PM, "Bubba Cunningham" < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>FYI. 

> 

>What was their APR and GSR? 

> 

> 

>http ://www.themaneater com/stories/2012i l O/30/total-person-program-offers- 

>opportunities-success-/ 

> 

> 

>Bubba 

> 

>Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:10 AM 

Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille0 Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to Virginia Tech for 

our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night, 
asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our s/a’s expected to 

perform under this kind of an environment? 
What can be done about this? If the answer is nothing,       will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event until Monday 

night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday. He needs a day at least to study. 
It is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances, The kid wants to do well, he has gone to them both well 

in advance, and [ can’t believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:51 AM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

-PTC 

.pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact for 

like more information on 

Happy Halloween! 

,. Let me know if you have any questions or if would 



10/31/12 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Division II Bylaw 13.1.1.2, Francis Marion University grants 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill permission to contact 

If you have any questions, please contact me at kcombs(~,fmanon.edu or 843- 

661-4627 

Sincerely, 

K. Ashleigh Combs 
Director of Compliance 
Francis Marion University 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 11:59 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Woodard, Harold < harold woodard@unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Athletics tutoring situation 

Hello Dean Woodard and Vince, 
I am writing to express my concern about out tutoring situation. 

The policy regarding providing tutoring support for our student-athletes is causing some very significant 
affects on our team’s ability to be successful academically. 

I understand there have been some difficult decisions regarding tutors and the funding. However, the 
policy of not enabling our student-athletes to provide their own tutors needs to be re-evaluated. 
I have had at least two student-athletes in this situation this semester, but will address this one specifically at this time. 
One of our team                         is a      and majoring in EXSS and minoring in Chemistry/Biology 

She has earned a 3.74 gpa. Her goal is to attend Medical School or Dental School, and as you know GPAis significant 
in being selected to the best possible programs. She is everything good we want our student-athletes to be academically, athletically, 
as a leader, and in the community. She is also a member of our Leadership Academy, on the SAC Council, and directs our Volleyball Community Outreach. 

Presently       is taking a class in Chemistry which is very challenging, and we are in-season. However because her GPA is high {above 2.5) she 

is denied any individual tutoring in any classes by our academic support program. Presently there is a one hour a week session of Chemistry tutoring being 
offered by the department for all of our athletes, but only offered on Sunday nights. There are well over 20+ student-athletes needing assistance so the 
room is crowded and not productive for most. With our team in-season schedule and the large number of students needing assistance this is far from being 
a situation where "tutoring" and learning is productive. The on-campus tutors that the Learning Center have available on campus do not meet the time 
requirements of a student-athlete with practices, team travel, weight lifting, team meetings, etc. 

is receiving financial aid to attend UNC, but has met with her parents and they are willing to help pay for an occasional individual tutor. Yet she is 

unable to hire anyone because of the present policy in place for our department where student-athletes are not permitted to have a tutor unless they come 
directly from our Academic Support program. If I      was a regular student at UNC she would be able to pay for tutoring services as needed, and earn the 
GPA she needs in this class, yet we are denying her this opportunity. 

I understand the new goals of the department are for us to be the top three in the ACC academically and top ten nationally. However, if this is the objecti, 
then we need to re-evaluate the rules which can allow our student-athletes to be successful at Carolina, earn high honors, reach their goals, be great 
representatives of what is good in college athletics {and not just graduate). I am sure there are other coaches who have similar situations and are 

concerned about this as well. 
I appreciate you taking the time to look into this situation and appreciate any feedback you can provide. 
Thank you again, 

Joe Sagula 

HEAD VOLLEYBALL COACH 
Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 
cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:40 PM 

~hcul~athletic@~kaJ.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - final call tbr input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Greetings! 

Just wanted to send a friendly soft reminder to any FA~ members who wanted to provide input on the survey instrument. Thanks to so many of you who have 

already shared some great suggestions and insights into the document. The ct~t~ff date for input will be Friday, November 2 so we can wrap up and have a ready 

to go instrument and system by December so Vince and the Athletics Department can capture data from the December graduating students. 

After consulting with several people, it has been decided that we will seek assistance from the Odum Institute. They can take the survey instrument provided by 

Vince and with all the FAC input develop an instrument that is edited, consolidated, and reorganized for a clean, comprehensive instrument from which much 

information can be drawn and utilized to make informed decisions. The student athletes will complete the instrument online so the data can be dumped into a 

database in Institutional Research. Both Athletics and FAC and whomever else the Chancellor deems appropriate can access and analyze the data in preparation for 

ongoing development of a strong and forward thinking student athlete experience. 

For our November meeting we will be wrapping up the Student Athlete Experience component of our revision planning for this year. We should know about the 

final survey instrument and Vince will explain how Athletics will be implementing the new process to insure a higher percentage of students who complete the 

survey. Then we will move into a discussion of what FAC’s role will be in the assessment of the student athlete experience on the UNC campus. 

Also, for those of you with further team contacts and experiences, please share those with me as well for our ongoing experience evaluation of the team liaison 

role. 

Thank you again for your role in strengthening the bond between athletics and academics. 

Joy 
Jo~,.I. Rem~_% M.A., RI(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
Universit¥ of North Carolina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.t~951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, inch.iding attachn-:ents, if at%,, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be sul>ject to the Noah Carolina P~#lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ {NCGS, ch. :t32). Studemt educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.uuc.eduipo~]) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Shults <bill.shult,~jumpforward.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

l just came across your name on the UNC website and didn’t realize that you had moved to Chapel Hill. Congratulations and good luck! Larry Gallo is an old friend 

(former compliance at Wake) from back in the day when I was in compliance at FSU. Please tell him I said hello. 

Best, 

-Bill 

Bill Shults 

Vice President foB" Compliance 

office: 312..784-?_949 

celk 

24/7 Support Lime: (866} 499-0564 
This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient. 
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient) please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - final call lbr input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Hi Vince! 

Hopefully I will be talking with them tomorrow to see about getting the ball rolling on the editing of the survey. I hope they will have a survey designer available soon. When I 
talk with the director I will let him know that Bubba and Holden are also behind this getting done through their office and the need to have it happen soon. Since they edit 
surveys and design them for electronic delivery all the time, my thought it is will not take them long, since the questions are pretty much already done. I will let you know as 
soon as they assign a person to the project. 

Probably the most efficient way to move forward is to give them the survey electronically with the FAC input emails and whatever written input instructions you want to give 
them and let them work on a draft. Then we can get a couple of people together to give the input for the final version to be sure everyone’s assessment needs and goals are 
met. If there are other question areas you want included that were not on the original survey instrument, be sure to include them in your written instructions so we can make 
sure they know all the additions that need to be made for the first draft. 

I hope this will lighten at least some of the load you and your staff are under right now; not to have to spend time formatting a survey. There are many important items under 
you where you will be making important improvements and working toward the Athletics strategic plan. I really appreciate all you are doing. 

Joy 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 7:23 PM 
To: Renner, Joy .I 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Thmlks for your help with this Joy. I would like to meet with the appropriate person at the Odum Institute. Do you have a contact that I cml call’? 

I plml to use the original survey instrument we provided for comment and all the suggestions collected through November 2 as a starting point ibr discussion with the 

whomever you recommend. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 32, 2012 2:40 PM 
To: facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject: Joy Renner - final call for input on exit survey instrument and our next meeting 

Greetings! 

Just wanted to send a friendly soft reminder to any FAC members who wanted to provide input on the survey instrument. Thanks to so many of you who have 

already shared some great suggestions and insights into the document. The c~ff date for input will be Friday, November 2 so we can wrap up and have a ready 

to go instrument and system by December so Vince and the Athletics Department can capture data from the December graduating students. 

After consulting with several people, it has been decided that we will seek assistance from the Odum Institute. They can take the survey instrument provided by 

Vince and with all the FAC input develop an instrument that is edited, consolidated, and reorganized for a clean, comprehensive instrument from which much 

information can be drawn and utilized to make informed decisions. The student athletes will complete the instrument online so the data can be dumped into a 

database in Institutional Research. Both Athletics and FAC and whomever else the Chancellor deems appropriate can access and analyze the data in preparation for 

ongoing development of a strong and forward thinldng student athlete experience. 

For our November meeting we will be wrapping up the Student Athlete Experience component of our revision planning for this year. We should know about the 

final survey instrument and Vince will explain how Athletics will be implementing the new process to insure a higher percentage of students who complete the 

survey. Then we will move into a discussion of what FAC’s role will be in the assessment of the student athlete experience on the UNC campus. 

Also, for those of you with further team contacts and experiences, please share those with me as well for our ongoing experience evaluation of the team liaison 

role. 

Thank you again for your role in strengthening the bond between athletics and academics. 

Joy 

Jo,l J. Renner~ M.A., RI(R), FAEff~S 
Associate Professor and Dh’ec[or 
Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ Chapel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB ~7130 UNC-CH Bondklra~!t }~all 
321-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

91%956-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENr~AL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, inch.iding attachn-:ents, if an~,, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Rny -----unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may he subject to the Noah Caroffna P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state officia~ {NCGS, ch, :t32), $tudemt educationM records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_l!t_!r?__s_-!)’_~_~_~i:__u__~zc_:__e__d___~_p___e_r__m__~__) from the l:’aculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, ( 9:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Academic Issue 

Thanks Vince. 

I did receive a copy of this. 

I will give you a call about this. 

I will ~y that the responsc from the professors is fax ti-om "ridiculous." 

The student was given letters to prescnt to each instructor during the first week of class seating which dates they would need to miss class due to travel tbr their six, ft. 
StudenLs are not to expect instructors to excuse them ti-om dates not included in the initial letter.....m~d neither should instructors. Since students should receive a 

syllabus on the firs~t day of class tbr each course that lists when tests, quizzes and other assignments me due for the entire semester, they should know when multiple 

assignments axe due in the same week and sometimes on the same day’ and prepare accordingly. 

The student is doing well academically mid is scheduled to meet with his academic counselor later this week. Coach Mock is way off-base on this one. 

Take care. 

Harold 

Sent ti~n~ my iPad 

On at 8:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email xmc.edu> wrote: 

A copy to you in case yon weren’t informed of this. Thmlks. 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:10 AM 
To-" Spencer Welborn 

Cc-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams )next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to 

Virginia Tech for our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night. 

asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our s/a’s 

expected to perform under this kind of an environment? 

What can be clone about this? If the answer is nothing,       will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event 

until Monday night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday. He needs a day at least to study. 

It is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances. The kid wants to do well, he has gone to 
them both well in advance, and I can’t believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Swimming 

VJnce, 

think I copied you on the email b~t is a "no longer recruited". 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:23 P! 
To" Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject" RE: Swimming 
Thanks Barbara. 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 8:29 PN 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject; Swimming 
VJn ce, 

Attached is the most recent in%rnmtion I have on swimming. Tt~ere is one prospect, 
for clarification and will let you know what I hear hack. 
Let me know if you have questions. 
Barbara 

that I’m not 1(I(1% sure Rich is slotting. I’ve emailed him 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 4:40 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Thanks. 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@emaiku nc.edu > 10/31/2012 10:21 PM > > > 

A hello from a friend of yours.,, 

V 

From= Bill Shults [mailto: bill,stlults@jumpforward,com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 31, 2012 5:45 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

l just came across your name on the UNC website and didn’t realize that you had moved to Chapel Hill. Congratulations and good luck! Larry Gallo is an old friend 

(former compliance at Wake) from back in the day when I was in compliance at FSU. Please tell him I said hello. 

Best, 

-Bill 
gift Shults 

Vice President for Compliance 

office: 312-.7[#4-2[-)4[-) 

celh 

24/7 Support Line: {866} 499-05C:4 
This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient. 
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are got the ioteoded 
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient) please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete all copies oftMs message, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~miugham < @gmail.com~ 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Total Per~n Program oilers opportunities for success to student-athletes The Ma~eater 

Imagine that. People the know and trust actually get better performance. Novel 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 

On Oct 31, 2012, at 8:42 PM, "I11e, Vince" <ille@email.unc edu> wrote: 

> I believe their Academic Support (or Total Person Program) is a unit within the Athletic Department and reports to the Athletic Director? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Kirschner, Steve 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 9:28 AM 
> To: Bubba Cunningham; Kevin (fb comm) Best; Kirschner, Steve; Rick (mktg) Steinbacher; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Total Person Program offers opportunities for success to student-athletes The Maneater 
> 

> 2005 
> Overall GSR 84% 
> Overall FGR 69% 
> Football GSR 73, FGR 59 
> MBB GSR 67, FGR 36 
> 
> APR 
>2011 
> All sports at least 958 
> Football 972 
> men’s basketball 974 
> Baseball 987 
> Women’s’ basketball 986 
> 

> On 10/30/12 9:05 P2% "Bubba Cunningham", ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> FYI 
>> 
>> What was their APR and GSR? 
>> 

>> 

>> http ://wv, as,.themaneater com/stories/2012/l O/30/total-person-pro~ram-offers- 
>> opportunities-success-i 
>> 

>> 

>> Bubba 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thu rsd ay, 8:46 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Staff Meeting Today 

Canceled. But feel free to meet without me and share leftover candy if you would like. : ) 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard BeflM <bbethel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November l, 2012 8:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Supporting Student-Athletes 

VJnce, 

I’m trying to wrap up a project I’ve been working on, comparing the factors and supports that may affect underprepared student-athletes at top tier universities. I 

haven’t heard back from the learning specialist I emailed at lllinois, and so l’m writing to ask if you still communicate with Kfistin Kane, and, if so, would you mind 

forwarding the below questions to her? 

1. Does lllinois offer introductory science courses for non-science majors? For example, Ohio State has Biology 101 for non-science majors and Biology 111 for 

science majors. 

2. Does illinois offer basic English and math course for students whose ACT or SAT scores are below a certain score? For example, here at UNC, students who 

score below 460 on the writing portion of the SAT are required to take English 100. 

3. Does Illinois offer study skills and or life skills courses? If so, are they exclusively for student-athletes? 

4. How many full-time learning specialists does the academic support program employ? 

in addition to the data above, l’m including the number of majors a school offers, lilinois’s website says it offers approximately 150 majors. 

i’m surveying 15 top tier schools with Division I athletics programs. Illinois and Virginia are the only schools whose information I still need. When I have their 

information, I’II happily send a chart showing the data for the 15 schools. I believe it may help when trying to understand the particular challenges underprepared 

students may face at some top tier universities. Thanks for your help. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Rd. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 275991 T (919) 962-2237 

C (         i F (919) 962-8247 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Hennan ~aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Trisha StMtbrd-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Your words requested. 

Any compliance issues that need to be addressed? 

It concerns me that no one from compliance was copied when there is a statemem in the email that suggests there are associated issues. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Direck~r of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: Trisha L Staflbrd-Odom <tsodom,@~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: October 21, 2012, 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek -~cheek(r~email.nnc.edu~, ",r~live.unc.edu>, Hany Stafford <harry staflbrd(~med.unc.edu>, 

"Andrew Calder" <acalder(~uncaa.tmc.edu>, Billy Lee <bilMee,@~nncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb(&uncaa.unc.edu~, Clarissa Adams 

<cadams(&~uncaa.unc.edu>, Jason Beaulieu <ibeaulie(&uncaa.unc.edu>, Jane High <jhigh(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Law <lawdawg(~uncaa.unc.edu;>, 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Tracey Williams <twilliams,@~nncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tax Heel, 
event will De bnnday, November 25, 2012 in Atlanta, GA. 

is deep into planning an extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our commits. The 

Though NCAA rules will not permit our Staff to attend, our presence is veD~ much desired!      has requested that we put together a 3-ish minute 

VIDEO PRESENTATION to be played at the pal~. The video would have each of us congratulating, encouraging, & welcoming and the 

others into their futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Dilector. Bubba Cunningham. 

I have spoken with        and she is ready to make us all look good on fil!! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITH 

spend 5 minutes getting your words on tape. 

FttIS WEEK tbr her to 

Also, for we coaches        also needs to use our 5 minutes to film answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project to be played 

during random home games. I herefore, dress appropriately (Trisha). Hahaha’. 

We ale pressing fol-vvard, ’Far Heels! 

Thank you, 

TSO 

Sent from my iPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:54 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Your words requested. 

More Re Party in Atlanta for Signees.msg 

Bubba, 
I apologize for not copying you on the email that I sent to the coaches after speaking with Trish about this on the phone. See attached. We have had no further contact on this 

yet, so I do not know how the coaches have decided that they will handle the congratulatory message issue. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Cu nningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.u nc,edu > 11/1/2012 9:13 AM > > > 

Any compliance issues that need to be addressed? 

It concerns me that no one from compliance was copied when there is a statement in the email that suggests there are associated issues. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Trisha L Stafford Odom <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Date: October 21, 2012, 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek <dcheek@email.unc.edu: @live.unc.edu>, Harry Stafford <harw stafford@med.unc.edu>, "Andrew Calder" 

<acalder@uncaa.unc,edu>, Billy Lee <bilMee@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bridgerb@uncaa,unc.edu>, Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >, Jason 

Beaulieu <]beaulie@uncaa.unc.edu >, Jane High <jhiqh@uncaa.unc.edu >, Greg Law <lawdawq@uncaa.unc.edu >, Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >, 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cc: <bubbac@email.unc,edu > 

Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tar Heel, 
be Sunday, November 25, 2012 in Atlanta, GA. 

is deep into planning an extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our commits, The event will 

Though NCAA rules will not permit our Staff to attend, our presence is very much desired!     has requested that we put together a 3 ish minute VIDEO 

PRESENTATION to be played at the party. The video would have each of us congratulating, encouraging, & welcoming and the others into their 

futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Director, Bubba Cunningham. 

I have spoken with       and she is ready to make us all look good on film! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITH 

getting your words on tape. 

THIS WEEK for her to spend 5 minutes 

Also, for we coaches,       also needs to use our 5 minutes to film answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project to be played during 

random home games, Therefore, dress appropriately (Trisha), Hahaha! 

We are pressing forward, Tar Heels! 

Thank you, 

TSO 

Sent from my JPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 3:26 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More Re: Party in Atlanta for Signees 

Trish, 

As we just discussed on the phone, the only exception available to provide video to prospective student athletes (even those that have signed) is to send "necessary pre 

enrollment information" to them in a video format. So, for example, video playbooks or game clips that they need to study, The bylaws below spell out this regulation. Please 

let me know howyou all decide you will get a congratulatory message to the signees. As I mentioned, you can either send something Jn writing for them to read at the party, 
or you may set up a Skype call of some sort to offer congratulations "in person" that evening. 

In addition, you have indicated that              will be funding the party for the signees and their families/friends, and that she has no previous relationship with UNC. I 

have also confirmed with both the Rams Club and the Ticket Office that     qas never joined the Rams Club, nor has she purchased season tickets. So, based on this 

information, she is not yet a booster and, thus, is permitted to provide benehts to her          friends and future teammates. So we are all set from that angle, 

! will wait to hear back from you with potential solutions to the outstanding congratulatory message issue. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

1.4.1.5 Video/Audio Materials. 

An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete except as specified in this 

section. Permissible video or audio material may only be provided to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail attachment or hyperlink, 

except as provided in Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4. [D] (Adopted: 1/11/94 effective 8/1/94, Revised." 1/9/96 effective 8/1/96, 12/12/06, 1/8/07, 1/16/10, 

3/29/10, 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11, 6/13/11) 

13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to All Students. 

Official academic admissions and student-services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to prospective 

student-athletes. (Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes 

only general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. [D] (Adopted: 1/16/10, 

Revised: 3/29/10) 

13.4,1.5.3 Computer-Generated Recruiting Presentations. 

An institution may produce a computer-generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show to, play for or provide to a 

prospective student-athlete, subject to the following provisions: [D] (Adopted: 1/8/07, Revised: 1/14/08, 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

(a) The presentation may be posted to the institution’s website; 

(b) The presentation may include general informational video/audio material that relates to an institution or its athletics programs and is not 

created for recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Information. 

An institution may provide any necessary pre-enrollment information (that is not otherwise considered to be general information related to an 

institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities in a video format (e.g., video playbook, 

games clips) to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement, or 

has been officially accepted for enrollment. Such information may be provided via a digital media storage device (e.g., DVD, flash drive). [See Bylaw 

13.4.1.1-(h).] [D] (Adopted: 12/26/06, Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10, 6/13/11) 

> > > Amy Herman 10/24/2012 9:06 PM > > > 

Trisha, 

Iwas forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to mom for the party she is planning for the signees in November. I’m going to 

need some details on this party so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain to me what will be occurring, who will be paying, and what the signees and their families!friends will be receiving? 

Time thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving anything they shouldn’t from boosters, etc. 

i’m certainly not saying that this is a no go, and [ don’t cnean to alarm you, but [would like to have more details about what will be occurring before the planning goes much 

further, if you don’t know the details and you would like to haw          ~nom call me, i am happy to talk to her. Feel free to give her my number (919 962 7853). 

i’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs and released them to the media, i don’t think there will be any problems 

with this, but i will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 

Thanks, i look forward to talking to you about the details of this party. I am going to be in Carmichael tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting from 10 11, Maybe I’ll stop by your 

office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

..",.m ~ ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Shults <bill.shult,~@jumpforward.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:55 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

Please let me know if JumpForward can ever be of assistance to UNC~ I know that Amy would tell me each year that they are happy with ACS, but we hear that 

som~-_~ coaches don’l: agree We’d b~:_~ happy to come to campus for a presen~:atkm, if you think it might help. No pressure, and if you agree [:hat things are free with 

the coaches the way it is., l:hal:’s great. Please let John Nanchard know I said hello too, fu:_!s a great guy and a valuabh:_~ r~-:m.:_~urce. 

Thank you, 

--Bill 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 20:12:10:20 PM 
To: Bill Shults 
Subject: RE: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Thanks Bill. I’ll give your regards to Larry. He’s a great guy to work with. Hope you and yours are well. 

Vince 

From: Bill Shults [m_aj_[t_o_;__bj]!:_s__h___uJ_t__s__@j_u__t_n_p_Lo_r_w_~[d_:g~m] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3:1, 20:12 5:45 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Congrats on your move to UNC 

Vince- 

I just came across your name on the UNC website and didn’t realize that you had moved to Chapel Hill. Congratulations and good luck! Larry Guile is an old friend 

(former compliance at Wake) from back in the day when I was in compliance at FSU. Please tell him I said hello. 

Best, 

-Bill 

Bill ShuJts 

Vice President for Compmiance 

o ffk:e: 312--784-?_949 

celk 

24/7 Support Line: (866} 499-0564 
This e-mail may contain confidential and privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient, 
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient (or authorized to receive for the recipient} please contact the sender by reply e-mail and 
delete all copies of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 9:58 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.uncedu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.uncedu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated Recruiting Calendar 

Track Recruiting Calendar.pdf 

Track Staff, 
See attached for an updated recruiting calendar. I’m not sure exactly what was changed/revised, but there was reference to it being something in the month of December. So 

please review carefully! 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edus, 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 10:00 AM 

Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Academic Issue 

Hi Vince --.There is faculty legislation on missing class to represen[ the University, but it may not apply in this situation where the studen[ can be in class but doesn’t 

want to take the text. From the instructor’s perspective, this might mean writing another test, I understand CD’s frustration, but I’m not sure the solution is to keep 

the kid in Virginia Tech anon:her day, ~-:~specialiy i[ ~:he rest of the team wiil be re~:urning Sunday ~-:~vening. I agre~-:~ tha~: an accommodation by the pro[essor seems 

reasonabl~-:~, but I am not sure i~: is requir~-:~d under our legislation. We have as a pr~:!ject rewriting th~-_~ class a~:tendance policy for all s~:udenl:s to make it more rational. 

It has been added on to over the years and is not kind of a mish-rnash. One o[: the more recent additions was based on a statute that permits students to ~T~iss two 

days of class for religious observance. The current policy’s appeal procedure is to go Lo Lhe course instructor’s immediate academic supervisor. 

I.issa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 8:20 PH 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: P-W: Academic Issue 

Lis~ 

I tbrwarded a copy to Harold. Is a situation like the one described below ~mething you would consider addressing on our cmnpus? Thanks and hope you’re feeling 

betler soon. 

Mince 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 31, 2012 10:10 AM 
To: Spencer Welborn 
Cc: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Academic Issue 

Spencer,               has two exams this week, and two exams next Monday; one in Religion and one in ANATOMY. We are traveling this weekend to Virginia Tech for 

our first competition. The competition is on Sunday. We are traveling in vans and we will not be getting back until very late Sunday night. 

asked both his teachers if he could be permitted to take the exam later next week and both denied his request. This is ridiculous! How are our sia’s expected to 

pertorm under this kind of an environment? 

What can be done about this? ff the answer is nothing,        will remain in Virginia Tech overnight and not get back to UNC legitimately from the event until Monday 

night. The profs will then have no choice but to let him take it Tuesday. He needs a day at least to study. 
ft is very frustrating to me that a reasonable human being would not be more cooperative under the circumstances. The kid wants to do well, he has gone to them both well 

in advance, and [ cmYt believe they expect him to wrestle on Sunday and take tests on Monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Orth, Zach 
Thursday, November 01, 2012 11:12 AM 
Samer Kalaf q @gmail.com) 

Stabile, Regina 

Follow-up - (Public Records Requested 9.11.2012) 

Public Records Letter _ Samer Kalaf ll.l.2012.pdf 

Dear Samer Kalaf, 

Please see the attached PDF which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile. While we are still processing these records, as a courtesy 
to you we wanted to send you this advance notice that these records will be available for pick-up after 2 PM today. 
Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth 

Business Services Coordinator 

Qffice of University Counsel 

The University c~[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 

222 t~;ast Cameron A venue 

Chapel [Jill, North Carolina 2 7599-9105 

http://www, uric. edu/depts/le~aU 

Direct Line: 9 l 9-843-8894 

Main Ofjice Line: 919-962-1219 

Uacsimile: 919-843-1617 

Electronic ~,~5ail: orlh(a~emaiL unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Orth, Zach 
Thursday, November 01, 2012 11:15 AM 
’ @gmail.com’ 

Stabile, Regina 

Follow-up - (Public Records Requested 9.12.2012) 

Public Records Letter_ Sarah Glen ll.l.2012.pdf 

Dear Ms. Glen, 

Please see the attached PDF which consists of a letter from Regina Stabile. While we are still processing these records, as a courtesy 
to you we wanted to send you this advance notice that these records will be available for pick-up after 2 PM today. 
Sincerely, 

Zach 

Zach J. Orth 

Business Services Coordinator 

Qffbe of University Counsel 

The University c~[’North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

110 Bynum Hall Campus Box 9105 

222 East Cameron ,4 venue 

Chapel [Jill, North Carolina 2 7599-9105 

http:/Twww, uric. edu/depts/le~aU 

Direct Line: 9 l 9-843-8894 

Main Office Line: 919-962-1219 

Uacsimile: 919-843-1617 

Electronic ~,~ail: orlh(a~emaiL unc.edu 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE:            - Review of Admission 

Thanks Vince, 

It is wonderful behlg kept in the loop about ootential student-athletes. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 0i, 2022 7:02 plVl 

To: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Montaomerv. ,1ohn R; Terrell, Matt; Woodard, Harold; Welborn, Spencer; Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject:           - Review of Admission 

Coach Breschi, 

Please be prepared to present              academic credentials and academic plan to the faculty committee during its meeting that begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, 

November 7 in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 

Please ensure that all materials required for the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessary" materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 

score(s) (which may’ already- be on file?), and any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee 

members roll expect to see and hear specific information about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved by the committee 

have performed, and some insight into your team’s culture. I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall tbr your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional intbrmation, please 
contact Barbaaca or me. Thanks tbr your help. 

VillCe 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welbom, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 7:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&L> 

RE: - Review of Admission 

Thank you. I will speak to Joe. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:13 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE:            Review of Admission 

Spenceg 

No problem. Do you plan to work with Joe to develop the presentation tbr the committee? Will you attend with Joe? The t~edback that I received after yesterday’s 

meeting is "that the committee members do appreciate the academic counselor’s attendance and participation. I’ll let you and Joe consult on this. If you have any questions 

or need additionaJ information, please jus~t let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent" Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:08 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE:           - Review of Admission 

Thanks Vince. 

ll: is wonderful being kept in the loop ab.:_~ul: p.:_~l:ential ~.;tudent.-al:hh:,l:es. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 7:02 PM 

To: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Montgomery, John R; Terrell, Matt; Woodard, Harold; Welborn, Spencer; Polk, Barbara 3o 

Subject:           - Review of Admission 

Coach Bmschi, 

Please be prepared to present              academic credentials and academic plan to the thculty committee during its meeting that begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, 
November 7 in Jackson I-Ial] ’s small media room. 

Please ensure that all materials required tbr the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessau materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 
score(s) (which may alma@ be on tile?), mid any additional printed iatbrmation you would like tile committee members to consider. During tile meeting, committee 
members will expect to see and hem specific information about your team’s academic performance, how current mid past team members approved by the committee 
have performed, mid some insight into your temn’s culture. I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have rely qnestions or require additional infommtion, please 
contact Barbara or me. Thm~s for your help. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 11:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: - Review of Admission 

Excellent prep. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~z of North Carolina 

On Nov 1, 2012, at 7:08 P2~k "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach Hatchell, 
> Please be prepared to present the academic credentials and academic plans for to the facul~z committee during its meeting that begins at 9 a.m on 
Wednesday, November 7 in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 
> Please ensure that all materials required for the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessary materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test score(s) (which 
may already be on file?), and any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee members will expect to see and hear 
specific information about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved by the committee have performed, and some insight into your team’s culture. 
I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 
> Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact Barbara or 
me. Thanks for your help. 
> Vmce 
> <UNC Subcommittee on Athletics Admissions - Charge and Procedures - Janual3’ 2010pdf> 
> <UNC Subcommittee on Athletics Admissions - Overview and Considerations :[’or Coaches.pdl~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:14 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Barbara, [wrote you a week or so ago about           I forwarded you his new updated board scores which showed an improvement. He was on the fence to being a 

competitive admit prior to this increase and I was hoping this would push him over the line. 

I need to know asap as he has other programs pushing him and we are going to lose him if we cannot get him in. 

Thank you for your kind attention to this matter, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M < sfarme@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting 

V]aee, 

I don’t think I wo~]d bring them without test ~cores, How do we know if Ney are level 1, 2 or 3 without this in fm~ma~:ion? Si~ace the scores play such a major role tn 
the EGP& ~t’s hard %r me to believe that the committee would act on them ~dthout this infiwmation. Do we know if the students hmm taken e~ther SAT/ACT and 
have opted ~aot to relea,~e ~he score,~, or have they truly ~aot taken either exam yeU 

Fm here al~ day, with the exception of a lunch meeting from ~A:30-1:I 5. Feel fi’ee to call if you want to di~ct~s~ this. 

Barbara 

garbara !. Polk 
l)eputy l)~rector 
()ffice of Undergraduate Admiaa~ous 
15n~vers~tV of North Carolina at Chapel t~i]I 
Phone: 9119 -9~.6-59 ~19 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, " 8:01 PH 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject:[ meeting 

I see          only has a PSAT score. Will the committee consider her tbr at lea.st admissions with conditions? We also have 
no test score. Will the committee consider her lbr at least admissions with conditions? Thanks. 

who has 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 7:08 PH 
To: Sylvia Hatchell (_s__h___a__t__c_[_Le_!!_~__u__n___c__a__a__:__u_t_Lc_:_e_.__d___u) 
Co: ’Bubba Cunningham’; Beth Hiller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Ballen, Hartina K; Woodard, Harold (harold woodard@unc.edu); Beth Bridget (bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu); Polk, 
Barbara Jo (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu) 
Subject:                            r - Review of Admission 

Coach Hatchell, 

Please be prepared to present the academic credentials and academic plans for 
begins at 9 a.m. on Wednesday,           in Jackson Hall’s small media room. 

to the faculty committee dtmng its meeting that 

Please ensure that all materials required tbr the review are received by Barbara Polk. The necessau materials include the prospective student-athlete’s transcript(s), test 
score(s) (which may already be on file?), and any additional printed information you would like the committee members to consider. During the meeting, committee 
members will expect to ~e and hear specific inlbnnation about your team’s academic performance, how current and past team members approved by the committee 
have pertbmmd, and some insight into your team’s culture. I’ve attached two documents that may help you prepare. 

Barbara Polk will contact you to provide a specific time to be at Jackson Hall for your presentation. If you have any questions or require additional information, please 
contact Barbma or me. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, lO:O1 AM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Dgmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos < @gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss < ~gmail.com >; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday. He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue, However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s!a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare. We all know how important review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s. The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling [ wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout. We drive in vans to Blacksburg, VA, check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 

workout. We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        is supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC, 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. f want to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair. We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s/a’s and when something Like this happens they get a different message. [ hope at some point we are 

able to change this. 

Res pectfu I ly, 

C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room i25iA 

PO Box 2i26 

Chapel Hill, NC 275i5 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:43 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

-baseball 

Vince and Barbara, 
and his family are scheduled to take their official visit They have plane tickets, etc. ready for that weekend. 

Just an FYI as I meet with the committee 2 days before they are scheduled to arrive on campus. 

A little scary. 
Mike 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu;> 

Friday,                 12:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Academics 

Thanks, Vince. I appreciate being in the loop on these issues. This sounds like sonlething that would be appropriate for discussion at the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. I think our policy is very clear on this, and I agree that the climate right now is not one which many faculbi members would be inclined to cut a break for 

a sLudenl:-athlete. Hopefi.Eliy, the sLudent can make the most of the tirne ~:hat l’u-:~ has available before ~:he team leaves [or the tri~) and his time on Lhe wav to the 

match to g~-_d: sorne meaningful studying done 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: FW: Academics 

.1:30 AM 

Lissa, 

I don’t know if this is a situation we might want to shaJce with appropriate groups at some time or not. But I want to keep you in the loop on any issue that involves 

student-athletes and faculb’. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: C D Mock [m_aj_[t_o_;_£_d__@_u___nca___a.un___c_=_ed___u_] 
Sent: Friday,                 10:01 AM 
To: Mack, Ken; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham 

Cc:        bg__m___a_jJ_&o____m_j Dionisios Papadatos; Kyle Kiss; Trevor Chinn; Spencer Welborn 
Subject= Academics 

has two exams next Monday. We are competing on Sunday. He has followed our academic advisor’s advice in how to address this and still the professors 

refuse to give him any relief. 

I understand the environment right now is not conducive to fighting this issue. However, this is very unfair. 

The professors feel like the s/a has known about the exams and has enough time to prepare. We all know how important review is the two days prior to any exam, especially 

for students who do not come here with 1450 SAT’s and 4.0 GPA’s. The profs wonder why he can’t study while traveling. [ wonder if the prof has ever tried to concentrate 

while being hungry and partially dehydrated? We leave on Saturday, after a morning workout. We drive in vans to Blacksburg, VA, check in to the hotel and go workout again. 

The guys need to be at flat weight when they go to bed because weigh ins are at 7am. We get up at 5:30am and get to the arena in case someone is overweight and has to 
workout. We weigh in at 9am and wrestling lasts all day, until around 9pm when we head home, at night, in vans. 

So, after a grueling day of wrestling and traveling,        is supposed to stay up all night studying for two exams in two of his core courses. 

What can we do to help our athletes improve academically? Perhaps one thing we can do is educate these profs on what it’s like for especially the non revenue sports to 

travel and compete. Maybe our goal should be to address what they see as "making exceptions for athletes" to "allowing for an equal playing field". This is not by any case 

creating an equal playing field it is a penalty for being an athlete at UNC. 

I am a fighter and it gets me in trouble a lot. I want to fight this but my head tells me that would lead to nothing good. This infuriates me because it seems to me to be so 

unfair. We work very hard to make academics highly important to our s!a’s and when something like this happens they get a different message. [ hope at some point we are 

able to change this. 

Res pectfu I ly, 
CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichaei Arena. Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill. NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



~rolTI- 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:18 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< m arkos@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who [ believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



FrOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:24 PM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com; Dionisios Papadatos @gmail.com >; Kyle Kiss ~gmafl.com >; Trevor Chinn 

<tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Admissions 

Guys, relative to the email ]just sent to Barbara, understand there are three other guys on out" list who are close to competitive admits. NONE of these guys are "slots". They 

are bodies in the room, who will also help our team GPA. We push for these kids because although they don’t immediately help us to be more competitive on the mat, they 

provide for bodies in the room at no cost, and help our academics. 
We never get these guys in. The current "slot" system allows Barbara to tell me if [ want them to slot them. Or, she treats them like all the other applicants and delays their 

decision until Spring, which is basically a death sentence for us. This is one of the battles to getting our team GPA up. 

I’m just keeping you informed. 
CD. 



Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 2:17 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions: wrestling 

C,D,, 

Sony for the dday, For some reason, your earlier entail went into my spare box. 1 think we now have that issue fixed, 

The current transcript I have for     only reflects his grades through the fal~ of his junior year, Those fall grades declined from his earlier performance. Before I 
can determine ~f IRe can be competitWe, I need to see a tR’ar~script reflecting IRis entire junior year pertbrmance. If you car~ get that for me, I’ll review it ASAP. 
(Tran script we have shows his high school GPA as and his class rank as ¯ I only mention th e rank as an indication that a doesn’t n ecessarfiy 
represent what it once did,) 

Based on out-of-state competitiveness, needs a slot: for admission, 

Let me kn ow ff yot~ have other questions or yot~ are able to get ctm’ent transcript 

Barbara 

lJarbara ], Polk 
l]eputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
!~ui~rsi%~ of North {:arolim~ at Chapel Hfl! 
Phoue: 9~ 9-q66-3989 

From: C D Mlock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
12e: Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince Ille; Lance Mlarkos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara!JT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today aboul We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Wamng until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not qet in other schools courtinq them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C,D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:24 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: admissions: wrestling 

Trevor, let’s get Barbara all up to date stuff, Need copy of his most current board scores as well, 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 2:17 PM >>> 

C,D,, 

Sorry for the delay. For some reason, your earlier email went into my spare box, ] think we now haw~ that issue fixed, 

The current transcript ] have fo      rely reflects his grades through the fall of his junior yeaF, Those f~fll grades declined from his cariier performance, Bef~ax, I 
can determine if he can be competitive, 1 need to see a transcript reflecting his entire junior’ year performance, if you can get that for me, I’]1 review it ASAP, 
(Transcript we have shows his high school GPA as and his class rank as .1 only mention the rank as an indication that a doesn’t necessarily 
represent what tt once did.} 

Based on out-of-state compel:itiveness needs a slot ~br admission, 

Let me know if you have other questions or you are able to get current transcript, 

Barbara 

garbara ]. Polk 
Deputy l)~rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss~ous 
University of Nortl:, (;aroiina at Chapel t~flI 
Phone: 919-9~.6-39 ~19 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc= Thompson, Jennifer C; Vince IIle; Lance larkos 
Subject: admissions: wrestling 

Barbara/IT, I wrote to Barbara earlier today about           We have some others on our list who I believe are close to competitive admits and I respectfully ask that you 

look them over as we need to get an answer on them. Waiting until we see their final grades senior year is not an option for us; they will go elsewhere because if they wait 

and do not get in other schools courting them will be gone. If the answer is they have to wait, then we need to take them off the list. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon, 

C.D. 



FFoln; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpollc2~admissions.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:27 PM 

Scott Jackson <siackson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sco{t, 

Thanks fbr fbrwarding this information, We’ll get R in fi:ont of the commRtee, 

Barbara 

Barbara !, Polk 
])eputy ])Jrector 
0 ffk:e of Unde.rgraduate. Admissions 
1 ~nh~crsRy o(North Carolina at Chapd Hill 
Phone.: 91%966<{989 

From: Scott Jackson [mailto:sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:34 AM 
1"o: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: Vince Ille; Mike Fox 
Subject: 

Barbara: 

Good morning! Hope all is well for you. I am attaching information that will give insight to athletic and academic background. 

The first attachment includes his latest transcript showing his senior year classes along with his SAT score and his school profile, In addition, I have gathered letters of 

recommendation form his guidance counselor and one of his teachers who can speak to his character and academic habits, The last document profiles our recruiting time line 

with    and includes some indicator of his athletic ability, 
I am also attaching links at the bottom of this email to show the stature of his ability and how it may affect our program moving forward,    is a great kid and extremely 

talented in a lot of ways, We are grateful for the committee’s review of all that brings to the table, 

As always, thanks for all you do for us! 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 0308 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

sia c_l< S__Q_[]_@ u n c a a. u n c. e d u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:37 PM 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: - Competitive Admit Plan 

Vince, please see Lance’s comments under       below. What the heck is Barbara doing? They need to get their act together over there this is serious stuff. She says she 

doesn’t have documents, she says our emails go to spam....,,.this stuff has some sense of urgency to it and she doesn’t get that. k’sjust business as usual with her and it’s 

very frustrating, 

Lance, do you want to handle this with Barbara or do [ get her updated stuff.._.again? 

CD, 

>>>CDMock 4:56PM >>> 

Lance, I read your email to Trevor and Icopied Vince on this because [ don’t understand why she can’t say"he’ll be a competitive admit if he does this and this". Why is that 

a problem? Again, unless I’m missing something that attitude demonstrates a lack of flexibility and willingness to work with us and that is NOT what Steve Farmer presented to 
us at our meeting with him. If an athlete can get to a competitive status for admissions, why would we all not be encouraging that? 

Am [ missing something as to why that is an issue? 

C,D, 

> > > Trevor Chinn 

Ok thanks for clarifying. 

~,:07 PM >>> 

>>> Lance Markos 2:47 PM >>> 

i evaluated on his final junior year grades, so she should’ve had those. Not sure why she wouldn’t have everything. And she’s not going to say if he gets ’Grades X, Y, and Z", 

then he’ll be competitive, She’s going to say she’ll have to evaluate him at the time and make a decision then, rll make sure she has the updated info just to be sure but it still 

sounds like we’ll be waiting until January when he gets his fall grades,,, 

> > > Trevor Chinn 3:32 PM > > > 

She evaluated him off the old transcripts when you had the updated ones? The ones [just sent over have his end of year junior grades that her comments asked for. So did 

his end of junior year grades show improvement enough that he should be reconsidered? Specifically, if he got straight A’s this fall would he be competitive? [s there a 

hypothetical scenario that he would have to match in order to be admitted? i’m just trying to make sense of the system. 

Regardless, as it stands now we have to push him off until after this first semester to see how his grades have held up so I’m not in any rush here. But it does make our job 

easier if [ can push him off and tell him exactly what is within his control to get in and if he doesn’t meet those requirements he has to take his chances in the spring if we 

have a slot left we can use it on him but we can’t make any guarantees at this point... 

>>> Lance Marko~ 12:58 PM >>> 

Hey Trevor, 

We had the updated transcripts; unfortunately that’s what BP was going off of when she eval’d him. 

Lance 

>>> Trevor Chinn 1:49 PM >>> 

Comments: 

"As of today, he would need a slot for admission. Grades declined junior year, fall semester and include a C. Based on 

end of junior year grades!senior fall grades, we could reconsider for competitive admit. For now though, he will need a 

slot. BP 

We have updated transcripts on file for him which [ thought were sent to you and Barbara also. Here they are again so we can hopefully put a more complete plan together 

for him. 

Thanks, 
Trevor 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

SatuMay, 3:56 PM 

Jackson, Scott C <scjackso@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu-~ 

Scott, 
Are you guys still recruitinf Fie is currently a level 1. 
Thanks for updating me on his recraJtir~g status. 
Barbara 
Bavban~ J. Polk 
Depu ty I? irec~r 
Ogk:e o{’1 indetgraduate Admissiot!s 
[J~ivevsi{y o{’Novth Carolina at Chapel }{ill 

Phoebe: 9"1 9-’:)66-23q,q9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Gilmore, Detyk -<terykg@prioritysla~rts.biz> 

I:NV: Meeting 

Vince: 

Monday would be great, What time would work for you? 
I look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From, Deryk Gilmore [mailto:derykg@prioritysports.biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 2% 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Co: Ille, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject" Re: Meeting 
Vince, 

Good talking with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it would 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair, honest, and consistent. He looked at the list 

of agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had at UNC. I made him aware of 

several attempts lo get infimnation to the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is ~aying to think oukside the box and create a progranl that is unique that 

connec~Ls agems and players during the ~a~n not jna a one time thing. He knows that if yon try to keep them separate it will create problems. Hopefully, yon tx?th are 

available ~metime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a date that works best ii?r you. 

Vince stated that firms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quality agencies who follow the roles representing UNC players so that the 

program cart be a model for other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Derek Gibnore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - once 

Del~:kg(~)prioriWs ~:~rts .biz 

ii:::~:ii::~:&b: " nora1 (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <iJJ_9__~9__t_n’_a_jL_u__n_c_:__ed_u_.> 

To: "derykg@prioritysporls.biz" <detykg@priorityspotls.biz> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 

Subject: Meeting 

De ryk, 

It was good catching up ruth you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the Universib~ of Illinois in July to accept a SeNor Associate Athletic Director position at the UniversiF of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor Program for our s~udent- 

athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staff’and he will assist me with this effort. We have created a fiamework for what we think can be an efficient and effective 

program that roll accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent them as they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tue~ay, October 29-30 and would appreciate any effi~rt you could make to help me schedule a meeting with 

representatives of your agency. It would be ve~, valuable to me to receive t~edback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and direction from key 

participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet ruth me Mien I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your help and let’ s 

stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Atlfletic Director 

Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc~e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:34 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Meeting 

Locking it in the safe... 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/24/2012 1:32 PM > > > 
For our agent tiles 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 1:33 PM 
To: ’Mike McCartney’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 

Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please just let me know. I look fo:vvaxd to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports,biz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: [lie, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vh~ce: 
IVlot~dav would be gre~L Wh~t l:im~-_~ would worl~ for you? 
I look fl)rward to meeting wi~:h you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [malto:derykq@prioritysports.biz1 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Cc: TIM, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
ViIlce, 

Good taJldng with you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCaxtney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it would 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair~ honest, and consistent. He looked at the list of 

agents represented by former UNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had at UNC. I made him aware of 

several attempts to get infolrnation to the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is lrying to think outside the box and create a program that is unique that 

connects agents and players during the season not just a one time thing. He knows that if you tly- to keep them separate it roll create problems. Hopefiflly, you both are 

available ,sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a date that works best for you. 

Vince stated that tirms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quaJity agencies who follow the rules representing UNC players ~ that the 

program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you axe not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Deryk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 
.E_e_~:__k_~ p___U_~_U__t.~p_~_r_b::__b_~ 

ii>::.:i:~’:.:~’i:~::!:’ ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of behlg regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priori~: Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "._d_#_!y__k_g_@r2__r_[9_[j_ty__s_’p_9_!_t__s_=b_i_z_" <_d___e_~_k_..q@p_[j£!i[t_y__s_ports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m happy to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the U niversiU of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of North Cmolina 

at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent arid Advisor Program for our student-atlfletes. 

We’ve hired an attorney to join our stall" and he will assist me ruth this effort. We have created a tiamework for what we think can be an efficient and ellEctive program 

that will accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent them as they transition to professional careers. 

I roll be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any efibrt you could make to help me schedule a meeting with 

representatives of your agency. It would be ve~ wJuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed pl:ogram, as well as general advice and direction from key 
participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very mach Thanks for your help and let’s stay 

in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of NolCh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 
ille,.%unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Great~ Both Mark Bartelstein and I will be here at the Priority office. Is it ok to meet here? We’re at 325 N. {.aSalle, Suite 650. 
Mike 

From: II[e, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:!.2 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 
Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday? If so, please jus~ let me know. I look fonvard to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [._t!_)_a__[Lt_9_2t_n__Lk_e_t_n_@p__tiLo_r_L_~__s_p_o__~_s_:__b_[z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 J.J.:3J. AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: FW: Meeting 
Vince: 
Monday would be great. What time would work for you? 
I look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [~)_a__[[_t__o_~__d___e_ty__k_g_@_p__ti(_o__r_[_t,A__s_p__o__r___N__~_b__[_z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:!.2 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCar~ney; Rick Smith 
Co: Ille, Vince; Mark BartelsteJn 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Mince, 

Good talking ruth you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith am available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it wotdd 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair, honest, and consistent. He looked at the list 

of agents represented by former LINC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble they had at UNC. I made him aware of 

several attempts to get inibrmation m the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is "wying m think oukside the box and create a program "that is unique that 

connecLs agents and players during the ~a~n not just a one time thing. He knows that if you tD’ to keep them separate it will create problems, ttopefully, you tx~th are 

available ~metime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a date that works best Ibr you. 

Vince stated that finns like ours should be representing players at IYNC and he wants quality agencies who tbllow the roles representing IYNC players so that the 
program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet ruth him. Thanks 

De~Tck Gibnore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

Dervkg(~)prioriWs~:~rts~biz 

ii:::~:ik~::di~b: " nora1 (pl. priorities) 

1 the eondifion of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <ilJ_e___@9__t_n__’_4jb__q_n_c,_:__e__d_u_> 

To: "derykg@prioritysports.biz" <detykg@priorityspotts.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

De ryk, 

It was good catching up ruth you this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the Universib, of Illinois in July to accept a SeNor Associate Athletic Director position at the UniversiF of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. it is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor Program for our s~udent- 

athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staffand he roll assist me with this effort. We have created a fiamework for what we think can be an efficient and effective 

program that roll accommodate the needs and interests of our strident-athletes and those who seek to represent them as they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tue~ay, October 29-30 and would appreciate any eitbrt you could make "to help me schedule a meeting with 

representatives of your agency. It would be ve~, valuable to me to receive t~edback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and direction from key 

participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet ruth me M~en I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your help and let’ s 

stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille~unc~e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 3:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback - proposed su~ey questions tbr the Student Athlete Experience 

I think the best way to proceed would be to wait until all the feedback is h~ this week and then work on the draft. We can talk about the best way to go about 

modifying the survey once we have everyone’s input and we see what resources might be available for survey development. 1 think we need your brain and ideas 

so that is the best use of your huge talent but the basic Lime consuming work of designing the survey could fall Lo someone who has Lhe time or is paid to haw:, the 

time to forma~: it and put it in~:o a useable and defensiMe questionnaire design. 

What do you think? 

Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 

Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 

Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 

School of Medich-~e 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~26 .~1. l, L’.e_k 

Celi 

919-966-6951 Fax 

-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOI~CE: [his e-n-~ail message, i~cludmg attachments, if a~¥, is int~_mded oniv for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged materiai. Ar~,, ----Llnal.~thorized review, iJse, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. [f you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase co~tact the sender b¥ reply e-mail and 

destroy all copk~s of i:he original message. 

Email corres#o~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies b~] an 
a~thorized state offieia~ {INCGS, eho $32)° St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are sub:~ect to FERPA° 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Stephens, John B; Renner, Joy J 
Subject-" RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 
John, 
Thanks for the great feedback. I’ve inserted notes in your message below- and appreciate your help. Please forward any additional suggestions or reactions you may 

have. 

Joy, do you hmTe guidance on how you would like me to incorporate recommendations? Do I accept all based uIyon emails I receive? Do you want to weigh in betbre I 

begin modil}’ing the draJ~t each time? I would appreciate your thoughts. Thanks to both of you lbr your input. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 23, 2012 4:32 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince 
Subject; Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 
Feedback from John Stephens 
Overall 

l. Quite comprehensive covers all key points for FAC data needs. Ve~ good job, Vmce. 

2. Some queslion about ordering of sections; ifthis came from advice of survey experts, I am fine with it. For inst~]lce: Academics, then Social life, then 
)) ) 1 HIS $\ AS NOel AI) ’ I(,1~ FROM SURVEY EXPERTS. TI" ACADEMIC SUt t ORT t ROGRd\M why "insert" Social Life seclion between the two? ~" ~ ~    " V ’ 

AI 1/EARS THIS SECTION _MIGHT BE BEST AFTER "[’HE STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT SECTION BUT AM OPEN TO 

SUGGESTIONS° 

3. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM quite detailed too long? Questions seem to overlap. Again, if this comes from survey expert advice, I am happy to 

defer. THIS WAS NOT ADVICE FROM SUR~ EY EXI: ERTS. PLEASE NOTE I WILL PROVIDE THIS SECTION TO HAROLD 
/ WOODARD FOR HIS REYIE%~ TODAY WHEN WE MEET° I "WILL ASK tIE AND HIS ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS TO REVIE%~ AND 

MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS. I "WILL NOTE YOUR OBSERVATION AND SHARE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

4. Biggest point and * key part tbr FAC discussion key concern about t~ulty generally: how do coaches and other DIA staff stress the importance of 

academics across the board. RE: Coaches and Support for Academic endeavors - Question of emphasis and link to the DIA strategic plan 
K.1S        My coaches were concerned about and supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 
SUGGESTED EDIT: My coaches were CONSISTENTLY supportive of my academic goals and priorities. I LIKE TIIIS SUG~;ESTION. 
K.16 My head coach fostered a strong academic atmosphere. 
K.17 The coaching staff expected me to do more than just earn the grades I needed to remain eligible. 
Add a text box after these questions. - Please provide illustrations of the degree of support, or lack of support, for your academic goals and requirements. O1~ 

W[I’H ME 
Also - for discussion by FAC - whether to move this to the Academics section, RE: to reinforce how instructors-coaches are both parts of the academic 
experience. \VE CAN REVISE ACCORDING TO THE PREEEI’~ENCES OF EAC. 

More detailed comments 
A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION good, ve~ complete. Wondering about order of some items, and might want to move A/5 and A/6 to the 

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE Section and can be grouped with B/10 OK WITH ME 
B.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. - Wonderful question, but I think it is too broad and hard to answer. Are you asking S-As if they trusted their instructors? Or their 
opinion of other faculty where they have had less contact [and probably can only form their impressions via second-hand reports of their friends, roommates, 
teammates, etc.]? This question could be omitted unless I am missing the point of this question compared to others. I A:~ INCI,INED TO ASK EOR A 

)    z MODIFIED QUESTION THAT MIGHT BE MORE CLEAIL OR ~L~YBE WE (:OULD INCORI ORATE A TEXT BOX. IT O(:CURS TO ME 
THAT I’M REGULARLY A WITNESS TO DISCUSSIONS AND READ COMMENTS REGAPd)ING WHETHER OR NOT ATHLETICS IS 

~’TRUSTED" OR CAN BE TRUSTED. TRUST, OR LACK OF IT, SEEMS TO BE THE RESULT OEA RELATIONSHIP OR INTERACTIONS 

THAT INVOLVE MORE THAN ONE PARTY. GIVEN THE CURRENT EN$ IRONMENT, I~,~\NY DISCUSSIONS~ COMMENTARY, ETC., IT 

MIGHT BE HELPFUl, TO KN-O’vV ttO’vV THE OTHER PARTY TO THE RELATIONSHIP (IN THIS CASE, STUDENT-ATHLETES) FEELS 

ABOUT IT AND TtlEIR LEVEL OF TRUST. 
Questions B.11-16- I hope there was advice from the Odum Institute about how to phrase these questions. Wondering if at least some mix of positive/negative 



will assure well-considered, honest answers WE CAN CERTAINLY SOLICIT ADVICE FROM THE ODUM INSTITUTE, I BELIEVE ALL 

QUESTIONS WERE ASKED FROM TtIE POSITIVE ONLY TO CREATE SIMPLIFIED SCORING (LOW IS BAD, HIGH IS GOOD) BUT 

UNDERSTAND THAT SCORING CAN BE REVISED EASILY. THERE WERE OTHER CONSIDERATIONS WE CAN DISCUSS TttAT MAY 

NOT BE AS IMPORTANT AS YOUR RECOMMENDATION. 

C.8 probably good to give an example or two in parentheses to clarify this questiorOKWITI [ ME 
E.6 -seems out of place, should be within the ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM section YES 

From: Renner, .Ioy J [.1oy_RennerOmed.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: falC U J~latb ] etjcsl~S alka k Din C ~l~ dl U, 

Subject: 3o,! Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon] 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince llle. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to have a finNlraft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (!_[!__e____@____e___m____a_]_[_.__u___n__c__:__e___d__u__) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review task. We are being asked for faculty input s6sldb not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 

Jo~,L Rem~_% M.A., ~I(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei HIll, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

919-956-.5952 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: lhis ~_~--mail message, [nch.id[ng attachments, if at%,, is intended only for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
pFvdeged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distFbution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Er~ail correspondence to a~d from this address may be s~l>ject to the North Caro~i~a P~l~li¢ Records Raw a~d may be disclosed to third pad:ies by an 
authorized state offidal {NCGS, oh, :~32). Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "UNC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT ]0 2] 2012.docx", size: 4557] b~es] 

Attachments: 

UNC SA Exit S u~vey RE VISED DIL~t!’T ] 0 21 2012.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (ht~[~S~]~(l~:~ka~l:~Jl[[~:e~l~()~a[l) f[]onl the FaculW Atlfletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Wolkspace > t references. 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Middle Last 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please note that thesefimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

Compliance Office Section 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please now that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNONE 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please now that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNONE 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



Coaches: Complete this form for each PSA to whom you wish to issue an NLI packet. To assure on-time completion, this should be 
done several days in advance of the date you wish to nrail the packet to the prospect (if at all possible). 

Sport: 

Date to be issued (no sooner than initial signing day): 

Prospect Information 

Name 

First Middle Last 

PID (if applicable): 

Date of Birth: 

Junior College Transfer? Yes No 

Permanent Address: 

Street 

City 

State Zip Code 

GIA Information 

ffproviding a full component, mark an "X" in the box. If providing a specific $ amount, write in the amount 

ff providing a % grant, place the % in the "Full" cohinm. Please now that thesejimds will be applied first to tuition andJees. 

Full Tuition Fees Room Board Books 

x 
Special Circumstances 

Please note below any special circumstances with this award that should be included on the ASA. (For example: Is this a 1-year award 
only ?) 

If no special circumstances, write "NONE". Leaving this line blank will cause processing delays. 

iNONE 

Compliance Office Section 

ii ...................... ’ Eligibility Center ID:iii iiiIRL? Yes NO Admissions? Yes i ....................... No 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii::::iiiiiiii 

................. ........ 
:. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. :. i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:17 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Feedback - proposed su~ey questions tbr the Student Athlete Experience 

I think we are formh~g a productive and experienced team. (notice I did not say wise and all knowing) 

Joy 

Joy J. Re!~qer, M.A. [{T(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor a!~d Director 

Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel Hill 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Ce[i 

919-965-5952,’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Tlqb em~a[I message, iqcludh~g attachments, if any, is inte!~ded only for the -person o!’ entity to wi~[ch it is addressed and may co!~tain corffident[aE and/or 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution [s proidbited. If you are not [Pie intended redp[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy" all copies of the original message. 
Entail corresponde#ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Peblic. Records ~aw and may be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

authorized state official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:[2 4::[4 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 

My blain and modest talent tell me to follow your lead. I’ll collect all input and wait to make some changes. I will be sending the draft to unit heads over here to solicit 

their input and will collect that for the group’s review as well. Thanks Joy. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 3:08 PN 

To: 1lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 

[ think the best way 1:o proc*:_~ed woukJ be to wait until all the fl:_~edback is in this week and then work on the draft:. W,-_~ can talk about the best way to go about 

modifying the survey once we have everyone’s input and we see what resources might be available for survey development. I think we need your’ brain and ideas 

so that is the best use of your huge talent but the basic dine consuming work of designing the survey could fall [o someone who has [he time or is paid to have the 

time to format it and put it into a useable and defensible questionnaire design. 

What do you think? 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
&ssociate Professor a!~d D[re,::l:or 
Un[ve!’sil:¥ of Norl:h Carolina al: Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei HIll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 
Ce[i 

919-965-5952.’ Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOg]CE: Thb e-mail message, iqclud[ng attachments, if ar!y~ [s inte!~ded only for the -person o!’ entity to wi~[ch [t is addressed and may co!~tain confidential and/o!’ 
privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, dse~ disclosure or distribution [s proidbited. If you are not the intended rec[p[en[~ please coqtact the sender b~/ reply e-mail and 
destroy" all copies of the original message. 
Entail cerresponde~ce te and from this address may be sebject to the INe~±h Carolina Peblic Recerds ~aw and may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

aatherized stale official (NCGS, ch. I32). Student educational records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 20:[2 2:53 PN 
To: Stephens, John B; Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 

Joh~L 

Thanks for the great feedback. I’ve inserted notes in your message below and appreciate your help. Please forward any additional suggestions or reactions you may 

have. 

Joy, do you have guidance on how you would like me to incorporate recommendations? Do I accept all based upon emails I receive? Do you want to weigh in betbre I 

begin modi~ing the draft each time? I would apDvciate your thoughts. Thanks to both of you for your input. 

Vince 

From: Stephens, John B 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 20:[2 4:32 PN 
To: Renner, Joy J; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Feedback - proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience 
Feedback from John Stephens 

Overall 

l. Quite complvhensive covers all key points for FAC data needs. Very good job, Vince. 

2. Some question about ordering of sections; if this came from advice of survey experts, I mn fine with it. For instaJ~ce: Academics, then Social life, then 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM why °°insert" Social Life section between the two? THIS ~,¥AS NOT ADVICE FROM SURVEY EXPERTS. IT 

APPEARS THiS SECTION MIGHT BE BEST AFTER THE STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT SECTION BUT AM OPEN TO 

SUGGESTIONS. 

3. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM quite detailed too long’? Questions seem to overlap. Again, if this comes from survey expert advice, I am happy to 

defer. Tills WAS NOT ,M)VICE FROM SURYEY EXPERTS. PLI’:ASE NOTE I WILl] PROVIDE Tills SECTION TO tIAROLD 



WOODARD FOR HIS REVIEW TODAY WHEN WE MEET. I WILI, ASK HE AND HIS ASSOCIATE DIRECTORS TO REVIEW AND 

MAKE RECOMMENDATIONS, I WILL NOTE YOETR OBSERVATION AND SHARE THEIR RECOMMENDATIONS. 

4. Big~est point and * key part for FAC discussion keyc~ncemaboutfacu~genera~y:howd~c~achesand~therD~Astafl‘stresstheimp~rtance~f 

academics across the board. RE: Coaches and Support for Academic endeavors - Question of emphasis and link to the DIA strategic plan 
K.15        My coaches were concerned about and supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 
SUGGESTED EDIT: My coaches were CONSISTENTLY supportive of my academic goals and priorities. I LIKE TIJIS SU(-~GESTION. 
K.16 My head coach fostered a strong academic atmosphere. 
K.17 The coaching staff expected me to do more than just earn the grades I needed to remain eligible. 
Add a text box after these questions. - Please provide illustrations of the degree of support, or lack of support, for your academic goals and requirements. OK 

WITH ME 
Also - for discussion by FAC - whether to move this to the Academics section, RE: to reinforce how instructors-coaches are both parts of the academic 
experience. WE CAN REVISE ACCOILDIN G TO THE PREEERENCES OF EAC. 

More detailed comments 
A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION good, very complete. Wondering about order of some items, and might want to move A/5 and A/6 to the 

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE Section and can be grouped with Bi10 OK WITH ME 
g.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. - Wonderful question, but I think it is too broad and hard to answer. Are you asking S-As if they trusted their instructors? Or their 
opinion of other faculty where they have had less contact [and probably can only form their impressions via second-hand reports of their friends, roommates, 

teammates, etc.]? This question could be omitted unless I am missing the point of this question compared to others. I AM INCLINED TO ASK EOR A 

MODIFIED QUESTION TItAT MIGItT BE MORE CLEAR. OR MAYBE WE COULI) INCORPORATE A TEXT BOX. IT OCCURS TO ME 
’I’I~L,\T I’M REGULARLY A WITNESS TO DISCUSSIONS AND READ COMMENTS REGARDING WHETHER OR NOT ATHLETICS IS 

"TRUSTED" OR CAN BE TRUSTED. TRUST, OR LACK OF IT, SEEMS TO BE THE RESULT OF A RELATIONSHIP OR INTEI~kCTIONS 

THAT INVOLVE MORE THAN ONE PARTY. GIVEN THE CURRENT ENVIRONMENT, MANY DISCUSSIONS, COMMENTARY, ETC., IT 

MIGHT BE HELPFUL TO I/dNOW HOW THE OTHER PARTY TO THE RELATIONSHIP (IN THIS CASE, STUDENT-ATHLETES) FEELS 
ABOUT IT AND THEIR LEVEL OF TRUST° 
Questions B.11-16- I hope there was advice from the Odum Institute about how to phrase these questions. Wondering if at least some mix of positive/negative 

will assure well-considered, honest answers WE CAN CERTAINLY SOLICIT ADVICE FROM THE ODUM INSTITUTE. I BELIEVE ALL 

QUESTIONS WERE ASKED FROM THE POSITIVE ONLY TO CREATE SIMPLIFIED SCORING (LOW IS BAD, HIGH IS GOOD) BUT 

UNDERSTAND THAT SCORING CAN BE REVISED EASILY. THERE WERE OTHER CONSIDERATIONS WE CAN DISCUSS TtIAT MAY 

NOT BE AS IMPORTANT AS YOUR RECOMMENDATION. 

C.8 probably good to give an example or two in parentheses to clarify this questioffOKWITH ME 
E.6 -seems out of place, should be within the ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM section YES 

From: Renner, Joy .1 [3oy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To: falC U J~latb J etjcsl~S alka k Uln C ~l~ dl U, 

Subject: Joy Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon] 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince IIle. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to have a finNIraft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (.ille@email.unc.edu.) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review task. We are being asked for faculty input sdsldb not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 

Jo~, J. Rem~_% M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor a~d Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondura~t Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-956-.514.7Desk 

Celi 

91%966-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~ALUY NO"ICE: This ~_~--mail message, b~cludh-~g attachn-~ents, [f any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain conf[dentiai and/or 

pFvi]eged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disclosure or distFbution is prohibited. If you are not the h-~tended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mail and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Email corresp@ndence to a~d from this address may be s~bject to the North Caroli~a P~bli¢ Re¢or~ls law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state offidM {NCGS, ch, :t32), Student educational records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 
[see attachment: "IINC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT I0 21 2012.docx", size: 45571 b~es] 

Attachments: 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel tfill (https]/sakaj=jmc:edtr’po!lal) f?om the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtp 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Vince, 

I apologize for not getting a clearer reply to you about the date and time of our meeting. 

I appreciai:e your patience and under:,d:anding and look forward t.:) seeing you tornorrow. 

Harokt 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:09 PM 

To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: Unit Strategic Plans 

Harold, 

It appears that the scheduling process became a bit contused. I don’t think I received anything fiom Dara regarding Thursday after my message below, but no won-ies. 

I’ve made the change to my calendar and will see you over in Londermilk at 3:30 tomorrow. Thanks and look forward to meeling with you. 

Vince 

From: Slivka, Dara M 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 8:41 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 
i’m :,;.:)rry Vince, I should have said 30 minutes past the end of the 2:30 meei:ing, whh::h means he c.:_~uldn’t gel Lo you uni:i[ 3:30 since the 2:30 meeting won’t end 

until 3:00. Fve gone ahead and scheduled your meedng for 3:30 p,m, Does that work for you? 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Data Slivl<a 

Center for Student Academic Counseiing 

UNC at Chapel Hfil 

919-966-2:[.47. 

slivka@email.unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t7, 2012 8:05 PM 

To: SlJvka, Dara M 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Dara, 

I can meet with Dean Woodard next Wednesday at 3pm in his office at Loudermilk. Thank you. 

Vince 

From: Slivka, Dara M 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: ][lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Vince, 

Dean Woodard asked that 1 contact you to schedule a meeting with him next week, preferably Wednesday or Thursday. What times are you available on either of 

those days? With exception o~ at 2:30-.?;:00 on Thursday, HarohJ’s calendar is open. He would need to walk to/from I_oudermiik for the 2:30 meel:ing, so leave a 30 

period on each end around the 2:30 meeting. 

Best regards, 

Data 

Data 51ivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseiing 

UNC at Chapel Hiil 

919-966-2143 
slivka@email.unc.edu 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Tuesday, October :1.6, 2012:1.0:27 PM 

To: Slivka, Dara M 
Subject: Fwd: Unit Strategic Plans 

Dara, 
Please contact Vince Ille ( pronounced "ill-lee") and schedule an appointment for us to meet Next week would be fine, especially on Wednesday or Thursday. 
We will meet in my Loudermilk once (2103). 

Thanks Ibr sharing the photo of Michelle Obama’. 

tt 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbm,acded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: October 16, 2012 6:36:42 PM EDT 

To: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard(a)mnc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Unit Strategic Plans 



Harold, 

Please note the intbnnalion below. Can we please schedule a time to meet to discuss the strategic planning that is currently ta]dng place mthin ASPSA 

and the expectations that have been communicated to me too? Thanks and I look fol-ward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [__m___a_!]__b£;g~__t__e_r__r__e_]J_@__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent-" Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince, Terrell, Matt 
Subject," Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Ulfit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department The goal is to complete these plans by I)ecember 
31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to 
the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, ] am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have 
discussed these questions as a staff; while with another ! will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you The end result should be an electronic 
document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither full?’ inclusive or 
exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

o Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing &Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

clmt Gwaltney 

c~ Game Operations 

o Smith (;enter 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

c~ Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 



o Rams Club Operations & Armual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth IVtiller & LaW Gallo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have an?’ questions, or would like me to attend your discussions I’m here to help in aW way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-57771M 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

C.B. McGrath 

,/7 ,: :: 

Amy Herman ? 

Transfer Student-Athlete Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away- Contests !Inclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championship or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during his first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team Durin~ a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory concerning       participation during the 

academic year. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank 

youT 

Hubert Davis 
Clint Gwaltney 
Steve Kirschner 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 9:13 AM 

bmcgilli@us£edu 

Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Football Scheduling Discussion 

Bill, 

Good to talk with you today. We hope to have our conference home and away slates as well as the year’s we will play Notre Dame by next week. 

Are you available to talk on Thursday, 11/1 in the afternoon (I can do anytime after 1 pm) or Friday, 11/2 anytime all day? 

Thanks and good luck this weekend against Syracuse. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

__w____w____w__:g 9_h___e___e__[_s_:_£ 9__m__. 

@goheels 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:18 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Dave Schmktt <dschmid~uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: admissions info 

No...Viuce said he will take care of it 

Sem f!~om my Verizo~t ~f~reTess 4G L77~ DROID 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Kirsh .... 

Do you want to address with wrestling or do you want me to? I am fine either way. 

Rick 

From: Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:11 AM 
To: Kirschner, Steve 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Re: admissions info 
The admissions info is not anywhere on GoHeels.com. It appears to be on the UNC Wrestling site that is run by their "alumni". 

>>> "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu>         11:33 PM >>> 
I only heard today frorr      and      regarding the admission info that is supposedly on one of our team web site pages 
Have you all checked your sports? 
Please let me know either way...thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 9:19 AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> ’. @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- Year in Residence 

Transfer SA Satisfying Year in Residence MBB).pdf 

e.g., 

See attached, Please print a copy and give it to 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

as well, Don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

C.B. McGrath 

,/7 ,: :: 

Amy Herman ? 

Transfer Student-Athlete Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away- Contests !Inclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championship or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during his first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team Durin~ a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory concerning       participation during the 

academic year. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank 

youT 

Hubert Davis 
Clint Gwaltney 
Steve Kirschner 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:05 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Application 

Barbara, 

Just an FY[ on one of our mid year kids she’s on top of things and [just want to make sure you had the enrollment terms moving to covered. Not sure when 

you usually do that but just wanted to touch base on    and any others since [ know they have to be updated manually at some point to enroll in the Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > ~verizon.net> 7:33 AM > > > 

Lance, 

[ know there is usually a long waiting period after applying and hearing back, but [just checked my application’s status and it has it listed at 

put because [didn’t have an option and [just wanted to make sure it was okay and everything haha 

[ know that is what [ 

Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:12 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Baseball signees 

Vince and Barbara, 
We received new SAT scores on both today and they are both now Level II’s. 

made    SAT and has a 

made a and has a 

We are awaiting scores on            as well, 

So for now the only Level ] we would like to take forward is Will this be 

Mike 

and will I be involved? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:42 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Hello Vince, 

We do not have official commitments from everyone at this point, but the offers have been made to: 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Sarah 

Sarah K. Haney 
Carolina Women’s Rowing Head Coach 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office 919 962 8278 
Cell 
Fax 919 843 8175>>> "[lle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the emly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~ia elnail early this week. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,           . I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportuniU to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional infimnation or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cliut Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:44 AM 

Bobby Rice <brice@hmsracing.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emsil.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Fwd: Fwd: Amy’s minivan 

Bobby, 

Yes, we still want the vehicle. Vince Ille, our new Sr. Associate AD 
will take over this relationship. I am copying him on this email, so 
you can start a dialogue with him As for 2 tickets, I have 2 I can 
give you. I just need name for Will Call. 

Thanks for all you do, and please let me know what else I can do to 
help you 

(;lint 

>>> On 10,’24/2012 at 5:35 PM, in message 
<96C0790C-829843CC-81AS-E636E702F552@hmsracing cum>, "Rice, Bobby" 
<brice@hmsracmg cum> wrote: 
> Hey (;lint, 
> 2 things I presume you will still want the vehicle per below that 
Amy has 
> been driving. Let me knuw ifI need to trade it out un a different 
model it" 
> it would be more suitable J;~r who you transfer driver rights from 
Amy. 
> 

> Secondly, I have all 8 NC State tickets spul<en fur and have a request 
fur 2 
> more Do you knuw uf 2 e×tra that I can buy? 
> 

> Thanks. 
> Bobby 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 
> 
> Begin fot~arded message: 
> 

> From: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desmond@HendrickAut o. c om<mailto :Mike.Desmond(~,HendrickAut o. corn>> 
> Date: October 24, 2012 2:54:53 PM CDT 
> To: Bobby Rice <BRice@hrnsracing.com<mailto:BRice(~t~nsracing.com>> 
> Subject: Fwd: 
> 

> FYI 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> From: "Jones, Eddie" 
> 

<Eddie. Jones@HendrickAuto.com<mailto:Eddie. Jones~HendrickAuto.com><mailto:Eddie 
>. Jones@HendrickAut o.com>> 
> Date: October 24, 2012, 1:19:41 PM CDT 
> To: "Desmond, Mike" 
> 

<Mike.Desmond@HendrickAut o. c om<mailto :Mike.Desmond@HendrickAut o. com><nlailto :Ix~Lik 
> e.Desmond@HendrickAuto, corn>> 
> 
> Amy Herman is in the Athletic Department at UNC. She is driving a 
Dodge 
> vehicle as a demu. She is going to be transferring to a position she 
says 
> will not include a vehicle. I don’t know how that will affect our 
demo 
> situation at UNC but thought I would let you know. 
> 

> Eddie Jones 
> Office Manager 
> Hendrick Dodge 
> Hendrick Fiat 

> 919-388-4131 (office) 
(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McCartney <mikem@prioritysports.biz> 

Thursday’, October 25, 2012 12:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

Vince, may chmlce we can move the meeting Monday to 1:007 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 1:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That works fine. I’ll ~e you both there on Monday. Thanks very much for making time to meet with me. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [mailto:mikem@prioritysports.Nz] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 2:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Great. Both IV]ark BartNstein and I will be here at the Priority office. Is it ok to meet here? We’re at 325 N. LaSNle, Suite 550. 
Mike 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:33 PM 
To: Mike McCartney 
Subject: RE: Meeting 
Mike, 

Can you meet at 11 a.m. on Monday’? If so, please just let me know. I look forward to meeting you as well. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Mike McCartney [__m_a_jJ___tg__;___m_j__k__e____m__@_p_y_lotj__tg__s_p_o~_s__:_b_j__z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:31 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Cc: Gilmore, Deryk 
Subject: RN: Meeting 
Vince: 
Monday would be great. What time would work for you? 
I look forward to meeting with you. 
Mike 

From: Deryk Gilmore [Ln___a_jJ__tg__~d_e___ry__k_g_@_p__r_j_o__E[_ty__s£__o_E_N___~_b_j__z] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:23 AM 
To: Mike McCartney; Rick Smith 
Co: llle, Vince; Mark Bartelstein 
Subject: Re: Meeting 
Vince, 

Good talking ruth you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in 

Chicago it would be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked ruth the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 
Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at II,LINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is ti~ic honest, and consistent. He 

looked at the list of agents represented by tbnner IYNC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players during all the trouble "they had 

at UNC. I made him aware of several attempts to get intbnnation to the school all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is trying to "think outside the box 

mid create a program that is ~mique that connects agents mid players during the sea~m not just a one time thing. He knows that if you try to keep them 
separate it roll create problems. Hopefully, you both are available sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if their is a 

date that works best for you. 

Vince stated that fimls like ours should be represelNng players at UNC mad he wants qualiD" agencies who follow the rules representing UNC players so 

that the program cml be a model for other schools. Let me know if you are not able to meet with him. Thanks 
Deryk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - olfice 

De~kg(2~ prioritvsports, biz 

}:~"~:~:udt!!: ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( IMority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <!!!e~ernail.unc.edu> 
To: "dergkg@prioritysports.biz" <derykg@prioritysports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk, 

It was good catching up ruth yon this morning. I’m hapw to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the University, of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor 

Program tbr our student-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staffand he will assist me with this ettbrt. We have created a timnework for what 

we think can be an etticient and ett~ctive prograJn that will accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent 

them as they transition to professional careers. 



I roll be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any eltbrt you could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with repre~ntatives of your agency. It would be very valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and 

direction l]com key participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks tbr your 

help mid let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille(~)uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:01 PM 

Karen She[ton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Missing Class Time During ACC Tny 

Ka re n, 

Got your message about taking the team to a hotel on Thursday night of the ACC tournament and them missing class on Friday before your competition. From a compliance 

perspective, this is fine, provided you are conducting pre game activities on Friday morning that are associated with that day’s contest. ] am including both a bylaw and an 
interp below that help our case with this one. 

Have you gotten Gallo’s approval on this? That, [ think, would be your last step, if you haven’t taken care of it already. 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

17.1,6.6.2,1 Exception -- Championship Practice. 

At any conference or NCAA championship, student.-athletes from the team representing the host institution shall be permitted to miss class time to 

attend practice activities conducted the day before the corr~petition. (Adopted: 4/27/00, Revised: 4/26/01) 

Staff interpretation 

Class time missed for home contest 

Da~e Publisi~eci: May 22, 1991 

item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Ciass ]ime Missed for Hor:,’e Contest: Reviewed NCAA Bylaw 17.1.5.5 1 (no class time missed for practice activities) and deterr:,’iPed that no class time shall be missed for 

practice activities on the day of a home contest unless time student ati~lete i~as reported for the home contest, inciuding associated pregame activities necessaPy for that day’s 

home contest. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:47 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: Scooter Form 

FYI. Paperwork is now complete from our end. 

>>> Andre Williams 

Amy, 

Just met with 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

2:41 PM >>> 

I believe he completed his Scooter Form. Please let me know if he needs to do anything else, 

Andre’ Willimns 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(l) 919.962.0393 

awillliamstb~uncaa.~mc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman           11:42 AM >>> 

I just released the new car form to He should click on this link and log in with his ONYEN and password. 

https://itsapps.u nc.ed u iacs 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: ~ncsu.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:00 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Meeting on 

Hello Mr. Ille, Thank you for taking time out of your busy day to let me interview you and have some questions of mine a~swered. I’m solD" I was not able to be there 
when you came back due to my parking time rumling out. Good luck to you guys this Saturday even though you are facing N.C State. Hope you axe having a good 
day. 

Sincereb, 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 3:26 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchel[@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More Re: Party in~ for Signees 

Trish, 

As we just discussed on the phone, the only exception available to provide video to prospective student athletes (even those that have signed) is to send "necessary pre 

enrollment information" to them in a video format. So, for example, video playbooks or game clips that they need to study, The bylaws below spell out this regulation. Please 

let me know howyou all decide you will get a congratulatory message to the signees. As I mentioned, you can either send something Jn writing for them to read at the party, 
or you may set up a Skype call of some sort to offer congratulations "in person" that evening. 

In addition, you have indicated that              will be funding the party for the signees and their families/friends, and that she has no previous relationship with UNC. I 

have also confirmed with both the Rams Club and the Ticket Office that     has never joined the Rams Club, nor has she purchased season tickets. So, based on this 

information, she is not yet a booster and, thus, is permitted to provide benefits to her daughter’s friends and future teammates. So we are all set from that angle, 

[ will wait to hear back from you with potential solutions to the outstanding congratulatory message issue. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

1.4.1.5 Video/Audio Materials. 

An institution may not produce video or audio materials to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete except as specified in this 

section. Permissible video or audio material may only be provided to a prospective student-athlete via an electronic mail attachment or hyperlink, 

except as provided in Bylaw 13.4.1.5.4. [D] (Adopted: 1/11/94 e[i:ective 8/1/94, Revised." 1/9/96 e[!:ective 8/1/96, 12/12/06, 1/8/07, 1/16/10, 

3/29/10, 4/28/11 effective 8/1/11, 6/13/11) 

13.4.1.5.1 Media Available to All Students. 

Official academic admissions and student-services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to prospective 

student-athletes. (Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes 

only general information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. [D] (Adopted: 1/16/10, 

Revised: 3/29/10) 

13.4,1.5.3 Computer-Generated Recruiting Presentations. 

An institution may produce a computer-generated recruiting presentation (e.g., using presentation software) to show to, play for or provide to a 

prospective student-athlete, subject to the following provisions: [D] (Adopted: 1/8/07, Revised: 1/14/08, 1/16/10, 3/29/10) 

(a) The presentation may be posted to the institution’s website; 

(b) The presentation may include general informational video/audio material that relates to an institution or its athletics programs and is not 

created for recruiting purposes; 

(c) The presentation may not be personalized to include a prospective student-athlete’s name, picture or likeness; and 

(d) The presentation may not be created by an entity outside the institution. 

13.4.1.5.4 Pre-enrollment Information. 

An institution may provide any necessary pre-enrollment information (that is not otherwise considered to be general information related to an 

institution or its athletics programs) regarding orientation, conditioning, academics and practice activities in a video format (e.g., video playbook, 

games clips) to a prospective student-athlete, provided he or she has signed a National Letter of Intent or institutional financial aid agreement, or 

has been officially accepted for enrollment. Such information may be provided via a digital media storage device (e.g., DVD, flash drive). [See Bylaw 

13.4.1.1-(h).] [D] (Adopted: 12/26/06, Revised: 1/16/10, 3/29/10, 6/13/11) 

>>> Amy Herman ~:06 PM >>> 

Trisha, 

] was forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to          mom for the party she is planning for the signees in          I’m going to 

need some details on this party so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain to me what will be occurring, who will be paying, and what the signees and their families!friends will be receiving? 

The thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving anything they shouldn’t from boosters, etc. 

I’m certainly not saying that this is a no go, and [ don’t cnean to alarm you, but Iwould like to have more details about what will be occurring before the planning goes much 

further. If you don’t know the details and you would like to have          mom call me, I am happy to talk to her. Feel free to give her my number (919 962 7853). 

I’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs and released them to the media, I don’t think there will be any problems 

with this, but I will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 

Thanks, I look forward to talking to you about the details of this party. I am going to be in Carmichael tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting from 10 11. Maybe I’ll stop by your 

office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

..\m ~ il~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Thursda~ 5:06 PM 

llJe, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

gmail.com>; @live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 

Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tar Heels fare well in NCAA Graduation Success Rates 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
THURSDAY, q 

CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258, stevekirschner@unc.edu) 
TAR HEELS FARE WELL IN NCAA GRADUATION SUCCESS RATES 
CHAPEL HILL- The NCAA released data today that shows the University of North Carolina’s latest Graduation Success Rate for student-athletes 

is 88 percent, eight percentage points higher than the national average. 

Eleven Tar Heel teams that reflect the incoming freshman class of 2005 scored a perfect 100percent, including men’s and women’s fencing, field 

hockey, women’s golf, gymnastics, women’s lacrosse, rowing, women’s swimming and diving, men’s and women’s tennis and volleyball. 

Additionally, 15 of Carolina’s sports measured 90 percent or greater. 

In addition to the teams scoring 100 percent, Carolina teams measuring above the national average of 80 percent include women’s track and 

field/cross country (95%), baseball (94%), men’s basketball (91%), men’s swimming and diving (91%), men’s golf (89%), men’s lacrosse (89%) 

and softball (89%). Women’s basketball (79%), men’s soccer (78%), wrestling (76%) and football (75%) all scored at least 75 percent. 

Men’s basketball’s GSR of 91 percent is 17 points above the national average, while football’s GSR of 75 percent is five percent better than the 

national norm. 

"I’d like to congratulate our student-athletes and coaches whose programs achieved 100 percent scores," says Director of Athletics Bubba 

Cunningham. "That is what we strive for in all of our programs. We are proud of the commitment and effort of our student-athletes. They 

balance meeting their academic responsibilities and representing the University in athletics competition at a highly successfulrate. 

"l am very pleased we had such a high number of our teams that performed above the national average, including the football and men’s 

basketball teams. Our university is committed to supporting these students so that they have the best opportunities to achieve both academically 
and athletically at the highest level. We know we can accomplish both of these goals successfully at Carolina." 

The NCAA’s Graduation Success Rate includes transfer students and student-athletes wholeave in good academic standing. The current GSRs are 

based on the enteringclasses from 2002-03 to 2005-06. 



Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

Attendees of MAP Book Training Session 

Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 

October 26, 2012 

Follow-Up to Training Session 

Thank you for attending the MAP Book Training Session last week. I appreciated you taking time 

out of your schedule to contribute to our progress. It was a pleasure to have Tom Thomas with 

us to moderate this process as we move through the installation of a professional management 

system for our Department of Athletics. 

Following our session, I spoke with Tom and he was excited with our staff, our direction and the 

road ahead. In short - ours is a path filled with both significant opportunities and challenges. 
On a personal note, I grow more excited with our progress, with each passing day. I also want 

to thank you, for all you have done for our program. 

In my closing comments at our session with Tom, I know I spoke as to the opportunities we 

have and how we need to improve as a team- but I also want you to know how proud I am of 

all you and the accomplishments that you have helped our program to achieve. Thank you for 

your dedication and for your trust in our Vision, Mission, Core Values and Priorities. 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I wanted to remind you of a few points: 

, 

Installation of the MAP Books 

I have great confidence in the collective knowledge and experience of our Executive Staff 

and Senior Staff. As Tom noted on several occasions: "No one of us is as smart as all of us!" 

We become a powerful group as we work together in a collaborative manner. With this in 

mind, it’s appropriate for us to make the investment of our time. There’s no shortcut here - 

so let’s put in our best-effort to make this an excellent management system. 

Our system will help us to provide effective management of the Units we lead, and at the 

same time, provide clear reporting for our Executive Team, and in preparation of the 

Chancellor’s Monthly Operations Report by Karlton Creech. In addition, this process will 

allow us to establish and reinforce standards across the Department. 



Bubba Cunningham 

Memo- Page 2 

, 

Chief of Staff - Karlton Creech 

Special thanks to Kariton for spearheading this process and serving as our Plan 

Administrator for the installation of the MAP Books. Tom assures me that this is not an 

enviable position. In this role, Karlton will be responsible (along with you) for the 

installation and refinement of the MAP Books and the related reporting system. As this 

system requires collaboration and closer communications with all units of the Department, I 

ask for your cooperation in working with Karlton as he moves us forward. Please consider 

any requests from Kariton amongst your top priorities. 

, 

Reading Plan 
I have asked Karlton to pick up a copy of 2 books Tom recommended during our session. 

The first is titled The Slight Edge by Jeff Olson, The next is The Score Takes Care of Itself by 

Bill Walsh. Both books speak to the establishment of "standards of excellence" and the 

power of incremental change. 

So let’s get going with our reading plan! Ongoing personal and professional development 

will help us in countless ways. It will bring an infusion of new ideas and skill sets to assist us 

in this process as we work with a dizzying array of constituent groups. Please call Tom if you 

have any questions or concerns regarding your personal or professional development. I 

know from experience that Tom remains available to speak with you at any time. His cell 

phone is              and his email is Thomas@cardinaladvisors.com 

° Ongoing Communication 
Thank you very much for providing input and insights during your meeting. I have attached 

a document from Karlton which contains the group’s "Closing Comments." 

If you have any additional questions, concerns or suggestions for improvement - please see 

Karlton (or myself) and we will do our best to respond in a timely manner. 



Closing Comments from October 18, 2012 
MAP Book Install Meeting 

Molly Norton 
¯ This is new and different 
¯ There will be lots of questions from our staff 

Clint Gwaltney 
¯ I must know my staff better and understand what they do 
¯ Excited about the new challenges and systems 

Steve Kirschner 

We’re seeing a shift in direction of the department towards formal planning 

This forces us to think about our processes 

Vince llle 
¯ Everyone’s value to the organization is to "make things happen" 
¯ This process will help make things happen 

Martina Ballen 
¯ MAP Books will force us to implement the strategic plan with a living document 
¯ We need to carefully check the MAP Books before we distribute 

Rick Steinbacher 
¯ Excited about this- concerned about being able to crawl, walk run 
¯ I will need to be patient with the implementation 

Beth Miller 
¯ l like the product 
¯ Reporting will be valuable 

Larry Gallo 
¯ Professional development is critical for this process 
¯ The process will help build relationships 

John Montgomery 
¯ We will be more effective and efficient 
¯ Unit managers will be able to grow and create positive turnover 

Karlton Creech 
¯ My goal is to serve this Staff in a way that will make each of you better at your own jobs 
¯ I will need your help and support when we start implementing the system 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               10:33 PN 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Names of MBB prospects for NLrs 

Yes, we can be ready. All three will need to go before the committee. We are waiting on s SAT scores which were supposed to come in today. There is a slight chance that 
he could be okay and not need to be reviewed. 

Just let me know what else you need. I have submitted everything 3[ have to Barbara for everyone but 

Jenn 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>          10:14:31 PM >>> 

Can you be ready to go with men’s basketball prospects [br 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday,               7:34 PM 

To: Jennifer Townsend 0townsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RN: Names of MBB prospects for NL3[’s 

Jerdl, 

Will all three require facul~ review on either 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:00 AM 
To: ’C B McGrath’ 
Subject: RE: Names of IVlBB prospects for NL3[’s 

Thanks CB. Appreciate the intbrmation. 

From: C B McGrath lmailto:cmcqrath@uncaa,unc,edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:58 AM 
To: 3[lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Names of MBB prospects for NL3[’s 

Vince, 
We are qoinq to send out three NLI’s for sure this early period. Their names are: 

meeting? Please let me know. I’d like to sche&de them if possible. ThaJlks. 

? Thanks. 

Let me know if you need any other info. 
CB McGrath 
Men’s Basketball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Baseball signees and 

Ok tllanks. As I have expressed earlier we need to sign tiffs young man. 

here. Mike. 

I assume all is going to go well 

On , at 2:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 9]--><’.--[endif]--> 

Coach Fox, 

I will be working out details with Barbara, but I expect the review of 
let yon know when the schedule is finalized. Thanks. 

Vince 

s credentials to occur at the meeting scheduled for ¯ I’ll 

From: Mike Fox [mailto:mfox~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:12 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Baseball signees    ~and 

Vince and Barbara, 

We received new SAT scores on both today and they are both now Level [[’s. 

made 870 SAT and has a 3.40 Core GPA for a PGPA of 2.383 

made a 1170 and has a 2.50 core GPA for a PGPA of 2.375 

We are awaiting scores on            as well. 

So for now the only Level I we would like to take forward is . Will this be 

Mike 

and will I be involved? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:24 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.uncedu > 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>;Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NL] Signees 

A couple of quick thoughts... 

I talked to Jenn earlier this week about the guys and it sounds like they’ll all be Level l’s, Waiting on SAT scores from earlier this month on 

1,100 to be Level 2.      is not committed yet. 

We should be getting an NLI for                for          didn’t see him on the list. 

And for wasn’t highlighted but she is a Level 1. 

Lance 

but he’ll need about 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 8:35 PM > > > 
Barbara, Lance and Tom, 
I’ve now received responses from all head coaches who received the message below. Attached is a cow of a list created from the responses received from the coaches, 

infonnafion ti~m the Athletics Summary Reports, and infonnafion from the Unotticial Transcript Reviews. 

As we prepare for the                          [~culty committee meetings, can you plea~ review the attached and let me know if may 

additionffdeletions/update~changes’etc, should be made? I roll communicate witl~ bead coaches who currently have prospects listed at level one to contirm the status of 

those prospect(s). Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Nonday, 1:46 PM 
To: ’uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’breschi@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Rich DeSelm’; ’Derek Galvin’; ’Sylvia Hatchell’; ’Mike Fox’; ’rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Andrew Sapp’; 
’janmann@uncaa.unc.edu’; "Sarah Haney’; "Donna Papa’; ’spaul@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu’; "C D Mock’; Williams, Roy A; Holladay, 
Joe Randall 
Ce: ’Tom Timmermans’; Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Polk, Barbara 30 (bpolk@admissions.unc.edu); Woodard, Harold; Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: November NLI Signees 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early- signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The fac~db~ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,             I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your a~ticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.uuc.edu> 

Sunday, October 28, 2012 9:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <sf~rme@admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday’s meeting 

Hi Vince, 
Thanks fur the email. I have a 9:00 meeting Wednesday morning ])tit should be back in the otf]ce by :1 (!:30. Vm available any time after that to talk/meet with you. 
Let me kn ow what works for you an d VII plau accord~r@y. 
Have a good trip. 
Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2012 5:44 PN 
To" Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: Wednesday’s meeting 
Hi Barbara, 
Hope you had a sale trip. It looks like we should have the one prospect and three prospects on the agenda for the October 31 meeting. I’ll be 

in Chicago Suuday through Tuesday but back in the office Wednesday morning. I hope we can talk at some point early Wedne~tay if you’re available to talk abx) ut the 

process used during the meetings and reviews. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2012 12:28 PI 
To: Farmer, Stephen N; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Wednesday’s meeting 
Vince, 

Just checking in to see if you anticipate the faculty reviewing any cases during Wednesday’s meeting. If so, we will need those students’ names by 
9:00 Monday morning. Once we know the number of cases/teams we will schedule the specific time for each team’s presentation. 

Thanks 

Barbara 

Connected by DROID on Verizon Wireless 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:09 PM 

[[[e, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

template sports plan goal sheet vl - MTEN.docx 

s my only November NLI. An electronic copy of the goal sheet I sent last week is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                7:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Hey Vince 

roll be taking the SAT’s this Weekend. 

He ended up not taking the SAT’s earlier this month because he showed up at the HS and it was full (I gave him notice about retaking them right after I heard fiom 

admissions he was a level 1 and he couldn’t per-register). At any rate, can we hold offtaking him to committee until after he gets the scores? What’s the process if he 

can’t get them prior tc       ) 

Thanks tbr your help and I hope you had a great weekend, joe 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 8:43 PM >>> 

Joe, 
Any i&a when     may receive the score from his most recent SAT? The faculty" review committee has meetings scheduled fol 

applicants. Do you want to include : on the agenda for , or do you think he might receive his score after that date but before 

advisc. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From= Ille, Vince 
Sent-" Tuesday, 6:01 PM 
To; ’Joe Breschi’ 
Subject-" RE: November NLI Signees 

OK, thanks. 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto: brescN .@, uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:59 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: November NLI Signees 
Sounds good .... is 10 points away from Level 2 on the SAT’s and I will let them know when he gets the results back. 

.and ~ to review 

? Please 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <i!l_.e_2;~2.e__r .n__~_t.i!:._u_!)_c_:__es_tt~:            i:48 PM >>> 
Thanks Joe. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. I’ll get back to you regarding i 

From-" Joe Breschi lmailto: breschi@uncaa~unc~edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:41 PM 
To; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Re: November NLI Signees 

Hi Vince, 

Great job today explaining the Scoop with what’s going on around the investigation and beyond, its much appreciated. 

Here is our list we’ve received from Admissions.....Only 1 level one and he’s waiting for his SAT scores to get back. 

Let me know if you need further information. 

All the best. 

Joe 

and what we may need to do to prepare lbr potential facul~ review. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 

ttead Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  . If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this eaHy signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The Faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday, I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity" to review the current records ofaJ1 such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



[:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:29 PM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Movies on road Trips 

I am fine with movies both days, as I would consider that to be reasonable entertainment. Thanks for checking! 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Joe Haydon 2:02 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

For our Thursday night game in Virginia, we are thinldng about going to the movies on Wednesday night (normal routine) as well as Thursday morning since there is 

absolutely nothing to do or watch on TV (unless you like soap operas or the 12th edition of SportsCenter). Is it OK to do this or are we only able to do one of the movies? 

Thanks, 
Joe 

jo*: Haydon 
DiIector of Football Operations 
U~iversi]y of N or~h Carolin~ 
Pho*xe: 919.81,3.2572 
Fax: 9 HL’.:)62.0~98 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,               6:32 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unoedu >                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unoedu> 

Today 

Amy 

I’}1 be working from home today, Don’t hesitate to cail!email if you need something. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:41 PM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nicole Hudson 

<nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly 

Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; MarkVanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

PTC 

pdf 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contactfor 

you would like more information about 

Thanks, 

. Let me know if you have any questions or if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,               8:46 PM 

Heather Brooks < hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Updated VB Recruiting Calendar 

Worn ens VolleybalLl.pdf 

Volleyball staff, 
The NCAA has released an updated recruiting calendar for Volleyball. Please see attached. 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 5:54 PM 

FW: RE: FW: 

Hi 

Hm sorry; I did not realize that you hadn’t heard from anyone yet. 

I am foB:_~wing up with our compliance sl:aff. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 5:50 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: RE: FW: 

I assume tomorrow does not work 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:01 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ,Mr, 

"]’hat~ks for the clarification. I will let the corqpliaru::e staff know that you are available to meet tomorrow either at lO:OOam or late it~ the afternoon. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:56 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Thanks Molly. I am a Unctrusted and have an : 

rules. This week works next dies not 

who is being recruited in Want to make sure I follow the 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:52 PM, "Norton, Molly" < ..m__b_n_._o_._r_t_..o_ .n__ .@.._ .e__m.__a_!J_._._u_E~_c_.._e_._d_..u_.> wrote: 

Hi i 

I wanted to check in to darit:y your request to meet with the compliance stafL Are you available this Friday (tomorrow) or next Friday, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

M oily No rton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:[26 

Campus Box 8500 

(:~qaI3el Hill, N(: 2"7};_’[5 

919-962--8200 (phone) 

919--952-74.90 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

<.?o }~eels ! 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of 

111 check on Friday am. 

::12:38 AM 

not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, ’ . wrote: 

Two things. 
1. We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if anything works. 

2. I would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so that I do not run afoul 

of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter       If possible I would also like to bring with me 

my friend               whose daughter,      , is being recruited in       The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:57 AM 

Lm~ce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: RE: ]:NV: 

Thank you both for your help’. Lance - I will be on the lookout for them around 10 and let you know when they arrive. 

Sent fi~om mr’ iPhone 

On at 8:10 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos(tbmmaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Molly, 

I’ll be around at 10 for      his daughter and their fiJends tomonow. Just grab me when they get here and if Bubbds conference room is open then, we 

can just jump in there for a bit. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> 7:07 PM >>> 
Lance, 
Molly thinks it is this Friday at 10. Can you do that? If so, I’ll send him an email confirming the date mid time. Thanks. 
Mince 

From: Lance Markos [m_a_j_[t_o_Lt_n___arko_s@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Subject: Re: FMi: 

I can do either Friday at 10 am,just let me know. 

> > > Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu >            8:32 AM > > > 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give Jnfo on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously can’t do it 

tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "Ille, ’vqnce" <iJ_[e_@_e__t!]_a__[[:_u__r_]_c__&d___u_.> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, 8ubba 
Sent-" Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
C:c: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’II check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, wrote: 

Two things. 

1. <!--[if !supportLBts]--><!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let 

me know if anything works. 

2. <!--[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment 

compliance person so that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter 

If possible I would also like to bring with me my friend               whose daughter,       is being recruited in 

The best time for us is i0 am Friday morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could 

also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 19, 2012 1:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Plaa~ Goal Sheet 

Thanks, Vince! Sorry that we couldn’t get the meethlg worked out for a date when you’re in town. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 1:04 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Molly, 

I will try to call in at that time. Right now, my schedule for that day is fluid as I’m trying to set up meetings with various player agents in the Chicago area. I will do 

my best to be available to call in. Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 19, 2012, at 12:32 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ricl% Corey, Vince, and Mat[:, 

Coach Fedora is available for the football strategic plan process meeting on Tuesday, October 30 at lO:OOam. Please let me know if this dale and tirne 

works for you. 

Vince --. I know you will be calling into the meeting since you are out of town that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L; Joines, Melinda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Molly and Melinda, 

Can you help us schedule two meetings to dbcuv.; the at:tached d.:_~curnent: 

1) Bubba Cum~ingham, C.:_~rey Holliday, Vince flh:_L, Matt rerrell, r¢icl¢ Steinbacher 

Preliminary meedng to discuss Football StraLegic Plan Process 

Week of 10/22 or 10/29 ---90 minutes 

2) Bubba Cunningham, Larry Fedora, Corey Hollidav, Vince ]lie, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 

Meeting to discuss FootbNI Strategic Plan Process 

Week o[ 10/29 -60 rninutes 

Thanks, 

Rid( 

From: Matt Terre[I [ma[Ito:mterrell@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gal[o; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Vince ]lie 
Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning 
meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina [ Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club [ Director of External Operations 
0 919-g43-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

Thmlks. It is great having you to work with as we all sort out what things will look like as weave forward. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 19, 2012, at 3:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~h<email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I think that covers it. Thanks Joy. I’ll t~+ to compile a list of potentiaJ survey questions ~metime this weekend so the FAC members will have time to 

review and offer their recommended additions, revisions, etc. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday,               2:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

Greeting all! 

So to follow-up on our discussions yesterday to be sure I know what I need to be doing ..... 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->lssue of faculty soliciting athletes for courses - Lissa!Bubba will talk with Karen about the current email 

and I will talk with her about her suggestions to bring to FAC for a discussion on communication and policy with faculty regarding messaging 

related to course offerings 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <P-[endif]-->Feedback from FAC on survey/interview instrument to be used by Athletics with graduating athletes - I 

will wait to hear from Vince on what instrument he wants me to send to FAC for input; I will clarify for FAC members right now that they will 

be receiving the instrument so just to sit tight on reviewing any existing documents; ?? Bubba and Vince will find out about administering the 

survey with data stored in institutional Research (?) using an online database(?) so athletics and FAC can have access to the data to address 

any questions or for planning for polities/procedures/change in the future. (this part I am probably the least sure about where we left it) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <P-[endif]-->Lissa and I, and John, Glynis, and Barbara will have a discussion of what role we see for FAC in student 

athlete experience assessment and run it by athletics for tweaking of this portion of the assessment (in addition to what athletics is going to 

do); have a suggested role up for FAC to review (in addition to Vince’s plan and rationale for athletics assessment so everyone knows what 

that part will look like too) prior to next meeting so finalized version can come out of the November meeting and we have a plan for 2022- 

2013. 

Anything else? 

Thanks for the conversation, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rennec M.A., r~-r(R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina ;It Chapel Hill 
School of tVledicine 
Ct3 #7130 UNC-.CH Bondtsrant Hall 
327.-.A Souti~ Columbia St, 
Ci]apel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-g66-5J.47Desk 

Cell 
919-966-6959_ Fax 
--CONFID[N"IAt.rIh< NOrlC[: Ti~’~,i_ e-mail m~_~ssag~_L including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is intended only for the_¯ -person or entity to wi~ich it is address~_~d and may contal n 
confidential and/or privileged material. Any --.-t;nauthOl’ized I’eview, use, disclosure oF distribution is proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-maii and destroy ail copies of the original message. 
Ernail correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Records law a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 
by an authorized slk~te official (NCGS, oh< 132)< Student educatio~al records are subject to FERPA< 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Friday, 9:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: NCAA Waiver Request and Appeal tbr 

Vit]ce 

No woITies...this helps me relay to K~uq Wha~ ~he issue is. N~t st~re if Roy is ~fill engaging you,/\ms, or others at fl~e NCAA on fl~is buI let me k~ow if?ou ~eed ~pjfl~Mg 
from me. :\f~er readit~g through tN~, flae only thi~g ~[ am wondering is iftl~e NCAA staff considered flaat ~bis ride i~ likely to go a~ a3 by thk~; tm~e ~aex~ year and allow more 
insti*Nio~ml discretions.. ,in oflaer woN:% you"ll be able to do thi:~ without a waiver if*bat proposal is adopted, You tbi~k that was con:ddered? 
I ,et me know if you and Amy 0~ink ~[ e;m bdp it} a~yway. O~bets~ is;u, have a good weekc~M. 
Brad 

From: Ne, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:58 Pb,1 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: NC~0~ Waiver Request and Appeal for 
Brad, 
Sorry. I haven’t had an opportunity to call you back yet today. Before I do, I thought it might be helpful for you to have the attached documents that are related to the 

questions you asked in your voicemail message. Amy Hemlan is out of town until next Tuesday so I can’t confirm ruth 100°/6 certain~, but I believe the first document 

includes the rationale she submitted for the waiver request. The second includes the rationale she submitted for the appeal. I will fol-ward you related emails as well and 

tly to call before the end of the day. If not, I’ll call your voicemail later this evening or tomolrow. Hope this helps in the meantime. 
Thanks and hope you and your family aace well. It was good visiting ruth you hem in Chapel Hill on your las* visit. Thanks for malting the time to do that. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Hostetter. Brad <bhostetter@theacc.org> 

Saturday 1:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: NCAA Waiver Request and Appeal tbr 

Thmlks for the update. Interesting given fact that committee ~Jready rev’d. Tough to chmlge after that an explain change to committee. Oh we’ll, good ibr you guys. 

Brad Hostetter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I believe NCAA has already flipped decision. Told Amy they decided beibre the Kalz article. If so, they should add in their letter m us to explain. Thanks 

Brad. 

On at 9:55 PM, "Hostetter, Brad" <.b_}~_Rg_t.e__tt__e_r:g,~t_}~e_:a_.c_’c_:q_,:g> wrote: 

Vjnce 

No worries~..this helps me relay to K~u’l wha~ the issue is. Not sure i~" Roy is still et*gaging you, Amy, or u,hers a~ the NCAA on *his but le* me 
know if you oeed an?/{hing t?om me. After reading flarough flais~ ~he only thing I am wondering is if the NCAA staff" considered lhat this role is 
likely to go away by this time next ?ca" a~d allow more institutional di:~eretiom..in o, her words, ? ou’l~ be able to do this wi*hout a waiver if that 
proposal is adopted. You lhink that was considered? 
Let me know if you and Amy flfiok 17 can help in anyway. Otherwise, ha~e a good weekend. 
Brad 

From: Ille, Vince [mailto:ille(@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2%8 P! 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: NCAA Waiver Request and Appeal for 
Brad, 

SoW I haven’t had an oppormniW to call you back yet today. Before I do, I thought it might be helpful for you to have the attached 

documents that are related 1,~ the questions you asked in your voicemail message. Amy Herman is out of town until next Tuesday so I can’t 

confirm with 100% certainty, but I believe "the firs~t document includes the rationale she submitted for the waiver request. The second includes 

the rationale she submitted for the appeal. I roll tbrvwacd you related emmls as well and ~y to caJd before the end of the day. If not, I’ll call 

your voicemail later this evening or tomom~w. Hope this helps in the meaJ~fime. 
Thmlks and hope you mid your fmnily are well. It was good visiting with you here in Chapel Hill on your last visit. Thanl<s for making the time 

to do that. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your words requested. 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Tfisha L StaJtbrd- Odom <tsodom~b~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek <zMleek(c))email.unc.edu:>,                           ~live.unc.edu>, Harry. Staflbrd <hasrv staflbrd(&med.unc.edu>, 

"Andrew Cal&f’ <acalder(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Billy Lee <bilMee,@~uncaa.unc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" <bndgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>, Clarissa Adams 

<cadams(&~uncaa.unc.edu>, Jason Beaulieu <ibeaulie(&~uncaa.unc.edu >, Jane High <ilfigh(&uncaa.unc.edu>, Greg Law <lawdaw~(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, 

SyMa Hatchell < shatchell(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Tracey Williams <twilliams(&uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tax Heel, 
event will be Sunday,                 in. 

is deep into planning m~ extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our commits. The 

Though NCl’uzk rules will not permit our Staff’to attend, our presence is very much desired!     . has requested that we put together a 3-ish minute 

VIDEO PRESENTATION to be played at the party. The video would have each of us congratulating, encouraging, & welcoming and the 

others into their futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Directol; Bubba Cunningham. 

I have spoken ruth       and she is ready to make us all look good on fil!! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITH, 

spend 5 mimltes getting your words on tape. 

THIS WEEK for her to 

Also, for we coaches,        also needs to use our 5 minutes to fihn answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project to be played 
during random home games. Therefore, dress appropriately (Trisha). Hahaha! 

We are pressing forward, Tar Heels! 

Thmlk york 

TSO 

Sent from IW iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,, 2:46 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your words requested. 

No, I know notMlg about it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:37 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t see you copied below, ttave you been in con ’tact with the staB’regarding this plan? Thanks. 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Sunday, 2:28 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: Your words requested, 

I?YI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Trisha L Sta£tbrd-Odom <._k_s_~2_~_t_~2Ln__@__ejLn_:_a_il:__u__rLc_:_e___cJ__u- > 

Date: 2:24:39 PM EDT 

To: Donna E Cheek <._d__@_e__e_k_~{_e___r!L~_t_i_!:__tLn__c_’_:_e_d____~, ~_l_i__~:_e__:_~Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_>, Hm~ Staffbrd 
<harry stafford@med.unc.edu>, "Andrew Calder" <acalder’,h-)mcaa.unc.edu>, Billy Lee <bi!Mee@uncaa.nnc.edu>, "Beth Bridger" 
<bridgerb.%utmaa.unc.edu>, Clarissa Adams <cadams(&,nncaa~unc.edu>, Jason Beaulieu <i beaulie(a)uncaa.unc~edu>, Jane High 

<jhigh(a)uncaa.nnc.edu>, Greg Law <lawdawg(2~uncaa.utm.edu>, SyMa Hatchell <shatchell(a)nncaa.nnc.edw>, Tracey Willimns 

<twilliams.%uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: <bub bac (?l)email.u nc .edu> 
Subject: Your words requested. 

Hello, Everyone! 

mother of our Future Tar Heel, 
commits. The event will be Sunday, in 

is deep into planning an extravagant SIGNING PARTY for all of our 

Though NCAA rules will not pemlit our Staffto attend, our presence is veU much desired!      aas requested that we put together a 3-ish 
minute VIDEO PRESENTATION to be played at the proW. The video would have each of us congratulaling, encouraging, & welcoming 

and the others into their futures. We may possibly have our team send a message also, as well as our Athletic Director, Bubba 
Cunningham. 

I have spoken with        a~d she is ready to make us all look good on fil!! PLEASE SET UP A TIME WITtt, 
for her to spend 5 minutes getting your words on tape. 

THIS Vv%EK 

Also, for we coaches,        also needs to use our 5 minutes to fihn answers to questions to complete her TAR HEEL TIME OUT project 

to be played during random home games. Therefore, dress appropriately (Trisha). Hahaha! 

We are pressing forward, Tar Heels! 

Thank you, 

TSO 

Seut t?om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: the COMM issue 

FYI 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Jay S mith <i aysmith(a)emaJl, unc.edu> 

Date:                2:56:06 PM EDT 

To: <hwoodard,@ email.unc.edu> 
Subject: the COMM issue 

Dear Harold: 

I’m soriy to add to your plate of work and womes, but the latest revelations in the N&O are veD~ troubling to me. Specifically, I’m concerned that what 

seems an obvious instance of plagiarism in COMM                      was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made 

its way to the honor system. Are support stuff not bound by the honor code? How in the world could anyone have decided NOT to report such a thing 

while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA? (This happened, to remind you, in the             . I want to urge you, and others in and 

around the academic support system, to investigate this entire aft’air. Why was the instructor in this case inclined to report the fraud not to the honor 

system Nit to academic support? To whom did she speak and what was she told? What conversations occurred aiterwalds? Was John Blanchard ever 

apprised of this situation, tbr example? Did anyone consider doing "the right thing and turning this case over to the honor system? Why was ~moflrer course 

of action, or inaction, chosen instead? I fl~ink these questions need to be asked, and official conclusions need to be lnade publtic; otherwise, the 

community’s teetering confidence in the academic support system will surely collapse entirely. There seems to be a thriving "plagia~sm culture" over there, 

and it needs to be confronted and addressed. I’d happily talk to you in person if you’d like. 

Besk 
Jay Smifll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 8:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

That sound great. I am giving a test right now anyway and will not be do e with class until 10 and then have back to back meetings until 1:30 so I won’t be sending it 

out until this a£emoon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2012, at 7:55 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(9)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Joy, 

I apologize that I was not able to complete the draft last night. I’m still trying to add some items fi~r Dr. Ciocca, but should have this to you sometime this 

moming. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 3:18 P! 

To: Renner, Joy .l 
Subject: RE: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

I think that covers it. Thanlcs Joy. I’ll try to compile a list of potential survey questions sometime this weekend so the FAC members will have time to 

review and offer their recommended additions, revisions, etc. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Broome, Lissa L 
Subject: Joy - follow-up from yesterday 

Greeting all! 

So to follow-up on our discussions yesterday to be sure I know what I need to be doing ..... 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l) <!--[endif]-->lssue of faculty soliciting athletes for courses - Lissa/Bubba will talk with Karen about the current email 

and I will talk with her about her suggestions to bring to FAC for a discussion on communication and policy with faculty regarding messaging 

related to course offerings 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2) <P-[endif]-->Feedback from FAC on survey/interview instrument to be used by Athletics with graduating athletes - I 

will wait to hear from Vince on what instrument he wants me to send to FAC for input; I will clarify for FAC members right now that they will 

be receiving the instrument so just to sit tight on reviewing any existing documents; ?? Bubba and Vince will find out about administering the 

survey with data stored in Institutional Research (?) using an online database(?) so athletics and FAC can have access to the data to address 

any questions or for planning for policies/procedures/change in the future. (this part I am probably the least sure about where we left it) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3) <P-[endif]-->Lissa and I, and John, Glynis, and Barbara will have a discussion of what role we see for FAC in student 

athlete experience assessment and run it by athletics for tweaking of this portion of the assessment (in addition to what athletics is going to 

do); have a suggested role up for FAC to review (in addition to Vince’s plan and rationale for athletics assessment so everyone knows what 

that part will look like too) prior to next meeting so finalized version can come out of the November meeting and we have a plan for 2012- 

2013. 

Anything else? 

Thanks for the conversation, 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rel?neG M.,%, I-~-r(R), FAEIRS 

/kssocfate Professor al?d Director 

Ur!ivers[W of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
C}} ii7130 UNC-CH }}ondu!’an~ Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia 5L 
Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-514TDesk 
Cell 

919-966-r3951 t:ax 
-CONI:IDENTIALrF¢ NOTICE: -r~is e-mail messa~e, including attaci~rnen[s, if any is intended o!qg for the -person or er!titv to wi~ich i[ is addressed and may contain 

+ confider!tial a!~dlor privileged material, An~" --u!~aufl~orized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proiqbited, If you ate not Lhe in<ended recipient, please contact the 
sender b~, reply e-maii and destroy, ail copies of the original message, 
Email eorrespo~de~ce te and from this address may be sebjeet to the INe~±b Carolina IP~blic Recer~ls law a~d may he disclo.sed to third pa~±ies 
by a~ authorized state official (NICGSo oh, 132), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 1:59 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Nicole Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart 

<reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mark VanAIstyne 

<vanalsty@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Track and Field Hold 

Hey Clare, 

Track is all caught up with Compliance paperwork so you can release their hold. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:01 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: November NLI Signees 

CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

> > > "IIle, Mince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the emly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early signing period, please forward me the nanle(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week 

The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportuniF to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional information or have any qnestions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting 
Thanks 

but she would not sign in November but would need a slot. 

>>> ’qlle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>         2:05 PM >>> 

Thanks Brian. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: Bnan Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <.[[[#_@_e__tn’_a_)_[#__D_C__,#__d__u__> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please folwcard me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early tiffs week. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your mlticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the cmTent records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any qnestions, please just let me know. Thmlks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:11 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Just a "heads up".....some coaches might have offered slots to s/a’s but are not having them sign NLI’s. For example, full student aid people can’t accept scholarships. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >           2:06 PM > > > 

Thanks CD. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

CD. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 
> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_n_~tjL_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_> 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the emly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~ia email early this week. 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportuni~ to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional infi)nnation or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               2:39 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu > 

Re: November NLI Signees 

VJnce, 
We intend to offer a full scholarship to 

need additional information. 

Jan 

We would like to sign her during the early signing period. She is from Please let me know if you 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office." 919 962-4273 goheels.com 
Cell:            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Focebook." UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches~ 
As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or lnore prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~ia email early this week. 

The t~ulty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday           and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I cm~ have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes betbre these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional intbrnmtion or hmTe any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:45 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: November NLI Signees 

No Level l’s for l 

> > > qlle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

FYI 

From: ..]an Mann [mailto:janmann@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:39 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
We intend to offer a full scholarship to 

need additional information. 

Jan 

2:40 PM >>> 

We would like to sign her during the early signing period, She is from Please let me know if you 

JAN MAN N 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 
Cell,"            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jle@email.urlc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday, If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early- signing period, please fomvard me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The facul~ committee fllat reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday-,           and Wednesday,             I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your a~ticipated signee(s) so I cml have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective studem-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               3:42 PM 

Heather Brooks <hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: - PTC 

Attach: Volleyball.pdf 

Coaches, 
Please see the attached Permission to Contactfor 

furtherinformation on 

Thanks, 

a volleyball student athlete at Let me knowif you have any questions or would like any 



INDIANA UNIVERSITY ATHLETICS 

Compliance Office 
Permission to Contact 

Date Sent: 

To Whom It May Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, Indiana University grants permission for your 

coaching staff to contact regarding transferring to your 

institution to participate in the sport of Volleyball 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 812-855-9970 or by email at 

karnold@indiana.edu. 

Sincerely, 

Kathy Arnold 

Asst. Compliance/Athletic Financial Aid Officer 

Indiana University Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Coach 

Anitra House 

Rev. 2/12 g:\PTC and Release 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,, 3:46 PM 

@twcny.rr.com > 

bill palladino @aol.com >; Cindy Cone ¯ @gmail.com >; Jason Sisneros ¯ @gmail.com >; 

@msn.com>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

trust me, it is so hard for anyone to get into school here we embrace everyone that the admissions committee does. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > @twcny.rr.com > 11:24 AM > > > 
Dear Anson: 
Just wanted you to know that I am asking the Board to consider my case....please don’t count me out! I will let you know the outcome. Hopefully, I will see you soon, as 
planned. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Mondw, 4:11 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edw-; Fammr, Stephen M <sfammr@admissions.unc.edu>; t~echa, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

FW: 

~ son, 

Thanks! The fact that you did not offe~~ be~~ any scholarship money helps, She would need faculty review% even ~t she becomes higher than a Level 1 based on grades 

from couises she repeated, because of her unique circumstances. Facuhy review can only occur fl~r a scbolai’ship candidate. N~-~ scbolarsbtp._.no faculty review. 

We’]] review be~" application in the same manner we would for any other student, including conside~’ation other ]ealn~ng cha]]enges, and knowing the lack of 

scholarship money will be yet another component of ore" consideration, 
gaH~ara 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE:, 

Barbara, 
excellent! 

And thank you for "protecting" us. We did not offer this kid any scholarship money. I know the mother is upset but I am sure all the schools that chased her before would love 

to have her now, if she would only just call them. Just shows how people value the Carolina Brand. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 3:48 PM > > > 

Anson, 

Thanks fl~r keeping me ~n the loop. ] had anothel long conversation w~th         on Friday. She’s persistent[ I told her we would revk~w 

as Jt is complete and would send her the decision as soon as we ]:save it, rather than waiting until 

Yl] keep you posted, 

Barbara 
}~rbar~ I. Polk 
I)cputy I)i[’cctor 
0ft}ce of Undetgrad, ua~te Adl,ctJssiorts 

IJ nivetsity of Novt]’, Carolina at Chaise] Hill 
Phone: 9"J %-966-J9 f~9 

From: Anson Dorrance [__m___ajJ___tg_L_a_E_s__o___n__(@__u_E_c__a__a__:_u__E_c_#_.__d__u_.] 
Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: 
Cc: bill palladino: Cindy Cone; 3ason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: 

Jess, 

trust me, it is so hard for anyone to get into school here we embrace everyone that the admissions committee does. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > @twcny.rr,com > 11:24 AM > > > 
Dear Anson: 
Just wanted you to know that I am asking the Board to consider my case....please don’t count me out! I will let you know the outcome. Hopefully, I will see you soon, as 

planned. 

application as s~~on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Great, Just hope she wants to sign. 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box 2126, ChapelHill, NC 27515 

Office: 919-962-4273 goheels.com 

Cell:             Fax: 919-843-4062 

Facebook: UNC Women, Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 4:06 PM > > > 

Thanks Jan. I believe that Lance has some of her academic records and we shouldn’t have any issue with her signing in November. 

From= Jan Mann [mailto:janmann@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, 2:39 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 

We intend to offer a full scholarship to 

need additional information, 

Jan 

We would like to sign her during the early signing period. She is from Please let me know if you 

JAN MAN N 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Of~ce: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 
Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC WometYs Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <jJj__e_@__e_E!_a_j_[~_u__r_)_c_~__e__d___u_.> .:45 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The facul~ committee tlmt reviews the admission of s~dent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,             I would appreciate 
the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me kuow. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: i November NLI 

I haven’t seen any updates on 

OV. 

since we reviewed her. And was planning on taking the ACT this month, I think. We used PSAT scores 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 4:21 PM > > > 

Lance, 

For 

1. Do you know if’    has taken ACT or SAT and earned al improved score since the one recorded on her unofficial transcript review? 

2. Do we have any record of taking an ACT or SAT yet’? 

Thanks. 

for her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

That is correct. She is visiting We also have a mid yem enrollee this Her name is . Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have her down as a potential signeeislot. My recollection is that you had not yet decided whether you wanted to sign her. Is that still correct? Were we 

al so talking aleut a potential midyeax admit? 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting but she would not sign in but would need a slot. 
Thanks 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>         2:05 PM >>> 
Thanks Brian. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 
}lead Coaches, 
As you all know, the early signing period tbr the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via em ail 
early fllis week 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday             I 

would appreciate the name(s) ofyonr anticipated signee(s) so I can have ml oppol~nity to review the current records of all such prospective student- 
athletes before these meetings are held. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:38 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: November NLI Signees 

She’s all set she graduated in June and delayed until       since she’s not on aid, She’s final certified with both academic and amateurism certifications for 

and just deferred her admission from this past year to the spring. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 4:35 PM > > > 

Do you have what you need to evaluate Is she a transfer or an eedly/late high school graduate’? Thanks. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

That is correct. She is visiting We also have a mid year enrollee this Her name is ,Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:28 PM, "llle, Vince" <iile@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have her down as a potential signeeislot. My recollection is that you had not yet decided whether you wanted to sign her. Is that still correct? Were we 

also taJking about a potential midyeax admit’? 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting but she would not sign in but would need a slot. 
Thanks 

>>> "llle, Vince" <[[[e_@_e__[_n__’_a_jJ_:_u___r_~__c__:e__d__u_.>         2:05 PM >>> 

’I’hmlks Brian. Just want to maJ<e sure I don’t miss aaayone. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <illeCi~.email.unc.edu> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 

As you all lmow, the em’ly signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to 

request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email 
early tiffs week. 

The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday, I would 

appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an optx~lunib~ to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes 

before these meetings are held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: November NLI Signees 

Good question, She ends up being a 

> > > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >           4:41 PM > > > 
OK, know what her test scores were? It looks like she may not have had one when we did the evaluation for Is she a ? Thanks. 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:38 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: November NLI Signees 
She’s all set she graduated in June and delayed until since she’s not on aid. She’s final certified with both academic and amateurism certifications for 
and just deferred her admission from this past year to the spring. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[_e___@__e__r_’_O~tjL_L_Ln___c_:gc_!__u_>           4:35 PM > > > 
Do you have what you need to evaluate "~ ~ Is she a transfer or an early/late high school graduate’? Thanks. 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2012 4:28 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 
That is correct. She is visiting We also have a mid year enrollee this . Her name is Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:28 PM, "llle, Vince" <iile@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have her down as a potential signeeislot. My recollection is that you had not yet decided whether yon wanted to sign her. Is that still correct? Were we 

also talking about a potential midyeax admit’? 

From: Brian Kalbas [mailto:bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:09 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
Per our conversation. We are still recruiting but she would not sign in but would need a slot. 
Thanks 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille(~,email.unc.edu>         2:05 PM >>> 

Thanks Brian. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: Brian Kalbas [.__m___a_!!_t__o_J__b___k__a_J__b__a___s__@_g_t)p___a__a__=g__n__c__&c_l__u_] 
Sent: Monday, 1:56 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Vince, 
w. tennis signees: 

>>> "llle, Vince" <[[[&@_e__Ln__’_a_jJ_&r_Lc__:&_d__u_.> 1:45 PM >>> 
Head Coaches, 
As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent tegins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to 

request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the nmne(s) of the prospect(s) via email 

early tiffs week. 

The faculb~ committee that reviews the admission of s~udent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would 

appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) ,so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes 

beibre these meetings are held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any questions, please just let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

If they are a level 2 or 3 we just slot them 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:32 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

OK, thanks. Appreciate the intbrmation. If you had guys that were full student aid and no NLI, did "they typically go to the [hculty committee betbre the 

early signing period or was their review based utxm some other timet?ameischedule? 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:11 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLI Signees 

Just a "heads up".....some coaches might have offered slots to s!a’s but are not having them sign NLI’s. For example, full student aid people can’t accept 

scholarships. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >            2:06 PM > > > 

Thanlcs CD. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: C O Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa__~_u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ijJ__e_~__e_[zLa_j_[&r_]_c_~_o____d__L_[ > 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all l~low, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you haYe requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) ~Ja 

email early this week 

The faculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,             I 

would appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have aJ~ opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student- 

athletes be[bre these meetings are held. 

If you need additional intbrmation or have any question~ please j ust let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

That’s correct. I only brought this up because your original email asked coaches to send you names of those people who we created NLI’s for. I assumed you were checking 
your count of slots. I just wanted to make sure you knew there were probably slots out there that were not necessarily getting NLI’s. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>         6:18 PM >>> 

OK, so you mean that you don’t need to wony about any timing issues, right’? You use the slot, I have them on my list, Barbara has them on hers, and they get 

admitted whenever all their documents are in. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:13 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

If they are a level 2 or 3 we just slot them 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 2:32 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[!_e_._@ e_._m_._a_i_[: .u_ n c_ : _e_ . _d_ .u_> wrote: 

OK, thanks. Appreciate the information. If you had guys that were full student aid and no NLI, did they’ blpically go to the facul~ committee before the 

early signing period or was their review based upon some other timeframeisehedule? 

From: C D Mock [E}_a__[!_t_9__:__c__d___@__u__t)p___a__a__,_u___n__c_=e_d_u_] 
Sent: Monday, 2:11 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: November NLT Signees 

Just a "heads up".....seme coaches might have offered slots to s/a’s but are not having them sign NLI’s. For example, full student aid people can’t accept 

scholarships, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <]jJ__e_~..b___e_L’O__a_j_[:_u__r_Lc__._o____d___u_ >            2:06 PM > > > 

Thanks CD. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu! 
Sent: Monday, 2:01 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 1:45 PM > > > 
Head Coaches, 
As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan 

to request an NLI be sent to one or more prospects tbr this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email 

early this week. 

The faculb’ committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday:          and Wednesday,,            I 

would appreciate the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an oppormni~ to review the current records of all such prospective student- 

athletes before these meetings are held. 

If you need additional information or have any, questions, please just let me l, mow. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~;,ahoo.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:32 PM 

THFPO tailgate Info tbr UNC vs. NC State 

Hello Tar Heel Families- 

Exciting game coining up this weekend against NC State’. Go Heels! Game Kickofftime is 12:30pm and will be on ACC Network. 

¯ THFPO tailgate time start fime is 10:30am 

¯ Menu is Hamburgers, Vegetarian Burgers, Baked Beans, Baked Potato Salad. Fruit, Cookies, Brownies, Tea, Lemonade and Bottled Water 

¯ Click Here to RSVP tbr Tailgate 
¯ Click Here to Vohmteer to Help - Just 1/2 shifts needed - Thank You! 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellafion Guiddine 
ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot g/uarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer fiom the RSVPs. 
To ensure your spot at the tailgate, please submit 7your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. AW individual who notifies at or email 
~gmail.com 

24 HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, 
thus if we m-e unable to sell your’ticket you will be responsible tbr fitll pwment. 

AW notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tax Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:28 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickslei@email.unc.edu-~; Montgomery, John R <jmont@uuc.e&P; Terrell, Mart 

<mterrell@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Beth Miller <bmiller@uucaa.uuc.e&~>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Sport Plmls 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans 

Please allow this message to serve as a friendly reminder that our goal is to complete the sport plans (as part of the overall Strategic Plan) by October 31. I have enjoyed the 

opportunity to sit in on several of the discussions thus far, and look forward to helping where I can with the other sports plans being done. 

Once you have completed the goal sheet with your coaches and forwarded them to me, I will combine them for consistent formatting. Additionally, I will look for commonalities in 

comments and concerns from the coaches so that the Executive Staff can identify issues to address as a group over the coming months. (Note: Please do not worry about formatting 

your goal sheets before sending them to me, as many coaches have provided their notes in simple typed documents thus far). 

Please let me know if you need assistance from me as you proceed. Thanks for the great work thus far[ 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 

P~,~2".,’tC:~l.I~i4,k," PF~5","’~’II;~ I\~1~’IS5.~-’.,(",~I ,~:R¢:~I\~I OCTF~E~’IR ~1: 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans (Completion by October 31} 
I am attaching the two-page template we discussed at your Executive Staff meeting on Monday. This is a sample template ... I will be pulling together the data for your specific sport(s) 

over the next few days, and will be ready to share that info with you and your coaches soon. 

As we discussed, each sport should complete this exercise by October 31. Please notify me of a time where you and your coach(es) can meet to discuss the template, its content and 

further steps. I am here to help facilitate the process with you. To allow enough time for any necessary follow-up activity, these meetings should likely be scheduled in the next 2-3 

weeks. 

A similar process will take place with each business unit (completion date by December 31). If you are prepared to schedule those meetings, I am available to facilitate there too. 

Thanks for your attention to this important next step in our strategic planning. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:39 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy - ? resend on the survey form 

Hi Vince! 

Can you resend the form you want me to send to FAC for comment? 

Thanks, 

Joy 
Joy J. Renner, M.A., RT(R), FAE]RS 
Associate Profe55or and [)[rector 
Unive!’sil:y o~ Norl:h C~roiina al: C?H~pel Hill 
S,::hool of Medi,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gonduran~ Hail 

32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759%.71.30 

I cannot open the document, I downloaded yesterday for some reason. 

919-9~5-.5147Desk 

:eli 

919-9~5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; e.-mail message, in,::Jud[n.~ al:[;~chments, if ;}r!y, is intendt:,d ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h it is addressed and n~ay t:ont;}in c:onfidenl:i;}i and/or 

privileged nii}teHai. Any .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~ibited. If you are not [he [ni:ended recip[enL please, conl:a,::l: the, sende, r by re, ply e-mall and 

destroy all tOpic5 Of the or[g:rlal !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized seato official (NCGN, oh, J.32), Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 12:49 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Travel Options Vince Ille 

Thanks, I need your PID number to enter this into system. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:25 PH 
To: Griggs, Kathy 
Subject-" RE: Travel Options Vince Ille 

Kathy, 

I prefer the follomng: 

American nonstop $699.60 

AA2069M 28OCTS RDUORD 1015A 1115A 

AA1972L 30OCTT ORDRDU 710P IO00P 

My date of birt~ is Please let me know if you need any additional information. Thanks for your help. 

VJuce 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 2:02 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Travel Options Vince Ille 

Let me know if any of these 

work thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Cindi Atwater <CindiAtwater@anthonytravel.com> 

Date: October 22, 2012, 12:51:49 PM EDT 

To: <[<_g_r_[gg_s__@__e___m____a_)_[:__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: Travel Options Vince Ille 

American nonstop $699.60 

AA2069M 28OCTS RDUORD 1015A 1115A 

AA1972L 30OCTT ORDRDU 710P IO00P 

Southwest (TO MIDWAY AIRPORT) $493.40 (return is connection via St. Louis (STL) 
WN 410Y 28OCT S RDUMDW 1015A 1115A 

WN 119Y 30OCTT MDWSTL 515P 620P 

WN 259Y 30OCT T STLRDU 725P 1010P 

Air Tran (TO MiDWAYAIRPORT) $485.20 via Atlanta (ATL) 

FL 494B 28OCT S RDUATL 810A 933A 

FL 91B 28OCT S ATLMDW 1200N 1253P 

FL 580Z 30OCT T M DWATL 455P 741P 

FL 130Z 30OCT T ATLRDU 1030P 1153P 

US Airways via Charlotte (CLT) $625.20 
US g21V 28OCT S RDUCLT 910A 1018A 

US 924V 28OCT S CLTORD 1140A 124@ 

US 927S 30OCTT ORDCLT 420P 710P 
US1602S 30OCTT CLTRDU 805P g57P 

Delta via Atlanta (ATL} $777.20 
DLg74H 28OCTS RDUATL 945A 1107A 

DL1342H 28OCT S ATLORD 1225P 127P 
DLlg77H 30OCTT ORDATL 445P 743P 

DL g89H 30OCT T ATLRDU 835P 1005P 

Thanks, Kathy. I will need his date of birth & name as it appears on his photo ID when you’re ready to book something. Also, how is this being 

charged? To which credit card? 

Thanks! 

Oi L.,,.oJ i /~t\~,’ak,~. 

Anthony Travel, inc. 
UniversHy of North Carolina 
344 Ridge Road 
Loudermilk Center Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843.5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
North America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010, 2009, & 2007 Wbrfd Travet AwardsTM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: November NLI Signees 

Hello Vince, 
Gymnastics will be issuing NLIs to two prospective student athletes on Wednesday, 

Thank you, Derek 

They are 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: ~f__a___c__e___b__o___o___k_~_c___q__m__Z_u__[!_cg.v__[~_D___a__s__tj__c__s_ 
Web Page: www, tarheelblue.com 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu ; 1:45 PM > > > 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                  If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for tiffs early- signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 

The facul~ committee fllat reviews the admission of s~dent-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,           and Wednesday,            . I would appreciate 

the name(s) of your anticipated signee(s) so I can have an opportunity to review the current records of all such prospective student-athletes before these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional inlbnnafion or have any questions, plea~ just let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince Ille 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:19 PM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

OV Expenses for Aunt 

C.B., 

Got your voicemail. We can pay round trip transportation, meals, and lodging expenses only if it is a parent or legal guardian of the PSA (Bylaws are 13.5.2.6.1 and 

13.6,7.1.1). So if the PSA’s aunt is not legally identified as a legal guardian, she will have to be on her own for those expenses (unless, of course, she shares a room with the 

PSA’s mother and there is no additional cost for an extra occupant). But, in such a case, she would still have to pay her own transportation and meal expenses. 

if there is a chance that she IS a legal guardian, we would just need a copy of the document that indicates such. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephens, John B <stephens@sog.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 4:32 PM 

Renner, Joy J qloy Renne@med.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Feedback - proposed survey questions for "the Student Athlete Experience 

Feedback from John Stephens 

Overall 
1. Quite comprehensive -covers all key points for FAC data needs. Very good job, Vince. 

2. Some question about ordering of sections; if this came from advice of survey experts, I am fine with it. For instance: Academics, then Social life, then 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM -why "insert" Social Life section between the two? 

3. ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM -quite detailed -too long? Questions seem to overlap. Again, if this comes from survey expert advice, I am happy to defer. 

4. Biggest point and * key part for FAC discussion - key concern about faculty generally: how do coaches and other DIA staff stress the importance of 

academics across the board. RE: Coaches and Support for Academic endeavors - Question of emphasis and link to the DIA strategic plan 

K.15      My coaches were concerned about and supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 

SUGGESTED EDIT: My coaches were CONSISTENTLY supportive of my academic goals and priorities. 

K.16 My head coach fostered a strong academic atmosphere. 

K.17 The coaching staff expected me to do more than just earn the grades I needed to remain eligible. 

Add a text box after these questions - Please provide illustrations of the degree of support, or lack of support, for your academic goals and requirements. 

Also - for discussion by FAC - whether to move this to the Academics section, RE: to reinforce how instructors-coaches are both parts of the academic 
experience. 

More detailed comments 

A. STUDENT-ATHLETE INFORMATION -good, very complete. Wondering about order of some items, and might want to move Ai5 and Ai6 to the ACADEMIC 

EXPERIENCE Section -and can be grouped with B/IO 

B.4 I trust the faculty at UNC. -Wonderful question, but I think it is too broad and hard to answer. Are you asking S-As if they trusted their instructors? Or their 

opinion of other faculty where they have had less contact [and probably can only form their impressions via second-hand reports of their friends, roommates, 

teammates, etc.]? This question could be omitted unless I am missing the point of this question compared to others. 

Questions B.11-16- I hope there was advice from the Odum Institute about how to phrase these questions. Wondering if at least some mix of positive/negative 

will assure well-considered, honest answers 
C.8    probably good to give an example or two in parentheses to clarify this question 

E.6 -seems out of place, should be within the ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAM section 

From: Renner, Joy J [3oy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:13 PM 
To" facultyathletics@sakai.unc.edu 
Subject" Joy Renner - Important input needed 

Good afternoon] 

Please take a few moments when you can this week to review the proposed survey questions for the Student Athlete Experience from Vince Ille. The process and 

mechanics of administering the survey are still being developed and will be presented at our November FAC meeting. We would like to haveafinNIraft" 

completed prior to the November meeting so please send your comments directly to Vince (ille@email.unc.edu.) and copy me. Later there will be postings 

related to our discussion in November of the role FAC will play in assessing the student athlete. 

The timeline is to have this survey completed by the end of the month so it can go into production early November for use in December with our fall graduating 

student athletes. 

Thank you for your time and attention to this review task. We are being asked for faculty input sdslelb not miss the opportunity. 

Joy 
h)y J, Rennet, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)date Pr,:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
School of Medidne 
CB #7.130 UNC-CH B,:)ndurant Hall 
321-A 5ciu~h Coiumbi;~ $1:, 
Chapel I-4[]1, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 
Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fa~ 
-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, [!~c:lud[ng attachments, [f any, is inter!ded oniy f,:)r the .-person or enti%, to whh:h [t is add!’essed and may contain ,::onf[den[iai and/or 
privileged material, A!W --unauti~o!’[zed !’ev[ew, use, d[sciosure or distribution [s prohibited, If you are not the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ the sender b,i reply e-l’~a[I and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Entail corresl#ondence to and from thin address may be subject to the NortB Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
suti~ori~ed state efficiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educstionM recor~ls are subject to F~RPAo 

[see attachment: "UNC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT 10 21 2012.docx", size: 45571 b~1es] 

Attaclmaents: 

UNC SA Exit Survey REVISED DRAFT I0 21 2012.docx 

’][’his automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_[!t_![?__s_!)i~_*_¢__’~Lu__~zc_:__e__d_~£p__~_?_r__m_J_) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at IVly Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 5:59 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sport Plm~s 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 23, 2012, at 5:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Donna, 

Just a reminder.., can you please email me a cop?, of the revised plan tbr spitball that you, Mike and I worked on last week? Thanks. 
Mince 

From-" Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:28 AM 

To: llle, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Terrell, Matt; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney 

Subject: Sport Plans 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans 

Please allow this message to serve as a friendly reminder that our goal is to complete the sport plans (as part of the overall Strategic Plan) by October 31. I have 

enjoyed the opportunity to sit in on several of the discussions thus far, and look forward to helping where I can with the other sports plans being done. 

Once you have completed the goal sheet with your coaches and forwarded them to me, I will combine them for consistent formatting. Additionally, I will look for 

commonalities in comments and concerns from the coaches so that the Executive Staff can identify issues to address as a group over the coming months. (Note: Please 

do not worry about formatting your goal sheets before sending them to me, as many coaches have provided their notes in simple typed documents thus far). 

Please let me know if you need assistance from me as you proceed. Thanks for the great work thus far! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-g43-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 ] M 

To: Primary Administrators 

Re: Sport Plans (Completion by October 31) 

I am attaching the two-page template we discussed at your Executive Staff meeting on Monday. This is a sample template ... I will be pulling together the data for your 

specific sport(s) over the next few days, and will be ready to share that info with you and your coaches soon. 

As we discussed, each sport should complete this exercise by October 33.. Please notify me of a time where you and your coach(es) can meet to discuss the template, its 

content and further steps. I am here to help facilitate the process with you. To allow enough time for any necessary follow-up activity, these meetings should likely be 

scheduled in the next 2-3 weeks. 

A similar process will take place with each business unit (completion date by December 33.). If you are prepared to schedule those meetings, I am available to facilitate 

there too. 

Thanks for your attention to this important next step in our strategic planning. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                5:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: November NLI Signees 

Sounds good.., is 10 points away from Level 2 on the SAT’s and I will let them know when he gets the results back. 

>z> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu~           5:48 PM >>v 

Thanks Joe. Just want to make sure I don’t miss anyone. I’ll get back to yon regarding 

From: Joe Breschi [mailto:breschi@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:41 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: November NLI Signees 

Hi Vince, 
Great job today explaining the Scoop with what’s going on around the investigation and beyond, its much appreciated. 

tlere is our list we’ve received from Admissions.....Only 1 level one and he’s waiting for his SAT scores to get back. 

Let me know if you need further information. 

All the best. 
Joe 

and what we may need to do to prepare for potential faculty- review. 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu~ 1:45 PM >>> 

Head Coaches, 

As you all know, the early signing period for the National Letter of Intent begins on Wednesday,                   If you have requested or plan to request an 

NLI be sent to one or more prospects for this early signing period, please forward me the name(s) of the prospect(s) via email early this week. 
The thculty committee that reviews the admission of student-athletes is scheduled to meet Wednesday,          and Wednesday,            I would appreciate 

the nmne(s) of your anticipated signee(s) ~) I can have an opportunity to review the current records ofa]l such prospective student-athletes betbre these meetings are 

held. 

If you need additional information or have may questions, please j us~t let me know. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents ?}yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:49 PM 

Problem Corrected - UNC vsNC State Tailgate RSVP 

Hello Tea Heel Families- 

Our sincere apologies. We had a little technics] gliche. If you had trouble signing up, i~s fixed now. 

° C~ick }i.er~ ~o RSVP? ~:,;r ~lai~ 

¯ C~ick }i.e~<~ kx VoluE:leer m Heh-~ - hlst 1,2 shi{~s needed - Th:mk ’(,~I 

Have a great day! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Names of MBB prospects for NLI’s 

Vince, 

We are going to send out three NLl’s for sure this early period, Their names are: 

Let me know if you need any other info. 

CB McGrath 
Men’s Basketball 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Deryk Gilmore <derykg@prioritysports.biz> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 11:23 AM 

Mike McCar’mey <mikem@prioritystx~rts.biz>; Rick Smith ~aol.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&P; Mark Bartelstein <mbartl 3@prioritysports.biz> 

Re: Meeting 

Vince, 

Good taJking ruth you as well. As I mentioned I think if my partners Mike McCartney and Rick Smith are available to meet with you while you are in Chicago it would 

be beneficial for you and the program. Mike is an Alumn of UNC and Rick has worked with the SEC and NCAA on agent criteria. 

Mike and Rick, Vince was our compliance director at ILLINOIS when I was Director of Football Operations, and is fair. honest, and consistent. He looked at the list 

of agents represented by tbrmer [INC players and noticed we were not on the list that had signed players &bring all the trouble they had at [INC. I made him aware of 

several attempts to get inlbnnation to the ~hool all which have been unsuccessful. Vince is trying to think outside the box and create a program that is unique that 

connects agents and players during the ~a~n not just a one time thing, tie knows that if you try to keep them ~paYate it will create problems. Hopefnlly, you both are 

available sometime over the two day period to meet with Vince. You can email Vince if ffieir is a date that works best tbr you. 

Vince s~tated that firms like ours should be representing players at UNC and he wants quaJi~ agencies who follow the roles representing UNC playels so that the 

program can be a model for other schools. Let me know if you axe not able to meet with him. Thanks 

Dervk Gilmore 

- cell * (312)664-7700 - office 

Derykg@priori~sports.biz 

ii:’:~:ii ,~@. ¯ noun (pl. priorities) 

1 the condition of being regarded as more important. 

2 a thing regarded as more important than others 

( Priority Sports... we put you first ) 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "derykg@prioritysports.biz" <derykg@prioritysports.biz> 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:25 AM 
Subject: Meeting 

Deryk, 

It was good catching up with you this morning. I’m happy to hear that you’re doing well and enjoying the work. 

As I mentioned during our telephone call, I left the University of Illinois in July to accept a Senior Associate Athletic Director position at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill. It is clear that there is much work to do here. One of our priorities is to create an active an viable Agent and Advisor Program 

for our student-athletes. We’ve hired an attorney to join our staff and he will assist me with this effort. We have created a framework for what we think 

can be an efficient and effective program that will accommodate the needs and interests of our student-athletes and those who seek to represent them as 

they transition to professional careers. 

I will be in Chicago this upcoming Monday and Tuesday, October 29-30 and would appreciate any effort you could make to help me schedule a meeting 

with representatives of your agency. It would be very valuable to me to receive feedback on our proposed program, as well as general advice and direction 

from key participants. 

Can you please let me know if Rick and/or Mike might have time to meet with me when I’m in town? I would appreciate it very much. Thanks for your help 

and let’s stay in touch. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 

ille@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold -<harold woodard@unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: the COMM issue 

Vince, 

I have us meeting tomorrow (Thursday) at 3:30 p.m. 

Harold 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:02 PN 
To: Woodard, Harold 
Subject: RE: the COMM issue 

Harold, 

Are we still meeting today in your off~ce at 3:30? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Harold Woodard [mailto:harold woodard@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: the COMM issue 

FYI 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbm,a2cded message: 

From: Jay Smith <iaysmith(a)email.unc.edu> 

Date:     "          2:56:06 PM EDT 

To: <hwo(~ dard!~;)email~ amc.edu> 

Subject: the COMM issue 

Dear Harold: 

I’m sorry, to add to your plate of work and worries, but the latest revelations in the N&O are very troubling to me. Specifically, I’m concerned that what 

seems an obvious instance of plagiarism in COMM                      ~was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made 

its way to the honor system. Are support stuff’not bound by the honor code’? How in the world could anyone have decided NOT to report such a thing 

while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA? (This happened, to remind you, in the             t. I want to urge you, and others in and 

around the academic support system, to investigate this entire affair. Why was the instructor in this case inclined to report the fraud not to the honor 

system but to academic support? To whom did she speak and what was she told? What conversations occurred aiterwalvts? Waa John Blanchard ever 

apprised of this situation, tbr example? Did a~yone consider doing "the right thing and turning this case over to the honor system? Why was ~mother course 

of action, or inaction, chosen instead? I think these questions need to be asked, and official conclusions need to be made public; otherwise, the 

community’s teetering confidence in the academic support system will surely collapse entirely. There seems to be a thriving "plagiarism culture" over there, 

and it needs to be confronted and addressed. I’d happily talk to you in person if you’d like. 

Best, 
Jay Smith 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:07 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Party in for Signees 

Trisha, 
Iwas forwarded an email in which you asked coaches to film a video piece to send to morn for the party she is planning for the signees in I’m going to 

need some details on this party so that we can be sure that our signees aren’t receiving benefits they shouldn’t be. 

You described the party as "extravagant". Can you explain to me what will be occurring, who will be paying, and what the signees and their families!friends will be receiving? 

The thing we need to verify from our end is that the prospects aren’t receiving anything they shouldn’t from boosters, etc. 

I’m certainly not saying that this is a no go, and I don’t mean to alarm you, but Iwould like to have more details about what will be occurring before the planning goes much 

further. If you don’t know the details and you would like to have          morn call me, I am happy to talk to her, Feel free to give her my number (919 962 7853). 

I’m also looking into the video presentation aspect of this. Since we will have already signed the PSAs and released them to the media, ] don’t think there will be any problems 

with this, but I will get back to you with confirmation of that soon. 

Thanks, I look forward to talking to you about the details of this party. I am going to be in Carmichael tomorrow (Thursday) for a meeting from 10 11, Maybe I’ll stop by your 

office afterward to see if you’re around to chat! 

Amy 

..\~ ~ ilc~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents < ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 10:02 PM 

Gentle reminder THFPO tailgate RSVPs needed by Oct 25 

Hello Tea Heel Families- 

Gentle reminder the RSVP deadline is midnight Thursday, Oct 25th. The earlier you reserve the better as it helps us prepare accordingly. 

¯ Click Here t~, KS VP tlx Taib.a.,.e 

¯ Click Here to V,:Iini:.:ec io HelR - 3%s~ L’2 cliffs E:eeded - 7hm~1.: You! 

Go Heels! 

TttFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Swai, Beams (Public Safe~) <bswai@PSAFETY.UNC.EDU> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 9:34 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Apology 

ML Cunningha~TL 

Unfortunately, per the Orange County District Attorney’s office, neither of the two emails meet the elements of a crime for them to prosecute, I have already 

explained this to Mr~ Pogge. We will issue a Notice of Trespass for all of campus when he comes to meet with me on November 5 as he is currently out 

o[ state, 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:48 PM 

To: Swai, Beatus (Public Safety) 
Co: Gallo, Lorenzo A. (Athletics Director of Athletics); Cunningham, Bubba; Schuettpelz, Erin C; Paul Pogge; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Apology 

I don’t understand this, 

Where did it come from and why? 

Which of the two emails is he referring to? 

I see it’s an apology, but I am still concerned about the student’s safety and expect we will pursue the second email and then determine what steps to take next 

including prosecution. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 24, 2012, at 8:40 PM, "Beatus (Public Safety) Swai" <.b_s__w_._a_!_@_P_._S_ .A_F__E_ ._TY_.:U__N__C_:_E_._D_ .U_.> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thu rsd ay, 9:09 AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.uncedu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.uncedu> @uncaa.uncedu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- Year in Residence 

Transfer SA Satisfying Year in Residence MBB).pdf 

e.g., 

See attached, Please print a copy and give it to 
Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

as well, Don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:37 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@~mc.edu>; CEnt GwaJtney 

<cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.~mc.edu-~ 

ILg: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Either one works for rne. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From: Molly Norton [mailto:mbnorton@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Clint Gwaltney; Tim Sabo 
Subject; FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vh~ce, ~nd .John, 

Please let me know of youl" ~vailability to meet with Bubba on either: 

Monday, Oct.:_~ber 15 at 2:00pro 

OR 

Tuesday, October 16 aL 2:00pm 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cmmingham, Bubbd’ <bubbac@email.tmc.edu> 

Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltney" < c_gj~:_&l_..t£_.e_~j:~)~_u_._n_.c:Laj_:.u_n_9_.._e_..d__~!> "l{ick Steinbacher" <!:s_t__e_i__n_b__&£!!_e_!i@__uj!_c_~:__ujL£:_e_d__u>, "Tim Sabo" <.t_s_a_b_£@__uj!_c_~:__kLn__c_’_:_e_~t___u_>, "Vince 

Ille" <i_l_]~a~_ej__r_lj4i!_:_~_Ln__c_’_:_e__d_t!>, "John R MontgomeD," ~ig_l~_t_@LLn_£:_e_d__~!> 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <._b___u__b_[?j_a_£’(a~i__ej:n_j_a_i_i_:__q_r!_c_:__e__d___u_.> 2012-10-08T21:01:14.262469 >>> 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Culmingham 

Director of Atbletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday < ~.~!_a_h£_9_:_c_£!:_n_.< _r__n_~]_k)_i ~:z::a_]!%&_c_£__r[!>> 
Reply-To: Bill Saturday < ............................. ~.v__&_h_RR:££_Lr_l.< !:_n__:a_i!_t_£; @2’_a_!K)9:_£9__n_! >> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Curmingham <bubbac(&~email.u~lc.edu <mailto:bu bbac,@~emaiL unc .edu> > 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, ~m~ething to think about. When it comes to buiMing a program perception is reality. The Northwea corner of the endzone, aka ’"the aJuminum 

jungle" looks awthl game Mter game. It will only fill early tbr a big gane or a night game. Our audents are just too apathetic aJld there axe not enough of 

them that caJ~e enough fight now to make "the effort. Why not take two sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for 

$20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant aflbrd $60 "tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC t~ns out there 

who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 

get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student falbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way KenaJl was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other studium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visiNe seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empb~ for 

any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC lbotball. 

- Bill 

From: Bubba Curalingham <,r?.u...b...b.a...c.~..uJ).c.~:u..n.£:.e.d..u.<.n.l..a.4..!.t~.b..u...b...b.a.c.‘@.~.Br.l.c.~:.~1.r.l£:e~.~>> 

To: Bill Saturday <         ~Li~v_&_h_R~_?_:_c_’£_Lr_p !:_n__:a_i!_t_£1         @:f_’_a_J_!99:_£9__n_! ~> 

Sent: Ffiday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 



Bill, 

Thanks lbr the thoughks. I will read them and "take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The Universi~ of North Carolina 
P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday < %~yahoo.con~<mailkx ,~);yahoo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo tbr ~me general musings about the current state oftbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty 

painthl, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thanks, Bill 

M+ SecnreStor Stored: total 22164b~es; 
File Name Expi~ Date Size 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx<http:iiarchive02.tmcaa.unc.edui72473b62685132e6de09fb5d59dN866> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 

22164b~tes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 8:43 AM 

Steinbacher. Rick <rickstei@emml.tmc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl. unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Clint GwaJmey 

<cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

IrE: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Thank you all for your quick responses. Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro seems to work bes[ t:or everyone so please cont:irm that date and time on your calendars. 

The meeting will take place in the AD conference room, 

7hanks, 

Molly 

From: Nolly Norton [._n)_aj[to_2[n_b___n__o__[t__o___n__~__e_m_aj_[=_u__[Lc_#_~!_u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; (:lint Gwaltney; Tim Sabo 
Subject: FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UN(: Football 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 

Please let: m~-_~ know of your avaibbi[ity to meet with gubba on either: 

Mot’Fdav, O(:[:ob~:_~r :[[-; at 2:00pro 
OR 
Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(&mnaJl.uuc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltney" <cgwaltney(tbuncaa.mlc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Tim Sabo" <tsabo@uncaa. unc.e&J>, "Vince 

Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu>, "John R Montgomeu" <imont(tb unc.edu> 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <_b_@_b__~Lc_@ e n mil.unc.edu> 2012-10- 08T21:01:14.262469 >>> 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 ,sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

B ubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of Norlk Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday, 9~iEa_bo9: _c.9.n_l_<w.a_~_l._t9; ............................. ~)y_{_Lh_ .o_o_:c_._o__r._n_.>> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < (a22:~!)_99_=_c_9__r_~:<._n!_@__t~?- _@t~[t~?~:_c_’~?Ln_>> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bnbba Cunningham <bubbac((-gemail.unc~edu<mailto:bubbac(gl)email.unc.e&~>> 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, ,something to think about. When it comes to building a program perception is reality. The Northwest comer of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 
jungle" looks awful game alter game. It will only fill early for a big game or a night game. Our mtdents are just too apathetic and there axe not enough of 
them that care enough right now to make the eflbrt. Why not take two sections away fi-om the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats tbr 
$20 to the public until the stadems prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who croat afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC tZans out there 
who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get slmt out ~br some games mad create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 
get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased mvenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fmabase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kenml was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other s~dium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assnming we build a running program) these will stay empF for 

any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC fi)otball. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cmmingham <.b-u..b.[:~...c.~it.~..n..c.’.~..:.u.r..lc.:e..d.t.1<1.n.a~i!t..~.i.b-u..b...b-~.~u.Ac.a~’.a.:.u~.1~:e~k> 

To: Bill Satmday < ............................. ~2_E~!!%E_c_9__r_~:<._n!_@__tg-         ~t~?R:_c_!?Ln_.>> 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 



B~, 

Thanks lbr the thoughks. I will read them and "take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningh~an 

Director of Athletics 

The Universi~ of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday < (a~)yahoo.com<mail~tx f;yahoo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel ttill. Please see attached memo tbr ~me general musings about the current state oftbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty 
painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thanks, Bill 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22164b~es; 
File Name Expi~ Date Size 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx<http:iiarchive02.uncaa.uuc.edui72473b62685132e6de09fb5d59dN866> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 

22164bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, October 12, 2012 11:15 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: information obtained .... 

Sure thing. Have a fun trip! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
_b__ricig_e__r___b_@__u__r_~_c__a___a_~__u__n___c_:_e___d_~ 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/12/2012 8:43 AM > > > 

Beth, 

I can already tell that I will not be able to make it over to Loudennilk today. Can you please secure the information and then call Paul Pogge to arrange a time when he 

can pick it up for me? I’ve informed him to expect a telephone call from you. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 10:11 PM 

To: ’Beth Bridger’ 

Subject: RE: information obtained .... 

OK, thanks. I’ll tI?" to get over there before noon. I have to be oi1 the bus ruth football shortly thereafter. 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:18 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: information obtained .... 

Any time around noon, would probably be best. I have some recruits around 1/130, 

Beth 

Beth Bridget 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridqerb@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/11/2012 8:12 PM > > > 

Thank you Beth. What time can I stop by tomorrow? 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb(.Ouncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:51 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: information obtained .... 

information obtained .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
._b_~__d__a_e_rb_@__u___0__c__a_a~_u__r_~_c_=_e__d___u_. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 11:36 AM 

Amy Herman <a, ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemlans 

<~tinl Inernlaal s@ unc aa .unc .edu> 

Re: Rumble in the Pit 

Amy, really? LOL. He was gonna cover the pit stop when the?’ have to refuel. No one coaches during wrestle-offs 

Sent from my iPhone 

On a t 9:44 >~M, "Amy Herman <aj schae@unc aa. unc. edu>" <aj schae@uncaa.un c edu> wro re: 

> C.D., 
> 

> Just a reminder that while Kevin Hap~ick is serving as "guest coach" on Monday, he cannot actually perform any coaching functions, as that would cause him to become a countable 
coach for us. So if he wants to stand on the side and cheer on the team, that is fine, but he should not provide any instruction. 
> 

> Hope it’s a great day[[ 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~Mny 
> 

> Sent from my 1Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 4:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

F~r: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 

2:24 PM 

Hi! My name is                  and I am a         on the                 team I was wondering if it would be appropriate to have an Athlete’s Bible Study. In talking to several 
religious athletes, we all find it frustrating to not be able to make it to our home church’s bible study. ’]?he dilemmas usually include the limited time in between class, practice and study hall 
Our coaches all do a fine job of taking our best interest at heart We are hoping to build a Christian family among our athletes so that we can strive to be better student-athletes with the help 
of religious motivatmn If you approve of this (we really hope that you do) would you allow our guest Pastor to use a room on the 3rd floor of l,oudermilk @7 pro, so that we could 
conveniently walk down to study hall’? I’ve already recruited a Pastor that is more than willing to cooperate with the University/Universi~’s Athletic program rules and compliances. Please 
take into consideration that this is something that will benefit most if not all of your fellow student athletes. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu’>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu’>; Woodard, t larold <-’harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 

Vince, 

There are several Bible Study groups that are specifically gear to athletes. I know at least one meets here in Loudermilk on the 3rd floor. The groups that I 

know are long standing and met in our old building and football lounge. Not sure if is aware of that. We probably need to establish a protocol 

for new groups wanting to meet in Loudermilk. 

I hanks, 

Cricket 

>>> On at 5:02 PM, in message <512e706be]3944fea80e]28fi36692525(c0I IS MSXH 10.ad.unc.edu>, "[lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Cricket and Harold, 

How do we typically respond to requests such as the one below? Please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

Original Message 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: FW: 

4:57 PM 

Original Message 
From: 
Bent: Sunday, 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: 

2:24 PM 

Hi! My name is                and I am a        on the               team. I was wondering if it would be appropriate to have an 

Athlete’s Bible Study. In talking to several religious athletes, we all find it frustrating to not be able to make it to our home church’s bible study. I he 

dilemmas usually include the limited time in between class, practice and study hall. Our coaches all do a fine job of taking our best interest at heart. 

We are hoping to build a Christian family among our athletes so that we can strive to be better student athletes with the help of religious motivation. 

If you approve of this (we really hope that you do) would you allow our guest Pastor to use a room on the 3rd floor of l oudermilk (@7 pm, so that we 

could conveniently walk down to study hall? I’ve already recruited a Pastor that is more than willing to cooperate with the Universi~’/Universi~"s 

Athletic program rules and compliances. Please take into consideration that this is something that will benefit most if not all of your fellow student 

athletes. Thank you. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 9:12 PM 

Randy Eaton <jreaton@email.wcu.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Football Schedule 

Sure. I can talk anytime on FFiday {call my cell phone at ). Let me know what works best for you. Please tell Mark hello and good luck at Eion for me. 
Rick Steinbacher 

From: Randy Eaton [mailto:jreaton@email.wcu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 3:44 PM 

To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: RE: Football Schedule 

Rick: 

Thanks for the note and the call. I have rny weekly meeting with Coach Speir on ThuFsday. Do you have time to tall( on Friday? 

Thanks! 

Randy 

Ra~dy E~2~o~ 
D~e.c~:or of A#det~cs 
Western Caro~n¢, Ut#vers#ty 

C~#owhee, NC 28723 
Phone: 82B~227W338 
Fax: g28-227W68g 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:27 PM 
To: Randy Eaton 
Subject: Football Schedule 

Randy, 

I hope you are doing well and wish you the best of luck against the Citadel tomorrow. We have had discussions about future opponents for Carolina football and 

would like to discuss having Western Carolina come play in Kenan Stadium sometime in the next few years, perhaps as soon as 2014. Can you let me know a time 

we can discuss this on the phone next week? 

Thanks and again, good luck tomorrow. 

Rick 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

._ww__w:_g_o h e e I s. co m 

@goheels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Vince ---)Jst checked my mail ---thanks for giving the document to me. Tile note you put on it mentions a meeting tomorrow with Sam, What time are you plannhlg 

to meet with hh~? If possible, I’d love to join, And if you want to meet before, just let me know. 

i’hanks, 

T i m 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major’ Gift Direc[or I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

C): 9~.9.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsrnith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:28 PP1 
To: Sam Paul (spaul@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Sam, 

Please let me know when you might have some time next week to meet and discuss the next steps for our strategic planning process. I know that you provided "goals 

and concerns" on 2/2/2012 per Bubba’s request. We can probably use a lot ofinformalion from that document to help us ruth the current assignment. I’ve attached the 

template that all sports will use for this. Yot~ Tim and I can meet to share thoughts and ideas. Thanks for ?,our help. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [Ln___a_jJ_~L__m__t__e_._ty__e_J_[_@_U__L~__c_#_.__d__u_] 

Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PN 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Rick Steinbacher 

Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

template sports plma goal sheet v 1 .docx 

Matt, Vince, and Rick, 

What is your availability to meet (for the preliminary meeting) between 11:30am and :[:30pm on Wednesday, October 24? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L; Joines, Nelinda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Molly and Melinda, 

Can you hel~) us schedule two rneetings to discuss the attached docunlen[:: 

1) gubba Cunningharn, Corey Holliday, Vince Ille, Matt lerrell, Rick S~:einbacher 

Preliminary meeting to discuss Footbalf Strategic Plan Process 

Week of 10/22 or I0/29 .-- 90 minutes 

2) Bubba Cunningham, Larry Fedora, Corey Holliday, Vince llle, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 

Meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 

Week of I0/29 - {5(} minutes 

[hanks, 

Rick 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PM 

To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille 
Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~rell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports PlaJ~ Goal Sheet 

Good by me. 
- Matt 

From. Norton, Molly 

Sent" Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:48 AM 

To" Terrell, Matt; Tile, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject; FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Matt, Vince, and Rick, 

What is your availability to meet {[:or the prelirninary meeting) between 1I:30am and :l:30pm on Wednesday, October 24? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, October 12, 20:1.2 2:06 PN 
To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Corey L; Joines, Melinda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Molly and Metinda, 

Can you help us schedule two meetings to discuss the attached document: 

1) gubba Cunningham, Corer Holliday, Vince Ille, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 

Preliminary me~-:d:ing to discuss Pootball Strategic Plan Process 

W~-_~ek of 10/22 or 1.0/29 - 90 minut~:_~s 

2) Bubba Cunningham, Larry Fedora, Corey Hotliday, Vince life, Matt Terretl, Rick SLeinbacher 

Meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 

Week of I0/29- 60 minutes 

Thanks, 

Rick 

From" Matt Terrell [n)_a__[!_to_2m_ter_E_e_!J_@_u___nc_:__ed___u] 
Sent; Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PH 

To; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille 
Subject" Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sports PlaJ~ Goal Sheet 

Perfect. I’ll be there (assuming the baby doesn’t come tonight/tomorrow AM). 

Let me know if you want me to do any pre-work besides reading the doc you gave me and the sport program strategic plans. 

7hanks, 

T i m 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major’ Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

C): 9~.9.843.6448 I F: 919.843.57717 I M: 

tdsrnith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 

From: TIM, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 9:50 AM 

To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: RE: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Sorry. Tim. Stun replied to the email I sent you two with a phone call to set up the meeting and I failed to call you. We’re on for 11 in in?’ office tomorrow. Hope you 

can make it. Thanks. 

From: Smith, -tim Dillon 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2022 9:42 AM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Vinc~:_~ -iw;t check~:_~d rny mail - thanks for giving the document to rne The not~:_~ you put on it mentiorr; a meeting tomorrow with Sam. What time a r~-_~ you planning 

to meet with him? If possible, I’d love to join. And if you want to meet before, just let rne know. 

Thanks, 

Tim 

7irru:~l:hy D. Smith 

Major Gift Direct:or I UNC r~ams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 [ M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Sam Paul (_s_R_a_g_[@_g_t)_c___a__a__:_u___n__c_:__e__cJ__u_) 

Co: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Sam, 

Please let me know when you might have some thne next week to meet and di~uss the next steps for our strategic planning process. I know that you provided "goals 
and concerns" on 2/2/2012 per Bubba’s request. We can probably use a lot of information from that document to help us with the current assignment. I’ve attached the 
template that all sports will use tbr this. You, Tim and I can meet to share thoughts and ideas. Thanks tbr your help. 
Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
O 919-843-6412 I F 9:1.9-g43-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Woodard, Harold <harold woodard@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Laa~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu> 

RE: 

gince, 

I have never had a request such as this, so I can’t oiler a personal example 

I suggest you contact the Dean of Students office for guidance on this. Over the years there have been several student groups that have organized bible stud,,, sessions and used various 
buildings on campus. The Dean’s office will likely be aware of this and should be able to describe how they were accommodated. 

Harold 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ille, Vmce 
Sent: Monday, 5:02 PM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Wuodard, Harold 
Subject: FW: 

Cricket and Harold, 

How do we typically respond to requests such as the one below? Please let me know. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Ille, Vince 
Sutziect: FW: 

4:57 PM 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 
Sent: Stmday, 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sutziect: 

2:24 PM 

Hi! My name is                  and ! am a         un the                 team I was wondering if it wuuld be appropriate tu have an Athlete’s Bible Study. In talking to several 
religiuus athletes, we all find it frustrating to not be able to make it tu our home church’s bible study The dilemmas usually include the limited time in between class, practice and study hall. 
Our coaches all do a fine job of taking uur best interest at heart. We are huping to build a Christian family among uur athletes su that we can strive to be better student-athletes with the help 
uf religious mutivation. If you approve uf this (we really hope that you do) would you allow our guest Pastor tu use a room un the 3rd floor of Loudermilk @7 pm, su that we cuuld 
conveniently walk down to study hall? I’ve already recruited a Pastur that is more than willing tu cuuperate with the University/University’s Athletic program rules and compliances. Please 
take into cunsideration that this is something that will benefit most if nut all ofyuur felluw student athletes. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rhonda Kflpatrick <RhondaK@SPORTS.UGA.EDU> 

Tuesday, 11:36 AM 

II[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

permission to contact - 

incoming Permission to Contact -                  .docx 

Good morning, 

The University of Georgia is requesting to speak to 
Thanks for your help. 

Rhonda 

student-athlete, . Can you please complete the attached form and return it at your earliest convenience. 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics & Eligibility 

University of: Georgia Athletic Association 

rhonda kCq~sports.uga.edu 

"Go Dawgs!" 

This email may contain material that is confidential and privileged for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without 

express permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies. 



University of Georgia Compliance Office 

Permission to Contact - Incoming 

University of North Carolina 
ille@uncaa.unc, edu 

SENT VIA EIVIAIL 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Per NCAA Byl aw 13.1.1.3, the University of Georgia is requesting permission from your institution 
to speak with student-athlete,                       about the possibility of transferring to our 
institution. Please complete at your earliest opportunity and scaniemail or fax this form back to us at 
706.542.4291. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at’ 

Permission Granted Permission Not Granted 

Signature 

Title 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics and Eligibility 
rhondak@sports.uga, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 11:54 AM 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ilie@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaioy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: permission to contact - 

incoming Permission to Contact - .docx 

For you._ ] haven’t heard about this, so give Donna a call on it, please, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Rhonda Kilpatrick < Rhonda K@SPORTS.UGA.EDU > 

Good morning, 

11:36 AM >>> 

The University of Georgia is requesting to speak to 

coDvenJence. 

Thanks for your help. 

student athlete, 

Rhonda 

, Can you please complete the attached form and return it at your earliest 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics & Eligibility 

University of Georgia Athletic Association 

rhondak@sports.uga.edu 

"Go Dawgs!" 

This email may contain material that is confidential and privileged for the sole use of the intended recipient. Any review, reliance or distribution by others or forwarding without express 

permission is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender and delete all copies. 



University of Georgia Compliance Office 

Permission to Contact - Incoming 

University of North Carolina 
ille@uncaa.unc, edu 

SENT VIA EIVIAIL 

To Whom It May Concern: 

Per NCAA Byl aw 13.1.1.3, the University of Georgia is requesting permission from your institution 
to speak with student-athlete,                      , about the possibility of transferring to our 
institution. Please complete at your earliest opportunity and scaniemail or fax this form back to us at 
706.542.4291. 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me at 

Permission Granted Permission Not Granted 

Signature 

Title 

Sincerely, 

Rhonda Kilpatrick 

Director of Academics and Eligibility 
rhondak@sports.uga, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:04 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnoVton@emaJ 1. uuc.edu> 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@emaiL unc.edu-~ 

Re: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 

Yes book it Thanks 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 9:47 AM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Matt, Vince, and Rick, 
> 

> What is your availabili~ to meet (for the preliminary meeting) between 11:30am and 1:30pro on Wednesday, October 24? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

> From: Steinbacher, Rick 
> Sent: Friday, October 12, 2012 2:06 PM 
> To: Norton, Molly; Holliday, Core.’/L; Joines, Melmda A; Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 
> Subject: FW: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
> 
> Molly and Melinda, 
> 

> (;an you help us schedule two meetings to discuss the attached document: 
> 

> 

> 1 ) Bubba Cunningham, (;ore?’ tlolliday, Vince Ille, Matt Terrell, Rick Steinbacher 
> 

> Preliminary meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 
> 

> We& of 10/22 or 10/29 9(/minutes 
> 

> 

> 2) Bubba Cunningham, l,arry Fedora, Corey Holiiday, Vince Ilie, Matt TerreH, Rick Steinbacher 
> 

> Meeting to discuss Football Strategic Plan Process 
> 

> Week of 10/29 60 minutes 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 
> Rick 
> 

> From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mtelTell(d~,,unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:16 PM 
> To: Cumfingham, Bubba; Stembacher, Rick; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clmt Gwaltney; Vince Ille 
> Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
> 

> Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
> 

> - Matt 
> 

> 

> Matt Terrell 
> The University of Nolth Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 
> The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
> O 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 ] M 
> 

> <template sports plan goal sheet vl .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:39 PM 

Jones Angell <jangell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Duke game 

Jones 

As we all know, the ACC does tile scheduling ~ yes, for years the Duke Carolina game was the last game of the season ~ it is not a rule that it has to be the last game, but 

just worked out that way for years. A few/couple of years ago our Duke game was also not the last game of the season. 

If you were to ask Duke, I believe they would say that they are not very partial to it always being the last game of the season ~ as we know, we have a "new" AD at Duke. Given 

the history of the programs’ success, I believe that Carolina was good with playing Duke the last game since the inference was that it would be an easy game and UNC could 

end the year with a "W," As we all know, that was and is not always so! 

With 14 teams and ND now in the ACC scheduling picture, ] believe that all is up for grabs regarding who you play and when you play ~ and remember TV will have input in 

the scheduling models, 

This is probably more than you want to know ~ have a good show tonight! 

Larry 

> > > Jones Angell 10/16/2012 1:26 PM > > > 

Coach GalIoiKB 
We have received a couple of questions for tonight’s Larry Fedora Live show about why the Duke game is not the last game of the season, 

Is there any specific reason for that this season, or is it just the way things worked out? 

Thanks! 

Jones 

Jones Angell 

Tar Heel Sports Network 

Assistant Director of New Media 

University of North Carolina 

919 932 7418 (office) 

(cell) 

@JonesAngell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 4:00 PM 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Practice question 

Tony, 

Unfortunately, since Fall Break has been designated as "off" days in the Softball playing season, and, thus, the days are not counting toward your 132 day limit, you are not 

permitted to engage in any countable activities with the student athletes, So they will just have to work out on their own those days. You are not permitted to be present, 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Baldwin 3:54 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Hope you are having a great day. Quick question, with fall break coming up/here, we have several girls that are not going anywhere for the break. They have asked me if I can 

work with them on their hitting during the break. Is this allowed if we count this toward their hours? Given that we are still in our 20 week practice time, does this fall in a 

window where I may still work with them? 

Thanks, 
Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@, unc.edu 
Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PM 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; CulminghaJn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.e&P; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I know we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you meet with 

Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight calendars, this late schedule 

change request might not work. 

h)y J, Refiner, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~R5 

Associate Pr,:)h~ssor ar!d D[rec:tor 

University/of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medic:[he 

CB #7130 UNC-CH B,,’)ndurar!t Hall 

321.-A 5ciu~h CcihJmbi;~ 51:, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-5951 Fa~ 

-CONFIDENT~ALF-Y NOI-ICE: lhis e<na[I message, [tlClLidh~g a~tachmen,’_s, [1: a!W, is intended oniy For d~e -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[[ai and/or 

privileged material, A!W --unauti~o!’[zed !’ev[ew, k:se, d[sciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited, if you are not the in[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply em’~aq and 

destroy all copies oF the original raessa~e, 

Entail cerresl#endenee to and from thin address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Reeor~ls law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state effi¢iM (NCGS, eh, 132), Student educstienM recerds are subject to F~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emailamc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J *\loyRenne@med.unc.edu~; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

Works for me too so we should be all set, 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:09 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

That will work for me. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I know we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you meet with 

Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight calendars, this late schedule 

change request might not work. 

Jov.I. Renn~_% M.A., RI(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hiii 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9~)6-.514.7Desk 
Cell 

919-9~)6-.6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mai] message, including attachn-:ents, if at:V, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain conf[dentiai and/or 
privileged material. Rny -----unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.mail and 
destroy all cop[~!5 of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may he s~bject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records Raw and may be disclosed to third par~ies by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, oh, 1:~2), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process ruth our stall, since I will not be lesponsible 

for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am?; 
Please note the information below. Cml we please schedule a time for you and I to discuss the s~_rategic planning and the expectations that have been 

communicated to me? Thanks and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AN 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject-" Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by 

December 33_. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has 

been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have 

discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an 

electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or 

exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Vince Ille 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Academic Support 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Leadership Academy 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Compliance 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Karlton Creech 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Human Resources 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Facilities 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Finley Golf Course 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Martina Ballen 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->) <!--[endif]-->Business 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Rick Steinbacher 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Communications 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Marketing & Promotions 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Emerging Media 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Tar Heel Sports Properties 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Clint Gwaltney 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Game Operations 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Smith Center 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Computer Technology 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!-[endif]-->Strength & Conditioning 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Sports Medicine 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->> <!--[endif]-->Equipment 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->John Montgomery 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Rams Club Major Gifts 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Rams Club Financial 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->> <!--[endif]-->Ticket Office 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Athletic Programs 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!-[endif]-->Support 
Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 
- Matt 
Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 
O 93_9-843-643_2 I F 93_9-843-5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:05 PM 

Broome, Li s~ L <lbroome@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Rennet, Joy J<Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~; Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.~mc.edu> 

Re: Joy- Thin,day’s meeting 

Thanks guys! Where are we meeting? I didn’t put that in my calendar. Will I be able to park somewhere close by? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:30 PM, "Broome, Llssa L qb~oome, a)emafl.unc.edu wrote. 

Works for me to.:) so we should be all set. 

l_issa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:09 PM 
To: Rennet, Joy 3; Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

That will work for me. 

From: Renner, .Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PN 

To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince 

Subject: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I know we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you 

meet with Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight 

calendars, this late schedule change request might not work. 
JoyJ~ Rel~ner, b,4.,%, R-r (R), FAEIRS 

Associate Professor and Director 
Ur!iversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
CB ~HI30 U~’~C-CH Bondd!’an:_ Hall 
321-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hi[i, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-52.’ 47Desk 
Cell 

919-966-r3951 t:ax 
-CONFIDENTIALr]’f NOTICE: -[Ibis e-mail messa~e, including attaci~men[s, if any is intended o!dg for the -person or er!tity to wi~ich i[ is addressed and may contain 
confider!tial a!~dior privdeged material. Ang --u!~au[horized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proidbi[ed, If you are not [he intended redpient, please contact the 
sender by reply ~_~-maii and destroy ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Emai~ eorrespol~de~ce te and from thin address may be s~bject to the INe~±b Carolina IP~blic Recer~s ~a~ a~d may be disde,sed to third pa~±ies 
by a~ s~thorized state af~iciM (NICGSo oh, 132), Student ed~catianM recards are s~bject to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emailamc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:07 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Cunningham, Bubba <bub "bac@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I assume Bubba’s office on the 2nd floor of the EWAC~ I usually borrow a service permit and gate card (from tile law school) and park behind tile Smith Center~ 

l.issa 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:05 PM 

To: Broome, Lissa L 
Co" Tile, Vince; Renner, Joy 3; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Re: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

Thanks guys! Where are we meeting? I didn’t put that in my calendar. Will I be able to park somewhere close by? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:30 PM, "Broome, Lissa L" <Ibroome@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Works [er me too SO We should be all se[:. 

Lissa 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:09 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: RE: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

That will work for me. 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 5:19 PM 
To: Broome, Lissa L; Cunningham, Bubba; llle, Vince 
Subject: Joy - Thursday’s meeting 

I Imow we have a meeting scheduled for Thursday at 4:45 and then Lissa you are meeting with Bubba after our meeting - could we reverse and you 

meet with Bubba at 4:45 and then our group meeting at 5:15. This would help with my Thursday commitments but I realize with everyone’s tight 

calendars, this late schedule change request might not work. 
JogJ. Rennet, M.A., RI-(R)~ FAEIR5 
Assoc[a[e Professor and Direc[or 
U!~iversi~y of NorLh Caroli!~a aL Chapel Hiil 
School of Medicine 
Cg 87130 UNC-CH gondurant Hall 

32Z-A 5ou~h Columbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-51,$?Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951. Fax 
-CONFIDENiIRI_If’g NOTICE: li?i5 ~_~-mail message, includhlg attaci ,merits, if an% i5 intended only for tile -p~_~rson or ~_~ntity to which it is addressed and may contain 
confid~_mtial a~d/or privileged material. Any -.-u~authorized revl~_~w, use disclosure or distribution is proi,ib[ted. If you are not the_¯ int,_reded recipient, piei~se contact tile 
sender b~, reply e-n-~aii and destroy, aiJ copies of the original message. 
Emai~ correspendence to and frem this addre.~.s may be subject to the North Caroffna Public Reco~ldS law aB1~d ~’nay be disclosed te third parties 
by an authorized state officiaR (NCGS, cho 1.32)o Student educationaR records are subject to FERPAo 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 7:33 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

Sounds good, thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 7:28 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

OK, let’s meet when you’re back next week. 

From: Amy Herman [ma]lto:aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:51 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process with our staff, since I will 

not be responsible for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am~; 
Please note the information below. Can we please schedule a time for you and I to discuss the strategic planning and the expectations fllat 

have been communicated to me? Thanks and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [t_n___a_jJtg_LE_~r_r__e_JJ_@__u___n__c__&c_l__u_] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 

To: llle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these 

plans by December 31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional 

discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to tall< through their plan 

a#er they have discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. 

The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes 

the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither 

fully inclusive or exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Vince Ille 

<]--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Academic Support 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Leadership Academy 

<]--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Compliance 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Karlton Creech 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Human Resources 

<]--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Facilities 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Finley Golf Course 

<]--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Martina Ballen 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Business 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Rick Steinbacher 

<!--[if ]supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Communications 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Marketing & Promotions 

<]--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Emerging Media 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Tar Heel Sports Properties 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Clint Gwaltney 

<]--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Game Operations 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Smith Center 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Computer Technology 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Strength & Conditioning 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Sports Medicine 

<]--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Equipment 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->* <[--[endif]-->John Montgomery 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->Rams Club Major Gifts 

<]--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Rams Club Financial 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <]--[endif]-->Ticket Office 

<!--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

<]--[if [supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Athletic Programs 



<!--[if !supportLists]-->~J <!--[endif]-->Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Harvick Scholarship 

[ had spoken to Ken Mack about this scholarship when they were working on it with Kevin Harvick, mostly from the publicity perspective. [ was under the impression, though, 

that the scholarship was simply going to fund an athletics GIA for a student athlete already receiving it. When I saw the other day that it was              though, [ knew we 

had an issue, as he is receiving need based institutional aid, not athletics aid. [ have been in touch with Ken to figure out what they THOUGHT they were going to be able to 

do, as [ don’t believe there is anyway that this scholarship isn’t going to be countable toward team limits, as it’s restricted to a thus not meeting Bylaw 15.2.6.3 

(a). 
They will likely have to restructure this and have Harvick simply give money to the Rams Club to fund an athletics GIA. I will keep you all informed of the resolution that [ work 

through with Ken. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_s£t_~__a_e~_~__u__n£_a___a_:__u__n£:_t’_dx! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/16/2012 4:57 PM > > > 

http:i/rowdyspeedway,con~           kevin- harvick- l’oundation- awards- tidl- fide- ~holarship- to- unc- sludent- athlete/ 

Not sure who receives and reviews this kind of thing for us. Has the infonnation on this scholarship already been reviewed "to determine if it is countable against individual 

and/or teaJn limits? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:33 PM 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

The Program 

Joe, 

Thanks for the website. "The Program" looks AMAZING. 

The one thing that it made me think about, though, is the involvement of "The Program" instructors in our practice sessions. From what I can see in the demo video on the 

site, the instructors will not be conducting lacrosse specific skill training or instruction that would cause them to cross the line into a countable coaching staff member. Instead, 

it appears as thougtn they will be conducting strengttn, conditioning, and leaderstnip sessions with the student athletes, similar to wtnat our strength and conditioning coaches 

would generally do. 

So this is still okay from my perspective, provided you can confirm that these instructors will not conduct ANY on or off field coaching activities related specifically to 

lacrosse. Also, you should probably check with Joyce to see if there is anything that must be done from the HR perspective, i’m assuming there is an exception for the hiring 

of outside consultants, whictn is essentially what you’re doing for thi 2 day course, but [ would check with tner to be sure, as well as with the Business Office to determine how 

this can/should be paid for. 

Once I get confirmation from you that these instructors will only perform general conditioning activities, and nothing sport specific (offensive/defensive alignments, use of 

lacrosse equipment, etc.), we will be good to go from the compliance perspective. 
Thanks! 

Amy 

;\,q~ %’ i~,’ ,~’z:- 3 ,q 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Breschi 

Hi Amy 

2:02 PM > > > 

! would like to add a week to our playing and practice time for 

The goal would be to have the team participate in "The Program" on Monday and Tuesday q ) on campus. 

We are always looking for new ways to build the team and prepare for the season ahead and this looks like a great opportunity. 

I’m meeting with John Montgomery tomorrow to discuss this and see if it’s ok to do through our special account. 

Thanks for your help. 

The website is (theprogram.org) if you want to take a look. 

Thanks 

Joe 



F:rOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:40 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

You want to schedule a time? Here are some open blocks I have. Anything in here work for you? 

Tuesday: 9a 10:30a, lp 2:45p 

Wednesday: 11a 2p 

Thursday:12p lp;2p 4p 

Friday: 9a 2p 

Amy 

> > > "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/16/2012 7:28 PM > > > 

OK, let’s meet when you’re back next week. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 6:51 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Unit Strategic Plans 
I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process with our staff, since I will not be 

responsible for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, 

Please note the information below. Can we please schedule a time for you and I to discuss the strategic planning and the expectations that have been 

communicated to me? Thanlcs and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [._n~_a__[Lto:_m_ter_E_e_J!_~__un___c_=ed___u_] 

Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by 

December 31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has 

been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. i am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan afterthey have 

discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an 

electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or 

exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince file 

© Academic Support 

© Student-Athlete Services 

c~ Leadership Academy 

© Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

© Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

© Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

0 Communications 

© Marketing & Promotions 

© Emerging Media 

© Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 

© Game Operations 

© Smith Center 

© Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gall© 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 



Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 8:31 AM 

Amy Herman < ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: The Program 

Thanks AMY 

Correct, there is NO lacrosse related coaching by the program, in fact we don’t start with equipment and sticks until the 

I will also check with Joyce, but I believe we can pay out of our special account ..... did something similar in the past. Thanks. Joe 

>>> Amy Herman 10:32 PM >>> 

Joe, 
Thanks for the website. "The Program" looks AMAZING. 

The one thing that it made me think about, though, is the involvement of "The Program" instructors in our practice sessions. From what I can see in the demo video on the 

site, the instructors will not be conducting lacrosse specific skill training or instruction that would cause them to cross the line into a countable coaching staff member. Instead, 

it appears as though they will be conducting strength, conditioning, and leadership sessions with the student athletes, similar to what our strength and conditioning coaches 

would generally do. 

So this is still okay from my perspective, provided you can confirm that these instructors will not conduct ANY on or off field coaching activities related specifically to 

lacrosse. Also, you should probably check with Joyce to see if there is anything that must be done from the HR perspective. I’m assuming there is an exception for the hiring 

of outside consultants, which is essentially what you’re doing for thi 2 day course, but I would check with her to be sure, as well as with the Business Office to determine how 

this can/should be paid for, 

Once I get confirmation from you that these instructors will only perform general conditioning activities, and nothing sport specific (offensive/defensive alignments, use of 

lacrosse equipment, etc.), we will be good to go from the compliance perspective. 
Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 212(5 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Joe Breschi 

Hi Amy 

2:02 PM > > > 

I would like to add a week to our playing and practice time for 

The goal would be to have the team participate in "The Program" on Monday and Tuesday on campus. 

We are always looking for new ways to build the team and prepare for the season ahead and this looks like a great opportunity. 

I’m meeting with John Montgomery tomorrow to discuss this and see if it’s ok to do through our special account. 

Thanks for your help. 

The website is (theprogram.org) if you want to take a look. 

Thanks 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 8:34 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

Sounds great. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 17, 2012, at 8:23 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

ttow about new Thur~tay at 2? 

From: Amy Herman [maflto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2022 20:40 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

You want to schedule a time? Here are some open blocks I have. Anything in here work for you? 

Tuesday: 9a 10:30a, lp 2:45p 

Wednesday: 11a 2p 

Thursday: 12p lp; 2p 4p 

Friday: 9a 2p 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <i]]__e_9~__e_[zLa_j_Lu__r_Lc__._o____d_![ > 10/16/2012 7:28 PM > > > 

OK, let’s meet when you’re back next week. 

From: Amy Herman [maflto:aischaeOuncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 26, 2022 6:52 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

I am certainly happy to discuss, but I think that it might be best for either you or my replacement to spearhead this process with our staff, since I will 

not be responsible for its implementation. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "file, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Amy, 

Please note the inlbnnation below. Can we plea~ schedule a time tbr you and I to discuss the strategic planning and the expectations that 

have been communicated to me? Thanks and I look tbnYard to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto: mterrelV.0unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 25, 2022 10:32 AN 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these 

plans by December 31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an 

additional discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan 

afterthey have discussed these questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. 

The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes 

the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither 

fully inclusive or exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

® Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

o Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

® Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

: Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

O Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

: Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 



© Game Operations 

© Smith Center 

© Computer Technology 

: Strength & Conditioning 

© Sports Medicine 

© Equipment 

John Montgomery 

© Rams Club Major Gifts 

© Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

© Rams Club Financial 

© Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gall© 

o Athletic Programs 
o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good lucid 
- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slivka, Dara M <slivka@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:05 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Unit Strategic Plans 

Vince, 

Dean Woodard asked that 1 contact you to schedule a meeting with him next week, preferably Wednesday or Thursday. What times are you available on either of 

l:hose days? With exception of at 2:30-.?;:00 on Thursday, Harold’s calendar is open. He would need to walk to/from I_oudermiik for the 2:30 meeting, so leave a 30 

period on each end around the 2:30 raee[:ing 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Dara $1ivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseiing 

UNC at Chapel Hiil 

919-966-2143 

slfvka@emaii,unc,edu 

From: Woodard, Harold 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:27 PM 
To: Slivka, Dara M 
Subject: Fwd: Unit Strategic Plans 

Dara, 
Plea~ contact Vince Ille ( pronounced "ill-lee") and ~hedule an appointment for us to meet. Next week would be fine, especially on Wednesday or Thursday. 
We will meet in my Loudermilk once (2103). 

Thanks Ii~r sharing the photo of Michelle Obama’. 

t] 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin ibm,aacded message: 

From: "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.uuc.edu> 

Date: October 16, 2012 6:36:42 PM EDT 

To: "Woodard, Harold" <harold woodard@unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: Unit Strategic Plans 

Harold, 

Please note the inibnna’don below. Can we please schedule a time to meet to discuss the strategic planning that is currently taJdng place mthin ASPSA 

and the expectations that have been communicated to me too? Thanks and I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [__m___ajLto___;g]_t__e_r__r__eJ!_@_u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 20::[2 10:32 AM 
To: Ille, Vince, Terrell, Matt 
Subject: Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department The goal is to complete these plans by I)ecember 
31. A template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staffmeeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to 
the plan, and is reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, ] am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have 
discussed these questions as a staff; while with another ! will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you The end result should be an electronic 
document (preferably in Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your preview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or 
exclusive, but gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

> Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 



o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

c, Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clmt Gwaltney 

o Game Operations 

o Smith (;enter 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

c, Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major OiRs 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fnnd 

o Rams Club Financial 

c, Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Ga[lo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions I’m here to help in aW way I can. Gnnd luckt 

- Matt 

Matt Terrel[ 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 IF 919-843-57771M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 9:14 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: The Program 

Who are the folks who conduct this program? 

Joyce 

> > > Joe Breschi 8:30 AM > > > 

Thanks AMY 

Correct, there is NO lacrosse related coaching by the program, in fact we don’t start with equipment and sticks until the             ! 

I will also check with Joyce, but ! believe we can pay out of our special account ..... did something similar in the past. Thanks. Joe 

>>> Amy Herman 10:32 PM >>> 

Joe, 

Thanks for the website. "The Program" looks AMAZING. 

The one thing that it made me think about, though, is the involvement of "The Program" instructors in our practice sessions. From what I can see in the demo video on the 

site, the instructors will not be conducting lacrosse specific skill training or instruction that would cause them to cross the line into a countable coaching staff member. [nstead, 

it appears as though they will be conducting strength, conditioning, and leadership sessions with the student athletes, similar to what our strength and conditioning coaches 

would generally do. 

So this is still okay from my perspective, provided you can confirm that these instructors will not conduct ANY on or off field coaching activities related specifically to 

lacrosse. Also, you should probably check with Joyce to see if there is anything that must be done from the HR perspective. I’m assuming there is an exception for the hiring 

of outside consultants, which is essentially what you’re doing for thi 2 day course, but I would check with her to be sure, as well as with the Business Office to determine how 

this can/should be paid for, 

Once I get confirmation from you that these instructors will only perform general conditioning activities, and nothing sport specific (offensive!defensive alignments, use of 

lacrosse equipment, etc.), we will be qood to go from the compliance perspective. 

Thanks! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Breschi 

Hi Amy 

2:02 PM > > > 

I would like to add a week to our playing and practice time for 

The goal would be to have the team participate in "The Program" on Monday and Tuesday on campus. 

We are always looking for new ways to build the team and prepare for the season ahead and this looks like a great opportunity. 

I’m meeting with John Montgomery tomorrow to discuss this and see if it’s ok to do through our special account. 

Thanks for your help. 

The website is (theprogram.org) if you want to take a look. 

Thanks 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -<aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; Lance Markos <maxko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmennans@~mcaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Harvick Scholarship (to KM 

Talked to Sue Walsh and Ken Mack about this this morning. No funds m-e actually being given to     He is a                student. The funds have been 

donated to the schol~acship endowment, so it’s really just an honora~ award to     , which is obviously not at all how they make it sound in their press release. 

Regardless, all is fine ruth this, as is only getting institutional need-based (non-countable) aid. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 10:07 PM, "Amy Herman" <_a_~s_@_a_e_~OLu__ll_c2_&3_:_tLn_c_:_e___ql__u_. > wrote: 

I had spoken to Ken Mack about this scholarship when they were working on it ruth Kevin Harvick~ mostly from the publiciD" perspective. I was under 

the impression, though, that the scholarship was simply going to fund an athletics GIA for a sVddent-athlete already receiving it. When I saw the other day 

that it was              though, I kilew we had an issue, as he is receiving need-based institutional aid, not athletics aid. I have been in touch with Ken 

to figure out what they THOUGHT they were going to be able to do, as I don’t believe there is any way that this scholarship isn’t going to be countable 
towa~vl team limits, as it’s restricted to a            , thus not meeting Bylaw 15.2.6.3 (a). 

They roll likely have to refftmcture this and have Harvick simply give money to the Rams Club to fund an athletics GIA. I roll keep you all informed of the 
resolution that I work through with Ken. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 4:57 PM -~>> 

http://row@speedway.con~: ,’keviu- harvick- ~bunda~ion- awards- fi~l- ri&- ~holarship- to- uuc- s~udent- athlete/ 
Not sure who receives and reviews this kind of thing for us. Has the iIffonnation on this scholarship already been reviewed to &termine if it is countable 

against individual mid/or team limits? Thmaks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on fllat, bm maybe you have more infomlation? 

Lance generally hmldles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously can’t do it 

tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <i!J_.e_2;~i.e__rn_a_i_!=.u_!)._c_:._e£l_U> wrote: 

Alny or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet ruth the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, @bluehillgroup.com> wrote: 

Two things. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->:l. <!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if 

anything works. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <[--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so 

that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter . If possible I would also like to bring 

with me my friend whose daughter, is being recruited in The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:21 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FIN: 

I can do either Friday at 10 am,just let me know. 

>>> Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>            8:32 AM >>> 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, ] can do it. Obviously can’t do it tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, __@__b_ku_e_h_jl_[g_r__o___u_£:__c_o___m__.> wrote: 

Two things. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if 

anything works. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so 

that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter If possible I would also like to bring 

with me my friend whose daughter, is being recruited in . The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

That works for me, no problem I’ll just start copying them on the emails to the coaches and that should get us there. Thanks!! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 

Lance, 

8:25 AM >>> 

I was in a meeting this week with the academic coun~lors. Many mentioned that to this tx~int, they have not received the unofficial transcript reviews in advm~ce of 

otticial visits, admissions decisions, signing, etc. The only excepEons might be               (Jerm does her own) a]ad       (Joe does these with you?). Do you 

have any objection to adding the counselor for the sport program to the distribution list lbr communications such as the one below? We can discuss the details if 
necessary. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,              5:16 PM 

To:     @aN.corn; Anson Dorrance; Chris Ducar 
Ce: Polk, Barbara 3o; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE: 

Anson Dorrance/Chris Ducar/Bill Palladino 

Lance Markos 

NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me, If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 11:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Re: FW: 

Hi Vince, 

I will check with to see what date he is requesting to meet. 

Also, KarRon confirmed l:hat the meeting wil:h            is in the AlP cotfference room al: :h30 today. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, 11:44 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Fwd: Re: FW: 

Molly, 

Is the request below for this Friday or next? Also, I’II be at Loudermilk until 1:15 but should make it back for 1:30. If that meeting isn’t in 2nd floor conference room, 

can you please let me know? Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Amy Herman <aischae~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: 8:32:36 AM EDT 

To: <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: FW: 

Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously 

can’t do it tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parems next Friday at lO? Please let me know. 

Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 
To: 
C¢: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 9:55 PM, , wrote: 

Two things. 

:i. We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if anything works. 

2. I would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so that I do not run afoul 

of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter       If possible I would also like to bring with me 

my friend               , whose daughter,       is being recruited in diving. The best time for us is :10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, 1:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

1~: FW: 

Meeting request is for tomorrow (Friday). 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:56 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: Re: FW: 

Thanks Molly. I am a Unc trusted and have an 

works next dies not 

who is being recruited in Want to make sure I follow the rules. This week 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:52 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

I wanted to check in to clarify your request to meet with the compliance staff. Are you availaMe d~is Friday (tomorrow) or next Friday, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executiw:_~ Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University o1: North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill., NC 27515 

919-962..8200 (phon~-:!) 

919--962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AM 

To: 
Co: Norton, Molly; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, ’ > wrote: 

Two things. 

1. We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if anything works. 

2. I would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so that I do not run afoul of any 

regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter       If possible I would also like to bring with me my friend 

whose daughter,       is being recruited in,      The best time for us is 10 am Friday morning. If this does not work 

we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:1 0 PM 

Rich DeSelm <richde~lm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

17),22: Women’s swim commitments 

Hi Pdch, 

All three students below should receive their pre-admit letters by eaHy next: week, They are schedu]ed to mail tomorrow. 

If ar~y of them missed the ilK’st deadline date of            . we car~ st-~] cor~side, them %, early notificatb-m t[ they complete their applicatb-m s by, 

x,viH need all of the Jr materials no later than the 371 ~;~: in order to officially notil~ them at the e~d of ~anuary, 

Let me know if you need anything e]se, Thanks, 

Sarhara 

From: Rich DeSelm [mailto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,              2:54 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Ille, Vince; Lance Markos 
Cc: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: Women’s swim commitments 

ALL: 

The following women made commitments to us this past weekend. A few items: 

1) I would like to request the "likely letter" for each of these three wornen, 

2) They all tell me they intend to apply Deadline I, but may/may not actually get that accomplished, 

Must EVERY single portion of the application be in by to be considered "on time" for Deadline I? 
Three WSW Commitments 

she stated she intends to get her application in Deadline I. 

Accordinq to your feedback, Barbara, she is competitive for admission. 

We 

Thank you. 

Rich DeSeh’n 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

~__v____w~___v_:g_o__!)__e_~js_~_c__o__r_D. 

www.u nc.ed u 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:40 PM 

Rich DeSehn <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Thompmn, Jennil}r C <jcthompmn@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lance Maxkos <markos@uncaa.unc.edt~>; Polk, Barbara Jo < bpolk a~admissions.unc.edu> 

RE: Swim/Dive t}edback 

[)[ease see corll[rle[lts below, 

From: Rich DeSelm [maflto:richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,               12:38 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: Swim/Dive feedback 

Barbara, JT & Vince & Lance: 
Some feedback from this morning’s reports: 

WOMEN: 
any chance she would be a competitive admit? ,~i-~>.,’~ tf>~ i.,’,,fi>,~’,~’~ai:{~>.,’,, ~:~ < ~,,’~’~’e.,",tfy t’,~.,’~,.’e, ~f~,~t ’,~v~i~ .,",~,~t<:i a ~g>t ~>.," ad.,’~io,~. 

committed to Tennessee 

declined our offer for a slot and GIA this week 

committed to Tennessee (i.P, nce, cio you think wiil they ca[’, her eiigible?) 

declined our offer for a slot and GIA this week 

committed to UVA 

has told us she is not interested 

MEN: 

committed to Yale this week 

any chance he would be a competitive admit? He plans to have app in by Deadline I We need to check his officia~ residency status. :~t appea~,s 

that this ma’¢ be his first year in N¢ since most of his high school work was in ~{L 

we are slotting; could he receive a likely letter?. Pre-admit wiml mail 

any chance he would be a cornpetitive admit? Yes, we can admit competitively. Let me know if you wouM like a pre-admit Netter sent, 
Thank you. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

_w~_~ ~g_Q_h__&_e_[_s_:~9_E] 
WWW.U nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring admits 

Yes. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

at 7:43 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Carlos, 
> Is a level 1 ? Thanks. 
> 

> From: Carlos Somoano [mailto:csomoano(~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 
> To: I]le, Vince 
> Subject: Spring admits 
> 

> Vince, 
> Just to confirm. We will have four students enroll 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:tmage001.jpg@01CDAD68 (2513I)Dt:0] 
> <TEXT.htm> 
> <image001 .jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:10 PM 

Molly Norton < m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu > 

l[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: FW: 

Hey Molly, 

1’11 be around at 10 for 

there for a bit. Thanks!! 

Lance 

his daughter and their friends tomorrow. Just grab me when they get here and if Bubba’s conference room is open then, we can just jump in 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 7:07 PM > > > 

Lance, 

Molly thinks it is this Friday at 10= Can you do that’? If so, I’ll send him an email confirming the date and time. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman 
Subject: Re: FW: 

I carl do either Friday at 10 am,just let me know. 

> > > Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu >            8:32 AM > > > 
Are you sure he’s talking about NEXT Friday, and not tomorrow? The email didn’t seem clear to me on that, but maybe you have more information? 

Lance generally handles these for us, since he can also give info on the Eligibility Center, but if he is not available NEXT Friday, I can do it. Obviously can’t do it tomorrow. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:15 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaikunc,edu> wrote: 

Amy or Lance, 

Please see the message below. Are either offyou available to meet with the prospects’ parents next Friday at 10? Please let me know. Thanks. 

Mince 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, 12:38 AN 

To: 
Cc: Norton, Molly; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 

Golf the week of not likely. Out of town 3 days that week. 

I’ll check on Friday am. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:55 PM, wrote: 

Two things. 

1. <F-[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->We still need to play golf. Look at your schedule for the week after next and let me know if 

anything works. 

2. <!--[if !supportLists]--><!--[endif]-->l would like to take you up on the offer to meet with your recruitment compliance person so 

that I do not run afoul of any regulations in the potential recruitment of my daughter If possible I would also like to bring 

with me my friend whose daughter, is being recruited in The best time for us is 10 am Friday 

morning. If this does not work we can try again in the future. We could also meet late Friday afternoon. 

Let me know what works best in both cases. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday’, 8:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Questions 

Thanks Vince. I will also be bringing ruth me my friend whose daughter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is also being recruited 

Please note that Lance Marko~ our Director tbr CompliaJ~ce, can meet with you at 10 a.m. tomorrow to discuss any questions you might have regarding 

the recruitment of your daughter to participate in NCAA Division I intercollegiate athletics. Mr. Maskos’ oltice is located on the second floor (220) of the 

Emie Williamson Athletic Center. We have a receptionist on the first floor of the building M~o can assist you. If you have may questions or require 

additional information, please contact me. We look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 8:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Questions 

Thanks again 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:29 PM "Ille Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That’s great We look forward to seeing you both. 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:28 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Recruiting Questions 

Thanks Vince. I will also be bringing with me my friend whose daughter is also being recruited 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 8:25 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[!_e_.@_e_._m_._a_j_[z..U_ n__c_:_e_._d_..u_> wrote: 

Please note that Lmace Markos, our Director for Complimace, can meet with you at 10 a.m. tomom~w to discuss any questions you might 

have regarding the recruitment of your daughter to participate in NCAA Division I intercollegiate athletics. Mr. MaJckos’ office is located on 

the second floor (220) of the Emie Williamson Athletic Center. We have a receptionist on the firs~t floor of the building who can assist you. If 

you have may questions or require additional inibnnation, plea~ contact me. We look tbrward to seeing you tomorrow. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

UniversiF of Norfll Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:46 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Basketball Hosting 

and I can meet anytime Thursday, Let me know if you have twenty minutes to spare. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               3:57 PM 

IILe, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

recruit 

Vince and Larry, 
is our top recruit for the class. He is a right now 

not have any new scores or Core GPA on him prior to 
We spent over two years recruiting     He had his pick of schools throughout the country. 
He is projected right now to be a top 5 10 pick in the     MLB draft. However his dad is an attorney in 

so from a pro standpoint that may help us. [f he does end up on our campus he will be a starting 

We need to take him to the committee soon so that we can sign him 

Mike 

and does not re take the SAT until November. So we will 

and education is very important to his parents. He is also only 

for us as a freshman. He is that good! 



From: Bubba Cu~miugham 

Sent: Saturday, October 20, 2012 8:07 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Subject: [,ink from Trotter 

@gmail.com~ 

www.newsobselwer.com/2012/10/20/2425386/more- plagiarism- questions- haunt.hlml 

Download the official Trotter app here 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @yahoo.corn 

Sent: Monday, 1 O: 10 AM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Good Morning, 
Sor~z to bother you but I was wondering if I can schedule a meeting with you just to discuss something 
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AMPLIFIER) -PLEASE REPLACE 
860601’REMOVED AND REPLACED AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY ’:: ’,: .... 

(NOTE: GUEST PRE-PAID FOR AMPLIFIER WHEN IT ’ j WAS ORDERED -PART BILLED ONPARTS INVOICE.) ..~ .." ~ 
240 CPL 205,70 

PARTS:       0.00. LABOR:     .205..70 =0TNE~:.      0,00: TOTAL,LINE A: 
100479 OPEN CIRCUIT IN AMPLIFIER (1.7) 240 DIAGNOSE AND REPLACE THE 
AMPLIFIER. COMPLETED BY TECH 240.    ! 

B A NONSMOKING LOANER CAR IS 
q:00PM ON THE DATE OF 
$50,00 FEE,***HAVE 
LOANER? 

LNRA NONSMOKING LOANER 
COURTESY. IF NOT R~UR!q~D 
DATE OF COMPLETED ~PAXR 
DAILY $50.00 FEE-*~ 
ALLPERSONAL 

:; , ; 

’,: .IF NOT RETURNED BY 
BE A DAILY 

FROM THE ~ 
¯ . .... 

, - : .    : . 

240 ILNR                  I,,~,;, ...... 
PARTS: .... 0.00 LABOR:      0.O~i,QTHER: ’,:,~;,010’ ~OTALrLINE B: 

*********************************************************** 
..... ~1~:;~,’~,~’~ 

C A’COMPLIMENTARY WASH HAS BEEN PERFOP-M~D,.ON YOUR VEHICLE ¯~Sr¯PA~T: OF 
YOUR SErViCE EXPERIENCE 

CW A’ COMPLIMENTARY WAS~ }{AS BEEN PERFORMEDON: .... 
YOUR VEHICLE AS PART OF YOUR SERVICE 
EXPERIENCE i.-. 

6447 IDO 
PARTS: 0.00 LABOR~: 0.00 OTHEr: ..; 0.00 

CUSTOMER 

TOTAL LINEC:. 

PAY ENVIRONMEk~TALiSUPPLY’FEES"FORREPA!RORDEN .... r’: ...... 

2O5 7O 

(~lc) 
’o.oo,~ 

(N/C) 
0.o0 

14.99: 

ON BEHALF OF SERVICING DEALER, I HI£REBY CERTIFY THAT THE 
INFO~ATI~N CONTAINED HEREON IS ACCURATE !JNL~SS 0THI~RW|SE 
SHOWN, :SERVICESDESCRIBEDWEReP~RFORM~-DAT NO CHARGETO 
OWNER. THERE WAS NO INDICATION FROM THE APPEARANCE OF THE 
V~HICL~ OR OTHERWISE, THAT ANY PART R~:PAIRED OR REPLACED 
UNDER THIS CLAIM HAD BEEN CONNECTED IN ANY WAY wiTH ANY 
ACCIDENT, NEGLIGENCE OR MISUSE, RECORDS SUPPORTING THiS 
CLAIM A~ AVAILABLE FOR (~) YEAR FROM "~H~ DATE OF PAYMENT 
NOTIFIGA]7ON AT THE S~RVICING DEALER FOR INSPECTION ~IY 
MANUFACTUREr’S FU~PRESENTATIVE. 

{SIGNED) DEALER. GENERAL MANAGER OR AUTHORI~) PER.SON (DATB~) C Lq~TOMER S~GNATUR~ 

D~$CR1PTION 

LABOR AMOUNT 

PART8 AMOUNT 

GA~, OIL, LUBE 

SUBLET AMOUNT 

MBC, CHARGF.~ 

TOTAL CHARGES 

LESS INSURANCE 

SALES TAX 

PLEASE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT 

TOTALS 



C~JSTOMER #: 131134 346313 

*INVOICE* 

CHAPEL MILL, NC 27516-2013 PAGE 2 
HOME: CONT: 
BUS : CELL: SERVICE ADVISOR: 

COLOR YEAR MAK~MODEL ~N 

BLACK 
DEL, DATE 

25NOV00 DI 
R~O, OPEN~O 

¯ JOHnsOn LEXUS 

58.39 CAPITAL BLVD, t013 S0UTHPOtNT AtXrO PARK I~LVD, 
RAtE|GH. NC 27616 DURHAM, NC 27713 

919-BT7-1800 919,4,3:~880’0 

01 LEXUS RX 300 
PROD. DATE    WARR. EXP.                  PROMISED                            PC NO,                      RATE 

15:00                                 121.00 
READY OPTIONS: DLR : 63231 ENG : iMZ- FE 

525 RUDY PADILLA 
LICENSE             MILEAGE IN J OUT            TAG 

i00479/i00479 T2643 
PAYM,~NT                 INV. DATE 

CASH 

I0:09             14:30 
LINE OPCODE TECH TYPE MOT/~S 

LOA~ER BDC Appointment created 
01:59 :00pm taken 

by Brenda Lacy 

LIST        NET     TOTAL 
PLEASE VISIT OURWEBSITE AT: .... 
WWW.JOHNSONLEXUS.COM TO SCHEDULE YOUR ~XT 
SERVICE. APP0!NTMENTOR:..CALLUS.AT : 
(919)433-8835, (919)433-8800 OR (888)725-3987 

’: :r 
¯ , . ’’.. 

" ’,:’ 

ON BEHALF OF S~RVJC{NG {3~24_~R, HER.F.BY CERTIFY THAT THE 
INFORMATtON CONTAINED HEREON tS ACCURATE UNLESS OTHERWIS~ 
SHOWN, SERVICES DESCR|BEDWERE PERFORMEDAT NO CHARGE TO 
OWNER, THEREWAS NO INDICATION FROM THe. P3~P]F=ARANCEOF-FME 
VI~HJ¢LE OR OTNERW|.~t~, THAT ANY PART REPAIRED OR REPLACED 
UNDER THIS CLAtM HAD ~EEN CONNECI"F-O ~N ANY WAY WITH ANY 
ACC..~DE~T, NEGLIGENGE (DR MISUSE. RECORDS SUPPORTING THiS 
CLAIM ARE AVAILABL~ FOR (1) YEAR FRO~ THE DATE OF PAYMENT 
NOT|FICA]]ON AT THE SERVICING DEALER FOR INSPPCT~0N B%l" 
MANUFACTURER’S RERRESENTATIV,~, 

- hUSTOMER ~S~NATU~E 

" "O~$C~PTION           TOTALS 
LABOR AMOUNT ’ 

2 0’5 . 7 Q ", ’ ..... 
PARTS AMOUN+ " , 0.00 
GAS, OIL, LUBE 0.0 0 

Mt$C, CHARGES . 14.9 9 
TOTAL CHARGES , 2 2 O- 6 9 
LSS$ IN$URANCE O. 0 0 
SALES TAX 0- 0 0 

PL~,~SE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT 

... 220 ; 6 9 



October 6, 2012 

VIRGINIA TECH G~AY NEWS & NOTES 

STAFFING DEPLOYMENT 

Command 

Operations 

Game Management 
Public Safety 

Show Pros 

EMS 
Chapel Hill Fire 

Field Level 

Roaming 

Ellen Culler 

Chief Jeff McCracken 

Colonel George Hare 

Ron Campbell 

Deborah Hawkins 

Fred Stipe 

Chief Matthew Mauzy 

Fire Marshall Matt Lawrence 

Clint Gwaltney 

John Brunner 

Catherine Greene 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

South Side 

North Side 

Tickets 

Gate 3 Ticket Office / WC 

Gate 3 Player Guest 

Brian Bersticker 
Tim Sabo (roaming) 

(Roaming 
w/scanner program) 

Disability 

Re-seats North Side 

South Side 

West End Zone 

Facilities 

(on Fac Rep) 

Plumbing 

Electrical / TV’s 

Trash / General 
Housekeeping 

Davey Cockman 

Johnny Heath 

Kevin Robinson 

Connie Conway 



IIo    TIMING FORMAT 

8:00 a.m. 

N 8:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

10:00 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

10:30 a.m. 

10:44 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. 

11:29 p.m. 

11:44 a.m. 

12:04 p.m. 

12:07 p.m. 

12:08 p.m. 

12:14:20 p.m. 

12:20 p.m. 

12:25:30 p.m. 

12:26 p.m. 

12:29 p.m. 

2:30 p.m. 

Vendor check-in begins at Gate 2, Gate 6 and Blue Zone South 

Virginia Tech equipment staff arrives via their equipment truck 

Game officials arrive (notification by J.D. and Darrick) 

Athletic Operations Staff Report 

Virginia Tech team buses arrive 

Vendor check-in ends / Volunteer Ushers and group report/Athletic Operations 

Assumes Control of gates 

105-Minute Pre-game Management Meeting (South Tunnel) 

Gates open - GAME 1 

Men’s Basketball pre-game tailgate starts 

Loudermilk 1st and 2nd floors cleared 

Drums and tubas arrive South Tunnel 

Teams leave field 

UNC band enters West End Concourse 

Band accesses field from Portals 114-115 & 116-117 

National anthem begins 

Band Performance Ends 

Carolina takes the field 

Football recruits to seats via Section 114 

~.~eat the Hokies!!! 

Virginia Tech post-game team meal delivery - Popeye’s (North Tunnel) 

GAME MANAGEMENT 

4. Wristband Colors of the Day 

> Vendors & ALL Bags (affixed at Gate 2 & Gate 6 for vendors - sign-in required) 

Premium Seating (affixed at entry points of respective boxes - each patron should have a game 

ticket) 

Pope Box 
North Koury 

South Koury 
Chancellor’s Box 

All BZ 

BZ North Terrace 

BZ South Terrace 



Carolina Livery & McLaurin Parking (Gate 6); Chapel Hill Transit (Gate 2) and UNC DPS 

Transportation and Parking Employees (Any issues contact Deborah Hawkins in Command) 

Chapel Hill Transit, Carolina Livery, Chapel Hill Transit, DPS Transportation - C~’<~li~ 
~l~e~ McLaurin - Purple Tattoo 

i~ Tar Heel Express Parking Lot Wristbands 

Friday Center 

University Mall 

Jones Ferry 
Southern Village 

Blue + "’letter" 

Purple + "letter" 

Red + "letter’" 

0 

Fans Standing/Cheering: There is no rule that says fans must sit in their seats. Fans have the 

right to stand in front of their seats during play as long as doing so presents no safety risks to 
themselves or those around them. If fans are using foul language or other aggressive gestures 

towards other fans, personnel or participants - that is grounds for addressing and even removal 

with assistance from Public Safety Officers. 

Home and visiting coaches’ transport: UNC Coaches will access the SE Elevator on golf carts 

from/to KFC to/through Gate 6 passing by Gate 5. Visiting Coaches utilize Gate 6 via golf cart. 

Show Pros must communicate to Command. Gate 6 staff must be ready pre-game/halftime. 

O Lettermen’s Halftime Reception: Carolina Football Lettermen, with a valid Lettermen’s ID card, 

will be admitted to the Lettermen’s Lounge located behind Section 125 (underneath the South 

Koury Box) starting with 2:00 left in the 2nd quarter through the conclusion of the 3rd quarter. 

Show Pros will assist with admission. Teresa Vanderford from the Football Office will supervise. 

Media Will Call: Media Will Call is located under a white tent at Gate 6 and opens two hours 

prior to kickoff. This Will Call location closes at the end of the first quarter. Any media arriving 

after this time may pick up their credential from the Gate 3 Will Call Window. 

.:. Medical, Incident, and Maintenance Reports: It is IMPERATIVE that all medical/security 

incident and maintenance requests be documented. Forms are available in your folders & check- 

in binder. 

O 

O 

Mezzanine: The Southside Mezzanine is Sections A-K and Rows A, B and C. Access to the 
Mezzanine is through the Southeast Mezzanine elevator. 

Parking Control Employees: All Chapel Hill Transit, McLaurin and Carolina Livery workers may 

only enter at Gate 2 & Gate 6 via their sign-in list & must possess the respective wristband for 

this game. If they cause problems, they must surrender their wristbands/credential & should be 

escorted from the stadium. They may not enter Kenan until the check-in supervisor has received 

their group’s staffing list. 

+ Scanners: Scanners will be delivered to Gate 6 for the South Side and Gate 2 for the North Side 

approximately 2 1/2 hours prior to kick-off. The scanners are sufficient to efficiently scan 

tickets for patrons entering the stadium. Staff should not publicly complain to patrons 

regarding any issue related to the scanners. 

4, Smoking: The NO SMOKING policy extends to Electronic Cigarettes. 



+ Trash Collectors: Four men from LPSC will arrive at Gate 6 approximately two hours prior to 

kick off to haul trash and sweep trash throughout the stadium. Upon their arrival, contact Kevin 

Robinson and issue them wristbands. They have been instructed to be mindful of pedestrian 

traffic. 

+ Usher Briefings: Please emphasize for Ushers to introduce themselves to the Law Enforcement 

Officer assigned for their section as well as near-bye Show Pros & THAH Staff to assist if the 

Usher Supervisor is unavailable for whatever reason. 

+ Vendor Check-in: All vendors without a credential must check in via Gate 2 or 6 and adhere to 

entrance policies & receive a wristband. THAH & Rocky Top Staff Check-in at Blue Zone South. 

Check in ends at 10:30 a.m. 

COMMUNICATIONS 

+ Radios: We plan to operate on Channel 4 - OPS R A (Operations Repeater Analog). This signal 

should be the strongest, but it will require users to hold down your button a full second before 

you can begin your transmission. There will also be a slight delay after releasing your button 

following your transmission. 

+ Radio Protocol 
First Listen for other radio traffic/transmissions 
Second Push button and hold for one count 

Third Identify the individual you are calling AND yourself 

+ 

+ 

Emergency Medical Service Protocol 
Identify yourself, the nature of the problem and your precise location. 

Confirm the ABC’s: Alert, Breathing and Conscious 

New Phones: Due to University policies, we have new phones and many new phone numbers. 

You DO NOT need to dial a "7" to get an outside line and after you do, dial the 10 digit number 

(including area code) you may need to press the "dial" button. 
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Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, 1N 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

This letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaw 13.4.1.2 Electronic Transmissions. 
Steve Rubin, Assistant Track and Field Coach at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(UNC), sent one impermissible text message to , a senior prospective student- 
athlete. 

While in Tampa, Florida on Sunday,                 to conduct an off-campus contact with 
, Coach Rubin telephoned and left a voicemaii message with        to confirm the 

time and location for their meeting later that day. Approximately an hour later, after seeing a 
missed call on his phone from an unknown number,        sent a text message to the number, 
asking for the caller’s identity and informing him/her that he was in church. Sorry to have 
interrupted the church service, Coach Rubin immediately responded via text with an apology. 
When Coach Rubin informed Head Track and Field Coach, Harlis Meaders (who was 
accompanying Coach Rubin on the trip), of the contact, Coach Meaders immediately informed 
Coach Rubin that such contact via text message was not permissible. Coach Rubin informed the 
Compliance staffofthe violation upon their remm to campus the next week. 

As a result of this violation, the Track and Field coaching staff will be precluded from having 
any written or telephonic communication with        tbr a two-week time period ( 
tkrough           ). 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Sincerely,,~                  /, 

Director of Athletics 



CC1 Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Mr. Vince ille, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Beth Miller, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Dr. Cricket Lane, Assistant Athletics Director 
Mr. Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Mr. Harlis Meaders, Head Track and Field Coach 
Mr. Steve Rubin, Assistant Track and Field Coach 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 4:04 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~£ uric .edu 

Joy - REMINDER - FAC tomorrow 

Greetings and WARM wishes today! 

This is a reminder about our FAC meeting tomorrow beginning at 4:30 in 105 South Building. Final agenda will be posted tonight. 

It is critical to review a couple of documents: 

Minutes from last meeting 

Documents posted under Student Athlete Experience in the Committee Resource Materials folder -see previous email regarding the suggested order for review. 

Skeleton of Agenda 

Beginning- information from the Chancellor, AD, and FAR 

1st topic - Evolution of role of team liaisons 

2nd topic -Student Athlete Experience - Ist Discussion of data from last year and recommendations and 2nd Discussion of what data, how collected, how analyzed, 

who does it and what does it all mean moving forward - best practices and informed derision-making. 

We have two members who will be joining us a little later due to class commitments (please leave two chairs near the door open for them to slip in) and Andy 

Perrin is not available tomorrow. I do have Andy’s thoughts and comments on our topics and I look forward to having an engaged discussion with all of us present. 

Joy 
Joy J, Runner, M.A, £[(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor and Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 
School of Medic:[no 
CB ~71:30 UNC-CH Bondurar!i: Hall 
321.-A 5ou~h C¢iiumbi;~ 51:, 
Chapel I-HII, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 
91.9-956-egscL Fa~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-maq message, ir~c:lud[ng ati:achments, if arW, is inter!dud onb/for the .-person or entitV to whk:h it is addressed and may cor!l:ain ,.’:onfhden[[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:erhll. ArW -.--un;~uti~orized review, use, disciosure or d[s[r[butk)n :s prohibil:ed. If Vou are not the in[ended recip[eni:, pk~ase cor~tac:[ the! sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy aH (:opk:’s of i:he original message. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state .fficiM (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educstionM records are subject to FgRPAo 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:/Tsakai.unc~edw’por~al) from the Facnl~ Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:24 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Vince, 

No worries. I have the list you provided me today and I’ll keep an eye on it as the responses come in. More than anything, I wanted to get the lists out so the coaches 

would give them some thought. I’m also hoping it will push the coaches to let us know if they have dropped anyone from their list. I won’t send any letters until I 

know you have met with the coach ond have finalized slots for that particular team. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:12 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-AdmJt Letters 

Barbara, 
I’ve not yet met with Coach Dorrance to discuss how many slots will be allocated to his p~ogram. You and I didn’t discuss women’s soccer during our telephone 

conversation today. I certainly haven’t had any discussion ruth anyone about 11 slots for women’s soccer. I’m open to your suggestions regarding what may or may 

not be done at this point now. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Ce: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 
Anson aud Chris, 
Please confirm that you would like us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below, Keep in mind that we will not send a pre-admit letter to a Level ~l 
candidake ur~til that car~didate has been reconunended for admission by the NculLy committee. Once a pre-admit lek[er is sent, if the s[udent meets [he cor~di[ions 
established in the letter, and the student applies tbr admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots, The only exception will be for a student who is 
a competitive admit and would be offered admission ~thout regard %r athletics. 
I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive. Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 
mail within three business days. The weekly report w~iI confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, the reason for 
withholding it will also be in the reporL 
Please let me know ffyou have any questions. 
Thanks. 
Barbara 

De pul~i l)irec{or 

0 f{ice of Uadergrad uate Admb;~ior, s 

University of North Caro]im~ at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 9] 9-1966-13989 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: M. Tennis: Pre-Admit Letters 

One more quick note.....in the emails I sent today I did not differentiate between first year prospects and transfers. Sorry for the confusion. 

BP 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:24 PH 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: H. Tennis: Pre-Admit Letters 

Barbara, 

I’ve not yet met with Coach Paul to discuss how many slots will be allocated k) his program. Please don’t release any other letters until we have more infommtion. 

Thanks tbr your help. 

Mince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:28 PH 
To: Paul, Sampson L 
Co: Ille, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: M. Tennis: Pre-Admit Letters 
Sa n’l~ 

Please confirm that you would Uke us to send a pre-admit letter to the students indicated below. Keep ~n m~nd that we will not send a pre-admit letter to a Level 1 
candidate unkil that candidake has been recomn~ended for admission by the faculty connnRtee, Once a pre-admit letter is sent, if the student meets the conditions 
established in the letter, and the strident applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. The ordy exception will be for a student who is 
a competitive admit and would be offered admission without regard for athletics. 
l’ve attached a copy of the pro-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive, Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 
mail ~dthin three business days. The weekly report will confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, the reason for 
withholding ~t will also be m ~he report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
garhara 

B ar]:~ara I. Polk 
Depu~ {)[rector 
Office of Undergraduate Admiss[ons 
University of North Carolb,.a at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-9~6-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Got it. If a coach responds and I haven’t heard from you yet re: the number of slots they have, I’ll let them know they need to confirm that number with you before I 

can send the letters. If you prefer, I wan’t send any letters until you’ve met with all the coaches. I can easily email them and tell them I "jumped the gun" with these 

emails. No one has pushed yet for the letters. Let me know what you’re most comfortable with and I’ll work accordingly. 

BP 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:30 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .1o 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pro-Admit Letters 

I j ust don’t want the coaches to mis~kenly believe and plan as though they have an e s~bli shed number of slots if they haven’t discussed it with me. What happens if a 

coach responds to confinn per your request a~d he/she is confirming acceptance of something they don’t have? 

From: Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:24 PM 
To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 
Vince, 

No worries. I have the list you provided me today and I’ll keep an eye on it as the responses come in. More than anything, I wanted to get the lists out so the coaches 
would give them some thought. I’m also hoping it will push the coaches to let us know if they have dropped anyone from their’ li~. I won’t send any letters until I 
know you have met with the coach and have finalized slots for that particular team. 
Barbara 
Barbara J. Polk 
Senior Associate and Deputy Director 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:12 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Adrnit Letters 

Barbara, 
I’ve not yet met ruth Coach Dormnce to discuss how mauy slots will be allocated to his program. You and I didn’t discuss women’s soccer during our telephone 

conversation today. I certainly haven’t had any discussion ruth auyone about 11 slots for women’s soccer. I’m open to your suggestions regarding what may or may 

not be done at this point now. Thauhs. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
C¢: Tile, Vince; Thompson, ,1ennifer C; Polk, Barbara ,1o 
Subject: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 
Anson and Clni~, 
Please confirm that you woukt like us to send a pre-admit Jotter to the students indicated below. Keep ~n m~nd that we will not send a pre-admit letter to a LeveJ 1 
candidate until that candidate has been recomn~ended for adn~ission by the faculty connnittee, Once a pro-admit Ietter is sent, if the student n~eets the conditions 
established in the letter, and the strident applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots. The only exception will be for a student who is 
a competitive admit and would be offered admission ~Mthout regard for athletics. 
l’ve attached a copy of the pro-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive, Once [ received your emaiJ confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 
mail ;~dthin three business days. The weekly report wil! confirm that the pre-admit has been sent. If we were not able to send the letter, the reason for 
withholding ~t will also be m the report. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Barbara 

t{avban~ I. Polk 
Depu ty I? [reck}r 
Office o[1 indevgradua[e Admiss[ot!~ 
[Jnivevsi{y o[Nov[h Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Phone: 9"l 9-’:1 6 6-239,q.9 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 8:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Vince, 

We’re good. I’ll follow 1 and 2 below. 

If you have any questions/qualms at all, just let me know. In the meantime, I’ll continue to copy you on all communications. 

BP 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:47 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Barbara, 

"If a coach responds and ]2 haven’t heard from you yet re: the number of slots they have, I’ll let them know they need to confirm that number with you before I can 

send the letters." OK 

"I won’t send any letters until you’ve met with all the coaches." You can go "ahead and send out the letters for programs we discussed on the telephone today 

if/when you receive the confirmation you requested in your message. I believe men’s soccer (7) is the only program we discussed on the telephone for 

which you listed more than ~,e discussed (6 in their case, but I am planning for one or possibly two more so I think we are ok with them). 

I can easily email them and tell them I "jumped the gun" with these emails. ~t~m don’t need to do this. Let’s just agree to follow the t~,o above. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:38 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Got it. If a coach responds and I haven’t heard from you yet re: the number of slots they have, I’ll let them know they need to confirm that number with you before I 

can send the letters. If you prefer, No one has pushed yet for the letters. Let me know what you’re most comfortable with and I’ll work accordingly. 

BP 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:30 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W, Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

I just don’t want the coaches to mistakenly believe and plan as though they have an established number of slots if they haven’t discussed it with me. What happens if a 

coach responds to confinn per your request a~d he/she is confirming acceptance of something they don’t have? 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:24 PM 

To: Tile, Vince 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Mince, 

No worries. I have the list you provided me today and I’ll keep an eye on it as the responses come in. More than anything, I wanted to get the lists out so the coaches 

would give them some thought. I’m also hoping it will push the coaches to let us know if they have dropped anyone from their’ li~t. I won’t send any letters until I 

know you have met with the coach and have finalized slots for that particular team. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Senior Associate and Deputy Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-966-3989 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:12 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Barbara, 

I’ve not yet met with Coach Dorrance to discuss how many slots will be allocated to his progran. You and I didn’t discuss women’s soccer during our telephone 

conversation today. I certainly haven’t had any discussion ruth anyone about 11 slots for women’s soccer. I’m open to your sugges~dons regarding what may or may 

not be done at this point now. Thanlcs. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 4:00 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV, Ducar, Chris 
C¢: Tile, Vince; Thompson, Jennifer C; Polk, Barbara 3o 



Subject: W. Soccer: : Pre-Admit Letters 

Anson and Chris, 

Please confirm Lhat you would lfl~e us to send a pro-admit leLLer t~ the sLudents indicated below. Keep in mind that we will not send a pro-admit letLer to a Level 

candidate until that candkiate has been recommended fbr admission hy the faculty committee. Once a pre-adn-dt letter ~s sent, if the student meets the conditions 

established m the letter, and the student applies for admission, that student will be admitted with one of your slots, The only exception will be for a student who is 

a competitive admit arid would be offered adn-dssJon without regard for athletics. 

I’ve attached a copy of the pre-admit letter so you can see what these students will receive. Once I received your email confirmation, the pre-admit letters should 

mail within three business days. The weeMy report will confirm that the pre-admJt has been sent. If we were not abD to send the letter, the reason for 

withholding it ~Ii also be in the report. 

Plea~se let me know if you halve amy questions, 

Thanks, 

Barbara 

Barba]~a ]. Polk 
Depu~ [,’, ire ck}~" 
Office of Up.dergraduate Admissions 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
Phone: ’~I q-q66-398q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:01 PM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo 

<tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu> 

FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday, ~yahoo.com> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < ,@yahoo.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, something to "think about. When it comes to building a prograJn perception is reality. The Northwest corner of the endzone, aka "the aluminum jungle" looks 

awful game at:ter game. It will only fill early tbr a big game or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough of them that care enough fight 

now to make the effort. Why not take two sections away from the sla~dents until "they prove they cm~ fill it? Sell those seats for $20 to "the public until the students prove 

they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who ca~nt afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC t:ans out there who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a 

bunch of students get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased 

revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 

Second, as you lalow due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other stadium has this condition? Unfort. they are the 

most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fa]lbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some more blue collar fans in 

there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empty for any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Bill Saturday            .~,yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, December 16,2011 9:22 AM 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bill 
’][’hmlks for the thoughts. I will read them mid take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>~> On 11/14,/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel ttill. Plea~ see attached memo for some general musings about the current state of lbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty, painful, but 
you should probably hear it so you cml hit the ground running. Good luck. 

]haNcs~ Bill 

UNC Football Primer (2).docx :,un, 12 [:~b 20.,2 i~5:07;:J.?; 05:20 22.1.b.~.byles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 8:20 AM 

[hcultyathletic@ ~k~L unc .edu 

Joy Renner - missing document lbr today’s di~ussion 

John Stephens let me know we were missing one document on the Sakai site for your review and to guide some discussion this afternoon. I know this is very late 

notice but if you have a few minutes and can look it over and bring your thoughts this afternoon, that will be appreciated. I will post it as well on the Sakai site 

under our October Meeting information and under the Student Athlete Experience folder. 

Sorry for the late posting - my error not that of the hard working student athlete experience crew. 

Joy 

Joy J. Renr~ec N1.A, ~[(R), F,qEIRS 

Associat(_¯ Professor lind [3ir(_~ctof 

Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hili 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coh~mbia St 

Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~]. l, [.e_k 
,’_’eli 

919 -9 t:: 6-."J 9S J. Fax 
-.CONFI[)EN"IALIIY NOI]CE: [hb e-reicH messi~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, [s int~_~nded oniy for the --person or entity to wi?ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materi;~i. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disclosure_¯ or distribution [s proi?ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 
dest!’oy all coph~s of the original message. 
Email correspondence t<} and from this addrESS may be subject to the IN<}~±h Carolina Public Ree<}rds law a~cl may be disclOSEd to third pa~±ies by an 
a~thodzed state offieia~ (INCGS, cho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: "2012 FAC Student-Athlete Experience-Overview-Final.doc", size: 52224 bytes] 

Attaclunents: 

2012 ]:AC Student-Athlete Expedence-Overview-l:inaLdoc 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_t/t_!r?__s_-!)’_~_~_~i=_u__~3_c_:__e__d_~_p_?_r__m__J_) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t ret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 11:23 AM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <jcthompsonQadmissions.unc.edu>; ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

PRE ADMIT LETTERS - BASEBALL 

Barbara: 

1. Please go ahead send tlne following students who were on your first list a pre admit letter: 

2. Please adc]~ the following students to the pre admit letter list wlno were not on the first list you sent and please go ahead and send ttnem the letter: 

3. The following students are Level l’s and we will do not want the pre admit letter sent: 

Finally, we have one level 1 student who is 30 points away on the SAT from beinq a Level 2. His name is             . He will be the only Level i we would like to have 

permission to sign in the Early Signing Period. He is arguably ttne best pitcher in the country and will likely sign a professional contract out of thigh school. If we do not sign 

him this fall he will sign with another school. He is registered to take the November SAT and my guess is that he will indeed get the 30 points he needs, Since there is no 

committee case anymore, how do we go about a review of his profile and move forward wittn signing him this fall? 
Thanks!! 

Scott Jackson 

Assistant Baseball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

919 962 0308 Office 

919 962 3865 Fax 

sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 12:13 PM 

[hcul~athletic@ ~kaL unc .edu 

Joy Renner - clarification on documents for October meeting 

You may have been puzzled by the document emailed this morning. False alarm, it was already posted to Sakai so you did not receive a "new" document today. 

All meeting preparation readings for today’s meeting can be found two ways on the Sakai site: 

Committee Meeting materials - Reviewed and Monitored Topics -Student Athlete Experience 

OR 

Committee Meeting materials - Meetings - Agendas and Handouts - October 

See you this afternoon, 

Joy 
Jo’y J. Re!~qer, M.A. ~’ff(R), FAEIRS 
Associa,’_e Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel WII 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~[ Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei kl[ll, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, it any, is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiw to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may co!~tain corffident[al and/o!’ 

privileged mater[ai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited. If you are no.’_ [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy" all copies of the original message. 

Entail eorrespo~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the Ne~±h Carolina Peblic Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disclosed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_s]:(__s:_a__k_:_a_j_:_y__r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_:t?£_~ta[) from the Faculty. Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t references. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:41 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Canarias Basketball Academy 

All, 

We discussed the Canarias Basketball Academy on our ACC conference call this morning. Since [ haven’t heard anything from you all about it, [ assume you aren’t currently 

recruiting within it. But [just wanted you to be aware that Canarias is currently considered a nonscholastic entib, by the NCAA, so we should not be evaluating any of their 

competitions. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:44 PM 

Bill Saturday, ~yahoo.com> 

Sabo Tim (tickets) <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steinbacher Rick (mktg) <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gwaltney Cliut (tickets) 
<~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edt~- 

Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

More good thoughts. Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Oct 9, 2012, at 11:44 AM, "Bill Saturday .... (~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Just to follow up, as I understand it that is not the "fraternity section" but it becomes that by default as they are the last students who make their way to the 

game. It is the least desirable section therefore the laser to fill up.The student gate is on the other side and these sections are both the furthest away from the 

entrance and the worst from a sun standpoint. Another way to address it would be to somehow incentive the students who do get their early to sit there 

first. Maybe they get more fever points for sitting over there, some type of coupon, or something...., do something to make those sections the place where 

the first to arrive go instead of the last. Maybe move the band over there? 

Again, I have been passionately going to games since the early 90’s. When we get good and stop having so many noon games it will somewhat take care 

ofitselt; but would be something to think about for the short tenn. For noon g~unes and no-name lbes it roll always struggle to fill. Our student make-up 

with so many t~males mad being a smaller enrollment (for a state public) make this so. 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~,email.unc.edu> 

To: Bill Saturday <           @,yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, October 8, 2012 8:59 PM 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Thanks, we roll do some of these I was really disappointed in the fraternity section. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University, of North Cm~olina 

From: Bill Saturday. @yahoo.corn> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < @yahoo.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, sometlfing to think about. When it comes to building a program perception is reality. The Northwest comer of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 

jungle" loolcs awful game after game. It will only fill early for a big game or a night ganle. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough of 

them that care enough right now to make the effort. Why not take two sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for 
$20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant aflbrd $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC thns out there 

who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of studeuts get shut out tbr some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 

get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other s~adium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there Mlile demand builds? Until the ba~dwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empty for 

any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbacCb..uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Bill Saturday <           @yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Friday, December 16,2011 9:22 AM 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bill 
Thanks for the thoughts. I will read them and take them into consideration. 



I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 

Director of AtNetics 

The Universi~ of Nort~ Carolina 

P O Box2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

>>> On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Bubb~ welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for some genemJ musings about the current state of football at UNC. Some of it is pletty 

painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thanks. Bill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:02 PM 

cgwaltaey@uncaa.unc.edu; Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu); tsabo@tmcaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Montgome~, John R <imont@tmc.edtr"~ 

FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 

Please let me know of your ~v,~ilability to meet with Bubba on either: 

Monday, October ~..5 i~t 2:00pro 

OR 

Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubbd’ <bubbac@email.tmc.edu> 

Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltney" < c_g3~:~_kl_..tg___.e_,z_[~):_u_.n__.c_LaO_._:.u._n_9_..e__d._t_!> "Rick Steinbacher" <!/s_t__e_i__n_b__~_LcJ)__e_!/~__uj)__c_~:__ujl_cL:_e_d__u>, "Tim Sabo" <.t_._s__a_b_o_~__uj)__c_~:__t_Ln__c_’_:_e_~t___u_>, "Vince 

Ille" <i_lJ~a~_ej__r_lj4i!_&Ln__c_’_:_e__d_t!>, "John R Montgomely" ~[g_l~_t_@__t_Ln__cL:_e_d__t!> 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(?~emailxmc.edu> 2012-10- 08T21:01:14.262469 >>~ 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Atbletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday @yahoo.com<mailto: ~vahoo.com>> 

Reply-To: Bill Saturday < (d~,,,ahoo.com<mailto: ~vahoo.com>> 

Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Curmingham <bubbac(&~email.utlc.edu <mailto:bu bbac,@~email.unc .eduv> 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, ~)mething to think akrout. When it comes to building a program perception is reality. The Northwesl comer of the endzone, aka ’"the aluminum 

jungle" looks awthl game Mter game. It will only fill early tbr a big gmne or a night game. Our sludents are just too apathetic and there axe not enough of 

them that cme enough right now to make the effort. Why not take two sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for 

$20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC fans out there 

who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it to 

get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fmlbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other ,stadium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visiNe seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get some 

more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winning program) these will stay empty for 

any non top 25 (troth teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC lbotball. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Curalingham <’9_u_._b_..b_a_._c_@._uj)_c_~: .u..n..c.‘.:.e.d..u.<.n.l..a.4..Lt9.b..u...b...b.a.c.‘@.t.Br.l.c.~:.t1.r.l.c:g~.V>> 

To: Bill Saturday ........................... (@,,ahoo.com<mailto:          ~yahoo.com>~ 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bill, 

Thanks tbr the thoughts. I will read "them and take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 



Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunninghmn 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

On 11 / 14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill S amrday < ~y__~_~__o_~_?_:_c_£~!i_n_.< !:_n_ai]_~?_; @:f~Jloo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for ~me general musings about the current state of football at UNC. Some of it is pretty. 
painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22164bytes; 
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UNC Football Primer (2).docx<http:i,’archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/72473652685132e6de09fb5d59df9866> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 

22164bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <imont@~mc.edtr~; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: I~W: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

16th is better for me. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/9/2012 at 3:01 PM, in message 
<9E6E674113917743B4602666BF4A7683E17A87@ITS-MSJxXVIB S3M. ad.unc, edu>, "Norton, 
Molly" <mhnorton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 
> 

> Please let me know- of your availability to meet with Bubba on either: 
> 

> Monday, October 15 at 2:00pm 
> 

> OR 
> 

> Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pro 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Mully 
> 

> 

Reply message ..... 
> Frum: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu<mailtu:bubbac(~email.unc edu>> 
> Date: Man, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pin 
> Subject: Weicume to Chapel Hil[ - UNC Foutba]l 

> To: "Clint Gwaltney" <cgwaitney@uncaa.unc.edu<mailtu:c~wa]tney~uncaa unc.edu>>, 
> "Rick Steinbacher" 

><rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:rsteinbacher(a)uncaa unc.edu>>, "Tim Sabu" 
> <tsabo@uncaa.unc edu<mai]tu:tsabo(a)uncaa.unc.edu>>, "Vince Ilie" 
> <ille@email.unc.edu<maiko:ille~email unc.edu>>, "Juhn R Montgumery" 
> <jmont@unc.edu<mai]to:imont(~unc edu~> 
> 

> 

> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emai].unc edu<mailtu:bubbac~email.unc.edu>> 
> 2012-10-08’121:01:14262469 >>> 
> FYI 
> 

> I want tu pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 
> Let’s discuss. 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<mailto: c~vahoo.com><mailto: 

> @ahoo. cam>> 
> Reply-To: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<mailto: ~yahoo.colr~><mailto 
> @yahoo. corn>> 
> Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 
> To: Bubba Curmingham 
> <bubbac@emai~.unc.edu<ruai~t~:bubbac(~emai~.unc.edu><ruai~t~:bubbac@cmai~.m1c.ed 
>u>> 

> Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L~’C Football 
> 

> Bubba, something to think about. When it comes to building a program 
> perception is reality. The Northwest corner of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 
> jtmgle" looks avgul game after game. It will only fill early for a big game 
> or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough 
> of them that care enough right now to make the effort. V~Sny not take two 
> sections away from the students until they prove they can fill it? Sell those 
> seats for $20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get 
> some rowdies in there who cant afford $60 tickets. Tons of hardcore UNC fans 
> out there who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students 
> get shut out for some games and create DEMAND. Only then will they see to it 
> to get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue 
> while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 
> 

> Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows are the 
> worst seats in the house. What other stadium has this condition? Unfort. they 
> are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all 
> they see is an apathetic fanbase Why not sell these for $20 and get some 
> more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners 
> come back (assuming we build a wilming program) these will stay empty for any 
> non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 
> 

> Just some thoughts. The Nolth side of the stadium needs to represent better 



> as that is al] the nation sees when watching UNC footbal]. 
> 
> -Bill 
> 

> 

> From: Bubba Cunnmgham 
> < bubbac @uncaa.unc edu<mailto :bubbac~mncaa unc.edu> <m ai]to:bubbac@ uncaa.unc.ed 
>u>> 
> To: Bill Saturday 
> <            @yahoo.com<mailto:            ~,{ aho o. c ora><raailto: 

> @ahoo. corn>> 
> Sent: Friday, Decembcr 16, 2011 9:22 AM 
> Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - U2X-C Football 
> 

> Bill, 
> 
> That~ks for the thoughts. I will read them and take them into consideration. 
> 

> I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> Lawrence "Bubba" Curmingham 
> Director of Athletics 
> The University of North Carolina 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 

> On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday 

> <            ~yahoo.com<mailto:            @yahoo.cora><raailto:            ~y 
> ahoo.com>> wrote: 
> Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for some general 
> musings about the current state of football at UNC Some of it is pretty 
> painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running 
> Good luck. 
> 

> Thanks, Bill 
> 

> 

> M+ SecureStor Stored: total 22164bytes; 
> File Name Expi~’ Date Size 
> UNC Football Pruner 
> (2).docx<http://archiveO2.uncaanncedu/72473b62685132e6deO9fb5d59df9866> 
> Sun, 12 Feb 2012 16:08:18 -0500 22164bytes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:28 PM 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaJtney@~mcaa.~mc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email. unc.edu>; NoVam, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu-~; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tim Sabo <t~bo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~b2: bW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Works for me too 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cgwalmev@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 09, 2012 3:27 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Norton, Molly; Montgomery, John R; Rick Steinbacher; Tim Sabo 
Subject: Re: FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L’NC Football 

16th is better tbr me. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/9/2012 at 3:01 PM, in message 
<9FxSFx574113917743B4602666BF4A7683E17A87@ITS-MSX5/2BS3M.ad.unc.edu>, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> Chnt, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 
> 

> Please let me know of your availability to meet with Bubba on either: 
> 

> Monday, October 15 at 2:00pro 
> 

> OR 
> 

> Tuesday, October 16 at 2:00pm 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

> 

Reply message ..... 
> From: "Cunningham, Bubba" 
><bubbac@emaihunc edu<mailto :bubbac~email.unc.edu>> 
> Date: ?,/Ion, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 prn 
> Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 
> To: "Clint Gwaltney" 
><cgwaltney@uncaa.unc edu<m ailto :c~walmev (@uncaa.unc edu>>, 
> "Rick Steinbacher" 
><rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu<mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc edu>>, "Tim Sabo" 
> <tsabo@uncaa unc.edu<mailto:tsabo@uncaa.unc edu>>, "Vince Ille" 
> <ille@email.~mc.edu<mailto:ille,@,emaihunc.edu>>, "John R Montgonrery" 

> <imont @tmc. edu<mailto: imontCd~,,unc, edu >> 
> 

> 

> "Cumfingham, Bubba" 
> <bubbac@el~aihunc.edu<mailto:bubbac,@,enraihunc.edu>> 
> 2012-10-08T21:01:14.262469 >>> 
> FYI 
> 

> I want to pull 2 sections back from the fraternities for the State game. 
> Let’s discuss. 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> University of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<nrailto: c~vahoo.com><mailto: 
> 

> @yahoo. cora>> 
> Reply-To: Bill Saturday 
> < @yahoo.com<nrailto: ~@yahoo.com><mailto: 
> 

> @ahoo. com>> 
> Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 
> To: Bubba Curmingham 
> <bubbac@emaihunc.edu<mailto:bubbac@email.unc edu><mailto:bubbac@email 
> .unc.ed 
>u>> 

> Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L’2X-C Football 
> 

> Bubba, something to think about. V~rhen it comes to building a program 
> perception is remit?’. The Northwest corner of the endzone, aka "the 
> aluminum jungle" looks awful game after game. It will only fill earl?’ 
> for a big game or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic 
> and there are not enough of them that care enough right now to make 
> the eflbrt Why not take two sections away from the students until 
> they prove they can fill it? Sell those seats for $20 to the public 
> until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there 
> who cant afford $60 tickets Tons ofhardcore L’2X-C fans out there who 



> would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut 
> out for some games and create DEMAND Only then will the?" see to it to 
> get there on time, if at all. Meantime you get some increased revenue while making it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 
> 

> Second, as you know due to the way Kenan was built the first 5 rows 
> are the worst seats in the house What other stadium has this 
> condition? l.Jn]k~r t. the?’ are the most visible seats and to people 
> watching this (recruits, others) all the?" see is an apathetic fanbase. 
> Why not sell these Jk~r $20 and get some more blue collar rims in there 
> while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we 
> build a winning program) these will stay empty for any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 
> 

> Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadiunl needs to represent 
> better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 
> 

> -Bill 
> 

> 

> From: Bubba Ctumingham 
> <bubbac @uncaa.unc. edu<mailto :bubbac,@,uncaa.unc.edu><mailto:bubbac@uncaa 
> .~lc.ed 
>u>> 

> To: Bill Saturday 
> @yahoo.com<mailto: (£~¥ aho o. c om><mailto: 
> 

> @ahoo. cam>> 
> Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 
> Subiect: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - L~N’C’ Football 
> 

> Bill, 
> 

> Thanks for the thoughts. I will read them and take them into consideration. 
> 

> I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> Lawrence "Bubba" Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> The University of North Carolina 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 

> On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill SatLtrday 
> < @yahoo.com<mailto: @ahoo.com><mailto: 
> ’@y 
> ahoo.coln>> wrote: 
> Bubba, welcome to Chapel Hill. Please see attached memo for some 
> general musings about the current state of football at UNC Some of it 
> is pretty painful, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground rulming. 
> Good luck. 
> 

> Thanks, Bill 
> 

> 
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F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 3:48 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

The 16th works for me. Thanks. 

Tim 

> > > On 10/9/2012 at 3:01 PM, in message <9E6E674113917743B4602666BF4A7683E17A87@ITS MSXMBS3Mad.unc.edu >, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu > 

wrote: 

Clint, Rick, Tim, Vince, and John, 

Please let me kt~ow of yOLEr availability to men-A: with gubbi~ on ~-:~itl’u-:~r: 

OR 

Tuesday, October’ I6 at 2:00prn 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a)emaJl.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Oct 8, 2012 9:01 pm 

Subject: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

To: "Clint Gwaltaey" <cgwaltney(a;~mcaa.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" <rstembacher~;uncaa.~mc.edu>, "Tim Sabo" <tsabo(&uncaa.unc.edu% "Vince 

Ille" <ille(i~email.unc.edu-~, "John R Montgomery" <jmontg{unc.edu> 

"Cu~mingham, Bubba" < _b_u_b__b_a_c_(~ _e g! _@_:__u__lLc::__e_d__t! > 2012-10-08T21:01:14.262469 > >> 

FYI 

I want to pull 2 sections back from the fiatemities for the State game. 

Let’s discuss. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Bill Saturday < ~O2yahoo.corn<mailto: tL{.~!_a___h_R~_?:__c_R_r_ll >> 
Reply-To: Bill Saturday < ~X_a__l!c_?~?:__c_~_?__n_!<gr_a_~_l__t~2; ~Lv_~_~__o_9_:_c___o__r__n_.>> 
Date: Monday, October 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

To: Bubba Cmmingham <bubbac~)emaJl .unc.edu<nlailto:bubbac~emaJl.~mc.edu>> 
Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 

Bubba, something to think about. When it comes to building a program perception is realib’. The Northwefft corner of the endzone, aka "the aluminum 

j ungle" looks awful game aJ~’ter game. It will only till eMy for a big game or a night game. Our students are just too apathetic and there are not enough of 

them that care enough fight now to make the ettbrt. Why not take two ~ctions away from the students until they prove they can fill it’? Sell those seak~ 

for $20 to the public until the students prove they need it. Lets get some rowdies in there who cant altbrd $60 tickeks. Tons of hardcore UNC tans out 

there who would snatch up some cheaper tickets. Let a bunch of students get shut out liar some gmnes and create DEMAND. Only then will they ~e 

to it to get there on time, if at all. MemNme you get some increased revenue while maldng it a tougher ticket for a lack luster student fanbase. 

Second, as you know due to the way Kena~ was built the first 5 rows are the worst seats in the house. What other stadium has this condition? Unfort. 

they are the most visible seats and to people watching this (recruits, others) all they see is an apathetic fanbase. Why not sell these for $20 and get 

some more blue collar fans in there while demand builds? Until the bandwagoners come back (assuming we build a winNng program) these roll stay 

emp~ for any non top 25 (both teams) matchup. 

Just some thoughts. The North side of the stadium needs to represent better as that is all the nation sees when watching UNC football. 

-Bill 

From: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac(~uncaa.unc.edu<maJlto:bubbac~)uncaa.unc.edu~-> 
J < To: Bill Saturday <_ ........................... ’_~):_:a__[_~9__o_:__c_~_?__n_! gr_a_~ _l_ _t_ _o_ ; ............................ :~Lv_~_~__oL)_:_c_o__r__n_.>> 

Sent: Friday, December 16, 2011 9:22 AM 

Subject: Re: Welcome to Chapel Hill - UNC Football 



Thanks for the thoughts. I roll read them and take them into consideration. 

I appreciate your ideas. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Lawrence "Bubba" Cunninghall 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

P O Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

On 11/14/2011 at 4:07 PM, Bill Saturday < ~;yahoo.com<mailto: @~hoo.com>> wrote: 

Bubba, welcome to Chapel }till. Please ,see attached memo tbr ~me general musings about the current state oftbotball at UNC. Some of it is pretty 

paJnthl, but you should probably hear it so you can hit the ground running. Good luck. 

Thalks, Bill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 7:23 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaiL unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu> 

Service Idea 

An interesting concept from Mississippi State ... a service "club". 

b_~ p_ jL_b_j_t_=!~Lu___F2LA__~ Z 
- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 10:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Radio guest ?? 

??? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Mel Lems <       ,%art.net> 

Date: October 9, 2012, 4:03:42 PM EDT 
To: Bubba Culminghmn <bubbac~)email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Radio guest ?? 

BC: Art & I have had our scheduled guest for this week’s Good Sports pre-game show have to back out. 

It occurs to me that perhaps you would like one of your new AthDept hires to be formally introduced to the Greater Chapel Hill sports audience. 

I can guarantee 15 minutes of"softball" questions such as "what the heck is a compliance officer any way?".., and "do you like NC barbecue?" etc. 

Actually we have enough headsets to interview BOTtt if you hate to choose ??? 

It is an in-studio show at 12:30 PM Saturday afternoon. 

Mel / "BobLee" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu-~; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lm~ce Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edt~-; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about Ram Rules #2: Prospect Publicity 

That is a great quefftion! Yes, provided you do so at your own initiative (i.e., your coach doesn’t ask’tell you to do it), it is fine for you to accept friend requests from 

prospects. 

Thanks for asking! 

AIW 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:12 AM, ~live.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hello, 

I have a question relating to Ram Rules #2: Prospect Publicity. I understand that we are not supposed to communicate publicly with recruits via Facebook. Are 
we still allowed to accept Facebook friend requests from recruits? 

Just wanted to make sure! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 10:55 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: FORMAL NOTICE: Priority Registration for Spring 2013 

YES! 

For the past several semesters, we pull all of our teams (28) information together and submit as a package to the PRAC. This is how they have asked for the information. Jenn 

Townsend helps put all of it together, and we have to have it to her by this Friday. This is why too, I asked for the managers PIDS as they are included in priority registration 

as well. 

All covered doesn’t guarantee approval, but so far so good... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > Rich DeSelm 10/10/2012 5:28 AM > > > 

Beth, VJnce: 
Just to be sure, will someone be doing this for the student athletes? 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

vcww.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

> > > "no reply@u nc.edu" <no reply@unc.edu > 10/9/2012 10:10 PM > > > 

In December 2007 the Faculty Council of the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill adopted a Policy for Priority Registration. The 

University Registrar announces the membership of the Priority 

Registration Advisory Committee and the process and timeline for 
submitting requests for priority registration on behalf of student 

groups FOR SPRING EARLY REGISTRATION. 

The official responsible for students who are potentially eligible for 

priority registration will send the Registrar an application form along 

with a list of students who are recommended for priority registration 

NOT LATER THAN FRIDAY, OCTOBER 19, 2012. Complete details are 

available on the Registrar’s website, 

http://registrar.unc.edu/registration/registration policies/priority registration advisory committee/ 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the University Registrar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Gift from recruit 

Yes,[ am fine with that, as it was initiated and paid for by the PSAas a personal thank you, Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

A~ }~ "~!I c~ ~" ~i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Josh Langley 11:14 AM > > > 

Amy, 

One of our recruits sent a couple of bags of coffee as a thank you to 

Josh 

and for hosting her. Is this permissible? 



~ronrl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                11:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; tissa 

Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <-kgnggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Disposition of Shoot-A-Way Issue 

Shoot-A-Way NCAA Disposition.pdf; Shoot-A-Way.com Response.pdf 

All, 
See attached from the NCAA. This is in reference to the letter of inquh-y we received regarding a potential violation surrounding a Shoot A Way video by 

student athletes. I have attached our July response letter to the NCAA as a reminder to you all of the details of the situation. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



P,O, Box 8222 

InctianapoJis, h~diana: 46206 

Te!ephone: 3!7/£17^6222 

Ms. Amy Herman 

Associate Athletics Director/Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Skipper Bowles Drive 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. Herman: 

This is in reference to your         report in response to my               letter 

concerning a possible violation of NCAA rules involving the possible impermissible use 

of student-athletes’ images. 

Based upon the information you have submitted, it appears that no violation occurred, 

and no further action by the NCAA is warranted at this time. 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. Please contact 
me if you have any questions. 

..... Si’!cer !x  .................................................. 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 

JB:f~/53223 

cc: Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 
Nix. John Swofford 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

A~7 association of more than L200 members servin, g the studetTt-athlete 
E~al 0p#ort~niWiAffirmative Action Employer 



,:i~ ¢ C~ i/,,!i :*i: i~~ ~E fill i~,~,"i i~ L IL 
EP..NtE ~’ILLIAMSON AT~-~LF.TIC CENTER 

RO. BOX Z~.~6 

CHAPEL ~IILL+ NC :~75~5 

T 919,962.6ooo 

F 9i9,962,6002 

www, tarheelblue.com 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Ms. Beall: 

I write in response to a letter of inquiry sent by you, via email, on (see attached). 

The individuals featured in the videos are no longer enrolled student-athletes. They are 

Based on information we received 
from Coach Sylvia Hatchell, this video was shot following the          season, after 

had completed their eligibility. 

Since these individuals were no longer eligible student-athletes bound by Bylaw 12.5.2.3.2 at the 
time the video was filmed and posted to the company’s website, we do not believe a violation of 
this legislation has occurred. 

Please contact me with any additional questions and concerns. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Amy"~rman 

Associate Director of Athletics 

enclosure 

CC~ Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Vince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
Beth Miller, Senior Associate Director of AthleticsiSWA 
Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:49 PM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-d Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Timmerm~s <’dmmermans@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 13.12.2.1 (c) 

~uncaa.unc.e&P; Tom 

C .g., 

See below. Can’t pay them for demonstrating... 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbm’aJcded message: 

From: "Brown, Shmn~xee" <s_~?__r£!x_n_@_t__l!_e_a_c__c_’_:9__rgP 

Date:                2:58:58 PM EDT 
To: "Amy Herman" <aischae(?~uncaa.tmc.edu>, ’ ........ -" Brad Hos~etter --bhostettevc~theacc.org~> 

Subject: RE: 13.12.2.1 (c) 

<!--[ifma~ 9]--><’.--[endil]--> 

Amy, 

Brad and f feel that a coi~ches clinic wot~ld be inch~ded in byli~w 13.12.2.:1. biased ot~ the opening s~-:mtence that a student--at:hlet:e employed in "any" 

camp or clinic ~T~USt meet the requirements. So, if the student--aUflete(s) are only lecturing or demonstrating, they cot~tdn’t be con?pensated. 

Hope this helps, 

Shamaree 

Shamaree 1° grown 

Director o)" Student-AtMete Programs & Compliance 

Atlantic Coast (:onference 

336-369-4542 -Phone 

33(’;--369- 0065 - I’-’a x 

<imi~ge0D14~ng> 

From: Amy Herman [__r&a__[[_t_9_Laj__s_£[La__e___@__u___n__c__a___a__#___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent= Wednesday,               12:17 PM 
To: Hostetter, Brad; Brown, Shamaree 
Subject= 13.12.2.1 (c) 

Brad and Shamaree, 
Our MBB coaches are holding a coaching clinic next weekend during our fall break. They would like to use our s a’s as demonstrators at the camp, which is 

fine, provided they count the hours (which are unlimited during fall break, anyway, so that is not a problem). 
However, they have asked if they can pay the student athletes for their time (as clinic employees, essentially). Does 13,12.2,1 (c) cover coaching clinics, too, in 

that they can’t be paid if they are just demonstrators? Based on the definition in 13.12.1.1, a coaching clinic wouldn’t meet the definition of a camp, since no 

prospects would be participating, but I also see that, in Bylaw 13,12.2.2.2, the NCAA spells out that it includes coaching clinics. 

What’s your take on this? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(a;uncaa.unc.ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Thursday, 7:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sla~rts PlaJl Goal Sheet 

So I would like to meet tues as staff. Will send you what I had put together earlier. Would like input. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 9:30 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 
> Please let me know when you might have some time next week to meet and discuss the next steps for our strategic plamaing process. I know that you previously provided a one-year, 
three-year, and five-year "Plan for Success and Objectives" per Bubba’s request We can probably use a lot of information from that document to help us with the CUlTent assignment. I’ve 
attached the template that all sports will use for this. You, Mike and I can meet to share thoughts and ideas. Thanks for your help. 
> Vmce 
> 

> 

> From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday,                 3:16 PM 
> To: Cumaingham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Rick Steinbacher 
> Subject: Sports Plan Goal Sheet 
> 

> Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 
> 

> - Matt 
> 

> 

> Matt Ten-eli 
> The Umversity of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
> ’]7he Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

> O 919-843-6412 IF 919-843-57771M 
> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <template sports plan goal sheet vl - SOFTBAI~L.docx> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:27 AM 

[hcul~athletic@~kaJ.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - FAC miscellaJleous items 

Good morning! 

Thank you for your preparation for and participation in our meeting on Tuesday. I will send fo[lp~nformation later (such as the description of our role as team 

liaisons). 

Couple of things: 

Majors night with the athletes Tuesday evening went very well - I can comment more later. I have been asked by one of our visitors to find out how the invitations 

for majors representatives went out as his department had not heard about it. So I will follow-up on that question. 

Here is a good story -I feel like I am always sending you the negative articles information so this is a change of pad~ttp:/!vwc¢¢.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 
DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=205709042 
Attached is the information for each team that was requested on Tuesday. I hope to have a directory resource of contact information shortly. 

Hope you have a wonderful Thursday, 

Joy 
h)y J, Ren!~er, M,A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)date Pr,:)h~ssor and D[rec:tor 
University/of North Carolina at Ci~apel t-Iili 
School of Medidne 
CB #71:30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
B21.-A Sou~h Coiumbi;~ 51:, 
Chapel H;II, NC 27599-71:30 

91.9-956-5J.47Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fa~ 

-CCNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e<nail messa~:,e, i!~clLIdh~r a~tachmen,’_s, if any, is intended oniy for d~e -person or en~ity ~o which it is addressed and may contain confidenLiai and/or 

privileged material, Any --unauti~or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or d[s[r[but[on is prohibited, If you are not the in[ended recipient, please con[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-n’~aq and 

destroy all copies of the original raessa&~e. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Recor~ts law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state ¢sfficiM (NCGS, oh, :t32)o Student educationM recoras are subject to FgRPAo 

[see attachment: "CoW of sport program roster.xlsx", size: 16537 bytes] 

At "~chments: 

Cop3, of sport program roster.x]lsx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:iisakai.unc.eduipo~J) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modi~ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday. 12:06 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mileage for Parents in Two Different Cars on OV 

All, 
Per Tracey’s request, [ wanted to send you all the bylaws that indicate that we are only permitted to provide mileage reimbursement for the car in which the prospect is 
traveling on a visit. So if two sets of parents/step parents drive in different cars, the only one to which we can provide mileage is the one in which the PSA rides. 
[ hope this helps! 
Thanks, 
Amy 
13,5.2.1 General Restrictions° 

A member institution may pay the prospective student--athlete’s actual round--trip transportation costs for his or her official visit to its campus from 

any location, provided the prospective student-athlete returns to the original point of departure, or if return transportation is provided to the 

prospective student-athlete’s home, educational institution or site of competition, the cost does not exceed round-trip expenses from the 

prospective student-athlete’s original point of departure. Use of a limousine or helicopter for such transportatior~ is prohibited. [R] (Revised: 1/9/06, 

5/26/06) 
13,5.2.2 Automobile Transportation, 
If a prospective student-athlete travels by automobile on an official paid visit, the institution may pay round-trip expenses to the individual 

hn___c___u__r__rj_L2g___t__h____e____e___x_p___e__L2_S___e_ (except the prospective student-athlete’s coach as set forth in Bylaw _1__3_.__8__.___1__._’_2_) at the same mileage rate it allows its own 

personnel. Any automobile may be used by the prospective student-athlete, provided the automobile is not owned or operated or its use arranged 

by the institution or any representative of its ath[etics interests. [R] (Revised: 1/22/94) 
13.5,2.2.1 Prospective Student-Athlete’s Friends or Relatives. 

A prospective student-athlete’s friends, relatives or legal guardians may receive cost-free transportation to visit a member institution’s campus 

only by accompanying the prospective student-athlete at the time the prospective student-athlete travels in an automobile to visit the campus. (See 

Bylaw 13.5.2.6.1.) (Revised: 10/22/21 effective 8/1/22) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO ]Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a[ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 1:42 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]nfo on Flash Drives 

All, 

Our ability to provide information to prospects via a flash drive ended on August 1, 2011 with the passing of Proposal 2010 38 B, which was centered primarily around the 

provision of media guides to prospects. Therefore, information that we wish to provide them must be via email attachments, hyperlinks, or in hard copy (all as further 

described in Bylaw 13.4.1). 

Therefore, we are not permitted to have flash drives "lying around" time WBB offices that contain information that might be of interest to PSAs and members of the general 

public. However, if a campus entity (e,g,, the Admissions Office) were to put THEIR materials (created for prospective students in general) on such a flash drive and make them 

available to anyone who enters their office and wishes to have one, that would be permissible for PSAs to obtain in that manner, as well (pursuant to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.1, copied 

below), 
Please let me know if you have any further questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.]. Media Available to All Students. 

Official academic admissions and student services media produced by the institution and available to all students may be provided to prospective student athletes, (Revised: 

1/16/I 0: 3/29/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:55 PM 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: identify Player in Photo 

Sue, 

If it is a Rams Club publication, it is fine to use a picture of a current student athlete. I don’t know the format of the newsletter or Jf this Js an issue at all, but I would just avoid 

using the picture on a page of the newsletter that might also have any sort of commercial advertisement (if those even exist), 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~ )__a_~_~_~_n__£_a___a_:_~_n__£:_~_:_d__x ! 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue walsh@unc.edu> 12:33 PM >>> 

Please ~,~ee below, ,c~n I sue a pi(:t:ure of a current studerH:-athlete in our planned ~ivingiendowrnent newsletter that is sent to all our scholarship donors? 

From: Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:59 AM 
To: Walsh, Sue 
Subject: RE: Identify Player in Photo 
I think so but I would check with compliance to be certain. 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue walsh@_u__D£:#__d__u__> 10:52 AM >>> 

PS Since he is a current sLude]lt-athlete, am I allowed to use his photo in our planned #~ivingiendowment n~-:~wsletter that goes to our scholarship donors? 

From" Dave Schmidt [mailto:dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:50 AM 
To: Walsh, Sue 
Subject: Re: Identify Player in Photo 
That would be 

>>> "Walsh, Sue" <sue walsh@unc.edu> 10:45 AM >>> 

Can you tell me wo the pitcher is in the attached baseball photo? I am sure I should know, but I do not! 

Sue Walsh 

Director of Endowment & Stewardship 

The Rams Club 

PO Box 2445 
Chapel Hill, NC27515 
919 843 2000 (o) 

929 843 5777 (f) 
"~:.:::x:.~tk~q ,:e." i: i.p : ;~f ~h::.::.~f~ ."~thh.’ti: i. ’ 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: L.A Times 

Steve, 
I just fowvarded you a voicemail about this. Let me know if you want to discuss. I am out of the office tomorrow, but will be back on Monday. 

Amy 

>>> "Holmes, Baxter" <Baxter.Holmes@latimes.com> 
Hey Amy, 

2:17 PM > > > 

Baxter Holmes with the Los Angeles Times here. Hope you’re well. Just wanted to reach out and confirm a fact T was given that involves your department. Basically, T’ve been 
told by two people with direct knowledge that an unofficial visit to North Carolina made by                                      and that was paid for by 

was cleared through your department as being, basically, okay. The trip was either on            or           It may have been some other day, but I believe 
those were the right dates. Anyway, because it involves your department, T wanted to check. I left you a voicemail detailing some of this, but T wanted to shoot you an e-mail just 
as well. Please get back to me today if you can. You can reach me on my cell:            . Look forward to hearing from you. 

Many thanks, 

Baxter Holmes 
Staff Writer 
Los Angeles Times 

Mobile: 
E-mail: baxter.holmes@latimes.com 
Twitter: 



FFoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:29 PM 

MelLems < @art.net> 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtP 

Radio guest ?? 

Mel, 

Thanks for your note. Vince and I will both be down in Miami at the football game, but we can offer Paul Pogge as a guest on the radio show if that works for you. 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

From: Mel Lems <      @art.net> 

Date: October 9, 2012, 4:03:42 PM EDT 

To: B ubba Cunningham <bubbac,~;email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Radio guest ?? 

BC: Art & I have had our scheduled guest for this week’s Good Sports pre-game show have to back out. 

It occurs to me that perhaps you would like one of your new AthDept hires to be formally introduced to the Greater Chapel Hill sports audience. 

I can guarantee 15 minutes of"softball" questions such as %vhat the heck is a compliance officer any way?".., and "do you like NC barbecue?" etc. 

Actually we have enough headsets to interview BOTtt if you hate to choose ??? 

It is an in-studio show at 12:30 PM Saturday afternoon. 

Mel / "BobLee" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 4:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

information obtained .... 

information obtained .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:56 PM 

Jack Evans <EvansJ@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Definition of a Staff Member 

Jack, 
Yes, based on this information, I am comfortable that we can consider you a volunteer employee. There are several instances in the manual (and in interps) where volunteers 

are considered institutional staff members, so ] am comfortable using that definition in this case, as well. 

Just be sure that you meet with them on campus or, if they are on OFFICIAL visits, you must stay within 30 miles of campus. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Evans, Jack" < EvansJ @kenan flagler.unc,edu > ’. 4:14 PM > > > 

Well, ] am the chair of the Board of Governors of UNC Press and I have just been given an assignment by Chancellor Thorp, even though neither of these activities puts me on 

the payroll. In addition, as you may know, ] still serve on the NCAA Committee on Academic Performance and ]just got appointed to an NCAA group called the Data Analysis 

and Research Network. The latter activities don’t exactly make me a UNC staff member, but I would think the activities that are part of the university do. Does that pass muster 

with you? 

Thanks, 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Hettleman Professor of Business Emeritus 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

UNC Chapel Hill 

4706 McColl, CB 3490 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962 4602 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, ’. 3:54 PM 

To: Evans, Jack 
Subject: Re: A Question 

I think ] have to toss this one back to you for an answer. Are you still considered an institutional staff member? If yes, then it is fine for prospects to meet with you. But, if not, 

then they can’t. 

Is that an easy answer to give? Probably not, since, as you state, you are still doing things within the university. Being an institutional staff member doesn’t necessarily mean 

you have to be on the payroll. But you have to be considered by some unit to be a staff member, even if it is as a volunteer, so to speak. 

Thoughts? 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@u ncaa.u nc.edu < mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

> > > "Evans, Jack" <EvansJ@kenan flagler.unc.edu <mailto:EvansJ@kenan flagler.unc.edu > > 
Hi Amy, 

3:46 PM > > > 



My question is about recruiting, Even though ] am (nominally) retired (and still doing things within the university), [ get occasional requests from some of our coaches to meet 

with prospective student athletes who have an interest in majoring in business so, they are asking me in my role as a (former) faculty member to discuss the academic 

program, is this ok under NCAA rules or should ] be referring them to someone else within KFBS? 

Thanks and all best wishes, 

Jack 

John P. Evans 

Hettleman Professor of Business Emeritus 

Kenan Flagler Business School 

UNC Chapel Hill 

4706 McColl, CB 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919 962 4602 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 9:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: information obtained .... 

Any time around noon, would probably be best. I have some recruits around 1/130. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
_b__r_]_c_!.q_e__r__b_ f~__u__r_~_c__a___a_~__u__n___c_~_e___d_~ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/11/2012 8:12 PM > > > 

Thank you Beth. What time can I stop by tomorrow? 

From: Beth Bridger [mailto:bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2022 4:51 plVl 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: information obtained .... 

information obtained .... 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                9:29 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.uncedu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.uncedu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

Clare, 

Please place holds on the following teams: 

will let you know when they are up to date and can be released. Thanks!! 

Lance 



@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                3:25 PM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppoggeOuncaa.unc.edu >; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaulOuncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermansOuncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tfipp <tphillipsQuncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Men’s Tennis Hold 

Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Men’s Tennis. They are all caught up on compliance paperwork, 

Thanks! 



@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                3:26 PM 

Clare Duff3/<duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric 

Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; Griff Helfrich <griffh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Johansen 

<jjohanse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Litzinger <mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu >;                      Duncaa.unc.edu >; Quinn, Sean 

<squinn23@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Swimming Hold 

Hey Clare, 

You can remove the hold from Swimming. They are all caught up on paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:26 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: UNC Wrestling 

Just a FYi ~ enjoy your weekend. 

>>> Lai!! Gallo           4:25 PM >>> 

C.D. ~ This is great ~ really looking forward to seeing this on Monday and really hope we have a good crowd ~ I think we will. 
One thing ttnat just crossed my mind ~ AND I KNOW THAT YOU KNOW ABOUT THiS ~ let’s be absolutely sure that none of your wrestlers participating on Monday miss class 

~ as you know you cannot miss class for practices or a promotional events ~ I just want us to be certain in case we are ever asked, 

Again, really looking forward to Monday ~ have a god weekend and take care, 

Larry 

>>>CDMock 1:18PM >>> 

Parents, just wanted to give you a "heads up" that hopefully, your son has already informed you about: 

"THE RUMBLE iN THE PIT" takes place Monday at noon, in the Pit on campus. We are putting a mat in the pit and doing a "Black & Blue" wrestle off. NASCAR driver Kevin 
Harvick will be present to sign autographs and support the event. Kevin recently gave a scholarship to UNC Wrestling. 

This is primarily a promotional event but will also get the guys used to wrestling in front of a crowd, We plan to make it available for you to watch live on your computer and 

Kolat is working on that through his website now. Will let you know if that happens. 

Pray for nice weather please ..... 

Coach Mock 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:44 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.nnc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemians 

<tilIl InerlIlaal s@ unc aa .unc .edu> 

Rumble in the Pit 

CD, 

Just a reminder that while Kevin ttarvick is serving as "guest coach" on Monday, he cannot actually perform an?’ coaching functions, as that would cause him to become a countable coach 
[’or us. So if he wants to stand on the side and cheer on the team, that is fine, but he should not provide an?’ instruction. 

Hope it’s a great day!t 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent l~;om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday 5:43 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr>; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; L~mce Ma~kos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~!uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmelmans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Missing Class 

Gallo indicated that some of your guys had sought permission to miss class tomorrow for the Rumble in the Pit. Unfortunately, there is legislation that precludes student-athletes from 
missing class for practice, regardless of whether they have permission to do so. So the guys will not be permitted to wrestle during their class time 

Sorry 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:31 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Unit Strategic Plans 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by December 31. A 

template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is 

reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan aft:er they have discussed these 

questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in 

Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or exclusive, but 

gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

c Academic Support 

o Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

o Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 

o Game Operations 

o Smith Center 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mtenell@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:32 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Unit Strategic Plans 

management plalming tool v2.docx 

Forgot the attachment .+. 

To: Executive Staff 

Re: Unit Strategic Plans 

In addition to sport program strategic plans, we also have the task of plans for our individual units within the department. The goal is to complete these plans by December 31. A 

template for planning discussions for your units was distributed at the Senior Staff meeting last week. One change (an additional discussion point) has been made to the plan, and is 

reflected in the attachment. 

As with the sport plans, I am available to assist with these plans in any way you see fit. I am scheduled with a couple of units to talk through their plan after they have discussed these 

questions as a staff; while with another I will sit in on the initial discussion from the start. Your approach is up to you. The end result should be an electronic document (preferably in 

Word) that answers the questions in the management planning tool, as well as completes the unit goals on the second page. 

As you proceed, please prepare a plan for each unit under your purview that has a distinct set of functions. I have provided a list below that is neither fully inclusive or exclusive, but 

gives you a starting point of units that may need separate plans. The starting point list: 

Vince Ille 

o Academic Support 

o Student-Athlete Services 

o Leadership Academy 

o Compliance 

Karlton Creech 

o Human Resources 

o Facilities 

o Finley Golf Course 

Martina Ballen 

o Business 

Rick Steinbacher 

o Communications 

o Marketing & Promotions 

o Emerging Media 

o Tar Heel Sports Properties 

Clint Gwaltney 

o Game Operations 

o Smith Center 

o Computer Technology 

o Strength & Conditioning 

o Sports Medicine 

o Equipment 

John Montgomery 

o Rams Club Major Gifts 

o Rams Club Operations & Annual Fund 

o Rams Club Financial 

o Ticket Office 

Beth Miller & Larry Gallo 

o Athletic Programs 

o Support 

Please let me know if you have any questions, or would like me to attend your discussions. I’m here to help in any way I can. Good luck! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 959-843-5412 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu >; Amy Herman < ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Katrina 

Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Laurie Holman <lholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

¯ uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lacrosse Hold 

Clare, 

You may remove the hold on women’s lacrosse. They are up to date with compliance paperwork. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:20 AM 

C D Mock < cd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: FW: BMOC 

Promotional Activities Release Agreement.pdf 

Sorry, guys. This email was originally sent to my "other" email account originally, which ] don’t check as often as my "work" one. 

I am fine with this, but we will need to get the attached statement completed by the s a’s that participate, as well as a representative of the organization hosting the event. It 

states all rules that must be followed in order for s a involvement to be permissible. 

Please get these statements signed and sent back to me, C.D.. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > 10:15 AM >>> 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: C D Hock 
Cc: Herman, Amy S 
Subject: RE: BHOC 

9:41 PM 

CD, 

I arn OK with this it: it is Ok compliance wise~ I have copied Amy Herman to get her ok. 

Thanks for checking, 

Rick 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:02 PN 
Tot Steinbacher, RICK 
Subject: Fwd: BMOC 

Rick, are you guys ok with our guys doing this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F ro m: _@_[Lv__e__~_u___n__q _e___d__L_[ > 

Date: 5:02:30 PM EDT 

To: .@ Jj__v_ez Ln___c_=_e___d_3[ > 

Subject: BMOC 

Dear Coach, 

Zeta Tau Alpha is hosting our very first Big Man on Campus competition this year in support of Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. This event is held by 

many Zeta chapters around the nation and has been a huge success in raising money to support the fight against Breast Cancer in our nation, 

The event will be held on Sunday,            at 7:30pm in the Great Hall of the Union. Tickets will be on sale before the event and can be purchased from 

Zeta Tau Alpha members or from the Union Box Office. 

We will begin registering guys from various organizations on campus starting on Monday, but the reason we are contacting you is to obtain official permission 

for your athletes to be a part of both our event and our cause. Each contestant will be part of an opening number at time start of time event, will be introduced 

through a formalwear round and will answer the question "Why should you be Big Man on Campus". They will then perform a talent and finally, be part of the 

swimwear themed Question and Answer round. The finale will be a "think pink" theme to reinforce our efforts of the previous week. 

Their outfits, talents, and "speeches" will be pre approved by Zeta Tau Alpha officials in order to ensure that the event is both appropriate and in good taste so 

that everyone involved in the event can enjoy the evening. Part of how the gentlemen will advance in the competition and how they will eventually win the title of 

"Big Man on Campus" will be based on how much money is donated in their name throughout the week and at the start of the event. This is to bring the focus 

back onto our cause of raising money for the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation and Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. 

We would love if your athletes would be a part of our event, so please let us know what you think about the event and if you have any questions at all. We can 

work with the team to accommodate various rules or regulations about advertising and anything else that may be a concern. 



Thanks so much, 

~__e_m ~i Lu__r_~_c_:__e__a___u_. 

CD. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 10:38 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby < slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: FW: BMOC 

Thank you ~ sound like a fun time and done for a good cause ~ sure our wrestling student athletes will enjoyit. 

>>> Amy Herman          10:19 AM >>> 

Sorry, guys. This email was originally sent to my "other" email account originally, which ] don’t check as often as my "work" one, 

] am fine with this, but we will need to get the attached statement completed by the s a’s that participate, as well as a representative of the organization hosting the event, it 

states all rules that must be followed in order for s a involvement to be permissible, 

Please get these statements signed and sent back to me, C.D.. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed ~:~ 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > 10:15 AM >>> 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: C D Mock 
Cc: Herman, Amy S 
Subject: RE: BMOC 

9:41 PM 

CD, 

I am OK with this if it is Ok compliance wise~ I have copied Amy Herman to get her ok, 

Thanks fl:~r chec:kin~, 

Rick 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, :[:02 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Fwd: BMOC 

Rick, are you guys ok with our guys doing this? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: i}live,unc.edu > 
Date: 5:02:30 PM EDT 

To: @live,unc.edu > 
Subject: BMOC 

Dear Coach, 

Zeta Tau Alpha is hosting our very first Big Man on Campus competition this year in support of Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. This event is held by 

many Zeta chapters around the nation and has been a huge success in raising money to support the fight against Breast Cancer in our nation. 

The event will be held on Sunday,            at 7:30pm in the Great Hall of the Union. Tickets will be on sale before the event and can be purchased from 

Zeta Tau Alpha members or from the Union Box Office. 

We will begin registering guys from various organizations on campus starting on Monday, but the reason we are contacting you is to obtain official permission 

for your athletes to be a part of both our event and our cause, Each contestant will be part of an opening number at the start of the event, will be introduced 

through a formalwear round and will answer the question "Why should you be Big Man on Campus", They will then perform a talent and finally, be part of the 

swimwear therned Question and Answer round. The finale will be a "think pink" therne to reinforce our efforts of the previous week, 

Their outfits, talents, and "speeches" will be pre approved by Zeta Tau Alpha officials in order to ensure that the event is both appropriate and in good taste so 

that everyone involved in the event can enjoy the evening Part of how the gentlemen will advance in the competition and how they will eventually win the title of 

"Big Man on Campus" will be based on how much money is donated in their name throughout the week and at the start of the event, This is to bring the focus 
back onto our cause of raising money for the Zeta Tau Alpha Foundation and Breast Cancer Education and Awareness. 



We would love if your athletes would be a part of our event, so please let us know what you think about the event and if you have any questions at all, We can 

work with the team to accommodate various rules or regulations about advertising and anything else that may be a concern, 

Thanks so much, 

Zeta Tau Alpha BMOC Chair, 

UNC Chapel Hill, 

,~’.gemail.u nc,edu 

C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@eraail.unc.edu>; Paul Friga <PaulFriga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Kadton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<lsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l~b2: U of Maxyland Releases Strategic Plan 

I really liked the online presentation. The fight song was a nice touch 
as well 

(;lint 

>>> On 10/3/2012 at 11:03 AM, in message 
<33 E78F7CCCA7444DB9I~’43DODBBF70EE D1 AC 8358A@ITS -MSXMB S 2F. ad un c edu>, 
"Terrel[, 
Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

http://~r fx. cstv. con~,schouls/md/The-Marylan d-Way/#<http://grfx, cstv cum/schuo[ 

> s/md/The-Maryland-Wayi> 
> It’s amazing to me how some ufthe words that come intu play are 
very 
> similar. I like our straightforward appruach. 
> - Matt 
> 

> From: Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Fri~a~kenan-fla~ler unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:01 AM 
> To: Ballen, Martina (Athletics Business Office); Miller, Clara (Ath 
Olympic 
> Spurts); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); C~waltney, 
Clintun 
> (Ath Ticket Orifice); Montgumery, John R; Creech, Karltun W; Gallu, 
Lorenzo 
> (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matt; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath 
Sports 
> Marketing); Steve Kirschner; Vince Ille 
> Subject: RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> Not too bad. Has anyone seen the full strategic plan? 
> 

> [Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w-blue 
background[ 
> Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 
> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 
> Director of S.T.A.R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 
> The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Kenan-Flagler Business School 
> McColl Building - CB 3490 
> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
> 919-962-3786 - office 
> - mobile 
> pnf@unc, edu<mailto :mff~-~unc. edu> 
> www.paulfriga.com<http:i/www.paulfri~a.con~/> 
> Shaping Leaders ] Driving Results 
> 

> From: Martina Ballen 
> 

[mailtu :mballen@uncaa uric edu]<mailto :[mailto:mballen@uncaa uric edu]> 
> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:52 AM 
> To: Miller, Clara (Aria Olympic Sports); Culmingham, Lawrence (Ath 
Director 
> of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath Ticket Office); John 
Montgomery; 
> Karlton Creech; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, 
Matthew 
> (Ath Educational Foundation); Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports 
Marketing); Steve 
> Kirschner; Vince Ille 
> Cc: Friga, Paul 
> Subject: U of Ma~land Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> http://www umterps.col~’genrel/092712aae html 
> 

> 

> Mawland’s strategic plan focuses on The MaiTland Way (interesting), 
which 
> is defined to mean that every person associated with the athletics 
department 
> will demonstrate Maryland pride each day by being: Passionate, 
Responsible, 
> Innovative, Determined and Excellent. 
> 

> P - Passionate 
> R - Responsible 



> I - Innovative 
> D - Determined 
> E - ][~;xcellent 
> 

> 

> [cid:image002dpg@01CDA156.BF303780] 
> Martina K Ballen 
> Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hil] 
> PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> Office (919) 962-2715 
> Cell 
> Fax (919) 962-0125 
> mballen@uncaa.unc, edu<mailto:mballen(@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:26 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Friga <Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

Agree with Clint ~ online presentation is well done ~ "bells and whistles" were good.., we should take note when the time comes for ours to be rolled out! 

LG 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 10/3/2012 11:18 AM > > > 

I really liked the online presentation. The fight song was a nice touch as well. 

Clint 

>>> On 10/3/2012 at 11:03 AM, in message 

<33E78F7CCCA7444DB9F43DODBBF70EEDIAC8358A@ITS MSXMBS2F.ad.unc.edu>, "Terrell, 

Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
> http://grfx.cstv.com!schools/md/The Maryland Way/#<http:!/qrfx.cstv.com/school 
> s/md/The MaFy’land Way/> 

> Its amazing to me how some of the words that come into play are very 

> similar. I like our straightforward approach. 
> Matt 
> 

> From: Friga, Paul ]mailto:Paul Friga@..kenan flagler.unc,edu] 

> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:01 AM 

> To: Ballen, Martina (Athletics Business Office); Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic 

> Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton 

> (Ath Ticket Office); Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Lorenzo 

> (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matt; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports 

> Marketing); Steve Kirschner; Vince Ille 

> Subject: RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> Not too bad. Has anyone seen the full strategic plan? 
> 

> [Description: Description: STAR logo tagline slogan w blue background] 

> Paul N. Friga, Ph.D. 

> Associate Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship 

> Director of S.T.A.R. DBP and Consulting Concentrations 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> Kenan Flagler Business School 

> McColl Building CB 3490 

> Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

> 919 962 3786 office 
> mobile 

> pnf@unc.edu < mailto:pnf@unc.edu > 

> www.paulfriga.com <http://www.paulfriga.com/> 

> Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 
> 

> From: Martina Ballen 

> [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edul < mailto:[mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edul > 

> Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:52 AM 

> To: Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director 

> of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath Ticket Office); John Montgomery; 

> Karlton Creech; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matthew 
> (Ath Educational Foundation); Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Steve 

> Kirschner; Vince Ille 
> Cc: Friga, Paul 

> Subject: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 
> 

> http:!/www.u mterps.com/genrel/092712aae.html 
> 

> 

> Maryland’s strategic plan focuses on The Man/land Way (interesting), which 

> is defined to mean that every person associated with the athletics department 

> will demonstrate Maryland pride each day by being: Passionate, Responsible, 

> Innovative, Determined and Excellent. 
> 

> P Passionate 

> R Responsible 

> I Innovative 
> D Determined 
> E Excellent 
> 



> 

> [cid:image002.ipg @01CDA156.B F303780] 
> Martina K, Ballen 

> Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

> Office (919) 962 2715 

> Cell 

> Fax (919) 962 0125 

> mballen@uncaa.unc,edu < rnailto:mballen@u ncaa.unc,edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 11:48 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; HelenBuchanan ~gmail.com>; 

~live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley 

<bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt 

<dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>, Matt Bowers 

<mbowers@ uncaa.u nc.edu> 

UNC athletes face issues on social media 

UNC athletes face issues on social media 
By Elizabeth Kemp I The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC students celebrated the tight to fl’ee speech Tuesday -- and learned why, for student athletes, that right is limited. 

The UNC Center for Media Law and Policy organized a panel Tuesday called "Why Can’t We Tweet? The First ~anendment, UNC Athletes and Social Media" to 

discuss why the social media aeeoun ks of student athletes at~ closely monitored. 

The panel was part of UNC’s fourth annual Filst Amendment Day celebration. 

The panelists at the forum included UNCAssociate Athletic Director Paul Pogge, professor of exercise and sport science Barbara Osborne,UNC field hockey 

team member Meghan Lyons, and The Daily Tar Heel Sports Editor Brandon Moree. 

The issue ~t’ ath]et~s’ ti’e~~ speech comes into question with the use of Varsi~ Monitor, a third pat)" monitorin g system used by the athletic department to access 

athletes’ social media accounts to oversee posts. 

"When student athletes come, they pledge to follow the code of con duct an d register their Twitter and Faeebook with Varsi~ Monitor," Pogge said. 

"Athletes make a choice to be part of the team, and part of that is to follow the guidelines set." 

The specific guidelines UNC’s athletic department applies to student athletes ate ~vaJlabh!~ on OoHeels.eom under "Compliance." 

The policy states that student athletes must conduct themselves in a responsible and respectful manner at all times. 

Chadd Pierce, a senior on the vatsib7 track and field team and a communication studies major, said he doesn’t have a problem with athletic regulation. 

"As an athlete, it’s a privilege to be on the team that you are on. I really like our University’s policy on social media," he said. 

Osborne addressed the legal side of the issue, defending its eonsfitufionality. 

"I can say unequivocally that (monitors) do not violate free speech rights or privacy rights," she said. 

"Free speech doesn’t mean you can say whatever you want, at any time, for any reason, without having repercussions. As long as the school has a good reason, to 

maintain order and discipline, it can regulate the time, place and manner (of speech)." 

Members of the pand said varsity- athletes are always in the public eye, and social media posts reflect not only themselves, but also their teammates and 

Universib~. 

Lyons summed up the reglflations on athletes’ social media in a quote she said her team follows. 

"To whom much is given, much is expected." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:15 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu:4 PaulFrig@kenan-flagler.unc.edu; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu:~; Creech, Karlton W 
<kcreech@nnc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina B~Jlen < mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve 

Kirschner < sldrschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

I also like the way they rolled it out. They predominantly did all of the work internally and had it ready to go, but held off for mYhile since they had dropped sports. 
Their SWA was the lead person in developing their plm~, so if we want aW inibnnation regarding it, I’ll be glad to facilitate. 

~Beth 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 11:04 AM, "Terrell, Matt" <g!t_e_._r£e_l_!~i2)U_p_.c_=.e_d_._tp- wrote: 

<!--[ifmso 91--><’.--[endif]--> 

http://~rfx.cstv.com/sehools/md?Fhe- MmMand-Wavi# 

It’s amazing to me how some of the words that come into play are very similar. I like our straightforward approach. 

- Matt 

From: Friga, Paul [mailto:Paul Friga@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 :t1:0:t AM 
To: Ballen, IVlartina (Athletics Business Office); Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath 
Ticket Office); Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matt; Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Steve 
Kirschner; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

Not too bad, Has anyone seen the ftdl strategic plan? 

<image()Dl.jpg> 

Paul N° Friga, Ph,D, 

Associate Professor of Strategy and E~trepreneurship 

Director of S,T,A,R, DBP and Consulting Concentrations 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Ke~amFlagfer Business School 
McColl Building - CB :’~490 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
9:[9-962-3786 - office 

- mobile 
pnf@unc.edu 
www.paulfriga.com 
Shaping Leaders I Drivin~ Results 

From: Martina Ballen [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edq] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 10:52 AM 
To: Miller, Clara (Ath Olympic Sports); Cunningham, Lawrence (Ath Director of Athletics); Gwaltney, Clinton (Ath -ticket Office); John Montgomery; Karlton 
Creech; Gallo, Lorenzo (Ath Director of Athletics); Terrell, Matthew (Ath Educational Foundation); Steinbacher, Eric (Ath Sports Marketing); Steve Kirschner; 
Vince Ille 
Cc: Friga, Paul 
Subject: U of Maryland Releases Strategic Plan 

h ttp:/!www.u rn terps.com/gerlrel!O92712aae.htrnl 
Maryland’s strategic plan focuses on The Maryland Way (interesting), which is defined to mean that every person associated with the athletics department will 

demonstrate Maryland pride each day by being: Passionate, Responsible, Innovative, Determined and Excellent. 

P Passionate 

R Responsible 

I Innovative 

D Determined 

E Excellent 

<imageOO2.jpg > 
MaNna K. Ballen 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 

The UniversitN of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

mballen(@unca a.un c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moutgomeu, John R ~mon@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               12:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Donations Question 

My preference is to pay for it --rams club. I jus~t don’t like small campaigns. Or we could do half and maybe the former player could step up. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:45 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)email.utlc.edu> wrote: 

John, 

I’ll let you set parameters on M~o they can contact and what they can request. If you can keep me in the loop I’d appreciate that. Thanks. 

Vince 

From-" John R Montgomery [mailto:jmont@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:00 AH 
To-" Amy Herman 
Ce-" Ille, Vince; ; Montgomery, John R; Lance Markos; Martina Ballen 
Subject-" Re: Softball Donations Question 

-- What is the budget Ibr the reception? 

Thank~ 

John 

Sent from iW iPhone 

On , at 8:50 AM, "Amy Herman" <~i__s__c_!!_a__e__@ancaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will you be simply sending a request for donations to assist with these expenses? There aren’t any compliance issues with this sort of 
fundraising for the program, but I am going to coW Martina Ballen, John Montgomeu, and Vince Ille on this email to make sure there isn’t 

anything you need to be aware of from "their end. They will resvmd if they have any concerns. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 
>>> 

Good morning, 

?{live.unc.edu> 7:16 AM >>> 

We axe looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception for Coach Papa followin~ . I wanted to 
check with you firs~t though about any roles and/or policies that we should be awaace of before reaching out to people. It will mainly be myself 
sending out emails and invites and our assistants may do a little as well. We axe planning to send an emaJl to current parents as well as some 
past parents and a few of our big supporters also. Are there any issues with this or policies I should be aware of before sending out an 
emaJl?? 
Thanks for your help’. Have a great day. 

@live.unc.edu 

~_:__c___a_r___N___n___a____s___o____ff_b__aJLc____a_mp___s__,___c___o_m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:41 PM 

Rick Stdnbacher (rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu); Montgomery, John R <imont@unc.edu-*; mba]len@uncaa.unc.edu; 

bmille@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; [,any Gallo (athgallo@~mcaa.unc.edu); Kir~hner, Steve 

<stevekirschne@ unc.edu>; cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu> 

Out of office Thursday and Friday (October 4 & 5) 

Executive Staff: 

Just wanted to let you all know that I will be out of the office tomorrow and Friday. I can be reached on my cell q 

issue arises, please contact Karlton. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

and by email, but if a time sensitive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < @gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <slevekir~hne@unc.edtr~; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC General Alumni Association :: Thorp to Step Down as Chancellor in June 2013 ] 

Good example of what we do not need to do. Why do we feel compelled to criticize ourselves. The issues in AFAM, athletics, etc are not widespread. We don’t like 

the coverage we are getting now we aggregate the articles and send them out to our our alumni. 

http://alumni.unc .edu/article.aspx?si&9112 

UNC General Alumni Association :: Thorp to Step Down as 

Chancellor in June 2o13 [ 

Posted Sept. 17, 2012 

Read letters from readers 

or submit a letter. 

Thorp to Step Down as Chancellor in June 2013 

Chancellor Holden Thorp ’86 told UNC System President Thomas Ross’75 (JD) on Sunday that he plans to resign at 

the end of the academic year. According to a UNC news release, Thorp said he would be leaving because it is best for 

the future of the University. 

Thorp told Ross he is willing to stay beyond June 30, if needed, to avoid any gap in leadership until a successor can be 
in place. Thorp, who holds a Kenan Professorship, ~dll return to the faculty of the chemistry department, where he was 

a longtime professor, researcher and a former chair. 

Over the past two years, the Universit3~’s athletics program has gone from being consistently listed among the model 

programs in the country -- in competitiveness, academics and integrity -- to being a regular on the list of schools 

caught breaking NCAA rules. 

The football program scandal led Thorp to fire head coach Butch Davis just before the start of the 2Oll season, not 

because Davis personally bent the rules but because, Thorp said, a leadership change was critical to UNC’s reform 

efforts. Now the chancellor is opening a door to new leadership at the top. 

Trustees Chair Wade Hargrove ’62 said the trustees tried to talk him out of stepping down. "Holden has the till 

support of the Board of Trustees, and we have tried to talk him out of this decision. I respect his unwavering 

commitment to always do what he thinl~ best serves the University. Holden Thorp has done an exemplary job as 

chancellor, especially in improving a v~ide range of processes and academic and fiscal management procedures. It is 

inspirational to see the passion that Holden has for the University and the positive intpact a research university can 

have on society." 

The investigation of the football program turned up another scandal in which academic fraud was found to be 

~4despread in the department of African and Afro-American studies. More than 50 courses, with football players 

making up a significant percentage of enrollment, were found to have met little if at all. The AFAM ntatter is or has 

been the subject of four separate investigations. 

In the midst of all this, Mlat UNC officials said was a mock transcript designed to help stttdents and advisers use a 

computer program to help plot a student’s course of stu@ turned out to be that of Julius Peppers ’o2, who was a star 

athlete, an AFAM major and one of a handful of students who played both football and basketball. Peppers’ transcript 

is that of a low academic performer who apparently logged no grades for his fall senior semester, his last on the 

football team. The transcript offers fodder for those who suspect special protection for star athletes on the academic 



side. 

Most recently, Vice Chancellor for Umversity Advancement Matt Kupec ’8o resigned after he was questioned about 

travel expenses charged to the University for trips taken with another fundraising officer with whom he was in a 

relationship -- travel that might not have been for University business. His companion, major gifts officer Tami 

Hansbrough, also resigned her position. Thorp had told Kupec he could not hire Hansbrough because of a policy 

against nepotism. But Thorp allowed Winston Crisp ’92 (JD), vice chancellor for student affairs, to hire Hansbrough as 

a development officer in his department. 

"I will always do what is best for this University," Thorp said. "This wasn’t an easy decision personally. But when I 
thought about the University and how important it’s been to me, to North Carolinians and to hundreds of thousands 
of alunmi, my answer became clear. 

"Over the last two years, we have identified a number of areas that need improvement. We have a good start on 

reforms that are important for the future of this University. I have pledged that we will be a better university, and I am 

lOO percent confident in that. We still have work to do, and I intend to be fully engaged in that until the day I walk out 

of this office." 

"Chancellor Thorp’s love of and devotion to UNC-Chapel Hill are beyond question," Ross said. "I have accepted his 
announcement ~4th considerable sadness, but fully understand he is acting in what he believes to be the best interests 
of UNC-Chapel Hill and the entire University. Whether you’re measuring the quality of its students, the productivity of 
its faculty, or the benefits of its world-class research, Carolina has made great strides during his tenure." 

By announcing his intentions now, Ross said that Thorp can devote his full attention and focus over the next nine 

months to making sure that the problems identified on the campus have been fully corrected and that the many new 

policies, procedures and safeguards that have been implemented to prevent similar issues in the future are adequate 

and represent best practices. 

"It Mll also allow for an orderly transition in leadership, an important consideration given that the campus is without 

a chief development officer and tim provost has announced his intention to retire, as well," Ross said. "I ~411, of course, 

be working closely with UNC-Chapel Hill Board of Trustees Chair Wade Hargrove to quickly launch a search for a 

Successor." 

Thorp took office as the University’s loth chancellor on July 1, 2008. He graduated with a bachelor’s degree in 
chemistry with honors. Through his faculty research, he developed technology for electronic DNA chips and founded 
spin-off companies. He also raised money for a science complex that has helped boost faculty research productix4ty, 
served as director of the University~’s Morehead Planetarium and Science Center and was dean of the College of Arts 
and Sciences before being named chancellor. 

A North Carolina native, Thorp grew up in a Fayetteville family with ties to UNC dating to the 18oos. 

More online... 

¯ Faculty, Others on Campus Hope Thorp Will Reconsider 

News report fi’om September 9,..012 

¯ Student Reaction: Mix of Sadness, Confusion 

News report from September 2012 

¯ Kupec Resigns Over Travel Expense Questions 

News report from September 2012 

¯ Thorp Says Martin Has Freedom to Decide What Needs to be Done 

News reports from August 2012 

° UNC Plans Wide-Ranging Rex4ew of Academics-Athletics Relationship 



News report from August 2012 

¯ FacMtv Committee: Should UNC Athletes Be Academically Separate? 

News report fi’om July 2012 

° The UNC’s Faculty Executive Committee report 

¯ Only Football Players Took Hastily Arranged Summer Class, Taught in Absentia 

News report from June 2o12 

¯ SBI Probing Fraud Report in African, Afro-American Studies 

News report from May 2o12 

° Department Chair Linked to Football Probe Resigns 

News report from September 2oll 

¯ Holden Thorp ’86 Named loth Chancellor 

News report from May 2oo8 

¯ Earning His Stripes: Holden Thorp ’86 heard many different muses on his rapid rise to the chancellorship. From 

the July/August 2oo8 Carolina Alumni Review, available online to GAA members. 

° Caring for the Heart of a Research UniversibT: A few days before he took over as dean of the College of Arts and 

Sciences in July, Holden Thorp ’86 spoke to the Board of Directors of the General Alumni Association about his 

vision for the University’s largest academic unit. 

From the September/October 2007 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review, available online to GAA members. 

¯ Chemistry Chair Thorp Chosen As Dean of Arts and Sciences 

News report fi’om February 2oo7 

° Thorp to December Graduates: Hark the Sound of the Beatles 

News report fi’om December 2006 

° Commencement Address bv Professor Holden Thorp ’86 

From December 2oo6 

¯ Thorp Leaving Morehead Center to Head Chemistry Department 

News report from February 2005 

¯ Thorp Named Distinguished Youn~ Alumnus 

From the November/December 2oo2 issue of the Carolina Almnni Review, available online to GAA members. 

° The Art of the Possible: He spent a lot of time as a kid hanging from the theater rafters. Holden Thorp ’86 didn’t 

know he’d be a brilliant chemist, but he was learning how to make science sing and dance. Now the University 

has shoved him to center stage. 

From the January/Februarg 2002 issue of the Carolina Alumni Review, available online to GAA members. 

Thoughts about this? 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 I:II PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: PTV: Guests for AD Box: Virginia Tech Game 

Is Molly going to send them the pregame information that has specific time coordination or are we going to coordinate with each group individually? 

Looking forward to helping out. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/3/2012 1:03 PM > > > 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:22 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Tile, Vince 
Subject: Guests for AD Box: Virginia Tech Game 

Lee &      Fowler 

Paul Hoolahan (Executive Director of the Sugar Bowl), plus wife, daughter & daughter’s friend 

Jeff Galloway (plus one) 

Gregg Gaugh (met at the Bell Cup) plus three 

Gary McKenna (Director of National Sales for Nike Golf), plus three 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton~unc.edu 

Go ,~teel:~ ! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:21 PM 

Bike to Uganda event 

Dear Executive Staff & Head Coaches: 

Recently, I received an invitation from , a and the , to participate in the annual "Bike to Uganda" event. I 

plan to stop by the Pit at 2:30pm on Wednesday, . I only intend to ride for a very short time as this is not a significant physical workout or time 

commitment. Please see below for additional information about the event from the original email invitation that Erin sent to me. 

Please let Molly Norton (__rn____b___n__o___r__t__o___n__@__u___n__£.__e___d___u_.) know if you can join me in the Pit for a few minutes next Wednesday for this great cause. 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Every October students come together to symbolically "Bike to Uganda" in the Pit while raising funds to build primary schools for children in Uganda. Not only are 

we bringing the Carolina Community together to raise funds for a great cause we are also encouraging doing this through exercise. Over 1000 students participate 

in the event and we think it would be amazing if the Athletic Director of this great school could show his support by coming out and biking, even if only for 5 

minutes. I am including a video of UVA’s Bike to Uganda which led to the building of a school that was visited by former President Bill Clinton just a few weeks ago 

to give you an idea of what we are trying to accomplish and why we work so hard for this cause. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMZ8nhNZmTl&feature=youtu.be 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <loy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Joy Renner - catch up 

If you have a few minutes to catch-up on the latest information and upcoming meeting on Friday, I would like to chat. 

I am in my office this afternoon working until a conference call 4:30 to 5:30. 

Jo’y J. Renqer, M.A. ~’~T(R), FAEIRS 

AssociaEe Professor and Director 

Un[ve!’sity o[ North Caroiina at Chapel WII 

School of Medicine 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

B 21-A So uth Col u n’~ bia SL 

Chapei FI[II, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-965-5951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOglCE: This em~aH message, iqcludh~g attachments, it aqy, is in~ended only for the -person o!’ entiw to wi~[ch [~ is addressed and may contain corffident[al and/o!’ 

privileged mater[ai, Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibited, If you are no~ [Pie intended rec[p[enL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mall and 

destroy all copies of the original message, 

Entail correspol~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the IFle~±h Carolina Peblic. Reeerds ~aw s~d may he disc~osed to third pa~±ies by a~ 

a~thorized scare official (NCGS, cho I32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPA, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 3:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Farmer, Stephen M <st~rme@admissions.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Vince, 

Just in case we don’t connect by phone this afternoon, here is the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting. Steve will be sending out an official version later today. 

1. Introductions of committee members 

2. Review of committee charge and procedures 

3. Review year-end data from the 2011-2012 year 

4. Preliminary conversation of goals for the coming year (This conversation is to begin the thought process. The in-depth conversation will occur at the next 

meeting.) 

On another note, Steve and I are wondering if it’s possible to get another 10 minutes on the agenda for an up-coming coaches’ meeting. I’ll fill you in on the details 

when we next talk. 

I’II be in the office until S:O0 this afternoon. If you want to talk tonight, you can reach me on my cell:            ,. 

See you in the morning. 

Barbara 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Car Registration Update 

Torn was holding their        checks until they turned in the necessary paperwork. I’m guessing that some of them have brought the info over to get their checks, but that 

it’s not scanned into the system yet because Sam has been out of the office all week sick. 

Will update you tomorrow after I talk to Tom. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Amy, 

Was all of this completed? Thanks. 

Uince 

7:15 PM >>> 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:51 AM 
To: Joe Holladay 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: MBB Car Registration Update 

Tom Timmermans 

Coach Holladay, 

Here is an update for you with the status of the guys’ car paperwork. Items in red are outstanding in at least some degree. 

Two requests of you: 

1) I would like confirmation from you that it is your understanding that the s a’s listed below that indicated "no car and no scooter" don’t, indeed, have either. 

2) It looks like we have more work to do with , and to complete their files. I would suggest having them schedule a time to come 

see me so that we can be sure that I will be here, 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 

1) Has NOT completed the car form ~hrough ACS. 

2) Has NO[ submitted a valid copy of his car registration. 

1) ]ndica~.es that the source of ful’ds for his car is "car payrnel,{", but then says that there is no loan [ need clarifica{ion or! what this means. Piease have 

answer tinis question, it’s possibie that he wili need to re cio the form, ~,,s ’weil, witi~ infor!’m’,tion about the ioan (if there is one). 

2) HAS submitted a valid car registration, 

, and 

1) Have indicated that they will not have access to a car or a scooter during the academic year. Is this your understanding for all of these guys, as well? 

1) Indicates ~h~,,t there is no outstanding loan on his , wMch 

contact me to get this squared away? 

2) Turneci in a tetr~porary marker receipt, which was issued in February of 
{o ge: a copy of it. 

come see US 10 

1) Has a complete Automobile Form on file. 

2) Has submitted an insurance card, but not a registration card. We will need a valid registration card to complete his file. 

1) Has NOT re done the car form througiq ACS, 

2) Has NOT subm]t~ed a vaiici copy of i~is car recjistn,,tion. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_g_s_£__h_a__£~X!!~_£_g_a:x!!~_£_~_e_~t___u_. 

. I’m guessing ~here IS a loan and he didn’t understand the form Can you have him 

and was onlyvalid for 30 days. So he shouid have an actuai registration at this point. We need 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:54 PM 

Rich DeSe[m < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; Wa[sh, Sue <sue wa[sh@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gal[o 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqqs <kqriqcls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: summer funding 

Rich, 
See below in red (and blue, since I’m feeling patriotic). 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm 

Amy: 

ii:16 AM >>> 

If we have the funding, are we allowed to pay for the travel, lodging, food expenses to take NCAA eligible swimmers/divers to train at the Olympic Training Center and attend 

a meet in California next summer? 

What is the meet? is it something that would qualify under al’y part of Bylaw 16.8.1.3 (pasted below in blue)? if not, there is nothing that allows an h’stitution to provide 

transportation expenses for summer travel to work out arid compete. 

16.8.1.3 Other Competition. 

During an academic year in which a student athlete is eligible to represent an institution in athletics competition (or in the following summeO, an institution may provide actual 

and necessary expenses related to participation in the following activities: [R] (Revised: 1/10/92, 1/14/97) 

(a) Established national championship events (including junior national championships); 

(b) Specific competition (e.g., Olympic Trials) from whkh participants may directly qualify for the Olympic Games, Pan American Games, World Championships, World Cup, 

World University Games and World University Championships; and (Revised." 1/9/96 effecdve 8/1/96, 1_/8/07 effective 8/1./07, 1./1.4/1.2) 

(c) Not more than two national team tryout competition events, including events from which participants are selected for another tier of tryout competition or events from 
which final selections are made for the national team that will participate in the Olympic Games, Pan American Games, World Championships, WoHd Cup, World University 

Games or World University Championships. (Adopted: 1./8/07 eflectiw. 8/1./07, Redsed." 1./1.4/1.2, 4/26/1.2) 

And, may we pay for our 3 Canadians to attend their World Championship Trials in April and send a coach? Andior...if their clubs are able/willing to pay for them to attend 

this meet, is that allowed’? 

It sounds iike these Canadian World Championship Triais would fit under 16.8.1.3 (b) above, but we would need confirmation of that. ]f so, then we are permitted to pay 

expenses for them ~o attend. [hey would NOT be able to have their expenses paid by their club team, however, as it would presumably still be during the academic year, 

which means that our student athletes are not permitted to represent an outside team in competition (per Byiaw 14.7.1, pasted below). 

[.astiy, it IS perrnissib[e (per Bybw 17.1.1.:[, pasted below) for our coaches ~o engaqe in coaching activkies with student athletes during their p?,rticipation in events that fal[ 

under Byiaws 16.8.1.3 (a) and (b). So if these Canadian World Championship Trials can directly quaiify the student atl~letes for tl~e Worid Cl~ampionships, then we can pay their 

expenses ,~nd send a coach. 

14.7.1 Outside Competition -- Sports Other Than Basketball. 

A student athlete in any sport other than basketball who participates during the academic year as a member of any outside team in any noncollegiate, amateur competition 

becomes ineligible for intercollegiate competition unless eligibility is restored by the Committee on Student Athlete Reinstatement A student athlete is permitted to practice 

on such a team. (Adopted." 1./1.0/91. effecdve 8/1./91.~ Revised." 1./1.6/93, 1./1.1./94, 1./1.0/05) 

IZ1.1.1 Playing Season -- Athletically Related Activities. 

The playing (practice and competition) season for a particular sport is the only time within which a member institution is permitted to conduct countable athletically related 

activities (see Bylaw 17.02.1) except as set forth in Bylaws 17.1.6.2 and 17.9.6. However, a coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities with a student athlete 

during the student athlete’s participation in events listed in Bylaws 16.8.1.3 (a) and 16.81.3 (b) or Bylaw 168.1.3 (b). (Revised: 4/28/05 effective 8/1/05) 

Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

vcww.qoheels.com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 8:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - catch up 

Sorry - just finished up with a meeting. 

If you have a few minutes in the morning (Thursday) I should be working at my desk between 9:30 and 12:30. This isn’t a big deal, just wanted to hear your thoughts. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 6:04 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - catch up 

Joy, 

Just read your email below. If you are available for a call, please let me know. Thaulcs. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - catch up 

If you have a few minutes to catch-up on the latest information and upcoming meeting on Friday, I would like to chat. 

I am in my office this afternoon working until a conference call 4:30 to 5:30. 
Jo7 J. Re!~r!er, M.A., ~T(R), FAEIRS 
AssociaEe Professor a!~d Director 
Un[ve!’sity of North Caroiina at Chapel HHI 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondura!~t Hail 
B 21-A South ColuPq bia SL 

Chapei Flill, NC 27599-7130 

919-96f3-5147Desk 

Celi 

919-96 f3-5952.’ Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALIgY NOqCE: This e-mail message, iqcluding attachments, if ar!y~ is in~e!~ded only for the -person o!’ entiW to wi~ich 1~ is addressed and may co!~[ain confidential and/o!’ 

privileged ma[eriai. Aqy --unauthorized review, use~ disclosure or distribution is proi~ibi[ed. If you are no.’_ [Pie intended rec[pienL please coqtact the sender by reply e-mail and 

des,:rog all copies of tkle or[~[nal message. 

Entail correspo~dence t<} and from this address may be subject to the NK}~±h Carolina Public RecK}rds ~aw s~d may be disposed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thorized s~ate official (NCGS, cbo :{32)o Student educational records are subject to FERPAo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 9:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner - catch up 

Sounds good 

Sent from my iPod 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 9:32 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

No problem. I should be back ti-om Jackson Hall around 10:30 tomorrow morning and will tw to call you then. Thanks Joy. 

On Oct 3, 2012, at 8:55 PM, Renner, J% J <Joy Renner@mednunc.edu> wrote: 

Sorry - just finished up with a meeting. 

If you have a few minutes in the morning (Thursday) I should be working at my desk between 9:30 and 12:30. This isn’t a big deal, just wanted to 

hear your thoughts. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 6:04 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - catch up 

Joy, 

Jusl read your emaJl below. If you are available tbr a call, please let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Rennet, Joy J 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Joy Renner - catch up 

If you have a few minutes to catch-up on the latest information and upcoming meeting on Friday, I would like to chat. 

I am in my office this afternoon working until a conference call 4:30 to 5:30. 
JoyJ. Renne!’, M.A. RT(~}, FAEIRS 
Assoc[a[e Professor and Direo’_or 
UniversiLy of North Carolina a,: Chapel Hiil 
5ci~ool of Med[ci!~e 
CB #7"_.’30 UNC-CH gondurant ~-Iali 

321-A South Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-9~S-51,~7[?esk 
Ceil 

,:9 . =~ 6,.~J Fax 
-CQNFIDtiN]l~,l_l[V NO[~CtI: This e-maii message, including attachments if any, is intended only for the -.person or entity to which it is addressed and may 
contain confidential i~nd,’or privileged material Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prehibit~_~d. If you are net the_¯ int~_mded 
recipient, ple~se contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy, all copies of the original message. 
Et~ai~ c¢>rrespoedence to and from this addres.s may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~bffe Records law and t~ay be disclosed to 

third pa~±ies by an a~thc>rized state official (INC~3S, oh, 132), gt~dent educational records are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:28 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 

Vince, 

The meeting is set for Tuesday, Oct 9th from 1 2pm in the 2nd floor conference room of the Loudermilk Center. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 10/3/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

Wally, 

Do you know if this meeting was ever set? Thanks= 

Vince 

From" Slivka, Dara M 
Sent= Thursday, September 27, 2012 6:50 PM 
To-" Holliday, Corey L; Beth Bridger (bridgerbOuncaa.unc.edu); Richardson, Wally; llle, Vince; Collins, Marcus L; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 
Impor~nce: High 

Discussion on integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 2G13 
Where: 2rid Floor Loudermilk Cor’fere~ce Room (tentative) 

This will be a preliminary discussion to explore the process of integrating athletes into the Summer Bridge program in 

20:[3. This conversation needs to take place prior to October :[2. 

Please visit this link to indicated dates/times you are available: h[tP:iidoodle.cominudSbrcraxkisq4xw 
Best regards, 
Dara 

Dara Slivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseling 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-2:[43 

slivka¢cbemail, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 

Vince, 
I appreciate your efforts greatly! 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Prograrn for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 10/4/2012 8:01 AM > > > 

Thanks Wally. Just t~’ing to make sure I am not losing track of any of the numerous committees, meetings, etc. that are currently engaged in attempts to assist your 

efforts. 

From: Wally Richardson [mailto:wricha@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 6:28 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: Neeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 

Vince, 
The meeting is set for Tuesday, Oct 9th from 1 2pm in the 2nd floor conference room of the Loudermilk Center. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(c) 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <]Jle(~ernail.unc.edu > 10/3/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

w~Jb; 
Do you know if this meeting was ever set? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Slivka, Dara M 
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2012 6:50 PN 
To: Holliday, Corey L; Beth Bridger (bridqerb@uncaa.unc.edu); Richardson, Wally; Ille, Vince; Collins, Marcus L; Woodard, Harold 
Subject: Meeting to discuss integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 
Importance: High 

Discussion on integrating athletes into Summer Bridge 2013 
Where: 2rid Floor Loudermilk Conferer’,,ce Room (tentative) 

This will be a preliminary discussion to explore the process of integrating athletes into the Summer Bridge program in 

2013, This conversation needs to take place prior to October 12, 

Please visit this link to indicated dates/times you are available; http://doodle,com/nudSbrcraxkhq4xw 

Best regards, 

Dara 

Dara Slivka 

Center for Student Academic Counseling 
UNC at Chapel Hill 

919-966-2143 

slivka@email,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents < ?}yahoo.corn> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:42 AM 

Impt Food Update for THFPO Tailgate on Saturday; RSVPs due by midnight Oct 4th 

Hello Tin Heel Families: 

¯ Additions made to Branch Theme Menu. Metal is Bacon, Egg & Cheese Biscuits; Quiches; Fruit; Bagels; Muffins; Fruit, Juice, Yogurt Parfaits, Tea (Sweet & 

Unsweet) & Bottled Water. 
¯ Gentle reminder, RSVP cut offis midNght Thursday, Oct 4th. 

¯ Oct 6th THFPO Tailgate starts at 10:30a: Click Here to RSVP ; Click Here to Volunteer 

Go tteels! 

THFPO 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importaalce of building commuuiW and an amlosphere of fmnily for all our Football 

Parents, their families and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate evelyone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the 

process for °walk ups’ during our tailgating events. First and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompmfied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. With us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food 
ordered... ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your spot at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we unders~nd untbreseen things come up. Any individual who notifies               at              or email              @gmail.com 24 

HOURS 1N ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to scll your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are unable 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible tbr full payment. 

Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows axe expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tax Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:44 PM 

Kirschner, Steve ~stevekir~hne@unc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Op Ed Piece 

Here is our writer. He stands ready to go and is awaiting our direction. I can explain more when we talk. 

See link below: 

http://www~med.unc.edu/burn/s~uthern..pr~grams-f~r~medica~disasters/ems/instruct~rs~1/bruce..a...cairns-md..facs 

Rick 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

.r_.s__t_.~Ln_ .b__a_.c_ .h__e_.r_ @_.u__ n_._c_.a_~_._ u_._n_.~_._..e_ d__u. 
mobile: 

www.goheels.com 

@goheels 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:13 PM 

Morgan, Laura H <laura_morgan@unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Installation on your Calendars N Saturday, October 12, 2013 

Laura: 

We have a home football game scheduled on Saturday October 12, 2013. We traditionally ask the ACC not to schedule a home game for us on the Saturday of Fall Break, 

which in 2013 is October 19th. They try to accommodate us, but there are no guarantees. 

Hope this helps all in their planning. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

P.S. University day in 2013 is on a Saturday? [ cannot recall such occurrinq. 

>> "Morgan, Laura H" <[aura rnorgan(o)unc.edu> 10/4/2012 12:19 PM >>> 

Hi Folks, 

Can we put this on calendars for next year - installation of the new chancellor on Saturday, October 12th. It is tradition that it would take place on the next 

University Day after the Chancellor is named, so we can expect to have it take place next October. 

If we could have it on athletic, academic, public safety calendars for consideration when making plans for next fall. 

Thanks so much 

Laura 

Laura Hayes Morgan 

Director of University Events 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919.843.6321/office 

:ell 

Twitter: @uncevents 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Laura H Morgan <lanra morgan@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:15 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Culminghmll --~bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney --~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Installation oi1 your Calendars ,- Saturday, October 12, 2013 

Thanks---I hate even talking 2013 when it is barely October. 

Ibm 

From-" Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 2:13 PM 

To: Norgan, Laura H; Ellen Culler 

Ce: Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille; Rick Steinbacher 

Subject; Installation on your Calendars N Saturday, October 12, 2013 

Laura: 

We have a home football game scheduled on Saturday October 12, 2013. We traditionally ask the ACC not to schedule a home game for us on the Saturday of Fall Break, 

wtnich in 2013 is October 19th. They try to accommodate us, but there are no guarantees. 

Hope this helps all in their planning. 

Regards, 

Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

P.S. University day in 2013 is on a Saturday? I cannot recall such occurrinq. 

> > "Morgan, Laura H" <laura mori.q_a__r_!_@__u__r_!_c_~__e__d___u_.> 10/4/2012 12:19 PM > > > 

Hi Folks, 
th Can we put this on calendars for next year-installation of the new chancellor on Saturday, October 12 . It is tradition that it would take place on the next 

University Day after the Chancellor is named, so we can expect to have it take place next October. 

If we could have it on athletic, academic, public safety calendars for consideration when making plans for next fall. 

Thanks so much 

Laura 

Laura Hayes Morgan 

Director of University Events 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

919.843.6321/office 

!cell 

Twitter: @uncevents 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 3:31 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]fie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy 

Lee <billyiee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmilier@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane 

High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; Puncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

< tim m erm ans@u ncaa.u nc.edu > _~u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Subject: State Fair 

Tracey, 
If UNC Athletics, or specifically the Women’s Basketball team, wants to sponsor a booth at the fair and let student athletes sign autographs, [ am fine with that. But, to 

reiterate, they CANNOT sign autographs at a booth sponsored by an external organization (like Fan Feet or any other commercial entity). 

Let me knowwhat you end up deciding to do! 

Amy 

..\~ ~ ..l~:~’~n ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
Universily ol North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

B ubba C unningham (bubbac@ uncaa, m~c.e&0 

Re: Meelmg 

Thanks Viuce. Yes, we will reserve space for Steve on 10/23. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Oct4, 2012, at 3:18 PM, "Ille, Vince" < 1 e@ema tnc edt> wrote 

Please note Barbara’s request below. It appears that our next coaches’ meeting is scheduled tbr October 23. Can we add Steve to the agenda? tte 

would like to address the recent media report on the future admission standards for student-athletes (e.g., some comments attributed to Chancellor’s 

Thorp). Thanks. 

From-" Polk, Barbara .1o 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 3:32 PM 

To-" Ille, Vince 
Cc-" Farmer, Stephen M 
Subject-" Meeting 

Vince, 

Just in case we don’t connect by phone this afternoon, here is the agenda for tomorrow’s meeting. Steve will be sending out an official version later 

today. 

<!n[if !supportLists]-->l. <!--[endif]-->lntroductions of committee members 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Review of committee charge and procedures 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Review year-end data from the 2011-2012 year 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->4. <!--[endif]-->Preliminary conversation of goals for the coming year (This conversation is to begin the thought process. 

The in-depth conversation will occur at the next meeting.) 

{he 6{ Steve}ndia~ 6nBe~in]i~i~i ~ssibie{6~e{an6~be Ominuteso h eagendafoeanupcoming~6~h ~e{iS~ itiifili~6bifi 

on tS~ 8~ail~ ~Een ~e next talk 

I’II be in the office until 5:00 this afternoon. If you want to talk tonight, you can reach me on my cell: 

See you in the morning. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Deem <deem@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, October 5, 2012 8:34 AM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu-~; Ills, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@email.unc.edu~; George (Public Safety) 

(ghare@psafety.unc.edu) Hare; Cleveland, Joanna CaJcey <joanna@unc.edu> 

JakubiaL Maria ~akubi~k@email.unc.edu>; Lems, Kristen Simonsen <kslewis@email.unc.edu>; Tficomi, Willimu T 

<will tficomi@nnc.edu> 

RE: Crime Reporting in Athletics Meeting 

Dear’ All, 

Thank you for your timely responses. The below-referenced meeting will take place Tuesday, October 16th from 9:00 to 12:00 AM at the Office of University 

Counsel, ~[$0 gynum Hall, 

You should receive an Outk)ok calendar request confirming these det:ails in a Few minutes. Please let me I~now if you have any question:;. 

Best regards, 

Joe 

From: Deem, Joseph 

Seat= Thursday, October 04, 20:[2 4-:38 PM 
To" Hare, George (Public Safety) (ghare@psafety.unc.edu); Penn, Ann E; Pogge, Paul; Cleveland, Joanna Carey 
C¢: Tricomi, William T; Lewis, Kristen Simonsen; ]akubiak, Maria 
Subject: Crime Reporting in Athletics Meeting 

Dear All, 

Kristen Lewis, Higher Education Fellow in the Office of University Counsel, has asked that I schedule a time when each of you can meet in the coming weeks. The 

meeting will be to discuss Athletics’ response to the concerns raised in the Penn State Freeh Report, specifically how the department handles crime reporting and 

concerns about sexual harassment. The meeting will include discussion of current training and policies as well as brain-storming potential changes. 

Considering the size of the group and the topic, a meeting length of two hours has been suggested. With a busy group and such a large chunk of time, we are 

suggesting a variety of potential dates. The meeting will take place at the Office of University Counsel, in Bynum Hall. 

Would you please enter your availability in this doodle poll? 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thank you in advance] 

Best regards, 

Joe 
Joseph Deem, Business Services Coordinator 

Office of University Counsel I ._U__N___C__-__C___h__a_£__e_[__H_j][ 
110 Bynum Hall I CB # 9105 

222 E Cameron Ave I Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9105 

(direct) I (919) 843.1617 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

Vince, 

Kelly McBryan <kelly.mcbrya~l@villanova.edt~ 

Friday,               8:55 AM 

Ille, Vmce ~ille@email.unc.edu~ 

APR Tracer 

APR Transfer .pdf 

I have attached an APR transfer tracer for one of our former student-athletes, 

Thank you, 

Kelly 

Kelly McBryan 

Compliance Intern 

Vlllanova University 

Kelly.mcbrya nCOvillanova.edu 

¯ Please fill it out at your earliest convenience¯ 



VILLANOVA 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

UNIVERSITY 

Vince Ille 
Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance/Student Services 
University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill 

Dear Mr. Ille, 

A former member of our Women’s        : Program, 
institution and was granted permission to contact you. 

, expressed an interest in transferring to your 

For APR verification and to determine the APR retention point adjustment, we are requesting confirmation of enrollment 

at your institution. If possible, please have someone from your Registrar’s Office select the appropriate response below 

and attach a transcript or class schedule to veriff this enrollment. 

Please return it to me via fax or email as soon as possible. 

i;;;i ~ Enrolled full time                      at UNC Chapel Hill. 

(Semester entered) 

Did not enroll full time at UNC Chapel Hill. 

(Print Name & Title) (Phone) 

(Signature) (Date) 

Thank you for your assistance with this matter. If you need additional information please feel free to contact Katie 

LeGrand ~ or via e-mail Katherine.LeGrand@villanova.edu. We would appreciate a fax response at (610) 

519-6884. 

Sincerely, 

Katie LeGrand 
Director of Compliance 

800 LANCASTER AVENUE VILLANOVA PE~SYLVANIA 19085- ] 674 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edtr~ 

Friday,               9:53 AM 

Bubba C~mningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <We@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekir~hner@unc.edu> 

FW: Follow up in regard k~        paper 

Proposed response. I would like us to agree on a response before I send it around to the others. 

Andy, 

Thank you for your email. As the News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, we are happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. Further, it would be 

helpful to know where you obtained this material. The source of this material would be helpful in our attempts to gather more information and conduct our review. At this point, it 

appears the source is more interested in turning over incomplete documents to the News & Observer than assisting the institution. 

As for your questions: 

1. That information in protected by FERPA. As recently as             . Judge Manning stated in the public records case of which the N&O was a plaintiff, "Plaintiffs and 

defendants agree (which is unusual) that student-athlete information relating to academics (grades, courses, honor court proceedings, crip course information, and investigations 

into the true academic side) are covered by FERPA." 

2 & 3. Our compliance office is not going to explain to any media source the methods and procedures used to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules compliance. 

To date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s assertion that the document in your possession, which was possibly obtained illegally, was the 

student’s working draft. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Wednesday,               12:53 PM 

To: "Thorp, Holden" <holden thorp@unc.edu>, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Co: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Follow up in regard to       paper 

Dr. Thorp, Ms. Moon, Mr. Best: 

I wanted to follow up in regard to the paper we have previously addressed. 

To date, the university says: 

1. The athletics compliance office interviewed the student on Thursday, 

2. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. 

3. The university policy on retention of final papers is one year. 

4. The student does not wish to talk about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

5. The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

6. The student has remained eligible to compete in athletics. 

The News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter. If you have anything further to add, please provide it. Please consider this to be a standing and ongoing 

request for information in regard to this matter. 

The News & Observer requests the following information: 

1. Did the student receive a passing grade in this paper class? What was the grade? 

2. What do you mean by "continue to monitor and review"? Please explain what steps are under way in this regard, if any. If there are not active steps being taken, please say so. 

3. Is the university seeking other work related to this student and reviewing it? 

I am providing as attachment to this email 3 things that may or may not be of interest: 

1. Paper. The draft paper, with my marks indicating plagiarized material. 

2. Sources. The source material that matches what is in the paper. 

3. Feedback. The feedback forms sent to athlete support personnel that show what was going on with this paper in the days before it was due. 

I am available at 

Andy Curliss 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:03 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

MIA Plumber 

And he’s still not here. 

Since [ was going to have to leave early this afternoon, anyway, I am just going to work from home today. Please holler if you need anything. See you all on Monday. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:24 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, 

Steve <stevekirschner@ unc.edu> 

Re: Follow up in regard to paper 

I softened the response. 

Andy, 

Thank you for your email. As the News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, we are happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. 

As for your questions: 

1. That information in protected by FERPA. On             . Judge Manning stated in the public records case of which the N&O was a plaintiff, "Plaintiffs and defendants agree 

(which is unusual) that student-athlete information relating to academics (grades, courses, honor court proceedings, crip course information, and investigations into the true 

academic side) are covered by FERPA." 

2 & 3. It is not appropriate for the Compliance Office to detail the methods and procedures used to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules compliance. 

To date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s assertion that the document in your possession was the student’s working draft. 

Kevin 

From: <Best>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Date: Friday,               9:53 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Follow up in regard to       paper 

Proposed response. I would like us to agree on a response before I send it around to the others. 

Andy, 

Thank you for your email. As the News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, we are happy to receive it directly and as soon as possible. Further, it would be 

helpful to know where you obtained this material. The source of this material would be helpful in our attempts to gather more information and conduct our review. At this point, it 

appears the source is more interested in turning over incomplete documents to the News & Observer than assisting the institution. 

As for your questions: 

1. That information in protected by FERPA. As recently as             , Judge Manning stated in the public records case of which the N&O was a plaintiff, "Plaintiffs and 

defendants agree (which is unusual) that student-athlete information relating to academics (grades, courses, honor court proceedings, crip course information, and investigations 

into the true academic side) are covered by FERPA." 

2 & 3. Our compliance office is not going to explain to any media source the methods and procedures used to monitor, evaluate and/or investigate issues for rules compliance. 

To date, there is no evidence that would contradict or otherwise refute the student’s assertion that the document in your possession, which was possibly obtained illegally, was the 

student’s working draft. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Cudiss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Wednesday,               22:53 PM 

To: "Thorp, Holden" <holden thorp@unc.edu>, "Moon, Karen B" <karen moon@unc.edu>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Cc: Andy Curliss <acudiss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Follow up in regard to       paper 

Dr. Thorp, Ms. Moon, Mr. Best: 

I wanted to follow up in regard to the paper we have previously addressed. 

To date, the university says: 

1. The athletics compliance office interviewed the student on 

2. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. 

3. The university policy on retention of final papers is one year. 

4. The student does not wish to talk about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

5~ The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

6. The student has remained eligible to compete in athletics. 

The News & Observer continues to gather information on this matter, if you have anything further to add, please provide it. Please consider this to be a standing and ongoing 

request for information in regard to this matter~ 



The News & Observer requests the following information: 

1. Did the student receive a passing grade in this paper class? What was the grade? 

2. What do you mean by "continue to monitor and review"? Please explain what steps are under way in this regard, if any. If there are not active steps being taken, please say so. 

3. Is the university seeking other work related to this student and reviewing it? 

I am providing as attachment to this email 3 things that may or may not be of interest: 

1. Paper. The draft paper, with my marks indicating plagiarized material. 

2. Sources. The source material that matches what is in the paper. 

3. Feedback. The feedback forms sent to athlete support personnel that show what was going on with this paper in the days before it was due. 

I am available at 

Andy Curliss 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:17 AM 

@aol.com; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; noreply@unc.edu; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fall - W 

Let’s get a review of our entire class for what "level" they will be for admission (1,2 or 3) before we start slinging around "slots". Because of the "new" recruits we have "fallen 

into" we are going to have to release some of these kids that want to come to us. ] have told              to look elsewhere and we need to be honorable with some 

others that no longer compete with this amazing second life class we may end up with and of course, the sooner we tell them, the better. 

So Chris spend every minute of every day getting all of this done (right now you are more valuable to us in the office, John is doing a great job for us on the field) and then 
let’s meet with Vince and see how many recommendations we are going to be given. This could end up one of our greatest recruiting classes of all time, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > < noreply@unc.edu > 5:01 AM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:01 PM 

Adrian Beros < Beros-Adrian@aramark.com >; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; mauzy@sorescue.org; Hawkins, 

Deborah Lynn < Deborah Hawkins@unc.edu > 

i[le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Piunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Potential Men’s Tennis fund-raiser 

HAPPY Friday!!! 

Just when you thought it would be safe go back in the water, I’m going to throw another potential event on your calendars. Mary Rob, Mike Bunting, KRob and I just met with 

Coach Paul and representatives of John Isner currently ranked #11 in singles on the ATP World Tour and the highest ranked American male regarding a fund raising event 
at Cone Kenfield on Saturday, December 8 DUPJiNG THE DAY ves, there is a men’s basketball game at 7:30 that evening. 

All profits will go to Lineberger the connection? 

Lots of details are still to be negotiated a contract is still to be signed, but we will, I imagine, be assisting from a little bit to a Iotta bit. This will NOT be our event per se, 

but as it is in one of our facilities, we will be involved in the planning and we will be advising and making suggestions. His agency is out of DC, so the more we can help, the 

easier this will be on them the classic: help THEM look good! 

This event has the opportunity to showcase Carolina tennis both men’s and women’s, so at least on the Ops end we’re fully committed to helping in any way we can. Fred, 

Matthew and Deborah we can chat tomorrow in Command thisisaV]Pevent~r~.H~UTTHE~IPFRILL~.~getthefee~ingthatthem~stimp~rtantwaywecanhe~pwi~be 
to have people leave with a really positive experience so that the "best" VIP’s are happy to spend $$$ at the Carolina Inn that evening during their silent auction. 

Fred and Sarah, we are NOT talking about big numbers AT ALL, but we are ONLY talking about A reamers, Matthew, one team for coverage from the kids clinic through the 

matches. Deborah, we’ll need to chat about your representation. And Adrian, there will be the opportunity to sell and possibly do a light meal in whatever VTP areas we/they 
identify, but we’ll probably want to bring Mat on board in other words, we’ll want to "dress up" our concessions, 

For us, T see this as something new, something really worthwhile, and honestly, something fun. I promise to keep you in the loop over the next two months!!! 

I assured them we’ve got this, so let’s blow them away when the time comes!!! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 
eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:26 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Potential Men’s Tennis fund-raiser 

Honestly, it will be our privilege it’s something fresh and new and I know I can speak for our collective staff in saying that it will be awfully rewarding to help in any way we 
can!!! We will do our best to insure it’s a win win all the way around!!! 

Have a great rest of the day and let’s get a win tomorrow!!! 

Ellen B, Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa,unc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/5/2012 12:23 PM > > > 

Ellen, 

Thanks veu much for the assistance. I know it means a lot to Coach Paul, will help our programs, and is sure to impress the Isner family and those who suppofi the 

f~ily and Lineberger. I’m sure the event will be a success. 

Vince 

From: Ellen Culler [mailto:eculler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Friday, October 05, 2012 12:01 PM 
To-" Adrian Beros;        ~grnail.com;       @gmail.com; mauzy@sorescue.org; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
C¢: llle, Vince; Mary Rob Plunkett; Paul Pogge; Sam Paul 
Subject: Potential Men’s Tennis fund-raiser 

HAPPY Friday!!! 

Just when you thought it would be safe go back in the water, I’m going to throw another potential event on your calendars. Mary Rob, Mike Bunting, KRob and I just met with 

Coach Paul and representatives of John Isner currently ranked #11 in singles on the ATP World Tour and the highest ranked American male regarding a fund raising event 

at Cone Kenfieldon Saturday, December S DUI~NG THE DAY yes, there isa men’s basketball game at 7:30 that evening. 

All profits will go to Lineberger the connection? 

Lots of details are still to be negotiated a contract is still to be signed, but we will, I imagine, be assisting from a little bit to a Iotta bit. This will NOT be our event per se, 

but as it is in one of our facilities, we will be involved in the planning and we will be advising and maldng suggestions. His agency is out of DC, so the more we can help, the 

easier this will be on them the classic: help THEM look good! 

This event has the opportunity to showcase Carolina tennis both men’s and women’s, so at least on the Ops end we’re fully committed to helping in any way we can. Fred, 

Matthew and Deborah we can chat tomorrow in Command thisisa~I~eventwrr~~UTT~E~~PFR~~~S~Igetthefee~ingthatthem~stimp~rtantwaywecanhe~pwi~~be 

to have people leave with a really positive experience so that the "best" VIP’s are happy to spend $$$ at the Carolina Inn that evening during their silent auction. 

Fred and Sarah, we are NOT talking about big numbers AT ALL, but we are ONLY talking about A teamers. Matthew, one team for coverage from the kids clinic through the 

matches. Deborah, we’ll need to chat about your representation, And Adrian, there will be the opportunity to sell and possibly do a light meal in whatever VIP areas we/they 

identify, but we’ll probably want to bring Mat on board in other words, we’ll want to "dress up" our concessions. 

For us, I see this as something new, something really worthwhile, and honestly, something fun, [ promise to keep you in the loop over the next two months!!! 

I assured them we’ve got this, so let’s blow them away when the time comes!!! 

Ellen 

Ellen B, Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa,unc.edu 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - VIRGINIA TECH - 10/6/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Adam Phelps 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
~,Sections 106/107-111/112) 

, (Sections 200-205/206) 
Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Stacey Harris (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
GATE 1 

GATE 2 

GATE 3 

GATE 5 

GATE 6 

BZS I 
BZN 
T.O. Kenneth Chip Lewis (WC 

Dropoff) 

(Recruits) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:48 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Dssa Broome <lissa_broome@uncedu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo 

Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell 

< cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Reinstatement Case 

All, 

Just talked to the NCAA. They have reinstated , so she is good to go tonight. And, staff, the NCAA staff member made it a point to tell me that, while 

working on the case, she went to goheels.com and checked out Roamin’ Gnomin’. And she said that he made her smile today, So he’s doing his jo!! Let’s just not let him do it 

at any other commercial locations in the future! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@Lmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: Violation 

Yes. that is true, and I will work oi1 the verbiage to make this point cleat. Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[if ms) 9]--><’.--[endi[]--> 

Shotdd we note that all student-athletes certified as eligible on 

compete on                 if not for the error? If that is a fact... 

had met all NCAA and ACC eligibility requirements and were eligible to 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:10 plVl 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Violation 

It’s violation day for me, See attached, and let me know if you have any suggested edits, The standard penalty for this is $500 per s a, but we will see if the 

NCAAimposes it in this case. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Violation 

The only 2 things I have outs’taMing with him are the Tracey Stottbrd-Odom Twitter issue mad the Disney Institute. Will let you know if I think of ~ything else over the 

weekend. You can also ask him about possible replacements for me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:27 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. Any thoughts on priorities tbr Hostetter on Monday? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:30 plVl 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Violation 

Yes, that is true, mid I will work on the verbiage to make this point clear. Thanks. 

Sent th)m my iPhone 

On at 2:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Should we note that all student-athletes certified as eligible on              had met all NCAA and ACC eligibility, requirements and 

were eligible to compete on                 if not for the enor? If that is a fact... 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Violation 

It’s violation day for me. See attached, and let me know if you have any suggested edits. The standard penalty for this is $500 per s a, but we will 

see if the NCAAimposes it in this case. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@tmcaa.tmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steinbacher, Rick <fickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:41 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

http:!iwww.news-record.com!blog/S6:[O1!entry!:[54:l.97 

You probably saw this already. Good response from Wes Miller. 

Rick Steinbacher 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 

mobile: 

_w____w____w__:_g_o h e e I s. co m 

@goheels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 8:51 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Violation 

Competition Prior to Eligibility Certification l.docx 

Attached. The change is the last sentence on the first page. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2:17 PM >>> 

Should we note that all student-athletes certified as eligible on 

if not lbr the error? If that is a fact... 

had met all NCAA and ACC eligibility requirements and were eligible to compete on 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Violation 

It’s violation day for me. See attached, and let me know if you have any suggested edits. The standard penalty for this is $500 per s a, but we will see if the NCAA imposes it 

in this case, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Christopher Strobel 
Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, 1N 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

Thi s letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaws 14.01.1 Institutional Responsibi#ty, 

14.10.1 htstimtional Responsibi#ty for Eligibi#ty ( "ertifica#on, and 14.10.2 Squad List Form. 
Jenny Levy, Head Women’s        Coach at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(UNC), permitted her team to compete on one occasion prior to the official certification of the 
student-athletes’ eligibility and prior to the completion of the squad list. 

On~              , the Compliance staff approved the     Fall Women’s        schedule, 
which identified the team’s initial date of competition as                Therefore, the 
Registrar’s Office and other institutional staff charged with eligibility certification used this date 

to determine the date by which all student-athletes must be certified as eligible to compete. 

On , the Compliance staff was notified that the Women’s team had 
participated in their first date of competition the week prior, on Friday, ., 
prior to the team being certified as eligible to compete. Subsequent to the schedule being 
approved, Coach Levy had changed the first date of competition and failed to notify the 
Compliance staff of the change. While she did notify both the Women’s         sport 
administrators and the Athletic Communications staff member assigned to her sport, none of 
these individuals understood it to be their responsibility to confirm the change with the 
Compliance staff. Additionally, when asked about the violation, Coach Levy indicated that she 
mistakenly believed that the "Eligible to Practice" memo she received for her team in late 
August was the only document that she needed prior to competition; as a result, she did not 
contact the Compliance staff in advance of the first competition. 

As a result of this violation, Coach Levy has been reminded that there is both an "Eligible to 
Practice" and an "Eligible to Compete" memo, and that each must be received prior to engaging 
in the applicable activity. Additionally, all coaches, sport administrators, and Athletics 
Communications staff members have been instructed to notify the Compliance staff of any 
proposed schedule changes prior to approving and/or publicizing them. It should be noted that 
all Women’s         student-athletes who participated on                  had met all 

NCAA and ACC eligibility requirements prior to the competition and were ultimately certified 



as eligible to compete by the Registrar’s Office on              , the same day that the 
violation was discovered. Therefore, had the Compliance staff and Registrar’s Office known of 
the change in competition date, the team would have been certified in advance. 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Lawrence R. Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 

Mr. Vince Ille, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. Rick Steinbacher, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Mr. John Brunner, Director of Athletic Operations 

Mr. Matt Bowers, Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
Mr. Lance Markos, Director of Compliance 
Ms. Jenny Levy, Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:59 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Admissions Slots 

Hi Vince, 
Was yesterday’s football game fun, or what? We had recruits here on official visits and I could not have asked for a better weekend of Carolina excitement and 

great weather! As far as transfers or potential mid year enrollees in the or recruiting classes, I do not foresee any in at this point in time. 

Thank you, Derek 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/uncqvmnastics 

Web Page: www.tarheelblue.corn 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Also, forgot to ask.., any from    and 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 8:12 AM 
To: ’Derek Galvin’ 
Subject: RE: Admissions Slots 

Derek. 

8:15 AM > > > 
classes transfers or potential mid-yeax enrollees? 

Thanks tbr the information. You can count on the numbers you’ve proiected tbr and below. Let’s meet to discuss and beyond. I look forward to it. 

Vince 

From: Derek Galvin [mailto:derekq@uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:57 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Beth Miller; Kevin Best 
Subject: Re: Admissions Slots 

Hello Vince, 

The following is a listing of time Admissions slots used by          over the past three years: 

2 slots for out of state students . (both were Academic All 
Americans this past year GPA ~hnvp ~ q~ 

2 slots for in state students was an Academic All American 

this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for out of state students (was an incentive slot), 

In     of     we graduated 5 of 14 team members 

For time entering class signing in needs 3 out of state slots, 1 in 

state prospect will be admitted competitively 

For the     entering class Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots and possibly I in state slot 

In     of     we will graduate 5 of 13 tearn members 

For time     entering class Gymnastics needs 2 out of state slots and 2 in state slots 

We have made verbal offers, and have received verbal commitments from the recruits in our     and     entering classes. The Admission slot requests listed above are 

essential to the          program pursuing a position as a Top 10 program nationally. 

Thank you for your consideration, Derek 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: www.facebook.com/uncqymnastics 

Web Page: ~_&’LW__,__[a__r_k~_&_e_[_b__[_u____e_~_c_£4E! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:53 PM > > > 

All tlead Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) m-e held with each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me ahvady to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an oppormni~ 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportunity to approach 

each of you individually. I tmderstand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Mondw, October 8, 2012 10:03 AM 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Addresses 

Lee & Carol Fowler 

Gary McKenna 

Nike Golf 

I am trying t:o g~-_~t Papal Hoolahan’s address from Clint and will contact Jim DeJany’s office t:o g~-_d: addresses oF t:he gr.::tup that you played golf with 

From= Paul Pogge [mailto:ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 08, 2012 8:35 AM 
To= Norton, Molly 
Cc: Vince Tlle 
Subject: Addresses 

Molly, 

Do you have the mailing addresses and contact information for the people Bubba hosted this weekend? The group included Paul Hoolahan from the Sugar Bowl, Lee Fowler, 

and Gary (don’t know the last name) from Nike, We would also love to have the contact information for Jim Delany and his group so we can send follow up notes as 

appropriate to those people as well, 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu:, 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:18 AM 

ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

l~W¢: Mailing Addresses 

From: Big Ten - Barbara Greenbaum [mailto:bgreenbaum@bigten.org] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 10:15 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: Mailing Addresses 

Hi Molly, 

Ali is well here (iust getting colder) -hope you are doing well. 

Art Chansky 

Paul Camnitz 

Eddie Fogler 

Rich Gersten 

Ron Guenther 

I don’t know if Charles Waddell played, 

Barb 

Barbara Greenbaum i Exec<ttive Assistant to Commissio~se~ I Big Te~s Conferelsce 
I~00 W, Hig<Jins Road, Pa~k Rid~Je, IL 80068 
©flick: 847 696 /0 ~ 0 ~xt /32 :: Fax: 847 696 0~ 5 I httc~::iww’~,, biat~l om 

From: Norton, Molly [mailto:mbnorton@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 9:05 AN 
To: Big Ten - Barbara Greenbaum 
Subject: Mailing Addresses 

Hi Barb, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. Do you have the mailing addresses of Commissioner Delany’s friends that played golf at Finley on September 27? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:16 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athga]lo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmille@~mcaa.unc.edtv~; Clint GwaJmey <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SpolnLs Plan Goal Sheet 

template sports plma goal sheet v 1 .docx 

Attached is what we discussed. This one-page sheet will be a great leap-off point for discussion with your coaches. Please let me know where I can help in your planning meetings. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-5412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:25 PM 

I[le, Vince <i[le@emaiLunc.edu >; Brad Hostetter < bhostetter@theacc.org >; Thorp, Holden < holden_thorp@unc.edu >; 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <[issa_broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Origgs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen 

Rubin <rubins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UNC Track and Field Text Message Violation 

Track Text Message Violation.pdf 

All, 

See attached for a violation report that will be submitted to the NCAA this afternoon. Note that you will not receive a hard copy of this report. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Comp]iance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 
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Senior Student-Athlete Exit Interviews, Fall 2011 and Spring 2011 

Prepared by Glynis Cowell 

Summary of Results 

Overall, the student-athletes interviewed felt their academic and athletic experiences at UNC-CH were 
very positive. The majority agreed they made the right decision in attending this university and would 
choose to do so again as student-athletes. Their specific comments on a variety of issues are summarized 
in this report: academic experience including relationships with faculty, disadvantages of being a 
student- athlete, coaches’ support of academic pursuits, experiences with the Academic Support and 
Academic Advising Programs, and knowledge of academic dishonesty; student development focused on 
services provided; athletic experience including instruction from coaches, support from Sports 
Medicine, team climate, equipment and facilities, and availability of Athletics Administration; and 
general comments regarding positive aspects of the overall experience and suggestions for improvement. 
The summary is followed by some recommendations based on these results. 

I. Academic Experience 

Overall experience. The maj ority of student-athletes interviewed were pleased with their academic 
experiences at UNC-CH and described them as positive and challenging with regard to balancing 
schedules. A few mentioned learning from adversity, and for the most part, feeling supported. Two 
others felt they could have been pushed more academically. 

Relationships with faculty. While some expressed that it is difficult to be a student and an athlete, 
especially with regard to office hours, absences and missed exams due to competition, others described 
their relationships with faculty as good, indicating that in general, professors are supportive and 
accommodating. 

Disadvantages of student-athletes with regard to academics. Disadvantages with regard to class 
attendance were also mentioned here, along with the sense that expectations for some first-year student- 
athletes could be higher, based upon the level of preparation coming out of high school. Completing a 
major in Education is a challenge for student-athletes, as are internships. 

Coaches’ support of academic pursuits. In general, student-athletes felt their coaches were 
encouraging and supportive of academics, although there were some differences among sports. 

Academic Support. Comments were mixed regarding guidance received and there were some issues 
reported related to the tutoring program including availability and quality of tutors for specific courses. 

Academic dishonesty. While they recognized that there is academic dishonesty among students in 
general, the consensus was that academic dishonesty is not a serious issue for student-athletes. 

II. Student Development 
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Available services. Student-athletes voiced a variety of opinions regarding student development. For the 
most part, they were complimentary of the services. With regard to drug education seminars, many felt 
that focus should be on specific data/information and testimonials rather than on advice. Comments on 
community service opportunities were positive, citing a variety of experiences including working with 
Habitat for Humanity, serving in soup kitchens, acting as big buddies and making hospital visits. While 
some student-athletes stated they did not take advantage of career development services, primarily due 
to lack of time and/or of awareness of the resources, others felt it is a good resource that is becoming 
more visible and could perhaps take advantage of social media to publicize resources and events. The 
use of graduate athlete mentors was also discussed to promote career development. Comments were also 
positive regarding the Carolina Leadership Academy, with special praise for the Veteran Leaders 
Program. 

III. Athletic Experience 

Overall experience. The majority agreed they had a good experience as an athlete at UNC-CH. There 
was some discussion of issues caused by coaching changes and coaches’ handling of student-athletes 
who lack commitment and a strong work ethic on and off the field. 

Coaches: instruction and development. Those who responded indicated that coaches did teach the 
athletes their sport and helped them develop into better athletes. 

Sports Medicine. Comments regarding doctors and trainers were varied but for the most part positive. 
Issues expressed involved uneven coverage across teams, a large team that had only 1 head trainer and 2 
graduate assistants who could not meet all the needs of those student-athletes, coaches overriding a 
trainer’s guidance, and some disagreement with how the research on concussions impacts play. 
Comments were favorabl e with regard to the strength and conditioning staff and the nutrition program. 
Concerning the sports psychologists, student-athletes indicated that some teams may not be aware of this 
service while others could have taken advantage of the resource if it were more positively viewed and 
more readily available. The suggestion was made that the sports psychologists meet individually with 

teams. 

Team climate with respect to diversity, hazing, gambling, alcohol and other drugs. A few student- 
athletes shared specific comments: one regarding a positive team experience with an openly gay/lesbian 
team member, and two negative remarks involving separate racial groups within a team and a hazing 
issue that was addressed by the Athletic Department and the Dean of Students. Beyond a mention of 
small-scale poker, there were no issues regarding gambling. Comments about alcohol and other drugs 
suggested that alcohol is readily available but use varies by team and the individuals on a team. There 
was a comment about marijuana use by a specific team whose student-athletes were reportedly able to 
get around the drug tests. 

Equipment and facilities. Most student-athletes who responded reported issues with facilities. The 
women’s tennis facility is off campus which affects attendance. The suggestion was made to hold one or 
two home matches at the Cobb courts. The rowing team holds "home" meets on Lake Wheeler and for 
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practice and training they share space with the public at University Lake where bathrooms are 
sometimes locked, racks do not fit all kinds of boats and the lake is too small for a full race. The fencing 
team has reportedly had one home meet in four years. According to one student athlete, EXSS classes 
have a 2-mile run while the team is practicing and people from the community also run on the track 
during practice. Also mentioned was the lack of coverage by the DTH of some teams. 

Availability of Athletics Administration. While several student-athletes felt they could contact the 
Athletics Administration with issues, and some already had, to others it did not appear to be clear whom 
to contact. A suggestion was made that administrators could travel to competition once or twice so 
student-athletes could get to know them. 

IV. General Comments 
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Most positive aspects of overall experience. There were numerous positive aspects mentioned by the 
student-athletes. There were multiple comments on the atmosphere of Carolina athletics, including 
excellence, camaraderie and pride. There were also several comments regarding the Carolina Leadership 
Program, team relationships, development as an athlete, time management, networking with coaches and 
others and the Academic Support Program and staff. Other positive comments involved training 
facilities, including for non-revenue sports, history professors, perspective on life and life lessons. 

Suggestions for improvement. The comments included a need for more information for graduate 
school and an earlier start with career services; more equitable investment in facilities across sports; 
coaching issues involving managing internal conflicts, balancing influence and power among 
physicians, trainers, and coaches, and the need for a workshop for coaches on how to communicate with 
female student-athletes about weight; more out-of-state travel for the track team and a home meet for the 
fencing team; and upholding the 20-hour/week work limit. 

Perceived constraints of being an athlete. There were few responses for this category, perhaps because 
they had already voiced their opinions in responding to previous questions, however study abroad was 
not possible for one and a lack of time to focus on post-graduation plans was an issue for another. 

Decision to attend UNC and as a student-athlete. The majority agreed they would choose to attend 
UNC again and as a student-athlete. One group was asked to share their best moments at UNC and also 
what they would do differently if they could. Best moments ranged from personal reflections regarding 
family, to spending time with teammates, to playing in championships. Comments regarding what they 
would do differently included taking greater advantage of academics and campus activities, thinking 
more on his/her own and placing less trust in advising and in one case, coaches. 

Additional comments. One student-athlete shared that he/she had the great opportunity of entering as a 
walk-on and leaving as a scholarship athlete. Another mentioned that the student-athletes who 
participate in the exit interview-s are generally those who have taken advantage of resources. 

Recommendations to consider 
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Procednral notes. The interviews that yielded the data summarized in this report were conducted with 

The maj ors listed for these student-athletes were: 
African American Studies (l), Anthropology (1), Art (1), Biology (2), Business (1), Chemistry (l), 
Communication Studies (7), Economics (3), English (2), Exercise and Sports Sciences (9), History (2), 
Journalism (6), Mathematics (2), Pharmacy (1), Political Science (2) and Psychology (2). The interviews 
covered student-athletes’ academic experiences, student development, and athletic experiences. The 
interviews were conducted by members of the Faculty Athletics Committee (Byers, Cowell, Foster, 
Reznick and Stephens) and athletic administrators (Blanchard, Cunningham, Gallo, Lane and Miller). 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 6:31 PM 

Ken Cleary <kclea~@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@anc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoot@ancaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 
<mbeaJe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbachel~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Agreeing with Ken, I’d think that if they’re shooting for highlights and not live or full archived coverage, then these requests aren’t that differem fi’om WRAL, V~VD, 

Inside Carolina or any other media outlet with a video camera. 

- Matt 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 4:26 PM, "Ken Cleaw" <kclem3,(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

My two cents - as we already have a live partner in ESPN, they can’t do it live. We wouldn’t want them to post full coverage of the event to compete with 

ESPN’s archive. If they want to shoot highlights, I don’t think there’s a problem ruth that. ’][’hey would have to shoot baseline the sanle way evelyone else 

does. 

Ken 

>>~ "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirscMeff~unc.edu-, 9/25/2012 4:17 PM >>> 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              pgmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My nmne is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highea 

level. We film high school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http://~,w.youtube.com/tloopmixtape. 

We have reached over 200 million views on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports 
olga~zations. 

I mn ema~Jing you because we wanted to cover the Tax Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D 1 Midnight 

Madness events and UNC is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team tiffs veal since we have been following most of the roster closely 

since they were in high school. In fact our next video is a high school highlight reel of UNCs If you have any questions please feel flee to 

contact me through e-mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676= 7794 

@gmail.com 

I also have a similar request from tiffs guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season 
preview video for Tar Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 

(919) 740-5368 
www.yce!anpr od uctions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@.unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning         ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

Bryce 

For what purpose would you be videotaping the event? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 6:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

I’m teachhlg a class until I2 and would arrive way too late to enjoy it~ Perhaps next time. 1 am a guest lecturer on Friday and it’s not a regular Friday commitment. 

Beverly B~ Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 74(50 

Cardngton Half #3_008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759%7460 

Phone: 9:[9 9~6-4[-~35 

FAX: 919 843-.6212 

Email: gev_Foster@unc.edu 

From: ]lie, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 i0:15 PM 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Re: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

I will ask Wally about his method of distribution. Sorry you caJl’t join us on Friday. I believe some members of the FAC axe plmming to attend. 

On Sep 25, 2012, at 9:50 PM, "Foster, Beverly B." <bbtbster~ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. i’d be interested in learning d~e distribution list. Unt:ortunately I am teaching at that time and can’t get away. 

Beverly B. Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergraduate Program 

S(:hooJ of Nursing, CB# 7480 

Carrington Hall #1008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hifl, NC 27599-.7460 

Phone: 919 966-4995 

FAX: 9:1.9 843- 6212 
Ernaik Bey Foster@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 20:[2 9:47 PM 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Fwd: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

Beverly, 

The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Vince 

September 23, 2012 

Dear Professor, 

On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we 

would like to invite you to our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place 

during the traditional lunch hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on the 5th floor. This will be an 

opportunity for you to converse with colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group 

at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, 

September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by Wednesday at 5pm to wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or (91.9) 962-9893. 

We look forward to seeing you Friday! 

Wall?- Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College ofAlts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (VV) 
(C) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Car Registration Update 

Coach Holladay, 

Here is an update for you with the status of the guys’ car paperwork. Items in red are outstanding in at least some degree. 

Two requests of you: 

1) I would like confirmation from you that it is your understanding that the s a’s listed below that indicated "no car and no scooter" don’t, indeed, have either. 

2) It looks like we have more work to do with to complete their files. I would suggest having them schedule a time to come 

see me so that we can be sure that I will be here. 

Thanks for your help with this. 

Amy 

i) Has NO[ compie[ed d’e car form [hrough ACS. 

2) Has NOT submitted a valid copy of his car registration. 

1) Indicates that the source of funds for his car is "car payment’=, but then says that there is no loan. i need clarification on what this means. Please have 

answer tills question, it’s possibie that he wili need to re do the form, as weil, witi~ infor!’nation about the ioan (if there is one). 

2) HAS submitted a valid car registration. 

come see US to 

1) Have indicated that they will not have access to a car or a scooter during the academic year. Is this your understanding for all of these guys, as well? 

i) irdicates that there is no outstanding loan on his Land Rover, which belorgs to his sister, i’!’q guessh’g there IS a loan and he didn’t understand tl’e form Carl you have him 

contact me to (_let this squareci away’~ 

2) [urned in a {emporaly marker receipt, which was issued in ~:ebruary of and was only valid for 30 days. So he shouid have an actuai registratiol" at this point. We need 

to get a copy of it. 

1) Has a complete Automobile Form on file. 

2) Has sub!’nitted an insurance card, but not a registration card. We will need a valid registration card to co!’npie[e his fiie. 

:[) H~,s NOT re done the car form through ACS, 

2) Has NO[ submitted a vaiid copy of his car registration. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu >; _~gmai[.com; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wolfpack Open 

C,D., 

Per our discussion, I am approving your 2012 2013 schedule, based on the understanding that any student athletes wrestling in the Wolfpack Open on Sunday, 11/11/12, will 

be wrestling unattached, which means that they cannot represent UNC, wear our uniform, receive coaching!instruction, or receive any expenses from us to attend, They will 
have to drive themselves to time event and pay any fee associated with their entering, 

Keep in mind that the only student athletes who can attend this event are those that are eligible for competition, Since the event is open only to collegiate competitors, it is 

considered intercollegiate competition (as opposed to a truly open event), So student athletes who are not declared eligible to compete by our office will not be permitted to 

attend this event. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

S ta ff ]nterpre~a ~iorl 

Open Event and Competition 

Date Published: FebruP, ry 21, 1997 

item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a Open Event and Competition: The legislative ser,,ices s~aff confirmed that P, stucient athlete who is not eliqible for intercollegiate cornpe~ifiort (e.q., nonquaiifie:, partial 

quaiifie0 may participate in an open event involving noncollegiate competitors and collegiate competitors (including an open event in which time collegiate competitors receive 

expenses from and/or score points for their !espec~ive instkutions), provided the student a~hlete pays his or her own expenses to ti~e competition, does not wear ~he 
institution’s uniform or score points for the insEitutiorl, [:1~1~3.r.~:~‘.d~.[L.a£L~:y..r.~:[‘L~.~.1~]~Lts..2n.[y...9P.~:[z.L~..c~[!e.g.iate..c~[zt~.etit~[:s..[s..c.9.(]si(!.c:~ed..i.[]te.%~j).e~a.L%c.~r~]9~:t?.Lt9.(]..(as..~p.p.~s~:d..]~9. 

an open even~). Thus, a student athlete wi]o is no~ eligibie for intercollegiate competition may not participate in such P,n even~. [References: NC/V\ ByiP, w ].4,02.6 (a) 
(intercollegiate competitioP) aPd 05/08/95 Official interpretation, item 1] 

Educational Column 

Competinq Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 

Item Ref: i 

Educatiorlal Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e.g., meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 
representing the institution in competition (e.g., ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete, The student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution, This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

Q: May an unattached student athlete wear the uniform of the institution? 

A: No, Wearing the uniform of the institution constitutes representation of the institution; therefore, the student athlete, by rule, would not be considered to be competing 

unattached if he or she were wearing the institution’s uniform. If the student athlete triggers NCAA Bylaw 14.02.6 (intercollegiate competition), the student athlete must be 

eligible to represent the institution in outside competition, 

Q: Is the institution permitted to provide athletics training support and other medical services prior to and after the match for student athletes who are competing 

unattached? 

A: No, As a general rule, such expenses may not be provided by the h~stitution when the student athlete is competing unattached The provision of such services constitutes 

the receipt of expenses related to the competition, if the trainer (or other service provider) has been designated by the competition host to provide services to all 

participants; however, such serYices may be provided to the unattached student athletes. 

Q: is it permissible for institutional coaches to provide coaching and instruction to an unattached student athlete dui"ing competition? 

A: No, A student athlete who receives coaching or instruction (e.g,, technique, comrnents related to performance, suggestions) from his or her coach while competing in an 

individual competition is considered to be representing the institution. As a result, the student athlete must be eligible to represent the institution and such participation would 

constitute the use of one of the four seasons of competition. Further, institutional coaching staff members may not direct participating student athletes to engage in coaching 

or instructional activities with student athletes from the same institution who are competing unattached. [Note: A coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities 

with a student athlete during the student athlete’s participation in established national championship events (including junior national championships and Olympic, Pan 

American, World Championships, World Cup and World University Games qualifying competition.] 

Q: [s it permissible for a sports club to provide expenses (e.g., travel, meals, lodging, uniform) to an individual competing unattached? 



A: A student athlete is permitted to receive actual and necessan! expenses from an amateur team only when representing such a team in competition. [f a student athlete 

receives expenses from a club team, he or she would be representing that club team, as opposed to being considered unattached, ]t is important to note that in Division ] 
sports other than basketball, a student athlete may not represent an outside team (note exceptions in Bylaw 14.7.3.1) in competition during the academic year, except during 

vacation periods outside of the declared playing and practice season. In NCAA Divisions :[[ and ]I:[, a student athlete is permitted to represent an outside team at any time 

provided the competition takes place outside the declared playing and practice season, Thus, if the student athlete is competing unattached (i.e., not representing the 

institution or any other team), all expenses must be self funded, unless an exception exists (e,g,, national team competition). Please note that Divisions ] and ]I coaching staff 

members shall not be involved in any capacity, including coaching or as an administrator, during the academic year, with a club team that includes student athletes from their 

own team, ]n Division :(:[[, an institutional coaching staff rnember rnay not be involved with a wrestling dub team that includes their own student athletes at any tirne, including 
outside the academic year. [Bylaws 12.1,1.1.4,3 (Divisions ]/l]/i]I); 14,7.1 and 17,30.9,1.2.1 (Divisions ]!ID; 14.7.1,3 (Division ]); 14.7.1,1.1 and 14.7,3.4 (Division ID; 14.7.Z5 and 

17..B0,8.1,1 (Division ]:(1)], 

Q: May an unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation be identified in any rrlanner (e,g., in a prograrn, by an announcer)? 

A: identification of the unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation, in and of itself, does not constitute representation of the institution in intercollegiate competition; 

however, it is advisable that the unattached student athlete’s participation is clearly defined as being independent of the institution in order to avoid any confusion related to 

the student athlete’s participation, 



Intercollegiate Athletics 

TO: Vince Ille, Sr. Associate Athletic Director Compliance 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

From: Jennifer Sansevero, JD., Associate Director of Athletics 
UNCG 

Re: APR Request (student-athlete transfer) 

According to our records, the student-athlete listed above is a former student-athlete at UNCG 
and has transferred to your institution for this term. In an attempt to properly certify this 
student’s APR points for the most recent cohort, we are asking for your assistance. As per the 
directive of the Committee on Academic Performance, in order to request relief from the 
retention point for the          APR cohort we are required to confirm that thi s student 
immediately transferred elsewhere and is considered a full-time enrolled student at your 
institution as of the Fall     term. 

Please assist us by checking the appropriate box below affirming this student’s enrollment status 
at your institution and returning to us via fax at 336-334-4063. 

Thank you for your assistance with this request. 

Sincerely, 

Jennifer Sansevero, J.D. 
Associate Athletic Director 

__ Student was regularly enrolled 
full-time at your institution as of the 
Fall     term. 

Student was NOT enrolled 
full-time at your institution as of the 
Fall     term. 

337 HHP Building, UNCG, PO Box 26168, Greensboro NC 27402-6168 
336-334-5952 Fax 336-334-4063 

UNCGSpartans.com 

We discover and develop champions in life. ~ The Spartan Way 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 PM 

To: Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: DTtt Inten, iew 

Hi Mr Ille, my name is                                                    and I’m writing a sto~ about graduation rates among UNC football players I’ve heard that the graduation rates 
here at LrNC are higher than those of other schools in our conference and was wondering if you could confirm this. There was a stu@ released earlier this week about the graduation rates of 
Ii~otball players being far lower than those of normal students (the stu@ however only tbcuses on conferences as a whole). In light of this I was hoping that I could get an interview with 
you either at some point tomorrow to talk about how UNC stands in the ACC. You can reach me by email or at              Thank you for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham ?}gmail.com~ 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 5:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Thorp: UNC’s standaJcds tbr athletes will rise ] CharlotteObserver.com 

Is this consistent with your meetings with Steve mid B~xbara? 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Ds <ds(a)dstonebuilders.com> 

Date: September 26, 2012, 10:38:29 PM EDT 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: ~Ihorp: UNC’s standards for athletes will rise I CharlotteObserver.com 

http://www.chm~tte~bse1~er.c~m/2~ ~2/~9/26/35 59647/th~r~-uncs-standards-f~r-ath~etes.htm~ 

Sere from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 8:57 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek 

Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Definition of "Direct Contact" 

All, 
See below. I’ve literally been meaning to get clarification on this for years, it seems. Thanks, Amy, for providing the impetus to actually get it done! 

Please let me know if you have any questions regarding how this applies to the question you asked, Amy. And, once you figure out the details of what you are being asked to 

do, please share that with us so that we can all be on the same page going in. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ n~, i~, ¢- i" ~:~ :.: n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc,org." ’ 8:44 AM >>> 

Amy 

I am eomt\~rtabk: wifl~ a Q&A session as lm3g as itL~; a Q&A wifl~ the ~ hole ~rt~up and not o~e-.on-.one o~ ¢~¢~ small group Oxxmd mbk:-.~ype) Q&:A. The question,s havc to 
stay general h~ nature bui I’m eom~’oi1:fble that ihey can take questions at the e~Kt of the presentation.. ,similar to what happens at regional seminar after a presentation, 

Brad 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:56 PM 

To: Hostetter, Brad 
Subject: "Direct Contact" 

Brad, 
What is your take on the definition of "direct contact" in letter c in this bylaw? Are Q&A sessions at the end of a presentation considered direct contact? I’ve often wondered 

this, but never gotten confirmation on it from anyone! 

We’ve got a Gymnastics coach that has been asked to give a presentation on the process of recruiting (not institution specific, just the process in general), and I think it falls 

under this bylaw, but I don’t know if Ican tell her that she needs to talk and leave, or whether it would be okay to have Q&Aat the end (and then depart, avoiding any one 

on one conversations that would DEFINITELY be direct contact). 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13,1.8.2 Banquets or Meetings at Locations Other Than a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 
A coach may speak at a meeting or banquel aI which prospective student-athletes are in attendance at a ]ocalion other than a prospechve student-athlete’s educational institution (excepI 
during a dead period per Bylaw 13.0255) outside of a contact period (recruiting period in men’s baskelba]l) or may speak at such a meeting or banquet during a contacI period (recruiting 
period in men’s basketball) without using one of the inslitution’s permissible contacts or evalualions, provided: (Revised: 4/15/02 10/27/11 ej]bcZive 8,/1/12) 

(a) The meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by an entity other than the coach’s irrstitution 

(b) ’]7he coach does not make a recrmting presentation in cortiur~ction with the appearance; 

(c) The coach does not [rave any direct contact with an?’ prospective student-athlete (or a prospective student-athlete’s parents or legal guardians) in attendance; and 

(d) ’]7he coach does not engage in any evaluation acuvities. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a ischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thu rsd a) 9:02 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; ~gmail.com; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

buncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trevor Chinn 

< tjchinn@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Wolfpack Open 

Thanks very much, Amy. 

> > > Amy Herma 12:51 PM > > > 

C,D., 
Per our discussion, [ am approving your 2012 2013 schedule, based on the understanding that any student athletes wrestling in the Wolfpack Open on Sunday, 11/11/12, will 

be wrestling unattached, which means that ttney cannot represent UNC, wear our uniform, receive coactning/instruction, or receive any expenses from us to attend. They will 
have to drive themselves to the event and pay any fee associated with their entering. 

Keep in mind that the only student athletes who can attend this event are those that are eligible for competition. Since the event is open only to collegiate competitors, it is 

considered intercollegiate competkion (as opposed to a truly open event). So student athletes who are not declared eligible to compete by our office will not be permitted to 

attend this event. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Staff Interpretation 

Open Event and Competition 

Da[e Published: February 21, 1997 
Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a. Open Event and Competkion: ]he legislative selvices staff coPfirmed [ha[ a student a[hlete wl’o is riot eligible [or intercoliegiate competition (e.g,, nonquaiifier, partial 

quaiifier) may partkipa~e in an open event involving noncollegiate competitors and collegiate competitors (including an open event in which the collegiate competitors !eceive 

expenses from and/or score points for tl’eir respective institutions), provided the studeP[ athlete pays his or her own expenses to ~he competition, does no[ wear the 

institution’s uniform or score points for the institution. However. an event that is only ogen to colieqiate comDetitors is considered intercoliegiate comgetition (as opposed to 

{~D..S‘@.~L(::~.[~t)...~:1y.%A.~!~y~!£::[~L:~:t~[&t~..~‘4!]2ji.[‘.9i£::[i~i.k..~!~..~9L~]t~£~.9~[~:t&.~2E~p.~ti!~[S~[~.[~.~.Lp~E:t]i~.p~t:&.~.[~.~y.~.[L{~L~&(]b [References: NCAA Byiaw 14.02,6 (a) 

(intercollegiate competition) and 05/08/95 Official interpretat)on, item 1]. 

Educational Column 

Competing Unattached in Individual Sports 

Date Published: November 17, 2005 

Item Ref: 1 

Educational Column: 

Q: Is it permissible for an institution to provide expenses (e,g,, meals, entry fee, lodging) for a student athlete to compete unattached, when that student athlete is not 

representing the institution in competition (e,g,, ineligible or "redshirting")? 

A: When a student athlete competes unattached (i.e., competes as an individual, representing only himself or herself) in any competition, the institution may not provide any 

expenses to the participating student athlete. ]he student athlete is considered to be representing the institution in outside competition when provided expenses from the 

institution, This includes the institution providing transportation (e.g., individual riding on team bus to competition) to an unattached participant. 

Q: May an unattached student athlete wear the uniform of the institution? 

A: No. Wearing the uniform of the institution constkutes representation of the institution; therefore, the student athlete, by rule, would not be considered to be competing 

unattached if he or she were wearing the institution’s uniform, if the student athlete trigqers NCAA Bylaw 14,02,6 (intercollegiate competition), the student athlete must be 
eligible to represent the institution in outside competkion. 

Q: Is the institution permitted to provide athletics training support and other medical services prior to and after the match for student athletes who are competing 

unattached? 

A: No, As a general rule, such expenses may not be provided by time institution when the student athlete is competing unattached. The provision of such services constitutes 

the receipt of expenses related to the competition. If the trainer (or other service provider) has been designated by the competition host to provide services to all 

participants; however, such services may be provided to the unattached student athletes. 

Q: is it permissible for institutional coaches to provide coaching and instruction to an unattached student athlete during competition? 

A: No. A student athlete who receives coaching or instruction (e.g., technique, comments related to performarlce, suggestions) from his or her coach while competing in an 
individual competition is considered to be representing time institution. As a result, the student athlete must be eligible to represent time institution and such participation would 

constitute the use of one of the four seasons of competition. Further, institutional coaching staff members may not direct participating student athletes to engage in coaching 

or instructional activities with student athletes from the same institution who are competing unattached. [Note: A coaching staff member may engage in coaching activities 

with a student athlete durinq time student athlete’s participation in established national championship events (including junior national championships and Olympic, Pan 



American, World Championships, World Cup and World University Games qualifying competition.] 

Q: Is it permissible for a sports club to provide expenses (e.g., travel, meals, lodging, uniform) to an individual competing unattached? 

A: A student athlete is permitted to receive actual and necessary expenses from an amateur team only when representing such a team in competition. If a student athlete 

receives expenses from a club team, he or she would be representing that club team, as opposed to being considered unattached. It is important to note that in Division I 

sports other than basl<etball, a student athlete may not represent an outside team (note exceptions in Bylaw ].4.,7..B.:[) in competition during the academic year, except during 

vacation periods outside of the declared playing and practice season. In NCAA Divisions I[ and III, a student athlete is permitted to represent an outside team at any time 

provided the competition takes place outside the declared playing and practice season, Thus, if the student athlete is competing unattached (i,e., not representing the 

institution or any other team), all expenses must be self funded, unless an exception exists (e,g,, national team competition). Please note that Divisions ] and ]1 coaching staff 

members shall not be involved in any capacity, including coaching or as an administrator, during the academic year, with a club team that includes student athletes from their 

own team, In Division I][, an institutional coaching staff member may not be involved with a wrestling dub team that includes their own student athletes at any time, including 
outside the academic year. [Bylaws 12.1.1,1.4.3 (Divisions [/I]/IH); 54.7,5 and 17.B0.9.:L2.Z (Divisions ]!]D; 54,7.5.3 (Division 1); 14.7.1.1.1 and 14.7.3.4 (Division [D; 54,7.2.5 and 

57.-:~0,8.5,Z (Division ]II)], 

Q: May an unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation be identified in any manner (e.g., in a program, by an announcer)? 

A: Identification of the unattached student athlete’s institutional affiliation, in and of itself, does not constitute representation of the institution in intercollegiate competition; 

however, it is advisable that the unattached student athlete’s participation is dearly defined as being independent of the institution in order to avoid any confusion related to 

the student athlete’s participation, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thu rsd ay, 9:40 AM 

Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Coaches’ Clinic at High School 

Billy, 

I will call you to make sure you get this information, but wanted to get it to you in writing, too. 

Per the Jnterp below, any staff member that attends a coaching clinic at a high school uses the one permissible visit to that high school for the week, and it also must count as 

an evaluation. Since you are not permitted to evaluate, it is not permissible for you to attend time coaching clinic. 

Thanks for checking. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Amy 
Official Interpretation Attending a Coaching Clinic at a Prospect’s Educational Institution During an Evaluation Period (I) 

Date Published: March 14, 2001 

Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 
__A___n__ kr_~_ _s_’_t_[! __u_ !Lq _’_V_4 L _s_l~Lf_f__ m_e__m b__e_ _r__ __wb_ _o___ _a__!_t_ ~_ _n_ _d___s__ __a__ _c__ _o_ ~Lc_bj_n_ g__ _c_’!i _r_~j _c___ _a__t__ __a__ p_ _Lo_ _s_" ~_ __e_ ~’_t’_ _s__ __e_ _d___u_ _c__ "_a_ _t Lo__r_~_ _a__L Ln_ _s_’_t_[! _u__!j __0_ _’_!_ L s_’__ _c_" b_ "_a_ _r_ g ~_ _d__ __w__[Lh__ __a_ _v__ Ls_! _t__ Lq_ _tiLe__ p_ [ _o_ ~ ~_ __e_ ~’_t’_ _s__ __e_ 4 _u__ _c_ "_a_ _t_Lo__[LaJ_ i_r_~_ _s_’_t_[! __u_ !i__q _’_!,_ _r_ ~g __a_ _LdJ__e_ _s_’~_ _o__[ 

whether classes are in session. Thus, such activity is not permissible outside a contact or evaluation period. In sports other than football, such activity constitutes an evaluation 
if it occurs during a contact or evaluation period. Jn Division I-A and I-AA football, such activity is considered an evaluation if it occurs during either the spring or the fall evaluation 
period, but is considered a contact if it occurs during a contact period. The subcommittee noted if such activity occurs during the spring football evaluation period, it may be 
counted as either an academic or an athletics evaluatiOnu [References: Bylaws 13.02.6 (evaluation), 13.02.3.1 (evaluation activities during contact period-divisions I-A and I-AA 
football), 13.1.5.1 (visit to prospect’s educational institution-football and basketball), 13.1.5.1.2 (visits during contact period-divisions I-A and I-AA football), 13.1.5.1.3 (visits 
during evaluation period-basketball), 13.1.8.1 (visit without contact to prospect’s educational institution) and 03/09/00 official interpretation, Item No. 1] 

i’,,m v i~,~.’ ,~’z’~ J= ,q 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:26 PM 

Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Tennis Incoming Frosh During Summer 

Summer Conditioning Regulations (not FB or BB) - 2012.doc 

Tripp, 

He can work out with our strength and conditioning staff, provided he is enrolled in summer school. And he could certainly hit with the guys on the team the coaches just 

can’t be around. I think I sent you the attached already, but you would just need to read the parts that are applicable to incoming PSAs who are enrolled in summer school. 

Amy 

>>> Tripp Phillips 1:11 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Ok, thanks so much for doing all of that follow up. 

If he still wanted to come to summer school, what is permissable? He can do the work with the strength coach, and he could practice at the courts correct? I know he would 

have to set up his own hits and we can’t coach him, but he could ask guys on the team if they wanted to hit and do it on his own? Is that right? 

Not sure if he will still be interested as a lot of the reason was to work with us. That said, he really wanted to get acclimated to UNC as well and he doesn’t have a great 

training scenario at home next summer. He may still want to do it. [just want to make sure that what [ tell them is correct in terms of what is allowed so he can make the best 

decision for himself. 

Thanks Amy! 

Tdpp 

> > > Amy Herman <ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu >          2:43 PM > > > 

See below. So far, no Compliance staff thinks it’s okay. Which certainly doesn’t mean it’s not happening,just that it shouldn’t be... 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bartholomae, Daniel Dunlop" <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu> 

Date:                  3:00:15 PM EDT 

To: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tennis Incoming Fresh During Summer 

<! [if mso9] > <! [endif] > 

Amy, 

Thanks for the h~-’_~ads up. You certainly have a l:ennis coach who is on the ball asking you about this in September, 

f would agree with your interpretatk)n. Admittedly (a~ld embarrassingly)., our website is a bit outdated and the proc~-:~ss to g~-_d: it updated has not bee~l 

handled welt. (Even the staff lisdng is incorrect.). 

I had actually asked to take most of the info down, but this *,,viii give me an excuse to accelerate that. 

The language you see was done about 7 years agoD LJ C not sur’e where the inter’p came from but I imagine it stemmed frorn a lot of confusion about 

the~ ]~new~ 1~ rules in those areas. The rules ed we do with our coaches does not indude this lan~uage~ 

I appreciate the heads up and hope you are well! 

Dan 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, L: 59 PM 
Tot Bartholomae, Daniel Dunlop 
Subject: Tennis Incoming Frosh During Summer 

Hi, Dan! 
Got a random question for you. 

Our M Tennis assistant coach has asked me if incoming frosh enrolled in summer school prior to initial full time enrollment are permitted to engage in voluntary 

practice activities with the coaching staff (similar to how returning s a’s can do so under 17.22.6.1.1). 

My understanding is that the only workouts permitted for these individuals are those conducted by our strength coaches during summer school enrollment (per 



13,11.3,10). ] can’t find anything that permits actual practice activities with a coaching staff member, But, based on this blurb from your website, it seems as 

though it must exist somewhere! 
EXCEPTIONS: 

SUMMER ][NDIVIDUAIL WORKOUT SESSIONS 

(Pitt teams that this exception applies to: cross country/track & fiend, women’s gymnastics, swimming and divin9~ women’s tennis and wrestling.) 

A coach may participate in individual workout sessions with student athletes from the coach’s team during the summer, provided the request for such assistance 

is initiated by the student athlete. This also applies to incominq prospective student athletes (including transfers) that have signed a NI_:( and/or are receiving akJ 

for sumiffler school. 

Can you help me?!? 

Amy 

A~" ~ ~<:~ ix’., ~ ~x 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
_a__ j ~_£ __h__a___c_L~_)~_~_]__(_:~!: ~_~_]__£ ~_e___c]___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:38 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Barbara, not sure if you’re back yet but just wondering where are we with ? 
C.D. 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: DTH IntenTiew 

Well I’ll have all weekend if a phone interview- would work with you I would definitely be interested in setting up an appointment this week though if by phone won’t work out 

On            at 9:10 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> He?- 
> Soto, it took me so long to return your message. I’m not able to meet with you this week and hope you understand I arrived here approximately 2 months ago and my calendar has been 
jammed up since the day I arrived Maybe we can arrange a time to meet next week? Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: _ ?~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: DTH Interview 
> 

> Hi IVh- Ille, my name is ’ and I’m writing a story about graduation rates among UNC football players. I’ve heard that the graduation rates 
here at LTNC are higher than those of other schools in our conference and was wondering if you could confirm this. There was a study released earlier this week about the graduation rates of 
football players being far lower than those of normal students (the stud?, however only tbcuses on conferences as a whole). In light of this I was hoping that I could get an interview with 
you either at some point tomorrow to talk about how UNC stands in the ACC. You can reach me by email or at              Thank you for your time! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:36 AM 

Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu>; Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey 

Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, 

Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmkh@unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

< ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael 

Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Mack < kmack@vzw.blackberry.net> 

New Approval Process Guidelines 

UNC Athletic Business Office Approval Processes.docx 

Good morning, 

Please see the attached document outlining the new Business Office approval guidelines, If you have any questions about any of this, please don’t hesitate to contact me, 

Thanks, 

AthLetic Business Office 

UNC Chapel Hill 

919 962 0011 (O) 

919 962 0125 (F) 

duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - IDAHO - 9/29/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, John Dougherty 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Charlie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
Sections 106/107-111/112) 

, (Sections 200-205/206) 
Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson (leaving at halftime) 

Stacey Harris (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Allison Bass 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods (late -12:45ish) 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: 
Gate 2: 

Gate 3: 
Gate 5: 
Gate 6: 
Blue Zone South: 

Blue Zone North: 

Will Call Drop off: 

Recruit Check in: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:58 PM 

Tracey Haith <thaith@theacc.org >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UNC Cancelled Official Visit Form 

Cancelled Official Visit.pdf 

All, 
See attached, This form is required to be submitted to the ACC because we called more than once this week, in anticipation of his official visit. 

Sam, can you please file this wittn this official visit paperwork? Tracey, let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Joe Haydon 8:22 AM >>> 

UPDATE: will no longer be coming for an official visit this weekend. We will not tnave any official visits this weekend...we will just have our standard game day 

u nofficial visits, 

Joe 



ACe 
CANCELLED OFFICIAL VISIT 

Per Bylaw 13.1.3.3.1, if a scheduled official visit is cancelled due W circumstances beyond the control of the 

prmpect or the institution, there shall be no institutional violations nor shall it affect the prmpect’s eligibility. 

However, the institution shall submit report to the cotfference office noting the cancellation of the official visit 

and the reasons for such cancellation. Please note that only those official visits that have been cancelled and 

the coach conducted un#mited phone calls prior to the visit are required to be documented and submitted. 

Institution: UNC - CH Date of Cancelled Visit: 

Prospect’ s Name: Sport: Football 

Reason for Cancellation: 
[---] Weather 
[---] Family Emergency 
El Scheduling Conflict 
[-] Flight Cancellation 
[~ Prospect No Longer Interested 
[--] Other: 

2012-13 48-HOUR EXCEPTION 

Per Bylaw 13.6.4.2, an official visit may extend beyond 48-hours fi)r reasons beyond the control of the 

prospect student-athlete and the institution (e.g., inclement weather conditions, natural disaster; flight delays 

or cancellations, airport security activity). In such instances, the institution shall submit a report to the 
conference oJfice noting the details of the circumstances. 

Institution: Date of Visit: 

Prospect’ s Name: Sport: 

Reason for Exception: 
[-7 Weather 
[-] Natural Disaster 
[---] Flight Delays or Cancellations 
[~ Airport Security Activity 

Other: 

Institutions are required to maintain all supporting documentation on file and be able to provide such 

information upon request. Forms must be submitted to the Conference Office immediately following each 

occurrence. 

Date Si 

Assoc. AD for Compliance 
Title 

SUBMIT TO: 
(, Tracey Haith - thaith(~theacc.org - Fax: 336-369-0065 

/ Updated 8/212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                  10:02 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thought you all would enjoy this... 

View Account 

Team/Squad: 

From Account: 
Status: ActiveUnprotected, Foliowers=49,:L83, Following=370, Number of Tweets=8,289 

"@Atwice_4: @ I’ll give you one dollar if you follow me" NCAA violation! SorY~/cant do it! 

View Message_ 
Keyword s: NCAA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:12 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bg]llet@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djpOuncaa.unc.edu> 

The Gnome 

Boo and 
Could you guys pull down the Gnome video on THB? Sounds like it’s pretty much a commercial for Sutton’s, so we need to remove it since it’s got our SA’s in it. Also, please 

send us the other videos we have on the schedule so that we carl make sure we don’t have any issues from our end. 

Please let me know when the current video has been removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M onday, 10:49 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: The Gnome 

Thanks      !! I just saw the other two on the Bell Tower and Ford’s Theatre, which are both fine from our end. If either you or Boo can send us the others prior to their 

posting, we can be sure we don’t have any issues like the one we had with Sutton’s. Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> 10:22 AM >>> 
Lance- 

I’ve taken down the video and the article, but it sometimes takes a few minutes to adjust on the website. 

Boo has the list of places (which mostly includes campus locations) where the other videos will take place. 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Communications 
M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
c: 
o: 919-962-1160 

>>> Lance Markos 9:22 AM >>> 
Boo and 

Could you guys pull down the Gnome video on THB? Sounds like it’s pretty much a commercial for Sutton’s, so we need to remove it since it’s got our SA’s in it. Also, please 
send us the other videos we have on the schedule so that we can make sure we don’t have any issues from our end. 

Please let me know when the current video has been removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: Tarheel Parents ~}yahoo.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:42 AM 

To: 

Subject: RSVP and Volunteer Sign Ups for Oct 6th THFPO Tailgate 

Hello Tea Heel Feanilies- 
Hope everyone is d~ now!! Great mn against Idaho & great turn out for our first rainy tailgate - we sure got cozy & had a blast’.! Big game this week against the 

Virginia Tech Hokies! Both teams need the win and their fans travel well. Thus, our boys and coaches need our support to cheer them on to victor! ’. So Wear Your 

White Everyone for the White Out!’. Let’s make a statement together!! 

Oct 6th TIIFPO Tailgate: Click Here to Volunteer - It is becoming a problem not having enough volur~teers. We need your help u? cor~tinae making this saccessthl. 

Jus~ I/2 hour shifts make a BIG dil’li~rence! To make it all work it ~akes 15 voltm~eers each ~ailgate, if you havefft helped yet {hi s is yotar chance to give b,,Jck to tho~ 

who have given their thne each week l~ date a break. TtlFPO tailgate starts at 10:30a; ends at 11:30a - Brunch Theme this week/blks! Click Here to RSVP 

THI~’PO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importaalce of building communiU and an atulosphere of feanily for all our Football 

Parents, their families and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate evel~one and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the 

process for °walk ups’ during our tailgating events. First and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompmlied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgafing event. With us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food 
ordered... ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your spot at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we unders~nd untbreseen things come up. Any individual who notifies               at              or email              (~a)gmail.com 24 

HOURS 1N ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to ~11 your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are unable 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible tbr full payment. 

Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows axe expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tax Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna 

Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: The Gnome 

Hey 

The one in the student union with the Alpine Bagel plug needs to be kept from being put up on goheels.com. The other 4 The Pit, Lowdermilk, Blue Zone, and the 

Undergraduate Library are all fine from our end. 

Boo if you want to re do the Student Union one to just profile the union itself, you can. But there shouldn’t be any reference to Alpine Bagel (commercial entity) and you 

should shoot it in a way that keeps it out of the video. 

Thanks!! 

Lance 

>>> 11:08 AM >>> 
Lance, 

rve attached several more videos that the team filmed but have not been posted yet. Can you let me know which of these are approved? 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Communications 
M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
c: 
o: 919-962-1160 

>>> Lance Markos 10:48 AM >>> 
Thanks [! I just saw the other two on the Bell Tower and Ford’s Theatre, which are both fine from our end. If either you or Boo can send us the others prior to their posting, 
we can be sure we don’t have any issues like the one we had with Sutton’s. Thanks![ 

Lance 

>>> 10:22 AM>>> 
Lance- 

rve taken down the video and the article, but it sometimes takes a few minutes to adjust on the website. 

Boo has the list of places (which mostly includes campus locations) where the other videos will take place. 

Thanks! 

UNC Athletic Communications 
M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

c: 
o: 919-962-1160 

>>> Lance Markos 9:12 AM >>> 
Boo and 

Could you guys pull down the Gnome video on THB? Sounds like it’s pretty much a commercial for Sutton’s, so we need to remove it since it’s got our SA’s in it. Also, please 
send us the other videos we have on the schedule so that we can make sure we don’t have any issues from our end. 

Please let me know when the current video has been removed. Thanks!! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monda~ ~:24 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Volunteer approval 

Thanks, Joyce! 

> > > Joyce Dalgleish 

Anson, 
Please note that 

Joyce 

3:11 PM >>> 

has been approved as a volunteer assistant coach effective today, October 1, 2012. He may begin working as a volunteer, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <OUNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN MBNORTON> on behalf of 
Cunningham, Bubba </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN LAWRENCE RICHARD CUNNINGHAM (BUBBAC)CI0> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 5:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edt~- 

kW: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pro 

Just realized they were all in the gcc line. Here is the tist (you can probably just copy and paste into the "to" line ot: the ernail you are sending): 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; csornoano@uncaa~unc.edu; uncwlax@uncaa~unc.edu; breschi@uncaa.unc.edu; Rich DeSelm (richdeselm@uncaa~unc.edu); 

meaders@uncaa,unc.edu; Derek Galvin (derekg@uncaa,unc,edu); Nadia Lynch (nlvnch@uncaa,unc,edu); Sylvia Hatchell (shatchell@uncaa,unc,edu); Mike Fox 

(mfo>:@uncaa.unc edu}; ’rmilh:_~r@ut~caa ut~c.~:_~du’; ’Karen Shelton (kcs@uncaa,unc,edu)’; ’M~-’_~linda Joim-:~s {mjoines@uncaa,unc.~:_~du)’; Andrew Sapp 

<masapp@uncaa unc.~:_~du>; janmann@uncaa,unc,edu; ’Sarah Han~:_~y (skhanev@uncaa.unc, edu)’; ’Donna Papa (djp@uncaa,unc,edu)’; spaul@uncaa,unc.edu; 

bkafbas@uncaa.unc.edu; ’-sagufa@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’C D Mock (cd@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’Larry Gaflo {athgafto@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’itle@unc.edu’; ’Rick Steinbacher 

(rsteir~bacher@uncaa.unc.edu}’; ’bubbac@unc.edu’; ’cgwattney@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’Montgomery, John R (jmont@unc.edu}’; ’brniller@uncaa.unc.edu’; 

’mba]len@uncaa,unc.edu’; ’Creech, garlton W {kcreech@unc,edu}’; ’Kirschner, Steve Andrew (stevekirschner@unc,edu}’; ’Broome, [.issa L 

(]broome@emaiLunc.edu}’; Kedora@uncaa.unc,edu; Thorp, Holden <holden...thorp@unc,edu>; ’mbnorton@unc,edu’ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:10 PN 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Head Coaches: 

and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse!guest can attend. 

and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Qmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: checking in 

FYI. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Date: October 1, 2012, 8:05:11 PM EDT 
T o: "Cunningham, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.:,gfq~ejr_l:4j!:.uj!c_:_e_.d_t_.~2~ 

Subject: Fwd: RE: eheckingin 

Steve Kirschner 

Ut~iversio, o/ :Vurth Carolina 

St. A,~sociate ~UJ’.for Communicatiot~s 

(919) 47.5-2695 

........ Origins] Message ........ 
Subject: RE: checking in 
From: KaJren B Moon <karen moon@unc.edu> 
To: "Kirschner, Steve" <s~evekirschner~unc.edu>,"Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <stmlmn~email.unc.edu>,"Reid, Dee" -<leemid(d~unc.edu>,"McFarland, 
Michael B" <mike mcfarland~unc.edu>,"Davis, Nancy K" <nancy davis~unc.edu>."Stabile, Regina" <regina staNle(a)unc.e&~>,Kevin Best 
<kbes~,%uncaa.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Follow up 
Kilter1 ~’~oor~ 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-8595 

From-" Kane, Dan [mailto:dkane@newsobsel~er,com] 
Seat-" Monday, October 0i, 20:[2 :[2:5:[ PM 
To-" Moon, Karen B 
Subject-" checking in 
Karen, 

Could you provide me the details if anything has (or roll happen) happened today or last week regarding the following: 

1 .) personnel changes mthin the Athletic Department, the College of Arts & Sciences mid the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes, such as 

hires, departures, suspensions or demotions. 

2.) contact betw,een the university and the NCAA, and what was said or provided. 

3.) new reforms that are in response to the infommtion we passed to you last week regarding the academic support program. 

4.) changes on the football team or other sports related to "the information we provided you last week. 

I am also interested in any other important reaction "to the stoW we published Sunday. 
Hope you had a good weekend, 

Dan Kane 

StaffWriter 

919-829-4861 office 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 8:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the following weekend. I could 

possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head C’ooch, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC275!5 
Office: 92.9 962 4273 goheels,com 
Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Gall 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with Jolm Blanchalfl, Steve Fmlner, Barbara Polk mid some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that Jolm described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held ruth each head coach 
and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is detemfined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opportunity 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuniW to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks tbr your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC275!5 

Office: 919 962 4273 gohee&com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:09 PM > > > 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

VJnce, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the following 

weekend. [ could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2!26, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 g_ _o_ h _e_ _e_ _/_s_ : _ _c_ _o_ _n_ 3 
Celt            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John B lanchard, Steve Fa~ner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots [br our sport programs. Dud ng this 

transition period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has snccessfially managed 

over the years. It is my anderslanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion 

(s) me held with each head coach and based upon priorities for your pl~ogranl, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stalds. If I’ve not had an 

opportmfib" to talk witJl you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had 

an oppoltunib, to approach each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:19 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Sounds good. Do I need to do anything prior to the meeting? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 gohee&com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:18 PM > > > 
Ok, thanks Jan. I’m in EWAC 2nd floor. Next door to Larry Gallo. See you then. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 qoheels.com 

Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:09 PM > > > 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <j_~_[D_r_’_n___a__n__L~__@__u__r_]_c___a__a_.__U_D__C_~&_d__u__> wrote: 

Vince, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel Invitational the 
following weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 ~?oheels.com 
Cell: 919 357 3735 Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "file, Vince" <i!Je@emaiLunc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve FaJlner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. 

During this transition period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he 
has snccessfidly managed over the yeaxs. It is my unders~nding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transtbr 

students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held with each head coach and based upon priorities tbr your program, a number of admissions 

slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss thi~ if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If 

I’ve not had an opportuni~ to talk ruth you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I 

apologize that I’ve not had an opportuni~ to approach each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 9:26 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Nope and thanks. 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2125, Chapel Hit/, NC275!5 

Office: 919 962 4273 goheel£com 

Ce!b            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 10/1/2012 9:25 PM > > > 
No, I don’t think so. Not unless you have some kind of unprecedented request. See you then and good luck in Georgia. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:19 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sounds good. Do I need to do anything prior to the meeting? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 qoheels.corn 

Cell:            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@emaihJnc.edu > 10/$/2012 9:18 PM > > > 

Ok, thanks Jan. I’m in EWAC 2nd floor. Next door to Larry Gallo. See you then. 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 9:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <]_&Q__m___a__D__Q_@__u__n___c__a___a_&Q_C_~_e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Yes. Where is your office? 

JAN MANN 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2226, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 gahee&com 

Celt            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "]lie, Vince" <i_[[&_~_gr_[!_a_iLu__D__C_~&_d__u_.> 10/1/2012 9:09 PM > > > 

Jan, 
I can meet Monday, October 8 at 8:30 if you can meet in my office. Will that work? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Oct 1, 2012, at 8:11 PM, "Jan Mann" <]anmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

VJFIce, 

We have not met yet regarding slots. I leave on Wednesday for a tournament in Georgia and then we compete in the Tar Heel 

Invitational the following weekend. I could possibly meet Monday, October 8th if you are free. Otherwise, it would be the following 

week. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

JAN MANN 
Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 
Office: 919 962 4273 qoheels.com 
Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 
Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaikunc.edu > 10/1/2012 5:53 PM > > > 
All Head Coaches, 
I’ve talked with John Blanchard, Steve Fanner, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots tbr our 

sport programs. During this transition period (new 3-level sys~tem, new personnel, etc.) I plaJ~ to continue to use the strategy that 

John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my understanding that no sport has any guaranteed 

slots for either incoming, mid-yeast or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held with each head coach and based 

upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is detennined. 

For those of you who have approached me aJready to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a totaJ number of slots, then that 

agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opportanib" to talk with you about admissions slots tbr your program, please contact me so 

we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuni~ to approach each of you individually. I understand 

your need to know and appreciate your patience. 

Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagul~uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 7:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Eve Rackhaan <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Admissions Slots 

Hi Vince, 
Thanks for the email. 

I would like to confirm with you our admissions plans when you have some time. 
Based on our previous discussions regarding recruiting plans tbr 2013-2015 we were plarming to bring in 4 players in the class of 2013, and 4 in th class of 2014. 

I tbel confident that the quality of students we have committed at this time tbr 2013 and 2014 could allow us at least one in each class to be a competitive admit and 

perhaps not need a slot. 

Let me know when you have ~)me time and we can contirm this outline tbr the future. 

Thanks 

Joe 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 

Carmichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 

>>> "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 10/1/2012 5:53 PM >>> 

All Head Coaches, 

I’ve talked ruth John Blanchard, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of yon about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 
period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that John described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots for either incoming, mid-year or transt~r students. Instead, individual di~ussion(s) are held with each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you M~o have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had an opporttmit.5, 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuniW to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



From: Tarheel Parents ~}yahoo.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:36 AM 

To: 

Subject: UPDATE: RSVP and Volunteer Sign Ups tbr Oct 6th TttFPO Tailgate 

Hi Folks: Our sincerest apologies, we had some technical difficulties. Folks were having trouble with the RSVP and Volunteer weblinks for the THFf~ Oct 6th 

Tailgate. It should be fixed now!’. See original message below for &tails. --THFPO 

Hello Tax Heel Families- 
Hope eveuone is dU now!! Great mn against Idaho & great turn out for our first ratW tailgate - we sure got cozy & had a blast’.! Big game this week against the 
Virginia Tech HoMes! Both teams need the win and their fans travel well. Thus, our boys and coaches need our support to cheer them on to victou! ’. So Wear Your 
White Everyone tbr the White Out!’. Let’s make a statement together!! 

Oct 6th TIIFPO Tailgate: Click Here "to Volunteer - It is becoming a problem not having enough volunteers. We need your help u) continue making this successful. 

Just I/2 hour shifts make a BIG diPii~rence! To make it all work it takes 15 vo]tmteers each tailgate, if you havefft helped yet lhi s is yot~r chance to give N’Jck to tho~ 

who have given their tiure each week to date a break. THFPO tailgate starts at 10:30a; ends at 11:30a - Branch Theme this week folks! Click Here to RSVP 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline We, the THFPO, understand the importmlce of building community and an atumsphere of fmnily for all our Football 

Parents, their families and friends. What better way than a meal together. In an effort to accommodate evelTone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the 

process for ’walk ups’ dtmng our tailgating events. Fi~t and foremost.., tailgating events are for the parents, fanrily and friends of our football players. All guests must 

be accompanied by a family member. Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. With us having to pay the caterer for the mnount of food 

ordered... ALL reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 

Walk ups. we cannot guarantee we will have tbod to accommodate you baaed on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your stx)t at the tailgate, 

please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we unders~nd untbreseen things come up. AW individual who notifies              : at              or email              :(a)~mail.com 24 

HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot guarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are ramble 

to sell your ticket you will be responsible for full payment. 

Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows axe expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 

Thank you in a&ance for your cooperation, partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 

THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:33 AM 

Davis, Nancy K <nancy_davis@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Response 

Passing this along for discussion. 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 

Two questions: 

1. Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 

Andy Curliss 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, SepL 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

_n 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:41 AM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: Response 

I have a meeting at EWAC at 10 that should last about an hour. How about 11 am in your office? 

From: <llle>, Vince <i!/e(~emaiMmc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:38 AM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbesL@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Response 

I can meet with you and Steve whenever you me ready. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 9:33 AN 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Kirschner, Steve; Tile, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: FW: Response 
Passing this along for discussion. 

From: < Cu rliss>, An dy Cu fl iss <a__c__u_.r_]_[_s_s @._n e_._w_.s_o b_.s_e r_v e_.r_: .c_o m_> 
Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 
Two questions: 
1~ Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 
Andy Curliss 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest:~?unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

Andy Cudiss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:47 AM 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: Response 

I have an 11 am meeting already... I can do 1145 at the earliest 

Steve Kirschner 

IJniw~.rs~ty of North Coroiina 

Sr. Assodote AO.for Communicotions 

S~.nt ffo.m my Verizon Wire.less 4G L TE DRO{D 

"Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

I have a meeting at EWAC at 10 that should last about an hour. How about 11 am in your office? 

From: <llle>, Vince <[!_l__e____@___e____m___a__i_!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 9:38 AM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Response 

I can meet with you and Steve whenever you are ready. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 9:33 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Kirschner, Steve; 111e, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: FW: Response 
Passing this along for discussion. 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.corn> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 
Two questions: 

1~ Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 
Andy Curliss 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest:@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

Andy Cudiss 

The News & Observer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Derek Oalvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Admissions Slots 

Hello Vince, 
The following is a listing of the Admissions slots used by Gymnastics over the past three years: 

2 slots for out of state students                              (both were Academic All 

Americans this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for in state students ( was an Academic All American 

this past year GPAabove 3.5) 

2 slots for out of state students (was an incentive slot), 
In May of     we graduated 5 of 14 team members 

For the entering class signing in November , Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots, 1 in 

state prospect will be admitted competitively 

For time     entering class Gymnastics needs 3 out of state slots and possibly $ in state slot 

In May of     we will graduate 5 of 13 team members 

For the     entering class Gymnastics needs 2 out of state slots and 2 in state slots 

We have made verbal offers, and have received verbal cornmitments from the recruits in our and 

essential to the gymnastics program pursuing a position as a Top 10 program nationally, 

Thank you for your consideration, Derek 

Derek P. Galvin 

Head Gymnastics Coach 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Cell Phone: 

Office Phone: 919 962 5213 

Facebook Page: w~v, facebook.com/uncgymnastics 
Web Page: ~_v_~_t_~_Lr_hl__e_ej__b_J~Le__&o__r_D. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 5:53 PM > > > 

All Head Coaches, 

entering classes. The Admission slot requests listed above are 

Fve talked mlh John Blanchard, Steve Farmer, Barbara Polk and some of you about the allocation of admissions slots for our sport programs. During this transition 

period (new 3-level system, new personnel, etc.) I plan to continue to use the strategy that Jolm described to me that he has successfully managed over the years. It is my 

understanding that no sport has any guaranteed slots tbr either incoming, mid-year or transfer students. Instead, individual discussion(s) are held ruth each head coach 

and based upon priorities for your program, a number of admissions slots is determined. 

For those of you who have approached me already to discuss this, if we’ve agreed on a total number of slots, then that agreement stands. If I’ve not had ml opportunity 

to talk with you about admissions slots for your program, please contact me so we can arrange a time to do that. I apologize that I’ve not had an opportuni~ to approach 

each of you individually. I understand your need to know and appreciate your patience. 
Thanks for your help, 

Vince Ille 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday 12:24 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins 

< m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, ]just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior to) the season 

asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those changes to me. This allows us to 

make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing, 
Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Competition Schedule Changes 

No. Those approvals are done via email (first by sport supervisor and then by me) and then I send out the necessary revision in an email to the Schedule Approval listserve 
and everyone changes it on their own version. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 10/2/2012 12:48 PM > > > 

Are coaches reqaired to submit ml aallended version of the original schedule that we are asked to approve? 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Tuesday,               12:24 PM 
To= Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket Lane; 
Ellen Culler; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Michael BeaM; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Cc-" Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, I just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior to) the season 

asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those changes to me. This allows us to 

make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing. 

Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:15 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Softball Game - Rescheduled 

Donna, 
told me that you got the UNC G game rescheduled. Can you please confirm that you have rescheduled it for 10/77 I have copied Vince on this email so that he can 

formally approve it once you’ve confirmed this date, 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:27 PM 

acurliss@ newsobserver.com 

Re: Response 

Andy, 

1. 

2. 

Kevin 

From: <Best>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 10:21 PM 

To: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Acknowledging receipt. I’ll follow up tomorrow. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 

Two questions: 

1. Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 

Andy Curliss 

The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

The student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protecte& 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 

Andy Cudiss 

The News & Observer 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:29 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Dear Tony llle, 

We met Saturday in an elevator at Kenan Stadium and rd like to thank you for taking the time to speak with me and my son        Even more than that I’d like to thank you 
for coming here to Carolina and taking on the job that you have. I don’t suppose I have to tell you how important your work here is going to be at this juncture in the life of the 
Carolina community. 

I look forward to any future contacts you and I might happen to have. 

Go Heels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:45 PM 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

FW: Response 

? 

Fair to say "the documents we received last week." 

or "the documents we received last week and any other information we receive as a result." 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Tuesday, October 2, 2012 3:40 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

What does #1 mean? 

That is, what information is being reviewed? 

Andy 

On Tue, Oct 2, 2012 at 3:27 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 
Andy, 

1. 

2~ 

Kevin 

From: <Best>, Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 10:21 PM 

To: Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Acknowledging receipt. I’ll follow up tomorrow. 

Kevin 

From: <Curliss>, Andy Curliss <acurliss@newsobserver.com> 

Date: Monday, October 1, 2012 5:28 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Response 

Kevin, 

Two questions: 

1. Is compliance reviewing this matter or anything related any further, or does the university consider this matter closed? 

2. The N&O again requests to speak with in regard to his 

All thanks. 

Andy Curliss 

The compliance office will continue to monitor and review information related to this matter. 

The student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

On Sat, Sep 29, 2012 at 4:20 PM, Best, Kevin S. <kevinbest@unc.edu> wrote: 

Andy, 

The UNC Athletics compliance office interviewed the student Thursday, Sept. 27. The student explained that the paper in question is a draft and is not the final version. The 

student does not wish to talk to the media about his academic work because it is personal and legally protected. 

The student authorized us to provide this information. 

The University’s policy on retention of student’s final papers is one year. 



u_ 

Andy Curliss 

The News & Observer 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:47 PM 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volunteer Coach and Private Lessons 

Sam, 

Per our conversation this afternoon, I think time interp below (in blue) sheds some light on time topic. As you will see, in order for a coach to create a local sports club, it has to 

be established to participate in competition, not just to provide instruction. Also, based on this interp, I don’t believe Cameron’s current arrangement of leasing court space 

to provide lessons to prospect aged (and other) individuals is going to meet the requirement that he be "employed by a local sports club.., that is an established, ongoing 

club" that participates in competition as a club. 

I think the next step is to figure out the extent to which Cameron’s livelihood depends on working with prospect aged individuals in his current set up. Because he’s likely 

going to either have to drop that age group entirely, or start running actual camps/clinics through your camp set up (which obviously have to abide by all NCAA camp 

regulations). 

Also, I found an interp (pasted below in red) that clarifies that the regulations concerning tryouts are NOT gender specific. In other words, Cameron would no.__tt be able to 
continue giving lessons to prospect aged girls. The ban on working with prospects is for both genders. 

Let me know when you have information about the extent to which this affects Cameron’s ability to continue to make a living while serving as our volunteer, and we’ll go from 

there. 

Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Coach’s involvement with local sports club 

Date Published: September :[6, 1999 

Item Ref: 2 

Interpretation: 

2. Coach’s invoNement with local sports club: An institution coachinq staff member who is employed by a local sports club (e.g., racquet club, golf club, swim club) may 

provide individual instruction to prospects or serve as a coach for the club’s team that involves prospects, provided the club is an established, ongoing club, and all 

prospects participating in said activities are legal residents of the area (within a 50 mile radius of the institution). The committee noted that if an institution’s coach wishes to 

organize his or her own club that includes prospective student athletes, such a club must be an established, ongoing dub that is engaged in competitive activities and is not 

formed only to provide instruction to prospects. [References: 13.12.2.4 (local sports clubs) and [C 12/17/92, Item No. 8] 

Sta ff interpretation 

One on one skill instruction 

Date Published: March :1]., 1994 

item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

a One on one skill instruction: The [eglslative services staff copfirmed that the application of NCAA Byiaw 13.12,1 is pot gepder specific, For example, al" institutiolYs men’s 
swimming coach may not engage in one on one hmstruct]onal sessions in the sport of swimmhmg with a femaie prospective student athlete, [References: 13.12.1 (prohibited 

activities), and 06/21/89 staff minutes, item No, :[ c] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 10:00 PM 

Meaders, }tarlis James <meaders@unc.edt~> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lance Maxkos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I:NV: Invitalion to view an Athlete’s Profile at beRecruited 

Hi Harlis, 

How is the transition going? If you have lingering questions about the admissions process, please let me know I would be happy to talk with you or meet with your staff again if that would 
be helpful. 

On another note, we’ve received a few emails, like the one below, through our general email inbox. Would you like us to iblavard them to you or would you prefer we delete them? I don’t 
know- anything about beRecruited so I have no idea if these merit any further consideration 

Thanks for providing some direction. 

Barbara 

..... Original Message ..... 

The beRecruited Team 

Like beRecruited on Facebook, follow @beRecruited on Twitter, or get the Laest with beRecruited’s Blog 

Ifyou&#39;d like to unsubscribe arid stop receiving these emails click here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:07 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Competition Schedule Changes 

Yes, good idea. Thanks, ~-Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

On Oct 2, 2012, at 12:54 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

Can we add this as m~ item tbr discussion at our next meeting of sport supervisors? Thanks. 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 12:51 PM 
To-" llle, Vince 
Subject-" RE: Competition Schedule Changes 

No. Those approvals are done via email (first by sport supervisor and then by me) and then I send out the necessary revision in an email to the Schedule 

Approval listserve and everyone changes it on their own version. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 12:48 PM >>> 

Are coaches required to submit m~ aJnended version of the original schedule that we aJre asked to approve? 

From-" Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday,               12:24 PM 
To-" Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint 
Gwaltney; Cricket Lane; Ellen Culler; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Martina Ballen; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Ce-" llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Competition Schedule Changes 

Sport Supervisors, 

Since many of you are new to the world of approving team competition schedules, I just wanted to remind you all that if a coach at any point during (or prior 

to) the season asks you or notifies you of a change to their schedule, regardless of how minor the change might be, it is critical that you forward those 

changes to me. This allows us to make sure that the proposed changes meet any applicable NCAA regulations before finalizing. 

Thanks for your help with this! Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Amy 

.."0~, "~, }[ ,t. ~," ~ ~ ~’., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:51 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Donations Question 

Willyou be simply sending a requestfordonationsto assist with these expenses? There aren’tany complianceissues with this sort offundraising forthe program, but[am 

going to copy Martina Ballen, John Montgomery, and Vince ]lie on this emailto make sure thereisn’tanything you need to be aware offrom their end. They willrespond if 

they have any concerns, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> 

Good morning, 

@live.unc.edu > 7:16 AM > > > 

We are looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception for Coach Papa following her Hall of Fame induction, ] wanted to check with you first though about 

any rules and/or policies that we should be aware of before reaching out to people. It will mainly be myself sending out emails and invites and our assistants may do a little 

as well, We are planning to send an email to current parents as well as some past parents and a few of our big supporters also. Are there any issues with this or policies I 

should be aware of before sending out an email?? 

Thanks for your help! Have a great day. 

~live.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John R Montgomeo, <jmom@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:00 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @live.anc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmonV~:unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<maxkos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Maxtina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Donations Question 

-- What is the budget for the reception? 

Thanks, 

John 

Sent tix)m my iPhone 

On , at 8:50 AM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Will you be simply sending a request for donations to assist with these expenses? There m~en’t any- compliance issues with this sort of fundmising for the 

progran, but I am going to copy MaNna Ba]len, John Montgomery, and Vince Ille on this email to make sure there isn’t anything you need to be aware of 

from their end. They roll respond if they have any concerns. 

Thanks. 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Good morning, 
))live.unc.edu> 7:16 AM >>> 

We are looking to raise a little money to help us with holding a reception tbr Coach Papa tbllowing her Hall of Fame induction. I wanted to check with 

you first though about a~ly rules and/or policies that we should be aware of beibre reaching out to people. It roll mainly be myself sending out emaJls and 

invites and our assistants may do a little as well. We are planning to send an email to current parents as well as some past parents and a few of our big 

suppofiers also. Are there any issues ruth this or policies I should be aware of before sending out an email?? 

Thanks for your help! Have a great day. 

@live.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:02 AM 

Ille, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <a]schaeQuncaa.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu > 

LOANER CAR INVOICE 

incoice paid from lexus i.pdf 

Vince & Amy, 

Attached is a scanned pdf copy of the invoice we received from the Johnson Lexus dealership. 

I have a faxed copy as well here in my office if you need that as well. 

Page 2 section B NON SMOKER LOANER CAR IS PROVIDED AS A COURTESY 

as    ’s vehicle was being service over the weekend of 

Please let me know if you have any additional questions. 

Thanks 

Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

U NIVERSITY OF NORT H CARO LINA 

Carmichael Arena 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 $228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:22 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Guests for AD Box: Virgilfia Tech Game 

Lee & Fowler 

Paul Hoolahan (Executive Director of the Sugar Bowl), plus wife, daughter & daughter’s friend 

Jeff Galloway (plus one) 

Gregg Gaugh (met at the Bell Cup) plus three 

Gary McKenna (Director of National Sales for Nike Golf), plus three 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:22 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ohio State Compliance Report 

Saw this article, and figured I e mail it send it out. It has a link to the actual report. It is only 805 pages long 

http://www.toledoblade,com!Ohio State/2012!10!O3!Report details how OSU has added steps compliance staff since violations,html 

Tom 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu~> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC News - Preliminaly Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

I arn not sure. I’d have to check with Bubba. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Has anyone responded to Bubba’s questions below? 

From: Bubba Cunningham [A)_a__[[_t__o_;_[. ~g._m_.a_]J=_c_.o_n_)] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

2 2 

http://uncnews.unc.edui 

unenews.une.edu ........................................................................................................... 

(Note: The following statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg’s official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina eotmties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-x~inning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~witers, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community activists. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that provided six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source ~:ith a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for ser~ice initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 

lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranldng in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 
91.2 percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office 
of Undergraduate Adntissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning 
and on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the 
admissions office uses the test ~ith the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~4ng ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 610-710, math; and 58o-69o, ~¢iting. The average total score was 1938 ~dth the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and ntath eontbined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading 
plus math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 



For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (30 last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
¯ 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at tile University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, 
the most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistw 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ dounlalism and mass communication 
¯ Pharmaey 
° Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
, Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identifying themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to loA percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identif3dng themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identif3dng themselves as American Indian or Alaskan 
Native increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their fanfilies to graduate from a four-year college or 
university fell slightly, from 18.9 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, down from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

~pplied Admitted Enrolled 

N.C. ),975 4,966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

All 29,507 7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

]lApplied [&dmitted ]Enrolled ] 

13,226 11,259 ~766 ] 

Average college GPA: 3.44 



The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 

137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 50 percent scored tile follo~ing ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--critical reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, _(9__Lg_)__9_~=:3_691 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, (Q1¢)) ¢)62-85Q3 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC News - Preliminao, Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Ok, thanks. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 i0:38 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

OK, I’ll askthe others first. Thanks. 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:36 AM 

To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

[ arn not sure. I’d have to check with Bubba. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:22 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: RE: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Has anyone responded to Bubba’s questions below? 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailtc }qmail.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud serv) Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

ifitere~tifig arti~i~ B~i~w ihat prompted fl,~ ~ii~fi~ 

o 

What NN~nt ~th~ AN~m~ N~mi s~l~ are fi~$/g~nerati~n? 

h t._t_p_;/_:’i U_r__~.c.;__~.e__:5:~: U_]:.c_:.e._d_.:_L/_ 

unenews.une.edu 
(Note: The following statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg’s official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-whming researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~vTiters, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community actixdsts. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that pro,Aded six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source with a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 

lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 
91.2 percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office 
of Undergraduate Admissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning 
and on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the 
admissions office uses the test with the stronger results. 



The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141 o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 50 percent scored tim following ranges on each component: 

590-7o0, critical reading; 61o-71o, math; and 580-690, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math combined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading 
plus math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (30 last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
¯ 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
° 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, 
the most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistw 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ Journalism and mass communication 
° Pharmacy 
° Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
¯ Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identifying themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan 
Native increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-year college or 
university fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, do~vn from 89 last year. International enrolhnent has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

~ppRed Achni~ed EnroRed 
N.C. ~,975 4,966 3,214 
Outofsmte 19,532 2,889 714 
All 29,507 7,855 3,928 



Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

IApp       L dmi.ed         Ir o ed 1 
113,226 11,259 1766 [ 

Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 9o40 on the SAT and between 113o and 

137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 50 percent scored the following ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--critical reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (919) 966-36m 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, (~lg) 962-8593 

Bubba 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:36 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Blanchard, John G <johnblanchardQunc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve 

< stevekirschner@unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Bubba and I discussed at breakfast two weeks ago. We are all set on these. Sorry for not communicating about this. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O, Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc,edu > 9/18/2012 10:40 AM > > > 

Have either of you guys responded to g ubba’s questions below? If not, who among us should get this information? Thanks. 

From: Bubba Cunningham [__m___a_jJ_t__o__’~ ........................................ ~_g__n_~__a__[[,_c___o_m] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud sew) Blanchard; Vince Tile 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

http:iiuncnews.unc.edu/ 

uncnews.unc.edu .......................................................................................................... 

(Note: The jbllowing statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the University% official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at tim University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,507 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-winning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and writers, as well as champion student-athletes 
and comnmnity actMsts. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that proxqded six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
° Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source with a patent pending. 
° Being recognized in the State of" the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked ~4thin the top 
lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 91.2 
percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning and 
on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the admissions 
office uses the test with the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the following ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 610-710, math; and 58o-69o, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the follm~4ng sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math combined. 



Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading plus 
math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (30 last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
¯ 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, the 
most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistry 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ Journalism and mass communication 
¯ Pharmacy 
¯ Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
° Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identif3dng themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identif34ng themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan Native 
increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-3~ar college or universib~ 
fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, do~ from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

Applied ’~dmitted Enrolled 

N.C. 9,975 L966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

N1 29,507 [7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

[Appli~ ]A,tmitt~ [gm-olle,t 
[3,226 11,259 1766 



Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 
137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~4ng ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--eritieal reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (919) 966~621 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, (919) 962-8593 

Bubba 
Sent th)m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:18 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

We decided there was no info, that would be of use to us. I told Bubba ] would follow up with Barbara but he does not have it as a priority item after our discussion. Call if 

you have any questions, Hey, rock ’on!:) 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > ’2lie, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/18/2012 5:37 PM > > > 

No problem. Thanks John. Caal you forward me a copy of that information too? 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:36 PM 

To= Ille, Vince; Nanchard, John G; Kirschner, Steve 
Subject= Re: FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

Bubba and I discussed at breakfast two weeks ago. We are all set on these. Sorry for not communicating about this. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille(~Oemail.unc.edu > 9/18/2012 10:40 AM > > > 

Have either of you guys responded to B ubba’s questions below? If not, who mnong us should get this information? Thanks. 

From: Bubba Cunningham L_ma__[Lto: ...................................... L@_gt_n_a_!!_&ot_n_,] 

Sent= Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 PM 
To= Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud sen/) Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject= UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

i~tere~fi~g astid~ below lhat prompted lheN q~sti~ 

~eti~ review ~ii~ ~duati~ data by sport fifi~ rac} fo~ ~h} ~st ~pl} ~y~firs 

http://uncnews.unc.edu/ 

uncnews.unc.edu ........................................................................................................... 

(Note: The f!)llowing statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg~ official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students Mlo started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-~inning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~ters, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community activists. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Orgaifizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that provided six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source ~ith a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 
1o, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last }~ar to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 91.2 
percent scored 4.o or higher. 



Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office of 
Undergrad uate Admissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning and 
on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the admissions 
office uses the test ~ith the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored bebveen 178o and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~ing ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 610-710, math; and 58o-69o, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math combined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading plus 
math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (3o last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 

¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
. 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
. 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, the 
most popular majors included: 

° Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistry 
¯ Psychology 
¯ Political Science 
¯ Journalism and mass communication 
¯ Pharmacy 
¯ Nursing 
¯ Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
¯ Economics 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the tburth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identifying themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan Native 
increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-year college or university 
fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, do~ from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 



Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

Applied ,’~&nitted Enrolled 

N.C. 9,975 ~,966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

All 29,507 7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

]Appli~ IA,tmitt~ Ign,’olled 
[3,226 11,259 1766 

Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 169o and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 
137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~4ng ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--eritieal reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (91:9) 966ff~621 

News Services contact: Mike McFarland, C9__!9_)__9_fig_:__8_5~3 

Bubba 
Sent th)m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:25 PM 

Merri tt Norv ell <mnorvell@dhrintemational .corn> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: new recruiting tool 

image001 .j pg 

Thanks. Good thought on the recruiting expenses. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2012, at 4:28 PM, "Merritt Norvell" <mnorvell(d~dhrintenlational.corn> wrote: 

Bubba, thanks for your response, and thanks for taking time to investigate~ I know how busy you must be these days. I kind of went through a similar 

situation when I arrived at MSLL They are really time killers. In fact it cost me about S:].M in attorney fees to clean it up. One figure you might want to 

Iool~ at i5; how much are you r¢_~ally spending on recruiting? Could there be a bett¢_~r way to reduce cost at~d enhanc¢_~ ¢_~ffici¢_mcies. f don’t think most ADs 

spend much time ~:hinking about ~:otal recruit:my cost because it is so dik~:ed, Think about it, I bet it’s more that~ you tMnk. 

ge well ~T~y friend, 

Merritt Norve[I 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:39 PM 
To: IVlerritt Norvell 
Subject: RE: new recruiting tool 

Dear Merritt, 

Thank you very much for your note and information regarding _S_portsBoard.com. Jenny Levy, our women’s lacrosse coach, has used it and she does like 

the product. She will be sharing her knowledge of the product with all of our coaches. 

Hope all is well with you. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Merritt Norvell [mailto:mnorvell@dhrinternational.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September :1:[, 2012 3:59 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: new recruiting tool 

Bubba, 

I am on the Advisory Board of West Shore Technologies which has developed a new software called SportsBoard which helps coaches process 

recruiting, scouting and player evaluations information more efficiently and effectively. It greatly reduces travel and manual processing time of 

information because it works off of hand held devises and the new Cloud technology. The software is downloaded from the Apple App store to run 

on IPhones and IPads which most coaches use today. Your Women’s Lacrosse coach is currently using it. You can look at it on SportsBoard.com. We can 

demo it right at you desk PC via Webinar. Please visit with your Women’s LaCrosse to see how she likes it and give some thought to maybe expanding 

its use to other sports ,especially the Olympic sports. Like to hear back from you for feedback and if you want to see a webinar presentation. It’s slick 

and you should look at it. I can be reached at cell- or office: 517-885-9010. Hope all is going well. 

Best, 

Merri~ ,L Nol-vell, J re Ph,D, 
[b:ecugve Vice President and Man~gin9 Director 
Giob~l Head. Educ~do:: Practice 

DHR In ~ernational 
6639 Cenh]r~on Dr. I Sv~te 14o i Lansing, M[ I 48197 
T: 5~.7-Sge>-gu=ui F: 517-886-9u42 I n~norvett@dhrqnternationaLcom 
For ove~ 2O years ~Hg InLern~Lionai ha3 been a leading, prk, ateiy held provider of e×ec~t’,~e search ",el u kio¢ls wiLil more !hat150 wholly owned offices £p~ rlflTtlg the globe DHR’s renowned consultanLs speciaiize Ttl ~ii irld,,sLries and 

runt1 orm in order r~ ~rov de u nparaiieied senTo~ level execut’ve search. ,na~lagemenL assessment and success or~ plarmTng servTces taTie~ed to the Llnq ue qual t es and s~edficatTons M our seiect d[enL base. sot mere rfforrnatTen on DI4R 

InLemations i, a %op 5" executive sea~ ci: Frm, visiL hLLp:/iwww .di:rinLernationai car:: 

<image001.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:42 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: question fi-om Robbi... 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 
University of Nortk Carolina 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Nancy K Davis <_r!~J_)__c_.~Z__c_tj42iis~)__ujLc_:__e__d_t!> 

Date: September 19, 2012 9:36:02 AM EDT 

To: < ~ _k_i !:~__h___n_ ~2~ _d__:_~Lr_Lc_:_e___@_ > 
Subject: FW: question from Robbi... 

From: Gardner, Paul [mailto:paul_gardner@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, September :[9, 203.2 9:33. AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Brannan, Tiffany; McFarland, Michael B 
Subject: RE: question from Robbi... 
It’s my understanding that compliance spoke to the NCAA who said it was ok since she conducted business and was working for the Dental Foundation. We 
couldn’t ever find anything on paper, but I think Dick told Williams that it was fine during their phone call. Tiffany might ck again with Robert Foy to see what he 

remembers. 
Her trip to Memphis wasn’t officially approved on paper by Bodager, but from what I understand he verbally approved it. And, of course, it was ok’d by the dean 
after she provided documentation (since the DFNC didn’t have an executive director any longer since Bodager was gone). Development officers from many 
schools on campus (and from other schools in those tournaments) attended the tournaments. The reason we didn’t have a history of it is because Dean Stature 
and Carol represented us when I was at the DFNC from 98-05. Williams didn’t attend, Tami had good tickets, so it was natural that she would go and represent 
the DFNC. 

Sent from my Samsung JackTM, 8 Windows Mobile® smartphone from AT&T 

From: Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, September 3.9, 203.2 9:3.9 AN 
To: Gardner, Paul <p~a~u~!~g~a~r~d~n~e~r~@~D~E~N~TI~S~Y~U~N~C~E~D~U~>; Brannan, Tiffany <~t~[~a~y-~b~La~D~n~a~@~D~E~N~SI~R~Y~U~N~C~:~E~D~U~>; McFarland, Michael B 

<mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: question from Robbi... 

From:       @aoLcom [mailto       @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 3.9, 203.2 9:3.2 AN 
To: Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K 
Subject: question from RobN... 
Good morning, Steve and Nancy. I hope you are well. 
rm hoping one (or both) of you might be able to answer a couple of questions about the Tami Hansbrough/travel expense issue. 
According to the dental school/audit documents that were released yesterday, Dick Baddour saw a copy of the audit (which included that Tami Hansbrough’s 
trip to Memphis wasn’t pre-approved). Did the athletics compliance office take a look at that information after the report came out? Was any of the information 
forwarded to the NCAA? Is the compliance office taking another look at it now, and might it be forwarded to the NCAA (and why or why not)? 

Could you give me a call on this subject? 

Thanks, 
Robbi Pickeral 
ESPN.com 
cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AM 

MikePope@anfllonytvavel.com; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~; Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwallney <cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.~mc.edu>; Steve Kir~hner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans 

<timmennml@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

MBB Waiver Decision 

The subcommittee voted to uphold the staffs decision, so we are not permitted to leave campus for California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent li’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesda? 11:00 AM 

MikePope@anthonUtravel.com; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Lain.~ Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaaxmc.edu>; Lm~ce Maxkos <markos@uncaa.unc.edw~; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Steve Kir~hner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans 
<timmelmo~n@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Re: MBB W~Jver Decision 

Ouch! 

Thanks for your efforts, 
(;lint 

>>> On         at 10:56 AM; in message <5059I)D14.CA1 : 148 : 27981 >, Amy tlerman 
<aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> The subcommittee voted to uphold the stafPs decision, so we are not 
> pennitted to leave campus J2~r California unti[ Wednesday night at 11:00 pm 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 

> Sent from my fPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope <IvlikePope@anthon~ravel.com> 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Amy Herman <aj ~hae@ uncaa, unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ill e@email.unc .edu>; Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa. unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwalmey <cgwaJtney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

<nlynch@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Steve Kir~hner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans 

<timmennma@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

I~E: MBB Waiver Decision 

YUCK! Good t~z though Amy. 

Mike Pope 
Account Manager 

Anthony Travel 
UNC Athletics I)epartment - Loudermilk Center 
344 Ridge Road 
PO Bnx 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-843-5580 Phone 
919-843-5297 Fax 

North America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010 World Travel AwardsT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Henmm [mailto:aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday                   10:56 AM 
To: Mike Pope; ille@emaihunc.edu; Larry GaHo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Lance Markos; Nadia Lynch; Steve Kirschner; 
Sutziect: MBB Waiver Decision 

’]7he subcommittee w~ted to uphold the staffs decision, so we are not permitted to leave campus Jk~r California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

; Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Wednesday, 12:56 PM 

Dick Weiss < @aol.com>; Jeff Goodman < @aol.com>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Andy Katz 

<andy.d.katz@espn3.com>; Gary Parrish < @gmail.com>; Jay Bilas <bilasj@mvalaw.com>; Mike DeCourcy 

< ,@yahoo.com> 

Helen Buchanan < @gmail.com>; [ @live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<davelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeffrey 

Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin 

Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Williams undergoes surgery to remove tumor kidney 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNCIATIONS 
WEDNESDAY, 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner ( stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

CAROLINA’S ROY WILLIAMS UNDERGOES SURGERY 
CHAPEL HILL -- University of North Carolina men’s basketball coach Roy Williams underwent a roboticpartial nephrectomy at UNC 

Hospitals this morning to remove a tumor from his right kidney. 
Dr. Eric Wallen, professor of urology at UNC, and co-surgeon Dr. Mathew Raynor led the surgical team, which took three and a half hours to 

complete the operation. Doctors discovered the presence of the tumor during a physical earlier this month. 

Dr. Wallen says Williams, 62, should be able to coach when the Tar Heels begin practice for the 2012-13 season on Saturday, October 13m. 
Williams may have a second surgery to remove a tumor from his left kidney at a later date and could be sidelined for a few practices. 

"The surgery went well and according to plan," said Dr. Wallen. "Coach Williams did great. I fully expect him to coach this season and for 
years to come. He could miss some practice time if we perform another procedure sometime in October, but he would be able to resume his 
coaching duties prior to the start of the regular season." 

"Our thoughts and prayers are with Coach Williams and his family for a full recovery," says UNC Director of Athletics Bubba 
Cunningham. "Obviously his health and prognosis are my greatest concerns. He’s in great hands with the medical staffat UNC Hospitals. The 
basketball team is also in outstanding hands with Steve Robinson, CB McGrath, Hubert Davis and ]oe Holladay. As Coach Williams frequently 
says, he has the best staff’ in the country and I know they will do an excellent job as CoachWilliams recuperates. We will be ready for his return 
as soon as he is able to do so, but I have stressed to him that he returns only when he has been given the medical approval and he is ready to do 
that. Hopefully that will be soon and for a long, long time to come." 

Williams is entering his 10th season as the head coach of the Tar tIeels and 25th as a college head coach, tie is a member of the Naismith 
Basketball Hall of Fame and Collegiate Basketball Hall of Fame, has led Carolina to national championships in 2005 and 2009, another Final Four 
in 2008, Elite Eights in 2007, 2011 and 2012, five NCAA Tournament No. 1 seeds, seven Associated Press Top 10 final rankings, six ACC regular- 
season titles, two ACC Tournament crowns, five 30-win seasons and developed 13 first-round NBA Draft picks. 

ESPN, Sports Illustrated, The Sporting News and Fox Sports named him the Coach of the Decade for 2000-2009. Williams led Kansas and 
Carolina to 33 NCAA Tournament wins in the 2000s, eight more than any other coach. 

The Asheville native has directed teams at Kansas and UNC to a record of 675-169. His winning percentage of .800 is the fourth highest in the 
history of college basketball and No. i among active coaches. He is one of 13 coaches to win multiple national championships, joining an 
illustrious list that includes only two other ACC coaches - Dean Smith and Mike Krzyzewski. 

Carolina is 257-68 (.791) in his nine seasons. He has set UNC coaching records for most wins for one year (36 in 2007-08), two years (70 in 
2008-09), three years (101 from 2007-09), four years (124 from 2006-09), five years (157 from 2005-09), six years (176 from 2004-09), seven 
years (206 from 2005-12) and is tied for the most in any eight-year span (225, tied with 1991-98). 

At Carolina, Williams has coached two National Players of the Year (Scan May in 2005, Tyler Hansbrough in 2008), three Bob Cousy Award 
winners presented to the best point guard in the country (Raymond Felton in 2005, Ty Lawson in 2009, Kendall Marshall in 2012), three ACC 
Players of the Year (Hansbrough in 2008, Lawson in 2009, Tyler Zeller in 2012), two ACC Athletes of the Year (May in 2005, Hansbrough in 
2008), four ACC Rookies of the Year (Marvin Williams in 2005,Hansbrough in 2006, Brandan Wright in 2007, Harrison Barnes in 2011), two 
Final Four MOPs (May in 2005, Wayne Ellington in 2009) and 16 NBA Draft picks. 

"Patti and 1 send all best wishes to Coach Williams and his family," says Chancellor Holden Thorp. "All of us at Carolina are thinking about 
him, hoping he recovers quickly and looking forward to having him back with us soon." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgalio@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:28 PM 

MikePope@anthonytravel.com; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Nadia Lynch < nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBB Waiver Decision 

Thanks ~ tough decision ~ appreciate you trying to get this done, Amy! 

>>> Clint Gwaltney 10:59 AM >>> 

Ouch! 

Thanks for your efforts, 

Clint 

> > > On          at 10:56 AM, in message <5059DD14.CA1 : 148 : 27981>, Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu > wrote: 

> The subcommittee voted to uphold the staff’s decision, so we are not 

> permitted to leave campus for California until Wednesday night at 11:00 pm. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 4:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Strategic Plan 

I Lhink we would benefit from having our routines disrupLed more as we brainstorm ways Lo improve! 

As I’ve said before, where there is chalIenfie, there is opportunity, 

Bra~lley R.H° Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 

[ Tnj ve~s{ty ~[ Norfl~ (. aroKn~ at Ch~g~el ttill 

Academic Support Pro.,r~ram %r Studenlo/\tldctes 

Loudemailk Center Jb~ Excellence 

344 R idge R d. i Campus Box 3107 

Chapel t-lill, NC 27599 i T (919) 962°2237 

I F (919) 962-.g247 

bradley~ bethel@unc~edu 

From: Vince llle [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: RE: Strategic Plan 

Yes, I believe most would agree that some of our changes have disrupted ~)me roulines. Thanks and I’m looking lbrwaxd to working with you, Harold and the staB’on 

this. 

From: Bradley Bethel [mailto:bbethel@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:38 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Terrell, Natt 
Subject: Strategic Plan 

Matt and Vince, 

This morning I watched the video linked below on the Harvard Business Network. I’m sure you’ll see how it is relevant to our departmental efforts to move forward and 

improve with the strategic plan. 

b~t.~t.p..jZ..b.~[.~..g.s.~!!.b..r.~.~.~2q/.yLd.~e...~.~2.~...1..2.Z~.~?.&~.~.~j.r.!.n.~.~.y.:a.t....e.~d~i~y£4~L£9.@b.tm~. 

Bradley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <s~rohm@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Phone Message 

Hi Vince, 

Thanks for your message. I just finished up with today’s meetings. If you’d like to talk tonight, l’ll be free after 9 pro. Ik4y home number is 

[.~:_!sl h:~ 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 20J.2 1:30 PM 

To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Subject: Phone Message 

Leslie, 

I left a telephone message for you this afternoon ruth one of your stalt’members. I undelst~xld that you me preparing for meetings. Can you please call me when you 

have time to discuss a cunent issue with me? Thank you. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: 

Not at all. Richard And Balry axe cousins and they mn the family scrap metal business together. Barry is mmTied to Anna. Richard to Suzmme. 

Great family. And for what it’s worth, Richard is much more involved with us. Both are great to us, but Bar~ came on the trip because of Richard. 

Happy to fill you in more an)lJme. 

Tim Smith 

m: 

w: 919.843.6448 

e: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2012, at 9.58 AM, Ille, Vmce --flle,a,emml.unc.edu~ wrote. 

He did and I appreciate it. Do you recall which one was the guy who operates the family scrap metal business? I was thinking that was Barry? Do you 

kmow his wife’s name? Thanks Tim. Son7 to be a nuisance, I’ll take better notes next time. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:24 AM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: 
Sounds good. Also --. told me he got all the address over to you. If not, just let me know. ;~nd if you need!want any background on the guys, )~st 

say the word 

Tim 

TirnoLhy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director [ UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919,843,5448 I F: 9:1.9,843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www,rarnsclub,com 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:21 AM 
To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: RE: 

Thmlks Tim. The presentation last night was OK. I went to his first one at 6:30pm. I believe they videotaped it so you can probably take a look if you’re 

interested. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 20:[2 :[0:22 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 
Vince- sure. I copied one of our interns on that last email and asked him to get you the desired info tomorrow. And VII get him to get 

you Kent’s too. Glad you’re sending the notes. I’m sure the guys will appreciated it. 

I hope tonight went well. Sorry I wasn’t able to make it, 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 10:17 PM, "llle, Vince" <!_[! .e__@.._ .e__m__a_!_L._u_..n_ .c_._ .e__d_.u__> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I would like to write a note to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead of email) and 

also include one for Kent Taylor? 

On at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

- please send Vince the mailing addresses for the guys below. As a heads up for you 

under M. Allen Wilson and Len White isT. L White on 

Richard Gordon - @windstrearn.net 

Ralph Teal - 
__@__.___t__h___e__t_e__a__Lc_o___m_p____a___qy_.__c__9___m__" 

Dwight Stone- ~dstonebuilders.com 

Allen Wilson - @us.gt.com 

Tommy Watkins - @schellbray.com 

Len White - @alliance-regret.cam 

- Allen Wilson is listed 

. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 



Barry Gordon - corn 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: t_._d_ s__rO_! t__h_._@__u_.n__c_: e__d_._u_ 
Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Tim, 
Can you please tbrward me the haines and mailing addres~s for the Big Hitters who traveled ruth us to Louisville 

and Kent Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:57 PM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatche[I <shatchel[@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Thank you! I will get these sent in tomorrow. 

Amy 

>>> "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@ernail.unc.edu> 9/19/2012 5:43 PM >>> 
Amy, 

Here are the phone records you said the NCAA has requested of my husband. ] do hope at this point this is all that is needed of me. 

Thank you, 

Trisha 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dewayne Odom@ahm,honda.com" <Dewayne Odom@ahm.honda,com> 

To: "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Hello Dewayne, 

Please see Call Detail Records for period: (January 2012 August 2012) 

Let me know if I can assist you further. 

(See attached file: DOdom_April 2012 Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: 
DOdom Feb 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom Jan 2012_Usage 

Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_March 2012_Usage Summary,pdf)(See 

attached file: DOdom Aug 2012_Usage Summap/,pdf)(See attached file: 

DOdom_July 2012_Usage Summary,pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_May 2012_Usage 

Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom June 2012_Usage Summary.pdf) 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ]SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm,honda.com 

From: Dewayne Odom!AHM/AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM!AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:38 AM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Call detail period is correct. 

Thanks, 

DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., ]nc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

cell 

dewayne odom@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dedra Castle/AHMiAM/HONDA 

To: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM!HONDA@HONDAAM 



Date: 09/19/2012 12:37 PM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Good morning, 

Working on this today, you should have shortly. 

Please confirm CALL DETAIL usage periods below, 

JanuaFy 2012 (Usage) August 2012 (Usage)?? 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ]SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle!AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:34 AM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Dedra, 

Any luck with getting the records from Verizon yet. Please let me know 

Thanks, 

DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

cell 

dewayne odom@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA 
To: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 03:47 PM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Sure Thing ! 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@a hrn.honda.corn 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHM!AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM!AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 12:46 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Tomorrow would be great!! Monday is doable. Appreciate the assistance, Call 

me if you have any questions, Dewayne 

I 
> 

IFr°m: I 
I > 



IDedra Castle                                                                         I 

I 
> 

ITo: I 
I > 

IDewayne Odom                                                                        I 

I > 
ICc: I 
I > 

IPhomma Xayasith 

I 
> 

IDate: I 
I > 

109/13/2012 12:17 PM PDT 

I 
> 

ISubject: I 

I > 

ICall Detail                                                                         I 

Hello There Mister Odom, 

Phommajust reached out to me for assistance in retrieving your call 

detail. 

What time frame are we working with. 

I may be able to provide for you by this afternoon. If not, no later than 

Monday. 

Is this doable ? 

Kind Regards ~ 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:02 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 

Amy 

Offidal Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (1) 

Date Published: September 6, 200:[ 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e,g,, meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.B (extra benefit) and 16,12,2,1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No, 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/19/2012 5:06 PM > > > 
Am)g 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She informed me that she ’~made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for room because she was really 

special mad we’re going to miss having her around" but then realized she should check it out ruth the Complimace Office before sending it, She said the ornament was 

°’cute but it’s not worth a~ything." Is it permissible for her to send the item to mother? Thanks. 

Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 7:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Olcay. I have done some review already and can summarize for yon fairly quicldy. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 7:47 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91--><’.--[endiI]--> 

Let’s "take a look after our meeting at 1 ? Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 2012 9:57 plVl 
To: Stafford-adam, Trisha L 
Cc: llle, Vince; Sylvia Hatchell 
Subject: Re: Fwd: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Thank you! [ will get these sent in tomorrow. 
Amy 

> > > "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <tsodom@email,unc.edu > 9/19/2012 5:43 PM > > > 
Amy, 

Here are the phone records you said the NCAA has requested of my husband. ] do hope at this point this is all that is needed of me, 

Thank you, 

Trisha 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Dewayne Odom@ahmhonda.corn" <Dewayne Odom@ahm.honda.com> 
To: "Stafford Odom, Trisha L" <.t__s__o___d___o__r_:n___@__o___Ln___a_jj_&r_Lc_._o____d___u_.> 

Subject: Call Detail (Jan 2012 - Aug 2012) 

Hello Dewayne, 

Please see Call Detail Records for period: (January 2012 August 2012) 

Let me know if I can assist you further. 

(See attached file: DOdom_April 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: 

DOdom Feb 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_Jan 2012_Usage 

Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_March 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See 

attached file: DOdom_Aug 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: 

DOdom_July 2012_Usage Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_May 2012_Usage 
Summary.pdf)(See attached file: DOdom_June 2012_Usage Summar¥.pdf) 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahmhonda.com 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM!HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM!AM!HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:38 AM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Call detail period is correct. 

Thanks, 



DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

cell 

-d-~-e-~v---a~t-n-~--~--d-~-~-~L‘~--a~L1r-:n-~L~-~--r-Ld--~-a-~-c-~-~-~E]. 

From: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA 
To: Dewayne Odom/AHMiAMiHONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 12:37 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Good morning, 

Working on this today, you should have shortly. 

Please confirm CALL DETAIL usage periods below, 

JanuaQ/ 2012 (Usage) August 2012 (Usage)?? 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor [SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda,com 

From: Dewayne Odom/AHMiAM/HONDA 

To: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/19/2012 09:34 AM 

Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Dedra, 
Any luck with getting the records from Verizon yet. Please let me know 

Thanks, 

DeWayne 

A. DeWayne Odom 

American Honda Motor Co., Inc. 
District Sales Manager, 6E 

:ell 

dewayne odom@ahm.honda.com 

From: Dedra Castle/AHM/AM/HONDA 
To: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 03:47 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Sure Thing ! 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor [SD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahm.honda.com 



Frorn: Dewayne Odom/AHM/AM/HONDA 

To: Dedra CastleiAHM/AM/HONDA@HONDAAM 

Date: 09/13/2012 12:46 PM 
Subject: Re: Call Detail 

Tomorrow would be great!! Monday is doable. Appreciate the assistance. Call 

me if you have any questions. Dewayne 

I 
> 

IFr°m: I 
I > 

IDedra Castle 

I 
> 

ITo: I 
I > 

IDewayne Odom                                                                        I 

I 
> 

ICc: I 
I > 

IPhomma Xayasith 

I 
> 

IDate: I 
I > 

109/13/2012 12:17 PM PDT                                                                 I 

I 
> 

ISubject: I 

I > 

ICall Detail                                                                         I 

Hello There Mister Odom, 

Phomma just reached out to me for assistance in retrieving your call 

detail. 

What time frame are we working with. 

I may be able to provide for you by this afternoon. If not, no later than 

Monday. 

Is this doable ? 

Kind Regards ~ 

Dedra Avery Castle 

American Honda Motor ISD Finance 

310 783 2446 voice 

310 222 1158 fax 

dedra castle@ahrn,honda.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 8:08 AM 

Packer, Cathy <clpacker@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: First Amendment Day 

Hi Cathy, 

Thanks for getting back to me. I’m looking forward to joining all of you for the conversation. I have heard good things about you and your colleagues in the School of 

Journalism and we are excited by this opportunity to support the academic enterprise. 

Best, 
Paul 

> > > "Packer, Cathy" <clpacker@email.unc.edu > 9/19/2012 2:48 PM > > > 

Hello Paul, 

Sorry I’ve taken a while to get back to you. First Amendrnent Day planning is chaotic, to say the least. However, I think your panel is going to be terrific. [ can’t tell you how 

much f appreciate your willingness to participate. 

There are a few specific topics Iwould like you to be prepared to address, topics that people often ask me about but that I can’t answer. Does the NCAA have rules about 

student athletes’ use of social media? Do student athletes sign away their First Amendment and privacy rights (either explicitly or implicitly) when they join our sports teams 

and/or accept a scholarship? Could you bring with you a copy of what they sign? What is the athletic department’s policy on social media? What are the team policies? Why 

do they have the policies they have? 

I assume this won’t be a problem. If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Here’s the description of the panel, including when and where it will be: 

2 p.m. - 3:15 p.m. 

WHY CAN’T WE TWEET? THE FIRST AMENDMENT, UNC ATHLETES AND SOCIAL MEDIA 

Carroll Hall Room 33 
A representative of the UNC athletic department, a sports law expert and athletes will discuss Carolina’s athletic department and team social media 

policies, how other schools and states are addressing this issue, and whether UNC policies violate the First Amendment and privacy rights of 

UNC’s student athletes. Panelists will include UNC Associate Athletic Director Paul Pogge and Barbara Osborne, an attorney and associate 

professor in UNC’s Department of Exercise and Sports Science. Read more about Osborne here: http://exss.anc.edu/facu]ty--and.-staff/associate-- 

professors/barbara--osborne/. The panel will be moderated by Roxanne Coche, a Ph.D. student in the School of Journalism and Mass 

Communication who studies sports journalism. 

Thanks, Paul. I look forward to meeting you. 

Tell Roy I hope he recovers quickly! 

Cathy 

Cathy Packer, Ph.D. 

W. Horace Carter Distinguished Professor 

Co-Director of the UNC Center for Media Law and Policy 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 

358 Carroll Hall, Campus Box 3365 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919 962 4077 

Email: clpacker@email.unc.edu 

http:i/medialaw.u nc,ed u 

From: Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 13 Sep 2012 20:08:22 -0400 

To: UNC Chapel Hill School of Journalism <clpacker@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: First Amendment 

Cathy, 

I have been asked to serve on your panel on First Amendment Day and am looking forward to joining in your discussion. Is there any additional information on the event 

you can provide? Thanks very much for including us. I look forward to meeting you in person. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office: (919) 843 7890 

Cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tarheel Parents "@yahoo.corn> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 9:32 AM 

Tar Heel Parem RSVP for Sept 22 Important Update 

Hello Tea Heel Feanilies- 

Go Heels! Friendly reminder, the RSVP deadline is midnight Thin, Sept 20 for the Tea Heel Football Parent Tailgate hosted by THFPO coming up this Saturday. We 

have over 53 people signed up already. And just 5 more volunteers needed:-) 

CLICK HERE TO ADD YOUR RSVP/VOLUNTEER FOR TAR HEEL PARENT TAILGATE ON SEPT 22 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline 
We, the THFPO, understand the importance of building community and an atmosphere of family for all our Football Parents, their families and 
friends. 
What better way than a meal together. 
In an effort to accommodate everyone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the process for ’walk ups’ during our tailgating events. 
First and foremost...tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must be accompanied by a family 
member. 
Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. V~th us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food ordered...ALL 
reservations are considered cash and MUST be paid. 
Walk ups, we cannot guarantee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure 
your spot at the tailgate, please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. Any individual who notifies              at             or email 
@gmail.com 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cannot 

qoarantee your ticket will be sold, thus if we are unable to sell your ticket you will be responsible for full payment. 
Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 
THFPO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 11:00 AM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqcls <kqriclqs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Make A Wish 

Promotional Activities Release Agreement.pdf 

Cricket, 
left me a voicemail, so [ thought ] would respond in writing with what we will need. ] don’t have an email address for her, so could you pass this on to her, as well? 

For our student athletes to participate in the Make A Wish activity, they will just need to sign the attached statement, and you will need to get someone from the Make A Wish 
Foundation to sign, too. This should be the standard form that you have completed any time our student athletes participate in these sorts of activities. Once complete, the 

forms should be sent to us in Compliance. 

Assuming all of the regulations on the form can be met by the Make AWish folks, it would then be fine for them to use photos from the event on their Facebook pages, etc. 

Thanks for checking, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday 11:20 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

All, 

will need to leave work about 1 or 1:30 to help them at the airport. 

I’m not sure what my plans will be for the next week or so. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

. As a result, I 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 11:26 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; )uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Staff Meeting 

Didn’t mean to infer that you all had to cancel staff meeting if you still want/need to meet. I just won’t be there to lead, and I haven’t put together an agenda. So if someone 

else wants to take the lead on it, that is fine. 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman 11:20 AM > > > 

All, 

..... j 

/\ ~)~, ~: i:l < I" i::i ~: ~) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schaeCaAmcaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 12:39 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Compliance Question from Patti Thorp 

I am fine with this. Thanks. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/19/2012 10:50 PM > > > 

Yes, ] think so based upon the item and the description, If you agree, I’ll pass it on and copy you. 

On Sep 19, 2012, at 10:02 PM, "Amy Herman" <_a_.Ls__c_b3Le___@__U__LLc__a__a__~_u_D__c_=9__d___u_ > wrote: 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 
Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (]) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: :[ 

[nLerpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an 

institutional athletics representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2.1 (general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item 

No, 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <[[j#_@#_[D__a_jLL_[D__c_:_e___d___u_> 9/19/2012 5:06 PM > > > 
Am% 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She informed me that she ’~made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for morn because she 
was really si:~eia| and we’re going to miss having her m~ound" but then ma|ized she should check it out with the Compliance Office before sending it. She 

said the ornament was %ute but it’s not worth an~Jling." Is it permissible for her to send the item to mother? Thanks. 
Vince 

And hope the tield trip was a success! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:04 PM 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley <phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 

< sue walsh@unc.edu >; Amy Herman < ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>;                   ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike 

Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris < sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sport financial approvals 

To Administrative Assistants: 

I wanted to let you know that we are ready to transition the administrative approval for our sports’ financial documents to the Primary Administrator for each sport,....this 
includes all forms except Check Requests. Only check requests $5,000 or over will go to the sport administrator for approval.......you will send the ones under $5,000 directly 

to the business office after the coach approves them. Beginning Monday, September 24, you will receive the coach’s approval as in the past, and then send the financial 

forms (expense reports, etc.) to the Sport Administrator listed below for approval, rather than send all of them to me. 

Also, proposed schedule forms will now go to the appropriate Primary Sport Administrator for approval. 

If you have any questions, please let me or Martina Ballen know. 

Thank you for your assistance in making this a smooth transition. 

~Beth 

Baseball Larry Gallo 

W. Basketball Beth Miller 

Fencing Beth Miller 

Field Hockey Larry Gallo 

M. Golf John Montgomery 

W. Golf Beth Miller 

Gymnastics Beth Miller 

M. Lacrosse John Montgomery 

W. Lacrosse Rick Steinbacher 

Rowing Beth Miller 

M. Soccer Beth Miller 

W. Soccer Larry Gallo 

Softball Vince Ille 

Swimming/Diving Larry Gallo 

M, Tennis Vince Ille 

W. Tennis Clint Gwaltney 

Track & Field!Cross Country Beth Miller 

Volleyball Beth Miller 

Wrestling Larry Gallo 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 1:52 PM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~ 

ppogge@uucaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday 

Bubba is meeting Tilden Martin with the Chick-fiI-A Bowl in the AD Box at 2:45pm on Saturday 

Bubba is meeting Eric Pores with the Orange Bowl in the Press Box at 3:00pro on Saturday. 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

. .m__..b_ .n__o_r_t_.o__~_@_.u__n_.c__._~_V. 

cell 

cell 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Compliance Question ti~)m Patti Thorp 

We are not recruiting any relative of Thanks. 

Eric Hoots 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 12:55 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 
Bdbre I reslamd to Patti Thorp, cm~ you guys please continn that we are not currently recruiting any relative of Ham~n Barnes? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 19, 20:1.2 10:02 PN 
To: IIle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Compliance Question from patti Thorp 

Do you get the feeling that it would meet the "nominal benefit" description in the below interp? 
Amy 
Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

~hl~ [References: NCAA Bylaws 13.2,1 (general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16,02,3 (extra benefit) and 16,12,2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official 

interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 9/19/2012 5:06 PM > > > 
Amy. 
Patti Thorp has asked us a compliance question. She infi~rmed me that she ’5nade a needlepoint Christmas ornament for because 
she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around" but then reM~ed she should check it out with the Compliance Office beibre ,sending it. 

She said the ornament was "cute but it’s not worth anything." Is it pennissiNe tbr her to ,send fl~e item to ? Thanks. 
Vince 

And hope the field trip was a success! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Amy Hemmn (ai schae@uncaa.tmc.edu) 

RE: Compliance question 

Thanks so much[ Patti 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:30 plVl 
To: Thorp, Patti W 
Cc: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: RE: Compliance question 
Patti, 
’I’hm~s for the message and please forgive me for the late response. I’ve consulted ruth Amy Herman who is our Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and 

resident expe(t on the application of all rules in the NCAA Manual. We agree that the item you describe in your message would be considered a "nominal benefit" as 

defined in the September 6, 2001 Official NCAA Interpretation copied below. Additionally, we’ve received coafirmation that we are not currently recruiting anyone 

related to 

If yon have any questions or concerns, please just let me know. I’m vely- hopeful that we will all enjoy a more satis~ing outcome this Saturday. In light of your 

superstition, I roll limit my movements in and around the stadium! 

Thanks for checking with us. I appreciate your help. 

Vince 
Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receiving Benefits Subsequent to Exhausting Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 200:[. 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of rlorninal value (e,g,, meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 3.3.2.3. 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 3_6.02.3 (extra benefit) and 3_6,3_2.2,3_ (general rule) and a 3_/6/89 official interpretation, Item No, 2 f 3_] 

From: Thorp, Patti W 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Compliance question 

Hi Vince! It was great to be with you at the game on Saturday although I have taken note that we have lost both of the games in which you and I have been in the 

same box. So hopefully, since I probably will not see you this Saturday, we will have a different outcome. (As you can tell I am a superstitious freak.) 

Anyway, I made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for                     because she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around but then I 

panicked about the "gifts to parents" thing and thought I should check it out with you before sending it. It’s cute but it’s not worth anything. What do you think? Is 

that ok? 

So many thanks for your willingness to join our family and try to keep us straight! 

All best! Patti Thorp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

@gmail .cam> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edtr~; mbnorkm@unc.edu 

RE: Checking In 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Things are moving ve~ quicHy here at Cm~olina and I’m glad you’re back. 

I hope we have a chance to visit in the near future. I will ask Molly to set up a lime that’s convenient for you. 

Thanks again for your note. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:34 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Checking In 
Dear Mr. Culminghaan, 

I wanted to send yon a quick note and check in with you. I realize you have been extremely busy as of late, especially since the beginning of fall sports. Saturday was 

an awesome (however, hot) da55 and you must be very proud of yourself for the breath of fresh air that blew through Chapel Hill because of your efforts. It is a rely 

exciting time for Carolina Athletics, and football season is going to be an absolute blast. 

If your busy schedule ever calms down, it would be great ifI could come and visit ruth you. Know that I am still interested in getting to know your job better, if there is 

any room for me! 

Thanks in advance, 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:57 PM 

]tie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; buncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Update 

I am flying home early tomorrow morning. Vince, sorry that we will have to reschedule our meeting again. 
My return plans are still up in the air, but [ will let you know when ] can. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:41 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Amy ttem~aJl <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lany Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Kathy Griggs 

<kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.~mc.edu-~; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Today 

Just and FYI I am out of the office today traveling up to notre dame for the Michigan game 

Have a great weekend[ 

Sent fi’om my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Amy Hen:nan" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Larry GaHo" <athgalk)@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’Wince IHe" <i]le@uncaa unc edu>, "Kathy Griggs" <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Paul Pogge" 
<ppogge@uncaa unc edu>, " ~)uncaa unc.edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa uric edu> 
Subject: Staff Meeting 
Date: Thu,             11:20 am 

>>> "Am?" Hen:nan" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
All, 

11:20:28.911137 >>> 

Amy 

Amy Herman 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 @ax) 
ajschae@tmcaa.unc.edu 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - EAST CAROLINA - 9/22/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, Byron Sanders 

Stephen Bovd,           , Jimmy Roberson, 
(check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Greg Lewinter, Bernie Williams 

Chadie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

(Sections 100-105/106) 
Sections 106/107-111/112) 

(Sections 200-205/206) 
~ections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (late) (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James 
Hamm) 
Charles Robinson, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 

Gate 1: 

Gate 2: 

Gate 3: 

Gate 5: 

Gate 6: 

Blue Zone South: 

Blue Zone North: 

Will Call Drop off: 

Recruit Check in: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 12:02 AM 

Paul Pogge ~gmaJl.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Nol’ton, Molly <mbno~m@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmon@unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Panthers 

Yes, this looks ve~z good. 
I would like to do this. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

On 9/23/12 10:19 PM, "Paul Pogge" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

>Bubba, 
> 

>Here are several pages of documents I thought we could use as part of 
>the welcome packet we send to visitors you invite to football games 
>The attached :file includes a cover letter, a game day schedule (times 
>will need to be ad]usted each game), :field guidelines, and some facts 
>about the UniversiW and Tar Flee[ sports. We can print a map to go 
>with each packet as well. 
> 

>What do you think about expanding this "pregame experience" to 
>eventually include strategically-chosen people from throughout the 
>campus and state cotlmlunities’.’ Even if people don’t sit in your box as 
>your personal guests for the game, it might be beneficial to offer the 
>chance to watch pregame warm-ups to conm~uniW leaders, select faculty 
>members, Board members, Chamber presidents, etc. I think it could be 
>a really effective way to build bridges with academic units of campus 
>and various community constituents across Carolina. It would be 
>fairly easy for me to meet a group of people in a designated location 
>before each game, bring them down to the field, then escort them back 
>up to the concourse or your box before kickoff. 
> 

>I’ll be happy to help however you’d like. Have a great trip. 
> 

>Paul 
> 

>__ 

>Paul Pogge 
>Attorney at Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly, <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 12:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Mailing Address tbr Tilden Martin 

From: Lindsay Fletcher [mailto:lfletcher@cfabowl.com] 

Sent" Monday, September 24, 2012 11:56 AM 
To" Norton, Molly 
Subject; RE: Mailing Address for Tilden Martin 

Molly, 

Thank you t:or hosting Mm! 

Tilden Martin 

Lindsay 

From: Norton, Molly [_r_ELa_((Lo__:_[~_b__&qLt_9__&@_e___m___a_j_L_U_EtC__#_~!__uj 

Seat-" Monday, September 24, 2012 11:42 AM 
To-" Lindsay Fletcher 
Subject; Mailing Address for Tilden Martin 

Hi Lindsay, 

Thanks for coordinating Mr. Martin’s visit to Chapel Hill last weekend. What is the best mailing address to use to send Mr. Martin a note? 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

m_b__n_ .o_ _r.t_ 0__n_._@__u_.n__c_:_e__d_._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:19 PM 

Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question about Newsletters 

Stephen, 

I think we should avoid this, as people that come into your lobby are likely going to be limited to a small number of people, which will include prospects. I view this a bit 

differently than leaving them on a table at a game (just as an example), where members of the general public will frequent. So since these are items that could only be 

provided in either black and white to a PSAas an attachment to a letter or included in color as an attachment to an emai[, I think we should avoid leaving these out in the 
lobby. 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

A~ }~ }!Isr ~¸" ~i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Stephen Toomy 6:31 AM >>> 

Good morning! We have extra newsletters that we sent out to our Family and Alumni list. Can I leave some copies in our lobby attached to our 

locker room? or do I need to make sure that they are not around when prospective student athletes are coming to campus? 

Thank you 

Stephen Toomy 

Director of Operations 

Men’s Lacrosse 

University of North Carolina 

344 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27510 

508-439-2938 

stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:25 PM 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thought I would forward on to you the official interp that was issued re: the home school situation... 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Teams of Prospective Student-Athletes not Organized Under the Auspices of a Scholastic Governing Body (I) 
Date Publistned: September 20, 2012 

Type: Official Interpretation 
Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

The committee confirmed that a team made up of prospective student athletes (e.g., home school or academy team) that is not organized or administered under the 

auspices of a scholastic governing body is considered a nonscholastic team. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 1B.1.7.8 (basketball evaluations), 1B.1.7.8.1 (men’s basketball), 1B.1.7.8.2 (women’s basketball), 13.1.7.8.B (coaches’ attendance at 

basketball events) and 1B.1.7.9,4 (scholastic and nonscholastic activities bowl subdivision football)] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:42 PM 

~optonline.net> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: new grant offer 

It would be helpful if you could forward me any information you have received about this grant so that I can confirm that it is permissible for to receive it. If it’s USOC, it’s 

probably okay, but I would have to know details before ] can say that for certain, 

Since     is receiving a full scholarship from us, he would not be able to use these grant funds during the academic year for expenses associated with normal living in CH. 

Those expenses are to be covered by his scholarship. So any grant funding he receives and spends during his senior year will have to be on "other" training trips, etc., similar 

to the stipulations put on the earlier fund he’s received. 

Once he graduates, though, if he is here training and not receiving scholarship funds from us, then those funds would be limited only by the manner specified by the USOC. At 

that point, his amateur status will no longer be an issue for us at UNC, so he would have to answer only to the USOC in terms of the permissibility of the expenses covered by 

their funds. 

I hope this is helpful. Essentially, he has to abide by the NCAA regulations in place until after he graduates from UNC, After that point, it will only be rules put in place by the 

USOC. 

Thanks, and I will await details from you as to the nature of this potential grant. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> ~optonline.net> 7:56 AM > > > 

Hi Amy, 

I hope all is well with you. We are looking forward to our trip to UNC next weekend. It is such a great place, and it is always great to see 

I am writing to ask a few questions about a potential USOC grant that     has been invited to apply for again this year. It is a different grant than last year. 

I do not have a lot of information about it yet, and I am not sure if he will actually get any award, but I wanted to check with you about it first, before we apply. The application 
deadline is Oct 8 and the decision is made after Jan gl. 

Just a few questions ..... 

When is his NCAA eligibility no longer a factor with these grants? I know                                                            after graduation, 

Would he be able to use any potential grant money for expenses at that time? After he graduates? Or even before that, after his season ends in March? (i.e, his rent in CH 

and living expenses?). It will be helpful to know this for the application process and to plan for his expenses next Spring. 

to take advantage of this opportunity. I appreciate all of your help with this and his prior grant. It is such a tedious process, but well worth the effort for 

Thanks, 

Sincerely, 

Sent from rny iPad 



Fron’l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 3:46 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FINAL MBB Recruiting Service Update (9.24.2012) 

All, 

Here is an updated list of where we stand with the various recruiting services. Looks like we are DONE with the ones that you all have indicated we are (or potentially might be 

in the future) using! 

Remember that, should you wish to purchase any other services, you must obtain prior approval from our office. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

APPROVED 

1. BALLPLAYERS 

2. Big Shots Schneider All Star Recruiting Service 

3. BurlisonOnBasketball 

4. Catlett Scouting Service CSS 

5. Dave Telep Scouting Services, LLC 

6. Gerry Freitas Hoop Review 

7. HSBI Report 

8. Van Coleman’s HotlOOHoops 

9. Mullen’s Sports Enterprises, Inc, 

10. Prep Spotlight 

11, Preps Plus Services 

12. RCS Sports 

13. Mike Kunstadt’s Texas Basketball Review 

14. The Guide 

15. The Hoop Scoop 

16, The National Recruiting Report 

17. New England Recruiting Report 

18. TJ Hoops Scouting Service 

19. Illinois Spot Lite 

20, All Star Scouting Servie (Bob Gibbons) 

21. Evan Daniels Scouting 

22. Star Hoopers of Tomorrow S.H,O.T 

23. Southeast Regional Basketball Report 

NOT CONSIDERED A RECRUn’ING SERVICE 
1. PrepTracker 

2. Collegiate Basketball Times/Basketball Times Hoop Group 

3. Hoops USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 3:54 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha 

<jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen 

Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; )uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Richmond Men’s Soccer- PTC 

Richmond Men’s Soccer S-As.pdf 

Coaches, 

The University of Richmond will be discontinuing their men’s soccer program at the conclusion of the 2012 fall season, therefore [ have attached a blanket letter allowing you 

to contact all of their current men’s soccer student athletes. If you have any questions about the blank release please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 24, 2012 7:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Coach Fedora - Academic Lunches 

Vince, 

We are having one of the academic luncheons this Friday at 12pm. It will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. 

WaLty 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/24/2012 6:48 PM > > > 

Wally, 

Is Coach Fedora supposed to do one of the lunches with facul~ this Friday’? Just checking, Thmlks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 24, 2012 10:27 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Coach Fedora - Academic Lunches 

So far we have the following attending: Robert Pleasants (Educ), David Navalinsky (Dram), Steve May (Comm), Deb Stroman (Exss), Melinda Manning (Plcy), A.S. Agbe Davies 

(Anth), Barbara Osborne (Exss), Deborah & Richard Southall (Exss). 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 

(Q 
> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/24/2012 8:31 PM > > > 

Ok, who do we have attending this far? 

On Sep 24, 2012, at 7:15 PM, "Wally Richardson" <wricha@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

Vince, 

We are having one of the academic luncheons this Friday at 12pm. It will be on the 5th floor of the Kenan Football Center. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
~c) 

> > > "[lle, Vince" <jj_[&@_&E)_a__[[:_U__L~__c_g__d___u_.> 9/24/2012 6:48 PM > > > 

Wolly, 

Is Coach Fedora supposed to do one of the lunches with faculty this Friday? Just checking. Thanks. 

Mince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:05 PM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatcheli@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mbailen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>i @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RNAL WBB Recruiting Service Update 

All, 
Thanks for the clarification on the Ronnie Till service, Clarissa. It is included below by its new name, the Carolina Scouting Report. 

Here is an updated list of where we stand with the various recruiting services. Looks like we are DONE with the ones that you all have indicated we are using! 

Remember that, should you wish to purchase any other services, you must obtain prior approval from our office. 
Thanks, 
Amy 

APPROVED 
All Star Girls Report 

The Juco Journal 

Hoops in the South (Guy Coleman) 

Blue Star Basketball Report 

Passion Hoops [nternational 

JumpOffPlus National Report 

Tri State Report 

Carolina Scouting Report (Ronnie Till) 

NOT CONSIDERED A RECRUrffNG SERVICE (have NCAA verification) 
PrepTracker 

Scoutware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.uncedu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

FYI 

> > > "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu > :[:20 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Hostetter, Brad" <._b___h__o___s__t__e__t__t__e__r_@__t_[q___e__a___c__c_:g_[’g.> 
Date:                  :[1:58:19 AM EDT 

Subject." New Assistant Commissioner for Compliance and Governance 

Please join me in congratulating and welcoming Matt Burgemeister to the ACC staff" as the _Assistant Commissioner for CompEance and Governance. Matt 
comes to the ACC from the Western Athletic Conference where he held the same title for the past two years. Prior to the WAC, Matt spent four years at the 
NC,%~\ and a year and a half as a compliance graduate assistmlt at the University of Texas. Matt received his undergraduate degree from the University of 
Utah and a graduate degree from the University- of Texas. Matt will be staxting in the office fnll-time on Monday October 22. As we get him set up with 
contact information Ibr the ACC, I will pass that along. 
Thaxtks for your patience as we’ve worked through this process. We are excited to get Matt on board!!! 
Brad Hostetter 
Senior _Associate Commissioner 
Complianc e/Gove m ance/Humaaa Resources 
Atlantic Coast Colfference 
Email: bh ostett er(a)theacc.org 
Phone: 336-854-8787 
F a,-:: 336-369-0065 
<image003.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Subscription Receipt for Inside the League 

Idon’t think so, Mind ifI use this one? 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/25/2012 1:25 PM > > > 

Did Molly set you up with a subscription too? 

Original Message 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:59 PM 

To: ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: Subscription Receipt for Inside the League 

VJnce, 

rve set up your subscription. For registration purposes, I used your 

your password if you’d like, 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Original Message 

From: service@paypal.com [maJlto:service@paypal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:57 PM 

To: mbnorton@unc.edu 

Subject: Subscription Receipt for inside the League 

Hello Lawrence Cunningham, 

You should be able to change 

You have successfully signed up for a subscription to Inside the League using PayPal. 

Your first subscription payment, for $25.00 USD, has already been sent to Inside the League. 

Subscription Details 

Date of sign up: Aug 23, 2012 

Subscription Name: Inside the League 

Subscription Number: S 8E1/V31989NU299921W 

Subscription Terms: 

$25.00 USD for each month 

Your subscription will automatically renew at the rates stated above unless you cancel prior to the end of the billing period. 

If you have any questions or concerns about this subscription, please contact Inside time League. 

Contact Information 

Business Name: Inside the League 

Contact Email: nstratton@insJdetheleague.com Contact Phone: 832 443 3350 

Notification Preferences 

Right now, we don’t send you an emaJl every time you make a payment for this subscription. To change your Notifications preferences, log in to your PayPal account, go to 

your Profile, and click My settings. 

Cancelling Your Subscription 

If you would like to cancel this subscription, log in to your PayPal account and go to the "History" subtab of the "My Account" tab, Choose "Subscriptions" from the pull down 
"Show" menu and press the "Submit" button. Choose this subscription, and click on its "Details" link. You will be taken to a Transaction Details page from which you may 

cancel your subscription. Cancelling your subscription will immediately stop all future scheduled payments for this subscription. 



Thanks, 

PayPal 

PROT ECT YOU R PASSWORD 

NEVER give your password to anyone, including PayPal employees, Protect yourself against fraudulent websites by opening a new web browser (e,g, ]nternet Explorer or 

Firefox) and typing in the PayPal URL every time you log in to your account. 

Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response. For assistance, log in to your PayPal account and click the Help link in the 

top right corner of any PayPal page. 

PPID PP266 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, .< :3:50 PM 

Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Work with Clubs 

Noninstitutional Privately Owned Camps and Clinics.pdf 

Amy, 

I left you a voicemail on what I TH[NK was your cell phone! 

The basics are that you are no longer permitted to work with prospect aged individuals in club activities, unless it meets the definition of a local sports club (B0 mile radius of 

our campus). So any choreography work for prospect aged individuals outside of this radius would be considered tryouts and are, thus, impermissible. 
Derek also mentioned something about you working an outside clinic. Because you are now a coaching staff member, all clinics that you work outside of UNC still have to 

meet the regulations in place for institutional camps. I’m attaching a copy of our outside camp/clinic form that identifies all of these rules. Take a look at it and we can discuss 

whether the clinic you were speaking of meets these guidelines. 

Lastly, regarding doing a presentation on recruiting regulations for an outside club. Bylaw 13.1.8.2 (pasted below) covers these sorts of scenarios (assuming the event would 

NOT be at a high school), i don’t believe that letters a, b, or d are going to cause you any problems, particularly when the purpose is to go over the recruiting rules with 

members of these clubs. However, the part about not having direct contact with the prospects or parents/guardians will be tricky. We have to figure out where the line is 

drawn, specifically in terms of Q&A sessions. For example, is it "direct contact" if a PSA asks a question in front of the whole group at the end and you answer it? Or is it only 

"direct contact" if a PSA comes up to you after the session is over and it’s I on 17 

I am going to ask this question of the ACC. [ feel like I have asked it before, and have yet to get an answer that I can remember! [ will let you know what ] find out on that, 

Happy to talk through anything that [ didn’t cover here! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Z3.1.8.2 Banquets or Meetings at Locations Other Than a Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 

A coach may speak at a meeting or banquet at which prospective student athletes are in attendance at a location other than a prospective student athlete’s educational 

institution (except during a dead period per Bylaw ]_3.02.B.5) outside of a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) or may speak at such a meeting or banquet 

during a contact period (recruiting period in men’s basketball) without using one of the institution’s permissible contacts or evaluations, provided: (Revised." 4/’15/’0_9, 20/27/22 

effective 8/i/12) 

(a) fhe meeting or banquet is initiated and conducted by an entity other than the coach’s institution; 

(b) The coach does not make a recruiting presentation in conjunction with the appearance; 

(c) The coach does not have any direct contact with any prospective student athlete (or a prospective student athlete’s parents or legal guardians) in attendance; and 

(d) The coach does not engage in any evaluation activities, 

/\ e,~, i{ ~- i" ~:" :.: e, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>, Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>, Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My name is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highest level. We film high school, 

college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http://www.youtube.com/Hoopmixtape. We have reached over 200 million views on Youtube 

and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports organizations. 

I am emailing you because we wanted to cover the Tar Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D1 Midnight Madness events and UNC 

is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team this year, since we have been following most of the roster closely since they were in high school. In fact our next video is a 

high school highlight reel of U NC’s          If you have a ny questions please feel free to contact me through e-mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676 - 7794 

~gmail.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season preview video for Tar 
Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 
(919) 740-5368 
www,ycelanproductions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning          ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

g~ce 

For what purpose would you be videotaping the event? 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 4:26 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Bowers < m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

My two cents as we already have a live partner in ESPN, they can’t do it live. We wouldn’t want them to post full coverage of the event to compete with ESPN’s archive. If 

they want to shoot highlights, ] don’t think there’s a problem with that. They would have to shoot baseline the same way everyone else does. 

Ken 

> > > "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu > 9/25/2012 4:17 PM > > > 

Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My name is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopcmxtape Inc. Hoopcmxtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highest level. We film high 

school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http://www.youtube.com/Hoopmixtape. We have reached over 200 million views 

on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nike, HBO, and several other sports organizations. 

I am emailing you because we wanted to cover the Tar Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D1 Midnight Madness events and 

UNC is our main focus. We feel UNC is the most exciting team this year, since we have been following most of the roster closely since they were in high school. In fact our 

next video is a high school highlight reel of UNC’s          If you have any questions please feel free to contact me through e mail or phone. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676 7794 

@qmail.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed several UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season preview video for Tar 
Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 
(919} 740-5368 
www.ycelanproductions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc=edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning          .i~,vahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

B~ce 
For what purpose would yon be videotaping the evenr? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 4:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken 

Cleary < kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Matt Bowers < m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Since ESPN is covering the event in its entirety on ESPN3 and doing cut ins on ESPNU, I think we should reserve all other use of the content for ourselves/THSP. 

Rick 

> > > "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu > 9/25/2012 4:17 PM > > > 
Let me know what you think? I have two separate requests from video companies that want to videotape Late Night. 

From: Nils Wagner              ~gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:05 PM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC Midnight Madness Media Credential Request 

Hello, 

My name is Nils, I’m a video producer at Hoopmixtape Inc. Hoopmixtape is an online basketball media company that showcases basketball at the highest level. We film high 

school, college, and NBA during the Summer. You can take a look at some of our videos at http:iivcww.youtube.com/Hoopmixtape. We have reached over 200 million views 
on Youtube and have worked with ESPN, Reebok, Adidas, Nil<e, HBO, and several other sports organizations. 

I am emailing you because we wanted to cover the Tar Heels Midnight Madness this year. We are working this season on featuring several D1 Midnight Madness events and 

UNC is our main focus, We feel UNC is the most exciting team this year, since we have been following most of the roster closely since they were in high school, In fact our 

next video is a high school highlight reel of UNC’s          If you have any questions please feel free to contact me through e mail or phone, 

Thank you so much for your time and help. 

Best, 

Nils Wagner 

Hoopmixtape.com 

(240) 676 7794 

~gmail.com 

I also have a similar request from this guy: 

I want to help build hype for the upcoming season. This past summer, I filmed severn UNC players playing in the NC Pro-Am. I plan on making a season preview video for Tar 
Heel Times & other UNC websites. 
Bryce Lanning 
Ycelan Productions 

(919) 740-5368 
www.ycelanproductions.com 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner(~..unc.edu> 
To: Bryce Lanning          ,~.yahoo.com> 
Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2012 4:49 PM 
Subject: Re: Midnight Madness Credentials 

B~ce 

For what purpose would yon be videotaping the evenr? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Foster, Beverly B. <bbfoster@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Fnday 

Thanks, Fd be interested in learning the distribution list, Unfortunately I am teaching a,t that time a, nd can’t get awa, g, 

Beverly B, Foster, PhD, RN 

Director, Undergr~dual:e Program 

School of Nursing, CB# 7460 

Carr]ngton Half #I008 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H]fl 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7460 

Phone: 919 966-4[-N.5 

FAX: 919 843-.6212 

Email: gev_Foster@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 25, 2012 9:47 PN 
To: Foster, Beverly B. 
Subject: Fwd: Lunch with Coach Fedora on Friday 

Beverly, 

The original invitation is copied below. Thanks again. 

Vince 

September 23, 2012 
Dear Professor, 
On behalf of the Academic Support Center for Student-Athletes and Coach Larry Fedora and his staff, we would like to 
invite you to our first Academic Luncheon of the fall semester. The luncheon will take place during the traditional lunch 
hour of 12-1pm at the Kenan Football Center on the 5th floor. This will be an opportunity for you to converse with 
colleagues and enjoy a great lunch. Coach Fedora will speak to the group at 12:15pm and will take questions at the end of 
his speech. We hope that you can join us this Friday, September 28th at 12pm. Please RSVP by Wednesday at 5pm to 
wricha@uncaa.unc.edu or ~_19) 962.-9893. We look forward to seeing you Friday[ 

Wall?, Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Universi~" of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (W~) 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmemlans <limmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 8:12 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy tterman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edtP; Lance Markos <maxko@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

I will be working from home and be back tomolTow 

Tom 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: "Am?" Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>, 
Sut~iect: FW: 
Date: Tue,              :35 pm 

!uncaa unc edu>, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa unc edu>, "Vince I[le" <i[le@email unc edu> 

>>> "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa unc.edu>          ’I715:35:55893317 >>> 

Maybe the CCE should be 3 hours I’m sure the coaches would go for that.. 

>>> Amy tlerman          :31 PM >>> 
Interesting. I worked with Christian very briefly on a NAAC education subcommittee. 

>>> "[lle, Vince" <i[le@email.unc edu~" 3:24 PM >>> 

Do you guys know Christian Spears? 3 hours, huh? 

http ://chronicle.corn~logs~layers~ow-competent-are-compliance-officcrs-thegr e-ab out-t o-find-out/31422 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:51 AM 

Brian Kalbas < bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; C[int Owaltney <cgwa[tney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tennis Channel Show 

Participation in Media Activities.pdf 

Brian, 
See attached for the form that will need to be signed by eact~ participating student athlete and also by a representative of the show, Please 9o over it with the show 

representative to make sure that every requirement in the form is bein9 followed! 

Also, as I mentioned on the phone this morning, please get us something in writing detailing the scope of the project as it relates to our student athletes, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kwadjo Steele <~kosteele@uncg.eduv 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

APR Transfer Confirmation- 

Transi~r Tracer Fore1 ~df 

Vince, 

Attached is a trmlsfer tracer form for 

retx~rting. 

Please let me know if you have a~y questions. 

Thanks, 

who enrolled at UNC Chapel Hill this fall. We need co~kfirmation of his enrollment for our APR 

Kwadj o Steele 

Assistant AD for Student Development 

Spartan Athletics 

Cell 

Fax (336) 334-4063 

www.UNCGSpartans.com 
"We discover and develop champions in lit~"- The Spartan Way 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:21 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Yes, if you go to uncaa.unc.edu, there is a link that says ’Staff Manual’. The user name i and the password i.~ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/10/2012 7:41 PM > > > 

Thanks Amy. Where can I find the version of the Statt’Manual from which the information was taken? It appears your attachment was revised in 2011? Checked the J 
drive and it has the ’07-08 Stall’Manual revised in 2007. There is an ’08-09 item that contains a link to which I cannot gain access. Should I be looking somewhere else? 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, September 10, 2012 10:13 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

See attached. I found a blurb on this in the Staff Manual, Scheduling section. It’s the first bullet on the 2nd page. 

Amy 

> > > Amy Herman <_aj_s__c__!)_a___e_5~uncaa.unc.edu > 9/9/2012 10:30 PM > > > 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever seen it in writing,just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be in the 

Staff Manual? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <~_~j_s__c__t!_a___e__@__u__r_Lc__a_~h_U__L~__c_:&_d__u__> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While Isee a benefit to stressing the 2 words that [ had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off 

before they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days 

per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:\P.,i } I~,!~" L",~, P,, P., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (f~x) 
aischae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc,edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy- 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1} You mighL noL want to underline words at the beginning o[: the appeal, Sometimes people view thaL as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive from the get go, If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then VII go with your)Jdgment on that. 

2) At one point you state tha t the "extla evening of missed campus time meets institutionaJ policy." It might be good to state what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good kEck, 



l_issa 

From: Amy Herman [__m___a_j_[_t__o_Laj__s__£L!__a__e__@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To-" Mtike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ; Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/20:[2 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must 

have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for 

comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. [n actuality, we 
have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we 

can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there 

were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the 
subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that 

was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

A,’"¢ 5 fio’~ ’m ¢" "" 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.eclu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach tnas asked ttnat we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to tnelp us, Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4DSF 9241 F7:L7AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
< ~ _a__[?_t_ b__o__r_] y_t_ _r_ _a_ _v_ _ _e_ [ : _c_ £4 E ] > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 1Zpm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after llpm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <.a..t.b-ga[].r.4.@-.u.r.Lc..a.~Lu.-L~-.c-g..d.-.u.~<m#i[LQ~#-th~a]]-Q-@-u~!~9-a~#-[x~#~!#-> > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 



> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one.,, 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ~schae@uncaa.unc.edu <mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc,edu > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



FFOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smite Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:13 PM 

Beth Miller <bmilleg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgome1% John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Office Session 

Beth --- 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to rnake this rneeting. My guess is John Montgornery & Karlton Creecb will have to miss it as weft due to another meeting we already 

have on the books, 

If possible, I’d love to schedule a make-up meeting where I (or the 3 of us) could still meet with the business office to get the information and get brought up to 

sp~-’_~ed, Please just let: m~:_~ know what t ]leed to do to make that h~)~)en, 

[im 

Timothy D. Snlid~ 

Major Gift Director ] IJNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 2753.5 

O: 9:1.9~843,6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.corn 

From: Beth Hiller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 5:14 PH 
To: Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Smith, Tim Dillon; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket 
Lane; Ellen Culler; Vince Ille; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Michael Beale; Hike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Co: Hartina Ballen 
Subject: Business Office Session 

All, 

We have scheduled a session with Martina and the Business Office staff for Primary and Secondary Sport Administrators. This session will be on Sept. 20 from 8:30 - 10:00 
am. in Loudermilk room 2303.. The purpose of this session is to review the approval process for all pertinent business office forms that are subrnitted by our coaches. Once 

we have completed this session, Primary Sport Administrators will be responsible for the review!approval of these forms for their sports; however, this is important 

information for even/one since, there may be occasions when Secondary Sport Administrators are asked to facilitate the process. It will also be beneficial that all Sport 

Administrators have an understanding of the procedures our coaches must follow. 

If you are unable to attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know, We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 20. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:49 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Office Session 

Tim, 
Please check with John, as he cleared this date and time on his schedule before we scheduled this meeting. Sue Walsh also thought she may have a conflict, but said today 

that she could make this meeting,.....] don’t know if that is the same meeting you have, though. 

] understand if you can’t make the meeting with the business office staff and believe they will be happy to arrange a "make up" session for those who have conflicts. We’ll wait 

to see how marly are unable to attend and let Martina determine the best way to handle the "make up" session. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

>>> "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu > 9/12/2012 5:12 PM >>> 

Beth --- 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to rnake this rneeting. My guess is John Montgornery & Karlton Creech will have to miss it as weft due to another meeting we already 

have on the books. 

If possible, I’d love to schedule a make-up meeting where I (or the 3 of us) could still meet with the business office to get the information and get brought up to 

speed. Please just let me know what I need to do to make that happen. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director [ UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2445, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 9:].9~843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Tuesday, September i:[, 2012 5:14 PM 
To; Montgomery, John R; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Smith, Tim Dillon; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket 
Lane; Ellen Culler; Vince Ille; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Cc: Martina Ballen 
Subject; Business Office Session 

All, 

We have scheduled a session with Martina and the Business Office staff for Primary and Secondary Sport Administrators. This session will be on Sept. 20 from 8:30 - 10:00 
am. in Loudermilk room 2301. The purpose of this session is to review the approval process for aH pertinent business office forms that are submitted by our coaches. Once 

we have completed this session, Primary Sport Administrators will be responsible for the review!approval of these forms for their sports; however, this is important 

information for even/one since, there may be occasions when Secondary Sport Administrators are asked to facilitate the process. ]t will also be beneficial that all Sport 

Administrators have an understanding of the procedures our coaches must follow. 

if you are unable to attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know. We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 20. 

All the best, 
~Beth 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Montgome~, John R <jmont@unc.edu; 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 10:12 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Office Session 

Beth, 

That is my fault as I did not have our endowment seat assignment day(s) on rny calendar. Our fundraisers wilt need to be d~ere as they work closely with their 

donors and know their preferences within the Smith Center. 

Sorry I missed that on the calendar. This might impact more than Tim so let me check with other fundraisers. 

John 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2012 5:49 PM 
To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John P,; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: RE: Business Office Session 

Tim, 

Please check with John, as he cleared this date and time on his schedule before we scheduled this meeting. Sue Walsh also thought she may have a conflict, but said today 

that she could make this meeting,.....] don’t know if that is the same meeting you have, though. 

i understand if you can’t make the meeting with the business office staff and believe they will be happy to arrange a "make up" session for those who have conflicts. We’ll wait 

to see how many are unable to attend and let Martina determine the best way to handle the "make up" session. 

thanks, 
,~Beth 

> > > "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu > 9/12/2012 5:12 PM > > > 

Beth - 

Unfortunately, I won’t be able to rnake this meeting. My guess is John Montgornery & Karlton Creecb will have to miss it as weft due to another meeting we already 

have on the books. 

If possible, Vd love to schedule a make-up meeting where I (or the 3 of us) could still meet with the business office to get the information and get brought up to 

speed. Please just let me know what I need to do to make that happen. 

Th a n ks, 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift: Director I UNC Rams Ck~b 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, N¢ 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsdub.com 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 5:14 PN 
To: Montgomery, John P,; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; Smith, Tim Dillon; Terrell, Matt; Walsh, Sue; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Cricket 
Lane; Ellen Culler; Vince Ille; John Brunner; Kevin Best; Michael Beale; Mike Bunting; Michael Perkins; Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 
Co: Martina Ballen 
Subject: Business Office Session 

All, 

We have scheduled a session with Martina and the Business Office staff for Primary and Secondary Sport Adcninistrators. This session will be on Sept. 20 from 8:30 - 10:00 
am. in Loudermi]k room 2301. The purpose of this session is to review the approval process for all pertinent business office forms that are submitted by our coaches. Once 
we have completed this session, Primary Sport Administrators will be responsible for the review!approval of these forrns for their sports; however, this is important 
information for everyone since, there may be occasions when Secondary Sport Administrators are asked to facilitate the process. It will also be beneficial that all Sport 
Administrators have an understanding of the procedures our coaches must follow, 

If you are unable to attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know. We look forward to seeing you on Sept. 20. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:05 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu-~ 

FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group I and me) in the 

next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics that has responsibility or a 

stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different ideas for 

these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what Athletics may want or 

need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s always been done and slower to 

consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for more of your valuable time. 

It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the athletics administration (while 

we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) tbllow up meeting. 

Thanks for getting back so quickly! I’ll check with everyone else, but Thursday at 4. definitely works for me, and I might be able to shift an appohltment on Friday 

morning if necessary, Will let you know everyone else’s availability asap! 

See you at the soccer game tomorrow? 

B a r ba ra 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:,rsitv of North Carolina 
309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8805 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:1.9,982.5:[73 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:16 PM 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
$,,bject: RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting, 

Hi Barbara, 

I would be happy to meet with you and members of your group. I have a schedule conflict for the date and time yon propose below, but I could meet Monday 9/17, 

Wednesday 9/19 or Thursday 9/20 at 4. I also have some availabili~ Friday morning 9/21. Do any of those options work for yon? If not, we can look at the following 

week. 

I look forward to it and thanlcs for all your help. 

Mince 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 8:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group and me) in the 

next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics that has responsibility or a 

stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different ideas for 

these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what Athletics may want or 

need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s always been done and slower to 

consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for more of your valuable time. 

It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the athletics administration (while 

we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: _s_p___o__[_t_La____w____@___u___n__£:__e__d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Friday, September 14, 2012 7:29 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: FAC student-afl~lete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

I can attend bm if you want To do it yourself that is fine also. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib~ ofNoNa C~Jcolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Osborne, Barbara" <spor~lawf;tmc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2012 8:04:56 PM EDT 

To: "Ille, Vince" <i.!!e_f~e_!r_lail__.t_t_n__c_..e__d__t_~> 
Cc: "Cunninghmn, Bubba" <.b_.u__b._b_.~_(q~e_!r_l:4i!:.u__!!c_:_e_.d_t_.v3~ 

Subject: FAC student-atMete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience groul: and 

me) in the next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics 

that has responsibility or a stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different 

ideas for these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what 

Athletics may want or need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s 

always been done and slower to consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for more of your 

valuable time. It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the 

athletics administration (while we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: _s_portlaw @ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 8:20 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Re: FAC student-athlete experience (su~ey) follow up meeting. 

Ok. Thanks 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib, of Norfll Carolina 

On Sep 14, 2012, at 8:03 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll let you know when it is scheduled (see NgNighted options I ~nt to Barbara last night). Up to you if you can/want to attend. Thanks. 

From= Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Friday, September 14, 2012 7:29 AM 

To= llle, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

I can attend but if you want To do it yourself that is fine also. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From= llle, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, September 13, 2012 9:14 PM 
To= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= Re: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

That sounds great. Either day works for me. I’ll miss soccer tomorrow. Heading to Louisville with football. Good luck here. Thanks. 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 8:19 PM, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank; for getting bacl~ so quickly! I’ll check with everyone else, but: Thursday at 4 definitely worlds for me., and t might be able to shift an appointment 

on Friday rnormng if m?ces;ary, Will let you Mmw ew?ryone else’s availability asap! 

See you at the soccer garne Lomorrow? 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

~!’.<ercise and Spot[ S£:iet~ce 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 
Chapel Hill, NC 275153 

Phone: 9I%962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From= Tile, Vince 
Sent= Thursday, September :1.3, 2012 8:16 PM 

To= Osborne, Barbara 
Subject= RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Barbara, 
I would be happy to meet with you and members of your group. I have a schedule conflict for the date and time you protx~se below ~! i ~ukt mee! 
M6iiday 9 lTi WedneSday 9 19 o~ ~May 9/20 ~ I ~go ~ave go~ ~i~ability Friday ~iiig 9 21 Do any of those options work for you? If not, 
we can look at the tbllowing week. 
I look tbrwaacd to it and thanks for all your help. 
Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Date: September 13, 2012 8:04:56 PM EDT 

To: "file, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Cunningham, Bubba" <b__u_._b_ .b_a_.£ ._@_e__m__a_![:u__n_c__._.e_d__u_> 

Subject: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting, 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group, 

and me) in the next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite 

anyone else from Athletics that has responsibility or a stake in the process. 

l’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may 

have different ideas for these processes moving forward, l’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this 

process, separate from what Athletics may want or need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the 

committee seem very set in the way it’s always been done and slower to consider alternatives @ 



That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so I’m asking for 

more of your valuable time. It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how 

FAC can support/assist the athletics administration (while we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osborne, Barbara <sportlaw@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 10:41 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) tbllow up meeting. 

Thursday at 4:00pro works for us. Can you come to my office in Woollen Gym 309? 

Have fun at football--- I’ll be trghlg to catch the field hockey/men’s soccer double header. Q 

C-:o Heels, 

B a r ba ra 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw?rsitv o[ North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gvrn 

CB 8805 

Chapel Hilt, NC 27519 

Phone: 9:1.9.962.5173 

Email: sportlaw@unc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September :1.3, 20:[2 9::[4 PN 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: Re: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

That sounds great. Either day works for me. I’ll miss soccer tomorrow. Heading to Louisville with football. Good luck here. Thanks. 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 8:19 PM, "Osborne, Barbara" <sportlaw@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for getting back so quickly! 1’11 check with everyone else, but Thursday at 4 definitely works for me, and I might be able to shift an appointment 

on Friday morning if necessary. Will h?~: you kn.:_~w ~-:weryone else’s availabili~:y asap] 

Se*:_! you at the ;occer game-:! t.:_~morrow? 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

Uniw:_!rsity .:Dr North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 

CB 8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone: 919.962.5:L7~ 

E~¥u~il: sportlaw@anc.edu 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, September :[3, 20:[2 8::[6 PM 

To: Osborne, Barbara 
Subject: RE: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi BoJrbara, 

I would be happy to meet with you and members of your group. I have a schedule conflict for the date and time you propose below, but I could meet 

Monday 9/17, Wednesday 9/19 or Thursday 9/’20 at 4. I also have some availabilib’ Friday morning 9/21. Do any of those options work for you? If not, 

we can look at the following week. 

I look forward to it and thanks for all your help. 

Vince 

From: Osborne, Barbara 
Sent: Thursday, September :[3, 20:[2 8:05 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
C¢: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FAC student-athlete experience (survey) follow up meeting. 

Hi Vince, 

Do you have time in your busy schedule to meet with the members of the FAC student-athlete experience group                             , and 

me) in the next week (or so) to discuss the student-athlete interview!survey process going forward? Please also invite anyone else from Athletics 

that has responsibility or a stake in the process. 

I’ve tried to get the FAC to slow down and take a deep breath, reminding them that there is new leadership in place and that y’all may have different 

ideas for these processes moving forward. I’ve also asked them to identify/define what FAC needs (or wants) from this process, separate from what 

Athletics may want or need, in order to inform the faculty and advise the Chancellor. Some members of the committee seem very set in the way it’s 

always been done and slower to consider alternatives @ 

That all being said, the FAC expects us to meet and report back as well as lead the discussion at the next FAC meeting, so i’m asking for more of your 

valuable time. It would be great if you could share your thoughts about the process(es), as well as your ideas about how FAC can support/assist the 

athletics administration (while we’re informing the faculty and advising the chancellor). 

Would Tuesday 9/18 at 4:00pm work for you? If not, please let us know your availability. 

Take care, 

Barbara 

Barbara Osborne 

Associate Professor 

Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina 

309 Woollen Gym 



CB8605 

Chapel Hill, NC 27519 

Phone:919.962.5173 

Email:sportlaw@~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:06 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holds 

I forgot to CC you all on the emails about hold releases, but all sports are now caught up on paperwork and off hold! 
Sorry :) 



From: "~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 12:23 PM 

To: _}!gmail.c°m-- 

Subject: Sept 14 Tar Heel Parent Impt Update 

Hello "Far Heel Football Parents and Guardians- 
It has come to our attention that some folks are NOT getting our email messages from my gmaJl Mdmss or the Tar Heel Football Parent Organization’s (THFPO) 
yahoo email address. PLEASE check your spam/jtmk folders. To fix this issue, you need to ADD my             ~gmaJl.com account to your email address 
book an&’or ..... ~vahoo.com. You should tbeu not have aW trouble receiving future emoJls. 

Just a reminder for the first year of THFPO, foils make their own away game tailgating arrangements. The next THFPO tailgate is Sept 22 for the UNC vs ECU game. 

If you are traveling to Kentucky this weekend fbr the Louisville game, feel tree to text and connect with us. We will be there! 

(cell) 

:(cell) and 

Go Heels’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, September 15, 2012 10:39 AM 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Football or tbr MPLCA 

We need a process for requests. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJcolina 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: Brad Minter        ~_£_u_!2b___eJ_l_R!~Ls_t_i__c_s:_c_+£Lr!.> 
Date: September 10, 2012 12:23:24 PM EDT 

To: ’"_l?LLb_b_~_c_~)__ujL£:_e_d___u_’" <_b_u_b_b__&_c_@_unc.edn>, ’"!__r~Ri_l)__e___s_@LLn__c_’:~L_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_’" <._r_l~jS?i__r_Le_~__u__r!_c__~_~::a_:__u__r!_c_:__e__d___u_.> 
Subject: RE: Football or for MPLCA 

Gentlemen, 
Good Afternoon. 
I wanted to check back with you and see if you all may be able to help us this year with our items for the Silent Auction. 
If you would like, we can set a minimum bid for your donation. Since your donation is tax deductible you will receive a confirmation and receipt letter shortly 
following the event. You will also receive recognition in the Auction program and the website (http://www.larqerthaNifeformike.erq/) 
Donations can be mailed to the address below, or please contact me (email/phone) and I have someone who would be glad to stop by and pick it up. 
Please let me know if you need us to fill out any paperwork or if there is anything else I can do to assist. 
Thanks again, 
Brad 

From-" Brad Minter 
Sent-" Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:50 AM 

To: ’_b___u___b__b__a___c_C~__U_L~__c_:_e_.~!_u__’; ’._n_&o_Ln__e___s__~__u__t~__c___a__a__~_u___n__c_:__e_d_u_.’ 
Subject-" Football or for MPLCA 
Dear Mr. Cunningham & Coach Fedora, 
You do not know me, but I am with the Michael R Pascucci Lung Cancer Association and I am an Associate Director. 
Mike played football in college and through MPLCA we raise money for lung cancer research in his memory. 

This year we are celebrating our 5th year of ScucciFest on September 22nd, 2012 and we want to make it that much more special. 

We were hoping you might be able to help us this year with a football autographed by Coach Fedora. 
In the past we have received an Autographed ball from Coach London at the University of Virginia and Coach Frank Beamer from Virginia Tech and would love to 
see which ball from the 3 schools, including UNC-Chapel, has the most attention at our silent auction. 

Even though Mike went to the University Virginia, we still get a ton of UNC-Chapel Hill supporters at this event. Due to the fantastic competitive nature of UNC- 
Chapel Hill versus the University of Virginia, we don’t want to have you all miss out with your supporters at this event. We get nearly 400 people plus each year 
at this event with an estimated 500 this year. 
We miss Mike very much but he lives on through this organization and we plan to raise the most money this year than we have in years past. 
Of course, any and all are invited to come, but we do understand this is football season. 
We thank you in advance for any help you may be able to provide this year and feel free to contact the organization or request any documentation needed 
should you be able to assist. 
Also, If it would be helpful for us to send a ball to be signed, we can do that as well to help in our request. 
Sincerely, 
Brad Minter 
Associate Director 
Michael R Pascucci Lung Cancer Association 

- Cell 

~.largerthanlifeformike.org - Alternative Email 
Brad Minter 
Tn~id~ £ales Representative I Curbell Plastics, Inc. l 10402 Lakeddge Pkwy, Suite 800 Ashland, VA 23005 

&_c__u__r_b__e_J!#_!_a___s__tLc__s_,_c___o_m__ I ~,_c___u_r__b___e_lM_a___s__tLc__s_,__c__o_m_ 

Curbell Plastics has been supplying plastic sheet, rod, tube, films, adhesives, sealants, tapes, prototyping and tooling materials, and fabricated parts for over 70 
years. 

This email and any files transmitted with it are confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If you are not the named addressee you should not 

disseminate, distribute or copy this e-mail Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. If you are not the 

intended recipient you are notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:36 AM 

Creech. Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fundraiser 

Another 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

Universib, of Norih Carolina 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Kelly Bossman           (a)nc.rr.com> 

Date: September 12, 2012 10:17:31 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac(~unc.edu> 
Subject: Ftmdraiser 

Hi, 
and we are having a fundraiser for her on September 23, 2012 in Garner, NC.                   v 

and must go every 8 weeks. This is the reason for our fundraiser. I was hoping that maybe we could get some tickets (any sport) 
donated to auction at our fundraiser. We sure know a lot of Carolina fans! This would help us so much, please let me know if it’s a possiblity. Thank you, 

Kelly Bossman 

i~,nc.rr.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturda~ 2:43 PM 

Rich DeSelm < dchdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Worlc Cham pionships 

Yes, as this would fall under the Outside Competition Exception in Bylaw 14.7.3 (d) and (e). Working through this with her professors will be the most important piece of this. 

Once she is officially selected, please let me know so [ can put a note in her file, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm ! 3:22 PM >>> 

Amy: 

may be selected for the USA team attending the World 

her exams, would she be allowed to participate? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Championships, in December This is during exams. [f she is and can work out 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:59 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Stephanie Peacock World Short Course Championships 

Thanks to all for the heads up ~ get academics in the loop ASAP (Jenn Townsend??), Appreciate it. 

>>> Amy Herman         2:43 PM >>> 

Yes, as this would fall under the Outside Competition Exception in Bylaw 14.7.3 (d) and (e). Working through this with her professors will be the most important piece of this. 

Once she is officially selected, please let me know so I can put a note in her file, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm ! 3:22 PM >>> 

Amy: 

may be selected for the USA team attending the World 

her exams, would she be allowed to participate? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Championships, in December This is during exams. If she is and can work out 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 11:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John R <jmonV~:unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon 

<tdsmith@unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Where are the Carolina Livery. Attendmlts helping the ADA’s offthe ADA Shuttle’s- SERIOUS LIABILITY ISSUES 9-16-12 

Actually he does have some good ideas about service. Let’s discuss. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: Bill Ipock    c~billipock.com> 

Date: September 16, 2012 9:30:58 AM EDT 

To: Deborah Hawkins <deborah(&~psafety.unc.edu> 

Cc: Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <babbac~)unc.edu>, "John Montgomery" <imont(~ad.unc.edu>, "MacL Kermeth R" 

<kmack(~unc.edu> 

Subject: \Vhere are the Carolina Livery Attendants helping the ADA’s off the ADA Shuttle’s- SERIOUS LL~BILITY ISSUES 9-16-12 

Hi Deborah !I! I have copied in newbies...Bubba & Tim...because..I wanted them to know..about how you and 
your people at Public Safety maintain eontinuous flow on game day. [ admire you very mueh!!.Bubba & Tim... 
please consider observing ...... stand in front of Woollen Gym after one game .... and watch Public Safeb~ moving 5 
lanes of exiting traffie..eontinuousflow...a thing of beauty.. 

Deborah, I noticed there were no Carolina LiveW Personnel helping the ADA’s off and on the ADA Shuttles at the 
ELON game??? Have you had budget cuts??? SERIOUS LIABILITY ISSUES Exists.???. There are Carolina 
Livery people every where at Basketball games dressed infirst class outfits..helping our ADA’s off & on these ADA 
Shuttles.. yet none at the Elon game.???...Deborah ,Please Reply ALL ...... That First Step...12 " is what our 
Legends talk about..How about a 6"inch step- up- stool to help em out..?? 

We need a ’Feel Good story out of Chapel Hill fight now???? Right now..right in the middle of the 
season...we need to send The Media to the ACU LOT..and let the Rams Club ADA’s park where they 
would like to park.???..The Media..you know..would not want those 75 spots next to the 50 yard 
line gate..if they knew they were taking them away from the ADA’s ...... ??? ..... ( including The News & 
Observer )..We need spaces for the 3 TV trueks..but the rest of the Media have rolling suit eases..or take 
nothing in but their laptops for there pre game prep...The Media arrive early..Why does the Media have to 
use covered up handicapped spots hz the Campus Health Services Lot at the 50 yard line????? 

Selfishly-- if everyone just admitted that we can do a better job ~4th the ADA’s...Donations and Living trusts 
would just flow in to The Office of Development...& our Aflfletie Scholarship Funds.??? 

You know..this ADA Shuttle thing started out right....but then ..the ADA’s grew in numbers-and then we built 
lots with acceptable ADA grades ( Campus Health Services Lot...Bell Tower Deck..& Rams Head 
Deck )..and then the Blue Zone gave us acceptable grades..all around Kenan...We need to jtkst pare 
down the ACU Lot shuttle for visitors & non rams club ADA’s..and move the Rams Club ADA’s next to Kenan-- 
regardless of the number of points.. 

Brenda has been in charge for a long long tilne..Brenda will veri~~ she has never had even one full lot..ever???? 
and with the addition of StubHub..Brenda ~sill never have any full lots???? 

in the mean time - serious liability/risk management issues exist .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 11:27 AM 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emml.unc.edtr’~; Pogge, Paul <ptx~gge@email.unc.edu>; Montgome~, John 

R <jmon@unc.edu:>; Kirschner~ Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Beth Miller --%mille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews 

<jandmws@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priceless Gem 

Great. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 16, 2012, at 10:19 AM, "Rick Steinbacher" <._r _s_t_e__ill_~c__h_.e_ _r~;~i_u_._n_c_’j~_L_gn__c_:_e_~t_u_> wrote: 

We are all set to do the presentation between the 1 st and 2nd qumnters of the NC State game. We’ll follow up with Beth to coordinate all the logistics of 

the presentation. 

Rick 

>>> "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekfi~chner~Tl)unc,edu;> 9/14/2012 9:17 AM >>> 
The priceless gem has been printed (with Oct 27 as the date). All I have to do is get Bubba and Holden to sign it then I will get it framed. 

From: <Cunningham>, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, September 14, 2012 8:42 AM 

To: Rick Steinbacher <rsteirtbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Cc: Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Priceless Gem 

Kirsch and Steiny, 

Where are we on the Priceless Gem for 

Thanks. 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, [:07 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markosQuncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >i ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Norld Cham pionships 

Thank you, Rich. 

>>> Rich DeSelm 

ALL: 

Even if she is invited, 

11:32 AM >>> 

is leaning toward declining due to exams. I will keep you posted. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 

>>> LarryGallo 2:59 PM >>> 

Thanks to all for the heads up ~ get academics in the loop ASAP (Jenn Townsend??), Appreciate it. 

>>> Amy Hermar          2:43 PM >>> 

Yes, as this would fall under the Outside Competition Exception in Bylaw 14.7.3 (d) and (e). Working through this with her professors will be the most important piece of this. 

Once she is officially selected, please let me know so [ can put a note in her file, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm 3:22 PM >>> 

Amy: 

may be selected for the USA team attending the World 

her exams, would she be allowed to participate? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Championships, in December This is during exams. If she is and can work out 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday 8:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; s ’@gmail.com; )live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu > ~live.unc.edu >; ~live.unc.edu >; Ilsy 

Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu >; Abbey Doran < adoran@uncaa.unc.edu >; Boo Gillette < bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna 

Papa < djp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins 

<mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ray Chandler Memorial Softball Tournament, 

Ray Chandler Memorial Softball Tournament Schedule docx 

Schedule is attached, thanks,]ulie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:08 AM 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Housing for an Alum 

Sarah, 
Got your message. Unfortunately, this type of benefit (free housing to an alum by a booste0 is impermissible, as it exceeds the "occasional basis" standard set forth in the 

interp below. I arn fine with your parents assisting vith finding housing possibilities in their hometown, but she should not receive a discounted rate as a result of them 

connecting her with the opportunity. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Official Interpretation 

Student Athletes Receivh~g Benefits Subsequent to -Exhausth~g Eligibility (I) 

Date Published: September 6, 2001 

Item Ref: 1 

Interpretation: 

It is permissible for a former student athlete to receive a benefit of nominal value (e.g., meal, ride, overnight lodging) on an occasional basis from an institutional athletics 

representative or institutional staff members, provided the institution is not engaged in recruiting any relative of the former student athlete. [References: NCAA Bylaws 1B.2.1 

(general regulation), NCAA Bylaws 16.02.3 (extra benefit) and 16.12.2.1 (general rule) and a 1/6/89 official interpretation, Item No. 2 f 1] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Creech, Karlton W <kcmech@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 9:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fundraiser 

We need to figure it out, but it’s probably not a topic lbr the whole group. 

I’m going to start ruth Clint to see what we have in place already. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:54 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Has this a]rea@ been discussed at an Executive Sta£f meeting? Do we have a procedure or someone identified to revise our current procedure? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent: Saturday, September 15, 2012 11:36 AM 
To: Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Fundraiser 

Another 

B ubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
Universi~ of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kelly Bossman           (&mc.rr.com> 

Date: September 12, 2012 10:17:31 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac@unc.edu-~ 
Subject: Ftmdraiser 

Hi, 
and we are having a fundraiser for her on September 23, 2012 in Garner, NC. 
and must go every 8 weeks. This is the reason for our fundraiser. I was hoping that maybe we could 

get some tickets (any sport) donated to auction at our fundraiser. We sure know a lot of Carolina fans! This would help us so much, please let me 
know if it’s a possiblity. Thank you, 
Kelly Bossman 

~no.rr.com 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ilie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Walsh, Sue <sue_walsh@unc.edu >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger < mlitzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; .~ @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

and 

Rich, 
Since the q fit under Bylaw 14,7.3 (e) and 16.8.1.3 (b), I am not going to add it to the official team schedule, as it is actually just an 

exception to the outside competition legislation and does not have to count as a date of competition for the student athletes, 

Also, with          since this meet is outside of time playing season and does not meet any of time bylaws necessary in order for us to be able to provide funding, she will 

need to use her Direct Athlete Support funding to fund all aspects of her trip to Additionally, she must only represent herself in the competition, and can’t engage in 

such competition as a member of any outside team, 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this information, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Rich DeSelm 10:09 AM >>> 

Amy: 

Attached is a revised meet schedule. The major additions on this are: 

Tile reason for these additions are: 

we have and national level swimmers, 

This competition will serve as their team selection meet for time World Championships to be held next summer, ~ Barcelona, 

primarily due to a USA directive that n the USA Swimming Direct Athlete Supporl n three Grand Prix meets 

is receiving Direct Support) may need to attend this competition, 

Of course, to travel to these meets, any swimmers must be in great academic standing, Please let me know what else you need, Thank you! 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

wvcw.qoheels,com 
www.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Mis~’ <mpyech~admissions.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Hawkin~ Jane M <jmh@math.unc.edw-; Akin, John Stephen <john akin@unc.edu>; Mosley, Layna 
<mosley@unc.edu>; Lee May <lee may@unc.edtr>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@emml.unc.edu>; Napoleon Byars 

@gmail.com>; Byar~ Napoleon Bonaparte <nbyaxs@email.unc.edu>; Woodasd, ttarold <harold woodard@unc.edtr> 

Athletic Subcommittee - Meeting Requests 

Dea~ Committee Members - 

Steve Farmer asked that we try to schedule two committee meetings between now and the end of October The October meetings should last 60-minutes each and will take place here in 
Jackson Hall. Please use the below link to record your availabili~z. 

http ://doodle.col~’uzr22a9wsw~dv3a9 

We would also like to find a standing time the group can meet on a bi-weekly basis J2~r the months of Nov, Dec, and Jan. Please let me know if you are available on aW of the below options. 
We should allow 90 minutes for the bi-weekly meetings and the meetings will take place here in Jackson Hail 

Tuesdays    3:00 pm - 4:30 pin or 3:30 pm - 5 pm 
Wednesdays 10:00 am - 11:30 am 
Fridays    9:00 am - 10:00 am or 11:00 am - 12:30 pin 

Thank you all :for your help in getting these meetings on the calendar. Thanks! 

Missy Pyecha 
Assistant to the I)irector of Undergraduate Admissions 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
mpyech a@admissions.unc, edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 @~×) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unoedu > 

Monday, September 17, 2012 11:57 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

catching up 

It seems like a big game of tag between you and I! 

I am not sure if you were planning on attending our staff meeting tomorrow, esp since it is the Strategic Plan meeting. [f you were, [ was hoping I could steal a few minutes 

from you before hand to talk about the "report" item. 

Hope you have a great Monday. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mten~ell@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 2:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Sports Strategic Plans 

To: Primary & Secondary Sports Administrators 

Re: Sports Strategic Plans 

As a next step in bringing the Strategic Plan to action within our department, each sports program and business unit will develop its own plan of program- or unit-specific strategic 

goals and actions. Our goal is to have the sport plans complete by October 31, and the unit plans complete by December 31. The plans will be complementary to the strategic plan we 

are currently sharing internally, and rolling out in October. 

The strategic plan will be shared with the coaches on September 25 at the coaches’ meeting, where we will also introduce the program-specific plan concept. A written template is 

being developed for use in this process, and will be shared with you upon its completion (in the next week or so), as well as at this meeting. 

I will be in touch with you soon to schedule meetings with you and your coaching staffs so that we can complete this process by October 31. We will need to work with each staff to 

analyze their current position (academically, competitively, financially), and to develop their own goals for this academic year, the short-term (3-5 gears) and the long-term (5-10 

years). 

Being in-season for many sports, it is a difficult time to tackle such an exercise. Your participation and input is critical to making this process work. I want to be a facilitator to you in 

this process ... it is important that each of you takes the lead along with your coaches to make your program and this athletics department the best in the nation. With your efforts, we 

can truly leod in aft that we do. 

Thanks[ I’ll be in touch. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 5:13 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Rule Clarification: PSAs On Benches 

Meant to copy all of you on this. 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 5:12 PM >>> 

Okay, thanks. 

Lance, please tell our coaches that as long as the PSAs are in their seats by game time, we have no problem with them being on the sideline during warm ups. Which is what 

we’ve always told them in the past, as well. 

Amy 

/\ ~ i~ ¢- I" ~:~ :; ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" @theacc.org > 5:10 PM > > > 

Amy 

I checked h~ wiCa some colleagues and e veryo~¢ has rcspondcd in a shnila~ man~cr ¢,mi you ha~¢. ~ am no~ su~e of the o~igh~ o~ purpose o[" the cmail from ihc NSCTkA but it 
sounds lfl<e the application is more strict flma~ ~myone has ever used and would be chaa~ge in direction, Others have seen fl3e question come to fl3em in recen~ weeks at*d 
responded tha{ PSA’s could be do~n ~bere l\~r warm-~ps hut need to be h~ seas for 0~e g;m~e, 

Let me know it’you need awthh3g else on this, 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, " 9:29 AM 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
Cc: Lance Markos 
Subject: Rule Clarification: PSAs On Benches 

Brad, 

See below from the Soccer Coaches Association. I don’t necessarily agree with this, do you? I have never heard that "conduct of the event" begins at the time the gates open 

and doesn’t end until "the lights are off". I know that FB programs all over the country have PSAs on the sideline during pre game warm ups, etc. 

Or are we to take this literally and say that as long as the PSAs aren’t SEATED in the BENCH AREA, it’s okay? Because [ think most of the time they are standing on the sidelines 

(at least at FB games, not sure about soccer). 

Anyway, if this is true that PSAs aren’t supposed to be on the sidelines during warm ups or post game, then I think it’s something that needs to be explained nationally in all 

sports. Because I’m fairly certain that right now everyone is interpreting "during the conduct of the event" as once the clock starts until the game is over. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~_La_g~_~__u___n__£_a___a_:__u___n__£:_£_d__x ! 

>>> Robert Kehoe 

Hello Coaches. 
~nscaa,com> 9:58 PM >>> 

It has been brought to my attention that there is a difference of opinion in the coaching community, and in compliance offices, re. recruits visiting campus and being on and 

around the benches during games. It seems that the difference in opinion may be associated with the mention of (including intermission) in Bylaw 13.6.7.2. However, in 

checking with the NCAA it is to be made very clear that "conducting the event" basically means from when the gates open for warm ups until the lights go off, and psa’s are 

not to be on or around the bench at any time. 

Here is the language of the Bylaw and the underlines are my additions to specify where psa’s are, and are not, to be during the competition event. ,S~teh admissions may 
provide seating only in the general seating area qf the.lheili.tv used for condueting the event. Providing seating during the eonduet of the event (ineluding intermission) Jor the 
prospeetive student-athlete or those persons accompanying the prospeetive student-athlete in the faeility’s press box, special seating box(es9 or bench area is spee~fically prohibited 

In summary, please understand that there is no "gray area"to be left to institutional interpretation. 

All the best as the season continues. 

Rob 

Rob Rebec 



Director of Coiiege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas Citv, KS 6610:[ 

Wisconsin Office: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAAColle~e I Facebook 

Innovate to Elevate! Join us in Ind¥ for the 2013 NSCAA Convention. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny ~bigten.org> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 5:27 PM 

Compliance Group ~bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley @bigten.org> 

Women’s Basketball Academic Year Evaluations 

MBB~ Q ~and+A~ Vol+ 43.pdf 

ALL- 

We have received questions from several institutions regarding academic year evaluations in women’s basketball, and specifically, the definition of "regular 

scholastic activities". The questions have centered around the updated legislation (Bylaw 13.1.7.8.2) that restricts academic year evals in women’s basketball to 

the following: 

(1) Regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments and practices. 

(2) Regular scholastic activities involving prospective student-athletes enrolled only at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities occur. 

(3) Evaluations at nonscholasUc events during the women’s basketball prospective student-athlete’s academic year during the last full weekend (including 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall contact period and the Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the spring evaluation period. 

As previously mentioned, several institutions have asked for clarification as to what actually constitutes "regular scholastic activities involving PSAs enrolled only 

at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities take place". Although there is no legislative or interpretive language that specifies this definition for 

women’s basketball, we can draw on the language that the NCAA has used for men’s basketball to define this phrase. The highlighted portion in both the 

9/26/2011 Ed Column (copied below) and the Men’s Basketball legislative Q & A document (attached) are instructive in defining a "regular scholastic activity" in the 

following manner: 

The activity has been approved by the appropriate authority at the HS as a regular scholastic activity; 

The activity involves ONLY students enrolled at the HS where the activity is occurring; and, 

The activity may not be scheduled/organized for the purpose of allowing coaches to observe PSAs in the activity. 

Hope this helps to provide further clarity on this issue, but please feel free to contact us with any further questions! 

Thanks, 

Kerry 

Educational Colmnn 

NCAA Division I Bylaw 13.1.7.8 -- Evaluation Days -- Basketball -- Attendance at Scholastic and Nonscholastic Events During the Academic Year (I) 

Date ~]blished: September 26, 2011 

Educational Column: 
NCAA Division I institutions should note the following restrictions apply to evaluations in men’s and women’s basketball during the academic year: 

General 
For purposes of applying the legislation, a regular scholastic activity is any activity involving only students enrolled at a particular high school, 
preparatory school or two-year college that has been approved by the appropriate authority at the scholastic institution. An activity that is organized 
for the purpose of allowing a college coach or coaches to observe prospects demonstrating their athletics skill is not considered a regular scholastic 
activity, and would constitute an impermissible tryout. 
Men’s Basketball 

¯ During the academic year evaluation periods and the March and April contact periods, evaluations are limited to regularly scheduled high school, 

preparatory school and two-year college contests/tournaments and practices and regular scholastic activities involving student-athletes 
enrolled only at the institution at which the regular scholastic activities occur. 

¯ F o re x am pie, D iv is ion I m e nl s b as k e ~ 6 a! !¢ o a c 5 e s m a y a ~ ~ e n d 51 gh s c 50 o!pi¢ E-upg a m e s d ur i n g a desig n a ~ e c o n ~ at to e ~ a! u a ~ion 

period during the academic ~eari prov!ded the activ!ty has been approved b he appropriate authorit~ at the high schoo!asa r egu!ar 

i n sti~u~ionai c oa c~es ~o o bse~e the prospective s~u~ent-a~!e~es p a ~!ci paring i n t~e a¢~! v i~yi 

Evaluations may occur at the National Basketball Association (NBA) predraft camp. 

Women’s Basketball 

During the academic year, evaluations may occur at regularly scheduled high school, preparatory school and two-year college 

contests/tournaments and practices; and pick-up games and open gyms. 

,~ During the last full weekend of the fall contact period and the weekend of the spring evaluation period, evaluations at nonscholastic events that 

are certified per Bylaw 13.19, including events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state, national or international 
governing body but are organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose, are permitted. 

Evaluations at nonscholastic events during the academic year evaluation period shall not occur during any weekend (including Friday, Saturday 

and Sunday) during which the PSAT, SAT, PLAN or ACT national standardized tests are administered. If the national standardized tests are 
administered on a date that conflicts with the fall nonscholastic evaluation weekend, evaluations at nonscholastic events shall be permissible 
during the first full weekend (including Friday, Saturday and Sunday) of the fall/winter evaluation period. If the national standardized tests is 
administered on a date that conflicts with the spring nonscholastic evaluation weekend, the five-day evaluation period in April shall shift to the 
second Friday following the initial date of the spring National Letter of Intent signing period through the following Tuesday. 

For example, the first conflict between the testing date for the ACT and the identified five day evaluation period in April will occur in 
2012. The ACT is scheduled for April 14, 2012. The five day evaluation period would be April 13-17. The five day evaluation period will 
shift to April 20-24 with the nonscholastic evaluation weekend being April 20-22. 

Evaluations may occur during an evaluation period at nonscholastic events that are approved, sponsored or conducted by an applicable state 

(e.g., state high school association), national (e.g., National Junior College Athletic Association) or international governing body (e.g., USA 
Basketball, United States Olympic Committee or international equivalent) and are not organized and conducted primarily for a recruiting purpose. 

[References: Bylaws 13.1.7.8 (evaluation days -- basketball), 13.18 (basketball event certification -- men’s basketball), 13.19 (basketball event 
certification -- women’s basketball); Proposal No. 2010-35 (recruiting -- basketball evaluation -- women’s basketball -- nonscholastic evaluations 
during academic year -- national standardized testing weekend); and educational columns 3/12/2007 and 2/18/2011, which have been archived] 



Notice about Educational Columns= Educational columns and hot topics are intended to assist the membership with the correct application of 

legislation and/or interpretations by providing clarifications, reminders and examples. They are based on legislation and official and staff interpretations 
applicable at the time of publication. Therefore, educational columns and hot topics are binding to the extent that the legislation and interpretations 
on which they are based remain applicable. Educational columns are posted on a regular basis to address a variety of issues and hot topics are posted 
as necessary in order to address timely issues. 

:: http:.’£~,,q,, bigten o:q 



From: Tarheel Parents "@yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Monday, 7:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: RSVPs tbr UNC vs. ECU TttFPO Tailgate deadline Thursday Sept 20 

Hello Tar Heel Families: 
Go Heels! It’s time to tailgate! Let the good times roll[ Chase Rice, a country singer and a former UNC football player who also appeared in the 
Amazing Race TV show will be performing outside our tailgate on       . Also, a port a potty station will be available this time by the Ram’s 
statue. Lastly, we have combined the RSVPs and Volunteer Sign Up Sheet. If you signed up to volunteer at or since the last tailgate, your name 
has already been typed in online. Be sure to RSVP! CLICK HERE TO RSVP for UNC vs ECU Tailqate on       @ 1:30p 

¯ VERY IMPORTANT! RSVPs are due by midnight Thursday, 
at entrance of tailgate - see THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation policy below. 

to enter the tailgate - Remember, CASH ONLY - pay 

THFPO Walk Up/Cancellation Guideline 
We, the THFPO, understand the importance of building community and an atmosphere of family for all our Football Parents, their families and 
friends. 
What better way than a meal together. 
In an effort to accommodate everyone and maintain financial responsibility we are sharing the process for ’walk ups’ during our tailgating events. 
First and foremost...tailgating events are for the parents, family and friends of our football players. All guests must be accompanied by a family 
member. 
Reservations are required to participate in the tailgating event. V~th us having to pay the caterer for the amount of food ordered...ALL reservations 
are considered cash and MUST be paid. 
~,,%;aJk ups, we car~#ot ~uarar~tee we will have food to accommodate you based on the count given to the caterer from the RSVPs. To ensure your 
spot at the tailgate, please submit your RSVP by the deadline given. 

For RSVPs, we understand unforeseen things come up. Any individual who notifies                            or email 
~amail.com 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE.....note we will attempt to sell your ticket to individuals who walk up. We cennot _quarentee 

your tBc~.e~ will be sold, thus if we are unable to sell your ticket you will be responsible for full payment. 
Any notifications later than 24 hours or No Shows are expected to pay to ensure they cover their reservation. 
Thank you in advance for your cooperation, partnership and Tar Heel Spirit! 
THFPO 



Fl’oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <ldsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

~live.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

please send Vince file mailing addresses for the guys below. As a heads up for you 

L. White on Sunset Drive. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard Gordnn - kbwindstream.net 
Ralph Teal - (a~thetealcompany.com 
Dwight Stone - ’ %dstonebuilders.com 

Allen Wilson - i ..... ~__q_~:g_t_:_c_’~?_Lr_t. 

Tommy Watldns - .2~ s. _c_l:_Le_!!l?_._r a22_c_..oj..n_. 

Len White " @~L~Z~_r!_c__e_z__r_~)_g__n&t:_c_’~?_Lr_t. 

Barry. Gordon-      ~)g_ordoniron.com 

Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen Wilson and Len White is T. 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

Tim Snfith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: tdsmith~unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(i~email.unc.edu~> wrote: 

T~ 
Can you please forward me the names and mailing addresses for the Big Hitters who gaveled ruth us to Louisville and Kent Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@uncMu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:22 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Vince - sure. I copied one of our interns              on that last emM and asked him to get you the desired info tomorrow. And I’ll get him to get you Kent’s too. 

Glad you’re sending the notes. I’m sure the guys will appreciated it. 

I hope tonight went well. Sony I wasn’t able to make it. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: Ld_~Ln_i_fl3~_U_rLc_:_e_~t___u_ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 10:17 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(g;)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I would like to write a nole to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead ofemail) and aJso include one 

for Kent Taylor? 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith(i~unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ nmnes and emMs are below. 

- please send Vince the mailing addresses for the gays below. As a heads up for you Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen 

Wilson mM Len White is T. L. White on Sunset Drive. An5, questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard GoMon -         (d~windstream.net 
Ralph Teal- " " ~thetealcompany.com 
Dwight Skme - " ~;dstonebuilders.com 

Allen Wilson- "" ~;us.gt.com 
Tommy Watkins - 2bschellbray.com 
Len White - tl)alliance- mgmt.com 
Ban5, Gordon - ~gR_ri_ql~_lli!Lo_!)_:c~?~! 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have may other questions. 

All the best. 

Tin 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: .t__d__sLn_i_t_!i~a nc. e d u 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(/~emedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tim, 

C~m you please lbn~,ard me the names and mailing addresses tbr the Big tlitters who traveled with us m Louisville and Kent 

Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny < @bigten.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:39 AM 

Compliance Group ~bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawle? ~(~t~lgten.org> 

Trotter / Facebook clarification 

ALL- 

We have received several questions in recent months regarding Twitter, and specifically, the "follow" function. Unlike ~:acebook, where staff members may not 

initiate or accept "friend" requests until the time when it is permissible to send electronically transmitted correspondence to a PSA, Twitter is a bit less restrictive 

in terms of a coach’s ability to "follow" a PSA. We haw:_~ had previous communication with the NCAA which has confirmed our positi.:)n that both a coach [ollowing 

PSAs and PSAs following a coach is permissible at arw time due to Twitter being de[ined as a rnicroblog, ihe permissible dates to send electronically transmitted 

correspondence are only applicable for Twitter’ if the "@ replies", "mentions" or "direct messaging" functions are used. 

Hope this helps, but please let us know if you have any additional questions! 

Thanks, 

Kerry 

Kerry B, Kelslsy I Associate Director, Compliance I Big Yer~ Cohferelsce 
:: hl~:Ix/i,~’,,<’w t;}ql!::~. ;~ ~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:24 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Sounds good. Also -- told me he got all the address over to you. If not, just let me know. And if you need!want any background on the guys, just say the word. 

Tim 
Timothy D, Smith 

Major Gift Direcl:or [ UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel HIll, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.5448 I F: 919.843.5777 [ 

tdsmith@unc.edu J www.ramsclub.com 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:21 AM 

To: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks Tim. The presentation last night was OK. I went to his first one at 6:30pm. I believe they videotaped it so you can probably take a look if you’re interested. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent: Monday, September 17, 2012 i0:22 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: 
Vince- sure. I copied one of our interns               ?n that last email and asked him to get you the desired info tomorrow. And I’II get him to get you Kent’s 

too. Glad you’re sending the notes, l’m sure the guys will appreciated it. 

I hope tonight went well. Sorry I wasn’t able to make it. 

Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 10:17 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I would like to write a note to a couple of these guys. Can you please send me their mailing addresses (instead of email) and also include 

one for Kent Taylor? 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 9:59 PM, "Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edu> wrote: 

Vince - The guys’ names and emails are below. 

please send Vince the mailing addresses for the guys below. As a heads up for you 

Wilson and Len White is T. L. White on Sunset Drive. Any questions, just let me know. Thanks. 

Richard Gordon - ~windstream.net 

Ralph Teal Pthetealcompany.com 
Dwight Stone~ @ d s t o n e b_y_[]..d_ e__r_s__.£_q._m_. 

Allen Wilson - ~us.gt.com 

Tommy Watkins ~schellbray.com 

Len White - @alliance-regret.corn 

Barry Gordon ~gordoniron.com 

Vince - good seeing you this weekend. Let me know if you have any other questions. 

All the best. 

Tim 

, - Allen Wilson is listed under M. Allen 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

E: t.d s m._[t h .@ u .n c: e d.y_ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 17, 2012, at 4:24 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tim, 

Can you please fbrward me the names and mailing addresses for the Big tIitters who traveled with us to Louisville and Kent 
Taylor? Thanks. 

Vince 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Big Ten - Ker~ Kenny        @bigten.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:45 AM 

Comp|iance Group < "~bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley < @bigten.org>; Big Ten - Madeline Russel 

NLI Inslitulional Commitment Fore1 

Institutional Commitment Fonn 2012-13.pdf 

~bigten.ovg> 

ALL- 
Please see the attached NLI Institutional Commitment Form for 2012-13. As you will not on the actual form, these are to be completed and sent to the Conference 

office (to either Madeline or Kerry) by Thursday, November 1st. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Kerry 
~errv ~, ~er~r~v I A~sociste Director’, Com#lis~c÷ I ~iq Te~ Co#federate 

[~!!ii’,__L~_’2{-~_f:"_L_?,_!:23_~?£~_2d2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 11:38 AM 

DgmaiLcom 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

THFPO Rules Education Document.pdf 

H      ! My name is Amy Herman, and ] am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with Vince IIle. 

He asked me to put together a rules education document that outlines the vadous NCAA ru}es that are "in p}ay" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief email text I’ve written for you below in red, I would greatly appreciate it! 

Also, once you have a chance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have. 
I look forward to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises, 

Take care, 
Amy 

The Compliance Office has put together the attached document that provides NCAA rules education for groups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute finis to the 

membership as a means to actively engage ail of us and ensure that we are ali educated aPd informed 
Should you i~ave any questions about the regulations outlined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Herman at aisci~ae@uncaa,unc.edu or 919 962 7853. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:40 PM 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I),22: Admissions 

Hi Eve, 

Thanks for this information. 

On another note, we’ve been holding meetings wkh individual coacMng staffs to discuss their questions/concerns regarding admissions and the new PGPA/tevel 

system. Th e m eel:ings a re not req u ired but let me I~ now if th e vol eyball coaching sta If would like to get toget:h er. 

Thanks, again, 

Barbara 

From: Eve Rackham [mailto:rackham@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent," Friday, September :[4, 2012 :[:37 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Cc-" Joe Sagula 
Subject: Re: Admissions 

Hi Barbara, 
Thank you for the email. I have attached our contact info for all 3 coaches here. If you need anything else from us, please let me know. 

Thank you for all you do! 

GO 7"fi£ hi&!:£S.:" 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 
310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@unc.edu 

w__w___w___.go h eels .co rn 

http:flwvcw.facebook.cornlcarolinavoleyball 

http:lltwitter.comluncvolleybal 

> > > "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 9/:10/20:12 12:06 PM > > > 

Dear All, 

I hope everyone’s fall semester is off to a good start. I am writing with just a few reminders for the coming year. 

-Attached is the "Coaches Contact Information" form you can use to let us know which members of your coaching staff you would like added to this list serv. Some of 

you have already submitted this form. If you haven’t and would still like to, it’s not too late. 

-Attached is the PGPA (Predicted Grade Point Average) calculator. This is the calculator we discussed in the coaches’ meeting on August 22nd. We will also review the 

calculator when we hold our individual coaching staff meetings. 

-The PGPA calculator will indicate if a student is a Level 1, Level 2 or Level 3 for admissions purposes. All Level 1 prospects must be reviewed by the faculty before 

being admitted. 

- If you have not scheduled an individual staff meeting and would still like to, just let me know. These meetings are not mandatory but are available if you have 

questions/concerns about the admissions process. 

-If you have any student-athletes whom you would like considered for the spring 20:13 semester, the application deadline is December :1. All spring admits must be 

admitted with a slot. 

-When completing the Student-Athlete Prospect Form, please complete the form in its entirety. Incomplete forms will be returned to the coach. Attached is a copy 

of this form. 

-Jennifer Thompson, or JT as we call her, has replaced Missy in working with athletics. JT’s email address is jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu and her phone number 

is (9:19) 966-7:194. If you are coming into the office and would like to see/talk with JT, please ask the counselor at the receptionist’s desk to locate her for you. 

As always, feel free to send your questions/comments directly to me. I look forward to working with each of you during the coming year. 

Sincerely, 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director" 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:45 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

20 Hr Week Practice Schedules 2012 of 9.18.12.docx 

Gentleman, 
Coach Papa asked that I provide you all with a copy of our practice schedule for the fall, I attached the schedule below. Please let us know if you have any questions, 

Have a great day, 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@unc,edu 
Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 



Softball Practice Schedules: Fall 

* visor, sleeves, and socks 
always match each other.* 

Visor 
Shirt 

Shorts 
Pants 
Socks 

Monday Wednesday Friday Weekend 

CB 
White 

CB 
Navy 

CB 

Tuesday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Navy 
Gray 
Navy 
Navy 
Navy 

CB 
Navy 

CB 
Gray 
CB 

Thursday 
*LAUNDRY* 

Navy 
CB 

Navy 
Navy 
Navy 

CB 
Black 

CB 
Gray 
CB 

Weights & Conditioning 
(Conditioning@Anderson 2:15p lO:30a 2:15p 7:30a 2:15p 
Softball Stadium unless 

inclement weather) 

Early Bullpen 
7:15a 3:45p 8:45a 3:45p 

Early Hitting 
7:15a 3:45p 8:45a 3:45p 

Team Practice 

4:15p 7:45a 9:15a 

Hitters and 
Pitchers 
practice- See alt 
schedule for 
groups and times 

4:15p 

Inclement 
Weather 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 6:30-9:00pm 

Schedule (@ Eddie Smith or 
Baseball) 

*Class Conflicts 

TBA 

Extra Hitting Schedule:      *Before start time: Hitting Warm-Up* 

Monday     I Tuesday I    Wednesday    I     Thursday     I    Friday    I 

Early Bullpen Schedule: 

Monday 
Conflicts 

Early Bullpen 

*Before start time: heat, stretch, throw overhand, long toss, & spinner spins* 

Tuesday     Wednesday     Thursday Friday Weekends 

Live pitchers 

*Check with Boo for 
live start time 

Bullpen during 
practice 

No live pitchers 

3:30-4:30 

5-6p 

Scrimmage or 
game - See 



l Monday 9/17 Hitter Practice Schedule 

Hitting Group #1 - 3:30- 4:30pro in cages (warm-up on own prior) 

1 

Slapping Group- 3:30 - 4:30pro on field (warm-up on own prior) 

Video Session 4:30 - 5:00pro 
All hitters 

Hitting Group #2 - 5:t0 - 6:10pro in cages (warm-up on own prior) 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 

All, 
I will be out of the office tomorrow, chaperoning a field trip for Ivie. Let’s hope the rain is done after today,.. 

See you Thursday. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:08 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Working with JeffJanssen 

He is expensive. We paid him         ast yr for 5 sessions. This year 
were looking to do more of a workshop ~zpe setting For the fall. I. 
Need to see if his Reamdown is similar. I will let you klmw tomorrow. 
Donna 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 18, 2012, at 8:05 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Donna, 
> Let me find out what the standard procedure has been. Also, how much 
has Jeff asked to be paid? Thanks and I’ll get back to you. 
> Vmce 
> 

> From: Donna Papa [mailto:dip@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:00 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Working with Jeff Janssen 
> 

> gJilce, 

> Last year we hired Jeff in the fall to work with our team on the 
Mental. We are lnnking to have him work with us again this fall We have 
chosen the book the Energy Bus by John Gordon as our theme. We are 
stressing accountability - Being the driver of your bus so to speak. 
Fueling your ride with positive energy. Not having energy vampires 
aboard, having enthusiasm 
> We always take a team bonding trip. Some have been coupled with games 
others have not I have spoken to Amy about our bonding weekend and know 
that ffwe are not playing a game we have to have an element of practice 
within that time frame and we need to stay in NC We are playing next 
Friday evening and were planning on going next Sat and Sun We have a 
place in Wilmington for our retreat/weekend. We have been doing this 
for years. It is a great way J2~r our team to mesh and build. 
> I would like to hire Jeffagain and have spoken with him about it He 
is not cheap and we will have to fund it from our upcoming Oct and Nov 
clinics. 
> What do you need me to do li~om your end? 
> Donna 
> 

> 

> 

> [cid:image001.jpg@01Cl)95Da.DD356130] 
> Camps & Clinics: 
www carolinasoftballcamps com<http ://www carolinasoftballcamps, com/> 
> Facebook: University of North Carolina Tar Heel Softball 
> Twitter: @UNCSoftball 
> 

> 

> CAROLINA SOFTBALL 
> 8 STRAIGHT NCAA APPEARANCES - 2 NC.%~k HOSTS 
> 4 TLME ACC COACH OF THE YEAR: 1996, 1998, 2000, & 2008 
> 11 ALL-AMERICANS 11 ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS 
> 4 ACC REGULAR SEASON CtL~kMPIONSHIPS 
> 2001 ACC CHAMPIONS 
> [cid:image002.png@01CD95Da.DD356130] 
> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 
> <image001 .jpg> 
> <irnage002.png> 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                  8:47 PM 

Amy Herman <a.ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; LaJ~ce Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermmls <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

Hello Amy- 

Great to hear from you! This is education is ve~ helpful. I have already sent the message with attachment to who manages our group email account. 

You are on the general distribution list along ruth Vince. Thus, you should see it when it goes ont. If you don’t let me know. Also, I noticed there are more folks from 

UNC on the ’CC’ than we have in our current email distribntion list. If it is helpful and you would like us to acid these tblks we certainly can, just let us know. We can 

do that too. We look tbrwaJrd to continued communication with you all as well. Go Heels! 

(c) 

On Tue, at 11:37 AM, Amy Herman <aischae~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, My name is Amy Herman, and I am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with Vince 

Ille. He asked me to put together a rules education document that outlines the various NCAA rules that are "in play" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief ernail text I’ve written for you below in red, [ would greatly appreciate 

it! Also, once you have a chance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have. 

[ look forward to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises. 

Take care, 

Amy 

The Compliance Office has put togeti~er ti~e attached document that provides NCAA rules education for groups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute this to 

the membership as a means to acdvely engage all of us anti ensure that we are all eciucated anti informeci. 

Shouid you have any questions about the reguiations outiined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Herman at a[schae@uncaa.unc.edu or 919 962 7853. 

/\m ~ .,ri c: c.q ~-’. :~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 9:01 PM 

@gmail.com > 

]lie, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

If you could add Tom Timmermans (timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu), ttnat would be great. We will share with the others wtnen/if we need to. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 
>>> 

Hello Amy 

:@gmail.com> 8:46 PM >>> 

Great to hear from you! This is education is very helpful. I have already sent the message with attachment to who manages our group email account. You are 

on ttne general distribution list along with Vince. Thus, you should see it when it goes out. If you don’t let me know. Also, I noticed there are more folks from UNC on the ’CC’ 

than we have in our current email distribution list. If it is helpful and you would like us to add these folks we certainly can, just let us know. We can do that too. We look 

fo~vard to continued communication with you all as well. Go Heels! 

(c) 

On Tue, at 11:37 AM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi,     ! My name is Amy Herman, and I am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with Vince 

]lie. He asked me to put together a rules education document that outlines the various NCAA rules that are "in play" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief email text I’ve written for you below in red, [ would greatly appreciate it! 

Also, once you have a ctnance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you may have. 

[ look fo~vard to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises. 

Take care, 
Amy 

The Compliance Office has put together ~he attached document that provides NCAA rules education for siroups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute this to the 

membership as a rnear!s 1o activeiy engage ali of us and ensure that we are aJl educated and informed. 

Should you have any questions about the reguiations outlined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Herman at aischae@uncaa.unc.edu or 919 962 7853. 

/’~,~ ?. }[ ~. ~. ,:-~- ~:~ ,:-~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:12 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@gmail.com >; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

< bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Chris Ducar Temporary Replacement 

All, 

As you may know, Chris is having and will be unable to perform coaching duties for 2 weeks. Therefore, pending HR approval and pursuant to Bylaw 

11.7.1.1,1.2, Anson has decided to replace Chris temporarily with John Cone. The dates of the replacement will be from September 19 (or as soon as approval is granted) 

through October 3, 2012. 

John will ONLY perform on field coaching duties with goalkeepers at team practices, He will NOT take on any recruiting responsibilities, 

Sam, please PDF this email and save it to the Coaches Designation file. 

Let me know if anyone has any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:15 PM 

~bellsouth.net> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edw*; Amy Herma~ <aj schae@uncaa.unc.e&P; Tom Timmermans <fimmerman@uncaa.unc.e&P 

Re: Rules Education for Tar Heel Football Parents Organization 

Hi 

Can you add this UNC staff person to both the general list and planning committee list? See below. Thanks, 

On Tue, at 9:01 PM, Amy Herman <ai schae,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

If you could add Tom Timmermans (timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu), that would be great. We will share with the others when/if we need to. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae(a~uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> @gmail.com> 8:46 PM >>> 

Hello Amy 

Great to hear from you! This is education is very helpful. I have already sent the message with attachment to who manages our group email account. 

You are on the general distribution list along with Vince. Thus, you should see it when it goes out. If you don’t let me know. Also, I noticed there are more folks from 

UNC on the ’CC than we have in our current email distribution list. If it is helpful and you would like us to add these folks we certainly can,just let us know. We can do 

that too. We look forward to continued communication with you all as well. Go Heels! 

(c) 

On Tue,             at 11:37 AM, Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi,     ! My name is Amy Herman, and I am the Associate AD for Compliance in the UNC Athletics Department. I know that you’ve had several conversations with 

Vince llle. He asked me to put together a rules education docurnent that outlines the various NCAA rules that are "in play" for organizations such as the THFPO. 

I am attaching the document to this email. If you could forward it out to the group using the brief email text I’ve written for you below in red, I would greatly 

appreciate it! Also, once you have a chance to review, please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions that you rnay have. 
I look forward to continued communication with you and your group as the need arises. 

Take care, 
N~ny 

The Compliance Office inas put together the ~?ttached document that provkJes NCJV\ rules education for groups such as ours. They inave asked me to distribute this 

to the membersi~ip as a means to activeiy engage ali of us and ensure that we are all educated and informed, 
Should you have any questions about the rectui~,tions outlined, please cio no~ hesitate to cont~,c~ Amy Herman at ajschae@uncaa.unc edu or 919 962 7853 

.."t]~ ". }[~s~~’.,~, ~ ~’., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919,962,6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tarheel Parents ((~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:45 PM 

Rules Education ii~r Tax Heel FootbaJ1 Parents Organization 

THFPO Rules Education Document.pdf 

Hello Tax Heel Parents! VeD~ hnpo~ant hffo! 

The Compliance Office has put together the attached document that provides NCAA rules education tbr groups such as ours. They have asked me to distribute this to 

the membership as a memos to actively engage all of us and ensure that we are all educated and intbrmed. 

Should you have any questions about the regulations outlined, please do not hesitate to contact Amy Hennm~ at aischae(~uncaa.unc.edu or 919-962- 

7853. 

THFPO President 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thorp, Patti W <patti@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 9:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Compliance question 

Hi Vince! It was great to be with you at the game on Saturday although I have taken note that we have lost both of the games in which you and I have been in the 

same box. So hopefully, since I probably will not see you this Saturday, we will have a different outcome. (As you can tell I am a superstitious freak.) 

Anyway, i made a needlepoint Christmas ornament for                morn because she was really special and we’re going to miss having her around but then I 

panicked about the "gifts to parents" thing and thought i should check it out with you before sending it. It’s cute but it’s not worth anything. What do you think? Is 

that ok? 

So many thanks for your willingness to join our family and try to keep us straight! 

All best! Patti Thorp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sauls, Jonathan C <j sauls@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:18 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Martin, Doris I, <dorism@email.unc.edu> 

Need to reschedule meeting today 

Hi Vince, 

With regret, I need to reschedule our meeting today. I have 
[ am sorW for an?- inconvenience and look I~rward to rescheduling soon 

Best regards, 

JONATHAN" C. SAErLS i DEAN" OF STUDENTS 
’]?he University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 
Campus Box 5100 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-5100 
v 919-966-4042 i 1! 919-843-9778 i 711 (NC-RN~AY) 
Emai[: jsauls@emaiLunc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Baldwin <tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:53 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

Thanks Vince, ] appreciate it. Practice has been going well, My family is coming up on Monday and the moving truck is coming on Tuesday! I’m looking forward to them 

getting here but [ sure wish we could unpack with a snap of the fingers! 

Have a great day. 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@unc.edu 
Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 9/18/2012 7:28 PM > > > 

Thanks Tony. Hope you’re settling in and recovering from the move. 

From. Tony Baldwin [mailto:tonyb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:45 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Nichael Perkins 
Cc: Donna Papa 
Subject: UNC Softball - Practice Schedule 

Gentleman, 
Coach Papa asked that I provide you all with a copy of our practice schedule for the fall, I attached the schedule below, Please let us know if you have any questions, 

Have a great day, 

Tony 

Tony Baldwin 

Assistant Softball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

tonybaldwin@unc,edu 

Cell: 

@UNCCoachTony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 10:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

polk 

Barbara Polk will be coming to present at our staff meeting about admissions on Oct 16. She would like for you to attend as well. 
Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb(.~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 1:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

RE: wrestJing 

Thanks 

Joy]. Renneh M.A., K](R), FAE~R5 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

University of North Carolina at Cilapel Hdi 

School of Medicine 

CB #7"1.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 

321-A South Coiumbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-.71.30 

919-9.’65-.514.7Desk 
Celi 

9:1_9-9,’66-.5951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~IY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, [nch.iding attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti?or[zed review, use, d[sciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender bg reply e-.mail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blie Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state official {NCGS, ch, :t32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 12:31 PM 

To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: Re: wrestling 

Ok from both Coach Kolat and Dr. Umble. 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 10:47 AM, "Renner, Joy J" -<loy Renner@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Would you like me to have Coach Kolat ask Dr. Umble as a courtesy? 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 9:07 AN 
To: Renner, Joy J (Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: wrestling 

Here you go. Thanks Joy. 

From: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 9:04 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: wrestling 

Vince, 

It’s fine for Joy to share this. It’s a letter of appreciation, not a performance review, so you’re good to go. Sounds like a presentation we’d all 

enjoy’. 

Leslie 

From: C D Hock [gD_[Ltg_Lc__d__@__u___n__c__a___a_=u___n__c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:45 PH 
To: Hack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Co: Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject: wrestling 

Just wanted to pass this along with regard to building bridges to the academic community. Coach Kolat did a class today for Dr. 

Umble and below are his comments. 

From: Umble, Karl E <umble@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 5:43 PM 

Subject: RE: Thanks for having me 



To: cary kolat ~b_gr[?~[]L._c.o__r[?.> 

Cary, 
You knocked it out of the park. It really was great and served exactly the purposes I had hoped. 
The students were really excited about it, and will long remember it. It will be a highlight of my course. After you left we had a great 
time of discussing all the wisdom in what you shared; there was incredible commonality with everything we talk in health care about 
regarding recruiting the right people, coaching up talent, setting performance goals for individuals, teams, and organization, etc. I 
also appreciated your talking about how you help the students with all of life, and provide a home away from home for them. It was 
fantastic. You are doing amazing work. 
I will definitely want you to come back next year to do the same thing. Thanks for already offering to do so. 
Also, many congratulations for being named Associate Head Coach. I really look forward to following the team this year. If it would 
help you in any way, please feel free to forward my letter to CD or to the Athletic Director. I really appreciate what you did for us 
today. 
Again, many thanks Cary. 
Karl Umble 
P.S. If any of your students are interested in the Health Professions broadly speaking, the Bachelor of Science in Public Health is a 
great major, and you could send them to me to discuss the program. Its a very strong major with great students and I would 
certainly recommend it. 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., IVl.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Nanagement 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919,966.8214 (o~ce) 

(cell) 

From: cary kolat         ~_g__m____a__iJ__.__c___om] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:24 PM 
To: Umble, Karl E 
Subject: Thanks for having me 

Karl 

Thanks tbr having me speak to the class today! I hope I did a good job and 

was intbrmative. This was out of my element but hopethlly I was able to 

accomplish what you were looking Ibr. 

If you are going to do this each year or semester I would be happy to do it 

again for you any time! 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/’7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and I,eam it Smart at KOI.AT.COM 

<ATT00001.png> 
<ATT00002,png> 
<ATT00003.png>Siqn up for Our Email Newsletter 

Y iv.:~c:v .’W .::,~.F ~;::i.’:Oq i.::!:i : ,z’;~f~8~l’~b~::: 

Ge? a !~i{j::aiu:~: iike l.hl£. CLICK NKRK, 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 
Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at _K_._Q__L_A__T_=._C_ .Q_ .k_4_ 
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NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chicago, IL 60602 

www.uniformlaws.org 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: PARTICIPANTS IN STAKEHOLDERS MEETING 

FROM: 

RE: 

DALE G. HIGER, CHAIR, ULC STUDY COMMITTEE ON AMENDING 
THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND AGENTS ACT 
JOHN A. SEBERT, ULC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

POSSIBLE AMENDMENTS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AND 
AGENTS ACT 

DATE: SEPTEMBER 6, 2012 

Introduction 

Last January, the Uniform Law Commission ("ULC’), also known as the National 
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,1 established a Study Committee to 
consider whether it would be beneficial to review and amend the Uniform Athlete and Agents 
Act. The current Uniform Athlete and Agents Act ("UAAA") was adopted by the ULC in 2000 
and has been adopted in forty-three states.2 

1The Uniform Law Commission (ULC), now 121 years old, provides states with non-partisa~ well-conceived 

and well-drafted legislation that brings clarity and stabilibr to critical areas of the law. ULC’s work supports the 
federal system and facilitates the movement of individuals and the business of organizations with rules that are 
consistent from state to state. 

Uniforn~ Law Commissioners nmst be lawyers, qualified to practice law. They are lawyer-legislators, attorneys in 
private practice, state and federal judges, law professors, and legislative staff attorneys, who have been appointed 
by state governments as well as the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands to research, draft 
and promote enactment of uniform state laws in areas where uniformity is desirable and practical. 

The task of the Study Conunittee is to gather infornmtion and viewpoints from a broad assemblage of interested 
persons and organizations, to evaluate the input, and to report to the Confcrence’s Executive Committee its 
recommendations as to whether drafting should be undertaken and, if so, the outlines of a desirable uniform or 
model act. 

2UAAA has been adopted in whole or in part in: Alabama, Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, 
District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampstfire, New Mexico, New 
York, North Carolina, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South 
Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, U.S. Virgin Islands, Utah, Washington, West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wyoming. 
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In November 2011 a "Summit" on the UAAA was held in Washington, DC, under the 
auspices of the NCAA. The Summit was attended by representatives of a large range of 
organizations interested in the act and in intercollegiate athletics, including representatives from 
the ULC. Among the conclusions from the Summit was a request that the UAAA be re- 
examined for possible improvements. After the Summit, ULC commissioners prepared a 
proposal that led to the establishment of the Study Committee. 

The Study Committee has developed a tentative list of issues that it believes should be 
considered in the process of determining whether the ULC should undertake a project to draft 
amendments to the UAAA. That list is summarized later in this memorandum and more fully 
explicated in the attached "Issues Memorandum." 

The Study Committee is organizing a "stakeholders meeting" to help it further evaluate 
the desirability and feasibility of a uniform law amending and expanding upon the current 
provisions of UAAA. As always, we are particularly interested in all stakeholders’ views on the 
prospects for enactment of such a law. Following that stakeholders’ meeting, the Study 
Committee will develop a final recommendation to the ULC Scope and Program Committee 
concerning whether to move forward to form a drafting committee and, if so, the topics that 
should be included in the drafting proj ect. 

The Stakeholders Meeting will be held on Thursday, November 1, 2012, at the 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel, 480 L’Enfant Plaza SW, Washington, D.C. The meeting will mn from 
10:00 a.m. to no later than 4:00 p.m., and a light lunch will be served. 

We would welcome your participation in this meeting and hope you or a representative of 
your organization will be able to attend in person (or participate by conference call). Please 
return the attached response form, indicating whether you or another representative of your 
organization will be able to attend in person or participate by conference call. We would 
appreciate receiviml a response from you by October 13, 2012. 

Io Subjects for Discussion among Stakeholders 

The following is a brief list of issues that the Study Committee hopes will be explored at 
the Stakeholders’ Meeting; these issues are discussed in more detail in the attached "Issues 
Memorandum", and a copy of the UAAA also is attached. 

1.     If a project to amend the UAAA were undertaken, which of the following issues should 
be considered by a drafting committee, understanding that even a preliminary assessment to 
address an issue does not mean that it ultimately would be addressed in a revised act: 

a. Should the definition of "athlete agent" in the UAAA be expanded, or should the 
scope of the act be adjusted, to cover evolving practice? 

b. Does the registration system work, or are there considerations that need to be added? 
Are there other alternatives to the existing system? 
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c. Should the act require agents to procure a surety bond prior to engaging in conduct 
governed by the act? 

d. Should agents be required to notify educational institutions prior to contacting a 
student-athlete that is enrolled? 

e. Should agents be prohibited from representing both student-athletes and coaches from 
the same institution? 

f. Are there elements that could be changed or added to the act that would clarify 
enforcement authority, or make the act more likely to be enforced by state regulators? 

g. Are there additional matters that should be considered in any potential revision to the 
act? 

2. Considering everything, do you believe that the UAAA should be amended? 

3.     Would you or your organization be willing to participate actively in a drafting project, if 
one were established? 

4.     Assuming any revised act was acceptable to your organization, would your organization 
be willing to assist the ULC in getting it enacted by state legislatures? 

Ultimately, the Study committee and the ULC are interested in your views as to whether 
there is a need for amendments to the UAAA and whether you believe that, if the amendments 
were well-crafted, there is a reasonable possibility that a substantial number of states would 
enact the legislation. 

II. Conclusion 

We hope that the Stakeholders’ Meeting will provide the Study Committee with the 
information necessary to make a recommendation concerning whether to proceed to drafting 
amendments to the UAAA. Such a recommendation would be considered by the ULC Scope 
and Program Committee and its Executive Committee in January 20113. If a drafting committee 
is appointed, we would expect it to begin work promptly and hopefully to have a draft for initial 
consideration by the ULC at its 2014 Annual Meeting and a draft for final adoption at the ULC 
2015 Annual Meeting. 

Uniform Law Commission drafting processes are open and transparent. Drafting 
Committees are comprised of ULC commissioners, a reporter (often an academic) is recruited, 

and there are one or more advisors from the American Bar Association. In addition, we seek to 
involve a wide range of entities and individuals who are interested in and have knowledge about 
the topic being considered to participate as observers in the drafting committee meetings. 
Observers are invited to attend and participate actively in all drafting committee meetings and 
receive copies of all materials that are distributed in advance of drafting committee meetings. 
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If you have any questions or wish more information about this project, please contact the 
ULC’s Executive Director John Sebert, ~uniformlaws.org) or 
Dale G Higer, Study Committee Chair, at @msn.com). 

Attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 9:13 PM 

Mike Pope < @~ .com>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Appeal Rationale.docx; 11361.pdf; 13806.pdf 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions!comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, [ particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, ] will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
I heard from time NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday, I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i,e,, only a charter flight at ,~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation, If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :.: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonvtravel.com >, Mike Pope 
< ?anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pm, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. [ don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. [ 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> [ heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When [ asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permkted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universky of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa’unc’edu < mailt°:ajschae@u ncaa’u nc’edu > 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope @anthonytravel.com> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:12 PM 

Amy HennaJ1 ~mjschae@uncaa.unc.e&P; [,any Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe 

Holladay <iholladay@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome --qissa broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

--qcgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <maxkos@uncaa.unc.edtp; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<sldrschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; )!uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edtP 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Amy, 

I’ve read your draft ot: Lhe rationale of the appeal. The staLernents you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU to the west coast, in the 

permissible time window are accurate. 

In an earlier emait to me you had requested my comment to the desirabiliW of a specific flight on Soud~west Airlines which has a later departure time than the flighL 

we have selected. I responded to your email indicating that the later Southwest flight required a connection with a change of planes, and that our preferred flight 

had a stop scheduled, but: no chang~:_~ of planes. As I stated in my email to you the later [light poses a greater possibility of a missed connection than our preferred 

flight, thus it: is a less desirable traw?l option. I just wanted to make sure that you saw my r~:_~sp.:)nse to your question, in case you n~-_~ed additional rationaF:~ for our 

selection of the earlier flighL 

Let rne know if you need anything t:urther from me. 

Thanks~ 

Mike Pope 

Account Manager 

A!-~i:h oqy ]!?, ~; el 

U [’4 C A I b i e[k:s ()~?.,,? a!l:i~ e!~i: - I.ou d ei’i~ili~ Ce q [ e r 

:~4.,~ Rid.,,~e Road 
PO go× 2;26 

Chapel Hili NC 275:15 

919-843-5580 Phone 

9_1_9-843.-5297 }tax 

201 ~) Wo!’ki Travel i\v,,~,~rds:~’~ 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 
statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. twill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 
of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 



Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.~ } ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~j._s_£b__a_:,_’_d_’_~X!J_]_£aa~X!J_]_£_~£d__u_. 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal, 

] have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<.-~--B-~-B-~-E--A--Z~-1--3-~:ZZ--~--6-~:--4---D--8-~:~-9---2--4-~-1-::-F~-7--1-~-7--A---F~-2-~-~--8-~-~---2---D-5~D~tk~9~D~t£a~e[:c£4m>~ Mike Pope 
< @anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pro, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight, Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, ] don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM > > > 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 



> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae(,~u ncaa,u nc.ed u < mailto:aischae~u ncaa.u nc.ed u > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:28 PM 

~aJlthonytravel.com 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; lis~ broome@unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<Subbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwa]tney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu~" ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemlmas <timmemlma@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Yes, thanks, Mike. I attempted to incorporate this thought into the rationale (when comparing our case to the 2nd case precedem). While I was unable to say that we 
were requesting the latest flight of the a£temoon, I believe I use the phrase "appropriately accommodate" (or ~mething similar - I don’t have it in front of me fight now) 
to attempt to paint this picture without going into the specific details. I am comtbrtable with the rationale you gave, because I believe the layover on the later flight is oNy 
about 45 minutes. Not much room for error there with tx~tenfial flight delays. 

Please let me know if you have concerns about the accuracy oftlfis wording. That is one of the sections I have marked to continue to review mysel£ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:13 PM, "Mike Pope < ~anthonylravel.co~?!> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 91- -><’.--[endif]--> 

Amy, 

I’ve read your draft of the rationale of the appeal. The statements you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU to the west 

coast, in the permissible time window are accurate, 

In an earlier emaii to Pae you had requested my cornnlent to the desirability of a specific flight: on Southwest Airlines whk:h has a later departure 

time than the flight we have selected. ~ respor~ded to you~ ernail indicating that the ~ater Southwest flight required a connection with a change of 

planes, and that our preferred flight had a stop scheduled, but no c~lange of planes. As ] staled in my email [o you the later flight poses a grea[er 

possibility of a missed connection than our 0referred flight, thus it is a less desirable travel option, liust wanted to make sure that you saw my 

response to your question, in case you need additional rationale for our selection of the earlier flight. 

Let me know if you need arwt:hmg h.Erther from me, 

TharFks, 

M ike Pope 

Account Manager 

A~hor~y Trav~q 

U IS{; Athlvtics Dvpa~tment ~ .oudermiik Cvr:te~ 

344 Ridge Roa~ 

Chapei I-tiil NC 2’75:{S 

919--843-5580 Phone 

919-843-5297 Fax 

2010 W.’~rld Tr;~;,el Aw.a~d:*TM 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To-" Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 

Subject; Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments, Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that 

all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, [ will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

:\P,,i ", I{c~" L",~, a P,, 
Associate AD for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a i schae(a)nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of 

our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have 

to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, 

as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of time permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses 

under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial 

flights, I can’t help but think time result of time waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized 

just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a 

welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got 

approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have 

comments or suggestions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~uncaa.unc~edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

> > > On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athqallo@uncaa.unc,edu<mailto:athqa[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I dofft agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. 1 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 



> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (].e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making, Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one.., 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope         _ ,e@anthon~ravel.com> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 10:36 PM 

Amy Herman ~’~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; lissa broome@unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 
<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint GwaJtney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul l?ogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschnel(~buncaa.unc.edu>: ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermmas <timmermma@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Arfly 

I think your comments axe clear mad accurate regarding the flights. I just wmated to make sure you had the inibrmation you requested 

Let me know if you need more from me 

Mike 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:28 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae(/z)uncaa.unc~edu> wrote: 

Yes, thanks, Mike. I attempted to incorporate this thought into the rationale (when comparing our case to the 2nd case precedent). While I was unable to 

say that we were requesting the latest flight of the Mtemoon, I believe I use the phrase "appropriately accommodate" (or something similar - I don’t have it 

in front of me fight now) k~ attempt to paint this picture mthout going into the specific details. I am comfortable ruth the rationale you gave, because I 

believe the layover on the later flight is only abxmt 45 minutes. Not much mona [br error there with tx~tenfiaJ flight delays. 

Please let me know if you have concerns about the accuracy of this wording. That is one of the sections I have marked to continue to review mysel£ 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2012, at 10:13 PM, "Mike Pope ~(tbanthon’dravel.com> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><!--[endit]--> 

Am’,,, 

I’ve read your draft of the rationale of the appeal. The statements you made regarding the nonexistence of scheduled flights from RDU 

to the west coast, in th¢_~ p¢_m’qissible tinu:, window are accurate 

In an earlier email to me you had request¢_~d rny (:o~’mler~t to the desirability of a sp¢_~cific flight on Southwest Airlines which has a later 

departure time than d~e flight we have selected. I responded to your email indicating that d~e later Soud~west flight required a 

connection with a change o1: planes, and d~at our preferred flight had a stop scheduled, but no change of planes. As I stated in my email 

to you the later flight poses a greater possibility of a missed connection than our preferred flight, thus it is a less desirable travel option. 

I just wanted to make sure that you saw my response to your question, in case you need additional rationale for our selection of the 

ea di¢_~r flight 

Let m¢_~ know if you need anything further from m¢_~. 

thanks. 

Mike Pope 

Account Manager 

Anthony Tr-~vvl 

UNC Athietics Dep~-~rtmcnt I.oudvrmilk (’enter 

:,~44 Ridii:e I’~o;!~d 

P(" [-!(~x :712(-? 

Chapel Hili NC 275I~, 

9].9-843-5S80 Phone 
9~.9-g43-5297 Fax 

2010 ;&/o!’ki ’r my,el i\v,,~,>rd,~i~’~ 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent." Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 



Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for IBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 3.0a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we t~ave to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ ~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" ;~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/203.2 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amywill work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed witt~ Coach whett~er he would want to ct~arter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Cllnt 

>>> On 9/6/203_2 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA73_3 7706 4D8F 9243_ F73_7AF20802D@anthonytrave!~com>, Mike Pope 
< ~t)anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That ]s correct. There are no scheduled flights after 3.3.pro, 
> 

> The only way to depart after 3_3_pm would be a charter flight, Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 203_2, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, ] don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 



> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM > > > 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,. 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:26 AM 

Mike Pope. banthonytravel.com >; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>. ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Amy: 

Presentation of the facts in your appeal are right on target, and you present good information and rationale based upon case precedent ~ unless we are all "missing 

something," in my opinion the appeal should be a slam dunk IF the NCAA examines their previous decisions based upon THEIR case precedent. 

Very much appreciate your work on this ~ have a good day! 

Larry 

> > > Amy Herman 9/8/2012 9:12 PM > > > 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that i reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, [ particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, [ will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 
[ heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday, [ will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, [ will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what ]will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what i’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com >, Mike Pope 

< ,)anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 

> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pro. 



> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with time NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I arn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 
> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



FFOIll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lissa L Broome <lbl~oome@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 4:30 PM 

Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com>; Amy Herman <aj~hae@uucaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <maxkos@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<sldrsclmer@uncaa.uuc.edu>; ~)uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmerman@uncaa.unc.edtP, 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Hi Amy - 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1) You might not want to undeHine words at the beginning of the appeal. Sornetimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and get defensive from the get 

go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then I’ll go with your judgment on that. 

2) At on e point you slate that the "extra evening of missed campus time meets institutional policy." It might be good to state what that policy is is it the number of 

days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that all of my 

statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

/\ L",~, }~, ¢- I" ~?~ :.: L’, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/20:1_2 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have licnited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window frocn 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 



Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<-~----B--~-~--E-:--A-}7-1:~-~-:!~}7--~-~-6-:~-4-~-D-~-8--F!-:--9--2---4-1-:£~1-~--A--E:~2-~---8--~-~-2-~-D-~-@--a--r-Lt-Ll--~--n--y---t-~yej~cQ£l>~ Mike Pope 

)anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pro. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc,edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM > > > 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu < mailto:ajschae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 9:16 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgdggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

RE: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Appeal Rationale.docx 

Thanks, Lissa. While ] see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off before they even read the 

appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email,unc.edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --. 

Good job, as usual Only two suggestions: 

I) You might not want to underline words at the beginnh~g of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and get defensive from the get 

go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then 1’11 go with VOUr judgment on that. 

2) At on e point you state th at the "extra evening of missed campus time meets institutional tx)licy.’’ It might be good to state what that policy is is it the number of 

days missed per ~mester tbr athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
C:c: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirrn that all of my 

statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments!suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 

limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at .~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights‘ I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 



of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a welfare can’t be 

the only reason, Jt is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa~unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would/<now what our options are, 

Thanks, 
ClJnt 

> > > On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4DSF 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel,con~>, Mike Pope 
< ~anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent frorn my iPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athciajJo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athqaJlo@uncaa.unc,edu>> wrote: 

> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the tirne that 

> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I arn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 
> tearn to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings), She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night, 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,. 
> 

> Amy 



> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962,6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc,edu < mailto:ajschae@u ncaa,u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc .edu;, 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:15 PM 

Amy Hennan <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North CaJrolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@tmcaa.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t wmlt to turn anyone offbefore 

they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class chys per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks. 

Amy 

.:’0~, ~,; }[ ,t. ~," ~? z~ ~’., 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
.,_a£s__c__h~__~:~ ~_~ __u__r__~: X _a__=__u__r__~: X C ~!_U 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbloome(~)emaJLunc~edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy .... 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1) You might not want to underline words at the begirming of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and get 

defensive from the get go. If you think it’s necessary to get their attention, then 1’11 go with your judgment on that. 

2) At~nep~inty~ustatethatthe"extmevening~fmissedcampustimemeetsins~tnt~nal~licy.,,Itmightbeg~dt~statewhatthat~icyis is 

it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good tuck, 

Lissa 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Co-" Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and confirm that 

all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, Iwill need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be heard on 

Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of 



our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the apPeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have 

to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, in actuality, we have both, 

as there is very limited flight availability (i,e,, only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses 

under the legislation, if we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial 

flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized 
just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While they said that s a 

welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed, Lastly, I will compare ttnis waiver to the one that we filed and got 

approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being", 

So that’s wtnat I will be attempting to draft in a way ttnat sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have 

comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.Uncnedu 

>>> Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM >>> 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

] have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anttnonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
!__a_ D__t:!] £4 _n__y__t_La__y ej_&__o__[:0. > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> < ~Lt:b g ~j_Lo___@_~_L~__c__a_~_Xr_Lc_:~_dx < r_Y__~_ij_t__o__ La__t_ L~ ¢&o__ @ __u__n___c__a__a__,_u__r_!_c_ m__d___u_ > > wro t e: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc, if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, I 

> assume that ttnere are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart), They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are fligtnt options available within time permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday cnorning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said ttnat this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 



> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,, 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> a[schae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:a~schae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

<:Appeal Rationale.doc:~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:30 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJ.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJ.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Dlaft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ start? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever seen it in writing, just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be 

in the Staff’Manual? 

Sent fl~om my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(a;emailamcnedu> wrote: 

Where can I get a coW of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunninghanl 

Director of Athletics 

University of Nort~ Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone 

offbefi~re they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining mad added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class 

days per semester). 

See attached tbr current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

.:’", n~, }~, ¢- r ~?~ :? n 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@nncaa.nnc.edu 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome~email. uric.edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >>> 

Hi Amy --. 

Good job, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

I) You might not want to underline words at the beginning of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and 

get defensive from the get go, If you l:hink it’s necessary t.:) get their attent:ion, then I’ll go with your judgm~:_~nl: .:)n that 

2) At ~ne point y~u state that the "extm eve~ng of missed campus time meets ~nstituti~nal p~ic~y.,, It might be go~d to s1ate what that 
policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

Thanks and good luck, 

[.issa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 
To: Nike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; 3oe Holladay 
C¢: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

; Tom Timmermans 

All, 
Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 



University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actualky, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, f will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what I will be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amywil[ work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 

@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 11prn. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously rnore 

> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc,edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during time time that 

> we have requested these waivers. [ don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> f am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, [ 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> [ heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 

> 



> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.785B (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aischae@uncaa.unc,edu < mailto:ajschae@u ncaa,u nc.edu > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:38 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Thanks, 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Vince I lle <i.[[ .e_ .@__e_m_a_!]_:_u__n_£._ .e_d__u.> 

Date: Monday, September 10, 2012 8:23 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Draft of Appeal for M88 Waiver 

I’ve requested a copy of the policy from Harold and will forward it to you when received. Thanks. 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, September 09, 2012 10:30 PM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba 

C¢: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

I’m guessing t?om the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think I’ve ever ~en it in writing, j ust know of it l}om approving competition schedules. It might also be 

in the StaJl’ManuaJ? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(&~emad.unc.edu> wrote: 

Where can I get a coW of the missed class policy? 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiU of North Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <_~s_c_’__%_&e_2~i__kLn__c_’_~:_~_Lr_l_£:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While I see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone 

offbefore they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed 

class days per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Anly 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

~>> "Broome, Lissa L" < lbroome@email.[mc.e&B> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >~> 

Hi Amy--- 

Good job, as usual Only two suggestions: 

1) You might not want to underline words at the beginning of the appeal. Sometimes people view that as "shouting" in writing and 

g~-’A: defensive fr.:_~m ~:he get go. if you think it’s r~ec~-:~’.~’;ary to g~-’A: their a~:~:entkm ~:hen t’11 go with your .[udgn~ent on that. 



2) At one point you state that the "extra evening ofmissed campus time meets in~tutional policy." It might be good ~ s~te what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

"[’t’Fard<s ~t’Kt good luck, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [[n_a_jJ__t#__La_j_s__c___h_a___e__#~__u__n___c__a___a_,__u__n___c_,_9__d___u_] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 20:[2 9::[3 PM 
To: Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

; Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up. 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate. 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we 

must have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday. I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around 

for comment but well have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me. 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, 

we have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during 

which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during 

which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different. So we have to try to 

convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a 

game time that was not set by us). 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know 

if you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/20:12 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in rnessage 
<5BBEA7Z3 7706 4DSF 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 

@ar!thonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after llpm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after llpm would be a charter flight. Obviously rnore 

> expensive. 



> 

> Sent from myiPhone 
> 

> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athga]]o£’~uncaa.unc.edu<rrla]lto:aLhga]lo@uncaa,unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

> we have requested these waivers, I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> [ heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e,, not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i,e,, limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers, 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> a[schae@u ncaa.u nc,ed u < rnailto:a~lschae~u ncaa,u nc.ed u > 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

Sounds great. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/10/2012 8:36 AM > > > 

We should discuss sometime next week. Thanks. 

From-" Larry Gallo [maflto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 7:53 AM 
To: llle, Vince; Paul Pogge 

Subject: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 
Vince & Paul ~ 

If you have already received this information, sorry to clutter your inbox ~ ] thought it would be something that you would want to be aware of. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

> > > Rachel Hewitt         )__u_D_ij:__o__r_[T~_j_a___w___%o__r.g.> 9/6/2012 12:23 PM > > > 

Good Morning Stakeholders, 

At the request of John Sebert, Executive Director of the ULC, I am distributing an invitation to a meeting to discuss possible amendments to the Uniform 

Athlete and Agents Act. The three attachments contain details about the meeting. Please let me know if you have trouble opening the attachments, or if you 

prefer to receive hard copies, 

Best, 

N~-~ chcl HewiI.L 

I i l N~ Wabas]? Ave., Suite i~}:l(~ 

Chic;?go, IL ~50(~}:2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 9:58 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

io 4! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/10/2012 8:35 AM > > > 

Great information. I had not received a copy of this. While at Illinois, I believe tkis information was sent to the campus’ government relations contact. Thanks for 

forwarding La~Tr’. 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2012 7:53 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Paul Pogge 
Subject: Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

Vince & Paul ~ 

If you have already received this information, sorry to clutter your inbox ~ I thought it would be something that you would want to be aware of. 

Thanks, 
Larry 

>>> Rachel Hewitt <      @uniformlaws.org> 9/6/2012 12:23 PM >>> 

Good Morning Stakeholders, 

At the request of John Sebert, Executive Director of the ULC, I am distributing an invitation to a meeting to discuss possible amendments to the Uniform 

Athlete and Agents Act. The three attachments contain details about the meeting. Please let me know if you have trouble opening the attachments, or if you 

prefer to receive hard copies. 

Best, 

R~-~ the1 E..’ ew il. t 

A.q<..o~bW & Deu~:L-)pme~t Ass~st~2nt 
U~[ferm :Law Comm~ss:~o:a 

I i] N, Wabash Ave., Suite i~}:lo 

Chic;?go, IL GOG~}:2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, September 10, 2012 10:13 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

XlLScheduling_Policies_Procedu res.pdf 

See attached. I found a blurb on this in the Staff Manual, Scheduling section. It’s the first bullet on the 2nd page. 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 9/9/2012 10:30 PM >>> 

I’m guessing from the Academics’ staff? Or maybe Beth? I don’t think rve ever seen it in writing,just know of it from approving competition schedules. It might also be in the 

Staff Manual? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 10:15 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <__b__u___b___b__a___c_Q__e_[ELa_j_Lu__r_Lc_~__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Where can I get a copy of the missed class policy? 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:16 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Lissa. While [ see a benefit to stressing the 2 words that I had underlined, you make a good point that we don’t want to turn anyone off 

before they even read the appeal! I have removed both instances of underlining and added in the policy detail (yes, it is the 7 missed class days 

per semester). 

See attached for current version. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

.:" P,~, ". }i ~ ~," ~ ~ 9 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae~uncaa.unc.edu 

> >> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc,edu> 9/9/2012 4:30 PM >> > 

HiAmy- 

Good iob, as usual. Only two suggestions: 

1) You might: not: want to und~-:~rline words at t h~-_~ b~-:~ginning of the appeal. Som~-_d:imes people view that: as "shouting" in wdting and 

get defensive from the get go. if you think iL’s necessary to get tl’u-:~ir attention, then I’ll go with your iudgmenL on that, 

2) At one point you state tha [: the "extra evening of missed cmnpus time meets institutional policy." It might be good to state what that 

policy is is it the number of days missed per semester for athletic competition? 

[.iSSa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, September 08, 2012 9:13 PM 

To; Mike Pope; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Joe Holladay 
Cc; Lissa Broome; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject; Draft of Appeal for MBB Waiver 

Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Please see attached for my draft of the rationale for our appeal. Also attached are the 2 precedent cases that I reference in the write up, 

Please let me know if you have any suggestions/comments. Mike and Coach Holladay, I particularly need for the 2 of you to review carefully and 

confirm that all of my statements are factually accurate, 

As a reminder, I will need to submit our final appeal documentation early Monday afternoon to meet the NCAA’s deadline for the appeal to be 

heard on Tuesday. 

Thanks, 

Amy 



Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae~a>uncaa.unc,ed u 

>>> Amy Herman 9/7/2012 5:06 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must 

have all of our appeal information submitted by 3p on Monday, I will draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for 

comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments/suggestions you have to me, 

The basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings, In actuality, we 

have both, as there is very limited flight availability (i,e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for time first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we 

can provide expenses under the legislation. If we were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there 

were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the waiver would have been different, So we have to try to convince the 

subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle of the night (because of a game time that 

was not set by us), 

Then, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change. While they 

said that s a welfare can’t be the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the 

one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if 

you have comments or suggestions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
_a_j schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Clint Gwaltney 9/7/2012 8:34 AM > > > 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 

< ~-B--B-~B~-z~-1--3-~:~-z~-~--6-~:~-4--L-]--8-~9-~-4---1-::-F:~-1-~LA--FL-2--~-~-8--~-2-L-]~@~-a--r-Lt:~!-c4D~t:~9~E!~>~ Mike Pope 

@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 
Larry 

That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pro. 

The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight. Obviously more 
expensive. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 

Well ~ Iguess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 

we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 

Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 

leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 

assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 

Thanks. 

>>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> ] heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart), They have denied our 

> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 



> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When [ asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> .a~.s..c..!~.a...e.5~..u.L!.c..a...a.:..u.D..c.~ec!.u..<E!.a..[[.t..~.Z.a‘Ls..c.FLa...e.~Ln...c..a...a.~.u..r.Lc.~.e..d..u.> 

<Appeal Rationale.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monda) 10:28 AM 

Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amv Herman <nischaedabuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; ]@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Decor at Local Restaurants 

Paul, 

There is an interpretation (see below) that touches on this issue, in that it allows establishments to hang pictures of enrolled student athletes on its walls, provided there is 

nothing that indicates that the student athlete is endorsing the commercial establishment. I know that Sutton’s has pictures hanging everywhere of recognizable people 

(including current and former student athletes) who have dined there, but since this is their decor, [ don’t believe it crosses the line into making an endorsement. Now, if there 

is one that is autographed with a personalized message about the current s a endorsing Suttons, then [ think it would cross ttnat line. 

I haven’t been to [PB in a while, so I don’t know if they have a similar decor? 

I believe this is something that we can certainly informally "check on" at some of these places, particularly if the individual identified specific places to you where they know it’s 

happening, It might also be something that we can add to our local business educational piece for next year. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Staff Interpretation 

Commercial establishment hanging pictures of student athletes 

Date Publistned: March 6, 1987 
Item Ref: 7 a 

Interpretation: 

Pursuant to Case No. 46, the staff agreed that it would be permissible for a commercial establistnment to tnang pictures of enrolled student athletes on its walls, provided 

there is nothing in the make up of the picture that would indicate that the student athlete was making an expressed or implied endorsement of the commercial establishment 
or its products. 

/\ ~3~, i~, ¢- I" ~:" :.: ~3 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Paul Pogge 9:44AM >>> 

Amy, 

I know you all are probably on this already, but I had someone mention to me in the course of my risk management researctn that I should be cognizant of local businesses 

trying to highlight the fact that student athletes bought/ate at their establishment. I’ve been largely staying away from the NCAA specific issues in the course of this project 

since I know you all do a great job with those pieces, but I was curious if we monitor places like Sutton’s, IP3s, etc. Let me know what you think. If it’s an excuse to go eat lunch 

there, [ can surely help "monitor" those restaurants if need be! 

Paul 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 11:40 AM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~£ uric .edu 

Joy Renner - Sakai additions 

You will find the folders for our assigned topics under Committee Materials Reviewed and Monitored Topics 

For October we will be concentrating our discussion on the Student Athlete Experience so pay particular attention to the materials posted there. Currently you will 

find the student athlete survey and interview documents for what is happening now. Glynis, John, and Barbara you can post materials for reading under that 

folder or any food for thought. If any of you have a problem posting, let me know and I can post it for you or Anne Whisnant. In this folder there is also an 

example survey from another institution for everyone to review. 

I posted some of the discussion that has been occurring on this topic under Forums on the Sakai site. Please continue to go there to add your thoughts for Glynis, 

John, or Barbara to use as they bring forth their ideas on this topic for discussion in October. If possible, we should complete the discussion of any revisions to 

instruments or process in October so changes can be implemented after the fall interviews and surveys but before the spring distribution. I look forward to the 

discussion. 

Joy 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, ~[(R), FAEIRS 
Assoc:iat~_¯ Professor and [3[r~_~ctol" 
Un[w-~rsitg of North Carolina at Chapel H[li 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
321-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

91.9-956-~951 Fax 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTg NOTICE: This e-maq message, [r~c:lud[ng ati:achments, [f arW, is inter!deal onb/for the .-person or entity to whh:h [t is addressed and may cor!l:ain ,.’:onfhden[[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mal:er[al. ArW -.--un;~uti~orized review, use, disciosure or d[s[r[buth)n :s pr,:)hibil:ed. If you are not the intended recip[eni:, please cor~tac:[ the! sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the original rnessa~e. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state officia~ (INCGS, Cho I32)o Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc~edw’por~al) from the Facnl~ Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 2:04 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Appeal Submitted 

Appeal Rationale.pdf 

All, 
See attached for the appeal information that Ijust submitted to the NCAA. I’m assuming we should know tomorrow how it shakes out... 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:56 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Clarifications 

MBB Staff, 

We received a few clarifications from the ACC specific to the changes in the MBB recruiting calendar, so I wanted to pass them on to you. I don’t believe either will come as a 

surprise to you, as both mesh with what we’ve told you in the past: 

Recruiting Opportunities In One Day 

If a coach watches a junior at practice and then has a permissible contact with him at tile high school after that practice on the same day, it still counts as 2_ recruiting 
opportunities (one contact and one evaluation). 

Contacts During School Day 

The ACC has heard that there are several schools who are having (or planning to have) contact with PSAs during a "basketball class" that is conducted during the school day. 

Please be reminded that you cannot have contact with PSAs during any time during the school day, regardless of what study period (or otherwise) the PSA is in. While you can 

EVALUATE during a class period (provided you have permission from the school administration), you are not permitted to have contact, and this includes "bumps" or 

arranged encounters (e.g., outside the locker room), It is your responsibility to make sure that no contact at all is made until the regular classes for the school day are over. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about these, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday ’:00 PM 

II[e, Vince <illeOemail.unc.edu>; Larry Gall@ <athgal[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Kentucky Basketball Dorms 

Check this video out. Pretty impressive... 

> > > Joe Holladay 9/10/2012 5:14 PM > > > 
UNBELIEVABLE? How is this possible? 

Joe Holladay 

Director of Operations 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

P.O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962 1154 

www tm-beelblue corn 

> > > Eric Hoots 9/10/2012 10:32 AM > > > 

http://www.coachcaL com/16170/2012/09/no-place-like-home-uks-new-qold-standard-in-housing/ 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McPhee, Sarah E < ~illinois.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 11:44 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Compliance Meeting 

Compliance Group HOTEL RES FORM.doc 

From." Big Ten - Madeline Russell [mailto: ~bigten.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 10:02 AM 
To: Compliance Group 
Cc; Big Ten - Kerry Kenny 
Subject-" Compliance Meeting 

Hi! Guess what time it is? Make your room reservations NOW. Feel free to forward this info to anyone I haven’t covered. NOTE that we are using a different hotel 

this time. If you need transportation from the hotel, there will be a one-time shuttle on Monday, 10/29 to get you here for noon lunch and a one-time shuttle to 

get you here Tuesday morning for a 7:30am breakfast. The exact shuttle times will be sent as we get closer to the meeting date. Also, please use one form for each 

room you reserve (less confusing for the hotel reservationist). The hotel is located just south of the Marriott off of Cumberland or Dee Roads - distance is 3- 

4minutes further © Can’t wait to see all of you......Contact me with any questions. 

Madeline Russell I Compliance Assistant ] Big Ten Conference 

1500 W Hiaains Rd. iPark Ridae. IL 60068 

http:Hwww.bLqten:orA I t-ollow us on I wetter & Pacebook 



BIG TEN CONFERENCE 
HOTEL RESERVATION FORM 

A room block has been reserved at the Renaissance Hotel for our October 29-30, 
2012 meeting at the Big Ten Conference Headquarters. Meeting starts at noon on 
10/29 for Compliance Coordinators. The rate is $129 (good till 10/12). Self-parking 
is $10 additional. Please use A SEPARATE FORM FOR EACH ROOM. If you are 
unable to attend, it is your responsibility to cancel your reservation before 4pro on 
the date of arrival by calling 
Name:                                     Organization or University: 

2nd person in room: 
Ad d tess: 

City: State: Zip: 

E-Mail Address: 

Phone: Fax: 

Arrival: Departure: 

HOTEL ACCOM MODATIONS: Renaissance Chicago O’Hare Suites 
8500 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60631 
773-329-2811 

Type of accommodations: 
(please circle) 

Credit Card #: 

Expiration date: 

King 
Double/Double 

This hotel has a smoke- 
free policy 

Type: 
Visa, Master Card, 
American Express, Diners 
Club, Carte Blanche; 
Discover 

Name on credit card: 

Signature: 

Please return to Madeline ASAP- fax #847-696-1 t50 or return 
via email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday. 3:34 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

I know you are in meetings this afternoon, but Inside Carolina contacted me again about the article for them. They have asked for a deadline extension until the end of the 

business day tomorrow. Do you think this is something you could finish before then? 
Thank~ 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 2:37 PM >>> 

I hope to get to that by the end of the week. Thanks 

From,, @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:37 PM 

To-" llle, Vince 
Subject= Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

:rom Inside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him, Just let me know what kind of time you will need and I will relay that to him, 
Th~nL-cl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 9:14 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Leadership Project 

I will talk to Joyce today. Are we okay with making it an 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/12/2012 7:22 AM > > > 

Ok, thanks Amy. The next two days will be filled with admissions meetings involving coaches and Barbara Polk over at Jackson Hall. Sorry the scheduling is so difficult right 
FLOW. 

I think he discussed it with you as well? Let’s move forward with Joyce to make that happen. I’ll talk with Bubba again 

~s soon as I can, The trip to Louisville should be a good opportunity. 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 9:04 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

Okay. Let’s shoot for right after staff mtg, whatever time that ends up being. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Sent frorn my iPhone 

On Sep 11, 2012, at 8:59 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail,unc.edu> wrote: 

If nothing changes before Thursday, I have 8-9 and right after our compliance sla1"f meeting. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:42 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= Re: Leadership Project 

Those times dofft work for me, as my husband is traveling. How about Thursday? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 11,2012, at 4:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I have never heard of nor have I been told of may of this. If we meet tomorrow it has k~ be betbre 8 am or maybe after 4:15- 

4:30. I have meetings all day (most axe at Jackson tlall with coaches and admissions). 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2012 1:48 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
Subject= Fwd: Leadership Project 

Do you know about this plan? I will add to list of things to talk to you about, You have any time tomorrow? I will be around 8:45 and 

am open until the Compliance Staff Strategic Plan briefing at lp. 

Amy 

> > > Corey Holliday 9/3/2012 9:00 AM > > > 
Here’s some brief thoughts on the Leadership trip, obviously you can feel in the real dctails on leadership activities and conm~unity service. 
Thanks again for your assistance 

Thursday, November 29th 
Seniors Leave UNC for Disney 
Group Dinner in Orlando for seniors 

Friday November 30th 
ALM - Disney Leadership activities 
Early PM - Community Service Activity 
PM - Group Droner 

Saturday December 1st 
AM - Disney Leadership activities 
PM - Seniors on own at Disney 
PM - Group Dinner 

Sunday December 2rid 
Seniors return to Chapel Hill 



Traveling with Seniors - Cricket Lane, (;ore?" Holliday 

Core?’ Holliday 
Associate Athletic Director 
Umversity of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Cen ter 
P.O Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-9114 (W) 
919-962-0393 (FAX) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:36 AM 

Clare Dully <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.uncedu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.uncedu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >;                        .~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

Clare, 

Please put holds on the following sports: 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

A411 let you know when they are clear. Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 10:57 AM 

Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Heather Brooks < hbrooks@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eve Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Forbes < sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams 

<tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball and Volleyball Holds 

Clare, 

Baseball and Volleyball are both caught up on their Compliance Paperwork and can be taken off hold. 

Thank You! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 11:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Weekly Report 

Sorry I haven’t caught up with you yet, [ thought [ may be able to catch you after the speaker yesterday. 

I have to head over to WBB for a bit, but should be back around 130. Are you free at all this afternoon? 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/10/2012 8:27 AM > > > 

Beth, 

I shared our thoughts with Beth Miller, Larry Gallo, Rick Steinbacher and John Montgomery Friday Mternoon at our meeting. If you’re available sometime this morning, 

plea~ let me know and I’ll give you a call to [bllow up with you. Thanks tbr your help. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 09, 2012 i0:56 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: Weekly Report 

Vince ~ FYI! 

>>> TonyYount 9/9/2012 10:28 AM >>> 

Administrators, 

I’ve been told by supervisors in rny office not to send the academic weekly report to you until a decision is made from above as to whether that is appropriate. I certainly 
didn’t mean to cause any controversy and I’ll await clearance before passing them along to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 11:54 AM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo 

<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Update on Appeal 

All, 

I checked in with the NCAA on the appeal this morning, and below is the response I received. Looks like it could be a while before we know... As soon as I have the answer, I 

will get back with you. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

I-4i Amy, 1he subcommittee has one full business week (beginning last night at 5 p,m. EST)to render its decision on DI SLR appeals, Therefore the latest you will hear from me 

regarding their decision will be next Wednesday morning, September 19, Should the subcommittee reach a decision before that time, I will deliver it to you or your staff ASAP. 

Please do not hestitate to follow up with me directly if you have any additional questions regarding this process, Thanks! EmiLy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~_g_s_£__h___a__t’_~X!_[_~_£_~_~_ _a__:X!_[_~.£_~_e_~ ]___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:32 PM 

Mike Pope ¯ ~anthonytravel.com >; Broome, Lissa L < Ibroome@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>. @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Update on Appeal 

Thank you for the update, Amy! 

>>> Amy Herman 9/12/2012 11:54 AM >>> 

All, 

I checked in with the NCAA on the appeal this morning, and below is the response [ received. Looks like it could be a while before we know... As soon as I have the answer, i 

will get back with you. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Hi Amy, The subcommittee has one full business week (beginning last night at 5 p.m. EST) to render its decision on D[ SLR appeals. Therefore the latest you will hear from me 

regarding their decision will be next Wednesday morning, September :[9. Should the subcommittee reach a decision before that time, I will deliver it to you or your staff ASAP. 

Please do not hesitate to follow up with me directly if you have any additional questions regarding this process. Thanks! Emily 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: !email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 3:35 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: IC article 

Hi Vince, 

I meant to thank you for taking the time to answer our questions yesterday and to welcome you to the university. 

Best wishes, 

116 South Bounda~ Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Email: tmc~edu 

Sign up to receive monthly e-alerts for new UNC Press books and 

special web oilers: http:/iuncpress.unc~eduiioin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 3:49 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting Confirmation 

Barbara, 
I sent you an ernail (see below), Leah and I are looking forward to meeting with you. 

Jan 

JAN MAN N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 

Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 

>>> Jan Mann 9/5/2012 9:39 PM >>> 

Barbara, 
Leah and [ look forward to meeting with you on September 13th at 10:00 a.m. in the Admissions Office. 

Thank you for taking the time to go over the changes in the admissions process for our student athletes. 

Go Heels, 
Jan 

JAN MAN N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 
PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Office: 919 962 4273 goheels.com 

Cell." 919 357 3735 Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 9/5/2012 9:34 PM >>> 

Dear Jan, 

Just a quick note to confirm our meeting on Thursday, September 13 at 10:00 in the Admissions Office, Jackson Hall. By copy of this email, I am inviting Beth, Karlton, 

John and Vince to join us, as their schedules allow. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 13th and having an opportunity to talk in more detail about changes in the admissions process for student-athletes. I am also 

eager to hear your thoughts/concerns/feedback on how we work together for this group of students. 

I’ll see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3999 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:54 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Holds 

The business office will hold a coaching staff’s reimbursements if they haven’t gotten us everything we need from the prior month. We don’t hold any advances (team travel, 
OV host money) or anything for any non staff folks (prospect reimbursements, vendors, etc.) that might have to do with a particular team. 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 9/12/2012 4:40 PM > > > 

LaHoe, 

What does a "hold" mean? What are the ramifications to the stM’f that has one? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Lance Markos [mailto:markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:36 AM 
To: Clare Duffy 
Co: Ille, Vince, Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Holds 

Clare, 
Please put holds on the following sports: 

Baseball 

Volleyball 

Men’s Soccer 

Samantha will let you know when they are clear. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Tom Timmermans 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:17 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@ernail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < rnarkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Staff Meeting Today 

The conflict I have is getting some wins during noon basketball (and getting to know some people from different departments, look at it as an athletics department 

networking opportunity). To keep you all from seeing me as a hot mess, without showering, I asked if it was ok if we start at 1.15. 

>>> Amy Herman 9/13/2012 9:09 AM >>> 

All, 

Due to a conflict in Tom’s schedule today, we need to move our staff meeting to 1:15p. [ believe we should still finish by 2p. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 30, 2012 9:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Statement - NCAA 

I may stay the entire time until noon....call Kevin with your thoughts on updated draft because h has to send back to NCAA 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 8:39 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

OK. When does BOG meeting end? I have meeting this morning from 9:30-10:30, luncheon from 11:45-1 mad meeting 1-2. Other than that, I’ll be in 

here. Thanks Steve. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:37 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
I"II be over to talk after BOG if that works for you. 

From: <llle>, Vince <il!e~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:36 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@t, nc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement- NCAA 

Thank you. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:35 AM 

To: Ille, Vince; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
He’s in a strategic plan meeting then going to BOG. I am also going to BOG. We are tabling the "release" today as there is no way to get everyone here to agree on 

the language before we can send to the NCAA for their final approval. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:33 AM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <_k___e___v_!__n___b___e__s__t____@____u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, "Kirschner, Steve" <.s__t___e__v___e__k!_r__s___c__h___n___e___r___@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement- NCAA 

I shared my thoughts with Bubba during phone call this morning. We can discuss if necessaxy. I believe he is in a meeting until 8:30-97 Thmlks. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 7:17 AM 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Ille, Vince 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
I understand. I will send an updated statement we agree on to Stacey this morning, but it’s unlikely she’ll be able to give final approval by 9 am eastern given the 

hour time difference in Indy. 

Kevin 

From: <Davis>, Nancy Davis <nancy davis@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 6:41 AM 

To: Kevin Best <_k___e___v_!__n___b_e__s__L@__q_n___c_:__e___d___u_.>, Leslie Strohm <_s__t__r_p_h____m_____@__e_m___a!J_:__u_n__c_:__e___d___u_.>, Bubba Cunningham <._b_q_b___b___a___c_~__u___n___c__a__a__:__u__n__c_:__e___d___q.>, Steve Kirschner 

< . _s_ _t_ _e_ _ _v_ _e_ _ ls_ !_ _r_ _s_ _c_h_n_ _e_ _ _r_ ~__u___n___c_:__e_d_q >, "111 e, V i n c e" < !!_!_e__~__e__n__!_a__!!:__u___n___c_:__e___d__u__.> 

Cc: "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

All, we can"t isme l:hi; today unless we get approval in t:im~:_~ for Hokten to mention in his 9 am. remark; at the Board o~ Governors panel. It: wouk~ be 

bad form [or him not to tell the BOG in person and th~-_~n for us to issue it later 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:56 PM 
To: Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Ille, Vince 

Co: Thorp, Holden; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
She signed off on the original draft I sent around earlier. She would like to see our revised draft tomorrow morning. 

From: <Strohm>, Leslie Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edt,> 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:49 PM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Nancy Davis 

<._n__ancv__d__a_v__!_s__@ q_n___c_:__e___d___u_>, "llle, Vince" <!!_!__e _@.___e__rn_a__!!_:_qnc_:__e___d___u_.> 

Cc: "Thorp, Holden" <._h__9_!__d___e___n___t__12__o___rp__~__q__n__c__:__e__d___u_.>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <._h__a___r__t_!~i__n__@__u___n__c__:__e__d___u_.> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

Kevin, 

Thard~s for the ernail. Has St:acey signed off on this? rh~:_~re are several t:weaks not:ed below that are important. I’w:_~ also cc"d Jonathan Nartlyn. Since he 

has played a significant role in this endeavor, I want to rnake sure he is comfortable with the wording. 

Ym happy to discuss. 

Thanks, 

Leslie 



REVISED Draft 
In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 
The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in African and Afro-American 
Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of these issues and they agreed to do that. A member 
of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 
With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior Associate Dean 
Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty AND STAFF in African and Afro-American Studies, 
academic support counselors and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the department. They also reviewed [DELETE: relevant 
documents, inciudingj student course work. 
Based on THE joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or student-athlete eligibility 

issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because STUDENT-ATHLETES WERE NOT TREATED DIFFERENTLY FROM OTHER 
STUDENTS IN THESE CLASSES. NO INSTANCE WAS FOUND OF A STUDENT RECEIVING A GRADE WHO HAD NOT SUBMITTED WRITTEN WORK. 
As a result, the NCAA did not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the 

Committee on Infractions. 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen GIL subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro-American Studies. In May, 
the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 
On AUGUSY 23, 2012, UNIVERSF[Y COUNSEL Strohm and SENIOR ASSOCIATE Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The 
NCAA staff re-affirmed to University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken based on the information currently available. 
University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:50 P! 
To: Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; 1lie, Vince 
Subject: Draft Statement - NCAA 
Based on conversations with Stacey Osburn of the NCAA, here is a draft statement we can discuss. 
Draft 
In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of African and Afro-American 
Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 
The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in African and Afro-American 
Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of these issues and they agreed to do that. A member 
of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 
With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior Associate Dean 
Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty in African and Afro-American Studies, academic 
support counselors and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the department. They also reviewed relevant documents including 

student course work. 
Based on our joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or student-athlete eligibility 
issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because students in these classes, including student-athletes, were assigned 
work, work was done and it was graded. As a result, the NCAA did not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s 
appearance in October 2011 before the Committee on Infractions. 
College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gill subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro-American Studies. In May, 
the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 
On Aug, 157777, Vice Chancellor Strohm and Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The NCAA staff re-affirmed to 
University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken based on the information currently available. 
University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner~unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 30, 2012 9:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Draft Statement - NCAA 

Remind me to get you a cell phone card 

Steve Kirschner 

Director of Athletic Communications 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 9:40 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(a)emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, what’s his cell number? Thanks. 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 9:32 AM, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekir~hner¢~)unc.ed~- wrote: 

I may stay the entire time until noon....call Kevin ruth your thoughts on updated draft because h has to send back to NCAA 

Steve Kirsehner 
Director of Athletic Communications 

University of North Carolina 

919-475-2695 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 8:39 AM, "Ille~ Vince" <i_l.Le_[~i._e__r._n_~L_uj!c_: _e._@_> wrote: 

OK. When does BOG meeting end’? I have meeting this morning fiom 9:30-10:30, luncheon from 11:45-1 and meeting 1-2. 

Other than that, I’ll be in here. Thanks Steve. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:37 AM 
To: 111e, Vince 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 

I"II be over to talk after BOG if that works for you. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:36 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <st_ .e__v_..e_k_!rs_(:__h__.n_ .e__r_.._@ _u_ . .n_ c_ .._ e_ _d_ _ .u_ . > 
Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

Thank you. 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:35 AN 

To: Ille, Vince; Best, Kevin S. 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement = NCAA 
He’s in a strategic plan meeting then going to BOG. I am also going to BOG. We are tabling the "release" today as there is no way to get 

everyone here to agree on the language before we can send to the NCAA for their final approval. 

From: <llle>, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 20:12 8:33 AM 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kevinbest@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

I shared my thoughts with Bubba during phone call this morning. We can discuss if necessary. I believe he is in a meeting until 

8:30-9? Thanks. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 7:17 AN 
To: Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Tile, Vince 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
I understand. I will send an updated statement we agree on to Stacey this morning, but it’s unlikely she’ll be able to give final approval by 

9 am eastern given the hour time difference in Indy. 

Kevin 

From: <Davis>, Nancy Davis <nancy dav!sL~unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, August 30, 20:12 6:4:1 AM 

To: Kevin Best <kevinbest@unc.edu>, Leslie Strohm <strohm@email.unc.edu>, Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <._h___a__r__t_!_y__n____@___u___n___c_:__e__d___u__> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

All, we can’t issue this today unless we get approval in time for Holden to mention in his 9 a.m. remarks at the Board of 

Governors panel. It would be bad form for him not to tell the BOG in person and then for us to issue it later. 

From: Best, Kevin S. 



Sent; Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:56 PM 
To; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; 1lie, Vince 
Cc; Thorp, Holden; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject; Re: Draft Statement- NCAA 
She signed off on the original draft I sent around earlier. She would like to see our revised draft tomorrow morning. 

From: <Strohm>, Leslie Strohm <strohrn@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:49 PM 

To: Kevin Best <._k__e___v_!__n___b___e__s__t__@__u___n__c__.___e__d___u_.>, Bubba Cunningham <._b___u___b___b__a___c___@_.___u___n___c__a___a__.__u___n___c_:__e__d___u_.>, Steve Kirschner 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>, Nancy Davis <nancy...davis@unc.edu>, "llle, Vince" <ille@emaiMJnc.edu> 

Cc: "Thorp, Holden" <holden.. thorp@unc.edu>, "Hartlyn, Jonathan" <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Draft Statement - NCAA 

F~evin, 

Thanks for the emafl. Has Stacey signed off on this? There are several tweaks noted below that are importanL I’ve also cc’d 

Jonathan Hartb~’n, Since he has played a significant role in this endeavor, [ want to make sure he is comfortable with the 

wording. 

f’m happy to di~;cuss, 

Th a~Iks, 

Leslie 

REVISED Draft 

In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 

The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in 

African and Afro-American Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of 

these issues and they agreed to do that. A member of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several 

times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 

With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior 

Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty AND 

STAFF in African and Afro-American Studies, academic support counselors and student-athletes who had taken 

multiple courses in the department. They also reviewed [DELEIE: relevant documenLs, including] student course 

work. 

Based on THE joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or 

student-athlete eligibility issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because STUDENT- 

ATHLETES WERE NOT TREATED DIFFERENTLY FROM OTHER STUDENT5 IN THESE CLASSES. NO INSTANCE WAS 

FOUND OF A STUDENT RECEIVING A GRADE WHO HAD NOT SUBMIJq-ED WRITTEN WORK. As a result, the NCAA did 

not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the 

Committee on Infractions. 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen GIL subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro- 

American Studies. In May, the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 

On AUGUST 23, 2012, UNIVERSITY COUNSEL Strohm and SENIOR ASSOCIATE Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the 

enforcement staff. The NCAA staff re-affirmed to University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken 

based on the information currently available. 

University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 

From: Best, Kevin S, 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:50 PM 
To; Bubba Cunningham; Kirschner, Steve; Davis, Nancy K; Strohm, Leslie Chambers; Tile, Vince 
Subject; Draft Statement- NCAA 

Based on conversations with Stacey Osburn of the NCAA, here is a draft statement we can discuss. 

Draft 

In light of continuing speculation about the role of the NCAA in the review of academic issues in the Department of 

African and Afro-American Studies, the University of North Carolina would like to provide the following information. 

The University first notified the NCAA that it had identified potential academic issues involving student-athletes in 

African and Afro-American Studies courses on August 24, 2011. We asked the NCAA to join us in our investigation of 

these issues and they agreed to do that. A member of the NCAA enforcement staff traveled to Chapel Hill several 

times in the fall of 2011 and actively participated throughout the investigation. 

With the NCAA enforcement staff’s assistance, our internal working group of University Counsel Leslie Strohm, Senior 

Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn and former faculty athletics representative Jack Evans interviewed faculty in African 

and Afro-American Studies, academic support counselors and student-athletes who had taken multiple courses in the 

department. They also reviewed relevant documents including student course work. 

Based on our joint review, UNC and the NCAA staff concluded there were no violations of current NCAA rules or 

student-athlete eligibility issues related to courses in African and Afro-American Studies because students in these 

classes, including student-athletes, were assigned work, work was done and it was graded. As a result, the NCAA did 

not add any allegations or include this issue during the University’s appearance in October 2011 before the 

Committee on Infractions. 

College of Arts and Sciences Dean Karen Gill subsequently commissioned a review of courses in African and Afro- 

American Studies. In May, the University publicly issued that report and provided it to the NCAA. 

On Aug. 157777, Vice Chancellor Strohm and Dean Hartlyn provided an update to the enforcement staff. The NCAA 

staff re-affirmed to University officials that no NCAA rules appear to have been broken based on the information 

currently available. 

University officials will continue to keep the NCAA informed as developments warrant. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:09 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Most definitely! 
I emailed Clint and Tim 
Hope all is well 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On at 3:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sam, 
> Is this something you want to do? Sounds like it could be a nice opportunity-. Please keep me in the loop Thanks. 
> Vmce 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:cawaltnev@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 2:18 PM 
> To: Tim Thompson; Sam Paul 
> Cc: Ille, Vmce; Smith, Tim Dillon 
> Subject: Re: FW: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> Thanks Tim What a great opportunity for Men’s Tennis 
> 

> Clint 
> 

>>>> On at 11:17 AM, in message 
> <201208311517 q7Vl~’HCbj042942@barrierL241.nike.com>, "Thompson, Tim" 
> <Tim Thornpson@nike cam> wrote: 
>> Salla, 

>> Hope you are well 
>> 

>> Nlke would like to work with UNC Men’s Tennis with our testing program 
>> m Teunis.(See Below) 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in doing this? This is a great program as the 
>> team will get new product for testing 
>> 

>> Let me l~ow if you would like to do this and I will communicate with 
>> Ian Crawford to get you set up 
>> 

>> Thanks so much 
>> 

>> 

>> Tim Thompson 
>> Nike College Sports Marketing Field Director 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Crawford, Ian 
>> Sent: Thursday, 4:56 PM 
>> To: Thompson, Tim 
>> Cc: S~ner, Julie 
>> Subject: Teunis Product Testing with U2x,-C 
>> 

>> Hello Tm~, 
>> 

>> This summer the tennis ~roup had an intern from North Carolina, 
>>                        is headed back to Chapel Hill to finish school 
>> and assist the tennis program now- that his eligibility has expired. 
>> The footwear development team for tennis would like to work with North 
>> Carolina’s men’s tennis team. Nike already maintains a footwear 
>> product testing relationship for running, baseball and men’s training. 
>> If appropriate, can you assist me in extending this to tennis? If you 
>> are available for a phone conversation, I would enjoy speaking with you regarding this opportunity. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> Ian 
>> 

>> 

>> 1 
>> Ian Crawford 
>> Analyst, Basketball + Tennis 
>> Nike Footwear Product Testing 
>> Direct Phone: (503) 671-5774 
>> https ://producttesting.nike. com<https://producttesting.nike, com/> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa,unc.edu> 

Friday, :42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

What time and what day would be best for you 
rm in all week. 
Thanks 
Sam 
Sam Paul 

On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking maybe 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Friday 5:09 PM 
> To: Ille, Vince 
> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU6IFRlbm5pcyBQcm9kdWNOIFRlc3Rpbmcgd210aCBVTkiM ?> 
> Most definitely[ 
> ! emailed 
> ttope all is well 
> Sam 
> 

> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 3:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i]le@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Sam, 
>> Is this something you want to do’} Sounds like it could be a nice oppormni~. Please keep me in the loop Thanks. 
>> Vince 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: (;lint Gwaltney [maitto:c~waltnev(~)uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 2:18 PM 
>> To: 
>> Cc: Ille, Vince; Smith, T~n Dillon 
>> Subject: Re: t’~W: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
>> 

>> Thanks Tim. What a great opportunity for Men’s Tennis 
>> 
>> clmt 
>> 

>>>>> Oi ~t 11 : 17 AM, in message 
>> <201208311517.q7VFHCbj042942@barricrL241 .nikc.com>, "Thompson, Tint" 
>> <Tirn.Thompson@nike.com> wrote: 
>>> SanL 
>>> Hope you are well. 
>>> 

>>> Nike would like to work with UNC Men’s Tennis with our testing 
>>> program in Temits.(See Below) 
>>> 

>>> Would you be interested in doing this? This is a great program as the 
>>> team will get new product for testing. 
>>> 

>>> Lot me know it’you would like to do this and I will connnnnicate with 
>>> Ian Crawford to get you set tip. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks so much 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Tim Thompson 
>>> Nike College Spolts Marketing Field Director 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> From: Crawfbrd, Ian 
>>> Sent: Thursday, 56 PM 
>>> To: Thompson, Tim 
>>> Cc: Styner, Julie 
>>> Subject: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
>>> 

>>> Hello Tim, 
>>> 

>>> This stunmer the tennis group had an intern from North Carolina, 
>>                          : headed back to Chapel Hill to finish 
>>> school and assist the tennis program now that his eligibility’ has expired. 

and I could come out there if you are available Please just let me know Thanks and 



>>> The footwear development team for tennis would ]ike to work with 
>>> NoAh Carolina’s men’s tennis team NNe alrea@ maintains a 
>>> footwear product testing relationship for running, baseba]l and men’s training 
>>> If appropriate, can you assist me in extending this to tennis? If 
>>> you are available for a phone conversauon, I would enjoy speaking with you regarding this opportunity. 
>>> 

>>> Thank you, 
>>> Ian 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 1 
>>> Ian Crawford 
>>> Analyst, Basketball + Temlis 
>>> Nike Footwear Product Testing 
>>> Direct Phone: (503) 671-5774 
>>> htt ps :i/producttestitN.nike.corn<https ://producttesting.nike.com/> 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

I’ll see you then. Is Tim going to be able to make it ? Have your girls been watching the Open? 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On , at 4:40 PM. "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s plan to meet Wednesda~ 

enjoyed your holiday weekend. 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa unc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, 5:55 PM 

> To: Ille, Vmce 

> Subject: ?utf-8?B?UmU6IFRlbm5pcyBQcm9kdWNOIFRlc3Rpbmcgd21OaCBVTldv~ ?> 

> Before noon would be better for me. I look forward to our meeting. 

> Hope you and your family enjuy labor day Sam 

> 

> 

> Sam Pau[ 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 

> 

>> Wednesday, 

well 

>> 

Original Message ..... 

>> From: Sam Paul [mailtu:spaul(a)uncaa.unc.edu] 

>> Sent: Friday, 5:42 PM 

>> To: IHe, Vince 

>> Subject: 

>> ?utf-8 ?B? UmU6IFR lbm5pcyBQcm9kd\VNOIFRlc3Rpbmcgd210aCBVTkM ?> 

>> What time and what day would be best for yuu I’m in all week 

> > Th ank s 

>> Salla 

>> Sam Paul 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thitlking maybe 

and hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

> 

t 9AM at the tennis facility. Sam, if anything comes up and we need to reschedule, please just let me know Thanks and hope you guys 

at 6:12 PM. "Ille, Vince" <ille(~email unc edu> wrote 

would be a goud day J7~r me. I currently could meet any time before noun and also early afiernuon. I’m copyinj to see if that day might wurk fur him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@ UFIC.CdU~~ 

Tuesday, 12:08 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Looking forward to it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Or :, at 4:39 P~% "Ille. Vmce" <ille@email unc.edu> wrote: 

> Let’s plan to meet Wednesday, 
enjoyed your holiday weekend. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> [~’rom: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, ~ 6:55 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> Before noon would be better for me I look forward to our meeting 
> Elope you and your family enjoy labor day Sam 
> 

> 

> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Wednesday, 
well. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul(~,uncaa.unc. edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 5:42 PM 
>> To: Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: 

at 9AM at the tennis facility. Sam, if anything comes up and we need to reschedule, please just let me know Thanks and hope you guys 

at 6:12 PM, "bile, Vince" <i lle@emai h uric edn> wrote: 

would be a good day for me. I currently could meet any time before noon and also early afternoon. I’m copying 

>> ?ut f- 8 ?B ?UmU61FRlbrnSpcyBQcm9kdWN01FRlc 3Rpblncgd210aCBVTtdd ?> 
>> V~q~at time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week. 
>> Thanks 
>> Sam 
>> Sam Paul 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vmce" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking mayb~ 
and hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 
> 

to see if that day might work lbr him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me l~mw. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:38 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~ka£ unc .edu 

Joy Renner - Today’s agenda and plan 

Greetings! 

I apologize for the late agenda. The last few weeks have been busy, gathering thoughts and information and it is all coming together today. So with that said, you 

will find attached to this email the agenda for today. We will have a very full meeting and the agenda is open for additions, deletions, expansions to the topics of 

discussion. I am just providing direction to the meeting not mandates. 

New items posted to the Sakai site: 

Agenda under Committee Resources in the Agenda Folder 

Glossary under Committee Resources in the Orientation Folder 

Documents from COlA under Committee Resources in the External reports Folder 

If you have not done so and can squeeze in some time before our meeting, please review the orientation video, the agenda, and the glossary. If you are unsure of 

your team and content expert assignments, please review those as well. 

Questions, let me know. 

See you at 4:30 today in 105 South Building 

Joy 
JOyJ, Ren!~er~ M.A., RI(R), FAE~RS 
Assodate Pro[essor and Dh’ec[or 
tJniversib~, of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ Chapel Hqi 
School of Medidne 
CB fl7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaEI 
B21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Rill, NC 27599-7130 

919@66-5147Desk 
Cell 

919@66-6951 Fax 
-CGNFIDENgb~,UTY NOTICE: This e<nad message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments [1: a!W, is intended or@ for [}ae -person or en[ity [o ~’,,h[ch it is addressed and may contain confiden[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. A!W --unau ~i~o!’[zed !’evie~’,,, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted. I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply em’~ail and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e, 
Email co~’~’espondence to a~d from tlhis add~’ess may be subject to tt~e North Caro~b~a Public Records law and may be di~losed to third parties by an 
authorized ~ate afficiM (NCG$o eb. :t32). Student educationM recor,ts are subject to FERPA, 

/ This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https-i,!sakai, unc.edu, portaJ) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 
) You can modify, how you receive notifications at My Workspace > t rei~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 12:40 PM 

/hcnl~athletic@~k~J.unc.edu 

Joy Renner - Agenda attached 

Too quick on the click -agenda attached. 

Jo,i J. Ren!~eh M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of ~’4or [h Ca!’oEina at Ci~apel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

521-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-7150 

919-956-.5147Desl,: 

Cell 

919-9";6-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENi~AMTY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, b~cludh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-l-nail and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Em~il correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~#lic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state <}fficiM (NICG$, ch. Lt32). Student educationM records are s~bject to FERPA, 

" 3 ) " ~ ¯ [see attachment: FAC 2012-201_ 09 Agenda.d( cx, size. 26611 bytes] 

Attachments: 

LA__C’__ -_.2_#._ .d_a  

Thi s automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu;po~lal) t?om the Faculty Athletics Committee 
site. 
You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 2:37 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

]nside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

Zachary Read from [nside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him. Just let me know what kind of time you will need and [ will relay ttnat to him. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 2:42 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: inside Carolina Article 

Sounds good. Thanks Vince! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu > 9/4/2012 2:37 PM > > > 

I hope to get to that by the end of the week. Thanks 

From:             [mailto    . ;@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 2:37 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Inside Carolina Article 

Hey Vince, 

Zachary Read from Inside Carolina contacted me today about a timeline for your interview questions. He just wanted a general basis for how long it would take you to 

complete the questions and get them back to him. Just let me know what kind of time you will need and I will relay that to him. 

Thanks! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 11:33 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Vince 

Thanks, Vince, Based on this info, it seems that my interest will be primarily in how the event will "engage players from our program". 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Please see Sam’s message below and the attached documents. I have no experience to date with bow we view opportunities like this one. There will obviously be issues 

to consider that include facilities, donors, compliance, etc. 

If you have any qneffdons or concerns, please let me know as soon as possible. I’ll talk more with Sam about this today jus~t to collect more information from his 

perspective. If necessa~, we can discuss at our ne:~ sport mmlagers’ meeting. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From" Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04-, 2012 10:24- AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc= Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Vince 
Vince 

logistically. Thanks. 

>>> Margaret Murton <mmurton@laqardere-unlimited.com> 08/31/12 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event. I’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a tentative 

schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December gth and would ideally host about 1000 spectators for the 
event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC 

Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss 

format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional 

details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and VII speak with you soon. 

Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

¯ 11am - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

¯ Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

¯ lpm - Singles match between both pros 

¯ 2pm- Autograph signing 

¯ 6 - 10 - Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 
5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20015 
T: 202.721.9527 M: 202.731.6239 F: 202.721.7201 
~ J__a~_r_d_~ r__e__-__u___nJ!_m_i_t__e___d_,_c___o__m 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:18 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggsQuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmiehael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NO 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 1:05 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~L unc .edu 

Joy Renner - input for Faculty Council on Friday 

As I put together thoughts this evening for the presentation at Faculty Council related to athletics, I would appreciate your input on what you feel would be 

important to include in my remarks and discussion. 

Thank you for the help, 

Joy 
Joy J. Re!w!er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
&ssociate Profe55or a!~d [)[rector 
Unive!’sil:y o[ Norl:h C;~ro[ina al: C?H~pel Hill 
S,::hoo[ of Med[,::[ne 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH gor~dura!~t Hail 

32!-A Soul:h CoMmbia St. 
Chapei Hill, NC 27599-,71,30 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Cell 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: TNs e.-mail message, ir!,.’:Jud[r].~ al:t;~chments, if any, [s irltet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~[ch [t is addressed and rt]ay t:ot~t;}iR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 

privileged material Ar!~, .--.-unauthorized rev[e,w, use, disclosure or dhd:Hbufion h; proi~iMted. If you are not [he [hi:ended rec[p[en[, please, cor!l:a,::l: the, sende, r by re’ply e-mall and 

destroy all cOpies Of the original !’ness;~ge. 

Email correspondence te and from this address may he s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records ~aN a~d may he disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized s~tate official (NCGN. oh. J.32). Studeet educatio~al records are subject to FERIPA. 

Thi s automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai,unc.edtv’po~lal) t?om the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pretbrences. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <ldsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 2:23 PM 

Paul, Sampan L <saJnpaul@emaJl.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.tmc.edu> 

Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Sam & Vince - 

Great seeing you guys this morning. I checked with our accountant and here’s the info we discussed: 

Total amount in men’s tennis operating endowment (as of 6/30/12) - $278,680.35 

Amount of distribution (as of 6/30/12) - $15,734.98 

Hope this helps. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 ] M: 

t_d_._s_mj._th@u__q.c_:.e__d_u_. I .w__w_~:_r._a_m__.s_c_!_u_._b_:._c_.o_m_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

Rich DeSe[m < richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

I[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Stefanski <estefanski@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Litzinger 

< m[itzinger@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: NC Open Water 

Competing Unattached.doc 

I’m assuming this is an "open" event in which anyone can enter (i.e., not open just to collegiate swimmers)? If that is time case, and all of time individuals meet this and all other 

requirements on the attached form, then this is all that [ need for it to not be considered intercollegiate competition. 

So your first date of competition against outside competition will be 10/13, correct? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Rich DeSelm 11:37 AM >>> 

Amy: 

We have NO ONE entering/competing in the NC OPEN Water o~ 

The following people have entered the Pier 2 Pier Swim on . They 

are providing their own transportation, entering and paying for the meet on their own. 

We will have them complete an Competing as an Individual ("Unattached") form and 

submit it prior to departure, too, 

Is this all you need? 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962-1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels.com 
wve~v.u nc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:35 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Is in today? is anyone over there today? 

HA. Sorry Vince, didn’t mean for you to get that. I was just messing with Amy and Lance, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc,edu > 3:20 PM > > > 

Coach, 

I’m over here eve~ day. Either here or somewhere on campus. My cell number is 

you want. 

Vince 

Is there ~mething you need? If so, plea~ give me a call M]enever 

From-" C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,                 12:18 PM 
To; Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Is      in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

; Tom Timmermans 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:42 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Is in today? is anyone over there today? 

Yes, he did a live show in our wrestling room on You Tube Sunday night; it was awesome, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc,edu > 3:39 PM > > > 

OK, no problem. But call me on my cell if you ever need anything. I subscribed to kolat.com last night and looked around the site. That’s unbelievable. 

From: C D Hock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:35 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 

HA. Sorry Vince, didn’t mean for you to get that. I was just messing with Amy and Lance. 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 3:20 PM >>> 

Coach, 

I’m over here eveu day. Either here or somewhere on campus. My cell number i 
you want. 

Vince 

Is there something you need? If so, please give me a call whenever 

From: C D Mock L_m___a_[[t_o_zc_d___Q__u_!Lc__a_a__#_!~_c__&(_[u_] 
Sent: Wednesday,                 12:18 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Gdggs; Lance Harkos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Is      in today? Is anyone over there today? 

Is in today? Is anyone over there today? 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 

; Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 7:36 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Ballen, Martina K 

<mballen@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: FVV: Vince 

VJnce, 
This is a good cause and we traditionally support UNC affiliated charity projects; however, there may be quite a few things to consider with this proposal, since we would not 

be the sponsors. May be a good discussion for an Executive Staff meeting, to make sure everyone weighs in on the issues. Just my thoughts ...... 

~Beth 

> > > "ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/5/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Please see S~Jn’s message below and the attached documents. I have no experience to date with how we view oppoltunities like this one. There will obviously be issues 

to consider that include facilities, donors, compliance, etc. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please let me know as soon as possible. I’ll talk more with Sam about this today jus~ to collect more information from his 

perspective. If necessa~, we can discuss at our next sport managers’ meeting. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 10:24 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Subject: Vince 
Vince 
I would like to discuss the email below tomorrow if possible. I think it would benefit a great cause if all the proceeds directly benefit UNC’s Lineberger. 

received her cancer treatments at Lineberger and thus they had a strong interest in having this event at our indoor facility. I just want to make sure we can do this 
logistically. Thanks. 

>>> Margaret Murton <mmurton@laqardere-unlimited.com> 08/31/12 10:35 AM >>> 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event. I’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a tentative 

schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December 8th and would ideally host about 1000 spectators for the 

event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC 

Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss 

format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional 

details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and I’II speak with you soon. 

Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

¯ 11am - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

¯ Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

¯ lpm - Singles match between both pros 

¯ 2pm- Autograph signing 

¯ 6- 10- Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagard~re Unlimited 
5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 
Washington, DC 20015 
T: 202.721.9527 M: F: 202.721.7201 
~&a~Ar_d_~_r__e__-__u__~!!_mj_t__e___d_~_c___o_m 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 8:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Men’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Still waiting on confirmation, but I believe it’s money he can use today (to be distributed in FY 13). Will let you know as soon as I hear. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: tdsmith(tb unc.edu 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Sep 5, 2012, at 3:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i_l_!_e_£q2_e__!p_ai!:_p__n_c_:_e_d__u__.> wrote: 

Thauks Tim. Does the "amount of dismbution" total of $15,734 represent the amount available for Sam to distribute in FY13 or the amount he has 

aheady spent as of June 30, 2012? Jufft want to be clear. Thanks again for the help and runNng out to visit ruth Sam today. 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Sent-" Wednesday, September 05, 2012 2:23 PM 
To-" Paul, Sampson L; IIle, Vince 
Subject-" Hen’s tennis Operating Endowment 

Sam & Vince - 

Great seeing you guys this morning. I checked with our accountant and here’s the info we discussed: 

Total amount in men’s tennis operating endowment (as of 6/30/12) - ~278,680.35 

Amount of distribution (as of 6/30/12) - $15,734.98 

Hope this helps. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 ] F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~ 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., LinTy A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Mack Ken <kmack@unc.edt~>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmlce Ma:rkos < ma:rkos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I),22: wlestJing 

We are currently scheduled, as Vince indicated, to meet on Wednesday, September :12, 10:30 in the Admissions Of[ice. I[: you have questions or concerns that need 

to be addressed before that meeting, please let me know. I’m on work-related travel this week but you can reach me on my cell by calling 

In general, the only thing that is different from previous years is the change from committee cases to the level approach. To help you move forward, I’m attaching 

the PGPA (predicted grade point average)!Level calculator. You should be able to enter the information and the PGPA and Level will automatically populate. We will 

go through this in more detail w[len we meet on the :12th. ]tl [.T~.~’~ of the cases Vve reviewed so far, studenLs who were committee cases in d~e past would have been 

Level 1 under d~e new system. Those who were not commiLtee cases, would mosL likely have been Level 2 or Level 3. Again, ] can’t guarantee you d~at pasL 

committee cases will always equate to Level 1 and that all others will always equate to Levels 2 or 3 but that’s what we have seen in most cases. 

Let: me know if you hav,:_~ additkmal qu,:_~;tkms between now and next week. Otherwise, weql review all of this in detail when we meet on t:he 12th, 

}3arbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-:3989 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Vince Ille 
Co: Lance Markos 
Subject: wrestling 

I was wondering if a specific time and place had been established for our meeting on Sept. 12. We are very anxious for this meeting as we are confused as to how to handle 

recruits at this point and we are in the middle of our recruiting season bringing recruits in to campus. 

Thank you, 
C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena. Room 125:LA 

PO Box 2:i.26 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September S, 2012 9:40 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mann, Jan M. <janmann@email.unc.edu> 

Miller, Beth <beth@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting Confirmation 

Barbara, 
Leah and [ look forward to meeting with you on September 13th at 10:00 a.m. in the Admissions Office. 

Thank you for taking the time to go over the changes in the admissions process for our student athletes. 

Go Heels, 
Jan 

JAN MAN N 

Head Coach, Carolina Women’s Golf 

PO Box2126, Chapel Hill, NC27515 

Of~ce: 919 962 4273 gohee&com 

Cell."            Fax." 919 843 4062 

Facebook: UNC Women’s Golf 
>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 9/5/2012 9:34 PM >>> 

Dear Jan, 

Just a quick note to confirm our meeting on Thursday, September 13 at 10:00 in the Admissions Office, Jackson Hall. By copy of this email, I am inviting Beth, Karlton, 

John and Vince to join us, as their schedules allow. 

I look forward to seeing you on the 13th and having an opportunity to talk in more detail about changes in the admissions process for student-athletes. I am also 

eager to hear your thoughts/concerns/feedback on how we work together for this group of students. 

I’ll see you soon. 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate DirecLor 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hifl 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 10:11 PM 

Polk, Baxbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.~mc.edu-~; Mack, 

Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; John Blmlchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: wrestling 

Awesome! Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 5, 2012, at 9:30 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifm~ 9]--><!--[endil]--> 

We are currently scheduled, as Vince indicated, to meet on Wednesday, September :[2, 10:30 in the Admissions Office. If you have questions or 

concerns that need to be addressed before that meeting, please let me know. I’m on world-related travel this week but you can reach me on my cell 

by calling 

In general, the only thing that is different from previous years is the change from cornmittee cases to the level approach. To help you move forward, 

I’rn attaching the PGPA (predicted grade point average)/Level calculator. You should be able to enter the information and the PGPA and Level wifl 
automatically 

populate. We will go through this in more detail when we meet on the :].2th. In i~os.t- of the cases five reviewed so far, students who 

were committee cases in the past would have been Level :J. umber the new system. Those who were not committee cases, would most likely have 

been Level 2 or Level ?,. Again, t can’t guarantee you that past comrnittee cases will always equate to Level :~. and that all others will always equ~te to 

Levels 2 or 3 but that’s what we have seen in most cases. 

Let me know if you have additional questions between now and next week. Otherwise, we’ll review all of this in detail when we meet on the I2th, 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From. C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 3:40 PM 
To-" Polk, Barbara 3o; Vince Ille 
Co; Lance Markos 
Subject" wrestling 

Iwas wondering if a specific time and place had been established for our meeting on Sept. 12. We are ven/anxious for this meeting as we are confused as to 

how to handle recruits at this point and we are in the middle of our recruiting season bringing recruits in to campus. 

Thank you, 
C.D. Mock 

UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room !25ZA 

PO Box 2/26 

Chapel Hill, NO 275/5 

(919) 962-52/2 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterlell@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 12:30 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edw~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edu~’~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edw~; Martina Ba]len <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Briefing Schedule 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. I have included the 

current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is strongly 

encouraged ... as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print. I am under the assumption that you will invite your staffs, and that 

I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m.        Academic Services (Loudermilk) 

Wednesday, September 12 

Marketing & Communications (EWA~t]Floor) 

Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

Business office (Loudermilk) 

9:00 a.m. 

I:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 

Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m. 

Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m. 

10:15 a.m. 

Unscheduled Groups 

Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 

Facilities (Upper Club) 

Operations (Upper Club) 

Sports Medicine!Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student-Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 

Administrative Staff (TBD, MNlresponsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 5:59 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbacQemail.unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

< m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Briefing Schedule 

Matt: 

Well done! 

Just my two cents worth: 

1. Maybe S A Services and Academic Support/Services can be scheduled at the same time? 

2. Equipment room and Human Resources staff are not included unless they will all be in the Admin. Staff mtg. I also assume that the Admin. Staff includes all of the clerical. 

secretarial, admin, asst. staff of our Dept. 

3. Coaching Staff (Head and Assts.) ~ I assume the meeting you had a few weeks ago suffices? 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" <rnterrell@unc.edu > 9/6/2012 12:29 AM > > > 
To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. I have included 

the current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is 

strongly encouraged ... as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print. I am under the assumption that you will invite 
your staffs, and that I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m. Academic Services (Loudermilk) 

Wednesday, September 12 

9:00 a.m. Marketing & Communications (EWAC 1st Floor) 

1:00 p.m. Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

3:00 p.m. Business Office (Loudermilk) 
Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m. Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 
Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m. Facilities (Upper Club) 

10:15 a.m, Operations (Upper Club) 

Unscheduled Groups 

Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 

Administrative Staff (TBD, Matt’s responsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 7:51 AM 

]lle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Kathy Onggs <kgriggsOuncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Subject: Today 

Dale has several scattered meetings that he can’t miss today, so he and I are going to do "shift work" with the still sick      , So I will be working from home when I’m able, 

Lance, regarding a potential handout to discuss at SAAC tonight I haven’t yet seen the agenda, so I don’t know if there will be any time for you, but I thought it would be an 

opportunity to give them an overview of what we spent our SAF dollars on last year, since that is something we go over with them each year, Thought it would be quick and 

easy for us to pull something together on it last-minute, as Sam has already done a summary from last year, 

II1 work on an actual handout and get it to you later. 
Sorry I will miss Wrestling this afternoon, There will also be several non Wrestlers there, so be sure they sign in, Ones that are supposed to be coming are: 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 8:11 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Briefing Schedule 

Vince ~ 

Your approach makes perfect sense to me ~ if you believe that is best for the two units, then drive on and [ respect the plan! 

Thanks for your response. 

Larry 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 9/6/2012 7:15 AM > > > 

La~y, 

I see Academic Sel, vices and Student Services eventually working together as they develop their strategic plans. For the first briefing, presentation and aNculation of the 

concepts, etc., I would like for Student Services to have their own opportunity to review and thi~k about this from their perspective. I would like for them to understand 

the overall plan and start to develop some of their own ideas for their part of the s~hategic plan before we involve Harold, Arts and Sciences, etc. but if you feel strongly 

about combining the groups, I am open to further consideration. 

Mince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:59 AM 
To= Cunningham, Bubba; Tile, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick Steinbacher; Steve 
Kirschner 
Subject= Re: Briefing Schedule 

Matt: 

Well done! 

Just my two cents worth: 

1. Maybe S A Services and Academic Support!Services can be scheduled at the same time? 

2. Equipment room and Human Resources staff are not included unless they will all be in the Admin. Staff mtg. [ also assume that the Admin, Staff includes all of the clerical, 

secretarial, admin, asst. staff of our Dept. 

3. Coaching Staff (Head and Assts.) ,~ I assume the meeting you had a few weeks ago suffices? 

Have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < mterrell@Linc.edu > 9/6/2012 12:29 AM > > > 
To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefing Schedule 

As part of our rollout to come in October, I will be hosting briefings for different units within Athletics. Many thanks for the help with quick scheduling by you. [ have included 

the current schedule for briefings below, as well as the units we have yet to finalize for scheduling. Please let me know if I am off on any of these sessions. 

Your presence at these sessions is not required, but is certainly welcome. As you communicate these sessions to your staffs, please emphasize that their attendance is 

strongly encouraged ... as this is their last opportunity to weigh in before we "lock down" the plan for dissemination in print. I am under the assumption that you will invite 
your staffs, and that I will not be sending those invitations. I will confirm locations with you when I am able to confirm them myself on Friday. 

The schedule: 

Tuesday, September 11 

3:00 p.m. Academic Services (Loudermilk) 
Wednesday, September 12 

9:00 a.m. Marketing & Communications (EWAC $st Floor) 

1:00 p.m. Compliance (RC Conf Room) 

3:00 p.m, Business Office (Loudermilk) 
Thursday, September 13 

1:30 p.m, Rams Club (RC Conf Room) 
Tuesday, September 18 

7:30 a.m, Facilities (Upper Club) 

10:15 a.m. Operations (Upper Club) 

Unscheduled Groups 

Sports Medicine/Strength & Conditioning (looking at Sept 17) 

Student Athlete Services (looking at Sept 17 or 18) 
Adrninistrative Staff (TBD, Matt’s responsibility) 

If I have missed a group, please let me know. Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 8:51 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Sam Patti 

Begin tbrwasded message: 

From: "Margaret Mutton <mmurton@lag~ardere-unlimited.com>" <mmu~on¢~lagaatere- unlimited.corn> 

Date: September 5, 2012 1:57:43 PM EDT 

To: "Stun Paul" <sR’_a_u_!~)__u_n__c2~_Lt_Ln__c_’_:_e_d___u_ > 
Cc: "Lily Fardshisheh" <!i_12L(~!~,_~__d__e2_e___-__@_Lr_~3i_~_d__:_c_~_r_~3 > 

Subject: RE: 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Hi Sa rn --. 

Thanks again for taking the time to discuss the event further~ Below are a few additional details as requested. After reviewing, please let rne know if 

you have an’,, additional questions, Otherwise, let rne I<now if it would be feasible to get approval to use the Tennis Facility by Fridrsy as we are hoping 

to begin pr.:_~moting the ew:_mt and ~:icket on-sale date next week. Once we have a verbal agreement, we can draft a f.:_~rma[ (:ot~tract outlining all of the 

details beh:~w and any additional requests on your end. 

Many thanks and I look forward [o having [he opportuni[y to work with you and your team to build a grea[ event! 

Best~ 

Margaret 

Event Format: 

Saturday, December 8 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->:llam - Youth Clinic with John Isner and Celebrity Emcee Wayne Bryan 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + Guest Appearance) and 2 additional players (Potentially 

Nick Monroe or an additional UNC players) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->e <!--[endif]-->:lpm - Singles match between both pros 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->2pm - Autograph signing 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->6-10: Dinner and Auction- Carolina Inn 

Operations: 

Lagardere Unlimited will handle all event operations and UNC Tennis Center will only be expected to serve as the host facility of the event. As the 

event manager, Lagardere’s responsibilities will include but not be limited to the following: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Onsite Ticketing 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Staffing and Volunteers 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Facility set-up including concessions, bleachers, security (in conjunction with UNC, also please let us know 

what your on-site capabilities and restrictions are for concessions) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Securing Sponsors and On-Site Sponsor activation (please let us know if there are any conflicts that we 

need to be aware of) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Securing Talent (John Isner will secure additional Pro for the Singles match, but we will work with U NC to 

incorporate former or current players to help promote tennis program) 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Pre-event promotions, Invites, and Ticket Sales 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Management of dinner and auction including auction items, programming and speakers 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Manage relationship with UNC Lineberger 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->- <!--[endif]-->Liable for any damage to the courts/facility directly related to the event and will secure all necessary 

event insurance 

Although we will take full responsibility for securing the items mentioned above, we would welcome any suggestions or recommendations 

specifically as it relates to engaging local tennis clubs and country clubs, recruiting volunteers (i.e. ball kids), securing any necessary vendors (i.e. 

concessions and bleachers) and overall event promotions. 

As the host venue, U NC will receive extensive exposure in all event marketing materials and press releases. And although the main focus of the event 

will be to promote the great work of U NC Lineberger through the efforts of John Isner, we will work in conjunction with your team to promote your 

programs and facility. 

From, Margaret Murton 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 20:[2 :[:[:33 AM 

To: ’spaul@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
C¢: Lily Fardshisheh 
Subject: 20:[2 Isner Charity Challenge 

Hi Sam - 

Thanks for taking the time to speak with me today about John’s event, l’ve attached a few promo materials from our event last year and included a 

tentative schedule below. As mentioned, we would like to host the event at the UNC Tennis Center on December gth and would ideally host about 
1000 spectators for the event. Different from previous years when the event proceeds were split between John and Sam Querrey’s charity, all 

proceeds from the event will benefit the UNC Lineberger hospital which will allow us to fully engage the community. Once we receive confirmation 

that we’re able to host at the Center, we can begin to discuss format of the event and how we can engage players from your program. After reviewing 

the attached information, please let me know if you need any additional details for the other coaches and AD. 

Thanks again for your help and I’II speak with you soon. 



Best, 

Margaret 

Tentative Format for 2012 Isner Charity Challenge 

Saturday, December 8 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* 

<!--[endif]-->lIam - Youth Clinic with Isner and Wayne Bryan 

<!--[endif]-->Noon - doubles match featuring 2 pros (Isner + another) and 2 amateurs 

<!--[endif]-->lpm -Singles match between both pros 

<!--[endif]-->2pm - Autograph signing 

<!--[endif]-->6 - 10 - Dinner and Auction (location TBD) 

Senior Events Manager, Lagardere Unlimited 

5335 Wisconsin Ave. NW Suite 850 

Washington, DC 20015 

T: 202.721.9527 M: F: 202.721.7201 

www.lag arde re-unlimited,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 9:20 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu>; Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.e&~; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.~mc.edu>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodma~@emml.unc.edu> 

l~g: Meeting in Preparation ibr Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

I have advising appointments trois afternoon already scheduled. --.there is an opening from 4 to 4:20 if 4:00 would work for everyone. I will be in Steele so it: we 

could meet in Steele or very close by, that would help. I can be available at 5:00 if it would work to meet past 5:00. 

,l oy 

h)y J. Rer!!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 

Associate Pr,;)h~ssor ar!d Director 

University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 

School of Medi(:[ne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurar!t Hall 

321-A 5ou[h Coiumbia St, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-g56-51,1.7Desk 

Cell 
919-956-8951 Fax 
-CONFIDENg~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ h~clud[ng a[tachments H: a!W, is inter!deal oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may car!rain conf[den[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Ar~y ---unau J~ofized review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohibited. I, you are no. the in[ended recipient, please cor~[ac[ d~e sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Email correspendence to a~d from this address may be subject to ti~e North Caro~b~a Public Reco~Ida law and ~ay be di~losed to ti~ird parties by an 
authorized state efficiM (NCGS. oh. :t32). Student educatienM recerds are subject to FERPA. 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2022 8:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy 3; Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Preparation for Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear All, 
IS/e cleared Dr. Gil’s calendar and she is now available between 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
Let me know if that works. 
Alexis 
From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2022 8:29 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc edu); Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Meeting in Preparation for TomorroWs Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear Alh 

gubba would like for this meedng Lo Lake place today if aL all possible, gubba is free anytime today (up until 7:OOpm) except for 12:30 --. 1:45pm when he has a 

speaking er~gagen~ent. 

Thanks 

Molly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 12:39 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Lissa Broome 0issa broome@unc.edu); ille@unc.edu; Gil, Karen M; Owen, Bobbi A 
Co: Goldston, Linda R ([[D_C_!_a__g_o_!_c_l__s__t__o_D__@__u_n__c__#__c_l__u_); Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba Thursday or Friday 

Dear All: 

8ubba asked me to schedule a meeting with you all for this week, if possible. Please let me know of your availability tomorrow and/or Friday. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 9:31 AM 

Renner, Joy J qloy Rermer@med.unc.edu-~; Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince 

<ille@email.tmc.edu>; Goodman, Paula <pgoodma~@email.unc.edu> 

l~b2: Meeting in Preparation tbr Tomonow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Vm sorry for all of the back and ford~. I’ve spoken with Bubba again and it seems like 2:00pro tomorrow {Friday} might be the best tirne to meet since d~at tirne 

worked for everyone even if some people have to leave a little early or come a little late. 

Ale>:is, can you please reserve the con[erence room in South? 

Thanks, 

Motly 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 9:20 AM 

To: Cline, Alexis L; Norton, MolIw Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu); Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Preparation for Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

could meet: in St:eele or very dose by, that would help I can be available at 5:00 if it woukt work to rneet past 5:00. 

Joy 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, Rr(R), FAEIRS 
Associate_¯ Professor ;rod Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Caroiina at C~apel Hill 
School of Medich-~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coiurrlbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1., 9~6 .~. l, L’.e_k 
Celi 

919-956-5951 t:ax 
-.CONt:IDENTIALIiY NOi~CE: [his e-mi~il messi~ge, i~cluding i~ttachments, if a~¥, is int~_mded oniy for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 
privileged materii~i. A~,’ ----unauthorized review, i~se, disciosur~_¯ or distribution is proi?ibited, if you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pl~_~ase co,tinct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards law and ma’g be disclosed to third pa~l:ies by an 

a~thorized state officia~ {NCGS, eho I32)o St~Bdent ed~cationa~ records are sub:~ect to F~RPA° 

From: Cline, Alexis L 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 8:46 AM 
To: Norton, Molly; Renner, Joy J; Lissa Broome (lissa_broome@unc.edu), Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula 
Subject: RE: Meeting in Preparation for Tomorrow’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear All, 
IS/e cleared Dr. Gil’s calendar and she is now available between 3:30-5:00 p.m. 
Let me know if that works. 
Alexis 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 8:29 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J; Lissa Broome (lissa broome@unc.edu), Ille, Vince; Goodman, Paula; Cline, Alexis L 
Subject: Meeting in Preparation for TomorroWs Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear AtI: 

Bubba would like for this meeting to take place today if at all possible, gubba is free am/time today (up until 7:00pro) except for t2:30 --. :l.:45pm when he has a 

speaking engagement. 

Thank’;, 

Motly 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2012 :[2:39 PM 
To: Renner, ]oy 3, Lissa Broome 0issa broome@unc.edu); ille@unc.edu; Gil, Karen M, Owen, Bobbi A 
Co: Goldston, Linda R (linda...qoldston@unc.edu), Goodman, Paula 
Subject: Meeting with Bubba Thursday or Friday 

Dear All: 

Bubba asked me to schedule a meeting with you all for this week, if possible. Please let me know of your availability tomorrow and!or Friday. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

p?_b__n_..o_ _r.t_ .o__n_._@.. __u_.n__.c_:_.e__d_._u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, : 10:44 AM 

Andrew Calder < acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Billy Lee < billylee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqcls < kqriclcls@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tournament Evaluations at a High School 

Staff, 

The below interp is the same we’ve given you in the past, but I just wanted you to know that the staff has issued what they call a "confirmation" of it. Please let us know if you 

tnave any questions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Tournament Observations During a Contact Period -- 
Date Published: 

Type: Staff interpretation 

Item Ref: d 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff confirmed that, in                  an institutional staff member’s visit to a prospective student athlete’s educational institution 

on consecutive days during a particular week within a contact period to observe a tournament or a tier of a tournament counts as a single visit to ttnat educational institution 

for that week. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 13.1.4.2 I 

been arctnived] 

13.1.4.2.3.1 (tournament exception) and a staff interpretation (3/8/95, ]tem Ref: a) which has 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a[ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:41 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

l[le, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqqs <kqriqqs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

JVaiver for California 

All, 
I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 48 hour time period 

(Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight (as opposed, again, to the Thursday 

morning commercial flights at the same cost), 
When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue 6,e,, not wanting the team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the afternoon the day before the 

game, as well as them not missing any class), they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction with one of the above 2 factors (i,e,, limited flight options 

or cost savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these waivers. 

Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making, Unless we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill battle), we will not be permitted 

to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday night, 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one,,, 

Amy 

.,\m ~ ilc~’~ ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1:43 PM 

Amy Herman ~’ai~hae@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Larry Gallo ~’athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Mike 
Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa. unc.edtr~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lmlce Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 
<ppogge@uncaa.uuc.edt~-:                       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmerma~s <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Waiver tbr California 

Thanks I will discuss with Coach and get back to you 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On {t 1:40 PM; m message : 148 : 27981 >, Amy Herman 
wro b~: 

>AH, 
> 

> ] heard back from the NCAA today (Emil?’ Capehart). They have denied our 
> waiver, saying that there are flight options avai]abIe within the permissible 
> 48-hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 
> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercia[ flights at the same 
> cost) 
> 

> When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e, not wanting the 
> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive unti[ the 
> afternoon the day beJbre the game, as we]l as them not missing any class), 
> the?" said that this factor is really only considered if it is in coNunction 
> with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost 
> savings). She stated that, in-and-of-itself, student-athlete welfare is not 
> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making. Unless we 
> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 
> battle), we will not be permitted to leave C!xAdI°US until 1 lp ET on Wednesday 
> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> A~W 
> 

> 

> Amy Hemlan 
> 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universib" of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:35 PM 

Hie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce 

Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FY]-vacation 

I will be away Friday through Tuesday the : Molly has the service permit. Check with Angie Bitting to schedule a conference room. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:26 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Pope <mpope@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that we have requested these waivers. Idon’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but I am sure that 

we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 

Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I assume that there are no 

flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 

Thanks, 

>>> Amy Herman 9/6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

All, 
I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 48 hour time period 

(Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight (as opposed, again, to the Thursday 

morning commercial flights at the same cost). 

When I asked about the student athlete welfare issue (i,e., not wanting time team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the afternoon the day before the 

game, as well as them not missing any class), they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction with one of the above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options 

or cost savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these waivers. 

Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making Unless we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill battle), we will not be permitted 

to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday night. 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 

Amy 

.~’,~ ~ ":Ie~ :" :i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope <IvlikePope@anthon~ravel.com> 

Thursday, 7:45 PM 

LarD’ Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Hennan ~aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

La~ 

That is correct. There are no scheduled flights al?ter 1 lpm. 

The any way to depart alter 1 lpm would be a charter flight. Obviously more expensive. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "LarI7 Gallo" <athgallo,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that we have requeffted these waivers. I don’t agree ruth the NCAA’s reasoning, 

but I am sure that we roll hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 

Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we roll not be able to leave until Thursday, correct? ~- due to flight availabiliF and access. I assume 
that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 

Thanks. 

>>> Amy Herman 9/6,/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

All, 

I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our waiver, saying that there are flight options available mthin the permissible 

48-hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated ruth the Wednesday flight 

(as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights atthe sanrc cost). 

When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the team to have to leave early TNlrsday morning and not arrive until the afternoon 

the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction ruth one of the 

above 2 factors (i.e., limited flight options or cost savings). She stated that, in-and-of-itself; student-athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these 

waivers. 

Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making. Unless we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill battle), we 

will not be permitled to leave CAMPUS until 1 lp ET on Wednesday night. 

Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.9(52.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (Nx) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 6:54 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Volleyba]l this weekend 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University, of Nortk Carolina 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Joe Sagula <i saaula%uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 2:48:02 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac~email.unc.edu>, Beth Miller <bmille~uncaa.nnc.edu>, Michael Beale <mbeale~)uncaa.unc.edu >, Tow Yount 

<ton,yy~ount(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: VoReyball tiffs weekend 

Hello Bubba, Dr. Miller, Michael and Tony, 

Our volleyball team is excited to play, at HOME this weekend and ready to defend our home court - Camfichael Arena against some good competition. 

As is our tradition we will have two "guest coaches" join us on the bench lbr the 7:00 PM match on Friday evening. 

Lissa Bmome, our Faculty Athletics Representative will be with us at 6:00 PM to join us in tim locker room for our pre-game meeting mad on the bench 

for tim match; 
and Dean Harold Woodard will be our second guest coach for the evening and Dean Woodard will also join our team for our pie-game meal at 3:00 PM 

I waaated to keep you up to date with our guest coach program as you may see these special UNC people from time to time sitting with the temn. 

I have also invited John Stephens from the School of Government and Joy Renner. They plan to attend another match later this year. 

We anticipate having a very, good turnout throughout the year of faculty and special guests on the team bench mid at pre-game meals so they become 

familiar with our siudent-athletes and coaches. 

I know it is a busy" time for all, but I wotdd also like you to join us anytime through out the year lbr our pre-game meals as well, and tomorrow as well as 
we open the HOME season 2012. 
Tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 7, our team meal will be at 3:00 PM, at 411 \Vest on Franklin Street. 
Dean Woodard will be them but Lissa Broome cannot attend that part of the day. 

If you cml attend tomorrow’s meal please let me know by 11:00 AM so I can provide the restaurant an accurate number for seating. 

Thanks again for your continued support, we all look forward to a great weekend. 
GO HEELS! 
Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTtt CAROLINA 

Cannichael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS’. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:35 AM 

Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <iholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Allay Herm~m <ajschae@uncaa.~mc.edtr>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.~mc.edtr>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos(&~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschne@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemla~s <timmemm~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: MBB Waiver ibr California 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference ol!fice to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 
I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning 

Mike would you please k~ok into Thursday options .just so we would know what our options are. 

Thanks, 
(;lint 

>>> On 9/6/2012 at 7:44 PM, in message 
<5BBEA713-77(;64D8F-9241-F717AF20802I)@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope 
< MlkePope@anth onytravel.com> wrote: 
> Larry 
> 

> That is correct There are no scheduled flights after 1 lpm 
> 

> The only way to depart after 1 lprn would be a charter flight Obviously more 
> expensive. 
> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 
> 
> On Sep 6, 2012, at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:athgallo(~uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the time that 
> we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 
> I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal. 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able to 
> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access. I 
> assume that there are no flights front RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Hennan 9,’6/2012 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capchart). They" have denied our 
> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 
> 48-hour time period (Thursday nmrning instead of Wednesday- night) and that 
> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 
> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday nroming commercial flights at the same 
> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 
> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 
> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 
> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 
> with one of the above 2 factors (ie., limited flight options or cost 
> savings). She stated that, in-and-of-itself, student-athlete welfare is not 
> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making Unless we 
> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly’ an uphill 
> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 1 lp ET on Wednesday 
> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919962.6002 (tax) 
> aj schae@uncaa, un c edu<m ai]to:aj schae(a)uncaa unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 8:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Volleyball this weekend 

Yes that would be nice. They invited me as well but 1 was booked but he sent a very warm and invithsg email for new collaboration. 

JoyJ. Renner, M.A,, RT(P,), FAE~RS 

Assodate Professor and Dh’ector 

Universib~, of Nor[h Carolina a[ CitaDel Flqi 

School of Medidne 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant HaU 

B21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-71B0 

919-956-.5147Desk 

Cell 

919-966-.6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENilAL~TY NOTICE: This ~_~--mail message, includh-~g attachments, if any, is intended oniy for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may contain confidentiai and/or 

privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized review, use, disciosure or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender b~, reply e-.mai[ and 

destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 

Em~il correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 
authorized state <}fficia[ (NCGS, ch, Lt32), Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 8:40 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: FW: Volleyball this weekend 
When I receive things like this or hear of things like this, would you like me to share them with you? Thanks Joy. See you this afternoon. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: September 7, 2012 2:48:02 AM EDT 

To: <bubbac@email.uuc.edu>, Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>, Michael Beale <mbeale(u)mlcaa.unc.edu>, Tony Yount 

<gmyy ount(a~uncaa.unc.eda> 

Subject: Volleyball this weekend 

Hello Bubba, Dr. Miller, Michael and Tony, 

Our volleyball team is excited to play at HOME this weekend and ready to defend our home court - Cannichael Arena against some good competition. 

As is our tradition we roll have two "guest coaches" join us on the bench for the 7:00 PM match on Friday evening. 
I,issa Broome, our Facul~ Athletics Repre~ntative will be with us at 6:00 PM to join us in the locker room [br our pre-gaJne meeting and on the bench 

tbr the match; 
m~d Dem~ Harold Woodm-d roll be our second guest coach [br the evening and Dean Woodard will also join our team tbr our pre-game meal at 3:00 PM 

I wa~ted to keep you up to date with our guest coach program as you may see these special UNC people from time to time sitting ruth the teaJn. 

I have also invited John Stephens from the School of Government and Joy ReImer. They plan to attend another match later this year. 

We anticipate having a very good turnout throughout the year of t:aculb, and special guests on the team bench and at pre-ga~le meals so they become 

faalfilia~ with our s~mdent-athletes and coaches. 

I lalow it is a buu time for all, but I would also like you to join us an~ime through om the year for our pre-game meals as well, and tomorrow as well as 

we open the HOME season 2012. 

Tomorrow, Friday, Sept. 7, our temn meal roll be at 3:00 PM, at 411 West on Franklin Street. 

Dean Woodard will be there but Lissa Broome cannot attend that part of the day. 

If you can attend tomorrow’s meal please let me know by 11:00 AM so I cm~ provide the restaurant m~ accurate number [br seating. 
Thanks again for your continued support, we all look fom’ard to a great weekend. 

GO HEELS! 

Joe Sagula 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Casmichael Arena- 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday 9:10 AM 

Higley, Pamela <phigley@unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jeffrey Camarati <camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers 

< m bowers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Brewer < rbrewer@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rich DeSelm 

< richdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Media Guides to Prospects/Families 

Pamela, 

Bylaw 13.4.1,1.2 (pasted below) does not permit us to provide media guides free of charge to prospects, parents, schools, or coaches, even if they are available to the 

general public free of charge. As a result of this legislation change a couple of years ago, I believe our Athletics Communications Office now charges for all media guides 

requested by members of the general public. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions but there is no way for us to get printed copies of media guides to prospects or their families free of charge. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

13.4,1.2..2 Athletics Publication. 

An instkution may produce a printed media quide; however, an institution shall not provide a printed media guide or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 
13.4.1.2. to a prospective student athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student athlete’s educational instkution or any individual involved in the 

coaching of a prospective student athlete. It is not permissible to make a printed media guide or any other printed athletics publication not listed in Bylaw 2.3.4J..2. available 

free of charge to a prospective student athlete, his or her parents or legal guardians, the prospective student athlete’s educational institution or any individual involved in the 

coaching of a prospective student athlete, even if such publications are available to other members of the qeneral public free of charge. An institution may not create a 

printed portfolio of information (e.g., pictures) to be used in the recruiting process. An institution may only provide a media guide to a prospective student athlete via an 

electronic mail attachment or hyperlink. [D] (Adopted." 4/29/I0 effective 8/1/10, Revise.d: .~iL~iL~ effecth,e 8/.1/11) 

>>> "Higley, Pamela" <phigley@unc.edu> 3:32. PM >>> 

Hi Amy: 

Rich and I were just talking about Media Guides and want to make sure we understand the rules on their availability to recruits/prospects and their family. 

We believe that we cannot give a Media Guide to a recruit/prospect or their family. However, if Media Guides are in our reception area and available for the public, a 

recruk/prospect or their family can take one if they choose. 

Are we correct? Don’t want to do anything that will get us in hot water:)! 

Thanks Amy. 

Pamela Holt Higley 

UNC Swimming & Diving 

92.9 962 5294 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope <IvlikePope@anthon~ravel.com> 

Friday, 9:15 AM 

Lany Ga]lo <afl~gallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@ uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy HennaJ~ <aj schae@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.~mc.edtr~; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos(&,uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschnel~buncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmemla~s <timmemla~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: MBB Waiver for California 

(;lint, 

I will discuss with Coach Holiday some of the logistica[ options for scheduled flights on Thursday, and report back. 

Mike Pope 
Account Manager 

Anthony Travel 
UNC Athletics Department - Loudermiik (;enter 
344 Ridge Road 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-843-5580 Phone 

919-843-5297 Fax 

North America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010 World Travel AwardsT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto:c~waltnev,@,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,                    ’,:35 AM 
To: Mike Pope; Larry Gallo; Joe Holladay 
Cc: Amy Herman; Bubba C~mningham; Vince Ille; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; 
Subject: Re: MBB Waiver for California 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 
I hax e not yet discussed with ~oach whether he would want to charter o1 leave early Th~trsday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know- what our options are. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> O          tt 7:44 PM, in message 
<5BBEA713-7706-4DSF-9241-F717AF20802D@anthonytravel.com>, Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com> wrote: 
> Larcj 
> 

> That is correct. There are no scheduled flights after 1 lpm. 
> 
> The only way to depart aftcr 1 lpm would be a chalter flight. Obviously- 

> nrore expensive. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 6:26 PM, "Larry’ Gallo" 
> <athgallo@uncaa.unc edu<mailto :athgallo@uncaa unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> Well --~ I guess we were going to be denied at some point during the 
> time that we have requested these waivers. I don’t agree with the 
> NCAA’s reasoning, but I am sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc if we appeal 
> 

> Assuming that the NCAA’s decision does not change, we will not be able 
> to leave until Thursday, correct? -- due to flight availability and 
> access. I assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 
> PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Hemaal 1:40 PM >>> 
> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart) They have denied 
> our waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the 
> permissible 48-hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday 
> night) and that there is not a significant cost savings associated 
> with the Wednesday flight (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning 
> commercial flights at the same cost) 
> 

> When I asked about the student-athlete welfare issue (i.e, not 
> wanting the team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not 
> arrive unti[ the afternoon the day before the game, as well as them 
> not missing any class), the?" said that this factor is really only 
> considered if it is in conjunction with one of the above 2 factors 
> (i.e, limited flight options or cost savings). She stated that, 
> m-and-of-itself, student-athlete welfare is not reason enough to grant these waivers. 

; Tom Timmermans 



> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you all’s decision-making Unless 
> we decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an 
> uphill battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 1 lp ET 
> on Wednesday night. 
> 
> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> ~ny 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universi~" of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aj schae@uncaa.~lc, edu<mailt o:ai schae(d~,,uncaa.unc.edu> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 10:09 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Court resurthcing costs 

Thanks for the update 

Sam Paul 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 9:01 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

You may have aJready received this fiom Brian, but just wanted to make sure you’re in the loop on this. 

From= Bunting, Hike [mailto:mbunting@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, September 06, 2012 3:49 PM 

To= _c_g__w_a__[t_£Le_y_@_g_t!c___aa__=_u___nc_:__ed___u_j p_D_9_gg_e__@___u_D__ca___a_=_u_D_G=_e_.__d___u_; .b_.k_a_[b_._a_.s,C~_u_D.ca_.&.tJ_E£=.e_c_!_u., Willie Scroggs 

Subject= Court resurfacing costs 

Gentlemen: 

I just spoke to Dwight Johnson with Americourt, the company that made the repairs to courts 1-3 in the spring, and I wanted to share some budget 

numbers and information. Dwight estimates the following: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <[--[endif]-->$37,200- resurface all 6 stadium courts. This is a 3-coat system that will hide any repairs and also repair 

any "birdbath" situations that we have. Price includes resurfacing all areas inside the fence. Price includes replacing existing Iogos. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->The resurfacing will not include any warranty related to future cracks or bubbling due to the age and 

unknown condition of the underlying asphalt and subgrade. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->$2000- replace!repair the net post that is leaning 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Based on the cost of the repairs we made in the spring we should expect a cost of approximately $100 per 

repair for the spots that are bubbling up. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->ln perfect weather (no rain and temperatures above 50 degrees) the 3-coat resurfacing can be completed 

in 10-12 days. 

So, it looks like we could reasonably expect to do everything we want to do for around $40,000. Let me know if there are any other options I need to 

explore at this time. 

All the best, 

Mike 

Mike Bunting 

(cell) 

!32".?_’_,.’?_,:_.2._~)~3,:24j._:’,~"c2:3.~?.~j. 

i~:,’,.::~?Ui! i .~i ( 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 10:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: wrestJing 

Yes thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would you like me to have Coach Kolat ask Dr. Umble as a courtesy? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2022 9:07 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J (Joy Renner@med.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: wrestling 

Here you go. Thanks Joy. 

From: Strohm, Leslie Chambers 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2022 9:04 AM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: wrestling 

Vince, 

It’s fine for Joy to share this. It’s a letter of appreciation, not a perfomla~ce review, so you’re good to go. Sounds like a presentation we’d all enjoy! 

Leslie 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 6:45 PM 

To: Mack, Ken; Larry Gallo 
Cc: Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject: wrestling 

Just wanted to pass this along with regard to building bridges to the academic community. Coach Kolat did a class today for Dr. Umble and 

below are his comments. 

From: Umble, Karl E <umble@email.unc.edu > 
Date: Tue, Sep 4, 2012 at 5:43 PM 

Subject: RE: Thanks for having me 

To: cary kolat          ~gmail.com > 

Cary, 
You knocked it out of the park. It really was great and served exactly the purposes I had hoped. 
The students were really excited about it, and will long remember it. It will be a highlight of my course. After you left we had a great time of 
discussing all the wisdom in what you shared; there was incredible commonality with everything we talk in health care about regarding recruiting 
the right people, coaching up talent, setting performance goals for individuals, teams, and organization, etc. I also appreciated your talking about 
how you help the students with all of life, and provide a home away from home for them. It was fantastic. You are doing amazing work. 
I will definitely want you to come back next year to do the same thing. Thanks for already offering to do so. 
Also, many congratulations for being named Associate Head Coach. I really look forward to following the team this year. If it would help you in any 
way, please feel free to forward my letter to CD or to the Athletic Director. I really appreciate what you did for us today. 
Again, many thanks Cary. 
Karl Umble 
P.S. If any of your students are interested in the Health Professions broadly speaking, the Bachelor of Science in Public Health is a great major, and 
you could send them to me to discuss the program. Its a very strong major with great students and I would certainly recommend it. 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 

North Carolina Institute for Public Health 

Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

9._1_9_: 9_6__6_.: 8__2__1_._4 (office) 
(cell) 

From: cary kolat         ~bgma com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2012 3:24 PM 
To: Umble, Karl E 



Subject: Thanks for having me 

Karl 

Thanks for having me speak to the class today’. I hope I did a good job mid 

was iIffonnative. ’][’his was out of my element but hopefully I was able to 

accomplish what you were looking for. 

If you are going to do this each year or semester I would be hapw to do it 

again for you any time! 

Gary 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at KOLAT.COM 

<A]-[OOOO1.png> 
<ATg00002.png’, 
<ATT00003.png>SEqn up for Our Email Newsletter 

KOLAT.COM Your 24/7 Wrestling Coach 

Learn it Fast and Learn it Smart at KOLAT.COM 

<ATT00005> 

<ATT00006> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 7, 2012 3:06 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <umble~emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock,~email.unc.edu>, ~gmail.com" @gmail.com> 

Cary, CD: 

Thanks for your call CD. 

If you need it, this is the course that Cary spoke in: 

HPM 330 
Introduction to Health Organization Leadership, Management, and Behavior 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 

I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about Cary’s presentation still. 

KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919.966.8214 (office) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday 5:07 PM 

Mike Pope < MikePope@anthonytravel.com >; Larry Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney 

<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lissa Broome <lissa_broome@unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgdggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: MBB Waiver for California 

All, 

I heard from the NCAA today that if we wish to have our appeal heard by the subcommittee on Tuesday (their once weekly meeting date), we must have all of our appeal 

information submitted by 3p on Monday. Iwill draft a rationale for the appeal over the weekend and send it around for comment but we’ll have to turn it around fairly 

quickly Monday, so don’t hesitate to get any comments!suggestions you have to me. 

Ttne basis for my argument will be that we disagree with their rationale that we don’t have limited flight availability or cost savings. In actuality, we have both, as there is very 
limited flight availability (i.e., only a charter flight at ~$90,000) for the first 6 hours of the permissible 48 during which we can provide expenses under the legislation. If we 

were instead looking at 6 hours during the day (like a window from 10a 4p) during which there were no available commercial flights, I can’t help but think the result of the 

waiver would have been different. So we have to try to convince the subcommittee that we shouldn’t be penalized just because our 6 hours happens to be during the middle 

of the night (because of a game time that was not set by us). 

Ttnen, on top of this, I will touch on the importance of our student athletes having appropriate time to acclimate to the time change, While ttney said that s a welfare catYt be 

the only reason, it is certainly a factor that must be weighed and stressed. Lastly, I will compare this waiver to the one that we filed and got approved in 2008, when the staff 

cited "case precedent involving no missed class time and SA well being". 

So that’s what Iwill be attempting to draft in a way that sounds much better than what I’m able to muster up this afternoon! Again, let me know if you have comments or 

suggestions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Clint Gwaltney        ’. 8:34AM >>> 

Coach has asked that we appeal and also try to get the Conference office to help us. Amy will work on the appeal. 

I have not yet discussed with Coach whether he would want to charter or leave early Thursday morning. 

Mike would you please look into Thursday options just so we would know what our options are. 

Ttnanks, 

Clint 

>> > Or          at 7:44 PM, in message 

<5BBEA713 7706 4D8F 9241 F717AF20802D@anthonytravel,com >, Mike Pope 

< MikePope@anthonytravel.com > wrote: 

> Larry 
> 

> That is correct, There are no scheduled flights after 11pm. 
> 

> The only way to depart after 11pm would be a charter flight, Obviously more 

> expensive, 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 6:26 PM, "Larry Gallo" 

> <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > > wrote: 
> 

> Well ~ [ guess we were going to be denied at some point during the ticne that 

> we have requested these waivers, I don’t agree with the NCAA’s reasoning, but 

> [ acn sure that we will hear about case precedent, etc. if we appeal, 
> 

> Assuming ttnat the NCAA’s decision does not ctnange, we will not be able to 

> leave until Thursday, correct? ~ due to flight availability and access, I 

> assume that there are no flights from RDU departing at 11:00 PM on Wednesday 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 1:40 PM >>> 

> All, 
> 

> I heard back from the NCAA today (Emily Capehart). They have denied our 



> waiver, saying that there are flight options available within the permissible 

> 48 hour time period (Thursday morning instead of Wednesday night) and that 

> there is not a significant cost savings associated with the Wednesday flight 

> (as opposed, again, to the Thursday morning commercial flights at the same 

> cost). 
> 

> When I asked about ttne student athlete welfare issue (i.e., not wanting the 

> team to have to leave early Thursday morning and not arrive until the 

> afternoon the day before the game, as well as them not missing any class), 

> they said that this factor is really only considered if it is in conjunction 

> wittn one of ttne above 2 factors (i,e., limited flight options or cost 

> savings). She stated that, in and of itself, student athlete welfare is not 

> reason enough to grant these waivers. 
> 

> Not sure where that leaves us with you ali’s decision making. Unless we 

> decide to appeal the denial (which is an option, but certainly an uphill 

> battle), we will not be permitted to leave CAMPUS until 11p ET on Wednesday 

> night. 
> 

> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news on this one... 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu < mailto:aischae@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7,2012 6:44 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: 

Please let us know how it goes. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 09/07/12 4:16 PM >>> 

That’ s great. I’ve sent this and all the other info to Joy Renner. These things are very helpful. ’I’ha~ks for forwarding. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 3:06 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin forw~xded message: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <umNe~emailxmc~edu> 

Date:                 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <cmock(tbemail.tmc.edu:~ 

Thanks for your call 
If you need it, this is the course that ~    spoke in: 
HPM 

Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
I spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about 
KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 6165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

929.966.8214 (office) 

presentation still, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 7,2012 9:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: RE: Fwd: 

That’s great!     will be excited to know he contributed to the cause. 
Have a great weekend. 
C=D. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 09/07/12 8:20 PM >>> 
CD, 

Joy Renner finished her presentation to the Faculty Council today by sharing the email communication between Dr. Umble and Coach Kolat. She pointed out that this is an 
excellent example of the bond between athletics and academics on campus. 

I appreciate you forwarding the message and then today, following up on short notice with Dr. Umble before Joy’s presentation. Thanks for your help and have a great 
weekend. 

Vince 

On Sep 7, 2012, at 6:44 PM, "C D Mock" <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Please let us know how it goes. 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 09/07/12 4:16 PM >>> 
That’s great. I’ve sent this and all the other inIi~ to Joy Renner. These things are very helpftd. Thanks for tbrwarding. 

From: C D Mock [mailto:cd@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 20:1.2 3:06 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: "Umble, Karl E" <._u__Lr_Lb_!__e_@2~_e___nj__a_4_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > 

Date: September 7, 2012 12:56:41 PM EDT 

To: "Conrad D Jr Mock" <crnoc~a2emaiL unc.edu> ", 

Thanks for your call CD. 

If you need it, this is the course that 
HPM 

spoke in: 

Department of Health Policy and Management 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
3[ spoke again with my students the next day. They were really excited about 

KU 

Karl E. Umble, Ph.D., M.P.H. 
North Carolina Institute for Public Health 
Department of Health Policy and Management 
Campus Box 8165 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 
919.966.8214 (office) 

; presentation still. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 8, 2012 7:53 AM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athlete Agents Stakeholder Meeting 

Athlete Agents Stakeholder invitation September 2012.doc; Athlete Agents Stakeholders Response Form.doc; Athlete Agents 

Stakeholders issues Memo September 2012.doc 

Vince & Paul ~ 

If you have already received this information, sorry to clutter your inbox ~ ] thought it would be something that you would want to be aware of. 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > Rachel Hewitt        @uniformlaws.org > 9/6/2012 12:23 PM > > > 

Good Morning Stakeholders, 

At the request of John Sebert, Executive Director of the ULC, I am distributing an invitation to a meeting to discuss possible amendments to the Uniform 

Athlete and Agents Act. The three attachments contain details about the meeting. Please let me know if you have trouble opening the attachments, or if you 

prefer to receive hard copies. 

Best, 

N~-~ chol }::ewRt 

} [} N. W~:~b4,~.s]~ Ave:., Suit~ [~}I() 

(.’}l]C@}~>O, [[, 606012 



U 
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF COMMISSIONERS ON UNIFORM STATE LAWS 

111 N. Wabash Ave. 
Suite 1010 
Chica¢lo, IL 60602 

www.uniformlaws.org 

Response Form 

STAKEHOLDERS MEETING RE: POSSIBLE DRAFTING OF 
REVISIONS TO THE UNIFORM ATHLETE AGENTS ACT 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 
10:00 am to 4:00 pm 
L’Enfant Plaza Hotel 

480 L’Enfant Plaza, SW 
Washington, D.C. 

Please indicate your availability to participate on November 1. 

I plan to: 

[ ] Attend the meeting in person on Thursday, November 1, 2012. 

[ ] Participate in the meeting by conference call. 

[ ] I cannot attend but wish to be kept informed by e-mail about this project. 

Name: 

Organization: 

Email: 

Phone: 

Please return this form by October 13, 2012 to: 

Rachel Hewitt 
Uniform Law Commission 

Via Email: ~uniformlaws.org or fax: 312.450.6612 



A M A: O i~¸~i iii iii ~i~:i~,e 
Management System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: Student-Athlete Reinstatement Request 

Division: I Case ID: 

Date: 

............................................. !s .!l~.!s [ef!~:!es[ ro { n~.L!.!!!.~p.!.e studen !7 at!:~.[~:!.e.s? 

NCAA ID 

First Name 

Last N am e 

Date of Birth 

G en der 

No 

2208W18220 

Fem ale 

..... Case Priodtization I~sforrnation ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

:::: Cases are prioritized based on nextdate of competition and requests for expedited review .............................................................................. : :: 

i ii 

Date of Initial Collegiate Enrolh~ent 
:{ ............................................................................................................................................. 

ii Date of Initial Enrollm ent at Current Insitution (if different) 



Case  nformation 

..................................................................................................................... ec.r.L .! g. 

iiii ii Recru i~ n g Su b-Case Types 
i iili 

~ ~ Contacts and Evaluations i ii 

ii :: All Requests :: 

i i i ............ 
H as th.e (nst!~!!:!tion (!eC!.are~!the Stu de~st:.ath(ete!.!} eligible?- Yes ~ ~ 

iiii 

ii i Does the institution need to report an NCAAsecondary i ii ~ ~ ¯ , Yes ~ ~ iiii ii .................................................................... 
violation (level 1)’~ 

:~ :::: ~ 

:/: :: i ii 
ii i 

Asofthedateofsubnsittingthisrequest, how nsany seasons of ~ ~ 

ii i intercollegiate competition does the student-athlete have i ii 

i iiii ~ ~ .................................................................... Was.:~h.e.st!~.!!e!~!:: ath I e!e.recr!~.(te!!~ No i ii 
iiii 

iiii ii Will or has the studen~-a~hle[e been offered or received ~ ~ 
ii i ................................................................. 

atts! e!! c~ I~(..r e! a!e(~t f(n an ci al a).d?- No i ii 
iiii ii List all collegiate institutions thestudent-athlete attended i ii 

i iiii 

ii i Term/Year School Name Division School Type Full/PartTime Competed? Practiced? Received Aid? i ii 

:::::: Case Ir~form~tion ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : 

ii ~ All Requests                                                                                                :/: 

ii i ................................................................................ D.at e.v.! °.!.a!!pn. ° ccu.[[ed. :: :::: 
iiii 

iiii 

ii i How was theviolation discovered? After the brief group interaction described below, Coach i ii 
ii i ....................................................................................................................................... Stafford-Odu m reported that she was approached by i ii 
ii i another Division I coach who questioned the contact i ii 
ii i shehadjusthadwith Mr. Kinnebrew. According to i ii 
ii i Coach Stafford-Odum, itwas not until this i ii 
iiii ii conversation that she discovered that Mr. Kinnebrew ii iiii 

ii i 
wasactuallycoachingateaminthetournament. Coach i ii 

ii i Stafford-Odum immediately reported theviolation to i ii 
ii i HeadWomen’s Basketball Coach, SylviaHatchell, i ii 

ii i 
who, in turn, notified the Com pliance staff, i ii 

iiii ii List all individuals involved in theviolation Coach TrishaStafford-Odum,Assistant UNC ii iiii 

ii i .................................................................................................................................................... Women’s Basketball Coach; Mr. Elbert Kinnebrew, i ii 
:::: :: coach/administratorofCal Sparks non-scholasticteam :: :::: 



: 

ii i List any self-im posed institutional action and/or conferenco 

........................................................................... action 

ii i Describe the facts associated with this request 

ii i What are any relevant mitigating circumstances that should be 
~ ~ considered when reviewing the request? 

The Com pliance staff has provided additional rules 
education to the Wom en’s Basketball coaching staff 
regarding contact regulations associated with the July 
Evaluation Periods. Additionally, theWomen’s 
Basketball coaching staff’s July 2013 Evaluation 
Period will be reduced by two days, and their 2012- 
2013 recruiting person days will be reduced by 2 (from 
100 to 98). 

On July 8, 2012, Coach Stafford-Odum was 
evaluating at the Fila Nationals girls basketball 
tournament held at Suwanee SportsAcademy in 
Suwanee, Georgia_ According to Coach Stafford- 
Odum, while she was standing in the lobby at the 
event, she and two coaches from other NCAA Division 
I institutions were approached by Elbert Kinnebrew, an 
associate of Mike White (the event operator), and Mr. 
Kinnebrew and the three coaches proceeded to have a 
brief group conversation. 

Coach Stafford-Odum indicated that she did not, at the 
time, realize that Mr. Kinnebrew was in attendance at 

.......................................................................................................................................was the event to coach a team. Rather, she believed that heconversation,discussionsevents,event, there just Coach assisting asoccurred he Stafford-Odum often Mike during does White at various theStated i nbrief the that group operation west no coast recruiting of the 

ii i 
Provide cite(s) of applicable legislation or interpretation 

iiiii Restrictions-- 

ii i Men’s and 

iii Women’s 

iiii ii Basketball 

!! ! Add Leqjslation or Interpretation 

ii i .... r~roy~de c~e !:!Uq!~rs of a!~XE4£e~!£nt re!eva!:!f !£ t!~!s/eque~t SAR #32980 

ii i Haveyou previously contacted any NCAAsta[f regarding this 

: :::: 
: :::: 
: :::: 
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iiii 
iiii 
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iiii 
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iiii 
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iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
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iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 
iiii 

iiii Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... i :~:~ 
: :::: 
: :::: 

iiii : . _~_!:!atwas the da!.e(s)of !l~e im perm._!ss!b.!e recruitinc!_.~!!~’!!,:!? July 8, 2012 :ii ::::iiii 
iiii 

:::: 

ii i     Were there any benefits provided to the prospective student- :: :: 

ii i ........................... 
a.fh!e.te d.!)ring !.bo.e:_ooLmpe.!:!~l(ssi!?.!.eoore_cr!)_!t!ng acfiv!tyo?- No 

ii 
iiii 

: :::: 

ii i Was written permission to contact the student-athlete ~ ~ 

:::: 

ii i Would the institution from which thestudent-athlete transferred ~ ~ 
ii i have provided written permission to contact the student-athlete i ii 

ii ............................................ 
p r!.or to the v!.po!oa!o[1 0ccurrinc!?- No ii iiii 

:: :: :: :: 

ii i Did the contact involve the first occasion when the staff member i ii 
ii i excoeded the permissible number oftelephone calls during a i ii 
ii i given week? (Ifyes, rder to the application of telephone call i ii 
ii i lim itations bylaw to determ ine whether reinstatern ent is i ii 

iii i ii 



Cease Docu mentatio n 
(Maximum individual file size is lOMB.) Upload each document individually. 

.......... Reqt~i~ed D oc u me~-’~tz-~tio n ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

~ All Requests ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : :: 

iiii i 
Provide a document(s)showhqg the following: 1)In 

i iiii 
ii :: chronological order alistofthecon[estsidates ofcompe~kion in :: ii 
ii i the institution’s season 2) The schedule from the season i ii 
ii ii showing in which contestsidates of competition the student- i ii 
iiii i athle[e participated and 3) Of the ~im es the studenbathle[e i iiii 

~ i oampeted, designatewhether he or she wAs eligible or ineiigble Not App!jcab!e¢locx i ~ 
:::: i ....................................................................................................................................... Uploaded on 08/15/2012 by Amy Herman i ii 

:: Requests Involving Recruiting-Contacts and Evaluations .................................................................................................................................................................... ~ :: 

iii 
Requests ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

ii i i iiii 

ii i Provideawritten statementfrom thestudent-athletedescdbing : :: 

iiii 

:::: 

ii i       Provide a written statem ent(s)from any other individuals i ii 
iii .......................................... !i] v° I"(ed..!n..thp.c!rcu m Sta:nfies.pf.th!.s req.u.fist, i ii 

: :::: 

ii i Provide any documentation not previously specified tha ~ ~ 

:::: 

:::: 

Signatu ’es 

...... Select Required Sigr~-tto~ies ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

STOP! IF USING E-SIGN OPTION: 
The signatory email address (in the NCAA Directory) MUSTmatch the email address in NCAA Business Applications 
(e.g., Single-Source Sign On). 
The signatory MUST have been granted access to AMA Online by the on-campus Single-Source Sign On administrator 
in the NCAA Business Application Administrative tool. 
If the signatories do not meet these qualifications, select UPLOAD (or fax, if necessary). Do NOT select e-sign unless 
the above criteria is met. 

ii i Institutional Authority Outside of A~letics Department :: :::::::::: :: : : :: 

ii i ....................................................................... 
:S!.gn ato~’ Lissa Broom e (Ibroom e@em ail.unc.edu) : :: 

:: :: :: :: 



[’}ow~-~l(~ad Ur~signed Sigr~ature ~’)oc~-~ents ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

e Institutional Authority Outside of Athletics Departm ent 
e institutionalAuthority Inside of Athletics Department 
e Bu ckley Statem ent A Buckley Statement form is required for submission for all cases involving a student-athlete or 

prospective student-athlete. 
o A Third Party Buckley Statement must be completed in order for a third party individual (e.g., parent, attorney) to 

discuss a student-athlete’s case with the NCAA staff. The Third Party Buckley Statement has been placed in the 
General Case Information section located on the Resources tab. 

Case Contacts and Submission 

...... "-Teems ~r~d Condi-~ions .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :.~-~t 

1 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~;;; 

Agreem ent byAmy H erm an on 08/15/2012 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

....... Select Contacts fo[’ this Case ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................ P[!ma[y:.(~(?.ntac!. Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 919-962-7853 

.......................................................................................................................... se~ n__d_arY C_q.0 t~t. 0 

Email Delivery First Name Last Name Title E-mail Address 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;> 

Thursday, Angust 23, 2012 11:26 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 

From: Bubba Cunningharn [mailto: ~@gmail,corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:18 plVl 
To: Norton, Molly; Kirschner, Steve; John (stud serv) Blanchard; Vince Ille 
Subject: UNC News - Preliminary Profile: 2012 UNC-Chapel Hill First-Year Class 
Interesting article below that prompted these questions. 

Can we find out what % of the Alkican American students axe ~a’s? 

What percent of the s/a’s axe first generation? 

What percent of the Atiic~m American s’gs axe first generation? 

Let’s review our graduation data by sport and race for the past couple of years. 

h _t_t_ P__ ?_/:!__u__r! _c__r! _e__~:~ ~ = _u__~! _c_ :_ _e_ _d_t_(_ 

uncnews.unc.edu 

(Note: The following statistics are preliminarg and won’t be final until after Sept. 4, the Universitg’s official 
enrollment reporting date. A final profile will be available in late September.) 

Summary 

The 3,928 first-year students who started classes at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill this week were 
chosen from a record 29,5o7 applicants. They hail from 97 North Carolina counties, 43 states and 29 countries. The 
class includes award-winning researchers, artists, directors, dancers and ~Titers, as well as champion student-athletes 
and community actixists. Their specific achievements include: 

¯ Organizing a food drive that collected 560,000 pounds of food -- a new Guinness World Record. 
¯ Founding an organization to improve access to clean drinking water that provided six wells in rural Ghana that 

serve 1,2oo people. 
¯ Raising more than $35,ooo to prevent malaria. 
¯ Inventing a novel ambient mass spectrometry ion source ~dth a patent pending. 
¯ Being recognized in the State of the Union Address for service initiatives. 

Academic Credentials 

Among the 75 percent of the class whose schools reported an official rank in class, 43.1 percent ranked within the top 
lO, compared to 42.9 percent last year. The percentage of students ranking first or second also increased, from 12.1 
percent last year to 12.6 percent this year. The percentage ranking in the top lO percent declined slightly, from 79.8 
percent last year to 78.8 percent this year. Of students reporting a grade-point average on a weighted 4-point scale, 
91.2 percent scored 4.o or higher. 

Enrolling students also presented stronger scores on the SAT reasoning and ACT. In evaluating candidates, the Office 
of Undergraduate Adnlissions uses the highest score presented by each candidate on each part of the SAT reasoning 
and on each subject area test of the ACT. When a candidate submits results from both the SAT and the ACT, the 
admissions office uses the test with the stronger results. 

The middle 50 percent of the class scored between 1780 and 21oo on the SAT and between 12oo and 141o on the 
critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follo~ing ranges on each component: 
59o-7oo, critical reading; 61o-71o, math; and 58o-69o, writing. The average total score was 1938 with the averages in 
the following sections: 644--critical reading; 659--math; 13o4-- critical reading and math eonlbined. 

Compared to last year, the overall average rose three points, from 1935 to 1938. The average on the critical reading 
plus math sections rose four points, from 13oo to 13o4. 

For enrolling students who reported ACT scores, the middle 50 percent reported scores between 28 to 32 (same as last 
year). The average ACT score was 29.9, which dropped slightly (3o last year). 

Extracurricular Achievements 



¯ 96 percent participated in community service. 
¯ 75 percent played a sport. 
. 57 percent participated in music, drama or other arts. 
¯ 51 percent held a position as president of class or club. 
¯ 26 percent conducted research outside the classroom. 

Most Popular Intended Majors 

First-year students enroll in the College of Arts and Sciences and are not required to declare a major until the end of 
their second year at the University. When they submitted their applications for admission, 19.8 percent of enrolling 
first-year students indicated that they were undecided about their majors. Among those who indicated an intention, 
the most popular majors included: 

¯ Biology 
¯ Business 
¯ Chemistry 
¯ Psychology 
. Political Science 
° ,Journalism and mass communication 
° Pharmacy 
¯ Nursing 
. Mathematics 
¯ Global Studies 
¯ Economies 

Demographics 

Females comprise 58.6 percent of the class, men 41.4 percent. The share comprised by men is less than last year’s 42.2 
percent but the third largest in the last lO years and the fourth largest in the last 32 years. 

The share of students identifying themselves as a race or ethnicity other than Caucasian increased slightly, from 3o.1 
percent last year to 31 percent this year. The share of students identi~ing themselves as African-American fell slightly, 
from lO.7 percent last year to lO.1 percent this year, as did the share of student identifying themselves as Latino or 
Latina, from 6.5 percent to 6.2 percent. The share of students identifying themselves as Asian or Asian-American 
increased from 11.8 percent to 13.4 percent, and the share identifying themselves as American Indian or Alaskan 
Native increased from 1.8 percent to 2.4 percent. 

The share of students in the class who will be the first in their families to graduate from a four-year college or 
university fell slightly, from 18.2 percent last year to 17.7 percent this year. 

The class includes 83 international students, down from 89 last year. International enrollment has increased by 63 
percent over the past five years. 

Applied / Admitted / Enrolled 

Applied Admitted Enrolled 

N.C. ~,975 4,966 3,214 

Out of state 19,532 2,889 714 

All 29,507 7,855 3,928 

Transfer Class (College of Arts and Sciences) 

[APPlied      ~dmitted         ]Enrolled [ 

[13,226 11,259 1_766 ] 

Average college GPA: 3.44 

The middle 50 percent of the enrolling transfer class scored between 1690 and 2040 on the SAT and between 113o and 
137o on the critical reading and math sections combined. The middle 5o percent scored the follov~4ng ranges on each 
component: 56o-68o--eritieal reading; 57o-69o--math; and 56o-67o--writing. 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions contacts: Stephen Farmer or Ashley Memory, (91!:9) 966-3621: 



News Services contact: Mike McFarland, _(9_1_9_)__R6__2_:._8_59_3 

Bubba 
Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joy Renner@med.unc.edu 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 3:30 PM 

Joy Renner - UNC Team Intbnnation Posted 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Joy Renner 

Greetings! 

I hope everyone’s fall semester began well and we are all feeling the energy ficom our student body aa they renew and reinvigorate our campus. 

The basic infonnation related to our 28 sports is now posted on our SaJ~ai site. As your schedule allows, please familiarize yourself with your assigned teams and let me 

know ifthere aJce questions you might have related to your teams, additional intbnnation request, and discussion items lbr our meetings this coming yeax. As with aJl 

discussions and reviews this yem~ everyone is welcome to review all materials, not just those specifically designated. 

My thanks to the Athletics Department and particularly Vince Ille mid (graduate assistant in compliance) in preparing these documents for us. 

The orientation video is near completion and roll be posted to the Sakai site next week. The appl~oximate fune is 16 minutes for the video and provides an overview of 

athletics here on this campus. It roll be helpful if everyone has reviewed the video and information before our first meeting in September. Additional materials will be 

posted over the coming week. 

See you September 4th! 

Joy 

This forwaxded message was sent via The UnNersi~ of No(th Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Facul~ Athletics Committee" site. To reply to this message 

click this link to access Messages for this site: Faculty Atlfletics Committee. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 9:00 PM 

Trey Parnell <tparnell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coaches’ Use of Institutional Vans 

T rey, 

i will respond below in red. Let me know if you have any other questions and, generally speaking, I always think it’s a good idea for you to run any abnormal uses of the vans 

by me before signing coaches up. And, by abnormal, i mean anything other than team transportation surrounding competition, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ][]:ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Trey Parnell 8/26/2012 9:20 AM > > > 

Amy, 

Good morning. I wanted to touch base with you concerning our transportation fleet and vehicle usage. I want to make sure I’m following all compliance rules and regulations. 

I have some examples that I’d like to run by you: 

First, the majority of the vehicle requests are for team transportation, I feel confident with these since they are either teams requesting vans to go to an away 

competition!practice or for a trip to RDU. 

Yes, this is fine. 

However, I do have teams requesting vans for use for recruiting and other non team travel events. These are the ones that I wanted to check with you on. When the teams do 

request a vehicle for recruiting they normally do not provide much info. Here are a few examples off the top of my head that I’d like to run by you: 

M Basketball requests 2 vans for each home football game to take players/family/staff to Bosh for a tailgate and then to the football game. I’m not sure if they transport 

recruits in these vehicles, but will find out from Eric Hoots. 

For student athletes, .T would tail tills reasonable iocal transportation, so we’re fine with them. We shouM NOT be transporting parents of current student athietes, but I don’t 
think we are. ] think they use this primarily for transpoEting our team/coaches, as weli as fOE prospects that are on theiE official aE’d unofficial visits. 1his transportation, since it 

is on campus, is fine Please confirm with Eric that this is whom the vans will be used to transport. 

Gymnastics requests vans to use for recruiting. Most of the time Derek uses the vans to go to check out recruits, but there are times when he will use the van to pick up a 

recruit from the airport and then drive them around campus. 

If time coaches are transporting more prospects than they can fit in ttmeir personal cars, it is fine for them to use our vehicles to do so. 

Softball has requested the use of vans for i think two home football game weekend. Their request just says use for recruiting and they will be going locally. So I’m guessing 

they are going to transport people to and from time football game as well as shuttling around campus. 

I’m guessing this is the same as the above situation with Gymnastics, but please ask the SB staff to touch base with me to confirm that before providing timem witim a vehicle. 

Softball also has requested vans for a team bonding trip. W Soccer also has a team trip each year to Ocean Isle Beach. 

W Soccer’s trip is during ti~eir pre season, so we can provide transportation for them to practice within the state of NC. I’m not sure when SB’s rdp is, but they would need to 
cl’eck with us to be sure it is within their season. Please I’ave tl’em check with us al’d get confirmatior! of tha~ before issuing them a vehicJe. 

Baseball has already requested, and i’m sure Field Hockey will as well, to use vans to go to the state fair. 

Time only time this would be permitted is if these sports are in timeir playing season and are using this as entertainment during a vacation period. So it wouid imave to be over 
Fali Break, and the reams will have to be in ti~eir 20 hour season Baseball’s fall season encis on October ].6th, wi~ich is not yet Fali Break, so [ cion’r see a scenario wi~ere they 

wouid be able to use vans. They know this rule, as we have had issues with it in the past surrounding time State Fair, so they shouid contact me about this if they think they have 
figured out a way ro make it work. Field Hockey W[LI. be in their season, so tills would be permissibie for them. 

I can get more information on the recruiting/non team travel trips if you would like me to. Also, when I get a request that is not team travel should I run it by you before I 

confirm it with the teams? 

Yes, !)lease! 

I know these examples are vague, but I wanted to get in touch with you before the vans start going out for the fall. Anyway, just let me know what )nfo you need for the trips 
as well as how you want me to handle these requests and 1’11 do so. 

Trey Parnell 

UNC Athletic Facilities 

220 Finley Golf Course Rd 

Phone: 919 962 3506 

Fax: 919 843 5972 



CI4[~%~F.Z l-tiLl., NC a’)’$15 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

RE~ Transfer Student-Athlete ( ) Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away_ Contests ~]nclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of her expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championship or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during her first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team During a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host/Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during her first 
academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory concerning     ?s participation during the Fall, 
semester. If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. Thank youT 

Women’s Basketball Coaching Staff 
Bubba Cunningham 
Beth Miller 
Martina Ballen 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:26 AM 

Mike Fox <mfox@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; @live.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; Natalie 

Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott 

Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyson Lusk <tsMsk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Year in Residence 

Year in Residence.pdf 

Please see attached for a memo detailing the regulations in place for      during his year in residence at UNC. Please let me know if you have any questions about this. I am 
copying on this email, but please make sure that he receives a copy of this, as well. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Mike Fox 

,/7 ,: :: 

Amy Herman ? 

Transfer Student-Athlete (] ) Satisfying Year in Residence 

Please see the following information regarding what transfer student-athletes can and cannot do 
while satisfying a year in residence requirement. 

1. Travel to Away- Contests !Inclusive of Post-Season): A transfer student-athlete may not be 

provided any expenses for the purposes of traveling to an away-from-home contest, including 

post-season play. Also, a transfer student-athlete may not realize any discounted "travel 

expenses" (e.g., hotel rooms at special rates, airline and bus travel at reduced rates, etc.) unless 

the same rates are available to the general public. In essence, a transfer student-athlete must pay 

all of his expenses to attend away-from-home contests and post-season competition. 

2. Complimentary_Admissions!Ticket Benefits: A transfer student-athlete may be provided 
four (4) complimentary admissions to both home and away contests in the sport in which the 
individual participates. In addition, transfer student-athletes may- be provided six (6) 
complimentary admissions to a conference championships or NCAA championship events. Keep 
in mind, however, that a transfer student-athlete may not be provided any expenses to attend an 
away-from-home contest. 

3. Awards: A transfer student-athlete may not receive any event-related awards (e.g., regular 

season, conference championship, national championship) during his first year in residence. 

However, it is the institution’s discretion as to whether transfer student-athletes receive annual 
participation awards or awards in recognition of special attainments or contributions to a team’s 

competitive season (e.g., scholar-athlete, most inspirational player, strength and conditioning). 

4. Sitting With Team Durin~ a Contest: A transfer student-athlete may sit with the 

institution’s team (e.g., on the bench) during all contests in which the member institution 

participates but is not permitted to dress in uniform for the contest. Again, keep in mind that 

a transfer student-athlete may not receive any expenses in conjunction with an away-from-home 

contest. 



5. Pre- or Post-~ame Meal and Snacks: Transfer student-athlete can receive a pre- or post- 

game meal as a benefit incidental to team activities for home games only. 

6. Student Host!Official Visits: A student-athlete may serve as a student host during his first 

academic year in residence. 

I trust this information is self-explanatory. If you should have any questions, please do not 

hesitate to contact me. We are pleased that      has joined us at Carolina. Thank youT 

Baseball Staff 
Larry Gallo 
Michael Beale 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 
Tom Timmermans 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 12:37 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: article for Inside Carolina 

Vince, 

Please see below the questions for the Inside Carolina article that we discussed last week. You can either send this back to Zachary directly or send me your answers and I will 
continue communication with him. 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 
> > > "Read, Zachary" <zread@email.u nc.edu > 8/24/2012 8:55 AM > > > 

Hi 

As a profile, we’ll ask a range of questions. The writing of the article will be a little tricky because Vince and I aren’t talking to each other live, so if I can get some full 

quotes in response to the questions below that would be great. Also, if I need to ask a follow-up question or two next week, I hope that’s OK. Thanks so much for 

your help, and thank Vince for me. Here we go: 

First, when did you get here and how has the adjustment been for you and your family? 

How long have you worked in college athletics? 

When you were an undergraduate at Oklahoma, before you went on in school, did you know you were going to be involved in athletics? 

What is it that attracts you to university life and collegiate athletics? 

I noticed that you worked at Cincinnati (my wife’s home--we’re heading up there for Labor Day) and at Illinois--it would be good to hear what you like about each 

of those places and what you see in common in Chapel Hill and at UNC, and also what’s different here. 

What is it about UNC that drew you here professionally and personally? 

Please describe your role at UNC. I know that you’ll be overseeing softball and men’s tennis, but you’ll also be "the liaison with academic advising and counseling for 

student-athletes," according to the Chancellor’s recent statement. Talk a little bit about that and how "remaining independent of athletics and._part of the College 

of Arts and Sciences" will benefit the university. 

What challenges do you see in your role generally in college athletics and then in stepping in at a sensitive time at UNC? 

How will the compliance program change with your leadership? 

Talk about your relationship with Bubba Cunningham and how it will be working with him. 

How supportive have you found the people at UNC to be? 

From:             [mailto      @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:48 PM 
To-" Read, Zachary 
Subject" RE: article for Inside Carolina 

I think if emailing answers is ok, then that is better for him. With the quickly approaching school year it is difficult to find time in the day for meetings, but he is more than 

willing to answer questions via email. 

> > > "Read, Zachary" <zread@email.unc.edu > 8/15/2012 3:46 PM > > > 

Thanks,         . I can probably do that, but I’m also happy to extend the timeframe a bit it: Mr~ Ifle would like to meet in person later in the ~T~ontt’L Either way is 

OK, and we do appreciate the time. 

Regards, 

Zach 

From:             [mailto:      ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent" Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:33 PM 
To; Read, Zachary 
Subject; Re: article for Inside Carolina 

Zach, 
I spoke with Vince and he is willing to answer questions, but his time is extremely limited right now. He said the only way he could really do the interview was if you emailed 

him a set of questions and he could just fill in the responses. Let me know if this is still something you want to do. 

Thank You, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 
> > > "Read, Zachary" <zread@email.unc.edu > 8/15/2012 9:20 AM > > > 

Dear 

My name is Zach Read, and I write for Inside Carolina Magazine. As we prepare the November issue, we thought it would be interesting to run a profile of Vince IIle 

for Tar Heels fans. Is there any chance Mr. Ille is available for an interview sometime between tomorrow and next Wednesday? The interview would probably take 

about 30 minutes, and I’d be happy to drop by the office. 

I look forward to hearing from you and thank you in advance for your time. 

Best regards, 



Zach 

Zacha~ Read 
Associate Editor 

University of North Carolina Press 

116 South Boundary, Street 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Voice: 919.962.0536 Fax: 919.966.3829 

Email: Zacha~-i Read~b~unc.edu 

Sign up to receive monthly e-alerts for new UNC Press books and special 
web offers: ~g!)~__tLr_Lc_Er__e_s&__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_:~i£i__n- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Brietings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can have 

the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if i’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong, i will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

Operations ... Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Clint 

¯ Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

¯ Rams Club ..,John 

¯ Ticket Office _. John 

¯ Administrative Staff _, Karlton 

¯ Facilities _~ Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... l(arlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Kadton 

¯ Business Office ,_ Martir~a 

¯ Communications ... Rick 

¯ Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

¯ Compliance ,,. Vince 

¯ Student-Athlete Services _, Vince 

¯ Coaches ,., TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 959-843-643.2 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 27, 2012 1:56 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell 

< shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Penalties for Violations 

All, 
See below. September 1st is correct[ 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 8/9/2012 3:17 PM >>> 

Staff, 

Please see below for the penalties we are self imposing for the phone call violation with and the Twitter violation with and 

Effective immediately, no phone calls, FaceTime, Skype, or instant messenger conversations with her AT ALL until September 1, 2012, This means that none of you 
are permitted to initiate any of these types of communication, nor are you permitted to answer if she initiates any of these types of communication with you. You should not 

even answer solely to tell her you can’t talk! ]f you would like to send her an email and tell her that you will not be able to communicate with her via these methods until 

September 1st, that would be fine, 

Can send no recruiting correspondence (letters, emails, Twitter direct messages, facebook personal messages, etc.) to her between the dates of August 12th and 

September 8th. 

Can send no recruiting correspondence (letters, emails, Twitter direct messages, facebook personal messages, etc.) to her between the dates of August 12th and 

August 25th. 
Please let me know if you have any questions at all about what is or isn’t permissible to do with any of these 3 PSAs. If there is any question at all, such as a type of 

communication that I didn’t specifically mention above be sure to ask about it BEFORE utilizinq it! It is imperative that we not have any "hiccups" with enforcing these penalties. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFOlII, 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu; 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thanks --. this wift work t:ine t:or our commitLee. I will be sending out an agenda t:or the first meeting to you and gubba hopefully on Wed or Thurs. Send me anything 

in particular you guys would like on the agenda before then if possible. 

Jo’¢ J. Renner, M.A., RT(r{}, [:AEIRS 

Assoc[a[e Professor and Director 

Un[versi[y of No!’~h Carolina a~ Chapel H[il 

5ci~ool of Medi@~e 

CB #72.’30 UNC-CFI Bonduran[ Flali 

321-A South Columbia St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-5147£)esk 
Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-raaii message, [nciudir!g at[achl~’~er!ts, if any, is i!~[ended only for the -persor! or enti[y to which i[ is addressed a!~d may contain co!~fider!tial a!~dior 
nriviieged l~’~aterial, AnV --d!~aL:[horized review, use, disclosL:re or distribL:[io!~ is prohibited, If you are r!o[ [he it!tended recipie!~L please contact [Pie se!~der b’¢ tepid, e-mail and destroy, 
ail copies of the original message, 
En~ai~ cerrespondence to and fron~ this address n~sy be subject to the No~±lh Carolina P~bli¢ Records law a~d may be disc~esed to third ps~ties by s~ 

a~thori~ed s~ate official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

From: [lie, Vince 
Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Document for Joy Rennet 

Joy, 

I can provide you and your committee more infommtion about practice times as the semester unfolds. With school s~xting, we will begin receiving documentation of all 

required athletic-related activities from evew sport program as required by NCAA rules. If you’d like, maybe during the committee’s next meeting I can describe this 

process, what is and isn’t documented, and we can talk more about what additional information you and the committee members might find helpful. I’ll be happy to 

facilitate the sharing of information. 

Thanks for coming to our all-staffmeeting this morning. I’m son71 didn’t have an opportunity to catch yon there to discuss this in more detail. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Sunday, 3:09 PM 
To: [lie, Vince 
Subject: RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thank you - this is an excellent start. If time and effort allow, I would like to beef up the section on commitment - when is practice (rather than "afternoon") and how much time 
on average does the athlete have committed by the coach and how much time do most athletes stay engaged in some way with their sport per week. 

Please thank 

Joy 

for me. With this quick turnaround you did a very nice job and I know you guys have lots of projects going on right now. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Cc: ~__u___n__c__a___a_ ~_ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ ~_ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) 
Subject: I-W: Document tor Joy Renner 

Joy, 

Attached are the fuct sheets you requested for each sport program. If you or any of your committee members have any questions or need additional information, please 

just let me know. The intbrmation was collected and recorded by                       is a Graduate Assislant in our Compliance Office who is assigned a varieU 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putting this intbnnation together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 

Mince 

From: [ma!lto @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Renner 

Vlnce, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



August 28, 20112 

Mark VanAlstyne 
Head Cross Couni~" Coach 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dear Mark, 

As a result of              participation in                     prior to his completion of 
NCAA required paperwork, we have reported to the ACC a violation of Bylaw 14.1.4.1. This 
bylaw specifically indicates that a student-athlete must sign the NCAA Drag Testing Consent 
Form prior to engaging in any practice sessions with the team. 

It is the responsibility of all coaching staff and support staff members to review- all "Eligible to 
Practice" memorandums received from the Compliance staff and to withhold student-athletes 
from practice until they have completed all required NCAA paperwork. Failure to do so results 
in preventable violations such as this. Please note that any future violation of this bylaw must be 
sent to the NCAA for processing and will result in additional penalties. Thanks for your 
professionalism in dealing with this issue. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 

Bubba Cunningham 
Beth Miller 
Cricket Lane 
Vince Ille 
Lance Markos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[uesday, August 28, 2012 7:] ] PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu’- 

Re: FW: Briefings 

Vince, 

Do you want Academics in this meeting?? 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

:> >’- On 8/28/2012 at 5:10 PM, in message <FBDOFDE87]B7904A83367318C6191905032385AT@ITS MSXMBS1M.ad.unc.edu>, "Ille, Vince" 

<ille(~)email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Cricket, 

Can you please check with Shelley, Dmla mid your s~ffto identif7 potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to 

me and I’ll t17 to schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: llle, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our 

Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a 

time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a projector), or we can 

have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if l’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have 

the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

- Operations .,. Clint 

- Sports Medicine ... Clint 

- Strength & Conditioning ... Clirlt 

o Rams Club .,. :~obn 

o Ticket Office ,,. John 

- Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

- Facilities ,,. Karlt.on 

- Finley Golf Course .., Karlton 

,, Sport Support Staff .., Karltor~ 

- Business Office ,., Mar~ina 

o Communications .., Kick 

o Marketing/New Media ,,, ~tid~ 

o Compliance ,,, Virmce 

- Student-Athlete Services ... Vin~e 

- Coaches .,~ TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 8:07 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Briefings 

The most ideal time that week that i know we would all have available would be Thursday, 9/13 at our staff meeting time (l:00p), We could either use our conference room 

across the hall or go upstairs to Matt, whichever works better for him. 

If that date/time doesn’t work, let me know and [ can investigate others. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 8/28/2012 4:59 PM > > > 

Amy, 

Cml yon please check with the compliance s~fi’to idenli~ potential dates, limes and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to me and I’ll try 

to ,schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince, Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan -giving our Athletics 

staff the chance to learn about the pJan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to scheduJe these briefings in the week of September 3_0 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back to me with a time 

or two that I can meet with your staff ._ if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (i need room to set up a projector), or we can have the 

meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, or if I have the 

staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

,, Operations .., Clint 

Sports Medicine ... Ciint 

o Strength & Conditioning _. Clint 

o Rams Club ,,, John 

o Ticket Office ,,. John 

o Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

o Facilities .., Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Karltorl 

Business Office ,., Martina 

o Communications .., Rick 

o Marketing/New Media _, Rick 

o Compliance _. Vim’:e 

o Student-Athlete Services ,,~ Vince 

¯ Coaches ... TBD bow we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 93_9-843-643_2 I F 93_9-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 8:44 AM 

C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Robinson 

< srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Contact Regulations - Information Sheet for MBB Prospects.docx 

Coaches, 
In July, Natalie sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball, I have finally gotten around to editinq it to make it accurate for 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to       following the PSA’s sophomore year. And 

it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our website (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 8:49 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee 

<billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <[awdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchel[ <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 

Williams < twilliam s@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Contact Regulations - information Sheet for WBB Prospects.docx 

WBB Staff, 

In July, Natalie sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 
during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball. [ have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’sjunior 

year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our websJte (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:17 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Oreg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatche[I 

< shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Hello Amy, thanks for the info. It looks good. I had already created one and sent to Tom last week for approval or changes, ] will definitely use this one as well, thanks, Tracey 

>>> Amy Herman 8/29/2012 8:48 AM >>> 

WBB Staff, 

In July,       sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball. f have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’s junior 

year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our website (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:21 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Oreg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatche[I 

< shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

<mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ;@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Womens Basketball Recruiting Rules.12.docx 

Hello Amy, the one I did was more specific to Juniors. I do not want them to get confused with contacts since we can not contact them until their senior year. Please see 

attached and see if you have any suggestions or additions. Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Amy Herman 8/29/2012 8:48 AM >>> 

WBB Staff, 
In July,       sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball. I have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and!or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’s junior 
year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or emaJl. Our goal Js also to get these documents on our websJte (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Comp]iance 
University of North CaroEna 
Department of Ath|etics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751S 

9] 9.962.78S3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schaeg~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:34 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Regulations Document for Prospects 

Womens Basketball Recruiting Rules.12 (Amy suggestions).docx 

Tracey, 

I made a couple of very minor additions to the attached, but Tom had done a great job of adding in some things for you already, so you’re in good shape! Thanks for asking 

us to review! 

Amy 

> > > Tracey Williams 8/29/2012 9:20 AM > > > 

Hello Amy, the one I did was more specific to Juniors. I do not want them to get confused with contacts since we can not contact them until their senior year. Please see 

attached and see if you have any suggestions or additions, Thanks, Tracey 

>>> Amy Herman 8/29/2012 8:48 AM >>> 

WBB Staff, 
In July,       sent an email out to all coaches with a document she had created that provided some rules education for prospects in terms of what coaches can and can’t do 

during the recruiting process. This document only applied to Sports Other than Basketball, [ have finally gotten around to editing it to make it accurate for Women’s 

Basketball. 

See attached. Keep in mind that this is a recruiting material, so it cannot be sent to prospects and/or their parents prior to September 1st at the beginning of the PSA’s junior 

year. And it can only be sent via hard copy mail or email. Our goal is also to get these documents on our website (in the PSA section) as soon as we get the site up and 
running again, 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waily Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: 2012 Academic Lunches 

Vince, 
Below is the email with the dates of the scheduled academic lunches and the Invite a Professor to Practice event. Hope you are able to make it this Friday. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Prograrn for Student Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

919 962 9893 (W) 
(c) 

> > > Andre Williams 8/4/2012 9:53 AM > > > 
Wally & Robert, 

Please find below the dates for our 2012 Academic Lunches: 

1o Friday, August 31st 

2. Friday, September 28th 

3. November, November 9th 

All Academic Lunches will be scheduled between 12:00 pm 1:00 pm on Friday afternoons. Coach Fedora has blocked his schedule to speak between 12:15 pm 12:30 pm. 

At your earliest convenience, can you please let us know where you would like to hold the luncheons (i.e. 5th floor of Kenan Football Center). 

Please do not hesitate to let us know if you have any additional questions or concerns as you continue to plan and coordinate this years academic lunches. 

Note: We have scheduled "Invite a Professor to Practice" for Tuesday, October 30th. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Willimns 

Director of Football Student-Athlete Development 

Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Deparbnent of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 

(c) 
(f) 919.962.0393 

awilllimns(~)uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 ] 0:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edus- 

Re: Briefings 

Vince, 

I am just concerned with how separate the Academic people are already feeling. I attend their meetings but I understand if you want them separated. 

Just let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

C ric ket 

>>> On 8/28/2012 at 9:00 PM, in message <B38A7619 EBB8 4113 A931 03EOED5FDB3C@ernail.unc.edu>, ’iIHe, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 

My thought is that you and your staff might be better served by a separate rneeting, but I’rn open to suggestions. 

Vince 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 7:11 Ply/, "Cricket Lane" #cricketCc0uncaa unc edu> wrote: ¯ ._:_____:____:____,,:_.: ......... :______:________:= .......... 

Vince, 

Do you want Academics in this meeting?? 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

- Matt 

> :> > On 8/28/2012 at 5:10 PM, in message <FBDOFDE871B7904A83367318C6191905032385A7@[TS I\ASXMBSllvl.ad.unc.edu>, "Ille, 

Vince" <i_[[ct~_t!)a_j_[:!J_.r_)c_L:~c_:!_tj.> wrote: 

Cricket. 
Can you please check with Shelley, Dana and your staffto idenlif?~ potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below’., t lease 

pass the info on to me and I’ll try to schedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent; Nonday, August 27, 20:[2 :[:53 PM 

To: file, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject= Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full 

plan - giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please 

get back to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need 

room to set up a projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger 

group, or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance[ 

- Operations ..~ Clint 

¯ Sports Medicine ... Clint 

- Strength & Conditioning ... Clint 

Rams Club ...John 

¯ Ticket Office ... John 

¯ Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

¯ Facilities ... Karlton 

¯ Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

Sport Support Staff ... Karlton 

Business Office ... Martina 

Communications _. Rick 

Marketing/New Media ... Rick 

Compliance ... Vin~e 

Student-Athlete Services ... Vin~e 

Coaches ~=, TBD bow we will handle 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina I Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 11:14 AM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Skill Instruction - Limit of 4 Student-Athletes 

Donna, 
No more than 4 s a’s can participate in skill instruction at any one time, regardless of the facility. So even though you have 2 fields, you can’t have 1 coach working with 4 on 

one field and another coach working with another 4 on the other field, Only 4 s a’s at any given time, 
Also,    , your student coach who has exhausted eligibility, is considered a coaching staff member now, not a student athlete, so she doesn’t have to count in the limit of 4 

student athletes while she is involved in assisting with coaching during these sessions. However, should you all ever venture into the world of male practice players (with prior 

approval from Lance, of course!), they WOULD have to count in the limit of 4. 

Let me know if you have any other questions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 4:06 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Jason Andrews <jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: NFL Feature on VB 

Jason, 

Great question. 

Kevin and Vince, 

Please see below and let me know your thoughts. I am torn on this and your thoughts would be helpful. 

Rick 

>>> Jason Andrews 8/29/2012 4:01 PM >>> 

Rick, 

I’ve got a question about the Tar Heels in the NFL feature that we typically run in the 4th quarter. Ken suggested I ask you for your input. I know that Hakeem Nicks has been a 

hot topic and Bubba has mentioned that we stay away from using him for anything. Should I take him out of the feature? It will be pretty obvious to the crowd that our best 
NFL player is not highlighted. We will get blow back either way but wanted to get your opinion. 

Any insight would be helpful. 

Thanks, 
Jason 

Jason Andrews 

Assistant Director of New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

jandrews@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Davis Whitfield --’davis@nchsaa.org> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 6:01 PM 

Amy Hennan <’aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy’ Griggs <kgrigg@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Lance Markos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; a]uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmemlalls@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Re: Feature Article for Game Program 

AiTly, 

I don’t like this ruling since the stow is genetic and does not name specific school~ but I also understa]M your position and the need to take caution. 

We will move forward according to your directive. Thanks tbr working with us m~d for the tbllow up. 

Take care. 

D~vis Whitfie~d 
Co,7~m~.ss.,o,~.o,- 

davis@ nchsaa.crg 

No,’tls Carolina Hi�is S~chooi/sSr~letic ,~,ssociatior~ 

www (~L’iIssa Orf:l 

1 r ~, Follow NOHSAA : on Twitter 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 8:43 PM, Amy Herman w-rote: 

<Prog Feature i 2.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:34 AM 

@aol.com; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

< pacman@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Natalie Lutz <nlutzOuncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreenQuncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - no email!! 

Yes, and the magic date on which you can start sending her general correspondence (letters, emails, etc.) is January 5, 2013. So please put this date in your calendars 

somewhere! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
P@ Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Lance Markos 8/30/2012 9:32 AM >>> 

W Soccer staff, 
Just an FYI that we’ve got to not email for the next 18 weeks due to our violation from last September when we had her graduation date wrong in the system. Since 

she’s write able starting tomorrow, we’re not able to for the next 4 plus months. Hopefully, it’s not an issue but if we’re still recruiting her, please proceed accordingly. 
Thanks!! 

Lance 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 12:31 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

All, 

Let’s meet at lp, just to touch base and see how everyone is doing with everything. I won’t have a formal agenda, but will print the Calendar so we can discuss it as necessary. 

If you haven’t updated dates of days you’ve done "stuff" on there, please go in and do that so that we’re working with time most accurate calendar at the meeting. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 1:34 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Bunting < m bunting@uncaa.unc.edu > 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Frazier Wong <sawong@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Tim mermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Rowing Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

Our Compliance Meeting with the Rowing team will be held in Loudermilk 2301 next Wednesday, 9/4, at 4p. We were originally scheduled for the Concourse Club, but have 

figured out a seating arrangement in 2301 that is appropriate for a large team. 

Rowing staff, please pass this change on to the student athletes! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

,:"k~ v ~ ~’=~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:30 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: GoHeels.com transition to NeuLion update 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/30/2012 8:23 AM > > > 

Coaches, 
In late May, the Athletic Department and Tar Heels Sports Properties (Learfield) made the decision to switch website providers for GoHeels.com from CBS Sports to NeuLion. 

NeuLion has been in the college website market for several years, and recently became much more aggressive in acquiring some of the nation’s top schools. After hearing 

NeuLion’s presentation and proposal, we elected to make a change. The decision was based on several factors - financial offer, video capabilities, flexibility of design, 

customer service, marketing opportunities, etc. 

CBS Sports was our provider for more than 14 years and we had generated thousands of pages of content and uploaded countless photos to TarHeelBlue.com. The 

migration of data from CBS to NeuLion (content/photos!video) has proven to be more difficult than either the Athletic Department, Tar Heel Sports Properties or NeuLion 

envisioned, In addition, the content management system (how we post stories, photos and videos) is drastically different and requires training by all UNC employees who 

post on the new site. 

Some of the issues we’ve identified can be fixed relatively quickly by your respective Athletic Communications, Marketing or New Media contact. Many othes must be fixed by 

NeuLion and its technical staff, including archived rosters/stats and previously uploaded photos. On Monday, we had a conference call with NeuLion to address our concerns 

and they have responded with incremental resources for our site. We are hopeful these additional resources will make a difference and resolve a majority of the issues soon. 

Going forward, If there is anything you see that needs to be addressed, please let us know, 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Rick Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman -~aj schae@Lmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:20 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; B~mting, Mike <mbunting@email.unc.ectu>; Bile Tyler <btiMey@uncaa.unc.edu->; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu->; Kathy Gfiggs <kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Maxkos <masko@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney 

<skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Re: Rowing Fall Compliance Meeting 

Sor~, ! It’s Tuesday the 4th! 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 2:56 PM, "Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[endit]--> 

Amy, I think the 4u~ is Tuesday, Can you confirm the meeting date? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday,              :[:34 PM 
To: Bunting, Mike; Brie Tyler; Beth Miller; Vince llle; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Natalie Lutz; Paul Pogge; Stephen Frazier Wong; Sarah Haney; 

Tom Timmermans 
Subject-" Rowing Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

Our Compliance Meeting with the Rowing tearn will be held in Loudermilk 2301 next Wednesday, 9/4, at 4p. We were originally scheduled for the Concourse 
Club, but have figured out a seating arrangement in 2301 that is appropriate for a large team. 

Rowing staff, please pass this change on to the student athletes! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
_a_ j ~_~ LLa__~ ~_~__tl~_ La__~__L__tl~_::__o__d____u_ 



Froill; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike Pope < @anthonytravel.com> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:11 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman ~aj ~hae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo -~flagallo@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu% Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Holladay ~holladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: C~]itbmia Wawer 

Hey grny, 

This is consistent with the discussion we had yesterday, and with the information I senL to you. Please let me know if you need any further information from me. 

F~m: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 30, 2012 2:28 PM 
To= Mike Pope; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Vince Ille; Joe Holladay; Steve Kirschner 
Subject-" California Waiver 

All, 

Please see attached for the rationale for the waiver requesting permission to be able to leave campus prior to the 48 hour time restriction in place prior to competition. 

Coach Holladay, could you please confirm that the times in the document are correct, in terms of when we would need to leave campus based on the various scenarios? [ 

went with 2:00p for our preferred flight, because I didn’t think you would want to leave any earlier than that, and I wanted to be sure to cover us should we want to leave that 

early. 

I have already gotten confirmation from Mike Pope that my summary of the flight information is correct. So, as soon as I hear back from you, Coach Holladay, I will be ready 

to submit the waiver. 

For the rest of you, please review and let me know ASAP if you have any questions or concerns about the information included, or if you have any additional information that 

you believe would be helpful for this waiver. I would like to submit the waiver tomorrow if at all possible, as I know we need to get these flights booked. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae~Vuncaa.unc.ed u 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Briefings 

I will only be able to attend for the first horn; as I have to leave at 2p that day. I will pass on to everyone else. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 4:34 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaiDmc.e&J> wrote: 

Am?; 

The strategic plan briefing for the compliance s~mJt’is ~t tbr Wednesday, September 12 t?om 1:00- 3:00 p.m. in the RaJn’s Club Conference Room. Please 

pass along to all appropriate s~ff Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:59 PM 
To: Amy Herman (aischae@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Briefings 

Am~; 
Can you plea~ check with the compliance s~talt’to identit~ potential date~ times and location {br the meeting requested below? Plea~ pass the info on to 

me and I’ll tly m ~hedule with Matt. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan - 

giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back 

to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a 

projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, 

or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[endif]-->Operations ,.. Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <]--[endif]-->Sports Medicine ... Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->gtrength & Conditioning ... Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Rams Club ...John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Ticket Office ...John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Administrative Staff ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <]--[endif]-->Facilities ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Einley Golf Course ... Kar]ton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[endif]-->Sport Support Staff _. Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Business Office _. Martina 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Communications ... Rick 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <]--[endif]-->Marketing/New Media ... Rkk 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Compliance ... Vince 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services ... V]nce 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <!--[endif]-->Coaches ... TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:39 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmennans <timmemmns@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@enmJ.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Briefings 

FYI. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin fonYazded message: 

Fr(~rn: "Ille, Vince" <ille@emalamc.edu> 
Date: August 30, 2012 4:34:59 PM EDT 
To: "Amy Helma~" < _~s_c_’__~_Ea__e_~i__tLn__c_’_~:__u__rLc_:__e__d___u_~- 
Subject: RE: Briefings 

Amy; 

The strategic plan briefing for the compliance staffis set for Wednesday, September 12 from 1:00-3:00 p.m. in the Ram’s Club Conference Room. Please 

pass along to all appropriate s~fl: Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:59 PM 

To: Amy Herman (ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject: FW: Briefings 

Amy, 
Can you please check with the compliance staffto identify potential dates, times and location for the meeting requested below? Please pass the info on to 

me and I’ll try. to schedule with Matt. Thmhks. 

Vince 

From: Matt Terrell [m_a_j_[~L_m__~_rre__[[~u___n_g_#__d_t_tl 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 1:53 PM 

To: Ille, Vince; Terrell, Matt 

Subject: Briefings 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Unit Briefings 

Our internal roll-out of the Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics will include briefings with each individual business unit. At the briefings, we will share the full plan - 

giving our Athletics staff the chance to learn about the plan in advance, and provide critical last-minute feedback. 

I want to schedule these briefings in the week of September 10 if at all possible, but can spill into the next week if needed. I need your help to schedule. Please get back 

to me with a time or two that I can meet with your staff ... if you can provide a couple of options, that would be great. We can meet in your area (I need room to set up a 

projector), or we can have the meeting in the Rams Club’s conference room. 

I have included below a list of units and the associated leader. Please let me know if I’ve missed a group, if you want a group pulled out separately from a larger group, 

or if I have the staff wrong. I will need a proposed meeting time for each group you want to be briefed. Thanks for your assistance! 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Operations ... Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Sports Medicine _. Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <]--[endif]-->Strength & Conditioning ..~ Clint 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Rams Club ._John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <]--[endif]-->Ticket Office ...John 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Administrative Staff .,. t{adton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Facilities _. Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Finley Golf Course ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Sport Support Staff ... Karlton 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <]--[endif]-->Business Office ... Martina 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Communications .., Rick 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Marketing/New Media _. Ricl{ 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->* <!--[endif]-->Compliance ... Vince 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->° <!--[endif]-->Student-Athlete Services ... Vince 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->, <]--[en dif]-->Coaches ._ TBD how we will handle 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina ] Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 9:19-843-64:[2 ] F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Davis Whittield --~davis@uchsaa.org> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:50 PM 

Amy Herman vaj schae@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgrigg@tmcaa.unc.edu->; Lance Markos <marko@tmcaa.unc.edu-~; Michael Beale 
<mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tinllnernlaals@uncaa.uuc .edu> 

Re: Feature Article for Game Program 

Certainly understand Amy, thmflcs again for making this work, we sincerely appreciate the help and opportuui~. 

HmTe a great weekend’. 

da,,,is@ r~chsaa a;g 

North Carolin,’_~ kliflh Schooi Athle[i¢ Assoc[a[ion 

www rK:DSa ~ or(j 

]~i Follow NCHSAA 
on Twitter 

On Aug 30, 2012, at 12:00 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Thanks, Davis, for understanding. Because recruiting regulations preclude us from promoting high school coaches, student athletes, teams, or, in your case, 

the high school association, I don’t feel comfortable saying that this insert into the game program would not cross this line, specifically given the directive 

we received from the NCAA about not "arranging, promoting, etc." the ceremony. I feel this insert would be a promotional item, regardless of thegeneric 

nature of its wording. 

On a positive note, I’m extremely excited that we are being permitted to hold the half time ceremony! I know it’s a tradition that you all, and the recipients 

of the awards, cherish. 

Take care, 

Amy 

A,,n ), [lc,’ ,m ~" ,," 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae~uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Davis Whitfield <davis@..nchsaa.org> 8/29/2012 6:00 PM >>> 

Amy: 

I don’t like this ruling since the story is generic and does not name specific schools, but I also understand your position and the need to take caution. 

We will move forward according to your directive. Thanks for working with us and for the follow up. 

Take care. 

Davis }~ hitfield 
()ori?p?i&sioMe.y 

No!l:h Ca[.:,ii!~. ~ bii..~h Schocq Athi.~[K: Associa[ic.n 

wwwqcbsa~3 orfj 

<Mail Attachment,gif> <Mail Attachment,qif> 

On Aug 28, 2012, at 8:43 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

<Prog Feature 12.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:13 PM 

Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.uncedu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Feifs <cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Pat 

Myers <pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griqcls <kclriqcls@uncaa.uncedu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tailgate Documentation 

Staff, 

I know you know the drill on how we must charge family members of recruits for these meals (aside from PSAs and accompanying parents on official visits), but I’m going to 

remind you anyway. : ) 

We must be careful to charge the actual per person rate for all individuals required to pay for the meal. This includes all catering costs, including food, paper supplies, 

additional catering charges, etc. It will be necessary for you to keep a per game document that identifies all associated costs, along wittn a list of all attendees (clearing 

delineating between those that we covered and those that paid themselves), so that it will be quite clear what the per person cost for the meal is. This documentation should 

accompany the monies to the Business Office for deposit into whatever account you all determine is appropriate. We will then review!approve the documentation through our 

typical review of official/unofficial visit paperwork. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Ttnanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Ellen Cullel 12:19 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Please allow this email to serve as confirmation that the Men’s Lacrosse program has been given approval to host a recruiting "tailgate" in the Men’s Lacrosse Locker Room 

in the Loudermilk Center prior to <each> home football game. 

The lacrosse program will utilize the (flexible) service of Rocky Top for their catering needs. 

No vehicular parking will be made available nor access given to the Ram Head Tunnel or Loudermilk Lot. 

Additionally, during their time in their home locker room, no member of the coaching staff, outside of Coach Breschi, is permitted to access the Blue Zone (i.e. the Concourse 

Club, the Upper Club nor the suite level). Ttne coaching staff also understands ttnat access to the media room will be unavailable during fine entire length of their tailgate. 

The coaching staff agrees to clear the locker roorn no later than 45 minutes prior to kick off (the standard time for all first and second floor visitors), but they will still access 

to the field area for the purpose of recruiting. 

Finally, the men’s lacrosse staff will assume the responsibility of monitoring and admitting recruits through an entrance that should be pre determined and that entrance 

information should be shared with Richie, John Brunner and our Loudermilk parking monitors, John Dubis and Darnck Woods. 

Coach Breschi and I had a more than upbeat conversation about this request and we are in complete agreement ttnat the lacrosse program will abide by the aforementioned 

policies and directions. It would be helpful if the times of the tailgate were shared with all those receiving this email by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the respective 

tnome game. 

We are excited that the affected parties were able to approve this request and we hope this brings positive results for such a deserving team!!! 

Hope all goes well on Saturday and let us know, please, if any future adjustments need to be made! 

GO HEELS! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.uncedu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:26 PM 

Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: DaMatha High School 

Ellen, 
Thanks for letting me know about this. From what I gather, this is about getting the team into the stadium without causing hold ups to the line, right? If that is the intent, and 

all we’re doing is keeping a gate separate for them to facilitate this, then ] do not have any concerns. They will still not receive hard tickets and will be signing in just as all 

other PSAs are we are just working to keep the traffic flow moving. 

So this sounds fine to me. 

Thanks for checking! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Ellen Culler 8/30/2012 2:56 PM >>> 
I think we should make certain that this "special arrangement" is acceptable from a compliance standpoint! 

>> 

> Bernie Williams ¯ ;@yahoo.com > 8/30/2012 2:53 PM > > > 
The biggest issue will probably be that this is thirty minutes into generaJ admission. I suggest that we reserve the spot next to the players’ guest entrance line and those two 

separate gates to bring these recruits into the stadium. We can move two ticket scanners and a ShowPro there temporarily to clear them through and turn them over to 

the tbotboJl staff" There’s enough separate space in that area for 100 people to gather. We should communicate that in advance to these guys. 

tlave a great day! 

Bernie 

From: John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: arphelps@email.unc.edu; 1        ~gmail.com;         ~gmail.com; Sarah Seely,        @gmail.com>; Tim Bennett,              @hotmail.com>; Brian 
Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

<eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett <maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 
<mtouloup@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu>; @yahoo.corn 
Sent: Thursday, August 30, 2012 11:53 AM 
Subject: Fwd: DaMatha High School 

All~ 

Please read the information below and respond with questions and concerns I can relay back to the Football stall" 

John 

>>Ellen B. Culler 
Assistant Athletic Director 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina 
919.962.7855 
ecu]ler@uncaa unc edu 
> Joe Haydon 8/30/’2012 11:38 AM >>> 

John, 
The DaMatl~a ttigh School fbotball team will be attending this weekend’s game. There axe about 100 of them total (including coaches & staff). They will sign in and get 

their recruit tickets at Gate 3 about an hour or so befbre the game. They will also get a ’Tar Heel Ibot’ name tag to wear as well (our general recruits wear a football 

shaped naJne tag). We plan on having a couple members from our slaffmeet them as they come in to gate 3 and then walk them down the slairway in the northwest 

comer of the stadium mtd then onto the field to watch warm-ups. We will have them stay in the area behind the endzone on the north side of the tmmel to in order to keep 
them separated from our regulax recruits that come out and go to the southside of the tunnel. Once our team leaves the field at the 22:00 mark we will take DaMatha 

back up that comer stairway to their seats in section 212. ’][’hen once the band enters, we will move our regular recruits from the southside of the tannel to the northside of 

the tmmel. Could you alel~ Show-][~ros that this tea~l will be conling down the northwest s~tair~-ay a~ld ca~ enter the field....they should all have the tar lleel footbaJ,1 

sticker as a ’credential’ Any thoughts our concerns? 

Thmlks, 

Joe 

Joe [{aydon 

Director c~f t"ootba[1 Operations 
University of North Carc~lina 
p]3ol~le: ( r ~ o c,r~ 91~.84.).zot ~ 
Fax: 9190962.0393 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 8:54 PM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Violation 

C.D., 

We heard back from the NCAA on the text message violation with (when you texted his dad about camp logistics). 

They are requiring us to not have any written or telephonic communication with him for 5 weeks. This means that we (the entire coaching staff) will not be able to 

communicate with him in any manner (not even if he attempts to call you or sends you an email) from September I through October 5th, with permissible contact resuming 
on October 6th. 

Call me tomorrow and let’s discuss the ramifications of this. I didn’t start the 5 weeks until Saturday so that you would be able to send him an email or call him tomorrow (if 

you haven’t already used your call this week) and explain to him that you’ll have to be MIA for 5 weeks. It’s certainly fine for you to explain to him that it’s because of those 

text messages if that helps your explanation up to you. 

I don’t even know if you’re still recruiting this kid or not, so maybe you’re not and this isn’t even an issue. But that’s where we are with it, so let’s talk tomorrow and make sure 

we’re all on the same page. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Kelly <mkelly@theacc.olg> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:33 AM 

Lan7 Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.anc.edu-~; Ben Tafio <btafio@theacc.org>; Tficomi, William T <will tficomi@unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Non-Conference Football Contract (latest edition for the ACC) 

I have no issue with the suggested radio edit being part of an edited version of fine actual template. 

As for dates, if this is with regard to ODU and a potential Oct 12 date, I have no issue with that either but I would suggesl double checking with Coach Fedora and 
B ubba Cunningham. The Coaches and ADs talked a lot in Amelia about keeping non conference games confined to the first four weeks or last tw’o weeks of season. It 

certainly is not a rule or policy by any means because it is sometimes not possible and I obviously will work with whatever nonconference schedule I receive firom the 

collective 14 schools, but I did want to make sure you all are comfortable with whatever dates you choose and the ramifications of having more early season 

contbrence gmnes if you have noncontErence gaines in October. 

Thanks! 

Michael Kelly 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Direct: 336-369-1219 

Mobile: i 
EmaSl: .’@theacc.org 

Twitter: @1 

On Aug 31, 2012, at 5:13 AM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@ancaa amc.edui~ wrote: 

Michael: 

Good morning. 

Could you please review the attached "latest version" (7/16/12) of the ACC’s Non-Conference Football Contract. We have asked our Legal Counsel to 

review the contract (this is our common practice here at UNC with any contract we use), and to offer any suggested edits. He has done so, and we would 

like to know if you have any objection to us incorporating these edits as we move forward in using this contract for our filture non-conference football 

games. Please see the email below. 

Thanks velT much, and we appreciate your assistance. 

Take care, 

Lain.., 

>~> "Tricomi, William T" <__w__i!J___J_J__i__c_’~?_Lr_Li_@__u__r_Lc_:_e_d__t!> 8/30/2012 11:02 AM >>> 

Attached is a revised draft showing our edits in Track Changes. Please check the language I added regarding audio internet broadcasts, and let me 

know if any changes should be made. If the ACC would prefer that we use an addendum rather than editing this ACC template, we could create an 

addendum i~stead. 

"Provided, however, the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast of the Game on the Visiting Institution’s official 

website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio network." 

Thanks, 
Will 
W:IIiar.n T. ’Yrk’emi 

Associate Liniveu~ily Counsel 
Ti;e Unive,~sity of No,qh Careiina at Ch;~pel Hiii 
’i 10 Byeum Hall, Campus [Sex 9105 

Ci;al)~.’} Hill NC 27599-9105 

phone: 919°843-5329 

iax: 9’[ 9~843~’i6’i 7 

ern;~il: will tricomi(@u~;c,ed~ 

<ACC Non-conference FootballCompetition Agreement (00059555-2).DOCX> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 7:38 AM 

Michael Kelly < m kelly@theacc.org > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Ben Tario <btario@theacc.org>; Tricomi, William T <will_tricomi@unc.edu>; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Non-Conference Football Contract (latest edition for the ACC) 

Thanks very much, Michael. 
As we have discussed so often, I am a big supporter of the first 4 weeks of the season being for non conference games. 

Rick, Vince, and I shall discuss and get with Coach and Bubba. 

Take care, 
Larry 

> > > "Kelly, Michael" < mkelly@theacc.org > 8/31/2012 7:33 AM > > > 

I have no issue with the suggested radio edit being part of an edited version of the actual template. 

As for dates, if this is with regard to ODU and a potential Oct 12 date, I have no issue with that either but Iwould suggest double checking with Coach Fedora and Bubba 

Cunningham. The Coaches and ADs talked a lot in Amelia about keeping non conference games confined to the first four weeks or last two weeks of season. It certainly is not 

a rule or policy by any means because it is sometimes not possible and I obviously will work with whatever nonconference schedule I receive from the collective 14 schools, 

but I did want to make sure you all are comfortable with whatever dates you choose and the ramifications of having more early season conference games if you have 

nonconference games in October. 

Thanks! 

Michael Kelly 

Senior Associate Commissioner 

Atlantic Coast Conference 

Direct: 336 369 1219 

Mobile: 

Email: .’@theacc.org 
Twitter: @ 

On Aug 31, 2012, at 5:13 AM, "Larry Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael: 

Good morning. 

Could you please review the attached "latest version" (7/16/12) of the ACC’s Non Conference Football Contract. We have asked our Legal Counsel to review the 

contract (this is our common practice here at UNC with any contract we use), and to offer any suggested edits. He has done so, and we would like to know if 

you have any objection to us incorporating these edits as we move forward in using this contract for our future non conference football games, Please see the 

email below. 

Thanks very much, and we appreciate your assistance. 

Take care, 

Larry 

> > > "Tricomi, William T" <will tricomi@__u__n___c_~_e___d__u_.> 8/30/2012 11:02 AM > > > 

Attached is a revised draft showing our edits in Track Changes. Please check the language I added regarding audio internet broadcasts, and let me know 

if any changes should be made. If the ACC woumd prefer that we use an addendum rather tha~ editing this ACC tempmate, we could create an addendum 

instead. 

"Provided, however, the Visiting Institution shall have the right to distribute an audio internet broadcast of the Game on the Visiting Institution’s official 

website if produced by the Visiting Institution’s normal recurring radio network," 

Thanks, 
Will 

Wiiii~m T. "[’dc,’~mi 

Assod~te L!nive~si~y Cou,n, sel 

The Unive~÷,ity of No4h Carolina at Ci;apei Hill 
110 Bymim Haii, Carnpus Box 9105 
Ch~pel Hiii, ~’.iO 27599..9195 

phone: 919-843~5329 

%x: 919-843o1617 

emaii: will tricomi@unc.edu 

<ACC Non conference FootbalICompetition Agreement (00059555 2).DOCX> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:42 AM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Direct Message to 1st yearjunior college SA 

Tracey, 

Phone calls and e mails (direct messages) are permissible. Just make sure you follow the same guidelines as with any other recruit. 

Just keep in mind that there are some specific rules around contacting a first year student in junior college. (Bylaw 12.11.2, below) 

13.1.1.2 Two-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. 

A prospective student-athlete who was not a qualifier as defined in Bylaw 14.02.11.1 and who is enrolled in the first year of a two-year college may 

not be contacted in person on or off an institution’s campus for recruiting purposes. 

> > > Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa,unc.edu > 8/31/2012 9:01 AM > > > 

Hello Tom is it permissible for us to direct message a prospect who is now in there first year of junior college? I am on brain freeze right now. Thanks Tracey 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 9:43 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Violation 

It’s not an issue; we have not spoken to him in months. He was AJ’s contact and AJ is no longer with us. We are no longer recruiting him and he will not call us. 

Perhaps there is some confusion, my issue was witb , not 

CD, 

>>> Amy Herman 8/30/2012 8:54 PM >>> 

C.D., 
We heard back from the NCAA on the text message violation with (when you texted his dad about camp logistics). 

They are requiring us to not have any written or telephonic communication with him for 5 weeks. This means that we (the entire coaching staff) will not be able to 

communicate with him in any manner (not even if he attempts to call you or sends Vou an email) from September 1 throuqh October 5th, with permissible contact resuming 
on October 6th. 

Call me tomorrow and let’s discuss the ramifications of this. I didn’t start the 5 weeks until Saturday so that you would be able to send him an email or call him tomorrow (if 

you haven’t already used your call this week) and explain to him that you’ll have to be MIA for 5 weel<s, It’s certainly fine for you to explain to him that it’s because of those 

text messages if that helps your explanation up to you. 

I don’t even know if you’re still recruiting this kid or not, so maybe you’re not and this isn’t even an issue. But that’s where we are with it, so let’s talk tomorrow and make sure 

we’re all on the same page. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 31, 2012 10:17 AM 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Violation 

Bummer. I deciphered the NCAA’s coding wrnnn in the letter! It IS        that they put the additinal penalty on. That’s what I get for trying to be productive at 9p at night. So 
take everything I said below and apply it to        So give me a call when you get a chance, 

> > > C D Mock 8/31/2012 9:42 AM > > > 
It’s not an issue; we have not spoken to him in months. He was AJ’s contact and AJ is no longer with us. We are no longer recruiting him and he will not call us. 

Perhaps there is some confusion, my issue was with , not 

C,D. 

>>> Amy Herman 8/30/2012 8:54 PM >>> 

C.D,, 
We heard back from the NCAA on the text message violation with (when you texted his dad about camp logistics). 

They are requiring us to not have any written or telephonic communication with him for 5 weeks. This means that we (the entire coaching staff) will not be able to 

communicate with him in any manner (not even if he attempts to call you or sends you an email) from September 1 through October 5th, with permissible contact resuming 
on October 6ttn. 

Call me tomorrow and let’s discuss the ramifications of this. I didn’t start the 5 weeks until Saturday so that you would be able to send him an email or call him tomorrow (if 

you haven’t already used your call this week) and explain to him that you’ll have to be MIA for 5 weeks, It’s certainly fine for you to explain to him that it’s because of those 

text messages if that helps your explanation up to you. 

I don’t even know if you’re still recruiting ttnis kid or not, so maybe you’re not and this istYt even an issue. But that’s where we are wittn it, so let’s talk tomorrow and make sure 

we’re all on the same page. 

Ttnanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 1:14 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Holman <bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 

< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs < cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sara Koenig 

<skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy <stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermansQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Tailgate Documentation 

Thanks Amy 

Coach Feifs is all over it! 

We appreciate your help and assistance with this. 

Have a safe weekend. 

Joe 

>>> Amy Herman 8/30/2012 8:13 PM >>> 

Men’s Lacrosse Staff, 

I know you know the drill on how we must charge family members of recruits for these meals (aside from PSAs and accompanying parents on official visits), but i’m going to 

remind you anyway. : ) 

We must be careful to charge the actual per person rate for all individuals required to pay for the meal. This includes all catering costs, including food, paper supplies, 

additional catering charges, etc. It will be necessary for you to keep a per game document that identifies all associated costs, along with a list of all attendees (clearing 

delineating between those that we covered and those that paid themselves), so that it will be quite clear what the per person cost for the meal is. This documentation should 

accompany the monies to the Business Office for deposit into whatever account you all determine is appropriate. We will then review/approve the documentation through our 

typical review of official/unofficial visit paperwork. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Ellen Culler 8/30/2012 12:19 PM >>> 

Good afternoon, 
Please allow this email to serve as confirmation that the Men’s Lacrosse program has been given approval to host a recruiting "tailgate" in the Men’s Lacrosse Locker Room 

in the Loudermilk Center prior to <each> home football game. 

The lacrosse program will utilize the (flexible) service of Rocky Top for their catering needs. 

No vehicular parking will be made available nor access given to the Ram Head Tunnel or Loudermilk Lot, 

Additionally, during their time in their home locker room, no member of the coaching staff, outside of Coach Breschi, is permitted to access the Blue Zone (i.e. the Concourse 

Club, the Upper Club nor the suite level). The coaching staff also understands that access to the media room will be unavailable during the entire length of their tailgate. 

The coaching staff agrees to clear the locker room no later than 45 minutes prior to kick off (the standard time for all first and second floor visitors), but they will still access 

to the field area for the purpose of recruiting. 

Finally, the men’s lacrosse staff will assume the responsibility of monitoring and admitting recruits through an entrance that should be pre determined and that entrance 

information should be shared with Richie, John Brunner and our Loudermilk parking monitors, John Dubis and Darrick Woods, 

Coach Breschi and [ had a more than upbeat conversation about this request and we are in complete agreement that the lacrosse program will abide by the aforementioned 

policies and directions. It would be helpful if the times of the tailgate were shared with all those receiving this email by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday preceding the respective 

home game. 

We are excited that the affected parties were able to approve this request and we hope this brings positive results for such a deserving team!!! 

Hope all goes well on Saturday and let us know, please, if any future adjustments need to be made! 

GO HEELS! 

Ellen 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 
919.962,7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, I 3:00 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Owaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Folks, 

thanks, 
~Beth 

has a meeting already scheduled from 9:30 10:30 on but has the rest of the day open. What other times on are you available to meet? 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

~email.unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting 

As of right now anytime EXCEPT 11:45 AM to 1:30 PM! Thank you. 

>>> Beth Miller 3:00 PM >>> 

Folks, 
las a meeting already scheduled from 9:30 10:30 on 

thanks, 
~Beth 

, but has the rest of the day open. What other times or are you available to meet? 



From: Andrew Sapp <masapp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 3:51 PM 

To: ~email .unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

. Not a great way to stalnt the labor day weekend, but hopethlly I will be out by Sunday aM able to travel with the team on Wednesday. 

Enjoy your first UNC J 

Andrew Sapp 

UNC Golf 

On at 3:48 PM, > wrote: 

Andrew, 



GAME DAY SUPERVISORS - ELON - 9/1/12 

Coordinator 

Gate 1 

Gate 2 

Gate 3 

Blue Zone North 

Pope Box 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Adam Phelps 

Ray Shearon, Grant Leiendecker 

Stephen Boyd, Peter Chalfin, Jimmy Roberson, 
Tracy Harris (check-in) 

Tim Bennett, Greg Lewinter, Bernie Williams 

Charlie Jones, Shauna Turner 

Tar Heel Athletic Hospitality - Taren Cherry 

Kathy Duffy (Sections 100-105/106) 
Kelly Davis (Sections 106/107-111/112) 

Kim Murray, (Sections 200-205/206) 
Kyle Milks (Sections 206/207-212) 

Coordinator 

Gate 5 

Gate 6 

Blue Zone South 

Usher Lower 

Usher Upper 

Mezzanine 

West End Zone 

Janis Matson 

Stacey Harris (Show Pros: Alan Braswell & James Hamm) 

, Patrick Varker, Angle King (check-in) 

Chad Zwierlein 

Vickie Wilkins & Donna Cox (Sections 121/122 -131) 

Suzette Lugo, Tim Kelly 

Cliff Decker, Sol Ellis 

Walter Holt 

Game Day Manager 

Coordinator 

TV’ & Visiting Team Liaison 

Southeast Corner 

Northeast Corner 

West End Zone Tunnel 

Clint Gwaltney 

Gary Burns 

John Brunner 

John Dubis 

Darrick Woods 

Stoney 

Ticket Reps 
Gate 1: 
Gate 2: 
Gate 3: 
Gate 5: 
Gate 6: 
Blue Zone South: 
Blue Zone North: 
Will Call Drop off: 
Recruit Check in: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: meeting 

Thanks, Vince. I’ll get back with you when I get everyone’s times. 
~Beth 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/31/2012 3:49 PM > > > 

Currently, rely time after 2 pin. Thanks Beth. 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiler@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,. _          3:00 PI 
To: Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; John Montgomery; Rick Steinbacher 
Subject: meeting 

Folks, 

thanks, 

~Beth 

has a meeting already scheduled from 9:30 10:30 on Sept. 13, but has the rest of the day open. What other times on Sept. 13 are you available to meet? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:55 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

Before noon would be better for me I look forward to our meeting. 
Hope you and your family enjoy labor day 
Sam 

Sam Paul 

On at 6:12 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Wednesday, would be a good day for me I currently could meet any time before noon and also early afternoon. I’m copying 
well. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: SamPaN [mailto:spaul@uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, ~ 5:42 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: ?uff-8’?B’?UmU6II:Rlbm5pcy[3Qcm9kdWNOII:R[c3Rpbmcgd21OaCBV’lTdVi ?> 
> What time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week. 
> Thanks 
> Sam 
> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Or at 5:25 PM, "IHe, Vince" <ille@emaihunc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thinking maybe 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

to see if that day might work for him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know Thanks and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@ UFIc.odu~> 

Friday, 10:47 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 

I’d love to come by Just let me know the time that works best for both of you. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:12 PM; "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

> Wednesday, would be a good day for me I currently could meet any time beJ2~re noon and also early afternoon. I’m copyin~ 
well 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Sam Paul [mailto:spaul(a)uncaa unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, 5:42 PM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Subject: Re: Tennis Product Testing with UNC 
> 

> What time and what day would be best for you I’m in all week 
> Thanks 
> Sam 
> Sam Paul 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 5:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@cmail.unc. edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Sounds good. Do you have time to get together next week sometime? I was thit~zing mayb~ 
hope you enjoy the holiday weekend. 

to see if that day might work for him as 

and I could come out there if you are available. Please just let me know. Thanks and 



FFOITI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Copelmad, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopelaud@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:56 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edw*; Ille, Vmce <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tom Timmemlans <limmennans a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

Hi Vince, 

The appeals are heard by members of the Comrnittee on Scholarships & Student Aid. This committee is appointed by the CbanceUor, and current membership can be 

found by following this Unk: http://facc~un.unc.edu/c~mmittees~2/a~p~inted~c~mmittees/sch~arships~awards-and-student~aid~c~mmittee/ 

Charles Daye, Law Professor, has chaired each appeal I have done (since 2003). In general, if a student has a signed statement indicating they understand a 

scholarship will not be renewed t present Profl-_~ssor Day~:_~ with the stud~:_~nt’s app~-_~al and he prepares a response h:~r the student In g~-_~neral, appeals ar~-_~ not tak~-_~n 

before the full cornmitt~:_u:, if the student: has documentation on fih:_~ acknowledging it will be t:errninated. [ can also recall an inst:ance where a disciplinary contract 

was signed and the student proceeded to do many of the things he agreed he would not, and Prot:essor Daye responded directly to that request without calUng 

parties before the t:ult committee. The only instance where I can imagine we would take such an appeal to the fuU committee is if the student were to allege he/she 

were forced to sign the statement or that it was a forged signature. 

Jackie 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:20 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Co: Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

i will forward this on to Jackie in the Scholarship Office, as she coordinates these appeals for their office. We aren’t involved in that process. Jackie, can you respond on this? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~ )__a_~j~)__u__~£_a___a_:__u__~£:_t;_d__X ! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:17 AM > > > 

OK, that’s good. Who are the members (and who is "the Chair) of the committee that hear appeals by student-athletes tbr reductions, cancellations and non-renewals? 

This isn’t something I need to know now, just whenever you can. ’I’hmlks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwith this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his!her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his!her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

V) nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

FYI 



> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 
(c) 
(0 919.962.0393 
awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 5:26 PM 

[hcnl~athletic@ ~k~L unc .edu 

Joy Renner - TeaJn Assignmenks 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if he!she had any, in particular 

sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number of teams for each 

committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is the list of 

teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (I have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their entire 

experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
Joy J. Ren~er, M.A, ~[(R), FAEIRS 
Assoc:iat~_¯ Professor ~md [3[r~_~ctor 
Un[w-~rsity of North Carolina at C~apel HHi 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduri~nt Hi~il 
321.-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_d Hill, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-956-5147Desk 

Cell 

91.9-956-e951 Fa~ 

-.CQNFIDENT~AUTY NOTICE: This e-ni:lq mess:ice, i!~c:lud[ng :lti:achments, if a!W, is inter!deal onb/for the .-person or entity to whk:h [t is addressed and may cor!l:ain .,’:onfhden[[ai and/or 

pr[vqeged mater[ill. A!W -.--un;~uti~orized review, use, disciosure or d[s[r[butk)n :s prohibil:ed. If you are not the intended recip[eni:, please co!~tiic:[ the! sender by reply e-maq and 

destroy all copies of the or:g[nal message. 

Entail correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third parties by an 

authorized state officia~ (INCGS, oh, I32), Student educationa~ records are subject to FERPA° 

[see attachment: "Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

Attachments: 

Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx 

/ ’][’his automatic notification message was sent by The Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (_llt_![?__s:!)t~_*_¢~Lu__~:c_:__e__d_~_p_?_r__m__J__) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:24 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry 

Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Balien <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Crowe < mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and ] discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 
As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 
the non Olympic Games sports. 
Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively communicate this to the sport programs not included. 
Thanks, 
Rick 

> > > Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM > > > 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy tiffs year that would involve each of your teams and I was hoping and to get 

your approval and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team mid the women’s 

basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more extx)sure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s participation in both the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact per~m on your staff’to help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to tbllow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the Late Night Olympics axe still in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your team might wish to be involved. Feel free to call me on my cell phone at or email me if you have any queslions. Also feel free to contact 

Rachel Penny with any ques~tions in the marketing department at rfpenny@uncaa.nnc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 6:35 PM 

Maxtina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Business Office Tinkling Session 

Thanks for clarifying. With all that is going on, I am going to pass. I really appreciate yon letting me know. 

Clint 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 6:06 PM, "Martina Ballen" <mbaJlen@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cliut and Vince, 
I believe that you indicated that you would come to the business office training session tomorrow, but I wanted you to see the agenda to determine if you 

want to attend. The session will be focused more on procedures for handling the different types of transactions in our office. It is &signed for the 

adminis~trative assistants who typically handle the paperwork. 

MaNna 

<IMAGE.BMP-> 
Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The Universi/y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Off’ice (919) 962-2715 

Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

!_@_ _a_[[t_~L@._u n c a a. ~n c .edu 

<UNC Athletic Business Office Training Session Agenda.docx> 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:25 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; John Blmlchaxd <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

P,2;: Admissions Information 

Hi Harlis, 

It was nice to meet you this afternoon. Thank you for your good questions/cornrnents. 

As you may have seen from my "out of office" message, I’m officially on vacation until Tuesday, September 4, I am then "on the road" talking with NC high school counselors 
September 5 7, ] apologize for asking you to wait but could we get together the week of September 10th? What dates and times work for you? 

I look forward to working with you and am eager to help you learn more about the student athlete admissions process at UNC. 

Welcome back to UNC, 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Adrnissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From: Harlis Meaders [mailto:meaders@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:20 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Admissions Information 

Ms. Poll<, 
Thanks for taking time out of your schedule to speak to me and the other head coaches today. As the new guyiwould like for you to meet with me and the rest of my staff. 

We are willing to work around your schedule but would like to me as soon as possible. On Thursday we are open from 2 5pm. 

Coach Meaders 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 8:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner- Team Assignments 

Terrific’. Thales for the team effort pulling all this together. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:40 PIVl, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?l)email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thanks Joy. I have a staffmember t?om our office collecting the team GPA information and the normal practice times for each sport. I hope to have "the 

thct sheets k~ you by the end of the day Thur~tay. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:26 PM 

To: f_a___c__u__t~_a__t__h_!__e__tj__c__s_@_s_~__k__a_j_~_u___n__c_,__e___d__u_. 
Subject: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if hei,she had any, in 

particular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number 

of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is 

the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (l have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their 

entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
.log .f. Rennet, M,0,,, RT(R), FAEIRS 
ASSOC[~1:~! PFo~essoP ~iDd Director 

Uniw!rsil:y of NoM:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB ~71.30 U]’,~C-CH ~ondci!’ant Hall 
32~-is. Sotlti~ Columbia St, 
Ci~apel Hill, NC 27599.-7].30 

9 !9-.9615-.5~ 47Desk 

Cell 

9 !9-.9615-.5951. Fax 

-CONFEf)ENTIAI.ITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, inclciding al:taciwnents, if ;~n% is intended only for the -p,,’erson or entity to wi~k:h i[ is addressed and may contain 

confider!l:ial and/or privileged mal:erial. Any -.--cinauthorized review, use, disclosure or d[51:ribution is proi~ibited. If you are not [he [rltended recipient, please ,::orll:act l:he 

sender by reply e-maii arid desi:rov all copies of the original message, 

Eroail eorrespo~�tence te and froro this address roay be s~bject to the North Carolina P~blic Records laN an¢t may be �tisdosed to tbir¢t par[ies 

bf a~ aett~od~ed state official (NCGS, eta, 132), Student ed~cationM records are s~bjeet to FffRI~A, 

[see attachment: "Team Assigranent 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 b~es] 

Attaclmaeats: 

Team A ssignment 2012 2013.docx 

This automatic notification message was sere by The UniveBity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:/isakai.unc.edulportal) from the FaculO’ Athletics 

Committee site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:28 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Michael Crowe < mcrowe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

Rick and Eric: 

This is great concept!idea and know it will be well received by both our student athletes and fans. 

One thought ~ just to be sure, it would be good if you run the idea by the compliance staff (Amy) about "competition" between the M&W basketball teams and other teams 

~ we don’t want this fun stuff to bleed over in what could be considered organized competition, which could be contrary to NCAA rules ~ it’s good to be sure! 

Thanks and best of luck with this plan for Late Night With Roy. 

Larry 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/21/2012 6:23 PM > > > 
All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and I discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports, 

Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively communicate this to the sport programs not included. 

Thanks, 
Rick 

>>> Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams and I was hoping and to get 

your approval and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night ruth Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team and the women’s 
basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may oNy need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire temn would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be re~nTed and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have gmnes, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s paNcipation in both the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact person on your staffto help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to follow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the Late Night Olympics are fftill in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your team might rash to be involved. Feel free to call me on my cell phone at or email me if you have any questions. Also feel free to contact 

Rachel PenW with any questions in the marketing department at rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 
Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Meffs Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:37 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <\loyRenne@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner- Team Assignments 

’I’hmlks for all your work on this. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

¯ " v " < :v On Aug 21,2012, at 5.26 PM, J% J Renner Jo,’ Renner(/~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if he/she had any, in 

particular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of participation so there is some variance in the number 

of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The document is 

the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (l have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes and their 

entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
JoyJ. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Univers[ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schooi of Medicine 
C[3 #7130 UNC-CI-I [3onduran,: Hall 
322-A Souti~ Columbia SL 
Ci~apel Hili, NC 27599-7130 

91.9-96S-5 J.dTDesk 
Cell 

91.9-96S-6951 I:ax 
--CONI:~DENTIALIW NOiI(-E: [i~,i_ e-n-~ail m~_~ssag~_% including attaci~m~_mts, if any, is intended only for the_¯ -person or enti%, to wi~ich it is address~_~d and ma~, contal n 
confidential and/or privileged rllateria], Any --.-unauthorized review, use, disclosure oF distribution is proiqbited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply ~_~-maii and destroy ail copies of the_¯ original message. 
Email correspondence ta and from this address may be subject to the INa~±h Carolina Public Reeards ~aw a~d may be disclosed to third pa~±ies 

by a~ authorized state effieiM (NCGS, oh, 132), Student educatianM reeards are subject to FERPA, 

[see atlachment: "Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

Attachments: 

Team A ssignment 2012 2013.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill (https://sakai.unc.edu,’porbd) from the Facul~ Athletics 

Committee site. 
> ) You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace t references¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:58 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Joy Renner- Team Assignments 

Thmlks. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 8:41 PM, ’Wince Ille" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is working on collecting this. We only have a couple of things left. 

From: Renner, Joy J 

Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 
Terrific! Thanks for the team effort pulling all this together. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:40 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Joy. I have a staffmember from our office collecting the team GPA inibnnation and the normal practice times for each sv)rt. I hope 

to have the fact sheets to you by the end of the day Thursday. 

Vince 

From: Rennet, _loy.l [mailto:.]oy Renner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:26 PM 
To: La_c_ _uJ_ _W_ _a_ _t_ bJ _e2j _c_ _s_ _@_ _s_ _a_ _ _k _aj ,_ _u_ _n_ _ _c_ = _ _e_ _d_ _ _u- 
Subject: Joy Renner - Team Assignments 

I finally found a few minutes to complete the team assignments for the committee members. Each member submitted interests, if 

he/she had any, in parUcular sports. Some sports are more complex either through number of players or types of parUdpation so there 

is some variance in the number of teams for each committee member. 

You will find the team assignments on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials and then Team Information. The 

document is the list of teams and assignments and the folder will be populated with the fact sheets for each team. 

I hope to receive the team information sheets this week so you will have a little time to familiarize yourself with your teams. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. (I have attached the document to this email as well) 

Thank you again for your time, attention, and efforts toward building a strong University community that embraces our student athletes 

and their entire experience here, both in academics and athletics. 

Joy 
Joy J, Rennet, M.A., RT{R); FAEIRS 
Asso.::ia[e Professor and Director 
Universi[y of North CaroFna at Chapel Hiil 
Sci~ool ..’)~ Medici!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
321-.A Soul:h Columbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7i30 

919-965-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-965-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-raaii message, [ndudir!g a:Aachmer!ts, if any, is i!~.ended only for ,:he -person or e!~.ity ~.o which it is addressed and may 

contain con[ider!tial and/or privileged material, Any ---unauLhorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is proh[biEed, If you are not the [nEended 

recip[e!~t, please con~.ao: the sender by reply" e-!’r, ail and des~.ro,i all copies of Uqe original message, 

Ernai~ correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the INor[l~ Carolina Pubffc Records law and may be disclosed to 

third pa~±ies by an authorize~! state official (INCG$, oh, £32), Student educatio~M recor~ls are subject to FgRPA, 

[see attachment: "Team Assig~maent 2012 2013.docx", size: 13631 bytes] 

A ’ttachments: 

Team Assignment 2012 2013.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the 

Faculty Athletics Committee site. 

You cm~ modil}’ how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Montgomery 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

~@yahoo.com> 

sent to wrong address yesterday ..... 

has given $400 lifetime and has not purchased season tickets. The email on the accountLwhich is inactive) is 
address 

Sent from ray iPhone 

2~mail.unc.edu. That is usually a student email 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Mitchell <cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mick Hokanson < m hokanso@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Perkins < m perkins@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Softball Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

The Softball Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Thursday, August 30th, at 9:45a in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all of your 

student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:42 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sara Anundsen <anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker 

< drewp@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Max Norris < norris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly Streett 

<sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp <tphillips@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting 

All, 

The M and W Tennis Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Tuesday, August 28th, at 2:45p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all 

of your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Brian and Sam, I know you each might have a student athlete or two who has class until 3:15p that day. These student athletes should plan to come to the meeting 

immediately after their class. We are having a session with our Track team at 3:30p that they should plan to attend to fulfill this requirement. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 10:27 PM 

Paul Pogge < ~gmail.com> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Task Force on Minors on Campus 

You will get to know a lot of people here and it will serve us well. 

Thanks for volunteering. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Carney>, Bruce Carney <bruce@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:53 PM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu> 

Cc: "Hunt, Andrew" <.h___u___n___a___n____@__.___e___m____a__!Lu___n__c__:_e___d___u__>, "p_p___o_gg_e____@____u___n__c__a___a__=__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_" <p__p__9_gg_e____@___u___n__£_a___a_:__u___n__c__=_e___d___u_.>, "llle, Vince" <!_[Le____@____e___m____a_!_[:__u___n__£:__e___d___u_> 

Subject: RE: Task Force on Minors on Campus 

Many thanks~ ~.~ubba, and welcom~-:~ t.:_~ the effort, Paul, 

<]--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]-->Bruce 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:32 PM 
To: Carney, Bruce William 

Cc: Hunt, Andrew; ppogqe@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Task Force on Minors on Campus 

Dear Bruce, 

Thank you very much for your letter regarding the Task Force on Minors on Campus. Our new Associate Athletic Director, Paul Pogge, has been charged with the 

responsibilities of summer camps and risk assessment as it relates to various issues throughout the athletic department. Paul will be an excellent addition to the 

Task Force and will serve as our liaison. 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate in this Task Force. It is an important group that will provide keen insight to an obviously critical issue. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MaNna Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 11:30 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Business Office Training Session 

Vince, 

We can definitely do that for you. I’ll ,set something up. 

MaNna 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 7:33 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaJl.anc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[eMit]--> 

Thanks Martina. If the intended purpose is to help the administrative assist~xlts, then I should probably not attend. Maybe there will be some other 

opportunity in the thture for you and your staff’to provide us ruth some more general training or information regarding your office’s policie~ procedures 

and or functions. Thanks for inviting me. 

Vinco 

From: Martina Ballen [mailto:mballen@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:06 PM 
To: Ille, Vince; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject-" Business Office Training Session 

Clint and Vince, 
I believe that you indicated that you would come to the business office training session tomorrow, but I wanted you to see the agenda to determine if you 
want to attend, The session will be focused more on procedures for handling the different types of transactions in our office, It is designed for the 
administrative assistants who typically handle the paperwork. 
Martina 
<imageOO2,jpg > 
Mnrtina K. Ballen 

Senior Associa/e Director of Athletics arid CFO 

The Univ~-si/y of North Cmolina at Chapel ttill 

PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Office (919) 962-2715 

Cell, 
Fax (919) 962-0125 

m b allen(O~ll n c~ a.url c .e d~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:40 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; _~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Volunteer and part time staff 

We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 

Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 
John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O, Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

vcww.goheels.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 8:56 AM 

~hcultyathlefi cs~ ~kaL unc .edu 

Joy Renner - Committee tbcus topics 

Good morning! 

I have uploaded the committee member assignments for the focus topics for this coming year. As with the team assignments, I reviewed your preferences and 

considered other committee involvement for some of you. New members of the committee have one area of focus and returning members have two areas of 

focus. ~ have attached the document to this emai~ and posted it on the Sakai committee site under Athletics Committee Materials. 

As I mentioned this summer, this does not exclude anyone from participating in reviews of a topic prior to our monthly meetings. This structure just provides us 

with assurance that someone on the committee has his/her attention focused on a particular area so nothing drops through cracks during very busy times. I ft 

recognize we all have busy academic lives and this committee work must find its way into your schedule and effort priorities. While I need everyone’s attention, 

expertise, and wisdom in each and every monthly meeting, you will find that you are not "on" for each meeting in terms of developing discussion points. The 

framework for discussions will be coming next, when I find a few minutes to work on it. 

At our first meeting, Sept 4 we will develop our discussion questions and information needs related to each topic. This will provide each committee member 

direction related to becoming the committee expert on your focused topic(s). 

As always, questions and comments are very welcome. 

Joy 

Jo,l J. Ren!~er~ M.A,, RT(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh’ector 
Urwversib/ of Nor[h Ca!’oEina a[ Chapel Hqi 

School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
~21-A Sou[h Coiumbia St, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-966-514.7Desk 
Cell 

919-966-6951 Fax 
-CQNFIDENTb~,L~TY NOTICE: ]Ibis e-mail message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments H: a!W, is intended oniy for [}ae -person or en[ity [o which it is addressed and may contain confiden[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material, A!W ---unau J~o!’[zed !’eview, use, d[sciosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohib[ted, I, you are no~ the ha[ended !’ecip[ent, please co!~[ac[ [he sender b,i reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the ori#,qnal raessa~e, 
Email correspendence to a~l from tlhis a~l~lress may be subject to tl~e No~th Caro~b~a Public Reco~Iris law and ~ay be di~losed to tl~ird parties by an 
authorized state effieiM (NICGS, eb. Lt32). Student educationM records are subject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 2103.docx", size: 13491 b~tes] 

This automatic notification message was sent by The Universib, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (https:i/sakai.uuc.eduipo~J) from the Faculty Athletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Pret~rences. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:31 AM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Grant, Arron J <ajgrant@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cary Kolat <kolat@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

~gmail.com; Kyle Kiss ~ @gmail.com >; Trevor Chinn <tjchinn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Wrestling Fall Compliance Meeting 

It is on our team calendar. Thank you. 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(9:1_9) 962-5212 

>>> Amy Herman 8/21/2012 9:33 PM >>> 

All, 
The Wrestling Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Thursday, September 6th, at 3:30p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all of 

your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <:Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10: I 1 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Sorry for the confusion Vince. It is my understanding from gubba that he wants you and Harold to a12end the meetings. You are on the Sakai site for the 

c~mmi12ee so you have access to all the c~mmi12ee materials and information induding the list of meetings scheduled for the year‘ If you talk with Bubba and 

has changed his mind., h:~L m~:_~ know and t can taD-:~ you off the r.:_~ster for the (:ommiLte~:_~ this y~-:~ar, 

f have notified Larry Galio atld Joht) Nanchard and Marie Ciocco 1:hal this year they are not expecb:_~d to attetld the meetings, Sorry I did net notify you that w~-_~ 

were expecting you_,.,I guess I thought Bubba had mentioned it. Again, I apologize t:or the oversight and lack o1: l:ollo’,g:hrough. 

ff you have any problems accessing the Sakai site or have questions, let me know, 

Welcome to FAC! 

,l oy 
Joy J. Rer!!~er, M.A., RT(R), FAE~RS 
Ass,:)c[ate Pr,:)h~ssor ar!d Director 
University of North Carolina at Ci~apel Hill 
School of Medi(:[ne 
CB #7J.30 UNC-CH B,:)ndurar!t Hall 
B2I-A Sou[h Coiumbia St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919@56-51,1.7Desk 
Cell 

919@56-8951 Fax 
-CONFIDENF~AUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message~ [!~clud[ng a[tachments H: a!w, is inter!deal oniy for [he -person or en[ity [o which [t is addressed and may car!rain conf[den[iai and/or 
pr[vdeged material. Any ---unau J~orized review, use, disclosure or dis[r[buJon is [: rohibited. I, you are no. the in[ended recipient, please con[ac[ d~e sender by reply e-mad and 
destroy all copies of the original raessa~e. 
Email correspondence to a~d from this address may be subject to the North Caro~b~a Public Reco~Ida law and ~ay be di~losed to third parties b’~ an 

authori~e~JJ state officiM (NC6S, oh. :t32). Student educationM records are sub~ect to FERPA, 

From-" Ille, Vince 
Seat= Wednesday, August 22, 20:[2 :[0:04 AM 
To: Renner, .]oy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 

Thanks Joy. You refbrence the September 4 meeting in your message below. Do you plan to have Bubba, t iarold and/or I artend fl]ese meetings on a regular basis or 

only when invited? I just want to be sure that I don’t miss meetings I’in expected to attend. We really appreciate your effol~s to lead the committee. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy J [mailto:.loy...Renner@med.unc.edul 

Sent-" Wednesday, August 22, 20:[2 8:56 AlVl 

To" facultyathlet!~@sa ka!:~nc:ed~ 
Subject-" Joy Renner - Committee focus topics 
Good morning! 

I have uploaded the committee member assignments for the focus topics for this coming year. As with the team assignments, I reviewed your preferences and 

considered other committee involvement for some of you. New members of the committee have one area of focus and returning members have two areas of 

focus. ~ have attached the document to this emai~ and posted it on the Sakai committee site under Athletics committee Materials. 

As I mentioned this summer, this does not exclude anyone from participating in reviews of a topic prior to our monthly meetings. This structure just provides us 

with assurance that someone on the committee has his/her attention focused on a particular area so nothing drops through cracks during very busy times. I ft 

recognize we all have busy academic lives and this committee work must find its way into your schedule and effort priorities. While I need everyone’s attention, 

expertise, and wisdom in each and every monthly meeting, you will find that you are not "on" for each meeting in terms of developing discussion points. The 

framework for discussions will be coming next, when I find a few minutes to work on it. 

At our first meeting, Sept 4 we will develop our discussion questions and information needs related to each topic. This will provide each committee member 

direction related to becoming the committee expert on your focused topic(s). 

As always, questions and comments are very welcome. 

Joy 

Jo~, .I. Renn~_% M.A. EI(R), F.a,E~RS 
Associate Professor and Dh-ector 

University of North Caroiina at Ci?apel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hail 
B2!-A South Coiumbia St. 
Chapei Hill NC ’~7r99 "’~’ "’" ~. 2). _ -.1 j.bk~ 

919-9,’-~ 6-.5147Desk 
Cell 

919-9,’-~ 6-.t~ 951 Fax 
-CONFIDENi~AL~TY NOTICE: ]his ~_~--mail message, includh-~g attachments, if a~?y, is intended oniv for the -person or ~_mtity to which it is addressed and may £oRtaJl3 confidentiai and/or 
privileged material. Any -----unauti~orized revie’¢,i, Lise, disciosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-.l-~ail and 
destroy all copies of the_¯ original m~_~ssag~_¯ 
Email correspondence to arid from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to third ~ad:ies by an 
authorized state official (NCGS, oh, :~32), Student educational records are s~bject to FERPA, 

[see attachment: "FAC Focus Topics 2012 - 210~ .docx. size: 13491 bytes] 

Attachment: 

FACFocusTopics 2012 - 2103.docx 



This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (._h__t_t_p_s]:(__s2_a__k__’_a_j_:_9__r_Lc_:_e_~t___u_it?~2_~Ja[) from the Facnl~ Atlfletics Committee 

site. 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Preferences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:11 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <]ohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

9uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Volunteer and part time staff 

John, 
I don’t think we had a form for volunteer ushers!game day staff last year? Are you sure you’re not talking about something from Joyce on the HR side? 

Amy 

> > > John Brunner 8/22/2012 8:40 AM > > > 

We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 
Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 

John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

www.qoheels.com 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:21 AM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Admissions Information 

Harlb, 

Since .JT is also new to this process, [ think it would be best if I could meet with you. Do you have any th’ne late this afternoon? If so, 1 could meet with you before [ 

leave town. (By late, [ mean 4:30 or S:O0) If this doesn’t work, it will need to be the week of September 10. [f it helps, I.ance Markos is also a good resource for this 

process. 

I_et me know about [:his a[t~-_~rnoon and weql plan [rom there 

Barbara 

Barbara ]. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

91%966-3989 

From: Harlg Headers [mailto:meaders@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, August 22, 2012 :[0::[:[ AM 
To: Polk, Barbara ]o 
Subject: RE: Admissions Information 

Barbara, 
Thanks for the quick reply. I hope you enjoy your vacation and you take some time away from the phone and your email. Perhaps JT could give us a rough run through prior 

to the Sept. 10 and we can have a more complete session when you return. As you can imagine we are on the phones recruiting every night and I want to take advantage of 

this surge of energy all of the coaches have. However, we can wait until you return if you think it would be best. 

Harlis 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu > 8/21/2012 8:25 PM >>> 

Hi Harlis, 

It was nice to meet you this afternoon. Thank you for your qood questions/comments. 

As you may have seen frorn lay "out of office" message, I’rrl officially on vacation until Tuesday, September 4, ] am then "on the road" talking with NC high school counselors 

September 5 7. I apologize for asking you to wait but could we get together the week of September 10th? What dates and times work for you? 

I look forward to working with you and am eager to help you learn more about the student athlete admissions process at UNC. 

Welcome back to UNC. 

Barbara 

Barbara J, Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-96{5.-3989 

From: Harlis Headers [_n]a_[Ltg:_Lr[ga_d_ers@U_[Lc_aa_~u_[]_g_~gd_M] 
Senti Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:20 PH 

To: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Subject-" Admissions Information 

Ms, Polk, 
Thanks for taking time out of your schedule to speak to me and the other head coaches today, As the new guyIwould like for you to meet with me and the rest of my staff, 

We are willing to work around your schedule but would like to me as soon as possible, On Thursday we are open from 2 5pm. 

Coach Meaders 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Meetings 

Vince and John, 

As you’ve seen, I’ve emailed the coaches about the possibility of individual team meetings. Vince.....from our last conversation, I took away that I should go ahead 

and schedule these meetings and you, John and the senior administrative liaison would join us as schedules allow. Please let me know if I misunderstood your 

intentions. Also, can you provide a list of administrative liaisons so I know who to include when confirming the meeting dates and times? 

If it’s easier to discuss this via phone, please call my cell: . Thanks for your help. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at ChapeJ Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:50 AM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, 

Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E 

<annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell <ichappell@unc.edu>; 

Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen < m ballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; @gmail.com; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ken Cleary 

< kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Molly 

Norton < mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris < sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Policy Meeting Agenda 

12-13 Agenda.docx 

All, 
I wanted to pass on to you the final agenda for the meetings tonight and tomorrow in Carmichael at 7p. See attached. 

As student athletes arrive tonight, their coaches will have rosters on which to take roll, and we will distribute the policy packets. Once ever~jone has arrived and is settled in, 
we will begin the meeting, hopefully right around 7p. Bubba will lead off the meetings with a brief welcome, and will also then introduce the Sport Supervisors that are 

present. 

When he is finished, Bubba will introduce Joanna to give her talk on Harassment!Discrimination. Joanna will then pass the microphone to Mary Ellen or ]lsy (whichever is 
present), and we’ll work down the agenda from there. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. I am including below the (hopefully!) final list of what sports will attend each night. If there are last minute changes, ] will forward 

them to the specific sport’s supervisors. 
Thanks! See you all tonight/tomorrow. 

Amy 

August 22 

Baseball 

Basketball - W 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse- M 

Rowing 

Soccer - M 

Soccer - W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis - M 

Tennis - W 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

August 23 

Basketball - M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf - M 

Golf - W 

Lacrosse - W 

Track/Cross Country 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North CaroEna 
Department of Ath|etics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hfl], NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 11:41 AM 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Off-Campus Recruiting At Any One Time (11.7.4.3) 

Coach Rob, 
During the academic year, a coach that is replaced on the road (Coach #3) must stop recruiting before Coach #4 can begin, though Coach #4 doesn’t have to wait until Coach 

#3 actually returns to campus. However, once Coach #3 is replaced, he must return to campus before going back on the road recruiting. 

The bylaw says it better than I can! See below. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

11.7,4.3 Off-Campus Recruiting -- At Any One Time. 

It is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided the 
total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her 

recruiting activities before another coach may begin any off campus recruiting activity. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in additional recruiting activities until after 

he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. (Adopted." 1/:[0/93, Revised: 4/28/05 e~ective 8/1/05, 12/13/05) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmille@uucaa.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 12:18 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomom~o@uncaa.unc.edu,> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <alhgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 
<rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@mmaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Saturday 

Carlos, 

Sounds good...I agree that the other recognition things Rachel 
mentioned are good. It will be a simple and elegant remembrance of 
that his family and :friends will appreciate. 
Thanks, 
,-.Beth 

Sent from my ]Phone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 11:07 AM, "Carlos Somoano" <csornoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wro be: 

> Yes Also, I like what Rachel has come up with. However, we do not 
plan on retiring the jersey. We brought them up to the funeral And I 
agree about the pa announcement with the post game press conference. I 
think that would be too emotional for the game night. I would like to 
make sure we do something simple and elegant but not over the top. Any 
other thoughts would be appreciated. Thanks. 
> 

> 

>>>> Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa unc edu> 8/21/2012 11:24 PM >>> 
> Carlos, 
> (;an you send me ’s letter, so I can share it with Bubba, etc.? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ,-Beth 
> 

> Sent from my ]Phone 
> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

> 

> 

> From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@eruail.unc.edu> 
> Date: August 21, 2012 10:21:53 PMEDT 
> To: "Beth Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: "LaiTy Gallo" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Rick Steinbacher" 
<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’Wince Ille" <ille@eruail.unc.edu>, "Steve 
Kirschner" <stcvekir schner@unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Saturday 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Yes, I think we should send it to coaches. And I think we should 
honor     in the appropriate way on Friday- night. The attachment was 
not included but I have read it. 
> 

> Beth please forward the attachment to this list. 
> Steiny any thoughts on how to honor him? 
> Kirsch How should we send the note to coaches’.’ 
> Should Cricket/’Shelley be included some how-? 
> 

> Bubba Cunningham 
> Director of Athletics 
> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 

> 

> 

> From: "Beth (Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Tuesday-, August 21, 2012 7:54 PM 

> To: Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, LarO, Ctallo 
<athgallo@uncaa unc edu>, Rachel Penn?’ <rfpenny@uncaa unc.edu>, Rick 
Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc. edu> 
> Subject: Re: Saturday 
> 

> 

> Carlos, 
> 

> I think this is well-said and would be good to send to our coaches 
I’ll copy Bubba to see if he would like to add anything. 
> 

> ~-Beth 
> 
>>>> Carlos Somoano 8/21/2012 5:52 PM >>> 
> Beth 
> Thoughts on sending this out .... 



> 

> 

> Coaches, 
> As you all know, our suddenly passed away on 
Sunday, was obviously a great player for our program 
More importantly he was a great teammate, student, friend, leader, 
mentor, and an overall representative of UNC and UNC athletics. 

meant so much to me and our players and coaches, but I also know 
he touched the lives of many other student-athbtes here on campus. We 
are going to recognize     before our home opener this Saturday at 7pm; 
his family will be in attendance. I wanted all student-athletes to be 
aware of this so the?" could be part of us honoring the legacy he left 
here. We are not seeking attendance. Rather, wanting those who were 
touched by him to be part of the night as we celebrate his impact on UNC 
athletics. 
> Lastly-, as coaches, I l~low we are all looking for ways to impact our 
kids. Attached is a letter     wrote to our captains and players as he 
graduated from UNC and the leadcrship academy in Deccmber. I wanted to 
share it as it is a wonderful representation of who he was and what he 
meant to our program. Thanks. 
> Carlos Somoano 
> 

> <TEXT.htm> 
> <IMAGE.jpg> 
> <IMAOE.jpeg> 
> <           .doc> 

> <Letter from the     family.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Brad Dancer @aol.com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:02 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Proposed NCAA Toum. Change 

On recruiting trip. Will follow up more later. Huge fan if the sm~Jl changes. No wealn up and shorter doubles. Not certain about tie break yet. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 10:51, "Ille, Vince" <ille(F~email.u~lc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~ 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

Brad, 
WTF? Are we in thvor of this? I’m curious m know your opinion, ttope all is well there in Illinois. Will t~ to catch up with you when some of llae dust 

settles. Thanks. 

V 
http:/iww~,ncaa.cominews/tennis men/article/2012~08 19/di tennis committee proposes changes 2014 championships 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject= 

Smite Tim Dillon <tdsmith(@unc.e&l> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 4:29 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

FW:      Fall Compliance Meeting 

I will be at the meeting tonight, but I’m already schedule to be traveling on Tuesday, the 28th (day of the 

you o1~ with me missing it? If it will h~-’Ap, I can easily catch up with Amy / I_anc~-’_~ to get anyl:hing I miss. 

compliance meeting). Will this throw you off or are 

Sorry about the con~licl:, 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Ma-or Gift Director’ I UNC Rams Club 

P~O~ Box 2445, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 9:[9.843.64.48 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

[dsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsdub.com 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, August 21, 2012 9:42 PM 
To= Smith, Tim Dillon; Sara Anundsen; Brian Kalbas; Clint Gwaltney; Andrew Parker; Vince 1lie; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Streett; Sam Paul; Tom Timmermans; Phillips, Tripp 
Subject: Fall Compliance Meeting 

Max Norris; Paul Pogge; Shelly 

All, 
The Fall Compliance Meeting with the student athletes will be held on Tuesday, August 28th, at 2:45p in Loudermilk 2301. Coaches, please make sure that all 

of your student athletes are in attendance. We also request that all coaching staff members that are available also attend. The meeting will last approximately 40 minutes. 
Brian and    , I know you each might have a student athlete or twn who has class until 3:15p that day. These student athletes should plan to come to the meetinq 

immediately after their class. We are having a session with our team at 3:30p that they should plan to attend to fulfill this requirement. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
DeparOnent of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27’515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:05 PM 

Christy Garth <cgarth@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Do you have a moment to talk about transportation 

Christy, 

See below in blue, an excerpt from the 8/17/2012 Educational Column on Campus Visits that I sent out the other day. 1 believe this gets you there, provided you don’t modify 

the UNC van in anyway. 

Further, coaches may rent vehicles for transportation purposes as needed, pursuant to institutional policy, provided those vehicles are considered basic transportation and 

not modified in any manner for this purpose. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Christy Garth 8/22/2012 1:33 PM > > > 

Hi Guys! 

Quick questions for you...our OV recruiting weekends are growing larger than our personal vehicles can transport recruits. Is it legal to reserve/rent a 25 passenger bus for 

the Friday of our recruiting weekends to get athletes to their various academic appointments? 
Van rental through UNC Motorpool is $15/hour and comes with a driver... 

Thanks folks! :) 
:: i>. :.i : ::’." :::’::.:.::’: ............ :............. 

i.ii:.~.:i C !!i:~.:: :.~:~:~:.~~:!i:i :!i.i: ::::::::::::::::::::: .ill:: : i. C:::: ~ :::: :. : 

:[’:: ii 

:i :.: i ~:; :. :!ik :!i~::~ ::::. ~ ;~::~:~:~: !: 

~@~::?~: ~i~i i~iiii ~i~iiii ~i~:~!::ii: i~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:41 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Volunteer and part time staff 

Illinois is not the only place that has had problems with this, apparently! We reported a violation several years ago, b!c I discovered that we had the CHHS Lacrosse, 

Cheerleading, and Field Hockey booster organizations working our football and MBB games in facility and operations positions. Needless to say, our Operations staff is all 

over it now. : ) 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,unc.edu > 8/22/2012 1:29 PM > > > 

A3ny, 

I can’t recall, is it permissible tbr groups of prospects (AAU programs, high school ba~ball teams, high school booster groups, high school baJad boosters, etc.) to be 

emplos~d to work our events? I do remember tiffs topic once gave Ry~n fits at Illinois. I believe it involved selling programs, worldng concession~ cleaning the stadium... 

Thanks. 

Vince 

From, Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2022 20:11 AM 
To-" Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; 3ohn Brunner; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; 
Subject: Re: Volunteer and part time staff 

’; Tom Timmermans 

John, 

I don’t think we had a form for volunteer ushers/game day staff last year? Are you sure you’re not talking about something from Joyce on the HR side? 

Amy 

> > > John Brunner 8/22/2012 8:40 AM > > > 
We have our organizational meeting for game day staff and volunteer ushers tonight. I can’t seem to find the certification form we were asked to have completed last year. 

Can one of y’all pass that along? 

Thanks, 

John 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

www.qoheels,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,               5:57 PM 

lile, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tweet 

Just FYL 

Amy 
View Account 

Team/Squad: Women’s 

From Account: 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Followers=441, Following=247, Number of Tweets=7,837 

i love how in my drama 160 ~!ass we have a few athletes from pretty much every sports team 

_View Messacj#_ 
Keyword s: class, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:25 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 

Great! Just let me know what Ican help with and if I should get 

Thanks! 

Rachel 

in touch with 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
r fpenn¥C~ uncaa.unc.ed u 
(919) 952-5499 

@ 
Become a Facebook Fan[ 
(~UNC Athletics 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/21/2012 8:13 PM > > > 

Rachel, 

Great to meet you too. Thanks for the newsletter. I copied you on a message I sent to Dean Woodard. He showed interest when I discussed it with him earlier today. 

Vince 

From: Rachel Penny [mailto:rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:25 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 

VJnce, 

It was great meeting with you last week. Please let me know how the Faculty & Staff program can assist in the strategic goals of the department. I have attached the newsletter 

from May, We did not produce any newsletters over the summer, but will resume for September. 

Thanks! 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
rf#enny(a~ uncaa.unc.ed u 
(919) 962-5499 

Become a Facebook Fan[ 
~] U NC Athletics 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@ernail.unc,edu > 8/21/2012 8:22 AM > > > 

Rachel, 

Can you please tbrward me a cow of the most recent Faculty and Staff Newsletter? I would like to forward it to Haacold Woodard along with the suggestion that an 

ASPSA staff member and Turner Walston might collaborate on items regaacding our s~tudent-alhletes’ academic success for inclusion in future distributions. ThaJ~ks for 

meeting last week. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:29 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

All, 
Unless you all have something that we need to all get together to discuss, we will cancel staff meeting today and continue to grind through the first week of 

class/meetings/etc. 

Consider the meeting cancelled unless you hear back from me, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.~ ~ .~l ~:~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:32 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Aaron York <ayork@uncaa.unc.edu>; Diane 

Crocker <dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clare Duffy <duffyce@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Keyes <kckeyes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Gregory Lewinter <lewinter@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Boyd <sboyd@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chad Zwierlein <zwierlein@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: entertainment money 

Yes, Beth, this is fine. Bylaw 17.28.1.9 allows for $20 cash to be provided for unitemized incidental expenses on foreign tours. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

17,28.1.9 Per Diem. 

An institution may provide a student athlete $20 cash per day to cover unitemized inddental expenses incurred in connection with a foreign tour in his or her particular sport. 

1his expense allowance may be provided each day of the tour, up to a maximum of 21 days. (Adopted." 11/1/01, Revised: 7/30/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Cl’mpel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Beth Miller 8/22/2012 8:18 PM >>> 

Hi Amy, 

Can wbb give $20 per day entertainment money to SAwhile on trip to Europe? [ know it is ok for post season, but not sure about foreign trips. 

thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:03 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re cou nter statu s 

Yes. My plan is to get a waiver in today on it, 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/23/2012 9:12 AM > > > 

Can we please discuss the issue regarding as soon as you return? Corey and Coach Fedora just called me to ask me some questions about it. I’m not familiar 

ruth the situation. Thin,ks. 

Vince 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Dancer < Gaol.com> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Proposed NCAA Tourn. Change 

no question - at some point I think we will get to a cumulative score where eve~ game counts to add the most pressure. How’s NC? 
B 

Brad Daneer 
Men’s Tennis Coaeh 
The University of Illinois 
Atkins Tennis Center 
18oo South Wright Street 

Urbana, IL 61802 

(217) 244-6471 
www.illinimenstennis.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

To: Brad Dmacer <          ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 22, 2012 1:07 pm 

Subject: RE: Proposed NCAA Toum. Change 

OK, I guess 3rd set tiebreak is the one I donDt get. Reminds me of the PK role in soccer. Tough way to end what might be the most important match the guy plays.. 

talk later. 

From: Brad Dancer [mailto:         @aol com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:02 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Proposed NCAA Tourn. Change 

On recruiting trip. Will follow up more later, ttuge fan if the small changes. No warm up and shorter doubles. Not certain about tie break yet. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Aug 22, 2012, at 10:51, "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brad, 
WTF? Are we in ihvor of this? I Dm curious to know your opinion. Hope all is well there in Illinois. Will try. to catch up with you when some of the dust 

settles. Thanks. 

V 
h ttp://www, n c a a. c o m/news it e rm i s-men/arti c 1 e/2012- 08-19/di-t e nn i s- c o n~’nitt ee-p r o p o s e s- c h an g e s- 2014-c h amp i o n s h i p s 



~roiTi- 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 1:15 PM 

Mays, Sally D <smays@email.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschaeQuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Question 

No, they should be treated like members of the general public, which I’m assuming does not have access to your services. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> "Mays, Sally D" <smays@email.unc.edu > 8/23/2012 12:3_7 PM >>> 
Amy 

There are two wrestlers who are not academically eligible this semester and not enrolled in school. However they are enrolled in online classes. Are we able to see them since 
they are probably not paying the student service fees? 

Thank you 

Sally Mays MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Head Athletic Trainer 
Volleyball, Wrestling, Men’s and Women’s Tennis 

smays@email.unc.edu 
919 962 2067 (w) 

(c) 
919 843 4982 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 23, 203_2 4:21 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 

Thank you! I look forward to it. 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

r fpenrly@ uncaa.unc.ed u 

(919) 962-5499 

@ 
Become a Facebook Fan[ 

@UNC Athletics 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/22/2012 8:40 PM > > > 
I’ll let you lalow if this moves forward. Thanks. 

From= Woodard, Harold 
Sent= Wednesday, August 22, 2012 5:51 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Subject= RE: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 
Hi Vince, 
]h~nks [or sharing this newsh:,t:t:er. I agree, it offers an excellent medium h:~r us t:o deliver news about our stude[~Ls’ academic success to an audie]~ce w~-’_~ r~-’_~lly want 
1:O reach, 

I look forward to discussing this t:urther. I would hope that Dana agrees. 
I am scheduled to be out of town all of next week, but I would like to meet with you before I leave to discuss a couple of matters. Now is your schedule on Thursday 
and Friday’? 
Hsrold 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:10 PN 
Te: Woodard, Harold 
Co: Rachel Penny (__ff_Ee_£[Ey(~__u_E_£_a_a_,_u__t)_%e__c_l__u_) 
Subject: RN: Faculty and Staff Newsletter 
Dean Woodard, 

The attached newsletter is the one I referenced during our discussion prior to today’s meeting. Rachel Penny, our Assistant Director of Marketing, has done a great job 

organizing and engaging a group of faculty and staff whose interests include athletics. I believe that she now has over 2,000 people on her distribntion list for the 

newslerter and has led our department’s e[tbrt to cultivate this growing group. 

I met with Rachel last week to discuss a varieb, of topics. We both agreed that the newsletter could be an eltEctive vehicle for pre~nting la~sitive messages about our 

student-athletes’ many academic experiences and achievements. I believe that a gentleman n~uned Turner Wa] ston has volunteered in the past to help us write and edit 

items for inclusion in the newsletter. I believe that he writes articles tbr GoHeels.com and Tar Heel Monthly. Do you think this is something that D~ma Gelin might want to 

work on with Turner? 

This might be mlother way that we can communicate our successes to a group we’d like to target. Please let me know if you’d like additional information or want to 

discuss this opportunib’. Thanks mid we appreciate you attending the meeting today. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ifl@iusidetheleague.com 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:53 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

nstratton@insidetheleag ue.com 

Welcome to Inside the League! 

% 
Dear ille. 

Welcome to www insidetheieague.com ! We are excited t~at you ~ave decided to become a part of the inside t~e League community. Below is your usemame and your password: 

Username: 

Password: 

You’re alrqos[ there Befo!~ w~ can acl:ival:~ your ~,qcount one last sl:~p must be [aken to complel:~ your regJ.c;[latiorl 

Please note - you must complete this last step to become a registered member. Click here to activate your account. 

If you are an existing I TL client subscriber on our old platform, piease disregard this last step. You will be verified and activated momentariiy. If you have any questions; please don’t 

hesitate to contact us 

Thank you, 

N~fii Stral:ten 

Irlside [ile League 

(832) 443-3350 

www.insideth elea~lue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnortou@email.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~ 

FW: Subscription Receipt lbr Inside the League 

gince, 

I’ve set tap your subscription¯ For registration purposes, I used your email address (ille@unc edu), the usemame: 
you’d like. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: service@paypal corn [mailto:service@paypal.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 5:57 PM 

To: mbnortun@unc, edu 
Subject: Subscription Receipt tbr Inside the League 

Hello Lawrence Curmingham, 

You have successfully signed up for a subscription to Inside the League using PayPal. 

Your first subscriptiun payment, fur $25.00 USD, has already been sent tu Inside the League. 

, and password: ¯ You should be able to change your password if 

Subscriptiun Details 

Date uf sign up: Aug 23, 2012 
Subscriptiun Name: Inside the League 
Subscription Number: 

Subscriptiun Terms: 
$25.00 USD fur each month 

Your subscriptiun will automatically renew at the rates stated above unless you cancel prior to the end of the billing period¯ 
If you have any questions or cuncerns about this subscription, please cuntact Inside the League 

Contact [nfurmatiun 

Business Name: Inside the League 
Contact Email: nstratton@insidetheleague.cum Contact Phone: 832443-3350 

Notification Preferences 

Right now, we don’t send you an email evely time you make a payment for this subscription. To change your Notifications preferences, log in to your PayPal account, go to yo~tr Profile, and 
click My settings¯ 

Cancelling Your Subscription 

If you would like to cancel this subscription, log in to your PayPal account and go to the ’HistolT" subtab of the "My Account" tab. Choose "Subscriptions" from the pull-down "Show-" 
menu and press the "Submit" button. Choose this subscription, and click on its "Details" link. You will be taken to a Transaction Details page front which you may cancel your subscription. 
Cancelling your subscription will irrmrediately stop all future scheduled paynrents for this subscription¯ 

Thanks, 

PayPal 

PROTECT YOUR PASSWORD 

NEVER give your password to anyone, including PayPal employees Protect yourself against fraudulent websites by opening a new web browser (eg. Internet Explorer or Firelbx) and 
typing in the PayPal URL eveW time you log in to your account 

Please do not reply to this email. This mailbox is not monitored and you will not receive a response¯ For assistance, log in to your PayPal account and click the Help link in the top right 
corner of any PayPal page 



PPID PP266 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:56 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Saturday 

Felt compelled to add one more 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Beth Miller <bmiller(a)~mcaa.unc.edu> 
Date: August 23, 2012 5:53:25 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Culminghmn <bubbac~)email.unc.edu~, Rachel Penny <rfpenny~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Larry. Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Steve Kirschner <steveldmchnev~)unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille~)emaJl.mm.edu> 

Subject: Re: Saturday 

Rachel, 

This is all very. good and roll be extremely meaningful to everyone who knew 

together. 

@m 

..... especially his family. Thanks for your assistance in pulling it all 

>>> Rachel Penny 8/23/2012 5:19 PM >>> 

AU- 

Aiier meeting with Carlos and Groat today, we are planning to move tbrward with all elements below. I believe Ellen is handling the plans for fl~e 

Thankyou! 

Rachel 

Rachel Penny 
Assistant Director of Marketing 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

r fpenng(~ uncaa.unc.ed u 

(919) 962-5499 
@ 
Become a Facebook Fan! 
@UNC Athletics 

>>> Rick Steinbacher 8/22/2012 9:59 PM >:~> 

Bubba, 
Rachel has had numerous discussions with Beth. Carlos and Assistant Coach Grant Porter about potential elements to honor 

and Grant are meeting again tomorrow to choose the final elements. 

The potential elements include: 

WOMEN’S Game - Friday, 8/24 at 7 pm vs. Florida 

and his parents. She 

¯ Moment of silence 

¯ Promotions table with paper and drop box to submit written tributes to 

¯ Carolina Blue ribbons for fans to wear in    !s honor 

behind the press box 

MEN’ Game - Saturday, 8/25 at 7 pm vs. Gardner Webb 

¯ Carolina Blue ribbons for ihns to wear in !s honor 
¯ Display of Flowers 

¯ Large Picture on Display of 

¯ Promotions table with paper and drop box to submit written tributes to 

¯ Moment of silence 
¯ - ~aiated on the field 

¯ 500 ’- T- Shirts given to lhns 

¯ Players wearing arm bands himoring 

¯ VIP seating and escort for 

behind the press box 

’s parents to watch game m~d the tribute (Ellen and John are handling) 

Let me mid Rachel know if you have any questions or suggestions. 

Thank~ 
Rick 

>v~ "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(~email.unc.edu> 8/’21/2012 10:21 PM >>> 

Yes, I think we should send it to coaches. And I think we should honor in the appropriate way on Friday night. The attachment was not included but 

I have read it. 



Beth please tbrward the attachment to this lisL 

Steiny any thoughts on how to honor him? 

Kirsc~How should we send the note to coaches? 

Should CrickeL/Shelley be included some how? 

Bubba Cunninghaall 

Director of AtNetics 

University of North Carolina 

From: "Beth (Olympic Miller" <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:54 PM 

To: Carlos Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu> 

(::c: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rachel Penny <rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rid< Steinbacher 

<rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Saturday 

Carlos, 

Ithink this is well said and would be good to send to our coaches. I’ll copy Bubba to see if he would like to add anything. 
~Beth 

>>> Carlos Somoano 8/21/2012 5:52 PM >>> 
Beth 

Thoughts on sending this out .... 

Coaches, 

As you all know, our               "     suddenly passed away on Sunday,               was obviously a great player for our program. 
More importantly he was a great teammate, student, friend, leader, mentor, and an overall representative of UNC and UNC athletics. 

meant so much to me and our players and coaches, but I also know he touched the lives of many other student-athletes here on campus. 

We are going to recognize    before our home opener this Saturday at 7pm; his family will be in attendance. I wanted all student-athletes 

to be aware of this so they could be part of us honoring the legacy he left here. We are not seeking attendance. Rather, wanting those who 

were touched by him to be part of the night as we celebrate his impact on UNC atNetics. 

Lastly, as coaches, I know we are all looking for ways to impact our kids. Attached is a letter    wrote to our captains and players as he 

graduated from UNC and the leadership academy in December. I wanted to share it as it is a wonderful representation of who he was and 

what he meant to our program. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

<mime attachment> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:04 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Document for Joy Rennet 

No problem. Let me know if there is anything else I can assist with! 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 8:42 AM >>> 

Thanks . I appreciate the help ruth tllis= 

From: [mailto: ~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 

To= Ille, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Renner 

Vince, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee, Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 11:37 AM 

Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@u ncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@gmail.com 

wrestling 

Adopt a Staff Member.docx 

This is something my Associate Head Coach, Cary Kolat came up with and we would like to pursue this with your 

permission. 

Please let me know if there is any suggestions or objections to us doing this. 

Thank you, 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
Carmichael Arena, Room 1251A 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 24, 2012 12:46 PM 

Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos < m arkos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

Rick and Eric, 
I’m working on this from the perspective of how (or IF) it "counts" as countable activities for either the MBB team or the other teams when they are participating in these 

competitions. I’rn in conversations with the ACC about this and will let you know when I have resolution, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

/\ ~n i~ ¢- i" r:~ :: ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Larry Gallo 8/21/2012 8:27 PM > > > 

Rick and Eric: 

This is great concept!idea and know it will be well received by both our student athletes and fans. 

One thought ~ just to be sure, it would be good if you run the idea by the compliance staff (Amy) about "competition" between the M&W basketball teams and other teams 

~ we don’t want this fun stuff to bleed over in what could be considered organized competition, which could be contrary to NCAA rules ~ it’s good to be sure! 

Thanks and best of luck with this plan for Late Night With Roy. 

Larry 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/21/2012 6:23 PM > > > 
All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and ] discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports. 

Please let me know if you have any questions / concerns or think we should proactively comrnunicate this to the sport programs not included. 

Thanks, 
Rick 

>>> Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea tbr Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams aJ~d I was hoping and to get 

your approwJ and feedback. 

Our idea is lo have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team and the women’s 
basketball temn. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 
enjoy the entitle event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes mid give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Fnday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September 1 st whether we can count on your temn’s participation in both the fihned competitions mid the opening ceremony on October 

12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact person on your staffto help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to follow up with them ruth more details &s they 

become available. 

The idea of the Late Night Olympics axe still in the initial s~ges mad I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your teaJn might wish k~ be involved. Feel free to call me on my ceil phone at              or email me if you have any questions. Also tbel free to contact 



Rachel Penny with a~y questions in the marketing department at rt~oenny@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric ttoots 
Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 12:55 PM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eric Hoots <ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Late Night With Roy 

Terrific, Amy ~ thanks very much! 

> > > Amy Herman 8/24/2012 12:45 PM > > > 

Rick and Eric, 
I’m working on this from the perspective of how (or IF) it "counts" as countable activities for either the MBB team or the other teams when they are participating in these 

competitions, i’m in conversations with the ACC about this and will let you know when I have resolution. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Larry Gallo 8/21/2012 8:27 PM > > > 

Rick and Eric: 

This is great concept/idea and know it will be well received by both our student athletes and fans. 

One thought ~ just to be sure, it would be good if you run the idea by the compliance staff (Amy) about "competition" between the Maw basketball teams and other teams 

~ we don’t want this fun stuff to bleed over in what could be considered organized competition, which could be contrary to NCAA rules ~ it’s good to be sure! 

Thanks and best of luck with this plan for Late Night With Roy. 

Larry 

> > > Rick Steinbacher 8/21/2012 6:23 PM > > > 
All 

Per our conversation today please see below from Eric Hoots. The teams that were included in this are those sport programs that are sponsored by both UNC and the 

Olympics including: 

Women’s Basketball 

W & M Swimming & Diving 

W & M Track & Field 

W & M Soccer 

W & M Tennis 

Wrestling 

Gymnastics 

Volleyball 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Rowing 

Eric and ] discussed this and we do not think this concept will work with all sport programs therefore the following are not a part of this: 

Baseball 

Football 

W & M Lacrosse 

W & M Golf 

Softball 

As much as we’d like to include everyone the Olympic concept of videos and skits of our basketball teams interacting with other sport programs would not be a good fit with 

the non Olympic Games sports. 

Please let me know if you tnave any questions / concerns or think we stnould proactively communicate finis to the sport programs not included. 

Thanks, 

Rick 

> > > Eric Hoots 8/21/2012 1:58 PM > > > 
Coaches, 

I hope each of you had a great summer. We have a different idea for Late Night With Roy this year that would involve each of your teams and I was hoping and to get 

your approwJ and feedback. 

Our idea is to have a "Late Night with Roy Olympics." In place of our players acting out skits, we hope to involve your athletes with our team and the women’s 
basketball team. Our idea is to have the basketball players "compete" at your venue against your athletes at their sport. Michael Crowe from New Media would film this 

and we would show each of the "competitions" on the video board at Late Night. Depending on the sport, we may only need a few athletes for these competitions. 

In addition, your entire team would also be invited to be part of our "opening ceremony" and walk to the court together. Seats would be reserved and they could stay and 

enjoy the entire event. We want to make this event inclusive to include Olympic sport athletes and give each sport more exposure. 

Late Night is Friday, October 12. I know volleyball and soccer have games, but we are hoping that all other teams will be represented. Please respond as soon as 

possible and no later than September I st whether we can count on your team’s participation in both the filmed competitions and the opening ceremony on October 



12. Also, please let me know who is the best contact person on your staffto help coordinate these events. I’ll be sure to tbllow up with them with more details as they 

become available. 

The idea of the [,ate Night Olympics are still in the initial stages and I’d love to hear your (or your coaches’/players’) thoughts and ideas of how to make it a great event 

and how your temn might wish to be involved. Feel free to call nre on nay cell phone at or email nre if you have may questions. Also feel t?ee to contact 

Rachel Penny with any ques~tions in the marketing department at rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

Eric Hoots 

Director of Player Relations 

Video Coordinator 

UNC Men’s Basketball 

919-843-0005 (o) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 1:07 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Recruiting Info to send Sept I to prospects that we are writing. 

Womens Basketball Recruiting Rules.12 (Tom Changes).docx 

Tracey, 

See attached for some minor edits I made. I used track changes so you can see what Idid, and all you need to do is approve them. 

In regards to your other questions, any evaluation or observation made during the same day would only count as one evaluation. So picking up a transcript and watching 

practice would only count as one. (Bylaw 13.1.7.7, see below) 

Now a different situation would be if you are having face to face contact with a prospect at the prospect’s school and on your way out pick up a transcript. This would only 

count as a contact and not a contact plus evaluation. So any eval that is not observing an athletic actMty does not need to count. (Bylaw 13.1.7.16, see below) 
Similar as above, a situation where you have face to face contact with a prospect at the prospect’s school and later in the day observe athletically related activies (e.g, 

practice or a game), you would have to count it as both a contact and an evaluation. (Bylaw 13.1.7.16, see below) 

Note that 13.1.7.16 is only in play when the contact/evaluation occurs at the prospect educational institution. 

13.1.7.7 On Same Day. 

Any number of evaluations or observations made during the same calendar day (defined as 12:01 a.m. to midnight) shall count as one evaluation. 

(Adopted." 1/16/93) 

13.1.7.16 Evaluations/Contact at Prospective Student-Athlete’s Educational Institution. 

In sports other than football, if a coach makes an in-person recruiting contact at a prospective student-athlete’s educational institution, all 

evaluations (oUter than observations of athletically rdated activiLies) made on that calendar day at the prospective student-athlete’s educational 

institution shall not count among the permissible number of evaluations (set forth in Bylaw 13.1.7) for any prospective student-athlete at that 

institution in the applicable sport. In football, any evaluation activity that occurs during a permissible contact period shall count only as a contact 

per Bylaws 13.02.4.1 and 13.02.7.1. (Adopted: 1/10/92, Revised: 1/10/95 effective 8/1/95, 10/14/06) 

> > > Tracey Williams 8/24/2012 10:24 AM > > > 

Hello Tom, 1 am planning on including some recruiting key notes to our prospects that we are writing as of Sept. 1. Please review and make sure that 1 am accurate with my 

info and is there anything else I should include. I really wanted to include the 7 opportunities that we can see our juniors. Do you have any idea of how I should word it. Now 

that contacts override evaluations if done on the same day. Are we able to get a transcript in the morning and watch a practice in the afternoon and it still be one evaluation? 

Thanks, Tracey 

PS We may] also get your cell phone so if we have things that come up last minute I can call you? Susan actually gave me the cell and home. LOL! I know some people do not 

have home anymore. LOL! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary <mail@sf-notifications.com~ 

Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

[~iI UNCAthletics ] 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 

by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

Vince - 

Below are the download links to the video we did for the Faculty Athletic Committee (per the 

email thread from Joy Renner). It’s a long video, as we tried to include all of the information 

Joy had asked for. If there’s anything you’d like to see changed, please let me know and we 

can work on it. 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 

used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and it’s 

an easy way to send files that are too large to e-mail. 

Username: 

Password: 

Click here to view folder 

If the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 

below into your web browser: 

https://uncathletics.sharefile.com/?cmd=f&id=fo303048-b525-4bbe-bcOb- 

305429e6fda3&uh=bp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:13 PM 

IIJe, Vince <ilIe@email.unc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

ESPN names Carolina BasketbaJJ natJonls top program in the Jast 50 years 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
FRIDAY, AUGUST 24, 2012 
CONTACT: Steve Kirschner { , .s___t___e___v___e___k___i_E_s__c___l~ne__!:__@_____u___n___c__:ed_u) 

ESPN names Carolina Basketball the nation’s top program in the last 50 years 
Chapel Hill -- ESPN.com named the University of North Carolina men’s basketball program the No. 1 program in the nation over the last 50 

years. The ranking is based on a statistical formula devised by ESPN that took into account such achievements as winning national and 

conference championships, winning percentage, NCAA Tournament appearances, All-Americas and top NBA draft picks. 

ESPN.com selected a "starting five" for the Tar Heels that included guards Phil Ford and Michael Jordan and forwards Tyler Hansbrough, Antawn 

Jamison and ]ames Worthy. 

UCLA was second in ESPN’s rankings followed in the top 10 by Kentucky, Duke, Kansas, Louisville, Indiana, Syracuse, Connecticut and Arizona. 

Over the last 50 years, the Tar Heels have won NCAA championships in 1982, 1993, 2005 and 2009, an NIT title, 27 regular-season ACC 

championships and 16 ACC Tournament titles. Carolina has finished in the Top 10 in the final Associated Press poll 31 times in the last 50 years. 

The Tar Heels won 25 or more games 30 times and had nine 30-win seasons in that span. 

The Tar Heels have played in the NCAA Tournament 39 times in the last 50 years and in that time advanced to 16 Final Fours, seven 

championship games and won 101 NCAA Tournament contests. 

Four head coaches - Dean Smith, Bill Guthridge, Matt Doherty and Roy Williams - have directed the Tar Heel program in the last 50 years. Each 

of them won national coach of the year honors while at UNC. Smith and Williams are members of the Naismith Basketball Hall of Fame. 

Eight different Tar Heels have earned National Player of the Year honors in the last five decades, including Ford (1978), Worthy (1982),Jordan 

(1983 and 1984), Kenny Smith (1987), Jerry Stackhouse (1995), ]amison (1998), Sean May (2005) and Hansbrough (2008). Ford, Jordan 

(1984), Jamison and Hansbrough each won consensus player of the year honors. 

NBA teams have selected 41 Tar Heels in the first round of the draft in the last 50 years. Four Tar Heels - Harrison Barnes, Kendall Marshall, 

John Henson and Tyler Zeller - were first round picks in the 2012 NBA Draft. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ken Cleary <kcleary@uncaa.unc.edtr; 

Friday, August 24, 2012 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

Great news. One question - did you watch the wmv or the QuickTime? I didn’t watch the wmv, mid didn’t notice on the QuickTime. 

We will get it fixed on Monday. 

Thanks for getting back so quick. Have a great weekend. 

Ken 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 24, 2012, at 5:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemaJl.unc.e&J> wrote: 

Ken, 

I like the video. I believe Joy already, noted the speech/timing issue toward the en& but this should be a vew effective message for the membels of the 

FAC. Thanks for all of your work on this. 

Vince 

From: Ken Clear,/[mailto:mail@sf-notifications.com] 

Sent-" Friday, August 24, 2012 3:27 PI 

To-" Ille, Vince 

Subject: I Have Added You to a Folder on ShareFile 

[~;iI UNCAthletics ] 

You have been granted access to a ShareFile folder called Faculty Athletics Committee 

by Ken Cleary. 

Note from Ken: 

Vince - 

Below are the download links to the video we did for the Faculty Athletic Committee (per the 

email thread from Joy Renner). It’s a long video, as we tried to include all of the information 

.]oy had asked for. If there’s anything you’d like to see changed, please let me know and we 

can work on it. 

ShareFile is a tool for sending, receiving, and organizing your business files online. It can be 
used as a password-protected area for sharing information with clients and partners, and it’s 
an easy way to send files that are too large to e-maih 

Username: 
Password:! 

Click here to view folder 

If: the above link does not work in your e-mail software, copy and paste the entire link 
below into your web browser: 
https:!/uncathletics.sharefile.com/?cmd =f&id=fo303048-b525-4bbe-bc0b- 
3054.29e6fda3&uh =bE 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 3:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&L> 

RE: Document for Joy Renner 

Thank you - this is an excellent start. If time and effort allow, I would like to beef up the section on commitment - when is practice (rather than "afternoon") and how much time 
on average does the athlete have committed by the coach and how much time do most athletes stay engaged in some way with their sport per week. 

Please thank for me. With this quick turnaround you did a very nice job and I know you guys have lots of projects going on right now. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, 9:42 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Co: ~uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: FW: Document for 3oy Rennet 

Joy, 

Attached are the fact sheets you requested tbr each sport program. If you or a~y of your committee members have a~y questions or need additional intbrmatio~l, please 

j ust let me know. The information was collected and recorded by                         is a Graduate Assistant in our Compliance ONce who is assigned a variety 

of roles. I believe she did a great job putljng this inIbmmtion together and I hope the committee finds it helpful. Thanks and I hope to see you again soon. 

Vince 

From: [mailto: @uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,. 4::t0 PM 
To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Document for Joy Rennet 

Vlnce, 

Please find attached the finalized document for the Faculty Athletics Committee. Let me know if you need anything else! 

Thanks, 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@comcast.net; [lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu >; Andrew 

Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; TraceyWilliams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Year in Residence 

Year in Residence.pdf 

One more semester for     to complete her year in residence! See attached for the memo describing what she can and can’t do/receive during this fall term. Please let me 

know if you have any questions about this. I am copying on this email, but please be sure she receives a copy of this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..’,.~ ~ ~l~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 5:26 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: November CompliaJ~ce Meeting 

Yes, the ACC limits it to 2, because it was staNng to get out of control with schools bringing 5-6 people. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 1,2012, at 5:24 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

<!--[ifm~) 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

ls the limit to 2 a limit imposed by the "~CC? If so, I think you should represent us and take the person you think would be most appropriate. Your call 

l:hough. Thanks 

From" Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 0:[, 20:[2 :[:52 PM 
To" llle, Vince 
Subject-" Fwd: November Compliance Meeting 

Vii’ice, 

See below. Not sure if you envision going to these meetings or not. Please let me know. Historically, Lance and ] have attended, and Tom has filled in for me 

on occasion if I have a conflict just to get some experience. Only 2 people from each school are permitted to attend. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Herman, Amy S" <ajschae@email.unc.edu> 8/1/2012 1:11 PM >>> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Babcock, Lindsey" <lbabcock@theacc.orc~> 

Date: August 1, 2012 1:07:55 PM EDT 

To: "Aaron Aaker (~y_a__L<__e__r__@_’_b__c_’_=_e__c_!_u__)" <_a___a__k__o___E_@___b__c_=_o____d___u_.>, "Aimee Leturmy (_a_[_e___LU__Er_[?.y__@__a__d__r_:n__[D_~[_s__u__=gc_!_u__)" <_a_J__e__t:_u_£[Z~_y_@__a___d_E]jD_=f_s__u_=_o____d___u_.>, "Alex Dominato 

(adominato@fsu.edu)" <adominato@fsu.edu >, "Alex Eaton (aeaton@urnd.edu)" <aeaton@umd.edu >, "Amanda Gray (agray3@clemson.edu)" 

<._a_g[E_a_y__::_~_@__c_[&E]_S__9_D_:_e___d_~[>, "Amy Herman (.a_j.s_’__c_b_:a__o=_@_u__D_c_’_:_e__c_!_u__)" <_a_j__s__c_[z_a_&_@_u___t]_c__&d___u__.>, "Amy Herman (~_d_s__c__tLa___e__@__u__r_Lc__a___a_:_u__D__c_:&_d__u_)" 

<aischae@uncaa.unc.edu >, "Andy Campbell (wcampb2@clemson.edu)" <wcampb2@clemson.edu >, "Angel Cavanaugh 

(as2cz@eservices,virgjnia.edu)" <as2cz@eservices.virg[nia#du>, "Art Markos (arr?@virg[n[a#du)" <a[rl@v[rgir?ja:edu>, "Bert Locklin 
(blocklin@vt.edu)" <blocklin@vt.edu >, "Brad Woody (cbwoodv@clemson.edu)" <cbwoody@clemson,edu >, "Brandi Guerinot 

(brandi.guerinot@bc.edu)" <brandi.guerinot@bc.edu>, "Bret Cowley (bcowley@mailer.fsu,edu)" <bcowley@mailer,fsu.edu >, "Brett Luy 

(bdJ11@my.fsu.edu)" <bd111@mv.fSL[:edL[>, "Bridget McSorley (mcsorlbb@vt.edu)" <rncsorlbb@vt:edLt>, "Carly Pariseau 

(carly.pariseau@bc.edu)" <carly.pariseau@bc.edu>, "Carrie Doyle (carrie doyle@ncsu,edu)" <carrie doyle@ncsu,edu>, "Cathy Jones 

(_c___n_~_O__Q_e___s_@__a___d___m__j_B:_f__s__u__&_d__u)" <_c___m_j__q_n___e__s__@__a___d___m__j_QJ__s__u_~__e__d___u_.>, "Chris James (.c___m__j._a___n_!_e___0__2_@__s_y__r_&d___u_)" <_c___m_j_aj_D__e___0__2__@_s_yL_e___d___u_>, "Christopher B. Kennedy 

(ckennedy@acpub.duke,edu)" <ckennedy@acpub.duke.edu >, "Cindy Hartmann (chartmann@duaa,duke.edu)" <chartmann@duaa,duke.edu>, 

"Cody Gambler (_c_~_a___n:L_b_j_e___E_@_U__L’0__d__:&_d__u_)" <_c_g_a__r_[?__b_j__e__r_@__u___n:Ld__:_e___d__L_[>, "Craig Anderson (_c_p____a_D__d__e£_4___@__n___c__s__u__:ec_!__u_)" <ceander4@_n___c__s__u__:&_d__u__>, "Dan 

Bartholomae (dbartholomae@athleticspitt,edu)" <dbartholomae@athletics.pitt.edu >, "Dan [saf (dmisaf@syr.edu)" <drnisaf@syr.edu >, "Dan 
Raben (_d__:E~_L_b_gr_]_Z__@_E]j~[E]Le__d___u_)" <._d_z_a___b___e__@__@_Ln__La__r_:n__[:gc_]__u_>, "Dan Trump (.(_]_t_[![E]p___@__u__E]_c_]=_o____d_~D" <._d__t_r___u_E]p__@~[EL_d_=_e___d_~[>, "Danie Daluisio 

(ddalLlisio@athletics.gatech.edu)" <ddaluisio@atNetics.gatech,edu>, "David Reed (reed@miami.edu)" <reed@miami.edLl>, "Deborah Foley 

(dfoley@rr)ja[n[:edq)" <dfoley@lniarni.edu>, "Eric Baumgartner (ernbSp@viLgjnia.edu)" <ernbSp@virg)?ja:edu>, "Erlease Wagner 

(erleasem@svr.edu)" <erleasem@svr.edLl>, "Heather Robertson (herobert@vt,edu)" <herobert@vt,edu>, "Jennifer Santiago 

(jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu)" <jasantiago@admin.fsu.edu>, "Jerome Rodgers (jrodgers@athletics.gatech.edu)" 

< irodqers @a th[eti cs .cj atech~ed u >, "Jim Cu rry ([mcL[n~’@ fs u~ed u)" <im cu rr¥@fsu,edu >, "Ki rste n El le by (el le bykc@wfu .edu)" < eJleb,/kc@wfu .edu >, 

"Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu)" <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, "Mathew Franck (mfranck@umd.edu)" <mfranck@umd.edu>, "Merlene 
Aitken (m_aj_t_g__e_L!@_a___@_[gtj_c__s_,_q_a__Le___c_L~:__e__d___u_)" <.r_’_n_jt]_t__k__e__r_)_@__a__t_[?j__e__t_Lc__s_:g_a__t_&c__t!:_o____d_~[ >, "Michelle Lee (E!j__c_!)_o___[[#_L_e_&@_D__c__s__u_=_e__d___u_)" <.r_:n_j__c_b__e_]J_o___[&_e_@_r_Lc__s___u_:gc_!__u_>, 

~email.unc,edu)" @email.unc.edu >, ~uncaa.unc,edu)" ~uncaa,unc.edu>, "Niesha Campbell 

(_n___c__a__r_L~2o____b__o___[[@duaa.duke,edu)" <r_)_c_#_E~_p___b__~Jj__@__d___u___a__a__~_d_~tk__e_:_e___d_~[>, "Randolph Childress (.c_k~_[Ld__r_E@_Lv__f__u__&d___u_)" <_c_LlJ_L_d__r__r_@___w___f__u_:_e___d___u_>, "Rob Slavis 

(rslavis@virginia,edu)" <rslavis@virginia.edu >, "Robin Pate (robin..pate@ncsu.edu)" <robin..pate@ncsu.edu>, "Robin Queen 

(.r___q_u__&o___t]_@__a__c_!_E]j_r_]j__s__u__&d___u_)" < Eq__u_&_e_D__@__a___d__r_[]j_t]J__s__u__:&_d__u__>, "Rocky Mosquera (.r_ELO___s__o._u___e_E&@~Lt_[]j__e__t_Lc__s_:p_j_t__L_e__d___u_)" < .r__ELo__s_qy_~z_a__@__a__t_b_[gt_j_%:#__j_t__t_:&_d_y_ >, 

@live.unc.edu)" < g)live.unc.edu >, ~)uncaa.Linc.edu)" @uncaa.u nc.edu >, 

"Sarah Heifer (shelfer@duaa.duke,edu)" <shelfer@duaa.duke.edu>, ’%tephanie Ellison (saellis@clernson.edu)" <sae s@c err son edu>, "Susan 

Maloy (sbmalov@uncaa.unc,edu)" <sbmalov@Lincaa.unc.edu>, "Tiffini Grimes (tqrimes@athletics.gatech,edu)" <tgrimes@athletics,gatech.edu >, 

"Tim Parker (tparker@vt.edu)" <tparker@vt.edu>, "Todd Hairston (hairstct@wfu,edu)" <hairstct@wfu.edu>, "Todd Mesibov 

(.t___n_!_e___s_Lb__o___v_’_@__d___u__a___a_:_d___u___k__e_=_e__d___u_)" <.t___n_!_e___s_Lb__o___v_’_@__d__L_La___a_:_d___u___k__e_=_e__d___u_.>, "T om Timmermans (           ~.g__m____a_[Lc___o___n_!)" <           ~.g__m___a__[Lc___o___m__>, "Tom 

Timmermans (timmerrnans@uncaa.unc.edu)" <timmerrnans@uncaa.unc,edu>, "Tony Hernandez (thernandez@miarni.edu)" 
<_titLo___Er_La__r_Ld__gz___@_E!j__a_Ln__Le___d_~[>, "Vanessa Fuchs (. _v_ _f_ _u_ _c_ b_ _s_ @ _f_ _s_ _u_ = _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ) " < _v_ _f_ _u_ _c_ b_ _s_ @ _f_ _s_ _u_ = _e_ _d_ _ _u_ . > , "Vicki Sarfo Kantaka (_v__s___a_Ef__o___k__a___@__v___Lo____d___u_)" <.v___s#__r__f_r_4k__a_@___v__L_e__d___u_.>, 

"Yadira Reyes (reyesya@bc.edu)" <reyesya@bc.edu>, "Zac Saunders (zsaunders@athletics.pitt,edu)" <zsaunders@athletics.pitt.edu> 
C¢: "Brown, Shamaree" <.s__b___r__o__Ly_r_L@_LtLo=_:a__c__c_L_o__r_fl>, "Hostetter, Brad" <._b__tLo___s__tLe__t__Le_E_@__t_Ll__e__a___c__c_:_o__tig.>, "Haith, Tracey" <_t_[)_a__LtitL@__t[~_&_a__c__c__._9__r_g.> 

SubJect: November Compliance Meeting 



.X::.... ACC 12- 

member 

seal 

TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 

ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

OFFICE OF TIlE COMMISSIONER 

MEMORANDUM 
Compliance Directors 
Lindsey Babcock Assistamt Colnmissioner/Compliance & Governance 
August 1, 2012 
Fall 2012 ACC Compliance Meeting 

The fall meeting of the ACC Compliance Directors will be held November 6-7, 2012 in Greensboro, NC. 
The meeting will be held at the Conference Office and will begin at 11:00 a.m. on Tuesday and conclude no 
later than 12:00 noon on Wednesday. Lunch and dinner on Tuesday will be provided as well as breakfast 
vouchers for use at the hotel on Wednesday morning. 
The ACC will provide expenses (transportation, lodging and meals) for one full-time compliance stall" person 
to attend the meeting. Attendees should pay their own expenses (including hotel) and the ACC will provide am 
expense report tbr reimbursements at the conchision of the meeting. One additional full-time compliance stall" 
member may’ attend the meetings at their institution’s expense. A block of rooms has been reserved at the 
Grandover Resort in Greensboro. Reservations may be made by contacting the hotel directly at 1-800-472- 

6301 no later than October 15, 2012. Ask for reservations and mention that you are with the "ACC 
Compliance Group" for the corporate rate of $160. 
Please make your flight reservations as soon as possible. If you require ground transportation ti"oin the 
Greensboro airport (GSO) or the Raleigh/Durham airport (RDU) please contact us for further information. 
The conference will not reimburse for a rental car from the PTI airport. 
Use the enclosed form to submit agenda items for the meeting and to identify individuals planning to attend no 
later than October 15, 2012. The final agenda will be forwarded to you prior to the meeting. If you have amy’ 
questions or concerns please feel free to contact Tracey Haith. 
cc:    Brad Hostetter 

Shamaree Brown 
Tracey Haith 

4512 WEYBRIDGE LANE ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27407 ° PO DRAVCER ACC ¯ GREENSBORO, NC 27417-6724 ° (336) 854-8787 

MEDIA RELATIONS & VIDEO SERVICES (336) 851-6062 ° MEDIA RELATIONS FAX (336) 854-8797 ¯ ADMINISTRATION FAX (336) 316-6097 

BOSTON COLLEGE ° CLEMSON UNIVERSITY ° DUKE UNIVERSITY ° FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY ° GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECItNOLOGY 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND ° UNIVERSITY OF MIAMI ° UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA ° NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY 

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA ° VIRGINIA POLYTECItNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY ¯ ~VAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY 

Lindsey ](. Babcock 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
LBa b(~oc]~tIleacc.o r~ 

336-854-8787 (phone) 

336-369-0065 (fax) 
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FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 11:43 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~> 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC follow-ups 

Next Wednesday and Thursday mornings are packed for me with faculty planning meetings for 2012-2013 academic year. I will be down your way on Thursday afternoon for a 
substance abuse policy meeting and after that a meeting with Paul Pogge. Would you like to meet following my meeting with Paul, I am estimating around 4:00? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

}ti Joy, 

I believe we met brietly in Bubba’s oltice on my tirst day here? Is there a time when we can meet to discuss the infbrmation we’ve gathered tbr each temn and perhaps 

talk a little more about the Faculty Atlfletic Committee? I see that you are out of the office this week. Currently, Wednesday and ’I’hulsday morning next week are 

possibilities for me. Thanks and I look forward to meeting with you. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Rennet, Joy 3 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject-" RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy..Renner@med.unc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season!competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that 
stand out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

>~ "Cu~mingham, Bubba" <bubbac(~)emaJl.uuc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>b 

Dea r Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to 

you today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince llle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
SuDject: b-~l: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to irnagine how bu~,w you are these days.,,,,i[ you h~ve a chance to respond to a couple of thing; below, that would be w?ry helpful to me. 

In particular orient~;~:ion and the Fact Sheets ~;re ~:he most pressing and th~-_~ ~-_~mails to co~ches ~nd stag can fu~ppen lat~-_~r in August 
Joy J, Renne!’, M.A., RT{R}, FAEIRS 
Asso.,’:h}[e Profe55or and Director 
Linivers[b{ of No!’th CaroUna a~ Chapel Iqiil 
School ,,’)~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
321-.A South Columbia St. 
Chapel }~iil, NC 27599-7!30 



919-965-5147Desk 

C,:~EI 
919-965-6951 F;~x 
-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTECE: This e-rnaii message, [ncli;ding att;~c:hrm’~r!ts, if anV. is i!~erlded only re!’ the -persor! or entity ~ci which it is addressed a!~d ni;~y ,::ontair! cci!~ [idenl:ial a!~d/’or 
priviieged material. Any -.--u!~authorized review, use, disclosure or disl:ribi;[ici!~ is prohibited. E~ yciu are r!o[ ti~e inl:e!~de, d rec:ipie!~t, please c:ontact [he seRder by reF!iy e-mail and destrci~/ 
al] copies of 1:he original message, 
E~ai~ correspondence to and fre~ this address ~nay be subject to Iche Noah Carolina P~blic Records law and n~ay be disclosed to Ichir# parties by a~ 
a~thorize8 state official (NCG$, c}~, ~3:~}, StuSe~t eSucatienal federals are s~bjeet to FERPA, 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Seat: Tuesday, July 3:[, 20:[2 3:3:[ PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC -check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

.Iov J, Rennet, M,,~,,, RT(R}, FAF.ERS 
Associate P!’ofesso!’ and Di!’ector 
UniversH:y el: Norti~ Caroiin;~ al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:ir!e 
C}] #7130 UNC-CH }]ond~rant Hail 
321-A South Colt:rRb[a S[, 
Chapel H[i], NC 27599-71B0 

92’ 9-966~5:].47 Desk 

Ceil 
9"_,’ 9-966~6951 Fax 
-CONF~DENTEAU]Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachme!~ Ls, if any, is it!tended only ,or J~e -perso!~ or entity to wh[ci~ it is addressed ar!d may conta[!~ cor!fiden~ial at!d!or 

+ + privileged material Any --L:r!authorized review, use, disclosure or dis[!’[but[o¢! is p!’oh[bited, If you are !~ot the inlet!deal recip[er!t, please con ~ac~ the sende!’ by repl,i em~ail and des[ro,i 
all copies of[he original l~’~essage, 
~nail ¢o~’~’espo~e~ce to a~d f~’o~n this a~’ess ~ay be subject te the Nerth Ca~’ol#~a P~b~i~ Records law a~ may be ~is~lose~ te thir~ parties by an 
a~thori~ed state official (INCGS° oh, ~t32), Student educational records are sabject to FERPA, 



FFOlIII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J --~Joy Renne@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 3:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: Joy Reamer - FAC follow-ups 

I have you on my calendar. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:49 PM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

Yes, that will work for me too. I’ll also be in the substance abuse policy meeting. Thanks and see you then. 

Vince 

From: Renner, Joy 3 

Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 11:43 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 
Next Wednesday and Thursday mornings are packed for me with faculty planning meetings for 2012-2013 academic year. I will be down your way on Thursday afternoon for a 
substance abuse policy meeting and after that a meeting with Paul Pogge. Would you like to meet following my meeting with Paul, I am estimating around 4:00? 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:20 AM 
To: Renner, Joy J 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Hi Joy-, 

I believe we met briefly- in Bubba’s office on my first day here? Is there a time when we can meet to discuss the i~ffonnation we’ve gathered for each team and perhaps 

talk a little more about the FaculU Athletic Committee? I see that you are out of the office this week. Currently, Wednesday and Thursday morning next week are 

possibilities tbr me. Thanks and I look forward to meeting ruth you. 

Vince 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy 3 
Ce: llle, Vince; Bubba Cunningham 
Subject: RE: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@medunc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 

Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. if you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that 
stand out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

>:~> "Cumfingham, Bubba" <~?__u_b_~_c_’_(a2__e__Lr_l_~_l_=_u_!)__c_:__e__d_t!> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to 

you today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance, took forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 



Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy ] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject," FVV: Joy Renner - FAC foflow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days_...if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to rne. 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets a r~-_~ the most pr~-_~ssing and the emails to coaches and staff can happen later in August. 

.Iov L Renner, M.A. RT(R}, FAEERS 
Assoc:[ate Professor and Director 
UniversH:y of Norti~ Carolina al: Chapel Hill 
School of Medk:ir!e 
CB #7130 Lfl’,~C-CH }]ondurant Hall 
321.-A South Coh;r~]bia S[. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-71..-30 

9 ~ 9-.96~.-51.47Desk 

9 ~ 9-.96~.-6951 Fax 
-CONF~DE[4TEAUTY NOTICE: This e-mail message, [rlcluding atl:a.::hrne!~ b~ if any, is ir!l:ended only for the -.perso!~ or entH:y 1:o wh[.::h [1: is addressed arid may c:onta[!~ cor!fidential at!d/or 
privileged material Any -- -i;r!aul:hoHzed review, use, disclosure or distribul:ior! is prohibited, li: you are !~o1: the inter!ded re.::ip[er!l:, please contact l:he sender by reply e.-mail and des[r.:)y 
all copies of the origklal message. 
Email correspondence te aad from this address may be subject te the North ~Saroliaa Public Records law and may be disclosed te third parties by a~ 
aL~thori~ed state official (I~CGS, cho 132)o Student educatio~al recorgs are subject te FERPA, 

From: Renner, Joy 3 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC -check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 20:12-20:13 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

JOy ], Rennet, M.A., RT{R)~ FAEIRS 
Asso(:ia[e Professor and Director 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School ,:)f Med[ci!~e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH [3ondL:rant Hali 
32Z-A South Columbia St 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7130 

919-965-51,%?Desk 

919-965-6951 Fax 

-CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-rna[i message, hack:ding a~tachn’~er!ts, if any, is [!~tended only for ,’_he -persor! or en~ity to which it is addressed a!~d may contair! co!~[idential a!~dior 

priviie-:;ed material. AnV --u!~au[hor[zed review, use, disclosure or dbtribu[io!~ is prohibited. I[ you are r!o[ ti~e inte!~ded recipie!~[, please con~ac~ [Pie sender by repi~, e-marl and destro], 

aH copies of the original message, 

En~ai~ correspondence to and fren~ this address ~ay be a~bject to the Nm±h Carolina ~blic Records la~ a~d may be disde~d to thi~:~ pa~tiea by a~ 

aathorize~ state official (NCGS. oh° :132)° ~tu~e~t e~ucational records are s~bject to F:ERPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 6:12 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: Potential Professional Sports Counseling Panel? 

Vince and Paul, 
I’ve had this emailin myinbox, just holding ontoitin case this process evercame to fruition. Atthis point, I’m going to passtheinformation on to you, foryou to dowith 

what you wish. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 6/9/2012 3:57 PM >>> 

HI Amy --- Some other names (in sddidon to the ones you have beiow) for consideration: 

Winston Crisp (trahled as a lawyer and great iudgment) 

Patrick Akos (former football player and at School of Education -- 

Jeffrey Hirsch (labor and employment law at the law school} 

Allen Snively (Kenan-Flagler---has the investment expertise, but I don’t know him), http:!/www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu!facultyidirectoryifinanceiallen-snively 

And, I’d be happy to help out if you need me. t’rn back teaching Contracts this y~-_~ar. 

H.:_~pe this helps, 

Lissa 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 08, 2012 1:53 PM 
To-" Lissa Broome 
Cc: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Corey Holliday; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Potential Professional Sports Counseling Panel? 

: Susan Maloy; ; Tom l]mmermans 

Lissa, 

We (Compliance and Football) have been tossing around the idea of maybe trying to get a Professional Sports Counseling Panel started on campus, There are several bylaws 

(which I will copy below) that speak to the composition and role of such a panel, but we thought we would check with you to see if you knew of individuals off the top of your 

head that might be interested in serving the hlstitution in such a manner. 

A few names that came to mind through our brainstorming: 

Barbara Osborne 

Charles Day 

Erik Hunter 

Maybe someone from Business School in the area of fiscal management? 

Maybe someone from the law school with an interest in sports contracts? 

Might you have any thoughts about these individuals or potential others? 

Thanks, 

Amy 

12.3.4 Professional Sports Counseling Panel. 

It is permissible for an authorized institutional prot~ssiona] sports counseling panel to: 

(a) Advise a student-athlete about a furore professional career; 

(b) Assist a student-athlete with arrangeroents :[br securing a loan for the purpose of purchasing insurance against a disabling injuIiy or illness and with arrangements for purchasing such 
insurance; (Adopted: 1/16/93, Revised: 1/16/10) 

(c) Review a proposed pro[’essiona] sports contract; 

(d) Meet with the student-athlete and representatives of pro]~ssional teams; 

(e) Cotmnunicate directly (e.g., m person, by mail or telephone) with represematives of a professional athletics team to assist in securing a tryout with that team :for a student-athlete; 
(Adopted: 1/71lie4) 

(f) A ssist the smdent.-ath]ete m the selection of an agent by participating with the student-athlete m interviews of agents, by reviewing written information player agents send to the student- 

athlete and by having direct commanication with those individuals who can comment about the abilities; of art agent (e.g, other agents;, a professional league’s players’ association); and 

(Adopted: I/I 1/94) 

(g) Visit with player agents or represematives o:t’ptofessiona] athletics teams to assist the studem..athlete in determining his or her market value (eg., potential salmy, dt a:t’t status) (Adopted: 

I/7 Z/’94) 

12.3.41 Appointment by President or Chancellor. 

This pane[ sha]l consist of at least three persons appointed by the institution’s president or chancellor (or his or her designated representative li-om outside the athletics depamnenO. (:!qevised.- 
3/~%06) 



12 3.4.2 Composition. 

The majority of panel members shall be full--tirne employees omside of the institution’s athletics department. Not more than one panel mernber may be an athletics department staJ!f mernber. NO 
sports agent or any person employed by a sports agent or agency may be a mernbet of the panel All panel members shall be identified to the NCAA national oflice. (Rm,ised: 1/I 1/94, 

1/1 o,o5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcamunc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 6:11 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Contests Counting Toward NCAA Minimums 

Based oi1 how I read this, it sounds like there have been schools that have had to try this "re-scoring" method to meet the milfimums, and it finally came to the NCAA’s 

attention. But the Cabinet is definitely saying that this is not, nor has it ever been, permissible. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 8, 2012, at 7:39 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

<!--[if’m~) 9]--><’.--[endi[]--> 

You mean this hasn’t always been how the rule was applied? The only way I could ever ,see anyone even t~ing this in the past is if the schools 
paflicipating in a meet sponsored by another entity (like maybe the big meet held in NYC evew Janualy?) got together and maybe decided to score it in a 

manner that was different then how the sponsor publicly scored the meet. I don’t know, appexently somebody was doing this... 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 08, 2012 5:33 PM 
To-" Andrew Dubs; Kendra Warren; Davian Clarke; Josh Langley; HaNs Meaders; Nicole Hudson: Angela Reckart; Shelly Streett; Mark VanAlstyne 
Ce-" llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Beth Miller; Cricket Lane; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 
Subject: Contests Counting Toward NCAA Minimums 

Staff, 
We received information from the NCAA today that I want to be sure you are aware of as you plan your schedule for the season. 

Historically, I know there have been years when we have come close to not participating in the minimum number of contests required for NCAA sports 

s po n so rs hi p, As yo u willse e below, it is not pe rcnissible for a n ins titu tie n to 

i~i~i~ ~hi~i ~ii~!~ ~aii~ ~h~ i~i~i~ ~d RE SCORE ~!~ ~n~ a~ ~ ii~s~i~Oti~ ~sus i~S~i~U~iO~ve~i ~d~ ¢~ ~V~ 

m~ ~b~r~ ! ~r~ ~w~d ~b~ re~i~ ~iNrn~ 

Please be aware of this as you are planning your schedule. Remember that for Indoor Track and Outdoor Track, we must have at least 6 contests each to 

meet the sports sponsorship requirement, and ACC’s may count as 1 toward these totals. 

Certainly let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Division 1 Sports Sponsorship Minimum (Tontesl~’ Requirements Counting ~ulti-Team Events in Individual Sports - NCAA B~ lau s 20.9. 4.3.3 

and 20. 9. 4. 3.3. I. The cabinet agreed that pumuant to current legish,tioni iJ th~ st)onsor qf a~ ~veh~ conducts the event either with no team 

scor#L~ or with institutions achiev#~g a single score against other competing institution,s; it is’ not pet~nissible for an institution to take the 

re,s~dts and score the event as an institution-versus-in~’titution e~ enL The cabinet noted that ,~tch a practice in essence wouht render 

meaningless the intended appfication of Byh:tws 20.9~ 4. 3.3 anti’or 20.9. 4. 3.3~ L 77re cabinet directed the NCzL4 A cademic andMembership 

Services st~to develop and publish an educational column that includes specific examples to clarify the application of the ruleJbr the Division 

I membership. 

20.9.4.3.3 Counting Multiteam Events in Individual Sp~rts. 

In the individaN sv~rts, not more than three institutioa-versus-institutior~ meetings shall be coumed as cordests m any mulliteam competition (e.g., 

quadrangular track and field meet). If the institution achier, es a single score in competition wilh the other competing institutions (e.g., a conference 

chanpionship), it shall be counted as one contest. ~’isecZ ]/10,’90 e[leetive 9~1,’90, b70/95) 

2CI.9.4.3.3.1 Meets Wkh No Team Scorhlg. 

In the indivJ&al sport~, a meet a ~x, hich no team sconng is kept couuts as a contest fbr the purv~se ofmeefiug the minmmm-coutest requirement. 

provided at least the mininnm~ ra m-~ber ofpalicipants per Bylaw 20.9.4..3 participate on fl-~e institution’s team. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIJll, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~ schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 1:33 PM 

O’Barr, Allen W <allen obarr@unc.edu>; Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu >; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Sauls, 

Jonathan C <jsauls@email.unc.edu>; Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J 

<Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu >; Blackburn, Dean < blackburn@unc.edu >; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu >; Larry 

Gallo < athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dan Hooker < dhooker@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton <mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Substance Abuse Policy Review Committee Meeting N PARKING 

Reminder about parking; dial on key pad at parking gate on Tar Heel Blvd (the right after the EWAC) and park anywhere in the back lot. 

>>> Larry Gallo 8/13/2012 1:18 PM >>> 

OUR MEETING THIS Thursday W]LL NOW BE IN THE RAMS CLUB CON~:ERENCE ROOM 

LOCATED ON THE 3RD FLOOR OF TNE EWAC. THIS IS THE SAME LOCATION OF OUR June 

MEETING! 

Thank you and see you Thursday at 1:30 PM 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Colleagues: 

I trust that your summer has gone well! 

This email serves as a reminder for our next scheduled meeting: 

Thursday, August 16TN ~ 1:30 ~M TO 3:30 PM ~ Ern(e Williamson Athletks Center, 2nd floor AD’s Conference Room #236 

Please notify Kathy Gdggs kgriggs@uncaa,unc.edu ONLY IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO ATTEND THIS MEETING, 

Please note the following six (6) attachments to this email. If you wish to have hard copies of these documents, please feel free to print them and bring to our meeting. 

Z. current "substance abuse" policy 

2. the agenda from our 6/19/12 meeting AND the present disciplinary summary (we will continue to use this agenda in our 8/16/12 meeting) 

3. proposed second positive test penalty adjustment 

4. notes from the 6/19/12 meeting 

5. edits to the current policy suggested by Joanna Carey Cleveland, Associate University Counsel 

6. UNC CH Campus Wellness Center ~ Release of Information Form 

Thank you, and I look forward to seeing you on August 16th. 

Be well, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:11 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.tmc.edtr>; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr>; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney vcgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher~)uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

z~kenml- flagler.unc .edu>; ~kenml- flagler.mlc.edu ); ~kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu) 

Next Steps 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Next Steps 

Thanks for a productive session this morning. To clarify what we discussed, here are the next steps in our process, and how they might affect you: 

I am cleaning up some of the language and formatting of our objectives, initiatives and action steps. Paul and I will take a pass at assigning "ownership" of individual 

objectives tomorrow morning. 

I will send the updated implementation plan with assignments to the Task Force after the Consulting Team meets in the morning. This plan will have the new language and 

formatting complete with suggested ownership noted. 

If there are any suggested ownership changes, please make those by Thursday via email response to me. 

For any objective over which you have ownership, you should review the language, the action steps and possible metrics. Your suggested changes/additions!subtractions 

should be submitted back to me by 3:00 p.m. on Monday. I will compile the updated implementation plan (based on the suggestions from you) for discussion at our next 

meeting on Tuesday at 10:00 a.m. 

Thanks for the good work. VII be in touch with an updated implementation plan tomorrow. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:04 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Videos to Prospects 

Yes, dating back to the old-school highlight videos, we have always told coaches that we need to review and approve in adwxlce any videos they wish to use in the 

recruiting process. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2012, at 5:53 PM, "Ille, Vince" <i~!~f~S4~.~P~i!.d!.~#2~!) wrote: 

<!--[if’m~) 9]--><’.--[endit]--> 

: 9 Is this the ldnd oftlfing you would ask to review first? How do we request and rex iew video that is created and use& A conversation for tomolrow 

maybe... 

ThanLs Amy. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, August 13, 20:1.2 3:40 PM 
To: Steve Robinson 
Co-" llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject; Videos to Prospects 

Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 

Coach Rob, 

You can certainly create "general interest" videos such as this one and send it as an attachment to an email to PSAs, boosters, alums, etc. But you can’t 

produce video material that is created specifically for recruiting, as that would be contrary to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.2. So you wouldn’t be able to create a video and 

talk directly to prospects, (e.g., "This is where you could play, live, work out, etc.") Rather, you could do a video that is formatted such that it could be of 

interest to the general public (e.g., "This is where the Tar Heels play, live, work out, etc.") and send that as an attachment. 

So it’s all about how the material is presented, As long as you can show that you’re not creating it just for recruiting (by, for example, putting it on GoHeels for 

the general public) and aren’t structuring the voiceover specifically to recruits, we can probably get you there, 

I’m guessing that this is something that our New Media staff can help with. I doubt you need this company. 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio matefi~d to show to, play lbr or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such rnatefial mchides only’ 

geneM information related to an institution or its athletics progrwals and is not created lbr recruiting pmlx)~s, lID] (:~dopted: 1/16’10, Revised 3/29/10) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

>>> Steve Robinson 8/13/2012 3:19 PM >>> 

Amy is this something legal we could use in recruiting thru emails etc, 

Dear Steve, 

I took the liberty to send you a live personal message of Head Coach Brad Stevens promoting his program at Butler U. Text emails have their 

purpose. Highlight clips are exciting but everyone has them. However, them is tremendous power of persuasion in a virtual live message 

frequently emailed directly from the staff or your players to prospects, alumni, fans, and boosters. On your PC: click on the arrow below. On your 

iPhone or tablet: click "Click here" lx, then click the arrow 2x. For more info check my website located on the template or feel free to contact me 

anytime. Thanks, Joe 

OHck here if you a.~e un~bte to view this image. 

<inlageOOl.jpg > 

This Video Ema}i aent to: srsbo@@~s~aa,~,a¢,ed~, by: ~efor~tbleties.eon~ 

:c :ms~;I;s.c::be please £[[¢k..(!.’-).E.%T:;ik [-:usio:l i 1319 Kmgo,.~..~;¯ ~..~J [-31.~i~de~ i F::. i :335!0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 7:27 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email xmc.edu> 

Re: Videos to Prospects 

:-) 

I remind our coaches and video staffon a yearly basis to send me anything they wish to use for recruiting for our review. A lot of what they produce really is general 

interest stuff that goes on G~,Heds c~,m. We don’t review any of that in advance, as I think we would have to hire someone full-time to do that job alone! So we ask to 

review only the pieces that they create primarily for recruiting so that we can assure that it isn’t inappl~opriately targeted to recruits. 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 13, 2012, at 7:20 PM, "Ille, Vince" <#.!!5~$~!~.~i~.:!4~?c.=t(d.!43, wrote: 

OK, that’s what I figured. I guess football has their own video staff ruth a lot of students? I was just wondering how and when we reviewed all of their 

output. I agree with your response to Coach Robinson. I’m sure our video staffcan create a more compelling piece. Incidentally, the Buffer Way?? 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Mlonday, August 23, 2012 7:04 PMI 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: Re: Videos to Prospects 

Yes, dating back to the old- school lfighlight videos, we have aJways told coaches that we need to review and approve in advance any videos they wish to 

use in the recruiting process. 

Ainy 

Sent from my iPhone 

Is this the kind of thing you would ask to review first? How do we request and review video that is created and used? A conversation lbr 

tomorrow maybe... 

Thmlks Amy. 

From: Amy Herman [.~?;?~.[[:.:.%~j.~.{;!?~.e~R{?~?~.&{?~L:~!~j. 

Sent: Mlonday, August 23, 2012 3:40 PMI 
To: Steve Robinson 
Co: llle, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 

Subject: Videos to Prospects 
: Paul Pogge ; Tom -r]mmermans 

Coach Rob, 
You can certainly create "general interest" videos such as this one and send it as an attachment to an email to PSAs, boosters, alums, etc. But 

you can’t produce video material that is created specifically for recruiting, as that would be contrary to Bylaw 13.4.1.5.2. So you wouldn’t be able 

to create a video and talk directly to prospects, (e.g., "This is where you could play, live, work out, etc,") Rather, you could do a video that is 

formatted such that it could be of interest to the general public (e.g., "This is where the Tar Heels play, live, work out, etc.") and send that as an 

attachment. 

So it’s all about how the material is presented. As long as you can show that you’re not creating it just for recruiting (by, for example, putting it 

on GoHeels for the general public) and aren’t structuring the voiceover specifically to recruits, we can probably get you there. 

I’m guessing that this is something that our New Media staff can help with. I doubt you need this company. 

Amy 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to Show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material 

includes only general information related to an ins¢itulion or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes, [DI (Adopled: 

1/16/10, Revised" 3/29/70) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

> > > Steve Robinson 8/13/2012 3:19 PM > > > 



Amy is this something legal we could use in recruiting thru emails etc. 

Dear Steve, 

! took the liberty to send you a live personal message of Head Coach Brad Stevens promoting his program at Butler U. Text emails 

have their purpose. Highlight clips are exciting but everyone has them. However, there is tremendous power of persuasion in a 

virtual live message frequently emailed directly from the staff or your players to prospects, alumni, fans, and boosters. On your PC: 

click on the arrow below. On your iPhone or tablet: click "Click here" lx, then click the arrow 2x. For more info check my website 

located on the template or feel free to contact me anytime. Thanks, Joe 

Olick here if you {ire un~:ble ~o view this image, 

<lmageOO£jpg> 

This Video ~-meii se!st to: ssobo~secaaAene,e~8 by ~eforatBle~"iss,som 

[o ~ms ubsor::be, i;k’-~as i.~ ,’:jjg.[~.~S.t~/.t~ [ a::k Fu,s::ori I ’~ $i 9 i<ing.sw.>y Read i Star,den i Ft. i 335 IO 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:20 PM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: information for New Faculty Cmte on Athletics Chair 

FYf regarding the academic information that Joy Renner asked for. I guess all of the information is in an annual report that Bubba has. Maybe Molly can get it and makea 

copy for Joy?    should be wrapping up our portion of the information today, I think. 

just remove the academic section from the sports’ pages, 

Thanks., 
Amy 

>>> Beth Bridger          12:16 PM >>> 

Ok Nate is going to compile a booklet for you, we don’t want to email this type of information. 

It may also be worth asking Beth Miller or Bubba for the report, as they get it as well. Could you possibly ask them so we don’t have duplicate efforts. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director! Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bddgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 
>>> Amy Herman          12:01 PM >>> 

I don’t have access to those reports, so if someone over there has them and wants to compile it for me, that would be great. 

>>> Beth Bridger          12:00 PM >>> 

Can you just use the annual reports Robert gives to the coaches every year? This information, ] believe is already on there. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 
Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 

bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 11:57 AM >>> 

Academic Counselors, 
We are putting together some information on all 28 sport programs to share with Joy Renner, the new chair of the Faculty Committee on Athletics. 

She has asked for some sport specific information that we cannot provide, so I am asking each of you to respond to this email with the below information for each of your 

teams. 

We need this information by Wednesday ( ) at 5p in order to include it in the packet we will give Joy on Thursday hopefully it is something that you can easily access and 

pass on to us. 
For each team you have: 

1. Average Team GPA for the following academic years: 

2008 2009 

2009 2010 

2010 2011 
2011 2012 
2. Any other important academic information about the team you would like Joy to know? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 12:27 PM 

Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Participation Numbers, Historically 

Last 5 years of squad sizes for XC and Track!Field. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

2007 2008: 

Men XC: 21 

Men Track: 42 

Women XC: 14 
Women Track: 42 

2008 2009: 

Men XC: 19 

Men Track: 40 

Women XC: 13 

Women Track: 42 

2009 2010: 

Men XC: 12 

Men Track: 46 

Women XC: 16 

Women Track: 39 

2010 2011: 
Men XC: 15 
Men Track: 45 

Women XC: 15 

Women Track: 38 

2011 2012: 

Men XC: 17 

Men Track: 45 

Women XC: 17 

Women Track: 38 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Schaffer ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, Angust 14, 2012 1:23 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact InIb 

Vince thar~ks for the e maii and sorry for the delay in responding to you. we are filing with the NCAA a petition to overturn any susper~sions on behaif of 

¯ Wiil cc it to you wher~ we file it. Also wher~ever you want to chat g;ve me a cali. Here to help, Ii~anks arid have a great day. peter 

From: 1lie, Vince [mailto:ille@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August :10, 20:!.2 8:09 AM 
To: peter@agentaa.com 
Subject: Contact Info 

Mr. Schaft~r, 

My current contact information is: 

Office phone: (919) 962-4631 

Cell Phone: 

EmM address: iJ_l__e_~OL_uj!_c_:__e__@_ 

Thm~s for the conversation yesterday. At some point, I’d like to heal your thoughts on some things we may do to mod@ the institution’s Agent and Advisor Program 

for our student-athletes. I’ll be soliciting feedback from various sources mM would appreciate it if you would be willing to share your opinions and experience. 

Vlnce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SAF for $2,000 MEA? 

Shamaree, 

Can you please confirm that it is permissible for us to use SAF for the $2,000 MEA that was promised to the incoming frosh who signed their ASAs in November? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 2:07 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: SAF for $2,000 MEA? 

Shamaree, 
Please ignore. Tom has already asked you this! My fault... 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 1:44 PM >>> 

Shamaree, 
Can you please confirm that it is permissible for us to use SAF for the $2,000 MEA that was promised to the incoming frosh who signed their ASAs in November? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~chaeC~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:32 PM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

Bubba, Clint, and Steve, 
The I    fall compliance meeting with the student athletes will be held on September 5th at 3p in the 

schedule. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Recruiting Lounge. Please feel free to attend if it works with your 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,, 3:38 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Compliance Meeting 

Forgot to copy you on this. 

>>> Amy Herman 3:37 PM >>> 

The fall compliance meeting for student athletes will be held at 8a on 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.m ~ .~l~:~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

in Loudermilk 2301. Please feel free to attend if it fits within your schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:40 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

The 

your schedule. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fall Compliance Meeting with student athletes will be held on at 3p in Loudermilk 2301. Please feel free to attend if it fits within 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:42 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

The Fall Compliance Meeting will be held on 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a1 schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

at 4p in the Concourse Club, Please feel free to attend if it works within your schedule, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 4:39 PM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unoedu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unoedu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Holds 

No holds for any sports this month. Thanks!! 
Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 7:54 PM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

:@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Compliance Meeting 

Th~ . fall compliance meeting with the student athletes will be held on Monday, 
schedules permit. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

.~\~ ~ ::I~’~ :P :i ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

at 9a in Loudermilk 2301. Please feel free to attend if your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012iSpring/Sum mer2013. 

Thanks Mr. Ille, Iwill be sure to do so in the future. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Academic Counselor 
College afArts & Sciences 
Academic Support far Student-Athletes 
Loudermi[k Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599,3107 
919-843-2328 (w) 

(C) 
we]born (@ uncaa.u nc.edu 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@emaiLunc.edu > 8/14/2012 7:17 PM > > > 

Spencer, 

John Blanchald tells me that you are our stalt’person who coordinates all postgraduate scholmships mid awalds for the department? Can you please forward the 

scholarship opportunity below to your distribution list? Moving forwmd, cml you also please add the sport program administrators mid Tom Timmemmn as additional 

recipients? 

Thanks for your help. 

Vince 

From: John Blanchard [mailto:jgb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 10:19 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

Vince, 

This has been done through the academic counselors. One of them, Spencer Welborn, coordinates all the postgraduate scholarships and awards for the department. So, 

Dicky would send it to me and I would send it to Spencer and copy Robert. Spencer would take it from there. 

I think with Bubba’s vision of sport administrators they should be involved also. Tom, too. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 
Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "Ille, Vince" <j_[[e__@_gr_L~_iLu__~?__c_:e__d__u_.> 8/13/2012 6:38 PM > > > 

John, 

How this infommtion has been distributed in the past? From you to all head coaches mid academic counselors with maybe a copy to Tom and the sport administrators? 

Thought I should check with you. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Bubba Cunningham [m___a_!Ltq2_b__ubb___ac~__e _m_ajJ_~_u__t!c__~_e_c!_u_] 

Sent: Nonday, August 13, 2012 2:27 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Degree-CompleLion Award ApplicaLion is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 
FYI 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Betty Reagan <breagan@ncaa.org> 

Date: Monday, August 13, 2012 9:09 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: Ellen Summers <esummers@ncaa.org> 

Subject: NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Award Application is posted on-line for Winter2012/Spring/Summer2013. 

ME1MORANDIUM 

TO: Presidents and Chancellors ] 

Directors of Athletics ] of NCAA Division I Member 
Facul~ Athletics Representatives ] Institutions. 

Senior Woman Administrators ] 

August 13, 2012 

FROM: Ellen Summers 
Librarian. 

SUBJECT: 2012-13 NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awmd P~ogram. 

The application for the NCAA Division I Degree-Completion Awards for the ranter/spring/summer 2013 is now available at w~v.ncaa.or~. 

To be considered for this award, the student-athlete must have completed eligibility at an NCAA Division I member institution; enrolled originally in or before Januao~ 
2008; exhausted institutional eligibility for athletics-related aid (five years) and be within 30 semester hours or 45 quarter hours of completing an undergraduate degree. 

All of the applications are reviewed by a committee of representatives t?om seven NCAA Division I member institutions. Funds ordinarily allow awaJcds to be made to 

less than one-half of the applicants. Therefore, it is important to stress to your students that they must fill out the application completely and provide 
supporting documents in order to be considered for this a~,ard. 



The completed application m~d supporting documents must be mailed to me at the national office m~d be postmarked no later than September 21. The committee will 

make its decisions on funding by October 31. 

Please contact me at 317-917-6308 or esummers(&ncaa.org, or Betty Reagan at 317-917-6367 or breagan(i~ncaa,org if you have questions about this award or the 

application. 

ELS:br 



Betty Reagm~ 

NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Betty Reagan 
NCAA Research/Library 

(317) 917-6367 
Fax: (317) 917-6366 
Shipping: 1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Dr., Indianapolis, IN 46202 

Thi s emiil and any .~Lt,i.-:h~</enLs ma%, contain NC~S~, <x.nfidenLia] and pri,,~ileqc<’~ infor~</ati<~n. If ,]ou are no’t Lhe intenqicc~ re<:ipi~,nt, 

please notify the sender iKa-~@diately by return eK’ail, delete this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or lise of 

this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and mdy be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 9:25 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

]nside Carolina Article 

Vince, 
Below see the email [ received from the Associate Editor of [nside Carolina. ]C is an unaffiliated message board for a lot of Carolina fans and donors. They cover all men’s 

basketball and football events, and then sometimes update fans on all the Olympic sports as well. ] am more than willing to work with Zach to set this up if you want to. Please 

let me know how you would like me to respond. 

Thanks! 

Dear 

My name is Zach Read, and [ write for Inside Carolina Magazine. As we prepare the November issue, we thought it would be interesting to run a profile of Vince ]lie for Tar 

Heels fans. ]s there any chance Mr. [lie is available for an interview sometime between tomorrow and next Wednesday? The interview would probably take about 30 minutes, 

and ]’d be happy to drop by the office. 

] look forward to hearing from you and thank you in advance for your time. 

Best regards, 

Zach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Am,/Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: volunteer position 

Volunteer Assistant Coach Regulation.pdf 

Dave, 
We just need to get Bryant to sign our Volunteer Coach Form see attached before he’s good with us, And we’ve already got Bryant on our coaches designation list, so 

we’re good there, Once Bryant signs the attached and Joyce clears him, he’s good to go, 
We’ll also want him to take the Coaches Exam since we require all coaches who will be participating in recruiting, even if it’s just on campus, to take it, We’ll need to get him 

set up with Lissa Broome to knock that out at some point, 

That’s all we’ve got on our end, Let me know if you have any questions, Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Dave Arenda: 11:04 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

With Robert Woodard taking a coaching position at UNC W recently, we are in the process of filling that volunteer coaching position. We have submitted papeFwork to Joyce 

for Bryant Gaines. The criminal background check is still Jn progress with the other new hires for the semester. She did mention that we needed approval from compliance as 

well and to clear it with your office. Coach Fox is out of the office until tomorrow and asked that I follow up with you and get the approval necessary so that Bryant can be 

involved with staff meetings,etc, later this week. 

Let me know what [ need to do .... 

thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:35 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: volunteer position 

Dave, 

Just one other thing. Will Bryant have any other job? [ know that the Volunteer Baseball Coach position is generally a full time job, even though it’s unpaid, but if he will be 
doing anything else to make money, we will need to know what that is so that we can confirm that it’s a permissible activity for a coach. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Lance Markos 11:33 AM >>> 

Dave, 

We just need to get Bryant to sign our Volunteer Coach Form see attached before he’s good with us. And we’ve already got Bryant on our coaches designation list, so 

we’re good there, Once Bryant signs the attached and Joyce clears him, he’s good to go. 

We’ll also want him to take the Coaches Exam since we require all coaches who will be participating in recruiting, even if it’s just on campus, to take it. We’ll need to get him 
set up with Lissa Broome to knock that out at some point. 

That’s all we’ve got on our end. Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > Dave Arendas 11:04 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

With Robert Woodard taking a coaching position at UNC W recently, we are in the process of filling that volunteer coaching position. We have submitted papeFwork to Joyce 

for Bryant Gaines. The criminal background check is still in progress with the other new hires for the semester. She did mention that we needed approval from compliance as 

well and to clear it with your office. Coach Fox is out of the office until tomorrow and asked that I follow up with you and get the approval necessary so that Bryant can be 
involved with staff meetings,etc, later this week. 

Let me know what [ need to do .... 

thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:03 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney ~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina Ba]len <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~kenml- flagler.unc.edu>;, @kenml- flagler.unc.edu ); @kenan- 
flagler.unc.edu) 

Important Ne~ Step - "Ownership" 

cm~olina athletics fftrategic plan - draft.docx 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: important Next Step - "Ownership" 

I acknowledge that this is a long email message ... please read through to the end, as the topic is an important next stop in our process. 

In our last meeting, we discussed "ownership" of the objectives we will put forth as part of our Strategic Plan for Carolina Athletics. Ownership ofstrotegic objectives is cruciol to success 

in strategic planning execution. Important notes on "ownership" in relation to our plan moving forward: 

We have made preliminary ownership assignments based upon the nature of the objectives and your position in the department ... and have shared these with Bubba. They are 

included in the attached document. 

The long-term expectations for ownership (four years) are to organize your team to accomplish the objective, to continually develop and complete the actions, and to report 

regularly to the Executive Staff and future meetings of the Task Force on progress. You do not have to do all of the tasks in your objective personally, but you will be the leader 

(the "owner"!) for that objective’s completion. I will be available to assist where needed as well. 

The short-term expectations for ownership (by Monday) are to carefully examine the wording of the objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and to submit any suggested 

changes to me by Monday at 1:00 p.m. You are encouraged to take a big-picture look at the initiatives too ... to see if they are bold and innovative enough to achieve our vision. 

The medium-term expectations (over the next year) are to develop timing estimates for the actions, individual assignments and resource requirements. I will work with you at 

this level over the next year, and assist in strategic plans for individual units and sports programs that you manage. 

The ownership assignments are included in the attached document. This document is the rough draft for what will eventually become our approved Strategic Plan for Carolina 

Athletics. In some cases, the objectives are shared by multiple staff members; in these instances, each of the assigned staff members should draft their own suggestions for the 

objective to share. 

Your homework ... B’Sie~sse i’ead through ~sour ass[g~ed objectives ~srefuily, msd note ~3~%, changes (i~3~guage and tone) ~/ou suggest. Additional[% ple~sse suggest an’i initiatives, a~.tio~s or 

iI~etdcs tb~st yo~ wrest to add (the ones included in this plan were generated at our retreat or in subsequent discussion, and are by no means exhaustive; be creative in establishing 

corporate level ideas in this plan [). You should send your suggestions to me by :[:00 p.m. oil Monday. Your suggestions will be folded into the updated document we will review at our 

Tuesday meeting (and eventually share with the Advisory Committee). Please remember to be bold and innovative[ 

This is a vital step in our process. Please make the time between now and Monday to give this thoughtful consideration. Please let me know if you have questions, or need additional 

guidance or support. I look forward to seeing your ideas, and sharing them with the entire Task Force on Tuesday. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M ’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:26 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Hiring High School Teacher as Volunteer Coach 

Coaches Designation Form (Sports other than Football).pdf; Coaching Staff Limitations.pdf 

Great, thanks, Donna. Be sure to let me know if you plan to change this housing arrangement in the future. 

I am happy to talk to Suzanne and help answer any questions she has about the below information concerning what she can and catYt do as our volunteer coach. 

We also still need your Coaches Designation Form. See attached. Please complete and send to Samantha, and she will forward to you the various forms that these individuals 

will need to complete for our records. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

>>> Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 3:11 PM >>> 

AmyI own the house. She has no ownership in the house. Yes that has been the agreement from dec. tithe present 

The payment will continue as it has been. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:06 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Donna. For my records, please answer the following questions. 

1) Do you personally own the house? 

2) Does she have any ownership in the house at all? 

3) Was the you pay mortgage, she pays all bills arrangement put into place in December of 2011 when she moved in? 

4) Will this arrangement continue going forward during her time as your volunteer coach? 

5) Will you make it a point to notify me if this arrangement were to change in any way while she serves as your volunteer? 

T 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Donna Papa 1:10 PM >>> 

Amy, 

She has lived there since December 2011. She pays all of the bills electric etc, I pay the mortgage. 

At present the arrangement is still the same. 

Do you need anything else. 

Donna 

1. dan 
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>>> Amy Herman 8:45 PM >>> 

Donna, 
She would definitely have to stop coaching the high school team immediately (per the bylaw pasted below in blue). But provided we have documentation 

showing that she is paying "her share" of the rent/bills, her living with you isn’t an issue. We just have to be able to show that the arrangement has remained 

consistent both before she became your assistant and after. Please send me an email that indicates how [onq she has been your housemate, what the rent/bill 

arrangement is, and confirm that the arrangement will remain the same. Then we will be covered from the angle of not providing her housing at a discounted 

rate in an attempt to "pay" our volunteer coach. 



The other aspect of this of which we need to be aware and on top of is that once she becomes a coaching staff member, she will not be able to engage in 

recruiting activities off campus. Including at her school. So she should absolutely refrain from having any conversations with any prospects about UNC. Since she 

will no longer be the softball coach, there shouldn’t be any reason for her to have these conversations, anyway. It’s definitely a tough spot for her to be in, being 

our coach but being surrounded by prospects every day, so she will need to be very clear in her stance that she cannot have recruiting conversations. She 

should only have generic conversations as required by her position as a teacher at the school. Any questions at all about Softball at UNC need to be directed 

either to one of our countable coaches or to the PSA’s new high school coach. 

Believe it or not, there is actually an interp "out there" that talks about this situation. I’m pasting it below (in red), as well. It speaks specifically to whether 

teachers who are also institutional coaches are permitted to attend the high school team’s contests. The answer is yes, provided she does so only as a teacher 

and does not act as a UNC recruiter, is not directed to attend for evaluation purposes, and doesn’t report back to the rest of the coaching staff. Since she will 

not be a countable coach who can recruit off campus, there will NEVER be a time when she can engage in recruiting activities, even if it happens to be a 

recruiting period (per the last sentence of the bylaw). 

I hope this all makes sense. Last thing. I don’t know if she is involved in any local sports club, but remember that she is bound by that legislation, too. So if she 

wants to coach any outside team at all (other than ours), she will need to seek our approval before doing so. 

Let me know if you have any questions. And be sure to send me that email about the housing arrangements. And, as always, to get with Joyce about the 

volunteer coach hiring process. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

11,4.1 High School, Preparatory School or Two-Year College Coach. 

An institution may not employ a high school, preparatory school or two year college coach who remains a coach in the same sport at the high school, 
preparatory school or two year college. This provision does not preclude employment of a high school, preparatory school or two year college coach in a 

different sport. Men’s and women’s teams in the same sport are considered different sports for purposes of this legislation. Men’s and women’s teams in the 

same sport are considered different sports even if an athlete from the opposite gender is playing on a high school, preparatory school or two year college 

men’s or women’s team, provided the team is classified as a separate team (as opposed to a "mixed" team) by the appropriate institution or the state high 

school, preparatory school or two year college governing body. (See Bylaw 13.12.2.2 for regulations relating to the employment of high school, preparatory 

school or two year college coaches in institutional camps or clinics.) (Revised." 1/10/91, 3/16/07, 1/16/10) 

Staff [nterpretation 

High schooi {eacher who is member of ins{itu don’s coaching staff 

Date Published: November 30, 1988 
Item Ref: a 

interpFetatJon: 

a. Higim School Teacher Who is Member of Institution’s Coaciming Staff: Determined timat Bylaw I 2 (contact restrictions) and Byiaw I 3 (evaluation periods) would 

not preclude a higl" school teacher wl’o is a member of a member irlstitudon’s coaching staff from a{tending his or her I’igir school’s contest or havirg face to 

face encounters with prospective student athietes, provided he does not act as an insdtutionai recruiter (e.g., is not directed to evaiuate prospective student 

athietes, cioes not report back to the institution’s coaching staff, does no~ contac~ prospective s~ucient atNetes for recruiting purposes), with ~he understandinq 

that time coach is subject to time contact and evaiuadon restrictions when performing recruithmg activities as opposed to normal teacher activities. See 9/17/87 LIC: 
[tem No. 8. 

:"\:~i } .,rio: P.,i e’. :~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Donna Papa 1:43 PM >>> 

Amy, 

Don’t know why this popped into my head Ithink it was that ECU case but my housemate is a high school teacher and also coaches a high school softball team 

in wake county. Iwould like to hire her as my volunteer. Is it an issue that she lives in the house. As long as she pays rent that should not be a problem correct? 

And she would be giving up her high school coaching. She would still teach at the high school. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:23 AIvl 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Site Visit 

Hi Vince, 

Your meeting with Mark Jackson is confhlTned for Friday, August 24 at 2:00pm in your office. I will tD- to get a better idea of how long he’d like to meet, but if you are able, it would be great if 
you could block off 2-4pm for this meeting. I’ve given Mark directions to the Williamson Center. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mark Jackson [mailto:mwl@usc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:40 PM 
To: Norton, Moll?’ 
Subject: Re: Site Visit 

Molly: 

Thank you so much. Friday, August 24 at 2:00 pm works great. Anything with the facilities would be a bol’iUS 

My cell is 

Thanks, 
Mark 

On Aug 15, 2012, at 10:31 AM, Norton, Molly wrote: 

> Hi Mark, 
> 

> Thanks Jk~r your follow up email I’m sorry that I haven’t gotten back in touch with you be:tore now. 
> 

> Right now, I can schedule your meeting with Vince Ille Vince is the Senior Associate Athletic Director for Compliance and Student Services. Vince is available to meet with you from 2- 
4pm on Thursday, August 23 or 2-4pm on Friday, August 24. Do either of those timeframes and dates work for you? 
> 
> I will be back in touch with you about a meeting with one of the Associate ADs regarding facilities and development. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Molly 
> 

> 

> Molly Norton 
> Executive Assistant to 
> Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 
> The University of North Carolina 
> PO. Box 2126 
> Campus Box 8500 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 919-962-8200 (phone) 

> 919-962-7490 (fax) 
> mbnorton@unc, edu 
> 

> Go Heels! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Mark Jackson [mailto:mwifd~,,usc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:05 AM 
> To: Norton, Molly 
> Subject: Site Visit 
> 

> Molly: 
> 

> I think I talked you last week about a site visit LrNC and a possible meeting with Bubba and/or someone on his senior staff. Was wondering it this is going to work out as I am putting 
together final plans. I am available anytime from T!~mrsday afternoon thru Friday to meet. My focus is on APR rates, faciliw improvements, and overall ftmdraising strategy discussion. 
Really hoping this can work out. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Mark 
> 

> Mark Jackson 
> Senior Associate Athletic Director 
> Unw 
> 

> 



From- 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 11:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaii.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Untitled Message.msg 

here Js the travel letter for professors... 
Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hi11 

(w) 919 843 5669 

(c) 
bridgerb@u ncaa.u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:00 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Tweet 

Vince, 

See below. ] know you suggested we copy sport administrators on these, but there are some instances, like below, when it’s borderline in my mind as to whether we need to 

inform the sport administrators. ] believe, had he spelled out the full word below, that it would have been something to forward on, but when he says what he says below, do 

you want to be notified? Just trying to figure out what you want to know about and what you don’t... 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman ll:57AM >>> 

Andre’, 

FYI. 

Amy 

, View Account 

Team/Squad: 

From Account: 

Status: Active_Unprotected, Followers=l,104, Following=293, Number of Tweets=6,647 

First ~r~c~iC~ Wasn’t Good Enough (I Guess) So F It We Going To Turn Up Again.. 

View Message 

Keyword s: practice, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:47 PM 

Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Anqie Bitfinq <abitfinq@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Summer Camp 

Hi, Hubert! Angie and ] were talking today and she asked me if it would be okay if you still wanted to do your summer camp in the future, now that you are one of our 

coaches. I know you took this past summer off from the camp, so I don’t know if it’s even something you want to entertain in the future, but I wanted you to know that we 

could probably find a way to make it work. It would be an "institutional camp" by virtue of you being a staff member, which means you would have to follow all of the NCAA 

rules regarding camps, so we would just need to have a discussion to see if you can do what you want to do within those boundaries. 

Anyway, just wanted to drop you a note and let you know that if/when you start to think about it for the future, let’s sit down and talk before you get too far down the 

planning road. 

Hope all is going well! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:30 PM 

Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Jackson <sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lissa Broome <[issa_broome@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Gfiggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Natalie Lutz <n[utz@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Enforcement Decision Letter 

Dedsion.pdf 

Mike and Scott, 
See attached. This is the final report from the Enforcement staff, indicating that this case is officially closed in their books. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



August 15, 2012 

Shippir~i0vemi~ht Adcir-ess: 

i802 No~zo Warlord S~: Oriw~ 

h~diar~s~pelis, Indiana 46202 

~P~.~],,~*...J. r’l C ".’J z3.0 r 

Ms. Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Skipper Bowles Drive 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27515 

Dear Ms. Herman: 

This is in reference to the NCAA student-athlete reinstatement staff’s June 18 report in 
response to your May 29 submission to student-athlete reinstatement concerning a 
violation of NCAA rules involving assistant baseball coach Scott Jackson and 
prospective student-athlete              (AMA Online Case No. 216025). 

Please note that the matter has been reviewed in accordance with the provisions of 
NCAA Bylaws 19.5.1 and 32.4, and it was determined that a violation occurred, based on 
the following facts from the AMA Online summarization: 

During 2012 spring semester, baseball assistant coach had impermissible 
telephone contact with a prospective student-athlete prior to July 1 
following the completion of PSA’s junior year in high school, which is 
contrary to the provisions of Bylaw 13.1.3.1. Specifically, assistant 
coach inadvertently placed a call to PSA May 1, 2012, while his cellular 
phone was in his pocket. Assistant coach was unaware call had been 
made and did not engage in any conversation with PSA. Upon review of 
his call history May 7, assistant coach noticed call to PSA and 
immediately contacted compliance office to report violation. 

In that regard, it was determined that the case should be classified as secondaw and that 
no further action should be taken by the NCAA in the matter. 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

An associatio# of more thar~ t,208 members servir~g the s:tur]ent-athiete 
Eqaal Opporl~mity/A~mlativo. Acti0n ~9ley~r 



Ms. Amy Herman 
August 15, 2012 
Page 2 

Your cooperation and assistance in the review of this case are appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

~ / ~.,,,~, ........... /     ~ c-~ ~! 

) / 
Cory Grant 
Enforcement Staff 

CG:~/53146 

Ms. Lissa Broome 
Mr. Lawrence Cunningham 
Dr. Beth Miller 
Mr. John Swofford 
Chancellor H. Holden Thorp 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 8:50 PM 

]lie, Vince <il[e@email.unc.edu>; Anqie Bitfinq <abitfing@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Your Summer Camp 

Just F~. 

>>> Amy Herman          8:49 PM >>> 

Okay, thanks, Hubert! If at any point you change your mind,just holler! 

Amy 

>>> Hubert Davis <hidavis@uncaa.edu," 4:02 PM >>> 

Hey Amy...thank you so much for the information...as much as my wife and I loved doing our Christian basketball camp the last 15yrs, I still don’t think we can do it...with me 

working our UNC Bball camp, recruiting and other responsibilities with the players in summer school, I want to have some time with the family:)...thank you very much...Hubert 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:46 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Hubert! Angle and ]were talking today and she asked me if it would be okay if you still wanted to do your summer camp in the future, now that you are one 

of our coaches. ] know you took this past summer off from the camp, so I don’t know if it’s even something you want to entertain in the future, but ] wanted you 

to know that we could probably find a way to make it work. It would be an "institutional camp" by virtue of you being a staff member, which means you would 

have to follow all of the NCAA rules regarding camps, so we would just need to have a discussion to see if you can do what you want to do within those 

boundaries. 

Anyway, just wanted to drop you a note and let you know that if/when you start to think about it for the future, let’s sit down and talk before you get too far 

down the planning road. 

Hope all is going well! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a[ schae(~uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rolTl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:06 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated Repot 

Except TSOjust emailed me and said to forget it, they’re not going to recruit the girl and we don’t need to reinstate her. So nowI have to change it back into just an 

Enforcement report. Ahhhhhhhh... 

Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/16/2012 9:04 PM > > > 

Thanks Amy. Looks ready to me. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 2:20 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Updated       Repot 

Mince, 

See attached for the wording changes we discussed. Please confirm that this is okay with you, so that I can forward to Bubba for his approval. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham < ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, August 17, 2012 12:13 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@nnc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu~; Beth Miller 
<bmiller@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Clint GwaJtney <cgwaltney@uncaa. unc.edu~-; Cricket Lane <cricke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kansas Athletics to Honor Student-Athletes at Inaugural Rock Chalk Choice Awards - IC&N SAS OFFICIAL ATHLETIC SITE 

This looks excellent. 

http ://www.kuathletics. corn/sports/academics/spec°rel/OS1412aaa.hmal 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 6:00 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham < @gmail.com >; Kirschner, Steve 

< stevekirschner@unc.edu >; Beth Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Kansas Athletics to Honor Student-Athletes at Inaugural Rock Chalk Choice Awards - KANSAS OFFICIAL ATHLETIC SITE 

I also saw this, Bubba ~ I agree ~ good stuff! 

>>> Bubba Cunningham , @gmail.com> 8/17/2012 12:12 AM >>> 

This looks excellent. 

http://~w.kuathletics,com/s ports!academics!spec rel/081412aaa,html 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 8:50 AM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <                 @gmail.com >; Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Owaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Kansas Athletics to Honor Student-Athletes at inaugural Rock Chalk Choice Awards - KANSAS OFFiCiAL ATHLETIC SiTE 

This looks great as a stand a lone or perhaps incorporate into our All Sports Banquet. 

~Beth 

>>> Bubba Cunningham < 

This looks excellent. 

@gmail.com > 8/17/2012 12:12 AM > > > 

http://www.kuathletics.com/s ports!academics/spec rel/O81412aaa.html 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 1:39 PM 

Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@em ail.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu > @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You r Voicem ail 

Coach Rob, 
You and CB must be thinking along time same lines ;n preparat]on for the recru;ting per;od he asked me that same question yesterday! That rule hasn’t changed, so you can 

still have 1 evaluation and 1 contact on the same day, and it would have to count as 2 of your 7 total permitted recruiting opportunities. 
Let me know if you have any other questions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kessler, Jim <jim kessle@unc.edu;, 

Friday, August 17, 2012 2:23 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bfidgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Bailey, Tiltimy <tmbailey@emaiL unc.edu> 

Announcement 

Beth - first - sorry to hear about the whole thing, but glad you are back. 

FYI - the following email annotmcement went out to all who are enabled in our database. It will be repeated next Tuesday 21 August and 
Friday 24 August. The information is on the front page of our website under "Announcements." If any student did not receive this, have 
them contact us so we can sort out the problem. JK 

Welcome Back - we hope your summer break was restful 

If you have graduated, please let us know and we will remove you from the mailing list. 

Students with Chronic Medical Conditions: 

Students with Chronic Medical conditions, please contact us by a) stopping by the office or b) emaiL Jim_Kess[er(¢unc.edu or 

.T__!_f___f__a___n_y=__B___a__!_!__e_y_@__u___n___c__:__e___d____u_ and let’s discuss faculty notifications and how we may assist. 

ALL OTHER STUDENTS: 

Professor Notification Emails - beginning Friday August 24, 2012 and must be compteted by Friday, September 21, 2012 

After your schedule is finalized and you have attended all of your classes at [east twice, you may begin submitting information to send 

information to your faculty/course instructors about examination accommodations at: 

http://accessibi[ity.unc.edu [Link] Registered Students [Link] Facutty Notification Letters. 

As always, you will receive a copy of the emai[. You then MUST communicate with each faculty to make arrangements about where you 

will be taking examinations. 

Again - Faculty Notification Emai[s doses on Friday, September 21, 2012. 

SchedulinN Examination - beginning Friday, August 31, 2012 and dosing on Wednesday, November 28, 2012 (Regular and Final Examination) 

Please refer to: htt~//accessibi~it~unc~edu/students/reqistered-students/Ru~de~ines~a~ternative-testin~ 

Examinations are to be scheduled on-line at: http://accessibi[ity.unc.edu ([ink) Registered Students ([ink) Schedule Examination 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->Examinations must be schedule 3 complete business days (does not include Saturday ~t Sunday) 

before the exam. The ’scheduling’ day (when you S~o online) and day of the exam does NOT count as a business day. Therefore, for 

a Friday exam, it must be scheduled on Monday. So scheduling the exam a week prior is recommended. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Exams SHOULD be scheduled for the entire semester, however, if you drop the course, please notify 

Accessibility Resources so we can remove the remaining exams and notification to your faculty. 

<[--[if [supportLists]-->. <[--[endit]-->//you fail to schedule an examination, plan to take it with the class. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endit]--> If you purposefut[y schedute an exam for another day/time so that it can be scheduled on-fine (an 

Honor Code Viotation), ptan to take the examination with the crass. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->. <!--[endif]-->lf an examination is reschedu[ed, have the facutty contact us via emai[ indicating the new date/time 

of the examination. 

C[assnotes - Beginning Tuesday, August 28, 2012, contact accessibilityresources@unc.edu. Request for c[assnotes must be made by Friday, 

September 7, 2012. 

Livescribe Smartpens: If 
you are interested in checking out a smartpen, please e-mail .a...c..c.~.e.~.s.E!.[2.i.!.!~..W.1:.e.~s..~...u...r..c...e...s.~)...u...n...c.:..e...d..t..l" and in the subject line put "Smartpen Check-out". 

Smartpens will be checked out on a first come, first serve basis. 

Alternative Textbooks - please refer to: http://accessibi~iW.unc.edu/students/registered~students/e~text~pr~ducti~n~guide~ines 

If you have any questions contact Ms. Cynthia Hopkins (Cynthia=Hopkins@unc.edu), Ms. Tiffany Bailey [Tiffany=Bailev@unc.edu) or Jim Kessler 

(]im_Kessler@unc.edu) or call Accessibility Resources at 919-962-8300. 

Jim Kessler, Director 

Accessibility Resources & Service 

CB# 7214 SASB North 

Suite 2126 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7214 

919-962-8300 (V) 



919-962-4748 (F) 

711 (T) NC RELAY 

httP~//accesibility.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Matt Terrell <mtenvll@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:04 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edtv~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Befl~ Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney ~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina BaJlen qnballen@ uncaa.unc.edu>; MollyNorton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fi-igap <friga~a)ken~xl-flagler.unc.edu>; Shefaali Singh (sheFaaJi sin~l@kenml-flagler.unc.edu); Shelby (Shelby Benson@kenan- 

flagler.unc.edu) Benson 

Reminder-- "Homework" 

cmx31ina athletics fftrategic plan - drafl.docx 

With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have a productive meeting on 

Tuesday. I know each of us is very busy, but vv¢ :’.,!!;-<.~ k:;;~.e ~’.~c?: ~:1.~ y"~: :":’.,!~::~:~.~" ~.’::ur .:!cm?e’;’<::~.~ c’:;:.::gr:me’:!;! for us to progress fully on a project into which we have put so much time 

and effort. Your homework reminder: 

The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ..o and 

submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 

we will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you ... without your additional input in 

your area of expertise, the objective will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give meaningful 

thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 19, 2012 10:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder -- "Homework" 

Thanks, Vince. Great comments, and obviously you gave it some thought. I appreciate it. 

- Matt 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent-’ Sunday, August 19, 2012 6:18 PM 

To: Terrell, Matt 

Subject: RE: Reminder--"Homework" 

Matt, 
Attached is my first swing at the items that have my name attached to them If you have any question~ plea~ let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From-’ Matt Terrell [mailto:mterrell@unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 17, 2012 3:04 PM 

To-" CunNngham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Terrell, Matt; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Molly Norton; Rick 

Steinbacher; Steve Kirschner 

Cc-" frigap; Shefaali Singh (shefaali singh.@kenamflaqNer.unc.edu); Shelby (Shelby genson@kenan-flagler.unc.edu) Benson 

Subject-’ Reminder --"Homework" 

With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have a productive meeting on 

Tuesday. I know each of us is very busy, but we’ ~.~.::<~ h.,v’~¢ .-<mh o[ ~..c:P ~ c:~:.:;~e~.- ?.~ ;’ ~m~,’.:~w~H: u’s~W:?~,’.:~:’: for us to progress fully on a project into which we have put so much time 

and effort. Your homework reminder: 

The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and 
submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at I:00 p.m, 

We will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you _. without your additional input in 

your area of expertise, the objective will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give meaningful 

thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 

I Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-64:[2 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 8:35 AM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtv~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@emal.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Reminder -- "Homework" 

Matt, 

Looks good to me One question, should 8 e. be "within" instead of "with"? Vince, how does it read to you since we are sharing this one? 

Thal~ks for all of your hard work. 

Clint 

>>> On 8/17,’2012 ,at 3:03 PM, m message 
<33E78F7CCCA7444DB9F43DODBBF70EEDI ABE597D@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu>, "Terrell, 
Matt" <mterreH@unc edu> wrote: 
> With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting be%re we go to the Advisory 
> Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is imperative that we have 
> a productive meeting on 3Tuesday. I know each of us is very busy, but we must 
> have each of you complete your homework assignment [’or us to progress fully 
> on a project into which we have put so much time and efl2~rt. Your homework 
> reminder: 
> 

> ’]’he owner of each o bj ec tire sh o ul d carefully examine the wording of his or 
> her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and metrics ... and submit any 
> suggested changes to me by Monday at 1:00 pm 
> 

> We will review each objective and the supporting initiauves and actions at 
> Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to you .. 
> without your additional input in your area of expertise, the objective will 
> not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that objective 
> over the next [’our years. Please find the time to give meaningful thought and 
> action to your assigned objective(s) I look forward to hearing from you by 
> Monday at 1:00 pm 
> 

> 

> - Matt 
> 

> Matt Terrell 
> The University of North Carolina 
> The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 
> O 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 ] M 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cliut Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:17 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Reminder -- "Homework" 

WOW!’.!! A heck of a Sunday. 

I will go with you on this. 

Thanks, 
Clint 

>>> On 8/20/2012 at 8:44 AM, in message 
<FBI3¢gFDE871B7904A83367318 C61919050323253D@ITS -iMS>C’~B S 1 M. ad. uric. edu>, "Ille, 

Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Clint, 
> 

> I just left the word out altogether. I’ve attached the draft that I sent to 
> Matt last night If you open it you may find I could have gone a little 
> overboard in response to Matt’s instructions that included 
> "imperative..homework assigmnent, progress fully., owner., carefully 
> examine., you are the owner, give meaningful thought and action. ?" 
> 

> Aast my thoughts on a rain?- Sunday evening. Thanks. 
> 

> Vince 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: (;lint Gwaltney [mailto:c~waltnevfa)uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 8:35 AM 
> To: Terrell, Matt 
> Cc: ]lie, Vmce 
> SubJect: Re: Reminder -- "Homework" 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> Looks good to me One question, should 8 e. be "within" instead of "with"? 
> Vince, how does it read to you since we are sharing this one? 
> 

> Thanks for all of your hard work. 
> 

> Clint 
> 

>>>> On 8/17/2012 at 3:03 PM, m message 
> <33E78F7CCCA7444DB9I~’43DODBBF70EF.D1ABE597D@ITS-MSXMBS2M ad.unc.edu>, "Ten-ell, 
> Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> With only one more scheduled Task Force meeting before we go to the 
>> Advisory Committee with our close-to-final Strategic Plan, it is 
>> imperative that we have a productive meeting on Tuesday. I know each 
>> of us is very bus?,, but we must have each of you complete your 
>> honrework assignment for us to progress fully on a prqiect into which 
>> we have put so much time and effort. Your homework 
>> rerinnder: 
>> 

>> The owner of each objective should carefully examine the wording of 
>> his or her assigned objectives, initiatives, actions and nretrics ... 
>> and submit any suggested changes to me by Monday at 1:00 p.m. 
>> 

>> We will review each objective and the supporting initiatives and 
>> actions at Tuesday’s meeting. You are the owner of the objective assigned to 
> you ... 
>> without your additional input in yurtr area of expertise, the objective 
>> will not reflect how you and your team plan to approach meeting that 
>> objective over the next four years. Please find the time to give 
>> meaningful thought and action to your assigned objective(s). I look 
>> forward to hearing from you by Monday at 1:00 pro. 
>> 

>> 

>> - Matt 
>> 

>> Matt Terrell 
>> The Universi~ of North Carolina 
>> The Rams Club I Director of External Operations O 919-843-6412iF 
>> 919-843-5777 i M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:16 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larry Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney ~cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina BaJlen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu;>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Today & TomolTow 

A few things: 

¯ I do not have us down to meet today ... making sure we’re okay with that. 

¯ I have received some of the "homework" responses, and will compile the thoughts with the original document this afternoon and evening. I will bring printed copies to the 

meeting tomorrow, and have the gist of everything on the screen for our two-minute reviews. 

Paul, can you please send us a brief agenda as you have it for tomorrow’s meeting? I want to make sure I have things ready. 

Thanks! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:21 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint 

Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Norton 

< m bnorton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Today & Tomorrow 

Thank you, Matt ~ see you tomorrow! 

Larry 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" < mterrell@unc.edu > 8/20/2012 10:15 AM > > > 

A few things: 

* [ do not have us down to meet today ,,, making sure we’re okay with that, 

*     I have received some of the "homework" responses, and will compile the thoughts with the original document this afternoon and evening, [ will bring printed copies to 

the meeting tomorrow, and have the gist of everything on the screen for our two minute reviews, 

* Paul, can you please send us a brief agenda as you have it for tomorrow’s meeting? Iwant to make sure I have things ready, 

Thanks! 

Matt 

Matt Terrell 

Time University of North Carolina 
The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919 843 6412 I F 919 843 5777 I M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mtenell@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:29 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl .unc.edu-~; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.tmc.edw~; Montgomery, John R ~mon@unc.edu>; Creech, 
Karlton W ~&creech@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edw~; Larly Gallo ~athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 

<bmille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwalmey <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Martina Ballen <mba|len@uncaa.unc.edu>; Molly Nort~m 

<mbnorton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Email 

Sorry gang ._ that last email was meant for the ConsultingTeam. See you tomorrow! 

And thanks to those of you who have already sent in your "homework" ... good stuff. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 [ F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:37 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

TenNs fonnat chaJ~ges_. 

Vince-here’s a link to the story. 

http~//straightsets.b~gs.n~times.c~m/2~].2/08/17/c~ege-piayers~criticize-changes-in-ruies/?smid=tw-n~timessp~rts&seid=auto 

I look forward to getting together on all this. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director { UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 I M: 

tdsrnith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <~tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 10:45 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Tennis changes 

Vince -looks like it hasn’t been approved yet- 

http:i!www.nca a.com/news/tennis-men/artic~e/2~:[2-08-:~.9/di-tennis-c~mmittee~pr~p~ses-changes~2~14~champi~nships 

Looks like vote is set for September. Sorry for jumping the gun. 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 ] M: 

tdsmiLh@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwkh this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his!her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his!her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919.962.9119 
(c) 
(0 919.962.0393 
awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:20 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: FW: FB Scholarships 

I will forward this on to Jackie in the Scholarship Office, as she coordinates these appeals for their office. We aren’t involved in that process. Jackie, can you respond on this? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:17 AM > > > 

OK, that’s good. Who are fl~e members (and who is "the Chair) of the committee that hear appeals by student-athletes tbr reductions, cancellations and non-renewals? 

This isn’t something I need to know now, just whenever you cm~. Thanks. 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, August 20, 2012 11:15 AM 

To; llle, Vince 
Subject; Re: FW: FB Scholarships 

Tom does these things. And the scholarship agreement Tom will do for these individuals will have a specific note added that they are one year awards that will not be 

renewed for future years. While we can’t force them to waive their right to appeal, the Committee that handles these appeals has made it clear that the s a’s signature on the 

ASAwith this specific statement essentially results in the s a’s appeal having no merit. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" < [[[e@email,unc.edu > 8/20/2012 11:10 AM > > > 
Amy, 

Who confirms status as non counter, updates the NCAA Squad List, etc.? Also, when one year only awards are offered and accepted, does the student athlete sign off on any 

letter or document confirming his/her understanding that the award is for one year only and waive his!her ability to appeal the planned non renewal? Thanks. 

Vi nce 

Original Message 

From: Corey Holliday [_E]_a__[[_t__o_Lc_!]£4jJj__d___a_y___C~__U_£LC__a_#_:_u__tl_C_~&d___u__[ 

Sent: Monday, August 20, 2012 10:57 AM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Fwd: FB Scholarships 

FYI 

> > > Andre Williams 8/20/2012 10:53 AM > > > 

Tom, 

Please find below the list of student athletes we would like to provide a scholarship (1 year only). 

Please let me know if I need to provide you with any additional information. 

Best regards, 

Andre’ 

Andre’ Williams 

Director of Football Student Athlete Development University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Athletics 

(o) 919,962.9119 

(c) 



(f) 919.962.0393 

awillliams@u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Inside the League <itl@insidetheleague.com> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:26 AM 

Inside "the League <nstratton@insidetheleague.com> 

IIle, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 

Inside the League Web Site Inquily 

% 
Dear Vince Ille, 

Inside the League appreciates your interest "four inquh-y has been received and it is important to us An F[L representative will get back with you as soon as possible. 

Fer your records, below is what you submitted. 

Name: Vince lib 

Ema    e@u (: e( U 

Phone: 

Comments: Neil, 

When I was at Illinois, vve subscribed to your service and I know Ryan Squire was appreciative of ali the information and assistance you provided, i would iike to subscribe here at North 

Carolina i’ve been toid we don’t currently subscribe to your service? If that is true, can you please foR~,’ard me a telephone contact number? The staff member who is processing the 

subscription has requested a contact number Please let me know if you have any questions My cell number ls . lhanks in advance for your help 

Vince 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;~ 

Monday, August 20, 2012 11:59 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Inside the League Web Site InquiD, 

Thanks, Vince. No need for you to call Neil about the subscription (unless you want to catch up with him!). I will handle the subscription for you. 

raise ca re, 

M.:_~lly 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Monday, August 20, 20:[2 :[:!.:57 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject" FW: Inside the League Web Site Inquiry 

Molly, 

Infommtion for you below. Thanks for ?’our help. 

Vince 

From: Neil Stratton [mailto:nstratton(~insidetheleague.com] 
Sent-" Monday, August 20, 20[2 [1:4-2 AM 

To" llle, Vince 
Subject-" R/V: Inside the League Web Site Inquiry 

Hey Vince! Great hearing from you and f Io.:_~k forward to working with you. My c~-AI i; below, Today i; ~acke~t tightly, but call wh~-_mew?r you can and t’11 get back to 

you as soon as is possible. 

At your convenience, go here--www~ins!detheleague~comireg!ster.asp--and we’ll get you going. 

Have an awesome day, 

Neil Stratton 

Special advisor, ’:i:1 Eastham Energy College All-Star Game 

Executive Director, ’08 Hula Bowl 

Personnel Director, ’07 Inta Juice North-South All-Star Classic 

President, Inside the League 

www.insidetheleague.com 

Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, August 20, 2012 12:03 PM 

I,arry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Creech, Karlkm W <kcreech@unc.edu>; mballen@uncaa.unc.edu; bmille@uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, 

Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; cgwa]tney@uncaa.unc.edu; Rick Steinbacher (rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu); Kirschner, Steve 

<stevekirschner@unc.edu>; MontgomeD, John R <jmonl@unc.edu> 

FW: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00pro 

Dear Executive Staff: 

liust wanted to clarify that all of you are invited to the Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner at the Cunningham’s house on Sunday, August 28 beginning at 6:00pro. 

If you have not already RSVPed, please let me know by Wednesday morning if you and your spouse!guest plan to attend the dinner on August 26. 

Thanks, 
Molly 

Frera: Cunningham, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 2:10 PM 
Subject: Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on Sunday, August 26 at 6:00prn 

Dear Head Coaches: 

Tina and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pro. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse/guest can attend. 

Tina and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 20, 2012 4:17 PM 

Hie, Vince <ille@emaiLunc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meet the Teacher 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

I’ve got Meet the Teacher morning with Ivie tomorrow for 1st grade. It runs from 9:15a to 11, so I will be in shortly before lunch. 

Lance or Tom, if either of you want to go to the Track staff meeting, feel free. I don’t have anything specific that I need to go over with them this week, Maybe touch base with 

them to see if they have anything specific they want to cover? 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 20, 2012 9:23 PM 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmithCc0unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Sara Anundsen 

<anundsen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Max 

Norris <norris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phillips, Tripp 

< tphillips@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler 

< eculler@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Proposed NCAA Tourn. Change 

FYI! Thanks. 

http://www.ncaa.com/news/tennis men/article/2012 08 19/di tennis committee proposes changes 2014 championships 



From: @live.tmc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:08 PM 

To: Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Welcome & Softball 

Hi Mr. Ille, 
I just wanted to shoot you an email to say that it was nice to meet you on Sunday at the Rookie Brunch. I have heard many great tllings about you and I am excited 

that you have been assigned to softball so that I will get the chance to work alongside you more. As a student in the graduate sport administration program tiffs is my 

passion and my career aspirations. I’d love to talk with you more about your path mid experiences as well as to help out with anything yon hm, e going on both related 

directly to softball and the athletic depar~nent in general. Being a dual degree student. I am most interested in the legal side of sports and compliance, so I would love 

to get more experience in that field and learn more of the ins and outs of compliance. Please let me know if there are any projects I can help ruth or times I can come 

in mad learn more about what you do on a daily basis botll with compliance mad student services. I look forwaxd to hearing back from you. Again, it was great to meet 

you on Sunday, our staff’is looking forwaxd to having you as our administrator. Welcome to Chapel Hill! 

J.D. Candidate UNC School of Law 
M.A. Candidate Sport Administration 
UNC 

@live.unc.edu 
www.carolinasoftballcamps.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M ichael Beale < m beale@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:54 PM 

Ille, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

RE: Tar Heel Seatbacks 

Will do. 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/21/2012 2:40 PM > > > 
Sounds good. Sign us up. Thanks. 

Original Message 

From: Michael Beale [mailto:mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 2:30 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 

Subject: Re: Tar Heel Seatbacks 

They are very helpful from a comfort standpoint and do not reduce leg room. We can install them for the first game and if you don’t like them we can have them removed 

before the 2nd game. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

#GoHeels 

On Aug 21, 2012, at 2:25 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Michael, 
> What do you think, are these good to have? Ithink Iwill request that they be added to our four seats unless you tell me that they significantly reduce leg room. Thanks. 
> Vince 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rstdnbacher@uncaa,unc.edu] 

> Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 1:57 PM 

> To: Montgomery, John R; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Beth Miller; Bubba Cunningham; Clint Gwaltney; Martina Ballen; Steve Kirschner 

> Cc: Michael Beale; Tim Sabo 

> Subject: Tar Heel Seatbacks 
> 

> If anyone would like to have Tar Heel Seatbacks installed in your comp athletic department football seats (for free) please let Michael Beale know. He will confirm locations 

with Tim and get them installed for the first game. 
> 

> Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:31 PM 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renne@med.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; rsteinbacher@uucaa.unc.edu; athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu; kcleary@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to 

you today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From= Renner, Joy _I 
Sent= Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject= FW: .loy Renner - FAC follow-ups 
f can only begin I:o imagine how busy you are [:hese days....if you have a chanc~-:~ t.:_~ r~-:~q:~.:_~nd to a couple of things below, that would be very h,-:~lpful to me. 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets are the most pressing and the emails Lo coaches and staff can happen later in August. 
Joy J. Rennet, M.A, £[(R), FAEiRS 
Associate_¯ Professor lind Dir~_~ctor 
Uniw_~rsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicine 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondur~mt H~il 
521-A South Coh~mbia St 
Chap~_~i Hill, NC 27599-7130 

_.1.., 9~6 .->i l,[:.e_k 
Celi 

91.9 -966-.’-; 951 Fax 
-.CONFIDENTIALITY NOi]CE: this e-m;~H mess;~ge, including ;~ttachments, if any, is int~_~nded only for the --person or entity to wi~ich it is addressed and may contain confident[ai and/or 
privileged materi;~i. A~y ----unauthorized review, use, disciosur~_¯ or distribution [s proi~ibited. If you are not the intend~_~d recipient, pk_~ase co~t;~ct the sender by reply e-mail and 
destroy all copies of the original message. 
Email corres#o~de~ce te and from this address may be subject to the INe~±h Carolina P~blic Records law a~d mar be disclosed to third pa~±ies by an 

a~thodzed state officia~ {INCGS. Cho $32)o Strident ed~cationa~ records are sub,oct to FERPA° 

From= Renner, Joy ] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject" Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information!Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an 

email request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV!IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with 

something like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -if they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams!sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition!season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay 

on track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

Jo~, J. Rem~_% M.A. RI(R), FAE~RS 
Associate! Pl’ofe55or a~d Dh-ector 

Umversit¥ of North C;~roiina at Ci?;~pel Hili 
School of Medicine 
CB #71.30 UNC-CH Bcindura!~t Hail 
321-A South Co umbia St. 
Chapei Hql, NC 27599-.7130 

919-9eS..5147Desk 

Celi 

919-9e5-.595~ Fax 

-CONFIDENT]AUTY NOTICE: Thh; e.-mail message, ir!,::Jud[r].~ al:t;~chments, if any, is ir~tet~ded ORb/for 1:he -person or entity 1:o wi~k:h [t is addressed and r~]ay cot~t;}iR c:onfidenl:ial and/or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 7:07 PM 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Posse < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Brother, the High School FB Coach (Bylaw 13.1.2.3 

Wally, 

I got your IM regarding your brother, the high school FB coach in GA, and your desire to meet him at his practice on Wednesday. 

Per Bylaw 13.1.2.3 (b), copied below, [ ar’n fine with this, provided you 1) do not perform any sort of evaluations of the prospects that are participating and do not report back 

anything to our coaching staff re: the practice activities or skill of the PSAs, and 2) do not have direct contact with any prospects, parents, or coaches participating in the 

activity (with the exception, of course, of your brother). We also generally ask that individuals in this sort of situation, though it isn’t specifically referenced in the bylaw, refrain 

from wearing any Carolina gear while in attendance at these events. Wearing UNC gear could encourage a PSA, parent, friend, etc. to approach you and strike up a 

conversation, which could inadvertently lead to a violation of my 2rid stipulation above. So it’s better safe than sorFy to not draw attention to yourself as a potential UNC 

connection. 

Please let me know if you have any further questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

1-:L1,2.-:~ Genera[ Restrictions -- Staff Members and Governing Board. 

file following are additional restrictions that apply to an institution’s staff members and governing board. [D] (Revised:4/27/O0) 

(b) Noncoaching Staff Members with Sport-Specific ResponsibiEties. A noncoaching staff member with sport specific responsibilities (except a staff member who only 

performs clerical duties) shall not attend an on or off campus athletics event in the staff member’s sport that involves prospective student athletes (e.g., high school contest, 

noninstitutional sports camp) unless the staff member is an immediate family member or legal guardian of a participant in the activity. A staff member who is an immediate 

family member or legal guardian of a participant may attend such an event, subject to the following conditions: (Adopted: .1/_1_6/_1_0, Revised." 4/’13/’10, 4/2..°,/.10) 

(i) Attendance shall not be for evaluation purposes (the staff member shall not provide information related to the performance of a prospective student athlete back to the 

institution’s coaching staff); and 

(ii) fhe staff member shall not have direct contact with a prospective student athlete or a prospective student athlete’s parent (or legal guardian) or coach (other than the 

immediate family member, if applicable) participating in the activity. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 7:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard from either CD or John. Last time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

~lLl st FYI.....Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:           isecure and confidential) 

Ba r ba ra~ 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after Spin. l also sent him an ernail asking him to give me a call and understand that John Blanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara 3o Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

Te: Mock, Conrad D .lr; 1lie, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara 3o; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

OfFice of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North C:~r’olin:~ ~t Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:10 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from        . His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:02 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check with other s~ff (assuming he has adminislrative assistance from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at’_ L last year as a Is this tJle student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 7:50 PN 

To: file, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Last time I spoke with John Z believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE           [secure and confidential) 

[-~a rba ra, 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders[and that John Bfanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr, Ille, Vince, John Blanchard 
(::c: Polk, Barbara Jo, Thompson, Jennifer C, Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Broome, Lissa L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Monday-, August 6, 2012 8:38 PM 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <strohm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeling 

11:30 works for me, Lissa 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 8:31 PM, "Strohm, Leslie Chambers" <s~trohm(a)emai/.uuc.edu> wrote: 

tti Vince, 

I have meetings until 11:30, but could meet at Bynum them if that works for you and Lissa. 

Also, I know you called this afternoon. If you’d like to talk tonight, my home number is 

Thanks. 

Leslie 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:54 PM, "Ille, Vince <.~madalncvdu> wrote: 

Leslie, 
I talked with Lissa Broome briefly this afternoon. Are you available to meet with us tomorrow morning sometime? I believe that Lissa is 

available any time after 9:30 and l’d like to meet in your building if possible. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hemlan, Amy S <~ajschae@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, August 6, 2012 9:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Amy tterman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Re: Infomlation for Joy Renner 

~uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

We will work on this. Stun, please sIart on this and let me know if you have questions. 

Vince, can you do me a favor and smtch the email address you use for me to aischae({guncaa.unc~edu? I’m one of the few people that actually keep these 2 accoums 

separate. And this is my fun/junk account that I don’t keep up with as ~egularly. 

Thank~ 
Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 7:04 PM, "Ille, Vince" < iJl_.e_2(h~2..e__r..n_a_i_!:._u__llq:__e.!_lU_> wrote: 

Amy; 

Joy Renner has asked us for some help that I believe may be easy to do with ACS, at least I hope it is. She has requested a document for each of our 

varsity teams that includes the name of the sport, a list of the names of eveD, coach for that sport, and a list of the names of all student-atNete team 

members for the sport (no other information, just names oNy). I’ve never used ACS, but this sounds like an ad hoc report that might be easily generated. 

Can you let me know? Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 6:29 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Renner, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~ 

Thank you for this information. 

Vince and I met yesterday morning (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discussed that since ACS is administered in the Compliance Office that he would work with Amy Herman in 

formulating the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student athletes) for each team. Are you OK with us going in this direction? I am happy to proceed in any manner you wish. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Larry 

> > > "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >> > 
Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince IIle so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From= Renner, Joy .] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Rennet - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days_...if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to me~ 

In particular orientation and the Fact Sheets are the most pressing and the emails to coaches and staff can happen later in August. 
JOyJ, Rennet, M.A., R[(R), FAEff{S 
Assodate Professor arid Director 
Univers[t’¢ ot: Norti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SchOOl O1: Med[ciqe 

CB #7130 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 
321-A Souti~ Colurab[a St. 
Chapel I-liil~ NC 27599-71B0 

9"-,’ 9-96~-5147Desk 

Ceil 
9"_,’ 9-966-6951 Fax 
-CONF~DENTIALI]Y NOTICE: This e-mail message, indudi!~g a~tachme!~ is, if any, is iqtended only for ti~e -perso!~ or ent[ty to which it is addressed aqd may contain coqfide!~[ial aqd!or 
privile~ed material. Any --uqauthorized review: use, disclosure or dis[ributioq is prohibited. If you are !~ot the i!~[ended recipieqt, please con~ac[ the seqder by reply e-mail and destroy 
all copies of the or[~inal n’~essage. 
~ai~ ¢o~’~’espo~e~e to a~8 fro~ tt~is a88~’ess ~ay be subject to the Ne~th Garoli~a PubE~ Reeords law an~ n~af be ~is~lose~ te thir~ parties by an 
a~thori~ed ~ate official (NCG$o oh, ~.32), Student ed~¢atio~al records a~e sabject to F~RPAo 

From." Renner, Joy .] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject; Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August :13th SO staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-2013 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 

Jo’f J, Rennet, M.A., RT([~}~ FAEIRS 
Associate Professor and Director 
University of Nor,:h Carolina at Chapel Hiil 



9 ~ 9-.96 ~.-51.47Desk 

Ceil 
9 ~ 9-.96 ~.-I:]gsJ. Fa× 

-’CONF~DE]’,~TIALITY NOTICE: This e-maU message, inckld[!~ atl:achme!~ h~, if any, is Jr!tended only for ti~e -.perso!~ or ent;l:y to which h: is addressed ar!d ma~/c:onta[n cord:ide!~tial ar!d/or 

privile~ed material. Any --c:r~authorized review, use, disclosure or dis[ributio:! is p!’oh[bited. [f ?’ou are !~ot the [!~[ended recipier~t, please contac[ the see!tier by reph/e-mail and des[ro,i 

all copies of [Pie orlon[hal l~’~essa~je. 

Er~ail correspondence to and ~rer~ this address n~ay be subje@ to the North Carolina Pub~i~ Reeords law and ~na~/be disclosed te third parties by a~ 

a~tho~’i~edJ .-~ate offieial (NCGg, ~ho 132)o $t~e~t e~¢atio~al ~’e¢oi’ds are s~bje~t to FI~RPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:34 AM 

Rennet, Joy J <Joy_Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, and Vince will be the point person with this gathering of information project. 

Take care, and have a good day. Call if you need anything! 

Regards, 

Larry 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy_Renner@med.u nc.edu > 8/7/2012 7:41 AM > > > 
Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 
different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 
there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What [ need for each team on one page if possible is: 
Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:28 AM 
To" Cunningham, Bubba 
C¢" Renner, Joy J; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~- 
Thank you lbr this information. 

Vince and I met yesterday morning (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discus~d that since ACS is axtministered in the Compliance Office that he would work with Amy 
Herman in formulating the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student-athletes) for each team. Ale you OK ruth us going in this direction? I am hapw to proceed in any 

manner you rash. 

Thank you mid have a good day. 

Larry. 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>~ 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PI 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only b~-:~gm to imagine h.:_~w busy you are these days.....if you have a chance to respond to a couple of thing; below, that would be v~-:~ry hel~l[u] [o me. 

In particular oriental:ion and the Fact Sheets are ~:he most pressing and th~-_~ ~-’_m~aiis to coaches and staff can happen later in August. 
]oyJ. Rennet, M.A., Ri(R), FAE~RS 
Associate Professor and Director 
Universi[y of No!’th Carolina at Chapel Hiil 
Sci~ool o~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
32.l-.~ South Columbia SI:. 
Chapel lqiil, NC 27599-7!30 

919-96[~-5147Desk 

Cell 



-CQNF]DENTIAI.ITY NQTECE: This e-.rnaii message, inciudir!g att;}c:hmer!ts, if anV, is in[end..’~d only for’ the -persor! or ent[[y to which it is addressed and may ,::ontain co.,",[id.:~r!l:ial and/or 
priviieged material. Any -.--unauthorized review, use, disclosure or dhd:ribiRion is prohibited. E[ you are r!o~ the ir!l:ended recipient, please contact ~he sender by repb/e-mail and destroy 
a[J copies of i:he t)r[~iRaJ message, 

[~ai~ cerrespoa#e~ce to and fro~ this address may be subject to the North Carolina P~b~ic Records law am# a~ay be #isc~ese# to thir# pa~ies by a~ 

a~thorizee stLate official (f~{:GSo oh, ~3~}, St~Se~t eS~catie#al federals are s#bje~t to FERPA, 

From: Rennet, 3oy J 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3:[, 20:[2 3:3:[ PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject-" Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ] 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August :1:3th so staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV/IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-20:13 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 
.k)y J. R.:~nner, M.A., RT(R}, FAEERS 
Assoc:[ai:e Professor and Director 
Universii:y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Medicir!e 
CB #7130 UNC-CH Bonduranl: Hall 
$21.-A South Coh;rnbia SL 
Chapel I-Ui], NC 27599-7130 

................................ 

919-968-51-.4 7Desk 
Ceil 

919-96~-6951 Fax 
-CONF~DENTIALF]Y NOTICE: This e-!;qail message, indud[!ig a~tachme!~ Is, if any, is it!tended onk¢ for tile -perso!l or ent[tV to which it is addressed ar!d may contain cor!l:ide!l[iaJ at!d!or 
pr[vile~{ed material, Any --ur!authorized re’dew~ use, disclosure or dis[r[but[or! is prohibited, If Vou are !~ot the [!~[ended recip[er!t, please contac[ the sender by repbi e-mail and destroy 
all copies of [he or[~{inal message, 
~ai~ ¢o~’~’espo~e~e to a~ [~’o~ this a~’ess ~ay be s~bject to the Nertb <:aroli~a P~b~i~ Reeords law an~ ~ay be ~is~ose~ he tbir~ parties b~ an 
a~tborbed .-~ate offieial (NCG$, cbo :~32)o Student ed~catio~al reco~’~s are s~bject to F~JRPA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

FYI~ 

> > > "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.u nc.edu > 8/7/2012 9:39 AM > > > 
Thanks and thank to Vince too! 

From: Larry Ga]lo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 9:34 AM 
To: Renner, Joy .1 
C:c: Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ne 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Thank you for the clarification of what :you are requesting, Joy. 

We have this covered, mid Vince roll be the point N~son with this gathering of information project. 

Take case, and have a good day. Call if you need anylhing! 

Regards, 

Larry 

>>> "Rennel; Joy J" ~oy Renne@med.unc.edu> 8/7/2012 7:41 AM >>> 

Hi Larry! 
Thank you for assisting with this project. WE do not need rosters for the teams. I am hoping to give the FAC members some general info to help them become introduced to the 

different teams and then I hope they will make contact with the coaches so the coaches know they have a rep on the FAC and the FAC member has a contact with the team if 

there are any questions or issues that might affect those team members. It is a way to open communication with the teams with the faculty and to insure we have all athletes in 
mind in our discussions and particularly suggestions coming from FAC related to policies and procedures. 
What I need for each team on one page if possible is: 

Name of Team 
Name(s) and contact information of coaches and position - head coach, assistant coach,.... 
Name and contact information of staff and associated with the team 
# of athletes on the team 
Practice schedule 
Training schedule 
Season/competition schedule 
(the schedules are to give the FAC member an idea of busy times for these athletes and how they organize their time) 
Any other information the team wants to share with FAC. If you have their academic info as a team that would be good - like average GPA or any particular academics that stand 
out 

Thanks again Larry, 
Joy 

From: Larry Gallo [athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 6:28 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
C:c: Renner, .toy J; Vince Ille 
Subject: RE: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Bubba ~- 

Thank you for this i~ffo~rnation. 

Vince and I met yesterday moming (Monday, Aug. 6th) and we discussed that since ACS is administered in the Compliance Ott~ce that he would work with Amy 

Hennan in [bnnulafing the rosters (inclusive of coaches and student-athletes) [br each team. Are you OK with us going in this direction? I am happy to proceed in any 

mmmer you wish. 

Thank you and have a good day. 

Larry" 

>>> "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 8/6/2012 6:30 PM >>> 

Dear Joy, 

Thank you very much for your note. We are following up on the various topics mentioned. 

Larry Gallo will be coordinating the coaches and rosters for each team, and I did meet with Ken Cleary and Rick Steinbacher of our new media operations in the 

attempt to provide audio visual support for the opening presentation. They asked me to get you in touch with Ken Cleary so that he can develop a story board and 

better learn exactly what the intent of the presentation is so that they can collect the appropriate footage for the presentation. I believe that Ken reached out to you 

today. 

Additionally, you will be contacted this week by Vince Ille so that we can make a smooth transition into your new leadership role as Chair of the Faculty Athletics 

Committee. 

Thanks for your assistance. Look forward to seeing you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Renner, Joy .1 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: FW: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

I can only begin to imagine how busy you are these days~,...if you have a chance to respond to a couple of things below, that would be very helpful to me~ 



h’~ par~iCLiIar .LJriF4r~b~tior~ arid the Fac’t ~’~heets .~rF4 the most prF43sing arid the en]aiI3 ~o coaches and s~af[ ca~ happF4r~ later h~ .August. 

.IoV L Renner, M,~4~r~ RT(R}, FAKERS 

ASSOC:[ate Professor ar)d Diret:tof 

Uniw~rsii:V of N,:)rti~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 

SchOol Oil: Medicir!e 

CB #7Z30 UNC-CH Bondurant Hall 

321.-A Souti~ Coli;mbia SL 

Chapel Hii], NC 27599-7£30 

9 ~ 9-.96e.-51.47Desk 
Ceil 

9 ~ 9-.96 e.-I59SJ. F.~× 
-CONFIDE~’~Tb~LITY NOTICE: This e-!~qail message, Mclud[!~ atl:achme!~s, if anv, is Jr!tended only for ti~e -.perso!~ or entH:y to which 11: is addressed ar!d may contain cor!fide!~tial ar!d/or 
privileged material, Any --.-i;r!aul:horized review, use, disclosure or distribul:k)r! is prohibked, If you are !~o1: 1:he i!~tended re,::ipkml:, please contact l:he ser!der by reph/,:~-mail and destroy 

all copies Ot the orig[rlal rr~essa~e, 
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a#thorized ~ate official (NCG$, ~ho 132)o St~de~t ed~¢atio~al reco~’es are s~b~ect te FI~RPA, 
From: Renner, Joy J 
Sent" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:31 PN 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Joy Renner - FAC follow-ups 

Good afternoon ! 

I wanted to do a follow-up and wrap up of our recent meeting. 

Information/Actions requested: 

% of athletes living on vs off campus 

Note to staff about reports that may be requested from me to share with FAC this year, I will send out a schedule of when the reports will be needed either this 

week or the week of August 13th SO staff will have ample time to prepare and not be disruptive to their everyday responsibilities ; I will always copy you on an email 

request for a report 

Participation in FAC orientation and faculty introduction to athletics at U NC - check with your AV!IT folks to see if they can help us put an AV project with something 

like voice-over powerpoint or 

video clips or their suggestion 

Fact sheet on each sport to include (but not limited -feel free to share whatever information you or the coaches feel could be helpful) -If they could all follow a 

similar format that would be helpful as each FAC member will have multiple teams/sports with which to become familiar Sport, # of athletes (not names), names 

and responsibilities and contact information of coaching staff and other staff; practice schedules (estimate) and training schedules and competition/season 

information 

Information for me to include in our discussions this year: 

Integration of athletes into the greater University community 

Consider logistics of athletes entry at 3 different points of the year 

Advising being balanced in approach to provide adequate support to the student athletes to be able to schedule courses and participate in their courses and stay on 

track for degree 

Thank you for your collaborative nature. 2012-20!3 is going to be a great year for UNC! 

Joy 
JciV J. Rennet, M.A., RT(R), FAKIRS 
Asso,::k~e Professor and Director 
Univers[[y of North Carolina at Chapel 1-41[I 
Sci~ool o~ Med[ci!~e 
CB #7~30 UNC-.CH Bondurant Hali 
32.l-.A South Columbia SI:. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7.1.30 

919-955-5147Desk 

Cell 

919-955-6951 Fa~ 

-CONFIDENT[AUTY NOTICE: This e-rnaii message, mciudir!g a,’4achmer!ts, if any, is i!~[ended only for ,’-he -persor! or en,:[[y ,:o which i[ is addressed a!~d may contain co!~fider!tial a!~dior 

priviieged l~’~aterial, AnV --u!~aL4horized review, use, disclosL:re or distribL4io!~ is prohibited. I[ you are r!o[ [he it!tended recipie!~L please con[act [Pie se!~der b’v repiy e-mail and destroy 

ail copies of the original message, 

E~ai~ cerrespon#eRce ~co and fro~ this address may be s~jeet to ~che North CaroliRa P~lic Records law an# ~ay be #isc~ese# to ~chir# pa~ies by a~ 

a~thorize~ slate official (}~CGS, oh, ~3:~), SteSe~t eSecatie~al re~erds are s~bjeet to FERPA, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:03 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Lane, Cricket <cficke’(~:unc.edtr~; Blanchard, John G <johnblanchard@unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Plmls 

Vince, No But Cricket may know of him. John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:01 Ah4, "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Cricket and John, 
> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past? Thal~ks 
> Vince 
> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl(£earlsuttle.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa unc edu; Ille, Vince 
> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
> 

> Great to hear from you Bubba[ 
> 

> I have developed three new workshops that I am 
> currently conducting for both the NFL and Ermversity 
> teams. ’]’he program titles are: 
> 

> Victory Olfthe Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life 
> Team Building for hnproved Team Performance 
> Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively 
> 

> The program descriptions are attached. [ am also attaching 
> the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 
> 

> I have been doing some extended training (instead of one 
> workshop - a series of workshop over a set period of time) 
> with a few universib" sports teams that you might find 
> interesting. 
> 

> I look forward to discussing the Leadership Academy with you. 
> You can reach me on my cell at 
> 
> In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website 
www.earlsuttle.com<http:/iwww.earlsuttle.com> 
> in particular the University page that highlights some of my 
> work with college sports teams. 
> 

> Stay well, 
> 

> Dr. Earl 
> 

> Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 
> Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 
> 770-992-4433 (office) 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Curmingham, Bubba 

<bubba c@email unc.edu<mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> Earl, 
> 

> Thank you vecz much for your note We’ve had quite a bit of 
transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary 
focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince Ille on 
this email If you can provide information for them to review, that 
would be great. 
> 
> Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bubba 
> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle 

[mailto:earl@earlsuttle.com<mailto:earl@earlsuttle corn>] 
> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
> Subject: Fall Plans 



> 

> Greetings Bubba, 
> 

> I am planning my calendar for the fall -- thought it would be 
> a good time to check back with you. 
> 

> Right now, I am in my office pretty much all this week 
> (unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 
> base You can reach me at 
> 

> Or if you would like me to call you - just email me 
> the best nmnber and a good time for your schedule. 
> 

> Looking forward to speaking with you, 
> 

> Dr. Earl 
> 

> Earl L. Suttle, PhD. 
> Leadership Success International, LLC 
> 

> 

> <TEXT.htrn> 

> <Victo15~ Off The Field - TakingControl of Your Personal Life. doc> 
> <Team Building for Improved Team Perfomlance.doc> 
> <Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively.doc> 
> <Alcohol and Drug Education - College Sports Teams - Program.doc> 
> <Dr. Earl Suttle Bio - 2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:10 AM 

llle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Vince, 
It’s the Time Information Management system. All non exempt salaried and hourly employees record time into this system to be paid from 

and to keep up with leave accruals. 

All EPA and SPA exempt employees’ leave is managed in this system by submitting leave reports from which we enter each employee’s 

info into the system to keep up with leave accruals. 

Hope that helps. I’ll give you a test on that later today. 

Joyce 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/7/2012 10:04 AM > > > 

Joyce, 

What is TIM? Thanks. 

Mince 

From: 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 9:33 AN 
To: ¯ Montross, Eric S; 

; Ille, Vince; Matson, .]anis Evelyn; 

Amy Herman;, Adam Lucas; Anson Dorrance; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron 
Brian BersticKer; Bradley Bethel; Brenda Haithcock; 

IMPORTANT: For TIM Users - TIM Scheduled Downtime TONIGHT 
Subject: 

Please note the following message pertaining to TIM downtime tonight, August 7th. 

If you have any questions please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Joyce 

From: TIM Support 

Date: August 7, 2012 

Subject: TIM Scheduled Downtime 

TIN will be taken down for maintenance at 7:00 pm tonight, Tuesday, August 7, 20i2. During the downtime window, users will not be able to log in. We expect the system to be 
online again by li:00 pm. 
* Employees using Time Stamp will not be able to Iogin during the downtime period. Times in or out for work during the downtime should be submitted to the Manager or TIM 
Administrator for manual entry. 
* Employees using Teletime will not be able to call in to the phone system during the downtime period, lqmes in or out for work during the downtime should be submitted to the 
Manager or TIM Administrator for manual entry. 
* SPA Non-Exempt Employees using Manual Time Entry and SPA and EPA Exempt Employees will not be able to log into the TIM system during the downtime period. They will be 
able to enter data in TIM when the system is back online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:15 AM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Plans 

Vince, 

One more quick note ...Bubba admittedly forgets that Shelley Johnson 
runs the leadership academy, not Cricket. Just an FYI. John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:07 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> OK, thanks John 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: John Blanchard [mailto :j gb@uncaa.unc edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:03 AM 
> To: Ille, Vmce 
> Cc: Lane, Cricket; Blanchard, John G 
> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
> 
> Vince, No. But Cricket may know of him. John 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:01 AM. "Ille, Vince" <ille@email unc edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Cricket and John, 
>> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past’? Thanks 
>> VJilce 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Earl Suttle [mailtn:earl(@earlsuttle.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
>> To: Cunningham, Bubba 
>> Cc: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; jgb@uncaa uric edu; Ille, Vince 
>> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
>> 

>> Great to hear from you Bubba[ 
>> 

>> I have developed three new workshops that I am currently conducting 
>> for both the NFL and University teams. ’]’he program titles are: 
>> 
>> Victory Off the Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life Team 
>> Building for Improved Team Performance Managing Healthy Relationships 

>> EffectiveIy 
>> 

>> The program descriptions are attached. I am also attaching the 
>> program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 
>> 

>> I have been doing sonre extended training (instead of one workshop - a 

>> series of workshop over a set period of time) with a few universi~" 
>> sports teams that you might find interesting. 
>> 

>> I look forward to discussing the Leadership Acadenry with you. 
>> You can reach me on ray cell at 
>> 

>> hi the meantime, please feel free to visit tW website 
> w~wi.earlsuttle.com<http://www.earlsuttle.com> 
>> in particular the Universi~" page that highlights some of my work 
with 
>> college sports teams. 
>> 

>> Stay well, 
>> 

>> Dr. Earl 
>> 

>> Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 
>> Leadership Success International, LLC 
>            (cell) 
>> 770-992-4433 (ofiice) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM. Cunningham, Bubba 

> <bubbac@email unc edu<mailt°:bubbac@emailuncedu>> wrote: >> Earl, 
>> 

>> Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of 



> transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary 
focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince I[le on 
this emaiL If you can provide in:gormation for them to review, that 
would be great. 
>> 

>> Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 
>> 

>> Sincerely, 
>> 
>> Bubba 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Earl Suttle 

> [mailto:earl,@,earlsuttle. com<mailto:earl(~ earlsuttle, corn>] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 
>> To: Cunninghara, Bubba 
>> Subject: Fall Plans 
>> 

>> Greetings Bubba, 
>> 

>> I am planning my calendar for the fall -- thought it would be a good 
>> time to check back with you. 
>> 

>> Right now, I am in my office pretty- much all this week (unusual for 
>> me), so it would be a great time to touch base. You can reach rue at 
>> 

>> 

>> Or if you would like me to call you -- just email rue the best number 
>> and a good time for your schedule. 
>> 

>> Looking forward to speaking with you, 
>> 

>> Dr. Earl 
>> 

>> Earl L. Sut;le, Ph.D. 
>> Leadership Success International, LLC 
>> 

>> 

>> <TEXT htm~ 
>> <Victor?, Off The Field - TakingControl of Your Personal Lifb doc> 
>> <Team Building for Improved Team Performance doc> <Managing Healthy 
>> Relationships Effbctively.doc> <Alcohol and Drug Education - College 
>> Sports Teams - Program doc> <Dr. Earl Suttle BiG - 2012doc> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Renner, Joy J <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:20 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Joy Renner - FAC tbllow-ups 

I will be out of the office from the 6th through the lOth. If you need to reach me, I can be reached me at 

the time I am away. 

Joy Renner 

. I will have limited email availability during 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yarbrough, Nathan John <yarbl~o9@emaJl.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:30 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August 

Mr. Ille, 

Our next ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August before the start of the semester. We are looking at the weeks of August 6th- 10th or August 

13th- 17th at 4:00 pm. Please let me know what day works best for you to attend. I will confirm as soon as I hear from everyone. The meeting will be held 

on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

To response I would like to invite you to the Doodle poll "ASPSA Faculty Advisory Committee meeting in August". 

Please follow the link in order to participate in the poll: 

http://doodle.com/z7wnb63twzgwcryb 

Thank You, 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

O-919-962-9537 

C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 10:45 AM 

cmerrill@ncaa.org 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Level H Violation Report 

Cindi, 
See below for the information that was sent to the ACC back in early June. 

Thanks, 

Am 

iiiililiiii~li~l~t~l~iiiilililili 

Level II 6/4/12 13.10.8 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Depar[ment of A[hle[ics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

AC used photos of the four PSAs as the 
background of her Twitter home page. The 
PSAs are projected    graduates and, thus, 
have not signed NLIs with the institution. The 
Compliance Staff discovered the violation 
during its regular review of Twitter pages. 

AC was immediately instruc:[ed to 
remove the photos from the 
Twitter background Rules 
education was conducted with the 
AC, and a letter of admonishment 
was issued. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket(£)uncaa.unc.edu> 

[uesday, August 7, 2012 ]]:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <illeCbemail.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgbCbuncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Plans 

Vince, 

I have not.., and he has not been recomrnended by any of my colleagues. I will check around regarding tile schools on his website. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

:> > > John Blanchard <jgb6)uncaa.unc.edu> 8/7/2012 10:02 AM > > s> 

\iince, No. But Cricket may know of him. John 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 7, 2012, at 9:0] Alvl, "llle, \/ince" <ille@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cricket and John, 

s> Is this someone we’ve worked with in the past? Thanks. 

> Vince 

> 

> 

> From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earlC®earlsuttle.com] 

:> Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 

> To: Cunningham, Bubba 

> Cc: cricket(~Puncaa.unc.edu; jgb(c0uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 

:> Subject: Re: Fall Plans 

> 

> Great to hear from you Bubba! 

:> 

> ] have developed three new workshops that [ am 

;- currently conducting for both the NFL and University 

> teams. The program titles are: 

> 

;- Victory Off the Field Taking Control of Your Personal Life 

> Team Building for Improved Team Performance 

> Managing Healthy Relationships liffectively 

> 

> TtTe program descriptions are altached. ] am also attaching 

> the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 

> 

> [ have been doing some extended training (instead of one 

> workshop a series of workshop over a set period of time) 

> with a few university sports teams dlat you might find 

> interesting. 

> 

> ] look forward to discussing the I eadership Academy with you. 

;- You can reach me on my cell at 

> 

> In the meantime, please feel free to visit my website 

www.earlsuttle.com < http:/!www.earlsuttle.com;- 

> in particular the Universi~ page that highlights some of my 

> work with college sports teams. 

> 

> Stay well, 

:> 

> Dr. Earl 

> 

> Earl L. Sutde. Ph.D. 

> I eadership Success International, I[C 

(cell) 

> 770 992 4433 (office) 
> 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On Mon, Aug 6, 2012 at q:02 PM, Cunningham, Bubba 

< bu bbacL@email.u nc.edu < mailto:bubbac(q)email.u nc.edu > > wrote: 

:> Earl, 
> 

> Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of 

transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our primary 

focuses. I have copied Cricket Lane, John Blanchard, and Vince Ille on 

this email. If you can provide information for them to review, that 

would be great. 

> 

"> Thanks again, ttope to see you soon. 

> 

> Sincerely, 

> 

> Bubba 

:> 

> 

> From: Earl Sut~le 

[mailto:ea rl(6) ea rlsuttle.com < mailto:ea rl6) ea rlsuttle.com >] 

> Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:27 AM 

> ~[o: Cunningham, Bubba 

> Subiect: Fall Plans 
> 

"> Greetings Bubba, 

> 

> ] am planning my calendar for the fall thought it would be 

"> a good time to check back with you. 

> 

:> Right now, I am in my office pretty much all this week 

> (unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 

> base. You can reach me at 
:> 

> Or if you would like me to call you just email me 

> the best number and a good time for your schedule. 

:> 

> I ooking forward to speaking with you, 

> 

> Dr. Earl 

> 

"> Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 

> Leadership Success International, LLC 

> 

> 

> <lEXT.htm> 

:> <Victory Off The Field TakingControl of Your Personal Life.doc> 

> <Team Building for Improved Team Performance.doe> 

> <Managing Healthy Relationships Effectively.doc> 

:> <-’Alcohol and Drug Education College Sports Teams Program.doc> 

> <Dr. Earl Suttle Bio 2012.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shj@email.unc.edtp 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 5:00 PM 

Ille, Vmce <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Fall Plans 

I don’t believe that we have met, Vince. I too look forward to that happening as well as talking to you about BCLA. We are now the Richard A. Baddour Carolina Leadership 
Academy. No, to the best of my knowledge, we have not worked with Dr. Suttle. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2022 10:24 AM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: FW: Fall Plans 

Shelle55 
I’m not sure if we’ve met yet? If not, I hope to soon. Please see the messages below and the information attached. Is Dr. Suttle someone we’ve worked with in the 

past? Thanks and I look forward to visiting with you about CLA. I’ve heard so man?, great things about the progrmn. 

Vlnce 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 10:01 AM 
To: Lane, Cricket; Blanchard, John G 
Subject: FW: Fall Plans 
(J~eket and M?~L 

Virlce 

From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl@earlsuttle,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:54 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Co: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu; Nb~uncaa.unc.edu; Ille, Vince 
Subject: Re: Fall Plans 
Great to hear t?om you Bubba! 

I have developed three new workshops that I am 

currently conducting lbr both the NFL and Universi~ 

teams. The program rifles are: 

Victo~ Offthe Field - Taking Control of Your Personal Life 

Team Building for Improved Team Performance 

Managing Healthy Relationships Ett~ctively 

The program descriptions are attached. I mn also attaching 

the program description on Alcohol and Drug Education. 

I have been doing some extended training (instead of one 

workshop - a series of workshop over a set period of time) 

with a few universi~ stxwts teams that you might find 
interesting. 

I look fi~rward to discussing fl~e I,eadership Academy wifl~ you. 

You can reach me on my cell al 

In the meantime, pleaae feel free to visit my website WWWnearlsutfle.com 

in pmlicular the University page that highlights some of my 

work with college sports teams. 

Stay well, 

Dr. Earl 

Earl L. Suttle. Ph.D. 
Leadership Success International, LLC 

(cell) 

770-992-4433 (office) 

On Men, Aug 6, 2012 at 4:02 PM, Cunninghmn, Bubba <bubbac(~ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Earl, 

Thank you very much for your note. We’ve had quite a bit of transition this year, but the Leadership Academy is one of our prima~ focuses. I have copied Cricket 

Lane, John Blanchard. and Vince Ille on this email. If you can provide information for them to review, that would be great. 

Thanks again. Hope to see you soon. 

Sincereb; 

Bubba 

From: Earl Suttle [mailto:earl@earlsuttle.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 3:t, 2012 i:t:27 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: Fall Plans 

Greetings Bubba, 

I am planning my calendar for the fall- thought it would be 

a good time to check back with you. 

Right now, J am in my office pretty much all this week 

(unusual for me), so it would be a great time to touch 

base. You can reach me ai 
Or if you would Jike me to call you - iust email me 



the best number and a good time for your schedule. 
Looking forward to speaking with you, 
Dr. Earl 

Earl L. Suttle, Ph.D. 
Leadership Success International, LLC 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 7:50 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard a word from CD or from anyone else~ I’ll let you know if I do. Iql also let you know if/when we hear from 

rhanks for checking. 

B a r ba ra 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear from Coach Mock or aliyone else regardin~ today? Thanks. 

VilEe 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: [secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn the process. I appreciate the help. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb’s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a written explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from         His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check ruth other staff’(assuming he has adminislrative assifftaJlce t?om someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion with the student something that is typically done by telephone or is he expected to meet with you in peram? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at last yeac as a Is this the student who has applied lbr admission here? 

Thalks tbr your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 7:50 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: ~ (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard from either CO or John. Last time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from Cb yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI.....Putting this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for’ any other student. Once we hear’ his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PN 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

f tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email ~r;king him to give me a call and understand that .John Blanchard is out of 

town. Have you had arty conversation with either regarding your’ message below? Thanks, 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

To: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject’. (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 



All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete fol His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 8:36 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Website 

We have not. The old website didn’t have the anonymous tip option and since this one is not live nobody knows about it. Might be something we want to discuss closer to 
when the webpage is ready to go. 
Tom 

>>> "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 08/07/12 6:34 PM >>> 
<!-[if mso 9]-><!-[endif]-> 

Toni, 

Have we received any anonymous tips? What is our procedure for when we do? Nice job on the site. 

Vince 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, August 02, 2012 2:08 PM 
To: ]lie, Vince; Amy Herman; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Website 

Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 

All, 

Just wanted to follow up. The website is http:/icompliance.web.unc.ed~ I am in no way creative enough to have started this from scratch, so it is based of the Alabama 
Website, t:_]_t__tip__j/__/__~kv_:_r__o__[[_t_Ld___e_:_c___o_E)/___c__r_4E)p__[ja_[]£_eZ, which might be helpful to look at for ideas when you are adding content to your section. 

Tom 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk~admissions.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, Augnst 8, 2012 8:49 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vir~ce, 

Thanks. I wonder if is wkh him and that’s why we haven’t heard from him either??? 

On another note, we’re tying up loose ends for the entering class this week. I’ll let you know, as well as the specific coach, if there are any other student athletes 

[or whom w~-_~ still need final transcripts Once we haw:_~ finished this proc~:_~ss, I’ll be back in touch with thoughts about rneeting with th~:_~ individual coaching staffs. 

You’ll probably b-:~ar from me early next week regarding thaL 

Thanks, again. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Depu[y Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-3989 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Wednesday, August 08, 2012 8:39 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE [secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mack’s administtative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountains somewhere with some 

members of the teanf’ engaged in some tbrm of team-building activity. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sam to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 07, 2012 8:44 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

Thanks Barbara. I just tried to call Coach Mock on his cell phone and wasn’t able to reach him. I did leave a message requesting he call me back and directing his 

attention to the email he’s received from you regarding the admissions issue. Sorry I’m so late in follomng up on this today. I roll let yon know ifI hear 

a~ythin~. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent= Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:50 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

I have not heard a word from CD or from anyone else. I’ll let you know if I do. Iql also let you know if/when we hear from 

Thanks for checking. 

B a r ba ra 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2012 7:29 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject= RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Did you hear from Coach Mock or aiyone else regarding today? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:15 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara 3o 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

Thanks for the information and the patience as I learn the process. I appreciate the help. 

Mince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent= Monday, August 06, 2012 8:10 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 

Cb"s cell phone number is 

We prefer the student come into the office for a meeting like this. If logistics make that too difficult we have conducted these meetings by Skype or simply by 

phone. In addition, we ask the student to provide a writ-fen explanation of his grades. 

You are correct about     transferring from         His grades were solid for 3 semesters but this last semester he had a C, C-, D and F. There may have been 

extenuating circumstances but that is what we need to find out. He’s clearly capable of working at a much higher level. 

Please don’t hesitate to email or call with questions. I know it will take a little time for the pieces to fall into place. 

Barbara 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 8:02 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 



Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara, 

I roll check with other s~ff(assuming he has administrative assistance from someone) tomorrow morning to request his cell phone number if he hasn’t responded to my 

email by then. Is the discussion ruth the student something that is ~pically done by telephone or is he expected to meet ruth you in person? Also, the only 

known to me (via Google) is a student-athlete who competed at last year as a Is this tile student who has applied for admission here? 

Thanks for your help and information regarding the procedure and next steps. 

Vince 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 7:50 PM 

To: llle, Vince 
Subject: RE: (secure and confidential) 

Vince, 
I have not heard from either CD or John. Lost time I spoke with John I believe he said he would be out of town until Thursday. I am a little surprised I haven’t 

heard from CD yet. He is typically quick on the response in situations like this. I wonder if he is on vacation? 

Just FYI_...Puttin9 this student’s admission on hold and asking him to meet with us is exactly what we would do for any other student. Once we hear his explanation, 

we’ll talk with you and CD before taking any "next steps". 

Let me know if you have any other questions or hear anything of interest from CD. 

Barbara 

From: Die, Vince 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 6:57 PM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: RE:          (secure and confidential) 

[~a rba ra., 

I tried to call Coach Mock today, but that was a little after 5pro. I also sent him an email asking him to give me a call and unders[and that John Nanchard is out of 

town. Have you had any conversation with either regarding your message below? Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 11:27 AM 

Te: Mock, Conrad D Jr; Ille, Vince; John Blanchard 
Co: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy 
Subject: (secure and confidential) 
Importance: High 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for . His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University o[ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mtenell@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 8:56 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Draft hnplementation from Retreat 

notes 20120806 v4.pdf 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Draft implementation 

Thank you for a good session on Friday. The Consulting Team looked through the notes from our review/brainstorming session, and organized them into the attached document. The 

document includes draft versions of the strategy statements, an abridged objectives and initiatives (we’ll explain the change in terminology at our next meeting), and a more detailed 

objectives/initiatives/actions/metrics plan. 

Please read through this document carefully. We will use Monday’s meeting of the Task Force to review it fully, and to make initial adjustments, i ask you to pay particular attention to 

several items: 

¯ Did we miss any objectives or initiatives? 

¯ Did we miss any action steps (included as bullet points under each initiative)? Please note that we intentionally did not drill down into great detail on actions, as the detail 

will come through in the business unit plans to be built over the next year. 

¯ Are we bold enough in our statements? Will this iaspire our constituencies? 

¯ How will the messages be received by each constituency we have? 

¯ Do these objectives, initiatives and actions address our vision, and embrace our core values? 

We are off to a great start with his phase. I look forward to hearing your feedback on Monday. Please don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions or comments. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



FrOlTI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 9:48 AM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oallo <athqallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

SAF 

Shamaree, 

]just wanted to give you a heads up to let you know that we will most likely (pending Bubba’s approval] be usinq SAF to charter a flight to Chicago for our 

attend Kirk Urso’s funeral on Saturday. ]’m not sure if you’ve heard, but Kirk was a captain on our             team who passed away earlier this week. 

The plane will be chartered for the entire team (roughly 34 student athletes), as well as the coaching staff and some University and Department administrators. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

team to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 9:50 AM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Team Building 

We do not have a form for them for this purpose. The coaches are told that they must receive prior approval regarding these trips from us. On this one, specifically, we are 

aware of the trip that CD is on with several members of his team everyone met at the camp site and is paying their own expenses. 
That said, ] do think it would be a good form for us to create. Did you have one at Illinois? 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email,u nc.edu >         8:42 AM > > > 

Do our coaches complete any kind of[bnn, have any procedure, or provide any notice to the Compliance Ofl]ce when they engage in off-campus out-of-season team 

building activities with their student-athletes? Again, just twing m learn as I go... ThaJlks. 

From: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:39 AN 
To; Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject" RE: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara. 

I spoke with Sara Koenig this morning (962-5231). She is Coach Mock’s admiNstrative assistant. Coach Mock is apparently "in the mountaJns somewhere with some 

members of the team" engaged in some form of team-building activib~. It may be that his cell service is unreliable there. I asked Sara to try to help me reach him and she 

agreed to assist. I will keep you in the loop. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, August 8, 2012 2:10 PM 

Head Coaches’ Reception and Dinner on S unday, August 26 at 6:00pm 

Dear Head Coaches: 

and I would like to invite you and your spouse or guest for a reception and dinner at our house on Sunday, August 26 beginning at 6:00pm. Our address is: 

Please email Molly Norton at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know if you and your spouse/guest can attend. 

Tina and I hope that you can join us on Sunday, August 261 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Information for Joy Renner 

Duncaa.unc.edu> 

Sam is working on this, and I’m guessing that the portion of it that she can do will definitely be done by next Thursday. The info Joy asked for regarding the Academic piece 

will have to be sent to the Academic staff to complete, so I can’t promise they can do their part by next Thursday, but we can send it them and ask them to do it by that time... 

Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/8/2052 2:59 PM > > > 

Amy and Sam, 

As ~°heads up" for you, Joy will be over here next Thursday for throe separate meetings (one with me). Will we have the information referenced below compiled betbre 

then? Thmlks. 

Vince 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Tuesday, Auaust 07, 2012 8:19 AM 
To: Amy Herman; 
Subject: RE: Information for Joy Renner 

Amy and Sam, 

I’ve received more specific information about Joy’s request. In an email to Bubba last Friday, she has asked for a ’Tact sheet" for each pmgr~Jn tilat includes: 

;?4,o~t, ~" r,I: ~t~i~,te~ (r~r,t r~me5}, r~me~ ~md res~;r,~sibiiitie5 -_’rod cor~t~ct infr,rm-_’~tior~ o~ co-_’~ching s t-_’~I:i: ~r~d other’ ~t~i:f; p~’~c~ice ~-ct’edule~- (e~tir~te} ~’~ ~r~ir~ing 

r~ct-:ed~le~. 8¢~d Co~~(~d~.i’~iOr~i~.egK.,OI3 ii:foriT:stior?..." 

We may want to touch base tiffs morning before we begin creating tim documents I referenced below. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Herman, Amy S 

Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 9:38 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Cc: Amy Herman; 
Subject: Re: Information for Joy Rennet 

We will work on this. Sam, please start on this and let me know if you have questions. 

Vince, can you do me a favor and switch the email address you use for me to ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu? I’m one of the few people that actually keep these 2 accounts 

separate. And this is my fun/junk account that I don’t keep up with as regularly. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 7:04 PM, "llle, Vince" <.[!]_e___@_.__e_._m__a_(!.u__n__c__._e_._d_ .u_> wrote: 

Am?; 
Joy Renner has asked us for some help that I believe may be easy to do ruth ACS, at least I hope it is. She has requested a document for each of our 

varsity teams that includes the name of the stx~rt, a list of the names ofeve~ coach lbr that sport, and a list of tim names of all student-athlete team members 

for the sport (no oti~er information, just names only). I’ve never used ACS, but this sounds like an ad hoc report that might be easily generated. Can you let 

me know? Thanks. 

Vince 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:40 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu>; Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu>; [lie, Vince 

<ille@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thompson, Jennifer C <]cthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy <mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: (secure and confidential) 

Barbara,     will be sending you an email explaining the situation and will include documents and links to the                   he entered, which apparently adversely 
affected his semester. The program sounds credible to me but had [ known about this ahead of time, and considered it could h~ave had this kind of effect on his grades, ] 

would have told him not to enter the program. 

Please let me know what ] can do to help. 

Thank you, 

CD. 

>>> "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> .1:27AM >>> 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for , an incoming student-athlete for _ His spring grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet with 

us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. VII be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel HiJl 

919-965.-9989 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 

<dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh Langley <jlangiey@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole 

Hudson <nhudson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Reckart <reckart@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mark VanAIstyne <vanalsty@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket 

Lane < cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Contests Counting Toward NCAA Minimums 

Staff, 

We received information from the NCAA today that I want to be sure you are aware of as you plan your schedule for the season, 

Historically, I know there have been years when we have come close to not participating in the minimum number of contests required for NCAA sports sponsorship, As you 

will see below, it is not permissible for an institution to take a meet that originally had either no team scoring or was scored with an institution achieving a single score against 

other institutions and RE SCORE the event as an institution versus institution event in order to count the event as more than i contest toward the required minimums, 

Please be aware of this as you are planning your schedule, Remember that for Indoor Track and Outdoor Track, we must have at least 6 contests each to meet the sports 

sponsorship requirement, and ACC’s may count as 1 toward these totals, 

Certainly let me know if you have any questions about this, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Division I SporLs’ SpoJ~sorship J~finimum Contests Req~dremenls Counting Multi-Team Events in Individual Sports - NCAA Bylaws 20.9. 4. 3.3 and 

20. 9. 4. 3.3.1. The cabinet agreed that pursuant to current legish~tion, if dte sponsor of an event cond~tcts lhe ~.went either with no team scoring or wilh 

institutions achievi~ a single score against olher competing institutions, it is not pet~ni,~’ible f!)r an instiluHon to lake the results and score the event as an 

institution-versus-institution event. The cabinet noted that such a practice in essence would render meaningless the intended application of t~ivlaws 20.9. 4. 3.3 
ancb%)r 20.9. 4.3.3.1. The cabinet directed the N(2@~ A eademie and~#mbership Services staJf m develop and publish an educational column that inchtdes 

specific examples m clariJj~ #~e applic~aion of the rule for the Division 1 membership. 

20.9.4.3.3 Cotmti~g Multiteam Events in I~dbiduM Sports, 

In the individual sporta not more than ft~ee institution-ver,~s-institution meefiugs shall be counted as contests in at%" mNfiteam competition (eg, quadraug~flar track m~d 

field meet). If the institution acNeves a single score in competition with the other competing iu,~titutions (e.g., a co~fference championship), it stroll I:v cou:nted as one 

contest. (Revised },T&O0 @ctive 9~7~90, 1/10/95) 

20.9.4.3.3.1 Meets "~"itl~ No Team ScoHr~g, 

In the indiviAml slx)lts, a meet at which no ~e~Jn scoring is kept counts as a con~es~ ibr the purpose of meeting the nfiniman~-contest reqmremen% provi&d at leas~ the 

mininmm mmlber of particiI,~Jl~s per Bylaw 20:.9.:f}.:3 participate on the instita~ion’s team. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (tax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 2:09 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Permission to Contact 

Vince, 

See below for the bylaw we discussed this morning. We don’t have to report a violation for failing to respond to her request for "all ACC schools". But ] will follow up with 
to determine if she has what she needs/wants. If she wants permission to contact other ACC schools, we still have 1 day on our 10 day timeline to either grant or 

deny. 
Thanks, 
Amy 
13.1.1.3 Four-Year College Prospective Student-Athletes. 

An athletics staff member or other representative of the institution’s athletics interests shall not make contact with the student-athlete of another 

NC,~ or NAIA four-year collegiate institution, directly or indirectly, without first obtaining the written permission of the first institution’s athletics 

director (or an athletics administrator designated by the athletics director) to do so, regardless of who makes the initial contact. If permission is not 

granted, the second institution shall not encourage the transfer and the institution shall not provide athletically related financial assistance to the 

student-athlete until the student-athlete has attended the second institution for one academic year. If permission is granted to contact the student- 

athlete, all applicable NCAA recruiting rules apply. If an institution receives a written request from a student-athlete to permit another institution to 

contact the student-athlete about transferring, the institution shall grant or deny the request within seven business days (see Bylaw 13.02.1) of 

receipt of the request. If the institution fails to respond to the student-athlete’s written request within seven business days, permission shall be 

qranted by default and the institution shall provide written permission to the student-athlete. (Revised." 1/10/91, 1/16/93, 1/11/94, 4/26/01, 

4/29/04 effective 8/1/04, 4/29/10 effective 8/1/10) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday,              2:15 PM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Natalie Lutz < nlutz@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unoedu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Permission to Contact Follow-Up 

Just following up on the initial request that you sent on        regarding seeking permission to contact ACC institutions about transferring. We were under the impression 

that the                  was the institution with which you wished to speak, which is why we provided that permission letter. We are still denying you permission to speak 

with other ACC institutions, but want you to know that you have the opportunity to appeal this decision to an institutional entity outside of athletics. 

Please let me know if you wish to speak to other ACC institutions and, thus, desire to pursue an appeal in this regard. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a j schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 4:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Hello 

Hi, Mr. Ille: 
I just wanted to let you know that I just heard your voicemail today. I have been out of the office and finally had a chance to call in and check my messages today. I would love 
to have the opportunity to talk to you at your convenience. I will be back in the office on Monday. You can also reach me on my cell phone at 

Welcome to Carolina! 

I look forward to speaking with you soon, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

A ssociate D ireclor 

Academic Support Program for SlndenbAlhletes 

College Of Arts and Sciences 

U niversily of N orlh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Big Ten - Chad Hawley <CHawley@bigten.org> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 5:08 PM 

Compliance Group <ComplianceGroup@bigten.org> 

Big Ten - Kerry Kenny <kkenny@bigten.org> 

Fwd: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Strength and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOW-UP 

All~ 

As follow-up to the earlier emails re FB s/c coaches, FYI on the below. Consequently, consider our advice amended to allow an individual to spot as described below 

without including the individual in the limit of 5 s/c coaches. Beyond that, our advice remains unchanged. 

ThaJ~ks, 

Chad 

Begin fbm’axded message: 

Fr~n: Joseph D’Antonio <l~_lLt~?_llj~2@,__b_jg__e__a___s_t_:__ojg.> 

Date: August 9, 2012 3:25:42 PM CDT 

To: "CCACA Discussion List (CCACA-talk(c-~lis~s.pac- 12.org)" <CCACA-talk~lists.pac- 12.org> 

Subject: [CCACA] Bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 / FBS Football Limit of 5 Stren~h and Conditioning Coaches - FOLLOV¢-UP 

Reply-To: CCACA Discussion <CCACA-talk(&lists.pac- 12.org> 

Hello to All: 
Please be advised that I am writing in follow-up to yesterday’s conference call and the discussion we had surrounding bylaw 11.7.2.1.1 (see below) and the 
section of the bylaw that states that "not more than 5 weight and strength coaches are permitted to work with a football program in any capacity, including all 
workouts (required and voluntary), practices and game related activities." 
AMA has confirmed for me that "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights is considered a safety monitoring activity, as opposed to an activity in 
which the person doing the "spotting" is providing instruction. Consequently, a person that is just "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights would 
not count toward the limit of 5 weight and strength coaches that are noted in the bylaw. 
It should be noted that AMA has also confirmed that it will be the responsibility of each institution to monitor that any person who is not part of the 5 weight and 
strength coaches that are noted in the bylaw, and is "spotting" a football student-athlete that is lifting weights, is not providing direction, instruction or coaching 
to the football student-athlete. 
Best Always!! 
JOEY D. 

A weight (strength and conditioning) coach may conduct flexibility, warm-up and physical conditioning activities prior to any game and 
prior to or during any practice or other organized activities without being included in the limitations on number of coaches. 

!ght~ ~e~g~ a~he~a~epe~mi~d~o~ ith ~00~b~!!P~0g~ a~ycap~i~ ~!uding~!!~o~o~ts(~equi~d~n 

(Revised: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/12) 
Joseph F. D’Antonio, Jr., Esq. 
Sr. Associate Commissioner for Gov. & Compliance 

The BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
[ _d__a__[_~_t__o___n_i_o__@__b_ j g ~__a__s_’_t_=_o__r_ g 

Office: (40’1) BIG-EAST (244-3278) 
Cell: 
Home: 

Fax:    (401) 273-0424 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:28 PM 

ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: initial Eligibility Waiver - 

Thanks!! 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 

That’s great! Thanks Lance. 

’. 9:27 PM >>> 

On , at 8:26 PM, "Lance Markos" <markos@uncaa.unc,edu > wrote: 

All, 
See the attached waiver that was submitted on behalf of 

waiver was actually approved by the NCAA staff around 6:30 this evening, so 

If you have any questions, just let me know, Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Merkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uneaa.une.edu 

our team earlier today around 1 pm, In what may be a new record, the 
is all cleared to rejoin the team for preseason camp. 

Letter.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, _ 9:03 AM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba 

Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Initial Eligibility Waiver - 

thanks, Lance. This waiver fol 
~Beth 

Nas well done.......especially very convincing in order to get approval so quickly. Much appreciated ! 

>>> Lance Markos 8:25 PM >>> 

All, 

See the attached waiver that was subrnitted on behalf of 

actually approved by the NCAA staff around 6:30 this evening, so 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
I) irector of Compliance 

for our         team earlier today around 1 pm, In what may be a new record, the waiver was 

is all cleared to re join the team for preseason camp, 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athle tics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ uneaa,une.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 9:47 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Initial Eligibility Waiver - 

Grea work, Lance ~ thank you! 

9:03 AM >>> 

thanks, Lance. This waiver fol 
~Beth 

was well done_,,,..especially very convincing in order to get approval so quickly, Much appreciated ! 

>>> Lance Markos g:25 PM >>> 

All, 

See the attached waiver that was submitted on behalf of 

actually approved by the NCAA staff around 6:30 this evening, so 

if you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uneaa.une.edu 

: for oul.         team earlier today around 1 pm. In what may be a new record, the waiver was 

is all cleared to rejoin the team for preseason camp. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 3:27 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Website 

All, 
Just an FYI that I added a few items to the website today, specifically under the Student-Athletes, Coaches & Staff, and Alumni & Boosters tabs, [ uploaded the various rules ed 

documents we created for and added brief descriptions for each. As Tom said, it’s fairly easy to edit and add information and it looks very, clean when you view 

the page, 

Just wanted to let everyone know in case you have a little time to check out the page this weekend, 

Thanks! 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Rules Education 
University of North Carolina 

(919) 843 4738 
~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 9:21 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

meeting location 

Mr, Ille 

We meet in the Conference Room on the 2nd floor of the Loudermilk Center for Excellence. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 

Associate Director/Learning Specialist 

Academic Support for Student Athletes 

UNC Chapel Hill 

(w) 919 84B 5669 

(c) 

bd dgerb(.~u ncaa.u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 13, 2012 12:50 PM 

Shamaree Brown <sbrown@theacc.org> 

file, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC incidental Expense Waivers 

20120813123942978.pdf 

Shamaree, 
See attached for our annual Leadership Academy IEX’s. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..’,.m ~ ..[¢~’~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell ~mtenell@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:16 .AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Deni~n Survey 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 203 responses 

from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit assessment, and we 

will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, i cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a great effort! 

P.S. ... Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNiT EMPLOYEES RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

Operations 6 5 100.0% 

st~h!~ s~i~ I. 

Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches                     65          54      83.1% 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ~ ~::::::::::: :1:::::::::: :~ :~:::::::::: :1::: :~ :+: ~ :~::: 

Business Office 8 5 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 15 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I N’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 6:28 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Outlook 

Vince, 

Sorry for the inconvenience today with email, hopefully it is all straightened out. I exported your frequent contacts and added them to your Outlook contacts, 

hopefully these are the contacts you lost when I removed the UNCAA account from your phone. I copied your sent mail from groupwise into your sent folder in 

Outlook. It looks like you had already straightened out your calendar. It also looks like the forwarding is working correctly. Please do not hesitate to let me know if 

there is anything else. 

Thanks, 

Christy 

HTS--()SS ! TNC At Meties 
Urdversity of Nordl Carolina 

Chapel Hi]I, NC 27’5~5 

C__h__r__i_s_~:____~_u___i_t_~_@__u____n___e_:_e:,__d____u_ 

919-&43--5296 o L~’ice 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Trisha L Stattbrd-Odom <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday 3:16 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gliggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                :@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~!uncaa.unc.edtc,; Tom Timmennans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Re: Camp for Little Kids 

Thank you for your prompt response to this! Yes. I would like to begin this endeavor next summer and I will begin working on a gmne plan. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:27 PIVI, "Amy Herman" <aischae(dbuncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, Trish. Wanted to drop you a quick note to follow up on our conversation last week regmding you having a camp for young kids (i.e., non-prospect- 

aged). Since no prospect-aged kids will attend, the restrictions on such a camp are a bit looser. Howevel; we would s’till require that you complete the 
necessary, paperwork and get appropriate approvals along the way, including: 

1) Getting advance Compliance approval of all advertising items (camp brochure, website, etc.) 

2) Completing Outside Coaches’ Employment Roster, S-A Employment Roster, Free/Reduced Admission Roster, Camp/CliNc Financial Analysis 

Lds discuss more as you put together a plan for tiffs. I assume the canlp will be next summer? 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel IIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clarissa Adams <cadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu >; Greg Law < lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell < shatche[l@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IIle, Vince <illeQemail.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgalloQuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu> @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

USA Basketball 3 x 3 

Women’s basketball staff, 

I wanted to follow up on your question in regards to the FIBA 3 x 3 World Championships (http://www.fiba.comipaqes/enq/fc/3x3ievents/3x3 events wc.asp). I am assuming 
that you are interested in attending the U18 event, which is held in Madrid, Spain (let me know if this is correct). The women’s basketball calendar 

specifically allows the following: 

Evaluations permitted at nonscholastic women’s basketball events. 

Because of the above you can attend, but keep in mind that you will have to count it both as an evaluation and person days. 
Let me know if you have any additional questions. Hope you all are enjoying your time in Prague! 

Tom 

Coaches’ Attendance at Elite International Events. 

Coaching staff members may attend Olympic, Pan American, World Championships, World Cup, World University Games or World University Championships competition that 

occurs outside the permissible contact and evaluation periods. However, attendance at qualifying competition for such events including tryouts, and attendance at junior level 

competition (e.g., Youth Olympic Games, Junior World Championships U19 World University Games) that may be associated with the specified elite international events 
remains subiect to the applicable recruitinq calendars. (Adopted." 1/9/06 effective 8/1/06, Revised." 8/11/11,1/14/12) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~Tell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:00 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Denison Survey 

I’m to sure Vince. Ifs closed, but I’ll need to check ifI can still get in (doubtful). The ques~tions are in the review PDF I emailed last evening.., and each had a sliding 

scale with levels of agreement (strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree, strongly agree). There wasn’t mD’t21ing else to the survey beyond those six questions. 

- Matt 

Matt Tenell 

The Rams Club - The UniversiF of North Carolina 
Sent farm my iPad 

On Aug 1,2012, at 6:50 PM, "Ilia, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[if rosa 911--><!--[endit]--> 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of ttne survey if possible. 

From." Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:31 AM 

To-" Terrell, Matt 
$,,bjeet: Re: Denison Survey 

Thanks Matt, I appreciate all the information on the strategic planning process, And thanks for the offer to meet with me to help me catch up a bit. I’m t@ng 

to manage my schedule so I can set aside some time to do that, 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible, 

If you’ve already sent this to rne I apologize, The incoming flow has been heavy to date, 
Thanks again and I hope to identify a few times when I might be able to meet before checking your availability, 

Vince 

>>> "Terrell, Matt" <E!_t_gr_r_eJk@__u__tLq_e__d__u.> 7/31/2012 9:15 AM >>> 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 

203 responses from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit 

assessment, and we will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later 

date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, I cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a 

great effort ! 

P.S. ... Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these 

areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNIT EMPLOYEES RESPONSES RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Operations 6 6 100.0% 

Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

~i~& ~#~i##~, ~, ~ , ~i~ 
Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches                     65          54       83.1% 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Business Office g 6 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 16 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 ] F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Te~rell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:01 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Denison Survey 

Correction ... sixty questions. 

- Matt 

Matt Tenell 

The Rmns Club - The University of North Carolina 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Aug 1,2012, at 6:50 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[endifJ--> 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of ttne survey if possible. 

From," Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3uly 31, 2012 10:31 AN 
To: Terrell, Matt 
Subject-" Re: Denison Survey 

Thanks Matt. I appreciate all the information on the strategic planning process. And thanks for the offer to meet with me to help me catch up a bit. I’m t@ng 

to manage my schedule so I can set aside some time to do that. 

For the survey below, is the survey instrument available for my review? I would like to have a feel for the subject matter and the focus of the survey if possible. 

If you’ve already sent this to rne I apologize. The incoming flow has been heavy to date. 
Thanks again and I hope to identify a few times when I might be able to meet before checking your availability. 

Vince 

> > > "Terrell, Matt" <mterrel!@unc.edu> 7/31/2012 9:15 AM > > > 

To: Strategic Planning Task Force 

Re: Denison Survey 

The Denison Survey is now closed for responses. Thanks for staying after your staffs, and encouraging participation from as many co-workers as possible. We received 

203 responses from the 252 employees receiving the request to complete the survey ... for an 80.6% response rate. Great job! 

Denison is currently sorting the data for us, and will provide material that we can share at our retreat. I have asked them for an overall assessment, a unit-by-unit 

assessment, and we will discuss later this week how much detail we want to pull (sport-by-sport, Olympic sports, coaches compared to support staff, etc.) at a later 

date. 

The "standings" are below. Sorry to say that according to Denison’s policies, I cannot provide you a list of who completed the survey and who did not. Congrats on a 

great effort ! 

P.S. ... Please remember to compile your goals and action steps for the retreat. You should come to the retreat Friday (more details to follow) with your written notes on these 

areas. 

THE DENISON STANDINGS 

UNIT EMPLOYEES RESPONSES RATE 

Communications 10 10 100.0% 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Operations 6 6 100.0% 
:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

st~�l~t~A~h!~e ~ ~, ~, ~, 
Ticket Office 6 6 100.0% 

~i~& ~i~, ~, 
Rams Club 23 20 87.0% 

Coaches 65 54 83.1% 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Business Office 8 6 75.0% 

Strength & Conditioning 6 4 66.7% 

Facilities 30 16 53.3% 

TOTAL 252 203 80.3% 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 7:42 PM 

Rich DeSe[m < nchdeselm @uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: RE: 13.1.6.2 and Swim Meets 

Rich, 
I agree with you, but, per you scenario//2, in order to have contact on 8/12, the PSA MUST have been released after competition on 8/11, and there can’t be any 

commitments/responsibilities with the coach!team that day. So it’s not just whether or not they are required to report to the competition site it goes beyond that. Based on 

what Brad is saying, if there is any team/required activities in which they must participate on 8/12, then contact on that day is a no go. 

Hope this helps? 

Amy 

>>> Rich DeSelm 8/1/2012 4:33 PM >>> 

Amy: 

OK, Found it again...so, based upon how I am reading Brad’s explanation, may we do the following if we speak with the prospect’s coach to sort out what is being "required" 

of the prospect? 

If a rising senior prospect competes in the US OPEN (August 7 11, 2012) and is also competing in JUNIOR NATIONALS August 13 17): 

we may speak to them after their last event at the US OPEN if they are released by their coach and if: 

1) this occurs only up to and through the end of the final day, August 11, of the US OPEN 

or 

2) this occurs on August 12 only if they are not required to report to the competition site on that day. 

Is this correct? Thanks, 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

www.goheels,com 

>>> Amy Herman 6/25/2012 9:32 PM >>> 

Rich, 

I kept this in rny Jnbox in case you ended up having strong feelings that we should push this. I also know that you’re probably on the road recruiting and just haven’t had a 

chance to respond! 

If you don’t mind, can you respond quickly and just let me know whether or not we’re fine leaving this as a "no contact" time? Or, if you want to push it, just tell me that and 

we can hash it out later when you have time. 

Essentially, I’m just trying to figure out if I can file this email away or not! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 6/19/2012 9:33 PM >>> 

Rich, 

See below, As you can see, I think the various scenarios with which you’re dealing for the handful of PSAs that are there for both meets are going to be so individualized that 

it’s going to be impossible to be clearcut in providing an answer as to whether contact is okay on that day/days in between the meets. 

If I remember correctly, you said that various college coaches are confused each year about how this should be applied, right? Some coaches have contact, others don’t? I 

can see how that might be the case, particularly with the various examples that Brad gives below. 

I think the bottom line is that we should avoid having conversations on these day(s) in between the meets. If the contact you would have with time PSAs would be at the pool, 

and presumably their coaches would be around, too, then it is likely that they’ve got some team responsibilities and, thus, would be considered to have reported on call for 

the next event. 

If you feel strongly otherwise and believe you can make a case such as what Brad describes in his Sunday/Monday scenario below, let’s tall< further, Otherwise, I think we keep 

it as a "no", given the complexity of determining every PSAs individual situation. 
Thoughts’? 

Amy 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" < bhostetter@theacc.org > 6/19/2012 5:35 PM > > > 

Amy 

In my opiniot*, you caJ~ use the ] 3.1.6.2-e in between the separate meets in a D:etty limited ~,ay, ’II~e l~mguage in that bylaw pe~:mits the contact to be after release fl’om the 
i’~t competition at}d PRIOR TO TRAVEI, to ~he secot~d. So~ practically speakit~g, I’m t~ot sure ii" it will work since the~e is t~o tram’el to ~he seeot~d competition 1)l;~ if’a 
prospect has the lb[lo>&~g schedule Ym com~’ortab]e wifl~ using it: 

Sm}da3 : Meet 1 e~ds and coach releases partieip;m~ to parents, 

Monday: F*’ee day 

Tuesday: Coach requires paticipatit to be in locale a~d engaged k~ activities (e.g., pracdee)~ 



Wed Sun: Meet 2. 

In my example, contract al~c’r the m¢c’t Su[~d~%~ wouk] be ok, Monday is debatable because tba~ p~esumably is a tra:vel day {])r fl~osc" who did not paEtJcipa~c" in meet l but I 
ca~ defbnd allowing cow,tact iffl~ey are i~ 1he k~cale due l<~ participation in meet I and completely free fi:om ;my eommitmerd to their coach. If there is any eommi~menl a~ aI1 
~o the temn i[~ p~ep tbr meet 2 o[~ Monday, ][ ~ ould say Mo~lday is no ¢omact. Also. ig ~he coach does [~ot ~echnically release file prospec~ after gae mee~ Sunday, no con~a~x 
should occur, eve~ on Monday, because they are still o~ call for the second meet. It’s dicky and probabl? worih ul~der:4anding whxt the practical realities are give~ ihe timing 
and usual practices tletwee[~ mee~s belbre commul~ica~i~lg this broadly. Also in~erested in wha~ fi)ll<s ha~’e done in gae pas~ and bow you percei~ e ogae~ schools are applying 
ii? 

BFad 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 8:41 PM 
To: Hostetter, Brad 
C¢: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject: Fwd: RE: :t3.1.6.2 and Swim Meets 

Brad, 
See below from our Swim coach, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

: Susan Maloy; ; Tom Timmermans 

>>> Rich DeSelm 6/18/2012 8:39 PM >>> 
Amy: 

Thank you for pursuing this, The answer to Brad’s #1 a significant majority of participants at the second meet (Junior Nationals)have not competed in the first meet (US 

OPEN/Senior Nationals), Sometimes, a few of them will come to the last day or two of Seniors and swim an event or two, stay over, then swim the full Junior Nationals both 

meets are usually 4 1/2 days long. 

Typically, it is often rising Seniors who are a large part of the group that competes in both because: 

these meets are their last chance to "prove" themselves to college coaches 

these rising seniors get maximum exposure competing in front of college coaches 

if allowable, they get maximum face time with college coaches 

Hope this helps,,. 

Rich DeSelm 

Head Swimming Coach 

University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 2126 

Phone: 919 966 5340 

Fax: 919 962 1603 

Cell: 

Ship to: 300 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.tarheelblue,com 

>>> Amy Herman 6/18/2012 8:26 PM >>> 

Rich, 
See below, Note the question in #:1 that Brad has about that scenario, What’s the answer? 

Amy 

> > > "Hostetter, Brad" <bhostetter@theacc.orq > 6/18/2012 4:46 PM > > > 

/\my 

l, 

} lad 

Are there di*tL;rem pal~icipants in each swim meet? Obviously, it sotmds like some pmticipants compete i~ both but are the?’ distinctly di,fl’erent enough fl~at there are 

;~t least some participants who are different or ~here are separate qualii]cadon eq~ eme ~ts 

Because the prospec~ still has competi6o~l remaining in the same evenL contact caBnot be made uB~il ;~Rer his or her final e~,eB~ arid they are released Even if there 

is a gap in bet~ een the prosperO’s competitive e~ents, those days are "prior to a~e competilion" and after they reported on call. ’l}~e inteq) below refers ~o (b) bat if 

yo ~ c )mbine i~ wig~ (d~. I believe i~ co~lt]rms yo ~r ~ 1 ]e ~cdor arid rBy take. 

Official Interpretation 

Contacts at practice or competition site in individual sports 

Date Published: August J.1, 1993 
Item Ref: 3 

3. Contacts at practice or competition site in individual sports: It is not permissible for an institutional staff member to make contact with a prospect once the prospect 
reports on call (at the direction of the prospect’s coach or comparable authority) on the day or days prior to an individual competition. [Reference: 13.1.6.2-(b) 
(practice or competition site)] 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2012 2:33 PM 

To: Hostetter, Brad 
C¢: Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; Susan Maloy; ; Tom Timmermans 



Subject: 13.1.6.2 and Swim Meets 

Brad, 

Since we’ve had you in this bylaw in the last few days, I thought I would just continue on with the fun... 

We had a meeting with our swim coaches a couple of weeks ago, and the following 2 situations came up: 

2) Each summer, there are 2 separate swim meets that are held in the same location. They are distinct events, and there is a day or two in between where there is no 

competition. How do we treat that per 23.2.6,2? Can we consider it an "extended road trip" under letter (e)? Which would mean that once the first meet is over, our coaches 

could have contact with the PSA before the second meet starts? Our coaches say that every year they’re walking around asking each other what the rule is, not knowing if they 
can talk to the PSAs or not. So I told them I would get your take. 

2) Also, in the same bylaw, how does letter (d) apply to individual sports? There are often days during meets where an individual student athlete doesn’t have an event in 

which to compete, but the meet itself is conducted on consecutive days. I want to say that since there’s not a break in the actual meet, there shouldn’t be contact from the 

start of the meet until the end of it, but I don’t want my coaches to be at a disadvantage if other schools/conferences are interpreting this differently. 

Thanks for your help! 

Amy 

.,\~ ~ ..l ~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

~_U~_c___h__~__t~_~X!ELc__~_L_a_~X!ELc__~_c__i__u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,.             7:46 PM 

gle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 11 <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler < eculler@uncaa.uncedu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.uncedu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beaie <mbeaie@uncaa.uncedu>;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < ffpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.uncedu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiiler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Schedule 

Schedule.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the approved 2012 2013 Rowing Schedule. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

..",.~ ~ ..i~’~n ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

IIle, Vince < ille@em ail.unoedu >; Tony Tucker H < antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler < eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John 

Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Rob Plunkett 

<maryrobp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  Puncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < ffpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Warren 

<coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke <dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu>; Josh 

Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Harlis Meaders <meaders@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Approved Schedule 

Schedule.pdf 

All, 
See attached for the 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Schedule. Note that this is for men and women. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matt Terrell <mterMl@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 8:52 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Coaches - Strategic Plm~ Action Steps 

To: Carolina Coaches 
Re: Next Phase in Strategic Plan -Action Steps 

Thank you for a productive session yesterday to discuss the progress on our Strategic Plan. As mentioned in that meeting, your participation in this process in vital to our success. 

As a follow-up to something mentioned yesterday, I am asking for some quick assistance. Tomorrow (Friday), the task force working on the strategic plan will have a retreat. At this 

retreat, we will begin formulating the goals and action steps necessary to accomplish our vision for Carolina Athletics ... to be leaders in all that we do - academic, athletics and 

ad ministration. If you have any action steps that you think Carolina Athletics should employ to make us better and achieve that vision, please forward them to me. 

I know it’s quick turnaround, but any suggested action steps received before tomorrow will be discussed at the retreat. If you want to take more time, and forward your suggestions in 

the next week, I will make sure they are thrown into discussions over the next couple of weeks as well; tomorrow’s retreat is not our final step in this process. I encourage you to share 

your ideas on all areas of our operations -academics, athletics, administration, and in regards to alignment within the university. Your insights in all facets of our operation are 

appreciated, i will keep the source of all suggestions confidential. 

Your input will help us be better, and make us leaders in all that we do. Thanks in advance for the input, and for your continued service to our University, our department and our 

student-athletes. Go Heels! 

- Matt 

Matt Terreil 

The University of North Carolina 

Associate Director of Athletics 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

O 919-843-6412 I F 959-843-5777 I M 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 10:01 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

My thought was that we would leave it on there solely because we hope to be back in post season next year and it’s a way to educate them on the rules one more time. But if 
you think it’s a sensitive topic and want us to take it out, we can. 

Amy 

> > > "IIle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu ; 9:02 AM >>> 

Should we delete post-season references for the football meeting this year (noticed that on comp ticket slide, may be in other places-not sure)? Just a thought... 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday,          ’. 11:47 AM 
To= Ille, Vince; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject= Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

Paul Pogge; Tom Timmermans 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow ( at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to ttne PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit, 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #11 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway, 
Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 

~ki schae~uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Kids2 Carolina < @gmail.com > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>: @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <fimmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kids2Carolina.org 

Cody, 

After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description of how you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and confirm, via response 

email, that everything [ state below is correct. 
1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or time University, 

2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office for the Group Rate of 

$10/ticket (which is available to any entity that wishes to purchase them). 

3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church youth groups) to provide 

to youth in their organization, 

4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the tickets based on their own established policies of doing so, in no way do Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or 

any individual or entity affiliated with UNC or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of the donation. 

Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer involved in any manner in 

the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 

Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If everything is accurate, please 

confirm that via response email. 

Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman         3:16 PM >>> 

Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new office building next to 

the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office number is 221, on time 2nd floor of that building. You would just enter at time Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to 

the second floor, 

Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kids2 Carolina ¯ 

Hi, Amy. 

@gmail.com ; 9:37 AM > > > 

I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

program. Iam in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

manipulate my schedule. 

I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

bad side of not being compliant. 

Cody 

On Wed,           at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 
> Cody, 
> 

> Per our conversation, please expect a call and/or email from Amy Herman, 

> our Associate AD for Compliance. 
> 

> Amy, Codv’s email is @gmail.com and his cell number is 
> 



> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Rick Steinbacher 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kids2 CaJ;olina < @gm~il.com~ 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 12:18 PM 

Amy Herman <~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; I,arry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gfiggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 

<rstembache@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenn~s <timmenn~s@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Good Afternoon, 

I can c(mfirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 
available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who waft< with youths 

and 4 That I, Kids2caroiina nor UNC has nothing to do with the 
selection of who the tickets are given to, once the?, are in the hands 
of the organ izations 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, AtW Herman <aj schae@uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 
> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am conffortable with your description of how 
> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 
> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the ErNC Ticket 
> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other enti%" within ErNC Athletics or 
> the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 
> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the trig(2 Ticket Office 
> for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any entity that 
> wishes to purchase thenr). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 
> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 
> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are pemfitted to distribute the tickets 
> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 
> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 
> or UNC Athletics assist in an?’ manner in the selection of the recipients of 
> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 
> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in an?- manner in the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 
> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 
> does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 
> information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If 
> evewthing is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
> PC Bo× 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (of[ice) 
> 919962.6002 ¢[’a×) 
> ajschae@uncaa unc.edu 



> 

> 

>>>> Am?" Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM >>> 
> Eli, Cod?’[ Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 
> office is in the Emie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the lhirly new" 
> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office 
> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building You would just enter at 
> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 
> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> Universib" of North Carolina 
> Department of Athletics 
>POBox2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> aj schae@unc aa.unc, edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina ~gmail.com> 8/1/2012 9:37 AM >>> 
> Hi, ~y-. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 
> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Afffletic 
> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 
> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 
> compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 
> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cod?- 
> 
> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 A\{, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> Cod?-, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email fi-om An~y Herman, 
>> our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Am,/, Codv’s email is @gmail corn and his cell number is 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:08 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Website 

All, 
Just wanted to follow up. The website is http://compliance,web,unc,edu/I am in no way creative enough to have started this from scratch, so it is based of the Alabarna 

Website, http://www, rolltide,com/compliance/, which might be helpful to look at for ideas when you are adding content to your section. 
Tom 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 2:33 PM 

Andrew Dubs < adubs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: release statement docx 

release statement docx.msg 

Coaches, 

Please see the following Permission to Contact for 
Thanks! 

Compliance Assistant 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 537 3350 

student athlete. Let me know if you would like any more information on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williford, Mao’ Cassandra <willifoMm@uncw.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:25 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

release statement docx 

release statement docx 

has notified UNCW Athletics that she is transferring to UNC. Thank you! 

Sandy Williford 



:Z!:I! "    " , "     " T -x       "’~ " ~" "~    7"                                                                                         " ~ "        ,    "     " "~ r "~ " N¸ 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

UNC Compliance 

Sandy Williford, Assistant Athletic Director for Compliance 

Release from UNCW for 

The University of North Carolina Wilmington grants a release for               to transfer in the sport 

of I will complete a transfer tracer on arrival via fax, 910-962- 

3002 or email, willifordm@uncw.edu. 

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Sandy Williford 

Assistant AD for Compliance 





F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:49 AM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cindi Atwater <catwater@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Pope < mpope@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Change in Official Visit Regulations 

Staff, 
Just a reminder that Bylaw 13.6.2.2.1 became effective on , which means that you can now bring rising seniors in on official visits, even if they haven’t started classes 

for their senior year, 

Also, remember that we are now permitted to pay travel expenses for a PSA’s parents or legal guardians (up to 2 people) to travel to campus with the PSA. We will continue 

to use the same procedures (e.g., Anthony Travel for flight booking and reimbursements for meals in transit if time PSA and parenst/guardians submit receipts). 

I’m attaching the various bylaws below, Let us know if you have any questions! 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13.6,2.2.1 First Opportunity to Visit. 

In sports other than men’s basketball, a prospective student athlete may not be provided an expense paid visit earlier than time opening day of classes of the prospective 
s t u d e n t a th I e te’ s s e n i o r ye a r i n h i g h s c h o o I. ]:_r_] r_:n__e D_ ~ _s_ _ _b_ _ _a_ _s_ _k_ e_ _tL _b_ _ _a_ [ L ~L ~ £_o___s_p_e__c__t_j_v___e___s___t_u___d__e D__tL:__a__tL!]J__e__t_& l:n___a_y___~ !Q_Lb_e_p ~ Q_yjd #_d _a £L ex ~ e_D s_e::p~jd_v[sit _e_a £[]e_L tL!]a D__J~D_y ~r~ _1 Q L his &y £1]£4 £ 

year in high school. [O] (Revised: 11ZZ/01 effectiw~. 4/1/0Z 4Z~/02, 8!:5/04, 4/28/05, 5/12/05, 10/27ZL~ e.[’[ective 8/’,{./12) 
1-].6A.1.2 Lodging in the Locale of the Institution Before Visit. 

A prospective student athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour period if the prospective student athlete arrives in the locale 

too late to begin the official visit that <Jay. :[n sports other than men’s basketball, such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the 

prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse) before the start of the 48 hour period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room, if 

applicable. [n men’s basketball an institution may provide such expenses for a prospective student athlete’s parents or legal guardians (expenses for up to two people) 
.-w--i~-Lh-~-~-u--t-~-b--e--g~-r-]-n-~[D-g~-Lh~-4---8-::[]~-~--L-L~-~p#~[j~9~d~ (Adopted: 9/24/0_9, 10/27/11 e[fectwe 8/1/12) 

13.6.Z1.1 I~eals and Lodging While in Transit. 

It is permissible for an institution to pay a prospective student athlete’s actual costs for reasonable expenses (e.g., meals, lodging) incurred while traveling to and from 

campus on the official visit. In men’s basketball, an institution may pay the actual costs for meals and lodging fora prospective student athlete’s parer)ts or legal guardians 

(expenses for up to two people) that are incurred while traveling to and from campus to accompany the prospective student athlete on his official visit. (Revised." 10/27/11 

effective 8/1Z12) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:43 PM 

Fore Mike <foxc@email.unc.e&~; Jackson, Scott C <sciackso@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-d Thompson, JenniIbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bla~chard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Mike and Scott, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received a final transcript from We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting 

this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August i0, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Direct_or and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:48 PM 

Joe }taydon <haydon@uucaa. unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-d Thompson, Jennitbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.uuc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Blanchard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Joe, 
I hope the first day of camp is going well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that .~ agreed to a criminal background check as part of his final community standards review. He has been notified by 

Certiphi, the company that conducts the background checks, but he has not consented or paid for the check. We’ve emailed him directly about this but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. At this point, he needs to notify Certiphi that he authorizes the review and pay the fee. Once that’s done, they 

will send the results directly to us. If we don’t have results by Friday, August 10, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:57 PM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@email.unc.edtr% Myer~ Patrick Jacob <patmyers@email.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, Jenni[~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Jolm Blmachard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Joe and Pat, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for (The version we have is unofficial and does not include 

a final graduation date.) We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, his 

enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

DepuLy Director" and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

91.9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:00 PM 

Carlos Somoano <csomom~o@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, Jenni[br C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; John Blmachard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Carlos, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that agreed to a criminal background check as part of his final community standards review. He has been notified 

by Certiphi, the company that conducts the background checks, but he has not consented or paid for the check. We’ve emailed him directly about this but could 

use your help in getting this last piece of information in. At this point, he needs to notify Certiphi that he authorizes the review and pay the fee. Once that’s done, 

they will send the results directly to us. If we don’t have results by Friday, August 10, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966- 3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:02 PM 

Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~; Thompson, JenniIbr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bla~chard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Rich, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received the final community standards form from We’ve emailed him directly but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, his enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Direct_or and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Adrnissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:04 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pebame@emaJl.uuc.e&P; Jenny I,evy <uucwlax@uncaa.uuc.e&P 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-d Thompson, JenniIEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bb~chard ~gb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Jenny and Phil, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for . We’ve emailed her directly but could use your help in 

getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, her enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage her to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966- ~989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 2:16 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Men’s tennis & getting together 

Vince, 

Great meeting you the other day. I thought I’d reach out to see if you’d like to try and grab lunch one day in the next week or two - to get to know each other 

better and to talk a little about the men’s tennis program. If lunch is a bad time, I can easily just come down to your office too. 

l’m looking forward to working with you. And again, welcome to Carolina. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director J UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

O: 919.843.6448 I F: 919.843.5777 J M: 

.t_..d_ s_._m_[ t_.h__..@_, _.u__.n__c_:_e_._d_..u_ I . .w__..w_..w__:r_a___n_!_s_.c_t ~_b_: c_._o_, m 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:31 PM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg 

Gatz < ggg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael 

Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’. 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Skill Instruction Dates 

Staff, 

As you all know, outside of your declared 20 hour per week playing season, but during the academic year, countable activities are limited to weights, conditioning, and 

individual skill instruction. The total time spent on these activities can be no more than 8 hours per week, of which no more than 2 hours can be individual skill instruction. 

In addition, you must have 2 required days off each week during the off season. None of this information has changed. 

it is permissible for coaches to engage in this prescribed amount of skill instruction with an unlimited number of student athletes at certain times during the year. 

In addition, all countable activities (]ncluding weights, conditioning and skill instruction) are prohibited during the fall term in the week prior to final exams through the end of 
finals. 

The chart below details how this individual skill instruction regulation applies to our academic calendar (based on the Playing and Practice Season Declaration 

you’ve submitted to us). 

no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

Fall Season, no more than 4 student athletes at a time on skill instruction days 

:all Season, unlimited number of student athletes at a time on skill instruction days 

inlJmited number of student athletes at a time 

) NO COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 
’40 COUNTABLE ACTIVITIES PERMITTED 

no more than 4 student athletes at a time 

unlimited number of student athletes at a time 

start of Spring Season 

Also, please note that the prohibition aqainst countable activities beainninq November 29th applies even to voluntary workouts in which the student athlete wishes to work out 

on his/her own. ]t would not be permissible for our coaching staff members to be present at those workouts. Additionally, voluntary workouts must meet all stipulations 
in Bylaw 17.02.13 (Voluntary Athletically Related Activities) on page 211 in the 2012-2013 NCAA Manual (which you all will be receiving soon!), 

Let us know if you have any questions about this! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 3:08 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-~; Thompson, Jennii~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 
<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bmales, Plfilip E <pebame@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Blmachard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Le~T <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Barbara, 
Thank you. I am on it. -Phil. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 2:04 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(tbadmissionsamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jenny and Phil, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for We’ve emailed her directly but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, her enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage her to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919--966- 39"39 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

~gmail.com 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edw~; Thompson, Jennii~r C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<mpyecha@admissions.unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bmales, Philip E <pebame@emaJl.unc.edu>; Jolm Bb~chard 

<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Le~T <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Barbara 

I just spoke w/ and she is working on it immediately. Thanks for the heads up. Take care. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bpolk(abadmissionsamc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Jenny and Phil, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for We’ve emailed her directly but could use 

your help in getting this last piece of information in. If we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, her enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage her to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J~ Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919--966- 39"39 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Chrisb~ H. <ChfisV Suits@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 5:12 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

RE: po bx~x or apartment as forwarding address? 

Vince, 

Sorry you are having problems, if outlook is asking for your password even when you continue to check the box to remember your password... Your username 

should b~-:~ ad\.:)nyen (your ony~-:~n) and the passw.:)rd (your onyet~ password) [:her~ make sur~:_~ you ch~:_~ck the b.:)x 1:o remember your credentials. 

[et me Imow if this helps. 

Christy 

ChHs~j ig~dg~ 
ITS-OSS U N C Athletics 

Unive*~ity of North Carolina 

Chapd Hill, NC 275~5 

Christy suitsCwune.edu 

cd] 

9~9-843-5296 once 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 4:51 PM 
To-" Suits, Christy H.; Pennington, Kent 
Subject; RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 
The login requ~-’_~st for my password I~eep’; popping up. 

From: llle, Vince 
Sent; Friday, August 03, 2012 4:42 PM 
To-" Suits, Christy H. (Christy Suits@unc.edu); Pennington, Kent 
Subject-" RE: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 

Never mind, I don’t know why but all the emails just showed up. There is some Idnd of problem though when I enter my password to access my eamail in Outlook. 

From= TIM, Vince 
Sent; Friday, August 03, 2012 4:40 PM 
To: Pennington, Kent; Suits, Christy H. 
$..bjeet; FM!: po box or apartment as forwarding address? 
My email is not working again. Something wrong with my password? Can someone please help me with this? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Tim Dillon <tdsmith@uncMu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 7:13 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Men’s tennis & getting k~gether 

I completely understand. Unfortunately, I am in Greensboro on the 14th. I aau in town Monday and Friday that week and could meet most dines either of those days 

(Except MoMay from about 11-2). If it’s easier for you, I can also easily meet outside the "normal" hours too. 

All the best. 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 

W: 919.843.6448 

M: 

E: t__d__~!:n__ifl_!~_u__r!c__:_e_~t__u__ 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 7:01 PM, "Ille, Vince" <ille~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tim. I’m looking forward to working with you as well. The "wave" has kind of rushed over me and I’m trying to catch my breath. Maybe we can 

meet sometime the week of August I2? I think Tuesday, August :14 might work for me. Please just let me know if that works with your calendar, if so, 

can we set a time for noon? Not sure if VII have time to leave building for kmch though. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Smith, Tim Dillon 
Seat: Friday, August 03, 2012 2:16 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: Mten’s tennis & getting together 

Vince, 

Great meeting you the other day. I thought I’d reach out to see if you’d like to try and grab lunch one day in the next week or two-to get to know 

each other better and to talk a little about the men’s tennis program. If lunch is a bad time, I can easily just come down to your office too. 

I’m looking forward to working with you. And again, welcome to Carolina. 

Tim 

Timothy D. Smith 

Major Gift Director I UNC Rams Club 

P.O. Box 2446, Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

O: 9:19.843.6448 I F: 9:19.843.5777 I M: 

tdsmith@unc.edu I www.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 7:25 PM 

llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

Fall Compliance Meeting Packet.pdf 

See attached. We have printed copies in the office if you want one of those on Monday. 

Amy 

> > > "]lle, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 6:45 PM > > > 

An’w, 

C~m you pleas~-:~ send me or have som~-:~.:_~ne giw-:~ me a copy of the "(:ompliance packet" refl:_~renced in th~-_~ PP? Thanl~s. 

Viru::e 

From= Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, July 30, 2022 1:[:47 AM 
To= Larry Gallo; Vince Tile; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Subject= Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

: Paul Pogge; : Tom Timmermans 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow (W Soccer at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit, 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #1l 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway, 
Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 275] 5 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 8:22 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: FW: 

Vince, 

Some of the emails have assistant coaches copied, but you and [ are the only others in Athletics. Academic counselors are not involved in admissions. Lance Markos does all 

the work ups, except for football (Joe Haydon) and men’s basketball (Jenn Townsend, who is an academic counselor). Coaches are good about email. 

Vince, [ enjoyed our time as well. You have a big job and f want to be helpful to you. [ am out of town seeing one of my Royals teams early next week. [ will be in the office 

Thursday and Friday, and maybe some Wednesday afternoon. [ will be glad to meet at your convenience. 

Have a great weekend. John 

John Blanchard 

Senior Associate Director of Athletics 

P.O. Box 2126, CB# 8550 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 2126 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962 9533 

Fax: (919) 843 2327> > > "[lie, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu > 8/3/2012 7:11 PM > > > 

John, 

For ~ll o~ t h e’~-’_~ messages se]li: by [~arb~ra, ~re the academic coun’~-’_~k)rs copied? Are their secretari~:_r~ copied ? t don’t know any of these people and just want to make 

sure l:hat ~:he coaches are r~-:~ceiving these ~rorn another st~ff member if they aren’t reading th~-_~ir own ernails daily, 

Thanks very much for your time yesterday. That meanL a lot to me and was very helpful. ] had a productive and enlightening meeting with Barbara and Steve today. 

They are fully supportive of you and I workirlg on the admissions issues together~ Barbara told me Lhat she would send all her communications to both of us. 

I hope I cm~ foflow up with you on some other things next week if you cm~, Again, I really appreciate it. 

Vince 

From= Barbara Jo Polk [mailto:bpolk@admissions.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 03, 2012 1:57 PM 
To: Breschb Joe; Myers, Patrick Jacob 
Cc: Polk, Barbara Jo; Thompson, Jennifer C; Pyecha, Missy; Tile, Vince; John Blanchard 
Subject= 

Dear Joe and Pat, 

I hope all is well. 

Just a quick note to let you know that we have not yet received an official final transcript for              (The version we have is unofficial and does not include a 

final graduation date.) We’ve emailed him directly but could use your help in getting this last piece of information in. if we don’t have it by Friday, August 10, his 

enrollment will be canceled. 

Anything you can do to encourage him to get this information to us ASAP would be very much appreciated. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Barbara 

Barbara J. Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

Office of Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-966-:3989 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 9:00 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: Kids2Carolina.org 

I will confirm that he intended to put boosters in #4, 

I didn’t ask for the charities’ contact information originally because Cody confirmed that he was working all with 501c3’s and I believed that taking it two steps removed from 

us selling the tickets out of our Ticket Office was far enough for us to go. But if you believe I should get that information, Iwill do so. 

Amy 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu >         7:53 PM > > > 
Should we ask him to forward a list of the charitable organizations to whom he gives these and a contact person and number for each charity? Also, are we satisfied that all 

of time correspondence below covers the situation where a booster gives him $, then asks him to give the tickets to a charity and/or prospect selected by the booster? In your 

#4 you reference boosters. In his response, he does not. 1" suppose it would have been easier if he would have just answered "I confirm" or "yes," You gave him the chance to 

do that... 

Original Message 

From: Kids2 Carolina rmailtc @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 

To: Amy Herman 

Cc: 1"lie, Vince; Larry Gallo; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 

Subject: Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Paul Pogge; Rick Steinbacher Tom Timmermans 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths. 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the selection of who the tickets are c iven to, once they are in the hands of the organizations, 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description 

> of how you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the 

> following and confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC 
> Ticket Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entitywithin UNC 

> Athletics or the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket 
> Office for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any 

> entity that wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to 

> charitable organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine 

> Foundation, local church youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the 

> tickets based on their own established policies of doing so, In no 

> way do Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity 

> affiliated with UNC or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the 

> selection of the recipients of the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to 

> you in the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is 

> no longer involved in any manner in the distribution of the tickets, 1. 

> am comfortable that your process of providing the tickets to these 

> charitable organizations does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning Should there be anything in the 



> above information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to 

> clarify. If everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919,962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 3:16 PM >>> 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 

> 10a? My office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is 

> the fairly new office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium 

> complex. My office number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. 

> You would just enter at the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor, 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina _~gmail.com> 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> > Cody, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy 

> > Herman, our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Amv, Codv’s email is 
> 

>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Rick Steinbacher 
>> 

9:37 AM >>> 

@grnail.com and his cell number is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:03 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Cody, 

I have a couple of follow up questions for you. In your confirmation email below, #4, you did not reference booster involvement. Can you confirm that when!if UNC boosters 

donate funds to your project, you do not permit them to specify to which organization and/or specific youth they wish for the tickets to go? We need to confirm that boosters 

aren’t at all involved in the selection of either the organization or the specific youth to whom the tickets are provided. 

Lastly, as you distribute tickets, could you please send me an email with time name(s) of the organizations and contact information for a person there that I can contact if we 

need to confirm that noone other than the charity themself is involved in the selection of the recipients? I would appreciate that! 

Thanks again so much for your help with this. 

Take care, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/2/2012 12:18 PM >>> 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 

available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths. 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the 

selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands 

of the organizations, 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, ] am comfortable with your description of how 

> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 

> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket 
> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or 

> the University, 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office 

> for the Group Rate of $10!ticket (which is available to any entity that 

> wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 

> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 

> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the tickets 

> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 

> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 

> or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of 

> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 

> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in any rnanner in the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 



> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 

> does not conflict with NCAA regulations, 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 

> information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If 

> everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa,unc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM > > > 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 

> office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new 

> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office 

> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. You would just enter at 

> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 
> ajschae@u ncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Kids2 Carolina <l<ids2carolina@gmail,com > 8/1/2012 9:37 AM > > > 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules, ] have been careful and I am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 
> > Cody, 
>> 

>> Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy Herman, 

> > our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Amy, Cody’s email is kids2carolina@grnail.com and his cell number is 

>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 



> > Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:10 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Thank you, Cody. I will await that information. It’s rny understanding from our meeting that the only Foundation you’ve provided the tickets to thus far is the Me Fine 
Foundation, correct? Who was your contact person there? Moving on, if you can just add it to your "to do" list as you make the ticket donations to send me a quick email with 

the contact information, I would appreciate it! 

Amy 

> > > Kids2 Carolina < kids2carolina@g mail,corn > 8/3/2012 9:07 PM > > > 

Yes I can confirm that I seek out and make all judgment on which organizations we provide tickets to. 

I can send you contact info for organizations that we give to, 

On Aug 3, 2012 9:03 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cody, 

I have a couple of follow up questions for you, In your confirmation email below, #4, you did not reference booster involvement, Can you confirm that when!if UNC 

boosters donate funds to your project, you do not permit them to specify to which organization and/or specific youth they wish for the tickets to go? We need to confirm 

that boosters aren’t at all involved in the selection of either the organization or the specific youth to whom the tickets are provided, 

Lastly, as you distribute tickets, could you please send me an email with the name(s) of time organizations and contact information for a person there that I can contact if 

we need to confirm that noone other than the charity themself is involved in the selection of the recipients? I would appreciate that! 

Thanks again so much for your help with this. 

Take care, 
~ny 

~" 2¸ ti~¸ i~,’., ~ i~, 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Kids2 Carolina < kids2carolina@grnail.corn > 8/2/2012 12:18 PM > > > 

Good Afternoon, 

] can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2. That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 

available to the general public, 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths, 

and 4. That I, KJds2carolJna nor UNC has nothing to do with the 

selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands 

of the organizations, 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 

Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description of how 

> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 

> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket 

> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or 

> the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office 

> for the Group Rate of $10/ticket (which is available to any entity that 

> wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 

> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 



> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization. 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are perrnitted to distribute the tickets 
> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 

> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 

> or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of 

> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 

> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in any manner in the distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 

> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 

> does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 

> inforrnation that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify, If 

> everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 
> Associate AD for Compliance 

> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962,7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa.u nc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Amy Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM > > > 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 

> office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new 

> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex. My office 

> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building. You would just enter at 

> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962,6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.u nc.edu 
> 

> 

> > > > Kids2 Carolina < kids2carolina@gmail,com > 8/1/2012 9:37 AM > > > 
> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. I just need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look forward to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and ] am all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 



> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

> > Cody, 
>> 

> > Per our conversation, please expect a call and/or email from Amy Herman, 

> > our Associate AD for Compliance, 
>> 

>> Amv. Codv’s email is kids2carolina@gmail.com and his cell number is 

> 

>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> Rick Steinbacher 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, August 3, 2012 9:28 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 

Re: Kids2Carolina.org 

Thanks, Cody. The safest way for you to do it from my perspective, as we discussed on Thursday, is for you to require that the non profit organizations to whom you donate 

the tickets issue them only to individuals in the 8th grade and below, and that they confirm that they, alone, will make the decisions as to whom to give the tickets. And, on the 

front end, of course, that you alone choose the charities that receive time tickets. While I don’t have a problem with individuals giving you suggestions of organizations, if it 

ever appears as though someone is trying to take it further than that in terms of being involved in the selection process, that should raise a red flag to you, and you should 

not hesitate to contact me with the information. 

Amy 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/3/2012 9:22 PM >>> 

Amy, 

I will be contributing to 1, possibly 2 more organizations over the weekend. [ will send you all the contact info for what [ have done so far Sunday night or Monday Morning, 

While no boosters are selecting organizations/youth to specifically give to, [ have had people offer up ideas. [ think it is best [ write up some guidelines for receiving the 

tickets that falls within ncaa guidelines and keeps UNC away from any gray areas, I will also take care of this, this weekend and send you a copy, If you have any input on what 

to include feel free. 

Cody 

On Aug 3, 2012 9:10 PM, "Amy Herman" <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you, Cody, I will await that information. It’s my understanding from our meeting that the only Foundation you’ve provided the tickets to thus far is the Me Fine 

Foundation, correct? Who was your contact person there? Moving on, if you can just add it to your "to do" list as you make the ticket donations to send me a quick email 

with the contact information, I would appreciate it! 

Arny 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/3/2012 9:07 PM >>> 

Yes I can confirm that [ seek out and make all judgment on which organizations we provide tickets to. 

I can send you contact info for organizations that we give to. 

On Aug 3, 2012 9:03 PM, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Cody, 

[ have a couple of follow up questions for you. In your confirmation email below, #4, you did not reference booster involvement. Can you confirm that when/If UNC 

boosters donate funds to your project, you do not permit them to specify to which organization and/or specific youth they wish for the tickets to go? We need to 

confirm that boosters aren’t at all involved in the selection of either the organization or the specific youth to whom the tickets are provided. 

Lastly, as you distribute tickets, could you please send me an email with the name(s) of the organizations and contact information for a person there that [ can contact 

if we need to confirm that noone other than the charity themself is involved in time selection of time recipients? I would appreciate that! 

Thanks again so much for your help with this. 

Take care, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@qmail.com> 8/2/2012 12:18 PM >>> 

Good Afternoon, 

I can confirm that Kids2Carolina: 

1. is not affiliated with the University of North Carolina. 

2, That we purchase 105 tickets from UNC ticket office that are 

available to the general public. 

3. I disburse tickets to Charitable organizations who work with youths, 

and 4. That I, Kids2carolina nor UNC has nothing to do with the 

selection of who the tickets are given to, once they are in the hands 

of the organizations. 

Thank you, 

Cody Thompson 



Kids2carolina.org 

On Thu, Aug 2, 2012 at 12:11 PM, Amy Herman <~schae@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Cody, 
> 

> After reviewing your program, I am comfortable with your description of how 

> you are currently disbursing these tickets. Please review the following and 

> confirm, via response email, that everything I state below is correct. 
> 

> 1) Your work for Kids2Carolina is not at all affiliated with the UNC Ticket 

> Office, UNC Sports Marketing, or any other entity within UNC Athletics or 

> the University. 
> 

> 2) Your organization solicits financial donations from members of the 

> general public that allow you to purchase tickets from the UNC Ticket Office 

> for the Group Rate of $10iticket (which is available to any entity that 

> wishes to purchase them). 
> 

> 3) Upon purchase of the tickets, you provide the hard tickets to charitable 

> organizations (e.g., Boys and Girls Club, Me Fine Foundation, local church 

> youth groups) to provide to youth in their organization, 
> 

> 4) These charitable organizations are permitted to distribute the tickets 

> based on their own established policies of doing so. In no way do 

> Kids2Carolina, UNC boosters, or any individual or entity affiliated with UNC 

> or UNC Athletics assist in any manner in the selection of the recipients of 

> the donation. 
> 

> Because the UNC Department of Athletics is selling these tickets to you in 

> the same manner available to any groups, and, at that point, is no longer 

> involved in any manner in time distribution of the tickets, I am comfortable 

> that your process of providing the tickets to these charitable organizations 

> does not conflict with NCAA regulations. 
> 

> Thank you for your time this morning. Should there be anything in the above 

> information that is not accurate, please do not hesitate to clarify. If 

> everything is accurate, please confirm that via response email. 
> 

> Take care, and best of luck as you continue with your program! 
> 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Amy Herman 8/1/2012 3:16 PM >>> 

> Hi, Cody! Could you come over either tomorrow or Friday morning at 10a? My 

> office is in the Ernie Williamson Athletics Center, which is the fairly new 

> office building next to the Smith Center/Natatorium complex, My office 

> number is 221, on the 2nd floor of that building, You would just enter at 

> the Basketball Museum and take the elevator up to the second floor. 
> 

> Please let me know if either of these days will work for you! 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Associate AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



> 

> 919.962.7853 (office) 

> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 
> 

> 

>>>> Kids2 Carolina <kids2carolina@gmail.com> 8/1/2012 9:37 AM >>> 

> Hi, Amy. 
> 

> I understand you would like to speak with me about the Kids2Carolina 

> program. I am in chapel hill and I can come over to the Athletic 

> office anytime this week. Ijust need a few hours notice to 

> manipulate my schedule. 
> 

> I look fol~vard to meeting you and making sure I am following 

> compliance rules. I have been careful and Iam all too aware of the 

> bad side of not being compliant. 
> 

> Cody 
> 

> 

> On Wed, Aug 1, 2012 at 9:32 AM, Rick Steinbacher 

> <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> > Cody, 
>> 

> > Per our conversation, please expect a call and / or email from Amy Herman, 

> > our Associate AD for Compliance. 
>> 

>> Amv. Codv’s email is kids2carolina@gmail.com and his cell number is 
>: 

>> 

> > Thanks, 
>> 

> > Rick Steinbacher 
>> 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 11:08 PM 

Amy HermaJa <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edw~; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Fedora, Frances P <pfedora@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: Delayed Enrollment Waiver APPROVED 

Great job. Thanks. 

Bubba 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Aug 3, 2012, at 6:03 PM, "Amy Herman" <aischae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

delayed enrolhnent waiver has been approved’. He is now officially eligible to compete this season mid will have 5 5ears to play 4 seasons of 

eligibility. See attached for the NC,~k decision. 

Please pass the good news on to him, Joe. Thanks for everyone’s help on this! 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

< Waiver Decision.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Suits, Chrisb’ H. <ChfisV Suits@unc.edu> 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 10:07 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 5 Strength Coaches? 

JUNK mail is just a filter, when you received it did you mark sender as trusted? 

I know it is difficult but you are on the university mail server outside of athletics so you will need to be diligent in checking your junk mail and also 
the groupwise spam filter at http:/iuncaa.unc.edu checking and allowing emails that may be being caught. 

I can meet you Monday to see if I can help smooth sine of this out for you, we can add all of the unc possible domains to your allow list in the 
groupwise spam filters and try the same for the junk filter for exchange 

Connected by DRO!D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "llle, Vince" <ille@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Suits, Christy H." <Christy_Suits@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sat, Aug 4, 2012 00:59:45 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: 5 Strength Coaches? 

??? This was just deliveredto my junk emai]. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Scnt: Friday, August 03, 2012 8:54 PM 
To: Corey Holliday; Luis Hernandez 
Cc: Ille, Vince; Amy Herman; Clint Gwaltncy; Kathy Griggs; LaiTy Fedora; Lance Markos; 
Subject: 5 Strength Coaches? 

Paul Pogge; , Tom Tirmnermans 

Lou and Corcy, 

Now that August 1st has passed and we are officially limited to 5 strength coaches working with our Football student-athletes, can you please confirm that the following 5 
individuals are the only people (other than the head coach, 9 assistants, 4 GAs, and Sam Aiken) that will be working with out student-athletes in their Strength and Conditioning 
activities ? 

Lou Hernandez 
Zack Womack 
Steve Sigler 
Kevin Mitchell 
Simon Haake 

Thanks. If there is ANYONE else that is involved in any capacity, please let rue l~low so we can talk through their role. 

Arfly 

.aJ~ly Herman 
Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9199627853 (office) 
919.9626002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc edu <mailto:ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cu~mingham. @gmail.com~ 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 11:18 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu-~; Rick Steinbacher 

<rsteinbache@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: random thoughts ..... 

FYI. 

Game 1. Let’s get ALL our s~ff in the blue zone and encourage them to go into the seats. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: MelLewis        "{batt.net> 

Date: August 3, 2012 3:26:49 PM EDT 

To: Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: random thoughts ..... 
~gmail.com> 

Our plans to improve the ofl~rings of the Kenan Lettermen Lounge have hit a snag thanks to a not-unpredictable minor functionary. But nothing Don McC 

or I deem worth "telling Bubba about". We can zig zag a bit and gain a bit of ground. We will hold "the Bubba card" tbr bigger battles. :-) 

Next time you chat with Larry ..... Apparently he has grand plans to energize the UNC FB Fanbase .... lets caqi it "SEC-~ize our fans" ...... in 
their seats 30 minutes before kickofi; be loud, cheer on defense, quiet on offense, stay until 00:00, etc etc yadda yadda ...... He will be the 7th-8th 

UNC FB coach to roll out that plan. It could go all tire way back to Jim Tartan. 

About the only enduring aspect of these repeated efforts to SEC-azizie our i:ans is getting them to wear Carolina Blue much more than they used to. "Turn 
It Blue" (a promotion during the Norwood Teague era) has caught on. I fear any such grandiose promotions designed to get everyone in their seats 30 

minutes/kickoffcould be an embarrassing un-success. I’m being realistic, not just being pessimis~tic here. 

The Old Well Walk and Tar Heel Town are, of course, just copies of familiar concepts in play all across the country-. They are "fine" for what they are. 

We will NEVER be "The Crrove". 

I lear LF is going k~ t?eak Mren he looks at The Blue Zone during any game not starting alter 6 PM. Unless you shut down the hospitality buffets and herd 

everyone out of the Blue Zone interior areas with cattle prods, the BZ seats will be 60% occupied AT MOST. Paying premium prices to roast in an early 

September midday sun ain’t nobody’s idea of fun .... when the alternative is air-conditioned complimentmy buffets in the BZ function spaces. I don’t recall 

the Blue Zone seats EVER being more than 70% occupied at any time last year despite the seat owners being in the stadium but not in sight. 12:30 starts 

are BRUTAL in the BZ and on the North Side during Sept and early October. 

I fear any so(t of Red Bull hyped plea to "act like crazy SEC fans by doing the following ........ " is going to meet rolled eyes and smirks. Our fan base has 

heard it all many many times and will tune it out. I don’t want LF, or you, to look foolish. 

Win about 4 ganles in early season including finally beating State and then you’ll have some leverage. :-) 

Mel 

MeM Lewis’ E-ADDRESS: 

~att.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschne@unc.edu;, 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 1:42 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

HelenBuchanau <                 ~gmail.com>;                            ~live.unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark 

<~tavelohse@unc.edu>; Kirschnel; Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; Bobby Hundley <bhundley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jefliey Camamti 

<camarati@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dmaa Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt~c)!uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Bes~t 

<kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC’s Cunningham on the death of Kirk Urso 

FOR iMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 5, 2012 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina director of athletics Bubba Cunningham has issued the following statement on the death this morning 
of Kirk Urso, a rookie midfielder for the Columbus (Ohio) Crew and a captain on the Tar Heels’ 2011 men’s soccer team that won the NCAA 
championship: 

"In the very brief time I spent with Kirk it became evident that he was a natural leader. His enthusiasm was contagious to all who knew him. He had 
a positive and inspirational impact on his team, and many other student-athletes at Carolina. Our deepest sympathy and condolences go out to 
Kirk’s family and friends. His teammates and fellow students are devastated by the news and we will do all we can to support them and his family 
in this incredibly tragic and sorrowful time." 
Men’s soccer head coach Carlos Somoano is traveling and is currently not available for comment. Contact Dave Schmidt (919-619-3344) with 
further questions. 
Urso’s bioqraphical information is as follows: 
Senior - 2011 Season: Graduated with a degree in economics ° Team captain on UNC’s national championship team ° AII-NCAA Tournament 
selection ° Second team AII-ACC selection ¯ Appeared in all 26 matches with 24 starts in the midfield ¯ Made his fourth straight NCAA College 
Cup appearance ° Tallied three goals and seven assists. Finished his career with 15 goals and 24 assists in 90 games ° Lowe’s Senior CLASS 
Award Nominee ° Distributed a pair of assists against NC State in the ACC quarterfinal win. Notched a goal and an assist in the NCAA 
Tournament, including an assist on the game winner against Saint Mary’s. 

Junior -2010 Season: ACC Academic Scholar-Athlete Of The Year. Named AII-ACC second team. Selected to the ACC All-Tournament 
Team ¯ Ranked second on the team with 15 points on the year thanks to five goals and fiveassists. Twice notched game winners ° The game 
winner against Virginia came on a short corner that bent into the goal. Also notched the game winner against Wofford when he converted a free 
kick in overtime to knock off the Terriers ° Tallied an assist in back-to-back games in the ACC Tournament against NC State and against Boston 
College. 

Sophomore - 2009 Season: One of five players to start in all 22 contests ° Tallied four goals and a team-high six assists on the year ¯ Scored 
against Drake in the NCAA Quarterfinals ¯ Had a pair of assists in the second round of the NCAA Tournament against Brown ¯ Named to the 
ACC All-Academic team for the second consecutive season= 

Freshman - 2008 Season : Soccer America Freshman All-America selection ° Led Carolina with six assists and ranked fourth with 12 points on 
three goals ° Scored twice in the NCAA Tournament to help lead the Tar Heels to the College Cup ¯ Volleyed home the unassisted game-winner 
against No. 15 Northwestern from 15 yards out in the 61 st minute in the NCAA quarterfinal. First career goal came in the tie with No= 14 UCLA on 
a free kick goal and earned a spot on the Deacon Fall Classic All-Tournament Team ¯ Named to the ACC Academic Honor Roll and was named 
to the Dean’s List in the Spring 2009 semester ° Enrolled at Carolina in January 2008 and earned a spot on the Dean’s List in his first semester. 

Prep - Edison Academy : Graduate of the Edison Academy in Bradenton, Fla., as a member of the U.S. Under-17 National Team Residency 
Program ° Played with the U.S. U-17 Team atthe 2007 FIFA U-17 World Cup in Korea and scored the game=winning goal against Belgium to 
send the United States to the second round ° Also a member of U.S. U-15 and U-16 national teams ° Named to the 2007 PARADE High School 
All-America squad and the 2006 NSCAAiadidas Youth All-America team ¯ Selected to the 2006 adidas ESP Camp ° Played with the Region II 
ODP Team since 2004 and earned an outstanding achievement award for Illinois ODP in 2005 ° Played club soccer with Chicago Sockers FC for 
eight years and served as team captain. 

Personal : Born Kirk Jon Urso ° The son of Michael and Sandra Urso ° Born March 6, 1990, in Downers Grove, Ill. ° Has one brother. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 1:59 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <steveldrschner@unc.edu> 

UNCIs Cunningham on the death of former Tar Heel captain Kirk Urso 

Some of you are getting this for a second time...my apologies...just wanted to make sure the sport administrators list received it 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
SUNDAY, AUGUST 5, 2012 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina director of athletics Bubba Cunningham has issued the following statement on the death this morning 
of Kirk Urso, a rookie midfielder for the Columbus (Ohio) Crew and a captain on the Tar Heels’ 2011 men’s soccer team that won the NCAA 
championship: 

"In the very brief time I spent with Kirk it became evident that he was a natural leader. His enthusiasm was contagious to all who knew him. He had 
a positive and inspirational impact on his team, and many other student-athletes at Carolina. Our deepest sympathy and condolences go out to 
Kirk’s family and friends. His teammates and fellow students are devastated by the news and we will do all we can to support them and his family 
in this incredibly tragic and sorrowful time=" 
Men’s soccer head coach Carlos Somoano is traveling and is currently not available for comment. Contact Dave Schmidt ( ~with 
further questions. 
Urso’s bioqraphical information is as follows: 
Senior - 2011 Season: Graduated with a degree in economics ° Team captain on UNC’s national championship team ° AII-NCAA Tournament 
selection = Second team AII-ACC selection ¯ Appeared in all 26 matches with 24 starts in the midfield ¯ Made his fourth straight NCAA College 
Cup appearance ° Tallied three goals and seven assists, Finished his career with 15 goals and 24 assists in 90 games ° Lowe’s Senior CLASS 
Award Nominee ° Distributed a pair of assists against NC State in the ACC quarterfinal win, Notched a goal and an assist in the NCAA 
Tournament, including an assist on the game winner against Saint Mary’s. 

Junior -2010 Season: ACC Academic Scholar-Athlete Of The Year, Named AII-ACC second team ° Selected to the ACC All-Tournament 
Team ¯ Ranked second on the team with 15 points on the year thanks to five goals and fiveassists ° Twice notched game winners = The game 
winner against Virginia came on a short corner that bent into the goal, Also notched the game winner against Wofford when he converted a free 
kick in overtime to knock off the Terriers ° Tallied an assist in back-to-back games in the ACC Tournament against NC State and against Boston 
College. 

Sophomore - 2009 Season: One of five players to start in all 22 contests ° Tallied four goals and a team-high six assists on the year ° Scored 
against Drake in the NCAA Quarterfinals ¯ Had a pair of assists in the second round of the NCAA Tournament against Brown ¯ Named to the 
ACC All-Academic team for the second consecutive season= 

Freshman - 2008 Season : Soccer America Freshman All-America selection ¯ Led Carolina with six assists and ranked fourth with 12 points on 
three goals = Scored twice in the NCAA Tournament to help lead the Tar Heels to the College Cup ¯ Volleyed home the unassisted game-winner 
against No. 15 Northwestern from 15 yards out in the 61 st minute in the NCAA quarterfinal, First career goal came in the tie with No= 14 UCLA on 
a free kick goal and earned a spot on the Deacon Fall Classic All-Tournament Team ¯ Named to the ACC Academic Honor Roll and was named 
to the Dean’s List in the Spring 2009 semester, Enrolled at Carolina in January 2008 and earned a spot on the Dean’s List in his first semester. 

Prep - Edison Academy : Graduate of the Edison Academy in Bradenton, Fla., as a member of the U.S. Under-17 National Team Residency 
Program ° Played with the U.S. U-17 Team atthe 2007 FIFA U-17 World Cup in Korea and scored the game=winning goal against Belgium to 
send the United States to the second round ° Also a member of U.S. U-15 and U-16 national teams ¯ Named to the 2007 PARADE High School 
All-America squad and the 2006 NSCAAiadidas Youth All-America team ¯ Selected to the 2006 adidas ESP Camp ¯ Played with the Region II 
ODP Team since 2004 and earned an outstanding achievement award for Illinois ODP in 2005 ° Played club soccer with Chicago Sockers FC for 
eight years and served as team captain. 

Personal : Born Kirk Jon Urso ° The son of Michael and Sandra Urso, Born March 6, 1990, in Downers Grove, Ill. ° Has one brother. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 8:29 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Schmidt <dschmidt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

John Blanchard <jgb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert Mercer < rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Ciocca, Mario F <ciocca@email.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Men’s & Women’s Soccer 

Steve, Dave, and Schmidty ~ just wanted to be sure you know what was going on with our soccer teams. 

Clint ~ get you up to speed with what Dr. Ciocca and his crew have been and are doing. 

Cricket, Robert, & Doc ~ also wanted you informed. 

Vince ~ wanted you in ttne loop. 

Thanks, 

Larry 

> > > Larry Gallo 8/5/2012 8:13 PM > > > 

Bubba ~ 

I wanted to give you a recap of the day to be certain that you are up to speed on things. You may already know all contained below, but I wanted to be sure you knew all that 

was done today, especially with the women’s team ~ its players, coaches, and staff 

I went to women’s soccer practice this morning and spoke wittn the coaches, players, and the wsoccer sports medicine staff regarding     ; passing. Ttne women’s team 

traveled to Ocean Isle this afternoon for a week of training "at the beach," and will play a scrimmage on Wednesday vs. UNC Wilmington. They will return to Chapel Hill on 

Friday. 

At the time I was with them at practice and after practice, all the players seemed to be OK ~ women’s soccer has a veteran head athletics trainer in Nicole Fava and she will 

be keeping "the pulse of and eye on" ttne players to see how they are doing. Anson and his coactning staff are also well in tune. 

One women’s soccer player,              had a close relationship with     and she was with a friend this and the friend’s family in Raleigh this morning. I do not believe 

that      Nent witln the tearn to train at the beach. Anson and Nicole feel that      is in good hands, but will be checking in on her. Anson has told her to take all the time 

she needs to sort out this tragedy. 

Tomorrow at 10:00 AM, Beth and I will be meeting with the men’s soccer players, coaches, and staff at the soccer center. Dr. Ciocca, along with counselors and staff from the 

Campus Wellness Center, will be present and ready to offer the entire soccer program any services, support, etc. needed. Men’s soccer begins team practice on Thursday. 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thanks and take care, 

Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richie Grimsley < rgrim sley@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 6, 2012 9:52 AM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Locker? 

Absolutely. The locker room we use for Men’s Staff is in the South Tunnel and it has a sign at the door for Official’s Locker Room. You may use a locker in there. The combo 

to the door is         The only thing I ask is that we clear out of the locker room for home game weekends so we can allot the lockers for the officiating crew. Thanks and I 

look forward to meeting you. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

U NC Ath letics 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

office 919 962 9472 

> > > "file, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/6/2012 9:44 AM > > > 

Richie, 

I’m one of the new guys here and I met with John Blanchard last week. Among his good advice was the suggestion that I could contact you for access to a locker room 

over in his building? I need to start working out and John suggested that I could do that over there and if I bring my own lock, there may be a locker available in the 

area where his is? If that’s ok, I’d love to arrange that. If this is something we should discuss in more detail, please just let me know and I’ll give you a call. Thanks in 

advance for any help or direction you can offer. I look forward to meeting you sometime. 

Vine IIle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Jo Polk <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 6, 2012 11:27 AM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cmock@email.unc.edu>; Ille, Mince <ille@email.unc.edu>; John Blanchaxd <igb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu-*; Thompson, JennitEr C <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu>; Pyecha, Missy 

<nlpyecha@admissions.unc.edu> 

(secure and confidential) 

All, 

I hope everyone had a good weekend. 

We recently received the final transcript for an incoming student-athlete for His spring 2012 grades were less than satisfactory. Following 3 

semesters of work all resulting in GPAs of 3.0 or higher, his spring GPA is a 1.25. Based on that, we will be putting his admission on hold and asking him to meet 

with us to discuss what happened this spring. Once we’ve held that meeting, we will determine if we can reinstate his admission. 

If you want to discuss this prior to, or after, this meeting, please let me know. I’ll be out of the office after 2:00 this afternoon but will be back in and available the 

rest of the week. 

Barbara 

Barbara .L Polk 

Deputy Director and Senior Associate Director 

O[fice o[ Undergraduate Admissions 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9:[9-966-3989 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M ichael Beale < m beale@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Monday, August 6, 2012 5:33 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

RE: 

Vince, 
We are asking coaches to work directly with the students assigned to their respective sports. 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 ON) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

> > > "Ille, Vince" <ille@email.u nc.edu > 8/6/2012 5:22 PM > > > 

Thanks Michael. For men’s tennis and softball, do all marketing issues go straight to the student assigned the sport or is each student supervised!supported by one 

of the full-time staff members? Just tr’~,hlg to connect the dots at this point_Thanks, 

From: Michael Beale [mailto:mbeale@uncaa,unc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 06, 2012 5:07 PM 
To: Barnwell, Jayne Williams; Oliver, Ann K; Kidd, Alison Parsons; ckalbrig; McPherson, Dawn D; Aldridge, Diane Scobie; Lowe, DiAnne Knox; Montross, Eric S; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge; Ellis, Ginny; Holland, Janine W; Montgomery, John R; Jones, Kim; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; McCauley, Donald F; Dubnansky, Marjorie M; Megaloudis, Dino; Terrell, 
Matt; Baber, Nellie C; Higley, Pamela; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Catoe, Velvet E; Aguilar, Alain ]; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Ciocca, Mario F; Ille, Vince; Matson, ]anis Evelyn; 

Taylor, Latoya ]; Petschauer, Meredith A; Mays, Sally D; Brickner, Thomas E; Roberts, Terry Kermit; Waicus, Kelly M; Sparrow, Christopher A; Chad Wade; Maddox, Danny; 
Kivett, Mitchell R; Young, Randall P; David Thomas; Jonathan Guthrie; Michael Copeland; Ronnie Pendleton; William Modlin; Day, Brian C; Roberts, Logan; Creighton, Robert A; 
Kamath, Ganesh M; Stafford, Harry C; Spang, Jeffrey 3; Taft, Tim; Ilsy Chappell; Lee Roberts; Nick Fulton; Adrian Beros; Angie Bitting; Andrew Calder; Council, Albert C; 
Andrew Dubs; Andrew DiBitetto; Grant, Arron ]; Amy Herman; Angie King; Adam Lucas; Anson Dorrance; Tony Tucker If; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron 
York; Sanders, Benjamin A; Brian Bersticker; Bradley Bethel; Mark Knowles; Bob Ellis;         Bobby Gales; Boo Gillette; Brittany Renn; Brenda Haithcock; Brittany Holland; 
Brian Holman; Bobby Hundlew Eric Biener; Billy Lee; Brian KSubject Marketing Office Staff Responsibilities for 2012-13 
Subject: 

As we prepare for another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware of a few changes that have taken place in the Marketing Office over the 
summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pursue an exciting family business venture. We thank him for his four years of service including his leadership in many social and digital media 

projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both the Marketing office and the 

Athletics Department for a number of years. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any questions you might have 

about who does what in our office and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University of North Carolina 

Ernie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 ON) 
(c) 

919-962-1653 (Fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:01 PM 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Marketing ONce St~£f Responsibilities for 2012-13 

Michael why are we the only spring sport without someone? Us and volleyball had had the same person. I do not understand. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 5:07 PM, "Michael Beale" <mbeale(a)m~caa.unc.edu> wrote: 

As we prepare tbr another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware ofa t~w changes that have tg~en place in the Marketing 

ONce over the summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pursue an exciting family business venture. We thank him for his foul years of sere’ice including his leadership in m~y social 

and digital media projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing. Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both the 

Maxketing office and the Athletics Depart~nent for a number of ye~xs. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet ruth all of our contact information as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please refer to this for any 

questions you might have about who does what in our once and do not hesitate to call any of us ruth questions, etc. 

Go Heels! 

Michael 

Michael BeaJe 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

University. of No(th Carolina 

Ernie Williaallson Athletics Center 

450 Sldpper Bowles Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

<Marketing Staff Re sponsibili ties.xlsx:~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 6:15 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Marketing Office Sta£f Responsibilities for 2012-13 

Donna, 

You do have ml individual assigned specifically to market softball. When Jeffleft it was decided that we would not fill Ns position ruth a full-time person. We are 

utilizing grad students to cover many of Jeffs responsibilities moving forward. Is there a time tomorrow I cma give you a call or stop by your oNce to discuss in more 

detail? 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistaalt Athletic Director 

Universib~ of Norfll Carolina 

#GoHeels 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:01 PM, "Donna Papa <dip(~uncaa.nnc.edu>" <dip(~nncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michael why are we the only spring sport withom someone? Us and volleyball had had the same pelion. I do not understand. 

Sent ti~)m my iPhone 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 5:07 PM, "Michael Beale" <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

As we prepare for another exciting year for Carolina Athletics I wanted to make everyone aware ofa tEw changes that have taken place in 

the Maacketing Office over the summer. 

Jeff Shepherd left us in June to pm5ue an exciting fmmly business venture. We thank him for his four yem5 of service including his leadership 

in many social and digital media projects. 

We are excited to announce that Sarah Humphries has been promoted to Director of Marketing. Sarah has been a tremendous asset to both 

the Marketing once and the Athletics Department for a number of years. She is a total team player, and a pleasure to work with on a daily 

basis. 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of our contact intbrmation as well as a breakdown of our office/sport responsibilities. Please retEr to this 

for any questions you might have abxmt who does what in our once and do not hesitate to call any of us with questions, etc. 

Go tteels! 

Michael 

Michael Beale 

Assistant Athletic Director for Marketing 

Universib’ of North Carolina 
Emie Williamson Athletics Center 

450 Skipper Bowles Dr, 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919-962-5193 (W) 

(c) 
919-962-1653 (Fax) 

<MMceting Staff Re sponsibilities.xls~x> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,. 8:01 PM 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S-A Throwing Out First Pitch at National PSA Tny 

Donna, 
i’ve done some looking into this issue, and my initial reaction is that your s a should avoid doing this. Since it’s a 16U natiional tournament, it’s obviously going to involve 

PSAs, and it’s unclear to me who is running the tournament. But that fact that you say it’s a national tournament leads me to wonder if there are any recruiting services or 

commercial entities involved in hosting the tournament, in which case we would need to be very wary of what our s a’s involvement is and how it is represented/promoted by 
the external entities. 

if she were being honored for something and it were a professional game, it would likely be a different story, But a national tournament of PSAs where she is not being 
honored leads me down a path of caution. Ttnere are too many things that could go wrong for me to say it’s okay, particularly without knowing any of the details. 

If the s a has any more information to provide that you think would change my mind on this one, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strohm, Leslie Chambers <s~trohm@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 8:31 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Broome, Lis~ L <lbroome@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeling 

Hi Vince, 

I have meetings until 11:30, but could meet at Bynum then, if that works for you and Lissa. 

AI~, I know you called this a£temoon. If you’d like to "talk tonight, my home number is 

Thank~ 

Leslie 

On Aug 6, 2012, at 6:54 PM, "Ille. Vince" < j_ll_.e_2(~2..e__r..n_~!_i_!:._u__llc_:__e.!_lU_> wrote: 

Leslie, 

I talked with Lissa Broome briefly this afternoon. Are you available to meet with us tomorrow morning sometime? I believe that Lissa is available any 

time after 9:30 and l’d like to meet in your building if possible. Thanks for your help. 

Vince 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <aj schae@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 5:21 AM 

Ille, Vincent Gregow <ille@emml.unc.e&D 

Re: 2012 JDRF Event 

Sounds great! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju123, 2012, at 11:14 PM, "Ille, Vincent Grego~" <ille(&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Am?; 

We used a "Donations Policy" that covered all titans of requests (autographs, t~e tickets, autographed ball~ auction items tbr charity, etc.). I can share 

that ruth you when I arrive and maybe we can discuss how we might be able to modify the g~licy to fit the various types of requests mad volume eveo~one 

receives at UNC. We can acid that to our list’. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Amy Herman [ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 5:34 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Montgomery, John R; Larry Gallo; Norton, Molly; Rick Steinbacher; Kirschner, Steve; 111e, Vincent Gregory 
Subject: Re: Fwd: 2012 JDRF Event 

My suggestion wotfld be to expand our current autograph policy to extend to all donation/anction requests, as well, with the process being started ruth a 

tbnn "that is completed and submitted originally to Compliance. We can then approve per NCAA regulations and farm out to the area involved (tickets, 

sport- specific requests, etc.). 

That might not go quite as thr as yoffre thinking in terms of centraJization, but I do think that all requests should initially go through Compliance. 

Amy 

/’,.77,’., 2, ~.,’cr~L’, :.~, 71 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853c@ (office) 

919.962.6002C@ (fax) 

aj schae@uncaaxmc edu 
>~ "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbacI~)emaiLunc.edu> 7/’23/2012 4:59 PM >>> 

I want to centralize auction/donation requests to one person or department. 
Any recommendations? 

B ubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

UniversiF of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Crigler, Laura" <Criglel~LabCotp.com> 

Date: July 23, 2012 2:29:07 PM EDT 

To: "bubbac([f unc.edu" <bubbac(2~unc.edu> 
Subject: 2012 JDRF Event 

LabCorp is holding its annual JDRF (Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation) event on October 5, 2012 from 11am-2pm. We are having 
food and activities such as a dunking booth, bean bag toss, pluck a duck, bungee run, guess how many is the jar, karaoke and a silent 

auction. We are looking for donations for the event from local businesses. We do this yearly; this is our 3rd year in Greensboro. We just 
moved in on June 25, 2010. All proceeds are donated directly to JDRF and LabCorp foots the bill for the food and rental of equipment. We 
have people driving from all across the triad, VA and from the triangle area. Please let me know if you are able to donate tickets or 
memorabilia for us to auction. We will have 500 people attending this event. Feel free to contact me with any questions. Tax ID#: 

JDRF is a 501© (3) tax-exempt corporation. 
Regards, 

Prolc’ct {’;p~ ci~hs I ,,\8::~:nJ d:t ~i )n 

[70] PJr~ecto[~ R,:)a(’~ 

(Jzeensboro, l’.:C 27407 

Tele; 336 232 611@~@ 

Va;x: 536 232 69601~ 

I ’.mail: CtiF, lel~,L~b Corp.com 
-This e-mail and an?- attachments may contain CONFIDENTIAL information, including PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION. If you 



are not the intended recipient, any use or disclosure of this information is STRICTLY PROHIBITED; you aye requested to delete this e-mail 

and any attachments, notify the sender immediately, m~d notify the LabCorp Privacy Officer at priwacyoIt]cer(~labcorp corn or ca 1 (877) 

23-HIPAA, (877) 234-4722~@. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu;. 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 10:25 PM 

Ille, Vincent Grego~ <ille@emml.unc.e&~> 

Fwd: Kids2Carolina.org...Filling up Kenan..with your help..and your own group email..Please Forward..& REPLY Al,L..with your 

comments.. 

FYI. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Erom: Amy Herman <aischae~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: July 24, 2012 10:10:50 PM EDT 

To: Larry GaJlo <athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu>, Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Wade H Hargrove <whar~rove(~)brookspierce.com>. <bubbac(~emaJl.unc.edu>, Clint GwaJtney <cp.waJtney(~)uncaa.unc.edu>, Paul Pogge 

<ppogge(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Fwd: Kids2Carolina.org...Filling up Kenan..with your help..and your own group email..Please Forward..& REPLY ALL ..with 

your comlnents.. 

Yes, Rick, if you could pass his contact intbrmation on to me, I will ~nd him an email and reques"t more intbrmation. From my perspective, rm concerned 

primarily about to whom the tickets will be donated and how the recipient of the tickets will be chosen. 

Thanks for the hems up on this, LG. 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

I)epartment of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 

g~i schae@uncaa.unc, edu 
>>> Rick Steinbacher 7/24/2012 8:45 PM >>> 

Amy and Larry, 

The organizer of this eftbrt asked me if we would endorse what he was doing and allow them to use our marks. I told them that we could not endorse this, 

nor allow our marks to be used. I appreciate his efforts to help us sell available tickets and then donate them to worthwhile causes. I have some other "risk 

management" concerns which I discussed with Paul lx~day. 

He is planning to purchase group tickets at the same rate we are promoting publicly and then donate them back to local 501 (c) 3 orgmfizations. 

That is the extent of what I know. Am551 have his contact number and email address if we need to get more iIffolmation. 

Thank~ 

Rick 

>>> Larry Gallo 7/24/2012 8:29 PM ~> 

Amy ~ 

I don’t know if you heard about this? Is it permissible per NCAA guidelines ~- wanted you to know. 

Thank~ 
Larry 

>>> Bill Ipock <.               > 7/24/2012 6:33 PM >>> 

Please make $10 per ticket Donations for Idaho & Elon tickets for Kids2carolina.or~ ,Payable to : Kids2Carolin~.or~..and send to me@428 

Downing Dr ,Chesapeake, Va 23322..I roll get funds tol~ds2Carolina.or~, in Chapel Hill...I already prepaid for 100 tickets@Sl0 = SI,000 

mysel£..!’.! 

Promoting young people & families & churches..( rich orpoor )from your home town the opportunity to walk across and experience a college campus 

for a day...Rick Steinbacher & Clint Gwalmey..gave us the Group Pricing ( $10 ea )...UNC Admin, The GAA, The Development Office, and 

YOU..need to put your Group Emails to Work..and spread the Good News..and fill up Kenan for those two games..Young people can be at the noon 

Elon gmne...and be home by dinner time..Air Tran, South~,est, and Jet Blue have cheap Sept flights tbr day trippers..DC, Atlanta, Philly, $59ea 
~,ay..Boston, Chicago $98.. 

Quote from Mike Pope, Anthony Travel " Inbound day trippers is a vktually an untapped market.". 

The same wind that knocked us down..a couple of notehes. .is the very same wind, .by the very same maker..that will bring us baek up very fast.. !! 

PLEASE REPLY ALL with your feelings., comments.. 



Get this...Cody, a 24 yr old student ( who launched Kids2Carolina.or~ ) has aheady collected..$8,000 ( including my $1,000 ) for 800 Kids 
tickets..He just got tired of the empty seats,.and people laughing at us... 

Get this..Cody was from...Northern Virginia,.now lives in Chapel Hill..and is a 3rd year student ..at Virginia Tech..and drives down for every UNC 

home ganle’. !( could not afibrd out of state tuition ) 

Get this...most of his donations have been received by PayPaL 

Get this..tla!Ita!..UNC does not even accept PayPal for tickets or contributions???? 

We CAN learn from these young people!!! 

Cody & I will do ALL THE WORK_All you have to do is.. 

Forward this emaJl and attachment to your Group Email Affinity Groups.. 

Send donations by PayPal or donations by check for the UNC Kids Elon & Idaho Tickets.. 

SEE ATTACHMENT..Please REPLY ALL..with your comments. ,feelings.. or donations to fill up Kenan..Please peruse Kids2Cm’olina.or~.. !! 

I thank you very much!!! 

THE POWER OF YOUR OWN GROUP EMAILS!!!!COLLECTIVELY WILL FILL KENAN.. 



July 25, 2012 

EIIkNtE ~’~LL~AMNON ATI-~L~.TIC C~NTt".R 

RO. BOX Z~a6 

45o SKIPPER BOWLES I)IL. (OHi~’~r?) 

CItAPEL I’IILL, NC :~75t5 

F 9i9.962,6oo2 

www, tarheelblue.com 

Jane Beall 
Enforcement Staff 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, IN 46206-6222 

Dear Ms. Beall: 

I write in response to a letter of inquiry sent by you, via email, on July 20, 2012 (see attached). 

The individ,al~ feanJred in the videc~ are nc~ lon~er enrolled student-athletes. They are 

Based on information we received 
from Coach Sylvia Hatchell, this video was shot following the 2009-2010 season, after 
and        had completed their eligibility. 

Since these individuals were no longer eligible student-athletes bound by Bylaw 12.5.2.3.2 at the 
time the video was filmed and posted to the company’s website, we do not believe a violation of 
this legislation has occurred. 

Please contact me with any additional questions and concerns. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Amy’H~rman 
Associate Director of Athletics 

enclosure 

CC~ Brad Hostetter, Senior Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Bubba Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Vince Ille, Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
Beth Miller, Senior Associate Director of AthleticsiSWA 
Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 1:30 PM 

Brad Hostetter <bhostetter@theacc.org>; Thorp, Holden <holden thorp@unc.edu>; Lissa Broome 

<lissa broome@unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia 

Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

UNC Violation Report 

Cell Phone Violation.pdf; Receipt.pdf 

All, 

Please see attached for a violation report that was submitted to the NCAA today. Note that you will not receive hard copies of this report. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

.,\m ? ilcr~ ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962,7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc,edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

ar CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF 

ATHLETICS 

P.O. BOX 2126 

SMITH CENTER 

SKIPPER BO\VLES DKIVE (DELIVEIK~() 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27515 

T 919.96z.6oo~ 

F 919.962.6ooz 

www.tarheelblue.com 

Christopher Strobel 

Enforcement 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 

P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, tN 46206-6222 

Dear Mr. Strobel: 

This letter is written to report a violation of NCAA Bylaw t2.1.2.1.6, Preferential Treatment, Benefits, or 

Services. University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill                 Student-Athlete, 

accepted a discount on a cell phone repair service based on her status as a student-athlete. 

On        ,         a rising           contacted a local iPhone repair service to have her cracked 
iPhone screen replaced. When the employee arrived at          dorm room to do the repair and 
realized that       was a member of the                team, he offered       a discount on 
the service. Unaware that this constituted a violation,"       accepted the $15 discount. The violation 
was discovered when tweeted about receiving a discount, and the tweet was read by a 
Compliance staff member. 

As a result of this violation, the Compliance staffhas reviewed preferential treatment regulations with 
and will again stress this topic with all student-athletes at the upcoming fall compliance 

meetings. In addition, was required to donate $15 to the charity of her choice, the 
. Attached is a copy of the receipt showing this donation. 

Please contact my office with questions and concerns. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

R, 

Director of Athletics 

ccI Mr. Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, ACC 
Dr. Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Ms. Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Dr. Beth Miller, Senior Woman Administrator 
Ms. Martina Ball, n, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Amy Herman, Associate Athletics Director 
Ms. Sylvia Hatchell, Head Women’s Basketball Coach 



EROM 

~.__    n      c~/~ 

DOLLARS 

O CASH 

OHECK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            3:38 PM 

Tracey Williams < twilliam s@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <[lle@email.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu>; Andrew Calder 
<acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: USA Basketball 3 x 3 

Tracey, 
Who is Carol? I’m still going to need information about the events. I’m glad she thinks it’s okay, but we need to do our own due diligence to make sure. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

> > > Tracey William:           3:21 PM > > > 
Hello, [ spoke with Carol Callen today. Carol indicated that it is okay to attend USA Basketball events as long as it is during an evaluation period that falls under the NCAA 

Calendar. Let me know if you need additional info. Thanks, Tracey 



~rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            3:38 PM 

Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>: Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L 

<tsodom @era ail.unc.edu > 

Re: USA Basketball 3 x 3 

Tracey, 
Who is Carol? I’m still going to need information about the events, i’m glad she thinks it’s okay, but we need to do out" own due diligence to make sure, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tracey Williarn!           3:21 PM > > > 
Hello, [ spoke with Carol Callen today. Carol indicated that it is okay to attend USA Basketball events as long as it is during an evaluation period that falls under the NCAA 

Calendar. Let me know if you need additional info. Thanks, Tracey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 4:09 PM 

Dyahoo.com 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>;                          @live.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: .pdf 

Mr. Brown, 
Please see attached for a permission letter for 

Note that     may only participate in this 

and Tuesday, Though the 

participation. 

I am copying both and our 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

might extend beyond the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end of 

staff on this email. Please let me know if any of you have any questions, 

to participate in the 

on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on Tuesday, 

permissible 



Via email at: 

Dear 

@yahoo.com 

The at 
- to be conducted Tuesdays between and. , has 

been approved by the NCAA          Certification Staff in accordance with Bylaw 30.14, 
, and Bylaw 14.7.4(a)Exceptions- 

With this letter, I grant             , a 
North Carolina, permissi on to participate in the 

ONLY for the remaining certified 

student-athlete at the University of 

dates of Tuesday,, ~ and Tuesday, 

Please contact my office with questions or concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

cc:    Coach Tracev Williams-Johnson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,           ’. 4:09 PM 

Dyahoo.com 

Larry Oallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>: Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams 

< twiliiam s@u ncaa.u nc.edu >;                          @live.u nc.edu > 

Subject: ~ Permission - 

Attach: ,.pdf 

Mr, Brown, 
Please see attached for a permission letter for 

Note that     may only participate in this 
and Tuesday, ,, Though the 

participation. 

I am copying both [ and our 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
a~schae~ahuncaa.unc.edu 

, might extend beyond , the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end of 

staff on this email. Please let me know if any of you have any questions. 

to participate in the 
on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on Tuesday, 

permissible 



SF;I~:~{~’~-~, ~$U*~,’~.:L:~ ~¯ ~::*~’~:i~,~i {~:*~i l:’,,’~i~*-¥i 

Via email at: 

Dear ] 

~yahoo.com 

The at 
m to be conducted Tuesdays between and , has 

been approved by the NCAA Certification Staff in accordance with Bylaw 30.14, 
and Bylaw 14.7.4(a) Exceptions- 

With this letter, I grant            ~, a                  student-athlete at the University of 
North Carolina, permissi on to participate in the 

ONLY for the remaining certified league dates of Tuesday, and Tuesday, 

Please contact my office with questions or concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

cc:    Coach Tracey Williams-Johnson 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:17 AM 

Ille, Vincent Grego~ <ille@emml.unc.edu> 

FW: Louisville team trip 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent: Thursday, July 26, 2012 9:06 AM 
To: ’Rick Steinbacher’ 
Co: Corey Holliday; Vince llle 
Subject: RE: Louisville team trip 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Let’s schedule the meeting for 1:00pm on Tuesday, Juh/31. The me~-:d:ing will take place:_! in Lhe AD Co~]ference Room. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

From: Rick Steinbacher [mailto:rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:26 AN 
To: Norton, Molly 
Cc: Corey Holliday; Vince Tile 

Subject= Re: Louisville team trip 

Molly, I have meeting on 7/31 at noon and 2:00 pro. I could do 1:00 - 1:45 or 3:30 on. Thanks, Rick 

On Ju125, 2012, at 6:16 PM, "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rick, Corey, and Vince, 

Bubba would like to meet with you all regarding travel for football. Can we schedule this meeting for some time after ll:OOam on Tuesday, July 31? 

Please let me know of your availability that day. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Corey Holliday [mailto:cholliday@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:11 AM 

To: Norton, Molly 

Subject: Fwd: Louisville team trip 

Molly, 

Can you alert Bubba, thanks. 

Corey Holliday 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Kenan Football Center 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-9114 (W) 

919-962-0393 (FAX) 

.... Stevens, Emily L" " <emi!y.stevens@unc.edu> 07/24/2012 10:36 AM >>> 

Hey Corey! 

Just left you a voice mail in the office and thought I should follow-up via email, too. Holden, Thorp would like to join the team for the 

Louisville trip. Please forward to appropriate folks and let me know what else you may need from the Chancellor’s office to confirm this. Hope the 

Holliday family is having a super summer; I know it comes to an end soon! See you next week at the Ladies Clinic! 

Thanks! 

Emily L Stevens 

Assistant Director of Principal Gifts 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.3421 office 

mobile 

emily.stevens@unc.edu 

From: 
Sent: Monday, July 23, 2012 4:52 PN 

To: Stevens, Emily L 
Co: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Subject: Football 

Hi Emily! 



We need help with football in the fall, Holden wants to try to go to the Louisville game with the team for the game on 9/15, and we would need to 

take      with us. Can someone call Athletics to make sure we can arrange this? 

Thanks so much! 

<Headeg> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Telrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 11:06 AM 

Ille, Vincent Gregory <ille@email.unc.edu>; ille@uucaa.unc.edu 

Strategic PlaJ~ 

Steve & Vince - 

I write to give you a heads-up on future emails you will receive from me. gubba wants the two of you to join our Strategic Plan Task Force from this point forward. We are entering 

Phase 3 of our process (implementation is following Assessment and Visioning), and will spend the next month sorting through objectives, goals and action steps. Steve, I will pull you 

in more fully on the communication oftNs plan as we progress further. 

I will send you guys several calendar requests. If you would like, I can also schedule a time separate from the task force meeting to catch each of you up on what has gone into the 

process, the structure of who’s working on what, and our goals moving forward. Please let me know a good time if you want to talk. 

I’m glad you’ll be a part of this. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club ] Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matt Terrell <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 12:19 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu> 

Task Force - Preparation tbr Retreat 

objectives aggregated 20120725.docx 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Preparation for August 3 Retreat 

Thanks for a productive session yesterday. We made great progress in a very important area of our process. Please find attached the aggregated objectives as we left them yesterday. 

As you’ll recall, we established four priorities -Alignment, Academic Leadership, Athletic Leadership and Administrative Leadership. Under those four priorities, we established 17 

objectives. Included in the attachment, you will find several action steps, each of which was derived from suggested objectives and our discussion. Please note that the actions are far 

from complete, but should be a good leap-off point for our retreat. 

Your homework in preparation for the retreat: Please read through the objectives carefully, and formulate goals and action steps for each objective. We will share these at the retreat, 

and consolidate our thoughts moving forward. Remember that goals are measurable ways to see if we accomplish the objective, and action steps are the things we will do to meet 

those goals and thusly, the objectives. You should have your objectives, goals and supporting actions ready to discuss at the retreat. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Telrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 12:19 PM 

Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edtr~ 

Task Force - Preparation tbr Retreat 

objectives aggregated 20120725.docx 

To: Strategic Plan Task Force 

Re: Preparation for August 3 Retreat 

Thanks for a productive session yesterday. We made great progress in a very important area of our process. Please find attached the aggregated objectives as we left them yesterday. 

As you’ll recall, we established four priorities -Alignment, Academic Leadership, Athletic Leadership and Administrative Leadership. Under those four priorities, we established 17 

objectives. Included in the attachment, you will find several action steps, each of which was derived from suggested objectives and our discussion. Please note that the actions are far 

from complete, but should be a good leap-off point for our retreat. 

Your homework in preparation for the retreat: Please read through the objectives carefully, and formulate goals and action steps for each objective. We will share these at the retreat, 

and consolidate our thoughts moving forward. Remember that goals are measurable ways to see if we accomplish the objective, and action steps are the things we will do to meet 

those goals and thusly, the objectives. You should have your objectives, goals and supporting actions ready to discuss at the retreat. 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 

The University of North Carolina 

The Rams Club I Director of External Operations 

0 919-843-6412 I F 919-843-5777 I M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 3:53 PM 

IIle, Vincent Gregory <ille@email.unc.edu> 

GO HEELS-champs Lifeskills 

My son plays I for Carolina..I sent you some CHAMPS-LIFESKILLS INFO. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Friday,            4:16 AM 

Amy Hennan ~a, ischae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edw,;                 ~uncaa.nnc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~nncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenna~ls <timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 

Willimns <twilliam@uncaa.unc.edw, 

Re: Pmrnission - 

Thank you Mrs, Herman I will see to it tha play only on the dates below¯ 

From: Amy Herman <ajachae@uneaa.unc.edu> 
To: ,@yahoo.corn 

Cc: @live.unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>:                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:09 PM 
Subject: Permission - 

Please see attached for a permission letter tbr 

Note that may only participate in this 

Tuesday, t and Tuesday,, 
of permissible participation. 

I am copying both and our 

Thanks, 

A~W 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27111 
919.962.78f3 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

L to participate in the 

on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on 
¯ Though the       might extend beyond         the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end 

staB’on this email. Please let me know if a~y of yon have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.cam> 

Friday,            4:16 AM 

Amy Hennan ~ischae@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

@live.unc.edu-~; Lain.., Gallo <athgallo@uncaa~mc.edtr>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaaunc.edu-~; Kathy (kiggs 

<kgfiggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <meckos@uncaa.unc.edw,;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmenna~s <timmennans@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey 

Willimns <twilliam@uncaa.unc.edw, 

Re: Permission - 

Thank you Mrs. Herman I will see to it thai 

CliffBrown 

play only on the dates below. 

From: Amy Herman <ajschae@uneaa.unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.corn 

Cc: ,@ive.unc.edu; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                  ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>;                        ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>: Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday 1:09 PM 
Subject: Permission - 

Please see attached for a permission letter tbr 

Note that may only participate in this 

Tuesday, and Tuesday, 
of permissible participation. 

I am copying both mid our 

Thanks, 

AIW 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

to participate in the 

on Tuesday evenings, as designated in the NCAA Certification system, and that she may only participate on 

. Though the league might extend beyond         the NCAA Certification ends on that date, so that will be the end 

staB’on this email. Please let me know if ~y of you have any questions. 



FFOlIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, July 27, 2012 9:40 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I~,V: info 

Hi Vince, 

David Walsh called for you. His contact hlformation is below whenever you have a free moment to return his call, 

Th a n ks, 

Molly 

From: Angie King [mailto:aking@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: info 

here’s the info. 

David Walsh 

Deputy AD 

University of Richmond 

(804)289 8009 

cell# 



From: Norton, Molly <mbnorton@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:40 AM 

To: ille@uncaa.~mc.edu 

Subject: FW: info 

Hi Vince, 

David Walsh called for you. His contact hlformation is below whenever you have a free moment to return his call 

Th a n ks, 

Molly 

From: Angie King [mailto:aking@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Norton, Molly 
Subject: info 

here’s the info. 

David Walsh 

Deputy AD 

University of Richmond 

(804)289 8009 

cell# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu > 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Harlis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Release 

.pdf 

[just spoke with Coach Meaders. He said that he indicated to you that he would grant you permission to speak to the 

graduate school here at UNC. He did not say that he would give you permission to speak to all ACC schools. 
See attached for the release to speak with 

Thanks, 

Amy 

~, provided you also apply to 

Associate AD lor Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> 

Good Norning, 
~live.unc.edu > 11:10 AM >>> 

I sent Coach Meaders a request for a release to ACC institutions on July 10 and received an email back from him a few days later. ][ spoke with 
him on the phone on Friday, July 13 and he told me he would get a release to ACC sent over to me right away. I did not receive a release early 
the next week. I sent Coach Meaders another email just to ask about the release on July 18 and have not heard back from him yet. I would like 
to receive my release to ACC institutions, just as Coach Meaders had told me he would, so that ] can start my process. 

Thank you very much, 



To Whom it May" Concern: 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3, t%m’-Year College Prospects, the University of 
North Carolina grants th~ permission to discuss furore academic and 
athletics plans with a student-athlete. 

Please contact me with questions and concerns. Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Amy S. Herman 
Associate Athletics Director for Compliance 

Harlis Meaders 
Beth Miller 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Tony Tucker 1! <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu >; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene 

<catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon 

Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >: Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale 

< m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Palanjian < palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Humphries <shumphri@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

<skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu> ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara 

Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leslie Funk <xfunk@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Change 

The game time for the 

Thanks, 

Amy 

.,\m ~ .~l~’~ ~ ~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

game vs. Old Dominion has been changed to 6p. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

Tony Tucker II <antoniot@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Catherine Greene <catgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 

<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brandon Fanney <fanney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Shepherd <jrshephe@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Michael Beale < m beale@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu >; Scott Palanjian < palanjia@uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rachel 

Penny < rfpenny@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris 

< sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sarah Hum phries < shum phri@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner < skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule Change 

The game time for the 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

game vs. Old Dominion has been changed to 6p. 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:45 PM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Hirth <chirth@uncaa.unc.edu>; C B McGrath <cmcgrath@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hubert Davis < hidavis@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Joe Holladay <jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jonas Sahratian <jonas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch 

< nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Robinson < srobo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Regulations for 

Staff, 

See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAA yesterday. Essentially, it takes the regulations that were already in place for prospects and applies them to 

the parents/legal guardians for whom we can now provide transportation expenses on official visits. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect and the parents/legal guardians arrive in the locale too late at night 

to start their visit. As always, before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same 
page. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Meals and Lodging while in Transit to Official Visit (1) 
Date Published: o 

Type: Staff interpretation 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for men’s basketball prospective student athletes while in transit to an official visit 

and confirmed the following: 

A prospective student athlete and his parents o1 legal guardians (up to two people) may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginrling tile 48 houl official 

visit period in instances in which the prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) arrive in the locale too late to begin the official visit 

that day, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to 

the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including time cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

a. A prospective student athlete and his parents or leqal guardians (up to two people) may receive a drive thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department 

staff member from the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for 

any other individual who is accornpanyinq the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to time start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

b. A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a "sit dowrf’ meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the 

institution while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of arriwal for an official visit or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to time institution’s 

campus with an athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour 

official visit period. Under these circumstances, the prospective student athlete’s spouse and/or children may also receive such a meal. 

c, A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of their place of Iodqing without beqinning the 

48 hour official visit period in instances in which they arrive in the locale of time institution too late to begin time official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff 

members or student athletes are present during the meal, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete 

on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period 

[References: NCAA Bylaws :[3.6.4.1 (4.8 hour period defined), 13.6,6 (accomrnodations on official visit), 13.6.7,1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6,7.7 (meals on official 

visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student athlete) and 1-:L6,9 (lodging for additional persons); official 

interpretations (03/26/09, item No. 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No. 18); and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:45 PM 

-Basketball Mens <-Basketbal/Mens@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Regulations for 

Staff, 
See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAA yesterday. Essentially, it takes the regulations that were already in place for prospects and applies them to 

the parents/legal guardians for whom we can now provide transportation expenses on official visits. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect and the parents/legal guardians arrive in the locale too late at night 

to start their visit. As always, before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same 

page. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Meals and Lodginq while in transit to Official Visit 

Date Published: 

lype: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: a 

Interpretation: 

the academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for men’s basketball prospective student athletes while in transit to an official visit 

and confin’ned the following: 

A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour official 

visit period in instances in which the prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) arrive in the locale too late to begin the official visit 

that day, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accornpanying the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to 
the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

a. A prospective student athlete and his parents or leqal guardians (up to two people) may receive a drive thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department 

staff member from the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 flour official visit period, Such expenses may not be provided for 

any other individual who is accompanyinq the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to time start of the 48 hour official visit period, 

b. A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a "sit down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the 
institution while accompanied by an athletics department staff member at the time of arrival for an official visit or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to time institution’s 

campus with an athletics department staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour 

official visit period. Under these circumstances, the prospective student athlete’s spouse and/or children may also receive such a meal. 

c, A prospective student athlete and his parents or legal guardians (up to two people) may receive a meal at or in the vicinity of their place of Iodqing without beqinning the 

48 hour official visit period in instances in which they arrive in the locale of the institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff 

members or student athletes are present during the meal, Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete 

on the official visit (e.g., spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13.6.4.1 (48 hour period defined), 13.6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13.6.7.1.1 (meals and lodging while in transit), 13.6.7.7 (meals on official 

visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or leqal quardian of prospective student athlete) and 1.3.6,9 (lodging for additional persons); official 

interpretations (03/26/09, Item No. 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No. 18); and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, July 27, 2012 8:50 PM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Official Visit Transportation Regulations 

Coaches of All Sports OTHER THAN Men’s Basketball, 

See the below Staff Interpretation that was released by the NCAAyesterday. 

The good news is that none of this information is different than what we have told you in the past the staff just took the tirne to put all of this in writing so it’s clear across 

the membership. 

You will see that some of the regulations in the information below apply to situations where the prospect arrives in the locale too late at night to start his/her visit. As always, 
before we schedule such a visit and delay the start of the 48 hours, we will need to have a discussion to make sure we’re on the same page. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Meals and Lodginq while in [ransit to Official Visit Sports Other Than Men’s Basketball (-/) 

Date Published: 

Type: Staff Interpretation 

Item Ref: b 

Interpretation: 

rhe academic and membership affairs staff reviewed issues related to meals and lodging for prospective student athletes while in transit to an official visit in sports other 

than men’s basketball and confirmed time following: 

a. A prospective student athlete may receive lodging in the locale of the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period in instances in which he or she arrives h~ 

the locale too late to begin the official visit that day. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the 

official visit (e.g,, parents, spouse) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period, including the cost of additional occupants in the same room. 

b. A prospective student athlete may receive a drive thru or "to go" meal while in transit with an athletics department staff member from the major airport or bus or train 

station nearest the institution without beginning the 48 hour official visit period. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying time 

prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

c. A prospective student athlete may receive a "sit down" meal at the major airport or bus or train station nearest the institution while accompanied by an athletics 

department staff member at the time of his or her arrival for an official visit or a "sit down" or "drive in" meal en route to the institution’s campus with an athletics departmerlt 

staff member, even if such a meal occurs outside a 30 mile radius of the institution’s campus; however, such a meal begins the 48 hour official visit period. Under these 

circumstances, the prospective student athlete’s parents (or legal guardians), spouse and/or children may also receive such a meal. 

d. A prospective student athlete may receive a meal at or in time vicinity of his or her place of lodging without beginning the 48 hour official visit period in instances in which 

he or she arrives in the locale of time institution too late to begin the official visit that day, provided no athletics department staff members or student athletes are present 

during the i’neaI. Such expenses may not be provided for any other individual who is accompanying the prospective student athlete on the official visit (e.g., parents, spouse, 

children) prior to the start of the 48 hour official visit period. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 13,6.4.1 (48 hour period defined), 13,6.6 (accommodations on official visit), 13,6.7.1,1 (meals and lodging while in transi0, 13,6.7.7 (meals on official 

visit), 13.6.8 (entertainment on official visit for spouse, parent or legal guardian of prospective student athlete) and 13.6,9 (lodging for additional persons); official 

interpretations (03/26/09, Item No, 1), which has been archived and (12/20/88, Item No, :[8) and staff interpretation (4/13/94, item b), which has been archived] 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Saturday, 5:28 PM 

Kent Pennington < kp@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>                  @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Paul Pogge 

I thought we had Paul added to the Compliance listserve, but I don’t see him on there. Can you add him, please? 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 6:03 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assis~nt coach - Tony Baldwin 

Yes we have Win AD. We will get you access. 

Good call taking to Beth. 

Bubba 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju128, 2012, at 4:34 PM, ’Wince Ille" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we subscribe to WinAD? If so, can I have access? I will plan to talk with Beth about the proposed salary unless you recommend otherwise. Thanks. 

Vince 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Vince Ille <ille(~uncaa.unc.edu>" <ille~,~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: July 28, 2012 4:28:12 PM EDT 

To: "Donna Papa" <cli~a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Thanks Donna. I’ll look for the resume. Congratulations on the selection. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dj[g&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldmn ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His 

projected start date will be September 1 st. I would like to recommend his salary, be 

I roll forward you both a coW of Ns resume. 
Thank you. 

Donna 

<IMAGE.jpg> 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 11:03 PM 

Donna Papa ~djp@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@emaJl.unc.edu>; Larry Ga]lo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joyce DaJgleish <joyce&~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Donna, 

Sounds good. I’m glad Tony will be joining ?;our staff; 

Sent fk~n~ my iPad 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <djp(~)uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Ton?; Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His projected start date will be 
September 1 st. I would like to recommend his sala~ be 

I roll forward you both a copy of his resume. 

Thank yon. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 1:38 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Softball Assis~nt coach - Tony Baldwin 

Hi Vince, 
First of all, welcome to Carolina. I’m glad you roll be joining us. 

You can certainly come by tomorrow moming.....would love to see you. I should be around all morning. My office is in Carmichael Arena on the 2nd floor. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

On Ju129, 2012, at 10:21 AM, "Vince Ille <ille(a)uncaa.unc.edu>" <ille~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Beth, 
z o Can I slop b? on Monday morning sometime ~ Thanks. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dip(&~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. Illle, 
I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His projected start 

date will be September I st. I would like to recommend his salary, be 

I will tbrward you h)fl~ a coW of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 6:40 PM 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu > 

Re: Softball Assistant coach - Tony Baldwin 

Sounds good. You can drive down the driveway in front of Carmichael and when you get to the parking gate, press the button and let our receptionist know you have a 

meeting with me. You can park in one of the two visitor spaces on the right curve. 

See you tomorrow. 

~Beth 

>>> Vince IIle <ille@uncaa,unc.edu > 7/29/2012 3:04 PM >>> 

Thanks Beth. I’m happy to be here and look forward to working with you and everyone else. I’ll try to swing by sometime before noon and am looking forward to it. See you 
then, 

Vince 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 1:38 PM, "Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>" <bm er@uncaa uncedu> wrote 

Hi Vince, 
First of all, welcome to Carolina. I’m glad you will be joining us. 

You can certainly come by tomorrow morning,,..would love to see you. I should be around all morning, My office is in Carmichael Arena on the 2nd floor, 

[ look forward to seeing you. 

~Beth 

On Jul 29, 2012, at 10:21 AM, "’vq nce Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >" <ille@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Beth, 
Can I stop by on Monday morning sometime? Thanks. 

Vince 

On Ju128, 2012, at 11:59 AM, "Donna Papa" <dip@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Miller and Mr. lille, 

I wanted to let you know that Richard Tony Baldwin ( he goes by Tony) has accepted tour second assistant position. His projected 

start date will be September 1st. I would like to recommend his salary be 

I will forward you both a copy of his resume. 

Thank you. 

Donna 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3uly 30, 2012 7:47 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Theatre Room in Stadium 

We’ve had that discussion without much resolution. In the past they’ve used it for gameday recruiting purposes (highlight tapes, season and gameday previews, etc...) since we 
don’t have access to Swofford (the team room) due to gameday activities. It is a great setting for small groups that we use on occasion. 
I’m sure that we will continue to use it as recruiting tool on in-season weekends to enhance the gameday experience of the prospects and also steer the message of where 
we’re trying to move the program toward... 
Any ideas on your side? 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2012 1:07 PM >>> 
Walt, 

Yesterday Bubba gave me a brief tour of the construction project in Lou’s area. One area we walked through was a small theatre room. 

I’m curious to know what you and the staff think of that area and how you plan to use it for recruiting, etc. It appears to have some potential, rd like to discuss that with the 
appropriate person and thought I might start with you as RC. If someone else is a more appropriate contact, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3uly 30, 2012 7:58 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Theatre Room in Stadium 

Me and the recruiting arm of our operation. We haven’t needed it since we really prefer to show highlights and multimedia type recruiting things in Swofford. Since rm the young 
guy T’m kind of the idea guy... 
Any and all help is appreciated... 

Walt Bell/TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 7:54-AM >>> 
Yes, a few. Who has been involved in your di~ussions to date? 

If I’m notj umping over the top of other people mad previous decisions that have been made, I’d like to discuss some ideas wilh you. Thanks. 

>>> Walt Bell 7/30/2012 7:46 AM >>> 
We’ve had that discussion without much resolution. In the past they’ve used it for gameday recruiting purposes (highlight tapes, season and gameday previews, etc...) since we 
don’t have access to Swofford (the team room) due to gameday activities. It is a great setting for small groups that we use on occasion. 
I’m sure that we will continue to use it as recruiting tool on in-season weekends to enhance the gameday experience of the prospects and also steer the message of where 
we’re trying to move the program toward... 
Any ideas on your side? 

Walt Bell/TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2012 1:07 PM >>> 
Walt, 

Yesterday Bubba gave me a brief tour of the construction project in Lofts area. One area we walked through was a small theatre room. 

I’m curious to know what you and the staff think of that area and how you plan to use it for recruiting, etc. It appears to have some potential. I’d like to discuss that with the 
appropriate person and thought I might start with you as RC. If someone else is a more appropriate contact, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walt Bell <wbell@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3uly 30, 2012 8:14 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Theatre Room in Stadium 

Any time this evening after 4:30-5 would be fine... 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:12 AM >>> 
Sounds good. When is a good time for me to meet you over there? I have open times today and again tomorrow afternoon. 

>>> Walt Bell 7/30/2012 7:57 AM >>> 
Me and the recruiting arm of our operation. We haven’t needed it since we really prefer to show highlights and multimedia type recruiting things in Swofford. Since I’m the young 
guy rm kind of the idea guy... 
Any and all help is appreciated... 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille 7/30/2012 7:54 AM >>> 
Yes, a few. Who has been involved in your discussions to date? 

If I’m not jumping over the top of other people and previous decisions that have been made, I’d like to discuss some ideas with you. Thanks. 

>>> Walt Bell 7/30/2012 7:46 AM >>> 
We’ve had that discussion without much resolution. In the past they’ve used it for gameday recruiting purposes (highlight tapes, season and gameday previews, etc...) since we 
don’t have access to Swofford (the team room) due to gameday activities. It is a great setting for small groups that we use on occasion. 
I’m sure that we will continue to use it as recruiting tool on in-season weekends to enhance the gameday experience of the prospects and also steer the message of where 
we’re trying to move the program toward... 
Any ideas on your side? 

Walt Bell !TEs 
UNC Football 

>>> Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu> 7/29/2012 1:07 PM >>> 
Walt, 

Yesterday Bubba gave me a brief tour of the construction project in Lofts area. One area we walked through was a small theatre room. 

I’m curious to know what you and the staff think of that area and how you plan to use it for recruiting, etc. It appears to have some potential. I’d like to discuss that with the 
appropriate person and thought I might start with you as RC. If someone else is a more appropriate contact, please just let me know. Thanks. 

Vince 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

M onda:~            8:39 AM 

Joe Haydon <haydon@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athctallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppoggeQuncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Recruiting Calendar 

Attach: pdf 

Sorry, Joe, I hadn’t sent it out yet. But it’s online at this link: 
http:iincaa.orgiwps/wcmimyconnectidO6eaaOO4b53caalbe8cffdOae33e5ab/2012 13 D[ FootbalI.pdf?MOD=AJPERES 

You do have to log into your ncaa.org account to access it. 

I’m also attaching the PDF. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Joe Haydon 7:57AM >>> 

Amy, 
My apologies if you’ve sent this out before, but I’m unable to find the recruiting calendar for the 

still only find this year’s calendar which ends tomorrow. 

Joe 

academic year. Typically it’s on the NCAA website by now but I can 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,            8:39 AM 

Joe Haydon < haydon@uncaa,unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Duncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Recruiting Calendar 

Attach: pdf 

Sorry, Joe, ] hadn’t sent it out yet. But it’s online at this link: 

http:iincaa.orq/wps/wcmimyconnectidO6eaaOO4b53caalbe8cffdOae33e5ab/ 

You do have to log into your ncaa.org account to access it. 
I’m also attaching the PDF. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

pdf?MOD=AJPERES 

>>> Joe Haydon 7:57 AM >>> 

Amy, 
My apologies if you’ve sent this out before, but I’m unable to find the recruiting calendar for the 

still only find this year’s calendar which ends tomorrow. 
Joe 

academic year. Typically it’s on the NCAA website by now but I can 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 8:41 AM 

Andrew Dubs <adubs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kendra Warren <coachmac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Davian Clarke 

< dclarke@uncaa.unc.edu >; Josh Langley <jlangley@uncaa.unc.edu >; Hariis Meaders < meaders@uncaa.unc.edu >; Shelly 

Streett < sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Calendar 

pdf 

Staff, 
See attached for the Recruiting Calendar. You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa.org/wps/wcm!myconnect/9413bc804bf66c6b9b25dfe36db4ed03/: +Recruiting +Calendar.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES 

Thanks, 
Amy 



FrOlTI" 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,            8:41 AM 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruiting Calendar 

pdf 

Staff, 

See attached for the Recruiting Calendar, You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
http://ncaa.orq/wps/wcm/mvconnect/9413bc804bf66c6b£b25dfe36db4ed03 

~Recruitinq +Calendar.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:42 AM 

-Basketball Mens <-Basketball_Mens@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<       @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

MBB Recruiting Calendar 

MBB Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 MBB Recruiting Calendar, You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well, Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa,orq/wps/wcm/myconnect/5305c1804b44cda79c46ddd0ae33e5abiDI+M + B asketball.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES&CACH EID=5305c1804b44cda79c46ddd0ae33e5ab 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919M962.6002 (fax) 

aischae@uncaa.mac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:43 AM 

-Basketball Womens <-Basketball_Womens@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince IIle <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

< @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

WBB Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

WBB Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 WBB Recruiting Calendar. You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa.orq/wps/wcm/myconnect/259555804b53bOc99723b798b2d2e5a] gNBasketball.pdf?MOD=AJ PERES 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:45 AM 

Dave Arendas <darendas@uncaa.unc.edu >; Joan Holt <jholt@uncaa.unc.edu >; Mike Fox < mfox@uncaa.unc.edu >; Robert 

Woodard <rwoodard@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Forbes <sforbes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Jackson 

< sjackson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyson Lusk <tslusk@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <    @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Baseball Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

Baseball Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Baseball Recruiting Calendar. You an always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa.~rg/wps/wcm/myc~nnect/~6caeb8~4b54323181~6d~d~ae33e5ab/Baseba~.pdf?M~D=AJPERES 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2 ] 26 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
9] 9.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:46 AM 

-Football <-Football@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince IIle <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <     _~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Football Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

Football Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Football Recruiting Calendar, You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

http://ncaa,orq/wps/wcm/myconnect/dO6eaaOO4b53caalbe8cffdOae33e5ab/2012 13 DI FootbalI.pdf?MOD=AJPERES 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:47 AM 

Boo Gillette <bgillet@uncaa.unc.edu>; <, ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Mick Hokanson <mhokanso@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <~     buncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

Softball Recruiting Calendar 

Softball Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Softball Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
http://ncaa.~rq/wps/wcm/m~c~nnect/c2a22d~~4b54338f8168d5d~ae33e5ab/S~ftbai~~pdf?M~D=Aj~ERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~ schaedauncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:50 AM 

-Volleyball <-Volleyball@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince [lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.uncedu>;           <     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

<       ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

Volleyball Recruiting Calendar 

Volleyball Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Volleyball Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to have an 

ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 

h tt p://n c a a.o rq/wp s/wc m/m yc o n n e ct/45 e e b9804b 568456907 l d 5d O a e 33e 5 a b Akto m e n s + Volleyb a ll.p d f? M 0 D = AJ P E R E S 
Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27S1S 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:52 AM 

-Lacrosse Mens <-Lacrosse_Mens@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince IIle <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;           <     Duncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
.< ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

M Lax Recruiting Calendar 

12-13.pdf 

Men’s Lacrosse Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Men’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to 

have an ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
htt~://ncaa.~rq/w~s/wcm/mYc~nnect/4adf1d8~4b56824a9~5~d5d~ae33e5ab/Mens+Lacr~sse.~df?M~D=AJPERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962,6002 (fax) 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 8:53 AM 

-Lacrosee Womens <-Lacrosee WomensQuncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgalloQuncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <illeOuncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 
Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;            <     ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 

Attach: 12-13.pdf 

W Lax Recruiting Calendar 

Women’s Lacrosse Staff, 
See attached for the 2012 2013 Women’s Lacrosse Recruiting Calendar. You can always find the most updated version at the below link, as well. Keep in mind that you have to 

have an ncaa.org account to access this link, so if you don’t have one, please create one! 
i~ttp://ncaa~rg/wps/wcm/mVc~nnect/9522aa8~4becb55b8f899f816c7ab6~5/W~mens+Lacr~sse.pdf?M~D=AJ~ERES 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 S 
9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919M962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaaMunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 10:52 AM 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Treating freshman 

Hey Alain, 

As long as those incoming students were enrolled in Summer School, you can consider them student athletes for the purpose of providing treatment. Once they start Summer 

School, they are no longer considered recruits per the Awards and Benefits bylaw (16), which is the bylaw that permits us to provide medical expenses. 

If they did not attend Summer School (i.e. live here locally and just came over to train with the guys), then we can’t provide any treatment until pre season practice starts next 

week. Does that help? Thanks!! 

Lance 

13.02.12 Prospective Student-Athlete. 

A prospective student attnlete is a student who has started classes for the ninth grade. In addition, a student who has not started classes for the ninth grade becomes a 

prospective student athlete if the institution provides such an individual (or the individual’s relatives or friends) any financial assistance or other benefits that the institution 

does not provide to prospective students generally. An individual remains a prospective student athlete until one of the following occurs (whichever is earlier): 

(a) The individual officially registers and enrolls in a minimum full time program of studies and attends classes in any term of a four year collegiate institution’s regular 

academic year (excluding summer); or 

(b) The individual participates in a regular squad practice or competition at a four year collegiate institution that occurs before the beginning of any term; or (Revised." 

1/11/89, 1/10/90) 

(c) The individual officially registers and enrolls and attends classes during the summer prior to initial enrollment. 

13.02.12.1 Application. 

An individual who is no longer considered a prospective student athlete per Bylaw 13.02.12 (c) shall not be subject to the contact limitations in Bylaw 13 and shall be 
considered a student athlete for purposes of Bylaw 16. The individual is still a prospective student athlete for purposes of applying the remaining provisions of Bylaw 13 and 

other bylaws. 

> > > "Aguilar, Alain J" <alaguila@email.u nc.edu > 7/30/2012 10:43 AM > > > 

Hey Lance, 

I hope you’re doing well. Is it ok for me to care for injuries that incoming students sustained during captains practice? Or can I not care for them until practice officially starts? 

Alain Aguilar, MA, ATC, LAT, NASM CES!CPT!PES, CSCS 

Lecturer in Exercise and Sport Science 

EXSS Fitness Professional Concentration Director 

Staff Athletic Trainer for Men’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall CB 8700 

Ctnapel Hill, NC 27599 

(o) 919 843 2033 

(c) 

Office Hours: MWF 10 12 Woollen 314 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:49 AM 

IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy 

Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul 

Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

I have CTOPS tomorrow but otherwise am fine with doing 11 through 19 

Tom 

>>> Amy Herman 11:47 AM >>> 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). [ have made some adjustments to the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit. 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #11 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway. 

Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Updated PowerPoint Presentation 

Yes, I will fill in tomorrow for you, Tom. There might be a few conflicts with some of us throughout the schedule of these meetings, so we will all just have to be ready to fill in 

when necessary, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

> > > Tom Timmermans 11:48 AM > > > 

I have CTOPS tomorrow but otherwise am fine with doing 11 through 19 

Tom 

> > > Amy Herman 11:47 AM > > > 

Compliance Crew, 

Our first team eligibility meeting is tomorrow I at 2p in Loudermilk 2301). I have made some adjustments to the PowerPoint presentation, mostly just moving slides 

around a bit, 

Here is what I’m thinking, in terms of presenting the material: 

1) Amy does Slide #1 10 

2) Tom does Slide #11 19 

3) Lance does Slide #20 26 

Thought we would just pull you out of it, Natalie, since you’re only going to be with us for a couple of them, anyway, 
Tom and Lance, let me know if you are okay with this, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 12:05 PM 

Tony Baldwin ~ @gmail.com > 

Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; IIle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Redept confirmation of HR paperwork 

Tony, 

Thank you for both your ernail and phone message. I have received your information, and should I have any questions I will let you know, 

Please be reminded that you appointment is contingent on all the satisfactory completion of approvals, background checks and verifications. 

Once those have all been received then an official offer can be extended, I look forward to meeting you in the near future. 

Thanks, 

Joyce Dalgleish 

Human Resources Mgr. 

Dept. of Athletics 

(919)962 7850 > > > Tony Baldwin ¯ 

Ms, Joyce, 

@grnail.corn > 7/30/2012 11:52 AM > > > 

My name is Tony Baldwin and I am going to be joining the UNC Softball coaching staff this year. Coach Papa had forwarded me some paperwork and asked me to fax it to 

your office. I completed the information and faxed it up this morning. ]just wanted to confirm that you had received that paperwork. If you could confirm that you have 
everything that you need, I would really appreciate it. Also, please let me know if you have any questions or if you need more information. 

Thanks and have a great day! 

Tony 

cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:22 PM 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Mack, Ken <kmack@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Smith, Tim 

Dillon <tdsmith@unc.edu >; Ille, Vince <i[le@email.unc.edu >; Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu>; Walsh, Sue 

<sue_walsh@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen 

Culler < eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Michael Beale <mbeale@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mike Bunting <mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner 

< skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Stacey Harris < sharris@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

12-13 Agenda.docx 

Sport Administrators, 

See below for an email that was just sent to all coaches. If it fits your schedule, please plan to attend the policy meeting(s) that your team(s) will be attending. There will be a 

brief time at the beginning of the meeting where we will introduce each sport administrator who is in attendance, 

Attached is the tentative agenda for the policy meetings. 

Also, as we continue to schedule the other Compliance only fall meetings, [ will be sure to notify each sport administrator, in hopes that you might also be able to attend 

those meetings, schedule permitting. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Thanks, 

Amy 

>>> Amy Herman 12:11 PM >>> 

Coaches, 
As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our teams on Wednesday,            and Thursday, 

in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night, The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives, As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled 

time, The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes, 

I have heard back from all sports now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending See below list, Keep in mind that at least one coach from each 

team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team, 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, 
Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Soccer W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 

Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, 
Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 

Lacrosse W 

Rowing 

at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

at 7p Carmichael Arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell 

<ichappell@unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 

< cricket@u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Agenda.docx 

Policy Meeting Presenters, 

Please see below for an email that went to all coaches earlier today. I am also attaching the tentative agenda for the Policy Meetings. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel t{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 12:11 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our teams on Wednesday,            and Thursday, 

in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night. The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives. As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled 

time. The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes. 

I have heard back from all sports now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending. See below list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each 

team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team. 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, 
Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Soccer W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 

Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, 
Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 

Lacrosse W 

Rowing 

at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

at 7p Carmichael Arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Penn, Ann E <annpenn@email.unc.edu>; 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Cleveland, Joanna Carey <joanna@unc.edu>; Ilsy Chappell 

< ichappell@unc.edu > 

Bubba Cunningham < bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>                  @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Agenda.docx 

Policy Meeting Presenters, 

Please see below for an email that went to all coaches earlier today. I am also attaching the tentative agenda for the Policy Meetings. 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel t{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Amy Herman 12:11 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large group meetings for all of our teams on Wednesday,            and Thursday, 

in Carmichael Arena at 7p each night. The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student athletes will annual policy information from various campus 

representatives. As a reminder, there will be no compliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance only meeting at another scheduled 

time. The policy meeting should last no longer than 45 minutes. 

I have heard back from all sports now regarding which of these Policy Meetings your team will be attending. See below list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each 

team will need to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team. 

Please let me know ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Wednesday, 
Baseball 

Basketball W 

Golf M 

Gymnastics 

Lacrosse M 

Soccer M 

Soccer W 

Softball 

Swimming 

Tennis M 

Tennis W 

Track and Field 

Volleyball 

Wrestling 

Thursday, 
Basketball M 

Fencing 

Field Hockey 

Golf W 

Lacrosse W 

Rowing 

at 7p, Carmichael Arena 

at 7p Carmichael Arena 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

Andrew Calder <acalder@uncaa.unc.edu >; Anson Dorrance < anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brian Holman 

<bholman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Billy Lee <billylee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 

< breschi@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clarissa Adams < cadams@uncaa.unc.edu >; Chris Feifs < cfeifs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Carlos 

Somoano <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jane High <jhigh@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Negalha <jnegalha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Law <lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu >; Pat Myers < pmyers@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell <shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sara Koenig <skoenig@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Toomy 

<stoomy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Trisha Stafford-Odom <tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tracey Williams <twilliams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu>; Terrell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; ]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu >; Amy Herman 

<ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Bersticker <bbersticker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller < bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney < cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Ellen Culler <eculler@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Jason Steinberg <jsteinberg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Mary Alyson Touloupas 

<mtoulouD~uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>. 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tim Sabo <tsabo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Change in Player-Guest Admissions Process for Student-Athletes 

Staffs, 
In an effort to provide a more streamlined process, as well as to maintain appropriate NCAA documentation, the Ticket Office will require that your student athletes, 

beginning this year, complete their complimentary player guest admissions for home games through an online system called TicketTaker. 

This system has been used successfully by the Ticket Office for several years in other sports, and we believe it will be a great addition to yours, as well. The Ticket Office will 

contact you prior to the start of your season to set up a brief training session for your student athletes. 

If you have questions about the process in the meantime, please feel free to contact the Ticket Office staff directly. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..",.~ ~ ..lc~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Dillon Smith <tdsmith@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 2:57 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu~>; Amy Herman <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: REQUIRED Team Policy Meetings 

Amy, 

Not sure if you need / want an RSVP, but I will be there. 

Thanks, 
Tim 

Tim Smith 

The Rams Club 
W: 919.843.6448 
M: 

E: tdsmith@unc.edu 

Sent from lny iPad 

On Jul 30, 2012, at 12:22 PiVl, "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sport Administrators, 
> 

> See below for an emai[ that was just sent to all coaches If it fits your schedule, please plan to attend the policy meeting(s) that your team(s) will be attending. There will be a brief time at 
the beginning ufthe meeting where we will introduce each sport administratur who is in attendance. 
> 

> Attached is the tentative agenda for the policy meetings 
> 

> Also, as we continue to schedule the other Cumpliance-only fall meetings, I will be sure to notify each sport administrator, in hopes that you might also be able to attend those meetings, 
schedule-permitting 
> 

> Please let me know ifyuu have any questions. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> ~ny 
> 
> 

> >>> Amy Herman 7/30/2012 12:11 PM >>> 
> Coaches, 
> 

> As I described in earlier emails to you at the end of June, we will be holding two large-gruup meetings fur all of our teams on Wednesday, August 22nd and Thursday, August 23rd in 
Cannichael Arena at 7p each night The purpose of these meetings will be to provide your student-athletes will annum policy information from various campus representatives. As a 
reminder, there will be no cumpliance information discussed at this meeting, as each team will have a Compliance-unly meeting at another scheduled time The policy meeting should last no 
longer than 45 minutes. 
> 

> I have heard back from all sports now regarding which uf these Policy Meetings your team will be attending See below list. Keep in mind that at least one coach from each team will need 
to attend the meeting, as well, so as to take roll for your team. 
> 

> Please let me know- ASAP if there is a problem with the date you have selected. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> A~W 
> 

> Wednesday, August 22nd at 7p, Cannichael Arena 
> 

> Baseball 
> Basketball - W 
> Golf- M 
> Gylnnastics 
> Lacrosse - M 
> Soccer - M 
> Soccer - W 
> Softball 
> Swimming 
> Tennis - M 
> Tetmis - W 
> Track and Field 
> Volleyball 
> VVr estling 
> 

> Thursday, August 23rd at 7p, Carmichael Arena 
> 

> Basketball - M 
> Fencing 
> Field Hockey 
> Golf- W 
> Lacrosse - W 
> Rowing 
> <12-13 Agenda.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:49 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cindy Hartmann <chartmann@duaa.duke.edu>; ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

S-A Development Workshop at Non-institutional Camp 

Yes, Cricket, this is permissible per Bylaw 13.12.2.3.7, which is pasted below. Please note that you are NOT permitted to give any sort of a recruiting presentation for UNC! So 

as long as you stick to a generic s a development workshop, you’ll be safe. 

I’m copy Cindy (my counterpart at Duke) on this email, as well, so that she can see the answer I’m giving. Hopefully she agrees with me! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

3-3,].2,2.3.7 Noncoaching Athletics Staff Members witl~ Department-Wide Responsibilities. 

A noncoaching athletics staff member with department wide responsibilities may present an educational session at a noninstitutional, privately owned camp/clinic that is not 

operated under the restrictions applicable to institutional camps/clinics, provided the staff member does not make a recruiting presentation. [D] (Adopted." 4/29/04 effecdve 
8/Z/04, Revise.d: 8115/04) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel ][{ill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Cricket Lane 7/30/203_2 4:39 PM > > > 

Amy, 

I have been asked (along with my counterpart at Duke) to present two student athlete development workshops. I don’t think there’s a problem but wanted to run by you. It is 

an elite camp for boy’s basketball. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

> > > Latoya Williams . 

Hi Cricket, 

#gmail.com > 7/30/203_2 4:3_5 PM > > > 

Thanks for coming on such a short notice. I am about to book the flights. Will you be traveling from NC to MS and back to NC or to ATL? As soon as I get that information I 

will book the flights and send you and Leslie your confirmation numbers. Also, I have attached a copy of the brochure so you can see who we are and what we are doing. If 

you have any questions please feel free to contact me via the information provided below. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

LaToya M Williams, M.Ed & M.PA 

The 4th Quarter Agency, CEO 

"The DIFFERENCE in Your Next Sport Event" 

w~wv.the4thq uarteraqencv.com 

)qmail.com 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:49 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Corn pliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cindy Hartmann <chartmann@duaa.duke.edu > 

S-A Development Workshop at Non-Institutional Camp 

Yes, Cricket, this is permissible per Bylaw 13.12.2.3.7, which is pasted below. Please note that you are NOT permitted to give any sort of a recruiting presentation for UNC! So 

as long as you stick to a generic s a development workshop, you’ll be safe. 
I’m copy Cindy (5 counterpart at Duke) on this ernail, as well, so that she can see the answer I’m giving, Hopefully she agrees with me! : ) 

Thanks, 
Amy 

13.12,2.3.7 Noncoaching Athletics Staff Members with Department-Wide Responsibilities. 

A noncoaching athletics staff rnember with department wide responsibilities may present an educational session at a noninstitutional, privately owned camp/clinic that is not 
operated under the restrictions applicable to institutional camps/clinics, provided the staff member does not make a recruiting presentation. [D] (Adopted." 4/29/04 effecdve 

8/’1./04, Revised: 8/:5/04) 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9] 9.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Cricket Lane 7/30/2012 4:39 PM > > > 

Amy, 

I have been asked (along with my counterpart at Duke) to present two student athlete development workshops. I don’t think there’s a problem but wanted to run by you. It is 

an elite camp for boy’s basketball. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

>>> Latoya Williams < 

Hi Cricket, 

~gmail.com > 7/30/2012 4:15 PM > > > 

Thanks for coming on such a short notice. I am about to book the flights. Will you be traveling from NC to MS and back to NC or to ATL? As soon as I get that information I 

will book the flights and send you and Leslie your confirmation numbers. AIso, I have attached a copy of the brochure so you can see who we are and what we are doing. If 

you have any questions please feel free to contact me via the information provided below. 

Thanks again! 

Best, 

LaToya M. Williams, M.Ed & M.PA 

The 4th Quarter Agency, CEO 

"The DIFFERENCE in Your Next Sport Event" 

www.the4thq uarteragency.com 

Iqmail.com 
cell 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,            10:27 AM 

Stafford-Odom, Trisha L <tsodom@email.unc.edu> 

[lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>;                 @uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge <ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Camp for Little Kids 

Hey, Trish. Wanted to drop you a quick note to follow up on our conversation last week regarding you having a camp for young kids (i,e., non prospect aged). Since no 

prospect aged kids will attend, the restrictions on such a camp are a bit looser. However, we would still require that you complete the necessary paperwork and get 

appropriate approvals along the way, including: 
1) Getting advance Compliance approval of all advertising items (camp brochure, website, etc.) 
2) Completing Outside Coaches’ Employment Roster, S A Employment Roster, Free/Reduced Admission Roster, Camp/Clinic Financial Analysis 

Let’s discuss more as you put together a plan for this. Iassume the camp will be next summer? 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Itill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris~ H. Suits -<Christ?- Suits@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:27 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.e&P 

RE: Re: Outlook 

Good Morning, 

I will be happy to assist. I do have a busy morning but should be able to get you taken care of. If you want to let me know a time that works for you after your 

meeting. You can call me at             or text me. I will be running around a bit so my ceU will be the best way to contact me, 

Where is your ,:)f~k:e? 

Christy 

From: Vince Ille [mailto:ille@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:21 AN 
To: Suits, Christy H. 
Subject: Fwd: Re: Outlook 

Christy, 

Can we set up a time to meet for conversion to Outlook, setting up my phone, etc.? I know this is your first day back so you’re probably very busy. I would just like to get on 

your calendar if possible. Thanks. 

Vi nce 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 8:15 AM > > > 

Chrism./, 

I undersland that you will be back in the office tomorrow? I’m one of the two new guys and am hoping to see you tomorrow about Outlook and my phone. I have a staff 

sneering scheduled for 9 am but will be available before that if you are. Thanks and I look forward to sneering you. 

Vince Ille 

> > > Kent Pennington 7/30/2012 8:00 AM > > > 

you need to contact Christy about Outlook. Send her an email. Anytime you need support with outlook, you will need to contact her. 

> > > Vince Ille 7/30/2012 7:59 AM > > > 
Kent. 
I’ve talked "to Bubba about my preference fbr Outlook over CrroupWise. Can you please help me install this on my computer this morning? Also, I still have some 

queslions regarding how my iPhone is set-up. I believe you mentioned that’s something Christy does? If she’s back tomorrow, I’d appreciate her help with this. 

Thanks tbr your help Kent. I appreciate it. 

Vince 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

I[[e, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athqaHo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Tomorrow 

.doc 

All, 
See attached for the draft of the agenda for our meeting tomorrow (1p, Rm 216). Please let me know if you have any additions to make. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony, Yount<tonsuount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday,, 4:12 PM 

Kamn Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CTOPS registration 

is having trouble with admissions and registration. I told her I would let you know. 

TH 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 
Date: 2:47:47 PM EST 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: CTOPS registration 

Hey Tony! 

I’ve been ruing to register for CTOPS- and it’s a good thing that you are holding fl]at spot open for me, [-ecause I’m not able to register. After several 
phone calls with admissions, it turns out that I still have the s~tus of an applicant, so I cannot register or create an ONYEN, eiflmr. The man at 
admissions said for you to call admissions help if you gws needed any help or had any questions. Is them anything that I can do to help change my status 
to admitted ths~ter? 

Thanks tbr all of your help, 

--- On Mon~ Fony Yount <tonyyount(a)d4ncaa. unc. edit> wrote: 

From: Tonv Yount <ton>yount(&uncan unc edn> J J .> ¯ . 

Subject: CTOPS registration 
To: 

Cc: "Karen Shelton" <kcs(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,                 , 12:17 PM 

Ladies, 

Here are better directions for the CTOPS registration process, I hope this is helpful. 

Tony 

CTOPS DIRECTIONS: 
Here is what you will need to do: 
1. Go to http:lhny.unc.eduL Once you are on the page, you will need to click the "sign in" button on the right hand side. You will then need to enter 
the Onyen (username) you created and your password. 

*if you do not have your usemame and password, visit onyen.unc.edu and follow instruction to "create your onyen/password" 
2. A new screen appears and about halfway down the page in the middle, there will be a section titled "Enrollment". Right underneath, that title, it will 
have another subsection titled "Orientation". Click on the link to "CTOPS and TTOPS Orientation". 
3. A new screen, entitled Carolina Orientation, appears. Please read and compmete all information. Select the session that I emailed about earlier, 

or another if you are unable to attend the one when we are holding a spot for you. 

4. You will have to fill out the information completely and also put down the information for anyone who will be attending orientation with you (i.e. your 
morn, dad, sister, brother, whomever) and you should also include if they would like to stay on campus during your Orientation. 

5. After you have completed the final page of the registration form, you will be presented with a page summarizing all of your registration information. 
Please be sure to review the summary page for any errors that need to be corrected. The summary page will also list the total fee due 
for your summer orientation registration. 

Don’t pick lemons. 

See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo’. Autos. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:03 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

right, but under the guidelines for 9th and 10 semesters, a redshifl year is one of the reasons to grant the extxa time. Finishing a 2nd degree is specifically outlined as not 

acceptable. We’d need to run this by Lance, Susml and Barbara Lucido in Steele Building to see if playing a 2nd sport passes muster under the new rules, which have 

changed since            went through the system. I would hate for the extra semesters to be denied next year at this time which would really mess her up. 

The 4th bullet opens the door a bit, but then is up to the judgment of the Dean’s Office. 

The 5th bullet, the redshirt year, is automati 

Here are the rules: 

Petitions are usually approved for lhe lbllowing: 

¯ Not graduating due to nfissing requiremenls ltlal are ollly ol"f~red in spring or IM1 

temzs on Calnpus, despite best el’foi,~s to complete these in a tilnely inanner. 

¯ Completing art Honors thesis 

¯ Studying abroad in a Slat@ Abroad progimn that requires the studenl to be 

ellrolled as an nndeigraduate 

¯ Serving the Uuiversily comrnunily via special sludenl activities lhat signiiicanlly 

benefil the canlpus commuuily 

¯ Serving the Universily as a red-shii~ed studenl-alhlete or in the capacity of student 

persotmel ilnpollant to a varsily tealn and endorsed by lhe team’s coaching staff 

¯ Failing a reqaired comse lbr graduation in 1tie final semester 

Most common reasons Ibr which ml additional semestei is approved: 

¯ Change of majoi-s as recomnlended by academic advisor 

¯ Loss oftransf~- credits 

¯ Financial need necessitating heavy employnlent hours, thus reducing abili~ to 

take 15-hour semesters or attend stormier sessions 

¯ Health-related matters. Personal and f:alilily situations that necessitated supporl from the student 

¯ Com-se sequences--com-ses not offered every semester 

¯ Repeated coul-ses that are required for the maj or and were tailed on a previous 

attenlpt 

¯ Hours of "C" not suffident in maj or core 

Petitions are usually deified for tile following: 

¯ to conlplete a second inaj or 

¯ to conlplete a luinor 

¯ to raise a grade point average 

¯ to take prerequisites for graduate or professional school 

¯ to take com-ses related to employnlent, to change major from BA to BS degree 

On , at 9:49 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Thanks Tony- we would not need to red-shirt her- as she has 2 years left on the :lock 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>        8:38:03 PN >>> 

Wed aflen~oon would be great lbr me. Wofft take 5 minutes, but I want k~ make sure they hear what I have to tell them and don’t lose it in an email. 

FoI       ;he would need to apply tbr 9th and 10th semesters through the Demfs office. If she redshirts this year, that shouldn’t be an issue. If she 

doesn’t redshirt, it becomes a bit trickier. 

Academically, she will have 89 of 120 hours done at the end of this semester and will be 9 hours short of her comm degree. To maJ<e it work 

academically, she would have to declare a 2nd majol; and earn 18 hours of credit tou,ard that 2nd major next fall and spring to satisfy the NCAA, so its 

a decision she would need to make quickly (which 2nd major to pursue), so that she could get it declared next week, and then scheduled for the fall. 

Its doable - with a redshirt declaration, and a 2nd major declaration. 

Ton?, 

On , at 3:52 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

HiTony-le~stouch base on Wednesday AM toplan a time- mostlikely after practice, 

Also- we may ask herto do a Sth year, isit an option academically?Whatwouldwe need todo? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

12:54:41 PN >>> 



There are many more progress reports on this week’s report. Remember that an * denotes a grade from a professor. Without an *, the 

grade is my best guess based on what the kids have told me. 

It would be ve~ helpful ifI could have 3-4 minutes at the beginning or end of practice one day next week to go over just a couple of things 

about lcgistration for summer (        ) mid tall (               ). 

I will have, after spring breaL a list for you that details for each student on your team their graduation progress s~tus - (are they on pace to 

graduate? do they need summer school hours to maintain eligibility for the fall?). 

Tony 

Study Hall 
[ Woml~n~s Lacl’ossl~ 

4 hours 0 rninu[es 

6 ho~:s 7 mif~t:Les 

Weekly 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 10:29 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.tmc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

yes 

On , at 10:12 PM, Jenny Le~T wrote: 

OK- then last year was her red-shirt year! She practiced and did not compete- does that work? 
Thanks -3L 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>        10:03:29 PM >>> 

right, but under the guidelines tbr 9th and 10 semesters, a redshirt year is one of the reasons to graJ]t the extra time. Finishing a 2rid degree is specifically 

outlined as not acceptable. We’d need to run this by Lance, SusaJ] and Barbara Lucido in Steele Building to see if playing a 2rid sport passes muster 
under the new Idles, which have changed since ent through the sTstem. I would hate for the extra semesters to be denied ne?~ year at this 

time which would really mess her up. 

The 4th bullet opens the door a bit, but then is up to the judgment of the Dean’s Office. 
The 5th bullet the redshirt year, is automatic. 

Just want to be safe. 

Tony 

Here axe the roles: 

Petitions are usually approved for the following: 

Not graduating due to missing reqnilements that are oldy altered in spring or 1:all 

telallS on campus, despite best efforls to complete these in a timely manner. 

Conlpleting atl Honors thesis 

SRtdying abroad in a Study Abroad program that reqnires the student to be 

enrolled as all ulMelgraduate 

Serving t!re University commulli~/via special sRtdelLt activities that significantly 

benefit the campus commumty 

Serving the Univel-sity as a red-shifted student-athlete or in the capacity of student 

persomlel important to a varsity team and endorsed by the team,s coaching staff 

Falling a reqlm’ed calve for graduation in t!le final s~nester 

Most common reasons for which an additional semester is approved: 

Change of majors as recomm~lded by academic advisor 

Loss of transfer credits 

Financial need necessitating heavy emplo}anent ham-s, thus reducing ability to 

take 15-ham- senlesters or attend summer sessions 

Health-related matters    Personal and l:amily situations that necessitated support from tile sRtdent 

Course sequences--com-ses not offered eveiy semester 

Repeated courses that are reqoired for t!le major and were failed on a previous 

attempt 

Hours of,,C%o not sufficient in major core 

Petitions are usually denied for the following: 

to complete a second major 

to conlplete a minor 

to raise a grade point average 

to take prereqnisites for graduate or professional school 

to take com-ses related to employment to change Inaj or from BA to BS degree 

On , at 9:49 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Thanks Tony- we would not need to red-shirt her- as she has 2 years left on the lacrosse clock 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >        8: 38:03 PM > > > 
Wed afternoon would be great for me. Won’t take 5 minutes, but I want to make sure they hear what I have to tell them and don’t lose it in 

an emM. 

FaT      she would need to apply for 9th aM 10th semesters through the Dean’s office. If she redshirts this yem, that shouldn’t be an issue. 

If she does~ft redshirt, it becomes a bit triclder. 

Academically, she roll have 89 of 120 hours done at the end of this semester and roll be 9 hours short of her comm degree. To make it 

work academically, she would have to declare a 2nd major, and earn 18 hours of credit toward that 2rid major next fall and spring to satisfy 

the NCAA, so its a decision she would need to make quickly (which 2nd major to pursue), so that she could get it declared next week, and 

then scheduled for the fall. 

Its doable - with a redshirt declaration, and a 2nd major declaration. 



Tony 

On , at 3:52 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Hi Tony- let’s touch base on Wednesday AM to plan a time- most likely after practice. 
Also- we may ask her to do a 5th year, is it an option academically? What would we need to do? 

Thanks, 
3enny 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc,edu> 

Coaches, 

12:54:41 PN >>> 

There are many more progress reports on this week’s report. Remember that an * denotes a grade from a professor. Without 

an *, the grade is my best guess based on what the kids hm~e told me. 

It would be ve~ helpful ifI could have 3-4 minutes at the beginning or end of practice one day next week to go over just a 

couple of things about registration tbr summer (        ) and full (              ). 

I will have, after spring breaJ~ a list for you that details tbr each student on your team their graduation progress status - (are 

they on pace to graduate? do they need summer ,school hours to maintain eligibility liJr the thll?). 

Tony 

Study Hal~ 

Weeldy 



El’am: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?uouut@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:30 PM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

redshirt 

Jermy, 

Talked with Susan Maloy this am about possible redshirt fo            She confirmed what I suspected that she w-ill need to declare a 2nd major, and have that in 

place for the . She also confirmed there would be no redshirt issues aud the application for 9th and 10th semester would be on solid ground, and should go 

smoothly. 

Good luck today in Denver. 

Tony 

On , at 10:12 PM, Jenny Levy~ wrote: 

OK- then last year was her red-shirt year! She practiced and did not compete- does that work? 
Thanks -3L 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>         20:03:29 PM >>> 
right, but under the guidelines for 9th and 10 senresters, a redshilt year is one of the rea~ns to grant the extra time. Finislting a 2nd degree is specifically 

outlined as not acceptable. We’d need m run this by Lance, Susan and Barbara Lucido in Steele Building m see if playing a 2nd sport passes muster 

under the new rules, M~ich have changed since went through the system. I would hate tbr the extra semesters to be denied next year at this 

time Milch would really mess her up. 

The 4th bullet opens the door a bit, but then is up to the judgment of the Dean’s Office. 

The 5th bullet, the redshirt year, is automatic. 

Just want to be safe. 

Tony 

Here axe the rules: 

Petitions me usually approved for the following: 

Not graduating due to nfissing reqairemenis ltlai are ollly off~red in spring or f:all 

reims on cmnpus, despite best ell’oils to complete these in a timely rammer. 

Completing an Honors thesis 

ShLdying abroad in a Stu@ Abroad progrmn that reqaires the student to be 

einolled as art undelgrMuaie 

Serving the University comrnuniiy via special shLdeni activities that significantly 

benefit the campus community 

Serving the Univelsiiy as a red-shii~ed studeni-aihlete or in the capacity of student 

persormel important to a vm-siiy team and endorsed by the tearn,s coactfing staff 

Falling a reqaired comse for graduation in tile finn selnester 

Most COlmnon reasons for wtfich art additional semester is approved: 

Change of majors as iecomrnended by acaderrfic advisor 

Loss of transfer credits 

Financial need necessitating heavy employment ham-s, thus reducing abili~ to 

take 15-ham- semesters or attend sunlmer sessions 

Health-related illatlers    Personal and t~anlily sihlations that necessitated support from the student 

Com-se sequences--com-ses not offered eveiy semester 

Repeated courses that are required for tile major alLd were failed on a previous 

attempt 

Hours of,,C%o not sufficient ill nlajor core 

Petitions are usually deified for the follomng: 

to complete a second illaior 

to conlplete a nlinor 

to raise a grade point average 

to take prerequisites for graduate or professional school 

to take com-ses related to employment to change maj or from BA to BS degree 

On , at 9:49 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Thanks Tony- we would not need to red-shirt her- as she has 2 years left on the lacrosse clock 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount(o)uncaa.unc,edu>        8:38:03 PM >>> 
Wed aiteruoon would be great tbr me. Won’t take 5 minutes, but I want to make sure they hear what I have to tell them and don’t lose it in 

~m email. 



Fol      she would need to apply lbr 9th and 10th semesters through the Dean’s ottice. If she redshirts this year, that shouldn’t be an issue. 

If she doesn’t redshirt, it becomes a bit trickier. 

Academically, she will have 89 of 120 hours done at the end of this semester and roll be 9 hours short of her comm degree. To make it 
work academically, she would have to declare a 2nd major, and earn 18 hours of credit toward that 2nd major ne~ fall and spring to satisfy 

the NCAA, so its a decision she would need to make quicldy (which 2nd major to pursue), so that she could get it declared next week, and 

then scheduled for the fall. 

Its doable - with a redshirt declaration, and a 2nd major declaration. 

Tony- 

On , at 3:52 PM, Jenny Levy wrote: 

Hi Tony- let’s touch base on Wednesday AM to plan a time- most likely after practice. 
Also- we may ask her to do a 5th year, is it an option academically? What would we need to do? 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

>>> Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa unc.edu> 
Coaches, 

12:54:41 PM >>> 

’][’here are many more progress reports on this week s repofi. Remember that an denotes a grade from a professor. Without 

an *, the grade is my best guess based on what the kids have told me. 

It would be very- helpful ifI could have 3-4 minutes at the beginning or end of practice one day ne~ week to go over jns~t a 

couple of things about registration for summer (        ) and fall (               I. 

I will hmTe, after spring break, a list tbr you that details for each student on your team their graduation progress status - (are 

they on pace "to graduate? do they need summer school hours to maintain eligibility tbr the Fall?). 

Tony 

Studv Hall 

Weekly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, March 22, 2010 10:08 AM 

csuits@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: No pager 

Ckds~l 

My Mac won’t allow a connection with uncaa email this morning. The message is "The server l~emmed the error: The sel-~zer "mail.uncaa.unc.edu" refused to allow a 

connection on port 143." 

Can I do anything about that? 

Tony 

On Mar 22, 2010, at 8:51 AM, Christy. Suits wrote: 

Good Morning All, 

My pager seems to have disappeared, so if you need to contact me please send email to christy suits@unc.edu or call or texl 
Thanks, 
Christy Suits 
Christy Suits 
ITS Systems Consultant 
UNC Athletics 
Office: {919’~843-5296 

Email: Ch risty_Suits@u nc.ed u 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:32 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

The CTOPS session that they want you to attend is . I think all the recruits will be there excep 

I am almost certain, but you should check ruth the coaches, that your CTOPS session is July 

On             at 9:22 PM,        wrote: 

My email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

the SAT Math 2. I aheady have Statistics credit and I’m pretty positive I 

am going to get some sort of Calculus credit. Is it still necessary to 
take the SAT Math 2? Also do you know which date they are wanting me to go 

to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <ton~oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 6:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: HUGE FAVOR 

What do you need 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:22 PM, @email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> please please please! i will owe u forever...not that i dont already! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kath~n Bums <kjbums@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 3:19 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST 142 

Dear Tony, 
Thanks; I er~ioyed working with you in 2008, and I know the students 
benefited from your sessions! I will be on leave in fall 2010, so these 
versions of Hist142 won’t be taught by me History’s undergrad 
coordinator, Miles Fletcher, can let you know who will be teaching these 
sections of the course I should be back to teaching a large Hist142 
class myself in fall 2011. 

All best, 
Kathryn 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Dr Burns 
> 

> Tony Yount here from the Academic Center Ibr Student Athletes. In the fall of 2008 you graciously allowed me to sit in on your class and conduct Supplemental Instruction sessions for 
our students. I would certainly like the opportunity to do that with you again in the coming fall semester I notice that there are 2 sections in the fall and that the classes will be smaller. Will 
you be teaching both either section? both sections? 
> 

> You are terrific and our students certainly enjoy your class 
> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, at]fce 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <ton~oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 5:38 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Exaan review conflict 

That is wonderful. Jenny thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 28, 2010, at 5:17 PM, "Jenny Slingluff-Levy" <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu 
> wrote: 

> We switched practice to go from 1-230ish 
Original Message ..... 

> From:Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc edu> 

> To: Jennifer Cook <cookF@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To: Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc edu> 
> 

> Sent: 4/28/2010 2:17:26 PM 
> Subject: Fwd: Exam review conflict 
> 
> is also in the class The final is 90% of their grade 
> for the course Mary Willingham is running the review 
> 

> 

> 

> Begin forwarded message: 
> 

>> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc edu> 
>> Date: April 28, 2010 12:32:57 PMEDT 

>> To: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa unc edu>, Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu 
>> >, Jenn Cook <cookjr@uncaa unc.edu> 
>> Subject: Exam review conflict 
>> 

>> We j ust added an exam review for EDUC [ at 3 pm tomorrow. ’]’he 
>> exam is Friday night, may be the only person with that 
>> conflict. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:40 PM 

@emaJl. unc.edu-* 

Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Fall 

If you can find another yes. Or any other. Lass that gives you 
some ilexibility. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:47 PM, @email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> I got an email last week mJbrming me that my english class is 
> canceled 
> for the fall That leaves me at 12 hours, do you think ! should 
> sign up 
> for another class?’? 
> 

> ’]?hanks 
> 

>i 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <ton~oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:44 PM 

@email xmc.edtv~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Thmaks 

That was one of the most amazing notes I’ve ever gotten It choked me 
up and when beth came over looking for Kleenex I knew I needed to get 
out of there. 

Thank you so much for the things that you said That means the world 
to me. And we are friends. That’s not going away 

I’m out of town until Monday. Hope to see you next week 

Sent from lay iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 9:56 AM 

.~emml.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Self paced 

I think that she has already used her summer school money but it’s 
worth a phone call. I think the self paced course is the best option 
for you at this point. Let me know- what you pick 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:26 PM, "i ’ < @email unc edu> 
wrote: 

> Hey Tony thank you for the emaih I’m definitely going to do a self 
> paced course online, beJ2~re I sign up, do you think Jenny would be 
> able to pay for this? One course is over $500 so hopefully something 
> could work out, hope to hear from you. Thanks 
> 

> 

> University of North Carolina-(~l 

> 

> 

> On , at 9:56 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Tonight’s photoshoot is now online. Enjoy. 
>> 

>> http : /i~ alierv ane. com/uncletony#100 599 
>> 

>> ToW 
>> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount <ton~,oun@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 1:31 PM 

.~email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School and the AC 

No. Beginning of your last semester Janual7 will be the right time. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:12 PM, @email unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> He?’ Tony, random question - should I be applying for graduation now? 



FiYiln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~] , < ~comcast.neL~ 

Tuesday, 8:24 PM 

Younl, Tony <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: CTOPS m~d course selection 

Hi Mr Yount, 
I called CTOPS and the?- are filled up for the session right before summer 
camp starts. I just emailed Coach Levy, but she said that she couldn’t do 
anything to try to get her in, but that you might have an idea Just 
thought I would try to see if there is anything you can do’.         can’t 
do the sessions in July, for that is when we will be on our family vacation. 

If nothing else, she will have to sign up ii~r the 
session, but I am not sure if that will conflict with ??? 

Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ton?- Yount [mailto:tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:27 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: CTOPS and course selection 

Did you go to this web site and then log in with your onyen and password? 

http ://m~,’.unc edu/dt 

That’s the first step. Once you log in, it should lead you to register. I 
can’t see that page because its restricted to students, but that’s where you 
go to register. You can try tomorrow afternoon and call me when you’re 
tpying to get it done. We’ll work it out. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
Kenan Field House 
919 962 9535, office 

cell 

On at 9:59 PM, wrote: 

> Tony, 
> I couldn’t figure out how to sign up for orientation, I tried twice or 
> so but could not figure it out on the website[ I wanted to do the 

with all the other incoming freshman! If you could help 
> me in signing up that would be great! Thank you so much[ 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Ton?" Yount [mailto :tonyyount(d),,uncaa.unc. edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 
> To: Undisclosed-recipients: 
> Subject: CTOPS and course selection 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> I hope you’re really er~ioying the end of high school. If you have no 
> alrea@ done so please send me the dates of your CTOPS orientation 
> session. We will need to spend some time together before that session 
> talking about your academic plans for the fall and the registration 
process when you get here. 
> My office and cell manbelS are listed below. Cell is the best number 
> to reach me. Please don’t hesitate to call with any questions you have 
> about academics at Carolina. 
> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan g. Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             8:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi Tony, 
Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for 

with her scheduling down tile stretch for eligibility purposes (18 hour rule, etc.). 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@u ncaa.unc.edu 

. She now has 4 years of eligibility remaining. I’m sure we’ll have to do some trickery 



From: ~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:41 PM 

To: Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: reset 2 

test 
On, , at 1:34 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> sdlIiasd;lfl,:j adlf 

> 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, 5:29 PM 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: ThaJ~k you! 

Hi Tony! 

I just wanted to let you know that I was accepted into        ! I am so 
completely happy and surprised but I wanted to let you know- that I 
absolutely could not have done it without your help. Thank you for not 
only writing my recommendation (,which must have been lovely if it 
helped me get in) but for also supporting me now and for the past four 
years There really is no one else like you out there and I am so 
grateful to have you in my life. 

I was wondering if you could send me your mailing address so that I 
could send something your way via snail mail :) 

Thank you again, Ton?- 

The Universiry of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Schoul uf Juurnalism and Mass Communication 

(a),gm ai[. c om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.tmc.edu-- 

Sunday, 5:15 PM 

@gmail.com; jtole@email.unc.edu;     @email.unc.edu; leeds@email.unc.edu;     ~emaJl.unc.edu 

JennitEr Cook <cookj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselma~ <mtbike@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tony.youn@gmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu:>; JeraW Slingluff-Lew <uncM~x@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Preseason Screenings and Mouthgaurds 

EveiTone, 

We will plan the preseason screenings for                 for Monday,            from 3-6 PM We will have Jules working in the Gfeller Center doing baseline concussion testing and 
&{’>’self (reed l~x screenings) and Barnett (mvmt screenings) in Stallings-Evans The schedule is as :follows .... 

3 PM: Seniors in Sailings-Evans. Freshmen - Group 1 GfelIer Center (           ~,[la.I)) 
4 PM: Juniors in Stallings-Evans. Freshmen - Group 2 in Stallings-Evans to be screened ( 
**at 4:30 Freshmen Groups will switch** 
5 PM: Sophomores in Stalling>Evans 

Hopefully done by 6 PM with freshmen concussion testing and screening and upperclassmen med hx and screening. 

Mouth guards for freshmen and any upperclassmen with damaged molds will occur on Thursday, 
DFP at 1 PM The other half will go to the DFP at 2:30 PM 

at Tarrson Hall (Dental Faculty Practice). Half of the group will go to the 

you all will be responsible for helping the freshmen get to and from the DFP. 

Please let me know if there are any issues. I will send an email to the team detailing this schedule so evepjone is aware 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-8519 (O) 

(c) 



From- 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonyyount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,         ,2010 7:38 PM 

~a)email.unc.edu 

Re: i need helppp 

OK - Fisrst - which Psyc class are you trying to get into? 

and absolutely 

On             at 7:22 PM,     wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I need helppppp ughhh I am still trying to get into that psyc    class and 

it’s still closed so I am not sure whatto do! Help me pleaseee ). The 

teacher mentioned emailing the direck~r of the psych program or ~)mething 

like that ~ should I email her or ~mle0aing?? 

Thankssss, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 1:36 PM 

@unc.edu 

Re: anticipated ~mderloads 

Sarah 

Thank you so nmch.           has decided not to underload due to insurance issues. 

follomng up ruth her right now. I will go to practice and find 

Tony 

On ,, at 10:54 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony 

I’m trying to approve student athlete underloads ASAP, and I just wanted to let you know that I still haven’t received underload applications from 

l’m out of the office tomorrow, so if they could send them in ASAP (and if you wouldn’t mind emailing me 

to let me know to look for them), I can try to approve them before 5 so they can participate in their games this weekend. 

Sincerely 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday~ 1:37 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Syllabus 

yOU 

On it 1:22 PM wrote: 

Here they are! 

You’re the best Tony!! 

ThaJlks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 3:51 PM 

~webmail. unc.edu 

Re: Classes 

Math    Fulfills one of your math requirements 

You’ve taken Math , and Math    roll complete your math requirements. There are no Math issues for you if you successfully complete MATH 

O11 at 3:43 PM, ~webmail. unc.edu wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m sorry we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out evelything on my own. My roommate just told me however, that MATH 

doesn’t fulfill the matJl requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some help finding another class tJlat fillfills that and works w/my schedule. Thanks! 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBeny D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, [0:48 AM 

sbmaloy@ ancaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Probation and 

You have caused consternation throughout the Connect Carolina universe. 

I’m proud. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Covalt, Carolyn S" <covalt@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              8:46:43 AM EDT 
To: "Lucido, Barbara E" <biucido@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Probation and 

Barbara and Tony, 

(Hi Tony!) I have looked at record in PS and do not see a "DISC" row, which would mean "Discontinuation." This can happen if a student calculates as ineligible but I 

do not see it. In fact, s only ’row’ in Program/Plan is her Matriculation row. She is term activated for this term and is eligible to enroll.. 

Having said that, I am not entirely sure how we are tracking students in PS in regards to Probation, other than with their Eligibility status, and I know that those components of 

PS are not fully up and functional yet. From the PS side it looks like this student is ’fine,’ and I don’t see anything that will prevent her from anything, if there is something else I 

can help with her, just let me know. 

Tony, I am concerned that you cannot see ConnectCarolina at all were you all not invited to or encouraged to attend trainings over the summer? You should at least have 

some access it would seem. ? 

Carolyn 

From: Luddo, Barbara E 
Sent: Friday, 8:29 AM 
To: Covalt, Carolyn S 
Subject: FW: Probation and 

Carolyn 

Do you understand this? By the way, the PID isn’t for this student. 

Barbara 

Barbara I.ucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Prograrn 

The lJmversity of North Car.:_~lina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

:1002 Steele Building; CB 3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:110 

Phon,:_~: (919} 843.-334:1 Fa>:: (9~.9} 9(72..6&88 

Academic Advising"; webpage: http:/iadvising.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount I-mailto:tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:06 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Fwd: Probation and 

Barbara, 

I hope its beginning to cahn down up there.                                      - is on academic probation from the spring and last 

summer. Her GPA is just below a 2.0. Susan MaJoy sent me an emaJl indicated that somewhere in Connect Carolina (which we can’t see in our 

building) she is listed as "Dismissed". On SIS, she is listed as "computed ineligible". She has followed the proper steps for academic probation 

and the email from Cynthia Demetriou granting probation is attached below. Susan Maloy suggested that I let you know so that the SIS records 

could reflect her probation status. 

Thanks 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:               5:31:13 PM EDT 
To: "Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 
Susan, 

Here is the probation-granting email for 
Tony 
Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: @email.unc.edu> 
Date: 5:23:37 PM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Probation 



........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Probation 

Date:                l 0:49:21 -0400 

From: "Demetriot~ Cynthia" <cyndem(~bemail.anc.edu> 

To: ’                          ~iemail.unc.edu> 

the university 

of nortJl carolina 

at chapel hill 

office of undergraduate 

education 

campus box 3504 t (919) 843-7773 
steele building f(919) 843-6557 
chapel hill, nc 27599-3504 

[cid:image001 .png@01CB3AOC. 05988010] 

Dear 

Your appeal for academic probation has been granted. This request has been 

granted probation for one semester only. The probationary status is valid 

only in the specific semester for which it is granted. If you withdraw from 

or do not enroll in the fall semester: you roll have to re-petition 

the appeals committee. 

All students on academic probation must go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http:/iwww.s~udentsuccess.uncredu/> as soon as 

possible and follow the~ steps: 

1. Complete the Self-Assessment. 

2. Complete the online Student Success Seminar. 

3. Sign the Probation Contract at the end of the seminar. 

4. Make an appointment with an academic 

advisor<http://advising.unc.edw’advisinp_/~heduleanappl>. 

*    All students on probation are expected to meet with an academic 

advisor at least 2 times during the semester to discuss their progress 

towaxds returning to good s~tanding. 

*    You must make an appointment using the online appointment 

scheduler: ! Ltt__r?-:!,_/_~_~ ~i_l)_%t_B__n__c_’_:_e_d__t_B:! 
*    Walk-in appointments carmot be used to fulfill the probation 

requirements. 

*    You must bring the completed Self-Assessment and the signed 

Probation Contract to the meeting ruth the advisor. 

***If you do not complete ALL of the probation steps above, a "stop" will 
be placed on your account preventing you ficom registering for future 

courses.*** 

If you have been on probation in a prior term, you still must complete the 

steps listed above. 

In addition to these steps, it is highly recommended that you sign up for 
the Bounce Back program. Bounce Back is a semester-long program that meets 

on a weekly-basis in a group setting to foster resilienc~, scholastic and 

personal skills. To register for Bounce Back, email Dr. Schmitz- Sciborski 



at schmilz@email.anc.edu<mailto:~hmitz(a)~email.unc,edu>. 

Your probational term of enrollment at UNC-Chapel Hill is critical in 
determining your academic thture. It is a one semester opportunity to 

return to good academic standing. Yon must earn a cumulative GPA of at 

least 2.0 and meet the credit hour requirements outlined below by the end 

of the semester. Carefully review the requirements for good academic 
standing. 

The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is committed to your 

success. Go to 
www.studentsuccess.unc.edu<http:/iwww-.s~udentsuccess.unc,edu/> as soon as 

possible to start taking the steps necessary to return to good academic 

~anding! 

Sincerely, 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Requirements tbr Good Standing 

A 2.000 cumulative UNC-Chapel Hill grade-point average and the follomng 

number of academic semester credit hours passed: 

9 academic hours to enter a second semester 

24 academic hours to enter a third semester (30 hours is recommended) 

36 academic hours to enter a fourth semester 

51 academic hours to enter a fifth semester (60 hours is recommended) 
63 academic hours to enter a sixth semester 

78 academic hours to enter a seventh semester (90 hours is recommended) 
93 academic hours to enter an eighth semester 

Special permission of the dean to enter a Nnth semester 

Cynthia Demetriou 

Retention Coordinator 

Office of Undergraduate Education 

UNC Chapel Hill 

3008 Steele Building, CB# 3504 

(919) 843-5015 

www.stadentsuccess.unc.edu<ht~p://www.smdenk~uccess.t mc.edu-~ 

www.firstgenemtion.unc.edu<http://www,fir~genemtion.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday ,2:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Met w/ today she seems to be doing well and on top of things. I told her I would check in with you to get feedback from her professors and potentially start practice 

next Thursday (given that we have good feedback). 

I have also invited her to join us for the meeting on Monday. 

Thanks Jenny 

I enjoyed your e mail yesterday to the team, and addressed it with them at practice. Funny it was already on my notes to talk about prior to even reading your e mail. We 

need to have a strong emphasis with our girls to take care of their business, listen better/the first time, and being more independent with finding answers to questions on 

their own. Currently, we are lazy listeners and check out when info is being told because they can and know that someone will fill them in. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"~udy mann@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 27, 2010 9:47 PM 

judy mann@med.unc.edu; Tony Yotmt <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAl,: Non- systemic and Non-Invasive Treatment tbr Depression Now Available 

The Department of Psychiatly is pleased to announce that it is now 
providing treatment with the NeuroStar Transcranial Magnetic 
Stimulation (TMS) Therapy system The NeuroStar TMS Therapy system is 
the first and only device of its kind to be cleared for the treatment of 
depression by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (October 2008). 

TMS Therapy is a non-systemic (does not circulate in the bloodstream 
throughout the bo@) and non-invasive (does not involve surgery) form of 
neuromodulation that delivers highly-focused 2vlRI-strength magnetic 
pulses to stimulate nerve ceils in an area of the brain that is linked 
to depression NeuroStar TMS Therapy is a 40-minute outpatient 
procedure that is prescribed by a psychiatrist, does not require 
anesthesia or sedation, and patients remain awake and alert. The 
treatment is typically administered daily for 4-6 weeks. 

For more information about ~S, please contact Shirley Morter, 
A&nmistrative Director of UNC Mental Health Specialists al 
shirleymorter@med unc edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Psychiatry 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass emai]. To set your informational mass 
emai[ preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal In]2~rmation". 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 10:37 AM 

To: Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edtp 

Subject: paper 

to print 

"Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you. Not as the world gives do I give to you. Let not your hearts be troubled, neither let them be afraid." 

[] [] [] [][]-John14:27 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<no reply@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 8:53 PM 

noreply@unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

FORMAL NOTICE: Administrative Review of Jacqueline Resnick, Director for ORD 

To: Members of the Lr’~C Chapel Hill Faculty, Staff and Students 

From: Ru@ Juliano, Chair, Administrative Review Committee 

Re: Administrative Review- of Jacqueline Resnick, Director for Office of 
Research Development 

October 27, 2010 

Invitation to Provide Input to the Administrative Review of Jacqueline 
Resnick, Director, Office of Research Development 

As required by University regulations, a committee has been appointed to 
conduct a regular administrative review- of Jacqueline ("Jacki") Resnick, 
Director for the UNC Office of Research Development (ORD). The ORD’s 
mission is to engage researchers in the development of interdisciplinary 
research and to support the research needs of faculty throughout the 
universi~/. With this email, the members of the committee are inviting 
your comments about Ms Resnick’s leadership as Director. For more 
information about the ORD, please see the following link: 

http :i/research.unc edu/ord/. 

The committee invites your participation in this review process by 
offering comments about how Ms. Resnick’s perl2mnance as Director is 
viewed by faculty, staff, and students at UNC-Chapel Hill Suggestions 
regarding improving the overall functioning of the ORD are also welcome. 

We encourage you to contribute in the following ways: 

1) The committee has scheduled an open public hearing session to receive 
comments at the following time: 

Friday, November 12, 1:00-3:0(;~m 

Location: 307 South Building, 3rd Floor Corfference Room (Cameron Ave, 

across from Old Well) 

If you wish to schedule a time to meet with the committee, please 
contact Nan Sanseverino in the Ol!fice of Federal Affairs at 
nan sanseverino@unc.edu or 919843.0050. Request for a meeting time 
must be made no later than November 10, 2010. 

2) You may provide written statements to the Chair or other members o17 
the committee. All written comments should be cmailed to 

nan sanscverino@unc.edu or mailed to: The Review Committee, Jacki 
Resnick Administrative Rcvicw, Office of Federal Affairs, Univcrsity of 
Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill, 300 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 7006, Chapel 

Hill, NC 27599-7006. 

3) You may telephone or meet privately in person with committee members. 
Please feel free to contact COlrm~ittee members directly or Nan 
Sanscverino to schedule a time. 

Anonymity and Confidentiality 

Written Comments: University regulations prohibit anonymous written 
comments in the review process. Written conmmnts will be kept 
confidential by the conmfittee members and will not be shared with anyone 
else. There is one exception to that con£identiali~, however. North 
Carolina law requires that all written comments - whether on paper or by 
email - become a part of Ms. Resnick’s personnel file and available to 
her for review. 

Oral Colrm~ents: Oral comments in this process, whether in a public 
hearing or individual conversations with cormnittee members, will be kept 
confidential. The comments or any notes about oral comments do not 
become a part of Ms. Resnick’s personnel file. If you request anonymity 
for oral comments, your identi~ will be known only by the conm~ittee and 
it will be kept confidential by them. A master list of everyone making 
oral conm~ents will be included in the final report, but the report will 
not attribute comments to anyone who has requested anonymity. 

Please share this invitation with anyone you think has an interest in 
the UNC Ofi)ce of Research Development and its services 

The deadline for submitting comments regarding Ms. Resnick’s performance 
to the committee is Friday, December 3, 2010, by 5:00pm. We appreciate 
everyone’s assistance with this very important process. 

The committee membership: 



Committee Chair: 

Dr Ru@ Juliano 
Associate Dean 
UNC School of Pharmacy 
1072 Genetic Medicine Bldg, CB 7362 
Chapel Hill, N(~ 27599 
Tel.: 919-9664383 
Email: rudyjuliano@med.unc.edu 

Committee Members: 

Dr. Larry Band 
Director of Carolina Institute 12)r the Environment 
UNC Geography Department Chair 
304 Saunders Hall, CB 3220 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
’]?el.: 919-962-3921 

Emaih lband@email unc edu 

Peggye Di]worth-Anderson 
Professor and Director 
UNC Health Policy and Management 
1102d Mcgavran-(ireenberg Hall 
CB 7411 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7411 
Tel.: 919-843-2494 

Email: dilwor th@emai].unc, edu 

Peter J Mucha 
Chairman and Associate Professor 
UNC Department of Mathematics 
Institute for Advanced Materials 
304B Phillips tlall, CB 3250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3250 
Tel. 919-843-2550 

Email: mucha@unc.edu 

Ken Tinda11 
Senior Vice President, Science and Business Development 
North Carolina Biotechnolog~" Center 
15 T.W. Alexander Drb,,e, PO Box 13547 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709-3547 
Tel. : 
Email:          @ncbiotech.org 

Irene Zipper. MSW 
Clinical Professor, Director of Family Support Network 
UNC School of Social Work 

D-9 Carr Mill, CB 7340 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7340 
Tel.: 919-966-6395 
Email: izipper@unc.edu 

Point of contact for scheduling times to meet with the conmfittee: 

Nan Sanseverino 
Office of Federal Affairs 
300 Bynum Hall, Campus Box 7006 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7006 
Tel.: 919.843.0050 

Email: nansanseverino@unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research 
and Economic Development 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tons~youn@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

Re: Photoshop 

I figured everything out. Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(}email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:27 AM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: If you have a tutor... 

Hey Tony, 

I completely slept through my tutor appointment Sunday night and I 
apologize. I was so exhausted from the weekend in Winston Salem where I had 
to share uncomfortable beds and deal with snoring and I really did not 
sleep. I know this is not an excuse but I will not be so careless in the 
future Again, sorry[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email amc .edu> 

Monday, 8:49 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tony Yount 

Picking up my Notebook 

mac.com> 

Hey Tony! 

Sorry I didn’t get back to you right away, I was in a meeting that got out 
at 11:30pm ugh. Are you going to be in your office around 12:30pm? I was 
hoping to stop by after class and pick up my notebook. If you won’t be 
there, do you mind just leaving it on your desk anyways? 

Let me know if this won’t work for some reason! Thanks! 



From: ~emaikunc.edu; 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 9:38 PM 

To: Tony Yount <ton),youn@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: ma~h 

Hey Tony, 

So we got our maria scores back and my final is a 68 which is a D+ My 
professor emailed us and said that "grades were final and no requests will 
be considered/approved" but I am only 2 points away from a C- and thats 
what I need if I ever want to take Math 231 (which I don’t know if I need 
to as a pre-req for the Buisness school if that is even an option anymore) 
Do you think I should email her or is there anything else you think I can 
do to somehow- move my grade up because the D is really killing my GPA. 

Thanks, 



From: ~email.unc.edu; 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Hi Tony 

Hi Tony! 

How are you doing? rm             and I’m one of the incoming freshman 
for the              I’ve been accepted and created my onyen but I 
haven’t signed up for CTOPS because I still need to check when the dates of 
my graduation and prom are Is there anything else I should be doing 
besides signing up for summer courses? Let me know-, thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonFyoun@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

INFORMATIONAL: Nominations tbr the Order of the Grail- Valkyries 

Hello, 

The Order of the Grail-Valkyries is now accepting nominations! Founded 
in 1920 and 1941, the Order of the Grail-Vallu~ ries recognizes students 
of outstanding character who have made significant contributions to our 
university’s academic climate through excellence in scholarship, dynamic 
leadership, and innovative sel-,zice Juniors, seniors, graduate 
students, faculty, and administrators are all eligible for nomination. 

Nominations will close on Tuesday, 

To nominate at1 individual, please follow the link below-: 

OGV Nomination Form 

https://spreadsheets.~oogle.com/viewfonn?hl en&forn~ev dFZOaiVqRmJBTElx,%VcGlaT1FX()INUNEE6MQ#~id 0 

If you have any questions, please feel free to email the 
{~email unc edu). 

’]?his email is sponsored by: The Order of the Grail-Va]kynes 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. To set your in]2mnational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~bellsouth.net> 

Saturday, 10:26 AM 

Tony Yount <ton.5~youn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Volleyball and CTOPS RegiS_ration 

Hey Tony, 

I am in the process right now of trying to register for the session 11 CTOPS, and I finished filling out the wllole thing, mid when I get the option to pay by check!money 

order, an error page comes up. (https:/icf.unc.edu/signup’process check pavment.cfm?pid 720091877&paymentMethod check) So it is not allowing me to finish 

with the registration... I roll keep trying and see if an:dhing ends np working! Thank you for all of the information with this. 

And my UNC emad address is:      ~email.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

To: ~bellsouth.net> 
Sent: Mon, 8:22:55 PM 
Subject: Volleyball and CTOPS Registration 

Congratulations on your admission to Carolina. 

Now we have some things that you need to do, and one of them happens vely quickly - in fact, tiffs Wednesday, 

1. First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID in the University’s computer system. This roll allow yon to register for CTOPS, CaJrolina’s 

freshmen orientation p~ogram that all incoming students mns~ attend during the coming summer. 

CTOPS is a two-day program. There are 16 different sessions during the summer. The coaches have reserved a spot for you in session 11, We chose 
that date because Carolina’s               occurs at the same time and if you’re able to attend session 11 of CTOPS, then you’d only need to make one trip to 

Chapel Hill next summer. We realize that sehi)ol sche&des, thmily vacations, or other tgctors may make that particular date impossible for you, but if you axe able to, 

we’d like tbr you to register tbr that session. Registration tbr CTOPS begins at 9 am this Wednesday,       We can continue to reserve that spot in Session 11 tbr 

you until        but not at:ter that date. 

2. To register for CTOPS, you must have your UNC ONYEN and email established. When that’s done, go to http://my.unc.edu/mid log into the univel5iu’s system 

with your ONYEN and PID. Tile link to register for CTOPS is in your "enrollmen~ portlet. When you have successfiflly registered, please email me and let me know 

whicll session you’re in. Your CTOPS fees will be covered by your scholarship. Expenses for other family members who come with you roll not. Instructions for getting 

your fees covered by the athletic department appear below my contact info. 

Once it is established, I’ll be using your UNC email account for all correspondence going fo~vard. There roll be several more emails coming about preparation for your 

year at Carolina. We’re glad to have you with us. (If you haven’t yet established your UNC email account, please do so by going to onven.unc.edu and get that done. 

Your Personal IDentification number was included in your acceptance letter. If you don’t have that, I can send it lx~ you.) 

Tony Yom~t 

Academic Adviser for 

cell: 

office: 919 962 9535 
email: ton’ys’onnt(~uncaa.unc.edu 

Directions for Registration: 

1. Once enrolh’nent deposit is paid/deferred, the student will need to log into the MyUNC Portal (http://my.unc,edu) to register for Orientation (link is located on the 

student’s Enrollment portlet). 

2. Register for an open session of Orientation if the student has been pre approved for an athletics held seat in a specific session that has been closed/filled, they will 

need to indicate that in the email (presented later) 

3. Once registration is complete, choose the "Pay By Check" option at the end of the registration. 

4. Email newstudents@unc.edu to confirm registration errlai[ will need to contain student’s name, PID, and for which session they need to be registered (if not already in 

that session). For example: 

[ (Insert Name and HD) just registered for the CTOPS session on (Insert Bate). [ will be receiving a full athletics grant in aid. Please recalculate accordingly and let me 

know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my registration. 

5. NSCPP will respond to the student via ernail with a confirmation to include the session, Athletic balance paid, and any charges due for remaining balances (e.g., parents’ 

charges, extra night stays, etc.). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 10:10 PM 

@email .unc.edu 

Re: V~q,AX Baseline Testing 

Happy Birthday 

Tony 

On at 10:02 .A2,A, "vvrote: 

> 

> Tony, 
> Thank you for putting that list together. 
> 

> It seems that at least 4 of them would be available to come at noon. 
> Preferably 4 of the 5 that get done at 11AM. I will assume form this 
> that we will be able to start at 12, let me know if anything else 
> interferes. 
> 

> Thanks -- 
> 
> ’]’he University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> 

> ;@email.unc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>> Duug, 
>> 

>> Please find below a list ufthe freshmen lax girls, and suph 
>> transfer              folluwed by the time that their class 
>> schedule ends on Munday, 
>> 

11:00 am 
not yet scheduled - CTOPS un Thursday & Friday 

>> 

>> 

>> nextweek 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

11:00 am 

11:00 am 

12:50 pm 

11:00 am 

11:00 am 

noun 

>> Looking forward to seeing you all 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> On , at 4:41 P-’vL Doug Halverson wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> I already set the schedule for screenings from 1-5 so I will have 
>>> to check class schedules to find out if our frestmlen can make 
>>> that earlier time slot. I would assume I can find four of them 
>>> to make it but I’ll check with Tony. Hopefully we can make it 
>>> work otherwise we will just have to schedule them at another 
>>> time. The biggest issue will be if one of our girls has a class 
>>> from         on     ’ which would prevent her from making either 
>>> of those time slots. Please make sttre you have leset~zed the 
>>> 12-1:15 tinre slot tmtil I figttre out their schedules. 
>>> Tony, can you confirm the freshmen class schedules yet? I need 
>>> four of thenr to nreet at 12 on Monday,             and then 
>>> the other four need to meet her at 1:15. Let me kmow if their 
>>> class schedules can make this work. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks, 
>>> 

>>> Doug 
>>> 

>>> S. Doug Halverson NE~, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
>>> StaffAthletic Trainer 
>>> Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
>>> University of North Carolina 
>>> Kenan Football Center 
>>> PO Box 2126 
>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
>>> 919-962-8519 (O) 
>>>           (c) 
>>> 919-843-9121 (F) 
>>> 

>>> >>> @email unc edu> ’ 11:11 AM 
>>> >>> 



>>> 

>>> Doug, 
>>> Not everyone has switched over to the new calendar :for the 
>>> concussion 
>>> research lab and as a result we had someone else book it on 
>>> from 2:304:30. I am wondering if we could arrange Jk~r the first 
>>> group 
>>> of 4 to corne 12-1 : 15 and the second group of 4 to come 1 : 15 -2:30. 
>>> This 
>>> way we could still keep the date and what has been scheduled at 
>>> 2:30. 
>>> Let me know as soon as possible. Sorry for the inconvenience. 
>>> __ 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 

>>> " ~email.~mc.edu 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Unspecified Sender 

UNC HONOR CODE Fall2012print.pdf 

Thanks for your message. It is unfortunate that your bu~’ schedule precludes us from talking again, but I understaJld and I share your desire for communicating clearly 

and addressing specific topics. 

During our telephone conversation on September 27, 2012, you indicated that you graduated from the University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. As a student here, 

and then later as an employee of the Academic Support Program tbr Stadent-Athletes (ASPSA) mthin the College of Arts and Sciences, it is my anderstanding that 

you were made aware of the institution’s Honor Code (see http:i/s~udentconduct.unc.edu,’site,~’studentconduct.unc.edu,’files’Fall2012print.pdl" and the attached 2012 

tidl version) at various times. 

Our records indicate that in JanuaD’ 2010, you were provided in-per~n training to be employed as a tutor tbr ASPSA. During this training, you were reminded of the 
) inslitution’s Honor Code, provided a copy of the ASPSA Tutor Handbook [~r~/attaCh~dl which was reviewed with you by representatives fiom ASt SA and the 

compliance office, cautioned on what is and is not acceptable tutoring assis~tance, and provided examples of"academic fraud, unacceptable tutoring practices and extra 

benefits." At the conclusion of your tutor training, you signed and dated an Academic Honesty, Policy ]Nine/attaChed] whereby you confirmed that you "received 

training regarding NCAA and UNC academic assistance policies and regulations, specifically academic fraud and extra benefits" and that yon understood your "role as 

an inslitutionaJ s~taffmember..." and agreed to "adhere to all NCAA, UNC and Academic Support Center policies." 

Our records also indicate that you were provided in-person training to be employed as an academic mentor for ASPSA_ During this training, you were again reminded 

of the institution’s Honor Code and provided a copy of the ASPSA Mentor Handbook IN~niattach~d~. This handbook was reviewed with you by representatives 

from ASPSA and the compliance office, and you were counseled on what is and is not acceptable mentoring assistance. 
Finally, we have a record of an Academic ttonesty Testimonial [N~n atta~d] that you signed on April 16, 2010 to co]Nrm that you did not engage in any form of 

impermissible activity, "neither committed nor witnes~d any academically fraudulent behavior according m NCAA regulations and UNC academic assistaJ~ce policies 

and regulations" and that you "did not engage in NCAA violations and neither gave nor mtuessed the giving of extra benefit(s) according to NCAA regulations as 

stated in the NCAA Manual and presented in training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletic Compliance Office." 

Specifically, did you ever at any time provide any student-athlete any form of academic assistance or extra benefits that may constitute a violation of 
NCAA rules or Universi~ policy’? 
Also, is the Academic Honest3’ Testimonial that you signed on April 16, 2010 a valid and accurate confirmation flint you "neither committed nor 

witnessed any academically fi’audulent bdmvior according to NC_/U~ regulations mid UNC academic assistance policies and regulations" and that you 
"did not engage in NC.~k violations and neither gave nor witnessed the giving of extra benefit(s) according to NC;~ regulations as stated in the 
NC~LA~ Manual and presented in training procedures by the Academic Support Center and Athletic Compliance Office"? 

If you have any questions, concerns or would like to provide any additional i~fformation to me, please don’t hesitate to call. Thank you. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 

(919) 962-4631 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:32 AM 

)elworth@ncaa.org 

Amy Herman <a]schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Oa[Io <athga[Io@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

<bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince I[le <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kevin Best <kbest@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Origgs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge 

<ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu>; Duncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pub[icing Probation ]nformation through Alumni Publication 

Jim, 

Pursuant to Penalty #11(b), found on page 25 of UNC’s Public Infractions Report, I write to inform you that we have chosen the Carolina Alumni Review to satisfy the 

requirement that we annually publicize information about our probation in an alumni publication, 

Below is the text that will appear once annually, for the next three years, in that publication. 

"The UNC football program is on probation until March :[1, 2015 for NCAA violations stemming from three areas 1) a former tutor committing academic fraud with student 

athletes and providing irnpermissib[e benefits; 2) the provision of impermissible benefits to student athletes by various individuals, including sports agents and their 

associates; 3) unethical conduct by a former assistant coach, The penalties in the case included: public reprimand and censure; three years of probation; three year show 

cause penalty for a former assistant football coach; postseason ban for the 2012 football season; reduction of football scholarships by a total of 15 during three academic 

years; vacation of wins during the 2008 and 2009 seasons; a $50,000 fine; disassociation of both the former tutor and a former student athlete who served as an agent 

runner," 

As required by the report, please respond with confirmation that this publication is appropriate and approved by the Committee on Infractions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:37 AM 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Hie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kevin Best < kbest@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: RE: Publicing Probation Information through Alumni Publication 

All, 
See below from time NCAA, We’re good to go with this. 

Amy 

/\ 8~ i~ ¢- I" n" :.: 8 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aischae@uncaa.nnc.edu 

> > > "Elworth, Jim" <jelworth@ncaa.org > 9:34 AM >>> 

Thank you Amy. This language, and the alumni magazine you have chosen for publication, are acceptable to Lbe commiLtee. Thank you for your prompt attention to 

this matter, and please let me know if I can assist you in any other way. 

Jim Etwor’tb 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, 10:32 AM 

To= Elworth, Jim 
Cc; Amy Herman; Larry Gallo; Bubba Cunningham; Vince Ille; Kevin Best; Kathy Griggs; Lance Markos; 
Timmermans 
Subject; Publicing Probation Information through Alumni Publication 

; Paul Pogge; Steve Kirschner; ; Tom 

Jim, 

Pursuant to Penalty #11(b), found on page 25 of UNC’s Public Infractions Report, I write to inform you that we have chosen the Carolina Alumni Review to satisfy the 

requirement that we annually publicize information about our probation in an alumni publication. 

Below is the text that will appear once annually, for the next three years, in that publication. 

"The UNC football program is on probation until March 11, 2015 for NCAA violations stemming from three areas 1) a former tutor committing academic fraud with student 

athletes and providinq impermissible benefits; 2) the provision of impermissible benefits to student athletes by various individuals, including sports agents and their 

associates; -:~) unethical conduct by a former assistant coach. The penalties in the case included: public reprimand and censure; three years of probation; three year show 

cause penalty for a former assistant football coach; postseason ban for the 2012 football season; reduction of football scholarships by a total of 15 durinq three academic 
years; vacation of wins during the 2008 and 2009 seasons; a $50,000 fine; disassociation of both the former tutor and a former student athlete who served as an agent 

runner." 

As required by the report, please respond with confirmation that this publication is appropriate and approved by the Committee on Infractions. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
Bj_~£ ~ k_a_~f~}__u____n__£_a___a__~__u____n__£~_£_d__x ! 
"his email and ar±y attacPments may contain NCAA confidential a~ld privileged i~lfoslllatior±. If you a~e r±ot the intended zecipier’t, 

please notify the sende:L :hmrlediately by £e%L]rrz emaii, Jelete this :~}ssage arid destz)y any co~ies. A:ly dJsseminatio:l or use of 

this information ;)y a person othe~ than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Montgome~; John R ~mon@unc.edu> 

Monday, July 23, 2012 6:54 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@email.unc.edu>; Herman Amy (compliance) <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ille, Vincent Grego~ 

<ille@email.unc.edw,; Steinbacher Rick (mktg) <lsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edu>; GaJlo Larry, 

<athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edw, 

Re: 2012 JDRF Event 

VeD~ good idea. We have lots of requesls each year and Janine handles this for us. I need to get an idea of how many ix:quests we receive. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Ju123, 2012, at 2:59 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac(tbemaJlamc.edu~> wrote: 

I want to centralize auctiolv’donafion requests to one person or depafiment. 

Any recommendations? 

Bubba Cunninghaall 

Director of Athletics 

University- of North Carolina 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Crigler, Lama" <CrigM@LabCorp.com> 

Date: July 23, 2012 2:29:07 PM EDT 

To: "_b___@__b_~_c_~a!__u__~!c:_:_e_a__u_ "~ _b__u___b___b__~_~__c_~__u_!zc_:__e___d____u> 
SuMect: 2012 JDRF Event 

LabCorp is holding its annual JDRF (Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation) event on October 5, 2012 from llam-2pm. We are having 
food and activities such as a dunking booth, bean bag toss, pluck a duck, bungee run, guess how many is the jar, karaoke and a silent 

auction. We are looking for donations for the event from local businesses. We do this yearly; this is our 3rd year in Greensboro. We just 
moved in on June 25, 2010. All proceeds are donated directly to JDRF and LabCorp foots the bill for the food and rental of equipment. We 
have people driving from all across the triad, VA and from the triangle area. Please let me know if you are able to donate tickets or 
memorabilia for us to auction. We will have 500 people attending this event. Feel free to contact me with any questions. Tax ID#: 

JDRF is a 501© (3) tax-exempt corporation. 
Regards, 
[ au ra .[, ( ;rind ~ 
P~,:)},:ct };pecia[i ;t A dmirtis tJ:a~Jc:,~a 
}~o~t ~’2r~d igil[Jnp; 

1701 Pmecroft Road 
(}r~ c~r~sbo:.:), NC -[C; i07 

Tele: 2!,3~; 232 ~;1 [4 

Emai]: Cri£lel@[ ,: b(}ofp.com 

[~i cid:image00! 
.p!lc@0lCB0 
C79.69CB20 

10 

-Tiffs e-mail and any attachments may contain CONFIDENTIAL intbnnalion, including PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION. If you 

are not the intended recipient, any use or disclosure of this intbnnation is STRICTLY PROHIBrFED; you are requested to delete this e-mail 
and any attachments, notify the sender immediately, mid notify the LabColp Privacy ONcer at p_!~y_~2__f_i_i__c__e_!~21_a_b__c_’L?!_?_:_c_’L?_Lr_t, or call (877) 

23-HIPAA / (877) 234-4722. 

<image001 .j pg> 



Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) 962-7853 (office) 
(cell) 

Lance Harkos 
Director of Compliance 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-7259 (office) 
(          ;(cell) 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletics Director 
ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) ???-???? (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Student Affairs 

Student-Athletes 

Basketball - M 
Football 
Field Hockey 

Baseball 
Fencing- M and W 
Soccer - M 
Soccer -W 
Swimming- M and W 

Gymnastics 
Rowing 
Softball 
Tennis - M 
Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 
Track and Field - M and W 
Volleyball 

timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu Wrestling 
(919) 962-7851 (office) 

(cell) 

TBD 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Rules Education 
?@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-4738 (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Golf - M 
Golf-W 
Lacrosse - M 
Lacrosse -W 

............... ! !~ ~cialty areas 

Compliance Audits 
Legislation 
Violations 
Waivers 

Initial Eligibility 
Continuing Eligibility 
APPiGrad Rates 

Contracts 
Sports Camps 
Special Accounts 
Monitoring 
ACS 

Financial Aid 
Agent Program 
Student-Athlete Issues 

Rules Education 

Monitoring 
Student Assistance Fund 

Primary Compliance 
Contact for 

Administrators 
(campus/department) 

General Counsel 
FAR/Faculty Boa rd 
Audit/Advisory 
Student Affairs 

Admissions 
Reg istra r 
Academic Support Center 

Business Office 
Ticket Office 
Strength and Conditioning 
Anthony Travel 
Facilities/Operations 

Scholarship Office 
Cashier’s Office 
Student Stores 
Rams Club (scholarships) 
S-A Development 
Sports Information 
Equipment 
Marketing 

SAAC 
Rams Club (education) 



Amy Herman 
Associate Athletics Director 
ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) 962-7853 (office) 
(cell) 

Lance Harkos 
Director of Compliance 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-7259 (office) 

(cell) 

Paul Pogge 
Associate Athletics Director 
ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu 

(919) ???-???? (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Tom Timmermans 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Student Affairs 

Student-Athletes 

Basketball - M 
Football 
Field Hockey 

Baseball 
Fencing- M and W 
Soccer - M 
Soccer -W 
Swimming- M and W 

Gymnastics 
Rowing 
Softball 
Tennis - M 
Tennis - W 

Basketball - W 
Track and Field - M and W 
Volleyball 

timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu Wrestling 
(919) 962-7851 (office) 

(cell) 

TBD 
Assistant Director of 
Compliance/Rules Education 
?@uncaa.unc.edu 
(919) 843-4738 (office) 
(919) ???-???? (cell) 

Golf - M 
Golf-W 
Lacrosse - M 
Lacrosse -W 

............... ! !~ ~cialty areas 

Compliance Audits 
Legislation 
Violations 
Waivers 

Initial Eligibility 
Continuing Eligibility 
APPiGrad Rates 

Contracts 
Sports Camps 
Special Accounts 
Monitoring 
ACS 

Financial Aid 
Agent Program 
Student-Athlete Issues 

Rules Education 

Monitoring 
Student Assistance Fund 

Primary Compliance 
Contact for 

Administrators 
(campus/department) 

General Counsel 
FAR/Faculty Boa rd 
Audit/Advisory 
Student Affairs 

Admissions 
Reg istra r 
Academic Support Center 

Business Office 
Ticket Office 
Strength and Conditioning 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu> 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry 

Ga[Io <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 

< kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; Duncaa.unc.edu >; Rick 

Steinbacher <rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

<tim mermans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

HS Football Practice On-Cam pus 

Kevin, 

I’ve got a couple of questions, and a couple of answers... 

Questions first! 
1) Do you know the date? Are we talking about a typical high school football game, during the fall? Or is this some "other" sort of event being held this summer? 

2) You say it’s Dematha High School. [ would need confirmation that it’s the actual high school team, not a team that might include students from multiple high schools (e.g., 

like you might find in some of the 7 on 7 leagues that are growing in popularity). 

3) How would something like this mesh with our Facility Policy? Does our policy allow for outside entities such as a high school to utilize the fields? 

4) Monte has a local phone number, so [ am interested to know what his connection is to Dematha. 

And now some answers: 

1) Generally speaking, it is permissible for a scholastic entity to utilize our facilities for practice actb/ities. But the following regulations are in play: 

a. No athletics department staff members or boosters can be involved in the conduct, promotion, or administration of the activity 

b. All department staff can do is supervise the use of the facilities (e.g., your staff being there to assist with any field preparation, etc.) 
2) Additionally, as [ intimated in Question #3 above, such use must obviously fall within our Facility Use Policy. We cannot make any exceptions to our policy for a high school, 

as it would be considered a recruiting offer/inducement to do so. But provided use of the facility is permitted under our policy, and we abide by the policy, it is okay. We also 

need to be able to say that this is an opportunity we would make available to other high schools if we are able to "make it work", as you say. We don’t want to be in the 

position where we have to defend why we let Dematha H.S. practice here, but not some other school that has a similar request. 

3) Depending on the answers to Questions #’s i and 2 above, [ will likely have more information to add, specifically about recruiting restrictions (depending on the recruiting 

calendar of the time in question) and confirmation that we can host such an event (see the bylaw below for the reason [ need clarification on 112). 

So we have a bit of work to do to get there, but it’s definitely do able if everything shakes out... 
Amy 

:[3.1:[ ]..].0 Nor~scho[a~ti¢ Practice or Competitior~ -- Bowl Subdivision Football 

]E" bowi subdivision football, aE" ins~i[utJon [including any ins~i[utJona[ depar[men[ (e.g, ath[e[ics, recreatJona[iin~rar:,’urai)] shall Pot hos~, sponsor or conduc[ a noPscholastic 

footbal[ practice or competition (e.g.: seven on seven events) in whiciq footbail prospective student athletes participate on its campus or at an off campus facility regularly 

used by the institution for practice and/or cor:,’petJ~ion by any of the ins~itutJoP’s sport programs. (Adopr.ed: !/!4/i2; o conr.mr_t s~gned be~bre 8/25,/22 n!oy be hot~ore6~ 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > Kevin Robinson 11:15 AM > > > 

Amy, 

] hope you are well. Marcus Berry with the football program has put an associate of Dematha High School in touch with me about trying to line up somewhere for them to 

practice before a game that they have in the area. His name is Monte Evans, I don’t know how is associated with the school. We can make it work if you say we 

can do it. Thanks for you help. 

Kevin T. Robinson 

Di rector of Facilities 

University of North Carolina Athletic Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

Kevin Robinson <krob@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie 

<ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Creech, Karlton W < kcreech@unc.edu > 

HS Football Practice On-Cam pus 

Kevin, 
I’ve got a couple of questions, and a couple of answers... 

Questions first! 
1) Do you know the date? Are we talking about a typical high school football game, during the fall? Or is this some "other" sort of event being held this summer? 

2) You say it’s Dematha High School. I would need confirmation ttnat it’s the actual high school team, not a team that might include students from multiple high schools (e.g., 

like you might find in some of the 7 on 7 leagues that are growing in popularity). 

3) How would something like this mesh with our Facility Policy? Does our policy allow for outside entities such as a high school to utilize the fields? 

4) Monte has a local phone number, so I am interested to know what his connection is to Dematha. 

And now some answers: 

1) Generally speaking, it is permissible for a scholastic entity to utilize our facilities for practice activities. But the following regulations are in play: 

a. No athletics department staff members or boosters can be involved in the conduct, promotion, or administration of the activity 

b. All department staff can do is supervise the use of the facilities (e.g., your staff being there to assist with any field preparation, etc.) 
2) Additionally, as I intimated in Question #3 above, such use must obviously fall within our Facility Use Policy. We cannot make any exceptions to our policy for a high school, 

as it would be considered a recruiting offer/inducement to do so. But provided use of the facility is permitted under our policy, and we abide by the policy, it is okay. We also 

need to be able to say that this is an opportunity we would make available to other high schools if we are able to "make it work", as you say. We don’t want to be in the 

position where we have to defend wtny we let Dematha H.S. practice here, but not some other sctnool that has a similar request. 

3) Depending on the answers to Questions #’s i and 2 above, I will likely have more information to add, specifically about recruiting restrictions (depending on the recruiting 

calendar of the time in question) and confirmation that we can host such an event (see the bylaw below for the reason I need clarification on #2). 

So we have a bit of work to do to get there, but it’s definitely do able if everything shakes out... 

Amy 

1311110 Nonscho[astic Practice or Competition -- Bowl Subdivision Footba[[o 

In bowi subdivision football, an institution [including any institutional department (e.g., atinletics, recreationaljntramura[)] sinai[ not host, sponsor or conduct a nonschoiastk 

foorbali practice or competition (e.g., seven on se-’en events) in which footba[I prospective student athletes participate on its campus or ar an off campus facility !eguiady 

used by {he insJ {ution for practice and/or compe{ition by any of the instku {ion’s sport programs (Adopte~d: i/24/1Z a contt,act sign.ed before 8/15/11 m,’_b, be honored) 

/\ t’q }~, < I" ~:" :.: t’, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Kevin Robinson !11:15 AM >>> 

Amy, 

I hope you are well, Marcus Bern! with the football program has put an associate of Dematha High Sctnool in touch with me about trying to line up somewhere for them to 

practice before a game that they have in the area. His name is Monte Evans, I don’t know how is associated with the school, We can make it work if you say we 

can do it. Thanks for you help, 

Kevin T. Robinson 

Di rector of Facilities 

University of North Carolina Athletic Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:24 AM 

Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu > 

]lie, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Larry Ga[Io <athga[[o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >;                 @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Solicitation on Twitter 

Hoots, 
Just an FYI that this organization is tweeting a bunch of our guys trying to encourage them to come to their fundraising event. It’s likely that the guys are all going to be gone, 
but just wanted it to be on you all’s radar.,, Please mention it to the guys, and if any of them DO have any interest in attending, let’s talk about it to be sure they are following 
proper procedure (assuming that the organizers might be willing to give them free admission, etc.). 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Justin Watts View Account 
Team!Squad: 

From Account: Justin Watts (Justin Watts) 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Fo[Iowers=15,784, Following=599, Number of Tweets=6,279 
Maybe "@J4K!~:@MyNameisJWatts Represent it this Friday @ our all white event! hope to see you and your friends there[ h~pY~ co/9NR1CtuN" 
View Messaqe 

kJnk: httpJ/t.ce/9N R 1CtuN 
kJnk: http:/&ce/9N R 1GtuN 
Keywords: http, kids, white, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, N C 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wed nesd ay, 10:24 AM 

Eric Hoots < ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince ]lie <i[le@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Gnggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos < markos@uncaa.unc.edu >                  @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Solicitation on Twitter 

Hoots, 
Just an FYI that this organization is tweeting a bunch of our guys trying to encourage them to come to their fundraising event. It’s likely that the guys are all going to be gone, 
but just wanted it to be on you all’s radar.,, Please mention it to the guys, and if any of them DO have any interest in attending, let’s talk about it to be sure they are following 
proper procedure (assuming that the organizers might be willing to give them free admission, etc.). 
Thanks, 
Amy 
Justin Watts View Account 
Team!Sauad: 

From Account: Justin Watts (Justin Watts) 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Fo[Iowers=15,784, Following=599, Number of Tweets=6,279 
Maybe D@J4K!d~:@MyNameisJWatts Represent it this Friday @ our all w~!te event[ hope to see you and your friends there! h~p://t co/gNR1CtuND 
View Messaqe 

kJnk: httpJ&ce/9NR1CtuN 
kJnk: http:/&ce/9N R 1GtuN 
Keywords: http, kids, white, 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, N C 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesd ay, 10:40 AM 

jbeall@ncaa.or9 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bubba Cunningham 

< bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu >; Vince llle <ille@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kathy Griggs < kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

< markos@uncaa.unc.edu >; @uncaa.unc.edu >; Paul Pogge < ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Sylvia Hatchell 

<shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 

< tim merm ans@uncaa.unc.edu >; Brad Hostetter < bhostetter@theacc.or9 >; Thorp, Holden < holden thorp@u nc.edu >; Lissa 

Broome <lissa broome@unc.edu > 

Response to UNC Letter of Inquiry (53223) 

Shoot-A-Way.corn Response.pdf; NC Chapel Hill 53223 inquiry.pdf 

.lane, 

Please see attached, and let me know Jf you have any further questions, 

Thanks, 
Amy 

..",.~ ~ ".l c~’~" ~ ~ 
Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
PC) Box 2126 
Chapel tIill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 8:49 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edtv~ 

MATH tutoring 

.edu> 

In order to make your tutor sessions with     more productive,     needs a heads up about what you’re going to be working on in that week’s session. Please go on 

blackboard and copy- and email to me whatever i~fformation you have about the assignments from blackboard so that I can send them on to      Please do this at 

least 24 hours BEFORE your tutoring session so that     has time to figure out the math involved and be ready to help you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 4:13 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: CTOPS registration 

Thanks for that heads up. I forwarded your email to Coach Shelton and I"m sure she’ll contact the appropriate officials in admissions 

On           , at 2:47 PM,              wrote: 

Hey Tony-! 

I’ve been trying to register for CTOPS- and it’s a good thing that you are holding that stx~t open/br me, because I’m not able to register. After several 

phone calls with admissions, it rams out that I still have the s~tus of an applicant, so I cannot register or create an ON’r~N, either. The man at 

admissions said tbr you to call admissions help if you guys needed any help or had any questions. Is there anything that I c~m do to help change my status 

to admitted i:aster? 

Thanks for all of your help, 

--- On Moll, , Tony Yomlt <tonyyount@uncaa. une. edu> wrote: 

From: Tony Yount <toiwyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: CTOPS registration 

To: 

Cc: "Karen Shelton" <kcs@uncaa.unc.edt~- 
Date: Monday,                 12:17 PM 

Ladies, 

Here are better directions for the CTC)PS registration process. I hope this is helpful. 

Tony 

CTC)PS DIRECTIONS: 
Here is what you will need to do: 
1. Go to http:llm¥.unc.eduh Once you are on the page, you will need to click the "sign in" button on the right hand side. You will then need to enter 
the Onyen (username) you created and your password. 

*if you do not have your usemame and password, visit onven.unc.edu and follow instruction to "create your onyen/password" 
2. A new screen appears and about halfway down the page in the middle, there will be a section titled "Enrollment". Right underneath, that title, it will 
have another subsection titled "Orientation". Click on the link to "CTOPS and TTOPS Orientation". 
3. A new screen, entitled Carolina Orientation, appears. Please lead and complete all information. Select the session that I emailed about earlier, 
or another if you are unable to attend the one when we are holding a spot for you. 

4. You will have to fill out the information completely and also put down the information for anyone who will be attending orientation with you (i.e. your 
mom, dad, sister, brother, whomever) and you should also include if they would like to stay on campus during your Orientation. 

5. After you have completed the final page of the registration form, you will be presented with a page summarizing all of your registration information. 
Please be sure to review the summary page for any errors that need to be corrected. The summary page will also list the total fee due 
for your summer orientation registration. 

Don’t pick lemons. 

See all the new 2007 cars at Yahoo! Autos. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton)~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:32 PM 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edtr’~ 

Schedule 

Here it is: 

Let me know if changes need to be made. 

About the BUSI tutors for 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:10 AM 

Kristen Carr <ckristen@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Jenn Cook <cookj@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jenny Levy 

<uncMax@uncaa. unc.edu> 

After falling fax shofi of study hall hours last weeL 

She needs a wake up call before things slip away. 

Tony 

~as a no- show at her EXSS tutor session last night. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

Fall ~mester 

I hate to have to ask you to do this but it is necessary. Apparently, the reason that your fall grades fron          lave not poffted is that we have no official transcrint 

from         Lat lists fal     grades. Susan Maloy and Lmlce Markos in our compliance once have asked that you get another official transcript fiom        so 

that we can properly credit you for hours earned last fall. Please request that transcript as quickly as possible. 

When you get the transcript in the mail, do not open it. Bring the unopened env 



From: Tow Yount<ton3~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:02 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Thalks 

On 

glad you got that taken care o£ When yon make your travel plans, it would be great to build about 90 minutes in for a meeting Sunday evening, Jun 

at 2:21 PM,         vrote: 

Dear Toll},, 

I have registered for the CTOPS session 2 ( 

earl}, to meet mad talk atxmt class registration’! 

b. Should we come down 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

--~gang@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 10:03 PM 

Jeongok.Logm~@notit~.unc.edu; Yount, Tony’ <tonyyounl@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Seeking Korem~ Participants (ages 21-60) 

Are you Korean and between 21-60 years of age? 

Then you may be eligible to participate in a research study to help us 
learn about risk factors for hypertension and arterial stiffness. 

Participation in the study will take approximately 2hours. 

We will ask you to complete questionnaires about your general health, 
stress, coping, and emotions. 
And we will: 
1. Take your height, weight, and blood pressure. 
2. Place small sensors on your skin to determine your arterial pulse and 
measure the electrical activity of your heart (EKG) 
3. Provide you with $30 in cash 

There are no needles or blood draws! 

For more reformation, please call or email: Jeongok Logan, MSN, RN 
gang@email.unc.edu) 

Support for this prc~ject is provided by National Research Service Award 
(NRSA), National Institute uftleaIth (N]E[I), and the Biobehaviura[ 
Laboratury at 
the Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hil[ 

’]7his study was approved by the Public Health-Nursing IRB on March, 15, 
2010 (The IRB approval number: 09-1431) 

’]7his email is sponsored by: UNC at Chapel tli]l 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those whu have indicated 
that the?" do want to receive mass email. Tu set your iN2mnational mass 
email preference, [ugon tu the un-line directory web site at 
https://dir.unc.edu/diriupdate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:49 AM 

~email.~mc.edu 

http://careers.unc.edu/aboumcs/s~ffhtml 

Find Ga~ Miller and schedule ma appointment and get credit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, ::05 PM 

@email .unc.edu 

https:#s4.its.unc.edu/sis~a&n/xfereq.hUnl 



From: Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:39 AM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

I feel like a pinball. 

Barbara says that Rocky- Horton should fix it. Sometimes its really good to be one of the little people, 

Tony 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 
Date:              4:03:05 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 

Tony 

I don’t know how this happened, because it’s correct aU the way through SSII on SIS-so it must have happened in the migration. Can’t Rocky Horton [:ix 

it? He works in OUR! 

8arbara I.ucido 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

]he University of North (;arolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts & Sciences and General College 

2[002 Steele Building; CB g:].IO 

Chapel Hill, NC 2759{-?-31:[0 

Phone: (919) 843-334.1 Fax: (9.19) 962-6888 

Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:38 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: Fwd: 

Barbara, 

Another PeopleSoft issue. Apparently, in the transition from SIS to PeopleSoft,                ’s EXSS Sports Admin Concentration was dropped. 

informs me that she still intends to pursue the Sport Admin concentration. From the email below, it appears the the Sport Admin info was 

dropped. It sill appears correctly in SIS. Susan Maloy suggested that I email you to be sure the PeopleSoft is properly updated. 

Thank you. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Susan B. Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:              2:17:11 PM EDT 
To: "Tony Yount" <~t~9~~~n~yy~~~~~~u~~~~n~~~t~@~~u~~~~n~~~~c~~~a~~~~a~~~~~u~~~~n~~~c~~~.~~e~~~~d~~~~u~~> 
Subject: Re: 

You may want to call Barbara Lucido to be sure that PeopleSoft is updated to reflect her correct major. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >          2:00 PM > > > 

I just talked with      . She is still an EXSS Sport Admin Concentration. It still shows that on SIS and we don’t know why it would have been changed in 

Connect Carolina. She has made no change and intends to stay in Sport Admin 
Tony 

On            , at 1:45 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Tony, 
Do you know anything about this change? 
Susan 

From: "Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@emaiLunc:edu> 
Date:               1:13:17 PM EDT 
To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Lineberry, Crystal Nolan" <._cJj__n____e____b___e___r___ry@unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Hi Susan, 

It looks like the Sport Admin. Concentration was dropped from her program plan stack. Should she now be certified based on the standard EXSS 

major or was this an error? Thanks 

Rocky James Horton 



Degree Audit and NCAA Compliance Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 

<imageOOl.png> 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ~: 16 PM 

To: ~carolina.rr.com 

Subject: inib 

Hi 

So good to meet ruth you and your parents this weekend. Here are some links that you mind find useful. 

First of all, you already have a PID - Here it is: 

And on your page in ConnectCarolina, it looks like you roll be able to register for classes beginning on So that’s much better than I thought when me met 

yesterday. 

Since you have a PID, you should be able to to to this site mad mid create your UNC onyen, email address mid password so that you cml start using the UNC system. 

https://onyen.unc.edw’cgi- bi~/unc idiser~’ices 

click that you agree and then enter the required information mid Create your onyen and email. 

The link m the First Year Guide is here: 
advi~ing~nc.edui         G~i~ 
the last 2 pages have the testing, placement, and AP credit intbrmation. Your AP US and AP English scores are already in the system, as is your SAT Math results. 

So what we’ll be able m do after the other students have registered in early November is look m see what classes are still open and have you ready to register by 
) ¯ You should read the info carefully that will be sent when your admissions letter an-ives, t ay close attention to maything about Academic Advising. You’ll need to 

have some contact ruth them before you are allowed to register, and we’ll want to get that done before 



FlrOln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday 8:04 PM 

kcs@uncaa.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Math course 

Coach, 

One thing I should have added to our discussion and to Coach’s email is this: If the decision is that you will graduate in Dec.     without the SOCI degree, we must 

save the MATH class for fall of     so that you will have one course in your final semester that is degree applicable. After the spring semester, your I       degree 

will be finished except for that course. Adding the SOCI major as soon as the decision is made, would eliminate that issue and you could take MATH in summer 

school 

Tony 



From: Tow Yount<ton3yount@uncaa’unc’edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:37 Plvl 

To: @email .unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 

just come by tomonow - we’ll go downstairs and ask you some tough questions 

On , at 12:07 PM, vrote: 

hey "tow, 

so i emailed     md she hasnt gotten back to me yet. can you do me a 

favor? if she is in her office when your axe at your office con you ask her 

if she roll be available tomorrow at like 10:40? im going to come over to 

see you so if shes there i would like to talk to her’. 

Thaaks, 



From: Tony Yount<ton3~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday, ~ 3:18 PM 

To: @em~Jl.nnc.edu 

Subject: Re: Books 

Dear Miss 

If yon would take the time to read the whole email, your question would be answered. 

"2. SPRING BOOK PURCHASE 
For those on book scholarship - Compliance folks will be on the 5th floor of the AC beginning 

¯ 

. " 

" " k " They’ will be there the same hours dunng the following wee . 

On , at 2:17 PM, wrote: 

from 10 - 2, to approve book purchase forms. 

Tony, 

My flight is scheduled to not get back here until the’ I was 

just wondering how an11 will get my books because I will miss the date 

compliance is sigxling the forms. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 3:20 PM 

To: ~emml.nnc.edu 

Subject: Re: Books 

Dear Miss, 

If you would take the time to read the whole email, your question would be answered. 

"2. SPRING BOOK PURCHASE 

For those on book scholarship - Compliance folks roll be on the 5th floor of the AC beginning Jan 7. from 10 - 2, to approve book purchase forms. 

They will be there the same hours during the tbllowing week. " 

The words "beginning Jan 7" and "the stone hours.., the Ibllowing week." would be the relevmat words in these instances. 

I hope that you read questions on your exoalls more thoro 

On            , at 2:17 PM,      wrote: 

Tony, 

My flight is sche&lled to not get back here until the 9tJ1 of January. I was 

just wondering how am I roll get my books because I roll miss the date 

compliance is signing the tbrms. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

To: ~gmaJl.com 

Subject: Worksheet ? 

Just checking worksheets. Wanted to be sure that you have a plan for completing your lab science, and your foreign language Gen College requirements. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:00 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: AC Open til 11 

He?" 

Just got your 2nd email. That’s good news. What’s the new grade? 

I jus~t looked at your spring ,schedule. Do you intend to drop one of those classes? That is a very heavy load, ruth some travel and heavy lax responsibilities on you? 

Let me know if you’re planning to drop one of those. 

On at 9:42 AM, ~email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Sony to bother you on break but I just leceived a grade in my port    that I do not think is correct, I got a C~ while     with very, similar grades and 

less participation in class received a B ~, I don’t know what I got on the final but I don’t think I did poorly enough to get a C~, I emailed my teacher but 

he said he doesn’t like to discuss grades over email and said I could come taJk to him when school starts, but if he did make a mistake, could a change to 

my grade be made at this time? 

Sorry again, hope your having a good break! 

....... Original Message ...... 

From: Tony Yoant 

To: Undisclosed-recipieats: <~; 

Subject: AC Open Ill 11 

Sent:           4:25 PM 

5th floor should be open unlil 11 for s~dy beginning Wed - Friday, and then Sun - Wed of ne,’d week. 

Sent via BlackBeny from T-Mobile 



From: Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:46 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tx~oks 

firfft time heeaing that from a~yone - I doubt that is the case. I roll forwmd to Amy Hemlan for advice. 

On , at 4:40 PM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, my books tbr the fall have yet to be paid. Is that across the 

board for students-athletes? Thanks. Hope you are having a wonderful break! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Grade still missing 

Business school is notoriously late with grades. No surprise there. Have just a bit of patience. 

On            , at 11:47 AM.      ., wrote: 

had a great semester grade wise 

Tony, 

Hey! SoW to bug you, but two things, first -- I got a B in Adv. 

Micro!!!!’. Dang! All that work on the final and paper must’ve helped 

somehow. And second, my grade tbr BUSI    is still missing, I’ve emaJled 

the professor twice about it. Let me know if there’s anything I can do. 

Thmlks! 



FrO]Ill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony YounV4on?youut(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, December 22, 2010 12:35 PM 

ai schae@uncaa, unc.edu 

Re: Question 

Am?~ 

has earned 112 hours through fall 2010, and is registered for 15 more in the spring. She will complete her requirements in May. 

On Dec 22, 2010, at 12:09 PM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Carl you confirm that 
will complete her remaining coursework in the spring? 

Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 4:23 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: ulxtated list of majors 

almost done ruth the academic repo(t for Jenny. All that is in there, and I’ll include you on the email. Majors are listed on the garde 

On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of: Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:42 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: ulxtated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors, Connect Cm~olina is a disaster, 

On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of: Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(919) 962-0612 (tax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:43 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: ulxtated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors. Connect Carolina is a disaster, old forms don’t work anymore. We are struggling 

with providing information accurately and in good form. This isn’t it, but it is 

On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

19191 962-7259 Iofficel 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut@uncaa.unc.edu;" 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:43 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: updated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors. Connect Carolina is a disaster, old forms don’t work anymore. We are struggling 

with providing information accurately mid in good form. This isn’t it, but it is the most updated list available. 









On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy (particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

19191 ~bZ-Ub12 ItaxJ 

TarHeelBlue.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut@uncaa.unc.edu;" 

Thursday, December 30, 2010 8:44 PM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: updated list of majors 

Figured out a quicker way 

As mmoying as this is, here is the most olticlal, and updated list of declared majors. Connect Carolina is a disaster, old forms don’t work anymore. We are struggling 

with providing information accurately mid in good form. This isn’t it, but it is the most updated list available. 









On Dec 30, 2010, at 3:14 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

Hey - 

Happy new year to you. I hope all is well. 

I’m trying to finalize the bios for the 2011 women’s lax media guide. Could you please send me an update list of majors for the women’s lacrosse team. 

I also could use a list of who made Dean’s List and ACC Honor Roll, if you have that handy {particularly Dean’s List). 

Thanks - talk to you soon. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

U NC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

i919i 962-0 12 ira×) 
TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 1:40 AM 

gfnlton@ uncaa.unc.edu; kc@uncaa.unc.edu 

updated liszt 

Coaches, 

The Academic Report that I sent to you yesterday or the day before did not include           aame on the Dean’s list. She is on the Dean’s List and had an 

outstanding semester. One of he1          grades posted ve~ late and I forgot to add her to the list once that grade poffted. 

Sor~ for that mistake. The new and updated report is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:59 PM 

;kenan- flagler.unc.edu 

Re: Registration help 

SolD" you dropped it. Porter was just tlying to reduce his class size. The course with him isn’t h~xd. 

On          , at 10:45 AM,.             wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hope you had a wonderful Christmas and New Year. 

A few weeks ago, I received an email from Prof. Porter where he explained that his Afam :ourse was very challenging and was not a good choice 

for a non-major who was just trying to fulfill the US diversity requirement (this was precisely my case). So, I decided to drop that class. 

The alternative I have been looking at is M USC    (I                  which was only offered to part-time students at first. Now, the Connect 

Carolina portal says that "Restrictions have been partially removed to allow full-time students to register" but it still won’t let me do so. I was hoping 

you knew why this is and if there is anything we can do that will let me enroll in this class. I need this course to graduate in May. 

Thank you for your help and kind regards, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tom~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 11:00 PM 

enan- flagler.unc.edu 

Re: Registration help 

SolD" you dropped it. Po(ter was just trying to reduce his class size. The course ruth him is~ft hard. Usually, they roll let you register for the MUSC courses ruth 

section numbe~     ast within the week before class. Try it again tomorrow, and if you can’t register tomorrow, then eln~il the prof mid ask when it will open up. 

sections are part of the ~qnd the restrictions should be gone soon, but the prof could tell you what you need 

On , at 10:45 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I hope you had a wonderful Christmas and New Year. 

A few weeks ago, I received an email from Prof. Porter where he explained that his Afarr :ourse was very challenging and was not a good choice 

for a non-major who was just trying to fulfill the US diversity requirement (this was precisely my case). So, I decided to drop that class. 

The alternative I have been looking at is MUSC                       , which was only offered to part-time students at first. Now, the Connect 

Carolina portal says that "Restrictions have been partially removed to allow full-time students to register" but it still won’t let me do so. I was hoping 

you knew why this is and if there is anything we can do that will let me enroll in this class. I need this course to graduate in May. 

Thank you for your help and kind regards, 



From: Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wedne sday, 12:17 PM 

To: ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: & textbooks. 

Hadn’t thought of that, but I’m sure her parents could order pickup and shipping of the package via UPS or FedEx. 

On , at 10:07 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of the scholarship budget. 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <]:__k_4_kj___O___R__]}_O__[~@__s__t£4_r_e:£_n___c_:_e___d_£ > 8:34 AM >>> 

Sure - yOkE Can give me the books needed and address and I’tl take care of it on rny end; wotYt need a signature your authorization is good enough. 

You are ok w!us charging the athletic office the postage fee.> I’ll email you the receipt. 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

A/R Supervisor, Student Stores 

(919) 962-2412 
(919} 962-9722 fax 
tmhorton@store.unc.edu 
"Never underestimate [he power of words.. They can eleva[e the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fwd: & textbooks. 

Toni, 
Is there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine? 

Amy 

> >> Tony Yount <.t__o__[ly__,y___o___u__r_Lt__@_flLT_La_j_L_c__o__[:O.> : 

Amy, 

10:39 AM > > > 

will be missing the first 2 weeks of class through with the . She emailed me this morning asking 

about textbooks, Obviously she’d like to have them in so that she can do the reading and keep up in her classes, Can I go to the store and get her 

textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to her by FedEx? 

Tony 



From: Tony, Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To: ~emaJl. unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: & textbooks. 

Student Stores will package your textbooks and send them to you, but athletics can’t pay for that out of scholarship budget. Would your parents be willing to order a 

UPS pickup and shipment to you 

We would need the exact address for you for deliveu. I’m working on this ruth Amy, now. Let me know if your parents are rolling. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:              10:07:08 AM MST 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: RE:          & textbooks. 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of the scholarship budget. 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <TMHORTON@store.unc.edu > 8:34 AM >>> 

Sure- you can give me the books needed and address and Iql take care of it on my end; won’t need a signature your authorization is good enough. 

You are ok w/us charging the athletic office the postage fee? I’ll email you the receipt. 

t h i~ n ks 

Toni Horton 

AiR Supervisor, Student Stores 

(9:19} 962-24.:12 

(9:19) 962-9722 fax 

tmhodon @_stom.u nc.edu 
"Never underestimate the. power of words.. They can elevate 1he spirit or wound 1he soul" 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, [ 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fwd: k textbooks. 

Toni, 
Is there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine’? 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tony.yount@qmail.com > 

Amy, 

1_0:39 AM > > > 

MII be missing the first 2 weeks of class through She emailed me this morning asking 
about textbooks. Obviously she’d like to have them in    ;o that she can do the reading and keep up in her classes. Can l go to the store and get her 

textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to her by FedEx? 

Tony 



From: Ton’,, Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 12:22 PM 

To: ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 1 & texth)oks. 

0 

working, on a book list now 

at 10:20 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

through Friday. Will be in the office Satmflay and hope to have this finalized by then. 

Yes, I think it would be cleaner if the student athlete were to pay for the shipping. I11 check with Toni and see how we can make that work. 

In the meantime, can you be putting together a list of the books sine needs? I ttnink I’ll be able to send that list to Toni and she will collect the books and ship 

them for us (assuming we get the shipping part figured out). 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >         12:18 PM > > > 

Hadn’t thought of that, but I’m sure her parents could order pickup and shipping of the package via UPS or FedEx. Would that work? 

Ot at 10:07 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of time sctnolarstnip budget, 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <:[}_M___U__O____R__T___O____N___@__s__t__o__E_e_:_U__L~__q~&_d__u__> ::34 AM > > > 

Sure-- you can give me the books needed and address and I’1f take care ot:it on my end; won’t need s signature your authorization is 

good enough. You are ok w/us charging the athletic office the postage fee? rll email you the receipt. 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

AiR Supervisor, StudenL Stores 

{919) 962--2412 

(919) 962-9722 fax 

t mhorton ~,store.unc.ed u 
"Never underestimate the power of words_ They can elevate the spirit or wound the soul" 

From: Amy Herman [mailto:ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fwd: Malmberg & textbooks, 

Toni, 
Is there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine? 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <_Lo_£~_X=y__o___u_EL@_g_r_D~[jLc___o___r[!> 

Amy, 

10:39 AM >>> 

will be missing the first 2 weeks of class through She emailed me this 

morning asking about textbooks, Obviously she’d like to have them in so that she can do the reading and keep up in her classes. Can I go 

to the store and get her textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to her by FedEx? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:43 AM 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Malmbe~ & textbooks. 

I talked       nto coming to Chapel Hill this weekend, meeting her professors on the first 2 days of class, and flying tc    on Wednesday. No need for special book 

arrangements. She will get them herself. Its better for her to see her profs before leaving and 

On           . at 10:33 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Once she gets the book list done, forward it to me, along with her schedule, so I can have Shelly/Erin confirm that we can pay for them all. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 12:22 PM > > > 

is working on a book list now. I’m in %qll be in the office Saturday and hope to have this finalized by then. I’ve asked 

to check with her parents about paying for the shipping. I’ll update you when I hear back from her. 

On at 10:20 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Yes, I think it would be cleaner if the student athlete were to pay for the shipping. I’ll check with Toni and see how we can make that work. 

In the meantime, can you be putting together a list of the books she needs? I think I’ll be able to send that list to Toni and she will collect the 

books and ship them for us (assuming we get the shipping part figured out). 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu >          2:18 PM > > > 

Hadn’t thought of that, but I’m sure her parents could order pickup and shipping of the package via UPS or FedEx. Would that work? 

Or ., at 10:07 AM, Amy Herman wrote: 

Tony, 

How are you proposing that we would pay to ship the books to her? What budget? We can’t do it out of the scholarship 

budget. 

Amy 

> > > "Horton, Toni (Student Stores)" <][__M___F:!_O____R__T___O____N__@_s__t__o__E_e_:_U__LtC_:g(_[_u_> 8:34 AM > > > 

Sure- you can give me the books needed and address and Iql take care of it on my end; won’t need a signature your 

authorization is good enough. You are ok w!us charging the athletic office the postage fee? Iql email you the receipt 

thanks 

Toni Horton 

AiR Supervisor, Student Stores 

(919) 962-2412 
(919) 962-9722 fax 
trnhotton@slore~unc~edu 
"Never underestimate 1he power of words.. They can elevale the spirit or wound the souF 

From: Amy Herman rmailto:aischae@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday 9:24 PM 
To: Toni Horton 
Subject: Fw~ ~ textbooks, 

Toni, 

[s there a way we can make this work from your perspective if I authorize it from mine? 

Amy 

> > > Tony Yount <tony.vount@omail.com > 
Amy, 

10:39 AM >>> 

will be missing the first 2 weeks of class through . She 

emailed me this morning asking about textbooks. Obviously she’d like to have them it"    o that she can do the reading and 

keep up in her classes. Can I go to the store and get her textbooks for her, or one of her teammates? Can we ship them to 

her by FedEx? 

Tony 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday,. 11:26 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

Re: COMM 

I don’t know anything about screen wriling but it sounds like a time intensive course to take. I just talked with Molly Bancroft in the COMM department and they have 

nothing open. I’ve been so swamped this morning that I haven’t been able to look for classes. I’ll do that later this evening. You could go to COMM : md tell me 
what you th 

On            at 10:26 AM                 wrote: 

Tony. My Intemet is down at the moment mid I am about to go to math class at 10. I had signed up for comm _ :lass. I was 
wondering if you had any ideas for a class, or ifI should continue to take it even though it is tb~ ttope you had a good break! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, January. 11, 2011 11:18 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: 12-Hour Report and Holds Report 

Good luck with that. I talked with Sarah Jacobson in Advising and asked her where studems would actually be able to see eviden 

On Jan 11,2011, at 11:12 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Thanks. [ will update this once I am able to see verification of graduation in Connect. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwou nt@uncaa.unc.edu > 1/11/2011 10:50 AM > > > 

Hey Susan, 

Probably not a big issue, but from the 12 hour report 

graduated and aren’t here anymore, 

Tony 

have all 

On Jan 11, 2011, at 10:15 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Good Morning All, 

Attached is this morning’s 12 hour report and holds report. Obviously there are a number of students on the list who are no longer enrolled 

or graduated, Once we receive Change of Status forms, this will be cleaned up, Just you can sift through those names for now. 

Also, I am home today since the kids are off, If you need anything, give my cell phone a call. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@uncaa,unc,edu 

<l.ll.ll.xlsx> < Holds 1.11.11.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, : 18 PM 

~email .unc.edu 

j sagula@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Study Hall 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

Susan, 

Can we send underload approvals via email without a human signature? I 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wical, Lora" <wical@unc.edu> 
Date:                12:39:50 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Glenn (Ath Academic Counselor)" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: 

Attached is documentation regarding degree requirements and her request for a senior underload, 

Lora Wical 

Lora Wical :.: Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 .:. McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 .. tel 919.962.3170 .. fax 919.962.6964 
wical(i~,unc.edu :. w~v.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

t_.o__c_’ /,~o~:, l~ I\:’>:¸ ~i0~. ~ ~3 ¸.39’¸54 -04~0 ’?S?2~;t.~V?.~::s 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday ~:38 PM 

To: sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re 

I don’t tlfink    s required mlymore and I believe that change applies to cunent students. That’s the concensus of my buddies over here. It is not listed on the new 

worksheet. And according to Lords letter for     , she doesn’t indicate that she needs it. I will ask     ’ to get a signature for the underload. 

On, at 2:30 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

It was always be preferrable to have a signature, So if she can get it, that would probably be best, By your review, does she not need BUS[ 

only course that I show she is missing as it relates to this letter. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > " 

has a hard copy, but it was also not signed. " 

12:23 PM >>> 

r can get a signature tomorrow if its needed. 

Thatisthe 

On at 2:17 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Is there any reason why Lora Wical did not sign it? I guess this is alright since it came from her email. Thanks. 

> > > Tony Yount <tonwount@uncaa.unc.edu > 12:54 PM > > > 

Susan, 

Can we send underload approvals via email without a human signature? Is this sufficient for 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Wical, Lora" <wical@unc.edu> 
Date                12:39:50 PM EST 
To: "Yount, Glenn (Ath Academic Counselor)" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: 

Attached is documentation regarding degree requirements and her request for a senior underload. 

Lora Wical 

Lora Wical :. Senior Associate Director of Advising and Administration, BSBA Program 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School Campus Box 3490 .: McColl Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599=3490 .. tel 919.962.3170 ... fax 919.962.6964 

wical(~),unc.edu .:. ~’~.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

i!ii/~ ~i~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~iii~¸~i~ ~ ~ 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 19, 2011 9:25 AM 

To: Lacrosse 

Subject: Tutors 

Ladies~ 

Tutoring schedules are being formed now. If you already know that you’d like to work ruth a tutor regularly this semester, let me know asap so we can get you into t]m 

system. When you email or text, include tke class number, the section number, and the night that you’d prefer. 

I roll be out of the office tomon~ow morning until 11 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 8:55 PM 

~email. unc.edu; ~berkeley.edu; 

meeting time 

~email.~mc.edu 

Ladie~ 

I have all tJle freshmen ,scheduled now, so I’d like to set meeting times for each of you next week 



Flmln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,               9:13 PM 

@email.unc.edu; ~berkeley.edu 

meeting time 

~email.unc edu 

Ladies~ 

I have all the freshmen scheduled now, so I’d like to set meeting times for each of you next week if you’d log on to FB chat when you take a s~aldy break and let’s pick 

a time 

are already 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:33 PM 

j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu 

Sophomore appts 

Coach, 

AppoinUnents ruth all set for ne~ week 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 3:52 PM 

Erica Behm <ebehm@email.tmc.edu> 

EXSS 

Tutor Session with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 4:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Jan Mann <j aJlmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject" 

Tony Yount ~ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:19 PIVl 

~email.unc.edu> 

Jan Mann ~,jmamann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutor 

EXSS    tutoring with on Monday nights at 7 pm this semester 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Fridav. 4:21 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: BUSI 

Tutoring for BUSI    wifll on Wednesday 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, 4:22 PM 

To: ~email. unc.edtr~ 

Subject: EXSS 

Tutoring for EXSS    with 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, ~:23 PM 

To: ~emaJl .unc.edu"~ 

Subject: ENGL and ENGL 

Tutoring for both classes witll 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:53 PM 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@ancaa.unc.edu> 

Drop deadline and study hall 

Ladies, 

Tomorrow, Monday is the last day to drop classes online. Check with me first. Under no circumstances can you drop below 12 hours. 

Tutoring, also begins this week. I emailed appt notices on Friday. If you need a tutor, and you’re willing to commit to a weekly meeting with "that tutor, please email me 

to set up an appt. If you j ust need sporadic help, and don’t want to commit to a weekly session, remember that tutoring for almost all classes is available on a drop-in 

basis in Dey Hall on Tues and Wed evenings - 6-9 pm. Info is here: http://learmngcenter.unc.edw’servicegPeer%20Tutoring 

Study Hall, for those of you who have required hours, begins ths week. We’re open 6 - 10 Sun - Thursday. It should be less crowded than the fall, and remember that 

you can get hours in the morning and altemoon when you don’t have practice. Please be responsible enough to sign in and out properly each day you are in the At. 

Weekly meetings for freshmen begin on the normal schedule. Sophomores, this is your week to meet with me. Please emaJ1 your syllabi if you have not done so. 

We’re told that the new AC is 9 days ahead of schedule and on budget - vely good news for having the building ready for us in August. 

I should be in the office normal hours until Friday, when I roll have surgeu at file hospital. Its planned for one overnight in the hospital and fllen release. Should be 
back in the office next Tuesday ifaJl goes as planned. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

Hello 

The information you seek is not on the website yet, and when I called to ask about it, they were so impressed that an incoming is already planning ahead so well. 

She did tell me that the registration information will be live on at 9 am. The 2-day sessions occur on MiTues and Thnrs/Ffi each week. They begin 

and continue through The resume on through the end of the month. So you can plml yonr session and if you log in on the Nh, you shonld 

have a great chance at getting the session that you want. 

I hope this is helpful. We’re looking forward to having join us. IfI can be of further help, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor, Volleyball 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 

919 962 9535, office 

, cell 

On at 11:37 AM wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
I was talkin.q with Eve Rackham and she asked me to get in touch with you to find out the dates for orientation this summer, will be starting with 

the girls’         team there this fall and they would like for her to attend their summer camp July 14-17. Apparently, they try to get the girls to schedule their 
orientation during or around the camp dates. 

Therefore if you could help me out with the choices for orientation dates, I would greatly appreciate it. 
Thanks for your help, 

"Lil’e isff t a [~:~ut wa king for the storm to pa ss. it’ s a [~:a~t la~ rmng to da ncc it~ ti~e rain." 
<imageOOl.jpg> 

Click here to learn more including how to order! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony, Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:56 AIM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Learning disability report 

The next step after testing is that you have to write an impact statement so that the committee can review your test scores, your impact statement, and decide on the 

level of services that you can get. So the next step is on you. You can come see Beth Lyons (2 cubicles from me) and she can tell you what you need to put into your 
statement. Once you get it writte~L then the p~ocess can move forward. 

is Friday, so I’ll miss that day, and likely, Monday, too. 

011 at 10:47 AM, sinead wrote: 

Hi TonTr, 

After I got tested for ADHD and other learning disabilities~ the results 

were: I have ADHD, a writing and a reading disabili~. 

In order for me to get extra time on assignments and exams in class, I need 

to have a report for the teachers. 

Do you kmow who I can get the report off? 

When is your operation? 

ThaJlk you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 9:09 PM 

,~,~em all. unc.edu>; 

~email. unc.edu> 

No meetings today 

~email.unc.edu>: @emaJl.unc.edu>; 

Today was much beVter than yes~terday, but still not feeling well enough to come back in to the office yet. 

No meetings today. 

Tony 



From: Tony Yount<tom~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 8:09 PM 

To: @ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PID 

Thaxflcs 

I 

On Feb 1,2011, at 8:01 PM, wrote: 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:09 PM 

To: ~emaJl.~mc.edu> 

Subject: Re: PID 

Th~ks 

It roll get here before you know it. 

Look for an email from me early next week about registering for CTOPS. 

On at 8:01 PM, wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday,                10:36 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Study Hall Horns 

Coach, 

has earned 4 hours and 12 minutes of study hall time this week. Added to the hour she got last week. She is at 5 hours and 12 mimltes for the 2 week period, 

needing another 2 hours and 48 minutes to complete the hours due this week. 

She has made up the hours that she missed last week. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 12:24 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor- GEOL 

your scholalship will cover it 

On          , at 11:17 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, hope you well:) 

im in a bit of a pickle so for drama we have to purchase priveldge cards to 

go and watch plays but the problme is they ~y they stopped seeling on the 

29th of january is there any chance I cm~ still somehow purchase it as my 

scholarship/book covers this? 

thanks 

On Thu, 

wrote: 

09:56:14 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You have a GEOL Lab tutor session each Wed night at 8 pm. 

Please attend every week. Iftbr some reason you are unable to attend. 

email or text me ~Jlead of time so that I can notify, the tutor. 

These sessions occur each week. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tom~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday 12:27 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor- GEOL 

your scholarship roll cover it 

On           at 11:17 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony, hope you well:) 

im in a bit of a pickle so for drama we have to purchase priveldge cards to 

go and watch plays but the problme is they ~y they stopped seeling on the 

is there any chance I cm~ still somehow purchase it as my 

scholarship/book covers this? 

thanks 

On Thu, 

wrote: 

)9:56:14 -0500, Tony Yount <tonwoun@uncaa.unc.edu> 

You have a GEOL Lab tutor session each Wed night at 8 pm. 

Please attend every week. Iftbr some reason you are unable to attend. 

email or text me ~Jlead of time so that I can notify, the tutor. 

These sessions occur each week. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Question about ~hedules tonight! 

Seton, 

First, let me tell you how nmch I enjoyed seein~ ’Playin~ for Time’. I kno~ quite well, so I went to the play, and when I entered the theatre, I saw your 

mom. It was great to see her. And it took absolutely no time to figure out that you were 

her daughter. Your performance was wonderfifl, mad I really enjoyed it. I look forward to meeting you. 

I will email each of them today.          ;ession should not be impacted at all. 

On l           . at 9:25 AM, seton wrote: 

shotdd amve just at~ter 8/br a brief check in with you tonight. 

Hi, Tony! 

I mentor                  ., (separately now) on Mondays and Wednesdays, 

but I know they have some sort of event tonight. Are either one of them 

coming AFTER the event for mentofing, or are they just taking the night 

off? 

Just wonderin!! 

Thank~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, Febma~ 8, 2011 2:09 PM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-~ 

Re: 

She is now thinldng that she will do the general EXSS degree. 

On Feb 8, 2011, at 1:22 PM, Susan Maloy wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Does qeed to change her concentration? I have her with 

let me knowwhat she is thinking. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmalov@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

but she is not taking any EXSS courses toward this concentration. Just 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?young,~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:28 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edtr> 

Changing Major declaJcation 

Since you no longer intend to pursue 
EXSS major, you need to schedule an appt with an adviser in Steele Building and change your major to 

the ~egular EXSS. 

This is an important thing to take care of because of the way the NCAA counts hours toward eligibility and majors and your major that is officially on record actually 

needs to be the one that you a 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

To: @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: 

Hey 

Thank for sending that along. 

I sent a long emaJl last night to your b 

On           at 10:00 PM, ~-rote: 

Hey Tony, 

This is :. I believe you told us to 

send you an email using our UNC emaJl accounts so that is u, hat tiffs is. Let 

me know if there is an~hing else you need me to do at this time. Talk to 

you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 8:38 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Thanks 

I’ll forward this to Jenny. No problem at all. We knew we would probably lose some folks due to school schedules. If you can get here by 

help you thiou~h it. I 

On           at 8:05 AM,        @email.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony- I figured I should email you ruth my unc account, ~ that you 

have this address now. I mailed nay deposit check out yesterday. I am 

not able to attend the Ctops on        because I still am in school 

m~d have graduation that week, I roll email Coach Jenny al~ to let her 
know. Thmflc you- 

, I’ll still be here to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:32 AM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hi Tony’. 

Thanks lbr sending that along. 

You mentioned summer classes. Do you intend to be here for 2nd session in Chapel Hill? Or are you talking about co 

On            t 9:17 AM         vrote: 

Hi Tony! 

How are you doing? This i~ one of the incoming t?eshmm~ tbr 

I’ve been accepted and this is my onyen account! I’m not 

going to register tbr CTOPS yet because it might be during my prom and 

gladuation. I have to find that information out. Is there anything else I 

should be doing beside signing up for summer classes’? Let me know, thanks! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 1:55 PM 

~email .unc.edu> 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edtr> 

Study Hall Hours 

The report this week shows that you’re short hours. I fixed the Monday morning session for you but the rest of the doesn’t show 4 hom~. 

Please ~nd me and email and copy to coach explaining why you’re short. 

Thank~ 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu~; 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmennan@unc.e&L> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE;: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her, She is not missing first day o[: SS1. MAC program begins May 17~1~. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 
Yes. I can give her a book form as long as Tom Tinlmermans has included her on the summer school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school 

scholarship tbnn ,so I assume he will. He hasfft sent us that list, however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day lbr the B school), she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t 

get dropped. 

Tony 

On , at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham~iunc.edu> 
wrote: 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the Ifh and will be looking to get the books on the :].5th. Should we iust bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student 2 years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, 

so we’ll start there. 

On , at 9:18 AM, rackham <mc~lam!i~;u~lc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad studet~ts ot~ scholarship to get: books? 

~!~:;O ?:.:~:~;:i: .i:.~2L,!!i;.!’ 
Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Ass~stm~t Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of Nort}~ Caro]t~a 

Carm~cbael Arena/Volleyball 

3:I_0 South Road 

Chapel Hill NC 275_15 

919-962-5233 (o} 

9f9-84343543 (t) 

rackham@une,edu 

~ ~y:aO__e_e_!__s_:__c__o____m__ 
http:fiwww~facebook.comlcarolinavolleyball 

http:l~witteLcom!m~cwlleybalt 

www.ca rolin avolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 9::!.6 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works d~e same way as with regular students. Once she gels to campus, she wilt need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the 

form to student stores and get the required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until 

to get them or how it works? 

?’hanks. 

~i:];i:i::;? :i!:?:i:~!:ii! HE.i:.i:ii!:.::.iii.!: 

Sincerely, 

Eve I~ackbam 

is here to get her books, She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything 



Assistant Volleyball Coach 

lJnivers~ty of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/VolleybaH 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (e) 

(c) 
~19~_4_,3~,5_~ 
rackham@un¢,edu 

ww~v,~oheels,~om 

~h~P~/~l~;~f~e~b~k~c~m~!~r~!~v~!~!~!!~ 
http:I!twRtar,comia ncvNleybatl 
~:~::~::~:_c__~_r_p__En___~Xg__!!~zb__~!_!:_c__9__m_ 
From: [mailto @f u edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date:            6:44 PM 

Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 

Cc: ttorton, Diane drone horton,ra~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Wooldndge, Gina" <GJna Wooldridge(i~kenan-flag]er.anc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 
I received the last text book designation for the summer tmrn. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Course Number Course Name Instructor 

MAC 700 Introduction to Financial Accounting Hand 

MAC 865 Microeconomics Chavis 

Gma 

MAC 701 Managerial Accounting Skender 
MAC 709 Financial Management Wang 

MAC 703A Legal System & Tort Liability for Business Barringer 

MAC 710 Financial Reporting A Stubben 

MAC 741 Introduction to Business Tax Edwards 

Textbook 
Financial Accounting, Harrison, Horngren, and Th, 
Courspack - available through UNC Student Stores 
Managerial Accounting, Tools for Business Decisic 
Paul D. Kimmel and Donald E. Kieso. 
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 9th ed. Ross, 
Business Law and the Regulation of Business, 11t] 
*Note: eBook edition is NOT acceptable. 
Intermediate Accounting, 14th Edition by Kieso, ~ 
Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities (5th 
862350; McGraw-Hill. *Note: the publication date 

<image001 .jpg>Twitter ] <image002.jpg> Lirlkedln i <image003.jpg> Facebook j <image004 jpg>MAC Journey BIo£ [ <imageoos.ipg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ U NC’s I<enan-Flagler Bu siness School 

9"~%962.3186 ¯ gina woo[dridge@kenan-fiagier.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.Lu%.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmelrnans, Tom" <fimmelrnans@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:52 AM 

mcldlam <mckham@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <ton~.Toun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Updated te:dbook list - summer 

It will be send out a little later this week. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: Yount, Tony 

Cc: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her. She is not missing first day of SS:L MAC program begins May 17th. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes. I can give her a book fern1 as long as Tom Timmermans has included her on the summer ,school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school 

scholarship form so I assnme he will. He hasn’t sent us that list however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day tbr the B .school). she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t 

get dropped. 

Tony 

On , at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham(a)unc.e&l> 

wrote: 

th Ok thanks. She arrives late on the :l-/]tt~ and will be looking to get the books on the 15 . ShouM we )Jst bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had aJl EXSS grad student 2 years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, 

so we’ll start there. 

On , at 9:18 AM, rackham <racldmm,@~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 
Do you know if it: works th~-_~ same way for Grad students on scholarship to get bo.:_~ks? 

~i:i;i=i::;? :i!:)~:i~!:ii! H:iZi:.i:iL.::.iil !: 

S~ncerely; 

Eve Rackbam 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Carmichae]l ArenaiVol]leyball 

310 So~tb IRoad 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

919-962-5233 (o) 

919-843-8543 

rackham@unc.edu 

_~_~:fl_o__b__e__e__!~_;~_~__m__. 

http:/Iwww.facebook.com/carolinavNleyball 

htt p:h~witter.com/tmcvolteyball 

www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Torn 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: rackharn 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretW sure it works the same way as w, iU~ regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the 

form to student stores and get the required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: FrMay, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today~ Do you know if she needs to do anything 

to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 



Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

lhfiversity of North Carolina 

Carmichael ArenaiVolleybaH 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 275_1.5 

919-962-5233 (o} 

919-843-8543 (t) 

rackh~m@tme,edu 

http:ilwww,f~cebook,comlcarolinavolleyball 

http:l~witter,com!m~cwlleyb~lt 
www.ca rolin avollevball.com 
From, [.tD_~jJ_t_9_; _,@ f[u_~_e_~Lu_] 
Sent, Friday, 4:42 PM 
To, rackham 
Subject" Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 
.......... Fo1~varded message .......... 

From: "Wooldfidge, Gina" <~:i_i!La____~_~_~!22!__djj~!_JLe_r_l_’_a__rL-___fl__~_Lg!__e£:~!nc_:ed~!> 

Date:            6:44 PM 

Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 

Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane hortou~kenan-flaaler.unc.edu>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridae(a)kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 
I received the last text book designation for the summer tenn. Plea~ see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Course Number Course Name Instructor 

MAC 700 Introduction to Financial Accounting ttand 

MAC 865 Microeconomics Chavis 

Gina 

MAC 701 Managerial Accounting SLender 

MAC 709 Financial Management Wang 

MAC 703A Legal System & Tort Liability for Business Barringer 

MAC 710 Financial Reporting A Stubben 

MAC 741 Introduction to Business Tax Edwards 

Textbook 

Financial Accounting, Harrison, Horngren, and Th, 

Courspack - available through UNC Student Stores 

Managerial Accounting, Tools for Business Decisic 

Paul D. Kimmel and Donald E. Kieso. 

Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 9th ed. Ross, 

Business Law and the Regulation of Business, 11t] 
*Note: eBook edition is NOT acceptable. 

Intermediate Accounting, 14th Edition by Kieso, 

Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities (Sth 
862350; McGraw-Hill. *Note: the publication date 

<image001 .jpg>Twitter ] <image002.jpg> Linkedln i <image003.jpg> Fszeboo!<, I <image004 ipg>MAC Journey B!og [ <imageoos,jpg>YouTube 

Gina M.Wooldrldge ¯ Assistan[ Director, Mas[er of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Fiagler Busir’,ess Sohool 

919.962.~186 ¯ ,~ina wooldrid~e(~.kenan-fia~ier.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 8:06 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Medical School 

Dear Dr. Roper, 

My name is , and I am currently a fieshman at UNC. I am 

intelested in attending upon graduating from Cal~olina, but I 

am in a bit of a unique situation. I am also a member of the 

team at Cm~olina on full scholarship, and I plan to use all four years of eligibility. However, I can feasibly graduate 

with a double major and minor (while fultilling the necessary, 

requirements) in three years, which leaves me with a year of eligibility 

and no coursework. 

Consequently, I mn considering the possibility of applying to the 

and beginning my first year of studies during my fourth 

year of eligibility. After doing a little research, however, I have come 

across a new dilemma. With my practJ.ce schedule, I would not be 

able to all of the first-year courses. Based on the 

Calendar, the                            class coincides almost 

exactly’ ruth our practice time. Thus, the question I would like to ask you 

is: ifI am awarded admission into the                      for the fall 
of    , would it be possible for me to take most, but not all, of the 

first year             courses and make up those courses my schedule 

will not accommodate the follomng summer, or in subsequent years? 

Thank you very much tbr your time and consideration. 

On            at 7:21 PM,      wrote: 

Dear Dr. Roper, 

My name is , and am currently a freshman at UNC. I am 
interested in attending upon graduating from Carolina, but I 
am in a bit of a unique situation, am also a member ofthe 

team at Carolina on full scholarship, and I plan to compete for 
the entirety my four years of eligibility. However, I can feasibly graduate 
with a double major and minor (while fulfilling the necessary 
requirements) in three years, which leaves me with a year of eligibility 
and no coursework. 

Consequently, I am considering the possibility of applying to the 
and beginning my first year of studies during my fourth 

year of eligibility. After doing a little research, however, I have come 
across a new dilemma. With my practice schedule, I would not be 
able to all of the first-year courses. Based on the 

Calendar, the                           class coincides almost 
exactly with our practice time. Thus, the question I would like to ask you 
is: if I am awarded admission into the                     for the fall 
of would it be possible for me to take most, but not all, ofthe 
first year courses and make up those courses my schedule 
will not accommodate the following summer, or in subsequent years? 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:55 AM 

janmalm@uncaa, unc.edu 

pearley@uncaa, unc.edu 

grade update 

All the missing grades are in except 

on Dean’s List. 

socI test. 

I’ll send the lull retx~rt wh 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

grades 

Talked with Susan Maloy this morning. 

missing grade in WMST    roll not affect her eligibility and she’s cleared for this weekend and the playoffs. The good news is that when the WMST 

grade is posted, it should get her to 18 hours for the year and we won’t lose the APR point that we would have had she remained a WMST major. So happy news all 

around. 

last grade has posted. No Dean’s List for her. is the o 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:47 PM 

To: 

Ce: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu; ~cox.net; 

Subject: grads pics 
me,com 

http:/igallery.me.com 

and I took photos this morning. 

Thought you might enjoy them. 

Other pictures from the year that are up on my website will come down 

ENoy - have great summers. 

so if you want them, you should download "them betbre then. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Another Question... 

Hello 

Good questions - don’t ever hesitate. 

Well, if you already have a prescription, yon can transfer that prescription to Student Health. There is a pharmacy in the building where students, and student athletes 

are treated. Most students get their prescriptions there. Here is a link to those services. 

http:/icampushealth.unc.edu/ 

Between summer school and thll semester Coach Sagula usually houses the team in a local hotel. Last summer it was a Marriott. 

He will get you that information in plenty of time to get settled thele with the rest of the team. 

Domls open for at noon. You’ll be able to check in and move in at that time. 

Anything else, you can let me lolow. 

Your CTOPS orientation is, I think~ ,scheduled now during your summer school classes. That’s really not a problem as your class will always take precedent over the 
orientation sessions, but you could call the CTOPS office and see if you could change to a session that’s jns~t before your summer school sIarts, if you want 

On at 6:44 PM, wrote: 

Hi~ 

I don’t know if this goes to you or not, but I was wondering how I would 

get perscriptions for medication at UNC... (not like being sick staff, like 

ADHD F10e stuff). 
Actually I have another question. Do you know where I will be living after 

summer school but before fall semester? Or who I should ask? 

Oh, sor~ i have a third question. Do you know when I can move into the 

dorms for summer school? Or when I should anyways? 

Sorry to be asking ,so many questions. 

Thanks Ibr all the help. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc ,edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:48 PM 

To: ~ email .unc .edu 

Subject: transcript 

hello dear 

Working on trmlscripts and worksheets today. 
Just wanted to be certain that you knew that in order to come back for your 5th year, you’ll need to be at 105 hours. Right now you’re at 80. If you take 12 fall hours 

and 12 springs hours, you’ll be one hour short for coming backyour 5th year, so one of the semes~ters next year, or summer school, you’ll need to pick up enough 

hours to get you to 105. 

I hope summer is being good to you. Take care 

Tony 

(i do hope this email wasn’t ’inappropriate’. Perhaps I shouldn’t have asked about your summer. Entirely too personal.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:32 PM 

@email.unc.edu; @email.~mc.edu 

august graduation 

is your deadline to apply 

Here is the link to the info 

Here is the link to the application 

http://advising .unc.edu,’forseNors/S ummerGraduafionApplicafion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 9:15 PM 

@gmail.com 

Re: I~Sat subject test 

congrats~ that places you out of Math 

that’s great. 

which is prerequisite for the upper level math classes at Carolina and that’s a really valuable thing to have taken care of so 

Will you be lransferring in your foreign language credit? Send me the name of the college giving the credit and let me check if for you. They will probably insist that you 

take the foreign language test anyway, but its short and won’t take much time. But I’d like to check the foreign language credit that you think you’re going to get just to 

be sure. 

On . at 9:02 PM, ~ @gmail.com wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to let you know that I got a    on math SAT subject test. Does that place me out of a math class’? Also, I am wondering if I have to take 

the language placement test because I will have all my foreign lmlguage credits. Thanks! 

Ps. I am coming down to orientation on. 

Seut from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Saturday, May 29, 2010 9:51 AM 

To: .~Ihndj services.com 

Subject: website link 

Fred, 

Here is the link to the banquet night phots 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, May 30, 2010 11:16 PM 

pearley@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re:              All-American Scholass - Mus~t Submit Final Transcript 

P. 

So sorry. I traveled with               to Baltimore and hm, en 

On             at 4:40 PM, Patricia Earley wrote: 

Tony, 
The National Golf Coaches Association(NGCA) is now ready for the next step in identifying the All American Scholars. 
l nominated            and                , but according to my records, only,               is above a cumulative 3.5 gpa. (        is not eligible 

since she did not compete enough this spring) 

The NGCAwants the following fo 
All nominations submitted to date are conditional. For a player to receive this honor, we must receive a mailed hard copy of the individual’s 

final Spring transcript postmarked by       . The transcript can be an official or unofficial and must demonstrate the student-athlete’s 

cumulative GPA. Please highlight the GPA on the transcript so we can easily find it. 
I can’t remember how we have done this in past years... What is the best way for me to take care of this? 
Thanks! 

Patricia Earley 

Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 

~earlev@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: "Roger Yaffe" <roger@ngca.com> 
Date:            9:00:47 AM EDT 
To: <dl@lists.ngca.com> 
Subject: [NGCA Div I] NGCA All-American Scholars - Must Submit Final Transcript 
Reply-To: <roger@ngca.com> 

To All Division I Coaches, 

The will be announced the week of 

All nominations submitted to date are conditional. For a player to receive this honor, we must receive a mailed hard copy of the individual’s 

final Spring transcript postmarked by        The transcript can be an official or unofficial and must demonstrate the student-athlete’s 

cumulative GPA. Please highlight the GPA on the transcript so we can easily find it. 

Transcripts must be mailed to our address below (and not faxed or emailed). As the NGCA has received nearly 500 nominations, I am not 

going to contact individual coaches to alert them that we have received the final transcripts. It is your responsibility to ensure they are 

mailed. 

If you have a student-athlete that you nominated but did not make the required 3.50 cumulative GPA, please email me to alert us. 

Please contact me with questions. Thank you. 
********************* 

Roger M. Yaffe 

Executive Director 

National Golf Coaches Association 

5905 NW 54th Circle 

Coral Springs, FL 33067 

Phone/Fax: (800) 381-0769 

www.ngca.com 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:22 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Ce: j sagula@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

You will be able to get your computer before summer school starts. Scott Amato (samato@email.unc.edu) is the person for you to contact. The easiest thing to do 

would be to go to the regular distribution on Tuesday afternoon        and get the computer from hirn, but you need to make that contact with him and set that 

appointment up, based on your own schedule. I believe that you told me that you will be here on that day. 

I hope this helps. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Amy Herman" <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date:            11:07:33 AM EDT 
To: "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Re: 

Tony, 

See below from ourcontact with the RamShop. Probably easiesttojust give his emailaddressto 

Thanks, 

Amy 

and have her contact him directly to set something up! 

> > > Scott Amato <samato@email.unc.edu > 11:05 AM > > > 
Amy 

what day will she be on campus, we distro on Tuesday and Fridays 

Starting this Friday 

you can give her rny email and i will work with her, sorry i missed this 
one last week. 

Scott 

"I do not fear computers. I feat" lack of them." 

Isaac Asimov 

On Wed, at 11:24 AM, Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

> Scott, 

> 

> will be attending 2nd session summer school in advance of her CTOPS 

> session. Can she pick up her laptop in advance of 2nd session? What’s the 

> easiest way? For her to come during the computer distribution session for 
> the session? If so, what day/time does that happen? 
> 

> Or could she set up a time otherwise to do it with you or your staff? 
> 

> Thanks, 

> Amy 
> 

> 

> Amy Herman 

> Assistant AD for Compliance 
> 

> University of North Carolina 

> Department of Athletics 

> PO Box 2126 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 

> 919,962.7853 (office) 
> 919.962.6002 (fax) 

> ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?youut(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 1 l:12 AM 

aischae@tmcaa.unc.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uucaa.uuc.edu 

Re: 

Susau, 

As of last week, Beth Lyons has assumed responsibility for 

Thanks 

Tony 

for academic advising, and I have assumed responsibility, for 

On at 8:45 AM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for She now has, years of eligibility remaining. I’m sure we’ll have 

to do some trickery with her scheduling down the stretch for eligibility purposes (18 hour rule, etc.). 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,u nc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

aischae@tmcaa.unc.edu; markos@uncaa.unc.edu; sbmaJoy@uncaa.unc.edu 

emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re:i 

Susan, 

As of last week, Beth Lyons has assumed responsibility, for          for academic advising, and I have assumed responsibility for 

team knows of the smtch,            does not as of right now. Karen returns to town next week and we’ll talk about it then. 

’. The 

Thanks 

Tony 

On at 8:45 AM, Susan B. Maloy wTote: 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted to let you know that the Medical Hardship Waiver was approved for She now has 

to do some trickery with her scheduling down the stretch for eligibility purposes (18 hour rule, etc.). 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 
919 962 6002 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

years of eligibility remaining. I’m sure we’ll have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony YounV-ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday,             12:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Summer School Schedule 

So good to have you in Chapel Hill. Just a few words about summer school and my schedule. 

In summer school, things happen quickly. You have until 5 pm Friday of this week, just the 2nd day into the session, to decide to drop one class and add another using 

the online scheduling through student central. If you tlfinlq after the first or second day of class, that you might want to change classes, you should call me immediately 

and let’s "talk about it. Your readings and assignmems will accumulate quickly. Staying ahead of assignments and readings is critical Ibr success in summer school. The 

very first lecture where you think you might need a tutor, you need to let me know that afternoon. 

I will not be in the AC Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. My summer hours axe intermittent since they don’t allocate money to pay me for time in the summer. But 

I can be available to see you with just a te-d or a phone call. Don’t hesitate. I will be in on Monday and i would appreciate a visit Monday after each of you finish your 

classes that day just to check in and see how things are going. 

Good luck. Its a short session. Getting of to a great start this week is important. Getting your GPA off to a great start this summer is importaalt. Make it happen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday’,             6:24 PM 

@emaJl.unc.e&l 

Summer School Schedule 

So good to have you in Chapel Hill. Just a few words about summer school and my schedule. 

In summer school, things happen quickly. You have until 5 pm Friday of this week, just the 2nd day into the session, to decide to drop one class and add another using 

the online scheduling through student central If you think, after the first or second day of class, that you might want to change classc~ you should call me immediately 

and let’s talk about it. Your readings and assignments will accumulate quickly. Staying ahead of assignments and readings is critical liar success in summer school. The 

very first lecture Mrere you think you might need a tutor, you need to let me know that o£temoon. 

My advice to you is think carefully about staying in EXSS                       ~ and by reputation is a very difficult coursc. We will have a tutor tbr that course, 

but the amount of memorization necessary to be successful is quite high. There are easier classes available. So please consider that carefully after you attend the first 

class tomonow~ and you have a chance to look at the syllabus, hear the require 

I will not be in the AC Thursday afternoon or Friday morning. My summer hours axe intermittent since they don’t allocate money to pay me for time in the       . But 

I can be available to see you with just a te~ or a phone call. Don’t hesitate. I will be in on Monday and I would appreciate a visit Monday after each of you finish your 

classes that day just to check in and see how things are going. 

Good luck. Its a short session. Getting of to a great start this week is important. Getting your GPA off to a great start this summer is imtx~at. Make it happen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:59 AM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: So encouraged 

Jenny. 

Here are some relevant emails about studems requesting to do other things during CTOPS sessions that the CTOPS folks sent to us 

Here are a few more reminders that Shandol from CTOPS sent us: 

On a related note, we’ve received a few more requests from athletes about moving up their registration times as they need to leave early for some other activities/events. 

Unfortunately, we are unable to request/change registration times as all registration and advising times are pre set and require coordination from several personnel across campus 

to ensure that students can indeed register during the program. 

Ira student should need to leave CTOPS early, the student should contact me at the Orientation Help Desk (located next to the Union Information Desk) and I will work to get them 

in touch with Barbara Lucido in Academic Advising. Barbara can help students register over the phone on the next business day following CTOPS. However, please note that the 

course availability for registering on an "off CTOPS" day is extremely limited (more limited compared to the assigned registration time) so the student has a much better chance of 
getting the classes they would like to take during their assigned registration time. We are more than happy to assist athletes in this way as we utilize this procedure for any student 

who runs into a situation in which they need to leave the program early without registering at CTOPS. 

Last, we’ve had a few athletes indicate their coach requested that they come meet with them during CTOPS. The best times for students to meet with coaches and/or advisors during 

CTOPS is during the following times: 

Lunch on Day 1: 12:15pm to l:00pm 

Dinner on Day1: 6:15pm to 7:15pm 

Breakfast on Day 2: Z’15am to 7:50pm 

Lunch on Day 2 (depends on their group assignment) 

It tends to work best if the student lets their OL know that they will be meeting with staff during the meal time so that the OL can let them know where the next session is after meaL 

Here are a few more reminders that Shandol from CTOPS sent us: 

On at 9:54 AM, Jenny Slingluff-I~evy (Jenny Slingluff- Levy) wrote: 

Tony we are t@ng to get the freshmen physicals done while they are here. Do you have any idea of their C TOPS schedule on Monday and Tuesday? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 
******************************** 

Carolina     Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 
******************************** 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >          6:11 PM > > > 

All 8 incoming frosh scheduled for Sunday, Very encouraging, Very happy, 

at 3 

at4 

5 

at 6 

E7 

at8 

at 9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Saturday, 5:56 PM 

@art.net 

Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: @gmail.com> 
Date: 5:28:10 PM EDT 
To: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tony, 

Great to see you last week in Chapel Hill....seems I always run into someone when we’re in town and it’s fun to be surprised in that way! You look well 

and seem happy --- your job seems one for which you’ve been preparing your whole life, a great combination of all of your interests and skills. Good for 
you! 

Please do share my email address with      It would be nice to catch up ruth her some time. 

I,ooking forward to the next chance we cross paths. Unlil then, take good care ofyourselt: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 8:34 PM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

Coach Shelton~ 

I had          come in Wednesday- afternoon for a brief checkin on her classes during 2nd session. She seemed to be doing well and from the information that she 

provided, seems poised to earn a couple of Bs in her first 2 classes at Carolina. She seems happy and to be adjusting well. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 2:46 PM 

~email. unc.edu 

Recitation switch? 

I hope your summer is good and that Connect Carolina is now your best friend. 

is registered for HIST    section 001. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

aJldersons@pitt.kl 2.nc. us; ~email.unc.edu: 

CTOPS and class scheduling 

~yahoo.com; }email.unc.edu 

Ladies, 

I just talked with Joe about your schedule for the next several days. He said that when the two of you finish with your doctor appointments on Fridav morning, that you 

should come to see me in the Pope Box oil the North side of Kenan Stadium so that we can get you prepped for your CTOPS registration session     has already 

gotten hers done. Contact info is below. Looking forward to seeing you Friday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 11:16 PM 

.~email.unc.edu 

Fall Schedules 

He~; 

Vew sony to hear that you roll have to take some of the courses you already have credit for. And if you actually do that. you’ll need to make an appt with your 

universit?, adviser and there is a form or some procedure where you indicate that you want to refuse credit for those certain courses. Susan MaJoy will love you even 

more. Haha. 

The coaches will be fine with you in 5 classes. Don’t worry abxmt that. Phi Beta Kappa says 
ENGI, class. Don’t even think about that again. 

can take whatever she wants, especially if one is a low level 

August 2, the last CTOPS session (actually TSOPS) should end in the early afternoon. I believe that the last scheduled registration session that day ends at 4:50 pm. 

That’s when I think the system will open up, but you could tly earlier. Classes that are not restricted are available now, I believe. 

You can’t take a class that you are using to fulfill a gen ed requirement pass/fuil - so the comp class is out. If the ENGL class does not fulfill a requirement, you could 

take it pass/fail. 

Headed west tomorrow - excited - Good luck with the schedule. See you soon. 

Ton?, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday,           ~4:1 ,, PM 

~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu 

Fall Schedules 

Ladie~ 

Just a reminder that each of needs to add hours in order to be eligible to practice on the first day of classes. 



From: Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, August 2, 2010 1:14 PM 

To: aJncculle@email xmc.edu 

Subject: EXSS 

Ashley; 

- incoming player, is straggling ruth her schedule mad would like to add EXSS 

could help us with that, it would be wonderful. 

I hope you and Connect Carolina have become good friends. We are straggling quite a bit over in Academics. 

, sect 001 to her fall schedule, If you 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 1:54 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Re: classes : ( 

Don’t freak out. You have lots of time betbre classes sSart, and some of those ENGL    classes will open. You can keep checking, several times a day if you’re by a 

computer. You can write to professors asking them to add you to their classes. Nothing wrong ruth that at all. You can also go to their classes on the first day and ask 

if they roll add you to the class roles. Lots of time and lots of options still available. Not time to panic. 

On , at 11:46 AM, wrote: 

I’ll be back in the office on August 16. 

Hi Tony’. Sorry to bother you if you are still on your vacation. Fxen after drop add, ALL the English    classes are closed and I strongly tbel that it’s 

vital that i get into that class based on my potential majors. Did I hear you can write a protbssor and plead with them to get into their class? What do you 

think my chances are??? I only have 12 hours and I’m freaking out a bit. Thanks! - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 1:27 PM 

kmile@emml.unc.edu 

Recitation help 

Hello Wmada, 

I’m in Jackson, Wyoming on a 2 week trip loving the cool temperatures. 

is enrolled in CLAS She was only able to get into the recitation section, . which roll conflict ruth field 

hockey pracUce. It she could get into either recitation that would solve her recitation problem. If you can help with this we would 

really appreciate it. 

ThaJlks so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 1:29 PM 

kmile@emml.unc.edu 

Recitation help 

Hello Kim, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic adviser for the field hockey program here at Carolina. One of our students, 

is enrolled in CLAS        . She was only able to get into the recitation section                    which will conflict with field hockey 

practice/and or travel for games away from Chapel Hill. If she could get into either recitation                           . that would solve her recitation scheduling 

problem. Is there a way that you can help with this? Should she contact you directly? We would really appreciate it any advice that you can give us. 

ThaJlks so much. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Sunday 10:46 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Updates 

Hey 

Looking forward to you guys getting here. CH is boring without students. 

I’m glad you’ve got the transeript. I’ll take care of that as soon as I get it. Glad you got the email about the Blinn courses. Would you forward that to me so that I can 

print it and put it in your folder. I just checked and the AP stat course isn’t listed yet. I’ll show you where you can check that on your own when you get here. 

PSYC    at     is fine. I don’t know an~hing about INLS    at all. But you’ve done your homework. And we can always ac[iust your schedule after semester 

starts if you don’t like the course. I like the idea of maximizing GPA for Business school. I’ll ask at the office tomorrow if anyone kilows anything about INLS 

On              at 8:14 PM,            wrote: 

Tony, 

I think you get back from Colorado tomorrow. I also just returned from Estes Park, CO for a wedding a few days ago. I hope you enjoyed the 

mountains just as much as I did. I have been going through my classes again and I have a few more questions if you have time to answer before we leave 

on Wednesday for Chapel Hill. First, I have received my official transeript sealed, so I will be able to hand deliver that to you as soon as possible when 

we get to Chapel Hill. I also got an email that said all of my transfer courses have been accepted, not including the summer Geology course yet. I did not 

kilow where to look to see that my AP Statistics score for STOR    has officially transferred as well. 

After looking back through my classes for this fall, I am thinking about making one change in my schedule, but I wanted to double check ruth you first. I 

really think I would like to take PSYC    next summer in                   ~t            .,. I tEel like this is a very general Psychology course that 

would be transtErable to UNC for three more hours. Do you think this will work? If,so, I have tbund an opening in INLS    at the same time on 

mornings. While this is not the INLS : . it did seem that people pertbrmed pretty well in it. Do you know an~thing about this INLS    course? I 

think this change could possibly be one that would help me maximize my GPA lbr getting into the 

I also have a few questions about BUSI    and ECON    and I will check with you when I get there on those. I look forward to seeing you this week 

and hearing from you about your thoughts on this possible schedule change. Thank you for your help, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

@email .unc.edu 

Re: Adding Classes 

the unpaid balance was probably the reason. There are still some seats in some classes reserved for the last CTOPS session this Thmsday and Friday. Why don’t you 

On            , at 8:49 AM.        wrote: 

Good Morning Tony’. 

I payed the balance on my account and it now says I do not owe anything. I 

tried to add more classes and I always get this response: "You are unable 

to enroll in this class at this time. Available seats are reserved mad you 

do not meet the reserve capacity requirements." I am going to call my 

advisor this morning and see what he says as well. 

Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:08 AM 

~email .unc.edu 

Re: Adding Classes 

the unpaid baJance was probably the reason. There are still some seats in some classes reserved for the laser CTOPS session this Thursday and Friday. Why don’t you 

tu registering for a class that is open, any class that freslmaen typically don’t take. If you can register for an upper level class that is not restricted, then your registration 

is cleared. Try that. You can immediately drop the class. I just want to see if you can ~egister for open, non-reand get back to me. 

On~            , at 8:49 AM,         wrote: 

Good Morning Tony’. 

I payed the balance on my account and it now says I do not owe anything. I 

tried to add more classes and I always get this response: "You are unable 

to enroll in this class at this time. Available seats are reserved and you 

do not meet the reserve capacity requirements." I mn going to call my 

advisor this morning and see what he says as well. 

Have a g~eat day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

WaclnaMay,                9:06 AM 

@webmail. unc.edu 

Re: Fall Schedule 

Good morning 

I’m excited too about working with your team. I don’t have anything scheduled today until a 

The two hours before our team meeting on Thursday axe flee. 

Anytime Friday between 9:30 and 3:00 

team meeting at 3:30. 

On. , at 8:57 AM, @webmail.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

My nmne is                and I am on the           team here. I an1 really excited about you being our new academic advisor! I would like to 

set up a time to taJk to you about my thll schedule and some changes that I can maJce. I am a      in school but I mn taking a    season, so technically 

I have     more semesters. Our preseason is coming to all end soon and I would love to meet with you sometime before tuesday. Let me know what 
times work for you and I can see which ones work into our preseason schedule. Thanks! 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBeny D 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 10:54 AM 

kcs@uncaa, unc.edu 

gfulton@uncaa.~mc.edu; spring~ 1 @ uncaa.unc.edu 

updated schedules 

As oftNs morning. 

is not included because she will not have a ,schedule until Friday afternoon. Apparently, she has not regis~tered for CTOPS but I think we can get that 

done fllis afternoon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, August 18, 2010 4:24 PM 

bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu 

Two more mentor cmadidates 

Beth, 

I talked with the coaches today. We think that these two kids are good candidates for the mentor program. 

SAT Reading - 450 

Wriling - 460 

Math- 500 

SAT Reading - 460 

Writing - 490 

Math - 490 

’s schedtfle is flee each evening and on Wed afternoons. 

doesh’t have a schedule yet kecause she hasn’t been to CTOPS. 

Thanks 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, ~ 11:34 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Fall Schedule 

3:30 Thursday at Henry. s~mdium in the team room. 

Coming early works. I’ll be there at 3 and hope to see you.. 

Tony 

On. at 9:10 PM, wrote: 

Tony, 

I know I should probably know this...but when is our meeting on thursday? 

Coining in a half hour or more before that meeting will probably be prefect! 

On Wed, 
wrote: 

09:09:47 -0400, Tony Yount <ton~onn~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good morning 

I’m excited too about working with your team. I don’t have anything 

scheduled today until a volleyball team meeting at 3:30. 

The two hours before our team meeting on Thursday are free. 

Anydme Friday between 9:30 and 3:00. 

Monday after 9:30 looks clear as well. So just pick a time that works for 

you and your practice schedule and let me know. 

Tony 

On at 8:57 AM, ~!webmail.unc.edu wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

all 

My name is and I am on the tean here. I 

am really excited abxmt you being our new academic advisor! I would like 

to set up atime to talk to you about my fall schedule and some changes 

that I can make. I mn a in school but I am taking a    L seaso~ 

so technically I have more semesters. Our preseason is coming to 

end soon and I would love to meet with you sometime before tuesday. Let 

me know what times work for you and I can see which ones work into our 

preseason schedule. Thanks! 



Sent on the Sprintr 1 Now Nerwork from my BlackBerry3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 2010 10:40 PM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu 

HIST 

Ladie~ 

I went to the HIST dept today and tried to fix your schedules. There is a HIST    recitation at 10 am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:14 PM 

janmmm@uncaa.unc.edu 

wed nights 

Coach, 

Eadier when we went to lunch we talked about hmdng a wed night 2 hour session for the freshmen, 

wanted to check to see if we still want to do that. I’m good with Wednesday evenings, but wanted 

. and any olher team member who wanted to come. Just 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:29 AM 

To: ,~@emaJl.~mc.edu 

Subject: ~rry 

I got ml early (for me) morning text from a player with ml 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, ) 5:01 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: 

Susan, 

She has met ruth her adviser, appealed for probation, and it has been granted. She has been identified ruth                . She has met with Beth Lyons and the 

report roll amve from Philadelphia on Monday. She has already requested tutoring assistance in some of her fall classes. Since was eraoiled in summer school and 

earned the 3 hours that she needed to have enough hours to return to Carolina in the fall. Her GPA is below a 2.0 and that explains the ineligibili~, but she went 

through the Academic Probation guidelines and has completed those required self-evaluations, and the probation letter, which was approved. I roll ask her to fola~-ard 
me the email that granted her a semester of probation m~d forward that to you. 

I have never seen that screen that was included. Interesting. I just left a message for 

probation semester. Is that what you need? Do I need to get anything else? 

to call me so that I can get the evidence to you that she was granted a 

Tony 

On at 2:03 PM, Susan B. Maloy wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you look into this per UNC? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

UNC Department of Athletics 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 6002 (fax) 
_s_b_m_a_J__o_g_@__u__D__c__a__a__&_n__c_~_e___d___u_. 

From: "Horton, Rocky" <rockyh@email.unc.edu> 
Date:               1:43:52 PM EDT 
To: "Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Lineberry, Crystal Nolan" <clineberry@unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Susan, 

Her record indicates that she is currently ineligible per UNC eligibility rules. Her EOT eligibility in SIS following the Spring and Summer is "Computed 

Ineligible" and there is no new information in PS. I’ve attached a screenshot of the most recent academic standing information in PS. We discussed 

academic standing in a recent meeting and I believe Chris stated that only end of term information will be displayed in PS so the         tab will 

probably not be updated until the end of the semester. I’m not sure why she wasn’t granted probation. The standing actually says "dismissed" in PS 

and she appears to be enrolled in 12 hours for the Fall. 

Rocky Jarnes ttorton 

Degree Audit and NC,%~\ Compliance Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 2100, SASB North, Rm. 3127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Tel: 919.843.3498 Fax: 919.962.3349 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 7:40 PM 

~email. unc.edu 

Re: i need helppp 

OK - First - Milch Psyc class are you trying to get into? 

and absolutely you should em~Jl whoever the teacher said you should email. 

On            , at 7:22 PM,      wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I need helppppp ughhh I am still trying to get ink~ that psyc    class and 

it’s still closed so I am not sure what to do! ttelp me pleaseee ). The 

teacher mentioned emailing the direck~r of the psych program or something 

like that so should I email her or something?? 

Thankssss, 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 2010 9:41 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Undefload li~rm 

Jen, 

I got 

process. 

Tony 

undefload form today. Have yon done yonr paperwork yet to get your undefload approved? Please call me and update me on where you are in that 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 1:36 PM 

sjacobson@unc.edu 

Re: anticipated ~mderloads 

Sarah 

Thank you so much. 

ROW, 

has decided not to undefload. ¯ I’m following up with her right 

Tony 

On Aug 26, 2010, at 10:54 AM, Jacobson, Sarah wrote: 

Hi Tony 

I’m trying to approve student athlete underloads ASAP, and I just wanted to let you know that I still haven’t received underload applications from 

and . l’m out of the office tomorrow, so if they could send them in ASAP (and if you wouldn’t mind emailing me 

to let me know to look for them), I can try to approve them before 5 so they can participate in their games this weekend. 

Sincerely 

Sarah Jacobson 



FFOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?5’ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               3:51 PM 

@webmail. unc.edu 

Re: Classes 

Math    fulfills one of your math requirements 

You’ve taken Math , mid Math    will complete your math requirements. There are no Math issues for you. 

O11 ¯ , at 3:43 PM, @webmail. unc.edu wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m son)’ we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out evelything on my own. My roommate just told me however, that MATH 
doesn’t fulfill the math requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some help finding another class fllat fillfills that and works w/my schedule. Thanks! 

Sent on the Sprint ~ Now Network from my BlackBen)~ D 



From: Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:33 PM 

To: @gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Books 

come to the AC on Monday - get a new bookfopn signed on the 5th floor like you did before. Bring a printed copy f 

On             , at 7:16 PM,            wrote: 

Tony, 
My Drama    professor posted on Blackboard that we need a textbook for his class, but it was not on my original book list so I do not have the book. 

Do I just go to the book store and get the book and then bring you the receipt or is there a different way I am supposed to get the book before his class 

next Tueatay? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 7:32 PM 

@emall.nnc.edu 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

that might work but To be iS, Jr to all my freslnnen, I’ll start putting appt times oi1 my 

calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first 

email that I get after 9 tomonow evening and go from there. 

O11 , at 7:25 PM, @email.unc.edu wrote: 

To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 

calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first 

email that I get after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. 



Fl’olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton35~ount@uncaa.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, 10:28 AM 

kalli~n@emaJ 1. unc.edu 

Kim, received 
Good morning. Yesnterday during the afternoorL Lacrosse Coach Jenny Le~)~ called me with news that one of our first years, 
news of a                        I can provide you details if you would like to know. The student has gone to         to be with her family for 48 hours and we 

expect her back her Wednesday night. She tried to email her professors last night but the UNC system was down and she could not get the emails out. In lieu of that, I 

emailed her professors and infolmed them that she would be absent today and tomorrow. But we certai~lly wanted your office to know. If there is an54hing that the 

student, or I need to do, please let me know. 

The email fllat i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony, Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc.edu-> 

Monday,                 10:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Feedback 

Thank you so nmch. You are great with our kids. 

You can divide time with as you see fit. If you split them, should go firfft since practices could often nm past the 7pm time. 

Mentoring She will probably have trouble with HIST but we just hired a tutor last week who can help with that, and I’ll put in the requests 

On 2010, at 11:07 AM, sfreiber wrote: 

I worked with                  on Thursday and everything went well. I 

finally have a new computer, but no microsoft word yet so rll send the 

feedback fol~n along later. 

I also wanted to check on two things: 

1. What time am I meeting ruth ? I did 7-9 on 

Thursday, but I wanted to double check. 

2. Am I mentoring       or just tutoring her in Spanish? I’m fine to do 

either one, but I wasn’t sure. 

Thanks! 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:37 PM 

To: @email .unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Grades 

’][’hat’s great news. Thanks. 

And you have a SOCI tutor 

On          , at 7:17 PM, 

Hi Tow~ 

- appt 
~email.unc.edu wrote: 

I gota 100 on nay first sociolo~ paper’. 

That’s all the grades I have so far. 

Thmlks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 9:29 AM 

~emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: graduation s~tus 

That email is all you need, no need to meet ruth her again. 

Have a great weeke 

On          , at 9:24 AM,       wrote: 

Tony, 

Should I still go meet with Sarah in person about my audit? My meeting got 
double booked, so S axah did the audit for me, but I’m just wondering if I 

should go in mid meet with her. 

Here is the email she just sent me. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: RE: graduation slams pending 

Date: Thu,          ,08:47:46 -0400 
From: "Jacobson, Sarah" <sjacobson@unc.edu> 

To: ’                     ~email.mlc.edt~ 

Hi 

We can definitely meet so that I can assure you that you’re all set to 

graduate, but as we’ve aJready completed your review in full, I can also 

just assure yon over email that as long as you pass 2: ART    and ART 

this semester, you’ll be cleared to graduate m December. Of course, 

if you still want to come in, we can definitely set up a time to do so. 

Sincerely 

Sarah Jacobson 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:04 PM 

To: Jacobson, Sarah 

Subject: RE: gradnation status pending 

Sarah, 

Is there rely way I could come meet with you aid get an audit to make sure I 

can graduate. I had a meeting with Lee May (I think that was her name) but 

she cancelled on me, and Tony Yaunt recommended that I come see you. 

Let me know. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:21 PM 

To: ~gmail.com 

Subject: Re: Placement 

Hi 

Welcome to Carolina. 

Your English placement is based on your SAT wriling score, or on your ACT English score. No need for another test. Here is a link that has placement infomlation for 

English, Math, and Language, and a chart of all AP or IB tests that Carolina honors, and the scores required. 

advising,une,edui FYG 

Any time you have a question, please don’t hesitate to ask. 

On , at 7:05 PM, wrote: 

Dear Mr. Yount, 

My nanre is             and I am one of the       recruits Ii)r    . I met you when I visited with my Mom last year. I know that the SAT 2 is 

used tbr math placement, and I aJn planning on taking this in June. Is there anything I need to do lbr english placement? 

Thanks for your help’. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

To: @webmail.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 

’][’he mmmsl drop is the surest way to take care of it, but its mmoying. You have to to do Steele Building mid get a form, and a Dean’s signature. Then you bring that 

form, and evidence that you’ve returned the book (if you’re on book scholarship) to me for a signature and a stamp, and then take it to SASB Nolffi to the registrar’s 

office on the 3rd f 

On at 12:40 PM, ~webmail.tmc.edu wrote: 

Tony’, 

The math class is still on my schedule. The teacher said she was going to drop me but I "think I’m still on tire roster. Should I manuafly drop it? And if so 

how do I do that? 

Sent on the Sprint D Now Network from my BlackBerry D 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tony Yonnt <ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Date: Mon,           121:25:15 
To: Undisclosed-recipients: <>;<Invalid address> 

Cc: Karen Sheltonckcs@uncaa.nnc.edu> 
Subject: Study ttall 

Ladie~ 

I hope the White House visit was marvelous. 

For those of you assigned study hall hours, 4 hours this week for the 6 hour people, 3 hours this week for the 4 hour people - since you missed Sunday 
night. 

There is NO STUDY HALL ON MONDAY NIGHTS. As I told you at the first team meeting this fall, the 5th floor of the Pope Box is reserved on 

Monday nights for CREED, Rising Stars, Veteran Leaders and other meetings. Yon may not earn study- hall hours on Monday nights for open study. The 

email that I sent to you following the change in hours fiom 8 to 10 for study hall did list Stmday - Thurs nights. That was my error. 

If you are scheduled for a tutor on Monday nights in the Pope Box, 3rd floor. Those hours count. Go to the 5th floor and sign in, quietly ~ as not to 

interrupt tire meeting that may be going on, and tlren return to the 3rd floor to meet with your tutor. Then remember to sign out. 

If yon missed your weekly meeting today t please come by Tue~ Thurs or Friday mn and make that up. 

Have a great week. 

Tony 



FlrOm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~oun~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday,             2010 12:58 PM 

~optonline.net 

Re: 

Camping was great - thank you. 

It was really nice to meet you and your dad. Here are the links to the items that we mentioned. Please don’t hesitate to ask any questions that 

First Year Guide: 
advising,une,edut         ~Guide 

First Year Seminars: 
v, sv, sv, i, u n c.edu!~.si 

The entire University Bulletin: 
v,;v,;v,/, unc.edu/ugra?dbull~tin 

On at 12:41 PM, wrote: 

Tony. 

Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me mad my Dad. I 

was hoping you could send me the link for the academic material you 

showed us. I was really impressed with your support system for the 

athletes. Hope you had fun on the camping trip, see you soon. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 1:49 PM 

To: uncM ax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Fwd: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: .. ~optonline.net> 
Date: 12i41:48 PM EDT 

To: tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tony, 

Thank you so much for taking the time to meet with me mad my Dad. I 

was hoping you could send me the link for the academic material you 

showed us. I was really impressed with your support system for the 

athletes. Hope you had thn on the camping trip, see you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 7:12 PM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

Susan, 

Here is the letter from Lee May 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "May, Lee" <Lee May@unc.edu> 
Date:                  5:43:36 PM EDT 
To: "Yount, Glenn (Ath Academic Counselor)" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Tony, 
Let me know if you need anything else. 

Bests, 

Lee 

Lee Y. May, PhD ¯ Associate Director for Advising & Admissions, BSBA Program 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School, Campus Box 3490 . McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919 843 5708 . fax 919.962.6964 ¯ ._L__e___e____~La__y_Lt~._u___n__c_~__e__d__LJ_ ¯ __vp___&,’_~2_k__e___n__a___n__-_f_[_a_g.[_e__r_=_u___n__c__=_e__d___u_ 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

NCAA document 20 :[0.doc W~d, ~ ~ ,4.: ,4.~ .~ :~n~ ~ 06,1-3~byt~s 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday 10:03 PM 

To: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: ? 

we discovered this afternoon what the problem is. When I entered the pid and into tbr seniors~ it was getting ldcked out of the system because se~fiors, for some 
reason, have hyphens after the 4th digit. I’ll put the iIffo in tomorrow morning and hope to have it scheduled 

On            , at 7:05 PM,               wrote: 

tutor??? i have an exam next week i would really like one!! ???? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 11:13 PM 

~emM.unc.edu 

Re: Bad day 

absolutely, 

and you are not bad at college 

you are making grades that are surprising to you because you aren’t used to them, but they are not surprising at all for college freshmen in their first semester - 

especially freshmen who have missed so many classes and spend much of their day on the practice field 

I heard so memy bad grades today, you’re just not used to making grades in the 80s. And a month or so from now, on the 2nd round of tests, you’ll see your grades 

going up. But absolutely let’s t~’ the tutor route. Come by tomorrow or Friday if you want and we’ll get the tutor requests in earlier so you cem get started next week. 

But in the en& you will adjust your test- preparation approach. You’ll adjust your note-taking and study approach, and you’ll get better at college like you get better at 

playing on the practice field.Like you adjust when ;you shift from your high school temn to the national reran, or to           at this level. There is no magic formula. 

You’ll get there and you’re going to be a great student, and a great player with many opportunities for gro~th and leadership while you’re here. 

You’re fine. You’re not doing anything w~ong. You’ll make the adjus~tments because you won’t let yourself settle for anything less than success. 

On           , at 10:09 PM,        wrote: 

Tony, 

I think I am bad at college and I need help: I just got an 80% on my psych 

exam. I studied on my own a tremendous amount, but I think I need to start 

taking advantage of the other stady/leaming resources because I am 

obviously not studying the "right" way. When we meet on Monday, can we go 

over some other options about tutors, etc? 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonvvount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, 10:13 PM 

r@email, unc.edu 

ECON tutoring 

Hello 

I’m sony to have to do this. I feel 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:25 AM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: PItYS tutor 

The only tutor that we have that can do physics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ToW Yount<ton3uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday: 11:03 PM 

Lacrosse 

@uncaa.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Have a tutor? - Need a tutor? - Read this 

~email.unc.edu ~uncaa.unc.edu 

Ladies, 

If you already have a scheduled weekly session ruth a tutor, please be reminded that if you miss two sessions ruth )-our tutor, you will lose the privilege of seeing that 

tutor. Its a harsh policy. Its necessary because of the very limited space that we have for tutoring, the very limited resources we have to pay tutors, and the need to be 
as efficient as tx)ssible in the use of that space, and of that money. 

If you are going to miss a session due to team travel or some other legitimate reason, you need to email me 24 hours ahead of time. I will forward the email to Kym 

Orr, the counselor who schedules the tutoring sessions and that abscnce will be excused. Sessions are scheduled tbr the stone day m~d time each week for the duration 

of the semester. That may not be convenient, but it is the only reasonable way to schedule hundreds of appointments each week. 

So please meet )’our tutors at the appointed time, or notify me ahead time if you can’t. 

If you need a new tutor, please send me an email or contact me when I’m in the office. I cannot access the syslem that we use to schedule tutors from home. I will put 

the request in the morning after I receive the email. (five Kym 24 hours from the time I make the request until to get the appointment scheduled. If you haven’t heard 

anything from Kym in 2 days, let me know. But don’t expect an appt within hours after making the request. And don’t wait until 2 days before a test to request a tutor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

knorr@uncaa.~mc.edu 

tutoring absences 

Kym, 

will not be at tutoring tonight, and a lot of other students too, due to the performance of As You Like It th 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, October 4, 2010 11:33 AM 

sbmaloy@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Compliance questions 

Susan, 

Just checking on some things after reading that l and 
tutor was no longer employed by us - an extra benefit. 

My questions are different since they are about students who are no longer here. 

Can I write recommendation letters for my former students applying to grad school who are no longer students here? 

Can I help former students of mine who axe no longer here with grad school applications (advice and proofreading)? 

Can I edit papers ibr former students who are no longer here, but are attending grad school somewhere else’? 

issues in the football mess were related to advice that they got from the tutor after 

Thanks 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 10:56 PM 

~emml.anc.edu 

Wednesday Meeting 

I have an appointment and will need to leave the once just before 11 on Wednesday and I will miss our regtflar meeting. I will be in the office from 8 - 10 on Tuesday 

night and I hope that you’ll come by then and meet with me. If you can’t come then, please t~ to catch me on Thursday. 

I read your paper Friday night. You write well, and I thought tJle content was good. Sor~ I didn’t get to it in time to do you some good. 

I enjoyed watching you play. I enjoyed talking with your morn, and I’m glad that you get to have a visit home 

Sorry about the inconvenience. 



FFom; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

uncM ax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Spring exam schedule 

Jel~rly, 

Spring exam schedules me up: 

Here is the schedule 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, ~                 11:31 PM 

aim.corn 

Re: SCALE courses 

Hi 

Welcome to Carolina. You’re going to have to help me by telling me what SCALE classes are? 

On           ), at 5:51 PM,           ~@aim.com wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Jenny told me to email you about SCALE classes, I was just wondering if they tmnstErred over to UNC, I am taJdng 6 SCALE classes in high school this 

year. Please let me know as soon as possible. 

Thank You, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: Tony Yount<ton)~oullt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:26 PM 

To: @aol.com 

Subject: Re: 

Hi 

This is such an unusual question for me to get and I really hate to have to to this but we are not allowed to release ssaldent PID numbers. 

her PID should be ou her admission letter, if you still have that, but we are not allowed to put that number out into cyberspace. 

can give it to yon or 

So son~i. 

I cafft imagine that you have to have a PID tbr package deliver},. Kids who order things from cataJogues for shoes, clothes, etc I’m sure, don’t provide their PID 

numbers. I 

Tony 

On at 2 20 PM,. @aol.com wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
Could you tell me 
Thank you, 

UNC PID # (student ID). I would like to send her a care package, and apparently I need that info on it. 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, l 1:21 AM 

To: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: dropping 

not without some support fix~m Wellness and some emotional or traumatic thing that has happened to you. 

You can always appeal to the Dean of Students, but I you would need a really good reason, and in the current NCAA 

On            at 11:04 AM,              wrote: 

hey tony! i know the drop date has passed but i just got my test grades 

back and i aJn not doing well in vikings at all’.! is there anyway i can drop 

it~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, ) 2:01 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Spring Classes 

Tuesday is better than Monday to look at classes, but I will be in Monday night fiom 8 - 10 for that purpose as well. 

There is no worksheet yet. That’s coming in Decembe 

On at 1:48 PM,         wrote: 

Hey Tony! 

I was wondering if you had any time next monday the    ,r tuesday the 

to meet about classes for next semester. I already picked classes and have 

them in my shopping cart. I just want to make sure I’m on track. Is there 

a worksheet of the classes we have taken and what we have not yet ihlfilled 

on connect carolina like there was on student central? 

Thanks’.! 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 11:15 PM 

To: ~emaJl.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: Thanks! 

Solry I couldn’t talk earlier - the office was swamped with a haJf dozen folks waiting 

I’m sonT you had a crapw day and I hope your life is back in order. I am def plmming to see 

going ruth your roomies, then I’ll see you there. 

O at 5:06 PM, wrote: 

Hey~ 

Just wanted to say thank you for your help and patience today’. I really 

appreciate it since I was a little fiazzled. I actually lost the only set 

of my car keys last night and my phone is locked in ~ car that I had 
to borrow this morning to get to weights. 

Also wanted to see if you wanted to go see i      ; play on Thursday night. 

I think our roommates are going to go as well. Let me know! 

Thanks again’.!!! 

play Thursday night and i’d love to go with you. But if you’re 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 AM 

To: ~emaJl.anc.edu 

Subject: Re: holds?? 

The sponsored account is not relewJlt and will not cause a hold 

On           , at 11:12 AM,      wrote: 

Hey tony,. 
On connect Carolina student center, if it says ’sponsored account’ 
underneath holds, does that mean I have a hold? its kind of cont’using, and 
when I click on it it says .... 
You holds: 
Item List 
Hold Item Amount Institution Start Term End Term Start 
Date End Date Department 
Sponsored Account USD UNC-Chapel Hill 
Student Accts&UNC Receivables 

What does this mean?! 
Thanks 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Advising Programs in the 
College of Arts and Soiences and the General College 
Telephone: (919) 966-5116 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3 ! i 0, Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3105 
intemet: http:/!www.unc.eduiadvising 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Professors of: 
Dram , Section 
Engl , Section 
Hist Section, 
Plays , Section 
Psyc Section 

Harold Woodard, Associate De~ 

RE: PID#: 

This memorandum is to advise you that i       wilI be absent from her classes 
Wednesday, through Friday, due to Please 
provide her with assistance in letting her rnnk~_~,~ ~ ........ t~t,~,,; ..... ~,~ t.~ ~-" ^~_z 

during this time. 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authority to prescribe 
attendance regulations for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse absences from 
classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you have 
questions or if you need additional information. 

ec: 

student permanent record 

~ony Yount, Athletic Counselor 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
AT 

CHAPEL HILL 

Academic Advising Progrmns in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
Telephone: (919) 966-5116 
Fax: (919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3110, Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3105 
internet: http:i/www.unc.edu/advislng 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Professors of: 
Dram Section 
Dram Section 
Drmn Section 
Poli Section, 
Educ , Section, 
Lift Section 

RE: PID#: 

This memorandum is to advise you that will be absent from her classes 
Tuesday, through Wednesday, due to a 
Please provide he,- ,~,if~ .~~;o~ .... ~.. 1,,+,;.,~ ~.~ o, ............... ,_ L_. ............................ s .... mo~-ut, ,my wu&/qulzzes she has 
missed during this time, 

As you know, Faculty Council legislation gives each instructor the authoritv to prescribe 
attendance regulations for his or her classes. Only instructors excuse absences from 

classes for valid reasons. 

Your assistance and cooperation are truly appreciated. Please contact me if you have 
questions or if you need additional information. 

cc; 

student permanent record 

~Tbny Yount, Athletic Counselor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Buchanan, Helen" <helenb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 6:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 

AL~o available online: http://w+v~v.goheeL~.congl/ie.wArtich,..dbml?DB ()L,141 ID=3350&ATCLID=207134772 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE -April 9, 2013 
TRACK & FIEI,D CONTACT: Helen Buchanan, helenb@unc, edu, 919-962- ] ] 60(o),            (c) 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The Carolina track and field program will host the UNC Facul~ Mile at the Joe Hilton Invitational oi1 Saturday, April 13th, at the Irwin Belk 

Track. 

"I am ve~ excited to host the first annual faculty mile as a part of the Joe Hilton Invitational," said head coach Haflis Meaders, "The idea started as a way to close the 

gap that somelimes exist between atNetics and academia. It roll provide an opportunity for our student athletes to see some of their instructors outside of the 

classroom and office hours in a fun environment." 

The UNC Faculty Mile will kick offat approximately 3:40 p.m. A full schedule of the day’s events can be found here. 

"I hope that it will be a lot of fun [br eve~one and I encourage anyone interested to take part in this great outreach of being Tar Iteels together," said Coach Meaders. 

The race is open to any present or past thculty member or UNC stall’. Participation is fi-ee and trophies will be awarded to the top male and the top female. 

Entries will be accepted until 9 p.m. on Thursday, April 1 lth. Please email Coach Meaders to participate. 

Related Links: 

MeAfee 3Iile To tfonor UNC Great: _h__(!p_-:S)~__uj__~,__~,=goheeLs’.com~UiewArticle.dbml?DB LANG C&SIT~" UNC&DB OEM l]) 3350&A TCLlD 207111561 
Joe IIilton Invitational Schedule 

.h..(!p..~S)~.~uJ~g<2.~.~..e..e..~..~.%~c.y2~.j.].~2j33~5~1~{~(~2~Q~[3Jq~gUilt£~{~E{£~?~@~DB I=AN(; C&SPID ] 2972&DB OEM lD 3350c~SPSII) 667905&57TF UN(7 

Helen Buchanan 

U NC Athletic Communications 
Communications Assistant 
helenb@unc.edu 
(o) 919-962-1160 
(c) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 2:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrmlce <an~n@uncaa.unc.edu~; Tom Sander <pacmml@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonb~ount~!uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester grades 

Toll},, 

I really appreciate this email because my math and POLI grades come as a total shock. Based offofmy work in my ninth class, I got a 74 m~d a 70 on my first two 

extorts, 100 percent on my homework, and failed my third exam. 

As tbr Poll, I was under the impression from my teacher that I had a D, and have been working really hard to catch up and get a C. 

For Psyc I jus~t have to do three more internships to bring my grade back to a B. 

And in English she just posted on SaJcai that I had an A. 

I’m working really hard in my classes and honestly don’t know what else to say other than I’m failing exams. I worked ruth Beth Lyons in getting e~ra assistance but 

apparently that won’t be available until next fall. 

I can come in and meet with you at any point and discuss this further. 

Th~mk you so much tbr your concern, and I’m going to keep grinding m bring up Math and Poll. I know I will not finish with an F at the end of the semester as long as I 

can get decent grades on my last two exams. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:51 PM, "Yount, Ton},-" <tonvTount@unc.edu-; wrote: 

>. 

> 

> Today the 3rd progress came in this week with a~ F on it. They are in PSYC - F based on 70% ofthe work tbr the course. 

> MATtt - F (55.7) based on 52 % of the work in the course. 

>POLI - F based on 55% ofthe work in the course. 
> 

> PSYC - C 

> ENGL - no progress report. 
> 

> You have reported to me that ENGL is going well. Assuming a grade of B in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of 1.0 and a cumulative GPA ofjus~t 

over a 1.8 at te end of your freshman year. 
> 

> If your semester ends as it appears above, there are two proNems. A 2.0 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the University. To avoid academic 
probation and return to a 2.0 GPA [br fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer school DRAM    oNine class. 
> 

> The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your fi~eshm~m year. 24 hours passed are required by the University to 

return lbr your sophomore year. Again, the summer school online course could restore your eligibility. 
> 

> Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress repolnts and if things are truly as bad as the progress repolnts indicate, your eligibility is in jeopardy. I 

encourage you to update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with F grades above, and meet with profs and do what you need to do so that 

your semester does not end this way. 
> 

> Tony 
>. 

>. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

L@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:29 AM 

ToW Yount <k)nyyom~l@unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Senior Day pictures 

Thanks Tow, they’re groa!! 

On at 2:26 PM, Yount, Tow wrote: 

> Ladies 
> 
> Pictures t?om this mn - https:/7www.ic~ud.c~m/photostream/#A3Grq~zwGqAinZ;A23AADC~-AC62-4~D3-BFC7-2D~AE63DB5A~ 
> 

> Enjoy 
> 

> ToW 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Dear Tony, 

I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact schedule for this? Is it okay that I did 

that? Son5, this is so late, I have been ve~ busy ruth school. 

Thanks! 

From: Yount. Tony [tonyyoun@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 

To: 

Subject: Orientation for Cmolina 

Ladies, 

Most of you have your UNC emails addresses now. Thanks for taking care of that. 

me know that its done. 

please do that as soon as possible and email me letting 

We’re expecting all of you except      tbr freshmen orientation July 11 and 12. I’ll be available tbr meetings with you, and your parents if they axe attending 

orientation, on Wednesday afternoon and evening, July 10, to get you read5, tbr your orientation scheduling session. As your travel plans get seL you can let me know 

when yoffd like to meet on that Wednesday. 

If any of you alv choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, 

June 19 - July 9 and won’t be available for those sessions. 

Please send me an emaJl when your Orientation regislration gets confirmed. 

Ton?, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Tony Yount <ton)~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Second Session Summer School 

Thank you, Tony! 

I have sent the emails per your request. I look forwaJcd to talking to you. 

From: Yount, Tony ]ton?yountC~unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:36 PM 

To: 

Cc: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Second Session Summer School 

Tom Sander just in[brmed me "that you’ll be attending second session summer school. There are ~me "things that you need to take care of thifly quickly. 

1. You need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office and ask that your enrollment date be moved forward to second session summer school. 

The email address is adjct@email.unc.edu. That needs to be done as soon as possible. 

2. You need to send an email to advisingfors~mdentatlfletesAAP@unc.edu asking for their advice in choosing courses to take. You nmst be cleared by an adviser to 

register and the purpose of this email is to get adviser approval. 

In each email you should identify yourself as an incoming fieshmen women’s player. Give your and use your UNC emaJl account to send the email. 

will also be attending second session and it would be great if the two of you decided to take the ~me course, though that is not essential. All 

freshmen have to take ENGL    , and the English deparlment ficowns upon multiple absences in that course. Taking that course in the summer Mren you will not need 

to miss a class for      is a good class to consider. I spent some time on the phone with      earlier in the week explaining how to search tbr classes on the 
registration. I would be happy to do that with you at your convenience. My cell is 

I hope to talk with you soon. 

Tony Yount 

Academics Counselor. Women’s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, h l0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Ok perfect! Thank yoi 

From: Yount, Tony [tonsTount@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thnrsday, 8:57 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Summer School 

I believe that Jennifer was referring to general financial aid from the University, or to fedemJ loan or aid programs, and not to athletic scholarships. I’ve checked with 

other folks here in our building and it is quite norms] for athletics to pay for summer school, so the money that Anson promised yon should be available without any 

restriction. Checked in with Anson this morning and he agrees - athletic scholarship money that he promised will be available to you for summer school. 

Tony 

On , at 12:17 AM, ~live.unc.edu<mailto ~live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Jmmit~r emsJled me back today and told me that I will be able to register tbr my courts on the connectearolina website, bnt she also told me that since im officially 
admitted to the fall semester that im not eligable to use financial aid for the summer. Anion had told me dad that they were taking care of everything except 1 class. 

Whenever you get a chance can yon clari~ which one it is. 

Thankvou(: 

From: Yount. Tony [t,~mVyount@unc.edu<mailto:ton~ount@tmc.edtcq 

Sent: Wednesday 2:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: Summer School 

Nice to speak with you today. Looldng forvvsxd to meeting you. 

Please let me know when you complete your Orientation mgist~ation. I’ll include those insurrections here: 

Then to register for summer school yoffll need to write two emails: 

The first to Dean Myra Wyrick in the Advi sing Office at UNC. Her email address is: wyrick@emsJl.unc.edu<mailto:wyrick@email.unc.edtv>. (five her your name, your 

PID number. Identit}¢ yourself as an incoming freshman player who would like to enroll in S ummer Session 2 tbr the smmner of You should ask for her 

advice about courses to take. 

Then you need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is: adjct~)email.unc.edu<mailto:adjcti~]email.unc.edu> 

Give her your name and PID number. Identi~ yourself as an incoming freshman      player and mques~t that your enrollment date be rolled folavard to Summer 

Session 2 for the summer of    . Tell Jennifer that you have emailed Dean W~’rick. 

Here is a link to the summer school courses offered this summer: 

http://summer.unc.edu/conrses/summer- -course-lis{ngs- by- department- or- schooF 

Courses are listed by departmem and be sure to scroll down to second session. 

We talked about ENGL as one good choice, especially you will miss severs] dws of class due to team travel. 
We talked about Pt IlL to thltill your philosophy requirement and to engage you in a course about dilticult medical issues. 
I learned about JOMC (Journalism)    lust this afternoon. The class carries 3 hours of credit but only meets fiom July 10 - 24 from 9 am - 12:15 mn daily. It is 
taught by Tim Crothers, who writes for Sports Illustrated and wrote the biography of Anson. Its about Sports Repo(dng. 
’][’here me so many courses for you to take. Why don’t yon browse and select some that sound interesting to you and we can talk after you’ve done that. 

I am also going to ask to send you a list of possible courses from a student’s perspective. Then lets chat and decide soon. 

Call or text any time. Let me know what I can do to help. 



Tony 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

"Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 3:29 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>;      @aol.com;                      @gmail.com); Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B MaJoy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonTryount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?Tount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount is our new academic advisor .... he is a pro!’. 

We got you some $ ..... the cost tbr a course is $2,700 .... we got you $2,000. I hope that helps. Good luck 

to set it up. Let’s get you graduated!!’. 

with EVERYTHING! Connect with Tom or Tony 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jmailto: ~!gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A Iv 
Subject: Hola 

Hey Aalson- 

I need to take my last course to finish. The online classes start in two weeks. I just wmlted to ask in case you had extra money, if the program would be willing to pay 

tbr it or help me. I’m living offa low salm3., and my parents are over stretched because they have taken on all my bills etc that I can’t pay. Let me know if there is a~y 

way. I may have to wait until later to take the course if it doesn’t come together but I will figure it out regardless..lust thought I would ask. Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~(}gmaiLcom > 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

ton~ount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

O~fline course 

Hi Tony- 

Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there 

any one or two hour credit oNine courses? All I saw was three hour. 

Thank you, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmaibeom> 

Thursday, 8:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Thank you for Four help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so nmch higher and is there a time when 

it goes down? 

Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 

Sent tixm~ my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tow" <ton~youn@m~c.edu> wrote: 

[; 

~> 

> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the aln tomorrow and have an answer ibr you by the end of the day. 
> 

> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should be possible online at 

http://w~v, fridaycenter.unc .edu/cp/cco/emolhnent.hlm 
> 

> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
> 

> Ton5, 
> 

> 

> On . at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 

> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony- 

>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll’? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are 

there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

?}gmail¯com> 

Friday, 12:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc¯edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahem and enroll online? How am we doing it financially? 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On ) ) . at 6 17 PM, Y( unt, T( W <tonyyoun@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The answer to the first question is budget cuts fk~m the State legislature. 
> 

> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in- state tuition. 
> 

> Sorry, to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts¯ A lot has changed since you were here¯ 
> 

>- 

> On at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>. 

>> Thank you for your help¯ The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under into years ago¯ Why is the price so much higher and is there a lime 

when it goes down? 
>> 

>> Also, since part oI it s being paid thr( ugh the temn, ~s ~t possible to get the in state tuition? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>>- 

>>> 

>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by file end of the day¯ 
>>> 

>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Regis~tration should be tx~ssible online at 

http://www.ti’idaycenter.unc .edu/cp cco, enrollment.htm 
>>> 

>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers¯ 
>>> 

>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 4:24 PM ~gmail.com> 

>>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>> Thanks for helping out with this¯ t tow should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me [br what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are 

there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour¯ 
>>>> 

>>>> Thank you, 
>~>): 

>>>> 

z ) >>>> Sent from m? it hone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc,edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:48 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

NOAA.org 

Men’s basketball teams will be allowed to begin their first practice - celebrated at many schools with Midnight Madness events - up to two weeks earlier than in the past, starting this fall 

The proposal was finalized at the close of the Division I Board of Directors meeting Thursday. 

Last month, the Legislative Council amended and approved the long-tabled measure that will allow men’s basketball teams to conduct 30 days of practice in the six weeks before their 

first regular-season game. In the past, practice began roughly four weeks before the regular season. 

A separate proposal that eliminated the requirement that the first practice begin no earlier than 5 p.m. on the first allowable day was also adopted. 

The rule change brings the men’s basketball practice start date closer to that of the women’s teams. Women’s basketball teams begin no earlier than 40 days before the first regular- 

season game, with a limit of 30 days of practice. 

The measures had been tabled since April 2012, when the Legislative Council tabled the bulk of the proposals in that year’s cycle to allow the Rules Working Group to fulfill its charge of 

making the Division I rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success. 

The rule creates a flexible preseason practice schedule that allows practice days and off days instead of the current schedule that leads to practice occurring every possible day. The 

more flexible approach provides coaches with the ability to determine howto use practice opportunities. 

The original proposal allowed practice to start 40 days before the first game, but the Council members adjusted the rule to accommodate for Midnight Madness events often planned 

around the first men’s basketball practice. Because a significant number of teams start playing games on the first day the rules allow it (the second Friday in November), the first day for 

practice would fall on a Sunday, which is not conducive to Midnight Madness events Expanding the time period to 42 days allows the first practice to be held on a Friday 

The Women’s Basketball Coaches Association expressed preference to maintain its current 40-day period as an expansion posed potential conflicts with a weekend when recruiting 

can occur. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:08 AM 

km~ount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

I wanted to let you know I will be attending the first year orientation with my parents on July 17 and 18th and will be driving down on Wednesday, the 

16th. 

Looking forward to meeting with you. 

Enjoy your vacation, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

?}live.tmc,edtr~ 

Saturda5, 3:39 PM 

ton~ount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

I~¢V: First Yem Orientation Confirmalion 

Hi Tony, 
I registered for the orientation and I have sent them an email to ask if they could put me for session 17 like you said. Just wanted to let you know. 
Hope you are doing well, 

Van: newstudents@unc.edu [newstudents@unc.edu] 
Verzonden= vrijdag          18:39 
Aan @hotmail.com 
CC-" 
Onderwerp: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

PID: 
Session 16: 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If you have questions about your reservation, 
please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 
Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before 
your Orientation session, please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New Student and 
Carolina Parent Proqrams website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests interested in 
learning more about local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud to partner with some 
of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here 
for more information. 
A, Language Placement 
Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to attending 
New Student Orientation. If you are taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps below to 
ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at www.unc.edu/languageplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other than French, German, Latin and 
Spanish, please visit the Foreiqn Lanquaqe Placement Webpaqe or call the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent 
Programs at 919-962-8304. 
B. Academic Preparation 
Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning your 
coursework. Visit advis(nq.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted Students" 
section.To help facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an on-line 
academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new first-year students must 
complete the on-line module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related to academic 
advising will be addressed when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 
C, Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 
If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to meet the various demands of 
University life, please visit http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self-identify with the 
Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 
We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit http://newstudents.unc.edu/to checkout 
additional information related to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged to visit 
http:!/parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 
919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 6:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

New em~Jl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:55 PM 

Tow Yount <tonyyomat@unc.edu> 

ToW Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Is it okay ifI s~y in Carmichael throughout Orientation’? I’m not sure ifI am registered for ovemights throughout orientation because I had camp then. 

Thmlks! 

From: Yount. Tony [tonyyoun@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:14 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Orientation for Ca~:olina 

Hello 

I jus* went over to Carmichael to check on your camp registration. You registered for both sessions, and that’s fine. Most of the incoming freshmen are registered for 

the first session, mid then roll move into their orientation doml. Your orientation roll begin at 8 am on Thursday morning and roll continue until sometime in the late 

afternoon on Friday. You can go to       camp until Thursday morning at 8 am, but you’ll need to switch to Caacolina’s orientation and slay with that group until 

Friday afternoon, and then you can go back to       cmnp. It is not a problem. 

Tow 

On at 11:03 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Tow, 
> I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact schedule for this? Is it okay that I 

did that? SoW this is so late, I have been vmy busy with school. 
> 

> Thanks’. 
> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [ton~Toun@unc.edu] 

> Sent: Thursdav, 9:53 AM 

> To: 

> Subject: Orientation for Carolina 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Most of you have your UNC emaJls addresses now. Thanks for taking care of that. 

me lmow that its done. 
> 

> We’re expecting all of you except for ti-eshmen orientation July l I and 12. I’ll be available for meetings with you, m~d your parents if they are attending 

orientation, on Wednesday afternoon m~d evening, July 10, to get you ready tbr your oriemation scheduling session. As your travel plans get set, you can let me know 

when yoffd like to meet on that Wednesday. 
> 

> If any of you are choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, 

June 19 - July 9 and woIft be available for those sessions. 
> 

> Please send me ml email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

please do that as soon as possible and email me letting 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: New emoJl 

I already ~egistered, I will be coming July 11 and 12 

On at 9:41 AM, "Yount, Tony-" <ton~woun@unc.edu;, wrote: 

> Thanks 
> 

> Now, when you get registered tbr orientation, please let me know when you axe coming. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 6:29 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
>. 

>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

RE: Updated te:dbook list - summer 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the tfh and will be looking to get the books on the :].5th. Should we iust bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never bad a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball bad an EXSS grad student 2 years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, 

so we’ll start there. 

On , at 9:18 AM, rackham <mckham(?~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Do you k[~ow if it works the same way for Grad Sb.Edet~ts Ot~ scholarship to get: books? 

GO ?:.:~:~;:i: .i:.~2L,!!i;.!’ 
S~ncere~y, 

Eve Rackham 

Ass~stm~t Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of Nortb Carol~a 

fiarmicbael Arena/Volleyball 
3:I_0 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 275_15 

919-962-5233 (o} 

............................. (~) 

919-84343543 (t) 

rackham@tme,edu 

http:i/www.facebook.comlcarolinavolleyball 

http:l~witter.com!m~cvNleybalt 

www.ca rolinavollevball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the 

form to student stores and get the required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until 

to get them or how it works? 

T~ar~ks. 

~i:i;i:i::;? :i!:?:i~!:;i! :i~i~E.i:.i:ii!:..::.i; !: 

S~ncerely; 

Eve Rackbam 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

UniversiW of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South l~oad 

CbapeI Hill, NC 275:15 

919-962-5233 (o) 

919-84343543 

rackham@unc,edu 

_~;_w:fl o_h___e__e__!~_:~_o__m__. 

http:/Iwww.faeebook.eom/earolinavolleyball 

htt p:t![witter,com/tmevolteyball 

www.ca rolinavollegball,com 
From:. [mailto: @fiq~edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PN 
To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

ix here to get her books, She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything 



.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldrktge~i;kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: [)pdated textbook list - summer 

To: 

Cc: "HoltorL Diane" <ktEa__13_e____!39__r_[._%r_@2~_!__e_!:r_a__13:__{!gg!_e£:_Ur~:~st_u>, "Wool&idge, Gina" <.(.~!1.rf.a.~£~2.~...d..ri.d£~@k.e.~.n.£-~.-...~.]..a.g1..e..r.:.t.~.c..:~.d...t1> 

Summer MAC Students, 
I received the last text book designation for the summer tmrn. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Course Number Course Name Instructor 
MAC 700 Introduction to Financial Accounting Hand 
MAC 865 Microeconomics Chavis 

Gma 

MAC 701 Managerial Accounting Skender 
MAC 709 Financial Management Wang 

MAC 703A Legal System & Tort Liability for Business Barringer 

MAC 710 Financial Reporting A Stubben 

MAC 741 Introduction to Business Tax Edwards 

Textbook 
Financial Accounting, Harrison, Horngren, and Th, 
Courspack - available through UNC Student Stores 
Managerial Accounting, Tools for Business Decisic 
Paul D. Kimmel and Donald E. Kieso. 
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, 9th ed. Ross, 
Business Law and the Regulation of Business, 11t] 
*Note: eBook edition is NOT acceptable. 
Intermediate Accounting, 14th Edition by Kieso, ~ 
Taxation of Individuals and Business Entities (5th 
862350; McGraw-Hill. *Note: the publication date 

<image001 .jpg>Twitter ] <image002.jpg> Lirlked[n i <image003.jpg> Facebook ] <image004 jpg>MAC Journe~ Bloat [ <imageoos.ipg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldrldge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ U NC’s Kenan-Flagler Bu siness School 

919.962.3186, girla_wookJridge@kenan-fiagier.unc.edu, www.kenan-flagler.up, c.edu 

Shaping Leaders ] Driving Result.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

ACT 

Hi Tow’, 

I j ust wanted to let you know that I got my ACT score back. My composite score without writing was a 31 and on math I got a 28... Woohoo! :) 
I did have the scorn sent to UNC. 

Hope "things are going well lbr you! Talk k~ you soon! 

Thank~ 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 5:34 PM 

Tony Yonnt <tonyyount@nnc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Tony, 

TNs email along ruth the confirmation of my registration with the Friday center are the emails I have gotten from Ms. Mcdonnell. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: "McDonnell, Carol B" <.c_.b___r._n_.c3t_£!!_r!(a~_e__l_r_?:ai.l_:._u_r_Lc_:.e_d__u> 

Date: ,8:11:58 AM EDT 

To: @gr_ra__i!_: c___o__m > 
Subject: RE: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Thank you. You are dear. I need to wait until your application for readmission goes through Lo get the courses on your’ sumrner schedule. Currently 
your application is not complete and you don’t have a summer term to enroll yet. Please visit the ConnectCarolina site to view the status of your 
admission. 
However, f will send you confirmation thief: you can begin work on May 14 in the 2 dass~:_~s and get th~-_~ courses on y.:_~ur scheduh:_~ .:_~nc~:_~ the process 
abow:~ is com#et:e 

&,,/,4~/b.~,,,,~Y 

Student Services Nt[anager 
Frida? Center for Contim~ing Education 
"() nNersity of N orth C aa~l ina at Chapel Hill 
CB41 (!20 
Chapel Hill NC 2759% I020 
919-962--1.105 
fax 919--952- 5549 
’i’~e~KJ OlJr s[~)["ies ;/[ 

l¥idavcenterAmc.edujstorie s 

Fwm: [ m_ajJ_t_q; ._@_g_m__ajLc_9__m] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: HcDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: Re: UNC Friday Center course registration request 
Hi Ms. McDonnell, 
I am not sure you are the person I should be informing or ifI need to call the Friday Center but the holds on mr" account should be lifted (I paid everything 

today). Please let me lmow if there is anything else I need to do in order to be able to register for classes. 

Thanks again. 

Best Regards, 

@g__m____ajL_c___9___m___ 

On at 8:50 AM, Carol McDonnell <cbmcdonn~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

IMPORTANT UPDATE ON YOUR REQUEST TO REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING: 

Course: RELI 
Title: 
Course Type: Carolina Courses Online 
NC Residency CMm: Non-Resident 
Tuilion: $2,736.12 

Additional Comments: 

You have a past due account hold aid a parking hold on your account that blocks registration, Plea~ contact the Friday Center when your account is 
cleaed for registration. 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 



The Friday Center tbr Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, CB# 1020, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 800-862-5669 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.mlc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Fwd: IMPORTANT REGISTIUkTION INFORMATION 

Tony, 

TNs email I received from the registrar along ruth a notice about summer session 2 as well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but none of them roll let me 

regiffter for classing be they say that I need pernrission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin fon~’axded message: 

Fr~n: Regis~tral’s Office < registmtionservices(~unc.edu> 

Date: ,7:58:56 PM EDT 

To: < ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT REGIST1La.TION INFORI~kTION 

Dear 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access your course planner and 

the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration which roll be open at the date and time specified in your enrollment appointment. The link to log in 

to your ConnectCarolina Student Center to access all of these services can be found through the MyUNC Portal at http://m,i.unc.edu. On the MyUNC 

Portal page, click on the ColmectCarolina Student Center link to sign in with your onyen and password. A regis~tration guide with ilffonnation on 

registration can be found on the ONce of the Universib~ Registrais webpage at http://regis~trar.nnc.edu by clicking on Registration. If you have any 

questions about registration after reviemng this email and ilffonnation on our website, feel flee to contact us at registrationservices(~unc.edu. 

REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate s~ldents axe divided into smaller groups based on the immber of completed terms in residence before they axe assigned a time. Students 

who have completed a higher number of terms in residence would be given an earlier regis~tration start date than students ruth fewer completed terms in 

residence. Within each grouping of completed tenns in residence, students are randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may regis~ter any time atter your registration appointment day and time. Appointments run ti-om 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The purpose of 

this process is to spread registration over "time so that the computer system can better handle the load. 

To find out your registration date/time ibr     Summer I, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under Enrollment Dates, and 
select the tenn. You will also see your Registration/Advising Option on this site as determined by the various Deans’ Offices and departments. Please pay 
close attention to any correspondence you may receive from your Dean’s Office or department to detennine what you need to do before your 
appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCaacolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through the My[INC Portal, by clicking on "Update Personal Intbm3ation" on 
the top left. 

OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration Sys~tem using your ONYEN/PASSWORD s~rting on the date and time of your registration 

appointment. After this time, the Regifftration System under Co~mectCm~olina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 hours/day, 7 days/week) other than 



occasional times when "the system is down tbr maintenance. Please note support t?om campus offices will only be available during normal business hours. 

For advising infonnation and complete registration infonnatio~l, go to the Ofl]ce of the University Regis~tmr’s homepage (http://registrar.unc.edu) and select 

the     Summer I Registration link. 

Please note that the initial regifftration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, firs~t-year Law-, first-year MBA, mid all EMBA and Master of Accounting students 

will be handled by their School Regis~treas. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you are not permitted to ~egister. 

Al~, please take time to review important University policies located at http://registmr.unc.edu, under Registration aJ~d then RegiS_ration Policies. 

Thmlk you~ 

Office of the UniversiU Regis’tmr 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo an@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: IMPORTANT REGISTILlkTION INFORMATION 

I have not received an actual email. But I did accept to my re admittance on connectcarolina. I assumed that’s all I needed to do. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 5:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@~mc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks lbr sending those things along. Do you an email that confirms that that you have been readmitted to the University? That seems to be the hangup at 
this point. 

Tony 

On at 5:35 PM, ~live.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Tony, 

This email I received from the registrar along ruth a notice about summer session 2 as well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but 

none of them will let me register tbr classing be they say that I need pennission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: Reaistrar’s Office <registrationservices~unc.edu> 

Date: 7:58:56 PM EDT 

To: -~ (~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Dear. 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your ConnectCa~rolina Student Center, you may search for classes, 

access your course planner and the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration which will be open at the date and time 
specified in your enrollment appointment. The link to log in to your ConnectCarolina Student Center to access all of these 

services can be found through the MyUNC Portal at http:#mv.unc.edu. On the MyUNC Portal page, click on the 

ConnectCarolina Student Center link to sign in with your onyen and password. A registration guide with information on 

registration can be found on the Office of the University Regis~tra/s webpage at http:i/registrar.unc.edu by clicking on 

Registration. If you have any qnestions about registration after reviewing this email and information on our website, feel ficee to 

contact us at registmtionservices@mac.edu. 

REGISTIL~\TION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the number of completed terms in residence before they are 

assigned a time. Students who have completed a higher number of terms in residence would be given an earlier registration start 

date than students with fewer completed telrns in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms in residence, students axe 

randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and prot}ssional school studeuts axe also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may register any time after your regis~tration appointment day and time. Appointments mn from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, 

Monday-Friday. The purpose of this process is to spread registration over time so that the computer system can better handle 

the load. 

To find out your registration date/time for Summer I, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link 



under Enrollment Dates, and select the tenn. You will al~ ~e your Registration/Advising Option on this site as determined by 

the various Deans’ Offices and departments. Please pay close attention to any correspondence you nmy receive from your 

Dean’s Office or department to determine what you need to do betbre your appointment date. 

U se the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators through the registjation period and to view your 

schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through the MyUNC Portal, by clicking on "Update 
Personal Information" on the top left. 

OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration System using your ONYEN/PASSWORD starting on the date and time of 

your registration appointment. After this time, the Registration System under Co~meclCaxolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule 

(24 hours/day, 7 days/week) other than occasiouaJ times when the system is down for maintenance. Please note support from 

campus offices will only be available during normal business hours. For advising information and complete registration 

i~fformation, go to the Office of the University- Registrar’s homepage (htlp:i/registrar.unc.edu) and select the Summer I 

Registration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, first-year Law, first-year MBA, and all EMBA and 

Master of Accounting students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you axe not 

permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at http:#mgistrar.unc.edu, trader Registration and then 
Registration Policies. 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:34 PM 

To: tonyyount@unc.edu 

Bee: Ton)’ Yount <’tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Subject: Update 

HI Tony, 

First of all, thank you so much for taking the time to guide me through the orientation registration process and welcoming me to the UNC 

After thinking hard about the offer Coach      ~ extended a few weeks back, I have decided not to enroll at UNC next fall. I am so grateful for the opportunity to play at 
Carolina, but I felt I should not join the program unless I was 100% certain of my decision. If there is anything else I need to do to rescind my deposit or un-reserve my spot at 
orientation please let me know how I can go about it. 

Again, thank you so much and I am so sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

Sincerely, 



From: ~(}gmail.com > 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

To: Tony Yount <tonFyount@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: AP exams 

Hey Tony’. I was wondering if you could tell me what I have to get on my AP statifftics and AP government exaans to get credit. ’][’hank you ill let you know how flley 

go...msh me luck please because I need it haha’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:41 PM 

To: mcldlam@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: and Visit 

I’d ask the team doctor or Sally. They would know somebody at the hospital who could meet with her. 

are taking Psyc . Might be fun fo~       to see how AP PSYC compares to the entry course level PSYC here. 

We don’t have any vb players em~olled in any science classes this semester except for PSYC (other than EXSS classes) 

O11 , at 12:53 PM, Eve Rackham wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

Any thoughts on who might be a good person for Medicine/Pediatrics7 OR a person on our team who has a class in something that is relevant? Gracias :) 

>>> " <. > 12:50 PM >>> 

Thanks Eve. As of now,      ~ thinks she wants to go into Medicine/Pediatrics. That could definitely change, but I’m sure she’d love to sit in on any class. 
She loves her AP Psych class that she is currently taking. 

Thanks for aii your help. I look forward to meeting you and having 

Blessings, 

get familiar with the team & the campus. 

"} t onor o,~e a notber a l~>ve ? ou, sels e,s 

From= Eve Rackham [mailto:rackham@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:21 PM 

To= 
Subject=      and Visit 

Hi 
It was great to talk with you last night. I am starting to put together the itinerary for ; visit next week. I wanted to see if you could tell me if 
thought about what she might like to study? We are trying to have her attend a class and or meet with someone from that dept if possible. 
Thanks so much and hope to hear from you soon :) 
:~::.;© :i’;’:iiR iq’E:!:::LS:: 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

The University of North Carolina 

has 



Women’s Volleyball 

PO BOX 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@unc.edu 
www=tarheelblue.com 

http://twitter.com/uncvolleyball 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

Summer school 

Attached is the information that I have so tax. 

Here is the short list for summer needs. 

¯ 3 hours online through IYNC 

¯ 6 hours online courses through IYi’,IC 

- 3 hours online through UNC 

3 hours online fllrough UNC 

- 6 hours credit through s~dy abroad 

3 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours online through UNC - SOCI. and HIST 

- 6 hours online classes through UNC ~ 3 hours UNC 1st session 

6 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours at UNC 2nd session 

- 3 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours online through UNC 

- 6 hours online through UNC 

- 3 hours online through UNC 

- 3 hours online through UNC - SOCI 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sunday, i 1:01 PM 

~yahoo.com 
~hedule 

Are you going to the AC tonight? wants to know. I fllink thai says you’re going in tonight but I didn’t konw 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, ] 9:30 PM 

To: .~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

I am aJmost certain, but you should check ruth the coaches, that your CTOPS weeken 

On             at 9:22 PM,        wrote: 

Hi Tony! 

My email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

the SAT Math 2. I aheady have Statistics credit and I’m pretty positive I 

am going to get some sort of Calculus credit. Is it fftill necessaly to 

take the SAT Math 2’? Also do you know Milch date they are wanting me to go 

to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:32 PM 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: tti Tony’. 

Thanks for email heads up on your new address. 

I am almost certain, but you should check ruth the coaches, that your CTOPS session is July 

On             at 9:22 PM,         wrote: 

My email account is now set up. I was wondering about your suggestion for 

the SAT Math 2. I aheady have Statistics credit and I’m pretty positive I 

am going to get some sort of Calculus credit. Is it still necessary to 
take the SAT Math 2? Also do you know which date they are wanting me to go 

to for CTOPS? Thanks for all of your help! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday 10:48 AM 

janma~m@uncaa, unc.edu 

Was here today at 10 - we planned her schedule ibr the fall and got her set up in the new legistxation syfftem. She says her courses ale going well this semester. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:04 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Online Summer School Regis~tmtion 

then you do NOT enter your credit, and you ONLY check third pafly payment and list the athletic department. 

On . at 10:00 PM, wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

So I aJn doing all "the registration stuffibr online summer school right 

now and I am just a little confused about the payment. My total money 

that is owed for 2 classes ($1,758) is the same as my total award 

dollars granted even though it is supposed to be 50%, I think. The 

sheets that Jenny" gave to us today" at prac says that is the full amount 

due for 6 hours is $1,758 so I am not sure what to do because the 

balance due is $0. 

Thanks, talk to you soon. 

Tony Yount wrote: 

Ladies, 

You only need to read this if you are registering for ONLINE summer 

school. Online snmmer school enrollment does NOT happen on Student 

Central. There is a separate site. Current juniors and sophomores will 

register Thur~tay morning at 8:00 am. Current freshmen will register 

Friday morning at 8:00 ran. 

Here is the web address to register for summer school. 

http://~x~vw, fridaycenter.unc.edu’cp/cco/enrollment.htm 

Click on the enroll online button and lbllow the directions there. 

You will be asked to provide information on a form similar to the one 

you can find here: 

http:i/w~.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/cco forms’enrlform.htm 

Fill out the form completely. If yon are on full scholarship, you may 

select NoIth Caacolina resident tbr tuition purposes. You do not have to 

till out the residency tbm~. Your athletic ~holaacship will handle "that. 

If you are NOT on full scholarship, a~nd you are NOT from North Carolina, 

you will select Nonresident for tuition purposes. 



If that is the case, you will need to pay, with credit card, the 

difference between the amo~mt that you owe, and the amount that you are 

getting in scholalship from your coach. You will need to get that 

iatbnnation from your coach BEFORb2 your registration time. 

If you axe on full scholarship, you will select Third Paxty Payment: 

*List ATHLETICS. That will be sufficient. If your coaches have cleared 

your tuition with Amy tterman in compliance, there should be no problem.* 

¯ If you have questions~ call me on Wednesda5 so that everyone is 

prepared for Thursday morning.* 

*Tony* 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday, 8:50 AM 

@email.uuc.edu 

Re: online summer school 

not yet - you’ll lmow when you get an email 

On            , at 8:11 AM, sel wrote: 

Tony, 

How do I know if I’m enrolled in a class or not? I think everything 

worked, but is there like a schedule or something you can go to? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 8:20 AM 

j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu 

Phone numbers 

I thought that I had phone numbers for and , but I don’t. I have heard nothing from eifller of them since I sent the 



From: Tony Yount<ton?yount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, 1:02 AM 

To: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: ThaJlks 

Thanks for tile email address update and the CTOPS date. I look forward to planning your schedule when you get here. 

I’m in Missouri now with the team getting ready for regionals on Saturday. 

Tony 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Friday, April 9, 2010 10:43 PM 

To: ~gmaJl.com 

Subje~: Ordinary Miracle 

It’s not that unusual 

W hen #,w(;r’yt h ing is beaut ifu L 

It’s just another ordim,,ry miracb,0 today, 

The sky knows when it’s time to snow, 

[)on’t need to teach a seed to grow. 

It’s just another ordinary miracle today, 

Life is like,~ a gift th~;y say 

Wral~ped up for you everyday; 

Open up and find a v, ay 

To !?ire some of your own. 

Isn’t it remarkabW? 

Like every tim~; a rain dr’op falls, 

l~’s just another ordinary miracle to@,y, 

Birds in winter have their fling 

But dw~ys make it home by spring~ 

It’s just another ordinary miracie today. 

When you wake up everyday 

Please don’t throw your dreams away; 

Hold them close to your heart 

Cause we’re dl a part 

Of the ordinary miracle. 

Ordinary m irac[e 

bo you ward to see ~, mir’ade? 

ohh ohh ohh, ohhh ohh ohh.~, 

11 seems so exceptional 

That things ju~ work out after all. 

It’s jus’r another ordin~,,r’y miracle "today. 

Sun comes up and shines so bright 

And disappears again at night. 

It’s just another ordinary miracle today, 

ohh ohh ohh, ohh ohhh ohh.~, 

Z’r’s just another ordinary miracle today, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(~uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday- 10:36 AM 

derekg@uncaa.unc.edu 

and PSYC 

Progress report today in the class we’re womed about. With 60% of the grade in she has a 



From: Tow Yount<ton39’ount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 10:39 AM 

To: 

Cc: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: and PSYC 

Progress report today in the class we’re worried about¯ With 60% of the grade in she has a     . Better than 1 hoped¯ Significant improvement from test 1 to test 2¯ 

a " she can do an optional paper and improve the grade¯ Professor s ys,        seems to miss more class than I expected¯ I have suggested she meet with me to review 

mis~d material." 

This class should not result in an In fact, with the optional paper, a meeting with the pro[}ssor0 and a good final, it could be a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<tonF~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday, 9:57 PM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email. unc.edu 

summer school registration 

Ladies~ 

I checked with admissions today. They have cleared you to register, but there is what is called an ’adviser hold’ on your registration account, because you have not 

been to orientation, and you have not met with an adviser. We made a phone call today to start the process of lifting that adviser hold. When that happens, and it could 

happen tomorrow, I will be in touch ruth each of you about which courses to take and how to register. 

Until then, you can go to this website: http://regweb.oit.unc.edt~courseseaxcl~/ 

Where it says ’Term’ you should select Summer 2 

Then you can select a subject and select search. It roll list all the courses that are taught by that department in second session of summer school. You can think about 
what you’d like to take. 

I hope 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,. 11:17 PM 

To: Gymna,stJcs 

Ce: derekg@uncaa.unc.edu; ~cox.net; 

Subject: Regional Pictures 

~me.com 

Ladies, 

Here is the web address for picm~vs from regionals. Many thanks to 

are many more but these are the ones that I think are best. En 

; dad for the use of his lens for the weekend. I put maybe 20% of the pictures up. There 



From: Ton5’ Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Thursday. 8:10 AM 

To: ~email.~mc.edu 

Subject: phil 

Here is the link to enroll in Phil    online. 

http://w~v.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 

Here is t 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~’ount@uncaa.unc.edt~> 

Sent: Thursday 11:52 AM 

To: ~email .unc.edu 

Subject: COMM 

We just got an email explaining that the old COM1V that meets the PH requir 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton?, Yount<ton?yount@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday~ April 16, 2010 8:16 AM 

aJncculle@email.unc edu 

EXSS 

Ashley, 

¯ Could you please help them out by adding them to that class? 

~-ere unable to get into EXSS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5’ Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 10:42 AM 

~kena~- tlagler.unc.edu 

Re: Stop on diploma 

She called back - she’ll check on it and email me - I’ll forward that 

On at 10:04 AM. wrote: 

Thanks, you’re the best! 

On 9:43 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just called Amy Herman about that. I’ll get an answer for you soon. No need for Jenny to deal with this. Amy Herman is the right person 

and I’m on it. 

On , at 9:35 AM, wrote: 

Hi Tony- 

My dad called the cashiers office today because there is a payment owed and therefore a stop on my graduation diploma. 

They say that the athletic department has not paid for my books yet. Is this something that I should bring up with Jenny or 

the athletic dept? Thanks!! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday,             10:51 AM 

@email.unc.eda ~email.unc.edu 

summer registration 

Ladies, 

We are now ready to decide what classes you would like to take. As soon as w 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ouut@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday,             10:51 AM 

~email.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu 

summer registration 

LadieK 

We are now ready to decide what clasps vou would like to take. As soon as we do that, you will email an adviser and explain your intentions and then she will clear 
j J 

yOU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~omlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, 10:53 AM 

~email.unc.edu; @email. unc.edu 

summer registration 

Ladies~ 

We are now ready to decide what classes you would like to take. As soon as we do that, you roll email an adviser and explain your intentions and then she will clear 

yon to register. 

Sorry this is taldng so long, but the Universi~ is big and it moves slowly. Sunday eve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Friday, ~ 8:06 PM 

@emaJl.unc.edu 

Re: Medical School 

Oll at 7:21 PM, 

Dear Dr. Roper, 

wrote: 

My name is , and I am currently a freshman at UNC. I am 
interested in attending i upon graduating from Carolina, but I 
am in a bit of a unique situation. I am also a member ofthe 

team at Carolina on full scholarship, and I plan to compete for 
the entirety my four years of eligibility. However, I can feasibly graduate 
with a double major and minor (while fulfilling the necessary 
requirements) in three years, which leaves me with a year of eligibility 
and no coursework. 

Consequently, I am considering the possibility of applying to the 
and beginning my first year of studies during my fourth 

year of eligibility. After doing a little research, however, I have come 
across a new dilemma. With my practice schedule, I would not be 
able to all of the first-year courses. Based on the 

Calendar, the                           class coincides almost 
exactly with our practice time. Thus, the question I would like to ask you 
is: if I am awarded admission into the                     for the fall 
of    , would it be possible for me to take most, but not all, ofthe 
first year medical school courses and make up those courses my schedule 
will not accommodate the following summer, or in subsequent years? 

Thank you very much for your time and consideration. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?yomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, April 19, 2010 11:21 AM 

aJncculle@email xmc.edu 

EXSS sect 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 5:18 PM 

aJncculle@email xmc.edu 

Asheb; 

One of my 

other girls. 

) would also like to enroll in EXSS , section If you could help uThanks so much for your help with the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Monday, 11:05 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

Paper for 

Will you still read papers for the non-basketball folks? 

ansidme after 6. 

I didn’t want to 

asked for you today. She can meet after from 12:15 to 2 each day, and 



From: Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:53 AM 

To: Golf 

Subject: e~Jns 

Ladies~ 

If any of you have any exam issues due to your play in Regionals in Greenville, please let me know. Coach Mann tells me that you have taJked to professors and 

ever~thing is in order. I roll be in Greenville either Wednesday or Thursday evening to give an e~m. Dean Stenross can grant otficial tmiversity e~m excuses if 

you need tJlem. Please let me know this week if you need to do 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?~ount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu; rackhaJn@uncaa.unc.edu; tfilag@uncaa.unc.edu 

is now registered for ANTH md PSYC    2nd session 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ton5, Yount<tonwount(@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 12:05 AM 

mbower@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Grads 

I’ll be glad to do that mid we’re talking about a time, thought I don’t think 

On May 4, 2010, at 11:59 PM, Matt Bowers wrote: 

will be part of that since 

Hey - 

I’m wondering if you might be willing to shoot some graduation photos of our               like you did last year --- the quintet was scheduled to 

show up at the Old Well this afternoon after the student athlete graduation ceremony to get a photo taken and I don’t think they made it for 

whatever reason. 

loved the grad photos you took last year and they were terrific additions to the media guide. If there’s any way you could do the same thing 

with this group at some point, I’d be very appreciative. 

Let me know what you think - thanks. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Director of Internet Services 

UNC Athletics 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(mobile) 

(919) 962-0612 (fax) 

TarHeelBlue.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uomlt@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Thursday 9:03 AM 

ai schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Battery 

Ams~ 

The ,student is 

Sorry it took this long. I had to go to Greenville, NC yes~terday and give an exam to a 

Tony 

who is competing down there. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount<ton?uount(@uncaa.unc .edu> 

Tuesday 1:26 PM 

j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu 

mckham@uncaa, unc.edu; ttila~@uncaa.unc.edu 

grade report 

Coaches 

Grade report is attached. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               2:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

Okay great, thanks Tony. 

On Sun, 14:05:47 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Amy called. You are to do books like all other athletes. No changes. She 
> has everything worked out about getting the money in the right place. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On , at 11:57 AM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> great sounds goodT Thanks TonyTT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sat, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Good news about ENGL 
>>> 
>>> gave me the letter and I called Amy Herman to ask about it, but 
>>> she 
>>> was out Friday and I left a message. I expect to hear from her on 
>>> Monday. 
>>> But your name is on the book list and up to $800 of books will be 
>>> covered 
>>> by athletics according to that list. So come in Monday and get a book 
>> form 
>>> approved and then go and charge your books. 
>>> 
>>> rll let you know if that money can be applied to your account for 
other 
>>> purposes after Amy calls me back. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On 
>>> 

>>>> 

16:13:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

, at 1:31 PM, wrote: 



>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

I got into the english class i wanted tot So in 17 hours now. Did 

give you a copy of that letter i was telling you about? 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

On Thu,            20:27:44 -0400, Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Th~in~ soundsreally oddto me. Ijustcheckedthebooklist 
>> provided 
>>>> by 
>>>>> compliancetoguideusas wesignbook ~rmsandyournameisonthe 
>>>>>list 
>>>>> andthereisnodollaramountattached. Ifth~le~ercametoyouby 
>>>>> email, please ~rwarditto me. Ifnot, tell me whosentit?Ican 
>>>>> call 
>>>> Amy 
>>>>> Herman tomorrow and see wh~ she says, but I’m not aware of a system 
>>>>> th~ 
>>>>> just has a ce~ain dollar amount attached o~er than the $800 th~ 
he 
>>>> NCAA 
>>>>> allows. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> On~ ,~ 6:16PM, wrote: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Tony, thisyear, on myle~erle~ing meknow wh~ ~hleticaidi 
>> would 
>>>>>> be 
>>>>>> 

"books". 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>> ~r 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just 

Do 

you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be 
doing 
all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying 

the 
difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

On Tue,            16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

>>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>>> Ladies, 
>>>>>>> 



>>>>>>> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start 
>>>>>>> of 
>>>>>>> classes. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At 
midnight 
>>>>>> Friday 
>>>>>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you 
are 
>>>> not 
>>>>>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some 
>>>>>>> courses 
>>>>>> will 
>>>>>>> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add 
>>>>>>> a 

2nd 
freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

2. Textbook purchase: 
If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms 

>>>>>>> can 
>>>>>> be 
>>>>>>> approved: 
>>>>>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY 
>>>>>>> during 
>>>>>>> these times. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 
>>>>>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>>>>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after September 1. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> See you soon. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               12:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

yayyyy thanks T T T 

On Wed, 
wrote: 
> you’re in EXSS 
> 
> Tony 

12:16:27 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 1:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

They could contact the instructors to see if they were willing to 
overenroll their classes. I just don’t have permission to override any 
except    Thanks. 

-Ashley 

On 8/25/2010 12:12 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> Thanks Ashley, 
> 
> Are there other EXSS classes they could enter? 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On Aug 25, 2010, at 11:07 AM, Ashley McCullen wrote: 
> 
>> I can add the person to section 001 but there are no more spaces in 
>> section 002. Let me know what they would like to do. Thanks. 
>> 
>> -Ashley 
>> 

>> 

>> On 8/25/2010 9:44 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
>>> Ashley, 
>>> 
>>> Three more requests for EXSS 
Thank you so much. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
>>> Kenan Field House 
>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>" cell 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>>__ 

>> Ashley McCullen 

if its not too late for you to get these 

EXSS 

EXSS 

- EXSS 

players in. 



>> Administrative Support Specialist 
>> Exercise and Sport Science 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 919-962-2022 
>> 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy (Jenny Slingluff-Levy) <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, August 26, 2010 11:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: updated schedules 

Tony - I am going to wait another week before committing everyone’s schedule to memory - as they do tend to change 

these first few days! 

Jenny 

Carolina 2010 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 8/18/2010 10:51 AM > > > 

As of this morning. 

not yet included because she has no schedule until Fri afternoon. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<~ @mms.att.net> 
Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony it’s      . I’m in class and need to access the Internet. I just bought a Mac and have no idea how to 
work it. Could you please help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               1:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Syllabus 

Here they areT 
You’re the best TonyT T 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~webmail.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Tony, 

I’m sorry we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out everything on my own. My roommate just 
told me however, that MATH doesn’t fulfill the math requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some help 
finding another class that fulfills that and works w/my schedule. ThanksT 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @webmail.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:31 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Tony, 

Thank you so muchT I’m sure she was confused. Thanks againT 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 15:52:11 
To: < @webmail.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Classes 

Math    fulfills one of your math requirements 

You’ve taken Math    , and Math    will complete your math requirements. There are no Math issues for you 
if you successfully complete MATH 

Tony 

On , at 3:43 PM, ~webmail.unc.edu wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 
> I’m sorry we never ended up meeting. I thought that I had worked out everything on my own. My roommate 
just told me however, that MATH doesn’t fulfill the math requirement. Is this true? If so, I may need some 
help finding another class that fulfills that and works w/my schedule. ThanksT 
> 

> Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:23 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Span 

Thanks T 
....... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: 

Subject: Span 
Sent:             10:40 AM 

gscowell@unc.edu 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@endurancemag. com> 

Saturday,               5:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Ton T... Tutors 

Hey TonT 

So here are the classes I would looooveee to have tutors for. They are my only 2 so I am really trying to do 
well :)... Econ    and Econ    , for both courses they are the only section. I had       as a rotor for business 
calculus and he was awesomeT Oh and if possible I was looking to get a rotor for 2 days for each course. Sorry 
sounds demanding but you know me TonT Anyways thanks again so much you are the bestT T 

Hope you are having a great weekendT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Saturday,               7:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Books 

Tony, 

My Drama    professor posted on Blackboard that we need a textbook for his class, but it was not on my 
original book list so I do not have the book. Do I just go to the book store and get the book and then bring you? 
the receipt or is there a different way I?am supposed to?get the book before his class next Tuesday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               9:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

HI tony, could I come at 9.30 on a Wednesday? 
Thanks 

On Sat, 23:27:38 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays (except 12:15) 
> Or 9:30 - 2:30 Tues - Thurs. 
> 
> Send me an email before 9 pm tomorrow. If you wait until after 9, the 
true 
> freshmen will get their chance, so let’s get it done. 
> 
> Good luck tomorrow morning against Iowa. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 3:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meeting 

Tony, 

Most Monday, Wednesday, Fridays work well for me after 9:50. I could 
make it to your office any of those days by 10:05. Does Wednesday at 
10:05 work for you? 

Hope you’re having a nice weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               3:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hey Tony, 

I was wondering ifI could schedule my appointment on Wednesdays at 10:15? 

thanks 

On Sun. 00:43:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> Aug. 30. 
> 
> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               5:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hey Tony T 
I’m so so so so so so so sorry about not coming in to see you at the end of 
last week. 
I feel horrible about that- i just completely missed the end of that email. 
Ugh. I can get a five on Calc BC, but can’t read. 
Would Mondays at 9:30 work for you? 
Thanks for everything! 
I am attaching my syllabuses (syllabi? syllabese?) 
I have lots ofreadingT :) 

On Sun, 00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> Aug. 30. 
> 
> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               6:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Oh dear, I’m going from bad to worse here. 
Thanks Tony, I’ll shoot you one tonight. 

On Sun, 18:06:37 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> thanks for the syllabi, but please read the scheduling email carefully 
> 
> from the last email - I want to be fair to all my teams and let the 
> process start at the same time for everybody, so rll repeat these two 
> sentences from last night. 
> 
> "To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
> calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first email 
that 
> I get after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there." 
> 
> so be the first to email at or after 9 tonight 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On~ at 5:59 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony T 
>> I’m so so so so so so so sorry about not coming in to see you at the end 
>> of 
>> last week. 
>> I feel horrible about that- i just completely missed the end of that 
>> email. 
>> Ugh. I can get a five on Calc BC, but can’t read. 
>> Would Mondays at 9:30 work for you? 
>> Thanks for everything! 
>> I am attaching my syllabuses (syllabi? syllabese?) 
>> I have lots ofreadingT :) 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Sun, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 

00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



>>> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
>>> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
>> Monday, 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
>> calendar 
>>> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first email that I 
get 
>>> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
>> constantly 
>>> updated online at this address: 
>>> http ://ical.me.com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
>>> 
>>> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
>> Tues 
>>> - Thurs. 
>>> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the 
calendar 
>> to 
>>> see if the slot you want is still open. 
>>> 
>>> So let’s get it done. 
>>> 
>>> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
>> done 
>>> SO. 

>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 7:26 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Can i do wednesday at 11 ? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same 
> time every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week 
> of Monday, 
> 
> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
> calendar beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first 
> email that I get after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My 
> schedule will be constantly updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 
> 2:30 Tues - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the 
> calendar to see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
> done so. 
> 

> Good luck against Iowa. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Could I have the 11 : 15 slot on Wednesdays? 

On Sun, 00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:3 9 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meeting 

Tony, 

Can I set up my weekly meeting on Wednesday at 10:15 am? Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

> Hey Tony, 
> Here are my syllabi and it would be great for me to meet 9:30 on 
Thursdays. 
> Let me know if that is good for youT And I got into the 
> so I dropped my history like we talked about. 
> Thanks, 
> 

class 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:50 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hi Tony, 
Does 1 : 15 work for you? 

On Sun, 00:43:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               10:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Hi TonyT I would rather have my meeting with you on Monday if that is 
possible, my last class is over t 10:45... can you do anything around 11 or 
after that? Just let me know! ThanksT 

On Sun, 00:43:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Monday, 6:32 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

ok so i went to write another email i’d been putting off (monday is yahoo email day) and found this so my 
response is extremely prompt, sounds like word is out and it’s a little bit of a mess. that’s ok. its good i can 
choose to stay out of the _ scene. 
and starting tonight- the grades are turning around, if you could, i need one honest opinion- a no bs, how likely 
am i to be readmitted (80% 10% or what), just so i can see ifi really need to get mailing these wild west 
applications that i want to save for grad school (do they have do grants? for that kinda thing even ifur the 
ultimate transfer student lol). ok that’s all i need to know, if you have an estimation, maybe you dont- the 
admissions folks aren’t very forthcoming, alright, group project with pizza on the way here soon. no more 
emailin :) gonna try to teach some bball to kids down at a rec center this week. should be interesting. 

thanks 

skiing, montana, awesome, saw a special on white water boogie boarding? can u beat that? 

--- On Mon, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Weekly meeting? 
> To: ~yahoo.com> 
> Date: Monday, 5:46 PM 
> I’m so glad that you emailed me back. 
> And I absolute hate the we can’t have the conversation I’d 
> like to have because of the evil NCAA. But here’s what 
> pisses me off the most, and I apologize for the way it 
> turned out. Of course I had to report our conversation to 
> compliance. Before long the whole team knew and that didn’t 
> come from me. And what I did not want was for you to be 
> besieged with calls and questions and recruiting talk when 
> you’re looking for space to decide your own future. I know 
> ’is a tight community and word would come out of 
> and people would know eventually, but you had called me in 
> confidence and I hate that it went so far so fast from what 
> I had to do to follow the NCAA rules. The good thing is that 
> if you don’t ask for a release from or you don’t 
> answer your phone, you don’t have to talk about college 
> to anybody. At least that is still under your control and 
> nobody can take that control away from you. Power - such a 
> wonderful thing. 
> 

> You should never let those B’s turn into C’s ever, but 
> that’s not really my question to you. My question is: 
> "Why isn’t your comment - I really ought not to let those 
> A’s turn into B’s? You know how I feel about that. 
> Pick it up. Get motivated. Don’t make me come up there. 
> 



> 

> Take care. Make good decisions. Get your grades up. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 5:09 PM, wrote: 
> 

> > Tony, 
> > hey, sorry for the delayed response- i have email 
> reaction time issues. :). and i knew you would report me to 
> the ncaaT it’s all good though- somebody’s gotta regulate 
> something i suppose. 
> > and thank you for the river guide tips. its a good 
> backup plan. let’s just face it though- it would be really 
> fantastic if the admissions folks just accepted my 
> application and take a proud midwestern anti-college 
> back (not because their aren’t a lot of really good things 
> and ppl about    but just b/c u gotta float your own 
> boat), the ppl at admission said they would fill me in after 
> they got my transcript from here so i really ought not to 
> let those b’s turn into c’s (get motivated right). 
> > but whatever happens there are a lot of options out 
> there (like the wild west which i will get to eventually) 
> and you gotta go for it. thanks for helping me reach that 
> conclusion. 
> 

> 

> 

>> 

> > my best to all, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > --- On Sat, 
> wrote: 
>> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

~yahoo.com> 
7:26 PM 

> >> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> >> Subject: Re: Weekly meeting? 
> >> To: 
> >> Date: Saturday, 
> >> hey 
> >> 

> >> thanks for the update. I am proud of you for 
> making your 
> >> own decisions and following your own path. I hope 



> you find 
> >> what you’re looking for and find some peace and 
> some 
> >> happiness. Really happy that your roommate is cool 
> about 
> >> that situation. And good luck with that boyfriend 
> thing. 
> >> Remember that 99% of college boys are not worthy - 
>be 
> >> careful. 
> >> 

> >> I’m doing well. I’m so happy to be in contact with 
> my 
> >> favorite meeting skipper. 
> >> 

> >> Full disclosure requires me to do this. As much as 
> I think 
> >> the NCAA is a ridiculous organization, I am what 
> the NCAA 
> >> deems an "Institutional representative" for the 
> University 
> >> of North Carolina. I was obligated to report our 
> >> conversation to our compliance director, Lance 
> Markos. I 
> >> committed no NCAA violation in talking with you, 
> and it is 
> >> absolutely OK for us to continue to communicate 
> with each 
> >> other about general issues about life, decisions 
> you’re 
> >> making, and topics that friends would normally 
> >> discuss. And I hope that we continue to do 
> that. Our 
> >> conversation last Sunday was great, and did not 
> violate any 
> >> NCAA rules. You asked about coming back to school 
>at 
> >> Carolina and that was fine. We didn’t talk about 
> you playing 
> >~ at Carolina again, and that’s the way it will 
> have to 
> >> stay. In order for us to talk about returning to 
> UNC and 
> >> being a part of the team, you would have to 
> ask for, 
> >> and be granted, a release from so that 
> you could 
> >> communicate with athletic staff at any other 
> school. You can 
> >> certainly communicate with admissions officials 
> from any 
> >> school. But if athletics is going to be a part of 
> the 
> >> conversation for you at any NCAA institution, 



> you’ll need to 
> >> ask for a release from 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> Nice to hear from you. Proud of you. Keep me 
> updated. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> >> Take care 
> >> Tony 
> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> On at 4:12 PM, wrote: 
> >> 

> >>> hey tony, 
> >>> so i promised a progress report and even 
> though i’m 
> >> pretty bad at such activities.., i did go talk to 
> the coach. 
> >> i told her no more college and she said that 
> was a 

> >> bummer but if i wanted to come back after a break 
> that she 
> >> would welcome that. so i’m looking into some other 
> options 
> >> for next semester, one of them being river guide 
> along with 
> >> some other colleges along with reapplying to unc. 
> SO 

> >> hopefully one of those options works out and leads 
> to some 
> >> hiking and club sports and goofin off and a 
> boyfriend:) im 
> >> gonna finish out the quarter and my roomate is 
> alright with 
> >> everything and looking for someone else to live 
> with. so 



> >> that’s all that. 
> >>> thanks again for talking with me the other 
> day. nice 
> >> win over VA the other day too. i dont know how the 
> buckeyes 
> >> managed to beat 121 st ranked new mexico state 
> today lol 
> >>> hope you’re doin good, 
> >>) 

> >>> 

> >>> --- On Wed, 
> >> wrote: 
> >>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> 

> >>>> How are you? 
> >>>> 

> >>>> Tony 
> >>>> 

> >>> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: Weekly meeting? 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
How many meetings are you skip this 
semester? 

> >>> 

> >>> 

> >> 

> >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               11:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Oh haha woops I thought it was everyday...but now that its just one day a 
week how about Wednesday at 12:00? 

On Sun, 22:53:41 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> well, it would help if I knew which day you wanted to come at 1 : 15 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> Does 1 : 15 work for you? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

at 10:49 PM, wrote: 

>> 

>> On Sun, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
>>> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
>> Monday, 
>>> 

00:43: 55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

>>> 

>>> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
>> calendar 
>>> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So I’ll take the first email that I 
get 
>>> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
>> constantly 
>>> updated online at this address: 
>>> http ://ical.me.com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
>>> 
>>> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
>> Tues 
>>> - Thurs. 
>>> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the 
calendar 
>> to 
>>> see if the slot you want is still open. 
>>> 

>>> So let’s get it done. 



>>> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
>> done 
>>> SO. 

>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Monday, 5:10 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

Tony, 
hey, sorry for the delayed response- i have email reaction time issues. :). and i knew you would report me to the 
ncaaT it’s all good though- somebody’s gotta regulate something i suppose. 
and thank you for the river guide tips. its a good backup plan. let’s just face it though- it would be really 
fantastic if the admissions folks just accepted my application and take a proud midwestern anti-college 
back (not because their aren’t a lot of really good things and ppl about    but just b/c u gotta float your own 
boat), the ppl at admission said they would fill me in after they got my transcript from here so i really ought not 
to let those b’s turn into c’s (get motivated right). 
but whatever happens there are a lot of options out there (like the wild west which i will get to eventually) and 
you gotta go for it. thanks for helping me reach that conclusion. 

my best to all, 

--- On Sat, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subject: Re: Weekly meeting? 
> To: @yahoo.com> 
> Date: Saturday, 7:26 PM 
> hey 
> 
> thanks for the update. I am proud of you for making your 
> own decisions and following your own path. I hope you find 
> what you’re looking for and find some peace and some 
> happiness. Really happy that your roommate is cool about 
> that situation. And good luck with that boyfriend thing. 
> Remember that 99% of college boys are not worthy - be 
> careful. 
> 
> I’m doing well. I’m so happy to be in contact with my 
> favorite meeting skipper. 
> 
> Full disclosure requires me to do this. As much as I think 
> the NCAA is a ridiculous organization, I am what the NCAA 
> deems an "Institutional representative" for the University 
> of North Carolina. I was obligated to report our 
> conversation to our compliance director, Lance Markos. I 
> committed no NCAA violation in talking with you, and it is 
> absolutely OK for us to continue to communicate with each 
> other about general issues about life, decisions you’re 
> making, and topics that friends would normally 
> discuss. And I hope that we continue to do that. Our 



> conversation last Sunday was great, and did not violate any 
> NCAA rules. You asked about coming back to school at 
> Carolina and that was fine. We didn’t talk about you playing 
>    at Carolina again, and that’s the way it will have to 
> stay. In order for us to talk about returning to UNC and 
> being a part of the    team, you would have to ask for, 
> and be granted, a release from " -      so that you could 
> communicate with athletic staff at any other school. You can 
> certainly communicate with admissions officials from any 
> school. But if athletics is going to be a part of the 
> conversation for you at any NCAA institution, you’ll need to 
> ask for a release from 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Nice to hear from you. Proud of you. Keep me updated. 

> 

> Take care 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On 
> 

> > hey tony, 

at 4:12 PM, wrote: 

> > so i promised a progress report and even though i’m 
> pretty bad at such activities.., i did go talk to the coach. 
> i told her no more college    and she said that was a 
> bummer but if i wanted to come back after a break that she 
> would welcome that. so i’m looking into some other options 
> for next semester, one of them being river guide along with 
> some other colleges along with reapplying to unc. so 
> hopefully one of those options works out and leads to some 
> hiking and club sports and goofin off and a boyfriend:) im 
> gonna finish out the quarter and my roomate is alright with 
> everything and looking for someone else to live with. so 
> that’s all that. 
> > thanks again for talking with me the other day. nice 
> win over VA the other day too. i dont know how the buckeyes 
> managed to beat 121 st ranked new mexico state today lol 
> > hope you’re doin good, 
>> 

>> 

> > --- On Wed, 
> wrote: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>> 



> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

> >> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: Weekly meeting? 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Date: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
How many meetings are you skip this 
semester? 

How are you? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:56 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Bus Ride Meal back to Chapel Hill 

if you see anyone on this list, Please tell them to get their order in. Thank You 

>>> Phil Barnes 1:58 PM >>> 
SUNDAY - BUS RIDE BACK! Please get to me by 9am on FRIDAY! -Thanks! 

Bread: Sub Roll Only 

Toppings: Mustard (Yellow, Deli, Honey), Mayo, Oil, Vinegar, Lett., Tom., Onions 

ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Provolone Cheese, Thumanns Hot Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa Salami 

OLD ITALIAN: Dry Cured Capacola, Sharp Provolone & Prosciutto 

MILD ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Provolone Cheese, Thumanns Sweet Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa Salami 

MILD SHARP ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Sharp Provolone, Thumanns Sweet Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa 

Salami 

SCHWARTZlE: Thumanns Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese, Cole Slaw & Russian Dressing 

SHARP ITALIAN: Prosciutto, Sharp Provolone, Thumanns Capacola & Natural Casing Genoa Salami 

AUDIE: Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Thumanns Oven Roasted Beef & New Yorker American Cheese 

TURKEY SCHWARTZlE: Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Swiss Cheese, Cole Slaw & Russian Dressing 

ROAST BEEF SCHWARTZlE: Thumanns Oven Roasted Beef, Swiss Cheese, Cole Slaw & Russian Dressing 

BIG "T": Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Imported Ham & NY American Cheese 

TURKEY BREAST: Finest Quality Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast 

TUNA DELIGHT: White Tuna (Not Pre-Mixed) & Light Swiss Cheese Topped with Roasted Peppers 

HEALTHY CHEESE: Choice of Light Swiss Cheese or Slender American Cheese 



SLIM "T": Thumanns Home Style Turkey Breast, Low Sodium Ham & Slender American Cheese 

HEALTHY HAM & CHEESE: Thummans Low Sodium Ham & Choice of Light Swiss Cheese or Slender American 

CHICKEN COLLETE: Chicken Cutlet & Thumanns Smoked Tavern Ham with Swiss Cheese 

CHICKEN PARMIGIANA: Chicken Cutlet with Homestyle Marinara and Melted Provolone Cheese 

OLD FASHIONED MEATBALL: with Homestyle Marinara Shredded Parmesan, Romano Cheeses 

Carolina Winter Elite Camp 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Golf Course Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 5, 2009 10:35 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Advising 

Dear Tony, 

Thank you very much for sharing your thoughts for improving the quality 
of collaboration between Academic Counselors and Academic Advisers. Your 
ideas merit serious consideration and will be included in the 
discussions to come. If you think of other possible strategies, please 
do not hesitate to share those as well. 

I am most grateful to have you on our team and look forward to your 
continued assistance in addressing this critical issue. 

Take care. 

Harold 

Tony Yount wrote: 
> Dean Woodard, 
> 
> Thank you for meeting with the Athletic Academic Counselors Monday in 
> Kenan Field House, and for guiding us through a discussion about the 
> two groups of advisers that work with our athletes. 
> 
> You asked for ideas and feedback and here is some of that, for what 
> its worth. 
> 
> I believe that the most important reason that Steele Bldg advisers and 
> Kenan Field House advisers do not function well together is that we do 
> not know each other well. I believe that we have an opportunity to 
> make short term progress in that area if both sets of advisers could 
> be trained on the new PeopleSoft software together. Both groups will 
> be doing essentially the same thing with that software. Both groups 
> will need training. If that training could occur as one group, both 
> groups would have the opportunity to spend time together, learn a new 
> system together, and establish a better working relationship. 
> 
> The idea that I heard on Monday that was most attractive to me was the 
> idea that several Steele Bldg advisers could be paired with the Kenan 
> Field House advisers. The Steele folks could learn the NCAA 
> regulations that we must deal with. If our athletes, and the Kenan 
> advisers were dealing with a limited pool of Steele advisers, there 
> would be more communication, understanding, and cooperation. There are 
> so many Steele advisers that we don’t get to know them all. If a 
> smaller corps of Steele advisers dealt with all athletes, I believe we 
> would all fare better in the respect and communication areas. 
> 
> The other idea that intrigued me is this one. In my 30 year teaching 



> career, I found it enormously useful to be given a day when I could 
> shadow someone else’s workday in the school - another teacher, a 

> counselor, an administrator. I believe that both sets of advisers 
> would learn quite a bit by spending a day with an adviser in the other 
> setting. I would love to see what a day is like for the Steele folks. 
> I could see how they advise, what resources they use, and learn from 
> them how to be more complete and thorough in the advice that I give to 
> my students. I believe that they would benefit by spending a day with 
> us. They would see how well we actually know our students on a 
> personal basis. They would see how much of our time is truly spent on 
> being an academic counselor to help our kids in the classroom, and 
> they could observe how little time we actually spend on eligibility 
> issues. I believe that both teams would reap benefits from spending a 
> day in the shoes of the other set of advisers. 
> 

> Thank you again for leading us to explore options to improve our 
> services to our kids. I consider a great honor to work for my alma 
> mater, and I look forward to the opportunity to improve the services 
> we offer to our kids. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Harold Woodard, Associate Dean 
Office for Student Academic Counseling 
CB# 3437/105-A Abernethy Hall 
UNC at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3437 

Phone: (919) 966-2143 
Fax: (919) 843-8134 
E-mail: harold_woodard@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, i 2:36 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

They will have signed. 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc, edu> 

Sent: 2:34:11 PM 
Subject: Re: Weekly 

The sooner the better for me. 5:30 would be great. 

Will they have signed LOI’s by then. Will I be able to send printed 
material home with them? 

Tony 

On at 2:31 PM, Jan Mann wrote: 

> Tony, 
> Thanks for coming to the banquet. I know it meant a lot to to 
> have you there. And it certainly meant a lot to Patricia and me. 
> Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well.         is tired todayT 
> Said she was up making corrections on her paper. Thanks for helping 
> her. As for the recruits, I think I pick up      at 4:45 from the 
> airport. If you want to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too 
> late? 
> Thanks, 
> Jan 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount 
> To: Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Cc: Patricia Earley <peafley@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> 
> Sent: 10:32:08 AM 
> Subject: Weekly 
> 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. 
> Very much appreciated. 
> 
> Please find 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly 
> with the great news that both your freshmen are performing at a 
> Dean’s List pace for their first semesters. I also read HIST papers 
> for last night, paper was outstanding, 
> and I’d guess A level, was weaker than her last effort, 



> probably a C level. 
> 

> Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with 
> courses and class times. I thought it might be useful for you to 
> see.         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 
> 12 hour minimum,        schedule will likely need some adjustment 
> since her recent admission to the Minor program. 
> 

> I also need to nail down a schedule for meeting with the committed 
> recruits this weekend. The sooner the better on Friday would suit me 
> best. 
> 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,               11 : 16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Meeting 

Thanks T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 10:24 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting 

Hi, 

Um would 10am on thursday work? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:36 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday night 

Hi Tony, 

told me last night that they are going to California this weekend 
and that she is not sure when they will be back on Sunday. Do you know 
what time they are getting back? Should I plan to go Sunday night? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~carolina.rr.com> 

Thursday, 8:19 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SH hours 

Tony, 

Just wanted to make sure that my hours for today were recorded in the system. I completed my last 1 hour and 8 
mins of my six hours today from 1:45pm until 3:15pm so i should have more than 6 hours. Is that right? Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

’@rams. att.net> 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony it’s      I’m in class and need to access the Internet. I just bought a Mac and have no idea how to 

work it. Could you please help? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:24 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Meetings 

Could I have the 11 : 15 slot on Wednesdays? 

On Sun, 00:29:12 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We need to schedule a weekly meeting time - 15 minutes at the same time 
> every week that fits your schedule. Meetings will start the week of 
Monday, 
> 

> 

> To be fair to all my freshmen, I’ll start putting appt times on my 
calendar 
> beginning at 9pm Sunday evening. So rll take the first email that I get 
> after 9 tomorrow evening and go from there. My schedule will be 
constantly 
> updated online at this address: 
> http ://ical.me. com/uncletony/My%20 Schedule 
> 
> You can choose your time between 9:30 - 2:00 on Mondays or 9:30 - 2:30 
Tues 
> - Thurs. 
> Two 2nd semester freshmen will schedule before you so check the calendar 
to 
> see if the slot you want is still open. 
> 
> So let’s get it done. 
> 
> Please remember to email me your class syllabi if you haven’t already 
done 
> SO. 

> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:07 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall 

Good luck with everything tomorrow- Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: 

To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 
To: 

@email.unc.edu> 
r@email.unc.edu> 
,~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
~email.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu> 
@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:57:00 PM 
Subject: Study Hall 

Due to closed AC on Sunday and Monday nights 

4 hours required for the 6 hour people 

3 hours required for the 4 hour people 

no meetings this week. See you next week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  9:53 AM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 219648bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/bc9e772981 e 18f0c34323059da01 a4ab 
File Name: .DOC 
Expiry Date: Tue, 08:53:06 -0500 
Size: 110080bytes 

Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/9585785f581 e9af49bc2e67109c 10c46 
File Name: .DOC 
Expiry Date: Tue, 08:53:06 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:38 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Week of June 21 

Hey Tony T 

I’ll be in Chapel Hill for the week of June 21. I’m in town to work the 
lacrosse camp from          but other than that should have some free 
time Wed.-Fri.. Because I am no longer doing the cognitive science minor, 
and didn’t take psyc    this summer I need to rework my schedule. I would 
like to pick up another class so I still only have 4 hours in the spring, 
and drop pscy    and maybe ;. I would love some help figuring out what 
to do if you will be in town. 

Hope summer is going great! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 2:43 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Language 

Thanks Tony :) 

On Thu, 22:11:40 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> yes, and you will get an email very soon giving you instructions on how 
and 
> when to take the test. That should probably get to you by the end of next 
> week 
> 

> On at 10:05 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony 
>> I was also wondering when I ahve to take a language test. Do i ahve ot 
>> take 
>> the test before CTOPS? 
>> 

>> Thanks :)))) 
>> 

>> On Mon, 
>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Glad you’re doing well. I checked our list this morning and it shows 
>>> that 
>>> you are registered for session 4, June 14 & 15. 
>>> 
>>> So check your registration, but I think you’re set for June 14 & 15 for 
>>> CTOPS. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 6:00 PM, wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Hey Tony T 
>>>> How have you been? I’ve been great, ready for summer school. I signed 
>>>> up 
>>>> for CTOPS on the dates of July 19th and 20th only because June 14th 
and 
>>>> 15th were not one of the options available. Can you work some majic 
and 
>>>> get 
>>>> me into CTOPS in June? I believe the reason why I am reporting to UNC 

12:29:20 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



>>>> 

>>>> 

does 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

on 

June 13th is becuase of CTOPS the next day. So if CTOPS changes so 

the 
Day I report. 

ThanksT TT T :)))) 

On Thu,            12:52:41 -0400, Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>I wasabletogetyouregistered ~rthetwoclassesth~ you 
>>>>>selected. 
>>>>If 
>>>>> you go to Student Central and check your schedule, you should be able 
>> to 
>>>>> see it here. So registration is done, and now you should be able to 
>>>>>sign 
>>>>> up ~r housing. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               8:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Review_Letter to Tony 

Hi 
Your letter is good. I appreciate you taking care of things. Good job. 
Also to review our discussion this morning and make sure we are on the same page with things for this week: 

1. You are required to make 8 hours of study hall this week ( ) due to the fact you only completed 4.5 last 
week t, ) 
2. 6 of those hours must be complete by Wednesday morning ( I, or you will not travel with the team to Wake 
Forest. 
3. The remainder of your hours need to be compete by the end of the week (Friday) as usual. 
4. Your letter to Tony (as written below) is complete. 
I know that your grades are off to a good start and commend you on your work. Please know we must maintain 
these academic guidelines for all members of our team, and 
I appreciate your cooperation and efforts. I look forward to your continued excellence in the classroom and on the 
volleyball court. 
Have a good night. 
Coach JS 

Joe Sagula, [] [] Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY of NORTH CAROLINA[] [] [] 
P.O. Box 2126 - Carmichael ARENA -[] 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC[] 27515[] [] [] 

email: ~unc.edu [] 

[] (919) 962-5228 office[] [] [] [] [] [] [] (919~ 843-8543 fax 
[] home[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] cell 
[] CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL CAMPS: [] [] I 1[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] 

[] CAMP email:                 ~.¥ahoo.com [] 
[] Website: [] www.carolinavolleyball.com 

[] OFFICIAL WEBSITE of the TAR HEELS: [] [] www.tarheelblue.com 

On 3:30 PM, wrote: 

Hey Coach, 

This is what my letter to Tony says, it’s handwritten and I’m going to 
leave it on his desk. (I don’t know where to find a xerox machine) 

"Hey Tony, 
I wanted to apologize for missing my meeting with you on Tuesday. I feel 
reallybad for sleeping through it; I promise that will never happen again. 
I was not only hurting myself academically, i was also extremely rude to 
you. Thank you so much for helping me with my classes and having patience 
with me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  10:12 PM 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc.edu; Amy Kleissler 
<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FF 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 109568bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/b 94171 f201 f555 e21420c651 e03 ccbff 
File Name: ~ doc 
Expiry Date: Sat, 21:11:55 -0500 
Size: 109568bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  5:03 PM 

Maggie Peck <mj peck@email.unc, edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc. edu> 

t@email.unc.edu>; i ~email.unc.edu>; 
@,email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; i 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>;, 
@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; gyount@email.unc, edu; 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 
@,email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu>: 
<       @email.unc.edu>; 1 
<sdhalverson@uncaa.unc. edu>: 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Treatments until Break 

~email.unc.edu>; 
@email.unc.edu>; 
~email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu>; 

,@email.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson 
~email.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

@email.unc.edu> 

Helllllo ladies, 

Christmas party is now at 216 Finley... Please pass along the word. 

See you all tonightT 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Maggie Peck 
To: Phil Barnes 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 
Cc 



Cc~ 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: 

Cc: Doug Halverson 
Cc: Tony Yount 
Cc: Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Subj ect: Treatments until Break 
Sent:             12:25 PM 

Ladies, 

Just wanted to remind you that after today, treatments will be done by 
appointment only. Those of you who have been doing rehab should have 
already worked something out (and if not, please do ASAP). Otherwise, if 
you need anything, just let me,     , or Doug know and we’ll set up a 
time. Thanks, and good luck on finalsT 

Maggie 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:51 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Student Research Survey Pay $5. Take it now 

Hey Tony, 
just got your last email and then i received this one too haha. Do you know 
if im allowed to do this per ncaa regulations? Sorry to keep hitting you 
with all these questions 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: UNC Student Research Survey Pay $5. Take it now 
Date: Tue,           00:52:02-0800 
From: "Student Pollster" < r@us.edirectl.com> 
To: ""< @email.unc.edu> 
Reply-To: @us.edirectl.com 

Hello i 

Looking to earn some spare money at UNC? Sign up Now: 
http://studentpollster, com 
Student panelists at University of North Carolina are needed for 
educational surveys. Sign up to take student research surveys that pay an 
average of $5 per survey. This opportunity is currently exclusive to 
college students at University of North Carolina, and helps put serious 
money in the pockets of motivated students. (http://studentpollster.com) 

Earn $5 for taking a short survey now: 
Click here to get started (http://studentpollster.com/) 

For more information go to: StudentPollster.com 
(http://studentpollster.com/) 
This opportunity is currently limited to students at: University of North 
Carolina 



We take your privacy very seriously. 
2010, SmdentPollster.com, PO Box 241269 Los Angeles, CA 90024 
This email was sent to mcmalm@email.unc.edu 
You are currently subscribed to this newsletter. 
You can safely one-click unsubscribe 
(http://go.edirect 1.com/1/a/5ri/6a/x00p/fk/ak-p/exclude.htm) at any time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:42 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: JOMC 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: JOMC 
Date: Fri, 12:04:40 -0500 
From: ~email.unc.edu> 
To: <j sweeney@email.unc, edu> 

Professor Sweeney, 

Hi, I lust found out that the current course that I am in JOMC 
does not count toward my Immersion. Last semester I took JOMC 

I am graduating senior and need JOMC      to graduate. I would really 
appreciate if you could add me to the class so I will be able to graduate 
on time. 

Let me know and thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:39 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tour question 

Thanks Tony! Have a good night! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 21:03:37 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: tour question 

Hey 

You’ll be great. They will love you. And they’ll be able to see how much you love this place and that’s what will impress 
them the most. 

you need: 
2 semesters of English 
3 semesters of a foreign language 
2 semesters of Math 
2 sciences, one of the two has to have a lab 
3 social sciences 
performing arts, 
literary arts 
philosophy 

but they can place out of so many of those requirements with AP/IB test scores, or community college courses that they 
take at home. 

but don’t worry about remembering it all. safest thing is, if you’re not sure, just to tell them that they will get to see me 
later in the recruiting process and that I can answer all their academic questions 

goodluck 

Tony 

On , at 5:23 PM, wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, 
> I hope you are feeling a little better each day! I am giving my first tour 
> tomorrow at 9 am and I wanted to make sure its really good. So just to 
> double check you need 3 semesters of a Foreign Language and English, one 
> Science and one Science Lab, one math class, are there any other 
> requirements I should know about to tell the parents? And is there anything 
> particular you think I should talk about tomorrow. 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: weekly meeting 

Wednesdays 9:30am 
On Tue, 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> I’m going to begin building my weekly meetings schedule Thursday evening 
> with the freshmen. Wanted to give you first chance to pick an appt time 
> 
> any time from 9:30 am til practice starts, Mon - Thursday. 
> 
> Let me know what works for you by Thursday morning and rll get you on 
the 
> schedule 
> 
> Tony 

14:07:13 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 16:25 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: correction 

Hey TonTT How was your new yearT???T im sure it was amazing out west :) 
But i have a question that either answer is totally fine haha but i just 
want to make sure that i am either off or on book scholarship since i 
quit.., since basically nothing has changed want to make sure of this 
before i go spend my life’s savings at the bookstore :) 

Thanks TonT 

See you mondaaaaayT 

ony Yount wrote: 
> book forms will be signed only from 10 - 12 on Friday --- NOT until 2 as 
> I earlier informed you. 
> 
> The web address where you can get book titles for your scheduled courses 
> is here: 
> http ://store 107.collegestoreonline.com/ePO S?this_category= 110& store= 107&form=shared3 %2fgm% 
2fmain%2ehtml&de sign= 107 
> <http://store107.collegestoreonline.com/ePOS?this_category=l 10&store=107&form=shared3%2fgm% 
2fmain%2ehtml&de sign= 107> 
> 
> click on "textbook lookup" 
> log in with onyen and password and enter your course titles. 
> Remember that we can only buy "Required" textbooks for you 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu >; gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Comment from Tony regarding study hall 

Tony has indicated to me that you continue to be short on study hall hours. What is the deal? I don’t understand why 

we can’t get this straight! If it shows that the hours are not there, then we have a problem. You need to get it worked 

out right away. You also need to get the books to him from the classes you dropped a month ago. 

Let’s talk about this. 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~h-)om nil unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:56 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and Stops 

Tony, 

Found the emailT T haha sorry I never check my email. I looked at your 
schedule and I noticed you have an opening for Monday at 11, could you 
possibly write me in for that time to work on my schedule? thanks a lot and 
sorry this has taken so long. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:58 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Have a tutor - Need a tutor - Read this 

Tony, 

I believe that this will be the second time i miss the tutor but this 
time i can’t help it because we have a gameT Is there anything i can do? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> If you already have a scheduled weekly session with a tutor, please 
> be reminded that if you miss two sessions with your tutor, you will 
> lose the privilege of seeing that tutor. Its a harsh policy. Its 
> necessary because of the very limited space that we have for 
> tutoring, the very limited resources we have to pay tutors, and the 
> need to be as efficient as possible in the use of that space, and of 
> that money. 
> 
> If you are going to miss a session due to team travel or some other 
> legitimate reason, you need to email me 24 hours ahead of time. I 
> will forward the email to Kym Orr, the counselor who schedules the 
> tutoring sessions and that absence will be excused. Sessions are 
> scheduled for the same day and time each week for the duration of the 
> semester. That may not be convenient, but it is the only reasonable 
> way to schedule hundreds of appointments each week. 
> 
> So please meet your tutors at the appointed time, or notify me ahead 
> time if you can’t. 
> 
> If you need a new tutor, please send me an email or contact me when 
> I’m in the office. I cannot access the system that we use to schedule 
> tutors from home. I will put the request in the morning after I 
> receive the email. Give Kym 24 hours from the time I make the request 
> until to get the appointment scheduled. If you haven’t heard anything 
> from Kym in 2 days, let me know. But don’t expect an appt within 
> hours after making the request. And don’t wait until 2 days before a 
> test to request a tutor. Its not likely to happen that quickly. Plan 
> ahead. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, January 7, 2010 1:11 PM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: Lutheridge Reservation Packet 

Thanks - yep must have missed it or forgot about it! 

I have played phone tag with Amy yesterday and today =- hopefully will connect in the next hour. 

Jenny 

Winter Elite Camp (December 19-21) 

www.carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 

Head Coach 

Carolina Lacrosse 

> > > Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 1/7/2010 11:47 AM > > > 

Yeah, This forward is from Oct 30 for the fall 2010 retreat. Probably got lost. A credit card would be fine to hold the 

reservation and then pay from next year’s budget. I don’t think that will be a problem. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tony Yount <       _ @mac.com> 
Date: October 30, 2009 1:15:55 PM EDT 
To: Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: Lutheridge Reservation Packet 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Suzanne Delap <sdelap@llmi.org> 
Date: October 28, 2009 5:19:56 PM EDT 
To: Tony Yount <        @mac.com> 
Subject: Lutheridge Reservation Packet 

Thank you for your reservation at Lutherid~le for September 10, 2010, to September 12, 
2010. We’re excited that you have chosen Lutherid~le for your retreat! 
Attached you wi[[ find: 

Your persona[ reservation a~Ireement 
Directions for understandin~lyour a~Ireement 
Reservation and Cancellation PoUcies for LLMI 

In order to be better stewards of resources, we ask that you visit our website to download 



the remaining documents you will need for your retreat. Please use this Link to visit the 
Forms page of our website: http://www.ttmi.net/about/HMForms.aspx. You will need to 
download the following documents: 

z~ Letter regarding safety issues for Lutheridge 
z~ LLMI Partial Waiver and Release for Individuals (please see that all 

participants sign a copy ) 
~< Directions to Lutheridge. 

The following are dates you wiLL need to note: 
Guarantee Date: June 18, 2010 
Final Numbers, Housing Assignments, and ScheduLe Due: August 10, 2010 

Please return a si~Ined copy of the reservation a~Ireement alon~l with your deposit, to 
our offices to secure your reservation. 
Please reference all future correspondence with ~Iroup name and date of retreat. 
We’re Looking forward to having you with us! PLease Let me know how I can help you 
further. 

Peace, 
Suzanne Delap 
LLMI Marketing Assistant 
Lutheridge+Lutherock Ministries 
8281684-2361 x309 
sdelap®llmi.or~ 
www. llmi. net 

For more information about our retreat facilities, please visit www.lutherid~e.com and 
www. lutherock, com. 

"Let us then be up and doing, With a heart for any fate; Still achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to wait." Psalm of Life -Henry Wadsworth Longfellow 

Please consider the environment before prMtMg this e-mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Glynis S. Cowell" <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 2:11 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: SPAN    and 

BTW, do you have a sense of how she is doing in the course? 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
007 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 23, 2010 12:09 PM 
To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
Subject: Re: SPAN    and 

Glynis, 

Good morning. She heard about SPAN    from a teammate,           . I believe that she had a telephone 
conversation with someone in Dey Hall before the semester started who approved the registration for . Her 
other language proficiency is Latin, if I recall correctly. 

Barbara Lucido in advising has approved the SPAN    , SPAN i path for her language requirement, so this 
particular student is set. But it would be great to have it clarified in the bulletin next year. 

Thanks so much for looking into this for us. 

Tony 

On Sep 23, 2010, at 11:46 AM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 
> Can you tell me her language in which she is proficient and remind me how she decided on 
> 
>g 
> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
> Director, Spanish Language Program 
> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
> Dey 220, CB 3170 
> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
> 007 Steele Bldg. 
> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
> 

> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 



> Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 5:43 PM 
> To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
> Subject: Re: SPAN and 
> 

> Dr. Cowell, 
> 

> Thank you. That explanation does make sense. The adviser in Steele had told my student that she would have 
to go back and take SPAN     Your email clarifies the situation,        will sign up for SPAN    this 
spring and complete her language requirement. 
> 
> Thank you so much. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On Sep 22, 2010, at 4:14 PM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> Technically, our Romance Language courses numbered and, (SPAN, FREN, ITAL, PORT) are 
designed for students who are already proficient in a foreign language and so therefore should have fulfilled the 
lang req with that other language. Since the Bulletin lists as a prereq to , a student can fulfill the fl req in 
that way. 
>> 
>> However, the UG Bulletin does not list    and    as fulfilling the foreign language requirement. I’ve 
asked our chair to add that to our dept info in the next Bulletin. If you look at p. 30 of the U.G. Bulletin it does 
not list    and as courses that can be used to satisfy the req (but the to path will work, although 
highly unusual). 
>> 

>> Does that make sense? 
>> 
>> Best, 
>> Glynis 
>> 
>> Glynis Cowell, PhD 
>> Director, Spanish Language Program 
>> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>>Dey 220, CB 3170 
>> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
>> 007 Steele Bldg. 
>> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
>> 

>> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, September 22, 2010 1:08 PM 
>> To: Cowell, Glynis S. 
>> Subject: Re: SPAN and 
>> 
>> Dr. Cowell, 
>> 
>> Thanks so much for sending that document over about native speakers and language placement. There was 
another question in the email about SPAN,        and the language requirement, i 

, is enrolled in and intends to take either SPAN    or    to complete her language 
requirement. In our constant review of athlete schedules, Susan Maloy in our compliance office asked me to 
verify with you that        will be able to complete her foreign language requirement by taking SPAN, 



and either    or 
>> 

>> One of the Steele Building academic advisers emailed and told her that    and, are not 
acceptable to meet the SPAN languages requirements and told her that she would have to start with SPAN 
My questions are, can SPAN    and    meet the FL requirement toward graduation. Can        complete 
SPAN    this semester and enroll in SPAN next semester and meet the foreign language requirement? 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On Aug 27, 2010, at 1:21 PM, Cowell, Glynis S. wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi Tony, 
>>> 
>>> Here is the doc. 
>>> 

>>> best, 
>>> Glynis 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Glynis Cowell, Phi) 
>>> Director, Spanish Language Program 
>>> Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
>>> I)ey 220, CB 3170 
>>> Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
>>> 007 Steele Bldg. 
>>> The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
>>> 

>>> From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2010 2:39 PM 
>>> To: gscowell@unc.edu 
>>> Subject: SPAN. and 
>>> 
>>> Dr. Cowell, 
>>> 
>>> I hope things are beginning to slow down a bit over there. I have a question about SPAN and 

is enrolled in and intends to take either SPAN or    to 
complete her language requirement. In our constant review of athlete schedules, Susan Maloy in our compliance 
office asked me to verify with you that will be able to complete her foreign language requirement by 
taking SPAN    and either    or Thank you. 
>>> 
>>> One more question regarding foreign language,     is recruiting a        player. I don’t believe that we 
teach        here. Is there a policy that allows a foreign student fluent in her native language to use ENGL as 
her foreign language when she gets to Carolina? 
>>> 
>>> Thanks so much. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Tony Yount 
>>> Academic Adviser, 
>>> North Box, Kenan Stadium 



>>> 919 962 9535, office 
>>>            , cell<Language Placement Guidelines 1-18-2010.doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 11:54 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

college course 

org> 

Hi Mr. Yount, 

I am planning on taking this economics course this summer at’                 I want to get your input on 
whether this is a good choice, and I also want to make sure that it will transfer to UNC. 

ECON        MACROECONOMIC PRINCIPLES UNITS: 3.00 STATUS: Open 
CLASS NO: 1416 CLASS MEETS FROM 7/5 TO 8/5 
MEETING TIME(S) / DAY(S): 6:00:00PM- 9:55:00PM, M W TYPE: LEC BLDG / RM: ST 110 
INSTRUCTOR: Stephen Kcenich 
GEND CATEGORY: II.C.2. 

Thanks you so much for your timeT 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sun i ,4:02 PM 
To:i 

Cc: Jenny Levy; Phil Barnes; Jenn Cook 
Subject: To do list - 

Ladies, 

Welcome to Carolina. It was a pleasure meeting with you this morning. 

Here is a list of upcoming things to do regarding your admission and matriculation at Carolina. 

1. When you get your acceptance letter and are assigned your Carolina PID, please email that info to me. 

2. After getting your PID, go to onyen.unc.edu and create your email account, onyen and password. Send me an 
email using that email account. 

3. Have your junior year AP or IB exam scores forwarded to Carolina if you have any. 

4. In February (I will send you a reminder email) please register to attend CTOPS (Carolina’s incoming 
freshmen orientation program). Jenny will provide you with dates for lacrosse camp. Please register for a 
CTOPS session close to those dates if you can. The earlier you register, the more likely you are to get the date 
that you want. The earlier in the summer you can come, the better it is for us, around those lacrosse camp dates. 

5. Be certain that any AP/IB/SAT tests that you take forward your scores directly to UNC - CH 



6. Check the colleges, and community colleges in your area about the possibility of taking a summer school 
course. Check with me to see if the course will transfer. Remember to bring transcripts for any courses taken in 
high school or next summer through another school to me next fall in a sealed envelope. 

Below are links to useful websites that contain information about academics at Carolina: 

First Year Guide - information about classes, AP/IB credit and registration, class placement etc. 

advising.unc.edu/,’ Guide 

First Year Seminars - information about first year seminars ( all may not be offered next year) 

www.unc.edu/fys/ 

Transfer Equivalency Page - let’s you check to see if courses taken at other colleges will transfer into Carolina 

https://www.unc.edu/sis/adm/xfereq.html 

Thanks for choosing Carolina. I look forward to working with each of you. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
North Box, Kenan Stadium 
919 962 9535, office 

, cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@cox.net> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 8:13 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Regional Pictures 

Thanks so much Tony T I am running out the door to catch a flight to     to 
see my mother, but will take my computer and hopefully get a chance to look 
at them. Your pictures are always great! 
See you at graduation 

PS Would you remind to apply for Phi Beta Kappa? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 13, 2010 11 : 18 PM 
To: Undisclosed-recipients: 
Cc: Derek Galvin; 1     @me.com;          L 
Subj ect: Regional Pictures 

Ladies, 

Here is the web address for pictures from regionals. Many thanks to 
dad for the use of his lens for the weekend. I put maybe 20% of 

the pictures up. There are many more but these are the ones that I think are 
best. Enjoy. 

http://gallery.me.com/uncletony#100571 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:31 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Re: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

waithera <waithera@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, February 23, 2010 1:47 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Dear Mr. Yount, 
Thanks for the update! I will wait and see what the decision will entail. 
However, I am willing to work in favor of the students’ best interest. 
Thanks again. 

Dr. Waithera 

On Mon, 22 Feb 2010 21:27:17 -0500, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Professors, 
> 
> An update for you on the condition of ~, enrolled 
> with you this spring. Following the from 9 days ago, 
has 
> not yet been cleared to practice or compete for the          team. The 
> results from          testing today were troubling because so little 
> progress has been made. We are certainly going to drop one class to 
reduce 
> her load, but more serious discussions will take place over the next 2 
> weeks including the possibility of appeals to reduce her class load, or 
> perhaps even the necessity of a medical withdrawal. That decision will 
come 
> in the next 2 weeks and will be made by and her parents in 
> consultation with her coach and her doctors. 
> 
> Getting going in the morning and concentration for any length of time are 
> two things that are proving quite difficult. Class attendance may be 
> irregular at best. I will continue to keep you updated on her situation 
as 
> more decisions are made concerning her status for the remainder of the 
> semester. 
> 

> Thank you for your patience and understanding as we try to decide what is 
> best for this student. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Gymnastics 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
>            , cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1 : 18 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; :@email.unc.edu 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Study Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:38 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: RE: SPAN 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: SPAN 
Date: Thu,          04:17:14 +0000 
From: "Cowell, Glynis S." <gscowell@email.unc.edu> 
To:                           ~email.unc.edu> 

If you check the note attached to the course I am guessing that you will 
find that it has a service-learning component. We have only one section of 

that is restricted/needs props permission. If that is the case, pls 
contact Dr. Wooten at wooten@email.unc, edu 

gc 

Glynis Cowell, PhD 
Director, Spanish Language Program 
Department of Romance Languages and Literatures 
Dey 220, CB 3170 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
005 Steele Bldg. 
The University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:3 8 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule helpT 

Hey Tony, 

So... rumor has it HIST    is no longer the way to go for the fall. In any 
case, any chance I can stop by tomorrow to go over a final attempt at a 
schedule for the fall. Also, PORT    doesn’t require any prerequisites or 
Spanish background does it... random. Thanks so much and see you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 5:19 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Joe Sagula <jsagula@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Finances 

Hi Coach and Tony. My "my unc" account says that I haven’t paid 200 dollars 
for summer II and 1200 dollars for fall      I don’t know what I am being 
charged for though. So I was wondering if one of you could help me figure 
that out. 
Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:41 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: JOMC 

For some reason I only have the messages that I sent. Not the returned ones 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: JOMC 
Date: Fri, 12:07:42 -0500 
From: @email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary V Kayye <kayye@email.unc.edu> 

Professor Kayye, 

Hi I am in sort of a dilemma. I am currently in JOMC      Law of 
Cyberspace with      . I realized today that I am in the wrong section 
that counts toward my Immersion. I took JOMC    last semester. I am a 
current senior and I really need JOMC,     to fulfill this require. I 
would really appreciate if you would add me to the class. Let me know your 
thoughts. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:33 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: History    Review 

Thursday afternoon works better for me.. I have an exam at 8 on Friday 
and my brain might be a little warped if I come right afterwards haha. 
Let me know what time works for you and I’ll be thereT 

On Mon,           at 7:39 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Thanks for the info. I’ve got some reviewing to do. 
> 
> I think some of us are going to get together at 10:00am on Friday, but a Thursday afternoon session is also 
doable. 
> Let me know. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Hey Tony, 

, at 5: 53 PM, wrote: 

>> Here are the essay questions for the    final. I was thinking we 
>> could meet sometime on Thursday to review? That day is best for me 
>> but if Wednesday or Friday is better for you I can make it happen. 
>> Just pick a day/time that works for you, after 12:30 on Wednesday I am 
>> completely free (other than a date with the library., ha) Thanks so 
>> much T 
>>- 

>> 

>> 

>> History final exam study guide 
>> 

>> 

>> 1. Drawing on Harms’s reconstruction of the Diligent’s 1731 voyage, 

>> discuss: where did slaves come from? (Who sold them, for what, and 
>> why?) If you were a slave bought for transport aboard the Diligent, 
>> was resistance possible? 
>> 

>> 

>> 2. Were enslaved people in Brazil able to use spiritual practices as 
>> an effective form of resistance to colonial conditions? 
>> 

>> 

>> 3. What were the Bourbon reforms intended to do? What effects 
>> (intentional and otherwise) did they have? 
>> 

>> 

>> 4. Why did the Andes explode in rebellion in 1780? What did the 
>> rebels want, and what did they achieve? 



>> 5. What kind of political thinker was Simon Bolivar, based on the 
>> 1812 and 1815 writings we read? What were his models, his goals? 
>> 

>> 6. During the Spanish American wars of independence (1808-1824), 
>> which portions of the population were most inclined to support 
>> independence from Spain, and why? Which were least inclined? 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Human Resources Central <      ~elkcreek.ais.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 9:42 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

State Health Plan Enrollment - IMPORTANT 

**This is an automated email message. Please do not reply to this email** 

We have been advised by ebenefitsNow, the vendor for the University’s enrollment Website, that your login ID 
has been modified and does not conform to the standard login ID (first name, first letter of your last name and 
the last four digits of your Social Security number) that was communicated via email and posted on the 
enrollment login page. You have been assigned a non-standard login ID because: 
* you have a hyphenated first name; 
* your first name is too short or not on record; 
* you have two first names with a space in between both names; 
* your first name is more than ten letters (i.e. the name Christopher is 11 letters); or 
* another USER within the Benefit Focus system already has the login ID that would have matched 
the standardized format for your login ID. 

To log in to the benefits enrollment system, please use the following login ID: 
LOGIN ID: 

PASSWORD: you must type and your PID number (i.e. 
is capitalized and case sensitive. 

9. Remember only the in 

Link to benefit enrollment system: https://unc.hrintouch.com 
If you are unable to log in after using the login ID provided in this email, please call Benefit Focus at 1-866- 
822-8688 for assistance. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, ,10:34 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH 

Tony, 

I just got an email from my MATH teacher and after further review of the 
requirements they say that I cannot be in the class because I don’t fulfill 
the class pre-reqs. The teacher says that I can get into either MATH or 

to try and fulfill the QR requirement, but all of them are during our 
practice time. What should I do? Are there any other classes that you think 
I could get into this late into the semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 1:54 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: Absence Letters, & 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim Allison <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 2:09 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Absence Letters ( & ) 

Absence Ltrs t & ).pdf 

Hey Tony, 

The attached letters are for your records. I’ve sent letters to the 
following: 
Instructors for both students 
Academic Advising (permanent file) 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
K 

Kim Allison 
University Administrative Manager 
Center for Student Success and Academic Counseling 
CB# 3106, 2203 SASB North 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3106 

Ph: 919-962-1046 
Fx: 919-843-5341 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:01 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: syllabuses 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

syllabuses 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 25763bytes; 
Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/4edcacb74367cb 55 ef45 f970ef32a968 
File Name: Spanish    .docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 11:27:32 -0500 
Size: 25763bytes 



¯ ¯ 7 WI, EKLY III, POIIT 
Friday, 

NAME llRS 

4.2 

PSYC So much better than last week. Grades aren’t great, but she is so much more relaxed. PHYS exam, which had terrified her, 

PHYS found her with a score 9 points above the class average. Must be at least a B. PSYC was a D+, ECON a C. Not great, but 

ENGL not disasters and all can be improved. She was so much happier today. Really good to see. 

INLS 

ECON 

SOCI 

PSYC 

LFIT 

SPAN 

ENGL 

Has clone well scheduling make up exams and papers with profs. She is off to a rough start in SPAN. Meeting with a tutor 

tonight. Will reschedule a missed SOCI exam with the instructor tomorrow. Has a paper due date on Tues that she will discuss 

with prof on 

High school foreign language? 

PAGE 1 OF 1 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@comcast.net 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Fire-Year Orientation 

I look forwmd to meeting you! 

From: Yount, Tony [ton~yotm@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:36 PM 

To: 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sandel; Thomas J 
Subject: Firs~t-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

, congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting your offer of admissions. 

I’m looking forward to meeting ruth you before and during your filet-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 

and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel Hill and available to meet with you, and parents if they will be 

coming with you, the afternoon or evening betbre your scheduled session to get you prepared for registration tbr the thll semester. 

Some of those sessions will fill. I advise you to identit~ the session that you will be attending as soon as possible and get registered. (Again, that carl happen tmtil the 

admissions offer has been accepted by you.) When you do register for your orientalion session, please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 8:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday,, 

HIST    8:00PM with 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wed nesday, 8:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

HIST    8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

ENGL    8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



F:rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

ENGL:    8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 10:30 AM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 

<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>, Scott M Oliaro <oliaro@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Walk On for 

Hi All, 

Just so you are all aware, 

unfortunately she was 

Please reach out to her, if need be. 

Any questions let me know. 

Thank you. 

~carolina.rr.com has been accepted into UNC on her own and will be walking on this Fail was accepted as a walk on at 

Grant 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyoun~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:24 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dave Clark Lohse <davelohse@~mc.edu-*; ToW Yount <ton~,oun@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <ton?~ount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated recruit info 

Thanks Tom 

Some additional updates - 3 more of the first-years have unc email addres~s and 2 of them have sche&ded Orientation sessions. 

,@live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

has scheduled Orientation for and has scheduled Orientation 

Tony 

On Apr 11, 2013, at 10:39 AM, Thomas J Sander <pacman(~unc.edu;, 
wrote: 

Tony and Dave, 
Here’s an updated list. Worth has a new email, and several girls are on the unc email system now. I now have cell phones too. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

<:            info.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonD,onn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

~g@email .unc.edu 

Re: FW: NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

Thank you for your emaih I would be happy to proctor a Math quiz for      I will be able to print the quiz in the team hotel. I usually try to the give quiz as close to the time that your 
students will be taking it back in CH, which would mean between 9:30 and 10:45 Thursday morning,       time That should eliminate any possibility of communication from students in the 
class to     , or the reverse. I can either bring the secure quiz back to you by Monday morning, delivering it personally to the Math dept, or I can have the quiz scanned in the hotel and 
emailed back to you, as you prefer Our game on Thursday is in the evening. There will be a one hour practice on Thursday morning at a time yet to be determined, but will be able to 
take the quiz velT close to the time students are taking in CH. 

Thank you for being flexible with our team. I look forward to receiving the quiz Iicom you by emaih Please let me klmw if you need aW more information. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s G oil and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Goochmm, Sue E" 2:14 PM >>> 
Dear Mr. Yount, 

is a student in my Math class this semester and is concerned about missing a quiz this week due to her traveling with the team. To be fair to the others in the class, since I 
have a policy of no make-up quizzes (although one grade can be dropped), I cannot allow her to take it late However she has said that you can proctor it If you can do so by Thursday 
afternoon, I will email a copy of it to you tomorrow afternoon. Will you be able to print it out while traveling with the team? 

Thanks :[’or the assisatnce, 
Sue (3 oodman 

Professor of Mathematics 
CB#3250 
UNC-(~I 

From ~-llive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:05 PM 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Cc: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE: NCAA’s and (;lass corff]ict 

Professor Goodman, 

Our academic Counselor ToW Yount will be traveling with us on the trip and has said the he can adrninister/proctor any exams or quizzes that our teachers will not allow us to make up. I 
was wondering if you would be OK with Mr. Yotmt giving me my quiz on Thursday. His information is below if you would like to contact him. I will also stop by to give you a hard copy of 
the letter that Mr. Yount addressed to all of our professors. 

Look forward to your response. 

Tony Yount 
(office) 919-962-9535 
(cel] 
t onyy ount@unca a.unc, edu 

From: Goodrnan, Sue E [seg@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:13 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: NC’AA’s and Class cot~t]ict 

Hi 

Since I have not allowed others to make up quizzes, I don’t think I can do it for you. But I can drop the lowest quiz grade so it won’t hurt your grade. Or if you can take it tomorrow (Tuesday) 
morning, we can arrange that. 

Congratulations on making the tournament! Good luck! 

Sent from my iPhone 

O1~ at 10:19 PM, ’ " > wrote: 

Professor Goodman, 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving About 2 hours ago found out that the          team made the NCAA tournament and our first opponent resides in           We play on Thursday, 
so therefore we are leaving on Tuesday mid-day. Right now it looks like our flight will be leaving at 2:22pm. With all of this said, there is a great chance that I will not be able to attend 

class at all this week I am aware that we have a quiz on Thursday and I know that you normally do not give make-up exams However, is there a possibility that I can make tap Thursday’s 
quiz when I return? I have completed most of the homework for Chapter 11 and I was planning on asking questions during Tuesday’s class period but since I won’t be there either, I feel that 



ifI tried to take it tomorrow, I wouldn’t be prepared to be successful on the quiz 

Thank you in advance for your understanding and I look forward to hearing from you 

@live unc edu 

From: Goodman, Sue E [seg@ernaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, ¯ 9:47 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Monday Office Hours 

Hi 

If you have questions, I could meet with you about 1:00 this afternoon. We will also have time in class tomorrow for questions on the homework or anything else with Chapter 1. 

Hope your games went well! 
--seg 

From: ~,live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:27 PM 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Subject: Monday Office Hours 

Professor Goodman, 

My name is          and I am in your Math        on Tuesday- and Thursday’s. I had to leave ,/our class early- last Thursday because the          team was traveling that day. Now that 
we are back, I was wondering if there was any way that I could come in tomorrow, Monday        and go over what I missed for the second half of class? I was going to complete the 
homework problems tonight and if I run into any trouble with those I was going to bring those questions as well. Tomorrow, I am free between 11:10 and 2pru. Please let me know if you can 
accommodate me at between those times. If you are busy, I am free between the same time bracket on Wednesday. Look forward to hearing froln you. 

.~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:36 PM 

seg@email.unc.edu 

RE: FW: NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

I am sorry to be a bother, but the file attachment came through as a very tiny Mime file that could not be opened or printed. I don’t 
know what the problem was. Is it possible to attach it as a word document, or a pdf file? 

Thanks 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Goodman, Sue E" 
Mr. Yotmt, 

2:23 PM >>> 

The quiz for is attached. 15-20 minutes should be allowed. 
Thanks for your help, 
--seg 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:28 PM 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Subject: Re: FW: NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

Thank you for your email. I would be happy to proctor a Math quiz for     I will be able to print the quiz in the team hotel. I usually 
try to the give quiz as close to the time that your students will be taking it back in CH, which would mean between 9:30 and 10:45 
Thursday morning,       time. That should eliminate any possibility of communication from students in the class to      or the 
reverse. I can either bring the secure quiz back to you by Monday morning, delivering it personally to the Math dept., or I can have the 
quiz scanned in the hotel and emailed back to you, as you prefer. Our game on Thursday is in the evening. There will be a one hour 
practice on Thursday morning at a time yet to be determined, but will be able to take the quiz very close to the time students are 
taking in CH. 

Thank you for being flexible with our team. I look forward to receiving the quiz from you by email. Please let me know if you need 
any more information. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse office - 919-962-9535 cell - 

>>> "Goodman, Sue E" 2:14 PM >>> 



Dear Mr. Yount, 

is a student in my Math    class this semester and is concerned about missing a quiz this week due to her traveling with 
the team. To be fair to the others in the class, since I have a policy of no make-up quizzes (although one grade can be dropped), I 
cannot allow her to take it late. However she has said that you can proctor it. If you can do so by Thursday afternoon, I will email a 
copy of it to you tomorrow afternoon. Will you be able to print it out while traveling with the team? 

Thanks for the assisatnce, 
Sue Goodman 

Professor of Mathematics 
CB#3250 
UNC-CH 

From~ 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Cc: Yount, Tanv 
Subject: RE: 

~live.unc.edu] 
2:05 PM 

NCAA’s and Class conflict 

Professor Goodman, 

Our academic Counselor Tony Yount will be traveling with us on the trip and has said the he can administer/proctor any exams or 
quizzes that our teachers will not allow us to make up. I was wondering if you would be OK with Mr. Yount giving me my quiz on 
Thursday. His information is below if you would like to contact him. I will also stop by to give you a hard copy of the letter that Mr. 
Yount addressed to all of our professors. 

Look forward to your response. 

Tony Yount 
(office) 919-962-9535 
(cell) 
tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: Goodman. Sue E lse~(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:13 AM 
To: 

Subject: Re: ~CAA’s and Class conflict 

Hi 

Since I have not allowed others to make up quizzes, I don’t think I can do it for you. But I can drop the lowest quiz grade so it won’t 
hurt your grade. Or if you can take it tomorrow (Tuesday) morning, we can arrange that. 

Congratulations on making the tournament! Good luck! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:19 PM, ’ " > wrote: 

Professor Goodman, 

I hope you had a good Thanksgiving. About 2 hours ago found out that the         team made the NCAA tournament and our first 

opponent resides in California. We play on Thursday, i     so therefore we are leaving on Tuesday mid-day. Right now it looks like 
our flight will be leaving at 2:22pm. With all of this said, there is a great chance that I will not be able to attend class at all this week. I 
am aware that we have a quiz on Thursday and I know that you normally do not give make-up exams. However, is there a possibility 

that I can make up Thursday’s quiz when I return? I have completed most of the homework for Chapter 11 and I was planning on 
asking questions during Tuesday’s class period but since I won’t be there either, I feel that if I tried to take it tomorrow, I wouldn’t be 
prepared to be successful on the quiz. 

Thank you in advance for your understanding and I look forward to hearing from you. 



~live.unc.edu 

From: Goodman, Sue E [seg@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:47 AM 
To: 

Subject: RE: Monday Office Hours 

Hi 

ff you have questions, I could meet with you about 1:00 this afternoon. We will also have time in class tomorrow for questions on the 
homework or anything else with Chapter 1. 

Hope your games went well! 
--seg 

From 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Goodman, Sue E 
Subject: Monday Office Hours 

~,live.unc.edu] 
6:27 PM 

Professor Goodman, 

My name is and I am in your Math on Tuesday and Thursday’s. I had to leave your class early last Thursday 
because the team was traveling that day. Now that we are back, I was wondering if there was any way that I could come in 
tomorrow, Monday and go over what I missed for the second half of class? I was going to complete the homework problems 
tonight and if I rtm into any trouble with those I was going to bring those questions as well. Tomorrow, I am free between 11:10 and 
2pm. Please let me know if you can accommodate me at between those times. If you are busy, I am free between the same time 
bracket on Wednesday. Look forward to hearing from you. 

@live.unc.edu 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 156392bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/7746970047298bfdc00ecald34ea23 lb 
File Name: quiz 4.pdf 
Expiry Date: Mon, 14:23:08 -0500 
Size: 156392bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Tuesday: 10:29 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~carolina.rr.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your Academic Situation 

Good morning 

I have received a copy of your email on Sunday as you have taken the first steps by communicating with Tony and me by 

knowledging your academic probation and 

ineligibility. 

I am very troubled and disappointed by the results of your classwork this fall semester, as I am sure you and your family are as well. 

m not really sure how everything will 

resolve itself at this point for you with your academics and volleyball. 

Back in August, we discussed your focus after your summer school grades and you promised me at that time 

~ings would change, and that you learned your lesson. 

You were suspended from team activities twice early in the semester. We had a few brief meetings, followed by a lengthy meeting 

i Saturday, September 10th with you and 

your mother. At that time, we expressed our concern about the urgency for you to change your academic efforts, your 

mmunication with coaches, advisors, and most 
importantly your professors. Our concern has always been your ability to achieve success at UNC academically and earn your 

~gree along with being part of our volleyball 

program. We have always felt you have the aptitude to do the work, and be successful. 

:)uring the semester we (staff) had a few brief meetings with you followed by a commitment to have you do your class work and 
Jdy in the coaches’ office three times a 
tceek for the last four weeks of the semester. You may recall our recent meeting with Tony and myself discussing specific 
eparation for a meeting with your English 

professor again. Then at our end of the year player meeting you expressed concern over one classes but felt 

)nfident you could pass the other difficult one, and that you 

should achieve higher grades in your other two classes. Unfortunately, these things did not happen, and you 

’e in this very difficult and challenging situation. And yet with 

all of this,         I still believe you can achieve success at UNC. 

fou had a wonderful semester on the volleyball court. 

. you improved a great deal and achieved so much success with your team through the season. 

am very proud of your efforts on the court in only your first season of play. I was overwhelmed and proud as you may have noticed 

th my own 

.~motions when I announced your ACC distinction in Raleigh. Your ability to grow as a player, being coached and making the 

~cessary efforts to 

achieve success was duly noted. I feel you can have a great future ahead of you in volleyball at UNC IF you are ready to make the 

~cessary changes. 

Now however, I am at a point where I am truly puzzled, anxious, and unsure where we go at this time. 

~lumerous times our staff (academic and volleyball) and myself expressed our concerns and frequent warnings of what could happen 

~ou didn’t make the necessary 

:hanges. Unfortunately all of those things have now occurred. 

I-he first step as you now know is to appeal to UNC in order to return this spring semester and try to prove yourself academically. 

(now you have started the process and you have very specific directions as provided by Tony Yount. 

:ertainly hope you take this opportunity to do a great job with your appeal. 



ks we had previously informed you, the appeal needs to be completed by you; written extremely well; and on time in order to have 

:hance of a positive decision. 

3eing able to handle multiple tasks seems to be an issue for you and the discipline to complete your important tasks on time with a 

lality effort. 

.~ncourage you to spend all your time getting this done so you can return to UNC this spring. Hopefully this will happen. 

~lease keep us all informed about the process as you complete specific items, communicate with campus personnel, and hopefully 

ceive approval for academic probation. 

:)nce this is resolved, we then we will meet on campus and discuss how volleyball fits with your plan. As you know you will be 

_~ligible to compete in any team 

:ompetitions this spring and this hurts your development and has a serious impact on our team for the spring semester. 

First you need to develop a specific action plan of how to get yourself back in good academic standing. 

also want to see a specific plan of action about your commitment to our team, and how your academic work fits into our team’s 

re values both on and off the court. 

Nill also develop a plan, and we will compare notes and see if we can develop a constructive partnership for the future. 

we are responsible for bringing you to Carolina to be a part of our program, but you, and only you are responsible for 

eping yourself here at UNC. 

~1o one can do this for you, not your morn, your dad or anyone else. It all comes down to your decisions, your future choices and 

,ur commitment. 

I believe you are fully capable of achieving success. The road ahead will be mostly uphill for the next year, but you can do 

’ou need to find your focus. This period of time will be challenging, and it will have a significant impact on your life for years to 

me. 

.~xpect you will have to work hard at it for quite a while, and maybe even struggle with it at times. You may make a few mistakes 

)ng the way, but you are fully capable and 

lave the means. This recent failure can be useful, and educational, and motivate you. As long as you don’t give up, stay 

cused on what you really want over the year, and 

it will pay-off. 

I-he good news, you can change your results by changing your mind-set. A mind-set looking to change and growth is the answer for 

aximizing your potential. We have 

:he resources here to support you. You can improve your future and career by using the opportunity you have by attending the 

liversity of North Carolina. I believe talent 

~rows with persistence and effort, if you believe the same then you will mature greatly over the next year. If you have this mindset 

grow then you can improve. 

~o, now what! 
(ou need to get started NOW. Develop your plan. Move in the right direction, even if your plan isn’t totally complete.., start it 

day. You need to understand your 

;trengths, embrace your weaknesses, and pursue a passion for change. If you do this, then your hard work will begin to feel easier 

)ng the way. But you need to get it 

;tarted with a 100% commitment. 

=OCUS ON THINGS THAT MA-I-I-E R, on things that have specific meaning to you and staying with your plan. Stay connected to your 

pport people who care, your coaches, 

/our advisers, your family and friends. This will help you stay moving in the right direction. 

Mso some simple advise "to get the right things done, you need to learn to choose what to iqnore, which is as important as choosing 

~ere to focus." 

fyou really want to get things done, decide when and where you are going to do it. 

:arefully plan each day ahead. Build each day’s plan, and choose to ignore the things that get in the way.Use your 

lendar/planning book as a guide and your to-do list. 

~,nd lastly        , look back and learn at the end of each day. Spend a few minutes at the end of every day thinking about what 

,u learned. These minutes are key to 



~aking tomorrow even better than today. 

_et me know if you need anything. 

M ERRY CHRISTMAS, 
:oach JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919 962-5228 office 

cell 

GO TAR HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"mindfulness@med.unc. edu" <mindfulness@med.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 9:37 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Mindfulness Courses for Stress & Pain Management-REGISTER 
TODAYT 

Are you looking for a new way to deal with stress, anxiety, pain, and 
difficult interactions with others? 

Do you want to learn how to slow down and enjoy your life? 

Mindfulness can make a difference! 

The UNC Mindfulness-based Program for Stress and Pain Management offers 
training in meditation and mind-body awareness that will teach you how 
to slow down and set priorities while remaining calm, focused and 
relaxed in the midst of a busy life. These practices will enhance your 
body’s natural adaptive healing ability and will cultivate the mind’s 
clarity and insight. 

This program follows Jon Kabat-Zinn’s model and is offered by the 
Program on Integrative Medicine at UNC (Department of Physical Medicine 
& Rehabilitation). 

For detailed information about our basic foundation courses, visit the 
Program on Integrative Medicine website at 
http ://www.med.unc. edu/phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program/basic-foundation-course-mindfulness-based- 
stress-reduction. 

UPCOMING WINTER 2012 FOUNDATION MINDFULNES S COURSES: 

1) THURSDAY MORNINGS, 9:30am-12:00pm, beginning JANUARY 12 (required 
orientation) through MARCH 8, 2012, taught by Paula Huffman at the UNC 
Wellness Center at Meadowmont 

2) THURSDAY EVENINGS, 6:00pm-8:30pm, beginning JANUARY 12 (required 
orientation) through MARCH 8, 2012, taught by Paula Huffman at the 
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

3) TUESDAY MORNINGS, 9:30am- 12:00pm, beginning FEBRUARY 7 (required 
orientation) through APRIL 3, 2012, taught by Mary Love May at the UNC 
Wellness Center at Meadowmont 

4) TUESDAY EVENINGS, 6:00pm-8:30pm, beginning FEBRUARY 7 (required 
orientation) through APRIL 3, 2012, taught by Mary Love May at the 
Tate-Turner-Kuralt Bldg (UNC School of Social Work) 

For information about upcoming course schedules, tuition, and tuition 
reductions for research participation, visit our website at 



http://www, med.unc, edu/phyrehab/pim/mindfulness-program. To regi ster for 
these mindfulness courses, download and complete the registration form 
at the link above as well. 

Questions? Contact the Program by phone at 
mindfulness@med.unc.edu 

or by email at 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 9:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu 
Re:                  Information Meeting 

I would put the college stuff in the PG section since it is after your high school graduation. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> [ 5:02 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Hope this finds you well. I have been working on the         scholarship application and in the accomplishments section of the 
application there is only room for things that you have done/accomplished in high school. There is a section, though, called PG which 
I think refers to post-graduate (not college) stuff so there is no real area to put college accomplishments in the application. Do you 
have any recommendations as to how I should proceed? Thanks and I hope you are having a great break thus far. 

On , at 9:46 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

> At least you made it to the            ! That is awesome! 
> Good luck with finals, look torward to reading your application. 
> Best, 
> Abbey 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: ~.live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, ~ 11:48 PM 
> To: Abbey Greenber~ 
> Subject: Re: . Information Meeting 
> 

> Unfortunately we actually lost in the , game but we had a great season and we are already preparing for next year! 
Thanks so much again and I will let you know if I have any more questions! 
> 

) 

> On l , at 10:02 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
> 
>> No worries! How did the go?! 
>> Just email or call if you have any other questions. 
>> Best, 
>> Abbey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, 3:26 PM 
>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>> Subject: Re:i Information Meeting 
>> 
>> Abbey, 
>> 
>> Thanks so much! I know my situation is very abnormal so I just thank you all for working with me. Also, sorry I could not attend 



the make up information session but I was playing in the NCAA                   in i        last week and we left on 
Wednesday night other wise I would have been there! Hope you have had a great thanksgiving break thus far. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 11:27 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
>> 
>>> Hi 
>>> 
>>> Jeanne Kirschner forwarded me your email. I am SO sorry about the meeting that was canceled. Jeanne told me about you last 
year so I am familiar with your situation. Please provide an average of your GPA and your transcript from both semesters. Please 
email with any other questions and best of luck with the application. 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> 

>>> Abbey 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 PM 
>>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>>> Subject: FW:I Information Meeting 
>>> 

>>> We need to talk about this .... 
>>> 

>>> Jeanne 
>>> 

>>> ..... Ori~iual Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: ~!ive.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, i 5:21 PM 
>>> To: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Subject: Information Meeting 
>>> 
>>> Mrs. Kirshner, 
>>> 
>>> Hi, hope this finds you well. Just wanted to touch base with you and tell you how excited I am about applying for the 
Scholarship. I tried to go to an information session last night in Manning 209 but it was canceled. I did have a couple of questions in 
regards to my particular situation. I have been working through the application and I noticed that when it asks for your GPA it only 
asks for your first semester GPA (which would obviously be normal for most first year students). Do you want me to put my 
cumulative GPA or just my first semester GPA from the spring since I will have been at UNC for two semesters come time when the 
application is due? Also, when it asks for your transcript I assume you would want mine from both semesters, correct? Just want to 
work out some of the kinks with my application and what not. Thanks so much and hope to see you soon! 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, i                4:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:                  Information Meeting 

okay thanks T 

, at 9:34 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> I would put the college stuff in the PG section since it is after your high school graduation. 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
> office - 919-962-9535 
> cell - 
> 

>>>> 5:02 PM >>> 
> Tony, 
> 
> Hope this finds you well. I have been working on the scholarship application and in the 
accomplishments section of the application there is only room for things that you have done/accomplished in 
high school. There is a section, though, called PG which I think refers to post-graduate (not college) stuff so 
there is no real area to put college accomplishments in the application. Do you have any recommendations as to 
how I should proceed? Thanks and I hope you are having a great break thus far. 
> 

> 

> On l , at 9:46 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
> 
>> At least you made it to the T That is awesome! 
>> Good luck with finals, look forward to reading your application. 
>> Best, 
>> Abbey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 
>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:48 PM 

Information Meeting 

>> Unfortunately we actually lost in the game but we had a great season and we are already 
preparing for next yearT Thanks so much again and 1 will let you know if I have any more questionsT 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 10:02 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
>> 
>>> No worriesT How did the go?T 
>>> Just email or call if you have any other questions. 



>>> Best, 
>>> Abbey 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: 
>>> Sent: Fridayl ~ 
>>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>>> Subject: Re: 
>>> 

>>> Abbey, 
>>> 

@live.unc.edu] 
3:26 PM 

Information Meeting 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> ..... 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Hi 
>>>> 

>>>> Jeanne Kirschner forwarded me your email. I am SO sorry about the meeting that was canceled. Jeanne 
told me about you last year so I am familiar with your situation. Please provide an average of your GPA and 
your transcript from both semesters. Please email with any other questions and best of luck with the application. 
>>>> 

Best, 

, at 11:27 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

Abbey 

Original Message ..... 
From: Jeanne Kirschner 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 PM 
To: Abbey Greenberg 
Subject: FW: Robertson Scholars Information Meeting 

We need to talk about this .... 

Jeanne 

Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, i 5:21 PM 
To: Jeanne Kirschner 
Subj ect: Information Meeting 

Mrs. Kirshner, 

>>>> Hi, hope this finds you well. Just wanted to touch base with you and tell you how excited I am about 
applying for the          Scholarship. I tried to go to an information session last night in Manning 209 but it 
was canceled. I did have a couple of questions in regards to my particular situation. I have been working 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> Thanks so muchT I know my situation is very abnormal so I just thank you all for workin~ with me. Also, 
sorry I could not attend the make up information session but I was playing in the NCAA 
in          last week and we left on Wednesday night other wise I would have been thereT Hope you have had 
a great thanksgiving break thus far. 
>>> 

Thanks again, 



through the application and I noticed that when it asks for your GPA it only asks for your first semester GPA 
(which would obviously be normal for most first year students). Do you want me to put my cumulative GPA or 
iust my first semester GPA from the spring since I will have been at UNC for two semesters come time when 
the application is due? Also, when it asks for your transcript I assume you would want mine from both 
semesters, correct? Just want to work out some of the kinks with my application and what not. Thanks so much 
and hope to see you soonT 
>>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



¯ ¯ 7 WI, EKLY III, POIIT 
Friday, 

LFIT ~-004 

ENGL -021 

ECON -006 

HIST -001 

DRAM .001 

ROML )01 

So far,       is feeling confident about all of her classes. Last week of September will be challenging with midterms, but so 

far, things are going well. 

I was quite impressed with      tonight when we talked about her classes. She is the kind of kid that simply will not let 

herself fall behind. In every class she was up to date with readings and assignments. Loves the DRAM class, bored in ROML, 

challenged in ECON. So far, displaying a good work ethic. 

LFIT -005 

MATH -001 

INLS -002 

PSYC " 002 

ANTH .006 

ECON -007 

load is relatively tough, and the last week in Sept she has miclterms back to back. To this point, she seems confident, 

with a good work ethic. She hasn’t fallen behind on anything yet. Good habits. 

GEOG -00 

GEOG -00 

ENGL -002 

PSYC : .003 

MATH -004 

LFIT -001 

DRAM -001 

DRAM -001 

MATH 001 

GEOG ~-00 

ENGL )-002 

came in today to begin the process of declaring Geography to be her major. 

ventured to Dey Hall to try out the free tutoring service provided for all students on campus Tues & Wed nights. 

She got great help and had a positive experience and I was proud of her for taking that initiative and making that happen. 

Last week in Sept is going to be really tough for her with several miclterms. Her organization skills are quite good. 

PAGE 1 OF 2 



GEOL -001 

LFIT . , v,-001 

DRAM -001 

POLl 06 

ANTI- 006 

She is on top of that situation and in contact with Beth 

Lyons. POLl is going to be difficult for her. We talked about some of the things she should know. She has a current events 

assignment this Friday and Obama’s speech in Charlotte Thursday night will take care of that for her. She says DRAM is 

boring and is worried about quotations on the tests. Hard schedule. Lots of reading comprehension needed and that is hard 

for her. Talked about tutoring and the opportunities in Dey Hall and in the Learning Center. 

LFIT .002 

EDUC ¯ 001 

GEOG -00 

ENGL -012 

SOCI -001 

POLl 006 

iii  .oliii-- 

says that she feels nervous abuot falling behind. But she isn’t falling behind. Two major exams the last week in Sept but 

for now, its just the reading that troubles her. POLl is her toughest reading class and we talked about the Constitution and 

what she needed to know about it. She is so conscientious. I don’t think there’s a chance of her falling behind. 

First week of October is    ’s tough week with many big events on tap for her. We emphasized the importance of writing 

papers far enough in advance to have the read by tutors before turning them in. She really needs to follow that advice. She 

seems happy, and confident, but I think the first round of exams/papers will be an awakening for her. 

LFIT -001 

JOMC 001 

GEOL 001 

ANTH 006 

ECON -007 

DRAM -001 

ECON -001 

STOR .003 

RUSS -001 

COMM _ -00 

PSYC .003 

LFIT -002 

DRAM >-002 

EDUC -001 

ART ;-001 

SPAN :-003 

HIST 1 006 

Off to a good start on LFIT quizzes. Still waiting for one syllabus from her. Was nervous about today’s running test. Still in the 

part of the semester where things seem manageable with no midterms or papers looming. Last week in Sept is when things 

will get hard and crowded. For now, all is well. 

was in today to start the process for declaring as her major. 

Just spent 30 minutes with          . She’s going to have a very hard time here. She stresses so much over what she has to do 

that she doesn’t spend time doing what she is stressing over. She showed me her Spanish online homework situation and it is 

staggering how far behind she is only 2 weeks into the semester. She was clicking on things to get credit, but not reading or 

actually doing the work. Then she complained that the prof was actually making her do the work. Organization is a real 

issue, as is actual focus on doing the work. She needs to drop a class to significantly lighten her work load and we talked 

about that today but she doesn’t want to get behind. I hope that by next week she will be ready to make that decision. 

ENGL . vv.072 

PSYC -002 

HIST 007 

EDUC -001 

LFIT _ 1-004 

DRAM -001 

Last week in Sept is        s first week of big events. I don’t sense a lot of confidence in 

converstation was cut short by other things in the office. 

this week, though our 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:03 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: meeting on Tuesday 

Yeah. That’s fine with me. See you around 2.20. 

...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: 

Subj ect: meeting on Tuesday 
Sent:            10:58 PM 

I have to run an errand from 1:45 til 2:15, so I won’t be there at 2, but will be 15 minutes later. Will that work? 

Tony 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 9:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

orientation 

Tony, 
I just wanted to let you know that I registered for the June 21-22 
orientation date. Also, I decided to stick with the level 1 Math SAT so I 
will have that score sent directly to Carolina. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 6:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

hist paper 

Hey Tony, 
Just wanted to know whether you had read my paper yet, I was hoping to hand 
it in tomorrow. 
Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, February 24, 2010 8:02 AM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 

Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>;- 
Sports Medicine <-Sports Medicine@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Strength Coaches <- 

Strength Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; -Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; John Blanchard 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Montgomery <jmont@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina 

Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick Steinbacher 
< rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; Steve Kirschner <skirschner@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Willie Scroggs <wscroggs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

NCAA: Michigan Football Made 5 Major Rule Violations 

Colleagues: 

Please read this short article about what the University of Michigan Football Team is facing. I am going to make an 

educated guess here when I say that "it’s game on" ~ the NCAA will no doubt make the rules involved with these 

allegations a strong point of emphasis to both the NCAA Membership (that’s us) and its enforcement staff. 

If you have any questions about who is allowed to coach and perform coaching duties, how coaching duties are defined 

(what non-coaches can and cannot do), the rules surrounding what is permissible with weight training and conditioning, 
and what counts and doesn’t as a countable athletically related activity (in the 8 hr. and 20 hr. limits), please contact a 

member of our Compliance Staff. 

There is no question that many folks in college athletics will be reading and following this story and will be interested in 

its final resolution. Also, there is absolutely no doubt in my mind that_some of these same people following this 

story, who are presently involved in college athletics, will no doubt do some sort of an evaluation as to how these NCAA 

rules are being followed in their athletics program. 

Therefore, it is far better to ask for permission rather than forgiveness, and as you try to speculate as to what the 

outcome for Michigan Football/Athletics might be, it will be apparent that whatever "they will be found guilty of," it was 

not/will never be worth trying to circumvent the NCAA rules! Please think about it! 

BE CAREFUL OUT THERE, and please feel free to share this information with whomever you wish! 

Take care, 
Larry 

NCAA: U-M football made 5 major rule violations 

By MARK SNYDER, MICHAEL ROSENBERG AND JIM SCHAEFER 
FREE PRESS STAFF WRITERS 

The NCAA has issued a notice of allegations to the University of Michigan alleging five major violations in its 

football program. University officials just released the report this afternoon. Incoming athletic director David 



Brandon said the school would be sticking with head coach Rich Rodriguez. 

"We view these allegations seriously," Michigan president Mary Sue Coleman¯ We will make all necessary changes¯ 

What we will not do is make excuses¯" 

Among the allegations, which stemmed from a Detroit Free Press report on alleged rules abuses by the program: 

¯ From January 2008 through this past September, the program exceeded the permissible limit on the number of 

coaches by five. The NCAA alleges that five quality control staff members illegally engaged in on- and off-field 

coaching activities. 

¯ From January 2008 through at least last September, the school permitted football staff members to illegally 

monitor and conduct voluntary summer workouts and impermissible activities outside the playing season. The 

NCAA also alleges that U-M required players to participate in summer conditioning for disciplinary purposes, and 

exceed time limits for countable athletically related activities during and outside the playing season. 

¯ Graduate assistant coach Alex Herron provided "false and misleading information to the institution and 

enforcement staff" during the investigation. 

¯ Coach Rodriguez "failed to promote an atmosphere of compliance within the football program and failed to 

adequately monitor the duties and activities of quality control staff members, a graduate assistant coach and a 

student assistant coach, and the time limits for athletically related activities." 

¯ From January 2008 through at least this past September, the athletics department "failed to adequately monitor 

its football program to assure compliance regarding the limitations on the number, duties and activities of 

countable football coaches and time limits for countable athletically related activities." 

These are the first major violations ever alleged against the football program. 

Brandon said the issues have already begun to be assessed internally and corrected including the processes that 

led to the breakdowns. 

Brandon also said "Rich Rodriguez is our football coach and he will be our football coach next year." 

Michigan may be subject under the "Repeat violator" rule, because these allegations occurred within the five years 

since the NCAA sanctioned U-M for violations within its basketball program¯ 

The university expects to go before the NCAA committee on infractions in August. That committee will determine 
what sanctions, if any, to impose. 

Michigan could self impose sanctions before then, but officials said at today’s news conference it was premature to 
talk about any resolution¯ 

In late August, the Free Press first reported that the Michigan football program consistently violated NCAA rules 

governing off-season workouts, in-season demands on players and mandatory summer activities under Rodriguez, 

according to current and former players. 

Players on the 2008 and 2009 teams described training and practice sessions that far exceeded limits set by the 

NCAA, which governs college athletics. The restrictions are designed to protect players’ well-being, ensure 

adequate study time and prevent schools from gaining an unfair competitive advantage. 



The players, who did not want to be identified because they said they feared repercussions from coaches, said the 

violations occurred the direction of Rodriguez’s staff. 

"We know the practice and off-season rules, and we stay within the guidelines," Rodriguez said in a statement 

issued at the time. "We follow the rules and have always been completely committed to being compliant with all 

NCAA rules." 

U-M compliance director Judy Van Horn said at that time that that the athletic staffs and coaches are well-informed 

of the rules and that spot checks were conducted. She also stated that "We have not had any reason to self-report 

any violations in this area with any of our sports." 

The school announced an internal investigation, and the NCAA followed suit, announcing it would conduct a probe 

in conjunction with the school. 

The Free Press reports prompted passionate responses, from die-hard supporters claiming a media attack on 

Rodriguez to others who said the allegations sullied the school’s reputation. 

At the regularly scheduled Monday press conference in the days following the Free Press articles, Rodriguez stood 

at the podium and gave an extended, 14-minute monologue to open the press conference. 

With tears on his face, he said he was "very proud of the way our players have worked." He praised strength coach 

Mike Barwis, who oversaw many of the off-season activities that were alleged to have violated extended hours. 

The investigation continued behind closed doors for the next six weeks, with very few public comments. 

On Oct. 26, Michigan released the NCAA’s "notice of inquiry," a letter the school had received on Oct. 23, stating 

that the initial probe had gathered enough evidence to continue digging. 

In that notice, the NCAA wrote it hoped to conclude its investigation by Dec. 31. At that point, Michigan referred all 

queries to the NCAA. 

Coleman’s only public comments since came at a basketball game on Jan. 14. 

"I’m not anxious, I’m not anxious," she said. "I’ve said all along I want to see what the issues are and we’ll deal with 

the issues. But I’m not anxious." 

STEVE IGRSCHNER 

Associate Director of Athletics for Communications 

University of North Carolina 

Direct Office: (919) 962-7258 

Cell: 

Home: 

Email: stevekirschner@u nc.edu 

Internet: TarHeelBlue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:48 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Foreign Language Placement Test 

Tony, 

I was just wondering if I have to take the Foreign Language Placement 
Test, because at the end of this year I will have fulfilled my Foreign 
Language requirement. 

Thanks:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday,                 1:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Foreign Language Placement Test 

Tony, 

I was just wondering if I still had to sign up for the Foreign Language test because at the end of this year I will 
have already fulfilled my language requirement though my highschool classes. 

Thank-youT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              8:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More good news 

Great news -thanks Tony 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: Jennifer Cook <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 2:26:07 PM 
Subj ect: More good news 

disastrous DRAM test was incorrectly scored. The real grade was a 72, which she followed with a C- 
on the first paper. C- is where she is not, not an F. The F in Math will disappear when she drops that course. 
Disaster averted. 

She made that happen by going to the prof and advocating for herself (with quite a bit of prodding). Good news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

;@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, l 1:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall Hours 

I’ll follow all instructions, but i will never vote democraticT T T T T 

On Thu, 10:26:09 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies 
> 
> Study hall hours are earned on the computer. The system works. You are 
> all in the AC so much that getting to 6 hours shouldn’t be a problem 
> even if you forget to log in for a day. 
> 
> BUT - logging in and out appropriately - that’s the way to get hours. 
> You don’t need to tell me that you forgot. You don’t need to ask me to 
> fix your hours. I’m done with that. You need to be responsible and do 
> it the right way and take care of your own hours. What’s on the 
> computer is what is going to get reported to the coaches. Do it the 
> right way. 
> 
> If you forget to log out at night, the system will log you out at 
> midnight and you will no hours for that day. 
> 

> If you are signed in for more than 3 hours, the system may log you out 
> and you could get no hours for that study time. 
> 
> So remember to sign in AND sign out. 
> 
> Don’t leave yourself signed in for periods longer than 3 hours. 
> 

> Do NOT sign in for your weekly meeting - that’s not study time. 
> 
> Do make A’s on everything, do all your homework, never touch a drop of 
> alcohol, recycle, be kind to animals, help old people cross the street 
> safely, and vote Democratic. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@verizon.net> 

Sunday,             2:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math placement 

Tony, 
I just wanted to let you know that I got my math subj ect test score 
back and I got a 620 which is a lot better than 1 thought. I took 
level 1 so I know that tested me out of the course that I would not 
get credit for but I’m not sure what it placed me into. Maybe we could 
work a math into my first semester schedule now since I did not get 
most of the classes I tired to register for. I know we have a little 
while before the add/drop day so just let me know what you think 
whenever you get the chance. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            10:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

Tony, 

Hey we can I guess meet wednesday after class if you’d like tot 
I’m doing good I had a long weekend but its going goodT Hope you had a 
good 4th of July T 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> 

> 

> How are your courses going? Can we have a check-in after class Wed or 
> Thurs where you come by my office and let’s see how you’re doing? 
> 
> Let me know. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            11:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

Sound great I’ll give you a call Wednesday :) 

On Mon. 22:25:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Can we have a check-in either Wed or Thursday after class this week, just 
> to see how you’re doing. , we can also meet about your fall schedule 
and 
> go over that process if you haven’t already built your shopping cart. 
> 
> Let me know. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            10:54 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

No problem, I get out of class around 1 so I’ll see you after that? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Thanks 
> See you Wednesday 
> 

> On 
> 

>> Tony, 
>> 

, what time do you get out of class? 

at 10:40 PM, @ email.unc, edu wrote: 

>>> 

>>> Let me know. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 

>> Hey we can I guess meet wednesday after class if you’d like tot 
>> I’m doing good I had a long weekend but its going goodT Hope you had a 
>> good 4th of July T 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> How are your courses going? Can we have a check-in after class Wed or 
>>> Thurs where you come by my office and let’s see how you’re doing? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,.           4:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

That sounds great! 
I haven’t done anything with my fall schedule yet, so I’d love some help 
with that. 
rll talk to and then we will give you a call T 
Thanks, Tony T TT 

On Mon, 22:25:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Can we have a check-in either Wed or Thursday after class this week, just 
> to see how you’re doing. , we can also meet about your fall schedule 
and 
> go over that process if you haven’t already built your shopping cart. 
> 
> Let me know. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,,           6:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Check-in 

That’d be great, we will see you thenT 

On Tue, 16:56:28 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 
wrote: 
> can you come by after class tomorrow - I’ll be in the office then and 
that 
> would be a good time 
> 

> 

> On at 4:54 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> That sounds great! 
>> I haven’t done anything with my fall schedule yet, so I’d love some help 
>> with that. 
>> I’ll talk to and then we will give you a call T 
>> Thanks, Tony T TT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Mon, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> Can we have a check-in either Wed or Thursday after class this week, 
>>> just 
>>> to see how you’re doing, we can also meet about your fall schedule 
>> and 
>>> go over that process if you haven’t already built your shopping cart. 
>>> 
>>> Let me know. 
>>> 

22:25:00 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            11:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ldeas for Maj ors 

Hey Tony, 

Quick question.., first, will you be in tomorrow- any chance I can 
come by and talk to you about some deciding major information... 1 
thought I had completely decided to apply to the school of Journalism 
and try to double major in Poli Sci but l’m still thinking about 
Business and wondering if I should take BUS1    (or - whichever is 
the prereq I forget at the moment) to get a feel for it before 
deciding. I ended up taking POLl i in - -        - so I have that one 
under my belt.., and I plan on taking ECONI in the spring (out of 
season). To apply to the Business school do I have to have completed 
all the prerequisites or can I take some of them after applying? Sorry 
for all the random questions - we finish at 12ish/lish tomorrow and 
rd love to come chat! 

Thanks so muchT - :) 

On at 11:08 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> l’m pretty excited about that too. Really glad that I get to work 
> with you. 
> 

> 

> The waitlists will probably move sometime around August 2. You could 
> move up before then, but most things are frozen until CTOPS is over 
> for all the courses that are open to freshmen. So I wouldn’t look 
> for it to change in July. You can keep checking, but it will most 
> likely change around August 2, and I do think that you will get in 
> the class. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:56 AM, ~ wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony T 
>> 
>> I just ran into Coach today and she told me you are our new academic 
>> advisorTT TT rm so happy and just wanted to tell you haa - but also 
>> 1 had a 
>> quick question- I know I am #1 on the waiting list for INLS 
>> (...and l’m 
>> not sure how it happened because I was told I got the last spot in 
>> the 
>> class but I was told it would probably work out anyway?) When do 
>> you think 



>> I will find out ifI got moved into the class and is there anyway 
>> you can 
>> help me? Thanks so much and see you soonTT 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,,            12:31 AM 

Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@uncaal.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Math Maj or --> Engineering Grad School? 

Hi Beth, 

Sorry to bother you, but I’ve come across a question that I’m not sure how 
to find the answer to. One of my primary motives for pursuing a maj or in 
Mathematics is to leave the door open for going to graduate school in 
Engineering, if I decide sometime in the next 3 years that engineering is a 
career path I would like to explore. However, through some preliminary 
Google research, I’ve learned that this may not actually be the case. Thus, 
my question is: Can you help me find the prerequisite requirements for 
graduate school in Engineering, particularly at schools with highly-ranked 
graduate Engineering programs? (I would most likely be interested in Civil 
or Mechanical Engineering rather than something like Chemical or Electrical 
Engineering.) Whether or not a Mathematics BS keeps the Engineering door 
open may actually be a determining factor in my major choices, which is the 
only reason I felt the need to pester you with this question now. Thanks 
for your help- sorry for the trouble. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,            12:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Math Major--> Engineering Grad School? 

Hahaha...I may just leave it to chance- Put all of my possible maj ors in a 
hat and pick 2. 

Thanks though- I really appreciate your help. 

On Mon, 00:36:35 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> - the revelation is coming in august - relax 
> 
> I have a friend currently in med school at Carolina who spent time in 
> engineering at Princeton. She will have good advice. I’ll get back to you 
> 

> On , at 12:31 AM, ikoma wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hi Beth, 
>> 
>> Sorry to bother you, but I’ve come across a question that I’m not sure 
>> how 
>> to find the answer to. One of my primary motives for pursuing a maj or in 
>> Mathematics is to leave the door open for going to graduate school in 
>> Engineering, if I decide sometime in the next 3 years that engineering 
is 
>> a 

>> career path I would like to explore. However, through some preliminary 
>> Google research, I’ve learned that this may not actually be the case. 
>> Thus, 
>> my question is: Can you help me find the prerequisite requirements for 
>> graduate school in Engineering, particularly at schools with 
>> highly-ranked 
>> graduate Engineering programs? (I would most likely be interested in 
>> Civil 
>> or Mechanical Engineering rather than something like Chemical or 
>> Electrical 
>> Engineering.) Whether or not a Mathematics BS keeps the Engineering door 
>> open may actually be a determining factor in my major choices, which is 
>> the 
>> only reason I felt the need to pester you with this question now. Thanks 
>> for your help- sorry for the trouble. 
>> 
>> Sincerely, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

r@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,             7:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP scores 

Hey Tony T 
I just found out my AP scores. I got a 3 on economics and a 4 on stats I think that means I got credit for both 
right? 
Thanks T 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:51 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

JOMC Assignment 

Hey Tony, 
I have a JOMC assignment for Newswriting in which we are suppose to 
write a personality feature or profile on a campus leader. I was 
wondering if I could possibly interview you because of all the things 
you do for this university and elsewhere. 
Just Let Me Know, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:05 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EXSS tutor 

Okay that sounds greatT Thanks Tony T 

On Tue, 
wrote: 
> 

> 8pm 
> 

> 

> Tony 

10:49:55 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

will meet with you Sunday evenings in the Rams Room at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:15 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall sign in 

Tony, 

I believe I only have 5 hours and 45 min of study hall credit this week. I 
tried to go in there this morning between classes to get another hour in 
but the computer was not letting me sign in and I couldn’t find anyone to 
help me. I have been to the UL this week for a few hours and have done 
studying there. 

Thanks T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:31 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Tony, 
Thanks for coming to the banquet. I know it meant a lot to to have you there. And it certainly meant a lot 
to and me. 
Glad to hear the freshmen are doing well. is tired today! Said she was up making corrections on her 
paper. Thanks for helping her. As for the recruits, I think I pick up at 4:45 from the airport. If you want 
to meet with them, would 5:30 at Chapman be too late? 
Thanks, 
Jan 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount 
To: Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc, edu> 
Cc: Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 10:32:08 AM 
Subject: Weekly 

Ladies, 

Thanks for the invitation to the Cup banquet and for the kind words. Very much appreciated. 

Please find 2 documents attached. The first is the regular weekly with the great news that both your freshmen 
are performing at a Dean’s List pace for their first semesters. I also read HIST papers for 
last night,       paper was outstanding, and I’d guess A level,          was weaker than her last effort, 
probably a C level. 

Also find attached a first look at their spring schedules with courses and class times. I thought it might be useful 
for you to see.         is waitlisted for a course that will get her over the 12 hour minimum,        schedule 
will likely need some adjustment since her recent admission to the Business Minor program. 

I also need to nail down a schedule for meeting with the committed recruits this weekend. The sooner the better 
on Friday would suit me best.                     have convinced me to take them camping this weekend. 
That’s just too funny an opportunity to miss, so if you could help me by setting that schedule, I’d appreciate it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 9:49 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: An Apology 

Tony, 
Are you up and want to talk? I will also step in and talk to these guys. I am also willing to use the "practice 
carrot" to get these guys to buckle down. 
Jenny 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 8:35:02 PM 
Subject: Fwd: An Apology 

After the episode described below (which was witnessed by      ) where 
I wanted to physically throw       out of my office,      and I 
were working on her spring schedule and I vented to her for a bit. I 
am so frustrated by these freshmen and their refusal to work seriously 
and efficiently and apart from their distracting fellow freshmen. I am 
clearly not the best person to be their adviser. If you want to try 
somebody else in that position, rll understand. 

Begin forwarded message: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: 8:10:01 PM EDT 
> To: @email.unc.edu> 
> Subject: An Apology 
> 

> 

> 

> I’m sorry that I let my frustration boil over into anger today. I’m 
> the grownup, and that shouldn’t have happened and I’m sorry that it 
> did. 
> 
> When you said today that you didn’t want to do anything at Carolina 
> but play        and that when        was over you’d just ’marry 
> well’, that really made me angry. I’m old enough to remember when 
> women couldn’t come to Carolina, when women didn’t get athletic 
> scholarships, when women didn’t have equal rights and opportunities. 
> As you sat there today, taking full advantage of what they had 
> accomplished, and then so carelessly dismissed any sense of 
> responsibility, ready to rely on a man to take care of you after 
> playing - that’s just revolting to me. And it was the second time 
> I’ve heard that from freshmen this year and I couldn’t listen to 
> it anymore, or have you in the room. 
> 



> What I should have done is calmly explained those things to you and 
> reminded you of the amazing opportunity you have to play 
> while getting a top quality college education. I didn’t do my job 
> very well today, and I apologize for that. 
> 

> I confess that I am at a complete loss as to what to do with you and 
> your class. I’ve never encountered a group with so little 
> intellectual curiosity about anything, that is so resistant to 
> learning anything. I taught in a high school where students were 
> eager to learn, competitive to be the best, who fought each other 
> for spots in the best colleges in the country. I am clearly the 
> wrong person to be the academic adviser for this freshman class of 
>        players. I don’t know how to deal with people who don’t 
> care whether they learn or not. 
> 
> Those frustrations aside, I should not have lost my temper today, 
> and again, I apologize for that. 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Women’s Lacrosse 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> , cell 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             9:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

add/drop day 

Hey Tony, 
I have been playiing around with my Connect Carolina shopping cart since 
the add/drop day is coming up soon and I just wanted to clear what I was 
planning on changing with you. As of now, I am only enrolled in 12 hours so 
I was going to drop the Anthropology class I am in and add the English 
that I need and Math because I tested out of Math    . I did not see 
any open Spanish but ifI add the Math and English without the 
Spanish that would give me 15 hours. If you have any other suggestions on 
what I should change just let me know. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,             11:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: language 

Hey Tony, 

Another quick question... I talked to            and she told me that 
Spanisl:    is l&2 combined and I found a section open for the fall - 
but its at the same time I signed up for Geology-- I know there is a 
Geology section on TR too but it looks like it is closed as of now... 
I looked up the teacher on Blinkness and looks really good.. (http://unc.blinkness.com/professor/unc-cana- 
jimenez-m 
) 76% A’s and 24% B’s with 0 C’s and 0 D’s ... Do you think I should 
or can possibly switch to the TR section of Geology and try to drop 
the Poli    if I have to drop one.., or wait and take Geology later I 
was planning on taking the Geology Lab in the spring after having 
taken it this fall but I was just wondering what you think about this- 
it sounds like the teacher is good for this one- The TR Geology is 
9:30-10:45 (during my INLS) - or I would be open to taking a different 
science that I could take a lab with later if you had any suggestions 
for that? 

Thanks so muchT 

On at 10:41 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Hey 
> 
> I had a start Chinese 3 years ago when he was a 
> freshman. In that first semester he was in the AC about 5 hours/week 
> just working on Chinese. He really struggled with the sheer amount 
> of time it took to memorize the symbols. He wasn’t as good a student 
> as you are, but the time commitment for Chinese is really huge. 
> That’s based on only one student though. 
> 
> You can take POLl online. I have a doing that and I 
> talked with her this week. She says it isn’t too bad. 
> 
> Good luck 
> 

> 

> On , at 8:51 AM, wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony T 
>> 
>> I’m going to take the latin placement exam today- but had a quick 
>> question - what do you think about Chinese...? There is still a 
>> section open online I could sign up for for the fall and theres only 
>> one spot left and I blinknessed the professor.., possibly instead of 
>> POLl    (...and I could take that online in the summer?) Thanks so 



>> muchT Here’s the links for the professor (blinkness) and the site .... 
>>- 

>> 

>> http ://www.unc. edu/sis/clsched/fall/CHIN.html 
>> http ://unc.blinkness. com/professor/unc-park-young-mae 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On , at 1:00 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
>> 

>>> http ://www.unc. edu/languageplacement/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            7:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: add/drop day 

Sorry Tony, I have no idea what I was looking at when I sent that but I 
tested out of Math and into Math so I will try to get into that 
class on I will keep checking back for the Spanish and if 
anything changed I will let you know. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, 
wrote: 
> Hey 
> 

13:35:32 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> Getting into ENGL    is a great idea. I’m all for that. I don’t quite 
> understand the Math thing though. Usually people place out of Math I 
> don’t know Math so help me understand what you’re doing there. The 
> Spanish courses are nuts - almost all filled, and you’re going to have to 
> be very lucky to find an open section. The more often you log in to the 
> system to check, the better your odds will be. Good luck 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 9:33 PM, corzel wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> I have been playiing around with my Connect Carolina shopping cart since 
>> the add/drop day is coming up soon and I just wanted to clear what I was 
>> planning on changing with you. As of now, I am only enrolled in 12 hours 
>> SO 

>> I was going to drop the Anthropology class I am in and add the English 
>> 
>> that I need and Math because I tested out of Math I did not see 
>> any open Spanish but if I add the Math and English without the 
>> Spanish that would give me 15 hours. If you have any other suggestions 
on 
>> what I should change just let me know. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:03 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

spanish    success T 

successT she added me T :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fall semester 

Hey Tony, 

I am currently only enrolled in three classes for the fall and would like 
to pick up two more for the semester. I need to check and see what I am 
currently enrolled in, but my pid is          if you wanted to check it 
out and maybe throw some suggestions at me. I am a history minor if that 
helps at all and am interested in the Holocaust class. Please let me know 
what you think and if you are out and about no worries! Thanks a lot and I 
think I speak for the team when I say how excited we are to have you on 
board as our new academic advisorT T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             2:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, have a few questions. I think I may need to take a few additional 
courses that I wasn’t planning on for the purpose of med school 
requirements. My AP credits are turning out to kind of hurt me. I have 8 
credit hours worth of physics at UNC from AP’s and some med schools won’t 
accept that so I may need to take the second of the two physics courses. 
Also, I haven’t taken any English here because of placing out with SAT 
scores. Similar issue. So I think I may take a low level English class. I 
found one that fits in my fall schedule. But the addition of that class 
would mean 5 classes this fall with 17 credit hours (something I’m sure the 
coaches won’t like to hear). On           when is the earliest you can 
get on to add courses? And what is the situation with pass/fail? what can i 
declare pass/fail? If i add the english class can i declare my comp class 
pass/fail (I’m taking it to fulfill the philosophy requirement). I think i 
may try to take the physics i need in the spring which would mean taking 
around 13 credit hours instead ofunderloading. But it may be what i have 
to do. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            ,9:15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Gotcha. Well so for the physics then, I can worry about that form sometime 
this fall before spring registration. I see ENGL    intro to fiction open, 
so I will try to get in that on monday (i tried today, but it didn’t work). 
I could try to get into an ENGL    (and do the form thing) but with all 
the freshmen taking it I don’t have good chances trying to get into one. So 
I think this should be good. Understand about the pass/fail. I don’t think 
I’ll take the english class pass/fail just because I think if I’m gonna do 
this for the med schools, they might want to see a grade. Great, thanks 
Tony for your help. 

On Wed, 23:16:14 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Hey, 
> 
> Very sorry to hear that you will have to take some of the courses you 
> already have credit for. And if you actually do that, you’ll need to make 
> an appt with your university adviser and there is a form or some 
procedure 
> where you indicate that you want to refuse credit for those certain 
> courses. Susan Maloy will love you even more. Haha. 
> 
> The coaches will be fine with you in 5 classes. Don’t worry about that. 
Phi 
> Beta Kappa says can take whatever she wants, especially if one 
is 
> a low level ENGL class. Don’t even think about that again. 
> 
> the last CTOPS session (actually TSOPS) should end in the early 
> afternoon. I believe that the last scheduled registration session that 
day 
> ends at 4:50 pm. That’s when I think the system will open up, but you 
could 
> try earlier. Classes that are not restricted are available now, I 
believe. 
> 
> You can’t take a class that you are using to fulfill a gen ed requirement 
> pass/fail - so the comp class is out. If the ENGL class does not fulfill 
a 
> requirement, you could take it pass/fail. 
> 
> Headed west tomorrow - excited - Good luck with the schedule. See you 
soon. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             12:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

schedule 

Hey Tony, 
I was just re-doing my shopping cart for and was wondering if 
there were any other classes I should be including. After ctops I was 
enrolled in Geology, Psyc    Poli    , History     and Drama    With 
the classes I hope to add on the 2nd I will have Engl    and drop geology 
and Span    and drop something else. I was just wondering if you had any 
suggestions for my schedule. 
Thanks T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday,             1:22 AM 

Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Chem 

Hi Beth, 

So I got this email from my CHEM     professor earlier today, and I was 
wondering if I could get reimbursed for purchasing the additional novels we 
will be using for the class. I’m pretty sure we will have required readings 
from these two novels, so I think they meet the NCAA criteria for being 
covered by the book scholarship, but I could be wrong. I only ask because I 
want to get the books relatively soon so that I can get a head start on the 
reading, and I’m not sure if I should just go to the local Borders/Barnes 
and Noble or find the best deals on Amazon, Ebay, Glyde, etc. 

Thanks in advance, 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Chem 
Date: Fri,          ,17:24:54 -0400 (EDT) 
From: schoenfisch@UNC.EDU 
To: schoenfisch@UNC.EDU 

Greetings, 
I will be your professor for Chem this fall. We are going to have a 
great semester, and hopefully learn a lot a long the way. I’m looking 
forward to meeting you all next month. 

In addition to using the analytical chemistry text book and solutions 
manual that are available for purchase at the UNC bookstore, we will be 
reading the following two novels: 

1. "Surely You’re Joking, Mr. FeynmanT (Adventures of a Curious Character)" 
by Richard P. Feynman 

2. "Cantor’s Dilemma: A Novel" by Carl Djerassi 

The caveat is that you will have to purchase these someplace other than the 
bookstore. I did this purposely because both new and used copies are 
available at amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com at much lower prices than I 
believe the bookstore would charge. Please order them for delivery before 
our class meets. (We will start reading Surely You’re Joking the first week 
of class.) 

Enjoy the rest of your summer/breakT 
Mark Schoenfisch 
Professor of Chemistry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              2:11 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: fall semester 

Hey Tony, 

Thanks for your help, I was also thinking about changing my major to 
communications. I have had a tough time with biology    and maybe want to 
re-think my major. If this is too late then please let me know and we can 
discuss what other steps I need to take maybe, but I will look at classes 
sometime today and also tomorrow before I register. Let me know if you 
think any history classes would work with my current scheduleT 

On Wed, 22:44:38 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Thanks for those very kind words. I am truly excited. 
> 

> I will look at some things at the office tomorrow (didn’t go in today), 
but 
> I can tell you that the Holocaust class is great, and usually filled with 
> seniors who register first. My guess is that you’ll need to save that one 
> for your senior year. I look at other HIST classes tomorrow, but I wanted 
> to make sure that you knew that you could search for classes by dept, AND 
> by time and day, so it makes things a little easier. And you’ll want to 
> start searching around 3 pm on That’s when the system should 
open 
> up after CTOPS stuff is done. 
> 
> I also wanted to put the bug in your ear that taking BIOL at a 
> community college and transferring it in is what most of my kids do. It 
> makes life easier. Something to think about for next summer. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 10:55 AM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> I am currently only enrolled in three classes for the fall and would 
like 
>> to pick up two more for the semester. I need to check and see what I am 



>> currently enrolled in, but my pid is           if you wanted to check it 
>> out and maybe throw some suggestions at me. I am a history minor if that 
>> helps at all and am interested in the Holocaust class. Please let me 
know 

>> what you think and if you are out and about no worries! Thanks a lot and 
>> I 
>> think I speak for the team when I say how excited we are to have you on 
>> board as our new academic advisorT T 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To- 

Subject: 

< @gmail.com> 

Monday, 1 1:24 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Hey Tony, 
Just wondering if you were able to get me in personal health. 
Thanks! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Okay great! I’ll try getting in the class today as well. ThanksT 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To:            ~gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Classes 
Sent:            11:32 AM 

Hey 

Not yet. The person in EXSS dept does that for us just before classes start. You should keep trying to get in on 
your own. rll send her that email about a week before classes start. 

Tony 

On , at 9:23 AM, @gmail.com wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> Just wondering if you were able to get me in personal health. 
> Thanks T 
> 
> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~gmail.com> 

Monday, 1:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Tuesday and thursday 9:30 to 10:45 
...... Original Message ...... 
From: Tony Yount 
To:            ~gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Classes 
Sent:            12:53 PM 

which section of    do you want to be in? what times and days? 

On at 9:42 AM, @gmail.com wrote: 

> Okay great! I’ll try getting in the class today as well. ThanksT 
Original Message ...... 

> From: Tony Yount 
> To:          _ ~gmail.com 
> Subject: Re: Classes 
> Sent: 11:32 AM 
> 
> Hey 
> 
> Not yet. The person in EXSS dept does that for us just before classes start. You should keep trying to get in 
on your own. I’ll send her that email about a week before classes start. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> On at 9:23 AM, @gmail.com wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> Just wondering if you were able to get me in personal health. 
>> Thanks T 
>> 
>> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: fall semester 

I looked online today for the comm classes you had mentioned and none of 
them were available and if they were, I already had a class at that timeT I 
will definitely come and sit down with you at some point when you are back, 
but I will continue to try and find one more class for my scheduleT thanks 
for your help and hope you are enjoying your vacation. 

On Sun, 12:18:05 -0600, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> it is not too late to switch to be a COMM major for you. If you can add a 
> COMM class,                  ~ that would be a good way to know if you 
> like that maj or. For now, add classes to get yourself into enough hours. 
> When I get back on the    , you and I should sit down together with your 
> transcript and a computer and look at what is going to be best for you 
> going forward. 
> 

> 

> On , at 12:10 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help, I was also thinking about changing my major to 
>> communications. I have had a tough time with biology and maybe want 
>> to 
>> re-think my major. If this is too late then please let me know and we 
can 
>> discuss what other steps I need to take maybe, but I will look at 
classes 
>> sometime today and also tomorrow before I register. Let me know if you 
>> think any history classes would work with my current scheduleT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Wed, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Thanks for those very kind words. I am truly excited. 
>>> 

>>> I will look at some things at the office tomorrow (didn’t go in today), 
>> but 
>>> I can tell you that the Holocaust class is great, and usually filled 
>>> with 

22:44:38 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



>>> seniors who register first. My guess is that you’ll need to save that 
>>> one 
>>> for your senior year. I look at other HIST classes tomorrow, but I 
>>> wanted 
>>> to make sure that you knew that you could search for classes by dept, 
>>> AND 
>>> by time and day, so it makes things a little easier. And you’ll want to 
>>> start searching around 3 pm on That’s when the system should 
>> open 
>>> up after CTOPS stuff is done. 
>>> 
>>> I also wanted to put the bug in your ear that taking BIOL at a 
>>> community college and transferring it in is what most of my kids do. It 
>>> makes life easier. Something to think about for next summer. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

Tony 

On at 10:55 AM, wrote: 

>>>> 

currently enrolled in, but my pid is if you wanted to check 
it 
out and maybe throw some suggestions at me. I am a history minor if 
that 

>>>> helps at all and am interested in the Holocaust class. Please let me 
>> know 
>>>> what you think and if you are out and about no worries! Thanks a lot 
>>>> and 
>>>> I 
>>>> think I speak for the team when I say how excited we are to have you 
on 
>>>> board as our new academic advisorT T 
>>>> 

am 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Hey Tony, 
>>>> 

>>>> I am cu~ently only enrolled in three classes ~r the ~11 and would 
>> like 
>>>> to pick up two more ~r the semester. I need to check and see wh~ I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              12:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, 

I can’t find where on the portal I need to click to enroll in new 
classes or see my current schedule. I keep trying different things but 
it is just taking me in circles. What link should I be looking for to 
get be to add a class or see my schedule? 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Fall Schedules - 
>         is the date that the scheduling process should open up upon 
> thecompletion of all CTOPS sessions scheduled during the summer. For 
> those of you that need to change schedules, that would be the date to 
> begin looking at your options for the fall. I have reviewed all the 
> current schedules. All but three of you are all in enough hours to 
> begin practice in the fall. As you adjust your schedules, please keep 
> me informed as you change classes. Remember that you have to be 
> enrolled in 12 hours on the first day of classes          in order 
> to begin practice. For the three who need to add hours, you will get 
> individual emails from me before Tuesday, 
> 

> My schedule - 
> I’m leaving for the Rocky Mountains on and will return to the 
> office on the 4th floor of the Pope Box on I will 
> occasionally check email and will respond to phone calls and texts 
> when I have service. Wyoming and Montana are blissfully remote and I 
> will have no service for days at a time. I’ll post pictures on FB 
> when I can. 
> 
> Mixed results - 
> I have just reviewed each of your worksheets and found that (assuming 
> everyone passes all summer school courses) 12 of you are actually 
> ahead of graduation pace and that is outstanding. Collectively, you 



> are 99 hours ahead of normal graduation pace (56 of those are 
>          ~ of 15 hrs/semester. That is wonderful news. But 11 of you 
> are behind graduation pace (46 hours between those 11). That is 
> something that must be addressed next summer. So if you are behind, 
> you should plan on taking at least 6 hours next summer, and on 
> falling no further behind during the current academic year. 
> 
> Enjoy the rest of your summers. Keep me informed as you change your 
> schedules, rll see you at a team meeting in August. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              6:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, 

Hope you are having a great time in the mountainsT I had a quick 
question - no rush at all - I just realized I forgot to switch my 
recitation for CLAS                - I could only get into the 
Recitation at 2 on Fridays at the time of enrolling but I’m going to 
have to switch to either                 (Friday at 11:00) -- 
should I just wait and talk to the recitation teacher when I get the 
syllabus or try and email them now? See you soonT 

:) 

On at 11:49 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I am very excited to be your new academic adviser. It is quite an 
> honor to be a part of the            program and to get to work 
> with Coach Shelton and all of you. I look forward to getting to know 
> each of you and becoming more familiar with your academic plans and 
> needs. I have just completed an audit of your fall schedules and 
> your worksheets. Some of you need to add hours to your schedules in 
> order to be eligible to participate in practices that are held on 
> and after the first day of classes on August 24. You’ll get an 
> individual email from me if you are in that situation. 
> 
> Fall Schedules - 
> The afternoon of August 2 is the date that the scheduling process 
> should open up upon the completion of all CTOPS sessions scheduled 
> during the summer. For those of you that need to change schedules, 
> that would be the date to begin looking at your options for the 
> fall. As you adjust your schedules, please keep me informed as you 
> change classes. Remember that you have to be enrolled in 12 hours on 
> the first day of classes August 24 in order to participate in 
> practice after classes start. 
> 
> My schedule - 
> I’m leaving for the Rocky Mountains on July 30 and will return to 
> the office on the 4th floor of the Pope Box on August 16. I will 
> occasionally check email and will respond to phone calls and texts 
> when I have cell service. Wyoming and Montana are blissfully remote 
> and I will have no service for days at a time. rll post pictures on 
> Facebook when I can. For the fall, my hours will be from 9:30 - 2:30 
> weekdays in the Pope Box. I am a part time employee of the athletic 
> department, but you will find that I am constantly online and quite 
> available by phone, text, AIM, Google chat, Facebook chat, and 
> flexible about setting times to meet outside the regular hours if 



> needed. 
> 

> Enjoy the brief few weeks that your have left before practice 
> starts. I will miss seeing you at the welcome back dinner for the 
> team. I’ll be in Montana that night. Keep me informed as you change 
> your schedules, rll see you at a team meeting in August and I look 
> forward to working with each of you. 
> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Field Hockey 
> North Box, Kenan Stadium 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> cell 
> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~yahoo.com> 

Friday,              9:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Geology 

Hey Tony, I tried signing up for my geology lab but it wouldn’t let me 
because technically I would be in "too many hours". I think the only 
reason it said that, is because spanish is a 4 credit class.., so 
technically I would be in "an extra hour" with the lab. Is there a way 
to get around that so I can take my lab in the fall? 

Let me knowT Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,              3:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony T 

So I was able to get into soci    this fall, so I’m in 12 hours now. I’m 
currently in psyc    still which I’m not sure I want to stay in. Anyways 
I would like to get in to one more really easy class so that in the spring 
I only need to take 4 hours. 

Also, I’m really interested in taking soci it’s not offered this fall 
from what I found, do you know if it’s offered in the spring? 

My class schedule right now is psyc    , soci , soci 
Ideally I could also get in to exss , poli    , or exss 
place of the psyc    . Let me know what you think. 

, and drama 
possibly in 

Hope your travels are going well T 

On Tue, 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Fall Schedules - 
> August 2 is the date that the scheduling process should open up upon the 
> completion of all CTOPS sessions scheduled during the summer. For those 
of 
> you that need to change schedules, that would be the date to begin 
looking 
> at your options for the fall. I have reviewed all the current schedules. 
> All but three of you are all in enough hours to begin practice in the 
fall. 
> As you adjust your schedules, please keep me informed as you change 
> classes. Remember that you have to be enrolled in 12 hours on the first 

12:57:15 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 



day 
> of classes August 24 in order to begin practice. For the three who need 
to 
> add hours, you will get individual emails from me before Tuesday, August 

> 

> My schedule - 
> I’m leaving for the Rocky Mountains on July 30 and will return to the 
> office on the 4th floor of the Pope Box on August 16. I will occasionally 
> check email and will respond to phone calls and texts when I have 
service. 
> Wyoming and Montana are blissfully remote and I will have no service for 
> days at a time. I’ll post pictures on FB when I can. 
> 
> Mixed results - 
> I have just reviewed each of your worksheets and found that (assuming 
> everyone passes all summer school courses) 12 of you are actually ahead 
of 
> graduation pace and that is outstanding. Collectively, you are 99 hours 
> ahead of normal graduation pace (56 of those are          ~of 15 
> hrs/semester. That is wonderful news. But 11 of you are behind graduation 
> pace (46 hours between those 11). That is something that must be 
addressed 
> next summer. So if you are behind, you should plan on taking at least 6 
> hours next summer, and on falling no further behind during the current 
> academic year. 
> 
> Enjoy the rest of your summers. Keep me informed as you change your 
> schedules, rll see you at a team meeting in August. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 6, 2010 4:00 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller 
< bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu >; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick 
Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>;-Head 

Coaches <-Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu >; Martina Ballen 

< mballen@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Shelley Johnson <shelljo@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Welcome Back Picnic and Carolina CREED Meeting - Monday, August 30th 

Coaches, 

The "Welcome Back Picnic" will be held on Monday, August 30th at 6pm at the Eddie Smith Indoor 

Facility. There will be a very brief program, lots of food and fun. Please make sure that all your 
student-athletes are aware of this annual event. First-year student-athlete must stay for the first 

Carolina CREED Meeting that will start immediately after the picnic (probably 7:15pm) 

Thanks and please contact me if you have any questions, 
Cricket 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 

(mobile) 
cricket@unc.edu 
~-----~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 6, 2010 4:09 PM 

-Academics <-Academics@uncaa.unc.edu>; -Asst Head Coaches <-Asst Head 
Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dick Baddour 
<dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu>; -Head Coaches <- 

Head Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martina Ballen <mballen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rick 
Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 

< shelljo@ u ncaa.u nc.edu > 

Re: Welcome Back Picnic and Carolina CREED Meeting - Monday, August 30th 

Cricket, 

Just wanted to let you know that our men’s soccer team has a home exhibition game vs. the Raleigh Railhawks at 7:00 pm, on Aug. 

30., so they will not be able to participate. 

Thanks, 

Beth 

93et/t 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
F.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27~1 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 

>>> Cricket Lane 8/6/2010 3:59 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

The "Welcome Back Picnic" will be held on Monday, August 30th at 6pm at the Eddie Smith Indoor Facility. There will be a very 

brief program, lots of food and fun. Please make sure that all your student-athletes are aware of this annual event. First-year 

student-athlete must stay for the first Carolina CREED Meeting that will start immediately after the picnic (probably 7:15pm) 

Thanks and please contact me if you have any questions, 

Cricket 

Cricket Lane, PhD 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
Student-Athlete Development 
University of North Carolina 
Post Office Box 2126 
Kenan Field House 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-843-2040 (voice); 919-843-2327 (fax) 
(mobile) 

cricket@unc.edu 

~------~ Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

"People do not care how much you know until they know how much you care." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday,              12:47 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Hey Tony, 

Another quick question.., just after looking over more reviews of CLAS 
and thinking more about the Greeks and the nine required books for 

that class :/I’m a little nervous and I was thinking I could always 
still try to take HIST    next fall and cover the same requirements 
(when the regular teacher is back)-- I was looking for classes to 
replace it with if that were to be a good option and I randomly found 
a section of ECON    but its at night (TuTh 7:30- 8:45) but its with 
Brian Jenkins (good choice according to blinknessT) I was thinking 
this might be a good way to try it ... ? could always drop- but I was 
wondering what you thought about this option? Totally random but 
thankssT T :) 

Hope vacation is going well T 

:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,              4:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online Courses 

Hey Tony T 

Hope your summer is going well. I’ve seen some beautiful pictures on 
Facebook that look very fun! 

I’m planning on taking one, maybe two online classes this fall and 
wanted your opinion on which classes you recommend I take. I’m not 
necessarily looking to fill any requirements but am more concerned 
with easy A classes. 

Anyway, whenever you get a chance I would really appreciate your input. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Sunday,              6:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Geology 

Sounds good-thanks Tony T 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:58 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Your Steele building adviser can override the limits on hours. You can email or call and ask for permission to 
do that. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On , at 7:05 AM, 
> 
>> Hey Tony, I tried signing up for my geology lab but it wouldn’t let me 
>> because technically I would be in "too many hours". I think the only 
>> reason it said that, is because spanish is a 4 credit class.., so 
>> technically I would be in "an extra hour" with the lab. Is there a way 
>> to get around that so I can take my lab in the fall? 
>> 
>> Let me knowT Thanks, 
>; 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Saturday, 4:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly meeting? 

hey tony, 
so i promised a progress report and even though i’m pretty bad at such activities.., i did go talk to the coach, i 
told her no more college    and she said that was a bummer but if i wanted to come back after a break that she 
would welcome that. so i’m looking into some other options for next semester, one of them being river guide 
along with some other colleges along with reapplying to unc. so hopefully one of those options works out and 
leads to some hiking and club sports and goofin off and a boyfriend:) im gonna finish out the quarter and my 
roomate is alright with everything and looking for someone else to live with. so that’s all that. 
thanks again for talking with me the other day. nice win over VA the other day too. i dont know how the 
buckeyes managed to beat 121 st ranked new mexico state today lol 
hope you’re doin good, 

--- On Wed, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> wrote: 

> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Subj ect: Weekly meeting? 
> To:’ @yahoo.com> 
> Date: Wednesday, 7:55 PM 
> How many meetings are you skip this 
> semester? 
> 

> How are you? 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               4:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting tomorrow 

Hey Tony T 

Could     and I come in around 10:45am? She has to go to the training 
room at 11, so it would work out nicely. I could meet with you when she’s 
done. Good to see you today new official advisor (even though you’ve been 
my unofficial advisor for a whileT) 

Let me knowT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               6:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i would be 
receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books". Do 
you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be doing 
all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying for the 
difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 

On Tue, 16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Ladies, 
> 
> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 
> 
> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 
> classes. 
> 

> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At midnight 
Friday 
> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you are not 
> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
will 
> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 2nd 
> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 
> 
> 2. Textbook purchase: 
> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms can 
be 
> approved: 
> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY during 
> these times. 
> 

> Mon, - noon - 3 pm 
> Tues - Fri, - 10 am - 2 pm 
> Mon - Tues, - 10 am - 2 pm 
> 
> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after 
> 

> See you soon. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               10:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my schedual 

Hey so here is my schedual; I was wondering what you thought of it and if 
you think i need to make any changes. 

Fall Schedule 
Class Schedule 
DRAM 

Center Dramatic Art - Rm 0125 
Laurence 
ENGI_ 

Greenlaw - Rm 0317 
Shaughnessey 
GEOG 
LEC (2374)~ 
Global Center - Rm 1015 
Palis 
PSYC 
LEC (1851) 
Hamilton Hall - Rm 0100 
Bagley,Fabficant, Penn 
RELI 
LEC (1803) 
Graham Memorial - Rm 0210 
Ehrman 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               8:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

Okay, well I can bring you a copy of the letter when i get back to school 
(it was mailed). Are you in your office today? It was from Shirley A. Ort 
and the Committee on Scholarships, Awards, and Student Aid. And it says it 
was an athletics award for the academic year. Ok, thanks TonyT 
See you soonT 

On Thu, 20:27:44 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> That info sounds really odd to me. I just checked the book list provided 
by 
> compliance to guide us as we sign book forms and your name is on the list 
> and there is no dollar amount attached. If that letter came to you by 
> email, please forward it to me. If not, tell me who sent it? I can call 
Amy 
> Herman tomorrow and see what she says, but I’m not aware of a system that 
> just has a certain dollar amount attached other than the $800 that the 
NCAA 
> allows. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On , at 6:16 PM. wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i would 
>> be 
>> receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books". Do 
>> you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be 
>> doing 
>> all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying for 
>> the 
>> difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 
>> 

>; 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 

16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 



>>> 

>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 
>>> classes. 
>>> 

>>> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At midnight 
>> Friday 
>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you are 
not 
>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
>> will 
>>> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 
>>> 2nd 
>>> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 
>>> 
>>> 2. Textbook purchase: 
>>> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms can 
>> be 
>>> approved: 
>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY during 
>>> these times. 
>>> 
>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 
>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> 
>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after September 1. 
>>> 

>>> See you soon. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

tutors 

forgot to ask you earlier about tutors for SPAN    and ECON 
:) ... trying not to worry just on my mind- Are we still going to 

have tutoring on Mondays or Sundays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               1:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Question about Busi 

Hey Tony T T 

Hahaha i had a quick question about Busi    . So i got dropped from my JOMC 
class bc i was waitlisted and i dunno ifi am gonna be able to get into 
that class. If that happens it would be awesome if i could take Busi 
But i was looking at the requirements and it said pre or co requisite was 
ECON Is that still applicable even though i only have to take 
ECON now? 

oh and do i need to do any preparation for the business school application 
right now?/ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday,               9:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Classes 

Tony, 

This is                from the           team we have maybe met a 
couple of times, but I wanted to let you know that I am very happy that you 
are our new adviser. I have a question regarding my schedule because I 
want to add something else. There was a class, PHIL     I was enrolled in 
but it now says that I have dropped it, but I don’t remember doing so. I 
wanted to complete my philosophy requirement and I have been trying to get 
into PHIL    at         with a rec and this class was open on Thurs and 
was closed Friday and I could not add during the period because of CTOPS. 
I was wondering is there a way for me to possibly get into that class 
because I really wanted to get most of my gen ed requirements done this 
semester so I could concentrate more on my major and minor from then on? 
Let me know what you think or if you have any ideas. Thank you so muchT 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               1:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration and books 

I got into the english    class i wanted tot So in 17 hours now. Did 
give you a copy of that letter i was telling you about? 

On Thu, 20:27:44 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> 

> 

> That info sounds really odd to me. I just checked the book list provided 
by 
> compliance to guide us as we sign book forms and your name is on the list 
> and there is no dollar amount attached. If that letter came to you by 
> email, please forward it to me. If not, tell me who sent it? I can call 
Amy 
> Herman tomorrow and see what she says, but I’m not aware of a system that 
> just has a certain dollar amount attached other than the $800 that the 
NCAA 
> allows. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On at 6:16 PM, wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> Tony, this year, on my letter letting me know what athletic aid i would 
>> be 
>> receiving it said an amount for books ($400) instead of just "books". Do 
>> you know how the process will be different for me? Or will I just be 
>> doing 
>> all the same things with having a book scholarship, but just paying for 
>> the 
>> difference in the end on my bill? Thanks. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> On Tue, 16:02:52 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> We’re busy this week getting ready for you. 
>>> 
>>> Two important things to know before our team meeting and the start of 
>>> classes. 



>>> 1. The final CTOPS makeup session ends Friday afternoon. At midnight 
>> Friday 
>>> night, all restrictions on any classes will be lifted. So if you are 
not 

>>> happy with your schedule, just after midnight on Friday, some courses 
>> will 
>>> have spaces available. For freshmen, it may also be possible to add a 
>>> 2nd 
>>> freshman seminar at that time, though I’m not certain about that. 
>>> 

>>> 2. Textbook purchase: 
>>> If you are on book scholarship, times that textbook purchase forms can 
>> be 
>>> approved: 
>>> Forms will be signed on the 5th floor of the Pope box, and ONLY during 
>>> these times. 
>>> 

>>> Mon, Aug 23 - noon - 3 pm 
>>> Tues - Fri, Aug 24 - 27 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> Mon - Tues, Aug 30 & 31 - 10 am - 2 pm 
>>> 

>>> I will be able to sign book forms ONLY on or after September 1. 
>>> 

>>> See you soon. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

S aturday,               4: 2 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Schedule question 

Hi Tony, 

I was able to add English    to my schedule, but I really want to take 
French    this semester. The French class I want is during the English 
time slot. I emailed the french teacher, Prof. Heitsch, to see if she could 
add me to her class. She said she is not allowed to add me and that I have 
to come to the first day of class to see if there is availability. Should I 
go to the first day of French class and skip English? or cut my losses and 
stick with the English class? The reason I want to take French so badly 
this semester is because I don’t want to forget what I learned in high 
school French. 
I hope this made sense...Thanks in advance for your input. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday,               4:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule question 

Okay, that’s what I’ll do. Thank you Tony. 

On Sat, 16:27:31 -0400, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wrote: 
> Makes perfect sense, and I would gamble on the first day and go to FREN 

> hoping to get in. You’ll have no trouble covering the absence on the 
first 
> day of ENGL    . If the FREN teacher announces early in the class that 
> there will be no additions, then you should go on over to ENGL and get 
the 
> syllabus and get credit for attendance the first day. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

, at 4:19 PM, mcmalm wrote: 

>> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 

>> I was able to add English    to my schedule, but I really want to take 
>> French    this semester. The French class I want is during the English 
>> time slot. I emailed the french teacher, Prof. Heitsch, to see if she 
>> could 
>> add me to her class. She said she is not allowed to add me and that I 
>> have 
>> to come to the first day of class to see if there is availability. 
Should 
>> I 

>> go to the first day of French class and skip English? or cut my losses 
>> and 
>> stick with the English class? The reason I want to take French so badly 
>> this semester is because I don’t want to forget what I learned in high 
>> school French. 
>> I hope this made sense...Thanks in advance for your input. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 12:14 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Fwd: 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Barbara Lucido <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 2, 2009 8:42 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Tony 

Sorry I didn’t get back to you. I just got your message this morning. My 
phone wasn’t telling me I had a message last Wednesday, Thursday, and 
Friday. 

But I see that     is now registered, so she must have figured out 
that she needed to connect with the math dept in order to get her 
advisor approval flag lifted. 

Hope you had a great weekend. 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:11 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

these r the responses that i got 

Hi 

The decision is made each semester, depending on the instructor teaching 
the course and what he or she actually plans to teach. We look for at 
least 30% German(ic) content. And of course, not ever course is offered 
every semester. 

HIST .-is sometimes borderline. If a German LAC 
section is included, we generally allow it to count if the student takes 
both the main course and the LAC. 

So yes, you may be able to take HIST    toward the German Studies major at 
some point--but for the time being you shouldn’t assume that you can take 
it in any given semester until you have seen the list or talked to Dr 
Starkey. 

She also sent this to me 

Hi 

I contacted other departments weeks ago, but not every department is 
proactive on this, so I don’t have enough responses yet to finish the list. 
It’s complicated by the fact that I’m currently home with flu and 
bronchitis. (And I cannot access my work computer from home, so I can’t 
even look at the working list for you.) 

From memory: I do expect that the list will include courses in History, 
Music, and Philosophy, and hopefully also in Economics and/or Political 
Science. So you might look at the courses offered next spring in those 
departments, and look for courses that seem like they might have at least 
30% German content. And you should certainly discuss your options with Dr 
Starkey, at kstarkey@email.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI EXAM REVIEW: SupplementallnstructionProgramFall prg 

Both Wednesday and Thursday sessions will be 2 hours long beginning at 5pm in Carrington 209 in preparation 
for Monday’s exam. Please come prepared with questions. SI will not meet the week of Thanksgiving. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

< @email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holly Millman < @verizon.net> 

Checking inT 

Hey Tony T Hope your having a great day! 

Just wanted to say hi and let you know how classes wentT I love my 3-D art    class so far, the teacher is a 
graduate assistant and he’s awesome! It looks like we are having 5 projects, which are worth 75 percent of our 
grade and 20 percent being critiques and discussions leaving 5 percent to attendance at artist lectures. The due 
dates for the projects are: 
Sept. 7th- 1 st proj ect due 
Sept. 23rd- 2nd project due 
Oct. 14th- 3rd project due 
Oct. 28th- 4th project due 
Nov. 16th- 5th proj ect due 
Dec. 9th- Final proj ect due 

Ill let you know if anything changes and the grades as they come in. 

As far as my sex and gender in society class, I have Kleinman, who seems like a great teacher. The break down 
for that class is as follows: 

25- papers and quizzes based on the readings. I have a paper due every tuesday on the readings from the 
syllabus. The grading system is a check (full credit), check minus (half credit), and zero. 
I have a quiz every thursday on the readings. 
20- We get the opportunity to co-facilitate a class with the professor and a few classmates. This involves 
meeting with the group and professor to discuss the readings of that day and go about planning the class. 
5-class participation 
50-exams 

When we decide a weekly meeting I will also bring you copies of the handouts. 

I also set up a meeting with DDS for monday a 1 lam. I will have the full report and will go over my 
accommodations with them. 

I have also introduced via email my organizational coach Holly Millman and Beth Lyons, so everyone will be 
on the same paget 

Let me know if there is anything you need from me and ill stop by later this weekT 

Thanks T 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               6:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

Tony, 

Hi. I have a question. I have two Comm classes and neither one of 
them is in my concentration. I am supposed to have atleast 4 out of 7 
from my concentration and 3 can be other elective comm classes. I 
already have 2 from outside of my concentration and there aren’t any 
classes that I can take this semester that are in my concentration. So 
I was wondering, is it even worth it for me to take both of these comm 
classes when only one of them will count towards my maj or? I was 
thinking I could drop one of them and then pick up another class so 
that I have 12 hours. I haven’t dropped either one of them so I still 
currently have 12 hours. Hopefully you can helpT ThanksT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< ~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, 6:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall Schedules 

OKay, thanks a lotT See you soon. 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> You would graduate with an extra COMM class counting as an elective. 
> That is not a problem. You’re allowed to count up to 45 hours from 
> COMM, or 15 hours beyond classes required for your maj or as elective 
> hours. Do you like both COMM classes? If so, you can stay in. If not, 
> and you can find another class open that you want to take, then grab 
> that one. You have options here, so take the classes that you most 
> want to take. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 6:00 PM, @email.unc.edu wrote: 
> 

>> Tony, 
>> 
>> Hi. I have a question. I have two Comm classes and neither one of 
>> them is in my concentration. I am supposed to have atleast 4 out of 7 
>> from my concentration and 3 can be other elective comm classes. I 
>> already have 2 from outside of my concentration and there aren’t any 
>> classes that I can take this semester that are in my concentration. So 
>> I was wondering, is it even worth it for me to take both of these comm 
>> classes when only one of them will count towards my maj or? I was 
>> thinking I could drop one of them and then pick up another class so 
>> that I have 12 hours. I haven’t dropped either one of them so I still 
>> currently have 12 hours. Hopefully you can helpT ThanksT 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               7:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tutors 

Hi Tony, 
Just wanted to let you know that I would like a one on one rotor in: 
BUSI 
STOR 

My only bad night for a rotor is Monday nights. 
I had as a rotor last semester and really liked him, he is very 
helpful! 
Thanks so muchT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 11:07 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I can add the person to section 001 but there are no more spaces in 
section 002. Let me know what they would like to do. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

On 8/25/2010 9:44 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> Ashley, 
> 
> Three more requests for EXSS 
you so much. 
> 
> EXSS 
> 
> EXSS 
> 
> - EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 
> , cell 
> 

> 

if its not too late for you to get these players in. Thank 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ashley McCullen <amcculle@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 11:10 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

is now enrolled in EXSS 

-Ashley 

Thanks. 

On 8/25/2010 9:44 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> Ashley, 
> 
> Three more requests for EXSS 
you so much. 
> 

EXSS 

EXSS 

- EXSS 
> 

> 

> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Adviser, Volleyball 
> Kenan Field House 
> 919 962 9535, office 

cell 
> 

> 

if its not too late for you to get these players in. Thank 

Ashley McCullen 
Administrative Support Specialist 
Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              10:19 AM 

@email.unc.edu; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question about next week 

Phil, 

I’m not working on this. This class is with the crazy anti-athlete prof that would let me sit in on classes. 
What we had talked about yesterday was making sure that                                     (there may be more) could 
attend that class on Wed from 12:00 - 12:50, even if it meant me driving them up later in the afternoon. 

So to schedule that extra recitation session, which is really nice of them, they do need to know what time people will be leaving. And I 
will be happy to drive       and the Hist    kids up later, if that would help. 

Tony 

>>> Phil Barnes         10:05 AM >>> 
I think Tony is working on this? Please let me know if he is. 

Carolina Elite Camp 
Carolina Rising Star, 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.962.3865 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 9:18 AM >>> 
Phil, 

a bunch of us are in a history class together where we are required to 
go to a recitation on fridays that we are going to miss, and they are 
going to try and hold an extra session for us on wednesday before we 
leave for accs but they need to know what time we are leaving. 

Thanks 

Quoting Phil Barnes <pbarnes@tmcaa.unc.edu>: 

> Itin for ODU 
> 
> Carolina Elite Camp 
> Carolina Rising Star~ 
> http ://unclaxcamps,goo~lepa~e s. com/ 
> 
> Phil Barnes 
> Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
> University of North Carolina 
> P.O. Box 2126 
> Room 302 



> 216 Finley Rd. 
> Chapel Hill~ NC 27515 

> 919.962.6682 
> Fax: 919.962.3865 

> www.tarheelblue.com 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               1:21 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Martinson, Patricia 
<pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online Course 

Amy, 

Sally and Patricia are in Daytona at the ACC tournament through Sunday. 

Your understanding of the facts is exactly right. There is no particular reason or interest in SOCI 
other requirements, and there are courses at other hours that do not conflict with practice. 

in connection with her major or 

Of        first 5 semesters at Carolina, she’s been in 15 hours in only two them, (2.1 and 2.6 GPA). In the three semesters that she’s 
been enrolled in less than 15 hours (2.8, 2.8, 3.2 GPA) she has performed at a much higher level. This student has     . The more 
classes, labs, recitations she has to focus on, the more her performance drops, especially when she takes classes in which she has no 
interest. She and I made the decision to register for 15 hours for Fall 08 based two key facts. In order to graduate on time, she needs 6 
hours in the summer, 15 in the fall, leaving 13 for her final semester. The 15 that we chose for the fall includes one course for her 
COMM major, COMP    which fulfills the philosophical perspective and enjoys a great reputation on campus as being both 
interesting and easy, an AFAM course that interests her with the same reputation, an EXSS first course that usually produces good 
grades, and the PORT    with a prof that she enjoys; 15 hours, but not a hard semester, and all with a high level of interest on her 
part. 

When the PORT    conflicted with practice, we talked about going with 12, but she wants to graduate on time. The online option 
suits her learning style. She likes organized, structured situations. The fifteen assignments in the SOCI    fit that learning style. She 
is focused and works ahead. The way that she approaches learning coupled with the fact that she can work on the course through the 
summer, she will likely be finished with the majority of the requirements because classes start in August. Of all the courses offered 
through the self-paced option by UNC-CH, that was the course that held the most interest for her. 

So, my best two arguments to allow an exception to the self-paced course policy during a regular semester are these: 
One, for this particular student with her academic skill set and her learning style, it is the academic schedule most likely to be 
successful for her. 
Two, Given the course choices remaining, she may opt to stay in 12 hours for the fall, 13 for the spring, and take an online course next 
summer to graduate. If that course would be funded by the university as part of her scholarship, in the long run does it matter whether 
that course occurs this summer or next? 

I hope those reasons are good enough. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 
Tony, Sally, and Patricia, 

10:10 AM >>> 

Given the facts that Tony describes below, I’m a bit hesitant to approve this online course for       for the fall. I understand that the 
timing of her PORT    course is causing problems with practice, and I appreciate this concern. However, the course that she is 
wanting to take online is only an elective course, not a course in her major. Which means (unless I’m mistaken), that she could take 
ANY 3-hour course and get the same credit as she will with this online course. I know you said, Tony, that you reviewed the available 
courses with       and she said she didn’t have interest in taking any of them, but I’m afraid this is not enough of a reason for us to 
spend additional funds for an online course when she will be enrolled in 12 "regular" hours, as well. 

That being said, I’m not entirely closing the door on this, but I need more info in support of this specific path. Is there a particular 
reason why she is interested in this course specifically? Are the other regular courses (that are held at better times) just HORRIBLE? 
Anything you can give me as a reason to make an exception to our policy on funding online courses during the regular academic year? 

Thanks for your help. 

Amy 



Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 2:13 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Are you working while on vacation? 

SOCI    fulfills 3 of her elective hours required for graduation. It does not fulfill a perspectives course. 
We sat together and explored the courses still open at the times that she had available to take classes and did not find a course that she 
had any interest in taking. 

She is enrolled in 6 hours in summer school first session. 

She is currently enrolled in 15 hours for         When she successfully registers for SOCI online, she will drop PORT 
which occurs at the time that conflicts with practice, leaving her enrolled in 12 hours for Ln regular university classes, 3 
additional hours in self-paced SOCI 

At the end of the fall semester    assuming successful completion of the 2 summer school, courses, the 4 university courses, and the 
self-paced course, she will ha~ ~ ,~umpleted 107 of her 120 hours and be on track to graduate on time. 

ff there’s anything else I can do to help, please let me know. I hope you had a great vacation. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 6:44 PM >>> 
Tony, 

See attached. Does this course fulfill a requirement for        And am I to assume that she wasn’t able to find a suitable alternative 
that met on the other afternoons (as you and I discussed)? If not, please also confirm that she will be in 9 other hours, bringing her to 
12 with this course. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             11:41 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online Course 

>>> Amy Herman 8:21 AM >>> 
Tony, 

Thank you for your detailed explanation of the fact scenario surrounding       and her desire to take SOCI    in the fall, on top of 
12 regular hours. Based on the information you’ve provided, I believe this situation warrants an exception to our general policy on 
funding online courses during the regular academic year. Not only does it appear to be in the best interest of the student, but it also 
appears as though it will aid her greatly in her goal to graduate on time. 

I will send the memo to the Friday Center this morning authorizing payment for the course so that       can register. Once you 
receive a copy of that memo (via email), you can encourage       to finalize her registration in the course. 

Again, thanks for your assistance in helping me to understand this situation. 

Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

Amy, 

Thank you very much. 

Tony 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 

919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Youn 2:13 PM >>> 
Amy, 
Are you working while on vacation? 

SOCI    fulfills 3 of her elective hours required for graduation. It does not fulfill a perspectives course. 
We sat together and explored the courses still open at the times that she had available to take classes and did not find a course that she 



had any interest in taking. 

She is enrolled in 6 hours in summer school first session. 

She is currently enrolled in 15 hours for fall     When she successfully registers for SOCI    online, she will drop PORT 
which occurs at the time that conflicts with practice, leaving her enrolled in 12 hours for fall in regular university classes, 3 
additional hours in self-paced SOCI 

At the end of the fall semester assuming successful completion of the 2 summer school, courses, the 4 university courses, and the 
self-paced course, she will have completed 107 of her 120 hours and be on track to graduate on time. 

ff there’s anything else I can do to help, please let me know. I hope you had a great vacation. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 6:44 PM >>> 

Tony, 

See attached. Does this course fulfill a requirement for        And am I to assume that she wasn’t able to find a suitable alternative 
that met on the other afternoons (as you and I discussed)? If not, please also confirm that she will be in 9 other hours, bringing her to 
12 with this course. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, "            3:34 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Practice Tuesday/Wednesday 

You know that 
Right? 

will miss film and the first hour of practice. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Hi guys, 

3:27 PM >>> 

We are still waiting on the NCAA with our travel plans for later this week. This is a little shorter week then last - so before we know 
it we will be on a plane to Syracuse. 

The following is what we do know... Jerry will be here starting tomorrow at practice. Nothing grandiose is planned accept that he is 
here with us, blending in to where we are, bringing energy in a way only Jerry can! 

Tuesday 
2:00 - Attack/Middie film at Facility 

2:30- 4:30 practice on NAVY 

Wednesday 
2:00 - Defense/Middie film at facility 
2:30-4:30 practice 

TBD - Team dinner and small activity:) 
Dinner recommendations will be taken by 

Thursday - TBD 
Most likely leaving Thursday - people taking summer school, let teachers know that you will potentially miss Thursday and Friday 

of class for NCAA competition 

See you tomorrow - IT IS ABOUT US! 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            4:20 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: semester grade report. 

I did completely notice a difference on the sidelines. I loved that you huddled with your coaches before you addressed the team at timeouts and before halftime. I loved 
your timeout call in the first half at exactly the right time to slow- their early run. I love the no-call on a timeout in the second half when they closed within one. You 
showed confidence in our kids that they were in control and could handle it, and they responded.I saw- real teaching on the sidelines during the game, positive 
reinforcement when kids came off the field. I saw- wonderful communication between you and the offense on the field in the second half and I saw- some kids step up 
and show- some leadership at making sure that everybody on the field was on the right offense and in the right place. And I saw- the kids thoroughly engaged in the game 
from almost the start to the finish. And I know- that it came from what you did at practice for the past two weeks because I could sense it from conversations with the 
kids over that two week span. They didn’t feel very good about themselves when they came home from C’ville two weeks ago. That really began to change and to be 
noticeable to me just before exams were over. They were excited about the new- stuff that you put in at practice and they were so much more energized on the trip last 
weekend. Its not hard to turn a team’s attitude around after a big win, but you did it after a tough loss, and you did it thoroughly and completely in about a week and 
half. That’s good coaching and you deserve congratulations for that. 
But here’s the best thing that I observed Sunday. We didn’t steal one from Virginia. We beat them. We took a shot at the opening of the game, answered that shot, 
responded to a run, and shut down a team that had all the confidence in the world in its ability to come back and win. It wasn’t just a win, it was a dominating 
performance and it reminded me of watching the field hockey team mow- down opponents last fall, dominating almost all of them in the process with both talent and 
organization and leadership. The stats said that game was close on Sunday, but in the end it wasn’t, and the better team, and the better prepared team, won. 

Now-, can I put on my coaching/worrying hat and tell you the two things that scare me this week? 
1. As odd as this may seem, I’d be worried about overconfidence this weekend. Everybody on this team knows that we’ve had talent to do to everyone what we did to 
UVa on Sunday. I think they respect Northwestern, MD and Penn and the revenge factor will be great motivation in the Final Four. They’d better respect Syracuse. Its 
so hard to get to the Final Four. The current phrase is ’trap game’. We should win this game on talent, but we could lose this game through overconfidence. As illogical 
as it is for a team with 6 losses to be overconfident - it could happen with these players. A little swagger is good. Too much swagger could be disastrous. Find that right 
balance and be national coach of the week two weeks in a row-. 
2. Jerry. I’d be worried about too much Jerry. What you said on the bus, and at the end of the email - It is about us - I’m not sure they see Jerry as ’us’ at this point. He 
hasn’t been through what they have. Jerry’s great at discussion and if I were Jerry and wanted to be a part of’us’ again. I’d have a session where he listened while they 
told him the story of the season, to make him a part of ’us’ again. My sense of the team is that they’ve moved on from Jerry. Their last memory of him being here, unless 
I missed a visit, includes the loss to Penn. I’d add Jerry in sprinkles and dashes, but not a full course meal. 

Thanks for letting be a part. I’ll shut up now-. But I’m really fired up to win this whole thing. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy          3:31 PM >>> 
WOW - thanks Tony - what a great reflection of your hard work and commitment to our players. Thank you so much. You have worked your Tony magic and I am so 
glad that you are a part of our team fabric. 

You had a big part to do with the win on Sunday too. I am sure you noticed a different dynamic on the sidelines with the coaches at game time. We too went to work 
after the ACC’s :) 

I will let you know- the travel arrangements as soon as I know- something. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc, edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps,goo~lepa~es.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:24 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade Report 

Both BIOL and MATH are the only sections, respectively, this semester. Fortunately the BIOL instructor is reasonable and often 
athlete-friendly. I am about to call her. 

The noon practice time is actually much better than I’d hoped. What would be really great is to let the kids with 11:30 classes 
Thursday actually go to those classes and then leave the classroom at noon, arriving a practice just a few minutes late? That way they’d 
get credit for attending the Thursday class. I could pick them up at the door of the classroom at noon and have them to the field by 
12:05. 

Is that doable? 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

9:13 AM >>> 

We will be taking a private charter. They are checking on the time availability for us now - it looks like plane potentially leaving at 
4pm. Which puts practice at 12-2pm, bus leaved for Airport at 2:30. Originally they had it scheduled for lpm which put practice 
even earlier. 

Is there an earlier Math 

We do not have practice time at Syracuse - per the NCAA rules. 
practice because Friday is a shoot around. 

I know this impacts the freshmen the most. 

Not much flexibility on Thursday. 

class that those guys could go to on Thursday? Biology is the other issue - is there an earlier class? 

We need to get a practice in before we leave and it is an important 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 8:42 AM >>> 
Coaches, 

This one includes the missing COMM grades. The only grade missing now is      PWAD 
That will put her over a 3.0 as well and mean that               were at 3.0 or better. 

in which she needs to finish a paper. 

Please let me know the departure time on Thursday for the kids asap so I can text them. When they talk to their professors today, I 
want them to have the most accurate information that they can have. I hate for them to ask for 2 of the first 4 days offif they really 
don’t have to. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:26 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Final Grade Report 

Dr. DeSaix (BIOL) wasn’t in. I left a message. 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

9:13 AM >>> 

We will be taking a private charter. They are checking on the time availability for us now - it looks like plane potentially leaving at 
4pm. Which puts practice at 12-2pm, bus leaved for Airport at 2:30. Originally they had it scheduled for lpm which put practice 
even earlier. 

Is there an earlier Math    class that those guys could go to on Thursday? Biology is the other issue - is there an earlier class? 

We do not have practice time at Syracuse - per the NCAA rules. We need to get a practice in before we leave and it is an important 
practice because Friday is a shoot around. 

I know this impacts the freshmen the most. 

Not much flexibility on Thursday. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 8:42 AM >>> 
Coaches, 

This one includes the missing COMM grades. The only grade missing now is      PWAD 
That will put her over a 3.0 as well and mean that           girls were at 3.0 or better. 

in which she needs to finish a paper. 

Please let me know the departure time on Thursday for the kids asap so I can text them. When they talk to their professors today, I 
want them to have the most accurate information that they can have. I hate for them to ask for 2 of the first 4 days offif they really 
don’t have to. 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:22 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thursday travel plans 

Does this mean I get to go with you? 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy         9:56 AM >>> 
Here is our travel itinerary for Thursday. I give this to you now so people with summer school can plan ahead. 

12-2 practice at Navy 
Shower at facility 
2:30 bus departs from Finley 
4pm private charter to Ithaca, NY 
6pm arrive in Ithaca, NY 
Team heads to dinner - TBA 
To hotel in Syracuse 

We are traveling in people clothes 

See you at practice today 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEB SITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.~ooglepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:14 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC Honor Roll 

16 kids on ACC Honor Roll this year - up from 12 last year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday:             1:25 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Lat Am Hist 

Too late for that. Her class is packed with 150 students already. It fulfills 4 requirements on their graduation worksheets so its popular. Can’t put amy of the freshmen in 
because its full. 

Where axe you now-? 

Tony 

>>>                        ~gmail.com>         1:22 PM >>> 
No problem -- I thought it might be useful for you to know- as you get 
students’ fall schedules set up. 

On Tue, at 1:15 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Thanks for talking with her and for that head’s up. We appreciate it. 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 1:11 PM, wrote: 

> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 

>> Hope your summer is going well. Just wanted to let you know- that I’ve 

>> been in touch with Kathryn Bums (she sent me an email asking about 

>> SI) and, while I don’t think she’s made a decision yet because she 

>> wants to consult with her co-teacher and the TAs first, I think things 

>> are looking good. 
>> 

>> Happy hiking, 
>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Y ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday,             3:46 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Lat Am Hist 

fl~at’s a great heads up for us for registration - thanks 

Congrats on finished the comp. Hope you enjoyed the mountains. 

Tony 

>>>                          ~gmail.com>          1:29 PM >>> 
I think it will be opening up for more enrollment soon -- Kathryn 
expects about 200. Things are changing because the History dept is 
getting a new Latin Americanist who will be co-teaching with Kathryn, 
and they’ve added more TAs. Now there are 4 TAs which means 
technically they can have as many as 220 students. So keep an eye on 
it. She’s a fantastic teacher and Lat Am hist is really cool. 

I just finished up a comp about a week ago, spent last week in the 
mountains, and am now back in CH (or, to be more precise, Saxapahaw), 
working from home. 

On Tue,              it 1:24 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> Too late for that. Her class is packed with 150 students already. It fulfills 4 requirements on their graduation worksheets so its popular. 
Can’t put any of the freshmen in because its full. 
> 

> Where are you now? 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

>>>> ~gmail.com> 1:22 PM >>> 
> No problem -- I thought it might be useful for you to know as you get 
> students’ fall schedules set up. 
> 

> 

> 

> On Tue, at 1 : 15 PM, Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> 

>> Thanks for talking with her and for that head’s up. We appreciate it. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 1:11 PM, wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hi Tony, 
>>> 

>>> Hope your summer is going well. Just wanted to let you know that I’ve 
>>> been in touch with Kathryn Bums (she sent me an email asking about 
>>> SI) and, while I don’t think she’s made a decision yet because she 
>>> wants to consult with her co-teacher and the TAs first, I think things 
>>> are looking good. 
>>> 

>>> Happy hiking, 
>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 11, 2008 11:11 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce <j oyced@uncaa.unc.edu> 

onyen 

Joyce, 

Robert Mercer just stuck his head in my door and said that you need my ONYEN 

If you need anything else, let me know. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  4:28 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 0915 

Coaches, 

Thanks for a marvelous weekend. 

Weekly is attached. Last week we made appts, with each freshman for a session with the university adviser, required before 
registration for spring semester. First tests and papers are hitting most of them this week. 

Photos from the weekend are up at 
gallery, me.com!uncletony# 100233 

enjoy 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              ~ 9:44 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Registration Issues 

Great - that’s priority registration and where it should be. Thanks. 

My 7:30 and 7:45 times I mentioned inthe email were 30 minutes off. All is good. 

>>> <         @email.unc.edu>         9:33 AM >>> 
My registration time says 8:15. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:37 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Susan, 

You do so amuse me when you ask me questions hoping that I will know something that you don’t. My idea of a mid year cert is a 
breath mint that one takes July 1. 

I have no idea why she is labeled as a mid-year cert. She was 
She is planning to take a redshirt year. Am I close to the answer? Does that help? 

and missed her spring season in 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 12:30 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
I am trying to figure out why we have 

Thanks, 
Susan 

labled as a mid-year cert. Any idea? 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                1:41 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Earley, Patricia <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

graduation is now posted and listed as a graduation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, February 21, 2010 4:21 PM 

Shelton, Karen <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Banquet 

Coach 

Tony Yount in the Academic Center here. T know you’re having your national championship banquet Saturday night. Is 

that open to folks like me to come in and watch the videos and the speeches and the awards. I would love to get to see 

and the rest be honored. 

If that’s possible, please let me know. I’d really appreciate it. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Cook, Jennifer <cookjr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil 
<pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

More good news 

disastrous DRAM test was incorrectly scored. The real grade was a 72, which she followed with a C- on the first 
paper. C- is where she is not, not an F. The F in Math will disappear when she drops that course. Disaster averted. 

She made that happen by going to the prof and advocating for herself (with quite a bit of prodding). Good news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 21,2011 12:15 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Summer School (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, "              12:15 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Part. 001 

Tony, 

I talked with coach and she said that since I was not on athletic scholarship anymore she cannot cover my 
summer school. I also talked to my parents and they said they could cover it, so no big deal. 

On my ConnectCarolina, it says I have a hold on All Enrollment Activity dating back to January 25th. Any clue 
of why this is still on there? 

Attached is what John Sweeney wrote to Dulcie Straughan giving me permission to take an independent study 
with him over the summer. 

> 

> 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 53080bytes; 
Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/3652a9b5940087b3600a755325a6edd9 
File Name: terynbrill.doc 
Expiry Date: Sun, 12:14:46 -0400 
Size: 53080bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday,               2:33 PM 

Fwd: RE: 

FILE.msg 

@gmail.com 

Enrollment (from groupwise) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Lucido, Barbara E" <blucido@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              2:33 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Enrollment 

This link should help you when it’s time to register. You may want to look at other information while on the web (i.e. advising.unc.edu, so that you 
can familiarize yourself with the campus and all it has to offer. Be sure to let me know if you have questions. 

http://regweb.oit.unc.edu/students/regref.php 

I enjoyed talking with you and your Dad! Best of luck! 

Barbara 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: ,@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: luesday, 12:)) I~M 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 

Dear Barbara, 

That’s great, let’s talk at 2:00. My dad has a conference line that we can use. Dial 

Thanks again for your help. 

Best regards, 

then enter the seven digit access code 2438821#. 

--- On Tue 2ucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

From: Lucido. Barbara E <blucido@email.unc.edu<mailto:blucido@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: 1 Enrollment 
To: @yahoo.com<mailto: @yahoo.com>> 
Date: Tuesday, 11:13 AM 

Dear 

I look forward to speaking with you (and your dad) this afternoon at 2:00. My office number is listed below. 

Best, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of Nort~ Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, i 11: 02 AM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 

@yaJloo.com] 

Dear Barbara Lucido, 

Thank you for getting back to me so quickly! I’d love to talk to you today at 2:00 pm. Is it okay if my dad is on the line with me? He’s at work, but we 
can work something out. 

Thanks for your help and attention. 

Best regards, 

--- On Mon, Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.nnc.edu</mc/compose?to=blucido@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

From: Lucido, Barbara E <blucido@email.nnc.edu</mc/compose?to=blucido@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: RE: Enrollment 
To: @yahoo.com</mc/compose?to= ~yaJloo.com>> 
Cc:’ ~gmail.com</mc/compose?to= :@gmail.com>" - ~gmail. com</mc/compo se?to: 
Date: Monday, 1:27 PM 

Dear 

@gmail.com>> 

Thank you for your email. 

I am available this Tuesday (tomorrow) at 2:00 or 4:30 and on Friday, the 25th, at 2:30 or 4:00 to speak with you. I assume that this will be a phone 
conversation? Please let me know your time preference, and I will expect your call then. 

Best regards, 

Barbara Lucido 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
The University of NortJl Carolina at Chapel Hill 
College of Arts & Sciences and General College 
1002 Steele Building; CB 3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3110 
Phone: (919) 843-3341 Fax: (919) 962-6888 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 

From: 

Sent: Monday, - 12:49 PM 
To: Lucido, Barbara E 
Cc: t~gmail.com 
Subject: Enrollment 

~yahoo.com] 

Barbara Lucido, 

I’ve requested my enrollment date to be moved forward so that I may enroll in the first summer session. I’m planning on taking Englis~    for one 
course, and my other course still needs to be chosen. I would like to have a conversation with you before I register for classes. Is there a time that you 
are free to talk to me this week? If you could email me back with some openings in your schedule, I’d really appreciate it. 



Thank you for your thne alld attention. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 5:38 PM 

:@gmail.com 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               5:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: UNC Friday Center course registration request 
Date: Tue,            17:25:01 -0400 (El)T) 
From: cbmcdonn@email.unc, edu 
To:        ~email.unc.edu 

Dear MS 

Re: IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON YOUR ONLINE COURSE ENROLLMENT. 
READ AND PRINT FOR YOUR RECORDS. 

REGISTRATION: 
We received your request for the course(s) below and it will be reviewed. 
You will be contacted if we need additional information or need to inform 
you about problems. 

CONFIRMING ENROLLMENT: 
You will be sent confirmation/course access information through U.S. mail 
or email. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED COURSE ACCESS INFORMATION PRIOR TO THE 
FIRST DAY OF CLASS, CONTACT OUR OFFICE IMMEDIATELY at bisese@unc.edu 

CHECK YOUR ENROLLMENT IN CONNECTCAROLINA: 
Enrollment in the UNC registration system should appear in a few days 
depending on your status with the university. 
1-3 days if you are a currently enrolled student at UNC-CH 
3-4 days if you have never been enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill or are being 
readmitted 

CONNECTCAROLINA STUDENT CENTER ACCESS TO YOUR SCHEDULE OF CLASSES: 
Go to my.unc.edu 
Sign in with your ONYEN AND ONYEN PASSWORD 
Click on ConnectCarolina Student Center 

BILLING: 
All students, even full-time UNC-CH students, must pay the additional 
course tuition as stated at the Friday Center web site. You will be 
notified, by the Student Account Services office, via your UNC-CH email 
account, when your bill is ready to be viewed online and how to access the 
bill. 

Once you are confirmed in the class and class has begun, you are liable 
for tuition and fees. Deadlines for cancelling, dropping and withdrawing 
for tuition credit are stated at our web site. 



If you have questions about the Connect Carolina billing process, visit 
http://finance.unc.edu and select Student Account Services. 

A summary of your request follows. 

Course: COMM 
Title: 
Type: Carolina Courses Online 
NC Residency Claim: Non-Resident 
Term: Summer 
Tuition: $2,376.00 
Fees: Education and Technology: $33.48 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 800-862-5669 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tonyyount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Thursday,             1 9:34 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Fall Classes (from groupwise) 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i 9:34 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fall Classes 

Hi Tony, 

I just had a hold pop up on myUNC (it may have been there for a while, but 
I just now noticed it). It says All Enrollment Activity is on hold because 
permission is needed to A/D. I’m assuming that means add/drop, but the only 
class I dropped was the day before classes started (this spring) and was an 
english class that I didn’t need to take--but I dropped it online and 
haven’t been enrolled in it at all this semester. Please let me know ifI 
need to call somebody to get this sorted out. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 3:30 PM 

Phillips, Nell K <nphillip@email.unc.edu> 

Re: answering your phone message 

Nell, 

Thank you for getting back to me. I just talked with 
geog 

and she has decided to stay with the Korean class and will not be adding 

Thanks again 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 27, 2011, at 2:11 PM, "Phillips, Nell K" <nphillip@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> I will add to Geog    but there is a time conflict with KOR I can swap the classes or she can drop it. 
> CTOPS is controlling the enrollment numbers for Geog , probably why she could not enroll. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Nell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 1:53 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

The switch is correct. Any word on 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 13,2011, at 1:20 PM, "Jennifer Townsend" <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Switched into session 14 instead of 11 on her own. I am assuming that this is a visa issue? Let me know which session she should be 
in. 
> 

> thanks! 
> 
> Jenn 
> 
> Jenn Townsend 
> Associate Director 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
> 919-962-9538 
> 919-962-8247 (fax) 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:48 AM 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: letter 

Yes 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:05 AM, "Susan Maloy" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> Are you able to meet at 1 lam? There are some things that I would like for her to change in her letter. 
> 
> I tweaked my response a little. Please take a look. Not sure what more I can include. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

>>>> Tony Yount 5:07 PM >>> 
> 

> 

> Date: Thursday, 
> Dear NCAA: 
> 
> In regards to my previous statement, you have proposed a couple questions that were worth me answering. One was, []The student- 
athlete stated that when she registered for JOMC     []the section number was buffed in the website and there was no way [] to 
know that the section I registered for was wrong without strenuous searching that I didn[]t realize was necessary. [] Is this an accurate 
statement? Both my academic counselor, Tony Yount, and myself, after the fact, found it difficult in the registration process to come 
across this information. After looking at ConnectCarolina, our registration website, did we than see the tiny link that suggested we 
continue to the School of Journalism website. Once on the website, we had to click through two more links to finally come across the 
information that ConnectCarolina was to provide. 
> Another question, []Do all JOMC majors have to determine on their own which sections are degree applicable?[] All JOMC majors 
are given an academic worksheet that projects their concentration course schedule. From this worksheet, students are given the courses 
that they need for their major. Here is where they determine which courses to take. From ConnectCarolina is where students determine 
if the course is available for that semester. Usually if a course is offered, there are multiple sections of that course available at different 
times to fit into students[] schedules. This means that all the sections are the same, but with different professors, and are degree 
applicable. This has been the case for all of my courses except for the JOMC    This is the first time that each section of the course 
was different and not degree applicable. Like I stated above, it was very hard to figure out which section of JOMC    was the 
appropriate section for my degree. 
> The last question, [] Should the student-athlete have been advised regarding the specific section of JOMC    in which to enroll? [] 
After I determined my major, the only reason I would go see my journalism counselor, Sharon Jones, was if I could not get into the 
course that I wanted or if the course needed department approval to enroll. It is not mandatory that students make regular 
appointments with their prospective department counselors. They are simply there to advise and direct questions that arise. Students 
are subjected to follow their academic worksheets for their majors and concentrations. If I would have found out sooner that the 
specific section of JOMC    I was in did not count toward my major and was not degree applicable, would I than have gone to see 
Sharon Jones in advance. In the Fall     when Tony Yount and I went over the courses I was going to take in the Spring 
everything looked on track according to my academic worksheet. This meant that no questions were to be projected to Sharon Jones 
and meant there was no reason for me to see her. 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> 

> 

> <ptd waiver- response to    ncaa.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 9, 2011 9:29 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Patricia Earley <pearley@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I will take care of that. 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2011, at 9:26 AM, "Tom Timmermans" <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Patricia and Tony, 
> 

> So after looking into it here is the deal: 
athletic GIA was $2688. The difference is $2136 for which 
> 
> Can one of you please let know. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 
> Tom 
> 
>>>> Tony Yount 8/9/2011 8:59 AM >>> 
> 

> Tom, 
> 

took 2 online classes. Each online class costs $2,412 for a total of $4824. 
is responsible for. 

> I spoke with Patricia Earley and last night about her inability to register, registered for summer school with me 
in my office, and we just registered for 2 classes. Connect Carolina shows dropped classes and there are no dropped classes listed for 
her for summer 2011, so I don’t understand where the problem is. Would you please keep me updated today as you work on this 
problem? 
> 
> Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               5:15 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Billing Statement Notification 

You don’t need to do anything. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:13 PM, ~emall.unc.edu> < ~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, what should i do with that?;) 
> 

> 

Original Message ........ 
> Subject: UNC Billing Statement Notification 
> Date: Mon, 17:07:48 -0400 (EDT) 
> From: cashier@unc.edu 
> To: ~email.unc.edu 
> 
> BILL NOTIFICATION 
> 
> STATEMENT NOTIFICATION 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear Student, 
> 
> Your student account statement is ready to be viewed online. [] Please read 
> this entire email. 
> 
> TO ACCES S YOUR STATEMENT: 
> 

> * 

> 

> Login to my.unc.edu. [] 
> * 

> 

> Click the ConnectCarolina Student Center in the middle of the page. [] 
> * 

> 

> Select Charges/Bills from the drop down menu in the Finances section. [] 
> * 

> 

> Scroll to the bottom and click on the last blue invoice number 
> * 

> 

> The PDF statement will pop up into a new window (Allow Popups.) 
> 
> You may print this document or email it as an attachment, if you want to 
> provide it to another person, like a parent. 
> 
> PROXY ACCESS: [] You may grant access to another person (such as a parent) 
> to view and pay your bills online. Detailed instructions are available at: [] 
> http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/campus-solutions/home/fall- -student -billing. html 
> [ll. 
> 

> PAYMENT OPTIONS: Select "make a payment" in the Student Center to pay by 
> checking account or MasterCard. Allow pop ups in your internet browser¯ [] We 
> are unable to accept payment by phone¯ Mail a check payment, with your PID 



> clearly noted to University Cashier, 2215 SASB North, CB #1400, Chapel 
> Hill, NC 27599-1400. See cashier.unc.edu [2] for more information. 
> 
> DUE DATE: [] The due date associated with new charges on this statement is 
>          . [] ff you have deferred charges that were due      , they are 
> still not due until        . [] Please be aware that some portion of your 
> balance may already be past due. Please review the "Charges/Bills page" to 
> know the exact due dates of all outstanding charges. 
> 
> FINANCIAL AID: If you have received a financial aid award notification, 
> most of your financial aid for Fall     will have already been applied. If 
> you were expecting financial aid and have not been notified of an award 
> package, please check your "to do" list in the Student Center or contact 
> the Office of Scholarships & Student Aid via Aidinfo@unc.edu [3]. Financial 
> aid eligibility is determined on a rolling basis throughout the spring and 
> summer. Please be sure to respond to all requests for information promptly 
> to ensure timely notification of aid eligibility. 
> 
> STATEMENT REVISIONS: [] Transactions that happen after this statement will 
> be reflected on NEXT month’s statement. 
> 
> Best Regards, 
> 

> University Cashier 
> 

> 

> 

> Links: 

> [1] 
> http://connectcarolina.unc.edu/campus-solutions/home/fall. 
> [2] http://www.cashier.unc.edu 
> [3] mailto:Aidinfo~,unc.edu 

-student-billing.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 8, 2011 1:43 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my tickets 

Hello Shane, 

Basketball tickets. Mine were mailed, I"m sure, to an old address that was in the system, in the 

Tony Yount 

I now live at: 

Let me know what I need to do to make it right 

Thanks 

Tony 

I hope you get to go to San Diego 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 

office - 919-962-9535 

cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 13,2011 10:36 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Wednesday’s tutorial schedule 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,                  10:36 PM 

Jennifer Townsend <j townsend@uncaa.unc, edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc. edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday’s tutorial schedule 

Hello, 

Typically, I tutor           and               at 7 and             at 8.      is always at 8 because she 
has a chem tutor at 7; sometimes the other 2 come at 8 anyway, so I know they are typically free during that 
hour. 

Could you please ask                if they could come at 8 for anatomy this week? I’m trying to switch the 
schedule around a bit because my bio 101 students in class have a test on Friday, so I want to be able to 
devote some extra time to them. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  12:18 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

RE: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

Fortunately, was successful in earning a trip to the Final Four this weekend. I believe that has an exam this 
week in your BIOL    =lass. I will be leaving with the team on Wednesday afternoon and will be available in to proctor an 
exam for her following whatever conditions and instructions you would like to set, if you give permission for her to take the exam 
while on the trip. I could pick up a paper copy of the exam before we leave on Wednesday, or receive it by email nearer the actual date 
and time that you would like it given. 

My cell number is and I would be happy to facilitate in any way that I can. Please let me know if I can be of assistance. 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" 7:38 PM >>> 

Great. I’ll hope that we do have a reason to work this out then! 
Thanks for the advanced planning, 

Kelly A Hogan, Phi) 

Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter.com!Hogan_Shemer 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the team at Carolina. forwarded me your email 
concerning a November exam date that she might miss due to participation in the Final Four in . First, we have to earn the 
position in the Final Four, and we haven’t done that, so I don’t want to jump the gun too much. But if we are lucky enough to make it, I 
will be accompanying the team on that trip, and I would be happy to proctor her exam in . I will look forward to working out 
the details with you should we earn the right to be there. 



Thank you for being so flexible in allowing to take her exam on the road. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

7:25 PM >>> 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Bio 
Date: Tue, 11:38:47 +0000 
From: "Hogan, I~elly A" 
To: 

Your coach or assistant coach may serve as a proctor while you are away if 
you take it earlier or around the same time the other students take it. You 
will be given a different version of the exam too. 
ffyou would like to pursue this, have one of your coaches contact me about 
proctoring it on that day. Thanks. 

Alternatively, this can be the exam you drop. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 

CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

(919)-843-6047 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:05 PM 

@unc.edu 

and NCAA 

Dr. 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Counselor for the            team.                         is on that 
team and enrolled in your PHIL class this fall. She told me this morning that she has a quiz on Friday. The team leaves 
Wednesday afternoon for l and she will miss Friday’s class. I would be happy to administer that quiz for her on Friday if you 
are willing to allow it. I can pick up a printed copy before we leave, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. 

We certainly appreciate your willingness to work with      and I am happy to facilitate. My cell number is 
you decide that it would be acceptable for me to give the quiz to      while on the trip. 

should 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:11 PM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc. edu 
and NCAA Final Four 

Dr. Turchi, 

is in your ECON and she tells me that she has an exam on Thursday. I will be 
accompanying the team on its trip to the Final Four, departing Wednesday evening. If you would allow, I would be happy to 
administer the exam while on the trip. I could pick up a hard copy before departure, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. 
There are mandatory practices on Thursday scheduled by the NCAA, but there will be time for ; L to take an exam as well. 

My cell is I look forward to hearing from you, and will be happy to give the exam under the conditions that you outline. 

Thanks for your work with 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 1:34 PM 

Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: - Academic Check 

Hello Doug, 

Thanks for the email. I have not talked with her, but she is marvelously responsible and I’m sure she has worked with professors. But 
its something that I will check on. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell- 

>>> Doug Halverson 11/14/11 11:05 AM >>> 

Tony, 

has had some trouble of the past 10 days with increased back pain that has decreased her ability to sit for long periods 
of time. 

This has led to some missed classes and the need to leave some classes early. 
professors where needed and that she can get her notes from classmates. 

has maintained that she is communicating with 

She does not think these misses and early departures will be an issue for her grades but I wanted to follow up with you to make sure 
you are aware and if further follow up is needed with professors (from you or me/Waicus) to substantiate her issues that we get that 
done. 

Let me know your thoughts and if you see any issues. 

Thanks, 

Doug 

S. Doug Halverson MA, LAT, ATC, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer 
Football and Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Kenan Football Center 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919-962-2602 (O) 

(c) 
919-843-9121 (F) 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14, 2011 3:10 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: RE: Bio 101 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: RE: Bio 

Tony, 
Great newsT I will send it by email, probably on Wednesday AM once the exam is proofread and finalized. I 
would like for her to take it at as close to 9AM as possible (mainly because of technology being a means for 
students to communicate freely once the exam is out there). 

She would have 50 minutes to complete it. 

Kelly 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan_Shemer 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday~ 12:17 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: RE: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

Fortunately,            was successful in earning a trip to the Final Four this weekend. I believe that 
has an exam this week in your BIOL    class. I will be leaving with the team on Wednesday afternoon 

and will be available in         to proctor an exam for her following whatever conditions and instructions 
you would like to set, if you give permission for her to take the exam while on the trip. I could pick up a paper 
copy of the exam before we leave on Wednesday, or receive it by email nearer the actual date and time that you 
would like it given. 

My cell number is 
I can be of assistance. 

and I would be happy to facilitate in any way that I can. Please let me know if 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 



Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> "Hogan, Kelly A" 7:38 PM >>> 

Great. I’ll hope that we do have a reason to work this out thenT 
Thanks for the advanced planning, Sassi. 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
(919)-843-6047 
Biology Advising: twitter.com/Hogan_Shemer 

From: Tony Yount [tonvvount~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: Fwd: RE: Bio 

Dr. Hogan, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the academic counselor for the           team at Carolina. 
forwarded me your email concerning a November exam date that she might miss due to participation in the 
Final Four in l        . First, we have to earn the position in the Final Four, and we haven’t done that, so I 
don’t want to jump the gun too much. But if we are lucky enough to make it, I will be accompanying the team 
on that trip, and I would be happy to proctor her exam in . I will look forward to working out the 
details with you should we earn the right to be there. 

Thank you for being so flexible in allowing to take her exam on the road. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> " 7:25 PM >>> 



........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Bio 
Date: Tue, 11:38:47 +0000 
From: "Hogan, I~elly A" 
To: 

Your Coach or assistant coach may serve as a proctor while you are away if 
you take it earlier or around the same time the other students take it. You 
will be given a different version of the exam too. 
If you would like to pursue this, have one of your coaches contact me about 
proctoring it on that day. Thanks. 

Alternatively, this can be the exam you drop. 

Dr. Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
Biology Dept, UNC at Chapel Hill 
CB#3280 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
(919)-843-6047 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 14,2011 4:57 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: RE: and NCAA Final Four 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Turchi, Boone A" <BOONE_TURCHI@UNC.EDU> 

Monday~                  4:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@hotmail.de) 

RE: and NCAA Final Four 

Hi Tony - 
As long as your name isn’t Jennifer, I believe we can work this out. Here’s how it will work: rll prepare a sealed 
packet to be picked up by     and delivered unopened by her to you on Wednesday. The packet will contain 
instructions for administering the exam attached to the outside. Inside will be a test paper, a blue scantron and 
another addressed envelope in which to seal all material, including the original envelope. The test should be 
administered sometime on Thursday at        and your convenience. Please don’t open the test packet before 
Thursday. You’ll write your name across the flap of the sealed envelope to be delivered back to the addressee at 
107 Gardner Hall as soon as practicable, hopefully on the following Monday after a National championship 
celebration. 
Cheers, Boone 

Professor Boone A. Turchi 
Department of Economics -- UNC Carolina Population Center 
CB# 3305 Gardner Hall CB #8120 University Square 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3305 123 W. Franklin Street 
(919) 966-5348 Chapel Hill, NC 27516-3997 

email: Boone_Turchi@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:11 PM 
To: Turchi, Boone A 
Subj ect: and NCAA Final Four 

Dr. Turchi, 

is in your ECON    - , and she tells me that she has an exam on 
Thursday. I will be accompanying the team on its trip to the Final Four, departing Wednesday evening. If you 
would allow, I would be happy to administer the exam while on the trip. I could pick up a hard copy before 
departure, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. There are mandatory practices on Thursday 
scheduled by the NCAA, but there will be time for     to take an exam as well. 

My cell is             I look forward to hearing from you, and will be happy to give the exam under the 
conditions that you outline. 

Thanks for your work with 

Tony 



Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse office - 919-962-9535 cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:19 AM 

comello@email.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu 

& NCAA quit 

Ms. Comello, 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Counselor for the           team at Carolina. I will be accompanying the 
team when it leaves tomorrow for         and the NCAA Final Four this weekend. I would be happy to give an exam to      if 
that meets with your approval. We have designated study time available on Thursday afternoon in the team hotel and I would control 
custody of the exam and deliver it to Carroll Hall on Monday upon our return. 

I would be happy to follow any instructions for the exam that you give, if you are willing to allow to take the exam while in 

Thanks for your consideration. 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 15,2011 12:01 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday game tickets 

Shane, 

Still haven’t received my tickets for the basketball season. I have to travel with field hockey to their Final Four this weekend. Was 
hoping to be able to send tickets to her. Any chance I could pick up Sunday tickets this afternoon or tomorrow morning? We’re 
leaving at 2 on Wednesday to fly to 

ff that doesn’t work, could they be left at will call for Susan Peacock? 

Let me know what I need to do. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:14 PM 

mohudley@unc.edu 

NCAA and exam 

Ms. Hudley, 

Thank you for your email. I will be accompanying the team when we leave on Wednesday evening. I will be happy to proctor the 
exam for you. Friday late afternoon, or Saturday would be good times for the girls to take the exam. I could pick up a hard copy before 
we leave, or accept an email version at your convenience. We can try, and are usually reasonably successful, in administering the 
exam as near to the time that students take it in the classroom as possible. The NCAA does mandate practice and game times which 
we cannot change, but within those limits, we will follow whatever instructions you give. 

My cell is 

Thank you for being flexible and allowing the girls to work on their academic responsibilities while traveling. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 8:33 PM 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: DEPT LUNCH NOV 29th RSVP 

I will be there 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> Kathy Griggs 11/16/11 2:26 PM >>> 
As you know Bubba has invited us all to a Department Lunch on Tuesday November 29th at 12 noon at the Blue Zone Concourse 
Club. Due to the Thanksgiving holiday please RSVP to me (kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu) NO LATER THAN TUESDAY NOVEMBER 
22nd. We hope everyone will be able to attend. Thanks and Happy Thanksgiving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:20 PM 

sayre-mccord@unc, edu 

Re: and NCAA 

Professor Sayre-McCord 

had practice this morning in at the Final Four. We have built a 3 hour study window into our schedule today, 
from 2 - 5 this afternoon. I plan to give       the exam at 3, following your instructions as outlined below. If you would email the 
exam to my tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu address, we would be so appreciative. 

Thank you. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell- 

>>> "Sayre-McCord, GeofP’ ~ :58 PM >>> 
Tony, 
Excellent. If you would email me Thursday morning, I will send you the exam. You should give 
a closed notes, closed book, quiz, so she should have nothing with her except a pen to mark her answers. 
-- Geoff 

Geoffrey Sayre-McCord 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3125 

30 minutes for the quiz. It is 

On , at 1:04 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Dr. Sayre-Mccord 
> 

> My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Counselor for the team. is on that 
team and enrolled in your PHIL - class this fall. She told me this morning that she has a quiz on Friday. The team leaves 
Wednesday afternoon for and she will miss Friday’s class. I would be happy to administer that quiz for her on Friday if you 
are willing to allow it. I can pick up a printed copy before we leave, or receive the exam by email at your convenience. 
> 

> 

> We certainly appreciate your willingness to work with and I am happy to facilitate. My cell number is should 
you decide that it would be acceptable for me to give the quiz to while on the trip. 
> 

> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 



> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Field Hockey~ Volleyball~ Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
> office - 919-962-9535 
> cell - 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:24 PM 

comello@email.unc.edu 

RE: Proctoring Test 

Dr. Comello, 

I plan to give exams this afternoon at 3 for those           players at the Final Four who need to take tests. If you could email 
’s exam to this email address, that would be wonderful. Thank you. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell. 

>>> "Comello, Maria Leonora G"              PM >>> 
Hi      - Yes, the test is ready, and I do have hard copies in the office. However, I won’t be around in the morning before you have 
to hit the road. I’ll email it to Tony directly, and he can then print it out and proctor the exam. Does that sound OK? 

Safe travels, and Go Heels! 

Cheers, 
NC 

Maria Leonora (Nori) G. Comello, PhD 
School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
Carroll Hall 226 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:25 PM 
To: Comello, Maria Leonora G 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Proctoring Test 

I know in class you said it was okay for me to have my test proctored on Thursday. I’m not sure if you are done making the test or not, 
but we will be departing tomorrow at noon so I just want to remind you to get in contact with Tony so you can give him the test. 

Thanks so much for allowing this.. GO HEELS! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday:                  10:31 AM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc.edu; comello@email.unc.edu; dbnav@email.unc.edu; 
leek@email.unc.edu; mohudley@unc.edu; sayre-mccord@unc.edu 

NCAA and exams 

Professors, 

Thank you all for your flexibility and understanding in helping our student-athletes complete their academic responsibilities off 
campus while they are competing in the Final Four. of our girls took exams either Thursday or Friday. All exams have been 
completed and are secure with me in signed envelopes. 

Since our return day and time are as yet undetermined, and since the return could involve multiple airlines and different cities with 
various members of our traveling party traveling independently, I intend to keep the exams with me until my return to campus on 
Monday morning. I will personally deliver the exams to your respective departments by 10 am. 

Thanks again. My cell is 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 6:50 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: question about a student’s athletic absence 

She left Chapel Hill at 1 pm Wednesday and arrived in         to the Marriott around 5. All rooms are equipped with wireless. 
There is also a business center in the hotel with computers that she could have used. I am traveling with the team and have already 
given 9 exams to team members. She has no excuse. 

I asked her this afternoon why she hadn’t submitted the paper and she told me that she couldn’t get online. But I did, and I could have 
helped her had she asked. We just returned to the hotel, and I will ask her at dinner if she has submitted the paper and offer to help her 
get online to so do. That will let me know if she has indeed finished the assignment. 

Her coach and I are very interested in her attendance in your class. Could you please let me know the number of absences that she has 
in your class? 

Thank you very much. We are very disappointed in her academic performance to date. Thank you for contacting me about the paper. 
We appreciate it. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 

>>> 12:12 PM >>> 

Hello, 

is in my English class, and I have two questions about her recent absence for the NCAA tournament on 
Thursday, 

The students had an assignment due on Thursday at 8 a.m., and I would like to know the following, please: On what dates was 
team traveling? And did they have internet access while traveling? 

I’m asking these questions in order to determine whether to count 
the information! 

; paper late once she submits it. Thank you very much for 

Best, 

Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Candidate 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 7:52 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: question about a student’s athletic absence 

Follow - up 

After dinner this evening, I helped get online and she told me that she would upload the paper immediately. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell 

>>> 12:12 PM >>> 

Hello, 

is in my English class, and I have two questions about her recent absence for the NCAA tournament on 
Thursday, 

The students had an assignment due on Thursday at 8 a.m., and I would like to know the following, please: On what dates was 
. team traveling? And did they have internet access while traveling? 

I’m asking these questions in order to determine whether to count 
the information! 

paper late once she submits it. Thank you very much for 

Best, 

Teaching Fellow and Doctoral Candidate 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:26 AM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc.edu; comello@email.unc.edu; dbnav@email.unc.edu; 
leek@email.unc.edu; mohudley@unc.edu; sayre-mccord@unc.edu 

Fwd: NCAA and exams 

FILE.msg 

All exams were delivered to department offices or the professors by 10 am. Thank you all for your cooperation. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  10:31 AM 

BOONE_TURCHI@unc.edu; comello@email.unc.edu; dbnav@email.unc.edu; 
leek@email.unc.edu; mohudley@unc.edu; sayre-mccord@unc.edu 

NCAA and exams 

Professors, 

Thank you all for your flexibility and understanding in helping our student-athletes complete their academic 
responsibilities off campus while they are competing in the Final Four.      of our girls took exams either 
Thursday or Friday. All exams have been completed and are secure with me in signed envelopes. 

Since our return day and time are as yet undetermined, and since the return could involve multiple airlines and 
different cities with various members of our traveling party traveling independently, I intend to keep the exams 
with me until my return to campus on Monday morning. I will personally deliver the exams to your respective 
departments by 10 am. 

Thanks again. My cell is 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 21,2011 3:46 PM 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tickets’ 

Shane, 

The original printing, sent to my Carrboro address, arrived by forwarded mail today. OK to use them? 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 6, 2011 11:32 AM 

Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu> 

3 things we do well 

Bubba, 

Sorry I’m late with this. Was with volleyball in CA last week. 

What we do very well? 
We give our athletes, most of whom are less talented academically than the normal Carolina student, the chance to have a marvelous 
academic experience and to prepare themselves for a career. In September, I accompanied the women [] s lacrosse team on a retreat to the 
NC mountains for some climbing, hiking, team building and goal setting. The conversation in the van that I drove on the way to the 
mountains could have been recorded for a recruiting video for our athletic program and for our University. By the time the recent 
graduate (volunteer assistant coach) a senior double major, and a sophomore in the honors program finished describing the truly mind- 
expanding experiences that they had been able to have because they came to Carolina, the freshmen in the van were a little bit in awe, 
and a little bit in shock about the opportunities in front of them. I [] m an alum (class of [] 72) and I don [] t think I [] ve ever been prouder 
of my University than I was that day. I had been a witness to the growth and development of the minds of each of those young women. 
Truly, on that day, I was convinced that the academic part of our mission to train student athletes was proceeding as it should. 
I have 3 fears about the continued success of that mission. 
1. University budget cuts that will restrict class scheduling options for our students. True priority registration, and not the current 
practice that only allows priority for freshmen over other freshmen, sophs over other sophs, etc, would go a long way to solve that 
problem. 
2. Limited funding for our tutoring program caused discussions to occur this fall about limiting our tutors to students whose GPA was 
below a 2.5. We should not do that. Students with 2.9 GPAs who need a bit of a boost to get into the Journalism or Business schools 
should not be denied the help that we can give them. 
3. To be successful at Carolina, a 900 combined Math, Verbal score is, in my experience, the minimum to be successful. Our desire to 
be competitive leads to acceptance of kids whose chances to be successful here are marginal at best. I don []t know how to solve that 
problem, but by admitting those with such serious needs, we run the risk of draining resources that other kids need, just to keep those at 
risk from failing. 

What do we do poorly? 
I believe that we are poorly organized as a department. I believe that for each student athlete, there should be an athletic department 

official that is higher in rank than their coaches available to that athlete for conversations. There are many assistants ADs. I believe that 
each of them should have 2 or 3 teams to supervise and occasionally travel with (especially when NCAA trips are made). That AD 
should be around his or her teams enough to know the players individually to the point that the players would feel comfortable talking to 
that AD about serious issues if they arise. The administration would be better informed about the day-to-day practices of the coaches and 
the dynamic that exists in the practice and travel settings. Especially after the events at Penn State and Syracuse in recent weeks, this 
would seem to be a wise precaution. 

Anything else you should know. 

This is a family oriented department. The Carolina Family. Because of Coach Smith, we take that very seriously here. All the head 
coaches that are alums is evidence of that. So many dept employees are alums. Having said that, most of us recognize that it was time for 
some outside the family leadership. Your opening remarks to the department were marvelous and we need to be shaken from our 
complacency. Shake us up. Thanks for coming here. 

Tony 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:11 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: [seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Hutton, Steve" <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 17, 2011 11:08 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[seanc] Open Letter to Chancellor Thorp 

The following letter was sent to Chancellor Thorp about 
two weeks ago: 

December 5, 2011 

Dear Chancellor Thorp: 

Since the beginning of the economic downturn, SEANC District 25 has sought to assist even more employees with 
grievances and many other concerns. We have written to you previously about some of these concerns, and you 
instructed Brenda Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources, to meet with our representatives. She has ignored your 
directive. 

Recently, there has been an upsurge in complaints. These include: 

race, gender, and age discrimination 

failure to honor veteranl~s preference 

hiring temporary employees and students to replace career employees 

failure to honor reduction-in-force priority 

failure to provide lateral transfers to avoid layoffs 

disciplinary actions against employees for incidents that happened months ago 

failure to honor our public records request 

failure to establish accurate affirmative action goals 

requiring employees to work overtime without noting it on time sheets 

retaliation for our employee advocacy 

Some are violations of state law and policies, some also violations of federal laws, and the last is a clear violation of the 
U.S. Constitution. 



Previously, Vice Chancellor Richard Mann assured us that your administration would abide by laws and policies. As 
President Ross seeks to eliminate the rights and protections of career employees under the State Personnel Act, he has 
tried to reassure us that our legal rights and protections would not be violated. At the same time, it is has become 
apparent to us, and to the community of labor attorneys, that the philosophy of UNC HR is to protect management at all 
costs and force employees to go to court. UNC~,s left hand doesn~,t seem to know what the right hand is doing. 

We applaud your actions that produced the PRM Report and subsequent actions in Housekeeping. We will continue to 
follow the implementation of PRM~,s many recommendations. However, we note that the report was not favorable 
toward UNC HR, outlining their complicity, sometimes active and sometimes passive, in failing to protect the rights and 
interests of employees. This situation is not limited to Housekeeping. It is widespread. 

We would hope that UNC could come out the other side of this economic downturn with an intact, productive, and 
relatively happy work force. Instead, your HR department is endorsing a race to the bottom, the treatment of long-time, 
dedicated staff as if they are disposable, and conflict with employee advocates. SEANC District 25 plans to ramp up our 
efforts on behalf of employees. 

Very truly yours, 

Description: C:\Users\Hutton\Desktop\smh_sig nature.jpg 

Steven M. H utton 

Communications Chair 

SEANC District 25 

Steve Hutton 
cell: 

alternate email: @yahoo.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
<www.seanc25.orq> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 10:30 AM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Your Academic Situation 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 1:59 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Please Read - Email 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christy Suits <csuits@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 1:56 PM 

-Everyone <-Everyone@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Please Read - Email 

Hello Everyone, 

There has been a lot of email discussions, since September, with the campus retiring the old ONYEN email IMAP server, and the 

migrations of all staff onyen accounts to the new campus Exchange (outlook) server the new onyen email system and issues of 

forwarding the campus onyen email accounts from the Exchange (outlook.unc.edu) to our groupwise uncaa.unc.edu email server. 

The ’Old’ 1MAP Onyen email server: 

This is where you logged into http://webmail.unc.edu as a student or staff with another department and you may have also 

accessed it through ’Thunderbird email client. This server will be retired January 3rd 2012. All of the ONYEN accounts have been 

transferred to the new campus Exchange (http://outlook.unc.edu). 

- If you are still receiving the emails from campus about your IMAP email accounts Please follow the options 

Option 1 - Should have already been completed by me when I moved the ONYEN accounts but you can log into http://webmaiL unc.edu and 

see if there is anything you wish to keep, then follow the steps for option 1, or call me and I will assist. (Christy) 

1) (Optional) Migrate your legacy IMAP email (webmail.unc.edu, imap.unc.edu) to your current Exchange account (outlook.unc.edu), 

please go to https://m¥.ad.unc.edu/Migrator.aspx. Once there, please log in and click submit. ( then log into http:!!outlook.unc.edu to 

see your onyen email on the new campus email server) 

Option 2 is asking that you foflow this link to close the old webmail.unc.edu (IMAP) account. 

2) Go to http://my.ad.unc.edu/ImapDeprovision.aspx, log in and click submit to confirm that you no longer need your legacy IMAP email 

and that your legacy account can be permanently archived to deep storage (tape) and only accessible administratively in certain 

situations as requested and approved through the Provost’s office and the Office of University Counsel. One should consider it deleted 

at this point as it will not be available to you. 

Important!! everyone, other than departments using outlook, please check your campus Exchange account by going to 
http://outlook.unc.edu and make sure that you are not missing any email and that email is forwarding to your groupwise account. 

If you are using outlook for your email please be sure to check your groupwise account at http:!!uncaa.unc.edu and verify that you are 
receiving all of your mail from the Groupwise server. 

In either instance, if forwarding is NOT working, as it should, please contact me so I can assist with fixing the issue. 

Thank you for your time and attention 

Christy Suits 

ITS-OSS UNC Athletics 

christy suits@unc.edu 
cell 

919-843-5296 ofc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20,2011 9:50 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: INFORMATIONAL: Mindfulness Courses for Stress & Pain Management-REGISTER TODAY! 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 2:30 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Out the rest of the day 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 2:30 PM 

bradley.bethel@unc.edu; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Richie 
Grimsley <rgrimsley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Robert Mercer <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sandy Restivo <srestivo@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Out the rest of the day 

All, 

I will be out of the office the rest of the day with 
tomorrow but waiting to see how I feel in the morning 

¯ I hope to be back 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 
Office Manager, Academic Support 
UNC Chapel Hill 
W-919-962-9537 
C- 
nateyarbrough@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 5:03 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Re: Robertson Scholars Information Meeting 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  5:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:                  Information Meeting 

Tony, 

Hope this finds you well. I have been working on the         scholarship application and in the 
accomplishments section of the application there is only room for things that you have done/accomplished in 
high school. There is a section, though, called PG which I think refers to post-graduate (not college) stuff so 
there is no real area to put college accomplishments in the application. Do you have any recommendations as to 
how I should proceed? Thanks and I hope you are having a great break thus far. 

On at 9:46 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

> At least you made it to the             T That is awesome! 
> Good luck with finals, look forward to reading your application. 
> Best, 
> Abbey 
> 

> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto: 
> Sent: Wednesday, 
> To: Abbey Greenberg 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

@live.unc.edu] 
11:48 PM 

Information Meeting 

> Unfortunately we actually lost in the game but we had a great season and we are already 
preparing for next yearT Thanks so much again and I will let you know if I have any more questionsT 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:02 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 
> 
>> No worries! How did the go?T 
>> Just email or call if you have any other questions. 
>> Best, 
>> Abbey 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: [mailto: 
>> Sent: Friday, i 
>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

>> Abbey, 
>> 

@live.unc.edu] 
3:26 PM 

Information Meeting 

>> Thanks so muchT I know my situation is very abnormal so I just thank you all for working with me. Also, 
sorry I could not attend the make up information session but I was playing in the NCAA 



in          last week and we left on Wednesday night other wise I would have been thereT Hope you have had 
a great thanksgiving break thus far. 
>> 
>> Thanks again, 
>> 

>> 

>> On 
>> 

>>> Hi 
>>> 

, at 11:27 AM, Abbey Greenberg wrote: 

>>> Jeanne Kirschner forwarded me your email. I am SO sorry about the meeting that was canceled. Jeanne 
told me about you last year so I am familiar with your situation. Please provide an average of your GPA and 
your transcript from both semesters. Please email with any other questions and best of luck with the application. 
>>> 

>>> Best, 
>>> 
>>> Abbey 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 11:23 PM 
>>> To: Abbey Greenberg 
>>> Subj ect: FW: , Information Meeting 
>>> 
>>> We need to talk about this .... 
>>> 

>>> Jeanne 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, 5:21 PM 
>>> To: Jeanne Kirschner 
>>> Subj ect: Information Meeting 
>>> 

>>> Mrs. Kirshner, 
>>> 
>>> Hi, hope this finds you well. Just wanted to touch base with you and tell you how excited I am about 
applying for the          Scholarship. I tried to go to an information session last night in Manning 209 but it 
was canceled. I did have a couple of questions in regards to my particular situation. I have been working 
through the application and I noticed that when it asks for your GPA it only asks for your first semester GPA 
(which would obviously be normal for most first year students). Do you want me to put my cumulative GPA or 
just my first semester GPA from the spring since I will have been at UNC for two semesters come time when 
the application is due? Also, when it asks for your transcript I assume you would want mine from both 
semesters, correct? Just want to work out some of the kinks with my application and what not. Thanks so much 
and hope to see you soonT 
>>> 

>>2 

>>2 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 23,2011 4:56 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: Re: Robertson Scholars Information Meeting 

FILE.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:44 AM 

Kaye Chase <chasek@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Basketball Camp 

Hello Kaye, 

Just checking to see if you had moved                       from Session 2 to Session 1 this summer? We had talked on the 
phone recently about that. Just wanted tO make sure that the paperwork is in order for him to come to the first one. 

Tony Yount 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            2:49 PM 

_ ~aol.com 

UNC and Academics 

My name is Tony Yount and I serve as the Academic Adviser to the UNC 
will be joining us as a               ~. Congratulations. 

team. Jenny just told me today that you 

I will be emailing you quite a bit of information in the next hour about orientation, setting up your email account, passwords, etc. I 
need to know when you are coming to freshman orientation. I usually spend about an hour with each incoming player getting 
them prepped to register for classes for the fall semester. 

Those emails will come from my gmail account - @gmail.com 

Please let me know when you’re coming to orientation and I look forward to working with you. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
Field Hockey, Volleyball, Women’s Golf and Lacrosse 
office - 919-962-9535 
cell. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, 10:13 AM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 
< pbarnes@u ncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy < uncwlax@uncaa.unc.ed u > 

Weekly 

lax.pdf 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached. 

They were asked for 4 study hall hours this week due to our closure Labor Day weekend. 

just a few tenths short. 

i, and were 

Tutoring in the Academic Center is significantly reduced from last year due to budget restrictions and other factors, but 
tutoring is available for all athletes in almost all subjects in Dey Hall on campus each Tuesday and Wednesday evening. 

Our kids should take advantage of that service and your encouragement would be wonderful. 

The last week in September is the most popular week for midterms, with the first week in October a close second. Those 

two weeks will produce some extra busy, extra stressed students, especially among the freshmen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, ,11:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Happy Birthday 

Thanks tonyyT I hope your feeling better from your       and 
everything went wellT im gonna try to stop by and say hi soonT 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> I hope you have a great one. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vmagelder, Marielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:10 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 5/28/13- 11.7.4.3 - Baton Rule 

Good Morning--- 

Please see today’s Dally Compliance Item regarding off-campus recruiting limitations. 

Keep the following exceptions to 8ylaw :H.7.4..~ in mind .... 

Jtme, July and August: 

5port:s other than t3asketball - The replaced coach is not r,-_~quired to rot:urn to t:he mst:itut:ion’,.; campt~s beror,-_~ ,-_mgaging in additional recruiting activities, 

provided not more t:han th~:_~ p~-_~rmissible number of off-campus r~-:~cruit~:_~rs in t:he particular sport engage in off-campt~s recruiting activiti,-:~s each day. 

BasketbaNh 

DuriF~8 Lhe July ~-’_~valuatio~l periods it~ basketball, a replaced coach is not r~-_~quired to reLum to Lhe it~stil:uLioF~’s can~pus befor~:_~ ~-_~18agi~lg ir~ additiorH~l 

recruiting activities, provided not more than three coaches engage in off--campus recruiting activities each day, 

(astb/, as is noted below, the limitation on the number of coaches who may recruit off-campus at any one time has been eliminated effective August t, 2013. 

Let us know if you have all’{ questions or concerns. 

Thank yo~ 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate ALMetic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:1.9) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 9{52--6002 

mvangelder@unc~ed~ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iii!iii  iiiiii ii iiiiii ii 

))i 

With the spring evaluation period coming to an end, the football coaches at Ocean State University want to 
make sure they get in a few last recruiting trips. The total number of permissible recruiters is on the road 
recruiting today and the first assistant coach will complete his recruiting activities at noon. Another assistant 
coach will replace him and begin recruiting at lpm today. The first assistant coach would like to recruit again 
tomorrow. Does he have to return to campus prior to engaging in additional recruiting activities? 
Yes. NC,g.A Bylaw 11.7.4.3 states that it is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off- 
campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided 
the total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the 
permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her recruiting activities before another 
coach may begin any off-campus recruiting activity. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in 
additional recruiting activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 
Please note with the adoption of RWG-11-4, the limitation on the number of coaches who may 
recruit off-campus at any one time has been eliminated. This legislation as an Auqust 1, 2013 
effective date. 





Weekly Report 

Saturday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

yes - that is .3 hours - not 3 hours. Didn’t see her much this week. 

missed working on a brief History reaction paper with her because she waited til the last minute. 

concentrated on her schedule this week. 
reports a 100 on a Math test, and a ’D’ on an ECON test - which upset her a great deal. She is 

finding college to be more of a challenge than she thought it might be academically. I think she’s fine 

but just somewhat surprised. 

mostly worked on her schedule 

good meeting - outstanding Halloween costume - busy weeks ahead but she is organized for it and 

appears headed for a semester with a GPA close to 3 if all continues to go well 

slept through her meeting (morning after Halloween) - short on hours this week. Says she doesn’t have 

much to do academically. Worked on her schedule 

worked on schedule, is very focused now on academics. 

no hours - I see her rarely - she appears to be up and down on academics and l’m concerned about her 

heading into exams, l’m going to ask her to come see me next week to check in. 

worked on her schedule for next semester 

nice conversation about her issues with getting things done and going to class. Worked on her schedule. 

tells me she had more hours. I cannot find any evidence. Missed her meeting and had to make it up late. 

Worked on her schedule. 

she plans ahead very well and the low hours here do not concern me. 

no hours, l’m going to ask her to come in next week also just to check in about her situation before 

exams. 



Weekly Report 

Saturday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reports a ’B’ on a PSYC test. 

Worked on schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 11, 2007 4:19 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

Mlaxl 1.09.pdf 

Coach, 

Congrats~ 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reports two grades of "B" in ENGL, a 70 in GEOG and a 68 in GEOL. Schedule for spring is in 

good shape. 

reports an 82 on a Span test. Spring schedule is solid. Wi[[ address low study ha[[ hours in the 

weekly meeting this week. 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~i i i i i i i i i i i~i~i ~i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
reports a 76 on an ECON test. Spring schedule is solid. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an 86 on an ENGL project. Spring schedule is in good shape. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Put together a great schedule for next semester. No problems with 

no new grades. Still working on some wait[isted classes for his schedule. Still monitoring the STOR class 

this semester very closely 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an "A-" on an ENGL paper. Schedule is in good shape for next semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
decided to abandon CHIN as his language and that’s a good decision for the amount of time he wi[[ have 

to devote to other classes. Good schedule next semester. 

solid schedule next semester. 

I saw several times studying this week in the AC, but he did not show for his regular weekly 

meeting. 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:57 AM 

Markos, Lance <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Lance, 

transcript on the 184 screen now includes 3 hours for ENGL 
and is he cleared to play? 

by exam and he’s at 49 hours. Are we finished with him now 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:53 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

C. O’Maxa, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Freshmen update 

Good morning, 

I met with last night for an hour to work on the HIST exam ( j oined them for a while because the freshmen, 

thinking that I wasn’t going to be with them alter fall semester, got me a present and they gave it to me - its hanging in my office wall now). We had a good hour on the 

test but               were exhausted so we’re going at it again Wed night. 

said that        was fine when she got back to her dorm - pleasant, under control and in good shape. The emotion that we saw at the end of practice was gone. 

Collectively, I think they consider the situation resolved and done. They can’t imagine making the decision to try and come back to the team. In fact, (we 

studied in the team room at Henry Stadium) on the way out they discovered that had apparently already taken her nameplate from her locker and they decided 

to move      locker over to j oin the rest of the freshmen. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:54 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

’@email.unc.edu 

Re: Hours 

Don’t come in tonight. I think that you and     and Jenny and I will sit down together one day soon before practice and talk. I know 
how much the two of you hate this. I’m not, and I’m sure that you’re not, interested in going back and forth about hours and schedules 
for the next 5 weeks til spring break. I had a similar conversation with     last night. I suggested to her, and I suggest to you that 
you think of the very best arguments that you can make that are specific to your schedule for this semester that 6 hours in the AC 
simply is not practical or productive. I suggest that you offer some alternative plan that would assure Jenny and me that you are 
current in all your classes, and that offers us some way to monitor your progress through the semester. Then let’s have a conversation 
that makes a plan that the 4 of us can live with, and stick to. 

I haven’t talked to Jenny yet. I was hoping to let the situation settle a bit before dealing with this. I will talk with her 
tomorrow. 
I’ve copied this to      The two of you need to come up with a plan that you can live with, that let’s us monitor your progress 
through the semester in a verifiable, and meaningful way. 

We’ll talk next week. 

Tony 

>>> < 

tony- 
~email.unc.edu> 5:37 PM >>> 

so weve had meetings mon tues and wed. you said that i need to get 2 
hours..its 530 now.. and theres a basketball game tonight so i will 
have no where to park?., what do you want me to do? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:06 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Re: Hours 

I understand about keeping the meetings separate. 
Let’s wait to have that conversation next week. 

Tony 

>>> @email.tmc.edu> ,12:52 PM >>> 
Hey tony- 

Okay well i didn’t go in last night obviously- but i wanted to email 
you because- i don’t want to meet like me     and jenny- i think that 
i have different reasons then she does as too why 6 hrs just wont work 
for me this semester. Last semester was the best I’ve ever done and i 
know that the same needs to be done for this semester, my problem is 
not being able to do hours at night because of group meetings for 
projects in 2 classes of mine. You mentioned coming in m and w but the 
problem with that is i have lifting at 9 am then class at 11. so i 
could get that one hour but that would be the most i could on those 
days because then i go right to practice. I rather keep our need for 
study hall separate because if we go up to her together she will not 
listen. I know      had talked to her last semester and worked out a 
schedule. I may talk to her either today after practice or on monday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                10:24 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Sally, 

Good morning. Nothing really to report. 

continues to impress me with her commitment to get things done early. She is on top of her academics so far this semester. 
missed her meeting last week, a sin for which she has been severely chastised. I did see her several other times in the week 

and all seems well. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               10:28 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weely Report 

Coach, 

came in for her first weekly meeting and it was a good get-to-know you session. 
and I checked in with each other by IM and she reports that her professors have been very understanding 

I am about to send an email to your sophomores inviting them in to talk about the process and timing of declaring a major. When 
regular meeting time just to talk about her academic progress, as you suggested in our conversation last week. 

Congratulations on your win Friday night. I’m looking forward to seeing the team perform on Sunday. 

Ton?, 

comes in, we will set a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 8, 2008 10:05 AM 

mac. com 
http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/learning2.html 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/learning2.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               11:58 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Roster Check for Priority Registration 

Coach, 

We’re preparing for the first run of priority registration. I want to be certain that I have the roster listed correctly so that no students are 
left out. 

Here’s what I have, minus the seniors. 
If I’ve missed anyone who needs to be scheduled for next fall, please let me know. 

Tony 



Weekly Report 

Tuesday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

_ has her semester organized and under control She had two small assignments due last week in 
COMP and HIST, nothing major this week. No worries here. 

has taken a major HIST    exam - no grade yet, and she has a COMM speech, and a STAT exam 

this week. Her study habits are exemplary. No worries here. 

i O 36 Z z Y ~ s 

wi[[ finish the remaining requirements from the COMM course from last semester on Friday of this 

week. She did her two hours and seems fine with the arrangement that we have in place. 

0 ~S 

has taken a HIST    exam - no grade yet. She has 3 major events this week: GERM exam, DRAM 

exam, ENGL speech. She’s doing we[[. 

Wonderfully organized and on top of a[[ events in her schedule. Big events for her start next week. She’s 

very determined to not slide below a 3.0 again. 

2i72~ 0 Y 

reports a few grades. CLAR midterm was a 78: CLAR essay was an 85, an ENGL paper was 95. 

ENGL project due on Friday. 

~42 0 Y 

ENGL teacher has been very critical of her writing. She’s taking the criticism very seriously and 

using resources here to raise her grade. Early grades have been in the C range. SPAN and ENGL paper 

are major assignments this week. 

2i575 0 Y 

Has taken a HIST    exam - no grade yet. 

Major GEOG paper that she must begin this week. It’s a difficult assignment and its her whole grade 

for the course. 

iS z z 0 Y 

The happiest news of the week is       88 in her first CLAR midterm. She took a DRAM    exam 

today. The saddest news of the week is that she reverted to the old      at the end of last week. 

Missed a recitation for HIST and turned a paper in [ate, and was [ate for another class. It was the first 

blip I’ve noticed in an otherwise good semester. We talked about it and about sliding back to bad habits. 

She says she’s on track again. Some encouragement would be good, and it bears watching closely. 

2i~6 0 ~ 

is the only HIST    to get her firs test back: B+, which is excellent. She has a SPAN exam 

tomorrow and she needs to bring her ENGL papers to me. She’s feeling better too. 

2 

Was in the AC for 4 hours and with a good attitude. Whatever you guys said to her worked. 

8~ 0 Y 

No grades yet - BIOL exam this week. Great shape. 

2 iX 23 0 0 n 0 



Weekly Report 

GPA 

2008 

Tuesday, 

Tutorials Hours 
Required Req Met Meeting 

missed her meeting fast week. She was in yesterday. No major grades yet. 



Weekly Report 

Tuesday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

~i~73 0 0 

was in this week to talk about majors. She eliminated many and now has a direction, and an 

appointment with her university adviser to formally declare the major sometime in March. 

0 Y 

was in for her meeting. She hasn’t had major grades yet, but has two exams this week: PSYC on 

Tuesday and DRAM    on FMday. She managed the absences due to surgery very we[[, and appears 

caught up with her work. 

2i 80 y 

was in. Her big academic events began last Thursday with a Math test and continue on Wednesday 

of this week with a Chemistry Test. She is very organized. 

2i60 0 0 

came in with and went through the same process of elimination with majors. I think she’s 

leaning to EXSS and has an appointment with her university adviser to make the declaration. We also 

discussed a tutor for her anatomy class, and I gave a her [ink that she can use to make contact with the 

tutor. I’[[ follow up with this week to see that she has made that contact. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:54 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: Thursday Tutoring 

- go to the big session tonight with from7- 9 in213 A 

I just spoke with Spencer and that’s what we decided you should do. 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 8:44 AM >>> 
Mr. Yount, 

This is                                  , I attend your 
tutoring session on Thursday nights from 7:30 to 8:30 P.M. Obviously 
you have a very busy schedule, but I was wondering if there was any 
other time you tutor for history    this week, or if there is any 
other day/time I could come in to see you because of a prior engagement 
on Thursday at 7:30. If not, no worries, I just wanted to make sure I 
couldn’t do it before I canceled. If you could just let me know I would 
greatly appreciate it. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 10:07 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
Re: History Question 

I could look at it from 10 - 10:30 - the rest of my day is pretty full. I’m not really very strong in NC History though, just full 
disclosure. Always taught American - never taught NC. 

>>>- ~email.unc.edu: 7:38 PM >>> 
Tony, 
This is i ,ha I am in History : this 

semester which is ] I have a 5-6 page paper due 
this monday as a test grade and I was wondering if i could meet with 
you possibly tomorrow or friday and look over what i have so far. I 
think i may need some help with the organization of ideas and I have a 
few questions about the topic. Tomorrow, thursday Feb. 14, I am free 
anytime before 11 and between 12-2. Thank you and have a good evening. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2008 9:37 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recruit visit 

Coach, 

I’ll be here today probably until around 2:30 if you want to bring someone by. Spencer told me that you had called. 

The number in my office is 962 9535. 

My cell is 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 25, 2008 9:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I asked one of her teammates about it Thursday night and 
and that she’s all finished. 

told me that she had passed the January administration of that exam 

I will email to confirm. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 2/25/2008 8:42 AM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
Just wondered if you could find out if     ever took the grammar test. She is still not recorded as graduated. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:06 PM 

~email.unc.edu 
Re: hours 

Hey 

Friday’s fine - no problem at all. I’m going to the Jerry session with the parents on Saturday. Can’t wait to see what you’ve been 
exposed to. 

Tony 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 1:31 PM >>> 
hey tony- 

would it be possible for me to get my two hours on friday since this 
week we’ve been busy with practice and now that Jerry is going to be 
around? or do like 3/4 hours next week? i haven’t been about to get in 
this week and now we have practices and games on top of meetings with 
Jerry? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:30 PM 

dchaggis@email.unc.edu 

Professor Haggis, 

currently enrolled in your CLAP, course this semester, 

¯ She should return to class this week, 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to do to fulfill her requirements for your 
course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:33 PM 

kstrong@email.unc.edu 

Professor Strong, 

currently enrolled in your DRAM course this semester, 

She should return to class this week, 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to make up in order to fulfill her 
requirements for your course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:37 PM 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 

Professor Stroman, 

currently enrolled in your EXSS course this semester, 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to make up in order to fulfill her 
requirements for your course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 2:44 PM 

eforeman@email.unc.edu 

Professor Foreman, 

currently enrolled in your PHIL course this semester, 

I suggested that she email you about that issue. 

Please let me know if her return to class does not go smoothly, or if there are things she needs to make up in order to fulfill her 
requirements for your course. 

Sincerely, 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser, Gymnastics Team 
Student Athlete Support Center 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              2:46 PM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu~" 

Professor notification 
@email.unc.edu 

All your profs should have received email a 

in any way. 

last week, 
I hope they are good to you as you return to class. Please let me know if I can help 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:07 PM 

Stroman, Deborah <dstroman@email.unc.edu> 

RE: paper/class 

Dr. Stroman, 

Thank you so much for beingso flexible and understanding. I spent a brief time with Saturday afternoon. 

Thanks again 

Tony Yount 
Gymnastics Academic Adviser 

>>> "Deborah Stroman" <dstroman@email.unc.edu>        5:04 PM >>> 
Hi     I am sony to hear about your situation. This assignment allowed 
for - one month to complete. Regardless, and knowing your commitment to 
success, I will accept your paper by Thursday at 9:00 p.m. (Remember 
to submit to the Digital Dropbox.) 

Go Heels, 

Dr. Debby Stroman 

UNC - EXSS - CB 8605 
Sport Administration 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.0336 

dstroman@email.unc.edu 
htVo ://www.unc.edu/depts/exercise/sport administxation/index.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.unc.edu [.mailto: 
Sent: Monday, i 12:00 PM 
To: dstroman@emall.unc.edu 
Subject: paper/class 

~,email.unc.edu] 

Hi Dr. Stroman, 

This is I wanted to email 
you about the paper and missing class on friday and today. 

I 
was wondering ifyoucould give me an extension on the paper? I have 
been working on it                                       I 
think my advisor said he was going to email you today but I thought I 
should tell you myself. 

Thanks for understanding, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Thursday,              11:00 AM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: 

In the AC tonight with students scheduled from 7:30 - 8:30. I’ll be in a 7, or be happy to stay after 8:30. 

Also be in Friday am from around 10 - noon 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 10:18 AM >>> 
hey tony-~ 

3 things.. 

1. Can we meet at some point this week to go over what classes i need 
to take next semester so i get all required classes done with. what 
nights are you in the ac? a 

3. i also wanted to go over possible summer classes. Im still unsure if 
im goil~ ta take classes down here or take them at a community college 
back in     so i wanted to see if credits would transfer and what not. 
As well as see what classes i should do for that. 

2. I emailed my comm    teacher again -- i think we are definite for 
March 20th at 12:30 to get that squared away. I’ll let you know for 
sure when she gets back to me. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2008 10:27 AM 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tomorrow Dinner 

Katy, 

Thanks for the invite. My gymnasts compete in Raleigh tonight and I’m going over to watch them and meet a friend for dinner. Sorry 
I’ll miss the gathering. 

>>> Katy C. O’Mara 3/13/2008 5:59 PM >>> 
Plan on eating dinner at Jenny’s house tomorrow evening. Not sure of the time - likely around 5:30-6:00 PM. Maggiano’s will be 
served (meatballs, pasta, salads, grilled chicken, etc.). AT’s and Tony, feel free to join. We have some serious food coming our way. 

- got you both gluten-free pasta. 

See you tomorrow! 

Sleep well tonight... 

Katy 

GO HEEL S ! 

Katy O’Mara 
Assistant Coach Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Office: 919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,              11:01 AM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Info 

Patricia, 

I’m so sorry it took this long. 

Anyway: 

Fall Dean’s List: 

Team GPA for the semester was 3.131 
Cumulative GPA for the team is 2.999 

If there’s anything else you need, let me know. 

had GPAs high enough but weren’t in enough hours for credit to earn Dean’s List) 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 17, 2008 9:49 AM 

dstroman@email.unc.edu; melita@email.unc.edu 

Professors Stroman and Melita 

a student in your respectively, missed your classes today 

called me yesterday. She expects to fly back to North Carolina tlus evemng and she should return to your classes on Wednesday 
morning. 

Thanks for your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser for 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2008 3:20 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

online course 

Amy, 

I haven’t been able to talk with      so far today. I am almost certain that the course is MUSC 
this evening and get back to you in the am. Sorry its taken so long. 

but I will confirm that with her 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2008 9:56 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: online course 

Amy, 

does want to register for MUSC online this summer. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 3/18/2008 3:49 PM >>> 
No problem, Tony. I will send the memo as soon as I hear back from you. 

>>> Tony Yount 3/18/2008 3:20 PM >>> 
Amy, 

I haven’t been able to talk with      so far today. I am almost certain that the course is MUSC 
this evening and get back to you in the am. Sorry its taken so long. 

Tony 

but I will confirm that with her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              12:54 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Jenny 

Thanks for getting things straight with Amy for online course. 

was in today and wants to go to both summer sessions. She says she’s talked with you.     ¢dll need both sessions to graduate 

on time next May. 

was in yesterday and wants to take summer school first session. I told her to talk with you soon. As more indicate they want 

too, 1’11 make sure they talk with you. 

I’m really glad the kids got to go 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:02 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Add to the wants-to-go-to-summer-school list. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 7:42 PM 

Bowers, Matt <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lax Info 

Mail.msg 

Matt, 

I hope you’re well. I traveled with women’s lax to Oregon. Took lots of pictures of the kids and the game. They are up on web site that 
I will add to for the rest of the season. Pictures are in high resolution, certainly good enough for next year’s media guide, or tarheelblue 
if you want to use any. There’s a download button on the site. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 20, 2008 7:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               10:40 AM 

@gmail.com 

Re: history paper 

Hey 

I don’t have any sources sitting in my office but probably have some at home. Lots of ideas. Post WWlI I would write about our 
economic domination of Europe, Marshall Plan, world wide acceptance of the US Dollar as the medium of monetary exchange, US 
military bases permanently constructed in Europe, NATO, the location of UN headquarters in NYC. Even the penetration into 
European markets of McDonalds and Coca Cola. Call me, or come by if you want to talk about it. 

Tony 

>>~"            @gmail.com>         10:34 AM >>> 
Hey tonyl I am working on my history paper about "americanization in western europe" We have an outline due tomorrow and I was 
wondering if you knew of any good sources or had any ideas. Thanks!! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               11:10 AM 

@email.unc.edu 
Re: summer online 

Hey 

I just looked over your sheet again and this looks like a good plan. Have you talked to Jenny about her paying for your summer 
school? When you register for online stuff that Athletics is paying for, Jenny has to call Amy Herman and clear it. Amy then needs to 
notify the Friday Center thay you will be registering, and we’ll need the specific course name, number, and section number so that 
Amy can clear you for registration. 

Tony 

>>> @email.unc.edu> 10:07 AM >>> 
Hey tony- 

Okay so Ive been looking at online courses that are offered through the 
Friday center-- 

I feel like i need to register soonbc most classes only offer 15 seats. 

Would it work to take AFRI 101 and Soci 130 (to fulfill perspectives 
that i need) 

And then to take one class over Christmas break next year> 

Please let me know if that would work 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2008 2:23 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Just called and left a message with the person at the J-School who should be able to inform us. I’ll let you know what we hear back 
from her. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/25/2008 12:15 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
I keep checking periodically to see if she has officially graduated. As of today she has not. Any word on the status of this? May need 
to call the J School to find out the details. If she has completed everything, it is possible that it could have gotten overlooked. 

Thank you for your help with this. 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               l 1 : 15 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Friday Dinner 

Really looking forward to it. I’ll probably arrive around 11 and find our team at 18 or 1, and watch them for the afternoon. I can get 
directions after the round. Thanks for the proper dress update. I’ll try to not embarrass you. So happy for. 

Tony 

>>> Sally Austin 3/26/2008 9:19 AM >>> 
Tony, 

We are so glad that you are coming to watch us and to dinner. The dress is casual. It is pretty low key, but always a good meal. Ben 
Cone and his family are donors. 

By the way: qualified to play. We are excited that she is going. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

See you Friday. 

Sally 

sally austin 
saustin@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 3/25/2008 11:11 AM >>> 
Ladies, 

I would love to be a part of Friday afternoon and dinner. Thank you for the invitation. Please let me know what the appropriate dress 
for the dinner is. I can follow from the course. I’m bringing my camera Friday. The kids think I should have their pictures on my door 
too. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 27, 2008 1:29 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: COS 

Susan, 

I am continuing to meet with her weekly and continuing to monitor and assist in the effort to have her finish the semester in good 
standing. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 3/27/2008 12:07 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
FYI regarding                   She will remain on athletics aid this semester. Please continue to monitor her eligibility 
throughout this term despite her change in status. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               9:28 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Ladies, 

Thanks so much for including me in Friday’s activities. I really enjoyed the day, and especially getting to meet so many of the parents. 
I don’t know if the girl’s shared the web address of the pictures I put online, or if you saw them, but here they are. 

On the academic front, this week’s focus is to build schedules for schedule is set for next year with 
no obligations after 11 am so there should be no practice conflicts there. 

The second round of progress reports will go to professors this week so that we can get a read on the freshmen before exams start. 

is scheduled for enough hours in the fall to graduate in December. 

Thanks again for a great experience. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:24 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Re: summer online 

AFRI and AFAM don’t do exactly the same things. 
The AFR1    will meet your non-western history requirement. The AFAM 
need a non-western. 

will not. AFAM ] is a western history and you 

SOCI    will fill your cultural diversity requirement and your last Social Science course for your General College classes. 

@email.unc.edu> 6:30 PM >>> 

I was trying to register for summer online classes and Afri    is 
full-- does Afam    fulfill the same perspective’? and then im doing 
soci    which has seats. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:29 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

come on 

just a little visit 

tell me how- you’re doing with your classes 

that’s all 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             3:39 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: come on 

hey- 

glad you’re doing ok 
11:30 would be wonderful 
looking forward to seeing you 

>>> ~email.unc.edu~" 
Tony Yount wrote: 
>just a little visit 
> tell me how you’re doing with your classes 
> that’s all 
> 
> Tony 
> 
Hi Tony, 
Not trying to ignore you! I came by yesterday around 3... can I stop by 
tomorrow around 11:30? Also I’m doing fine, sorry to worry you. 
Sincerely, 

3:34 PM >>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2008 12:37 PM 

@aol.com 

progress 

Hi 

came in to see me this morning. It was good to see her. We checked in on all her courses. DRAM i ~hould be an ’A’ by the 
time she’s finished next month. The other 3 courses look like C grades in the worst case scenario - or B grades in the best case 
scenario. My best guess is that she will finish with a spring GPA in the neighborhood of the she earned first semester. Not great, 
but certainly not the disaster it could have been. And that will leave her with hours credit earned for the first year, which is NCAA 
eligible without summer school. All that is really good news. 

But, I think, the best news is that she was as relaxed as I have seen her since I met her for the first time in the fall. She convinced me 
that she’s going to her classes, that she’s on top of what she needs to do. We found the GEOG tutor and he gave her some 
definitions that will help on next Monday’s test. 

I was very encouraged. 

Take care 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2008 2:22 PM 

SHJONES@email.unc.edu 

Ms. Jones, 

I am the academic adviser for the                 over in the Kenan Field House. We are rapidly nearing the date when we must 
submit APR and graduation records for our teams to the NCAA.                               has completed 120 hours in the 

, and has told us that she has passed the grammar/spelling test that was adnumstered in January. 

We have been checking her official transcript for a couple of months now, hoping that it will show that she has graduated. Can you 
give us some guidance as to whether or not she has completed her degree? 

Thank you very much for your help and for your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Adviser 
Support Center for Student Athletes 
Kenan Field House 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            3:18 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fri Schedule 

Patricia, 

I’ll be in tomorrow am around 11. I’ll check with you then about a time to meet with 

Kids are raving about yesterday’s practice. Great to hear. That’s some good coaching to have kids as excited about practice as they 
were yesterday. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 3, 2008 8:39 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

question 

Susan 

credit that we talked about several weeks ago came in for our scheduling meeting with a 4 year 

plan worked out for a double major in                       ~-ith courses selected through her graduation in May      She has herself in BIOL courses every 
semester. I’d like to bring it to you and have you look it over to check for eligibility issues that might arise. 

If you think that’s a good idea, then let me know a good time. After registration on Saturday, life gets considerably less complicated for me. 

I sent Sharon Jones in the JOMC School an email aboul No response yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 4, 2008 11:31 AM 

Ockenfuss, Rob <athlgradrec@unc.edu> 

Re: Student-Athlete Graduation Reception 

Rob, 

I’ll be there on the 30th. 

Tony 

>>> Rob Ockenfuss <athlgradrec@unc.edu> 4/4/2008 11:26 AM >>> 
Hello, 

Attached is your invitation to the 2nd annual Graduation Reception to be 
held Wednesday, April 30th. The ceremony will begin at 2 p.m. and will 
be followed by a reception where refreshments will be served. 

Please follow the directions for RSVP on the invitation. To do so, you 
can reply directly to this e-mail. 

Thank you and we look forward to having seeing you at this special event. 

Best, 

Rob Ockenfuss 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, ¯            1:09 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

I talked to 
replace it. 

last night. She is resigned to changing that course and will be looking to add an 8 am class on the days that you lift to 

>>> Patricia Martinson 1:07 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Thanks so much for the update! Looks great! 

I talked to       last week about this. She is not very happy that she is not going to be able to take the elective that she wants to 
take. I tried to come up with some options for her. Maybe she can take that elective next spring? She was supposed to be asking 
some people about a different elective that works with her schedule. Maybe she can take an online class? She can get stubborn when 
it comes to this but we need her to fix it for the TEAM. 

Have a great week and thanks again for meeting with last Friday. 

Patricia Martinson 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 

919.843.4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc, edu 

>>> Tony Yount 1:00 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

My review of summer and fall registration shows these things: 

Looking at 
finish in 

Only 

are registered for summer school. 

’egistxations and where the kids will be when         starts,     azill be 13 hours from graduation and should 
.. will be 5 hours from graduation and well be able to take an underload and graduate 

will be 4 hours behind normal graduation pace, easily fixed with one summer school session. 

will be 6 hours ahead of normal pace will be 5 hours ahead. 

will be in 14 hours for the fall. The rest will be in 15 hours. 

hould be the only golfer with an afternoon conflict for qualifying. We intend to work on that this week. 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

Patricia has sent me the contact information for the incoming freshmen and that will be my focus this week. I really enjoyed my time 
with 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not 
many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:45 PM 

Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Good question. 

First, she’s not going to fail that course if she’ll spend time with me on the paper. 
Second, she is registered for 3 hours in summer school so that 3 hours would get her to 24 in the event that GEOG does turn out to be an F. 

Her GPA is high enough that even with an F, she’d still be above a 2.0 so that should not be an issue. 

So I think we’re OK even if that grade does turn out to be disastrous, and I don’t think it will. 

Tony 

>>> Phil Barnes 1:39 PM >>> 

Thanks. How would "F" in Geography effect her eligibility for NCAA’s? 
Would she be eligible.., because it looks like she could only earn 9 credit hrs for the semester? 

Please let meknow. 

Carolina Elite Camp 

Carolina Rising Stars 

http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 

Room 302 

216 Finley Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.6682 

Fax: 919.962.3865 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Tony Yount 1:28 PM >>> 
Coaches 

Congratulations on the weekend. 

I did a summer and fall registration audit on Sunday. Here’s what I found. 

Registered for summer school 

Based on current registration foJ pace to graduate on the normal 4 year track: 

able to graduate on time or with one online or summer school class. 

All should be 

All can be covered by summer school so that they can graduate on time. 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

was in for a nice meeting last Wed. See note in the report. Good news there. 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            1:49 PM 

Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Yes - Policy says that you need: 

A. 2.0 GPA 
B. " 24 academic hours to enter a 3rd semester (30 hours is recommended). 

>>> Phil Barnes        1:46 PM >>> 
Would summer school be able to be counted? 

>>> Tony Yount 
Good question. 

1:45 PM >>> 

First, she’s not going to fail that course if she’ll spend time with me on the paper. 
Second, she is registered for 3 hours in summer school so that 3 hours would get her to 24 in the event that GEOG does turn out to be 
an F. 

Her GPA is high enough that even with an F, she’d still be above a 2.0 so that should not be an issue. 

So I think we’re OK even if that grade does turn out to be disastrous, and I don’t think it will. 

Tony 

>>> Phil Barnes 1:39 PM >>> 
Thanks. How would F" in Geography effect her eligibility for NCAA’s? 
Would she be eligible.., because it looks like she could only earn 9 credit hrs for the semester? 

Please let me know. 

Carolina Elite Camp 
Carolina Rising Stars Camp ( 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/ 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Room 302 
216 Finley Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.962.3865 
www.tarheelblue.com 

>>> Tony Yount 1:28 PM >>> 
Coaches 

Congratulations on the weekend. 

I did a summer and fall registration audit on Sunday. Here’s what I found. 

Registered for summer school 



Based on current registration fo~ pace to ~raduate on the normal 4 year track: 
will be 2 hours behind normal pace, 

All should be able to graduate on time or with one online or summer school class. 

school so that they can graduate on time. 
All can be covered by summer 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

was in for a nice meeting last Wed. See note in the report. Good news there. 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not 
many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,            2:20 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

When we talked last night, we said that she would come in this week and we’d look for classes, i     definition of a hard class is one 
that you need to go to once a week. There are certainly 8am and 10 am classes available, just not ones as easy at PORT    - that’s 
really the problem for her. I’ll work on her. 

>>> Patricia Martinson 
Tony, 

2:03 PM >>> 

Now she says that she does not have it figured out. Still has herself getting out at 1:50 on Monday-Wed-Friday. As of right now the 
girls will be playing all of their 18 hole rounds on the weekends. She says she doesn’t think it is fair to take a hard class instead and 
says there are no 8am available. I told her to keep working on it. Maybe you can take a look at what is still available or a class that is 
full that the professor might let her in. 

thanks so much. 

Patricia Martinson 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
919.843.4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount        1:09 PM >>> 
I talked to last night. She is resigned to changing that course and will be looking to add an 8 am class on the days that you lift to 
replace it. 

>>> Patricia Martinson 1:07 PM >>> 
Tony, 

Thanks so much for the update! Looks great! 

I talked to       last week about this. She is not very happy that she is not going to be able to take the elective that she wants to 
take. I tried to come up with some options for her. Maybe she can take that elective next spring? She was supposed to be asking 
some people about a different elective that works with her schedule. Maybe she can take an online class? She can get stubborn when 
it comes to this but we need her to fix it for the TEAM. 

Have a great week and thanks again for meeting with last Friday. 

Patricia Martinson 
Assistant Head Women’s Golf Coach 
The University of North Carolina 
919.843.4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 1:00 PM >>> 
Coaches, 

My review of summer and fall registration shows these things: 

are registered for summer school. 

Looking al registrations and where the kids will be when 
finish in 

starts,           13 hours from graduation and should 
5 hours from graduation and well be able to take an undefload and graduate : 



will be 4 hours behind normal graduation pace, easily fixed with one summer school session. 

will be 6 hours ahead of normal pace, will be 5 hours ahead. 

Only will be in 14 hours for the fall. The rest will be in 15 hours. 

should be the only golfer with an afternoon conflict for qualifying. We intend to work on that this week. 

I can foresee no eligibility problems. 

Patricia has sent me the contact information for the incoming freshmen and that will be my focus this week. I really enjoyed my time 
with 

On the weekly report, a double asterisk ** indicates a progress report from the second round of forms we sent to professors. Not 
many are in yet. More should arrive this week. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,            3:47 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Jenny 

I missed            on the summer school list, probably because I had the kids grouped by class and she is a senior and I forgot 
about the redshirt. She is currently registered for 6 hours, and I just talked with her and she said that she had emailed you. Sorry I 

didn’t have her name on the original list. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 9:39 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question 

Hey Susan, 

Early afternoon, around 2 OK to look at schedule? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/7/2008 9:35 AM >>> 
I would be happy to look at it with you. I am open any time tomorrow. Let me know what works for you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Tony Yount 4/3/2008 8:39 PM >>> 
Susan 

that we talked about several weeks ago came in for our 
scheduling meeting with a 4 year plan worked out for a double major in ]                   ~ with courses selected through her 
graduation in May 2011. She has herself in BIOL courses every semester. I’d like to bring it to you and have you look it over to check 
for eligibility issues that might arise. 

If you think that’s a good idea, then let me know a good time. After registration on Saturday, life gets considerably less complicated 
for me. 

I sent Sharon Jones in the JOMC School an email abou! No response yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2008 9:47 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: question 

yes, great day to escape and walk a bit 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/8/2008 9:46 AM >>> 

That’s perfect! Are you planning to come here? 

>>> Tony Yount 4/8/2008 9:38 AM >>> 
Hey Susan, 

Early afternoon, around 2 OK to look at schedule? 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 4/7/2008 9:35 AM >>> 
I would be happy to look at it with you. I am open any time tomorrow. Let me know what works for you. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

>>> Tony Yount 4/3/2008 8:39 PM >>> 
Susan 

that we talked about several weeks ago came in for our 
scheduling meeting with a 4 year plan worked out for a double major in l                    with courses selected through her 
graduation in May 2011. She has herself in BIOL courses every semester. I’d like to bring it to you and have you look it over to check 
for eligibility issues that might arise. 

ff you think that’s a good idea, then let me know a good time. After registration on Saturday, life gets considerably less complicated 
for me. 

I sent Sharon Jones in the JOMC School an email aboul No response yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Ton?’ Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:15 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Maxa, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming Freshmen 

Hi guys 

Registration is over and life is a little easier up here. I’d like to make contact with the incoming freshmen very soon, asking about their C-TOPS dates and letting them 
know- about the need to take the SAT-II for Math placement. Can I get a list of names, numbers and emails? Or if come down and put the information into my computer. 

If I could have that by Thursday, it would be really helpful. 

Phil,     was in last night working on her paper. Thanks for encouraging her to do that. The situation is not as bad as she had first described to me. There were 4 

problems to fix and we worked on all of them last night. That situation is under control. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,.           12:27 PM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Austin, Sally 
<saustin@uncaa.unc. edu> 

class schedule 

Coaches 

Just worked witL 
HED 

and chose a self-paced online class. 
, that should get her the 3 hours that she needs toward graduation. 

I know that Amy Herman needs to contact the Friday Center to set up the registration and Amy is on vacation until April 17, but 

has made a decision and we should be fine for practice in the fall. 

Sally, if I understand the process, you have to let Amy know the course so that she can alert the Friday Center before 
register. 

tries to 

Hope this works out OK. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 10, 2008 3:04 PM 

~mac.com 

Fwd: 

.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,             12:24 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Gymnastics 

Hi Tony, 

The following four young ladies will be j oining the gymnastics team as freshmen student athletes during the fall 

Thank you for assisting them in their pre-registration planning. 

Derek P. Galvin, Head Gymnastics Coach 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office Phone: 919-962-5213 
Web Page: www.tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 11,2008 1:07 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Ms. 

I serve as the Academic Adviser to the 
your detailed and informative progress report that we just received. 
report from late February. Obviously that is not the case. 

vho is in your ENGL Thank you so much for 
had convinced me that the late submission of material that you mentioned in the first progress 

assured me in a conversation yesterday about the progress report that her passing the course is not in j eopaxdy and that there are ample opportunities and 
remaining assignments for her to successful in the course. I know- (from a 30 year career as a high school teacher in Chapel Hill) that what I am about to ask is a pain, 
and I apologize for that. But it would really help me in working witl      if you could tell me the assignments she has left to submit, and the due date. 

Thank you for your time and you good progress reports that axe so helpful to us. 

Tony Yount 

Academic Counselor 

Support Center for Student Athletes 

962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 11:10 AM 

mac. com 
Fwd: Re: 

Mail.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 13, 2008 4:18 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hello, Tony. Thank you for contacting me sbout 
performance in my English    class. 

Most of       problems with missing due dates did occur earlier in 
the semester, so she is mostly correct about that. But she continues 
to have a problem with general disorganization: not responding to 
emails on time, "losing" papers on her computer (i.e., not 
remembering where she saved things and thus having to write them more 
than once), turning in papers that only partially fulfill the 
instructions for the assignment, and having to be reminded several 
times about requirements when other students have no trouble getting 
them taken care of. 

The most recent progress report that I sent you represented about 60% 
of her grade. She has since turned in two more assignments, and 
still has about the same grade as the one she had when I turned in 
the form. There are still two important assignments due this 
semester, however: a portfolio due this Wednesday (April 16th) and a 
multimedia proj ect due the following Wednesday (April 23rd.) The 
portfolio assignment requires her to rewrite 3 of her previous papers 
and is worth 20% of the final grade. The multimedia project is a 
group project worth 12% of the final grade, and the outcome will 
depend largely on how well she and her group members can work together. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to help you. 

Kind regards, 

Teaching Fellow 
Dept. of English and Comparative Literature 

On Apr 11, 2008, at 1:07 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Ms. 
> 

> I serve as the Academic Adviser to the and to 
> who is in your ENGL class. 
> Thank you so much for your detailed and informative progress report 
> that we just received,      had convinced me that the late 
> submission of material that you mentioned in the first progress 
> report from late February. Obviously that is not the case. 
> 
> assured me in a conversation yesterday about the progress 
> report that her passing the course is not in j eopardy and that 
> there are ample opportunities and remaining assignments for her to 
> successful in the course. I know (from a 30 year career as a high 
> school teacher in Chapel Hill) that what I am about to ask is a 



> pain, and I apologize for that. But it would really help me in 
> working with      if you could tell me the assignments she has 
> left to submit, and the due date. 
> 
> Thank you for your time and you good progress reports that are so 
> helpful to us. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Support Center for Student Athletes 
> 962-9535 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 2:12 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thank you so much for that response. 
has been told to cc me with her rewritten portfolio by Wed am or she will not be allowed to make the trip. She told me 

earlier today that 2 of the papers are finished. 

Thanks again for your help. 

Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Support Center for Student Athletes 
> 962-9535 
> 

@email.unc.edu> 4/13/2008 4:17 PM >>> 
Hello, Tony. Thank you for contacting me sbou! 
performance in my Englis]     class. 

Most o        ~mblems with missing due dates did occur earlier in 
the semester, so she is mostly correct about that. But she continues 
to have a problem with general disorganization: not responding to 
emails on time, "losing" papers on her computer (i.e., not 
remembering where she saved things and thus having to write them more 
than once), turning in papers that only partially fulfill the 
instructions for the assignment, and having to be reminded several 
times about requirements when other students have no trouble getting 
them taken care of. 

The most recent progress report that I sent you represented about 60% 

of her grade. She has since turned in two more assignments, and 
still has about the same glade as the one she had when I turned in 

the form. There are still two important assignments due this 
semester, however: a portfolio due this Wednesday (April 16th) and a 

multimedia project due the following Wednesday (April 23rd.) The 
portfolio assignment requires her to rewrite 3 of her previous papers 
and is worth 20% of the final grade. The multimedia project is a 
group project worth 12% of the final grade, and the outcome will 
depend largely on how well she and her group members can work together. 

Please let me know if there is anything else I can do to help you. 

Kind regards, 

I eacnlng P ellOW 

Dept. of English and Comparative Literature 

OnApr 11, 2008, at 1:07 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Ms. 
> 

> I serve as the Academic Adviser to 
who is in your ENGL           class. 

> Thank you so much for your detailed and informative progress report 
> that we just received,      had convinced me that the late 
> submission of material that you mentioned in the first progress 
> report from late February. Obviously that is not the case. 



assured me in a conversation yesterday about the progress 
> report that her passing the course is not in jeopardy and that 
> there are ample opportunities and remaining assignments for her to 
> successful in the course. I know (from a 30 year career as a high 
> school teacher in Chapel Hill) that what I am about to ask is a 
> pain, and I apologize for that. But it would really help me in 
> working with     if you could tell me the assignments she has 
> left to submit, and the due date. 
> 
> Thank you for your time and you good progress reports that are so 
> helpful to us. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> Support Center for Student Athletes 
> 962-9535 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 14, 2008 3:04 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

MS. 

team. Unfortunately 
a student in your COMM        class, asked me to write to you. She is a member ol 

will miss 3 of the last 5 classes of the semester due to games and travel. 
I believe that she mentioned a conflict with presentation dates. 

Lhe coaches have ordered a departure time of 10 am’ 

She asked me to inform you of these conflicts. She will be communicating with you about the end of the semester obligations, ff I can 
be of any assistance, please let me know. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Advisel 
Support Center for Student Athletes 
962-9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:3 7 PM 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re          - Incoming 

thanks Katy, 

found that out when her email came back to me this week. 
I do have it fixed now 

I had 2 calls within 15 minutes of practice being cancelled -                 coming in to work on papers. Kids really are 
appreciating that gift of time.    coming in at 7. Thanks for helping them out this way. 

Tony 

>>> Katy C. O’Mata         4:34 PM >>> 
Looking at your sheet, I think you have         email entered incorrectly. It’s: 

GO HEELS! 

Katy O’Mara 
Assistant Coach Women’s Lacrosse 
University of North Carolina 
Office: 919.962.6682 
Fax: 919.843.8175 
cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              2:13 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: correction to class 

Amy, 

Are you working while on vacation? 

SOCI    fulfills 3 of her elective hours required for graduation. It does not fulfill a perspectives course. 
We sat together and explored the courses still open at the times that she had available to take classes and did not find a course that she 
had any interest in taking. 

She is enrolled in 6 hours in summer school first session. 

She is currently enrolled in 15 hours for fall     When she successfully registers for SOCI 
which occurs at the time that conflicts with practice, leaving her enrolled in 12 hours for fall 
additional hours in self-paced SOCI 

online, she will drop PORT 
n regular university classes, 3 

At the end of the fall semester assuming successful completion of the 2 summer school, courses, the 4 university courses, and the 
self-paced course, she will have completed 107 of her 120 hours and be on track to graduate on time. 

ff there’s anything else I can do to help, please let me know. I hope you had a great vacation. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 5:44 PM >>> 
Tony, 

See attached. Does this course fulfill a requirement for        And am I to assume that she wasn’t able to find a suitable alternative 
that met on the other afternoons (as you and I discussed)? If not, please also confirm that she will be in 9 other hours, bringing her to 
12 with this course. 

Thanks, 
Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            3:43 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer School 

Jenny, 

Do you have summer school forms for me to sign? I didn’t know about those until Sally and Derek sent some to me for signatures 
before going on to Amy Herman. 

Good news about the D- on       progress report. New report in today says that she’s improved and is on track, with a good final, to 
have a C in that course. One less thing to worry about. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 17, 2008 12:06 PM 

Ockenfuss, Rob <athlgradrec@unc.edu> 

Rob, 

will not be ~raduating in May. She’s going to take 6 hours next fall and finish then. 
I have emailed         and hope to get a response from her soon. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2008 2:14 PM 

mac. com 

Dr. Pearson, 

Dr. Pearson, 

Thank you for writing to Robert Mercer about your concerns about the HIST    students who also play ]       I serve as the 
academic advisei                                      zcas in the Academic Center this morning and we’ve already had a 
conversation about her unfortunate choice of words in her email that certainly did indicate to you that her coaches were not concerned 
with the team’s academic performance. 

As their academic counselor, I accompanied the women’s team to Charlottesville last weekend and spent most of my weekend in a 
double sized room suite that was designated by our coaches as our study area. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vmagelder, Marielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 5:40 PM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tony Yount <tonyyo unt@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/21/13 - 14.1.8.1 - Receipt of Degree 

?lease see todayLJs Daily Compliance Item regarding graduate student-atMete eligibifity and a recent update from May :16, 2013 which was provided by NCAA staff 

to clarify Question No. 7 regarding transfers occurring after completion of all degree requirements but prior to receipt of the degree, 

Let us know if you have an}, questions or concerns. 

"har~k you. 

Marielle 

Marielte A. vanGefder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 9{52--7&53 

Fax: {9:19) 9(42- 5002 

mvangelder@unc,edu 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

:::.... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:):::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Hail Mary is a football student-athlete who will be transferring to Ocean State University (OSU) this fall. Hail 
will have all the requirements met for graduation at his current school prior to transferring to OSU, but he will 
not have received his degree prior to the transfer. Is Hail still eligible to use the graduate one-time transfer 
exception? 
Yes with conditions. NCAA Educational Column- 4111113- Graduate Student-Athlete Eligibility (I)- 
states that NCAA Division I institutions should note that a student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or 
professional school of the same institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree, 
a student-athlete who is enrolled and seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at the same 
institution, or a student-athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full-time student at the same 
institution while taking course work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree as defined 
and documented by the institution, may participate in intercollegiate athletics, provided the student has 
eligibility remaining and such participation occurs within the applicable five-year period. 
Further, a graduate student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or professional school of an institution other 
than the institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree may participate in 
intercollegiate athletics if the student fulfills the conditions of the one-time transfer exception and has eligibility 
remaining. 
Finally, a graduate student-athlete who does not meet the one-time transfer exception due to participation in :::::::: 
a sport for which the exception is not available, shall qualify for the one-time transfer exception as a ::i::i 
graduate student, provided the student: iiii 
(a) Fulfills the remaining conditions of the one-time transfer exception; i~i~ 
(b) Has at least one season of competition remaining; and ::i::i 
(c) The student’s previous institution did not renew his or her athletically related financial aid for the following i::i:: 
academic year. ~i~i 
The following questions and answers are designed to assist the Division I membership with the application of iiii 
graduate student-athlete eligibility legislation, i~i~ 
Admission and Enrollment i~i~ 
Question No. t: Is it permissible for a graduate student-athlete to compete if he or she is considered a iiiiii 
nondegree seeking graduate student? ~i~i 
Answer: No. Graduate student-athletes must be regularly enrolled, degree seeking students, iiiiii 
Question No. 2: Is a graduate student-athlete who is a regularly enrolled, degree seeking student eligible to 
compete even though he or she is not enrolled in a specific graduate degree program (e.g., graduate at 
large)? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 3: Is a graduate student-athlete eligible to compete if he or she is a regularly enrolled, 
degree seeking student but is required to earn, as a condition of continued enrollment in the graduate 
program, an enhanced grade-point-average (e.g., 3.00 or above) in each term of his or her first academic 
year as a graduate student at the certifying institution? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student-athlete is considered to be in good academic standing as interpreted for 
all students by the appropriate academic officials at the institution. 



Transfer Graduate Student-Athletes 
Question No. 4: May a student-athlete use the graduate student one-time transfer exception to pursue a 
second baccalaureate degree at the next institution? 
Answer: No. A student-athlete who has previously graduated must be enrolled in a graduate or professional 
school at the next institution to qualify for the one-time transfer exception. 
Question No, 5: Can a student-athlete who graduates after three years and has more than one season of 
competition remaining use the graduate student one-time transfer exception? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student meets the requirements of the exception and is regularly enrolled as a 
degree seeking student in a graduate or professional school at the next institution. 
Question No. 6: In sports for which the standard one-time transfer exception does not apply, may a 
student-athlete who is notified of the nonrenewal of athletics aid after indicating intent to transfer to another 
institution use the one-time transfer exception for graduate student eligibility? 
Answer: Yes. The timing of the nonrenewal of athletics aid does not impact a student-athlete’s ability to 
qualify for the graduate student one-time transfer exception, provided all criteria for the exception are met. 
Q~es~i~ iN~,~o 7: May ~" s~ude..qt-~’thi~-te who trar~sfer~" after ¢omple.tir~g ait n~-,ce.ssa~y d~’~,:lree re.q~ire.mervts 
for c]raduatiori fl’or’..i ~- four-year institution but prior to r÷-ceiving a dec]rue be eiic]ibie to use the c]raduate or’..e- 
ti n"e trc-r’sfer exceptior’..? 
A#swer" Yes~ p.."ovJded the st~dent,-ad~lete is accepted f~r er’..roihnent as a degree seeking strident ir~ a 
gradua,e or profl-~ssior~al schooi of an instit~stion o,her thar~ the ir~stitutior~ he or she previousiy a,tended as an 

Question No. 8: Nay a baseball or basketball graduate student-athlete who qualifies for the one-time 
transfer exception but initially enrolls as a full-time student at the certifying institution after the first term of 
the academic year (e.g., midyear transfer) be eligible for competition immediately? 
Answer: No. Such a student-athlete cannot be eligible for competition until the following academic year. 
Progress-Toward Degree Certification 
Question No, 9: Is a football student-athlete who graduated with a baccalaureate degree required to earn 
nine semester hours or eight quarter hours and the APR eligibility point during the fall term to be eligible for all 
contests during the following playing season? 
Answer: No. 
Question No. 10: Must credits earned by a graduate or postbaccalaureate student-athlete be degree 
applicable to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement? 
Answer: Credits acceptable toward any degree program offered by the certifying institution (graduate or 
undergraduate) may be used to satisfy the six semester or quarter hour requirement, provided the student- 
athlete is permitted to complete such courses in accordance with published institutional policies applicable to 
graduate students. 
[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 14.1.6.1 (admission), 14.1.6.1.1 (special admission), 14.1.8 (graduate 
student/postbaccalaureate participation), 14.1.8.1 (one-time transfer exception), 14.5.2.2.10 (one-time 
transfer exception), 14.4.3.1-(c) (fulfillment of credit-hour requirements) 14.4.3.1.6 (additional requirements 
-- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regaining eligibility for two contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining full eligibility -- one-time 
exception), 14.4.3.5-(c) (exceptions to progress-toward-degree rule - graduate student/postbaccalaureate 
exception), staff interpretations (09/26/2006, Item No. la, 03/15/2013, Item No. a), and official 
interpretations (4/17/2007, Item No. 15-a, 10/19/2012, Item No. 3)] 
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prog reports from professors: 
DRAM - B based on 20% of coursework 
PSYC ¯ A based on 23% of coursework 
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progress reports: 
PSYC - g based on 23% of coursework 

ENGL - B- based on 30% of coursework 

SPAN - B based on 26% coursework 
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prog reports: 
SPAN g based on 30% of coursework 

DRAM C based on 20% 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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prog reports: 

ENGL     B based on 33% of grade. 

can’t make his meeting on time, always switches days on me. Seems OK in his classes. Hard to get a 

read on him. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     C- based on 40% 

instructor notes that a few assignments had been submitted [ate and that affected his grade 
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iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
prog reports: 
ENGL     A- based on 30% of coursework 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::: : : : :>     ::: ~ : ......... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiii! i i  i!  i ! !!i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
prog reports: 

ENGL     B based on 33% of coursework 

Advised by that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

prog report: 
GEOL B- based on 25% of grade. 

reports a 91 in DRAM and B in ENGL as grades for this week. Solid student. No problems. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no prog reports or grades to report from this week. 

no prog reports. 
reports a 91 on an ENGL major paper. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
but only bdef[y due to a hectic Fnday for both of us. 

Davie, Matt Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, Matt is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

prog reports from professors: 
DRAM     C- based on 20% of coursework 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.......... iii~!ii~i~ii~i~!ii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

prog reports: 
SPAN g based on 30% of coursework 

DRAM C based on 20% 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~!~+i+~+i+!~i+i~+!~!+i+~i!+i+i~i+~!~+!+i+~i+i~i!!~+i+~i+i~+i+!~i+i~+i+~!+~+i+~!+!i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i¸ 
i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~+!i~+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+~i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i+i¸ 

prog reports: 

ENGL     B based on 33% of grade. 

can’t make his meeting on time, atways switches days on me. Seems OK in his ctasses. Hard to get a 

read on him. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     C- based on 40% 

instructor notes that a few assignments had been submitted rate and that affected his grade 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiii ............. ~!~ii~ii~i!~ii~i~ii~i!i~i~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Prog reports: 
ECON     B based on 30% percent of grade 

reports a B on a feeder paper for ENGL. Sotid student, in controt of his academics. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     A- based on 30% of coursework 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::: : : : ::     ::: ~ : ......... :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~!~i~i!~i~!~i!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

prog reports: 
ENGL     B based on 33% of coursework 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

prog report: 
GEOL B- based on 25% of grade. 

"eports a 91 in DRAM and B in ENGL as grades for this week. Solid student. No problems. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no prog reports or grades to report from Jamie this week. 

no prog reports. 
reports a 91 on an ENGL major paper. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
but only bdef[y due to a hectic Fnday for both of us. 

Davie, Matt Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, Matt is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               3:06 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Re: Prog Report 

Wow 

Very good sign that she admitted those things to you. Should I tall with John Blanchard about the counseling situation for our 
athletes? Do you want me to do anything other than continue to monitor her academics? My life is considerably less-complicated after 

today since all the sophs are registered. I could meet with her daily and check every homework assignment? 

She seems very accepting of the fact that we’re trying to help her. But I don’t want to push that too far and alienate her. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

10:01 AM >>> 

I thought I would share this e-mail with you from 
can work with. 

It certainly explains a lot. I am working on getting her a counselor that she 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http ://unclaxcamps.googlepages. corn/home 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 5: 3 7 PM >>> 
Jenny, 

I just feel like it is absolutely ridiculous that you even have to be 
e-mailing me right now. I’m so mad at myself. I feel like I’m always 
writing to you telling you why/how/what and that I don’t do anything 
about it. I’m hesitant to even write these words because it appears I 
have no integrity thus far. 

Apparently this whole transition into college is harder for me than I 

have even been letting even myself know. Tuesday morning my alarm 
didn’t go off so I missed class. This morning I woke up and realized I 
didn’t have the work done so I figured I would not go to class rather 

than face the embarrassment of not having my work done yet again. 

I can’t believe I am even having to write this to you fight now. I am 
actually shocked that I have to write it. We have never really 
discussed this before but I have been                       for a 
while now. I started counseling when I was a freshman in high school 
and it has been the best thing that has ever happened to me. Basically, 
what I am trying to say is that I think that the transition into college 
has me a bit rattled and maybe I need more help that I have willing to 
admit. I’m going to try and get some counseling on campus because I 
think it’s time I realized I need to get some help because it is coming 
in the way of me doing my work. 

I hope you don’t think I’m trying to excuse my behavior - There is 
absolutely no excuse for not going to class and not getting my work 



done. I’m just trying to help you understand that this is hard for me 
and I am not going to give up. I knew freshman year was going to be 
difficult for me but I’ve kind of been in denial about my struggle. 

I am so sorry that you even have to read this e-mail from me. I’m not 
going to make any promises because at this point the gap between what 
I’ve said and done is quite large. All I can tell you is that I am not 
willing to give up and somehow I still believe that Carolina is going to 
work out for me. 

Thank you so much for everything you’ve done, I am going to prove to you 
that I appreciate it, 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

................................................ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

reports an 80 in DRAM 
proactive about next semester’s schedule, seems in good shape 

Working on his schedule for next semester - all seems welt. Progress report from professor: 

ENGL B 

meeting missed due to my doctor’s appointment on Thursday. Not his fault. I have no explanation for his 

tow study halt hours. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
good news from his university academic adviser about math credits, is free to take what he wants 

in math. Upcoming week has major paper due. 

good meeting. On track with designing his schedule. Great with study hall time. 

has set himself up for a very good first semester. We are still watching the STOR class, but all else 

seems in good shape. Major test grade in STOR will come soon. 

reports a 13 grade on a GEOL exam. Everything is good here. ExceUent use of the AC and study 
hall hours. Progress reports from professors: 
DRAM A- 

HIST A- 
Neither of those classes is easy and those are outstanding grades. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports the following grades: 

CHIN - 79 

ENGL - B- 

ECON - C 
grades are usually on the B/C border and performance on finals wilt likely determine the kind of 

semester he will have. 

schedule next semester is largely set. He is proactive and working well. 

reports a 91 on an ECON midterm. 

Confidence issues I worried about early on are completely gone. has adjusted well. 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 
Oct 16th 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:38 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Senior stuff 

Thanks, 

dropped by yesterday with proof that he had met his study hall hours last week so my weekly report on him should be 
corrected to 4 hours. We talked about the importance of letting me know by Friday afternoon when I compile the report. 

I think that I mentioned that the candidates being interviewed would be here next Friday & Monday. The correct dates are next 
Thursday, the 15th, and Monday, the 19th. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock         5:50 PM >>> 
Tony, the only guys actually graduating that I know of are 

>>> Tony Yount 5:01 PM >>> 
Coach 

The folks who plan the separate graduation event for graduating athletes wants a list of seniors that will graduate at some point in 
2008. I would hate to leave someone offthat list. Am I missing one of your wrestlers? 

Thanks, 
Tony 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

had a major Hist test 1119. She studied quite a bit with me this week. We checked her spring 

semester schedule and she did we[[ with that process. She’s struggling a bit in a couple of non-academic 

areas. We talked a bit today and wi[[ again early next week. I’[[ probably ca[[ you on Monday. 

also a major HIST test 11/9 that she prepared for we[[ and felt good about. Reports a 94 on a SPAN test. 

Her spring semester schedule is good, wait[isted for one course. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 ’4:45 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2 

Amy, 

who wants to graduate in , currently has earned 89 hours, is enrolled in 12 this semester and 
registered for 16 in the      That would leave her 3 hours short of graduation in     She would like to take a self-paced course 
through the Friday Center and graduate on time. She asked me to find out if the University would pay for that course. 

who wants to graduate in l , currently has 59 hours. She is enrolled in 15 this fall, actually plans to 
take 12 hours in spring - -~ 6 in first session summer school in ~ 15 hours in fall .12 hours in spring q , leaving her 1 hour short to 
graduate with her class in       . She also wants to take COMM    (which counts toward her major) as a self-paced course. The 
course is available now. The cost is $798 for out of state. She’s done her homework on the course and wants to know if the University 
will pay for it. 

Thanks for any guidance you can give. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  10:40 AM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 2 

Thanks Amy. 

I’ll forward the policy to 
take the course later. 

and let her see that she does not meet that criteria since she’s still in her junior year and could 

I appreciate your quick response. 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman 9:53 AM >>> 
Tony, 

is receiving institutional need-based aid, not athletics aid, so we are not able to fund her self-paced course. It would be 
fine for her to take it (provided she doesn’t need it for full-time enrollment, since it doesn’t show up on her record until the end), but 
she would have to pay for it on her own. 

does qualify for possible funding for online/self-paced courses, but based on the information you gave me, it’s hard for me to 
discern if she meets any of the requirements in our policy for funding online courses. See attached for this policy. If you believe she 
meets the criteria, please provide me with the applicable information and we’ll see what we can do. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

Amy Herman 
Assistant AD for Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 4:44 PM >>> 
Amy, 

who wants to graduate in ;, currently has earned 89 hours, is enrolled in 12 this semester and 
registered for 16 in the spring. That would leave her 3 hours short of graduation in May. She would like to take a self-paced course 
through the Friday Center and graduate on time. She asked me to find out if the University would pay for that course. 

who wants to graduate in , currently has 59 hours. She is enrolled in 15 this fall, actually plans to 
take 12 hours in springq ,6 in first session summer school in 15 hours in fall ,12 hours in spring , leaving her 1 hour short to 
graduate with her class in May . She also wants to take COMM    (which counts toward her major) as a self-paced course. The 
course is available now. The cost is $798 for out of state. She’s done her homework on the course and wants to know if the University 
will pay for it. 

Thanks for any guidance you can give. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  5:20 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECON 

I just received a progress report Sandra Campo, your ECON 
quoted here: 

professor. The grade she lists for you is a ’D’. Her comments are 

stopped coming to the lectures when his classmates started presenting their projects. Attendance and participation are 20% 
of his grade. He is not doing so well this far. I warned the students that at the final some questions will relate to the projects as 
presented. It does not seem to bother 

She lists 10/22, 11/02, 11/07,11/09 as days when she took attendance and you were not there. 

Please take care of your responsibility there. Going to class is an easy way to get 20% credit toward your grade for the course. I didn’t 
feel like this could wait until our meeting next week. We all worked too hard to get your eligibility cleared. Let’s don’t let grades cause 
a problem for next semester. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 3:15 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach, 

Called - left a message and asked him to call me back. 

Tony 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edtt> 

Monday,                 ’4:17 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jelmy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hey Jenny, 

Just got an updated progress report from . ENGL instructor. Her current grade is up to a 69 and the comments were very positive since she last checked in 

with an October progress report. Says that is doing well. 

was in with me today and we talked about schedules and finals and study organization. Good meeting. MATH is the biggest worry for her now-. 

Just wanted to share the good ENGL news. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:44 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach 

I had a good conversation with      yesterday. We got him set up with an ONYEN and a password so that he can access student 
central and schedule classes now. What I need to appropriately advise him before he puts a schedule together is a copy of his 
transcript so that we don’t put him in classes that he will get credit for. I think you told me that you have a copy of his transcript. Is 
there a good time that I could get that from you? 

Also, from Dr. Kable concerning DRAM                                   , his progress report indicated that both of them 
dropped over 50 points from the first test to the second. Their current average is an ’F’ and both progress reports indicated that. I met 
with each of them about that grade and their explanations weren’t satisfactory. There is time and enough ungraded material that should 
allow both of them to salvage a passing grade, but it is disappointing. 

Tony 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

we reviewed her exam schedule, study time, preparation,       has a shot at bettering a 3.0 but I 

think a realistic GPA for her this semester will be around a 2.8 or 2.9. 

reviewed exam schedule and preparation, has a good chance to finish above a 3.0 for the 

semester. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                8:49 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Update 

Coach, 

Thanks for bringing the transcript over.       and I had a good conversation yesterday. We looked online at the transfer credits page 
on the UNC Admissions website. Clearly, 18 of his hours will transfer in without question. I advised him to get the course syllabi from 
Towson for the other courses so that he can take them to his university academic dean to begin the process to get credit for the other 
courses that were not listed. We looked at his academic worksheet and I showed him how to use the online course search engine to 
look for courses he would like to take. 

We’re going to talk again on and actually make a schedule for him. At that point, I’ll let him know about his new adviser and 
encourage him to come in and meet as soon as gets to campus in January. comes on duty . ] 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  2:29 PM 

Lohse, Dave <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Men’s Lacrosse Info 

Dave, 

Doug Roberts asked me to handle your info requests about Men’s Lacrosse. 

ACC Honor Roll - 

Dean’s List ........ 

Dean’s List 

This list includes current team members, and does not include those who graduated in    . Do you want those as well? 

A new academic counselor has been hired, but assignment of teams has not yet been finalized so we don’t know yet who will be 
handling men’s lacrosse next semester. 

I hope this is helpful. 

Tony Yount 
Interim Academic Counselor for Men’s Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:19 PM 

Lohse, Dave <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Men’s Lacrosse Info 

Dave, 

I just checked the roster on tarheelblue.com. None of the seniors listed were Dean’s List on 

>>> Dave Lohse <dlohse@tmcaa.unc.edu>          2:30 PM >>> 
Tony: If there were any 2007 team members who are no longer here I would 
definitely want to add them to the list. Thanks for your help. 

On 2:28 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dave, 
> 

> Doug Roberts asked me to handle your info requests about Men’s Lacrosse. 
> 
> ACC Honor Roll - 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dean’s List 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dean’s List ’, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> This list includes current team members, and does not include those who 
> graduated in l Do you want those as well? 
> 
> A new academic counselor has been hired, but assignment of teams has not yet 
> been finalized so we don’t know yet who will be handling men’s lacrosse next 
> semester. 



> I hope this is helpful. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Interim Academic Counselor for Men’s Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:02 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach, 

(C+) and      (C) saved their rough DRAMA 
hope, learned good lessons in the process. 

situations and pulled out respectable grades for the course, and, I 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  10:15 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good news 

Math grade isn’t up yet, but the rest of them are and she’s clear to play - no eligibility issues, no academic probation 

issues to deal with - even if the Math grade is an F - she’s OK. 

I just called her so she knows and she’s very relieved. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 1:41 PM 

Bowers, Matt <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Women’s Lax info 

Matt, 

Here’s what I’ve got: 

Women’s Lax Dean’s List i 

Women’s Lax Dean’s List 

If you need anything else, please me know. 

Take care 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  9:07 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EDUC 

When I checked wrestlers grades this weekend, I found an "Incomplete" listed for you in Dr. Unks EDUC    class. You need to get 
in touch with him as soon as you can and find out what you need to do to get that IN removed from your traitscript. If you’re still in 
Chapel Hill, you should go to Peabody Hall today and tU to find him. His office number is 212-D Peabody Hall. The university 
counts an "IN" as an ’F’ when computing GPA, so the sooner you take care of that, the better your chances are to have the GPA you 

need to be eligible both academically and athletically. 

Please keep Coach and me informed as you get this IN cleared. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

grade update 

Sally, 

Thanks for coming by yesterday. I really appreciated that. 

There axe 7 grades still not posted for your kids. When they are all in, I’ll send the full grade report. 
Team fall semester GPA is at 3.174 - cumulative at 3.00 at this point. 
Only     is below- a 3.0 for the semester (2.66) 

Unless some of those 7 grades are disasters, there are no academic or eligibility issues to deal with. 

Full report will follow- when its available. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11 : 15 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

grade update 

Jenny, 

There are 14 individual grades not yet posted for your kids. I will send the full grade report when those grades come in. 
Current fall semester team GPA is at 2.973 - cumulative at 2.887. 

Freshmen:                          are above a 3.0. The rest are above a 2.5 except 
eligibility issues by a lot of hard studying at the end of the semester. Proud of her. 

(2.077) who avoided probation and 

My study hall friends from last semester: 
is missing one grade (AFRI ) so far has a 3.208 raising her cumulative to 2.561 and she should escape study hall. Her 

semester included 16 hours with 1 lab and 2 recitations. 

earned a 3.0 and a cumulative of 2.642 to rise above the study hall standard. 

earned a 3.175 and a cumulative of 2.622 to rise above the study hall standard. 

earned a 2.525 and her cumulative is up to 2.433. That’s real progress for a sem that included Math and lab science. 

is missing 2 grades due to illness during finals. Her two posted grades are A- and B- 

is missing AFRI    but has a 2.8 on her other 9 hours and raised her GPA from 1.96 to 2.125. 

There are 4 fall GPAs below a 2.5 - ((2.34) (2.3151 

Cumulative GPAs below 2.5 - only 4 - down from 7 last semester. 

(1.650 and missing two grades) in addition to 

Full report to follow when its available. Some minor shifting may occur, but this seems to be great news. I’m especially proud of the 
freshmen and the study hall kids that I saw so often this semester. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:35 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

grade update 

Coach, 

There are 38 individual grades still missing for your players. When the full report is available, I’ll send it to you. 

Fall semester team GPA 2.892 - cumulative team GPA 2.846 

The freshmen: 
are above a 3.0 

(still missing 2 grades), are above a 2.5 
above a 2.3 

finished with a 1.915. Separate email about him already sent. 

Others: 
- missing ECON grade -current fall GPA of 1.325 

- fall GPA of 1.7 
- missing HIST grade - current fall GPA of 1.92 
missing 2 grades - current fall GPA of 1.767 

everybody else safely above a 2.0 

Full report to follow when all the grades are in. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:31 PM 

Bowers, Matt <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: info 

Have a great holiday 
Tony 

>>> Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>          3:46 PM >>> 
Tony - one thing I forgot to ask you for is an updated list of majors for 

Could you please shoot one my way when you have a chance? 

Thanks. 
-mb 

> From: Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> Date: Fri,      2007 16:04:10 -0500 
> To: Tony Yount <tonvyount@tmcaa.unc.edu> 
> Conversation: info 
> Subject: Re: info 
> 
> Thank you! Have a good weekend. 
> -mb 
> 

> 

> 

> Matt Bowers 



> Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
> Director of Internet Services 
> UNC Athletics 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
> 
> (919) 962-7259 
> (919) 962-0612 (fax) 
> TarHeelBlue.com 
> 

> 

>> From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> Date: Fri,      2007 13:41:13 -0500 
>> To: Matt Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> Subject: info 
>> 

>> Matt, 
>> 
>> Hem’s what I’ve got: 
>> 
>> Dean’s List Fall 2006 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dean’s List Spring 2007 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> If you need anything else, please me know. 
>> 
>> Take care 
>> 
>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:12 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 
grade update 

Coach, 

Your kids still have 13 individual grades missing so I’ll send the full report tomorrow morning. 

finished with a 2.169 up from yesterday 
finished with a 1.920 up from yesterday 

finished with a 1.667 up from yesterday 

Dean’s List: 

will likely be on this list also) 

will be on Academic Probation with the university, but he will be eligible by NCAA standards. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  11:27 AM 

mac. com 
recap 

For next semester, we talked about the following today. 

Study Hall - 6 hrs/week - check in with me, not on the computer, if I’m in the building 

we talked about a way for to earn their way out of study hall with excellent progress reports at mid semester. 

no study hall but a weekly check-in with me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:05 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

yes 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 
Hi Tony, 
Do you have that 

Thanks, 
Susan 

9:56 AM >>> 

is ineligible for Spring due to GPA? He needs a 1.9 and has 1.825. 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:07 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

he also had concussions issues this fall and likely will not be cleared to compete anyway, and the concussion may have contributed to 
the F in STOR, but I don’t suppose there’s any reason you need to know that - doesn’t change anything. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 
Hi Tony, 
Do you have that 

9:56 AM >>> 

is ineligible for Spring due to GPA? He needs a 1.9 and has 1.825. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:25 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Athletes with less than 12 hours 

Susan, 

From my Sports, 

has finished 120 hours an is not enrolled this semester. 
has finished requirements for her degree. 

just got into another course and is currently in 12 hours. 
, is a senior and her underload paperwork was filed Friday. 

So, at least right now, I believe that all my children are OK. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy    ~2008 9:41 AM >>> 
Here is the 12 hour report today from AdmissionPros. Those who have graduated or left school may not have been noted in the 
system yet so they are still showing up in AdmissionPros. We will get that cleaned up soon. Please keep me updated. 

Thanks 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               11:48 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: chmage of status 

Thanks for that. 

I contacted Kim Allison in Academic Services this am about      continued absence from her classes so far this semester. Kim will officially notify her professors and 
her university academic adviser about her absence and will hold her spots in those courses,    just dropped a COMM class to get down to 14 hours for the semester. 

just picked that same COMM class up to get up to 12 hours for the semester so right now-, everybody is OK hours wise to begin practice. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 10:56 AM >>> 
is a junior walk-on for She has decided to NOT continue to play. Please take her off our squad list. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc, edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:27 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: change of status 

My cell is 

yours? 

>>> Jenny Slinghiff-Levy          11:49 AM >>> 
Great thanks -    hopefully will be back later this week. She had a small complication with the 
have not heard from her today - I will keep you posted. 

Do you have a cell number? 

Jenny 

Jenny Slinghiff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

they gave her on Friday. I 

>>> Tony Yount 
Thanks for that. 

11:48 AM >>> 

I contacted Kim Allison in Academic Services this am about     continued absence from her classes so far this semester. Kim will 
officially notify her professors and her university academic adviser about her absence and will hold her spots in those courses. 
just dropped a COMM class to get down to 14 hours for the semester,      just picked that same COMM class up to get up to 12 
hours for the semester so right now, everybody is OK hours wise to begin practice. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slinghiff-Levy          10:56 AM >>> 
is a junior walk-on for women’s lacrosse. She has decided to NOT continue to play. Please take her off our squad list. 

Jenny 

Jenny Slinghiff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ; 11:25 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report - Jma 18 

Sally, 

All your golfers are enrolled in the appropriate number of hours. 

have set regular weekly meeting times with me. I checked in with both this week and their schedules are manageable and appropriate. Since both 
of them axe above a 2.5, I won’t be tracking study hall hours for them this semester unless you tell me otherwise. 

Deadlines for them: and they are aware of these two. 
Jan 23 - Last day to drop classes on their own. 
Feb 8 - Seniors must apply for graduation 

I hope all is well. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1 1:28 AM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report - Jan 18 

Derek, 

All your gymnasts are enrolled in the appropriate number of hours. 

have set regular weekly meeting times with me. I met with      this week and will start meeting with     next 
week. Since both of them are above a 2.5, I won’t be tracking study hall hours for them this semester unless you tell me otherwise. 

Deadlines that they all should be aware of: 
Jan 23 - Last day to drop classes on their own, but most of your underclassmen can’t drop a course because it would put them below 

12 hours. 
Feb 8 - Seniors must apply for graduation 

I hope all is well. Please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               11:42 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report - Jan 18 

Jenny, 

All your women are enrolled in the appropriate number of hours. 

All freshmen have set regular weekly meeting times with me, I’ve seen all of them except          who is due in next week. Since 
all but     are above a 2.5, 1 won’t be tracking study hall hours for them this semester unless you tell me otherwise,      was in for 

well over 6 hours this week and has a great attitude and is excited about her classes. 

did not come in this week to see me as we asked them to do at the first team meeting. They did not 
sign in for any study hall hours this week. They will claim, I’m sure that they didn’t know, but they were both present at the team 
meeting when we asked all with a GPA under 2.5 to come see me. I will talk to the Saturday at practice (if I’m there and filming at 9 - 
Jarrett is filming if practice is at 11), or email them on Sunday and expect to see them on Monday. 

Deadlines: 
Jan 23 - Last day to drop classes on their own. 
Feb 8 - Seniors must apply for graduation 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                11:50 AM 

~email.unc.edu 
Re: Set up meeting 

Yeah, that’s fine. Normally, I don’t work on Fridays but I will this week because of the Monday holiday. 10 is great - see you then. 

Tony 

>>> < ~email.unc.edu> 12:08 PM >>> 
Hey Tow- 
Sorry i didnt realize i needed to meet with you already since weve been 
incontact- 

Can we meet this friday at 10? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:29 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

Sally, 

Nice to see you at the basketball game. 

Not much to report,                  were both in last week for conversations. 
focused and directed toward academics and golf. 

I’ve reviewed courses and schedules with both for the semester and things seem fine. 

in particular this semester, seems more 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:3 5 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

C. O’Mara, Katy <cuneo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Barnes, Phil <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Jenny, 

came if for meetings. They are to start 6 hours of study hall/week this week, checking in with me when I’m in the 

building, and on the computer when I’m not. 

were in and both are fine right now. 

The freshmen: 
dropped a Phil class last week before the deadline to lighten her load. 

I had to cancel meetings with which we’ll make up next week. 

6 of the freshmen have a HIST exam on Friday. We’ll set a study time after practice today. 

No other issues to report right now. 

Tony 

met her study hall hours last week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:3 7 PM 

Galvin, Derek <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach, 

I don’t work on Fridays so the weekly report will most likely arrive Mondays. 

I met with last week and her schedule is in order and all her professors know ~ this week. 

did not come if for her meeting last week. I hope to see her Wednesday and talk about her schedule for this semester. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                12:10 PM 

@email.unc.edu 
Re: hours 

Sorry for the delay in getting back to you. I’m glad you’re working on COMM    and I know that group projects happen in that class. 
I’m trying to be flexible but you have to understand that what Jenny and I want are verifiable hours. I agree that your Tues/Thurs 
schedule doesn’t leave time for morning hours. But there is some flexibility Mon & Wed. and there are evening hours when you could 
come in. So for this week, let’s have you find a way to get 2 hours in the AC, either by checking in with me or on the computer, and 
then next week, do the 6 in the AC like we talked about last week. 

>>> < ~email.unc.edu> 8:00 PM >>> 
hey tony- 

Just wanted to let you know that i am over at the UL working on a group 
project we have for comm    (8-10) tonight-- were going to be meeting 
2 other times this week at night because of every ones schedules- how 
does that work for hours because I’m not going to be able to go into 
the ac during the day bc of classes/practice and lifting this 
semester..? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                1:33 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

came by for her regular meeting this am and stayed for about 45 minutes. We had a good conversation. At your convenience, 
why don’t you give me a call and I can share what I learned. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vangelder, Mazielle A" <mvangelde@unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 24, 2013 8:23 AM 

UNCAA-Fxeryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyo un@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Item - 5/24/13 - Current Event 

Appeals court revives case against video game 
maker 
U SATO DAY. coln 

A federal appeals court panel on Tuesday overturned a district court ruling that had dismissed a former 
Rutgers football player’s lawsuit against video game manufacturer Electronic Arts for illegally using his likeness 
and biographical information in its college football games. 
By a 2-1 vote, judges in the 3rd Circuit returned the case to U.S. District Court in New Jersey for further 
proceedings consistent with its opinion. 
Michael Rubin, a lawyer who argued for the plaintiff before the Circuit Court panel, said Wednesday that 
when the case resumes at the district court level, his side will file a motion seeking to have the case certified 
as a class action. 
EA spokesman John Reseburg said the company intends to "seek further court review." Asked Wednesday 
whether that would mean asking for a review of the case by all judges of the 3rd Circuit or trying to take the 
case to the Supreme Court, Reseburg said: "It’s too soon to tell." 
Tuesday’s opinion, written by Circuit Judge Joseph A. Greenaway Jr., (and a dissent by Judge Thomas L. 
Ambro) includes observations about some of the same issues being contested in two other federal cases. 
There is a wider-ranging anti-trust lawsuit before a federal district court in California against EA, the NCAA and 
Collegiate Licensing Co., the nation’s leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm, and a case 
parallel to that one currently under consideration by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 
The anti-trust suit, whose named plaintiffs include former UCLA basketball star Ed O’Bannon, concerns the 
use of college football and men’s basketball players’ names and likenesses and is heading toward a hearing 
June 20 on whether it will certified as a class action. If the O’Bannon case is certified as a class action, it likely 
would bring thousands of current and former college athletes into the case and potentially place billions of 
dollars in damages at stake. 
Meanwhile, three judges from the 9th Circuit are still considering an appeal from EA in a case related to the 
O’Bannon proceeding that involves former Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller and EA’s use 
of his likeness in video games.The three judges heard arguments on that matter in July 2012. In a footnote 
to his Tuesday ruling, Judge Greenaway wrote that the Keller case "is simply our own case incarnated in 
California." 
A transcript of the oral arguments before Greenaway and the 3rd Circuit panel were entered into the record 
of the Keller case last October. 
Also potentially noteworthy about Tuesday’s ruling: it came aPcer the case had been argued before a panel 
of judges that included one temporarily assigned to the 3rd Circuit, which has jurisdiction over New Jersey, 
Delaware and Pennsylvania, from the 9th Circuit, which has jurisdiction over several western states including 
California. (This judge, A. Wallace Tashima, was not among the judges handling the appeal in the Keller 
case.) 
A ruling in EA’s favor in the Keller case could set the stage for a Supreme Court review because two federal 
circuit courts would be in opposition on the same legal issue. 
The New Jersey case involves Ryan Hart, a Rutgers quarterback for the 2002 through the 2005 seasons. 



He filed a presumptive class-action suit in November 2009. U.S. District Judge Freda Wolfson dismissed the 
case in September 2011, saying that EA’s use of Hart’s likeness was protected by the First Amendment, 
which offers a shield to video games as expressive speech. 
However, Greenaway wrote: "As with other types of expressive conduct, the protection afforded to games 
can be limited in situations where the right of free expression necessarily conflicts with other protected rights. 
The instant case presents one such situation." 

He noted that EA college football video game’s "success owes to its focus on realism and detail" and that "in 
NCAA Football 2006, Rutgers’ quarterback, player number 13, is 6’2" tall, weighs 197 pounds and resembles 
Hart." 
Greenaway, in another part of the opinion, writes: "~ the digital avatar does closely resemble the genuine 
article. Not only does the digital avatar match Appellant in terms of hair color, hair style and skin tone, but 
the avatar’s accessories mimic those worn by (Hart) during his time as a Rutgers player. The information, as 
has already been noted, also accurately tracks (Hart’s) vital and biographical details .... 
"The digital Ryan Hart does what the actual Ryan Hart did while at Rutgers: he plays college football, in digital 
recreations of college football stadiums, filled with all the trappings of a college football game." 
On a more general basis, Greenaway wrote that EA "seeks to create a realistic depiction of college football 
for the users. Part of this realism involves generating realistic representations of the various college teams 
which includes the realistic representations of the players." 
How this could affect the O’Bannon case remains to be seen. 
For example, a filing made public on Monday includes portions of a deposition from one of the other named 
plaintiffs in the case, former Connecticut basketball player Tate George, in which George said that the 
avatars in several versions of a video game that are supposed to represent him do not resemble him. 
George also said the face of his avatar also appears on other players representing other teams. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 

Jennifer M. CondaJcas 
Associate Commissioner tbr Compliance / SWA Liai~n 

BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 
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Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

no major grades or academic events this week. Begins tutoring at Elem for EDUC    HIST 
grade should come back on Friday. Seems to be doing well. 

reports an 80 on a BIOL exam and a 58 on a DRAM exam. Blames low study hall hours on failure of tutors 
to report his attendance. I told him to email her for confirmation of his hours. I have no definitive 
answer for you. 3 weeks in a row - knows the difficulty now and could handle this himself by 
being here and by signing into study hall. 

iiiiiiiiiii !i   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Anatomy test did not go well at all. Reported a 36. Is working with professor about writing for extra 
credit. Other courses are under control. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
low study hall hours, will check at meeting this week about that. Reports a 65 on GEOL test and a 65 on 
DRAM test. Does not seem confident academically. Should be in study hall more hours. 

ECON midterm was a 73. First ENGL feeder paper was an A. seems to be figuring things out. 
Hours are low - will check with him at meeting this week. 

Impressed with his organization. Reports a 71 on DRAM and a 77on GEOL. Set him up with advising 
appointments to prepare for scheduling next semester. 

in good shape. Discussed and AFRI project and an ECON test which was last week. 

Low hours credited on study hall. First week of October has several big events. Nature student who 
seems to have things under control. 

iiiiiiiiiii !i!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
much improved this week with 80 on the paper that he submitted late in the EXSS class. 

better meeting than the week before. GEOL and ENGL grades should come in this week and we’ll get a 
real progress report on his academics 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
First HIST grade a 69. ENGL grade a 96. Studies during the day here in the AC. He seems to have a 
handle on how to get things done, but the HIST grade was low. I don’t have a clear handle on his 
academic ability yet. 

much better meeting this week. Discussed the need to be here for tutoring rather than at the Law 
School at night. First ECON test was a 54 - which prompted the recommendation to be here with our 
ECON tutor. 

............................................... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

ENGL grades of 75 and 77 for the week. Advising appt made.     needs a lot of guidance about how to 

make his way through the university. Needs to develop more independence and responsibility. 

Academics are going to be a struggle with him. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

did not meet hours this week 

made a 79.5 on Dr. Barney’s HIS-I- exam. Very proud of the work she did there. Had another B 
grade for a major grade last week. Her hard work is being rewarded. 

I’m sure she studied more than that at the AC. DRAM - 94. SPAN - 84. PSYC - 81.5. ECON - 9?-. Terrific 
grades. No worries here. 

EXSS test was an 84. Her first grade at the ’B’ [eve[ and she was happy. 

talked about schedules for next semester prior to her Portland trip. 

Two ’B’ grades this week. 84 in GERM and 84 in EXSS. Solid performances. 

has become very conscientious about her responsibilities and working on papers early and getting help. I 
see real improvement in her approach to her academics. 

I saw no recorded hours this week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiii~!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
8?- on an ENGL paper but she did not use the writing lab and she should. Working with to get her 
cleared for extra test time. A ways to go yet on that but she needs it. 

C on an ENGL paper. Not confident academically and I think that she wi[[ struggle with her courses for 
some time. 

EXSS grade was an 87. She’[[ make it through just fine. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiii~iii0ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Here more than 6 hours actually. 94 in BIOL, 98 in DRAM (and was upset it wasn’t higher) and an 86 in 

HIST. I ask her if she was dealing with making a ’B’ successfully and she said she was. Fun conversation. 

She’s not obsessed with good grades, but she gets them anyway. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
82 in EXSS. Solid score. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

uneventful week academically - no grades to report - great used of the Academic Center. ~ in good 

shape 

came by [ate in the week to reschedu[e the weekly meeting. We’re set for Monday early 

afternoon now. I hope that he now understands the 5 ways that he can legitimately earn hours and we’[[ 

begin again with        with a fresh start Monday afternoon. 

PSYC test upcoming, ECOH grade should report this week. I think he’s handling things this semester so 

far. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
nothing major to report this week. My sense is that     is going to struggle throughout the semester. 

He doesn’t seem confident academically and his scores so far back that up. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no grades to report. Hours are low for the second week in a row. 

had a 77 to report in GEOL and a 71 to report in DRAM. Recommended an appt with University 

adviser to answer transfer credits and hours questions. Responsible kid. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no new grades to report. Hot worried about 

another good meeting with He is set up we[[ to have a good semester grade-wise if he performs 

on his tests. 

iiiiiiiiiii !i   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii°iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
another good meeting with who reported a B in EHGL and a 68 in GEOL (lowest grad gets 

dropped). No dear picture in his other 2 classes - but we should have those grades next week. 

HIST paper due last Friday - no grades to report this week. 

reports an A- on an EHGL paper and a 76 on EXSS. Responsible kid who wants to do we[[. 

wit[ continue to need constant tutoring to make it through HIST 151. Thinking about taking EDUC 
passlfai[ - probably a good idea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               8:53 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Jenny, 

Thanks for the feedback on 

Mary told me on Friday that the evaluation process for         designation at Carolina was completed and she did not meet the 
standard for services here. At the end of our weekly last week, I took    down to Mary’s office where Mary shared some other ideas 
that might lead to qualification for services. Mary senses a reluctance from    to get on board with that program,     schedule this 
fall is such that there are very few grades for her to report to this point so that’s why I used the ’treading water’ phrase. I just don’t 
know fight now whether she’s in trouble or not. My guess, and its only a guess, is that the first round of tests might bring a real 
surprise for her (and in EDUC    , the only test is a final), hasn’t been using the writing lab, despite encouragement from Mary 
and me to do so. 

I think you’re exactly right about We’ll keep working on them over here. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slinghiff-Levy 
Thanks Tony, 

8:37 PM >>> 

in the past year. I know she is sorking with Mary as well. She is a hard worker in the classroom and 
comes froma good high school - however, since we have never worked with her before, I am not sure where her strengths and 
weaknesses lie academically. 

probably will struggle because I do not think she brings good study habits from high school. She was up and down grade wise. 
You may know better - but it may be a time management thing and also knowing how to study most effectively. 

ffyou have any suggestions on how we can get these guys on the fight track - let em know, 

Thanks -- Jenny 

Jenny Slinghiff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 

2005 Carolina Lacrosse Camps 
June 10-12 Elite Day Clinic in Central Square, NY 
June 19-22 Rising Stars Camp in Chapel Hill, NC 
June 24-26 Carolina Elite Camp in Chapel Hill, NC 
Information and On-line registration available at tarheelblue.com 

>>> Tony Yount 7:36 PM >>> 
Jenny, 

Some of the girl’s hours were a bit short because of the scrimmage,                          are the two freshmen that I think 
may struggle with the academic end of things. I get a sense that they’re treading water right now and we’ll have a clear picture of their 
progress after Fall Break. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                8:3 8 AM 

Garman, Herb <herb.garman@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you very much for that information. 

Tony Yount 

>>> "Herb Garman" <herb.garman@unc.edu> 
Mr. Yount, 

/2007 6:25 PM >>> 

I apologize that it has taken me so long to get back to you.           received a 94 on her first exam. I can not take attendance as 
the class is so large and the exam is the only thing to signify her grade to this point. 

Thank you 

Herb Garman 
Associate Director, Center for Dramatic Art 
Department of Dramatic Art 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3230 Center for Dramatic Art, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3230 
919-962-1557 herb.garman@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@uncaa.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:23 PM 
To: herb.garman@unc.edu 
Subject: 

Dr. Garman 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in DRAM        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday                2:33 PM 

Martin, John <jmaxtin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

I’ll get that to you on Monday 

Tony 

>>> John Martin 10:56 AM >>> 

Tony - 
Can you please send me an updated list of 
the media guide by early next week. 
Thanks in advance for your help. 
John 

John Martin 
Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919.962.0084 

Fax: 919.962.0612 

majors and let me know- of any that were on the Dean’s List last year? I need this information for use in 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

good meeting - academic situation is very good. HIST progress report from prof showed a grade of 

87 based on 40% of course work. Only report received. 

competition in Tenn prevented meeting and many study ha[[ hours this week. Academic situation is very 
good. HIST    progress report from prof showed a grade of 87 based on 40% of work. Only progress 
report received. 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Progress reports from professors: 

GEOL B based on 20% of grade 

GEOG C+ based on 30% of grade 

ENGL - B- based on 30% of grade 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii !i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
prog report: 
GEOL     F based on 20% of grade 

reports that he has talked with the professor about his situation. He also reports that his other 

classes are in better shape. No other prog reports have come in on him yet. 

prog reports: 
ENGL     B based on 33% of grade. 

can’t make his meeting on time, always switches days on me. Seems OK in his classes. Hard to get a 

read on him. 

no prog reports from professors 
reports a 72.5 on a POLl exam. 

Prog reports: 
ECON     B based on 30% percent of grade 

reports a B on a feeder paper for ENGL. Solid student, in control of his academics. 

prog reports: 
DRAM B+ based on 28% of grade 

SPAN 89 based on 29% of grade 

Everything is good except for an STOR class. We are waiting on a grade in that do decide whether or not 

to drop the crass. 

prog report: 
GEOL B- based on 25% of grade. 

reports a 91 in DRAM and B in ENGL as grades for this week. Solid student. No problems. 

no prog reports or grades to report from Jamie this week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no prog reports. 

reports a 91 on an ENGL major paper. 

but only briefly due to a hectic Friday for both of us. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Monday,               4:16 PM 

Martin, John <jmartin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

John, 

No 

Majors: 

on the Dean’s List last year. 

I hope this is what you needed. Please let me know if there are other things that you need. 

Tony 

Tony - 

Can you please send me an updated list of wrestling majors and let me know of any 
information for use in the media guide by early next week. 
Thanks in advance for your help. 
John 

that were on the Dean’s List last year? I need this 

John Martin 
Assistant Director of Athletic Communications 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919.962.0084 
Fax: 919.962.0612 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, ’ 1 : 18 PM 

- - @uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Study Hall hours - updated info. 

Good Morning Coach, 

Certainly there has been much discussion over here about the reporting of hours, and some things here will change as a result. 

The first thing I did this morning is go and get the study hall laptop computer and check it. The following ARE in the data 
base with correct PID numbers registered for them. 

The computer that they are to use to sign in for study hall hour credit is the laptop computer in the study hall in the auditorium. This 
was clearly communicated to them in the initial freshman meeting at the beginning of the year. 

The following        have logged in to the study hall computer at some point in the semester (followed by their total hours for the 
semester on the study hall computer): 

for a team total of 16.65 hours for the 
semester to date. 

That does not include hours from the writing lab, or hours from scheduled appointments with tutors. Robert has charged me with 
generating a report for the semester to date that will attempt to document study hall hours from regular study hall, the writing lab, and 
assigned tutoring sessions and track whether the tutor was present, the students were present, and whether or not feedback forms were 
filed. I will be working on that report this week and hope to have it completed by Thursday afternoon. That report will include my 
other 3 teams as well. The other teams are not having trouble with meeting hours or with the reporting of hours, so I hope the research 
that I’m about to do will uncover what it is about        that is different in the process. The only thing that I can put my finger on 
fight now without having completed my review is that my other 3 teams use the study hall for hours, and        doesn’t. ( 

14.29 hours by 2 57.05 hours by 42.60 hours by 

I understand your frustration. It frustrates me to send the reports that might not be complete, as I have mentioned to you before. I 
would be happy to come to a meeting with the freshmen and explain how hours are counted if you think that would help. I can only 
report hours that I can see. They can help me see the hours by coming by or emailing me on Fridays and telling me what hours they 
think that they have earned. We could try that. Certainly I’m not out to make their lives miserable, or yours. I just want to report to you 
accurately what they have done. 

Tony 

>>> 5:37 PM >>> 
Tony, I wrote to Robert this morning regarding the study hall hours situation and I copy him here. I planned on having most of my 
freshman and a few upper-classmen meet at 6:30am tomorrow so they can learn to go to study hall. After practice this evening I met 
with each one on your weekly report. 

They are absolutely adamant that not only are most of them doing their six hours, but most of them are doing more than that. Several 
of them vouched for each other. There is absolutely no doubt in my mind they are telling the truth.....the freshman are still scared of 



me. 

Here is what they said: 

They are supposed to check-in on the computer in the study hall lab. Almost all of them say that they are not entered on the computer 
system. They have tried on numerous occasions to check in and nothing comes up when they type in their PID. So, they go over to 
the writing lab and sign in (proving they were them). 

says he did "at least" 6 hours last week, not 4. He has three tutors and he says it has been a recurring problem that the tutors 
do not turn in attendance. 

You show zero for     he went crazy because he also stated he had way over 6 hours; 2 hours on tutors alone of which he has not 
missed a session. All the guys say     lives in the academic Center. 

two hours tutors and always is there. 

You had 4.25 for he says that is absolutely wrong. He has at least 6 plus last week, which I guess counts. 

You have 1 hour for         and he said last week he logged at least 7 hours over there. He indicated that his tutor last night never 
showed up, which I am l~earing a lot. 

Three of my guys have geology tutor and they all say she has no idea what she is doing. She is a Spanish teacher and knows 
absolutely nothing about geology. 

Please understand that I am in no way complaining. However, when written reports go out every week showing that my guys are not 
making an effort it creates a perception that is not good for me or my program. If they are not getting it done I have absolutely no 
problem holding them accountable. However, I can’t do that if it is not their fault, especially if they are getting it done. ff we are 
going to track these guys hours and hold them accountable then we need to get a system that works. At the very least their names 
should be on the main check-in computer. 

I greatly appreciate what you do for us and I hope this is taken as productive feedback. 

Let me know what I can do or if you feel I am offbase. 

Carmichael Gym, Room 

PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                1:30 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Fwd: I will be Late to practice 

Robert’s answer is certainly more knowledgeable that mine would have been. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock         7 12:16 PM >>> 
Tony, are these teachers allowed to do this? I was under the impression we had a better repoire with these people than this. Who do I 
see to complain about this? Not that it’s a big deal that he’s missing practice but what is next? 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 

>>>                   ~email.unc.edu>          7:56 PM >>> 
Hey coach my teacher is making me go see him tomorrow at 3:00 pm so 
that mean i will be late to practice. I tired to tell him i had 
practice but he said he wouldnt change the time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                1 O: 10 AM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coach, 

This week’s report includes two weeks worth of progress reports. I did not do hours last week due to the short week and a required 
meeting for them that made earning hours difficult, both have excellent progress reports and are in good shape 
academically. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2007 10:20 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Weekly 

wrestllingl0.21.pdf 

Coach, 

This week’s report contains all the progress report information we have received to date. So far, your            have a 2.07 

collective GPA based on those progress reports to date. I didn’t include study hall hours for last week due to the short week and the 
required meeting that interfered with their study hall time. We start a new tutor reporting system this week that should help with the 
accuracy of the information that I send to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2007 10:50 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

Mlaxl0.21.pdf 

Coach, 

This week’s report includes all of the progress reports we have received to date. I did not include hours last week due to the short week 
and a required meeting for the freshmen that made hours difficult to get.             have a collective GPA of 2.7 based on the 
progress reports we’ve received so far. Also, they are clocking in at 107% of their assigned study hall time. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                12:56 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

one more 

I omitted a prog report on 
EXSS    C based on 30% of coursework. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

abigelow@email.unc.edu 

Prog Report 

I am Tony Yount, Academic Adviser in the Student Support Center for Student Athletes. Thank you for your recent progress report 
concerning a student in your ENGL    class. Your detailed comments were very useful to us as her coach and I met 
with to address the time managemem issues in your class, and in other areas of her time here at Carolina. We have put several 
ideas into practice that we hope will improve her performance. Very few instructors take the time to give us the excellem feedback 
that you gave us about      Thank you again. We hope that you will see positive results in the coming weeks. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,,               3:34 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

more progress reports 

more progress reports just arrived. 

)RAM 
)RAM 
- DRAM 

¯ DRAM 
¯ DRAM 

B 
F 

C 
F 
D 

based on 20% of coursework 

BIOL B- (based on first two tests. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               ’ 8:49 AM 

Martinson, Patricia <pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC 

Thanks Patricia, 

will need to turn in her schedule information before she leaves on Wednesday. She and I have already talked about that and she 
has the proper form. 

Take care, 
Tony 

>>> Patricia Martinson 6:05 PM >>> 
HI Tony, 

Just wanted to let you know who would be traveling to our last tournament. We will be playing at 
We leave Wednesday afternoon. First round is Friday and final round is Sunday. 

Lineup: 

tournament at 

Have a great week! 

Go Tar Heels! 
Patricia Martinson 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Assistant Women’s Golf Coach 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 843-4063 
pmartinson@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                8:52 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:        Majors 

Please let me know if I can help in any other way. 

Tony 

>>> Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony: 

Can you send me the majors of the 
sure what I have hasn’t changed. 

Thanks ! 

Lee 

Lee Snyder 
UNC Athletic Communications 
919-962-8095 
Fax: 919-962-0612 
P. O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514 
www.TarHeelBlue.com 

1:14 PM >>> 

team members. I want to make 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                11:54 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Prog Report 

Re_ Prog Report.msg 

Jenny, 

Everything that I have seen from 
since our meeting with her seems good, but this is a very disturbing email from her 

ENGL prof about class attendance in the ENGL class. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<abigelow@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               ’9:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Prog Report 

Dear Tony, 

Thanks for your input. I’m glad that      has worked out a plan to 
improve her performance in the class. Unfortunately, I’m not sure that 
it’s working. She and I met yesterday, but I’m not sure that I got 
through to her. 

She missed both classes this week, bringing her total number of 
absences to 5. That includes, per departmental policy, a missed 
conference and a draft workshop day on which she didn’t bring a draft 
workshop. 

In a Tuesday/Thursday section of English            students are 
allowed to miss 2 classes. If they miss 6, equivalent to 3 weeks of 
coursework, they fail the course. 

currently has a 58% in the course, but she is close to failing 
due to attendance. Do you have any way to get in touch with her tutor 
to update him/her? 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Bigelow 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
Greenlaw 307 
CB #3520 

School of Romance Languages 
Dey mailbox #407 
CB #3170 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> I am Tony Yount, Academic Adviser in the Student Support Center for 
> Student Athletes. Thank you for your recent progress report 
> concerning              a student in your ENGL    class. Your 
> detailed comments were very useful to us as her coach and I met with 
>      to address the time management issues in your class, and in 
> other areas of her time here at Carolina. We have put several ideas 
> into practice that we hope will improve her performance. Very few 
> instructors take the time to give us the excellent feedback that you 
> gave us about      Thank you again. We hope that you will see 
> positive results in the coming weeks. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> 

> 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

new prog report: 

ENGL     A- based on 40% of coursework. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2007 5:19 PM 

mac. com 
Fwd: Re: Weekly 

Re_ Weekly.msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C D Mock <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                2:28 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Anything you can do to let his teachers know would be 
appreciated. Hopefully, he will be a little better tomorrow. 

>>> Tony Yount 
Coach, 

2:10 PM >>> 

emailed their hours to me on Friday as we had asked. 

were right on target, matched our records exactly,          didn’t and I’m still working on that. 

No one else emailed hours. In general though, the hours were much closer to the assigned hours last week. A 
step in the right direction for us over here with our new system, and for the freshmen. 
Tony 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Co: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               8:58 AM 

kstrong@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Professors, 

Sophomore 
He spent the day Monday at the 

dental school in quite a bit of pain. We hope his condition improves 
day-by-day. We wanted to let you know. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor - Student Athlete Support Services 
843-2328 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

the poor child is really sick. We worked on her schedule and I wi[[ check with her tomorrow to see if 

she’s been able to register. 

good to see her again after a long time. We spent our time on her schedule for next semester. 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

this meeting we spent the entire time working on his schedule for next semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
is was in on Friday and we scheduled him for next semester. 

schedule for next semester was our focus at his meeting this week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
had a good ECON score to report. 

Spent the rest of the time planning his spring semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a C on a POLl test 

focus of this week’s meeting was his schedule 

schedule planning was the focus of the meeting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a B on an ENGL paper 

schedule for next semester is worked out 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an 81 on a CHIN test 

schedule for next semester was the focus of this week’s meeting 

reports a bad CHEM test - 42 

reports a good ENGL feeer - 92 

reports a solid ECON grade of 78 

worked on schedule for next semester 

schedule for next semester is done 

focused on the schedule. His good study ha[[ work continues. 

Advised by Linwood Webster that due to HS Math course, Matt is free to take any Math he chooses, does not need SAT II - 

Oct 16th 



Weekly Report 

Sunday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

no new grades - worked on schedule 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no new grades - worked on schedule 
checked his new schedule Sat morning and it is too hard for him - will address that this week. 

reports a 50 on a GEOI_ test (class avg 67) 

Worked on his schedule. 

iiiiiiiiii !i 2 iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
anatomy (EXSS    , is a major concern - other courses seem under control. 

no new grades - worked on schedule 

is in the middle of a tough stretch of tests but wasn’t here working very much last week. Worked 
on his schedule at his meeting. 

great schedule set - in good shape - no new grades 

will get some major test scores back this week. 

reports a 93 on Geo[ Lab 

didn’t see this week 

good meeting this week with StiU seems on track for a GPA over 2.5 this semester. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
tried to work on his schedule (freshmen registered Saturday) but he seemed disinterested. We’ll check 

his schedule this week. 

didn’t see him this week, assume that his health issues were the reason. 

no new grades - worked on schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 2:34 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops 

Coach Austin, 

I thoroughly enjoyed Friday night’s Executive Cup dinner. What a great reward it must be for you to watch those kids grow over the 4 
or 5 years that you have them. I’m sorry that      ~ grandmother couldn’t attend, but feel very fortunate that I got to sit in her chair 
and witness that event. You obviously run a very impressive program and its been an honor to work with you and your kids this fall. 

Mary Willingham from the Academic Center is offering three workshops over the next several Sundays. 
11/11 reading for content, note taking 
11/18 academic writing and proper citation 
12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

My feeling is that I’ll assign both                  to attend the final session about exam prep. I’ll assign      to attend the 
session on academic writing, mainly because she showed me a POLI paper that earned a ’D’ and was poorly done. I am confident that 
both are capable note takers. This is a new part of the job for me and I didn’t want to assign tasks to your players without informing 
you and asking if you further advice for me. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops and Study Hall 

was the only freshmen to email me his study hall hours for the week. 
This week as they come to see me, I’m checking over last week’s hours with them. 
I had         for 3.5. He said he had 5.5 and he was right. I tracked down the tutor and confirmed the hours. 
Lopes said he had 3 instead of the 1 that I had. I can’t confirm that until tonight. 

Bottom line - if they send the hours each week that they think they have, I can usually confirm them and have accurate reports. 

Mary Willinghaan is offering three workshops over the next several Sunday nights: 

11/11 reading for content, note taking 
11/18 academic writing and proper citation 
12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

My thinking is that all the freshmen should attend the exam prep workshop on 
I think that                     could benefit from the note-taking workshop. 

I wanted to run that by you before I assigned those sessions. Any thoughts or recommendations before I inform the kids? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 4:43 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Workshops 

Mary Willingham is offering three workshops over the next several Sunday nights: 

11/l 1 reading for content, note taking 
11/18 academic writing and proper citation 
12/2 test strategies/finals preparation 

My thinking is that all the freshmen should attend tile exam prep workshop on 12/2. 
I think                          would benefit from the note-taking session. 

I thought I would send an email to all the freshmen announcing the workshops and telling them that we expect them to attend the 
finals prep workshop (for study hall hours credit, of course) and then send a separate email to               encouraging them to 

go to the reading/note-taking session. 

I wanted to run those thoughts by you before sending the emails. Any advice or direction for me? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 8:51 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

travel letters 

Coach 

was just in asking for a travel letter for this fall. All students were told at the beginning of the semester that we would have 
travel letters here for them for 2 weeks, and after that, the athletes could get them from the coaches. I do remember those instructions 
being given to them. If I can get my hands on a travel letter today, I’ll make copies and bring them over to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 5:01 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Senior stuff 

Coach 

The folks who plan the separate graduation event for graduating athletes wants a list of seniors that will graduate at some point in 
2008. I would hate to leave someone offthat list. Am I missing one of your wrestlers? 

Thanks, 
Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Vangelder, Marielle A" <invangelder@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21,2013 8:11 AM 

UNCAA-Eveiyone <uncaa-eveiyone@groups .unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Daily Compliance Itenl- 5/20/13- 15¯2¯8¯1.2, 16.5.2- Stmuner Aid vs. Sununer Expenses 

All [] 

Please see yesterday[]s Daily Compliance Item. 

As is outlined in the scenario below, a student may not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the full cost 

of room and board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student-athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns about student-athletes who are enrolled in summer school AND continue to participate in postseason competition. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: 

i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Clay Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Clay and a few of his teammates have 
qualified for the NCAA championships, so they are required to remain on campus to practice. Additionally, 
Clay has enrolled in summer school classes that will take place while he is preparing for the tournament. 
Clay is receiving a full athletic scholarship to cover his summer school expenses. As part of his full 
scholarship, Clay will receive the full cost of room and board. 

Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide Clay with the same room and board stipend as his 
teammates that are not enrolled in summer school? 

No. Clay is receiving financial aid to cover the full cost of room and board, and he is not permitted to 
receive any expenses in excess of the full cost of room and board. I~l¢AA Staff Interpretation- 
5/13/11- Summer Financial Aid and Vacation Period Expenses (I)- states that a student-athlete 
who is enrolled in an institution’s summer term, and is required to remain on campus for organized practice 
sessions (e.g., practice in preparation for an NCAA championship), may receive financial aid in accordance 
with the summer financial-aid legislation and vacation-period expenses, provided the student-athlete does 
not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the 
full cost of room and board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student- 
athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 

[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes), 16.5.2 (vacation-period expenses) and 
staff interpretation (04/12/1991, Item Ref d), which has been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 
icondaras(~bi~east.or~ www.bi~east.or~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             11:36 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

FYI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Emma Mae 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Lance. 

10:36 AM 

Sorry for the delay. I have been out of the office,      has made at least o C or better in her Spring     courses. Once her records 
are updated, I will officially do her evaluation. Hopefully, that should take place before the end of the day. 

Emma Robinson 
Transfer Credit Evaluator 
Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
CB#2200 Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2200 

Email: erobinson@admissions.unc.edu 
General Admission 919-843-3625 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Robinson, Emma Mae 
Subject: FW: 

10:39 AM 

Hey Emma, 

Was wondering if you could check       final UGA transcript to make sure she got C’s or better this past semester. Sounds like it’s 
arrived with her application and we just need to make sure we’re advising her properly. Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

10:05 AM 

I know that admissions now has her transcript, but I don’t know the grades. I’ll email her and ask. This is what I sent to her last week. 
I just want to be sure that we are meeting eligibility requirements so that she can play. 

the requirements that you need to fulfill are HS, VP, LA, PH, CI, QR, EE, US, LFIT and WB. 

You have basically two paths to choose for second session summer school. You need 4 hours credit. All students at Carolina have to 
take an LFIT class (like a PE class in high school). It is for one hour credit. Classes are offered in beginning jogging (LFIT     and 



exercise and conditioning (LFIT    ,. ff you combined an LFIT class with one of the classes listed below, you would get the hours 
that you need. Or you can delay the LFIT and take 2 summer session courses. 

I list these classes below simply because they would fill multiple requirements for you. It looks like the minimum number of courses 
you will need to complete your general education requirements is about 5 if you take advantage of classes that fulfill more than one 
requirement. When you are cleared to register, it would be most helpful if we could have a phone conversation when you are ready to 
select classes. 

AFAM (HS & US) 
ART (VP & WB) 
AMST (LA & US) 
WMST (LA & US) 
PHIL (PH & WI3) 
RELI (PH & WB) 
PHIL (PH & US) 

On , at 9:57 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Attached is where we ended up with her transfer credits - if those 4 hours of credit fit for her major and she’ll have 60% met after 
SS, then go for it. 
> 

> Also, do you have her final grades from UGA? Just want to be sure she has C’s or better from this past spring so that I know we can 
count on the 9 hours from this past semester to get to 68. 
> 
> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc, edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 

> should be admitted today or tomorrow. Would we be OK with putting her in an LFIT and one 3 hr summer school course 
(that fulfills at least 2 Gen Ed requirements) for summer II. I want to be certain that 4 hours is what we need to have her eligible for 
fall. Can you confirm that before she registers? 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2007 12:23 PM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Underload approval letter 

Susan, 

More trials with Tony learning the job. I think that I just sent you a fax at noon Wednesday of an underload approval for 
). If it did not get to you, please let me know and I’ll do better on the next attempt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2007 9:00 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Underload approval letter 

About to send again, with Doug’s instruction. 

who was under 12 hours yesterday, has added SPAN 

Tony 

and is up to 13 hours again. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/30/2007 8:28 AM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
I am in today and do not see an underload form for 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 

>>> Tony Yount 8/29/2007 12:23 PM >>> 
Susan, 

More trials with Tony learning the job. I think that I just sent you a fax at noon Wednesday of an underload approval for 
If it did not get to you, please let me know and I’ll do better on the next attempt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 30, 2007 10:57 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FAX 

your fax number - 2-6002 - just rings and rings. I never get the digital sounds. Perhaps I have no communication skills with 20th 
century devices. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 8/30/2007 10:15 AM >>> 
No sign of the fax yet. Yes, is no longer showing up on the 12 hour report. So he is all set. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:06 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mau Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance to 
visit. I have enjoyed meeting your        and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 
available this morning and all of your freshmen should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your        logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your met or exceeded the 4 hours that 

were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your 
tutors assigned for them? 

who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send 
that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:17 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach Haus, 

I have enjoyed meeting your         and I’m learning new- things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably expecting a weekly report. I just learned about 
weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me. First meetings with have already occurred and the rest will happen next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just available this morning and all of 
your         should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For 
this week, we recorded no hours by any of your          In their defense, the schedules didn’t go out today. However, at our meeting last Friday, and at Sunday night’s 

meeting, they were informed of the hours and that English and Math tutors were available on a drop in basis. Apparently, none chose to take advantage of 
those services on their own. Next Friday I can provide you a much more detailed accounting of and hours as the system will be up and working. The center is 
closed Sunday and Monday nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about the few- you have who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours aJld/or tutors assigned for them? 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send that to me, I would greatly 
appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I cam help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,               4:25 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Coach Austi~ 

I enjoyed meeting you and your team on Wednesday. I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

Both        have scheduled weekly appointments with me. I met with      today and the first meeting with        will occur 
next week. I got to visit with both of them Wednesday night as they are both in a HIST class and I will double as their tutor this 
semester. They’re both great kids and are very happy to be here. 

Study Hall was a bit chaotic this week as we are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. 
and        were marvelously responsible and each earned more than 6 hours this week individually in spite of the fact that they did 
not get the final version of the schedule until mid-week. 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with the team. If you could have someone 
send that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 9:32 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Important! 

Good morning Coach and thanks for the quick response. 

does have a meeting scheduled, but his request came in at 6:20 Friday afternoon after I had sent you the list of those who 
hadn’t. I confirmed his appointment at 6:25 Friday afternoon. So he didn’t lie to anyone, he just didn’t come through with the whole 
time sequence. But he is set with an appointment now. 

also emailed me Friday evening and we set an appointment time so is OK. 

emailed me and told me that he wasn’t a        but your email makes clear that he is to see me and go to tutoring. I 
received an email from him this morning and his appointment is set. 

At this point, are the two that have NOT scheduled appointments. 

I will send a separate email shortly with an attached Excel spreadsheet that will include weekly meeting times and tutoring schedules 
for all your        and for 

I will email                                                               this afternoon and ask them to come in to see 
me this week so that we can talk about their schedules and their needs for this semester. I will let you know when those meetings are 
set and would welcome the chance to talk with you about each kid. 

Thanks for being so clear in your communication with your team and with me. It certainly helps me do my job. The 
confusion is my fault. That situation has been corrected. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Separate email with schedules to follow from my @gmail.com account. 

>>> C D Mock        8:51 AM >>> 
Tony, here is another one I got as response. seems to think he did set up a meeting time with you ..... 

>>>        ~email.unc.edu>        8:40 PM >>> 
Quoting c D Mock <cd@uncaa.tmc.edu>: 

> All                        were told to schedule a weekly 
> appointment with Tony in the Academic Center. It was very clear that 
> this was to be done by last Friday. Only four guys accomplished 
> this; The following did NOT: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> If this is not completed by ALL of these guys by Wednesday at 5pm, 
> the entire team will meet this coming Friday morning at 7:00am for 
> conditioning; it will not be pleasant. 
> 

> 

> Study Hall for all starts this week. You should have 



> received an email with the hours you are scheduled to be at study 
> hall. If you did not, YOU need to contact Tony TODAY! There will 
> be no excuses and no exceptions; miss study hall or tutorial and you 
> will incur early morning workouts. Continue to miss and you will 
> lose scholarship and miss competitions. 
> 

> 

> Finally, the following people have not responded to my prior email 
> regarding parking passes. I need the make and type of your car, your 
> plates, and the state. The list will be sent in on Wednesday 
> morning. If I don’t have this info. by then, you are not getting a 
> parking pass.: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> C.D. Mock 
> UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
> 
> Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> (919) 962-5212 
> coach I have a scheduled meeting already with Tony. Its mondays at 12:15 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 10:39 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

just came by. Appointment with him set for Fridays at 10:20. 

is the only one left unscheduled. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:33 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

Hey, 

I think that 4 hours is reasonable for this week since we were closed for 2 nights. Meeting scheduled tutor appointments should have 
priority. 

You have 4 players below a 2.2. 

Is    still on the team? I just looked at her schedule and it just shows 3 courses for the fall. 
For l we are offering specific tutoring sessions for her GEOL and POLI classes this fall. 
For we are offering tutoring in PSYC 
For we don’t offer sessions in any of her classes. 

What seems reasonable to me for             in their situation is to require                to attend the structured tutor 
sessions in the evening for their specific classes, and to allow them and    to get hours during the day by working in the writing lab 
from 11 - 3, or checking in with me and working in the study room next door. That keeps them out of the big study room with all the 

maintains some separation from study hall, but still requires them to put in the time since their GPAs don’t match their 
teammates. 

ff that’s agreeable, I’ll do the emails and get the scheduled tutoring session times to them. I’d welcome other ideas. Let me know. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
How many hours do the 

1:51 PM >>> 
need this week? I will see my team today and reiterate the important of making their hours. 

FYI. who do not get their hours will have "breakfast club training" in the AM for missed hours. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http ://unclaxcamps.googlepages. corn/home 

>>> Tony Yount 4:06 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mary Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance to 
visit. I have enjoyed meeting your        and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 



available this morning and all of your        should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your        logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your met or exceeded the 4 hours that 
were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your 
tutors assigned for them? 

who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send 
that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 2:54 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics 

Allthe and now have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 
A meeting in your office with the 5 you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required 
to meet with me weekly with evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, 
conversations to convince me that they’ve done the reading,etc.) that they are handling the responsibilities of the course. The first 
failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will result in required 
check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and       (DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they 
should be assigned to attend those sessions each week. 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think.’? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:55 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

dropped a chem class and lab this afternoon just after 1 pm and that puts her below 12 hours and she should not practice. 
She’ll show up on the 12 hour list tomorrow morning I’m sure. 

Other players below a 2.5: 
structured study hall hours in GEOL 

¯ no structured hours 
- structured hours in GEOL 

¯ structured hours in HIST 
- no structured hours 

and MATH    for her 

So, should I email these students and the ones from the previous email informing them of the specific review sessions and times that 
we are requiring them to attend? Shall I also tell them they can get hours in the writing lab from 11 - 3 during the day and through me 
at other times by checking in at my office. I wait for your reply before sending anything to them. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Tony, 

3:19 PM >>> 

is no longer on the team. I will make sure she is taken off our roster. 
her about hours today. 

is still on the team - I will check in with 

Are there any other players with a CUM GPA below a 2.5? That is usually my cut off. I would suggest that any of my players below 
a 2.5 I            ,, use structured study hours if available and then any other hours they need they can get during the day. 

Our goal as a team is to be above a 3.0 each semester. Last spring we fell below that which I am disappointed about. 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 2:32 PM >>> 
Hey, 

I think that 4 hours is reasonable for this week since we were closed for 2 nights. Meeting scheduled tutor appointments should have 
priority. 

You have 4 players below a 2.2. 

Is still on the team? I just looked at her schedule and it just shows 3 courses for the fall. 
For , we are offering specific tutoring sessions for her GEOL and POLI classes this fall. 
For , we are offering tutoring in PSYC 
For we don’t offer sessions in any of her classes. 

What seems reasonable to me for in their situation is to require to attend the structured tutor 



sessions in the evening for their specific classes, and to allow them and    to get hours during the day by working in the writing lab 
from 11 - 3, or checking in with me and working in the study room next door. That keeps them out of the big study room with all the 

maintains some separation from study hall, but still requires them to put in the time since their GPAs don’t match their 
teammates. 

ff that’s agreeable, I’ll do the emails and get the scheduled tutoring session times to them. I’d welcome other ideas. Let me know. 

Tony 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
How many hours do the 

1:51 PM >>> 
need this week? I will see my team today and reiterate the important of making their hours. 

FYI. who do not get their hours will have "breakfast club training" in the AM for missed hours. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.~ooglepages.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 4:06 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Tony Yount here, filling in this semester for Mary Brunk as your team’s academic adviser. I’m sorry that we haven’t gotten a chance to 
visit. I have enjoyed meeting your        and I’m learning new things that I’m supposed to do every day. You are probably 
expecting a weekly report. I just learned about weekly reports this morning and I won’t be ready to provide one of those until next 
week. So this email will have to serve as the weekly report. 

All of have scheduled weekly appointments with me, and those will take place next week. 

We are implementing changes in the way study hall is scheduled and hours recorded. The student schedules for study hall were just 
available this morning and all of your        should have received an email today informing them of sessions to which they have 
been assigned. They will be expected at those hours next week. For this week, all of your        logged hours on their own. 

were on the low end with under 2 hours. The rest of your met or exceeded the 4 hours that 
were reasonably expected for the week with our own schedules not set and ready to go. The center is closed Sunday and Monday 
nights next week for Labor Day. 

I also need direction from you about your 
tutors assigned for them? 

who have GPAs near the 2.0 mark. Do you want study hall hours and/or 

A contact list of your team with phone numbers would really help me in communicating with them. If you could have someone send 
that to me, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Finally, as I learn more and more about the responsibilities of this job, please help me by telling me ways that I can help you. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                 3:57 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Important! 

Coach, 

I will hold off on emailing the 5 about meeting with me until getting your feedback on my previous email. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        9:34 AM >>> 
Thanks Tony, attached is a complete contact sheet for the team. 

>>> Tony Yount        9:31 AM >>> 
Good morning Coach and thanks for the quick response. 

does have a meeting scheduled, but his request came in at 6:20 Friday afternoon after I had sent you the list of those who 
hadn’t. I confirmed his appointment at 6:25 Friday afternoon. So he didn’t lie to anyone, he just didn’t come through with the whole 
time sequence. But he is set with an appointment now. 

also emailed me Friday evening and we set an appointment time so is OK. 

emailed me and told me that he wasn’t a        but your email makes clear that he is to see me and go to tutoring. I 
received an email from him this morning and his appointment is set. 

At this point, are the two that have NOT scheduled appointments. 

I will send a separate email shortly with an attached Excel spreadsheet that will include weekly meeting times and tutoring schedules 
for all your        and for 

I will email                                                               this afternoon and ask them to come in to see 
me this week so that we can talk about their schedules and their needs for this semester. I will let you know when those meetings are 
set and would welcome the chance to talk with you about each kid. 

Thanks for being so clear in your communication with your team and with me. It certainly helps me do my job. The 
confusion is my fault. That situation has been corrected. 

Thanks, 

Tony 

Separate email with schedules to follow from my ~gmail.com account. 

>>> C D Mock        8:51 AM >>> 
Tony, here is another one I got as response. seems to think he did set up a meeting time with you ..... 

>>> <       ~email.unc.edu>        8:40 PM >>> 
Quoting C D Mock <cd@uncaa.tmc.edu>: 

> All        and new transfers were told to schedule a weekly 
> appointment with Tony in the Academic Center. It was very clear that 
> this was to be done by last Friday. Only four guys accomplished 
> this; The following did NOT: 
> 

> 

> 



> If this is not completed by ALL of these guys by Wednesday at 5pm, 
> the entire team will meet this coming Friday morning at 7:00am for 
> conditioning; it will not be pleasant. 
> 

> 

> Study Hall for all starts this week. You should have 
> received an email with the hours you are scheduled to be at study 
> hall. If you did not, YOU need to contact Tony TODAY! There will 
> be no excuses and no exceptions; miss study hall or tutorial and you 
> will incur early morning workouts. Continue to miss and you will 
> lose scholarship and miss competitions. 
> 

> 

> Finally, the following people have not responded to my prior email 
> regarding parking passes. I need the make and type of your car, your 
> plates, and the state. The list will be sent in on Wednesday 
> morning. If I don’t have this info. by then, you are not getting a 
> parking pass.: 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> C.D. Mock 
> UNC Head Wrestling Coach 
> 
> Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
> PO Box 2126 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> (919) 962-5212 
> coach I have a scheduled meeting already with Tony. Its mondays at 12:15 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                4:54 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Coach, 

Is there a time just before or after you practice when we could meet with them? I tutor Wed and Thurs nights - 7 - 10. I can be available on short notice almost any other 
times, and I’ll bring the tutoring assignments for                  with me. I’d love to get them started this week. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 4:32 PM >>> 
I think that is awesome. How- would you like to proceed? 

>>> Tony Yount 
All the 

2:53 PM >>> 
now- have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 

A meeting in your office with the 5 you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required to meet with me weekly with 

evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, conversations to convince me that they’ve done the reading, etc.) that they 

axe handling the responsibilities of the course. The first failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will 

result in required check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and 
those sessions each week. 

(DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they should be assigned to attend 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 8:45 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Friday before they lift sounds good to me. I’d guess 20 minutes would be enough to set expectations for them, a weekly meeting time 
with each one, and to hear the same points of emphasis from both of us at the same time. 

We could meet in room 227 to have enough room. 

Thanks, 
Tony 

>>> C D Mock        8:31 AM >>> 
How long will it take? We lift over there Friday at 4:15; we can do it before that. If you want to go sooner, we lift today at 3pm and I 
can bring them up to you after weight training which will be about 4:15 or so? 

>>> Tony Yount 4:54 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Is there a time just before or after you practice when we could meet with them? I tutor Wed and Thurs nights - 7 - 10. I can be 
available on short notice almost any other times, and I’ll bring the tutoring assignments for with me. I’d love to get 
them started this week. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        4:32 PM >>> 
I think that is awesome. How would you like to proceed? 

>>> Tony Yount 
All the 

2:53 PM >>> 
now have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 
A meeting in your office with the 5 you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required 
to meet with me weekly with evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, 
conversations to convince me that they’ve done the reading,etc.) that they are handling the responsibilities of the course. The first 
failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will result in required 
check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and       (DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they 
should be assigned to attend those sessions each week. 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 9:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Reports 

just left my office. She has an add form signed by an EXSS professor with permission to add the class. She is on her way to 
her advising team’s office to process the paperwork. I caught that yesterday afternoon and called Jenny and left a message that 
should not practice. I’m learning. That situation should be cleared by this afternoon. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 
Here is today’s report. 

9:23 AM >>> 

Tony,          w. lax, has bee added to the report. Do you know her status? Looks like she dropped CHEM 
may not practice today until she has officially registered for 12 hours. Please let me know. 

yesterday. She 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 12:12 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Academics 

Friday at 3:15 in room 227. I’ll be ready. 
Thanks, 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 9:04 AM >>> 
I will have them there by 3:15 

>>> Tony Yount        8:44 AM >>> 
Friday before they lift sounds good to me. I’d guess 20 minutes would be enough to set expectations for them, a weekly meeting time with each 
one, and to hear the same points of emphasis from both of us at the same time. 

We could meet in room 227 to have enough room. 

Thanks, 
Tony 

>>> C D Mock 8:31 AM >>> 
How long will it take? We lift over there Friday at 4:15; we can do it before that. If you want to go sooner, we lift today at 3pm and I can bring 
them up to you after weight training which will be about 4:15 or so? 

>>> Tony Yount 4:54 PM >>> 
Coach, 

Is there a time just before or after you practice when we could meet with them? I tutor Wed and Thurs nights - 7 - 10. I can be available on short 
notice almost any other times, and I’ll bring the tutoring assignments for                 with me. I’d love to get them started this week. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 4:32 PM >>> 
I think that is awesome. How would you like to proceed? 

>>> Tony Yount 
All the 

2:53 PM >>> 
now have their weekly appointments scheduled with me. 

I looked at transcripts and schedules for the 5 you listed: 

My suggestion for them is the following: 
A meeting in your office with the 5 , you and me. We tell them that instead of regular study hall hours, that they are required to meet 
with me weekly with evidence (syllabus, test results, quiz results, rough drafts written well in advance of due dates, conversations to convince me 
that they’ve done the reading,etc.) that they are handling the responsibilities of the course. The first failure to attend that weekly meeting, or failure 
to provide evidence that they’re managing the course work will result in required check-in to study hall for the number of hours that we designate 
for the rest of the semester. 

For      (GEOL & PSYC) and       (DRAM & ECON) we have tutors conducting reviews for those classes weekly. I think they should be 
assigned to attend those sessions each week. 

I would report to you on their progress at the end of each week. 

What do you think? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 1:58 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: 

just came by and asked about an appointment. Based on this email from you, I told him that he does not need a weekly 
appointment. I asked him to check with you at practice today to see if there had been a change. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock         1:55 PM >>> 
walk-ons do not need to be included; I will get you contact list 

>>> Tony Yount 1:07 PM >>> 
Coach, 

came by my office this am and asked about tutoring schedules and hours. Do you want your walkons included in 
those tutoring assignments and in your weekly report? If so, are there other        like       that I should add? 

ff its possible, a list of the team members with contact info would be very helpful to me if someone in your office could send it to me. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 11:54 AM 

Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Report 

I’m tracking down now. Called her coach and they actually have their first practice next Monday, so they haven’t practiced yet. 

>>> Susan B. Maloy 9/6/2007 9:49 AM >>> 
Today’s report. 

Kym, any update on 

Tony, it looks like 
activities yesterday. 

situation was not resolved. She is still in an underload. I hope she did not participate in an practice 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 11:30 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wrestling 

Looking forward to today’s meeting. Can I get a heads up why was added to the list? 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        12:51 PM >>> 
Some of you have asked about when we are offfor the Holidays so you can plan accordingly. It is difficult to make time 
commitments at this time since a lot will be determined by where we are at the time. However, you should expect to be off for Fall 
Break from               (that means we practice 

Although we do not have class over Thanksgiving on I would not recommend going home unless you live very 
close. We will most likely have some light workouts to get ready for Vegas. If you know you are not going to Vegas I have no 
problem with you going home during that break. 

For Holidays we are planning on keeping most of you through i            Some of you will be permitted to leave after exams but 
most of you will stay through the      Conversely, most of you will be required to return for 6pm practice on             Some 
of you will not return until classes begin on          I will discuss that specifically later as we get closer to the date. If you have 
questions about when you need to be here let me know. This is the best I can do right now. 

Reminder: following people are to meet with me over at the Academic Center at Tony’s office on Friday before lifting at 3:15: 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                4:16 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Wrestling 

Thanks for bringing them over. The meeting schedule is as follows: 
Tuesdays - 1:20 
Tuesdays - 1:40 
Tuesdays - 2:00 

- Tuesdays- 2:20 
- Wednesdays - noon 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        12:18 PM >>> 
He dropped a class which gives him no le-way and I just wanted him there to hear what you had to say .... 

>>> Tony Yount        11:30 AM >>> 
Looking forward to today’s meeting. Can I get a heads up why was added to the list? 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock        12:51 PM >>> 
Some of you have asked about when we are offfor the Holidays so you can plan accordingly. It is difficult to make time 
commitments at this time since a lot will be determined by where we are at the time. However, you should expect to be off for Fall 
Break from               (that means we practice 

Although we do not have class over Thanksgiving on               I would not recommend going home unless you live very 
close. We will most likely have some light workouts to get ready for Vegas. If you know you are not going to Vegas I have no 
problem with you going home during that break. 

For Holidays we are planning on keeping most of you through             Some of you will be permitted to leave after exams but 
most of you will stay through the 19th. Conversely, most of you will be required to return for 6pm practice on             Some 
of you will not return until classes begin on January 9. I will discuss that specifically later as we get closer to the date. If you have 
questions about when you need to be here let me know. This is the best I can do right now. 

Reminder: following people are to meet with me over at the Academic Center at Tony’s office on Friday before lifting at 3:15: 

C.D. Mock 
UNC Head Wrestling Coach 

Carmichael Gym, Room 130 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-5212 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                  8:28 AM 
Maloy, Susan B. <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: 12 Hour Report... 

graduated degree awarded. She’s taking grad school courses. 

Tony 

>>> Susan B. Maloy         8:51 AM >>> 
Here is the 12 hour report for today. Nothing has changed. 

I still do not have underload approval forms on file for the following people: 

Anything you can do to help obtain that information would be very helpful. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-6002 (fax) 
sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:58 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Dropped course 

It occurred to me just after you left my office with the drop form that I should have asked you about your reasons for dropping, and I 
should have looked at your transcript to see if there were implications for graduation. As I look at your transcript, it looks like you’ll 
need 17 hours in the spring to graduate. I encourage you to schedule a meeting soon with your academic adviser for the university and 
have someone in that office check your transcript to see that all is in order for you to graduate. They have the final authority in that 
area. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly meetings 

Coach 

all               have met with me this week. they had their academic information as I had requested. We have schedules for their 
exams, papers, assignments for the semester, on time and prepared, was prepared but had 
forgotten his meeting time, was late, and needed a reminder. So far so good. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  3:35 PM 

Austin, Sally <saustin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

.doc.pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

serious student, up to date on courses and assignments. Important tests begin next week. 

reports that her first Engtish paper was She does not have a major test for 2 more weeks. 
Sheis engaged, up to date, responsibte. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

GEOL tutor has been found. DRAM still an issue. Study Ha[[ hours not met. Tutor schedule conflicts 

should not keep him from earning hours. 

Seems to be in control - wi[[ address study ha[[ hours issue next week. Major tests begin next week. 

Confident student. Came to the meeting prepared. We have a schedule now for his academic semester. 

Anticipate no problems. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii !i  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
I had a better feeling about his confidence [eve[ this week. His first 2 major tests are 2 weeks away. 

Mature kid. Takes advantage of tutor opportunities. Up to date on courses. Anticipate not problems 

good meeting with him. Seems to be a bright kid. Some issues with organization that bear watching. Wi[[ 

address study ha[[ hours next week. STOR class may take some extra effort. 

Has a relatively heavy load that wi[[ need dose attention. Uses his resources we[[. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii !i!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports an    on the first PSYC test. Up and down results in CHIN - a course he is working very 

hard on. Seems more organized and academically sound this week than last. 

Great kid. Very organized. ECON is his biggest worry and he is working with the tutor. I am confident 
about his adacemic success. 

More confident this week than last. Organized and in good shape. Major tests start next week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  11:50 AM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

Wlaxweekly    pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

ALL the records I could accumulate by Friday shows short on hours this week. I wiLL check with her 
about that. 

worked hard on her history Last week. 

very impressed with her academic capability and her maturity and ability to manage many interest. 

Anticipate no problems with 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

wiLL check with about her Low hours. 

First two midterms for are this week in MATH ~t DRAM. She seems OK and on top of things. 

=: .... ~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

weeky meeting scheduled for Wed afternoons instead of study haLL hours. We wiLL begin this week. 

her minor quizzes are good so far. Major Math test this week - 2 more midterms next week. On top of 

her schedule. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
She’s very confident in her academic ability, and its been difficult to get her into a meeting. First 

meeting was fine and she was prepared with syLLabi to make a calendar of major academic events. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

very responsible about earning hours 

First major DRAM exam is this week. TaLked about foLLowing through on paperwork for extended time on 

tests, which she wiLL need. 

Seems up to date on her courses and responsibilities. 

Good meeting. Up to date and on top of things academicaLLy. 
::::: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

told me that she has all her work done and is up to date in all courses 

first midterm this week in HIST. compLeteLy grounded in all areas. Great kid 

nice kid, been in to see me about history. ResponsibLe about earning hours with a great attitude. 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

Reports a good SPAN quiz grade. Midterm in DRAM this week. 

Academically, I think she’s in good shape. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                   12:01 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

weekl;y    pdf 



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

schedule is challenging and midterms begin for him this week. He missed his HIST    tutorial with 

me last week. I’[[ find out why when we meet tomorrow. 

Good meeting with who appears to be managing we[[. His first midterm is on Friday. 

has a drama midterm this week. Good meeting. Anticipate no problems from him. 

Of the upperclassmen that I met,        was the most serious of those 5 students. Was understanding 
and appreciative of the way we’ve chosen to handle his low grades. He had evidence that he is working 

in a[[ his courses. 

Midterms start this week. Uses study ha[[ we[[. He seems a bit nervous about academics. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiii!i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
seem more clued in this week. A[[ over study ha[[ last week. I fee[ better about him after this 

meeting. 

Good impression of from our first meeting. He seemed organized and focused. 

iiiiiiii 
came prepared to the first weekly meeting and was serious and cooperative. 

needs to bring me documentation on transfer hours when he gets it in the mail Good meeting. 
Impressed with his command of his schedule. 

::::::::: .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

i iiiiiiii 
[ate to the first meeting but he was prepared with syllabi and we made a schedule of his major 

academic events this semester. 

iiiiiii ................... iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
had his information with him. He’s worded about his SOCI class. We discussed tutoring options. Wi[[ 
monitor him closely. Seems less committed than to correcting his academic 
situation. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiii ii  iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
has his first major midterm this week in HIST. He’s in the building often for study hours during the 

day, but not much at night. 
::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiii ................ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
Nice kid and had his material Worried about ECON. Tutoring possibilities explored. Talked him into 

waiting to drop SOCI    . Wi[[ check on that tomorrow. 

 : .i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  



Weekly Report 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

Seemed more in control of his academics this week. Beginning to understand how much time and effort 
it wi[[ take. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  3:56 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Report 

was in for her weekly meeting today. Her PID was incorrectly entered into the study hall computer which prevented her 
from getting credit for some of her hours last week. I made the correction this morning with her sitting there. Should be no problems 
in the future. 

>>> Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Thanks Tony 

2:00 PM >>> 

Jenny Slingluff Levy 
Carolina Lacrosse 
uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
CAMP WEBSITE: 
http://unclaxcamps.googlepag~es.com/home 

>>> Tony Yount 11:49 AM >>> 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                    4:01 PM 

~aol.com 

Re: 

and I had a nice meeting this morning. We discussed the implications and the timing of the possibility of dropping the STOR class to lighten his load this 
semester. The fact that he came in with 9 hours credit certainly makes that a viable option. The end result of our discussion was that he will stay in the class until after 
the first midterm exam on      and evaluate at that time. He seemed encouraged by his most recent grade in the STOR class and the help that he had gotten from 

an amazing math tutor that works with us here. We agreed that he would concentrate this week on the two midterms that he has in other classes, and that next 
Tuesday, his focus would return to the STOR class in preparation for the first midterm there in 

I emphasized to him that the decision to drop is his. The last day to drop a class this semester is       He seemed comfortable with hanging on to the STOR until after 
the midterm. There will be plenty of time to drop the course after that exam if things don’t go well. 

Just wanted to keep you in the loop. 

Tony 

>>>~ ~aol.com> 

Dear Mr. Yount, 

8:19 AM >>> 

Thanks for keeping me informed.?      is a very bright and hard working young man.?     needs to decide before it’s too late whether to drop a class.? It appears to 
me that he is spending too much time trying to figure out stors and doesn’t have the time for his other classes which is stressing him ont.?In addition to taking taking 16 
difficult credits, he is going to physical therapy,    training, study hall and tutoring.? I just wanted someone to monitor his emotional state and consult with him 
whether or not to drop a class.??He seems to be having a difficult time prioritizing due to being overwhelmed.??Thanks?again for keeping me in the loop. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  9:15 AM 

Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: help 

>>> Lee Snyder <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony: 

8:56 AM >>> 

I need the who made Dean’s List last fall and spring 

Thanks ! 

Lee 

On 8:37 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Lee, 
> 

> Yesterday when you called, I was deep in the middle of a tutoring session with 
> 3 of our athletes delving into the causes, misunderstandings, mistakes made 
> during the Vietnam War. I jotted down what you needed from me on the backs of 
> one of the sheets of paper in front of me. That paper also contained things I 
> had written for the students and one of them took it with her. 
> 
> Bottom line. I know that you called and asked for information and I think I 
> remember that it was            but I confess that I don’t remember what I 
> need to get for you. Please remind me. 
> 
> I apologize - rookie mistake. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  4:45 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Varied 

has a weekly meeting time scheduled and a tutor schedule. 

were in for their weekly meetings today. The other two are scheduled later in the week. 

had 2 good grades to report, is a bit nervous in Anatomy but otherwise in good shape. 

struggled on a test because he said he did not know that the profs notes were online and on powerpoint that he could have used 
to prepare for the exam. Found out AFTER the test he says. Also he was unaware that participation in experiments were required for 
PSYC. He hadn’t read his syllabus. We agreed he would schedule his experiments this week and I reminded him of tutoring sessions 
appropriate to his needs. 

may have failed to earn credit for an assignment that is 10% of his grade because he submitted it late. A long story about an 
expired OI~£YEN password was his excuse. I sent him directly to the professor with assignment in hand and told him to try and submit 
the paper in person. 

Another bad week from and I think we should talk about assigning required study hall hours. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,             2007 4:33 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

weekly    .pdf 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

He’s going to drop POLl     Upper [eve[ course and very difficult for him. Good decision. Struggling 

with MATH - more tutor time recommended. He worked hard with me this week on his HIST test today. 

worked pretty hard on a HIST test this week (taken today). Major GEOL test next week. Has had trouble 

making his way to the tutor. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiii~!i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
only NOT to make his weekly meeting this week. Also did NOT make his hours this week. I was 

impressed with this kid, but he didn’t perform this week. 

iiiiiii 
reports his first 2 Social PSYC grades are Good news. Worried about Anatomy. Good meeting. 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~i i i i i i i i i i i~i~i ~i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i ~ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i 
first two major tests are next week. Seemed a bit more confident in today’s meeting. Uses study 

hat[ weft. 

has figured out the study ha[[ system and is using it we[[. Much better than the first week. 
Cruising until early October when major tests start for him. 

shifted DRAM tutor schedule to accommodate him. GEOL test today, and DRAM next Monday wi[[ give us 
a read on his ability. Uses study hall well. 

great meeting. Understands what and why we are requiring him to do. Needs help with ECON and 
we found a tutor. Solid everywhere else. 

emai[ed you earlier - not a good meeting. Missed an assignment - made lame excuses 

Persona[ responsibility is an issue. He hadn’t read his syllabi - said he was unaware of too many 

requirements to be successful academically 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
worked with me on HIST exam that he took today. Conscientious about study ha[[ hours, but I 

wonder how much studying he’s doing outside of that time. 

but only after being reminded and making the meeting a day [ate. Has an ECON exam Monday that wi[[ 

dominate his weekend. Also and ENGL paper due this week. Likely to drop SOC Too many hours to 

manage. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



Weekly Report 

Friday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

First HIST    did not go we[[ - no score yet but he knows he brew it. Working now regu[arty with a HIST 
tutor. No real ENGL grades yet. Academics are going to be a struggle for him. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  10:49 AM 

Haus, John <hee137@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly Report 

weekb pdf 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

reports a on a DRAM midterm and an on an ENGL paper. Tutor schedule conflicts have been 

resolved. Seems more confident each week. 

reports a on a SPAN test. 2 major tests this week. Working on extended time for test-taking. Good 

idea 

2 major tests next week. Competent and seems to be in good shape academically. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
3 major tests this week. We discussed time management and preparation. Could be a rough week for 

next week. 

resolved a tutor issue for ECON which he had requested, seems aware of what he needs and 
what he needs to do. 

trouble with STOR class and may drop after exam. Nice use of study hall this week. SPAN and 
DRAM exams this week. 

reports a on his first ENGL paper. HIST test last FMday. appears to be managing well. 

started ECON tutoring - big test this week. Working hard in CHIN class. First ENGL paper was a 

a pleasure to meet with 2 major tests this week. Seems committed and organized. Uses study 
hall well. 

3 major tests this week. Welcome to college. Talked about study time management and preparation. 
Big week for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  2:59 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: meetings 

called 10 minutes into the time allotted for his meeting. He said he’d be here tomorrow at 11:40. 

made his meeting today. He had missed a deadline for turning in a paper last week. He saw the professor, who accepted the 
paper, and he got an on the assignment. I saw the paper today and he was penalized points for the late factor, had a much 
better week and was up to date. Major test for him tomorrow. 

was in with a bad grade          in his first Anatomy test. He studied a lot of things that weren’t on the test and didn’t study 
a lot of things that were. He’s already talked with the professor and has convinced me that he’s doing the right things to correct that 
situation. 

Tony 

>>> C D Mock 2:10 PM >>> 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 1:53 PM >>> 
coach, 
i am going to miss the meeting with tony today i know it is late and 
all but i didnt bring clothes to practice today and i went home to get 
them and i cant get back until someone comes home i will however see 
him tomorrow to make up what i missed, sorry to make a hassle and i 
know you will be pissed but know im not trying to make you do anymore 
work i made a mistake today sorry 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 2:35 PM 

@email.unc.edu 

Finmace Office 

here’s the i~ffo Amy sent me about your scholarship mad costs. Please forward to your parents. 

From Amy Herman: 
Tony, 

Got your message. I sent the Cashier’s Office an email to confirm, but we are paying $7,271 toward semester tuition, which I believe should leave a 

tuition charge of $2,405.50 for her to pay. Then she would also need to pay any other charges that are on the bill (e. g., fees, room, board plan, etc.). 

You can feel free to pass this information on to her. I will also let you know- when I get the confirmation from the Cashier’s Office. 

Thmaks, 
Amy 

and then from the cashier’s office, your parents should get a bill for $7047.79 - which is the amount they owe after your scholarship was subtracted from the total. 

Please let your parents know-. I hope this helps. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  2:35 PM 

Herman, Amy <aj schae@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Thank you. Info shared with 

Tony 

>>> Amy Herman         11:25 AM >>> 
FYI from the Cashier’s Office. 

Thanks, 
Amy 

>>> Cassandra Gregory <gregoryc@email.unc.edu> 
They have not paid anything, so she owes $7047.79. 

11:21 AM>>> 

Amy Herman wrote: 
> Cassandra, 
> 

> Can you tell me how much she needs to pay for the    and how that 
> breaks down? She’s confused about her bill. I know we’re paying $7,271 
> toward her tuition, so she should owe $2,405.50 for tuition, but 
> I’m not sure what her other charges are for the term (e.g., fees, room, 
> board). 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:23 PM 

herb.garman@unc.edu 

Dr. Garman 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in DRAM        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:28 PM 

mapes@email.unc.edu 

Dr. Mapes 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in GEOL        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:29 PM 

neta@email.unc.edu 

Professor Neta, 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:32 PM 

gladchuk@email.unc.edu 

Ms. Gladchuk 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in PHYA        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

rabinowitz@unc.edu 

Dr. Rabinowitz 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                 team here at Carolina. One of our athletes,                           is in POLI 
with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist Jennifer through this semester. If you could provide a brief update 
concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:3 8 PM 

nnix@email.unc.edu 

Mr. Nix 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in POLI        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:41 PM 

~email.unc.edu 

Mr. Priselac 

My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the                team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am looking for any information that you could provide to help me assist 

through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance record 
in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you very much for your help and your time. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Center for Student Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11:40 AM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Not on the roster that you sent to me but registration sent a drop form to me for approval. His form cannot be processed because he 
has outstanding traffic violations with the university. Do you have contact with him, or a phone number. I will email him, but his form 
can’t get processed until he fulfills the traffic obligation. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  3:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: 

Thank you very much for this information and for your time. 

Tony 

>>>l @email.unc.edu> 1:33 PM >>> 
Hi Tony, 
So far I don’t have much substantive information to provide you. 
According to my records has only attended one recitation (the 
first). For two of those three absences she emailed me in advance 
that she would not be attending recitation to attend to religious 
obligations. 

As far as graded work goes, the students have only had one graded 
assignment, and based on that assignment I have no concerns about her 
progress. 

I hope this helps, 
Matt Priselac 

On , at 4:40 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Mr. Priselac 
> 
> My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the 
> team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
>           is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am 
> looking for any information that you could provide to help me 
> assist Jennifer through this semester. If you could provide a brief 
> update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance 
> record in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I 
> would greatly appreciate it. 
> 
> Thank you very much for your help and your time. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Center for Student Athletes 
> 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 

GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reported an 81 in HIST and and 80 on a POLl paper. Good start for her. And she was on time for 

her meetings and sessions this week, a great improvement. She’s off to a solid start academically. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

reports a 78 on HIST and 70% on a Po[i paper. Disappointed in her grades but I think its normal 

adjustment to college and I’m not worried about her academically. She’s solid and works hard. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday,               12:3 7 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coach, 

I’m sorry that this report is late. I was introduced to APR’s. When I think I have a handle on something, they give me something new 
to learn. 

and study hall hours are a problem for the 3rd week in a row. He says that he does not get credit for hours that he 
spends with our tutors. I asked him to email the tutors for confirmation of his hours. I have heard nothing from him since I asked him 
to do that. could meet those hours by actually signing in to study hall and working there to avoid the problem he is having 
with reporting. 

Frankly, the hour reporting system is flawed. I can attest that the hours I send to you were put in. I can see flaws in the system when 
tutors don’t report that students were with them. 

The tutor that you wrote about who failed to show up twice is being replaced. 

Tony 



Weekly Report 

Monday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

reports an 82 on his GEOL midterm. No problems 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a 62 in GEOL and a 74 in DRAM. Hours are down but due to dinner at Coach’s house. 

reports a 98 in ECON and an 85 in JAPA. Solid student 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a 58 in ECON - we[[ below class avg. 3 major grades should come in this week and we’[[ have a 

handle on      academics. I am worried. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
no major grades yet - no problems anticipated 

85 in SPAN and 88 in DRAM were two good grades this week. Major STOR test next week and then we’[[ 

decide to drop or keep that class. His confidence grows each week. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
very impressed with his ability to handle himself and his responsibilities. HIST test was an 89 - excellent 

grade in that class. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii !i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports 64 in ECON and 64 in CHIN. Grades not spectacular - puts in lots of hours of work. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiii i i iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii   iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
reports a 65 on ECON and an 85 on ENGL. I am still unclear about his academic abilities. No major tests 

for a while now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               1:41 PM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Re msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Matthew Priselac <priselac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  1:33 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Tony, 
So far I don’t have much substantive information to provide you. 
According to my records    has only attended one recitation (the 
first). For two of those three absences she emailed me in advance 
that she would not be attending recitation to attend to religious 
obligations. 

As far as graded work goes, the students have only had one graded 
assignment, and based on that assignment I have no concerns about her 
progress. 

I hope this helps, 

On at 4:40 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 

> Mr. 
> 
> My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the 
> team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
>           ~is in PHIL        with you this semester. I am 
> looking for any information that you could provide to help me 
> assist       through this semester. If you could provide a brief 
> update concerning her academic progress with you, her attendance 
> record in your class, and any other concerns that you might have, I 
> would greatly appreciate it. 
> 
> Thank you very much for your help and your time. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Center for Student Athletes 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,              9:23 AM 

Mercer, Robert <rmercer@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: 

Re_ msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

<gladchuk@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               6:18 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hi Tony, 
is recieved a 90 on her exam, however, participation is 50% of her 

grade. If you could help me in making sure she comes, that would be 
great. 

Julie 

Quoting Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Ms. Gladchuk 
> 

> My name is Tony Yount, Academic Counselor for the 
> team here at Carolina. One of our athletes, 
>            is in PHYA        with you this semester. I am looking 
> for any information that you could provide to help me assist 
> through this semester. If you could provide a brief update concerning 
> her academic progress with you, her attendance record in your class, 
> and any other concerns that you might have, I would greatly 
> appreciate it. 
> 
> Thank you very much for your help and your time. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Center for Student Athletes 
> 

> 



Weekly Report 

Saturday, 

Tutorials Hours 
GPA Required Req Met Meeting 

no meeting this week due to competition on Friday. 

:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i ................ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i iiiiiiiii ................ 

reports a 78 on HIST and 70% on a Po[i paper. Disappointed in her grades but I think its normal 

adjustment to college and I’m not worried about her academically. She’s solid and works hard. 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               7:3 6 PM 

Slingluff-Levy, Jenny <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Jenny, 

Some of the girl’s hours were a bit short because of the scrinnnage, 
are the two freshmen that I think 

may struggle with the academic end of things. I get a sense that they’re treading water right now and we’ll have a clear picture of their 

progress after 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday,               7:3 9 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

pdf 

Coach, 

Some kids are short hours. Several tutors did not report hours this week and some of the kids are short due to that. I wish I could 

accurately report their hours but frankly, the system here is flawed. The hours that I do report to you, I am confident that the kids were 
here. BUt it is possible that they were with tutors and those hours were not reported. 

and I are clear and on the same page now. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@generationcompanies. com> 

Wednesday, 9:58 AM 

@generationcompanies.com; Tony’ ’Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tonv Yount <tonvvount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Good morning Tony. We talked about ~etting together as you will be on 
vacation during our orientation           I believe you are leaving 

What is the best day of the week and best time of the day to come see you? 
ffyou have preferred dates or times, let me know. 
How long should we plan to meet? 
Does need to complete the foreign language placement test before we 
meet with you? 

Thanks, 

r@generationcompanies.com 

www.generationcompanies.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:ton¥¥ount@unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, PM 
To: ¯ @generationcompanies.com> 
Subject: Re: My account! 

Hello 

Thanks for you email. I think that this link will help clarify the Math 
situation. These requirements were recently changed which probably explains 
why the high school counselors didn’t know. 

There are scenarios where the placement tests aren’t necessary. For example, 
students majoring Communication Studies don’t have to take Math courses in 
that require Math    placement, but that is a rare exception. If 
knows for certain what she wants to major in, I can check and let you know 
if the placement tests are necessary, but most students are not certain, and 
taking the placement test is usually necessary. 

http ://math.unc.edu/for-undergrads/placement-info 



It says on that page that the test should be taken during the senior year 
and the scores available by orientation. That is optimal, but not required. 
I actually recommend that students have a firm idea of a major before taking 
math courses, since so many majors require different courses. So taking 
courses other than math in the first year is fine. 

I hope this helps. My cell is 
questions. 

and I’m happy to answer 

Tony 

On 

< 

, at 2:03 PM, Jeff Casfleberry 
@generationcompanies.com> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, I’m         dad. We look forward to working with you. On 
> this placement test subject, just to clarify, I now understand she 
> must take one of these tests in order to place out of Math but 
> does she have to take one of the tests even if she plans to take Math 
> 
> We’re trying to determine how we missed the need to take this. 
>         ; advisor in high school who also happens to be the upper 
> school director knows the ins and outs at UNC and we asked him 
> repeatedly if there was anything missing. I’ve asked several of 
> teammates also going and the parents didn’t realize a separate math 
> placement test was needed. Are we missing something? I feel like we 
> missed knowing this was needed until we saw it in one of your recent 
emails. 
> 
> Thanks for any color you can provide on this! Take care, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

’@generationcompanies.com 

> www.generationcompanies.com 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: 
> Sent: Monday. 1:32 PM 
> To : ’@generationcompanies.com 
> Subject: FW: My account! 
> 

> 

@live.unc.edu] 



> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday~ 7:48 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: My account! 
> 

> Hi 
> 

> Thanks for the update. 
> 
> Regular Math does not count for Math placement, but the ACT does. You 
> need a Math score of 27 on the ACT Math to place out of MATH    or a 
> score of 520 on either the SAT Math Subject Test 1 or 2 to place out of 
MATH 
> Doesn’t matter which test you take, but you’ll have to take one before 
> you take Math at Carolina. 
> 
> You signed up for Orientation I believe in Session 8. I’ll be on 
> vacation then. I normally spend about an hour with each incoming 
> freshman walking you guys through the registration process that you 
> have to go through during your orientation session. I’d really like to 
> do that with you sometime before I head west on       . ff you’ve got 
> an hour that we could do that between now and then, that would be great. 
Will you be in CH for anything? 
> Let me know what you think. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 7:08 PM, Cameron Hardy Castleberry 
> ~live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the 
>> regular 
> math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I need 
> to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test! ACT? 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@generationcompmaies.com> 

Wednesday: 12:26 PM 

@generationcompmaies.com; Tony’ ’Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Great Tony. We’ll work to have all of this completed and get back to you 
with some dates and times to meet. 

Thanks, 

’@generationcompanies.com 

www.generationcompanies, com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount~)nnc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday,             12:21 PM 
To: " ’(~generationcompanies.com> 
Subject: Re: 

should complete the foreign language exam before we meet. She should 
also complete a scheduling module that will be emailed to her by the 
orientation folks two weeks before her assigned date. It would be good if we 
could meet after she has completed both of those items. 

I would suggest meeting the week of My schedule is pretty 
flexible and I could easily meet you and in the evening as well. My 
days are mostly clear after 11 am any day that week. If you prefer to meet 
in the evening, Tu Wed or Thurs are best. 

Let me know- what works. 

Tony 

On at 9:57 AM, / 
@generationcompanies.com> 

wrote: 

> Good morning Tony. We talked about ~etting together as you will be on 
> vacation during our orientation I believe you are leaving 
> 

> 

> What is the best day of the week and best time of the day to come see you? 
> If you have preferred dates or times, let me know-. 
> How- long should we plan to meet? 
> Does         need to complete the foreign language placement test 
> before we mee~ with you? 
> 
> Thanks, 



> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

@generationcompanies.com 

> www.generationcompanies, com 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonvyount(~a)unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, i 3:09 PM 
> To: @generationcompanies.com> 
> Subject: Re: My account! 
> 

> Helle 
> 

> Thanks for you email. I think that this link will help clarify the 
> Math situation. These requirements were recently changed which 
> probably explains why the high school counselors didn’t know-. 
> 

> There axe scenarios where the placement tests aren’t necessary. For 
> example, students majoring Communication Studies don’t have to take 
> Math courses in that require Math    placement, but that is a rare 
> exception. If         knows for certain what she wants to major in, I 
> can check and let you know- if the placement tests axe necessary, but 
> most students are not certain, and taking the placement test is usually 
necessary. 
> 

> http://math.unc, edu/for-undergrads/placement-info 
> 

> It says on that page that the test should be taken during the senior 
> year and the scores available by orientation. That is optimal, but not 
required. 
> I actually recommend that students have a firm idea of a maj or before 
> taking math courses, since so many majors require different courses. 
> So taking courses other than math in the first year is fine. 
> 

> I hope this helps. My cell is and I’m happy to answer 
> questions. 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> On , at 2:03 PM, 
> ¢@generationcompanies.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony, I’m dad. We look forward to working with you. 
>> On this placement test subject, just to clarify, I now- understand 
>> she must taJ~e one of these tests in order to place out of Math 
>> but does she have to take one of the tests even if she plans to take Math 

>> 

>> We’re trying to determine how- we missed the need to take this. 
>>         . advisor in high school who also happens to be the upper 
>> school director knows the ins and outs at UNC and we asked him 
>> repeatedly if there was anything missing. I’ve asked several of 

teammates also going and the parents didn’t realize a separate 
>> math placement test was needed. Are we missing something? I feel 
>> like we missed knowing this was needed until we saw- it in one of your 
>> recent 



> emails. 
>> 

>> Thanks for any color you can provide on this! Take care, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>- 

>> 

>~" ’@generationcompanies.com 
>> 

>> www.generationcompaaies.com 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: @live.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, 1:32 PM 
>> Tc ~generatloncompanies.com 
>> SubJect: p w: My account! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
>> Senl: Tuesdnv 7:48 PM 
>> To: 

>> Subject: Re: My account! 
>> 

>> Hi 
>> 

>> Thanks for the update. 
>> 

>> Regular Math does not count for Math placement, but the ACT does. You 
>> need a Math score of 27 on the ACT Math to place out of MATH or 
>> a score of 520 on either the SAT Math Subject Test 1 or 2 to place 
>> out of 
> MATH 
>> Doesn’t matter which test you tale, but you’ll have to take one 
>> before you take Math at Carolina. 
>> 

>> You signed up for Orientation I believe in Session 8. I’ll be on 
>> vacation then. I normally spend about an hour with each incoming 
>> freshman walking you guys through the registration process that you 
>> have to go through during your orientation session. I’d really like 
>> to do that with you sometime before I head west on       . If you’ve 
>> got an hour that we could do that between now- and tlaen, tlaat would be 
great. 
> Will you be in CH for anything? 
>> Let me know- what you think. 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

>> On , at 7:08 PM, 
>> @live.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the 
>>> regular 
>> math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I 
>> need to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 



2~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:13 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

summer classes 

Hi, Tony, 

Could I still sign up for summer classes? I know you told me I don’t really have to take any, but I’m still worried about my 
fall schedule and I figure I’m going to be in town anyway I think. If you could let me know, I would really appreciate it! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:13 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

summer classes 

Hi, Tony, 

Could I still sign up for summer classes? I know you told me I don’t really have to take any, but I’m still worried about my 
fall schedule and I figure I’m going to be in town anyway I think. If you could let me know, I would really appreciate it! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

l@live.unc.edu> 
Saturday,            6:3 5 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Orientation prep 

Tony, 

The only question I have is how many hours do I sign up for again? I also have around 5 or 6 classes in my shopping cart if you want 
to take a look. 

Thank you, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Orientation prep 

Well, let me ask if you’ve taken your language test, and if you’ve completed the orientation training module that they sent to you? You 
need to have both done before you come. And do you have courses in your shopping cart? That’s the main thing - having multiple 
backups in your shopping cart so that when you don’t get your first choices, you can very quickly make adjustments if you don’t get 
into all your first choices. 

Entirely up to you though. But work on that shopping cart - that’s the main thing. 

Tony 

On , at 5:09 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> I don’t mind not meeting again but if you think it is beneficial for me to go again then I can totally stop by because I still need to get 
my book for summer class and my one card. 
> 

> Just let me know if you want to meet again. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday: 2:12 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Orientation prep 
> 

> 

> 

> Are you going to come over for an orientation prep session with me before orientation starts on Monday? I’ve set aside Sunday 
afternoon and evening to meet with the 7 of you that are coming. 
> 
> But we’ve already met, so you might be comfortable without another meeting with me. Its up to you. Let me know if you’d like to 
come. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            8: 5 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Orientation prep 

Okay thank you! We also need to be done by 2 correct? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:52 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Orientation prep 

you should sign up for 16 hours - 5 regular classes and a 1 hour LFIT class. Get that credit out of the way in the off season. 

you’ll want 20 courses in your shopping cart at least - lots of backups, because your odds of getting your first choices aren’t all that 
good. You’ll save yourself lots of time on Tuesday if you have already done the searching for your backup classes. 

Tony 

On , at 6:35 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> The only question I have is how many hours do I sign up for again? I also have around 5 or 6 classes in my shopping cart if you 
want to take a look. 
> 
> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> From: Yotmt, Tony |tonvvount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Orientation prep 
> 
> Well, let me ask if you’ve taken your language test, and if you’ve completed the orientation training module that they sent to you? 
You need to have both done before you come. And do you have courses in your shopping cart? That’s the main thing - having multiple 
backups in your shopping cart so that when you don’t get your first choices, you can very quickly make adjustments if you don’t get 
into all your first choices. 
> 
> Entirely up to you though. But work on that shopping cart - that’s the main thing. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 5:09 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> I don’t mind not meeting again but if you think it is beneficial for me to go again then I can totally stop by because I still need to 
get my book for summer class and my one card. 
>> 

>> Just let me know if you want to meet again. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: Yount, Tony [tonvyount@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday,            2:12 PM 



>> To: : 
>> Subject: Orientation prep 
>> 

>> Are you going to come over for an orientation prep session with me before orientation starts on Monday? I’ve set aside Sunday 
afternoon and evening to meet with the 7 of you that are coming. 
>> 

>> But we’ve already met, so you might be comfortable without another meeting with me. Its up to you. Let me know if you’d like to 
come. 
>> 
>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:49 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Hi Tony! I’m really really sorry but we axe running behind schedule is there anyway we could move the meeting to later around 6 or 7? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonwount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesdav. 8:04 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

5 is perfect. I’ll see you in my office. Bring your mom. And be sure to bring the results of your foreign language exam and that you have completed the online module 
that is mentioned in the email. You won’t be allowed to register until you’ve finished. 

See you Sunday at 5. 

if you need directions 

Thanks 

Tony 

On , at 3:55 PM, ~live.unc.edu<mailto C~live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hi! I am planning on arriving in chapel hill on Sunday afternoon. Are you available around 5? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu<mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu>] 
Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 
To: 

Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Ladies, 

Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It would be enormously helpful if we 
(and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation starts on Monday morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and 
evening,       to meet with you to plan and prepare for the process of scheduling. I promise you it will be time well spent. 

If you are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you live close and want to come to CH 
before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know- when you axe available. We will meet in my office in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. 

By the time you get to CH you should have done these things: 

Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 

Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you will be allowed to register. You should 
complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 

I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet before 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            1:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Okay sounds good. Ill let you know when I arrive. 
Thank you so much! 
See you soon 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:51 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

I already have a 7 o’clock. If you get to Chapel Hill by six lets do it then if not we’ll need to move it to eight. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:49 PM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony! I’m really really sorry but we are miming behind schedule is there anyway we could move the meeting to later around 6 or 
7? 
> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday: 8:04 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 
> 
> 5 is perfect. I’ll see you in my office. Bring your mom. And be sure to bring the results of your foreign language exam and that you 
have completed the online module that is mentioned in the email. You won’t be allowed to register until you’ve finished. 
> 

> See you Sunday at 5. 
> 
> if you need directions 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 3:55 PM, 
> 

@live.unc. edu<mailto: @live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

> Hi! I am planning on arriving in chapel hill on Sunday afternoon. Are you available around 5? 
> 
> From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu<mailto:tonyvount~unc.edu>] 
> Sent: Friday, 4:59 PM 
> To: 

> Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 
> 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It 
would be enormously helpful if we (and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation 
starts on Monday morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and evening, to meet with you to plan and prepare for the 
process of scheduling. I promise you it will be time well spent. 
> 
> If you are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If 
you live close and want to come to CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my 



office in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. 
> 
> By the time you get to CH you should have done these things: 
> 
> Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement! 
> 
> Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you 
will be allowed to register. You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 
> 
> I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet before 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Sunday,            5: 55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~aol.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Absolutely yes to the class. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 2, 2013, at 5:38 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Jan, 

Met with             today. Wow. Very impressed. She has been prescheduled (Due to 
Morehead and Honors) into 3 classes that all are in the afternoon. One a seminar, easy to change. 
One an ENGL     specific to Business, but also easy to change. The third class is the one 
described below. It fulfills her Honors requirement and is a marvelous opportunity. It only meets 
one day (Thursday) each week from noon - 3:15.             didn’t want special treatment or to 
ask for special favors, but the opportunity to take this class is so wonderful that I thought it worth 
asking if she could miss once/week. She will be fine if you say no, 

Tony 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Monday,            9:46 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 

All she needed to do was send her transcripts, etc into admissions. I have a call into her now and will find out what the deal is. 

Chris 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:41 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: FW: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto: ] 
Sent: Monday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 

reports a grade of    on her first PORT    exam. Happy news. She has a paper due this Friday and will be working with our 
writing tutor Tues and Thursday afternoons to be certain that the paper is in good shape. 

From what I can see on Connect Carolina,       admission decision has not yet been made. That worries me since 2 weeks from 
today we need to be able to register her for summer II classes, and there are hoops to jump through before that can happen. Do you 
know anything about her admission status? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

stats 

@live.unc.edu> 

Yo T, does, have any spare slot today? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            4:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutor 

Is there anyway you can ask him if we can go an hour earlier tomorrow then and do 2 hours? So instead of 5-6 go from 4-6? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Sorry 
> 

> Tony 

will be out of town and unavailable for tutoring Sunday night. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            11:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

chemistry 

Hi Tony, 

It’s I came and asked for a chem tutor recently. We just got our second test back in chem    and I got a 

on it. I am just really worried because I did all the reading and problems assigned up until the test and always go to 
class and pay attention. I studied literally all day Friday, Saturday, and Sunday leading up until the test on Monday, 
reread the chapters, went over notes, and even made notecards on the important ideas and equations from each chapter. 
I also did practice problems and was doing well on them and felt ready for the test. I even felt that I had done well on 
the test when I was taking it so I was really surprised and worried when I received my test grade back. I’m going in to 

meet with the teacher, but I am at a loss for what else I can do. 

I’m worried that the class is going to affect my GPA badly but I know it is too late to drop the class now, so I was 
wondering if you knew if there was anything else I could do like pass/fail the class or if I could how that would affect 
everything. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:22 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

chemistry 

Hi Tony, 

It’s 
I came and asked for a chem tutor recently. We just got our second test back in chem    and I got a 

on it. I am just really worried because I did all the reading and problems assigned up until the test and always go to 
class and pay attention. I studied literally all day Friday, Saturday, and Sunday leading up until the test on Monday, 
reread the chapters, went over notes, and even made notecards on the important ideas and equations from each chapter. 
I also did practice problems and was doing well on them and felt ready for the test. I even felt that I had done well on 
the test when I was taking it so I was really surprised and worried when I received my test grade back. I’m going in to 

meet with the teacher, but I am at a loss for what else I can do. 

I’m worried that the class is going to affect my GPA badly but I know it is too late to drop the class now, so I was 
wondering if you knew if there was anything else I could do like pass/fail the class or if I could how that would affect 

everything. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:13 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday Feedback Forms - 

.pdf 

Attached are the feedback forms from 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 AM 
To: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          07:47:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



CHEM 

TUTOR Fi: i: I)BACK FORM 

ROOM # 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

AI)VISOR: Susan Maloy 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 06:00 PM 

DATE: 

[] arrive on time? 

[] put away al] unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

[] respond to instruction without compJaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes!reading since last session? 



i11 

PORT 

TUTOR Fi, I I)ilACK FORM 
Tuesday, 

ii i iiii 

ROOM # WL 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

DATE: 

Susan MaIoy 

03:00 PM 

[] arrive on time? 

Q put away air unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

[] respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

[] completed notes/reading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

<no subject> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Yo my favorite person ever in the history of the world. Does have any extra open slots today? 



f>>L<!-- Email Converted by LAW--> 
<HTML> 
<head><META http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=utf-8"><META 
name="Author" content="Novell GroupWise WebAccess"></head> 
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PM &gt;&gt;&gt;<br> <br> <div><br> <div>Begin forwarded message:</div> <br 
class="Apple-interchange-newline"> <blockquote type="cite"> <div style="margin: 0px;"> 
<span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium;’><b>From: 
</b></span><span style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium;’>TONY YOUNT &lt;<a 
href="mailto:gyount@email.unc.edu">gyount@email.unc.edu</a>&gt;<br> </span></div> 
<div style="margin: 0px;"> <span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font- 
size: medium;’><b>Subject: </b></span><span style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: 
medium;’><b>Re:            &amp;      academics</b><br> </span></div> <div 
style="margin: 0px;"> <span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: 
medium;’><b>Date: </b></span><span style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: 
medium;’;            3:53:37 PM EDT<br> </span></div> <div style="margin: 0px;"> 
<span style=’color: rgba(0, 0, 0, 1); font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium:’><b>To: 
</b></span><soan style=’font-family: "Helvetica"; font-size: medium;’>           &lt;<a 
href="mailto:       @email.unc.edu":       @email.unc.edu</a>&gt;<br> </span></div> 
</blockquote> <div><br> </div> <br> <blockquote type="cite"> <div style="word-wrap: break- 
word;-webkit-nbsp-mode: space;-webkit-line-break: after-white-space;"> <div> <div> 
<div> </div> <div><br> </div> <div>Elite 89 Award - NCAA Championship 
weekend - highest GPA among those participating in the Final 
Four&nbsp;</div> <div><br> </div> <div>Yeardley Love Unsung Hero Award - 
spring     </div> <div><br> </div> <div>Journalism School Scholarship plus an invitation to 
write a senior Honor’s Thesis-            .’/div> <div><br> </div> <div><!--StartFragment- 
-> <p class="MsoNormal">Dean’s List:&nbsp; &nbsp;4<Xxml:namespace prefix = o 
/><o:p></o:p></p> <p 
c~ass=’’Ms~N~rma~’’>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp; <o:p></o:p></p> <p class="MsoNormal">ACC 
Honor Roll:&nbsp; 18<o:p></o:p></p> <p 
c~ass=’’Ms~N~rma~’’>&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;& 
nbsp; 

<o:p></o:p></p> <6- 
EndFragment--></div> <div><br> </div> <div><br> </div> <div>On at 3:38 PM, 

&lt;<a 



href="mailto:      @email.unc.edu":       @email.unc.edu</a>&gt;</div> 
<div>&nbsp;wrote:</div> <br class="Apple-interchange-newline"> <blockquote type="cite"> 
<div style="font:/normal Helvetica; text-transform: none; text-indent: 0px; letter-spacing: 
normal; word-spacing: 0px; white-space: normal; orphans: 2; widows: 2; -webkit-text-size- 
adjust: auto; -webkit-text-stroke-width: 0px;" lang="EN-US" vlink="purple" link="blue"> <div 
style="page: WordSectionl ;" class="WordSectionl"> <div style="margin: 0in 0in Opt; font- 
family: Calibri, sans-serif; font-size: 11 pt;"> Hi tony!<o:p></o:p></div> <div style="margin: 0in 
0in Opt; font-family: Calibri, sans-serif; font-size: 1 lpt;"> <o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></div> <div 
style="margin: 0in 0in Opt; font-family: Calibri, sans-serif; font-size: 1 lpt;"> Hope you had a 
great trip to philly with the gals!&nbsp; So exciting!&nbsp; Can you send me info on any 
academic honors earned by          &amp;           # Thanks! 

,’o:p></o:p></div> </div> </div> </blockquote> </div> <br> </div> </div> </blockquote> 
</div> <br> 

</BODY></HTML> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:24 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday Feedback Forms - 

.pdf 

Attached are the feedback forms from 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edul 
Sent: Thursday 8:11 AM 
To: sbmaloy@email.unc.edu; 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:11:00 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



STOR 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

DATF4 

TUTOR I;LLI)I~A(,ll FORM 
Wednesday, 

ROOM # 

Tony Yount 

06:00 PM 

arrive on time? 

put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

present his!her goals for the session? 

bring all necessary books and materials? 

respond to instruction without complaint or critidsm? 

¯ ~ ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes/reading since last session? 

t 

/ 

! 

(- 



TUTOR FEEI)IIM’A  FORM 
Weduesday, Juue 05, 2013 

ECON ROOM # E 

~ive on time? ......... 
NAME: 

~/~.ut away all unnecessary electronic devices? SP01UI’: 
~f’yesent hislher goals for the session? 

_4tl)VISOR: Tony Yount 
~ bring all necessary books and materials? 

TUTOR: ~espond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

’[UTOIUAL TIME: 05:00 PM -~ask questions and volunteer information? 

DATE: 
~completed notes/reading since last session? 

i 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: Jenn Townsend 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 05:00 F’M 

DATE: 

......... ,,,, ,,, ,,,, 

~jarrive on time? 

L~/put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 
~’ present his/her goals for the session? 

~//~ring all necessary books and materials? 

~jj;espond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 
vf,ask questions and volunteer information? 

~completed notes/reading since last session? 

[ ! 

! T ...... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 8:27 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday Feedback Forms - 

pdf 

Attached are the feedback forms from Wednesday: 

From: scanner@unc.edn [scalmer@unc.edn] 
Sent: Thursday: 8:11 AM 
To: sbmaloy@email.unc.edn; 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:11:27 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



i|ml 

MATI~ 

TUTOR FEI I)llA( K FORM 
Wednesday, 

ii iii 

ROOM # F 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIML:: 

I)ATE: 

Tony Yount 

07:00 PM 

[] arrive on time? 

D put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his!her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

D respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes,reading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Schmidt, Dave" <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            1:3 0 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Super Regional Game Times 

FYI on potential schedule changes. 

NCAA CHAPEL HILL SUPER REGIONAL GAME TIMES UPDATE 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The weather forecast for the Chapel Hill area on Friday includes the threat of inclement weather 
throughout the day and it may affect the NCAA Chapel Hill Super Regional schedule. 

A decision will be made by 11:00 a.m. Friday whether the scheduled first pitch of 1:00 p.m. will occur or if a change to 
the schedule will be made. 

GoHeels.com and on twitter @DiamondHeels will have further updates. 

Dave Schmidt 
University of North Carolina 
Assistant Athletic Communications Director 
Office - (919) 962-0084 
Cell - 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:25 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Feedback Forms - 

pdf 

See attached. 

From: scanner@unc.edu [scanner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday: 8:18 AM 
To: ; sbmaloy @email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:18:43 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



TUTOR Fi Ei)llACK FORM 
Thursday, 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIMi!: 

DATE: 

ROOM # 

Susan Maloy 

06:00 PM 

arrive on time? 

put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

present his/her goals for the session? 

bring all necessary books and materials? 

respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed notes/reading since last session? 



EXSS 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAl, TIME: 

DATE: 

TUTOR I;ltLI)IIACK FORM 

ROOM # 

Susan Maloy 

03:00 PM 

[] arrive on time? 

[] put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

[] bring all necessary books and materials? 

respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

D completed notes/reading since last session? 

WL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:28 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Feedback Forms - 

.pdf 

See attached 

From: scanner&unc.edu [scalmer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:19 AM 
To: ; sbmaloy@email.unc.edu 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R 11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:19:47 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



,i ij i,i1| 

STOR 

TUTOR F I LI)BA(,K FORM 
Thursday, 

iiii iii 

ROOM # 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

DATE: 

Tony Yount 

07:00 PM 

Q arrive on time? 

put away all unnecessary electronic devices? 

[] present his/her goals for the session? 

D bring all necessary books and materials? 
[] respond to instruction without complaint or criticism? 

[] ask questions and volunteer information? 

completed noteslreading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Friday,           5:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: update 

Hey Tony, 

Just got my grade back for the first assignment, and I got an Good start so far and I’m keeping up with the forums which are the 
majority of our final grade. Next assignment is due next Friday and I’m already on it. 

I’ll email you if I have any concerns about anything! 

Thank you! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 
To: 

Subject: update 

How about another update? 

Any grades yet? 

Hope you’re having a good summer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Sunday,            11:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch? 

Would love that!! Tuesday sounds great 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tuesday or Thursday this week, or Monday next week? 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:58 PM 

@gmail.com; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Letter for 

honor court letter            .docx i 

Tony 

Attached is the letter I have written on behalf of 

For the Honor Court 

Let me know your thoughts, edits, etc, before I give it to 

Thanks 

JS 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

P.O. BO~ z126 

CHAPEl, HII,I,, NC z7515 

1 lead Volleyball Coach 

() 919.962.5228 

F 919.843.8543 

G 

j sagu/a@unc aa.unc .e du 

O££ice o£ Student Conduct 
University o£ North Carolina 
SASB North Suite 8183 
Chapel Hill, NC 2?599-5888 

Dear Members o£ the UNC Honor Court, 

I am writing today on behal£ o£                I have known 
past three years having recruited her as a student-athlete 
the University o£ North Carolina. 

£or the 
player to 

I understand        is being charged with "unauthorized collaboration in 
connection with academic work." I have kept a close handle on the academic 
progress o£ the students on our team this          school year. My purpose was 
to encourage them to make use o£ all o£ the academic resources we provide, 
(study hall, tutors, advising, etc) as well as having a disciplined and 
consistent e££ort throughout the semester. I can attest that through my 
meetings throughout the semester with       that she has made signi£icant 
e££orts and put the time into her academics especially this spring semester. 
So upon hearing about this charge I am very puzzled. 

is a person, athlete and student o£ high integrity and honesty. She 
is one o£ the young leaders o£ our team. She understands the rules o£ the honor 
system as we have discussed them numerous times as a team and with individuals. 
So she £ully understands the consequences £or any her actions as a student and 
as an athlete both on and o££ the court. 

The consequences £or student-athletes are signi£icantly more punishing 
than the typical Carolina student. I £eel that                 situation was an 
unintended misunderstanding and thus creating a perceived in£raction. I have 
discussed the circumstances regarding this Drama class at length, where she was 
averaging a    throughout the semester. Knowing that       was earning an 
excellent academic progress, she would not knowingly put hersel£ in jeopardy in 
any o£ her classes. 

is an athlete that competes in the £all semester. I£ there were 
potential sanctions placed upon       where she is £orced to be away £rom the 
team in the £all semester, it could result in a loss o£ her athletic 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

P.O. BO~ z126 

CHAPEl, HII,I,, NC z7515 

1 lead Volleyball Coach 

() 919.962.5228 

F 919.843.8543 

G 

j sagu/a@unc aa.unc .e du 

scholarship as well as other signi£icant setbacks to her career as a student 
and athlete. Our team is schedule to travel on a £oreign tour next spring 
semester, and any sanction could put her participation in jeopardy as well. 
The signi£icance o£ this is that          aspirations to eventually play 
pro£essionally overseas upon graduation would be at risk as well, since this 
will be her chance £or in person evaluations. Ultimately a loss o£ 
participation £or would also result in a punishment £or our entire 
team £or the season as well, since she is a signi£icant returning player 
and an integral part o£ our team. 

has made great strides this year as a student, making the most o£ 
the opportunities that UNC has to o££er. She has also chosen to attend summer 
sessions I & II just so she can make academic progress with potential £or ACC 
Honor Roll during the season, as well with the possibility o£ graduating in 7 
semesters (with her summer classes). 

She has a disciplined work ethic, has excellent class attendance, and 
genuinely interested in all o£ her classes as a       year student. As an 
athlete she is punctual and one o£ the hardest workers on the team. She knows 
how to achieve success with a competitive spirit and with high integrity. I 
also know       and her £amily £or three years and I know she is a person o£ 
excellent character. 

I request your care£ul attention to this unique situation both £rom my 

experiences with               as a student-athlete and the circumstances that 
have created this state o£ a££airs. 

Thank you £or your time and attention to this. 

Respect£ully submitted, 

JOSEPH A. SAGULA 
Head Volleyball Coach 

jsagula#unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

If I am majoring in ESS do I need to take the math placement test for Chem 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: First-Year Orientation 

Thanks 

It would be great if we could spend an hour together after your flight gets in on Sunday. 

See you soon. 

Tony 

On , at 2:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello Tony, 
> 

> I scheduled my orienation for the fifth session during the week of camp. My flight arrives Sunday night late and I depart on Thursday 
after camp. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
>To: 

> Cc: Levy, Jennifer 
> Subject: First-Year Orientation 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> 

possible. 
> 

- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

session you’ll be attending. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 

> I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll get 
you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those two 
days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 
> 

> We expect most of you to attend Session 5, since that session is so close to our camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my vacation 
time this summer will be from so I will not on campus for orientation sessions 6 - 9. I will be around for all the other 
sessions. 
> 

> When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             11 : 5 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch? 

That sounds good to me! How about 1:00? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:34 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Excellent 
> 
> Can we be old school and meet at the Carolina Coffee Shop on Franklin St? Great place to get a booth and have a good 
conversation. What time suits you? 
> 

> 

> On , at 11:05 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Would love that!! Tuesday sounds great 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 9:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Tuesday or Thursday this week, or Monday next week? 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,             12:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Center summer hours 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you are doing great! 
I would really like to speak with you this week (or the next one). Which are your office hours? 
Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,             12:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Center summer hours 

I could go Thursday @1. Does that work for you? 

Thank you 

De: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Enviado: lunes, 11:43 
Para: 
Asunto: Re: Academic Center summer hours 

9:30 til 2 each day until next Wednesday, when I leave for vacation. Looking at your schedule, I could meet you after your BUSI class 
after 1 today, Thurs or Friday this week. I have conflicts in the afternoon on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

Let me know what works. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 12:08 PM, @live.unc.edu> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Hope you are doing great! 
> I would really like to speak with you this week (or the next one). Which are your office hours? 
> Thank you! 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             2:05 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Session II 

Hi Tony, 

I will definitely need a tutor for Econ. Thanks so much. And you’re saying I need to buy the textbook myself? 

Have a great trip! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:02 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyotmt@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Connect Carolina tells me you’re registered for summer school classes. Compliance tells me that you are NOT on the textbook list so 
you are on your own in that area. 
> 
> I will be out of town and in the west for the first 3 weeks of summer school. I will return July 10 and be in the office from that point 
on. 

> 

> If you anticipate needing a tutor for summer school, please let me know now and I can make the request. Otherwise, if you discover 
that you need a tutor during the second session, please go to see Susan Maloy, whose office is across the hall from mine toward the 
lobby. Susan Maloy (Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>) 962-9892 is her number. 
> 
> Of course you can text and email and I’ll respond as soon as I am in an area with some kind of cell service. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,             2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer II text books 

Hey Tony, 
If I don’t enroll in a class for summer session 2 will I still be able to enroll in the fall? I’m just double checking bc it would be better 
for my work schedule if I didn’t take a class 2nd session but I will work around a class if I have to. 

Let me know. Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:33 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> The four of you are on the summer session II book list, so you will need to see me to get your book forms signed. 
> 
> But, I am leaving town on the afternoon of Tuesday, for a 3 week vacation in the west. It would be so helpful if you are in 
town on Tuesday, if you would come by the office and get the book forms signed. We are horribly short-staffed this summer (4 
counselors away for the summer) and if you come in Tuesday, you won’t have to bother someone else in my absence. If you can’t, go 
see another counselor to get your books after Tuesday afternoon next week. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             5:3 7 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer II text books 

Hey Tony ! 

I got my text book for 8 dollars on amazon so I won’t need a book form! That’s okay from your end right? Just making sure the book 
form is just for financial reimbursement. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:33 PM 
To: 

Subject: Summer II text books 

Ladies, 

The four of you are on the summer session II book list, so you will need to see me to get your book forms signed. 

But, I am leaving town on the afternoon of Tuesday,       for a 3 week vacation in the west. It would be so helpful if you are in 
town on Tuesday, if you would come by the office and get the book forms signed. We are horribly short-staffed this summer (4 
counselors away for the summer) and if you come in Tuesday, you won’t have to bother someone else in my absence. If you can’t, go 
see another counselor to get your books after Tuesday afternoon next week. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:02 AM 

@live.unc.edu; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: your namesake 

Not sure how I feel about sharing my name! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:16 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M maxkos@emall.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

And I’ll follow- up with Admissions to find out what it says on their end. I’ll let you know- but I’m guessing she’s fine; just want to get her ready for the fall too... :-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

10:05 AM 

I know- that admissions now- has her transcript, but I don’t know- the grades. I’ll email her and ask. This is what I sent to her last week. I just want to be sure that we are 
meeting eligibility requirements so that she can play. 

the requirements that you need to fulfill axe HS, VP, LA, PH, CI, QR, EL, US, LFIT and WB. 

You have basically two paths to choose for second session summer school. You need 4 hours credit. All students at Carolina have to take am LFIT class (like a PE class 
in high school). It is for one hour credit. Classes are offered in beginning jogging (LFIT    ~ and exercise and conditioning (LFIT    ~. If you combined am LFIT class 
with one of the classes listed below-, you would get the hours that you need. Or you can delay the LFIT and take 2 summer session courses. 

I list these classes below- simply because they would fill multiple requirements for you. It looks like the minimum number of courses you will need to complete your 
general education requirements is about 5 if you take advantage of classes that fulfill more than one requirement. When you are cleared to register, it would be most 
helpful if we could have a phone conversation when you are ready to select classes. 

AFAM (HS & US) 

ART ~VP & WB) 

AMSI .... (LA & US) 

WMST (LA & US) 

PHIL (PH & WB) 

RELI (PH & WB) 

PHIL (PH & US) 

On at 9:57 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> Attached is where we ended up with her transfer credits - if those 4 hours of credit fit for her major and she’ll have 60% met after SS, then go for it. 
> 

> Also, do you have her final grades from ? Just want to be sure she has or better from this past spring so that I know- we can count on the 9 hours from this 
past semester to get to 
> 

> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailtoXongyount(~@unc~du] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 

> should be admitted today or tomorrow-. Would we be OK with putting her in an LFIT and one 3 hr summer school course (that fulfills at least 2 Gen Ed 
requirements) for summer II. I want to be certain that 4 hours is what we need to have her eligible for fall. Can you confirm that before she registers? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> . do c x> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             12:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Chris, please follow up on this until she is registered in the correct number of hours to make her eligible to 
compete with us this fall. And please let me know this email is working and you are on it. Thank youT All the 
best from Amsterdam. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

was not able to view her admissions decision last night, and therefore could not accept the offer of 
enrollment. I just checked again this morning and its not up. I’m getting nervous about getting her registered for 
summer school because there are hoops to jump through after she accepts her offer of admission. 

Tony 

On at 10:18 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we get her in what she needs? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Before Anson beats me to death... 
From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, Barbara Jo" <~admissions.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Yay BARB!!!!! 

Let’s get that 411 lunch on the calendar for next week now!!! You have any time free Mon-Wed? 

Bird 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Friday, 9:54 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject" RE: Before Anson beats me to death... 



Tell Anson to go lift some weights©..Yes, we have what we need to complete her admissions process. 

decision should be available on her MyCarolina page Monday night after 6:00. 

No need to thank me for saving your life ..... really ..... I mean it ...... no, really ..... happy to do it ..... just 

something else I can check off my bucket list ..... save a life: done .... 

Now that l’ve saved it, don’t waste it. I fully expect you to have a mmmaaarrrrrvvvvvveeeellllllllous 

weekend. © 

Her 

BP 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 9:12 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Subject: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Do you have any good news for me on 

life hangs in the balance. ,-) 

transcripts arriving at the Admissions Palace? My 

Little Birdie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uga.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:00 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: admissions decision is up 

Awesome. I just sent those two emails, but unfortunately had to from my UGA email account as I was having some trouble setting up 
my unc email and got too frustrated haha. I’m going to keep trying to get this unc email account to complete but hopefully my uga one 
will do in the mean time. ff not I’ll send out the same emails again immediately once my unc address is finalized. 

Let me know if there is anything else I need to do. Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:53 PM 
To: 

Subject: admissions decision is up 

You can go online now and accept your admission. I just saw that the decision is up. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:11 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

got itT 

Ok this is my unc email address it finally went through! Should i resend those emails or will the uga address suffice for 
now? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@unc.edu>; Tom 
Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: is admitted. 

Happy days! 

On at 9:15 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Good news that accepted her offer of admission and now has unc email 
> 
> Hoping to get her registered tomorrow. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

@live.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Thompson, Jennifer C" <jcthompson@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             10:28 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 

I just updated request for Summer Session 2. She may begin enrolling for the Summer Session II. 

Thanks, 
Jennifer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Thompson, Jennifer C 
Subject: 

10:24 AM 

Jennifer, 

Thank you for clearing the way for to register for second session summer school. You should have received an email 
today from a transfer from , also seeking clearance to register for second session. I just wanted to let 
you know that she will also be on an athletics scholarship for the summer session. 

Thanks so much for helping clear the way for our students to register. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, women’s soccer and field hockey 

919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT "         @mac.com> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:57 AM 

TONY YOUNT <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

asdfasdfasdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2007 1:10 PM 

mac. com 
test 

lj af;ldsj fa;sldkgh;aslkdfg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               10:23 AM 

@email.unc.edu 

EDUC 

Were you able to get Dr. Unks to add you to EDUC 
get it set. 

last night? If not, please come by today and let’s work on your schedule and 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday: 1:08 PM 

Mock, C D <cd@uncaa.unc.edu> 

walkons 

Coach, 

came by my office this am and asked about tutoring schedules and hours. Do you want your walkons included in those tutoring assignments and in your 
weekly report? If so, axe there other         like        that I should add? 

If its possible, a list of the team members with contact info would be very helpful to me if someone in your office could send it to me. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Monday,            10:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her. She is not missing first day of SS1. MAC program begins 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes. I can give her a book form as long as Tom Timmermans has included her on the summer school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school scholarship form so I 
assume he will. He hasn’t sent us that list, however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day for the B school), she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t get dropped. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham~unc.edu> 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the 14th and will be looking to get the books on the 15th. Should we just bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, so we’ll start there. 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:18 AM, rackham ~rackham@_unc.edu> 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad students on scholarship to get books? 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
_h__t_tp://www.faceboo k.com/ca roli n avolleyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Monday, 9:16 AM 

To: rackham 
Subject= RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the form to student stores and get the 

required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 



I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 

www.floheels.com 
h__t_tg:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavollevvyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: _@_ _fi_u_ = _e_ _d_ _u.] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PN 
To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 
To: 
Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane horton~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina WooldridRe~kenan-flaRler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 

I received the last text book designation for the summer term. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Gina 

Course Number 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 
i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiii~i~ ~’::~ ~iiiiii MAC 

~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i MAC 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

Course Name Instructor Textbook 

Hand 

Chavis 

Skender 

Wang 

Barringer 

Stubben 

E dwards 

<image001.jpg> _T_w_~__t_ej. I <image002.jpg> .l__hLk_e__dJn.I <image003.jpg> .E_a_qe__b_o__o_k_ I <image004.Jpg>-M--A--(-_-J-°--u-r-n--ez-B-L°-g I <imageoo5.jpg>YouTube 

Gina NL Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ gina wooldridge(~kena n-flagler.u nc.ed u ¯ www.kena n-fla~ler.u nc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Monday,            10:52 AM 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

It will be send out a little later this week. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Monday, 10:44 AM 

To: Yount, Tony 

C¢: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes, I would assume Tom will include her. She is not missing first day of SS1. MAC program begins 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Yes. I can give her a book form as long as Tom Timmermans has included her on the summer school book list. Books are properly listed on the summer school scholarship form so I 
assume he will. He hasn’t sent us that list, however, to this point. 

Since she is missing the first day of class (if the 14th is the first day for the B school), she should email her summer school profs and let them know so that she doesn’t get dropped. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 10:33 AM, rackham <rackham~unc.edu> 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the 14th and will be looking to get the books on the 15th. Should we just bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, so we’ll start there. 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:18 AM, rackham ~rackham~unc.edu> 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad students on scholarship to get books? 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

__ (c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham~,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
h__t_tp:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavollevvyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Monday, 9:16 AM 

To: rackham 
Subject: RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the form to student stores and get the 

required books. 

Tom 



From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 
Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 
(c) 

919-843-8543 (f) 
rackham@unc.edu 

~:gpheels.com 
http:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavolleyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: ~fiu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 4:42 PM 

To: rackham 
Subject: Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 
Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane horton@__k_e__n__a__n_-__fl__aAl__e_r_&n__c_:_e_(_l__u>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridg_e_@,k__e_n__a__n__-_fl__a_gler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 

I received the last text book designation for the summer term. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Gina 

Course Number 
.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii: MAC 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC ............................................ 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 

iiiiN    iiiiii MAc 
i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii. MAC 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

Course Name Instructor Textbook 

Hand 

Chavis 

Skender 

Wang 

Barringer 

Stubben 

E dwards 
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Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Directob Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

9j_cl:9__6Zd1_8__6_¯ gLI3_a _w_9_o_J_dj_i_d_g_e_@__k_e_LLa_E-_f_l_a~er.u nc.ed u ¯ www.kenan-fla.Kler.u nc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            4:43 PM 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: VB Summer School_SPECIAL REQUEST= 

Joe, 

we will cover tuition, fees, room and $300 towards board. I am not at my computer but I think that is in line with everybody else. 
Can you complete a form and get Tony to sign off on it. 

I will also reach out to the cashiers office to remove the pre payment hold. Might be tomorrow before they remove it. Until the hold 
has been removed she won’t be able to register. 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 3:47 PM, "Joe Sagula" <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tom 
> I wanted to get this to you as soon as possible. Our summer school situation has changed a little since we last spoke in that I need to 
make another request. 
> As of our last communication (SEE BELOW), one of our student-athletes,                is only attending Summer Session 1, 
and thus the allotted and approved ftmds for her second session ($1685) were not going to be used. You had indicated that I could 
redistribute these ftmds amongst other team members. However I had decided not to do that and keep the awards as we had previously 
approved. 
> However, based on some grades I now need to make a special/late request on behalf of one of our rising seniors 
(see attached email request by      to me) I would like to support      to be able to attend Summer Session I to take a 3 credit 
(Stor [] Business Calc & Operations) course which she needs for her double major,      is an excellent student, however there 
were a majority of students that failed this particular course this spring or received D [] s. I would like to be able to have us support her 
at the same level we have with our other team members including full Room expenses and a $500 stipend towards Board, however 
she is a non-resident. 
> I know this may have an additional impact upon our budget, but if you feel this will work out please let me know as soon as possible 
and i can inform i She is also trying to make a special request to the Professor to be added to the class since it is only offered in 
Summer Session I. 
> If I need to adjust/reduce the Room and Board ftmding let me know as well. As you know, the funds we are not using ($1685 from 

) should cover at least half of these expenses. 
> Thanks again for your understanding with this situation. 
> Sincerely, 
> JOE SAGULA 
> Tony Yount ..... can you send your approval for this as well, thank you. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Head Volleyball Coach 
> UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROL1NA 
> Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 919 962-5228 office 
> cell 
> GO TAR HEELS! 
>>>> "Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 8:53 AM >>> 
> Joe, 
> Got your message. You can redistribute her room and board amount. Let me know how you want to divide it and I will adjust it. 



> Thanks, 
> Tom 
> 

> From: Joe Sagula [mailto:isa~alla~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 7:24 AM 
> To: Timmermans, Tom 
> Cc: Tony Yount 
> Subject: VB Summer School 
> 

> 

> Tom, 
> 

> I wanted to make sure you received my voice message yesterday about the revision to our recent summer school request. 
> 
> I found out yesterday morning that is only taking 3 credits in summer session I. I had her listed for three credits in 
> 
> in Session II as well. This should save the budget about $2400 as well. K the funds are still available and I can distribute a few 
hundred dollars for 
> 
> additional board $ for a few let me know, or we can just keep things where thing are. 
> 

> 

> Thanks again for your assistance with all of this. 
> 

> 

> Joe 
> 

> Head Volleyball Coach 
> UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
> Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
> 919 962-5228 office 
> cell 
> GO TAR HEELS! 
> 
> <SUMMER _Award Recommendation .pdf> 
> <Summer School_            REQUEST~pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:06 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~aol.com; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony: 

We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 

What does           need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 

When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 

She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 

Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 

Larry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com);        @msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for l    this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony, 

Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is     and the only additional one in possible trouble is      . And of course 
both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the fleck did     do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 

Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
Subject: Spring grades 

Still missing 8 grades 
Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 

Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Friday,            6:29 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>;      @aol.com; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Y ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. I emailed her this afternoon telling her how she 
needs to go about being readmitted to the university for summer school¯ That needs to happen as quickly as possible and I emphasized that 
with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday¯ But the readmissio needs to come first for summer 
school so that she will be able to register¯ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:06 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 

> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 

> What does           need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue¯ 
> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 

> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and Tom also 
receive the information you provide¯ 
> 
> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated¯ Have a good weekend, 
> 

> Larry 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:ansonf~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday,             5:30 PM 
> To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com);         ~msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 

> Tony, 
> 

> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
with some effort should be eligible by the fall¯ What the heck did i 
> 

> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 

> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
> 

> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 

¯ And of course both 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday,            7:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Any updates? I am officially freaking out. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The paperwork went through the office today to Tom, so he will have it tomorrow. I will confirm in the morning and send you an email 
saying (I hope) that you’re clear to register. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> On , at 10:30 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony- 
>> Any updates? 
>> I’m living in so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 
>> Thank you! 
>> Libby 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office and then to 
Tom. When that paperwork is done, I can email you and let you know that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers office that athletics is 
going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the difference and I think you can use a credit card for that. But wait until the 
paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom Timmermans is the man to call - 919 962 7851 is his 
number. 
>>> 

>>> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I asked about the 
possibility of taking those hours somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
>>> 
>>> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 12:06 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state tuition. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so much 
higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>>>>>> 



>>>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by the 
end of the day. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should be 
possible online at http://www.fridavcemer.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollmem.htm 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> On l , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
>>>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can 

pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Thank you, 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Sere from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Friday,            9:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@unc. edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony: 

Thank you for this information. 

Obviously, what has to happen next is that     has to appeal for continued probation, correct? Before we can discuss paying for any 

part of here summer school, I would think that this probation issue has it be rectified first, and with SSI beginning on Tuesday, I don’t 

see how it is possible that she can get this issue resolved before Tuesday. 

If I have misinterpreted anything, please let me know. Thank you! 

Larry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, i 7:48 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., LaiTy A. 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Gentlemen, 

I was traveling when I sent that last email. Now that I’m on my computer and able to check the GPA calculator,     could also restore 

eligibility by making an A in a 3 hour course. The resulting GPA would be the same as if she made two B grades in two courses this 
summer. The eligibility issue is a Carolina issue. She is not in good standing because her GPA is below a 2.0. She has been on 
academic probation before and appealed for continued probation earlier in her academic career but the appeal was denied. She could 
appeal that ruling again, but I don’t know what her argument would be. 

Tony 

On , at 6:05 PM, Jr. LaiTy A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 

> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 

> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 

> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 

> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 
> 

> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
> 

> LaiTy 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 



> Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
> To:      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros         :@gmail.com);        @msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 
> Tony, 
> 
> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the heck did 
> 
> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 
> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
> 
> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 

¯ And of course 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:12 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 
<markos@email.unc.edu>; Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans 
<timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for     this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Larry, 

It is my understanding that     does not have to appeal in order to go to summer school. The relevant 
information from the advising website is here: 

......................... " .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... i ............. I :::1 ..... i ............. ~esta~us~ne[!g~l~ble(~Pend~mg)~all~ws~a~studen~t~be~eh~g~Ne~f~fman~a~a~d~pur#~sesdu~ n:g:th:e:su:mme~te:rrns::on y::: f:el:lg bdtty:ts::::::: 
not r estoredo~erth su mmerithePe riding status ~ill re moved a n d t h stu dent Will b el ne li g i b te f~rth Iaft t e r 

She is allowed to take summer school courses in order to restore her eligibility. But she does have to enroll in 
summer school and she is not currenlty eligible to register for classes. So she needs to do some legwork online 
and in the admissions office on Monday (if she did not get that done this afternoon) in order to be cleared to 
register. By passing the appropriate classes, she would not have to appeal. 

Tony 

On , at 9:37 PM, Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

Thank you for this information. 

Obviously, what has to happen next is that     has to appeal for continued probation, correct? 
Before we can discuss paying for any part of here summer school, I would think that this probation 
issue has it be rectified first, and with SSI beginning on Tuesday, I don’t see how it is possible that 
she can get this issue resolved before Tuesday. 

If I have misinterpreted anything, please let me know. Thank you! 

Larry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 7:48 PM 



To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Gentlemen, 

I was traveling when I sent that last email. Now that I’m on my computer and able to check the 
GPA calculator,     could also restore eligibility by making an A in a 3 hour course. The 
resulting GPA would be the same as if she made two B grades in two courses this summer. The 
eligibility issue is a Carolina issue. She is not in good standing because her GPA is below a 2.0. 
She has been on academic probation before and appealed for continued probation earlier in her 
academic career but the appeal was denied. She could appeal that ruling again, but I don’t know 
what her argument would be. 

Tony 

On , at 6:05 PM, Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony: 

We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 

What does           need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 

She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a 
decision - please be certain that Lance and Tom also receive the information you 
provide. 

Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 

Larry 

...... Original Message ..... 
From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu.] 
Sent: Friday,             5:30 PM 
To:      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,          @gmail.com); 
Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA 
rules)? 

@msn.com; 

Tony, 

Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is     and the only additional 
one in possible trouble is      . And of course both with some effort should be 
eligible by the fall. What the heck did    do all semester??? (You can take a horse 
to water ..... ) 

Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
Subj ect: Spring grades 

Still missing 8 grades 
Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 

Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, i            11:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Oh I thought last we talked you were letting me know when it’s approved. I will try tomorrow morning. Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I am so sorry. I thought this was all taken care of. Are you unable to register for a course through the Friday Center? The money has 
been approved for the summer session. 
> 
> - please call me Monday morning and we will track it all down. If you can, please tell what part of the process is 
holding you up. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 7:34 PM, @gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Any updates? I am officially freaking out. 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 7:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> The paperwork went through the office today to Tom, so he will have it tomorrow. I will confirm in the morning and send you an 
email saying (I hope) that you’re clear to register. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 
>>> On , at 10:30 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Hey Tony- 
>>>> Any updates? 
>>>> I’m living in so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 
>>>> Thank you! 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office 
and then to Tom. When that paperwork is done, I can email you and let you know that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers 
office that athletics is going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the difference and I think you can use a credit 
card for that. But wait until the paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom 
Timmermans is the manto call - 919 962 7851 is his number. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I 
asked about the possibility of taking those hours somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
>>>>> 



>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 12:06 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>>>>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 

>>>>>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 

>>>>>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state 
tuition. 

>>>>>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 

>>>>>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the 
price so much higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for 
you by the end of the day. 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. 
Registration should be possible online at http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> Tony 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>> On , at 4:24 PM, ~gmail.com> 
>>>>>>>>> wrote: 
>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>>>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I 
owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> Thank you, 
>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Saturday,             12:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Selection 

I enrolled in ENGL              & ANTH               I was talking to 
you think what I have is fine or should I switch out of anthro to history? 

and she mentioned maybe taking History. Do 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> No - the girls will do workouts, but workouts can be fit around class time and you’ll have people to work out with regardless. 
> 

> 

> On ~ at 3:22 PM, ~icloud.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Does it matter what time the classes are? 
>> 
>> On . at 11:45 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> The Steele Building advisers forwarded their email exchange with you to me. First, their advice is solid and you are wise to seek 
it. Second, you get to decide what courses to take. I am sony that we seem to inadvertently put you in an awkward position choosing 
between the courses recommended by the athletic side, and the courses recommended by Academic Advising for Student Athletes. 
Fortunately, we all agree on 
>>> 
>>> Let me reassure you that the choice is indeed yours, and all of the hours that you might earn this summer will count toward your 
graduation. None of us will be angry over the choice you make. All of us will be supportive and encouraging as you get started with 
your college career. 
>>> 
>>> I would, however, urge you to register quickly so that seats in the classes that you choose can be secured. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Saturday,             2:5 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Pics are up 

They look so good!!!! Thank you for taking them Tony! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:07 PM 
To: 

Cc: Bingham, Mary Ellen; 
Subject: Pics are up 

https ://www.icloud.com/photostream!#A353 qWtHD9kzh 

feel free to share the website with parents and others of your choosing. 

Website allows for downloading of pics. Give the pic a minute for the full resolution version to load before you download. 

Today was really fun senior ladies. Thanks very much for spending that time with me. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Sunday, 12:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Y ount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Re: Course Selection 

Ok. Thanks so much for your help! 
I look forward to meeting you in June! See you soon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:29 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I think that’s fine. It really does depend on your interests. I took ANTH    when I was a freshmen at Carolina, but that was 45 years ago. 
Took me a while to find courses that I was truly interested. ANTH wasn’t it for me, but it might be your favorite class - who knows. I assume 
fl~at you mean you were talking with She loves History like I do. That’s where I landed in my search for interesting classes. 
> 

> I talked with this morning. She registered for the JOMC class and the ENGL Her ENGL class is section 003, 
and is from 1:15 - 2:30 each day. She can’t switch into yours because her JOMC class meets while you are in class, but you switch to hers if 
you wanted to. Sometimes its nice to have someone else in fl~e class that you know. Just a thought. 
> 

> You’ve done well. I look forward to meeting you. I will be on campus, for orientation with but then I’m leaving for a 3 week 
vacation. But there will be other counselors in the academic center if you need help. Let me know when you arrive. I’d love to visit for a bit 
before I head west. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 12:26 PM, @icloud.com> wrote: 
> 

>> I enrolled in ENGL & ANTH I was talking to and she mentioned maybe taking History. Do you 
fl~ink what I have is fine or should I switch out of anthro to history? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On at 12:27 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> No - the girls will do workouts, but workouts can be fit around class time and you’ll have people to work out with regardless. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 3:22 PM, ~icloud.com> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Does it matter what time the classes are? 
>>>> 

>>>> On at 11:45 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> The Steele Building advisers forwarded their email exchange with you to me. First, their advice is solid and you are wise to seek it. 
Second, you get to decide what courses to take. I am sorry that we seem to inadvertently put you in an awkward position choosing between 
the courses recommended by the athletic side, and the courses recommended by Academic Advising for Student Athletes. Fortunately, we all 
agree on ENGL 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Let me reassure you that the choice is indeed yours, and all of the hours that you might earn this summer will count toward your 
graduation. None of us will be angry over the choice you make. All of us will be supportive and encouraging as you get started with your 
college career. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I would, however, urge you to register quickly so that seats in the classes that you choose can be secured. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Sunday,             1:3 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Grade Report 

Thanks Tony. 

Jan Mann 
UNC Women’s Golf 
Office: 919-962-4273 
Cell: 

On , at 3:25 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 4 grades still missing - final report probably on Tuesday 

> Spring GPA looks to be just under a 3.0 
> Not a good semester. 
> 

> 

> <golf - pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             10:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Tony, 

I will be following up with her today. Thank you for staying on these kids. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Cc: --@aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Clint 
Gwaltney 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for    this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. I emailed her this afternoon telling her how 
she needs to go about being readmitted to the university for summer school. That needs to happen as quickly as possible and I 
emphasized that with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday. But the readmissio needs to 
come first for summer school so that she will be able to register. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:06 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony: 
> 
> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
> 
> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
> 
> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 
> 
> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
> 
> Larry 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
> To:      ~aol.com;                      ~gmail.com); 
> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 
> Tony, 
> 
> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 
both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the heck did 
> 
> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 

And of course 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
> Subject: Spring grades 
> 

> Still missing 8 grades 
> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
> 
> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             12:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School info & books 

Hi tony I am home now so I can’t get a book form from your for my summer school book.. Also I still haven’t 
gotten the course pack thing in the mail for the online class 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:23 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

If you are on book scholarship for summer school, you will get book forms from me. I’ll be in the 
office today and tomorrow until 3 to take care of book forms. 

This very important information about dropping a summer school class or changing your schedule 
from Tom Timmermans. Please read it since failure to comply could mean a financial cost to you. 

Just an FYI. Please make sure all Student Athlete’s taking summer school are enrolled in the correct hours 

or if not taking any classes to drop them. Today is the last day changes can be made without tuition or fees 

being charged. If the SA makes any changes between tomorrow and Thursday s/he will have to pay the 

charge associated with dropping the class ( 20% of tuition and fees). Any changes after Thursday and the 

student is on the hook for the full amount. The department of athletics, will not be responsible for any 

drop/cancelled class charges in most scenarios. 

Deadlines to Cancel, Drop and Withdraw 
IMPORTANT NOTE: In order to drop a course from your schedule, you must be registered for at 
least one remaining course. If you wish to cancel ALL of your classes once Summer School 
begins, you must follow directions for withdrawal from the university. 

First 
Deadline Maymester Session 

Last day to cancel registration. (No tuition or fees charged.) 

Last day to drop a course for credit on account - partial refund. 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course (with at least 1 credit 
remaining). No refund 

Last day for graduates to drop a course (with at least 1 credit 
remaining). No refund. 

Last day to withdraw from all courses. No refund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@generationcompanies. com> 

Monday, 2:03 PM 

@generationcompanies.com; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: My accountT 

Hey Tony, I’m         dad. We look forward to working with you. On this 
placement test subject, just to clarify, I now understand she must take one 
of these tests in order to place out of Math 110, but does she have to take 
one of the tests even if she plans to take Math 110? 

We’re trying to determine how we missed the need to take this. 
advisor in high school who also happens to be the upper school director 
knows the ins and outs at UNC and we asked him repeatedly if there was 
anything missing. I’ve asked several of      teammates also going and the 
parents didn’t realize a separate math placement test was needed. Are we 
missing something? I feel like we missed knowing this was needed until we 
saw it in one of your recent emails. 

Thanks for any color you can provide on this! Take care, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, 1:32 PM 
To:           ~generationcompanies.com 
Subject: FW: My account! 

~live.unc.edn] 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:48 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: My account! 



Hi 

Thanks for the update. 

Regular Math does not count for Math placement, but the ACT does. You need a 
Math score of 27 on the ACT Math to place out of MATH 110, or a score of 520 
on either the SAT Math Subject Test 1 or 2 to place out of MATH 110. 
Doesn’t matter which test you take, but you’ll have to take one before you 
take Math at Carolina. 

You signed up for Orientation I believe in Session I’ll be on vacation 
then. I normally spend about an hour with each incoming freshman walking you 
guys through the registration process that you have to go through during 
your orientation session. I’d really like to do that with you sometime 
before I head west on        If you’ve got an hour that we could do that 
between now and then, that would be great. Will you be in CH for anything? 
Let me know what you think. 

Tony 

On. , at 7:08 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the regular 
math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I need to 
take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT          @mac.com> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 3:57 PM 

TONY YOUNT <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

test 

saldfj a;lsdlffah;sdlkgha; sdlkj fhg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

I am losing my mind!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 12:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 

Anson, 

That last email that you just sent at 10:44 actually went to 
academic counselor is Jenn Townsend who just let me know. So 

who is a softball player, and not to 
is OK now. Just wanted you to know. 

Tony 

On at 10:43 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> I will be following up with her today. Thank you for staying on these kids. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Friday, 6:29 PM 
> To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
> Cc: , Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Clint 
Gwaltney 
> Subject: Re: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
> 

> needs two summer school classes with a grade of B in each to regain her eligibility. I emailed her this afternoon telling her how 
she needs to go about being readmitted to the university for summer school. That needs to happen as quickly as possible and I 
emphasized that with her. I told her that we could meet and talk about which classes to take on Monday. But the readmissio needs to 
come first for summer school so that she will be able to register. 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On , at 6:06 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Tony: 
>> 
>> We need your help. I have also spoken with Lance and Tom Timmermans about this. 
>> 
>> What does need to become eligible? I know it is a GPA issue. 
>> When can the class she "needs" be taken, SSI or SSII? 
>> 
>> She is certainly a challenge, and this information you can provide will help us make a decision - please be certain that Lance and 
Tom also receive the information you provide. 
>> 
>> Thanks for your help - it is much appreciated. Have a good weekend, 
>> 
>> Larry 
>> 

>> 



>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday,            5:30 PM 
>> To:      @aol.com;                      @gmail.com); 
>> Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Yount, Tony; Clint Gwaltney 
>> Subject: FW: Spring grades .... Lance, can we pay for this summer (by NCAA rules)? 
>> 
>> Tony, 
>> 
>> Very solid semester .... the only "bonehead" we lost is and the only additional one in possible trouble is 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 

both with some effort should be eligible by the fall. What the heck did 
>> 
>> Thank you for your diligence and commitment to my kids. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
>> Subject: Spring grades 
>> 

>> Still missing 8 grades 
>> Team spring GPA looks to be around a 3.1. 
>> 
>> Final grade report coming probably on Tuesday 
>> 

>> 

>> 

And of course 
do all semester??? (You can take a horse to water ..... ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 
Monday,             4:46 PM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school rec 

Don’t worry about the original. Just sign this one and scan it on to me. 

Thanks ! 

Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, 4:43 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: summer school rec 

Tony, 
Here’s rec. Original to follow in mail. 

-Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:49 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 
Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: summer school rec 

Will do first thing in the am when I get to the office. 

Tony 

On 

wrote: 
at 4:45 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

> Don’t worry about the original. 
> 

> Thanks! 
> 

> Tom 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sander, Thomas J 
> Sent: Monday, 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: FW: 
> 
> Tony, 
> Here’s rec. Original to follow in mail. 
> 

> -Tom 
> 

> 

Just sign this one and scan it on to me. 

4:43 PM 

summer school rec 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Monday,             5:07 PM 

Jr. Larry A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

All, 

should arrive tomorrow by 4 pm to the admissions office where she will pay the $80 readmission 
application fee that will allow Admissions to process her request. The paperwork was completed online earlier today. 
Ni-Eric Perkins in the Admissions office has assured me that if    gets that step completed tomorrow, that her 
readmission application could be considered and acted upon on Wednesday of this week. 

I have emailed Asst Dean Spencer Welborn in Steele Building asking for an expedited advising session on Wednesday 
to help zhoose appropriate courses, and to be cleared to register for classes on Wednesday. If all goes well, it is 
possible that would be able to attend class on Wednesday, depending on the time of the class and how quickly 
everything gets done. The next burden will be on     to do the work and earn the grades that she needs. I will be in 
the office regularly during first session and     will come and study with me several times each week. 

situation is this. She needs 23 hours of credit to graduate. Almost all of the requirements for graduation are 
complete. She simply needs hours. She was advised to talk with Karen about paying for summer school, but did not 
heed that advice in a timely manner and waited too long. Karen had submitted her summer funding requests already. A 
23 hour load in the fall for    is quite a lot, and it would benefit her greatly to get hours this summer. She has used 4 of 
the 6 slots available for online classes at Carolina and could take 2 online courses this summer. I believe the issue with 

is funding. 

Larry and just talked on the phone. Moving forward with funding 
in the am and register for 2 classes. 

summer school. She will go to the Friday Center 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 4:25 PM, "Jr. Larry A. Gallo" <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tony: 

Do you know where stands with doing what she had to do to be able to take SSI. Anson tells us that is 
coming tomorrow for SSI. 

Also, left you a voice mail message on your office phone about    - want sot take an online course (can she??) this 
summer - don’t know what she needs and when she can take it, either SSI or SSII? Also, needs fall ’13 semester 

to graduate (would be her 8th semester). 

I know all this at the 11th hour and the issue is if they take a SSI course it has to be paid for by tomorrow A.M. 
Maybe    takes SSII to help with mapping things out. 

Let’s keep Tom and Lance in the loop with the emails. 

Thanks, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             5:37 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer School info & books 

Oh ok do I need the thing I was supposed to get in the mail? Cause I have the course on sakai and I just need a 
text book so I’m not sure if I was even supposed to receive something in the mail 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

You’re not on the booklist, so coach wasn’t paying for your books anyway. If you didn’t get the info 
today, you should call the Friday Center tomorrow and ask what to do. 

On at 12:12 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi tony I am home now so I can’t get a book form from your for my summer school 
book.. Also I still haven’t gotten the course pack thing in the mail for the online class 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:23 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

If you are on book scholarship for summer school, you will get book 
forms from me. I’ll be in the office today and tomorrow until 3 to take care 
of book forms. 

This very important information about dropping a summer school class or 
changing your schedule from Tom Timmermans. Please read it since 
failure to comply could mean a financial cost to you. 

Just an FYI. Please make sure all Student Athlete’s taking summer school are 

enrolled in the correct hours or if not taking any classes to drop them. Today is 

the last day changes can be made without tuition or fees being charged. If the 

SA makes any changes between tomorrow and Thursday s/he will have to pay 

the charge associated with dropping the class ( 20% of tuition and fees). Any 

changes after Thursday and the student is on the hook for the full amount. The 

department of athletics, will not be responsible for any drop/cancelled class 

charges in most scenarios. 

Deadlines to Cancel, Drop and 
Withdraw 



IMPORTANT NOTE: In order to drop a course from your schedule, you 
must be registered for at least one remaining course. If you wish to cancel 
ALL of your classes once Summer School begins, you must follow 
directions for withdrawal from the university. 

First 
Deadline Maymester Session 

Last day to cancel registration. (No tuition or 
fees charged.) 

Last day to drop a course for credit on account - 
partial refund. 

Last day for undergraduates to drop a course 
(with at least 1 credit remaining). No refund 

Last day for graduates to drop a course (with at 
least 1 credit remaining). No refund. 

Last day to withdraw from all courses. No 
refund. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Perkins, Ni-Eric" <nperkins@admissions.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

You have a PID for 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Perkins, Ni-Eric 
Subject: 

Mr. Perkins, 

9:24 AM 

Thank you so much for helping me with women’s soccer player and the readmissions process yesterday by phone. 

Miss      will be at the Admissions office this morning at 10 am to pay the $80.00 fee. I believe that you told me yesterday that 
you had changed her readmission application from summer 2 to summer 1. After paying the fee, she plans to go to advising for a 
meeting to be counseled on course selection. 

Is there anything else that she needs to do today? 

Thank you again for your help in expediting this student’s process. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:58 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Got it. Tahnks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: 

Tom 

I left the form for 

11:55 AM 

on your desk this morning. Wanted to make sure you had gotten it. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:36 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ThanksT 

Hey Tony! Thanks again for the email. I did as you told me too and will they let me know when I can register for 
summer school or will I see it on my CarolinaConnect page? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:23 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Course 

Hey Tow- 
The website says I owe $2,736.12 for the course. Can you look into this for me? I can’t start until I pay, and I can’t pay that amount 
right now. 
Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:25 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hold 

It also says I have a hold for being ineligible. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             3:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

She will be a morning person now!!! I told her if she does not meet with you every day her scholarship in the future will be revoked. I 
will also throw in, if she misses a class I will also revoke her scholarship. What else can we do to "motivate" her? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

went to admissions today, paid the fee. 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes. 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then. We have identified two classes that we like. 

PORT    is with a great prof that many of our students have had success with. 
reading here is in ENGL. 

has taken 2 levels of Portuguese. All of the 

Advising suggesting WMST    - Women in Sport. Barbara Osbourne is the instructor and she’s great. The class is full. I’m going to 
suggest that to to the class in the morning at 8am and ask to be admitted. Is a morning person? I’m kind of afraid of that 
answer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             5:48 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 

Again, thank you for working so hard for (and us). Let me know if she ends up with this (It could be a God send! ! !). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

went to admissions today, paid the fee. 

Went to Advising today and talked about classes. 

She should be cleared to register by tomorrow morning and we’ll get on that then. We have identified two classes that we like. 

PORT    is with a great prof that many of our students have had success with. 
reading here is in ENGL. 

has taken 2 levels of Portuguese. All of the 

Advising suggesting WMST    - Women in Sport. Barbara Osbourne is the instructor and she’s great. The class is full. I’m going to 
suggest that to to the class in the morning at 8am and ask to be admitted. Is a morning person? I’m kind of afraid of that 
answer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             8:47 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Orientation 

Hey Tom, I registered a couple weeks ago for the session. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@tmc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> We received a report from first year orientation at Carolina that shows that neither of you have registered for orientation. I wanted to 
make you aware that May 22 is the registration deadline, and after that date a $50 fee will be charged. Attendance at an orientation 
session is required before you can register for fall classes. I encourage you to take of this responsibility as soon as possible. 
> 
> Please email me as soon as you have registered and let me know what session you will be coming. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             8:47 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Orientation 

I meant Tony * sorry haha 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@tmc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> We received a report from first year orientation at Carolina that shows that neither of you have registered for orientation. I wanted to 
make you aware that May 22 is the registration deadline, and after that date a $50 fee will be charged. Attendance at an orientation 
session is required before you can register for fall classes. I encourage you to take of this responsibility as soon as possible. 
> 
> Please email me as soon as you have registered and let me know what session you will be coming. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:39 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

thank you 

Hi Tony, 

I just wanted to thank you for everything you have done to help me with my scheduling issues and getting these summer 
school classes. I could not imagine dealing with all this without you. You have been a blessing to me and my teammates 
with how much you have helped us over the years and continue to help me especially! So I just wanted to thank you 
again for your help and to let you know how much I appreciate having you as an advisor!! 

Thank you again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:56 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Freshman Orientation 

Hey Tony, 
I registered for orientation because the other dates didn’t seem to work for my dad to go down with me (because he has 
never seen the school before). Sorry I did it so late I was having problems with my Onyen account but now worked them out! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,            7:45 PM 
To: Bernatchez, Kristy Grace; Night, Sam Leigh 
Cc: Shelton, Karen 
Subject: Freshman Orientation 

Ladies, 

We got a report from freshman orientation at Carolina that neither of you have registered for orientation at Carolina. We have reserved 
spots for you in Session We lose those reserved spots at noon tomorrow and you will be left to choose from the 
sessions that remain open. The following there will be an additional cost of $50 to register. So please take care 
of this tonight if possible. 

Thanks. And please email me when your registration is complete and let me know when you are coming. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aim.com> 

Tuesday,             10:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

Here is the confirmation email 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: newstudents@unc.edu 
Date: 8:45:29 AM PDT 
To: ~aim.com 
Cc: @live.unc.edu, @yahoo.com 
Subject: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If 
you have questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm 
Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation session, 
please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of 
New Student and Carolina Parent Proqrams website for updated information 
pertaining to your Orientation. For guests interested in learning more about 
local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud 
to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer special rates and 
accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more 
information. 

A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will 
be facilitated online, prior to attending New Student Orientation. If you are 
taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps below 
to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc_id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at 

www.u nc.edu/languageplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to 



your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and 
languages other than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the 
Foreiqn Lanquaqe Placement Webpaqe or call the Office of New Student & 
Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B, Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn 
about the curriculum and begin planning your coursework. Visit 
advising.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read the 
"Newly Admitted Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation 
experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an on-line 
academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for 
Orientation email. All new first-year students must complete the on-line 
module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns 
related to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an 
academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact 
your ability to meet the various demands of University life, please visit 
http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self- 
identify with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to 
visit http:!/newstudents.unc.edu! to checkout additional information related 
to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged 
to visit http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family 
programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 
or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aim.com> 

Wednesday,             3:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

No problem. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:43 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Appreciate it 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:22 PM, 

Here is the confirmation email 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: newstudents@unc.edu 
Date: ,8:45:29 AM PDT 
To: @aim.com 
Cc: @live.unc.edu, @yahoo.com 
Subject: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

@aim.com> wrote: 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New 
Student Orientation! If you have questions about your 
reservation, please contact the Office of New Student 
and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu 
to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks 
before your Orientation session, please visit the New 
Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of 
New Student and Carolina Parent Proclrams website for 
updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For 
guests interested in learning more about local hotels, the 
Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is 
proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels 



to offer special rates and accommodations while families 
visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more information. 

A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish 
placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to 
attending New Student Orientation. If you are taking one 
of these online placement exams, please follow the steps 
below to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation 
session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cqi- 
bin/unc id/services 

2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the 
exam at www.unc.edu!languageplacement 

3. Please print your placement test results and bring 
your test results to your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online 
placement exams and languages other than French, 
German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the Foreign 
Language Placement Webpage or call the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising 
website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning 
your coursework. Visit advising.unc.edu, click on "For 
Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted 
Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation 
experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to 
an on-line academic advising module will be emailed to 
you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new first- 
year students must complete the on-line module in 
advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or 
concerns related to academic advising will be addressed 
when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year 
Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and 
Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you 
believe may impact your ability to meet the various 
demands of University life, please visit 
http :!!accessibility. u nc. ed u!stud ents!new-stu d ents to 



voluntarily self-identify with the Office of Accessibility 
Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We 
encourage you to visit http://newstudents.unc.edu/to 
checkout additional information related to extended 
Orientation opportunities. New family members are 
encouraged to visit http:/!parents.unc.edu to learn more 
about parent and family programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to 
contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent 
Programs at 919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Perkins, Ni-Eric" <nperkins@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             12:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Thank you 

Not a problem Tony ! Thank you as well for all the work you do on behalf of our student athletes. 

Ni 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Perkins, Ni-Eric 
Subject: Thank you 

11:58 AM 

Mr. Perkins 

Thank you so much for your help with the readmission of 

She was able to register for 2 classes this morning, and attend both. Your help was essential in that process and it is very much 
appreciate. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

No worries Tony! I just wish Tom would have I don’t really know- where I’m gonna come up with 150 dollars to get these books so last minute. 

Thanks Tony I appreciate your help, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 7:07 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I checked the summer school money sheet that they send me on each scholarship person. Your sheet ( and most of your teammates) did not cover books. Sorry to be 
the one to let you know-, but your books are not covered. 
> 

> You can ask the coaches for an explanation, but summer school money is different, and doesn’t come from your full scholarship, and that explains why its different. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             11:48 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online Summer School 

Hey Tony, 
Summer school is off to a good start I have all my classes on sakai and have already started adding input to the discussion forums! 
Hopefully they will work out well in the end, but so far it’s looking good! Thanks for the check in. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:06 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I just wanted to check in to be certain that each of you has access to your online course material and that you’ve started the 
coursework. You all should have assignments by now and you should be engaged in the course. Any problems, please let me know 
asap. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Thursday: 1 : 15 PM 

@aol.com>; 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

; Tony Yount 

Thank you Tony. My wife,      will be accompanying her as I must attend a memorial service in Boston on       We will keep 
you posted on their schedule and make sure they put aside time to meet with you first. Many thanks for your help. Best, 

Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Date: Thu, 16:42:02 
To: 

Subject: Re: 

Hello 

The SAT 2 Math is the appropriate test, or the ACT Math score. This link will explain Math placement at Carolina and your options. 
There is no online placement option for Carolina through Blackboard. 

http ://math.unc.edu/for-undergrads/placement-info 

will schedule her fall classes during orientation in     Athletes do have priority in registration for 7 of their 8 semesters at 
Carolina, but not for the first one. I hope to be able to spend an hour or so with     and whomever comes with her to orientation on 
the afternoon or evening before her orientation begins so that we can talk about scheduling and have her as prepared as she can 
possibly be before the scheduling actually occurs on the second day of orientation. Advisers and parents are not allowed in the room 
when she actually does the scheduling. When you know her travel plans, please let me know so that we can arrange a time to meet. 

Thanks 

Tony 

On , at 11:59 AM, wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> Sorry to bother you, but am wondering about Math placement. 
> You had said she should take the SAT 2 in Math. I believe she is 
> signed up for that in June, but am trying to confirm that with her 
> mother at the moment. 
> 
> A friend whose daughter will be attending JMU, and playing lacrosse, 
> mentioned to me last night she had taken some math exam on-line, 
> through Blackboard, strictly for placement purposes. Is this an option 
> @ UNC? 
> 

> Finally, is set for the early orientation. As I recall from 
> attending my older daughter’s UNC orientation, this is also when they 
> submit their class choices. Is my memory correct and do athletes have 
> any kind of advantage when signing up? (I know in my older daughter’s 
> case, (non-athlete), she attended orientation in    and had a very 
> tough time getting into desired classes freshman year. ) 
> 
> Thanks for any feedback. We’re exceited abou the big games this 
> weekend. If the women beat Virginia Saturday, and I will be at 
> Final Four for my birthday next Friday. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Friday,            4:25 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 
<uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris Ducar <ducar@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First Year Orientation 

Will do ! Jenny, do you want to take care of __ And , do you want to take care of 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 3:00 PM 
To: Karen Shelton; Jenny Levy; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: First Year Orientation 

Coaches, 

are the only first years among the incoming students who have not yet registered. They 
have received multiple reminders in multiple formats from me. If you could help nudge them toward registration, it would be most 
appreciated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

}live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,             2:16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hello Tony, 

I scheduled my orienation for the fifth session during the week of camp. My flight arrives Sunday night late and I depart on Thursday 
after camp. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
To: 

Cc: Levy, Jennifer 
Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

possible. 
- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll 
get you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those 
two days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 

We expect most of you to attend Session 5, June 17 and 18, since that session is so close to our       camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my 
vacation time this summer will be from June 18 - July 10 so I will not on campus for orientation sessions 6 - 9. I will be around for all 
the other sessions. 

When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 
session you’ll be attending. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Report 

Thanks Tony. 

Any sign of signing up for freshman orientation? I emailed her on Friday evening, I’ll call her tonight if she hasn’t 

replied by then. 

Guy 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:16 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu>, Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Academic Report 

Coaches, 

Here are the reports. There is a discrepancy on numbers from the two reports since the second report includes and the 

first does not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Report 

Ok I’ll call her. 

From: <Yount>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:53 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring Academic Report 

I have heard nothing from her via email or text. 

Tony 

On May 20, 2013, at 1:50 PM, Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tony. 

Any sign of         signing up for freshman orientation? I emailed her on Friday evening, I’ll call her tonight if 

she hasn’t replied by then. 

Guy 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 2013 1:16 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu>, Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Academic Report 

Coaches, 

Here are the reports. There is a discrepancy on numbers from the two reports since the second report includes 

and the first does not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Confirmation of Completed Elite 89 Nomination Form 

FYI - 

From: NCAA Elite 89 [mailto:registrations@planningpoint.net] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Confirmation of Completed Elite 89 Nomination Form 

CHAMPlO 1 
Thank you for submitting your Elite 89 nominee for this NCAAChampionship. If you need to make a change to 
the information you have submitted, please log into the system with your email address and your confirmation 
code, found below. 

REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Registration ID 1937 

Confirmation Code G4MJV2 

Attendee Division - Division I/National Collegiate 

Submitted Monday, May 20, 2013 at 1:03 PM CST 

ELITE 89 REPRESENTATIVE 

Sport * 

Institution * 

Name of Student-Athlete * 

Major * 

Year in School * 

Credits Completed (in Semester Hours) * 

GPA on a 4.0 Grading Scale * 

Is Applicant on a 4.3 Grading Scale? * 

I affirm that the above information is accurate. * 

Name of Academic Officer Who Completed Form * 

Position * 

Phone * 

Email Address * 

Date * 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Junior 

No 

Yes 

Spencer Welborn 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

9198438917 

swelbornCbemail.unc.edu 

5/20/2013 

Powered By PlanninqPoint - ~2008 to 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             2:07 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Online Summer School 

Hi Tony !! 

I promised you I would keep you updated every week with how summer school is going, and so far so good. I"m keeping myself up to 
date with assignments and what not, and I think this class is going to be pretty cool. The readings aren’t boring at all (which is a nice 
change from most textbooks), and       is on me about staying up on everything. I have a paper due on the 31st of this month and 
I’m about done with it already, so I’m thinking if i continue to be ahead of the game, there is no chance of me falling behind. 

Thanks again, and I’ll continue to keep you up to date! 

Have a good one! 

From: Younl, Tony [tonyyounl@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:05 AM 
To: 

SubJect: Online bummer bchool 

Ladies, 

I just wanted to check in to be certain that each of you has access to your online course material and that you’ve started the 
coursework. You all should have assignments by now and you should be engaged in the course. Any problems, please let me know 
asap. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            9:13 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Orientation 

Hey Tony T I have orientation on June 3 and 4. Can we meet before then to go over my schedule for next year? Let me know, thank 
you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 9:13 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hey Tony! I have orientation on June 3 and 4. Can we meet before then to go over my schedule for next year? Let me know, thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             10:09 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer school update? 

Thanks Tony, 

Just FYI Arturo is gone, so you don’t have to include him anymore :) Of course 
we can see the results of that... 
Not worried about the other 3. 

says the class is easy...that is what she always says and 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tony¥ount~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             10:07 AM 
To: rackham; Arturo Rivera; Joe Sagula; Tyler Adams 
Subject: summer school update? 

good reports from her tutor - she checked in last week - seems to be in good shape 

¯ good report from her tutor - checked in yesterday. Likes the GEOL lab so far - seems to be in good shape. Nothing new on the honor 
court situation 

- checked in yesterday - says the course is easy and that she doesn’t need a tutor, which is good because we don’t have one. was here 
studying yesterday afternoon 

- checked in yesterday - says this instructor is so much better than the last and feels good about this class 

So at least at the beginning, they are doing what we asked them to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,             10:10 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Orientation 

Yes I have 1030-1 off every day so just let me know! Thank you! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:54 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Of course. Let’s do that next week after the Final 4 is over. Do have any free time during the day? If not we can meet Tues,Wed, or 
Thurs night next week. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 9:13 AM, ~gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony ! I have orientation on June 3 and 4. Can we meet before then to go over my schedule for next year? Let me know, thank 
you! 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             10:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: another update 

I’m assuming this is worse than what happened with I don’t recall if she was officially charged last summer or the case was dropped? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:37 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>      got the Honor Court notification this am - she is being charged - specifically with "unauthorized assistance or unauthorized 
collaboration in connection with academic work" 
> 
> She’s been assigned to and must meet with her within the week. I advised to do that asap. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 
Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Chris Duca~ <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

[@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thanks Tony. came by yesterday and said she was going to EVERY class and seeing you regularly so I am encouraged. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

has registered for Session 16, July 30&31 for first year orientation. 

sent me a summer school update last night. First paper is due on May 31 and she is almost done with it already. Reading is interesting. 
her constantly. Was a good update. 

I will see tomorrow- morning, but not Thurs and Fri - traveling with to the Final Four. 

Tony 

is nagging 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Adams, Tyler G" <tadams@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             11:10 AM 

Arturo Rivera <aj rivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 
Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler G Adams <tadams@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: another update 

Are those the charges we expected? 

Tyler Adams 
UNC Volleyball 

Sent from my Droid Charge on Verizon 4G LTE Tony Yount wrote: 
got the Honor Court notification this am - she is being charged - specifically with "unauthorized assistance or unauthorized 

collaboration in connection with academic work" 

She’s been assigned to and must meet with her within the week. I advised to do that asap. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cathro, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             12:35 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Report 

Hi Tony, 

I’m fairly sure that 

Guy 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 

doesn’t come over until around June 16th... 

at 9:57 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Any luck with 

And is : here? 
get her books. 

Tony 

about orientation? 

Her summer books are on scholarship and I can get her the book form that she needs to 

On at 1:54 PM, Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok I’ll call her. 

From: <Yount>, Tony Yount <tonyyountOunc.edu> 
Date: Monday,            1:53 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathroOunc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Spring Academic Report 

I have heard nothing from her via email or text. 

Tony 

On at 1:50 PM, Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Tony. 

Any sign of          signing up for freshman orientation? I emailed her on Friday evening, 

I’ll call her tonight if she hasn’t replied by then. 

Guy 

From: Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            1:16 PM 

To: Guy Cathro <guycathro@unc.edu>, Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Karen 

Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Spring Academic Report 

Coaches, 



Here are the reports. There is a discrepancy on numbers from the two reports since the second 

report includes          and the first does not. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 1:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Not sure when she arrives. Her summer school is a special MBA program that starts in June, I think! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 21, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach 
> 

> Is 

> 

> Tony 

here? She is on the book scholarship list for summer school and I can sign that for her so that she can get her books. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesdax 4:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: tutor 

Great, thank you!! Have fun at the final four!! I will probably bring the paper to you when you get back. See you soon. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:08 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Here is Susan Maloy’s email. Be as specific as you can about when you need to meet 
> 
> Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> I can read something for you too if you like, but I’m going with 
> 
> Tony 
> 

to the Final Four - leaving in the morning. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 

Just left her a voicemail:-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount(~,unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Shelton, Karen C; Guy Cathro; Grant Fulton 
Subject: 

Still hasn’t registered for Orientation. Last day to avoid late fee is today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 
To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducax <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.eou> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thanks Tony ... I have put Chris on this. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:43 AM 
To: Dorr .... alho,* a IV; Tom Sander 

Subject: 

Still hasn’t registered for Orientation. Last day to avoid late fee is today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu> 

Wednesday              5:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation 

Thanks, did you mean 

Rich DeSelm 
Head Swimming Coach 
University of North Carolina Swimming & Diving 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-2126 
Phone: 919-966-5340 
Fax: 919-962-1603 
Cell: 
Email: richdeselm@unc.edu 
Ship to: 400 Skipper Bowles Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
www.goheels.com 
www.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: DeSelm, Rich L 
Subject: Orientation 

5:40 PM 

has registered for session 10, July 11 & 12 

still not registered as of this aftemoon’s update 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Gillette, Boo Laura Michelle" <boogillette@unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:16 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Donna Papa <djp@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation 

Hi Tony 
Thanks for all of the updates. I have spoken to several times. She said she has registered online for Orientation on .... Below- is an email I 

received from her that I copy-pasted to show- you...Is it possible that the system show-s her as not registered for Orientation b/c UNC is awaiting her check? Please 
advise. Thank you. 
Have a nice day, 
Boo 

On , at 5:17 PM, newstudents@unc.edu wrote: 

Awaiting Check: Reservation on Hold for 10 Days 

PID 
Session 
You have elected to pay your total of $215.00 by check or money order. Please make your check payable to UNC at Chapel Hill, put your PID in the memo line, and 
send your check/money order along with a copy of your reservation summary to: 
New- Student and Carolina Parent Programs 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
CB# 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 
Please remember that your payment must be received within 10 days or your Orientation reservation will automatically be cancelled. 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New- Student Orientation! If you have questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New Student and 
Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 
Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation session, please visit the New 
Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New- Student and Carolina Parent Programs website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For 
guests interested in learning more about local hotels, the Office of New- Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels 
to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel Hill. Click here for more information. 
A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to attending New- Student Orientation. If you axe taking one of 
these online placement exams, please follow- the steps below- to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 
1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at www.unc.edu/languageplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your Orientation session. 
For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit the Foreign Language 
Placement Webpage or call the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 
B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review- the information online at the Advising website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning your coursework. Visit advising.unc.edu, click on 
"For Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a 
link to an on-line academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new- first-year students must complete the on-line module 
in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year 
Student Orientation. 
C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to meet the various demands of University life, please visit 
http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self-identify with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 
We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit http://newstudents.unc.edu/to checkout additional information related to extended Orientation 
opportunities. New- family members are encouraged to visit http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:41 PM 
To: Papa, Donna J; Gillette, Boo Laura Michelle 
Subject: Orientation 

is a confirmed registrant for session 14 

still not registered as of the afternoon update today. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             11:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Congrats 

Thanks Tony! Your email means a lot to me. I really appreciate all of your guidance the past three years. It’s easy to continuously push 
forward knowing that you are always there supporting me and having my back. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:09 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’m so proud of all that you’ve done since you got to Carolina, and so happy that you have been recognized and rewarded for all your 
hard work. And so happy that your picture goes on the wall in my office for winning this award. When I taught at Chapel Hill High 
School I was surrounded by brilliant kids who did everything they could do to be the best possible students they could be. That’s been 
one of the hardest adjustments I’ve had to make since I started working for the athletic department. Having you do so much in the last 
3 years to be the best student you can be is reminder of what I love so much about education and a real reward for me and I really 
appreciate it. 
> 
> Congratulations on a reward will earned. 
> 

> 

> <DSC_0227.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~comcast.net> 

Sunday, 1:09 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

Hi Tony, 

Here is my confirmation of the orientation date. Hope this helpsT 

Thanks, 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: ~co m cast. n et> 
Date: 8:06:55 PM EDT 
To: " @comcast.net>, 

@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

From: newstudents@unc.edu [mailto:newstudents@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:01 PM 
To’. ~comcast.net 
Cc’, ~live.unc.edu; @comcast.net; .~comcast.net 
Subject: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

PID: 
Session 16: 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If 
you have questions about your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 

Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm 
Orientation reservations. At least two weeks before your Orientation 
session, please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of 
the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs website for 
updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests interested in 
learning more about local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina 
Parent Programs is proud to partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels 
to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC Chapel 
Hill. Click here for more information. 



A. Language Placement 

Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams 
will be facilitated online, prior to attending New Student Orientation. If you 
are taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps 
below to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

]. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc_id/services 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam 

a t www. u nc.ed uZlanqua~ep I a ce m e n t 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to 

your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and 
languages other than French, German, Latin and Spanish, please visit 
theForeign Language Placement Webpage or call the Office of New Student 
& Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 

B. Academic Preparation 

Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn 
about the curriculum and begin planning your coursework. 
Visitadvising.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read 
the "Newly Admitted Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation 
experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an on-line 
academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for 
Orientation email. All new first-year students must complete the on-line 
module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns 
related to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an 
academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 

C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 

If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact 
your ability to meet the various demands of University life, please 
visithttp:!!accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self- 
identify with the Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 

We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to 
visit http://newstudents.unc.edu! to checkout additional information related 
to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged 
to visit http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family 
programs and opportunities. 

Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 919-962-8304 
or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             4:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Mr. Yount, 

I have graduation events and family coming in this weekend. Is there any way we could meet around 4:30 either tomorrow or 
Wednesday (pref. Wednesday)? 

Thanks, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 12:59 PM 
To: 

Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Ladies, 

Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It 
would be enormously helpful if we (and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation 
starts on Monday morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and evening, June 2, to meet with you to plan and prepare for the 
process of scheduling. I promise you it will be time well spent. 

ffyou are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you 
live close and want to come to CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my office 
in the Academic Center attached to the football stadium. 

By the time you get to CH you should have done these things: 

Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 

Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you will 
be allowed to register. You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 

I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time that you’d like to meet before June 3. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday,             5:09 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Sounds great! Thanks so much! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 4:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 

Yes. Wed at 4:30 is perfect. See you then 

Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On l , at 4:01 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 
> 
> I have graduation events and family coming in fllis weekend. Is there any way we could meet around 4:30 either tomorrow or Wednesday (pref. 
Wednesday)? 
> 

> Thanks~ 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent. Frlrtnv 1 ")" q121 Dh/[ 

> To: 
> Subject: Getting ready to schedule classes at Carolina 
> 
> Ladies, 
> 
> Your Carolina orientation is just 10 days away. The most important thing you will do at orientation is to select your fall schedule. It would be 
enormously helpful if we (and your parents if they are coming) could spend about an hour together BEFORE orientation starts on Monday 
morning. I will be available Sunday afternoon and evening, June 2, to meet with you to plan and prepare for the process of scheduling. I promise 
you it will be time well spent. 
> 
> If you are coming from far away, please check your travel schedule and email or text me a time on Sunday that we could meet. If you live close 
and want to come to CH before that Sunday, that’s fine too. Let me know when you are available. We will meet in my office in the Academic 
Center attached to the football stadium. 
> 
> By the time you get to CH you should have done fllese things: 
> 
> Language Placement exam: http://www.unc.edu/languageplacement/ 
> 
> Preparing for Orientation Email - you will get one, and it will contain a link to an online that you MUST complete BEFORE you will be 
allowed to register. You should complete that before you come to Chapel Hill. 
> 
> I look forward to seeing you very soon. Please get back to me with a time fllat you’d like to meet before June 3. 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, women’s soccer, golf, lacrosse 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             10:38 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LFIT fall 

Hey Tony, 
Hope you’re having a great summer! I wanted you check in with you regarding an enrollment issue for this coming fall. I still need to 
take a LFIT to be able to graduate in and I am not able to enroll. Do you know of any reasons this could be happening? I 
am attempting to take LFIT . It says that the class is still open for enrollment but will not allow me to enroll. Please 
let me know if you have any suggestions. Thanks Tony!! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

LFIT fall 

Hey Tony, 
Hope you’re having a great summer! I wanted you check in with you regarding an enrollment issue for this coming fall. I still need to take a LFIT to be able to graduate 
in December and I am not able to enroll. Do you know- of any reasons this could be happening? I am attempting to take LFIT It says that the class is 
still open for enrollment but will not allow- me to enroll. Please let me know- if you have any suggestions. Thanks Tony!! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

i@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

my email 

i see you dont have my current email sooo im emailing youT 

the banquet pics are awesomeT T great work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             3:24 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: missing stuff 

Will make one big list for John. Not sure Jenny has time to call the 
NCAA for more hats and shirts. 

And I will try to get you a little trophy too. 

On         3:16 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
> you said to email you about missing stuff 
> 
> I did not get a hat and a t-shirt from the championship night - if you could get that - many props 
> 
> thanks 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             5:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation prep 

Hi Tony, 

I don’t mind not meeting again but if you think it is beneficial for me to go again then I can totally stop by because I still need to get my book 
for summer class and my one card. 

Just let me know if you want to meet again. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: Orientation prep 

Are you going to come over for an orientation prep session with me before orientation starts on Monday? I’ve set aside Sunday afternoon and 
evening to meet with the 7 of you that are coming. 

But we’ve already met, so you might be comfortable without another meeting with me. Its up to you. Let me know if you’d like to come. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 
Tuesday,             5:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

4pm sounds great!! Thanks so much. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:10 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello 
> 
> I have the 2 and 3 o’clock hours set for Sunday for other folks. You can pick any hour beginning with 4pm and get back to me and 
I’ll lock it into the schedule. 
> 

> Just let me know as soon as you can. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 10:29 AM, @aol.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Thank you so much! My mom and I are flexible as far as time. Let me know what works best for you! 
>> 

>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             9:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: update 

Nothing as yet. The first paper is due on Friday, so I think that will be the first grade in the grade book. 

I’ll let you know as soon as I get it back. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 
To: 

Subject: update 

How about another update? 

Any grades yet? 

Hope you’re having a good summer. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,             7:54 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

photo changed 

Jeff says he just changed the photo. 
momentarily if not already. 

-mb 

Might take a few minutes to show on the site, but it should be changed 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Matthew B Bowers <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:54 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

photo changed 

Jeff says he just changed the photo. Might take a few minutes to show on the site, but it should be changed momentarily if not already. 

-mb 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email. unc. edu> 

Sunday,             2:20 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 
It’s been a pleasure working with you this semester. 
Thanks for all the help and support, 
Marc 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: Re: 

2:08 PM 

Marc, 

I have texted each - Thanks again for all your good work this semester. The communication is so helpful to us. 

Take care 

Tony 

at 1:42 PM, Marc D Cohen <cohermad@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> One more note, Tony: 
> It appears that also turned in a transcript witla only 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written her to confirm that this is the case. 
> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 
> 

> From: Cohen, Marc D 
> Sent: Sunday, 1:39 PM 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: RE: 
> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
> I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, " did not turn in Feeder 3.2 (tlae 
interview transcripts), and         turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all three to confirm that tlais 
was the case.          has written me back and says tlaat the interview info is on her phone and that she will type it up and submit. I will 
need them to upload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be calculated tomorrow. 
> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 
> 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
> To: Cohen, Marc-D 
> Subject: 
> 

> Dr. Cohen 
> 

> Thanks for you call this morning. I went right over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and called 
over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have interviews 

scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by tlae coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 
> 
> I do so appreciate your communication tlais semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain tlaat a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,.             11 : 17 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 

I heard back from Of the three,          was the highest quality though inexplicably never turned 
in till now. both failed to get three interviews. - tried but had two interview subjects (who would have served as 
her third interview sources) flake on her.          effort on this assignment was mediocre and minimalistic. Since I didn’t hear back 
from       about this missing assignment, I’m assuming she has no interviews and did not follow through on the promises made 
when you walked over to practice to talk to her,                         As nice as they are as people, neither       nor 

were much interested in their homework this semester in my class. You wouldn’t expect this, since both were excellent 
contributors in class. In fact, all of the four above were good, solid contributors in class during lessons, workshops, and discussions. 
This lack of interest in homework is consistent with their avoidance of office hours to get feedback on their work-in-progress (despite 
numerous invitations). 

The good news is that we had great success with all of the other student-athletes under your watch enrolled in my two sections this 
semester--and, as you know, there were a lot of them! 

Take care, 

Marc Cohen 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: Re: 

2:08 PM 

Marc, 

I have texted each - Thanks again for all your good work this semester. The communication is so helpful to us. 

Take care 

Tony 

On , at 1:42 PM, Marc D Cohen <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> One more note, Tony: 
> It appears that also tumed in a transcript with only 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written her to confirm that this is the 
case. 

> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 
> 
> From: Cohen, Marc D 
> Sent: Sunday, 1:39 PM 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: RE: 
> 
> Hi Tony, 
> Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
> I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, did not turn in 
Feeder 3.2 (the interview transcripts), and turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all 
three to confirm that this was the case. has written me back and says that the interview info is on her phone and that she 
will type it up and submit. I will need them to upload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be 
calculated tomorrow. 
> Sincerely, 
> Marc Cohen 



> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:00 AM 
> To: Cohen, Marc D 
> Subject: 
> 
> Dr. Cohen 
> 
> Thanks for you call this morning. I went fight over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and 
called,                                over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have 
interviews scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by the coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 
> 
> I do so appreciate your communication this semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain that a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:31 AM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

~live.unc.edu>; 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance,Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On at 10:53 AM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning q , Friday ( l, and Monday morning ( ) if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday,              12:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST review 

Thursday will work for me 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:43 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Let’s pick some times when all of us can work on Barney’s final. I am happy to go over the essays and IDs with you, but would 
prefer to do it only once. 
> 
> I will be at the AC on Saturday from 1 - 4. Can we work then? I can also be free Thursday evening this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:42 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 11:30 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "¥ount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: McFarlane, Kelly 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On , at 10:53 AM, @live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 



I am free Thursday morning ( I, Friday i ), and Monday morning ( ) if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Monday,              12:56 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc. edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

10 am works for me, and I’m happy to come McCaskill 

Tony 

On , at 12:41 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 11:30 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,            11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:59 AM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On, , at 10:53 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 



I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the 

next week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning ( 
of you. Also, I heard that 

Thanks, 

), Friday ( ), and Monday morning ( ) if any of those days work well for both 
is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,              2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: HIST review 

I’m good Thursday night 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:31 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sat afternoon won’t work, how about Sunday afternoon, the earlier the better on Sunday afternoon. 
> 
> is good with Thursday night. Anyone else available Thursday night? 
> 

> 

> On , at 11:41 AM, TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Ladies, 
>> 
>> Let’s pick some times when all of us can work on Barney’s final. I am happy to go over the essays and IDs with you, but would 
prefer to do it only once. 
>> 
>> I will be at the AC on Saturday from 1 - 4. Can we work then? I can also be free Thursday evening this week. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:07 PM 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; ~aol.com; 

@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 10 am Loudermilk .... 

~live.unc.edu>; 

$0am at Loudermilk sounds great. See you all then. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 2:07 PM 

To:’ @live.unc.edu>, 

<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Cc: 

~)aol.com>, ’ 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: 10 am Loudermilk .... 

@live.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" 

,@msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, 

~gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas" 

Since Tony is going to be doing most of the work let’s meet in Loudermilk for him ... 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 12:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Okay great. How about Thursday at 10am? Would it be best to meet at your office Anson or at Loudermilk? 

Thanks, 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday, 11:30 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

Thursday would be best for me, given my finals. I can do any time that morning. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Monday,             11:08 AM 

To: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>,                       ~live.unc.edu> 

Cc:                               @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 



I can do any of those days as well .. ? 

From" Yount, Tony 
Sent" Monday, 10:59 AM 
To" 
Cc" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting About Academics/Study Hall 

I can do any of those days. 

Tony 

On , at 10:53 AM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tony, 

I hope you had a good weekend! 

Anson, I think I mentioned this to you briefly but Tony and I thought it would be helpful for the three of us to meet 
before the end of the semester to discuss academics and study hall for the fall. Is that something we can do in the next 
week or so? 

I am free Thursday morning ( ), Friday ( ), and Monday morning ( ~ if any of those days work well for both of 
you. Also, I heard that     is going to be involved in study hall in the fall, should I invite her as well? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              8:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: HIST    review 

and I are down Sunday afternoon. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: HIST review 

Sat afternoon won’t work, how about Sunday afternoon, the earlier the better on Sunday afternoon. 

is good with Thursday night. Anyone else available Thursday night? 

, at 11:41 AM, TONY YOUNT <gyount@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Let’s pick some times when all of us can work on Barney’s final. I am happy to go over the essays and IDs with you, but would 
prefer to do it only once. 
> 
> I will be at the AC on Saturday from 1 - 4. Can we work then? I can also be free Thursday evening this week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              9:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebrate the Golf Seniors 

Amazing! Thank you!!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:48 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> https://www.icloud.com/photostream!#A3 GI9HKKGIsciu 
> 
> enjoy the photos 
> 
> share with anyone you like 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 

Tuesday, 10:24 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Senior pictures 

Tony- These are beautiful!!! Thank you so much;) 
had a great time on the photo shoot today ! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              11:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Dear Tony, 
I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact 
schedule for this? Is it okay that I did that? Sorry this is so late, I have been very busy with school. 

Thanks ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvyount@unc.edn] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
To: 

Subject: Orientation for Carolina 

Ladies, 

Most of you have your UNC emails addresses now. Thanks for taking care of that. 
possible and email me letting me know that its done. 

please do that as soon as 

We’re expecting all of you except, for freshmen orientation I’ll be available for meetings with you, and your 
parents if they are attending orientation, on Wednesday afternoon and evening, , to get you ready for your orientation 
scheduling session. As your travel plans get set, you can let me know when you’d like to meet on that Wednesday. 

ff any of you are choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know that I’ll be 
on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, June 19 - July 9 and won’t be available for those sessions. 

Please send me an email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,            9:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Celebrate the Golf Seniors 

Thanks for sharing, Tony! 

On , at 9:49 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> https://www.icloud.com/photostream!#A3 GI9HKKGIsciu 
> 
> enjoy the photos 
> 
> share with anyone you like 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            9:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Second Session Summer School 

Thank you, Tony ! 

I have sent the emails per your request. I look forward to talking to you. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:36 PM 
To: 

Cc: Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Second Session Summer School 

Tom Sander just informed me that you’ll be attending second session summer school. There are some things that you need to take care 
of fairly quickly. 

1. You need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the Admissions office and ask that your enrollment date be moved forward to 
second session summer school. The email address is adjct@email.unc.edu. That needs to be done as soon as possible. 

2. You need to send an email to advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu asking for their advice in choosing courses to take. You 
must be cleared by an adviser to register and the purpose of this email is to get adviser approval. 

In each email you should identify yourself as an incoming freshmen women’s soccer player. Give your and use your UNC email 
account to send the email. 

will also be attending second session and it would be great if the two of you decided to take the same course, 
though that is not essential. All freshmen have to take ENGL 105, and the English department frowns upon multiple absences in that 
course. Taking that course in the summer when you will not need to miss a class for soccer is a good class to consider. I spent some 
time on the phone with      earlier in the week explaining how to search for classes on the registration. I would be happy to do that 
with you at your convenience. My cell is 

I hope to talk with you soon. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            1 10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Summer School 

Ok perfect! Thank yoi 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:57 AM 
To:i 
Subject: Re: Summer School 

I believe that Jennifer was referring to general financial aid from the University, or to federal loan or aid programs, and not to athletic 
scholarships. I’ve checked with other folks here in our building and it is quite normal for athletics to pay for summer school, so the 
money that Anson promised you should be available without any restriction. Checked in with Anson this morning and he agrees - 
athletic scholarship money that he promised will be available to you for summer school. 

Tony 

On ,atl2:17AM, @live.unc.edu<mailto: !@live.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Jennifer emailed me back today and told me that I will be able to register for my courses on the connectcarolina website, but she also 
told me that since im officially admitted to the fall semester that im not eligable to use financial aid for the summer. Anson had told 
me dad that they were taking care of everything except 1 class. Whenever you get a chance can you clarify which one it is. 

Thank you (: 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu<mailto:tonvvount~unc.edu>] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:43 PM 
To: 

Subject: Summer School 

Nice to speak with you today. Looking forward to meeting you. 

Please let me know when you complete your Orientation registration. I’ll include those instructions here: 

Then to register for summer school you’ll need to write two emails: 

The first to Dean Myra Wyrick in the Advising Office at UNC. Her email address is: 
wyrick@email.unc.edu<mailto:wyrick~email.unc.edu>. Give her your name, your PID number. Identify yourself as an incoming 
freshman soccer player who would like to enroll in Summer Session 2 for the summer of . You should ask for her advice about 
courses to take. 

Then you need to send an email to Jennifer Thompson in the admissions office at Carolina. Her email address is: 
adjct@email.unc.edu<mailto:adict~email.unc.edu> Give her your name and PID number. Identify yourself as an incoming freshman 
soccer player and request that your enrollment date be rolled forward to Summer Session 2 for the summer of . Tell Jennifer that 
you have emailed Dean Wyrick. 

Here is a link to the summer school courses offered this summer: 

http://summer.unc.edu/courses/summer-    -course-listin~s-by-department-or-school/ 



Courses are listed by department and be sure to scroll down to second session. 

We talked about ENGL 105 as one good choice, especially you will miss several days of class due to team travel. 
We talked about PHIL 165 to fulfill your philosophy requirement and to engage you in a course about difficult medical issues. 
I learned about JOMC (Journalism) 455 just this afternoon. The class carries 3 hours of credit, but only meets from from 9 
am - 12:15 am daily. It is taught by Tim Crothers, who writes for Sports Illustrated and wrote the biography of Anson. Its about Sports 
Reporting. 
There are so many courses for you to take. Why don’t you browse and select some that sound interesting to you and we can talk after 
you’ve done that. 

I am also going to ask 
soon. 

to send you a list of possible courses from a student’s perspective. Then lets chat and decide 

Call or text any time. Let me know what I can do to help. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 1:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

I hear ya’... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks - we were just hoping 

Tony 

On May 2, 2013, at 1:27 PM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> < HS transcript.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 3:29 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros(         @gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan B 
Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount is our new academic advisor .... he is a proTT 

We got you some $ ..... the cost for a course is $2,700 .... we got you $2,000. I hope that helps. Good luck 
EVERYTHING! Connect with Tom or Tony to set it up. Let’s get you graduated!!! 

with 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hola 

@gmail.com] 
3:29 PM 

Hey Anson- 
I need to take my last course to finish. The online classes start in two weeks. I just wanted to ask in case you had extra money, if the 
program would be willing to pay for it or help me. I’m living off a low salary and my parents are over stretched because they have 
taken on all my bills etc that I can’t pay. Let me know if there is any way. I may have to wait until later to take the course if it doesn’t 
come together but I will figure it out regardless. Just thought I would ask. Hope you’re doing well! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Online course 

Hi Tony- 
Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay 
at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,            8:12 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so much 
higher and is there a time when it goes down? 

Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by the 
end of the day. 
> 
> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should be 
possible online at http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> 
> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony- 
>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can 
pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday,            12:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
> 
> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state tuition. 
> 
> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
> 

> 

> On , at 8:12 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so 
much higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>> 
>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you by 
the end of the day. 
>>> 
>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration should 
be possible online at http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
>>> 
>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I 
can pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>> 

>>>> Thank you, 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> Se~ from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackhaxn@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

How is she will eligibility? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:17 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Very few- grades are in. Most are good.              got an F in ITAL    . Very surprised. Never got a progress report from the prof and from 
grades it looked like a C+ to me, though she did say it was very hard and she was worried about it. 
> 

> Let’s hope that’s all the bad news. 

’s self-reported 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:48 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

Calendar moves forward for Midnight Madness 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 
NCAA. org 

Men’s basketball teams will be allowed to begin their first practice - celebrated at many schools with Midnight Madness events - up to 

two weeks earlier than in the past, starting this fall. The proposal was finalized at the close of the Division I Board of Directors meeting 

Thursday. 

Last month, the Legislative Council amended and approved the long-tabled measure that will allow men’s basketball teams to conduct 
30 days of practice in the six weeks before their first regular-season game. In the past, practice began roughly four weeks before the 

regular season. 

A separate proposal that eliminated the requirement that the first practice begin no earlier than 5 p.m. on the first allowable day was 

also adopted. 

The rule change brings the men’s basketball practice start date closer to that of the women’s teams. Women’s basketball teams begin 
no earlier than 40 days before the first regular-season game, with a limit of 30 days of practice. 

The measures had been tabled since April 2012, when the Legislative Council tabled the bulk of the proposals in that year’s cycle to 

allow the Rules Working Group to fulfill its charge of making the Division I rulebook more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of 

student-athlete success. 

The rule creates a flexible preseason practice schedule that allows practice days and off days instead of the current schedule that 

leads to practice occurring every possible day. The more flexible approach provides coaches with the ability to determine how to use 

practice opportunities. 

The original proposal allowed practice to start 40 days before the first game, but the Council members adjusted the rule to 

accommodate for Midnight Madness events often planned around the first men’s basketball practice. Because a significant number of 

teams start playing games on the first day the rules allow it (the second Friday in November), the first day for practice would fall on a 
Sunday, which is not conducive to Midnight Madness events. Expanding the time period to 42 days allows the first practice to be held 

on a Friday. 

The Women’s Basketball Coaches Association expressed preference to maintain its current 40-day period as an expansion posed 

potential conflicts with a weekend when recruiting can occur. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 9:08 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

I wanted to let you know I will be attending the first year orientation with my parents on 

will be driving down on Wednesday, the 

Looking forward to meeting with you. 

Enjoy your vacation, 

and and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:39 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: First Yeas Orientation Confirmation 

Hi Tony, 
I registered for the orientation and I have sent them an email to ask if they could put me for session 17 like you said. Just 
wanted to let you know. 
Hope you are doing well, 

Van: newstudents@unc.edu [newstudents@unc.edu] 
Verzonden: vrijdag          18:39 
Aan: @hotmail.com 
CC: 
Onderwerp: First Year Orientation Confirmation 

PID: 
Session 16: to 

Thank you for completing your reservation for New Student Orientation! If you have questions about your 
reservation, please contact the Office of New Student and Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu. 
Please note that students can always go to my.unc.edu to confirm Orientation reservations. At least two weeks 
before your Orientation session, please visit the New Student Orientation Checklist section of the Office of New 
Student and Carolina Parent Proqrams website for updated information pertaining to your Orientation. For guests 
interested in learning more about local hotels, the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs is proud to 
partner with some of Chapel Hill’s finest hotels to offer special rates and accommodations while families visit UNC 
Chapel Hill. Click here for more information. 
A. Language Placement 
Please note that all French, German, Latin and Spanish placement exams will be facilitated online, prior to 
attending New Student Orientation. If you are taking one of these online placement exams, please follow the steps 
below to ensure you are prepared for your Orientation session. 

1. Create your ONYEN at https://onyen.unc.edu/cgi-bin/unc idlservices 
2. At least two weeks prior to Orientation, take the exam at www.unc.edu/lanquaqeplacement 
3. Please print your placement test results and bring your test results to your Orientation session. 

For additional information, regarding the online placement exams and languages other than French, German, Latin 
and Spanish, please visit the Foreiqn Lanquaqe Placement Webpaqe or call the Office of New Student & Carolina 
Parent Programs at 919-962-8304. 
B. Academic Preparation 
Carefully review the information online at the Advising website to learn about the curriculum and begin planning 
your coursework. Visit advisinq.unc.edu, click on "For Students, Advice by Year" and read the "Newly Admitted 
Students" section.To help facilitate your Orientation experience, two weeks prior to your Orientation, a link to an 
on-line academic advising module will be emailed to you in a Preparing for Orientation email. All new first-year 
students must complete the on-line module in advance of coming to Orientation. Any questions or concerns related 
to academic advising will be addressed when you meet with an academic advisor at First-Year Student Orientation. 
C. Self-Identification (Accessibility Resources and Services) 
If you have a medical condition or disability that you believe may impact your ability to meet the various demands 
of University life, please visit http://accessibility.unc.edu/students/new-students to voluntarily self-identify with the 
Office of Accessibility Resources & Services. 
We look forward to seeing you at Orientation. We encourage you to visit http:!!newstudents.unc.edu/to checkout 
additional information related to extended Orientation opportunities. New family members are encouraged to visit 
http://parents.unc.edu to learn more about parent and family programs and opportunities. 
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs at 
919-962-8304 or newstudents@unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:5 5 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Orientation for Carolina 

Is it okay if I stay in Caxmichael throughout Orientation? I’m not sure if I am registered for overnights throughout orientation because I had camp then. 

Thanks ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:14 AM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Orientation for Carolina 

Hello 

I just went over to Caxmichael to check on your camp registration. You registered for both sessions, and that’s fine. Most of the incoming freshmen axe registered for the 
first session, and then will move into their orientation dorm. Your orientation will begin at 8 am on Thursday morning and will continue until sometime in the late 
afternoon on Friday. You can go to hockey camp until Thursday morning at 8 am, but you’ll need to switch to Carolina’s orientation and stay with that group until 
Friday afternoon, and then you cam go back to hockey camp. It is not a problem. 

Tony 

On , at 11:03 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear Tony, 
> I just signed up for Orientation for Carolina during the 10th session, but I am also going to Carolina camp then. What is the exact schedule for this? Is it okay that I 
did that? Sorry this is so late, I have been very busy with school. 
> 

> Thanks ! 
> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:53 AM 
> To: 

> Subject: Orientation for Carolina 
> 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Most of you have your UNC emails addresses now-. Thanks for taxing care of that. i please do that as soon as possible and email me letting 
me know- that its done. 
> 

> We’re expecting all of you except      for freshmen orientation       and . I’ll be available for meetings with you, and your parents if they are attending 
orientation, on Wednesday afternoon and evening, , to get you ready for your orientation scheduling session. As your travel plans get set, you can let me know- 
when you’d like to meet on that Wednesday. 
> 

> If any of you are choosing to come to another orientation session other than the one listed above, I wanted to let you know- that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, 
and won’t be available for those sessions. 

> 

> Please send me am email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,            9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: New email 

I already registered, I will be coming and 

On , at 9:41 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks 
> 
> Now, when you get registered for orientation, please let me know when you are coming. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 6:29 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

> 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackhmn <mcld/mi~gmlc.edtr> 

Monday, 10:34 AM 

Tony Yomlt <tonyyomlt@mlc.edu> 

Tony Yomlt <t onyyomlt @talc aaamc, e du> 

RE: Updated texibook list - sltmmer 

Ok thanks. She arrives late on the 14th and will be looking to get the books on the 15th. Should we just bring her to you? 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 9:40 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject= Re: Updated textbook list - summer 

Never had a grad student before. Jenn Townsend with men’s bball had an EXSS grad student years ago and she said it works the same way as everyone else does, so we’ll start there. 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:18 AM, raekham <raekham(~une.edu> 

Hey Tony, 

Do you know if it works the same way for Grad students on scholarship to get books? 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

(c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
_h__t_tp://www.faceboo k.com/ca roli n avolleyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Monday, 9:16 AM 
To: rackham 
Subject= RE: Updated textbook list - summer 

I am pretty sure it works the same way as with regular students. Once she gets to campus, she will need to get a book form from your academic advisor, take the form to student stores and get the 

required books. 

Tom 

From: rackham 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: FW: Updated textbook list - summer : 

Hey Tom, 

I know you mentioned waiting until is here to get her books. She received this email from the MAC program today. Do you know if she needs to do anything to get them or how it works? 

Thanks. 

GO TAR HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

Eve Rackham 

Assistant Volleyball Coach 

University of North Carolina 

Carmichael Arena/Volleyball 

310 South Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-5233 (o) 

__ (c) 
919-843-8543 (f) 

rackham@,unc.edu 

www.qoheels.com 
h__t_tp:llwww.facebook.comlcarolinavollevyyball 
htt p://twitter.com/u ncvolleyball 
www.ca rolinavolleyball.com 



From: @fiu.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 4:42 PN 

To: rackham 
Subject= Fwd: Updated textbook list - summer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldrid~e~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> 
Date:            6:44 PM 
Subject: Updated textbook list - summer 

To: 
Cc: "Horton, Diane" <diane horton@kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu>, "Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridge@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Summer MAC Students, 

I received the last text book designation for the summer term. Please see the completed and final list below. Thanks! 

Gina 

Course Number 
:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:. 
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i MAC 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i 

iiiiii~iiiiii MAC 
i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC ....................... 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii! MAC 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii MAC 

Course Name Instructor Textbook 

Hand 

Chavis 

Skender 

Wang 

Barringer 

Stubben 

E dwards 

<image001.jpg>Tw[tter I <image002.jpg> Linkedln I <image003.jpg> Facebook I <image004.jpg>MAC Journey BIo~ I <[mageoo5.jpg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ gina_wooldridge@kena n-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-fla~ler.u nc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:32 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Duca~ <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Tragically, SOCI was 
semester? 

’s best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for has me very nervous. I am excited about ¯ What is 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:           ’ First Grade 

SOCI grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI must be am A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored¯ 

SOCI has not yet posted¯ 

Tony 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

¯ has no grades posted as of this morning¯ 

’ GPA heading into this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Monday,            5:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACT 

Hi Tony ! 

I just wanted to let you know that I got my ACT score back. My composite score without writing was a 31 and on math I got a 28... 

Woohoo! :) 
I did have the score sent to UNC. 

Hope things are going well for you! Talk to you soon! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,            5:34 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Tony, 
This email along with the confirmation of my registration with the Friday center are the emails I have gotten 
from Ms. Mcdonnell. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McDonnell, Carol B" <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> 
Date: ,8:11:58 AMEDT 
To: @gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Thank you. You are clear. I need to wait until your application for readmission goes through to get the 

courses on your summer schedule. Currently your application is not complete and you don’t have a 

summer term to enroll yet. Please visit the ConnectCarolina site to view the status of your admission. 

However, I will send you confirmation that you can begin work on 

courses on your schedule once the process above is complete. 

in the 2 classes and get the 

Carol McDonnell 

Student Services Manager 
Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919-962-1105 

fax 919-962-5549 

Read our stories at 

ffidaycenter.unc.edu!stories 

From: ~amail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:35 PM 
To: McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: Re: UNC Friday Center course registration request 

Hi Ms. McDonnell, 
I am not sure you are the person I should be informing or if I need to call the Friday Center but the 
holds on my account should be lifted (I paid everything today). Please let me know if there is 
anything else I need to do in order to be able to register for classes. 



Thanks again. 

Best Regards, 

@qmail.com 

On , at 8:50 AM, Carol McDonnell <cbmcdonn@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear (PID ): 

IMPORTANT UPDATE ON YOUR REQUEST TO REGISTER FOR THE FOLLOWING: 

Course: RELI 
Title: 
Course Type: Carolina Courses Online 
NC Residency Claim: Non-Resident 
Tuition: $2,736.12 

Additional Comments: 
You have a past due account hold and a parking hold on your account that blocks registration, 
Please contact the Friday Center when your account is cleared for registration. 

Credit Programs for Part-time Students 
The Friday Center for Continuing Education 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, CB# 1020, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 800-862-5669 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
fridaycenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:36 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Tony, 
This email I received from the registrar along with a notice about summer session 2 as well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but none of 
them will let me register for classing bc they say that I need permission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Registrar’s Office <re~gistrationservices@unc.edu> 
Date: ,7:58:56 PM EDT 
To: _ @email.nnc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Dear 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access 
your course planner and the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration which will be open at the date and time specified in 
your enrollment appointment. The link to log in to your ConnectCarolina Student Center to access all of these services can be found 
through the MyUNC Portal at http://my.nnc.edu. On the MyUNC Portal page, click on the ConnectCarolina Student Center link to 
sign in with your onyen and password. A registration guide with information on registration can be found on the Office of the 
University Registzaac’s webpage at http://registza~.unc.edu by clicking on Registration. If you have any questions about registration 
after reviewing this email and information on our website, feel free to contact us at registzationservices~unc.edu. 

REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the number of completed terms in residence before they are 
assigned a time. Students who have completed a higher number of terms in residence would be given an earlier registration start 
date than students with fewer completed terms in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms in residence, students are 
randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned appointment times. 

You may register any time after your registration appointment day and time. Appointments run from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday- 
Friday. The purpose of tkis process is to spread registration over time so that the computer system can better handle the load. 

To fmd out your registration date/time for     Summer I, please go to ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under 
Enrollment Dates, and select the term. You will also see your Registration/Advising Option on this site as determined by the various 
Deans’ Offices and depaactsnents. Please pay close attention to any correspondence you may receive from your Dean’s Office or 
depaactsnent to determine what you need to do before your appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this through the MyUNC Portal, by clicking on "Update 
Personal Information" on the top left. 



OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration System using your ONYEN/PASSWORD starting on the date and time of your 
registration appointment. After this time, the Registration System under ConnectCarolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 
hours/day, 7 days/week) other than occasional times when the system is down for maintenance. Please note support from campus 
offices will only be available during normal business hours. For advising information and complete registration information, go to 
the Office of the University Registza~’s homepage (http://registza~.unc.edu) and select the     Summer I Registration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, first-yeas Law, first-year MBA, and all EMBA and Master of 
Accounting students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been officially admitted into a new program, you are not 
permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at http://re~istrar.unc.edu, under Registration and then 
Registration Policies. 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            5:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros          @gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

Tony, 

tells me she will pass both .... I am now off suicide watch. Does she need to go this summer then? What will she have left for a 
degree? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:          ’ First Grade 

Current GPA for       - including the D in SOCI is 2.339. GPA isn’t really the issue with her at this point. She does need to pass one 
of her two remaining courses to meet the 18 hour rule for fall eligibility. POLI    and SOCI    are not yet posted. If she were to 
make an F and a D- in the two remaining courses, she would still be eligible with a 2.1 

When    ’s second grade is posted, I’ll calculate what she needs in summer school to restore eligibility and get that to you. 

On 

wrote: 
, at 11:32 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

> Tragically, SOCI    was    ’s best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for 
is ’ GPA heading into this semester? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
> Subject:          ’First Grade 
> 

> SOCI 
> 
> SOCI 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI, 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

has me very nervous. I am excited about . What 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,            5:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

I have not received an actual email. But I did accept to my re admittance on connectcarolina. I assumed that’s all 
I needed to do. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for sending those things along. Do you an email that confirms that that you have been 
readmitted to the University? That seems to be the hangup at this point. 

Tony 

On , at 5:35 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
This email I received from the registrar along with a notice about summer session 2 as 
well as for the fall. All three said the same thing but none of them will let me register 
for classing bc they say that I need permission to enter the class. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Registrar’s Office <registrationservices@unc.edu> 
Date: 7:58:56 PM EDT 
To: @email.unc.edu> 
Subject: IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

Dear 

REGISTRATION SYSTEM 

Welcome to registration for     Summer I. Through your 
ConnectCarolina Student Center, you may search for classes, access your 
course planner and the shopping cart to prepare for your actual registration 
which will be open at the date and time specified in your enrollment 
appointment. The link to log in to your ConnectCarolina Student Center 
to access all of these services can be found through the MyUNC Portal at 
http://my.unc.edu. On the MyUNC Portal page, click on the 
ConnectCarolina Student Center link to sign in with your onyen and 
password. A registration guide with information on registration can be 



found on the Office of the University Registrar’s webpage at 
http://registrar.unc.edu by clicking on Registration. If you have any 
questions about registration after reviewing this email and information on 
our website, feel free to contact us at re~istrationservices@unc.edu. 

REGISTRATION APPOINTMENT TIMES 

Undergraduate students are divided into smaller groups based on the 
number of completed terms in residence before they are assigned a time. 
Students who have completed a higher number of terms in residence 
would be given an earlier registration start date than students with fewer 
completed terms in residence. Within each grouping of completed terms 
in residence, students are randomly assigned appointment times. 

Graduate and professional school students are also randomly assigned 
appointment times. 

You may register any time after your registration appointment day and 
time. Appointments run from 8:00 AM-3:45 PM, Monday-Friday. The 
purpose of this process is to spread registration over time so that the 
computer system can better handle the load. 

To find out your registration date/time for     Summer I, please go to 
ConnectCarolina Student Center, and click on link under Enrollment 
Dates, and select the term. You will also see your Registration/Advising 
Option on this site as determined by the various Deans’ Offices and 
departments. Please pay close attention to any correspondence you may 
receive from your Dean’s Office or department to determine what you 
need to do before your appointment date. 

Use the ConnectCarolina Student Center to check for Service Indicators 
through the registration period and to view your schedule. 

If you need to update your addresses or phone numbers, you can do this 
through the MyUNC Portal, by clicking on "Update Personal Information" 
on the top left. 

OTHER REGISTRATION INFORMATION 

You will be able to start enrolling in the Registration System using your 
ONYEN/PASSWORD starting on the date and time of your registration 
appointment. After this time, the Registration System under 



ConnectCarolina will operate on a 24/7 schedule (24 hours/day, 7 
days/week) other than occasional times when the system is down for 
maintenance. Please note support from campus offices will only be 
available during normal business hours. For advising information and 
complete registration information, go to the Office of the University 
Registrar’s homepage (http.//registrar.unc.edu) and select the 
Summer I Registration link. 

Please note that the initial registration for Medical, Dental, Pharmacy, 
first-year Law, first-year MBA, and all EMBA and Master of Accounting 
students will be handled by their School Registrars. 

If you are graduating at the end of the current semester and have not been 
officially admitted into a new program, you are not permitted to register. 

Also, please take time to review important University policies located at 
http//registrar.unc.edu, under Registration and then Registration Policies. 

Thank you, 

Office of the University Registrar 

919-962-3954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,            6:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros          @gmail.com); Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

Tony, 

What do you think about her going in the summer? If you feel she can handle it (not flunk out) then perhaps she should go. 
Obviously, getting her as close as possible to graduation would help her. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 5:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:          ’ First Grade 

In fact      ’s SOCI    grade just posted and it is B-. She has cleared the 18 rule for academic year       . The SOCI    grade 
gets her hours total to 72 which clears her for the 72 hr rule to begin her 7th semester. She is eligible for fall, even if she fails her 
POLI    course. 

Glad you’re off suicide watch. 

Assuming she passes POLI 
getting her to 81 hours. 

, she will have 75 hours at the end of this semester. She is registered for 6 hours in summer school 

However, I just checked her fall schedule, and she is not registered for classes in the fall. She says she didn’t do it while she was away 
with the            because she didn’t have good internet, which is a big surprise to me. Just texted her to ask if she can come in 
tomorrow and do that. She’s gone until Saturday. I asked her to register for classes and come check with me when she gets back to 
Chapel Hill. 

ff she completes a 15 hour schedule in the fall, she would be 24 hours short of graduation when she leaves 

Tony 

On , at 5:40 PM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> tells me she will pass both .... I am now off suicide watch. Does she need to go this summer then? What will she have left for a 
degree? 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Yotmt, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 11:46 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: ’ First Grade 
> 
> Current GPA for - including the D in SOCI is 2.339. GPA isn’t really the issue with her at this point. She does need to pass 
one of her two remaining courses to meet the 18 hour rule for fall eligibility. POLI    and SOCI, are not yet posted, ff she were 
to make an F and a D- in the two remaining courses, she would still be eligible with a 2.1 
> 

> 

> When 
> 

> 

> On 

’s second grade is posted, I’ll calculate what she needs in summer school to restore eligibility and get that to you. 

, at 11:32 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 



> wrote: 
> 

>> Tragically, SOCI    was ’s best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for 
What is ’ GPA heading into this semester? 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
>> Subject: ’ First Grade 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

has me very nervous. I am excited about 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Update 

Hi Tony, 

First of all, thank you so much for taking the time to guide me through the orientation registration process and welcoming 
me to the 

After thinking hard about the offer            extended a few weeks back, I have decided not to enroll at UNC next 
fall. I am so grateful for the opportunity to play at Carolina, but I felt I should not join the program unless I was 100% 
certain of my decision. If there is anything else I need to do to rescind my deposit or un-reserve my spot at orientation 
please let me know how I can go about it. 

Again, thank you so much and I am so sorry for any inconvenience this may cause you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j anmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            9:38 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer school requests for women’s golf 

Tom, 

I have not heard anything regarding my summer school requests for 

Thanks, 
Jan 

Jan Mann 
UNC Women’s Golf 
Office: 919-962-4273 

Cell: 

and ¯ Have they been approved? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            10:14 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ’ First Grade 

Tony, 

I am meeting with l right now .... what is her "B" and "C" in? And are any more grades up yet? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:          ’First Grade 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Tony 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP exams 

Hey Tony! I was wondering if you could tell me what I have to get on my AP statistics and AP government exams to get credit. Thank you ill let you know- how- they 
go...wish me luck please because I need it haha! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:5l AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

AP exams 

Hey Tony ! 1 was wondering if you could tell me what I have to get on my AP statistics and AP government exams to get credit. Thank 
you ill let you know how they go...wish me luck please because I need it haha! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            10:52 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: More on 

Thank you Tony ! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: More on 

10:27 AM 

She needs a C- in one class and a D in the other to remain eligible. Anything worse and she would fall under a 2.0. 

Onl 
wrote: 

, at 10:14 AM, Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

> Tony, 
> 

> I am meeting with 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, 10:37 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
> Subject:          ’ First Grade 
> 

> SOCI 
> 
> SOCI 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

right now .... what is her "B" and "C" in? And are any more grades up yet? 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, May 7, 2013 2:10 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: booklist 

Thank you sir 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 7, 2013, at 2:08 PM, "Tony Yount" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tom distributed the book list today, is on it so I’m cleared to sign off on her books. 
> 
>T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            7:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

My accountT 

I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the regular math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I 
need to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,            7:08 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

My accountT 

I have everything set up, this is my email! And also, does the regular math section on the standard SAT count for orientation? Or will I 
need to take the SAT Math 2 Subject Test/ACT? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            8:29 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Vibration-assisted Stretching Study 

Hello, 

My name is           , I am a master’s student in the Department of 
Exercise and Sports Science at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill. I am writing to you regarding a study we are conducting 
in 
our laboratory which examines the acute effects of vibration assisted 
stretching on flexibility and strength and muscle-tendon properties. 
We 
are looking for recreationally active (1 to 5 hours of exercise per 
week) male participants between the ages of 65 - 74 with no current or 
recent (within the past 3 months) serious low-back, hip, knee, or ankle 

injuries. 

What types of testing will you do?? 

Strength: we will measure how strong your calf muscles are. 
Flexibility: we will measure how flexible your calf muscles are. 
Muscle and tendon properties: we will measure how big and long your 
calf muscles and Achilles tendon are. 

The study involves only 3 visits to the laboratory ! Each visit will 
take about 1 - 1.5 hours each. 

ffyou are interested we can be reached at following: 

Lab phone: 919-843-2014 

Emails:       @email.unc.edu 
Fax: 919-962-0489 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST, we look forward to hearing from you soon!! 

Kind regards, 
,B.S. 

Neuromuscular Research Laboratory 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
E-mail:      @email.tmc.edu 

The acute effects of vibration- 
assisted stretching on strength, flexibility, viscoelasticity, 
and muscle-tendon properties: an age comparison. IRB number 12-1112 
Approved by Biomedical IRB on 

This email is sponsored by: Exercise and Sport Science Department 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Hey Tony- 

Any updates? 

I’m living in 

Thank you! 

so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@une.edu> wrote: 

> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office and then to Tom. When that paperwork is done, 
I can email you and let you know- that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers office that athletics is going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the 

difference and I think you can use a credit card for that. But wait until the paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom 
Timmermans is the man to call - 919 962 7851 is his number. 
> 

> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I asked about the possibility of taking those hours 
somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
> 

> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 12:06 PM, @gmail.eom> wrote: 
> 

>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How- are we doing it financially? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@une.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
>>> 

>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state tuition. 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.eom> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price so much higher and is there a time when it 

goes down? 
>>>> 

>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@une.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow- and have an answer for you by the end of the day. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow-. Registration should be possible online at 

http://www.fridayeenter.une.edu/ep/eeo/enrollment.htm 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow- with answers. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.eom> 
>>>>> VVTOt e: 

>>>>>> Hi Tony- 

>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How- should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there 

any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw- was three hour. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Thankyou, 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent ~om my ~hone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,            11:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Online course 

Thankyou! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> The paperwork went through the office today to Tom, so he will have it tomorrow. I will confirm in the morning and send you an 
email saying (I hope) that you’re clear to register. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On l , at 10:30 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony- 
>> Any updates? 
>> I’m living in so I want to have time for my books to be delivered. 
>> Thank you! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On l , at 9:19 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> I just spoke with Tom Timmermans in the finance office. Paperwork that Anson needs to do needs to come through my office and 
then to Tom. When that paperwork is done, I can email you and let you know that its time to register. Tom will alert the Cashiers 
office that athletics is going to pay $2000. When you register then, you could just pay the difference and I think you can use a credit 
card for that. But wait until the paperwork is done. If you have any other questions about the financial end of things, Tom 
Timmermans is the manto call - 919 962 7851 is his number. 
>>> 
>>> I also checked the notes from your last communication with advising. Looks like you just need two hours of something. I asked 
about the possibility of taking those hours somewhere else, but you’ve already used all the transfer hours that you can use. 
>>> 
>>> As soon as the paperwork gets done, I’ll email you that its clear to register. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> On , at 12:06 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>>> 
>>>> Ok. Well that’s settled. Ha. So should I go ahead and enroll online? How are we doing it financially? 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>> 

>>>> On , at 6:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the first question is budget cuts from the State legislature. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> The answer to the second is also a ’no’ and also due to the state legislature. Out of state athletes are no longer given in-state 
tuition. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Sorry to be the bearer of bad news, but those are the facts. A lot has changed since you were here. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On , at 8:12 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 



>>>>> 

>>>>>> Thank you for your help. The last online course I took was like $800 and that was only under two years ago. Why is the price 
so much higher and is there a time when it goes down? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Also, since part of it’s being paid through the team, is it possible to get the in state tuition? 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> Sent from my iPhone 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> On , at 2:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I will check on the financial question that you have when I get to the office in the am tomorrow and have an answer for you 
by the end of the day. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Sadly, I see only 3 hour courses as well, but when I talk with the Friday Center, I will confirm that tomorrow. Registration 
should be possible online at http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> I’ll get back to you tomorrow with answers. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> On , at 4:24 PM, @gmail.com> 
>>>>>>> wrote: 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Hi Tony- 
>>>>>>>> Thanks for helping out with this. How should we set up the process to enroll? Is it possible to just bill me for what I owe 
and I can pay at a later date? Also, are there any one or two hour credit online courses? All I saw was three hour. 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Thank you, 
>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>> Sere from my iPhone 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Advising for Student Athletes AAP <advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            10:46 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Summer course 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wyrick, Marilyn J 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:13 AM 
To:        ; Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: RE: Summer course 

Welcome to Carolina! I think English    is fine, but you may want to do a little more investigation of the JOMC course. 400-level 
courses are geared more for Juniors and Seniors and so it may be more challenging than you would like for your first summer at 
UNC. It’s a research and writing course, so think about balance between that and Engl which teaches writing at the college level. 
Maybe JOMC    later on after you have completed Engl    !??? 

I have copied the two advisors that will be working with you this summer and beyond, Andrea Caldwell and Spencer Welborn and 
you will hear from them shortly. Talk with Andrea, Spencer, and Tony a little more about JOMC     It may be ok, but more 
conversation about the nature of the course is needed so you will not be overwhelmed with writing and research in a short summer 
session. 

Best wishes, 
Marilyn 

Marilyn J. Wyrick 
Senior Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program The College of Arts and Sciences & the General College 
2011 Steele Bldg, 214 East Cameron Ave, CB# 3110 The University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919-843-8920 FAX: 919-843-4775 http:advising.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Wyrick, Marilyn j 
Subject: Summer course 

3:37 AM 

Hello. My name is               , I am an incoming freshman. I have talked to Tony Yount a lot about some summer school 
courses to take. I’ve decided to definitely take ENGL    but I am still deciding on a second course to take. Tony and Anson 
recommended a Journalism    class taught by Tim Crothers, which is another possibility. I am looking to take another required 
course. Do you have any suggestions or advice on which courses I should take as an incoming freshman ? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@icloud.com> 

Friday,            3:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Course Selection 

Does it matter what time the classes are? 

On May 10, 2013, at 11:45 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> The Steele Building advisers forwarded their email exchange with you to me. First, their advice is solid and you are wise to seek it. 
Second, you get to decide what courses to take. I am sony that we seem to inadvertently put you in an awkward position choosing 
between the courses recommended by the athletic side, and the courses recommended by Academic Advising for Student Athletes. 
Fortunately, we all agree on ENGL 105 
> 
> Let me reassure you that the choice is indeed yours, and all of the hours that you might earn this summer will count toward your 
graduation. None of us will be angry over the choice you make. All of us will be supportive and encouraging as you get started with 
your college career. 
> 
> I would, however, urge you to register quickly so that seats in the classes that you choose can be secured. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:40 PM 

Arturo Rivera <aj rivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler 
Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring grades 

Pretty good from most, nice semester for 
is moving in the right direction and if 

and    (above average for them). 
can get her Drama grade sorted out, that’s a great semester. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            3:08 PM 
To: rackham; Arturo Rivera; Joe Sagula; Tyler Adams 
Subject: Spring grades 

Still missing two grades - probably won’t be finalized until Tuesday Team spring GPA looks to be in the high 2.8 range 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu> 

Friday,            3:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring grades 

Yes I didn’t count bc I already knew about her doing well 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 10, 2013, at 12:49 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> all true - but the most amazing semester in there is ’s. Remarkable on so many levels 
> and are getting to where they should be. still a bit lost but she should get there too. 
> 

> 

> On May 10, 2013, at 3:40 PM, rackham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Pretty good from most, nice semester for and    (above average for them). 
>> is moving in the right direction and if can get her Drama grade sorted out, that’s a great semester. 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount~unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday,            3:08 PM 
>> To: rackham; Arturo Rivera; Joe Sagula; Tyler Adams 
>> Subject: Spring grades 
>> 

>> Still missing two grades - probably won’t be finalized until Tuesday Team spring GPA looks to be in the high 2.8 range 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

Ok thanks ! 

Sent from my iPhon 

On at 2:28 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> You can really wait until you get back. There are 26 spots in the class and so far only 4 spots have been claimed. So you don’t even 
need to do that now. Come home, find out if coach is paying, and then register. Its really easy to just go to the Friday Center and do 
everything at once. 
> 

> 

> 

> On , at 9:19 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony, I started registering for POLI    online and it has a lot of information to fill out and complete ! Can I go ahead and fill 
all that out? Also, i will be able to drop this course if coach can not cover the cost right? Thanks let me know! 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 8:48 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 
>> 
>>> Oh - an online course. You have to register through the Friday Center for online courses. 
>>> 
>>> Go here 
>>> 
>>> http ://www. fridaycenter.unc, edu/cp/cco/enrollment, htm 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> On at 6:19 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
>>> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> I’m trying to register for poli online 
>>>> 

>>>> Sent from my iPhon 
>>>> 

>>>> On J at 11:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> If its MATH    you’re trying to register for, you won’t be able to. Those sections are reserved for incoming freshmen in the 
summer bridge program. I talked with someone in the math department today who explained that to me. You’ll have to wait til fall to 
take MATH . So sorry. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> On l at 5:52 PM ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>> Greetings from !!! I am Wing to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must 
obtain permission to take this class. 
>>>>>> Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 



>>>>>> On at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
It will not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Tony 
> 

who holds a STOR tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Beth Miller <beth@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu >; 
Joseph A Sagula <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: 

Tom, 

I am supportive of UNC paying 100% of summer aid for 
work out. 

thanks, 
~Beth 

to graduate after summer school. Hopefully, this will 

93et~ 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
£.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27313 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Tom, 

1:39 PM > > > 

To fulfill graduation requirements, and assuming successful completion of all her currently enrolled classes, 

needs the following. 

BIOL - 1 hr credit 

EXSS -3 hour credit 

EXSS -3 hour credit 

has registered for all 3 of those classes during 

Tony 

On at 3:42 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 
I just spoke with Joe about and her situation in regards to graduating after the second summer 

session,         was an educational major and previously was approved for a 5th year of athletics aid to 

be able to finish her education degree. Due to a major change, the 5th year of aid is no longer necessary 

but since        is still 7 credits short (Tony can you please confirm this) after this spring semester of 

graduating, Joe has asked if we can fund her at 100% for summer school. It will be beneficial (cheaper) 

for us to pay the cost for summer school, instead of having        come back this fall to finish up. 



Therefore I approve the additional funding (on top of Joe’s summer school budget) to cover the cost 

(100%) for the credits necessary for        to graduate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

<imageOO5.jpg>We Educate and Inspire through 
athletics I .GoHee!s.com. I <imageOO6.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Friday,               9:52 AM 

Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <beth@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Joseph 
A Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thanks Beth! 

We will cover summer school for 

Tom 

From: Beth Miller [mailto:bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,               5:36 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom; Yount, Tony 

Cc: Miller, Beth; Bridger, Beth; Sagula, Joseph A 

Subject: Re: 

Tom, 

I am supportive of UNC paying 100% of summer aid for 
work out. 

thanks, 

~Beth 

to graduate after summer school. Hopefully, this will 

93et/t Jmffe,~ 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Tel: 919-962-0463 
Fax: 919-962-1646 

> > > "Yount, lony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 

Tom, 

1:39 PM > > > 

To fulfill graduation requirements, and assuming successful completion of all her currently enrolled classes, Heather 

needs the following. 

BIOL - 1 hr credit 

EXSS - 3 hour credit 

EXSS - 3 hour credit 



Tony 

has registered for all 3 of those classes during 

On at 3:42 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 
I just spoke with Joe about and her situation in regards to graduating after the second summer 

session,         was an educational major and previously was approved for a 5th year of athletics aid to 

be able to finish her education degree. Due to a major change, the 5th year of aid is no longer necessary 

but since        is still 7 credits short (Tony can you please confirm this) after this spring semester of 

graduating, Joe has asked if we can fund her at 100% for summer school. It will be beneficial (cheaper) 

for us to pay the cost for summer school, instead of having        come back this fall to finish up. 

Therefore I approve the additional funding (on top of Joe’s summer school budget) to cover the cost 

(100%) for the credits necessary for        to graduate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

<image005.jpg>We Educate and Inspire through 
athletics I GoHeels.com I <image006.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Sunday, 10:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu); 
@earthlink.net); 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Student Orientation 

@earthlink.net’ 
~earthlink.net) 

Tony, 

I’m (, Father) submitting this response on behalf ol 

has created and completed an ONYEN and email account.~ She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session.~ She reserved session ~ I will 
have her send an email to you from her email account. 

The content of this email is the confidential property of Stantec and should not be copied, modified, retransmitted, or 
used for any purpose except with Stantec’s written authorization. If you are not the intended recipient, please delete 
all copies and notify us immediately. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,               6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the              team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 



University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: http://nscpp.unc.edu/first-vear-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 
into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
tonyyount@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:22 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); 
@earthlink.net); 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Admission 

@earthlink.net’ 
@earthlink.net) 

Tony, 

I have a question and I think you can answer.~       has accepted the admission to UNC online and 
we are waiting on the admission letter to arrive.~ I did not pay by credit card for the admission fee of 
$250 ( I think this was the term), but deferred to mail in a check. 

My question is do I need to send in a check for admission since she is a full grant in aid student athlete? 

Thanks in advance. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: 
Sent: SundaY, 10:29 PM 
To: ’Yount, Tony’ 
Cc: ~earthlink.net’ ~earthlink.net); ~email.unc.edu); Wendy 

@earthlink.net) 
Subject: New Student Orientation 
Importance: High 

Tony, 

I’m father) submitting this response on behalf of 



has created and completed an ONYEN and email account. She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session. She reserved session I will have 
her send an email to you from her email account. 

Scott 

Hlease consider the environment betore pnntmg th~s ema~l. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           --- 6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 
University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: http://nscpp.tmc.edu/first-year-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 



into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
tonwount@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu); 
@eartl~linklnet); 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

@earthlink.net’ 
~earthlink.net) 

New Student Orientation 

Tony, 

I’m following up on email address.~ Her MyUNC page shows the email address as:~ 
@live.unc.edu 

I’m not sure if "live.unc.edu" in lieu of "email.unc.edu" is the correct address or not, but they both work. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, ____ 10:29 PM 
To: ’Yount, Tony’ 

Cc:       @earthlink.net’       @earthlink.net);                   @email.unc.edu); 

. _ . @earthlink.net) 
Subject: New Student Orientation 
Importance: High 

Tony, 

I’m q    father) submitting this response on behalf of 

has created and completed an ONYEN and email account. She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session. She reserved session I will have 
her send an email to you from her email account. 



Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,          , 6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 
University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: __h_t__t_p-__/L_n__s__c_p_p. tmc. edu/first -year-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 
into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 



Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
tonwount@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 4:5 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: New Student Orientation 

Thanks! 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,, 4:42 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: New Student Orientation 

I just talked with Tom Timmermans who handles all of our financial issues for scholarship 
athletes. He said that you do need to write the check for $250.00. It will be covered by athletics, 
and after the semester starts that $250.00 will be in her account, because the full scholarship will 
cover that $250.00 and       will have access to that money, but that Athletics cannot pay that 
up front since       is not yet enrolled and it would be like a loan that we cannot provide. 

Down the road she be able to use it, or send it back to you. 

The email address will be @live.unc.edu 

The ’email’ was the old system, and those are automatcally forwarded to the ’live’ domain. 

Thanks for the updates. I look forward to meeting with you soon. 

Tony 



On , at 4:27 PM, 
wrote: 

Tony, 

I’m following up on        email address. Her MyUNC page shows the email address 
as:        ~live.unc.edu 

I’m not sure if "live.unc.edu" in lieu of "email.unc.edu" is the correct address or not, but they both work. 

Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 10:29 PM 
To: ’Yount, Tony’ 
Cc: @earthlink.net’ @earthlink.net); ~email.unc.edu); 

~earthlink.net.) 
Subject: New Student Orientation 
Importance: High 

Tony, 

I’m,    father) submitting this response on behalf of 

has created and completed an ONYEN and email account. She has also completed the 
reservation for the new student orientation session. She reserved session I will have 
her send an email to you from her email account. 



Please consider the environment before printing this email. 

F rein: Yo u nt, To nv r mailto: tq..n..y)L.o...u...n..t.@..u...n...c.,..e...d...u.] 
Sent: Tuesday,               6:58 PM 

Subject: New Student Orientation 

Ladies, 

Congratulations for earning a place on the women’s soccer team here at Carolina. If you have already received your 
letter from Admissions welcoming you to Carolina, congratulations again. When the admissions letter comes, please 
respond quickly so that you can complete registration for New Student Orientation - details below. You won’t be 
able to complete any of the steps in this process until your admission is complete. 

First, you must pay, or defer, your deposit, in order to activate your PID (Personal Identification number) in the 
University’s computer system. This will allow you establish your UNC email account, and to register for New 
Student Orientation program that all incoming students must attend during the coming summer. Here is the website 
for information about Orientation: _h__t_t_p_]!__n___s__c_p_p.unc.edu/firstryear-students/orientation 

New Student Orientation is a two-day program. There are 14 different sessions during the summer. You can choose 
any of the sessions that you would like to attend. There is no advantage regarding fall course availability by coming 
early. We realize that school schedules, family vacations, or other factors will influence your schedule. 

Detailed instructions for completing New Student Orientation are attached. Please follow those instructions exactly. 
When you complete steps 3 and 4, please email me using your new UNC email address. Once it is established, I’ll be 
using your UNC email account for all correspondence going forward. There will be several more emails coming 
about preparation for your year at Carolina. 

Please remember that for Math Placement at Carolina, you will need test results from either the SAT Math 2 Subject 
test, or the ACT Math test score. Having those scores available for use at New Student Orientation is ideal. The 
qualifying score on the SAT Math 2 Subject test is 520 or above, and and qualifying score on the ACT Math portion 
is 27 or above. Either of those scores places you out of MATH 110 at Carolina. Scores below those levels place you 
into MATH 110. 

We’re glad to have you with us. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor for Women’s Soccer 

cell 
919 962 9535 office 
t__o___n_.~__o___u___n__t_@___u~____c__._e__d___u. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,             6:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hey Tony, 

I will be attending session             ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,              2:07 PM 

Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

possible. 
- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll 
get you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those 
two days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 

We expect most of you to attend                       since that session is so close to our lacrosse camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my 
vacation time this summer will be from so I will not on campus for orientation sessions I will be around for all 
the other sessions. 

When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 
session you’ll be attending. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, - -~ - 10:12 PM 

To: tonyyount@unc.edu 

Bcc: Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Advising 

Hey Tony, 
Could I stop by your office tomorrow to ask you some questions about classes? 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             8:44 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

registering 

Tony, 

So far i only got into 2 of the classes that i needed to but the one i didn’t get into is exss    which needs consent so i emailed sherry 
salyer and i should be fine with that class! Also comm needs compartment consent in order to enroll and i was wonder what i had 
to do to get it? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday .... ] 8:55 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- HIST 

Thanks! 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

- 8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:55 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday 

- HIST 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

- 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            2:55 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Semester 

Hi, 
I was thinking about coming in to visit you because I did want to catch up on all that stuff are you free sometime this week or next? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount6 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Subject:      Semester 

~unc.edu] 
2:35 PM 

How about sending me (or coming by the office) an update on your classes for this ? Tell me what grade you think you’re going 

to get in each class? Recent grades in the last few weeks? 

I just want to have a sense of how its going and what we can expect at the end of the semester. 

And if you need any help building a schedule for let me know. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             12:3 5 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Hi Tony, 

I’m really sorry I haven’t stopped by to talk with you yet, my class schedule has been really busy this semester. 

Are you going to be around tomorrow afternoon? I am doing the Ram’s Club Thank-a-thon from 2-3 but I was thinking I could stop by 
after that if you will still be in your office. I may also have time to stop by before 2, it just depends on when I get out of lab. If you’re 
not going to be there no worries, I will find another time! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            9:34 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

GEOL    is no longer offered here. The equivalent course is offered through NC State and that is her summer 
course. I talked yesterday with Dean Coleman in the GEOL department. He told me that she will get 4 hours 
credit for the summer, and that means she will need to take 9 hours in the fall to graduate. 

Tony 

On , at 9:12 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom and Tony, 

How many of these 13 credits is      looking to take during summer school? Just trying to figure out 

what she will be left with for the spring. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:14 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: fall GIA 

Tom 

needs 13 hours to graduate. All should be completed in fall . She needs to fulfill her 
PH requirement, and then 10 hours in her major including GEOL (4 hours), and two allied 
science electives. She will register for exactly that tomorrow morning. I am not aware of any 
learning disabilities. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 3:11 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Women’s       is recommending additional funding for            . Could you please 

provide me with details on how many credits she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get 

her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 



Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:      fall GIA 

Tom, 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,            9:35 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: GIA fall 

I do not know the answer to that. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

Tom and Tony, 

Same for 

Thanks! 

, at 9:29 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

, is she planning on taking any summer school classes? 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: GIA fall 

Tom, 

is 33 hours short of graduation after taking the spring semester off. 

Her remaining needs are: 

LFIT - 1 hr 
BIOL    & lab - 4 hrs 
EXSS courses in her major 
BN credit - 3 hrs 
Electives - 10 hrs. 

- 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours 

Two semesters and one summer is the likely requirement for her to finish. I have met with 
and about their remaining needs. I have had no discussion with about her plans. She 
will also need to go through the readmission to the University hoops that must go through. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 3:12 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony, 



Women’s       is recommending additional funding for          . Could you please 

provide me with details on how many credits she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get 

her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:         GIA fall 

Tom, 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,             10:31 AM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Fall GIA 

Tom would know that better than. At my last conversation with       , we were largely focused on the steps 
to be readmitted so that she could begin registering for classes again. I doubt that process is complete. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 9:53 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Last one. Is       taking any summer school classes? This would actually really help her graduate after 

the fall semester if she is. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, 4:09 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: Re: Fall GIA 

Tom, 

has completed 103 hours toward her degree and needs 17 hours of credits including both 
Math Credits, 3 hours in Art History, 3 hours in an Art Studio >    , and and professional ART 
seminar 

She met with me last week and when readmitted to the University, we will try to build a schedule 
that fulfills most of her requirements. She will meet with Beth Lyons to try and determine if Math 
substitute courses are available to her since there is a disability in Math. More details about that 
request should be forthcoming over the next couple of weeks. 

I do not believe that 17 hours with 2 Math courses is realistic for her to finish in one semester. 
More likely, 12 hours this fall and 5 hours in the spring will be needed to graduate her. An 
alternative would be to register her for 6 hours this summer, and 11 in the fall which would allow 
her to finish her degree in December. 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 3:10 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Tony, 

Women’s       is recommending additional funding for             . Could you please 

provide me with details on how many credits she needs to graduate, an academic plan to get 



her to graduation as soon as possible, and any learning disabilities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 
Subject:      fall     GIA 

Tom, 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,             12:3 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Spring Semester? 

Hi Tony, 

Sorry for the delay in the response, extremely long day yesterday. I would love to come in and talk to you. Today is sort of not a good 
day, but how about tomorrow? I have class from 12-2 and I am done. Just let me know, I really enjoy talking to you. 

Thanks so much, Tony! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 
To: 

Subject: Spring Semester? 

How about sending me (or coming by the office) an update on your classes for this spring? Tell me what grade you think you’re going 
to get in each class? Recent grades in the last few weeks? 

I just want to have a sense of how its going and what we can expect at the end of the semester. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,            6:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Spring Semester? 

That is fin!! 

See you then. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:29 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Spring Semester? 

I’m traveling with Lacrosse to DC tomorrow so I won’t be in the office. Early next week? 

Tony 

On , at 12:37 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Hi Tony, 
> 
> Sorry for the delay in the response, extremely long day yesterday. I would love to come in and talk to you. Today is sort of not a 
good day, but how about tomorrow? I have class from 12-2 and I am done. Just let me know, I really enjoy talking to you. 
> 
> Thanks so much, Tony! 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Spring Semester? 
> 

> 

> 

> How about sending me (or coming by the office) an update on your classes for this spring? Tell me what grade you think you’re 
going to get in each class? Recent grades in the last few weeks? 
> 
> I just want to have a sense of how its going and what we can expect at the end of the semester. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Caldwell, Andrea L" <andreac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,            8:24 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: New submission from Maj or/Minor Declaration Form 

TEXT.htm 

From: Major/Minor Declaration [mailto:     r@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:03 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: New submission from MaJor/Minor Declaration Form 

,~,live. unc.ed u 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies - AS BA COMM 

Interpersonal Organization -IOC 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

Supplementa~yQuestions 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Stafflnformatio 



andreac@email.unc.edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

jldrisco@email.unc.edu 



From: Major/Minor Declaration [mailto:     ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:03 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L 
Subject: New submission from MaJor/Minor Declaration Form 

@live.unc.edu 

Primary Major Information 

Primary Major 

Communication Studies - AS BA COMM 

Interpersonal Organization -IOC 

Does this major require a change in requirement term? 

No 

Does this student have a second major? 

No 

Does this student have a minor? 

No 

SupplementaryQuestlons 

Does the student have the Honors Program? 

No 

Does this change in major require assigning a new advisor? 

Yes 

Stafflnformatio 

Advisor Completing this Form: 

andreac@email.unc.edu 

Send a Copy to the following Administrative Staff: 

i!d [!sco@email. u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:26 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Questions 

.edu) 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for 
with our Academic Counselor Tony Yount. 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( 

Thank you for your help T 
-Phil Barnes 
Carolina 

) some time options for 

father 

to call. 

) to speak 

On at 11:13 AM, " 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email 

few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

@2 .com> wrote: 

Counselor, his contact information and a 

k.) 

M 
F~ 

com 

The information in this message may be proprietary and/or confidential, and protected from 
disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have 
received this communication in error, please notify First Data immediately by replying to this 
message and deleting it from your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:26 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academic Questions 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for . father ( 
Yount. 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( some time options for to call. 

Thank you for your help! 
-Phil Ba3-"-~ 
Carolina 

) to speak with our Academic Counselor Tony 

On , at 11:13 AM, " @firstdata.com> wrote: 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email 

few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

Counselor, his contact information and a 

First Data Client Care and Implementation Services 

0 
M 
F, 

Firstdata.com 

The information in this message may be proprietary a~d/or confidential, and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message 
is not the intended recipient, or an employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are 
hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
communication in error, please notify First Data immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Questions 

Her infoT 

From: " @clearviewregional.edu>" 
< .edu> 
Date: 1:27:17 PM EDT 
To: "Phil Barnes" <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Academic Questions 

Thank you! 

ph: 

fax: 

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential, privileged, or otherwise protected from disclosure. It is intended only for the 
use of the authorized individual as indicated in the e-mail. Any unauthorized disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking of any 
action based on the contents of this material is strictly prohibited. 

From: Phil Barnes [mailto:pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 
To: Tony Yount 

Cc: 
Subject: Re: Academic Questions 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for 

speak with our Academic Counselor Tony Yount. 

father ( ) to 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( i some time options for to call. 

Thank you for your help! 

-Phil Barnes 

Carolina 

On , at 11:13 AM, " @firstdata.com> wrote: 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email                        Counselor, his contact 

information and a few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

First Data Client Care and Implementation Services 

O 
M 



F 
Firstdata.com 

The information in this message may be proprietary and/or confidential, and protected 
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an 
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify First Data immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from 
your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,            1:30 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Academic Questions 

Her infoT 

From: " 
< .... . edu> 
Date: 1:27:17 PM EDT 
To: "Phil Barnes" <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Academic Questions 

Thank you! 

.edu>" 

ph: 

fax: 

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential, privileged, or otherwise protected from disclosure. It is intended only for the 
use of the authorized individual as indicated in the e-mail. Any unauthorized disclosure, copying, distribution, or taking of any 
action based on the contents of this material is strictly prohibited. 

From: Phil Barnes [mailto:pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:26 PM 
To: Tony Yount 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Academic Questions 

Hi Tony and 

I hope all is well. I am forwarding the below email about setting up a time for 

speak with our Academic Counselor Tony Yount. 

father ( ) to 

I will speak with Tony and have him give you ( ) some time options for Roger to call. 

Thank you for your help! 

-Phil Barnes 

Carolina 

On , at 11:13 AM, " @firstdata.com> wrote: 

Phil, can you please ask Tony to email                        Counselor, his contact 

information and a few dates/times when he is available to talk to me. Thanks. 

First Data Client Care and Implementation Services 



o 
M 
F, 
Firstdata.com 

The information in this message may be proprietary and/or confidential, and protected 
from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an 
employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, 
you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, 
please notify First Data immediately by replying to this message and deleting it from 
your computer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: EXSS 

Ok and that is in the steele building? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:07 AM 
1"o: 
Subject: Re: EXSS 

In theory, you have to make an appt at advising and declare a major. 

You might be able to take the piece of paper I gave you and go to advising and talk your way into doing it 
today. Good luck 

Tony 

On at 9:00 AM, ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Shoot, Tony I forgot to go to that meeting and become a major .... when and where can i do that today? 

From: McCullen, Ashley D [amcculle email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:56 AM 
1"o: 
Subject: RE: EXSS 

The reason it won’t let you in is because you are not listed as a major. EXSS and currently have at 

least one open section while EXSS is closed. EXSS should open up on the : to everyone so I 

would try to enroll then. I would at least put yourself on the waitlist for EXSS as we will pull students 

in from the waitlist that are majors to increase the class to 40. Instructors will more than likely not let 

students in who are not majors so if you are wanting to double major then you need be listed as an EXSS 

major as soon as possible. EXSS    will be the harder of the three to get in possibly so I would try for the 

other two. Sometimes she will open 10 spaces at a certain time and it’s first come first serve and that’s all 

she is going to add. Thanks. 

-Ashley 

Ashley McCullen 

Administrative Support Specialist 

Exercise and Sport Science 

UNC-CH 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 8:45 AM 
To: McCullen, Ashley D 
Subject: EXSS 

Hi Ms. McCullen, 



I am a student-athlete here at UNC and was given your email by Tony Yount, our Women’s      Team’s 
Academic Counselor. I have tried to enroll in three different EXSS classes for next fall and have been 
rejected by all three. I would not be stressed about this if I was not double majoring in EXSS and 
Biology. When Tony and I sat down to figure out if double majoring in these two intense fields was 
possible with playing      for Carolina we based my next fall schedule off of taking EXSS and 
or     Is there anything you can do, suggest or recommend? I have emailed each of the three professors 
and am waiting to hear back. I would greatly appreciate any help! 

Thank you, 

PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" @live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

@comcast.net 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

I look forward to meeting you! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:36 PM 
To: 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

, congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting 
your offer of admissions. 

I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on 
vacation for sessions                   and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel 
Hill and available to meet with you, and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your scheduled 
session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 

Some of those sessions will fill. I advise you to identify the session that you will be attending as soon as possible and get registered. 
(Again, that can’t happen until the admissions offer has been accepted by you.) When you do register for your orientation session, 
please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Buchanan, Helen" <helenb@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 6:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 

Also available online: http://www.p.oheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=207134772 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE - April 9, 2013 
TRACK & FIELD CONTACT: Helen Buchanan, helenb@unc.edu, 919-962-1160(o), 919-428-0278(c) 

UNC Track & Field Hosts Faculty Mile 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The Carolina track and field program will host the UNC Faculty Mile at the Joe Hilton 
Invitational on Saturday, April 13th, at the Irwin Belk Track. 

"I am very excited to host the first annual faculty mile as a part of the Joe Hilton Invitational," said head coach Harlis 
Meaders, "The idea started as a way to close the gap that sometimes exist between athletics and academia. It will 
provide an opportunity for our student athletes to see some of their instructors outside of the classroom and office 
hours in a fun environment." 

The UNC Faculty Mile will kick off at approximately 3:40 p.m. A full schedule of the day’s events can be found here. 

"I hope that it will be a lot of fun for everyone and I encourage anyone interested to take part in this great outreach of 
being Tar Heels together," said Coach Meaders. 

The race is open to any present or past faculty member or UNC staff. Participation is free and trophies will be 
awarded to the top male and the top female. 

Entries will be accepted until 9 p.m. on Thursday, April 1 lth. Please email Coach Meaders to participate. 

Related Links: 

McAfee Mile To Honor UNC Great. http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml? 
DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID 207111561 

Joe Hilton Invitational Schedule 

http. //www ~j~ ohee ls. com//ls/ 3 3 5 0/Tr ac k/2013Joe Hi / t onlnvi t e. pd[? 
DB LANG C&SPID 12972&DB OEM ID 3350&SPSID 667905&SITE UNC 

Helen Buchanan 

UNC Athletic Communications 

Communications Assistant 

helenb@unc.edu 

(o) 919-962-1160 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,            8:57 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- H[ST - 8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:57 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- HIST - 8:00PM with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

,~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 4/10 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, April 10 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

)uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:18 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:30 AM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Lance M Markos 

<markos@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott M 

Oliaro <oliaro@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu>; Tony 

Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Walk On for Fall 

Hi All, 

Just so you are all aware, 

walking on this Fall. was accepted as a walk on at 

Please reach out to her, if need be. 

Any questions let me know. 

Thank you. 

@carolina.rr.com has been accepted into UNC on her own and will be 

, unfortunately she was deferred academically. 

Grant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thursday,              11:24 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Dave Clark Lohse <davelohse@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: updated recruit info 

Thanks Tom 

Some additional updates - 3 more of the first-years have unc email addresses and 2 of them have scheduled 
Orientation sessions. 

@live.unc.edu 
@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

has scheduled Orientation for and has scheduled Orientation 

Tony 

On 
wrote: 

, at 10:39 AM, Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tony and Dave, 

Here’s an updated list. 

have cell phones too. 

has a new email, and several girls are on the unc email system now. I now 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 
Women’s 
University of North Carolina 
w) 919-962-4100 

recruits i nfo. pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             2:00 PM 

~live.unc. edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @aol.com; Tom Sander 
<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring semester grades 

Call me, we need to chat! (Thank you Tony.) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 1:51 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Spring semester grades 

Today the 3rd progress came in this week with an F on it. They are in PSYC 

the course. 

- F based on 70% of the work for the course. 
MATH    - F (55.7) based on 52 % of the work in 

POLI    - F based on 55% of the work in the course. 

PSYC - C 
ENGL - no progress report. 

You have reported to me that ENGL is going well. Assuming a grade of B in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of 1.0 
and a cumulative GPA of just over a 1.8 at te end of your I        year. 

ffyour semester ends as it appears above, there are two problems. A 2.0 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the 
University. To avoid academic probation and return to a 2.0 GPA for fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer 
school DRAM    online class. 

The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your freshman year. 24 hours passed are 
required by the University to return for your sophomore year. Again, the summer school online course could restore your eligibility. 

Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress reports and if things are truly as bad as the progress reports indicate, 
your eligibility is in jeopardy. I encourage you to update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with F grades 
above, and meet with profs and do what you need to do so that your semester does not end this way. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,              2:02 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring semester grades 

Tony, 

I really appreciate this email because my math and POLI grades come as a total shock. Based off of my work in my math class, I got a 74 
and a 70 on my first two exams, 100 percent on my homework, and failed my third exam. 

As for Poli, I was under the impression from my teacher that I had a D, and have been working really hard to catch up and get a C. 

For Psyc I just have to do three more internships to bring my grade back to a B. 

And in English she just posted on Sakai that I had an A. 

I’m working really hard in my classes and honestly don’t know what else to say other than I’m failing exams. I worked with Beth Lyons in 
getting extra assistance but apparently that won’t be available until next fall. 

I can come in and meet with you at any point and discuss this further. 

Thank you so much for your concern, and I’m going to keep grinding to bring up Math and Poli. I know I will not finish with an F at the 
end of the semester as long as I can get decent grades on my last two exams. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On~ , at 1:51 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Today the 3rd progress came in this week with an F on it. They are in PSYC 
> 

course. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

- F based on 70% of the work for the course. 
MATH    - F (55.7) based on 52 % of the work in the 

POLI - F based on 55% of the work in the course. 

PSYC - C 
ENGL - no progress report. 

> You have reported to me that ENGL is going well. Assuming a grade of B in ENGL, that would mean a spring semester GPA of 1.0 and 
a cumulative GPA of just over a 1.8 at te end of your freshman year. 
> 

> If your semester ends as it appears above, there are two problems. A 2.0 is required by Carolina to be eligible to return to the 
University. To avoid academic probation and return to a 2.0 GPA for fall, you would have to earn an A- or above on your summer school 
DRAM online class. 
> 

> The other problem is that if your current grades hold, you would have passed only 21 hours in your freshman year. 24 hours passed are 
required by the University to return for your sophomore year. Again, the summer school online course could restore your eligibility. 
> 

> Your situation has deteriorated since the last round of progress reports and if things are truly as bad as the progress reports indicate, your 
eligibility is in jeopardy. I encourage you to update Anson, Tom and me on your situation in each of the 3 classes with F grades above, and 
meet with profs and do what you need to do so that your semester does not end this way. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,             2:20 PM 

Chelsea Phillips <cjp006@email.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

POLI~ 

Hi Professor Phillips, 

I just received a progress report that I am failing POLI . I was wondering if you have a good time for me to come talk 
with you about my grade in POLI , and what I can do in order to improve it and ensure that I do not fail the class at 
the end of the semester. I am very flexible on when I can meet with you, let me know what works for you. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

}live.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MATH 

Hi Ms. 

I just received a progress report that I am failing math    I was wondering what a good time would be for me to come 
in and meet with you to discuss the rest of the semester and ensure that I do not fail this course. What is a time that 
works for you to meet with me? Let me know! 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              5:44 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-Year Orientation 

Hey Tony, 
I only just found this email, so I wanted to let you know that I’m scheduled for orientation Session 5 ( 
Thanks ! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:07 PM 
To: 

Cc: 

Subject: First-Year Orientation 

Ladies, 

possible. 
- congrats on getting your UNC email established. The rest of you, please get that done as soon as 

I look forward to meeting with you, and your parents if they come, on the day before your first-year orientation session starts. We’ll 
get you prepared for class registration for the fall semester, which is the most important thing that you’ll do while you’re here for those 
two days. Those meetings usually last about an hour and we can get them scheduled as soon as you know your travel plans. 

We expect most of you to attend Session 5,.            , since that session is so close to our lacrosse camp sessions. But for those 
who live close to Chapel Hill, or those who need to come to a different session for other reasons, I wanted you to know that my 
vacation time this summer will be from so I will not on campus for orientation sessions 6 - 9. I will be around for all 
the other sessions. 

When you get your unc emails, set, and again when you get registered for orientation, please send me an email and let me know which 
session you’ll be attending. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 9:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

HIST 

HeyTony!! Sorry to bother you, but I need some help with my History paper and I was also wondering if I could come in 

Wednesday night and we could fix it up. I’m sending you the assignment and my intro in the attachment above. I want to be 

more specific in my thesis about "the combination of decisive events that people felt passionate about" -- what events??? 

Civil rights movement, changing attitude of youth culture.??? HELP 

Thank you as always! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday,              8:25 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines and Reminders 

@live.unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 

Is there a time this week that I can meet with you so I can register for 
classes? 

Many thanks, 

On 1:14 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Ladies, 
> 
>1. next Tuesday, is the last day to drop a class or declare a 
>class pass/D/fail for the spring semester. Please check with me before 
>doing either of those things. Drops start in Steele Building, identify 
>yourself as an athlete and bring the signed form to me for another stamp 
>and signature and I’ll get the form to the registrar’s office. 
>Pass/D/Fail can be completed in Steele. 
> 
>2. Fall semester classes are now up on Connect Carolina. You can begin 
>building your shopping carts. Registration for Summer School begins 
> Fall registration will be in early April. In choosing classes for 
>next fall, please take advantage of the resources available from Steele 
>Building advisers, and from academic counselors in Loudermilk. 
> 
>Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday, 8:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines mad Reminders 

@live.unc.edu> 

Great, thank you. I went to resister but there is a hold on connect 
carolina because I haven’t met with you. When is a good time? 

On 8:36 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@nnc.edu> wrote: 

>Of course, and why haven’t you registered already? We need to get that 
>done. 
> 

>Tomorrow- between noon and 12:30 or 2:15 and 3? 
> 

>On , at 8:24 PM, 
> ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 
>> Is there a time this week that I can meet with you so I can register for 
>> classes? 
>> 

>> Many thanks, 
>) 

>> 

>> On 1:14 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> 1. , next Tuesday, is the last day to drop a class or declare 
>>>a 
>>> class pass/D/l:ail for the spring semester. Please check with me before 
>>> doing either of those things. Drops start in Steele Building, identify 
>>> yourself as an athlete and bring the signed form to me for another 
>>>stamp 
>>> and signature and I’ll get the form to the registrar’s office. 
>>> Pass/D/Fail can be completed in Steele. 
>>> 

>>> 2. Fall semester classes axe now- up on Connect Carolina. You can begin 
>>> building your shopping carts. Registration for Summer School begins 
>>) 

>>> Fall registration will be in early April. In choosing classes for 
>>> next fall, please take advantage of the resources available from Steele 
>>> Building advisers, and from academic counselors in Loudermilk. 
>>> 

>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Monday,              9:3 0 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Deadlines and Reminders 

@live.unc.edu> 

Oh I see! I am so sorry to bother you. I will register for classes this 
evening. 

On 9:11 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Well, the hold that I see on Connect was for the spring semester, 
>and won’t keep you from registering for fall. 
> 
>>> Tomorrow between noon and 12:30 or 2:15 and 3 for a meeting? Will that 
>>>work? 
> 

> 

> 

>On. , at 8:52 PM, 
> @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Great, thank you. I went to resister but there is a hold on connect 
>> carolina because I haven’t met with you. When is a good time? 
>> 
>> On 8:36 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Of course, and why haven’t you registered already? We need to get that 
>>> done. 
>>> 
>>> Tomorrow between noon and 12:30 or 2:15 and 3? 
>>> 
>>> On , at 8:24 PM, 
>>> @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>>> Hi Tony, 
>>>> 

>>>> Is there a time this week that I can meet with you so I can register 
>>>>for 
>>>> classes? 
>>>> 

>>>> Many thanks, 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> On 1:14 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>> 

>>>>> Ladies, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 1. , next Tuesday, is the last day to drop a class or 
>>>>>declare 
>>>>> a 
>>>>> class pass/D/fail for the spring semester. Please check with me 
>>>>>before 
>>>>> doing either of those things. Drops start in Steele Building, 
>>>>>identify 
>>>>> yourself as an athlete and bring the signed form to me for another 
>>>>> stamp 
>>>>> and signature and I’ll get the form to the registrar’s office. 
>>>>> Pass/D/Fail can be completed in Steele. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 2. Fall semester classes are now up on Connect Carolina. You can 



>>>>>begin 
>>>>> building your shopping carts. Registration for Summer School begins 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Fall registration will be in early April. In choosing classes for 
>>>>> next fall, please take advantage of the resources available from 
>>>>>Steele 
>>>>> Building advisers, and from academic counselors in Loudermilk. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>> 

>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mann, Jan M." <j axtmann@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly 

Thanks Tony.          was a bit frustrated about getting classes but I am sure things will work out. 
days ago. I am cautiously optimistic. 

seems to be doing well. We had a good conversation a couple of 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday,             11:18 AM 
To: Mann, Jan M.; Leah Wigger 
Subject: Weekly 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk of the scheduling is done. As freshmen came to see me this week we looked over 
each individual schedule and the kids did very well at addressing their needs. I will complete a review- of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet 
for all returning players then. 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two weeks ago. Many have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached. Remember than an * indicates a 
grade from a professor. 

Two weeks of classes axe left. Unfortunately, the new- version of the spring student athlete dinner, the RAMMYs, was scheduled for Monday night, April 29, the night before the 
beginning of final exams. I will encourage them to make a wise decision that evening about how- they spend their time. 

In early May, we will get a list of summer orientation registration information for the incoming freshmen. I will pass that along to you when it ocmes. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday 25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 4/21 

Below is the no show list for Sunday, 

- AFAM - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Jncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,, 9:25 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Sunday 

- AFAM - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@uga.edu> 

Monday,              2:3 7 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Syllabi 

Okay that all sounds good. Should I go head and apply? Or are there other things I need to do first? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:12 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> As soon as I learn anything about hours and how many more you can get, I’ll let you know. But it won’t be by text. Until you have 
signed a letter of intent, apparently I’m not supposed to text you, so email will be the communication method of choice until you have 
been admitted, or until your letter is signed. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:02 PM 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@ unc.ed u> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

SI.com: Rejoice! ACC Grant of Rights should halt conference realignment 

Rejoice! ACC Grant of Rights should halt conference realignment 
By StewarL Mandl, SI.com: 

I don’t want to jinx it. And I’ve certainly been wrong on this matter before¯ But after nearly three years of endless silliness and 
shuffling, it appears major conference realignment may be over for the foreseeable future¯ 

Really¯ 

The ACC announced Monday that its presidents have signed a Grant of Rights agreement through 2026-27¯ That means the 
conference now owns its 15 current and future members’ television rights for the duration of that period, effectively blocking 
those schools from joining another conference (because what conference would add a school if it can’t cash in on its television 
revenue)? The Big 12’s own six-year Grant of Rights agreement reached in October 2011 (and since extended through 2025) 
greatly stabilized that then-tenuous conference, allowing it to add TCU and West Virginia and ink an eventual long-term deal 
with ESPN and FOX. 

While there had been little talk recently of any further realignment among the power conferences, both fans and industry 
insiders felt another move would come soon enough -- and nearly all speculation centered around ACC schools¯ 

First, the Big 12 supposedly wanted Florida State and Clemson (not true)¯ Then, the Big Ten wanted to continue its eastern push 
by adding North Carolina, Virginia or (insert message-board speculation subject here), but was waiting to see how Maryland’s 
pending lawsuit over the ACC’s $50 million exit fee played out. Even last fall’s addition of Notre Dame as a partial member (the 
Irish will play five ACC teams each football season beginning next year) did not seem to dampen the perception that the ACC 
was vulnerable in the wake of a television deal that’s slightly less filthy-rich ($17 million annually per school) than the Big Ten, 
SEC, Big 12 or Pac-12 deals, which all net at least $20 million per year per school¯ 

But Monday’s news, which reportedly coincides with planning for a possible ACC Network that could help push teams’ annual 
revenue to that $20-million mark or beyond, puts the ACC on the same stable ground as its competitors¯ Remarkably, of the 
five aforementioned leagues, only the SEC does not have a Grant of Rights agreement¯ (The SEC does not even have exit fees. 
It’s not too worried about teams leaving¯) While a school that really wants to leave could theoretically test the contract in a 
court of law, the downside of losing with a Grant of Rights in place would be infinitely costlier than a $50 million exit fee. Hence, 
this is a pretty big deal. 

Now, if you’re one of the people who simply can’t get enough conference shuffling and can’t fathom the end of expansion 
speculation, you’re left holding out hope for one of these less exciting scenarios: 

¯ The ACC, now in a more comfortable spot and eyeing more inventory for a possible conference channel, adds one or two more 
schools to get to 16 in football and 16 or 17 in basketball¯ Connecticut and Cincinnati fans eager to ditch what’s become the 
American Athletic Conference (the old Big East) are certainly holding out for this. To this point, however, the ACC has only been 
interested in those schools as backups in the event that it suffered more defections¯ 

¯ The Big 12, no longer satisfied with having 10 members, gives BYU and perhaps Boise State another look. However, as hard as 
it for many to believe, Big 12 leaders have repeatedly insisted that they’re happy with 10 and only planned to consider 
expansion if the other conferences got even bigger, which now seems unlikely¯ There are no other candidates that would be 
guaranteed to increase the league’s per-team take. 

¯ Big Ten commissioner Jim Delany, undeterred in his quest for East Coast domination, adds Connecticut and maybe Cincinnati¯ 
Granted, never in a million years did I think he’d take on financial disasters Rutgers and Maryland, but never in a billion years 
do I think he’ll add two schools with 40,000-seat stadiums in television markets the Big Ten already mostly claims¯ 

It really could be over. Can you believe it? 

For all the doomsday predictions, the ACC is once again sitting comforLably. While still lagging in terms of overall on-the-field 
football quality, it certainly improved itself by adding Louisville, and its basketball league will be a monster¯ Its members will 
have plenty of TV money and exposure¯ 

Interestingly, the very conference that’s caused much of the chaos over the past decade (twice decimating the Big East, despite 
no direct threat in either instance) may be the same one that now cements some long-term calm. 

If in fact this is the end of movement at the top, let it be noted that things ended with an appropriately clunky result¯ After three 
years of impetuous moves made primarily by university presidents who have little grasp of athletics, we’re looking at possibly 



12-15 years in which three of the five most powerful conferences will be stuck at 14 teams. Twelve is a logical number. Sixteen, 
while unwieldy, at least provides for symmetry. But as the SEC began to learn last year, 14 is an unnatural number that leads to 
scheduling headaches and imbalances. 

Of course that’s how this whole thing would end. But mercifully it’s ending, and that’s the most important thing. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 3:46 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Monday 

- MATH: - 9:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              11:48 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer classes 

Hi 
Tony-Yount has actually been working with this semester. He has all of your academic information, so I will copy 
him on this email and ask him to respond. Tony, I am happy to help if necessary. 

I hope all is going well with you 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject:           summer classes 

Hi Susan, 
This is from the team. I was wondering if you had some time could you find out if any of the classes that 
I need to l:ulfill to graduate are available online this summer. I’m looking to register soon and I wanted to try and take a few classes so 
I can start putting a dent in the rest of the classes I need. Let me know. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:38 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

Here is the link.I watched half of it last night http://viooz.eu/movies/10715-standard-operating-procedure-2008.html 

I can either write on this or do the songs prompt that we talked about last week 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 12:22:57 -0400 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <no subject> 

I didn’t see the movie. Impossible to answer without seeing it. Do you have a copy? I’ll watch it with you. 

And don’t even think of skipping your last weekly meeting. If its during pre-game meal Friday, then you come at a different 

time. 

On , at 12:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

3) Analyze the film Standard Operating Procedure. What does this film tell us about the stated 
and unstated goals of torture in the globalizing prison system of the ’war on terror’? Paying 
attention to both the content of the film and its form (soundtrack, images, reenactments, narrative 
structure, and other filmic techniques), how does the film reflect on officials’ justifications of 
torture? What does it reveal about how social forces inside and outside the military encourage the 
use of violence against prisoners? 

HELP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: <no subject> 

I’m just worried because I know a lot of people are writing about the songs, and this teacher is a tough grader 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 12:48:39 -0400 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <no subject> 

well, decide. 

If you want to write about the movie, I’ll watch it with you. If you want to write about the songs, I’m happy to talk about those 

as well. 

On at 12:38 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here is the link.I watched half of it last night httl~:!!viooz.eu/mov!es!lO715-standard-ol~erating-procedure- 

2008.html 

I can either write on this or do the songs prompt that we talked about last week 

From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 12:22:57 -0400 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: <no subject> 

I didn’t see the movie. Impossible to answer without seeing it. Do you have a copy? I’ll watch it with you. 

And don’t even think of skipping your last weekly meeting. If its during pre-game meal Friday, then you come at a 

different time. 

On at 12:16 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

3) Analyze the film Standard Operating Procedure. What does this film tell us about the 
stated and unstated goals of torture in the globalizing prison system of the ’war on 
terror’? Paying attention to both the content of the film and its form (soundtrack, 
images, reenactments, narrative structure, and other filmic techniques), how does the 
film reflect on officials’ justifications of torture? What does it reveal about how social 
forces inside and outside the military encourage the use of violence against prisoners? 

HELP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              1:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: summer classes 

Thank you Tony. FYI, I just noticed the priority deadline to be instead of the 

Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:47 PM 
To: 

Cc: Maloy, Susan B; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:           summer classes 

Hello 

The first hurdle for you is being readmitted to the University. I’d suggest that you start that process immediately since online summer 
school starts       and the process can take some time. You might email i             as she has just completed that process and 
might be able to give you some good advice. The priority deadline for readmission is 

You should start here: 
http ://www. admissions.unc, edu/Apply/Readmission Students/default. html 

Here is a list of the summer school courses offered online through the Friday Center. 
http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/courses.html#aummwe 

Your remaining needs are: 

LFIT - 1 hr 

BIOL - 4 hrs 
EXSS courses inyour major - 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours BN credit - 3 hrs Electives - 10 hrs. 

Since neither LFIT, BIOL, or EXSS courses are available online, you should take electives, or a class that has BN credit. From the 
summer school online list, GEOG    HIST    . RELI    fulfill the BN requirement. 

My cell is            . Please feel free to call or text with questions. The most urgent thing for you right now is to complete the 
readmission process as soon as possible. 

Tony 

On 

wrote: 
, at 11:48 AM, Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

> Hi 
> Tony Yount has actually been working with Women’s Soccer this semester. He has all of your academic information, so I will copy 
him on this email and ask him to respond. Tony, I am happy to help if necessary. 
> 
> I hope all is going well with you 
> 

> Thanks, 
> Susan 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 AM 
> To: Maloy, Susan B 



> Subject: summer classes 
> 
> Hi Susan~ 
> This is from the ’team. I was wondering if you had some time could you find out if any of the classes 
that I need to fulfill to graduate are available online this summer. I’m looking to register soon and I wanted to try and take a few 
classes so I can start putting a dent in the rest of the classes I need. Let me know. 
> 

> Thank you~ 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:11 PM 

Steve Kirschner <stevekirschner@ unc.ed u> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ACC releases home/away for 2013-14 men’s basketball 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, APRIL 23, 2013 

CONTACT: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258, stevekirschner@unc.edu) 

ACC ANNOUNCES HOME/AWAY MATCHUPS FOR 2013-14 MEN’S BASKETBALL SCHEDULES 

CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina will play home-and-home men’s basketball series next 
year with ACC newcomer Notre Dame and Wake Forest in addition to primary partners Duke and NC 

State, the ACC released on Tuesday. 

The 2013-14 men’s basketball season will be the second in which ACC teams play 18 conference games 

and the first in which Notre Dame, Pittsburgh and Syracuse will be members of the ACC. 

Each of the 15 ACC schools will play four opponents twice and 10 opponents one time. 

The Tar Heels will play host to Boston College, Clemson, Maryland, Miami and Pittsburgh and travel to 

Florida State, Georgia Tech, Syracuse, Virginia and Virginia Tech. 

Carolina and Wake Forest will be playing home-and-home for just the second time in the last seven years 

(also in 2010). 

The Tar Heels will play at Notre Dame for the fifth time in history and the first time since Feb. 23, 1994. 
UNC is 3-1 against Notre Dame in South Bend, including a 1985 win over the Irish in the NCAA 

Tournament. Carolina has won 16 of 20 games overall in the series with the most recent game coming in 

the championship of the Maui Invitational early in 2008-09. UNC is 2-0 against Notre Dame in Chapel 
Hill, beating the Irish in the Smith Center on ]an. 26, 1986, and on Feb. 23, 1993. 

UNC is 4-3 overall against Syracuse and 1-0 against the Orange in Syracuse. Coach Dean Smith led the 

number one ranked Tar Heels to an 87-64 win in the Carrier Dome on Dec. 10, 1983. The two teams have 
not met since Nov. 20, 2009, when Syracuse beat UNC, 87-71, in Madison Square Garden in the finals of 
Coaches vs. Cancer. 

Pittsburgh will be making its fourth trip to Chapel Hill. Carolina leads the series, 7-1, including 3-0 at 

home. The Tar Heels have defeated the Panthers at home on Dec. 2, 1972, Nov. 29, 1994, and Nov. 29, 
1996, the latter two of which were played in the Smith Center. This is the first meeting between the two 
schools since the 1996 game, an 82-61 UNC victory. 

The ACC will release dates and times of the conference games and non-ACC games later in the summer. 

--30-- 



Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,    -         11:25 AM 

8:57 AMYount Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] Wednesday 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Tony, 

Could T meet with you this week or next to discuss my internship, major, and academic work, sheet? 

Thanks! 



<!-- Email Converted by LAW--> 
<HTML> 
<head> 
<style><!-- 
.hmmessage P 

{ 
margin:0px; 
padding:0px 

} 
body.hmmessage 

{ 
font-size: 12pt; 
font-family:Calibri 

} 
--></style></head> 
<body class=’hmmessage’> 
<table border="0" width="95%"> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>From:</strong> </td><td> 

&It,        i@hotmail.com&gt;</td></tr> 
<tr><td width="100"><strong>Sent:</strong> </td><td>Wednesday, 9:35 
PM</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>To:</strong> 

</td><td>tonyyount@unc.edu</td></tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Bcc:</strong> </td><td>Tony Yount 

&lt;tonyyou nt@ u ncaa. unc. ed u&gt; </td > </tr> 
<tr><td valign="top" width="100"><strong>Subject:</strong> </td><td>orientation</td></tr> 
</table> <hr color="#000000" size="2" noshade><br> 

<div dir=’ltr’>Hi Tony,<div>Sorry it took so long, I just signed up for orientation 
My UNC email that l created is 

@unc.edu</div><div>Thanks,</div><div> ,&nbsp;</div> 
</div> 

</BODY></HTML> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

)uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday,, 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

- MATHI - 9:00PM with 

lease let me know if these are excused! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 1:05 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show, 

Below is the no show list for Wednesda 

- ENGLI - 8:00PM with I 

- MATH - 9:00PM with 

lease let me know if these are excused! 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday,            9:56 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms - 

FILE.msg 

Attached are the feedback forms from Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:21 AM 

}uncaa.unc.edu>; sbmaloy@email.unc, edu 

pdf 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:21:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday,            9:56 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Feedback Forms - 

FILE.msg 

Attached are the feedback forms from Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

<scanner@unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:21 AM 

}uncaa.unc.edu>; sbmaloy@email.unc, edu 

.pdf; Header 

This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date:          08:21:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              11:3 7 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: A favor 

Hi Tony, 

I’m sorry I am just getting back to you. Yes I can definitely email 
I do not know a lot about which summer school classes are best to take as 
a freshman because I haven’t taken much summer school but I will ask 
around. My guess would be to get some gen eds out of the way. 

Thanks, 

On 5:46 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> , an incoming frosh, is going to be here 2nd session and 
>needs two courses to take. I thought it would be great if you could offer 
>a student’s perspective with suggestions of courses she could take in 
>summer session. If you have time to do that, I’d really appreciate it. 
> 
>Tony 
> 
>Here are her email addresses: 
> @live.unc.edu>, 
> ~icloud.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              1:3 9 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, did not turn in Feeder 
3.2 (the interview transcripts), and turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all three to 
confirm that this was the case. has written me back and says that the interview info is on her phone and that she will type it 
up and submit. I will need them to upload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be calculated 
tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Cohen 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

Dr. Cohen 

10:00 AM 

Thanks for you call this morning. I went right over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and 
called,            and                  over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have 
interviews scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by the coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 

I do so appreciate your communication this semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain that a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Cohen, Marc D" <cohenmd@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,              1:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

One more note, Tony: 
It appears that also turned in a transcript with only 2 out of 3 interviews completed. 
case. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Cohen 

I have written her to confirm that this is the 

From: Cohen, Marc D 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

1:39 PM 

Hi Tony, 
Hope you’re having a good weekend. 
I’m in grading mode and I wanted you to know that as far as my records show, did not turn in Feeder 
3.2 (the interview transcripts), and i turned in a transcript with 2 out of 3 interviews completed. I have written all three to 
confirm that this was the case. has written me back and says that the interview info is on her phone and that she will type it 
up and submit. I will need them toupload whatever they have by first thing tomorrow morning, since grades will be calculated 
tomorrow. 
Sincerely, 
Marc Cohen 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Cohen, Marc D 
Subject: 

Dr. Cohen 

10:00 AM 

Thanks for you call this morning. I went right over to Carmichael as soon as I heard the message and caught a break in practice and 
called,                                over for a conference. They say they are aware of the assignment and say that they have 
interviews scheduled. They have certainly been encouraged by the coach and by me this am to get the assignment done promptly. 

I do so appreciate your communication this semester about my students. You have certainly gone the extra mile to be certain that a 
challenging classroom of students is learning. We all owe you a great debt. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

@u ncaa.unc.ed u >;              <1       @u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 
Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IMP: Friday & Saturday Schedule Changes 

Hi Everyone, 

Please see the subtle 15 minute changes to the schedule below! it’s different than the one I sent to you yesterday during 

the day (not night). If you recognized the changes last night...Great. 

We are in Room 2301 

Thanks! 

Friday Group Meetinqs in Loudermilk Classroom w/the Class of. 
Doug Halverson, Sports Medicine - l:30pm 

Tony Yount, Academic Support - 1:45pm 

Steve Gissleman, Strength & Conditioning - 2:15pm 

2:45pm - Recruits attend Pre Game Talk at Henry Stadium 

3:00pm at Henry Stadium - Mary Ellen Bingham, Sports Nutrition 

Recruits and Parents 

GOHEELS.COM 
Twitter 
.Y...o...u...T...u...b...e....C...h...a...n...n...e.! 

www.carolinalacrosseca mps.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"1 ’ ~live.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 10:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Hey Tony, 

My name is           and I am on the              team. I’m sure Susan filled you in on my situation. I was wondering if I 
could meet with-you sometime this week. I have a couple questions. I look forward to meeting you. Thanks so much! 

On at 2:39 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Thanks for coming in to meet with Susan and me this morning. I look forward to working with each of you as you work your way 
toward graduation from Carolina. 
> 

> My contact info: 
> 
> cell - 
> office - 919 962 9535 
> office number in Loudermilk - 2118 
> email - above or I also use         ~gmail.com 
> hours - 9:00 am - 3:30 pm daily’though that can be adjusted as need arises 
> 

> Please help me to get your cell numbers in my phone by texting me your name. Then I can add the contact. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

’" L" < ~live.unc.edu> 
Monday, ; 5:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 

Does that mean I need to take an online summer course that is non-JOMC? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Tricia M." <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 5:00:48 PM EST 
To: .... < ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 

As well, 

I have updated your worksheet and based on your completed Fall ’. courses you have the following requirements remaining: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->A score of 70 or above on the Usage and Grammar test 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]--: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->Enrolled in HIST __. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->JOMC    [] Enrolled 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->8 NON-JOMC hours to reach rain of 80 Outside of JOMC 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->(HIST Spring 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->AFAM (Spring 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->NEED AN ADDITIONAL 2.0 HOURS [] NOT ENROLLED 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->? <!--[endif]-->TOTAL HOURS NEEDED TO GRADUATE: 15.0 

From: Robinson. Tricia M. 
Sent: Monday, 3:37 PM 
To:       ~email.uncledu’ 
Subject: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Importance: High 

Hi 

I see that you have applied for graduation in Connect Carolina; however, I have not received your J-school degree application. 

We asked for this application back in               so that we may audit your transcript for your final semester. Please 

complete and submit this form to me as soon as possible. 

http://jomc.unc.edu[current-students-registration-central/undergraduate-forms 

Best, 

Tricia 

Tricia M. Robinson 
Student Services Assistant / UG Advisor 
tmrobins@email.unc.edu 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
160 Carroll Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-3744 
Fax: 919-962-0620 
Web: http://jomc.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, i                7:17 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Classes 

Ok thank you. Can I swing by at noon? Does that work for you? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:02 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> That’s great news. I hope you can find two more agreeable folks tomorrow. 
> 
> I spoke with Barbara Lucido today, an assistant Dean in the advising office. She explained to me that appeals filed before the end of the day 
on Mondays are heard on Wednesday. So we can write the appeal this week and you can file it before you leave. You won’t have to be present 
when they hear the appeal and make their ruling. She also said that you could go ahead and drop down to 12 hours on your own since the drop 
deadline hasn’t passed yet. Once you do that, you’d only be appealing to drop one course, from 12 down to 9. We can talk about all of this 
tomorrow afternoon. Please remind me again when you’ll be coming by tomorrow? 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On , at 6:08 PM, L < ~gmail.com> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hello Tony, 
>> i just wanted to give you an update on my situation. I Spoke with my Soci    teacher today and he was very cooperative. I will meet with 
my other teachers tomorrow and hopefully they will also be on board. I’ll keep you posted. 
>> 

>>- 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 10:3 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Academics 

Hi Tony, 

My name is           and I am on the soccer team here at Carolina. I am very interested in the business school here but only 
recently decided to pursue this. I am a freshman so I will have to apply by November of this year. What I did not know until recently 
was that there are 6 requirements (ENGL 105, MATH 23111521232, STOR 155, ECON 101, BUSI 101, and ECON 410 that have to 
be completed by the time of enrollment. Although that is very possible, I was told the more requirements I had fulfilled by my 
application due date, the better chances I would have at getting in. Ideally, I want to take two of these classes over the summer. I am 
not available for the Maymaster but am free the rest of the summer. I would prefer to take online classes so I can stay home this 
summer but will stay at chapel hill if I need to. Could you please let me know which of these classes I can take/when and if any of 
them are available online? Similarly, : and have no problem taking these classes at UNCC, as long as the credits 
will transfer over. 

Thanks so much, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ]               2:38 PM 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Academics 

Ladies, 

Thanks for coming in to meet with Susan and me this morning. I look forward to working with each of you as you work your way 
toward graduation from Carolina. 

My contact info: 

cell -’ 
office - 919 962 9535 
office number in Loudermilk - 2118 
email - above or I also use @gmail.com 
hours - 9:00 am - 3:30 pm daily though that can be adjusted as need arises 

Please help me to get your cell numbers in my phone by texting me your name. Then I can add the contact. 

Thanks 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

" "< @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3 9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 

Attached is the entire conversation from last night/this morning. 

Thanks Tony, 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Robinson, Tricia" <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Date:                 8:41:01 AM EST 

J 

To: "(            ’<      @live.unc.edu> 

Good morning 

I spoke with the senior associate dean, Chris Roush and he has okayed you having only 78 outside hours 

for graduation. You do not need to add another course. 

Best, 

Tricia 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, ~ 5:23 PM 
To: Robinson, Tricia M. 
Subject: Re: ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Importance: High 

HelloT 

I am so sorry. I do not know why I did not submit this application in the fall. (It is attached). If you 
would like a printed version I will bring one in first thing in the morning. 

I am trying to figure out the 2 additional non-JOMC credits now. I also have the Grammar Test 
scheduled in my calendar to take. 

I am sorry for the inconvenience and late submission. 

Thank you for emailing me today, 

On , at 5:00 PM, "Robinson, Tricia M." <tmrobins@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



As well, 

I have updated your worksheet and based on your completed Fall 

requirements remaining: 

courses you have the following 

? A score of 70 or above on the Usage and Grammar test 
? 

o Enrolled in HIST 

? JOMC [] Enrolled 

? 8 NON-JOMC hours to reach min of 80 Outside of JOMC 

o (HIST Spring i 
o AFAIV (Spring ) 

o NEED AN ADDITIONAL 2.0 HOURS [] NOT ENROLLED 

? TOTAL HOURS NEEDED TO GRADUATE: 15.0 

From" Robinson, Tricia M. 
Sent" Monday,               3:37 PM 

" ; To" ~ ~ ~emad.unc.edu 
Subject" ACTION NEEDED: J-school Degree Application 
Importance" High 

Hi 

I see that you have applied for graduation in Connect Carolina; however, I have not received your J-school 

degree application. We asked for this application back in               so that we may audit your 

transcript for your final semester. Please complete and submit this form to me as soon as possible. 

~cu rrent-stu d ents-registration-cent ralJ_unde~rad u ate-fo rms 

Best, 

Tricia 

Tricia M. Robinson 
Student Services Assistant / UG Advisor 
tmrobins@email.unc.edu 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
160 Carroll Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-3744 
Fax: 919-962-0620 
Web: h_ttE-]J.jp...m...c.Hnc.edHJ, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i               ; 12:09 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Academic Meeting 

I have three classes and a recitation. I will be done around four so if you’re free after that, I would love to meet? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvyount~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ; 2:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: Academic Meeting 

Hi 

I’d like to have the opportunity to have a brief conversation with you, just to check in on your progress this semester academically and 
get to know you a little bit since we’ll be working together as your work toward you degree here at Carolina. Are you free anytime on 
Friday? 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

_ <         ~live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,                 1 : 16 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Academics 

Hi Tony, 

This is               from              I’m wondering if there’s a 
time the week before spring break that I could come in to meet with you 
and get the ball rolling on whatever paperwork needs to be done to declare 
my major. I could do anytime Monday,        after 1 lam or anytime between 
11-2:30 on the 6th. Please let me know if there’s a time in there that 
will work for you and I’ll stop by then. 

Thanks, 

On 2:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Ladies, 
> 

>Thanks for coming in to meet with Susan and me this morning. I look 
>forward to working with each of you as you work your way toward 
>graduation from Carolina. 
> 

>My contact info: 
> 
>cell - 
>office - 919 962 9535 
>office number in Loudermilk - 2118 
>email - above or I also use         ~gmail.com 
>hours - 9:00 am - 3:30 pm daily though that can be adjusted as need arises 
> 

>Please help me to get your cell numbers in my phone by texting me your 
>name. Then I can add the contact. 
> 
>Thanks 
> 
>Tony Yount 
>Academic Counselor, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

-~ ~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ; 3:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Declaring a Major? 

Yes I still need to do that! I’ll come in tomorrow after class and fill out a sheet and make an appointment to declare. 
Thanks and I’ll have this done by next week! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:36 PM 
To: 

Subject: Declaring a Major? 

Did you get this done. Connect is still showing UNDC for you. You need to be declared before registration starts. ( 
summer school). Let’s get this done. 

for 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 9:15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9th semester application 

Ok, thanks tony! 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 9:06 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I don’t think your minor is shown on your diploma anyway. I don’t think the minor thing is a big deal. You’ll have it on your resume 
and can point to the courses in a med school interview so I don’t think that will be a hindrance. With you, the redshirt year is going to 
guarantee that your 9th semester will be approved, so I don’t think there are any issues. You could ask when you submit the form if the 
minor appears on the diploma, but I really don’t think that it does. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> On , at 9:30 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> I forgot about doing this, but am printing it and dropping it off at Steel Building tomorrow. 
>> 
>> They make a really big point that only one major will be accepted and that my minor will not show up on my transcript. Is this a 
big deal? I know that I’m not completing the BioChem, so I don’t care about that, but my minor in Spanish for the Medical Professions 
is something that is pretty important to me (as I had to take summer school to complete i0 since I’m hoping it will help me with Med 
School acceptance. You’re probably not the person who has the answer, but I thought it would be worth asking. Also, I don’t know if it 
makes a difference that I completed the minor already, so the additional semester will not involve any classes for it. Thanks for any 
help. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: TONY YOUNT @mac.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 11:34 AM 
>> To: 
>> Subject: 9th semester application 
>> 

>> Directions for applying for a 9th semester can be found here: 
>> 
>> http:lladvising.unc.edulp~~icies-and-pr~cedureslAcademic%2~Appea~sladditi~na~semesterappea~s 
>> 
>> You should take care of this as soon as possible. (BUSI and JOMC schools are separate with different policies. Ask your Dean if 
you are enrolled in either school.) 
>> 

>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 1:52 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Declaring a major 

Hi Tony, 

Thank you so much for letting me know. I actually plan on declaring my major before Spring Break, ideally. If I could meet with you 
sometime next week so I can get a move on with things, that would be awesome. 

Thanks again! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:13 PM 
To: 

Subject: Declaring a major 

Just a reminder that you have to declare a major in the 2nd semester of your sophomore year in order to be able to register for classes 
for next fall. The printout that I have of the      player’s schedules still list you as Undecided. To declare your major, you’ll need 
paperwork from me to take with you to Steele Building, and you’ll need an appt. up there because they don’t declare majors on a walk- 
in basis. Probably best to get this done before the end of March as fall registration will be in early April. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                4:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email account 

Hi Tony, 

I have my UNC email account. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:29 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email account 

Hi Tony, 

I have my UNC email account. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:31 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email 

Hi Mr. Yount! 

I just wanted to let you know that I completed steps three and four from your previous email! I have not registered for 
orientation yet but plan on doing that very soon. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:01 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC email account 

Hi Tony, 

It was really nice to meet you nice last weekend. Thank you for taking the time to talk to all of us - can’t wait to get down 
there this fall. I set up my e-mail and will register for orientation within next week. 

Thanks again for everything, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:28 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email 

Hi~ 

This is , one of the incoming freshman! This is my new ONYEN email account! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:17 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email 

I’ve completed my Email. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, i                6:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: IN grades 

Mine was sent in a few days ago ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 6:30 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I just checked moments ago to see if your IN grades have been updated and they have not. Please do what you need to do to get 
those changed. If you have completed your work, please email your prof and ask if the grade can be posted before March 5, since that 
is the date the grade converts to an F. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 10:45 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Varied items 

Hey Tony, 

I’m not dropping hist    the form was for me to switch into a different recitation section. The registrars office said I had to drop the 
one recitation inorder to add the new recitation. Does the form you got say its dropping the entire course becuase it wasn’t suppose to ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> A. HIST    is still on your schedule because you can’t drop a course without going through me. When you go to advising to do 
that, you need to tell them you’re an athlete, and they will give you the form to bring to me. I just got the form from registration so it 
won’t come offyour schedule for a couple of days. I will send it to SASB tomorrow. 
> 
> B. You should always check with me before you drop. You will be at 53 hours at the end of this semester. Minimum to start your 
5th semester is 51. You were very close. Please check with me before you take any significant academic action. 
> 
> C. You will be 7 hours behind schedule after this semester. You should have a plan to earn hours in summer school, even if you are 
planning to go abroad like is after your junior year. 
> 
> D. Your GPA is phenomenal. It is good enough, right now, to earn Phi Beta Kappa graduation honors, which is a terrific honor, and 
a tremendous advantage for your resume and in landing a terrific job. Dropping HIST will likely help preserve that GPA. If you 
maintain your GPA, you’ll graduate with honors. You have done marvelous work for 3 semesters. Great rewards if you can just 
maintain where you are. Congrats. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> As soon as I hear from Dr. Hogan about your BIOL exam, I will let you all know. You let her know in class that I have emailed her, 
and I’m waiting for her instructions about proctoring the exam. 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,                 10:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Varied items 

Oh okay thank you I just got scared I was dropping it by accident! Also thanks for emailing our Biology teacher, we’ll try to talk to her 
tomorrow. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:52 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> It probably says exactly what you said it says. I saw the form, and the D by Hist , and just jumped to that conclusion. Its on my 
desk and I can check it tomorrow before I send it up to SASB - I still have to sign off on it. I’ll make sure its right tomorrow. 
> 

> Sorry 
> On , at 10:44 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony, 
>> 
>> I’m not dropping hist    the form was for me to switch into a different recitation section. The registrars office said I had to drop 
the one recitation inorder to add the new recitation. Does the form you got say its dropping the entire course becuase it wasn’t suppose 
to~ 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On , at 10:05 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> A. HIST    is still on your schedule because you can’t drop a course without going through me. When you go to advising to do 
that, you need to tell them you’re an athlete, and they will give you the form to bring to me. I just got the form from registration so it 
won’t come offyour schedule for a couple of days. I will send it to SASB tomorrow. 
>>> 
>>> B. You should always check with me before you drop. You will be at 53 hours at the end of this semester. Minimum to start your 
5th semester is 51. You were very close. Please check with me before you take any significant academic action. 
>>> 
>>> C. You will be 7 hours behind schedule after this semester. You should have a plan to earn hours in summer school, even if you 
are planning to go abroad like is after your junior year. 
>>> 
>>> D. Your GPA is phenomenal. It is good enough, right now, to earn Phi Beta Kappa graduation honors, which is a terrific honor, 
and a tremendous advantage for your resume and in landing a terrific job. Dropping HIST will likely help preserve that GPA. If you 
maintain your GPA, you’ll graduate with honors. You have done marvelous work for 3 semesters. Great rewards if you can just 
maintain where you are. Congrats. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 
>>> As soon as I hear from Dr. Hogan about your BIOL exam, I will let you all know. You let her know in class that I have emailed 
her, and I’m waiting for her instructions about proctoring the exam. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                10:59 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; Chris Ducax <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com) 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:      ’s appeal 

@aol.com; 

Tony, 

Excellent (and thank you)! ! Yes, we have to keep her training if we can. Is there any possibility to allow- her to play in spring matches even though she is in only 9 

hours? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 10:14 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject:       ’s appeal 

Just talked with Ann Oldham in Advising and ’s appeal to drop to 9 hours for this semester was approved yesterday. was just notified by email. 

I’m working now on a Academic Recovery Plan that Lance Maxkos needs in order to file an appeal so that       can practice this spring. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: 

- unsigned.pdf 

Hey Tony, 

I think this bounced back on me yesterday -just wanted to make sure you got it. Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: 

12:55 PM 

Tony, 

Looks good to me. I’ve also attached the Buckley for 
figure out a plan. Thanks ! ! 

to sign. Are you able to work on the signatures with her? If not, we can 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

10:28 AM 

Here’s the recovery plan. She’s in until the end of spring break. What about the signatures? 

Tony 



AMA- Online Signature Page 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Division: I 

Case Type: Progress-Toward- Degree Waiver 

Case ID: 

Date: 

Student-Athlete Signature (If Required) 

Buckley Statement. I give my consent to disdose to authorized representatives of this institution, its athletics conference (if any) and 
the NCAA any documents or information pertaining to my NCAA eligibility. Additionally, I give my consent to the NCAAto disclose my 
name and personally identifiable information from my education records to athird party (including but not limited to the media) as 
necessary to explain the NCAA decision regarding this request without such disclosure constituting aviolation of my rights under the 
Family Educational Rights and PrivacyAct. 

Student-Athlete’s Name Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Prospective Student-Athlete Signature 

As an institutional representative, I am affirming that a Buckley Statement is not required for this case. I understand that the NCAA may 
request a Buckley Statement if it is deemed necessary. 

Institutional Representative Signature Date 

Printed Name 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <mazkos@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             10:30 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Glad I re-sent it - phew. 

Doesn’t need to be too official - if you can email her everything and she can print/sign/scan (of fax) them back to you for your signature on the Recovery Plan, then you 
can scan them over to me. As long as we get the right signatures, we’re good... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

10:27 AM 

I’m seeing if for the first time. Help me out - first time for me with this electronic signature. Do I send this to her and have her sign it, scan it, and send it back? What’s 
the procedure to make this legal. Do I FEDEX it to her for signature? 

Help a rookie out 

Tony 

On , at 10:17 AM, Lance M Markos <maxkos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey Tony, 
> 

> I think this bounced back on me yesterday - just wanted to make sure you got it. Thanks!! 
> 

> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Markos, Lance M 
> Sent: Thursday, 12:55 PM 
> To: Yount, Tony 
> Subject: RE: 
> 

> Tony, 
> 
> Looks good to me. I’ve also attached the Buckley for 
> 

> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:28 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Here’s the recovery plum. She’s in 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> < Buckley - unsigned.pdf> 

to sign. Are you able to work on the signatures with her? If not, we cam figure out a plan. Thanks!! 

until the end of spring break. What about the signatures? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:10 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Account Set Up Verification 

Hello Tony, 

I just want to let you know that I have created my onyen and Heel Mail e-mail address. Also, I have submitted my deposit for 
enrollment online. My deposit has not been processed yet, but as soon as it goes through I will register for the 
orientation date. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,              9:53 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE:            ’s paperwork 

Awesome - you (and ) are the best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:48 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: ’s paperwork 

has returned both documents, signed. I just put them in the office mail to you. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              8:33 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9/11 

Do you have any ideas? Could you help me out with an argument tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:34 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

finished reading the assignments - enj oyed that 

On at 10:53 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Prompt: 

4) We have discussed several theories that attempt to make sense of the 9/11 attacks by placing them in 
broader geographic and historical contexts: Talal Asad argued that terrorism reflects the changing 
nature of warfare, Samuel Huntington argued that terrorism emerges from increasing civilizational 
conflict in a globalizing world, and Howard Zinn suggested that terrorist attacks often appear 
as "blowback" from a long history of United States interventionism. Make an argument defending one 
of these theories, explaining how it helps us understand the 9/11 attacks. Then defend the theory against 
opposing theories or perspectives we have discussed in class. Cite relevant points or quotes from at least 
three assigned articles. 

Can be any of the authors that have articlesabout these topics - Edward Said, 
Bruce Hoffman 

Edward Said: http://www.thenation.com/article/clash-ignorance# 

Talad Asad’s article is closely related to Hoffman’s ideas 
<hoffman - inside_terror_ch_l(4).pdf><zinn - peoples history us empire(3).pdf><huntington_- 
_clash_civilizations(4).pdf><Asad-thinkingaboutterrorism.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              8:57 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9/11 

Thank you! We need to write 11 pages tomorrow...emphasis on the WE. Right now I’m at a comedy show for extra credit for 
happiness class because I’m soo sooo happy. I have so much studying left to do!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:37 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyQunt@unc.edu> wrote: 

absolutely 

worry about PSYC tonight - the paper can come tomorrow - you’ve done good work outlining - 
happy birthday 

On , at 8:33 PM, l @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have any ideas? Could you help me out with an argument tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:34 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

finished reading the assignments - enjoyed that 

On at 10:53 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Prompt: 

4) We have discussed several theories flaat attempt to make sense of the 9/11 attacks by 
placing them in broader geographic and historical contexts: Talal Asad argued that terrorism 
reflects the changing nature of warfare, Samuel Huntington argued that terrorism emerges 
from increasing civilizational conflict in a globalizing world, and Howard Zirm suggested flaat 
terrorist attacks often appear as "blowback" from a long history of United States 
interventionism. Make an argument defending one of flaese theories, explaining how it helps 
us understand the 9/11 attacks. Then defend the theory against opposing theories or 
perspectives we have discussed in class. Cite relevant points or quotes from at least three 
assigned articles. 

Can be any of the authors that have articlesabout these topics - Edward 

Said, Bruce Hoffman 

Edward Said: http://www.thenation.com/article/clash-ignorance# 

Talad Asad’s article is closely related to Hoffman’s ideas 
<hoffman - inside_terror_ch_l(4),pdf><zinn - peoples history us empire 

(3),pdf>< huntington_-_clash_civilizations(4),pdf><Asad-thinkinga boutterrorism, pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 9/11 

Sarcasm? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:03 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount~unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m so pleased, is finally happy at Carolina, so happy that she’s in a comedy show for happiness. 

See you tomorrow - good luck on the exam. 

On , at 8:56 PM, ,@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you! We need to write 11 pages tomorrow...emphasis on the WE. Right now I’m at a comedy show for extra 
credit for happiness class because I’m soo sooo happy. I have so much studying left to do!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On l at 8:37 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

absolutely 

worry about PSYC tonight - the paper can come tomorrow - you’ve done good work outlining - 
happy birthday 

On , at 8:33 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you have any ideas? Could you help me out with an argument tomorrow? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:34 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvount@unc.edu> wrote: 

finished reading the assignments - enjoyed that 

On , at 10:53 PM, 
< @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Prompt: 

4) We have discussed several theories that 
attempt to make sense of the 9/11 attacks by 
placing them in broader geographic and 
historical contexts: Talal Asad argued that 
terrorism reflects the changing nature of 
warfare, Samuel Huntington argued that 
terrorism emerges from increasing 
civilizational conflict in a globalizing 
world, and Howard Zinn suggested that 
terrorist attacks often appear as "blowback" 
from a long history of United States 
interventionism. Make an argument 
defending one of these theories, explaining 
how it helps us understand the 9/11 attacks. 
Then defend the theory against opposing 
theories or perspectives we have discussed 



in class. Cite relevant points or quotes from 
at least three assigned articles. 

Can be any of the authors that 
have articlesabout these topics - 

Edward Said, Bruce Hoffman 

Edward 

Said: http://www.thenation.comZa 

rticle!clash-ignorance # 

Talad Asad’s article is closely 

related to Hoffman’s ideas 
<hoffman - inside terror ch 1 

(4).pdf><zinn - peoples history us empire 

(3).pdf><huntington - clash_civilizations 

(4).pdf><Asad- 

thinkingaboutterrorism.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,             8:23 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

- PHYS - 8:00PM with 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

- HIST - 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              2:39 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: eligibility 

Hey tony, 

I remember we talked about this ! I think I’m planning on taking an online summer class. Ill probably stop by tomorrow and we can 
talk about it then. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 2:23 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey 
> 

> 

> Just checking your numbers. You need 78 hours to be eligible for a seventh semester in the fall. You’re going to have 79, so you’re 
fine. But to start next spring, you need 93, so you’ll need to take and pass at least 14 hours next fall, or pick up some in the summer. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Attach: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 8:12 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday Feedback Forms 

Womens    .pdf 

Tony, 

attached are the feedback forms for Thursday, 

Thanks! 



SPAN 

TUTOR FI I]I)llACK FORM 
Thursday, 

i llll Ill. 

ROOM # 

NAME: 

SPORT: 

ADVISOR: 

TUTOR: 

TUTORIAL TIME: 

I)ATI~: 

Tony Yount 

07:00 PM 

time? 

’ all unnecessary electronic devices? 

nt his/her goals for the session? 

y books and materials? 
/ 

"uction without complaint or critTcism? 

estions and volunteer information? 

}leted notes/reading since last session? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:40 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Wednesday, 

- ENGL - 8:00PM with 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Mercer, Robert J Jr" <rmercer@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 4:30 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Fred Kiger’s contact info 

Thanks Tony - enjoy the break! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Mercer, Robert J Jr 
Subject: Fred Kiger’s contact info 

:@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, March 11, 2013 12:48 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Registration 

Hi Tony 
I believe our practice times for the fall with be the same as last fall. 
We will practice Mon, Tues, Wed from 3:00 pm to 7:00 pm time slot. 
Most days we will watch video at 3, and on the court at 3:30 pm to 6ish 
We will lift weights MW at 7:00 or 8:00 am pending when most begin classes. 
If we are fortunate and don’t have 8:00 classes then we will probably lift at about 7:45 to 8:30 am 
And then start classes at 9. 
So if frosh can avoid scheduling an 8 am then the rest of the team will be very happy :) 

Thursdays we will practice from 2:30 pm to 5:00 pm. (Video at 2) 

And thanks for stopping to say hi to Mr.           on Saturday night after the BB game. He was excited to see you again, his 
daughter       was here again on an unofficial visit and all went well except for the outcome of the game. It made a great 
impression on him to chat for a few minutes. Thank you! 

And again, All the 2013’s parents were sooooooo delighted with your meeting with them on Saturday as well. It was perfect. Thanks 

so much. I know you will like this group of students!!! Yes students! 
I think they will help on the court too :) 
Have a good day 

PS: Eve, Tyler! Arturo, and I are in Los Angeles. 
We will be back on Thursday morning in time for ACC Tournament time ! Go Heels ! 

JS 

Joe Sagula 
Carolina Volleyball 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coaches, 
> 
> The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday. If there are changes to your fall practice 
schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we will 
submit the same information that we submitted last year. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,               5:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

,@msn.com; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com) 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Priority Registration 

~aol.com; 

Tony, 

We like to go from 2:30 to 4 pm followed by weights a couple of days a week. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 11:36 AM 
To: Jan Mann; Joe Sagula; Jenny Levy; Karen Shelton; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Priority Registration 

Coaches, 

The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday. ff there are changes to your fall practice 
schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we will 
submit the same information that we submitted last year. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:45 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 

Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount(~,unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Lance, 

Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 

I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 

Thanks ! ! 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"Welborn, Spencer" <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN - .docx 

See the last two pages 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:45 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Cc: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE: 

We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 

Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Lance, 

Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 

I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 

Tony 



ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

To: 

From: 

Date: 

Subject: 

NCAA Division I Progress-Towards Degree Waiver Committee 

Spencer Welborn, Academic Counselor Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

March 7, 2013 

Academic Recovery Plan for 

will enroll in 12 to 13 hours over the next six semesters and take 3 hours in Summer School 2014 to 

complete his graduation requirements, is on pace to graduate within five years of enrollment. The current 

number breakdown listed above will allow to graduate in nine (9) fulltime semesters rather than ten (10) 

semesters. 

will need to complete three semesters of a 12 hour credit load, two semesters of a 13 hour credit load (GEOL 

and LFIT are 1 hours courses) and in his final semester complete 12 credit hours to graduate in nine 

fulltime semesters. 

The numbers above are contingent on earning three hours of part-time work (online course through UNC) 

during the Spring 2013 semester. Currently, is above/ahead of all eligibility (NCAA and UNC) rules following 

three fulltime semesters in residence. The three part-time hours increase his total credits towards graduation and 

pushes him further ahead of the eligibility standards. Currently     has completed three fulltime semesters as 

an Undecided major at the University of North Carolina. is not required to declare his major until the start of 
class heading into his 5th fulltime semester. That stated, does not technically have to declare his major until 

the end of the Fall 2013 semester. 

A majority of Bachelor of Arts degrees from the University of North Carolina require a total of 120 hours with 30 

credit hours being that of major coursework. The following breakdown is based on a Bachelor of Arts degree with 

the standard 30 credit hours of major coursework. 

Fortunately, academic performance is not an issue with 

GPA at the University of North Carolina. 

as he currently carries a 2.685 cumulative 

In order to ensure that completes his degree at UNC, he will do the following: 

1. Meet with Academic Advisor and Academic Counselor on a semester basis to ensure that he meets 

progress towards degree as well as take the appropriate hours in each of the remaining semesters. 

2. Successfully complete semester credit hours to avoid taking additional hours during Summer School. 



is currently undecided as a major and currently has 41 credit hours after his third fulltime 

semester. Due to his part-time online course this semester, will have 44 earned hours towards his degree 

heading into the Fall 2013 semester. 

REMAINING HOURS: 
O,uantitative Reasoning MATH 

O,uantitative Intensive MATH 

ENGL 

Lifetime Fitness 

GEOL 

Physical and Life Science 

Social and Behavioral Science 

Literary Art 

Philosophical Reasoning 

Supplemental Education Requirements (any course above 200 outside of major) 

Communication Intensive 

Experiential Education 

Global Issues 

Beyond North Atlantic World 

MAJOR COURSES 10 courses 

ELECTIVE COURSES 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

1 Hour 

1 Hour 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

3 Hours 

30 Hrs. 

9 Hours 

TOTAL: 68 HOURS 

+ 44 earned 

121 Total Hrs 

Fall 2013 Spring 2014 *Summer 2014 *FALL 2014 *Spring 2015 

ENGL        3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Physical and Life    Major Course 3 HRS O‘. Reason.    3 HRS 

Science 3 HRS 

Social Science 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS Supp. Educ. 3 HRS 

Lifetime Fitness 1 HR O‘uant Reason. 3 HRS Communication Major Course 3 HRS 

Intensive 3 HRS 

Global Issues 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS Literary Art 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Philosophical GEOL Lab 1 HR 

Reasoning 3 HRS 

TOTAL: 13 Hours TOTAL: 13 Hours TOTAL: 3 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours 



Fall 2015 Spring 2016 

Major Course 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Major Course 3 HRS Major Course 3 HRS 

Exper. Educ 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS 

Beyond NA 3 HRS Elective 3 HRS 

TOTAL:    12 Hours TOTAL: 12 Hours 

Student Athlete Signature Date 

Academic Counselor, Academic Support Program for Student-Athlete Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - course by 
course? 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
> 
> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
> 
> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tony¥ount~unc.edu! 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 
> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
> 
> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:52 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 

The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for 
our plan. And I guess they like the details. 

, they can refer back to this to see if we followed 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: Re: 

He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - 
course by course? 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
> 
> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
> 
> Lance 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyvount~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 ll:20 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: 
> 

> Lance, 
> 
> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
> 
> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

You’re such a slacker, Yount... ;-) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

Totally missed the last 2 pages - sorry - I’ll get on that 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:52 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 
> 

> The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for they can refer back to this to see if we 
followed our plan. And I guess they like the details. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Cc: Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer 
> Subject: Re: 
> 
> He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - 
course by course? 
> 

> 

> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
>> 
>> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
>> 

>> Lance 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>> Subject: 
>> 

>> Lance, 
>> 

>> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
>> 
>> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
>> 
>> Tony 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:28 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hahahaha, yeah right... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:13 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: 

I plead old age - though I still seek to be in the trainable category - that’s what you highly paid young guns are here for - to train me. 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 12:06 PM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> You’re such a slacker, Yount... ;-) 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:59 AM 
> To: Markos, Lance M 
> Subject: Re: 
> 
> Totally missed the last 2 pages - sorry - I’ll get on that 
> 
> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:52 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Yeah - we’ll want to break it out in chart form just like Spencer did. 
>> 
>> The main reason they ask for it is in case we ever have to do another PTD for 
followed our plan. And I guess they like the details. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:48 AM 
>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>> Cc: Yount, Tony; Welborn, Spencer 
>> Subject: Re: 
>> 

they can refer back to this to see if we 

>> He did, and I read through it and thought I had that covered. Do you want semester by semester breakdown of what she will take - 
course by course? 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:44 AM, Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> We actually need more detail; they’ll need a semester by semester breakdown on our plan for 
>>> 
>>> Spencer, can you share the one you did for OC with Tony to give him a sense of what is expected from us? Thanks!! 
>>> 

>>> Lance 
>>> 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonyyount~unc.edu] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:20 AM 
>>> To: Markos, Lance M 
>>> Subject: 



>>> 

>>> Lance, 
>>> 

>>> Will this be acceptable? Will we need to get a signature from her again by fax? 
>>> 
>>> I’ll await your approval before sending it to her. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               3:58 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Hey Tony, I will be back by the Can I just swing by your office then? 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 5:06 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I’m sony but we need your signature again. The NCAA wanted a more detailed list of what you needed to take to graduate, and a 
schedule of when you might take the courses. You are by no means locked into this schedule at all. It is simply a way to show them a 
path to graduation that you could choose. 
> 
> Sony to ask you to sign and fax again, but that’s what we need for you to do. Or if you’re going to be home by Monday, 
you could just come by my office and sign it there. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> <ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN .docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday,               4:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

It’s probably because I missed the exam. I’ll check with my teacher though. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:04 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Absolutely - see you then. 
> 

> Hope you are having a marvelous experience 
> 

> Progress report from your SOCI    prof had an F on it. I hope that was just due to missed material that you can make up. Might 
want to check on that as soon as you get home. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On , at 3:58 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 
>> Hey Tony, I will be back by the     Can I just swing by your office then? 
>> 

>>, 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 
>> On at 5:06 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> I’m sorry but we need your signature again. The NCAA wanted a more detailed list of what you needed to take to graduate, and a 
schedule of when you might take the courses. You are by no means locked into this schedule at all. It is simply a way to show them a 
path to graduation that you could choose. 
>>> 
>>> Sorry to ask you to sign and fax again, but that’s what we need for you to do. Or if you’re going to be home by Monday, 

you could just come by my office and sign it there. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> <ACADEMIC RECOVERY PLAN i docx> 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, i             12:39 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
;     ¯ :~ Re: ,,..~..~.~,, °. HI 

Oh wow I messed that one up! Glad I’m not late to wish you a happy birthday! 

Have a safe trip tomorrow- so nice that you get to spend time with family :) 

It’s been great being home. I’ll also be traveling tomorrow... Heading to Richmond with mom and dad! 

Enjoy your day! 
(The countdown continues) 

, at 12:24 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Silly - its only been my birthday for 24 minutes. You are the 2rid person to offer good wishes. Thank you. 
> 
> I’m at the coast with all my family. Headed home tomorrow. With a long drive to drop off the parents in Hickory and then back to 
CH for a celebratory dinner with some great friends. 
> 

> A better question is how wonderful has your week without 
237. You can do it. 
> 
> Tony 
> 
> Happy mini Freedom week to you. 
> On l , at 12:13 AM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Tony ! 
>> 
>> Happy belated birthday ! Im sorry i missed your birthday. How has the week without students been? 
>> 

>> See you soon, 
>>i 
> 

been? Your day count until the real Freedom Day is now 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Friday,              1:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TFA 

Tony, 

Thanks so much for the support. It is greatly appreciated. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:29 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> My friend Christie Clark in the TFA office told me your good news. Congratulations. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:54 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer Classes 

Tony, 

I wrote to everyone you told me to and then I got redirected to Jennifer Thompson. I emailed her twice about changing 
my enrollment and have not gotten a response. I just want to make sure I can still enroll in the summer. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Friday,              10:04 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: TFA 

P.S. HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Hope you had a great day! 

Sent from my iPad 

On l , at 9:29 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> My friend Christie Clark in the TFA office told me your good news. Congratulations. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<lthomas@ncaa.org> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:18 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Athletics Administrator Recommendation for NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship nominee 

Spencer Welborn of University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has nominated for an NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship. 

After becoming familiar with the instructions at http://www.neaa.or~/wps/portal/neaahome? 

WCM GLOBAL CONTEXT /n~aa/n~aa/ab~ut+the+n~aa/diversity+and+in~~usi~n/diversity+pr~grams/p~stgraduate+s~h~~arship/ath~eti~+administrat~r+re~+instru~ti~ns 

please complete the athletics administrator section of the nomination at https://webl.neaa.org/pgs/exee/athlEndorsement?appId 6117 before March 21, 2013 by 5 PM EST. 

Please notify @live.une.edu) when you have completed the athletics administrator recommendation section of the nomination. 

Please note: The links in this message should be used to log in and review- and/or modify the nomination. As such, please retain this e-mail for future use during the 

applicable nomination period. Please e-mail Lori Thomas(lthomas@neaa.org) if you have questions. Thank you. 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis,IN 46206-6222 

Overnight delivery addres s: 

NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program 

1802 Alonzo Watford Sr. Drive 

Indianapolis,IN 46202 

317/917-6222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, . 10:19 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Want a body fat analysis? 

BODY FAT ASSESSMENT FOR BLACK WOMEN. Does your spring time resolution 
include getting your body ready for bathing suit season? Then this study 
may be for you! For a research study, we are evaluating if the Bod Pod., 
a body composition device, is as accurate as underwater weighing for 
validity in adult black women. We are testing the unit on healthy adult 
black women between 19 and 39 years of age. You must not be 
claustrophobic and must be willing to submerge your whole body, 
including your head, underwater. This study requires one visit to the 
labs in Fetzer Gym at UNC in Chapel Hill for one hour. In return, you 
receive a state-of-the-art body composition analysis plus information 
about how to safely improve your body composition profile. For more 
information, please email the primary investigator at 

~live.unc.edu. Biomedical IRB #13-0800; Approved March 07, 2013. 

This email is sponsored by: Exercise and Sport Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,              8:41 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Monday, 

MATH: -9:00PM with 

¯ Please let me know if your students are excused. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, i              1:49 PM 

Tony Yount <Tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonvvount~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ’ 
Date: 1 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

@email.unc.edu> 
1:23:02 PM EDT 

~live.unc.edu> 

this is a unique opportunity but I do not have the authority to make a decision. So, I have sent your 
email/petition to my advisor, Dr. Kohl. Either she or I will contact you as soon as we can about how you 
should proceed. 

My first reaction is to sav FELICIDADES!!!!!! this is a once in a lifetime opportunity. We will figure out how 
and if you can stay in    class given our course policy on absences. I will be in touch soon. 

When do you have to tell them a decision? 

Un saludo, 

F rom: 
Sent: Mondav, ~ 8:59 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Hola Professora 

Buenos noches. Espero que est[] bien. 

I sincerely apologize for the short notice but I myself, 

have just been informed so abruptly of the news I am about 

to share with you. I just received an email this afternoon 



Although it is impossible for me to imagine turning down an 
opportunity such as this one, I am a full time student- 
athlete which means I will always consider academics a top 
priority. 

however, I am extremely confident my academic work ethic 
and integrity can make it work. After missing a few classes 
early on in the semester I was able to keep up with the 
work and earn good marks on both of the first two exams. 

Although I am certain I can keep up with        I’m afraid of 
missing so much class time. I desperately want this to work 

excusing my absences. Unfortunately, this 
still does not make up for the fact that I will be missing 
three weeks of class and certainly does not allow me to be 
in two places at once. I have been thinking of a possible 
solution and was wondering if there was any way possible 
that I could Skype into your class? Or maybe even Skype 
with you on occasion to go over the course material? 

In the end, I need your blessing before I can accept such a 
prestigious invitation so I would love to hear your 
opinions. Please let me know your concerns and thoughts at 
your earliest convenience 

I am willing 
to work with you and try to ask for a few extra days so 
maybe I won’t be missing as many classes? Hopefully we can 
work something out. 

I look forward to hearing back from you and if not, I’ll 
see you in class on Wednesday! 

Un Saludo, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Clinical Research Study for Kids with Autism, Asperger 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released a 
report in April 2012 stating that approximately 1 in 88 children (1 in 
54 boys and 1 in 252 girls) in the United States has an autism spectrum 
disorder (ASD). 

Autism, Asperger’s Disorder, and Pervasive Developmental Disorder Not 
Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) are classifications of ASD. Currently, 
there are no drugs approved to treat the core symptoms of these 
conditions. 

That’s why researchers are conducting the ConnectMe clinical research 
studies. The ConnectMe clinical research program includes three studies 
that are evaluating the safety, tolerability, and effectiveness of an 
investigational drug on social interaction and communication skills in 
children with autism, Asperger’s Disorder, or PDD-NOS. What we learn 
from these studies may help to develop treatment options for children 
with these conditions in the future. 

Your child may be eligible if he or she: 
* Is 6 to 12 years old 
* Has autism, Asperger’s Disorder, or PDD-NOS 
* Is verbally fluent or uses some phrase speech 

To learn more about these studies, visit 

http~//www.med.unc.edu/psych/aspire/current-studies- ~/autism-studies/c~~mectme-9 ~/c~nnectme-9 ~ 

This confirms that an IRB Authorization Agreement with Copernicus Group 
IRB has been executed to rely on their IRB for continuing oversight of 

this study. This IRB Authorization Agreement is executed in accordance 
with UNC-Chapel Hill IRB policy, which addresses agreements for deferral 

of IRB review from one institution/IRB to another. 
Biomedical IRB; Expiration Date of Approval by External IRB: 
RE: Agreement to Rely on External IRB 
IR Study #: 

This email is sponsored by: ASPIRE Research Program 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday,              8:19 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, 

r- ENGL - 6:00PM with 

- PHYS: 8:00PM with 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               8:54 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Lissa L Broome <lbroome@email.unc.edu>; H Holden Thorp <thorp@email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ram Rules: Don’t Bet On ItT 

All, 

Please see below the Ram Rules that was sent to all UNC student-athletes this morning. Make sure that you 
understand all the necessary rules regarding sports wagering and then reiterate this information to your student- 
athletes. With March Madness starting tomorrow it is imperative that all UNC student-athletes and staff 
understand the NCAA bylaws related to Sports Wagering/Gambling If you have any questions, please contact 
the Compliance office at 919-962-6000. 

Thanks T 

The Ram Rules 
UNC Department of Athletics 
Vol XII * No. 3 * March 20, 2013 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student-athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC 
student-athlete, it is gO UR responsibifity to review the contained information to preserve your eligibifity to 
participate in intercollegiate athletics. 

Dear UNC Student-Athletes, 

With the NCAA basketball tournaments beginning this week, the UNC Compliance office would 
like to remind you that NCAA rules (bylaw 10.3) prohibit athletics department staff members, 
student-athletes, and other individuals associated with intercollegiate athletics (e.g., Chancellors, 
Faculty Athletics Representatives) from participating in any gambling activities. This includes 
participating in any type of March Madness bracket pools or fantasy leagues where 
something is put at risk (e.g. money, entry fee, tangible items) for the chance to win 
something. This is against NCAA rules and you could lose your eligibility 

Please note that this prohibition does not apply to contests held by certain websites(e.g., 
www.espn.com), which has a bracket contest that is free of charge. Since there is no fee associated 
with this contest, it would be permissible for you to participate, even though there is the 
opportunity for a prize at the end. 

Take a few minutes to check out this website created by the NCAA and remember, DON’T BET 
ON IT! 

http://dontbetonit.org/ 

10.02.1 Sports Wagering. Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or 



student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any 
intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the 
use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or 
contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a 
prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3 Sports Wagering Activities. The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or 

provide information to individuals involved in or associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning 

intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., 

chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office; and 

(d) Student-athletes. 
10.3.1 Scope of Application. The prohibition against sports wagering applies to any institutional practice or any 
competition (intercollegiate, amateur or professional) in a sport in which the Association conducts championship 
competition, in bowl subdivision football and in emerging sports for women. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3.2 Sanctions. The following sanctions for violations of Bylaw10.3shall apply: (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, 

Revised: 4/26/07 effective8/1/07) 

(a) A student-athlete who engages in activities designed to influence the outcome of an intercollegiate contest or in an 

effort to affect win-loss margins ("point shaving") or who participates in any sports wagering activity involving the student- 

athlete’s institution shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. (Revised: 

4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(b) A student-athlete who participates in any sports wagering activity through the Internet, a bookmaker or a parlay card 

shall be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for a minimum period of one year from the date of the 

institution’s determination that a violation occurred and shall be charged with the loss of a minimum of one season of 

eligibility. If the student-athlete is determined to have been involved in a later violation of any portion of Bylaw10.3, the 

student-athlete shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. (Revised: 

4/26/07effective 8/1/07) 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find all UNC Department of 
Athletics’ policies and other NCAA resources at goheels.com underthe "Inside Athletics" tab and the 
"Compliance" link. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000 or compliance@uncaa.unc.edu) 
if you have any questions about contact with prospective student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Thursday,               12:14 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Enrollment Hold for 

Thanks ! 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 12:10 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvount(&~unc.edu> wrote: 

The hold has been lifted. 

Tony 

On at 11:15 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi Gina, and Tony, 

I think this is the hold placed on SA’s account to make sure they stay enrolled full time. 
Tony can you work with       to get the hold removed so she can do what is necessary? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 10:50 AM, "Gina Wooldridge" <Gina Wooldridge~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

There is a bit of a problem with                student account. She is trying to switch elective classes for this mod, but the system is kicking her out beca use of 

an enrollment hold placed for the Spring term (start date of        ). I’m not sure why this is an issue now, as she was able to drop/add with the others last 

week. I’m wondering if she can’t drop the class because it will put her under the required athlete hours - but she needs to drop the class first to add MAC 

They are for the same number of credits, so it doesn’t affect her hours at all. Let me know how I can work around this. 

will not have the ability to adjust her schedule from here on out. I will be processing the add - so please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Gina 

<image001.jpg>Twitter I <image002.jpg> Linkedln I <image003.jpg> Facebook I <image004.jpg>MAC Journey Blog I <[mageoo5.jpg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Director, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ fax 919.962.3177 ¯ gina wooldridge(o3kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:14 PM 
To: Wooldridge, Gina 
Subject: Re: FW: MAC Upload on 

Hi Gina, 
I dropped 
sent from my Bamsung Mobile 

instead. Is that a problem? 

"Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridg_e_@__k_e__n_a__n_z_f[_agler.unc.edu> wrote: 

This keeps coming up in our error report: that you cannot drop MAC 

schedule (currently showing) as well as what you are looking to do? 

Thanks, 

Gina 

From: Stephens, Brian 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Wooldridge, Gina 

Cc: Application Development Support 
Subject: MAC Upload on 

Hi Gina, 

Here are the results from an upload earlier this afternoon: 

and add MAC Where you trying to switch? Will you let me know what is on your 

Status ’Error’: 

record. To prc 

must be remo 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; 

<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Correction 

~live.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 

Ladies, 

Please let me know as you accomplish these things. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday 3:56 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Correction 

Ladies, 

The adviser sessions in Loudermilk that will allow you to remove your holds on registration are Tues and WED nights of next week 
from 6 - 8; not Thurs night as the previous email indicated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live. unc. edu> 

Friday, i              1:41 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc. edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc. edu> 

RE: Registration 

Ok, sorry one last question. When does summer 1 end? I think I want to do the first session but can’t find the dates. 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 1:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Registration 

How many online classes have you taken? You can only use 6 online classes toward your degree so that needs to be considered. Going forward 
after this fall, will you need those online class spots as you work toward finishing your degree. Those are the important questions to ask. Yes 
you can take online. Yes you can 2 in the same summer. But only if you still have online slots to use toward your graduation total. I would 
recommend 2 just to get you as close to graduation as possible. 

Tony 

On , at I:18PM, @live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Am I able to take an online class? Also, Do you think I should Take one class or two? 
>. 

> From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount(-&unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, 9:54 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Registration 
> 

> 

> First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your registration date, we’ve been told that you will be able to 
register between 8 am and 8:30 am. At 8:30, the system will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration 
time (the time posted right now on your Connect Carolina page) later in the day. When that time arrives, you will again have access to the 
system if you want to make changes. 
> 
> Summer school registration starts Monday and continues Check your day on Connect Carolina. If you’re on scholarship, 
have a conversation with your coach about financial support for your classes. Coaches make that decision based on a limited amount of money 
each coach gets for summer school support. Communicate with them, and make good decisions. Asking for money, and then dropping the 
course later wastes that money and spends money that one of your teammates could have used. 
> 

> Fall registration for current juniors is scheduled for , current sophomores current freshmen . But please check your day 
on Connect Carolina. Dates can vary based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priority by missing 
your assigned registration day. 
> 

> I’ve attached a copy of your worksheet so that you can see what requirements you have left to fulfill. There are many resources available to 
help you decide what courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, 
advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 
> 

> Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina also lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you still need to meet, and 
obviously you can come in to the office and visit with me. 
> 

> Tony 
> 
> [page7image256] 
> <page7image256.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,              3:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Correction 

How do we meet with them? Do we just go to loudermilk and wait for one to be open and tell them why we need to meet with them? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:56 PM 
To:~ 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Correction 

Ladies, 

The adviser sessions in Loudermilk that will allow you to remove your holds on registration are Tues and WED nights of next week 
from 6 - 8; not Thurs night as the previous email indicated. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:33 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New Email Address 

Hey Tony this is my new UNC email address woohoo! Thanks for everything. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday,              8:17 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show list for Sunday, 

- STOR - 9"OOPM with 

. Please let me know if these are excused. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:24 AM 

Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <j sagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

REQUEST for 9th semester 

Thank you, Joe - let’s keep the communication going as information becomes available. 

Take care, 
Larry 

From: Joe Sagula [mailto:jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,             7:21 AM 
To: Ille, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Timmermans, Tom 
Cc: Lance Markos; Tony Yount 
Subject: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 

Larry 
I have emailed withTony Yount and he will check on credit needs and the classes. I agree we need to 
get some verification. 
As for the           it is a long shot that she will be selected to be part of the program, and there is not a 
scheduled tournament in June as there was last year where she participated. She could be invited 
to participate in a small event this summer, or to train with them for a few weeks in Anaheim but unlikely 
anything more 
than that at this time. I will wait to hear form Tony about the class situation as well. 
Thanks for your consideration on behalf. 
JS 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS T 

>>> "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 
Joe, 

6:00 AM >>> 

I agree with Tom’s request, and also, if does make the 1 

1. she will not be able to attend any 

2. but she will be able to attend the i 

traveling with the ? 

3. CORRECT? 

summer sessions? (I understand the courses she needs are not offered) 
fall semester as a full-time student and will be here in Chapel Hill and not 



Thanks very much! 

Be well, 
Larry 

From: Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:19 PM 
To: Joe Sagula 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lance Markos; Tony Yount 
Subject: Re: REQUEST for 9th semester 

Thanks joe for the very detailed break down. Tony can you please confirm the number of credits 
to take in the fall and provide the specific classes to graduate in December. 

needs 

ThanksT 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 9:13 PM, "Joe S agula" <j sagula@uncaa.unc, edu> wrote: 

Tom & Larry, 
Well here is my final request for T Thanks for your patience. :) 

I have been discussing academics and graduation with since the fall and she has 
finally gotten around to putting things 
down and submitted a formal document as I have requested of her, and I am forwarding it on for 
your review. (see below) 

If approved for any type of support would be responsible for working with our program this 



fall for home volleyball operations, (working with Stacey Harris and Patrick Marsh) the coaching 
staff, and assist with office work as needed. Thus she would be an undergraduate 
assistant for the fall semester. 
I appreciate your consideration of this request. 

Thank you, 
Joe Sagula 

10:11 AM 
Coach Sagula, 

Here is the summary break down of my academic/athletic progress of why I needed to take a 9th 
semester. 

I appreciate any support the athletic department is able to grant me to help me finish my degree 
from UNC. 

Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Carmichael Arena - 310 South Road 



Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919 962-5228 office 

cell 
GO TAR HEELS T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               9:42 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

heyy 

i lost my phone can i come in after class to figure out my schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               11:05 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More hours 

Hey Tony, 

I’m trying to enroll for maymester but my account says I have a hold my momjust went online and paid everything. It says I have 
athletic holds? Not sure what that is do you? Any kind of help please haha. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:18 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 
> 

> Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 
> 
> Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those 
not in the Business or Journalism Schools. 
> 
> If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 

and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridavcenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               11:50 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Registration 

Hey Tony, 
i am a senior on the team and I didnt realise registration is next week for the fall. I have been approved 
an extra semester for the fall and i believe I will be taking an underload. I need to come see you to figure out my classes. 
When is the best time to come see you this week? 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:50 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Registration 

Hey Tony, 
i am a senior on the and I didnt realise registration is next week for the fall. I have been approved 
an extra semester for the fall and i believe I will be taking an underload. I need to come see you to figure out my classes. 
When is the best time to come see you this week? 

thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               1:40 PM 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Beth Miller <beth@email.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Joseph A 
Sagula <j sagula@unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Tom, 

To fulfill graduation requirements, and assuming successful completion of all her currently enrolled classes, 
needs the following. 

BIOL - 1 hr credit 
EXSS 3 hour credit 
EXSS 3 hour credit 

Tony 

has registered for all 3 of those classes during 

On at 3:42 PM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

I just spoke with Joe about        and her situation in regards to graduating after the second summer 

session,         was an educational major and previously was approved for a 5th year of athletics aid to 

be able to finish her education degree. Due to a major change, the 5th year of aid is no longer necessary 

but since        is still 7 credits short (Tony can you please confirm this) after this spring semester of 

graduating, Joe has asked if we can fund her at 100% for summer school. It will be beneficial (cheaper) for 

us to pay the cost for summer school, instead of having        come back this fall to finish up. Therefore 

I approve the additional funding (on top of Joe’s summer school budget) to cover the cost (100%) for the 

credits necessary for        to graduate. 

Please let me know if you have any questions or concerns, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

<image005.jpg>We Educate and Inspire through athletics I G oHee!s~corn I <image006.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               2:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration 

I can come tomorrow at around 11 if that works for you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On l at 2:50 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hello 
> 

> 

> Hem’s my schedule this week. Find a time that you can come between 9 am and 3:30 pm and let me know. Or i’ll be there tonight 
from 6 - 10. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> <Schedule.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               3:01 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Registration 

Sounds good! See you then 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:59 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 11:15 would be great. I have a short meeting at 11. 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On at 2:53 PM, 
> 
>> I can come tomorrow at around 11 if that works for you 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On 
>> 
>>> Hello 
>>> 

>>> 

~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>> Here’s my schedule this week. Find a time that you can come between 9 am and 3:30 pm and let me know. Or i’ll be there tonight 
from 6 - 10. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> <Schedule.pdf> 
>> 

, at 2:50 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               5:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

Greetings from       !!! I am trying to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must obtain 
permission to take this class. 
Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 

, at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

> 

> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

who holds a STOR tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. It will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,              ; 6:20 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

I’m trying to register for poli    online 

Sent from my iPhon 

On , at 11:17 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> If its MATH    you’re trying to register for, you won’t be able to. Those sections are reserved for incoming freshmen in the 
summer bridge program. I talked with someone in the math department today who explained that to me. You’ll have to wait til fall to 
take MATH So sorry. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Greetings from 
obtain permission to take this class. 
>> Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> 

>>> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
will not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 

, at 5:52 PM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

’!! I am trying to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must 

., at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

who holds a STOR    tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. It 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               9:21 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: More hours 

Hi Tony ! 

Hope you’re not getting bombarded with too many registering questions, but I have an addition[] 

I am taking my LFIT this fall and I also need to take a science with a lab. Would it be too much to take five classes plus the LFIT and 
Lab? or should I take four 3-credit classes with the LFIT and lab but be behind by an hour? 

Thanks 

On at 10:18 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I will be in the Academic Center from 6 - 10 pm on Tuesday night this week if anyone would like a conversation about registration. 
Also in for the regular 9 --3:30 hours daily. 
> 

> Remember that Steele Building advisers will be in Loudermilk 6 --8 pm Tues and Wed nights this week for registration advising. 
> 
> Remember that applications for a 9th semester, if fall will be your 9th semester, are due tomorrow in the advising office for those 
not in the Business or Journalism Schools. 
> 
> If you are registering for a regular online summer school class, that occurs through the Friday Center. That registration began on 
March 18 and is ongoing. Instructions for that process can be found here: http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> If you find a class on Connect Carolina that has a section number of 990 or above, then you know it is an online class. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:19 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: STOR tutor 

Hey Tony, I started registering for POLI    online and it has a lot of information to fill out and complete ! Can I go ahead and fill all 
that out? Also, i will be able to drop this course if coach can not cover the cost right? Thanks let me know! 

On 2013, at 8:48 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

> Oh - an online course. You have to register through the Friday Center for online courses. 
> 
> Go here 
> 

> http://www.fridaycenter.unc.edu/cp/cco/enrollment.htm 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> On at 6:19 PM, ~live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> I’m trying to register for poli online 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhon 
>> 
>> On at 11:17 PM, "Yotmt, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> If its MATH    you’re trying to register for, you won’t be able to. Those sections are reserved for incoming freshmen in the 
summer bridge program. I talked with someone in the math department today who explained that to me. You’ll have to wait til fall to 
take MATH So sorry. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
>>> 

>>> 

>>; 

>>> 

>>>> Greetings from 
obtain permission to take this class. 
>>>> Any advice on what I should do? Let me know! 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>i 

>>>>> 

>>>>> When you return to campus, you can meet with 
will not be 1 on 1, but it will be a small group. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Tony 
>>> 

>> 

> 

at 5:52 PM, ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

!!! I am trying to register for summer school but it says error: department consent required. You must 

, at 2:39 PM, Yount, Tony wrote: 

who holds a STOR    tutor sessions at 9 pm Sunday nights. It 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.com> 

Thursday,               2:40 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: First-Year Orientation 

Hi Tony, 
Can you please instruct me on how to set up my UNC email? I’ve been trying to figure it out with no success. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 11:36 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting 
your offer of admissions. 
> 

> I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be 
on vacation for sessions                   and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in 
Chapel Hill and available to meet with youl and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your 
scheduled session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 
> 
> Some of those sessions will fill. I advise you to identify the session that you will be attending as soon as possible and get registered. 
(Again, that can’t happen until the admissions offer has been accepted by you.) When you do register for your orientation session, 
please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Thursday,               9:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
INFORMATIONAL: Participants needed for alcohol use and attention study 

Do you currently drink alcohol, or have you quit drinking due to a 
drinking problem? We are currently looking for participants for a 

research study on attention and alcohol use. Your participation would 
require you to come to our laboratory in Davie Hall on the University of 
North Carolina campus and complete some questionnaires and cognitive 
tasks. The study will take about 1-2.5 hours. For your participation, 

you will be compensated with $10/hour. Study requires participants to 
view images and accurately detect visual targets. 

You are eligible if: 
1. You are MALE 
2. You are between the ages of 22-40 years old 
3. You are NOT taking illicit drugs 
4. You are NOT taking psychoactive medications 
5. You have normal or corrected to normal vision 
6. You are a native English speaker 
7. You have graduated high school or earned a GED 
9. You have no known psychiatric or neurological problems 

If interested, Please contact       at 919-962-8340 or e-mail 
~live.unc.edu (mention the subject line of the e-mail if you 

call) with the following information: 

Name 
E-mail address 
Phone number 
Best time to be contacted 
This study titled " Alcohol Use and Attention" has been approved by the 
UNC Behavioral InstitntionalReview Board (IRB) (study #09-0154 approved 
2/11/2013) 

IRB Study: 09-0154 
IRB :Non-Biomedical 
IRB Approval 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,               10:3 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: First-year Orientation 

Thank you. Did you get my previous message? 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:59 AM 
To: 

Cc: 
Subject: First-year Orientation 

Ladies, 

I’m looking forward to meeting with you before and during your first-orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on 
vacation for sessions                   and won’t be available for those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel 
Hill and available to meet with you, and parents if they will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening before your scheduled 
session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 

if you would like to come for                          you must first register for any other session, and then email the 
new student office and request that your session date be moved. It really is very easy to do. But you can’t register for that last session 
directly online. And please remember that you can’t do any of this until your admissions process is complete and you have your UNC 
email set. 

Please send me an email when your Orientation registration gets confirmed so that I’ll know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday,              5:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Summer/Fall Classes 

Hey Tony, 
This is "! I was wondering if you had time to meet on Monday or Tuesday to discuss my summer 
and fall plans in regard to classes. On Monday I’m free anytime except for 2:00-2:50 and then on Tuesday I’m free between 2:00- 
5:30. (or anytime later in the night). Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday,               2:50 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Summer/Fall Classes 

Monday at 3 is perfect thanks so much Tony! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:58 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Looking forward to meeting with you. How about Monday at 3? 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On at 5:54 PM, 
> 
>> Hey Tony, 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

>> This is ! I was wondering if you had time to meet on Monday or Tuesday to discuss my summer 
and fall plans in regard to classes. On Monday I’m free anytime except for 2:00-2:50 and then on Tuesday I’m free between 2:00- 
5:30. (or anytime later in the night). Thanks so much! 
>> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:38 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 
~earthlink.net 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Student Orientation 

Hi Tony, 

I am sending you an email for you to add to your distibution list as requested. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:42 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 10 am today 

Thanks, I appreciate it. 

T-Mobile. America’s First Nationwide 4G Network 

..... Reply message ..... 
From: "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
To: "1 @live.unc.edu> 
Subj ect: 10 am today 
Date: Wed, 9:38 am 

Just sent her a text reminding her 

On , at 9:06 AM, 

Hi Tony, could you remind 

night for her math    class? 

@live.unc. edu> wrote: 

we are meeting at 10am this morning instead of 7pro tomorrow 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_           1"<     [@live.unc.edu> 
Monday, _._.       ,     9:20 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

approval 

Hi Tony! 

I’m trying to get approved for a second major and additional semesters through                 so I can declare 
Psyc as my second major but they just told me I need to submit a document that confirms my status as a 
so they can approve it. Do I get that from you or do I need to get that from the coaches? 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

Tony, 

Here is the email from the guy telling me to submit the forms for redshirting so I can declare my Psych major. 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: ~                ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
From: "Studevent_ Perry" <Perry Studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 
Date: 9:24:55 AM EDT 
To: ’ @kenan-flagler.unc. edu> 
Subject: RE: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

In order to complete you request for additional time, please submit documentation from Athletics 

concerning your status as a redshirt athlete and we can finish reviewing it. 

Perry 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry, studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu, www.undergradbus.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

From: Studevent, Perry 

Sent: Tuesday .......... 9:16 AM 

To: 
Subject: FW: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 

UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry, studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu, www.undergradbus.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

From: ~aemailserver.com [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 2:35 PM 
To: Studevent, Perry 

~clemailserver.com] 



Subject: Petition to Enroll for An Additional Semester 

Recipient Data: 
Time Finished: :2:35:23 
IP: 66.57.17.140 
ResponseID: R 01ihsEXbAzjt4TX 
Link to View Results: Click Here 
URL to View Results: https://kenan-flagler.qualtrics.com/CP/Report.php? 
SID=SV 8Ghq8SjfZ6c3kBn&R=R 01ihsEXbAzjt4TX 

Response Summary: 

Biographic Information 
First Name 
Last Name 
PID # 
KFBS Email Address @kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

For what ,ronr nnd semester do you request permission to enroll? 
Spring 

What course(s) would you take in the additional semester? If you are unsure of the exact course(s) 

y ... 

Class 1 Busi Elective 
Class 2 Busi Elective 
Class 3 PsycElective 
Class 4 PsycElective 
Class 5 n/a 
Class 6 n/a 

What prevents you from graduating within the allowed maximum number of semesters? 
I am on the women’s        team and red shifted my               because of an injury. I 

plan to use my fifth year to finish playing my years of eligibility. 

Please provide any additional information you feel relevant to your petition. 
I need to pick up a second major to remain eligible to play under the NCAA’s full time student 

requirements. 

Please type in your full name and PID number as your official signature on the form. 
Full Name 
PID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Studevent, Perry" <Perry Studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Tony, 
Thank you! This is exactly what I needed. 

Perry 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 
UNC’s Keuan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry_studevent@keuan-flagler.unc.edu, www.undergradbus.unc.edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount~unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 
To: Studevent. Perrv 
Subject: 

Perry, 

aember of the women’s team and a student in Keuan-Flagle. and 
missed her s,,r, ................ She will utilize the NCAA option of a redshirt year, and will be at Carolina for 5 academic 
years, with the targeted graduation in the spring of 

ff this email is not sufficient documentation, I will be happy to provide what you need in order to complete her application for 
additional time if you will let me know what you need. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

_ ~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 7:54 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thanks so much Tony T 

On , at 6:59 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <tonyyount@u nc.ed u> 
From: Perry Studevent <Perry Studevent@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 
Date:                 2:50:48 PM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony, 
Thank youT This is exactly what I needed. 
Perry 

Perry Studevent ¯ Academic Services Coordinator, Undergraduate Business Programs 
UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel 
Hill, NC 27599-3490 
919.962.1649 ¯ fax 919.962-6964 ¯ perry_studevent@kenan-flagler.unc.edu. 
www.undergradbus.unc, edu 
Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

"Aut viam inveniam aut faciam." - I will either find a way or make a way. 

...... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 
To: Studevent, Perry 
Subject: 

Perry, 

a member of the team and a student in 
Kenan-Flagler,                                                        She will 
utilize the NCAA option of a redshirt year, and will be at Carolina for 5 academic 
years, with the targeted graduation in the spring of 

If this email is not sufficient documentation, I will be happy to provide what you need 



in order to complete her application for additional time if you will let me know what 
you need. 

Tony Yount 
Academics Counselor, 
919 962 9535 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 8:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Faculty Views of Intercollegiate Athletics at UNC-CH 

Dear UNC-CH Employee, 

My name is             and I am a                     in Sport 
Administration at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC). 
For my master’ thesis, I am interested in examining faculty views of 
academics, finance, and governance of intercollegiate athletics at UNC. 
In order to achieve this objective, I am conducting an online survey 
that should take approximately ten minutes to complete. As data 
analysis is complete, I will be happy to share the study results and 
will email you if interest is indicated within the survey. 

By clicking the link to the survey below, you agree to be a participant 
in this research study. 
https ://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/? SID=SV 3RcszFITS3BUsPb 

Your participation is voluntary, and you may skip any question for any 
reason. Your identity and responses will be confidential. If you have 
any questions or concerns about the study, please feel free to contact 
me directly by email        ~live.unc.edu). Further, you may also 
contact the UNC Institutional Review B oard by phone (919-966-3113) or 
email (subjects@unc.edu) if you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject referencing study #112724. This study is 
non- biomedical and was approved on November 5, 2012. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
~live.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                 10:00 AM 

Greg Copenhaver <copenh@ad.unc.edu>; Jeff Sekelsky <sekelsky@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BIOL    :Presentations 

Professors Copenhaver and Sekelsky, 

I am in group 2 and scheduled to present on Thursday the 15th, yet am fearful that I will not be able to attend class that 
day. I am on the UNC          team and we have just entered post-season play. If we win our two games this 
weekend, we will be going to the Final Four at Old Dominion University in Virginia (next weekend). As we would play in 
the Final Four game on Friday the 16th, we will probably travel Thursday (15th) morning. I have emailed my coaching 
staff, asking if they could give me a tentative schedule (pending we advance in the tournament), but they have not 
decided when we will be leaving Chapel Hill yet. 

I am sorry of this late notice, but I was not expecting to leave before classes on Thursday. If we do not win this 
weekend, then there will be no conflict and I will be in class on Thursday. I will keep you informed as soon as I know 
more. 

If you would like to meet with me to discuss the conflict, I would be happy to do so. Please let me know if there is 
anything that I need to do to resolve this. 

Additionally, if you find a problem with me missing class, I have copied my academic advisor to this email. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, November 9, 2012 1:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

- 11/12 @ 6pm 

Hi Tony, 

Just wanted you to know that has agreed to work with on Monday at 6pm for an extra session 

this week. Let me know if you decide she is not prepared to meet with him per our discussion yesterday. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:26 PM 

~unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Abdominal Pain Study 

Hello, my name is       I am an undergraduate student from the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill conducting a survey 
(research) about the role of energy metabolism in chronic abdominal pain 
in children. We are looking for parents of healthy children AND 
parents of children who have a physician diagnosis of Functional 
Abdominal Pain, Recurrent Abdominal Pain, unexplained chronic 
stomachaches or Irritable Bowel Syndrome. 

You will be asked to complete a phone interview about your family’s 
health history. This should take about 15 - 60 minutes. There will be 
no way to identify individual participants. 

To learn more, please go to http://abdominalpainstudv.doodlekit.com/. 

ff you have any questions, or wish to participate, you may contact me at 
abdominalpainstudy@unc.edu. You may also contact Dr. Miranda van 
Tilburg at 919-843-0688. 

I really appreciate your time and consideration! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
Biology (BS), Psychology (BS), Chemistry (minor) 

IRB #: 12-1945 
Approval Body: Biomedical 
Approved on: 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Medicine 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m¥.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 8:16 PM 

~email.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
INFORMATIONAL: Interested in taking part in a psychology study on personality and 
emotions? 

WE NEED PEOPLE WHO ARE: 
between 35 and 64 years old 
fluent in written and spoken English 

Participation includes: 
One 45-minnte lab visit, with 15-20 minutes of online questionnaires 
beforehand 
10 minutes of online questionnaires completed 8 weeks later 

We will pay $20 for completion of the study. 

ff you are interested, please complete the following link 
[https://unc.qnaltrics.com/SE/?SID=SV dnb9YTYQcyuM43a]. If you have 
further questions, please email              , at 

~email.unc.edu. The lab visit involves reading passages about 
different personality characteristics and completing tasks on a 
computer. 

This study is has been approved by the UNC Office of Human Research 
Fthi~-¢ lqoh~,Tioral IRB, study 11-1162. This study was approved 

This email is sponsored by: Psychology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday                   11:45 PM 

Todd Austell <tlaustell2011 @unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CHEM    Exam Conflict 

Hi Professor, 

I am on the UNC          team and we just advanced to the Final Four, which will be held in Virginia next Friday 
though Sunday. As we won our elite eight game this afternoon, we were just told that our travel schedule has changed 
and that we will be leaving Chapel Hill this Wednesday afternoon. So, I cannot be in class to take the exam on Thursday. 
I have copied my academic advisor to this email, who also serves as a proctor when we travel (and people miss exams). 
If you would allow him to proctor your exam for me, I could take it on Thursday morning, like the rest of the class does. 
If you do not allow others to proctor your exams, I would be happy to come in at a time/location that is convenient for 
you. Please let me know what you would prefer and I can also meet with you in person to speak about it, if you would 
prefer. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 12, 2012 9:51 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Hi Tony, 

Has 

Thanks, 
Susan 

ever worked with for PSYC during her 6pm appointment on Sundays? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                  2:00 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Making up Missed Exam 

Hey Tony, 

I really don’t know what to do about my organic exam that I will miss this Thursday. I emailed my professor yesterday 
and did not hear back directly from him. However, there are about 15 people in the class that cannot make the exam 
time, so he sent us a doodle to fill out about when he could have a second exam period. But, the only options he gave to 
take the exam are on Friday, Saturday or Sunday. 

Since he did not email me back directly, I am assuming that he does not allow other people to proctor his exams (as I 
suggested that option). We take four exams in this class and he drops the lowest one, so I am worried that he is going to 
make me to drop this one. 

I was slightly above the average on the first exam, and then was 12 points higher on the second exam so I was planning 
on dropping that first exam...Is there anything that I can do, or do I just have to take a zero on this exam and use it as 
my drop? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                  2:02 PM 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: Making up Missed Exam 

And he just emailed us again...the exam will only be on Thursday. Now, there is no other option for another exam time. 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Making up Missed Exam 

2:00 PM 

Hey Tony, 

I really don’t know what to do about my organic exam that I will miss this Thursday. I emailed my professor yesterday 
and did not hear back directly from him. However, there are about 15 people in the class that cannot make the exam 
time, so he sent us a doodle to fill out about when he could have a second exam period. But, the only options he gave to 
take the exam are on Friday, Saturday or Sunday. 

Since he did not email me back directly, I am assuming that he does not allow other people to proctor his exams (as I 
suggested that option). We take four exams in this class and he drops the lowest one, so I am worried that he is going to 
make me to drop this one. 

I was slightly above the average on the first exam, and then was 12 points higher on the second exam so I was planning 
on dropping that first exam...Is there anything that I can do, or do I just have to take a zero on this exam and use it as 
my drop? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Austell, Todd L" <tlaustell2012@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 9:26 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and CHEM 

Exam is now offer on Mon/Tues of next week. 
No need to take during trip. 

Todd 

Todd L. Austell, Ph.D. 
Research Assistant Professor 
Academic Advisor for the Sciences 
Kenan Labs C142 
Department of Chemistry 
The University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3290 

Micah 6:8; Proverbs 3:5,6; Mathew 6:33 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2012 8:03 PM 
To: Austell, Todd L 
Subject:             and CHEM 

Dr. Austell, 

weekend’s Final Four in 
in your CHEM    class and has discussed with you an upcoming exam, and her participation in this 

in Norfolk, VA. 

I serve as the academic counselor for           , I will be joining the team in Norfolk on Thursday evening. (I need to remain in CH 
for registration on Wednesday for all my freshmen.) I have 30 years of teaching experience in the Chapel Hill/Carrboro school system 
and am quite familiar with and comfortable in giving exams. We have two exam times built into our time in Norfolk: Thursday 
evening and Friday morning. I would be happy to give the exam under any conditions you would like to offer. 

Please let me know how I can be off assistance, and thank you for being flexible with our student athletes. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
919 962 9535 - office 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Sharma, Sarah Rani" <srsharma@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, November 13, 2012 2:07 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and the Final Four 

Hi Tony, The exam is 
Sarah 

so shouldn’t they be back then? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 

Subject: 

Professors 

11:59 AM 
Susan; Sharma, Sarah Rani 

and the Final Four 

tells me that she has exams in your classes while she will be away at the Final Four this Wed - Sunday in Norfolk and that you 
are willing to allow her to take exams while away. The team will leave Chapel Hill Wednesday afternoon. I will leave CH on 
Thursday afternoon and join them in Norfolk. I serve as the academic counselor for             After 30 years in the classroom in 
the Chapel Hill/Carrboro public schools, I am quite familiar with giving exams. I will be happy t~o follow whatever directions you 
have for me. I can pick up the exams Thursday from your departments, or receive them at this email address. We have two exam 
windows in Norfolk - Thursday evening after the NCAA banquet, and Friday morning at 9 am before the pre-game meal for Friday 
afternoon’s semi-final round. I will seal the exams immediately as they finish and deliver them personally to your departments on 
Monday morning. Or, I can fax them to you on Friday if you would prefer. 

Thank you for being flexible with our student-athletes as they compete in the Final Four. I await your instructions. 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
919 962 9535 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  2:08 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and the Final Four 

Hi Tony, 

My exam policy is that students are always welcome to take a test early with an approved proctor. Test #3 is scheduled for Monday at 
llAM. 

I have sealed a copy of the test in a Manila envelope and left it with Sunny Oakley, the receptionist in the math department main office 
in Phillips 329. She has instructions to give the test to you. 

The test officially says 50 minutes; I usually give students a few extra minutes if they need them. 
allowed more than an hour. 

should definitely not be 

Since the other students will finish by noon on Monday, however you can get 

ff you have any questions or concerns, feel free to email me here or even call me, 

test back to me by then is fine with me. 

Best, 

P.S. I was a varsity rower at Dartmouth when I was an undergrad, and it has been rewarding for me to pay-it-forward, so far as 
accommodating student-athletes goes, this semester. Good luck to the Heels in the final four! 

On at 11:59 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Professors 
> 

tells me that she has exams in your classes while she will be away at the Final Four this Wed - Sunday in Norfolk and that 
you arewilling to allow her to take exams while away. The team will leave Chapel Hill Wednesday afternoon. I will leave CH on 
Thursday afternoon and join them in Norfolk. I serve as the academic counselor for Field Hockey. After 30 years in the classroom in 
the Chapel Hill/Carrboro public schools, I am quite familiar with giving exams. I will be happy to follow whatever directions you 
have for me. I can pick up the exams Thursday from your departments, or receive them at this email address. We have two exam 
windows in Norfolk - Thursday evening after the NCAA banquet, and Friday morning at 9 am before the pre-game meal for Friday 
afternoon’s semi-final round. I will seal the exams immediately as they finish and deliver them personally to your departments on 
Monday morning. Or, I can fax them to you on Friday if you would prefer. 
> 
> Thank you for being flexible with our student-athletes as they compete in the Final Four. I await your instructions. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor, Field Hockey 
> 919 962 9535 

- cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday: 8:23 PM 

@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IB S Research Subj ects Needed 

Medical research for irritable bowel syndrome now being conducted. 

You may be eligible for an ongoing research study. We are currently 
conducting an investigational study of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), a 
condition which may include symptoms of diarrhea, abdominal discomfort, 
and bloating. 

This research study is evaluating the effectiveness and safety of an 
investigational medication for the treatment of IBS. You may be eligible 
to participate in this research study if you: 
* Are at least 18 years of age 
* Have been experiencing diarrhea, abdominal discomfort, and bloating on 
and off in the last 3 months and/or previously diagnosed with IBS with 
diarrhea 
* Have had trouble getting relief for your IB S symptoms 
* Have loose or watery bowel movements 

Additional criteria will be assessed by the study doctor to determine 
your eligibility. If you’re interested and eligible to participate, you 
may receive the following at no cost: 
* Investigational study medication for IBS 
* Study-related care from a local doctor 
* Compensation for your time and travel up to $400 

To learn more or see if you may qualify for this research study, please 
call                   1919) 843-1003 or email 

~med.unc.edu. Thank you for considering participation. 
We hope to hear from you soon. 

IRB #12-1336 
Approved by the Biomedical IRB on 10/2/12 

This email is sponsored by: Division of Gastroenterology and Hepatology 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m¥.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 4:32 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: and room clearance. 

For now just send it to me! Do you know when/who exactly will do it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 14, 2012, at 11:54 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Melinda, 
> 
> Thanks for calling back yesterday about 
giving permission. To whom should she send it? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 

and moving out of her dorm. We can definitely get an email from her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  8:17 PM 

:@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Healthy Volunteers Needed for Medical Imaging Study 

Would you or someone you know like to participate in a medical imaging 
study, using the newest state-of-the-art equipment on UNC’s campus? 

The Biomedical Research Imaging Center (BRIC) at UNC - Chapel Hill is 
recruiting healthy adults to participate in a study entitled "Imaging of 
Normal Healthy Adults Using a Novel Hybrid MR/PET Scanner". 

What is the purpose of this study? 
The purpose of this research study is to develop improved imaging 
approaches using the new FDA approved MR/PET scanner located at the BRIC 
facility. This hybrid MR/PET scanner is a new technology, requiring 
additional development/refinement from a technical aspect, so as to 
maximize its full potential. 

What does this study involve? 
You will receive a one-time injection of an FDA approved radiotracer, 
followed by a simultaneous MR/PET scan at the BRIC facility at Medical 
Research Building D, 124 Mason Farm Road on the campus of UNC - Chapel 
Hill. You may also receive an MRI contrast agent during your scan. 
You’re completion of this study should take no longer than 10 hours 
total and will require only one visit to the BRIC facility. 

Will I be paid for participating? 
You will receive $50 for completing this study. 

Remember: 
*This study is completely voluntary. 

*If you are 18 years or older, you may be eligible to participate in 
this study. 
*You will be asked medical history questions by a study coordinator or a 
mdiologic technologist. Your answers to these questions will determine 
whether or not you qualify to participate in this study. If you have any 
contraindications to PET scans, MRI scans or MRI contrast agents, you 
may not be eligible to participate in this study. 

* You will be compensated if you complete your portion of the study. 

*All information regarding your participation in this study will be kept 
strictly confidential. 

ff you are interested in participating in this study, please contact 
@med.unc.edu or call 919-843-9245 for 

more information. 

Weili Lin, PhD 
Principal Investigator 
Telephone: (919) 843-8120 

J. Keith Smith, MD 
Julia Fielding, MD 
Marija Ivanovic, Phi) 
William McCartney, MD 
Research Team Members 



This study is being conducted by the Biomedical Research Imaging Center 
at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

IRB Approval #: 12-0688 

Approval Body: Biomedical IRB 
Date of Approval: 05/22/2012 

This email is sponsored by: Biomedical Research Imaging Center 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:04 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

6pm Appointment Sunday for PSYC 

Hi Spence and Tony, 
[just wanted you both to know that 

appointment time for 

will be conducting a PSYC exam review at 6pm during the 
[ hope that is alright. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11 : 12 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

Hey Tony, 
Thank you for forwarding this on. I’m intrigued. Does it mean that I need to be going to graduate school now or what exactly. As far 
as sports journalism goes I’ve been sending in some of my writing to some golf editors... I guess I’ll see but this is definitely 
interesting. Is it a yearly scholarshi 

From: Yount, Tony [tonvvount(~unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
To: 
Subject: Fwd: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto:swelborn@email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 
Date: November 15, 2012 10:05:29 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu<mailto :gyount@email.unc.edu>> 

JIM MCKAY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY 

(Due: Jan 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Athletic Association established the Jim McKay Scholarship Program as a means of recognizing the 
immense contributions and legacy of pioneer sports journalist Jim McKay. Under this program, one male and one female student- 
athlete (nationally) are annually awarded a $10,000 scholarship in recognition for outstanding academic achievement and potential to 
make a major contribution in the sports communication industry. McKay scholars will be recognized as having demonstrated a unique 
aptitude and commitment to the communications field and promises to be a future leader in the industry. McKay scholars also will 
demonstrate the highest level of professional integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, objectivity, impartiality, 
fairness and public accountability, with the element of compassion that so infused McKay’s long and storied career. 

The NCAA only recognizes 1 male and 1 female for this award, so candidates must be one of the top student-athletes (both in athletics 
as well as the classroom) to be considered for the award. 

Qualifications to be eligible for consideration, nominees shall: 

1. Have an overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 or better 

2. Have competed in intercollegiate athletics as a member of a varsity team at an NCAA member 
institution; 

3. Be enrolled in graduate study at an NCAA member institution or be a graduating senior committed to enrolling 
in a graduate degree program within five years of being named a McKay Scholar; 

4. Have demonstrated the potential to make a major contribution in the sports communications 
industry; 

5. Ascribe to the highest levels of integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, 
objectivity, impartiality, fairness and public accountability. 

6. Have evidenced superior character and leadership; 

7. Have an understanding and appreciation for the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to sport broadcasting 
and specifically his award-winning oratory on the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. This scholarship is open to 

student-athletes in all three divisions, participating in all sports 



Please contact Spencer Welborn if interested: 
919-843-2328; swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto: swelbom~,email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  11 : 15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

I’m sorry I pushed the wrong button. Is it a yearly scholarship or what exactly. Anyway, just curious. I hope you are well. I think I 
should stop by and bring in a couple of alpine bagels to share with ya at some point soon. Are you around Monday mornings.., those 
are usually pretty chill for me! 
Thanks again, 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:31 PM 
To: 

Subject: Fwd: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto:swelborn~email.unc.edu>> 
Subject: Scholarship Opportunity in Communications/Journalism 
Date                 10:05:29 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu<mailto: gvount@email.unc.edu>> 

JIM MCKAY SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITY 

(Due: 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Athletic Association established the Jim McKay Scholarship Program as a means of recognizing the 
immense contributions and legacy of pioneer sports journalist Jim McKay. Under this program, one male and one female student- 
athlete (nationally) are annually awarded a $10,000 scholarship in recognition for outstanding academic achievement and potential to 
make a major contribution in the sports communication industry. McKay scholars will be recognized as having demonstrated a unique 
aptitude and commitment to the communications field and promises to be a future leader in the industry. McKay scholars also will 
demonstrate the highest level of professional integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, objectivity, impartiality, 
fairness and public accountability, with the element of compassion that so infused McKay’s long and storied career. 

The NCAA only recognizes 1 male and 1 female for this award, so candidates must be one of the top student-athletes (both in athletics 
as well as the classroom) to be considered for the award. 

Qualifications to be eligible for consideration, nominees shall: 

1. Have an overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 or better 

2. Have competed in intercollegiate athletics as a member of a varsity team at an NCAA member 
institution; 

3. Be enrolled in graduate study at an NCAA member institution or be a graduating senior committed to enrolling 
in a graduate degree program within five years of being named a McKay Scholar; 

4. Have demonstrated the potential to make a major contribution in the sports communications 
industry; 

5. Ascribe to the highest levels of integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, 
objectivity, impartiality, fairness and public accountability. 

6. Have evidenced superior character and leadership; 

7. Have an understanding and appreciation for the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to sport broadcasting 



and specifically his award-winning oratory on the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. This scholarship is open to 
student-athletes in all three divisions, participating in all sports 

Please contact Spencer Welborn if interested: 
919-843-2328; swelborn@email.unc.edu<mailto: swelbom@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

r~)mod nne edu> 

Thursday, 9:09 PM 

~med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: UNC Acid Reflux Study 

Research Subjects Needed 

Do you continue experiencing symptoms of acid reflux despite use of acid 
suppressive medications? 

ffyou are in good health, between the ages of 18 and 70, and currently 
taking acid-suppressive medication for acid reflux, you may be eligible 
for a research study involving an investigational drug for the treatment 
of reflux. Study participation will last 13 to 17 weeks. Compensation 
may be available for eligible participants. 

ffyou are interested in learning more about this study, please call 
919 -843-9616 or e -mail               @med.unc. edu 

IRB# 12-0744. Approved by UNC Biomedical IRB 8-9-2012 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Esophageal Diseases and 

Swallowing 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Esophageal Diseases and 
Swallowing 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday,                  11:35 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Senior Day 

Aww thank you tony! And thanks for everythinggggg throughout the 4 years! Have a good time this weekend! See you soon 

Sent from my iPhone 

OnNov 16, 2012, at 11:33 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I’m in Norfolk with Field Hockey at the Final Four. If we win today, I’ll miss your day tomorrow. I hate that because I really do 
enjoy watching players and parents and coaches on senior day. I’ve enjoyed my 4 years with each of you, having occasional little 
windows into the moments of your lives, both good and bad. The greatest reward in my job is that I get to watch people grow over 
time. You have all done that, and I have enjoyed the process very much. 
> 
> Have a great senior weekend. Wish I was there to enjoy it. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Hogan, Kelly A" <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                  1:42 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: BIOL exams 

Thanks. Too bad they didn’t get the final win. :( 
But, they had a great season and I am impressed with their ability to keep up with the course and be such elite athletes. 
Thanks for your help. 

Kelly Hogan 

Kelly A Hogan, Ph.D. 
Senior Lecturer in Biology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 

Biology advising: twitter.com/hogan_shemer 
https ://www.facebook.com!pages/UNC-Biolok, v-Undergrads/305365726148039 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Hogan, Kelly A 
Subject: BIOL exams 

11:30 AM 

Dr. Hogan, 

I delivered exams for and~ this morning around 9:30. I slid them under your office door. 

Thanks again for allowing these students to take that exam on the road. 

Tony Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyler Adams <tadams@unc.edu> <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  11:25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Hey Tony. Our recruit has requested that we move our meeting time tomorrow morning to 10:00 since he has a business call at 9:30. 
Just let me know if that causes you a problem. 

Tyler Adams 
UNC Volleyball 

Sent from my Droid Charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:25 AM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting tomorrow 

Hey Tony. Our recruit has requested that we move our meeting time tomorrow morning to 10:00 since he has a business call at 9:30. 
Just let me know if that causes you a problem. 

Tyler Adams 
UNC Volleyball 
Sent from my Droid Charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, 8:44 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Thank you Tony ! 

Have a Happy Thanksgiving. We are lucky to have you on our team! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:38 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coaches, 
> 
> This one is a little different. It is a grade report. On the right side by each class is the projected grade. One * is an old progress 
report. Two ** is the current progress report. No * is my best guess based on what they have told me. There is a yellow message icon 
somewhere by each student’s name and when you click on it her projected GPA will show up there and any notes that I added. 
> 
> is the only exception to a stellar freshman class, could wind up on academic probation, but there is also a 
chance that she could avoid it, depending on her performance in the next 3 weeks,                 has seen a real drop in her 
performance. Her poor GPA this semester will be covered somewhat by her good grades from summer school, but a recommitment to 
academics is in order for her. 
> 
> I hope you all have a great holiday. I am thankful and honored that I get to be a part of this program. 
> 
> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: In Iowa with 

Have fun! 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 8:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Last year I got to to to Malibu with for the NCAAs first round. This year, is Ames, Iowa. I’ll be in the office on Tuesday, 
and gone from Tuesday late afternoon until Saturday afternoon. I will of course have my cell and computer and be happy to answer 
questions. If you need another counselor, just find an open office door at the AC. 
> 
> Do all you can to prepare for exams. 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:54 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: In Iowa with 

Don’t know. I talked to dean and she said for me not to do it. It was up to parents and 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 2:15 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks 
> 
> Did 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 
> 

>> Have fun! 
>> 
>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

ever get moved out of her dorm? 

at 9:25 AM, Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> On at 8:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>>> Ladies, 
>>> 
>>> Last year I got to to to Malibu with for the NCAAs first round. This year, is Ames, Iowa. I’ll be in the office on 
Tuesday, and gone from Tuesday late afternoon until Saturday afternoon. I will of course have my cell and computer and be happy to 
answer questions. If you need another counselor, just find an open office door at the AC. 
>>> 
>>> Do all you can to prepare for exams. 
>>> 
>>> Tony 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<     @live.unc.edu> 

Saturday,                 8:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Child with Stomachaches? 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Child with stomachaches? 

Does your child suffer from frequent stomachaches or a nervous stomach’? 

We want to know what factors make children’s stomachaches worse or 
better during the school year. 

We are looking for parents of children/adolescents who: 
o Have frequent stomachaches 
o Attend school from fall to spring and have summers off 

We will ask you to complete an online questionnaire, once during the 
spring and once during the summer. 

Participants completing the study will be automatically entered in a 
drawing of a $25 and $50 Amazon gift card. 

For more information and/or to participate, please go to 
http://www.uncmedresearch.com!stomachaches or call 919 843 0688. 

This study is being conducted by the UNC Center for Functional GI and 
Motility Disorders. This study was approved by the IRB on 3/6/2012. The 
IRB approval number for this study is 12-0361. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://m¥.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

< @ncaa.org> 

Sunday, 11:29 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recommendation for NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Programs’ 
Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics Application 

is applying for an NCAA Ethnic Minority and/or Women’s Enhancement Programs’ Postgraduate Scholarship(s) for 
Careers in Athletics. 
Your candid recommendation of the applicant will be of assistance to the selection committee. 
Please visit the following Web site to provide a recommendation for the above applicant: 
https ://web 1.ncaa.org/epps/exec/endorsement?appId~ ..... 

The application deadline is 

Please contact Teaera Strum at ~ncaa.org if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< @ncaa.org> 

Sunday, 11:29 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Recommendation for NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Programs’ 
Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics Application 

is applying for an NCAA Ethnic Minority and/or Women’s Enhancement Programs’ Postgraduate Scholarship(s) for 

Careers in Athletics. 
Your candid recommendation of the applicant will be of assistance to the selection committee. 
Please visit the following Web site to provide a recommendation for the above applicant: 
https ://web 1.ncaa.org/epps/exec/endorsement?appI_~ 

The application deadline is 

Please contact Teaera Strum at @ncaa.org if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Manning, Melinda L" <manning@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                 4:5 8 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: and room clearance. 

Tony- 

I was wondering where we were with this situation. I just spoke with           the community director over          residence 
hall. Her roommate said it was fine to have the folks come in and do the moving all day this Saturday or after 5 on Sunday. 

Melinda Manning, JD 
Assistant Dean of Students 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Suite 1106, SASB North 
450 Ridge Road, CB# 5100 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone:              . Fax: (919) 843-9778 
http://deanofstudents.unc.edu 
Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Manning, Melinda L 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:32 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re:      and room clearance. 

For now just send it to me! Do you know when/who exactly will do it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 11:54 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Melinda, 
> 
> Thanks for calling back yesterday about 
giving permission. To whom should she send it? 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Tony Yount 
> 

and moving out of her dorm. We can definitely get an email from her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday,                i0:33 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Sunday, 

- PSYC - 6:00PM 

Thanks! 

Please let me know if these are excused. 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, 10:33 AM 

gyou nt@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Sunday, 

- PSYC - 6:00PM 

Thanks! 

. Please let me know if these are excused. 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< @live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:37 PM 

@live.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Employee’s Views of Intercollegiate Athletics at UNC-CH 

Dear UNC Employee, 

A few weeks ago you were invited to participate in my Master’s thesis 
examining employee’s views of academics, finance, and governance of 
intercollegiate athletics at UNC. If you have not completed the survey, 
I am asking for your assistance in achieving the highest possible 
response rate to get an accurate account of employee views. The online 
survey should take approximately ten minutes to complete and your 
insights would be very much appreciated. As data analysis is complete, 
we will be happy to share the study results with you at your request. 

htlpsJ/unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV 3RcszFITS3BUsPb&Preview=Survey&BrandID=unc 

Your participation is voluntary, and you may skip any question for any 
reason. Your identity and responses will be confidential. If you have 
any questions or concerns about the study, please feel free to contact 
me directly by email (lewinter@live.unc.edu). Further, you may also 
contact the UNC Institutional Review B oard by phone (919-966-3113) or 
email (subjects@unc.edu) if you have questions or concerns about your 
rights as a research subject referencing study #12-2157. By completing 
and returning the following survey, I agree to participate in this 
research study. 

Sincerely, 

MA Candidate, Sport Administration 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

This email is sponsored by: Department of Exercise and Sports Science 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Thursday,                 2:23 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

maj ors 

hey - 

When you get a free minute (no big rush) could I please get an updated list of majors for the 
the media guide and online bios)? 

Thanks. 
-mb 

team (for 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Matthew B Bowers <mattbowers@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

maj ors 

hey - 

When you get a free minute (no big rush) could I please get an updated list of majors for the \ 
the media guide and online bios)? 

Thanks. 
-mb 

team (for 

Matt Bowers 
Associate Director 
UNC Athletic Communications 

mattbowers@unc.edu 
(919) 962-7259 - office 

- mobile 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday,                8:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Wednesday, 

- HIST - 8:00PM 

Thanks! 

¯ Please let me know if these are excused¯ 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

)uncaa¯unc¯edu > 

Thursday, 8:19 PM 

gyount@email¯unc¯edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

No Show 

Below is the no show for Wednesday, 

- HIST - 8:00PM 

Thanks! 

¯ Please let me know if these are excused¯ 

Korie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<meley_woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 8:21 PM 

meley_woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: IBS Research Study seeks women age 18-79 Years 

The UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders is now 
recruiting women aged 18-79 years old to participate in a research study 
of the drug Milnacipran (Savella) for treating Irritable Bowel Syndrome 
(IBS). 

The study is 15 weeks long and requires 8 visits to the UNC CTRC clinic. 
You may be eligible to participate if you are a woman between 18 and 79 
years and have been diagnosed with Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS). 
Participants will receive all tests associated with the study at no 
cost, will be reimbursed for travel, and will receive up to $200 for 
completing the study. 

For more information about this trial, please contact: 
Meley Woldeghebriel 
UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility Disorders 

meley_woldeghebriel@med.unc.edu 

This study received IRB approval on 3/28/2012 from the UNC office of 
Human Research Ethics, IRB study # 11-1105. 

This email is sponsored by: UNC Center for Functional GI and Motility 
Disorders 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://mv.unc.edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:11 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Book list as of 12.10.12 

Thanks Tony. As of right now she is not on aid. Once Jan puts her back on Iwill add her. 

Tom 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 12/12/2012 10:02 AM > > > 

Also, ;, who withdrew in the fall, is trying to re-enroll for the spring. She is dealing with 
admissions now. 

Just a heads up. 

Tony 

On Dec 10, 2012, at 10:41 AM, Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

> <Book list as of 12.10.12.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Waicus, Kelly M" <waicus@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:34 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

She needs to go through wellness to be re-evaluated and readmitted. I can send a letter to Lance. Have generally waited to hear that 
they’ve been granted readmission prior to sending the compliance letter. 

Kelly Waicus, MD 

Sports Medicine Clinic 

Campus Health Services 

CB# 7470 James A. Taylor Bldg. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the 
intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:23 PM 
To: Waicus, Kelly M 
Subject: 

Kelly, 

is attempting to re-enroll for the spring semester. Lance Markos, in compliance, will need some kind of 
medical supporting document explaining her withdrawal in the fall when he informs the NCAA and does the paperwork to restore her 
eligibility. I don’t know whether she went through you, or through wellness, or where that medical documentation has to come from. 
Where should we go for that letter, and does         have to do anything that would allow the release of information to Lance? 

ff you could let me know what I need to do to get that done. 

Thanks. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:49 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: IMG_0651 .png 

My thoughts exactly. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:24 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Wow. I am surprised by that but I think it is in her best interest 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> On , at 3:25 PM, "Jan Mann" <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Just received this frol~ 
>> 

>> 

>> <Portable Network Graphics Format.png> 
>> <TEXT.txt> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  8:59 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PR Worksheet 

http://advising.unc.edu/worksheets/new-curriculum-worksheets, .pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, i 8:59 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

PR Worksheet 

http ://advising.unc.edu/worksheets/new-curriculum-worksheets/2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 5:25 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Lacrosse Unit Plan 

Yes. Come to the smith center back lot and hit    on the gate house key pad. 
meeting in the Williamson center. Thanks, Rick 

On Dec 16, 2012, at 10:11 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we park at or near the EWAC tomorrow during the meeting? 

Tony 

Tell them you are going to a 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 1:32 PM, Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lunch will be catered in (Caf[~ Carolina Sandwiches and Wraps), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount 
<tonyyount@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Fwd: Changing my Academic Schedule 

Help Please. Thanks! 

> > > @gmail.com > 1:44 PM > > > 

Coach Barnes, 

I was hoping to change my schedule for next semester and I am not exactly sure how to do that through UNC 

Admissions. 

Do you know who I should contact about this? I would like to switch out of my AP course that is not needed and drop 

my fourth period which is also not needed. 

Thank you so much for a great camp! 

I hope you have a great holiday. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:43 PM 

gyount@email.unc.edu; Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Changing my Academic Schedule 

Help Please. Thanks! 

> > > @gmail.com > 1:44 PM > > > 

Coach Barnes, 

I was hoping to change my schedule for next semester and I am not exactly sure how to do that through UNC 

Admissions. 

Do you know who I should contact about this? I would like to switch out of my AP course that is not needed and drop 

my fourth period which is also not needed. 

Thank you so much for a great camp! 

I hope you have a great holiday. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday,                  9:19 AM 

@live.unc.edu 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: EEAC Decision Letter 

Congrats on having the decision over turned. It sounds like they have a 
very extensive plma in place to insure that you stay on track and do 
well. We will of course need to talk about the voluntary and limited 
practice. It will of course be dependent on the number of hours you end 
up taking. 

I return from Miami tomorrow night. Lets talk soon. 

Coach 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 7:29 PM, 
@live.unc.edu>" ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 
> Begin forwarded message: 
> 
> From: "Rieckenberg, DesirDe" 
<desireer@email .unc. edu<mailto: desireer~email, unc. edu>> 
> To: 

@live.unc.edu<mailto: @live.unc.edu>> 
> Subject: EEAC Decision Letter 
> 

> Dear 
> 

> Attached is the decision letter related to the Emergency Evaluation 
mad Action CommitteeDs decision to allow you to return to UNC. Please 
take special time to review the contents and let me know if you have any 
questions or concerns. 
> 
> Best of luck to you and happy holidays! 
> 
> DesirD e Rieckenberg 
> 
> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

> 

> DesirD e Rieckenberg J Senior Associate Dean of Students 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Student and Academic Services Building, Norda (SASB Norda) 
> 450 Ridge Road, Suite 1106 J Campus Box 5100 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5100 
> Tel.: 919-966-4042<te1:919-966-4042> J Fax: 
919-843-9778<te1:919-843-9778> J 711 (NC-RELAY) 
> desireer@unc.edu<mailto:j sauls@email.unc.edu> 
> 

> UNC Student Affairs: Fostering Student Learning and Success 
> 
> <TEXT.htm> 
> <Readmission                 .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              3:49 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

French minor 

Hi Tony, 

Hope you had a lovely time over the holidays. 
I am currently rethinking about my French minor. I haven’t declared it yet but was pursuing it by taking classes that are needed to 
complete the minor. I am unsure if I want to continue it because I dont really know how useful it will be to me. I understand it would 
be a great asset to have on my r[]sum[], but do you really think it will help me stand out in job applications? 

I would really appreciate your opinion. 

Thanks, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

L@live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,               4:53 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: French minor 

Ok that’s great¯ I have been talking to the sports psychology professor in EXSS 
more class which I’m sure I will find. I just wanted to clear things with you. 

Thanks Tony, 

¯ So I would be able to take that and only need one 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
~live.unc.edu 

On at 16:16, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> My honest opinion is that I don’t think the minor would be a difference maker in the job market unless it were a situation that was 
specific to a French company, or a position in France itself. Those jobs would be quite rare, and I don’t think you damage your resume 
much by dropping the minor. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On ., at 3:48 PM, @live.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony, 
>> 

>> Hope you had a lovely time over the holidays. 
>> I am currently rethinking about my French minor. I haven’t declared it yet but was pursuing it by taking classes that are needed to 
complete the minor. I am unsure if I want to continue it because I dont really know how useful it will be to me. I understand it would 
be a great asset to have on my r[]sum[], but do you really think it will help me stand out in job applications? 
>> 

>> I would really appreciate your opinion. 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> 

>> 

>> UNC Chapel Hill Class of 
>> @live.unc.edu 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Reznick, Steve" <reznick@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               2:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: PSYC 

Tony - Should I be worried about not receiving a response from            ? I would be glad to have      be a 

student in PSYC but I want to make sure that she’s being realistic about meeting the internship commitment and the 

problems inherent in missing the first 2 weeks of class. Should I "touch base" with             ? 

Thanks, 
Steve 

From: Reznick, Steve 
Sent: Monday, 10:28 PM 
To: 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: PSYC 

- Thank you for sending me this information. I don’t know if you have access the our Sakai website, which I just 

opened, so I’ve attached 3 documents: the PSYC syllabus, calendar, and internship log instructions. As you will see, 

the first 3 classes in PSYC are the orientation that launches the course. Attendance has always been 100% for these 

classes, so I don’t know what it will be like for you to miss them. Having friends who take notes and meeting with me 

when you return will help, but I would urge you to look at the documents (and confer with Tony Yount, assuming he’s 

your academic advisor) to confirm the feasibility. If you want to make it work, I’ll do all that I can to help you. 

One option to consider: Do you want to Skype in? It’s probably not convenient (11 am in NC is 5 am in New Zealand, 

isn’t it?), but we can do it if you want to. 

Go Heels! 

Steve Reznick 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 5:03 PM 

To: Reznick, Steve 
Subject: PSYC 

Dear Professor Reznick, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is : and I was thrilled to have gotten into your PSYC 
class on and from for the spring semester as I know it can be difficult to grab 
a seat in a FYS. Unfortunately for my case however, I have a slight conflict that I was hoping you could help 
me resolve. In addition to being a student, I am a proud member of the UNC :           team and the USA 

Currently, the USA team is playing in New Zealand and Australia, which will preclude me 
from making it back to UNC for the first few classes. I apologize for not notifying you sooner of this conflict as 
the holidays and final tour plans got the better or me. I expect to be back at Carolina by January 21 st and assure 
you that I will make up 100% of the work I missed during my absence while I am away. I am a very dedicated 
and conscientious student and feel bad missing a few classes but I’m confident that I can keep up with the 
syllabus while I am touring the world and even email you the assignments that I miss from here. My friends 
from the lacrosse and volleyball teams are also in your freshman year seminar and agreed to keep me up to date 
with all of the notes and assignments while I am away. I have copied the team’s academic advisor on this Email 



to make sure I cover all bases. 

I would love the opportunity to work with the children in the hospital and still remain in your class despite the 
fact that I will be missing the first two weeks of spring semester. If this is not possible for whatever reason 
please let me know and I will understand. Thank you in advance for your consideration in this matter and I look 
forward to seeing you in a few weeks. Please feel free to reply to this email as I will periodically check my 
account while I’m out of the country. 

Best regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

<    ~live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,               11:22 PM 

info@wxyc.org; tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

INFORMATIONAL: Want to be a radio DJ? 

WXYC 89.3 FM, UNC’s student radio station, is hiring new DJs for Spring 
2013! 

WXYC was the first radio station in the world to have an Internet 
broadcast. 

We are currently looking for students with an interest in a variety of 
musical genres who are willing to explore new music and bring 
educational and entertaining radio programming to our worldwide 
listening audience. 

You must be a registered student at UNC to apply. Undergraduate, 
graduate, continuing education, and part-time students are all eligible. 

For more information on our hiring process, please see our website at 
www.wxyc.org. For any other questions, please contact: info@wxyc.org 

Make sure to tune-in to WXYC - Chapel Hill 89.3 FM or listen online at 
www.wxyc.org. Feel free to also like us on Facebook at 
http://www.facebook.com!wxvcradio to receive cool updates and news from 
WXYC. 

This email is sponsored by: WXYC Chapel Hill 89.3 FM 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only be sent to those who have indicated 
that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass 
email preference, sign into MyUNC at http://my.unc~edu, and select 
"Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                11 : 15 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Next fall 

I emailed She’s being optimistic about opportunity and will get back to me soon. 

Let me know what the people at the Chamber of Commerce say. I would definitely be willing to follow up with them as well. 

Thanks for the talk today, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,                10:02 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Spring tutor schedule & Last day to Drop 

Where is the drop in Spanish tutor? I can’t find it! 

On at 9:51 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> Remember that tomorrow is the LAST DAY TO DROP a class online for the spring semester. 
> If you need to drop a class after tomorrow, start with discussion with me, then to Steele Building for a drop form and the signature 
of an adviser (tell the adviser that you are an athlete), then bring the form to me for a signature and stamp. I will take the form to 
SASB that day to complete the drop. When you bring the form to me, bring me the textbooks for that class if you are on book 
scholarship. 
> 

> 

> 

> Attached please find the spring drop in TUTOR SCHEDULE. 
> 
> Please be aware that these are drop-in sessions available for you to use. Attendance is not required, but if a couple weeks pass and 
no one is attending, then the session will be dropped in order to save the money. 
> 
> Please take advantage of these resources. 
> 
> Many of you requested individual tutors. Those students that have been assigned to individual or small group sessions have been 
notified. If you weren’t notified that you have a session, then you will need to rely on the drop-in sessions listed here. Please also 
remember that peer tutoring is available on Tuesday and Wednesday nights in Dey Hall from 6-9 beginning tonight. 
> 

> 

> Tony 
> 
> <drop in schedule.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 7:35 PM 

.... l@gmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:               High School Senior Schedule 

Tony, 
Just checking, did you get a chance to look over my senior schedule and see if it is okay? 

Thanks 

Sent from my Samsung EpicT 4G Touch 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
3 is enough for NCAA - that’s up to you 

On _ __ 

wrote: 
, at 3:00 PM, L@gmail.com> 

quick question, should i take four years of Spanish in High school? 

On Thu             t 10:00 PM, Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
That would be great - My cell is            . rll forward to your call. 

Tony 

O1 , at 5:57 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 
> 
> Hi Mr. Yount. I’m              and I met you when I was with Coach Mann some time in 
November, I believe. I have verbally committed with Coach Mann for golf, and I am beyond 
excited to play for Carolina. I am ~                    md my school is doing senior 
scheduling this upcoming month. I wanted your input in my schedule to best prepare me for 
college life at CarolinaT Is it possible to speak to you on the phone some time soon? Tomorrow 
around 3 would work for me. 
> 

> Thank you for your help, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, ~ 8:02 AM 

.... @gmail.com>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:               High School Senior Schedule 

Thank you so much. I will wait to here back from you before finalizing my schedule. I could also email you my 
transcript if you like. 

Sent from my Samsung EpicT 4G Touch 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
1 

I am so sorry. Here is what happened. I forwarded your schedule to our compliance office to the person who 
reviews high school transcripts to be sure that schedules are good for the NCAA and Carolina. He hadn’t gotten 
your high school transcript from Coach Mann yet. So that’s where we are. I think your schedule is fine. But I’m 
not the one who certifies high school schedules. I will nudge both of them tomorrow and see if we can get an 
answer for you. I’m sorry its taken this long. 

Tony 

On at 7:35 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Tony, 
Just checking, did you get a chance to look over my senior schedule and see if it is okay? 

Thanks 

Sent from my Samsung EpicT 4G Touch 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc. edu> wrote: 
3 is enough for NCAA - that’s up to you 

On at 3:00 PM, @~mail.com> 
wrote: 

quick question, should i take four years of Spanish in High school? 

On Thu, at 10:00 PM, Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



That would be great - My cell is 

Tony 

,. I’ll forward to your call. 

On , at 5: 57 PM @gmail.com> 
wrote: 

> Mr. Yount, 
> 

> Hi Mr. Yount. I’m and I met you when I was with Coach Mann 
some time in November, I believe. I have verbally committed with Coach Mann for 
golf, and I am beyond excited to play for Carolina. I am a junior in high school and 
my school is doing senior scheduling this upcoming month. I wanted your input in 
my schedule to best prepare me for college life at CarolinaT Is it possible to speak to 
you on the phone some time soon? Tomorrow around 3 would work for me. 
> 
> Thank you for your help, 
> 

J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

SubJect: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,. 11:59 AM 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Fwd: - High Schoo 

Tony, 

Unless you (or I) get something directly from Phil, we shouldn’t worry about it. No need to respond - Phil figure out 

how to best handle the follow-up, if any. Thanks!! 

Lance 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu 

Gentlemen, 

27AM >>> 

I just had a brief conversation with Susan Maloy about the email below. This doesn’t seem like something I ought to be 

doing involving a high school sophomore. So I forward to you, hoping that you will give me advice about what to do. 

Thanks 

Begin forwarded message: 

Resent-From: <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
From: .com> 
Subject: - High School .... 
Date 7:23:14 AM EST 
To: <gyount@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: ~.qmail.com>, <pbarnes@unc.edu> 

Mr. Yount, 
would like to speak with you regarding her course of study for next year (she will be a junior in high 

school) and implications for certain requirements at UNC. Kindly pass your contact information and the 

most convenient times to call to who is copied on this message. If 

it is most convenient for you to speak during the school day, either or I will give you a call. 

To provide a little background,’ s current courses/mid-year grades appear below: 

Algebra II (Honors) 

English II (Honors) 

Biology I (Honors) 

World History (Honors) 

Spanish III (Honors) 

Weight Training 

Pottery 

Thanks very much, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

Dan Adelman 

<dladelma@email.unc.edu > 

Katrina 

Dowd < kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Laurie Holman < Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

li nd sa sm @emai I.u nc.ed u; 
Mary Ellen Bingham <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; 

Stephen 

Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

< rllogan@u ncaa.unc.ed u >; 

< sdhalverson@uncaa.u nc.edu >; 

Logan Ripley 
Doug Halverson 

v 

; Tony 
Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Subject: Practice at Finley 

Hello Everyone, 

Practice is at Finley today. See you there. 

Please make sure we have balls, cones, ladders, short little 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, February 1, 2013 5:41 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Scott Oliaro <soliaro@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: My Apologies 

Hi Tony, 

Don’t wow too much. Stuff happens. I hadn’t noticed about     though. She ran like a champion today and is providing important 
leadership. I haven’t noticed anything from a performance standpoint nor have                      I will copy Scott to see if she 
should be monitored with regard     " - 

Keep sending your impressions and opinions. They are important and helpful to me:-) 

Thanks again for all you do. None of us are perfect. Let’s keep working hard together to help these young people develop! 

Go Heels ! 

Karen 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 1, 2013, at 3:08 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edn> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 
> I absolutely hate to admit when I screw something up, but I did an hour or so and its a bad thing. 
> 
> I mistakenly sent the weekly report intended for the coaches to each of you. I apologize for that. If you haven’t read the email that is 
rifled "Weekly", please delete it. It contains the comments intended for the coaches about academic issues and some others that were 
certainly intended for them only, and not for the team. 
> 
> To the freshmen I offer my sincere apologies that any information about you was shared improperly. I am embarrassed, and for 
those of you who know me well, you know that I absolutely hate to be wrong, and to be embarrassed. 
> 
> I am very sorry. I think the problem came from the fact that I created a new email group for each of my coaching groups, but when I 
typed FH Coaches, I believe that the program automatically went to the Field Hockey group and I think that’s how it happened. That is 
not really relevant to the freshmen though. 
> 
> Again, my apologies. 
> 

> (Embarrassed) Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"Woodard, Harold" <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 
Thursday, February 7, 2013 8:43 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: 

Excellent!! 

Will 10:00 or 10:30 work for you? 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 6, 2013, at 11:18 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dean Woodard, 
> 
> I spoke witl this afternoon. I think there is a fairly easy solution to my situation. She suggested that you and I call 
her together tomorrow, bne said that before 11:15 or after 1:30 would work best for her. I’ll check with you in the am to see if either 
time will fit into your schedule. 
> 
> Thanks 
> 
> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

SubJect: 

~uncaa¯unc¯edu > 

Thursday,               9:14 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa¯unc¯edu > 

No Show 2/5 

Below is the no show list for Tuesday, ¯ Please let me know if these are excused¯ 

- HIST ’- 8:00PM with 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 ~.:49 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

Yes! Awesome, thanks for letting me know :) 

On at 2:21 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Found the BUSI~ book 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

.. <, }live.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 5:03 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Books 

I don’t think they had it in stock. I got a big list of books I didn’t get but apparently lost it because i still don’t have a comm ~ book 
but I have to come back and refill out a form apparently the register person said. The comm    book just came into the book store. 

On , at 2:22 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edn> wrote: 

> Found the GEOL    book. 
> 
> Do you know why you didn’t get the book for the lab? 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, 10:59 PM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Schedule change 

Loudermilk sounds good to me Tony, are you good to book a room? I’ll walk everyone there after the game... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 10:55 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I will forward this to Lance - he is the guy for incoming schedules and whether they meet Carolina’s requirements and I’ll let you 
know. 
> 
> I’m planning on meeting the incomings. I’m going to the game and I’ll be ready to meet maybe 30 minutes after the end of the 
game? Loudermilk is a little closer than Henry. Happy to meet either place is fine. I think we were in Loudermilk last year and that 
went well. 
> 
> Tony 
> 

> 

> On 3, at 10:00 PM, Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu<mailto:cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>> wrote: 
> 
> Hi Tony, 
> 
> Does this schedule change seem ok for one of our incoming? 
> 
> Are you still good to speak to our 6 incoming plus their parents after the basketball game on Saturday? I’m presuming that Henry is 
the easiest place to meet? Plan for around 2:30/3pm? 
> 
> Guy 
> 
>>>> < ~yahoo.com<mailto: ~vahoo.com>> 4:07 PM >>> 
> He5 ,_,,:, 
> 
> I just have a quick question about my school schedule. Our second half of the year is just starting and I wanted to switch my 
electives around. I want to drop and take ] but my guidance counselor told me I have to check with you 
first. Let me know if this is ok! 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> <TEXT.htm> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

< }gmail.com> 

Wednesday,                 11 : 18 AM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday Review Session 

Good afternoon Tony, 

Last night in my session for HIST    some of the women expressed interest in having an extra review session 
on Thursday before their first exam on Friday. I was unsure of how the process of scheduling an extra session 
works so I told them to contact you first. I just wanted to let you know that if it is possible I am willing and 
available from 8:00-10:00 on Thursday evening.? 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

"~ ~"< ~live.unc.edu> 
Thursday, 3:51 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Graduation question 

Hi Tony, 
Do I have to have officially declared my JOMC minor with the J school before I apply for graduation? I need to meet with Chris 
Roush to do that but can I still go ahead and apply for graduation before I see him? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" "< @live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Graduation question 

Thanks! Just did it! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:02 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Graduation question 

Yes - you can apply for graduation - deadline is tomorrow - get it done. 

Tony 

On , at 3:51 PM. ~live.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> 

> Hi Tony, 
> Do I have to have officially declared my JOMC minor with the J school before I apply for graduation? I need to meet with Chris 
Roush to do that but can I still go ahead and apply for graduation before I see him? 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, i 10:59 AM 

tonyyount@unc.edu 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Meeting 

Hi Tony, 
is there anyway we can push our meeting time to 12 30?. I have an assignment that is taking me longer to due and I can really use the 
extra time. If not then I can make noon work. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

" " ~live.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 10:06 PM 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Okay. Thank you! 

From: Yount, Tony [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:40 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: 

The next thing is to register for New Student Orientation. You’ll get an email from me early this week about how to do that. 

Congr~s 

Tony 
On , at 6:26 PM, " L" < ~live.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Hey Mr. Yount, 
> I finally got my email set up. Is there anything else I should do? 
> 
> Thank you, 




